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Tuition hikes 
approved 

Medical students hardest hit, 
face 124.1% increase 

By Shawn Brjmley and 

Fiona Stevenson 

All programs at Queen’s will be 
affected by tuition increases over the 
next two years, after the administration’s 
tuition proposal was approved at last 
Friday’s Board of Trustees meeting. 

By a vote of 18-2, most programs will 
face a 20 per cent increase over the next 
two years while law and medicine will 
face dramatic increases of 54.9 and 
124.1 per cent respectively. Tuition for 
graduate programs was capped at 6.1 per 
cent over the next two years. 

“It didn’t come as a surprise,” said 
Alma Mater Society President Tom 
Stanley. “I think we’ve learned that 
whenever tuition is viewed on its own as 
a one-year measure to meet immediate 
financial needs, it will be increased.” 

On December 15, 1997, the provin¬ 
cial government announced that univer¬ 
sities would have the option of 
deregulating tuition fees for graduate 
and professional programs. The policy 
stipulated that universities would be able 
to set their own limits for programs to be 
specified by the government at a later 
date. 

As May approached, and the govern¬ 
ment’s announcement had not yet been 

made, Queen’s administrators drafted a 
plan proposing increases ranging from 
32 to 124.1 per cent over the next two 
years for programs they assumed would 
be deemed “professional” by the govern¬ 
ment. These programs were education, 
commerce, nursing, engineering, rehabil¬ 
itation therapy, law and medicine. 

However, the government’s tuition 
announcement, made on Wednesday, 
May 6, restricted deregulation to law 
and medicine only. 

“The main concern we have is 
about accessibility to medical 
school. I really question how 
people are going to pay these 

high levels.” 

— Kim Netherel, second-year 
medical student 

As a result, the Queen’s administra¬ 
tion was forced to revise its initial tuition 
proposal, limiting increases in most pro¬ 
grams to 20 per cent over the next two 
years while proposing substantial 
increases to law and medicine. As a 

Please see Tuition on page 3 
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Geography professor dies in avalanche 

By Lilian Kim 

Queen’s University and the world of 
science suffered a great loss on the 
afternoon of Thursday, April 16, 1998 
with the death of Dr. Julian Michael 
Szeicz, assistant professor of geography 
at Queen’s. 

Dr. Szeicz, 33, was killed in an 
avalanche near Watson Lake in the 
Yukon Territory while conducting field 

research with two graduate students. 
Both students survived the avalanche. 

“[Julian] was a bright light, a spark 
plug in the department — just always 

helping students,” said colleague Robert 
Gilbert. 

Walking down the dark corridor of 
the department of geography, one will 
notice the extensive graphs pinned to the 
walls and the rock samples displayed on 
office doors. 

But in one corner, the words “Simply 
the best rock flick ever!!” stand out from 

a movie review taped to Dr. Szeicz’s 
office door. The presence of this article 
embodies the unforgettable impact that 
Dr. Szeicz had on the Queen’s 
community. 

Fond memories flood the minds of 
those who had the opportunity to meet 
the enigmatic professor. Dr. Szeicz first 
came to Queen’s in 1995. 

Many remember his keen enthusiasm 
towards research and teaching. 

John R Smol, professor of Queen’s 
biology and close friend of Dr. Szeicz 
and wife Barbara Zeeb, remembers him 
as a “very positive influence because he 
was very smart, worked very hard, but 
was also very friendly,” Smol said. “He 
filled a research hole and a teaching hole 

that we had on the terrestrial side of this 
paleoenvironmental research.” 

Students remember Dr. Sziecz as a 
professor who went out of his way to 
help someone in need and always 
remembered a name. 

Graduate student Asa Chong, who 
worked with Dr. Szeicz on her under¬ 

graduate honours thesis project, recalls 

his compassion towards his students and 
colleagues. 

“He was always interested in every 
person that he met,” explained Chong. 

"I feel really lucky that I worked 
with him and I’m going to miss 
him a lot... he made you really 
want to be a better person." 

— Graduate Student 
Asa Chong 

Dr. Szeicz received a Geography 
Department Student Council Award for 
excellence in reaching in 1997. 

In an obituary written in The Queen’s 
Gazette, John Holmes, head of 

geography at Queen’s, said: “Julian 
combined excellence in scholarship with 
a delightful and engaging personality. He 
was instantly likable, a kind, thoughtful 
and gentle man with a wry and 

self-deprecating sense of humour. 
Julian’s personal qualities combined with 

his deep, but humble intelligence made 
him much sought after as a teacher, 
friend and colleague.” 

Dr. Szeicz’s uplifting presence and 
infectious laughter will not soon be for¬ 
gotten among those who worked with 
and knew him. 

“I feel really lucky that I worked with 
him and I’m going to miss him a lot,” 
expressed an emotional Chong. “He 
made you really want to be a better 
person.” 

Dr. Szeicz was born on January 12, 
1965 in England. Raised in Ontario, he 
derived much of his love for biology and 
geography from his parents, Geza and 

Please see Szeicz on page 2 
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BY KEfTH Gerein 

The University of Ottawa football 

team has already played its 1997 season, 

but that didn't stop the Canadian 

Interuniversity Athletic Union (C1AU) 

front taking the season away. 

This was one of several sanctions 

imposed on the Gee-Gees after the uni¬ 

versity discovered that its team used two 

academically ineligible players last fall. 

In addition to having their season 

erased from the books, the Gee-Gees are 

prohibited from hosting any playoff 

games or appearing on television during 

Queen’s football rivals have 
: l ill. hqrcll ” 

the regular season for the next two years. 

They have also been fined $2,000. 

Luc Gelineau, Ottawa’s athletic direc¬ 

tor, declined to talk with The Journal, but 

during an April interview with The 
Ottawa Sun, he said the penalities levied 

against the football team were quite 

strict. 
“I think it’s pretty harsh,” he said. 

“But it’s important to note that the CIAU 

recognizes it was an administrative error, 

not intentional.” 

Queen’s head football coach Bob 

Howes disagreed with the first part of 

Gelineau’s statement. 

“I rhink it was pretty fair,” Howes 

said. “It wasn’t harsh.” 

Howes said he doesn't hold any ill- 

will towards Ottawa for using ineligible 

players, but he does believe the university 

needs to improve its system for checking 

the academic status of its athletes. 

“I don’t think they had anybody really 

to check if their kids were eligible,” he 

said. “It didn’t seem like a high priority 

for them.” 
In revoking the Gee-Gees’ season, the 

CIAU will remove Ottawa’s name from 

all trophies and honours the team 

claimed during last fall’s campaign. 

Ottawa advanced to the Vanier Cup 

iict- ^11 pupnfuallv Insine that came to 

Continued from page I 

Frances Szeicz, who taught biology and 

geography respectively at the University 

of Toronto. Dr. Szeicz combined both 

interests and studied biogeography. 

After receiving his B.Sc. in 

biogeography from the University of 

Toronto in 1987, Dr. Szeicz went on to 

McMaster University where he earned a 

master’s and Ph.D. in geography. The 

following year, Dr. Szeicz attended the 

University of Cambridge as a post¬ 

doctoral fellow. 

After his postdoctoral studies, Dr. 

j Szeicz travelled to Chile where he devel¬ 

oped the use of tree-ring analysis. Even 

after his appointment to the Queen’s 

department of geograp 

continued research in Chile, 

to. performing research in north-western 

Canada. 

Dr. Szeicz loved the outdoors. He and 

his wife Zeeb, a paJeolimnoIogist who is 

an assistant professor of Queen's 

biology, shared an adoration for rock 

climbing, canoeing and travelling. 

Funeral services, conducted by Rev. 

Brian Yealland, were held at Grant Hall 

on April 21 . The building was filled with 

mourners saying their farewells while 

scientists worldwide phoned to pay their 

respects to this remarkable individual. 

The establishment of a memorial 

scholarship is currently underway. Dr. Szeicz in his natural element 
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season erased 
the University of British Columbia. 

Along the way to the national champi¬ 

onship, the Gee-Gees won the Churchill 

Bowl and the Dunsmore Cup, given 

annually to the champion of the Ontario- 

Quebec Intercollegiate Football 

Conference (O-QIFC). Ottawa beat 

Queen’s 24-7 in the Dunsmore Cup 

game last November. 

The discovery of the academically 

ineligible players was made in early April 

by Ottawa’s athletic department. The 

administration reported that the football 

team used four ineligible players between 

1990 and 1997. 

These findings came in conjunction 

, with a six-month CIAU investigation into 

j the university’s football program. The 

investigation was launched after several 

j unspecified complaints were submitted 

; by Carleton University against the foot- 

j ball team and its head coach Larry Ring, 

j It is believed that Carleton accused Ring 

j of recruiting violations, such as giving 

i payoffs, and that he knew some of his 

j players were taking steroids. 

Last November, two Gee-Gees players 

\ tested positive for steroids and were 

j banned from further play. The CIAU 

■ exonerated Ring of any wrongdoing. 

The use of ineligible players is not a 

j new problem for the O-QIFC. In 1995, 

' Queen’s used an academically ineligible 

| player for its first game of the season. 

• Last year, Bishop’s football squad discov- 

: ered a similar problem five games into 

the season. In both cases the universities 

i reported their errors to the 

3 O-QIFC during the season and were 

• penalized by losing all of their victories. 
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Summer Rowing Programs 
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Rprrpationfll Costs $150/6 week session or $260/12 week session, 
n a u ,ai Weekly from 5:30 to 7:30am or 7 to 9pm on Tues. & Fri. 
HOWing or Wed. & Sat. Includes Coaching. 

. _ Costs $90/2 week session and includes over 8 hours of 
Learn to Row instruction. Week nights (Wed. & Fri.) from 7 to 9pm or 

weekends (Sat. & Sun.) from 8 to 10am. 

Youth Learn Costs $120/2 week session for ages 12 thru 17. 
to Row Monday to Friday from 8:30am to 12:30pm. Also, ask 

vwv about our competitive youth camp held in August! 

Adult Rowing Costs $200/8 week session. Racing weekly. Two eight 
I pan 1 ip week sessions (6:30 - 8:00pm) meeting twice weekly on 
LCdyue Monday & Thursday. 

At the Queen's Phys. Ed center on Wed. May 20th from 

Registration9 i2arnJ° 2Prn At the KRC at the foot of Cataraqui St. 
» Thursday May 21 st, Friday May 22nd from 5 to 7pm and 

on Saturday May 23rd from 10am to 2 pm. Otherwise, 
contact a manager a 542-4767. 
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The RRC M 
a! dhJ^7- Programs Start In June 
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Student representatives disappointed 

Continued from page I 

result of the increases, students entering 

law and medicine in 1999-2000 will face 

fees of $5,000 and $9,200 respectively. 

The Ontario government also intro¬ 

duced a mandatory grandparenting 

clause which restricted tuition increases 

to 20 per cent per year for students 

already enrolled in deregulated pro¬ 

grams. 

At the meeting Ken Snowdon, 

associate vice-principal (resources and 

planning) said the tuition announcement 

“limited the degree of deregulation that 

we had built into our fiscal plan.” 

“We had anticipated that there would 

be greater deregulation,” Snowdon said. 

“We had hoped that they wouldn’t intro¬ 

duce grandparenting,” he added later. 

In silent protest of the dramatic 

tuition increases proposed for the 

Queen’s medical program, approxi¬ 

mately 30 white-coated medical students 

attended Friday’s Board of Trustees 

meeting. 

Members of the Aesculapian Society 

distributed a statement on the adminis¬ 

tration’s tuition proposal to the meet¬ 

ing’s attendees. The statement included a 

warning that “increased tuition fees will 

have adverse effects on the health-care 

system by forcing graduating medical 

students to place greater emphasis on 

income potential, rather than commu¬ 

nity needs, when evaluating career 

options.” 

Medical student Natalie Julian said 

the increases will, “restrict our choices as 

rural practice will become less attractive. 

and there will be more pressure for 

future medical students to study in the 

United States.” 

Before the proposal was voted on by 

the Trustees, representatives from the 

AMS, the Society of Professional and 

Graduate Students (SPGS), and the 

Aesculapian Society were given an 

opportunity to speak. 

The AMS executive began with a pre¬ 

sentation on the history of tuition 

increases and the impact of tuition hikqs 

on students. 

SPGS President, Chris Hales, warned 

that differentiating fees “will pose seri¬ 

ous danger to student government at 

Queen’s” as it will become “increasingly 

more difficult for students to speak with 

a united voice.” 

“No student will have to leave 
Queen’s as a result of the tuition 

increases.” 

- Ken Snowdon, associate 
vice-principal (resources and 

planning) at the Board of Trustees 
meeting Friday 

Ian Billingsley, the Aesculapian 

Society’s representative to the AMS, 

denounced the proposed tuition increase 

for medical students, raising concerns 

over accessibility and accountability. 

During the discussion period. Trustee 

Mary Collins suggested an amendment 

to the tuition proposal whereby the 

124.1 per cent increase to medical school 

tuition would be phased in over a longer 

period of time. 

The proposed amendment failed with 

nine votes for and 12 votes against. 

Following the defeat, the tuition pro¬ 

posal in its entirety was passed. 

Kim Netherel, a second year medical 

student and spokesperson for the 

Aesculapian Society, said “we were fairly 

disappointed” that the proposal passed, 

but “we really felt like we did everything 

we could do.” 

“The main concern we have is about 

going to pay these high levels.” 

Netherel said “our current students 

were relieved” about the grandparenting 

clause, however “we’re really concerned 

about who are future colleagues will be,” 

she added. 

As' a statement against the increases, 

the medical school’s fourth-year class 

will not make its traditional thank-you 

donation to the medical school. Instead, 

it will make a donation directly to the 

Kingston General Hospital. 

Stanley said he “wasn’t surprised” by 

the results of Friday’s meeting, but “was 

disappointed.” 

“While Board members suggested 

that they truly understood our concerns, 

they said that there was no action they 

could take,” he said. 

However, Alison Loat, AMS vice 

president (university affairs) said that 

“Students should not feel that this 

diminishes the AMS resolve to protect 

students in the coming year.” 

During Friday’s meeting, Snowdon 

said that the university has made a com- I 

mitment that “no student will have to 

leave Queen’s as a result of the tuition 

increases.” 

“We will hold the administration 

accountable to this vital promise,” 

Stanley asserted in an AMS press release. 

The 1998-99 Queen’s Operating 

Budget, which was approved by the 

Board of Trustees on Saturday morning, 

lists increased funding for student assis¬ 

tance as an institutional priority. 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

Tuition increases over 
the next two years 

Medicine 124.1% 

Law 54.9% 

Undergraduate 20.0% 

Graduate 6.1% 
International fees 6.0% 
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Queen’s changes 
phone numbers 

By Renee Huang 

Queen’s is running out of internal 

four-digit extension numbers. With less 

than 300 numbers left, Information 

Technology Services (ITS) plans to intro¬ 

duce a new phone number and five-digit 

internal dialing system starting January 

1999. 

“We’re making the change to a new 

telephone exchange, 533, which will 

really simplify the dialing for people,” 

said Jack Henderson, manager of 

telecommunications, audio and video for 

ITS. “We wanted internal and external 

numbers to be the same.” 

“Telephone numbers at Queen’s have 

really been too complicated for people, 

for too many years,” said Henderson. 

“We want the telephone system to be as 

simple, clear, and obvious as possible.” 

In the past, the existence of two 

Queen’s exchanges, 545 and 546, and 

various extension numbers made phon¬ 

ing someone a tedious process, 

Henderson said. 

With the new approximately $50,000 

system, instead of dialing a phone num¬ 

ber and separate extension number, 

callers will be able to access Queen’s 

offices by dialing only one seven-digit 

phone number. Every number at 

Queen’s will begin with the 533 

exchange. To access an internal exten¬ 

sion, callers will dial the last five-digits of 

the phone number. 

By Shawn Brimley 

A late-night encounter with an 

unidentified male left two Walkhome 

staff and a patron shaken. 

On May 9, at 12:30am, Walkhome 

staff members Ian Wallace and Jaime 

Blackwood were accompanying a patron 

along Albert Street when a man walking 

behind them began to yell at them to 

turn around. 

According to Queen’s Security, the 

man uttered anti-gay slurs, and made 

verbal threats for no apparent reason. 

The man is described as being Cau¬ 

casian, 30 to 40 years old, between 5’10 

and 6 feet tall, slightly balding with 

short, dark hair, and of a medium build. 

The suspect was wearing a suit, tie and 

glasses at the time of the incident. 

Wallace said the man wanted the team 

and the patron to get off the road. The 

group moved to the sidewalk and 

ignored the individual as he continued 

to shout derogatory comments at them. 

“The individual became more irate 
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Walkhome team 
and patron harassed 

when we continued to ignore him, not 

wanting to provoke him further,” 

said Wallace. 

The situation intensified when the 

man shouted: “Get off this road or I’ll 

blow your heads off,” Wallace said. 

At this point, the individual got into 

his car and drove onto the sidewalk 

where they were walking. Wallace and 

Blackwood pushed the patron out of the 

way and took cover behind a nearby car. 

By the time Wallace called Walkhome 

headquarters to request assistance from 

the police, the man had backed the car 

into the street and driven to a nearby 

house. 

Jen Gresham, manager of the 

Walkhome service, was in the Walkhome 

office when Wallace called. Gresham 

said the police responded quickly to the 

situation. 

However, Wallace stated that “the 

police were less than helpful.” Over the 

radio, the police recommended the 

group “hide behind a tree if he tries to 

hit you again, because he won’t want to 

damage his car,” Wallace recalled. 

According to Wallace, the police said 

they were attempting to stop an armed 

robbery, and could not respond as 

quickly as they hoped. Wallace said he 

and the other victims felt stranded. 

The police arrived and took details of 

the incident but were unable to offer fur¬ 

ther assistance, according to Louise Fish, 

Director of Campus Security at Queen’s. 

“While we normally restrict our activ¬ 

ity to Queen’s itself, we are always con¬ 

cerned for members of the Queen’s 

community,” said Fish. Security arrived 

and offered to drive the students home. 

Fish said that Campus Security will 

continue to stay in contact with the 

investigating dective on the Kingston 

Police Force, to ensure action is being 

taken. 

Kevin Lint and Koel Loyer, both Comm ’98, celebrate convocation in style. 
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QP expansion 
gets green light 

By Mike Payne and Kristen Glazer 

The recently re-named Queen’s Pub 

will undergo a $130,000 face lift this 

summer. The planned expansion of the 

smallest pub on campus will double 

both its physical size and customer 

capacity. 

Alma Mater Society Vice-President 

(Operations) Gord Moodie said the new 

QP will become much more popular. 

“You’ll be able to grab a snack at lunch 

or do work. It will hopefully be a more 

attractive place to spend time during the 

day, and at night it will be just like the 

QP but with a greater service capacity so 

that more people can go in and enjoy 

it.” 

The current Alma Mater Society 

executive included the expansion in 

their campaign platform, and have set a 

goal of August 15 to complete the pro¬ 

ject. Bids for the renovation are due this 

week and construction is slated to begin 

soon. 

Moodie, QP Head Manager Mark 

Picketts and Services Director Sarah 

Armstrong head the project team and 

are excited at the prospect of a finan- 

cially-viable pub. 

For the last seven years the QP has 

ended the fiscal year heavily in debt, 

said Moodie. However, a recent study 

revealed that the actual size of the pub is 

a serious concern for potential patrons. 

“It will hopefully be a more 
attractive place to spend 

time... it will be just like the 
QP but with a greater 

service capacity...” 

— Gord Moodie, AMS vice- 
president (ops) 

A survey of five hundred Queen’s 

students in April showed that at least 83 

percent of patrons have found it too 

busy to sit down at some point. In addi¬ 

tion to the survey, the project team con¬ 

ducted a two-week study of customer 

flow. On average 22 patrons a night 

were turned away due to lack of seating. 

The improvements will combat this 

problem while retaining the most popu¬ 

lar aspect of the pub: its atmosphere. If 

Please see Pub on page 3 
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Grilled Chicken Sandwiches I GREAT PRICES 1 
BURGERS | 

from 

$4,50-86.25 , 

Also checkout... Jj ’ 
Garlic Bread (5 kinds} 

Homemade Chili 

Nacho Dinners (5 kinds) 

Chicken Strip Dinner 

Chicken Caesar 

Cheesy Chili Fries 

i GREAT PRICES I 
I CHICKENS! 
I from I 

| $5.25-86.251 

Don’t forget our Desserts 
Cheesecakes (5 kinds) 

Sundaes (5 kinds) 

and our 

Old Fashioned 

.Milkshakes 

r , 409 Johnson Street at University Avenue 

v*. JIT s Kingston, Ontario • Canada K7L 1Z1 

\ (613) 547-3771 

WALKHOME 
IS OPEN! 

WALKHOME WILL BE OPEN EVERY NtGfiT UNTIL THE END 
OF tUMMER COURSES! WE ARE LOCATED IN THE 

INFOBANK THROUGHOUT THE tUMMER, WHICH IS ON 
THE LOWER LEVEL OF THE 4DIK. SO IF YOU WOULD LIKE 

A TEAM TO ACCOMPANY YOU ON A WALK BETWEEN 

ANY TWO POINTS WITHIN OUR BOUNDARIES, JUST GIVE 
US A CALL ANY TIME BETWEEN 0 P.M. - 1 A.M. AND 

WE LL BE THERE WITH A SMILE! 

545-2662 
_ *2 WOUtD ALSO LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS: 

I % TORDIFF COMMUNICATIONS FOR THEIR RADIO SUPPORT, 

AND CVCtEPATH FOR OUR SIX PEU^B^S^ 

CVCLEPATH 

m PRINCESS ST* 

KINGSTON, ONTARIO K7L 1B7 

- S4a-igta 
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The change will occur during 

December and the entire phone system 

will be shut down to facilitate the transi¬ 

tion. The idea is to "affect the least num¬ 

ber of people,” said Henderson. "The 

quietest time at Queen’s is between 

Christmas and New Year’s.” 

“By adding that number to the inter¬ 

nal extension, we have so many more 

[numbers] to play with,” said Gord 

Moodie, Alma Mater Society vice-presi¬ 

dent (operations). 

“All the numbers that pass through the 

Queen’s switchboard,” including resi¬ 

dences, will be affected, Moodie con¬ 

firmed. 

In the fall, residence rooms will come 

complete with a phone line hooked up to 

the Queen’s phone system. Students in 

residence will be able to use a five-digit 

exchange to dial other residence rooms. 

The decision to change phone num¬ 

bers was made three weeks ago and there 

are still some unanswered questions. The 

ITS web site at (www.its.queensu.ca/ 

telecom/) hopes to ease the transition 

between numbers by providing a guide 

to figuring out new numbers. 

In the months following the phone 

number change, ITS has a few safety nets 

in place. “Old numbers will be inter¬ 

cepted for a short time and redirected,” 

Moodie said. 

Some numbers on campus that would 

not take well to a mid-year phone num¬ 

ber change, said Moodie. Henderson 

verified that the Walkhome number and 

Queen’s security numbers will stay the 

same to maintain continuity for patrons. 

The number change also poses a chal¬ 

lenge for the What’s Next and Who’s 
Where publications. There are concerns 

about where and how the publication 

will illustrate the changes. 

“When I first heard about it 1 was 

scared out of my pants,” admitted Mike 

Beltzner, one of the Who’s WherefWhat’s 
Next editors. 

“I understand that the changeover is 

necessary for ITS,” Beltzner said. “From 

what I’ve seen, they’ve done the best 

they could to maintain the external 

system.” 

Who’s Where phone numbers will 

probably be published in two columns, 

one for before-December numbers and 

one for after-December numbers, 

Beltzner said. 

“When I first heard about 
it I was scared out of 

my pants.” 

— Mike Beltzner, co-editor of 
Who’s Where/What’s Next 

Publications 

For those who use the internet, 

Henderson said the Queen’s dial-in 

modem number will stay the same until 

ITS announces how it will be consoli¬ 

dated into the 533 exchange. 

Irene Bujara, Human Rights Office 

director, has some concerns about the 

phone system switch. A lot of their mate¬ 

rial has already been printed for 

September, including safety cards that 

will be distributed to first-year students, 

she said. 

“We thought we were ahead of the 

game,” said Bujara. “How do we tell 

people that the safety cards with [emer¬ 

gency] numbers bn them are wrong?” 

“Because we deal with crisis, giving 

phone numbers out is important,” she 

said. 

“I told people to get used to writing 

their number out,” she added. 

CORRECTIONS 

In the April 2 issue of The Journal, Kristina Small’s name and painting, 

“Juxtaposition of Decision,” were omitted from a story on the First-Year Art Show 

In rhe May 11 extra issue of The Journal, Kim Meathlef spokesperson for the 

Aesculapian Society, was incorrectly identified as Kim Nerherel. 

The Journal regrets rhe errors. 

Jihie 28 (ox 
August 30 F998 

WE GRAND THEATRE 
HoljfjCole June.28 \X 

BarmlwjsMm v 
Imilonp KaNtu Choral 

Society of Soweto June 30 

Leahy (with Bruce Guthro) July 2 

Joe Seoly & Molly Johnson July 5 

Theatre Smith-Gilmour: 

In the Wings of Eden July 8 

Puirt a Baroque: 

Bath Meets Cape Breton July 15 

The Second City July 17 

The King's Singers July 25 

Gino Quiiico July 28 

A CHORUS LINE July 31 - August 16 

Susan Aglukark August 7 

Linda McRae August 19 

Lome Elliott August 21 

The Kingdom of thp Saguenay 
Augusl 27-30 

_m 
Sywimer 

BABY GRAND STUDIO fk? 
How To Eat Ukc A Child July 16-26 MYE?! 
FR0GB0G! August 5-15 yo.D 
Spinning Yarns August 5-15 

FORT HENRY ™ 
Rcnetaission Theatre: 
Midsummer Nights Dream July 23 
Macbeth July 24 Box Office: 530-2050 

e-mail;kingfest@istar.ca 
Web Sitekingstonfestival.com 

Ifit Kingston Summer Festival 

the Eton i' cU The Grand Theatre, 
Whig-Standard jjf 218 Princess Street, 

Kingston K7L1B2 
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TA union rejected by association 
By Liz Frogley 

After a year-long drive, it appears a 

recent vote has ended attempts to union¬ 

ize Queen’s teaching assistants. 

The vote, which was held on April 16, 

ended with 40 per cent of voters sup¬ 

porting a union and 59 per cent 

opposed. 

The unionization drive began in 

September when a number of Queen’s 

graduate students formed a group called 

the Teaching and Research Assistant 

Certification Campaign (TRACC) to 

work for unionization. The group’s pri¬ 

mary concerns were differences in pay 

rates and workloads between depart¬ 

ments, and the lack of a grievance 

process for TAs. According to a letter 

sent to graduate students by TRACC 

Chair James McCrostie, TAs receive 

between $22.75 and $23.75 per hour, 

but may be required to work more hours 

than they are paid for. 

The lack of a working grievance pro¬ 

cedure is also of particular concern. 

“There’s no standard protocol if there is 

a problem... since you’re a student 

employee,” said Lorena Taricani, vice- 

president (internal) of the Society of 

Professional and Graduate Students 

(SPGS). “That’s a big problem.” 

“I’d like to have a policy where it’s all 

in writing and everyone follows it,” 

Taricani said. 

Such a policy is in the works, despite 

the defeat of the unionization plan. 

Members of the SPGS executive are 

negotiating with the administration to 

improve the conditions of TAs. Steve 

Kammerer, SPGS vice-president of com¬ 

munications, said he, Taricani and Deb 

Hume, SPGS vice-president services, are 

discussing their concerns with Queen’s 

Vice-Principal Operations John Cowan 

and Dean of Graduate Studies Ron 

Anderson. 

Kammerer believes that although the 

unionization drive failed, it helped make 

people aware of the situation of TAs and 

research assistants at Queen’s. “I don’t 

think we’d be in a position to discuss 

these issues without the unionization 

drive.” 

“I am really happy with the talks,” he 

added. “I like to way [Cowan] deals with 

things — I like his openness and frank¬ 

ness.” 

Taricani also expressed optimism 

about the outcome of the talks, saying 

One of the Solar Car Team’s solar-powered vehicles was on display on campus 

last week. The team was established in 1988 to build a solar-powered vehicle to 

compete in the first Canadian solar-car race. Since then the team has built four 

more cars to compete in races in Canada, the United States, Japan and 

Australia. Its latest car, Dawn Treader, placed Nth at the 1996 World Solar 

Challenge in Australia and 10th at Sunrayce 97. The team is currently working 

on the design and construction of its sixth car, to race in two races next year: 

Sunrayce 99 in the U.S. and the World Solar Challenge 99 in Australia. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

TAs’ working conditions can be Kammerer is confident that the talks 

improved without unionization. “We’re “will go a long way to address things.” 

trying to get the things students have He hopes that discussions will be con- 

asked for and not deal with a union... eluded by the end of June or early July, 

We’re dealing with the administration so TAs will have a better working situa- 

ourselves,” Taricani stated. tion in September. 

Ken Snowdon to 
leave Queen’s 

By Fiona Scannell 

Ken Snowdon, associate vice princi¬ 

pal (resources and planning), is taking 

a one-year absence from Queen’s 

effective June 1. Snowdon has been 

selected as a member of a new man¬ 

agement team within the Ontario 

Ministry of Education and Training. 

The management team was created 

in response to a decision made by an 

advisory panel on post- secondary 

education to in-crease communication 

between the government and educa¬ 

tion sectors. 

By joining forces to tackle complex 

issues, the government and representa¬ 

tives from the education system, 

should be able to look at current prob¬ 

lems with greater insight, Snowdon 

said. 

This is the first time a university 

relations branch within the Ministry of 

Education and Training has been 

established. Snowdon’s position has 

yet to be clearly defined, although he 

looks torward to working in the 

Ministry. 

The university relations branch will 

deal with several key issues including 

research policy, accountability, student 

assistance and other funding concerns. 

Ic will also examine the relationship 

between private institutions and rhe 

provincial education system. 

Snowdon looks forward to interact¬ 

ing with provincial ministers and the 

federal government. He believes that 

increasing communication is an 

important step towards initiating 

positive changes within the 

education system. 

“It is as important for the govern¬ 

ment to understand the realities of 

education as for us ro understand the 

pressures of government,” Snowdon 

said. 

Snowdon hopes that this is the first 

of many opportunities for administra¬ 

tors like himself to collaborate 

towards broadening the university 

experience. 

“It is as important for the 
government to understand 
the realities of education as 

for us to understand the 
pressures of government.” 

— Ken Snowdon, vice¬ 
principal (resources and 

planning) 

Assuming this year’s implementa¬ 

tion goes smoothly, the new govern¬ 

ment program will be ongoing. The 

management team will be made up of 

different members each year. 

Snowdon has a long history wirh 

Queen’s, where he completed an 

undergraduate degree in history and 

two graduate degrees, including a 

Master of Public Administration. He 

was hired by Queen’s as a financial 

analyst in 1976. 

During Snowdon’s absence, Tom 

Sayer of financial services will take on 

the role of acting director of resources 

and planning. 

Pub renovations considered an investment 
Continued from page I 

the pub were to expand, it 

should try ro create an atmos¬ 

phere similar to the current QP, 

said 90 per cent of those sur¬ 

veyed. 

The new pub design has a 

pool table, a larger bar, more 

seating, as well as a larger 

kitchen, office and storage 

space. The menu will be 

expanded slightly in the fall to 

reflect the new capabilities of 

the QP, but a major overhaul 

will wait until after the expan¬ 

sion has been evaluated. 

According to rhe official pro¬ 

posal passed by the board of 

directors, the demand for pitas 

was at times overwhelming due 

to space constraints. The new 

area will allow kitchen staff to 

prepare food much more easily. 

According to Moodie, while the 

new menu will be up to the 

pub’s management team, it will 

Have a distinctly healthy theme. 

The current bar area will be 

less congested and should make 

for a more fluid working space 

for staff. Moodie predicts that 

the longer bar will result in 

more efficient service. 

“We’ll be able to 
have two bartenders 
working effectively 

throughout the night, 
hopefully have 12 

beers on tap.” 

— Gord Moodie, AMS 
vice-President (ops) 

“We’re really happy with 

how operational the new QP is 

going to be. We’ll be able to 

have two bartenders working 

effectively throughout the night, 

hopefully have 12 beers on tap,” 

he said. 

Despite rhe cost of the expan¬ 

sion, the ream is confident that 

it will be viable in the long run. 

They expect to make back the 

cost in seven years. Money for 
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Academic Roundtable 
rolling into Queen’s 

By Sean Gallivan and 

Renee Huang 

Student government representatives 

from universities and colleges across 

Canada will make their way to Kingston 

for the Canadian Academic Roundtable 

conference this June. 

The conference, hosted by Queen’s 

June 9 - 13, is being organized by Alma 

Mater Society President Tom Stanley, 

Vice President (University Affairs) Alison 

Loat and Academic Affairs Commis¬ 

sioner Milan Konopelc. 

The Queen’s team started planning 

the conference in April. “We have 30 to 

35 delegates so far and usually there’s 

about 40,” said Loat. 

The Academic Roundtable was cre¬ 

ated to discuss issues faced by all univer¬ 

sities and colleges, such as budget 

cutbacks, marking guidelines and pro¬ 

gram closures. Delegates will present 

specific problems they have faced and 

solutions they have used. 

University students from Laurentian, 

Nipissing, McGill and Bishop’s are 

attending the June conference, Loat said. 

Kingston’s St. Lawrence College and 

Mount Royal College in Calgary will 

also be sending delegates. 

“We’re really excited about it and 

we’re hoping that it will be an exciting 

conference,” said Loat. “We’re really 

hoping that this conference will set the 

standard for all conferences in the 

future.” 

“Part of the point is that we hope del¬ 

egates will learn from the experiences of 

each school and bring back ideas to 

improve their campuses,” Loat 

explained. 

Key-note speakers, including David 

Foot, a University of Toronto professor 

and author of Boom, Bust, and Echo, will 

address delegates. Students will have the 

opportunity to tackle issues of spending, 

class size, teaching, budget restraints and 

programs in the nine different discussion 
sessions. 

“We’re really hoping that 
this conference will set the 
standard for all conferences 

in the future.” 

—Alison Loat, AMS vice- 

president (UA) 

Delegates will work towards creating 

a joint statement to release to the press 

and government, presenting the round¬ 

table’s standpoint on issues discussed in 

the conference. “We’re hoping that we’ll 

arrive at a stated position” that could be 

presented to the government and media, 

said Loat. 

There are also plans to expose stu¬ 

dents to the city of Kingston. Tourist 

activities, such as a ride on the Confed¬ 

eration Tour Trolley and a trip to Fort 

Henry are scheduled. 

Held twice a year, last year’s confer¬ 

ences were hosted at Acadia University in 

Halifax and the University of Sask¬ 

atchewan in Saskatoon. The Queen’s 

conference will be the first of this acade¬ 

mic year. The site of the second confer¬ 

ence, to be held in the late fall, will be 

decided at the June roundtable. 

The conference will be held in the 

John Deutch University Centre. Today is 

the final day for registration. 

Queen's University 
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Deregulate this! 
WITH THE RECENT BOARD OF ability to pay for the program of their 

Trustees decision to raise choice. 
tuition, it is apparent that the Regardless of the promised increase 

voice of student protest has not been to student aid, programs with a greater 
heard very loudly at Queen’s. The deci- income potential will be less accessible 
sion to disproportionately increase to less affluent students. The classist 
tuition fees for law and medicine comes principles behind this policy have been 
as no surprise in light of Vice-Principal widely accepted in both federal and 
Ken Snowdon’s enthusiasm for the Tory provincial government circles. It would 
policy of deregulating programs that be a mistake, however, for Canadian 
promise greater earning potential. 

Our right to education will 
be limited by each student’s 

ability to pay for the 
program of their choice. 

In the past, tuition hikes have been 
explained as a necessary solution to the 
immediate threat of an operational 
deficit. This apparent endorsement of students, 
deregulation, however, has much more promised that no students will have to 
disturbing implications for the future of leave Queen’s as a result of the increase, 
post-secondary education. Behind the Although the scheduling of the 

students to complacently sit by as the 
principle that education is a right is dis¬ 
mantled. 

While it has become apparent that 
the Queen’s administration will con¬ 
tinue to try to raise tuition fees in 
response to its immediate needs, stu¬ 
dents must not tolerate the elitist conse¬ 
quences of deregulation. Despite the 
obvious contradiction of pricing certain 
programs beyond the reach of many 

the administration has 

government’s policy of giving universi¬ 
ties greater control over tuition fees is 
the understanding that our right to edu¬ 
cation will be limited by each student’s 

Board of Trustees meeting in May did 
not allow for many students to hear 
that promise, the administration should 
know that we won’t let them forget it. 

Silence of the damned 
This week, Canada’s military 

brass dismissed a report in 
Macleans’s magazine that claimed 

that the Canadian Forces are rife with 
cases of sexual harassment and assault. 
While admitting that sexual abuse is a 
problem, Chief of Defence Staff General 
Maurice Baril denied that the problem is 
any worse than in Canadian society at 
large. 

The Maclean’s report, however. 

fundamental changes. 
The 27 cases of assault reported by 

Maclean’s points to a patriarchal and 
misogynist way of life that has not 
adapted to the integration of women 
into the armed forces that began in the 
1990s. Although all serious criminal 
charges in the military, including sexual 
assault, are supposed to be tried under 
the criminal code, few seem to make it 
past the military’s unwritten code of 

reveals a pattern of flagrant disregard for silence. 

Canada’s servicewomen that seems Despite upcoming initiatives, includ- 
endemic to military culture. According ing harassment training and the appoint- 
to the report, female recruits are being ment of an ombudsman, it seems 
assaulted by sexual predators and then unlikely that anything will change as 
encouraged by senior officers and mili- long as reporting an assault is treated as 
tary police to suffer in silence or face the 
scorn of their fellow soldiers. Clearly, 
any system of justice that chooses to 
punish the victim and allows the perpe¬ 
trator to strike again is in need of 

an act of insubordination. Until military 
culture is forced to recognize the seri¬ 
ousness of these crimes, sexual assaults 
will continue to go unreported and jus¬ 
tice will not be served. 

Bons Mots: War is too serious a matter to entrust to 

military men. 

— Georges Clemenceau 

Editorial Board 

Sean Springer 

And now a word from our sponsor 

C 
ASTING A DARK SHADOW ON'OUR 

struggle to enter the third 
millennium is the dreadful 

“ignoramus syndrome,” manufactured 
by international enterprises every¬ 
where. Eclipsing the murky reality of 
inaccessible education, it serves as an 
ingenious deterrence to mobs of angry 
students. The objective: coercing stu¬ 
dents into apathy. The method: control 

piercing images into my skull, resulting 
in a limp and impotent brain. Nothing, 
not even tuition hikes, can stimulate a 
backlash. 

It didn’t take long for Mike to close 
the sale. He led me into a cold storage 
area where a brand new ’84 brain was 
waiting in a formaldehyde jar. His pitch 
was irresistible: “This is the latest 
model in brains. It comes equipped 

thought by restricting ownership of the with top of the line brainwashing mech- 
media to a sparse number of tyrants. 
With Captain Tubby Black’s purchase of 
two more Canadian daily newspapers 
this week, it seems as if the forces of 
ignorance are gaining new ground. The 
following is a paid advertisement by the 
corporate titans of globalization: 

Hi there! My name is Sean Springer 

anisms that guarantee you will be a con¬ 
tributing member of society (unlike all 
those useless social science and human¬ 
ities majors). 

“We’re talking about a fully charged 
ethics removal system, an economically 
driven mentality, weekly insights on all 
major trends, an image conscious 

and if you’re like me you probably awareness — with free installation, and 
demand the most out of your brain. 
That’s why I’m the proud owner of a 
deluxe model-1984 brain — specifically 
hand crafted for me by our very own 
global media. 

It wasn’t too long ago, however, 
when television brought to my atten¬ 
tion that my previous brain was melting 
down because of anxiety attacks caused 
by the precarious state of the world. It 
was time to go for a lobotomy at the 
local, new and used, commercially 
owned and operated, thinking factory. 

Mike the Knife, my suave artificial 
brain dealer, meticulously explained 

enough erection fluids to last you until 
your next purchase five or ten years 
from now.” He even threw in a free 
television with two channels — CNN 
and Headline News. Gosh, it sounded 
too good to be true. 

“Sean,” he said, “aren’t you tired of 
thinking for yourself? Here, plop this 
sucker into your cranium and just sit 
back and enjoy the ride.” How could I 
say no? I have to admit that the initial 
test drive was incredible. I was like a 
giddy butterfly breaking free of its 
cocoon; leaving behind my drab klutzy 
former self, I morphed into the ' r — JVW, A 111UI pilLU 1I11U LUC 

that the latest ' medula oblongata” debonair stud the world wants me to 
would excel way beyond my own be. Well, I handed Mike my old lemon 
archaic brain, thanks to a new technol¬ 
ogy coined “the blight of compassion.” 
Apparently, the process requires the 
media to pump a manifold of violent 

and never looked back. Granted, I can’t 
think for myself anymore. But hey — 
who really wants to think when some¬ 
one else will do it for you? 
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THE PEANUT 
GALLERY 

MARLINS DUMP TALENT 
After completing a huge fire 

sale during the off-season, the 
defending World Series cham¬ 
pions recently tried to outdo 
themselves in their desire to 
dump salaries. They made one 
of the most dramatic, and 
boneheaded, trades in baseball 
history when they traded slug¬ 
ger Bobby Bonilla, reliable Jim 
Eisenreich, defensive wizard 
Charles Johnson and superstar 
Gary Sheffield to the Los 
Angeles Dodgers. Making the 
return trip from Chivaz 
Ravine was defensive liability 
Todd Zeile and extremely tal¬ 
ented, but malcontent Mike 
Piazza. 

Compounding their stupid¬ 
ity, Florida’s management 
traded Piazza to the New York 
Mets for young prospect 
Preston Wilson and two minor 
leaguers in the deal. Is it a 
wonder that the Marlins sea¬ 
son ticket holders are suing the 
ream for false advertising? 

‘REAL’ WORLD CUP 
APPROACHES 

The most exciting team 
event to everyone but North 
Americans kicks off on June 
10 in ’La Belle’ Paris. The odds 
on favourite going into the 
tournament is defending 
champ Brazil, but Germany, 
Britain, Spain and the host 
team are beginning to draw a 
lot of attention. 

The fact of the matter is in 
a tournament in which goals 
come about once every 70 or 
80 minutes, the true entertain¬ 
ment is in watching the fans 
sing, dance and cheer in uni¬ 
son. The fans to watch are the 
reggae crowd from Jamaica 
and the players to watch are 
the youngsters from Nigeria. 

WEBBER TAKES HIS 
BAGGAGE ELSEWHERE 
The Washington Wizards 

have managed to unload tal¬ 
ented forward Chris Webber 
and his long list of indictments 
to the Sacramento Kings for 
ultra-professional Mitch 
Richmond and throw-in for¬ 
ward Otis Thorpe. 

The huge upside for 25 
year-old Webber is that he will 
lead the Kings to respectabil¬ 
ity. The talent and profession¬ 
alism of 32 year-old Richmond 
will help the erratic Wizards to 
find their way to the playoffs. 

IF CHRISTMAS CAME 
EARLY... 

• Latrell Sprewell would 
realize that he is lucky not 
to he in jail and stop with 
his ridiculous legal actions 

• Every one of Mark 
McGwire’s at bats would be 
shown live on National TV 

• North American fans will 
begin to show the emotion 
that will be exhibited at the 
World Cup. 
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Baseball manager quits 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s University base¬ 
ball team has reached a cross¬ 
roads in its short existence. The 
only manager it ever knew, 
Randy Casford, has elected not 
to return for the 1998 fall cam¬ 
paign. After three seasons of 
leading the resurrected squad (it 
had enjoyed a previous life 50 
years ago), Casford, who has 
been faced with many realities, 
decided that the time had come 
to go. 

“I often had to pay for 
babysitters and meal 

money while I was 
with the team.” 

— Randy Casford, former 
Queen’s manager 

With a wife and two young 
children, the escalating cost of 
volunteering for the team, and 
the amount of university politics 
surrounding the funding of the 
squad, Casford simply decided 
that enough was enough. 

“I often had to pay for 
babysitters and meal money 
while I was with the team” said 
Casford. “This was money that 
could have gone into the family’s 
pockets.” 

The skipper also felt that due 
to the limited funding the team 
receives from the university, 
which for the baseball team is 
only $5,000 of the necessary 
$12,000, the players simply had 
to pay and fundraise too much 

money. It is the status of the team 
as a competitive club, rather than 
a varsity sport, that hinders its 
funding, and it is this distinction 
that frustrates Casford. 

“I worked with the team for 
three years to try and get it off 
the ground, but with the number 
of varsity teams already in place 
and other competitive clubs com¬ 
peting for the money, it seemed 
unlikely we would attain that sta¬ 
tus,” complained the former 
manager. 

The administration argues 
that it is not the school that is 
hindering the team, but rather 
the lack of interest in the OUA. 
However, current Queen’s ball 
player Chris Cartile disagrees. 
He feels that with the growing 
number of baseball teams across 
the country (upwards of 20 
clubs), many of the large schools 
in Ontario will follow suit, and 
increase their interest in baseball. 

Casford agrees and he feels 
that the level of play, which he 
maintains is already “awesome,” 
can only get better if the teams 
remain in existence. 

“With the rising American 
dollar, partial scholarships no 
longer appeal to Canadian ath¬ 
letes, and this will create a higher 
level of ball in the Canadian col¬ 
lege system,” he said. 

Team MVP Aaron Collins also 
believes that the level of play is 
exceptionally high, and feels that 
if varsity status was bestowed on 
the team, fan interest would cer¬ 
tainly be greater. 

“All the guys on the team play 
at the rep level in the summer 

I 

The baseball team may have to 

time,” said the second baseman. 
“This is the highest level of non¬ 
professional baseball in Canada.” 

The former skipper regrets 
the fact that he is leaving a team 
that is returning every player and 
stands a good chance of being in 
championship contention, but it 
was a decision he had to make. 

“I am going to miss the guys, 
they are great kids and will do 
exceptionally well this year,” 
lamented Casford. 

The players will miss their old 
manager as well when the sum¬ 
mer turns to autumn. The team 
has had a great deal of trouble 

NHL summer season 
The road to the cup takes many turns 

By Journal Sports Staff 

Canada’s annual rite of pas¬ 
sage to spring, or in the case of 
this year’s playoffs, summer, are 
in full swing. For those of you 
with your head in the sand, or 
who are simply enjoying the sun, 
here is the first month of the 
playoffs in brief. 

OH CANADA! 
Three underdog Canadian 

teams scrape into the playoffs, 
Ottawa, Montreal and 
Edmonton, and all of them see 
their season extend into the sec¬ 
ond round. 

WOE CANADA! 
CBC’s dreams come to a rapid 

end as all three Northern entries 
see their cup dreams dashed in 
short second-round match-ups. 

SPEED KILLS, SIZE DIES: 
Two heavily favoured and 

endowed Eastern Conference 
teams enter the playoffs, but 
both Philadelphia and New 
Jersey meet a rapid demise as 
they couldn’t catch the more 
youthful and fleet-footed Sabres 
and Senators. 

THE EAGLE FLIES AGAIN 
Eddie ‘the Eagle’ Belfour 

leads his President’s trophy win¬ 
ning Dallas Stars to a Western 
Conference final with a 1.41 
goals against average in the first 
two rounds. This comes a year 
after being dumped by the 
Chicago Blackhawks and short 
changed by the San Jose 
Sharks...I wonder if their goalies 
are hitting the golf ball well? 

BLIND LEADING THE 
BLIND 

Commissioner Gary Bettman 
who has had his worst year at the 
helm (disastrous Olympics, han¬ 
dling of violence in the league, 
low T.V ratings) attempts to 
advise the Canadian government 
on tax policy. Stick to what you 
know, Gary. 
PAYCHECK, NOT LOTTERY 

By leading his Detroit Red 
Wings to the conference finals, 
Sergei Federov becomes eligible 
to collect a one installment 
bonus of $12 million. Is it any 
surprise he seems to have had an 
extra skip in his step? 
OLLIES AND DOMINATORS 

AND BEARS, OH MY! 
The Washington Capitals and 
Buffalo Sabres march into the 
conference finals by relying on 

their two unique, but proficient 
goalies. Olaf Kolzig and Dominik 
Hasek have faced and stopped 
more shots than any other 
goalies in the playoffs. 
Something has to give. 

A NOVEL IDEA 
The referees and the league 

have finally realized what a whis¬ 
tle does, and that it works in 
overtime as well. Death to 
obstruction, long live exciting 
playoff hockey. 

ASK THE ED PART I: 
The Eastern Conference final 

will see the dreams of Hasek and 
Richard Smehlik to double as 
gold medallists and Stanley Cup 
Champions end at the hands of 
Peter Bondra and his Capital 
mates. As long as Bondra is 
healthy, and Kolzig continues his 
inspired play, even the 
Dominator can’t save this one. 
Washington in six. 

ASK THE ED PART II: 
The torrid heat of Dallas will 

see the two best teams in the reg¬ 
ular season, match-up in the 
Western Conference final. Watch 
for the Red Wings to make a sec- 

manage themselves in 1998. 

JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

replacing their only skip. 
“We currently have no leads 

on a manager and it is looking 
like we might have to manage 
ourselves,” said Collins. 

Casford said he was willing to 
help them out to find a manager, 
but felt it would be hard to find 
someone willing to give up as 
much time, money and energy as 
the job required. 

Casford concluded, “This is a 
great program and I would hate 
to see it fold because they 
couldn’t find someone to man¬ 
age them.” 

Running 
of the 
Bulls 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Tins is not about a July 
event in Pamplona, but one 
that takes place in May and 
June throughout North 
America. However, die results 
are the same. 

No two events send grown 
men running as quickly as do 
seeing the bulls of Spain loose 
on the streets or the Bulls of 
Chicago loose on the court. As 
they make their run for a sLxth 
championship in this decade 
(note: Michael Jordan did not 
play at all in one of those sea¬ 
sons), the Bulls continue to 
leave grown men crying as they 
march through the seemingly 
helpless Eastern Conference. 

The perfect balance of tal¬ 
ent and grit has been found in 
the city with broad shoulders, 
and it is this chemistry, coupled 
with the extra-terrestrial tal¬ 
ents of Jordan, that have made 
this team as great as it is. Bur 

Please see Detroit on page 8 Please see Malone o 
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all is not as rosy as it seems for 
the two-time defending champs. 

Although they dispatched of 
the upstart New Jersey Nets in 
short order during the first 
round of the playoffs, these 
games were surprisingly close. 
The Nets, despite not having the 
services of point guard Sam 
Cassell and rookie phenom 
Keith Van Horn for much of the 
series, put up a valiant fight tak¬ 
ing one game to overtime and 
another to the final seconds, 
before bowing out. Although it 
was a 3-0 sweep, the youngsters 
from across the Hudson were 
able to expose some weaknesses 
in the vaunted champs. 

The ‘Bull run’ continued 
through the Charlotte Hornets, 
as once again the champs did not 
expend too much energy in rid¬ 
ding themselves of another play¬ 
off foe. As before, things were 
not as easy as the 4-1 series score 

would indicate — the Hornets 
gave the Bulls a run for their 
money in the first three games of 
the series. The Bulls won two of 
those games, and then cruised 
against a disheartened team. 

The perfect balance of 
talent and grit has 

been found in the city 
with broad shoulders. 

As the victory tour proceeds 
through the Indiana Pacers, the 
Bulls continue to reel off wins in 
games that they are outplayed. 
Despite a 2-0 series advantage , 
the Pacers seem to be taking the 
play to the Bulls. However, with 
the advantage of more forgiving 
referees and Scottie Pippen’s 
commitment to defence, it seems 
like it is a question of when and 
not if the Pacers will fall. 

When Indiana becomes more 
roadkill on Chicago’s road to 
the championship, the Bulls will 
most likely face their toughest 

challenge yet, the Utah Jazz, 
who enjoy a 3-0 lead in their 
series with the Lakers. After 
defeating the Jazz in a closely 
fought series in last year’s cham¬ 
pionship, the men from Salt 
Lake will get a second crack at 
the champions. 

While Chicago usually intim¬ 
idates a team long before the 
opening tap, this will not be the 
case with the veteran Jazz. The 
probable Western Conference 
champs have home-court advan¬ 
tage, enjoy credibility with the 
referees and are on a roll. This 
may also be John Stockton and 
Karl Malone’s last chance at the 
elusive championship, so the 
incentive is there. 

This ‘running of the bulls’ 
will come short of their final 
destination, as instead of 
Chicago picking up it’s sixth 
NBA crown, the Jazz will pick 
up their first in seven hard 
fought games. 

Detroit to repeat cup victory 
Continued from page 7 

ond consecutive appearance in 
the cup final, due to their great 
forward depth. The Stars have a 
better defence corps and their 
goaltending has been excellent, 
but the loss of Joe Nieuwendyk, 
their leading regular season 
scorer, is just too much. Detroit 
in seven low scoring games. 

LORD STANLEY’S PICK: 
The first repeat champion 

since the Pittsburgh Penguins 

will be crowned as Steve: 
Yzerman hoists the cup for a sec¬ 
ond consecutive year. Wings 
achilles heel, goal tender Chris 
Osgood, really won’t matter. 
Detroit just scores too much. 
The Wings in six, even if nobody 
in Washington cares. 

CHAMPS 
Ottawa Senators fans* 

Dominik Hasek, Olaf Kolzig, 
Eddie Belfour, NHL referees, 
Edmonton goalie. Curtis.Joseph, 

Canadiens forward Turner 
Stevenson, Dallas forward 
Benoit Hogue, the CBC, Sergei 
Federov, Canadian teams 

CHUMPS: 
Philadelphia Flyers, New 

Jersey Devils, FOX, the NHL, 
Philadelphia general manager 
Bobby Clarke, Colorado coach : 
Marc Crawford, Pittsburgh for¬ 
ward Jaromir Jagr, Gary 
Bettman, big market American 
teams. 

Hey grads! 

Tricolour Yearbook 
c/o Alma Mater Society 

JDUC, Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario, IC7L 3N6 

Why come back 
to Kingston? 

Have your 1998 
Tricolour Yearbook 

mailed to your home. 

Just mail us your name, 
address, student number, 

the year of the book (1998) 
and a cheque for postage. 

($8 within Canaaa, 
$10 to the USA, 
or $15 overseas.) 

VfiCOLo^ 

Mailings will begin after ,h. ,„iv,l of thc Septe,nbe, >£^0* 
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Canada's 
nuclear 
decay 

While the world scolds India’s move toward another 
arms race, Canadians are fueling the nuclear breakout 
Timothy 

EMinjgft Field 

a A.A 

The North American media cer¬ 
tainly are fickle animals. After 
India’s recent nuclear tests, the 

media, egged on by several world.lead¬ 
ers, went into overdrive. 

Would this lead to a new arms race? 
Would the Pakistani government decide 
to retaliate by conducting tests too? 
Would American sanctions, Canadian 
outrage and Russian indifference mean 
anything? 

And then, the media were gone. Gone 
off to cover the latest student shooting 
spree south of the border. With their 
attention now distracted, the media 
hasn’t really found the answer to any of 
their questions concerning nuclear strife 
and most importantly, they haven’t even 
asked the right questions. 

After all, a ban on underground 
nuclear tests doesn’t really have much to 
do with stopping the proliferation of 
nuclear weapons. Manufacturing 
weapons of mass destruction is hardly 
the esoteric process it appears to be. Any 
enthusiastic psychopath with internet 
access can extract plans to construct 
weapons of mass destruction. 

Canada was embarrassed in 
1974 when India first 

exploded a nuclear device 
using plutonium produced 

by reactors that we 
had sold to them. 

Nuclear proliferation is the result of 
the uncontrolled spread of the technol¬ 
ogy needed to produce plutonium. One 
way of producing such plutonium is with 
help of the Canadian-designed CANDU 
reactors. 

In this case, we already knew that 
India had the bomb. In fact, Canada was 
embarrassed in 1974 when India first 
exploded a nuclear device using pluto¬ 
nium produced by a reactor that we had 
sold to them. At the time, Canada had 
been assured by the Indian government 
that the reactors would only be used for 
energy generation or other “peaceful” 
activities. 

While the sale of nuclear reactors is 
not tantamount to the sale of nuclear 
weapons, it certainly comes close. After 
all, the reactors make it much easier for 
a country to build nuclear weapons. 

Based on the assumption that India 
w'ould sit back and allow the United 
States, Britain, France, China and the 
Soviet Union to monopolize nuclear 
weapons, it would seem that Canada’s 
actions were hopelessly naive. 

In addition to India, the list of past 
buyers of Canadian nuclear reactors is 
disturbing. They have included an 
Argentine military junta, former 
Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, 
the current Chinese dictatorship, as well 
as Pakistan and South Korea. Media 
reports indicate that among other coun¬ 
tries, Indonesia was being courted last 
year as a possible buyer of a CANDU 
reactor. 

This tattered list of clients indicates 
that short of Saddam Hussein or 
Muammar Qaddafi we’ll sell a nuclear 
reactor to just about anyone. One won¬ 
ders just what standards we’re using. 
Would Nigeria merit consideration? 
Does a country’s leader have to be 
declared crazy by some sort of court of 
public opinion? 

A.A 

I HE WRINGING OF HANDS that has 
coincided with India’s recent nuclear 
tests is something of a red herring. While 
the aggressive nationalism that has coin¬ 
cided with the tests is inappropriate, the 
real nuclear threat comes from the for¬ 
mer Soviet Union, particularly Russia. 

The threat is not aggressive, it results 
from neglect more than anything else. In 
financial ruin, Russia has let its nuclear 
weapons fall into a state of disrepair. As 
if to underline this problem, a report last 
October stated that an alarm system set 
up near one Russian nuclear plant had 
been shut off as a result of an unpaid 
phone bill. 

Worries about the havoc that the so- 
called “millennium bug” could wreak on 
the global economy are nothing com¬ 
pared to the trouble that a single Russian 
computer could cause if it ordered a sin¬ 
gle nuclear missile to be fired. Without 
the money to disarm, or at least maintain 
their nuclear arsenal, the Russians des¬ 
perately need all the help that we can 
provide. And this is but one of several 
possible problems. 

With nuclear engineers and techni¬ 
cians horribly underpaid and security 
relaxed in post-Cold War Russia, the 
threat of theft or a black market trade in 
nuclear materials is ominous indeed. 
Since only a few kilograms of plutonium 
is needed to build a sizable nuclear 
weapon, the chance of nuclear terrorism 
is real. 

While we think of helping other coun¬ 
tries, we should also consider putting our 
own house in order. Buried under bil¬ 
lions of dollars of debt, Ontario Hydro 
can blame its nuclear division for much 
of its troubles. Originally billed as an 
energy source that would provide elec¬ 
tricity too cheap to meter, nuclear power 
has turned into the anchor dragging 
Ontario Hydro’s finances to the bottom 
of a sea of red ink. 

Nuclear power has turned 
into the anchor dragging 

Ontario Hydro’s finances to 
the bottom of a sea of red ink. 

Just last year the agency responsible 
for regulating nuclear power stations in 
Canada, the Atomic Energy Control 
Board, discovered that many of Ontario 
Hydro’s reactors were barely meeting 
minimum safety standards. How they 
failed to notice the deterioration of 
safety standards before this point is a 
question for another day. 

Regardless, the subsequent decision to 
put seven of the reactors out of service 
ahead of schedule does little to solve the 
utility’s problems. With no money set 
aside for the decommissioning of the 
reactors, they will remain a huge liability 
that Ontario taxpayers will eventually 
have to pay for. 

The trouble faced by Ontario Hydro’s 
nuclear division infuses Canada’s recent 
attempts to sell CANDU reactors with a 
rich vein of irony. We can’t run our own 
reactors and yet we expect that poorer or 
less politically stable countries like 
Pakistan, Romania and Argentina will be 
able to manage. 

v H A.A 

But what can Canada actually do 
about this problem? In truth, not much. 

The nuclear genie is out of its bottle 
now and so long as any single country 
possesses nuclear weapons, there will be 
other countries in line for them too. As 
perhaps the greatest catch-22 of them all, 
this situation will last as long as countries 
agree to distrust one another. 

Timothy Scott, the fearless clean-up hitter 

and shortstop for the Kingston Mandarins, is 

affectionately known as the “Aurora Bomber." 
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Paris of Uie Prairies: (from left to 

right) Wide Mouth Mason’s, 

Shaun Verreault, Safwan Javed, 

and Earl Pereira are shaking up 

the music world with their unique 
sound 

a 

Saskatoon’s Wide Mouth Mason are taking their sound across the 
continent, and on their way they stopped by the Hub to talk some music. 

u 
ELLO, 

this is what Shaun sounds like.” _ 

“Hi, this is Earl, I don’t know, just felt 

like something different.” 

And after our coffees and cokes were 

served... 

“Safwan has entered.” 

Sitting back in a local K-town restau¬ 

rant with Wide Mouth Mason before 

their April 24 appearance at AJ’s, one 

will notice the band’s charming and 

endearing trio pumped with energy and 

excitement. It’s an alluring world where 

a little bit of Hendrix, severe persever¬ 

ance and fresh creativity take centre 

stage. The spotlight is bright and the 

recorder laps up the vibes of one of 

Canada’s big hits. 

The band has come a long way from a 

modest beginning of performing covers 

in small bars to opening for the Rolling 

Stones this past April and May. Wide 

Mouth Mason has ascended into a 

heightened musical stratosphere where 

they are making heads turn and ears con¬ 

centrate on the sound. Their music res¬ 

onates an intense youthful passion with 

glib focus. Critics describe the band’s 

image and music as having a mature pres¬ 

ence. And to many who listen to a Wide 

Mouth Mason song, there is an suspicion 

that perhaps the band is much older than 

the early twenty-something age bracket 

that the trio share. 

Originating from Saskatoon, band 

members Shaun Verreault (vocals, guitar) 

and Safwan Javed (drums, vocals) grew 

up as elementary school friends. During 

high school and on the basketball court is 

when and where bassist Earl Pereira 

became the final piece to Wide Mouth 

Mason. After high school, Pereira and 

Javed decided to pursue post-secondary 

studies while Verreault focused on his 

musical endeavours. During this period, 

the band played as many gigs together as 

Pereira and Javed’s school breaks 

allowed them to perform. 

“It was all experience. It taught us a 

lot of what we know about winning over 

crowds and living on the road together,” 

explained Verreault. When school was 

done, the trio reunited and focused on 

their music. 

Their first album was the 1996 inde¬ 

pendent release The Nazarene. “When 

we did the Nazarene, it was our first time 

ever recording in a studio together,” 

reminisced Verreault. “It was a very 

small, let’s say, rustic barn in the middle 

of a farm in Alberta that use to be a 

chicken coup that became converted into 

a studio.” By the time the album had 

come out for public release, it was 

already a year old. At that point, the 

band had grown to be better singers and 

players. Realizing their progress, the trio 

decided to re-release The Nazarette 
earlier this year with improved versions 

of the originals.. 

The upcoming year is looking busy for 

the band. Their summer is filled with 

scheduled festival performances and 

presently they are working on songs for 

the late summer-early fall release of their 

new album. 

But the past year has also been incred¬ 

ible for Wide Mouth Mason. Amidst the 

flurry of gigs, an invitation to the presti¬ 

gious Montreaux Jazz Festival had them 

sharing the same stage with their men¬ 

tors and classic greats. 

“It was an unbelievable experience. 1 

was just there to see all our heroes play 

who we’ve always looked up to for so 

long and that was the best part. Then we 

realized ‘oh yeah, we’ve got to play too.’ 

I was nervous for the first time. First 

time in a long time” recalled Pereira. 

Javed explained, “You’ve got to keep 

in mind, before we went on stage, it had 

been the very stage that had been home 

to some of the greatest musicians in the 

entire world.” 

Shaun added, “The night after us was 

Van Morrison and Ray Charles playing 

together.” 

Of course, the band has been doing 

some headlining of their own. They 

were invited to play Snowjob ’98 in 

Whistler B.C. and showcased in 

Toronto’s Canadian Music Week. Even 

when they crossed the border, our 

American counterparts have been noth¬ 

ing but impressed. 

“I don’t know what I was expecting, 

but it hasn’t been as different as I 

thought it would be. And it made me 

realize that no matter where you go 

some people will like you and some peo¬ 

ple won’t,” Verreault continued “But 1 

don’t think it has much to do with geog¬ 

raphy as it does where they are coming 

from musically. So we’ve had great 

responses in the States so far.” 

As Wide Mouth Mason tours heavily 

their popularity grows feverishly. The 

number of websites dedicated to the trio 

constantly build. Verreault instantly 

expresses the band’s gratitude toward 

their fans. 

“If you could in your article please say 

thank you to all of them,” Verreault 

added with shining eyes, “that’s amazing 

that they do that. I even look on there to 

find out stuff that I didn’t know, like 

where we’re going to be going. They 

had a quiz for a while. I would have 

failed. I didn’t know Earl went to that 

elementary school.” 

The band’s humble devotion to their 

listeners is one of the characteristics that 

is appreciated by their fans. During many 

performances, the band stops in between 

their sets to acknowledge the people in 

the crowd who have helped put out the 

word on Wide Mouth Mason. 

Another striking aspect of the band is 

their unique sound. Their music is a 

montage of blues, reggae, funk, jazz and 

rock. Among their influences are Jimi 

Hendrix, B.B. King, and Stevie Ray 

Vaughan. On the contemporary scale, 

bands like Radiohead, Del La Soul and 

Soundgarden are grabbing their atten¬ 

tion. So, it is not surprising that fans and 

critics find it challenging to place Wide 

Mouth Mason into one genre, although 

their music has often been classified as 

“Urban Neo Blues.” 

“We’ve been noted for many things,” 

laughed Javed. Pereira understands the 

difficulty when it comes to classification. 

“I think it’s cool whatever people want 

to say because it’s hard to describe. I 

mean, to have somebody whose trying to 

promote us to someone else going ‘Hey 

you should listen to them’ and somebody 

says ‘what are they like?’. I don’t know 

what’d you say. There’s a lot of different 

music.” 

So what do they classify themselves 

as? 

“This sounds like a turfy answer, but I 

just classify us as Wide Mouth Mason. 

And that means all the things that the 

three like are somehow going to be in 

there and as we grow as musicians, hope¬ 

fully it will even get more diverse,” 

explained Verreault. “And by saying that 

you are one thing, I think people might 

get more disappointed.” 

So what stopped the band from falling 

into the conventional rock trap? 

“See when we first started playing, 

and hopefully it’s still that way today, I 

don’t think we ever consciously dis¬ 

cussed or even thought about what we 

wanted to sound like,” Javed explained 

“I think that’s why a lot of people have a 

hard time classifying us or there are so 

many different genres that they put us in, 

because we listen to different stuff and 

we like a lot of different stuff. Rock is a 

weird word.” 

Verreault jumped in, “That’s the 

thing, originally Rock ‘n Roll was like 

Chuck Berry and Bill Hayley, and then 

rock got to mean everything from Alice 

Cooper to James Taylor, now it’s just sort 

of all encompassing word like Saf said. 

Rock could mean everything from the 

Dave Matthews Band to Soundgarden.” 

“To Beck” offered Pereira. 

“It might as well be called... music,” 

laughed Verreault. 

By Lilian Kim 

HB GANUe 

Who got game? 
Check out pg. 12 

Who's this man? 

And where will he be this summer? 
Find out in the 

summer conceit preview pg.14 
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Public Enemy scores with soundtrack 
group. Public Enemy. Chuck D, Flavour 
Flav and Terminator X have laid down 
some new beats with their soundtrack 
for the feature film He Got Game. 

Public Enemy does not sell 
out the political style that 

called 91 I a joke. 

You might very well be living under a 
rock if you haven’t already heard the 
soundtrack theme “He Got Game,” with 
the inspiring Buffalo Springfield “For 
what it’s worth” guitar riff. The very line 
“stop children, what’s that sound, every¬ 
body look what’s goin’ down” was as 
applicable in the ‘60s as it is today. Public 

Stop, what’s that sound? Film-maker Enemy’s album takes shots at corporate 
Spike Lee and the vast marketing America and the game behind the game 
machine has revived hip-hop’s true of the National Basketball Association. 

CD review: He Got Game 

By Gregory Dole 

Public Enemy 
does not sell out the 
political style that 
called 911 a joke. The 
assembly of rap artists 
makes an assault on the 
music that hasn’t been pro¬ 
duced in rap music's Puff 
Daddy-era. “Unstoppable” 
features the genre’s forefather 
KRS-One on the mic. Flavour 
Flav steps back into the rap scene 
with track four’s “Shake Your 
Booty.” Clearly made for it’s MTV 
airplay potential, Flav displays his 
master ‘toasting’ style that made PE 
unique in the ‘80s. Chuck D booms on 
track six “House of the Rising Son,” to 
a sample of The Who’s “Won’t Get 
Fooled Again.” 

And how can you rap about bas¬ 
ketball without discussion of the 
athletic shoe. “Politics of the 
Sneaker Pimps” rips the manu¬ 
facturers, rapping about the 
shoe-making sweatshops in 
Asia. With PE, nothing is 
sacred. They call basket¬ 
ball the new slave 
trade, proving that PE 
is still keeping it real 'j 
after all these years. 

It Got Game 

Alfie’s Wild 
THURSDRC 

FRIDAY 

SATURBM 
gOUNDEIiGRCUNC 
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Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre from Friday 
May 22 to Thursday 
May 28 
546-5395 
(Evening shows only on 
Monday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday) 

The Horse Whisperer 
8:00, 8:30 
Quest for Camelot 7:10 
Titanic 8:15 
Deep Impact 7:00, 7:30, 
9:50, !0; 10 
Good Will Hunting 9:30 
City of Angels 7:15, 10:00 

Playing at the 
Cataraqui Cineplex 
from Friday, May 22 to 
Thursday, May 28 
389-7442 

Sliding Doors 7:20, 9:40 
Bulworth (No Passes) 
6:40. 9:10 
Godzilla (No Passes) 6:00, 
6:30, 7:10, 7:50, 9:30, 
10:10 
Fear and Loathing in Las 
Vegas (No Passes) 7:00, 
10:00) 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema from 
Friday, May 22 to 
Thursday, May 28: 
546-3456 

No Looking Back 7:00, 
9:00 

Super Flicks 
and Food 
from Friday 
May 22 to 
Thursday May 
28 
542-6080 

Lost in Space 
7:00 
The Big Hit 9:25 

The Grand 
Theatre: 
530-2050 

Kingston Dance 
Recital. Saturday, 
May 30 at 7:00 
pm and Sunday, 
May 31 at 2:30 
pm 

$ 10 for Adults 

$6 for Children 

The Nylons perform on 
June 4 at 8:00 pm 

27.50 per person 

Visual Art: 

Edward Day Gallery 
253 Ontario St. 

547-0774 

May 29 at 8:00pm 

One women show titled 
Emily Speaks 

The Waterloo Centre 
for Applied Linguistics Inc. 

| Certificate Program in Teaching English as a Second Language 

(Part-time or Intensive) 

Learn how to Teach ESL to Adults 
• at community colleges and universities 

• for school boards 

• in community programs 

• in business and industry 

For information: -overseas 
Janet Stubbs, TESL Program Director 
The Waterloo Centre for Applied Linguistics Inc. 
561 Sugarbush Crive, Waterloo, Ontario N2K 1Z9 
(519) 725-9070 fax (519) 725-3644 

May 18 through June 7 
Display of the artwork of 
Lori Richards, Pierre 
Henry and Raymond 
Warren 

Radio: 

CFRC FM: 
545-2121 

CFRC’s new summer 
hours 
Weekdays: Noon-3am 
Weekends: 8:00 am -3am 

-Tl 

1- 

In K-town for the summer? 

■ 
■ 

P“ 
The Journal needs 

H writers for News, 

■ Op-Ed, Sports, A&E, 
II Features, MiSC. and 

■ now Science for its 
summer issues. 

■ Call the Journal House at 545-2800 

J 

www.congratulations. n.your. 
that after graduation you will move 

Kingston and be far from 

Queen's University and the 

Campus Bookstore. We would 

like to let you know that even 

if you are not around the 

corner anymore you can still 

drop by and visit us in just a 

minute or two, 

anytime of the year. 

Our award winning 

web site is open 24 

hours a day, seven 

days a week. It has 

many great features 

that you might want 

to try. 

away from raauation 
Gifts And Clothing 
At the Campus Bookstore we carry a 

wide variety of Queen's clothing and 

gifts, including T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, 

jackets, school rings and many other 

items that make great gifts for graduates, 

friends and family. Many of these items are on 

our site with detailed descriptions and pictures. 

Searchable Indexes Of All 
Titles In The Store: 

If you are interested in a particular book you can 

find out if it is here at the store, and if so how much it 

might cost. Our database is searchable by title, author, 

publishers and ISBN. If we don't have it in stock we can 

get it for you at no extra charge. Once we receive the 

title we can ship it to you as quickly and cost effectively 

as possible. 

Bestsellers Lists: 
We regularly discount all the titles on the Globe And 

Mail bestsellers list by 25%, You can find the most 

recent list on our site. 

Current And Upcoming Events: 
Find out about special sales and events that will be 

happening at the store and on the site. 

www.campusbookstore.com 
owned and operated by 

students since 1909 
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Summer concert mania heating up 
What’s hot or not on the Canadian festival circuit 

By Stefan Murray 

At this time of year we begin 

to witness the shedding of 

parkas, the return of our geese 

and an astounding influx of the 

thing that summer was created 

for, live music. 

Yes, the big-wigs that orga¬ 

nize and promote concerts real¬ 

ize we have been confined to 

our homes during the winter 

and are itching to break free of 

the cabin-fever. As a result, the 

Exotic Indian Cuisine 

STUDENTS ONLY | 
Please ask your 

server about details. 

v Expires June 30/98 vi 

jj|> Coupon is limited only for dine-in. a la carte menu ^ 

479 PRINCESS @ UNIVERSITY AVE. 548-7053 

South Pacific 
Trailfinders dak, 
'Odyssey Travel is your South 

Pacific Travel Expert’ 

/Oz/Kiwi Experience 

/VIP Backpackers 

/YHA Cards 

/Air passes 

/Bus/Rail passes 

/Computer visas 

/Tours-Connections, 

Contiki, Trek 

Long Reach $1959 
via Europe. Asia 

Coral Route $2099 
via South Pacific 

Boomerang $1809 
via Asia 

Circle Pacific $2499 
via South Pacific, Asia 

Aussie Special $1499 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long HauPGrawp Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.oayssey-travel.com 

four months that we can actu¬ 

ally wear shorts in this country 

is so saturated with events and 

festivals that one could not 

physically or financially attend 

them all. So many choices, so lit¬ 

tle coin. 

Loser: Aerosmith 
$50 a ticket! 

Gimmee a break. 

Because of this it is only fair 

that the concert-goers are given 

a fair assessment of what to 

expect this summer, the losers to 

avoid, and the winners to flock 

to. 

Winner: Edgefest. The cur¬ 

rent longest-running cross- 

Canada tour beefs itself up this 

summer with arguably its best 

line-up ever. The Foo Fighters 

and Green Day are scheduled to 

headline the event which will 

take place in Molson Park in 

Barrie on July 1st and in 

Ottawa’s Lansdowne Park later 

in the month, both only a three 

hour drive from K-town. The 

festival also displays commend¬ 

able Canadian content as Sloan, 

The Tea Party, and Moist will 

perform on the main stage. The 

best feature of Edgefest is the 

price. While some concerts will 

cost a fan insane prices for a sin¬ 

gle act, (see Aerosmith below) 

tickets for Edgefest, which has 

two stages and over 10 bands, 

run from 25 to 35 bucks. 

Winner: Tibetan Freedom 
concert. Although the only 

scheduled date for this festival is 

in Washington D.C (a mere 12 

hour drive), the concert boasts 

perhaps the greatest modern 

rock lineup in recent memory. 

RFK stadium will welcome 

Pearl Jam, R.E.M, Radiohead, 

Dave Matthews Band, The 

Wallflowers, and Beck as part of 

a 27-band, 2-day extravaganza. 

The festival is worthwhile not 

only for the impressive , talent 

WINDMILLS CAFE 
RESTAURANT 
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collected but also for its cause, 

which is to raise money to free 

Tibet from the Chinese dictator¬ 

ship it is confined by. Overall, a 

winner. 

Winner: Lilith Fair. The all¬ 

female concert which made its 

debut last year and concentrates 

most of its show dates in the 

U.S, shows loyalty to its 

Canadian fans by scheduling 

two shows in Toronto’s Molson 

Amphitheatre on August 15 and 

16 as well as an Ottawa show in 

Lansdowne park on August 14. 

The festival includes some 

remarkable talent including 

Sarah McLachlan and Natalie 

Merchant, making the $30 

ticket cost a bargain. 

Winner: The Verve. They are 

one of the biggest summer win¬ 

ners for 3 reasons. 1) Urban 
Flymns hailed as one of the best 

albums of the year. 2) The band 

decided to forgo many higher- 

profile venus in Toronto for 

their only Ontario date, to dis- 

Queen’s 
Russell shorts 

on sale 

Clothing by 
Nike, Adidas, 
Flla, Umbro, 

Puma on sale I 

Welcome Queen’s 
grads and family 

Kingston's Ultimate Casual Dii 

teams o floors o clubs o faculties 

184 PRINCESS ST. ..544-3948 I BaTH ° T'SH'RTS ° F’UGBy JERSEys ° <*** *"""3 o sweats 

— ,-a“bOII'FOO'baW°^ 

r-> A ,>—t r^298 PmNCESS STREET (at Clorgy), KINGSTON.'oNT 
RACQUET & RUNNING SPECIALISTS 

New arrivals 
of swimwear | 

by Nike, 
Speedo, Tyr 

Great 
selection of 

tennis 
racquets by 

Head, Wilson 

Golf 
Accessories: 
Gloves, balls, 
bags, putters, 

carts 

PHOTO BY BRENT DAVIS 

play their talent in a stadium 

better suited for quality sound 

and live music; Hamilton’s 

Copps Coliseum. 3) Tickets are 

only 25 bucks. Appearing with 

Massive Attack on July 31. 

Loser: Vans Warped Tour. 
One of the most original and 

fun events to hit North 

American venus during the 

1990s has confirmed punk 

heavyweights NOFX and ska- 

legends The Specials for this 

year’s version. Unfortunately, 

the tour organizers have yet to 

schedule an Ontario date. Only 

Vancouver has been listed a 

show site thus far. So unless 

things change you will have to 

travel over 4,000 kilometers to 

attend. 

Loser: Aerosmith. $50 a 

ticket! Gimmee a break. 

Loser: Lollapalooza. The 

music fan need not consider 

Lollapalooza this year because 

the icon of alternative music and 

culture was cancelled due to 

lack of interest. Bands refused to 

perform and many people felt 

lukewarm about the entire 

event. One of the best and most- 

anticipated summer festival sim¬ 

ply could not make people care. 

Meanwhile, The Spice Girls sell 

out the Molson Amphitheatre in 

under an hour. 

So there you have it. You now 

know what to throw your bucks 

at. But act fast. When the geese 

go south, the music follows. 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

Maximum testosterone 
Men’s magazine delivers a masculine message 

MAX*M frrrm 

REVENGE! 
_Crl»*Ti 

fclrenlny Scare* n 

FUN THINGS TO DO 
AFTER TO " 

HEM'S MY 
NUMBER' 

Magazine review 

MAXIM 
Dennis Publishers 

By Sarah Crosbie 

Tanned, toned, glistening flesh. 

Tussled hair. Wild eyes and alluring lips. 

It’s the image captured on every maga¬ 

zine cover in the summertime. Sex sells. 

Which is probably the reason Maxim's 
magazine cover boasts a beautiful blonde 

bombshell. Except it wasn’t the model 

who captured my eye as I strolled past 

row's of magazines, searching for some¬ 

thing to peak my interest. It was two tiny 

words, “For Men.” 

Why for men? Magazines such as 

Cosmopolitan and Vogue don’t have a 

“For Women” stamped across the front 

for a reason: both sexes read them. 

Males do read fashion magazines. They 

may not admit it, but it’s a great source 

for advice, fashion and sexual reference 

and if nothing else, a quick peak at 

exposed erect body parts. 

The restriction “For Men” is 

unfortunate because many women may 

pass this magazine by and never discover 

that it is full of intriguing,- fun and inter¬ 

esting, obscure articles. 

In the “Says Her” story, a 
female writer provides 

suggestions and personal 
insight on how to turn guys’ 

threesome fantasies into 
realities. 

Articles on the latest lip balm or 

hottest bathing suit styles are available 

everywhere, but where else will you find 

an article on, “Fun Things To Do After 

You Die”? Thinking a traditional burial 

isn’t really your style? The article pro¬ 

vides ideas and contact numbers on dif¬ 

ferent ways to dispose of your remains. 

For those hunting lovers, unbelievably, 

you can have your ashes loaded into 

shotgun shells and fired at the wildlife of 

your choice, or perhaps if you’re more of 

a computer lover, you can have a com¬ 

puter screen installed into your tomb¬ 

stone with 256 pages of pictures and 

text. 

Another article, “Ask and Ye Shall 

Receive For Less,” explores whether 

haggling tactics that tourists use in places 

like Mexico can also work in Starbucks 

coffee shops, McDonalds, Drug Stores, 

Hair Salons, and even in hospitals for 

hernia surgery. 

Not every article is written by men 

either. In the “Says Her” story, a female 

writer provides suggestions and personal 

insight on how to turn guys’ threesome 

fantasies into realities. 

Maxim, “For Men” definitely has it’s 

stereotypical male components, how¬ 

ever. The sultry blond on the cover is a 

good start, along with articles on the 

NBA’s bad boys, the newest concept cars, 

Grill-Zilla, the best of best barbeques, 

and the male survivor of an alligator 

attack. 

There is a definite male slant within 

the alligator article because after describ¬ 

ing his fight, survival and healing from 

Jtfwe 28 fo> 
£fiogust 30 1998 

Imilonji KaNtu Choral 
Society of Soweto June 30 

Leahy (with Bruce Guthro) July 2 

Joe Seoly & Molly Johnson July 5 

Theatre Smith-Gilmour: 
In the Wings of Eden July 8 

Puirt a Baroque: 
Bath Meets Cope Breton July 15 

The Second City July 17 

The King's Singers July 25 

Gino QuilicoJuly 28 

A CHORUS LINE July 31 • August 16 

Susan Aglukark August 7 

Linda McRae August 19 

Lome Elliott August 21 

The Kingdom of thp Saguenay 
August 27-30 

BABY GRAND STUDIO fhSi 
How To Eat Like A Child July 16-26 * 

FR0GB0G! August 5-15 JO.3 

Spinning Yarns August 5-15 

FORT HENRY BMP!R|FINANCIAL ™ 
Repercussion Theatre: 
Midsummer Nights Dream July 23 

Macbeth July 24 BOX Office: 530-2050 
e-mail:kingfest@istar.ca 

Web Site:kingstonfestivaI.com 
I ijL Kingston Summer Festival 

the Kingston I Tile Grand Theatre, 
whig-standard g 218 Princess Street, 

Kingston K7L1B2 

the physically and emotionally draining 

attack, the author states, “I certainly got 

some sympathy sex out of the story. I’m 

thinking of getting myself bitten by a 

shark next.” 

In my opinion, the “For Men” label is 

tacked on to let men know it’s a manly 

magazine, presumably filled with testos¬ 

terone. If the label doesn’t attract the 

male readers, then perhaps the six 

words, framing the top of the magazine 

will: Sex, Sports, Beer, Gadgets, Clothes, 

Fitness. 

Maxim won’t be able to piece back 

together your relationship by expert 

column advice nor will it provide great 

fashion tips, but it does have interesting 

articles as well as small, unique features 

on the best summer blender beverages, 

strange foreign foods, pretend job pro¬ 

files (which males can use to impress 

women), and how to deliver a baby. 

The strength of Maxim is in the arti¬ 

cles. Don’t buy it if you’re wondering 

what bathing suits are hot this season. 

Overall, it’s a read-through magazine, 

not a flip-through magazine, with a defi¬ 

nite male edge...but then again, it is “For 

Men.” 

m 
in brief 

COMMON DISASTER: Actor Charlie 
Sheen was released from a 
California hospital on Friday, 
after overdosing on an undis¬ 
closed drug 

I THINK t CANNES: Award winners 
in the Cannes Film Festival will 
be announced on Sunday. In all, 
22 films are competing. 

DIN0-S0AR: Godzilla trampled 
the competition at the box- 
office this week. The giant 
lizard movie raked in 12.5 mil¬ 
lion dollars in its first two days 
of release 

Need Food? 
We can help. 

The AMS food bank is open Tuesdays 
and Fridays, 4-6 p.m. all summer. 

272 Earl Street (between University and Division) 

545-6972 •foodbank@ams.queensii.ca 

Lady’s and Men’s Queen’s rings in lOkt gold, enameled 
die struck and hand engraved prices starting from $175. 

Clip this advertisement and save $15.00 
towards the purchase of your Queen’s ring 

(one coupon per purchase) 

168 Princess Street 
Downtown Kingston 546-2261 

See our Queen’s rings on the Web... 

http://www.canlink.com/kde 



I WONDER IF ANYONE remembers 

bad beginnings. Bad endings 

sure, everyone can name a few 

of those; the final episode of 

Seinfeld for instance. A ton of 

people went on about how it fell 

short of their expectations. Few 

remember the pilot though, which 

wasn't that great either. It seems 

that nobody cares how something 

starts so long as it ends well. 

Everyone loved The Exorcist 
because it had some classic 

moments like head-turning and 

vomiting, racey language and 

peeing. Most importantly, people 

'dug' it because it had a wicked 

ending. This, despite the fact the 

first half-hour consists entirely of 

some old man wandering around 

the middle east who gets fright¬ 

ened by a cart. 

What in the hell my 
good friend, what in 

the hell? 

Let's imagine, together, that 

when you get up in the morning 

the first thing you like to do is eat 

a big bowl of Lucky Charms. Let's 

also imagine that during the night 

your house-mate, in a fit of pure 

self-gratification, ate each and 

every tasty, brightly-coloured 

marshmallow in the box. You 

don't mention it, there's no time, 

you force yourself to down those 

oatty bitter bits and your day 

starts out on a bad note. 

Suppose the rest of the day goes 

really well: an unexpectedly high 

mark comes back (if you're at 

school), you make an unexpect¬ 

edly high amount of tips (if you 

work), you successfully flirt with 

your good-looking classmate/ 

professor/co-worker/employer, 
whatever. You go to bed thinking 

'wow, what an altogether great 

day'. Now, stretching the limits of 

our fancy, let's imagine that the 

reverse happens: it rains, you 

have no umbrella and your 

attractive classmate/co-worker 

etc. refuses to allow you to share 

theirs, you make no tips, you fail 

an assignment, someone left 

toothpaste scum in the sink. You 

go to bed thinking 'what a com¬ 

pletely horrible day, I wish my 

smug marshmallow-filled house¬ 

mate were dead.' The point 

being, nobody remembers a 

crappy beginning unless there's a 

crappy ending too. The Bible 

illustrates this point. Any good 

Christian who knows they're 

going to Heaven in the end 

undoubtedly thinks that God 

made all the right moves; but 

those who are pretty sure they're 

ending up in hell are 

only too quick to point 

out that all it took 

was a talking 

snake to per- 

m a n e ntl 

It seems 

that as 

long as 

things 

end up 

okay, it 

doesn't 

really 

matter 

much 

how they 

begin. 

For 

example, 

everyone 

agrees that 

film is a pretty 

decent medium 

there have been some great 

things done with it. How many 

people honestly care that the 

pornography industry was the dri¬ 

ving force during the pioneering 

stages of its development? No 

one, that's who. Consider the 

future of virtual reality and the 

internet. In twenty or so years 

from now, will it matter that some 

of the earliest and most important 

advances in interactive technol¬ 

ogy were made by pornogra- 

phers? Probably not. 

The SIGNIFICANCE of begin¬ 

nings is so often negligible. 

It's like flicking on the T.V. 

and coming across a movie that's 

already half over. If it seems inter¬ 

esting enough, you leave it on. If 

it gets good, you watch it to the 

end. When you tell a friend you 

saw a great movie last night 

you're being totally sincere even 

though you never caught the 

beginning. Titanic could've been 

a lot shorter and far less expen¬ 

sive if James Cameron had just 

admitted to himself that because 

people were going to go to see a) 

the ship sink and/or b) Leonardo 

DiCaprio, neither of which 

appear at the beginning, he 

should scrap the entire first half- 

hour. 

Consider all those snappy 

quotes from famous wits such as 

Oscar Wilde, whose last words - 

said on his deathbed in an poorly 

decorated hotel room - were: 

"either this wallpaper goes or I 

do." Nobody remembers any 

of the first few witty 

things he said. In 

fact, for all we 

know he might've 

started out in 

social circles 

as a dullard. 

Maybe it 

wasn't until he discovered opium 

dens that he really started to 

make people laugh. 

Honestly, I'm having trouble 

seeing the point of beginnings 

altogether. Most of the time 

nobody pays any attention to 

them, and even if they do it does¬ 

n't seem to affect their overall 

impression very much. I'm start¬ 

ing to wonder why I even wrote 

the beginning of this article. 

Why have beginnings 
for anything? People 

only look for the payoff. 

Do you even remember the first 

thing I brought up? It was the last 

episode of Seinfeld. Do you even 

care? Chances are you don't, you 

just want to get to the end of the 

article, where the most interesting 

and thought-provoking stuff is 

supposed to go. And yet, if I had¬ 

n't written the beginning, nothing 

would've made sense and every¬ 

one would've hated it. It's seems 

to be a big ol' catch-22. But it 

doesn't have to be. 

Give beginnings the love 
they deserve, you-11 be 

glad that you did. 

Here's the solution: Let's all 

try to appreciate begin¬ 

nings a little bit more.Think 

of the last good movie you saw or 

book that you read. What was the 

very first image the director tried 

to grab you with? What was the 

author's focus in that opening 

passage? If you can't remember 

how it all started, go out and rent 

or read it again. Or what about 

that song you keep hearing on 

the radio, the one you mumble or 

hum or just nod your head to until 

the chorus comes at which point 

you belt out those four lines like 

you knew the whole thing. Stop 

lying to yourself. Figure out how it 

starts. And a healthy appreciation 

for beginnings doesn't have to 

stop there. You might try to make 

paying attention to them one of 

your life philosophies. Don't just 

;top and smell the roses, watch 

em burst through the soil (being 

only a metaphor, chances are this 

would be a sucky activity). 

Anticipate and savour that first 

blast of whatever it is like the guy 

in those old Ocean Spray com¬ 

mercials. Trust me, you'll be just 

as refreshed._ 

By Ken Butland 

CRAP BN THE CORNER 

Oprah's Current 
Recommended Read: 

Breath, Eyes, Memory 
by Edwidge Danticat 

Today’s 'Peanuts’ Punchline: 

C.B.: I forgot to tell them to save 
me the last waltz. 

Today’s Charles Schultz Senility 
Rating: 

4 
(out of 10, 1 being funny-senile, 10 

being creepy-senile) 

Matt Damon Watch: 

Current Girlfriend — 
Winona Ryder 

[ALLEDGED] 

Eyes — Still Blue 

Alumber of Times 'Body Count’ is 
Mentioned in the song 'Body 

Count’ by 'Body Count’ from the 
album 'Body Count’: 

EXTRA 
Queen’s University 
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Need Food? 
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Assault on campus 
Queen’s staff member assaulted, nearly 

abducted on her way to work 
By Laura MacInnis 

At 3:30 a.m. last Tuesday 

night, a Queen’s staff member 

became a victim of assault and 

attempted abduction while walk¬ 

ing across campus to her late- 

night custodial shift. 

This is the account of the inci¬ 

dent, as reported to The Journal 
by Louise Fish, director of 

Campus Security. 

“God knows what his 
motivations were.” 

— Campus Security 
Director Louise Fish 

A man approached the victim 

at the corner of Division Street 

and University Avenue, and 

asked her for directions to 

Kingston General Hospital, say¬ 

ing his brother had died. The vic¬ 

tim stopped and told him how to 

get to the hospital, then kept 

walking on her way to a late- 

night shift at the Old Medical 

Building. 

The man followed her down 

Campus Road, past Clark Hall 

Pub and Jackson Hall, and tried 

to engage her in conversation 

about his brother. When she got 

to the Old Medical Building, she 

turned to him and said, “alright, 

goodbye” and opened the door. 

He then pushed her inside the 

building and assaulted her. 

He pulled out an orange club¬ 

like weapon which Fish believes 

may have been a large, heavy 

flashlight. The assailant waved 

the weapon over her head, 

threatening to knock her uncon¬ 

scious if she tried to scream or 

run away. 

He grabbed her by the arm 

and marched her to his car, a 

small maroon or red vehicle, 

parked on Union Street in front 

of Jock Harty Arena. 

At the car, he told her to get in 

through the driver’s side door 

and slide over to the passenger 

seat. 

He let go of her hand for a 

moment to let her into the car 

and she broke free from him, 

screaming loudly. 

The assailant was very startled 

by her screaming, and became 

visibly shaken. He told her to 

run, then got into the car and 

drove away, leaving her alone on 

the street. 

The victim ran into the JDUC 

and called Campus Security on 

an emergency phone. Both 

Security and the Kingston Police 

department responded to her 

call. 

The assailant remains uniden- 

“As far as I know, she 
has not changed her 
working schedule.” 

— Campus Security 
spokesperson Sue Wagar 
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©Division and Earl: 
Suspect tells the victim 
he needs directions to 
KGH because his 
brother had died. He 
follows her from this 
point onwards. :t 

©Union street, in front of Jock Harty: 
He tries to force her into his car, she 
escapes when he lets go of her arm to for 
a moment. 

L_ 

©Old Medical Building: 
Suspect pushes her into 
the Building and assaults 
her, threatening her with a 
club-like weapon. He 
grabs her by the arm and 
drags her to his car. 

— — 

— 
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NOT TO SCALE 

tified, but is described as a 6’0” 

clean-shaven Caucasian, 35 to 45 

years old, with short light/grey¬ 

ish blond hair, clear complexion, 

slim-medium build, wearing a 

dark green cloth jacket, tan 

shorts and black sandals with no 

socks. 

“We’re trying to identify this 

fellow,” said Fish. “Besides the 

description, which is quite a 

good one, there’s not a lot to go 

on.” 

Kingston Police Constable 

Mike Schultz said investigators 

are very concerned about the 

incident. “It’s being viewed as a 

very serious matter,” he said. 

“It’s got them quite concerned." 

Campus Security spokesper¬ 

son Sue Wagar said the nature of 

the crime is very troubling. “It’s 

very difficult to tell if it’s a stalk¬ 

ing, where he had been pur¬ 

posely planning it, or if it is an 

individual who had done this on 

numerous occasions, and this is 

his motive,” she said. “It’s very 

scary for the community.” 

Fish said the man may have 

come to campus after one of the 

local bars closed. “He did smell 

of alcohol,” she said. “God 

knows what his motivations 

were.” 

Security patrollers have been 

instructed to report any small 

red or maroon cars parked on or 

around campus late at night. 

Fish does not plan to increase 

the frequencies of patrols in 

response to the incident. 

“Usually, the university is very, 

very quiet,” she said. “We have 

patrols out every night.” 

“We’re two buildings away 

from where it happened... we 

were able to respond very 

quickly,” she added. 

A student stands in the spot where a staff member narrowly escaped 
abduction last Tuesday night. 

"PHOTO BY JODY SUGRUE 

Many Queen’s staff members know that if they have to walk 

work night shifts. Fish said cus- around campus late at night, say 

todians often come into work in to get to their parked car, we will 

the early hours of the morning to escort them,” said Fish, 

clean campus buildings. Trades Fish also cited the Lone 

people and researchers also tend Employee Program as an option 

to work late into the night. for people working alone at 

Wagar said the victim of the night. Employees working alone 

at night or on holidays and 
“Usually, the university 

is very, very quiet.” 

— Campus Security 
Director Louise Fish 

weekends can request to have 

Campus Security check in on 

them during their shifts and 

escort them to their car after 

work. “Give us a call, we’ll drop 

by,” she said. 

May 26 assault continues to “People need to know what 

work her night-time shifts. “As the dangers are around here,” 

far as I know, she has not said Fish. She urges anyone who 

changed her working schedule,” sees someone matching the 

she said. description of the assailant to 

Both Fish and Wagar sug- contact Campus Security. 

ge$ted that persons walking “Don’t approach him — he’s 

alone at night consider using the already threatened violence,” she 

Walkhome service or the said. “But if you do see him, let 

Campus Security escort service. us know.” 

“It’s important for people to 
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Campus Security gets overhaul 
New emphasis on communication designed to improve image 

By Laura MacInnis 

Students wanting to know what’s 
been happening on campus can now 
access derailed security reports and sta¬ 
tistics on the Campus Security Web site. 

Under the guidance of its new direc¬ 
tor, Louise Fish, Campus Security has 
started making incident reports public. 
The reports are posted on rhe Web, and 
major alerts are also posted up around 
campus. 

Queen’s security stats 
Totals from November 1, 1997 

to May 8, 1998 

Phone calls made to Campus 
Security, in selected categories 

Sexual assault 2 
Common Assault 4 
Intimidation 3 
Uttering Threats 3 
Harassment by Telephone 15 
Criminal Harassment 3 
Sexual Harassment 
Hate Incident 
Missing Person 1 
Suspicious Person 12 
Panic Phone 1 

Campus Security Web site 

www.queensu.ca/security/ 

“We post any item that we feel is of 
general interest to the Queen’s commu¬ 
nity, especially those which pose a 
threat,” said Fish. “We include as much 
information as we can without compro¬ 
mising people’s personal privacy.” 

“We’re getting the information out as 
well as we can,” said 
Fish, who says she is 
committed to “let¬ 
ting people know 
what’s going on, 
and what they can 
do to reduce the 
risks.” 

a gender balance within the service. "The 
powers that be, John [Cowan, Queen’s 
vice-principal] and Tom [Morrow, execu¬ 
tive assistant to V-P Cowan], have made 
a conscious effort to hire women,” said 

Fish. 
She said five of the 12 full-time staff 

__are women, and 

“The powers that be... have two of the five 

made a conscious effort to supervisors are 
hire women.” women Cowan has 

initiated a security 
— Director of Campus Security advisory council, 

Louise Fish which will bring 
--- together students. 

Louise Fish, director of Queen’s 
Campus Security. 

This is one of the many changes staff and administration to discuss cam- 
planned for Campus Security, a service pus safety issues. 
which came under fire last year after an Fish said the council will help Campus 
external review, initiated by Queen’s Security “adjust ourselves to the needs of 
Vice-Principal John Cowan, highlighted the Queen’s community.” presence on campus will enhance the 
problems of accessibility, training, and Fish also emphasized the use of reputation and quality of the service, 
public relations with staff and students. Campus Security as a resource body. “It’s “We’re doing our best, and hopefully 

Fish came from Royal Military more than just a break-up-the-fight kind putting a fresh face on Security,” she 
College to replace Tom Morrow as direc- of service,” she said. “If you need any said, 
tor of Campus Security on May 1. She is help, give us a call... 
aware of the troubles plaguing Campus Even if we’re not the 
Security, and speaks candidly about the right pe’ople, we’ll put 
many projects in the works to renew the you in touch with the 
image and efficiency of the service. “We right people.” 
are certainly addressing it,” she said. Fish is pleased with 

The training program for patrol offi- the work Security 
cers and supervisors is being re-vamped patrollers are doing, 
to include a focus on human rights and striking “a nice balance 
legal liability issues. Fish hopes the more between approachability 
intensive program will help officers and professionalism.” 
“relate to visible minorities and other She hopes changes to 
groups.” training and hiring prac- 

Efforts have also been made to strike tices plus a more public 

Useful Phone Numbers 
Campus Security 545-6733 
AMS Walkhome Service 545-2662 
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre 545-6424 
Telephone Aid Line Kingston 544-1771 
Human Rights Office 545-6886 
Sexual Harrasment Advisor 545-6095 
Anti-Racism Respondent Advisor 545-6218 
University Grievance Advisor 545-6095 
Student Counselling Services 545-2893 

s Books 
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- Lilian Kim - 

Live life, act safe, pay attention 
Hello, may I get a walk home reminded by housemates, boyfriends, 

P*ease'^ friends, colleagues and even our parents: 
A simple sentence uttered by many. “Call Walkhome, okay?” But sometimes 

It s highly uncomplicated. Just pick up defiance overrules rationality. Hey, I can 
the phone, dial the required number and do it myself. I can get home without any 
wait for two kind students to take you to problems. It’s the ’90s. We’re at 
your destination. Easy. Queen’s... it’s safe. 

But it s 12:30 a.m. and I’m tired. My But the recent campus incidents 
day was painfully long, nothing went involving violent assault should make 
right and all I want to do is crash. I people stop and think. How could it 
saunter down the hall with a heavy heart, happen at Queen’s? It wasn’t part of the 
oblivious to the several phones within university life package that was given to 
my reach. My destination is home, and us when we chose to attend Queen’s, 
getting there quickly is key. So I leave - During my last year of high school, a 

a*one- very prestigious and well known politi- 
K-town looks innocently calm at cian spoke to my OAC class as part of a 

night. It’s warm outside and a nice series of speeches to prepare us for our 
breeze curls around me, instigating sweet future endeavours. Although we 

expected the usual 
blah...blah about 
how “university 
changed my life” 
and the “go get ‘em 
tigers” speech, we 
ended up getting 
something more 

We could sit here and say 
damn to everything. We 

could blame the system, the 
establishment, someone, 

something at least. 

thoughts of deep 
sleep. 

But then all of 
the sudden it 
becomes instantly 
cold. The breeze 
turns to a strong 
wind and catches 

my throat. My mind forgets about the than we bargained for. 
hard day and focuses on the sudden The speaker’s voice gradually became 
threat. At this point, I wish I was sleep- emotional, but with a controlled strength 
ing. My eyes are wide and my heart is that could only come from years of 
hammering in my ears. Everything is understanding and self-reflexivity, she 
quick, the nanoseconds feel like years told us that as a young woman she had 
and I’m scared. I realize something is been violated. She explained that while 
about to happen to me that I had only the memories would always haunt her, 
read about happening to other people. she had also learned from the experi- 

As I breath heavily, I remember ence. It was hard, but she never gave up. 
watching the news on channel three and We could sit here and say damn to 
thinking “thank god, that wasn’t me!” everything. We could blame the system, 
and picking up the newspaper, tears the establishment, someone, something 
welling in my eyes for Toronto’s third at least. But it’s difficult and sometimes 
assault victim of the new year. But now I it’s therapeutic to forget. Blaming some- 
feel as if I’m watching someone else live one, however, won’t ensure our safety in 
their life on television. 1 know it’s differ- the future. Unfortunately, no one has the 
ent. The camera is really looking at me. one definite answer that will stop every 
The lights are too hot and I don’t want bad thing from happening again, 
to be here. Generally we are compelled to feel 

That’s how I think I would feel if I safe here at Queen’s. But people need to 
were assaulted. I really don’t know, be aware of the dangers that do exist in 
because I can only read about what other our community. While picking up the 
people have gone through. It makes me phone can be a life-saving act, paying 
sad and frightened. So many of us are attention is just as crucial. 
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Looking for a 
great job? 

Applications are still being 
accepted for: 

Op-id Editor 

Advertising Manager 

Sales Representative 

Applications are due on Friday, June 10, at 2 p.m. 
Application forms are available at 272 Earl Street. 

Those interested in applying are encouraged to call 
Tara or Keith, editors-in-chief, at 545-2800. 

Or drop us an email at journal@post.queensu.ca 

WALKHOME 

It OPEN! 
« • • # 

9P.M.-1A.M. 
WALKHOME WILL BE OPEN EVERY NIGflT UNTIL THE END 

OP SUMMER (OURSES! WE ARE LOCATED IN THE 
INPOSANK THROUGHOUT THE tUMMER, WHICH IS ON 

THE LOWER LEVEL OF THE JDUC. SO IF YOU WOULD LIKE 
A TEAM TO ACCOMPANY YOU ON A WALK BETWEEN 

ANY TWO POINTS WITHIN OUR BOUNDARIES, JUST GIVE 

US A CALL ANY TIME BETWEEN 0 P.M. - 1 A.M. AND 

WE'LL BE THERE WITH A SMILE! 

545-2662 
WS WOULD ALIO UKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS: 

TORDIFF COMMUNICATIONS FOR THHR RADIO SUPPORT, 

AND CyCLEPATH FOR OUR SIX PEUGOT BICYCLES! 

CYCLEPATH 

riy)’ HP PRINCESS ST. (ifjp 

KINGSTON. ONTARIO K7L SB7 

_ 



'I'lWJM’W’IM 

FAXING 

• fi 

^lp'ci ALREPRODUCTK* 
Monday to Friday 10-4 closed Weekends 

545-6543 The centre of the lower JDUC # 545 0350 

&i*W0 

Raquet and Running Specialists 

289 Princess St. (at Clergy) 
(613) 542-4415 
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A. 
For skateboarders Jeremy Payne (left) and Fernando Cordeiro the new signs 
on campus are a crime. 

Services end year 
with $88,179 loss 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The Alma Mater Society’s Corporate 
Services lost $88,179 last year, almost 
$68,000 more than they anticipated in 
their preliminary budgets. The loss is up 
from a $62,806 loss in 1996-97 and a 
$19,866 loss the year before. 

The UBS Exchange ran up the biggest 
deficit of all AMS services last year, with 
a net loss of $52,306. This figure is 
more than twice the loss the UBS antici¬ 
pated in its original 1997-98 budget, 
and much higher than its 1996-97 loss. 

“We weren’t surprised when we lost 
money last year,” said UBS manager 
Vanessa Gruben. “When the decision 
was made to move the UBS, they did so 
thinking the Exchange would lose 
money over the next three years.” 

Gruben emphasized the store’s gross 
revenue increased substantially last year, 
adding, “We will be losing less next 
year.” 

“We’re trying to even the business a 
bit over the year,” Gruben explained. 
The store will be stocked with more 
merchandise and the fiction and refer¬ 
ence books sections will be expanded. 

The Publishing and Copy Centre was 

the biggest money-maker of the AMS 
services last year, gaining $23,455. 
However, this figure represents a signif¬ 
icant drop from the previous year’s 
$62,209 net gain. 

P&CC’s manager, Greg Blackett 
attributed last year’s lower net gain to 
reduced prices for a number of the 
store’s services. “We did more business 
than we ever did before, but because we 
reduced prices we made less money,” he 
said. 

“There’s no magic formula 
that’s been established by 
anyone for each service.” 

— Owen Minns, AMS media and 

services director 

Blackett said the decision to reduce 
prices was based on meeting students’ 
needs. “It was an attempt to say, ‘Well, 
our prices are too high for students. 
Let’s drop them a bit.’” 

Prices are not expected to change for 
next year. “The most important change 

Please see Service managers on page 4 

Laptops not required 

Skateboarders told 
to keep off campus 

By Laura MacInnis 

Kingston skateboarders are no longer 
welcome to practice their tricks on 
Queen’s property. New signs posted 
around campus give skaters a clear mes¬ 

sage: stay away. 
“We just decided to post them because 

of the concern from staff and students,” 
said Campus Security spokesperson Sue 
Wagar. 

Wagar said skateboarders who lose 
control of their boards in the entrances, 
wheelchair ramps and stairs in front of 
Queen’s buildings can be dangerous. 

“It does pose a safety concern for the 
pedestrians,” she said. "There have been 
some near-misses.” 

Wagar said another reason that 
Queen’s hopes to keep away skateboard¬ 
ers is the property damage that skate¬ 
boards cause to the limestone stairs 
around campus. 

“It’s making everything rounded,” 
said Wagar. “They are doing damage to 
the property itself.” 

The signs do not represent a new pol¬ 
icy on skateboarding, but simply a more 
public display of Queen’s disapproval. 

“We’ve always asked skateboarders 
not to skate on our property. This is just 
re-emphasizing that,” she said. 

Ryan Cooper, 11, said skaters should 
be allowed on campus after-hours. “They 
should let us skate there after 7 [p.m.] 
because there’s no one there at night,” he 
said, adding, “I think Queen’s Security 
sucks.” 

Queen’s Principal Bill Leggett joked 
that the “no skateboarding” message may 
not be enough to make an impact. 

“I haven’t seen [a sign] yet,” Leggett 
said, adding, “As we speak three skate¬ 
boarders are going by outside of my 
office, so they obviously haven’t seen 
them either." 

Fernando Cordeiro, 17, said the cam¬ 
pus ban means skaters have few places to 
go to practice their moves. “There’s not 
that many places to skateboard in 
Kingston beside Queen’s,” he said. 

However, Wagar said a new skate¬ 
boarding park is being made on 
Montreal Street which should provide an 
alternative place for skaters to hone their 
skills. 

— With files from Tara Mansbridge 
and Sean Springer 

By Fiona Scannell 

.Incoming Comm ’02 students will not 
be required to lease laptops from 
Queen’s, despite the decision last year to 
make laptops mandatory in Commerce. 

The School of Business initially 
planned to implement the. mandatory 
leasing of laptops on the condition that 
the extra $1,400 could be claimed by 
students as part of their tuition tax 
credit. To qualify for the credit, all stu¬ 
dents would have had to purchase the 
designated computers. 

In order for students to receive tax 
breaks and use their computer purchases 
as deductibles, the computer fee would 
have been charged with tuition costs. 
However, as the Ministry of Education 
and Training has decided that Commerce 
is not a professional program and there¬ 
fore its tuition cannot be deregulated to 
include the added cost. 

However, the Commerce program is 
“highly recommending” that students 
use the laptops leased from Queen’s, and 
is not abandoning plans for laptops to 
become mandatory in the near future. 

Queen’s is also giving the go-ahead to 
a number of technological changes to the 
Commerce Program. 

Classrooms have been renovated to 
support laptop use, existing classroom 
computers have been rewired and web 
sites are being created for each course. 
Titled Netlmp@ct, these changes are 
expected to keep Queen’s at the fore¬ 
front of university business programs. 

By mid-summer, renovations on three 
selected classrooms are expected to be 

completed. With the capacity for video 
conferencing, the Commerce program 
should be able to function internation¬ 
ally. “There is no limit [to what 
Commerce students can access] when 
you have the technology,” said Mike 
Kirkpatrick, technology coordinator of 
Queen’s School of Business. 

Kirkpatrick believes Netlmp@ct is a 
pragmatic response to the direction the 
business world is taking. He said that if 
Queen’s fails to offer state-of-the-art 
facilities, business students will choose 
another school that does. 

Prior to the Netlmp@ct alterations. 

Please see Comm on page 4 
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Business slow for summer 
By Laura MacInnis 

Despite the $88,179 cumulative loss 
of the Alma Mater Society corporate ser¬ 
vices in the past year, few managers and 
directors are talking about cutting a not- 
so-profitable summer short. 

AMS media and services director 
Owen Minns said the services are trying 
to capture some student business in the 
summer in order to help cover expenses 
such as rent, equipment depreciation and 
general maintenance. 

“We wouldn’t be able to 
operate in the year with this 

amount of business.” 

— P&CC manager Greg 
Blackett 

“The services are open in the summer 
to recover some of their operating 
expenses, which are fixed,” explained 
Minns. 

The P&CC, the most profitable AMS 
service, is open weekdays this summer, 
with one staff member and two managers 
operating the store. Manager Greg 
Blackett says that although the copiers 
aren’t always in use, the store is busy 
with high-volume orders. “We’re getting 
a lot of larger orders from professors and 
groups around campus,” he said. 

Despite this added business, the 
P&CC is not turning a profit this sum¬ 
mer. 

“We do lose money in the summer,” 
explained Blackett. “We wouldn’t be able 
to operate in the year with this amount 
of business.” 

When asked if the P&CC considered 
closing for the summer, Blackett said, 
“we did sort of talk about it... but [the 
managers] have to be here regardless, 
and it is a good service to offer the stu¬ 
dents,” he said. “A lot of people really 

appreciate it.” 
The UBS exchange is also keeping 

weekday hours, with two managers and 
four staff members on duty for the sum¬ 
mer. Manager Vanessa Gruben says that 
although there are not many students in 
town, "it’s actually quite busy... we’re 
really pleased.” 

Minns said while the UBS may not be 
attracting a huge volume of student busi¬ 
ness over the summer, it is worthwhile to 
pay the extra staff because they are “sort¬ 
ing dropped-off books.” 

“The UBS is a more labour-intensive 
service,” he said. “There are some days 
that what we’ve sold in the UBS hasn’t 
covered the labour, but those people 
have been sorting books.” 

Alfie’s Pub is now open only Thursday 
nights, with three managers on duty this 
summer. In May, the pub was open 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. 
Ben Bourke, Alfie’s head manager, said 
the pub was busy in the spring term. “We 
had a better May than last year in terms 
of sales,” he said. 

Bourke said the pub was originally 
slotted to stay open Fridays and 
Saturdays all summer, and therefore both 
assistant managers were kept on for the 
entire summer term. 

He said the pub’s hours were reduced 
because it wasn’t profitable to keep the 
pub open all weekend. “We were the 
only ones down there,” he said. 

“On Fridays and Saturdays we were 
losing money,” affirmed AMS service 
manager Sarah Armstrong. “We were 
toying with the idea of closing for July 
and August... but rather than closing it 
completely, we decided to focus our 
attention on one night.” 

Minns said Alfie’s hours were reduced 
because “it was anticipated that it would 

be a savings overall.” 
Armstrong said the extra costs of 

opening the pub, such as hiring a deejay 
and Student Constables, were not being 

covered by sales. 
Alfie’s will be closed in August for 

minor renovations and maintenance. 
Queen’s Pub manager Mark Picketts 

said that in May “the pub wasn’t as busy 
as I would have liked... We did okay, but 
obviously there’s not as many people 

around.” 

“It’s really important that 
[the managers] are here in 
the summer, both to plan 

and to learn.” 

— Owen Minns, AMS media and 
services director 

Picketts said keeping the pub open in 
May and June was a wise move, as “we 
don’t hire any staff in the summer, so it 
doesn’t cost us anything to open.” 

Armstrong said that although QP 
assistant managers have traditionally 
been employed for May and June only, 
this year they were kept on for four 
months because of the demands of the 
expansion project. 

services 
The pub is now closed for renovations 

until mid-August. 
The Queen's Journal publishes three 

regular issues during the summer. Minns 
said The Journal has certain fixed costs, 
such as rent and equipment depreciation, 
similar to that of other AMS services. “If 
The Journal does nothing during the 

“We were the only ones 
down there.” 

— Alfie’s Pub head manager 
Ben Bourke 

summer, it will still lose money,” he said. 
Minns said that although The 

Journal's fixed costs “completely out¬ 
weigh the revenue” in the summer, “the 
regular issues that have been printed so 
far have covered their own printing 

costs.” 
The co-editors-in-chief and the news 

editor are paid summer salary, all three 
of them interning' at The Kingston Whig- 
Standard. 

The Who’s WhereAVhat’s Next is also 
operating this summer. Minns said the 
WWWN gets “the bulk of its work done 
in the summer,” with its three editors 
working without any additional staff. 
WWWN editors are employed year- 
round. 

Minns said that although the services 
tend to lose money during the summer, 
operating in the summer is still worth¬ 
while. 

“It’s certainly valuable to have the 
managers here,” he added. “It’s really 
important that they be here in the sum¬ 
mer, both to plan and to learn.” 

CHECK us 0( 7V I Our chicken breast 
is Soz. & marinated in 

lemoo juice, served on a 
fresh panini, topped with 

lettuce, tomato and 
served with fries 
or onion rings. 

The Gourmet Burger 
& Grilled Chicken 

Specialists 
A Variety of 19 

“Mouth Watering” Burgers 
and 13 “To Die For” 

Grilled Chicken Sandwiches 
I GREAT PRICES! 
BURGERS I 

Also checkout... Jj 

(GREAT PRICES I 
chickens! 

From r 

S5.25-S6.25j 

Don’t forget our Desserts 
Cheesecakes (5 kinds) 

Sundaes (5 kinds) 
and our 

Old Fashioned 
XSg-i Milkshakes 

TV‘s409. Johnson Stfeet “t University Avenue 
S. *\J Kingston, Ontario • Canada K7L 1Z1 

\ (613) 547-3771 f 

Garlic Bread (5 kinds) 
Homemade Chili 

Macho Dinners (5 kinds) 
Chicken Strip Dinner 

Chicken Caesar 
Cheesy Chili Fries 

ATTENTION 

FREE MONEY 

Applications for the Summer 
Round of the AMS Board of 

Directors' Special Projects Grants 
are due by Friday July 17. 

For project criteria go to the 
AMS front desk in the lower JDUC 

or call Alison Loat at 545-2729 
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Tallships engaged Fort Henry in a mock battle on Saturday. The battle was part of Fort Henry's 
re-enactors weekend’. Celebrations for Fort Henry’s 60th Aniversary continue with the return 

AMS rejects 
Starbucks bid 

By Renee Huang 

For the second consecutive 
year, the Alma Mater Society 
executive has rejected a pro¬ 
posal that would bring a 
Starbucks coffee outlet to 
Stauffer Library. The proposal 
was resurrected by Queen’s 
food services. 

Dean of Student Affairs Bob 
Crawford consulted with 
Queen’s management, includ¬ 
ing the AMS executive, John 
Deutch University Centre man¬ 
ager Jack Sinnott, Food 
Services Chair Bruce Griffiths 
and Vice-Principal (Academics) 
Dave Turpin, to review the 
possibility of bringing 
Starbucks into the foyer of 

“Do you want the 
harbinger of corporate 

America in our 
library?” 

— Tom Stanley, AMS 
president 

Stauffer. 
“We felt basically the same 

as [the AMS executive] last 
year,” said Tom Stanley, AMS 
president. 

Stanley said the AMS execu¬ 
tive questioned the proposal 
put forth by food services 
because they felt it would jeop¬ 
ardize the quality of education 
and the library’s study 
environment. 

“Do you want the harbinger 
of corporate America in our 
library?” Stanley asked. He 
said besides being a distraction 
to library patrons, the idea of 
bringing in the coffee mega- 
empire was “tacky.” 

“I don’t know if you’ve ever 
had a frappaccino but it’s a 
drink with a big chunk of ice 
that makes a lot of noise,” he 
said. 

Starbucks would have been 
set up in the open area between 
the library foyer and Union art 
gallery. People studying near 
Stauffer’s front doors would 
find it hard to concentrate 
because of the extra traffic the 
coffee stop would generate, 
Stanley predicted. “I don’t 

doors closed because of fire 
regulations,” he said. 

The library already has 
problems restricting food and 
drink, Stanley continued, and 
Starbucks would provide fur¬ 
ther incentive to students to 
snack in the library. “The 
library is a wonderful building 
and does not need more traf¬ 
fic,” he added. 

Stanley said the JDUC, how¬ 
ever, does need greater student 
traffic, but the contract with 
Tim Horton’s would prevent 
Starbucks from setting up 
there. 

Two weeks ago, Queen’s 
administration decided to put 
the proposal on hold for 
another year, although they felt 
it was a profitable venture, 
explained Stanley. 

“It’s not a dead idea,” said 
Crawford. “We’ve just decided 
it’s not something to proceed 
with this summer.” 

“It’s food services’ job to 
look at it from a business 
sense,” agreed Stanley. 
According to Stanley, they esti¬ 
mated a minimum of $50,000 
a year to be generated by the 

“It’s not a dead 
idea...we’ve just 
decided it’s not 

something to proceed 
with this summer.” 

— Bob Crawford, dean of 
student affairs 

presence of the coffee com¬ 
pany in the library foyer. 

“Part of the mandate of food 
services is to address needs on 
campus,” Crawford said. He 
said results from a recent stu¬ 
dent questionnaire show that a 
premium coffee company 
would be well-received on 
campus. Stanley agreed, point¬ 
ing out that many students, 
including Gord Moodie, AMS 
vice-president (operations) are 
“addicted to Starbucks.” 

“If they wanted to put it in 
the JDUC, we’d totally work 
with them in all regards,” 
Stanley said. 

of the famous Sunset Ceremonies every Wednesday night. 

SGPS supports Day of Action 
By Jocelyn Laporte Kammerer said targeting the banks was of par¬ 

ticular importance because “some people are 
Members of the Society of Graduate and making profits off these cuts, salaries are going 

Professional Students were among participants at up... some people are benefitting while the rest 
the Kingston Day of Action protest against the lose.” 

provincial government on June 8, and among He also said that many of the events centering 
speakers at the education rally in Ontario Park on around the banks were not targeted directly 
Ju^e against bank employees, and that most rally par- 

The SGPS council endorsed it in a vote with ticipants were simply handing out pamphlets try- 
more than 20 for participation and only three or ing to raise awareness. 
four votes against,” said Steve 
Kammerer, SGPS vice-president 
(communications). 

The society was not able to 
secure support from the Senate, 
who voted 19-13 against a 
motion proposed by SGPS 
President Chris Hales, express¬ 
ing support for the university 
community’s participation in the 
event. However, the university 
administration did agree to pro¬ 
vide a day off for staff to partic¬ 
ipate in the protest. 

According to Kammerer, the 

“Some people were not in the 
right spirit. The graffiti was not 
necessary and some cases could 
have been handled more diplo¬ 
matically, but hopefully the right 
message got across,” Kammerer 
said, when questioned about the 
various acts of vandalism and 
small accounts of aggression that 
occurred during the day. 

Kammerer stressed that get¬ 
ting Premier Mike Harris’s atten¬ 
tion was not the aim of the rally. 
“[Harris] has said numerous 
times that he does not take 
notice of protests and rallies. 
The aim was more about raising 
awareness amongst voters,” he 
explained. 

event successfully provided an 

opportunity to raise awareness Steve Kammerer, SGPS vice, 
about key issues surrounding the president (communications) 
Ontario government’s restructur- 

ing policies. Naomi Brunemeyer, AMS social issues com- 
Kammerer spoke regretfully about the local missioner said although the AMS was not 

media’s focus on the negative aspects of the rally, involved in the education rally, rhe society 
“I think the democratic message raised by one day endorsed a letter in support of Day of Action 
of stores closing is worth it.” Kammerer added events, including the rally and the march, that 
that some people have lost more money as a was included in the assembly package, 
result of the provincial government’s cuts than Brunemeyer was the only AMS council member 
was lost in one day of closure. that actually participated in the march. 

He also expressed dissatisfaction with the reac¬ 
tions of both bank managers and the Kingston 
police surrounding protests outside local banks. 

The Real World 

television. Clinton’s national 
security adviser, Samuel Berger 
said, “[rhe exchange] would 
have been unthinkable to hap¬ 
pen even five years ago, perhaps 
even yesterday.” 

Fighting intensifies in 

Kosovo 

U.S. has public debate 

with China 

U.S. president Bill Clinton 
and Chinese president Jiang 
Zemin exchanged opinions on 
the 1989 Tiananmen Square 
massacre. Clinton said that the 

American people believed that 
the use of force was wrong. 
Jiang believed that had force not 
been used, China would have 
become dangerously unstable. 
The unprecedented public 
debate on human rights was 
viewed live by hundreds of mil¬ 
lions of Chinese on national 

Yugoslav army guns bom¬ 
barded rebel positions and Serb 
civilians were airlifted from a 
besieged village Saturday in cen¬ 
tral Kosovo as a U.S. envoy 
warned “we are only a few steps 
away from a general war.” 

Johnson gets pie in face 

William Johnson, president 
of the anglophone rights group 
Alliance Quebec, got a pie in the 
face during the St. Jean-Baptiste 
day parade in Montreal. 
Johnson had requested to march 
along with Lucien Bouchard and 
other dignitaries. When he was 
refused, Johnson began march¬ 
ing with the public, and was 
harassed before being hit in the 
lace with a cream pie. Johnson 
was escorted away from the 
parade by rhe police. Johnson 
said he believed that St. Jean- 
Baptiste day is a holiday for all 
Quebecers. 

Irish politicians back 

peace accord 

A majority of Catholic and 
Protestant politicians elected to 
Northern Ireland’s new legisla¬ 
ture back the Belfast peace 
accord, just enough to make 
their compromise government 
work, final elecrion results 
showed Saturday. 

Founding member of BQ 

dead at 62 

Gilles Rocheleau, who co- 
founded the Bloc Quebecois 
with Lucien Bouchard in 1990, 
has died after a long battle with 
intestinal cancer. He was 62. 
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Service managers budget for loss 
Continues from page I 

rhat we want to do is to improve cus¬ 
tomer service, and that’s something you 
can’t attach a dollar figure to,” he said. 

Both AMS pubs did significantly bet¬ 
ter in 1997-98 than the year before. 

The Queen’s Pub improved on its 
1996-97 loss, with more than a $14,000 
increase in gross revenue. 

“We want to ... improve 
customer service, and that’s 
something you can’t attach a 

dollar figure to.” 

— Greg Blackett, P&CC 
manager 

management]. They did a fantastic job. 
Alfie’s Pub suffered a $53,212 net 

loss in 1996-97, but finished 1997-98 
with a net loss of only $8,710. This 
deficit was also much lower than Alfie s 
management anticipated, having pre¬ 
dicted a $25,093 loss in the pub’s origi¬ 

nal 1997-98 budget. 
“I think initially it was budgeted to 

lose money because so much money had 
been lost the year before,” explained 
Alfie’s manager Ben Bourke. “It was 
unrealistic for them to budget to break 

even.” 
Bourke attributed the pub’s deficit 

reduction to a successful second term. 

Alfie’s Pub 
Publishing and Copy Centre 
Queen's Entertainment Agency 

Queen's Journal 
Queen’s Pub 
Queen's Student Constables 

Studio Q 
UBS Exchange 
Walkhome 

: Who’s Where/What's Next 

-$8,710 
$23,455 
>$4,861 
-$17,898 
-$7,829 
-$3,873 
-$10,243 
-$52,306 
-$13,076 
-$15,891 

-$53,212 
$(>2,209 
-$460 
-$31,406 
-$15,008 
-$6,792 
-$3,732 
-$9,760 
-$10,008 
-$12,811 

small amount of 
future projects,” 

revenue 
Minns 

,v „ .. chief Keith Gcrein. “But we’re not satis- make a 

I think it is quite realistic for Alfie’s fied yet — we want to get much closer towards 
to come very close to breaking even this to that break-even point.’’ explained. 
year and even making money," he said. “The goal for different services is dlf- Minns satd that many managers bud- 

The Oueen’s Journal lost a substantial ferent,” explained Owen Minns, media get to lose money if their service lost 

QP manager Mark Picketts said lower amount^ last year, with a deficit of and services director. “Retail operations money the year before. While most of 
net loss last year was in large parr due $17,898. The figure represents an like the P&CC and the UBS are looking this yearns managers expect to reduce 
to the pub’s decision to reduce the num- improvement over the $31,406 loss dur- long term towards making money that last year s loss, Minns admitted that 

ing the 1996-97 year. can be placed back into other “there s no magic formula that s been 
“Last year’s management made some services that don’t make money, like established by anyone for each service, 

difficult cuts and I think that’s why our Walkhome.” 
situation improved," said Co-editor-in- “The corporation as a whole looks to 

ber of assistant managers from three to 
two. “Thar’s something you just can’t 
ignore, but at the same time you can’t 
rake anything away from [last year’s 

nsr/s TAorsday CatfilitheYmx 
FtelpiiilmiMUi 

Alfie’s 
PUB 

I GO OIYMPIC I 

Comm program changed 

WITH A CHANCE TO 

ww $ioo cm 
WXi THURSDAY MIGHT 

MINT 

T DOLLARS- 

ALFIE S IS OPEN EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IH JULY 
-9PM TILL CLOSE- 

ALFIE'S ONLINE http://wmalfies.queensu.ca/alfies 

Continued from page I 

Queen’s Commerce students have fared 
well in international competitions. For 
two years in a row, they have taken first 
prize at the Electronic Data Systems Case 
Challenge competition. They also placed 
third overall in last year’s International 
Business Challenge. 

“We want to help Queen’s students by 
offering them the best opportunities,” 
Kirkpatrick explained. “By ensuring that 
they are computer literate upon gradua¬ 
tion, they will require less training in the 
workplace.” 

Kirkpatrick also spoke strongly of the 
need for all Commerce students to be 
using the same laptops. All necessary 
software would be included, guarantee¬ 
ing that students working with the com¬ 
puters would be on the “same platform.” 

As long as Queen’s does not include 
the laptops in Commerce fees, he hopes 

that students wait until they get to 
Queen’s before buying their computers. 

Marjorie Peart, associate director of 
the Commerce program, added that 
there would be a “total support system” 
in place to deal with any problems if stu¬ 
dents used the same laptops. 

“We want to help Queen’s 

students by offering them 

the best opportunities.” 

— Mike Kirkpatrick, School of 
Business technology coordinator 

There are also bursary funds ear¬ 
marked for Commerce students who 
need assistance to purchase computers. 

Peart confirmed that Queen’s will ask 
again for government permission to 
make the leasing of laptops by first year 
Commerce students mandatory next 
year. 

J^ne28 
August 30 1998 

Imilonji KaNtu Choral 

Society ol Soweto June 30 

leohy August 23 

Joe Seoly & Molly Johnson July S 

Theatre Smith-Gilmour: 

In the Wings of Eden July 8 

Puirt a Baroque: 

Bach Meets Cape Breton July 15 

The Second City July It 

The King's Singers July 25 

Giro Ouilico July 26 

A CHORUS LINE July 31 ■ August 16 

Suson Aglukark August 7 

Undo McRae Augusi 19 

lome Elliott Augusi 21 

The Kingdom ol the Saguenay 

Augusi 27-30 JW 

BABY GRAND STUDIO 
How To Eat Uke A Child July 16 26 
FR0GB0G! Augusi 5-15 -TT. / 

Spinning Yarns August 5-15 

FORT HENRY umpire financial group 

Repercussion Theatre: 
Midsummer Nights Dot July 23 

Macbeth July 24 Box Office: 530-2050 
e-mail:kmgfest@istai’.ca 

m Web Site:kingstonfestival.com 
' Kingston Summer Festival 

mtScsroN ‘ at The Grand Theatre, 
whjg-standard w 218 Princess Street 

Kingston K7L1B2 
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Fire down below 
The United States has yet to drop its binoculars and 

confront the bloodshed from civilian firearms 

m 

| By Eric Morris | 

jHHN 15-YEAR-OLD Kip Kinkel, 
■standing in his Oregon high 
Ischool cafeteria, pulled out a 

semiautomatic rifle and opened fire on his 
classmates last month, he became 
America’s second student-turned-school- 
shooter in less than a week, and the 
eighth in the last 16 months. Students 
storming into school playgrounds, lunch¬ 
rooms, gymnasiums and shooting class¬ 
mates, teachers and principals have 
become a disturbing trend south of the 
border, leaving a grieving nation search¬ 
ing for answers. 

Concerned Americans now want to 
know what can be done to prevent such 
crimes from occurring in the future. They 
ask: What can be done to prevent copycat 
student shooters, and what can be done to 
prevent students from bringing weapons 
to school? These questions, however, 
ignore the issue at hand by ignoring the 
warning signs rhat are so clear from 
American schools, streets, and morgues. 
Why are there so many firearms in 
America, and why does nobody seem to 
care? 

African-Americans are 

disproportionately the 

victims of handgun fatalities, 

with such weapons serving as 

the leading cause of death 

for blacks ages 15-24. 

Maybe it’s merely a problem of seman- 

Ji 
[OF I 
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Graphic by Janice Chan 

included, support the ongoing U.N. “weapon of mass destruction” as meaning 
inspections of Iraq to ensure that nuclear, a weapon that results in a tremendous 
chemical and biological weapons remain amount of death and destruction. Last 
out of the hands of a supposed rogue year in the United States there were zero 

nat*on- nuclear weapon fatalities, zero chemical 
The Cold War proved that nations weapon fatalities, zero biological weapon 

could amass thousands, even tens of thou- fatalities and approximately 40,000 hand- 
sands of these weapons, yet the likelihood gun fatalities. The fact that handguns kill 
of such weapons obliterating an enemy tens of thousands more people in the 
was extremely low because the nation U.S., and millions more throughout the 
under attack would respond with an world, than all those other weapons com- 
equally devastating attack (the theory bined, yet are not considered weapons of 
known as Mutually Assured Destruction), mass destruction, is nothing short of mis- 
Even now, after the Soviet Union has col- placed priorities on an international level, 

tics. When a weapon is characterized as |fPsed thue gl?bal bala"ce °( power If semantics doesn’t bring about a 
one of mass destruction, world leaders, , , , -that the0,r>' ,stl11 aPPl,es- I[ s change TO attitude toward guns, perhaps 
including those of the U.S., seem so un 1 , y Pakistan would launch a nuclear killers targeting different victims would 
adamant to rid the world of this device attack against India, or Iraq would launch bring about increased concern over the 
that they even manage to put aside » smu at attack on Israel, simply out of proliferation of handguns, 

national differences to work together. L’T ,n t e. rosPonse- 
The U.S. is willing to put billions of dol- Dne THEORY suggested in the U.S. is 

countries like India and Pakistan on the 
wrist for flexing their 
Similarly, many countries, Canada 

Firearm related facts: 
• 1993 handgun fatalities 
Great Britain: 33 (0.00006% of popula¬ 

tion) 

Canada: 76 (0.00025% of population) 
United States: 40,000 (0.015% of 

population) 

•Number of American federal safety 
standards regulating manufacture of 
teddy bears: 4 

lars in trade on hold in order to slap , ■ ‘ community IS c esP^e that there is a racial undertone, conscious 
countries like InHL, ,nd Pakistan on the ^ deterrents> uch weapons should be or not, to the proliferation of guns, 

nuclear muscle. bepr °u of the hands °f sPeclflc African-Americans ’ 
tries, just in case. 

Many would interpret the tern 

•Leading cause of death among African 
Americans ages 15-24: shooting 

•Americans killed in Korean War: 
33,561 
Americans killed in Vietnam War: 
47,634 
Americans killed in 1992 by firearms 
(including suicide, homicide and acci¬ 
dents): 37,502 
Sources: National Center for Health 
Statistics (U.S,); American Civil 

Number of American federal safety j Liberties Union of Southern California; 
standards regulating the manufacture of j Health Statistics Division, Statistics 
guns: 0 

are disproportionately 
the victims of handgun fatalities, with 
such weapons serving as the leading 
cause of death for blacks ages 15-24. 
Blacks are also seen as more likely to be 
offenders, thus the biased attitude asks: 
Why not simply let these people kill each 
other while hopefully minimizing the 
number of innocent people murdered, 
too? You don’t have to be a conspiracy 
theorist to accept this idea, but merely 
agree that those in positions of power 
will look out for their own interests. It 
sure is interesting that when a different 
class of people fall victim to an epidemic, 
government is quick to solve the problem 
and minimize the grief and destruction. 

The year 2000 computer bug, for 

example, apparently threatens more 
important things in North America, like 
commerce, industry and the aristocrats 
that matter in a capitalist economy judg¬ 
ing by the amount of funding and atten¬ 
tion given to this issue compared to 
young, middle-to lower-class citizens 
killing one another. 

While Canadians see themselves as 
frigid Americans in many ways, attitudes 
toward guns are often cited a major point 
of difference. And to some extent that’s 
justified. In 1993, there were 73 handgun 
fatalities in Canada, compared to about 
40,000 in the U.S. While many Canadians 
probably look at it as about 39,000 less 
than the Americans, the attitude instead 
should be there were 73 too many in this 
country. Just as one nuclear attack in Asia 
or the Middle East would be seen as one 
too many, so too should handgun fatali¬ 
ties in this country. 

In Canada, more people die annually 
as the result of firearms than AIDS. When 
diseases kill tha^ many people, we spend 
billions of dollars in research to eradicate 
it. When handguns lead to just as many 
deaths, gun-advocacy groups maintain 
that it somehow serves democracy to 
have armed citizens. 

In Canada, more people die 

annually as the result of 

firearms than AIDS. 

The demented fact that every other 
day a classroom of children die in the 
United States from firearms is not their 
problem. After all, guns don’t kill people, 
people do. 

There is, of course, some truth to that. 
While the relationship between guns cir¬ 
culating a country’s populace and fatali¬ 
ties is not a clear-cut, positive 
relationship, the connection is by no 
means spurious either. There are factors 
other than the availability of guns in a 
society, such as class disparities, even TV 
violence, which inspire some members of 
society to kill others. Banning all firearms 
will not eliminate all crime, all homicides, 
or all suicides, but it’s an important first 
step in reaching that goal. 

It SEEMS THAT no matter the tragedy, 

whether it be a shooting at a high school 
dance in Edinboro, Pennsylvania, or a 
university engineering class in Montreal, 
the issue has yet to be raised. It’s time we 
apply the logic of our foreign policy to 
our domestic policy, by restricting the 
rights of some for the greater good of 
society and banning handguns outright. 

Eric Morris is destined to become the new age 

Robin Hood — professional bank antagonizer. 

He can be contacted at 4elm@qlink.queensu.ca. 
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All Conrad’s men 
Even though it has not yet been 

named, and has not even printed 
one issue, we already know what 

Conrad Black’s new national newspaper 
is desperately lacking: women and 
minorities in its management. 

On June 15, Southani published the 
names and photos of the seven individu¬ 
als who will form the management team 
of the new paper. From vice-president of 
sales to editor-in-chief, all were white 
and all were men. How can a publication 
that aspires to be Canada’s national 
newspaper display such neglect in its hir¬ 
ing-practices? 

As even new editor-in-chief Ken 
Whyte has admitted, the editorial opin¬ 
ion of a newspaper is heavily influenced 
by advertising and other management 
concerns. Clearly then, the new national 
paper will be disproportionately influ¬ 
enced by white men. 

While Conrad Black may have a pen¬ 
chant for running his newspaper empire 
like any other business, a newspaper has 
a moral obligation to report the news 
objectively. Its management, therefore, 
must also reflect this need. Running a 
newspaper requires a least a modicum of 

Save the... who? 
Ontario Premier Mike Harris 

has never claimed to be an 
expert on numbers. 

Nonetheless, Harris demonstrated math¬ 
ematical genius this week when he tried 
to convince the Ontario legislature that 
70,000 signatures on a petition actually 
equals zero signatures. According to 
Harris, the 70,000 Kingston residents 
who signed a petition to keep the Hotel 
Dieu Hospital open were actually in 
favour of its closing. 

Harris might have been trying out a 
new version of calculus when he 
answered a question from opposition 
leader Dalton McGuinty about the hos¬ 
pital closings. McGuinty used the exam¬ 
ple of Kingston when he asked how 
Harris could justify closing hospitals 
against a community’s will. According to 
Harris, the 70,000 signaTories were 

Bons Mots: A newspaper’s primary office is the gathering of 

news. At the peril of its soul it must see that the 

_ supply is not tainted. — C.P. Scott 

journalistic integrity and objectivity. The 
choice of such an unbalanced leadership 
calls into question Conrad Black and 
Southam’s commitment to these 
principles. _ 

How can a publication that 
aspires to be Canada’s 

national newspaper display 
such neglect in its hiring 

practices? 

Did no qualified women or minorities 
apply for any of these positions? Or 
were the hiring criteria more a question 
of membership in Southam’s old boys 
network than of ability? 

Moreover, how can we seriously 
expect to encourage more women to 
break through the glass-ceiling in such a 
male-dominated field as journalism, 
when the management has always been 
male? Unless something changes, the 
new paper seems destined to perpetuate 
the inequities that have kept women out 
of management for far too long. To para¬ 
phrase the old joke: what’s white, male 
and re(a)d all over? Hopefully not the 
new national newspaper. 

demonstrating their opposition to a 
Liberal plan. 

This is not the first time that Harris 
has demonstrated that he suffers from 
selective memory loss. The premier 
seems unable to recollect that during the 
last election campaign he promised no 
hospitals would be closed. This latest 
example is particularly frustrating 
because Harris not only ignored but also 
misrepresented the opinion of so many 
in the Kingston community. 

It is extremely disconcerting to learn 
that despite the effort that was put into 
collecting thousands of signatures and 
writing almost 2,000 letters of support 
for the hospital, the Conservative leader 
got the wrong message. Perhaps it is eas¬ 
ier for Harris to govern when he thinks 
he understands the people better than 
they understand themselves. 

AS I WAS SAVING, THE 
PEOPLE OF MMGSFon 

pO WANT HOTEL 

PlEU 16 CW5& 
POIHN 

- Stefan Murray 

Entertainment Inc. There used to be a time when 

entertainment would speak to an 
audience, attempt to convey a 

message and maybe even enlighten the 
masses. It was a golden age when our 
most beloved songs were more than 
background music for beer commer¬ 
cials. It was a time when the Millennium 
Falcon didn’t manoeuvre through aster¬ 
oid belts with BMW license plates — an 
era when theme parks didn’t dictate the 
movies we could see. 

Well, it’s a new world after all, and 
our friends at Disney, in a drive to open 
a new theme park in China, have just 
released an animated feature called 
Mulan. The film, which is based on the 
traditional Chinese legend, is extremely 
non-controversial and you can even buy 
authentic Mulan toys at McDonald’s. 

This release comes less than a year 
after the opening of the film Kundun. 
Set in Tibet, the film depicts the harsh 
reality of life after the Chinese invasion 
in 1950 and ongoing occupation. 

Unfortunately, Kundun was seen by 
few people because of Chinese pressure 
on Disney not to promote the film. Of 
course, given the importance of bring¬ 
ing the Pirates of the Caribbean to 
Beijing, Disney chose to comply and 

basically shelved all promotion for the 
film. 

On the other hand, the release of the 
China-friendly Mulan was promoted by 
Disney as an animation masterpiece. 
Disney is obviously becoming submis¬ 
sive to the whims of lucrative markets, 
however unfair they may be. 

Unfortunately, movies are not the 
only medium to be bullied by commer¬ 

cial interests. Was the ABC sitcom 
“Ellen” really losing its comedic appeal, 

or were the sponsors too frightened by 
an honest portrayal of a lesbian charac¬ 
ter? I guess prejudice sells better than 
controversy. 

Likewise, the musical heavyweights 
of the ‘90s have become the house 
bands for corporations like Pepsi and 
Labatt’s. 

Disney is unwittingly exposing 

the censorship that has 

become prevalent 

throughout the entire 

entertainment industry. 

So what? Disney didn’t invade Tibet 
and we can certainly listen to the Spice 
Girls without drinking Pepsi. The dan¬ 

ger, however, is that with all of this cor¬ 
porate sponsorship of our movies, 
television and music, the image of the 
product will become more important 

than the message or the artform. 
By giving in to the Chinese demand 

for censorship, Disney is unwittingly 
exposing the censorship that has 
become prevalent throughout the entire 
entertainment industry. The stifling of 
creativity by corporate interests pre¬ 
vents the public from appreciating a 

truly diverse range of ideas and opin¬ 
ions. As a result, the entertainment 
industry is unable to be the progressive 
voice that we need it to be. 
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The Peanut Gallery The prohibition of road hockey 
Death of a Canadian institution? 

WINGS CELEBRATE 
With summer rapidly turning to 

fall, the Stanley Cup was decided as 
the boys from Motown swept the 
Washington Capitals to repeat as cup 
winners. In a series closer than the 4- 
0 result, the depth of the defending 
champs was on display. The Red 
Wings, led by captain and play-off 
MVP Steve Yzerman, celebrated the 
fourth consecutive Stanley Cup final 
sweep with particular vigour as they 
were joined by fallen comrades 
Vladimir Konstantinov and Sergei 
Mnatsokanov. The two, who were 
seriously injured in post-Stanley Cup 
celebrations last year, provided a 
touching moment when they were in 
Washington to receive the cup and 
participate in the post-game cere¬ 
mony. 

QUINN RETURNS TO TORONTO 
Pat Quinn, former Coach of the 

Year for Philadelphia and Vancouver, 
was hired by Ken Dryden to take over 
the reins of the struggling Maple 
Leafs. Quinn, most recently coach and 
general manager of the Vancouver 
Canucks, started his playing career for 
Toronto, and returns to replace Mike 
Murphy who had been left hanging by 
the Leafs for weeks. 

CUPPERS TAKE A RISK 
The Los Angeles Clippers picked 

first and selected unpolished Pacific 
University centre Michael 
Olovvokandi. The Grizzlies followed 
by enlisting all-American point guard 
Mike Bibby, the consensus number 
one pick in the week leading up to the 
draft. Denver grabbed Raef Lafrentz, 
while Toronto and Golden State 
flipped former North Carolina stars, 
with Antawn Jamison heading to 
Oakland and Vince Carter coming 
North of the border. The steal of the 
draft was multi-talented Kansa guard, 
Paul Pierce, who fell to 10th before 
being drafted by the Boston Celtics. 

THE NEXT MARIO LEMIEUX? 
The NHL was also restocked with 

young talent, starting with the Tampa 
Bay Lightening selecting Quebec 
Junior superstar, and Lemieux play- 
alike, Vincent LeCavalier. After a 
trade, the expansion Nashville 
Predators grabbed David Legwand, a 
talented American forward. Two 
defencemen followed with Brad Stuart 
heading to San Jose and Bryan Allen 
joining Mike Keenan in Vancouver. 
The remaining picks by Canadian 
teams were as follows: Calgary picked 
Rico Fata, Toronto selected Nikolai 
Andropov, Edmonton elected for 
Michael Heinrich, Ottawa reached for 
goalie Mathieu Chouinard and finally 
Montreal tabbed centre Eric 
Chouinard to round our the first- 
round for the Canadian entrants. 

IF CHRISTMAS CAME EARLY... 
• Nobody would watch the July 12 

WCW pay-per-view match between 
Dennis Rodman and Karl Malone. 

• The French riot police would 
elect to use real bullets rather than the 
rubber variety on the soccer hooli¬ 
gans. 

• Alan Eagleson would be ostra¬ 
cized forever from the NHL commu¬ 
nity when he leaves prison on July 7. 

Analysis 
By Robert MacNeil 

The other day, I was lounging on the 
back deck in the sun with a nice cigar and imjm 
a cold beer trying to fathom why I would 
possibly sign up for a correspondence 
course. How 1 longed for the simple days 
of youth when I could relax and not con¬ 
cern with my Mcjob or my classes. The 
time when a group of friends would 
gather to play a game of road hockey on 
our quiet residential streets. Those were 
definitely the days — pretending to be our 
favourite stars, practicing breakaways. 
There were no contract hold-outs in those 
days; the highest demand from players 
was a cold drink. 

This is the fault of 
overzealous community 

groups who have forgotten 
their youth... 

After reminiscing, I skimmed the sports 
section of my local paper in search of a 
Stanley Cup schedule. Instead, I stumbled 
across a story on the prohibition of road 
hockey in Nepean. The Ottawa Citizen 
was reporting that Conn Smythe trophy 
winner Steve Yzerman’s home suburb was 
outlawing the very game where he had 
once begun to hone his skills. Apparently 

young children playing in the streets were 
disrupting the calm of the neighbour¬ 
hood. 

What in the world is our society think¬ 
ing? Slapping a $50 fine on an eight year- 

Road Hockey: A Canadian Pastime 
JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

old for participating in our national 
pastime? Do these people not remember 
the feeling of trying to break a 28-28 
deadlock, when a car appeared on the 
horizon. The call “Car” broke up the epic 
struggle, but a joyous yell of “Game On” 
brought back the sense of exhilaration to 
the street. Is this really considered dis¬ 

ruptive behaviour? 
Do neighbours have nothing better to 

do than to pick on kids being kids? Would 
they rather that the their school children 
spending all their time hanging out in 
shopping malls or playing video games all 
day? 

The kids are just taking a 

ragged old tennis ball and 

pretending to be their 

heroes. 

The kids are just taking a ragged old 
tennis ball and pretending to be their 
heroes. How can this be a bad thing? 
There appears to be no end to the lengths 
that some people will go to destroy what 
is left of a child’s dreams. In a world that 
is getting so depressing, parents are scared 
to allow their kids to play outside. The 
children are unable to trust anyone, and 
now they can’t even play in front of their 
own homes. 

This is the fault of overzealous com¬ 
munity groups who have forgotten their 
youth and have now made it their goal in 
life to suck any joy out of the lives of 
young children who are in the last years of 
their innocence. Parents should let kids 
have fun while they are kids, because it is 
only a matter of time before they are dis¬ 
illusioned and disappointed with the 
world their parents have passed on to 
them. 

Riots overshadow Jordan 
World Cup 

By Adam Kaminsky 

With the preliminary round of the 
world’s most widely viewed team sport¬ 
ing event coming to a close, all the eyes 
of the world continue to be fixed on 
France. With the festivities of the World 
Cup in full swing, even some of the less 
cultured American public has begun to 
take notice of France ’98. 

As always, the first two weeks of the 
Cup have featured as much excitement 
as Leonardo DiCaprio at a high school 
dance. With 32 ,of the most talented soc¬ 
cer teams in the world gathered together 
fabulous goals and spectacular saves is 
expected, but the action on the pitch is 
only a tiny piece of the World Cup. 

As always, the first two 
weeks of the Cup have 

featured as much excitement 
as Leonardo DiCaprio at a 

high school dance. 

The reggae dancing fans from 
Jamaica, the loyal followers of the young 
Nigerian Super Eagles, the orange-clad 
Dutch and the samba-singing Brazilians, 
have all provided a great deal of enter¬ 
tainment in the stands. As per usual, 
most fans have created a festive atmos¬ 
phere for players, visitors, and locals 
alike. However, this can’t be said for all 
those who followed their team to the 
‘Land of Napoleon’. 

Living up to their reputation as the 
foremost hooligans in sport, some of the 
English soccer “fans” tarnished an 
impressive week of celebration. With an 

attack on Tunisian supporters in the 
streets and beaches of Marseilles during 
England’s first fixture, these thugs 
showed that they have little interest in 
the game outside of the excuse to drink 
heavily and participate in random acts of 
violence. These actions, which were fol¬ 
lowed by less damaging performances 
during England’s subsequent games, 
reaffirmed the fact that virtually all 
English supporters are enthusiastic about 
their team, while it is a small minority of 
lunatics that makes the world news. 

It is the widespread publicity of the 
hooliganism during the first games that 
led to a second country joining the thug¬ 
gery circuit. With the prospects of 
increased notoriety, a group of German 
skinheads and rabble-rousers boarded 
trains and descended upon tiny Lens and 
wreaked havoc on the local gen¬ 
darmerie, including leaving one man in a 
coma. The German soccer federation 
was so embarrassed at this development 
that they offered to withdraw from 
France ’98, but this suggestion was dis¬ 
missed immediately by FIFA. 

While the riots took away attention 
from the pitch, it certainly didn’t take 
away the excitement. Most of the 
favourites, including Germany and 
England, danced into the second round. 

Group D, the preordained group of 
death, saw the only seeded squad fail to 
continue into the second round as the 
Spanish were beaten out by the exuber¬ 
ant Nigerians and the resilient 
Paraguayans. 

The much anticipated Iran-USA 

Please See Brazil on page 8 

rules 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Nobody can stop a runaway Bull. 
Overcoming a ‘fantastic effort by the 
Utah Jazz, Mike and his mates proved to 
be too much for the Western Conference 
Champs. The Chicago Bulls were able to 
complete their second three-peat by win¬ 
ning their sixth NBA championship in 
eight years with a defeat of the Jazz in 
six games for the second year in a row. 

Despite a series that included the 
largest victory margin in NBA history, 
and the lowest scoring output in a single 
game — both in the lopsided Game 
Three won by Chicago — it was one of 
the most closely fought in recent history. 

With a John Stockton-led Jazz over¬ 
time victory in Game One, Utah was 
able to hold home court advantage at the 
deafening Delta Centre. This lead was 
short lived as Chicago managed to come 
from behind to win Game Two. This 
sent the two teams to the United Centre 
tied at one game a piece. 

Jordan provided the ending 
that everyone outside of Utah 

had hoped for. 

After Utah’s pathetic Game Three 
performance and another close Bulls vic¬ 
tory in the next game, the Jazz, and their 
absent star Karl Malone, dug themselves 
into a seemingly insurmountable 3-1 
deficit. At this juncture the Bulls looked 
to be in total command of the series due 
to superior defensive performances by 
the unsung Scottie Pippen, who made 

Please See Utah p 
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Brazil stieb is hack in the majors 
repeats 
Continued from page 7 

match in Group F saw the “infi¬ 
dels” being beaten by Iran 2-1. 
This was inconsequential to the 
tournament as a whole, as it was 
Yugoslavia that joined Germany 
in the next round. 

As the tournament continues 
towards the finals in St. Denis 
on July 12 th, no team or player 
has truly placed their stamp on 
the tournament. With last cup’s 
finalists Italy and Brazil still in 
the hunt, they must be consid¬ 
ered favourites, but other teams 
are lurking. The Argentinians, 
Dutch, French and the 
Norweigians, who beat Brazil, 
all look to be getting stronger as 
the tournament progresses. 

It remains to be seen which 
individual star will emerge from 
this cup as, apart from the riot¬ 
ers, no one has truly left their 
boot print on the tournament 
yet. It is the elimination round 
that truly decides the heroes. 

As a tournament marred by 
riots and disturbances enters it’s 
most exciting phase, there is a 
good chance that the violence 
will be forgotten. When the 
vivacious fans become more 
exciting, so will the play on the 
field. Signs say that it will be 
most exciting for those from 
Brazil, as their national hero, 
Ronaldo, will most likely hoist 
the Cup at the Stade de France 
on July 12. 

Jays pitcher returns after five-year absence 
J * * _1 1 ■ ccnn non n v?a 

By Robert MacNeil 

On June 18th, Dave Stieb 
was called up from the Toronto 
Blue Jays Triple-A affiliate in 
Syracuse. With his appearance 
in Baltimore at Camden Yards, 
his return after five years away 
from major league baseball was 
complete. His journey began in 
March at the Toronto Blue Jays 
spring training facilities in 
Dunedin, Florida. The Blue 
Jays have always had a policy 
of using their former players as 
coaches. For this year’s camp, 
they invited Stieb, George Bell, 
Lloyd Moseby, Ranee Mulliniks 
and Ernie Whitt to coach. 
After a few weeks of teaching 

the younger players, however, 
Stieb realized that he was a bet¬ 
ter pitcher than those half his 
age. Now, at 41, Stieb decided 

to attempt a comeback. 

After a few weeks of 
teaching the younger 

players, however, Stieb 
realized that he was a 

better pitcher than 
those half his age. 

The results were very 
encouraging. In the games he 
pitched at the Jays’ minor- 
league complex, the hitters 
were retired with relative ease. 
Furthermore, his velocity was 

around 87 mph and his famous 
slider still had its nasty bite. 
When Stieb retired in 1993, it 
was due to severe back pain. 
Now he has fully recovered and 
his arm still has its same 
strength. Many critics of 
Stieb’s comeback feel it is 
because of the almighty dollar. 
Nowadays, players are making 
many more millions than Stieb 

ever did. 
However, money is not the 

reason behind this comeback. 
During his playing career in the 
1980s, Stieb’s contracts called 
for a majority of his money to 
be deferred until after he 
retired. As a result, the Blue 
Jays are stijl paying Stieb 

Utah comes up short 
Continued from page 7 

srrides towards an NBA final 
. MVP. 

After two off-days and a trip 
; to a truck weigh-station with a 
'state trooper friend, Karl 
Malone returned to form with a 
huge Game Five performance. 
With 39 points, 11 boards and 
numerous hustle plays, the 35 

; year-old was able to carry his 
team back for a Game Six. By 
bringing the series back to the 
Delta Centre it not only elon¬ 

gated the finals, but brought a 
new-found confidence to the 
home-standing Jazz. 

As Game Six unfolded, it 
seemed as though Utah was 
beginning to put the pressure 
back on the Bulls. With Pippen 
ailing due to a back injury and 
Jordan struggling to find his 
range, coupled with the fact 
that Malone was having his way 
with all of the Chicago defend¬ 
ers, things looked bleak for the 
champs. The Jazz led much of 
the game, but with the fourth 

quarter winding down, Utah 
could not find the knockout 
punch. This proved costly as 
Jordan, the unhuman wonder, 
took over the game. The Bull 
run culminated with ‘his 
Airness’ stealing the ball from 
Malone, casually undressing 
Bryon Russell and burying a 17 
-footer with just over six sec¬ 
onds left. After 3 desperate 
three-point attempt by 
Stockton, the clock ran out on 
the Utah dream. 

With what was the last game 

$500,000 a year and will con¬ 
tinue to do so for another ten 

years as part of a retirement 
package. With his return to the 
Blue Jays, Stieb now makes the 
major league minimum of 
$109,000. 

While Stieb may not be able 
to return to his glory days as a 
starter for the Blue Jays, he can 
still be a very effective middle 
reliever. Make no mistake, 
Dave Stieb is not a stupid man. 
He will tell himself before any¬ 

one else does if this comeback 
is not going to work. At this 
point, however, he has 
absolutely nothing to lose, and 
absolutely everything to gain. 

played by the Chicago Bulls as 
we know them, Jordan pro¬ 
vided the ending that everyone 
outside of Utah had hoped for. 
While head coach Phil Jackson 
is definitely moving on, the 
question of whether Jordan and 1 

Pippen will rejoin the team is 
still unanswered. Regardless of 
the outcome, this team was one 
of the great dynasties in NBA 
history, and the way that they 
won their sixth championship 
was fitting for the team of the 
’90s. 

Canadians 

Save the 

world 

Cyber Punk, 

the Global 

Village, 

Generation X 
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Science 
The maple leaf forever 

A 
jL jLs YOU ENJOY YOUR holiday 
tomorrow, consider the symbol on the 
bottle cap of the beer you just polished 
off, or perhaps on your friend’s “Canada 
Kicks Ass” t-shirt. The maple leaf is as 
distinctive a symbol of Canada as any. 
But why is the maple leaf shaped like 
that in the first place, with its three lobes 
and multiple points? Surely evolution 
hasn’t created this unusual shape just to 
give Canadians a cool graphic for our 
flags and corporate logos. 

As it turns out, evolution has selected 
for this shape, in part, so that the leaves 
won’t end up as tattered as some of the 
flags out there. 

Watch a flag fluttering in a full wind 
and you’re watching a textbook example 
of drag. As the wind moves across its 
wide, flat shape, swirls and vortices are 
created in the air which pull at the flag, 
eventually weakening and tearing the 
fabric. You’ve probably seen Canadian 
flags with the red bar on the free end 
nearly torn off. It’s a simple problem to 
solve as far as flags go: just replace them. 
It’s not so easy for trees. 

Leaves serve an important function 
for plants, namely, capturing energy 
from light to power the great electron 
shuffle we call photosynthesis. If leaves 
tore themselves apart in the wind the 
way flags do, plants wouldn’t be able to 
gather solar energy, reduce carbon diox¬ 
ide and water to sugar, grow, or produce 
seeds. This represents some pretty heavy 
evolutionary pressure to produce leaves 
that will hold up in a stiff breeze. 

Now, if you presented this problem to 
an engineer, you’d probably end up with 
a very stiff structure, all I-beams and 

two-by-fours. Evolution has taken a 
different approach. 

Watch a maple tree in a strong wind 
and you’ll see something quite different 
from a flag. All the leaves together 
appear to flutter, just like the flag, but 
the air actually flows very smoothly over 
each individual leaf. The wind pulls on 
the sides of the leaf and rolls it into a 
cone, and the stronger the wind, the 
tighter the cone. By bending into this 
shape, instead of trying to stand up to 
the wind, the leaves can survive even in 
the strongest of gales. 

An engineer would probably 
come up with a very stiff 
structure, all I-beams and 

two-by-fours. Evolution has 
taken a different approach. 

Of course, aerodynamics isn’t the only 
selective force on the shape of leaves; if 
it were they would all look like bike hel¬ 
mets or Jaguar XKRs. 

The basic broad, flat shape of leaves is 
necessary to perform their primary func¬ 
tion: energy collecting. (Pine needles and 
cactus spines are special adaptations to 
protect plants from water loss.) Of 
course, any broad, flat shape left out in 
the sun for a while will get very hot. One 
study showed that leaves on the sunlit 
side of an oak tree on a 28°C day can 
reach temperatures of up to 49°C. The 
dissipation of this excess heat is another 
factor influencing the shape of leaves. 

How can leaves keep from over¬ 
heating in the sun? Water can carry away 
heat as it evaporates from the surface of 
the leaf, but water can sometimes be 

scarce. Furthermore, by the time a leaf 
would reach a sufficient temperature to 
lose more heat by radiation than it is 
receiving from the sun, it would be noth¬ 
ing but a small pile of ashes. The most 
efficient way for a leaf to lose excess heat 
is by convection as air moves across its 
surface. 

There are a couple of odd things 
about convection, though. As a gentle 
breeze flows over the flat surface of a 
leaf, the air touching it remains motion¬ 
less and the air nearby moves only very 
slowly. This effect is known as a bound¬ 
ary layer. The layer starts off very thin on 
the leading edge of the leaf, but becomes 
thicker further away from this edge as 
the slow air “piles up” on itself. The 
larger the surface, then, the thicker the 
boundary layer can become. Now, a 
thick layer of motionless air, as you can 
imagine, does not conduct heat away 
very efficiently, so evolution has selected 
for leaves with deep grooves, thereby 
breaking up the surface and avoiding 
thick boundary layers. 

So, the shape of the maple leaf is the 
result of a combination of pressures. It 
possesses the flexibility and lateral 
“wings” to bend into a smooth cone 
when the wind picks up, and its points 
and indents allow excess heat to be car¬ 
ried away in the breeze. 

It seems that Pearson and Diefenbaker 
had the easy part in figuring out a design 
for our flag back in 1965. The real work 
was already being done over the past 
millions of years. 

John Bowman will solve his own over¬ 
heating problem on Canada Day with a 

tall margarita and a dip in Lake Ontario. 
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Science 
Spectrum m Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

Neutrino knot 
untied in Japan 

A team of international scientists at 
the Super Kamiokande Neutrino 
Observatory in Japan have answered 
one of those questions that changes 
that way we look at the universe from 
the smallest to the largest scale. Yes, 
Matilda, neutrinos do have mass. The 
discovery, which was announced ear¬ 
lier this month at a conference in 
Takayama, Japan, flies in the face of 
the Standard Model of particle physics. 
“Such deviations from simplicity in 
nature are usually a good sign that 
there is much more to be learned," said 
University of Washington Physics 
Research Professor Jeffrey Wilkes. The 
researchers observed neutrinos cre¬ 
ated in Earth's upper atmosphere and 
found fewer muon-neutrinos than 
expected, indicating that they are oscil¬ 
lating, or converting to another, as-yet- 
undetectable "flavour" of neutrino. This 
could only happen if neutrinos have 
mass. The Super-Kam device is similar 
in design to the Sudbury Neutrino 
Observatory, a project partially sup¬ 
ported by Queen’s. 

Leftovers from the 
X-Files movie? 

Scientists from Oregon State 
University have found bacteria living in 
just about the most inhospitable terres¬ 
trial habitat imaginable: two meters 
beneath the ice in Antarctica. The 
McMurdo Dry Valleys, the study site 
where the photosynthetic cyanobacte¬ 
ria were found, receive less than 
100 mm of precipitation a year and 
boast an average annual temperature 
of -56°C. The researchers compare the 
climate to two other cold, dry spots — 
Europa, one of Jupiter’s moons, and 
Mars — and speculate that similar 
organisms might exist there. 

Wobbly star reveals 
distant planet. 

Astronomers using the Keck I tele¬ 
scope in Hawaii have found evidence 
of yet another extra-solar planet, and 
it’s a big one. The gas mega-giant, 
whose mass is 1.9 times greater than 
Jupiter's, orbits Gleise 876, a star with 
about one-third the mass of the sun. 
The planet's presence was deduced 
from the wobble of its star and is the 
twelfth planet discovered in this way. 
And at a mere 15 light-years away, it is 
also the closest yet found. 

Feathered dinosaur 
is missing link 

The fossilized remains of a turkey¬ 
sized dinosaur discovered in China are 
being described as the missing link in 
the evolution of modern-day birds from 
dinosaurs. Caudipteryx was covered in 
feathers very similar in structure to 
those of birds, but was flightless, its 
plumage serving as insulation or as a 
display for mating or warding off 
predators. 
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COMM 180* Introduction to Industrial Relations 
ENGL 280 Canadian Literature to Mid-Century 
HIST 287* England under the Tudors and Stuarts, 1500-1688 
MATH 126 Differential and Integral Calculus 
PHED 363* Psychology of Coaching 
PSYC215* Experimental Psychology: Perception 
SOCY 343 Power and Change in Canada 
WMNS 220* Topics in Women’s Studies 

8-10:30am Mon/Wed 
10:30am-1pm Mon/Wed 
10:30am-1pm Mon/Tue/Wed/Thu 
10:30am-1pm Tue/Thu 
8-10:30am Mon/Tue/Wed/Thu 
10:30am-1pm Tue/Thu 
8-10:30am Mon/Wed 
10:30am-1pm Mon/Tue/Wed/Thu 
8-10:30am MonA/Ved 

Evening Courses 
BIOL 210* 6:30-9:30pm Mon/Wed 
COMM 151* Organizational Behaviour 6:30-9:30pm Tue/Thu 
DRAM 212* Theatre History II 7-9:30pm Mon/Wed 
ECON 111* Introductory Microeconomics 6:30-9:30pm Mon/Wed 
FILM 230* Media and Society 6:30-9:30pm Tue/Thu 
GPHY 224* Foundations of Historical-Cultural Geography 6:30-9:30pm Mon/Wed 
PHIL 157* Moral Issues 6:30-9:30pm Tue/Thu 
WRIT 175* Effective Writing II 6:30-9:30pm Tue/Thu 

Classes run from July 2 to August 
13. Last date to register is July 80 

late registration fee applies. 

For more information or to register contact: 

Continuing & Distance Studies 
FI, Mackintosh-Corry Hall 

545-2471 
FiLculty of Arts and Science 
F2, Mackintosh-Corry Hall 

545-2470 

Summer heats up Kingston 
Kingston Summer Festival attracts all ages and cultures 

SUMMER OFFICIALLY BEGAN in 

Kingston last Sunday as jazz-artist 

Holly Cole opened the Kingston 

Summer Festival. Cole and her quartet 

entertained a sold-out audience at the 

Grand Theatre to kick off the longest 

mixed art festival in Canada. Beginning 

on June 28 and concluding on August 

30, the festival will include 64 perfor¬ 

mances in 64 days, displaying a vast 

amount of vision and talent. 

The Festival will also attempt 
to attract a diverse audience 

by providing a broad 
spectrum of theatre, music 
and comedy performances. 

A lot of the credit for the organization 

of the festival must be allotted to artistic 

director Jim Garrard, who felt that the 

festival should reflect a community 

effort, as well as reaching as large an 

audience as possible. 

“We felt we should be drawing more 

from community resources this year,” 

said Garrard, “As well, we should be try¬ 

ing to do things for everyone.” 

Garrard and the festival has tapped 

community resources effectively, as the 

musical director of the musical A Chorus 
Line is Queen’s student Greg Gibson. 

The musical will be running from July 31 

to August 16 in the Regina Rosen 

Auditorium. As well, four members in the 

orchestra for A Chorus Line are Queen’s 

students. 

The Festival will also attempt to attract 

a diverse audience by providing a broad 

spectrum of theatre, music and comedy 

performances. 

The performers themselves reflect a 

diverse cultural background, which is 

illustrated in acts such as the Acadian 

quartet Barachois, Imilonji Kantu — a 60 

voice choir composed of South African 

aboriginal tribes — and Montreal’s 

By Stefan Murray 
Repercussion Theatre. 

Now running in its sixth year, the fes¬ 

tival has found success by offering audi¬ 

ences big-name talent as well as 

independent entertainment and serving 

up unique venues. 

Along with Holly Cole, former Infidels 
singer Molly Johnson will perform with 

Susan Aglukark, a prominent Native- 

Canadian singer. On a less celebrated 

note, the Cantabile Choirs of Kingston 

will appear at the Grand Theatre at the 

end of August, while storyteller Stephen 

Guy-McGrath will perform a play with a 

musical flavour entitled, Spinning Yarns, 
running from August 5-8. 

Performances will mainly take place at 

the Grand and Baby Grand Theatres. 

However, the Repercussion Theatre will 

host the only outdoor shows, bringing 

Macbeth and A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream to Fort Henry on July 23 and 24. 

The real strength of this 
particular festival is that 
most of the events and 

performers are suitable for 
all ages making it a family 

event. 

The real strength of this particular fes¬ 

tival is that most of the events and per¬ 

formers are suitable for all ages, making it 

a family event. The theatre, comedy and 

music involved is directed toward young 

audiences, and, with the exception of 

Macbeth, most children can handle the 

Film in sight. 
Review on page 12 

Trashing Pumpkins. 
CD review on page 14 

subject matter. The family element, cou¬ 

pled with the fact that ticket prices for 

most events are more than reasonable, 

the festival promises to attract many 

visitors. 

So for the next 64 days, get out, sun 

and culture yourselves and check out an 

event unlike any other, which is unbeliev¬ 

ably in your own backyard. The Kingston 

Summer Festival promises to treat you to 

a summer you’ll never forget. 

Festival Lineup 

Joe Sealy Quartet & Molly Johnson 
8pm July 5th, Grand Theatre. $21 

The King Singers 
8pm July 25th, Grand Theatre. $24 

Gino Quilico 
8pm July 28th, Grand Theatre. $24-30 

Susan Aglukark 
8pm August 7th, Grand Theatre. $24 

Linda McRae 

8pm August 17th, Grand Theatre $18 

Lome Elliot 
8ptn August 27-30 Grand Theatre $21 

Clark vacation 
A sweet summer breeze with 

Roots, Rock & Reggae 

Concert Review 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Wednesday evening's Roots, Rock & 
Reggae show at Clark Hall Pub. 

Jon Coakley, a chemical engineering 

Masters student, served up his soulful 

mix of classic reggae with a jazzy twist, 

thanks to the accompaniment of tal¬ 

ented saxophonist Sohrab Shah. 

Coakley’s hawaiian-style shirt, open-toe 

sandals and chin-length hair augment 

his island sound, which offers a sample 

of Caribbean charm to his folk style 

tunes. His acoustic guitar blends well 

with the classical saxophone melodies, 

resulting in alluring sounds that are 

both soulful and sultry. 

His set included interpretations of 

Bob Marley, Ben Harper and orhers, 

among various self-composed songs. 

Coakley’s penerraring personal compo¬ 

sitions blend both his spiritual insight 

and intimate experience, expressing the 

connection between his heritage and the 

natural world. His song “Belt of Orion”, 

details a spiritual episode during a visit 

to the Bahamas which illustrates the 

connection between himself and 

his cultural heritage. Coakley sings of 

his Bahamas connection because, “it is 

where I started, where I began.” 

Many of his songs incorporate simi- - O' 311111- 
bofr sounds and jazzy notes rang lar spirituality', while others portray a 

through the humid air amongst a mod- more serious edge. Perhaps using his 

esr-sized group of pub gatherers at 

Please see Coakley on page 13 

Appearing at this year’s festival 
(from left to right) In The Wings of 
Eden, Holly Cole, Barachois, and 

Joe Sealy 



PERFECT VIEW 
Sodenburg’s Out of Sight is a 

quick and slick flick 

Film review 

Out of Sight 

Cataraqui Cineplex Odeon 

By Sean Springer 

Smart, quick and slick are the 

elements Out of Sight wraps into 

a spicy fajita that sizzles and 

quakds in a provocative, cool and 

cruel world of criminals, cops 

and violence. Steven Sodenburg 

directs this clever satire adapted 

from Elmore Leonard’s type¬ 

writer — in the same vain as the 

dark comedies Get Shorty and 

Jackie Brown, ,which are also 

Leonard’s brain-child. 

In the tradition of Get Shorty, 
Out of Sight elevates intrigue to 

heightened proportions through 

Leonard’s brilliant characteriza¬ 

tion interpreted through a well- 

directed, resonant cast. Rather 

than creating the obvious parti¬ 

tion for conflict between law 

enforcers and law abusers. 

Leonard entices the viewer with 

a battle of the minds between 

witty intellects and clueless 

degenerates. 

The lives of George Clooney’s 

character. Jack Foley, a notorious 

bank robber, and an FBI 

Marshall, Karen Sisco, played by 

Jennifer Lopez, collide just after 

Foley’s semi-successful prison 

break. 

Here commences the central 

element of fascination — the sex¬ 

ual tension between the two 

stars, which ensues in the back of 

a car trunk as Foley is forced to 

kidnap her with the help of his 

buddy. Buddy, played by the 

always-powerful and command¬ 

ing Ving Rhames. 

Foley and Sisco are the confi¬ 

dent, sexy protagonists leading a 

pack of oddball personalities, 

including Oscar nominee Albert 

Brooks as a shady billionaire, 

each set against their morality, 

insecurity' and eccentricity. 

Returning from his award¬ 

winning performance as Ray 

Bones in Get Shorty, Dennis 

Farina brings back his astute 

sense of humour as Sisco’s father, 

Marshall, who delivers one of 

the film’s funniest scenes at the 

expense of Michael Keaton, 

playing a cameo role. Boogie 
Nights stars, Don Cheadle and 

NEW COLLECTION SCHEDULE 

Brought to you by the Municipal Affairs Commission of the AMS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE MAC 

@ 545-6000 EXT.5178 

MAC FACTS OF THE MONTH: 

Kingston0^ "*! $1°°° designin9 a l°9° for the new City of 

nvro!]f/l|fW Tenant Protection Act affects you' 
3 Shfrien °Pmni posl,lo"s are available in the MAC: 

-high SchEoo|PSiToenn,CoeSe ASSiS,an‘ C°°rdinator 
-Housing Issues Taskforce Chair 
-Property Standards Taskforce Chair 

Contact the MAC if these facts interest you! 

Luis Guzman lead the airhead- 

criminal minds only to be out¬ 

shone by Foley's naive, clueless 

and brilliantly hilarious hench¬ 

man, played by Steve Zahn. 

Zahn, along with a host of 

widely renowned actors, compli¬ 

ment the stars with offbeat antics 

while avoiding the common pit- 

fall of portraying pointless vio¬ 

lent genres by satirizing the 

macho, American image. 

Bodyguards, pompous hustlers 

and loan sharks appear irrational 

and silly — exposed by Foley and 

Sisco as the amateurs they truly 

are. 

Relying on its characterization 

to the point that the plot 

becomes near trivial, Out of Sight 
is unable to bind its satire into a 

complete project and could have 

used a better resolution between 

Foley and Sisco. Still, it’s hard 

not to fall in love with every 

character and become enrap¬ 

tured in the film. 

Laden with funky beats from 

the ’70s, slick urban cinematog¬ 

raphy and crisp editing, Out of 
Sight flows a smooth, yet sharp 

style that focuses on body lan¬ 

guage reverberated in clear, lucid 

dialogue. 

Satirical wit, irony and hilarity 

scores through a film about char¬ 

acters rather than a film with 

characters. 
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A Shot in the funny bone 
Local bar has comedians roaring in on Thursdays 

PHOTO BY JEFF CHILD 

Heavy laughs: Host Peter 
Fulton warms up outside 
The Shot before Roaring 
Thursdays 

By Jeff Child 

Summer is finally here and no 

doubt you are already complain¬ 

ing about how much money you 

have spent desperately trying to 

entertain yourself at the many 

drinking establishments in 

downtown Kingston. 

As you peel your hung over 

ass out of bed only to notice 

your rent money has literally 

gone down the drain again, you 

ask yourself, is this all summer 

has to offer? Fear not summer- 

fun seekers, The Shot Pool Pub 

has dared to offer you alterna¬ 

tive entertainment all summer 

long.Combine one microphone, 

a few spotlights, large amounts 

of boisterous laughter and a 

seemingly endless supply of tal¬ 

ent. What does this mix up to 

be? A venue which brings some 

of Canada’s best stand up come¬ 

dians to the City of Kingston, 

the Shot’s Roaring Thursdays. 
Every second Thursday, The 

Shot transforms into an authen¬ 

tic laugh machine where the 

atmosphere fits all expectations 

of what a comedy club should 

be. The cigarette smoke seems 

to hover around the micro¬ 

phone as eager fanatics antici¬ 

pate the night of laughter that 

lies ahead. By the time the first 

comic takes the stage, the crowd 

is ready to sit back and howl 

their problems away. 

The Shot is equipped not 

only with stellar comedians but 

also comes with its own resident 

heckler. With a cigar in hand, 

Don (a.k.a heckler) resides like a 

sitting duck in the audience 

every Roaring Thursday, pre¬ 

pared to offer some of his. own 

material which the comedians 

enjoy playing up. 

While stand-up comedy has 

been on the fringes of live enter¬ 

tainment in Kingston for quite 

some time, The Shot, with the 

help of funny man Howard 

Dover, has brought performers 

of international and national 

recognition to our door step. 

Many of the comics that have 

appeared in The Shot’s limelight 

perform regularly on the 

national circuit of Canada’s only 

chain of comedy clubs, Yuk 

Yuk’s. Kingstonians no longer 

have to rely on reruns of 

Evening at the Improv to get 

their laughter fix. 

As the laughter engine con¬ 

tinues to pick up momentum, 

will we see The Shot trade in its 

pool tables to become 

Kingston’s only permanent 

comedy club? According to the 

pub’s co-owner Paul Scheib, 

“The Shot would love to expand 

to more comedy.” 

The cigarette smoke 
seems to hover around 

the microphone as 
eager fanatics 

anticipate the night of 
laughter that lies 

ahead. 

However, sailing the comedy 

seas in Kingston are still unchar¬ 

tered and The Shot is not about 

to close down and re-open as a 

24 hour-a-day laugh-till-you 

puke establishment. While The 

Shot has no plans on adding 

comedy to its line-up every 

night Scheib ensures that “[The 

Shot] will continue to offer pro¬ 

fessional calibre comedy to 

Kingston as the summer goes on 

and will also extend into the 

fall.” 

Each night The Shot 
offers a smorgesboard 
of comedic antics that 
will continue to offer 

an alternative to 
passing out to Pop-Up 
Video for the rest of 

the summer. 

While the biggest draw of 

Roaring Thursdays is undoubtedly 

the line-up of professional 

entertainers who eagerly take 

the stage every second 

Thursday, The Shot also displays 

some of Kingston’s home grown 

talent. Noteworthy is Peter 

Fulton, who is recognized as an 

accomplished local playwright 

and creator of the improvisa- 

tional Spontaneous Combustion. 
Fulton generates as many chuck¬ 

les as the professional laugh- 

makers. 

Foremost, the greatest virtue 

of the shows is the unpre¬ 

dictability and the originality of 

the comics. 

Each night The Shot offers a 

smorgasbord of comedic antics 

that will continue to offer an 

alternative to passing out to 

Pop-Up Video for the rest of the 

summer. Next Thursday look 

forward to local comedians 

Dave Hudson, Peter Fulton and 

Alan Park who are critically 

acclaimed both within Canada 

and on the international comedy 

circuit. 

Coakley croons 
crowd at Clark 
Continued from page I I 

scholastic perspective, Coakley 

tackles various social and politi¬ 

cal issues. His personal work 

illustrates strong ties to the 

Marley tradition, whom 

Coakley claims as an inspira¬ 

tion, presenting a range of seri¬ 

ous topics within sexy, 

melodious tunes. 

The show’s tone took , on a 

harsher edge later into the set 

with passionate songs, such as 

“Rejection Blues”, delivering 

tales of rastafarian heritage and 

political justice. Coakley’s sultry 

sound is presented naturally and 

relaxed in what he terms “a mix 

of folk, reggae and jazz.” 

The artist, who is both of 

Norwegian and Bahamian 

descent, claims his songs are not 

always soft, as with his band, 

bug Daddy and the Shack, he 

delivers “a harder sound”. 

Though obviously indebted to 

and impacted by his island 

roots, Coakley says he is not 

rastafarian, claiming, “I can 

relate to many rastafarian ideals, 

nut I can also relate to Christian 

and other cultural ideals”. 

The Roots, Rock & Reggae 
show is a weekly venue held by 

Clark on Wednesday evenings. It 

will be continued throughout 

the school year, featuring live 

bands and artists in either the 

blues, rock or reggae categories. 

Coakley, who is seriously 

considering pursuing a music 

career after finishing his gradu¬ 

ate studies at Queen’s, can be 

seen throughout the upcoming 

year at both Clark Hall Pub and 

the Queen’s Pub. His next venue 

will be the final Roots, Rock & 
Reggae program at Clark Hall 

on Wednesday, July 8. 

If last week’s show is any 

indication, the final summer 

show should draw a sizable 

crowd. 

Resounding applause closed 

the show amongst a unani¬ 

mously pleased audience. While 

expressions of enjoyment were 

shared, one happy pub-goer was 

enthusiastically exclaiming, “Jon 

is the sexiest man alive.” 

Aspiring artist, and perhaps 

one day a professional musician, 

Jon Coakley is a sure bet for an 

enjoyable evening of trendy, 

soulful tunes with an island feel. 

in brief 

Ifcfcai Tiafe Canada’s urban 

music makers, long snubbed by 

the industry at large, staged 

their own awards ceremony 

Saturday to honor the artists 

and personalities who create 

this country's best rap, hip-hop, 

R&B and reggae. 
Hare Alcre ...raikigar: 

Macaulay Culkin and Broadway 

actor Rachel Miner, both 17, 

married Sunday June 21 at an 
undisclosed ‘ location in 

Connecticut in front of family 

and friends. Culkins film credits 
include Home Alone, My Girl, 

The Good Son and Richie Rich. 

Lead /gain: Grateful Dead gui¬ 

tarist Bob Weir is back on the 

road this summer with three 
other surviving members of the 

band that broke up in 1995 

after Jerry Garcia’s death. 

D/Ln directs; DreamWorks SKG 

has bought the feature film 

rights to the Sega arcade game. 

The House of The Dead. lesse 

Dylan, son of Bob Dylan, will 

direct and produce the feature 
version along with Jeff Rosen. 

3nt±THfce with RnpkLns: On 

Sunday July 19, the day before 

their sold-out show at Massey 

Hall, Billy Corgan and com¬ 

pany will perform live in the 

Much Music parking lot at 

9p.m. and field questions from 
fans. 

Bruce Willis and 
Demi Moore have decided to 

end their decade long marriage. 

Publicists have refused to say 

whether it is a separation or 

divorce. The couple married on 

November 21 19S7 and have 
three daughters. 

ARE YOU ALLERGIC TO RAGWEED? 
(Runny, stuffy nose, sneezing, itchy eyes from 

mid-August to the frost) 

The Allergy Unit at Kingston General Hospital is looking for volunteers to 
participate in an investigational drug study for the treatment of allergy 

(ragweed) symptoms. If you are between the ages of 16 and 65 with at least 
a 2 year history of ragweed allergy symptoms: you may be eligible to 

participate. 

For More information, please call 546-5300 or 1-877-POLLEN5 
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CD REVIEW 

Well it » certainly melancholy, but Smash, „g ™ Confidence ijt 

Pumpkins fans will likely be filled D'arcy and guitarist James Iha, 

ness if they expect that the Pump ms latest r I s “ ^ |ayed Jucial roles in bringing the 

Adore will match up to the Pennsylvan.a band s first although^ ^ jn (he ear|y i990s. 

two albums. , It is quite evident that Adore is Billy Corgan’s baby, 
Once a heavy guitar driven band with fast beats and I[ produced most 0f ,he songs. 

raging vocals, the Smashing Pumpkins have taken a . g Without the strong presence of 

u 
Once a heavy guitar driven 

band with fast beats and 
raging vocals, the Smashing 

Pumpkins have taken a 
U-Turn, leaving their hard 

rock/alternative roots. distortion pedal in for a couple of 

" cheesy flutes is going right from 

Without the strong presence of 

Iha and D’arcy, Adore follows a 

slow predictable pace. Track 14, 

“For Martha” is accompanied by 

what sounds like Zamphire mod¬ 

eled pan-flutes. I mean, musically 

maturing is a virtue in the enter¬ 

tainment world, but trading your 

CD 

Smashing Pumpkins 

Adore 
Cinderful Music (BMI) 

U-Turn, leaving their hard 

rock\alternative-roots to follow a 

path that appears to lead to the 

adult contemporary market. 

Now, I'm not saying that lead 

singer Billy Corgan has adopted 

the sound of wheezing clarinets 

or grown long stringy hair like 

our favourite adult contemporary 

Kenny G, but as the Pumpkins . 
emeree from their previous releases Siamese Dream the crib to the rocking chair. 

Z Melancholy and the Infinite Sadness, the band However, winning aside, the Smashing Pumpkins 

seems to be driven less by rage and hostility and more have put together an album that 9 musically superior 

by the poetic nature of song-writing. to any album that they have released before. The 

' Overall the Pumpkins seem to have emerged cracks are well composed and allow Corgan s artistic 

through the awkward stage of teen angst to define framework to finally shine through. The only problem 

themselves in adulthood. The result is an album that is that many listeners will he waiting for the Pumpkins 

plays it safe which leaves the listener wishing that the energetic musical rocket-ship to blast off, only to find 

Pumpkins never grew up. out that they will have to board Adore's slower-paced 

Corgan has composed an album that depends less and uneventful bandwagon, 

on distorted guitars and hammering drums, inserting 

South Pacific 
Trailfinders 
‘Odyssey Travel is your South * 

Pacific Travel Expert' 

/Oz/Kiwi Experience 

/VIP Backpackers 

/YHA Cards 

/Air passes 

/Bus/Rail passes 

/Computer visas 

/Tours-Connections, 

Contiki, Trek 

Long Reach 
via Europe, Asia 

$1959 

Coral Route 
via South Pacific 

$2099 

Boomerang 
via .Asia 

$1809 

Circle Pacific $2499 
via South Pacific, Asia 

Aussie Special $1499 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

f Laisvrt Travel Long HauVGruup Travel 

549-3553 549-3551 
Website: www.odyssej-travel.com 

Attention 
Advertisers! 

The July ’98 issue of The 
Queen’s Journal will be 

mailed out to all first year stu¬ 
dents. This is a great 

advertising opportunity at no 
extra cost, so please book your 

ads early. 

Contact us! 
_ Phone - (613) 545-6711 

Email - journal@post.queensu ca 
or visit us at 272 Earl St. 

Get Out 
There! 

r ff OUT 

Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre from Tuesday, June 
30 to Thursday, July 2: 
546-5395 

Dirty Work 7:25, 9:30 
Deep Impact 1:00, 3:50, 7:10, 
9:50 
The Truman Show 1:30, 4:00, 
7:00, 9:30 
The Perfect Murder 1:20, 4:10, 
7:20. 10:00 
6 Days and 7 Nights 1:45, 4:20, 
7:15, 9:45 
The Horse Whisperer 1:10, 4:45, 
7:15. 9:45 
Mulan 12:30, 2:30, 4:40, 6:45, 
8:45 

Playing at the Capitol 

Theatre only on July land 
July 2: 

The Truman Show 1:30, 4:05, 
7:10. 9:40 
6 Days and 7 Nights 1:45, 4:20, 
7:15, 9:45 
Mulan 12:45, 2:45, 6:45, 8:45 

The Perfect Murder 
1:20,4:00, 7:20, 10:00 
Armageddon 12:30, 
1:00, 3:45, 4:15, 7:00, 
7:30, 10:15, 10:45 

Playing at the 
Cataraqui Cineplex 
from Tuesday, June 
30 to Thursday, 
July 2: 
389-7442 

Can’t Hardly Wait 12:55, 3:05, 
5:10, 7:20, 9:30 
X Files 1:15, 1:30, 3:55, 4:25, 
6:30, 7:00, 9:10, 9:40 
Dr. Doolittle 12:45, 2:50, 4:50, 
6:50, 9:00 
Godzilla 1:05, 4:15, 7:10 
Out of Sight 1:25, 4:05, 6:40, 
9:20 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Wednesday July 2: 
546-3456 

La Promise 7:00 
Fireworks 9:00 

The Waterloo Centre 
for Applied Linguistics Inc. 

Learn how to Teach ESL to Adults 
• at community colleges and universities 
• for school boards 

• in community programs 

• in business and industry 
• nvprcpeic J overseas 

For information: 
Janet Stubbs, TESL Program Director 
The Waterloo Centre for Applied Linguistics Inc 

mg 1Z9 
E-Mail-jstubbs@mgl.ca 

CFRC Radio 

101.9 FM, Cable 90.9 

Carruthers Hall 

On-air Friday nights on CFRC! 

6p.m. - 8p.m.: Hum & Soul 
Bother 

8p.m. - lOp.m: Orphalese Bend 

10p.m. - midnight - Main Frame 
Psychosis 

Midnight - 3 a.m. - Unauthorized 
Cranial Hookup 

Video 

Blockbuster Video 
226 Queen St. 

New Releases (Tuesday. June 30): 
Half Baked, Wag the Dog, Police 
Story, Replacement Killers, 
Amistad 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 
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THE HEART: 
where to go about finding it 

V J drill: classes ended, some 

exams were written, and 

then everyone went home. 

Except us. Yes, despite playing 

out an entire year in Kingston, 

some of us decided to toss a 

summer into the pot, whether it 

be to take courses, find jobs, or 

a bit of both. For many, the first 

half of the summer has 

been a pleasant 

change from the 

school year' 

less stress 

more sun. 

It’s only 

natural, 

how 

that at 

point in 

the sea¬ 

son you 

get 

tired of 

being in 

the same 

groove 

for so long, 

and start 

itching to get 

away for awhile. 

That was my own 

desire a couple of weeks ago. 

Having finished my spring course 

without a hitch, and having sev¬ 

eral days off before my next shift 

at work I could feel it was time 

for a break, sort of a summer 

reading week. But where to go? 

Europe? Daytona? New York? 

Well, my bank account was really 

low, appearing to limit my 

options as far as all-inclusive 

resort destinations went. Just as I 

was giving up hope of escape, I 

remembered a quaint little 

resort that I’ve stayed at from 

time to time: a spacious three- 

bedroom bed and breakfast nes¬ 

tled amongst several sprawling 

acres of Ontario suburbia. This 

charming little home offers three 

meals a day, on site laundry facil¬ 

ities, and an (almost) unlimited 

use of the telephone, all at a very 

low price. Okay, in all hon¬ 

esty, I took a cheap 

alternative to a 

vacation and 

headed 

home. 

A s 

most of 

you who 

have 

already 

gone 

home 

for a 

few 

days 

will 

agree, 

home is a 

really 

sweet 

place to go 

to from time 

to time. Despite 

the independence 

that living on your own brings, 

there’s at least a little part in 

everyone that needs the comfort 

and security that only home can 

give. 

A hometown, no matter the 

size, holds on to a piece of you 

when you leave. Returning home 

gives you that prodigal son or 

daughter feeling, and (for awhile) 

makes you feel whole again. And 

after months of cooking for 

yourself it can be a real treat to 

be able to sit back and enjoy 

some of mom’s or dad’s cook¬ 

ing. It’s always tasty, often nutri¬ 

tious, and usually free. There are 

stories to hear, laughter to be 

had, old friends to see. It is, 

indeed, a non-alcoholic version 

of Cheers. Unfortunately, the 

consumption of more than a 

couple of beers in the course of 

an evening (a brief start for a lot 

of us) seems like the early stages 

of alcoholism to many parents. 

Therefore, except for the 

evenings out with hometown 

friends, returning home can be a 

bit of a dry spell (a wee bit more 

serious in the case of smokers). 

This is one of the ways in which 

students may find home a little 

less appealing than Kingston life. 

Others include, in vary capaci¬ 

ties: intrusive and repetitive 

questioning about relationships, 

a ’slight’ loss of privacy, and the 

slow realization that staying out 

past dawn is no longer seen as 

acceptable. 

In spite of certain lifestyle 

changes, a trip home can be just 

the thing to provide much 

needed mental, physical and 

spiritual rest before the second 

half of the summer gets under 

way. 

Home: it’s a nice place to visit, 

but I wouldn’t want to live there 

ever again. Sorry mom. 

BY JOHN MERRITT 

Crap At A Glance 
Days remaining until Armageddon: 

9,98 H 

Days remaining until Armageddon 

(the movie) opens: 

2 

Days remaining until Armageddon 

(the movie) leaves: 
14 

Number of biographies in Stauffer Library: 

27,285 

Number of biographies on Culture Club: 

I 

Number of Herbs in Col. Sander’s 

secret recipe: 
12 

Today’s Peanuts Punchline: 

PR: Oh sure, you can’t play Brahms 

on a canoe paddle, Huh? 

Today’s Charles S. Schultz Senility Rating: 

(On a scale of I to 10, I being amusing-grandfa- 

ther-senile, 10 being scary-old-man-on-the- 

street-senile) 
8 

Number of ‘Na’s in Hey Jude: 

229 

Number of times the cat came back: 

5 

*Approximation of statistics aquired from John 

Denton. Bible Research & Investigation Co. 
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QP cost 
expands 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Midway through renovations, the 
Queen’s Pub expansion is costing the 
Alma Mater Society $70,000 more than 
anticipated in its preliminary budget. 

“We are committed to turning this 
into a learning experience,” said Gord 
Moodie, AMS vice-president (opera¬ 
tions). 

The original drawings and estimates 
projected the expansion of the pub 
would cost $130,000. These estimates 
were established over two years ago and 
the project “was already full steam 
ahead” when the current AMS council 
came into office., said AMS Services 
Director Sarah Armstrong. 

Armstrong said the $130,000 figure 
was confirmed earlier this year. “Both 
the architect and the contractor felt it 
was a reasonable estimate,” she said. The 
figure was also approved by the board of 
directors in April. “Everything seemed 
pretty much in line,” she explained. 

Then, the architect’s bid a signifi¬ 
cantly higher cost than the original esti¬ 
mate, at which point, Jack Sinnot, 
director of the John Deutsch University 
Centre, contributed an extra $50,000 
toward the project. 

“He feels the expansion is a worth¬ 
while venture for the University 
Centre,” explained Moodie. 

The project was tendered and several 
bids were submitted for the expansion, 
but all came in at higher costs than 
anticipated. After some restructuring, 
the expansion team determined another 
$20,000 would be required to complete 
the project, due to unanticipated costs 
that arose during the renovation process. 

“[The JDUCJ is an old building. 
There was some duct work discovered 
that was not planned for,” said 
Armstrong. “The original estimates did 
not anticipate this extra cost.” 

Armstrong said the millwork sub¬ 
contractor’s estimates for the expansion 
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A young Kingstonian and his friend enjoy a summer day in the park. For more commentary on summer, see page 9. 
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Campus thefts on the rise 
By Shawn Brimley 

The number of thefts and break-ins at 
Queen’s is becoming a considerable 
problem. Since the beginning of January, 
there have been 133 incidents of theft 
under $5,000 reported to Queen’s 
Security. The problem has grown in 
recent weeks as thefts on campus are 
occurring at unprecedented levels. 

The Alma Mater Society offices in the 
John Deutsch University Centre have 
been hit by a string of surprisingly bold 
thefts. Starting around the end of May, a 
number of commissioners and members 
of the executive have had personal 
belongings stolen from their offices. In 
most instances, the thief entered the 
offices and left while the victims were 
only a few metres away. 

Angela Pilas, AMS communications 
commissioner, had a number of personal 
possessions stolen, as well as a video 
camera belonging to Studio Q. “It 
appears as though the lock on my office 
was picked,” said Pilas. 

In most instances, the thief 
entered the offices and left 

while the victims were only a 
few metres away. 

Academic Affairs Commissioner 
Milan Konopek had his wallet stolen 
from his office. “It’s unfortunate,” said 
Konopek, “as not having to close our 
doors all the time helped provide a nice, 
open atmosphere.” 

“The state of locks and keys is rather 

frustrating, as it’s not sure how many 
master keys have been given out over the 
last few years,” said AMS President Tom 
Stanley, who had his knapsack stolen 
while the office next to his was being 
used. Stanley raised the possibility that 
the theft of the Who’s Where computer 
hardware last year resulted in a thief 
obtaining a master key. 

“We’re talking about different possi¬ 
bilities for improving the system of locks 
and keys for the student offices at 
Queen’s. The AMS is definitely making a 
concerted effort to make sure that offices 
are secure as they can be,” said Stanley. 

“For now, all we can do is make more 
of a conscious attempt to close and lock 
our office doors every time we leave, 
even if just for a few minutes,” Stanley 
explained. 
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Student death shocks Queen’s 
By Keith Gerein 

Two weeks ago, the student ghetto 
was unusually sombre in the glare of a 
sultry July sun as the sudden death of 
Mark Wilson stunned members of the 
Queen’s University community. 

Around Queen’s, Mark was known as 
a positive force, a friendly and familiar 
face on campus, the kind of person who 
always smiled and always had a kind 
word to say. 

“He was such a sweet, nice guy,” said 
Robyn Barker, a fourth-year music stu¬ 
dent and Mark’s housemate during the 
school year. “He was so involved, so 
proud to go to Queen's.” 

The fourth-year politics and geogra¬ 
phy medial was killed in a car accident 
in northeast Detroit during the early 

hours of the morning on July 12. Also 
killed were Mark’s parents, Richard and 
Bonnie, his sister Alicea, and her three- 
year-old son Andrew. 

The Wilsons lived in Courtright, a vil¬ 
lage 25 kilometres south of Sarnia, and 
were returning home from a wedding in 
Ohio when their Chevrolet Caprice was 
rear ended by a speeding sport-utility 
vehicle travelling in excess of 110 kilo¬ 
metres per hour. 

The collision propelled the car 20 
metres forward and caused the Caprice’s 
gas tank to rupture. 

The driver, a resident of Detroit who 
failed a breathalyser test, has been 
charged with five counts of second- 
degree murder. 

Barker said acceptance of the tragedy 
has only begun to set in. “It still feels like 

Mark is on summer vacation,” she said. 
“It probably won’t really sink in until 
the fall when everyone comes back.” 

Barker added that it has been an espe¬ 
cially painstaking process to go through 
Mark’s belongings at the rented house 
they shared in Kingston. 

“We’ve been looking through the 
boxes in the house, and every box of his 
that we open seems to have a different 
memory attached to it,” she said. 

Few people knew Mark better than 
his girlfriend, Lorraine Redekop, a 
third-year English and Politics medial. 

“The best thing about him was that 
he always put others’ needs ahead of his 
own,” she said. 

Redekop, who knew Mark for 10 
months, also mentioned that he was 

Please see Fond memories on page 5 
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Education talk a 
disappointment 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The Alma Mater Society executive 
left disappointed after a meeting last 
Friday with the Ontario Minister of 
Education David Johnson, who they 
found uninformed of several of his own 

ministry’s initiatives. 
“For a person who is supposed to be 

the top man in education, he certainly 
wasn’t the top man on education,’ said 
Milan Koponek, AMS academic affairs 

commissioner. 
The AMS was the first student gov¬ 

ernment to acquire a direct meeting with 
the Education Minister. 

“In the past, the AMS has tried quite 
tirelessly to arrange a meeting,” said 
AMS President Tom Stanley. “It seems to 
be quite a difficult thing to do.” 

Stanley, Vice-president (university 
affairs) Alison Loat, Vice-president 
(operations) Gord Moodie, and 
Koponek travelled to Queen’s Park for 
the half-hour meeting to raise concerns 
about the government’s failure to miti¬ 
gate the effects of tuition increases and 
deregulated programs with an effective 
student assistance program. 

“Each year when the province 
announces that tuition will rise yet again, 
it accompanies that announcement with 
a pledge to introduce a viable income 
contingent loan repayment plan (ICLRP) 
and other programs designed to lessen 
the financial onus on cash-strapped stu¬ 
dents. Unfortunately, while tuition fees 
do go up, almost invariably the desper¬ 

ately needed student assistance increases 
and innovations fail to materialize,” 
Stanley said in a press release. 

While the AMS officials hoped the 
meeting would be a fruitful discussion of 
the issues, they found the Minister to be 
poorly informed on student assistance 
issues and lacking an appreciation of the 
need to address student debt. “That was 
a barrier to good dialogue,” Stanley said. 

“We went into the meeting with a dif¬ 
ferent anticipation of what his under¬ 
standing would be about the issues,” 
explained Moodie. 

The Minister absorbed a significant 
portion of the time asking his assistant 
deputy minister and executive assistant 
to clarify and explain a number of the 
ministry’s policies to him. 

“It would have been nice to engage in 
more of a discussion and debate,” said 

Loat. 
However, the AMS representatives 

were able to deliver a message that 
Queen’s students feel betrayed. “We cer¬ 
tainly in no uncertain terms delivered the 
message that we’re disappointed with all 
the broken promises,” said Stanley. 

The Minister did indicate that he 
hoped to see a framework for an ICLRP 
established this fall and a fully functional 
ICLRP operative by September, 1999. 
However, in light of the ministry’s his¬ 
tory of unfulfilled promises, the AMS 
remains sceptical. 

“My fear is that... post-secondary 
education is the forsaken child of this 
government,” Stanley said. 
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The 411 on the new Queen’s Web site 
By Laura MacInnis 

“It’s a one-stop student life guide, on¬ 
line,” said Mike Williams, describing his 
newly-designed Web page with pride and 
excitement. 

Campus 411, the brain-child of 
Williams and partners John P. Joseph and 
Steve Smith, is a Web site they decided to 
create earlier this summer to offer 
Queen’s students a comprehensive cam¬ 
pus life guide. 

“There’s this information that people 
need, but no one place where they can 
get it,” explained Joseph. 

Campus 411 offers tips on how to 
hook up utilities, date for under $10, 
and spend Thursday nights without 
drinking. The site includes jokes, recipes, 
horoscopes and games. It also features 
sections in entertainment, health and 

fashion, plus links to Queen’s services, 
student governments and on-line media. 

The classified section of Campus 411 
is free to students, who can post items to 
buy or sell on the site. 

Williams said the site is very thor¬ 
ough, and based on the collective experi¬ 
ence of the design team. “We’ve been 
through it all,” he explained. “It’s infor¬ 
mation students will find useful.” 

Joseph said the information on 
Campus 411 is both “the facts plus our 
opinions on the facts.” 

“There’s this information 
that people need, but no one 
place where they can get it.” 

— John P. Joseph, co-creator of 
Campus 411 

The site is a project of Innovision 
Design Group, a company which Joseph, 
Williams and Smith started in Kingston. 
Innovision has done business with com¬ 
panies in Toronto, California and 

Australia and deals with “anything from 
pamphlets to Web interfacing... any facet 
of print or design media,” Joseph said. 

Joseph, Sci ’97, was a 1997-98 Who’s 
Where/What’s Next co-editor. Williams, 
ArtSci ’98, was the 1997-98 assistant 
manager for the Publishing and Copy 
Centre, and is currently advertising man¬ 
ager for the Queen’s Pub. Smith, ArtSci 
’97, was a 1997-98 Alfie’s assistant man¬ 
ager. The three will also appear as extras 
in the Christopher Walken film, 
Vendetta, being filmed in Kingston. 

Joseph plans to expand the Campus 
411 site to include price comparisons of 
various Kingston grocery stores and 
more personalized information for fre¬ 
quent visitors to the site. “I want to make 
it customized for individual students’ 
interests,” explained Joseph. “I’d like to 
make it more interactive.” 

Joseph and Williams said Campus 411 
may design similar Web sites for other 
universities, depending on its trial run in 
the Queen’s community. “If it works in 
Kingston, why wouldn’t it work at any 

What’s Up with What’s Next? 
By Shawn Brimley and 

Laura MacInnis 
said Seigler. of ,he similarity between the publica- 

He believes money will go towards tions’ names and the fact that What’s Up 
the EngSoc Frosh Week Bursary Fund, a is taking advantage of the good reputa- 

hor the first time, there is competition charity which provides money for those tion established by What's Next. 
for What s Next as the agenda book of students who can not afford to pay the “It came as a very, very large surprise 
choice at Queen’s. A new student publi- Frosh Week fee. " • ■ ~ • — 
cation called What’s Up will be hitting 
campus this fall, and it has What’s Next 
editors and some AMS officials worried. 

Targeted primarily at science and 
engineering students, What’s Up is being 
designed and marketed by Scott Seigler, 
Sci ’99, Gary Kosinsky, Sci ’99, and 
Karen Schaefer, Arts ’99. 

“It’s an excellent science and engi¬ 
neering handbook,” said Seigler. 

The new agenda will include refer- 

to us,” said Beltzner. “They are essen¬ 
tially using our built identity to market 
Kingston advertisers.” 

The primary concern with What’s Up, 
according to Minns and Beltzner, is the 
confusion that has been occurring when 
both publications seek local advertising 
dollars. 

“The What’s Next editors have found 
~ ' that when they have approached some 
Seigler and his partners have come advertisers, those advertisers had 

“[What’s Up editors] are 
essentially using our built 

identity to market Kingston 
advertisers.” 

— Mike Beltzner, What's Next 
editor 

under fire from some who believe that thought they had already advertised in 
ence sections for each of the 10 science What’s Up is too similar to the official the official student government publica- 
and engineering disciplines, as well as Queen’s student planner, What’s Next. tion,” Minns said, 
periodic and conversion tables. What’s Owen Minns, the Alma Mater Seigler disagrees that What’s Up is 
Up will also have a ruler which will clip Society’s media and services director told competing for the same advertising space 
in and out of the book. The Journal that Seigler had applied to as What’s Next. 

The Queen’s Engineering Society be the Who’s Where/What’s Next editor, Most of the advertisers, Seigler said, 
(EngSoc) will distribute the planners to but when he wasn’t hired, “he decided “are almost exclusively corporate spon- 
first-year students for free, and the plan- he was going to work on his own. sors who are the businesses who not only 
ners will be available in September at the "[What’s Up] sounds very suspiciously have projects to sell, but will likely seek 
Queen s bookstore for $2.50. similar to the What’s Next,” Minns to hire science and engineering students 

“We’re giving them to EngSoc to dis- added. down the road.” 
tribute to the first-year students. In Mike Beltzner, What’s Next editor, 
exchange, EngSoc is donating about said he is not happy with the develop- 
$1,000 to a charity fund on our behalf,” ment of a new student planner because 

“It’s not going to be a 
money-making venture.” 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre renovations (above) are expected to continue 

until the fall of 1999. The $6-million expansion will improve upon gallery space, 

create a new front entrance on University Avenue, and allow the art gallery’s 

entire collection to be stored in climate-controlled conditions inside the cen¬ 

tre. The temporary gallery is located at 218 Barrie St. for the next 16 months. 
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— Scott Seigler, What's Up 
co-editor 

Beltzner is concerned that competi¬ 
tion with What’s Up will lead to lower 
sales profirs for What’s Next this coming 
year. 

“We use the revenues from the What’s 
Next to cover .the costs of the Who’s 
Where,” Beltzner said. “Whereas we 
don’t make a profit from this, Scott 
[Seigler] is making a personal profit.” 

Seigler made a point of denying any 
personal gains from the creation of the 
new student planner. “It’s not going to 
be a money-making venture at all. But 
we’re not losing money either.” 

Seigler said What’s Up could be some¬ 
thing that EngSoc and the Arts and 
Science Undergraduate Society may wish 
to take over as a joint venture next year. 

“If there is minor slush-money left 
over, that soft of thing would go into the 
business account which will be owned by 
whoever takes it over next year,” Seigler 
said. “We’re not making a cent.” 

Williams (left) and Joseph have untan¬ 

gled the secrets of the Web. 
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other university?” asked Williams, who 
predicts Campus 411 will become a fix¬ 
ture at Queen’s. “This is here to stay,” he 
said. 

Change in 
services 

By Stephanie Carvin 

This September, hungry members of 
the Queen’s community will come back 
to a newly renovated Hill and Sidewalk 
Cafe. Both campus eating areas arc- 
undergoing a renovation that, accord¬ 
ing to Jim Fougere, general manager of 
Queen’s food services, will improve the 
variety of food and the speed of service 
on campus. 

At the Hill in MackintosJi-Corry 
HaJI, Subway is being moved and 
expanded to offer two lanes of service. 
The new food service ourlet will replace 
the area rhar sold soup and pastry items 
to patrons in the outside hallway. 
Coffee and snacks once available on the 
countertop are being relocated to the 
old Subway location. 

At the Sidewalk Cafe, the renovation 
includes what food services calls an 
“action cooking station” that will fea¬ 
ture a stir fry “cook to order format” 
with induction cookers, said Fougere. 

“Students will be able to watch as 
their food is prepared fresh,” he said. 
“Each day there will be a feature of a 
chicken, beef, pork, seafood, and 
vegetarian stir fry.” The station, yet to 
be named, joins present venues Tun 
Horton’s, Pizza Hut and the Fireside 
Grill. The seating capacity of both areas 
will remain the same. 

“We are optimistic that [the action 
station] will be quite popular for lunch 
or a late snack,” Fougere said. “It will 
be closer for a lor of students to a home 
cooked meal.” 

The renovations are being financed 
by die university and Marriott food ser¬ 
vices has been heavily involved in the 
design. According to Fougere, many of 
the ideas incorporated into the renova¬ 
tion came from extensive customer ser¬ 
vice surveys conducted by Marriott. He 
said 450 randomly selected Queen's 
staff and students were interviewed, 
ensuring that many of the changes meet 
the perceived needs of their customers. 

The renovations are scheduled to be 
completed during the week of August 
17. “Since classes are starting late this 
year, it will give us a chance to be run¬ 
ning and have the bugs worked out 
before mosr of the students and staff 
arrive,” Fougere said. “We will be ready 
to go.” 
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Cautious first year for Food Bank 
By Fiona Scannell 

While most on-campus services lost 

money during the 1997-98 school year, 

the Alma Mater Society Food Bank 

hardly put a dent in its budget. Of the 

$3,000 budgeted last year for perishable 

food, only $200 was spent. 

The new coordinator for the food 

bank, Eric Morris, attributed the differ¬ 

ence between the budgeted amount and 

the actual expenditures to a 1996-97 

budget designed with the intention of 

“playing it safe." 

“Usually groups budget to break 

even," Morris explained. “In the case of 

the AMS Food Bank, they picked a large 

number and came in way under.” 

Morris said he could not comment on 

why the excess funds were not used to 

keep the Food Bank’s shelves fully 

stocked throughout the 1997-98 year. 

He did suggest, however, that the people 

running the service last year were con¬ 

servative in their spending, because it 

was the first time the AMS has funded a 

food bank and there were no clear guide¬ 

lines on how much should have been 

spent. 

“The AMS Food Bank- 
picked a large number and 

came in way under.” 

— Eric Morris, AMS Food Bank 
coordinator 

Alison Loat, AMS vice-president (uni¬ 

versity affairs), said the 1997-98 AMS 

audit has just been completed and, there¬ 

fore, she did not have any concrete fig¬ 

ures available regarding the surplus Food 

Bank funds. However, she agreed with 

Morris that last year’s coordinators were 

cautious with their spending. 

Morris is currently working on the 
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budget for the coming academic year, 

which Loat said should be ready by mid- 

August. 
While there were talks last year about 

closing the Food Bank due to the low 

number of students using it, tins is not a 

concern at the present time. “Word of 

mouth seems to be increasing business, 

Morris said. “The people coming to the 

food bank tend to know each other from 

similar services.” 

Approximately 12 to 15 students cur¬ 

rently visit the AMS Food Bank each 

week. It is expected that, on average, one 

person takes home food for two to three 

people, and Morris estimates that 40 

people a week rely on the AMS Food 

Bank. He sees new people come in every 

week, and said he will not be surprised if 

the Food Bank becomes even busier as 

students run out of money near the end 

of summer. 

Students are not required to undergo 

reference checks or demonstrate finan¬ 

cial need to use the Food Bank, contrary 

to standard food bank procedures. “If 

somebody comes in it’s assumed they’re 

there because they need it,” Morris said. 

“It’s more informal. It seems 
less like a handout and more 

like a store where 
everything’s free.” 

— Eric Morris, AMS Food Bank 
coordinator 

The AMS Food Bank is also different 

from other local food banks because it 

allows patrons to choose which items are 

taken home. 

Food banks typically portion food 

Eric Morris, Food Bank coordinator. 
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into hampers, taking the element of 

choice away from the customers. “It’s 

more informal. It seems less like a hand¬ 

out and more like a store where every¬ 

thing’s free,” he said. 

Morris said this system also reduces 

waste, by ensuring patrons are not given 

food they do not want. 

Morris expects to spend about $500 

of the Food Bank budget by the end of 

the summer, which is more than twice 

the amount spent on food during the 

Food Bank’s first year in operation. 

There was a very successful food drive in 

April, but items such as canned fruit, 

milk, bread and cereal are always in 

demand, he said. 

The AMS Food Bank accepts dona¬ 

tions of both food and money at its 272 

Earl St. location in the basement of The 
Journal house, and is open Mondays and 

Thursdays between 4 and 6 p.m. 
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Fondly remembered 
Continued from page I 

known for his exuberant pride of being a 

Queen’s student. 

“The years he spent at Queen’s were 

the happiest of his life, I’m quite certain 

of that,” she said. 

Redekop described Mark as someone 

with an infectiously positive personality. 

“The whole timq I knew him, I saw 

him in a bad mood maybe twice,” she 

explained. 

When his friends, co-workers or pro¬ 

fessors spoke of Mark, all described him 

as an out-going and spirited individual, 

someone who was simply impossible to 

dislike. 

“He was just a good decent person,” 

said Mel McCague, Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society vice-president. 

“You’d never hear him say a bad word 

about anyone.” 

McCague said she got to know Mark 

last year due to his involvement with 

ASUS. Mark served both as a representa¬ 

tive to the Alma Mater Society and as a 

coordinator of the departmental student 

council program. 

“He did so much for us,” she said. 

He put so much time and energy into 

helping.” 

Greg Baker, who worked with Mark 

on the DSC program last year, said he 

has only fond memories of a person who 

continually emitted a positive aura. 

“He was always smiling whenever you 

saw him,” said Baker. “When he talked, 

people always listened because his con¬ 

tributions were consistently strong.” 

“Mark was of the salt of the earth,” 

said Rowland Tinline, a geography pro¬ 

fessor who taught Mark last fall. “He 

was one of those students who got along 

with everybody.” 

McCague and Barker were among 

several Queen’s students who attended 

the Wilsons’ funeral in Sarnia on July 16. 

“It was really big, so in that sense it 

was overwhelming,” said Barker. “But it 

was nice because I got to meet a lot of 

Mark’s high school friends.” 

“But it also felt wrong,” she added. “It 

felt like I should be meeting his friends 

for a totally different reason.” 

Due to the small number of students 

in Kingston during the summer, Queen’s 

chaplain Rev. Brian Yealland plans to 

wait until the fall to hold a memorial ser¬ 

vice for Mark when students return. 

The devastating loss of Mark Wilson 

shattered the illusion of a peaceful and 
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Mark Wilson, “a good decent person.” 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROBYN BARKER 

carefree summer existence. He will be 

sadly missed by his friends, fellow stu¬ 

dents, and professors alike. 

Extra costs unforeseen 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Continued from page I 

of pub woodwork also came in 

higher than the architects had 

originally estimated. The addi¬ 

tional $20,000 required for this 

work was approved by the 

board of directors in July, 

increasing the board’s contribu¬ 

tion to $150,000. 

Moodie confirmed that a lot 

of the extra costs were derived 

from continuation of the wood¬ 

work, however, he maintained 

the work was important. “It is 

an expensive atmosphere to 

create but it is also a good 

investment,” he said. 

To help avoid similar 

problems in the future, the AMS 

is providing the board of direc¬ 

tors with a breakdown of the 

project at the next board meet¬ 

ing in August. 

Moodie suggested that, in the 

future, more elaborate sketches 

be appraised. “Ours was a bit 

conceptual,” he stated, also rec¬ 

ommending that outside agents 

be hired to oversee large-scale 

ventures and keep costs low. 

Moodie said similar incidents 

have occurred with past expan¬ 

sions and difficulties encoun¬ 

tered by the QP expansion team 

will not put an end to future 

expansion projects by Queen’s 

and the AMS. 

The project completion date 

is also not expected to be signif¬ 

icantly affected by the financial 

set-backs; the pub interior 

should to be completed by mid- 

August and the exterior later 

that month. “It will be ready to 

go for September,” said 

Armstrong. 

Some of the new additions to 

the expanded pub include a 

hardwood bar top over 20 feet 

long, an increase of draft taps to 

12, a pool area and larger food 

preparation areas. 

“We hope to achieve a more 

fluid atmosphere in order to 

keep traffic moving through the 

pub,” explained QP Manager 

Mark Picketts, who is already 

receiving booking requests for 

the new pub,.and speculates the 

improvements will greatly 

increase the bar’s patronage. 

THE AM! WALKHOME SERVICE K PROVIDED FREE OF CHARGE TO ALL STUDENTS. STAFF AND 
FACULTY OF QUEEN S UNIVERSITY IN ORDER TO PROVDE THE OPTION OF BEING SAFELY AND 

COMFORTABLY ACCOMPANIED WHILE WALKING ON CAMPUS AND IN THE SURROUNDING AREA. 
SO, IF YOU WOULD LIKE A TEAM TO ACCOMPANY YOU ALONG YOUR WAY, JUST GIVE US A CALL! 

WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS) TORDIFF <OMMUNI<ATION< FOR THEIR 
RADIO SUPPORT, AND OKLEPATH FOR OUR SIX PEUCOT BKVU.ES! 

<y<LEPATH 
H9 PR|N<ESI ST. 

KINGSTON, ONTARIO K7L 1B7 
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Squeegees reveal poverty 
Toronto Mayor Mel Lastman 

seems to believe that the solution 

to urban poverty lies in low-cost 

housing or, more specifically, a warm 

jail cell. 

Lastman and Toronto police Chief 

David Boothby are calling for tougher 

laws to rid the streets of squeegee kids. 

Lastman would have us believe that 

these squeegee brandishing youths are a 

menace and a danger to “motorists and 

women." 

The only threat they really pose, 

however, is to our peace of mind. 

Whether we like it or not their presence 

forces us to acknowledge how wide¬ 

spread the problem of youth poverty 

has become. While they may be a nui¬ 

sance to some motorists and pedestri¬ 

ans, cleaning windshields is hardly a 

threat to public safety. 

Lastman’s pledge to rid the city of 

this “blight” reflects how invisible the 

poor and homeless have become in 

Canada. Panhandlers are tolerated only 

as long as they remain unobtrusive and 

passive. Since the existence of squeegee 

kids cannot be easily ignored, they have 

become pariahs. To claim that they 

invade our privacy makes little sense in 

a society that allows corporations to 

call us at home unsolicited and sell us 

even better long distance plans. 

Squeegee kids often have little control 

over their choice of lifestyle. To label 

them as criminals and chase them off 

street corners is simply a band-aid solu¬ 

tion as long as they have no better place 

to go. 

Whether we like it or not 
their presence forces us to 

acknowledge how wide¬ 
spread the problem of youth 

poverty has become. 

Perhaps Lastman would see this if he 

took the time to stop and talk to them, 

rather than just speeding by in his mer- 

cedes. Squeegee kids may not actually 

leave our car windows any cleaner than 

before, but they do give us a view of 

our inability to deal with issue of youth 

poverty in Canada. 

Free trade ties our hands 
The perils of free trade became 

more clear last week when a 

health risk in Canada was 

deemed less important than the inter¬ 

ests of an American company. In order 

to comply with NAFTA, the Canadian 

government was forced to rescind a ban 

on MMT, a fuel additive once described 

by Prime Minister Jean Chretien as an 

“insidious neurotoxin that could have 

truly horrific effects on Canadians.” 

We have compromised our 
right to choose domestic 

policies that are in the best 
interests of Canadians. 

Moreover, Ottawa agreed to pay 

$13-million (U.S.) in damages to Ethyl 

Corp., the maker of MMT, due to a 

lack of scientific evidence that the sub¬ 

stance is as harmful as the government 

claims. Regardless of the veracity of 

these claims, this case demonstrates a 

Bons Mots: No nation was 

disturbing consequence of signing trade 

agreements such as NAFTA. In order to 

stay competitive in the global market, 

we have compromised our right to 

choose domestic policies that are in the 

best interests of Canadians. While it is 

necessary to surrender a degree of eco¬ 

nomic sovereignty in order to benefit 

from free trade, we have gone too far in 

giving foreign corporations the right to 

challenge our laws as if they are 

Canadian citizens. 

Although our participation in other 

organizations, such as the United 

Nations, presupposes a commitment to 

a shared set of values, we still retain cul¬ 

tural and political distinctiveness. 

Likewise; being a member of NAFTA 

should not preclude our ability to set 

our own environmental and health 

standards. If we fail to protect this 

right, Canadian society will become 

more of a reflection of market forces 

than of our own principles. 

ever ruined by trade. 

—Benjamin Franklin 

Adam Kaminsky 

Show me the McMoney 
Each year, with every new 10 

per cent tuition hike comes 10 per 

cent less fun money and heck, 

j everybody wants to have money for fun. 

As I pondered the latest increase the 

other day, while mindlessly stuffing 

envelopes and inputting data so I could 

afford to pay tuition, I had a moment of 

clarity. 

The solution came to me like a sign 

off in the distance. Actually it was a sign 

off in the distance. I was looking out my 

window and spotted a pair of oversized 

McDonald’s arches. 

Commerce students could 

take a glance into the future 

by going to classes at the 

Deloitte and Touche 

Dunning Hall. 

Corporate sponsorship is the answer 

to all of our tuition problems, I thought. 

With all of the complaints about 

there being no money in the university 

coffers, I am sure that Coke would be 

perfectly happy to add a little bit of cash 

to the university’s account. That is, if 

the administration is willing to make 

Queen’s a ‘Coke only campus’. Similar 

deals have been made at other Canadian 

universities, and I can’t imagine why 

students would complain. A cola 

monopoly on the university campus 

could not really hinder an individual’s 

choice to the point of protest, especially 

if it increases the amount of money stu¬ 

dents have to spend at Alfie’s or other 

favourite fun spots. 

It would not have to stop with the 

products we consume on campus, all of 

the buildings could also change names. 

Why study at the Stauffer Library when 

the school could earn a few extra dollars 

by renaming it the Chapters Stauffer 

Library? Or commerce students could 

take a glance into the future by going to 

classes at the Deloitte and Touche 

Dunning Hall. 

Who really needs to name a building 

after a province? Ontario Hall could be 

the first to go by becoming the 

Microsoft Study Centre. They would 

probably outfit the whole place with the 

latest in high technology gear, then the 

students would be the real winners. 

Then there are the beer companies. 

They would certainly jump on the build¬ 

ing-naming bandwagon by attaching 

their company’s moniker to the various 

athletic facilities. The Molson Jock 

Harty Arena, Labatts Richardson 

Stadium and Sleemans Bartlett Gym 

would all quickly become realities. The 

revenue from simply placing a name on 

a building reducing the painful, fun¬ 

draining tuition. 

For those who feel that this is an 

oversimplification of a complex issue 

regarding the interference of ‘big busi¬ 

ness’ in university curriculum, the fact is 

that they already influence the way 

things are done, so we might as well get 

some beer money out of them while 

they are at it. 

Tuesday, July 28, 1998 
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University: 
To earn or to learn? SO YOU WANT TO BE A SOMEBODY. 

There are stars in your eyes and 

sugarplums dancing all around. Not 

yet one class into post-secondary educa¬ 

tion and you’re already answering the 

most frequently asked question: What 

will you do with that degree? “I’m gonna 

be a doctor, gonna be a lawyer, gonna be 

Bill Gates.” These are lofty goals which 

will be hard to 

attain. Still, it’s 

likely that you 

wouldn’t have 

made it this far 

without them. 

In the minds 

of most, a uni¬ 

versity degree 

is an entry pass 

into the job 

market. Skip 

go and collect a 

higher starting 

salary. A degree 

is a financial 

investment. As 

with stocks, a program of study is 

selected with a view to future profit. In 

an era of upwardly mobile tuition, 

potential graduates tote a growing list of 

concerns. The current burdens which are 

being placed upon students, be they right 

or w'rong, will inevitably translate into 

demands for change. Like any public 

company, a university must decide 

whether to accommodate its sharehold¬ 

ers or draw a line in the sand. 

The relationship between education 

and employment has always been murky. 

Recently the Ontario government set up 

a fund to promote computer informa¬ 

tion technologies. This money is avail¬ 

able to any computer sciences 

department that can double its intake. 

There is a need in the job market for 

programmers and the government has 

moved to address this need. Call it the 

Waterloo syndrome; there are many who 

endorse the view that the modern uni¬ 

versity is a job training centre. Industry 

directed education is not a bad thing in 

its proper place. As a society, however, 

- ■_|; 

Industry 
directed 

education is 
not a bad thing 

in its proper 
place. As a 

society, 
however, we 
must decide 
whether that 

place is a 
university. 

we must decide whether that place is a 

university. 

Post-secondary education is not for 

the faint of heart. In the ideal world a 

university challenges and expands the 

horizons of good and great minds, 

regardless of career aspirations. A 

diploma should indicate an ability to 

think in a constructive and original man¬ 

ner about com¬ 

plex issues in 

the arts and 

sciences. 
Undergraduates, 

however, are 

rarely called 

upon to test 

their limits. It 

often seems 

that serious 

discourse is 

reserved for 

the ranks of 

graduate stud¬ 

ies. Employers 

are looking for 

task oriented skill sets and this is how 

many departments now market them¬ 

selves. Here on the ground it looks like 

the shift away from academe has already 

begun. 

The modern intellectual is being dri¬ 

ven underground. A short time ago uni¬ 

versity students in this country were 

curious people. They asked questions 

and demanded answers. That was then. 

Now a simple trivia quiz on Canadian 

history is an ordeal. Even our academics 

are being pushed over to the soft shoul¬ 

der. Without the word Prozac appearing 

in the title, intelligent literature rarely 

makes it to the best seller lists. This is the 

direction of progress, fewer moveable 

feasts and more chicken soup. I came to 

Queen’s wanting to have “dinner with 

Andre”, only to find that the tables 

were all booked for a technologies 

conference. 

Mark Johnson, 

Arts ’99 

AIDS Misrepresented 

Dear Editors: 

While I respect and agree with The 

Journal’s attempt to warn us as 

Canadians about the dangers of 

hanguns, I was outraged as I read the 

article “Fire Down Below” (pg.5 

Tuesday, June 30/98). In large bold print 

we read in column four: “In Canada, 

more people die annually as a result of 

firearms than AIDS.” This is grossly 

inaccurate. 

Eric Morris reports that the number 

of deaths due to firearms in 1993 in 

Canada was 76. If he had consulted the 

Laboratory for Disease Control, Health 

Canada, he would have known that in 

1993 the number of reported deaths 

due to AIDS in Canada was 1,333. 

Health Canada adds, “it is important to 

mention that deaths among AIDS cases 

presented here are under counted.” The 

two are hardly comparable. 

As a pacifist I applaud Mr. 
Morris’ effort to ban all 

firearms, but HIV/AIDS is 
every bit as much a bullet 
soaring through our land. 

In bold type, highlighted in col¬ 

umn one Mr. Morris points out that 

handgun fatalities are, “the leading 

cause of death for blacks ages 15-24.” I 

would point out that in the United 

States, according to the Center for 

Disease Control, AIDS is not only the 

leading cause of death among 

African-Americans aged 25-44 but in 

fact the leading cause of death of ALL 

AMERICANS aged 25-44. In 1995 

more than 71,000 new cases of AIDS 

were reported in the U.S., while over 

216,000 Americans had to visit the hos¬ 

pital that year due to HIV-related ill¬ 

nesses. 

As a pacifist I applaud Mr. Morris’ 

effort to ban all firearms, but HIV/AIDS 

is every bit as much a bullet soaring 

through our land. The flippant attitude 

towards AIDS in this article, particularly 

the erroneous suggestion that Canada 

spends “billions of dollars to eradicate 

it” (we should be so lucky!!) is not wor¬ 

thy of a publication student money goes 

to support. 

Henry Dyck, 
M.A.2 

Kudos on Extra 

Dear Editors: 

Campus Security would like to com¬ 

mend The Queen’s Journal for their 

account of the attempted abduction on 

campus. This extra edition was printed 

specifically to inform the Queen’s com¬ 

munity of this serious crime and to assist 

them in making more conscience deci¬ 

sions about their personal safety. Laura 

Maclnnis wrote an excellent article and 

we look forward to the continuing com¬ 

munity support of The Queen’s Journal. 

Louise Fish 
Director 
Campus Security 

Sue Wagar 

Campus Relations Coordinator 
Campus Security 

Write for Op-Ed 

Do you support a position which 

needs to be talked about? Here’s your 

chance to spark the discussion. Send 

your opinion of 500-600 words to The 

Queen's Journal and we’ll send it to 

everyone else. Let your observations 

resonate through the community. Call 

Todd at545-2S00. 

Letters To 
THE EDITORS 

Policy 

The Editors of The 
Journal want to hear 
from readers. All let¬ 
ters must include the 
vvriter’s name, 
signature, and tele¬ 
phone number. Any 
letter that is legible, 
legal, and literate will 
be published if space 
permits. Those that 
are as brief and direct 
as possible will have 
a better chance of 
publication. Drop off 
letters to The Journal 
House, 272 Earl St., 
or e-mail them to i 
j o u r n a 1 @ p o s t. 
queensu.ca. ! 

See You in Kingston ! 
Student Class Fares 
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Custom Cong Haul Pares 

Rail Passes Worldwide 
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✓ 
✓ 

✓ 
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Sun Groups 

Ski Groups 
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Travel Books 

'fravel Insurance 
...... and more! 

A World of 
Student Travel 

cbsite: www.odyssey-travel.com 

ODYSSEY TRA/EL 
186 Princess St., Kingston, Ont. K7L 1B1 

a'Zr™1 hong HauI/GroupTravel 
549-3553 549-3561 

Email: Odyssey@odyssey-travel.com 
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Science 
Frosh Embryology 

Three science students reflect on the first-year experience 
By John Bowman 

By Bernhard Wu 

In September of 1993, 1 first stepped on to this cam¬ 

pus as a Queen's science student, and, as such, I was as 

cocky a bastard as you’re ever likely to meet. 

1 was registered as a biochemistry student, and so I 

separated from my frosh group for a moment to fiaye 

By Naomi Brunemeyer 

It wasn’t kitsch to be in the ‘sciences’ in first year. 

Every Friday before noon my Physics 107 assignment 

wasjdue and every Thursday night, I would watch my 

• -ffHemls leave for the allure and glow of DIPSO 

^ miursSays at AJ’s while I sat with my pencil and calcu¬ 

lator in hand trying to grasp projectile motion. 

•vThe separation between Arts and Sciences becomes 

painfully cj|ar as soon as you set foot on to campus for 

Ori&jtSpf Week. One of the chants of the Commerce 

kids iJiHly, hey that’s OK. You’re going to work for 

me so'&et&y!” and the ArtScis respond with “Hey, hey 

th$’s*pit We don’t have a class today!” Who were 

th^lodding? I had over 25 hours of class a week in 

first year, with a miserable Friday afternoon chemistry 

lab. 

' .The stereotype of science geeks is alive and well in 

first.year. All people in science must have no social 

' bj hiding away from the real world in our labora- 

Five years and 15 pounds ago, I started my under¬ 

graduate degree at Queen’s. And just five pounds ago, 

I-started my masters. My weight is not the only th mg 

thfet has changed in that time. 

v_,_ . A| a starry-eyed frosh from the steel city, iriyTii'43 

mv course selections approved bv ^‘faculty advisor, fmpriss.on of Queen’s was that it would be a perfect 

housed in Botterell Hall. It must have been a place for me to have a good time for a few years while 

Wednesday, because I got perfectly lost following the ,, learning some fascinating things, 

fake campus map on the back of that morning’s Golden During my first year, 1 quickly realized that my 

Words (dumb frosh, I know). When I finally found friends back home were foolish for being i^pre-ssecFby 

Botterell and the advisor’s office, I tentatively walked my nieagre “genius.” Mediocrity seemed <tp,.be % 

through the doorway, my face decorated with Tr iqo loufx'tiame of the game as a freshman. I no longer hop&d-ifov 

grease paint, my hands clutching my registratiofi grades in the 90s, or even in the high 80s. Instead I was 

papers. just hoping to be average and settling for a pass. 

After an awkward introduction, I handed over the However, I did do better than average in one respect 

documents holding My Future, at least for the next that year; my final first year average plummeted 20 per 

year or five. The advisor looked down his hose and cent from my high school marks instead of the prp1 

through his reading glasses at the form.. Afte.r a scribed 15 per cent. _ 

moment, he pointed out that I had registered for both Th£ exams which gave rise to my less than spectre-., toyics to concoct the cure for our painful acne. We 

CHEM 116 and PHYS 105, both advanced let'd .first- uiar marks were almost always a chaotic nightmare. !„ •’don’t read literature, can’t engage in intelligent politi¬ 

cal banter, are over-analytical and love photosynthesis. 

The fl itf side of this is that first-years in science often 

puli‘jphne superior high ground over arts students, 

believing our programs are harder and writing essays is 

‘ so easy. 

Even within the sciences there is dissension. We rank 

thy; sciences. The first year experience can attest to this. 

You ea.n take ‘I survived Physics 105 for suicidals,’ 

‘Physics^ 106, the respectable Physics,’ or ‘Physics 107 

for,th.§>junior high variety of velocity, distance, and 

^tirtte.' We consider Physics to be the ‘hardest,’ then 

Chemistry, then Biochemistry, and last Biology. Who 

^n respect a department who reveres some butterfly- 

collecting Victorian like Charles Darwin, who had 

nothing better to do with his time than develop the 

theory of evolution? 

The worst thing about the first-year science experi¬ 

ence is the feeling that you aren’t doing science. You sit 

at your labs that are computer generated, manipulating 

year courses, intended for students taking majors in have^ ivid memories of one set of midtermsjwhcre I 

those disciplines. hadJfix exams in five days, not to mention two lab 

“Well,” I replied as explanation, “I did prert| well iti^ feBprts. The labs themselves were sometimes interest- 

chemistry and physics in high school, so I thought I’d 

try it out.” 

He responded to this unadulterated arrogance by 

turning to me, his eyes peering over those glasses of his, 

and giving me a look that could be roughly translated 

as: “Wow, you just don’t have a shadow of a ghost, of a 

clue, do you?” 

And then he signed the papers. Probably to teach me 

a lesson. V.^ ’ f* 

So, that’s how I ended up in the Stirling Hall lecture, 

theatre, along with 150 hard-core physics geeks, of the* 

late, great Dr. Chau. 

Dr. Chau was an excellent professor — brilliant, 

patient and funny. He memorized not only all of our 

names, but also where each of us sat in the lecture hall., 

But even having a talented teacher doesn’t change the 

trig but were led by grad students who often seamed 

indifferent — or perhaps just tired. Did they forgerthe 

madness they went through during their undergradu¬ 

ate studies? 

Despite my lacklustre start, I ended up enjoying my 

studies in biology so much that I stayed on^in the. 

department to pursue a masters degree. 

As a Reasoned veteran of the academic game, I wJff: 

sfciockeciito discover the amount of responsibility aqd 

rework-.'that is involved in pursuing a masters. Research; 

definitely the primary focus of my studies, but it’s 

tough to do essentially the same thing, altered slightly 

from one experiment to the next, over and over with 

the hopes of having a different result. I have discov¬ 

ered that balancing my research, course work, a lifii- 

ited social life, and lab demonstrations is not anJraW 1,1 > / J uial al'- gLULldlCU, Hli41UL>Uli! 
fact that physics is hard stuff. We struggled through task. Students expect to have all the answers spook-fed data that has previously been recorded. You begin to 

more problems on rope-climbing monkeys, falling to %m and so many of them seem to lack initiative - memorize equations, and you don’t actually know why 

chains, Gaussian surfaces, and point charges than I care' (Or is'it hours in a day?) Often when I svork as a te#cl> ) litmus paper changes colour anymore. And who cares 

^^hJLdhT*eJ?^nt1,t0l|t?C-a^l ??%fSSiS':ant’ 1 fl,nd myself '-emmcled by a voice in the if time can be a negative number in a physics 
Our numbers in that lecture hall dwindled oyer the hack of my mind screaming, “How soon we forget!” J "Jissignment* 

year, taking steep plunges immediately after mifW * Who knows how I'll feel in a few more years? If all * But it does get better and the wonder of science and 

were returned. Those of us that remained, of course, works out as planned I will have spent six years at life and the pursuit of knowledge are rejuvenated later 

took due pride m the fact. I mean, we had t-shirts made Queen's - all of which will be well spent. ■ on --v„ , a. . _ £ a !! A*! 
declaring I survived PHYS 105.” It was something of 
a tradition. 

Personally, I think the point of all the required 

courses in first-year science and engineering, besides 

preparing you for what’s to come, is to expose you to 

a variety of disciplines so that you’ll know unequivo¬ 

cally what field you don’t want to get into. 

In fact, I did so poorly in PHYS 105 — 1 barely 

scraped through with a pass — that I had no choice but 

to transfer to a Biology and Physics medial program 

and take even more physics courses. Electro¬ 

magnetism? Relativity and Quanta? Bring ’em on! 

Maybe I should have registered in PSYC 100 in first 

year and taken a long, hard look at the chapter on 

masochism maybe it would explain what’s wrong 
with me. 

on in your studies. You just need to get your 65 per 

cent and move on. 

ain’t no 
high-school 
mints bender 

The Miyagi Triangle 

Coming to Science in September 

ARE YOU ALLERGIC TO RAGWEED? 

Study Starting Soon...CALL NOW!!! 

If your symptoms include runny, stuffy nose, sneezing, 

itchy eyes from mid-August to the frost 

The Allergy Unit at Kingston General Hospital is looking for volunteers to 

panic,pate in an investigational dnig study for the treatment of allergy (ragweed) 

symptoms. If you are between the ages of 16 and 65 with at least a 2 year history 

of ragweed allergy symptoms; you may be eligible to participate. 

For more information, please call S46-S300 or 1-877-POLLEN5 

Honorarium is provided. 

- 

50% off 
on any menu item over $6.00 

Buy one entree and receive the 
second entree of equal or lesser value 

at half price 

The Pilot House of Kingston 

A Friendly Neighbourhood Pub & Restaurant 

• Homemade Pies 
Imported & Domestic Draught Beer 

265 King Street East at Johnson . 542-0222 

Expiry Date; SeD TO IQQft 
I_ Not Available for 'takeout 

J 
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features 
^ Debunking the summertime; N 
cottages & traffic, heat waves & air- 
conditioning, vacations & summer 
employment, beaches & Baywatch, 

K healthy-looking skin & UV rays y 

Summer breeze, 
summer wheeze 

| By Sean Springer] 

“The city in summer floated like a 

daze that moved otherwise sensible peo¬ 

ple to repeat endlessly the brainless greet¬ 

ing 'Hot enough for ya? Ha-ha!’ It was 

like the final joke before the meltdown of 

the world in a pool of sweat. ” 

— Arthur Miller, “Before 

Air-Conditioning” 

Summer optimism OT WAS THREE months ago in some 

remote location just off the lovely 

campus of Queen’s University when a 

student hoisted up his brandy glass over¬ 

flowing with Purple Jesus and cried to a 

room full of students recuperating from 

post-exam trauma, “Here’s to the finale 

of what was three weeks of shit, and 

what will be four months of fun, sun, 

and relaxation!” The toast was well- 

received by the clamour of cheers and 

whistles expressing delight for freedom 

from Jeffrey, Jackson, Miller, Douglas 

and — the ultimate thumbtack in the 

posterior — Joseph Stauffer. “Here, 

here,” chirped one student. “Bravo and 

well-said,” piped another. 

The students at the bon voyage party 

thrived off the ecstasy that the theme of 

summer always promises to deliver: 

beautiful weather, refreshing dips in the 

lake, a cosy read on the beach with a nur¬ 

turing, lazy wind to massage the skin, 

long weekends in the Muskokas, a warm 

hiatus from the pangs of post-secondary 

education, summer blockbusters and 

music festivals. 

The pessimist’s counterattack 

In the corner, a cynical student bur¬ 

rowed with a bottle of rancid tequila and 

a handful of corn chips. He was dream¬ 

ing up a brilliant rebuttal on “that 

phoney, that fraud, that poor excuse for 

a good time — that overrated summer¬ 

time!” 

Not that the student wasn’t welcom¬ 

ing a four month vacation to cure body 

and mind chemistry, for he clearly was. 

The cynicism stemmed from the memory 

of another kind of summer. The summer 

that glues together all of those peachy 

memoirs. 

We’re all aware of the summer that 

induces a psychological spasm to raise 

the roof and liberate everyone’s impris¬ 

oned mortal beast lurking within a 

space/time continuum spiralling into the 

big crunch. 

Most of us, however, neglect the other 

summer, the summer of dread, full of ire 

and wrath. - It’s portrayed by sweaty 

palms wired with exhausted veins oozing 

fiery contempt for the summer’s wild 

expectations that usually evolve into 

puerile pipe dreams, defective aphrodisi¬ 

acs, and faded thrill rides. 

Your car’s black, plastic 
frying pan interior steams 
yesterday’s breakfast and 
cleaves lesions, boils, and 

lacerations on to your flesh 
and bones. 

Few individuals actually recall the 

daily mile-long stretch of vehicles backed 

up along the Don Valley Parkway. In 

between lies a brutal minimum wage job 

at a truck depot. Claustrophobia leaches 

into your nervous system as fossil fuels 

release carbon monoxide through the 

exhaust, making their way in to your 

lungs, heart, and arteries. The air-condi¬ 

tioning gauge came out in your hand last 

week and your car’s black, plastic frying 

pan interior steams yesterday’s breakfast 

and cleaves lesions, boils, and lacerations 

on to your flesh and bones. 

And then there’s the constellations of 

mosquito welts lighting up your calves 

and forearms. A family of flies vacation 

under the car’s seating, making occa¬ 

sional appearances to ruffle the driver’s 

feathers. 

The media’s stake in summer 

Loftt TUITION HIKES kill plans for 

weekend retreats into Muskoka. 

Rather, the closest contact to the 

beach is spent on the other side of 

your television on the sandy shores 

of Baywatch. Life is passed living 

vicariously through David 

Hasselhoff and/or Pamela Anderson 

Lee. 

Hasselhoff, Anderson Lee, and 

the industry they represent are, in 

fact, partially to blame for the sum¬ 

mer myth. 

As the leading perperuator of false 

imagery with dishonest intentions, the 

media pumps a huge amount of promo¬ 

tion into the summertime as June, July, 

and August approach. Our perception is 

preoccupied with ‘the feel-good film of 

the summer,’ ‘the world’s most illustri¬ 

ous music extravaganza,’ and ‘the travel 

experience of a lifetime.’ What’s gener¬ 

ally omitted is: ‘you must have the time 

and money (which most of us don’t) to 

appreciate all of these fabulous things.’ 

Adam Gopnik, a contributor for The 

New Yorker, admits in the June 22 issue 

that “Magazine editors love the idea of 

‘summer reading’ because it implies that 

somebody out there is having a summer.” 

His point is that the image of people 

enjoying themselves, and not necessarily 

ourselves, is a refreshing mental retreat 

from the DVP at rush hour or a serving 

job at the local greasy spoon. 

What we’re exposed to is a carefree 

couple clutching hands on a beach in the 

Virgin Islands, lightly jogging while 

laughing and kicking up sprinkles of 

sand. What we don’t see is the same cou¬ 

ple applying ointment to sun burns or 

prying sand and shards of glass our of 

their roes. 

Censorship in the brain 

Of course, the media wouldn’t have 

been quite so successful at elevating the 

summer myth if it weren’t for a human 

glitch that fails to redistribute summer 

sentiments of disgust in proportion with 

the cherished elements. 

“Paramount” Canada’s Wonderland, 

for example, was once, and in some bez- 

erk part of me will always be, an inner 

passion. I always associate it with an 

insane amount of wild energy, blue and 

pink cotton candy, and a heap of good 

ol’ fun. What I usually overlook is the 

cesspool of vomit splattered in my lap, 

which was curdled by the “Viking’s rage” 

and “The Great Canadian Minebuster.” 

Check out National Lampoon’s 

Vacation, starring the “lovable” Chevy 

Chase, for a rebellion against the family 

fantasy of summertime. This film, which 

is otherwise mediocre in taste, chronicles 

the Grizwald’s dysfunctional trek from 

Chicago to “WallyWorld” as they dis¬ 

cover what the effects of scorcher sum¬ 

mers can truly do to an individual’s 

physical and mental constitution. 

Climate control 

. Look not merely to the “brilliant” 

Chevy Chase for a stripdown of summer. 

Faster than you can heave a pant, heat 

waves are melting the inner fabric of the 

southern United States. As of Sunday, at 

least 140 people were believed to have 

perished in southern parts of the United 

States at the whims of record-setting 

global saunas. 

We counter-balance the heat with 

monster air-conditioners, which release 

more heat and carbon products into the 

ecosystem, thus only creating temporary 

relief in a vicious cycle. 

There’s also that protective slit in 

atmosphere called an ozone layer, which 

is rapidly evolving into the decrepit 

layer. Some need not look beyond the 

widespread increase of malignant 

melanoma to become fearful of entering 

the summer outdoors. 

So, perhaps the summer myth will 

solve itself by burning up under Mother 

Nature’s unpredictable fluctuation. 

lust surf 

It SEEMS THAT the summer soars 

only as far as your perspective. So, just 

chill out, play the optimist, and wait for 

Santa Claus to rain an ice storm on your 

summer charade. 

Sean Springer's summer has been spent try¬ 

ing to develop his shoddy frisbee toss. He can 

be emailed at 6sms3@qlink.queensu.ca. 
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Arts& Entertainmfnt 
Ryan grazes a huge target 

Film review 

Saving Private Ryan 
Capitol Famous Players 

By Sean 

Springer 

Spielberg s new World War II action-drama 
ambushed by poor dialogue, storyline THE CREATIVE and revolu¬ 

tionary genius of Steven 

Spielberg, the Oscar win¬ 

ning director of Schindler’s List, 

and Jaws, has returned with yet 

another provocative cinematic 

analysis of World War II and its 

effects upon the human spirit. 

Only this time, the war is related 

through a U.S. Army Captain’s 

struggle to lead a squad of eight 

recruits through the rugged 

interior of France. His mission is 

to retrieve Private James Ryan 

and return him to his mother, 

victimized by the loss of three of 

her four sons in the war. 

The film wavers 
between dry, mundane 
dialogue and a robust 
display of gratuitous 

violence. 

Slightly obscure in the mes¬ 

sage it tries to convey, the film 

wavers between dry, mundane 

dialogue and a robust display of 

gratuitous violence. Much of the 

realism hails from the abun¬ 

dance and unrelentless down¬ 

pours of bullets, missiles, and 

grenades, which Spielberg cap¬ 

tures in incredibly disturbing 

sequences. Decapitations, 

amputations, and even the 

screams of a soldier consumed 

in a blazing fire distinguish 

Saving Private Ryan as a truly 

brave and progressive film. 

The opening sequence to 

Saving Private Ryan offers an 

intense portrayal of a World 

War II battlefield that is impress¬ 

ing for its realism, yet is dark 

and dreary for its staunch 

expose of the turmoil in savage 

fear. The infantry leaps from 

their American vessels on a 

murky sea on D-Day, June 6, 

1944. Green with fear, the crew 

vomits and trembles. Little dia¬ 

logue ensues, which makes 

Spielberg’s task of retaining the 

audience’s attention remarkably 

complex. 

The lengthy scene never 

approaches tedium, enrapturing 

the viewer and setting an early 

pace to elevate itself as one of 

the greatest war flicks of all 

time.. 

There’s little left for the film 

to exploit after this episode. The 

remainder of the running time is 

spent rummaging through idle 

chit chat, and failed attempts at 

subtle comedy. At three hours in 

length, one wonders how 

Spielberg could possibly attempt 

to weave a consistent flow. 

His direction, for its docu¬ 

mentary-style footage, is bril¬ 

liant — he creates an excellent 

contrast between geography and 

the foreign soldiers, which signi¬ 

fies the clashing of the human 

spirit with a freakish mission in 

an alien country. 

[Spielberg] creates an 
excellent contrast 

between geography 
and the foreign 

soldiers, which signifies 
the clashing of the 
human spirit with a 

freakish mission in an 
alien country. 

Setting the grey mood is 

beautiful cinematography that 

accentuates the mud and grime 

of the beaches of Normandy, the 

lush vegetation sprouting 

throughout the countryside, the 

dreary, helpless expression of a 

dull, hallowed sky, and the calm 

rise of crimson from soldiers 

pierced with bullets under a sea 

of calamity. 

However, the contrast sends 

incompatible impressions. 

Please see Spielberg on page 14 

Search Party: Edward Burns 

(left) and Giovanni Ribisi 
search for a lost private. 

r 

Rotate This! 

Cherry Poppin' Daddies 
Zoot Suit Riot 

Mojo Records 

By Sarah Crosbie 

It’s those crazy new GAP 

khakis advertisements. They’ve 

got all of North America back 

into swing music. 

Everyone’s talking about it. 

Okay, maybe not everyone, 

considering when I asked the 

guy at HMV for the location of 

the swing section, he promptly 

asked me what swing music 

was. I think I looked somewhat 

dumbfounded as he directed me 

to the Chart Topping Hits sec¬ 

tion. Somewhere in between 

the Armageddon soundtrack 

and N SYNC I found a curious 

little CD entitled, Zoot Suit 

Riot, the Swingin’ Hits of the 

Cherry Poppin’ Daddies. It was 

not the word, “swingin’” which 

got my attention. It was the 

name of the group. In my 

hometown (and I’m sure in oth¬ 

ers) for a male to ‘pop a cherry’ 

is to manually break a female’s 

hymen. A little crass for a swing 

band maybe, but the Cherry 

Poppin’ Daddies are far from 

solely a swing band. The 14 

tracks on their first major label 

debut includes songs from the 

band’s previous three indepen¬ 

dent albums and four new 

tracks, including the title track, 

“Zoot Suit Riot,” which is cur¬ 

rently enjoying some radio play. 

The Cherry Poppin’ Daddies 

are not a swing band. Their 

sound fuses swing, ska and rock 

to produce a somewhat confus¬ 

ing style. Not that confusing 

isn’t enjoyable. But while you 

expect lead singer Steve Perry 

to be singing of teenage love to 

match the instrumental swing 

accompaniment he’s actually 

singing about sex, social prob¬ 

lems, like alcoholic abusive 

fathers in “Drunk Daddy,” sex 

and more sex. Ignoring the 

name, and focusing on the 

music, one can’t help but love 

this album. One of its greatest 

features is that it uses lyrics that 

are catchy and rhyming, which 

in turn, accompanied by Steve 

Perry’s, sharp and enunciated 

singing style, make it an album 

that you will want to boogie to, 

as well as sing along to. The 

band has a great sound, incor¬ 

porating wailing trumpets 

which at times utilize mutes 

successfully, as well as a strong, 

funky percussion section and a 

real string bass. The drums and 

bass are what give the Daddies 

their strong swing sound and 

feel. Add some great tempo 

changes within the songs, a lit¬ 

tle scatting and some snapping 

and you’ve got a fun, energetic 

CD. 

If you’re worried this album 

may be more suited to your 

grandmother’s style because its 

sound isn’t centered around 

electronic keyboards and gui¬ 

tars, or because you can’t iden¬ 

tify with the Swinging 60s at all, 

don’t worry this is not an album 

you’ll want to feature at your 

next family’s swing dancing 

competition.With lyrics like, 

“He’ll get sniffin’ when your 

fish is gashed, He likes you best 

when your banana’s mashed, 

He’s only happy with your girl¬ 

friend’s pie, And his bony fin¬ 

gers up your ass,” it’s an album 

geared toward a younger, 

twenty-something audience. At 

the same time, if you find that 

one verse crude and offensive, 

then the Daddies are definitely 

not for you. Although the 

instrumental music itself is 

great, vulgar lyrics are standard 

throughout the album. If you’re 

not keen enough to buy the 

album, you’ll surely be hearing 

tracks from this album on the 

radio. The Daddies are due for 

mainstream popularity consid¬ 

ering their talented enough to 

break hymens and new musical 

territory all in one album. 

ttu Uxe rjte Atoa 
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Tripping Daisy 

Jesus Hits Like The Atom 

Bomb 

Island Records 

By Stefan Murray 

Although the album is titled 

Jesus Hits Like the Atom Bomb, 

the impact of Tripping Daisy’s 

follow-up album to I Am an 

Elastic Firecracker has the 

equivalent jolt of a snowball 

with a rock in it. 

That’s not to say That their 

newest release is boring, only 

that it is a far cry from the 

aggressive, power-pop charged 

songs of old. The instrumenta¬ 

tion is different, emphasis is 

being transferred from obvious 

lyrics and chord progression to 

a more internal and scrutinized 

sound. 

The band appears to be 

involved in a transition to musi¬ 

cal confession, repenting their 

history of screaming guitars and 

aggressive lyrics and progress¬ 

ing into a more spiritual and 

personal outfit of musical for¬ 

giveness. 

Tim DeLaughter’s 
vocals stray too far 

into Parry Farrel 

territory, making him 
sound like a watered- 

down imposter. 

For example, the fourth song 

on the album “Bandaids for 

Hire,” is a definite example of 

musical maturity, focusing more 

on the layering of guitars and 

vocals, and the introduction of 

a melotron’s lull. 

As well, Jesus Hits Like the 

Atom Bomb does not have the 

defining songs that their earlier 

album possessed. Radio- 

friendly songs Tike “I got a girl” 

Please see Atom on page 72 
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Good Vibrations 
Greg Runions chimes and 

charms K-Town with Big Band 
m 

in brief 

PHOTO BY JOHN R. FOWLER 

Concert Preview 

By Sarah Crosbie 

If you missed the Tragically Hip’s concert this 

past month — don’t sweat it. Good things come 

to those who wait. Or is it big things? A Big Band 

is performing two concerts dates this summer. On 

July 29 and August 21, Greg Runions Big Band 

will be performing at Memorial Hall. Greg 

Runions is a composer, arranger and vibraphonist 

who performs in the Kingston Symphony and 

teaches at Queen’s. In conjunction with the 

Canada Council and the Downtown Kingston 

B.I.A. office, Runions will be presenting two con¬ 

temporary jazz concerts. The first concert will 

feature Canadian trumpeter and composer Kenny 

Wheeler, a leader in improvised music who is in 

demand throughout Europe and North America. 

He will display his talents alongside Runions on 

Wednesday. Runions is very excited that Wheeler 

is coming and said that, "other musicians are 

excited to play with him because he is really 

respected in Canada and the opportunity to work 

with him is very rare.” 

The second concert will feature pianist, bassist 

and vibraphonist Don Thompson, who Runions 

stated, “is a musician of really high calibre”, as 

well as tenor saxophonist Mike Murley, flugel- 

hornist Clyde Forsberg and trombonist Gene 

Smith. The concert will also be the premiere per¬ 

formance of compositions created by Runions 

and Thompson, who is noted as an outstandir.j 

composer. 

Both concerts showcase many artists who 

reside in Kingston and have studied at Queen’s. 

Yoon Sung Choi, a vocalist in the first concert is a 

graduate of Queen’s, and Janet MacRae, a trum¬ 

peter in the second concert has also studied at 

Queen’s. 

Both concerts should be a big hit, as Greg 

Runions Big Band has generated a buzz for jazz 

music in Kingston over the past few years 

amongst fans and musicians. Runions believes 

that the, “Kingston community is very enthusias¬ 

tic because the music is original.” 

In June 1995, the Greg Runions Big Band was 

formed to create an outlet for the composing and 

arranging skills of its leader. Since then, the band 

has featured many local and out of town artists, 

many of whom will be seen at both concerts. 

Tickets are available at the Grand Theatre Box 

Office or at the door for only $10 and $7 for 

seniors and students. Don’t let this ‘big’ musical 

experience pass you by — it promises to be a 

‘big’ hit! 

Definitely not Zero: The Mask of Zorro starring Antonio 
Banderas and Anthony Hopkins secured the number one 
position on it's first weekend of July 17, earning $22 7 mil¬ 
lion. In second place was the highly entertaining Lethal 
Weapon 4, earning $21.2 million. ArmagAfeti fell to third 
place scoring $16 million. Maybe Bruce Willis s and Ben 
Affleck's summer flick isn't the explosive movie it was sup¬ 
posed to be. Luckily BASEketbalf, starring the creators of 
South Park is soon to be released. This could be the Oscar 
sweeping movie of the year. 

Saxing it up at the White House: Jazz Legend Lionel 
Hampton celebrated his 90th birthday last Thursday. The 
popular Bill Clinton and the understanding Hillary 
Rodham Clinton hosted a big bash at the White House in 
honour of the legend’s birthday. Hampton is one of the 
last remaining jazz greats. He performed with the great 
Louis Armstrong and the Benny Goodman Quartet back in 
the 30s. 

Daredevil Depardieu: Looks as if Gerard Depardieu is down 
$1,664. The endearing but often misplaced actor who 
famed with films such as Green Card and the recent Man 
In the Iron Mask (also starring pretty poster boy Leonardo 
DiCaprio), was slapped with a three month suspended sen¬ 
tence and a 15-month driving ban for a drunk-driving 
related incident back in May. Depardieu crashed his 
motorcycle while driving to a film set. Will someone 
please tell the actors what the stunt people are paid for. 

The Nanny: Kim Tannahill, the former nanny for the chil¬ 
dren of beautiful ex-couple Demi Moore and Bruce Willis, 
has been denied the chance to pursue her legal bout against 
the famous duo. Tannahill filed a lawsuit against the cou¬ 
ple last February. She claims that Willis and Moore refused 
ner overtime pay and physically and mentally abused her 
while she took care of the couple’s children. Willis and 
Moore accuse Tannahill of stealing money from the cou¬ 
ple, and for breaching a confidentiality agreement. 

Professional 
skin and hair 
■ ■ ® a ■ ■ 

...welcomes you to 
Queens University. 

Take a well earned break with a 
visit to Professional Skin & Hair. 

Full service hair & esthetics for men & women 

Student discount Monday to Wednesday 

Specializing in foil hi-lites 
Waxing • Permanent wave • Manicures 

Pedicures • Advanced cutting techniques 
Skin treatments & much more. 

613-549-7546 
^KjiisClarence St. Kingston, Ontario. K7L • 5N6 0*! 

Atom Bomb — a dud 
Continued from page I I 

and “Piranhas,” have been 

replaced by a more fluid pro¬ 

gression of decent, although 

forgettable, tunes. 

The CD itself does seem like 

a step forward for the band, but 

under closer scrutiny the 

unique styles of notable musi¬ 

cians begin to surface much too 

frequently. 

For example, song number 

two, “Waited a light year” is a 

bit too similar to Sonic Youth. 

Furthermore, song five, 

“Mechanical Breakdown”, 

makes me believe Tripping 

Daisy’s sound engineer broke 

into Dinosaur Jr’s vault. And 

unfortunately, Tim De- 

Laughter’s vocals stray too far 

into Parry Farrel territory, mak¬ 

ing him sound like a watered- 

down imposter. 

Song number two, 
“Waited a light year” 
is a bit too similar to 

Sonic Youth. 

The borrowing of a winning 

formula from these successful 

groups obviously makes for an 

entertaining listen, but one 

wishes the group would include 

some original and unheard of 

arrangements on the album. 

Overall, Jesus Hits Like the 

Atom Bomb is an interesting 

journey, initially propelled by 

the cosmic backlash of experi¬ 

mental instruments, free-float¬ 

ing with enthusiastic guitar 

lines tempered with mariachi 

horns, and splashing down 

amidst honest and personal 

lyrics. 

Unfortunately', Tripping 

Daisy appears to be embarking 

on this epic journey on bor¬ 

rowed wings — giving the audi¬ 

ence an exciting adventure, but 

nonetheless one they have 

already experienced. 

Check out CD reviews 

every issue in The 

Queen’s Journal. 

Writers needed ter 

the coming season. 

For more info, contact 

Stefan, Sarah or Lilian 

at 545-2800. 

Apb you a former high school president / 

something else 'important'? Now a 
current university nobody? 
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Get Out There! 
Movies: 
Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre from Tuesday 
July 28 to Thursday, 
July 30: 
546-5395 

Armeggedon 12, 12:45, 

3:20, 4:00, 6:45, 7:30. 
9:55, 10:40 

Disturbing Behaviour 

2:00. 4:15, 7:10, 9:30 

Lethal Weapon 4 1:00, 

4:10, 7:20, 10:20 

Saving Private Ryan 1:30, 
5:00. 8:30 

6 Days and 7 Nights 9:00 

(except July 25 9:45) 

Mulan 12:10.2:30.4:30, 
6:40 

(except July 25 no 6:40 & 

July 26 no 12:30. 2:30 

showings) 

The Parent Trap 

July 25 7:00 
July 26 1:30 

Playing at the 
Cataraqui Cineplex 
from Tuesday, July 28 
to Thursday, July 30: 
389-7442 

Dr. Doolittle 1:00, 3:00, 

5:00, 7:10, 9:10 

(no 7:10 showing on July 
25, instead a sneak 

preview of Ever After) 

Something about Mary 

12:50, 1:20, 3:45, 3:55. 

4:40, 7:20, 9:20, 10:00 

Mask of Zorro (no passes) 

12:40, 1:10, 3:35, 4:05, 

6:30, 7:00, 9:30, 9:50 

Madeline 12:30,2:40 
4:45. 6:50 

X-Files 9:00 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema from 
Tuesday, July 28 to 
Thursday, July 30: 
546-3456 

Spanish Prisoner 7:00 

Opposite of Sex 9:15 

Radio: 
CFRC FM: 
545-2121 

Frying Friday nights! 

6-8 Hum and Soul Bother 

8-10 Orphalese Bend 

10-12 Main Frame 

Psychosis 

12-3 Unauthorized Cranial 
Hookup 

Video: 
Blockbuster Video 

226 Queen St. 

547-3980 

New Releases (July 28) 

Great Expectations, Hard 

Rain, Are you ready for 

this folks — Jerry Springer: 

Too Hot for TV & the Best 

of Jerry Springer! 

' 

Athletic 
Information Night 

Tuesday, September 15, 1998 

5:00 until 7:00pm 

Ross & Bartlett Gymnasia 

Wicket Hours I Oam until 8pm 

Everything you wanted to know about Queen’s 

Athletics and Recreation but didn't know who to ask! 

Intramurals 
• Sports Sign-up; Team & Individual 

• Tournament Drolls & Entry Information 

• Meet Athletic Reps From Your Faculty 
■ Officials Needed (Earn Extra Money!) 

Clubs 
■ Recreation Club Info & Sign-up 
• Over 25 Clubs Available 
• Club Activity Displays 

• Meet Representatives 

Special 
Wicket Hours 
Open: I Oam - 0pm: Sept 18, Sept 25 

Open: 10cm - 7pm: Sept 10, Sept 14, Sept 16, 

17. Sept 21 thru Sept 24 

Open: 9 - Morn; Sept 26 

for the purchase of Locker & Laundry service or ISS 
Program registration 

Regular Hours: I Oam - 5pm Mon. • Fri 

Instructional 
Sports Skills 
• Learn a New Sport or Skill 

• Over 200 Programs from which ti 

• ISS Brochure Available 

• Queen's V.l J*. Fitness Club pamphlet available 

o choose 

Interuniversity 
• Meet the Coaches 

• Info on Men's & Women’s Teams 
• Practice Times & Try-outs 

• Manager Positions Available 

• 1990-99 Competitive Schedules 

Employment 
Opportunities 

There are a variety of part-time employment op¬ 
portunities in the areas of security, intramurals, 
Interunivarsity, and facilities. 

Information will be available at Athletic Information 

Night Information and applications are also avail¬ 

able at the wickets in the administration office. Physi¬ 
cal Education Centre. 

SO tell US whaU°“e^\y want 
What you really, 

...because we've got it! 

e*Lounge 

Bus 

a?ubs lrifern 

Billards Lounge Tickets 

Used Book Wore . P0fJrJ 

** M«ehines post Office 
Gift Shop . . 

photocopy Cenlr 

m *uzyins 
ft°0n!ie,ins Convenience Store 

Still have questions? 
We've got the answersl 

neenaV 
(Information A 
V “‘Visitor I 

CentreJ' 

frirWIy Prepir « Hripfd Acaxr. 

545-2794 tnfoctr@post.queQn9u.ca www.queensu.ca/infoctr 
Upper Ceilidh* John Deutsch University Centre 

_ Tip 
vEnucon Sc 

pdrkpafrtcks 
Kingston’s Local Irish Pubs 

Two great pubs under 
one roof with a colourful 

courtyard patio. 
Serving pub fayre and 

super specials: 
$2.49 Sunday breakfast, 

1/2 price wings* sun-tues, 

1/2 price nachos* wed. 
with beverage purchase 

located downtown at 
_76J_'l illiey. Si. >Ltl%6.www.tlieloiu .III , nm 
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Choosing the Alternative 
Alternative Press magazine goes beyond the 

glamour and explains the heat from the beat 

Continued from page 11 

Saving Private Ryan cannot clearly relay 

a comprehensive thesis as its unrefresh¬ 

ing American perspective fails to criti¬ 

cally review the problems with war and 

violence. 

Saving Private Ryan seems to 
have duped Spielberg’s 

genius and creative intensity. 

Instead, the analysis falls down on the 

film’s characterization. Spielberg assem¬ 

bles a dynamite cast that includes Tom 

Hanks, Edward Burns, Matt Damon 

Denms Farina, and Ted Danson. Hanks 

takes on the most challenging role, play- 

ing Captain John Miller, who acts as rl 

hero undergoing developmental co 

struction, improving his own function 

a leader amongst a cast set against tl 

whims of war. 

A mundane storyline and dialogu 

however, does not allow the charactci 

zation to flourish as the film scagge 

through a relatively predictable storylir 

deficient in the element of surprise. 

Saving Private Ryan seems to ha\ 

duped Spielberg’s genius and breath 

intensity, for he focuses on grooming a 

image of war and presenting a realist 

model for audiences to revere. He fo 

gets to provide a critical commentary o 

the topic, which prevents a good fill 

from climbing to the heights of epu 

with which Spielberg is none to 

familiar. 

Magazine Review 

Alternative Press 
Published by Alternative Press Inc. 

By Lilian Kim 

I cringe every time I’m forced to 

label a sound as “alternative.” 

Alternative to what? Maybe the 

alternative? It doesn’t make any sense. 

But perhaps there is a solution for 

the ambiguity. Take the word “alterna¬ 

tive”, submerge it into an abbreviation, 

have Rancid on the outside and some 

Korn to go with it. What you produce 

is a product that is highly-effective and 

substantial to the music lover — one 

hundred and twenty eight pages of 

full-gloss bliss. 

Alternative Press, or A.P., gets down 

to the nitty-gritty of “dis-pop” music. 

On nary a page will one find a 

Backstreet boy or a sunny-head MMM- 

bopper. A.P.'s August issue boasts Liz 

Phair, the Beastie Boys and none other 

than the Karma Chameleon himself — 

Boy George. 

While other magazines live on the 

predictable — the 5’10 lead singer of 

“Band” in his Gap khakis, who he’s dat¬ 

ing, what did he have for breakfast, who 

gives a fuck? — A.P refrains from notic¬ 

ing any habitual eating habits or bed- 

mates. The magazine talks music — the 

end. 

So, if you were one of the many who 

missed out on the summer festival 

bonanza across Canada due to blue col¬ 

lar duties, A.P offers the low down on 

the bands who are lingering at the 

H.O.R.D.E festival and Vans Warped 

Tour. Even Tibetan Freedom Concert’s 

devotee R.E.M reminisces their begin¬ 

nings in this issue. 

What’s cool about this zine’s layout is 

the fact that everything that has to do 

with music or at least anything that 

could remotely be linked to music mat¬ 

ters. A.P. takes a look at literature — the 

best reads on bands and musical 

moments. In this particular issue, 

“Death Discs” goes under the micro¬ 

scope. The book’s all about tragic musi¬ 

cal fallouts and Milli Vanilli-like 

disappointments. Where is Jordee, who 

was only five when he first won our 

hearts with his stunningly indifferent 

rap of “My name is Jordee”? “Death 

Discs” will reveal all. 

The difficult thing about drawing a 

comparison between the different music 

magazines is that the categories are 

pretty much the same. Launch 
Magazine went on the super-info high¬ 

way bandwagon and started an entire 

campaign of CD-ROM issues. But 

amidst the pomp, the charts are there, 

the profile is written and the endless 

short-blurb reviews are always at the 

back. So what is key in making the scene 

different is the content. When A.P. says 

alternative, they mean alternative. 

We’ve all heard of Smashing Pumpkins 

and Pearl Jam, but what about Cotton 

Mather and Foehn. You’ll find those 

names there and countless others. So 

what if they don’t spin on MuchMusic, 

maybe there’s a problem in that. 

Sometimes it’s better to go to the alter¬ 

native source. 

Spielberg film is 
ultra-violent 

Feel is® usiny your talents for more 
than organising floor parties? 
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Allez les Bleus! 
TOUR DE FARCE 

With the arrest and indictment of the 

manager and trainer of the Tour de 

France super team, Festina, another 

sport was tarnished with the drug 

brush. The decision to expel the entire 

team, including team leader and one of 

the race favourites, Richard Virenique, 

was swift and undisputed. With the 

Festina expulsion, the route to victory 

for defending champion Jans Ulrich has 

become remarkably less bumpy. The 

German champion is leading after 12 

stages by only one minute and eleven 

seconds over upstart .American Bobby 

Julich, but as always, this year’s edition 

of the Tour will be decided during the 

treacherous climbs in the Alps. 

JAYS’ STARS MAKE HISTORY 

On July 5, Roger Clemens of the 

Toronto Blue Jays became the 11th 

member of baseball’s exclusive 3,000 

strikeout club. The historic strikeout 

came ac SkyDome against the Tampa 

Bay Devil Rays and the fans rewarded 

Clemens with a standing ovation as he 

left the field. He rewarded their thun¬ 

derous applause with a wave of his cap. 

A day earlier, Tony Fernandez surpassed 

Lloyd Moseby as the Blue Jays all-time 

hits leader with 1,120. Fernandez, in his 

third tour as a Jay, has lost quite a few 

steps defensively as a second baseman 

but has been able to maintain his hitting 

prowess, 

BLOWING SMOKE 

In the made-for-TV sports spectacle 

created by Ted Turner and excess patri¬ 

otism, the re-emergence of American 

sprinting has been on display. The ’98 

Goodwill Games hosted by New York 

City saw a dichotomy of sporting 

events, but the most ballyhooed was the 

men’s 100 metre dash, and 4x100 

metre relay. All of the talk leading up to 

the race between American Maurice 

Greene, Trinidadian Ato Boldon and 

Canadian Donovan Bailey was simply 

hot air, as Maurice blew away the field 

as has been his habit this season. In the 

relay, the Canadian squad lost for the 

first time in a major competition since 

1995, when Greene ran away and hid 

from Bailey. If Greene can run this fast 

while talking incessantly, imagine how 

fast he could go if he would just 

shut up. 

SEE YOU IN SYDNEY 

David Kantor, former Queen’s vol¬ 

leyball star and winner of the Jenkins 

Trophy as outstanding graduating male 

athlete, has enjoyed continued athletic 

success. The Queen’s graduate of class 

°f '96 was recently named to the 

Canadian national, volleyball team, and 

will be involved in the Calgary-based 

squad’s attempt to qualify for the 2000 

Olympic in Sydney. 

# IF CHRISTMAS CAME EARLY., 

fhe ‘two Jerrys’ in charge of the 

Chicago Bulls would admit that they 

want to tear apart one of sports great 

dynasties 

New Mighty Ducks President Pierre 

Gauthier would keep his word 

lour de France cyclists would lose the 

vanity'and wear helmets before they 
aU die 

By Adam Kaminsky 

As the chant rang through the Paris 

night, it became clear that a tournament 

which at first meant little to the local 

folk had become a symbol of national 

pride for a country ridiculed for always 

being second best. 

With 1.5 billion people looking on 

world wide, the final whistle sounded 

on the 64th game of this venerable tour¬ 

nament and the scoreboard read 3-0 for 

France. The home team had done the 

unthinkable, not only beating the world 

champion Brazilians, but also embar¬ 

rassing them. This victory culminated 

an unbelievable run by the French side, 

which saw them go undefeated through 

the tournament while allowing only one 

goal in regular play. 

When the last Samba beat rang out at 

the Stade de France, the Brazilians qui¬ 

etly left the pitch with shoulders 

slumped and confidence gone. They had 

struggled through the tournament, los¬ 

ing to Norway in the opening round and 

having to go to penalty kicks to beat the 

Netherlands in the semi-final, but many 

felt they were just waiting to hit stride in 

the final. This was not the case, and 

with a controversy regarding the health 

of two-time footballer-of-the-year 

Ronaldo surrounding the team before 

kick-off, they never seemed to gain 

focus. Ronaldo, who is rumoured to 

have had every ailment known to medi¬ 

cine (including going to hospital for a 

seizure earlier in the day), was virtually 

invisible during the game. His team¬ 

mates, said to have been openly fighting 

before the match about the viability of 

the young star playing, did not help the 

cause by coming out flatter than a three- 

day-old beer. 

While it is easy to point at the bick¬ 

ering, underachieving, superbly talented 

§ 

team from South 

America, it does H 

take two to tango, K 

and the suffocat- H 

ing defence of the 

French must be wf 

credited. Led by Wi 
defenders Marcel |g| 

Desailly and W, 
Thuram and goal- 

tender Fabien 

Barthez, ‘les bleus’ W 

set up an impecca- ip 

ble back wall that §?. 

even the vaunted 

Brazilian attack 

could not pene- 

trate. 

While the sen- So® 

sational defence of 

the host team was £9! 

impressive, it was SKs 

also expected. The ||| 

question posed by 

most analysts H 

going into the H 

game was about 

where the French » 

goals were going Kg 

to come from, gag 

Early in the final SI 

this seemed like a _ 

valid question as "^akmg to the field to fight off the post-World Cup blues. 

superstar mid- PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

fielder Zinedine Zidane twice set up the intermission. 

striker Guivar’ch for golden scoring After Desailly picked up his second 

opportunities, only to see the forward yellow card and was subsequently 

miss badly. This all changed in the 27th ejected in the 68th minute, it appeared 

minute when Zidane took it upon him- the French would be forced to sit back 

self to put France on the board by head- and hold on to the lead. With offensive 

ing in a corner to score the only goal minded substitutes Denilson and 

France would need. ‘Zizou’ continued Edmundo joining the two strikers 

his offensive attack with a second goal, Bebeto and Ronaldo for Brazil, it 

also a header off of a corner kick in the seemed that it was only a matter of time 

45th minute, to really put the pressure 

on the defending champs at Please see France on page 17 
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Chasing Roger Maris 
By Robert MacNeil 

Thirty-seven years ago, in 1961, New 

York City was set on fire by fan-favourite 

Mickey Mantle. If anyone was going to 

break Babe Ruth’s record of 60 home 

runs in one season, it was going to be the 

Yankees’ star centre fielder. Mantle faced 

surprising competition, though, from 

teammate Roger Maris and the two play¬ 

ers were neck-and-neck in the race 

heading into September. The media were 

relentless in pursuing the two players 

and the fans favoured Mantle so much 

that they booed Maris every time he hit 

a home run. Mantle injured himself 

going into the final month and was out 

for the season, so the chase to eclipse 

Ruth’s mark fell on the humble shoul¬ 

ders of Maris. The Kansas farm boy 

seemed an unlikely candidate to handle 

the pressures placed on him by both the 

fans and the media. On the last day of 

the season, with his hair falling out in 

clumps from the pressure, Maris blasted 

a pitch into the right field stands and 

wrote his name into the history books. 

In 1998, baseball fans are coming to 

the ballpark a little earlier than usual 

because batting practice has become the 

hottest ticket in town. This is the sum¬ 

mer in which Maris’ record of 61 home 

runs is predicted to fall. There are three 

men currently poised to surpass his 

mark. While they are all receiving lots of 

media coverage, the demeanours of 

Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa are 

quite different from those of Ken 

Griffey Jr. 

The current leader in this race is 

McGwire of the St. Louis Cardinals. As 

of July 23 he had 43 home runs with 62 

games to go. McGwire was traded to St. 

Louis last season from the Oakland 

Athletics and became an instant fan- 

favourite. This last winter, he became a 

free agent and was set to be made the 

highest paid player in baseball history. 

Instead, he took less money in order to 

stay close to his young son who moved 

to St. Louis with McGwire’s ex-wife. 

Batting practice has taken on a new 

meaning since McGwire began his trek 

to demolish Maris’s record. Fans sit back 

in their seats in awe of this towering 

individual who pounds baseballs into the 

far reaches of the stadium as if he were 

hitting golf balls. 

Much like Maris, the Chicago Cubs’ 

Sosa began the year an unlikely candi¬ 

date to top 61 home runs in a season. 

However, when he set the new record 

for home runs in the month of June with 

20, he jumped into the fray with a 

vengeance. Currently in third place with 

37 home runs, this slugger has become 

Chicago’s new favourite son and his gen¬ 

erosity off the field has been put into the 

spotlight as well. When he was a child, 

his father passed away and Sosa had to 

go into the streets of the Dominican 

Republic and shine shoes to help pay for 

Please see Race on page 17 

Leafs sign 
saviour? 

By Robert MacNeil 

On July 18, the Toronto Maple Leafs 

dove head first into the free agent 

sweepstakes by signing the premier 

goaltender available, Curtis Joseph. 

Cujo was signed to a four-year deal 

worth $24 million and becomes the 

Leafs latest hope to propel them into 

the playoffs for the first time in two sea¬ 

sons. 

Joseph had a fairly strong regular sea¬ 

son last year for the Edmonton Oilers, 

but he really earned his money when the 

playoffs started in April. He was phe¬ 

nomenal against the Colorado 

Avalanche and almost single-handedly 

won the seven-game series. It is in this 

area that the Leafs expect Joseph to pro¬ 

vide the greatest improvement over 

Felix Potvin. 

Cujo, however, is realistic about his 

situation in Toronto. He realizes their 

dismal record over the last two seasons 

but his positive attitude is unquestioned. 

“Being a Canadian kid it is exciting for 

me to play in Canada. I know it’s going 

to be a challenge, the team has a little 

ways to go [in making the playoffsj. I 

can help in that regard” says Joseph. 

Please see Free on page 16 
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Free agent, big 
Continued from page 15 

In analyzing his latest sign¬ 
ing, Maple Leafs President and 
General Manager Ken Dryden 
referred to Joseph in glowing 
terms to the media assembled at 
Maple Leaf Gardens. “In look¬ 
ing at the free agents available 
this summer, we saw him as the 
best free agent available, in part 
because of his performance, in 
part because of his age, in part 
because as a goalie he is still in 
the midst of his peak years,” 
articulated Dryden. 

“In looking at free 
agents available... we 
saw him as the best.” 

— Ken Dryden, Leafs 
president and GM 

What to do with current 
goaltender Felix Potvin now 
becomes the newest and most 
interesting question on the 
Toronto hockey scene. After 
hearing the news, Potvin made 
it clear he had to go. “I think it 
would be hard for both of us to 
play there.” The next step is 

obviously a trade and there is 
no shortage of rumours as to 
where he may end up. The 
wildest rumour has Potvin 
packaged with Leafs Captain 
Mats Sundin, and sent to the 
Philadelphia Flyers for centre 
Eric Lindros. While many Leafs 
fans would be thrilled to see 
Lindros wearing the blue and 
white, Sundin is arguably just as 
good a player. More impor¬ 
tantly, even though Lindros is 
stronger and more physical, 
some seasons he has spent more 
time in the trainer’s room than 
on the ice. Other Potvin trade 
rumours include him heading to 
the Montreal Canadiens for 
high-scoring winger Mark 
Recchi or to the Vancouver 
Canucks for disgruntled 50 goal 
scorer Pavel Bure. 

While hockey fans of the 
Edmonton Oilers will be shak¬ 
ing their heads and wondering 
how Joseph could betray them 
by signing for millions in 
Toronto, they can be content in 
the knowledge that many fans 
in other cities are experiencing 
the same pain. 

Brett Hull, who had played 

.spoKib oc rniN^ 

bucks 
most of his NHL career with 
the St. Louis Blues, bolted his 
team and signed a three-year 
deal with the Dallas Stars for 
$17 million. The reason Hull 
gave for his defection was the 
decision by Blues management 
not to grant hint a no-trade 
clause in his contract. 

While it was widely known 
that Hull wished to stay in St. 
Louis, the savvy and aggressive 
Doug Gilmour did not have the 
same attachment to the New 
Jersey Devils. The Chicago 
Blackhawks lured the veteran 
with a ridiculous three-year, 
$18 million contract, hoping to 
improve on last season. 

With all this money being 
spewed out like a slot machine 
at a Windsor casino, hockey 
fans in these cities will hope 
that the latest hired-guns can 
lead them to the promised land 
and a drink from Lord Stanley’s 
Cup in the spring of 1999. As 
for those teams that can’t afford 
to dish out expensive retire¬ 
ment contracts to talented, but 
aging hockey stars, they can 
always look to the Ottawa 
Senators for inspiration. 

just wait 'til you see 

Student Magazine 

Kingston's #1 student city guide for over 18 years is 

YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE!! 

Look for Welcome Back in residence, or 

grab yours at the great big red & white CKLC radio 

on Union St. near University during Frosh Week! 

Old dog, 
new tricks 

By Adam Kaminsky 

When it rains, it pours. 
After 18 years on the profes¬ 

sional golf tour searching for a 
major win, Mark O’Meara has 
won two of those prized cham¬ 
pionships in one year. Exactly 
100 days after winning the 
green jacket at the Masters, the 
41-year-old Orlando native 
hoisted the Claret jug awarded 
to him for being the 127th 
British Open Champion. 

During a time in which 
young golfers often reign 
supreme, it was the cagey vet¬ 
eran who tamed the Royal 
Birkdale course, with its 
tremendous winds and tricky 
par fours. Things were not easy 
for O’Meara, who was forced 
into a 4-hole playoff by little 
known American Brian Watts, 
before clinching victory. Watts, 
who plays his golf on the 
Japanese tour, was able to play 
consistent golf and made every 
shot that he had to during the 
first 72 holes, but he simply did 
not have enough in his bag to 
win the playoff against the con¬ 
sistent O’Meara. 

As is always the case when 
playing at The Open 
Championship, the weather was 
the story . of the tournament. 
The first round saw great condi- 
tions7 and the scores were 
indicative of that, as there was a 
general assault on par led by 
Tiger Woods’s and John 
Huston’s 65s. The scoring bliss 
came to an abrupt end as the 
weather took a turn for the 
worse and the famous winds off 
the Irish Sea made themselves 
known. With winds that seemed 
to be more fitting for a 
Hollywood disaster movie than 
a major golf tournament, the 

final three rounds saw par 
become an ambitious goal. With 
the leaders after 72 holes hold¬ 
ing steady at even par, and the 
field falling precipitously after 
that, it became clear that the old 
course had beaten the pros on 
this weekend. 

While some of the pros were 
being made to look like 
Saturday afternoon hackers, the 
story of the tournament was 17 
year-old English amateur Justin 
Rose. After scoring a 66 in the 
second round — the low score 
of the day and placing him sec¬ 
ond on the tournament leader- 
board — he became the darling 
of the media and galleries alike. 
While many predicted a return 
to earth in the final two rounds, 
he continued to play a very 
mature game, and with his dra¬ 
matic birdie chip on the 72nd 
hole, he strode off the Royal 
Birkdale course with confidence 
to spare and a two over score 
for the tournament. While his 
score tied him for fourth, his 
amateur status did not allow 
him to collect the $125,000 that 
he earned over the four days. 
This was quickly rectified as the 
future star decided after his 
most fruitful weekend to turn 
professional, and he will begin 
collecting cheques at the 
European tour stop in the 
Netherlands this weekend. 

Coming into this golf season, 
it was the ‘young pups’ on the 
tour who were predicted to 
improve on their performance 
at the majors from last year and 
really dominate during this cam¬ 
paign. They have for the most 
part struggled and it has been 
the old dog who has been show¬ 
ing the most impressive tricks. 

It is he who barks last, who 
barks loudest. 
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The race 
to 62 
Continued from page 15 

clothes and food. When he 
became a major-league star, he 
did not forget where he came 
from and his generous contribu¬ 
tions matched his exorbitant 
salary. He provided clothes and 
food for hungry families in his 
hometown, bought computers 
for the local schools, and paid 
for hospital services for those 
who could not afford it. Also, 
he never forgot the woman that 
has mattered the most to him, 
his mother, for whom he has 
bought three houses. 

Griffey Jr. of the Seattle 
Mariners is second in the quest 
with 40 home runs. He has 
enjoyed success throughout his 
career and received the most 
votes this year for the All-Star 
Game at Coors Field in Denver. 
After publicly refusing to take 
part in the home run hitting 
contest during the All-Star fes¬ 
tivities, the press and the fans 
were vocal with their criticism. 
He chose not to take part in the 
contest because he argued that 
trying to hit home runs would 
disrupt his swing. When Junior 
said this, he instantly repre¬ 
sented everything that is wrong 
with sports. Here was another 
over-priced athlete not wanting 
to participate in a contest for 
the very people that were pay¬ 
ing his salary: the fans. 
Thankfully, Griffey Jr. recog¬ 
nized the depth of his insensi¬ 
tivity and at the last moment, 
and decided to participate in 
the contest which he eventually 
won, much to the delight of the 
fans. 

These three men play in a 
different era than Roger Maris, 
an era of multi-million dollar 
contracts and endorsements. 
Players today feel that they 
should be left alone because 
they are normal people with 
careers like everyone else. 

Wrong. When a person 
makes millions of dollars and 
people have to pay a ridiculous 
amount of money to see him “at 
work” then they are entitled to 
something extra. Fans are enti¬ 
tled to see their favourite play¬ 
ers perform at the very game in 
which they choose the players. 
They shouldn’t have to be faced 
with a whiny, spoiled brat like 
Griffey. Thankfully, there are 
players like McGwire and Sosa 
who love the game and decide 
where to play based on family 
concerns — players who never 
forget their roots when they 
become famous. These are the 
players that have the burden 
and responsibility to repair 
some of the damage that base¬ 
ball has inflicted on itself over 
the last 15 years. 

electrolysis 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 
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France joins exclusive club 
Continued from page 15 

before they scored a man-up 
goal. This was not the case as 
the French continued their stel¬ 
lar defensive play, and in the 
90th minute put the final nail in 
the coffin with mid-fielder 
Emmanuel Petit icing the game 
on a breakaway. 

When belligerent Brits 
and Germans travel all 

the way to a World 
Cup to simply bash 

skulls, there is 
certainly a problem. 

Despite the fact that the final 
did not score high on the enter¬ 
tainment meter, the tournament 
as a whole did not disappoint. 
There were as always highs and 
lows, surprises and disappoint¬ 
ments in this soccer celebra¬ 
tion. 

The fans provided many of 
the highs of the month long 
party. From the neat and tidy 
Japanese, who cleaned up the 

stands after a game, to the wild 
and crazy Jamaicans, every 
game had a cultural flavour 
involved. It was the interest of 
the world in this tournament 
that never ceases to amaze. 
Businesses in Canada were clos¬ 
ing for big games, and Canada 
has only made the Cup once, 
and that was back at Mexico 
’86. 

While the fans provided the 
highs, they also provided the 
lows. As has been mentioned 
and discussed repeatedly, the 
hooliganism that reared its ugly 
head in France must be 
stopped. When belligerent Brits 
and Germans travel all the way 
to a World Cup to simply bash 
skulls, there is certainly a prob¬ 
lem. Another low point of the 
tournament was the uneven 
officiating that will always be a 
problem, but seemed to be 
magnified this time around. 
The final was extremely well 
officiated, but the disparate use 
of red cards throughout the 
remainder of the tournament 
greatly affected a number of 

games — just ask David 
Beckham and the English. 

The emergence of Croatia, 
and their run to the semi-final 
was the story of the tourna¬ 
ment. Led by Golden Boot win¬ 
ner (most goals in tournament) 
David Suker, the Croats beat 
the Germans handily in the 
quarter-final, only to lose 2-1 
to the eventual champion. In 
their first World Cup, this 
young nation had a phenome¬ 
nal run. 

The early exit taken by the 
Spaniards and the controversial 
shoot-out loss by the English 
were the two major disappoint¬ 
ments. The Spanish, picked by 
many to go deep into the brack¬ 
ets lost their first game to 
Nigeria and were never able to 
recover, leading them to an 
early exit in the first round. 
The English also enjoyed the 
fancy of many pre-tournament 
prognosticators and led by 18- 
year-old striker Michael Owen, 
looked to be on the right track. 
But with the 47th minute ejec¬ 
tion of Beckham in their sec¬ 

ond-round game with 
Argentina they were forced to 
play down a man. Showing 
resilience, the English were able 
to bring the game to a shoot¬ 
out, but were beaten, thus dash¬ 
ing the dreams of the home 
island. 

There were certainly some 
very exciting moments during 
the month long celebration of 
the world’s most popular team 
sport, but no action on the 
pitch could match the scene of 
hundreds of thousands of sup¬ 
porters, French and foreign, 
surrounding the Arc de 
Triomphe on the Champs 
d’Elysees. These hordes of peo¬ 
ple, were all peacefully cele¬ 
brating the most recent entry to 
the World Cup club, only the 
seventh country to be so hon¬ 
oured. 

The next time that a joke is 
told with the punch line ridicul¬ 
ing the French tradition of sec¬ 
ond best, just smile and 
remember Zinedine Zidane and 
his World Cup champion 
teammates. 

f Major coverage 
Minor cost 

from DirectProtect 

For as low as 
$7.99 a month. 

Bet you never thought you'd be screaming vOOllOO about 

insurance? Now you can! 

Insurance 101 is the easy (And cheat)) way to keep your valuables 

protected. Stuff like your computer, your bike, your leather 

jacket, your CD playei. With Insurance 101, you get: 

• $5,000 of coverage for just $7.99/month'? - the only $5,000 plan of its 

kind, developed with students in mind. (You can get more coverage at a 

great price if you need it.) 

Whatever you choose to protect, with Insurance 101 from DirectProtect, you’re always guaranteed 

a quick no-obligation quote, an easy-to-budget payment plan 

and major discounts of up to 30%. 

Protect your car, too. 
Insurance 101 also makes it easy (and real chean) to keep your car protected 

You can: 
■ reduce your premium by adjusting your deductible 

• purchase extra coverage for roadside emergency service 

• purchase extra coverage to protect the value of your new car for 
the first 30 months you own it 
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LOVING YOUR PEISIT 
PICTURE YOURSELF ON A HOT summer 

night. The heat is so unbelievably 

unbearable that, despite having a jet 

propeller sized fan going full blast, you’re 

forced to leave your unscreened bedroom 

window wide open. Now, given the 

choice, what ghetto pest would you rather 

find yourself snuggling with when the 

morning came? Raccoons are big and ill- 

tempered, so they’d probably hog the bed. 

A groggy skunk might respond 

unfavourably if you startled it out of 

its sleep. A mouse, delighted with its 

new-found environment, could con¬ 

ceivably burrow itself permanently in 

your room without you ever noticing, 

coming out only for Cheetos and Brita. 

Squirrels, on the other hand, aren’t too 

big, too cheeky or too smelly, and they 

can’t easily get by unnoticed. In fact, most 

are happy, furry little guys who make cute 

little noises and will gladly dispose of 

some of your garbage for you. 

I don’t understand why some people 

hate them so much. They have so many 

redeeming qualities. Their potential to 

favourably alter one’s emotional state is a 

prime example. The sight of an overjoyed 

squirrel munching away on an acorn, his 

little squirrel cheeks puffed and stuffed, 

never fails to put a smile on my face no 

matter how bad my day has been. 

Carrying on a frenzied chase with one 

through the park is a great stress-reliever. 

Also, having a. squirrel .leap out at you. 

from inside a garbage can is a far cheaper 

jump start than a cup of coffee, and its all¬ 

natural to boot. All in all, I can’t think of 

another more useful wild animal. 

It confuses me even more that anyone 

could hate squirrels after having grown up 

with Chip and Dale, during the pre- and 

post-Rescue Rangers eras/ In 

early Disney cartoons, they 

were time and 

time again the 

reluctant partici¬ 

pators in ongoing 

conflicts with 

Donald Duck and 

his tourette’s-esque 

tendencies. They 

just wanted him to 

mind his own 

beeswax, for 

God’s sake, 

but Donnie 

always had 

some sick plan 

to do them 

in, usually 

involving a 

fate worse 

than any 

given roadrunner sce¬ 

nario. They refused to 

be victims, that’s all. 

The hate toward 

squirrels I see in 

people’s eyes 

reminds me of 

that crazed-fer- 

ret look Donald 

Duck got 

hen- 

ever he prepared a trap 

for poor little Chip and 

the pitiable Dale. It really 

scares me. I mean, how can people still 

harbour any disdain for squirrels after 

Chip and Dale’s network triumph as the 

virtuous Rescue Rangers? If episode after 

episode of heroic deeds can do nothing to 

soften the squirrel-hater’s sour heart, then 

society has a problem that goes far deeper 

than pest control. 

How is it that species discrimination 

still exists after the legacy of Alvin, Simon 

and Theodore? Not only did they speak as 

articulately as Chip and Dale, they were 

also fully domesticated — beyond domes¬ 

ticated in fact. They clothed themselves, 

went to school, and were virtu¬ 

ally indistinguishable from the 

average youth in every way, 

other than their physical 

appear- 

a n c e 

and the 

fact 
that 

they are 

interna¬ 

tional pop 

superstars. 

Although 

Dave got 

furious 

hijinx, 

he consistently 

reached a period of 

calm acceptance and, 

eventually, forgive¬ 

ness. Each and 

every one of us 

needs Dave’s 

virtuousness 

and maturity in 

dealing with our 

ghetto co-residents. There’s no need to 

make them little embroidered squirrel- 

length sweaters, get them all a recording 

deal or even attempt to find them all 

mates who closely match their personality 

and physical characteristics. I’m only sug¬ 

gesting a change be made in the commu¬ 

nities’ collective attitude toward squirrels: 

“Be more like Dave, less like Donald.” 

Note also that it would be in each of our 

interests to be identified with a moder¬ 

ately good-looking and successful song¬ 

writer rather than a ranting, half-naked 

waterfowl whose high-stress lifestyle will 

inevitably cost him his life. 

Likely, our worst offense is the ten¬ 

dency to forget that if it weren’t for log¬ 

gers chopping down all the trees to build 

houses and streets, squirrels wouldn’t be 

pests at all. I’m sure that your average 

neighourhood rodent chum would much 

rather be harvesting the bounty from 

some lush forest glen than getting his 

hands on your half-eaten, week-old 

hotdog wiener. So the next time 

you pass one of those dirty1, 

hungry, funny-smelling little 

; guys, try' to remember this: 

they aren’t about to plug 

you for change, squeegee 

your car, or cut their lawn at 

seven-thirty in the morning. 

They just want a little space, 

a bit of respect, a pinch of 

tolerance, and maybe a 

mop of curly hair to 

nestle up in once in a 

_ while. 

* Note that chipmunks are just smaller, 
less uniformly-coloured squirrels. Please 
believe me, I looked it up. 

Until age 13, Ken Butland was under the 

impression he was being raised by a colony of 

squirrels. Turns out his family is just weird. 

MISCELLANEOUS SQUIRREL FACTS 
Taxonomy: Sciuridac (the rodent family) 

Speed: Clocked at speeds of up ro 20 mph 

Leaping Potential: Up to 6 feet (horizontally) 

Life Expectancy. 5 to 6 years in the wild, up to 20 in captivity 

Size of Territory: 1 ro 7 square acres 

Squirrel Capital of the World: Washington, D.C. 

Onomatepiac Approximation of Squirrel Noises: ‘rchrr’ 

Largest Squirrel: The Rafuta squirrel of Asia, approx. 3 feet in length 

Interesting Diet Facts:* Salted peanuts are actually harmful to squirrels 

• Squirrels don't like mear all that much, 

they’ll only eat ir if they can’t find anything else 

• Their chief preference is the sunflower seed 

THE GRIZZLY GRILL 
Ink-resting appetizers, a variety of pasta dishes, 

griilcil meats fresh fish, gourmet pizza from our wood htirning oven. 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 
A wonderful brunch served every Sundav 

from 11 ant - 3 pm! 

FIRESIDE FOLK 

Enjoy some of the area's lincst musicians 

Live in the Lodge every Wednesday niuhl! 

Call us for other entertainment listings 

including live comedy! 

(Redefining Casual Dining. Exceptional Value 
395 Princess Street Reservations: 544-7566 
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EDDY S 
A Touch of New Orleans 
in Downtown Kingston! 

„ . FEATURING 

FRESH SEAFOOD l CAJUN CUISINE 
_ANP A WHOLE LOT MORE! 

393 Princess Street (tWite m- Grizzly Grill) 531 -9770 
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Oh, the places you’ll go, 
course load. 

There is also the fact that 1 kind ot 

like it here, and am in no great rush to 

face the "Real World.” The Real World 

is filled with life-long careers, mort¬ 

gages, responsibility, and small children, 

all of which I would rather avoid for the 

present. 
Moving far away from my parents 

has taught me two eternal truths: 

1) My mom was right. This applies to 

every disagreement I ever had with my 

., I mother from “No, I won t be home- 

nr ' IAT'S ME™ Teft HJh oJe V *Fto "I can so st'ay one till 3 a.m. and 
I one on the left wtth Queens hcmewcrlc done.” Not likely. 
1 written on her forehead It s been ^ for ,( reaUy sucks. 

over four years since I deeded to come itJweren.t f|r bagels, l wou|d starve, 

to Queen s, guided by some inexplicable 

desire to move very far away from my MoJt of will als0 be living away 

^^SS^dly- foom home while at Queers, and will 

introducing myself to Hoormates who probably real.ze s.m.Unr thmgn After all 

became good friends, meeting people 1 y°" «e here to learn That doesn t just 

haven't fpoken to since frosh week - ">ean classes (although they are some- 

and yet somehow four years of my life nmes informative) it means getting 

have vanished since then. >"v°lved ™e °f the thousands of 
Now, anyone with basic math skills sluts or volunteer groups, it means 

will realize that since an honours meeting people, and mostly it means 

Bachelor of Arts theoretically takes four being willing to take chances. Sure, 

years to finish, I should have left you 11 occasionally look like a fool when 

Queen's by now. I'm not still here you try something new - b. „ l-,„re or 

because I’m doing graduate work, it’s 

because I, like so many others, am on 

the extended plan. Yes, the 'five year 

plan,’ the ‘victory lap’ — whatever you 

want to call my extended academic 

career, it means a little more time devot¬ 

ed to that undergraduate degree. In my 

case, the extra year became a necessity 

after I switched majors for about the 

sixth time and became too involved in 

extra-curricular activities to take a full 

be it karate or 

ballroom dancing — but even if you 

don’t succeed right away, you’ll have a 

funny story to tell your new friends. 

Elizabeth Frogley 
Special Publications Editor 1998-99 

JVrts i. Science Frosh 

Welcome to Queen s 

AM (Arts & Science Undergraduate Society) warmly 
welcomes you to your new home. Just so you know, if 

you're an Arts & Science student you are already a 
member! No qualifying, no special meetings, just 

instant membership with all the fringe benefits. 

Phone 545-6278 or Fax 545-6475 us with any questions 
that you may have. Better yet, just stop by! 

We are located at The Core (183 University Ave.) - just 
North of the JDUC. 

You are going to be working hard for the next 3-4 years, 
so this is the place to play hard! Come check us out 

and get involved! 

The largest faculty society at Queen's! 

REMEMBER: SIZE DOES MATTER!! 

On September l, 1996, I found 

myself crammed into the back 

seat of a van that was overflow¬ 

ing with every belonging I felt I could 

not live without during my first year 

away from home. p, 
On this particular Labour Day, my 

parents and I drove along the crowded 

401, passing hundreds of low riding cars 

packed to the max with frosh bound tor 

Queen’s. Guided on our way by signs 

which read “Turn back now frosh and 
save yourselves,” “Thank you fathers for hours a day. I 
your daughters” and “It’s all over frosh, Where else can you stagger home at 5 

it’s too late to go back. Ha! Ha!,” it was a.m. to find, not a grounding but anoth- 

a relatively short and painless trip to er drunken university fest. Where else 
Ki on can you stay out all night without a 

As we neared K-town, however, I felt worry about the midterm you have to 

my heart begin to pound and my storn- write in four hours? Where else can you 

ach churn while visions of horrific, be broke and starving because you spent 

sadistic and degrading frosh rituals your last $20 at Alfie’s Pub? 

rushed through my mind. On a more serious note, I know how 

Before I knew it, we were approach- frightening it can be to move away from 

ing the first set of lights off the Sir John home to a new environment where you 

A. MacDonald exit. To my absolute hor- don’t know anyone. To ease your minds, 

ror, there was an effervescent group of let me assure you that Queen’s students 

purple, mohawk-headed students, are extremely approachable. As long as 

armed with baseball bats. They were you don’t lock yourself in your room 

awaiting the next influx of frosh-laden and refuse to participate, you won’t 

automobiles to be trapped at the traffic have any problems meeting new people, 

lights. That’s what frosh week is all about. 

The light turned red just as we Everyone’s in the same position as you 

approached the intersection, leaving me are. 

in the hands of God’s mercy to save me My most important piece of advice 

from these vicious-looking purple peo- for all of you frosh is: become involved 

pie. I slid down in my seat, hoping to be in everything you can. The only way 

overlooked by the freakish rogues who you’re going to meet people is if you go 

were checking each car for frosh. out and make an effort. There are so 

“Who’s got frosh?” one of them many great clubs, teams and organiza- 

yelled to the traffic. tions at Queen’s that you’ll be sure to 

Everyone was silent. find your own niche somewhere. 

A second later, to my trepidation, I will now leave you to make your 

someone screamed, “There’s one right 

here in the back seat.” 

It was my father. 

My entire body froze and my life 

flashed before my eyes as a group of five 

violet-coloured men came at our car, 

waving baseball bats in the air and 

smashing leather jackets on the ground. 

“We’re gonna get you frosh,” they 

screamed. “We’re going to eat you up.” 

Just as I envisioned them dragging me 

out of the car by my hair, forks and pep¬ 

per shakers in hand, the light turned 

green. 

“Thank God,” I thought to myself. 

After that experience, frosh week 

seemed pretty tame. Sliding through 

mud on my stomach, being squashed by 

a human rolling pin and doing an oil 

thigh in the middle of Lake Ontario clad 

in my overalls only added to the excite¬ 

ment I felt at my new-found freedom. 

Although I bawled my eyes out the 

moment my parents left, it was pretty 

exciting to finally be on my own; espe¬ 

cially when I was surrounded by hun¬ 

dreds of people who wanted to party 24 
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own memories in frosh week and dis¬ 

cover your individual impressions of the 

purple people eaters. As my sister 

advised me before I first left home: be 

yourself, have fun, and buy as many 

pairs of underwear as you can so you 

don’t have to do your laundry very 

often. 

Shandley McMurray 

Special Publications Editor 1998-99 

B°"d' Geo"Ash'nl”rs>'Green. Lilian KiiJSnJl Scon. 
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PM 
The meaning of life, 

the university and everything 
Some advice to frosh from grads and profs 

By Duff Wallis 

Like sex, religion and the Spice Girls, 

university means something different to 

everyone. Just think of its root word — 

‘universe.’ That covers a lot of territory. 

And if you’re just beginning your time at 

universe-ity, it can be easy to feel, urn, 

lost in space. 

But while everyone’s experience of 

university is different, it can also be said 

that there are some, well, universal — 

general principles of success for a 

‘higher’ education. With that thought in 

mind, The Journal solicited advice from 

those who have been through the ups, 

downs, and upside-downs of university 

life at Queen’s. 

We polled professors, administrators, 

and recent graduates on three very 

general, but important, questions: 

1. If could read just one book at uni¬ 

versity, what would it be? 

2. If you could do just one thing 

before leaving Queen’s, what would 

it be? 

3. What is university about? 

The following is a list of the best 

answers. 

If you could read just one book at 
university, read... 

A dictionary. 

Affan Qadir, Arts ’96, was one of 

many who pointed out that a university 

education requires reading as many dif¬ 

ferent books as possible. Qadir mused 

“if you read one book as an undergrad, 

you’ve got a problem.” The distaste for 

reading just one book was overwhelm¬ 

ing. Once everyone embraced the hypo¬ 

thetical of having only one book, how¬ 

ever, the consensus was to read some¬ 

thing you normally wouldn’t; a book 

that rattles your cage, so to speak. As 

Matt McPherson, Arts ’98, said, “Read a 

book about something you know 

absolutely nothing about.” Another 

respondent, Andrea Syrtash, Arts ’97, 

took a different tack, claiming it’s better 

to read “anything for pleasure. [It] does¬ 

n’t happen enough when you have read¬ 

ings to do for classes.” 

Some suggestions: 

• Ulysses, James Joyce 

• Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 

Maintenance, Robert M. Pirsig 

• Catch 22, Joseph Heller 

• Das Kapital, Karl Marx 

• Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand 

• All of Shakespeare 

I-........ 'mmy. HI 

Feminist Theory, Marilyn Frye 

• Le Deuxieme Sexe, Simone de 

Beauvoir 

• Darkness at Noon, Arthur Koestler 

• Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe 

• Invisible Man, Ralph Ellison 

• In the Shadow of War: the United 

States since the 1930’s, Michael Sherry 

• Moo, Jane Smiley 

• The Bible 

If you do just one thing before you 
leave Queen’s... 

Doubt. 

That is, challenge your own thoughts 

and values. This was the common tone 

of answers for the ‘what to do’ question. 

Qadir expressed it best, urging students 

to “cause a rupture in your world view. 

It’ll be bad for your soul at first, but, in 

the end, you’ll turn out not too badly.” 

Greg Frankson, Arts ’97, was more 

direct, saying “If the challenges of 

university haven’t forced you to look 

beyond your previous confines and con¬ 

front what you’ve learned, then what 

the hell are you doing here? Get 

involved and carve your niche.” 

McPherson added: “Do something out¬ 

side of school besides boozing. The most 

valuable professional and life skills I 

learned were while working at The 

Journal and the Queen’s Pub.” 

Other suggestions: 

• take part in a revolution 

• when faced with a choice, take the 

challenging alternative 

• learn about another culture (prefer¬ 

ably by travelling abroad) 

• learn how to write vigourous prose, 

understand and use computers, and 

develop skills of resilience 

• be a tourist — Kingston has some 

wonderful sights and attractions 

• live in the student ghetto to experi¬ 

ence Queen’s at its most festive 

• go see the African-Caribbean Culture 

Show and other similar shows at least 

once a year 

University is about... 

Learning... well, a lot of stuff. This 

final question was the source of our 

panel’s greatest inspiration, and frustra¬ 

tion. As Dean of Arts and Science Bob 

Silverman said, “This is the strangest 

question of all and results in the 

strangest answers." Some answers were 

very general (“learning and changing”) 

while others were quite specific. History 

professor Geoff Smith said university is 

about “Learning to think critically, 

learning from mistakes, and developing 

tolerance and empathy.” 

The only common thread was the 

term ‘learning’; but what came after it 

varied considerably. 

So. University is about learning: 

• big words 

• to do things at the last minute 

• to change — socially, emotionally, and 

intellectually 

• who you are 

• to try everything once “except illicit 

drugs and skydiving” 

• to question everything, including 

one’s university education 

Qadir, for one, still questions 

whether he got it right. “I couldn’t pos¬ 

sibly tell you what university is about,” 

he said. “I still think about all that 

money I pumped into my education and 

wonder: why didn’t I just get a couple of 

friends together, rent a house, and start 

up our own little university? Cheaper 

tuitions, no deadlines, classes whenever. 

We could bring drinks to class, which 

would be our living room, and we’d talk 

about this and that. We’d read and read. 

We’d write and write. And we’d be just 

as educated as you.” 

“Unless, of course, you go into the 

sciences. Then, you’d be smarter in 

terms of lab work. Cause we couldn’t 

possibly afford a modern-day laborato¬ 

ry. Perhaps a crude one in the bathroom, 

for experiments on the effects of differ¬ 

ent drugs and shit like that.” 

Qadir concluded with his advice to 

students: “Go to university, attend the 

lectures, but don’t pay. No one will ever 

know.” 
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The student housing area is a learning experience all to itself. 
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10. Princess Court 5. On a Haunted Walk 
Cinema for a flick for a ghostly tour 

9. The Laundry Cafe for 4. Biking by the lake 
cheesecake 

3. Victoria park for a 
8. The Boiler Room for 

wall-climbing antics 
game of ultimate 

2. Ice skating at Jock 
7. Ban Rlgh Cafeteria Harty Arena 

for ice cream 
1. Vic Hall first floor 

6. Fort Henry: a great common room for 

picnicking spot Party of Five 

Missing home? Have your mom sign this ad 

and bring it in before Thanksgiving for a bowl 

of homemade soup. 

Mom signs here:_ 

Open daily 10 a.m. -1 a.m. 

Non-smoking 

Located at 291 Princess (at Clergy) 

542-2232 



We offer a wide variety of Personal Computers In Pentium I and n. 

Laptops, Custom built machines. Printed and Peripherals to 

fill your every Qoed. 

Receive Free! 

With this Ad and your Queen’s Student ID you receive: 

- Free Box of 3.5" Diskettes with any in store purchase 

With the purchase of a new Computer System you get: 

Free High Quality Word Processor & other assorted Sol 
*** Free Power Bar 
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Studying at Queen s 
A lot more than vou bargained for 

Summer 1998 

By Laura MacInnis 

If you rhink that Orientation Week 

will be the last time you'll see your fel¬ 

low first-year students all together, 

you’re probably not be familiar with the 

nuances of "study week" at Queen’s. 

The week-long break between classes 

and exams is a reunion of sorts, a rime 

when everyone is thrown back together 

in a crash-course in exam survival. No 

matter if you’ve been diligent in your 

readings or you still can t figure out 

where your classes are being held, you’ll 

be reunited with fellow frosh in a some¬ 

what colder, more stressful, but just as 

social sequel to frosh week. 

This week off has so much potential, 

you may as well start planning for it now. 

Make friends with the library early. 

You may not visit it often, but at least 
you’ll know where it is. 

It’s a “vacation" from classes, professors, 

TA’s, and the regular routine. Think of it 

as a break from the ordinary, a chance to 

find yourself, and a great opportunity to 

fall in love. 
Studying, while a little stressful, is a 

great ice-breaker. It gives you a good 

excuse to approach that cutie you’ve 

never spoken with in your Biology lab, 

or the intriguing character in the back 

row of your English lecture. 

Some key exam-time conversation 

starters: 

— When’s your first exam? 

— This is going to be a killer! 

— I can’t believe how behind I am! 

— Want to grab a coffee with me? 

Everyone’s game for a little exam¬ 

time dating antics. Distractions from 

studying are most appealing at this time 

of year, and days in the library get a little 

drab without some shameless flirting. 

Now, I don’t want to suggest that 

exam-time studying is all fun and games. 

For all you slackers and sleepy-heads out 

there, study week can be a rude awaken¬ 

ing of sorts. Those pages, chapters and 

books you skipped over in favour of a 

nap or an afternoon at Clark are enough 

to bury you. Those early morning classes 

you slept through have created a large 

void in your notebook where lecture 

notes should be. You long to befriend 

those keeners who you snickered at dur¬ 

ing class. They, on the other hand, are 

snickering at you as you slam your head 

against your desk. 

But there is hope. The great thing 

about a week off from class is that you 

can manipulate it to fit your lifestyle per¬ 

fectly. You can choose to sleep in and 

stay up late; you can choose to eat eight 

meals a day (donuts become a staple of 

everyone’s diet), all guilt-free. You can 

ignore all social norms and dedicate 

seven days towards the academic equiv¬ 

alent of an emergency rescue mission. 

The decision of where to study 

should be contingent on your propensi¬ 

ty to flirt. If you can’t resist the poten¬ 

tial of Stauffer Library, opt for a study 

room or your residence room, cush- Sweet, life-giving coffee may pull you 

ioned by a 22-hour quiet rule. through a late night of studying, but it 

It's also advisable to try to avoid won’t help your focus or your nerves. 

places thick with nervous-energy, and ,ournal file photo 

to keep a safe some candy to tide you through the late 
who are in a state of panic — rney u just 

nights. 
stress you out more. 3 Don't forget to eat. Seems simple 

You could a so ta e t e enough, but so many students forget to 
and spend your pre-exam time at coffee 8 ^ meals in during 

thops and/or pubs, purring your mind at yoursclf. a sakd or ho” 

meal will sit much better than anything 

you’ll find in the vending machines at 

ease over a hot cocoa or a pint. 

Nothing you can’t handle 

The key to surviving your exams is 

not to let the stress get to you. Here are 

a few tips from a seasoned slacker on 

how to make it through with a smile: 

this time of year. 

4. Call home. A LOT. Your parents 

and friends at home are the ideal audi¬ 

ence for your exam-time woes. They’re 

not stressed out like your roommate, 

I. Get your ZZZs. No matter how floormates, and all your friends. Let it all 

much material you have to cover or how out; your family can provide a caring 

stressed out your roommate is, it is shoulder to lean on. 

imperative that you stay well rested. 5- Go for long walks Take a stroll 

Sleep in until you feel refreshed; you’ll around campus or at least meander 

be more on-the-ball, and that’s the best around the library every once in a while. 

crarr vnu ran Per Even it:'s awful outside, a little fresh air siari you can get. , ■ 
2. Avoid coffee if you’re stressed. and some exercise will help you clear 

Caffeine, especially java, will set in anxi- y°ur mind and Bet a g°od night’s sleeP at 

ety if you’re feeling on the edge. Try tEe end tEe daY- 

some juice or herbal tea instead, or grab 

549-0520 
www.boiler-room-gym.com 

Canada Computer & Electronics Inc. 
350 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 1B6 

Tel: 613-542-8467 Fax: 613-542-5709 

For 8 years we have been serving the computing needs of 

Queens University, both Staff and Students alike. 

Queen’s chose us because our service, and 

OUR PRICES ARE... 

Over 30 routes 
Highest Indoor Climb in Canada! 

10 min. walk from downtown 

Groups and Parties 

Lessons 
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The truth about roommates 
Toto, I don’t think we’re in Kamloops anymore 

By Sean Springer 

You’re about to embark on your first 

year, gripped by fears of what classes will be 

like, whether everyone will be cooler than 

you and, most importantly, where you’ll 

live. The most pertinent thing though, is 

not the building you are forced to reside in, 

but whose smiling face you’ll see as you 

awaken each morning. Yes, the truth is the 

roommate you have may determine the 

course of your year, your university career, 

and even your life. To 

allay your fears or pre¬ 

pare you for the worst, 

here is the uncensored ^ 

truth about room-- 

mates. 

In relation to room¬ 

mates, there are three 

species of residence 

frosh. 

1. Those who boldly 

enter some random 

roommate lottery while 

well aware of an 

incredible potential for 

fun, terror and lunacy. 

2. Those who 

shrewdly ride the coat¬ 

tails of a high school __ 

acquaintance into a 

common space. 

They’ve now found 

security in avoiding a 

lottery of mediocre 

odds, however, the year 

exposes everyone’s true 

colours. The potential 

for fun, terror and lunacy loom equally as 

large — usually even larger. 

3. Those who like to walk the path to a 

secure asylum realizing that a roommate — 

lottery or no lottery — is a loaded risk for 

unlimited fun, terror and lunacy, which lies 

on a scale too suspicious for luck. These 

people make the cozy request for a table for 

one, increasing the grounds for exile to the 

desert isle of West Campus. 

So, because we’re talking about room¬ 

mates, I’ll focus on number one and how to 

interpret the results of the panicky lottery. 

And where does the ball roll? Well, when 

two identical sub-species collide, congratu¬ 

lations, it’s gonna be a great year. If your 

roommate is your antithesis, my apologies, 

it’s gonna be a year from hell. 

Here we go through the tunnel of dark¬ 

ness and up into the light. Let’s size up our 

cast and check out the following wildly 

exaggerated list of characteristics outlining 

the bulk of the kooks, clowns and rock stars 

residence has to offer. Keep in mind that 

some sub-species can crossover. For exam¬ 

ple, Party Lunatic can easily be Casanova 

and Spirit Squadron Leader can also be 

I-Want-Somebody-To-Love. 

devices for success (desk, piano, soccer goal 

post) and now, like Dee Snider, he wants to 

rock. Only 32 nights of insane partying 

coupled with an atrocious mid-semester 

report card will tame this creature. 

HIGHSCH<Xl DEPRIVED FROSH STILL 
ItmiNG 

The twin sister of the aforementioned 

frosh had a similar high school life, but 

SPIRIT SQUADRONLEADER 

This person’s cuddly zeal for the status 

quo makes my blood curdle. This is a 

play-by-the-rules creature. Avoid any mis¬ 

conduct in their presence. They’re often 

called “phonies” or “the don’s pet.” 

HIGH SCHOOL DEPRIVED FROSH 
READYTOEXHALE 

HI. I'M YOUR fcew 
fiooH/rre- mu pick 
youn SIDE OF m sJtoon nj— 

the chagrin of the roommate. In compari¬ 

son, Bill Clinton looks like Grandpa Moses. 

Trouble ensues when Casanova brings 

I-Want-Somebody-To-Love home for a 

one-night stand. 

I FORGOT TO STUDY 

HELPMB 

Strong advice to hard-working frosh: 

avoid the “I Forgot To Study — Help Me” 

frosh. Powerful parents 

propelled this character 

into Queen’s and now, 

they need help. Defer 

them to I- 

Want-Somebody-To-Love 

and watch the love doc¬ 

tor go to work. 

So, roommate control 

is out of your hands, 

right? Basically — yes. 

However, one can slight¬ 

ly deviate a few degrees 

from “A Nightmare On 

Queen’s Crescent” by 

following this intensely 

researched guide of DO’s 
& DON’T’s for 

roommates. 

9*6uu. 'fo 

would rather chain herself to a desk than 

rebel against academia’s oppressive regime. 

This creature will be tamed by studying 

intensely, attending breakfast every morn¬ 

ing and surreptitiously complaining about 

the noise in the wing. There’s little differ¬ 

ence to be found between her and Spirit 

Squadron Leader. 

party lunatic 

This frosh is here for half the experience 

— partying. Whom most would dub “a bad 

influence,” he will stop at nothing to have a 

good time, which usually isn’t all that bad 

except when exams are in session, it’s 5 

a.m. and he’s blaring Trooper. In this case, 

the ship (the roommate) usually ends up 

going down with the captain. He’s also usu¬ 

ally the first to contaminate High School 

Deprived Frosh Waiting to Exhale. 

W/HtWBE PARTY LUNATIC 

The most common of first years, this 

frosh will spend most of the first week 

drinking like a fish. After he’s proved him¬ 

self, the fear of failing will force this frosh 

to miserably flounder between the nightlife 

and Stauffer library. Observe sparse flashes 

of Party Lunatic in Wannabe Party Lunatic 

leading to broken furniture, heavy fines and 

unhappy neighbours. 

I-W ANT-SCWEBODY-T O-LCVE 

This creature is majoring in “how-to-get- 

married-and-become-financially-stable.” 

Beware. 

CASANOVA 

r- . The most exciting and provocative of the 
uring high school, the parents of t is fros|1> this individual will bring a 

sub-species chained this poor (rosh to new companion home nightly - usually to 

DO let your room¬ 

mate know your inner 

self right off the bat. 

Reveal all your peculiar 

vices. If you smoke dope, 

invire her to share in a hash-oil joint right 

after the parents scurry home. If you’re the 

conservative, serious type, write out a list of 

rules, i.e. lights out at 10 p.m., no loud 

music, room must be tidied and vacuumed 

every three days. 

DON’T have sex in the presence of your 

roommate — even if she’s completely 

passed out. 

DO establish a mutual appreciation for 

music. I ran into this problem with my 

roommate, Darren. My passion for acid 

jazz, disco and trip hop became a potent 

toxin when brewed with Darren’s love for 

Garth Brooks. Eventually, we shook hands 

on Frank Zappa, but the musical tension 

never did resolve itself. 

DON’T claim ownership to a bed until 

after fair negotiations with the roommate. 

A roommate disgruntled with his choice of 

bed can spark a postal strike. 

DO share your belongings. Not only is a 

possessive roommate annoying, but he’s 

also a miser and a tight-ass. 

DON’T mistake your room for the floor 

common room. Friends are good. Groupies 

are not. 

DO apply for a new roommate if things 

don’t quite work out. Party Lunatic and 

Spirit Squadron Leader should definitely 

search for separate dugouts. 

DON’T leave your shit on your room¬ 

mate’s bed, particularly food. In fact, have 

an understanding for cleanliness. In my j 

case, Darren was more of a slob than I was j 

so I could relax. 

Above all, be honest with your room- ! 

mate. If Casanova has obviously been too ! 

active in your bed — ask him to do it else- < 
where. Be relaxed. Keep an open mind, and j 

your ship will sail smoothly into a clear sec- j 

ond year in the student ghetto — where the J 

real madness begins. 

Need 
food 



The Campus Bookstore 
"Get Connected" 

Three Step Approach 
(or "How I Saved Time And Money When Buying 

My Textbooks At The Campus Bookstore"). 

Point your browser to 
www.compusbookstore.com 
at home and use our Textbook 
Search Engine to find out what 
books you will need before you 
get to the store. 

t « 

i i 

Come to the store during our 
extended evening hours if 
possible. The store will be less 

busy and you will be able to shop 

with less hassles. 

Make sure that if you plan to pay by cheque that 
you preapprove it here at the store before you pick 
out your books. Other options include Visa, 
Mastercard, debit card, bookstore card, and cash. 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-8 

www.campusbookstore.com • 545-2955 
Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

Welcome to Queen’s 

101 ways to amuse 
yourself in Kingston 

Here are some 
suggestions for those 
of you who are looking 
to do more than just 
sit around and read 

about Marx 

By Lilian Kim 

Your life changes for good once you set¬ 

tle into Queen’s. Far from the secure haven 

of high school, university presents everyone 

with new challenges. But one thing definite¬ 

ly stays the same no matter how many new 

compadres you meet at the lunch line in the 

Ban Righ cafeteria — homework will always 

stink. So the solution: distraction. All 

around campus and K-Town, you’ll find var¬ 

ious outlets for a cool flick, sweet sounds, or 

whatever excites your palette. 

Live at Queen's 

Here are some suggestions for the live 

music junkie in all of us. All the pubs on 

campus showcase musical talent at various 

times throughout the year. Check out Clark 

for RootsRock&Reggae open mic every 

Wednesday night or swing by on Friday 

afternoon for Ritual with its incredible spins 

and sounds. Ritual is a time-honoured tradi¬ 

tion particularly popular with engineering 

students but fun for all, and involves show¬ 

ing up at Clark when the doors open at 

noon, drinking till dinner and then coming 

back for more. Clark also offers great live 

music. It houses impressive line ups like DJ 

Kid Koala, The Gandharvas and the rising 

Jon Coakley, to name a few. 

All around campus and 
K-Town, you'll find various 

outlets for a cool flick, sweet 
sounds, or whatever excites 

your palette. 

Alfie’s is the proud parent of the star¬ 

making Battle of the Bands. This event takes 

place in the second semester and is a great 

opportunity to watch your musician friends, 

next-door neighbours or classmates shine in 

the spotlight. 

If you decide to opt-out on blasting 

speakers and vibrating floors, mosey on over 

to The Queen’s Pub to settle on the comfy 

Sherwin Tija’s Cheshire Women. 
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The Philosopher Kings are just one of 

many great bands that perform in 

Kingston during the school year._ 

PHOTO BY APRIL BOND 
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couches and listen to some relaxing tunes. 

Songsters like the brilliant Ron Sexsmith 

were part of last year’s QP atmosphere, 

making the scene a very pleasant one. The 

QP will be expanding over the summer, and 

will offer a bigger bar, cosier couches, and a 

pool table by the time you arrive in 

September. 

Of course, the university also has more 

hidden gems. The music department holds 

choir and instrumental ensembles that show¬ 

case the talent within the Queen’s commu¬ 

nity. From Bach to Gershwin, you’ll find 

what you’re looking for. 

And for the frosh, you’ll get your first 

taste of what Queen’s has to offer in the live 

music department during orientation week. 

The annual frosh concert is brought to you 

by the Queen’s Entertainment Agency, and 

though the identity of the band that will 

play is top-secret, in past years 54-40 and 

Moist have played, so it’s definitely worth 

attending. 

Celluloid Central 

Sometimes $8.50 for a flick can be 

painful for our wallets, so there are alterna¬ 

tives to satisfy the Kubrick in you without 

stretching the coin. 

You’ll notice that Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society presents movie 

nights throughout the year. For a low, low 

price, you can catch “big hit” flicks. Last 

year’s Scream 2 presentation was, well, a 

scream. A nice way to spend a Sunday night 

before Monday morning throttles us with 

8:30 classes. 

The Student Film Society offers their 

share of movies. From classics to the con¬ 

temporary, the offerings are irresistible. And 

speaking of student film, the Queen’s Film 

Department holds screenings for its various 

production courses at the end of the year. 

Who knows, the Film major who lives in the 

room next door may be the next James 

Cameron. 

Missed an artsy cool flick at one of the 

first-run theatres? (Don’t despair, Princess 

Court Cinemas screens the deep, dark and 

beautiful of the cinematic world. The place 

has an old-fashioned look which adds to the 

classic movie-going experience. 

To be or not to be... 

All the world’s a stage. And here at 

Queen’s the stage is set and the play is ready 

to proceed. 

Queen's Drama Department offers out¬ 

standing stage performances. The cast and 

crew are primarily made up of students. All 

thespians at heart are encouraged to get 

involved with the many productions or at 

least go out and watch. 

Queen’s Musical Theatre’s yearly pro¬ 

duction calls on all who are interested to put 

on their dancing shoes and sing from the 

diaphragm. 

And if that’s not enough for you, then 

“Sing!”- as Queen’s Players like to encour¬ 

age. The singing comedy troupe parodies 

pop-culture with your favourite ’80s tunes. 

You can catch the act each semester at . the 

different pubs and junctions around campus. 

The Grand and Baby Grand Theatres on 

Princess Street house everything from the 

great William Shakespeare to productions 

created by local artists and Queen’s stu¬ 

dents. And not only does the Grand host live 

theatre, but it also presents concerts like the 

Blue Rodeo gig this past May. 

The Domino Theatre on King Street is a 

bit farther from campus, but presents an 

interesting selection of plays year-round, 

and is well worth the walk. . 

In the eyes of the beholder 

For your Picasso fix, head on over to the 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre. The exhibi¬ 

tions are diverse and change regularly. From 

Canadian paintings to African masks, the 

Agnes explores culture at its best. The 

gallery is currently undergoing major reno- 

Students perform in one of the drama 

department’s many productions. 

PHOTO BY ALEX GREEN 

vations, but its temporary home can be 

found at 218 Barrie St. 

And while you’re studying like mad in 

Stauffer Library and the talking elevators are 

testing your nerves, why not break and 

check out the Union Gallery on the ground 

floor. The Union exhibits student works 

with various themes. Cool sculptures and 

intriguing photos are also part of the 

Union’s schema. 

Around campus, especially in the Fine Art 

Department’s home base in Ontario Hall, 

exhibitions are constantly going on. Watch 

for postings to see what’s going on there. 

Boredom is rare here at Queen’s. On 

those days when studying doesn’t seem like 

such a good idea there are a multitude of 

alternatives. There’s a huge supply of enter¬ 

tainment to be had, so get out there and find 

your own favourite way to spend a week¬ 

end. 
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Welcome to Queen! 

Coming out at Queen’s 
Some thoughts and resources for the queer or queer-curious 

By Tara Mansbridge 
absolutely am.izinB resource, it points to ences and ask questions about coming 
everything from good resource libraries out in a new environment. 

There are a lot of things to worry to queer friendly coffee shops around 4. Groups and 
about when you first come to Queen's town. It also contains a number of defin- are.™™*iorganw ^ ______ 

itions of terms It acceptance of gay. lesbian, bisexual cam any questions V-may have. regardless if you're straight, queer or 
uncertain. Questions will range from, confusing for you. 
“Where the hell is the cafeteria?" to 
“How does OSAP really work?” and 
everything in between. You’ll probably 
feel the conflicting pressures of friends, 
school and extracurricular, but it’s 
important to know that if one of your 
particular pressures comes from deciding 
whether or not to come Put at Queen's 
you are not alone. 

The first and foremost thing to 
remember about coming out at Queen’s 
is that how, when and where disclose 
your sexual orientation is your decision. 
There is no right or wrong way to come 
out — it's all about your personal style 
and comfort level. And while Queen’s 
may seem, at times, to be a difficult cam¬ 
pus to come out at, there are lots of peo¬ 
ple and organizations here which want to 
help, 

The Club is queer-friendly, but not 
queer-exclusive; it welcomes everyone: 
straight, queer or undetermined. The 
staff at Club 477 are sensitive to your 
needs and are more than happy to enter- 

Community 
Crisis Centre 544-4357 

Kingston Lesbian Gay, 
Bisexual Information 
Phoneline 531-8981 

Kingston District Community 
Information Centre 542-1001 

Telephone Aid 
Line Kingston 544-1771 

KFL&A Health Unit 549-1232 

Queen’s Student 
Counselling Service 545-2893 

- q.affiT'N. 
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Other queer social places/events 
include the LGBA socials on Friday 
nights, activities during Rainbow Week, 
and, of course, Queerientation. 

5. Just to talk: There are also 
resources if you just need to talk to 
someone one to one. Not only will your 
don or floor senior be happy to help, 
Health, Counselling and Disability 
Services have counselors available to lis¬ 
ten. Finally, there is a lesbian, gay, bisex¬ 
ual peer support and information phone 
line that you can access for support when 
you need it. 

Sfj£ia§! 

2 by Chris Veldhoven 

Indeed, there are a good number of two-spirited, transphobia and drag queen, 

resources and organizations in the just to name a few. It can be purchased at 
Queen’s and Kingston communities the Social Issues Commission of the AMS 
which can provide information and sup- (545-4816) for $3. 

2. Queerientation Week ’98: Evenings 
of the first week of class in September are 
events with a queer focus. Watch for an 
ad in The Journal which will provide 
more details. 

3. Discussion groups: The Coming 
Out Discussion Group meets biweekly pie who can support yoii and share their 

Queer Community.” It has all the rele- on Wednesday evenings in the Grey experiences. Club 477 at 477 Princess St. 
vant policies, groups, and history that House. These meetings start on the first is the place to go to dance, play pool, and 
you will want and need to know about week of classes, during Queerientation meet other queer friends in an atmos- 
Queer Queen’s and Queer Kingston. An Week. This is an evening to share experi- phere that you will feel comfortable in. 

port for you, whether you are deciding if 
you’re going to come out or you are sim¬ 
ply interested. 

For example: 
1. Resource Materials: There’s an 

amazing little guide known colloquially 
as the Queer Guide and officially “Your 

Law Bisexuals, Lesbians and Gays; and 
the Equity Issues Committees in both the 
Commerce and Engineering Societies. 

5. Social events: There are a variety of 
social events and locations to meet peo- 

*In all cases, the word queer is 
used in this article as a term of 
pride that includes lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgendered 
individuals. 

Queen’s can be a scary place for a 
number of reasons, but it doesn’t always 
have to be. It’s also important to recog¬ 
nize that all these resources aren’t exclu¬ 
sive to queer people, or people thinking 

and transgendered people. These include of coming out. You can access them to 
the Kingston Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual learn more about yourself, your straight, 
Association located in the Grey House; indeterminate, or queer friends, as well 
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Issues as learning about the different processes 
Committee of the AMS; the Queen’s of coming out, all without pressure to be 

anything less or more than you want 
to be. 

CLASS OF '02 

WELCOME TO CAREER SERVICES 

For admission it's IQ 

For your sustenance try DQ 
For your future's sake discover CQ 

Don't flounder in a first-year fog. 
Get help and find direction at 
Career Services. 

WE CAN 

Help you discover who you are 

Help you explore the worids of education and work 
Teach you how to market yourself. 

SO YOU CAN 

Apply yourself wisely 

Stretch yourself in everything you do 

Know when to keep trying and when to seek help 

Use all your talents 

Savour these years for they will be like no others 

CAREER SERVICES is located on the Ground 
floor of the St. Lawrence Building, across the 

street from Victoria Hall. 

We are open 8:30 - 5:00 September to April 
and 8:30 - 4:30 May to August. 

COME SEE US IN SEPTEMBER! 

WE HAVE 

Career/job search counselling 
Part-time, summer and long term 
employment opportunities 
Workshops to sharpen your job 
search skills 

Print & a/v resources on employers, 
graduate & professional programs as 
well as the world of work 

Outreach events - Careers Day, 
Summer Job Fair, Education, MBA & 
Grad School Forums 

Our URL is http://careers.queensu.ca 

Welcome to Queen’s 

The great Golden Gael mystery 
What to do and who to watch in the Queen’s athletics scene 

1y Adam Kamimciw r\.„i_ , BY Adam Kaminsky Gaels won the conference regu- 

lar season, only to come up short 
Amongst the anxieties of in the Dunsmore Cup, losing to 

long-distance relationships, class the hated Ottawa Gee-Gees Last 
schedules and potential room- year also boasted some impres- 
mates are the three most basic sive attendance and, with the 
questions of incoming students: core of the team coming back 
Where are the campus pubs? Do this sea^oti! should be as good'a^ 
we have to go to class? and,::? the last. 
What the <cemofj§ is a| >, ,,,: to rigf |arl 

G^en Gael.' Saturday, drink a Little “grape 
Well, it wont take tong on the juice,” and head out to 

campus tour to come across the Richardson Field on West 
pubs and you don’t have* go to Campus and cheer wildly for the 
class (however, since you are boys in blue and gold, 
spending the money you might If the football team has a tra- 
as well attend at least a few); And dition of success, then the men’s 
as for a Golden Gael, its an old rugby squad has one of dbmina- 
name for a Gaelic warrior, but tion. In the last 12 years, the 
more importantly, it $ the nick- team has won ten Ontario tides, 
name of the various Queen’s ath- Year after year, this squad has 
Ietic teams. been able to maintain not only a 

When dealing with a? school competitive team, but one that 
that has more varsity teams than wins and. docs sp.in._an entertain- 
Dennis Rodman has hair colours^? ing fashion. i 
it would be impossible to ade- In a year in which the World 
quately introduce all aspects of Cup has taken centre stage in 
the varsity program. Instead, it France! soccer lias reached new 
will suffice to give you a sain- levels of popularity. With both 
pling of various teams and events the men’s and women’s squads 
that will enhance university life, finishing in the top 10 in the 

The first sport that most country last year, the Golden 
incoming ‘froshies’ will get a Gaels should again field exciting 
taste of is football. Queen’s has a teams on the “football” pitch this 
rich tradition of success on the fall. 
gridiron, and the last three years Other teams that attract a 
have not strayed from that sto- large audience include the 
tied past. extremely competitive women’s 

Coach Bob Howes has cajoled basketball team, which is looking 
his squad to three consecutive for a provincial championship, 
playoff berths. Last year the and an improving men’s squad. 

On the ice, both the men and 
women’s hockey team have suf¬ 
fered through some tough sea¬ 
sons, but both are young and 
rebuilding. 

While the aforementioned 
teajra have had various levels of 

^success* the most dominant var¬ 
iety unit has been the women’s 
■squash team. The Chicago Bulls 
of the’Ontario circuit have won 
six executive championships, 
and ait followed closely by the 
four-time consecutive champion 
figure skating squad. 

The five other 1997-98 cham¬ 
pions are men’s golf, men’s ten¬ 
nis, badminton, women’s syn¬ 
chro and men’s curling. 

Inxtotal there are 39 varsity 
teams, in addition to five com¬ 
petitive club teams, that play 
under the Queen’s banner. There 
is a sport to suit all interests 
whether it be track and field, 
rowing, baseball, lacrosse, fenc¬ 
ing, ultimate, nordic ski, field 
hockey, swimming, water polo 
and more — the list seems never 
ending. 

For those who intend on play¬ 
ing at the varsity level, it is safe 
to assume that coaches have 
been contacted and try-out 
schedules have been investigat¬ 
ed. If not, you better get to it 
quick. 

For those who like to play 
sports, but don’t want to make 
the commitment required of a 
varsity athlete, participation is 

WH: mam 
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The Golden Gaels continue to be a source of spirit at Queen’s. 
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certainly not out of the question. 
With the huge number of 

recreational and intramural 
sports offered by the athletic 
department, just about every ath¬ 
letic activity is accommodated at 
Queen’s (regrettably, luge and 
bobsled excepted). The recre¬ 
ational and intramural sports are 
well organized and all-inclusive. 

From the innovative wallyball 
and inner-tube water polo (that’s 
right, a rousing game of water 
polo played while floating 
instead of swimming) to ball¬ 
room dancing and martial arts 
lessons, there is a little bit of 
something for everyone at the 
Physical Education Centre. You 
can even work out for free and 

take free fitness classes at the 
PEC. 

As you will soon discover, 
Queen’s provides a good number 
of sports for not only the player, 
but also the observer. There is a 
great deal of pride that can be 
taken from successful teams and 
the school spirit they generate. 

It’s important that during 
your time here you go out and 
support a team, any team. If 
you’re really adventurous, paint 
your face tricolour, learn all the 
words to the oil thigh (it’s the 
Queen’s song, so don’t let your 
imagination run wild) and dance 
in the aisles. Whatever you do, 
enjoy the Golden Gaels, they are 
something to be proud of. 

Looking for a long distance plan designed 
especially for students?? 

ACC has the plan just for you! 
Keep in touch for as little as 

I# 

% 

m 
per minute! 

Separate your calls from your roommate’s 
on your long distance bill... 

No more highlighting your phone bill at the 
end of the month! 

Family and friends are eligible for this great savings plan too! 

Support the AMS! 

Watch for ACC on-campus in September!! 
V QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 
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means something more! 

If we don’t have it, 
you don t need it! 
•C v and this is how to find it 

SHOP S&R FIRST 
for BIG SAVINGS 
on your Back to 
Campus needs! 

We have all your dorm mm 
room, house or apartment 

rdiutw 
SPORTArLdGOi 

I Sd HHE3 rllA ( IT 
-- |KEDJ\ S3 

Brand Names at Discount Prices! 

□ Telephones 

□ Clock Radios 

□ Toasters 

□ Toaster Ovens 

□ Hot Pots and Kettles 

□ Coffee Makers 

□ Mini Stereos 

□ Audio Accessories 

□ Video Tapes 

□ Audio Tapes 

□ Bookcases 
□ Student Desks 

□ Lamps/Flashlights 
□ Mirrors 

□ Framed Prints 

□ Hot Plates 
□ Locks 

□ Batteries 
□ Key Cutting 

□ Bathroom Accessories 

□ Picture Hooks 
□ Shelving 

□ Closet Organizers 
□ Hangers 

□ Light Bulbs 

□ Extension Cords 
□ Power Bars 

□ Glue and Tape 

□ Laundry Baskets 

□ Storage Containers 

□ Drinking Glasses 

□ Dinnerware and cutlery 

□ Microwave Ovens 

□ Mactac 

□ Kettles 

□ Kitchen Gadgets 

□ Thermos® Containers 

□ Electric Shavers 

□ Hand Tools 

□ Paint 

□ Paint Accessories 

□ Mops 

□ Brooms 

□ Brushes 
□ Pots, Pans 

□ Bakeware 

□ Housewares 

□ Fireworks 

□ Camping Supplies 

□ BBQ's and Supplies 

□ Fishing Supplies 

□ Electrical Supplies 

□ Plumbing Supplies 
□ Potting Soil 

□ Plant Pots 

□ Fans 

needs. Let S&R make 

your home away from 

home more comfortable 

while you save some bucks. 

So, you are moving in, 

do you need: 

□ Heaters 

□ Water Filters 

□ Bedding 

□ Curtains 

□ Pillows 

□ Home Decor 

□ School Supplies 

□ Paper 

□ Pens 

□ Knapsacks 

□ Toys and Games 

□ Craft and Hobby Supplies 

□ Videos 

□ CD's 

□ Cleaning Supplies 
□ Toiletries 

□ Soap 

Go id People. 
Great Prices. 

□ Garbage Bags 

□ Incense 

□ Candles 

□ Shoes 

□ Athletic wear 

□ Sandals 

□ Boots 

□ Work Boots 

□ Menswear 

□ Ladieswear 

□ Licensed Apparel 

□ Jeans 

... and Kingston’s Best place for 

Snacks and Grocery items to make 

a happy and complete home 

SHOP S&R First 

^vou^oPficaR&r^oupon^ 

‘ SAVE 15% OFF 1 
I any regular yellow ticketed Footwear I 

or Apparel Item of your Choice. 
Limit one coupon per customer. Not valid in conjunction with 

any other special offer. Offer Expires: November 30, 1998 
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Welcome to Queen’s 

Meet your student government leaders 
TOM STANLEY ALISON LOAT 

Alma Mater Society Alma Mater Society 
PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT (UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS) 

GORD MOODIE 
Alma Mater Society 

VICE-PRESIDENT (OPERATIONS) 

Job description: Tom is Job description: Alison handles issues internal to the Job description: Gord is responsible for operational 
the representative of university, represents students at various levels of ai^ financial matters of the AMS. He coordinates the 
undergraduate students administration and government, and sits on numerous 
at Queen’s and the exter- committees. 

Favourite aspect of the job: “I really enjoy the chance 
to work with a lot of stu- 

nal representative to all 
levels of government. 
Tom is also a link 
between the university 
administration and the 
two major governing 

bodies at Queen’s, the Assembly and the Senate. 
Favourite aspect of the job: Learning about all the stu¬ 
dent services at Queen’s, making progress on tuition 
and funding battles. 
Hometown: Mississauga, Ont. 
Program at Queen’s: History 
Hobbies: Reading, listening to music (alterno-pop), 
sports, including basketball and mountain biking 
Favourite band: The (now defunct) Grapes of Wrath 
Favourite book: Polaroids from the Dead by Douglas Favourite band: Indigo Girls/Van Morrison 
Copeland Favourite book: The Bell jar by Sylvia Plath 
Favourite meal: Chicken fingers and fries, a nice tender Favourite meal: Grilled cheese sandwich 

12 services with the directors and managers, as well as 
services including affinity programs, like ACC Long 
Distance and the AMS Student Health Plan. 
Favourite aspect of the job: “I kind of like the whole 
job... The people who I’m working with — it wouldn’t 
be a fun job if I didn’t like the people I’m working 
with.” 
Hometown: Vancouver, B.C. 
Program at Queen’s: Commerce 
Hobbies: Sports, including skiing, golf and windsurfing, 

^ ~..ww and 6°*nS to Alfie’s. 
Hobbies: Sports, including Favourite book: A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry 
field hockey, swimming, Favourite band; Massive Attack 

dents.... I really like under¬ 
taking a project and finish¬ 
ing it.” 
Hometown: 

St. Catharines, Ont. 
Program at Queen’s: 

Politics 

filet mignon 
Favourite non-alcoholic drink: Coca-cola 
Favourite alcoholic drink: Whiskey sour/Beer 
Favourite bar: The newly expanded Queen’s Pub 
Favourite non-alcoholic establishment: Mekong 
Restaurant 
First-year residence: Brockington House 
Memories of the cafeteria: “The cafeteria was awe- 

tennis and soccer, reading,, 
singing. “I have my own 
kareoke machine... It’s a 
big hit at parties!” 

with 
processed cheese 
Favourite non-alcoholic drink: Chocolate milk 
Favourite alcoholic drink: Diet coke and rum with no 
fruit and lots of ice in a tall glass 
Favourite bar: “For location and availability you can’t 
beat the QP and Alfie’s!” 
Favourite non-alcoholic establishment: My porch 
First-year residence: Victoria Hall 

Favourite meal: Sushi 
Favourite non-alcoholic 

drink: Freshly squeezed 
orange juice 
Favourite alcoholic drink: 

Amaretto sours 
Favourite bar: “I hope my 
favourite pub is the extend¬ 
ed QP.” 
Favourite non-alcoholic 

establishment: Wooden- 
head’s. 

First-year residence: Victoria Hall (Third floor, B wing 
stairwell) 
Cafeteria: “Now I think the cafeteria’s pretty good... I 

—-........ ..... uuicuiiu mu awe- - -•- - -— -— - , „ 

some, really fun... We had a floormate who would eat Memories of the cafeteria: “The cafeteria was good for *jave memo™es °* Poor rood. 
everything.” 
Advice to first-year students: “Take the time to see 
what’s going on... It sure is a bit of a whirlwind... 
There’s no need to join 20 clubs in first year... Give 
everything it’s due time, school work included.” 

socializing but less good for eating... I had many more Advice to first-year students: I think I was over- 
good experiences than good meals.” whelmed by professors in first year telling me how 
Advice to first-year students: “Don’t stress yourself badly I would do academically. Don t get intimated too 
about the school part of it. It all comes together. You’ll much’ with academics, classes and for getting 
learn to play the academic game.... Don’t be shy.” involved... You only regret the things you don’t do.” 

Pick up, tune in, turn on 
A brief introduction to Queen’s media 

By John Bowman 

The Empress 
The Empress is the campus 

Chinese/English bilingual publication. 
The format for last year featured English 
and Chinese articles all based on a com¬ 
mon theme: fashion, culture, whatever. 
The English section appears in the front 
half of the paper, the Chinese in die 
back, and both are full of articles, per¬ 
sonal ads and news from the various 
Asian cultural clubs on campus. 

Recently, The Empress established an 
opt-outable student fee; that is, an 
optional fee that students can “opr out” 
of on the QCARD electronic registration 
system. With this new cash source, we 
should all expect great things from The 

Empress. 

The Queen’s Journal 
The Journal, the paper you’re holding 

right now, just celebrated its 125th 
anniversary, making it one of the oldest 
student newspapers in North America. 

Of all the campus newspapers, The 

Journal looks most like a mainstream 
publication, its information presented in 
familiar newspaper sections: news, edi¬ 
torials, opinions, sports, features, arts 8c 

entertainment and classifieds. 
The Journal prides itself on the fact 

that everything you see and read in its 
pages is produced by members of the 
community it serves. And because not 
everything on the minds of Queen’s stu¬ 
dents fits neatly into the sections listed 
above, The Journal has a MiSC. section, 
appearing at the back of every issue, to 
catch all the eccentricities that might 
otherwise fall through die cracks. 

New this year to The Journal is a 
weekly science section, and a national 
magazine which will focus on the issues 
and events most pertinent to university 
students. As well, there is a monthly lit¬ 

erary publicarion, The Reader, contain¬ 
ing essays, reviews, short stories and 
poetry from some of the most creative 
minds on campus. 

The Journal publishes twice a week, 
on Tuesdays and Fridays, during most of 
the school year. But, as exams draw 
near, only the Friday issue is produced. 
Hey, we all have to study — even us 
Journal staff. 

Golden Words 
To some, Golden Words is the only 

thing that makes life at this university 
interesring, an antidote to the rigid and 
sometimes stifling campus routine. To a 
great number of us, it is seen as a paper 
that relaxes die tight pucker of the col¬ 
lective Queen’s demeanour and allows 
us to laugh a little. 

To others, GW is a pox on the univer¬ 
sity, an embarrassment to its students, a 
throw-back to the days when prejudice 
of all kinds was considered funny. 
(Editor’s note: These people usually end 

up in the pages of GW at some point.) 

To the rest of us, though, GW is the 
humour paper, produced by die engi¬ 
neering society. The members of its edi¬ 
torial board work their asses off in their 
woefully tiny offices in Clark Hall to 
produce a paper that appears every 
Wednesday (which they have re-dubbed 
Wordsday) and often makes good in¬ 
lecture reading. 

Surface 
Published by the Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society (ASUS), Surface 

strives to bring an alternative media 
voice to Queen’s University. It speaks 
very frankly about subjects ranging from 
sex and sexuality to racism to politics, 
campus and elsewhere. However, its 
frankness sometimes gets it into trouble, 
and its past is riddled with run-ins with 
angry students, faculty and administra¬ 
tors. For example, Surface has, in its his¬ 

tory, featured on its cover a collage of 
male genitalia, statistics on Holocaust 
denial and two men frolicking with 
proctology equipment. 

Simply put, Surface is not shy. Surface 

has faced extinction more than once, but 
it’s still around. It is produced monthly. 

Ultraviolet 
Ultraviolet, or LA7, is Queen’s newest 

campus publication. It is a magazine of 
original student writing and photogra¬ 
phy, produced twice last year. This mag¬ 
azine is arguably the most beautifully 
produced venue for the Queen’s creative 
voice on campus, and great place for a 
writer’s first poems and short stories to 
be published. Why not, with writers like 
Michael Ondaatje as Queen’s alums? 

There are differences of opinion 
about the value of a publication in direct 
competition to other creative writing 
venues on campus, such as The Feminist 

Revietu, The Anti-Racism Review, The 

Queen 's Journal Reader, and The Arts & 

Science Undergraduate Review. There is 
also a hint of nasty politics surrounding 
publication selections, but there will 
always be opponents to things new and 
different — UV has only been around for 
two years. All in all, a great campus 
publication. 

Studio Q 
Okay, pop quiz, hot shot. You’re pro¬ 

ducing the only student-run television 
program to come out of a university 
without a journalism school. The ratings 
of your campus-news-oriented show' are 
sagging and GW is making fun of your 
production values on a regular basis. 
Then, suddenly, the mandatory student 
fee for your show is yanked in a campus 
wide referendum, stripping you of half 
your budget. What do you do? What do 
you do? 

Give up? Hardly. 
Shoot the hostage? What are you 

talking about? 
Well, in the case of Studio Q, you 

start over again. From scratch. 
When $4,000 of video equipment 

was demolished in a car accident, an 
incident during which Lindsay 
Steenberg, co-anchor of Studio Q, suf¬ 
fered bruised ribs and a sprained wrist 
and ankle, Studio Q continued, display¬ 
ing the ultimate “the show must go on” 
attitude. When the computer that gener¬ 
ated the credits for the show crashed, 
the creators wrote them out on toilet 
paper and scrolled them in front of the 
camera. And in the end, it all paid off. 

By the end of the first term. Studio Q 

had residence rooms packed to watch 
the show (despite its rotten time slot: 
opposite ER, with repeats on Friday 
night) and, in the final chapter of the 
come-back story. Studio Q had its fund¬ 
ing restored and increased in the same 
referendum they lost a year previous. 

Studio Q airs on cable 13, on 
Thursdays and Fridays at 10 p.m. 

CFRC-FM 
“Eclectic” is an understatement and 

“varied” is laughably inadequate to 
describe CFRC, Queen’s campus radio. 

Time in to 101.9 FM and you’ll hear 
music ranging from classical to folk, 
Celtic to punk, industrial to hip hop and 
RPM. But it doesn't stop there. You’ll 
probably hear magazine shows too, cov¬ 
ering a broad range of topics and in 
about a dozen different languages. 

As well, CFRC broadcasts 
play-by-plays of Golden Gaels home 
games for those of us too lazy to make 
the trek out to Richardson Stadium or 
Jock Hardy Arena, as well as away 
games for those who want to keep track 
of our teams on the road. 

One caveat, though. I’d advise that 
you pick up a CFRC schedule or you’ll 
literally never know what you’ll hear 
when you tune in. 



Welcome aboard 

Principal Leggett reveals the ‘fun-loving 
guy beneath the suit and tie 

By Laura MacInnis 

Mosr students will become 

familiar with the official per¬ 

sona of Queen's Principal Bill 

on marine fish. research projects, or campus 

Leggett believes his taste of life. . 
different academic subjects "Become involved, take full 

helped enrich his education, and advantage of that^extra dimen- 

hopes students will try out dif- sion, he urges. Do it, and be 

Le'seen in "their" first year. He fer'ent options before settling on active in it.” 

carfbe* spotted'at mostQueen’s one thing. “Get as broad an edu- “Success ,n life, many ernes, 

ceremonies and events, sporting cation as you can get, he advis- 

He urges students to make 

their univer- 

a gown and a smile. 

But there’s more to Bill 

Leggett than first meets the eye. 

Away from the office, our prin¬ 

cipal is an easy-going and some¬ 

times quirky guy who describes 

himself as “fun-loving.” 

Leggett grew up in the 

small town of Monoville, 

Ontario, and attended 

high school in 

Orangeville. His univer¬ 

sity education started at 

Wilfrid Laurier 

University, where he 

pursued a bachelor’s 

degree in the humanities. 

However, Bill’s acade¬ 

mic path took an abrupi 

turn in his fourth year, 

when he took an elective in 

biology and decided to change 

course. “I found biology very 

exciting,” he says. 

He completed his degree at 

Laurier, then went to University experience as diverse as possi- 

of Waterloo and completed a ble, as education is “an opportu- 

masters degree in zoology. After nity to grow, to learn, and 

that, Leggett went on to McGill develop self-confidence in life 

University, where he received a and leadership skills.” 

Ph.D in zoology. 

Leggett then embarked on his 

research career, gaining exper¬ 

tise on the effect of biological 

and physical processes of the sea 

Leggett hopes first-year stu¬ 

dents will become involved in 

the extra-curricular life at 

Queen’s, whether in clubs, 

teams, student government. 

is the ability to see opportunities 

and seize them,” Leggett says. 

The principal speaks very 

highly of his two sons, David 

and John, and his wife, Claire. 

David is a post-doctorate fellow 

in biochemistry, and John 

works in the printing and 

computer graphics indus¬ 

try in Toronto. While he 

admitted that he is anx¬ 

ious to become a grand¬ 

father, he said simply, 

“there are no grand¬ 

children... yet.” 

Bill Leggett has now 

been principal and pro¬ 

fessor of biology at 

Queen’s for four years, 

an experience which he 

describes as “the best 

experience I’ve ever had in 

my life.” 

“Queen’s really is unique in 

its quality, and beyond that in 

the opportunity it provides for 

students,” he said. “There’s a 

real community within a com¬ 

munity.” 

“There’s such a sense of 

belonging and dedication,” he 

added. “It’s just amazing... there 

is an intense feeling of 

belonging.” 

something from tnat oroaa 

area.” 

Favourite weekend news¬ 

paper: “I’m a great Globe ami 
Mail fan,” said Leggett, who 

’enjoys the Globe's coverage of 

international affairs. 

Most embarrassing moment at 

Queen’s: Apparently, Leggett 

couldn’t figure out the parking 

rules around campus when he 

first came to Queen’s, so 

Campus Security was on his 

case. “In my first few weeks at 

Queen’s, 1 was towed and tick¬ 

eted quite a lot,” he admitted. 

Favourite restaurant: 

Leggett wouldn’t name a 

Kingston establishment, but 

said the Le Caveau in 

Montreal was his favourite 

place to dine with his wife, 

Claire. 

Favourite snack: “J have a 

big weakness for Oh Henry 

bars!” 

Favourite movie: As Good as 
It Gets. wI’m hooked on Jack 

Nicholson!” 

Favourite TV show: Seinfeld 

The Principal addresses 
student protesters at a rally 
against tuition hikes. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAh 

Flobbies: Wood-working, 

cabinet-making, carpentry. “1 
like doing things with my 

hands, making things,” Leggett 

says. 

Nervous habits: “My wife 

tells me I jingle my change.” 

He also admits to eating lots 

of Oh! Henry bars in times of 

stress. 

Dream vacation: “A two- 

week horse-backing trip 

through the Rockies with my 

wife Claire... one day we’ll get 

to it.” 

All packed up... 
Registered for classes... 
Minimum tuition paid... 
Map of Kingston close at hand... 
That nervous feeling in your gut... 

T|f 
Student Organizer 

Classes, going out with friends, clubs, sports, entertainment, work... 

There s a lot to do at Queen's, and without a copy of the What’s Next 
student organizer, you could miss out. Designed with the Queen's 
student in mind with schedules, campus hours, prices, puzzles and 
P enty of writing space, it is the best way to keep track of What's Next in 
your busy schedule. Best of all, it costs less than five dollars. 

Get a copy during Frosh Week 
at any of these locations... 

• Frosh Week Sidewalk Sale 
• The Campus Bookstore 
• UBS Exchange (upper JDUC) 
• Publishing and Copy Center 

__' ■*- — - (yes, t 

Welcome Aboard 

4 5 \o off corpus cfinin^ 
By Timothy Scott 

will thank you. 

While veterans of residence food from 

a few years back will say that things have 

gotten better in recent years, there is no 

doubt that after a month or two the cafe¬ 

teria can get a bit monotonous. 

To solve this problem, frosh can seek 

out one of several dozen restaurants and C1 uiai 

fast-food outlets that are a convenient Greek eateries,’dinner’for mo 
walk from campus. Since the fast food at these restaurants can 

should be familiar to most, here are some be had for less than 
of the other restaurants you will come to $20. 

know and love during your time at 

Queen’s. 

Mekong provides a more varied menu 

and seating for larger groups. Needless 

to say if you are heading out with half The ‘FJub’ The All-Nighters 

L°r (?inner on Sunday> this Located near Division and Princess, Whether through necessity, drunken 

would be the place to go. When you Hoppin’ Eddy’s and the Grizzly Grill fill revelry or just bald-faced stupidity, just 

ma e your trip there, you 11 be treated to some obvious gaps in about every Queen’s student will stay up 

the down- all night at some point during their stay the most eclectic background music of 

any restaurant in Kingston. 

Considerably cheaper than the 

Grilled 

and Fried 

Looking 

for a burger 

and fries but 

eager to avoid 

the fast food 

atmosphere? If 

so, there are z 
handful of local 

restaurants ready to 

serve up some deep- 

fried gastronomic sat- 

Greek Cuisine 

Downtown Kingston features two 

excellent Greek restaurants for your din¬ 

ing pleasure. Located on Ontario St. near 

Princess St., Minos offers the nicest 

ambience of the two, but it is also more 

expensive. 

Just a few blocks north of Minos on 

Princess, you’ll find the other Greek 

eatery, Grecos. 

This is definitely the better of the two. &aji 

Their superb seafood and delicious soups jsfaction. 

set them apart from their nearby compe- Serving up some well- 

tition. While unsuited for large groups, done meals is the Copper 

Grecos is just right for a romantic dinner Penny. found on Princess 

for two. near Sydenham St., the 

Typically, a dinner for two at one of penny makes a good sand- 

these restaurants will cost between about wich and fries but their pasta 

$25 and $50, depending on your tastes should be avoided, 

and the volume of wine you consume. closer to campus you will 

find JJ’s and Stooley’s. At the 

Vietnamese and Thai corner of Johnson St. and 

If you are looking for affordable, tasty University Ave., JJ’s is just five 

Vietnamese or Thai cuisine, Kingston is minutes from Stauffer Library, 

the place to be. There are currently no While neither of these restaurants 

less than seven such restaurants in the feature high cuisine, JJ’s makes the 

downtown core alone. mundane look exciting. Down the 

Opinion is certainly divided over street at Johnson and Division, is the 

town restau- at Queen’s. When you do this, you will 

rant scene, need sustenance, so here’s where you 

Little should go — Lino’s. Don’t let the odd- 

m o r e looking Marco Polo lounge worry you. 

than a While the place can be a bit scary at 

times, at 4 a.m. you haven’t got much 

choice in the matter. 

Any questions? If so, too bad. This 

place must be seen to be fully under¬ 

stood. If you need directions, ask any¬ 

body. 

If you’ve made it to 6 a.m. and you 

want an old fashioned breakfast to start 

y ($ \ (or end) y°ur day, the place for you is 

* Morrison’s. Found on Wellington St. 

. near Brock St., this diner is a throwback 

(^0 \ to a bygone era. Bacon, eggs and toast 

serve as the holy trinity of breakfast 

here. It may not be good for you, but 

it damn well tastes good. 

If you get up at a more reasonable 

hour and are looking for a change 

for breakfast. The Toucan and The 

Brass both offer bargain priced 

breakfasts that will get your day 

1 ri(N \ starced right. Both are located 

' ^ V on Princess and offer similar 

breakfast deals including 

eggs, bacon, etc. which are 

worth the walk. 

There are innumerable 

other restaurants in Kingston, 

including fabulous cafes like Windmills, 

the Laundry Cafe, Bukamaranga and the 

souped-up steak- Sleepless Goat that are great places to 

the Grizzly Grill have a slice of cheesecake, a late night 

,A'd 

offers a few odd twists like alligator and glass of wine, or tea with a friend. 

which of these restaurants is the best. My unfortunately named Stooley’s Cafe, interesting pizzas but otherwise doesn’t In general, Kingston cuisine ranges 

own personal favourites are Mekong, Name aside, the anemic service at have much to write home about, aside from the outstanding to the indigestible, 

Stooley’s is compensated by its conve- from a surprisingly good wine list. and this selection is but a sampling of 

nient location and diverse menu of burg- Hoppin’ Eddy’s offers a taste of New what you can expect to find. Restaurants 

ers, sandwiches and other reasonably Orleans with a cajun inspired menu of open (and close) every year, so no matter 

priced meals. Po’ Boys and jambalaya. More innovative how long it takes you to finish your 

A meal can be had at any of these din- than its older neighbour, Eddy’s may put degree, there will always be a new place 

ers for under $10. a hole in your pocket but your stomach to check out. 

Saigon Delights and the Wok-In. 

Little more than a hole in the wall on 

Montreal St. near Princess, the Wok-In 

gives you a fast, healthy meal and an 

excellent bang for your buck. 

Found at Division St. and Princess, 

Participation —- the name of the game 
A small suggestion of what you should do during your stay at Queen’s 

By Tara Mansbridge 
and new academic challenges. So, they In becoming knowledgeable about these ed person who knows who she is and 

didn’t get involved either. things, I was also learning how much what she wants; someone intent on suc- 

0 , ill But’ *3e*ieve me> t*ie majority of your more I was capable of, and what won- ceeding in life, wherever it leads, 
uver tne past year or so, I have been education in university will come, not in derful, interesting people surrounded Yes, school helped. The classes how- 

ffef” rCnfafV,CeHt0 TT5' w the classroom, bu« from the people that me at Queen’s. ever painful those all-nighters were, 

and JBJotAg'yfc ab°u^ gP**?} Surround you. The best way to get in The classroom, admittedly, is an helped too. But what really brought on 

touch with those people, to educate important part of our lives here at this my transformation was my participation 

yourself and to explore your own university. But it is struggling towards a in the things I soon learned that 1 really 

strengths and weaknesses, is to get goal with your fellow students, whether do love: journalism, debate, women's 

involved in something you enjoy. it be putting on a charity ball, improving rights, exercise and working with others 

When I joined the Queen’s Choral the lighting in the student housing area to achieve a goal. 

or putting out a newspaper, that truly It may be frightening 

life. They have asked me what to expect, 

what to do, what not to do and every¬ 

thing in between. While the advice I give 

often varies from person to person, 

according to their specific circum¬ 

stances, one sentiment remains the 

same, and always will: 

Get involved. 

If I have one regret after four years of 

university, it’s that I didn’t become 

involved in the various clubs, events and 

organizations on campus sooner. 

I like to rationalize my early reluc¬ 

tance to participate by saying that I was 

shy or unsure of myself in my first year. 

And it’s true, I was a timid person, 

The majority of your 
education in university will 
come, not in the classroom, 

but from the people 
that surround you. 

Ensemble (not just for music students) 

and began participating in both The 
■ ■ Queen’s Journal and Queen’s Model 

although I had a reasonably active social Parliament, I was exposed to people and 

- ... , , — -0—.0 walking 
teaches you who you are and what through the door of a club office and 

potential you have. It shows you com- asking to join, but, take my word for it, 

panionship and it helps you to clarify clubs adore having frosh join their 

your goals. It can transform a vague ranks. You may join certain clubs and 

interest in student government to a dis- find that you hate them — try again, 

covery that your real passion in life, and And if you find that you really don't 

your ultimate career path, lies in the enjoy group participation at all, even if 

direction of fundraising, communica- it involves a topic or activity you love, 

tions, event organizing or graphic then at least you’ve learned that much 

design. about yourself. 

In some ways it sounds impossible All in all, I have to say, and I will say 

“?[. BlIt|I mlsseiJ }?* °n m°rc than 1 activities that would never occur in the that a membership in the Curling Club over and over and' over'again' the clubs 

mbtLtejSL° lecture ball or on my residence floor. I or participation in Model Parlfament JLganizationlf Q^P™£ 
walk into a club othce, tne student gov learned to push myself and try new could change your perspective on who the most important ways that vou can 

eminent office or The Journal office to things. For the first time I got up in front you are. Yet, I look back at the person I explore yourself and 
get involved in an activity I helieved in "i"3nn‘ .j.o--e -- -explore yourseit and expand your 
tMe.||P^.CTPP °f 300 Other st..dents and spoke my was four years ago and I am amazed at knowledgediyourtime dgSrsi- 

siUy to coSB affib olidup w”i T a® s.ome,h'nS 1 cared dcePi>' how far I ve come. I ye gone trom a shy. ty. And that’s why you’re here in the 
y to commit to a ciud or group wnen about. I also learned how to inrerview nerdy woman intent on impressing oth- first place isn’t it5 

hey were dealing with being in a new someone, how ro get pertinent informa- ers and succeeding in my new school, to Get involved. ' 
own, at a new school, with new friends tIon ancj [low ro wnte a gooc| news srory a confident> (sometimes too) opinionat- 
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Welcome Aboard 

Ban High Centre 545-2977 

The Ban Righ Centre’s mandate is to 

support women who are adjusting to stu¬ 

dent life while returning to university 

after an absence. The centre is located at 

32 Queen’s Crescent. 

Campus Security 545-2552 

Call in case of emergency, or if you 
want a walk home after Walkhome’s 

hours are over. 

Computing Information Centre 

545-6666 

The centre’s staff can help you with 

computer problems and provides some 

free software to students. The office is 

on the first floor of Stauffer Library, and 

is an invaluable source of help for the 

computer semi-literate. 

Food Bank 545-6972 

Queen's food bank can be found in 

the basement of the Journal house at 272 

Earl. The food bank was opened last year 

to help students in financial difficulty. 

Food hampers or information on nutri¬ 

tion and budgeting can be picked up dur¬ 

ing the week. 

International Centre 545-2604 

Found in the upper level of the John 

Deutsch University Centre, just down the 

hall from the Queen’s Pub, the 

International Centre is a resource centre 

for international or Canadian students. 

French Centre/ Le Centre 

Francophone 545-2534 

Francophone students or those who 

are interested in learning French can 

drop in for conversation groups or go to 

movies, readings and other social events. 

Health, Counselling and Disability 

Services 545-2506 

This department is the result of the 

amalgamation of Student Health, 

Student Counselling and Special Needs 

Offices. Each has its own location and 

services, but it’s all.serviced under one 

phone number and directory. 

The health part of the group is pretty 

self-explanatory. If you’re feeling ill, 

make an appointment, and visit Health 

Services in the St. Lawrence Building, 

across from Victoria Hall. All services 

are free, but be warned — if you miss an 

appointment without cancelling you’ll be 

charged $20. 
The student counselling part of the 

street from Stauffer Library. 

Lesbian Gay and Bisexual 

Association 545-2960 

The LGBA provides support to stu¬ 

dents who identify themselves as lesbian, 

gay, bisexual or transgendered. They 

have regular social events, a library, and 

meetings to help students become a part 

of Queen's queer community. The office 

is on the second floor of the Grey House, 

and there are regular office hours during 

the school year. 
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group is located in the St. Lawrence 

Building, across from Victoria Hall. Any 

student can make a free appointment to 

meet with a counselor about any prob¬ 

lems with school, personal life, or any¬ 

thing else. 

The Disability Services office is locat¬ 

ed at 72 Queen's Crescent, across the 

street from Victoria Hall. Students with 

disabilities can find assistance here. 

Services include special exam arrange¬ 

ments, note-taking, referrals, counselling 

and assessments. Students who have 

learning disabilities, chronic illness, 

physical disabilities, or other disabilities 

should definitely stop by. The staff are 

welcoming and always willing to help. 

Legal Aid 545-2102 

Hopefully, you’ll never need legal 

assistance, but if you do, this is the place 

to go. The office is located in room 211 

of MacDonald Hall, which is across the 

Registrar’s Office 545-2022 

Any questions about tuition payment, 

fees or transcripts should be directed 

here. Call or stop by the office at 103 

Richardson Hall. 

Sexual Assault Crisis Centre 

544-6424 

The 24-hour crisis line is staffed by 

trained volunteers and can refer you to 

other services if necessary. 

Sexual Health Resource Centre 

545-2959 

This is the best place to get birth con¬ 

trol, as it’s sold at cost. The office, on the 

second floor of the Grey House, next to 

Victoria Hall is open during the day. 

They also have all sorts of information 

on sexual health and well-informed vol¬ 

unteers, so don’t be afraid to stop by. 

Summer 1998 

Student Awards Office 545-2216 

The Student Awards Office can be 

found on the third floor of the Victoria 
School Building, at the corner of Union 
St. and Alfred St. The office is there to 
help students in financial difficulty, so 
don’t hesitate to drop in. Applications 
for general bursaries are generally due 
December 1, with varying deadlines for 
other bursaries or scholarships. Queen’s 
loans can be obtained if needed at any 
time during the year. 

Used Book Store 545-2120 

The cost of textbooks adds up really 

quickly, so it’s a good idea to get used 

books if you can. The UBS can be found 

on the upper level of the John Deutsch 

University Centre. They also sell CDs, 

tickets for QEA events and bus tickets 

for the cut-rate Tricolour Express. 

Walkhome 545-2662 

The Walkhome service is available 

from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m. (3 a.m. on 

weekends). The office is located in the 

lower level of the JDUC, but Walkhome 

staff will pick you up from anywhere in 

the Queen’s area to escort you home. 

Women’s Centre 545-2963 

The Women’s Centre is located on the 

second floor of the Grey House (next to 

Victoria Hall). The centre is women- 

only, and holds regular social events for 

women in the Queen’s community, and 

acts as a referral service. 

Writing Centre 545-6315 

The Writing Centre can be found at 

140 Stuart St., at the bottom of 

University Avenue. You can make an 

appointment to have a tutor help you out 

or look at your essays, which can help 

you avoid the shocking drop in marks 

many student experience. 

Did you know that Queen's has one of the 
largest A most successful Intramural 

Progams in the country? 

Don't get left behind. 
Sign-up for Intramural Sports 
at Athletic Information Night 

Tuesday, Sept 15 
5-7 p.m. Bartlett Gym 

FWk 
Iintramurals 

For more information about the Intramural Program, visit our 

web site at: http://www.phe.queensu.ca/athletics 

fire VOU interested in: 
★ corning extra * meeting people 

★ having fun 

Then come to the 

fill Officials Information Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 16 Room 205 PEC 

6:30 - 8:30pm 

+ flexible hours + no experience needed 

the 'fttramUr01 °ffke {Room 201°. pec ) « drop by 

^||S^^5formQtlon Ni9ht (Tues Sept ,5- 

Welcome Aboard 

Rum, scotch, tequila on the rocks... 
A short tour of Kingston’s watering holes 

By Keith Gerein 

Let’s face it, part of being at university is letting your 

hair down once in a while. Studying is great, but if you 

don’t take time to have fun, you’ll quickly develop a 

nasty ulcer problem. You certainly don’t have to drink 

to have a good time, but many Queen’s students like to 

unwind at a favourite local watering hole. Sometimes 

it’s helpful to down a few pints to let off some stress 

if dancing is not your style, the upstairs bar has pool 

tables and lots of chairs to sit and chat with friends. 

Stages 
At first glance, Stages seems like your parents’ worst 

nightmare: loud, dark, and filled with people wearing 

clothing two sizes too small. But if you’ve got the need 

to get a groove on, this is one of the best places to go. 

The Shot 
An upscale pub where neither the,alcohol nor the 

use of a pool table comes cheap, The Shot is one of the 

best spots to check out local musical and comedic tal¬ 

ent. The problem is that the cigarette smoke is often so 

thick you can’t see the performers. The place is often 

jam packed well past fire regulations, making it nearly 

impossible to navigate your way to the bathroom, 

about exams, your boyfriend/girlfriend, or that prof ll features two levels> a large dance floor, and enough which is too bad, because The Shot has the coolest 

that seems to have it in for you. ' P flashing lights and lasers to blind you to the point of bathrooms in Kingston, featuring black lights so you 

All 1 ask is that you drink in a responsible manner. 

As much fun as it is to get blitzed, it’s not worth it to 

wake up in a stranger’s bed, waste hours picking vomit 

out of your hair, or go to your 8:30 a.m. class with the 

mother of all hangovers. And as much as you probably 

don’t want to be reminded of it, the legal drinking age 

in Ontario is 19. 

So, for those that solemnly promise to drink respon¬ 

sibly, we at The Queen’s Journal proudly present our 

guide to Kingston’s bars, pubs, taverns, nightclubs, and 

boites. Our editors have put in many hours of exhaus¬ 

tive research to bring you this guide. Trust me, it 

was hard work 

nausea. For a really wild time, check out Beachslam on 

Monday nights. 

The Cocamo 
The Cocamo doesn’t have an in-house butcher, but 

it’s still the proverbial meat market. It offers cheap 

drinks and patrons looking for even cheaper thrills. If 

you can stand being constantly hit-on and checked-out, 

you might just enjoy checking out the Cocamo. And 

this bar does have one advantage: free transportation 

aboard the Cocamobile. 

Campus Bars 

Alfie's Pub 
Located in the basement of the JDUC, 

Alfie’s. invites patrons to “Go 

Underground.” The music is stale 

to say the least, and, due to 

the lack of waitstaff, you’ll 

have to get in a scrum at 

the bar to get a drink. But 

while every Queen’s stu¬ 

dent complains about 

these things, many of us 

will spend more time at 

Alfie’s than anywhere 

else. Why? The drinks are 

reasonably cheap, you’ll 

always see someone you 

know, and due to its spa¬ 

cious interior, Alfie’s is def¬ 

initely the best place to hang 

with a large group of friends. 

Be sure to get there early on 

Thursday nights or you might 

find yourself in a long line-up. 

Clark Hall Pub 
Clark is run by the engineering society and 

you can tell when you walk in. Like most engineers, it 

doesn’t have a lot of decorative charm, but more than 

makes up for it in spirit. This place also reeks of 

mouldy beer, but strangely, many of its patrons actual¬ 

ly find this to be an enticing aroma. Clark is definitely 

not a relaxing place, but it’s great if you want to let off 

steam, have a pitcher or three, and jive to some of the 

loudest, most in-your-face music around. Make sure to 

check out Ritual, starting every Friday at noon — an 

event that truly defies description or sanity. 

The Queen's Pub 
At the QP you can take a study break and drink one 

as well. The mix of coffee, hot chocolate and Bailey’s is 

just one of the amazing speciality drinks this place 

serves up. Newly renovated this year, the QP now 

offers plenty of space to go with its wood-paneled 

ambience. Bring some friends and mellow out for a 

while on Tuesday trivia nights or come for lunch and 

grab a pita. You can also watch your favourite TV 

shows and movies on the big-screen television. 

Club 477 

It’s not just Kingston’s only gay bar, it’s actually a 

cool place to chill out regardless of your sexual orien¬ 

tation. Located a couple of blocks away from the glitz 

of the AJ’s/Stages madhouse, Club 477 provides a 

relaxed, intimate atmosphere for people to be them¬ 

selves. 

The Wellington 
Good times flow at “the Welly” as smoothly as the 

beer from its taps. Drop by this Irish pub on Friday and 

Saturday nights to sing along with local folk hero Gerry 

O’Kane. It’s the same set he performed last week, and 

the week before that, but everyone is enjoying them¬ 

selves too much to care. 

can watch your urine glow in the dark. 

The Palace 
Queen’s students who are brave enough to enter this 

dark, foreboding establishment should be well versed in 

the culture of angst-ridden, underage Kingston high- 

schoolers, because The Palace seems to attract this 

clientele like a magnet. What else can you say about a 

place where the biggest question on its patrons minds is 

“Will I get lucky tonight?” 

The Brass 
It’s not exactly the Ritz Carlton, but you could do 

worse than to spend an evening at The Brass. It 

doesn’t have the rich ambience of the small 

pubs, but it doesn’t have the rich prices 

either. The food is decent, and there are 

plenty of big tables for large groups. 

Portsmouth Pub 
Located near West Campus-, the 

Ports takes a little longer to get to, but 

it’s worth the trip, especially after a 

Queen’s football game. This favourite 

hangout of the raucous Queen’s Bands 

features fuscia-coloured walls, and a big 

jar of pickled eggs. What else do you 

need? 

Tir Nan Og 
Another in a seemingly endless list of 

old-style pubs, this bar with the odd name 

is perhaps one of the best. It is certainly one 

of the largest, located on the ground floor of 

the historic Prince George Hotel. The food is 

pretty good too, and you’ll often see a few of your 

profs enjoying a cold one in the corner. 

The Toucan 
Small and intimate, The Toucan provides the ambi¬ 

ence of an old-style pub with new-style prices. The 

staff aren’t particularly friendly either, but this is one 

of the best places to spot some of Kingston’s celebri¬ 

ties such as The Tragically Hip and Dan Aykroyd. 

Trasheteria 
With a dark, hot, and near claustrophobia-inducing 

interior, “the Trash” is certainly the best place to spend 

Halloween, especially when members of the Goth com¬ 

munity show up. It can be a refreshing change from the 

mainstream Alfie’s/AJ’s scene, but Kingston’s only 

“alternative” bar is pretty mainstream itself, once you 

get past the gloomy packaging. 

Grizzly Grill 
A restaurant by day, the Grizzly turns into a swing¬ 

ing retro cabin party by night. The comforting smell of 

pine surrounds you as you boogie to Abba, Michael 

Jackson, and REO Speedwagon. You can also play pool 

or indulge in some tasty snacks, including alligator! But 

be careful — spending an evening at the Grizzly will 

put a considerable dent in your wallet. 

Downtown Bars 

A)'a Hangar 
With room to suspend two airplanes from its ceiling, 

AJ’s is one of the biggest bars in town. This popular stu¬ 

dent hangout has a preppy, jock feel to it, and chances 

are you’ll meet several members of the Queen’s football 

team among its many patrons. The music is uninspiring, 

but the drinks are pretty' cheap and they are served 

promptly by the most attractive waitstaff and barstaff in 

town. There is plenty of room to shake your booty, but 

The Brew Pub 
If you like beer, good food and a chance to talk with¬ 

out being pre-empted by blaring music, the Brew Pub is 

your kind of place. The staff is very friendly, and the 

Brew Pub offers a stellar selection of ales, lagers and 

stouts on draught, many of them brewed right on the 

premises. And don’t forget to try the Brew Pub’s drag¬ 

on wings — the best in town. 

Iron Horse Saloon 
Yec-ha! Git your boots on, and mosey on over to the 

Iron Horse for the best country and western entertain¬ 

ment in Kingston. You’ll need a good pair of boots too, 

as this bar is a long walk from campus. It’s one of the 

largest bars in Kingston and features more cover bands, 

amateur talent contests, and line-dancing than a sheep- 

hound has fleas. Knowhutimean? 

The Plaza Hotel 
This is Kingston s only strip bar (and not a very good 

one from what I’ve heard). Enough said. 
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Student’s move-in 
marred by car theft 

By Laura MacInnis 

A first-year Queen’s student was left 

with nothing after her family car, a 

Plymouth Acclaim loaded up with all her 

gear, was stolen from the Comfort Inn 

on Sunday night. 

The student, who asked not to be 

named, moved into residence with only a 

few toiletries bought at a downtown 

store. She has been told by her insurance 

provider that she will have to wait 30 

days to be reimbursed for her losses. 

Kingston Police spokesperson Mike 

Schultz said there were at least two other 

similar thefts leading up to this year’s 

residence move-in day. On Sunday 

evening, a car was stolen from the 

Holiday Inn and a minivan was stolen 

from Elliot Street. The vehicles were full 

of clothing, stereo equipment, comput¬ 

ers and personal belongings of students 

eager to move in to residence. 

“It seems that someone was looking 

specifically for them,” said Schultz. 

Thieves “know it’s time for people to 

move in — they’re not stupid,” he said. 

All three vehicles were Chrysler prod¬ 

ucts, a make of car Schultz said is fre¬ 

quently broken into or stolen. The 

minivan was later recovered by the 

police, but both cars are still missing. 

While Schultz said auto theft is com¬ 

mon, the nature of these crimes is dis¬ 

turbing. “I don’t know if you would call 

that a rash of them or if it’s just coinci¬ 

dental bad luck,” he said. “When you get 

three of them all on the same day, it’s 

quite a coincidence.” 

The victims of the break-ins came 

from Owen Sound, Peterborough, and 

Kingston Mills. 

Queen’s may choose 
Pepsi or Coke 

Ghetto 
renamed 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The Alma Mater Society has offi¬ 

cially renamed the area commonly 

referred to as the ghetto to the Student 

Village, and is encouraging students to 

adopt the new moniker. 

The new name, chosen by 

Municipal Affairs Commissioner Sarah 

Corman, is a result of discussions with 

students, the administration, Kingston 

city officials and the AMS council. 

“It’s been policy since ‘91 not to use 

the term ghetto and the alternative was 

Student Housing Area,” Corman said. 

“[Student housing area] is not catchy. It 

hasn’t caught on at all.” 

Some of the names considered by 

AMS councils in past years include the 

Q-Zone and SHAQ, an acronym for 

Student Housing at Queen’s. 

“It’s really important to get away 

from ghetto... It’s totally inaccurate. 

We certainly don’t live in a ghetto,” 

Corman said. By referring to the area 

as a ghetto “we license landlords and 

tenants both to treat the area as if it 

were a real ghetto,” she added. 

Corman predicts a name with more 

Please see Village on page 7 

By Laura MacInnis 

Queen’s University is weighing the 

costs and benefits of signing an exclusive 

campus deal for Coca-Cola or Pepsi. 

Dean of Student Affairs Bob 

Crawford confirmed that Queen’s is 

pushing ahead with preliminary plans to 

sign one company. 

“We have signed with Spectrum 

Marketing Company as our agents,” he 

said. “What we’ve agreed to is an assess¬ 

ment phase.” 

The marketing group will study the 

campus and report to the university on 

the potential gains from a single cola 

deal, weighed against potential aesthetic 

and moral issues from over-franchising. 

Crawford said consultation is needed 

with “the various stakeholders” in the 
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deal, including the university administra¬ 

tion, the Alma Mater Society, the Tuck 

Shoppe, Marriott Food Services, and 

holders of vending machines on campus. 

Spectrum will specify how money 

acquired from the deal would be distrib- 

Please see Offers on page ■ 

New QP ready to roll 
By Tara Mansbridge 

Right on schedule, the newly reno¬ 

vated Queen’s Pub opened its doors for 

the first time on Tuesday night and there 

was none who criticized the extra room, 

extra pool table or extra beers on tap. 

The new and improved Queen’s Pub 

hosted an opening reception for those 

involved in the expansion of the facility, 

and officially opened to the public at 

8 p.m. 

“There’s been just a fantastic frosh 

response,” said pub manager Mark 

Picketts, who explained that most tours 

of campus have involved students peer¬ 

ing through rhe pub windows at the new 

pool table and 20-foot hardwood bar. 

After a full summer of construction 

and budget revisions, the employees at 

the expanded pub were more than eager 

to welcome someone other than staff 

into the hardwood paneled room, said 

Picketts. 

The renovations include an expan¬ 

sion that almost doubles the capacity of 

the pub, the addition of four beer lines 

to the existing eight, and an expanded 

pub menu. The changes have cost the 

Alma Mater Society $200,000, $70,000 

more than originally projected in the 

budget. 

Mid-way through renovations, the 

pub management was forced to ask the 

Alma Mater Society Board of Directors 

for an extra $20,000 to cover unex¬ 

pected costs, such as replacing aging 

duct work and installing wood panelling 

to maintain the decor from rhe old 

Queen’s Pub. The additional $50,000 

was furnished by Jack Sinnott, director 

of the John Deutsch University Centre. 

“We’re more than confident that 

they’ll make the cost back in the next 

seven years,” said Services Director 

Sarah Armstrong. 

With double the capacity, an 

expanded menu and a more knowledge¬ 

able staff, Picketts has projected a 66 per 

cent jump in sales over the course of the 

year. 

“It’s a big number, you can’t lie about 

that,” said Picketts, who expressed con¬ 

fidence that the pub’s competitive prices 

and expanded service will draw cus¬ 

tomers. 

Part of that expanded service is the 

extensive training that pub staff have 

undergone in order to be able to offer 

quality service to patrons, said 

Armstrong. 

“We have an intensive training com¬ 

pared to other services,” said Picketts. 

The pub manager maintains rhe staff are 

trained to answer any question 

customers pose abour the quality and 

Please see Changes on page 7 



New Town-Gown 
head keen on Queen’s 

By Fiona Scannell busy this week. 
McNeill said he respects the Queen s 

Patrick McNeill may be the new face University Orientation Week because it 
continues the “really great traditions. 

He admires rhe way people are wel¬ 

comed as part of the Queen’s family. “It’s 

very inclusive, fun and safe,” he com¬ 

mented, allowing new students to learn 

about resources at Queen’s. 

"The number of events and the logis- 

of Town-Gown Relations, but he is no 

stranger to Kingston. Although he lived 

here only briefly as a child, Kingston- 

born McNeill considers the city his 

hometown. 

As the new Town-Gown Relations 

coordinator, McNeill replaces Nancy 

absence from the position. w 

The Town-Gown Relations Office was dents, for students, 

founded in 1991 to better address issues 

arising between Queen’s University stu¬ 

dents and full-time Kingston residents. 

The coordinator is quite familiar with 

the experiences of Queen’s students. 

Last year he worked within Queen’s res¬ 

idences as the acting associate director, 

administration. Before that, McNeill 

spent two years with the Graduate 

Student Society (now known as the 

School of Graduate and Professional and legal aid to update pamphlets on the 

Snidies). Previous to his employment at 

Queen’s, McNeill was executive director 

of a planning institute in Toronto. 

“All my best friends went to Queen’s,” 

McNeill said. “I came up for the 

Homecoming football games, especially 

Success for solar car 
hardware as a computer control system 

BY LAURA MacInn for a so|ar car, Naraig Manjikian, their 

, i faculty advisor, explained that the hard- 

The designers of the clea (varc allows the driver to see the car’s 

of rhe Queen's solar car have s batters' charge, temperature and speed, 

tir.cnt wide engineering ton c ^, S .*!u. wjnnjng team was chosen by 

ing back $50,000 ( • *°! f adites at Motorola, "ho ranked the pro- 
engineering equipment prizes to bench. ||lg|| |§| of wrlttcn reportSa„d 

I Ken Koo both Sc, a $5,000 

Uni’tedlmt"' Canada to (U.S.) cash prize, and $50,000 (U.S) in sn Ist p>> 
coorumaiui, mu'uu ---- 
Tatham, who is on a one-year leave of tics of the orientation is remarkable, 

said McNeill, “and it is all done by stu- 

McNeill’s advice for improving and 

maintaining the positive relations 

between students and the Kingston com¬ 

munity is for students to respect the 

needs of their neighbours. 

McNeill said he looks forward to 

“getting up to speed with the proper 

information” regarding students-land- 

lord relationships. He will be working 

with the Municipal Affairs Committee 

Motorola University Design Contest. 

The pair are members of the Queen's 

solar car team who work on the elec¬ 

tronic systems of the car. 

Popovic called their project “an elec¬ 

tronic brain for the car,” controlling rhe 

motor, collecting data and telling the 

solar car how fast to go. “It basically just 

takes over.” 

The contest asked participants to 

make the best use of a Motorola micro- 

processor Popovic and Koo used tin vprin- 1)1 

and Computer Engineering. 

Manjikian said the materials will be 

used to “enhance the educational experi¬ 

ence” for other electrical engineering 

students. “It will certainly be used in a 

lab setting,” he said. 

The electronic brain was tested on rhe 

Dawn Treader, the 1996-97 Queen’s 

solar car. It will be installed in the newest 

solar car, which will be unveiled in the 

New Tenant Protection Act.” McNeill 

has an open-door policy, encouraging 

students to drop into his office to brain¬ 

storm and use creative ideas for prob¬ 

lem-solving. 

McNeill is in the Town-Gown 

the weekends when Queen’s played Relations Office in the upper level of the 

against Western.” John Deutch University Centre, room 

As a member of the Senate 124, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday 

Orientation Activities Review Board, the to Thursday. Messages can be left for 

liaison between the different faculty ori- him at 545-6745. A drop-in information 

encation groups, and a link to the centre has been added to the office. 

Kingston police, McNeill has been kept 

Milos Popovic (left), Naraig Manjikian, their faculty advisor, and Ken Koo won 

the 1998 Motorola University Design Contest. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF MILOS POPOVIC 

There is always something happening at 

Live Jazz every Friday Night from 9:00-10130 

Our Cafe is fully licensed to serve beer and wine 

Kingston's Largest selection of Newspapers and Magazines 

The finest selection of Classical, Pop, Blues and Jazz CD's in town 

Save 30% all year around on our top 50 bestselling book titles 

Indigo Art of Listening'. 
The Life of Bob Marley with Roger Steffens 

The Evening of Saturday, September 12 - 730-9:00 
Roger Steffens was born in Brooklyn, lives in Los Angeles and owns the worlds largest collection of Bob Marley music and memora- 

‘ 11’CTpr,j7 °.V,er v°?°r,re,c,°rds ,and 1' ■00° cassettes- He has presented lectures at Cleveland's Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
Harvard, and the New York Public Library, He is the acknowledged expert in all things pertaining to Bob Marley's career loin us at 
Indigo foi what promises to be one of the highlights of our "Art of Listening Series " ' ’ 

Join the Indigo Circle 

■ individual memberships are just Si 5.00 

• 10% off all regularly priced books and audio cassettes 

■ 10% off all special order books 

• Members-only, VIP mid-night madness sales 

Proud to be 100% Canadian 

Books Music & Caf6 

259 Princess Street 

Thursday, September 10, 1998 
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Castle enrolment 
lower than expected 

By Renee Huang 

About 110 students arrived 

Wednesday at Herstmonceux Castle, 

Queen’s International Study Centre, 70 

students shy of the centre’s registration 

goal. 

“In terms of first years, it’s on target,” 

said Greg Lessard, the new academic 

director of the ISC. “In terms of upper 

years, it’s not.” 

“I get the impression that 
people think that because 

the castle’s old, the 
programs are also old. It’s 

actually in it’s infancy.” 

— Greg Lessard, ISC academic 

director 

This year marks the first anniversary 

of rhe First Year Option which allows 

students to complete their first year of 

university abroad at the castle. 

Just under 90 first years are presently 

enrolled for a full academic year at the 

castle, said Sandy Montgomery, opera¬ 

tions director at the castle. He described 

the upper-year enrolment of 20 students 

for the 1998 fall term as “a little bit 

disappointing.” 

“I would’ve liked to see 40 upper 

years here,” he said. 

“We’re aiming at moving towards 

capacity here in the order of 180 

students,” said Lessard. “Ideally we’d 

have a 50-50 mix [of first years and 

upper years.]” 

“We’re really optimistic that we’ll 

have the place full,” said V-P 

(Academics) Dave Turpin. “The first-year 

program has been a tremendous success” 

and rhe revised upper-year program will 

be introduced next fall. 

But Lessard acknowledged that it will 

take some time and effort to boost enrol¬ 

ment. 

Traditionally, winter terms have 

higher rates of upper-year enrolment 

than fall terms because international 

business courses offered during the win¬ 

ter cater towards Commerce students, 

Lessard explained. “Arts and Science is a 

much larger faculty and it’s harder to jus¬ 

tify [the international experience.]” 

Improved scholarships and bursaries 

may also help students who lack the 

finances to go to the ISC, said Lessard. 

Talk of closing the castle in previous 

years may have dissuaded potential stu¬ 

dents from registering, Montgomery 

speculated. Also, recent recruiting efforts 

were geared heavily towards catching 

first-year students’ interests as opposed 

to upper years during the trial run of the 

first-year study abroad program. 

Montgomery said the ISC marketing 

team is currently looking at a more 

aggressive recruiting strategy to spark 

the interest and commitment of upper- 

year students. He said several pamphlets 

aimed at next year’s program are being 

designed to target student audiences 

from different years and programs. 

“I don’t think we put out a very good 

idea of what people who go here get of 

the experience,” Lessard explained. “We 

still have a way to go convincing students 

that an international experience is one to 

have.” 

According to Lessard, there is still 

time to make the necessary improve- 

Please see Hopes on page 5 

Fewer frosh in 
temporary res rooms 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Most students living in Queen’s 

University residences this year received 

their lifestyle accommodation choice, 

with significantly fewer students placed 

in temporary rooms than last year. 

Eighty-one per cent of students who 

requested co-ed residence accommoda¬ 

tions were assigned rhese rooms. Ninety 

per cent of double room requests and 

91 per cent of single room requests 

were met. All requests for west campus 

accommodations were satisfied. 

Economy double rooms, introduced 

last year, were expanded from 37 rooms 

to 148 rooms this year, and all requests 

for these rooms were met. The economy 

double is a small double room, newly 
carpeted and painted, and furnished 

with steel furniture designed to utilize 

space efficiently. 

Rooms are fully furnished and 

include either bunk beds or loft-desk 

arrangements. 

A double economy room with full 

meal plan costs almost $1,300 less than 

a single room with full meal plan. “This 

is an option for people who want to 

save on living expenses or budget their 

money for other areas,” said Director of 

Residence Services Graham Brown. 

Approximately 2,635 students have 

been accepted into Queen’s residences, 

however, said Brown; “The numbers 

change every few hours... People drop 

in looking for a place to live and we 

receive some cancellations.” 

About 65 of these students, com¬ 

pared with 100 last year, have been 

assigned to temporary' spaces in resi¬ 

dence floor common rooms and large 

double rooms set up as triples. “This 

allows these students regular involve¬ 

ment from day one,” explained Brown. 

“We do not want them to feel isolated 

from rhe normal activities so we get 

them into temporary spaces on rhe 

floors as much as we can.” 

Based on previous years, residence 

services expects approximately 50 first- 

year srudents to either not show up to 

university' or to elect to leave within the 

first month. About another two dozen 

students usually leave university 

between October and December, Brown 

explained. “This is more than enough to 

handle the temporary students,” he said. 

“Between no shows and early attrition, 

we can take care of them.” 

In the past, students temporarily 

lodged in triple room accommodations 

were paid a small per diem rebare. 

However, upon inquiry by residence 

services, many of rhese students 

expressed a preference for proper fur¬ 

nishing and Internet access over a cash 

refund. 

In response to these concerns, “There 

is no rebate [this year] but more services 

so we think we have managed it better,” 

Brown said. A Don has also been 

assigned to temporary triple rooms. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF TRICOLOUR YEARBOOK 

Off-campus students 
have a FYNIR time 

By Fiona Stevenson confrontational with the students in res¬ 

idence. 

While hundreds of first-year students 

began their adjustment to residence life 

Monday and Tuesday, 75 first-year stu¬ 

dents not in residence (FYNIRS) partici¬ 

pated in games, social activities and 

discussions intended to introduce them 

to Queen’s University’s resources and to 

each other. 

FYNIRS was established in 1993 after 

people realized that for the first two days 

of orientation week, first-year students 

who had elected not to stay in residence 

were just sitting around, said FYNIRS 

co-chair Tuan Vu Bui. 

As a former FYNIR himself, Bui was 

motivated to get involved with the orga¬ 

nization because pf the key role it played 

in his own university experience. “My 

time with FYNIRS was as fun as my time 

with engineering,” he recalled. 

FYNIRS represent about 15 per cent 

of the first-year class each year, although 

only 75 of these students generally par¬ 

ticipate in FYNIRS orientation. Bui 

attributes the discrepancy between the 

figures to misconceptions about 

FYNIRS. “We try to correct these year-in 

and year-out,” he said. 

Bui and past FYNIRS volunteers have 

received a great deal of positive feedback 

regarding the program. “Some students 

last year told us that at the beginning of 

the faculty stuff, they knew all the 

cheers,” he said. “They started on a 

bang.” 

“I think FYNIRS is good because I’ve 

gotten to meet people already,” said 

Bernadette O’Connor, a first-year stu¬ 

dent living at her home in nearby 

Amherstview this year. 

Approximately 15 student volunteers, 

called Landlords, organized and ran the 

two-day program and coordinate 

monthly activities that continue through 

the year. 

Bui emphasized that FYNIRS is not 

The two groups came together for a 

number of orientation activities includ¬ 

ing dances, coffee houses and the 

Existere IV theatre performance. 

According to Bui, the main message 

FYNIRS attempts to convey is that “resi¬ 

dence life is certainly an integral part of 

the university experience... but living in 

residence is not for everyone.” 

First-year ArtSci student Mark 

Bressee saw a significant advantage to 

living outside Kingston this year rather 

than staying in residence. “I still get to 

stay at home and everything’s free.” 

ArtSci students Cory Genge and 

Justin Sharp decided to team up with 

another friend from home and rent an 

apartment in downtown Kingston this 

year. 

“I feel that apartment life is really a 

lot freer than residence life,” Genge said. 

Sharp said he appreciates living with 

fewer people because “we share a bath¬ 

room with three people instead of a 

whole floor.” 

Some students admitted to fears of 

meeting less people or missing out by not 

living in residence. 

“When you kind of see the groups of 

residence people, you kind of feel like 

they’re having a bit more fun,” Genge 

said. 

Municipal Affairs Commissioner 

Sarah Corman made a point of talking to 

the FYNIRS during their orientation 

days. “I think it’s really important for me 

to talk to them because a lot of them are 

living on their own for the first time.” 

Corman said it is also important for 

FYNIRS to know about the resources 

that exist at Queen’s and to encourage 

them to become involved in campus life. 

“A lot of FYNIRS feel not quite as 

involved... I think it’s really great what 

they do in orientation week.” 
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Walkhome Is Open! 
8 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sun - Wed 
8 p.m. - 3 a.m. Thurs - Sat 

WALKHOME 
545-2662 

The AMS Walkhome service is provided free of charge to all 
students, staff and faculty of Queen's University in order to provide 

the option of being safely and comfortably accompanied while 
walking on campus and in the surrounding area. 

So, if you would like a team to accompany you along your way, 
just give us a call! 

MmmmwMimMBmRmmm 
We would also like to thank our sponsors: Tordiff Communications for their radio 

support, and Cyclepath for our six Peugot Bicycles! 

Cydepath - A ^ 

339 Princess St. 

Campus 
Community 

Queerientation Week ’98 

Sponsored by the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual Issues committee, 
Queerientation Week 98 kicks on 
Monday. For information about the 
week’s activities ending Friday, 
September 18, call the Social Issues 
Commission at 545-6000, ext. 4816. 

AIDS Walk 

On Sunday, September 27, the local 
community will hold AIDS Walk_ 
Kingston along with more than 55 
Canadian communities. Every dollar 
raised in the event helps someone in 
the community who is dealing with 
HIV/AIDS. For more information or 
to register, visit the office at 844A 
Princess St., or call 545-3698. 

Local volunteer opportunities 

The Community Volunteer Centre is 
looking for volunteers. Volunteer 
opportunities available this week are 
at Frontenac Food Sharing Project, 
Hotel Dieu Hospital, Kingston 
Internal House, and The Boys and 
Girls’ Club of Greater Kingston. Call 
545-8512 for more information. 

Information Expo 

A Public Information Display entitled 
"Helping People and Connecting with 
the Kingston Community” will be 
held on Saturday, September 12, 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at 
Thompson Drill Hall. 

Candlelighting ceremony 

First-year women are invited to a can¬ 
dielighting ceremony Monday after¬ 
noon at 3:30 p.m. inside Grant Hall. 

No formal cola offers yet 

Hi 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B7 

Continued from page I 

uted among these groups. 
Cola companies will likely offer 

Queen’s a multi-million dollar deal for 
exclusive rights on campus. The money- 
received from the deal would be distrib¬ 
uted between campus groups affected 
by the change. 

AMS President Tom Stanley said he is 
interested in investigating the impact of 
a solo cola deal on student life, as well 
as the possible use of revenue from the 
franchise. 

He referred to the University of 
Alberta, which will receive $4,5 million 
over ten years from Coca-Cola for 

exclusive rights. This revenue has been 
designated for student union and stu¬ 
dent programming funds, and Coca- 
Cola has donated $100,000 for 
scholarships and bursaries at the univer¬ 
sity. 

“It’s something that could make a lot 
of sense for students,” he said. 

• No formal offers have been made by 
either company, but Crawford antici¬ 
pates spokespeople from Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi will be .on campus in September. 

Director of Food Services Bruce 
Griffiths said the final report from 
Spectrum is expected in October. 

WELCOME BACK! 
SUN | MONlTUESl WED I THURS | FRI 

PARTY 
IN 

“THE 
FROG”! 

ROAD 
APPLES! 

Best of 
THE HIP! 

LIVE JAM 
SESSION! 

Every 
SUNDAY 
NIGHT 

20 
NFL 

SUNDAY 
NIGHT 
GAME 

Big Screen! 

27 

PLAY 
POOL 

& 

NTN! 

NFL 
FOOTb 
BALL 

D.J 
TUNES 
RETRO 
DRAFT! 

10c WINGS! 

10e 
WINGS! 

BIG 
WRECK 
LAMINATE 

PARTY 

28 
RETRO 
DRAFT! 

BIG SCREENS! 
PLAY QBI 

& NTN! 
10c WINGS! 

LIGHT 
ALL 

NIGHT! 

THE 
TRAVOLTAS 

BIG 
SHINY 80’S 

TUNES! 

15 

THE BORDER 
HIT MUSIC 

102.7 
LIVEtoAIR! 

Ever>' 
TUESDAY 

22 

OLD 
SCHOOL 
BLACK 
LIGHTS 

29 

PARTY 
LIKE IT’S 

19891 

FROSH 
WELCOMING 

BASH! 
D.J. DANCE 

PARTY! 

KILLJOYS 

Rusty 

30 

ECONOLINE 
CRUSH 

GONE 
LOONEY! 

17 

NURSINC’W 
SMOKER 

GONE 
LOONEY! 

GONE 
LOONEY! 
OCT. 1 

DIPSO! 
SUPER 
LITE 
ALL 

NIGHT! 

FRIDAY 
ROCKIN’ 
AUCTION! 

NO 
COVER! 

11 

LITE NIGHT 
ALL NIGHT 
EVERY FRI! 

NO 
COVER! 

18 

D J. DANCE 
PARTY 
FRIDAY 

NIGHTS! 
NO COVER! 

25 

ROCKIN’ 
AUCTION 

EVERY FRI. 
NO 

COVER! 

COLLECT! 
CONVERT! 
CASH-IN! 

IGRAAD SLAJti 
3SATURDAVI 

WIN 
ftiooo 

WIN SI00U 
ORIENTATION 

‘98 LEADER 
PARTY PART I 

12 

WIN S1000 
ORIENTATION 

‘98 LEADER 
PARTY PART II 

WIN S1000 
D.J. DANCE 

PARTY 
every SAT! 

26 

HOMECOMING 
PARTY-OPEN 

ALL DAY! 
0’S FOOTBALL 
KILL McGILL! 

OCT. 3 

WIN $1000 
D J. DANCE 

PARTY 
every SAT! 

wmu 
A I't 

HANGAR 
...FAVOURITE 
NIGHTSPOT 

FOR... 
THE BEST 

LIVE BANDS! 

HUGE GIVE-AWAYS! 

THE BIGGEST 
CASH AWARDS! 

5 POOL TABLES! 

3 BIG SCREENS! 

D.J. DANCE PARTYS! 

TO BOOK A 
SMOKER or PARTY 

CALL - S31-5300 
INFO LINE - 531-5025 

www. thehub-kingston. com 
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Willys 
By Renee Huang 

Last week’s graphic front 
window display at Willys cloth¬ 
ing store on Princess Street, 
showing mannequins dressed as 
students taking part in drunken 
debauchery, sparked angry 
response from media and 
consumers. 

One mannequin was posed 
with its head over a toilet bowl 
while another sat upright, 
passed out and covered in its 
own vomit. Two other man¬ 
nequins on the left of the dis¬ 
play were engaged in 
above-the-clothing foreplay. 
T-shirts boasting “Queen’s Kicks 
Ass” hung in the background. 

Stephanie Prior, one of the 
employees who helped create 
the display, said she never 
intended to send a message of 
condoning alcohol abuse and 
sexual abuse — it was intended 
as a tongue-in-cheek reflection 
of university life. 

Prior and her co-workers 
were not prepared for the bar¬ 
rage of publicity in response to 
the display, she said. Kingston’s 
local news station CKWS first 
addressed the provocative win¬ 
dow display in a newscast last 
Wednesday, prompting articles 
in The Kingston Whig-Standard 

and The Globe and Mail, both 
of which are taped to the front 
window. 

“I think a lot of people are 
uptight,” said Prior, who was 
interviewed on CBC Radio 
Toronto Monday, with Willys 
store manager Lara Robinson. 

“We thought people would 
think it was in poor taste but not 
be offended,” explained Prior, 
who also said the store has 
received praise from indepen¬ 
dent downtown store merchants 
in addition to the complaints. 
“This is a front window and 
that’s art.” 

Patrick McNeill, Queen’s 
Town-Gown Relations, said the 
display was disappointing. 

"Certainly it’s not a positive 
image of students,” McNeill 
said. “I don’t know why a store 

shocks 
would do it.” 

Prior, a Queen’s student fin¬ 
ishing her final year of a French 
degree, denies that students are 
misrepresented by the actions 
depicted in the store front. She 
said Willys’ entire staff is com¬ 
posed of Queen’s students and 
alumni. “The fact that Queen’s 
people party and these things 
happen is a fact,” said Prior. 
“You can’t sweep it under the 
rug.” 

“I’m not saying all Queen’s 
students are alcoholics,” she 
continued, but “it’s a big part of 
welcome back.” 

“I thought it was a very 
unfortunate choice on their part 
to put that display on,” said 
Dean of Student Affairs Bob 
Crawford. “We’re aware that 
students drink too much.” 

Crawford is concerned Willys 
is sending students and other 
members of the public a mes¬ 
sage that overindulgent drinking 
is normal. “If you’re marketing 
with that message, is that a safe 
drinking message?” 

Prior said Willys received 
most criticism from people who 
did not understand that a con¬ 
troversial message was com¬ 
pletely unintended. “We never 
made ir out to be okay to take 
advantage of someone,” she 
insisted. 

“I think the thing that upset 
us the most was the [misinter¬ 
preted] date rape scenario,” said 
Prior. Originally, one man¬ 
nequin was positioned with a 
hand inside the open jeans of 
another passed out mannequin. 

Prior said after the com¬ 
plaints and negative publicity, 
Willys staff affixed a sign on the 
reading, “I consent.” “Me too,” 
read the female mannequin’s 
sign. 

On Sunday, staff members 
replaced the signs with warnings 
taped to the window, one of 
which read: “Attention: All 
mannequins are over the age of 
21 and fully consent to the 
events depicted here.” 

Prior said because sales 
normally improve with the 

Honorary degree 
nominations sought 

The Senate Committee on Honorary Degrees in 
inviting nominations for the award of honorary 
degree at the 1999 Convocations. 

The following information about each nominee 
should be provided: 

• name in full 
• permanent address 
• a brief biological outline, including education 

and employment reasons for recommending 
the award of an honorary degree 

Nominations must be submitted to reach the 
Secretary of the University by Friday, November 
13, 1998. 

Please send to: University Secretariat 
Secretary - Senate Committee 
on Honorary Degrees 
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 

public 
return of students in September, 
it’s hard to say whether or not 
sales have increased due to the 
media coverage. “The rype of 
people who are offended 
wouldn’t shop here anyway.” 

Employee John Gianniotis 
said a local women’s group that 
would not identify itself told 
them if the display was not 
changed by Tuesday, the group 
would stage a protest outside 
the store with petitions. 
Robinson said the group did not 
show. But Prior said Willys 
changes the front display on a 
weekly basis, a cycle that was 
not disrupted by the recent 
publicity. 

Controversial window display at Willys attracts attention. 

PHOTO BY PAUL HEISLER 

High hopes for the castle 
Continued from page 3 

ments to an international study 
cenrre that is still very much in 
its fledgling stage. 

“It’s a very young place,” 
said Lessard of the castle, which 
was given to Queen’s University 
in 1994 by alumnus Alfred 
Bader. “I get the impression 
that people think that because 
the castle’s old, the programs 
are also old. It’s actually in it’s 
infancy.” 

In the meantime, 

Montgomery said an enrolment 
40 per cent lower than the tar¬ 
get of 180 students will not 
affect the castle’s operating 
budget. “We’ve got a much bet¬ 
ter budget this year,” he said. 
“We should break even this year 
and profit next.” 

Last year, the Canadian 
University Study Abroad 
Program was created to allow 
University of Western Ontario, 
University of Toronto and 
University of British Columbia 
to join Queen’s as owners of 

the castle. This year, Dalhousie 
University also joined rhe 
partnership. 

The commercial side of the 
study centre, Herstmonceux 
Castle Enterprises, contributes 
to the main income of the cas¬ 
tle, which is based primarily on 
student fees. HC Enterprises 
also rents the castle out for spe¬ 
cial events during the summer. 

“Overall, I’m pleased with 
the way things are going... 
Everything's slipped into place 
this year,” Monrgomery said. 
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The PubUshing and Copy Centre 

New this year! 
Custom-made, 

digitally produced 

T-shirts and 
mousepads 

2 Self Serve Copies 
for the price of two! 

(Hey., they're 

tb« MBMiiaj tad Copy C#rt» 

We're Honest Folk. 
thafs cheap enough already. 

o^6 
9& 
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'4/> 
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QUEENS' UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICES 
MA Y BE ABLE TO HELP!!! 

WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR PART-TIME 
EMPLOYEES FOR BARTENDERS, CATERING WAIT 
STAFF, AND GENERAL RETAIL. FLEXIBLE WORK 
SCHEDULES, AND DAYTIME AVAILABILITY IS AN 

ASSET 
IF INTERESTED, PLEASE DROP OFF YOUR RESUME 

AND APPLICATION AT OUR MAIN OFFICE, IN THE 
JDUC ACROSS FROM THE QUEEN'S PUB. 
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QP changes a welcome improvement 
Continued from page I 

taste of the beers and scotches served at 

the bar. If a customer wants to try some¬ 

thing new, or match a taste that he or she 

enjoyed in another beer, the staff will be 

able to recommend a brew that should 

meet or exceed expectations. 

“We want to help expand [patron’s] 

taste buds,” said Picketts. 

To add to the culture of taste and 

choice cultivated by the pub, Armstrong 

pointed out that the pub has maintained 

the decor from the older section of the 

“Village people? 

establishment, including the couches and 

the big screen TV The newer section fea¬ 

ture higher chairs and tables, more space 

and a lone pool table. 

“There are really two options for any¬ 

one who’s interested,” explained 

Armstrong. 

Anyone who’s interested will also be 

greeted by the addition of a Queen’s 

Student Constable on Tuesday, Thursday, 

Friday and Saturday nights. But, accord¬ 

ing to Picketts, the new security' presence 

will add to, not detract from, the pub’s 

easy-going, social atmosphere. 

5? 

Continued from page I 

positive connotations will bolster lobby¬ 

ing efforts for improvements to student 

housing and promote an image of a 

healthy sense of community and 

co-operation. 

“I think it’s a wonderful idea, long 

overdue,” said Patrick McNeill, Town- 

Gown Relations. 

McNeill "Said referring to the area as 

the Student Village will foster images of 

a distinct area within a larger commu¬ 

nity. “The students have to empower 

themselves with this word,” he added. 

However, some students are less 

enthusiastic about the name change. 

Said George Reinblatt, ArtSci ’99: 

“The Student Village? What would that 

make us— the village people? I get to 

be the cowboy.” 

“I never really thought [ghetto] was 

that bad of a name to begin with,” said 

Erin Kelly, ArtSci ’01. “I think [student 

village] is too long to say.” 

Some students see benefits to the 

name change. “[The Student Village] is 

kind of a cute name,” said Katherine 

Waller, ArtSci ’01. 

“We’re not really living in a ghetto,” 

said Wes Newton, ArtSci '01. Newton 

said the name change will likely ease 

tension between students and local resi¬ 

dents, however, he predicted that stu¬ 

dents will always call it the ghetto. 

“I think it’s just an unnecessary for¬ 

mality. As far as I go. I’m probably going 

to end up saying ghetto,” said Peter 

Calveley, ArtSci ’01. 

“It’s not going to catch on with 

everyone this year,” Gorman acknowl¬ 

edged. “It’s going to take at least four 

years.” 

“It has to be a concentrated effort on 

everyone’s part,” said McNeill. 

“By no way is it the ultimate solu¬ 

tion... It’s part of our overall campaign 

to improve the quality of housing for 

students,” Corman explained. 

“We’ve asked them to dress in semi- 

formal attire when they come to work, 

rather than the regular rugby shirts,” said 

Picketts. The constable on duty will 

mainly be there for checking I.D. during 

the. evening hours and dealing with any 

other incidents that arise. 

The expanded lunch menu will 

include deli items such as baguette sand¬ 

wiches and hummus, as well as the ever- 

popular selections from the auto-fry. 

“It’s a good lunch option,” said 

Armstrong. “You can eat a good lunch 

for five dollars or less.” The new lunch 

menu will start being served on Monday, 

September 14. 

The consensus among members of the 

AMS who were present at the opening is 

that the menu changes and renovations 

are a welcome improvement both for the 

pub and for the students. 

“I really hope that students like it as a 

space for students to spend time in,” said 

Tom Stanley, AMS president. “Before 

any business concerns that’s what I’m 

concerned about.” 

Picketts said the pub is booked solid 

with corporate and other group events 

through the month of September, and 

that management receive two to three 

calls a day from people interested in 

arranging events in the pub. 

“There’s a lot of options, a lot of 

things you can do [with the space],” said 

Armstrong. 

Most of all, those involved in the pro¬ 

ject are excited and nervous to see how 

students react to the new facility. 

“I’m really excited to get people in 

here,” said Picketts. “We really want to 

lose the stigma of being an upper-year 

bar.” 

Picketts is also interested to see how 

people will react to the mix of old and 

new, and whether they will gravitate to 

one side or the other of the renovated 

space. 

“It’s been quite a learning process,” 

said Armstrong. “It’s hard to believe how 

quickly you can make it happen when 

you have to.” 

The Class of ’02 makes a great impression on day one of Orientation Week. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 
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Orientation weak? 
CONTRARY TO MCGILL’S 

slanderous claims, few sheep are 
abused at Queen’s — at least not 

as an official 'Frosh Week' activity. 
Some traditional activities in the 

past, however, did transgress acceptable 
norms of behaviour, such as in 1984 
when over 40 engineering students 
were sent to the hospital during the 
grease pole event. 

Excessive drinking and other acts of 
hooliganism in the 1980s led to the cre¬ 
ation of the Senate Orientation 
Activities Review Board. While 
SOARB’s success at de-fanging ‘frosh 
week’ of its more offensive rituals has 
allowed the event to continue, some of 
its recommendations could, if taken too 
far, leave us with a watered-down ver¬ 
sion of what is now known as 
Orientation Week. 

Nevertheless, orientation is a valu¬ 
able opportunity to educate and expose 
incoming students to other views. 
Making incoming students aware and 
sensitive to a diverse range of lifestyles 
must remain an important objective of 

SOARB should not confuse the need 
to have a safe and effective orientation 
with the overly parental attitude that 
we must be sheltered from all of the 
drunken excesses of university life. 
Although some rituals, especially those 
involving sheep entrails, are better left 
in the past, the administration should 
not be afraid to let students get their 
feet muddy from time to time. 

No more Monica 
This is not an editorial about 

Monica Lewinsky. The barrage 
of zipper-gate related stories on 

the airwaves and in the print media 
has exhausted this editorial board’s 
appetite for presidential sex scandals. 

The rest of the mainstream media, 
however, seems eager to add to the 
glut of trivial and often subjective 
coverage of a story that has domi¬ 
nated the American moral landscape 
for too long. By obsessing over titil¬ 
lating rumours instead of facts, the 
media has glossed over the real story: 
a sitting president may have commit¬ 
ted perjury or obstruction of justice. 
Instead of waiting for Ken Starr’s 
report, the focus has been on specula¬ 
tion and analysis of issues, such as the 
semen-stained dress, that seem less 
intended to inform than to entertain. 

If after five years of adultery sto¬ 

ries, the question of Bill Clinton’s 
marital fidelity is still front-page 
material then there is a serious dearth 
of hard news in America. Moreover, 
it is questionable that despite poll 
after poll showing waning interest in 
the story, the media continues to 
respond to zipper-gate as breaking 
news. 

Rather than leave unfounded spec¬ 
ulation to trashy tabloids and late- 
night TV, the mainstream media has 
jumped on any opportunity to scruti¬ 
nize the private life of the president. 
While the institution of the presi¬ 
dency should not be insulated from 
the public eye, clearly the degree of 
scrutiny in this case has reached an 
inappropriate level. Since this type of 
coverage will no doubt continue, we 
can only plead: no more Monica 
please! 

Orientation Week. 
Although SOARB’s efforts to make 

the event safe and non-offensive are 
commendable, a continuing shift away 
from the week’s traditional social 
dimension to an emphasis on lectures 
and colloquia about student life could 
turn frosh week in a rather staid event. 

Some of [SOARB’s] 
recommendations could, if 

taken too far, leave us with a 
watered-down version of 

what is now known as 
Orientation Week. 

Bons Mots: Once the toothpaste is out of the tube, it is 
awfully hard to get it back in. 

F.niTORiAi Rn 

—H. R. Haldeman 

a 

' 

-Tara Mansbridge 

Of cowardice and privacy PUNDITS AND POLLSTERS HAVE 
remarked repeatedly over the last 
decade that the public has become 

excessively interested in the private 
lives of our political leaders and enter¬ 
tainers (who are, ironically, sometimes 
one and the same.) Strong are the 
legions that deplore such vapid talk 
shows as Jenny Jones or Jerry Springer, 
but foot-soldiers from those same ranks 
continually turn on Entertainment 

Tonight or open up People magazine to 
learn the intimate details of the private 
lives of their favourite celebrities. 

Putting aside for now the issues sur¬ 
rounding the privacy of those in politi¬ 
cal power, weighty and important 
though they may be, this fascination we 
have with exposing and divulging has 
more than bordered on the obscene — 
it has become a colony. 

The question I think that we must 
ask ourselves is not why we are so fas¬ 
cinated with these juicy tidbits of scan¬ 
dal and sexuality, but what is it that 
justifies the satisfaction of this lurid 
rubber-necking on the information 
highway. As we move more and more 
towards a society in which we are virtu¬ 
ally required to purge our emotions to 
one another, whether it be on a thera¬ 
pist’s couch or elbowing up to the bar 
with a friend, we have to ask what this 
penchant for delving into the details is 
really about. 

What need do we really have to 
know the sexual orientation of actors 
or talk show hosts? What point does it 
serve to nose into the fertility issues 
faced by our favourite rock diva or root 

through the refuse left behind in the 
wake of a celebrity break up? 

The interest we show speaks to our 
own weakness of character. Too often 
we look for faults in our icons to justify 
our own lack of conviction and pur¬ 
pose. Too often we fail to analyze why 

we need to talk about or notice the 
things that we do. 

The fact is, analysing others 

without undergoing self- 

analysis is cowardly. 

For example, perhaps our interest in 
the sexuality of a particular celebrity, 
who, quite rightly, wishes his or her 
sexuality to remain private, indicates 
that we ourselves are frightened of 
issues surrounding sexuality. Perhaps 
our interest in the minutia of a music 

diva’s life illustrates that we are leading 
uninteresting lives that lack morals or 
purpose, that ouf interest in the cereal 
of the stars shows how truly trivial we 
have become. 

The fact is, analysing others without 

undergoing self-analysis is cowardly. 
Spewing out our life stories and per¬ 
sonal problems to the closest set of ears 
that will hear doesn’t remedy the prob¬ 
lem, it only perpetuates a cycle of inva¬ 
sion of privacy and proliferation of 

information without knowledge or wis¬ 
dom. Until we can reconcile our desire 
for detail with a mature interest in self- 
discovery we should keep our curiosity 
to ourselves. 
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Oil thigh forever! Just a little respect 
SO HERE YOU ARE. You’ve .finally 

arrived at the humble beginnings of 
post secondary education. Already 

settled all snug and comfy in your resi¬ 
dence room, you’ve most likely passed 
through the gauntlet of highway signs, 
purple people and the massive traffic 
jams obscuring the simplest points of 
entry into your residence. You’ve 
already had a small taste of Queen’s 
spirit through your residence activities 
and the rest of “Frosh Week” lies ahead 
(or for the p.c. inclined “Orientation 
Week”). 

Queen’s spirit isn’t just 
mindless worshipping of the 

“limestone gods”. 

So now you’re faced with the ques¬ 
tion: do I participate or not? Do cool 
kids paint their face? Am I compromis¬ 
ing my ideals if I let these people inject 
Queen’s spirit into my arm so it’s all I 
live and breath for the next week? 
In my opinion go with it. You’re not los¬ 
ing your identity or buying into any nam 
e brand ideals if you participate. I like to 
think that once you put on the frosh 
t-shirt you are on an even playing field, 
and that Queen’s spirit is the unifying 
factor. At this point it doesn’t mater who 
you are or where you’re from; everyone 
here has one guaranteed thing in com¬ 
mon, you all chose Queen’s. 

I can assume that for a lot of 
people Queen’s wasn’t exactly 
“last-chance-U.” Academically, Queen’s 
is a top-ranked university. Queen’s also 
has excellent extracurricular activities. 
From the largest Interuniversity' sports 
program in Canada, an all-encompassing 
intramural program (inner-tube water 
polo anyone?) and dozens of clubs there 
is something to cater to your every whim 
and fancy. In short, that is much to be 
proud of. 

This is an opportunity to meet people 
and to basically have a great time. 
Queen’s spirit isn’t just mindless wor¬ 

shipping of the “limestone gods.” It’s 
more of a means to an end. Life, after 
all, is what you make of it and your level 
of spirit can be to your advantage. Who 
knows who you might meet or what 
interests you will be able to develop. 

Frosh week happens to be one of my 
fondest memories at Queen’s. I still 
have my framed frosh group picture on 
the wall. To 
some it may 
seem like a 
shameless ad, 
but as I 
look at those 
tricoloured 
stained faces 
I realize 
how much I 
actually like 
doing the “Oil 
Thigh” and 
supporting 
Queen’1 
Heck,it’s been 
four years and 
I still remem¬ 
ber my frosh 
group’s cheer. 
I had a great time basically because I 
realised that nobody really cared about 
image. Queen’s spirit isn’t uncool. 
Nobody is going to put you down for 
having a good time. 

I never understand how people can 
criticize something before they actually 
try. So go out there, learn the cheers and 
give it all a chance. I believe it was Oscar 
Wilde who astutely noted “It’s the cyni¬ 
cal man who knows the price of every¬ 
thing but the value of nothing.” So 
whether you are a glass is half-full or half 
empty kind of person, go out there lose 
your voice, degrade other faculties, paint 
your coveralls, drink purple “juice”, and 
see if you see the value of “frosh week” 
and Queen’s spirit. Once you give it a 
try I’ll be willing to listen to any criti¬ 
cism. 

Emma Ritchie, 
Arts ’98, Law ’00 

PRIDE /prid/ (n.): inordinate 
self-esteem. 

Every September, I stroll through 
campus, watching tammed and cover- 
ailed frosh stomping around campus 
yelling “Yes! Yes! Yes, we do! We’ve got 
spirit, how ‘bout you?” There are crests 

freshly 
painted, 
glistening in 
the morn¬ 
ing sun and 
aggravating 
hangovers. 
There are 
purple peo¬ 
ple with 
mohawks 
bellowing 
anti-Artsci 
slogans. 

There are 
full-grown 
adults 
walking 
crab-like or 
with their 

hands between each other’s knees. Any 
outside observers would take a look at 
this scene and think they had happened 
onto a cult inculcation ceremony. I won¬ 
der why more people participating don’t 
think the same thing. 

Be glad that you can afford an educa¬ 
tion. Be glad that you lived long enough 
and were smart enough to get to univer¬ 
sity. Be glad to crawl on your belly 
through who-knows-what in the mud 
around the pole. I think not. Pride has 
limits. What is the point of taking adults, 
putting them in odd clothing, feeding 
them several shots of some thick, blue 
Mexican liquor (everyone else is; so if 
you don’t, you’ll stand out, which is 
even more of a sin than pride itself) and 
telling them that walking on their hands 
and feet, belly to the sky, is a good thing? 
That’s not pride. That’s the biggest prac¬ 
tical joke I’ve ever seen. How can frosh 

be proud of Queen’s when they have 
only been here for 96 hours? 

There are better ways to show your 
pride. Donate money in Queen’s name 
to a charity, refuse to litter campus with 
Dipso tickets and purple dye, work hard 
in school and don’t make the citizens of 
Kingston dread each and every 
September. Another meaning of pride is 
great satisfaction. Be satisfied that you’re 
going to learn more about the world 
(and yourself) than you ever thought 
possible. 

Any outside observers would 
take a look at this scene and 

think they had happened 
onto a cult inculcation 

ceremony. 

Pride is about more than silly hats and 
hiding that mickey of rum in your cover¬ 
alls at the homecoming game. Pride is 
also about respect. Respect this place, 
because it will change your life, if you let 
it. Respect each other: don’t link alcohol 
tolerance, an expensive pair of boots or 
being from “just outside Toronto” with 
social acceptability. And above all, 
respect yourselves. 

You wane to show the world that 
Queen’s is the best university — try 
respect. It beats the pole, it beats 
Vaseline in your hair, and it sure beats 
acting like misled sheep. 

Daniel Evans, 
Arts ’99 

Write for Opinions 
Do you support a position which 

needs to be talked about? Here’s your 
chance to spark the discussion. Send 
your opinion of 500-600words to The 

Queen’s Journal and we’ll send it 
to even-one else. Let your ohsen'ations 
resonate through the communitv- 
Call Todd at 545-2800 or 
journal@post.queensu.ca. 

talkin 

What is your favorite part of Orientation Week ? 

“The girls.” 

BEN PETERSON 
ARTS '00 

“I don’t remember.” 
STEVE CUMMING 
ARTS '01 

“What’s Orientation Week?” 

CAMERON BRETT 
ARTS '02 

“Slamming my jacket." 
JENSI THOMAS 
ENG '99 

PHOTOS BY JAMES TERJANIAN 
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AMS Unimpressed 

Dear Editors, 

On July 23, 1998, the execu¬ 

tive of the Alma Mater Society 

had the opportunity to meet 

with the Honorable David 

Johnson, Minister of Education 

and Training. The focus of this 

meeting was on student aid, and 

specifically, the Ontario govern¬ 

ment’s failure to live up to their 

continual promises for reform. 

Given the severity of the stu¬ 

dent debt problem in Ontario, 

we expected far more from our 

meeting with Minister Johnson. 

His lack of knowledge of the 

issues and empty answers to our 

inquiries were unpleasant sur¬ 

prises to us, and certainly not 

what we expected from the min¬ 

ister. 

Given the severity of 
the student debt 

problem in Ontario, 
we expected far more 

from our meeting 
with Minister Johnson. 

The provincial government's 

routine is a worrisome one for 

students. Year after year, the 

government announces that it 

will allow tuition to rise, but 

also announces that it will bring 

in the much needed student aid 

program. Year after year, how- 

Chalmers United Church 
212 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 

546-3263 

A Caring Community, 

a Questioning Faith, 

a Grounded Hope 

Worship every Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 

Faculty, and Staff! 

Join us, in person or by radio 

960 AM (CFFX) 

Visit our web site: http://web.canlink.com.ucc/kingston/chalmers 

ever, tuition skyrockets, pro¬ 

grams are deregulated, and stu¬ 

dent aid reform is put off until 

the following year. 

Consider the following reali¬ 

ties. Last year, over 80 per cent 

of Ontario’s student assistance 

budget went to administrative 

costs, including loan defaults. 

This means that less than one- 

fifth of the assistance dollars 

ever made it into the hands of 

students. The Ontario Student 

Assistance Program (OSAP) has 

been slowly dismantled, making 

it more difficult for students to 

get government loans, while 

part-time students have been cut 

out of the program all together. 

This summer’s cancellation of 

the Merit Scholarship, a pro¬ 

gram to give money to the top 

students in Ontario, was 

announced without a single cent 

ever reaching a student. 

Students are graduating with 

unprecedented levels of debt, 

which will have real ramifica¬ 

tions on the Ontario economy, 

and on these students’ standard 

of living. The situation will 

only worsen as tuition increases, 

and as the echo generation 

enters university at the turn of 

the century. 

It is very discouraging to 

have a Minister of Education 

that is seemingly so out of touch 

with the needs of students in the 

province of Ontario. The issues 

are ones that affect us all, and all 

future generations of students. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Stanley 

AMS President 

Arts ’99 

Alison Loat 

VP University Affairs 

Arts ’99 

Gord Moodie 

VP Operations 

Comm '99 

“Coming Out" 
Article Incomplete 

Dear Editors: 

It was a pleasure to see the 

article titled, “Coming out at 

Queen’s” in the “Welcome to 

Queen’s” supplement (July 

28th); however, I feel compelled 

to add the Human Rights Office 

as an important resource for 

queer students, staff and faculty. 

In addition to dealing with com¬ 

plaints of heterosexism/homo¬ 

phobia, we offer workshops and 

maintain a good resource 

library. For more information, 

please call 545-6886 or drop by 

our office. 

Julie Darke, 

Anti-Heterosexism 

Coordinator 

Human Rights Office 

Letters To the 
Editors Policy 

The Editors of The 

Journal want to hear 

PROM READERS. Al.I. 

LETTERS MUST INCLUDE 

THE WRITER’S NAME, 

SIGNATURE, AND TELE¬ 

PHONE NUMBER. Any 

LETTER THAT IS LEGIBLE, 

LEGAL, AND LITERATE WILL 

BE PUBLISHED IF SPACE PER¬ 

MITS. Those that 

ARE AS BRIEF AND 

DIRECT' AS POSSIBLE WILL 

HAVE A BETTER CHANCE 

OF PUBLICATION. DROP 

OFF LETTERS TO 

The Journal House, 

272 Earl St., or 

E-MAIL THEM TO JOUR- 

NAL@POST.QUEENSU.CA. 

LIVING IN THE STUDENT VILLAGE? 

Blue Boxes for recycling are available at the twon-Gown relations 
office, Rm. 124 — JDUC (upper level) 
Call 545-6745 

Kingston Public Works & Transportation: Garbage & Recycling Collection Areas 
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Location ol Waste Transfer Station and K.A.R,C/Hazardous Waste Facility 
'Only 10 minutes north ot campusl' 

If you have a few too many leftovers 
in your house, here’s how to qet rid oi 
them: 

Cardboard Boxes: Slice em’, dice 
em’, then tie em up and stick them ou 
with your Blue Box. 

Hazardous Waste: Bring batteries, 
pain and propane cylinders to 
K.AmR.C. at 70 Lappan’s Lane. 
Disposal is free (see “B” on above 
map). 

Used Furniture/Larqe Items: Take i! 
to the Laidlaw transfer station at 62 
St. Remy place (see “A” on above 
friap)- Free until Sept. 12 for stu¬ 
dents. Proof of residency required (ie 
copy of lease) 

Call K.A.R.C. (546-8523) for more 
information. 

— BrouEht to you by; 

Thursday, September 10, 1998 

__ SCIF.NCF, 
Chemists can communicate 

Whether it’s cloning mice in Hawaii 

or bouncing robotic balloons off Mars, 

spectacular science stories make head¬ 

lines on a near-daily basis. 

At the turn of the millennium, our 

lives have become so entwined with our 

technology — our hardware, agrifood, 

biotech, dot-com, palmtop world — that 

it’s not surprising to see a proliferation 

of sections in papers and segments on the 

news dealing with health, computers, 

our effect on the environment and other 

scientific topics. 

It’s a start, but we have a long way to 

g°- 

In science, as in other fields, our prob¬ 

lem is no longer a lack of information. 

The shear number of articles published 

in academic journals each year is 

staggering. 

Now, our problem is a lack of com¬ 

munication. The more complex, less sen¬ 

sational science stories are overlooked or 

dumbed down. There are two, possibly 

sinister, reasons for this. 

First, it could be that media outlets 

believe we as a public are too ignorant to 

understand the background of a complex 

scientific issue. If this is the case, then the 

media have forgotten their obligation to 

inform the public of important events, 

the issues surrounding them and the 

background when necessary. 

A second reason may be that there is a 

shortage writers who are able to both 

understand the science and to communi¬ 

cate it effectively and cogently to the 

reader. The fact that scientists are told 

from the beginning of their studies that 

they can’t communicate only compounds 

the problem. 

Let’s face it, the prevailing opinion 

around campus is that science students, 

to put it mildly, aren’t the best writers on 

the planet. Better to say that most people 

think that a chemistry major couldn’t 

pick a simile out of a line-up and that the 

average engineer could probably express 

himself better in PERL than in prose. 

It is not surprising that the stereotype 

persists. It is perpetuated on this campus 

in the traditional inter-faculty rivalry 

during frosh week and throughout the 

year in other venues. 

The university itself is not blameless 

in keeping the lie alive. The phrase 

“Point form acceptable” sums up the uni¬ 

versity’s lack of commitment to produc¬ 

ing effective communicators of science. 

I’ve had the pleasure of getting to 

know several engineers and science stu¬ 

dents and not one of them is as narrow 

in their interests as the stereotype would 

lead us to believe. They’ve included 

poets, vocalists, musicians, history and 

polirics buffs, graphic artists, dancers and 

even the odd writer — some odder than 

others. 

There are scientists and students of 

science out there with the ability to com¬ 

municate complex ideas to the general 

public, although many might lack the 

confidence, experience or opportunity to 

do it. What is needed is a medium for 

scientific ideas expressed for the public 

without glossing over the details. 

Student journalism is a great place to 

start, and so there is The Queen’s Journal 

Science section. As with every other sec¬ 

tion of The Journal, Science is open to 

everyone in the Queen’s and Kingston 

communities, whatever their background 

(it’s no more true that a history major 

can’t get science than it is that a physics 

major can’t write about it). 

And if you think that you don’t need 

to be able to write clearly or you don’t 

need to be able to understand the physi¬ 

cal world because it doesn’t fit with your 

major, just remember the (literally) 

immortal words of Lazarus Long: 

“A human being should be able to 

change a diaper, plan an invasion, 

butcher a hog, conn a ship, design a 

building, write a sonnet, balance 

accounts, build a wall, set a bone, 

comfort the dying, take orders, give 

orders, cooperate, act alone, solve 

equations, analyze a new problem, 

pitch manure, program a computer, 

cook a tasty meal, fight efficiently, 

die gallantly. Specialization is for 

insects.” 

—Robert A. Heinlein, from “The 

Notebooks of Lazarus Long” 

John Bowman just wants you to 

write for Science. Is that so wrong? 

The Miyagi Triangle 
Solve the puzzle — Choose your prize! 

A $50 gift certificate at one of the following 
businesses. You choose! 

• Smee’s Games and Comics 
• Digital Gamer 

• Novel Idea 

The Miyagi Triangle is a Japanese mathematical problem known for its simple elegance. The problem requires no more 
than high school geometry to solve, but don’t be dissuaded if it takes you longer than your average grade nine geometry 
proof. The Miyagi Triangle problem was written in Japan’s Miyagi Prefecture on a tablet dated 1913. The right-angle triangle 
as shown contains three large squares, and three circles which are tangent to the squares and the triangle in which they 
are contained. The problem is this: How are the radii of the three circles, shown in this illustration as grey spheres, 
related? 

Answers for this problem can be submitted to The Queen’s Journal by delivery, fax or e-mail. All entries must be marked 
clearly with your name, faculty, address and phone number and must have Science Contest as a title. Entries will be 
accepted until noon on Friday, October 3, 1998. The prize will be awarded to one randomly selected entrant from all 
correct answers received. And just like in your assignments, to be considered correct you must SHOW YOUR WORK! 

The Journal House — 272 Earl Street 
Fax — 545-6711 

E-mail — journal@post.queensu.ca 
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the world and beyond 

Through rose- 
coloured glasses 

Computer technology developed in 
Hungary may be able to help millions 
of people who are colour-deficient and 
can’t accurately see colours in their 
natural intensity. Custom-made 
glasses can make up for what the eye 
lacks. The Coloryte technology, now 
available in Hungary, will be in the 
United States in about a year. 

Humans came close 
to extinction 

A new hypothesis about recent 
human evolution suggests that 
humans came close to extinction 
because of a “volcanic winter" that 
occurred 71,000 years ago. Some sci¬ 
entists estimate that there may have 
been as few as 15,000 humans alive at 
one time. The volcanic winter lasted 
about six years. It was followed by 
1,000 years of the coldest Ice Age on 
record. It brought widespread famine 
and death to human populations 
around the world. The sudden 
decrease in population, known as a 
“bottleneck”, affected human evolu¬ 
tion, bringing about rapid “differentia¬ 
tion" — or genetic divergence — of the 
surviving populations. 

More ‘alien’ 
microbes found 

Scientists at Oregon State University 
have discovered evidence of rock-eat¬ 
ing microbes living nearly a mile 
beneath the ocean floor in conditions 
which suggests similar life could exist 
in Mars or other planets. Microbial fos¬ 
sils were found in abundant quantities 
in core samples taken in the Pacific, 
Atlantic, and Indian oceans. The rocks 
have the basic elements for life includ¬ 
ing carbon, phosphorous and nitro¬ 
gen, and needed only water to 
complete the formula. “Under these 
conditions, microbes could live 
beneath any rocky planet," said Martin 
R. Fisk, an associate professor of 
oceanography at OSU. "It would be no 
problem to have life inside of Mars, or 
within a moon of Jupiter, or even on a 
comet... that gets warmed up when [it] 
passes by the sun.” 

Black hole at 
galactic centre 

confirmed 
An enormous black hole in the cen¬ 

tre of our galaxy has been detected by 
Andrea Ghez of the National Science 
Foundation. Black holes are formed 
from the remnants of collapsed stars. A 
black hole consists of a large mass 
compacted so densely that not even 
light can escape its force of gravity. 
Since Ghez could not directly see a 
black hole, she inferred its presence by 
searching for the gravitational influence 
it imposes on nearly objects she could 
see, namely stars. 
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Tibetan Freedom 

Concert: 27 bands 
and electrical storm 
smoke benefit show 

I: 

By Sean Springer 

By Sean Springer 

M SURE IT DIDN'T QUITE 

reach the same level of mad¬ 
ness that occurred in ’69 at 

Max Yasgur’s remote farming 
patch in Bethel, New York. As of 
this weekend in June of ’98, 
Hendrix and Joplin were on per¬ 
manent sabbatical. There wasn’t 
a million of us, rather about 
66,000, the brown acid wasn’t 
so much of a problem as it was 
for the Woodstock folk and you 
can forget the vast expanse of 

show. Perhaps, even that’s what the imaginary producer of our farming Jand. This was the 
jazz music really is — happy nightlife was reeling the curtains 
music for happy times. up for our grand finale and, tak- 

_ ing our cue, we parted for 
Thursday drunken slumbers. 

On our way out, we noticed a 
The FOUR HOUR EXPRESS from tall, lanky fellow selling off 

Montreal International Jazz 
Festival: much more than music 

Most of us try to live 

the kind of life that 
will chum the special 

brand of butter the world can 

fears. Often we ignore the sugar Toronto’s Union Station to Gare dimebags of pot 10 W°[th) t0 ^ 
fields of tooth decay that can Centrale was carrying us swiftly flock of toe night travellers and 

- into the proper neck of the we figured that we could benefit 
woods as we all started the event ham 3 !tt!e herbal stimulation, 
with some VIA Rail beers. While Again, the “jazz" was weaving its 
my pals chatted about Frank way through Montreal. As Adam 
Zappa, medical accessibility and was the group’s secure ambas- 

sprinkle some zip into a Life 
uninvolved with things that are 
even remotely, let’s spell it out, 
F - U - N. 

Now, we’re all at this really 
fine Canadian university that’s 
supposed to be preparing us to Jerry Freelander, I sat across the 
churn some really rich butter for waY with an experienced 

Tibetan Freedom Concert — a 
non-alcoholic benefit show 
crammed into tiny Robert F. 
Kennedy Memorial Stadium, 
located at the corner of 
Independence Avenue and 22nd 
Street, in urban Washington 
D.C. 

Now, while there was some 
variance in the two shows, the 
persistence of time could not 
transcend two critically impor¬ 
tant similarities. The first is the 

New England with a chap named sador to the foreign bud market- grand exalted lineup of the sub- 

our parents and friends to smear 
up and down their bloated, 
back-bacon bellies. At the same 
time, we’re on this planet to 
indulge some of the finer sweets 
available at and beyond our local 
drug stores. 

So, when the summer deck 
dealt a last-minute opportunity 
to crash at a buddy’s pad in 
downtown Montreal during the 
final four days of the Montreal 
International Jazz Festival, 1 
decided my correspondence 

Montreal native discussing a jazz 
fest game plan. 

The city of Montreal is 
really the event — a 

city screaming 
personality and gusto. 

place, he approached the man, 
slotted ten bucks and received a 
stash of pot sufficient to fuel one 
joint, or maybe two, for the 
night’s end. (A sweet way to live 
the sound.) 

Friday 

A TRIP TO THE DEPANNEUR for 

some baguettes, delectables and 
After finding our way off the beers jump started our appetites 

train and paying $12 for a cabbie as we began our daily salute to 
to drive a distance of two kilo- the smoke and wondered just 
metres to our resting pad on Rue what we would do before 
Hotel-de-ville, we primed a wee Charlie Hunter &c Pound for 

English course would have to bit more after making a trip to Pound played that evening at the 
resolve itself while the city the nearby depanneur. Spectrum, 
grooved to la musique fantas- h was Thursday night, and the Anyone for Frisbee golf, they 
tique — oui? Where on every scene was the best club concert asked. Sounds like something, I 
corner a drug dealer and a Pve ever born witness to. At the replied, but what is it? 

depanneur stocked fully in alco- Foufounes Electriques on Rue Well, imagine a golf course 
holic supplements towered over St-Catherine, Ninja Tune’s The where the pins are replaced with 
our strongest will to stay lucid, Herbaliser, drove a packed bar baskets — large enough for a full 
the three of us, Adam, Corey and full of three hundred people over Frisbee to drop neatly inside. 
I, watched as the jazz festival the edge of extreme hoopla with And instead of a ball, there’s a 
energized the city of Montreal the help of his DJ, and funky Frisbee. And instead of clubs, 
and created a heavy setting for a orchestra. We all le^ loose to the there’s your hand, which tries to 
lurid weekend of booze, beats, acid jazz madness, shared a fat flick the Frisbee into the basket, 
frisbee golf, and really good spliff with surrounding dancers, The object of the game is to hurl 
weed. and poured large drafts down the the disc into the basket in the 

We were clueless, speaking lit- esophagus. Adam split off from least number of shots, 
tie French beyond a grade three the group to chat with Eric San We hiked to Square 
level, and initially there only to — Montrealer DJ Kid Koala of Dorchester in downtown 
absorb the festival’s excellent Bullfrog — watching the show Montreal, which doesn’t offer 
array of jazz and jazz derivatives, from across the way. Corey split baskets, or even an actual course 
However, somewhere along the off to grab some pints leaving to guide the Frisbee golfer, so, we 
line, our pack lost itself in a myself to enjoy a claustrophobic, had to invent our own set of 18 
whirlwind of inebriation, and the yet euphoric dance floor. We did that bv substituting fire 

jazz in Montreal International After the Herbaliser teased us hydrants, statues, and garbage 
Jazz Festival became rather a with two encores then booked cans for baskets while tossing 
metaphor describing the loose the scene for Toronto, where he discs all over Montreal and 
lifestyle emerging on the streets played the following night at marching from one hole to the 
and in the bars of Montreal. Harbourfront, the three of us next with discreet canned beers 
Montreal was the party, the festi- called for another round of As everything in Montreal is 
val was merely a great excuse to drafts. When our strategies to in easy walking distance, we later 
have some live bands to add a lit- pick up Montreal women fell flat moved the party to the SDectrum 
tie atmosphere and populate the on the language barrier, » - F 

m 

lime — artists most would pay 
$30+ to see in separate venues. 
This time frame offered 27 
bands on the cutting edge of 
contemporary beats — slated to 
roll through two consecutive 
days of hip hop, alternative 
rock, and jazz. Familiar with the 
Beastie Boys, A Tribe Called 
Quest, Beck, Pearl Jam? Or how 
about the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, Radiohead, 
KRS-One, R.E.M.? 

The second simi¬ 
larity is the promo¬ 
tion of love, peace 
and compassion 
through the agent of 
music festivals. On a 
mission to promote 
non-violence, the 
Tibetan Freedom 
Concert has traveled 
coast to coast first 
dropping its anchor 
in San Francisco in 
’96 followed by its 
venue in Randall’s 
Island, New York City in ’97. 
This spiritual symphony, a bene¬ 
fit concert generating proceeds 
towards non-violence and the 
cause to free Tibet, a country 
currently occupied by China, is 
the second-largest benefit con¬ 
cert ever, surpassed only by 
1985’s Live Aid, which sup¬ 
ported famine victims in Africa. 

As giddy youths north of its 
border, a trio of naive foreigners 
pursuing the natural high gush¬ 
ing from the foreheads of popu¬ 
lar rock artists, my companions 
and I anticipated not a weekend 

A minivan with Ontario 
plates holding Stefan, Kathy and 
myself pulled into the stadium 
lot Saturday morning at 6 a.m. 
only to be disturbed from fleet¬ 
ing slumbers four hours later at 
10:00 with the wild clamour of 
the capacity-filled parking area, 
strewn with partygoers warming 
up for the concert of a lifetime. 
The life forms appeared to be 
American Earthlings, traipsing 
in and out of camping tents, 
cranking car stereos and slam¬ 
ming back paper-bag covered 
booze. I slid wide the minivan 
door to a sight of four rare 
rowdy beasts from Kitchener, 
Ontario, who had taken notice 
of our Ontario license plates and 
warmly invited us to share in a 
round of Heinekens and a cheap 
hash-oil joint. 

The Washington police even¬ 
tually rode by in a golf cart and 
shpoed the degenerate 
Canadians towards the gates. 
After I disposed of two extra 
tickets to a loitering scalper, we 
entered, decided to abandon our 
obstructed view seats and sneak 
our way onto the rubber floor¬ 
ing. 66,000 fans followed suit — 
bustling to the dense end of the 
stadium on a muggy, cloudy 
afternoon with sparse drizzle.1 

As we laid on our backs in the 
middle of RFK, I inhaled the 
good vibrations from the sta¬ 
dium setting. Where everyone 
gathered * stood two powerful, 
titanic stages fixed side by side 

Continued on next page 

insane partying, but rather a 
relaxing two days under a flam¬ 
ing hot sun with the best in 
modern music at our ear lobes. 

divided by a partition adorned 
with a gorgeous banner 
inscribed “Tibetan Freedom 
Concert.” Each stage furnished a 
black backdrop hanging the con¬ 
cert logo. Red, blue, and yellow 
artistically designed trimming 
decorated the stage’s perimeter. 
Two jumbotrons, on the far left 
and right sides, offered intimate 
MTV broadcasts of the show. 

You could stride through sta¬ 
dium tents, which sold hemp 
products, t-shirts, necklaces, and 
other concert paraphernalia. 
After signing postcards 
addressed to the White House 
urging President Clinton to 
negotiate human rights issues 
with the Chinese government’ 

Please see Rap on page 
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located in the heart of the festival where 
swarms of people congested the festivities. 
Stages of free shows sang out to thousands 
everywhere — some sat and watched, 
many simply absorbed the aura. Pounding 
cans on the way in the streets didn’t seem 
to annoy the law enforcers and since it 
agreed with our game plan, we played city 
drunks the rest of the weekend. 

We enjoyed a hoist of fine herbs just 
before entering Charlie Hunters’s awe¬ 
some performance of sweet, stirring jazz. 
Hunter played the eight-string guitar, 
which meant nothing to me, until partway 
through the show when I couldn’t figure 
out who was playing the bass line. His 
band Pound for Pound was comprised of 
a stellar vibe player who stroked six sticks 
onto a set of vibes, a drummer, but no 
bass player. This is the essence of an 
eight-string guitar. Hunter was playing 
wild guitar solos while scaling a complex 
bass line on the same guitar. Incredible! 

Our cloudy state of mind made the 
rapid two-hour show travel like a time 
warp through a musical rhapsody. 
When it was all over, we figured a trip 
back to the Foufounes to see a jungle 
band we had never heard of, Jaz Klash, 
would set things right. 

The plan was to spark something 
inside of the show and a bathroom 
rolling session seemed harmless and 
convenient. Tiny mistake. Adam 
slinked into a conspicuous stall, and 
was soon escorted promptly by a 
bouncer out onto the street. 

Figuring Adam had already headed 
inside of the concert area, we handed 
our Jaz Klash tickets over and fol¬ 
lowed suit. But, Adam was nowhere to 
be found. 

About 10 minutes into their set of 
mediocre drum ‘n bass, Adam, who 
had switched t-shirts to sneak back 
into the bar, found us. Well, that was 
settled, but the new problem facing us 
was the shitty tunes that Jaz Klash was 
pumping by our eardrums, which was rec¬ 
tified by first, leaving, then playing some 
more urban Frisbee golf on the sloping 
streets of Montreal. 

Saturday & Sunday 

\1any OF US THAT ATTENDED the festi¬ 

val were intent on appreciating the best in 
modern jazzy tunes. Yet, at the jazz festi¬ 

val, we realize that the city of Montreal is 
really the event — a city screaming per¬ 
sonality and gusto. 

So, by Saturday, we didn’t really care 
about the great music the festival was 
offering. We woke up much later, scarfed 
down some dried pasta, scurried to the 
depanneur, relaxed with alcohol, got 
high, then cycled Square Dorchester on 
another Frisbee golf tour. Funds had 
become quite low, so we saved on paying 
shows by attending the free spots, and 
dumped the rest of our flow into booze, 
pot and then some. A debatable call, for 
the free show we saw at the festival that 
evening was buried under the crap de la 
crap. Some awful band called Cosoul, flat¬ 
tering themselves as the new era’s answer 
to George Clinton, played cheesy top-40 
tunes. Shitsoul, the new era’s answer to 
shitty soul music, ushered us onto more 
revealing parts of the streets to find some 
herbs. But, we didn’t care — we were 
there for a party, and parties were every¬ 
where. 

Our first pickup was definitely a first 
for all of us — something that you’d never 
see in good ole’ Burlington (that’s where 
we’re from). Adam walked up to a lurking 
bloke on the street and inquired about a 
possible exchange of money for a buzz. 
We watched 10 yards away as Adam fol¬ 
lowed him into a marijuana flea market 
operating as a variety store. 

Our second, and most dangerous buy, 
occurred outside of the festival on a grassy 

square surrounded by buildings where, 
about five minutes after Adam had scored, 
police stealthed onto the scene on bicycles 
catching everyone off guard and made a 
couple of arrests. Luckily, we were three 
lurkballs watching the bust from a fair 
enough distance for us to toss our cans, 
pocket the herb, and book it for safer 
waters. 

So, we swam to “Groove Society,” a 
dark and dank dance dub too flashy for 
us. More shots and large drafts came our 
way and we later tore to the quieter 
underground, sat on a devil-red couch to 
puff away in peace. An American joined 
us in privacy and shortly thereafter, the 
club’s owner walked by and stuck his 
golden retriever snoot in the air and 
glowed, like the couch, a beat-red bolt of 
fury at our presence. “What are you 
doing,” he screamed, “smoking a joint in 
my place?!?” 

At this point, we had stretched the 
“jazz” so far that it snapped right in our 
faces. Again, it was the brave and unlucky 

Adam with the bud in his hands. As 
Corey and I tried to appear incog¬ 
nizant to the shady ongoings, Adam 
dropped his jaw — speechless, waved 
his head, and closed his eyes in naivete. 

“Put that out on the floor!” 
He did just that. The American con¬ 

soled us with a “that’s harsh,” we 
bowed our heads, and sulked onto the 
street. The night was shot at that point. 
The anti-depressants had vanished — 
every depanneur was closed and while 
urinating in a bush, the rest of the buds 
had fallen out of Adam’s pocket. 

We woke up even later on Sunday, 
just in time for some showers, and our 
express back to Toronto. This time, we 
did it right. We bought some beers for 
the train and concealed their presence 
from the VIA employees. 

Just before midnight back in 
Burlington, like all chronics would, we 
reclined with some home-grown herbs, 

and savoured the transient thrill of being 
20. 

In 40 years, we’ll still be heading back 
to Montreal for the “jazz,” — not the jazz. - 
And this time, the beer will be jello, the 
pot will be viagra, and the new generation 
will mock us as we busk for change with 
fiddles and fidoras. 

Sean Springer believes that all they play in 

Heaven is that pure “country and western." 

“Give the 
finger to the 
rock ’n roll 

singer” 

The first rime I saw Beck was at the 
Opera House on Queen Street in 
Toronto, a two-level dance cave with 
about a 1,000 person limit. To give an 
idea of the era in which this event took 
place, rhe initial price of admission was 
just $12.50. Mellow Gold had just been 
released and the “Laser” single was just 
scratching the surface of radio play. 

The opener that evening was a 
whacked-out acoustic guru who simply 
sar on the edge of the stage buskin' nines 
and wiping sweat from the brim of his 
John Deere cap. When Beck proceeded 
to hit the stage sporting a three-piece 
blood red suit and fur cap, he shed noth¬ 
ing bur climactic vibes, a crazy glare and 
an “away we go.” Thus, he sparked a 
straight-up set of acoustic and electric 
improvisation^ gems as well as his now- 
famed foot stompin’ harp solo. Beck 
then sauined the crowd by capping rhe 
evening with the timeless classic, 
“Mother Fucker,” while he trashed the 
set and I survived a pit of insanity. 

Etching a permanent image in my 
mind of a fully hard-core musician. Beck 
quickly became an icon for a generation 
of burned-out, strung-out and fed-up 
individuals so torn between society's 
“norm” and their own personal brain 
candy that his madness made perfect 
sense. Beck's unique ability7 to shape the 
most twisted thoughts into a tune we 
could relate to gave a new sense of pride 
to fellow warped minds around the 
world. Conscious or not — we felt it! 
Zappa descendants and Ween freaks 
alike have welcomed this new-school- 
folk bloke to the bizarro realm with 
open arms and a fat hir of nitrous. 

Fucking with my head...? Odela^'} 

Well, Beck’s got a new album, a new suit 
and a clever new doo. It’s a good album 
and everybody ate it up, especially the 
videos. I suppose there was too much 
talent to slip past the mainstream. 

So, I swallowed my pride and made 
my way ro this spring’s teeny boppin’ 
bonanza at the Molson’s Armpit-theatre. 
Four years had passed, and I now found 
myself dodging and weaving amongst a 
barrage of rliirty-something office geeks 
who were jumping off the deep end by 
“going to see that Beck character get 
funky.” But, that’s only if you were car¬ 
rying the $40 tickets to ger within 
Frisbee distance of the stage. Oh yes', the 
stage was adorned with ramps on either 
side of the drum kit for those slick slid¬ 
ing dance moves Beck has gotten down 
to a choreographed science, just like in 
the videos kids! No worries if y-ou were 
an unfortunate seat holder — there were 
giant TVs with a constant close-up of the 
new and commercialized Beck! Isn’t he 
cute? 

The actual performance wasn’t bad, 
just the scene was out of hand, no open 
floor —• just seats and bobbing, bubbly- 
chumps. The new pollution of Beck fans 
stunk up what used to be a perfectly 
filthy atmosphere so, please, move on 
and latch yourself back onto either 
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Steve Miller or all of 
your previous top-40 stinkers. 
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The FirstRate Savings Plan explained. 
Small talkers say, "I wanna pay by the minute." Big talkers say, "Cimme a flat monthly rate." To everyone, 

we say check out the FirstRate Savings Plan. Still only TOC/minute, evenings and weekends, for 

calls in Canada. But now, you'll never pay more than $20/monthf FirstRate customers, your rate just got 

better. Everyone else, visit us at www.bell.ca or call 1-877-FirstRate. There, enough said. 

FirstRate. All you can talk long distance for J20/month. Or less. 
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Rap artists & rock stars 
take centre stage at TFC 
Continued from page 12 organizer, Adam Yauch, addressed the 

we then returned to the grandstand — stadium crowd. “A couple of people were 

and relaxed to the sounds of Dave struck by lightning earlier... It’s not safe 

Matthews Band, Mutabaruka and to stay here,” an apologetic Stipe 

Chaksam-Pa. Guest speakers related explained. “We’re very sorry, but we can’t 

poignant, horrifying tales to the crowd control the weather or the lightning.” 

detailing the Chinese methods of torture Reports later revealed that a woman 

including spraying hot boiling water on remained in critical condition on Sunday 

political prisoners and jarring them with along with several others sustaining 

cattle prods. minor injuries. 

It was around 3:35 p.m., however, The Saturday portion was cut short, 

during Herbie Hancock and the but it was important to keep in mind that 

Headhunter’s jazz/funk/hip hop series, while some wildly hyped bands were 

that an unpredictable catastrophe stirred missed, the Milarepa fund — the con- 

madness in the stadium forcing organiz- cert’s organizers and a non-profit organi- 

ers to postpone acts until the following zation promoting non-violence — 

afternoon. received their coin. Other than those who 

At first, no one was really sure in what flailed feeble boos at the sad announce- 

state this bizarre episode manifested ment, the crowd’s majority understood 

itself. It felt and sounded like an immense that the event wasn’t just about the 

explosion — a sonic wave abounding music. Besides, a fresh new day of great 

traumatic vibrations. Hancock’s set vibes loomed large, 

started to dwindle and clouds proceeded The show persisted on Sunday and its 

to shower, thunder, and emit lightning, success did, in fact, erase almost any mis- 

After almost an hour and a half delay, givings from Saturday’s tragedy. Bands 

R.E.M. frontman Michael Stipe, accom- like Radiohead, Sonic Youth, R.E.M. and 

panied by Beastie Boy and concert co- the Red Hot Chili Peppers, who were 

icratched from Saturday’s 

lineup, performed brilliantly in 

a revamped schedule on a day 

of clear skies, 28° C weather, 

and grateful, upbeat attitudes. I 

could sense the clear, keen feel 

the crowd had for optimistic 

perspectives. 

The dynamic relationship 

between the artists and the 

crowd consisted of an exchange 

of sparkling vibes. Performers 

expressed gratitude for the 

opportunity to perform and 
Body surfers began to surface in full effect when receive the crowd-s rKponse. 

Tr,be called Quest and the B-boys took the stage. ..you handkd ) oursdves 

The Washington heat beats down on the RFK crowd of 66,000. 

very well today,” flattered Pearl Jam lead 

singer Eddy Vedder, “On behalf of the 

bands, I think you deserve a round of 

applause.” 

Concerned about being upstaged by 

other performers, each act had to fasten a 

tight bond with the crowd. With only 20 

to 45 minutes of airtime, the first song 

had to, and always did, spur some crazy 

exuberance. Radiohead’s mere half-hour 

performance was nearly orgasmic — an 

intense, rapturous spectacle. 

“On behalf of the bands, 
I think you deserve a 
round of applause." 

— Pearl Jam singer, Eddy Vedder 

An interesting dichotomy of styles 

emerged as hip hop luminaries and rock 

stars rotated the musical flow. Wyclef 

Jean of the re-Fugees, displayed his own 

ability to walk on both sides of the charts 

— to show what he knew “about rock ’n 

roll” — with his own rendition of what 

sounded like “Johnny B. Goode.” 

The crowd, in fact, seemed to be 

favouring their hip hop beats over the 

generic guitar rock riffs. Mayhem swept 

RFK when the rhymes of A Tribe Called 

Quest who were followed by the Beastie 

Boys, strutting proudly in hospital-ward 

attire, sparked over an hour and a half of 

insane moshing and body surfing on a 

packed floor the size -of a football field. 

The B-Boys extracted cuts from all of 

their major albums, including a flamboy¬ 

ant finale of “Sabotage,” from 1994’s III 
Communication, sung in wide part by 

their faithful audience. 

After the B-Boys left the stage, Pearl 

Jam and the Chilis were prepared to fol¬ 

low, which set the concert’s decrescendo 

as the two alternative bands just couldn’t 

mold into the established hip hop groove. 

Before the Boys left, however, Yauch 

stressed that the significance of the show 

was not just the music. He urged every¬ 

one to attend Monday’s rally at Capitol 

Hill where speakers joined by artists per¬ 

forming acoustical jams would demon¬ 

strate exactly for Clinton what his 

priorities should be in his trip to China. 

Monday morning jobs kept our crew 

from attending the rally, but regardless, 

the weekend at RFK Stadium stamped an 

eternal impression on this young punk’s 

brain. The ’90s generation in search of a 

utopia spoke volumes to the civilized 

world, and through the best in modern 

music, each attendant also connected 

with their own internal ear and realized 

the responsibility' we all share in the 

growth of non-violence. 

Sean Springer hid his fear of mosh pits by 

pretending to "snap photos" in the grandstand. 

Free Shuttle Service: 
Call 544-1428 

“Where Queen’s has partied since 1985” 

$1 cover between 
7 and 9 p.m. 

178 Ontario Street 



The Alma Mater Society of Queen's University fills dozens of positions 
every autumn. If you were unable to apply in the winter term last year 

(e.g., you were on exchange, or you are now frosh, etc.), then you are eligible. 

Applications are available at the AMS in the lower JDUC, 
and are due back at the AMS Front Desk by 16:00 on Friday, September 25 

Positions available include: two customer service staff at the UBS Exchange, 
more than a dozen walkers at the Walkhome Service, a handful of customer service 

positions at the Publishing & Copy Centre, a computer systems manager job 
at the Queen’s Journal, and several behind-the-bar and waitstaff positions at Alfie’s Pub. 

The AMS is committed to employment equity. Positions are open to all AMS members in good academic standing 
in ASUS, COMM, CON-ED, ED, ENG, MEDS, NURSING, PHYS-ED, REHAB. 

Assistant The AMS Publishing & Copy Centre 
manadPr needs an assistant manager to help with 
11 111'5 ® J daily operations, execute marketing plans, and 

oversee various project and staff activities. 

The Queen’s Journal is looking for an Assistant 
Assistant News Editor to work as a member p g 

of the News team, helping to produce the section _ 

twice weekly and supervising contributors. 

Many volunteer positions within the AMS are also available. 

From Saturday, October 3, 

you'll only have 212 days to 

get a job 
alter graduation. So why 

not come to IBM’s career 

fair and get a head start? 

open house 

On Saturday, October 3, you’re invited to IBM’s 

headquarters to learn about the exciting opportunities 

open to you in almost all areas of the company, 

Mark the dale on your calendar. You don’t want to miss 

this opportunity to gel a sense of the hu/.z that comes 

from creating the. stuff that will change the world. Reps 

from various areas of IBM. along with the leading-edge 

technology being used by business today, will he on 

hand so you can gel a lirst-person look at the kind of 

energy, inventiveness and breakthrough thinking that 
make IBM a great place to work. 

Opportunities abound for comp sei, engineering, business 

and arts students in all areas of IBM - from our leading 

software lab to ISM Corp. to our IBM Clolud Services 

tram. So stop by. Who knows, you could lind yourself 

working on some of the coolest and most innovative 

projects in the industry - in just 212 days. 

location 

Date: Satiiidin. October 3. 1998 

Location: IBM 

3600 Steeles \veinie Last 

Markham. Ontario 

Time: 11:30 

Location: Miiekmtosh-C.onN Hall 

register today! 

Web: www.eao.ihm.com/hr 

Call: I-HOIHBM-CALL (l-KOI)-426-2255). Kxt.74Q 

IBM and Solultons lor a 
re registered trade-marks ol Inlernalional Business Machines Corporation and are used under licence by IBM Canada 

L“ ,,M ““ c""' *"Solutions for u ,,,,,11 plane," 

Peanut Gallery 

Correale leads Gael charge 
By Adam Kaminsky 

He’s baaaack! 
It must seem like a bad horror 

movie for coaches all over the 
Ontario-Quebec Intercollegiate 
Football Conference as they 
watch the tape of the Golden 
Gaels’ first game of the season. It 
is clear that Queen’s running 
back Paul Correale is back and 
better than ever. 

Coming off a season which 
ended early due to a bruised 
spleen, the speedy Correale had a 
huge day running the ball in the 
First game of the new campaign 
for the Gaels. Behind the 215- 
yard, two touchdown perfor¬ 
mance of the fourth-year Phys Ed 
student, the 10th ranked Queen’s 
defeated the 7th rated Concordia 
Stingers 32-11 at Richardson 
Stadium. 

In a game that was delayed 45 
minutes due to the Concordia 
team bus breaking down, both 
teams were able to get off to a fast 
start. 

Concordia drew first blood 
when their all-Canadian kicker, 
Dave Miller-Johnston inexplica¬ 
bly missed a 23-yard field goal 
attempt, staking the Stingers to a 
1-0 lead midway throughout the 

first quarter. The Tricolor 
answered quickly with a 11-yard 
touchdown reception by James 
MacLean on the ensuing posses¬ 
sion. The point parade continued 
when Concordia effectively 
marched down the field using an 
option attack and nailed a 41- 
yard field goal to narrow the 
margin to three points. The Gaels 
charged back when Paul Correale 
concluded an impressive drive by 
ripping off a 21-yard touchdown 

Queen’s 32 
Concordia 11 

Concordia narrowed the lead 
one more time with just 58 sec¬ 
onds before half-time when back¬ 
up quarterback Jon Kronemeyer 
led them down the field and took 
it in himself from three yards out. 
The two key moments of this 
drive were an interception by 
nickel back Mike Middlebro’ that 
was negated by a penalty and a 
52-yard bomb by Kronemeyer on 
his first pass of the game. 

Possessing a mere 14-11 lead, 
and a momentum which 
favoured the Stingers, the Gael 
defense had to make a statement 

early in the second half. The team. “We made a whole lot of 
defense certainly rose to the chal- adjustments during half-time, and 
lenge, and Concordia were the guys were able to shut them 
pushed back onto their heels. down,” he said. 

After an early interception by While the defense held down 
Max Turner, which he returned the fort, the combination of Paul 
47 yards deep into the Stingers Correale and Chris Robyn 
end of the field, Paul Correale chewed up both time and 
took it in from nine yards out and yardage. The Gaels’ scoring was 
took away any momentum rounded out with a field goal by 
enjoyed by the visitors. kicker Ken Radcliffe and a punt 

Only a minute later, the single by Beau Howes. 
Queen’s defense forced a Offensive coordinator Steve 
Concordia punt from deep in Yovetich, who was ecstatic about 
their own zone. The snap on the the 303 yards of rushing offense, 

was quick to dis¬ 
tribute the praise 
to the offensive 
line. “Paul had a 
great game, but 
the blocking by 
the offensive line 
was phenome- 
n a I , ” Y o v i 

punt was errant and 
travelled into the end 
zone, where it was 
promptly recovered by 
Max Turner, to stake 
Queen’s to a 28-11 
lead and blow the 
game open. 

Any hopes of a 
comeback by the Montrealers explained, 
was snuffed out by a brilliant play Correale also had a lot of good 
on the defensive side of the ball things to say about the offensive 
by the Gaels. The option was shut line, but he was mainly enthusias- 
down by the front seven, while tic about contributing. “It was 
the secondary was able to snag frustrating being out for most of 
four interceptions on the day, last season, but I am glad that I 
including two by Andy Miners. am back.” 

Defensive coordinator Bob There is little doubt that every- 
Mullen was very proud of the body involved with the Gaels 
defensive effort put forth by his shares his glee. 

Aerobics now free at the PEC 
By Robert MacNeil 

Queen’s students that are 

feeling lethargic and out of 
shape have finally run out of 
excuses. Thanks to a referen¬ 
dum held last spring, aerobic 
classes are now included in the 
athletic fees portion of the 

tuition. 
Starting this- September, 

there will be 47 different aero¬ 
bic classes held each week at 
the Physical Education Center. 

Golden Gaels men’s volley¬ 
ball head coach Brenda Willis 
feels that now that the aerobic 
classes are included as a part 
of the athletic fees, students 
will be more motivated to take 
part in the new programs. 
Willis was particularly excited 

about the new facilities that 
the aerobic classes will be 
taught in. “We will be holding 
these classes in the upstairs 

and downstairs dance studios. 
The downstairs studio is air- 
conditioned, and there is new 
electronic fitness machines 
that were received last winter” 

Please see Step-up on page 18 

Free classes at the PEC 
Cardio 
Step 

Step-Low 
Hi-Lo 

Strength and Tone 
Boxaerobics 

Funkaerobics 
Beginner Classes and 

select Aquafitness programs. 
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|im Aru (left) and Nathan Box (right) spent most <ji me g<mie quarterback Sean Hoas. 

The 

Little Man plays Big 
Six-time CFL most out¬ 

standing player and former 
Heisman Trophy winner Doug 
Flutie has made a move south 
to Buffalo and wasted no time 
fitting in.The diminutive quar¬ 
terback came on in relief of 
starter Rob Johnson in the 
Bills season opener against the 
Chargers. Flutie threw for 158 
yards on two touchdowns and 
led the team to a 3 8-yard field 
goal attempt for the win. 
Unfortunately Steve Christie 
missed the kick, leaving 
Buffalo with a 16-14 loss. 
Regardless of the result, Flutie 
showed that there is a place 
for ail five foot eight inches of 
him in the NFL. 

Passing Maris 
With one mighty swing of 

his big bat. Mark McGwire 
joined the ranks of the base¬ 
ball immortals. In his second 
at-bat of the 145th game of 
the season. Big Mac blasted his 
62nd home run of the year 
down the left field line, break¬ 
ing Roger Maris’ 37 year old 
record. As he reached home 
plate, the big redhead 
wrapped his huge arms 
around the bat boy, his son 
Matt. In a moment that cap¬ 
tures what is right about sport, 
McGwire climbed in the 
stands and hugged the Maris 
family. The extremely valuable 
home tun ball never reached 
the stands and was recovered 
by a member of the grounds 
crew, avoiding chaos. 

Jays on Cruise Control 
The Toronto Blue Jays con¬ 

tinue to roll after dumping 
millions in salary at the trad¬ 
ing deadline in July. As of 
September 8, the Jays had won 
11 games in a row and had 
moved to within five games of 
the Boston Red Sox. The Red 
Sox, who currently hold down 
the wild-card spot, fell victim 
to the Blue Jay juggernaut as 
they were swept in four 
straight games at SkyDomc. 
With three consecutive 
shutouts, Roger Clemens has 
propelled himself into Cy 
Young contention as he leads 
the league in four categories. 
Even if they do not catch the 
Red Sox, tlte Jays are finally 
playing the kind of baseball 
that hasn’t been seen in these 
parts since 1993. 

If Christmas Came Early 
• Mark McGwire would set 

an unattainable homertm 
standard. 

• The critics of baseball’s 
wild-card format would 
wake up and realize that 
these are the only pennant 

r races left. 
• Hie NBA would learn from 

baseball and avoid a work 
stoppage at all cost. 



Step-up 
to free 
aerobics 
continued from page 17 

said Willis. Adding to the 
ambiance, the walls are now 
painted in tricolour. 

Gaels break camp comment 

These aerobic classes 
will further the 

Physical Education goal 
to improve overall 

student fitness. 

Although the aerobic 
classes are already paid for, 
students cannot drop by 
whenever they wish. Starting 
on September 8th, students 
must drop by the PEC to fill 
out a liability waiver and 
answer general demographic 
question as well as when they 
are most likely to attend the 
classes. This is meant to pro¬ 
vide- a smooth transition and 
prevent unnecessary over¬ 
crowding. Students also must 
bring their student card when 
they appear to register into 
the program. Interested stu¬ 
dents will receive a pass that 
will allow them to attend the 
classes. 

These aerobic classes will 
further the Physical Education 
department’s goal to improve 
overall student fitness. 

By Adam Kaminsky catching. This is the best back- 
field in the O-QIFC. 

After winning the O-QIFC Receivers: This unit was the 
conference regular season title hardest hit by graduation with 
last season and then coming up all-conference players Chris 
short in the play-offs, the Gear, Jonathan Taylor and 
Queen's Golden Gaels know Matt Carlyle moving on to 
exactly where they want to be greener pastures. While this 
when it is all said and done— could be devastating, the 
the Vanier Cup. coaches feel that they have a 

While the start of the season group of players that will be 
brings that expectation from all able to emerge out of their 
teams, the ’98 edition of the immense shadow. Converted 
Tricolor have reason for opti- defensive back James MacLean 
mism. Despite losses of key and veteran Ken Radcliffe will 
players due to graduation, a fill the slotback position, while 
good recruiting class and speedy Colin Campbell and 
improved play from last sea- Jason Wimmer will be lining up 
son’s understudies have given out wide. For this group to be 
players and coaches a reason to 
be excited. 

OFFENSE 
Backs: The offensive back- 

successful, someone has 
emerge as a go-to-guy for Beau 
Howes. 

Line: With the graduation of 

field sees a complete package of veterans Garth Scott and Al 
returning players and will be Hull, there were many question 
the focal point of the offense, marks at the start of camp, but 
All-conference quarterback most have been answered. With 
Beau Howercomes back with a five huge new rookies in the 
year more experience and a fold, including starter and 
bucketload of confidence. Kingston native John Landon, 
Running back and Hec 
Creighton candidate Paul 
Correale comes back after an 

the future looks promising. The 
return of versatile veteran Rob 
Chalmers has helped the 

injury shortened season. The coaches mold the line into a 
1995 O-QIFC Rookie of the cohesive unit. The key to the 
Year bruised his spleen in the success of this group will be the 
third game of the season and growth of the rookies, and. the 
was held out for the rest of the continued improvement of this 
year as a precautionary mea- relatively inexperienced group. 
sure, and is now in the best 
shape of his life. Correle’s task 
will be made easier by return¬ 
ing fullback Chris Robyn, who 
does some serious damage with 
his blocking, running and pass 

If these goals aren’t met, the 
offense could be in big trouble. 

DEFENSE 
Secondary: The deep five in 

the Gaels’ defense look very 
impressive coming out of train¬ 

ing camp. Andy Miners, an all¬ 
conference player in 1996, 
returns at full strength from a 
knee injury and is joined at 
defensive back by Max Turner, 
who came back from a two- 
year hiatus and tested off the 
charts in camp. Cornerback 
Matt Rennie and his 4.4 speed 
returns, while McGill transfer 
Dimitri Haddad will play on 
the opposite side. Last season s 
leading ball hawk, Andrew 
Tewsley, will move in to the 
starting safety role, and his old 
nickleback role will be filled by 
Mike Middlebro’. This is the 
most experienced unit on the 
defense, and it will be one of 
the toughest in the C1AU. 

The Gaels know 
exactly where they 

want to be when it is 
all said and done— the 

Vanier Cup 

Linebacker: The most press¬ 
ing questions going in to the 
season is about the linebacking 
position. This unit lacks experi¬ 
ence with Scott Dewar and 
Greg Wetmore being the focal 
point of the group. The unex¬ 
pected return^ of veteran Nate 
Box has helped, but it will be 
the development of Wetmore 
and Dewar that is essential to 
the success of defensive coordi¬ 
nator Bob Mullen’s group. 

Line: Once Jim ‘the sack 
guru’ Aru and James ‘Ozzie’ 
Osborne decided to give the 
Vanier Cup another try, the 

defensive line became awe¬ 
some. These former all- 
Canadians are joined by 
converted linebacker and lead¬ 
ing tackier Derek Spronck, 
huge defensive tackle Dave 
Lavey and another surprise 
returner, Matt Rasmussen. The 
depth of this group was hurt by 
the loss of Ramsey Ida, who 
was having a great camp before 
tearing his achilles tendon. The 
line has to do a good job 
against the run while the line¬ 
backers gain experience, or the 
early season run defense could 
be problematic. 

Special Teams: With the loss 
of punter/kicker Dan Coderre, 
Queen’s kicking game will be 
interesting, to say the least. 
Various different players will be 
filling Coderre’s kicking shoes, 
so this will be something to 
watch. The return game will be 
stronger this season, as Paul 
Correale will be returning kick¬ 
offs and James MacLean will be 
deep for punts. It will be the 
play of the coverage teams, 
which are always strong here in 
Kingston, that will have to 
make up for the potentially 
erratic kicking. 

Prognosis: The backfield 
tandem of Correale and Robyn, 
coupled with the expected 
strong play of the defensive line 
and secondary that will make 
this team very competitive. 
Head coach Bob Howes pre¬ 
dicts that six wins will win the 
O-QIFC, if nothing goes terri¬ 
bly wrong, those six wins will 

gone 
LOONEY! 

FRIDAY 

RESTAURANT & BAR 

NO COVER! 
D.J. DANCE PARTY! 

litenight all night? 
COLLECT AJ.’S CANADIAN CASH 

TO BID ON FANTASTIC MERCHANDISE! 
Convert it into electronics, concert tickets, 

sporting goods, ETC.! 
D.J. DANCE PARTY! 

litenight TILL 11! 
BIG SCREENS - QB1 - 5 POOL TABLES - LIVE BANDS! - >nnv.thel,ub-kmgston com INFO I INF 

TO BOOK A SMOKER OR PARTY CALL 531-5300 531-5025 
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No manager, 
no problem 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s baseball team 
enters its fourth season with a 
look that is not familiar to base¬ 
ball fans at any level — they 
have no manager. The resigna¬ 
tion of the only manager 
Queen’s baseball has known, 
Randy Casford, because of 
financial constraints, left the 
team to search over the sum¬ 
mer. 

After a fruitless effort, the 
team elected to go with the 
road less travelled and manage 
themselves. This task will be 
made easier by the fact that 16 
players return from last year’s 
third-place squad. This number 
includes veteran captain and 
third baseman. Matt Hook, 
who will be filling out the line¬ 
up card this season. 

“As long as our relief 
holds up, we can 

compete with anyone 
in the country.” 

— Aaron Collins, 
Queen's Catcher 

While this will be a chal¬ 
lenge, ‘captain Hook’ is up to 
the task. 

“Everybody is contributing 
and we have played together 
for three years, so the closeness 
of the group helps avoid con¬ 
flict,” said the player/coach. “As 
far as my play, I have been 
spending a little more time as 
designated hitter, but I don’t 
feel that it will hinder my pro¬ 

duction,” he continued. 

Help in the coaching depart¬ 
ment has come from Perry 
Conrad, who will be assisting 
with practice and some on-field 
decisions. 

“He knows his baseball and 
he will be somebody who will 
remain with the team for a long 
time and help us attain varsity 
status,” said Hook. 

While things seem tumul¬ 
tuous off the field, the players 
are very excited about what 
may transpire between the 
lines. With team MVP Aaron 
Collins, most improved player 
Henry Shiau, Chris Cartile and 
pitching ace Phil Darling all 
returning for another cam¬ 
paign, their excitement is 
understandable. 

“We will definitely be an 
improved team from our 10-10 
record last season,” said 
Collins. “As long as our relief 
holds up, we can compete with 
anyone in the country.” 

With four proven starters, it 
will be the four game week¬ 
ends, which is standard at this 
level of play, that will really put 
the team to the test. 

“Last season we lost a lot of 
one-run ball games, but this 
season we have improved 
defence so more of those 
should come our way,” pre¬ 
dicted the captain. 

If the pitching depth does 
not become a problem and the 
defense continues to play at a 
high level, divisional rivals York 
and University of Toronto will 
find themselves chasing 
Queen’s for the league crown. 

ACCIDENT WITNESSES SOUGHT 

On March12, 1997, a fatal accident occurred on Division 
Street at Elliott Avenue in the City of Kingston. The acci¬ 
dent resulted in the death of a Kingston resident, Philip 
Quattrocchi. The province's Special Investigations Unit 
(SIU) is conducting an investigation into the accident. 
Investigators have information that one or more 
Queens University female students may have wit¬ 
nessed the incident or know the identity of someone 
who has. If so, we would like to speak with you. 

Anyone with information please call Bruce Potts, at 
the SIU: 1-800-787-8529 or 416-314-2915 

Final destination: 
Victoria 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Excitement reigns supreme 
on the West Campus soccer 
pitch, and it’s more than resid¬ 
ual enthusiasm from the 1998 
World Cup. The buzz you hear 
is about the Queen’s women’s 
soccer team, which comes into 
this season loaded and ready to 
go- 

“With so many 
versatile players, we 

continue to tinker with 
various different 

formations that will 
bring out the best in 
the talent we have.” 

— Head coach Dave 
McDowell 

Returning twelve players 
from a third place squad would 
be exciting to any coach, but for 
Head Coach Dave McDowell, 
that is just the beginning. In 
addition to those players, he 
welcomes back 1996 All- 
Canadian Judith Trepanier, who 
sat out last year with a knee 
injury, and transfer student 
Raeleen Dunn, who was also 
honoured with All-Canadian 
status in ’96 while playing for 

Acadia. With these two joining 
1997 All-Canadian Jen ‘Birdie’ 
Sarginson, the Gaels have an 
experienced base to build from. 

Along with all of this star 
power, Queen’s has a core of 
young players that have shown 
promise in the past and look to 
explode in the coming season. 
Starting keeper Amanda Foran 
emerges from a summer of 
fighting fires and his promptly 
put in the hot seat as the last line 
of defense. 

While Foran will be minding 
the goal, the two leading scorers 
from last season, Joanna 
Hackett (10 goals) and Angie 
Crockford (eight goals) will be 
looking to cash in a few more 
this season. 

With this embarrassment of 
riches, coach McDowell is still 
looking for a place to put all of 
his players on the field. 

“With so many versatile play¬ 
ers, we continue to tinker with 
various different formations 
that will bring out the best in 
the talent we have,” said the 
lOth-year head man. 

With the wealth of returning 
players, whether there are any 
rookies to contribute remains a 
question. “If we even have one 
or two that make a difference, 
that would be great, but if none 

emerge, we will be fine,” said 
assistant coach Marco 
Giacomello. 

Along with the high talent 
level, the coaching staff is 
excited about the level of fitness 
that the players returned with. 

“The girls all worked very 
hard over the summer and came 
into camp in great shape,” con¬ 
tinued McDowell. “That does¬ 
n’t mean that we will not try 
and increase that level of fit¬ 
ness,” added the coach with a 
smirk. 

The main competition within 
the OUA East this year for the 
Gaels comes from familiar 
places, as the two teams that fin¬ 
ished ahead of them, University 
of Ottawa and York, look to be 
strong. The dominant Gee-Gees 
have lost 10 of 11 starters, so 
they are a mystery, but due to 
their dominance in the past two 
seasons they must be respected. 

While winning the OUA East 
is a goal, coach McDowell is 
looking towards the CIAU 
Championships in Victoria as 
the final destination. 

“We would like to make an 
impact on the national level,” he 
said. 

With talent like the Gaels 
have, this idea is not far fetched. 
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SCUBA Diving Courses for certification of “OPEN WATER DIVER" 
by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors ( P. A. D. I.), 

the World’s Largest and Most Recognized Training Agency, 
will begin on Tuesday 15, Wednesday 16, & Friday 18 SEP. 98 

at the Kingston Diving Centre, P.A.D.I. Facility No. 4379. 
A student discount is available for Queen's University Students. 

For information and registration call 

6-DIVING (634-8464) 

SCUBA DIVING 
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More to Queen’s than books 
Opinion 

By Robert MacNeil 

Queen's University has a rep¬ 

utation as the finest academic 

institution in Canada and this 

reputation continues to thrive 

because of the high academic 

standards that are expected of 

the incoming class of 2002. 

While classes are an important 

part of the Queen's experience, 

they are not what will define 

your stay here. It is imperative 

to have a well-rounded univer¬ 

sity experience, and this means 

being involved in extra-curricu¬ 

lar activities such as sports. 

Queen’s University Alumni 

members Greg Stone and Brad 

Greenwood, the current head 

coach of men's rugby, look back 

fondly on their experiences 

with sports at Queen’s. 

Athletics are very important 

because they provide the foun¬ 

dation for a healthy lifestyle. 

Promoting physical fitness 

amongst first-year students is 

now one of the goals of the 

Physical Education faculty here 

at Queen’s. Stone was a mem¬ 

ber of the Gaels varsity basket¬ 

ball championship team in 1956 

and is now a 61-year old grand¬ 

father. This year he competed 

in, and won, the Ontario Senior 

60-years and over Racquetball 

Championships in Windsor, 

Ontario. This illustrates that the 

habits and interests which 

evolve during a university expe¬ 

rience stay with us for life. 

Stone’s experiences with 

sports also helped prepare him 

for the business world. There 

was intense bonding involved 

with being a member of a team 

sport. “With sports [in gen¬ 

eral], you live together in 

cramped quarters, and you are 

showering, eating and travelling 

together,” said Stone. The dis¬ 

cipline that one learns through 

sports related well to the busi¬ 

ness world which he found him¬ 

self in shortly after graduating 

from Queen’s in 1959. In 

describing himself and his col¬ 

leagues, Stone articulated that 

“most of us feel the business 

world is a mirror of the sports 

world, [because] it is important 

to work in teams.” 

“[These students] are 
truly fortunate to have 
the opportunity to go 
to a place like Queen’s 
and they should make 

the most of it.” 

— Greg Stone, Former 
Queen’s basketball player 

The close life-long bonds 

that students establish at 

Queen’s is never more evident 

then at homecoming. In 

Stone’s opinion, homecoming 

weekend is the “complete 

demonstration” of the entity 

known only as “Queen’s spirit. 

This is the time of year in which 

the leaves begin to change 

colour, the air gets a bit cooler 

and all the alumni come back to 

relive their university years with 

the next generation. It is a 

chance for students, both young 

and old, to fathom all that they 

have experienced and to cele¬ 

brate their membership in the 

Queen’s family. 

Brad Greenwood felt that 

when he participated as a stu¬ 

dent on the men’s rugby team 

he really became a part of the 

school itself and not just some¬ 

one running from class to class. 

“You really feel part of the uni¬ 

versity when you’re pulling the 

Queen’s jersey on a Saturday 

afternoon. It’s quite some¬ 

thing,” recalled Greenwood. 

Greenwood also points out 

that the returning players on 

the rugby team take it upon 

themselves to pass on the tradi¬ 

tions to the new players. 

It has been forty years since 

he graduated from the univer¬ 

sity, but Stone feels that the 

most important lessons that he 

learned at Queen’s can still be 

applied to the class of 2002. 

“[These students] are truly for¬ 

tunate to have the opportunity 

to go to a place like Queen’s 

and they should make the most 

of it. Dive into campus life and 

make a strong effort to partici¬ 

pate over and above going to 

classes.” 

Coach Greenwood remem- 

Greg Stone attributes his business success to Queen's athletics. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF GREG STONE 

bers fondly that participating in the beer garden known as 

on the rugby team was “a great Queen’s University at Kingston, 

way to meet 50 people at once.” Sports is a great way to accom- 

More importantly he found it plish this goal. However, if you 

was “a nice release from the do not play on a varsity team, 

day-to-day pressures from there are also intramural sports 

class.” Being on the rugby team teams which provide a lot of 

also helped him become a better fun and act as great stress 

student academically. With the relievers. Congratulations on 

pressure of balancing both his being accepted to the Queen’s 

studies and his team obliga- community. These next four 

tions, found himself to be more years of your life will be the 

organized. As Greenwood most enjoyable, entertaining, 

articulated, it may be a wonder- humorous, infuriating, tiring, 

ful cure for those who find and confusing times that you 

themselves to be “organization- will ever experience. Be sure to 

ally challenged.” take in all the sights and smells 

It is important to attend the because it will all be happening 

majority of your classes, but it is in a flash and the friends and 

even more crucial to sample memories that are made will be 

from all the kegs that are found treasured forever. 
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No rest for the musically wicked 
Lounge Act embarks on cross-Canada tour 

Band Interview 

BY SARAH CROSBIE 

The members of Lounge Act, one of Kingston’s 

most featured local bands, describe themselves as, “a 

funk-ass outfit [who] encourage their followers to 

spend their time idly, while digging the grooves.” 

Lounge Act itself is an oxymoron, in that ‘lounging’ is 

the furthest thing from the minds of the three mem¬ 

bers of the group. Beginning this September, Lounge 

Act, composed of vocalist and guitarist Tim Sheffield, 

bassist Jordan Zylstra and percussionist Mark Agnew 

will commence their Canadian tour. 

Lounge Act release^ their first CD, user friendly 

grooves, last February and since that time have been 

performing continuously both in and outside Kingston. 

Sheffield and Zylstra, both members of the group 

at the time the CD was released, were recently joined 

by percussionist Agnew after the original drummer 

left. Agnew came to the band when he was persuaded 

to play the congas during the recording of the CD. He 

was lured in by the promise of “a hot dog and a beer” 

and continued to play with Lounge Act when the 

group was in rhe Kingston area. When the original 

drummer left, Agnew said, “the natural thing to do 

was to slide into Lounge Act.” 

Lounge Act will begin thei.r tour by playing at the 

Queen’s Pub this Saturday and AJ’s this Sunday. After 

their Kingston gigs they’re off to perform in Thunder 

Bay, Winnipeg, Sault Ste. Marie, and in Western 

Canada in Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver and 

Banff. Lounge Act isn’t worried about leaving the 

comfort of their Kingston fan base and venturing into 

new territory because, user friendly grooves has 

enjoyed above extensive radio play in the West. 

Sheffield stated that, “the tour is simply based on the 

CD itself and the reason why it’s doing well out West 

is because it’s targeted towards the windsurfers and 

the snow and skate boarders.” 

Joking about their hectic fall schedule, 
Sheffield laughed, “it’s all about peace 

and love.” 

The band’s name may convey the image of three 

greasy lounge lizards tickling the ivories and crooning 

love ballads, but Lounge Act’s music is anything but 

tunes you would find in a smokey cigar bar. The 

band’s music is quite diverse as they can play “full 

funk or play acoustic and be laid back or we can turn 

it up really fucking loud and blow your head off...[we] 

have to be sensitive to who we’re playing to.” 

It’s Lounge Act’s music which initially hooks peo¬ 

ple because it is, “groove and beat oriented”, but the 

lyrics are also important. Sheffield writes the lyrics 

and said that, “the first CD is very personal. It was a 

form to vent.” Sheffield is also the composer of the 

group’s music, but all three members work on their 

own section. Agnew said that, “[he likes to] throw 

latin and jazz influences in just to complicate things.” 

The band’s music is further developed by experiment¬ 

ing with sampling and DJ’s. 

The band’s name may convey the image 
of three greasy lounge lizards tickling 
the ivories and crooning love ballads, 

but Lounge Act’s music is 
anything but. 

Although Lounge Act currently has enough new 

music to make at least another full CD, the group’s 

focus right now is the Canadian tour. In discussing his 

hopes for the tour, Sheffield said, “the tour is about 

visiting and spending time with friends. It’s not about 

money.” 

Joking about their hectic fall schedule, Sheffield 

laughed, “it’s all about peace and love” and Agnew 

quickly added, “[but] we’re all going to die.” The tour 

may be about socializing, love and peace, but doubt¬ 

fully death. If rhe success of the CD and the demand 

for the band in concert is any indication, the tour is 

more likely about life — life ahead in the Canadian 

music scene for Lounge Act. Lounging doesn’t look 

like an option for these three guys anywhere in rhe 

near future. 

Liz Phair 

Wbitecbocolatespaceegg 

Matador Records 

By Samantha Morris 

The grrrl who once had a 

thorn in her side has safely tucked 

away her battered Doc Martins 

and brash lyrical honesty in 

favour of family life and a new 

repertoire of light, experimental 

songs. With the release 

Wbitecbocolatespaceegg, Liz 

Phair has wandered down a simi¬ 

lar path to fellow ex-grunge 

queen Courtney Love. The emo¬ 

tional turmoil at the core of 

Phair’s and Love’s feminist driven 

r°ck has faded away, leaving a 

carefree and elusive sound to rise 

to the surface. 

While the lyrics found on 

wbitecbocolatespaceegg are sure 

jo disappoint hardcore . fans of 

hair’s earlier material, they are 

catchy and witty enough to 

appeal new listeners. No overar¬ 

ching musical theme can be found 

on Wbitecbocolatespaceegg, as 

Phair leaves behind her days of 

rock and chooses to explore dif¬ 

ferent musical genres. 

“Headache” is a synth-pop tune 

that brings back memories of 

Depeche Mode and OMD, and 

title track Whitechocolate- 

spaceegg” mirrors Madonna’s 

ill-fated tinkering with electron- 

id. In “Baby Got Going”, Phair 

takes a rockabilly approach, and 

the result is a combo of early Elvis 

Presley and Nancy Sinatra’s 

“These Boots Were Made for 

Walkin’.” Phair is at her best 

when she stays away from such 

sketchy experimentation. The 

acoustic “Perfect World” is touch¬ 

ing and raw and “Johnny 

feelgood” is reminiscent of 

Phair’s early concentration on the 

treachery of boy-girl relation¬ 

ships. “What Makes You Happy” 

and “Love is Nothing” are cheer¬ 

ful cookie-cutter pop songs, and 

“Uncle Alvarex” is a mini-sym¬ 

phony of impressionistic piano 

and colourful textures. While 

Wbitecbocolatespaceegg is very 

diverse, it lacks a sense of cohe¬ 

siveness. Wbitecbocolatespaceegg 

reveals Phair to be in a transi¬ 

tional phase, rather than a new 

dimension,, and like any transi¬ 

tional phdse, there are growing 

pains and there are successes. 

Wbitechocolatespacegg, while tri¬ 

umphant at times, is for the most 

part slightly confused — a good 

album by most standards, but for 

Liz Phair, a slightly disappointing 

one. 

Big Sugar 
Heated 

A&M 

By Robert De Bellefeuille 

Big Sugar is a Canadian band 

that has established a successful 

cult following, though has been 

relegated to performing at a cer¬ 

tain Hub bar. The band fuses an 

eclectic mix of blues-rock with a 

dash of’ reggae. The fronrman 

and nucleus of the group is 

Gordie Johnson, a guitarist who 

isn’t frugal with his riffs and tire¬ 

less solos. On Heated, Johnson’s 

guitar proficiency resonates 

throughout the entire album. 

Although demonstrating his vir¬ 

tuoso skill, occasionally it begins 

to teeter on the verge of exhibi¬ 

tionism. Johnson can play the 

guitar at the same rate Squeegee 

kids converge on an expensive 

new automobile: warp speed. 

The first single released, “The 

Scene”, is an up-tempo rock 

diddy that has enjoyed success. 

Other tracks destined for notori¬ 

ety are “Cop a Plea” and “Kickin 

Stones”, a laid back docile tune 

that helps to diversifies the 

record. Johnson’s lyrics are ami¬ 

able but do not expect any 

Dylanesque, voice of a nation 

social commentaries. The lyric 

“While I’m counting my regrets, 

I’m gonna smoke one hundred 

cigarettes” is a prime example. 

Mysteriously absent from Heated 

are the perfunctory “Skip Songs” 

that are prevalent on the majority' 

of new releases. For example, 

you’re on the couch and chilling 

with the tunes cranked and you 

say to your fellow comrade, 

homeboy or significant other, 

“would you be an absolute dove 

and press skip on the CD player 

for me... NOW” That won’t 

happen with this disc. On a num¬ 

ber of the tracks there is a bluesy- 

ska beat that creates a catchy 

melodic quality. Among the 12 

songs there are a variety of gems 

to be marvelled at, fraught with 

musical craftsmanship. 

Just as the yarns of pirates 

have a direct simplicity, Heated 

possesses a consistent cadence 

that is bound to delight Sugar 

fans. 

Bob Mould 
The Last Dog and Pony Show 

Granary Music 

By Tim Evans 

The Last Dog and Pony Show 

is an appropriate title for Bob 

Mould's latest and what may be 

his last tour of duty. This album is 

a public statement (with an inter¬ 

view disc included), that Mould, 

“die twelve string electric rock 

wonder”, who spearheaded such 

groups as Husker Du and Sugar, 

will no longer be touring his 

rock shows. While The Last Dog 

and Pony Show does not break 

any new ground, there are some 

gems to be found in the no longer 

rough talent of Mould. Songs 

such as “Vaporub,” and “New 

#1” give us a peak into the 

Please see Mould on page 28 
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Grizzly bears wild comedy 
New City Improv troupe titillates comedy lovers 

Comedy Improv Review 

By Adria Vuksinic 

There is no greater power to heal 

than laughter. Sitting in the Grizzly 

Whose Line Is It Anyway? will recognize 

games such as “Person in Motion, 

which involves audience members mov¬ 

ing actors around the stage during a 

scene, forcing the comedians to react to 

their body positions, and “Party 

Quirks," during which the host of a 

always run smoothly for the improv 

team. Some patrons of the lounge who 

were sitting in the front continuously 

heckled the comics. Although the per¬ 

formers took the comments in stride, 

there were moments of nervous silence 

in the audience as the hecklers shouted 

Grill lounge on a Sunday night, laughter ty must gUess the various idiosyn- obscene comments, 

exactly what you can expect fronvthe crasies of his guests> one 0f whom is All the performers come, from a 

Satan. featured improv troupe New City 

Improv. Starting September 13, New 

City will perform two hours of live 

improv comedy at the Grizzly Grill 

every other Sunday night at 9:30 p.m. 

Shows are aimed toward adult audi¬ 

ences and include a lot of audience par¬ 

ticipation. For improv performers Jay 

Molleson, Scott Stoness, Mike Bullett 

and Mike Payne, shows work best if 

they have an audience that participates 

in the show and gives them plenty of 

suggestions to work with. 

Performing on a stage on the Grizzly 

Grill’s dance floor. New City uses an 

assortment of traditional improv games. 

Those familiar with the television show 

The comedy troupe also 
incorporated local politics 
and events... such as the 

controversial display in the 
window of Willys. 

Due to the comedians’ quick thinking 

and improv talent some of the games 

produced screaming laughter through¬ 

out the evening. The comedy troupe 

also incorporated local politics and 

events in the show, such as the contro¬ 

versial display in the window of Willys, 

frosh week and Kingston’s prisons. 

The evening, however, did not 

strong drama background and interact 

well together in anticipation of what the way for^ students to^ spend 

other comics will say and do. The group 

which has only been together since last 

March, say they have received a good 

response to their show since it began. 

Auditions to join the troop are being 

held on September 16. Through the 

auditions the troupe hopes to diversify 

the company and build a strong base of 

comedy actors. 

“[This year] we want to get into the 

Queen’s environment” said Stoness, one 

of three founding members of the 

group. 

The show, which is free, is a great 

Sunday 

night. After Sunday dinner, one should 

head down to the Grizzly Grill lounge 

and laugh at the improvisational 

stylings of New City Improv. 

YOU ME INVITED TO THE 

109™ Annual 
Candlelighting 

Ceremony 

13 September 1998 

3:30 - 4:30 pm. 

Grant Hall 

Guest Speaker 

Stephanie Black, Arts’89 

Host, Style File, Global TV 

PHOTO BY SARAH CROSBIE 

A long standing tradition at Queen’s, to welcome new women to 

the university community. Candlelight!ng provides an opportunity 

to interact with older students, alumni and a special guest speaker. 

Torn The 
h General 
MEETIN FOR ALL 
STUDENTS 
INTERESTED IN 
COINING THE 
Queen’s Bands 
WILL BE HELD 
Monday Sept. 
14 AT 6:00 ?M 
in Grant Hall. 
Come out and 
show your 
Queen’s Spirit 
AND SIGN UP FOR 
AN AUDITION 
TIME. 

Bands! 
Vether you 

ARE A 
Commerce. 
Engineer. 

Arts, 
Nursing, 
Rhab or 

ANY OTHER 
DISCIPLINE, 

VE 
WANT 
yod!!! 
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in brief 

She S No Angel-. Ton Spelling recently shocked her TV-mogul father Aaron 

Spelling with her recent responses to Playboy's “20 Questions." In the October 

issue, fori reveals she s had sex in the restroom of a Europe-bound plane. She also 

discusses her fantasies about three-ways, oral sex and male masturbation. She also 

admirers strippers, saying, “1 rhink I would be a great stripper.” 

Bono-hed Success: Music group U2 just signed a $50 million deal with with 

olygram for three best of" albums, starting with an album featuring material 

from 19X0-1990, due out November 2. U2 has sold more than 87 million records 
worldwide. 

Out, but Not About: George Michael has backed out of his world tour 

because he’s trying to cope with personal traumas. The tour, his first in eight years 

was scheduled to open this March. Michael had to make a public apology after 

being arrested in Los Angeles for lewd behavior. He also acknowledged publically 

he was gay. Michael is said to also be coping with the death of his mother. 

On the Road Again: CHiPS, the hit show about two highway patrol offi¬ 

cers is making a comeback. Larry Wilcox and Erik Estrada have jusc finished work¬ 

ing on CHiPs 99, a cable TV movie that has the old pair reprising their roles as 

Jon Baker and Ponch. Fantasy Island and Love Boat are also making a comeback 
this year. 

SeitfrlXlg the Cheque: According to Forbes magazine, the creators of 

“Seinfeld" became the highest paid entertainers afrer selling the show into syndi¬ 

cation. Creators Jerry Seinfeld and Larry David made $225 and $200 million 

respectively. Coming in third was Sreven Spielberg with $175 million and Oprah 

Winfrey and James Cameron rounded out the list coming fourth and fifth. 

Would Rather Miss the Thing: According to Billboard, Aerosmith’s cur¬ 

rent hit, Don t Want to Miss A Thing" from the movie Armageddon is the cur¬ 

rent number one single on the billboard charts. 

Back by Popular Demand! I 

Teach English Overseas 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 
*Job Resources 

*Language, Grammar, 
Pronunciation Skills 

*Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
September 23 - November 4, 1998 

Practicum Saturday October 24 & 31 
10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

REGISTER BY SEPT. 14 & RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT 

S349.U0 
Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 

TO REGISTER varsity kvuopuiht room 205 ouceo'S phys. so cchtrp 

THURSDAY SSPT 10 OR FRIDAY SCPTII @ 6 00 PM 

RFC £ int....ATHLFriC £ CLUBS INFORMATION NIGHT @ QUEENS PHYS. ED CENTRE SEPT IS S.00 - 7:00PM 

QlHEBWl.tr CONTACT A MANAGER AT 542-4767 E-MAIL BOWWC&POSTOUEFNSU CA 

^UEARN T°M*t 

4 WEEKS 2 TIMES PER WEEK 

COST-S90.00 
NOWON TUESS THURS 

ORWEVGW 

^JtSC. ROWING^ 

STARTS SEPT 21 

0 WEEKS 2 TIMES PER WEEK 
COST~.S90.00 

NOW ON TUES G THURS 
OR IVFP G FRI 

VARSITY DEVELOPMENT 

STARTS SEPT 14 

7 WEEKS 3 TIMES PER WEEK 

COST~.St90.00 
NOW ON MON, WED G FRI 

OR TUES, THURS 6 SAT 

THE KINGSTON ROWING CLUB 

We can’t do it 
without you! 

H 

The Queen's Journal needs contributors, and that means you. 

Contributing to The Journal means great experience, fun people and 

FREE FOOD. 

What could be better? 

We need reporters, writers, reviewers, photographers and graphics designers, 

bur most of all we need you. Your creativity. Your enthusiasm. Your talent. ’ 

L 

Stop by The Journal House at 272 Earl St., call 545-2800, check out our 

website at www.journal.queensu.ca or e-mail us at journal@post.queensu.ca. 

We’d love to hear from you! 
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Return Policies 
FOR BEGINNERS 
why Print The Return Polity:’ 

Here at the Campus Bookstore we would like 

you to be aware of our Return Policy so that 

you can make the best choices when buying 

your textbooks, we hope that you will taxe a 

moment and look it over. 

Please note that we cannot accept returns 

during the first three days of classes. Monday 

September 14th until Wednesday September 

16th. This is due to the fact that the store is 

extremely busy during that time. We would 

also suggest that you to try to come during 

our evening hours. We are open until 8 PM 

every night, Monday through Saturday. 

Hnally we would like to encourage you to 

look up your books before you come to the 

store if at all possible. Visit our website at 

www.campusbookstore.com. you win neea 

your course codes, numbers, sections and 

terms in order to tind out what textbooks you 

will need for each course. 

[ Campus 
Bookstore! 

our Return Policy-.General Books, 
Gifts Aid clothing 

General reading books, insignia items and 

clothing items may be returned within two 

weeks of purchase. Merchandise must be in 

new and unused condition and 

accompanied by a sales receipt. It you have 

defective merchandise please return it as 

soon as possible so we may offer a 

replacement. 

Textbooks 

We regret that our textbook policy cannot be 

as liberal as our general return policy. We will 

be happy to offer a full refund so long as; 

you have your sales receipt, 

the book is in new and unused condition with 

no wear or markings, 

shrinkwrapped items are returned unopened. 

Returns must be made on or before the 

following term deadlines, or within one week 

of dropping a course; 

Fall Term ’ October 5, 1998 

Winter Term ’ January 22, 1999 

Spring Term ’ May 10, 1999 

Summer Term ' July 12,1999 

We cannot accept used textbooks 

purchased at the Campus Bookstore as 

returns. Please keep this in mind when 

considering the purchase of used books. 

Finally, much of our textbook return policy is 

dictated by policies set by textbook 

publishers. If one of these policies is affecting 

your return and is beyond our control, we will 

be happy to provide you with the publisher’s 

phone numbei. 

Finally look for our new Return Policy 

Bookmarks. They include a coupon for 20% off 

any of the Icon Books "For Beginners" series 

and any of our Schaum's Study Aids or 

Problem Solver Books. 

Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-8 
545-2955 • After January 1 st 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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Out of the Hub 
Mid-town Manor provides fresh 

venue for students 
Bar Preview 

The Midtown Manor 

506 Princess St. 

By Sarah Crosbie 

Every Queen’s student will encounter 

it. Many will love it and many will loathe 

it. It will become a bane of existence in 

every Queen’s student life. It is both stu¬ 

dents’ lifeline and their demise. It is 

Princess Street. 

Princess between Division and 

Ontario Street is a staple for students. It 

provides shopping, food and, most 

notably, the Hub, the area which 

quenches most students’ thirst for enter¬ 

tainment. It is not often that students 

voluntarily cross the Division Street 

boundary for alcohol induced merri¬ 

ment; however, in the following months, 

students may find themselves wandering 

a couple more blocks to drink, dance and 

socialize at Kingston’s newest major 

addition to the bar scene, the Mid-town 

Manor. 

Located beside The Beer Store at 

Princess and University, Mid-town 

Manor opened its’ doors to the public on 

June '17. The Manor is located in the 

building which used to be Aykroyd’s 

Ghetto House Cafe. Perhaps to some 

peoples dismay, the police cruiser is no 

longer part of the decor. 

Mid-town Manor claims to have 

Kingston’s, “Best [and] Biggest Patio” 

which is not a far stretch from the truth, 

as the Manor has more than 10 patio 

tables complete with umbrellas, situated 

in a rock garden type atmosphere. 

There’s an outside bar to accompany the 

patio and drinks like Bahama Mamas, 

Purple People Eaters and Velvet 

Hammers are commonly ordered, not to 

mentipn the standard favorite beer. The 

Manor intends to keep the patio open 

well into fall or until the weather simply 

disagrees. 

Inside the main floor is a mix of tables 

and bar stools. It just may be the 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

barstools which attracts the most clien¬ 

tele as they are motorcycle bike seats. If 

that isn’t enough, there is also a seat 

fnade from the back-half of a motorcycle 

to sit on while you sip your drink of 

choice. The main floor offers a casual 

atmosphere, which is large enough to 

hobnob with all your friends. 

The bottom floor of the Midtown 

Manor is a sports den complete with fire¬ 

place, darts and pool tables — a good 

place for a boys night out. The third 

floor, which has a more lounge type 

atmosphere, won’t open until the patio 

closes. 

Students may also be attracted to the 

Manor because there is no cover, unless 

a band is playing and the walls between 

the different floors are decorated with 

celebrity murals. The Manor also offers a 

limited menu, mainly focusing on appe¬ 

tizers, pizza, burgers and wings — stan¬ 

dard pub food. 

Mid-town Manor has the potential to 

become the favorite sit-down-and-have- 

a-beer bar, taking away the title from one 

of the current favourites, The Brass. It 

could also become the home to motorcy¬ 

cle loving Kingston residents and have 

Queen’s students vetoing the bar. Mid¬ 

town Manor’s future depends on 

whether students are ready to take the 

plunge and cross over that crazy bound¬ 

ary known as Division Street. 

We Are Hiring 
Assistant Nows Editor 
• As assistant news editor, you will be a member of the 
news team. You will be involved with writing and edit¬ 
ing news, and designing the news section. 

Computer Systems Manager 
• As systems manager, you will be an on-call computer 
resource for The Journal, assisting with maintenance and 
trouble-shooting. 

Journal House Cleaner 
• We are looking for someone to clean the Journal house 
on a weekly basis. 

If you are interested in working at The Journal or would like more 
information, please contact Tara or Keith, co-editors-in-chief, at 
545-2800, send us an e-mail at journal@post.queensu.ca, or stop 

by and see us at 272 Earl Street (between University and Division). 

Application deadline: Monday. SeptemUer 21 at 5:00 p.m. 

Take part in YOUR student newspaper. 

The Journal Board of Direciors is seeking new members for the 
1998-99 year 

Two students-at-large 
• The student-at-large positions are open to any Queen’s students, 
and will be appointed by the editors-in-chief. 

One student contributor/staff 
• The student contributor/staff position is open to anyone who has 
contributed to The Journal a minimum of two times in writing, 
graphic design, website design or photography. The student con- 
tributor/staff will be elected in late September. 

Those chosen will sit as a voting member on the Journal Board of 
Directors, or J-board. As a member of J-board, you will attend a 
meeting once every two weeks and help guide the operations of 
The Journal. 

li ynu are interested in sitting on J-Board or would like more 
information, please contact Laura at 545-2800 or uia 

email at iournal@post.qneensu.ca. 

Sunday Pasta Night 
Salad, Pasta 8e Foccacia 

$4.98 

SHOW 8 SALE 
SUNDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 13,1998 
lO A.M. - 5 P.M. 

LOCATION: 
CHEEK ORTHODOX HALL 

121 JOHNSON ST„ KINGSTON 

(Across front Library) 

COLLECTIBLE RECORDS, CDS. 
TAPES, VIDEOS, MEMORABILIA 

RELATED ITEMS 
UNAVAILABLE IN 

REGULAR 
RETAIL STORES 

ADMISSION 
$ 2.00 

PRESENTS KINGSTON'S 8TH ANNUAL 

RECORDS 



► WHAT ► WHEN ► HOW 

STUDENT INTEREST FEES 
Every student has paid a and 
distrubuted in varying amounts to a variety 

-s^z^d^^^^'oyershoKsagcm^ 

Proor mu3t be brought ln TOm “ °Iaim ^ -***. current covers, 

epc ^ 25 from iq:0C 

SEPT 8-25 * OCAlll) OPT OUTS 
SEPT 14-25 * AMS HEALTH PLAN 

There are no exceptions. 
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Sensational sleaze 
Magazine uses cartoons and celebrities to shock 

CELEBRITY 
_ SLEAZE 

-ALL OF WHICH CULMINATED WHEN 
SHE WAS MOBBED IN RIO DE JANEIRO 
STRIPPED TO THE WAIST, AND NEARLY 
TORN TO PIECES BY HER 'FANS’ 

0.1. WON: 
WHAT THEHELL 
WAS HE THINKING?! . 
BIU CLINTON: 
PANTS-FREE... 
AND PROUD OF IT! 

WACKO /ACKO: 
A BOV AND 
HIJ TOTS! 

'WAVERREMUCH! 
mowing down 
WITH ElVIS! 

FOREST UWN 
CEMETtRV: 
lAST STOP FOR 
THE SICK AND FAMOUS! 

I VOW 70 DEVOTE 
nr LIFE TO FINDING 
THE REAL K/UERS 

FOKE/ 

The scandal issue is so sloppy that it 
even lacks the tact to include segments 

that are still in the public eye. 

Magazine Review 

Weird Magazine 
Paradox Press 

By STEFAN MURRAY 

Not so much weird as dull. 

The newest wannabe, cutting-edge shock magazine 

goes to great lengths in mocking the public perception 

adding a touch of humour, which seems inconsequen¬ 

tial when compared to even the most mediocre polit¬ 

ical cartoon. 

The scandal issue is so sloppy that it even lacks the 

tact to include segments that are still in the 

public eye. Besides the O.J trial, Weird 
opens the vault to re-open such memories 

as the Woody Allen-Soon-Yi and Milli 

Vanilli fiascoes 

Even more amazing is the fact that a 

piece on Bill Clinton’s alleged infidelity is 

included, but 1 suppose that a Monica 

Lewinsky item would be too current for 

those at Weird. Clinton’s affair with 

Gennifer Flowers (does anyone remember 

much less care about her?) is highlighted, 

as well as remarks about his details of oral 

right direction. 

Overall, Weird is treading the dangerous line 

between satire and sensationalism, and although it 

aspires to be a provocative and entertaining magazine, 

it bottoms out, barely able to provide even the cheap¬ 

est of laughs. In fact, the only audience that would 

find humour in the magazine is probably unable to 

read the cartoon-bubbled narrative. 

• Cartoons courtesy of Weird Magazine 

Discipline Bars 

& Pass Crest 

- - . . , . - r-r-r- -the explicit drawings of 
and media craze of celebrity scandal in its 1998 sum- Jane Mansfield’s naked torso and Soon-Yi 

sex. 

Furthermore, 

mer issue. But how does the newest member of the 

low-humour genre hope to turn the corner on an 

already overblown topic? With cartoons of course. 

The explicit drawings of Jane 
Mansfield’s naked torso and Soon-Yi 

spread eagled in a bathtub are 
obviously intended for pure shock. 

Yes, in a strikingly similar fashion to MAD maga¬ 

zine, Weird takes advantage of its crack illustrators to 

produce stunning likenesses to O.J Simpson, Michael 

Jackson and Elvis Presley, retelling each celebrity’s 

respective scandal. I suppose 

the weeks of colour photos and 

the painstaking scandal details 

in hundreds of tabloid maga¬ 

zines weren’t enough for the 

public. Weird suggests that we 

will absorb some new meaning 

with pencil drawings. The illus¬ 

trations do nothing that the 

existing coverage of these inci¬ 

dents hasn’t already, besides 

spread eagled in a bathtub are obviously J 

intended for pure shock, or to render some j 

sort of visceral reaction from a stupified . 

audience. 

They also stock a number of pieces des- dg 

tined for the who-cares files. For example, 31 
Weird reveals that jazz singer Billy Tipton 31 
(ever hear of him?) was actually a woman 3| 

masquerading as a man. Stories such as this | 

make one wonder who the magazine is | 

intended for. If you want to appeal to | 

young alternative audiences, references to | 

’30s jazz singers and country music heroes I 

like Spade Cooley are not moves in the L 

Have your bars and crest 
sewn on your Queen's jacket 

at Quick Sew 

Sam® day s@rwfa@ 
Discipline Bars: $3/ea 

Pass Crest: $4/ea 

10% Off with this ad 

Quick Sew 

329'/2 Barrie Street 

(behind Phase 2) 546-9811 
-- 

Queen's Alumni Association 

SPECIAL PROJECT 
FUNDING 

The Alumni Association has set aside a small fund to help 

groups from Queen's introduce innovative programs. 

Awards from the fund normally range in the low hundreds 

of dollars. Application forms can be picked up at the 

Department of Alumni Affairs in the west wing of 

Summerhill. Applications ore reviewed twice each year. 

To be considered for the next review, applications must be 

completed and returned to the Department of Alumni 

Affairs by Wednesday, September 30, 1998. 

e ^Hcnxtmx 
www.thetoucan.com 

SPECIALS 
L_/2_ price j 1/S price I $2.49 
WINGS* MACHO, 
sun-tues wed 

Sunday 
BREAKY 

live music 
Saturday 5ept 12 

Cadillac Bill 
trhpatrtcfe s 
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Sir Edmund Hillary was 
the first person to reach 
the peak of Mount Everest 
Who was the second? 

Speaking of firsli, did you know 

Procter & Gomble Inc. was the first 

company to introduce toothpaste 

with fluoride ICrait), and to combine 

shampoo and conditioner (Pert Plus) 

into one product9 So check us out.. 

Them are still some mountains 

to climb. 

Mould mellows 
Social Distortion’s Live at the Roxy dis¬ 

continued from page 21 plays the ferocity of one of punks longest 

acoustic world that we should expect from runnjng bands. 

Mould in the future. “Classifieds brings 

After the debut song the CD 

does drag slightly through 
some unpolished tracks 

capped by a punk cover of 
“Under My Thumb.” 

K back to Sitgttt s Copper Blue album, 

probably the golden age tor Mould. 

Unfortunately, the rest of album tails to 

grab me, it’s just a repeat offence of his last 

effort, HubCap album. Mould’s lyrics 

seem forced, as it he is trying to create a 
metaphor for every subject he sings about. - .. __ 

He is definitely sharing his life with his Social Distortion has been rocking since 

fans, but does anyone really care to know? t^e earjy jayS Qf pUnk and this live album 

Essentially, The Last Dog and Pony Swojt/ compiles songs written between 1983 and 

runs on similar ground to former Mould jhe CD opens wonderfully with the 

albums Sugar, Copper Blue and Beaster but trac|< ‘<story 0f my Life,” which as far as 

seems to be just a basic re-hashing of those pUn^ g0es js one of the more poignant I’ve 

successes. Overall, I’m looking forward to |iear(j -phe sentiment, of course, is filtered 

Mould’s future acoustic efforts. Getting thr0Ugb raw vocals and a pounding 

away from his past haunts will be his sav¬ 

ing grace. 

Changing Our World Through Dedicated People 
and Innovative Products 

Procter & Gamble wQ be on campui oo the foUoning days: 

September 22,1998 Full Time/S ummer Id tern Information 
Setnon (Unfvenlty Club) @ 2:30 pjn. 
and 6:00 pun. 

October 1,1998 Interview Workshop (Dunning Hal] 
Boom 14) @ 5 JO pun. 

Come and talk to us regarding career opportunities ai P&G. 

nu 
live at the.Roxy BIgT0HTI0S 

Social Distortion 

Live at the Roxy 
Time Bomb Recordings 

Stefan Murray 

Although some might say that punk 

rock has lost its edge since its musicians 

began learning to play their instruments, 

4>L 

Welcome to Kingston1 t 

/ Student Class Fares 
/ Budget Fares 
/ Custom Long Haul Fares 
/ Rail Passes Worldwide 
/ Hostel Cards 
✓ ISIC Cards 
/ SWAP 

A World of 
Student Travel s 

Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 

/ Sun Groups 
V Ski Groups 

/ City Escapes 
/ Travel Books 
/ Travel Insurance 
... and nioreT 

* tit IR 

'til 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston, Ont. K7L 1B1 

Long Haul/Group Travel 
549-3553 549-3561 

E-mail, odyssey@odyssey-travel.com 

Piccolo snare. 

After the debut song the CD does drag 

slightly through some unpolished tracks 

capped by a punk cover of “Under My 

Thumb” (a song clearly not intended for a 

punk rendition). 

However, the cool melodic element on 

“Prison Bound” brings the album up to 

speed. 

“Mommy’s Little Monster,” written in 

1983, has a definite period sound, fusing a 

Cultish rock guitar into the mix. 

Fundamentally, most of the better 

tracks from the album are borrowed from 

the band’s self-titled 1990 album. 

The highlight of the album has to be the 

cover of Johnny Cash’s country classic 

“Ring of Fire” (a song definitely intended 

for a punk rendition.) The band injects 

enormous energy throughout, elevating 

the sheer soul of the original. 

Social Distortion brings many elements 

and album highlights to this live compila¬ 

tion, insisting that punk ain’t going 

nowhere. 
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Get Out There! 
Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday, 
September 10: 
546-5395 

Parent Trap 1:10,4:10, 7:05 
Why Do Fools Fall in Love 9:50 
Armageddon 12:55, 3:50, 6 45 
9:45 
Titanic 1:45, 7:30 
Mulan 1:40 
Snake Eyes 4:00, 7:30, 9:45 
Saving Private Ryan 1:30, 4:45 
8:30 
AirBud 2: Golden Receiver 1:20 
Dead Man On Campus 3:45, 
7:00, 9:30 
The Negotiator 1:15, 4:05. 6:55, 
9:40 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday, 
September 10: 
389-7442 
Strike 7:05 
Dance With Me 9:20 
54 7:25, 9:40 
Ever After 6:45 
Mask of Zorro 9:10 
Blade 7:15, 9:50 
There's Something About Mary 
6:55, 9:30 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Thursday, September 10: 
546-3456 

BASEketball 7:00, 9:00 
Starting Friday September 

Wilde 7:00. 9:15 

New Video 
Releases: 
Released Tuesday September, 

Wild Things 
Primary Colours 

To be released Tuesday 
September 15: 

City of Angels 
We Got Game 
Mercury Rising 
Deep Rising 

Book Fair: 
On Wednesday, September 16 
from 5-9 p.m. and Thursday, 17 
and Friday, 18 from 10 a.m. to 
9 p.m. and on Saturday, 19 
from 10 aim. to 4 p.m. and 
Sunday the 20 from noon to 4 
p.m., the Symphony Book Fair 
will open its' doors for the 
opportunity to purchase 15,000 
books and pieces of sheet 
music. Admission is free. 

Theatre: 
On Saturday, September 12, 
Grand Theatre presents 
Stardust, a compilation of 
Broadway songs. Show time is 8 
p.m., in the Regina Rosen 
Auditorium at the Grand 
Theatre. Tickets are $ 18, $ 15 
for seniors and students and 
$ 12 for children under the age 
of 13. 

ATTENTION I WEEK END WARRIORS ! 

Pa PRO-ACTIVE 
INJURY REHABILITATION CENTRE 

ADVANCED SPORTS PHYSIOTHERAPY 

TO RESOLVE YOUR ACHES AND PAINS 
'JUST DO IT" 

1 AM TO 7 PM 549 4393 

-4- 

SBHF 
Teach English Overseas 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 
*Job Resources 

*Language, Grammar, 
Pronunciation Skills 

^Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Seplember 23 - November 4, 1998 

Practicum Saturday October 24 & 31 
10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

REGISTER BY SEPT 14 & RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT 

Visual Art: 

The Edward Day Gallery 
S47-0774 

On September 10: Novel Idea 
Book Launch, hosted by Mary 
Cameron. 

From August 31 to September 
20. Exhibits by Simon Andrew. 
From September 21 to October 
18. Exhibits by Catherine Dolcini. 

From October 19 to November 
15. Exhibits by Bill Irish. 

■ 

Rhodes Scholarship Applications Due 

11 Rhodes Scholarships, worth approximately $20,000 each, are 

available to Canadian students who are between the ages of 18 and 24, and 

preferably in their final year of undergraduate studies. Winners are to con¬ 

tinue their studies at Oxford University, England. 

While proven intellectual and academic attainment of high standard 

is the first quality required of applicants, students must also show integrity 

of character, interest in and respect for their fellow beings, the ability to 

lead and the energy to use their talents to the full. 

Applications are available at the Student Awards Office at 110 

Alfred Street. Completed application forms and supplementary documents 

must be submitted to the Associate University Registrar (Student Awards) 

by October 15, 1998. 

The lowest daytime 
rate in Canada. 

Friends 
Call FREE! 

Any Time! 
• Friends and Family can call you FREE! 

• Pay just one low monthly Flat Rate. 

• Call anywhere in Canada and the U.S. 

• Call any time, any day of the week. 

• Great International rates. 

• Flexible payment options for students. 

j_London 
swTelecom 
-- N G T W O R K 

•is tumulus l int Kmr / (mg Distance Gtm/wniv 

Call today! 

1*888*216*6609 
www.ltn.com 

a. vwtan iwnncfons m 5349.(10 

Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 
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Classifieds 
WONDERING ABOUT 
RELATIONSHIPS, career 
etc? Seeking direction? 
Experience greater self- 
awareness with Tarot, 
palmistry, runes, and more. 
Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very 
accurate. I also offer class¬ 
es in meditation. Tarot, etc. 
For more information 
phone Kellye at 544-1909. 
Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony”, 
93 Princess St. Walk in or 
pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

PROFESSIONAL 
TUTORING and Editing. 
Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? 
Improve your essay skills, 
editing, research and writ¬ 
ing. E.S.L. a specialty. 
Phone 416 280-6113, fax 
416 960-0240. 

PRIMA COMPUTER 
BOOKS: The most impor¬ 
tant peripherals you’ll ever 
own. Ask in the Campus 
Bookstore. Fast and easy; 
In A Weekend; Admin 
Guides and more... 

PARENT FINDERS 
KINGSTON is holding it’s 
monthly meeting on 
September 10th at 7:00 
p.m. at the Ongwanada 
Resource Centre, 191 
Portsmouth Avenue, 
Kingston. The meetings 
focus on searching for 
Birth-Parents, Birth- 
Children, and members of 
the Birth-Family, preparing 
for reunions, and support 
for the time after reunion. 
Adoptees, Birth-Parents, 
and Adoptive Parents are 
welcome. Parent Finders 
Kingston is a non-profit 
organization offering sup¬ 
port for all members of the 
Adoption Circle. For fur¬ 
ther information, please 
contact Cathy Smith at 
542-0892. 

THE QUEEN’S INTER¬ 
FAITH CELEBRATION, 
sponsored by the Queen’s 
Inter-Faith Council, will be 
held on Friday September 
11, 1998 at 10:00 a.m. in 
the Sesquicentennial Court 
located between the John 
Deutsch University Centre 
and the Physical and 
Health Education Centre. 

Everyone is welcome. For 
more information on the 
Celebration or on the 
Inter-Faith Council, please 
call the University 
Chaplain’s Office at 545- 
2186. 

GRADLINK is a service 
linking graduate students 
for mutual support. Call 
Student Counselling ser¬ 
vice for more information 
at 545-2893. 

MARVELLOUS MENU 
STUDENT MEAL PLAN 
Home cooked nutritious 
meals delivered to you for 
under $5.00 per meal. 
Meals made to your speci¬ 
fications. ready for the 
microwave or oven. 
Student specials are avail¬ 
able. For more informa¬ 
tion call Kathy Monday to 
Friday at 531-4265. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: An up-right 
piano for sale. No reason¬ 
able offer refused. Please 
call Gabriele King at 545- 
6711 for details. 

LOOKING FOR A 
FUTON FRAME? Queen 
size frame bought from 
Shamand Decorating 
Centre - no mattress. 
Excellent condition - like 
new. Asking $100.00 
negotiable. Must pick up. 
Please call 634-7657 
evenings. 

FOR RENT: 4 bedrooms 

left in large house, freshly 
painted, clean; kitchen 
with dishwasher, separate 
dining room. 2 large 
fridges - washer dryer; 
fireplace, large yard. 3 lull 
bathrooms. Serious stu- 

FOR RENT: Off Street 
parking. 2 blocks from 
Phys Ed Centre. $35 per 
month. Call 544-0894. 

HEBREW Language teach¬ 
ers wanted to teach Sunday 
School to the children ot 
Congregation IyrHa 
Melech. Contact Karen 
Grossman at 549-3110. 

HELEN TUFTS TUTOR¬ 
IAL/FRIENDSHIP PRO¬ 
GRAM orientation at 
Sydenham United Church, 
second floor, corner of 
William and Sydenham 
Streets. Monday, 
September 14th or 
Thursday, September 17th 
at 6:30 p.m. We need vol¬ 
unteer tutors to help chil¬ 
dren develop their 
Academic and social skills. 
Call 547-2683. 

WOULD YOU LIKE to 
work with children in the 
Kingston Community? 
Please come to an orienta¬ 
tion session at Sydenham 
United Church, Sydenham 
and William Streets on 
Monday, September 14th 
or Thursday, September 

17th at 6:30 p.m. or call 
547-2683. 

VOLUNTEER to help an 
immigrant or refugee 
adjust to life in Canada 
while expanding your own 
horizons. All it takes is a 
couple hours a week! Call 
Helene at Kingston and 
District Immigrant Services 
at 548-3302. 

PART-TIME NANNY 
NEEDED Nanny to look 
after a 9,8, and 2 year old. 
Must be able to travel to 
the United States. Must be 
able to swim. Working pri¬ 
marily on some week 
nights and Saturday and 
Sundays. Require refer¬ 
ences and job experiences. 
Send resume to Gregg 
Rosen at P.O. Box 300 
Kingston, ON K7L 4W1 
or call 544-1822 Monday - 
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. 

LOST AND FOUND 

FOUND: At the Campus 
Bookstore an envelope 
containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from 
Walmart. Can be picked up 
at the Customer Service 
desk. 

PERSONALS 

HAPPY CAMPER: I like 
you. 

Thursday, September 10, 1998 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener ACROSS 45. Classifieds 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

1. Cushion 
4. Lions and 

tigers 
8. Byron poem 
9. Wood pigeon 

11. Punish with a 
fine 

12. Hamlet’s 
beloved 

14. Divine songs 
16. Annoy 
17. Roofing 

material 
18. Electric unit 
20. Nothing more 

than 
21. Endeavor 
22. Cavalry horses 11 
24. Lacking skill 13. 
25. Standards of 15. 

judgment 19. 
27. Academic 20. 

degree 
30. Gangster 
31. Resinous 

substance 
32. _Miguel 
33. Point a weapon 
34. Legendary sea- 

creature 
37. Use up 

gradually 
41. Telephone 

greeting 
42. “Bambi* 

character 
43. Shade trees 
44. Fencing sword 

10. 

22. 

DOWN 25. 
26. 

Almost 27. 
worthless 
Curved shape 28. 
Palm fruit 
16 tablespoons 29, 
Hardwood 30. 
Definite article 35. 
Tray 36. 
Of the moon 38. 
Jerry Seinfeld’s 39. 
wacky 40. 
nextdoor 
neighbor 
Layers 
Actor Dillon 
Wood splitter 
Mime Marceau 
Part of RCMP 
“Little Women" 
character 
Tit for 

Legume 
Dance in triple 
time 
Foremost 
Make unkempt 
Old Testament 
book 
Welcomes with 
cheers 
Extinct bird 
Small amount 
Cronus' wife 
Canasta play 
Trim trees 
Female sheep 
Golf ball holder 

Solutions to 
appear in 

Tuesday’s issue 
of The Journal. 
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THEY'RE LYING 
TO YOU; FROSH 

All FROSH ARE the same. 
Exactly the same. From 
the time you get accepted 

into Queen's, right until the 
point that you finally move into 
Vic Hall, you want ro know 
what your next four years might 
be like. So you talk to your 
friends, relatives, cousins, lovers 
(cousins/lovers for those from 
Alberta), and anyone else who 
could possibly give you a shred 
of information about this lovely 
school next to a federal peniten¬ 
tiary. If you asked older people 
about Queen’s I’m sure they’d 
tell you about some bar that no 
longer exists, a drunk who used 
to live under the football stands 
or something like that. 

But for some reason, the 
most common thing that people 
always tell incoming frosh is 
how wild and crazy the engi¬ 
neers are. Before you were any¬ 
where near Kingston you 
probably heard of the purple 
people, and their pole, and how 
much rhey party. Let me tell 
you: they’re all lies and you’re 
all a bunch of suckers for believ¬ 
ing it. 

I don’t know how the biggest 
group of geeks ever to walk the 
planet got the reputation of 
being rowdy parriers. When you 
drove past your first group of 
frees on Monday, I’m sure the 
student constables told you to 
keep your distance from them. 
This is a safety' measure 1 don’t 
understand. When you arrived 
at high school, did security tell 
you to stay away from the guys 
in the computer lab or the zany 
chess club? Because they’re the 
exact same people — only older. 

"But wait a minute,” you say1, 
"engineers can’t be dorks. After 
all, the engineer’s frosh week is 
supposed to be hell, and remem¬ 
ber they have to climb that pole. 
And at the bottom of that pole is 
a pit full of the most horrible 
substances you could ever imag¬ 
ine.” Wrong. This is an engi¬ 
neering-fueled lie invented 
only for propaganda 
purposes. Maybe 
in the 50s 
when 
w e 
tarred 
and 

Now the reason I find engi¬ 
neers most annoying during 
frosh week is because it’s the 
only time during the year when 
they aren't swamped with 
homework, and so it’s the only 
time they can be outside to 

bother anyone. 
But 

of their own dirty glasses they 
brought from home, because 
Clark doesn’t believe in doing 
their own dishes), they rush 
back to their purple-stained 

home to do a few more hours of 
homework before dinner. This 
is an engineer’s version of wild 

partying. In my eyes, the only 
people who need to get 

drunk on a Friday 
afternoon are 

those who are 
lame 

get 
drunk 

feath 
ered at 
t h 
camming 
ceremony, the 
pit might 
been sincerely disgust¬ 
ing, but in these days of 
SOARB, political correctness 
and two nations but only one 
station, the pit is filled with no 
more than water and dirt. That’s 
right frosh, your big “torture” is 
to go into a dirty swimming 
pool. Now, I know for 
Commerce students, entering a 
dirty pool would be worse than 
the butler forgetting the straw¬ 
berries to go with the Dom 
Perrignon, but you engineers are 
supposed to be wild and a bit of 
dirt and water ain’t nothing on 
which to base your wild frosh 
week reputation. 

it s not 
only during frosh week that 
engineers are the bane of my 
existence. Even when the paint 
comes off and the hair grows in, 
they still suck. 

In case you didn’t know it 
already, every Friday afternoon 
the engineers who don’t have 
too much homework let loose at 
Clark Hall Pub for what they 
call a “ritual.” All the “crazy” 
engineers head straight from 
their labs to the bar in the book¬ 
store, and once they’ve finished 
their half-a-beer maximum (out 

An ’89 engineer named Lenny, having 
reached the halfway point in his mug, begins 

to feel significantly more crazy. 

Thursday 
night. Even 

so, an engi¬ 
neer going to a 

bar at any time is a mir¬ 
acle, even if it’s only for a half 

hour. 
Now, I can see all the frosh 

saying, “Wait a minute George, 
you’re implying that engineers 
can’t drink. I heard they could 
‘demolish 40 beers’, that’s what 
they’re song says.” Their song 
lies. Maybe the entire faculty 
combined could demolish 40 
beers — if you gave them a 
month to do so — but your 
standard engineer can’t even 
spell beer (or most other words 
for that matter). 

And that brim 

next point: their literary skills. 
Of course whenever you’ve hog- 
tied an engineer and are kicking 
him down on the street and 
telling him how much he sucks, 
and that his seat in the library is 
getting cold, all he’ll say is how 
great Golden Words is, and how 
much everyone loves the 
“Queen’s Engineering 
Newspaper.” Does anyone else 
find it funny that GW has hardly 
any engineers on it’s staff? It’s 
traditionally run by a bunch of 
film students. That’s right: film 
students. You know those guys 
dressed in black running around 
with cameras and talking about 
the aesthetic value of existential¬ 
ism? That’s who really runs GW 
and has done so ever since I’ve 
been here. Engineers have about 
as much right to claim GW as 
theirs as 1 can take credit for 
building that stupid solar car. 

I hope this article has enlight¬ 
ened you frosh on how the pur¬ 
ple people lie about their 
partying skills, their drinking 
skills and their journalistic 
integrity. Everything you’ve 
heard about engineers being 
crazy is false. Don’t worry, 
they’ll be back at the library 
soon and we’ll have our school 
back, but until then we have to 
put up with them for a few days. 
And if an engineer does piss you 
off before Monday, here’s a lit¬ 
tle hint: throw vinegar in their 
eyes. Cause if there’s one thing 
an engineer really hates, it’s 
vinegar in the eyes. 

By George Reinblatt 
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Frosh shine shoes, 
fight crime 

By Shawn Brimley 

Fundraising for cystic fibrosis turned 
into crime-stopping for Arts and Science 
Orientation Group 96 last Thursday, 
during the faculty’s Orientation Week 
Shinerama campaign. 

The first-year students and their ori¬ 
entation leaders, more commonly 
known as Gaels, were in front of 
Bukamaranga’s at Princess and 
Sydenham Streets on -September 10, 
shining shoes as part of their Shinerama 
efforts, when Sandi Pennock, a sociology 
student graduating from Queen’s 
University in October, was mugged out¬ 
side of The Gap on Princess Street. 

Wilson said he would have 
caught the mugger had he 

not run into a parking meter. 

“She was coming out of The Gap with 
her [wallet] still in her hand when a guy 
came up from behind her, grabbed her 
[wallet] and ran across the street,” said 

Ian McGuigan, one of the Gaels who 
was there. 

McGuigan said the mugger pushed 
through the group yelling, “excuse me, 
excuse me.” He continued his flight, at 
which point some first-year students 
began a heated pursuit, he said. 

First-year student Jeremy Wilson 
came closest to apprehending the perpe¬ 
trator, grabbing his backpack and caus¬ 
ing him to drop the purse. Wilson said 
he would have caught the mugger had he 
not run into a parking meter. The 
would-be thief escaped, running down 
an alley off Sydenham Street. 

McGuigan said another first-year stu¬ 
dent in his Gael group, Shellee Rogers, 
comforted the victim, who was visibly 
shaken and had to sit down while wait¬ 
ing for the police to arrive. 

“I’m really proud of Jeremy,” said 
Alysha Williams, another Gael present 
when the incident unfolded. “It really 
took a lot of guts — the guy could have 
had a knife. It’s really cool that he did 
that.” 

Please see Wallet on page 4 

OSAP user fees 
‘unconscionable’ 

By Shawn Brimley 

Alma Mater Society President Tom 
Stanley reacted to last week’s news that 
the provincial government is now 
charging students user fees for Ontario 
Student Assistance Program (OSAP) 
information and applications by calling 
for the resignation of Ontario Minister 
of Education and Training Dave 
Johnson. 

Liberal Critic for Education and 
Training Lyn McLeod has determined 

that revenue received from the fees has 
amounted to approximately $1 million. 

The government has received the 
revenue by charging students when they 
ask for OSAP information or apply for a 
student loan. There is a $2 charge on 
the 1-900 number for students applying 
for, or inquiring about, their student 
loan, in addition to a $10 user fee for 
students submitting paper applications 
to OSAP. 

The revenue generated from these 
charges has been $400,000 and 

$423,130 respectively. 
“It is absolutely unconscionable for a 

government to charge students most in 
need when they are applying for 
financial assistance,” Stanley wrote in a 
press release. 

“And they’re not even reinvesting the 
funds in students. That money is going 
straight into general government 
revenue. It’s a joke.” 

In a letter addressed to the premier 
on September 8, Stanley wrote, “Your 

PHOTO 8Y TOM PURVES 

government has created a new tax on 
those students most in need. Adding 
insult to injury, this money is not even 
being reinvested in student loan pro¬ 
grams... you have placed post-sec¬ 
ondary education on its proverbial 
deathbed.” 

“This government promised in 1995 
to bring in a new student loan program. 
The only thing we have seen so far are 
cuts to funding and added fees,” Stanley 

Please see Touch on page 8 

AMS may rejoin lobby group 
By Erik Missio 

The Alma Mater Society may 
again be persuading students to 
vote ‘yes’ in a bid to re-join a 
provincial lobbying organiza¬ 
tion, most likely the Ontario 
Undergraduate Student Alliance 
(OUSA). 

OUSA has had a rocky rela¬ 
tionship with Queen’s 
University since it formed in 
1992. A founding member, 
Queen’s severed all relations 
with the organization in 1995 
after OUSA failed ro reveal 
inancial policies and allocation 

°f funds. 

The partnership came to an 
abrupt end in the spring of 

1995 after a disqualified refer¬ 
endum resulted in an AMS gen¬ 
eral meeting decision, explained 
Academic Affairs Commissioner 
Milan Konopek. The referen¬ 
dum was declared void after a 
number of campaigning viola¬ 
tions for and against OUSA. 

While the AMS hopes to 
avoid a similar situation this 
time, AMS President Tom 
Stanley said he understands 
why sides are drawn and some 
students become passionate 
about the situation. “Let’s face 
it — post-secondary education 
is being assaulted. With issues 
like this being so close to home, 
everyone wants their interests 
defended in the best way possi¬ 

ble,” he said. 
“[The split was] never an 

issue of philosophy or policy' 
issues. It came down to 
financial practices,” asserted 
Konopek. 

“Post-secondary 
education is being 

assaulted... everyone 
wants their interests 

defended.’’ 

—Tom Stanley, AMS 

president 

With these concerns largely 
cleared up, Stanley said he 
believes the AMS’ search for a 

voice in Queen’s Park may 
again lie with OUSA. 

As a lobbying force, Queen’s 
has been on its own for the last 
two years. Independent of both 
OUSA and its counterpart, the 
Canadian Federation of 
Students-Ontario (CFS-O), 
Queen’s student government 
has met with various govern¬ 
ment officials, pushing for legis¬ 
lation and attention to students’ 
needs. 

According to Stanley, 
Queen’s reputation allows the 
school to be in the unique posi¬ 
tion of still being heard, despite 
the absence of affiliation. Still, 
the voice of 110,000 students 

Please see In line on page 7 
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New JDUC visitor 
info centre open 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

and Fiona Stevenson 

Queen’s Information and 

Visitor Centre (Q1VC), an 

amalgamation of previous on- 

campus services, has opened its 

doors with a mandate to 

provide superior hospitality 

services to visitors and easier 

events management co-ordina¬ 

tion. 

“I’m tremendously excited 

about this initiative,” said John 

Sinnott, director of the John 

Deutch University Centre. “It 

offers enhanced services for 

everyone at no additional 

annual operating costs.” 

The project, a collaboration 

between the JDUC, the 

Performing Arts Office and 

Physical Plant Services, received 

approval last year, although 

Sinnott said, “It’s been a dream 

of the JDUC’s for many years.” 

Located near the Union 

Street entrance of the JDUC in 

the space formerly occupied by 

the Performing Arts Box Office, 

QIVC “offers a central point of 

reception for students, faculty 

and staff, but most important 

for visitors to the university,” 

said Sinnott. 

The centre provides informa¬ 

tion regarding on-campus 

events such as semi-formals, 

guest speakers, fundraisers and 

awareness campaigns. It also 

provides access to the JDUC 

Program Development Fund, 

designed to provide financial 

support to community-building 

groups holding events in the 

JDUC. All on-campus room 

reservations can also be made 

from the QIVC. 

“We’ve had nothing but posi¬ 

tive feedback from returning 

students,” Sinnott said. “Most 

would agree it’s long overdue." 

Although the centre officially 

opened on September 1, there . 

will be a grand opening celebra¬ 

tion at the end of September. 

The QIVC is open weekdays 

from 8:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 

and weekends between 9:00 

a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 

CORRECTION 

In the September 10 issue of The Journal the front-page photo¬ 

graph was wrongly attributed. The photograph was taken by James 

Terjanian. The Journal regrets the error. 
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Orientation Week safest in years 
By Stephanie Carvin 

This year’s Orientation Week was one 

of the safest in Queen’s University 

history. 

Orientation Week ’98 set an unprece¬ 

dented record of having no arrests or 

charges laid this year, said Constable 

Mike Shultz from the Kingston Police. 

“We were absolutely pleased,” he said. 

Susan Wagar of Queen’s Security was 

quick to praise this year’s orientation. “It 

has been an excellent frosh week, very 

successful,” she said. 

It has been an excellent 
frosh week, very successful.” 

— Susan Wagar, Queen's 

Security 

According to Wagar, most of the prob¬ 

lems encountered were “minor noise 

complaints,” and people were quick to 

comply with security officials once they 

arrived on scene. 

Scott McCann, manager of Queen’s 

Student Constables, said last week’s 

events ran “very smoothly.” 

McCann emphasized that one of the 

key reasons for this was good co-opera¬ 

tion. “We stressed to orientation leaders 

and the orientation committees how stu¬ 

dent constables and science constables 

need co-operation,” he said. “We 

stressed that we are not trying to ruin 
their fun.” 

Queen s First Aid was also on hand 

for most Orientation Week events to 

handle potential medical emergencies. 

For some of Orientation Week’s more 

dangerous events, such as the engineer¬ 

ing grease pole, an ambulance was also 

on hand. 

As to the overall safety of Orientation 

Week, QFA director Jeff Coull said 

things were “reasonably safe and nothing 

unexpected occurred.” Common med¬ 

ical problems were bee stings, allergic 

reactions, sprains and intoxication. 

“People were reacting badly, [to alcohol] 

and losing consciousness,” he said. 

One of the more serious injuries was a 

broken collar bone at the grease pole. 

Overall, however, Coull said the fre¬ 

quency and types of injuries were about 

the same or less significant than those 

during the past few Orientation Weeks. 

Coull described the week as busy for 

the QFA. The agency usually operates 

with a staff of 40 but last week the 

agency was staffed by only 30 

individuals. 

“As a unit we worked harder 
on a per capita basis.” 

— Jeff Coull, Queen's First Aid 

director 

“We have been scrambling for all of 

the events for all faculties,” said Coull. 

“As a unit we worked harder on a per 

capita basis. There were more events 

than ever before.” 

Coull pointed out that some members 

that volunteered for more than 50 hours 

of work last week. 

Changes were made to several events 

this year to ensure the safety of the indi¬ 

viduals involved. 

Pseudo FRECS, unofficial engineering 

orientation leaders, were prevented from 

joining the shout out between 

Commerce and Applied Science orienta¬ 

tion groups at Leonard Field. The area 

was also fenced off to prevent intruders 

and to avert attempts to throw objects on 

to the field from Gordon-Brockington or 

Morris Halls, as has occurred in past 

years. 

At the grease pole event on Saturday, 

several changes were made to improve 

safety. The Ontario Provincial Police 

became involved in the event, operating 

a RIDE, program to ensure there was no 

impaired driving in the area, and to pre¬ 

vent the traditional pole chase from tak¬ 

ing place. The OPP became concerned 

when the truck carrying the pole struck a 

jeep two years ago. 

This year the chase was deemed too 

dangerous to continue, although accord¬ 

ing to Chief FREC Radhika Kakkar, 

upper-year students will still be given a 

chance to get the pole within the next 

two months. “There is going to be 

another way for the upper- year students 

to get the pole that will involve more 

stealth than just speed,” she said, 

although she would not provide specific 

details. 

You have new mail. 
Joint AMS and MPP postcard campaign brings 

tuition debate to mailboxes 
By Shawn Brimley 

Yesterday, Tom Stanley, Alma Mater 

Society President, and John Gerretsen, 

M.P.P for Kingston and the Islands, 

launched a postcard campaign to deter¬ 

mine the effects of rising tuition costs on 

students. 

“The Mike Harris government just 

doesn’t understand the amount of debt 

that these students are carrying. We’re 

going to show him proof,” said 

Gerretsen. 

“The bottom line is that the 
tremendous fee increases are 

totally unacceptable in 
today’s job market.” 

— John Gerretsen, MPP for 
Kingston and the Islands 

Stanley said the postcard campaign is 

an excellent idea. “We’ve been saying for 

Vears that student debt is a problem that 

needs to be addressed. Now we’re going 

to gather the proof that students are car¬ 

rying an immense amount of debt when 

they graduate.” 

The postcards pose questions to stu¬ 

dents regarding the debts they have accu¬ 

mulated, the cost of their tuition and the 

debt they expect to have upon 

graduation. 

They will be delivered by the AMS to 

Premier Mike Harris and Education and 

Training Minister Dave Johnson when 

the House resumes sitting, later this 

month. 

“What we are doing is producing a 

tool that future AMS executives can use 

to formulate policy,” explained AMS 

Academic Affairs Commissioner Milan 

Konopek. 

“Most of the evidence to date on stu¬ 

dent debt levels has been gathered from 

external sources; this sort of survey has 

never been done at Queen’s.” 

“The sad thing is that this shouldn’t 

be news,” Stanley commented. “The 

Harris government just doesn’t seem to 

believe that student debt is a problem.” 

In an interview with The Journal, 
Gerretsen said, “The bottom line is that 

the tremendous fee increases are totally 

unacceptable in today’s job market. 

There should be more money made 

available for students.” 

“The Harris government just 
doesn’t seem to believe that 
student debt is a problem.” 

— Tom Stanley, AA1S President 

Stanley said he believes the postcard 

campaign will have a strong visual effect, 

being delivered en masse to the provin¬ 

cial government. 

“We are going to assault them with 

numbers. By placing the postcards on the 

politicians laps... we can’t be ignored,” 

said Stanley. 

AMS 
health 
plan 

revamped 
By Fiona Stevenson 

The health insurance plan offered to 

students by the Alma Mater Society has 

been dramatically changed from last 

year, offering students significantly 

improved drug coverage with only a $4 

fee increase. 

“I think it’s a well-priced improve¬ 

ment.” said AMS Vice-President 

(Operations) Gord Moodie. 

Tire biggest change to this year’s 

health plan is structural. Last year’s 

managed care plan has become an open 

formulary plan, meaning that “every¬ 

thing that requires a prescription by 

law is covered by the health plan,” 

Moodie explained. The plan offers 80 

per cent coverage, to a S 1,000 limit. 

The only exception is accutene which is 

covered by 50 per cent. 

“Everything that requires a 
prescription by law is 

covered by the health plan.” 

—Gord Moodie , AMS vice- 
president (operations) 

Also under the new plan, coverage 

of anti-depressants has’ been increased 

from 50 to 80 per cent, in response to 

concerns of students and local health 

service professionals. Certain proce¬ 

dures which are no longer covered 

under OH IP have been included under 

the new health plan, including the cost 

of Hepatitis B inoculation. 

Under lasr year’s managed care plan, 

only a limited list of specific drugs were 

covered, leaving many students to pay 

for prescription drugs themselves. 

According to Moodie, approxi¬ 

mately 2,000 students made at least 

one claim last year and 500 students 

made one claim that was rejected. 

“That means that at least a quarter of 

the students using the plan last year 

had a bad experience, which was the 

impetus for change,” he said. 

“Hopefully it will be an improvement 

that’s appreciated by them.” 

About four years ago, the AMS 

offered an open formulary health plan, 

which was closed because the society 

was losing too much money on it. 

Although this closure reduced the cost 

of the plan by 25 per cent, by bringing 

the plan back this year, the cost to stu¬ 

dents is rising only four per cent, from 

$83 last year to $87.50 this year. 

The AMS Health Plan continues to 

offer its traditional world-wide 12- 

month travel insurance, death and .dis¬ 

memberment compensation, and 

limited vision and paramedical 

coverage. 

The AMS executive is also looking 

into offering dental coverage to 

students, possibly next year. Moodie 

said he has been approached informally 

by students who find it difficult to pay 

for fillings and cleanings. 

Moodie plans to survey students to 

determine if interest is high. If so, “I’d 

be happy to see it on the spring refer¬ 

enda,” he said. 



Computer stolen in 
SGPS office burglary 
Incident reminiscent of WW/WN 

break-in frustrates SGPS exec 
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Frosh retrieved wallet 
Continued from page I 

“If that frosh group hadn’t have been 
there, I’m convinced that I would not 
have gotten my wallet back, said 

Pennock. , , . 
Pennock, who had accidentally taken 

too much money out of a nearby bank 
machine, said the mugger may have fol¬ 
lowed her from the bank machine into 
The Gap and waited until her wallet was 

within reach before acting. 
”lt was a classic example of the by¬ 

stander phenomenon,” said Pennock. 
‘There were so many adults and 
Kingston residents around that did 
nothing, even after 1 began screaming. 

“I’ve spent all my life in Kingston and 
nothing like this has ever happened to 
me. I'm a really naive person I guess,” 

she said. 
Added Pennock: “The group was so 

helpful, even after I got my wallet back. 
They stayed with me for an hour until 
the police came, and even offered to 

walk me home. They really went out of 
their way for me. I’d really like to thank 

them.” 
When asked about the incident, 

Wilson and Rogers made the following 
joint statement: “The incident certainly 
did not change our views on Kingston. 
We still see the city as a safe place to 
live, despite a large penitentiary down 
the street. What the mugger did was stu¬ 
pid, crying to pull that off in daylight, in 
the middle of Princess, with thousands 
of frosh on patrol.” 

After the incident, Wilson was nick¬ 
named “Crime-stopping frosh” and 
Rogers became known as “Charlie's 
Angels frosh.” The intrepid duo were 
surprised that, with all the people 
around at the time of the mugging, only 
their Gael group responded to 
Pennock’s shouts. 

“We hope that our actions re-enforce 
a positive image of Queen's on the com¬ 
munity,” they said. 

By Stephanie Carvin 

Almost one year after the break-in at 
the Who's Where/What’s Next office, 
another Queen’s organization has been 
hit by a similar no-forced entry burglary 
and computer theft. 

According to Campus Security, some¬ 
time between 2:30 p.m. on August 29 
and noon on August 30, someone broke 
into the Society of Graduate and 
Professional Students (SGPS) office and 
stole a computer and printer worth 
approximately $3,600. 

“It feels similar to the break-in at the 
Who’s Where," said Andrea Cole, SGPS 
vice-president of finance. 

Chris Hales, SGPS president echoed 
the sentiment, stating that “there are 
some keys floating around.” 

The burglary has caused several minor 
inconveniences for the SGPS. Nick 
Treanor, editor of the society’s newspa¬ 
per, Antithesis, was forced to go else¬ 
where to rewrite pieces that were lost in 
the stolen computer in order to meet 
deadline. 

The SGPS must also pay the $500 
insurance deductible for a new com¬ 
puter. In addition, the society’s welcome 
back guide for graduate students has 
been delayed, as 50 pages of the docu¬ 
ment were on the stolen computer. 

Another problem for the SGPS will be 
organizing the opt-outs for the health 
care insurance package with their insur¬ 
ance company, without a proper system 
to do so. 

However, Cole was confident that 
this would not affect the SGPS’s 

constituents’ ability to opt-out of the 
health plan. “We have time to get a new 
system up and running before we have to 
contact Canada Life [the medical insur¬ 
ance company],” she said. 

The Kingston police were called to 
investigate the break-in and the SGPS 
has been staying in contact with them 
through Campus Security. However, 
Cole was not too optimistic about the 
case being solved or the computer being 
retrieved. 

“I don’t think that we will be getting 
our stuff back,” she said. 

“There are some keys 
floating around.” 

— Chris Hales, SGPS president 

Although the loss of the computer is 
upsetting, Cole said she believes the bur¬ 
glary is only a minor setback, and that 
the SGPS will carry on as usual. She also 
said she did not think the break-in would 
significantly impact the constituents of 
the SGPS. 

“We are in the process of replacing 
the computer and that’s why we carry 
the insurance policy, but you hope you 
never need it,” she said. 

As a cautionary measure, the SGPS 
has changed its locks. Hales said the 
locks were last changed when the last 
key went missing four or five years ago- 
“Aside from office furniture we never 
kept anything of much value in the 
office,” Cole said. 

Orientation Week heroes Shellee Rogers (left) and Jeremy Wilson 

PHOTO BYTODD JACKSON 

Live, 
Learn 
and 
Teach 

The japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) 
Programme 
is looking for young university graduates for 
a one year exchange experience in lapan. 
Participants may work teaching English or 
assisting in local government. Live and 
learn in japan and reap life-long benefits - 
adventure, friendship and firsthand 
knowledge of one of the world's most 
vibrant cultures. For more information 
contact: 

The Embassy of Japan 
613-241-7613 
or check out our website 

www.embjapan.can.org 
E-mail: infocul@embjapan.can.org 

Application due date: 

November 13 
1998 

i 
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Upper-year women pass flame, spark ideas 
By Renee Huang 

At an intimate gathering in 
Grant Hall on Sunday after¬ 
noon, the 109th Annual 
Candlelighting Ceremony wel¬ 
comed first-year female students 
into the Queen’s University 
community. 

The event, sponsored by 
the Alumni Association’s 
Committee on Women’s Affairs, 
introduced women to the 
resources and support available 
to them at Queen’s. 

The traditions of the cere¬ 
mony continue as upper-year 
women symbolically pass a 
flame, and their collective wis¬ 

dom, to incoming first-year 
women from the tips of their lit 
candles. 

the flames of the 
candle represent the 

friendship of the 
Queen’s community.” 

— Brenda Saunders, 
ceremony organizer 

Approximately 100 first-year 
women and alumnae attended 
the ceremony organized by 
Brenda Saunders, ArtSci ’01, 
who was inspired after attend¬ 
ing last year’s candlelighting 
ceremony. 

First-year women at the 109th Candlelighting Ceremony carry 
on a century-old tradition. 

PHOTO BY RENEE HUANG 

“I was really impressed by the 
ideas in [last year’s ceremony],” 
said Saunders. “It’s really a nice 
way to welcome female frosh to 
university and letting them 
know there are alumnae wel¬ 
coming them.... The focus is 
that the flames of the candle 
represent the friendship of the 
Queen’s community.” 

Art ’89 alumnae and keynote 
speaker Stephanie Black from 
Global Television’s Style File 
warmly reiterated the inclusive 
message the ceremony hoped to 
present to first-year women. 

“I don’t think I’m the best at 
what I do, but I believe in hard 
work,” Black told The Journal 
before addressing the audience. 

Saunders stressed the impor¬ 
tance of creating a support net¬ 
work for women on campus, 
and opening their eyes to the 
broad spectrum of options avail¬ 
able to them at Queen’s. Black 
agreed in the closing of her 
speech. “This is your stomping 
ground,” she told the audience. 
“Go out and make some noise.” 

In her introductory welcome, 
Sheila Murray, chair of the com¬ 
mittee on Women’s Affairs, said 
women at Queen’s were not 
always accepted into the com¬ 
munity with open arms. “It was 
a fairly hostile environment and 
we would like to think that has 
improved,” she said. 

The ceremony was estab¬ 
lished by the all-female Levanna 
Society a few years after the first 
woman attended Queen’s. It 

was intended to provide 
Queen’s women with a comfort¬ 
ing and encouraging body of 
support, Murray said. 

Today, even though there is 
“still a long way to go,” 
Saunders said the symbolic 
nature of the ceremony still 
plays a vital function. “It’s a way 
of symbolizing how far we’ve 
come,” she said, as she lit the 
candles to start the ceremony. 
“It’s important to start here.” 

“Go out and make 
some noise.” 

— Stephanie Black, 
Global Television 

Some first-year students at 
the candlelighting came simply 
out of curiosity. 

“I was mostly interested in 
seeing what it was about,” said 
Christina Rehbein, ArtSci ’02. 
Her roommate Shannon Long, 

ArtSci ’02, wondered why the 
event did not have greater 
response from first-year women. 

“It was sweet, it was nice,” 
Long said, speculating that per¬ 
haps the event drew a smaller 
crowd because first-year stu¬ 
dents were still “recuperating” 
from frenzied Orientation Week 
activities. 

As the speeches drew to a 
close, upper-year women from 
different faculties and years 
approached the podium to share 
poems, quotes, and short sto¬ 
ries, personal gems which have 
helped them throughout their 
challenges at Queen’s. 

After individually addressing 
the group, each upper-year 
woman lit her candle tied with 
tricolour ribbons from one of 
the candle centrepieces and 
passed the flame on, row by 
row, through the silent 
audience. 

KINGSTON CHINESE ALLIANCE CHURCH 

Sunday Worship in English 9:30 a.m. 

Sunday Worship in Chinese 11 a.m 

Friday KCCF campus fellowship 7:30 p.m. 
@ McCorry room 230 (English. Mandarin, Cantonese gr.) 

230 MacDonnell St. (1 km west of Division St. along Brock) 
Pastor: Kong Lo (613) 54S-727Q or 548-7127 

\ 

ThE RIT15 updates you an what's happening an and around campus 

We're Walkin'! 
Walkhome is open Sunday to Wednesday 

from 8-2 and Thursday to Saturday from 8-3. 

Get Listed! 
It's your responsibility to get listed in the 

Who's Where Student Phonebook by 

updating your settings on QCard (menu 

option 12) YOU ONLY HAVE UNTIL NEXT 

Monday to do this! Check out 

www.ams.queensu.ca/ams/wwwn/optin.html 

for more details. 

Queen's Entertainment Agency 

Presents... 
The Rascalz with Kardinal Offishal at Alfie's 
Pub Saturday, October 3. Tickets $8 

advance, $10 door. On sale at UBS, Alfie's 

Pub, and the QEA office. 
The Rascalz are so PHAT you might gain 

weight! SEE YOU THERE! 

Wanna be a World Changer? 
Check out Campus Crusade for Christ Friday 
night on the rock at 7:30pm at Watson 

517,right beside Vic Hall. 

Info you need to know! 
September 8-25 - Opt Outs online via Qcard 

September 14-25 - Health Plan Opt-Outs in 

the AMS office...specific proof of coverage 
required, no exceptions. 

September 30, October 1 - Clubs Night 

Are you an Infomaniac? 
All those who want to get down and dirty in 

the Infobank (translation: Do you want to 

volunteer?) call 545-2732 to get in on the 
action. 

Free Public Lecture 
The Queen's Gerontology Project is hosting 

the first lecture of their 7th Annual Lecture 

Series on Aging on September 22,1998. 

Karen Henderson will be speaking to the 

theme "The Future of Caregiving" with a 
presentation entitled "Caregiving Today: 

Expectations, Realities and Options". This 
free lecture will be held at Queen's Policy 

Studies Building Rm. 202 from 7pm to 9pm. 
Details call 548-7222 ext. 2239. 

Homecoming Volunteers Needed! 

Sept 23-27th is Homecoming! The Campus 

Activities Commission is looking for people 
to help organize all the phan-tastic Alumni 

Weekend Events. Marketing promotion, 
event planning etc. Call 545-600 ext 4819. 

We built it, so you’d better come! 

The Queen's Pub...It's expanded! 

Mon to Wed : 11:30am-2:30pm, 8pm to close 
Thurs and Fri: 11:30am to close 
Sat and Sun: 8pm to close 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

PHOME THE CO^UNl'caTjONS CO^iSSiON @ 5^5-2752- OR E^3|L CO/^a^UEEAESu-Ca J|jr 
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Make The 
Educated Choice! 

: •:' 

il 

Buy Youi* 
Texts Used At 

And... 

Bring in your 

old texts! 

Drop off is 

always open. 

SpH^r efchtvwe CDs Pubwcar Texts 
Books 6 Stuff 

Sept 7 - Sept 11 9 am - 5 pm 
Sept 14-Sept 18 8am-8pm 
Saturday Sept 19 9 am-5 pm 

Sfcyfiqfit Student Louruje 
2ru£ Ffoor JDUC 

545-2120 
ubs@ams.queensu.ca 

www.ams.queensu.caMMSAIBS 
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Campus thefts higher this summer than last 

► 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The number of campus thefts 

reported to Queen’s Security this sum¬ 

mer is almost twice the number reported 

last summer, and security officials are 

warning students, staff and faculty to 

take precautions in order to protect their 

belongings. 

Of the 66 incidents of theft reported 

to security between May and August, 

compared with the 39 reported during 

the same period last year, 40 were per¬ 

sonal thefts under $5,000. 

“People don’t secure their 
stuff. They feel so safe 

here.... If you leave the door 
open, anyone can 
walk through.” 

— Louise Fish, director of 

Queen’s Security 

According to Louise Fish, director of 

security, laptop computers, wallets, 

purses and bikes were the most com¬ 

monly reported stolen items. In most 

cases the thefts occurred when people 

left their belongings in an open office or 

library for less than five minutes. 

Security officials said a number of fac¬ 

tors may have contributed to the increase 

in reported thefts this summer over pre¬ 

vious summers. 

“This is a very open campus,” 

explained Fish. “People don’t secure 

their stuff. They feel so safe here.... If 

you leave the door open, anyone can 

walk through.” 

“I don’t think the access is more lim¬ 

ited [in the summer] and less people are 

here, Fish continued. “This makes it 

easier for [thieves] to walk around unde¬ 

tected... there’s less people to walk 

around, to see them.” 

Security Manager David Patterson 

said security’s efforts to encourage peo¬ 

ple to report incidents, combined with 

assistance phones which have made the 

process easier, may also have contributed 

to this year’s increase in reported thefts. 

“I think people are reporting more things 

to us now,” said Patterson. “People are 

aware of security more than in the past.” 

During the past few months, security 

has made a concentrated effort to 

increase awareness of its presence on 

campus. In April, security designed a 

new Web page which is updated by secu¬ 

rity officials on a regular basis. They 

have also proposed a plan to Plant 

Services to install more security notice 

boards in about a dozen places on cam¬ 

pus, including Stauffer library, Ban Righ 

Hall and the BioSciences complex. 

“It’s something that we’ve always 

tried to do,” said Patterson. 

If there’s anything we can do 
to minimize crime, we’d like 

to try to do that.” 

— Louise Fish, director of 

Queen’s Security 

Fish said the number of thefts has 

been rising in recent years because stu¬ 

dents have more possessions each year. 

“There’s more and more thefts because 

there’s more and more stuff to steal,” she 

said. 

There are a number of steps that stu¬ 

dents, staff and faculty can take to pro¬ 

tect their belongings from theft. Fish 

said. These include getting insurance, 

locking doors, reporting suspicious per¬ 

sons to security, marking personal items 

and never leaving things unattended. 

Fish also suggests frequently checking 

the security Web page at 

http://info.queensu.ca/security/. The 

page includes safety alerts, incident sta¬ 

tistics and security tips. 

The Kingston Police recently asked 

security to join Crime Stoppers. “We 

would probably be the first university to 

do that,” Fish said, adding, “It’s worth 

pursuing. If there’s anything we can do 

to minimize crime, we’d like to try to do 

that.” 

“We’re all working towards the same 

aim, to make it safe and welcoming 

here,” Fish said. 

‘In line with what students want’ 
Continued from page I 

remains louder than the voice of only 

10,000 Queen’s students, he said. Also, 

under a provincial organization, various 

universities are able to work together in 

their lobbying efforts, resulting in a 

more efficient allocation of resources, he 

added. 

Both Stanley and Konopek remain 

convinced that joining a lobby 

group would be beneficial. The funda¬ 

mental question is: which group suits 

the university’s needs best? 

The AMS has invited the executive 

directors of both groups ro the assembly 

meeting on October 1. From there, the 

AMS hopes assembly will permit a refer¬ 

endum to allow students to decide 

whether or not the affiliation is a good 

move. 

When asked which organization 

would probably get the nod to be the 

right choice, Konopek conceded that 

“OUSA is more member driven [than 

CFS-O] and has a philosophy and poli¬ 

cies more in line with what Queen’s stu¬ 

dents want.” 

Stanley echoed this sentiment, saying 

that while both organizations have done 

a lot of good work, “history shows that, 

at Queen’s, OUSA is more congruent 

with what our students Want.” 

The cost to Queen’s students for joim 

ing OUSA will be a non-opt outable fee 

of approximately $1.90. As ali ancillary 

fees must be approved by referendum, 

the question is expected to be put forth 

some time in November, with the AMS 

holding forums and distributing infor¬ 

mation leaflets. 

Stanley stresses the need for Queen’s 

to make sure “it has an effective 

voice... with a similar ideology to 

Queen’s.” 

Queerientation Week '98 

Transgendered Speaker-Female to Male 

Monday, September 14,1998 
7:00pm Music Listening Room, JDUC 

Max Vallerio is an interesting and 

dynamic speaker, that will entertain 
and enlighten you. 

Welcome to Queer Kingston! 

Tuesday, September 15,1998 
7:00pm Music Listening Room, JDUC 

A fun and entertaining presentation 

about queer organizations, histories 
and more... of Queen’s and Kingston. 
Come pick up a copy of the guide 
Your Queer Community. 

To come out or not to come out... 

Wednesday, September 16,1998 
7:30pm Music Listening Room, JDUC 

The Coming Out Discussion Group 
invites everyone to share any 

experiences or questions related to 
coming out in different living 
arrangements. 

Community Mixer 

Thursday, September 17,1998 
7:30pm Robert Sutherland Room, JDUC 

Various groups across campus and 
Kingston would like to invite you to 
have some food and meet with 

community members in a relaxed and 
informal setting. 

Social at Kingston’s Queer Bar 

Friday, September 18, 1998 
9:30pm, Club 477 
477 Princess Street at University Avc 

Social at Club 477. Meet at 9:00 pm 

at the Grey House (51 Queen's 
Crescent) to walk down together 

Everyone Welcome! 

Please Note: The word ‘queer’ is used to instill pride in that community! 

Sponsored by the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Issues Committee, Social Issues 

¥ ¥<?<? 

Child Care Hotline: 5U5-600 ext.56U5 

Opening Day — 5ept. 21, I99S 
Hours: Monday through Thursday, 6 pm. - lOdO p/n. 

Saturday, 10 am. - U pm. 
Prices: students; $2/hr for I child 

j3/hr for 2 or more children 
staff, faculty, Kingston community; 

$3/hr for I child 
S'J/hr for 2 or more children 

Reservations must be made by 12 noon the day the ser¬ 
vice is required and 12 noon Friday for Saturday service. 

Care is provided by certified Early Childhood Educators. 
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Careef^k 
Opportunities 

Dofasco is one of North America's 

most productive and profitable steel¬ 

makers. Using the latest Basic 

Oxygen and Electric Arc Steelmaking 

Processes, we produce a full range of 

fiat rolled steels for our customers 

in the Automotive, Energy, Pipe and 

Tube, Appliance, Container, and Steel 

Distribution Industries. 

We are a company that provides 

our customers with steel solutions to 

meet their changing needs. As such, 

we’re committed to exciting strategies 

for long-term economic growth, 

including investment in new technolo¬ 

gies and the recruitment of exceptional 

graduates and undergraduates who 

can share our vision for the future. 

We wall have representatives 

from our company at your Career Fair 

to discuss your future with us. 

For more information about 

Dofasco, visit our website: 

www.dofasco.ca. 

Dofasco is an equal opportunity employer. 

Gov’t ‘out of touch’ 
Continued from page I 

wrote in a press release. 

“Mike Harris said in 1996 [hat a fee 

hike is the same as a tax hike.’ He and 

Minister Johnson have created a new 

tax on students,1 he wrote. 

Ontario Premier Mike Harris 

defended the fees and was quoted in the 

University of Waterloo’s publication, 

Imprint, as saying, "Nobody has com¬ 

plained to me that the most generous 

student assistance program in North 

America ought not to charge a modest 

fee for accessing that system. 

AMS Academic Affairs 

Commissioner Milan Konopek 

responded to Harris’ comments by say¬ 

ing, “When Harris says ‘modest fee’, it 

makes it sounds like 

student aid is a commodity.”_ 

“Nobody has complained to 
me that the most generous 
student assistance program 

in North America ought 
not to charge a modest 

fee for accessing 
that system.” 

— Ontario Premier Mike Harris 

“This just goes to show how out of 

touch this government is in terms of 

student needs,” said Aaron Lazarus, 

AMS academic affairs deputy commis¬ 

sioner for external issues, in a press 

release. “At a time when students are 

facing higher debt loads, to place a new 

tax on those most in need when they 

are seeking financial assistance... 

it’s obscene.” 

In an interview with The Journal, 
Daniele Gauvin, communications offi¬ 

cer for the Ministry of Education and 

Training, said the revenue from the new 

OSAP charges is not being redirected to 

student aid because, “All special charges 

and every type of revenue goes into the 

general revenue accounts, to be reallo¬ 

cated by program and program needs by 

the legislature at a later date.” 

“When Harris says 
‘modest fee’, it makes it 
sound like student aid 

is a commodity.” 

— Milan Konopek, AMS 

academic affairs 

commissioner 

“For example, the $300 million 

required to fufill our commitment to 

the Ontario Student Opportunities 

Trust Fund Initiative will come from 

general revenue,” Gauvin noted. 

“In order to process written applica¬ 

tions and to hire enough operators to 

maintain our OSAP hotline, it requires a 

small charge to keep these services 

operating at an optimal level,” Gauvin 

explained. 

“However, returning students don’t 

need to fill out a new application every 

year, so many students will not need to 

pay another service charge. Also, filling 

out new applications and inquiring on 

loans via the Internet is entirely free of 

charge,” Gauvin said. 

THE KINGSTON ROWING CLUB 

LEARN TO ROW 

REC. ROWING 

VARSITY DEVELOPMENT 

4 WEEKS 2 TIMES PET? WEEK 

COST~.S90.00 
NOWON TUESS THURS 

ORWEDGFRI 

STARTS SEPT 2! 
4 WEEKS 2 TIMES PER WEEK 

COST~.S90.00 
NOWON TUESS THURS 

OR WEDGFRI 

TO REGISTER: 

STARTS SEPT /4 
7 WEEKS 3 TIMES PER WEEK 

COST~SI90.00 
NOW ON MON. WED & FRI 

OR TOES, THURS G SAT 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery. 

In house Graphic Design. 

More than 300,000 
Promotional Products to choose from! 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
. „ SPORTSWEAR. , 
f Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US!| 

VARSITY DEVELOPMENT ROOM 20S QUEEN'S PHVS ED CENTRE 

THURSDA V SEPT 10 OR FRIDA Y SEPT II ® 6:00 PM 

REC G LTR...ATHLETIC C CLUBS INFORMATION NIOHT @ QUEEN'S PHYS. ED CENTRE SEPT 15 5:00 - 7.00PM 

Make'98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

Quality merchandise at very competitive price: 

Come and visit our showroom 
We are licensed for the Queen's logo. 

530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.rnultideas.com 
^multi@adan.kingston.net 
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in Here 
Memorial service 

A public memorial service for 

Mark Wilson, an Arts ’99 stu¬ 

dent who was killed in a car 

accident with his family in 

July, will be held at Bethel 

Church at 2 p.m. on Saturday, 

September 19. Donations of 

prepared food are welcomed 

for the reception following 

the service. There will also be 

an opportunity to donate to a 

memorial fund being estab¬ 
lished in Mark’s name. 

Take Back the Night 

Women Take Back the Night 
1998 will be held on Friday, 

September 25, at 

Confederation Basin, across 

from City Hall, with a rally 

beginning at 6 p.m. and a 

march beginning at 6:30 p.m. 

Volunteer opportunities 
for women 

The Kingston Sexual Assault 

Crisis Centre is looking for 

women volunteers for the cen¬ 

tre’s 24-hour crisis line, 

fundraising, administrative 

support, community action, 

and special events. For more 

information, call 545-0762. 

Buddhist psychology 
and meditation classes 

Buddhist psychology and 

meditation classes are being 

offered every Wednesday, 

beginning this week, with 

Canadian Buddhist Monk 

Kelsang Thekchen at the Ban 

Righ Centre between 7 and 9 

p.m. Classes are free, however 

donations are welcome. For 

information or registration, 
call 514-1568. 

Rosh Hashana and Yom 
Kippur Services 

Congregation Iyr Ha-Melech 

(Reform Synagogue) 

•Sunday, September 20, 7:30 

p.m.: Erev Rosh Hashana 

Service "Monday, September 

21, 10 a.m.: Rosh Hashana 

Morning Service, followed by 

Taschlicn*Tuesday, September 

29, 7:30 p.m.• Wednesday, 

September 30, 10 a.m.: Yom 

Kippur morning service, 3:30 

p.m.: afternoon service. 

Services will be held in the 

Wilson Room, Kingston 
Public Library, 130 Johnson 
St. 

Walk for guide dogs 

Go for Guide Dogs, a 5 km 

walk supporting Canadian 

Guide Dogs for the Blind, will 

take place Sunday, October 4. 

Pledge sheets are available at 

some pet stores and veterinary 
clinics or by calling 542-4343. 

Participants can also walk by 

paying $10 for an individual 
or $20 for a family. The walk 

begins in front of the 

Cataraqui Centre’s Loblaw’s 
at 10:30 a.m. 

Job opportunity with 
Immigrant Services 

Kingston and District 

Immigrant Services is seeking 

a Client Program 
Coordinator. Applications are 
due before 5 p.m. on Monday, 

September 21 and can be 
faxed to 548-3644 or deliv¬ 

ered to 322 Brock St., K7L 
1S9. 

Celebration of literacy 

Tickets are on sale for Many 

Faces: Many Voices — A 

Celebration of Literacy, an 

evening of entertainment at 
the Grand Theatre on Friday 

September 18. Doors open at 

7 p.m. and the centre-stage 
program begins at 8 p.m. 

Tickets are $10, available at 

the Grand Theatre box office. 

Lunch with Hugh Segal 

The public is invited to attend 

a luncheon with Hugh Segal, 

Kingston’s candidate for 

leader of the Federal 

Progressive Conservative 
Party, in Confederation Park 

on Wednesday, September 16, 
between noon ana 2 p.m. 

Shinerama a success 

ArtSci and Nursing faculties 

raised $32,000 ror cystic 
fibrosis, with more funas to 

come in later this month 

through the annual Shinerama 
event. 

Free movie screening 

All students are invited to the 

Queen’s Medical Movie club 

free screening of Apocalypse 
Now on Friday, September 18 

at 7 p.m. in Richardson nmp- 

itheatre in Richardson labs. 

Out There 
Swissair Voice Recorder 

Located 

The cockpit voice-recorder of 

Swissair Flight 111 has been 

recovered by navy divers, 

offering renewed hope of 

recreating the final minutes of 

the doomed jet before it 

crashed into the Atlantic near 
Halifax. 

What remains unknown is 

whether the recorder contin¬ 
ued to operate during the final 

minutes of the flight. The 

flight-data recorder shut 

down six minutes before the 
crash. 

If it had continued to operate, 

the cockpit voice-recorder 

may have provided crucial 

information needed to deter¬ 

mine what caused the crash of 
the jetliner, which went down 

September 2, killing all 229 
aboard. 

40,000 bank jobs at risk 
if banks merge 

Mergers of four of Canada’s 
five big banks would mean the 

loss of between 20,000 and 

40,000 jobs, the closing of at 

least 1,000 bank branches and 

increased service costs to con¬ 
sumers, say 

former Liberal cabinet minis¬ 

ter Doug Peters and top econ¬ 

omist Arthur Donner. 

In a joint report, the two urge 

Canada’s Finance Minister 

Paul Martin to turn down the 

planned mergers of the Royal 
Bank of Canada and the Bank 

of Montreal, as well as the 

merger of the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce 

ana the Toronto Dominion 
Bank. 

They said the jobs losses and 
branch closings would be nec¬ 

essary if banks were to achieve 

goals of increased profitabil¬ 

ity_ 

Terrorist Under House 
Arrest 

Osama Bin Laden, the Islamic 

terrorist leader accused of 

masterminding the American 

embassy bombings in east 
Africa, is reported to have 

been placed under house 

arrest in Afghanistan by his 

former protectors, the ruling 

Taleban militia. 

Bin Laden, who has become 

one of the world’s most 

wanted men since the attacks 

last month that killed more 

than 260 people, told the edi¬ 

tor of a London-based Arabic 

newspaper during a satellite 
telephone call that he had 

been confined to his base near 

the southern Afghan city of 

Kandahar and banned from 

making statements to the 
media. 

Bin Laden has been lying low 

ever since the United States 

fired cruises missiles at his 

training camps in Afghanistan 

last month in retaliation for 

the bombings of its embassies 

in Kenya and Tanzania, 

allegedly by Islamic militants 
under his command. 

Communists gain 
strength 

Last week, the Russian 

Communist Party led the 

lower house of parliament in 
an overwhelming vote against 

Victor Chernomyrdin, the 
Kremlin’s choice for Prime 

Minister. 

They forced Russian President 
Boris Yeltsin to abandon 

Chernomyrdin and switch his 

support to Yevgeny Primakov, 

one of a short list of candi¬ 

dates who were acceptable to 
the Communists. 

Last Saturday, the 

Communists led the ratifica¬ 
tion vote for Primakov, whom 

they see as an ideological ally 

in their battle to increase state 
control of the economy. 

Chernomyrdin warned that 

the Communists are trying to 

remove the President by dis¬ 
mantling the existing system. 

“What I’m talking about,” he 

said, “is a creeping coup.” 

essay stress?? 

FOR FREE TUTORIALS ( Al l 

THE WRITING CENTRE 
140 Stuart @ University 

545-6315 

FINDS RUNNING LOW? 
MBX uour CASH at Cafe Max 

The perfect place for students to meet 
and eat. Regular menu items start from 
$3.95. Daily lunch and dinner specials 
include salad and start at $6.95. Our 

quality and value cannot be beat! 

If you were AlREAdy AMAZEd by our requIar menu, 

cfiEck OUT OUR fAbulouS NEW SpECfals-you ARE 

SURE TO bE iMpRESSEd ANd SURpRiSEd: 

LUNCH spEciAls wiih saIac! fern ... $6.95 

DINNER spEciAls wiik saM foR ... $9.95 

Cafe Max 
39 Brack St., 547-2233 

Maximum OuAliTy • Maximum Service • MaxImum VaIue 

SpEciAls offERed SuNdAy-ThuRsdAy 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $359 1 
Calgary from $299 1 
Edmonton from $299 1 
Regina from $329 1 
Winnipeg from $229 1 
Halifax from $239 
Saint John (ram $339 1 
St. John’s from $279 1 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your exam 

schedule? No need to 

worry! Book your 

Student Class flight 

home and you‘11 receive a 

coupon for a FREE date 
change; 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel 

549-3553 
Website: www.odysscy-travcl.com 

Long Haul/Group Travel 

549-3561 
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Ghetto people 
The Alma Mater Society’s 

decision to rename the ghetto 

the Student Village seems incon- 

gruent with the residential area s 

actual state of disrepair. In fact, if off- 

campus living conditions deteriorate 

any further, a more apropos name 

might be the student Shantytown. 

The AMS should realize the 
futility of trying to impose 
an inaccurate name on the 

area, no matter how 
catchy it might be. 

If one of Municipal Affairs 

Commissioner Sarah Corman’s rea¬ 

sons for the change is the inaccuracy 

of the word ghetto, it is hard to under¬ 

stand why she thinks the word village 

makes sense. 

Cohsidering the ‘success’ of their 

seven year-old policy of replacing the 

term ghetto with the more appropriate 

Always Coca-Cola? 
Today’s generation of 

students may not have much 

choice in which cola they drink 

on campus. If Queen’s administration 

and the Alma Mater Society opt to sign 

an exclusive cola deal with either Coca- 

Cola or Pepsi, students’ freedom of 

choice would be seriously hampered. 

Although the potential monetary 

gains could be significant, they must be 

weighed against the moral implications 

of such a deal. 

While other universities have used 

funds from similar cola deals to ease 

financial burdens, they have also in 

some cases given away exclusive rights 

for as long as 10 years. 

The consequences for students are 

more serious than the inconvenience of 

having to walk to Becker’s to purchase 

the cola of their choice. As conscien¬ 

tious consumers, student activists have 

kept a check on some of the actions of 

Bons Mots: You can scarcely claim to possess freedom of 

spirit and existential individualism on the grounds 

that you consume the same soft drink as three billion 

other people. 

— John Ralston Saul 

designation of Student Housing Area, 

the AMS should realize the futility of 

trying to impose an 

inaccurate name on the area, no mat¬ 

ter how catchy it might be. 

While we applaud Corman's inten¬ 

tions, it seems unlikely that the new 

name alone will do much to change 

Kingston residents’ or landlords’ per- j 

ception of our living space as little 

more than temporary makeshift hous¬ 

ing. Seeing as an official name change 

will not transform the ghetto into an 

idyllic village overnight, Corman must 

follow through with her plans to 

improve the quality of housing and the 

overall safety of the area. 

Only after visible changes have been ! 

made will the Student Village begin to 

earn widespread acceptance by the stu- i 

dent body. Until then, the name is as 

unlikely to pass into common usage at 

Queen's, as The Journal is to being re- ! 

named the Village Voice. 

multinational cola behemoths. If we 

sign exclusive deals with corporations 

we lose our ability to sanction compa¬ 

nies by being prudent consumers. 

Furthermore, by giving Coca-Cola a 

monopoly on campus we would be 

doing more than keep Pepsi out. An 

exclusive cola deal would be unfair to 

By setting such a precedent 
we would be opening the 
door to more corporate 
monopolies on campus. 

the smaller companies who are unable 

to bid in such a high-stakes competi¬ 

tion. By setting such a precedent we 

would be opening the door to more 

corporate monopolies on campus. 

It’s better to find other sources of 

revenue than face a campus addicted to 

Coke. Or Pepsi. 

John Bowman 

Service with a :-) 
SCIENCE FICTION WRITERS 

routinely predict future trends. 

Spider Robinson, for instance, once 

predicted that our minds would be so 

entwined with technology by now that 

we’d all be telepathic. 

But I’ve never read anything predict¬ 

ing that technology would become as 

insufferably cute as it has. 

Take Apple’s new iMac. Sure, this 

blue bubble of a computer looks like 

something out of George Jetson’s sitting 

room, but if this is the way of the future, 

I’m going to invest in a good butter 

churn. 

The single-unit design makes upgrad¬ 

ing next to impossible. It comes with a 

15 inch screen, take it or leave it. 

Similarly, its CD-ROM drive and 

modem, while acceptable right now, 

can’t be upgraded as technology evolves. 

The iMac’s input devices seem to be 

designed for aesthetics only. It has a 

mouse with all the ergonomics of a 

hockey puck, and a keyboard that offers 

the comfort of a laptop in a desktop 

model. 

Even die-hard Mac fans will find this 

product frustrating. If someone has a 

printer or some other hardware for an 

old Mac, the lMac’s lack of serial, paral¬ 

lel, and SCSI ports makes hooking up 

the old peripherals impossible. 

And then the final insult. Out of the 

box, the iMac has no floppy drive ... or 

zip, or jaz, or SyQuest drive, or any 

other kind of removable media. 

Apparently, Apple is convinced that 

you’ll find iMac so lovable you’ll never 

want to take your data to another com¬ 

puter, and so reliable you’ll never have 

to back it up. Yeah, right. 

I don’t want to come off as some 

Mac-hating disciple of Bill Gates (prob¬ 

ably too late now, I know). I find 

Windows 98’s animated menus and 

“more entertaining” interface damned 

annoying and Microsoft Publisher is the 

epitome of software that is cute to the 

point of uselessness. 

It’s not just computers, either. Ever 

wonder why there are so many 

Volkswagen Beetles offered as contest 

prizes or covered with corporate logos? 

Well, who else but a corporation can 

afford $25,000 for a slightly rewarmed 

VW Golf with a cute and nostalgic 

body? 

So why is it happening? Why have 

manufacturers sacrificed practicality for 

cuteness? Simply put, because we eat it 

up. Before Apple even released the iMac, 

they had sold thousands and thousands 

of the things. And the new Beetle is the 

biggest sensation in the automotive 

industry since the steering wheel. 

I don’t buy that cuteness makes tech¬ 

nology less intimidating. Grey boxes are 

not intimidating. Technology is intimi¬ 

dating when it is confusing, when it 

doesn’t work properly, and when it 

breaks down. 

Cuteness rhakes technology more 

marketable. Apple could probably sell a 

computer that turns itself off on alter¬ 

nate Thursdays if it had racing stripes 

and tail fins. And Macworld magazine 

would still give it five stars. 
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Opinions 
University: a complex concern 

I WANT TO PROPOSE THAT DISCOURSE 

about the university in Canada needs 

to be situated in terms of its social 

complexity. 

The traditional image of the university 

as a place for detached individual enlight¬ 

enment, whether it is the solitary scholar 

licensed with academic freedom or the 

lone student seeking fulfilment in 

‘knowledge for its own sake,’ has tended 

to overshadow the fact that the university 

is enmeshed within a social fabric. The 

contemporary university is not the iso¬ 

lated ivory tower, but instead largely 

depends on the interactions of and deci¬ 

sions negotiated by many people. 

The university is the receiver of public 

and private funds, from students, the 

government, our parents and so on. It is 

simultaneously woven into larger com¬ 

munities, affected by societal and cultural 

attitudes and needs. It is subjected to 

larger policies set by research funding 

agencies, government bodies, and univer¬ 

sity associations. As its own community it 

is made up of a wide diversity of mem¬ 

bers. It is not divorced from the real 

world, as the accusation often goes. 

Because the university cannot be 

severed from the matters of everyday 

life, with its freedoms come social 

responsibilities. It means policy mak¬ 

ers need to understand the university 

community in a broad context and initate 

informed discussions. It means that uni¬ 

versity administrative bodies and stu¬ 

dent governments need to ensure that 

resources are used effectively and respon¬ 

sibly. It also means informing the larger 

public about what goes on ‘in here,’ and 

nurturing a shared idea of the importance 

of the university. 

The contemporary university 
is not the isolated ivory tower, 

but instead largely depends 
on the interactions of 

and decisions negotiated by 
many people. 

I emphasize the social complexity of 

the university because I think this fact is 

being overlooked in current debates. 

Issues concerning the affairs of the uni¬ 

versity are vulnerable to ideological 

explanations, often couched in the nar¬ 

row language of ‘the right-wing agenda’ 

or ‘the corporate conspiracy.’ In another 

light, the university is talked about as if it 

were the soil for moral virtue or cogni¬ 

tive privilege. Either way we lose sight of 

the fact that matters about the contem¬ 

porary university are multi-dimensional 

and solutions will not come overnight. 

We can look to the issue of rising 

tuition fees. It is a political matter 

because the government regulates tuition 

to a certain degree. We have also seen 

that the public increasingly supports 

tuition increases because the university is 

seen as a vehicle for economic mobility. It 

is a social matter because it involves the 

distribution of resources. It relates to the 

kinds of education the university offers 

now and for future generations. For some 

students, it will mean joining the culture 

of debt-management. For others, it may 

mean opting not to go to university. It 

may also condition what we see as a 

worthwhile education. In short, the uni¬ 

versity is socially complex, from within 

and without. 

That this is being overlooked is also 

apparent when talk about the university 

is narrowly constrained to fiscal responsi¬ 

bility. Giving priority only to balancing 

the budget might risk limiting the pur¬ 

suits of knowledge and in turn providing 

a narrow idea of ‘academic excellence.’ 

Keeping the accounts in order might 

imply reordering the curriculum by 

reducing the number of faculty or limit¬ 

ing the range of courses and research 

available to students and professors. We 

need to ask if other equally important 

responsibilities are being overlooked. 

There are no forces of so-called historical 

necessity governing the university - ulti¬ 

mately, people make decisions. Given this 

complexity, decisions about the univer¬ 

sity need to be made through asking dif¬ 

ficult questions and engaging in lengthy 

and informed discourse. 

Anna Kim 

Arts ’98, MA 1 

AMS lacks substance 

Dear Editors, 

I read with much disappointment the 

AMS’s letter to the editor in the 

September 10th issue of The Journal. It 

would seem that we are in for another 

year of a thoroughly incompetent stu¬ 

dent government more interested in 

making a good image for itself rather 

than solving the issues facing Queen’s 

students. 

The AMS wrote in to complain about 

their meeting with education Minister 

Dave Johnson this summer. They listed 

cutbacks the government has made, and 

demonized it for causing increased stu¬ 

dent debt. According to the AMS 

Executive, Johnson was devoid of knowl¬ 

edge and gave only “empty answers.” 

But wait just a second here. While 

they were certainly able to take a number 

of shots at Johnson in their letter and 

make it look like they care so much about 

students’ grim economic prospects, our 

AMS apostles also managed to provide 

absolutely no solutions for any of these 

problems themselves. Seems like maybe 

they have a few ‘empty answers’ of their 

own. Why write such a letter at all, 

except to try and score some public rela¬ 

tions points by criticizing the Harris gov¬ 

ernment? 

I’d like it a whole lot more if the AMS 

got off its sorry ass and actually pro¬ 

posed something intelligent rather than 

just spend its time writing image-boost¬ 

ing letters to The Journal. For the record, 

the provincial government is attempting 

t0 phase in the Income Contingent 

Repayment Loan (ICRL) to assist stu¬ 

dents, seeing it as the most realistic solu¬ 

tion to rising student debt in the face of 

inevitable tuition increases. The Harris 

government is working hard to try and 

fix the bankrupt mess that is the current 

student loan program. Maybe Johnson’s 

not so full of “empty” answers after all. 

And maybe, just maybe, the current AMS 

is another gaggle of idiots and morons 

more interested in looking good and pol¬ 

ishing their resumes rather than doing 

anything useful for us. How about it 

guys? Maybe you could devote-a little 

more time to doing your damn jobs 

rather than trying to look good for the 

media. 

The AMS wrote that it was “very dis¬ 

couraging” to have an education minister 

that is so out of touch with the needs of 

students. Well, call me crazy, but I’m 

more than just “discouraged” faced with 

the prospect of another year of the three 

stooges in the AMS office spewing off 

empty rhetoric at the provincial govern¬ 

ment rather than actually working 

towards finding a realistic solution to ris¬ 

ing student debt. It’s pretty easy to mind¬ 

lessly damn Harris and Johnson for 

screwing over students, while totally 

ignoring the fiscal reality we now face. 

It’s much harder to actually sit down and 

try to work with them to find feasible 

solutions. Do me a favour guys. Opt for 

the latter. It might not make for the 

headlines you so desire, however it might 

just end up helping those students with 

real needs. 

Brock Jones 

ArtSci ’00 

Generous, but not that 
generous 

Dear Editors, 

While I do like to think of myself as a 

generous person, maybe even to a fault, I 

hasten to correct the impression left by 

the statement that “the additional 

$50,000 [for the Queen’s Pub expansion] 

was furnished by Jack Sinnott, director of 

the John Deutsch University Centre” L 

(“New QP ready to roll,” September 10, 

1998). The contribution to which you 

refer was duly. approved by JDUC 

Council and comprises student and uni¬ 

versity funds available through the 

JDUC’s operating and reserves budgets. 

It provides, moreover, an excellent 

example of the partnership between the 

AMS, the SGPS and the University at 

work in the JDUC in the service of stu¬ 

dents and the broader Queen’s commu¬ 

nity. Ditto regarding Council’s and the 

partners’ commitment to the new 

Information and Visitor Centre at the 

front of the building, also completed this 

summer. Thanks to this kind of dedica¬ 

tion to a shared vision of a student-cen¬ 

tered community centre, the 

revitalization of the JDUC will indeed 

continue. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jack Sinnott 

Director 

John Deutsch University Centre 

Queen’s University 

talking 

Why did you 
choose your 
program? 

“I chose polirical science because I want 
to be a lawyer. It seemed like the best 
preparation.” 

Jocelyne Gall 
Arts ’02 

“Life Science - because I want to be a 
doctor like every other stupid meds 
keener.” 

Samir Chhabra 
ArtSci ’00 

“I chose art history because I want to be 
a lounge singer and art history is the best 
preparation that you could ask for - I’m 
serious about success.” 

Robyn Thompson 

Arts ’99 

PHOTOS BY TODD JACKSON 

Letters To 
THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will 

have a better chance of 

publication. Drop off letters 

to The Journal House, 272 

Earl St., fax to 545-6728, or 

better yet, e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 
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The Big L^AP 
100% O.A.C. graduate, Karyn Walmark, looks back and lends a 

little advice to frosh anxious about a daunting first year at Queen’s 

By Karyn Walmark 

SO YOU’VE SURVIVED THE FIRST FEW 

days of Queen’s, and although you 

may still feel like a fish out of water, 

you’re probably starting to get settled. 

Hopefully there are a few familiar names 

and faces by now. As someone else you 

might recognize from cheerleading with 

the Bands at your events this week, from 

the cover of Welcome Back, or from the 

front page of The Toronto Star a couple 

of years back, I’d like first to offer you my 

congratulations on being here. For those 

that are feeling as apprehensive about 

first year as I was, hopefully I can provide 

you with a little helpful advice. 

But first, let me warn you of some¬ 

thing. If you’re looking for a foolproof 

guide on how to make the most of your 

frosh year, don’t look here (and please 

don’t take any of Golden Words' advice! 

In first year they gave me a T-shirt that 

said “I am not your potential friend” — 

need I say more?). I can’t predict what 

your year will be like. While I can, and 

will, tell you a little about my time here 

so far, you’re going to have many unique 

experiences of your own. What’s impor¬ 

tant is to make the most of them. 

Most Queen’s frosh have a number of 

things in common (other than their 

favourite beer being free beer, that is). 

Aside from a few “townies” who live at 

home and commute, the majority of first 

year students are leaving their hometown 

(some reluctantly, some who start pack¬ 

ing halfway through the summer). 

Especially if you’re moving away from 

home, university provides you with a 

fresh start. You’re entering a community 

of 15,000 complete strangers, all of 

whom are potential friends, mentors, 

housemates, lovers, enemies, or any com¬ 

bination of the above. 

When I had my first 
English essay marked, I 
was disappointed (okay, 

hysterical) but also a 
little scared that maybe 

I couldn’t make the 
grade anymore. 

(Psst, if you’re planning on using your 

lecture time as naptime, then you may 
want to skip this next part — just let 

me remind you to set a watch alarm 

for the end of each class so you’re not 

left curled up in fetal position in 

Dunning Hall after everyone else 

leaves.) 

As for that technical reason you’re 

here, to become educated, let me wel¬ 

come you to the coolest/best/smartest 

school in Canada. If you don’t believe 

that yet, then re-read this by homecom¬ 

ing; you’ll have sung enough Oil Thighs 

and seen enough T-shirts saying “Yes, 

going to Queen’s does make me better 

than you” to be sufficiently brainwashed. 

GO-GAELS-GO-QUEEN’S- 
QUEEN'S-QUEENS-YOUR 

FAVOURITE COLOUR 
IS TRICOLOUR... 

Living in a new 
environment will force 

you to learn a lot about 
yourself — the kind 
of person you are 
and want to be. 

My experience was very different than 

most, in that I arrived with a ready-made 

reputation as “The 100 per cent Girl.” 

Being “that Karyn Walmark” meant there 

were many expectations and unfounded 

opinions of me as a person; my floor- 

mates and classmates were often sur¬ 

prised to find out I wasn’t a social recluse 

°r a snob. Fortunately, you’re beginning 

university with a clean slate, and while 

you’re technically here to learn lots of 

academic stuff, living in a new environ¬ 

ment will force you to learn a lot about 

yourself — the kind of person you are 

and want to be. 

While frosh week seems mainly, 

intended to assimilate you (the coveralls, 

the cheers, the crowd mentality), it’s also 

to help you adjust to and get to know 

everyone around you. As you gather a 

group of friends, you’ll also help define 

yourself by deciding the kind of people 

you want to be around. You may have 

brought a few friends with you, or even a 

significant other. In both cases, you may 

find that you grow closer, or you may 

grow apart. You may have also left a high 

school sweetheart at home, as I did, to try 

the “long-distance-relationship.” And 

right now you’re so blissfully in love and 

missing him/her/it so terribly that you 

don’t know how you’ll make it until 

Thanksgiving. Again, as you grow into 

Kingston and Queen’s, that might 

change. Or, you and your sweetheart 

could realize exactly how much you care 

about each other. 

One further option is that you might 

be entering the rumoured sexual free-for- 

all of Vic Hall with visions of participat¬ 

ing and although I can’t, and won’t, offer 

relationship advice for any of your poten¬ 

tial situations, you’ve probably had 

enough free condoms thrown at you to 

fully prepare you for the future. (Also, if 

you hear the term “walk of shame,” it’s 

that early-morning walk home in last 

night’s clothes — co-ed residences are 

much more convenient in this situation 

since you usually only need to sneak 

down the hall...) 

I’VE GIVEN YOU A LOT OF “IF’S” so far, 

haven’t I? Well, that’s what university is 

all about — figuring things out as you go 

along. You are expected to be an inde¬ 

pendent learner here, and not just in the 

lecture hall. I was three weeks behind in 

readings before I realized that they didn’t 

really tell you what to read and when; 

they just expected you to look it up on 

your own. 

Joking aside, Queen’s does attract to] 

students. Chances are that at least one o 

your Math 121 seat-neighbours was clas 

valedictorian. Inevitably, even in a class o 

so-called “smart kids,” someone will havi 

the coveted highest mark. The hard par 

is knowing it isn’t you anymore. At first 

this was really difficult for me to dea 

with. Believe it or not, I never compete< 

with or compared my marks to anyom 

else — earning a perfect average was ; 

goal I set for myself. So when I had nr 

first English essay marked, I was disap 

pointed (okay, hysterical) but also a littl 

scared that maybe I couldn’t make th< 

grade anymore. Furthermore, besides th. 

high expectations I had for myself, an< 

those that other people had for me, I hac 

the additional pressure of maintaining . 

high enough average to keep a scholar 

ship. It was a little overwhelming. 

If you’re as worried as I was abou 

keeping your marks up, let me save you ; 

lot of stress (and give you one “for sure’ 

out of a lot of “what-ifs”) by assuring yot 

that with a few, rare, brilliant exceptions 

your marks will go down. If you have ; 

reasonable work ethic — and this doe; 

not mean moving into Stauffer and nevei 

Please see Walmark on next page 
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Walmark relieves first-year fevers 
Continued from last page 

going out to the bar — they 

won't drop too much. Mine did 

drop that rumoured 15 per cent, 

but, as many people have 

remarked. I had a little further to 

fall. But 1 did manage to keep my 

scholarship, while having plenty 

of amazing times with Bandsies, 

classmates, floormates... 

Speaking of Queen's night 

life, by the way: 

(ATTENTION! PEOPLE 
WHO TUNED OUT FOR 
THE ACADEMIC STUFF 

CAN START 

READING AGAIN) 

except for a memorable week¬ 

end in Montreal, my partying 

didn’t really start until I turned 

19. Good luck to you under- 

agers. A fake ID could just slide 

your way. Since I looked 12 any¬ 

way, and still do, I had to behave 

myself. In a way I was lucky 

because I had time to adjust to 

the increased workload before 1 

even entered the bar scene, and 

keeping a balance between par¬ 

tying and school was, and is, 

really important to me. I won’t 

Getting involved in 
Queen’s is a great way 

to meet people in 
other residences, 

years, programs, and 
is probably more 

foolproof than picking 
up at AJ’s. 

prescribe a recommended 

weekly dose of alcohol, but after 

the first “hey-my-parents-aren't- 

around-anymore-and-I-can-do- 

whatever-I-want” celebration of 

frosh week, that’s something you 

might want to figure out for 

yourself. You need to decide how 

important marks are to you, and 

what kind of time you need to 

put in to get them. If you’re one 

of those naturally brilliant peo¬ 

ple, let me borrow a GW expres¬ 

sion and say “Kudos to you!” 

$1 OFF ADMISSION 
WITH AD 

However, unless you’re the kind 

of person who enjoys torturing 

small furry animals — please 

don’t flaunt it in front of every¬ 

one else. 

You might be one of those 

people who needs to take a step 

back and realize that marks 

aren’t the end-all and be-all of 

life. Getting involved in Queen's 

(sports, clubs, committees, news¬ 

papers, THE BANDS!) is a great 

way to meet people in other res¬ 

idences, years, programs, and is 

probably more foolproof than 

picking up at AJ’s. This may 

sound hypocritical coming from 

the 100% girl, but even during 

high school I had a lot more 

going on than just racking up 

perfect marks on my transcript. 

In my first year at Queen’s I 

tried out for the Bands and never 

looked back. Now in my third 

year, in addition to carrying a 

heavy course load, cheerleading, 

and working out every day, I’ll 

be holding down three part-time 

jobs — and I still plan on party¬ 

ing as much as I can! (Hint: hop 

on the Cocamobile on Saturday 

night...) I’m probably not doing 

much for my reputation as an 

overachiever, but it’s amazing 

what you can accomplish when 

you put your mind to it. 

The main advice I can give 

you, froshie (other than trying 

Lino’s poutine at 3 a.m. after the 

Travoltas, buying an umbrella, 

and going easy on the peanut 

butter cookies at Marriott) is to 

use that higher-quality Queen’s 

mind to decide what you want 

The author hits the front page of The Toronto Star after scor¬ 

ing perfect in her O.A.Cs; then, two years later, is featured on 

the front page of the 1998 issue of Welcome Back (see reverse 

pageL_ 
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF THE TORONTO STAR, PHOTO BY PETER POWER, 

out of university life, and then to 

make it happen. I can’t guaran- See you at Kill McGill... 

tee that all your experiences will_■ 

be good ones, but I can guaran- Karyn Walmark isn’t the kind of 

tee that the next few years will person who enjoys torturing small 

be exciting, fulfilling, scary at furry animals — just the odd frosh or 

times but' absolutely worth it. two... 
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The Peanut Gallery 

It’s not over yet 

Even after the major cele¬ 

bration for McGwire cracking 

his 62nd home run, there is no 

guarantee that he will be the 

National League long-ball 

king. Sammy Sosa, his friendly 

rival from the Chicago Cubs,, 

has had much of the pressure 

taken off his shoulders, and he 

has responded with quiet pro¬ 

ductivity. As of September 13, 

the Latin American star had 

become the second player inn 

history to hit 62 homers, tying 

McGwire’s week old mark. 

With the Cubs in the pennant 

race and an epic honie run 

struggle in the making, 

Wrigley field will be abuzz 

with excitement. May the best 

Aussie Rules 

For the first time since 

Rosewell and Roche in 1970, 

there were two Australians in 

the final of the U.S. Open. 

Patrick Rafter won his second 

consecutive U.S. crown by 

defeating compatriot Mark 

Philippoussis in straight sets. 

In womens play, American 

Lindsay Davenport, the most 

underappreciated woman on 

the tour, defeated top-seeded 

Swiss teen Martina Hingis. 

Despite the fact that 

Davenport has had a spectacu¬ 

lar summer on the hard courts 

and is the second-seeded 

player in the draw, attention 

has been lavished on teens. 

This should end with her first 

Grand Slam crown. 

NHL Camps Opening 

The NHL is getting ready 

to start up a new season and 

teams are still getting things in 

order. The Ottawa Senators 

have signed their head coach 

Jacques Martin to a new deal 

and have added former Leaf 

coach Mike Murphy as an 

assistant. The Toronto Maple 

Leafs are srill looking to find 

the right trade for goalie Felix 

Potvin. With the signing of 

Curtis Joseph, the Leafs would 

like to acquire a second-line 

center. The Philadelphia 

Flyers, unable ro sign centre 

Eric Lindros to a long-term 

deal, finally came to terms on 

a one-year contract! This is a 

time where our-of-shape vet¬ 

erans, overzealous rookies and 

greedy superstars are all tossed 

together. It can only get better 

from here. 

fi; Christmas came early 

•We would not have to take 

out a small loan to buy 

beer at a ballpark. 

* All six Canadian NHL 

teams would make the 

playoffs. 

* Vancouver Canucks CM 

Brian Burke puts his foot 

down and benches whiny 

Pavel Bure for the season. 
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The rugby squad, coming off of a rare non-championship year, prepares for the new campaign. Please see preview on page 17. 
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Gaels lose road opener 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s Golden Gaels 

made the long trek to 

Lennoxville last weekend and 

learned a lesson in Ontario- 

Quebec Intercollegiate Football: 

if you don’t execute for the 

entire game, you don’t win. 

The number-three ranked 

Bishop’s Gaiters (2-0) handed 

the Gaels (1-1) their first loss of 

the season, 24-19, and did so by 

exploiting numerous Queen’s 

mistakes, both mental and phys¬ 

ical, in the first half. 

Bishop’s 24 
Queen’s 19 

The Tricolour got off to a fast 

start offensively, marching con¬ 

fidently down the field on their 

first possession, although the 

drive ended deep inside Gaiters 

territory on a fumbled snap. On 

the ensuing possession, the 

Gaels moved the ball well 

against an aggressive defence, 

but again could not punch it in 

from the nine yard line. John 

Taylor was then forced to kick a 

field goal from 16 yards out, 

“There were too many 
guys coming back to 

the sideline 
apologizing for making 

mistakes.” 

— Offensive Coordinator 
Steve Yovetich 

putting Queen’s ahead 3-0. 

It was at this point that the 

unconventional Bishop's wing-T 

offence came to life and began 

to effortlessly move the ball. 

With this run-oriented forma¬ 

tion, the Gaiters got the ball 

into the hands of several differ¬ 

ent backs, and Mark Stipe, the 

quarterback, conducted the 

offence with the skill of Leonard 

Bernstein. The first quarter 

closed with veteran running 

back O.J. Burnett plunging in This became particularly evi- 

from one yard out, and after dent in the final three minutes 

James Osborne blocked the con- of the first half, when Queen’s 

vert attempt, Bishop’s led 6-3. was twice inside the Bishop’s 

The wheels really came off 15-yard line, and only came 

for the Gaels’ defence in the sec- away with one point to show for 

ond quarter as the Gaiters ran their efforts, leaving them trail- 

off 15 unanswered points, with ing 21-4 at the break, 

two big plays. A 31-yard touch- “Frustration is the word of 

down pass from Stipe ro Vincent the day,” said Queen’s offensive 

Begin and then a 34-yard scor- coordinator Steve Yovetich. 

ing run by shifty 

Ben Ouimet, who 

finished with 130 

yards rushing, put 

the defenders on ; 

their heels. 

“We knew what 

they were going to 

Bishop, 
Laval 
Queen's 
McGill 
Concordia 
brtifta 
CHeron 

l I 1 if-46 1 
1 1 1 30 39 Z 
ioi rn o 
3 0 3 33 64 0 

“There were just 

too many guys 

coming back to the 

sideline apologizing 

for making mis¬ 

takes.” 

The frustration 

continued on the 

do,” said Osborne, “but we just opening kick-off of the second- 

didn’t execute the fundamen- half, when Gaels’ star Paul 

tals.” Correale hobbled the short kick. 

While the defence wilted, the and it was recovered by 

offence stagnated. With numer- Bishop’s. The Gaiters kicker, 

ous dropped balls, missed John Gal, promptly nailed an 

assignments and poor decisions, 18-yard field goal, stretching 

the Queen’s attack simply could the lead to 20 points, 

not get into rythym against the 

aggressive linebacking corps. Please see Gaels on page 18 

Women’s soccer starts fast 
By Nathan Sager 

In what may turn out to be a 

harbinger of things to come for 

a team with its sights on a 

national championship, the 

Queen’s women’s soccer team 

rang up a pair of victories at 

home last weekend. On 

Saturday, the Tricolour rolled 

over the York Yeowomen 4-1, 

then staved off a pesky 

Toronto Blues squad on 

Sunday, prevailing by a 3-1 

count. 

On Saturday, co-captain 

Judith Trepanier, who lost last 

season to a knee injury, 

enjoyed a triumphant return, 

opening the scoring in the fifth 

minute. Goalkeeper Amanda 

Foran, though often less busy 

than the Maytag repairman, 

acquitted herself well when 

tested, keeping the score at 1-0 

with an excellent diving save to 

deny York striker Laurie 

Allison midway through the 

opening half. 

“We worked very hard 
at applying defensive 

pressure all over 
the field.” 

— Head Coach Dave 
McDowell 

After all-star forward 

Joanna Hackett tallied in the 

latter stages of the first half, 

the outcome was virtually 

etched in stone. The Gaels 

spent much of the afternoon 

conducting a passing and drib¬ 

bling exhibition on the York 

side of midfield, quickly defus¬ 

ing any Yeowomen scoring 

chances. During the second 

half, both co-captains tallied, 

as midfielder Jen Sarginson 

made it 3-0 in the 59th minute,, 

and then almost immediately 

after Trepanier added her sec¬ 

ond goal. Foran’s shutout bid 

was thwarted when York’s 

Tanya Cialone scored on a high 

shot from the right flank in the 

73rd minute. 

“We worked very hard at 

applying defensive pressure all 

over the field,” provided Head 

Coach Dave McDowell, who 

was particularly satisfied with 

his charges’ work ethic, includ¬ 

ing their special attention to 

off-season conditioning, which 

was exemplified in the second 

half against York. 

Queen’s 4 York 1 
Queen's 3 Toronto 1 

On Sunday, the Gaels over¬ 

came a somewhat less cohesive 

effort, and were forced to rely 

on their ample veteran experi¬ 

ence in order to carry the day. 

“We have a real history of let¬ 

ting down in our second game 

[of the weekend],” admitted 

McDowell. Forward Angie 

Crockford opened the scoring 

in the 33rd minute, deking 

sliding Blues’ goalkeeper 

Please see Women page 16 
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Women sweep 
weekend games 
Continued from page 15 

Nicole Wight, then tapping the ball 

into the yawning net. Early in the sec¬ 

ond half, Hackett scored her second 

goal in as many games, converting a 

corner kick to put the Gaels ahead, 

shortly before Varsity’s Karen Woods 

returned the disparity to one goal. 

Gaels will face perhaps their 
most demanding test on 
their regular season slate 

next Sunday. 

Spurred on by the tally, an energized 

Toronto side controlled the play for 

Women's soccer 

much of match’s duration, with the 

Gaels receiving a scare when Trepanier 

was helped off the field with an injured 

ankle. After weathering several Varsity 

offensive forays, with sweeper Raeleen 

Dunne frequently clearing the ball 

from danger, the Gaels salted the win 

away in the 86th minute when mid¬ 

fielder Audrey McKay scored on a free 

kick. 

The Gaels may face their most 

demanding test on their regular season 

slate next Sunday, when they travel to 

the nation’s capital to confront the 

defending national champion Ottawa 

Gee-Gees. 

INSTRUCTIONAL SPORTS SKILLS 

QUEEN'S 

ISS 

Register NOW for these exciting FALL Sports 4 Physical Activities 
Registrations Accepted from lOom to 5pm Monday-Friday 

Queen's Physical Education Centre - Administration Wickets 

Learn to Swim Advanced Hockey Hatha Yoga 

Stroke Improvement Ballroom Dancing Toi Chi 

NLS Jive Dancing Self Defense for Women 

Bronze Medallion Highland Dancing 5quash 

Bronze Cross Line Dancing Tennis 

Springboard Diving Fencing Pre-Season Hockey Prep. 

Basic Scuba Diving 
Learn to Skate Rec Fitness 4 Games National Coaching - NCCP 

Power Skating Intro to Fitness Fitness Leadership -FOLP 

Basic Figure-Skating Intro to Weights Injury Prev/Care -SIPAC 

Basic Hockey Skills Pre-Natal Fitness Wrap 4 Tope -SIPAC 
Intermediate Hockey Post-Natal Fitness CPF 

Registrations restricted to the Queen's Community until September 16th 
Most Programs Open to the Public on September 16th - So Register NOW!! 

ALSO ANNOUNCING THE NEW IMPROVED V.I.P FITNESS CLUB 
UP TO 47 CLASSES A WEEK ALL IN FIRST CLASS FACILITIES 

STUDENTS WHO HAVE PAID ATHLETIC FEES 6AIN FREE ACCESS - JUST BY REGISTERING 

QUEEN’S 

ISS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

•Pick up an ISS Brochure at the Queen’s Physical Education Centre 
• Visit our Website at www phequcensu.ca/athlctics/iss/iss.htm 

•email us at jdl80post.queensu.ca 
•call us at 545-2500 or 545-6000 ext. 4605 

Sunday Pasta Might 
Salad, Pasta 8e Poccacia 

$4.98 

Men sluggish 
By Nathan Sager 

It was a difficult beginning to the 

OUA season for the Queen's men’s soc¬ 

cer team, as they emerged from a pair 

of home matches last weekend with 

only one of a possible six points. 

Saturday, the Tricolour suffered a 

defensive letdown in a 5-2 setback to 

the York Yeomen. Scoring for the Gaels 

were midfielders Dan Seixeiro and 

Andrew Westoll. However, on Sunday 

afternoon against the University of 

Toronto Blues, the Gaels rebounded, 

coming up with a much more consis¬ 

tent effort and controlling most of the 

fray, only to emerge with a frustrating 

1-1 draw. Scoring the lone goal for the 

Gaels was midfielder Joseph Posca. 

Queen’s 2 
Queen’s 1 

York 5 
Toronto 1 

Co-coach Nik Thomas praised his 

team’s resiliency. “The intensity was 

much greater today,” he surmised in 

the aftermath of the deadlock with 

Varsity. “Saturday we had a lapse of 

about 15 minutes of poor defending, 

but today, the intensity was there all 

game.” 

Sunday’s game was a hard-fought 

contest between two bitter OUA East 

rivals. The Gaels gained the early 

momentum, and saw it come to fruition 

in the 13th minute when Mike Cowan, 

last season’s OUA scoring leader, pro¬ 

vided a fine exhibition of his playmak¬ 

ing skills. After winning a loose ball 

near midfield and speedily dribbling 

down the left side, Cowan sent a cross¬ 

ing pass across the front of the goal, 

where midfielder Posca obliged him, 

deftly driving the ball past Toronto 

keeper Sakis Rizos. 

As the match wore on, the tally 

came to loom ever larger, as the Gaels 

young defenders continued to fare well 

at denying Toronto much sustained 

occupation of Queen’s end, and goal¬ 

keeper Alex Mueller-Gastell asserted 

himself with several excellent saves and 

some towfering goal kicks. However, in 

the 71st minute, off a corner kick, 

Varsity’s Alain Cogan outstretched sev¬ 

eral players to redirect the ball with his 

noggin past a lunging Mueller-Gastell 

to square the proceedings. 

“Saturday we had a lapse of 
about 15 minutes of poor 

defending, but today 
(Sunday), the insity was 

there all game." 

— Co-coach Nik Thomas 

The Gaels were able to parry a 

Toronto thrust for the tiebreaker, hold¬ 

ing firm and generating two glorious 

scoring chances over the final 10 min¬ 

utes, but neither side could break the 

stalemate. Thomas said the tie could 

be deemed “a moral victory.” 

The Gaels will travel to northern 

Ontario this weekend for games with 

Nipissing, a new entry in the OUA, and 

Laurentian, traditionally one of the 

league’s stronger teams. 

Be a part of one of the largest A most 
successful Intramural Programs 

in the country! 

Don’t get left behind. 
Sign-up for Intramural Sports 
at Athletic Information Night 

Tuesday, Sept 15 
5-7 p.m. Bartlett Gym 

FWfc 
SlNTRAMURALS 

more information about the Queen's Intramural Program. 

. ,°.U[ .'.I wwwphe.queensu.ca/athletics 
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Field hockey optimistic 
By Robert MacNeil 

The Golden Gaels field hockey team is 

close to finalizing their 1998 roster, and 

rhe team selected by the coaches looks 

ready to make some noise in the OUA. 

Last season, the Gaels battled their way 

into a three-way tie for the final playoff 

spot, but were denied access to the post¬ 

season on the basis of goal 

differential. 

This season the Gaels have entered 

training camp with a determined attitude 

and Assistant Coach Richard Bennett likes 

what he sees. Last weekend, his team 

played four exhibition games which 

helped prepare the Gaels for the regular 

season and helped the coaches par down 

their roster. 

With a solid veteran line-up 
and some talented rookies 

tossed into the mix, the 
Gaels should not have to 

worry about losing a 
playoff spot... 

On Friday, the Gaels lost to the 

University of Toronto 5-0. The group of 

former national champions had not lost 

any players and despite the wide margin of 

victory, it would have been even worse if it 

was not for Heather Brown. The first-year 

player has emerged as the Gaels’ new start¬ 

ing goaltender. 

On Saturday, the Gaels lost to Guelph 

University Alumni 2-0 in a scrappy game 

which was physically demanding. On the 

bright side, it provided a fine learning 

experience for the rookie players. Later 

that day, the Gaels defeated Carleton 1-0 

on a goal by Jackie Cockbum. On Sunday, 

the Gaels failed to capitalize on numerous 

chances and fell to Trent University 1-0. 

The big story of the day, however was star 

player Megan Brady’s hand injury. 

Thankfully, Bennett told The Journal that 

Brady will only miss a few games and not 

the entire season, as was originally feared. 

In looking to the regular season, which 

starts on September 19, Bennett is espe¬ 

cially enthusiastic when discussing four of 

his returning players. Brady, a fourth-year 

philosophy student, spent the summer 

working out and playing in Kingston and 

the United States, activities which resulted 

in an overall improvement in her skill 

level. Brady loves to attack and Bennett 

enthused that she and Carolyn Fitzgerald 

have been the two stars of training camp 

so far. Fitzgerald holds the team together 

in the backfield. “She is really calm under 

pressure and never gets upset. She is an 

excellent model for our rookies,” com¬ 

mented Bennett. 

In addition to Fitzgerald, Bennett also 

has Fiona Duthie to help bring along the 

rookie players. “Fiona is very good at 

bringing on the young players, she pulls 

the rookies aside and gives them advice” 

said Bennett. 

Rounding out this talented roster is last 

year’s rookie of the year Amber Palmer. 

The team almost lost Palmer because she 

wanted to switch from Arts and Science 

into engineering. She was planning to 

leave for Waterloo, but last minute phone 

calls allowed for her acceptance into 

Queen’s engineering. “[This] is just great 

for us, she has great vision, she is a strong 

runner, and very feisty,” enthused Bennett. 

With a solid veteran line-up and some 

talented rookies tossed into the mix, the 

Gaels should not have to worry about los¬ 

ing a playoff spot on goal differential - 

they will have one locked up long before 

that. 

Return to glory? 
By Neil Acharya and The Queen’s 

Journal Sports Staff 

When you speak of consistency in 

Queen’s athletics, the Golden Gaels 

men’s rugby squad is a notable exam¬ 

ple. Over the last 12 years they have 

won ten OUA crowns and last season 

they lost in the finals to Western 

University. With a record like that, 

Head Coach A1 Ferguson has every rea¬ 

son to smile and speaks highly of his 

expectations for this year’s club. 

“We always go into every year 

expecting nothing less than to win. You 

can’t expect any lower than that,” said 

Ferguson. This attitude filters down 

throughout the team and all his players 

thrive on the positivity. 

Last Thursday the Gaels took to the 

field in an exhibition match against the 

second division R.M.C. Palladins and 

their spirited play resulted in a 

resounding victory. This was the first 

step in the right direction for 

Ferguson’s squad who hopes to climb 

the mountain and find themselves 

perched atop the rugby world. 

Assistant Coach Brad Greenwood, who 

played for the Gaels as a student, likes 

the fact that his veteran players are 

passing on the great Queen’s traditions 

to the younger players. 

Ferguson has rave reviews about all 

his veteran players. Fourth-year player 

Paul Hemmings, from Kingston, has 

been looking great in training camp 

bur the big story is of veteran players 

switching positions. Club captain 

Emmitt Connolly, changed positions 

from flanker to hooker and has made a 

smooth transition. Pat Brooks has 

switched from number eight to a prop 

and Ferguson has very high hopes for 

this switch. There are also a number of 

exciting rookies on this Gael team. 

Tyler Wish, from British Columbia, is 

in great shape and so is Jason Pither, a 

Ph.D grad student, who played for rhe 

University of Waterloo in a semi-final 

against Queen’s a few years. 

With a successful mix of great 

coaching and veteran players, the 

Gaels are again heading on the right 

track. However, it is clear that when 

you are dealing with Queen’s rugby, 

anything short of an OUA champi¬ 

onship is a disappointment. For this 

goal to be attained, the positional 

changes instituted by the coaching staff 

will have to fall into place. 

Their quest begins this Wednesday 

when the team takes on the York 

Yeomen at Kingston Field for their 

season opener. 

From Saturday. October 3. 

you'll only have 212 days to 

get a job 
after graduation. So why 

not come to IBM’s career 

fair and get a head start? 

open house 

On Saturday. October 3, you're invited to IBM’s 

headquarters to learn about the exciting opportunities 

open lo you in almost all areas of the company. 

Mark the date on your calendar. You don’t want to miss 

this opportunity to get a sense of the buzz that comes 

from creating the stuff that will change the world. Reps 

from various areas of IBM. along with the leading-edge 

technology being used by business today, will be on 

band so you can get a lirst-person look at the kind of 

energy, inventiveness and breakthrough thinking that 

make IBM a great place lo work. 

Opportunities abound lor comp sci, engineering, business 

and arts students in all areas of IBM - from our leading 

software lab to ISM Corp. to our IBM Global Services 

team. So slop by. Who knows, you could lind yourself 

working on some of the coolest and most innovative 

projects in the industry - in just 212 days. 

location 

DaterSalurclay, October 3. 1998 

Local ion:IBM 

3600 Steeles \venue Fast 
Marklmm. Ontario 

transportation 

To make travelling to our career fair a bit easier, 

we've arranged for you lo be picked up and dropped 

off by coach. 

Tinie:8:30 a.m. 

Location:Mackintosh-!lorn flail 

register today! 

Web: www.can.ibm.com/hr 

Call: 1-800-IBM-CAI.L (1-800-426-2255). |xl.74Q 

IBM and Solutions lor a small plane! are registered trade-marks ol International Business Machines Corporation and are used under licence by IBM Canada Ltd. 1998 IBM Corp All rights reserved. Solutions for a small planet® 



Baseball team 
splits weekend 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The ball was flying all over Megaffin 

Stadium this weekend as the Queen’s 

baseball team split two double headers. 

cushion, the questionable bullpen made 

the game much more interesting, as the 

final score line was a much tighter 10- 

7, with Chris White earning the win. In 

the second game, the home team 

With scores more easily associated with enjoyed a two-run lead in the seventh 

the gridiron than the diamond, it was a and last inning, only to see the pitchers 

nightmare for all the pitchers involved. 

Henry Shiau launched the 
first dinger of his Queen’s 
career, a shot which would 
have made Big Mac marvel. 

Gaels rebound 

The Saturday double dip saw George 

Brown College visiting and player/man¬ 
ager Matt Hook dominating. In the The big blast of the day came off the 

allow 12 unanswered runs, leading to a 

16-6 loss. Hook was able to get a hold 

of a nice fat pitch and deposited his 

third home run of the day in a losing 

cause. 

A second twin bill took place on 

Sunday, with the University of Toronto I 

taking their turn to play in Kingston. In 

the first game, U of T prevailed 13-10, 

with Queen’s blowing another lead. 

first game. Hook hit two home runs 

and staked his team to a 10-0 lead. 

While this seemed like a comfortable 

Baseball Schedule 

September 19 @ University of Toronto 

September 20 @ Durham College 

September 26 @ George Brown College 

September 27 @ York University 

October 3 vs. Durham College 

October 4 vs. University of Toronto 

* All dates are double-headers 

bat of Shawn Morris, who hit a grand 

slam, his first hit of the season. Also of 

note in this game was Henry Shiau 

launching the first dinger of his 

Queen’s career,a shot which would 

have made Big Mac marvel. 

In the late game, Queen’s was able 

to force a split with a 9-8 victory. Chris 

Cartile pitched the complete game, and 

also homered to ensure that the team 

came out of the opening weekend at 

.500. 

Allowing 44 runs in four games over 

the weekend confirms the fear that 

arms will be the problem for Queen’s. 

With games coming up against the 

University of Toronto and Durham 

College this weekend, the team’s pitch¬ 

ing will have to get sharper. 

Club 477 is Kingston’s ONLY 
Alternative Night Club 

Serving the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender and Queer Friendly community 

Cov^e >u^° 
5e\ie*'' 

• Lite Nite Thursday — No Cover — 

Progressive Grooves 

• Electro Retro Saturdays with DJ Matty 
• Friday — 47.7 Fromage FM with DJ KD 
• Look for our calender of events 

• Located in the Hub-burbs 

All Princess Street at University.547-2923 

http://spiderrock.aracnet.net/477 

Continued from page 15 

This looked to be the beginning of a 

blow-out, but it was at this point that the 

Gaels defence began to turn the tide. 

With veteran linemen Jim -Aru, Osborne 

and Derek Spronck stepping up the pres¬ 

sure in the third quarter, it was the seem¬ 

ingly unstoppable Gaiters offence that 

was coming apart. 
“The adjustments made at half-time 

were so small that they really wouldn't 

have made a big difference,” explained 

defensive coach Bob Mullen. “The kids 

just answered the physical challenge.” 

While the offence racked up 
472 total yards, it was the 
four interceptions and two 
fumbles that really decided 

the team’s fate. 

The Queen’s offence did its part in 

the fourth quarter with Dustin Fallscheer 

at the helm. Fallscheer completed his 

first three passes and marched the squad 

down the field. The drive was high¬ 

lighted by a spectacular 46-yard catch 

and run play by Jason Wimmer, who had 

his best day as a Gael (5 catches,118 

yards). Correale added a 5-yard touch¬ 

down and Queen’s scored again with 24 

seconds remaining in the game, on a 45- 

yard TD pass from Fallscheer to Paul 

Dirinaldo. Trailing 24-19, the Gaels had 

one more shot at the end-zone with the 

clock showing zeroes, tut the pass fell 

incomplete. 

While the offence racked up 472 total 

yards, it was the four interceptions' and 

two fumbles that really decided the 

\ 

Jason Wimmer romps for big gain 

PHOTO BY MANASH GOSWAMI 

team’s fate. 

Queen’s head coach Bob Howes saw a 

positive in the second-half play of his 

team. “We showed that we could play 

with this team, and I am very happy with 

the attitude [shown] by the squad in the 

second-half,” said the fourth-year head 

man. 

While the coach may have been 

impressed by the second-half play, moral 

victories do not count in the standings. 

When the fight for playoff position 

begins in earnest, the Gaels will wish 

they could give this performance back. 

KINGSTON’S LARGEST 
SELECTION OF 

usedCD’S 
IS AT 

CHUMLEIGHS 

ALLOSED CD’S LESS THAN $10 

WE PAY MORE... 
AND SELL FOR LESS 

CD s Tapes Movies Video Games 
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Concert Review 

tting Oriented with 54-40 
icouver outfit and Treble Charger entertain at Miller 

PHOTO BY PAUL HEISLER 

By Stefan Murray 

Despite the rain, despite the delay, 

and despite Bill Priddle the all-faculty 

frosh concert on Friday was a great suc¬ 

cess. 

Approximately 3,000 first-year stu¬ 

dents stumbled into Miller parking lot 

last Friday to receive their education on 

the campus music scene, courtesy of the 

Queen’s Entertainment Agency (QEA). 

By the end of openers Damn the Diva, 

Treble Charger and Vancouver’s 54-40, 

the wet, half-deaf, yet ecstatic first-years 

were still waiting for more, securing a 

two-song encore from 54-40. 

54-40 then took the stage 
and truly displayed what the 

presence of seasoned 
musicians can do. 

Damn the Diva kicked off the show at 

8:30, warming up the crowd with a 

blend of electrically charged ’90s rock. 

However, when compared to the acts to 

follow, Damn the Diva failed to capture 

the potential energy of the crowd. 

The quartet was followed by Treble 

Charger, who arguably gave the best per¬ 

formance of the night. The opening song 

“How She Died”, sparked a slight mosh 

pit and a collection of crowd surfers. 

They kept the crowd engaged and 

seething with great executions of 

“Morale” and “Friend of Mine.” By the 

time they performed the popular “Even 

Grable” and began to close down their 

set, the audience was more than warmed 

up for the headliners. They also provided 

a moment of controversy, when guitarist 

and former Queen’s student Bill Priddle 

lambasted the relative tameness of the 

present frosh week. A quarter way into 

their set, Priddle stopped the show and 

exclaimed, “back when I went to 

Queen’s, frosh week wasn’t considered a 

success unless there were 50 dead and 

200 injured with the clock tower of 

Grant Hall in flames and Tindell field a 

smoking crater filled with human 

remains.” Understandably, a number of 

frosh were not impressed, responding 

with catcalls and extended middle digits. 

54-40 then took the stage and truly 

displayed the presence of seasoned musi¬ 

cians, commanding the lot and weeding 

out all “filler” tunes from their set. From 

“I go blind” to an intense version of 

“Blame your parents,” and their new 

chart-topper “Since when,” 54-40 kept 

the frosh frenzied. The crowd was even 

responsive to the bands newer, more 

introspective tunes, which are usually far 

from welcome at a rock concert. 

“Back when I went to 
Queen’s, Frosh week wasn’t 
considered a success unless 
there were 50 dead and 200 
injured with the clock tower 

of Grant Hall in flames.” 

-Bill Priddle, Treble 
Charger guitarist 

Of course, the band had tremendous 

help from featured backup singer Coco 

Love Alcorn. Her incredible range navi¬ 

gated the sound for the handful of songs 

she participated. Her ‘scat’ and harmony 

blew the crowd away, adding something 

unique to the entire set. 

The show ran extremely smoothly 

until halfway through 54-40’s set when a 

brief downpour succeeded in damaging a 

vital sound-board. Fortunately, the head¬ 

liner’s were patient, performing “Ocean 

Pearl” with only one guitar while the 

crowd supplied the vocals and QEA 

stage-hands and faculty volunteers 

repaired the problem with hair dryers 

and hand towels. 

The damaged equipment was con¬ 

tracted out from Caberat productions, a 

lighting and sound company that boasts 

former Queen’s student and QEA direc¬ 

tor Bjorn Wentlandt as their production 

supervisor. 

The excellent sound and lighting of 

the concert worked well in conjunction 

with the interesting venue of Miller 

parking lot. The lot, almost completely 

surrounded by buildings, provided a 

good acoustic and the innovative light 

presentation successfully mesmerized the 

crowd. 

The concert was truly a massive 

endeavor as a majority of QEA staff, the 

entire student constable staff, as well as 

Queen’s security and faculty volunteers 

contributed to the safety of the perform¬ 

ers and the audience. It appeared that 

there were few incidents other than a 

slightly intoxicated first-year student 

being helped out of the event on a 

stretcher. 

The show, which was the second to 

last major event of Frosh week, was the 

greatest success of the past few years and 

built upon the all-faculty concert 

employed for the first time last year. 

Wilde Life 
Literary hero makes for pleasant script 

Film Review 

Wilde 
Princess Court Cinema 

By Sean Springer 

Films don’t represent life in itself, but 

they often try to offer commentary on 

the essence of humanity and its struggle 

to be defined through the interactions of 

humans. A lasting impression in Wilde is 

that immature love is insatiable and that 

“In this world there are only two 

tragedies. One is not getting what one 

wants, and the other is getting it.” 

The film has taken a year to reach 

Kingston from overseas and the wait has 

certainly been worth it. Based on 

Richard Ellmann’s biography, Oscar 
Wilde, it traces Wilde’s tragic life from 

his rise to fame as a literary artist in 1883 

to his remaining days with Lord Alfred 

“Bosie” Douglas, his youthful romantic 

partner in a doomed love affair. 

Wilde focuses almost 
explicitly on the character’s 

homosexuality and its 
contrast with a prejudiced 

English society. 

Wilde focuses almost explicitly on the 

character’s homosexuality and its con¬ 

trast with a prejudiced English society. 

Taking a familiar story, it introduces new, 

and somewhat cloaked, details of Oscar 

Wilde’s life — a legend that ends shortly 

after enduring two years of hard labour 

in an English prison for homosexual con¬ 

duct. 

It is the life of this incredible man that 

is the lifeblood of the film, making it a 

touching tragedy held Firmly together by 

humourous undertones of Wilde’s pre¬ 

cious idiosyncrasies. 

Through Stephen Fry’s portrayal of 

Wilde, we fall for the character’s rarefied 

splendour and witticisms. With confi¬ 

dence <md a wry demeanour, the actor’s 

enthusiasm for the role is convincing, 

and reveals a mellow, humble version of 

Oscar Wilde, which sets up the overall 

portrait of the artist. 

Fry is also aided by a script containing 

enough quips and epigrams to fill a vol¬ 

ume of Bartlett’s quotations. The script is 

prepared specifically to unveil Wilde’s 

insatiable desires and difficulty in balanc¬ 

ing his family life with his promiscuous 

relationships involving Bosie, Wilde’s 

close friend Robert Ross (played by 

Michael Sheen), and a number of anony¬ 

mous young men. 

After a smattering of applause in 

response to his classic play, The 
Importance of Being Earnest, Wilde 

charms a crowd of hundreds without 

seeming slightly taut. But behind the cur¬ 

tain a different Wilde, full of passion and 

sexual energy, emerges. 

Yet, while Wilde’s relations with men 

are well-developed, his life with his wife 

and children remains underexposed, as 

we see only passive and reactionless 

moments existing between the two. 

Wilde could have utilized Jennifer Ehle’s 

presence as Constance, Wilde’s wife, to a 

higher degree as her performance is ade¬ 

quate, but she remains unproven in this 

tacit role. 

Fresh from a similar role as Kevin 

Spacey’s lover in Midnight in the Garden 
of Good and Evil, Jude Law nearly steals 

the show from Fry playing Bosie, the 

vibrant, yet ill-tempered, son of the pow¬ 

erful and horrid Marquess of 

Queensberry. 

Set in an authentic 
recreation of late nineteenth 

century England, the slow 
pace doesn’t quite fit the 
surprisingly upbeat mood. 

Queensberry, played by Tom 

Wilkinson from the Full Monty, is the 

rotten, vicious and antagonistic brute 

who hunts Oscar down and ultimately 

exposes Wilde’s homosexuality to 

English society. The result is a brief 

courtroom drama where the English 

mock and ridicule Wilde, nearly obliter¬ 

ating the literary command he had estab¬ 

lished for himself up until 1895. 

Set in an authentic recreation of late 

nineteenth century England, the slow 

pace doesn’t quite, fit the surprisingly 

upbeat mood, but does give a sufficient 

plot of time for reflection and remorse 

for the injustice against not only Oscar 

Wilde, but an alternative lifestyle. We’re 

left wondering whether Wilde’s downfall 

was due to his own inability to silence 

rumours of his relationships or solely the 

bigotry of society at large. 

A perfect film for the university town 

in a generation with a resurgent interest 

in Oscar Wilde, Wilde definitely has you 

thinking amidst laughter and sadness. 



Flying high or grounded? 
Travel Agent slows down their bookings to focus on quality 

Band Profile 

Travel Agent 

By Sarah Crosbie 

How do you describe a band 

who, admittedly, has problems 

describing themselves? 

Travel Agent, Kingston’s 

most featured student band, is 

“genreless," according to their 

manager Gabe Simms. He 

admits that, “if you asked all 

ten members, they would give 

you different labels," which is 

exactly what happened. Group 

members Andrew Benton, 

Mike Budd, Eric Stephenson all 

defined the group’s sound dif¬ 

ferently, but perhaps the most 

interesting (and over- confi¬ 

dant) answer came from trom¬ 

bonist and vocalist Jon Dyke 

who said, “we’re not blues, 

funk or jazz, we’re Travel 

Agent.” 

The group’s lack of a defini¬ 

tion of sound and style has not, 

however, impeded their suc¬ 

cess. Travel Agent’s victory in 

last springs Queen’s Battle of 

the Bands qualified them to 

perform at the National com¬ 

petition at York University in 

April. Unfortunately, Travel 

Agent was slated to perform 

first and according to the band, 

there weren’t a lot of people 

there to see them perform. It 

was also rumoured that at the 

time of Travel Agent’s perfor¬ 

mance not all of the judges 

were present. Benton, saxo¬ 

phonist of the group, still 

described the experience as 

positive, “it was definitely cool 

to play with so many other 

bands... we were original, the 

only kind of that type of band 

there.” 

Travel Agent began when 

Benton, trumpeter and vocalist 

I 

Teach 
English ; 

as a Second 
Language : 
in Canada ■ 
or Abroad 
Enroll now to obtain 

your Certificate in 

Teaching English as a 

Second/Foreign Language 

IfSTl Qiieen’s University 
at Kingston 

■ Course instructors are experienced ESL 
teachers and experts in the field. 

■ Presentations cover instructional theory 
and methodologies in a variety of ESL/EFL 
•areas over different levels. 

■ Presentations provide information 
applicable to both Canadian and overseas 
teaching situations. 

■ Participants may observe ESL classes. 
■ Participants receive a variety of handouts 

as well as information on additional 
materials. 

■ Participants may tutor international 
students. 

Registration Night 
Monday. 28 September. 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Classes 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
29 September - 22 October, 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Practice Tutoring 
Saturday, 10 October and 
Saturday, 17 October, 10 am - noon 
MacCorry E229, E202, E230 

Register early at 
School of English 
96 Lower Albert Street 
Tel: 545-2472 Fax:545-6809 
e-mail: soe@post.queensu.ca 

Cost 
$375 including materials 
Pay by cash or 'credit card at the School 
of English Office 

•2% service charge must be added to all 
credit card payments 

HIRING: 
COORDINATOR 

The Queens Student Community Services 

Group (QSCSG) is looking for a COORDINATOR 

(effective October 5th to April 1). If you are 

interested and would like more information, please 

contact the QSCSG office @ 545-2958. 

Applications for this position will be 

accepted at the AMS office until September 25. 

Th* QiMMn's Student 
«nd Community 
So rvlcot Croup 

ga, (QSCSG) 

- 545-2958 

Brendan Wypitch and guitarist 

Mike Budd, were in residence 

first year together in Leonard 

Hall. The group evolved last 

fall by a coming and going 

process. According to Benton, 

“eventually there was no more 

room in my basement - the ten 

of us just stuck." 

“We’re not blues, funk 
or jazz, we’re 
Travel Agent.’’ 

— Jon Dyke 

Last year Travel Agent 

acquired a fan base in Kingston, 

playing regularly in different 

bars. Their name was every¬ 

where and people began to 

buzz about this new, energetic 

student band. Perhaps overex¬ 

posure began to settle in, near¬ 

ing the end of the second 

semester, as Travel Agent 

became a household name. The 

band mentioned a concert at 

Stages, where the only audience 

members were friends of the 

group. Simms explained that, 

“a lighter schedule this year 

will allow more time for writ¬ 

ing and practicing. In turn, this 

will provide a quality over 

quantity performance as well as 

varied shows”. Simms believes 

the shows have to vary or, 

“fuck... people might as well sit 

at home and listen to a tape.” 

The band’s schedule is lighter 

this year, playing only every 

other Friday at The Shot, 

beginning September 18. 

Travel Agent’s future is in a 

state of uncertainty as half of 

the group graduates this year 

and the other half the next 

year. Members of the group, 

however, appear optimistic that 

Travel Agent has a future. Budd 

stated that, “I hoped it doesn’t 

end this year. We’re young and 

we an still afford to do it. I’d 

ouzsan 

like [success] to happen, but 1 

won’t say it.” 

Dyke "was more confidant 

saying that, “we can go as far as 

any other band that’s made it. I 

know we’re going to make it.” 

“Close your eyes, 
dance your ass off, 

when you wake up, at 
least you’ve had a 
good night out.’’ 

—Gabe Simms, Manager 
of Travel Agent 

What seems most unbeliev¬ 

able about Travel Agent is that 

it appears they’ve been handed 

the chance of success on a silver 

1*11 

The Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia Association 
needs 

A.N.A.B. provides information, help and support for those 
suffering from eating disorders, as well as for their friends and 
family. Some of the services A.N.A.B. provides Include: ^ 

• Information and Support Line 
• Support Groups 
■ Newsletter 
• Public Relations 
• Fundraising 

_• Public Speaking 

PLEASE JOIN US FOR AN INFORMATION SESSION 
Thursday, September 24"’ 

John Orr Room. JDUC. Queen's Campus 

7pm-9pm 

Or call our Information line: 

(615) 547-5684 

platter. Dyke said, “we’ve lost a 

couple of mics, and had a cou¬ 

ple of drunks on stage, but 

right now we’re fucking shoot¬ 

ing the course record.” 

Budd seemed a little more 

honest and realistic about the 

group’s problems stating that, 

“we need to improve our pro¬ 

fessionalism on and off stage. 

We don’t want to be known as 

people who are your friends or 

people in your class. We want 

an air of professionalism... to 

be able to appear as a band who 

could be on TV or radio. It 

doesn’t look good to be a 

bunch of wankers.” 

Why would people go and 

see Travel Agent again this 

year? Simms explained that, 

“Travel Agent will provide 

close to four hours of quality 

entertainment, as cheesy as that 

sounds....Close your eyes, 

dance your ass off, when you 

wake up, at least you’ve had a 

good night out.” 

Travel Agent, whose name 

means, “allowing music as a 

medium to take your mind and 

hopefully body elsewhere” has 

their work cut out for them this 

year. It appears at this point, 

success has been easily attain¬ 

able, but Travel Agent now 

must work to prove that their 

popularity hasn’t yet reached 

the expiry date. 

Travel Agent performs Friday, 

September 1,8 at The Shot. 
They will play every other 

Friday after that date. 
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Get Out There! 
Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday 
September 17: 
546-5395 

Dead Man on Campus 7:15, 9:30 

Armageddon 6:45, 9:45 

Saving Private Ryan 8:30 

Snake Eyes 7:20, 9:35 

Rounders 7:00, 7:30, 9:40, 10:10 

The Negotiator 6:55, 9:50 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday 
September 17: 
389-7442 

Dance with Me 6:45, 9:20 

54 6:35, 9:00 

KnockOff 7:25, 10:00 

Ever After 7:05 

Blade 7:15,9:50 

There’s Something About Mary 
6:55, 9:30 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Thursday September 17: 
546-3456 

Wilde 7:00, 9:15 

New Video 
Releases: 
Released Tuesday 
September 15: 

City of Angels 

He Got Game 

Mercury Rising 

Deep Rising 

Released Tuesday 
September 22: 

Adams Family Reunion 

My Giant 

Dangerous Beauty 

Player's Club 

Book Fair: 
On Wednesday, September 16 

from 5-9 p.m. and Thursday, 17 

and Friday, 18 from 10 a.m. 9 

p.m. and on Saturday, 19 from 

10 a.m. 4 p.m. and Sunday the 

20 from noon 4 p.m., the 

Symphony Book Fair will open 

its doors for the opportunity to 

purchase 15,000 books and 

pieces of sheet music. Admission 
is free. 

Visual Art: 
The Edward Day Gallery 
547-0774 

Until September 20, exhibits by 

Simon Andrew. From September 

21 to October 18, exhibits by 

Catherine Dolcini. 

The Modern Fuel Gallery: 
21 -A Queen St. 

From September 10 until 

October 10, Barbara Astman, 

showing, an AGO Artist with 

Their Work and AT&T Exhibition 

Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre: 
545-2190 

From September 5 until 

November 1, Sheila Gregory will 

be showing her work. 

Kingston Regional Arts 
Council: 
546-ARTS 

On September 26 and 27 the 

waterfront location at the Tett 

Centre will be the home to A 

Country Fair in the City. The 

new Tett Centre is located at 

370 King Street West. KRAC 

artists and artisans will be 

exhibiting and selling their 

works. Demonstrations of paint¬ 

ing, sketching, porcelain painting 

and pottery by some of the 

artists will be held throughout 

both days. Daily passes are $2 

for all performances. 

Live Music: 
Windmills Cafe: 

On the evening of Thursday, 

September 17, Two Penny Bit 

presents Celtic and Blues. 

The Shot: 
Every Monday is Blue Monday. 

Tuesdays are Live DJ's. 

Alternating Wednesdays Jon 

Coakley plays with Bug Daddy 

and The Shack, starting 

September 23. Coakley alter¬ 

nates with Professional Live 

Comedy, starting September 16. 

Every second Friday Travel Agent 

performs. 

The Kingston Symphony opens 

its Masterworks Series and its 

46th Season on Sunday, October 

4, at 2:30 p.m. at the Grand 

Theatre. The concert features 

the internationally acclaimed vir¬ 

tuoso violinist Yuri Mazurkevich 

performing Prokofiev's Violin 

Concerto No. I. 

Kingston Opera: 

On Sunday September 27, 

OperaBus to Bellini’s Norma will 

be presented and coming up on 

Sunday October 4, OperaBus to 
Puccini’s Tosca. 

Dance Event: 

The Performing Arts Office at 

Queen’s University opens its 

1998-99 season with the first 

event in the Rhythm and Dance 

Series. Jane Bunnett and orches¬ 
tra will make their Kingston 

debut on Friday, September 25 

at 8 p.m. Bunnett performs 

Cuban rhythms and sounds. 

Tickets are $20 for adults, $ 15 

for seniors and $ 10 for students 

and youth. They can be pur¬ 

chased by calling 545-2558. 

Tickets are also available at the 
door. 

Theatre: 
Theatre Kingston: 

After nine years of theatre, 

The People's Theatre is turning 

a new leaf by announcing its 

new name: Theatre Kingston. 

To celebrate this event. 

Fortune my Foe, a play which 

first premiered in the ballroom 

of Kingston’s old Frotenac 

Hotel will be performed. It is a 

comedy about culture, faith, 

new beginnings friendship and 

the joy of life. The event takes 

place on Saturday, September 

26 at 7:30 p.m. at Queen’s 

Convocation Hall and will be 

followed by a buffett. Don’t 
this this special fundraising 

event! 

Literacy Event: 
Kingston Literacy: 
547-2012 

On Friday September 18 at 8 

p.m. in The Grand Theatre 

Kingston Literacy presents, 

"Many Faces; Many Voices — 

A Celebration of Literacy." The 

Cantabile Children’s Choir will 

perform as well as a Stomp 

team. Night Sun a 

Celtic/Zydeco group will also 

perform. Tickets are $10 and 

can be purchased at the Grand 

Theatre at the Box Office. 

Want to have experience in Teaching 
conversational ESL? 

Want to find out about other cultures? 

BE AN ESL VOLUNTEER 
TUTOR 

Two-hour weekly commitment. 

Call 545-2472 or drop by The School of English at 
96 Albert St. 

www.thodownto 

Free weights & Nautilus 

Cardio Equipment 
The Best Aerobics...Period! 
Cycle Reebok/Muay Thai 

Registered Massage 
Therapy 

Certified Personal Trainers 
6am to 11pm... Long hours! 

Bring this coupon in and recei 



Praising Arizona 
Andrews work stems from personal experience 

Artistic Liscense: Simon Andrews works will 

' on exibit until September 20. 

Art Review 

By Adria Vuksinic 

Flaming reds and burnt 

oranges are the colours that set 

the tone at the Edward Day 

Gallery’s new exhibit entitled 

Marking Matters by Simon 

Andrew. 

In addition to this current 

exhibit at the Edward Day 

PHOTO BY RENEE HUANG 

Gallery, showing from August 

31 to September 20, Andrew 

has exhibited his work through¬ 

out Kingston, Toronto and the 

United Kingdom. His accom¬ 

plishments include artwork for 

the Tragically Hip’s Day for 

Night CD and paintings pro¬ 

duced for the movie The Man 

Without A Face, starring Mel 

Gibson. Many of the pieces in 

the collection were influenced 

by Andrew’s trip to Arizona. 

One particularly representa¬ 

tional piece entitled Interior 

Tension shows a heavy red and 

orange background with his 

characteristic grey sweeps and 

borders in the foreground. 

These colours create the illusion 

of a dry crackling landscape 

along a forgotten Arizona high¬ 

way. 

His accomplishments 
include artwork for 
the Tragically Hip’s 

Day for Night CD and 
paintings produced for 

the movie The Man 
Without A Face. 

Colour is an important part 

of Andrew’s work; his art is not 

representational, but based on 

the “feel” of the places he has 

visited. Andrew has also shown 

interest in creating new colours 

such as innovative new red pig¬ 

ments for his works. In addition 

to his interests in colour, 

Andrew has put forth a multi- 

media exhibit, painting on 

board, matboard, canvas and 

manila. Atop these varied sur¬ 

faces, he has used oil paints, 

encaustic, and mixed media to 

convey unique messages regard¬ 

ing the barreness of certain 

locales. 

One of my favourite works in 

the exhibit is entitled, 

Bathroom Window. It can only 

be described as a close examina¬ 

tion of a culture of mold and 

mildew in the corner of a dirty 

bathroom window (as the name 

suggests). The work contains 

Andrew’s signature dense and 

heavy brush strokes applied 

with an uneven hand providing 

a cloudy exterior that encour¬ 

ages diverse interpretations. 

Again, like most of his works in 

the exhibit, Bathroom Window 

is defined by the horizontal and 

vertical brush strokes of the 

Bathroom Window can 
be described as a close 

examination of a 
culture of mold 

and mildew. 

This former Queen’s student 

has found interesting new 

insights into the emotions that 

we feel in different places, and 

the creativity that comes from 

experiencing them. 

Sexy but 
no lace. 

Unisex styles. Women’s size 6 

up to Men’s 13V2. Come slip on a pair 

and enjoy dry and comfortable feet, 

tougher they'd rust. 

A-l Clothing 
358 King St. E. 

Kingston, ON 

K7L3B6 

if Competitiue 
Cheerleading 

Tryouts 

BEWS Gym, 
Phys Ed Centre 

For info call: 

545-6000 ex.4399 

A$e 
NEEDS 

CONTKIBS! 

EVERYONE 
is mecm 

AND NO 
EXPERIENCE 

IS 
NECESSARY! 
ANP. HECK WHAT CCU.DBE 

BETTER THAN A FREE CONCERT 

AW/WIE TICKETS ANP A 

CHANCE TO SEE YOUR NAfK IN 

PRINT? 

(BUT. SHHHH, 
DON'T TELL IW- 
ONE, IT'LL STATT 

AST/WPEDt) 

THERE IS A 
GENERAL 
Meeting 
TONIGHT 

AT THE JOURNAL 
AT &:50. 

THE JOURNAL HOU5E 
IS LOCATED OS 17z 

EARL STREET 
(IT HAS HUGE BLUE 
STEPS... YOU CAN'T 

miss IT!) 

CAN'T WARE THE FET¬ 
ING OR NEED WORE 

INTO? CALL STEFAN 
LILIAN OR SARAH AT: 

545-2600 

SCUBA Diving Courses for certification of "OPEN WATER DIVER’ 
by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors ( P A D I ) 

the World’s Largest and Most Recognized Training Agency, ’ ’ 
w|ll begin on Tuesday 15, Wednesday 16, & Friday 18 SEP. 98 

a fAthe.^.ngston P,vln9 Centre, P.A.D.I. Facility No. 4379 
A student discount is available for Queen's University Students 

ror information and registration call 

6-DIVING (634-8464) 

SCUBAJDIVING 
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If you wanna be my husband: Spice Girl Melanie Brown, 23, better known 

as Scary Spice, wed dancer Jimmy Gulzar on Sunday. The two were married in a 

tiny St. John the Baptist Church. Guests included fellow Spice Girls Melanie 

Chisholm, Emma Buntin and Victoria Adams. There was no word on whether Geri 

Halliwell, Ginger Spice, was among the guests. 

Eating Out with Bill: Culture icon Martha Stewart cancelled a pre-taped 

interview in which she has lunch with Bill Clinton. She cancelled the broadcast 

stating it would be inappropriate to air the interview because of the sex scandal 

surrounding the president. During the interview, she presented Clinton with a bed¬ 

room pillow and said, “I’m sure he’ll enjoy using this.” 

She s a Lucky Star: Madonna was the top winner at Thursday night’s 15th 

Annual MTV Music Awards, winning 6 of the 9 categories for which her work was 

nominated. Her latest album, Ray of Light is her best selling record in years and has 

been critically acclaimed. 

My-So-Called Education: Celebrities are hitting the books this fall. Tatyana 

Ali, Ashley from The Prince of Bel-Air, will study at Harvard, TV and film actress 

Claire Danes will study at Yale along with Jonathan Taylor Thomas from Home 

Improvement. Ben Savage will attend Stratford in ’99. 

Cheers to Frasier: Frasier set an Emmy record Sunday night, becoming the 

first show to take top honors for an outstanding comedy series five years in a row. 

Helen Hunt won best actress in a comedy series and Lisa Kudrow won best sup¬ 

porting actress in the same category. The Practice won best drama beating favourites 

ER, Law and Order and The X-Files. 

There s Something About Matt: Matt Damon’s new movie Rounders came 

first at the box office this past weekend earning $8.8 million. There’s Something 

About Mary came second with $8 million, Blade was third with $5.2 million and 

Saving Private Private Ryan pulled in fourth with $4.7 million. 

QUEEN’S JOURNAL 
b Leaking far 

\Vrrhers, 

Designers, 

Photographers 

io jm us for our 126th year 

cessary 

InteresteJP Utop by The Journal lleuse 

at 272 ELarL 4bt or caLLTara, kleith, or 

Laura at 545-2QOO. 

Want to 

experience another 

part of the world 
but don't know... 

where to turn? 
The Queen's International Centre can help. 

Participate in the Fall Information Sessions to learn about working, Challenge another student to a game of table tennis in the Ed Churchill Hall of 

studying and volunteering abroad. Friendship. 

If you've already been abroad or you're an international student, join Drop in to the Centre's lounge and relax with a cup of tea or coffee, 

our Country Representatives Program and share your 

experience with other internationally-minded Queen's students. 

Volunteer at the Centre by tutoring ESL, advising in our library 

and assisting with our programs. 

Use our Resource Library and visit our Homepage at 

http:/Avww.quic.queensu.ca to identify your options for 

education abroad. 

Up-Coming Events 
Crossing Cultures Discussion Group: Wed., Sept. 16, 5:30 p.111. 

Re-entry Orientation and Potluck: Sun., Sept. 20,4:00 p.m. 

Crossing Borders Work/Study Abroad Fair: Wed., Oct. 7 

The International Centre 
at Queen's University 

in the John Deutscli University Centre 

just past the Queen's Pub 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

http./Avww. aide, queensu.ca 
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The Internet 
full 

throttle 
high speed access 

over cable 

Queens at Home gives you 

high speed access to network 

services at the university, and faster 

access to the Internet. Because it's 

over cable, no need for the second 

phone line. No dial-ups. No busy 

signals. And you're always 

connected to the Internet. 

Get it installed for $60. 

And a, 

L- 

for the first connection, and $25.95 

for each additional connection. 

Sign up at the Computer Store at Dupuis Hall, 

or at www.ccs.queensu.ca/network/QatH 
Not a Queen’s student? Call 1-800-THE-WAVE. 

((GwCOGIECO 
Q AB.LE SOL U T I 0 NS 
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TYTJE rhe Scene is a new addition to the Arts and 

hnrertainment section. Appearing throughout the 

1998-99 volume of The Journal, The Scene will high- i 

light various facets of entertainment culture and artis¬ 

tic endeavor not normally featured in the section. 

Independence day! 
Indie films break free from Hollywood Titanics 

By Sean Springer 

What two things do the following 

films have in common? 

Pulp Fiction, The English Patient, 

Fargo, The Player, She’s Gotta Have It, 

Shine, Dead Man Walking, Sling Blade. 

First, most would agree that all are 

excellent, ground-breaking films. The 

second, and not-so-obvious, similarity is 

that they are all independent films. 

Well, that’s just great you may say — 

but what exactly is an independent film? 

Definitions vary across the board, but 

generally, an independent film is simply 

a movie that is produced from outside of 

the Hollywood mammoth studio circuit. 

This list includes production houses Fox, 

MGM, Paramount, RKO, Sony, 

Universal and Warner Bros. Of course, 

the immediate assumption is that inde¬ 

pendent films assume mediocre B-bud- 

gets, which clamp a relatively large 

boulder to the foot of an independent 

film struggling to move forward in the 

cinematic world. Generally, this is true. 

It is only in the studio world, you 

could only have a film such 

as Titanic, which was a huge 

financial risk ($200 mil¬ 

lion), taken on by Fox and 

Paramount. Then we have 

the independent studio, 

Miramax, producing hits 

such as Quentin Tarantino’s 

Pulp Fiction {with a budget 

of $8 million), Smoke 

Signals, which claims to be 

the first feature-length film 

written, directed and star¬ 

ring native North Americans, 

and Oscar nominee for Best Picture, 

Good Will Hunting. 

The saga of movie-making with refer¬ 

ence to the Hollywood and independent 

industry is analogous to professional 

wrestling. Way back when the World 

Wrestling Federation was the reigning 

market for wrestling, there were the big, 

huge wrestlers everyone admired (the 

films everyone wanted to watch) who 

were led to the ring with a manager such 

as Bobby the Brain Heenan, Slick, and 

Jimmy Hart (the Hollywood studios). 

These wrestlers would grapple with and 

then demolish the featherweight, pot¬ 

bellied lower class (the independent 

films) who were never blessed with a 

manager who could market their image 

appropriately. Gradually, 

we’ve seen a new era 

where few and fewer 

| wrestlers are assuming a 

manager and every 

wrestler enters the match 

with the possibility of 

winning — providing 

script approval. The 

exact same trend can be 

seen in the film market 

nowadays. 

It hasn’t been until 

recently — over the cou¬ 

ple of generations — that the indie scene 

stopped breaking wind and began to 

break some real ground on the 

Hollywood market, and a greater num¬ 

ber of films such as Dennis Hopper’s 

Easy Rider and Spike Lee’s She’s Gotta 

Have It were able to climb out of the 

two-tiered Hollywood system. 

Not that in the “golden age” of 

movie-making we weren’t viewing excel¬ 

lent independent flicks. In the introduc¬ 

tion to VideoHound's Independent Film 

Guide, independent film buff Monica 

Sullivan writes that “even though the 

general perception that independent 

filmmaking is a relatively recent phe¬ 

nomenon, free spirits have been making 

their own movies since 1888.” 

It’s here, in the independent world, 

where the director truly develops the 

imagination of the cast and crew. While 

Hollywood studios require the director’s 

endurance for countless hours of pro¬ 

duction meetings with executives who 

play a dominating role in the creative 

process, in the independent market 

Please see Indie on page 31 

Chillin’ with the dead in Kissed. 

Rookie & 
Veteran 

GDIFIFI©!^^ 
Wanted 

Are YOU interested in: 

A corning extra ★ meeting people 

$$$$$ A having fun 

Then come to the MANDATORY 

Dll Officials Information Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 16 Room 226 PEC 

6:30 - 8:30 pm 

Back by Popular Demand! 

Teach English Overseas 

+ flexible hours + no experience needed 

?S... Stop by the Intramural Office (Room 201a, P€C ) or drop 

by the Officials table at Athletic Information Night (Tues. Sept 

15, Bartlett Gym between 5-7 p.m.) C KLCT)I 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 
*Job Resources 

*Language, Grammar, 
Pronunciation Skills 

*Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
September 23 - November 4, j 998 

Practicum Saturday October 24 & 31 
10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

S349.00 
Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 
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Winners, Hans Down 
in pariu Aiinust the Members ot Clever Hans relesseil their self-titled. Soon to 
follow was the CD release party held at the 
be a unique highlight for the uprising Queens band. 18 an 
important milestone for the future of popular music in a university setting. 

PHOTO BY PAUL HEISLER 

CD Release Party Review 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

On August 8, the Kingston-brewed trio “Clever 
Hans” released their first CD to a modest yet enthusi¬ 
astic crowd at Ontario Street’s Edward Day Gallery. 

Composed of David Cunningham, Justin Morton 
and Brian Taguchi, Clever Hans delivers a unique com¬ 
bination of sounds with a distinctly modern edge. This 
former Queen’s “Battle of the Bands” finalist presented 
a collection of video archive footage followed by two 
musical sets: one acoustic, one electric. 

The acoustic set was the more favoured by much of 
the audience, delivering trendy, folk style tunes. Their 
song “Burst” combined a pleasantly synchronized com¬ 
bination of acoustic guitars and vocals accompanied by 
spirited percussion using bongos. “Fresh Horses” was a 
crowd pleaser with its vocal harmony and sentimental 

lyrics. 
The electric set delivered a much harder edge and 

incorporated further instruments. In the song “10,000 
Volts” Cunningham takes lead vocals with a mega¬ 
phone, resulting in a strange yet distinctively edgy, 
modern rock sound. The keyboard and mechanical 
megaphone beeps provided a unique twist to this 
alarmingly loud song. One of the lighter songs in the 
set was “Jamaica Mistake,” which offers the currently 
popular reggae sound supported by heavy percussion. 

The band describe themselves as a 
dynamic modern rock band with a 

folk twist. 

The band describe themselves as a dynamic modern 
rock band with a folk twist. Their musical inspirations 
differ significantly, perhaps explaining the band’s 
unique and altering sound. Cunningham cites U2 and 
Elvis as personal favourites, while Taguchi stems more 
from bands such as Guns n’ Roses and Led Zeppelin 
and Morton finds his musical inspiration from Bob 
Marley and Jimmy Hendrix. All agree, however, on 
Neil Young as one of their biggest influences. “We 
played a lot of him in the beginning,” explained 
Taguchi. 

When asked about the experience of producing their 
own album, the band expressed their enthusiasm at its 
positive reception by the Kingston community. “It was 
a lot of work, but ultimately rewarding” said 
Cunningham, “we have become so obsessive after 
doing this... we would keep going back and redoing it.” 

Personal favourites of the band include “Seven 
Sisters” and “Inside Out.” Of the latter Morton com¬ 
mented “it was recorded live at AJ’s Hanger... it means 

a lot to us”. 

“We do not have a big message, we 
just enjoy playing...we are a vehicle for 

each other.” 

— Brian Taguchi, Clever Hans 

The band had various comments regarding the 
meaning behind their songs. “We do not have a big 
message, we just enjoy playing...we are a vehicle for 
each other,” stated Taguchi. “Our songs are not played 
in the obvious, they are stories for us and have a con¬ 
nection to us,” Morton added. 

The release party performance of Clever Hans and a 
band interview can be seen on “Wild TV” airing on 
Cablenet after September 14. 

If edgy, contemporary rock sound spotted with a 
selection of folk style acoustic pieces sounds appealing, 
Clever Hans is worth checking out. Of their new CD 
Morton jokes, “it’s a shiny toy worth hoping for.” 

I^SI^iinerairLa 
"W*.... 

Queen’s University Arts and 
Science and Nursing Students 

Would Like to Thank The 
Following Sponsors For Your 

Generosity: 

Canada’s Best Karate 
7-11 

Frontenac Cycle Sport 
The Buck-It Shop 
Kelsey’s 

Morrison’s Restaurant 
Pirate’s Landing Para- 
Sail 
Frankie Pestos 

Marlin Travel 
Winners 
Market Salon 
Bubba's Pizzeria 
King Kong Video 

Wendy's Restaurant 
Eastside Mario’s 
Paradiso 
GAP 

McMahon’s House of 
Flowers 
Laundry Cafe 
Central City 

Automotive 
Novel Idea 
La Senza 

White Mountain 
Haircraft 

Ho-Lee-Chow 
Stratford Festival 
Paul Finkelstein 
Alcan Aluminum Ltd. 
Speedy 

Young Canada 
J & W Laundromat 
Bitters & Grapes 
Peachtree Inn 

The Lighting Depot 
Framing & Art Centre 
Hillary’s Cleaners 
Karate Place 

College Book Merchant 
Classic Video 

Money Concepts 
Grizzly Grill 

Sue’s Studio Pottery 

Camera Kingston 
The Shot Pool Pub 

Arby’s Restaurant 
Ambassador Hotel 
Flower Market 

Herbies 

Blacks Photography 
Hotel Belvedere 
Lone Star Cafe 
Leading Edge Hobbies 

The Quilter’s Choice 
Color Your World 

Foot Locker 
Wool-Tyme 

Stradwick Carpet One 
Grand & Toy 

People’s Jewelers 
D'allairds 

CompuCentre 
Classic Bookstore 
Tony’s Pizza Sc Sub 

Classic Custom Framing 
The Butcher Block 
Silk Sc Satin 
Taylor Photo 

Suzy Shier 
ZAP Records 

Odyssey Travel 

Trailhead Clothing 
Equipment 
Radio Shack 

Scandesign Custom 
Furniture 

Paper Back’s Bookstore 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Toyota Dealership 
The Body Shop 

Princess Court Cinema. 
Creative Framing 
House of Sounds 

The Carriage Way 
Modern Furniture Co. 
Christmas Magic 

Neon Clothing 
Sew Creative 
Colborne’s TV Sc 
Stereo Ltd. 
Comfort Carpet 

Mr. Alex Sc Associates 
Walmart 
Bare Trees 

Julia’s Wallcoverings 
Micro Market 
Value Village 
Ultimate Hair Salon 
Athletes World 

Sigrid’s Natural Foods 
BlueBird Stained glass 
Supplies 
CarpetWorld 
Mark's Work 

Warehouse 
Tim Horton’s 
Oldengreen 
The Bay 

Cookes Old World 
Shop Ltd. 

Toronto Argonauts 
Nomax 

Kingston School of Art 
Iron Horse 

Saloon/Buck-A-Roos 
Executrans 

Petals Sc Brushstrokes 
BlackstarBody Piercing 
Denny’s 
Mid-town Manor 
Yaletown Cafe & 
Desserts 

Maison Paul Coiffure 
Kingston Guns Sc 
Tackle 

Domino’s Pizza 

VIP Chinese Restaurant 
Bamboo Garden & 
Takeout 
Tlie Pilot House 

Cards Bakery 
Tata’s Pizza Sc Pasta 
Sony 

Redwing Computers 
Marc Teske Fine 
Furniture 
Royal Doulton Store 
Coke 

BlockBtAter 
DairyQueen 
Taco Bell 

Warner Sc Lambert 
Canada Inc. 

Bistro Delight 
Big Screen 

Entertainment 
Myer’s Bulk Food 
A&P 

Kingston Fire 
Department 
The Kingston Whig- 
Standard 
The Border 102.7 

The Queen’s Journal 
Golden Words 
GTO 960 
Country 96 
The River 103.7 

1380 Radio 
Fly FM 98.3 

CKWS Television 
Za Master Slice 
Wendy’s 
Burger King 

McDonald’s 
Pizza Hut 

Jambalya Soup Sc Chili 

Pan Chancho’s Bakery 
The Cocomo 
Kingston This Week 

All Kingston Residents 

&U12JXSSXZgM 

chi 
get a year’s \ - W 

wortftTlMdzlWngs 
with your 

dub ck discount card! 
our downtown store 

is open 7 days a week 

Monday-Friday 9-9 

Saturday 9-5.30 

Sunday 11-5 

■one hour photo .video .digital imaging 

■complete in-house photofinishing services 

■ darkroom supplies .rentals .repairs 

■passport photos .used equipment .photo restoration 

Camera Kingston 
|5 foto source 

650Bath@Cardiner-s 114 Princess@Wellington 

384.3747 549.3747 
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Indie films are as 
good as it gets 
Continued from page 29 

rather, directors arrange their own 
resources and ultimately answer to one 
source — the self. 

Tarantino had, in fact, originally met 
with Paramount executives to discuss 
Pulp Fiction until the big boys interfered 
in the director’s storyboard and insisted 
upon icing the scene where drug addict, 
Vincent Vega (played by Mr. Suave — 
John Travolta), injects heroin into his 
vein while a cloud of blood is sucked 
into the capsule of the syringe. “It’ll be 
cool,” Tarantino explained to the execu¬ 
tives. Paramount balked on the idea, thus 
Tarantino balked on the entire project 
and took his fresh sensation to Miramax. 

This is the beauty behind 
the indie world, its devotion 
to progression and vision — 

rather than pure profit. 

This is the beauty behind the indie 
world, its devotion to progression and 
vision rather than pure profit. Formulas 
are screwed and new ideas are encour¬ 
aged. 

But, where’s the exposure? Often, the 
best place for an independent to find 
exposure is at the various festivals, 
screenings and competitions held year- 
round for independent film-makers. For 
more info, get wired and try surfing to 
“IndieFilms”, “The Independent Film 

and Video Alliance”, Film Threat 
Online” and “Independent Feature 
Project.” 

It hasn’t been until recently 
that the indie scene stopped 
breaking wind and began to 

break some real ground . 

Now, to even scratch the surface of 
the essence of independent films, which 
I’ve hardly done here, there are some 
great places to check them out. For 
Kingston residents, the only real options 
are the video stores and the Princess 
Court Cinema, which continually plays 
the best in choice independent flicks. 

Check out the scene and we’ll see you 
either on screen, behind the camera, or 
at the movies! 

Feeling Independent? 

Check out these sites for 

more information — Good 

Site Hunting... 

www.indiefrlms.com 

www.culturenet.ca/ifva 
••••••••••••••■•a 
www. fi 1 mthreat. com 

OCanada Computer & Electronics Inc. 
50 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 1B6 2 - 211 Telson Rd.. Markham, Ontario, L3R 1E7 p^mci 
el. (613) 642-8467 Fa*. (613) 542 - 6709 Tel. (905) 946 - 9688 Fax. (905> 946 - 9733 u*rt 

PENTIUM II ASUS PC-100 SYSTEM 

ASUS P2B Intel BX Mainboard 
64 MB PC-100 SDRAM Memory 

6.4GB IDE Hard Drive 
Panasonic 1,44MB Floppy Drive 

Panasonic 32x IDE CD-ROM 
Full Tower Case w/300 W ATX Power 
Matrox G200 8 MB AGP Video Card 

Creative AWE 64 
15' SVGA Monitor .28mm 

104 Key Keytronic Keyboard PS/2 
2-Button Mouse PS/2 

Altec Lansing ACS 45 Speakers w/Sub. 
FREE Thrustmaster Joystick! 

Above Configuration w/Fottowing CPU: 

Intel Celeron Pentium li 266 SI488 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300 $1509 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300A $1635 

Intel Pentium II 266 $1688 
Intel Pentium II 300 $1748 
Intel Pentium II 333 $1788 
Intel Pentium II 350 $1948 
Intel Pentium II 400 $2098 

AOon Configuration wlFoUortnq CPU: i® ConBpuraflon wIFoUominq Cl 
AMD K6-2 264 3D S909 
AMO K6-2 300 3D S949 
Intel Pentium 166 S849 
Intel Pentium 164MMX S9J9 
Intel Pentium 200MMX 6949 
Intol Pentium 233MMX S969 

Intel Celeron Pentium II 266 5569 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300 S904 

Intel Celeron Pentium II 333A $1074 

Intol Pentium II 233 61024 
Inlet Pentium II 266 $1069 
Intol Pentium II 300 51139 
Intel Pentium II 333 51189 

Intel Celeron Pentium II 264 SI 159 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300 S1165 
Intel Cdoron Pentium II 300A S1305 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 333A SI 359 

Intel Pentium II 266 SI355 
Intel Pentium II 300 S1415 
Intel Pentium II 333 51455 
Intel Pentium II 350 51655 
Intel Pentium II 400 S1775 

Want to 

experience another 

part of the world 
but don't know... 

where to turn? 
The Queen's International Centre can help. 

Participate in the Fall Information Sessions to learn about working, Challenge another student to a game of table tennis in the Ed Churchill Hall of 

studying and volunteering abroad. Friendship. 

If you've already been abroad or you're an international student, join Drop in to the Centre's lounge and relax with a cup of tea or coffee, 

our Country Representatives Program and share your 

experience with other internationally-minded Queen's students. 

Volunteer at the Centre by tutoring ESL, advising in our library 

and assisting with our programs. 

Use our Resource Library and visit our Homepage at 

http://www.quic.queensu.ca to identify your options for 

education abroad. 

Up-Coming Events 
Crossing Cultures Discussion Group: Wed., Sept. 16, 5:30 p.m. 

Re-entry Orientation and Potiuck: Sun., Sept. 20,4:00 p.m. 

Crossing Borders Work/Study Abroad Fair: Wed., Oct. 7 

The International Centre 
at Queen's University 

in the John Deutsch University Centre 

just past the Queen's Pub 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

http://www. quic. queensu. ca 
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Classifieds 
Just $4 for 

students 
•$10 for local *$15 for national 

Classifieds arc due Friday by noon for Tuesday 
publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 

EBEMia 
WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 
Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 416 
280-6113, fax 416 960-0240. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you’ll ever 
own. Ask in the Campus Bookstore. 
Fast and easy; In A Weekend; Admin 
Guides and more... 

GRADLINK is a service linking grad¬ 
uate students for mutual support. 
Call Student Counselling service for 
more information at 545-2893. 

MARVELLOUS MENU STUDENT 
MEAL PLAN Home cooked nutritious 
meals delivered to you for under 
$5.00 per meal. Meals made to your 
specifications. ready for the 
microwave or oven. Student specials 
are available. For more information 
call Kathy Monday to Friday at 531- 
4265. 

AUDITIONS: Flower Power - The 
60's revisited. 3 leads needed to play 

older non-musical parts. 4 leads 
needed to play late teens/twenties 
parts with singing. For info call Jesse 
Stewart at Sunesis Productions 546- 

0432. 

MOODMASTER IS A GROUP FOR 
STUDENTS who have been diag¬ 
nosed with depression or Bi-Polar 
disorder. Its purpose is to provide 
mutual support for members and to 
encourage life styles that promote 
health. If you want to know 
more...call the Counselling service at 
545-2893. 

COMING TO QUEEN'S FROM OUT¬ 
SIDE CANADA? We buy most for¬ 
eign currencies at very good rates 
without service charge or commis¬ 
sion. Check our website: 
www.wellingtonfx.on.ca Wellington 
Foreign Exchange 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

SPRINGBREAK Daytona Beach, 
Panama City, South Padre, Mexico. 
Best hotels, parties, price. Book early 
and save!!! Earn money and trips! 
Campus Reps/Organizations wanted. 
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1 800 
327-6013 www.icpt.com 

PUNK ROCK! I play guitar and 
drums and I want to join or form a 
local punk band. Info call Ron at 531- 
4582. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: An up-right piano for 
sale. No reasonable offer refused. 
Please call Gabriele at 545-6711 for 
details. 

FOR SALE: Eng jacket. Hardly worn, 
size 44. $225 or best offer. Call 531- 
3584. 

FOR SALE: Almost new, solid pine 
futon with armrests, would make a 

perfect couch for your “ghetto" home 
and it folds down into a spare bed. 
$300.00. Call 549-3032. 

FOR SALE: 1984 Audi GT Coupe, 
V5 metallic blue, excellent body, win¬ 
ter radials, $2300.00. Certified. Call 
549-0727. 

HEBREW Language teachers want¬ 
ed to teach Sunday School to the 
children of Congregation lyrHa 
Melech. Contact Karen Grossman at 

549-3110. 

LOOKING FOR A JOB?! Part-time 
employment opportunities at Queen's 
telefundraising. Applications at the 
Old Medical Building, room 303 and 
Career Services. Deadline: 
September 17th, 1998 at noon. Info: 
545-6746. 

DAY CO-ORDINATOR AND VOLUN¬ 
TEERS WANTED! The Infobank is 
seeking volunteers for one hour shifts 
per week and day co-ordinators. 
Experience is not required. Come 
have fun with us! Applications can be 
picked up at the Infobank or AMS 
office. For info call Jen at 531-3310 
or Karyn at 531-5459. 

WANTED: Note takers for all courses 
to assist students with disabilities. 
Training provided. Call Scia at 
Disability Services - 545-6467. 

FEMALE COMPANION wanted for 8 
year old twins and their 6 year old sis¬ 
ter. Some evenings and weekends. 
Drivers license (not car) required. 
Call Allyson at 549-3966. 

CAREGIVER needed to look after a 4 
year old 12 to 15 hours per week, pri¬ 
marily mornings. Experience with 
young children required. Call 531 - 
4080. 

HELEN TUFTS TUTORIAL/FRIEND¬ 
SHIP PROGRAM orientation at 
Sydenham United Church, second 
floor, corner of William and 
Sydenham Streets. Monday, 
September 14th or Thursday, 
September 17th at 6:30 p.m. We 
need volunteer tutors to help children 
develop their Academic and social 
skills. Call 547-2683. 

WOULD YOU LIKE to work with chil¬ 
dren in the Kingston Community? 
Please come to an orientation ses¬ 
sion at Sydenham United Church, 
Sydenham and William Streets on 
Monday, September 14th or 
Thursday, September 17th at 6:30 
p.m. or call 547-2683. 

PART-TIME NANNY NEEDED 
Nanny to look after a 9,8, and 2 year 
old. Must be able to travel to the 
United States. Must be able to swim. 
Working primarily on some week 
nights and Saturday and Sundays. 
Require references and job experi¬ 
ences. Send resume to Gregg 
Rosen at P.O. Box 300 Kingston, ON 
K7L4W1 or call 544-1822 Monday - 
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

LOVE KIDS? Love the outdoors? 
Scouts, Cubs and Beavers near West 
Campus need you. Call 544-2286. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St., 
Queen's area. Reward if found. 
Please call 536-1679. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

Up to thirty words for one low price. Stop by The Journal House at 272 Earl Street or call the business team at 545-6711 to book your classified ad today. ( 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

ACROSS 45. Raises with 17. 
tackle 21. 

1. Dress trimming 47. Robot 24. 
48. Irregularly 26. 

edged 27. 
49. Clears as profit 28. 
50. Mathematician 29. 

Descartes 
30. 
31. 

DOWN 34. 

5. Let it stand 
9. Ship of the 

desert 
10. Mattress 

stuffing 
material 

12. Taste 
13. Heaven of 

earth 
15. Money 

exchange fee 
16. Sister 
18. Walk heavily 
19. Female swans 
20. Awkward boats 
22. Compass point 
23. Go round 
25. Barrels 
27. News article 
29. Unit of 

magnetic 
Induction 

30. Town 
neighboring a 
castle 

31. Voiceless 
sound 

32. Great boxer 
33. Paradise 
35._dixit 
39. “Wizard of Oz° 

dog 
41. Destructive 

pest 
42. Follow 

stealthily 
43. Riddle 

46. 

Street urchin 36. 
Quack 
Pharmacy 37. 
honey 38. 
Full attendance 40. 
Black and 44. 
white animal 
Make lace 
Epic poetry 
Half clothed 
Elevator car 
Newsstands 
Vital fluid 
Long time 

Vase 
Marring mark 
Drive onward 
Tryout 
Goodbye 
College fee 
Brunhild's 
husband 
Diminish 
Kind of horse 
Apothecary 
measures 
Not coming 
back 
Location 
Loop trains 
Make eyes at 
Assembled 
Pay dirt 

Answers for last issue’s puzzle. 

QBDQaaB raOHHH 
astaiaaa anna 

£LHh£1 

WHEN YOU REGISTER, you will be shown a screen 
in which you OPT-IN BY ENTERING T beside the 
listings you want included. Press lENTERj to update. 

AFTER YOU REGISTER, 
you can check & update 
your settings via QCard 
menu option 12. 

IT S UP TO YOU TO 

get listed! 
“ IN THE WHO'S WHERE 

what if that cute classmate wants 
to call you to set a time to "study"? 
or maybe your prof wants to let you 

have that extension, well, if you're not listed in the 
WHO'S WHERE, then how are they gonna find you? 

LAST DAY TO UPDATE IS MONDAY, SEPT 21st! 



Shorter Prose by Megan Webster 

goodbye/ goodbye/ goodbve.7 
~ Paul Simon You like to sleep with the window open/ I like to sleep with the window closed, so 

A /frC/^ 

Tuesday September 15, 1999 

SUMMERTIME: good-byes 
being said (over and 
over), I am irritated to 

find that I can’t even sleep with 
the window closed anymore. I 
miss the stars, but they remind 
me of you. Paul didn't get to 
what happens after you leave: 
insomnia and a cold bed. What 
happens then? 

It wasn't all that cosmic any¬ 
way. 

a.) He was gorgeous, 
b.) He thought I was gor¬ 

geous. 
c.) He read, 
d.) He rolled the bot¬ 

toms of his khakis in 
the cutest way. 

e.) He called me 
“punky.” 

And from this, 
soul mates? 

From punky to 
chaos? 

We are much less 
complicated than we 
would like to think. 

My bed still warm 
with his imprint, I force 
myself to deal with the 
stuffiness of a closed window, 
because I think that’s probably 
what I would have done had I 
never been with him. I cry and 
cry; twist and wring myself like 
an eternally soaky j-cloth. 

I re-arrange the photos in 
my frames and put all those 
ridiculous letters in a shoebox, 
tape it shut and put it in the 

furthest corner of my closet 
with all those other secrets. I’m 
a disaster. 

“My missing piece,” he’d 
said once upon a snuggle. 
“You make me whole.” I had 
agreed, happily; at the same 
time somewhat tragi¬ 
cally. Flattery 
had me 

words. Instead, from my mouth 
came rational philosophizing 
about the importance of inde¬ 
pendence, our conflicts of fun¬ 
damental values, and my 
inability to further tolerate his 
propensity for the drink and 

other women. He 
should have 

t 

WRITE! 
THINGS! 

Call Ken at 

545-2800. 

some reason taice me oaus duci 
I’d ditched them for some loser 
two years ago. They tell me 
they never liked him anyway, 
which burns my ass and they 
know it, but hey. I’m the 
ditcher. I deserve all of the 
deadly, subtle feminine 
revenge that I have coming. 

But I had forgotten how 
much fun they were. Actually, 
I had forgotten how much fun 

I was. (He never thought I 
was hilarious). I tell 

myself jokes and try 
not to laugh out 

loud in a 
crowded, 
silent, 

wound 
tight. I felt 
secretly guilty for 
feeling complete before him. 

When I sat him down on the 
couch and started the speech I 
should have had cue cards for, I 
could have simply used Paul’s 

Asia Africa 
... South America... 

‘Home for the Holidays' 
‘Travelling for the Holidays' 

Christmas space CRITICAL • Let us reserve now. 

Round World 1869 
'Bare Bones’ 

Round World 2599 
vis South Pacific 

South Pacific 1939 
via. Asia '■ 

Circle Pacific 2399 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

f Leisure Travel Lons HauVGroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 
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reduced to the existential 
dilemma? Am I over intellec- 
tualizing? The entire existen¬ 
tial dilemma? Whoah. When 
it comes down to it, what may 
be controlling my life is actu¬ 

ally my attraction to khakis. 

Saturday night: AJ’s. It’s 
“girls night out.” Existential 
dilemmas are drowned 

out by the 

asked 
me once if 

I liked the window 
open or closed before we fell 
asleep. 

So goodbye. 

I call my friends who for 

vator. 
I re-read 

my favorite 
book. I do 

crazy things, like 
invite my TA for din¬ 

ner and go to church. boom 

Eventually, I start to like 
sleeping with the window 

closed again. And then one 
cloudy afternoon I realize — 
no contracts! No more obliga¬ 
tory mix tapes! No more sur¬ 
prise gropes when I’m trying to 
talk to my mum on the phone! 
No more “I’m having so much 
fun” smiles for his grotesque 
friends! I like having my life to 
myself. 

I’m over it I think to myself. 
Yay for me. But then, the 
intense realization of my absur¬ 
dity starts to set in. When it 
hits: it’s big. The embarrassing 
truth that my life is not as fatal¬ 
istically controlled as Sunday 
school would have me believe 
knocks me over. I was never 
Meant To Be With Him. Could 

boom of Will Smith 
and Aqua. I hear that raspy 
voice. I see bottom-rolled 
khakis. I see That Arm (the 
one I slept next to for two 
years!) Ground Kelly’s waist. 
Why is fat the first thing I feel? 
He hated Kelly! He thought 
she laughed too loud! I feel 
like telling her he said that. 

But wait... There’s random 
boy #1. You know what hap¬ 
pens. He’s that great guy from 
my history class with the dim¬ 
ples. 

The dimples? 

Megan Webster is a second- 
year english major who likes 

the beach and long walks, yet 
not both at the same time. 

ACCIDENT WITNESSES SOUGHT 

stroow a97, a atal acc'dent occurred on Division 
dent LJ I, 'S’ Avuenue ln the City of Kingston. The acci- 
Satar.hd V"the death °t a Kingston resident, Philip 
rcS n ° ?"„2h.e Provlnce's Special Investigations Unit 
lnvo»tSit°ndl"Lln9 an investigation into the accident. 

' rs have information that one or more 
nesseriih 1n!versi,y female students may have wit- 
whn h,lh J«nCldent or know the identity of someone 

If so, we would like to speak with you. 

theSIU- iJnnnn^mation Please caM Bruce Potts, at 
the SIU. 1-800-787-8529 or 416-314-2915 

Tuesday September 15, 1998 

-__ MlSC. 

Boys might want more The adolescent youth of today. 
Though they are perhaps less eas¬ 

ily influenced than their younger co 
unterparts (for instance those reported to r 
espond to the Power Rangers by harm¬ 
fully mimicking the pseudo-martial arts 
moves they see on television), the pre-teen 
and early teen age bracket are nonetheless 
susceptible to images and messages por¬ 
trayed by the mass media. Resisting the 
rules and expectancies of authority figures 
such as parents and teachers requires 

youth to piece a great deal 
of their identity 

together 

from sources out¬ 
side their immediate social 

environment. 
This brings us to the topic at hand: 

superstars and their moral responsibilities. 
By the term “superstars” I refer to the most 
successful and therefore influential figures 
in music who might be more fittingly 
described as commercial products as 
opposed to musical artists. These are 
groups whose members and image are 
selected and formed entirely by record 
executives and who write little or none of 
their own material. Those whose sales in 
merchandizing equal or surpass their total 
profit in record sales. Groups whose lyrics 
schoolchildren easily regurgitate with a 
questionable degree of comprehension as 
to their meaning. 

The two main “supergroups” I will 

refer to are the internationally recognized 
and renowned Spice Girls, hailing from 
Britain, and the Backstreet Boys, an 

American export. The similarity of each 
supergroup in music genre, perceived 
attitude and listening audience facili¬ 
tates their comparison. Note the 
debate over artistic freedom does 
not apply here, for the debate lacks 
an artist whose creative expression is 
in contention. There is only the pool 

of songwriters tailor-making their 
pieces to the taste of the managers and 

executives, thereby giving up their 
e-reigning artistic license. 
When the original Spice Girls album 

was released, record executives were both 
pleased by its immediate commercial suc¬ 
cess and surprised by the audience the 
group garnered. Targeted at the 18 - 25 
year old age bracket, demographics 
revealed that the audience was in fact 
made up primarily of 8 - 15 year olds. 

Though merchandizing was adjusted 
accordingly — seeing the release of prod¬ 
ucts such as candy and sticker collections 
— the content of the album itself remained 
unalterable. Concern for the tender ears of 
the mass audience raised the issue of the 
appropriateness of songs such as 
“Wannabe” with its refrain “If you want to 
be my lover” and the erotic tone of sexual 
anticipation in the song “2 become 1.” 

In short, those in charge recognized that 
the subject matter of the group’s music 
ought to cater to the moral expectancies of 
consumer overseers, chiefly parents. Thus, 
songs of friendship and human kindness 
such as “Stop right now (Thank you very 
much)” on the Spice Girl’s follow-up 
“SpiceWorld” substituted for the strong 
sexual overtones of the previous album. 

Just as the Spice Girls exemplify a musi¬ 
cal corporate entities’ willingness to accept 
moral responsibility for their material 
based on audience demographics, the 
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Backstreet Boys exemplify refusal to 
morally sanitize musical content. From the 
opening track of the Boys’ second album 
posing the imperative and urgent question 
“Am I sexual?” it is apparent that the 
Backstreet Boys are bent on singing of sex 
and monogamy despite the fact their audi¬ 
ence consists of minors in the majority. 
The grownup themes in their lyrics are 
laughable, yet somewhat eerie. 1 wonder 
how the emotional sentiment expressed in 
“I’ll never break your heart” affects your 
average 10-year-old’s understanding of the 
permanence of pre-pubescent relation¬ 
ships. 

It’s difficult to say what a supergroup 
ought to do if a very young age bracket 
identifies with and attaches itself to a par¬ 
ticularly sexually proactive music act. 
Should there be an immediate change in 
the overall moral tone of the music, as in 
the case of the Spice Girls? Should it 
ignore appropriate content based on 
demographics and pump out a carbon 
copy of the original in an attempt to repeat 

The Spice Girls and the 
Backstreet Boys ought to be as 

morally accountable as Saturday 
morning cartoons. 

commercial success, like the Backstreet 
Boys? In my opinion, if a corporate enter¬ 
prise is intent on appealing to an audience 
desiring Iunchboxes that bear the group’s 
decal, then they ought to recognize the 
degree of influence they potentially exert 
and market their product accordingly. 

The Spice Girls and the Backstreet 
Boys, seen as commercial products, ought 
to be as morally accountable for their con¬ 
tent as Saturday morning television pro¬ 
grams or arcade games. 

Perhaps the confusion of corporate 
pop-stars with genuine musical 
artists/bands has more to do with this 
moral oversight than anything else. It just 
seems that if television is governed by mer¬ 
ciless moral watchdogs, then so should the 
vast commercial giants known as musical 
supergroups. 

By Ken Butland 
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Dial 
again 

On-campus 
phones go 
haywire 

By Laura MacInnis 

Students living in residence 

are.going to have to spend the 

next few weeks making con¬ 

versation with each other. 

An overload in the univer¬ 

sity phone system is prevent¬ 

ing anyone with a Queen’s 

phone number from making 

or receiving calls outside the 

system in the evenings and on 

weekends. 

The problem stems from 

this summer’s addition of 

3,500 new residence phone¬ 

lines to the Queen’s network, 

and an unanticipated volume 

of calls made from the resi¬ 

dence lines, which are set up 

with flat-rate, unlimited long¬ 

distance calling after 6 p.m. 

and on weekends. 

The residence phone sys¬ 

tem, called ResTel, is new this 

year. Instead of setting up 

their own Bell accounts, first- 

year students are set up with a 

Queen’s phone in their room, 

at a cost of approximately 

$245, which is included in 

their residence fees. 

The increased volume of 

calls from the internal system 

has overwhelmed the Queen’s 

network, so callers are facing 

busy signals and long waits 

when they try to reach anyone 

off campus. 

Many first-year students 

are frustrated with the ResTel 

system, suggesting the blocked 

phone lines and long delays 

outweigh the convenience of 

setting up their own Bell 

system. 

"For urgent calls, they’re 

telling us to use pay phones,” 

said Jocelyne Gall, Arts ’02. 

“If you don't have a calling 

card, it’s really expensive.” 

John Anderson, Sci ’02, 

said he is very frustrated with 

the long waits on his residence 

line. “How long should I have 

to wait? It’s just absurd,” he 

said. 

"If I could dial out no prob¬ 

lem to Kingston and had to 

wait for long distance, that 

would be alright, but the only 

time I can get through is past 

11:30 or 12 at night,” he said. 

The network overload may 

also constitute a safety hazard 

for residents and university 

staff working in the evenings. 

“There are a lot of safety 

Please see Frustrate on page 3 
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Three students harassed by calls 
By Fiona Stevenson 

The arrest of a classmate last 

week brought some closure to 

three female Queen’s students 

who took action after receiving 

a series of threatening calls this 

summer. 

Third-year students and 

housemates Lidia Palik and 

Kathy Harger said they were 

unprepared for the calls they 

began to receive in late spring. 

The calls were primarily hang¬ 

ups and were relatively infre¬ 

quent, Harger said. 

“We thought it was some stu¬ 

pid kid,” Palik said. 

A friend, Natalie Chung, 

began to receive the same types 

of calls at her home during the 

summer, beginning in July. 

Chung also received an unad¬ 

dressed letter in the mail enti¬ 

tled “Last Request,” she said. 

Chung said she suspected the 

letter was written by a classmate 

named Karlos Adam. “I recog¬ 

nized the handwriting [on the 

envelope] and the grammatical 

style,” she said. The letter also 

referred to incidents which had 

occurred between the two 

individuals. 

Palik was also acquainted 

with Adam, who she said was 

attracted to Chung and wanted 

Palik’s help “to get her.” 

Chung said the writer of the 

letter blamed her for giving him 

a brain tumour and asked that 

she inform his mother he would 

die in two weeks. Chung 

brought the letter to Kingston 

Police, who later reported the 

incident to Queen’s Security, 

before she left Kingston for 

home in mid-August. 

At this time, calls to Palik and 

Harger’s home began to 

increase in frequency. “The first 

documented call that we have 

was on the 27th of August,” said 

Palik. Using Call Display and 

contacting a Bell Canada opera¬ 

tor, they were able to determine 

that the call was made from a 

pay phone on campus. Palik 

called Campus Security and 

officials determined that the 

phone call was made from the 

Victoria School Building pay 

phone, Palik said. 

The housemates then decided 

to keep a log documenting all 

unidentified calls they received 

at their home. They began to 

use Bell Canada’s Call Trace ser¬ 

vice (*57) after each of these 

calls. The service allowed Bell 

Canada to maintain a list of the 

time and date of the calls, 

although the source of the calls 

could only be accessed by a 

Kingston Police officer with a 

search warrant. 

On September 1, Palik and 

Harger traced 58 calls made 

between 12:01 a.m. and 10:59 

p.m. “One night [the harasser] 

called us, in the space of four 

hours, 47 times,” said Harger, 

adding that the figure does not 

include calls made when their 

Education students strike 
By Renee Huang 

As the Ontario teacher’s 

strike moves into its second 

week of negotiations and lock¬ 

outs, 33 Queen’s University 

education students who are ful¬ 

filling their fall practicum in 

schools across the province are 

currently not in school. 

Brian McAndrews, practicum 

coordinator for the Faculty of 

Education, said 583 teacher 

candidates are presently spread 

around eastern and central 

Ontario in extended practicum 

work placements. 

“It’s accurate to say that 33 

teacher candidates have been on 

strike with the boards we placed 

them with since September 8,” 

McAndrews said. The percent¬ 

age of teacher candidates who 

are affected by the strike is actu¬ 

ally quite low, he explained. 

Initially, the Faculty of 

Education told the students to 

“wait and see” if the strike situ¬ 

ation would be resolved quickly. 

McAndrews said the faculty did 

not want candidates to transfer 

schools unneccesarily if the 

strike was going to be resolved 

soon. 

After four days of waiting, 

the faculty drafted a contin¬ 

gency plan for the teaching can¬ 

didates, allowing them to seek 

alternate teaching placements 

with private schools in other 

phone was in use, their ringer 

was off, or when they were too 

tired to trace the call. 

In most cases, the caller 

would hang up, blow in the 

phone, or shout one-word 

insults. Sometimes the house¬ 

mates heard what they 

described as ethnic music play¬ 

ing when they picked up the 

phone, Palik said. After a few of 

these calls, Palik remembered 

Chung describing a phone call 

she received during the summer 

in which all she could hear was 

strange music playing. When 

Palik made the link between the 

two cases, she called Queen’s 

Security. 

Please see Closure on page 3 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today 

>! Sunny with clouds 
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’,|POP 10% 

Saturday 
J? Sunny with clouds 
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POP 20% 
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Sunny with rain 
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POP 60% 
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Sunny with rain 
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Better Get Yo Rest 'Cause... 

It’s gonna be KRA-ZEE! 

The AW committee still needs YOU to help it 
run smooth-ee. Sign up for event planning,- 
marketing, sidewalk sale, Kill McOlli rallies, 

advertising and other phat-tastic stuff1 

Call the CAC for more deets! 

Strike ‘unusual crisis’ 
Continued from page I 

school districts, if they so wished. It was 

also up to the students to decide whether 

they wanted to strike along with the 

teachers in their district, he added. 

However, candidates must adhere to 

an Ontario Teachers’ Association policy 

that restricts teacher candidates from 

being reassigned to the same or neigh¬ 

bouring boards if teachers are striking. 

Candidates must be reassigned to differ¬ 

ent districts in other parts of the 

province. 

Difficulties arise, McAndrews 

explained, when school districts amalga¬ 

mate boundaries and candidates must 

cross larger distances to relocate. Such is 

the case with the greater Toronto board 

which now consists of one large district 

in the place of seven smaller ones, he 

said. “The perimeter of the board is 

huge.” 

Greg Frankson, Con-Ed ’97, is an 

education student whose practicum is 

affected by the teacher’s strike. He 

agreed that the limitations imposed by 

strike policies make it difficult criteria 

for candidates to follow, especially when 

their priority is finding an alternative 

placement. 

“Realistically we can’t teach any¬ 

where in the golden horseshoe,” 

Frankson said, because the Toronto 

board “wipes out a huge geographic 

area. We’re talking Coburg to Etobicoke 

east, and up to Barrie in the north.” 

Frankson has been teaching at Lake of 

Two Mountains High School in 

Montreal, Quebec since Tuesday. He was 

previously placed at a high school in 

Whitby that was affected by the Durham 

Board strike. 

“It’s been really tough on some peo¬ 

ple in my section,” Frankson said. “I do 

think that it caused me some worry.” He 

found it frustrating as a student “to have 

all the rules completely altered by rules 

beyond your control.” 

“It’s been really tough on 
some people in my section. I 

do think that it caused 
me some worry.” 

— Greg Frankson, Con-Ed ’97 

Frankson added that although his 

work is being counted towards his 16- 

week practicum with the Faculty of 

Education, there is still an eight-week 

Ontario Ministry of Education require¬ 

ment he and other out-of-province 

teacher candidates will have to fulfill. 

“That is the rule that is causing us the 

most stress,” he said. “I don’t think it’ll 

have a major negative effect,” Frankson 

continued. “They’ll have to do some tin¬ 

kering for us.” 

Education students have another 

option open to them, explained 

McAndrews. The usual format for an 

education degree includes learning alter¬ 

native forms of teaching, such as focus¬ 

ing on troubled teens in group homes, in 

the winter term. 

“Because of the unusual crisis we’re in 

now... teacher candidates could do alter¬ 

native placements in the fall,” instead of 

completing them in the winter, 

McAndrews said. 

CONSULTANT POSITIONS 
Available for Highly Qualified Queen's University 

Undergraduate Students of All Academic Disciplines 

We are seeking candidates with outstanding academic 

records, strong interpersonal skills, and demonstrated 
achievement in extra-curricular activities. Monitor’s high- 

energy environment provides an exceptional opportunity for 
continual learning and challenge. We use leading-edge 

strategy concepts and a team-based, collaborative approach 
to help Fortune 500 companies and their international 

equivalents formulate and implement business strategy. 

WE WOULD WELCOME YOUR ATTENDANCE AT 
EITHER OF OUR INFORMATION SESSIONS TO 
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4:00 - 5:30 AND 6:00 - 7:30 AT THE QUEEN’S PUB. 

Applications consisting of a covering letter, resume and 
transcript are due at the Career Services office 

by September 30th, for interviews on October 19th and 20lh. 

For more information, please ask for our 
Job and Company Description at the Career Services Office, 

visit our Website at www.monitor.com, or contact: 
Warren Brown 

Monitor Company, 
The Monitor Building 

100 Simcoe St., 5th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario, M5H 3G2 

Tel# (416) 408-4800, Fax# (416) 408-4848 

MONITOR COMPANY 
Amsterdam, Athens, Cambridge, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, Istanbul, 
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Queen’s University 
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M il fab? 
Assistant News Editor 

We're looking for an enthusiastic 

and self-motivated person with 

some free time and an ear to the 

ground. Writing experience a plus. 

Advertising Designers 
We're looking for creative and 

artistic people with an interest in 

advertising and layout. Experience 

with computers an asset. 

Computer Systems Manager 
Have expertise in networking and 

systems? Want to earn money on 

an on-call basis? We need help. 

Call us. NOW. 

Journal House Cleaner 
We re looking for someone to 

clean The Journal house on a 

weekly basis. 

27?EaH Sw dro? b* The J«™l House 
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Transgendered speaker enlightens Queen’s 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

“I was both apart from [the female] 

world and a part of it,” said transgen¬ 

dered speaker Max Valerio of his 32 

years inside a woman’s body. He spoke 

Monday night in the John Deutsch 

University Centre, beginning 

Queerientation Week activities, which 

end with a social at Club 477 tonight. 

Associate professor of political studies 

Eleanor MacDonald, commented that 

“the timing was really only luck.” 

MacDonald knew Valerio was going to 

be in the area and believed he would be 

a great start to the week. 

Alma Mater Society Social Issues 

Commissioner Naomi Brunemeyer, one 

of the organizers of Queerientation 

Week, said they saw a great opportunity 

to get Valerio to Queen’s because of his 

eloquent speaking ability and the impor¬ 

tance of his message to both the homo¬ 

sexual and heterosexual communities. 

“He has a unique perspective of the 

stereotypes both face,” said Brunemeyer. 

“The issue of transgender is only 

recently becoming understood and 

politicised... people are curious to under¬ 

stand the differences,” MacDonald said. 

A female-to-male poet and writer 

based in San Francisco, Valerio read 

excerpts from his soon-to-be-published 

book, The Joker's Wild - Changing Sex 

and Other Crimes of Passion. 

“We are the furthest, most extreme 

example of manipulation of the body,” 

he said of transgendered individuals. 

Students find closure 
Continued from page I 

“We hadn’t made the connection 

[between the two cases] at all,” said 

Director of Queen’s Security Louise 

Fish, adding, “The fact that we had two 

files going helped make that 

connection.” 

“Shortly after I made the connection 

I answered the phone with 'Hi Karlos’ 

and [the caller] said hi,” Palik said. She 

asked why he had been calling them and 

[the caller] accused the women of send¬ 

ing him e-mails and letters, and calling 

him early in the morning, Palik said. 

On September 6, while Palik's sister 

was visiting her in Kingston, Palik’s sis¬ 

ter's boyfriend intercepted a call from 

the perpetrator. “He threatened to put a 

bomb in our hopse,” Kathy said. The 

harasser called a second time, at about 

1:30 a.m., and made a second threat, 

Palik said. She reported both incidents 

to the Kingston Police that evening. 

“When he threatened me that’s when 

I got really scared,” said Palik. 

By the next day Kingston Police had 

accumulated enough evidence to make 

an arrest. Charged with criminal harass¬ 

ment, Karlos Oiousif Adam spent the 

evening of September 7 in jail before he 

was released on bail the next day. Adam 

first appeared in court on September 15 

and his next appearance is scheduled for 

October 13. 

Adam could not be reached by The 

Journal for comment. 

Despite his arrest, Adam will be per¬ 

mitted to continue his studies at 

Queen’s. 

“We’re keeping an eye on him to 

make sure that kind of behaviour does 

not persist,” Fish said. “He has restric¬ 

tions pertaining to not contacting 

[Chung, Harger and Palik] and not 

engaging in those kinds of activities.” 

Palik explained,that, “At first I was so 

annoyed that they were making so many 

provisions for him.” However, Palik said 

she now understands that, “One of the 

main reasons he’s allowed to stay at the 

school is that they could put more regu¬ 

lations on him... Queen’s isn’t letting 

him get away with it,” 

Said Harger: “I think it’s probably a 

good idea that he’s back at Queen’s 

because at least he can go on, finish his 

education, get the help he needs and 

leave us alone.” 

The girls said they remain shaken by 

the incident. “It was terrible. I broke 

down crying so many times.” said 

Harger. 

“It was totally unprovoked,” said 

Palik. “We were just acquaintances from 

class.” 

“We’re also curious to know how he 

got so much information about us,” 

Palik added. “To this day we don't even 

know his phone number.” 

Fish stressed that all incidents of 

harassment should be reported to secu¬ 

rity. “It’s really important that you don’t 

just ignore it,” she said. “You see so 

many of these things get out of hand.” 

“At least these young women have the 

comfort of knowing who he is and that 

he's in a bit of trouble right now,” Fish 

added. 

The victims would like to encourage 

students who experience harassment to 

contact security. “They really took our 

concerns seriously,” said Palik. The vic¬ 

tims also recommend students keep a 

log and not change their phone number. 

“We’re glad that we didn’t give in that 

easily. We didn’t let him win.” said 

Harger. 

“Basically I'm just glad it’s all being 

resolved. Hopefully it’s going to stop 

“Our lives are recovered by science... we 

are thieves of technology.” 

A former lesbian, Valerio recalled feel¬ 

ing “more like a man... I wasn’t like the 

other lesbians.” For years, he said, his 

feelings stemmed from living in a society 

in which women are oppressed. Valerio’s 

gender transformation has changed his 

perceptions in such a way that he no 

longer identifies with the female culture. 

Of his former lesbian friends, he said, 

“Now these women speak in another 

language... [It is] like watching a part of 

myself die.” 

Valerio referred his gender change, 

made possible through testosterone 

injections, as “an act of subverting 

nature’s... authority” 

“[It is] extreme, far fetched and magi¬ 

cal,” he said, adding that while he feels 

more human than before, he recognizes 

that he is more strange. 

Valerio’s second reading detailed the 

first few years following his intramuscu¬ 

lar testosterone injections which began in 

1989, when Valerio was 32. “This first 

shot is what I waited for...[it was] my 

walk off the precipice,” Valerio recalled. 

As he entered rhe first stages of his male 

life, Valerio said he felt as if “the doors 

[were] blasted open.” 

Valerio remembers being acutely sen¬ 

sitive to the changes in his body. His hips 

and thighs became smaller, his hands 

became stronger, his skin was tougher 

and his voice would shift between high 

and low tones. He described this period 

as his “second adolescence.” He said it 

was at this time that he began to under¬ 

stand the energy of the male culture 

which resounds in teenage boys and male 

groups. “Testosterone is party energy,” 

he quipped. 

People who meet Valerio now “just 

assume I am a man,” he said, and most 

people are accepting of his trans-sexual¬ 

ity 

A large portion of Valerio’s speech 

detailed his experiences with a 

new-found sexual frustration. “It’s an 

unrelenting obsession, I see sex every¬ 

where,” he said of his early days. “Before 

taking testosterone I could have never 

imagined this intensity in sexual drive.” 

Valerio said his new awareness has 

helped him understand why, when he 

was a woman, he felt that men were 

obsessed with sexuality. Before, he 

believed the focus originated from a hos¬ 

tility toward women, but now he under¬ 

stands it as lust. At the same time, Valerio 

can relate to what it is like to be a 

woman being watched and leered at, “so 

I curb my urges... learning to control or 

sublimate these impulses,” he said. 

Valerio said the change in his gender 

has forced him to reexamine all previ¬ 

ously formed notions he held concerning 

gender, culture, politics and society. 

“The world has altered by degrees,” 

he said. 

Phones frustrate 
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Udia Palik, Kathy Harger and Natalie Chung remain shaken by incident. 
PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Continued from page I 

: concerns,” said Laura Green, Arts ’99, a 

residence don in Victoria Hall. Green 

said while 911 and Queen’s emergency 

numbers are still working, students can¬ 

not reach crisis counsellors or taxi cabs 

without a pay phone. 

“It’s next to impossible to get a local 

telephone line,” she said. 

Further, residence students have 

become stranded when calling from off- 

campus lines. “I had a resident who tried 

to call me from downtown, and she 

couldn’t get through to me in the 

evening,” she said. “It’s my job to be 

there so that people can get through to 

me, and they can’t.” 

September is also a busy month for 

phone caljs home, but homesick students 

are often not able to reach external num¬ 

bers during the affected windows of 

time. 

“It’s a very crucial time for [stu¬ 

dents],” Green said. “We tell them that 

they can always phone home, that’s their 

safety net. Right now, that safety net has 

got a really big hole in it.” 

Green feels the ResTel phone system 

was brought in too early. “If it wasn’t up 

and ready to go without major glitches, 

then it shouldn’t have been implemented 

this year,” she said. 

Graham Brown, director of resi¬ 

dences, said the phone problems are due 

to last-minute long distance changes, not 

poor planning on the university’s part. 

The telephone network was installed 

over the summer to accommodate the 

expected amount of service from resi¬ 

dence students. However, the late-sum- 

mer changes in long distance plans from 

pay-as-you-go to flat-rate, unlimited call¬ 

ing changed demands drastically. 

“The volume of calls is beyond any¬ 

one’s anticipation,” said Brown. “It’s a 

new world, really, in terms of long-dis¬ 

tance rates.” 

Stan Yagi, director of Information 

Technology Services, echoed Brown’s 

Due to the overwhelming backlog of 
on-campus calls, students must use 
pay phones for personal calls. 
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sentiments. “We had done our predic¬ 

tions, but we were counting on traffic to 

be pay-as-you-use,” he said. “The big, big 

curveball that got thrown at us was the 

flat-rate $20 unlimited long-distance 

plan.” 

In the meantime, Residence Life is 

asking students to limit their phone calls 

in the evening and to make local calls in 

non-peak hours whenever possible. 

“If 3,500 people wane to stay on the 

phone all night, that’s going to be a 

problem,” said Yagi. “We’re asking for a 

little constraint for the short-run.” 

More upgrades to the network are 

planned, which Jack Henderson, man¬ 

ager of telecommunications (audio and 

video) for ITS, said should more than 

double the network original capacity and 

solve the current problems. 

Yagi said the expansion project should 

be finished by October 8, with a cost of 

“several tens of thousands dollars” over 

the year. 
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Chrysler can help out with 
your driving ambition. 
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In Here 
Street Theatre Troupe 

Epilepsy Kingston is looking 

for volunteers to participate in 

their Street Theatre Troupe, a 

program of puppet shows and 

plays designed to educate 

school children about 

epilepsy. No experience is 

needed. For more informa¬ 
tion, contact Judi at Epilepsy 

Kingston at 542-6222. 

Crisis volunteers needed 

The Sexual Assault Centre is 

looking for Frontline volun¬ 

teers to provide support, 

counselling, information, cri¬ 

sis intervention and referrals 

to survivors of sexual vio¬ 
lence. Training will be pro¬ 

vided. Call the Community 

Facts 
Volunteer Centre at 
542-8512. 

Dieu seeks volunteers 

Hotel Dieu Hospital is look¬ 

ing for five volunteers to orga¬ 

nize activities for patients in 
the .psychiatry clinic and to 

participate in one-to-one visit¬ 

ing. Call the Community 

Volunteer Centre at 
542-8512. 

Big Sisters Association 

Big Sisters Association is form¬ 
ing a new fund-raising com¬ 

mittee. The association is also 

looking for volunteers to join 

the board of directors for a 

two-year term. Send applica¬ 

tions to Big Sisters at 417 

Bagot St., K7L 3C1, fax to 

547-9091, or bsak@kos.net 
by October 2. For more infor¬ 

mation, contact Allana 
Bartlett at 634-1207. 

Wanna write news? 

Come to a general contributors 
meeting on Friday, September 25 at 
5 p.m. in The Journal house at 272 

Earl St., between Division and 
University Streets. 

A debatable tradition 
By Jennifer Morrison 

The Queen’s Debating 

Union (QDU) is preparing to 

kick off its 155th season with¬ 

out the aid of funding gener¬ 

ated by a now defunct 

mandatory student fee. 

“Raising membership 
dues is not an option 
that we want to think 

about... we will just 
have to be more 

careful on how we 
spend our money.” 

— Dan Lafferty, QDU's 
critic of the house 

The union was the only 

group to lose last year’s spring 

referenda, in which their 

request for a continued $0.35 

mandatory fee was endorsed by 

only 49.53 per cent of voters. 

According to Dan Lafferty. 

QDU’s critic of the house, this 

is the union’s first year without 

student funding. The loss 

means thar the oldest club oh 

campus, and Canada’s oldest 

debating union, has to start 

from scratch this year, having 

only a small float from last year 

to work with. 

The debating union has 

always prided itself on subsidiz¬ 

ing its members as much as pos¬ 

sible, hoping to make it 

accessible to everyone, 

explained Lafferty. 

Membership fees last year 

stood at $40 and there are no 

immediate plans to raise the 

fees this season. 

“Raising membership dues is 

not an option that we want to 

think about... we will just have 

to be more careful on how we 

spend our money,” Lafferty 

said. 

The annual membership 

fees, combined with student 

funding, have typically covered 

almost all costs incurred by 

members at tournaments 

throughout the season, includ¬ 

ing transportation, billeting and 

food. 

The money has also been 

used to fund the Queen’s 

Chancellor’s Cup, the annual 

tournament hosted by Queen’s 

which Lafferty' described as the 

“best tournament of the fall 

season.” 

The debating union partici¬ 

pates in several tournaments 

each season across Ontario. 

According to Lafferty, 

“We’re one of the power¬ 

houses... we have always been a 

strong, competitive school.” 

This season Queen’s will be 

looking to defend its novice 

championship title at the 

University of Western Ontario’s 

novice tournament in October. 

Despite the obvious financial 

challenge facing the debating 

union, Lafferty said he is posi¬ 

tive about the year ahead. 

“Despite die late start to the 

school year we’ve got a brand 

new executive.... We’re young, 

we’re bright and we’re looking 

forward to a new year,” he said. 

Lafferty also hopes to attract 

a wider array of students this 

season^ “We want to reach out¬ 

side the nostalgia that debating 

is only for history and politics 

students... we want to get out¬ 

side the Arts and Science fac¬ 

ulty and into the engineering 

and science faculty and dubs as 

well.” 

The loss means that 
the oldest club on 

campus, and Canada’s 
oldest debating union, 

has to start from 
scratch this year 

In addition to expanding its 

membership base, the club is 

also antidpating more contact 

with its alumni this coming sea¬ 

son. Already in the works are 

plans to set up a booth in the 

John Deutsch University Centre 

and at the sidewalk sale during 

Homecoming Weekend. As 

well, the executive is hoping to 

host an alumni versus student 

debate next semester. 

The union kicks off their 

season next Wednesday, 

September 23 in Wallace Hall 

with the official opening of the 

house. This social gathering 

wall feature a formal debate and 

guest speakers and welcomes 

both old and new members. 

IT S UP TO YOU TO 

get listed! 
w IN THE WHO'S WHERE 

what if that cute classmate wants 
to call you to set a time to "study"? 

or maybe your prof wants to let you 
have that extension, well, if you're not listed in the 

WHO'S WHERE, then how are they gonna find you? 

why? 

press 
ENTER 

to update 

AFTER YOU REGISTER, 
you can check & update 
your settings via QCard 
menu option 12. 

LAST DAY TO UPDATE IS MONDAY, SEPT 21st! 

WHEN YOU REGISTER, you will be shown a screen 

in which you OPT-IN BY ENTERING 'Y' beside the 
listings you want included. Press [ENTER! to update. 
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All-American hero 
This year, the best team in 

baseball will be crowned the 

World Champions — as long as 

they’re from North America of course. 

Even within the small world of Major 

League Baseball, American fans prefer 

that their sports heroes be cut from all- 

American cloth, no matter how many 

home runs they hit. 

It comes as no surprise, therefore, 

that the media’s coverage and reaction 

to the race to surpass Roger Maris’s 

1961 record of 61 home runs in a sea¬ 

son smacks of jingoism and, perhaps, 

racism. 

In the contest between the red- 

haired titan of baseball, Mark 

McGwire, and the Dominican-born 

Sammy Sosa; McGwire’s achievements 

have received a disproportionate 

amount of recognition. 

Although it is true that McGwire was 

the first to hit 62 home runs, the race 

seems less about homers than image. 

While Sosa quietly leads the Chicago 

Cubs into a playoff berth, McGwire’s 

name has become synonymous with the 

American vision of a hero. The image 

The fear of smell 
At least somebody is thriving 

in the area formerly known as 

the student ghetto! Although 

most students would probably prefer 

not to notice, few can deny that the 

skunk population is prospering amid 

the heaps of refuse that litter our 

streets. 

Although it might also be due to 

breeding patterns, or an unusually mild 

winter, the skunk occupation seems like 

a wake-up call for students to start 

keeping our streets and yards clean. 

The inconvenience of avoiding the 

packs of skunks that roam the streets at 

night has taken too large a toll on our 

freedom of movement. Unfortunately, 

it is more than just the smell of fear that 

permeates the air of our community. 

We are not, however, powerless to 

prevent the invasion of these foul- 

of McGwire with his young son as team 

bat-boy reawoke interest in baseball as 

America’s national pastime because he 

embodies the apple-pie qualities that 

Americans associate with winners. 

With his hulking physique and per- 

Even within the small world 
of Major League Baseball, 
American fans prefer that 
their sports heroes be cut 
from all-American cloth. 

feet grasp of the english language, 

McGwire also presents a much more 

comfortable image for the public than a 

Dominican immigrant who speaks in 

cliches. 

It was not so long ago that Hank 

Aaron’s quest to break a similar record 

was met with death threats because he 

was black. It seems evident that 

America still has a long way to go 

before it purges racism from sports. 

smelling creatures. Besides leaving 

them a free lunch in the form of our 

garbage, we have also provided them 

shelter by not fixing the holes under 

our porches or front stoops. City offi¬ 

cials must be lobbied to force our recal¬ 

citrant landlords to skunk-proof their 

properties by repairing the damage. In 

the meantime, we must rely on 

Kingston’s animal control service to 

protect us from Pepe le Pu and his 

friends. Perhaps if the service was more 

cooperative with students and had 

more of a visible presence in our com¬ 

munity it would at least appear as 

though they were trying to help. 

Most importantly, we must make an 

effort to keep our neighborhood clean, 

because the alternative makes a lot of 

Bons Mots: Baseball moved me toward the front of the bus, 
and it let me ride there as long as I could run. 
And then it told me to get off at the back door. 

— Larry Doby, first African American 
 player in the American League. 

Who raised you, anyway? 
IT IS A COURTESY THAT DATES back to 

the introduction of hinges. It wasn’t 

an issue 500 years ago when the 

spirit of community was 

alive and we hadn’t figured 

out how to make doors close 

on their own. I’m of course 

referring to holding the 

door open for the brothers 

and sisters trailing you as 

you enter a building. 

While it might seem a bit 

trivial, its loss could result in 

the total breakdown of 

human society. I’ve noticed 

over the past two years at 

this particular post-sec¬ 

ondary institution that some would 

rather take a potato peeler to their bare 

eyeball than expel the energy to keep a 

door open for someone. 

I believe this is a result of the highly 

competitive individualistic mentality 

drilled into the students of Queen’s. 

After all, when that person carrying an 

armful of books and other personal 

items actually succeeds in entering the 

building after you, they instantly 

become a threat in the classroom. They 

could possibly achieve a better mark 

than you and ultimately beat you out of 

a job, maybe even taking your house 

and diminishing your quality of life. If 

you hold a door open for someone at 

AJ’s, well, then you’ll probably be wait- 

Stefan Murray 
A & E Editor 

ing in line behind them all night to get 

a drink. 

Although I hardly believe that this 

phenomenon is exclusive to 

Queen’s, it is certainly not 

socially acceptable. Even if 

Queen’s wasn’t a microcosm 

for the rest of society, as the 

leaders of tomorrow we 

really should learn a little 

consideration for each other. 

Otherwise, we might very 

well spend the rest of our 

time here impaling each other 

with forks, before climbing 

over each other’s lifeless 

corpses to acquire a crappy 

Marriott ice cream cone. 

I know what you’re thinking. You 

treat your close friends and housemates 

really well. Well, that’s great, but if you 

damn everyone else that enters your 

line of sight during your day you ain’t 

my hero. 

So if you want to live in peace, har¬ 

mony and mutual understanding of 

your fellow human being, hold the 

damn door open for them. If not, don’t 

even wonder why no one called the 

cops the next time your house is 

broken into. 
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Opinions 
The road to hell is paved 

SO I WAS READING SURFACE 

yesterday. For those of you unfamil¬ 

iar with that rag, it’s the one that 

looks a lot like OPIRG’s publication 

tmherd (or more accurately, unherd of), 

except that nowadays Surface is printing 

gems such as “The Brian Williams 

Drinking Game” and “anything by Paul 

Morrison” in lieu of articles plagued by 

poignancy or insight. The latest issue 

featured a story on “Critical Mass,” a 

monthly demonstration in Kingston 

against the ecological and societal evils 

of the private automobile. The event’s 

organizers also promote it by a defanged 

name — “The Big Community Ride” — 

that must sound a little less threatening 

to key figures such as conservative uni¬ 

versity students and police officers with 

pepper spray. 

The protest takes the form of an 

unmotorised ride en masse through the 

streets of Kingston, clogging the city’s 

downtown and making a lot of noise, 

raising awareness and what not. The best 

possible immediate, concrete outcome is 

probably that nobody gets run over by 

an impatient driver and that those 

hard-working squeegee kids at Princess 

and Division are afforded a 

much-needed coffee break. 

But the ideological effect of the 

protest may be profound. A “Critical 

Mass” leaflet proclaims: “The private 

automobile is one of humanity’s most 

destructive endeavours. They [sic] gob¬ 

ble fossil fuels, are the major contribu¬ 

tion to global climate change, and they 

demand roads and influence urban 

design so that fertile farmland and 

wilderness areas are covered in 

concrete.” 

I don’t often hear of people arguing 

against these assertions. But equally sel¬ 

dom do I hear of people acting on them. 

We know that we’re committing ecolog¬ 

ical sins through our indulgent overuse 

of automobiles, but through casuistry or 

carelessness we choose not to change 

anything. Sometimes our inaction is in 

the name of economics; often it’s in the 

name of time; almost always it boils 

down to a matter of selfish convenience. 

Our governments reiterate our 

shortsightedness and rename conve¬ 

nience “economic concerns.” Consider 

Alberta’s protests over Canada’s 

promises in Kyoto to cut pollution, or 

Ontario’s decision to purchase outdated, 

inexpensive car-pollution-monitoring 

devices. In The Tragically Hip’s Phantom 

Power, Gord Downie warns and won¬ 

ders: “constitutions of granite can’t save 

the planet / what’s to become of us?” We 

are hindered by bottom-line lawmakers 

and by our own psychological and phys¬ 

iological inertia. We are constituted of 

granite or, perhaps in Kingston, of lime¬ 

stone. The road to hell is paved. Period. 

To wit: I recently attended a training 

camp for the varsity cross-country team 

at the Queen’s Biological Station. In the 

midst of untrodden forest and quiet 

lakes, some of the men thought it would 

be pretty funny if we always drove the 

100 metres between our cabin and the 

kitchen facilities. Heaven forbid we 

should waste the energy we needed to 

train. 

At the time I took a little guilty plea¬ 

sure from the irony; it was a bit like pee¬ 

ing outside a public washroom. But I tell 

you, upon returning to Kingston I went 

for a run all of the way up Division 

Street to the 401 and back, and by the 

time I finished I was dizzy with the smell 

of gasoline and exhaust, and I was spit¬ 

ting out grey saliva. What’s to become of 

us, indeed? 

Those looking to wash themselves 

of locomotive sin should head 

to the demonstration at Confederation 

Basin on September 25 at 5 p.m. 

Cyclists, skateboarders, rollerbladers and 

“pedestrians” (no word on whether or 

not this includes cross-country runners) 

are all welcome. It’s a good 15-minute 

walk from campus, but driving down 

would probably be a faux pas. 

Bob McGill 

Ajits ’99 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing with regards to the MiSC 

article of your Thursday, September 10 

issue, in which the writer viciously 

attacked numerous campus groups, chief 

among them engineering students and 

their traditions. I question the need to 

print such juvenile, ignorant slander. 

From the headline of “They’re Lying to 

You, Frosh” to it’s closing lines of “vine¬ 

gar in the eyes,” the writer of the article 

displayed a complete lack of purpose, 

taste and integrity. As a Queen’s student 

who feels a great deal of respect for the 

traditions and history that make our uni¬ 

versity distinct and unique, I cannot 

comprehend what could motivate the 

writer to take such blatant shots at one 

specific group of students and their 

culture. 

As a member of this singled out 

group, comments like “whenever you’ve 

hog-tied an engineer and are kicking him 

down the street and telling him how 

much he sucks...” so completely mali¬ 

cious and pointless give rise to a great 

deal of anger. However, I will not dig¬ 

nify comments so clearly lusting after 

media attention by directing that anger 

towards the writer. To him, all I can say 

is that it saddens me that there are peo¬ 

ple at this institution who, perhaps out 

of some rampant insecurity or 

deep-seated envy, feel the need to throw 

stones at a visible group on campus. 

Nonetheless, we are all entitled to our 

own opinions, and it is fully within our 

rights to express them in the appropriate 

forum. 

That is where my concern lies. Not 

with the person who wrote these words, 

but with the editor who saw fit to print 

them. I cannot comprehend the rationale 

that deems it Lappropriate’ to print 

something so far over the line on so 

many fronts. While upper-years have 

enough sense of identity to brush off the 

article, it was printed during frosh week, 

at a time when incoming students are 

just coming into that identity. To have 

these views expressed not as an Opinion 

piece but as ‘news’ pulls the university 

apart at a time at which all members of 

the university community should be 

attempting to come together. There will 

always be inter-faculty rivalries (a funda¬ 

mentally positive tradition) and regret¬ 

fully the accompanying frosh or 

orientation leader who, in the hear of 

confrontation, crosses the line between 

fun rivalry to aggressive antagonism. 

However, there is an obligation on all 

members of the university community to 

make every attempt to be welcoming, 

especially those members in a position of 

responsibility. 

As well, faculty-directed comments 

aside, the article contained comments 

such as “the only people who need to get 

drunk on a Friday afternoon are those 

who are too lame to get drunk on 

Thursday night.” While the writer is 

free to believe what they will, frosh 

should not be told they have to get 

drunk on Thursday nights or they’re 

lame in the campus ‘news’-paper. 

Finally, The Journal is published by the 

AMS, and therefore as one of those fif¬ 

teen thousand publishers, I cannot 

understand why my paper is printing an 

article maliciously attacking me and my 

faculty. Editors who print comments 

like, “they’ll be back in the library soon 

and we’ll have our school back,” seem to 

me to have a fundamental misunder¬ 

standing of the mandate of The Journal. 

I commend the editors on two excellent 

MiSC articles in the September 15 issue, 

both exactly the sort of commentary I 

expect from my favorite section of The 

Journal. What went wrong the week 

previous? And where is the accountabil¬ 

ity for these decisions? The Editors have 

called it ‘satirical,’ yet I see no satire 

here. Were there a series of witty barbs 

carrying with them a poignant underly¬ 

ing message about frosh week, I would 

love it. However, all I see is someone 

taking cheap shots at their peers, and 

someone else giving them airtime. 

Keith Stewart 
Sci ’99 
President, Engineering Society 

Mr. Rogers for President 
Dear Editors, 

The “Student Village”?!?! Smashing. 

Why don’t we just call it “Our 

Neighbourhood” and Mr. Rogers can be 

President of the AMS? 

Robert Preston 
ArtSci ’97 

talking 

Are skunks 
a problem in 

Kingston? 

s E 

"Hell, yes! I was out last night walking 
with my girlfriend and a skunk crossed 
my path. We almost got hosed down!” 

Mark Williams 
Arts ’01 

“We saw one last night. Our friend ran 
away screaming! Time for skunk 
whacking day!” 

Dave Science 
ArtSci ’00 
Nicky Greenwood 
ArtSci ’01 

“Skunks are slowly taking over the city — 
not just the ghetto! I don’t know what 
the solution is, but one must be found 
soon.” 

Will Taylor 

Man-at-large 

PHOTOS BY TODD JACKSON 

Letters to 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal want 

to hear from readers. All letters 

must include the writer’s name, 

signature, and telephone number. 

Any letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be published if 

space permits. Those that are as 

brief and direct as possible will 

have a better chance of 

publication. The deadline for 

Tuesday’s issue is Sunday at 

noon. The deadline for Friday ‘s 

issue is Wednesday at noon. Drop 

off letters to The Journal 

House, 272 Earl St., 

fax to 545-6728, or better 

yet, e-mail them to 

journal® post.queensu.ca. 
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Science 
Clinical attachment 
Sometimes it’s hard to remain impersonal 

when the research is about real people 

Case No. 273656 

By Diana Drappel 

Occasionally in life, an experi¬ 

ence will affect you so much that 

it leaves an indelible imprint, 

making you question things you took for 

granted and changing the way you look 

at the world. 

One such occasion happened for me 

in the summer of 1996. I was working at 

Sunnybrook Health and Research Centre 

in Toronto as a student researcher in the 

Department of Pathology and Cell 

Biology. The project I was working on 

was testing a newly discovered protein to 

see whether it was a reliable indicator of 

breast tumour malignancy. 

This job was a dream come true for 

me — I was working with an active, 

dynamic researcher on the cutting edge 

of scientific knowledge. The job involved 

lab work — mainly immunohistochein- 

istry (staining tissue slices) — which was 

fairly familiar to me since I had done lab- 

work at the cellular and molecular level 

before. 

In addition, my supervisor asked me 

to help compile profiles from various 

archival data about the patients whose 

tissue we were using for the study. On 

the surface this was a straightforward job 

which involved collecting data about 

tumour size and characteristics, the 

nature and aggressiveness of treatment 

and, finally, disease outcome. However, 

actually going through the files was any¬ 

thing but straightforward. And nothing 

could have prepared me for the emo¬ 

tional aspect of documenting an illness 

like breast cancer. 

Each file had a Polaroid of the patient 

taped to the inside cover and it was often 

accompanied by a letter written by one 

of the nurses at the Cancer Centre which 

wanted: people who've got IT. 

emfiSYs 
Financial Information & Systems Division ol The Bank ol Montreal Group ol Companies. 

had a short personal and medical biogra¬ 

phy. In going through these files, one by 

one, I got to know not only the women 

themselves but their children, husbands 

and parents. 

1 documented their progress through 

surgeries, radiation therapy and 

chemotherapy sessions, and (sometimes) 

remissions. However, after the first few I 

quickly learned to dread the end of the 

file. It is still difficult to express how 

defeated and heartbroken I felt when, as 

was so often the case, the last page of the 

file was an autopsy report. It was impos¬ 

sible not to be affected by these files that 

represented, not anonymous names or 

numbers, but very real women, whose 

lives and those of their families were 

shattered by breast cancer. 

Going through these files was so far 

removed from what I had been told 

science was like (and what 1 had experi¬ 

enced it to be until then). It was not pos¬ 

sible to remain neutral about it. I wanted 

so badly for this study to be a success — 

not so it would be published, or for all of 

us who had worked so hard on this pro¬ 

ject — but for these women who had 

died of breast cancer. So that somehow, 

even though medicine and science had 

failed them, their deaths would not be in 

vain. And so, sometime in the future, 

other women like them would not have 

to die of the same illness. 

1 am glad that I was a part of the study 

(which was published in Nature Medicine 

in February of 1997) and 1 am proud that 

it was based on good, solid science and 

statistically sound results. At the same 

time I cannot help but feel discouraged 

that we are still so far away from many 

important answers in breast cancer 

research. Breast cancer remains very dif¬ 

ficult to treat and mortality remains 

high, in particular for premenopausal 

women. 

My hope is that research will soon 

lead to better treatments and a better 

prognosis so that, even though other 

women get diagnosed with breast cancer, 

science will be able to provide solutions 

for them. 

Working on this project brought 

home to me that all medical research, no 

matter how basic, still relates back to real 

individuals whose lives are at stake. We 

should never forget that. 

Writers 
Meeting 
TODAY at 
5:30 p.m. at 
the Journal 
House i 272 
Earl Street. 

Be there. 
Be square._ 

Science 
rum 

Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

Computing at the 
speed of light 

A lattice of microscopic silicon sliv¬ 
ers, looking more like a summer-camp 
popsicle-stick project than a huge 
technological leap, holds the key to 
eventually manipulating light the same 
way we do electricity. The photonic 
crystal, so called because of its repeat¬ 
ing internal structure, bends light 
repeatedly and virtually without leak¬ 
age, a long-sought-after first step 
towards building a photonic computer. 

Developed at the U.S. Department 
of Energy’s Sandia National Laborato¬ 
ries in Albuquerque, New Mexico, the 
lattice's network of tiny silicon bars can 
trap light and guide it with 95 per cent 
efficiency. 

The Sandia photonic crystal is a 
miniaturization of previous designs 
used in microwave antennas, whose 
lattice elements are the size of sewing 
needles. The smaller the elements, the 
shorter the wavelength of light that is 
trapped. This latest design works in the 
infrared range, around 10 microns. The 
goal now is to create a crystal small 
enough to trap light at 1.5 microns, the 
wavelength most often used in optical 
communications. 

Jupiter’s rings made 
of moon shrapnel 

Scientists studying data from 
NASA's Galileo spacecraft have found 
that Jupiter's rings are composed of 
debris from collisions between the gas 
giant's small, inner moons and mete¬ 
oroids pulled in by Jupiter's gravity 
well. 

Unlike Saturn’s spectacular ring sys¬ 
tem, which is composed of reflective 
ice particles, Jupiter's rings are made 
up of dark, reddish dust. The dust 
matches the composition of four of 
Jupiter's moons, Amalthea and Thebe, 
associated with the outer "gossamer" 
rings, and Adrastea and Metis, the 
source of Jupiter’s main ring. 

Because these moons are so small, 
dust thrown up in meteoroid collisions 
can easily escape their gravitational 
fields. The debris enters a similar orbit 
to the original satellites, forming a ring. 

Space crystals are 
so very, very sweet 
The no-calorie sweetener in tomor¬ 

row’s diet colas could owe their exis¬ 
tence to experiments conducted on the 
Space Shuttle. A team of American and 
French scientists have crystallized an 
intensely sweet protein called thau- 
matin, which occurs naturally in the 
African Serendipity Berry, in a micro¬ 
gravity environment. 

The resulting space crystals are 25 
per cent larger and provide 30 per cent 
more data on the molecule’s structure 
than their terrestrial counterparts 
grown in otherwise similar conditions. 
The crystallographic data is essential 
to investigate thaumatin's biological 
function and interaction with taste 
receptors. 
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The Peanut Gallery 

Quart erback carnage 

Only two weeks into the 

NFL regular season and quar¬ 

terbacks have been falling at 

an astounding rate. With stars 

such as John Elway, Troy 

Aikman and Elvis Grbac all 

slated to niiss between two and 

eight weeks and lesser known 

starters Billy Joe Hobert, 

Glenn Foley and Brad Johnson 

seriously injured, concerns 

about the violence of the game 

have arisen again. Why is it 

that when position players get 

hurt nobody cares, but when 

quarterbacks get hurt there is 

an uproar? Remember, quar¬ 

terbacks are football players 

roo. 

MVP? 

With all the attention being 

focused on the home run race, 

the annual most valuable 

player bonanza has been 

ignored. In the National 

League it will in all likelihood 

be ‘Slammin’ Sammy Sosa, 

who has put up huge numbers 

(.311,62,148). In addition to 

these personal stats, Sosa has 

kept the Chicago Cubs in the 

race for the wild card. The 

American League is much 

more: interesting with a variety 

0/ candidates. The front run¬ 

ner is Juan Gonzalez: The 

huge Texas right-fielder has 

driven in 152 runs which is the 

most in 40 years, and has kept 

his team in the pennant race. 

Albert Belle and Ken Griffey 

Jr. have put up impressive 

offensive numbers while play¬ 

ing on sub-500 teams, while 

the dark horse is Cleveland’s 

Manny Ramirez who plays for 

a team that is winning their 

division. 

Canuck at the controls 

When the #2 ranked 

Florida Gators visit the #6 

ranked Tennessee Volunteers, 

the Gators will be counting on 

sophomore Canadian quarter¬ 

back Jesse Palmer to lead 

them. Witn two early season 

victories by the Gators, Palmer 

would seem to be a lock at 

starting quarterback. 

However, with the return of 

incumbent starter Doug 

Johnson from injury and the 

flightiness of head coach Steve 

Spurrier, the Nepean native is 

nor in a comfortable position. 

The fact is if Florida is going to 

beat Tennessee for a sixth con¬ 

secutive time, Palmer will have 

to play his game. 

If Christmas came early 
•Baseball would realize they 

blew it by not marking all 

balls pitched to McGwire 

and Sosa . 

•Someone, anyone, would 

care about the Common¬ 

wealth Games. 

• John Gallagher’s show on 

TSN would be cancelled so 

that faith can be restored in 

Canadian television. 

The Golden Gaels fight for a loose ball en route to a 50-1 I thrashing of the visiting York Yeomen in their opening game. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Tricolour dominates opener 
By Nathan Sager 

In their season opener 

Wednesday afternoon at 

Kingston Field, the Queen’s 

men’s rugby squad sent a power¬ 

ful message to their Ontario 

University Athletics conference 

opponents at the expense of vis¬ 

iting York. While dominating in 

all elements of 

the sport, the Men’s 
Queen’s 
York 

Golden Gaels 

looked as if 

they had played 

several games 

despite the fact 

this was their season opener. 

They won easily, trouncing the 

Yeomen 50-11. 

“There’s room for improve¬ 

ment,” commented head coach 

A1 Ferguson. The field general is 

well aware that the season will 

not be judged on the basis of 

early season routs, but whether 

or not the Gaels can reclaim the 

OUA title that eluded them last 

autumn. “Today we were simply 

the bigger and faster team... the 

first team wasn’t playing that 

well,” said Ferguson. 

After a rela¬ 

tively close first 

half that con¬ 

cluded with the 

Gaels ahead by 

a count of 18-6, 

the home side 

booted a pair of penalties in pitch the ball to. Pleased at his 

addition to his two major scores, players’ attention to team play, 

The Gaels’ physical advantage Ferguson observed, “Our sup- 

was evident, as the Tricolour port still has to get better, but 

came out on top from nearly that will come with time.” 

Rugby 
50 

11 

destroyed their guests by adding 

half a dozen tries in the second 

half. Contributing tries to the 

Queen’s column were Andrew 

Thompson, Steve Cummings, 

Mark Thompson and Geoff 

Phelan, while Paul Hemmings 

every lineout 

and scrum. 

When York 

was able to 

win posses¬ 

sion, seldom 

were they able 

to make more 

than a solitary 

pass before 

being halted. 

“We played . 

very well 

“The whole team had 
a good first game; 

everyone played with 
commitment. We still 

have to get 
better, though.” 

— Gaels’ coach Al 
Ferguson liave to get bet- 

_ rer, though.” 

The Gaels 

Putting the 

lopsided victory 

in perspective, 

Ferguson said, 

“The whole 

team had a good 

first game; 

everyone played 

with commit¬ 

ment. We still 

defensively,” praised Ferguson. will have another opportunity to 

Meanwhile, the Gaels hone their game Saturday after- 

excelled at supporting each other noon at 1 p.m when they host 

offensively, almost always giving the Waterloo Warriors on 

the ballcarrier a teammate to Kingston Field. 

Unfinished business? 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Queen’s University Golden 

Gaels hosting the University of 

Alberta Golden Bears in the 

middle of September? This was 

one game that jumped off the 

schedule and screamed 

misprint. 

After further research it was 

determined that there was 

indeed a scheduled exhibition 

game between these two teams 

during an off-week, which each 

team had from the regular sea¬ 

son schedule. While for many 

this is a random opportunity 

for two teams from'different 

conferences to compare their 

styles of play, for those who 

played for the Gaels in the 

early ’60s , this is much, much 

more. 

THAT WAS THEN 

This story begins in 1963, 

with the undefeated Inter¬ 

collegiate champion Queen’s 

Golden Gaels accepting a chal¬ 

lenge to fly out to Edmonton 

and play the undefeated 

University of Alberta Golden 

Bears. The Albertans were so 

set on creating this ‘dream 

match-up’ that they were will¬ 

ing to fly 35 players and 

coaches to the game. The 

Queen’s administration 

decided instead to take the 

money, charter a rickety, sec¬ 

ond World War vintage C-46, 

and fly in more players and 

entourage to the game. 

The decision to 

fly a charter turned 

out to be a problem¬ 

atic one. “The vibra¬ 

tions were incredible 

in the plane,” said 

Gaels defensive back 

and now Queen’s 

professor, Merv 

Daub. 

Many of the 

Gaels were visibly 

sick after the four¬ 

teen hour saga, but 

arrived safely despite 

a snow storm on the 

ground. 

The very next day ,wi|d. Bn| 

the players were on — 

the field, and it was clear early 

on that this Alberta team was 

one to be reckoned with. “We 

suffered from the travel, and a 

little bit of over-confidence, 

but this team was really good,” 

explained Daub. “They were 

able to outsmart us by perfect¬ 

ing the defence against our 

Wing-T offence, and these little 

guys could hit like a ton of 

bricks.” 

The final tally was 25-7 for 

the Golden Bears, but for those 

on the team, this was not to be 

the end of the story. 

“We were ready to play 

them at the end of the ’64 sea¬ 

son,” recollected then offen¬ 

sive lineman and now Gael 

coach Bill Miklas. “After going 

Miklas (middle) and company head to Alberta in 1963 

PHOTO COURTESY OF QUA 
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NOTICE 

1998 ALUMNI WEEKEND 

FOOTBALL GAME 

For the September 26a Alumni Weekend Football Game, ALL students will be 

admitted to Richardson Stadium by ticket only 

Tickets can be picked up at the n 

NO CHARGE from 

n Administration Office in the Phys Ed.Centre ai 

Monday, September 21“ to Thursday, September 24a 
Friday, September 256 

9:00 am - 7 00 pm 
9:00 am - 8 00 pm 

In order to pick up their game ticket, students rt 
location. There is a limit of one ticket per student card 

present their student card at the above 

Tickets will be issued on a first-come first-service basis, so be sure to pick up your ticket 

early, as a limited number of tickets are available 

Any student tickets not distributed after 8 00 pm on Friday, September 25“' will be 
available on a first-come first-serve basis commencing at 12:00 noon Saturday, September 26° 
from the east side ticket Kiosk at Richardson Stadium. Student cards must be presented in order 

to obtain a ticket. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ARE PERMITTED IN RICHARDSON STADIUM 

NO PERSON will be admitted to Richardson Stadium who is apparently under the 
influence of alcohol Any person found in the Stadium wbo is apparently under the influence of 
alcohol will be removed from the Stadium. Persons entering the Stadium may be subject to a 
personal search. 

Spectators entering onto the playing field, or running track area prior to, during the game, 
and at halftime will be removed from the Stadium and charged by the University with trespass 

‘Bet you on it’ 
By Anonymous 

I am 21 years old and 1 am a sports 

gambler. 

They say that the first step to recov¬ 

ery is recognition, in which case, I am 

finally on my way there. Recovery 

would be the final step to a long and 

tumultuous odyssey. 

My parents say my gambling problem 

began when 1 was still in the womb, that 

certain patterns of kicks were simply try¬ 

ing to lay a line on when I would even¬ 

tually be born. While this is unfounded, 

I certainly did start young. 

I am told that it really started in 

Junior Kindergarten, when recess came 

around and red rover began, I was the 

one giving odds on each individual. One 

group would call on a classmate and 1 

would tell them what I thought the bet¬ 

ting line should be. It would sound 

something like, “ we call Jimmy over,” 

followed closely by “4 to 1 on Jimmy 

getting through.” 

This continued through elementary 

school when games of hopscotch would 

have solid betting action. Mostly pen¬ 

nies and nickels, but I had to start some¬ 

where. It is a little known fact, but one I 

expect Vegas to pick up on, that a mid¬ 

day game of wall-ball can generate seri¬ 

ous betting interest. 

Pennies became dollars as high.school 

came around. I would use my spares to 

frequent gym classes so as to make the 

games of dodgeball or floor hockey a lit¬ 

tle more interesting. Noontime func¬ 

tions in the school were no longer 

simply for fun, who could eat the most 

pudding in three minutes became about 

profit or loss. 

I truly began to see this as a problem 

when bets would be taken on video 

games. While Nintendo offers a lot of 

excitement add a little betting to the 

mix, and suddenly it really does matter 

who wins the Madden Bowl. 

The final stage is the more common 

phenomena of betting on professional 

sports. I don’t care who wins games, the 

question is did they cover the spread. I 

have a favourite team, but that is only 

for the night that I bet on them. There is 

no such thing as loyalty to a sport, a 

franchise or a player, my loyalty lies with 

the almighty dollar. 

Sometimes all I care about is who 

wins the coin toss, or face-off, or even 

who had the first basket in a basketball 

game. I remember when I used to love 

the drama of sport, now all I care about 

is the bottom line — did I win or lose 

money. 

As you can see, I have recognized the 

problem and where it came from. All 

that is left is to simply rise up above this 

desire for instant gratification and 

adrenaline, and return to the reason 

everyone should be really watching 

sports, for the love of the game. 

For those of you who don’t gamble, 

this is much harder for us then it may 

sound. 

On a serious note 
If this problem sounds familiar, 

you can call: 

Council on Compulsive Gambling: 

1-800-Gambler 

Gambler’s Anonymous Hotline: 

(416)-366-7613 
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6.4GB IDE Hard Drive 
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Matrox G200 8 MB AGP Video Card 
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2-Button Mouse PS/2 

Altec Lansing ACS 45 Speakers w/Sub. 
FREE Thrustmaster Joystick! 

Above Configuration w/Following CPU: 

Intel Celeron Pentium II 266 SI488 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300 $1509 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300A $1635 

t« Wor a! efteel SuBe S Academic + S 

Corel Draw 8 Acadomlc +589.9 

Intel Pentium II 266 
Intel Pentium II 300 
Intel Pentium II 333 
Intel Pentium II 350 
Intel Pentium II 400 

mm 

$1688 
$1748 
$1788 
$1948 
$2098 

Logitech J-Ounun to U3 Me 
to Logitech 3-Button *s 

IS II Jofitci! 
cue Conligurofan .Honoring CPU: 

Cyrix M2-266 5729 
Cyrix M2-300 $749 
AMD K6-2 26* 3D $765 
AMD K6-2 300 3D $805 
Inlol Pentium 1 f 

Pentium 

Compoct-Uld loner Cot 

I 04 xe, wnooei lerbc 

r«r 

Intel Pentium 166MMX 
Intel Pentium 2OOMMX 
Intel Pentium 233MMX 

5782 

Oyfflinl lOUbpe • Port Hu* S&! 

Pxneeonle 4x8 IDE/SCSI CO BecorOef US J 
Acer 2x2x8 IDE CD Retnitxble S424 

KoueeH Pa 3C3I1 Cent ItS 

P ana tonic I AIMS Floppy Drive 
Acer J2x IDE CO-SOU 

Compact-Mid toe or Com At 
‘ MS AGP SO Vldoo Onboard 

le-Eil JO Sound Onbootd 

51024 
$1069 
$1139 

Diamond PCI 64 Surround Sound Cord 

Altec laming ACS 4S Speakoa 

»o CcnflgurrjPcn *1 tailoring CPU: 
nlel Colecon PonHum II 300 51183 
nlol Celeron Pentium II 300A 51305 
ntol Celeron Pentium II 333A SI 359 

nlel Pentium II 266 51355 
ntel Pentium II 300 51415 
nlol Pentium II 333 $1455 
nlel Pentium II 350 51655 
ntel Pentium II 400 SI775 

CHECK US Otr 

| Our burgers ire 6 oi’s 
with no flflerj, 

I preservativ es or MSG 
I added. Topped with lettuce, 
I tomato and served on • 
| kaiser buD with frits 

)r onion rings. 

The Gourmet Burger 

& Grilled Chicken 

Specialists 

A Variety of 20 

“Mouth Watering” Burgers 
and 20 “To Die For” 

Grilled Chicken Sandwiches 
•GREAT PRICES.! 

BURGERSi 
I - Trom f 

)$4.75-$6.50| 

Also checkout... Jj' 
Garlic Bread (5 kinds) 

Homemade Chili 
Nacho Dinners (5 kinds) 

Chicken Strip Dinner /fffK 
Chicken Caesar ■■ 

Cheesy Chili Fries 

Tr s 401Johnson Street at University Avenue 
Km8Ston, Ontario Canada K7L 1Z1 

(613) 547-3771 

U • GREAT PRICES* l 

I CHICKENS! 
I from r 

lS5.50-S6.501 

Don’t forget our Desserts 
Cheesecakes (5 kinds) 

Sundaes (5 kinds) 

and our 

Old Fashioned 

Milkshakes /S?} 
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First-Aid Facts 
By Sarah Crowe 

Diabetic emergency 
When participating in sports 

activities with other students, 

we have to be conscious of pos¬ 

sible health problems that may 

arise. One possible situation 

that Queen’s students may be 

confronted with is a diabetic 

emergency. 

Diabetes is a condition in 

which there is not enough 

insulin, so sugar is not con¬ 

verted into energy. As a result, 

sugar builds up in the blood, 

and the cells do not get the 

energy they need. A diabetic 

emergency occurs when there is 

too much or too little insulin in 

the blood. There are two kinds 

of diabetic emergencies: insulin 

shock (not enough sugar, too 

much insulin) and diabetic 

coma (too much sugar, not 

enough insulin). 

Insulin shock develops very 

quickly and in addition to being 

caused by having too much 

insulin, it is also caused by not 

eating enough, vomiting or get¬ 

ting more exercise than usual. 

The symptoms include strong 

and rapid/shallow breathing, 

headaches, feelings of confu¬ 

sion, irritability, aggressiveness, 

trembling and staggering. A 

person experiencing this situa¬ 

tion may begin feeling faint and 

even lose consciousness. 

A diabetic coma 
develops over a period 

of hours and days. 

A diabetic coma develops 

over a period of hours and 

days. In addition to it being 

caused by not having enough 

insulin, it is also caused by eat¬ 

ing too much food and partak- 

Please see First-Aid on Page 13 

Choking choices 
Whether on the athletic field 

or in the kitchen, choking is a 

dangerous and frightful situa¬ 

tion. You may be an athlete 

who chokes on a mouthguard 

or a hungry student who swal¬ 

lows a carrot the wrong way. 

If there is someone around 

you choking, these steps may 

be taken to help. The casualty 

will be grabbing at their throat, 

which is the universal sign for 

choking. They will be unable to 

speak and will be producing a 

high pitched noise or no noise 

when trying to breath. Their 

face will turn a greyish colour 

and their lips and ears will turn 

blue. 

If the casualty can cough 

forcefully, speak or breathe, do 

not touch them. If they cannot 

cough, speak or breathe, stand 

behind the casualty with your 

foot between the casualty’s feet 

for a solid position and get 

ready to support them if they 

become unconscious. Begin the 

Heimlich manoeuvre: find the 

top of the hipbones and place 

your fist midline, just above the 

other hand. Hold the fist with 

the other hand, press 

inward/upward with a sudden 

forceful thrust. Each abdomi¬ 

nal thrust must be made with 

the intention of removing the 

object. Repeat the Heimlich 

manoeuvre until the object is 

removed or until the casualty 

becomes unconscious at which 

time medical help must be 

called. 

These are only guidelines 

and do not make up for what is 

learned in a first aid course. All 

information is cited from St. 

John Ambulance “First on the 

Scene” training guide 1995 edi¬ 

tion. Sarah Crowe is the 

Communications Coordinator 

of Queen’s First Aid. 

HIRING: 
COORDINATOR 

The Queens Student Community Services 

Group (QSeSG) is looking for a COORDINATOR 

(effective October 5th to April 1). If you are 

interested and would like more information, please 

contact the QSCSG office @ 545-2958. 

Applications for this position will be 

accepted at the AMS office until September 25 

X or kxv ou4x xuAVg 
-■3 ncrvjudo&mArSd oxxxj 

_n Vm 'drarsp *0 mw 
afsHSSSvfovlaSl. n +» 

Th» Qimma's Student 
and Community 
S«rvlc** Group 

(QSCSG) 

545-2958 

Great Careers Start at 

50 

BEST 
MANAGED - 
PRIVATE 
COMPANIES 

Ram 
50 

BEST . 
MANAGED 

- PRIVATE 
COMPANIES 

Growth. Innovation. A “50 Best" Company A pleasant work environment. 

An attractive base salary. Complete benefits plus profit sharing. That's just 
the beginning of what we have to offer YOU so. 

Bnng your AMBITION and ENTHUSIASM to RAM Computer and build a 

LUCRATIVE and PERSONALLY REWARDING career If you've got the 

ENERGY, we’ll help you develop your EXPERTISE and 
PROFFESSIONAL SKILL as a 

Purchasing Co-Ordinator 

Sales Representative (Corporate & Gov't Accounts) 
Customer Service Co-Ordinator 

RAM will be on campus conducting interviews on Thursday. September 

1Z2 during the Career Fair See us in our booth or send a resume i:o 

hr@ramco.ca to arrange an interview. For more information refer ro 

www.ramco.ca or call Kathy at (416) 631-4507 

The Journal Online 

www.journal.queensu.ca 
Plug in 

Food Drive For the Food Bank. 
Sunday. 
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KINGSTON CHINESE ALLIANCE CHURCH 

Worship in English 

Worship in Chinese 

9:30 a.m. 

11 a.m 

Friday KCCF campus fellowship 7:30 p.m. 
@ AlcCoro1 room 230 (English, Mandarin, Cantonese gr.) 

230 MacDonncU St. (1 km west of Division St. along Brock) 
Pastor: Kong Lo (6.13) 548-72/0 or 548-/127 

Chalmers United Church 
M2 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 

546-3263 

A Caring Community, 

a Questioning Faith, 

a Grounded Hope 

Worship every Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 

Faculty, and Staff! 

Join us, in person or by radio 
960 AM (CFFX) 

Visit our web site: http://web.canlink.com/ucckingston/chalmers/ 

Any tougher 
they’d rust. 

Unisex styles. Women’s size 6 
up to Men's i31/2. Come slip on a pair 

and enjoy dry and comfortable feet. 

No damn laces. 

FUNDS RUNNING LOW? 
MnXuourCflSH at Cafe Max 

The perfect place for students to meet and 
eat. Regular menu items start from $3.95. 

Daily lunch and dinner specials include salad 
and start at $6.95. Our quality and value 

cannot be beat! 

II you were AlfiEAdy amazeeI by our requIar menu, 

CHECK OUT OUR fAbuloUS NEW SpECiAls-you ARE 

SURE TO b£ iMpRESSEd ANd SURpRISEd: 

LUNCH sprciAlswiih sAUd (or ... §6.95 
DINNER sprciAls with saIacJ for) ... $9.95 

Ccife Max 
39 Brock St.f 547-2233 

Maximum OuAliry • Maximum Service • Maximum VaIue 
_SpECiAls qUerecI SuN'dAy-ThuRsdAy 

Good experience 

mm A-One Clothing • VISA 

j-pll) 358 King St. E. • Mastercard 
\ Kingston, ON 

K7L 3B6 

Continued from page 9 

undefeated in 1964 we 

thought we were going to get 

our chance to bring them to 

Kingston, but it wasn’t to be.” 

“By going down there 
and getting beat by a 

western team, it 
changed how people 
looked at university 

football across 
the country.” 

— Gaels coach Bill 
Miklas 

Due to a clause that stated 

that the winner of the Yates 

Cup (Intercollegiate Cham¬ 

pion) had to play any Ontario 

school that challenged them 

before entertaining outside 

challenges, the Gaels were 

forced to play the McMaster 

Marauders. Despite pleas from 

the Gaels coaches and players 

to the second division 

Marauders to drop their chal¬ 

lenge, McMaster was unrelent¬ 

ing. The players were 

devastated, and the Marauders 

paid dearly for the insolence, 

as they were crushed 63-6. 

The rematch that everyone 

wanted would have to wait a 

year, or 35 years for that mat¬ 

ter. 

THIS IS NOW 

University football has 

come a long way from the 

1963 challenge match, and 

much of this can be attributed 

to that game. 

“By going down there and 

getting beat by a western team, 

it changed how people looked 

at university football across 

the country,” explained 

Miklas. “It created a sense that 

Ontario was not the only place 

where a high level of football 

was played and the Vanier Cup 

(CLAU championship) became 

more of a realistic idea.” 

In looking at the two teams 

involved in this year’s game, 

they meet this time for differ¬ 

ent reasons and under differ¬ 

ent circumstances. To begin 

with, both of the squads come 

in off of a loss, which contrasts 

drastically with the two unde¬ 

feated groups of '63. In addi¬ 

tion, it is no longer the 

undersized Golden Bears tak¬ 

ing on the bigger Golden 

Gaels, but the opposite. 

Also, this game, which was 

the brain child of former 

Edmonton Eskimo teammates 

and rival coaches, Queen’s Bob 

Howes and Alberta’s Tom 

Wilkinson, is not about prov¬ 

ing superiority, but an oppor¬ 

tunity for two teams that 

would not normally meet to 

get together on the football 

field and off. With a cruise and 

a dinner planned for both 

teams, this game is about more 

than just the gridiron. 

The rematch that 

everyone wanted 

would have to wait a 

year, or 35 years for 
that matter. 

There is still the worry that 

this mid-season exhibition 

game could be detrimental to 

the team in the long-run. “The 

major concern about these 

exhibition games is that some¬ 

body might get hurt,’’confesses 

Howes. “We’re going to play 

all the regulars but it is an 

opportunity for others to get a 

chance to play.” 

While the history between 

these two teams makes for a 

good story, these are new play¬ 

ers in a new situation. That is 

not to say that some of the vet¬ 

erans of the ’63 and ’64 teams 

don’t see this game as being 

more than just an exhibition. 

Miklas sums it up for his old 

team, “I have heard about that 

loss for 35 years from Gino 

Fracas (Alberta coach at the 

time), so although this won’t 

make as much difference as if 

we would have played in 1964, 

it still would be nice to win.” 

Teach 

English 
as a Second 
Language 
in Canada 
or Abroad 
Enroll now to obtain 

your Certificate in 

Teaching English as a 

Second/Foreign Language 

[/£$| Queens Universily 
at Kingston 

Course instructors are experienced ESL 
teachers and experts in the field. 
Presentations cover instructional theory 
and methodologies in a variety of ESL/EFL 
areas over different levels. 
Presentations provide information 
applicable to both Canadian and overseas 
teaching situations. 
Participants may observe ESL classes. 
Participants receive a variety of handouts 
as well as information on additional 
materials. 

Registration Night 
Monday, 28 September, 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Classes 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
29 September-22 October, 7-10 r 
MacCorry E229 

Practice Tutoring 
Saturday, 10 October and 
Saturday, 17 October, 10 am - nooi 
MacCorry E229, E202, E230 

Register early at 
School of English 
96 Lower Albert Street 
Tel: 54S-2472 Fax: 545-6809 
e-mail; soe@post.queensu.ca 

Cost 
S375 including materials 
Pay by cash or ‘credit card at the S 
of English Office 

*2% service charge must be added 
credit card payments 

Lacrosse 
primed 

By Adam Kaminsky 

While hockey gains all the 

national notoriety, Canada’s 

original national sport is 

becoming more prominent on 

the university sports scene. 

Despite not being a varsity 

sport for most schools, men’s 

lacrosse has enjoyed a rebirth 

of sorts due to a higher profile 

and an improved level of play. 

Coming into this season, the 

Queen’s squad hopes that they 

can compete and raise their 

profile on campus. 

Coming off a 5-3 season, in 

which they lost in the first 

round of the tournament to 

York in overtime, the Team 

look to improve their stand¬ 

ing. There is reason for opti¬ 

mism as they bounced back 

from the early-round loss and 

won the consolation pool of 

the Ontario championships. 

“We were a little 
worried about getting 
new players, but there 
is no doubt that many 
of the guys there can 

help us out 
this season.” 

—Veteran Steve 
MacLeod 

With the coaching help of 

former player Jeff Wills, this 

team returns a large group 

from the consolation champi¬ 

ons. 

Among the contingent of 

returning players are ‘attack’ 

players Russ Fleming and scor¬ 

ing machine Neil Boon, who 

has led the team in scoring for 

the last two seasons. The 

defence is anchored by veteran 

‘long stick’ Steve MacLeod, 

last season’s rookie of the year 

Jonathan Bell and mosr 

improved player Craig 

Collins-Williams. 

The big question mark fac¬ 

ing this team is whether Kevin 

Lunnie, last season’s most 

valuable player, will be return¬ 

ing to the squad. He has yet to 

arrive at practice, but his all- 

around skill in the mid-field 

was a major factor in the suc¬ 

cess enjoyed by the team last 

season. There is a chance that 

he will return, and it is clear 

that with him, this squad is 

much better. 

The main departure is from 

the last line of defence, goal- 

tender. Corey Fearon started 

last season, but is replaced this 

Please see Looking on page 14 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 
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Jays continue to 
give chase 

By Robert MacNeil 

After stumbling and bumbling for 

the first four months of the season, 

Tim Johnson’s Blue Jays have finally 

found team chemistry. At the trading 

deadline on July 31, the Jays dumped 

several of their high-priced veterans. 

Gone by the morning of August 1 were 

Juan Guzman, Randy Myers, Ed 

Sprague and Tony Philips. Surprisingly 

enough, after all the trades were made, 

the Jays have played better baseball 

than the New York Yankees, a team 

that has won 104 games already Rnd 

has clinched their division. 

As a result of their exceptional play, 

the Jays are now only four games 

behind the Boston Red Sox for the 

wild card spot. It will be extremely dif¬ 

ficult for the Blue Jays to catch the 

Red Sox, but the long term benefits far 

out way the short term excitement of a 

playoff berth. 

Circle September 28 on 

your calendar because if 

the Jays happen to tie the 

Red Sox, there will be a 

one-game playoff... we all 

know how the Red Sox do 

in one-game playoffs, don’t 

we Bucky Dent? 

During the last two months, the 

core of young Blue Jays which make 

up the future of this franchise have 

blossomed and given hope to a team 

that has not had a .500 season since 

Joe Carter made a 

goat out of Mitch 

Williams in 1993. 

Shawn Green has 

become the first 

Blue Jay to ever hit Boston Red Sox 

30 home runs and Toronto Blue Jays 

steal 30 bases in Texas Rangers 

one season and he Baltimore Orioles 

is set to have his 

first 100 RBI sea¬ 

son. Green has, until this season, been 

a notoriously slow starter but Johnson 

has shown lots of confidence in the 

young outfielder and it has payed off. 

Continuing the abundance of young 

talent is first basemen Carlos Delgado, 

who was recently named team captain 

by Johnson. Delgado has responded 

this season by flirting with .300 and 

hitting a career high 32 HR and 104 

RBI. He has emerged as the corner¬ 

stone of the new Blue Jays. 

Jose Cruz Jr., who was banished to 

the minors earlier this season, has 

returned and become far more patient 

at the plate. Shannon Stewart has 

returned from Johnson’s early season 

doghouse to become the Jays most 

reliable lead-off hitter in years. He has 

responded with burning speed which 

has ignited many a rally. 

Fans have also started to 

notice that the Blue Jays 

present and future is quite 

optimistic. Television 

ratings for Blue Jay games 

have not been this high 

since the Jays won back-to- 

back World Series. 

The Blue Jays pitching staff has re- 

emerged after a shot in the arm from 

three young pitchers. Chris Carpenter 

has won 11 games this season and has 

shown that he has the stuff to become 

a number one or number two starter 

on the Jays’ staff in the next few years. 

Kelvim Escobar, formerly the Jays’ 

highest hope for a bullpen ace, has 

become a fixture in the starting rota¬ 

tion. Taking the place of Randy Myers 

is young Robert Person, who was 

obtained from the Mets for John 

Olerud. Person saved several big games 

last week against the Yankees and has 

settled a once rocky bullpen. 

Fans have also started to notice that 

the Blue Jays present and future is 

quite optimistic. Television ratings for 

Blue Jay games have not been this high. 

since the Jays won 

back-to-back 

World Series in 

1992-93. Fans 

have also been 

stocking up on 

Blue Jay merchan¬ 

dise at the time of 

year that demand 

usually dwindles. 

And, in a rare 

burst of optimism, team management 

has begun designing playoff tickets 

and order forms will be mailed to sea¬ 

son ticket holders this week. For all 

the Blue Jay fans on campus, circle 

September 28 on your calendar 

because if the Jays happen to tie the 

Red Sox, there will be a one-game 

playoff to be held at SkyDome. And 

we all know how the Red Sox do in 

one-game playoffs, don’t we Bucky 

Dent? 

WILD CARD RACE 

GB GR 

12 
4 10 

4.5 11 

8.5 11 

--house UNO’S Welcomes Queen’s 24 Hours A Day 
At the comer of Princess & Division 

KJ Your choice of 

2 Eggs Toasted 
Ham, Bacon /~vp Western 
or Sausage wr* & 
Homefries & Homefries 

Toast 

ALL-U-CAN 

EAT PASTA 

$3.95 

MEDIUM SIZE 
A PIZZA 

N/ V-/ 60 oz. 

V ^,-4^'Pitcher 

of pop 

$7.95 
mMOK€ 

€M€HY MIT€! 
CHEAP! CHEAP! (HEAP! 9:PM 

We Deliver!!! 544-0123 Specials valid (eat in only) 11 am to 10 pm 
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Kingston's One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

“Win Your Tuition” - a 
value up to $1500. 

Enter ballots 
now - draw to take 
place Thanksgiving 

weekend. 

SundayTTwonday^ 
|nights - open MIC with 

host Smitty. 

|Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase of 
a beverage) 

LONE STAR CAFE 
Canada's Only Authentic Texas Restaurant 

Presents 

MAlSvtMMIS 
MEXICAN MONDAY LITE NIGHTS 

'Ml Madam entrees ’A price... PLUS! PLUS! PLUS! 

★ STUDENT SUNDAYS ★ 
FAJITAS FOR TWO (including pop) $14.99 

Special Lunchtime 

From and guaranteed in 15 minutes or FR 

mm 

Great Food! Groat Fun! Guaranteed! 

253 Ontario St. 

First-aid solutions 
Continued from page I I 

ing in less exercise than usual. The 

symptoms include weak and rapid/deep 

breathing, sighing, feelings of thirst, 

then nausea and vomiting and frequent 

urination. A person experiencing this 

situation may start to feel drowsy and 

then lose consciousness. 

When performing first aid, there are 

several important steps to follow. You 

must first do a scene survey. If the casu¬ 

alty is unresponsive, get medical help 

immediately. Do a primary survey and 

give first aid for the ABCs. If the casu¬ 

alty is unconscious, place them into the 

recovery position and monitor ABCs 

until medical help takes over. If the 

casualty is conscious, ask what is wrong. 

They may be able to tell you what is 

needed: sugar or prescribed medicine. If 

they are confused, give them something 

sweet to drink or eat: for example, 

orange juice, regular pop, honey, corn 

syrup. Continue to give the casualty 

care. If you are unable to distinguish 

between insulin shock and diabetic 

coma, give sugar regardless, because too 

much sugar will not kill you but too lit¬ 

tle sugar will. 

These are only guidelines and do not 

make up for what is learned in a first aid 

course. All information is cited from St. 

John Ambulance “First on the Scene” 

training guide 1995 edition. Sarah 

Crowe is the Communications 

Coordinator of Queen’s First Aid. 

Looking to improve 
Continued from page 12 

year by understudy Dan Sipes. Sipes is 

a veteran with the team, and has been 

eagerly' awaiting his opportunity to 

have rhe starter's role. If this team is 

going to move up the ledger, he is 

going to have to get comfortable on 

the hot seat. 

The unprecedented numbers at try¬ 

outs has added excitement for the vet¬ 

eran members of the team. 

“It was the biggest turnout ever.” 

said MacLeod. “We were a little wor¬ 

ried about getting new players, but 

there is no doubt that many of the guys 

there can help us out this season.” 

With rookies adding to not only the 

talent level of the team, but also the 

depth, the team is certainly aiming a 

little higher. 

d? IFHf s 
Call Adam or Rob 
at 545-2800 to 
write for this 
exciting section 

“We would really like to move up to 

being a third place team in rhe divi¬ 

sion,” explained veteran Jake Kuiken. 

With two lacrosse juggernauts, 

Brock and Guelph, in their division, it 

is unlikely that they will challenge for 

the division title. 

“Those two teams [Brock and 

Guelph] dominate everyone. It is like 

we are fighting for third place,” 

lamented Kuiken. 

With the influx of rookies and the 

return of key veterans, this team is a 

Kevin Lunnie away from that coveted 

third place spot. 

The quest begins with a road trip 

this weekend to play the University of 

Toronto. Their first home date is a 

week Saturday during Homecoming 

weekend against York University at 2 

o’clock on the North field, 

Vancouver from $359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

St John’s from $279 

Insane Seat Sale 

Vancouver $229 - $299 
Calgary $229 - $299 
Halifax $149 - $199 
Saint John $149-$199 
Winnipeg $149- $199 
St. John’s $149 - $199 

-Finishes Sept 21- 
-Travel until Dec 16- 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

Uliure Travel , ,, 
-jcc-i U”XS naul/Croup Travel 

™3l . 549-3561 
Website: www.odysscy-travcLcom 

Baby bloo 
Queen’s student Marte Natvik looks 

at life before and after pregnancy 

By Marte Natvik 

The signs revealed themselves like clock- 
work. First, I missed my period. Feeling 

crampy, I expected the flow to come out at any 

time, but it didn’t. Later, my boobs swelled to the 

point that lying on my front was excruciatingly 

uncomfortable. The symptoms continued — frequent 

urination, feelings of lethargy, a string of cat-naps 

throughout the day, spells of vertigo, and a queasy 

butterfly sensation in my stomach after a drink or a 

cigarette. 

If I cannot be myself as a mother, I 
wjll not be a good role model for my 
son. The pursuit of self-actualization 
is as essential to him as it is to me. 

The thought that I might be pregnant kept circling 

around in my brain, but the reality was too powerful 

to face. It triggered a slump of low self-confidence. I 

was frightened that I would not be able to provide for 

another human being, forcing me to constantly re¬ 

evaluate my options. Finally, I bought a home preg¬ 

nancy test which confirmed the suspicion that my 

body had been hijacked by something beyond my con¬ 

trol — life. The pregnancy had progressed to a stage 

where abortion was not an option. The only alterna¬ 

tive was to see myself through the process. 

Since 1 was already flying through a fifth-year vic¬ 

tory lap, trying to finish my psychology degree, the 

prospect of pregnancy was daunting. My degree is 

hanging in limbo for awhile, which is all right because 

this pregnancy has been the biggest blessing of my life. 

Pregnancy has been the catalyst for some of the most 

important changes in my life. It has helped me to 

achieve a sense of solace with my body, mind and spir¬ 

itual life. 

Growing up, I didn’t escape the weight conscious¬ 

ness bestowed on young women. Like so many of us, 

I went through a phase in my life where I dabbled 

with varying degrees of an eating disorder. Lack of 

confidence and lack of self-expression left me with an 

alienated relationship with my body leading me down 

a path where I would take out my frustrations on my 

body. 

During my first year at Queen’s in Leonard cafete¬ 

ria, I learned the art of devouring ice cream at dinner 

and the ease with which it could be hurled into the 

toilet bowl. Looking back, I wonder how I had the 

energy to mask such a secret hatred for myself — my 

own mind and body. 

With pregnancy came waves of hunger. I experi¬ 

enced the stereotypical cravings everyone identifies 

with pregnancy. A MacDonald’s Big Mac was a solid 

staple in my diet. If the golden arches weren’t within 

reach, I’d improvise — putting thousand islands dress¬ 

ing on a whooper Junior or a Junior Burger Deluxe 

from Wendy’s. Ice cream was also a fundamental 

food, as were less obvious things like peaches and 

dark green lettuce. With the knowledge that my body 

would be the temple for this tiny, developing person 

for nine months, I yielded to every craving. But, rhis 

time, fat was not the enemy. Instead of the pounds of 

fat I usually envisioned shooting straight to my thighs 

whenever any calorie-rich nutrient entered my body, I 

imagined the life sustenance that the fat provided for 

myself, my developing baby and the months of breast¬ 

feeding to come. 

Although breast feeding helps the 
extra stores of fat melt away, I will 

never be my pre-pregnancy size — a 
fact that does not bother me. I feel 
sexier and more vibrant than ever. 

To PUT IT IN BLACK & WHITE,' I gained a total of 60 

pounds by the end of the pregnancy. The change hap¬ 

pened so gradually that I was unaware of my body’s 

transformation. Friends passing by in the streets found 

me unrecognizable, despite that with a looming belly, 

I was far from inconspicuous. But I enjoyed my 

anonymity, and used it to re-evaluate the important 

things in life, like why it isn’t worth buying non-fat 

yoghurt instead of the real stuff, which tastes infi¬ 

nitely more heavenly. I have somebody nearby who 

loves to cook (and cook he does, exquisitely!), so I 

was lucky to have the opportunity to experience many 

tantalizing dishes throughout my pregnancy and real¬ 

ize that my passion for food reflects my passion for 

life. Too many women have abandoned this concept, 

losing respect and love for their own bodies in the 

process. As I witnessed the biological motions that my 

body was undergoing, I fell in love with the wonders 

of life and the wonders of a woman’s body. 

PHOTO BY SEAN SPRINGER 
Continued on page I 7 
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THINGS TO DO 

I* Go to Careers Day '98, Sept. 22 10:30-3:30 Grant Hall 

Air Canada Fluor Daniel Peter Kiewit & Son Co. Ltd. 

Automotive Parts Manufacturers Hudson’s Bay Company Research In Motion 

Bank of Montreal Imperial Oil Royal Bank Financial Group 

CMA Management Accountants Institute of Chartered Schlumberger 

Canada Life 
Accountants Scotiabank 

Canadian Tire 
KPMG Semiconductor Insights 

Cargill Inc. 
Kimberly-Clark Inc. Spar Aerospace Limited 

Certified General Accountant 
Manpower Technical 

State Farm Insurance Companies 

Chipworks 
Matrox-Typhoon Technologies 

Syncrude Canada 

Computer Talk Technology 
Michelin North America/Canada 

TD Bank Financial Group 

Contact Singapore 
mbanx 

The Document Company Xerox 

Deloitte & Touche 
Motorola Inc. 

Toromont Cat 

Dofasco Inc. 
Netron Inc. 

and look FORTY ONE more 

Ehvert Engineering 
Olsten Services exhibitors on the 23rd 4* 4* 4" 4* 

Enterprise Rent-A Car 
Omnimark Technologies Corp. 

THINGS TO DO 

Go to Careers Day '98, Sept. 23 10:30-3:30 Grant Hall 

Altair Engineering & Computing DuPont Canada Inc. LaFarge (Corporate Information 

Andersen Consulting EDS Canada Technology) 

Arthur Andersen Entrust Technologies Noranda 

Bankers Trust Ernst <& Young (Assurance Nortel 

Bombardier Aerospace Services) Petro Canada 

CAE Electronics Ernst & Young (Corporate 
Consulting) 

Ernst & Young (Entrepreneurial 
Consulting) 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 

Calian Technology Services 

CGI Information Systems 

Public Service Commission 

Quaker Oats Company 

Chubb Insurance Exocom Systems Corporation RAM Technology 

CN Rail Hatch Associates Stephenson’s Rent-All Inc. 

COM DEV Space Group Hewitt Associates Sun Life of Canada 

Communications Security 
Establishment 

DMR Consulting Group Inc 

Dell Computer Corporation. 

Honda of Canada Manufacturing 

Husky Injection Molding 

Insurance Institute of Ontario 

JET Program 

Textile Human Resources 
Council 

The Mutual Group 

The Object People 

Visteon Automotive Systems 
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It’s a refreshing time of voluptuousness 
after having small tits all my life, but 

I’ll be happy when my boobs 
return to their pre-pregnancy size. 

PHOTO BY SEAN SPRINGER 

Baby Bloom 
Continued from page 15 

With this change in body 

image also came the ability to 

see my body with a sense of 

humour. Humour helps coping 

with the magnitude of change 

that your body goes through 

during pregnancy. Oh yes, after 

engorgement my breasts bal¬ 

looned to a rock-hard, and 

immovable, size double D. My 

breasts, now supporting the life 

of another human, have a will 

and purpose of their own. I 

now wear double the breast 

pads when I go out in public, 

always paranoid that my 

breasts are leaking. The nights 

on the town have been few, and 

the lactate-inducing quality of 

beer sends me dashing to the 

bar’s bathroom to express some 

milk. Any type of nipple stimu¬ 

lation can produce an erupting 

fountain of milk, and it comes 

out in gushes, which can be a 

tad embarrassing when the 

chick in the neighbouring stall 

can see splats of milk hitting 

the floor. Breast-feeding is 

messy, but nothing can com¬ 

pare to the rush of oxytocin 

and hearing my baby take in 

gulps of comfort. 

It’s a refreshing time of 

voluptuousness after having 

small tits all my life, but I’ll be 

happy when my boobs return 

to their pre-pregnancy size. I’ve 

entertained myself with a cou¬ 

ple of more revealing tops and 

chuckled at the power cleavage 

can have over the male gaze. In 

addition to bigger breasts, I 

have miles of stretch marks, 

and a few more love handles 

than before. Although breast 

feeding helps the extra stores of 

fat melt away, I will never be 

my pre-pregnancy size — a fact 

that does not bother me. I feel 

sexier and more vibrant than 

ever. It’s a well-known cliche, 

but I just discovered recently 

that there are more important 

things to worry about in life 

than trying to attain an unat¬ 

tainable image of beauty and 

body size. 

Not ONLY HAVE I FOUND 

respect for my body, I have 

found respect for who I am as a 

person, realizing that the 

process of. self-discovery is 

vitally important for happiness. 

If I cannot be myself as a 

mother, I will not be a good 

role model for my son. The 

pursuit of self-actualization is 

as essential to him as it is to.me. 

Before becoming a mother, I 

felt somewhat like a lost soul. 

But now that I provide for 

someone else, I have quickly 

discovered that I have to pro¬ 

vide for myself in order to pro¬ 

vide for my son. Like many 

women, I have spent too much 

time living vicariously through 

my relationships with others, 

putting too much worth on 

pleasing others. Now, finding 

my own happiness has become 

my priority. Finishing my 

degree and pursuing my pas¬ 

sions are things I no longer put 

on the back burner. I spend 

more quality time doing these 

things than before, even though 

spare time is not as abundant. 

Time is something that I no 

longer take for granted. 

Obviously, a woman need 

not have a baby to learn the 

valuable lessons of loving her 

body and mind, but if I can 

impart any words of wisdom 

from my experience, it would 

be to find what brings you hap¬ 

piness, in mind and body, and 

to pursue it with a zest for life. 

Marte Natvik Is high on life. 

2- CENTS 

TtfE adEeN’s W 

s 
ARE THE 

BEST THING 
THAT WE’VE 

EVER MADE 

P&G Full-time & Summer Intern Info Session, Sept 22, 

2:30 and 6:00 pm, University Club • Interview Workshop, 

Oct 1, 5:30 pm, Dunning Rm. 14 • Job Postings, Appli¬ 

cations and other info, Queen's Career Services Centre 

PnxIer&Oamble 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery, 

tn house Graphic Design. 

More than 300,000 

Promotional Products to choose from! 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
, SPORTSWEAR. , 
| Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US! t 

Make '98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

Quality merchandise at very competitive prices. 

Come and visit our showroom 
We are licensed for the Queen's logo. 

530 Barnsley Ores. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.multideas.com 
multi@adan.kingston.net 
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STOPIT! 

I 
£ 

E-mail Ha 
E-MAIL HARASSMENT is a growing 

problem at Queen's and other universities. 

STOPIT! is a joint initiative of Information 

Technology Services, the Human Rights 

Office, the Department of Security, and 

the Dean of Student Affairs. 

Students should be aware that the Criminal 
Code applies to e-mail, and that violations can 
be turned over to the local police for investi¬ 
gation. In some cases of e-mail harassment, 
offenders have been asked to withdraw from 
the university. 

IS IT HARASSMENT? 
As?: yourself these three questions: 

1. Did the incident cause stress that 
affected your ability, or the ability 
of others, to work or study? 

2. Was it unwelcome behavior? 

3. Would a reasonable person of your 
gender/race/religion/sexual orienta¬ 
tion subjected to this behavior find 
it unacceptable? 

If you answer ‘yes" to any of these questions, 

rossment! 
HERE’S WHAT TO DO ... 

• DO NOT IGNORE IT, and DO NOT 

ERASE THE E-MAIL MESSAGE(S) from 
your Inbox - it contains information that 
may identify the person responsible. 

• Forward the offending e-mail to: 

stopit@post.queensu.ca 

• If you feel threatened, call the Department 
of Security at 545-6111 

• To discuss the harassment or to file a 

complaint, call the Human Rights Office 

at 545-6886, Monday to Friday 9am-5pm. 

• For help from Information Technology 
Services (ITS), call 545-2244 

Monday to Friday 8:30am-4:30pm. 

It is also a violation of the Criminal Code to 

use someone else's name or computer userid 

to impersonate them in sending e-mail. If you 

have received e-mail of this type, preserve a 
copy of the message as it contains information 
that may help identify the actual sender. 
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Hamilton-based Killjoys visit AJ’s 

Concert Review 

By LILIAN KIM 

“Crank it up,” 
echoed with piercing aggression at AJ’s as Juno 
winners The Killjoys took center stage for a small 
but energetic crowd last Wednesday. 

The .steel town boys, Mike Trebilcock (guitar, 
vocals), Shelley Woods (bass), and Gene 
Champagne (drums) rocked the inebriated and 
enthusiastic crowd with their radio-friendly hits 
and album gems. The smaller than capacity- 
crowd went wild for the band’s performance of 
“Today, I hate everyone,” which was welcomed 
with cheers of recognition and body slamming. 

The band performed tracks from their highly 
acclaimed debut album Starry, their sophomore 
album Gimme Five and threw in a couple of 
songs from their new CD Melos Modos which 
was released this past year. 

Trebilcock was in full force with impressive 
executions of loud wails during most of the set. 
But it was Champagne who grabbed the most 
attention. Completely focused on the impact of 
his drumming, it was amazing that Champagne 
didn’t fly off his seat. 

The Killjoys have been tweaking the attention 
of both music and media moguls alike. Their 
sound is a mixture of ’60s pop, rock and punk, 

which is why The Killjoys attract a diverse crowd. 
Since their 1994 release of Starry, the band has 
only improved in their musical scoring. Their 
most recent release Melos Modos boasts vibrant 
tracks that are much softer than those found in 
their first two albums. The heavily rotated “Perfect 
Pizza” from Modos is pleasant in sound and accen¬ 
tuates Trebilcock’s vocal talents. The band’s music 
won them the 1996 Juno Award for best new band 
and various other awards representing their well 
displayed potential. 

There are no fancy tricks on 
stage.The band held an aura that 
had the crowd screaming for the 

favourites. 

Compared to other bands such as Our Lady 
Peace and I Mother Earth, The Killjoys stay low 
key. There are no fancy tricks on stage, but the 
band has an aura that had the crowd screaming for 
the favourites. 

During one point of the night, the band called 
for requests and one very intoxicated but enam¬ 
ored patron yelled for some Tragically Hip. 
Trebilcock took it in stride, humorously mention¬ 
ing that The Killjoys were a cover band that cov¬ 
ered Killjoys tracks.. 

Another highlight of the show was the opening 
band. The Toronto-based Robbie Roth Band 

Please see Killjoys on page 22 
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A Time To Kill 

Korn 
Follow The Leader 
Epic Records 

By Tim Evans 

Korn, Korn on the cob, a 
human can of creamed Korn. 
What is Korn? 1 listen and hear 
musical traces of Nine Inch 
Nails, Ministry, Bio Hazard and 
the vocal stylization of Trent 
Reznor and Marilyn Manson. 
Based on my limited experience 
mid Korn’s Follow the Leader 
album, it seems the newest trend 
in “Scary Rock” is the clamped, 
whining, whisper sing-song 
voice, made oh so popular in 
Manson’s “Beautiful People." 
The style brings to mind torrid 
nightmares and prison flash¬ 
backs, but thankfully the album 
also contains some of the best 
drum pounding, throaty blends 
s>nce Rollins and his merry band 
°f men. To my surprise I 

enjoyed Follow the Leader. 
As fans will surely know, 

Korn does not limit themselves 
to one mood or mould. Their 
songs vary from the hard and 
tortured “Dead Bodies 
Everywhere” and “My Gift to 
You” to the rap-thrash blend 
featured in “Children of the 
Korn” (featuring Ice Cube), 
“Cameltosis” (featuring Trevant 
Hardson of Pharcyde) and “All 
in the Family.” 

The latter is a “cute” number 
that pits hip-hop (Fred Durst of 
Limp Bizkit) versus metal goth 
rock. It’s a dueling banjo track 
where both parties attempt to 
out-do each other with their 
insults. The song sounds like it 
might go on forever in an end¬ 
less tirade of rhyming debase¬ 
ment, but, thankfully, the 
inclusion of sodomy, cannibal¬ 
ism and felacio into the fold 
brings a quick end to the argu¬ 
ment. “All in the Family” is a 
must listen. 

The track “Seed” possesses a 
chorus which proves to be the 
most gripping explosion of 
words since Ministry’s 
“Everyday is Halloween.” 

Although I do not consider 
this to be my favorite style of 
music, I must concede that 
everyone should have an album 
like this for special occasions 
like the daily workout and raid¬ 
ing villages. Thank God fbr 

Korn now that Manson has 
gone glam rock. Korn will fill 
his hole well. 

2 Unlimited 
II 
Byte Records 

By Sarah Crosbie 

The people at Byte Records 
are pulling a big scam. Six years 
ago, as young teenagers, our 
ears had the privilege of listen¬ 
ing to 2 Unlimited’s sweet 
pop/dance hits like “Tribal 
Dance” and “No Limit.” It was 
yummy ear candy. Now, how¬ 
ever, 2 Unlimited is back. Well, 
kind of... 

The two original artists chose 
to leave the group to pursue 
solo activities and the producers 
decided to keep the name. But 
instead of producing a new act, 
two new singers, Marion and 
Romy, were recruited to make 2 
Unlimited’s very cleverly titled 

new album, II. 
II, (geez, this title is so 

catchy), has fundamental prob¬ 
lems. The second you glance at 
the CD cover you will not be 
able to forget the photo of 
Marion and Romy glaring at 
you. I can’t decide if they look 
like wanna-be porno glam girls 
or if they’re trying to look 
“alternative.” Their visual 
appeal is as appetizing as the 
garbage coming out of their 
mouths. 

IFs major problem stems 
from the lyrics. I didn’t realize 
most of us had futures as song 
writers — pick seven words, no 
more than five letters each and 
you too can write lyrics for 
Marion and Romy. Dance 
music’s goal isn’t to inspire 
emotionally-ripping lyrics, but it 
would be nice if the verses were 
at a more intelligent level than 
that of a grade three poetry con¬ 
test. Rhyming couplets are fine, 
but they’re better left on the 
pages of poetry — “Come 
Together Black and White, So 
we can all be free tonight, To 
live as one, we can unite, 
Everyone Be free tonight.” 

The other major problem of 
the album is vocalization. For 
singers who name, Celine Dion, 
Whitney Houston and Erykah 
Badu as their inspirations, the 
vocals are weak. The culmina¬ 
tion of II’s powerless lyrics and 

lousy singing give this album 
basically no audio appeal. 

Of positive mention is “The 
Edge of Heaven” only because it 
has a cool synthesizer opening, 
which is immediately disrupted 
by the vocals of Romy and 
Marion. 

Unfortunately, 2 Unlimited’s 
new album is poorly written, 
poorly sung and as a result pro¬ 
duces really no catchy songs. 
This is one import we can limit 
from our lives. 2 Unlimited’s 
sweet ear candy has melted and 
is now simply ear gunk. 

Embrace 
The Good Will Out 

Geffen Records 

By Hilary Clark 

Long after the moment is 
complete the memory lingers 
on, and so it seems, with 

Please see Clever on page 22 
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Do you have 
opinions? Of 

course you do, 
everyone has opin¬ 
ions. So write them 

down and come on 
over to The 

Journal and we'll 
print them for 

everyone to see. 
Call Todd at 545- 

2800 or stop by 
272 Earl Street. 

Write for 

Opinions 
at 

THE JOURNAL | 

9? 

“Let me listen... 
Queen’s drama aims to inspire frosh 

Marissa Nelson, pei|| 

forming tonight in the ; 

: Orientation shovy, ; 

: enjoys quiet content^: 

plation. 

1 I 

Want to have experience in Teaching 
conversational ESL? 

Want to find out about other cultures? 

BE AN ESL VOLUNTEER 
TUTOR 

Two-hour weekly commitment. 

Call 545-2472 or drop by The School of English at 
96 Albert St. 

Theatre Review 

By Adria Vuksinic 

The 1998 Orientation Show, 

welcomes Queen’s newcomers 

with a diverse, evocative mix of 

theatrical endeavor. 

The three plays featured in 

this year’s show are, Talk to me 

like the rain and let me listen, by 

Tennessee Williams, Yardsale by 

Lindsay Anne Black and A musi¬ 

cal evening with the Choufleuris 

composed by Offenbach. 

The first play of the evening, 

Talk to me like the rain and let 

me listen... opens with a long 

dramatic silence that sets the 

tone for the rest of the scene. 

The scene develops at a very 

slow pace, but the relationship 

between the couple, an unem¬ 

ployed alcoholic and his 

unhappy wife, is well explored. 

William’s play examines the 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

charged tension and hostile 

silence that can develop in a 

destructive relationship. 

Yardsale, the second play pre¬ 

sented is an innovative, black 

comedy written by Queen’s stu¬ 

dent Lindsay Anne Black. Her 

play was arguably the most 

entertaining of the night featur¬ 

ing a dysfunctional family at it’s 

crazy best. The most memorable 

line of the night comes from 

Andrea O’Farrell as Lorraine, 

the suicidal daughter, when she 

boasts, “I’ve hanged the cat.” 

The verbal thrashings between 

the mother and father are wel¬ 

come as a stark contrast to the 

hostile silence of William’s 

widow. 

Music and dance are the 

main components of the 

operetta! the third piece of the 

night. Presented by Queen’s 

music students, the artistry of 

drama, dance and music Inter¬ 

mingle to create an operetta 

about late 19th century social 

life in Paris. The story, however, 

is difficult to follow in places 

because of the constant inter¬ 

ruption of the chorus. The story 

involves a love affair between 

Ernestine, daughter of a Paris 

socialite, and Chrysodule 

Babylas, her selected suitor. The 

play revolves around an impor¬ 

tant party that Ernestine’s father 

is giving, although the audience 

never sees either the party or 

Ernestine’s suitor, which makes 

the performance even more dif¬ 

ficult to grasp. 

William’s play is about 
charged tension and 

hostile silence 

The purpose of the orienta¬ 

tion show is to giv,e first-year 

drama students a sample of 

what is going on in the drama 

department. The choice of these 

three pieces was made by a 

selection committee looking for 

a diverse cross-section of drama 

to show to new-coming stu¬ 

dents. This, however, is a show 

that can be enjoyed by all stu¬ 

dents from any faculty and year. 

The show is running at Studio 

102 in Theological Hall, this 

Friday at 7 and 9 p.m. and on 

Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are 

$3. 

The International Centre 

Your 
Gateway to 

International opportunities 
Invites you to investigate volunteer options 

Volunteer in the English Conversation 
Group 

Volunteer to meet with an international student for 

one hour each week to help improve their 

pronunciation and conversation skills 

Be a Resource Library Volunteer 
Volunteer two hours a week to help out in the 

Education Abroad Resource Library 

Be a Country Representative 
Volunteer to share, with other intemationally- 

mElded Queen s students, your experiences of 

living, working and studying abroad 

Volunteer in Another Part of the World 

Volunteer options overseas? 

Make an appointment with our Education 

Abroad Advisor and visit our Resource Library 

Up-Coming Events 

Mon, Sept 21 Library/Country Representative Volunteer Training 

ues. Sept 22 Library/Country Representative Volunteer TVaining 

ri, Oct 2 English Language Support Volunteers Meeting 

Wed, Oct 7 Crossing Borders Work/Study Abroad Fair 

Thurs, Nov 12 Education Abroad Speaker Series: Volunteering Abroad 

The International Centre 
at Queen's University 

in the John Deutsch University Centre 
just past the Queen's Pub 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: 1613) 545-6190 

httP-'/Avww.quic.queensu.ca 
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Get Out There! 
Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday 
September 17: 
546-5395 

Playing at the 
Cataraqui Cineplex 
until Thursday 
September 17: 
389-7442 

Blade 1:30, 4:30, 7:10. 
9:50 

Rush hour 1:00, 1:20, 3:10, 
3:30. 5:10, 5:25, 7:20, 
7:40, 9:40, 10:00 

Knockoff 1:50, 4:10, 7:00 
9:10 

One True Thing 1:10, 4:00, 
6:40, 9:20 

There's Something About 
MaFy 1:40, 4:20, 6:50, 9:30 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Thursday, September 
24: 
546-3456 

Return to Paradise 7:00, 
9:15 

Medical Movie Club 
Apocalypse Now screen¬ 
ing on Friday September 
18 at 7:30 in Richardson 
Ampitheatre 

Book Fair: 
On Wednesday 

September 16 from 5-9 
p.m., Thursday and Friday 
from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m, 
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. and Sunday from 
noon to 4 p.m. the 
Symphony Book Fair will 
open its doors for the 
opportunity to purchase 
15,000 books and pieces 
of sheet music. Admission 
is free. 

Visual Art: 
The Edward Day 
Gallery 
547-0774 
Until September 20, 
exhibits by Simon Andrew. 
From September 21 to 
October 18, exhibits by > 
Catherine Dolcini. 

The Modern Fuel 
Gallery: 
21 -A Queen St. 
From September 10 until 
October 10, Barbara 
Astman showing an AGO 
Artist with Their Work 
and AT&T Exhibition 

Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre: 
545- 2190 

From September 5 until 
November I, Sheila 
Gregory will be showing 
her work. 

Kingston Regional 
Arts Council: 
546- ARTS 

On September 26 and 27 
the waterfront location at 

the Tett Centre will be the 
home to A Country Fair in 
the City. The new Tett 
Centre is iocaced at 370 
King Street West. 
Demonstrations of paint¬ 
ing, sketching, porcelain 
painting and pottery. Daily 
passes are $2 for all per¬ 
formances. 

The Shot: 
Every Monday is Blue 
Monday. Tuesdays are Live 
DJ’s. Alternating 
Wednesdays Jon Coakley 
plays with Bug Daddy and 
The Shack, starting 
September 23. Coakley 
alternates with 
Professional Live Comedy, 
starting September 16. 
Every second Friday Travel 
Agent performs. 

Discover why 

Queen’s Irish eyes 

could be smiling. 
It’s our craic. In other words the 

spirit of good times in the cosy hospital¬ 

ity of our authentic Irish pub. 

So drop by, have a wee bit to eat and 

drink, listen to the best live East Coast 

and Celtic music and enjoy the craic. 

200 ONTARIO STREET 
54-IRISH 

A wee bit of Ireland. 
Right next door. 

Back by Popular Demand! 

Teach English Overseas 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 
*Job Resources 

*Language, Grammar, 
Pronunciation Skills 

*Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
September 23 - November 4, i 998 

Practicum Saturday October 24 & 31 
10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

Late registration 5:45pm September 23, 
MAC CORY HALL Room C420 

S349.U0 

Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 
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otate this! 

A clever choice for the collection 

TTeffry 

'Klein 

The Marathon of Hope 

In 1977 eighteen year old Terry 

Fox lost his leg to bone cancer. 
He was so affected by the suffering 
of other cancer patients that he 

decided to run across Canada to 
raise money for cancer research. 
During his Marathon of Hope in 

1980 Terry ran an average of 26 

miles a day for 143 days until he 
was forced to stop due to a return 
of cancer. He died in June 1981. 

The Run Today - Worldwide 

The Terry Fox Run has become 
the largest single-day fundraising 

event for cancer research in the 
world. Today over one million 

participants of all ages gather at 
an estimated 4,800 Run Sites in 
60 countries around the world. 

Revenues have increased every 

year and in 1997 over $ 14 million 
was raised worldwide. 

Thank You Ontario! 

The citizens of Ontario have 
contributed magnificently to 

The Terry Fox Run for the past 
17 years. In 1997 you raised 

over 5S million. Through your 

efforts Terry's dream of finding a 
cure for cancer will be realized. 

For more information on the Run in 
your community please contact 1 545-6008 _ _ 

Queen’s University Run: 

Sunday, September 20th 

Jock Harty Arena @ the comer 

of Union and Division 

Start time - 1:30 pm. 

Please remember Terry Fox and 
cancer research with your bequests 

and mcmonam donations. The Terry 

Fox Foundation is independent of the 
Canadian Canew Society 

Continued from page 19 

Britpop music. 
What started as a small 

movement four or five years 
ago soon culminated with Oasis 
laying claim to being the most 
popular band in the world. The 
rush to sign British bands to 
North American labels was fast 
and furious. Those interested in 
the genre were soon left 
swooning over choices, both 
bad and good, waiting for us at 
the local CD shop. 

The songs, “All you 
Good Good People,” 

“My Weakness is None 
of your Business,” and 
“Blind,” are probably 

the most radio worthy. 

After two years of a flood of 
bands such as Dodgy and 
Ocean Colour Scene hitting our 
airwaves, it became easy for us 
to dismiss the newer bands that 
came along. But if you avoid 
the new disk, The Good Will 

Out by Embrace, a band from 
Huddersfield, England you 
would be missing something 
special. 

Although Embrace initially 
comes off like another typical 
hard-working northern English 
band, there is more to their 
music than first meets the ear. 
Embrace is being marketed 
here in Canada as the new 
Verve (in fact they share the 
same U.K. record label, Hut) 
and their music has the same 
raw pop edge as a certain 
Manchester band. 

Embrace is composed of two 
brothers, Danny and Richard 
McNamara (who also have a bit 
of a reputation for being 
mouthy), as well as Mike 
Heaton and Steve Firth. The 
disk is the cream of British pop 
music, comprising beautiful 
strings, catchy pop tunes and 
mournful subjects. 

The songs, “All you Good 
Good People,” “My Weakness 
is None of your Business,” and 
“Blind,” are probably the most 
radio worthy Brit pop songs to 
take a lot of “Bittersweet 
Symphony’s” mantle. It is easy 
to draw lots of comparisons 
between Embrace, Oasis, the 
Verve and The Stone Roses, but 
do yourself and your ears a 
favour and pick up the disk for 
yourself and give it a listen. 

$1 OFF ADMISSION 
WITH AD 

Clever Hans 
Clever Hans 

Normal Guy Records 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Clever Hans’s self-titled 
debut CD release combines a 
unique blend of contemporary 
rock with a funky, folk-style 
twist. Their collection of songs 
range from harsh edge electric 
rock to mellow acoustic sets, 
with undertones of reggae and 
retro beats. 

“Fairly Warned” has a funky, 
up-beat introduction and an 
electric sound which alternates 
intensity. The distant vocals 
and funk style drums provide 
its contemporary edge. 

“10,000 Volts” is another, 
harsher selection. Its edgy, dis¬ 
jointed sound develops its 

modern rock appeal. 
On the lighter side is “Fresh 

Horses,” a folk-style acoustic 
song combining vocal harmo¬ 
nizing with bongo percussion. 
“Seven Sisters” is another selec¬ 
tion which pleasantly harmo¬ 
nizes acoustic guitars and 

vocals. 
The band seems to intermix 

a contrasting selection of elec¬ 
tric sound, often alarmingly 
harsh, with sentimental 
acoustic sound. Add to these 
the upbeat, reggae style 
“Jamaica Mistake” and funky 
retro sound of “Masquerade” 
and a definitive Clever Hans 
sound becomes hard to deter¬ 

mine. 

Clever Hans... a 
unique blend of 

contemporary rock. 

Clever Hans’ debut album is 
a positive first effort offering a 
moderate selection of catchy 
tunes. While not for everyone, 
Clever Hans does incorporate 
elements of various musical 
genres making their unique 
blend of contemporary rock 
with an edge appealing for 
diverse audiences. 

WEB DESIGN 

Sun., Sept 20, 113-iri. >p.m 

Portsmouth Harbour 
Info: 530 4945 

Sponsored by mboni & Monitor Magazine 

Killjoys rock the Hub 
Continued from page 19 

proved to be a complimenting 
opening act. Their sound of 
rock and blues riled up the 
crowd so much that the floor 
looked like an our of control 
frat party sans the couches. 
The Robbie Roth band begins 
touring in October throughout 
Ontario. 

Although the show may not 
have been a success 

numerically, roughly four 
dozen patrons, it satisfied those 
who had shown up. 

The Killjoys encompass the 
Canadian rock sound that is 
currently the hot item in the 
music circuit. The difference is 
that they have the potential for 
lasting power whether the 
crowd be as small as a living 
room or as imposing as a 
stadium. 

Rhodes Scholarship Applications Due 

11 Rhodes Scholarships, worth approximately $20,000 each, are 

available to Canadian students who are between the ages of 18 and 24, and 

preferably in their final year of undergraduate studies. Winners are to con¬ 

tinue their studies at Oxford University, England. 

While proven intellectual and academic attainment of high standard 

is the first quality required of applicants, students must also show integrity 

of character, interest in and respect for their fellow beings, the ability to 

lead and the energy to use their talents to the full. 

Applications are available at the Student Awards Office at 110 

Alfred Street. Completed application forms and supplementary documents 

must be submitted to the Associate University Registrar (Student Awards) 
by October 15, 1998. 
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Crack out the Cigars: Matt Drudge, the journalist who broke the 
Clinron/Momca Lewinsky story, has his own weekly talk show on the Fox News 
Channel. Drudge believes success lies ahead and that he is the future of mainstream 
journalism Drudge is a former gift sftop cler| compares himself to Bob 
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, journalists who helped bring down President 
Nixon. 

Unsinkable: Musicland Stores, which operates 1,300 stores, says that the first 
week of release of the Oscar-winning Titanic blockbuster video has beat estimated 
sales by 22 per cent. The picture is already the top-grossing movie of all rime, hav¬ 
ing earned more than $1.8 billion at the box office. 

Karma Chameleon: Bands of the 1980s are profiting from retro fever. Many 
believe the nostalgia began with the release of Adam Sandler’s movie, The 
Wedding Singer. Both CDs have been selling as fast as Cabbage Patch Kids. Bands 
making a comeback are Culture Club, The Pretenders and B-52’s. Billy Corgan, 
lead singer of Smashing Pumpkins applauds the return of the 80s sound. 

Gettin Jiggy with Yoda: With more than nine months to go, summer 
movies for 1999 are already being planned. The big blockbusters are expected to 
be, “Stars Wars,” the first in the series, being released May 21 and “The Wild, 
Wild, West” starring Will Smith and Kevin Kline. 

Billboard Top 5 
1. “Don’t Want to Miss a Thing” — Aerosmith 
2. ‘The First Night” — Monica 
3. “Crush” A- Jennifer Paige 
4. “My Way” — Usher 
5. “The Boy is Mine” — Brandy Sc Monica 

Up in Smoke: According to the American Lung Association, Seinfeld stinks. 
The show last week was given the “Phlemmy” award, handed to television shows 
that glamorize smoking. 

LzA/ing -the V/\us\c iocene? 
Check out some of CfT2.Cs (1(91.9) Listings: 

TOP O fMc/Oues 

Artist Album 

Michael Picket — Blues Money 
Immigrants — Awkwardly 
Jimmy Dewrance — Too Gone... 
Jeff Taylor — Hurtin’ Game 
Keb’Mo — Slow Down 
Kate McDonnell — Next 
Barry Levenson — Heart to Heart 
Buddy Guy — Heavy Love 
Various Artists —Fire in the... 
Randy Mac — Of Novel Soul 

TOP 10 L^ud 

Artist Album 

Various Artists — Until the end of time 
Infernal Majesty — Upholier Than... 
Helloween — Better Than Raw 
Iced Earth —Something Wicked.... 
Lesser Known — Inner Beast 
In Ruins — Four Seasons of Grey 
CIV — Thirteen Day Getaway 
Aghast View — Carcinopest 
Therion — Vovin 
Social Distortion — Live at the Roxy 

Check out CfT2.C preview in Friday. September 25 issue of The -LumaL 

The Queen’s Journal Arts & Entertainment Contribs: 

Wi WANT 
YOU! 

(to write for A&E) 

Call Stefan, Sarah or Lilian at 545-2800 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

■aita lafeP 
Assistant News Editor 

We're looking for an enthusiastic 

and self-motivated person with 

some free time and an ear to the 

ground. Writing experience a plus. 

Advertising Designers 
We're looking for creative and 

artistic people with an interest in 

advertising and layout. Experience 

with computers an asset. 

Computer Systems Manager 
Have expertise in networking and 

systems? Want to earn money on 

an on-call basis? We need help. 

Call us. NOW. 

Journal House Cleaner 
We're looking for someone to 

clean The Journal house on a 

weekly basis. 

■fill 

Child Care Hotline: 545-600 ext.5605 

Opening Day — 5ept. 21,199S 
Hours: Monday through Thursday, 6 pm. - 1030 pm. 

Saturday, 10 am. - 0 pm. 
Prices: students; $3/hr for I child 

$3/hr for 3 or more children 
staff, faculty, Kingston community; 

$3/hr for I child 
$0/hr for 3 or more children 

Reservations must be made by 13 noon the day the ser¬ 
vice is required and 13 noon Friday for Saturday service. 

Care is provided by certified Early Childhood Educators. 

Interested? Call 545-2800, drop by The Journal House at 
272 Earl Street, or e-mail us at journal@post.queensu.ca 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 25 AT 5:00 P.M. 
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Many voices’, one goal 
Celebration of Literacy’ educates and entertains 

Benefit Preview 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

“Many Faces: Many Voices, 

A Celebration of Literacy” is a 

unique fund-raising event being 

held in celebration of Kingston 

Literacy’s 20 years of service to 

the community. The evening 

tonight will include, a variety of 

events such as acting, dancing, 

music, progressive poetry and a 

silent auction. 

The event has been designed 

as a celebration of the written 

word and emphasizes the con¬ 

nection between the arts and lit¬ 

eracy. The evening’s line-up is 

packed with a variety of enter¬ 

tainers. A few of the musical 

highlights will include the 

award-winning Cantabile 

Children’s Choir, the string 

quartet Allegra and the 

Limestone Chorale. Added to 

these are dramatic perfor¬ 

mances, readings, photography 

and the Queen’s African Step 

Team performing Stomp dance. 

The closing act will be the 

Celtic band Night Sun, one of 

Billboard Magazine’s most 

likely to succeed talent picks for 

1998. This band, which orig- 

nates from the Northwest 

Territories, combines vocals 

with accordion, clarinet, man¬ 

dolin, whistles, drums and 

guitars. 

“One of the great 
things about this event 

is the tremendous 
support we have had 

from the community.” 

— Martha Rudden 

Their electrifying act has 

been described as “Janis Joplin 

singing Celtic-Zydeko with a 

Klezmer twist,” by Dean Verger, 

owner of Ottawa’s Live Review. 

Other events include a book 

sale, a silent auction and an 

opportunity to participate in the 

writing of a progressive poem. 

Participants in the poem event 

are required to write a single 

line of poetry on a given subject 

to which other lines of poetry 

are added. At the end of the 

evening a prize will be awarded 

for the winning poem. Another 

highlight of the evening will be 

ATTENTION ! WEEK END WARRIORS ! 
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PRO-ACT1VL 
INJURY REHABILITATION CENTRE 

D SPORTS PHYSIOTHERAPY 

OLVE YOUR ACHES AND PAINS 

'JTJST DO IT” 

0 7 PM 549 4393 
PRINCESS ST. SUITE 400 
■V 8TUDZHT HEALTH MANS/ MU VAT* HEALTH IKS. 

II ± r 
SO% Off 

on any menu item over $6.00 
Buy one entree and receive the 

second entree of equal or lesser value 
at half price 

The Pilot House of Kingston 
A Friendly Neighbourhood Pub & Restaurant 

Fish & Chips • Homemade Pies 
Imported & Domestic Draught Beer 

265 King Street East at Johnson • 542-0222 

Expiry Date; Oct. 31,1998 
Not Available for takeout 

the “Many Faces: Many Voices” 

book for sale. It highlights 

artists such as Bryan Adams and 

Margaret Atwood. 

“One of the great things 

about this event is the tremen¬ 

dous support we have had from 

the community,” said Martha 

Rudden, the co-ordinator of the 

evening. Rudden said she 

believes the event would be 

appealing to the Queen’s com¬ 

munity as it “would give 

Queen’s students an overview of 

the broad range of talent offered 

in Kingston.” Rudden also com¬ 

mented on the great value of the 

$10 ticket price for the full 

evening of entertainment. 

“Many Faces: Many Voices” 

is being held Friday September 

18 at the Grand Theatre. It is 

sure to be an eventful and enter¬ 

taining evening with an educa¬ 

tional focus. 

ALL QUEEN S STUDENTS ARE 
ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR QUEEN’S 

GENERAL BURSARIES 

Have you applied? 

A bursary is a non-repayable award based primar¬ 
ily on financial need. All students in financial 
need may apply for consideration. 

Bursary funds are available to meet those 
unexpected costs that are not covered by contri¬ 
butions from the government, external agencies, 
your parents or spouse. 

Applications are available at the Student Awards 
Office, 3rd Floor, Victoria School Building. 

^APPLICATION DEADLINE 31 OCTOBER*** 
***SECOND ROUND DEADLINE 31 JANUARY*' 

Check QCard in November to see if you were 
awarded a bursary. No notification letters will be 
sent. Cheques will be available to be picked up 
after January 11th. 

So you want to 
be a “Big Wig ’ 
and you don't 
know how... 
HERE'S YOUR 
CHANCE! 

The Queen’s Pub 
(you know... that newly 

expanded place) 

Is Hiring an Assistant Manager 
for the fall term with the possibility of 

renewal. 
Get your application at the AMS front desk. 

Applications are due Friday, October 2, 1998. 
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Classifieds 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 
416 280-6113, tax 416 960-0240. 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, 
Tarot, etc. For more information 
phone Kellye at 544-1909. Also 
available Fridays and Saturdays at 
“Harmony", 93 Princess St. Walk in 
or pre-book at 544-7897. Tape 
included. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 
Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 

RESTORED BREWERY HOSTS 
used book, music sale Friday, 
September 18th, 10 -4, Saturday 10 - 
4, Sunday noon - 4. 360 King St. 
West, walk 4 blocks west of campus. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS The 
most important peripherals you'll 
ever own. Ask in the Campus 
Bookstore. Fast and easy; In A 
Weekend; Admin Guides and more... 

GRADLINK is a service linking grad¬ 
uate students for mutual support. 
Call Student Counselling service for 
more information at 545-2893. 

MARVELLOUS MENU STUDENT 
MEAL PLAN Home cooked nutri¬ 
tious meals delivered to you for 
under $5.00 per meal. Meals made 
to your specifications, ready for the 
microwave or oven. Student spe¬ 
cials are available. For more infor¬ 
mation call Kathy Monday to Friday 
at 531-4265. 

AUDITIONS: Flower Power - The 
60’s revisited. 3 leads needed to 
play older non-musical parts. 4 
leads needed to play late 
teens/twenties parts with singing. 
For info call Jesse Stewart at 
Sunesis Productions 546-0432. 

MOODMASTER IS A GROUP FOR 
STUDENTS who have been diag¬ 
nosed with depression or Bi-Polar 
disorder. Its purpose is to provide 
mutual support for members and to 
encourage life styles that promote 

health. If you want to know 
more...call the Counselling service at 
545-2893. 

COMING TO QUEEN’S FROM OUT¬ 
SIDE CANADA? We buy most for¬ 
eign currencies at very good rates 
without service charge or commis¬ 
sion. Check our website; 
www.wellingtonfx.on.ca Wellington 
Foreign Exchange 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

SPRINGBREAK Daytona Beach, 
Panama City, South Padre, Mexico. 
Best hotels, parties, price. Book 
early and savelll Earn money and 
trips! Campus Reps/Organizations 
wanted. Call Inter-Campus 
Programs 1 800 327-6013 
www.icpt.com 

PUNK ROCK! I play guitar and 
drums and I want to join or form a 
local punk band. Info call Ron at 
531-4582. 

ARE YOU A PLAYER? Can you 
sing/act/dance, in varying degrees of 
sobriety, humour and grace? 
QUEEN'S PLAYERS wants youl Call 
Robyn at 531-4586 for audition 
details. 

ST. THOMAS MORE PARISH is 
holding a large garage sale Saturday 
September 19th, 8:30 - 4:00 p.m. at 
Newman House, 192 Frontenac St. 
(at Union) rain or shine. 
Furniture,dishes, books, records... 

LABATT BREWERIES - For your 
keg party inquiries and needs, con¬ 
tact local campus rep Ryan Benedict 
at 531-3115. 

CAMPUS GARAGE SALE at 
Newman House 192 Frontenac St., 
Saturday 19th, September, 8:30 - 
4:00 p.m. Rain or shine. Furniture, 
dishes, records, books etc. 

"BOOKFAIR" 15,000 used books, 
sheet music - fiction, texts, paper¬ 
backs, coffee table. 4 blocks west of 

- 4, Sunday noon - 4. 

ADULT FRENCH COURSE Adult 
French for the workplace, an inten¬ 
sive French language course, offered 
mornings, daily at Loyalist Collegiate. 
No tuition fee. Details: 546-5575. 

FOR SALE. An up-right piano for 
sale. No reasonable offer refused. 
Please call Gabriele at 545-6711 for 
details. 

FOR SALE: Nearly new, single 
frame futon and mattress. Great con¬ 
dition, perfect for bed/ couch. Asking 
$50.00. Call Laura at 546-2878. 

FOR SALE: Macintosh Ilex comput¬ 
er. System software 7.1, 32 meg, full 
colour monitor, key board, mouse, 
external CD (2 mo. old) $550. Call 
389-3984. Also, a ladies bicycle 
Raleigh, good condition, only $62.00. 

FOR SALE: Almost new, solid pine 
futon with armrests, would make a 
perfect couch for your “ghetto" home 
and it folds down into a spare bed. 
$300.00. Call 549-3032. 

GARAGE SALE: Propane BBQ with 
cover $85. Zenith 286 laptop, printer, 
table $100. Other items. 85 Centre 
Street, Saturday, September 19ih,9-1. 

HELP WANTED 
VOLUNTEER SUPERVISORS and 
Tutors are needed for the Helen Tufts 
Tutorial Program. An excellent 
opportunity to work with children. 
Please call 547-3388 or 547-2683. 

CAREGIVER needed to look after a 
4 year old 12 to 15 hours per week, 
pnmarily mornings. Experience with 
young children required.. Call 531- 
4080. 

PART-TIME NANNY NEEDED 
Nanny to look after a 9,8, and 2 year 

old. Must be able to travel to the 
United States. Must be able to swim. 
Working primarily on some week 
nights and Saturday and Sundays. 
Require references and job experi¬ 
ences. Send resume to Gregg 
Rosen at P.O. Box 300 Kingston, ON 
K7L 4W1 or call 544-1822 Monday - 
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

LOVE KIDS? Love the outdoors? 
Scouts, Cubs and Beavers near 
West Campus need you. Call 544- 
2286. 

TRIPLE TREAT (act,dance and sing) 
teacher wanted for 19 year old stu¬ 
dent. Please call Jenna Harris at 
546-9036, anytime. 

BABYSITTER NEEDED to look after 
a four year old boy. Close to cam¬ 
pus, 5 days a week. Hours flexible. 
Call Cynthia at 531-9374 or 
Shandley at 547-6760. 

LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St., 
Queen’s area. Reward if found. 
Please call 536-1679. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding 
photos.Thompson from Walmart. 
Can be picked up at the Customer 
Service desk. 

PERSONALS 
ARTSCI 00 Are you ready to rock? 
Smoker, Alfies, Saturday. Be there! 

MANY THANKS TO EVERYONE 
who offered me a bed or a floor and 
everyone who investigated housing 
leads for me. Special thanks to 
Narins and Jose and Ian and 
Company. Tucson 

DUNCAN! Thanks for calling, big 
guy. Just remember to call your mom 
more often. Love, Your Coolio 
Cousin, T-Face. 

Up to thirty words for one low price. Stop by The Journal House at 272 Earl Street or call the business team at 545-6711 to book your classified ad today. 

Alumni Weekend '98... 

...Get Involved! 

S.T.A.R. (The Student Team on Alumni Relations) is 

looking for enthusiastic volunteers for 

our Alumni Weekend committee. 

We need people for the following events: 

♦ 

Registration tables 

Weeping Tile concert 

Senior Tea 

*Half time parade at Kill McGill 

Principal's Ceilidh 

Chancellor's Dinner 

This is a great opportunity to meet important faculty and alumni, 

and to score insider invitations to the coolest social 

events of the weekend! 

Interested? Cmon out to our first meeting on Tuesday, 

September 22 in the Summerhill parlour, 5:30 pm. 

we’ll even provide dinner! 

Call Laurie or Laura at 545-6000, ext. 7520 to R.S.V.P. or 

for more information 

C 
Opportunities 

Dofasco is one of North America's 

most productive and profitable steel¬ 

makers. Using the latest Basic 

Oxygen and Electric Arc Steelmaking 

Processes, we produce a full range of 

flat rolled steels for our customers 

in the Automotive, Energy, Pipe and 

Tube, Appliance, Container, and Steel 

Distribution Industries. 

We are a company that provides 

our customers with steel solutions to 

meet their changing needs. As such, 

we’re committed to exciting strategies 

for long-term economic growth, 

including investment in new technolo¬ 

gies and the recruitment of exceptional 

graduates and undergraduates who 

can share our vision for the future. 

We will have representatives 

from our company at your Career Fair 

to discuss your future with us. 

For more information about 

Dofasco, visit our website: 

www.dofasco.ca. 

Dofasco is an equal opportunity employer. 

DOFASCO 
Our product is steel. Our strength is people. 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

THe Queen's Joumai 
sdo/rt sto/iy C-ontes-t 

The Journal Reader and features section invite 
Queen’s writers to submit a 2,500 word short 
story. A panel of judges will select the top 3 

stories to be published in the Oct. 30th Journal. 
Deadline for entry: Friday. October 23rd 

Entries can be dropped off at The Journal, 
272 Earl St. or e-mailed to 
‘journal@post.queensu.ca’ 

THE JOURNAL 

ACROSS 

.Look to be 

. Sightseeing 
trip 

. Extemporize 
. Ship's smoke 

pipe 
. Australian 

saddle horse 
Cutting tooth 
Computer 
choices 
Sheltered 
place 
Five-franc 
piece 
Not normal 
Hot under the 
collar 
Glass reflector 
Competent 
Fruitless 
Word with 
coaster or 
skate 
Irritable 
Buildings for 
horses 
Fuss 

Barrister.abbr. 
Family 
Bilhah's son 
Easter symbols 
Suffering from 
mal de mer 
Prowled 
Custodians for 
short 
Shinto temple 

DOWN 

Old saying 
Dutch cheese 
Model 
MacPherson 
Appearance 

gate 23. Paper nautilus 
Break in 24. Experiment 
Ram with the with 
head 23. Part of Q.E.D. 

20. Wholly 
27. Bird bills 
29 Beg for 
32. Gas containers 
30. Per_(daily) 
37. 160 square 

rods 
39. Amorphous 

mass 
Adjust the pitch 40. Hindu teacher 
One time 41. Agitated state 
One prefix 43. Health resort 
Look like 45. Set of tools 
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sport 
Horse under 
five years old 
Places 
More impolite 
Optical glass 
Golfers’ 
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fiction 
Author 's note: A friend recently told 

me that I should remove myself from 

the features ond A&€ scene to start 

writing some news pieces for The 

Journal. "Don't waste your time with 

that abstract crop!" she snapped. 

UJell, I don't normally "do" news (I 

leave thot to the cool staffers), but I 

began to think that perhaps I should 

start broadening out. So. I approoched 

the news people with an article a cou¬ 

ple of days ago. Calling it outrageous, 

contentious, and totally untrue, they 

threw it bock in my face ond directed 

me to the MiSC guy saying that he 'd 

be able to help me out. 

So. I read it to this MiSC character 

who humiliated ond deeply offended 

me. describing the piece os "funny 

shit." Proceeding to spice it up with 

some offensive language and lewd 

descriptions, he mode a total mockery 

of this well-researched opus. 

Veah. I'm a little ticked, but domn it, 

I'm the bigger person and I'll bounce 

back. So. read, but don "t laugh. 

Rather, consider the issue with an 

open mind in a thoughtful manner. 

Now, I've only been bock in 

Kingston for a couple of weeks, 

but already I've seen something 

very unusual, fl curious phenomenon 

hos strewn through the night life in our 

downtown core of swinging bars. Find 

perhaps you've noticed it too. It caught 

my eye last week at one of our fabu¬ 

lous dance pubs when I saw a familiar 

mole professor grinding with three of 

his students to that R8BR hit, "Ra-ra 

Rasputin, leader of the Russian..." 

I turned around to see another male 

professor stealing a few kisses from a 

young, sweet-looking gal. Another 

whose mouth was stuffed with a 

Miscellaneous 

Viagra Facts 

Active Ingredient: ^ 

Sildenafil Citrate 

How IT 18 Taken: Orally, 1 

HOUR BEFORE SEXUAL ACTIVITY 

How it Works: Increases 

EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL THAT 

CAUSES PENILE BLOOD FLOW 

Side Effects: Headaches, 

Flushing, Stomach Ache, 

Urinary Tract Infection, 

Diarrhea, Dizziness, Rash as 

well as Mild Temporary 

Distortion in Visual 

Perception. 

u.s. Death Toll: 69 

[Including 2 Strokes, 17 

Cardiac Arrests, 21 

Myocardial Infarctions, 1 

Severe Hypotension leading 

to Cardiac Arrest] 

lemon wos holding o tequila shooter in 

one hand ond wrapping his other arm 

around a shapely young woman. Vou 

only needed to open your eyes to 

notice that about half the men at the 

bar were, in fact, Queen's professors. 

"UUhat is this bullshit?" I began asking 

around. Could somebody explain why 

a greater number of mole 

Queen's professors, dressed 

in trendy apparel, were 

gripping the singles scene 

by storm? 

decided 

investigate 

a s k - 

o g n 

"UJhy 

there so 

many male 

profs try¬ 

ing to get laid all of a 

sudden?" Most pro¬ 

fessors took offense 

at the accusation 

that it was only until 

recently that so 

many of them were 

thrown into the sex 

pool. "Weve been 

doing the com¬ 

munity for 

years 
retorted a 

group of 

about six of 

them, each with a stunning date. 

Much later in the night, just before 

last call, one drunken Queen's prof, 

who refused to go on the record, held 

up a little bottle full of blue pills, 

smiled, and whispered, "instant bon¬ 

ers, my good man." I looked closer at 

the label to see that it read "Viagro." 

He popped a couple into his hand. 

You only needed to open 
your eyes to notice that 

about half the men at the 
bar were, in fact, Queen’s 

professors. 

"Wont some?" 

Rs it's always impolite to decline a 

dose of anything, I rubbed my chin and 

shot back, "I'll take a half — thanks." 

"But, these haven't been legalized 

yet in Canada," I informed my new 

friend. Rt this he told me about a 

bunch of medical professors who’ve 

decided to start their own little busi¬ 

ness to bring delight to fellow 

epicureans. Like that rare student on 

Queen's campus with a constant sup¬ 

ply of marijuana, the meds professors 

have surprisingly become the most 

popular people among the males in 

the Queen's faculty. 

Hey, I'm down with all that. I'm glad 

that these geezers can start getting 

their rocks off 

again. Good for 

them! What I'm 

not down with, 

however, is 

how educa¬ 

tion will suf¬ 

fer as a 

result. 

Preliminary 

data based 

upon the sum¬ 

mer classes and 

this week's 

classes reveal that a 

lot of the male Queen's 

profs are attending morn¬ 

ing classes 

very, very late. 

Rnd when they 

give lectures, most 

shield their 

genital 

area by sit¬ 

ting behind a desk 

that is far, far away, 

moking it incredibly 

difficult to under¬ 

stand anything! Not to 

mention the distractions 

they set while scratching 

and adjusting them¬ 

selves. 

Okay, perhaps that 

isn't quite the 

reason why I'm 

upset. I'm writ¬ 

ing, really, 

because 
it's been 

next to impossi¬ 

ble meeting anybody new at a 

Kingston bar. The same night I began 

my investigative report, I discussed my 

anxieties with two female friends. 

"What's the attraction?" I asked. 

"There's thousands of young, healthy 

men on this campus — much better 

looking than these clowns, and yet, 

you seem totally smitten by their 

appearance and apathetic to our own, 

They each rolled their eyes, smirked, 

and replied slowly, "Look... all we're 

gonna say is that we're both looking 

for some men with the appropriate... 

experience." fl heated argument 

erupted when I contested that they're 

simply hot for a bunch of older guys 

with enough academic clout to ensure 

a swift entry into graduate school. 

I contested they were simply 
hot for a bunch of older guys 
with enough academic clout 
to ensure a swift entry into 

graduate school 

Well, I certainly wasn't the most 

popular person of the evening. Battling 

the emotional scars from my argu¬ 

ments, I subjected myself to cheop 

wine and a rank falafel. 

I sat at a Vic 20 and got down to 

business. Tap, tap, tap on the key¬ 

board I went. Tap, tap, tap, let's go to 

The Journal. 

Sean Springer also ploys a 
significant role in the 

Queen's sex pool 

CRAP IN THE CORNER 

Oprah’s Book of toe Month: “Here 
on Earth” by Alice Hoffman 

Odds that if you’re a Spice Girl you’re 
Pregnant: i in 2 

Number of Teen Pregnancies in Britain 
each Year: 9,000 

Number of Courses in Advanced 
Animal Telepathy offered by Penelope 

Smith in California: 3 

price per course: $ioo [u.s.] 

Jean Claude Van Damme’s Current 
Marital and Drug Status: Divorced. 

Not on Cocaine. 

Number of Times “Roxanne” is men¬ 
tioned in the Police song “Roxanne”: 

26 

Number of Times “Red Light” is 
mentioned in toe same song: 25 

Today’s Peanuts Punchline: 
[Peppermint Patty hands her teacher a 

TEST SHE HAS JUST COMPLETED] 

P.P.: “Can you see the little note i 
ADDED AT THE BOTTOM?” 

P.P.: “Dry Clean Only!” 

Today’s Charles s. Schulz Senility 
Rating [l being grampa-telung-waR' 

STOR!ES TYPE SENILE, 10 BEING GRAMPA' 
REENACTIN G-TH E - WAR TYPE SENILE]: 9.6 

Number of Archie Characters with 
alliterated names: 

2 

Number of known or suspected 
illiterate Archie characters: 

_ Queen’s University 
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It’s A 

Fact! 
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30CY conflicts 
confuse students 

By Tyler Benedict 

If you still think you’re enrolled in 

SOCY 427, The Sociology of Correc¬ 

tions, you’ll want to make a correction 

to your course calendar. The course 

doesn’t exist. 

Internal staff shuffling and misin¬ 

formed temporary staff in the depart¬ 

ment, contributed to overlapping and 

evaporating upper-year sociology 

courses this semester. 

Classes such as SOCY 274 have been 

unexpectedly moved from Wednesday 

to Monday and Thursday, while SOCY 

362, the prerequisite for a Communica¬ 

tions, Culture and Information Technol¬ 

ogy (CCIT) degree, vanished back in 

August. Other courses are available for 

substitution. 

While timetables may be looking a lit¬ 

tle sparse, classes certainly won’t be that 

way. Sociology courses 324 and 221, 

among others, are enrolled beyond 

capacity and have spilled over into more 

accommodating classrooms around cam¬ 

pus. 

Confusion is certainly not limited to 

the sociology students who attended 

overflowing classes or empty lecture 

halls last week. The temporary staff 

member who designed the 1998-99 

sociology class schedules was equally 

confused, according to June Pilfold, the 

graduate secretary in the sociology 

department. 

Recruited as temporary help in the 

sociology department, the woman who 

drafted the schedules was one of several 

replacements for the former undergrad¬ 

uate secretary who left on sick leave and, 

for personal reasons, never returned, 

explained Pilfold. 

“A person who had never done the 

timetable before did it last year, so, 

inevitably, there are problems,” she said. 

The problems she refers to range from 

prerequisite course overlaps on timeta¬ 

bles to the last-minute shuffling of 

courses to compensate for the poor 

scheduling. 

“You shouldn’t schedule required 

Please see Cancelled on page 4 

More students 
declaring need 

By Stephanie Carvin 

Rising tuition fees have led to 

increased activity at the Student Awards 

Office this year, as many students have 

been forced to seek alternative methods 

to finance their education. 

An undergraduate Arts and Science 

student enrolled in Queen’s University 

during the 1995-96 academic year paid' 

$2,451 in tuition fees. This year under¬ 

graduate Arts and Science tuition has 

risen to $3,551, an increase of approxi¬ 

mately 30 per cent. 

“It’s really hard for people on OSAP,” 

said Andy Sachedina, a second-year phi¬ 

losophy major. “It’s hard when your par¬ 

ents don’t help you pay and you do it 

yourself.” 

“Every year since 1 have been here I’ve 

had tuition hike after tuition hike,” said 

Laura Green, a fourth-year history major 

from Quebec, “I am getting loans [from 

the Quebec government] but they are 

decreasing every year... 1 am glad I came 

to Queen’s, but my bank account would 

rather I was at McGill.” 

This summer, Queen’s students 

Queen's rugby players try to push the scrum during the season’s second game 
on Saturday afternoon. See story page 19. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

received letters from Principal Bill 

Leggett’s office informing them of 

tuition increases and the reasons they 

were supported by the Board of Trustees. 

The letter included a commitment to 

ensuring that “no student be required to 

withdraw from the University as a direct 

consequence of the impact of these 

increases in tuition.” 

“As [the letter said] we will do every¬ 

thing we can,” said Pat Bogstad, associate 

university registrar (student awards). 

“We hope this year we have a little bit 

more money in order to address the 

increased need students might have.” 

Additional funding will come from 

the university, reinvestment funds and 

interest generated by the Ontario 

Student Opportunity Trust Fund, 

Bogstad indicated. 

Please see Alternatives on page 3 
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Student mourned at special service 
By Shandley McMurray 

Friends and family of Mark 

Richard Wilson gathered for a 

memorial service at Bethel 

church on Saturday to celebrate 

the life of an individual who 

contributed significantly both 

personally and extra-curricu- 

larly during his rhree years at 

Queen’s. 

Mark, described by many of 

those who knew him as a com¬ 

passionate, hard-working and 

enthusiastic student, died with 

his family in a car accident in 

July. He was scheduled to grad¬ 

uate from Queen’s University 

with an honours degree in 

geography and political studies 

next spring. 

Born in Sarnia, Ontario and 

raised in nearby Courtright, 

Mark’s interests included poli¬ 

tics, film, rowing, swimming 

and the Olympics. While at 

Queen’s he was a Gael, secre¬ 

tary on the Arts ’99 council, 

Academic Council Coordinator 

and an Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society repre¬ 

sentative to the Alma Mater 

Society. He aJso attended meet¬ 

ings for Campus Crusade for 

Christ. 

The sound of bagpipes 

echoed through the church 

Mark frequently attended, as 

about 80 people filed in for the 

2 p.m. service. 

Mark’s former housemate 

Robyn Barker, Music ’99, 

opened the service with a per¬ 

formance on the organ, as 

Mark’s close friends and family 

members were led through the 

front of the church to their 

seats. 

Reverend Chris Walker, asso¬ 

ciate pastor of the church, wel¬ 

comed everyone and 

introduced the first hymn, 

“Amazing Grace.” Many mem¬ 

bers of the congregation held 

each other and wiped away 

tears as the lyrics rang through 

the building. 

Rowland Tinline, a Queen’s 

geography professor, was the 

first speaker of the afternoon. 

“This has been a summer of 

tragedy for those in the geogra¬ 

phy department,” he began. 

After speaking about the 

warmth and friendliness Mark 

brought to the corner of a third- 

year computer lab, Tinline 

announced that the geography 

department will grant Mark an 

honours degree posthumously. 

He closed with, “May we all 

continue to be touched and 

enriched by the memory of 

Mark in our lives.” 

One of Mark’s closest friends 

Please see Degree on page 2 
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The Campus Bookstore and Jostens 

present 

Alumni Weekend Ring Days 

Save 10% On Ail Jostens Rings 

A representative from Jostens Canada, will be at the Campus Bookstore, 

from Thursday until Saturday. There will be a 10% saving on all Jostens 

rings ordered. Jostens rings offer unmatched quality and provide a free 

full lifetime warranty and four year insurance coverage. The Campus 
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Wilson awarded degree 
Continued from page I 

Sunny Wong, ArtSci ’98, was the next 
speaker. “The word that really comes to 
mind when I think of Mark is selfless,” 
he said, before sharing personal anec¬ 
dotes about his friendship with Mark. 

Mark's girlfriend Lorraine Redekop, 
ArtSci ’00, read Verse 13 from 1 
Corinthians, saying her own words 
would nor have been enough to express 

how she felt about Mark. 
“1 can definitely say that I'm a better 

person for having known Mark,” she 

said. 
“I know Mark’s happy now because 

he’s in heaven and I can’t wait to see him 
there," she closed. 

When asked about her overall impres¬ 
sions of the memorial service, Karen 
Chappel, Con-Ed ’99, said it gave her a 
chance to say her last goodbyes to Mark 
as she was not able to attend the funeral. 

“I thought that it was exactly what 
Mark would’ve wanted. He loved people 
and loved to make people happy... He 
would have been pleased with the 
amount of friends that turned out and 
classmates and professors and there were 
even secretaries from the geography 
department,” she added. 

Chappel said the high turnout 
reflected “the effect that [Mark] had on 
so many people’s lives.” 

Chappel said her favourite moment 
during the service was Tinline's 
announcement regarding Mark’s hon¬ 
ours degree. “It was Mark’s dream to 
graduate with honours... He was so 
proud to be a part of Queen’s... We were 
just so happy that that could be done, 
that Queen’s would do that for him,” 

Mark Wilson 

JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

Chappel said. 
After the service, Wong stated, “I 

thought it went pretty well. When we 
were first planning it, we were trying to 
decide the tone of it... We didn’t want 
the same tone of mourning and grieving 
because it’s been two months [since the 
accident].” 

Most of all, Wong and his friends 
“wanted God to be glorified” in the ser¬ 
vice. He stressed that Mark had a special 
relationship with God: “[Mark] knows 
the lord... That’s the best thing he’s got 
going for him... He is spending eternity 
in heaven.” 

When asked if he thought the memo¬ 
rial service brought closure for him, 
Wong said, “I don’t think I’ll even reach 
a stage when it’s closure... I’m passing 
these stages. It gets easier... Perhaps for 
the family and some other friends who 
were not as close to Mark, maybe it was 
closure.” 

The writing’s 
on the wall. 
It could be yours. 

Submit your creative work 
and your thoughts about 
other people’s creative 
work to the Queen’s 
Journal Reader, a monthly 
supplement to the Queen's 
Journal. So dig up those 
old poems and essays and 
let us publish them before 
you wake up one morning 
and hear them being 
broadcast on CNN. It 
happens, you know. 

Please fonvard all submissions: 
and inquiries to: 

The Queen’s 
Journal Reader 
545.2800 

joumal@post.queensu.ca 
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Queen’s alumni come home early 

By Shawn Brimley 

A new law governing the 
relationship between landlords 
and tenants may have important 
implications for students. 

On June 17, the Tenant 
Protection Act became law, 
bringing a series of changes to 
the old system. The act com¬ 
bines six pieces of legislation, 
and implements the Ontario 
Rental Housing Tribunal, an 
independent body designed to 
mediate and resolve landlord- 
tenant disputes. 

“Don’t panic and sign 
a lease in the 

beginning of January, 
remember that you 
can negotiate your 

rent.” 

— Patrick McNeill, Town- 
Gown Relations 

The most significant reform 
under the new act allows land¬ 
lords to charge as much rent as 
they want on their properties 
once they become vacant. 
However, once a tenant moves 
into a new property, the rent 
will only increase on an annual 
basis according to a rent control 

guideline, which is set ar three 
per cent this year. 

“What we are going to see is 
the possibility of high rent lev¬ 
els, as landlords don’t have the 
restrictions they once did,” 
Alma Mater Society Municipal 
Affairs Commissioner Sarah 
Corman commented. 
“However, Kingston is very 
much a buyers’ market, so the 
long-term results should be very 
beneficial to students.” 

“The first-year students are 
the largest consumers in this 
market and it is important for 
them to understand that in 
order to take advantage of this 
market, they must be patient 
and shop around,” said Patrick 
McNeill, Town-Gown 
Relations. 

“I really want to convince 
students that they don’t have to 
shop early,” McNeill added. 
“Don’t panic and sign a lease in 
the beginning of January, 
remember that you can negoti¬ 
ate your rent.” 

“The new act is very detailed, 
but it clearly defines the rights 
and responsibilities of landlords 
and tenants,” explained 
McNeill. 

“The new act, and especially 
the Tribunal, are positive devel¬ 
opments in that it allows for a 
much more accessible system... 

it clears up many grey areas,” 
said Corman. 

The Tribunal moves disputes 
between landlords and Tenants 
out of the provincial courts and 
into a less formal system that 
involves adjudication and 
mediation. 

“[The Tribunal] will provide 
tenants with a positive way of 
preserving positive relations 
with their landlord [which is 
important] because in many 
cases after a dispute, the student 
will still have the same land¬ 
lord,” Corman said. 

“If a landlord wanted 
to pursue an eviction, 
a tenant would only 

have five days to file a 
dispute.’’ 

— Alma Mater Society 
Municipal Affairs 

Commissioner Sarah 
Corman 

While enthusiastic about the 
new act, Corman said she is a 
little concerned with some of 
the new rules in the legislation. 
Specifically, Corman mentioned, 
“If a landlord wanted to pursue 
an eviction, a tenant would only 
have five days to file a dispute.” 

“The move to September has 
been received very positively,” 
King said. 

With a good weather fore¬ 
cast, an excellent football game 
and several other events 
planned by individual faculties, 
this year’s Homecoming 
promises to follow the tradition 
of being “better and bigger 

every year,” said King. 
“It’s going to be fun, but a lit¬ 

tle crazy. It’s going to be really 
hard on security and I have a 
feeling those of us in residence 
are going to get hassled a lot 
with the amount of guests com¬ 
ing in for the weekend,” said 
Natalie Diaz, Arts ’02. 

By Erik Missio 

For Queen’s University 
alumni, long-awaited reunions 
and revivals of friendships will 
come a little earlier this year — 
Alumni weekend has been 
pushed forward by almost a 
month. 

Steven Sachs, Arts ’01 said he 
thinks having Homecoming and 
Kill McGill during the same 
weekend is a great idea. “Both 
embody school spirit and their 
combination will make for a 
really exciting weekend,” he 
remarked. 

Steve Voyce, Con-Ed ’01 said 
he believes it will be a very pos¬ 
itive experience. “It adds to the 
whole nostalgia feel of the 
weekend. It’ll allow alumni to 
re-live past football rivalries and 
it will allow us all to embrace 
and enjoy the spirit of Queens.” 

“The move to 
September has been 

received very 
positively.’’ 

— Tammy King, Special 
Events (Alumni Affairs) 

The event, which marks a 
return to Kingston for thou¬ 
sands of former Queen’s 
students, is traditionally set for 
the weekend following 
Thanksgiving. This year, how¬ 
ever, the possibility of the 
Golden Gaels moving into a 
new football conference forced 
Homecoming organizers to 
change the date, according to 
Tammy King, manager of special 
events for Alumni Affairs. 

Last year, Queen’s place in 

Ontario-Quebec 
Intercollegiate Football 
Conference was scheduled to be 
shifted by conference re-align¬ 
ments. Although this plan later 
fell through, Alumni Affairs 
became concerned over the pos¬ 
sible new home game schedule, 
King said. 

As football games play such 
an integral part of- the 
Homecoming experience, the 
organizers decided it was best to 
move the event earlier on in the 
season, she said. 

Royal Military College’s 
graduation on the weekend of 
October 2 further complicated 
matters. The influx of RMC 
alumni coupled with the esti¬ 
mated 4,000 returning Queen’s 
graduates may have resulted in 
over-booked hotels and mass 
confusion for many weary 
Kingston visitors, King said. 

Alumni Affairs was responsi¬ 
ble for reserving the 
Ambassador Hotel and other 
accommodations and the 
prospect of having two major 
events in one weekend was too 
risky, King said. This situation 
forced them to decide between 
hosting Homecoming one week 
later than the traditional mid- 
October date, or two weeks ear¬ 
lier. 

The idea of having 
Homecoming Weekend at the 
end of October was not one that 
sat comfortably with King. 
While weather cooperated last 
year, cold winds usually associ¬ 
ated with mid-autumn were def¬ 
initely a factor in the final 
decision to hold Homecoming 
on September 26. 

This decision was even more 

fitting when King discovered the 
football match would be a “Kill 
McGill” battle against Queen’s 
infamous rivals. 

Alumni who graduated in 
years ending with a ‘3’ or an ‘8’, 
stretching back to 1928, were 
informed of the date switch via 
holiday cards sent out by 
Alumni Affairs last December. 

Students seek alternatives 
Continued from page I 

“The university does recog¬ 
nize the difficulties students are 
facing,” she said. “There will be 
enough for students who suffer 
as a direct result of the 
increase.” 

Many students have already 
looked into various forms of 
student aid. “We have noticed 
an increase in the number of 
applications for bursaries,” said 
Bogstad. “Also, we have noticed 
that there are more students 
picking up bursary applica¬ 
tions.” 

The final application dead¬ 
line is at the end of October. 

However, Bogstad said it 
appears there aren’t as many 
students taking out loans. 
“OSAP applications are down a 
bit this year but it is a bit early 
to tell,” she explained. 

“If students are receiving 
government aid it is not suffi¬ 
cient,” she said, to account for 
the decrease in OSAP applica¬ 
tions. "Students are looking for 
other ways to get money.” 

One of these alternatives is 

the university’s work-study 
program, which allows students 
to work on campus 10 hours 
per week while attending 
Queen's. According to Bogstad, 
the number of work-study 
applications is markedly higher 
this year over last year. 

“There will be enough 
for students who suffer 

as a direct result of 
the increase.” 

— Pat Bogstad, associate 
university registrar 

(student awards) 

The program is funded by 
student interest fees, the 
Ontario Ministry of Education 
and Training, by the university 
and by specific departments. 

Last year, 432 students 
received placements in the 
work-study program, a number 
Bogstad hopes to improve on 
this year. 

“We very often have more 
students than we have jobs,” 
she said, however this year, 
“We have put a real effort into 

trying to get departments to 
hire students... I imagine we 
will have an increase in jobs.” 

Some students have tried to 
counter the increase in costs by 
working more hours or addi¬ 
tional jobs in rhe summer. 

“In my first and second years 
I worked two full-time jobs in 
the summer at 65 hours per 
week plus I gave private 
instruction,” said Green. 

Sachedina said she felt extra 
work in the summer was not 
paying off. “You think that your 
summer job will help but it 
won’t... [TuitionJ's going to 
keep going up. If it went up so 
much this year what’s to stop it 
next year?” she said. “You can 
have all of the protests you 
want but you just have to live 
with it.” 

“I really can’t forecast what 
government aid programs will 
be like in a year.” Bogstad said, 
indicating that the system is 
currently under review in 
Ontario. “The university is 
doing what it can to ensure that 
students have enough money. 
We realize how difficult it is for 
•many students.” 

New legislation affects student tenants 
Also, Corman is concerned 

with a rule that allows a land¬ 
lord to show a property to 
prospective tenants from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. without informing the 
current tenants, once a notice of 
termination has been given to 
the landlord. This may interfere 
with students preparation time 
for mid-term exams, which fall 
around the time when they are 
required to give notice to their 
landlords, she said. 

If students have problems 
with their landlords or their 

leases, “First you should seek 
the assistance of the Town- 
Gown or the Municipal Affairs 
Commission, in order to arm 
yourself with information, then 
speak to your landlord directly,” 
McNeill recommended. 

“The best thing you can do is 
to keep track of all conversa¬ 
tions with your landlord,” 
McNeill said. “Sometimes what 
you think could be trivial might 
turn out to be important.” 

Student homes, such as this one, could see increases in rent. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRON8Y 
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Students urged to ‘party well’ 
By Lindsay Blakely 

Homecoming weekend tradi¬ 
tionally signals the return of 
alumni to their old scholastic 
stomping ground, but it has also 
become synonymous with 
overzealous alcohol consump¬ 
tion, an issue organizers of 
Alcohol Awareness Week hope 
to address. 

The events taking place every 
day this week aim to “advocate 
low-risk drinking and to curb 
the binge drinking that is part of 
any university life,” said Tolga 
Barker, chair of Educating 
Students on Substances (ESOS), 
a subcommittee of the AMS 
Social Issues Commission orga¬ 
nizing the event with Student 
Health Services. 

“Party well” encapsulates the 
spirit of the week, according to 
Diane Nolting, a health educa¬ 
tor at Student Health Services. 

“[Students should] 
pace themselves, to 
plan ahead, to reach 

for some non-alcoholic 
drinks in between...” 

— Diane Nolting, health 
educator 

“[This is] the optimal time to 
do something like this,” added 
Barker, as the week’s activities 
will demonstrate the perils of 
excessive alcohol intake and 
propose healthy alternatives to 
the drunkenness associated with 

Queen’s 
Tae 
Kwon 

* Do 
Club 

Beginners Welcome 

Classes led by 7th 
Degree Blackbelt 
Master Instructor 

Free Demonstration 
Tuesday, Sept. 22 nd, 7:30 p.m. 

Lower Exercise Room, PEC 
Classes: 

Tues. & Thurs. 7:00 - 8:30 

Lower Exercise Room, PEC 

Saturday 12:00-1:30 
Combatives Room, PEC 

Come and try a free class. Sign up by 

Sept. 30th and save $20 on the yearly 
membership fee. 

For more information come to our demonstration 
or call: Jason 547-9914 

or Kristen 531-3747 

Want to have experience in Teaching 
conversational ESL? 

Want to find out about other cultures? 

BE AN ESL VOL UNTEER 
TUTOR 

Two-hour weekly commitment. 

Call 545-2472 or drop by The School of English at 
96 Albert St. 

ESSAY STRESS?? 

FOR FREE TtlTORiAl srAU 

THE WRITING CENTRE 
140 Stuart @ University 

545-6315 

Alumni Weekend partying. 
Barker said she also wants to 

increase students’ awareness of 
alcohol-related resources at 
Queen’s, including ESOS and 
the Campus Observation Room, 

this week. 
The COR, an observation 

room for intoxicated individuals 
who are capable of providing 
their name and address, is “a 
safe environment in [Victoria] 
Hall that is totally confidential,” 
said Nolting. 

The COR provides an envN 
ronment where people who 
have had too much to drink will 
be taken care of in a safe, non- 
judgmental manner, she added. 

It will be open on Thursday 
and Friday night from 10 p.m. 
to 8 a.m. and on Saturday from 
3 p.m. until Sunday morning 

at 8 a.m. 
Volunteers from ESOS and 

the COR will be available all 
week to field questions and to 
run educational games, events 
and information sessions. 

They will also show instruc¬ 
tional videos about “date-rape 
drugs” like Rohypnol, which 
can be slipped into drinks. 

These “key tools” of sexual 
predators are here at Queen’s 
and it is imperative to be cau¬ 
tious in all drinking environ¬ 
ments, said Barker. She hopes 

the week will lead to students 
making intelligent choices. 

The message of the week, 
Nolting said, is to encourage 
students to “pace themselves, to 
plan ahead, to reach for some 
non-alcoholic drinks in 

between, and to do stuff [such 
as dance] as well as drink.” 

Events will take place 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in 
the lower ceilidh of the John 
Deutsch University Centre. 

Information on guidelines for 
low-risk drinking, Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving and the 
Addiction Research Foundation 
is available on the Web at 
www.queensu.ca/spirits/. 

Classes moved, cancelled 
Continued from page I 

courses in the same time slots,” 
Pilfold said. “She wasn’t famil¬ 
iar enough with the program.” 

‘i found it frustrating that I 
had good marks and that 1 

: couldn’t get into fourth-year 
I courses l needed for ray 
degree,” said Alanna Rondi, 
Arts ’99. 

Jon Mackey, Arts ’01, is part 
of the last class of CCIT stu- 
dents, how that the film depart¬ 
ment has tendered its 
withdrawal from the program. 
“It’s bad enough that my classes 
are being moved all over the 

place, but now that CCIT has 
dissolved, I have to rely on soci¬ 
olog)'. If 1 don’t, I have nothing 
left.” 

“I hope [the sociology staff] 
can straighten it all out,” said 
Stefan Martin, another second- 
year CCIT student. “Two of my 
courses have changed rooms 
and I’m still waiting to find out 
if they’re moving 284.” 

So, will it all be straightened 
out? The graduate secretary 
believes so. 

“The new undergraduate 
secretary understands the impli¬ 
cations of putting various 
courses at various times,” said 
Pilfold, “1 have high hopes that 

things will be better next year.” 
A committee consisting of 

the department head and the 
undergraduate chair, among 
others, is being formed in hopes 
that plenary debates over 
department strategies will 
encourage communication: 
within the department) leading: 
to better administrative deci¬ 
sions in coming years. 

Two jnore upper-year sec¬ 
tions have also been added to 
the winter timetable to off-set : 
the overwhelming interest in 
the sociolog)' courses. 

VOLUNTEER WITH US 

open every night 7pm-7am,weekends until noon 

Telephone Aid Line Kingston (TALK) a distress 
cnsts, information and befriending line, is looking 

for new volunteers for its: 
FALL 1998 TRAINING SESSION! 

To find out more, 
Reach us by phone at our Business line 

531-8529. 

Email us at talk(®ararnot 
or check out our webnaTTatTT20®1"11®1 

u. weopage at www.aracnet.net/~ta 
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In Here 
Volunteers Needed 

Fairmount Home for the Aged is look¬ 
ing for someone with training in volun¬ 
teer service and three to five years 
volunteer experience with seniors to fill 
the position of Volunteer Coordinator. 

The Canadian Diabetes Association 
requires physically fit volunteers to act as 
Race Marshalls during the upcoming 5 
km race at LeMoines Point on 
October 4. The association also needs 
persons for door-to-door canvassing in 
December. 

The Open Book Project is looking for 
a volunteer chemistry tutor to help a stu¬ 
dent with a grade 11 chemistry course. 

The Heart & Stroke Foundation of 
Ontario needs volunteers to start a Jump 
Rope for Heart Sc Hoops for Heart pro¬ 
gram at local schools. 

The K.A.S.E. Council requires eight 
volunteers with small business knowl¬ 
edge to assist young adults taking a Youth 
Entrepreneurship Programme. 

For more information, call the 
Community Volunteer Centre at 
542-8512. 

Elizabeth Fry Society meeting 

The Elizabeth Fry Society of Kingston 
will be holding their annual general 
meeting on September 24 at 7 p.m. in the 
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Wilson Room at Kingston Frontenac 
Public Library. The non-profit organiza¬ 
tion works to create services for women 
in conflict with the law or women facing 
financial and social barriers that may put 
them at risk. Call Deb Campbell at 
544-1744 for more information. 

Supermarket Safari 

The KFLA Health Unit will be holding 
Supermarket Safari tours for people 
interested in making healthy and eco¬ 
nomical food choices. Tours will be held 
from 7 to 9 p.m. today at Loblaws in 
Cataraqui Town Centre, October 20 at 
Loeb on Princess Street, and November 
17 at Loblaws in Cataraqui Town 
Centre. The cost is $10 and groups must 
register through the health unit at 
549-1232. 

Careers Day ’98 

Career Services and AIESEC present 
Careers Day ’98, today and tomorrow. 
More than 40 organizations will be rep¬ 
resented each day. The event takes place 
in Grant Hall between 10:30 a.m. and 
3:30 p.m. 

AIDS Walk Kingston 

This Sunday, AIDS Walk Kingston will 
take place. Every dollar raised in the 
event helps someone in the community 
dealing with HIV/AIDS. Call 545-3698 
for details. 

A Healthy 
Investment in 
Your Future 

If you're looking to continue your education with an advanced 

degree in health care, consider New York Chiropractic College. 

It's a solid choice and a wise investment in your future 

NYCC: 

• Boasts a curriculum with an excellent balance among the 

Art, Science, and Philosophy of Chiropractic. 

• Employs talented and diverse faculty. 

• Features modem, state-of-the-art facilities. 

• Is a fully residential campus located on 286 acres. 

• Is conveniently located in the scenic Finger Lakes region of 

Central New York. 

Contact us today to schedule a visit or to obtain more information! 

New York Chiropractic College 
2360 Route 89 • Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0800 

Phone: 800/234-NYCC(6922) Fax: 315/568-3087 
E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu 

Website:www.nycc.edu 

The Hm5 updates you an what's happening nn and around campus 

Alumni Weekend Volunteers Wanted! 

All the AW festivities kick off TOMORROW 

(oh happy happy day!) And the Campus 

Activities Commission still needs groo-vee 

katz to make sure all the homecoming 

events run smoo-thie. Interested in 
public relations, event management, 

promotions, etc...? Call the CAC 545-6000 

ext4819. 

Homecoming Sidewalk Sale Tables 

Still Available! 

Tables are a mere $30 for Queen's affiliated 

groups, $60 for non-Queen’s businesses. 
Sale is on Saturday, September 26th from 

9am - 5pm, Call Heather or Kelly @ the 

CAC, 545-6000 ext 4819 to sign up for your 

spot! 

Kill McGill is September 26 @ 1pm! 

T-shirts are on sale NOW and they're going 

faster than jelly shoes circa 1984. Unisex 

$10, baby tees $14. Get'em in the CAC 

office in the AMS! Don't forget to get your 
ticket for the big homecoming Kill McGill 

game: you get one FREE with your student 
card! 

Go to the ticket office in the PEC before 

you’re left scalping for 'em. Beer tent at the 

game will require ID. Phat phootball pre¬ 

game bash & pep rally begins at Alfie's 11am 
Saturday. 

All ages, ID required to drink. 

Clubs Night 

Wasting all your time in lectures or in labs? 
Round out your education by joining a club 

that's right for you. Clubs night is an 
opportunity for you to find out which ones will 

put a extra spring in your step and a glimmer 
in your eye. 

It's in Grant Hall from 6pm - 10pm on Sept. 
30 and Oct. 1. 

Are you an Infomaniac? 
All those who want to get down and dirty in 
the Infobank (translation: Do you want to 

volunteer?) call 545-2732 to get in on the 
action. 

Wakey, Wakey & Shakey, Shakey 

Get up early Homecoming Weekend and 
bust a move down to the Hospitality Tent 
at the Football Game: 

That's right folks, the AMS Rocks your world 
from 12 to the end of 3rd quarter. 

ID & $ required. 

Queen's Entertainment Agency 
Presents... 
The Rascalz with Kardinal Offishal at Alfie's 
Pub Saturday, October 3. Tickets $8 

advance, $10 door. On sale at UBS, Alfie's 
Pub, and the QEA office. 

The Rascalz are so PHAT you might gain 
weight! SEE YOU THERE! 

If you havE something ynu want tn tell the world then 

phone the Co^uHjcarjoHS Co^EiSSion @ 5^5-2732, or E^ajL Co/^@a^.'f.u|piSu-ca 
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Throwing the game 
While safety is an important 

concern, the way Student 

Constables frisk students and 

ban anything that could be used as a 

projectile weapon at the stadium is 

often arbitrary and patronizing. 

Instead of following a consistent 

policy, many constables seem to have 

varied opinions on what constitutes a 

potential projectile; past examples 

include lollipops, cans of soda, 

umbrellas and even a baby-doll. It is 

more likely that spectators will such a 

policy when clear guidelines are set 

down by the administration and com¬ 

municated to the student body at- 

large. 

If such a policy is drafted for the 

Constables, consideration should be 

given to the consequences for atten¬ 

dance at home-games. A blanket ban 

on anything that could be used as a 

projectile weapon, including umbrellas 

and flags, will put a damper on a tra¬ 

ditionally spirited event. 

While we do think safety should 

remain a priority, it is absurd to argue 

that Queen’s students will succumb to 

the temptation to hurl anything not 

tied down. While some measures must 

be taken to ensure a safe environment, 

those responsible should bear in mind 

that you cannot remove all of the row'-, 

diness and exuberance from football 

without it losing its appeal. 

It is absurd to argue that 
Queen’s students will 

succumb to the temptation 
to hurl anything not 

tied down. 

Furthermore, this desire to protect 

students from themselves seems spuri¬ 

ous in light of the greater danger 

posed by the poor condition of the 

stands and the administration’s lack¬ 

adaisical response to this disaster wait¬ 

ing to happen. 

In spite of this danger some stu¬ 

dents do continue to attend football 

games at Richardson Stadium. Their 

attendance, however, will continue to 

shrink as long as the administration 

expects students to show up bare-foot 

and empty-handed. 

Shunned and stoned WITHIN THE LIMITED CONFINES 

of the Queen’s fish-bowl, the 

issue of drug abuse rarely 

finds its way into our daily lives. Yet, for 

some students at Queen’s the use of 

dangerous drugs, such as cocaine and 

heroin, play a far larger role in their 

lives than the perennial issue of alcohol 

abuse. 

It is dismaying, therefore, that public 

discussion and efforts to educate stu¬ 

dents about drugs seem muted in com¬ 

parison to other substance-abuse 

problems. Unlike alcohol and unsafe- 

sex, students are not adequately con¬ 

fronted with the consequences of 

hard-drug use when they arrive at 

Queen’s. Likewise, for many upper- 

year students awareness of drug use is 

often not a visible part of the Queen’s 

experience. 

Perhaps one reason that drug-educa¬ 

tion is hot prominent on campus is the 

university’s adherence to a philosophy 

that treats drug-abuse as a criminal 

activity and not as a sickness. The issue 

of how to help a friend with a drug 

problem in residence is a moot point at 

an institution whose policies require 

zero-tolerance of drugs. Since actual 

drug use at Queen’s is far more compli¬ 

cated than ‘just say no,’ the university is 

making it very difficult to educate stu¬ 

dents about drugs. 

It should not be necessary to attend a 

pharmacology course to learn the 

effects of hard drugs. Until we recog¬ 

nize that there might be a problem, 

however, the issue of drug-use at 

Queen’s will continue to fall between 

the cracks. 

Bons Mots: And the answer on drugs is, again, education - 

until some genius finds an antidote that you 

can stick in your arm and it does away with all 

addictions. 

_ — Mario Cuomo 

Editorial Board 

A helping hand, eh 
NO ONE COMPLAINED AS THE 

rain pelted down on our heads. 

The wind scratched our cheeks 

while the soggy ground seeped into our 

sandals. People huddled together in 

small masses to contain any found 

warmth while the music blared loud 

and clear across the grassy knoll of the 

Citadel. It was the summer’s Great Big 

Picnic festival held in Halifax, Nova 

Scotia. 

Although they were the cause of the 

evening’s undeniable merriment, it was¬ 

n’t the music or the drink that brought 

people closer together that night, it was 

what someone said. 

As Great Big Sea took the stage, 

equipped with guitars and percussion, 

the soaked but tireless crowd waited for 

the band to begin their set. But before 

the first chord was strummed, the 

band’s lead singer took a moment to 

express his gratitude. The silhouette of 

the crowd was still as his words echoed 

through an incredible silence. He 

explained his admiration for the. 

Canadian people who have taken one 

of the most unfortunate disasters to 

occur this summer, for history at least, 

and grasped it into their own hearts. 

The August crash of a Swiss Airline 

jet on the waters off Peggy’s Cove, N.S. 

that took the lives of 229 people sent a 

rippling effect across the world. People 

everywhere took the news to work the 

next day with solemn and sad faces. 

Many of us didn’t know the people on 

board, but it still hurt. Television 

scanned the waters where floating 

debris painted a horrific reenactment. 

Fisherman and boat owners alike took 

the helm in a matter of seconds, with¬ 

out a blink of an eye, to search with 

much hope for survivors to pull back 

safe to shore. Unfortunately, they could 

not find any. 

The sincerity is 
real in our 
Canadian 
culture. 

Walking down the streets of down¬ 

town Halifax, the sandwich board signs 

in front of restaurants described the 

specials of the day on one side, while 

words of sympathy scripted in colours 

and pictures graced the other side. The 

incident became so much a part of how 

people lived and felt. 

I was only in Halifax for a short trip, 

but the profound kindness that I was 

surrounded by and the knowledge that 

it extended throughout the province let 

alone the country gave me a feeling of 

security. 

I recall watching an American com¬ 

edy skit on television where actors were 

portraying the personalities of 

Canadians. Although the mood was set 

in a mocking manner in which every 

character was seen as polite beyond 

belief, I felt a degree of pride because it 

is true. 

Whether it be a horrendous disaster 

or a summer-end music festival, the sin¬ 

cerity is real in our Canadian culture, 

with its carved belief that every person 

and every place is 

considered home. 
By Lilian Kim 
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Opinions 
Real changes depends on real actions 

ISN’T IT AMAZING THAT A STUDENT 

protest in Indonesia managed to top¬ 

ple a dictator, while students in 

Canada can’t seem to accomplish a damn 

thing? I have been watching Canadian 

students struggle with tuition increases 

sirtce I started university five years ago. 

Why can’t we make a difference? 

An example. Near the end of 1997, 

the Ontario government announced that 

it would be deregulating tuition fees for 

all “professional” programs. The 

Queen’s University administration soon 

planned startling tuition increases for 

students in Applied Science, Law, 

Medicine, Education and other disci¬ 

plines. 

The administration says its 
hands are tied. But I can’t 

believe that. There are 
always choices to be made. 

Fortunately for students, only days 

before the spring Board of Trustees 

meeting where these increases were to be 

approved, the provincial government 

offered clarification: it specified which 

programs could be affected, and stated 

that students who were already enrolled 

were not subject to deregulation. This 

meant that tuition revenues would not 

increase by nearly as much as the univer¬ 

sity had hoped. Nevertheless, incoming 

medical students were facing a 125 per 

cent increase over two years. So, I joined 

a handful of med students still on cam¬ 

pus and went to the Board of Trustees 

meeting with the hope of softening the 

blow. 

The Trustees were very welcoming. 

Student groups were allowed to speak 

against the increases. Queen’s students 

should be proud of the Alma Mater 

Society: they had a great presentation 

that really put our plight into perspec¬ 

tive. They were reasonable and concilia¬ 

tory. What did they accomplish? 

In the ensuing debate, Principal Bill 

Leggett and his cronies staunchly 

defended the increases and maintained 

that they were necessary to prevent a 

budget deficit. Board members sighed 

that more student aid wasn’t available. 

Everyone seemed very sympathetic 

towards the students, but the administra¬ 

tion pointed out that applications 

weren’t declining as tuition went up. 

For them, it was supply and demand 

argument: accessibility and ethics had 

nothing to do with it. 

Nevertheless, one board member 

tried to amend the tuition increases to 

lessen the shock. The chair of the board 

suggested that the board member should 

think long and hard before meddling 

with the master plan. The implication 

was that Board was only there to rubber 

stamp whatever the administration 

decided, and couldn’t make suggestions 

or changes. The board member, how¬ 

ever, stuck to her guns. After long 

debate, the amendment failed. The chair 

quickly called a vote on the main motion 

to stifle further debate and the tuition 

increases were all approved. Soon after, 

we were all invited up to a little party 

(with free salmon and booze) at 

Summerhill. 

Throughout the evening, a sense of 

doom crept over me. Everyone seemed 

nice, but the subtext was sickening. The 

Board was bullied by the chair and 

manipulated by Principal Leggett. The 

students were patted on the head: 

“Don’t worry, dears.” 

We, the students, realize that Queen’s 

needs money. So we compromise and 

compromise until we have compromised 

ourselves into bankruptcy. The adminis¬ 

tration says its hands are tied. But I can’t 

believe that. There are always choices to 

be made. One board member said the 

students hadn’t offered any real alterna¬ 

tives. Rather, it is the administration 

who refuses to offer alternatives. 

Surely, if the government had not 

announced a deregulation in 1997, the 

administration would have still found a 

way to present a balanced budget. And 

if fees had been completely deregulated 

instead of “grandfathered, they would 

have still said every single increase was 

necessary to prevent running a deficit. 

In fact, the administration always says 

they have no choice. Then they proceed 

to raise tuition by the maximum amount 

allowed under the law! 

The university administration started 

to salivate last winter when the govern¬ 

ment deregulated professional programs. 

Later, when the deregulation was tem¬ 

pered, all they could do is bemoan the 

money they had “lost.” You can’t lose 

money you never had; they were getting 

ahead of themselves, running to the 

bank with the anticipated dividend of 

our suffering. 

I used to believe in conciliation, that 

it was better to talk than to shout, that 

being unreasonable got you nowhere. 

Experience, however, has taught me that 

being reasonable is useless, we will just 

be screwed over another time. If we 

don’t get up and do something, things 

will never change. 

We need some strong action. The 

AMS should hold a referendum calling f 

or the resignation of Principal 

Leggett. The AMS should pass a petition 

— everyone who signs pledges not to 

give alumni support to the university for 

at least 20 years. Finally, the AMS should 

organize a tuition strike. 

If we make bold statements, the 

Board of Trustees may pay attention and 

the university may start putting some 

pressure on the government. 

I am convinced that we cannot nego¬ 

tiate when the administration refuses to 

listen. When you are oppressed, you 

have to speak out. Sometimes you have 

to keep standing up, even if you get 

kicked down a few times. I’m sure every¬ 

one in Indonesia knew that. 

James Worrall 
Meds ’01 

‘Village’ defended 

Dear Editors, 

So have you found them yet? The 

leaky taps? The mildew-y basement? 

The windows that just won’t shut? The 

squirrels that get into the garbage you 

left strewn on your front lawn? In short, 

those little “quirks” of student housing 

that fuel some of students’ biggest gripes 

about Kingston — property standards. 

I am pleased that The Journal has cho¬ 

sen to cover the perennial problems that 

ate property standards, however, I 

would like to clear up some of rhe mis¬ 

understandings apparent in the recent 

Journal editorial discussing the effort to 

move away from the term “ghetto” and 

promote the term “village.” 

One of the reasons for the new name 

's precisely the failure of the earlier ini¬ 

tiative to use the term “student housing 

area.” The Journal claims the AMS 

should have by now learned its lesson 

about “the futility of trying to impose an 

inaccurate name on the area.” If the con¬ 

cern is with accuracy, however, the “stu¬ 

dent housing area” is about as accurate 

as it gets. 

The reality of the “student housing 

area” initiative is that it simply did not 

catch on with students. It’s long, it’s dry, 

and really quite boring. 

The “village” is intended as an alter¬ 

native name. It is not an “official” name 

since there is no “official” area to name. 

Obviously changing the name is not any 

sort of solution in itself. The Journal fails 

to notice (despite it being reported in a 

prior front-page news story) that the 

change is an integral part, and the start¬ 

ing point, of an overall campaign to 

encourage students and landlords to take 

more responsibility for ensuring their 

houses meet required property stan¬ 

dards. 

Changes in housing conditions 

inevitably begin with changes in atti¬ 

tudes and behaviour. Our campaign for 

this year includes promoting awareness 

about property standards and the new 

Tenant Protection Act, providing stu¬ 

dents with tools to hold their landlords 

to the by-laws, and lobbying the City to 

increase attention to property standard 

violations in the student village. These 

initiatives will be seriously diminished 

by people who insist on thinking of the 

area pejoratively as a ghetto, and subse¬ 

quently, treating it as such. 

By using the word “village,” students 

are not putting up a facade. This term is 

by no means incongruent with a state of 

disrepair-; there are many villages in the 

world that could use a lot of improve¬ 

ment. The term “village” is a broad one, 

and unlike “ghetto,” does not disadvan¬ 

tage our campaign for improvements. 

And let’s be realistic — we’re students, 

and our neighbourhood is never going to 

look like Rosedale. And nor would we 

want it to. The issue is simply about 

ensuring all our homes meet basic prop¬ 

erty standards. 

Ultimately, students will choose 

whether they use the term “village,” 

“gherto,” “student housing area,” or 

“home,” just as they will choose whether 

or not to leave garbage all over their 

front lawn or to bother to call their land 

Letters to 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal want 

to hear from readers. All letters 

must include the writer’s name, 

signature, and telephone number. 

Letters that are legible, legal, lit¬ 

erate and held to under 400 

words will be published if space 

permits. The deadline for 

Tuesday’s issue is Sunday at 

noon. The deadline for Friday’s 

issue is Wednesday at 

noon. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl St., 

fax to 545-672S, or better 

yet, e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 
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“Teddy the Zellers bear. He’s aggressive 
towards pricing for the common shopper 
but he is still true to his bear qualities: 
cute, cuddly, and funny.” 

Lyranda Giuseppe Lalla 
Martin-Evans ArtSci ’99 
ARTSCI ’99 

PHOTOS BY TODD JACKSON 

“Sorry guys. Wrong generation.” 

Andrew Tonner 
Security Guard 

“The Pillsbury Dough Boy. He’s hot, 
squishy and cuddly and he provides us 
with tasty pastry treats.” 

Mel Gibson, Phe ’01 
Kate Larocque, Phe ’01 
Bonnie Sheppard, Phe '01 
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lord when the pipes under their sink 
begin to leak. Similarly, landlords will 
choose whether they will treat their stu¬ 
dent tenants well, and respond coopera¬ 
tively to requests. There are many 
choices that will affect student housing 
positively and many that are detrimental 
to campaigns for improvement. We are 
simply proposing the name “student vil¬ 
lage” as one of the positive alternatives 
for those who are so inclined. 

Sarah Corman, 

Arts ’00 

Municipal Affairs Commissioner, 

Alma Mater Society 

Surface defended 

Dear Editors, 

1 am writing in response to the col¬ 
umn “The road to hell is paved” by Bob 
McGill, which appeared in volume 126, 
issue 6 of your publication. 1 would like 
to say that I was shocked and dismayed 
by this column. In actuality, however, I 
was simply dismayed. There are a num¬ 
ber of elements in Mr. McGill’s column 
which I feel must be responded to imme¬ 
diately. 

1. unherd, the OPIRG publication 
which Mr. McGill disparages for ho 
apparent reason, is most certainly not 
“unherd of.” I found this publication 
within the first month of my arrival at 
Queen’s, and many other students who 
choose to venture beyond the safety of 
the bank machines and the Skylight 
lounge in the JDUC have undoubtedly 
done so as well. 

2. The “Brian Williams Drinking 
Game" satire, which appeared in volume 
XI, issue one of Surface, was extremely 
well received. I have heard many anecdo¬ 
tal reports of students laughing them¬ 
selves silly while reading the piece, and 
have first-hand observational evidence of 
its humorous appeal. I would like to 
think that the response to this peace 
demonstrates the success a publication 
can have diverse and unusual material to 

its readers. 
3. 1 most strongly object to the ad 

hominem attack on Mr. Paul Morrison 
presented in the article. While Mr. 
McGill may think it witty and urbane to 
toss about the names of writers with 
whom he seemingly does not agree, there 
is no basis for this attack, either in this 
column or anywhere else in this issue of 
The Journal. 

4. The tone of Mr. McGill’s column is 
so ambiguous as to precule the reader 
form deciphering his true feelings about 
any of the events or publications men¬ 
tioned. Although he seems at some points 
to agree with the aims of Critical Mass 
movement, he belittles it numerous 
times, with such phrases as “clogging the 
city’s downtown and making a little 
noise ... and what not” and “The best 
possible immediate, concrete outcome’is 
probably that nobody gets runover by an 
impatient driver.” And the use of the 
term “plagued” in reference to articles in 
Surface is derogatory enough to make 
one wonder whether Mr. McGill actually 
wants to see articles with “poignancy or 
insight.” (For example of poignancy, one 
can do no better than Ms. Lisa Trevisan’s 
article on the passing of Mark Wilson 

Continued on next page 
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this summer, appearing on page 5 of 
issue 1.) 

5. While I hesitate to point this out, I 
cannot help by notice that The Journal 
seems to have developed a habit of 
“jumping on the bandwagon” of Surface 
articles. In the week following the Sept. 
11 appearance on the street of Surface, 
The Journal has run articles on indepen¬ 
dent cinema and Critical Mass, following 
hard on the heels of articles on these 
subjects in Surface. 

In addition, a quote used at the end 
of a review of the film Wilde at the 
Princess Court Cinema in the Sept. 15 
edition of The Journal was identical to 
the quote at the end of Ms. Doris 
Ostendorf’s article on the Princess Court 
Cinema in the Sept. 11 edition of 
Surface. While I admit that imitation is 
the highest form of flattery, if the editors 
of The Journal feel that their best articles 
are inspired by Surface, then perhaps it 
would be best if the staff at Surface were 
offered high-paying positions at The 
Journal to save Journal staff the hassle of 
writing the articles over again. 

In my time Queen’s, I have been wit¬ 
ness to many volley in the inter-publica¬ 
tion rivalry on campus. I find this rivalry 
deleterious to all publications, and I am 
certainly not a proponent of it. 
Therefore, I believe it would be benefi¬ 
cial to the editors and staff of all campus 
publications to make a concerted effort 
to end this petty name-calling. It is a 
mature society in which different forms 
of expression can co-exist, wirhout feel¬ 

ing it necessary to deride and attack the 
expressions of others. 

Yours truly, 

Jennifer Abel 

Co-Editor-In-Chief 
Surface Magazine, 1998-99 

MiSC a mistake 

Dear Editors, 

On Thursday, September 17th AMS 
assembly voted by a margin of 20 to 11, 
with 3 abstentions, in favour of the fol¬ 
lowing motion: 

That AMS Assembly strongly condemn 
the spirit of The Queen’s Journal’s 
Thursday, September 10, 1998 article 
entitled ‘They’re Lying to You, Frosh” in 
a letter from the Speaker to co-editors-in- 
chief of The Queen’s Journal on behalf of 
AMS Assembly and request an apology. 

AMS Assembly is the highest under¬ 
graduate decision making body at 
Queen’s and is composed of elected rep¬ 
resentatives from all AMS member coun¬ 
cils and faculty society. 

This decision came as the result of a 
substantial debate where both sides of 
issue were well represented. Those who 
opposed the motion brought up several 
concerns that I shall now outline. Some 
felt that the article represented a piece of 
satire that should not be taken literally, 
and that the decision of the co-editors- 
in-chief to include the article was accept¬ 
able. Others emphasized The Journal’s 
independence, saying that an interven¬ 
tion in this matter would be inappropri¬ 
ate. This argument was closely tied to 

other suggestions that supporting this 
motion would have detrimental effects 
on editorial autonomy and would dam¬ 
age journalistic integrity. These argu¬ 
ments did not carry the day. 

AMS Assembly regards the printing of 
this article as a mistake. The piece is not 
seen as satire because it was not struc¬ 
tured to cause people to ponder the 
social structure of Queen’s. Instead, it 
served to marginalize, mock and heap 
scorn upon members of our community 
based upon group association. The idea 
that this article could help form the opin¬ 
ion that frosh have about the nature of 
the Queen’s community is discomforting 
at best. Engineers were not the only ones 
singled out, although they bore the brunt 
of Mr. Reinblatt’s distorted attack. 
Ridiculous cheap shots at Albertans and 
Commerce students serve to further 
emphasize the mean-spirited nature of 
the article and the irresponsibility of the 
editors in printing it. 

The AMS is a corporation, and the 
publisher of The Journal. Significant and 
heartfelt concerns have been put forward 
by members of the AMS community that 
question whether The Journal has lived 
up to its obligation under AMS By Law 
13.01.Ol(iii) to “maintain a consistency 
with the normal standards of good jour¬ 
nalism.” Assembly respects the need to 
not trammel upon the constitutionally 
protected principle of editorial auton¬ 
omy. However, as publisher, adherence 
to this principle does not restrict 
Assembly from participating in a debate 
after the fact concerning the propriety of 
a given article. Indeed, Assembly has a 
duty to listen to its constituents and 
bring their concerns forward. 

We do not interfere with what the edi¬ 
tors choose to print, but we do believe 

that, in this instance, the content of this 
article was inappropriate for publication. 
Nothing in this stereotypical and offen¬ 
sive piece could be confused for legiti¬ 
mate editorial opinion. As far as 
Assembly is concerned, “our school” is 
about mutual respect and mature dis¬ 
course. This letter registers our official 
condemnation and we request that the 
co-editors-in-chief take responsibility for 
what Assembly sees as a hurtful, inap¬ 
propriate editorial decision by apologiz¬ 
ing for the mistake. 

Darren MacDonald 
Arts ’99 
Speaker of AMS Assembly 

“Crap” not up to snuff 

Dear Editors, 

A little correction seems necessary to 
the figures presented in the “Crap in the 
Corner” segment of your MiSC section 
of Sept. 18. The number of “Archie” 
characters with alliterative names is not 
two, as printed. On the contrary, no less 
than five such characters immediately 
come to mind: Archie Andrews, Jughead 
Jones, Dilton Doiley, Moose Mason, and 
Chuck Clayton. Moreover, I also believe 
(but can’t confirm at this time) that Mr. 
Weatherbee and Ms. Grundy are respec¬ 
tively forenamed Wallace and Gertrude. 
Perhaps a little more investigative jour¬ 
nalism on the part of The Journal may 
finally put tins controversy to rest. 

Peter Lynn 
Arts ’97 
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Taking a 
BVTE out 

of life 
Tales from techno-2000 and beyond 

By Sean Springer 

HE FOLLOWING FEATURE IS A BRIEF 

exploration into the precarious 

relationship humans have with 

the machine. Examining our dirty love 

for technology, this mosaic of staggered 

tracks discusses the human desire to 

relieve pain by eliminating emotion. So, 

by embracing the robot, we succeed in 

curbing our insatiable appetites. 

Keep in mind that although the possi¬ 

bility that humans will be replaced by 

robots is absurd, the sentiment being 

expressed here is that ive need an aware¬ 

ness that the essence of humanity is at 

risk of being rewritten to include the 

term “Data" in its definition. A major 

problem, indeed. 

Track l : 

HAL & TIM 

The setting is a cute suburban 

neighbourhood just outside Toronto 

where a little girl flashes out of sleep at 

the byte of her computer’s gentle, mas¬ 

culine voice. “Good morning Sophie,” 

TIM (Technical Internal Modulator) 

coos through a large speaker, “It’s time 

your shower.” Not only is TIM the ideal 

best friend (sweet, caring, wise, full of 

anecdotes), it’s also Sophie’s best friend. 

You see, her parents moved from to 

Toronto from Florida recently and their 

work has kept them from spending 

enough quality time with her. TIM was 

intended to serve as a temporary friend 

to Sophie until she met “real people.” 

Up until now though, Sophie has been 

almost completely satisfied with her 

best friend and finding real friends is a 

task she sees as redundant. “I’ve got all 

the friend I’ll ever need,” she’d tell you. 

While humans continue to struggle 

for power between one person and the 

next, TIM replaces virtually all the 

friendship, educational and parenting 

aspects of human development. It 

quotes wisdom from Plato for Sophie in 

times of sadness. Its interface is a glossy 

photo of Brad Pitt’s cheery mug. Its 

entire program is geared by computer 

scientists to keep one person happy — 

Sophie. There is one crucial flaw 

though. TIM cannot love. No, this ideal 

replacement for human intervention 

cannot love back. 

Is Sophie concerned? Frustrated is a 

better way to put it. Frustrated because 

she puts so much love into TIM, but 

TIM, while appearing to have a concern 

for Sophie’s well-being, is lacking. 

Lacking love. 

TIM’s the improvement upon HAL, 

the electronic computing processor 

aboard a space shuttle craft headed for 

Jupiter in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A 

Space Odyssey. HAL, as most of you 

who have seen the film would know, 

was equipped with the capacity to com- 

“WHEN YOU COMPARE THE EVOLUTION OF MENTAL 

ABILITIES IN ANIMALS TO SIMILAR ABILITIES IN 

MACHINES, ROBOT EVOLUTION IS GOING ABOUT 1 □ 

MILLION TIMES FASTER.” 

— Hans Moravec, 
director of Carnegie Mellon's Mobile Robot Lab 

municate.and interact with humans on 

their own level. It sustained intimate 

conversations with its crew members 

while creating a human-like bond with 

the viewer sitting on the leather sofa. 

But shortly into the film, a flaw in 

HAL’s performance revealed itself. Its 

human-designed program conflicted 

with the intentions of the crew, and 

once they conspired to terminate HAL’s 

functioning abilities, the machine 

turned on them. In probably what was 

the film’s most humourous episode, 

HAL boots a crew member deep into 

the Milky Way. His flimsy body circles 

in the ether, choreographing pirouettes. 

A human has been murdered and the 

audience is in hysterics at the hapless 

being in utter torture. Later, when 

Dave, the remaining crew member, lit¬ 

erally pulls the plug on HAL’s life sup- 

port system, tears well up in our eyes as 

HAL’s verbal skills slacken, its “life" 

SPS int0 deeP sPace and it sines 
Daisy — a song learned from its cre¬ 

ator. “Mr. Langley taught me to sine a 

song... It's called Daisy... Dai-sy, dai- 

sy... HAL is just an electronic device, a 

tool. The scary thought is'that this tool 

can grip our hearts and command our 
sympathy. 

Likewise in Terminator // _ 

Judgment Day, although the sentiment 

isn’t nearly as compelling as Kubrick’s, 

John Connor weeps in agony when 

Arnie sinks into a pool of what appears 

to be molten lava in order to prevent 

the robots from evolving to the point of 

total world domination. Cheesy, but a 

sense of tragedy hangs in the moment. 

Step back a second though and 

scream “They’re just machines!” 

Track 2: 

An Oracle's Prophecy 

Phony news flash: 

The Oracle of Stirling, a 120-year- 

old woman who rarely graces the pres¬ 

ence of the Queen’s people, was 

dragged out by the High Priests of the 

Administration yesterday to answer a 

variety of questions from the Queen’s 

community. Sitting on a pedestal cen¬ 

tralized on the pendulum in the Stirling 

building foyer, she grinned sheepishly 

and stared blankly onto Queen’s 

Crescent with a glazed eye. In a bizarre 

twist of luck, probably to protect the 

future of humanity and to ensure that 

The Journal covered the story, I hap- 

Continued on next page 
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pened to be exiting my Statistics 251 

class when the ceremony began. 

It was nothing out of the ordinary, a 

cult of Kingston residents were posing a 

fairly bland nature of questions to the 

Oracle. The questions and answers were 

translated by the Grand Exalted Wazoo 

(the head High Priest). 

People were frantically waving their 

hands, “Ooh! Ooh! Who’s the sexiest 

person on campus? Is my TA attracted 

to me? How many times will I vomit 

because of Marriott food this year?” In 

an earnest display of psychic expertise, 

the Oracle dusted off about 30 consecu¬ 

tive questions. 

Standing slanted to the left at the 

back of the foyer, arms crossed, I tried 

to summon an intelligent question from 

the depths of my brain. “Will I find true 

love? Will anyone read this feature? 

When was the last time I changed 

underwear?” The list could have contin¬ 

ued forever. Then, I found something 

useful. 

“What’s in the near future of human¬ 

ity?” I blurted out. A hundred heads 

swiveled in semi-circles, directing their 

puckered lips and crossed stares in my 

direction. The Grand Wazoo translated, 

and the Oracle began to quiver, leading 

to gyrations, leading to convulsions, 

leading to a 10-minute blackout that 

ended when she picked herself up off 

the tiled floor and replied through the 

Grand Wazoo “You’ll all still be here, 

but only in body, as each of your brains 

will be replaced with a Pentium II 266 

Motherboard. Sorry... Oh! Times up! 

Everyone please clear the room.” 

Watching as the apathetic crowd 

began shuffling either to their next class 

hi the D auditorium or out onto 

Queen’s Crescent, I wondered to 

myself, why didn’t anybody seem to 

care? Do people want to be replaced by 

computers? 

Her prediction and the crowd’s reac¬ 

tion made me think, hard. Looking at 

the technological trends surfacing over 

even the past 10 years, it’s hard to 

refute that there’s an unprecedented 

pace being set by software and hard¬ 

ware manufacturers to upgrade comput¬ 

ers by the second in order to maximize 

“efficiency.” In many areas, this is an 

effort that is certainly praiseworthy. Just 

look at medicine, clean power, informa¬ 

tion access, statistical analysis, overall 

industry effectiveness... 

"The hype has been awesome, 
endless. And now Windows 95 is 
here. Finally. That's how I felt 
when I unwrapped my prere¬ 
lease copy and prepared myself 
for what has to be the most 
important software upgrade of 
the decade.” — Gregg Keizer, 

Computer Life August 1995 

1GB Drives for Under *400 

Got a Life? Get a PIM! 

Say, I wonder how Gregg feels now 
that Windows 98 has been released? 
And how about when Windows 
ninety... THOUSAND comes out? 
How much better will his life be 

then? 

Isn’t technology a good thing? And a 

race of humanoids? C’mon, who would 

foot the bill? 

Track 3: 

Pain relievers 

As John Doe reads Penthouse forum 

on the Internet while listening to his 

portable mini-Discman and Jane Doe 

experiences rock climbing in a virtual 

reality chamber, technology slowly eats 

away at the protective fabric shielding 

humans from an electronic dependence. 

Accident or product of our own desire? 

Specifically, do we want to be taken 

over by technology? Though the idea is 

a point of contention in the human con¬ 

scious, there is evidence from the sub¬ 

conscious pointing to oui. 

Life is tough. To quote the philoso¬ 

pher Thomas Hobbes, life is “solitary, 

poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” For so 

many, it’s an emotional roller coaster 

swooping from highs and lows at an 

§>, uneven pace. 

jL While the humanoid conversion 

™ spoils the essence of life, and dispels 

opportunities to challenge and better 

J ourselvesj it’s much to be 

g. lifeless. 

£ A civilization of sloths? Looks like it 

J to me. 

I A robot can transcend emotions and 

a rest on a plateau that, too advanced to 

experience the essential ingredients in 

humanity, is safe from -LLaLlH.. 

Why do we put our love into materi¬ 

als and inanimate objects? Probably 

because the possibility of rejection isn’t 

a problem. Is there a point when 

enough is enough? Unlikely, Internet 

use is exponential and the power must 

always stay at a level that can fuel the 

Web’s rocketship. When will computers 

be the do-anything, feel-nothing con¬ 

traptions we’ve prescribed them to be? 

Probably never. 

Track 4: 

Just say no to progress! 

DaRTH VADER SUCCUMBED TO emo¬ 

tional distress and embraced an exis¬ 

tence of silicon to quell his anxieties. 

Currently, we’re witness to a direct 

antidote to the Darth Vader syndrome 

— the iMac. Can’t be upgraded, they 

say. Obsolete in months, they’ll tell you. 

Well, does it need to get better? 

Stan Yagi, director of Queen’s 

Information Technology Services 

offered the rhetorical question, “What 

is it that you’re asking the computer to 

do?” and clarified that there are virtu¬ 

ally only three things that the average 

person would use a computer for. They 

are word processing, e-mail communi¬ 

cation and Web browsing. All can be 

accomplished with the iMac. And per¬ 

haps Apple is making a statement, Yagi 

explained. For now, the iMac is all 

you’ll really need from a computer. 

Apple is “making things easier to use” 

by curbing frustration. 

If we surrender to the deadly chain 

reaction of materialistic insatiability, in 

a few years the iMac’s hardware will 

just be great plastic scrap. But, do we 

have to succumb to our inclinations? 

One solution is to eradicate desires 

by becoming more robotic. Objects 

can’t love you and to avoid any trouble 

with dirty love, we become one of 

them. 

Track 5: 

Computer OK? 

“When I am king you will be first 

against the wall with your opinions 

which are of no consequence at all.” 

— Thom Yorke of Radiohead in 

“Paranoid Android” 

One of the best rock albums of 

1997 and arguably one of the best rock 

albums ever, Radiohead’s OK Computer 

explores the relationship between 

human and machine. The music is awe¬ 

some, but even better are the lyrics 

peering into the future. “This is what 

you’ll get... when you mess with us” an 

android-warns the human in “Karma 

Police.” 

What will happen when we mess 

with them? Hans Moravec, director of 

Carnegie Mellon’s Mobile Robot Lab, 

remarked in a recent Discovery Channel 

Online feature on the future of robots 

that “When you compare the evolution 

of mental abilities in animals to similar 

abilities in machines, robot evolution is 

going about 10 million times faster.” He 

goes as far to say that it’s “50 years top, 

until the robots exceed us.” 

HUMANS CONTROL 

MACHINES, AND WHEN 

HUMANS SCREW IT UP 

(WHICH OCCURS ALL THE 

TIME) MACHINES SCREW 

it up. Let’s just be 

CAREFUL THAT THE 

SCREW-UP DOESN’T 

PROGRAM A 

WORLDWIDE GENOCIDE. 

Track 6: 

But, seriously folks 

Is THIS A PESSIMISTIC ARTICLE? KIND OF. 

But it contains the optimistic sentiment 

that we don’t truly wish to be robots 

and that society isn’t totally at risk of 

becoming an unconscious civilization, 

although many philosophers such as 

John Ralston Saul would argue that we, 

speaking metaphorically, already have. 

Consider the life of Data on the 

Enterprise (a Star Trek: The Next 

Generation reference for people out of 

touch with the Trekkie world). Let’s be 

blunt and say that it would be boring 

and It’s absurd to conceive of a 

“collective suicide,” but the fact of the 

matter is that humans control machines, 

and when humans screw it up (which 

occurs all the time) machines screw it 

up. Let’s just be careful that the screw- 

up doesn’t program a worldwide geno¬ 

cide. 

Did the Oracle’s prophecy imply that 

a neutron bomb will explode leaving 

the robot as the saviour of the species? 

It’s possible. Will a computer program¬ 

mer input the critical piece of informa¬ 

tion that melts the computer’s solitary 

brain sending it into electronic insanity? 

I’m no rocket scientist, but it’s hap¬ 

pened in the movies... Could an ice 

storm, 1000 times more intense than 

the catastrophe we witnessed last 

January crystallize the human spirit? 

Well, if this last one occurs — don’t 

fret. Just envision a Princess Lea caped 

in a shall and inconspicuous spy gear 

thawing the planet to start afresh in a 

brave new world. 

Sean Springer is mad as hell, but he's still 

gonna take it. 
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From Saturday, October 3, 

you'll only have 212 days to 

after graduation. So why 

not come to IBM’s career 

fair and get a head start? 

On Saturday. October 3. you're invited to IBM's 

headquarters to learn about the exciting opportunities 
open to you in almost all areas of the company. 

Mark the date on your calendar. You don’t want to miss 

this opportunity to get a sense of the buzz that comes 

from creating the slull that will change the world. Reps 

Irom various areas pi IBM. along with the leading-edge 

technology being used by business today, will be on 

band so you can gel a lirst-person look at the kind of 

energy, inventiveness and breakthrough thinking that 
make IBM a great place to work. 

Opportunities abound for comp sei. engineering, business 
and arts students in all areas of IBM - from our leading 

software lab to ISM Corp. to our IBM Global Services 

learn. So stop by. Who knows, you could find yourself 

working on some ol the coolest and most innovative 

projects in the industry - in just 212 days. 

Date: • aim.lac t h mi.. 

Location: IBM 

3000 Steele- 

Markham. (I 

To make (ravelling to our . „ <jit l<1311. 

olT by ""T* r°' y™ bc pi',kcl1 “P "3n(J"arojJ11e.1 

Time: 11:3(1 a.m. 

Location: Maekiniosh-t .nrrv Hall 

register today! 

X^Yb: w wav. can. ib m. com /hr 

Call: 1-800-IBM-CAU, (1-800-426-2255). Exl./iQ 

ill planet are regisieied Irade-m 
<s ol International Business Machines Corporation and are used under licence by IBM Canada Ltd 1998 IBM Corp All rlghis reser d 

Solutions for a small planet® 

Soxuxd of Music 
Concert previews for the upcoming week 

Getting a 
little Rusty 

By Robert De Bellefeuille 

THE CANADIAN BAND Rusty prepares to rock 
Kingston to its very foundations when they 
perform live at AJ’s Hanger rhis Wednesday. 

Rusty, the Toronto quartet, made up of Ken 
Macneil, Jim Moore, Scott McCullough and John 
“Fatboy” Lalley, is best known for punkish-rock hits 
like, “Wake me,” “Groovy dead,” “Misogyny,” and 
“Empty cell”. They are here promoting their latest 
eighties garage rock influenced release Out of their 

heads. 

Rusty’s most recent release took it’s initial inspi¬ 
ration from eighties garage rock, but when the band 
went back into the studio to record. Rusty was 
already moving beyond that rock style to encom¬ 
pass a wider range of sounds than they’d previously 
played, including seventies stones, funk, hip hop, 
strange keyboards and even stranger vocals. 

The group also tried a new approach, sponta¬ 
neous song-writing in the studio. “We just went in 
and did it, which was really neat,” said lead singer 
Macneil. “We’d sit around in the studio and play, 
and as soon as we found something we liked, we’d 
build the arrangement, write a melody, do the bed 
tracks. We still recorded the whole thing in five 
days, including the writing.’ It was all a bit more 
loose, and more fun.” 

The relaxed attitude is evident throughout Out 

of their Heads. “The first session we did was the 
most fun I’ve ever had in a recording studio,” said 
Moore. “It was swinging. There was no pressure; 

Please see Rusty on page 15 

Jazzing 
Queen’s 

By Lilian Kim JUNO-WINNING, CANADIAN Jazz Musician of the Year 
Jane Bunnett makes an appearance this Friday at 
Dunning Hall as part of the Rhythm and Dance 

Series. Her session will mainly compose of a blend 
of Cuban beats and jazz rhythms. Bunnett is recog- 

i nized as one of contemporary jazz’s brightest stars who 
; *s grabbing the attention of music lovers with her unique 
i sound. 

For Bunnett, music has smoothly fallen into place. 
During a trip to Cuba in 1984, Bunnett and her husband 

; Larry Cramer met with a group of musicians who 
! inspired and gave her musical career a well-appreciated 
| kickstart. Bunnett, who resides in Toronto, began notic- 
! ing her love for jazz after seeing Charles Mingus and 
j Rahsaan Roland Kirk on a trip to San Francisco. The 
| well-established flautist became fascinated by the 
soprano saxophone and had introduced it as part of her 
musical scheme. At that point, Bunnett had begun a ! 

j musical career that would take her across Canada and j 

I outside irs borders to boast her musical endeavors. 
Her recent release Chamalongo is highly acclaimed j 

i while her sound is well sought-after. It has been six : 
1 years since Bunnett released an album, her first being the 
I Juno-winning Spirits of Havana. But she has returned to 
1 the style which emphasizes her abilities, highlighting her 
j status as one of jazz’s hottest ticket items. 
! See Jane Bunnett perform live at Dunning Hall Friday 

\Septemher 25. Tickets for the concert are $9 for 

i students and the show begins at 8 p.tn. 

Digging for 
Gold 

By Sarah Crosbie 

LAST FALL, THE SkyDiggf.rs rocked AJ’s. This fall, 
group member Paul Cloud is back with lead 
singer of Starling, Danny Michel, in tow. 

The two artists will perform an acoustic show 
performing both covers and original material at the 
Trasheteria tonight. 

McCloud and Michel used to play together at the 
Guelph Trasheteria and now travel to Kingston every 
three or four months to “meet, sit back and play.” 

McCloud described the show as “really low key. Ir’s 
not an acoustic concert atmosphere, but more fun.” 
The two musicians plan to play anything from 
Soundgarden to Tori Amos, in addition to a lor of 
original material. McCloud stated, “as song writers, 
the most important thing is [that] someone likes your 
songs.” 

McCloud is excited about the show because the 
performances at the Trasheteria are always exrremely 
well-attended and “there’s really no telling what will 
happen until it gets starred... [because] it’s just the two 
of us,” he explained. 

The performance consists of two 75 minute sets. 
Doors open at the Trash at 9 p.m. and the show begins 
at 10:30 p.m. 

Can you think of a better way to spend a Tuesday 
evening besides chillin’ with “two pretty important 
songwriters”? 

Background photo: Bunnett at play. 

Rhythm and brews 
Wellington savors Latin flavour 

Concert Review 

By Todd Jackson 

Ay Carumba! It ain’t Gerry O’Kane folks. If people 
came to the Wellington on Thursday night expecting 
‘Waltzing Matilda” they must have been confused. 

What they got instead was the likes of “Afro Blue ’ and 

“Tito’s Call” — the Afro-Cuban and Latin jazz explo¬ 
rations of Kingston’s own Pico de Gallo. Not unlike 
O’Kane, Pico de Gallo is a regular at the Wellington 
and has developed a following. 

When I say that there is a following I mean the place 
was packed. You can feel the groove when you turn the 
corner of Princess to walk the half block to the pub’s 
door. The band creates a vibe that reaches into the 
street. 

A Pico show is all about rhythm. In the centre of the 
stage sits front man Andy Love on the kit. Also playing 
percussion is Mike Sakell on timbales and Brian 
Howell on hand drums. The rhythm section is com¬ 
pleted by Alec Barkin on bass and Spencer Evans on 
organs. The band also includes Jon Stewart on tenor 
saxophone, Clyde Forsberg on trumpet and flugel 
horn, and Sylvain Gagnon on trombone. 

Thursday’s concert was representative of what Pico 
de Gallo has become known for. The seemingly con¬ 
servative Wellington Pub was transformed into a puls¬ 
ing, clav<§-driven jazz joint. 

The fact of the matter is, you won’t Find a lot of 
plaid in the crowd when Pico plays. There’s no one try¬ 
ing to start a chorus of “Barrett’s Privateers.” What 

you will find is a floor full of sweaty dancers and a 
room full of people locked into a beat. 

On Thursday night, every musician counted. Jon 
Stewart and Alec Barkin are both new to Pico and their 
entry into the lineup was seamless. The horns wailed 
and the rhythm section drove a torrid latin beat. 
Towards the end of the set Casey Boyce sat in with the 
band and sang Earth chants over a Batukata rhythm. 
People loved it. She danced and the crowd danced with 
here. 

You can feel the groove when you turn 
the corner of Princess to walk the half 

block to the pub’s door. The band 
creates a vibe that reaches 

the street. 

Kudos to the Wellington for supporting live jazz in 
Kingston. While the Wellington may be best known for 
its Celtic tradition, this little Irish pub is a venue for 
some of the best live music in Kingston that never came 
out of the British Isles. 



NOTICE 
The littlest hero 
Simon Birch evokes and inspires 

1998 ALUMNI WEEKEND 

FOOTBALL GAME 

NOTE For the September 26* AJumni Weekend Football Game, ALL students will be 

admitted to Richardson Stadium by ticket only 

Tickets can be picked up at the main Administration Office in the Phys.Ed.Centre at 

NO CHARGE from: 

Monday September 21” to Thursday, September 24* - 9 00 am-7:00 pm 

Friday, September 25* - 9 00 am - 8:00 pm 

In order to pick up their game ticket, students must present their student card at the above 

location. There is a limit of one ticket per student card. 

Tickets will be issued on a first-come first-service basis, so be sure to pick up your ticket 

early, as a limited number of tickets are available. 

Any student tickets not distributed after 8:00 pm on Friday, September 25* will be 

available on a first-come first-serve basis commencing at 12:00 noon Saturday, September 26* 

from the east side ticket Kiosk at Richardson Stadium. Student cards must be presented in order 

to obtain a ticket. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ARE PERMITTED IN RICHARDSON STADIUM 

NO PERSON will be admitted to Richardson Stadium who is apparently under the 

influence of alcohol. Any person found in the Stadium who is apparently under the influence of 

alcohol will be removed from the Stadium. Persons entering the Stadium may be subject to a 

personal search. 

Spectators entering onto the playing field, or running track area prior to, during the game, 

and at halftime will be removed from the Stadium and charged by the University with trespass. 

Movie Review 

Simon Birch 
Playing at the Capitol Theatre 

By Scott Deveau 

Unfortunately, I am forced to start 

this article by professing my ignorance 

of John Irving’s novel A Prayer for Owen 

Meany, which is the inspiration for 

Simon Birch. Although after reading The 

Globe and Mail's poor review of this 

movie, I am forced to assume that if you 

enjoyed the book than you will have a 

difficult time sitting through this movie. 

Reviews such as this are usually written 

under the pretense that the movie was 

merely a bastardization of the novelist’s 

work. However, in the case of Simon 

Birch, the film was 

wonderful. 

Simon Birch (Ian Michael Smith) was 

the smallest baby ever born in 

Gravestown Memorial Hospital, so 

small that his mother’s labour was 

achieved with a sneeze. The doctors, 

astonished the child survived at all, 

declared his birth a miracle. From this 

point on Simon believes that through 

divine providence he will ultimately 

achieve heroic status. Along with his 

best friend Joe (Joseph Mazzelo) Simon 

lies in wait for the day his destiny will be 

realized. Simon’s journey to heroism is 

challenged by the tyrannical priest 

(David Strathairn), by his equally dubi¬ 

ous Sunday school teacher and, tragi¬ 

cally, by his cruel and unloving parents. 

But, with the love of Joe and Joe’s 

mother (Ashley Judd), Simon is never 

Small Package: Ashley 

Judd shows Simon Birch 

discouraged from his destiny. 

I found Smith’s performance to be a 

very powerful, and not because he was 

only 11 years old when he made the 

film. He truly is a very talented actor. 

There is certainly something about 

Smith’s physical make-up that makes the 

part. I would be rude to say that Smith 

is an ugly child, but his awkwardness 

creates a kind of weird attraction 

towards him. Further than just the phys¬ 

ical likability of Smith with his bizarre 

voice and jagged teeth, the emotion that 

is projected in Simon’s struggle with his 

faith is truly moving (so much so that 

tears were almost constantly being 

restrained in the audience). It is this ter¬ 

rific casting of characters, when meshed 

w'ith Irving’s witticism in dialogue that 

make this movie what is it is. 

Whether or not this film may have been 

better off if it held to the original story 

of Owen Meany really becomes inconse¬ 

quential. This movie truly stands on its 

own. 

(OCanada Computer & Electronics Inc. 

PENTIUM II ASUS PC-100 SYSTEM 

ASUS PZB Intel BX Mainboard 
64 MB PC-100 SDRAM Memory 

6.4GB IDE Hard Drive 
Panasonic 1.44MB Floppy Drive 

Panasonic 32x IDE CD-ROM 
Full lower Case w/300 W ATX Power 
Matrox G200 8 MB AGP Video Card 

Creative AWE 64 
15‘ SVGA Monitor ,28mm 

104 Key Keytronlc Keyboard PS/2 
2-Button Mouse PS/2 

Altec Lansing ACS 45 Speakers w/Sub. 
FREE Thrustmaster Joystick! 

Above Configuration w/Followtng CPU: 

Intel Celeron Pentium II 266 $1488 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300 $1509 
Intel Celeron Pentium II 300A $1635 

Intel Pentium II 266 
Intel Pentium II 300 
Intel Pentium II 333 
Intel Pentium II 350 
Intel Pentium II 400 

$1688 
$1748 
$1788 
$1948 
52098 

wanted 
assistant 

designers manager 
Rlthough no enperience is 
required, these uiith 
specific knowledge of 
CerelDraw, web-page 
design, Adobe Paeemaker, 
or Rdobe Photoshop will 
be fauoured. 

No experience is 
required. This person 

will help with daily 
operations, and ouersee 
number of management 

tasks. 

staff 
No experience is required. 

This daytime position is open 
to anyone who uias not able 

to apply in March, 1998. 

Rpplications are auailable at 
the RMS Front desk, and 
are due back by Friday, 

September 25. 

Iti&clcl 
The Publishing and Copy Centre 

545-6543 545 0350 

The centre of the lower JDUC 
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Rusty rolls this week 
continued from page 13 

we were just playing.” 

When asked about Kingston 

music, bassist Moore had many 

accolades for Weeping Tile and 

The Tragically Hip. Also, when 

asked which super hero best 

embodies the values of Rusty, 

Jim responded that it would 

most likely be Luke Cage, 

although Macneil is more of a 

Silver Surfer fan. 

Finally, our interview 

reached its boiling point and the 

obligatory question needed to 

be answered — oh yes, it would 

be answered... 

QJ: Hypothetically speaking, 

who would win in a fight 

between a pirate, a samurai, a 

vampire and a viking? 

Moore (arbitrarily): The 

vampire because he is Immortal. 

QJ (impressed): That’s a 

good point. I've always been 

partial to pirates though, myself, 

matey. 

Moore: Have you ever seen 

the show OZ? 

QJ (ambushed): ....yeah, the 

prison show, why? 

Moore: It must be pretty 

popular in Kingston. 

QJ: Indubitably. 

Rusty’s upcoming plans 

include embarking on a cross- 

Canada tour. The band has also 

covered Stompin’ Tom 

Connor’s piece of true 

Canadiana “The hockey song,” 

which will be used as the theme 

song for the upcoming CTV 

program Power Play. 

Out There! 
Movies: 
Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday, 
September 24: 
546-5395 

Ever After 7:05. 9:55 

Armageddon 6:45, 9:45 

Saving Private Ryan 8:30 

Snake Eyes 7:20, 9:30 

Simon Birch 7:10, 9:40 

Rounders 7:00, 7:25, 9:35, 10:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday, 
September 24: 
389-7442 

Blade 7:10, 9:50 

Rush Hour 7:20. 7:40, 9:40 

10:00 
Knock Off 7:00, 9:10 

One True Thing 6:40, 9:20 

Something About Mary 6:50, 

9:30 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Thursday, September 24: 
546- 3456 

Return to Paradise 7:00, 9:15 

New Video Releases: 
From Blockbuster 
384-1646 
Mercury Rising 

My Giant 

The Player's Club 

Dangerous Beauty 

Night Watch 

Casper Meets Wendy 

Visual Art: 
The Edward Day Gallery 
547- 0774 

From September 21 to October 

18, exhibits by Catherine 

Dolcini. 

The Modern Fuel Gallery: 

21-A Queen St. 

From September 10 until 

October 10, Barbara Astman 

showing an AGO Artist with 

Their Work and AT&T Exhibition 

Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre: 
545- 2190 

From September 5 until 

November I, Sheila Gregory will 
be showing her work. 

Kingston Regional Arts 
Council: 
546- ARTS 

On September 26 and 27 the 

waterfront location at the Tett 

Centre will be the home to A 

Country Fair in the City. The 

new Tett Centre is located at 

370 King Street West. 

Demonstrations of painting, 

sketching, porcelain painting and 

pottery. Daily passes are $2 for 

all performances. 

Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre: 
545-2190 

On October 7, from noon to I 

p.m. Sheila Gregory presents, 

Artist's Talk. 

October Studio Tour: 
372-1312 
359-5050 

On Saturday, October 17 and 

Sunday, October 18 the I Ith 

Annual October Studio Tour will 

occur. The tour gives the public 

the opportunity to meet artists 

where they work and live. 

Live 
Entertainment: 
The Shot: 
Every Monday is Blue Monday. 

Tuesdays are Live DJ’s. 

Join thousands of other students at Canada's fastest 
growing distance education university and ... 

.Stay On 
Course 

Canadas Open University" 

Is the course you want to get into full? 
Do you need a course to fit into your timetable? 
Do you want to pick up extra credits or pursue 
personal interests? 

If so, Athabasca University has hundreds 
of home-study courses to choose from. 

» Study at your own pace, 

o Credits earned are transferable, 
o Get individualized telephone and 

computer-based tutoring. 

• Register throughout the year. 
» Reasonable registration fees include all 

required course materials. 
« Challenge for credit opportunities. 

Register today and chart your course of 
study with Canada's leader in individualized 
distance education. For more information call: 

1-888-206-2942 
Web Site: www.athaboscau.ca 
E-mail: auinfo@athabascau.ca 

Teach 
English ; 

as a Second 
Language ; 
in Canada ■ 

{*] or Abroad 
Enroll now to obtain 

your Certificate in 

Teaching English as a 

Second/Foreign Language 

[7^\] Queen's University 
IvZ) at Kingston 

Alternating Wednesdays Jon 

Coakley plays with Bug Daddy 

and The Shack, starting 

September 23. Coakley alter¬ 

nates with Professional Live 

Comedy, starting September 16. 

Every second Friday Travel Agent 

performs. 

Windmills Cafe: 
Live entertainment is available 

every Thursday and Sunday 

evenings at Windmills Cafe. 

On Thursday, September 24th, 

Dragonfly performs. 

On Sunday September 27th. The 

Ignaz String Quartet performs. 

Performing Arts Office 
545-2558 

The Performing Arts Office at 

Queen’s University opens it 

1998-99 season with the first 

even in the Rhythm and Dance 

Series.. Jane Bunnett and orches¬ 
tra will make their Kingston 

debut on Friday, September 25 

at 8 p.m. Bunnett performs 

Cuban rhythms and sounds. 

Tickets are $20 for adults, $ 15 

for seniors and $10 for students 

and youth. 

Theatre: 
Grand Theatre: 
530-2050 

On Tuesday September 29 and 

Wednesday September 30, 

Universal Concerts Canada 

Presents: The Rankins. Shows 

start at 8 p.m. and tickets are 

$28.50. 

On Sunday October 4 at 2:30 

p.m., The Kingston Symphony 

presents the first concert in the 

Masterworks Series. Tickets 

range from $9 to $30.50. 

■ Course instructors are experienced ESL 
teachers and experts in the field. 

■ Presentalions cover instructional theory 
and methodologies in a variety of ESL/EFL 
areas over different levels. 

■ Presentalions provide information 
applicable to both Canadian and overseas 
teaching situations. 

■ Participants may observe ESL classes. 
■ Participants receive a variety of handouts 

as well as information on additional 
materials. 

■ Participants may tutor international 
students. 

Registration Night 
Monday, 26 September, 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Classes 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
29 September - 22 October, 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Practice Tutoring 
Saturday, 10 October and 
Saturday, 17 October, 10 am - noon 
MacCorry E229, E202, E230 

Register early at 
School of English 
96 Lower Albert Street 
Tel: 545-2472 Fax: 54S-6809 
e-mail: soe@post.queensu.ca 

Cost 
S375 including materials 
Pay by cash or ’credit card at the School 

. of English Office 
*2% service charge must be added I 
credit card payments 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from S359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

St John’s from $279 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your exam 

- schedule? No need to 

worry! Book your 
Student Class flight 

borne and yqu’TI receive a 
coupon for a FREE date 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

r Leisure Travel Long HauVG roup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Weblite: www.odyssey-tiBVd.coni 
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T&Vimfor A wee bit off Ireland 
Tir Nan Og provides quality food, decor and service 

Restaurant Review 

Tir Nan Og 
200 Ontario St. 

By Heather Aggus 

Kingston is a town steeped with his¬ 

tory and tradition, and one place that 

certainly contributes much to Kingston’s 

Celtic flavour is Tir Nan Og, which 

means the land of eternal youth. 

The Celtic restaurant is located on 

Ontario Street, in the historic Prince 

George Hotel. There are essentially two 

parts to the pub, Tir Nan Og itself, and 

Monte’s, the adjoining cigar lounge. 

Monte’s is a good place to go for an after 

dinner cigar, and features live jazz on 

Friday evenings. 

Upon arriving at Tir Nan Og, 
I felt as though [I] was 
entering an alehouse 

in Dublin. 

Upon arriving at Tir Nan Og, I felt as 

though I had stepped back in time, and 

was entering an alehouse in Dublin. The 

atmosphere is rather dark, but this may 

be in keeping with the theme of an older 

Irish pub. All the furniture in the bar has 

been imported from Ireland, including 

the bars themselves, and the ceiling was 

taken from a cathedral in Ireland. There 

is also an area with a stone fireplace, and 

you can eat by the hearth. 

Tir Nan Og features live music every 

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and 

Saturday, and the band usually begins at 

around 9:30 p.m. The restaurant and 

pub features a blend of Celtic and tradi¬ 

tional music, and it is not uncommon for 

people to get up and do a spontaneous 

Irish step dance. 

Tir Nan Og has a large selection of 

imported draughts, including 

Southwicks, Blacksheep, Kilkenny and 

Guinness. Of particular interest, there . 

is a pumpkin beer currently being I 

served for the fall season. It has a nutty I 

flavour, and tastes as if it may even I 

have a little spice in it, like ginger. 1 | 

definitely recommend you check it out. 

To start the meal, my friend and I 

ordered a Stilton cheese and bagel chips 

dish. The cheese was melted and served 

in a hollowed out bun, and the bagel 

chips were crisp. It was nicely pre¬ 

sented, and delicious. 

My appetizer was then followed by 

the “Guinness Steak and Mushroom 

Crock.’’ It was beef tenderloin and 

mushrooms, served in gravy and brazed 

in Guinness. The meal can only be 

described like a steak and mushroom 

pie without the pie. It was served with 

mashed potatoes and seasonal vegeta¬ 

bles, some carrots, and other assorted 

vegetables. 

Tir Nan Og has a large 
selection of imported 
draughts, including 

Southwicks, Blacksheep, 
Kilkenny and Guinness. 

The meat was tender and the gravy 

quite tasty. The vegetables were done to 

perfection, not mushy, not too crisp. The 

j Tir Nan Og is a nice 

I place for a meal and 

J imported beer. 

mashed potatoes were made with a bit of 

buttermilk, and they were smooth and 

creamy. 

My friend ordered what was called 

the “Fish Monger’s Platter.” This essen¬ 

tially consisted of cold smoked salmon, 

peppered mackerel, smoked trout with a 

caper and dill sauce, and little pieces of 

toast. 

All in all, it was a highly enjoyable 

meal. The server was friendly and atten¬ 

tive, the food was reasonably priced, and 

the atmosphere superb. 

■n-m 

Sunday Pasta Night 
Salad, Pasta 8c Foccacia 

$4.98 

The 1998-1999 

MAIN CAMPUS RESIDENTS’ COUNCIL 

is actively seeking an exceptional and 

motivated candidate to fill the available 

position of 

Appeals 
Coordinator 

The selected individual will receive a monetary 

honorarium and reduced residence fees. 
Note: The Appeals Coordinator may choose to 

live off-campus. 

Applicants must have at least two years of 
residence experience. Applications are available 

at the Victoria Hall front desk and are to be 

submitted by Thursday, October 1, 1998. 

CAREERS DAY '98 

GRANT HALL 

SEPTEMBER 22 & 23 10:30 - 3:30 

Tuesday, September 22, 1998 
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Calendar Boy. Jason Priestly IS doing it all. Besides acting and being exec¬ 

utive producer of 90210, he is also directing an episode of “The Outer Limits” 

and is directing a music video for the Barenaked Ladies. Priestly is leaving the hit 
series this year as a regular, while Luke Perry, the actor who plays Dylan is 
returning. ’ 

Rap Sheet: On Tuesday, September 14, rapper Coolio, best known for 

“Gangstas Paradise was arrested for suspicion of carrying a weapon and pos¬ 
sessing marijuana after he was pulled over for driving on the wrong side of the 

road. Also Ol Dirty Bastard, a member of the Wn-Tang Clan was arrested this 
September for creating a disturbance at a nightclub. 

Carrey-ing Dr. Seuss: Universal Pictures has acquired the film rights to 

two classic children's books by Dr. Seuss, “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” and 

“Oh, the Places You 11 Go.” Universal paid $9 million for the two stories. Imagine 

films, run bv Ron Howard and Brian Grazer, will make the live action movies. 
Jim Carrey has been picked ro star as the Grinch. 

America, the Beautiful: Miss Virginia! Nicole Johnson, a 24-year old dia¬ 

betic, who wears an insulin pump on her hip was crowned Miss America 1999 

on Saturday, September 19. Johnson wants to be a national news anchor and 
national diabetes spokesperson. 

Out, but still In: Ellen Degeneres will host the VH1 Fashion Awards this 

Fall. Degeneres’ show, Ellen, was cancelled after it was the first to feature a gay 

character in a lead role. Other celebrities attending the affair, include Wesley 

Snipes, Courtney Cox, Salma Hayek and Claudia Schiffer. The show will air 
October 27. 

A Change Will Do You Good (New musical releases): 

— Sheryl Crow “RJverwide” 

— Hoorie &: The Blowfish “Musical Chairs” 
— Alexi Lalas “Ginger” 

— Marilyn Manson “Mechanical Animals” 

Direct Coat Outlet 

One of Canada’s foremost ladies outerwear 
retailers will soon be opening a discount 

ladies coat outlet in Kingston. 

We require full and part-time sales 
associates that have ladies retail 

experience and the energy to drive this 
promotional business. 

Please fax your resume immediately to 
Joseph Davis at: 

384-8253 

Opportunity knocks 

The Sale 

Only Twice A Year 
Across North America 

Calvin Klein 
underwear 

Starts Sept.24 

/ room / 

Homecoming Events 
Wednesday Thursday 

One Step Beyond with 
DJ TNK 

(of Groove Nation) @ 
Clark Hall Pub, 9pm 
$6 advance, $8 door 

Pul5 

All Ages Ritual @ Clark 
noon till 6pm 

New City Improv @ 
Queen's Pub $2 

8:30pm -10:30pm 

Friday 
Clark Ritual 11 am - 6pm 

Brian Taguchi of Clever Hans 
@ Queen's Pub 4pm -6pm 

All ages evening events in Vic Hall 

queen's 

,001. 

Saturday 
Sidewalk Sale 9am - 5pm 

Music courtesy The Shot Pool Pub, featuring 
live tunes by 

DJ Under, DJ Ali & Travel Agent 
Pre-game Warm-Up @ Alfie’s, 11am, all ages 

1 pm Kill McGill Football Game— hospitality 
tent will require I.D. 

Clark Ritual 11 am - 6pm 
ASUS Theatre presents The Truman Show 

@ Dunning $3 

Sunday 
^Evening Coffee House @ Queen’s Pub 

Open mic, yummy desserts, all ages! 210 Princess St. 
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student interest fees 
Every student has paid a md 
distributed in varying amounts to a variety 
community causes. fMa 

, ept 
y P ,. ■ npafin fqee the Blue Book for details), except Opt-outs are done online via QCAKD (see tne erne 

for the AMS Health Plan... 

AMS HEALTH PLAN 
YOU. can ^i. . _ 

— muuuv not to be cow 

Proof of comparable coverage 

Proof is limited to 

«s from 10:01 

SEPT 8-25 * HEARD OPT OUTS 
SEPT 14-25 * AMS HEALTH PLAN 

* There are no exceptions. 

I UEbUAT, Otr I cntltK LL, I 770 
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The Peanut Gallery 

A “Wild’ finish 

As the baseball season 
winds down, the wildcard 
races are still going on. In the 
National League, the Chicago 
Cubs and New York Mets have 
been virtually deadlocked for 
the last month. While the 
Cubs have Slammin’ Sammy 
Sosa, the Mets have John 
Olerud and Mike Piazza lead¬ 
ing the charge. In the 
American League, the Boston 
Red Sox are slowly pulling 
away from the Blue Jays 
despite their weak play. While- 
Red Sox players will be glad to 
make it into the post-season, 
the fans fear that the curse of 
the Bambino will go on. 

Arms race 

The Cy Young race is heat¬ 
ing up and there are numerous 
contenders in both leagues. In 
the NHL, the Braves' Greg 
Maddux, the perennial 
favourite, is 17-9 with a 2.24 
ERA, while teammates and 
former winners Tom Glavine 
(20-6 2.53) and John Smoltz 
(16-3 2.99) will also garner 
serious consideration. The 
only real non-Brave contender 
is Kevin Brown (18-7 2.44) of 
the San Diego Padres. The 
Blue Jays’ Roger Clemens (19- 
6 2.63, 245 strikeouts) and the 
Red Sox Pedro Martinez (18-7 
2.77, 245 strikeouts), who 
each won in different leagues 
last season, remain the 
favourites to clinch the award. 
They could, however, face 
competition from the Yankees’ 
David Cone and David Wells. 

Holyfield Survives 

Evander Holyfield finished 
his title defense against little 
known Vaughn Bean with his 
anatomy intact, but not his 
reputation. The fight, which 
was fought in front of 41,357 
fans at the Georgia Dome in 
Atlanta, ended with Holyfield 
winning in a 12-round unani¬ 
mous decision. On Friday 
night, the “Golden Boy’ Oscar 
De La Hoya remained unde¬ 
feated by bearing the ancient 
warrior, Julio Cesar Chavez, 
when Chavez didn’t answer 
the bell for the ninth round. 
The 12-million dollar payout 
earned by De La Hoya for this 
rematch with a geriatric 
further affirms that he is the 
top non-heavyweight draw in 
the business. 

If Christmas came early. 

•Mike Tyson’s psychiatrists 
would decide to institu¬ 
tionalize him for a long 
time. 

•Interest in college football 
in Canada would even be a 
shadow of the NCAA 
fanfare. 

•NHL holdouts from training 
camp would be suspended 
without pay. 

Jessica Whelan fights for the ball in Saturday morning’s 0-0 field hockey deadlock with Western. Please see story on page 20. 
PHOTO BY GAL BAE 

Alberta wins ‘Golden’ rematch 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Thirty-five years after the 
first ‘Golden Bowl,’ the players 
may have changed, but the 
result remained the same. In a 
drab exhibition game, the 
Alberta Golden Bears visited 
Richardson Stadium and 
defeated the Queen’s Golden 
Gaels by a 34-27 score 

Alberta opened the game by 
confidently marching down the 
field, running the ball right 
through the Queen’s defense, 
using their superior size to do 
the damage. Once the Bears 
reached scoring position, how¬ 
ever, tailback Nathan Connor 
coughed the ball up at the 
Queen’s 20-yard line and vet¬ 
eran defensive back Max Turner 
took it all the way back to mid- 
field. This was the pattern of the 
first half, with the Golden Bears 
making excellent plays, but 
quickly following them with 
mistakes. 

Queen’s was able to capital¬ 
ize on these physical and mental 

breakdowns. Their first score 
was set up by a fumble recovery 
deep in Bears’ territory. Paul 
Correale scored the touchdown 
that staked the Gaels to a 7-0 
lead. 

It was 13.5 minutes before 
there was any scoring in the sec¬ 
ond quarter, but the last 90 sec¬ 
onds made up for that. Roby 
Ryan scored a major on a 24- 
yard pass completion from 
Dustin Falscheer, who played 
most of the game for the Gaels. 
This was followed by a Wes 
Nicol touchdown, his first in a 
Gaels’ uniform, on an eight- 
yard scamper. This score was set 
up by an interception and 21- 
yard return by Andy Miners. 

With only five seconds left in 
the half, Alberta quarterback 
Hardeep Bamara threw a 62- 
yard pass for a touchdown mak¬ 
ing it 24-7 Gaels. 

For the second half the 
Queen’s coaching staff elected 
to continue using their entire 
roster, giving many a chance to 
play that wouldn’t normally. 

“The result was not as impor¬ 
tant to us as the experience,” 
said Gaels’ Head Coach Bob 
Howes following the game. 

The second half began with 
the Golden Bears running off 20 
unanswered points. The drive 
was concluded by wing-back 
Steve Kabachia, whose 20-yard 
touchdown run staked the visi¬ 
tors to their first lead of the day, 
27-24 

After a John Taylor field goal 
tied the game, Queen’s got the 
ball back in their own territory. 
However, third-string signal 
caller Darren Cassidy was blind¬ 
sided and fumbled the ball, 
which the Bears’ Craig Alloway 
quickly pounced on and con¬ 
verted into the winning touch¬ 
down. 

The Golden Bears, with 264 
yards of rushing offense, were 
able to overcome four fumbles 
and one interception. The Gaels 
run defense has been worrisome 
for coach Howes, as the Gaels 
have had trouble stopping the 
run in their two regular season 

contests. 
“It is a concern that we 

couldn’t stop the run, but it 
must be noted that they played 
only seven different offensive 
linemen, while we had a lot of 
personnel out there,” explained 
Howes. 

With no significant injuries to 
the Gaels during the game, it 
was, overall, a success. 

“The guys got to meet players 
from the other side of the coun¬ 
try and realize that we are all the 
same, none of us have two heads 
or are giants,” joked Howes. 
“We all had a good time.” 

Homecoming Game Tickets 

Available at the PEC 

September 21 ro September 24 

9 a.m. — 7 p.m. 

&C 

September 25 

9 a.m. — 8 p.m. 

Rugby juggernaut crushes Waterloo 
By Nathan Sager 

For the second consecutive 
game, 39 was the magic number 
for the Queen’s men’s rugby 
team. 

This was the margin of vic¬ 
tory for the first XV in each of 
their first two OUA matches. 
After opening conference play 
with a 50-11 triumph over York 
on Wednesday, the Gaels 
achieved their second straight 
lop-sided victory of the young 
season on Saturday afternoon at 
Kingston Field with an emphatic 
51-12 throttling of the visiting 
Waterloo Warriors. 

The Gaels wasted no time in 
gaining momentum and control¬ 
ling the flow of the play, open¬ 
ing a 25-point advantage before 

first try. 
“For the first 20 minutes we 

were absolutely dominant. In 
that span, we established that we 
were not going to lose,” 
remarked Head Coach A1 
Ferguson, who felt his charges 
were less intense during the 
game. 

This was understandable, 
however, due to the late summer 
humidity and Queen’s early- 
offensive onslaught. “Were it 10 
to 15 degrees cooler, we’d have 
probably won by more,” added 
Ferguson. 

The Gael backs were quite 
adept at giving up the ball to a 
trailing teammate at the precise 
moment, often leading to easy 
tries. Steve Cummings benefi¬ 
ted from this and scored a pair 
of tries in the first half, which 

ended with the hosts ahead 
25-5. 

Steve Elliot, Andrew 
Hodgson, Sam Johnson, Simon 
Marshall, Dave McCully, and 
Geoff Phelan also registered 
tries, while Paul Hemmings 
enjoyed a successful afternoon, 
kicking four converts and 
adding a penalty-. “Something 
we’ve emphasized is finding the 
support player,” said Ferguson. 
“It was very gratifying to see 
that working today. It’s an 
aspect we're delighted with.” 

The head coach was able to 
find some problems with his 
club’s defensive play. Both 
Warrior tries came after the visi¬ 
tors had repeatedly come close 
and were repelled several times 
by the Gaels before finally cross¬ 
ing the goal and touching the 

ball down. These sequences 
indicated that the Warriors were 
not so thoroughly overmatched 
as the final score might indicate. 

“Their backs found a lot of 
holes,” commented Ferguson. 
“As the year goes on, we’ll need 
to close that down on defense, 
and we have enough talent to do 
that." 

Coming off the pair of routs 
in Kingston, the Gaels will 
undoubtedly face a more severe 
test in their first away match 
next Saturday in Hamilton 
against McMaster, whom along 
with the Western Mustangs, 
have been Queen’s most difficult 
rival in recent years. “We’re not 
going down there expecting to 
do anything other than win,” 
Ferguson vowed. 
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Are you getting enough exercise 
J ^ ^ V—.nrnhlpm a 25 minute 

By Julieta Loeffler 

, t nn, Ypr the problem a 25 minute run. Finish off with a few 
physical benefits of exercise, |ust as out tha^ot do^ g ■ I P push-ups, sit-ups, dips and you have., 
important are the lesser known emo- lies in tang exerc.se mtara® y ^ tu.  - 

Exercise is of fundamental importance tional benefits. Taking a break from the Jhs"^'u®*t’“ f xercise versUs 
to your physical and mental health. So i, routine of classes, homework and stress ,s °ay „c be a hard 
is essential that you make time foe some extremely important for your weU-bem|, y S ” V ,hat an 
physical activtty on a tegular basis. There A burst of exercise leaves you eelmg choice for stonte, ou _ beneficial 
ate many benefits to being active, and refreshed and ready to continue y our day. extra h t y g ^ by 

they go beyond rhe commonly known During exercise, your body releases a than ex • > _hvsical ictivity 
ones of weight management, increased group of neurotransmitters called endor- decreasing your harder* for your 
physical well-being and looking good. pltins. These endorphins are responsible you are also maki g 

Physical activity boosts your immune for the “high" you feel after a good svork- brain to keep ale ? Physical aamty^ct^ 

system and helps you fight diseases and out (for anyone who has never experl- ally enhance y 
common colds more effeenvely. It also enced this, it is a feeling of exhilaration non. Everyone ne,* a few stud ^breaks 

metabolism, which help- and happiness). Not only does exercise and what better place to take them than 
It make you feel better about yourself and at the PEC. . 

• ■ 1 It is easier to fit a variety of physical 
activities in your day than you might 
think. If you have a 60 or 90 minute 
break between classes, that is more than 

total body workout. The basement of the 
PEC has tons of machines to get your 
heart rate up in a hurry. You can also take 
advantage of the free aerobics classes that 
are only 45-50 minutes long and you’ll 
still have plenty of time to get to y0ur 
next class. 

Don’t assume that an extra 

hour of studying is more 

beneficial than exercise. 

increases your 
you use up calories at a faster rate. - , - - • 
increases your energy level as well as your increase your self-esteem, it can also help 
level of physical strength and endurance, to reduce the stress in your life and clear 
In the long run, physical activity can actu- your head from daily problems and 
ally add years to your life and more annoyances. 
importantly, its quality. Most people understand that they are 

While most people are aware of rhe probably better off doing a regular work- 

Field hockey hangs tough 

You can ski, cycle, row, swim or run to 
better mental and physical health in a 
short time. If you schedule your workout 

I.. times to fit your timetable, you are more 

enough dme'to Throw'on a pair of shorts likely to make it part of your routine, 
and a t-shirt (or a set of greys) and go for This helps you realize that workouts do 

not really take-up a huge amount of time 
and that it is possible to squeeze a good 
workout into your day three to four times 

a week. 
A trick I found very useful during my 

first year at Queen’s was to read my text¬ 
books on a stationary bike. I found read¬ 
ing my “really boring” texts on a bike a 

By Robert MacNeil Assistant Coach Richard Bennert com- into the net and late in the second half, 
mented that Brady provided “quite a lift Jackie McLachlan scored the clincher. 

The Queen’s field hockey team to the other players.” Bennett was especially happy about the • 
played their first three games of the Coach Bennett was excited about the scoring because the goals came from lot easier because it prevented me from 
1998 season and confirmed their hopes quality of the team's defense but was plays that had been practiced in training falling asleep like I would at home (hit- 
of having a solid year. disappointed that they were unable “to camp. ting the floor of the PEC is a lot more 

On Saturday rhe Gaels battled to a get as many shots as they would have On Sunday, the Gaels battled against painful than hitting the pillow on my 
0-0 tie with the University of Western liked.” Bennett was fairly positive after the highly talented squad from Toronto, bed). 
Ontario and defeated McGill 2-0. On the game however, and commented that The Gaels created numerous scoring S° next time you are reding 
Sunday, they fought hard but lost 3-0 to “the rookies are starting to gel (and the) chances and applied Tremendous pres- stressed, or can t get through a text with- 

the best team in rhe conference, the team is playing as a unir, not as individ- sure. The Toronto players were often 
University of Toronto. uals.” frustrated and had to be warned about 

Team captain Megan Brady inspired The Gaels carried this momentum their behavior by the referees, 
her teammates by playing despite having into their afternoon game against rival Despite losing the game, the Gaels 

had a fairly productive weekend. This 
team has shown the promise that may 
elevate them into the playoffs this year. 

injured her hand in an exhibition game McGill. The excellent Gael defense was 
against Trent. Wearing a splint, she cov- present again but this time it was sup- 
ered the field with a fiery intensity and ported with a welcome burst of offense, 
helped shut down Western’s offense. In rhe first half, Jill Connell fired one 

out having to ask your roommate/house¬ 
mate to come and check on you every 20 
minutes, or want a burst of energy and 
endorphins: I encourage you to take a 
walk to the PEC and experience the 
thrills and benefits of physical activity 
first hand. 

JUSTICE**. 
AMS Judicial Committe 
Positions available: 

Chair 

Alternate Chair 
Chief Prosecutor 

Deputy Prosecutors (2) 
Committee Members (4) 

Only undergraduates need apply. More info at the AMS office 
Applications Due Friday September 25th at 4:30pm 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

The Herstmonceux Homecoming 

Experience 

ACROSS 50. Musical 22. Dehydrated 
syllables 23. Entertain 

1. Curtain holder guests 
4. Singer Diana 25. Tractor-trailer 
8. Go out with DOWN 27. Gone bad 
9. External ears 28. Quod_ 

11. Theme in a 1. Having a flat demon¬ 
design breastbone strandum 

12. Parthenon 2. Of the ear 29. Subtraction 
designer 3. Challenge sign 

14. Circus vehicle 4. Kitchen utensil 30. Have 
16. Medicinal 5. London is here: significance 

tablet abbr. 31. Trombone part 
17. Went after 6. Short quick cut 32. Slipknots 
18. Knowledge 7. Mental health 33. Moved by 
20. Boxing 8. Good careful shifting 

decision 
21. Cardinal’s 

symbol of rank 
24. Lovers' 

meeting 
26. Use oars 
27. _generis 
28. TV awards 

Samaritan 
9. Aerial 

navigator 
10. Is morose 
11. Heavy drinking 

cup 
13. Narrow 

opening 
31. Well-groomed 15. Hammer part 
34. Wedge-shaped 19. Vanity case 

inlet 
35. Fragrant gum 
37. Galley slave 
39. Wingless 

Insects 
41. Curios 

collector 
44. Gave private 

lessons 
46. Attack 
47. Moon goddess 
48. Did well on a 

test 
49. Picks pockets 

36. Kitchen 
appliances 

38. Spoil 
40. Without 

another 
42. Amphibian 
43. Strange 
45. Confederate 

soldier 

Answers for los-t issues 

izssseslie! samranara 
mats mms raasa 

Ink. in the Blood? 
Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

0$ Hiring 
Assistant News Editor 

We're looking for an enthusiastic and self-motivated person with 

some free time and an ear to the ground. 

Writing experience is a big plus. 

Advertising Designers 
We're looking for creative and artistic people with an interest in 

advertising and layout. Experience with computers an asset. 

Computer Systems Manager 
Have expertise in networking and systems?“Want to earn money 

on an on-call basis? We need help. Call us. NOW 

Journal House Cleaner 
We're looking for someone to clean The Journal house on a 

weekly basis. All cleaning enthusiasts welcome. 

Interested? Call 545-2800, drop by The Journal House at 
272 Earl Street, or e-mail us at journal@post.queensu.ca 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 25 AT 5:00 P.M. 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, 
Tarot, etc. For more information 
phone Kellye at 544-1909. Also 
available Fridays and Saturdays at 
“Harmony", 93 Princess St. Walk in or 
pre-book at 544-7897. Tape included. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 
Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 
416 280-6113. fax 416 960-0240. 

GRADLINK is a service linking grad¬ 

uate students for mutual support. 
Call Student Counselling service for 
more information at 545-2893. 

MARVELLOUS MENU STUDENT 
MEAL PLAN Home cooked nutritious 
meals delivered to you for under 
$5.00 per meal. Meals made to your 
specifications. ready for the 
microwave or oven. Student specials 
are available. For more information 
call Kathy Monday to Friday at SSI- 
4265. 

MOODMASTER IS A GROUP FOR 
STUDENTS who have been diag¬ 
nosed with depression or Bi-Polar 
disorder. Its purpose is to provide 
mutual support for members and to 
encourage life styles that promote 
health. If you want to know 
more...call the Counselling service at 
545-2893. 

SPRINGBREAK Daytona Beach, 
Panama City, South Padre, Mexico. 
Best hotels, parties, price. Book 
early and save!!! Earn money and 
trips! Campus Reps/Organizations 
wanted. Call Inter-Campus 
Programs 1 800 327-6013 
www.icpt.com 

PUNK ROCK! I play guitar and 
drums and I want to join or form a 
local punk band. Info call Ron at 531 - 
4582. 

LABATT BREWERIES - For your 
keg party inquiries and needs, con¬ 
tact local campus rep Ryan Benedict 
at 531-3115. 

RED TAPE? Unfair treatment? There 
is someone who will listen. Access 
Queen’s University Help Lines 
through www.queensu.ca/secretariat/ 

or call 545-6095. 

MOSAIC is looking for volunteers for 
K.D.A.C.L. (Kingston & District 
Association for Community Living), to 
do a variety of fun and interesting 
activities with the people they support 
who have developmental disabilities. 
They compensate for all activities 
and match you according to your 
preferences and availability. For 
more information about how you can 
get involved, please contact Eleanor 
at 549-2350. ext. 15. 

BRAIN POISON IN YOUR GAS 
TANK? Dr. John Donaldson (PhD. in 
experimental medicine) will discuss 
the health hazards of the fuel additive 
MMT previously banned here, still 
banned in most of the U.S., but soon 
to be sold in Canada. Kingston 
Frontenac Public Library, The Wilson 
Room. September 28th at 7:15 p.m. 

ARTSCI STUDENTS: Nominations 
for the position of ASUS rep to the 
AMS are now open. Please pick up a 
nomination package at the CORE, 
and/or call the CORE for more infor¬ 
mation. 

ARTSCI '02s! Nominations for '02 
Year Society are now open. Positions 
include President, Vice-President, 
Secretary, Public Relations Officer 
(2), Social Convener (2), CESA rep, 
PHESArep, and 1st ASUS Rep to 
the AMS. Packages can be picked up 
at the CORE, at 183 University. See 
you there! 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: An up-right piano for 
sale. No reasonable offer refused. 
Please call Gabriele at 545-6711 for 
details. 

NEARLY NEW SALE: Used clothing, 
records, jewelry, toys, antiquities, 
household items, linens, glassware, 
accessories. Friday Sept. 25 from 10 
a.m. to 8 p.m., and Saturday Sept. 26 
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. J. K. Tett 
Creativity Complex, 370 King St. W. 
(At Morton). Sponsored by the 

Volunteer committee of the Kingston 
Symphony. 

FOR SALE: Nearly 
and frame in good 
for a bed or couch. 
Laura at 546-2878. 

new single futon 
condition. Great 
Asking $50. Call 

FOR SALE: Laptop computer AST 
Ascentia 900N. 486 intel, 24 MB ram, 
300 MB removable hard drive, fax 
modem, network card, external CD- 
rom, 3.5 floppy, updated Windows 
95, active matrix screen, AC adaptor 
and battery. $1100. Kacey 547-6921. 

PARKING FOR RENT, near Albert 
and Union. $30/month, garage also 
available. 

■ I.Ufryi.ljMIUIlJ 
LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St., 
Queen's area. Reward if found. 
Please call 536-1679. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

PART-TIME NANNY NEEDED 
Nanny to look after a 9,8, and 2 year 
old. Must be able to travel to the 
United States. Must be able to swim. 
Working primarily on some week 
nights and Saturday and Sundays. 
Require references and job experi¬ 
ences. Send resume to Gregg 
Rosen at P.O. Box 300 Kingston, ON 
K7L 4W1 or call 544-1822 Monday - 
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

TRIPLE TREAT (act,dance and sing) 
teacher wanted for 19 year old stu¬ 
dent. Please call Jenna Harris at 
546-9036, anytime. 

BIKE COURIERS WANTED. Must 
be reliable. Year-round. 542- 
0964. 

MR. AND MRS. GOBBLES?!? Much 
to the disappointment of women 
across Kingston, two-time Ass Goblin 
winner Tim Scott has announced that 
he is tying the knot. We wish you the 
best of luck Gobbles, and hope 
Tanya doesn't come to her senses 
before Augustl! Love, us. 

Event 
List 

Tickets 
Sold fit: 

the (Queen's journal reader 
is accepting submissions for upcoming issues. 

Submit your ... Creative Essays 
Poetry 
Short Stories 
Worst Fears 
One-Act Plays 
Dramatic Monologues 
Big Dreams 
Artwork and Photography 
Literary and Drama Reviews 
Favourite things. 

Please query with e-mail or telephone call to: 

The Queen’s Journal Reader 
545-2800 

)ournal@post.queensu.ca 
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For most students the trip back 
to Queen's was uneventful. 
You hopped on a train, or drove 

down. For me, however, and a select 
group of students not-from-Toronto, it 
was a nightmare journey of confusion and 
despair. 

My nightmare begins innocuously 
enough. I hear the Air Canada pilots are 
threatening to strike, and since I have to 
fly from Edmonton to Ottawa to get back 
to Queen’s, I call the airline. I am perkily 
informed by an agent that the strike 
threats are merely “part of the normal 
negotiation process” and the chance of a 
strike is “one in a million," but if through 
some freakish mischance a strike should 
occur Air Canada will simply switch me to 
another carrier. 

TROUBLE BREWING? 

Well, turns out that threatening to 
strike isn’t just part of the negoti¬ 
ation process, the pilots really 

mean it. I decide to call Air Canada and 
take them up on the offer to switch my 
flight. Three and a half hours later; I’m get¬ 
ting ready to give up the hope of having 
my call answered when, thank the gods, 
the hold music ceases and a human voice 
comes on the line. Unfortunately for me, 
the agent tells me she can’t access reser¬ 
vation information for other airlines to 
switch my ticket, so I have to call them 
myself. 

She does give me the numbers of four 
airlines that take Air Canada tickets, but 
this information proves unhelpful as two 
inform me they only help passengers fly¬ 
ing to or from the USA, one doesn’t fly 
from Edmonton, and one is a wrong num¬ 
ber. I then call Canadian Airlines, and am 
informed there are no tickets in my seat 
category available until late October, but 
there happens to be a full economy ticket 
available on the day I wish to fly. I reserve 
the seat and called Air Canada back to 
make sure that I can just pay the differ¬ 
ence and trade up. 

I’m a little surprised when I finally get 
through to Air Canada and the agent tells 
me I can't reserve a ticket on my own, but 

ODAY’S CLUE: 
IT’S A HE. 

only through the airline. They won't let me 
trade up, but will find another flight for 
me. Great, I think, until I hear the question 
“Would you rather stay overnight in 
Portland or Newark?" 

What the hell? How is Oregon on the 
way to Ontario? 

Then I get the unexpected news that I 
have to fly to Calgary, then to Vancouver, 
and then to Portland, Oregon. I just have 
to talk to an Air Canada agent at the air¬ 
port, and they’ll pay for me to stay in a 
hotel. The next day I have to fly to 
Newark, New Jersey, and then to Ottawa. 
I point out that this can’t possibly be 
cheaper than just giving me a more 
expensive seat on a direct flight, but 
apparently that’s against the rules. 

As my only alternative is taking the bus 
to Kingston, I agree to the plan. 

FROM BAD TO WORSE 

Things go fairly smoothly until I arrive in 
Portland, where I realize my luggage 
has not come with me. I go to the Air 

Canada counter to ask where exactly my 
suitcases might be — anywhere in 
Western Canada or the North-western 
U.S. appears possible — and to get my 
hotel voucher. Of course, I find neither 
suitcases nor a voucher, just a little sign 
saying “Back at 5:30 a.m.” Luckily a man 
standing nearby notices my dismay and 
informs me that America West airline is 
now handling Air Canada customers. 

At America West I chat with Todd, who 
wins a lifetime supply of my love and ado¬ 
ration for being the most helpful person 
employed by a North American airline. He 
makes me a reservation at a nearby hotel, 
arranges for Air Canada to pay for it, and 
even makes me feel better about the fact 
that after a day of travel, I’m about 600 
miles further away from my destination, 
and have no belongings. Sleep at last, I 
think "Well, at least things can only go 

One wonders if anything this crazy has ever 
happened on the critically acclaimed sitcom “Wings.” 

QUI 
EST? 
For fame and prizes, identify the 
celebrity shown in the photo to 
the left. 
In the following three issues of 
The Journal, a less and less fuzzy 
version of the celebrity will 
appear. Whoever guesses it first, 
wins! 
(It’s no different than the game 
that you play in theatres before a 
movie, except for the fact this 
version isn’t very original) 

uphill tomorrow." 
Ha ha ha. How naive. 

The next morning I arrive at the airport 
bright and early to take the plane to 
Newark. Happily, its a real airplane where 
they serve food. All the flights the day 
before had been on tiny commuter 
planes that had neither food nor enter¬ 
tainment. “No starvation today,” I think as 
I eat what the stewardess claims are eggs. 

I arrive intact in Newark and set out to 
amuse myself for the duration of a five- 
hour layover. Wandering around the air¬ 
port shops, I begin to feel inexplicably 
nauseous. Then it hits me — damn 
Continental Airlines and their room tem¬ 
perature eggs! Salmonella, here I come. 

THE KICKER 

I spend the next four hours puking in the 
Newark airport bathroom, until finally, 
to my inexpressible relief, it's time to 

board the airplane. Figuring that my stom¬ 
ach is pretty much empty and I will be 
okay, I sit down. As the plane fills and the 
stewardess prepares us for take-off, a 
huge wave of nausea hits me. "Oh shit,” I 
think, "I have to vomit in front of everyone 
on the plane. I’m sure this will add immea¬ 
surably to their travelling experience." 

I rifle through the seat pocket in front 
of me, desperately searching for the barf 
bag. It isn’t there. There’s a big, burly guy 
in a suit across the aisle from me. He 
doesn’t look like he needs his bag, so I 
mumble "Excuse me, do you have an air¬ 
sickness bag?" He gives me a big, burly 
blank look. Then, as all the blood has 
drained from my face and collected in my 
eyeballs, he figures out that I'm sick and 

quickly hands me the bag before averting 
his eyes. 

At long last I stagger into the Ottawa 
airport and make my way through the 
throng of policemen and drug dogs to 
the airline agent who fills in my baggage 
claim form. 

“Is there anything distinct in the suit¬ 
case that would identify them as yours?" 
she asks. 

Yes, my mind says, there’s a package of 
birth control pills in the side pocket and a 
bright yellow laundry bag with my dirty 
underwear in it on top of the stuff in the 
suitcase. 

”Uh, no" I hear myself say. "Just clothes 
and stuff." 

At long last I stumble out into the ter¬ 
minal and meet my aunt, who says all sorts 
of concerned, maternal things to make 
me feel better. 

I regained my luggage the next day, but 
believe you me, the emotional scars of 
the flight remain. I'll never again be able 
to eat airplane food, or look a big burly 
guy in the eye without feeling a bit 
nauseous. 

Now the strike is over and they're lur¬ 
ing unsuspecting travelers back into their 
web of evil and misinformation with great 
seat sales and things. But I will not be so 
foolish again. Oh no, they will never lure 
me back. Next time I have to get home 
I’m going to try a more reliable mode of 
transportation, like hitchhiking. 

Liz Frogley might never 
leave Kingston again. 
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Cnw in from the cold. 
Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

Queen s women s light-weight eight enjoys peace and solitude off Kingston shores, during an early morning practice at the break of dawn. 
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Hazardous chemical spill in Botterell 
Accident forces students and staff to evacuate for clean-up 

By Renee Huang 

Queen’s University medical students, 

faculty and technicians were forced to 

evacuate Botterell Hall Wednesday, fol¬ 

lowing a chemical spill in a lab on the 

third floor of the building. 

At approximately 11:45 a.m., three 

fire crews were called to the “biohazard 

area” of Botterell to contain a pyridine 

spill, explained Tom Truesdell, assistant 

deputy fire chief at the Kingston 

Fire Department. 

Pyridine is a chemical used in peptide 

and other protein analyses, said Chris 

Mueller, a professor working in the can¬ 

cer research lab. The accident happened 

in one of his labs, he said, when someone 

dropped a litre of the chemical. 

Wayne Lyons, an anatomy technician 

at Queen’s, said pyridine makes organic 

tissue soluble in water, is very volatile 

and explodes easily. 

Director of Queen’s Security Louise 

Fish said material data sheets which 

describe pyridine’s effects and toxicity 

were “not readily available at Botterell.” 

She also added, “It turns out no one in 

that department had clean-up kits or 

impermeable suits” to adequately con¬ 

tain a spill of that nature. The fire 

department later contacted Dupont for 

“a state-of-the-art clean-up suit,” Fish 

said. 

According to Truesdell, an Ottawa- 

based emergency response team called 

Canutec Canada was contacted for 

advice and information about pyridine 

and the team discovered the spill was not 

as toxic as originally suspected. 

After assessing the safety conditions 

and donning protective clothing, clean¬ 

up crews entered room 366 to adminis¬ 

ter charcoal filters over the spill as part 

of the clean-up process. 

“Queen’s will dispose of it,” said 

Truesdell, although he did not know 

e see Safety’s on page 3 

Beer and football a ‘natural fit’ Weekend 
to be safe By Adam Kaminsky 

Spectators at this weekend’s 

Homecoming football game will be able 

to enjoy beer inside Richardson Stadium. 

During last week’s game against the 

University of Alberta, a small gathering 

of people could be found in the south 

end zone sipping on suds. This was a dry 

run of the upcoming Alumni Weekend 

“hospitality area,” which some say was a 

long time in coming. 
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“It was brought up last year and the 

AMS Student Constable manager 

decided against it,” said Alma Mater 

Society Services Director Sarah 

Armstrong. “This year, Scott McCann 

[QSC manager] is more flexible and that 

is how it came about.” 

“The fear is that football games have 

“We’re not promoting a big 
drunkfest. We are all adults 
here, and in the real world 

you can have beer at 
sporting events.” 

— Sarah Armstrong, 
AMS services director 

a tendency to get rowdy and with the 

added element of alcohol it can get 

worse,” said McCann, adding, “I feel 

that since it is the AMS council running 

the area, we can cooperate and hopefully 

make this a good time.” 

Athletic Director John McFarlane said 

the credit for this innovation should be 

given to the Alumni of Eastern Ontario 

association and George Jackson, line¬ 

backer for the Golden Gaels from 1981 

to 1984. 

“They met about six months ago and 

made decisions about making changes 

that would be good for football fans and 

they decided this [hospitality area] 

would be good,” he said. 

During a strategic planning session, 

the Alumni Association and Jackson 

decided to begin the quest for gaining 

liquor licenses. When plans became real¬ 

ity and there were three separate 

licensed dates, it was decided that the 

Alumni Association would run the first 

date, last Saturday’s game against the 

University of Alberta. 

“We thought that by running this 

[past] weekend’s beer area we could pro¬ 

vide a good experiment or prototype to 

help prepare for Homecoming,” said 

Jackson. 

“We will be open in the south 

endzone for both the alumni side and the 

students to a capacity of 300. Proper ID 

is required,” explained Armstrong. 

“We’re not promoting a big drunkfest. 

We are all adults here, and in the real 

By Rebecca Stelter 

With the annual game against 

McGill University falling on 

Homecoming weekend ’98, extra 

safety precautions are being imple¬ 

mented in order to ensure the safety of 

students and alumni. 

Not that harm is expected. In fact, 

Bill Sparrow, manager of facilities of 

the athletics department at Queen’s 

University, ensures that the 

Homecoming game will be run “just 

like any other football game — in a 

safe manner.” 

In terms of overcrowding, Sparrow 

said there should be no safety issues. 

“Every Homecoming is sold out. 

There are 10,500 seats available, and 

there are only 10,500 tickets sold for 

the game,” Sparrow said. 

Still, with 10,500 fans in atten¬ 

dance, intensity will be high not only 

on the gridiron, but also in the stands 
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Monday 
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Treat yourself at 
HOMECOMING... 

take 
something special 

HOME! 
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It's the 

NEW CHEZ PIGGY COOKBOOK 

hot off the press! 

You'll love this 20-year collection of 

oward-winning best-loved recipes from 

famous Chez Piggy Restaurant. 

Look for our new cookbook when you 

dine at Chez Piggy, or visit 

our bakery and take-out. Pan Chancho, and 

pick up your copy today. 

$24.95...and great for gift-giving too! 

BRING HOMECOMING HOME WITH CHEZ PIGGY 

Chez Piggy 

68 R Princess St. 549-7673 
Pan Chancho 

70 Johnson St. 544-7790 

Unhappy economy 
residents to move first 

By Jennifer Morrison 

Despite potential savings of over 

$1,000 in residence fees, only half of 

first-year students in economy double 

rooms this year requested these smaller 

and less expensive rooms over regular 

single or double rooms, and Residence 

Services is looking to satisfy room 

change requests as soon as possible. 

“The highest priority for room trans¬ 

fer will be those in economy doubles 

whose request for an economy double 

was low,” said Graham Brown, director 

of Queen’s residences, adding he hopes 

to deal with these room changes very 

soon. 

An economy double is a single room 

converted into a double by the use of 

loft-style and bunk-style beds, in order 

to maximize space. Essentially, they are 

the same as all other residence rooms 

except they are smaller, and as the name 

suggests, they are also cheaper. An econ¬ 

omy double costs just $4,925 compared 

to $6,013 for a regular double room and 

$6,234 for a single. 

Geoff Morrison is a first-year student 

in a Leonard Hall economy doubles who 

did not list it as a preference. After 

requesting a double room in a co-ed 

dorm, Morrison found himself assigned 

to an economy double in the all-male 

residence. “I must have had one of the 

worst 10 lottery numbers out of all the 

first-year students. My room assignment 

was the polar opposite of what 1 

requested,” said Morrison. 

“I must have had one 
of the worst 10 lottery 

numbers out of all the first- 
year students. My room 

assignment was the 
polar opposite of what 

I requested.” 

— Geoff Morrison, first-year 
Leonard Hall resident 

Brown said he recognises that there 

are students in similar situations and 

plans to accommodate them are already 

in the works. The process has already 

begun to move students assigned to tem¬ 

porary rooms into permanent rooms. 

Once these transfers are complete, the 

residence office will begin taking room 

and building transfer requests from any 

student in the system. 

The concept of economy doubles 

began last year as a pilot project with 36 

rooms in Victoria Hall and Morris. 

Please see Adjust on page 5 

C O R R E C T 1 O N 

In the September 22 issue, Tolga Barker was incorrectly referred to as “she” 

rather than “he” an alcohol awareness week story. The Journal regrets the error. 
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The writing’s 
on the wall. 
It could be yours. 

Submit your creative work 
and your thoughts about 
other people’s creative 
work to The Queen’s 
Journal Reader, a monthly 
.supplement to The 
Queen’s Journal. So dig up 
those old poems and essays 

let us publish them before 
you wake up one morning 
and hear them being 
broadcast on CNN. It 
happens, you know. 

O 

Please forward all submissions 
and inquiries to: 
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The Queen’s 
Journal Reader 
545.2800 
j oumal@post.queensu.ca 
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Cyclists on sidewalks face heftier fines 
By Fiona Stevenson 

Cyclists caught riding on city side¬ 

walks will face substantially higher fines 

as a result of a decision made by 

Kingston City Council on Tuesday 

evening. 

City Council authorized the increase 

of the fine for riding bicycles on the side¬ 

walk from $30 to $100. The ban also 

includes skateboards and in-line skates. 

There is a complete ban on the use of 

skateboards on city properties and a lim¬ 

ited ban on the use of in-line skates. 

In-line skaters are prohibited from using 

most of the major arteries, such as 

Princess, Brock, Queen and Johnson 

Streets and Sir John A. Macdonald 

Boulevard. They are also, in general, 

limited to the quieter residential streets. 

‘There’s been a ban on sidewalks, 

almost since they built sidewalks,” 

explained Constable Mike Shultz of the 

Kingston Police. 

According to Kingston Police, there 

has been a significant increase in the 

number of cyclists using city sidewalks 

since the return of the student 

population. 

“I think bikes belong on the 
road because they are 

considered moving vehicles.” 

— Ryan Goldiuk, Queen’s 
Mountain Biking Club 

Shultz said increased activity is just 

one of the reasons for the fine hike. Until 

Tuesday, skateboarders faced $100 for 

riding on restricted areas, while cyclists 

enjoyed much lower fines. “It wouldn’t 

be fair to charge a cyclist any less,” 

Shultz said. 

Safety is also a key concern, especially 

in the downtown area, Shultz continued. 

“People are notorious for walking with 

their heads down,” he said. When 

cyclists and pedestrians share the side¬ 

walks, “It’s just a dangerous situation,” 

Please see City on page 5 

Students and staff wait outside an evacuated Botterell Hall after a hazardous 

chemical spill on the third floor disrupted labs and work Wednesday afternoon. 

Playing on safety’s side 

Equity advisor set to 
face challenges 

Continued from page I 

what facilities or methods of disposal 

existed. 

Wiebke Wilkens, director of 

Environmental Health and Safety said 

that the chemicals would be taken out to 

a waste transfer station on Grant 

Timmins Drive for a bulk disposal. “I 

wouldn’t classify this as a major spill,” 

she said. 

The main concern was that 
“the pyridine vapour will 
penetrate throughout the 
whole building,” moving 
through the ventilation 

system and elevator shafts. 

— William Racz, professor of 
pharmacology and toxicology 

Despite the evacuation procedures, 

William Racz, a professor of pharmacol¬ 

ogy and toxicology, said there was not 

much cause for worry. 

“The toxicity of pyridine is like any 

organic solvent,” he said. Although Racz 

has not experienced a situation of “this 

magnitude” before, he said the evacua¬ 

tion was “fundamentally precautionary.” 

The main concern was that “the pyri¬ 

dine vapour [would] penetrate through¬ 

out the whole building,” moving 

through the ventilation system and ele¬ 

vator shafts, said Racz. 

The smell of pyridine is fairly pungent 

and nitrogen-based, explained Racz. “It’s 

got an unusual odour — I can’t even 

describe it.... You’ll have to keep in mind 

that we’ll smell it in non-toxic levels” in 

fume hoods or even when a container of 

the chemical is opened momentarily for 

use, he said. 

“You would eventually lose conscious¬ 

ness if it was smelt in large amounts. 

That’s not different than every other sol¬ 

vent, such as gasoline,” Racz said. 

“Acutely, I’d anticipate that [pyridine] 

would work like a general anaesthetic,” 

he continued, emphasizing that such a 

situation was not an issue Wednesday. 

Meds students seemed rather unfazed 

by the hasty turn of events and stood 

around the building and neighbouring 

park chatting. 

“We’re not worried about our work,” 

said Belal Ahmad, Meds ’02, one of the 

many students still sporting white lab 

coats. Ahmad did say medical students 

will have to return tomorrow afternoon 

for a rescheduled lab. 

Most people working and studying in 

Botterell were concerned about bags, 

wallets and car or house keys that had 

been abandoned during the emergency 

evacuation. 

“A lot of us were going to go home,” 

but stayed to retrieve their belongings, 

said Anita Lau, Meds ’02. 

At 2 p.m., fire crews began admitting 

people to retrieve personal items from 

the building, but those with belongings 

on the third floor could not return until 

the building was reopened 7 a.m. yester¬ 

day morning, said Kevin McKegney, the 

building administrator for the Faculty of 

Health and Sciences. “Basically we 

wanted to play on the side of safety,” he 

said. 

By Shawn Brimley 

Mary Margaret Dauphinee. the new 

Queen’s University equity advisor is 

excited and busy after her first three 

weeks on the job. 

“It’s a wonderful job. I’m meeting so 

many wonderful people,” said 

Dauphinee, in her new, almost empty 

office in Richardson Hall. 

“I’m slowly moving in. When I first 

got here there was two desks and a cou¬ 

ple of boxes,” said Duphinee with a 

laugh. 

“I was told about the 
controversy in my initial 

interview.... But people here 
have been wonderful. They 

are really going to give me a 
chance to do this job.” 

— Alary Margaret Dauphinee, 
equity advisor 

The position of equity advisor was 

created by the Queen’s Senate in 1996, 

in order to supervise the way in which 

equity issues are dealt with on campus. 

The position is a five year, renewable 

contract. 

There has been much controversy 

during the last two years over the can¬ 

cellation of the position of the Dean of 

Women, and how an individual in the 

new position would handle the multiple 

roles and issues involved in dealing with 

equity. 

PHOTO 8YALEXKRONBY 

The creation of the equity advisor 

role was meant, in part, to fill rhe void 

left by the Dean of Women, but also 

springs from a complete restructuring of 

the equity services on campus. 

“I was told about the controversy in 

my initial interview,” said Dauphinee. 

“But people here have been wonderful. 

They are really going to give me a 

chance to do this job.” 

“My job is to ensure that different 

groups on campus are receiving equity, 

and rhat the atmosphere at Queen’s pro¬ 

motes equity,” said Dauphinee. 

In order to create an atmosphere of 

equity on campus, Dauphinee said she 

heeds to ensure that the different organ¬ 

isations dealing with equity issues have 

the information necessary to effectively 

cover all areas of equity. 

In the event char Dauphinee sees 

shortcomings in these areas, her posi¬ 

tion allows her to recommend an exam¬ 

ination of different policies and 

procedures ro Principal Leggett. 

“If there are issues that aren’t being 

addressed, or people with problems that 

are slipping through the cracks, my role 

is to make sure rhat they get to the right 

place,” Dauphinee said. 

“My job is to know what is going on, 

so I can direct somebody or find out 

where they can go to get their problem 

taken care of.” 

Dauphinee’s interest in equity issues 

spans almost 25 years. She spent 15 

years as director of Equal Oppommity 

for the City of Toronto before working 

as an employment equity officer at 

Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova 

Scotia. 

“I’ve finally figured out that 
working in equity is a 

lifetime commitment. If 
you’re in this business, 
you’re in it for good,” 

— Alary Margaret Dauphinee, 
equity advisor 

“Eve finally figured out that working 

in equity is a lifetime commitment. If 

you’re in this business, you’re in it for 

good,” said Dauphinee. 

“I used to say I was doing it for my 

daughter, but now I’m doing it for my 

grandchildren,” laughed Dauphinee. “I 

hope I never have to say that I’m doing 

it for my great-grandchildren.” 

Dauphinee is excited and eager to 

begin her new job, but said, “It’s too 

early to single out specific issues that 

need to be explored. Right now it’s 

important for me to sift through all the 

issues, but most of all 1 have to listen.” 

“All people really want is good treat¬ 

ment,” Dauphinee said. “People want to 

know that this is a good place to be. 

Students, faculty and staff want the rep¬ 

utation that Queen's is not just an excel¬ 

lent educational facility, but also a great 

place to be.” 
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Homecoming Events 

C,®{k Hal1' 
Phunky Friday 

(Tonite) 

Clark Ritual 11 am - 6pm 
Brian & Justin of Clever Hans 

@ Queen’s Pub 4pm - 6pm 

<5.J3erfs : 

Ky 

Swanky Saturday 
(Tommorow) 

Sassy Sidewalk Sale 9am - 5pm 
oo! P The Shot's spinning that phat wax live 

on lower University Ave with 
DJ Under & DJ AH 

Pre-game Warm-Up @ Altie’s 
11am, all ages, all style! 

Kill McGill / Homecoming Football Game 1 pm 
Hospitality tent @ the game will require I.D. 
(open to Queen’s students & alumni only). 

Clark Ritual 11 am - 6pm 

Sweet Sunday 
(Figure it out!) 

Evening Coffee House @ Queen’s Pub 
Open mic, sinful desserts, all ages! 

Students explore jobs 
By Sean Gallivan 

It may only be the second week of 

classes, but already many Queen’s 

University students are turning their 

thoughts to summer jobs and full-time 

careers. 
This was evident at Career Days 98, 

which were held Tuesday and 

Wednesday of this week. The annual 

event, run by the Career Services depart¬ 

ment, is intended to give students an 

opportunity to meet representatives of 

corporations and learn what types of 

skills and experience they are looking for 

in their future employees. 

“We want to hear about 
summer job experience, 

volunteer work and extra¬ 
curricular... how these 

demonstrate leadership and 
personal skills.” 

— Chris Bell, Quaker 
corporation representative 

Jim Kelly, director of Career Services, 

said he was very pleased with the success 

of the 19th Career Day, 

“Most years we average about 50-60 

employers,” said Kelly. “This year 80 

have come over the two days, which ties 

the record for the most participants.” 

Kelly emphasized that the importance 

of this event was to supply students with 

information. “This is not a job fair, it’s 

an opportunity for students from all 

years and disciplines.... Students raise 

their level of awareness of the world out¬ 

side Queen’s. They build skills in dealing 

with employers in a low-pressure 

environment. 

Chris Bell, a representative from the 

Quaker corporation, said there are two 

major benefits for participating employ¬ 

ers. “First, we create exposure for our 

company in the pool of potential people 

who will shortly be entering the work¬ 

force. Second, we have a chance to meet 

the people who will be applying for jobs 

and learn what sorts of experience they 

have.” 

Bell said he was “amazed at the 

amount of experience students have, 

both working and other. We want to 

hear about [applicants’] summer job 

experience, volunteer work and extra¬ 

curricular [and for them to] show us how 

these demonstrate leadership and per¬ 

sonal skills.” 

Another company representative in 

attendance was Julie Leduc of CAE 

Electronics Inc. She said her Montreal- 

based company attends Career Day and 

similar events every year at 17 different 

universities across Canada. “We come 

here looking for recent grads, as well as 

possible summer and co-op students." 

Many students would not otherwise 

have heard of her company, Leduc said. 

By attending these Career Days they 

increase their options. 

Student reaction to the event was var¬ 

ied; many claimed to have attended 

solely for the free merchandise. 

However, those that did come to speak 

with the representatives generally had a 

positive experience. 

“A lot of the companies have been 

helpful with good information,” said 

Master of Industrial Relations student 

Jenna Peart. “They let you know what 

they’re looking for when they read your 

resume.” 
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City cyclists more at risk riding on the road 
Continued from page 3 

he said. 
Some students agree. “I was 

walking down Princess Street 

this summer, and some 14-year- 

old girl ran me over. She broke 

my sunglasses and I still bear the 

scars... This new [fine] is great,” 

said Lyranda Martin Evans, 

Arts '99. 

“I think bikes belong on the 

road because they are consid¬ 

ered moving vehicles,” said 

Ryan Goldiuk, an executive 

member of the Queen’s 

Mountain Bike Club. “They’re 

comparable to a car. Bikes have 

to obey the same rules that cars 

obey.” 

‘‘Students are more at 
risk on the road then 

they are on the 
sidewalk.” 

— Paul Voorhoeve, 
Queen's Mountain 

Bike Club 

However, safety concerns 

make some students weary 

about travelling on city roads. 

“Students are more at risk on 

the road then they are on the 

sidewalk. Cars are obviously 

more reckless than bikes are,” 

said Paul Voorhoeve, founder 

and executive member of the 

bike club. 

Voorhoeve said he believes a 

city-wide awareness campaign 

on the relationship between 

cyclists and pedestrians would 

have been a more constructive 

initiative for the city to under¬ 

take than simply hiking fines. 

“University students are not 

stupid. They generally will go in 

a straight line on the sidewalk,” 

Residents adjust to quarters 
Continued from page 2 

There was enough demand to 

fill each of these rooms and few 

problems were reported. 

“Economy doubles were 

developed as an economical sav¬ 

ings opportunity.... $1,000 is a 

significant amount of money 

and is certainly why students 

and parents have been inter¬ 

ested,” said Brown. 

‘‘I’m getting along 
well with my 

roommate. Sure it’s 
a bit small, but we’ve 
moved things around 

and we’re getting 
used to it.” 

— Jeremy Gash, first-year 
Gordon House resident 

A wedding in your future? 

Or someone you know being married? 

The Brides-To-Be are invited to a 

T/1/elcome1» 

WAGON 
” r Smcx 1930 

Bridal Showcase 

Admittance is FREE, 
but by invitation ONLY! 

To receive an invitation, 
please telephone hostess: 

Maureen - 545-9415 
When: Sunday, October 18, 1998 
2:00 p.m. — doors open 

Where: Kingston 
Independent Nylon 
Workers Union 
Banquet Hall 

others specified it as their 

second. 

Jeremy Gash, a first-year stu¬ 

dent in Gordon House, 

requested an economy double as 

his first choice and is happy 

with his room assignment. 

“I’m getting along well with 

my roommate. Sure it’s a bit 

small, but we’ve moved things 

around and we’re getting used 

to it,” he said. 

Gash, like many other incom¬ 

ing students chose an economy 

double for economical reasons. 

“I didn’t have the cash to pay 

for a double. It made sense to 

Indeed, 83 per cent of stu¬ 

dents in economy doubles last 

year believed they were getting 

good value and would recom¬ 

mend economy doubles to 

incoming students, according to 

Brown. 

On that basis, the pilot pro¬ 

ject was expanded to accommo¬ 

date 296 students in economy 

double rooms in Leonard, 

McNeill and Gordon- 

Brockington residences this 

year. 

Coinciding with this expan¬ 

sion has been a significant 

increase in demand by first-year 

students. According to Brown, 

approximately 150 incoming 

first-year students requested an 

economy double as their first 

choice and a large number of 

The University 
Reunion Service 

Sunday, 27 September 
1998. 

11:00a.m. 
Morgan Memorial Chapel 

Queen’s University. 

The University 
Chaplain, 

Rev. Brian Yealland, 
will preach the sermon 

Reunion. 

Everyone is welcome. 

he said. 

Voorhoeve said he has been 

riding on city sidewalks for the 

past three years and has never 

come into conflict with pedes¬ 

trians. “We all usually get 

along,” he said. 

Schulz said the number of 

charges that Kingston Police 

actually dispenses to sidewalk 

cyclists is low. “We hope that 

the knowledge that there’s a fine 

there and it’s a hefty one will 

keep people off the sidewalks,” 

he said. 

Morrison is not sure whether 

he will move out of his economy 

double when a regular room 

becomes available, “I’m looking 

into the process.... I’ll just have 

to see what becomes available.” 

Whether the project will be 

expanded next year or stay the 

same still remains to be seen. 

Beginning in October students 

in economy doubles will be con¬ 

tacted and will have an opportu¬ 

nity to voice their opinions and 

make any suggestions they may 

have. Brown wants to involve 

these students in the planning 

process as much as possible. 

Economy double rooms leave little to the imagination. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

New city bike laws intend to crack down on sidewalk cyclists 

in downtown Kingston. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

The Downtown Workout 

From $27.00 a Month 
55+ Classes Weekly 

Open 6:00am to 11:00pm Weekdays 

Cycle Reebok Aerobox 
Muay Thai Yoga and Relaxation 
Cardio Combat Ashtanga Power Yoga 
Registered Massage Therapy 

^ g Supplements 
Personal Training 

w www.fi 

110 Princess St. 

549-1223 

www.thedowntownwoikout.on.ca 

Teach 
English ; 

as a Second 
Language : 
in Canada ■ 
or Abroad 
Enroll now to obtain 

your Certificate in 

Teaching English as a 

Second/Foreign Language 

[7j\| Queen's University 
ICzl at Kingston 

i Course instructors are experienced ESL 
teachers and experts in the field, 

i Presentations cover instructional theory 
and methodologies in a variety of ESl/EFL 
areas over different levels, 

i Presentations provide information 
applicable to both Canadian and overseas 
teaching situations. 

i Participants may observe ESL classes, 
i Participants receive a variety of handouts 

as well as information on additional 
materials. 

i Participants may tutor international 
students. 

Registration Night 
Monday, 28 September, 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Classes 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
29 September - 22 October, 7-10 pm 
MacCorry E229 

Practice Tutoring 
Saturday. 10 October and 
Saturday, 17 October, 10 am - noon 
MacCorry E229, E202, E230 

Register early at 
School of English 
96 Lower Albert Street 
Tel: 545-2472 Fax: 545-6809 
e-mail: soe@post.queensu.ca 

Cost 
S375 including materials 
Pay by cash or ‘credit card at the School 
of English Office 

*2% service charge must be added to all 
credit card payments 



Need Food? 
The AMS food bank is open Mondays and 
Thursdays, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 

There’s no application, no hassles. 

Just free food. 

We are located at 272 Earl Street, basement 
entrance (between University and Division). 
Please call 545-6972 if you have any questions 
or require any special arrangements. 
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A new breed of book I-1 
By Laura MacInnis 

Business is booming at the Campus 

Bookstore this September, boasting 550 

clients served per hour on peak days. 

However, a significant increase in the 

number of professors ordering course 

packages, a compilation of photocopied 

articles and notes from a variety of 

sources, has changed the type of sales 

being rung through. 

General manager Chris Tabor said 

the change could alter the way the book 

store does business. “It’s less ordering, 

and more of a production issue,” he 

said. 

“The unit sales [for textbooks] are 

actually down,” he said. “The custom 

courseware replaces, in the some cases, 

the need for two or three books.... It 

saves the students a lot of money.” 

For instance, a course package for 

Chemistry 112, replacing an $80 text¬ 

book, has saved the students $25,000, 

said Tabor. 

“It really is a credit to the instruc¬ 

tors,” he said. “The students like it, 

because they use 100 per cent of the 

courseware instead of a small percent¬ 

age of a textbook.” 

Course packages include readings 

previously kept on reserve only and 

have been offered in the book store 

before. “It’s really taken off the past 

two years,” said Tabor. Orders have 

increased 20 per cent from last year, 

and 15 per cent from the year before. 

Course packages are also offered this 

year at the Publishing and Copy Centre 

in the John Deutsch University Centre, 

and at Copy Express on Princess Street. 

“It’s been phenomenally busy this 

year,” said Steve Syrett, owner of Copy 

Express. “We’re offering about 10 dif¬ 

ferent packages, for courses in English 
and History.” 

“It seems like more and more profes¬ 

sors are trying to put together course 

packages,” said Greg Blackett, P&CC 

manager. 

Campus Bookstore 

'PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

The P&CC has 35 course packages 

available for students this year, and has 

dedicated an assistant manager to deal¬ 

ing with the increased demand. 

Blackett said despite some problems 

of delays in the completion of ordered 

packages, the photocopied notes seem 

to be the preferred choice for students. 

“We can offer a cheaper price than 

the Campus Bookstore most of the 

time.” 

The Campus Bookstore and Jostens 

present 

Alumni Weekend Ring Days 

Save 10% On All Jostens Rings 

A representative from Jostens Canada, will be at the Campus Bookstore, 

Join 

Since the launch of our new and 

improved website 2 weeks ago, 

almost 2000 people have visited.... 

Join us.... 
6 To increase your CQ (Career Quotient) 

% For information on - Special events 

Workshops & Counselling 

# For the dates of corporate visits, job 

descriptions for on campus recruiting and links to a 

variety' of websites  t 

V 
Cheek us out: r 

http://careers.queensu.caV 
Brought to you by Career Services, St Lawrence Building 

from Thursday until Saturday. There will be a 10% saving on all Jostens 

rings ordered. Jostens rings offer unmatched quality and provide a free 

full lifetime warranty and four year insurance coverage. The Campus 

Bookstore offers Jostens rings in a variety of styles and designs to suit 

students as well as alumni. No deposit is required on your order and 

Jostens rings will be available for pick up within 8 to 10 weeks. Do not 

miss your chance to save 10% on your perfect ring. Come see the 

Jostens representative this week. 

Campus Bookstore*www.campusbookstore.com• Clark Hall 

September 24-26 
10% Off Jostens Rings During Alumni Weekend Ring Days 

jostens | 

Campus Bookstore - Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-8 

www.campusbookstore.com • 545-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 
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,Area will draw fans 

get a year s 
won 

with your 
dub ck discount card! 

our downtown store 

is open 7 days a week 

Monday-Friday 9-9 

Saturday 9-5.30 

Sunday 11-5 

.one hour photo .video .digital imaging 

.complete in-house photofinishing services 

.darkroom supplies .rentals .repairs 

.passport photos .used equipment .photo restoration 

Camera Kingston 
|o foto source 

650 Bath@Gardiner's 114 Princess@Wellington 

384.3747 549.3747 

Continued from page I 

I world you can have beer at sporting 

1 events.” . , , 
I Many individuals associated with the 
I Queen’s Golden Gaels football team per- 
I ceive the introduction of beer at home 
I games as a positive initiative. 
I '‘This should make people’s time at 
I the game a little more enjoyable,” pre- 
I dieted star tailback Paul Correale. 
1 "Maybe this will lessen the amount of 
I people that come out to the stadium. 

] intoxicated.” 

“There is no real place for 
alumni to meet with people 

at the game. This will 
hopefully be a place for 
people to get together 

during half-time or during 
the game and catch up.” 

— Bob Howes, head football 
coach 

Head football coach Bob Howes, who 
has been lobbying for this initiative for 
many years, perceives the existence of a 
hospitality area as a good way for people 
to socialize at football games. “There is 
no real place for alumni to meet with 
people at the game. This will hopefully I be a place for people to get together dur¬ 
ing half-time or during the game and 
catch up,” he said. 

The introduction of the hospitality 
| area is just one step in a larger campaign 

make the football games more 
I popular events. 

“We need to get people in the gates 
and with improved concessions, better 
ticketing and easier access, along with 
beer being served, we can raise commu¬ 
nity awareness and draw some fans from 
the community,” stated Jackson. “The 
more fans there are in the stands, the 
more gate revenue and sponsorship 
becomes available to the program,” he 

said. 
While for many this is a start, the fact 

that beer has to be consumed in the small 
area beyond the endzone does not sit 
well with some. 

“1 have been all around the O-QIFC 
[Ontario-Quebec Intercollegiate Football 
Conference] and I’ve never seen students 
treated like three-year olds as they are at 
Queen’s,” said Gaels play-by-play broad¬ 
caster Nick Sinclair. “At Bishop’s they 
sell cans of beer in the stands and they 
seem to have no problems.” 

“We are going to see if there is a suf¬ 
ficient need for business and we will 
observe if everyone acts in a civilized 
manner, which I am sure people will,” 
explained McFarlane. 

“This can be something for next year 
and can eventually become a tradition,” 
said Armstrong. “It is up to students and 
alumni to act appropriately.” 

Regardless of what happens during 
the McGill game on Homecoming week¬ 
end, there will be a hospitality area dur¬ 
ing the next home game against the 
University of Ottawa Gee-Gees. 

Gael offensive coordinator Steve 
Yovetich isn’t worried. “The student 
constables and Kingston’s finest will 
have no trouble handling every situa¬ 
tion,” said the former player. “Beer and 
football — it’s a natural fit.” 

The AMS Board of Directors 
is hiring an 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT 

for the 1998-99 year. 

If you are interested in this flexi¬ 
ble, part-time position, please con¬ 
tact Trevor Ogle, Board Chairman 
a j. 

545-6000 ext. 4814 by Wednesday 
Sept. 30, 1998. 7’ 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

The AMS Board of Directors 
is looking for 

TWO 
MEMBERS-AT- 

LARGE 

for its strategic planning 
committee. 

If you are interested in corporate 
strategic planning, please contact 
Trevor Ogle, Board Chairman at 
545-6000 ext. 4814, by Triday, 
October 2, 1998. 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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‘No tolerance’ policy 
Continued from page I 

of Richardson Stadium. For this reason, 
Queen’s Student Constables will be 
checking students as they enter and 
monitoring them while they are in the 
stands. 

“There usually aren’t any 
serious problems [at 

Homecoming games] — we 
patch people up and send 

them on their way.” 

— Jeff Coull, Queen's First 

Aid director 

There will be no tolerance for posses¬ 
sion of alcohol or illegal drugs, and pro¬ 
jectiles will be confiscated. 

The constables have been told to be 
on the lookout for people who arrive 
intoxicated, and entry may be denied, 
said Scott McCann, QSC manager. “We 
want to focus on everyone having a 
good time and if people are too intoxi¬ 
cated, they may ruin the fun for every¬ 
one else.” 

Campus Security and police officers 
will also be present at the Homecoming 
game. They will be patrolling around the 
track, maintaining radio contact with 
the student constables. 

In the event that medical incidents 
occur, Queen’s First Aid will be present. 
QFA Director Jeff Coull said “There 
usually aren’t any serious problems [at 
Homecoming games] — we patch peo¬ 
ple up and send them on their way.” 

Coull said most accidents are alcohol- 
related and are usually minor, such as 

“twisted ankles from when people rush 
the field [after the game],” he said. 

Members from the Campus 
Observation Room will be accompany¬ 
ing QFA volunteers to the game to help 
fans who are overly intoxicated. Such 
fans will be removed from the stadium 
and sent to COR or to their homes. 

A new attraction of Homecoming ’98 
is the hospitality area, where fans will be 
able to purchase alcohol. 

“Everything will be on a larger scale, 
particularly the drinking as a result of 
the new beer garden at Richardson 
Stadium,” said Coull. 

Despite this, Sue Wager, campus secu¬ 
rity relations coordinator, expects the 
hospitality area will be run in a safe and 
responsible manner. 

“We want to focus on 
everyone having a good time 

and if people are too 
intoxicated, they may ruin 
the fun for everyone else.” 

— Scott McCann, Queen's 
Student Constables manager 

“The beer garden is not anticipated to 
be a problem safety wise. Since it’s new, 
it is something that you have to experi¬ 
ence before knowing what to expect. If 
respected, the beer garden will become a 
great attraction for future Homecoming 
football games,” she continued. 

Important numbers: 
Kingston Police: 549-4660 
Campus Security: 545-2552 

Detox Centre: 549-6461 

THE QUEEN'S JOURNAL READER AND FEATURES 

CONTEST 

up to 2,500 words 
any style of prose permitted 
open only to Queen’s students 

<de«d|ine 
monday november 16 

Watch The Journal for forthcoming 
information regarding judges and prizes. 
Three selected entries will be published 
in the November 27th Queen's Journal 

5-<jbrvy\ er\\r\c^ 

the journal short fiction contest 
545.2800 
272 Earl 

ioumal@post.queensu.ca 



Come dish the dirt 
Come to a general contributors 

meeting on today at 5 p.m. in The Journal 
house at 272 Earl St., between Division and 

University Streets. 

Kingston’s One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

In Here 
Public council meeting 

The Frontenac-Kingston Council on 

Aging is holding a public meeting at 

Kingston City Hall on September 30 at 7 

p.m. The subject of the question and 

answer session will be the recent cut¬ 

backs announced by the Community 

Care Access centre. __ 

Ban Righ Centre open house 

There will be an open house at the 

Ban Righ Centre at 32 Queen’s Crescent 

tomorrow between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 

Visitors can peruse the new student 

computer centre and the centre’s 

expanding library of donated women’s 

literature. 

Take Back the Night 

during Suharto’s stay, necessitating five 

of them being arrested at gunpoint by 

the RCMP. Chretien has yet to formally 

apologize for the incidents. 

Clinton Testifies 

The videotape of US President Bill 

Clinton testifying to a grand jury was 

broadcasted to millions of viewers on 

Monday, showing him to be defiant and 

evasive^when questioned on the specifics 

of his affair with Monica Lewinsky. The 

four-hour videotape was released with 

over 3,000 pages of documents from 

independent counsel Kenneth Starr’s 

investigation. Clinton’s lawyers called 

into question the entire report, when it 

was learned that Starr did not include a 

statement from Lewinsky in which she 

denies having ever been told to lie, or 

being offered a job in exchange for her 

silence. Clinton’s approval rating has 

risen from 61 to 68 per cent over the 

week, according to ABC News. 

“Flo Jo” Passes Away 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase of 
a beverage) 

“Win Your Tuition” - a 
value up to $1500. 

Enter ballots 
now - draw to take 
place Thanksgiving 

weekend. 

Sunday & Monday 
|nights - open MIC with 

host Smitty. 

ADVAA/CE 

THE" Doo 

e t/v 
AT O 

UNDERGROUND FRIDAY UNDERGROUND SATURDAY 
HOMECOMING 

DOORS OPIENA74 PM 
WH MC GILL 

,™:lE;c~AMIE party 
PwvRq CPIEN AT 11 AM PUB 

Women Take Back the Night 1998 

will be held tonight, at Confederation 

Basin, across from City Hall, with a rally 

beginning at 6 p.m. and a march begin¬ 

ning at 6:30 p.m. 

Out There 

APEC troubles continue 

Prime Minister Jean Chretien is under 

pressure to testify as to his instructions 

to the RCMP on how to deal with 

demonstrators at the APEC conference 

last fall. The RCMP pepper sprayed and 

arrested dozens of demonstrators to pre¬ 

vent them from being seen by the visit¬ 

ing heads of state. Documents show that 

the RCMP also gathered profiles on 

APEC demonstrators, including details 

on their political beliefs and sexuality. 

Other reports describe a six-person 

Indonesian commando unit being used 

as security for then-President Suharto. 

The unit breached several security rules 

Triple gold medalist sprinter Florence 

Griffith Joyner died Tuesday, apparently 

of a heart seizure. The flamboyant 

American was 38. 

Hurricane Georges hits 
Caribbean 

A powerful Hurricane Georges 

devastated the northeast Caribbean on 

Monday, with winds of nearly 200 kilo¬ 

metres an hour. Thousands took shelter 

in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin 

Islands, where states of emergency were 

declared. Forecasts warn that the storm 

may hit Florida, and tourists were 

ordered to leave the southwestern Keys. 

Fatwa on Rushdie may be lifted 

The religious fatwa against author 

Salmon Rushdie should be regarded as 

“completely finished,” Iran’s president 

said Tuesday, but observers reacted cau¬ 

tiously to the statement. It wasn’t clear 

he meant the death threat issued years 

ago against the Satanic Verses author has 

really been lifted. 
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iicCiwire s magic 
By Craig McKall The International Olympic Committee has 

declared war. The media has been scared into 

silence. The Americans simply do not care. So, 

what exactly is the drug Mark McGwire’s been using 

over the past year and a half? 

The top story in Major League Baseball for the 

1998 season has been the home run race to beat 

Roger Maris’s record of 61 home runs in one sea¬ 

son. The favoured candidate to break the record, 

St. Louis Cardinal Mark McGwire, has admitted to 

using a “nutritional supplement” called androstene- 

dione for the past year and a half. 

This drug is allowed in Major League Baseball, 

but is a banned substance in the NFL, the NBA, the 

NCAA and the Olympics. Criticism of McGwire 

began to surface, and some even questioned the 

validity of his attempt to beat the record. A look at 

the characteristics of androstenedione may give us 

a better perspective on whether this criticism is 

valid. 

Androstenedione is a steroid hormone that 

encourages the development of male sex character¬ 

istics. Androstenedione increases the testosterone 

level in the blood, resulting in increased energy, 

enhanced recovery and growth from exercise, 

greater sexual arousal and function, and an 

increased sense of well-being. 

The capsule form of androstenedione is 

processed through the liver. There, a single 

enzyme alters the molecular structure of 

androstenedione, converting it 

directly into testosterone. A 

50-mg capsule will increase 

See Andro on page 13 

When the pressure’s on 
Queen’s prof’s work leaves peers ‘stunned into silence’ 

By Angela James 

Ground-breaking research at 
Queen’s may allow greater 

insight concerning the treatment 

of high blood pressure. Michael Adams, 

an associate professor with the depart¬ 

ment of pharmacology and toxicology, 

has been studying some puzzling aspects 

of ACE inhibitors, a family of drugs com¬ 

monly prescribed for the treatment of 

hypertension. 

Hypertension is a condition wherein 

blood pressure in the arteries is persis¬ 

tently elevated. When not effectively 

managed, hypertension increases suscepr 

tibility to stroke and congestive heart 

failure, as well as other dangerous ail¬ 

ments. Unfortunately, only one quarter 

of the individuals suffering from this dis¬ 

order are receiving drug therapy that 

adequately controls the abnormally 

elevated blood pressure. 

ACE inhibitors act to inhibit the for¬ 

mation of angiotensin, a hormone 

demonstrated to cause constriction of 

blood vessels, blood vessel thickening 

and changes in blood volume. By pre¬ 

venting the formation of this hormone, 

ACE inhibitors act to moderate resis¬ 

tance to blood flow, and therefore to 

treat hypertension. 

The idea that kidney 
remodelling could account 
for the changes in arterial 

pressure carries implications 
for drug therapy. 

Drug therapy for hypertension is 

typically carried out on a chronic basis 

over a lifetime. However, maintenance 

of arterial pressures below original 

hypertensive states have been noted fol¬ 

lowing the discontinuation of ACE 

inhibitor usage. Though many specula¬ 

tions were advanced to explain this phe¬ 

nomenon, a conclusive explanation was 

lacking. 

This is where Adams’ research comes 

in. Much of his research in the develop¬ 

ment of hypertension has centered 

around the role of the kidney in creating 

this pathological state. To examine the 

possible contribution of the kidney in 

producing persistent ACE inhibitor 

effects, kidney transplants were per¬ 

formed between hypertensive untreated 

rats and hypertensive treated rats. 

The rats were taken from a particular 

strain that possesses certain identifiable 

characteristics, including a genetically 

See Kidneys on page 13 

One week left! 
The deadline for entries for the Miyagi Triangle contest is Friday, October 2nd at 12 noon. In case 

you missed it the first time, the solution to this puzzle is the relationship between the radii of 
the red circles on the left. Each circle is tangent to each of the sides of the triangle in 

which it is inscribed. A solution is possible for any right triangle, so put away your 
protractors. And good luck! 

To Enter: By fax: 545-6728 
By email: journal@post.queensu.ca 
In person: The Journal House, 272 Earl Street 

^Science , 
Spectrum 

■ Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

A game of CAT 
and mouse 

Mice are breathing small sighs of 
relief and geneticists studying their 
development are cheering the advent 
of an imaging system developed by the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 
Tennessee. 

The MicroCAT system is based on 
conventional CAT scanners, which use 
X-rays and sophisticated computer 
software to build three-dimensional 
images of the subject’s internal 
structures. 

The MicroCAT produces images of 
such high resolution, 10 times more 
detailed than conventional systems, 

1 that even the minute skeletal and soft- 
j tissue structure of lab mice and other 
animals can be seen — without 

j dissection. 
| That's not just good news for the 

mice. Because the animals are not sac¬ 
rificed in the examination, the develop¬ 
ment of a physical trait can be 
monitored over time and the subjects 
can still be used for breeding. 

MicroCAT could be used in the 
future in medicine, to screen women 
for breast cancer, and in industry, 
where X-ray images of precision parts 
are needed. 

Toxic algal 
blooms may follow 

zebra mussels 
Scientists at Michigan State 

University are studying a possible link 
between the invasion of zebra mussels 
in lakes and the bloom of blue-green 
algae that often follows. Microcystis, 
actually a photosynthetic bacterium, is 
one of the only things that zebra mus¬ 
sels won’t filter out of lake water and 
eat. Because microcystis is left with vir¬ 
tually no competition for available 
resources, a brightly coloured bloom 
sometimes forms, looking like a slick of 
spilled paint. Microcystis can produce 
compounds toxic to native fish and 
other organisms — including people. 

The MSU study will involve examin- 
! ing lakes known to contain zebra mus- 
i sels, especially those where algal 

blooms have not occurred. A more 
aggressive phase of the study will take 

I place next summer when enormous 
plastic bags, filled with varying concen- 

: trations of mussels, will be placed in 
previously invaded lakes to determine 
what effect on the microcystis popula- 

i tion will result. 
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the queen’s journal reader and features 

SHORT FICTION 
contest 

watch the journal for forthcoming 
information regarding judges and 
prizes, three selected entries will 
be published in the november 
27th queen’s journal 

guidelines 
2,500 words in length 

any style of prose permitted 
open only to queen’s students 

daadKna 
monday.november. 16 

submit your entries to 

the journal short fiction contest 
545.2800 
272 Earl 

journal@post.queensu.ca 

We're looking for reporters, writers, 

photographers and designers to join the 

Journal team. If you have a flair for writ¬ 

ing, an eye for a good shot, or a desire 

to get involved and have fun, come join 

us at 272 Earl Street, or call Laura, 

Tara, or Keith at 545-2800. 

Help us deliver 

You are cordially invited to 
a talk on 

A LOGICAL 
PROOF OF THE 
EXISTENCE OF 

GOD 
Causality, Composition, 

and the Origin of Existence 

Presented by Dr. William Hatcher, 

author, philosopher and Professor of 

Mathematics, Laval University on 

Tuesday, Sept. 29th at 7:30 p.m. at Earl 

Hall/BioScience Centre, Rm 1103. 

The lecture is sponsored by the 

Campus Association for Baha'i 

Studies, Queen's University. 

FREE flOliSSION 
TO THE MONDAY NIGHT 

BEACH SLAM TILL 1 ' 
with this pass! 

SONY RECORDING ARTIST 

ms 
sshm 

M 
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Andro rules inconsistent Kidneys are the key 
Continued from page I I 

blood testosterone levels by 40 to 83 per 

cent above normal. A 100-mg tablet 

would raise these levels by 111 to 237 

per cent. 

The question of safety is a tricky one. 

The manufacturers of the drug state that 

the positive benefits can be gained with¬ 

out affecting normal testosterone 

production. However, no other possible 

health concerns are mentioned and no 

long-term studies have been conducted. 

The jump in testosterone caused by 

androstenedione is only temporary. The 

testosterone level begins to rise after 15 

minutes, peaks at one and a half hours 

and remains elevated for approximately 

three hours. The suggested dosage is one 

capsule per day, taken prior to physical 

activity. 

One could take androstenedione in 

multiple doses throughout the day in an 

attempt to maintain a consistently higher 

level of testosterone. However, one’s 

natural production of testosterone could 

be significantly depressed. 

The use of androstenedione as a nutri¬ 

tional supplement does carry some nega¬ 

tive side effects. Higher testosterone 

levels can result in acne, oily skin and 

gynecomastia, the development of 

breasts in males. The use of androstene¬ 

dione by women is not recommended 

due to the effects of increasing male hor¬ 

mones in a female’s body. Pregnant or 

lactating women and all those under age 

18 should not use this supplement. 

In the United States, androstenedione 

is legal for sale as a nutritional supple¬ 

ment, which means it is available over- 

the-counter on demand. In Canada, 

however, you need a prescription to pur¬ 

chase the 

supplement. 

The origin of its usage in sports train¬ 

ing came from the practices of the elite 

sport programs in East Germany during 

the 1980s. Currently, androstenedione is 

a popular “steroid alternative” for many 

No other possible health 
concerns are mentioned and 

no long-term studies have 
been conducted. 

athletes in the United States. 

At the current time, no study exists 

which examines the long-term effect of 

prolonged androstenedione use. A few 

unpublished studies have been or are 

currently being conducted by body¬ 

building or weight-training organiza¬ 

tions. These primarily focus on the 

effectiveness of androstenedione com¬ 

pared to other substances in heavy 

training. 

The issue of banned substances in 

sports involves more than simply evalu¬ 

ating the data. Whether a certain drug 

provides an unnatural boost to perfor¬ 

mance requires a moral judgment call on 

the definition of “unnatural.” In the case 

of androstenedione, the Olympic com¬ 

mittee has vehemently denounced the 

use of this drug, while Major League 

Baseball remains silently accepting. It is 

these opposing views that often leave 

fans wondering if they should cheer on 

McGwire or denounce him. 

If nothing else, the publicity sur¬ 

rounding McGwire’s use of androstene¬ 

dione will provoke a healthy debate. 

Hopefully, this issue will raise the inter¬ 

est of scientists who might attempt to 

discover the effects of the prolonged 

usage of androstenedione on athletes. 

Continued from page I I 

based hypertension. Treatment of one 

sample of rats with ACE inhibitors 

occurred over ten weeks with another 

sample of rats not receiving drug therapy 

during this period. The treated group 

demonstrated significant decreases in 

arterial pressure whereas the untreated 

group remained hypertensive. Following 

the conclusion of the treatment, kidneys 

were transplanted between the sample 

groups, with these technically challeng¬ 

ing surgeries being performed by 

Adams’s research assistant, Corry Perry. 

The results demonstrated a substantial 

role for the kidney in creating these con¬ 

tinued ACE inhibitor associated effects. 

The arterial pressures obtained from the 

treated group following kidney trans¬ 

plantation from untreated animals actu¬ 

ally mimicked the hypertensive pressures 

of the untreated animals. Conversely, the 

untreated groups instrumented with kid¬ 

neys from the treated groups manifested 

the amelioration of blood pressure previ¬ 

ously shown by treated animals. Since 

arterial pressures were determined by 

the treatment the kidneys received rather 

than by the treatment obtained by all 

other intact body systems, Adams con¬ 

cluded that the ACE inhibitors’ hyper¬ 

tension attenuating actions predom¬ 

inantly included remodelling of the 

kidney. 

“We’ve done some parallel studies 

showing the most accountable change is 

the structure of blood vessels — that 

they have decreased resistance to blood 

flow,” said Adams. 

The results of this study, presented at 

the International Conference of Hyper¬ 

tension in Amsterdam, were considered 

Michael Adams, Queen’s researcher 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

provocative. According to Adams, his 

peers at this conference were “stunned 

into silence” following lengthy attempts 

to challenge the protocols used for this 

study. The idea that kidney remodelling 

could account exclusively for the 

changes in arterial pressure seen in this 

model carries possible implications for 

further developments in drug therapy. 

“It suggests that we need to have an 

understanding of how good a drug is at 

targeting the kidney... in terms of chang¬ 

ing this structural basis for hyperten¬ 

sion,” said Adams. 

Adams presents the discovery of novel 

drugs that can create permanent struc¬ 

tural changes that attenuate hyperten¬ 

sion is by as an attractive goal. 

“A lot of these [current] drugs have 

side effects,” he observed. “Removing 

risk'forever would be still fantasy but 

something to work towards.” 

Student 

Sunday Sale 
15% off all regular priced 

merchandise with your 

Queen’s student card. 

Sunday, September 27th 

10 am to 8 pm. 
There is always something happening at 

bidgo 
259 Princess Street 546-7650 

Live Jazz every Friday Night from 9:00-10:30 

Our Cafe is fully licensed to serve beer and wine 

Kingston's Largest selection of Newspapers and Magazines 

The finest selection of Classical, Pop, Blues and Jazz CD's in town 

Save 30% all year around on our top 50 bestselling book titles 

Walkhome Is Open! 
8 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sun - Wed 
8 p.m. - 3 a.m. Thurs - Sat 

WALKHOME 

545-2662 

The AMS Walkhome service is provided free of charge to all 
students, staff and faculty of Queen's University in order to provide 

the option of being safely and comfortably accompanied while 
walking on campus and in the surrounding area. 

So, if you would like a team to accompany you along your way, 
just give us a call! 

Xfje would also like to thank our sponsors: Tordiff Communications for their radio 

support, and Cyclepath for our six Peuqot Bicycles! 

‘ • * Cyclepath 

339 Princess St. 
Kingston, Ontario K7L1B7 

542-3616 

444 
WZQ 
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We didn’t start the fire 
Most Queen’s alumni 

would agree that over the 
years the Queen’s Journal has 

not reflected one ideological bent or 
even maintained a consistent style of 
prose. In over a century of editorials, 
the Journal has espoused many contra¬ 
dictory beliefs and committed itself to 
countless controversial positions. While 
in hindsight many of the opinions 
expressed are striking, they also reveal 
how deeply life at Queen’s has been 
transformed since the AMS began pub¬ 
lishing The Journal in “Twelve 
Fortnightly numbers” in 1873. The fol¬ 
lowing selections are intended to open 
a window into the Queen’s community 
of the past, and demonstrate how the 
Journal perceived issues ranging from 
equality at Queen’s to the the cold war. 

100 YEARS AGO... 

One of the problems that forced 
itself upon the attention of those who 
took an active part in the recent cam¬ 
paign is the status of the lady students 
as regards the Alma Mater Society. 
[While] the solution would seem to lie 
in throwing open all our meetings to 
them... we hope the day is far distant 
when such a solution shall be applied. 

While the solution would 
seem to lie in throwing open 
all our meetings to [women] 

we hope the day is far 
distant when such a solution 

shall be applied. 

75 YEARS AGO... 

It is, perhaps, not generally known 
that out of a relatively small enlistment, 
Queen’s military units last year had 
more successful candidates in the exam¬ 
inations for officers’ certificates than 
any other school in the British Empire... 
There are those who would fail to 
speak well of military training. Some 
may even be discovered among our 
own staff and students. 

50 YEARS AGO... 
The same week that the board of 

governors of McGill proscribed politi¬ 
cal activity for members of its staff, stu¬ 
dents in a country founded by a 
university professor, Masaryk, were 
shot down for protesting against 
usurpation of freedom of the individual 
by a Communist government. 

Those students had learned, as we 

This toleration... will be held 
a curse by those who lead us 

into the coming war. 

are learning, the value and necessity of 
that freedom, of tolerance, of objectiv¬ 
ity. They protested its destruction too 
late. This toleration... will be held a 
curse by those who lead us into the 
coming war. 

30 YEARS AGO... 

Golden Words has till now been a 
good presence on the Queen’s campus. 
Why has it deserted its seriousness and 
relevance to be petty and incompetent? 
We strongly wish Golden Words a 
speedy and full recovery. 

15 YEARS AGO... 

The Board [of Trustees] seems to be 
little more than a rubber stamp, a group 
flown in four times a year to give the 
formal nod to decisions that have effec¬ 
tively already been made. The body 
that really pulls the strings of the Board 
and the campus is the Senate... Perhaps 
our efforts would be more productively 
spent in the long run by attempting to 
make changes at the Senate level. 

Last year... 

Students should remember that 
while the Senate meeting is important, 
the ultimate decision rests in the hands 
of the Board of Trustees who will meet 
on March 6 and 7. Last year, only a 
handful of students turned up for the 
Board’s meeting. This year we should 
make sure the old white men sweat a 
little. 

Bons Mots: Subjects are the trouble — the dreary lack of 

them, I mean. Every day, it is drag, drag, drag 

— think, and worry and suffer — all the world 

is a dull blank, and yet the editorial columns 

must be filled. 

F.niTORiAi Rn 

— Mark Twain 

Watch your mouth During my first year at 
Queen’s, I was amazed by the 
amount of information students 

received about the blue light system, 
walkhome, and other various means to 
avoid sexual assault. I was amazed 
because everyone knows that it will never 
happen to them. Who are these people it 
happens to? Not me of course. 

My beliefs about my safety and the 
safety of other females changed one day 
the summer after my first year. Returning 
from work in my hometown, I cut some¬ 
one off while driving home. The driver of 
the other car followed me home, spit on 
my car, spit on me and in broad daylight 
in my driveway, pulled down his pants 
and told me to perform oral sex on him... 
while his mother, who was also in the car, 
held me from behind. It was after this 
event that I questioned my sense of secu¬ 
rity. An overwhelming feeling of vulnera¬ 
bility set in and lasted for many months. 

It only takes 
one comment 
to throw off 
our entire 

sense of pride 
and confidence. 

To counter this feeling of fear, I pur¬ 
posely walked home by myself last year 
from various locations in Kingston. 1 
wanted to prove my life would not be 
dictated by disgusting males, whom I 
honestly believe are the minority. 
Eventually last year, my sense of safety 
began to return and I once again began to 
feel secure and comfortable. 

Two weeks ago, however, when walk¬ 

ing home by myself in the early morning, 
three guys stopped me and.asked me for 
directions to a nearby street. After giving 
them directions, they proceeded to ask 
me where I lived. I refused and said, “I’m 
not going to tell you where I live.” At this 
point one male turned around, put his 
hands on my shoulders and said, “Are you 
afraid we’ll rape you?” 

All males, but especially males in the 
ghetto, need to make a conscious effort to 
avoid screaming obscenities or making 
offensive jokes and comments to females 
while we are walking around campus and 
the ghetto. It doesn’t take a lot of self- 
restraint to stop yourself from making an 
inappropriate comment or gesture. 
Although you may not get a good laugh 
from your male buddies, or a slap on the 
back for being a funny guy, you will be 
saving a female from feeling helpless, vul¬ 
nerable and scared. It only takes one 
comment to throw off our entire sense of 
pride and confidence. Refraining from 
making these comments, whether it is sit¬ 
ting on your porch late at night, or com¬ 
ing home from a bar intoxicated with 
your buddies, will not necessarily make 
you a better person, but it will show that 
you’re making a conscious effort to view 
females as your equals. I’m not demand¬ 
ing female equality on all levels from 
everyone. All I’m asking for is respect on 
our university campus and in the ghetto. 
These places are our home — and in our 
homes everyone should feel invulnerable. 

Next time you feel you need to make 
any kind of offensive comment, remem¬ 
ber that the female you’re degrading 
could be your classmate, neighbour, or 
friend. 

By Sarah Crosijie 
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Opinions 
Insensitivity is reality 

BEING A MEMBER OF A MINORnT Why does the politically correct move- The gay rights movement has seriously 
group, I have always been sensitive ment harp on the interactions of other- fouled UP their own progress by intro- 
to the many forms of discrimina- wise tolerant people when there are still duc'n8 the word “heterosexism.” The 

tion that plague our society. Queen’s plenty of people that wait outside gay whole idea of heterosexism ensures that 
University is renowned for its members’ bars looking for someone to assault? 8ay people will never change the actual 
diversity, so 1 was not surprised when Heterosexism is absurd because the opinions of the majority, because they 
one of my 

SesPMuded aWdisk When people ask me what I am doing for 
i-iissl0n on the f'"<n Christmas, I say, “I don’t celebrate 

reerness. ' Christmas. I’m Jewish.” It’s that easy! And 
It was 

cussion 
“heterosexism” 

introduced to me. w_|_A ___ j _ _ T 1 business of appending 

\taTchehlStetm when there’s an awkward pause in the con¬ 
versation, and then the person says, “So, 
what are you doing for Jewish Christmas? 

never have to lock 
horns with the issue, 
but will simply focus 
on semantics. This is a 
futile effort: changing 
people’s opinions via 
their vocabulary. 

While we are in the 

the English language, I 
will venture to intro¬ 
duce a new word, in 
hope of making our 
society more 
tolerant. The word is 

was 
o me. 

Heterosexism was 

TeSioflhaf presup- 1 would never consider shouting, “Help I’m 
poses a heterosexual ori being persecuted by the ignorant majority!’ 
entation, in other words, 
whenever people assume 
that a person is straight. Heterosexist focus is shifted from what is truly malev- “archaicism” and it means: “persecuting 
behaviour supposedly demonstrates how olent behavior towards assumptions that an individual based solely on his archaic 
our culture is biased against gays at a human beings make naturally. language orientation.” The entire politi- 
fundamental level, and that moving our Such is the reality of being a minority: cally correct community is guilty of 
society towards the goal of acceptance I have to defend my identity nearly every archaicism, prejudging individuals based 
and tolerance will require changes in the time I interact with another person. I on their lack of linguistic acquiescence 
basic ways that we interact with one would never ask people to change a lan- with not a shred of contemplation about 
another. . guage habit that is correct nearly 95 per what is actually being said. If the 

The politically correct community is cent of the time. If homosexuals wish to archaicists have their way, one day there 
venturing to help every minority group be treated by the whole of humanity as will be neo-Nazis saying, “I would really 
feel more socially included. This enor- equals, they are going to have to learn to like to physically disable a person of 
mous undertaking has clearly well be more open about who they are. They color, perhaps beat her or him over the 
founded motives, but a methodology are going to have to take the risk each head.” As if changing our language will 
that is highly misconstrued. When a tjme they interacc ,„ith a heterosexual, make the sli8® difference in our over- 
straight person asks a gay man tf he has and simply stare wJl0 they are. To do al1 ,evel of toleraiIce- 
a girlfriend, and the gay man feels ' anyching e|se ,;„U only keep the issue “in „ „ 
uncomfortable answer,ng truthfully, why the doset» for a ionger per iod of time. Ryan M. Hoffman 
is the straight person being insensitive ? Arts ’02 

Don’t scare the skunks 

Dear Editors, 

Anyone who "meets up with a skunk 
and screams in its’ face and then starts 
running is just asking to get sprayed. 
First of all, if the skunk doesn’t see you 
first you should talk in a normal voice 
and make your presence known, do not 
make any sudden movements. Chances 
are that skunk will be out of your way 
faster than you can run. The suggestions 
in the Friday Sept. 18 Journal (repair 
holes in porches, don’t leave garbage 
around, etc.) are very good. They will 
probably still check out your place every 
night because you are on their ‘route’ 
but they’ll be on their way as soon as 
they find out there is nothing there for 
them. Beware that a few hours later they 
may come back — on their route home. 

Relax, they aren’t going to kill you, they 
are peaceful little things. 

J.G. Phillips 

Kingston Resident 

Feature shows immaturity 

Dear Editors, 

When I picked up my free copy of 
The Queen’s Journal in the dining hall 
this morning, I expected to be enter¬ 

tained, informed, and taught, but I cer¬ 
tainly did not anticipate having my intel¬ 
ligence and maturity insulted. 

In regards to the article appearing in 
the features section entitled, ‘Baby 
Bloom’, 1 am quite annoyed, for several 
reasons. The first being a statement 
made by the author, upon learning that 
she was pregnant. "... My body had 
been hijacked by something beyond my 
control... the pregnancy had progressed 
to a stage where abortion was not an 
option.” Does the author actually 
believe that when her son reads this arti¬ 
cle in twenty years, he is going to get a 
warm and fuzzy feeling from these 
phrases? Will he blame himself for 
“hijacking” his mother and being discov¬ 
ered too late to be aborted? Lovely mes¬ 
sage, dear author, for your first-born. 

Using such grossly insulting 
terms as ‘tits’ and ‘boobs’ is 
not only a display of a lack 
of education, it is a sign of 

immaturity 

My second source of annoyance is the 
fact that the majority of the article deals 
with the author’s breasts — how they 
changed during and after pregnancy, and 
the author’s woes in dealing with these 
“burdens.” If I ever become pregnant, I 
sincerely doubt that my largest concern 
will be the embarrassment of leaking 
milk while at the bar. 

Not to make judgement on the 
author’s apparently thriving social life, 
but can it be considered exceedingly 

moral to use one’s milk-enlarged breasts 
to tease and tantalize males? By the way, 
is there a mention of a - gasp - father in 
this article? I think not. 

I am glad the author has found hap¬ 
piness with her body — that is essential 
for anyone’s peace of mind — but per¬ 
haps she should have shifted the focus of 
the article to this point instead of the 
aforementioned rantings and ravings 
about her breasts. Her two-paragraph 
summation could easily have made an 
informative commentary on self-image. 

However, if the article was faulted 
merely by these points, it would have 
been somewhat acceptable. The extreme 
outrageousness lies in her vocabulary. 
Using such grossly insulting terms as 
‘tits’ and ‘boobs' is not only a display of 
a lack of education, it is a sign of imma¬ 
turity. Recall the saying, “You’re only 
ready to have sex if you can talk about it 
openly and honestly?” Well, perhaps 
that maxim can extend to say, “You’re 
only ready to become pregnant if you 
can discuss your body parts using the 
proper terminology.” 

I find this vocabulary offensive, obvi¬ 
ously, and I am stunned that the editors 
of “The Queen’s Journal” — a UNI¬ 
VERSITY paper — would allow such 
words to be published. Please review 
more carefully next time before printing 
anything slightly resembling this article. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Edwards 

Arts ’02 _ 

Continued on next page 

Letters to 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal want 
to hear from readers. All letters 
must include the writer's name, 
signature, and telephone number. 
Letters that are legible, legal, lit¬ 
erate and held to under 400 
words will be published if space 
permits. The deadline for 
Tuesday’s issue is Sunday at 
noon. The deadline for Friday’s 
issue is Wednesday at 
noon. Drop off letters to The 
Journal House, 272 Earl St., 
fa* to 545-672S, or better 
yet, e-mail them to 
journal@post.queensu.ca. 

“Because engineers go crazy” 

JOHN ADERSON 
SCI 02 

“It’s another reason to party!” 

GINNY CLARK 
ARTS '00 

“Because we’re better and we’ll always be 
better.” 

MELANIE ADAMS PATRICK SMITH 
ARTSCI'01 ART5CT0I 
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ResTel Headaches 

Dear Editors, 

I have couple of tall tales to relay to 

you regarding the “Oh so wonderful 

ResTel system” that was implemented or 

should 1 say inflicted on the students by 

Queen's Residences. I had been told by 

the Residence Business Office that my 

Restel phone would be fully functional 

(this included long distance service) 

when I arrived on August 25. Upon my 

arrival there was no phone in my room 

(fortunately I had brought my own and 

the phone appeared the next day), and 1 

could not even make a long distance or 

collect phone call home to pass on my 

.phone number to my family and friends. 

In the information package that we were 

given to read (I did not get a copy but I 

have read other’s) it informed the stu¬ 

dents that we could choose our long dis¬ 

tance carrier. This was not true, all Restel 

lines were automatically signed up for 

ACC. Many of the early arrivals wanted 

the Bell Canada First Rate plan with the 

$20.00 maximum but because of the 

arrangement with ACC (a certain per¬ 

centage of money collected by ACC from 

Queen’s students and Alumni is given 

back to the university) and the vast num¬ 

ber of extensions that were implemented 

it was impossible to get the Bell plan. 

Then ACC got the hint, probably 

because of the pressure from the stu¬ 

dents, and set up a $20.00 maximum 

plan. 

I however, got fed up with the Restel 

bull after 10 minutes and activated the 

Bell jack in my room. 1 still am unable to 

contact people who are in residence 

Friday, September 25, 1999 

9TS t* the E4it*re 
between 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. because of 

the flood of calls. I have already been 

told by Bruce Griffiths of the Business 

Office that 1 won’t be compensated for 

my added expense. 

As for the safety of the students 

travelling from West Campus to Main at 

night or vice versa, there use to be lift 

phones for the taxi companies by the 

front doors of each residence. They have 

been removed and their phone numbers 

are posted on the Restel phone between 

the front doors. My question to the 

Director of Residences is: “ What good is 

this phone if you can not get through to 

the taxi company?”. I think that it would 

be a good idea to reinstall the lift phones 

for the taxi companies, this way every 

student would be able to get back to 

their residence safely, or to their destina¬ 

tion in case of emergency. Does someone 

have to get hurt before the lift phones 

are reinstalled? 

This phone system was a good idea 

but there was obviously not enough 

thought put into its implementation. The 

people behind this system should have 

overestimated this system’s use rather 

underestimated it. For the students 

inconvenience I think that it would be 

beneficial to Queen’s Residences image 

to refund a portion of the fee for the 

phone service. 

Laura Bailey 
B.Ed ’99 

MiSC was only a joke 

Dear Editors, 

Last week two friends brought an 

interesting article to my attention. 

Entitled “They're Lying To You Frosh, 

it was a MiSC article from The Journal 

which, for the most part, poked fun at 

the engineers. We all had a good laugh 

and decided to let a couple of engineer¬ 

ing friends have a read. Big mistake. 

Within seconds both engineers had been 

transformed from typically wild, unin¬ 

hibited pseudofrecs into sullen critics 

bent on disproving the veracity of each 

and every statement which they deemed 

offensive. 

But to not understand that 
such stereotypes are made 
in jest shows an unhealthy 

excess of self-induced 
superiority. 

Shortly after, there ensued a string of 

arguments as to why the article was, in s 

o many words, crap. I found this very dis 

appointing. It wasn’t that their argu¬ 

ments were ill-founded, in fact some of 

them were well constructed and seemed 

valid. What disappointed me was the 

way in which these two engineers were 

reacting. An article had made them the 

butt-end of a tasteful insult and they just 

couldn’t take it. In the end, one of the 

engineers promised to write a scathing 

rebuttal. 

Any rebuttal made to that article only 

weakens the ludicrous position that these 

engineers (and others that feel the same) 

are taking. Let me assure you, it will be 

an easy task to rebut the article. 

Rebutting such stereotypes is remarkably 

easy these days and it requires only rudi¬ 

mentary skills in arguing. I am sure that 

there are several great arguments which 

disprove the Widely held belief that' all 

film students are dressed in black and are 

“running around with cameras and talk¬ 

ing about the aesthetic value of existen¬ 

tialism." But to not understand that such 

stereotypes are made in jest shows an 

unhealthy excess of self-induced 

superiority. 

Maybe some engineers are angered by 

the accusation that they are unable to 

spell beer. Obviously, that is a false state¬ 

ment. It is about as accurate as the belief 

that all engineers will get high-paying 

jobs when they graduate (yes, that too is 

a lie). We all know the engineers can 

spell, for how else would they be able to 

generate charming free group titles such 

as “Snatch Dragons” and “2nd 

Cumming?” Or possibly the engineers 

feel that such an article may dishearten 

those young impressionable engineer 

frosh. 1 say maybe a little reality is okay 

— young Napoleons who have at least 

heard of Waterloo. 

Engineers, where has all your outra¬ 

geous humour gone? The “offensive” 

article is merely another part of the 

friendly (and sometimes not so friendly) 

bantering that goes on between ALL fac¬ 

ulties. Everybody gets a slap in the face 

and it seems that, while faculties may 

(quite understandably) object to the 

stereotyping, they build some tolerance 

and learn that is an inevitable and enjoy¬ 

able part of Queen’s life. As a member of 

ArtSci, a faculty which does have toler¬ 

ance for these sorts of jabs, all that 1 can 

recommend to those disgruntled engi¬ 

neers who cannot accept that such things 

flow both ways is this; live with it and 

learn to take that which you dish out. 

Maxwell Young 
Arts ’02 

Ink in the Blood? 
Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

Is Hiring 

Opinions Page Editor 
We re in search of an energetic and self-motivated person to edit 

the Opinions section of The Journal — the only section dedi¬ 
cated entirely to voicing the thoughts, feelings and commentary 

of members of the Queen’s community. 

Assistant News Editor 
We're looking for an enthusiastic and self-motivated person with 

some free time and an ear to the ground. Writing experience 
is definitely a plus. 

Advertising Designers 
We re looking for creative and artistic people with an interest ii 

advertising and layout. Experience with computers an asset. 

Computer Systems Manager 
Have expertise in networking and systems? Want to earn mone 

on an on-call basis? We need help. Call us. NOW. 

Journal House Cleaner 
We re looking for someone to clean The journal house on a 

weekly basis. 
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The Peanut Gallery 

ALL GOOD THINGS COME 

TO AN END 

After going to work for 

2,63 2 consecutive days, 

Baltimore Oriole iron man Cal 

Ripken walked into manager 

Ray Millar’s office and said “I 

think the time is right.” When 

the game started, Ripken was 

granted the ultimate comple¬ 

ment when rhe entire New 

York Yankees team emerged 

on the top step of the dugout 

and ripped their cap to the 

classy third baseman. The fans 

at Camden Yards rewarded 

him with aJengthy standing 

ovation and would not sit 

down until he exited the 

dugout for a curtain call. 

Many said that Lou Gehrig’s 

consecutive game record 

would never be broken, only 

to see it smashed by Ripken. 

This number will last for a 

very long time. 

’88 Olympics revisited 
Florence Griff ith-Joyner, 

one: of the most vibrant and 

successful track athletes in his¬ 

tory, died in her sleep this 

weekend. Joyner, who holds 

the world record in the 100- 

metre and 200-metre dash and 

won three gold medals at the 

’88 Olympic Games, has had a 

history of heart problems. 

While some controversy con¬ 

tinues to simmer over her 

alleged use of drugs, rhe other 

100 metre winner in the ‘88 

games, Ben Johnson, contin¬ 

ues in his attempts to be rein¬ 

stated, which was recently 

dismissed. Ben, your time has 

come and nobody cares about 

you any more, give up. 

One bad day 
San Diego Chargers rookie 

quarterback Ryan Leaf, who 

was the second selection in the 

NFL draft, had a day to forget 

on Sunday. Visiting the hostile 

environment of Arrowhead 

Stadium, the home of the 

Kansas City Chiefs, Leaf com¬ 

pleted one of 15 passes for a 

total of 4 yards. In the 23-7 

loss he also fumbled four times 

and threw two interceptions. 

To add to his problems, he was 

videotaped in rhe locker room 

following the game acting like 

a baby while verbally accost¬ 

ing a reporter with a profan¬ 

ity-laced tirade. He is going to 

have to learn to have poise in 

the pocket, as well as when 

dealing with the media, to suc¬ 

ceed in the NFL. 

fr Christmas Came Early 
•Viking receiver Randy Moss 

would score against every 

team that skipped him in 

the entry draft. 

•Queen’s students would 
enjoy a beer in the stands at 

Richardson Stadium. 

•Baseball’s 1998 season 
would be remembered as 
much for the end of; 
Ripken’s streak as it is 
for the home run race. 

Ready to ‘kill’ 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Homecoming, Kill McGill and 

a game with playoff implications 

all during one weekend — does it 

get any bigger than this? 

In the topsy turvy Ontario- 

Quebec Interuniversity Football 

Conference, every game means a 

lot, and this chapter of the 

Queen’s-McGill rivalry is no dif¬ 

ferent. With the two teams in a 

log-jam near the top of the con¬ 

ference ledger, this game will 

help dictate who is on their way 

to the top of the 

chart and who is 

merely looking to 

make the playoffs. 

The McGill 

Redmen (2-1) have 

started the season 

in extremely incon¬ 

sistent fashion. After defeating says that the best way to stop the 

the defending conference cham- Redmen attack is to keep Linden 

pion University of Ottawa Gee- under raps. 

Gees in the first game of the “Up in Laval, McGill fell 

season 24-17 at Percival Molson behind early and couldn’t throw 

Stadium, they were shellacked to get back in the game... we need 

29-2 by Laval on the road. While to force them to pass,” explained 

they were able to rebound against Mullen, 

cross-town rival Concordia, 9-4 

in a Shrine Bowl sleeper, statisti¬ 

cally this team hasn’t been 

impressive. Offensively, they rank 

last in passing yardage, second 

O-QIFC FOOTBALL 
G V? L F A P 
J 2 1 103 SS 4 

Laval 3 2 1 80 3.0 4 
Bishop's 321 80 71 4 
McGill j 2 i is sci 4 
Queen's 211 SI 3J 2 
ConcofJu 3 1 2 34 48 2 
Cartoon 3 Cl 3 39 124 0 

last in rushing yardage and last in 

total yards per game. 

“They [McGill] have a few 

new things on offense,” 

explained Gaels coach Bob 

Howes. “It seems to be taking a 

while to work things out.” 

Despite the poor offensive 

output, McGill still features run¬ 

ning back Shaun Linden (4th in 

O-QIFC in rushing), who has run 

all over the Gaels in the past. 

“We expect Linden to run the 

ball, catch the ball, punt the ball 

and even throw the ball,” said 

defensive coordina¬ 

tor Bob Mullen. “The 

only player that will 

touch the ball more 

than him is the cen¬ 

ter,” he joked. 

All kidding aside, 

the coaching staff 

A •f 

«> * - 
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On the defensive side of the 

ball McGill has had a little more 

Please see Playoff on page I 
Gaels take a breather while preparing for the McGill Redmen. 
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Finding a motive to move 
By Julietta Loeffler 

The biggest problem that both 

new and experienced exercisers 

have is to motivate themselves to 

start and keep moving. Once you 

have made up your mind to exer¬ 

cise, you still have to overcome 

the biggest barrier. The barrier of 

motivating yourself to get started, 

to keep focused and stay consis¬ 

tent. 

Although motivation comes 

from within an individual, there 

are many ways to boost one’s 

motivation and create a pleasur¬ 

able experience. Eventually phys¬ 

ical activity will become second 

nature and you will not think 

twice about working up a good 

sweat. 

A useful motivational tool is a 

personal journal. In it, you can 

record the day you exercise, what 

activity you participated in and 

for how long. You should write 

down one sentence on how you 

felt before and after your work¬ 

out. This will help you see the 

improvements in your mood and 

other mental benefits. This sen¬ 

tence will help you keep track of 

your progress. 

A number does not 
define who you are 
and how you feel — 
only you can do that 

for yourself. 

Progress is the key to staying 

motivated. It is easy to see 

improvements in your overall 

health, your level of physical 

activity and your mental well¬ 

being if you set goals. First set a 

long-term goal (running for 40 

minutes), then break the long 

term goal into many short term 

goals (run 10 minutes in 2 weeks, 

15 in 4 weeks, 20 in 6 weeks and 

so on). This goal setting is useful 

for weight training, building aer¬ 

obic capacity and improving self¬ 

esteem. 

Many people make weight loss 

their long-term goal. Rather than 

focusing on an ideal weight as a 

goal, it would be better to con¬ 

centrate on how you feel. By 

using weight as a way to measure 

progress, you may never see a 

noticeable difference. A number 

does not define who you are and 

how you feel — only you can do 

that for yourself. 

Exercising with a partner is 

extremely helpful in staying moti¬ 

vated. It is easier to stick to a 

schedule if you know that by not 

working out you may letting 

someone down. Partners can help 

you stick to a workout time and 

make you push harder while 

engaging in physical activity. 

They are also great people to talk 

to while exercising and they 

reduce your chances getting 

bored while exercising. 

Whenever your reach a goal or 

have stuck to your exercise plan 

for a set amount of time, give 

yourself a treat. Buy a new maga¬ 

zine to read while exercising, a 

new shirt to go to the gym in, 

allow yourself full day in bed, a 

phone call with a friend you have 

not talked with in ages, whatever 

your heart desires. As long as it is 

something which makes you 

happy and keeps you wanting to 

go back to the gym for more. 

The best part about participat¬ 

ing in physical activity is the fun 

that you can have doing it. The 

key is looking for activities which 

you really enjoy. For example, 

basketball, volleyball or football. 

Or try something completely dif¬ 

ferent, such as rock climbing. 

Everyone has what it takes to 

make physical activity part of his 

or her life, and you do too. 

Women’s rugby off to rough start 
By Calvin Lam 

The Queen’s women’s rugby 

team opened the 1998 season 

winless in their first two 

attempts. After squeaking out a 

last minute 15-15 tie against 

arch-rivals Toronto on Thursday, 

the Golden ^ 

Gaels were Queen S 15 
drilled 34-12 Queen’s 12 
on Sunday by 

the Western Mustangs. Their 

efforts left the team with a 0-1-1 

record and room for improve¬ 

ment. 

Against the University of 

Toronto Blues, the women did 

not disappoint the full house that 

packed the bleachers at Kingston 

Field. However, it was Toronto 

who drew first blood with an 

early try off a scrum deep in Gael 

_territory. After 

missing the con¬ 

vert, both teams 

moved the ball 

up and down 

the field well but neither side was 

able to score. At the end of half, 

the Blues were nursing a 5-0 

Toronto 15 
Western 34 

lead. 

In the second half, the Gaels 

came out firing on all cylinders 

but still could not penetrate the 

bigger and stronger Blues’ 

defence. Despite mounting sev¬ 

eral impressive attacks bringing 

them within striking distance of 

the Toronto goal line, the Gaels 

failed to capitalize on numerous 

opportunities. Instead, it was 

Queen’s who suffered a defen¬ 

sive collapse, allowing Toronto 

another try. The 10-0 deficit 

appeared to be the wake-up call 

the Gaels needed. They 

responded with some solid pass¬ 

ing and excellent ball control to 

allow rookie Dara Parker, a first 

year English student, to punch it 

in from a few yards out, putting 

Queen’s on the board. Toronto 

answered quickly with another 

try putting them back up by 10 

late in the second half. 

Defeat seemed inevitable for 

Queen’s, but the Gaels caught a 

break when Toronto botched a 

kick while trying to clear their 

Please see Gaels on page 19 
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Playoff preview? 
_ It is up to this revamped offensive line , 

Continued from page 17 t0 open up holes for the Queen’s running 

success, but still rank fifth (out of seven) in game, which ranks second in the confer- i 

all major statistical categories. This may ence. Statistically, the passing game looks 

not be a reflection of their talent on that good, ranking third in the conference, but 

side of the ball, as the Gaels offensive in reality, it seems to have yet to hit on all 

braintmst respect the unit. cylinders. The emergence of receivers and j 
“The defensive unit is big and good,” Kingston natives Jason Wimmer and l aul 

Foran national 
athlete of the week 

said offensive coordinator Steve Yovetich. 

“It has a bit more speed than usual, so we 

must come up with a big pass play to open 

up the run.” 

The McGill defence is once again led 

by veteran J.P Darche, who was the most 

recent conference defensive player of the 

week. The All-Canadian linebacker leads 

die conference in tackles, and has even 

seen some action on offense as a ‘Jumbo’ 

Fullback. The defensive line remrns strong 

with veterans Randy Chevrier and Audrey 

Wellington, who are complemented in the 

defensive secondary by Sal Brohi, who 

shares die career record for interceprions 

at McGill (13 picks) with Vince Colizza. 

Queen’s comes into the game on the 

heels of two consecurive losses, granted 

Dirinaldo has been a pleasant surprise, but 

quarterbacks Beau Howes and Dustin 

Falscheer still have to find consistency in 

the air attack. 

“It [McGill defence] has a bit 
more speed than usual, so 

we must come up with a big 
pass play to open up 

the run.” 

— Gaels offensive coordinator 
Steve Yovetich 

Defensively, the team has to stop the 

run more effeerively, as they rank sixth in 

that category. The return of veteran defen- 

one was in last Saturday’s exhibition game sive lineman Conrad Czecrsak from injur)' 

against the University of Alberta Golden 

Bears. 

The Gaels also face tough decisions on 

will help shore up the front seven and 

allow coach Mullen to go to a five man 

front. The defensive secondary conrinues 

the offensive line because veteran Rob to play well, with veteran Max Turner 

Chalmers, who injured his knee against making big plays in every game. 

Bishop’s, is out for at least another 2-4 

weeks. Lee O’Neill will take over his 

offensive guard position, while huge 

rookie Chris Chesney will man the raclde 

position. With fellow rookie and Kingston 

While the McGill Redmen come into 

this game with a reasonable record, they 

are simply not that good. They have been 

finding ways to win, but that will not be 

the case when they play at Richardson 

native Jon Landon on the other side, that Stadium on Homecoming weekend. This 

leaves the Gaels with two rookie offensive will be an entertaining game with the 

tackles. McGill defence putting up a fight, but it 

“Both of these tackles have played well, will end with a very large oil thigh at mid- 

they do not play, like first year players,” field. 

responded coach Howes to any question Editor’s Prediction — Gaels by a 

of the youngsters’ abilities. touchdown. 

VOLUNTEER WITH US 

TELEPHONE AID LINE KINGSTON 

TALK 
544-1771 

open every night 7pm-7am,weekends until noon 

Telephone Aid Line Kingston (TALK), a distress, 
crisis, information and befriending line, is looking 

for new volunteers for its: 
FALL 1998 TFIAINING SESSION! 

To find out more, 

Reach us by phone at our Business line 

531-8529. 

Email us at talk@arannet not 

or check out our webpage at www.aracnet.net/~talk 

ATHLETE PROFILE 

By Nathan Sager 

A drastic shift in the balance of 

power in the world of OUA women's 

soccer transpired in the nation’s capital 

when the Queen’s Golden Gaels 

defeated the powerhouse Ottawa Gee- 

Gees. In the midst of a spirited overall 

effort by the rising Gael force, who are 

now a perfect 3-0 on the season, was 

cally taxing than others. “Goalkeepers 

need to be as fit as anyone else,” she 

added. “In some ways, you have to be 

more explosive. It requires great aero¬ 

bic and anaerobic capacity and takes a 

lot of endurance. If it helps me, that’ll 

help the team.” 

Foran originally found her soccer 

calling in her early teens when pressed 

into action while toiling for a club 

team. “It’s only over the last few years 

I’ve really begun to enjoy playing goal- 
now a perreci j-v uii me juujum, .. , , , 

goalkeeper Amanda Foran. Her shutout k«Pc'- “ '““V dePends h°w 
b : . . i , , ,i. pxnertence vou nave, how stronn vnnr 
netminding earned her OUA and CIAU 

athlete of the week honours. 

“Goalkeepers have to have a certain 

personality,” explained Queen’s head 

coach Dave McDowell when praising 

his netminder, who has flourished in 

the wake of the challenge put before 

her at the dawn of this season. 

“Amanda’s very confident...We’ve been 

trying to get her to play wheel out in 

front of her net...promoting her play 

more balls with her feet, and be more 

vocal on the field.” 

“In some ways, 

[goaltenders] have to be 

more explosive. It requires 

great aerobic and anaerobic 

capacity and takes a lot of 

endurance. If it helps me, 

that’ll help the team.” 

— CIAU Athlete of the week 

Amanda Foran 

experience you have, how strong your 

judgment and decision making (abili¬ 

ties) are,” she said. 

Suffice it to say, Foran has 

thus far lived up to 

expectations, yielding but 

two goals through three 

games. 

Called upon to bring a more verbal 

presence to the pitch, Foran has rel¬ 

ished the opportunity. “By being vocal 

and being closer to the action, calling 

out to pur forwards, I’m better able to 

keep myself in the game.” Her steadfast 

focus has come in handy when her 

teammates allow their goalkeeper pre¬ 

cious few shots to handle. Despite peri¬ 

odic bouts of inactivity, Foran has 

managed, in McDowell’s estimation, to 

register at least one spectacular save 

per game. 

Foran attributes her stellar perfor¬ 

mance to the camaraderie and familiar¬ 

ity amongst her teammates. “We just 

simply have great chemistry”, she com¬ 

mented. Another aid has been the 

prodding provided by a talented under- 

Suffice it to say, Foran has thus far 

lived up to expectations, yielding but 

two goals through three games. This 

has been due in part, to her zealous study> rookie Laura Gibson. “We both 

approach to practice. McDowell is Push each other”, remarked Foran. 

especially impressed by Foran’s insis- “Both us wdl only become better 

tence on participating in conditioning because of the friendly rivalry we 

drills which are customarily not have. 

mandatory for goalkeepers. “She’s ®Jie L°ran’s off-season activities 

really vocal in keeping her teammates Bas inevitably become fodder for con- 

going during the last few wind sprints, trasts witb rbe position she plays for 

helping us meet team goals,” he said. Queen’s. The goalie spent this past 

A second-year Phys-Ed student from sumrner battling forest fires in northern 

Ottawa, Foran is modest about such Ontario. “I have very eclectic interests, 

compliments. “We’re all in this and ^ l'ke to trT different things,” she 

together,” she pointed out, shunning coir>uiented. “It was an exciting oppor- 

the notion her position is less physi- tun‘ty... you don’t often get to ride in 

helicopters.” 

In the game 
What Queen’s athletes are doing 

three victory. They then crushed 

Laurier by a final score of six matches 

to one. The squad travelled up North to 

take on Nipissing and Laurentian. The 

Gaels defeated Nipissing by a score of 

4-1 in North Bay. They continued on 

their northern trek to Sudbury, where 

they were handed a 3-1 loss at the 

hands of Laurentian. Mike Cowan net¬ 

ted the lone Queen’s goal. 

On Wednesday, the Gaels hosted 

Trent and demolished them 6-0 on hat 

tricks by both Eugenio Bernier and 

Mike Cowan. 

The team travelled down to play the 

: University of Toronto, which they 

squeaked by with a four matches to 

Men's tennis 

At the R.M.C. tennis courts, 

Queen’s started our well by defeating 

Western five matches to two and then 

smashing York University four matches 
to two. 

Women's soccer 

The ream pommeled Tre 

University 5-1 at Richardson Stadiv 

on Wednesday night. Angie Crockfo 

tallied the hat trick, while Jill Kirchi 

pitched in with two goals of her ow 

The team is now 4-0 and lead the Ol 

east division standings. 
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Queen’s ends streak 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The aura of invincibility surrounding 

the University of Ottawa Gee-Gees 

women’s soccer team was severely dimin¬ 

ished this past Sunday. 

The Queen’s Golden Gaels travelled to 

Ottawa and handed the national finalist 

their first regular-season loss in three 

years, 1-0. 

Queen’s II 
Ottawa 0 

The Gaels came into the game with a 

2-0 record after defeating the University 

of Toronto and York at home, but this was 

the first real test faced by the team. 

“We played well in spells, but we really 

settled down after a while,” said coach 

Dave McDowell. 

After a scoreless first-half, in which the 

smaller field kept all the players very tight 

and put a premium on one-on-one play, 

the Gaels emerged with fire in the second 

session and scored in the 11th minute. 

The goal came off the foot of Angie 

Crockford who hustled to get into the 

play and take a cross from Laura Shearer, 

which the mid-fielder deposited in the net 

from a sharp angle. 

A try is scored while defenders helplessly look on during women’s rugby play. 

PHOTO BY DM GILLESPIE 

Gaels outclassed 
one of the rop teams in the province. 

Although Queen’s played a much better 

second half with tries from Erin Rees and 

Amanda Huzarski and a convert by Beth 

Barz, it was too little, too late. 

Despite the defeat, many of the 

women felt that a lot of positives could 

be taken from the game. Forwards 

Captain Kendra Court, a rhird year Phys- 

Ed student, felt that “the score was not 

indicative of the way we played. We 

worked hard and were all over rhe field 

roday and I thought we played a great 

game.” Even though the Gaels started 

slowly, hooker Alison Noble emphasized 

that rhe team “picked up our in die sec¬ 

ond [half]. We just need to maintain the 

same level of intensity throughout [the] 

entire game.” 

Assistant Coach Chris Ruskay also put 

the loss into perspective. “We’re srill a 

very young team with a lor of rookies. 

We have a tremendous amount of athletic 

talent on this ream and 1 think that we’re 

.just lacking in experience,” lie said. The 

Gaels will have this week off before trav¬ 

elling to Sr. Catherines on Saturday in 

search of their first victory against Brock. 

Continued from page 17 

zone. This led to Queen's second try and 

closed a once seemingly insurmountable 

lead. Minutes later, the girls rushed down 

the field and it was Parker again who 

scored off a scrum and knotted the game 

at 15, It was an excellent day for Parker 

who was the primary driving force 

behind Queen's offense all day with two 

tries. The Gaels had a chance to win the 

game on the convert but failed to do so, 

leaving them 0 for 3 on converts for die 

afternoon. Nevertheless, when the final 

whistle blew, head coach Peter Reed was 

visibly pleased and explained, “I’m 

extremely relieved. Our first half was 

filled with pre-game jitters, bur we 

showed a lot of character and heart in the 

second half to earn this tie.” 

Character and heart were not nearly 

enough on Sunday, as the Gaels were 

smiply outplayed and outclassed by the 

powerful Western Mustangs. The 

Mustangs dominated on both sides of the 

aH» pouncing on several Queen's mis- 

takes and quickly turned them into 

Points; At half-time, rhe 18-0 lead served 

as restament to Western’s reputarion as 

The rest of the game was played fairly 

evenly up until the last three minutes, 

when OUA and CIAU athlete of the week, 

goalie Amanda Foran really shone. 

“ .[Foran] played well all game, but she 

made a full body stretch save with about 

two minutes left to keep the lead,” 

described McDowell. 

There was more to this win than sim¬ 

ply the three points. 

“It has been over three years since we 

actually beat them, in terms of a mental 

block, the girls feel very good beating [the 

Gee-Gees],” explained the coach. 

This win was particularly impressive 

since all-Canadian Judith Trepanier was 

out for the game. 

“We are ecstatic about our start, get¬ 

ting nine points against top teams. We are 

now hoping to be able to nurse our 

injured players back to health for the end 

of the season,” said McDowell. 

This win puts the Gaels in first place in 

the division, but they will be playing these 

same Gee-Gees over Thanksgiving week¬ 

end. 

This Alumni Weekend they will be very 

busy, taking on the Gaels’ alumni, many 

of whom will be from the 1998 National 

Championship team, on Saturday. On 

Sunday, the women will playing at 3 p.m. 

against Ryerson in a regular season game. 

Expos’ fans seeing 
red over 

Over the last two decades, few orga¬ 

nizations in Major League Baseball have 

developed talented players in as prodi¬ 

gious a fashion as the Montreal Expos. 

Yet weeks after putting the finishing 

touches on a five year contract with 

Vladimir Guerrero, perhaps the greatest 

gem the Expos have ever laid their 

hands on, the team’s future seems as 

tenuous as ever. At the heart of the mat¬ 

ter is the ball club’s ongoing effort to 

raise funds for a new downtown sta¬ 

dium. Essentially the plan calls for $100 

million of the project’s $250 million 

cost to be raised through the sale of seat 

licenses. While team President and 

minority owner Claude Brochu has 

steadfastly maintained that he does not 

expect any level of government to write 

the Expos a blank cheque, the team 

expects that somehow, some way, public 

officials will provide the additional 

$150 million. 

Ask Rusty Staub or Gary 
Carter if Montrealers want 

baseball. Both played 
elsewhere and said fondly 
that they had the time of 
their lives in Montreal. 

The seat-license campaign has been 

less than fruitful. Notwithstanding, it 

has become abundantly clear through¬ 

out this messy process that the group 

least responsible for the current state of 

affairs is rhe ball club’s fans. Ir is indeed 

true that attendance numbers in 

Montreal have rarely been anything to 

write home about, but considering the 

Expos’ utter lack of any semblance of 

direction over the last decade, it is a 

wonder that the team still draws a hand¬ 

ful of live, breathing people to Olympic 

Stadium. Consider that not one team in 

big league North American sports, save 

for the expansion Devil Rays and 

Diamondbacks, has failed to make it to 

the post-season since the Montreal 

Expos’ last appearance in 1981. While 

the ball club has been remarkably con¬ 

sistent in its ability to stay competitive, 

management has been equally consistent 

in refusing to do what is necessary to 

leap over that last hurdle and into the 

playoffs. It is certainly understandable 

that an organization like the Expos, with 

negligible broadcasting revenues, has 

shied away from starting any season in 

the nineties with a large payroll. 

However, what cannot be forgiven is the 

fact that, in a business where forging a 

trustworthy relationship with one’s cus¬ 

tomers is of paramount importance, 

Brochu and the current owners have 

never once made a mid-season trade to 

secure an established, big-name 

ballplayer. While their inter-league 

rivals in Toronto have acquired the likes 

of David Cone (1992) and Rickey 

Henderson (1993) to bolster their 

chances of reaching the post-season, the 

Expos actually tried to dump Dennis 

Martinez before realizing they were in 

the pennant race in 1993, and settled for 

the mighty Mark (not Al) Leiter in 

1996. 

Now the group of owners, a consor¬ 

tium consisting of powerful and well- 

heeled corporations such as Nesbitt 

Burns and the Quebec supermarket 

giant Provigo, expects a new stadium to 

be erected without investing a loonie of 

their own. Certainly they are correct in 

pointing.out that American teams sue- 

stadium 
From the 

Bleachers: 
ceeded in similar heists. One need only 

look at the city of Baltimore’s unrelent¬ 

ing aggressiveness in pursuing the 

Cleveland Browns (the city actually paid 

Art Modell a “transfer” fee on top of 

building him a new football-only facil¬ 

ity). A few pages of this newspaper 

would be necessary to detail the many 

other instances in which U.S. based 

sports franchises have held a gun to the 

head of a local government and gotten 

exactly what they wanted. Nonetheless, 

to put matters as simply as possible, just 

because it happens in America does not 

make it acceptable in Canada. 

Certainly one can come up with very 

sound arguments for public contribu¬ 

tions to sports facilities. After all, stadi¬ 

ums and arenas can become part of a 

city’s cultural fabric. The teams that 

play in them, while not public goods in 

a purely economic sense, often become 

institutions; just look at Montreal’s 

other major sports franchise. 

Consequently, one suspects that most 

reasonable Montrealers would be able 

to digest a scheme that saw Brochu rais¬ 

ing $100 million from his fellow own¬ 

ers, perhaps $75 million from the club’s 

beleaguered fans, and then going to City 

Hall and the federal/provincial legisla¬ 

tures for the balance. But m offering no 

contribution of their own, while flatly 

demanding $150 million in government 

funds, and $100 million from sports’ 

worst-treated fans, the Expos’ owners 

have committed the unconscionable. 

In a business where forging 
a trustworthy relationship 
with one’s customers is of 
paramount importance, 
Brochu and the current 
owners have never once 

made a mid-season trade to 
secure an established, big- 

name ballplayer. 

Ever since the ultimatum — build the 

park or we’re gone — was issued, there 

have been those who have pointed to 

the fans as the critical component in the 

equation. Either they want baseball or 

they don't’, people say. Ask Rusty Staub 

or Gary Carter if Montrealers want 

baseball. Both played elsewhere and said 

fondly that they had the time of their 

lives in Montreal. Better yet, ask Jackie 

Robinson whose professional baseball 

career began in the city that his wife still 

says is the only place where he was ever 

truly accepted. So Expos’ fans haven’t 

exactly jumped for joy about the idea of 

financing a stadium by buying seat 

licenses. Well, to those who question 

such wisdom, consider what a seat 

license really is; paying money now for 

the right to pay more money later, at 

which point you finally get a ticket. 

Enough said. 

If Vladimir Guerrero prospers into a 

Triple Crown candidate in Virginia or 

Charlotte, it won’t be because 

Montreal’s sports fans did not want 

baseball in their city. 

Nicholas Sinclair is the sports director at 

CFRC and the voice of the Golden Gaels. 
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Opinions Page Editor 

We're in search of an energetic and self-motivated person to edit the Opinions section of The Journal 

— the only section dedicated entirely to voicing the thoughts, feelings and commentary ot 
members of the Queen's community. 

Assistant News Editor 
We're looking for an enthusiastic and self-motivated person with some free time and an ear to the 

ground. Writing experience a plus. 

Advertising Designers 
We're looking for creative and artistic people with an interest in advertising and layout. Experience with 
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Have expertise in networking and systems? Want to earn money on an on-call basis? We need help. 

Call us. NOW. 
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We're looking for someone to clean The Journal house on a weekly basis. 

Deadline tor applications: 
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All other positions — TODAY at 5 p.m. 
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So you want 
to be a “BIG 
WIG” and 
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The Queen’s Pub 
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Queen s players hoist their helmets in pride after last year’s playoff 
win against McGill (right); Alumni from the ’20s and ’30s at last 
year’s annual Homecoming football game parade at Richardson 
Stadium. 

Queen's VS. 

The Gaels, their 
opponents & 

fin IDS® 
By Keith Gerein 

The date: October 31, 1992 
The place: Richardson Stadium 
The game: O-QIFC semi-final playoff game 
The scene: Queen's 24, McGill 21 — the last 

minute of play 

HE CROWD WAS GOING INSANE. With 

only seconds remaining and the home 

team up by a field-goal, victory for 

the Gaels seemed assured. All Queen’s had to 

do was punt the ball, tackle McGill’s returner 

and all would be well. However, it was 

Hallowe’en and there was reason to suspect 

that all hell was about to break loose. 

“That was the thing to do, to try 
and tear down the opponent’s 
goalposts... Once they got it 
they’d pass it through the 

stands, and take it on to Bloor 
and Yonge, and even through 

Princess Street when they got it 
back to Kingston.” 

— Former Queen’s Golden Gaels’ 
coach Doug Hargreaves 

With a desperate lunge, Redmen linebacker 

^enoit Major burst through the line and 

blocked the punt. Almost immediately, a 

Swarm of yellow and red began a mad pursuit 

of the loose ball. But the man who reached 

the pigskin first was McGill’s Erik Zvanitajs 

and, as the crowd watched in horror, he 

scooped up the ball and took it 64 yards to 

the Gaels’ endzone. 

The clock showed zeroes. Eyeballs bulged 

from their sockets. Jaws became unhinged. A 

shockwave of silence resonated through the 

stadium. And then, a miracle... 

Look! Look, there’s a flag on the ground. 

The referee is signalling. It’s a penalty against 

McGill — blocking from the rear. No touch¬ 

down! Queen’s wins! Queen’s wins! 

A joyous mob of students and alumni 

poured on to the field. As Redmen players 

and coaches launched a fruitless argument 

with the officials, Queen’s players held their 

helmets aloft, joining the celebration of the 

tricoloured-painted throngs surrounding 

them. And over the din, a chant began, 

accompanied by a drumbeat... “Kill, kill, hate, 

hate, murder, murder, mutilate.” 

A YOUNGSTER GROWING UP IN CALGARY, I 

can remember some of the most intense emo¬ 

tions I have ever felt revolving around the for¬ 

tunes of the NHL’s Calgary Flames, especially 

when they played the hated Edmonton Oilers. 

When those two teams met, it was nothing 

short of a war. I’m talking about a rivalry so 

intense that players were actually afraid to go 

out on the ice because they had no idea what 

Please see Historic on page 24 

Homecoming 
hoopla 

Cmon 
By Stefan Murray 

TtjS fMCk. 

The lost weekend. 

The ultimate excuse for 

party central 1998 begins this 

weekend as scores of former 

students return to Kingston to 

recollect their college years, 

drown in the limestone poetry 

littered throughout their cam¬ 

pus institutions and observe 

us current students flailing 

around Division Street satu¬ 

rated in keg beer with Pita Pit 

tzatziki stains splattered all 

over our clothing. 

Yes, our small patch of 

Queen’s acreage will be sport- 

shake it 
ing more than a few Arts ’46, 

Eng ’55 and Comm ’73 jack¬ 

ets for the next few days. 

Learn from the wisdom cir¬ 

cling in the air as a slight shift 

in the proportion of receding 

hairlines and eye wrinkles at 

The Shot occurs. Lookout for 

Grandma Moses pointing a 

haughty finger in the air while 

she does the funky chicken on 

the speaker at Stages. Let the 

evolution of dance moves 

improve your boogie reper¬ 

toire: the bird dance, the hus¬ 

tle, the worm, the running 

man and the macarena. Will 

our campus and way of life be 

threatened by these strangers 

as they attempt to relive their 

youth? Who knows? Anyhow, 

Continued on next page 
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A few short pecks at the 
Homecoming funky chicken 

wi 
One of those Arts ’65 crowds makes the rounds at a Homecoming parade, 

Continued from last page 

today’s Queen's students, who 

are quite apt at recognizing an 

IaMRMTA/^ UP 

dual keg party. In the 

spirit of Queen’s com¬ 

petition, the parties 

are usually hosted by 

both Johnson Street’s 

“Mansion” and Earl 

Street’s “Embassy” 

and, of course, the 

announcement of 

these parties are fol¬ 

lowed hard by the 

obligatory rumours 

iSSS char both parties have 

been cancelled. 

“Embassy” and “Mansion 

organizers usually succeed in 

attracting and deceiving the 

of arrogant, polyester muscle- 

heads who, in exchange for free 

beer, were hired to act as secu¬ 

rity for the evening. 

THP V1G GAME 

D 

“I’ve had it, 
I really have.” 

— Former Kingston 
Mayor John Gerretsen on 

Homecoming hijinks 

are quite apt at recognizing an , attracting ana a & 

opportunity for a good time, /\ltHOUGH THE REAL PARTY same amount of students with 

should be more than willing to begins on Friday night, most these fabricated stones about 

hook up with uncle-aged students are just itching for a their rival’s parties to even out 

strangers — so long as the beer three-day weekend. Moderate attendance at both The keg 

is cold gatherings at Alfie’s or the Trash party always seems like a fabu- 

So, for those that are still are quite common on Thursday, lous idea, but once you pass 

enrolled here, Homecoming is a followed by vampire-esque par- through the gate, the $10 ticket 

definite experience, albeit an ticipants sleeping all of Friday doesn’t seem like such a steal, 

experience with a formula, away to prepare for the You are forced to battle at least 

Thus, a short look at the history evening’s activities. half-hour line-ups at each open 

of Homecoming, which goes That cherished activity being, keg, the element of rain (which 

something like this. at least since I’ve been here, the rarely disappoints) and a bunch 

The party kicks (an) ass until 

either the fleet of kegs are 

drained or some neighbouring 

whiner, with nothing better to 

do on a Friday night than com¬ 

plain about people having fun, 

calls the cops to break up the 

hoopla. However, on some spe¬ 

cial occasions, the pork prod¬ 

ucts confine themselves to 

pestering squeegee kids and the 

party lingers on until the moon¬ 

light and the flat keg beer blur 

into a Saturday morning soaked 

in Purple Jesus. 

Take on your Future. 
outh Employment 

Strategy help. 
Call 1800 935-5555 

ay 
Let Canada’s Vo 

□ Get work experience and 

internship opportunities 

here at home and abroad. 

□ Get the latest on-line 

career planning and labour 

market information. 

□ Find out about youth hiring 

incentives for employers. 

□ Get tax and interest relief 

on student loans. 

□ Get financial assistance 

through the Canada 

Student Loans Program. 

□ Get Canada study grants if 

you’re a student with 

dependents. 

□ Get tax breaks on RRSP 

withdrawals if you’re a 

mature or part-time student. 

□ Find out how the 

Millennium Scholarship 

Fund might work for you. 

□ Find out how the Canada 

Education Savings Grant 

assists parents saving for 

their children's education. 

□ Find out how the National 

Graduate Register helps 

private companies recruit 

recent grads for permanent 

jobs and students for 

summer, and co-op jobs. 

You can also connect with Canada's Youth Employment Strategy 

by visiting the Youth Resource Network at www.youth.gc.ca 

.» J 
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Youth Strategic 
Employment f emploi 

Strategy jeunesse 

Canada 

A 

INGl Yes, it’s Round II 0f 

Homecoming. A tag-team event 

featuring equal parts per million 

of alcohol and testosterone. 

The football game. The 

Saturday afternoon classic pits 

our beloved Golden Gaels 

against some group of hosers, 

this year’s victims being our 

arch-rivals, the McGill Redmen. 

Thousands of Queen’s students, 

most who care more about 

sneaking booze into the game 

than any actual “score,” encour¬ 

age the Tricolour with slurred 

excitement. Whether the Gaels 

win or lose, no one really cares, 

so long as they get to storm the 

field for an oil-thigh. The night 

ahead towers over the students 

as they return home to wash the 

face paint, or purple dye, or 

whatever off their tired bodies. 

It’s Saturday, and this night, 

the second night of 

Homecoming, can never com¬ 

pete with the first. Most every¬ 

one battles a hangover while 

Queen’s security throws fresh 

and rested staff out onto campus 

making the wildness of Friday 

night a difficult task to dupli¬ 

cate. Most students saunter off 

to a local watering hole or bowl¬ 

ing alley, hopefully to take 

advantage of Homecoming 

drinking specials. 

A UESiSOMXM 

HrsroRv 

So Queen’s, that will likely 

be the ongoings of your week¬ 

end. (Note to the wise few who 

don’t swine the weekend away: 

take advantage of your healthy 

constitution, steady cash flow 

and the spirit of Alumni 

Weekend.) 

But here’s some ideas stolen 

from years past, so you can do 

something new, or more techni¬ 

cally old, this weekend. 

On Friday or Saturday, try 

getting together with about 

1,000 of your best buds, grab 

some contraband and head over 

to University Street for a private 

party. Yes, that’s exactly what 

occurred in 1985 when a group 

of undergrads equivalent in size 

to the entire Arts ’00 faculty 

congested University Street 

from Clergy to Earl for a super¬ 

cool time. The following 

excerpt is a quote from the 

October 18, 1985 edition olThe 

Journal in an article entitled 

“Quiet street party draws few 

complaints.” 

"The only uprising occurred 

when the police drove a" 

unmarked car through the thick 

of the crowd, hoping to disperse 

it... 

“Students surrounded the 

police car, banging on it, with 

cries of ‘It just doesn't matter 

and 'Rock the car. 

Of course, the police showed 

up and 10 students spent the 

night in the cop-shop. So this 

Continued on next page 
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An image from a Homecoming '89 banner tells us a little about the overall 
character of the crowd. 

Continued from last page 

year, just in case, make sure you wear 

your super-fast Brooks running shoes. 

Surprisingly enough, then Kingston 

Mayor John Gerretsen was “satisfied 

with the way things went.” But his 

response was really just a contrast to the 

previous year when Gerretsen was 

quoted in The Journal saying, “I’ve had 

it, I really have” in reaction to excessive 

noise from an Open Air concert and a 

couple of ridiculous street parties. 

Let’s try not to give current Kingston 

Mayor Gary Bennett a stroke with any 

outlandish shenanigans, however, with¬ 

out committing vandalism or shady acts 

of violence, we should try to maintain 

this weekend as the party weekend of the 

Queen’s community. 

A cool example to follow could be the 

act set by students in the ’60s after the 

BIG GAME on Saturday. The entire crowd 

marched down to Princess Street, 

pounded the pavement from store to 

store and started their own parade. In 

that time period, Kingston residents and 

Queen’s students had enough respect for 

each other to actually coordinate this 

huge endeavour. The City would shut 

down the street and students just danced, 

sang and oil-thighed the day away. 

A very popular activity, and immensely 

adventurous, is trying to outwit Queen’s 

Security on one of their busiest weekends 

of the year. Keep your ear to the ground 

for rumours of elaborate pranks, and on- 

campus hooliganism from years past that 

might be relived by alums. 

Another tip for weekend partyers: If 

JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

sneaking your mickey into the game on 

Saturday is giving you a headache, pop 

two aspirins and get in good with the 

Queen’s Bands. (Back in the ’60s and 

’70s, band members were not searched 

with as much fervour as the average fan.) 

Assuming that the tradition has con¬ 

tinued, make friends with the guy who 

sneaks in the Baby Duck in his tuba. 

To compliment this list of DO’S, there 

are a few DON’T’S you should keep ready 

in a readily retrievable part of your brain 

this weekend. Keep your distance from 

the campus observation room. It’s not a 

lot of fun and you don’t get to keep the 

pajamas. As well, on your way to a party 

this weekend, don’t take travelling bot¬ 

tles ’o beer. Around every corner a mem¬ 

ber of Kingston’s finest lurks on a 

ten-speed, itching to relieve you of your 

brew and at least $110. 

So watch your back, Barney. 

And, of course, don’t spoil the spirit 

of Homecoming. Everyone’s either here 

or “back to school” to appreciate the 

essence of a life at Queen’s. 

That’s pretty much all I can tell you 

about the Homecoming tradition. So, 

remember to treat the returnees well 

because that alum will be you someday. 

Keep the tradition alive, and if you’re 

trying to sleep and a couple of hundred 

students are whooping it up next door as 

the sun begins to peer over the horizon, 

put a pillow over your head and close the 

blinds — it only happens once a year. 

So he tells us. Stefan Murray has a fetish for 

poodles. 

TEAMS O FLOORS O CLUBS O FACULTIES 

JACKETS O T-SHIRTS O RUGBY JERSEYS O GOLF SHIRTS O SWEATS 

Baseball/Football/Hockey Jerseys O Custom Cresting at Very Special Prices! 

DOFASCO 
Ourproductis steel. Ourstrength is people. 

Career 
Opportunities 

Dofaseo is one of North Americas most 

productive and profitable steelmakers. 

Using the latest Basic Oxygen and 

Electric Arc Steelmaking Processes, we 

produce a full range of flat rolled steels 

for our customers in the Automotive, 

Energy, Pipe and Tube, Appliance, 

Container, and Steel Distribution 

Industries. 

We are a company that provides 

our customers with steel solutions 

to meet their changing needs. As such, 

we're committed to exciting strategies 

for long-term economic growth, includ¬ 

ing investment in new technologies and 

the recruitment of exceptional graduates 

and undergraduates who can share our 

vision for the future. 

We are offering permanent positions 

to 1999 graduates in a variety of disci¬ 

plines, as well as employment to senior 

students prior to graduation. We will 

be interviewing on your campus soon. 

Check with your Career Placement 

Office for more details. 

For more information about Dofaseo, 

visit our website: www.dofasco.ca. 

Dofaseo is an equal opportunity employer. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

1 
Student Class Fares 

Vancouver from S359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

St. John’s from $279 

Insane Seat Sale 

Vancouver $229 - $299 

Calgary $229 - $299 

Halifax $149-$199 

Saint John $149 - $199 

Winnipeg $149-$199 

St.John’s $149-$199 
**Finsbes Sept 28** 
•Travel until Feb 28** 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess SL, Kingston (at Montreal) 

’ Leisure Travel hong Haul/Group Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 

Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 
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A historic look at 
football rivalries 

Queen’ 

An organization 

AS OUTSTANDING 

AS YOU. 

Continued from last page 

new atrocities would be committed to 

honour the name of hometown glory. 

Ah, yes, there is nothing like a little 

hate to make some fireworks... 

As we near the eve of a new millen¬ 

nium, it seems to me that these kinds of 

rivalries have been eroded to near¬ 

extinction. In an age of constant expan¬ 

sion, realignment and pre-occupation 

with the American dollar, (as well as idi¬ 

otic team nicknames like the Mighty 

Ducks), the match-ups that used to get 

the blood boiling are becoming less and 

less meaningful. 

At the university level, or at least at 

Queen’s, this pattern seems somewhat 

muted. This is a school that at one time 

was (and maybe still is) part of some 

absolutely fierce football match-ups. As 

L -“CUT ME OUT AND SAVE! 

every “Kill McGill” or 

homecoming encounter 

testifies, the traditions 

of the past have not 

completely dissipated. 

Football has been 

played at Queen’s since 

the 1880s, and a lot of 

emotion and effort has All the fans in 

been spent on the field 

and in the stands since 

that time. When discussing football rival¬ 

ries at this university, it is not easy to 

know where to begin, but perhaps the 

Queen’s-McGill match-up is as good a 

place to start as any. 

Claimed to be Canada’s oldest sports 

rivalry, Queen’s and McGill first locked 

horns in 1884 (although no one seems to 

know who won that game as the score 

was not recorded). Since that time, the 

red and gold have played each 

other 174 times, with Queen’s 

coming out on top in 97 encoun¬ 

ters. 

That’s a lot of games against 

one school, and as one might guess 

the march-up produced some 

memorable moments, both on and 

off the field. 

Here are some of the highlights 

(and lowlights) of this rivalry from 

the last 35 years. 

1962 — The Redmen win the 

Yates Cup, and effectively spoil 

Queen’s Homecoming by beating 

the Gaels 15-13 in a muddy slug- 

fest. 

1981 — In a playoff game, 

Queen’s goes to Montreal to face 

an undefeated McGill squad with 

its sights on the Vanier Cup. 

After falling behind 16-1 at half- 

0 -J time, the Gaels roar back to 

deliver a dev¬ 

astating 26-19 

the stands, if you're with us stick out your tongue..^ 
JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

defeat to the red and white. 

1983 — McGill stuns the 

Queen’s Homecoming crowd 

with a 34-33 victory, scoring 

the winning touchdown with no 

time left on the clock. The 

Gaels have the last laugh how¬ 

ever, crushing the Redmen 36-5 

two weeks later in a playoff 

game. 

1988 — Montreal Riot police are called 

to Molson Stadium after Queen’s fans 

tear down the east end goal posts. The 

pandemonium erupted after Gaels’ all- 

star receiver Jock Climie scored the 

winning touchdown with only 49 sec¬ 

onds left. 

1989 — In the notorious "fog bowl,” a 

vastly overmatched McGill team uses 

the poor visibility to take an 17-2 lead. 

Fortunately for Queen’s, the fog lifted 

in the second half, allowing the Gaels’ 

potent offence to rack up 31 consecu¬ 

tive points en route to a 33-17 win. 

1994 — In Montreal, Queen's Bands 

members are assaulted with a barrage 

of eggs and balloons filled with motor 

oil. The incident sparks a controversy 

as McGill security proves either unable 

or unwilling to remove the offending 

Redmen fans. 

WuHILE A COUPLE OF THE above inci¬ 

dents may sound intense (or perhaps 

even barbaric), Queen’s football games 

of the early and mid-20th century could 

often incite far worse instances of hooli¬ 

ganism. 

And McGill wasn’t the only school 

Queen’s contested with. For much of the 

century, Queen’s, McGill, Western and 

Toronto were all fierce rivals with one 

another. Known as “The Big Four,” the 

schools played out epic struggles for 

supremacy on the football pitch. More 

was at stake in these games than a shiny 

trophy. A university’s identity, its level of 

pride, its morale, was dependent on the 

fortunes of its football squad. 

Before one tussle with Toronto in 

1949, The Journal’s sports editor, Don 

Brittain, claimed the Gaels would 

“...send 24 men out of the dressing room 

Saturday with but one purpose in mind 

— to eat plenty of raw, blue meat.” 

Led by pass rusher “Tip” Logan and 

wingback “Bobo” Penner, Queen’s gave a 

Continued on next page 
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valiant effort against the defending 

champion Varsity Blue Beavers, but lost a 

heartbreaker 22-21. The game was not a 

total loss however, as the Queen’s fans in 

attendance at Varsity Stadium were able 

to make off with the goalposts. 

“In the traditional struggle for the 

posts, Queen’s was not to be denied,” 

The Journal reported. “The Varsity 

defenders maintained a tight defence, 

but finally there was a concerted charge 

and all opposition was swept aside.” 

Doug Hargreaves, who coached the 

Gaels from 1976-1994, and played with 

the team intermittently in the early-to- 

mid 1950s, said he remembers the goal¬ 

post hunting after the game. 

Doug Hargreaves, Gaels’ football 
from 1976-1984. 

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF MERV DAUB 

“That was the thing to do, to try and 

tear down the opponent’s goalposts,” he 

said with a laugh. “Once they got it 

they’d pass it through the stands, and 

take it on to Bloor and Yonge, and even 

through Princess Street when they got it 

back to Kingston.” 

Occasional injuries, either through 

the fight to get to the posts, or from 

posts falling on people, eventually led to 

the end of goalpost hunting. 

The 1949 football Gaels struggled, 

losing their first three games before end- 

ing the season on a dignified note with 

two victories and a tie. But although the 

team had a losing record, the season was 

considered a success simply because 

Queen s managed to win its final game 

of the year, a 9-0 defeat of Toronto. 

This victory was especially sweet for 

Queen’s supporters as it was achieved on 

homecoming weekend and because it 

marked the first time since the 1930s 

that the Gaels had managed to defeat 

Varsity in Kingston. 

The Journal, in its unbiased sports 

reporting of the time, was happy to 

announce that “downhearted Varsity stu¬ 

dents didn’t bother to storm the goal¬ 

posts, but stood in silence and watched 

as hundreds of gesticulating Queen’s stu¬ 

dents stormed on to the field to start 

their celebration.” 

While home games usually attracted 

large crowds, Hargreaves said that road 

games were often more of a party. 

Hundreds of Queen’s students would 

accompany the team to London, Toronto 

or Montreal for each road contest. In 

each city, dances, parties and a variety of 

other festivities took place. 

As Brittain put it in 1949, “the train 

ride, the dances, the hotel rooms, the 

alcohol, the pep rallies, the track seats, 

the bands and the goalposts have all 

become part and parcel of the tradition 

that surrounds the epic contest.” 

“It was a real Archie comic book 

time,” said Hargreaves. “It was a big 

social thing, to jump on the train and 

travel to the games with the team.” 

In 1949, as part of the Gaels’ annual 

trip to Montreal, Queen’s supporters 

were invited to a “tea dance” from 5-7 

p.m., followed by a big dance where “the 

music of Johnnie Holmes and his 

Westernaires will be sure to keep the 

couples in the mood.” 

Those who showed up at the Queen’s 

Continued on next page 
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Share your voice 
with all of Canada 

Do you want to discuss campus issues? 
Do you have an concern about 

university life that needs to be shared? 
Are you creative, artistic, imaginative? 

The Journal is producing a nationally-distributed magazine and to do it, 

WE NEED YOU. 
Your spirit, in art. 

Your voice, in writing. 
Your hands, in production. 

Your skills, in project coordination. 

Get your work in print, and have it 
distributed to a national audience! 

Call Liz or Shandley at S45-2800 or stop by 272 Earl St. for 
more info. 
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Horel in downtown Montreal 

were promised a somewhat 

wilder experience. The Journal 

advertised that partyers would 

be treated to a sample of a spe¬ 

cial elixir called the Tricolour 

Titillator, a drink composed of 

one-third tomato juice (red), 

and one-third shaving lotion 

(gold). The remaining one-third 

was blue, the way one felt after 

drinking this hideous concoc¬ 

tion. 
It was also during these road 

trips that the worst excesses of 

bloodthirsty Queen's hooligans 

occurred. Hargreaves did not 

want to get into specifics, bur 

called the activities “collegiate 

hijinks.'’ Basically the point of 

these hijinks was to cause a sub¬ 

stantial amount of damage (to 

stadiums, hotel rooms, train 

cars, etc.), infuriate the other 

school and generally to make a 

nuisance of oneself. 

While Hargreaves doesn’t 

miss this part of the Queen's 

football experience, he said that 

student passion and support for 

the game has diminished sub¬ 

stantially since his days with 

Gaels. 

He recalled fondly Queen’s 

last Vanier Cup championship, 

in 1992. That game, broad¬ 

casted nation-wide on TSN, wit¬ 

nessed a mob scene of Queen’s 

students and alumni celebrating 

all over the Skydome turf and 

throughout downtown Toronto. 

“That was great to see,” said 

Hargreaves, “But it’s funny, that 

was the kind of thing you used 

to see every weekend.” 

“1 think the students are miss¬ 

ing out on a great experience, 

he continued. "It’s really the 

best show in town. Football 

games are really the only func¬ 

tion on campus where the stu¬ 

dent body can get together as 

the student body, to express the 

Queen’s character en masse." 

The ex-coach also had a sug¬ 

gestion to restimulate interest in 

football: more Ontario content. 

In 1975, Queen’s was placed in 

the O-QIFC, a conference of 

eastern Ontario and Quebec 

schools only. Although he 

claimed to have enjoyed the O- 

QIFC rivalries with McGill, and 

more recently Bishop’s, 

Hargreaves said it would be 

beneficial to have Queen’s take 

on more Ontario schools. 

“It would be nice to get those 

old rivalries [with Western and 

Toronto] going again,” he said. 

“Two-thirds of our alumni live 

in Ontario and yet they seem to 

have trouble even getting our 

scores.” 

With the Gaels scheduled to 

take part in an interlocking sys¬ 

tem (with the Ontario schools) 

next year, Hargreaves may get 

his wish. 

“It used to be that everyone 

at Queen’s felt you could go to a 

football game and have a good 

time,” he said. “It would be nice 

to see that happen again.” 

That said, 

Queen’s. McGill. 

Richardson Stadium. 

Tomorrow, 1 p.m. 

Watch for Keith Gerein at tomor¬ 

row's game wearing nothing but a 

large sombrero and silver spurs. 
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By Shawn Brimley 

ON MONDAY NIGHT, I got my 

ass kicked at AJ’s. I got rocked so 

hard that I think my teeth bled 

and my eyes bugged out, all thanks to Big 

Wreck. 

The show was sold out and the crowd 

was ready to go when Big Wreck made 

their presence known. Lead singer Ian 

Thornley started the show with a mad 

cackle into the microphone. Thornley, 

who stands at least 6’3”, was dressed in 

black and towered over the audience. 

Opening with “Look what I found,” the 

band pounded the audience with a 

groove-heavy rock riff right from the 

start. By the second song Big Wreck had 

won the crowd over, with Thornley get¬ 

ting up on the RA. and enticing the 

crowd to, “Go fucking nuts!” From that 

point on, the crowd was Thornley’s to 

control, grooving when he wanted them 

to and flying when he wished it. 

The band was very tight, 
hitting the audience fast and 
furious, moving in and out of 
songs and jams that built up 

to impending climaxes. 

The band played a set that displayed 

not only their prowess as musicians, but 

their talent in putting together a play-list 

with the right amount of groove-heavy 

rock riffs and songs that allowed 

Thornley to display his mastery of the 

guitar solo. 

With thick, wah-drenched sustain, 

Thornley played his guitar with the 

belief that a single 

note can be just as 

sonically effective as 

a continual attack of 

scales or chords. 

Thornley is a for¬ 

midable guitarist, 

taking most of the 

lead parts of the 

band’s material. His 

expert use of time- 

based guitar effects 

such as reverb and 

delay did not bury 

the intricacies of his 

tone or the dynam¬ 

ics of the song, 

which can be a common problem for gui¬ 

tarists. Thornley is also a phenomenal 

singer, with a vocal range reminiscent of 

Robert Plant. 

Halfway through the show, 

Thornley’s guitar strap broke in the mid¬ 

dle of a song. Taking it in stride, he 

passed on the guitar to a technician and 

finished the song with just his vocals, 

using the opportunity to jump around 

and use both his hands to flail around in 

a mad attempt at compensation. The 

crowd responded with deafening cheers. 

Thornley commented with a laugh “I’m 

one of those guys who can sing without 

a guitar.” 

Big Wreck came crashing together in 

1992, when Thornley, guitarist Brian 

Doherty, bassist Dave Henning and 

drummer Forest Williams met at the 

musical mecca that is the Berkley College 

of Music. Over five years, the band 

played anonymous gigs in nameless bars 

and worked hard at perfecting their 

sound and stage presence. However, the 

band was more interested in the creative 

process, developing as a band, largely 

behind closed doors. Finally, Big Wreck 

released their debut album, In Loving 

Memory of’, last year to instant success 

thanks to singles like “The Oaf,” “That 

Song” and “Blown Wide Open” which is 

currently screaming up the charts. 

Big Wreck is touring in support of 

their album, which is a collection of 

songs built on a foundation of blues and 

rock grooves. The album is not a typical 

rock endeavour, it features tempos and 

cadences that ensure that the listener will 

not lose interest. 

The band was very tight, hitting the 

audience fast and furious, moving in and 

out of songs and jams that built up to 

impending climaxes, but would suddenly 

slow down and blend into a atmospheric 

groove that would excite the crowd even 

more. 

Perhaps the greatest moment in the 

show was the encore. The band returned 

to play a Led Zeppelin cover, 

“Immigrant Song.” The audience was 

mesmerized as Thornley used a vocal 

delay effect to phase his different vocal 

parts, making it seem as though he was 

some sort of Shaman, preaching to his 

audience from a musical pulpit. 

Big Wreck is a band that combines the 

best in classic anthem rock, with the lyri¬ 

cal introspection that an educated audi¬ 

ence requires, making this group a must 

see, a must hear, a must feel. 
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Hot Air roll Mato this! 
Queen’s radio warms 

up to campus 
Radio Preview 

By Sarah Baumann 

So you’ve finally figured 
our that no amounr of antenna 

adjustment will let your radio 

pick up your favourite home¬ 
town station. Your CD collec¬ 

tion is wearing a little thin, 

and that country music coming 

from your next door neigh¬ 

bour is starting to get on your 

nerves. It’s time for a change. 
But where to get chat particu¬ 

lar combination of jungle and 

hip hop that you've been crav¬ 

ing? Those new to Kingston 

will know by now that The 

Border is the major popular 

radio station in town... but if 

that just doesn’t cut it. it’s time 

to think 101.9 FM CFRC. 

According to its mission 

statement, CFRC is a “cara- 

pus/community radio station 

owned and administered by 

Queen’s University. CFRC’s 

function is to provide innova¬ 

tive and alternative radio pro¬ 

gramming that promotes and 

reflects the academic and cul¬ 

tural life of the University.’' 

This is not simply a club 

that Queen’s students can join. 

It is a full-fledged, volunteer- 

run radio station dedicated to 

providing the community wirh 

as much variety as possible. 

Types of shows range from 

rock, to classical, to spoken 

word to documentaries. There 

is literally something for 

everyone. 

If the blues are your pas¬ 

sion, try Buff Blues, every 

Monday night from 8-10 p.m. 

“CFRC’s function is 
to provide innovative 
and alternative radio 

programming.” 

— CFRC Mission 
Statement 

Aboriginal Voices is a docu¬ 

mentary show that is ou every 

Tuesday, featuring the culture, 

music, artistry and language of 

the First Nations peoples. 

Want to have a little bit of 

everything? 

Then you might tune in for 

Suspended Particulate (if only 

for its catchy name). The 

Kingston Arts scene is also 

well covered by CFRC in the 

shows On Stage, On Screen 

and Orphalese Bend, which 

Please see Tune on page 30 

Rob Zombie 
Hellbilly Deluxe 

Geffen Records 

By Tyler Wilson 

Well it appears as though our 

little angel Rob Zombie is up to 

his old tricks again and spurting 

out yet another kick-ass album 

destined for greatness, the likes 

of which this listener has not 

seen since Yanni at the Acropoli. 

Basically speaking if you liked 

White Zombie’s Astro-Creep: 

2000 you’ll like Hellbilly 

Deluxe. The first track, a cultist 

nursery-rhyme entitled, “Call 

of the Zombie,” sets the tone 

for a dark adventure declaring, 

“away ran the children to hide 

in their beds, for fear that the 

Devil would chop off their 

heads.” Cute isn’t it? 

The next three heavenly 

melodies are quite simply 

bitchin’, especially the recently 

released single “Dragula,” an 

easy air guitar for any standard 

dipshit. Track number five, an 

acoustic number isn’t bad, but 

is followed by a couple of 

crappy songs. However, “Meet 

the Creeper” and “Spookshow 

Baby,” two loud, angry songs 

(go figure) are pretty damn cool 

and not worth glossing over. 

I can basically sum up the 

remaining four tracks on the 

album with one word: scary. 

Quick run down: Song number 

10 made me want to join a cult; 

song number 11, I started my 

own cult; number 12, “Return 

of the Phantom Stranger” starts 

with a Latin liturgy, and finally, 

the final song on the album, 

most appropriate entitled “The 

Beginning of the End,” is quite 

possibly one of the darkest 

Zombie songs I’ve ever had the 

pleasure of hearing. It was a fit¬ 

ting end to a fitting album. My 

two cents? If you have the coin, 

it’s not a waste of money. If you 

don’t — save it for something 

else and tape the good tracks 

off a fellow crackhead. Be it for 

a drive home, a kegger, or a 

Sunday school service, Hellbilly 

Deluxe is a welcome sound to 

open ears. 

Dr.John 
Anutha Zone 

Virgin Records 

By Jim Whittington 

Dr. John’s latest release 

Anutha Zone offers a spiritually 

enlightened retreat into the cul¬ 

ture and history of the 

Mississippi River valley. 

Backed by an array of tal¬ 

ented musicians such as famous 

session guitarist Bobby Broom, 

Dr. John is able to achieve a 

level of creativity and complex¬ 

ity lost in today’s popular 

music. Each song can be looked 

upon as a window into Dr. 

John’s musical upbringing and 

development. 

With each track, Dr. John 

More CD reviews on page 32 
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Know when to hold ’em 
Damon’s counting cards instead of numbers in new poker flick 

Movie Review 

Rounders 
Capitol Theatre 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

What makes a person a great poker 

player is their ability to control their 

emotions to the point where they appear 

to express no emotion at all. As such, 

Rounders is a film that proudly contains 

as little passion as it can. Flimsy 

contrivances and thin characters can be 

overlooked as simple excuses to take us 

from one poker table to the next; after 

all, this is a film more about the game 

itself than the players that make their liv¬ 

ing playing it. 

It seems that director John 
Dahl is as enamoured with 

poker as his characters. 

For what it’s worth, however, some of 

the industry’s finest actors populate the 

film and it is their charisma and charm 

that make Rounders a fine film despite 

ultimately adding up to less than what 

meets the eye. In yet another “young 

genius” role (but cast before the success 

of Damon’s award-winning Good Will 

Hunting), Matt Damon manages to make 

his character thoroughly convincing, 

sprinkling gaming jargon through the 

story with ease and pulling off a difficult 

turn as the film’s voice-over narrator. 

The film’s dark allure and 
evocative hues of 

psychological addiction are 
seductive to the degree that 

we almost forget that 
nothing else exists in this 

film other than poker. 

Damon is supported by an illustrious 

cast, including John Turturro, John 

Malkovich, Martin Landau, Gretchen 

Mol and Edward Norton. Norton is par¬ 

ticularly memorable in the kind of role 

usually brought to life by Sean Penn - 

vaguely philosophical, unexplainably 

charming and wildly mutable but ulti¬ 

mately corrupt. Malkovich’s Teddy KGB, 

a Russian organized crime affiliate and 

gaming house proprietor, is made of 

equal parts over-the-top schlock and 

menacing restraint, the type of mixture 

that only an actor of his calibre could 

make convincing. 

Given that there is not much in the 

way of a story or character development 

to carry Rounders, it seems that director 

John Dahl is as enamoured with poker as 

his characters. The lack of such typical 

narrative features are only barely com¬ 

pensated for by Dahl’s taut and unobtru¬ 

sive direction, backing off at every 

opportunity where another director 

might stamp the film with a stylish and 

personal signature. The film’s dark allure 

and evocative hues of psychological 

addiction are seductive to the degree that 

we almost forget that nothing else exists 

in this film other than poker. There is no 

family to be concerned with, no legal 

concerns (particularly curious as Matt 

Damon’s Mike McDermott spends half 

of the film as an aspiring law student), no 

sexual relationships and no loyalty in any 

form whatsoever. 

And that is precisely the fun of 

Rounders — there is nothing to stand in 

our way as we peer over Mike’s shoulder 

and play along. Dahl manages to portray 

the kind of vivid concentration necessary 

to survive at a table peopled by seasoned 

card sharks by narrowing the scope of his 

film to exclude so many typical conven¬ 

tions. It all adds up to a film that is 

highly-charged and darkly moody, but 

ultimately (for the non-serious poker 

player, anyway) much like the game of 

poker itself: deceptive, lonely and 

entirely untrustworthy. 

My So-Called Brain: Claire Danes isn’t a big fan of 

Manilla and now officials m the Phillippines don’t like her either. 

The Manilla Council is planning to ban her movies there, after 

she told Premiere magazine she said, “Manilla smelled like cock¬ 

roaches, with rats all over and there is no sewage system and the 

people do not have anything — no arms, no legs, no eyes.” 

Spit and stones will break my bones: Jim Carrey suf¬ 

fered a minor neck injury during an altercation while filming his 

upcoming movie about the life of late comedian Andy Kaufman. 

Carrey and professional wrestler Jerry Lawler were filming the 

last scene of the movie when as part of the script, the comedian 

spit at the wrestler. Lawler then attacked the Carrey, injuring 

him. 

Golden Girl Remembered: Hollywood Squares is dedi¬ 

cating a week to Florence Griffith Joyner. She recenrly made an 

appearances on the newly launched game show. Each show for a 

week will begin with a tribute to the track star. Joyner won two 

gold medals at the 1988 Olympics. She died Monday, September 

21 at age 38 from a heart seizure. 

And SO it goes... Paul McCartney, Bruce Springstein and 

Billy Joel have been nominated for induction into the Rock and 

Roll Hall of Fame for 1999. McCartney has already been 

inducted in 1988 for being parr of the Beatles, but this time he’ll 

be inducted as a solo artist. 

Rush Hour for movies: 
(Top hits for Sept. 18 weekend): 

1. Rush Hour $31 million 

2. One True Thing $6.6 million 
3. There’s Something About Mary $6 million 

4. Rounders $4.8 million 

5. Simon Birch $3.9 million 
6. Saving Private Ryan $3.4 million 

7. Blade $3.3 million 
8. Ever After $1.7 million 

9. Armageddon $ 1.2 million 

10. Snake Eves $950,000 
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Tune to CFRC 
Continued from page 27 

features local bands. And if 

you’re ready to drop on Friday 

nights from a wild night of 

homework (okay, partying) 

then lie back and absorb some 

Unauthorized Cranial Hookup 

described by CFRC as, "aural 

cherry cola poured directly 

into the wiring of your brain.” 

Wait, there’s more! For those 

you of you too lazy to make 

the walk out to West Campus 

to support the Gaels every 

Saturday, CFRC has live por more information, con- 

broadcasts of the games all sea- tact statjon manager Maureen 

son- . Plunkett at 545-2121, or drop 
Should you be interested in rjie station in the basement 

radio as more than the back- 0( Carruthers Hall. Fall 

drop to your late-night study Schedules will be available at 

sessions, then you’ll find ample Carruthers starting next week, 

opportunity to get involved at Don’t forget to check out the 

for those who just want to file 

some CDs, listen to some new 

music and soak up the cool, 

relaxed atmosphere. 

Absorb some 
Unauthorized Cranial 

Hookup described by 
CFRC as, “aural 

cherry cola poured 
directly into the 

wiring of your brain. 

CFRC. The station is currently 

accepting applications for their 

training courses, which last 

approximately six weeks, and 

provide experience in every 

aspect of radio production. 

They also have many "back- 

stage” volunteer jobs available 

CFRC website 

www.queensu.ca\CFRC. 

Comments are welcome, as are 

musical requests at 536-1019. 

Remember this is your “alterna¬ 

tive” station! Try something 

new, and above all, have fun. 

Jan Alien 
Curator of Contemporary Art, 
Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

EMERGING FIGURES 

SPEAKING ABOUT ART LECTURE SERIES 

Sunday 
27 September 
2 pm 

Admission is free. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 
http://vvww.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

McGill 
Faculty of Law 

Come anil Learn About McGill’s 

Innovative New Law Program. 

It's Law with an International 
Flair!! 

Meet the Assistant Dean of Admissions, 

Robin Geller, who will present 

and answer questions on the new 
McGill Law Program. 

John Deutsch University Centre 
John Orr Room (rnt 236) 

Tuesday, September 29th, 1998 

11:30 A.M. -12:30 P.M. 

The sky’s the limit 
MacLeod and Michel chill at the Trash 

Concert Review 

By Anna Marie Wilson 

From Queen to Bob Marley 

to rap, Paul MacLeod and 

Danny Michel are exploding 

with musical talent. Playing a 

low key, but very enticing 

acoustical set at the Trasheteria . » . 

last Tuesday night, Skydiggers Added to this was their mcredi- 

Another striking feature of 

the performance was the per¬ 

sonification of each of their 

songs. Both MacLeod and 

Michel took on a character for 

each of their songs, making the 

performance more intimate and 

personal — allowing the audi¬ 

ence a better understanding of 

the meanings behind the songs. 

band member Paul MacLeod, 

and his long time friend Danny 

Michel, offered up an evening 

of musical entertainment which 

would be difficult to top. 

Playing behind a veil of can¬ 

dles, holiday lights and lava 

lamps, the duo displayed their 

wealth of talent in both guitar 

and vocal skills. MacLeod skill¬ 

fully played a six string acoustic 

guitar as Michel danced his fin¬ 

gers across the neck of an elec¬ 

tric guitar. 

One of the opening numbers, 

entitled, “Biloxi” showed the 

pair’s ability to improvise. 

Michel picked up the chords to 

the song (which he didn't know 

previous to the performance) 

while MacLeod sang the vocals. 

By the third verse, Michel had a 

ble use of a simple but effective 

harmony. Michel has what 

could be described as a velvety 

voice with a raspy touch, while 

MacLeod was extremely clear 

and focused which allowed him 

to show off his incredible range. 

Playing behind a veil of 
candles, holiday lights 
and lava lamps, the 
duo displayed their 

wealth of talent. 

Though the crowd at the 

Trasheteria was relatively small, 

their response was both ener¬ 

getic and enthusiastic. After 

playing covers from such artists 

good enough grasp on the song as Bob Marley, and an incredi- 

to take a rather impressive gui¬ 

tar solo. Not bad for only three 

minutes of on-stage rehearsal! 

ble version of “Under Pressure” 

by Queen, they received a warm 

reaction from the audience. As I 

looked around, there weren’t 

many people who could be 

stopped from singing along or 

moving with the beat. 

One of the most intriguing 

qualities about both Michel and 

MacLeod is that they are both 

just regular guys. They have fun 

on stage, and show a deep 

respect for each other’s talent. 

They divide their time on stage, 

brilliantly accompanying one 

another, enhancing the perfor¬ 

mance. 

Trasheteria manager, Mike 

Watt Jr., explained how much 

he loved to have them at the 

bar, “they are rock stars because 

their music is amazing, but 

they’re also just great people!” 

Watt explained that he has 

Michel and MacLeod perform 

for his own and his staff’s 

enjoyment, as much as for the 

general public. 

Both Michel and MacLeod 

have new albums now in stores 

— Clear by the former and Tell 

the Band to Go Home by the 

latter. Though they are great on 

their albums, there is nothing 

like seeing these two guys share 

the stage together. Above all, 

they are just a couple of old 

friends with complimenting 

talent. 

Get Out There 
Movies: 

^ , Playing at the Cataraqui 
Playing at the Capitol Theatre cineplex until Tuesday, 
until Tuesday, September 29: September 29: 
546-5395 389-7442 

Ever After 7:05. 9:55 
Armageddon 6:45, 9:45 

Saving Private Ryan 8:30 10:00 
Snake Eyes 7:20, 9:30 Knock Off 7:00. 9:10 
Simon Birch 7:10, 9:40 One True Thing 6:40, 9:20 

Rounders 7:00, 7:25, 9:35, 10:00 Something About Mary 6:50, 
9:30 

Blade 7:10, 9:50 
Rush Hour 7:20, 7:40, 9:40, 

(Tmtcatt 
_www.thetoucan.com 

SPECIALS 
1/2 price 1/2 price 

WINGS* NACHOS* 
Sun-tu.es wed I bplEAKY 

FBI SEFT 25 

uJrLi the5"Stn 26 

Waii MINE5 
insh pub tunes 70’s and funky 

Kirkpatricks 
"76 Princess st. 544-1966 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Thursday, September 24: 
546-3456 

Smoke Signals 7:00, 9:00 

Visual Art: 

Kingston Regional Arts 
Council: 
546-ARTS 

On September 26 and 27 the 
waterfront location at the Tett 
Centre will be the home to A 
Country Fair in the City. The 
new Tett Centre is located at 
370 King Street West. 
Demonstrations of painting, 
sketching, porcelain painting 
and pottery. Daily passes are $2 
for all performances. 

Theatre: 

Grand Theatre: 
530-2050 
On Tuesday September 29 and 
Wednesday September 30, 
Universal Concerts Canada 
Presents: The Rankins. Shows 
start at 8 p.m. and tickets are 
$28.50. 

Live 
Entertainment: 

Jane Bunnett and orchestra will 
make their Kingston debut on 
Friday, September 25 at 8:00 
p.m. Tickets are $9 for 
students. 

Friday, September 25, 1998 
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Taking it 
One Step Beyond 

Acid jazz band lights up Clark 

The Jazz men: On 

Step Beyond blow 

away Clark 

FT . I 

Concert Review 

One Step Beyond 
Clark Hall Pub 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Wednesday evening Clark 

Hall Pub kicked off its Alumni 

Weekend celebrations with a 

performance by Jazz band “One 

Step Beyond.” A chatty and 

spirited crowd of fans packed 

the pub to enjoy the funky jazz 

with a heavy R&B feel. 

While their 
combination of sound 
is a treat for the ears, 
it is difficult listening 

to their upbeat, funky 
rhythms without 

feeling an urge to 
groove along with the 

beat. 

The enthusiasm of the band 

is entertaining, yet their relaxed 

air provides a casual and famil¬ 

iar feel to their performance. 

Their music is a tantalizing com¬ 

CFRC Listings 
Top 10 albums 

Artist Album 

Hell billys Tied to a... 

Rheostatics Nightline... 

Belle & Seb The boy... 

Elliott Smith XO 

Bob Mould Last Dog... 

Arab Strab Week never... 

Swirlies Strictly 

East.. 

tmbg Severe 

Tire... • 

Cos Sc Bach Painted... 

Squirrel Nut. Perennnial... 

Time into CFRC-FM 

(101.9) 

bination of sounds which seem 

to come together playfully, and 

astonishingly, in a structured 

harmony. While their combina¬ 

tion of sound is a treat for the 

ears, it is difficult listening to 

their upbeat, funky rhythms 

without feeling an urge to 

groove along with the beat. 

The band is comprised of 

seven members and incorpo¬ 

rates brass sounds with jazz gui¬ 

tar, funk style keyboard and 

strong percussion. One Step’s 

musicians are all serious and tal¬ 

ented, resulting in the delivery 

of a tight and synchronized set. 

Of particular excellence are the 

saxophone and guitar solos scat¬ 

tered among the songs. 

“One Step Beyond” describe 

themselves as “jacuzzi jazz” and 

say their influences stem from 

Jazz, Latin Jazz, R&cB, Funk and 

Hip Hop. Over the past couple 

of years the band has been quite 

busy. “We have been touring for 

the past three years non-stop 

across Canada and the U.S.” 

said member David Gouveia. 

The band has released two CDs 

already and a three song EP for 

J&B Scotch. “We will probably 

produce a new record in the 

Marlin Queen’s 
Spring A Member of the Thomas Cook Group 

Farallon ®rea^ 
D. Caribe, 
Cub, $999 

All inclusive p.p. 
Call Betty for details. 

549-4400 370 King Street East 

Rusty Hub 
Toronto band hits K-town 

I 
PHOTO BY JILL OFFENBECK 

Concert Review 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

new year,” stated bass guitarist 

Sandy Mamane. They also have 

a video airing on Bravo Fact and 

other arts channels sometime 

within the next few weeks. The 

video is for their song “Life on 

Asteroid B-6-12” which was 

written by guitarist Andy Scott. 

“I really like the 
rhythms that they play 
and the energy of the 

show” commented 
audience member 
Graeme Switzer. 

“One Step Beyond” was, 

without a doubt, a crowd 

pleaser. “I really like the 

rhythms that they play and the 

energy of the show,” com¬ 

mented audience member 

Graeme Switzer. The band 

dynamically set the stage as an 

opener to Alumni Weekend 

activities at Clark. Pub assistant 

manager Mat Hofford com¬ 

mented on the success of the 

evening, stating, “tonight was a 

tremendous stepping stone 

towards a crazy weekend!”. 

Played ar AJ's on Wednesday 

September 23. 

By Tanya Foubert 

Personally I believe that there 

are certain qualities to a good 

rock band. Rusty, who rocked 

out at AJ’s last Wednesday, is 

not lacking in this respect. 

The foursome who hail from 

Toronto, proved that they pos¬ 

sess a great deal of instrumental 

talent on Wednesday, a fact that 

became obvious during their 

intense guitar and drum solos. If 

aU you can do during a concert 

is stare and think ‘Vow,” then 

you have yourself a winner. It’s 

not a poetic appraisal in 

response to their talent, but hey, 

this isn’t the symphony either. 

My only previous exposure 

to them has been through tele¬ 

vision’s ever-faithful 

Muchmusic. Their previous 

releases such as “Misogyny,” 

“Groovy Dead,” and “Empty 

Cell” are terrific tunes which 

have become personal favorites. 

Another quality for a band is 

presence, and the lead singer 

Ken MacNeil has nothing bur 

that —^ although if I were to 

encounter him on the streets of 

Kingston I would most likely 

expect him to hit me up for 

spare change. Everyone needs 

their own style., I guess. 

A crucial prerequisite for live 

bands is a good audience. 

Without this the performance is 

just not the same for all 

involved. Regretably rhe crowd 

at AJ’s was quite scattered. The 

mosh pit was hardly at its best 

and was filled with guys who 

jumped around like apes trying 

to turn back evolution while 

slamming each other’s pitchers 

of beer. 

Coupled with the lack of sup¬ 

porters the band’s lack of tech¬ 

nical precision became an 

unfortunate downfall of the 

concert. If the audience cannot 

hear rhe lyrics the entire musical 

experience for the listener is 

dampened. To my dismay I 

could barely hear a thing, and 

although it is quite possible that 

the pounding music deafened 

me immediately, I highly doubt 

that my hearing was rhe issue. 

So perfection or certain 

greatness was not written in the 

stars for Rusty on Wednesday 

night. There was good music, 

but also soft lyrics, badly engi¬ 

neered sound and a sparse audi¬ 

ence. But despite the technical 

problems most of those who 

showed up at AJ’s really enjoyed 

themselves, even my Shania 

Twain loving guest. 

I must make a special uote 

for die opening act Fifty 

Diamond Rocks, or FDR, as 

well. When I first arrived at the 

bar and noticed they were play¬ 

ing in front of a pitifully small 

audience, I felt they were, as 

bands go, a lost cause. However, 

they possessed terrific talenr and 

played some incredible tunes. 

Hopefully the next time 

either of these bands return to 

Kingston, the campus can spend 

a little less time at their desks 

and a little more in the mosh 

pit. 

No Damn 
Laces. 

Unisex styles. Women’s size 6 
up to Men’s 135/2. Come slip on a pair 

and enjoy dry and comfortable feet. 

Any tougher they’d rust 

A-One Clothing 
358 King St. E. 

Kingston, ON 

• VISA 

• Mastercard 

• Interac 
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Rotate this! 
Continued from page 27 

dabbles in a variety of his musi¬ 

cal tastes while paying tribute to 

many of his idols and contem¬ 

poraries. Whether it be the 

strikingly Albert King-ish sound 

of “1 don’t wanna know,” or the 

tasteful funky stylings of Curtis 

Mayfield on "Why Come,” Dr. 

John remains true to the same 

blues, soul, and jazz influences 

that have guided him through 

his long and successful musical 

career. 

However, fused with the 

mixture of musical genres is Dr. 

John's own unique new-age 

fusion style. The whole album 

could be described as being 

"busy.” There is so much going 

on musically you could listen to 

the record a thousand times and 

still pick up on new stuff. The 

combination of keyboard layer¬ 

ing, diverse instrumentation, 

and complex percussion provide 

an extremely rich sound to the 

whole album. Add in Dr. John’s 

own unique vocal stylings and 

the dark theme of Bayou coun¬ 

try and you get one unique 

sounding record that won’t bore 

you after a few listens. 

Anutha Zone won't be 

enjoyed by those who like 

catchy music. However, if you 

are someone who appreciates 

music this could become one of 

your best-loved records; one 

you’ll keep listening to long 

after Third Eye Blind has gone 

the way of Extreme. 

Idem man! 
it on campus'! 
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Dead Man on Campus 
Soundtrack 
Various Artists 
Dreamworks Records 

By Robert De Bellefeuille 

The noble Confucius once 

said, “you wish to become wet, 

join a polar bear club; you wish 

to become plenty grubby, fre¬ 

quent an Amsterdam brothel, 

but if your fancy is music, pro¬ 

ceed with extreme caution.” 

Never before have my friend’s 

words been so poignantly rele¬ 

vant. The Dead Man On 

Campus soundtrack features the 

likes of many of today’s top 

alternative acts such as Blur, 

Creed, and Marilyn Manson. A 

substantial number of tracks on 

the album are produced by the 

spin doctoring hepcats of the 

music industry, the Dust 

Brothers. 

The two have administered 

their unique production style to 

several brand names including 

the Beastie Boys, Rolling Stones, 

and the delightful Hanson. On 

the stagnant Dead Man sound¬ 

track, the brothers have concen¬ 

trated on metamorphsizing 

tracks through samples, distor¬ 

tion, and a droning wobble 

effect. In many cases, it proves 

to be inherently successful. 

Unfortunately, numerous tracks 

seem beyond the after school 

tutoring offered from the Dust 

Bro’s. 
The album’s paramount track 

emerges from the freakish 

Marilyn Manson; Manson cov¬ 

ers David Bowie’s classic 

“Golden Years,” in an effort 

which displays the Dust 

Brother’s aptitude in the 

enhancement of the otherwise 

mundane. Punk band 

Goldfinger also contributes one 

of the few passing grades with, 

"Walking in the dark.” 

On the other side, a special 

thanks to rockers Creed and 

Blur for donating their dis¬ 

carded leftovers that evidently 

were deemed unworthy to be 

kept on their own album. 

The excessive electronic 

balderdash fest reaches it’s apex 

with the insipid song, “Super 

bon bon” by Soul Coughing. 

The track has about as much 

intrinsic merit as a raggedy-ass 

hobo has etiquette; and my 

mom says they eat out of our 

garbage. It would be irrational 

to condemn the entire album on 

the whole and this is due to the 

artists’ achievement of flaw¬ 

lessly perfecting lack lustre 

uniformity. 

If this soundtrack was a rela¬ 

tive, it would be the scurrilous, 

alcoholic, bellicose, spouse- 

beating reprobate uncle. Now 

do you Queen’s students wish to 

reveal this uncle to your fellow 

fastidious highbrows? This is 

indeed one sibling better off left 

in the closet. 

two really good songs on this- 

puppy. 

Inequality is a natural phe¬ 

nomenon, and yes, a few of the 

songs stand a little taller than 

the rest, but that’s not saying- 

I Got the Hook-up 
Various Artists 
Virgin Music Canada 

By Eli Shuyster 

When I selected I Got the 

Hook-up I figured I had made a 

shrewd decision. I enjoy some 

rap music and this CD features 

21 tracks from artists such as 

Snoop Doggy Dogg, Master P, 

Bone Thugs-N-Harmony, Ice 

Cube, Montell Jordan, Mack 

10, and Ol’ Dirty Bastard (not 

my favourite performer, but 

what a great moniker!) Dressed 

up like a movie soundtrack, the 

CD gave the appearance of a fun 

time. With so much talent and 

so many tracks, how could 1 

possibly go wrong? Surely, there 

would have to be at least one or 

much. I got the Hook-up struck 

me as a mediocre collection of 

songs which span the spectrum 

from forgettable (at best) to just 

plain annoying (at worst). Ok, 

that might be a little harsh. 

Mack 10’s “Bang or Ball”, and 

01’ Dirty Bastard’s “Who Rock 

This” aren’t that bad, but are 

hardly worth the price of the 

CD. The 19 other selections are 

either sappy Montell Jordan- 

style love songs, or foul- 

mouthed gangsta’ rap ditties. 

Take “Shake Somethin’” 

(please!) by Mystikal and Mia 

X. Some of the lyrics include: 

“shake that ass over here,” 

watchin’ you bouncin’ yo tit¬ 

ties,” and “you on a mission 

with yo’ pussy.” 

Now, I have nothing against 

profanity. I use it sometimes, 

and Richard Pryor was a genius 

when he performed, yet some¬ 

how this seemed gratuitous. 

One could make the argument 

that gangsta’ rap is merely a 

reflection of urban realities, but 

I think such an explanation is 

too often used as an excuse for 

bad music. It’s a shame Mystikal 

didn’t have his mouth washed 

out with soap a few more times 

when he was younger. 

Save your money. Don’t get 

the hook-up. 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

ACROSS 

I. Central 
4. Walk doggedly 
8. Not fully 

cooked 
9. Sporty cars 

II. Golf course 
12. Six-sided 

figure 
14. Eggs 
15. Definite article 
17. Actress Turner 
18. Ask for charity 
19. Log float 
21. One-horse 

carriage 
22. Penitence 
24. Dry as wine 
25. Organ of sight 
26. Compass point 
28 Male offspring 
30. Orange and 

black butterfly 
34. Room 

extension 
35. Jump a rope 
36. _Kippur 
38. Fruitless 
40. Put a question 

to 
41. Bikini top 
42. Wrap up in 
45. Perfect model 
47. Twins 

constellation 
48. “Old Curiosity 

Shop" girl 
49. Lasso 
50. Visualize 

DOWN 29. Director Stone 
31. Giraffe relative 

1. Get along 32. Nature goddess 
2. Vex 33. Of hours 
3. Put an end to 34. Day before 
4. “The Gold Bug" 37._de mer 

Fictional 
captain 
Mouth part 
Binary digit 
Fourth letter 

author 
5. Illumination 

unit 
6. October's 

birthstone 
7. Nonchalant 
8. Actor Phoenix 
9. Menu planners 

10. Of sound 
11. Throw in a high 

arc 
13. Worn-out horse 
16. Zenanas 
20. Court game 
23. Checker pieces 
24. Clergyman's 

discourse: 
abbr. 

27. Finger wipers 
28. Argot 

Answers or la^'t issue's puzzle. 
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Classifieds 
WONDERING ABOUT RELA¬ 
TIONSHIPS, career, etc.? 
Seeking direction? Experience 
greater self-awareness with tarot, 
palmistry, runes, and more. 
Clients say my readings are inspi¬ 
rational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kelly at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at 
"Harmony", 93 Princess Street. 
Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

GET PUBLISHED! Queen’s 
Health Sciences Journal is now 
accepting articles on any aspect 
of health and medicine to be pub¬ 
lished in the upcoming edition. 
Deadline — October 15th. 
Instructions at http://meds.queen- 
su.ca/hsj/ or e-mail 
hsj@meds.queensu.ca. 

ADULT FRENCH COURSE Adult 
French for the workplace, an 
intensive French language 
course, offered mornings, daily at 
Loyalist Collegiate. No tuition fee. 
Details: 546-5575. 

PRO-LIFE CLUB beginning this 
fall at Queen's. If interested, e- 
mail 6lrs@qlink for more info. 

MOODMASTER is a group for 
students who have been diag¬ 
nosed with depression or bi-polar 
disorder. Its purpose is to provide 
mutual support for members and 
encourage lifestyles that promote 
health. If you want to know more- 
call the Counselling service at 
545-2893. 

GRADLINK is a service linking 
graduate students for mutual sup¬ 
port. Call Student Counselling 
service for more information 545- 
2893. 

INTERESTED IN CARD TRICKS, 
sleight of hand and illusions? 
You're not alone. Call 545-6061 
for club info. 

YOU JUST MAY HAVE TO take a 
cold shower afterwards. Don't 
miss out on what’s going to be the 
most talked about sports extrava¬ 
ganza this year —the Queen's 
Marketing Association's Sports 
Marketing Extravaganza. This 
event boasts: Mr. Mike Allen, 
Director of Marketing, Nike 

Canada. Mr. Robert Hunter, Vice 
President and General Manager, 
Air Canada Centre. Mr. Peter 
Cosentino, Director, 
Communications, Toronto Blue 
Jays. Be sure to arrive by 12:30 

this Friday, September 25th (5) 
Sutherland, JDUC. Cocktail 
reception following @ the QP! 
with $5 membership fee. Dress: 
Business casual. 

COMING TO QUEEN’S FROM 
OUTSIDE CANADA? We buy 
most foreign currencies at very 
good rates without service charge 
or commission. Check our web¬ 
site: www.wellingtonfx.on.ca. 
Wellington Foreign Exchange, 
153 Wellington Street, 531-8731. 

PUNK ROCK! I play guitar and 
drums and I want to join or form a 
local punk band. Call Ken at 531- 
4582 for info. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING 
AND EDITING. Are you achieving 
the grades you deserve? Improve 
your essay skills, editing, 
research and writing. E.S.L. a 
specialty. Phone (416)280-6113, 
fax (416) 960-0240. 

BRAIN POISON IN YOUR GAS 
TANK? Dr. John Donaldson 
(Ph.D in experimental medicine) 
will discuss the health hazards of 
the fuel additive MMT previously 
banned here, still banned in most 
of the U.S., but soon to be sold in 
Canada. Kingsotn Frontenac 
Public Library, September 28th at 
7:15 p.m., the Wilson Room. 

ROCK/ELECTRONICA BAND is 
in search for a bassist, synth play¬ 
er, drummer/percussionist, sam¬ 
pler and DJ. influences: Prodigy, 
Tea Party. Must have own equip¬ 
ment and must be dedicated. Call 
Ian or Trung at 531-8391 or 549- 

9567. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: 
The most important peripherals 
you’ll ever own. Ask in the cam¬ 
pus bookstore. Fast and Easy: In 
a Weekend: Admin Guides and 
more... 

LABATT BREWERIES -For 
your keg party inquiries and 
needs, contact campus rep Ryan 
Benedict at 531-3115. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: Desk and dresser. 
Also ArtSci jacket, great condition. 
Asking $150! For more informa¬ 
tion call Liz at 547-6976. 

FOR SALE: Laptop Computer. 
AST Ascentia 900N. 486 Intel, 24 
MB Ram, 300 MB removable hard 
drive, fax-modem, network card, 
external CD-rom, 3.5 floppy, 
updated Windows 95, active 
matrix screen. AC adaptor and 
battery. $1100. Kacey 547-6921. 

FOR SALE: Almost new, solid 
pine futon with armrests. Would 
make a perfect couch for your 
“ghetto" home and it folds down in 
to a spare bed. Asking $300. Call 
549-3032. 

NEARLY NEW SALE: used cloth¬ 
ing, records, jewelry, toys, antiqui¬ 
ties, household items, linens, 

lassware, accessories. Friday 
eptember 25 from 10 a.m. to 8 

p.m., and Saturday September 26 
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. J.K. Tett 
Creativity Complex. 370 King St. 
W. (at Morton). Sponsored by the 
Volunteer committee of the 

Kingston Symphony. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Maroon Fleece Vest, 
“Contour." Lost on campus, 
Thursday September 17. Daryn 
@ 530-3419 or e-mail 6gdm. 
Thanks. 

LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in the Johnston 
Street - Queen’s area. Reward if 
found. Please call 536-1679. 

FOUND: At the Campus 
Bookstore an envelope containing 
wedding photos. Thompson from 
Walmart. Can be picked up at the 
Customer Service desk. 

PERSONALS 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Lilian and 
Rende! Hope your dreams come 
true... Love, from ?? 

Up to thirty words for one low price. Stop by The Journal House at 272 Earl Street or call the business team at 545-6711 to book your classified ad today. 

The writing’s 
on the wall. 
It could be yours. 

Submit your creative work 
and your thoughts about 
other people’s creative 
work to the Queen’s 
Journal Reader, a monthly 
supplement to the Queen's 
Journal. So die up those 
old poems ana essays and 
let us publish them before 
you wake up one morning 
and hear them being 
broadcast on CNN. It 
happens, you know. 

Please forward all submissions 
and inquiries to: 

The Queen’s 
Journal Reader 
545.2800 
journal@post.queensu.ca 

Sunday Pasta Night 
Salad, Pasta &■ Poccacia 

$4.95 
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Th e $10,000 question runs like 
this: if someone were to come 
up to you and offer you ten 

grand not to drink until you're 30, 
would you do it? 

For me, it's not some silly thought 
experiment. It happened to me 
when I was 13. The person who 
made the offer was my dad, and I 
accepted. 

The deal is that I cannot so much 
as taste alcohol knowingly and vol¬ 
untarily. That means that I'm okay 
if someone tells me they've handed 
me some "apple juice" and I drink 
it, or if a few people hold me to the 
ground and force a beer down my 
throat (although to clear things up, 
please do NOT try this!). If I can 
abstain for seven and a half more 
years, I will be presented with a 
cheque for $10,000 (in Canadian 
funds, unfortunately) on my 30th 
birthday. 

$10,000 isn’t going to 
have the same buying 

power in seven years, but 
I’m also saving hundreds, 
maybe thousands more 
by not drinking til then. 

Here are the answers to a few 
other common questions: 

Q: How would your parents know 
if you drank? 

A: We're on an honour system. 
My parents trust that guilt would eat 
me up if I ever decided to drink and 
not tell them, and I trust that they 
will pay up when I turn 30. Gulp. 

Q: So you've never tasted 
alcohol? 

A: Well yes, I've tasted it, but 
that was way back before I made 
the deal with my dad, so it's a rather 

vague memory. And of course I've 
had the near-beer stuff with 0.5 per 
cent alcohol, but it's none too tasty. 
I feel sorry for beer drinkers if the 
real stuff is anything similar. 

Q: What happens if you decide to 
drink? Do you owe them $10,000? 

A: Nope. Crazy, eh? 
Q: What are you going to do with 

the money? 
A: Go on the most amazing ben¬ 

der of all time. 
Q: Really? Are you going 

to drink once you turn 30? 
A: Well no, probably 

not. And I think that's 
what my dad was 
hoping for when he 
made the deal. 
The scientific evi¬ 
dence suggests 
that if you make 
it that far, the 
odds are that 
you'll never start. 

Q: Why does 
your dad have such 
a problem with drink¬ 
ing? 

A: Well, he doesn't. 
He enjoys the occasional 
beer, and as a physical and 
health education teacher he is 
aware of the evidence that alcohol 
in moderation can be good for one's 
health. But he's also aware that 
alcohol use can be a slippery slope 
into alcohol abuse. Plus, I have a 
feeling that he's trying to teach me 
something about self-control. 

Q: Don't you think that this is a 
pretty bourgeois bet? I mean, how 
many parents have $10,000 to 
throw away? 

A: Actually, nobody really asks 
this question out loud. But I agree 
with the sentiment. I think my 
dad's a bit nuts, because I doubt he 

even has $10,000 in the bank right 
now, but I respect his right to make 
the offer, so I'm not going to turn it 
down. 

For me, it's a great deal. $10,000 
isn't going to have the same buying 
power in seven years that it has 
today, but I'm also saving hundreds, 
maybe thousands more by not 

drinking until 

TODAY’S CLUE: 
HE’S A SINGER/SONG- 

WRJTER, BUT HE’S 
ACTED & DIRECTED 

TOO. 

EST? 
For fame and prizes, identify 
the celebrity shown in the 
photo to the left. 
In the following issues of The 
Journal, a less and less fuzzy 
version of the celebrity will 
appear. 
[NOTE: Somebody already 
guessed it, and got a CD by this 
artist of his choice.] 

If you guess right you’ll get a 
poster of this person (not the 
guy who already guessed right 
— I mean the celebrity). 

"You can never ask 
me that question, 

understand?" 

then. I never have to deal with 
hangovers, and I have a complete 
memory of every party I've ever 
attended. I've also not had alcohol 
to blame for any of my stupid 
actions. On the down side, well, 
I've never had alcohol to blame for 
any of my stupid actions! I have to 
take full responsibility for myself all 
of the time, and when I let loose, it's 
my decision, not the alcohol's. If 
you've ever seen me dancing at 
Alfie's, I wasn't drunk, I'm just an 
idiot. 

All of this business about The 
Deal is old hat for me, and I'd never 
actually thought of writing about it 
until this week, when I got a call 
from my mother informing me that 
Dan is saying no to the $10,000 
question. 

Dan is 19, and he's my brother. 
Dan was offered the same deal as I 
was, at about the same time. He 
stayed dry through high school, and 
he's just gone through frosh week 
at Laurentian University without, as 
far as I know, consuming any rum, 
scotch or tequila on the rocks. But 
Dan is bailing out of the competi¬ 
tion. 

His arguments are that a) Mom 
and Dad drink, b) everyone at 
Laurentian drinks, and c) he would 
feel bad about taking all of that 
money from Mom and Dad. Now I 
can understand his turning down 
the money, but what's more inter¬ 

esting is his overt admission of peer 
pressure. "Everyone at Laurentian 
drinks," so he might as well, too. 
Otherwise he's facing four long 
years of ostracism and sobriety, I 
suppose. 

Dan's in the unique position of 
having The Deal be more than a 
thought experiment, but he's cer¬ 
tainly not alone in his position. 
When I ask people the $10,000 
question, even hypothetically, 

three quarters of them turn it 
down. Most people think 

they wouldn't make it, 
and many tell me they 

simply wouldn't want 
to try. 

For me, riding 
through university 
on the wagon has 
not been nearly 
as hard as I 
thought it would 
be. Mind you, it 

might have been 
tougher if my only 

option on a Saturday 
night was to chat up the 

miners' wives at some 
Sudbury saloon. But here at 

Queen's, with all its diverse 
nightlife, I've found lots to keep me 
busy. And once my friends knew I 
simply didn't drink, they were all 
very accepting of that. 

It might have been 
tougher if my only option 
on Saturday night was to 

chat up the miner’s 
wives at some Sudbury 

saloon. 

I think peer pressure is more of 
an issue for those who do drink 
occasionally. I have at least one 
friend who's told me that it's nearly 
impossible for her to go to a bar and 
say "I'm not drinking tonight." 
Everyone else jumps on her like 
she's just committed a crime. I feel 
bad for anyone in her situation. My 
own state of affairs is admittedly 
goofy, and I don't think that non¬ 
drinking should be enforced, but I'm 
not sure that drinking should be, 
either. 

The $10,000 question is a fun 
one to toss around at bars, but I 
don't think that how you answer it 
reveals a lot about you. For me, it 
may even be covering up a lot of 
issues and providing easy answers 
every time I'm offered a beer. The 
true self-examination will come on 
my 30th birthday when I find that I 
no longer have ten thousand rea¬ 
sons to say no. I admire Dan for his 
determination to stop procrastinat¬ 
ing from real decisions. I just hope 
that the slippery slope isn't that 
slippery for him. 

By Anonymous 

Patrick Stewart, Bruce Willis, Tyson The third option is surgical hair trans- 
Beckford. All good-looking guys. It plantation, chiefly a procedure known 
looks like society has at last as "grafting." The most economical 

accepted the bald or balding man as graft involves cutting a bald-spot-sized 
a sex symbol — or so it seems. Stewart semicircle into one's scalp and twist- 
and Willis are both older, more mature ing it around, thus fitting the balding 
men. Tyson Isn't genetically bald, he area. Finer grafting involves taking 
chose it as his "look." In the real world, healthy hairs from parts of one's body 

Above: Nathan Sager, Arts '00, bemoans 
what be perceives to be his lot in life. 

turn? There appear to be four viable 
options (these exclude the decidedly 
unpopular old-man-combover and 
spray-on hair). 

The first is to merely accept it. You 
lose your teeth, your memory, your 
libido and your hair, It's the way of the 
world, man. Some you just lose earlier 
and more rapidly than others, 

You lose your teeth, 
your memory, your 
libido and your hair. 
Some you just lose 
earlier than others. 

The second option Is to get a hair¬ 
piece, But the idea of taping or gluing 
an expensive weave of squirrel fur to 
your bare scalp Is unsettling to many. I 
think wearing someone's actual hair 
(probably from some guy off the street 
who needed the money) Is even more 
disturbing, even "wack." In addition, 
though toupees might be the cheap¬ 
est option initially, the bother and cost 
of upkeep, as well as the potential for 
embarrassing situations, far outweighs 
its advantages. 

other than the head, say one's back or 
ass, and transplanting them to the 
balding area. The "deluxe" grafting 
procedure is the "mini-" or "micro-" 
graft. While most other procedures 
transplant clumps of hair at a time, the 
micrograft transplants very minute 
amounts (1 -5) from healthy, fuller parts 
of the scalp to the balding area. The 
difference between transplant types in 
one's final appearance may be com¬ 
pared to the display floors of Sears 
and Ikea. While the Sears staff 
attempts (albeit half-assedly and with 
little concept of interior decor) to 
arrange their wares to look something 
like a bedroom or den, it is only Ikea 
that succeeds In creating a convinc¬ 
ing “lived in" atmosphere, perhaps 
looking even nicer than your parent's 
own living space. (In the preceding 
analogy, the regular graft was Sears 
and the micrograft was Ikea]. 

The fourth and perhaps most 
appealing option Is drugs, Recently 
modern medicine has made consid¬ 
erable headway on other forms of hair 
compensation, Propecia(tm) being 
the forerunner of the market, 
Propecia’s early test results show It to 

a fair percent¬ 
age of men 
begin to lose 
their hair in their 
early to mid 
twenties. So 
where are all the 
prematurely 
balding sex sym¬ 
bols in the 
media? I don't 
see any on 
Melrose Place or 
Party of Five or 
Dawson's Creek. 
I can watch 
movie after 
movie without 
ever coming 
across a "hunky" 
yet follicly-chal- 
lenged young, 
male protago¬ 
nist. Calvin Klein 
or Gap models, 
forget it. They're 
all sprouting 
thick manes like 
genetically- 
engineered 
cornfields. 

So where or to 
whom does a 
younger guy 

be far superior to its competitors 
Rogaine, Mynoxidil and the Canadian 
created Nisim. However, aside from its 
hefty price-tag of $45-60 (U.S.) a 
month (almost double that of its prici¬ 
est competitor), the fact that it messes 
with hormones and may or may not 
make getting an erection difficult is a 
considerable deterrent. 

Having exhausted possibilities of 
hair replacement, here lies the prob¬ 
lem: none of these options — sticking 
a dead animal or your own ass-folli- 
cles on your head, permanently alter¬ 
ing your bodies' chemical makeup or 
rubbing foul-smelling potions into your 
scalp — are very appealing con¬ 
cepts. They are all, in fact, sick. So 
what's a guy to do? 

And the social pressures are on. 
Remember the opening bit about the 
lack of young, prematurely balding 
sex symbols? Well here's something 
else to chew on. There's a smorgas¬ 
bord of negative models to avoid out 
there. George Costanza, Newman, 
most of Danny Devito's roles, etc, etc. 
The media equates baldness with 
aging, slimy, pricks. Your stereotypical 

know. The point is that young, prema¬ 
turely balding guys are damned if they 
do something about their problem 
and double toucan damned if they 
don't. It's a depressing state of affairs. 

This is the real world, 
where people gloat 

over their own thick, 
flowing locks and laugh 
black-heartedly at the 

less fortunate. 

In a perfect world, people would 
show their support for the victims by 
partially shaving their heads, perhaps 
in addition to wearing a ribbon of 
some variety. Alternatively, all it would 
take is for a couple of celebrities to 
get their stylist to set their hairline back 
a few inches or give them a fair-sized 
bald spot in order to spark a balding 
trend. But this is the real world, where 
people gloat over their own thick, flow¬ 
ing locks and laugh black-heartedly at 
the less fortunate. In this world we deal 
with post-pubescent acne, cellulite 
and the like. That's life. 

Belout: Nathan chooses an economical and 
self-satisfying, yet fairly unconvincing aid. 

For the 
young, prema¬ 
turely balding 
guys getting dis¬ 
couraged out 
there, I can only 
console you with 
the fact that 
balding means 
you have more 
testosterone 
than fully-haired 
guys. And being 
really virile must 
have it's advan¬ 
tages some¬ 
where, crushing 
beer cans with 
your forehead 
and that sort of 
thing. 

Other than 
that, it means lit¬ 
tle else than 
than being out 
of the barber 
shop quicker. 

This leaves 
you more time 
to try on hats. 

supervillian is bald, and your average 
skinhead too. It appears people 
equate baldness with evil as well. 

In fact, the only positive "sex sym¬ 
bol" I can think of is Woody from T.V.'s 
Cheers, and he is an idiot. Also he 
may not even be a sex symbol. I don't 

Ken Butland wishes he could have 
spent more time figuring out how to 

end this article on a more 
uplifting note, but he's too busy 

shopping for fezzes. 
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Chrysler can help out with 
your driving ambition. 

As a recent graduate, you're on the road to achieving the best life has to offer. 

At Chrysler, we're rewarding that kind of initiative by offering $750 toward the 

purchase or lease of a new 1997,1998, or 1999 Chrysler car or truck (excluding. 

Dodge Viper and Plymouth Prowler), over and above most current Chrysler 

incentives. And, if you finance with Chrysler Credit Canada well defer your f rst 

three months payments!* This $750 Grad Rebate is available to all college and 

For 

university undergraduates and postgraduates who have graduated or will 

graduate between October 1,1995,and September 30,1998, and all currently 

enrolled master sand doctoral students (regardless of final graduation date). 

From high-value subcompacts and minivans, to tough pickups and sport 

utilities, we've got a vehicle that's right for you. No matter where you want 

to go in life... we want to make sure you get there. 

more information, visit your nearest Chrysler Canada Dealer. Or, hit www.chryslercanada.ca or call 1-800-361-3700. 

CHRYSLER 4; CANADA 
©Official Team Sponsor 

• Some mtrKlrom nay apply "tep r, j regKtered trademark Uerrsed lothryder Canada lid ■ (OA 
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A Gael force weekend 
Queen’s 
mauls 
McGill 

By Nathan Sager 

They came, they saw, they got smoked. 

In the 175th edition of the longest run¬ 

ning rivalry in Canadian sports, the visit¬ 

ing McGill Redmen were handed one of 

the most lopsided defeats in the 114 year 

history of football between these schools. 

Before a euphoric multitude of over 

12,000 alumni and current students who 

filled Richardson Stadium to the gills, the 

Gaels were virtually flawless in pummel- 

ing the Redmen 36-0. 

Queen’s 36 
McGill 0 

The significance of the victory 

extended far beyond merely improving 

Queen’s conference record to 2-1, it sig¬ 

naled a likely return to the national rank¬ 

ings, which the Gaels were mysteriously 

bumped from last week. 

Head coach Bob Howes put the idyllic 

afternoon into perspective. “It was an 

absolutely brilliant day. It’s just been an 

exciting week for the entire university 

community,” he commented. Coach 

Howes praised his players rein in their 

emotions. “They were able to remain at 

that optimal point. They really know 

how to focus on the task at hand.” 

The Gaels dominated play from the 

outset, yet led only 1-0 after the opening 

15 minutes, as placekicker Jonathan 

Taylor missed two field goal attempts 

wide left. “We moved the ball well early, 

but couldn’t pull the trigger,” said offen¬ 

sive coordinator Steve Yovetich. 

On Queen’s third possession, backup 

quarterback Dustin Fallscheer was 

inserted to operate the hurry-up offence 

and the Gaels marched 96 yards for the 

day’s first touchdown. The drive was 

sparked by fullback Chris Robyn’s out¬ 

standing grab on the last play of the open¬ 

ing quarter, where he won a battle for the 

football with Redmen defensive back 

Suheal Brohi. After a reception by wide- 

out Paul DiRinaldo put the Gaels First and 

goal at the McGill eight-yard line, Hec 

Creighton candidate Paul Correale scored 

on the Gaels’ bread-and-butter weakside 

toss. 

In the waning minutes of the first half, 

the Gaels struck again, scoring two plays 

after an interception by Dimitri Haddad, 

a former McGill defensive back. On the 

first play, quarterback Beau Howes faked 

a handoff to Robyn on a wingback 

reverse, and then hooked up with 

Correale for 27 yards. This set up a 

34-yard touchdown pass from Howes 

to slotback James MacLean that gave the 

Gaels a 15-0 lead.- The Redmen took 

the kickoff and began generating 

some momentum, but the promising 

Storm rips 
through 
Kingston 

By Renee Huang and 
Fiona Stevenson 

This year’s Alumni Weekend will be 

remembered not only for its unbeliev¬ 

able football game but also as one of the 

wettest and darkest Homecoming week¬ 

ends in Queen’s history. 

“Any tree limbs weakened 
by the ice storm 

came down.” 

— Captain Bob Carr, Kingston 
Fire Department 

Fullback Chris Robyn runs over a trio of defenders in the Homecoming game. 

PHOTO BY ALEX GREEI 

AMS pubs lose $11,000 
in weekend blackout 

At approximately 9 p.m. Saturday, 

just as the evening was gaining momen¬ 

tum, gale-force winds from all direc¬ 

tions, measured at nearly 100 km-h, 

flung sheets of rain across the city. 

to Captain Bob Carr of the 

Kingston Fire Department, more than 

60 per cent of Kingston was plunged 

into darkness by the blackout that hit 

around 9:30 p.m. and stayed for most 

of the night. 

Minor flooding in some campus 

buildings set off alarms that made up 

the bulk of calls to the fire department. 

“Queen’s Security, to take a load off us, 

were checking residences,” said Carr. 

There was much concern over “water 

getting high enough and getting into the 

electrical system,” he continued. 

“I have no official warning reports 

that a tornado touched down,” Carr 

said, although a ravaged piece of. metal 

roofing from the Royal Military College 

athletic centre lay twisted on a nearby 

RMC soccer field the next morning. 

Fire Chief Glen Gow said dispatch 

Please see Disaster on page 3 

By Fiona Stevenson and 
Renee Huang 

This Alumni Weekend may have 

turned one of the bleakest 

Homecoming revenues for campus bars, 

as a storm that ripped through Kingston 

Saturday night dampened festivities and 

lost Alma Mater Society pubs an esti¬ 

mated $11,000 to $12,000 in revenue. 

“Considering they lost five 
and a half hours worth of 

sales, they did considerably 
well.” 

— AMS Services Director 
Sarah Armstrong 

According to AMS Services Director 

Sarah Armstrong, Alfie’s management 

budgeted to sell $20,000 on Saturday 

and ended up selling $9,911.45, while 

the Queen’s Pub hoped to sell between 

$2,500 and $3,000 on Saturday, and 

ended up selling $1,843.15. 

Said Armstrong: “Considering they 

lost five and a half hours worth of sales, 

rhey did considerably well.” 

At the QP, patrons in the full-capac¬ 

ity bar were plunged into darkness 

around 9 p.m. as 100-km/h storm winds 

knocked our power. 

Jackie Leggett, Arts ’00, was one of 

the on-call servers Saturday night. She 

said Scott Thompson, assistant bar man¬ 

ager, instructed rhe bartenders to stop 

serving alcohol. “Everyone was just 

hanging out at rhe bar waiting for 

power to come back,” Leggett said. “It 

was pitch black and there was one little 

flashlight hanging from the glasses 

rack.” After it was apparent the power 

was out to stay, patrons began clearing 

out and staff eventually left at 11 p.m., 

unable to use the computer 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today 
Sunny with clouds 
High 20CC; Low 8’C; 
POP 10% 

Wednesday 
Rainy 
High 22°C: Low 1 l°C; 
POP 60% 

Thursday 

High* 20'C; Low 9’C; 
POP 60% 

Friday 
Sunny with clouds 
High I6°C; Low SCC; 
POP 20% 

Please see ‘As Good’ on page 12 Please see Situation on page 2 
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AIDS Walk overshadowed by Homecoming 
By Lianne Elliott 

On Sunday afternoon, IS Queen’s 

University students joined 85 Kingston- 

area residents to participate in 

Kingston’s eighth annual AIDS Walk. 

As one of the 55 Canadian communi¬ 

ties running AIDS Walks this weekend, turnout. 

AIDS Walk Kingston, organized by 

HIV/AIDS Regional Services (HARS) 

and the Dawn House Women’s Shelter, 

raised a toral of $5,600. The money will 

be directed to HARS, a local organiza¬ 

tion which provides essential support 

services for individuals affected or 

infected by H1V/A1DS. 

“Every dollar raised helps someone in 

[the local] community who is living with 

HIV or AIDS," said John MacTavish, co- 

chair of the Kingston AIDS walk. 

Through the efforts of Alma Mater 

Society Social Issues Commissioner 

Naomi Brunemeyer, Queen’s has 

attempted to take an active role in this 

year’s walk. Brunemeyer posted flyers 

around campus, gave each faculty infor¬ 

mation about the walk, and sat on the 

AIDS Walk Kingston committee. 

Brunemeyer has attempted to better 

publicize the event this year because she 

believes Queen's has had “poor show¬ 

ing” at previous AIDS Walks. Though the 

number of student participants increased 

from three to 15 over last year, she said 

she was still disappointed with the 

.nmni weekend ” since the Walk has organized a fund-raising dance 0n 

conflicted with some Homecoming October 17 at the Lion s Club and |L 
j SocUl Issues Commission will also host 

eVAIDS Walk Kingston marks one of various events during the National AIDS 

several HIV/AIDS fund-raising events Awareness Week which falls at the end of 

planned for the upcoming year. HARS November. 

It is “unfortunate that this 
year the Walk has coincided 

with alumni weekend.” 

— /VAIS Social 
Issues Commissioner 
Naomi Brunemeyer 

“It’s not that I’m disappointed in 

Queen's students,” she said, “but there 

needs to be changes made so that the 

walk can be even better publicized.” 

Brunemeyer hopes to form a Queen’s 

Walk committee next year so that mem¬ 

bers of each faculty can work towards 

increasing student awareness and partici¬ 

pation in the AIDS Walk. 

Brunemeyer added it is “unfortunate 

that this year the Walk has coincided 

Balloons display the prominent red ribbon of the AIDS awareness campaign at 

Sunday’s AIDS Walk. 
PHOTO BY CHRIS GLOVER 

Situation more drastic for Alfie’s than QP 
Continued from page I 

or dishwasher. 

Mark Picketts, QP manager, said the 

blackout will probably affect September 

sales for the pub. “It really, really hurt, 

there’s no doubt about it. We were sort 

of expecting [Saturday] night to be the 

greatest night of the year,” Picketts said. 

“I would ballpark [the loss] anywhere 

between $4,500 and $5,000.... Saturday 

of Homecoming should’ve been our 

biggest night.” 

Picketts does not think the 

Homecoming losses will affect the over¬ 

all annual income of the pub or its oper¬ 

ating budget. “We predicted a 66 per 

cent sales increase in our budget and all 

month we’ve been above that,” he 

explained. “We’ll really be able to know 

at the end of the month.” 

“I can whine and complain all year 

and say that an extra $3,000 would’ve 

been great but you gotta suck it up,” he 

added. 

“In terms of [this month’s] budget, it 

looks like [the QP is] going to hit their 

mark by Wednesday,” confirmed 

Armstrong, who said pub sales for the 

month have been considerably higher 

than anticipated. 

Unfortunately, the storm meant much 

larger losses for Alfie’s Pub. “At the rate 

they were going [prior to the storm], 

they would have exceeded the $20,000 

mark, we’re quite certain,” said 

Armstrong. 

The line to Alfie’s Pub, already near 

capacity, stretched almost to Clergy 

Street when the storm hit shortly before 

9 p.m. After flicking on and off several 

times, the power turned off completely 

around 9:30 p.m., said Armstrong. 

Inside the pub, “It was obviously get¬ 

ting very hot and the air quality wasn’t as 

good as it could be because the ventila¬ 

tion system was down,” said Armstrong. 

Alfie’s staff was instructed to stop serv¬ 

ing patrons and to circulate through the 

bar. “In most cases, [the patrons] were 

pretty much staying still,” she said. 

“Anytime you’re short 
roughly $ 10,000... it’s going 

to carry over through 
the year.” 

— AMS Services Director 
Sarah Armstrong 

Do you love Queen's? Want to share your enthusiasm 
with 1700 new faces? ASUS is looking for a spirited, 

motivated, and responsible ArtSci to lead... 

ARTS AND SCIENCE ORIENTATION ‘99 

HEM)GAEL 
IT COULD BE YOU. 

INTERESTED? 
Apply at The Core, 183 University, 545-6278 

Applications due Tues., Oct. 13 

Pub management contacted Queen’s 

Security who informed them that there 

were tornado warnings in the area, said 

Armstrong. Once the tornado watch had 

passed, pub staff, security patrollers and 

Have 
Pouch 
Wifi 
Travel.' 

Student Constables began letting people 

out of the bar in an orderly fashion, and 

at approximately 10 p.m. the area was 

cleared, Armstrong said. 

Despite strong sales earlier in the 

evening, the early close prevented the 

pub from meeting target sales even 

halfway. “Obviously it will hurt [Alfie’s 

management] when it comes to meeting 

their monthly budgets,” Armstrong said, 

and likely in the months to come. 

“Anytime you’re short roughly 

$10,000... it’s going to carry over 

through the year,” she said. 

Armstrong is exploring the possibility 

of holding a mock Homecoming event at 

Alfie’s later in the month, in order to 

compensate for the weekend’s losses. 

“There’s nothing saying we couldn’t 

hold another full-day Saturday event.” 

[ROOT 
C A N A D 

The Roots Kanga Hoody 

Regular $54 95 

ROOTS 
” ' N G S T 0 N 

NOW $39." 
Canadian Made 

100% Cotton 
3 Colours 

4 Sizes 

ncess Street - 546 - 7668 - Open Sundays 
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Education goes private 
By Renee Huang 

Education students can 

finally breathe a sigh of relief 

and settle down to do what 

they’re meant to do: teach. 

Queen’s University’s Faculty of 

Education will seek alternative 

placements in private schools 

for the 33 teacher candidates 

affected by the ongoing Ontario 

teacher’s strike. 

“We were looking at October 

6 or 7 before teachers would go 

back in the classrooms,” said 

Brian McAndrews, practicum 

coordinator with the Faculty of 

Education. “It is in the best 

interests of our students to get 

back in school and get on with 

their practicum.” 

Faculty advisors met Friday 

afternoon for two hours when it 

became apparent the strike 

would continue, McAndrews 

said. Of the 33 teacher candi¬ 

dates, nine will return to the 

public schools they were origi¬ 

nally assigned to, while the 

remaining 22 students will be 

reassigned to private schools 

close to where their previous 

public school placements would 

have been. 

While students are not 

required to relocate to private 

schools, McAndrews said 

teacher candidates are encour¬ 

aged to get “the right experi¬ 

ence” in the time allotted for 

practicum. 

Back to work legislation does 

not necessarily mean the issues 

at the heart of the debate are 

solved, McAndrews explained, 

especially if teachers are forced 

back into the classroom. A posi¬ 

tive working environment is 

necessary for teachers, and it is 

frustrating when the whole 

practicum portion of the pro¬ 

gram is complicated by uncer¬ 

tainty. 

Greg Frankson, Con-Ed ’97, 

has been in an alternative teach¬ 

ing placement since the begin¬ 

ning of the strike. “They don’t 

spots,” he said. He worries that 

because the private school sys¬ 

tem is “totally different,” it may 

have implications on his teach¬ 

ing certificate. 

“It is in the best 
interests of our 

students to get back 
in school and get on 

with their practicum.” 

— Brian McAndrews, 
practicum coordinator, 

Faculty of Education 

Ontario College of Teachers, 

the supervisory board oversee¬ 

ing teachers, however, has strict 

guidelines outlining “legitimate 

practicum experience,” 

McAndrews confirmed. 

Interested private schools must 

have supervising teachers and 

principals that are members of 

the college of teachers. In addi¬ 

tion, principals must have prin¬ 

cipal qualifications and schools 

must agree to an inspection by 

Ministry of Education officials. 

Upper Canada College and 

Trinity College School are two 

of the private schools that have 

“graciously moved in during 

this difficult time,” McAndrews 

explained. 

Private schools are not tradi¬ 

tionally used as teaching place¬ 

ments because they are 

“sometimes not what you’d call 

a typical experience,” he said. 

“Compare an inner city school 

to Upper Canada College and I 

think you’ll get a feel for the dif¬ 

ferences.” 

However, the need to have 

teacher candidates in the class¬ 

room certainly overrules the 

desire to teach in “as typical an 

environment as possible,” he 

continued. “These are still good 

teacher situations.” 

Frankson is ready to rise to 

the challenge. “I was looking 

forward to teaching in the pub¬ 

lic school system,” Frankson 

said, emphasizing that he is 

eager to learn and try something 

new. “It’s still education and I 

willing to give it a try.” 

For the second time in 1998, trees are ripped out at the roots, 

this time behind Stirling Hall. 
PHOTO BY CIMI ACHIAM 

Disaster recovery plan in the works 
Continued from page I 

fielded approximately 80 calls 

that reported cars stranded 

under electrical wires and trees 

down all over the city. 

People also reported trans¬ 

formers burning and wires arc¬ 

ing, Carr said. Arcing happens 

when wet branches land on 

power lines and conduct elec¬ 

tricity from one end to another, 

he explained. 

“There seemed to be a lot of 

dead branches from the ice 

storm” landing on power lines, 

Carr said. “Any tree limbs weak¬ 

ened by the ice storm came 

down.” 

It was an exciting night for 

Queen’s Security, said Director 

of Security Louise Fish. 

“In the event we have 
another major 

incident... it is very 
clearly laid out who 
initiates a lot of the 
recovery activities.” 

— Wiebke Wilkens, 
director of 

environmental health 
and safety 

Although Fleming Hall, 

where the Emergency Response 

Centre is located, is outfitted 

with an emergency generator, 

the generator didn’t work once 

power was lost Saturday 

evening. Using flashlights and 

operating while its radio system 

and most of its phones were 

down, “The ERC was doing the 

best it could to try to coordi¬ 

nate activities," Fish said. 

“Basically it was a matter of get¬ 

ting help where needed without 

communications. 

Since February, Wiebke 

Wilkens, director of 

Environmental Health and 

Safety at Queen’s, has been 

working on a disaster recovery- 

plan to deal with natural 

disasters such as Ice Storm ‘98. 

The creation of the plan was 

initiated so that “in the event 

we have another major inci¬ 

dent... it is very clearly laid out 

who Initiates a lot of che recov¬ 

ery activities,” Wilkens said. 

The plan, developed by a 

task force chaired by Wilkens, 

awaits approval by the Board of 

Trustees. The next stage, said 

Wilkens, is for individual 

groups including Information 

Technology Services, Security, 

and Physical Plant Services to 

draft individual disaster recov¬ 

ery plans. These muse be fin¬ 

ished by the end of December, 

she added. 

Security proposes new personal alarm system 
By Jennifer Morrison 

The Queen’s Security 

Advisory Council is considering 

the installation of a personal 

alarm system at Queen’s which 

would provide students with 

immediate access to emergency 

assistance anywhere on campus. 

It would be just like “having a 

hotline with you," said Director 

of Queen’s Security Louise Fish, 

who brought the idea to council. 

“If it works as well as the manu¬ 

facturers say, it would be a good 

idea,” she added. 

“We’re still in the very 
beginning stages of 

taking a look to see if 
this is what people 

really want to have.” 

— Louise Fish, director of 
Queen’s security 

The Council’s proposal for a 

personal security alarm system 

was presented at the September 

17 meeting of the Alma Mater 

Society assembly. 

The security system proposed 

by the council consists of three 

separate parts: the personal 

alarm device carried by the indi¬ 

vidual, a network of transmit¬ 

ters located across campus, and 

the software program which 

would be located in the emer¬ 

gency response centre. 

The personal alarm device is 

equipped with a push button 

and is about the size of a stan¬ 

dard key chain attachment. 

When someone with the device 

feels threatened, uncomfortable, 

or ill, while on campus, he or 

she could push the button to 

access emergency assistance. 

Pushing the button would cause 

an alarm to sound in Campus 

Security’s Emergency Response 

Centre and trigger the software 

to open up a screen displaying 

the subscriber’s name, the exact 

geographic location, and any 

information the subscriber 

wishes to have displayed. This 

information, entered into the 

system when someone sub¬ 

scribes, may include medical 

conditions and specific security 

concerns, such as having an abu¬ 

sive ex-partner. A security 

supervisor would be immedi¬ 

ately dispatched to the sub¬ 

scriber’s location to provide 

assistance. 

Similar systems are already 

being used on university cam¬ 

puses in the United States where 

it has been estimated that sub¬ 

scription rates are approxi¬ 

mately 70 per cent for women 

and 40 per cent for men, 

according to data collected by 

the International Association of 

Campus Law Enforcers. 

Sophisticated systems of this 

sort are fairly expensive to 

install. Fish explained, although 

the council does not have a hard 

estimate at this time. 

The service would likely be 

offered on a rental basis, with an 

annual fee of approximately $50 

to those wishing to subscribe. 

Depending on the number of 

subscribers and the cost of the 

subscription fee, it usually takes 

anywhere between three and 

five years to repay the initial 

investment, Fish said. 

“... everyone was very 
supportive of the idea 
but few people would 
want to pay for it.” 

— Alison Loat, AMS 
vice-president 

(university affairs) 

Although the idea was gener¬ 

ally well received by members of 

the AMS assembly, the eco¬ 

nomic aspect of the system 

raised some concerns. 

According to Alison Loat, AMS 

vice-president (university 

affairs), “... everyone was very 

supportive of the idea but few 

people would want to pay for 

it.” 

Fish emphasized that the pro¬ 

posal is still premature. “We’re 

still in rhe very beginning stages 

of taking a look to see if this is 

what people really want to 

have,” she said. 

During the next month, the 

security advisory council plans 

to garner feedback from mem¬ 

bers of the Queen’s community 

to determine how many people 

would subscribe to such a ser¬ 

vice were it offered at the uni¬ 

versity. If the feedback is 

positive, Fish plans to explore 

the financial feasibility and 

eventually apply to the univer¬ 

sity administration for funding, 

she said. 

Feedback regarding the sys¬ 

tem is encouraged and can be 

sent though e-mail to 

fishl@notes.queensu.ca or by 

calling the Queen’s Security 

main office at extension 6733, 

before the end of October. 
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SING UP: JDUC Mon. Sept. 28 11:30-2:30 

Tues. Sept. 29 11:30-2:30 

Mac-Corry Wed. Sept. 30 11:00-3:00 

Thurs. Oct. 1 11:30-2:30 

Fri. Oct. 2 11:30-2:30 

COST: $105 + $10 (DAMAGE DEPOSIT) 

QMP ‘99, A HOUSE PARTY ! 

MW 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Questions? 
Call the Campus f 

Activities Commission * 

545-6000x4819 

Local women march 
against violence 
By Leslie Preston 

One half of all Canadian women have 

experienced at least one incident of 

sexual or physical violence according to 

a 1993 Statistics Canada survey, and 60 

per cent of these women were the targets 

of more than one such incident. On 

Friday night women of the Kingston 

community joined together in the 

Women Take Back the Night March to 

take a stand against all forms of violence 

against women. 

“In Canada two women die 
every week at the hands of 
their intimate partners.” 

— A sign at the Take Back the 
Night March 

Many members of the Queen’s com¬ 

munity participated in the 17th Annual 

Kingston Women Take Back the Night 

March, organized by the Sexual Assault 

Crisis Centre (SACC), including contin¬ 

gents from the Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society Women’s 

Empowerment Committee and The 

Women’s Centre. The march was held to 

educate and raise awareness of violence 

against women, and take a stand against 

it. 

The march began with a rally at 

Confederation Basin. The rally included 

music, speeches and protest chants. 

Margaret Little, a Queen’s professor and 

anti-poverty activist, denounced the 

provincial government’s spending cuts 

to women’s shelters and welfare cuts. 

Holding signs with anti-violence 

slogans such as “A single rape violates all 

womyn” and statistics such as ,lIn 

Canada two women die every week at 

the hands of their intimate partners," 

while chanting messages like “However 

we dress, wherever we go, yes means 

yes, no means no,” the rally mobilized. 

Approximately 150 women marched up 

Queen Street, along Montreal Street and 

down Princess Street. 

“Education is prevention... and this is 

one way to take a political form," said 

the organizer of the march Ana 

Margaret. 

Margaret said she was pleased with 

the turnout of women at the march and 

believes it gave women who might not 

venture out by themselves the opportu¬ 

nity to have a voice. She stressed the 

importance of being proactive and 

speaking out against violence directed at 

women. 

Queen’s student Taryn McCormick, 

co-chair of the ASUS Women’s 

Empowerment Committee said, in addi¬ 

tion to educating and raising conscious¬ 

ness, the march is “one of the few 

chances feminists in Kingston have to get 

together... on a night when it is socially 

acceptable for us to be loud and 

obnoxious.” 

Gemma Zelmanovits, co-chair of the 

Women’s Empowerment Committee 

said, “The march is important as it sym¬ 

bolizes the strength and unity of women 

in Kingston... and that we will make our 

voices heard.” 

Careen 
Opportunities 

DOFASCO 

Doiasco is one of North Americas most 

productive and profitable steelmaketv 

Using the latest Basic Oxygen and 

Electric Arc Steelmaking Processes, we 

produce a full range of flat rolled steels 

for our customers in the Automotive, 

Energy, Pipe and Hibe, Appliance, 

Container, and Steel Distribution 

Industries. 

We are a company that provides 

our customers with steel solutions 

to meet their changing needs. As such, 

we re committed to exciting strategies 

for long-term economic growth, includ¬ 

ing investment in new technologies and 

the recruitment of exceptional graduates 

and undergraduates who can share our 

vision for the future. 

We are offering permanent positions 

to 1999 graduates in a variety of disci¬ 

plines, as well as employment to senior 

students prior to graduation. We will 

be interviewing on your campus soon. 

Check with your Career Placement 

Office for more details. 

For more information about Dofasco, 

visit our website: www.dofasco.ca. 

Dofasco is an equal opportunity employer. 

Our product is steel, Our strength is people. 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery. 

In house Graphic Design. 
More than 300,000 

Promotional Products to choose from! 

See us at the 

/O.UMNI WEEKEAm 
SIDEWALK SALE 

Receive 
Any clothing item 

at the 
Alumni Weekend 

Sidewalk Sale! 
Saturday, Sept 26th 

Limit: 1 coupon per customer 

530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.multideas.com 
multi@adan.kingston.not 
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Outstanding Contributors: 
September 

L A P O R T E 

Sorry we 
couldn’t get 
you in for a 

picture, 
Jocelyn! 

Stephanie Carvin has been an outstanding contributor 
to the news section this month. Her enthusiasm was 

evident from the moment she walked into The Journal 

house during Orientation Week and happily accepted 

three story assignments. Often contributing more than 

once per issue, Stephanie has also accepted last 

minute assignments and come to us with story ideas. 

An excellent writer and a strong reporter, Stephanie 

always puts her best efforts into her stories, and is a 
pleasure to work with. 

Villanueva 

Rachelle Villanueva has been a tireless contributor to 
the Features section. Her witty and wonderful car¬ 

toons brightened the page on a constant basis. 

Rachelle has been a great on-call contrib and never 

wavered from her incisive social commentary — no 

matter how weird the topic Sean put to her. 

Jocelyn Laporte is the dreamiest contributor for 

A&E. She has written numerous articles for the 

Arts and Entertainment and News sections. When 

the A&E section was stuck for a contrib for a last 

minute story, immediately we knew Jocelyn would 

be ready and willing. Her articles are always inter¬ 

esting, well-written and extremely polished. 

Jocelyn, we think you’re a superstar. 

In Here 
Walk for Red Cross 

The Canadian Red Cross invites the 

public to participate in a walk Saturday, 

October 3 to celebrate healthy, active liv¬ 

ing. The walk will start at Red Cross 

House at 150 West St. behind the 

Frontenac County Court House at 9 a.m. 

and is sponsored by the Link to Health 

program of the Kingston and District 

Branch Red Cross. 

Breast Cancer Action Kingston 

Toronto’s Act 2 theatre group will 

present a performance of “Handle with 

Care? Women Living with Metastatic 

Breast Cancer” Before the annual general 

meeting and election of the Board of 

Directors. The performance and meeting 

will take place from 7 to 9:30 p.m. on 

Thursday, October 8 in the Wilson 

Room of Kingston Frontenac Public 

Library. Both are open to the public. 

Torys fight for leadership 

Hugh Segal and Brian Pallister fought 

for the conservative right, as Joe Clark 

leads the race for the PC leadership. 

Segal attacked Pallister’s alleged sympa¬ 

thy for the Reform Party. The tactics sug¬ 

gest that Mr. Clark’s support is solid. 

Canadian profits to decline 

Market experts warn that fourth- 

quarter profits from many major compa¬ 

nies will be poor. Some companies have 

already issued warnings to investors, 

including BC Rail and Canadian Airlines. 

Some of the weakest companies are 

those which are heavily exposed to for¬ 

eign markets, especially in southeast 

Asia. The Toronto-Dominion Bank is 

warning that the Canadian economy has 

'lost some momentum’ as a result of the 

steep drop in commodity prices. The 

bank says that it expects the Canadian 

economy to grow by less than three per¬ 

cent in 1998, and less than two percent 

in 1999, after growing by almost four 

percent last year. 

Kohl out after 16 years 

Gerhard Schroeder and the Social 

Democrat party defeated Chancellor 

Helmut Kohl as the first newly elected 

German government in a half-century. 

Kohl, the man who unified Germany and 

helped create Europe’s common cur¬ 

rency, took full responsibility for the loss 

and took responsibility for the defeat, 

resigning as chairman of the Christian 

Democratic Union. 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus : ■■ 

Back to the FUTURES FORUM! It's not 

about Michael J. Fox, but it is about grad 
schools and employment. It's on Oct. IS¬ 

IS1", and will include guest speakers, 
shmoozefests, and free stuff! Wanna 
volunteer? Contact Sarah Mills @ the 

Campus Activities Office: 545-6000 x. 4819. 
FUTURES (forum) MADE OF VIRTUAL 

INSANITY! 

DINE WITH THE PM IN OTTAWA! 
QIAA/CIAA presents "Independent Partners: 

Canada, the USA, and the World" 15-17 
1998, Chateau Laurier Hotel, Ottawa. Cost 
$30 membership fee, + $100 (transportation, 

accommodation, and registration). Contact 

548-0104, or sign up at the QP Oct.2, 5:30- 

7:30. 

Kaleidoscope allows you to make the 

difference in the life of a local elementary 

school student. Applications are available at 

the AMS office and the Infobank. 
Applications will be due 1:00pm, Oct.2. 
Contact kscope@D0st.Queensu.ca for more 

info. 

Give the gift of life. The Red Cross Blood 

Donor Clinic will be held Oct. 5-6, Grant 

Hall, 2pm-7pm. Volunteers and donors 
urgently needed. Contact Erica at 6ejd1 or 

531-5266 for more info 

WE WANT YOU for the Queen's Inquiry 

Committee. Be on the front edge of AMS 
EXCITEMENT. Meet tonnes of cool people. 

Call 545-2732 or drop by the 
Communications Commission in the AMS. 

Don't be shy - CALL NOW. 

DEATH! Come to the funeral service for 
accessible post secondary education. 

Outside JDUC, Wednesday, Sep. 30,11:45. 

All the people be sayin’: 

“What is the AMS?" Boyz & Girlz, the 

moment you have been waiting for is almost 
here Sept. 29 in the JDUC. Find out about 
volunteering positions or about the AMS 
Services. So be there, or die screaming. 

Queen's Model Parliament: 

January 20-23,1999 
Sign up from 11:30-2:30 on these day: 

JDUC: Mon (28) and Tues (29) 
MacCorrey: Wed(30 11-3),Thurs(1,)Fri(2) 

$105 + $10 damage deposit. 
QMP'99...A HOUSE PARTY! 

Contact 545-6000 x.4819. 

Be a Street Captain! 

Applications due @ AMS Front Desk by 
Tues. Oct. 6. Committee Members due 
Wed. Sept. 30. Questions? 545-6000 

x.5178 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 
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Serving us respect 
This weekend’s Homecoming 

celebrations were a far cry from 

the rowdy street-parties of the 

1980s, when the excessive drinking and 

destructive nature of the event graced 

headlines across Canada. 

Notwithstanding the hijinx of a few 

troublemakers, Queen’s students 

responded to the limited re-introduc¬ 

tion of alcohol at the football game 

with restraint and common-sense. 

Seeing as die event was relatively 

unblemished and even the officially 

sanctioned Coke-a-cola horns were 

used as intended (and not as projectile 

weapons), perhaps it is time the admin¬ 

istration consider allowing beer to be 

served in the stands. 

Perhaps it is time the 
administration consider 

allowing beer to be served in 
the stands. 

Allowing alcohol in the stands is 

hardly unheard of at Queen’s. It was 

only in the aftermath of a decade of 

particularly unruly behaviour during 

Homecoming weekend that the 

Queen’s Senate passed a motion on 

Stay off the concrete 
Sidewalks In Kingston should 

be no mystery for cyclists: they’re 

found at the side of roads, and are 

meant for walking. As such, it’s difficult 

to sympathize with those who protest 

the recent increase to the fine for riding 

bicycles on sidewalks as unfair. As 

Constable Mike Shultz so eloquently 

explained, “There’s been a ban on side¬ 

walks, almost since they built side¬ 

walks.” 

There is a good reason highways 

have a different lane for passing than 

cruising: objects travelling at different 

speeds on a narrow stretch of road tend 

to crash into each other! Likewise, it 

seems inherently dangerous to allow 

cyclists to share the same five feet of 

concrete with much slower pedestrians. 

While an increase in the fine from $30 

May 28, 1987 to ban all alcohol from 

Richardson stadium. The administra¬ 

tion then agreed to forego breathalyser 

tests and strip-searches because the few 

fans who still cared to attend regular 

season games were sufficiently compla¬ 

cent. Nonetheless, that year’s 

Homecoming festivities reached new 

heights of depravity when a post-game 

party led to over a hundred arrests and 

thousands of dollars in damage. 

In retrospect, the student’s irrever¬ 

ent attitude for the law during 

Homecoming only began to improve 

after an awareness campaign was 

launched in the fall of 1988 by the 

AMS, the Alumni association and the 

administration. The campaign’s success 

should be measured by the years of rel¬ 

ative tranquillity that ensued, and espe¬ 

cially the respect shown by this year’s 

crowd in not rushing the field when 

only a fraction of a second remained on 

the clock. 

Hopefully, the administration will 

show students the same respect by real¬ 

izing that by allowing beer into the 

stands we will not reverse the progress 

that has been made in transforming 

Homecoming into a safe and fun event. 

Bons Mots: Doth it not show vilely in me to desire... beer? 

— William Shakespeare 

Our moral stain 
The question of leadership is 

being asked more and more on the 

public stage, as the issue of political 

morality and accountability become 

increasingly focused on the individual 

leader. With the soap opera that has 

become American politics, it seems that 

our tendency to look south has diverted 

attention from what will become one of 

the most important Canadian stories of 

the year. A grave injustice has occurred in 

our country, and yet, we seem much more 

inclined to focus on the moral stains of a 

foreign leader. 

to $100 is substantial, especially for 

penny-pinched students, it should be 

seen an attempt to deter cyclists from 

using the sidewalks, and not to impov¬ 

erish them. 

That said, it is important to recog¬ 

nize the danger that cyclists face from 

Kingston’s increasingly reckless drivers. 

While cyclists certainly do not belong 

on the sidewalks, it seems almost as 

absurd to suggest they be abandoned to 

the mercies of taxi drivers and trucks. 

Perhaps a fair compromise would be the 

creation of a segregated lane on certain 

streets that would be dedicated for 

cyclists. Since other urban centers, such 

as Ottawa and Montreal, have already 

moved in this direction, the city of 

Kingston would be wise to follow suit. 

- I cry shame on 
1 - those who would 

not allow 
students the 

right to protest. 

During last fall’s Asia Pacific Economic 

Co-operation summit, the RCMP pepper- 

sprayed and arrested dozens of student 

protestors in order to prevent them from 

being seen by the visiting heads of state, 

including then Indonesian President 

Suharto. Documents have shown that in 

addition to being pepper-sprayed and 

arrested, many students were strip- 

searched and forced to sign agreements 

that they would no longer protest as a 

condition of their release. Not to stop 

there, RCMP officers inquired into the 

political beliefs and sexuality of the pro¬ 

testors they arrested. 

These horrendous acts have been 

traced to the Prime Minister himself, who 

has refused to answer questions in the 

House of Commons regarding his role in 

the APEC security measures. 

These incidents should be inconceiv¬ 

able in Canada, a country in which the 

freedom of expression, association and the 

freedom from arbitrary arrest and deten¬ 

tion is constitutionally guaranteed in our 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

It is regrettable that student organiza¬ 

tions on campus are not taking this issue as 

their own, and bringing the media spot¬ 

light off Clinton’s pants, and on to 

Chretien’s own moral stain. Campus 

newspapers and student governments 

have a responsibility to address issues that 

affect students, issues such as the right to 

protest and speak freely, and not just the 

extent to which our education is 

‘accessible.’ 

These unforgettable and cowardly acts 

happened to students, just like you and I. 

Strip-searched, coerced into signing state¬ 

ments and degraded by the very national 

institutions that are supposed to protect 

our rights and freedoms. 

I cry shame on those who would not 

allow students the right to protest, to the 

RCMP who obeyed obviously unconstitu¬ 

tional orders, to the Prime Minister who 

allowed such things to happen. 

I humbly call upon our student govern¬ 

ment to publically protest the unconstitu¬ 

tional, inhumane and even savage 

treatment of fellow students, to stand up 

for the rights of each Canadian, and to 

show those in power that Queen’s stu¬ 

dents stand behind those who wish to 

peacefully protest, regardless of their 

agenda or political beliefs. 

Finally, if it is shown that the Prime 

Minister himself ordered the RCMP to 

take such extreme measures, to violate our 

entrenched and inaliable rights and free¬ 

doms, then I call for his immediate resig¬ 

nation. 
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Opinions 
Developing perspective 

The value of looking beyond the fishbowl 

I PICKED up A copy OF The Toronto 
Star the other day and to my sur¬ 

prise there was a story 

on an event that was, without a doubt, 

one of the biggest in Canada this year. 

Nelson Mandela, soon to be ex-leader 

of the African National Congress, 

Nobel Peace Prizewinner, and the 

humanitarian who lead the fight against 

Apartheid in South Africa in a prison 

cell, was to visit the Skydome in 

Toronto. He was to speak to 30,000 

school children on the fight against 

racism and how it is important to be 

tolerant in a multicultural world. 

Then came a sinking feeling: it 

seemed that nobody at Queen’s 

acknowledged the importance of the 

speaking engagement, or even knew 

about it in the first place. 

Mandela, one of the most powerful 

and remarkable individuals of our era, 

should have more attention than he 

received. However, Mandela’s speaking 

engagement and the lack of attention it 

received from Queen’s as a whole has 

become a facilitator for my vocalization 

on internationalism here at our esteemed 

university. 

As a world-class university, being aca¬ 

demically world-class is coupled with a 

certain responsibility to have an interna¬ 

tional perspective. Therefore, it seems 

somewhat disconcerting that many indi¬ 

viduals do not always recognize events 

happening outside of Queen’s. 

Skill Testing Question: 

Can you find Queen's? 
(for extra points, what 

is everything else?) 

It is important to realize that in an era 

of globalization, all universities - includ¬ 

ing Queen’s - must become more global 

in ideas and perspectives. This includes 

not only academic institutions, but the 

students attending university themselves. 

Granted, the concept of “think glob¬ 

ally, act locally” is a two-way street, full 

of misinterpretations and false pretenses 

about what it means to be “internation¬ 

ally-minded.” However, there are many 

events here at Queen’s to help develop 

Welcome to Queen’s, 
Katie 

Dear Editors, 

I thought that it was unfortunate and 

perhaps a bit, urn, revealing that Katie 

Edwards was so obviously made uncom¬ 

fortable by Marte Natvik talking about 

her “tits.” However, I don’t think that 

this is any indication of immaturity on 

rhe part of those she accused. Quite the 

opposite in fact. 

I’d like to extend a warm welcome to 

Queen’s University to Katie. I hope she’s 

ready for many more uncomfortable 

experiences, because it’s been my expe¬ 

rience that part of learning is being 

made to feel uncomfortable, and chat 

learning doesn’t stop at the classroom 

doors here. 

Kudos to Marte for being willing to 

share such personal experiences and 

thoughts with the campus population at 

large. I wish you and your son all the 

best. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Boodram 

Arts ’99 

Leggett is not Suharto 

Dear Editors, 

James Worrall’s article in The Journal 
on September 25 touched upon some 

very important issues facing Queen’s 

■ students. Rising tuition and a seemingly 

perpetual stalemate between the admin¬ 

istration and our student government 

are indeed worthy of serious examina¬ 

tion. Unfortunately, while Worrall did 

manage to highlight these problems, his 

article was nothing short of profoundly 

moronic and utterly devoid of any and 

all reason. 

Worrall’s article rested upon the pre 

mise that tuition fees are only going up 

because the satanic Principal Leggett and 

his greedy arch-demons are allowing 

them to. He compared our situation to 

that of the Indonesian students who ral¬ 

lied against Suharto’s foul reign of ter¬ 

ror, claiming that if they can make a 

difference, so can we. Tired of “com¬ 

promising ourselves into bankruptcy”, 

Worrall calls upon Queen’s students to 

take some “strong action” to stop our 

impending financial apocalypse. Why, 

just like the Indonesians, we’re 

oppressed and must fight for our very 

lives! 

Well, fuck me! If I’d known all 1 had 

to do was grab my buddies and our 

pitchforks and torches and storm 

Leggett’s home, I’d have done it years 

ago! Give me a break. To compare our 

problems to those of the Indonesians is 

absolutely ludicrous. We live in the best 

country in the world and have security 

they can only dream of. Suharto fell 

because he was a murderous diccator. I 

doubt Leggett meets the same criteria 

for daring to allow tuition to rise. 

I think it’s important to make a state¬ 

ment against buffoons like Worrall who 

spread fear and ignorance about tuirion 

hikes. Tuition fees have been rising 

steadily since the 1980s. Yet, the per¬ 

centage of young Canadians enrolled in 

university has continued to rise despite 

this. As well, thousands of Canadian 

more international perspectives. The 

Queen’s Model United Nations is an 

excellent example of individuals that 

attempt to present a more worldly view 

of university life in general. The United, 

an International Society newspaper 

debuting this week is another example 

of this. This multicultural paper is 

attempting to foster greater acknowl¬ 

edgment of diversity here at Queen’s, 

along with the promotion of various 

international cultural events and peo¬ 

ples. 

While it is important to recognize 

the issues of domesticity here at 

Queen’s, I truly believe that it is just as 

important to be thinking in the context 

of the larger worldview as well. We are 

not just individuals in a static, self-con¬ 

tained environment of academic and 

social interaction. All events, however 

finite in size, have an impact on the 

global scale of things. Therefore, one 

must approach international concepts 

with an open mind, a sense of accep¬ 

tance and understanding. In our own 

small way, that is one of the best things 

we can do to help create a better world 

for our children and ourselves. 

Greg Hughes 

Artsci ’01 

students leave Canada each year to 

enjoy even higher tuition fees in the 

United States because they feel is it is a 

chance at an even better education while 

very few Americans venture into 

Canada, despite our lower tuition levels. 

Furthermore, those of us that graduate 

university will be among the top 

income-earners in the country. Within a 

decade of graduating we will be able to 

pay back our loans especially under the 

Income Contingent Repayment Loan 

(ICRL) plan. James Worrall is in Med 

School! When he graduates he will be a 

doctor, one of the most highly paid pro¬ 

fessionals in the world. Where the hell 

does he get off bitching about already 

subsidized tuition levels? 

Our governments are broke. End of 

story. They can not give us a free-ride in 

post-secondary education any longer. 

Worrall seems to think that by throwing 

a fit and having another student protest 

we’ll manage to solve what discussions 

so far have not. Unfortunately for this 

hippie-wannabe, it won’t work. We 

must accept the fiscal reality we now 

face and come up with intelligent solu¬ 

tions based on it. Changes in the stu¬ 

dent loan program, especially with 

regards to allowing students to pay back 

their loans once their income rises (i.e. 

they get a job) are the solutions we need 

to seek. Researching these answers may 

not be easy, but to follow the path of 

Worrall and others like him will only 

sink the level of debate to new lows. 

Not only can we do better than that, we 

must. We owe it to ourselves as some of 

the best and brightest students around 

the world. 

Brock Jones 

Arts ’00 

talking 

Is international news 
important to you? 

“No, it doesn’t affect me directly. Let’s be 
honest, there’s a select group of politically 
correct future lawyers who might pretend 
to be.” 

“Should be but it isn’t. I want to know but 
I’m just lazy.” 

“What kind of stupid question is that? 
Of course it is. The world does exist 
outside of Kingston” 

CHRISTIEN LEDROIT 

“Yes, because it helps me to understand 
the concept of my life in the bigger pic- 

MICHAEl STEWART 

PHOTOS BY KELLY HISHON 

Letters to 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal want 

to hear from readers. All letters 

must include the writer’s name, 

signature, and telephone number. 

Letters that are legible, legal, lit¬ 

erate and held to under 400 

words will be published if space 

permits. The deadline for 

Tuesday’s issue is Sunday at 

noon. The deadline for Friday’s 

issue is Wednesday at 

noon. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl St., 

fax to 545-6728, or better 

yet, e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 
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The Peanut Gallery Great game, great party 
Big Mac Attack 

Thanks to Montreal pitch¬ 

ers graciously serving up fat 

pitch after fat pitch, Mark 

McGwire hit four bombs in 

his final two games of the sea¬ 

son. This pushed the impres¬ 

sive number of home runs up 

to 70 for the St. Louis slugger, 

the new record. The red¬ 

head’s slugging rival, Sammy 

Sosa, who had tied the race at 

66 with three games left, was 

stalled at that number when 

the regular season came to its 

end. So after months and 

months of hype, the biggest, 

strongest and most popular 

slugger broke the record first 

and then raised the bar to a 

new level. Regardless of the 

outcome, both of these great 

players and men should be 

credited with putting on a 

great show and giving life back 

to the grand old game. 

Real season begins 

With only the National 

League wildcard to be decided 

in a one game play off 

between the Chicago Cubs 

and the San Francisco Giants 

at Wrigley Field, the rest of the 

post-season picture has been 

painted. The winner of this 

game will have the pleasure of 

facing the Atlanta Braves and 

their 106 victories. In the 

other National League match¬ 

up, the surging Houston 

Astros will play their five 

game set against the San Diego 

Padres. In the junior circuit, 

the vaunted New York Yankees 

will face the Central Division 

champion Cleveland Indians. 

In the other series, the West 

Division winner Texas 

Rangers will take on the falter¬ 

ing wildcard Boston Red Sox. 

Let the games begin. 

Wonderful Halladay 
Toronto Blue Jays rookie 

pitcher Roy Halladay threw S 

2/3 innings of no-hit baseball 

against the Detroit Tigers 

before giving up a gopher ball 

to pinch hitter Bobby 

Fligginson. Halladay was able 

to handle the final batter and 

complete the 2-1 win, his first, 

in only his second career 

major league start. While it 

was too little, too late for the 

Blue Jays playoff chances this 

season, Halladay's emergence 

looks very good for the Blue 

Jays pitching staff next year. 

If Christmas came early 
•Post-season baseball would 

match the excitement of the 

home run chase. 

•The two-referee experiment 

in the NHL would go the 

way of the fluorescent base¬ 

ball and the tricolour bas¬ 

ketball — extinction. 

* Every Queen’s football 

game would be like 

Homecotning/KiJl McGill. 

By Robert MacNeil 

What an afternoon. A sellout 

crowd, Kill McGill, a cool fall 

day and a spankin’ new hospital¬ 

ity tent — it was perhaps the best 

homecoming game Queen’s has 

seen in years. The students and 

alumni merged together and told 

their tales of past glories and 

future dreams over a nice cold 

cup of $3 draft. 

The perfect day ‘kicked off’ at 

1 p.m. and Richardson Stadium 

was eventually filled to capacity. 

The fans on the student side had 

an excruciatingly long wait to get 

into the stadium as Student 

Constables were frisking every¬ 

one. On the alumni side, how¬ 

ever, service was swift and 

efficient without any hassles. 

Maybe security figured that the 

alumni were too old and tired to 

party with the current group of 

students. That judgement call, 

however, was quickly proven 

false. 

With every touchdown 
scored, the happily 

hosed crowd 
responded by belting 

out a throaty 

‘Oil Thigh’ 

Once students and alumni 

made their way into the stadium, 

many found time to check out 

the hospitality area. Judging 

from the reaction of most of the 

participants, it was a resounding 

success. While there are still a 

few kinks to be ironed out (like 

the gargantuan line-ups and the 

one beer at a time policy), 

Queen’s can hold its head up 

high for creating an area that 

provided so many good times 

without any altercations. 

The best part of the hospital¬ 

ity area, besides the beer of 

course, was the mingling 

between alumni and students. 

Everyone was happy to be back 

and the stories and jokes flowed 

as freely as the draft. With every 

touchdown scored, the happily 

hosed crowd responded by belt¬ 

ing out a throaty ‘Oil Thigh’ and 

performing a little highland 

dancing. Once most of the beer 

had been consumed, we realized 

that the game was almost over 

and thus staggered to the side¬ 

lines in anticipation. We had to 

carry on the tradition of charging 

the field and taking part in the 

biggest ‘Oil Thigh’ in recent 

years. After a false start with 0.4 

seconds left in the game, the mad 

hysteria swept over the field and 

the heart of Queen’s University 

shone through. 

I’ve been to four homecom¬ 

ings now and this was definitely 

the sweetest. Maybe since this 

was my last one as student, I took 

a step back and really paid atten¬ 

tion to the sights and sounds of 

the Queen’s spirit. As every stu¬ 

dent knows, once in a while 

everything falls into place and 

the perfect partying day occurs. 

While those of us graduating this 

year will never experience this 

same sensation again, it was cer¬ 

tainly satisfying while it lasted. 

Of course, many of us will be 

back next year as alumni when 

we can relive our younger days 

and pass on all of our worldly 

wisdom to those not yet baptized 

to Queen’s spirit. 

wm 

A bie group of fans hang out and enjoy the festivities at the Homecoming/Kill McGill football game. Queen’s won 36-0. 
66 J--=----- PHOTO PHOTO BY APRIL BOND 

Soccer teams dominate Ryerson 
By Matthew Grant and the Rams’ frustration was 

evident late in the second half, 

The Queen’s men s soccer when Ryerson’s Tim Clark was 

team savagely pummeled the ejectecj after a flagrant tackle on 

Ryerson Rams by a mark of b-1 an attacking Queen’s player. It 

on a humid Sunday afternoon. wa| gjs second yellow card of 

The win capped off a successful tj,g afternoon and the Gaels 

Alumni Weekend for Queen s were able to roll to victory with 

varsity sports at Richardson t|je man advantage for the last 

Stadium. 20 minutes. 

Andy Westoll opened the “The alumni who came out to 

scoring for-the game really 

Queen’s and MEN’S SOCCER gave us a boost,” 

joining him on , o commented 

the scoresheet UUEEN b Muira. Muira 

was teammate RYERSON_spoke of a team 

Mike Cowan dinner a few days 

who scored three goals in the prjor to the game where there 

first half of the game. Ben Taylor was mention of the ’93 team, 

and Pedro Miura also scored for j^at SqUad was one that coaches 

the Gaels, and Joe Posca netted fe|t was jn a transition period, 

two as well. One of his goals was |,ut then went undefeated for 

of the highlight reel variety in ^g second half of the season, 

which he rendered two Ryerson j^liura. and the rest of the Gaels, 

defenders utterly useless as he many Qf whom are rookies, 

walked in all alone. hope that this game can put 

Queen’s had Ryerson upset rhem on the same path, 

right from the opening minutes 

By Calvin Lam 

With a 3-0 shutout versus 

the Ryerson Rams, the Queen’s 

women's soccer team extended 

their win streak to five games 

and grabbed sole possession of 

first place in the OUA East 

division. 

It was a great first half that 

allowed the Gaels to cruise to an 

easy victory. Co- - 

captain Jen WOMEN’S 

Sarginson QueEN’S 

Ryerson 
opened the scor¬ 

ing with a quick 

goal just two 

minutes into the match. Then 

25 minutes later, forward Angie 

Crockford made it 2-0 for 

Queen’s, on a goal that was set 

up by a beautiful chip pass that 

put her on a breakaway. The 

Ryerson goaltender stopped her 

first shot, but Crockford was 

there to bang home the 

rebound. Queen’s third and 

final tally came from the foot of 

midfielder Judith Trepanier who 

took a superb cross set up by Jill 

Kitching from deep in the cor¬ 

ner and buried it behind the 

helpless goalie. 

Queen’s balanced attack 

proved to be too much for the 

Rams as the Gaels dictated the 

flow of the entire match. Their 

superior passing 

Q and ball handling 
SOCCER skuls were dearly 

3 evident as they 

0 spent much of the 

- game deep in 

Ryerson territory. 

The only serious threat to 

Gaels’ goalkeeper and CIAU 

Athlete of the Week Amanda 

Foran’s shutout came midway 

through the second half. A 

Ryerson forward managed to 

evade her defender and fired a 

point blank shot that was batted 

Please see Gaels on page I I 
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RUSSELL PET Nominations are open for The Journal Board of 
Directors Staff/Contributor Position 

If you would like to help guide the business operations of your 
student newspaper and you have written, taken photos, or 

contributed to The Journal at least twice since May, you are 

eligible to sit on The Journal Board of Directors as a voting 
member. If you are interested, please cal! Laura at 545-2800. 

Voting for this position will take place on Sunday, October 4 

from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Everyone who has contributed to 
The Journal is eligible to vote. Come join us! 

Chalmers United Church 
212 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 

546-3263 

A Caring Community, 
a Questioning Faith, 
a Grounded Hope 

Worship every Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 
Faculty, and Staff! 

Join us, in person or by radio 

DeeslBine for applications.- 
Opinions Editor — Friday, Ocl. 2 al 5 p.m. 

Slalf/Gontribulor Nominalions — Wednesday. September 30 at 3 p.m. 

Flections will be held Sunday. Oct. 4 at The Journal House 

Applications for Opinioas editor can be dropped off al 272 Earl St, 

taxed to 545-6728. or e-mailed lo journal@nosl.aueensu.ca. For more 

into., contact Keith, lauia ot Tata at The lournal. 

Visit our web site: http://web.canlink.coni/ucckingstoiVcbalmers/ 

Executive Stationary 
- great for eover letter? and rewwes 

Pubwear 

Student Lounge 
Upper Ceilid^ JDUC 

545-2J2.0 

uos@ams.gueensu.cn 
M'n'ntvmisgueensu.ca/AJVlS/UBS 
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Gaels undefeated 

Queen’s in action last Sunday. 
PHOTO BY TIM GILLESPIE 

Continued from page 9 

away by an outstretched Foran. The 
keeper continued her incredible hot 
streak in net, posting her second consec¬ 
utive shutout and allowing just two goals 
in her last five games. Her stellar net- 
minding capabilities have been a key rea¬ 
son for the Gaels’ early season success. 

While the team was pleased with their 
results, they were equally pleased that 
the match gave many of their starters a 
much needed break. “This was a good 
game for us. We’re fighting a lot of 
injuries and we need some time to rest,” 
commented midfielder Nuala Grieve, 
who herself was sidelined by an ankle 
injury. Like many of the other regular 
starters, Grieve expects to return to the 
starting lineup in Tomorrow’s match 
against Carleton. 

In the game 
Men's tennis 

The unbeaten squad had a perfect 
weekend at the RMC tennis courts oblit¬ 
erating both Brock and Ottawa 7-0 on 
Saturday. 

Women's field hockey 

In a spirited struggle, the field hockey 
, team tied the powerful Guelph squad 0- 
0 in in Toronto. 

fashion. The undefeated team beat 
Waterloo 7-0 and then beat York 5-2 vic¬ 
tory. 

Men's Lacrosse 

In a tough outing, the team lost to 
rival York University 18-7 at West 
Campus. Neil Boon paced the attack 
with two goals in a losing cause. 

Men's rugby 

Women's tennis The first team remained undefeated 
_ by beating the going on the road and 

The squad traveled to Toronto and defeating the vaunted Western Mustangs 
won both of its matches in convincing 47-L>. The second team had an easier 

time winning 43-3. 

We regret to announce the death of Accessible 
Post-Secondary Education 

Outside JDUC 

11:45am 

: Mm by Mi Tom Stanley MIS Pres idem 

From Saturday, October 3, 

you'll only have 212 days to 

get a job 
after graduation. So why 

not come to IBM’s career 

fair and get a head start? 

open house 

On Saturday, October 3. you’re invited to IBM’s 

headquarters to learn about the exciting opportunities 

open to you in almost all areas oi the company. 

Mark the date on your calendar. You don’t want to miss 

this opportunity to get a sense of the buzz that comes 

from creating the stuff that will change the world. Reps 

from various areas of IBM. along with the leading-edge 

technology being used by business today, will be on 

band so you can get a lirsl-pcrson look at the kind of 

energy, inventiveness and breakthrough thinking that 

make IBM a great place lo work. 

Opportunities abound lor comp sei, engineering, business 

and arts students in all areas of IBM - Irom our leading 

software lab to ISM Corp. to our IBM Global Services 

team. So slop by. Who knows, you could fiml yourself 

workin1' on some, of the coolest find most innovative 

projects in the industry - in just 212 days. 

Date: Saturday. OeinberI1 

Location: IBM 

3600 Steeles \\.mi 
Markham. Onlarit 

transportation 

To make i 1 ravt ■lling to our career lair a bit easier. 

we’ve arr, iingt ■d for you to be picked up and dropped 

off by con toll. 

Time: M: 10 a. m. 

Location: r Mil ekintosli-Coin Hall 

register today! 

IBM and Solutions lor a small planel aie reglsiered trade-in oi Iniernallonal Business Machines Corporation at 

n.ihm.com/ltr 

l-HOO-IBM-CAM. (1-800-420-2255). Kxt.TIQ 

er licence by IBM Canada lid 1998 IBM Corp. All rights reserved Solutions for a small planet" 
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0>jVfc CHECK US Odr 
\ ‘As good as it can be’ 

mode of attack they chose. This is i 

I Our burger* 
with do flOrn, 

prutrvatlva or MSG 
added Topped with tom re, 

tomato sndiervedc 
labor bun with (Vi 

or onion rings. 

The Gourmet Burger 

& Grilled Chicken 

Specialists 

A Variety of 20 
“Mouth Watering” Burgers 

and 20 “To Die For” 
Grilled Chicken Sandwiches 

(•GREAT PRICES® I 

burgers! 
from I 

$4,75-$6.50f 

Also checkout ...Jj 
Garlic Bread (5 kinds) 

Homemade Chili 
Nacho Dinners (5 kinds) 

Chicken Strip Dinner /T 
Chicken Caesar 

Cheesy Chili Fries 

Don’t forget our Desserts 
Cheesecakes (5 kinds) 

Sundaes (5 kinds) 

and our 

Old Fashioned 

Milkshakes 

Jj 
409 Johnson Street at University Avenue 

f Kingston, Ontario Canada K7L1Z1 

(613) 547-3771 

mode of attack they chose. This is a 

Continued from pageT credit to the multi-talented offensive 

nc rprminated Tim Aru, who had line, which did not allow a sack. “The 

dnVceeTm-hiBk 'll' tackles, sacked line keeps getting better every week," 
David McKinnon 13 remarked Yovetich. They ve risen to 

second before halftime. the challenge of having young guyi 

The Gaels did not rest on their lau- playing, and having injuries. They’re an 

rels as they emerged for the third quar- example of what everyone on this team 

ter. They quickly put the game out of is.” ter. lnc/ 4UK.1'.; r-- ^ 
reach with three touchdowns, coming 

on a 52-yard pass from Howes to 

DiRinaldo followed by two Correale 

scoring runs. After this the only 

remaining question was whether the 

defensive unit would retain its shutout. 

Late in the final quarter, McGill 

reserve pivot Josh Summerfeldt took 

the Redmen to the Queen’s three-yard 

line. However, the Gaels barred the 

door, thwarting two pass attempts and 

“[Robyn’s] just relentless and 
tireless. He did such a good 

job blocking at the point 
of attack.” 

— Tailback Paul Correale 

“Everyone was trying to play every 

door, tnwarting two pass dLiu„ro play,” surmised coach Howes, particu- 

taking over on downs with 2:38 larly pleased with the fierce downfield 

remaining. blocking of his receiving corps, who 

The "shutout, Queen’s first since had an outstanding day. Seven Gaels 

1995, was vindication for a defensive caught at least two passes, paced by 

unit that had previously been vulnera- MacLean, with five receptions for 124 

ble to big plays. McGill did not have an yards. 

offensive play over 20 yards, gaining a Correale, who gained a game-high 

paltry 191 yards on the day with stand- 156 yards from scrimmage and scored 

out halfback Shawn Linden, the bane of three touchdowns, praised the toil of 

the Gaels in recent years, kept to 65 Robyn, his backfield mate. “He’s just 

yards rushing. relentless and tireless. He did such a 

Haddad expressed empathy for his good job blocking at the point of 

former teammate, commenting, “They attack.” 

don’t have the experienced players they Surrounded by such an embarrass- 

once had around him, on the [offensive] ment of riches, quarterback Beau 

line in particular." On playing against Howes had a field day. He completed 

his former team, Haddad added, “It was 15 0f 19 passes for a gaudy 312 yards, 

fun, and strange... I don’t think I’ve had despite sharing snaps with Fallscheer, 

a more emotional experience. 

Offensively, the Gaels were even 

more devastating, accumulating 577 

yards and moving the ball by whatever 

who played well in relief. 

“We have a beautiful team thing 

going,” said coach Howes. “Today, 

every part was as good as it can be.” 

Education Information Fair 

Thursday 

October 1st 
(11am -2 Pm) 

JDUC 
Upper & Lower 

Ceilidh 

Meet Program Representatives 

Ontario Universities American Schools 

Brock Canisius College 
Lakehead Niagara University 
Ottawa State U of N.Y., Potsdam 
Queen’s 
Toronto Australian & British Schools 
Western K.O.M. 
York T.E.A.C.H. 

information on programs offered 

answers to questions on admission requirements 

advice on teaching prospects and working out of 
province 

Presented by Career Services 
http://careers.queensu.ca 

HYP 
GOUSlITTEi 

Volunteers Needed! 

Committee Members 

Tutors at K.C.V.I. and 

LaSalle at lunchtime. 

One hour per week and 

occasional meetings 

GREAT EXPERIENCE! 

Applications available In front of the 

v AMS office. MAC. Office, and 
f* Infobank. Due on Friday, October 2 by 

4pm. For more information contact the 
MAC. office at 545-6000x5178 or 

municlpl@anns.queensu.ca arm** uw 

stuhnt gj.ip.vpn 
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Let’s get it on! 
The student’s guide to getting your degree in love 

By Sarah Crosbie 

COULD YOU FEEL IT? Last Friday 

night, amidst an overhyped 

“Mansion” keg party, selected 

house parties and the plentiful porch 

hangouts, there was a feeling of love and 

romance wafting in the air. 

No, crazy kids, it wasn’t the scads of 

overflowing Sleeman’s plastic cups in the 

streets that was giving our neighbour¬ 

hood a warm fuzzy feeling — it was 

actual love — true, real, concrete, visible 

love. It wasn’t emanating from us 

though, but rather from the Alumni. 

Colonies of love-filled adults roamed the 

streets, droning on about the sights, 

sounds and memories of their/our happy 

abode. 

Never has our little village been 

invaded by so many people “in love.” 

Males with Comm ’73 jackets held hands 

and smooched their long-time girlfriend, 

or probably wife by now, female ArtScis 

'75. Female Sci ’89 was quite happy to be 

piggy-backed around campus by their Sci 

'86 main squeeze. But now that 

Homecoming weekend has ended, I must 

ask: where’s the love? 

The Queen’s love and dating scene is 

a convoluted enigma probably too tough 

even for Jojo’s Psychic Alliance. More 

difficult than the last question on the 

PHYS 114 final exam is determining 

how to get the person you have the 

biggest crush on since NKOTB or 

Jennifer Love Hewitt. So here it is, some 

insights, observations, comments and 

suggestions on the Art of Love and 

Dating at Queen's. 

Y 
-you CAN’T GET THROUGH much of 

university without hearing statistics such 

as “75 per cent of people meet their 

spouses at university,” or “you’re more 

ikely to be hijacked on an airplane than 

&et married after 35.” Frosh: these 

Relationship #2 — 
“We seem to be 

normal, but really...” 

— Beneath their peel of love 
we see that their relationship 

is controlled by some 
bizarre interest. 

Relationship #1 

horny.” 

“We’re not really together — we just have sex when we’re 

rumours shouldn’t scare you. Second 

years and above: these thoughts will or 

surely have entered your mind. 

In high school, many dream of getting 

to university and finding their soul mate, 

their perfect significant other — immedi¬ 

ately. Whether you’ve been celibate in 

mind and body your entire high school 

career so that you can be completely free 

and ready to capture that perfect person, 

or you’ve broken up with your long-term 

partner of four years so that you can find 

“the one” — you’ll realize very quickly, if 

you haven't already, that this ideal situa¬ 

tion is not going to happen. Most envi¬ 

sion that you’re going to walk into PSYC 

100 and the most yummy boy/girl is 

going to be saving a seat for you. Your 

allure results from your courage to style 

silk pyjamas pants with an inside-out 

sweat-shirt, complete with bedhead and 

stale beer breath from the night before. 

Does it ever happen? No. 

What will happen? Well, it’s always a 

bitch to generalize, however, this peak 

over the hills of the Queen’s dating/love 

scene might just reveal some secrets 

about your previous, current and future 

adventures in love. 

Although relationships come in 

many different forms at Queen’s, there 

are essentially four different types rang¬ 

ing from the most pathetic to the most 

cute to the most admirable. 

Relationship #1 — “We’re not really 
together — we just have sex when 

we’re horny.” 

The Skinny: Possibly the most fun, yet 

also the most dangerous. 

No commitment is involved and no 

mandatory phone calls or long billing 

hours. Those involved are not obligated 

to inquire about classes or how great 

band/football/jive practice was. It’s nice 

because it’s a toilet paper relationship — 

throw it away when you’re done. But 

dangers lurk ahead when one becomes 

emotionally involved (and to dispel 

myths, it is not always the female). One 

person believes it’s time for the “rela¬ 

tionship to reach the next level” — Fine 

if both parties want this, but disastrous if 

both don’t. 

Relationship #2 — 

“We seem to be normal, but really...” 

The Skinny: The relationship that every¬ 

one thinks they want. 

These cute couples hold hands, sit 

together in all areas of campus and they 

appear superficially interested in one 

another, but when their skins are peeled 

we see that their relationship is really 

controlled by some bizarre interest — 

both love refried beans — they eat them, 

play with them and use them in sexual 

foreplay. There’s someone for everyone 

so enjoy your kinky fetishes. 

Relationship #3 — 

“We think we’re married” 

The Skinny: Easily the most annoying 

relationship to ever exist. 

Both believe and act like every trip to 

the grocery store is a walk down the 

aisle. They dress the same, cut their hair 

the same, take the same courses and 

spend every waking minute together. 

And if they live in close proximity (i.e. 

residence or your house) it’s even more 

annoying. As they spoonfeed Swedish 

meatballs to each other in matching his 

and her bathrobes, your kitchen becomes 

the location of the makings of high class 

cuisine. They’re so cute you want to 

puke, but you don’t and you happily lis¬ 

ten to them shower together every morn¬ 

ing. Advice: a fun game to play is to see 

how many times you can flush the toilet 

during a shower shagging session. 

Relationship #4 “This is it" 

The Skinny: This is it. 

For the small minority of people 

who’ve actually found their one true love 

and it is honest and sincerely “normal” 

— good for you. Hold on tight, work at 

it, enjoy it forever or while it lasts. 

Recurring problems 

^$1HETHER OR NOT YOU’RE currently 

hooked up, past experiences tell you that 

all relationships are plagued by problems 

and annoying idiosyncrasies. Physical 

appearance irritations are harmful, 

because well, unless you’re willing to 

undergo plenty of cosmetic surgery, your 

image is your image. Ugly toenails, 

deformed nipples, or just way too much 

body hair are things we have to learn to 

deal with. 

“I think blowjobs/head is the 
most appalling idea — I’m 

not ready for anything more 
than holding hands.” 

— A sure-fire way to put any 
troubled relationship on ice. 

Talking about a personal sexual idio¬ 

syncrasy, whether your sexual repertoire 

is built upon a Cosmopolitan subscrip¬ 

tion or your only musical turn-on is a 

Saturday Night Fever soundtrack, you’ve 

got some work to do. (Hint: there’s def¬ 

initely something wrong if you’re bruis¬ 

ing your partner, or if you allot only 27 

minutes to have conversation, foreplay, 

Continued on next page 
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“the deed," afterglow and then 

more conversation). 

Lastly, if your partner's 

eccentricity rises to a point that 

either they think they’ve dated 

you in past lives or they want to 

experience a golden shower 

with you — it’s rime to have a 

long serious talk (or run). 

How to know 
when to let go 

You’ve found each other, 

had some fun, but now it’s time 

to let go. 

Let go and let it end. 

Once it’s over, it’s over. 

Leave it alone and let it die. 

Is this clear? The minute you 

begin to question your house¬ 

mates, friends, or the security 

guards in the A&P parking lor, 

you know you're headed for 

trouble. The question, “What 

should I do?" is the most obvi¬ 

ous indication that your rela¬ 

tionship is in mud. Another sure 

sign is when everything the per¬ 

son does is flat-out annoying — 

the amount of gel they wear in 

their hair, they way they pick 

the poppy seeds off their bagel 

— everything and anything 

makes you cringe. 

So... it just ain’t working. 

Now what? The dump. Dump is 

the right word. No one ever 

truly means, “I really want to be 

friends.” You’re letting them go 

and hard. Don’t feel guilty — 

everyone does it and if it hasn’t 

happened yet, it will. 

Ever feel like playing the Queen’s field of dating is like blowing 
air into a popped balloon? Take care in knowing that you’re 

not alone. 

liners miss the bullseye, then it’s 

time to get out the BIG GUNS. 

Just blow ’em away. No tact, 

sincerity or caring is involved in 

these break-up lines. If it were 

between the skunks and them, 

Pepe Le Pew would have to do. 

Try these on for size 
(one size fits all): 

“I love you — let’s get married.” 

“I love you — let’s have a baby.” 

“I think blowjobs/head is the 

most appalling idea — I’m not 

ready for anything more than 

Recommended lines 

“I really thought I was ready for 

a relationship, but I’m not.” 

“I can’t be involved right now, 

ENGL 269 is just too time 

demanding” 

“My housemate, whom I love to 

death, really likes you, so I can’t 

be with you.” 

“I totally think our astrological 

signs are compatible — come 

see a psychic with me.” 

And if these poignant one- 

holding hands.” „ 

“I’ve slept with your brother. 

“I hate every bone in your body, 

except mine.” 
What’s that? You don t fit 

into any of these categories? 

Congratulations! You don t have 

to worry about how to keep a 

relationship, nor how to dump 

one. Like thousands of other 

Queen’s students YOU’RE 

SINGLE. 
But on the downstroke, your 

situation isn’t “socially accept¬ 

able.” So everyone in your life 

plays the matchmaker to find 

someone, anyone for your 

romantic life. “But, I m quite 

content with an empty bed,” 

you reply, “except for my own 

personal toys, and no the 56- 

year old sitting across the table 

at Lino’s is NOT more appealing 

than loneliness.” 

On the one hand, we have 

the precarious realm of dating. 

But, on the other, we have 

cucumbers and hairbrush han¬ 

dles. Which would you pick? 

So if you’re single and happy, 

go with your toys. 

It takes guts 

The problem at Queen’s is 

not whether to be single or 

attached. It’s a personal decision 

that only you can make. The 

problem is that everyone comes 

with absurd expectations. 

You’re not going to find the per¬ 

fect person unless either you’re 

really damn lucky or you work 

at it. 

Queen’s is not a bad place to 

look for love as there is a good 

Then come on out to'”~“!''*”" 

essay stress?? 

"BREAK THE FAST" 
at the Hillel House; 1 24 Centre Street 
Wednesday September 30 at 7:45pm. 

FREE with an $18 MEMBERSHIP —\ 
or 

$5 at the door FOR FREE TUTORIALS CAI r 

VV QUEENS HILLEL: THE HUB OF |A. 
“y* JEWISH STUDENT ACTIVITY XX 

THE WRITING CENTRE 
140 Stuart @ University 

545-6315 

crop of dating candidates here. 

We’re attractive, fun and smart 

(we do have the highest 

entrance levels in Canada) so 

why can’t we all find someone 

to love? 

It’s all in the form of the rela¬ 

tionship. Back when we were 14 

and we started to “go out” with 

people, parents found this con¬ 

cept rather bizarre, always ques¬ 

tioning, “Where are y0u 

going?” 

The fundamental problem is 

that we’re not going anywhere. 

Dump is the right 
word. No one ever 

truly means, “I really 
want to be friends.” 
You’re letting them 

go and hard. 

Relationships are stagnant and 

always failing to propel the indi¬ 

vidual to a heightened state of 

perpetual bliss. Honestly, how 

exciting is it to be with same 

person every day? 

The system our parents had 

in the fifties and sixties worked 

a lot better and it’s only two 

words that need to be re-intro- 

duced into our vocabulary — 

real dating. No one dates, but 

everyone wants to. Have we lost 

our courage? Everyone has that 

one cute person they’re dying to 

have the balls to ask out for cof¬ 

fee/bowling/bingo, but you can’t 

because that one call signifies 

you’re in love with them. 

It’s ludicrous. 

Queen’s should adopt a “ser¬ 

ial monogamy” policy as 

follows: 

Shopping on Princess Street is 

not a trip to pick out engage¬ 

ment rings. 

A walk around the lake does 

not signify a walk down the 

aisle. 

Dinner does not mean a 

rehearsal dinner for marriage. 

Date whomever you want. 

There is no secret party that 

everyone goes to each Saturday 

night to hook up with their love 

interests. The parties are not 

advertised behind all the posters 

on the telephone poles — trust 

me, I’ve looked. 

Be brave, call and if they say 

“yeah, see ya,” call someone 

else. The first “Sure!” could sur¬ 

prise and perhaps even qualify 

for second date status. Just don’t 

screw it up... unless screwing is 

your only interest. 

When it comes to toys, Sarah 

Crosbie prefers the hairbrush handle. 

Hit Canada Ward. 
P H P ift a the most powerful Cana 
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Bunnett is musical, 
but not entertaining 

Concert Review 

By Michelle Cheng 

The auditorium was almost full. The 

air was filled with excitement as the 

audience anticipated a night of entertain¬ 

ment; a night of warm exotic Cuban 

beats accompanying the sounds of tradi¬ 

tional jazz. 

The Jane Bunnett concert began on a 

low note because the show didn’t start 

on time — usual with any concert per¬ 

haps. Eventually, the seven piece band 

filed in. It was composed of four native 

Cuban musicians, straight from Havana, 

and three “Northerners,” as Bunnett 

stated, including herself. The band con¬ 

sisted of a pianist, an acoustic bass 

player, a drummer, a vocalist, a trum¬ 

peter (Bunnett’s husband Larry Cramer), 

a bongo player and, of course, Jane 

Bunnett herself on the soprano saxo¬ 

phone and flute. 

They started with a lively, energetic 

tune — indeed it was a mixture of two 

cultural elements. It was also an interest¬ 

ing mix of Cuban beats and jazz. It was 

obvious that Bunnett was careful in 

selecting the members of her band; all 

were incredible musicians, improvising 

extraordinarily. They performed various 

songs, ranging from those featured in 

Bunnett’s first Afro-Cuban album Spirits 

of Havana, to a few traditional Cuban 

songs. The sound of many of the songs 

were well formatted, with beautiful vocal 

harmonies provided by members of the 

band. Their sound is definitely unique. 

Bunnett’s special sound was definitely 

interesting. It is best described as “Cuban 

bebop.” Technically speaking, the drum¬ 

beats were Cuban and tunes were bebop- 

ish. As such, the nature of the music isn’t 

one that I could simply sit down and lis¬ 

ten to for very long. Obviously some 

people in the audience also found 

Bunnett’s music unappealing because 

approximately a third of the audience 

disappeared after intermission. Perhaps 

the audience left because Bunnett’s music 

is an acquired sound, better appreciated 

by the more enthused fans of bebop jazz, 

such as those nodding heads in the audi¬ 

ence. 

It was unfortunate however, that 

Bunnett and company didn’t try to gain 

more-fans that night. When they first 

opened the show, the band lacked 

energy. They didn’t seem to enjoy the 

music they were playing, nor did they 

take advantage of the audience’s excite¬ 

ment to fuel their show. The band’s 

energy only started climb during their 

third song, their energy like roller 

coaster ride that picked up over the 

course of the show. 

Bunnett, a Toronto native, was 

already an established musician before 

she embarked on her new journey of 

integrating jazz and other cultural ele¬ 

ments. She had studied under several 

accomplished musicians such as Barry 

Harns, Steve Lacy and Don Pullen. In 

1984, Bunnett took a vacation in 

Santiago de Cuba with husband Larry 

Cramer where she discovered her inter¬ 

est in bringing jazz across cultural barri¬ 

ers, namely Cuban. Since then, she 

released Spirits of Havana in 1991 for 

which she earned a Juno nomination. Six 

years later, Chamalongo was released. 

Bunnett stated that her newest goal is 

to “incorporate the total roots of Afro- 

Cuban music. All of my past musical 

experiences have led me to Chamalongo 

— I know it’s the most passionate and 

powerfully felt record of my career.” 

Overall, Bunnett provided a good 

musical jam session for her fans. It 

wasn’t as much an entertaining show as it 

was a large improv session. Bunnett 

hardly entertained; she has a quiet pres¬ 

ence, saying little, and simply seemed 

focused on playing the saxophone or 

flute. Bunnett, in her essence, was a 

musician, not an entertainer. 

By Ellen Lee 

It is not difficult to become entranced 

by Catherine Dolcini’s artwork. While 

gazing at her paintings, which are 

expressed as oil on panel, one is drawn 

into a warm dream-like state. 

The main subjects the artist touches 

upon are domestic objects, such as 

antique furniture and the large airy 

rooms containing them. Through the use 

°f feathery, undefined strokes and the 

application of soft muted colour, Dolcini 

manages to capture the cozy atmosphere 

°f home. 

One of the more colourful pieces pre- 

^ m in her new collection is entitled The 

ellow Bedroom at Warden House. This 

Representation depicts a cheery bedroom 

athed in sunlight. A whole spectrum of 

yellow hues, ranging from pale to deep 

Art Review 

A room with a 
view 

Dolcini’s art is entrancing because 
of colour and shape 

golden yellow are reflected in the rug 

and the bedspread covering the lovely 

four-poster bed. This painting reflects 

the light and intensity which is present in 

all of Dolcini’s paintings. Another vivid 

piece by Dolcini is entitled Mildred’s 

Piano. Heather grey, light blue and sub¬ 

dued pinks are just a few of the examples 

of soft colours used around the edges of 

the piece. This technique allows the 

viewer to focus his or her attentions on 

the beautiful chestnut piano in the centre 

of the room. The hint of sunlight filter¬ 

ing in through a window in the upper 

right hand corner provides a subtle 

shadow effect. 

I was drawn to the expansive 
ruby-coloured carpet, which 

is reminiscent of a regal 
estate home of days gone by. 

My favourite piece is entitled Some 

Pieces from the Ward House. This paint¬ 

ing shows a spacious hallway facing the 

front door, with doorways leading off to 

the left and right that open to additional 

rooms. A stately grandfather clock and 

mahogany chairs and tables are uniquely 

interspersed down the passage. 

However, what captivates the observer 

most is the plush red carpet lining the 

hall. I was drawn to the expansive ruby- 

coloured carpet, which is reminiscent of 

a regal estate home of days gone by. The 

predominant use of reds, pinks and 

browns in this piece provides the hallway 

with an atmosphere of luxury, as well as 

comforc. 

Dolcini is no stranger to the world of 

art. The former Napanee resident 

attended the School of Fine Art in 

Chicago, and also taught at Loyalist 

College before graduating with a 

Bachelor of Fine Arts at Queen’s in 

1997. Along with nearly a dozen group 

and solo showings of her work, mostly 

Kingston based, she also possesses cura¬ 

torial experience at Queen’s own Union 

Gallery. Dolcini’s new collection will be 

exhibited until October 18 at the 

Edward Day Gallery. 

The 
little 

Rascalz 
Band Interview 

By Greg Dole 

When The Queen’s Journal 

reviewed the Rascalz’ Cash Crop album 

in 1997, the writer gave so much praise 

and respect to the Vancouver group 

that 1 had to check them out. The 

review was no exaggeration. The Van- 

City hip-hop crew dropped a hot 

album on the Canadian hip hop scene. 

The first single from the album, 

“Dreaded Fist” was fat with a “ph," 

and the group produced a spooky 

RZA-like video for that track as well. 

In short, the Rascalz were the real deal. 

Some time later, the Rascalz joined 

up with hip-hop talent across the coun¬ 

try to make the infamous track 

“Northern Touch.” This Canadian hip 

hop anthem featured artists such as 

Choclair, Kardinal Offishall, 

Checkmate and Thrust. The beat may , 

have been borrowed from the 1970s 

BTE Express, but the song was distinc¬ 

tively their own. It ripped through 

mainstream music charts, traiJblazing 

for the hip hop cause in this country. 

Jumping ahead to the present day, 

the Rascalz hip hop love-train is com¬ 

ing to Queen’s University. The group 

has gone from playing the indie circuit 

to mainstream crowds across Canada. 

Last Wednesday, the Rascalz brought 

their music to the Much Music Video 

Awards. Before going home that night, 

they took away the “Best Rap Video” 

award. This time around, they 

accepted the recognition. 

Earlier this year, the group declined 

their Juno award in order to protest the 

lack of support for urban music in 

Canada. The average Canadian takes 

no notice of the insignificant Juno 

awards ceremony, the Rascalz made die 

event newsworthy for the first time in 

years. At the same rime, in giving the 

Canadian music industry the middle 

finger, the Rascalz apparently helped 

their chances of breaking into main¬ 

stream Canada. 

Now the spotlight is on them; it 

took a week for the group to give me 

an interview! Rascalz MC Red-1 attrib¬ 

uted the success to the independent 

music scene, giving respect to college 

radio deejays across Canada. 

“Musicians seem to be the ones who 

are being shafted,” he said. 

The best way to earn success, he 

reckoned, is to do as much as you can 

by yourself. “Independent is the way to 

go..It costs mad dough to get it going, 

but we started Figure IV Records, we 

own it. Now by doing it our way, we 

come to the table in a better position 

when dealing with the record compa¬ 

nies,” continued MC Red-One. 

However, the Rascalz probably did¬ 

n’t have much choice about whether or 

not to go independent. Rarely has hip 

hop had support in the Canadian music 

industry. Even in the wake of Maestro 

Please see Hip Hoppin' on page 18 
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Pesto’s hard to swallow 
Italian eatery’s main courses disappoint 

PHOTO BY SAMSUNWL 

Restaurant Review 

Frankie Pestos 
167 Ontario St. 

By Tanya Haas 

There are several different excuses 

that allow you to escape from having to 

spend dinner eating at Ban Righ or in 

your grease - laden ghetto kitchen. One 

is the meal treated by the visiting family. 

The other is the awkward first date with 

that special someone. Frankie Pestos 

could be one of your future choices for 

either of these upcoming special dinners. 

My desire for a special dining experi¬ 

ence sans family took me to Frankie 

Pestos, a young italian eatery located 

across from the Cocamo in the Kingston 

core on Ontario Street. I invited my Gael 

to help me critique one of my first off- 

campus meals. Walking into this cozy, 

two-level restaurant, the artistic decor 

grabbed my attention. Vibrant art, along 

with the white lights intertwined with 

rhe dried flowers on the ceiling, created 

.in artistic and unique atmosphere. Dim 

lighting, decorated sponged walls and 

eighties instrumental music added to the 

warm environment. The evening’s hosts, 

Meg and Tim, both greeted us with ear 

to ear smiles. Our servers were very 

friendly, yet the constant questioning of 

“How is everything?" and trying to 

answer with your mouth full of salad 

became quite irritating. Frankie s service 

and ambience were impressive for such a 

young establishment. 

Our meal began with a measly portion 

of caesar salad, which frankly is outper- 

Dim lighting, decorated 
sponged walls and eighties 

instrumental music added to 
the warm environment. 

formed by the Marriot cafeteria version. 

Thankfully, our half litre of Verdicchio, 

the house white wine, cost $14, and eas¬ 

ily washed down the salad. Indeed, the 

wine was a delightfully dry and sophisti¬ 

cated choice. Our order of garlic bread 

with melted cheese ($6.99) was a huge 

loaf but lacked the garlic taste we craved. 

Take on vour Future. 
Let Canada’s Youth Employment 

Strategy help. 
Call 1800 935-S555 

□ Get work experience and 

internship opportunities 

here at home and abroad. 
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The pieces were so big that we had to eat 

them with a fork and knife. 

The meal continued with a large por¬ 

tion of Fruiti de Mare - shrimp, calamari 

mussels ($12.99) and the Napoletan 

pizza ($8.98). The large helping of pasta 

and seafood was generous, but after a 

few spoonfuls, the fishy taste lost its nov¬ 

elty. My thin crusted pizza had a mild 

tomato sauce with a heavy selection of 

toppings including eggplant, olives and 

mushrooms. I say heavy, because twice 

my mushrooms rolled off the pizza onto 

the table where they tottered onto the 

floor. Also, the eggplant was so chewy 

that I had to subsequently remove it 

from the pizza with my hands and chew 

on it for several seconds. 

The important bathroom break was 

well rewarded with the cleanliness and 

spaciousness of the facilities. Walls cov¬ 

ered with painted vines and flowers and 

good lighting was well worth the journey 

down the steep steps. 

The meal ended with a perfect cafe au 

lait and coffee enjoyed with a moist 

Tiramasu and creamy Espresso 

Cheesecake (both $4.25). The desert, the 

wine, the service and the ambience were 

all highly enjoyable and satisfying. 

Frankie Pestos is an excellent 

place for a relaxing wine and chat, 

or coffee and dessert. However, 

until the main course becomes a 

little more exciting and easier to 

eat, I would not recommend 

heading there for that special 

meal — unless of course, you like 

collecting mushrooms (between 

your toes) while you’re playing 

footsies. 
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New horror flick Urban Legends takes a chance at myth 

Movie Review 

Urban Legends 
Cataraqui Cineplex 

Starring: Alicia Witt, Jared Leto, Joshua 

Jackson and Rebecca Gayheart 

By Lilian Kim 

Remember when your mother told 

you not to cross your eyes when you 

were a kid? She probably explained that 

ir would permanently stay like that for¬ 

ever and that no doctor will be able to fix 

it. Fact or fiction? Well, my eyes are not 

crossed. 

In comparison, the vision myth is 

minor to the consequences that the film 

Urban Legends has in store for the young 

stars. 

need to live vicariously through an 

actor’s/actress’s “previously accom¬ 

plished” status. All in good fun, but 

cliche. 

Urban Legends does make the whole 

There is no knight-in- 
shining-armor deal, just 

everyone saving 
everyone’s ass. 

of idea of urban legends disturbing while 

at the same time alluring. But because 

Hollywood kingpins sign the cheques 

and set the rules, the film misses out on 

creating a original and distinct outlook 

that it has the potential of relaying, per¬ 

haps missing out on being a legend of its 

The fact of the matter is that 
the film does take an 

intriguing turn with an issue 
that will even have non¬ 

believers interested. 

For first time director Jamie Blanks, 

Urban Legends could be somewhat of an 

unavoidable challenge. The film arrives 

in the wake of a string of horror-teen 

flicks that were spewed out for the last 

two summers. With the grossly large suc¬ 

cess of Scream and 1 Know What You Did 

Last Summer, both which are babying 

sequels. Urban Legends seems to have 

been stereotyped as part of a collective 

that it so desperately tries to remove 

itself from. 

The film carries-itself not only on the 

usual blood and guts, but with haunting 

mysticism and interesting folklore. The 

film stars Alicia Witt (Cybill), who por¬ 

trays Pendleton University student 

Natalie, caught in the mist of deadly tur¬ 

moil connected to the tales of urban leg¬ 

ends. Jared Leto (My So Called Life) 

stars as Paul, the university’s controver¬ 

sial reporter who attempts to piece 

together the strange deaths of several 

students. Natalie is the innocent link to 

all of the strategically planned deaths 

which has her questioning every person 

who she comes in contact with. One in 

particular is her “Intro to American 

Folklore” professor Wexler (Robert 

Englund of Freddie Krueger fame) who 

is a strong believer of urban legends. 

During one scene, Wexler has Natalie’s 

friend Brenda (Noxema girl Rebecca 

Gayheart) demonstrate the legend of Pop 

Rocks and Pepsi. It is believed that mix¬ 

ing the two substances will cause the 

individual to explode internally. Natalie 

refuses to chase with the Pepsi. But 

Damon (Dawson’s Creek’s Joshua 

Jackson) offers his stomach and downs 

the hard candy and caffeine. The out¬ 

come is for your eyes only. 

The characters in the film are 

creatively and independently developed. 

All of them contain their own personali¬ 

ties, from the smart-ass to the brainy 

heroine. Loretta Devine, who plays 

action cop Reese with a vengeance, idol¬ 

izes Pam Grier and has her chance to 

show her gun-toting abilities in the film. 

One of the main strong points of 

Urban Legends is that the plot treads a 

level ground throughout the film. There 

is no knight-in-shining-armor deal, just 

everyone saving everyone’s ass. 

The fact of the matter is that the film 

does take an intriguing turn with an issue 

that will even has non-believers inter¬ 

ested. The only problem is that Urban 

Legends takes a creative plotline and 

feeds it too much commercial sugar that 

it explodes with the same sort of novelty 

that other horror films encompass. 

During two points of the film, a play on 

Jackson’s involvement with hot ticket 

item Dawson’s Creek was mentioned and 

Gayheart’s Noxema cover girl position 

was obviously forced. A Film strong 

enough to hold its own ground does not 

Getting even closar-. 
Leto try to figure out thi 

ders. 
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The Sale 
Only Twice A Year 

Across North America 

Calvin Klein 
underwear 

SALE ON NOW! DON’T MISS IT! 

MR. ROGERS VS. 
Called a neighbourhood 

his own 

STREET CAPTAINS 
you can too 

Talked to his puppets you have LIVE neighbours 

Had a corny cardigan you get a cool T-shirt 

Took his shoes off 

in the house 

you wouldn’t DARE 

Lola's 
room 

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER 
BE A STREET CAPTAIN? 

THE MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION 
IS LOOKING FOH STREET CAPTAINS IN 
THE STUDENT VILLAGE. APPLICATIONS 
DUE @ AMS FHONT DESK ON TUESDAY. 
OCT 6.1998. COMMITTEE MEMBEHS 
NEEDED AS WELL. PLEASE APPLY @ AMS 
FRONT DESK OH WED. SEPT 30.1998. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
THE MAC@545-6000EKT. 5178 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 



Hip 
Hoppin’ 

Continued from page 17 

Fresh Wes, Canadian hip-hop; 
did nor really progress. With: 
the Rascalz this time around, 
the situation may be different. 

“Northern Touch" was 
meant to shine a light on 

■ Canada, all the talent coast to 
; coast," said Rcd-1. “Yes, many 
people think hip hop is strictly 
from T-dot-Q. I’ve seen great 
MC’s in every province I have 
been to.” 

He continued, “While I 
have never been there, I bet 
there are some dope MC’s 
from N.W.T.” 

Besides giving out respect, 
: the Rascalz are getting respect 
front other hip hop artists. 
When I interviewed New York 
rappers Lord Tariq and Peter 
Gunz, they were over the 
moon with praise: “They hot, 
that Northern Touch is hot,, 
damn its hot,” they said. Now 
they are working with KRS- 
One and a large group of other 

: American hip hoppers. 
The Rascalz are now in stu¬ 

dio to record their third full 
length album. “Our album 
takes care to let people know 
we are from B.C. Van-City rep¬ 
resents.” The group has taken 
time out to play the Much 
Music Video Awards and 
Queen’s University. Kardiual 
Offishall is slated to open for 
the Vancouver hip hop rrio 
when they play at Alfie’s Pub 
on Saturday, October 3. 

You can still 
be a super- 
star A&E 

contributor! 
Call Sarah, 
Lilian, or 
Stefan at 

545-2800 

Get Out There! 
Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday, 
October 1: 
546-5395 
(Evening shows only on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday) 

Ronin 7:00, 9:50 
Armageddon 6:45, 9:45 

Saving Private Ryan 8:30 

Ever After 7:05, 9:35 

Simon Birch 7:10, 9:40 

Rounders 7:15, 9:55 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday, 
October 1: 
389-7442 

Slums of Beverly Hills 7:25. 

Rush Hour 6:45, 7:15, 9:10, 9:20 

Urban Legends 7:35, 9:50 

One True Thing 6:55. 9:40 

Something About Mary 7:05, 

9:30 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema until 
Thursday October 1: 
546-3456 

Smoke Signals 7:00, 9:00 

Contributor Call: 
Ultra-Violet is back again! 

We need your creative 

submissions. Poetry, prose, art, 

photography and music. A drop 

box can be found in the Union 

Gallery located in Stauffer 

Library’s ground floor. The 

deadline for the November issue 

is Friday, October 2. Please 

include your name, phone num¬ 

ber, email address and a short 

bio blurb with your submission. 

Theatre: 
Grand Theatre: 
530-2050 

On Tuesday September 29 and 

Wednesday September 30, 
Universal Concerts Canada 

Presents: The Rankins. Shows 

start at 8 p.m. and tickets are 

$28.50. 

OUT 

Vs11 

Classifieds 
Just $4 for students 

$10 for local • $15 for national 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career, etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater 
self-awareness with tarot, palmistry, 
runes, and more. Clients say my 
readings are inspirational and very 
accurate. I also offer classes in med¬ 
itation, Tarot, etc. For more informa¬ 
tion phone Kellye at 544-1909. Also 
available Fridays and Saturdays at 
“Harmony,” 93 Princess Street. Walk 
in or pre-book at 544-7897. Tape 
included. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING AND 
EDITING. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 
(416) 820-6113. Fax (416) 960-0240. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you’ll ever 

own. Ask in the campus bookstore. 
Fast and Easy; In a Weekend; Admin 
Guides and more... 

MOODMASTER is a group for stu¬ 
dents who have been diagnosed with 
depression or bi-polar disorder. Its 
purpose is to provide mutual support 
for members and to encourage 
lifestyles that promtoe health. If you 
want to know more... call the 
Counselling service at 545-2893. 

GRADLINK is a service linking grad¬ 
uate students for mutual support. Call 
Student Counselling service for more 
information at 545-2893. 

PROFESSOR MARGARET LITTLE 
will be speaking on Chretien's Legacy 
for Canada's Poor on Thursday 
October 1 at 191 Portsmouth. 
Registration at 6 p.m., Kingston and 
Islands NDP Riding Association 
Annual General Meeting at 7 p.m., 

Looking for sources? 
Search a database 

at the Library. 

Ask us! 

Queen’s University Libraries 

speaker begins at 8 p.m. 

CALLING ALL 02S! Open forum for 
year society elections Tuesday night 
at 6 p.m. September 29, Upper Vic 
Hall. Come out and hear what your 
candidates have to say! 

GET PUBLISHED IN 
ULTRAVIOLET! UV Magazine is 
accepting creative writing (poetry or 
prose), art and photography for next 
issue. Drop off submissions in Union 
Gallery, located in Stauffer library by 
October 2. 

PRO-LIFE CLUB beginning this fall 
at Queen’s. If interested, e-mail 
6lrs@qlink for more information. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: Learn 
how to make quick, tasty, cheap one 
pot meals at our “hands-on" cooking 
class Wednesday October 7th from 
5:30 to 7 p.m. at the International 
Centre. Limited spaces so call 545- 
6712 to sign up. Brought to you by 
the Health Outreach program, Health, 
Counselling and Disability Services. 

DRINKERS WANTED: If you patron¬ 
ise campus pubs, tend to drink 
responsibly and would like to con¬ 
tribute to on-going campus alcohol 
policy and educational initiatives we 
want to talk to you. Please call Diane 
Nolting at 545-6712 for more informa¬ 
tion about this volunteer opportunity. 

COMING TO QUEEN'S FROM OUT¬ 
SIDE CANADA? We buy most for¬ 
eign currencies at very good rates 
without service charge or commis¬ 
sion. Check our website: 
www.wellingtonfx.on.ca. Wellington 
Foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington 

Street, 531-8731. 

PUNK ROCK! I play guitar and 
drums and I want to join or form a 
local punk band. Call Ken at 531- 
4592 lor info. 

LOST AND FOUND 
LOST; Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in the Johnson street- 
Queen's area. Reward if found. 
Please call 536-1679. 

FOUND: At the campus bookstore, a 
set of Wedding Photos in a Walmart 
envelope. Claim at customer service 
desk. 

FOUND: Set of keys at Kill McGill 
football game. “Friend" is inscribed in 
the keychain. To claim, call Alison al 
545-2729. 

HELP WANTED 
DR. COMPUTER IS NOW HIRING 
technicians for part-time employ¬ 
ment. This is an excellent opportunity 
for Computer Engineers and 
Computer science students to gain 
hands-on experience. For more infor¬ 
mation please call Stephane @ 544- 
2134. 

PERSONALS 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TARA!! Hope 
your day is full of sunshine. See you 
at 5:3011 With love from all of us. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from S3 59 

Calgary from S299 

Edmonton from S299 

Regina from S329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

St. John’s from $279 

Insane Seat Sale 

Vancouver S229 - $299 

Calgary S229 - $299 

Halifax S149-S199 

Saint John SI49 - SI 99 

Winnipeg S149-S199 

St.John's SI49 - SI99 

"Flnshoo Sopl is- 
"Travel until Fel 0 20" 
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*At 52, Neil is still Rockin’ in the Free 
World 

—Compiled by Ken Butfand 

THE DREAMER 
OF PICTURES HIMSELF, 

MR. NEIL YOUNG 

MiSC GLANCES AT 

MECOMING &c DEATH 
I A l>VEK anA i,,, dd people 
l A /anno. Mi5C decides r-o take a look deep into 
]/ y die future. For this Issue Members of Ed 

,i,i were asked the probing question: 
Describe the closing lines of your speech as the last 
surviving member of your undergrad class. 

:Y.<v ore thtf Celling answers. 

When I think back to ivliat I learned at this Insti¬ 
tution, I realize that my first -rate education helped 
me make the transition from Burger KJng IlnecooK to 

Dickie Pee Guy. 
—Stefan Murray 

My longevity Is scientific evidence that excessive 
drinking and smoking are 

actually good for you. 
—Liz Frogley 

ji, . ii. w that everyone's dead and gone, nobody 
will know v/hat I mean v.-hen I confess... to being the 

masturbator at Stauffer Library In 199&. 
—Perverted Old-Man Brimley 

...And to those of you who snickered at my steady 
diet of pigtails, sauerkraut and beer — hope you 

enjoy being six feet underground with maggots 
Infesting your entrails. 

—Prime Minister Robert MacNell 

...It is tally difficult for me to believe that I am the 
last surviving member of the class of '96. Many, as I 

have said, have accomplished great things. Many 
have vanished into history, their lives left only as 

marks on the lives of those that survive them. I hope 
that I, as the last, do not mark the end of an era 
but the beginning of another, just as great, filled 
with new accomplishments made possible by the 

work of my peers. 
—Tara Mansbrldge 

After all I've been through — three marriages, my 
Emmy, my Grammy (nomination), and exploring the 
woman I knew was Inside me — attending Queen’s 

remains the highlight of my life. 
Cha-Gheilll 

—Fen Butland 

I am old and tired and have already forgotten which 
school I graduated from anyway. Go Westeml 

—Adam Kaminsky 

I'd like to thank this marvellous institution of ours 
for providing me with the survival tactics and crisis 
management skllls-to get me through any natural 

disaster, ice storm or monsoon. 
Thanks Oueen'e! 
—Renee Huang 

Now that I'm an endangered species, they’ve plopped 
me In a cage at a Queen's research laboratory to 

conduct tests for my longevity. I get all the bananas 
and pudding a 160-year-old old sack of shit would 

Thanks Queen’s! 
—5ean Springer 

YOUNG 
WINNER! 

To Seth Cullen 
(Who gels o Neil Young CD of his choice) 

& 
To Lori Gotoskie 

(Who gets o Neil Young Poster 
of her choice) 

Thanks to all others wno entered, 
burned out or faded awoy. 

♦Age 20: Illegally emigrates to the U.S. 
with five friends and a lot of pot in a 

beat up hearse named “Mort." 

♦Performs at Woodstock with Crosby, 
Stills and Nash at age 24. Refuses to be 

filmed for the movie. 

♦Two sold out performances at 
Carnegie Hall at age 25. 

♦At 27, Directs, musically arranges and 
stars in Journey thru the Past, his first fea¬ 

ture film, which becomes a cult classic. 

♦Nearing his 28,h birthday, Neil is 
reported to have died of a heroin over¬ 

dose. 

♦During the 80’s Neil releases a string 
of groundbreaking albums - Techno 

Rock, Country, Rockabilly and Big Band 
in variety - without much notice from 

critics or would-be fans. 

♦Is inducted into Juno Hall of Fame at 
37. 

♦The 90's sees Neil with a comeback: a 
Grammy award, a Juno award, an Oscar 
nomination and a Rock and Roll Hall of 

Fame induction. 

♦At 51, cuts finger trying to slice a ham 
sandwich in half, cancels leg of 

European tour. 

Miscellaneous 
Neil Young 

Timeline Tidbits 

♦Born November 12, 1945 at Toronto 
General Hospital. 

♦Survives Polio at age 6, has first 
Epileptic Seizure on stage at 19. 

♦Writes the folk hit "Sugar Mountain" on 
19u' birthday. 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

ACROSS 

1. Calf flesh 
5. Turf 
8. Brink 
9. Stand high 

11. Fred's partner 
12. Gouge out 

14. Lowest number 
15. Kitchen 

appliance 

17. Put into 
service 

18. Freeze 
19. Greenish blue 
20. Remove seeds 

from cotton 
21. Boldness 
23. Beginning to 

exist 

26. Prehistoric 

28. Feel sorrow 
over 

29. Fishing boat 
33. Sedaka and 

Young 
37. Made a quick 

exit 
38. Forfeiture 
40. Black-tailed 

gazelle 
41. Choose 
42. Neck-and-neck 
43. Clear profit 

44. Vehement 
speech 

46. Foolish 
49. Victims of 

delusion 
50. Aquatic rails 

Stag party 19. 
guests 22. 

Leg joint 
24. 
25. 
27. 
29. 

Plywood layer 30. 

Unit of work 31. 

Length of life 

DOWN 

"Little Caesar* 34. 
director 

. Before long 
6. Nocturnal bird 39. 
7. Flood 42. 
8. Country singer 45. 

Gill 47. 
9. Palm of the 48. 

hand 
10. Violinist's need 

11. “_South" 
(Nicholson 
movie) 

13. Left a place 
16. Heflin or 

Morrison 

Prison room 
Solemn 
promise 
Fireballs 
Battery size 
Investigates 
Horse's gait 
Swift 

Bony sinus 
Spawn 
Set on fire 
Loamy deposit 
Glut 
Moved secretly 
Paradise 
Imitate 
Not prefix 
Grievous 
distress 

You are cordially invited to 

a talk on 

A LOGICAL 
PROOF OF THE 
EXISTENCE OF 

GOD 
Causality, Composition, 

and the Origin of Existence 

Presented by Dt. William Hatcher, 

author, philosopher and Professor of 

Mathematics. Laval University on 

Tuesday. Sept. 29th at 7:3.0 p.m. at Earl 

Hall/BioScience Centre, Rra. 1103. 

The lecture is sponsored by the 

Campus Association for Baha’i 

Studies, Queen's University. 

Answers hr losi issue’s puw.(e 
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Queen’s ready to exterminate 
millennium bug 

By Robert Choi 

Queen’s has embarked on a plan to 

tackle the year 2000 problem, a software 

“glitch” expected to confuse computers 

at the dawn of the new millennium. All 

departments at Queen’s now have year 

2000 coordinators to identify potential 

problems within their unit. 

The year 2000 project will be costly, 

but Queen’s hasn’t set aside a formal 

Y2K budget. “Queen’s will spend what¬ 

ever it needs. Departmental budgets will 

be reallocated to solve this problem,” 

said Bryan Thomas, the university’s year 

2000 coordinator. 

“Essentially, what Queen’s has done is 

to get the Principal and Vice-Principals 

involved in ensuring that Queen’s is 

ready for year 2000,” said Thomas. 

The year 2000 problem, also known 

as Y2K, was caused by software pro¬ 

grammers who used two digits instead of 

four to represent the year in computers’ 

internal clock system. Programmers used 

98 to represent the year 1998. Come the 

new millennium, computers will be con¬ 

fused about the meaning of 00, and their 

calculations involving dates will be unre¬ 

liable. Systems which are hooked up to 

computers, such as bank machines and 

security systems, will also be affected by 

the Y2K problem. 

In August, Larry Pattison, Physical 

Plant Services Y2K coordinator, 

expressed concern about Ontario 

Hydro’s readiness for the Y2K problem. 

In his letter to Thomas, Pattison wrote: 

“Ontario Hydro has not been very forth¬ 

coming in regards to its overall year 

2000 compliance. Based on feedback 

from equipment suppliers, we anticipate 

that Hydro may experience some prob¬ 

lems at the turn of the century.” 

Pattison added in his letter that the 

interconnectedness of the North Ameri- 

Please see Prepared on page 6 

Demand for aerobics 
leaps 450 per cent 

index 
Volume 126, Issue 10 

www.journal.queensu.ca 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today 
Hix of sun and cloud 
™gh IT'C; Low 3'C; 
POP 20% 

Sunday 
Sunny with clouds 
High IS'C; Low 2°C; 
POP 20% 

Saturday 
Sunny with clouds 
K® !«°C; Low 4°C; 
POP 10% 

Monday 
Mix of sun and cloud 
High I9°C; Low TO. 
POP 20% 

By Robert MacNeil 

The response from Queen's students 

to the free aerobic classes offered at the 

Physical Education Centre has been 

overwhelming. In fact, there has been 

such high demand that people are being 

turned away due to a lack of qualified 

instructors and limited space. 

Last year, approximately 300 stu¬ 

dents participated in the aerobic classes 

but this year the numbers have bal¬ 

looned to 1,350. The main reason for 

this is the novelty of free access and the 

flexibility of the aerobic schedules, 

according to Instructional Sports Skills 

Coordinator Brenda Willis. Unfortu¬ 

nately, the extreme shortage of instruc¬ 

tors is affecting the number of spaces 

available. One student expressed her 

frustration with repeatedly showing up 

to the aerobics class she wanted 30 min¬ 

utes early, only to be turned away. 

In an effort to accommodate all stu¬ 

dents, the PEC is now posting a list of 

the number of students who attended 

each class the previous week. Therefore, 

students are able to anticipate which 

class times are the most popular and do 

not waste time waiting to see if there are 

Please see Classes on page 5 

Lab spill 
a wake-up 

call 
By Renee Huang 

Staff and students at Botterell Hall 

have been breathing clean, circulated air 

in the week following the pyridine spill 

which shut the entire building for two 

hours. However, not all are satisfied 

with how the incident was handled. 

Chris Mueller, associate professor of 

biochemistry, said the accident that hap¬ 

pened in one of the cancer research labs 

was “a clarion call” for Queen’s to have 

more safety measures in place to deal 

with emergency incidents. 

“I think all of us were under the 

impression that there were safety mea¬ 

sures in place,” Mueller said. Part of the 

problem with the spill was that there are 

no hazardous material suits at Queen’s, 

or people with adequate training to han¬ 

dle situations such as chemical spills. 

If a larger spill were to occur, Mueller 

is concerned that Queen’s does not 

presently have the resources to contain 

it. 

“There’s not a hazardous materials 

team at Queen’s,” he explained. “That’s 

certainly been my wish to establish pro¬ 

tocol to deal with this sort of thing... If 

Queen’s doesn’t have the resources, I 

don’t think it’s unreasonable to have 

some team contracted out.” 

A formal Queen’s “Haz Mat” team, a 

short-form for hazardous materials, is 

unlikely at this stage due to “cost impli¬ 

cations and training,” said Wiebke 

Wilkens, director of Environmental 

Health and Safety at Queen’s. Wilkens 

believes contracting out independent 

Haz Mat teams may be a feasible 

solution. 

Mueller emphasized the need for 

Queen’s to have a response team 

equipped to respond to an emergency of 

this type. “Occupational [Health and] 

Safety does not have the material, peo¬ 

ple and training to deal with this sort of 

thing... They have no contingency plan 

and they don’t have the equipment.” 

As part of the disaster recovery plan, 

a strategy is in the works to delegate 

responsibilities in the case of future nat¬ 

ural disasters, Wilkens said. She hopes 

the plan will clarify staff roles in the 

event of another accident. There was 

some confusion during the spill among 

chemical technicians as to “what magni¬ 

tude gets dealt with by whom” but 

Wilkens said the revised procedures will 

improve future situations. 

Mueller said pyridine is a relatively 

common solvent that is inexpensive to 

purchase. “Botterell is small pickings,” 

Mueller explained. “A litre here is noth¬ 

ing. Spill 50 litres in [a chemistry lab] 

and you’re in a whole other magnitude,” 

in terms of cost and danger, he said. 

Not all students were as concerned 

about the current level of safety or effi¬ 

ciency of procedures at Queen’s. 

“Accidents happen in labs,” said 

Please see ‘Warning’ on page 5 
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Education mourned 
at funeral service 

By Shawn Brimley 

Accessible post-secondary education 

is not dying, it’s already dead according 

to the Alma Mater Society and the Soci¬ 

ety of Graduate and Professional 

Students. 
A funeral service was held outside the 

John Deutsch University Centre on 

Wednesday, complete with a tombstone, 

that read “Average studenr debt load of 

at least 24,000 dollars." Student leaders 

called on the provincial government to 

show leadership and reinvest in post¬ 

secondary education. 

However, student interest appeared 

to be low, with an estimated 15 students 

in attendance at the event. 

“1 wasn’t extremely disappointed 

[with the low turnout] because it’s not 

like this was a rally or something,” said 

Stanley. 

Members of the AMS council deliv¬ 

ered fictional accounts about students 

unable to attend Queen’s because of high 

tuition fees, and lit a candle in their hon¬ 

our. 

“It is a sad truth that Ontario now 

ranks dead last in funding per capita of 

post-secondary education in Canada. 

This is hardly a distinction to be proud 

of,” commented Tom Stanley, AMS pres¬ 

ident, in a eulogy address. 

Chris Hales, SGPS president said, 

“We look forward to the day when all 

persons, regardless of their socio¬ 

economic background can come to uni¬ 

versity.” 

“Even though graduate students 

didn’t bear the brunt of tuition increases, 

we are supportive of all students,” said 

Hales. “Law students got hit with a 25 

per cent increase last year, and with the 

recent trend in deregulation, it is possi¬ 

ble that within the next few years every¬ 

one’s tuition would be at the whim of 

the university.” 

Stanley agreed with Hales, saying, 

“There will be no surprises in tuition this 

year, because the levels were set last May. 

However, with this new environment of 

deregulation, it is important not to for¬ 

get that this government continues to 

break its promises.” 

“Students need to come and partici¬ 

pate in the fight for an accessible educa¬ 

tion,” Milan Konopek, AMS academics 

commissioner added. “It’s something 

we’re all entitled to.” 

Stanley said the event was primarily 

intended to raise awareness on current 

issues in post-secondary education, and 

inform students how they can become 

involved in AMS activities. 

“I think it went fine,” he said. 

In the sports section of issue 9 of The Journal, Laura Gibson was not given recog¬ 

nition for having earned half of the shutout. The Journal regrets the error. 

am n iii DAI 

Sjieed Reading 
Taught on campus 

in cooperation with 
the AMS 

(Academic Affairs). 

$90.00 fee . Textbook is an 
additional $45.00 

(A refund of $25.00, if book is 
returned.) 

No charge for repeat 
course at later date. 

Register on Thursday, October 

8th, 1998 in JDUC — Sidewalk 

Cafe beside TD Bank Machine 

from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

jm m 
km 

Call 1-905-775-3832 

Class 1 2:30 - 4.20 Class 2 4:3o - 6:20 
Thursdays — October 15 to Nov. 19 Thursdays — October 15 to Nov. 19 

Room 104, Fleming Hall (Pollock Room 104, Fleming Hall (Pollock 

Wing) Wing) 

•: ■ A. 

■ . v* 

Sunday Pasta meht 
Salad, Pasta 8c Foccacla 

$4.98 
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STOPTT 
By Mandy Marriott 

Forty-seven cases of e-mail harass¬ 

ment were investigated at Queen’s Uni¬ 

versity last year through STOPIT, a 

program created to deal with and reduce 

the incidence of e-mail harassment 

.unong members of the university com¬ 

munity. 

Queen’s Information Technology Ser¬ 

vices, in conjunction with the Dean of 

Student Affairs, the Human Rights 

Office and Queen’s Security, created 

STOPIT last year, in response to the 

increasing number of Queen’s students 

experiencing harassment through elec¬ 

tronic mail. 

“We’re really quite pleased with how 

it’s working,” said Margo Coulter, sex¬ 

ual harassment coordinator at the HRO. 

STOPIT is modeled on an anti-harass¬ 

ment program used at the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology. Initial program 

research was done by Coulter, who 

found that e-mail harassment was 

becoming an increasingly serious issue at 

Queen’s. 

“I was finding harassing e-mails were 

becoming part of the sexual harassment 

cases I was dealing with,” Coulter said. 

Since the program was implemented a 

year ago, Coulter has found that she has 

“had much less of that this year.” 

Of the 47 investigated cases of e-mail 

harassment between September 1997 

and July 1998, 32 per cent involved 

“unwanted attention, anonymous threats 

and known threats.” Such cases are usu¬ 

ally investigated jointly through the 

HRO and ITS, but Queen’s Security is 

also used to work in concert to resolve 

the issues. 

In the end “the complainant dictates 

how it will proceed,” Coulter explained. 

Thirty-eight percent of the cases were 

labeled spammed e-mail. Spamming is 

when marketing groups send out 

unwanted material to large numbers of 

individuals. Spammed e-mail can also 

program combats harassment 
include pornographic material that has 

been sent to one or a number of individ¬ 

uals. This particular type of e-mail is 

investigated by Andy Hooper, manager 

of Data Network and Systems at ITS, 

who attempts to find the source of the 

message. 

Last year, September, October and 

March were the months in which the 

greatest number of e-mail harassment 

complaints were reported, Coulter said. 

Incidents were also greater during peri¬ 

ods of student stress throughout the year. 

she added. 

Both Coulter and Hooper emphasized 

that unwanted e-mail messages are upset¬ 

ting because they can make people feel 

very lonely and afraid. “What we are 

talking about is peoples’ peace of mind 

and security,” Coulter said. 

In response, STOPIT is making a 

greater effort to publicize the service this 

year. Last year, STOPIT information was 

available on posters around computer 

terminals as well as e-mail postings on 

the university’s Qlink e-mail system. 

This year even more systematic messages 

will be posted on Qlink, and, in addition, 

a number of adds have been run in The 

Queen's Journal and The Queen's 

Gazette. 

If students receive unwelcome e-mail 

it is important that they save the mes¬ 

sage. ITS will be unable to trace the 

e-mail if the message is deleted. Students 

can forward offensive e-mail to sto- 

pit@post.queensu.ca where it will be 

examined by ITS and traced back to the 

original server and sender. 

AMS budgets for $30,000 loss 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

Despite anticipated gains from ser¬ 

vices and increased enrolment, the AMS 

has approved a budget which projects a 

net loss of S29,510. 

Unanimously passed by the AMS 

Board of Directors, the budget offers 

the breakdown and planned expendi¬ 

ture of the $31.76 AMS Specific Fee, 

which is collected from every full-time 

undergraduate student. The fee, in addi¬ 

tion to sponsorship and fund-raising 

money, is used by the AMS to support 

the six commissions and fund various 

activities such as conferences, awards 

and society development. 

This year’s assembly has committed 

to running a smaller surplus than last 

year, in which a lafge amount of money 

was left unspent As well, the services 

have budgeted to perform $74,717 bet¬ 

ter than last year. “Basically we are try¬ 

ing to reverse what happened last year 

which was services losing money and 

assembly making it... the budget reflects 

this,” said Moodie. 

The bottom line of the AMS, reflect¬ 

ing the annual budgets of the AMS 

assembly, services and restricted funds. 

is projected at -$29,510, a modest 

increase from last year's actual AMS net 

loss of $32,271. 

“The negative $30,000 drew a bit of 

concern, however, we feel this is reason¬ 

able considering the additional pressures 

we are facing this year,” commented 

Gord Moodie, AMS vice-president 

(operations). 

“We feet it is better to be 
conservative than make 

optimistic assumptions and 
then realize part way 

through the year that we 
don't have enough money," 

— Gord Moodie, AMS vice- 
president (operations) 

These pressures include $40,000 of 

millennium money which has been 

directed to the Johrt Deutsch University 

Cenrre fund- and will go towards 

improvements to group and club space 

within the building. Also, the forecasted 

slow year in the stock market will mean 

an income reduction on the Advantage 

Fund investments, he said. 

The bottom line of -$29,510 is rea¬ 

sonable given these pressures, but is nor 

the target of the AVIS, according to 

Moodie. Ideally the AVIS will make a 

small surplus rhat can be reinvested in 

capital upgrades in the future, he 

explained. 

“We feel it is better to be conservative 

than make optimistic assumptions and 

then realize part way through the year 

that we don’t have enough money," 

Moodie explained. “This just gives us a 

picture of what reality might do." 

“Last year the services budget was 

very optimistic and that obviously 

didn’r have much bearing on the perfor¬ 

mance [of the services],” Moodie added. 

Moodie said he believes achieving a 

surplus is not an impossible goal. 

Although only 11,050 students were 

accounted for in rhe budget, awaiting 

final tallies, Moodie expects this num¬ 

ber to be much higher. “With 150 more 

students enrolled we will shave approx¬ 

imately $10,000 off the budget," he 

said. 

In addition, AMS services are already 

exceeding rheir budgets. 

One of these services is the Queen's 

Please see Services on page 5 

Campbell leaves advancement to Hood 
By Stephanie Carvin 

Principal Bill Leggett recently 

announced the appointment of George 

Hood to the position of Vice-Principal 

(Advancement) for a six-year term. 

The position of VP (Advancement), 

created in 1993, involves working with 

Alumni Affairs, Communications and 

Development. The VP 

leads a staff of more 

than 75 people, fos¬ 

ters relationships 

between Queen’s and 

its alumni, develops 

fund-raising programs 

and promotes the uni¬ 

versity’s stature in the 

external environment. 

As VP 

(Advancement), Hood 

would like to “try and 

make advancement an 

integral part of the 

academic function of 

the university” and 

“build advancement 

components,” he said. 

Hood said he would like to see the 

university encourage life-long learning 

by offering interest and training courses 

to the public and appealing to retirees to 

take more university courses. “That will 

secure a base of university revenue 

streams from infrastructure,” he said. 

Hood earned a bachelors degree 

(honours) in political studies in 1978 

and a masters degree in Public 

Administration in 1981. “I come from a 

large family of Queen’s graduates,” he 

said. “I am one of 13 members of my 

family to go to Queen’s.” 

Hood’s past roles include one year as 

the director of the Centre of Resource 

Studies, three years as the Associate 

Vice-Principal (Research) at Queen’s, 

and project director 

for the Canadian 

Foundation for 

Innovation and the 

Ontario Research and 

Development 

Challenge Fund. 

Hood’s primary area 

of responsibility has 

been in the area of 

establishing research 

linkages with the pri¬ 

vate sector and gov¬ 

ernment. 

Hood said he felt 

very positive about the 

university and learning 

at Queen’s. “Life leads 

us outside the classroom,” he said. “As 

students you learn from each other. Your 

friends from university are your friends 

for life and that’s what makes Queen’s 

unique.” 

“Students should feel free to contact 

me at any time,” Hood said. “I take what 

I do very seriously. I try not to take 

myself too seriously — I am not much of 

a stuffed shirt.” 

George Hood 

PHOTO BY CHRIS GLOVER 
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Yoi got where you are with hard work and sma 

Chrysler can help out with 
your driving ambition. 

As a recent graduate, you’re on the road to achieving the best life has to offer. 

At Chrysler, we're rewarding that kind of initiative by offering $750 toward the 

purchase or lease of a new 1997,1998, or 1999 Chrysler car or truck (excluding, 

Dodge Viper and Plymouth Prowler), over and above most current Chrysler 

incentives. And, if you finance with Chrysler Credit Canada we'll defer your first 

three months payments!* This $750 Grad Rebate is available to all college and 

university undergraduates and postgraduates who have graduated or will 

graduate between October 1,1995, and September 30,1998, and all curren 

enrolled master's and doctoral students (regardless of final graduation date 

From high-value subcompacts and minivans,to tough pickups and sport 

utilities, we've got a vehicle that's right for you. No matter where you want 

to go in life... we want to make sure you get there. 

Formore information, visit your nearest Chrysler Canada Dealer. Or, hit www.chryslercanada.ca or call 1-800-361-3700. 

CHRYSLER-; 
©Official Te 

(CANADA 
m Sponsor 

Jeep®TJ 

Plymouth 

Voyager 

Plymouth Neon 

Expresso 
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Good warning sign5 New classes offered 
Continued from page I 

Nicole Brufhato, a third-year bio- 

chemisty graduate student. 

“[The university] did exactly what 

they were supposed to do,” she 

explained. “We work with dangerous 

chemicals and I’ve never heard of any¬ 

one getting hurt.” 

In the meantime, Mueller said Bot- 

rerell labs are operating normally, 

although a few experiments and culture 

cells had to be started again. “We basi¬ 

cally lost a week’s work,” he said, “but 

we have back-ups.” 

The Health Sciences’ Joint Health and 

Safety Committee will compile a written 

report of the incident and present it to 

Vice-Principal Cowan next week, 

Mueller reported. “I think it’s a very 

good warning sign... For this to have 

happened with this chemical — no one 

was injured, no one got hurt — it just 

pointed out weaknesses that we have at 

Queen’s,” said Mueller. 

Services to perform 
$75,000 better 
Continued from page 3 

Pub. The projected increase in revenue 

was 66 per cent, and so far the pub is 

meeting or exceeding that goal. “With 

the exception of Sundays we are selling 

anywhere from 50 to 150 per cent more 

than last year,” stared QP Manager 

Mark Picketts. 

Said Alfie’s Pub Manager Ben 

Bourke: “On our renovations this year 

we have spent well under $25,000, and 

the changes have significantly altered 

the atmosphere of the pub.” These 

include the addition of a liquor bar 

along the main bar and draft taps to the 

bottle bar section, and a new food area, 

located where the former coat check 

was housed. 

“In general we have had a very good 

month at the pub, sales have been up 

significantly from last year... a lot of that 

has to do with these changes,” stated 

Bourke. 

Homecoming weekend put a damper 

on Alfie’s expected monthly profits 

when a power outage forced the pub to 

close early. “The loss of power was a 

disappointment but nothing that cannot 

be overcome,” said Bourke, “It was also 

completely out of our hands.” 

Alfie’s is planning to hold another 

Homecoming Saturday, later in the 

month, where the pub will be open 

from 4:00 p.m. until close. “We are 

going to try to hold it on a Saturday 

when we have a home football game so 

anyone who missed out on homecoming 

at Alfie’s will have a chance to partici¬ 

pate,” said Bourke. 

The Used Book Store Exchange is 

also aiming for an increase in revenue 

this year as a result of the additional 

merchandise it offers in conjunction 

with its book sales. “Our revenue has 

been -increasing steadily over the past 

three to four years and is directly related 

to the fact that we are selling items 

other than books,” commented UBS 

Manager Vanessa Gruben. 

Gruben is also anticipating increased 

sales for the Tricolour Express rhis year. 

They are continuing the six pack deal 

(six trips for the price of five) and are 

also selling tickets for a number of 

charters. 

The Publishing and Copy Centre 

management is also feeling positive 

about the year. “We have had the best 

summer ever as far as revenues so we 

have got off to a great start,” com¬ 

mented P&:CC Manager Greg Blackett. 

“We are expecting an increase in rev¬ 

enues over last year’s actuals,” he said. 

Three tamps. 
One Executive Director, 

You do the math, 

ASUS is looking for an Executive Director to oversee three 

summer camps: Arts Adventure, Computer Discovery, and 

Science Discovery. Applications are due Friday, Oct. 16 by 4:00 

at The Core (183 University). Please call 545-6000 x4622 with 

any questions. This is a full-time, paid position during the 

summer with a volunteer component during the school year. 

05 NOW HIRING, /m 

Continued from page I 

any open spaces. The listings can be 

found on the recreation bulletin board in 

the PEC. In addition, the PEC is now 

offering two more classes at 5 p.m. on 

Mondays and Wednesdays. 

Willis says that for the time being this 

is all that can be done. In response to the 

situation, the PEC has been trying to 

find qualified instructors within the 

Queen’s community. “[We have tried] to 

employ as many Queen’s students as 

possible, [but] the PEC has had to turn 

to the community,” says Willis. 

The PEC has hired all those people 

who are qualified and have shown inter¬ 

est but it has not been enough. Willis is 

also asking for those students that feel 

they may be able to substitute for the 

full-time instructors to apply for posi¬ 

tions as well. If this happened, classes 

would not have to be cancelled if an 

instructor fell ill or had pressing school 

assignments. 

In trying to keep up with the demand, 

Willis feels that one option “may be to 

build a new building.” A more realistic 

option, however, might include renovat¬ 

ing current buildings on campus, she 

continued. Willis has looked at rooms in 

Victoria Hall but since the floors are 

non-spring loaded, the participants 

could risk injury. 

Despire the problems that have 

arisen, Willis is very excited about the 

number of students .that are trying to 

participate in these classes. “We are very 

positive that everyone [wants] to work 

out, this is just outstanding,” she said. 

Students sweat it out in a packed step aerobics class. 

PHOTO BY SEAN RICHMOND 

Kingston's One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

“Win Your Tuition” - a 
value up to $1500. 

Enter ballots 
now - draw to take 
place Thanksgiving 

weekend. 
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Women’s Link Group 

Women who have experi¬ 

enced emotional, physical and 

sexual abuse and who use alco¬ 

hol or other drugs are wel¬ 

comed to a free confidential 

program on Wednesdays from 2 

to 4 p.m., between October 14 

and December 2. Call 531-9898 

to register or for information. 

Alcohol and Drug 
Program 

Men and women 16 years or 

older who are having problems 

with alcohol or drugs are invited 

to a 10-week program begin¬ 

ning October 7. Call 531-9898 

to register or for information. 

Scholar-in-Residence 

Visiting Scholar in the 

department of mathematics and 

statistics Kathryn Fraughnaugh, 

professor at the University of 

Colorado at Denver, will be 

available for informal discussion 

in Chown Hall, common room 

east, on October 14 from 9:30 

to 11:30 a.m. and October 15 

from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. Every¬ 

one is welcome. 

Out There 
600 schools may close 

Liberal education critic Lyn 

McLeod told the provincial leg¬ 

islature that 600 schools, most 

of them in the public system, are 

likely to be closed as a result of 

Ontario’s new school-funding 

formula. Most of the schools at 

risk are located in major urban 

centres such as Toronto or 

Opportunities abound at Salomon Smith Barney. 

Some are satisfied to follow in the footsteps of others. Others want 

something more. They want to create. They want to make an impact. 

And make it today. As Winston Churchill declared, "History will be 

kind to me. For I intend to write it." 

To those of similar persuasion we say, "Let's get to work." 

Care to join us? 

Please join us to learn more about career opportunities in 

Investment Banking, Sales and Trading and Research. 

Monday, October 5 
5:30 p.m. 

Dunning Hall Room 14 

Reception at Queen's Pub 

Salomon Sm ith Rarnpv 

©1998 Salomon Smilh Barney Inc. Salomon Smith Barney is a service mark 
ol Salomon Smilh Barney Inc. Member SIPC. An equal opportunity employer. 

success is earned™ 

A Member of TravelersGroupT' 

Uttawa. uave jonnson denied 

the report, saying that closing 

schools is a school-board deci¬ 

sion. McLeod ridiculed John¬ 

son, saying that the Ministry 0f 

Education only provides enough 

resources, such as heat and light, 

to keep the number of schools 

they want open. 

Starvation in Russia 

An emergency appeal has 

been launched by the Red Cross, 

warning of a catastrophe that 

could lead to mass starvation 

and thousands of refugees. The 

economic crisis in Russia, 

caused by the collapse of the 

ruble and the banking system, 

could produce an urban disaster 

and a deadly winter for millions. 

The International Monetary 

Fund predicted yesterday that 

the Russian economy will 

decline by six per cent in 1999, 

sending it into a deep recession 

after a slight growth last year. 

Prepared 
for Y2K 
Continued from page I 

can power grid may also cause 

complications: “A fully year 

2000 compliant Ontario 

Hydro could be unhinged by 

disturbances or outages in 

other jurisdictions. Remember 

the continent-wide effects of 

the New York City Blackout,” 

he wrote. « 
As far as mainframe systems 

go, Queen’s is in good shape, 

Thomas said. “Back in 1970 

and early 1980s, we 

redesigned our data bases. 

Don Jardin was .very much 

aware of the Y2K problem,” 

he said, referring to Queen’s 

computer science professor 

who is now vice-president of 

Legasys Corporation, a com¬ 

pany that specializes in Y2K 

solutions. 

The factor which compli¬ 

cates the Y2K problem is the 

interconnectedness of com¬ 

puters. Even if a computer is 

Y2K compliant, it may experi¬ 

ence complications when it 

comes in contact with a non- 

compliant computer. “In our 

; administrative systems, we 

exchange data with Guelph. 

We know that we also 

exchange data with Stats 

Canada,” said Thomas. Insti¬ 

tutions that swap data with the 

university need to be Y2K 

compliant for Queen’s to be 

totally Y2K-proof, Thomas 

added. 

So is Queen’s headed for an 

Ice Storm-Like power failure in 

2000. “I don't anticipate a 

major interruption at the uni¬ 

versity or at home,” said Parti- 

son. “But I have an alternate 

source of heat and light at 

home. It’s prudent for people 

to be prepared,” he added. 
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Campus Dining 
1998 - 1999 

Queen s University offers a variety of meal plans to its (non-meal plan) students living at West Campus, Graduate Residence, Harkness Hall and off campus. 

pSSSS8SSSSS§SSS^S 

jxj When you sign up for the Campus Meal Plan, you 
p are buying more than excellent food and courteous 
P service at a reasonable price. You are buying: 

H Nutrition Your food not only tastes good, 

P but every meal is nutritionally balanced, 

p Time You are buying yourself valuable 

extra time to pursue your education by letting 

jp us do the preparation and clean-up. 

jxj Security Your food dollars won't run out 

p at mid-semester on any of our meal plans. 

P Flexibility You choose the meal plan that 

suits your needs. 

Company You'll find this a great way to 

meet new friends and share new experiences. 

« All of our dining halls are alive during meal 

P hours! 

p Choice We have expanded the variety of 

y items we offer as well as making it self service 

p so that you may better enjoy the variety. 

ji 
P Savings Single Meal Plans represent a 20% 

p savings over cash meal prices but are subject 

I to 7% GST. 

P Any combination of two Meal plans (from 

p type 2 or 3) represent a 25% savings and are 

P GST exempt. 

See next two columns for additional 

savings from Pre-registering. 

g} Priced as of October 5,1998 

5 Breakfasts $481.25 

5 Lunches $840.00 

5 Dinner $985.00 

Tviie 2 - FIRST TERM ONLY PLANS 

5 Breakfasts $275.11 

5 Lunches $468.05 

5 Dinner $550.55 

TvDe 3 - SECOND ONLY PLANS 

5 Breakfasts $350.14 

5 Lunches $595.70 

5 Dinner $700.70 

Plans are valid Monday - Friday from { 
October 5, 1998 to Dec. 18, 1998 (First \ 
Term) Jan. 11 to April 23, 1999 (Second j 

Term) 

The purchase of any single meal plan is \ 
subject to 7% GST 

Once purchased, meal plans are 

non-refundable and nontransferable with ; 

the exception of academic withdrawal. 

How to Purchase a Meal Plan 
|j Meal plans can be purchased at the 
p{ following locations: 

Food Services Office 
John Deutsch University Centre 

7- Monday - Friday 9:00am - 4:00pm 

IN ORDER TO ENSURE YOUR 
DINING SATISFACTION AND 
NUTRITIONAL WELL-BEING, 
OUR CHEFS BUY ONLY FROM 
THE BEST. 

Minute * 
Maid-. A 
t-T>_ _ 

IOYCE FRUIT MARKET LT 

iNAYApffi^ 

HELLMANN'S 

DOUGH DELIGHT LTD i I 
r NABISCO 

Quaker 

POUR VOUS OFFRIR DE LA 
BONNE NUTRITION ET VOUS 
SATISFAIRE A CHAQUE 
REPAS, NOUS UTILISON QUE 
DES PRODUITS DE HAUTE 
QUALITE. 

Important Note 
Once purchased, meal plans are non- 
refundable, non-transferable and arc 
not interchangeable except in the 
circumstance of academic withdrawal 

Special Needs 
We readily accommodate special diets and/ 

or dietary restrictions. Please contact us at 

613 545-2953 if you have any questions. We 

do however, require a prescribed diet and/or 

a statement of condition from your family 

physician. 

Also, please call us if you require any 

specialized items such as milk supplements 

required to meet your dietary restrictions or 

medical conditions. We would be happy to 

assist you. 

Win! Win! Win! 
When you purchase your Meal Plan, you can 

enter a draw to be one of five lucky students 

to win your Meal Plan purchased. Full-year 

participants are automatically enrolled in 

two chances to win (1 per term). 

Enter by 30 October for the draw to be made 

on 6 November, 1998. 

•: Programme 
i To better serve the students needs of today, our 

| dining plan has been modified and expanded 

\ significantly over the past couple of years. 

I SELF SERVICE 

1 Ban Righ HaU, Leonard Hall and West Campus 

| offer an all you can eat, serve yourself plan. 

I HOURS OF SERVICE 

\ The hours of service have been expanded to better 

i meet the needs of today's students. They are 

{ posted in Leonard Hall, Ban Righ HaU and West 

] Campus and include longer continental break- 

1 fasts/brunches and dinners. 

Breakfast Wake up to a piping hot, nourishing 

breakfast: crisp bacon, country sausage or grilled 

ham with farm-fresh eggs; a taU stack of pancakes, 

waffles or golden french toast, cereals, fresh fruit, 

baked goods, hot coffee, ice cold milk and orange 

juice. 

Lunch and Dinner Choose from a wide variety 

of hearty homemade soups and breads. 

The Firehouse Grill offers a variety of items 

including hamburgers and hot dogs, topped to 

your request at Leonard HaU, Ban Righ HaU and 

West Campus. 

Deli-Ban with a wide variety of sUced meats and 

cheeses as weU as eight varieties of bread at 

Leonard HaU, Ban Righ HaU and West Campus. 

Our Stir Fry Area at Ban Righ offers freshly 

prepared items as you watch. Every menu wiU 

include a variety of rices, vegetables and meat 

dishes. 

Traditional entrees will be offered at each meal, as 

weU as a variety of vegetables and potatoes at 

Leonard HaU, Ban Righ HaU and West Campus. 

A huge Build Your Own Salad Bar is available with 

a seemingly endless variety of items, at aU 

Residence Dining Halls. 
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Red hot chili peppers 
I'LL ALWAYS REMEMBER my 

first (and to dare, last) 

experience with Kung Pao 

chicken. 

It was in a little Szechuan 

place at Spadina and College in 

good ol' T.O. I spotted the spicy 

dish on the menu and remem¬ 

bered the name from an episode 

of Seinfeld. Remember “George 

likes his chicken spicy"? 

Now, I’m no chili neophyte. I 

like my vindaloo, my jerk 

chicken, my #13 at The Wok 

Inn. I really thought I could 

handle this. 

Receiving my order, I 

scooped up a forkful of what I 

thought were black beans or 

slices of mushroom and care¬ 

fully chewed them into a fine 

paste, making sure every part of 

my mouth could enjoy the deli¬ 

cious morsel. However, to my 

surprise, horror, and eventual 

agony, I discovered that those 

were not beans or mushrooms I 

had just consumed, but Magma- 

Hot Chinese Black Peppers of 

Death (probably not the 

accepted nomenclature, but it 

fits). 

When the pain finally ebbed 

and I was able to think again 

(this was the following 

Monday), I considered three 

questions: whv do plants pro¬ 

duce a substance this pungent 

and painful, why do we humans 

react to it so violently, and why' 

in the name of Kung Pao himself 

would we put this stuff in our 

food? 

The substance in question is 

capsaicin, a chemical that occurs 

naturally in chilies, giving them 

their kick. The higher the con¬ 

centration of capsaicin, the hot¬ 

ter the chili — from the mildest 

sweet bell to the hottest 

habanero. In its pure form, cap¬ 

saicin is remarkably potent 

stuff: a dilute solution of one 

part capsaicin in 100,000 parts 

water is still strong enough to 

cause blistering on the tongue. 

So why do chilies produce 

capsaicin? Ironically, so that ani¬ 

mals won't eat them. As with 

many of the plant-derived com¬ 

pounds we find tasty, useful, or 

intoxicating, capsaicin is a plant 

defence mechanism. A small 

mammal foraging for food that 

chooses a chili will remember 

that burning sensation in its 

mouth and avoid them in the 

future. 

Scientists are beginning to 

understand why our brains per¬ 

ceive the presence of capsaicin 

as pain and heat. In the mem¬ 

branes of certain nerve cells, 

there is a protein which binds 

capsaicin, which was first cloned 

a year ago by scientists at the 

University of California at San 

Francisco. Because the capsaicin 

molecule contains a vanillyl 

group, they called the protein 

vanilloid receptor subtype 1, or 

simply VR1. 

VR1 is a channel that, when 

activated, allows positively 

charged ions, especially calcium 

ions, to flow through the cell 

membrane. The presence of cal¬ 

cium ions within nerve cells 

opens more channels in the 

membrane and allows more cal¬ 

cium in, which, in turn opens 

still more channels. This posi¬ 

tive feedback is the basis of the 

nerve impulse. 

What do you do if 

you’ve had one too 

many Guatemalan 

Insanity Peppers? 

So, when capsaicin is around, 

nerves fire. But. why does it feel 

hot? 

I recently spoke to Gerald 

Morris, Queen’s professor and 

head of the department of biol¬ 

ogy. He explained that there is 

still more to learn about the 

relationship between capsaicin 

and the VR1 receptor. To 

explain, he drew an analogy 

between capsaicin and another 

group of compounds which 

have a remarkable effect on 

humans: drugs derived from 

opium, such as morphine and 

heroin, collectively called the 

opioids. 

“The obvious comparison is 

the opioids and the opioid 
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receptors, where there are the 

drugs opium and its related 

compounds. When people 

looked in humans they found 

the edorphins." Edorphins are 

part of our natural pain suppres¬ 

sion mechanism and are chemi¬ 

cally similar to opium deriv¬ 

atives. Edorphins are the natural 

trigger, the endogenous ligand, 
for the opioid receptor, but 

opioid drugs will work too. 

But as Morris pointed out to 

me, “there is no known endoge¬ 

nous ligand for the capsaicin 

receptor.” So, it seems that we 

react to a completely non-toxic 

compound, produced by certain 

plants — with nothing chemi¬ 

cally similar in our own bodies 

— as if our gums are on fire. 

Something doesn’t quite add up. 

“One idea,” explained 

Morris, “is that this receptor is 

not only activated by capsaicin, 

it’s [also] activated by heat.” 

Indeed, the UCSF study showed 

that VR1 is sensitive bo rapid 

increases in temperature, as well 

as to capsaicin. That would 

explain why spicy foods taste 

“hot” — both capsaicin and heat 

trigger the same receptor. 
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Incidentally, capsaicin 

doesn’t just affect the tongue 

and lips. Any part of the body 

that has nerve endings is sensi¬ 

tive, including the entire skin 

surface, the length of the gut, 

and the eyes. Morris tells a story 

confirming that there are cap¬ 

saicin receptors in our most del¬ 

icate tissues. I won’t recount the 

story here; let’s just say that, for 

graduate students working with 

capsaicin, it is much more 

important to wash their hands 

before using the washroom than 

after. 

All of this still doesn’t explain 

why we subject ourselves to 

suicide wings and prairie fires. 

There has been some suggestion 

that capsaicin and other spices 

have some preservative proper¬ 

ties, which would explain why 

so much of the spicy fare origi¬ 

nates in tropical countries 

where, until recently, no method 

of refrigeration was available. 

Morris, however, favours the 

explanation that we use spices 

because they enhance flavours. 

And it’s not just humans who 

think so. 

“There was an animal study,” 

Morris said, “where they gave 

rats plain food and... food 

which had quite a high dose of 

capsaicin in it. After a period [of 

a week], the rats were then 

given a choice. The ones that 

had had the spicy food — which 

enough to cause them discom¬ 

fort initially — preferred it.” 

Certainly, capsaicin adds 

another dimension to an eating 

experience. Being odourless and 

tasteless, it stimulates parts of 

our mouths, and our brains, that 

blander foods don’t. 

Of course, no article on spicy 

food would be complete with¬ 

out the antidotes. What do you 

do if you’ve had one too many 

Guatemalan Insanity Peppers? 

You’ve probably heard that 

water will do more harm than 

good, and other than the cool¬ 

ing sensation of the water, it’s 

true. Capsaicin isn’t very soluble 

in water, so the best it can do is 

spread the heat around. Each 

spicy-food culture has its own 

remedy. The Thais suggest sugar 

and the Chinese prescribe rice. 

Carbohydrates do seem to 

absorb capsaicin or mask its 

effects. Indian restaurants offer 

a selection of yogurt-based 

drinks and condiments to cool 

you down, and chili con carne 

and beer go very well together. 

Capsaicin is very soluble in both 

fats and alcohol. 

Theoretically, then, the best 

remedy for too many chilies 

would be a very rich, very 

strong white russian, made with 

whole milk or heavy cream. 

I’ll have to try that next time 

I dare to take on Kung Pao. 

John Bowman’s mom doesnt 

like how all of his science articles 

end up mentioning booze- 
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From “Varsity 
Blues” to 

Tricolour hues 
The transfer student story 

This is 
X feel YcJ+Ler 

AL-ittlATEP. 

when you force yourself to endure a 

period of drudgery, it’s only a mat¬ 

ter of time before your “inner 

self” bursts forth to kick you 

in the butt. It took a long 

spell of depression and the 

approval of family and 

friends before I requested the 

almighty OUAC (Ontario 

University Academic Centre) 

form and applied to three other 

universities — Queen’s, 

Guelph and McMaster. In the 

meantime, during my last year 

at U of T, my marks were 

alright, but I was barely “there” 

and couldn’t wait to get out. It 

got to a point where I felt invis¬ 

ible and would see ghosts of 

myself wandering the stale 

halls, asking me, “what are you 

still doing here?” 

By Rachelle Villanueva 

Let’s get this much maligned intro¬ 

duction out of the way (as anyone 

who has already met me has heard 

by now). My name is Rachelle Villanueva, 
I am a transfer student who has completed 
two years at U of T and am in second year 
Arts. I’m behind a year because I’ve 
switched half of my program and some of 
my credits could not be acknowledged by 
Queen's University. 

It has been a long journey on the yel¬ 

low asphalt road from Yonge Street to 

University Avenue and, of course, there’s 

much more asphalt paved on my story 

than that. 

So, I took three campus 
tours, making lists of pros 
and cons. It was like OAC 
all over again, except this 

time, I had a brain. 

I can’t even count the number of times 

since the beginning of frosh week that I’ve 

been asked, “So what didn’t you like 

about U of T?” It’s such a loaded question 

that each time I’m compelled to give a 

loaded answer: “U of T sucks.” 

So why did I leave? To be very honest, 

it’s a question I ask myself everyday. After 

all, it took a lot of guts for me to pack up 

my bags and tell my dad that the 10-year- 

old family car was being forced to roll all 

the way from Mississauga to Kingston. 

Yes, it was because I felt isolated at U of 

T (being one of 55,000 undergrads), and 

because life at U of T felt like high school 

all over again. However, instead of ram¬ 

bling on about the turmoil I experienced 

as an uninspired and dispossessed student 

in the mammoth University of Toronto, 

where “Varsity Blues” took on a whole 

new meaning for me, I will explain what 

it took to get here and what I think of 

Queen’s University thus far. 

Becoming a transfer student wasn’t 

easy. In my case, it was a bitch to realize 

that after two years I was simply in the 

wrong university. Partially, it was a hunch. 

For two years I felt like I was trying to 

squeeze into something I wasn’t meant 

for. As is the case with anything in life, 

Transferring piled the stress 

high on my plate as it meant more 

OSAP and setting my graduation date 

back a year. And to think how badly I 

wanted to graduate in the year 2000 — a 

graduate of the millennium! Imagine 

yourself transferring from Queen’s to 

another university — your first inclination 

is probably to say that it’s unthinkable. 

Keep in mind, though, that priorities and 

opinions change over the years, and plan¬ 

ning too far ahead could cement your 

boots in a lifestyle better suited for some¬ 

one else. 

So, I TOOK THREE CAMPUS TOURS, mak¬ 

ing lists of pros and cons. It was like OAC 

all over again, except this time, I had a 

brain. Logic pointed to Mac, where I 

could pursue the same double major that 

I was taking at U of T, but my aforemen¬ 

tioned inner self screamed, “Queen’s!” 

Not wanting to be kicked in the butt this 

time around, I bowed to my intuition and 

made the irrevocable decision to come 

here. Broke and confused as I was, it was 

the hardest decision I’ve ever had to make 

in my life. I don’t regret it one bit. 

Although I hold with the sentiment 

that U of T sucks, it is a biased acclama¬ 

tion and I admit there were many good 

things about the school. In some ways I 

can even go so far to say that it is better 

than Queen’s: U of T has more program 

options, a larger library system and still 

ranks as the best medical/doctoral school 

in Canada according to Maclean’s (if you 

believe in that rating system). 

More importantly, I have found that 

the University of Toronto, in comparison 

to Queen’s, is more socially diverse. Sure, 

the race issue is taboo and most would 

rather not deal with it, but as a woman of 

Asian background. I’ve become sensitive 

to matters of race in environments I find 

myself in. That said, I must admit that I 

noticed a sea of primarily white faces 

immediately upon my arrival. Let’s say 

that the Queen’s “Tricolour” doesn’t 

reflect anything but a flag. 

Class issues also hit hard — I was 

astonished at the boxes being thrown out 

at my residence revealing the huge quan¬ 

tities of brand new furniture and appli¬ 

ances (computers, printers, stereo 

equipment) stacked outside of the dorm. 

As I lie buried under OSAP, I must admit 

that it sometimes gets uncomfortable and 

annoying surrounded by so many privi¬ 

leged people. However, I refuse to let 

these qualms defuse my optimism. Thus 

far, I have met many people with whom I 

have important things in common and 

feel comfortable. 

In residence, my case of cold feet con¬ 

tinues as my neighbourhood peers are 

almost entirely first-year students. Frosh 

week keg parties proved to be a popular 

phenomenon among my neighbours, 

while I felt I was too old (and a bit of an 

inadequate party machine) for those 

things. Some floormates I hang out with 

can’t even go to pubs because they’re not 

yet of age. Lastly, you can imagine how 

challenging it is for me to be single and 

older than all of the guys in my residence 

— I am starting to believe it is impossible 

to meet someone “datable” in my situa¬ 

tion! Though this triggers a yearning for 

me to go out and meet people my age, my 

floormates are a good bunch (yah, 

Gordon 5!). 

HEN NEWTS WEEK BEGAN (a unique 

version of frosh week), my estrangement 

lessened. I was relieved to be provided the 

chance to meet people in the same boat. A 

NEWT, for the uninformed, are New, 

Exchange, Castle and Transfer students, 

lumped together as an orientation group. 

(I like to refer to us as leftovers.) We expe¬ 

rienced all the froshie things but with a bit 

more style and dignity, not to mention the 

privilege of chanting, “We’re not 

Frosh!!!” We played games, painted cov¬ 

eralls and had tamming ceremonies 

(wherein I rubbed a U of T sweater on my 

butt), as all new Queen’s students have to 

do. It was simultaneously fun and strange 

to participate in these rituals. Having 

come from U of T, where most are too 

busy to appreciate pride in their school, 

school spirit was a weird, intoxicating 

concept. Once, upon making a snide 

remark comparing froshies to lemmings, I 

was jokingly told by a fellow NEWT to 

leave my U of T cynicism in Toronto. 

Thus, I immersed myseLf in singing “Oil 

Thigh” over and over again to see what it 

felt like to succumb to the crowd mental¬ 

ity. It was the most fun I’ve, had in a while 

and I must acknowledge the hard work of 

Mike Logan (the head NEWT) and all the 

Geckos (NEWT Gaels) who, for a short 

week, took the “transfer” out of “transfer 

students.” 

I must admit that I noticed a 
sea of primarily white faces 

immediately upon my arrival. 
Let’s say that the Queen’s 
“Tricolour” doesn’t reflect 

anything but a flag. 

L THINGS CONSIDERED, it has only 

been three weeks since I have been here at 

Queen’s. I am still adjusting and have 

moments when I wish I wasn’t such an 

exception. I am already behind in my 

school work (as I always was at U of T) 

but for different reasons — it’s because I 

am involved in extracurricular activities, 

socializing, partying and sitting by the 

lake pretending to do readings. Is Queen’s 

a better school than U of T? I guess any¬ 

thing is better than being “960813310.” 

Rachelle Villanueva is now 407-5476 and is still 

swingin' single on Gordon 5 as the floor 

matriarch. 
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On the Queen’s campus of the 
future, Security may use personal 
transmitters and sophisticated 

software to track individual students who 
need emergency assistance. But at what 
cost? 

Campus Security’s idea to equip stu¬ 
dents with keychain-sized personal alarm 
systems is impractical, and the money 
would be better spent on other safety ini¬ 
tiatives. A less expensive solution would 
be for a group of student volunteers to 
patrol our own neighbourhoods nightly. 
If significant sums of money are to be 
spent, however, we would be better off 
extending the boundaries of Security’s 
patrols, installing more blue lights, and 
improving lighting everywhere Queen’s 
students live, and not just on campus. 

While the idea of giving each student 
the choice of using such a system seems 
fair, it could also have a detrimental 
effect on the way Campus Security oper¬ 
ates. Rather than focusing on improving 
our safety through a preventative 
approach, the new system could lead to 
Security relying too much on reactive 
measures. The personal alarms could also 

instill a false sense of security among stu¬ 
dents who might otherwise make more 
prudent choices about their personal 
safety. 

These objections aside, the system 
seems hopelessly impractical to imple¬ 
ment. According to Security, at least two- 
thirds of the campus would have to 
subscribe in order for the plan to be 
viable. Since it is unlikely that the major¬ 
ity of students on campus feel threatened 
enough to warrant carrying a personal 
alarm system, this quota would likely not 
be met. Those who may choose to carry 
the small devices with them would be 
prone to misplacing them or setting them 
off accidentally. The added risk of stu¬ 
dents setting the alarms off purposely 
could also offset the possible benefits of 
the pager program. 

Considering that the costs of installing 
the system could be enormous, both in 
terms of fiscal and safety concerns, Cam¬ 
pus Security would be wise to consider 
alternative ways to improve security. 

Lethal weapon 12 
Mike Harris must be 

regressing back into childhood 
if he thinks his government’s 

decision to allow 12 year olds to handle 
firearms makes any sense. Ontario’s new 
Hunter Apprenticeship Safety Program 
will put lethal firepower in the hands of 
children who are years too young to 
drive or even vote in an election. 

While the program purports to make 
hunting safer by teaching children the 
proper use of firearms, it also serves to 
legitimize the use of guns by children 
who are clearly not old enough to han¬ 
dle them responsibly. There is a basic 
inconsistency in requiring people to wait 
until they are 16 years old before they 
can touch a steering wheel and allowing 
much younger children to legally fire a 
gun. While it is unclear what is a proper 
age to begin handling weapons, the gov¬ 

ernment ought to realize that many 12 
year olds have a romanticized notion of 
violence and guns in our society. No 
matter how much education or supervi¬ 
sion given, there is a real danger that 
some children will use firearms inappro¬ 
priately or even maliciously if given the 
chance. 

The consequences of introducing 
guns to children are already disturbingly 
obvious in the United States, where three 
of the children involved in recent 
schoolyard shootings were enrolled in a 
similar apprenticeship program. 

While it would be impractical to 
crack down on parents in rural Ontario 
who teach their young children how to 
hunt with rifles, it is irresponsible for a 
government that was elected on a plat¬ 
form of ‘common-sense’ to condone the 
practice. 

Boris Mots: They that can give up essential liberty to 
obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither 
liberty nor safety. 

— Benjamin Franklin 

Editorial Board 

Tracking our safety 

De-constructing prejudice 
Back in the summer of ’97 I 

decided to abandon my usual office 
job and venture into the testos¬ 

terone-filled world of construction work. I 
spend eight months of the year sitting at a 
desk staring at a computer screen and 
doing never-ending readings, and that’s 
enough — spending the summer the same 
way would just suck. 1 was a little con¬ 
cerned about whether construction firms 
would be reluctant to hire a woman, but 
thought I’d give it a try. 

What 1 want is 

W '1 to be judged as 
an individual, 

* 

4. 

and be given a 
chance. 

I heard back from a construction firm 
shortly after taking in my resume. Chris, 
the foreman, called to interview me for 
the job. He explained what the job was, 
asked a few questions, established that I 
was neither afraid of hard work nor a 
complete idiot. And then: (nervous throat- 
clearing noise) “I’ve, ah, never hired a lady 
before.” 

I managed to resist the urge to laugh 
hysterically at this description of myself 
and mumbled a response. Despite his 
obvious trepidation about employing a 
lady to do manual labour, he asked me if I 
could start work on Monday, which I most 
definitely could. He also told me to let 
him know if the guys gave me any trouble. 
This worried me. 

Turns out the guys didn’t give me any 
trouble. At first I got easier jobs and was 
asked if I was afraid of heights, or knew 

how to use a Skil saw or swing a sledge¬ 
hammer. After a couple of days, they 
stopped asking and just treated me like the 
other guys. 

This summer, I again went to look for 
a job and again, I really wanted to work 
outside doing construction or mainte¬ 
nance. I discovered a community centre 
nearby was hiring, so I took my resume in 
with high hopes. 

Later that evening, the woman doing 
the hiring called and politely told me: 
“The job involves some cleaning and gar¬ 
dening, and I’m not worried about that 
because girls can do that better than boys, 
but there is some heavy lifting, so we’re 
really looking for a boy.” The heaving lift¬ 
ing turned out to involve moving tables. 
You know, the plywood kind with the col¬ 
lapsing legs. They do not exactly require 
herculean strength to move, but she was 
sure it would be too much for me. 

She reluctantly agreed to interview me, 
and when I arrived I discovered that she 
hadn’t even glanced at my resume. She 
talked for a few minutes about how heavy 
those tables were, and then told me that 
since a boy had arrived for his interview, 
mine was over. 

I wound up spending the summer as a 
receptionist, sitting behind a desk staring 
at a computer screen, severely disillu¬ 
sioned. 

I don’t expect everyone to be innocent 
of prejudice and welcome me to the love- 
in that is the real world. What I want is to 
be judged as an individual, and be given a 
chance to prove that ladies can do 
construction work. 

By Liz Frogley 
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The cost of learning 
There is perhaps no issue of 

greater importance to students 
across Ontario than that of rising 

tuition and increasing student debt. Year 
after year we are warned of inevitable 
tuition hikes, and in fits of fear and igno¬ 
rance we strike back at the government 
and demand it freeze tuition based on 
the implicit assumptions that these hikes 
are both unnecessary and immoral. 
Neither is true. Increasing tuition is both 
necessary and quite morally sound, and 
despite the abundance of empty rhetoric 
we hear to the contrary, there are very 
viable solutions to the extension of stu¬ 
dent debt they bring. 

Tuition fees have never been dearer, 
but never has a higher proportion of 
young Canadians been in university. In 
spite of this fact, academics and student 
organizations perpetuate the view that as 
tuition rates rise people are denied a uni¬ 
versity education because they cannot 
pay. According to a Statscan study, 
despite rapidly rising tuition fees starting 
in the 1980s, an even greater percentage 
of young people than ever before are 
applying to university. 

It is very important to understand 
what this demonstrates. Students 
value the rewards from a university 
education — specifically, better job 
prospects and higher future earnings. 
They are willing to pay for what they 
get. University graduates are among the 

top income earners in the country. The 
small price we pay for our university 
education is practically nothing in 
exchange for the gains it will bring us 
later in life. 

Our governments are correct in shift¬ 
ing university costs onto those who are 
the chief beneficiaries: the students. 
Society not only gets more bang for the 
buck for each dollar spent on primary or 
secondary schooling, but as universities 
continue to depend on tuition fees they 
become more responsive to students. 
Already universities across Ontario are 
competing like never before to attract 
students. It is long overdue. We lose 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in the 
form of students who take their business 
to the United States and elsewhere prov¬ 
ing that higher tuition does not discour¬ 
age applicants. Furthermore, we cannot 
justify forcing low and middle-income 
earners to subsidize an education system 
that eventually rewards the well-off. 

Inevitably many will complain that 
the inescapable evil of higher tuition is 
that those who cannot gain access to uni¬ 
versity in the first place will never have a 
chance to enjoy the benefits. The solu¬ 
tion to this problem is two-fold. First, 
we need an Income Contingent 
Repayment Loan (ICRL) program. The 
ICRL spreads repayment of student debt 
over a person’s working life, and is sen¬ 
sitive to fluctuations in income: the 

higher the income, the greater the pay¬ 
ment. Below a certain income level, 
repayment is suspended altogether. The 
ICRL has a proven international track 
record. We should adopt it immediately. 
The second answer lies in corporate 
sponsorship. Universities across Canada 
have already reaped the benefits of this. 
Why waste public dollars when 
untouched riches of private ones wait to 
be taken advantage of? The argument 
that it is immoral to allow corporate 
infringement on our “holier than thou” 
educational environment is preposter¬ 
ous. How is it more moral to deprive 
students of thousands in loans simply to 
keep both Pepsi and Coke on campus? 

Henry Adams wrote that nothing in 
education is as astonishing as the amount 
of ignorance it accumulates in the form 
of inert facts. He could not have been 
more correct. It is almost taken as uni¬ 
versity gospel that tuition hikes are fun¬ 
damentally immoral. They are not. 

When confronted with such issues as 
increased tuition, we owe it to ourselves 
to confront them bravely and take the 
time to research smart solutions. We 
have no right, however, to claim we are 
being treated unfairly. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. 

Brock Jones 
ArtSci ’00 

Jane didn’t bebop 

Dear Editors: 

I must say that I was thoroughly 
unimpressed by Michelle Cheng’s con¬ 
cert review of Jane Bunnett and the 
Spirits of Havana’s performance last 
Friday (The Journal, Sept. 29, 1998 pg. 
15). I too was in attendance at Bunnett’s 
concert, but unlike Miss Cheng, I trbly 
enjoyed the concert. 1 do realize that 
everyone is entitled to their own opin¬ 
ion, especially when it comes to music. 
However I feel that “concert reviewers” 
for widely read publications, such as The 
Journal, should at least have some 
knowledge of the music for which they 
criticize. I can’t say that I’m an expert in 
the field, but after reading her article 
several times, I questioned whether Ms. 
Cheng actually knew what Afro/Cuban 
Jazz is all about. 

First, not all hand-drums are called 
bongos. In Bunnett’s concert, her auxil¬ 
iary percussionist played the congas. 
Interchanging the name of these two 
instruments is like calling a “cello” a 
“violin,” and is sacrilegious in the per¬ 
cussion community. 

Second, one cannot describe 
Bunnett’s “tunes” as “bebop” or even 
“bebopish.” With the exception of one 
piece (“Hole in One,” a progressive jazz 
fusion tune), the pieces played at the 
concert were of the “straight up” 
Afro/Cuban Jazz genre. Bebop is an 
entirely different form of music. If you 
don’t believe me, have a listen to any of 
Bunnett’s albums and tell me if they 
sound anything like Charlie “Byrd” 
Parker or Dizzy Gillespie, two of the 
innovators of the bebop movement. I 

think one would seriously question the 
use of “bebopish” as an adjective in this 
context. 

Third, Ms. Cheng stated that the 
band lacked energy. 1 am in partial 
agreement with her, in that Bunnett was 
not as energetic as hearing her play on 
her albums. (This was my firstjame see¬ 
ing Bunnett live.) Nonetheless, Ms. 
Cheng failed to mention that Bunnett 
hosted the Canadian Juno Awards the 
night before the concert, and has been 
on a very busy performance schedule in 
the past week. I thought this fact should 
have at least been acknowledged before 
submitting Bunnett to such harsh 
criticism. 

Finally, I was especially annoyed at 
Ms. Cheng’s comment, stating that 
Bunnett’s performance “wasn’t as much 
an entertaining show as it was a large 
improv session.” Perhaps Ms. Cheng 
needs to be reminded that Jazz, in all its 
shapes and forms, is improvisational 
music. That is the beauty of it; no two 
recordings or performances of a piece 
are ever played the same way. In addi¬ 
tion, I fail to understand what Ms. 
Cheng was seeking in terms of “enter¬ 
tainment” at a Jazz concert. Granted 
there was no real stage show; Bunnett 
didn’t hop around flailing her sax into 
amplifiers, whilst pyrotechnics light up 
Dunning like an overhead projector 
gone beserk. That would not be Jazz. 
Jazz is meant to be listened to, even if it 
is live. Furthermore, if the show wasn’t 
entertaining, why did Bunnett receive a 
standing ovation before and after her 
encore? 

I feel that Jane Bunnett and The 
Spirits of Havana put on a marvelous 
show. It is my hope that Bunnett never 
comes across Ms. Cheng’s concert 
review, for fear that I will never see her 

play in Kingston again. Nevertheless, for 
future reference, please - publish 
informed concert reviews, as opposed to 
potentially misleading and clearly unin¬ 
formed reviews such as the last. 

P. Ron Tovich 
ArtSci ’98, Ph.D I 

Reporting needs depth 

Dear Editors, 

Just like everyone else, I keep my life 
busy enough that I lose touch of what is 
going on at Queen’s. That is why twice a 
week, I look forward to hearing a little 
about what is “really” going on at 
Queen’s when my back is turned. I have 
been really disappointed with the depth 
of the articles that I have been reading in 
The Journal. In a paper that is as much 
as 50% advertising, I think that the arti¬ 
cles should be more investigative. To 
think that the most relevant thing to 
happen at Queen’s last week was a 
chemical spill is a little disappointing. To 
give the benefit of the doubt though, 
maybe stories like this do deserve to be 
on the front page. My question is, if 
these stories are important enough to 
publish, then why are there never follow 
up articles to ensure that people are 
making sure that incidents like the spill 
are less likely to happen again. A paper 
should act as a messenger of progress in 
a community whether it happens to be a 
school newspaper or a big city press. 

More investigative reporting would 
probably solve this problem. It is no sur¬ 
prise that the people who were in the 
building at the time knew about the 

Continued on ne«t page 

How do you 
keep busy? 

"... the mechodane program ...” 

CIDER & JAMES 
(on the streets of Kingston) 

Singing “King of the Road” and “Brown 
Eyed Girl” while my son is in school. 

JOHN 
(single parent/busker) 

“I jusr like to hang out - eh?” 

YVONNE 
(Kingston local) 

Want to edit this 
sectionP 

Applications are being accepted for 
the Opinions Editor position. 

Deadline — TODAY at 5 p.m. 

All applicants welcome! 

Drop your resume off at 272 Earl St., 
e-mail it to journal @post.queensu.ca, 

or call Laura, Keith or Tara 
at 545-2SOU 
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Continued from page 11 

incident, but I think that it is 

important that you give the peo¬ 

ple who weren't in the building 

a reason to care about the acci¬ 

dent and that it doesn’t happen 

again. Investigative reporting 

should require the writer to 

report more than that the inci¬ 

dent just happened. What is 

next? A front page article about 

this week’s power outage? Just 

give me more than the obvious, 

that is all I ask. 

Fraser McIntyre 

Comm ’00, ArtSci ’00 

EngSoc shows 
hypocrisy 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing with regards to 

Keith Stewart’s (Engineering 

Society1 President) letter to the 

editor in the September 18 edi¬ 

tion of The Journal. Stewart was 

responding to a MiSC piece by 

George Reinblatt which charac¬ 

terized Queen’s engineering stu¬ 

dents as “the biggest group of 

geeks ever to walk the planet.” 

Certainly Reinblatt’s article 

went too far in this vein and 

incited general contempt for a 

very diverse and accomplished 

bunch of future professionals. It 

is quire appropriate that 

Reinblatr’s article be criticized. 

However, I resent the fact that 

the publisher of Golden Words 
says one thing, but acts in a very 

different manner. 

Many of you remember that 

the March 18 issue of Golden 
Words contained an article enti¬ 

tled “The Queen’s LSS is run by 

a bunch of sneaky assholes.” 

The piece was full of mean, gra¬ 

tuitous abuse directed at me and 

another LSS official as well as 

against law students in general. 

In addition, it made innuendo 

and claims which simply are not 

true. That did not seem to mat¬ 

ter to the author or to the edi- 

tors of GW. No one contacted 

me for a response or to check 

the facts. An editor of GW, Peter 

Lynn, confessed to me that 

it was likely that no 

editor had read the 

piece before it was printed. He 

said that happened all the time 

— press night was a zoo. 

Essentially, the conduct of GW 
was worse than that of The 
Journal which Stewart now 

attacks. 

You can see how when 

Stewart writes "I cannot com¬ 

prehend what could motivate 

the writer to take such blatant 

shots at one specific group of 

students and their culture,” I 

have to remind him that I said 

exactly the same thing to him 

last April. 
Keith, your publication hurt 

me and many other law students 

for no good reason. You 

defended Golden Words lies 

and tactics. You suggested that I 

formally seek an apology. Last 

year your “suicide issue” 

demonstrated to all of us what a 

GW apology amounts to. No 

thanks, I’d rather not give GW 
another opportunity to victim¬ 

ize me. Furthermore, the rea¬ 

sons for the apology should be 

blatantly obvious to you. Do 

the right thing without having 

to be forced to. 

As Stewart himself states, the 

lesson is that “there is an oblig¬ 

ation on all members of the uni¬ 

versity community to be 

welcoming, especially those 

members in a position of 

responsibility.” No person’s 

Ask 
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dignity or respect should be 

unfairly compromised. Can y0u 

honestly say, Keith, that the 

principles you espouse in your 

letter are the same ones which 

guide you and EngSoc in y0Ur 

responsibility to our community 

as publisher of Golden Words? 

Chris Ellis 

Law '99 

President, Law Students’ 

Society 

Constable concerns 
Dear Editors, 

Queen’s Student Constables 

are a team of peer supervisors 

who are dedicated to ensuring 

the safety of everyone involved 

at football games. Our duties 

include frisking for alcohol and 

projectiles at the gates, as well 

as maintaining crowd control 

throughout the stands. As a 

team, we are disappointed at 

suggestion that constables at the 

gate are “often arbitrary and 

patronizing” in regards to what 

constitutes a projectiles. 

Due to past incidents regard¬ 

ing intoxication levels and stu¬ 

dent injuries at football games, a 

specific set of guidelines was set 

up by members of the 

Athletics Department, Queen's 

Administration and AMS 

Officials. This written policy 

took effect after the particularly 

boisterous homecoming celebra¬ 

tions of 1994, during which a 

few students were injured. 

Among other things it states that 

constables will not allow any¬ 

thing that can be used as a pro¬ 

jectile into the stands. 

This being said, constables 

realize that articles such as pop 

cans and baby dolls make pretty 

lame projectiles, yet there are 

valid reasons for confiscating 

them. First, Marriott is the only 

service licensed to sell non-alco¬ 

holic beverages on the premises, 

and does not take kindly to peo¬ 

ple bringing in their own pop. 

Also, contrary to the author’s 

belief in arguing that students 

“will succumb to the temptation 

to hurl anything that is not tied 

down.” The author does not 

take in to account the effects of 

alcohol on students’ inhibition 

levels, or the fact that when 

people get together to celebrate 

an event such as a football game 

inter-faculty rivalries become a 

problem. Emotional energy is in 

high gear at these times, and, 

accordingly the potential for 

mischief is increased. It is with 

these concerns that Constables, 

as a proactive service, ensure 

that otherwise mundane objects 

are included in the list of poten¬ 

tial missiles. 

Student Constables ulti¬ 

mately derive their “list of 

potential projectiles” from a set 

of guidelines that was set up by 

the Administration and students 

alike, and thus cannot be con¬ 

sidered arbitrary. 

One more thing. Gord 

Moodie does not conform to 

any type of projectile that the 

constables recognize. 

Scott McCann 

Constable Manager 
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BEST OF THE ‘BATCH’? 

Charlie Batch, rhe second 
round pick of the Detroit 
Lions, has taken over as start¬ 
ing quarterback from overpaid 
Scott Mitchell. After the Lions 
started 0-2, the former Eastern 
Michigan star was given the 
nod at quarterback and after 
losing his first start led the 
ream to a win against Tampa 
Bay on Monday night. While 
his numbers were not that 
impressive (12-23. 123 yards) 
he threw no interceptions and 
did not lose the game, for his 
team. His fellow starting rook¬ 
ies, the more highly-touted 
Peyton Manning and Ryan 
Leaf could learn from Ills mis¬ 
take free example. The top 
two draft picks lead the league 
having thrown 11 and 8 picks 
respectively. In the future it is 
likely that these two celebrated 
rookies will surpass Batch, but 
for now he is doing more. 

The cat claws back 

Toronto Maple Leafs goalie 
Felix Potvin is extremely dis¬ 
traught about liis position as 
back-up goalie and he is begin¬ 
ning to voice his displeasure. 
With the signing of high pro¬ 
file goaltender Curtis Joseph 
during the summer, the highly 
paid veteran Potvin has been 
on the trading block, but the 
Leaf brass have yet to find a 
deal: to their liking. Recently, 
after an exhibition game in his 
hometown of Montreal, Felix 
The Car’ let the press know of 
his intention to possibly split 
from the Leafs’ camp until he 
is traded. Come on, Felix. 
Don’t you know that sitting 
out is not going to make man¬ 
agement's job of getting mar¬ 
ket value for you in a trade any 
easier? 

Stoppage looms 

With rhe NBA lock-out 
going strong and no end in 
sight, it looks like basketball 
will lose its first regular season 
games to labour disputes. With 
exhibition games already being 
canceled and talks on hold 
until October 8, things do nor 
look good. It is'a shame that a 
league with so many good 
things going on in the last fif¬ 
teen years has to deal with the 
greediness that so much of 
America despises. On the 
other hand, the NHL must be 
loving this situation, as their tv 
ratings can only go up with no 
NBA competition. 

Ip Christmas came early... 

•NASCAR would go back to 
being a redneck, southern 
sport and stay off TV. 

•Questions about Florence 
Griffith-Joyner’s drug use 
would die with her. 

•One NFL team would set a 
record in futility— go win¬ 
less for an entire season. 

Baseball takes centre stage 
Queen’s 
sweeps 

weekend 
By Journal Sports Staff 

The Queen’s baseball team 
showed this weekend that there 
is more to baseball in Kingston 
than the playoff games on TV. 

With a four game sweep of 
George Brown College and 
York University, the squad burst 
into the national rankings at 
number four. 

The team beat George 
Brown 11-6 and 11-0 in their 
Saturday doubleheader and fol¬ 
lowed that up with 10-5 and 9- 
5 victories against York in the 
Sunday twin bill. 

The star of the weekend was 
undoubtedly Chris Cartile who 
went 9-13 with three home 
runs and twelve runs batted in. 
He also pitched a complete 
game victory for good measure. 

After splitting the first eight 
games of the season, the trip to 
Toronto saw the team elevate 
it’s record to 8-4 with four 
more games left in the regular 
season. The team will play two 
doubleheaders at Megaffin Sta¬ 
dium against Durham College 
and University of Toronto start¬ 
ing on Saturday and Sunday at 
1 p.m. respectively. 

Pundits make fearless playoff predictions 
By Neate Sager 

In the National League, the 
Atlanta Braves will sweep the 
overmatched Chicago Cubs in 
three games. In the other divi¬ 
sion series, the San Diego Padres 
will edge the Houston Astros in 
five games. The determined 
Padres will then edge Atlanta in a 
thrilling six-game showdown for 
the National League pennant, as 
the Braves’ reliance on the long 
ball will prove foolhardy against 
a good Padres’ pitching staff. 

In the junior circuit, the Yan¬ 
kees will easily defeat the pitch- 
ing-thin Texas Rangers in three 
games. In a matchup of two 
clubs long on slugging and short 
on reliable pitching, Boston’s 
power tandem of Vaughn and 
Garciaparra will carry the Red 
Sox past the Indians in five 
games, into an LCS showdown 
with the hated Yankees. How¬ 
ever, the Curse of the Bambino 
will live to see another Opening 
Day, as the BoSox succumb in 
five games. 

In the World Series, the 
upstart Padres will give the Yan¬ 
kees a fight, but cooler heads will 
prevail. The Bronx Bombers, 
whose current roster has com¬ 
bined for 22 series rings, will tri¬ 
umph in six games for the 
franchise’s record 24th world 
championship. 

By Nick Sinclair 

When this spectacular season 
is over, 1998 will go down as the 
year of the Atlanta Braves. Save 
for back in 1995, the perennially 
favored Tomahawk Choppin’ 
boys have tended to wilt in the 
post-season limelight. This time 
around nobody seems to be pick¬ 
ing them, and yours truly sus¬ 
pects that this may offer a 
psychological edge. The Cubbies, 
whilst not the losers we are 
accustomed to seeing at Wrigley, 
have neither the pitching nor the 
hitting to offer much resistance. 
On the other side of the NL 
bracket, Houston is simply too 
deep, especially at the plate, to 
not overcome the Padres. In the 
NLCS, the Astros will be 
exposed as a team, that, even 
with Randy Johnson, simply 
don’t have enough top-notch 
pitching to get by Adanta. The 
Big Unit wins you maybe two 
games, the rest go to the Braves. 

Over in the Junior circuit, the 
vaunted Bronx Bombers will 
walk all over Texas while the Red 
Sox slip by the Tribe setting up an 
ALCS between arch-rivals.In a 
shocker, the BoSox, behind the 
pitching of Pedro Martinez will 
exorcise the demons of Bucky 
Dent by sneaking by the Yanks in 
seven. At this stage the Sox will 
be gassed; they will not have 
enough to beat another Goliath. 

By Robert MacNeil 

The American League features 
the best team in baseball, a wild¬ 
card team that backed into the 
playoffs and the best of two bad 
divisions. While Texas has a pow¬ 
erful line-up, they do not have 
the pitching to take the team all 
the way. The Indians play in the 
pathetic A.L. Central, and can’t 
handle die big boys. The Red Sox 
are cursed and will never, ever 
win. This leaves the New York 
Yankees, with their 114 wins and 
business-like attitude, as the 
American League representarive. 

The only thing that is clear in 
the National League playoffs is 
that last year’s champ, the 
Florida Marlins will not win. The 
Braves will not make the World 
Series because Bobby Cox’s man¬ 
agerial skills are non-existent. 
San Diego does not have enough 
offensive depth, while Houston’s 
only pitching is found in Randy 
Johnson. This leaves the Chicago 
Cubs lead by Sammy Sosa and 
their deceased broadcaster Harry 
Carrey. The legendary Carrey 
passed away last year without 
ever seeing the Cubbies in the big 
game. Look for the Cubbies to 
upset the Yankees in a classic 
showdown and hear Carrey call 
from the heavens as rhe final out 
is recorded, “It could be, it 
should be, it is!” 

Gaels 
ready for 
Ravens 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s Golden Gaels, 
coming off of their biggest win of 
the season over McGill, hit the 
road to take on the bottom-feed¬ 
ing Carleton Ravens. 

While one week ago Carleton 
would have been seen as an 
absolute joke, their win last Sun¬ 
day in Quebec City against Laval 
has leant them a great deal more 
respectiblity. 

O-QIFG FOOTBAtX STANDINGS 
G W L F A I' 

Otl.nvj A i 1 IN c5 6 
quernV 3 2 I $7 35 -4 : 
Liv.il . 4 2 2 -)7 5N A 
Bishop'* 9 2 2 SO 113 4 
McGill I 2 3 55 sc. A 

The Ravens (1-3), started the 
season losing three consecutive 
games in dramatic fashion, being 
outscored 124-39. At risk of ren¬ 
dering their season meaningless, 
they came back to win on a 
dreary day 19-17 against Laval. 

Carleton on the offensive side 
of the ball is clearly a passing 
team. They throw upwards of 40 
rimes a game and invariably play 

Please see Queen’s on page 16 

THE QUEEN'S 
JOURNAL 

HOCKEY POOL 
RULES 

1. Pick three forwards, two defenceman, one enforcer and one goalie. Enforcers will receive 

one point for every five penalty minutes. Goalies will be given two points for a win and three 

points for a shutout. 

2. Pool is open to Queen’s students, faculty and staff only. No cost to enter but only one entry per 

person. Deliver entries to The Journal house at 272 Earl Street. Once entry has been 

received, no changes will be permitted. Deadline for submissions is Friday, October 16 at 4 p.m. 

3. Points will be tabulated from start of regular season to Mar. 12. Standings will be published 

occasionally in The Journal. Winners will be announced March 19. Top three scores will receive 

prizes. 

NAME 

PHONE NO. 

FACULTYATAR_ 

E-MAIL 

Forwards (pick 3) 

□ Ron Francis,CAR CD 

CD Joe Sakic, COL CD 

□ Jaromir Jagr, PIT □ 

□ Mike Modano, DAL CD 

I I Mats Sundin, TOR □ 

□ Ziginund Palffy, NY1 □ 

□ Peter Forsbcrg, COL CD 

CD Sergei Fcdcrov, DET CD 

Keith Tkachuck, PHO 

Wayne Gretzky, NYR 

Eric Lindros, PHI 

Paul Kariya, ANA 

John Lcclair, PHI 

Peter Bondra, WAS 

Teeniu Selanne, ANA 

Alexei Yashin, OTT 

Entries due by 
Friday, Oct. 16 @ 4 p.m. 

Deliver entries to 272 Earl Street 

For more info call 545-2800 

Goalies (pick 1) 

□ Chris Osgood, DET 

CD Patrick Roy, COL 

I I Martin Brodcur, NJ 

□ Mike Richter, NYR 

CD Curtis Joseph, TOR 

CD Dominik Hasck, BUF 

CD Olaf Kolzig, WAS 

Enforcers (pick 1) 

CD Paul Laus, FLA 

I I Matthew Barnaby, BUF 

O Chris Simon, WAS 

□ Tic Domi, TOR 

I I Sandy McCarthy, TB 

□ Donald Brashcar, VAN 

Defence (pick 2) 

I I Oleg Tverdovsky, PHO 

[~1 Ed Jovanovski, FLA 

□ Sergei Gonchar, WAS 

□ Vladimir Malakov, MON 

I I Roman Hatnrlik, EDM 

□ Bryan Bcrard, NYI 

I I Brian Lcetch, NYR 

CD Scott Nicdermaycr. NJ 

I I Sandis Ozolinsh, COL 

□ Sergei Zubov, DAL 

CD Niklas Lidstrom, DET 

□ Al Maclnnis, STL 

I I Rob Blake, LA 

CD Kevin Hatcher, PIT 

CD Steve Ducshene, LA 

CD Lircy Murphy, DET 
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Queen’s 
hits road 
Continued from page 15 

out of the shotgun formation. 

The problem is that they are still 

not very good at it. Quarterback 

James Baker has thrown more 

than twice as many interceptions 

as touchdowns and the passing 

game as a whole ranks fifth in the 

conference. The Ravens have 

even less success running the ball, 

ranking last in the conference at 

69.8 yards per game. 

On the defensive side of the 

ball the Ravens have had a little 

more success of late, but on the 

whole have been most easily 

compared to a sieve. 

Offensive coordinator Steve 

Yovetich is not as confident. 

“[The Ravens] have shown 

three different game plans in 

their three games, who knows 

what they will bring to the table 

for this game,” said the second- 

year coordinator. 

The strength of the Ravens 

lies in their special teams. Punter/ 

kicker Jimmy McMillan is lead¬ 

ing the conference in punting 

and is converting on long field 

goal attempts. Matt Stenson is 

doing a great job returning kicks, 

so the Gael coverage teams have 

to contain him. 

The Gaels (2-1) come in with 

the league’s top ranked offence 

and is running on all cylinders. 

They have had a few problems 

winning at Keith Harris Stadium 

in the past, but based on how 

they are playing and the quality 

of their opponent, this game will 

be a wipe-out. 

Editor’s prediction — Gaels 

by 17 

Crockford kicks 

;f jig ©IF TUSH WHHE 
O-Iine dominates 

Female 

The first Queen’s Journal 

female athlete of the week of 

1998 is varsity soccer’s speedy 

forward Angie Crockford. 

The third-year life science 

student has gotten off to a quick 

start with six goals in five 

games, which leads the OUA. 

The team has followed suit, 

winning all five of those games 

to place themselves first in the 

OUA East. 

“She has always been 
fast, but now she 

looks explosive, and 
she is making much 
better decisions as 
far as finishing.” 

— Head coach Dave 
/ McDowell 

Head coach Dave McDowell 

is extremely pleased with the 

way Angie has come out of the 

chute for this season. 

“She has always been fast, 

but now she looks explosive 

and she is making much better 

decisions as far as finishing,” 

Crockford, a native of said McDowell. “She has 

Whitby, had a very productive worked so hard over three years 

week, scoring three goals and tbc summer, it s great and 

against Trent and then follow¬ 

ing that performance with a 

goal against Ryerson. 

When asked about her recent 

success, the forward is quick to 

credit her teammates. 

“I’m getting balls that 1 like, 

far down the wing where I can 

use my speed,” explained 

I’m pleased and excited for 

her.” 

With the great start that the 

team has had coinciding with 

her great start, Crockford is 

very excited about the potential 

of the team. 

“We’re looking very strong, 

there is so much talent on this 

Crockford. “It is just a matter of team,” said Crockford. “If we 

me running it down and scoring Put a lot into it we have a good 

on a breakaway.” chance.” 

JL, 
There once were some 
students at Queen’s, 

whose habit was 
weiners and beans, 

'til they tried 
PiSSY’s Brunch 

one Sunday for lunch, 

now they're scoffing 
smoked salmon 

and greens. 

Sunday Brunch at Chez Piggy 

A groovy new habit you can afford. 

FROM $6.95 AND your 15% student discount applies!!* 

Chez PiSSV Restaurant 68R Princess Street 549-7673 
-*W)th ID; not valid with other discounts or promotions 

36-0. 577 yards of total 

offence. 0 sacks. 

With numbers like that, there 

is no doubt that The Queen’s 

Journal athlete(s) of the week is 

the offensive line. 

With the Gaels’ dismantling 

the McGill Redmen, there were 

many offensive stars, but the 

thoroughness of the offensive 

clinic points to the unheralded 

bunch in the trenches. 

The six stars, from left to right 

on the offensive line are: first- 

year tackle Jon Landon, third- 

year guard Chris Moad, 

fourth-year centre Barrett 

Preuter, first-year guard Chris 

Chesney, fourth-year tackle Lee 

O’Neill and third-year tackle 

Brad Webb. 

When chatting with the hogs, 

the jovial conversation involves 

numerous fat jokes, unprintable 

nicknames, mock jealousy of the 

glory-seeking backs and receivers 

and an overriding sense of com- 

raderie that is not contrived and 

certainly pays off on the field. 

“As an offensive line we grew 

together,” commented O’Neill, a 

native of Red Deer. “Communi¬ 

cation is at its highest point since 

I have been here.” 

“We are truly a unit that 

depends on one another,” said 

Preuter, a native of Manotick. “It 

is good to be out there and know 

that if I do my job, the guy beside 

me will do his job, too.” 

The two newcomers to the 

Fall Recruitment 1998 
Do you have First Aid & CPR 
certifications? 

Applications available 

at Student Health 

Due October 16th 

line, true rookies Landon and 

Chesney, have been quickly 

accepted by this small fraternity. 

“When Chris and I came in, 

they adopted us immediately and 

we began to learn from the 

guys,” explained Landon. 

Due to an injury to all-confer¬ 

ence fifth-year guard Rob 

Chalmers two weeks ago, others 

were forced to step up and Ches¬ 

ney was thrust into the starting 

line-up. 

“Everybody is bigger, faster, 

stronger [in the CLAU]. In high 

school, I just had to show up and 

get in the way^_said Chesney of 

his high school days in St. 

Thomas. 

Despite the fact he sat out the 

McGill game, the linemen are 

quick to credit Chalmers with 

playing a role in their success. 

“The fact that we were able to 

play well shows that we have 

great depth and have learned a 

lot from [Chalmers],” com¬ 

mented Markham-native Moad. 

When discussing the success 

of the line, the group 'begins to 

dole out praise to the backfield. 

“Beau [Howes], Dusty 

[Falscheer], Correale and Robyn 

have all done a great job of pay¬ 

ing attention and helping us do 

our jobs,” explained Webb, who 

hails from Cochrane, Alberta. 

The last word comes, as it 

does in most conversations 

involving this unit, from the 

centre. 

“We are the engine that drives 

the machine," says Preuter. 

Concert Review 

It was Wednesday, a school night but 

AJ's was still packed. Why? Simple — 

Econoline Crush. The “industrial- 

flavoured” band hailing from Vancouver 

were in Kingston as part of a tour to 

promote the release of their second full 

length album, The Devil You Know. 

The show began with a surprise when 

Joy Drop, rather than B.T.K., was deliv¬ 

ered to the crowd as the opening act. 

However, this had no effect on the over¬ 

all show because Joy Drop made their 

presence known. The band had no front¬ 

man but rather a front woman, and I 

must say she made the crowd forget the 

name B.T.K., with her stage presence and 

her band’s musical ability. 

JoyDrop, who has been touring with 

Econoline Crush, successfully warmed 

PHOTOS BY GEOFF ASHENHURST 

the crowd up for the main act. Joy 

Drop’s first single from their new album 

Metasexual was “Beautiful” — a song of 

changing pace which echoed with the 

lyrics of the chorus “I’m not beautiful 

like you, I’m beautiful like me.” But 

enough said about the enticing opening 

act, and on to bigger things, mainly the 

headliners of the night, Econoline Crush. 

The crowd was ready and waiting for 

the entrance of the band they had come 

there to see. For lack of a better word 

that the audience was “pumped.” When 

Econoline Crush took the stage the 

energy level in AJ's immediately soared. 

As the band broke into their first song 

the crowd packed the front area and 

began to dance, not the sort of dance you 

would find in a typical dance club but the 

kind inspired by the full sound of “rock 

n’ roll.” A few songs into the set, the 

band played the title track of their new 

album called “The Devil You Know.” 

This song sent the crowd into a frenzy. 

Following the song, lead singer Trevor 

Hurst called the audience “fuckin’ 

crazed,” but of course, that was only the 

beginning of Hurst’s interaction with the 

crowd. A frontman with huge presence 

and charisma, Hurst truly knew how to 

work an audience, either by shaking their 

hands or commanding them to scream, 

and the audience responded and obeyed.. 

Econoline played an all-out energetic 

show. The song “Wicked” with it’s lyrics, 

“you don’t feel, you don’t care, you’re so 

wicked,” along with the well known 

song “Sparkle and Shine” brought the 

crowd to new heights right before the 

end of the set. Luckily, Econoline Crush 

didn’t wait more than two minutes to get 

back up on stage for a tireless four-song 

encore, consisting of the famed “All That 

You Are,” which perhaps the crowning 

touch of the great show. 

Although Hurst’s backing band, con¬ 

sisting of Robbie Morfitt and Ziggy on 

guitar, Ken Fleming on bass and Robert 

Wagner on drums were amply talented. 

they did little to overshadow the magnif¬ 

icent Hurst. Unfortunately for Hurst, 

the level of his mike was lower than that 

of the instruments. Luckily, this affected 

few songs because Hurst’s vocals more 

than rose above it. 

A frontman with huge 
presence and charisma, 
Hurst truly knew how to 

work an audience, either by 
shaking their hands or 
commanding them to 

The Devil You Know is Econoline 

Crush’s second full-length album follow¬ 

ing up on the acclaimed Affliction. The 

new album is the band’s attempt to cap¬ 

ture the energy and spark of one of their 

live shows. Well, all I can say is if the CD 

accomplishes this then it is a CD worth 

buying. 
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Electronic rock 
electrifies AJ’s 

Rotate this! 

Marilyn Manson 
Mechanical Animals 

Nothing/Interscope Records 

By Jim Whittington 

Everyone’s favourite little 

Christian soldier has resurfaced 

and reinvented himself once 

again to bring us his latest 

Mechanical Animals. Yes, that’s 

right, Marilyn Manson and his 

side show cronies are back to 

spread their twisted gospel to 

misguided youth everywhere. 

You just can’t keep a good sadist 

down. 

The album has the usual 

Manson stamp on it. Lyrically, 

die band is as bleak and angry as 

ever, spewing out the usual anti- 

Ood, anti-life, pro-drug themes 

that have made them so popular 

with parent groups everywhere. 

Musically, the album is rather 

diverse. Its almost like Twiggy 

Ranierez wrote a third of the 

music with the last album in 

mind, and then turned around 

and wrote the last two thirds 

after listening to a bunch of 

retro-electronica, powerpop, 

and Radiohead. 

As for highlights — “Great 

Big White World”, and 

“Mechanical Animals” have 

some cool instrumentation and 

arrangement. “The Dope Show” 

has a sort’a glam rock feel to the 

chorus, and “I Don’t Like the 

Drugs (But the Drugs Like Me)” 

has a bit of a funky sound going 

for it. 

Less appealing songs include 

“The Speed of Pain” which is a 

nice attempt at an acoustic num¬ 

ber, but Manson’s voice sounds 

like crap and . the lyrics, guitar 

line, and cheesy backup vocals 

just don’t mesh at all. “I Want to 

Disappear” sounds like one of 

those bad eighties electric drum 

driven songs, and “User 

Friendly” and “Fundamentally 

Loathsome” are just garbage. 

I don’t think the average 

Manson fan will have a problem 

with the band’s new sound since 

they are more attached to the 

personality than the music. In 

fact, I could see a few new fans 

being drawn into the fold by this 

new release. 

So don’t get scared off by the 

CD cover, ignore a few songs, 

and give it a listen because it 

really isn’t that bad. 

Tatyana Ali 
Kiss the Sky 

Sony Music 

By Virginia Wigmore 

Tatyana Ali, better know as 

Ashley Banks from the long 

running sitcom, Fresh Prince of 

Belair, has just released her 

debut album, Kiss The Sky — 
letting the world know that 

Will Smith is not the only cast 

member you can get jiggy with. 

Despite the stigma of having a 

long term colleague, Smith, as 

one of the executive producers, 

this CD does have the potential 

to vault Ali to the ranks of 

Brandy or N Sync — artists 

who have managed the stress of 

both television careers and 

being a Border favourite. 

During the interlude of track 

seven, Tatyana explains that she 

“wanted to make an album 

about love, not only in the sex¬ 

ual sense, but also the love that 

comes from friendship, com¬ 

panionship and God.” 

Her work is meant to 

demonstrate the metamorpho¬ 

sis of a relationship. The first 

half of the album is representa¬ 

tive of new young love, while 

the second half depicts love 

that has reached a more inti¬ 

mate, mature level. Despite this 

apparent “change of seasons,” 

all the songs on this CD sound 

very similar and are virtually 

interchangeable. The catchiest 

tune is track number five “Day¬ 

dreamin’,” which, not surpris¬ 

ingly, is the single that was 

released first. 

Kiss the Sky has the required 

mix of sappy love songs inter¬ 

spersed with phrases such as 

“we became intimate mentally,” 

which is spoken in a deep male 

voice. However, even this sim¬ 

ple formula, which has worked 

for artists such as Backstreet 

Boys and Boyz II Men in the 

past, is not able to save this CD 

from mediocrity. So, while Ali 

may become a Border favourite, 

and Smith seems to have a “fas¬ 

cinating belief and sometimes 

unsettling confidence” in her, 

my recommendation is to save 

your money and just tune in to 

the station that serves two 

nations. 

Snoop Dogg 
Snoop World 
No Limit Records 

By Marte Natvik 

In Snoop Dogs’ Snoop World, 
the listener is exposed to the 

world as dog boy himself sees it. 

It’s clear what’s important in 

this gangster’s life — he’s a 

soldier for money, power, drugs, 

sex and lots of misogyny. Lyrics 

like “the bitches, they’ll break 

you... keep you dick in your 

pants, cause they’ll play you,” 

adorn every song. It’s obvious 

that dog boy has some hard core 

resentment towards women. 

This album is nothing too origi¬ 

nal or different from any other 

of his albums. The themes that 

he barks about in all of his 

albums (including this one), are 

Continued on oaee 20. 
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CHECK US ()fjf 

I Our burger* 
frith no Mm, 

preservativ es or MSG 
added. Topped frith 

tomato end served > 
kaiser bun with frits 

The Gourmet Burger 

& Grilled Chicken 

Specialists 

A Variety of 20 

“Mouth Watering” Burgers 

and 20 ‘To Die For” 

Grilled Chicken Sandwiches 

I .CHEAT PRICES. I 

burgers! 

S4.75-S6.501 

Also checkout ...Jj' 
Garlic Bread (5 kinds) 

Homemade Chili 

Nacho Dinners (5 kinds) 

Chicken Strip Dinner /I 

Chicken Caesar >w 

Cheesy Chili Fries »/ 

(•GREAT PRICES® I 

chickens! 
from 

S5.50-S6.501 

Don't forget our Desserts 
Cheesecakes (5 kinds) 

Sundaes (5 kinds) 

and our 

Old Fashioned 

Milkshakes feSt 

j , 409 Johnson Street at University Avenue 
JJ 5 Kingston, Ontario Canada K7L 1Z1 

(613) 547-3771 

Laugh it up! 
Peters enthralls and entertains 

Comic Relief: Fuuny 

tnan Russell Peters 
bowls over the crowd. 

m 
■?» 

Comedy Review 

By Jeff Child 

So, for those who are feeling the bore¬ 

dom of the mid-week lull, fret no more 

as The Shot has brought world class 

comedy to Kingston’s doorstep. 

And I nearly shit my pants laughing. 

As 1 moped around my ghetto 

dwelling, wondering what the hell I 

would do with my Wednesday night, the 

telephone rang. It was my editor calling 

to see if I could cover an event that 

promised to save us all from a melan¬ 

choly autumn. I jumped at the chance to 

cover The Shot’s maiden voyage of 

Roaring Wednesdays — a comedy show¬ 

case of top notch Canadian performers. 

It couldn’t have been a better scene. I 

walked into The Shot to be welcomed by 

a buzzing crowd of humour seekers. The 

smoke hovered around the stage as we 

PHOTO BY KELLY HISHON 

all waited eagerly for the first comic to 

spout their jokes into the lone micro¬ 

phone. I was excited to see Don (the res¬ 

ident heckler) walk by with his cigar in 

hand, ready to assist the comedians. It 

was definitely going to be a good night. 

Peters’s brand of comedy 
kicks dirt at political 

correctness and racial 
prejudice, forcing you to 
laugh at yourself and the 

uptight society that we all 
live in. 

At 10:30 The Shot’s co-owner Paul 

Scheib took the stage to greet the over¬ 

whelming crowd. The night got off to a 

Please see Laughing on page 19 

=«‘99 FORMAL 
Somebody needs to 

organize the mast 

HAPPENING event of the 

graduating year. 
X T 

could be you• 
The Arts and Science Undergraduate Society (ASUS) is 

currently accepting applications for Formal Convener(s). 
Applications are due Tuesday, Oct. 13 by 4:00 at The 

Core (183 University). Please call 545-6000 x4622 with 
questions. ASUS will also be searching for volunteers to 
organize Food & Alcohol, Publicity, Entertainment, etc. 
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Logical Theories 
Perverto’s Theorem transforms the Union 

By Charmian Love 

Currently featured at the Union 

Gallery is an exhibition that will both 

challenge and excite art critics at all lev¬ 

els. Fourth-year Fine Arts students Mark 

Beldan and Giuliana Racco (assisted by 

Alessandro Racco) have teamed up to 

create an intriguing environment, com¬ 

bining installation sculpture with oil 

canvases. 

Part of the fascination of this exhibit is 

its difficult title. In a guide to the works, 

the artists explain that Perverto’s Theo¬ 
rem and it’s Manifestations is: a) the 

belief that every moment is as significant 

as the next, and b) all circumstance cre¬ 

ates meaning. The manifestation is the 

new work by Beldan and Racco; the 

installation of paint, resin and other 

materials. The challenge of the show is to 

consider these two factors and tie them 

together, applying one’s own personal 

reflections and reactions of this theorem 

and it’s manifestations to the art 

exhibited. 

Beldan, who participated in the 

Ground TLero exhibition at the Union 

Gallery, provides the canvas portion of 

the show. A noticeable theme in his oil 

paintings is the sky from various earthly 

anchors. In a piece entitled, “Reserve and 

Ranger” the perfect mid-afternoon deep 

blue of a cloudless sky is achieved. Most 

of his works are painted to look blurry, 

almost as if we’re squinting at the sub¬ 

ject. This technique gives the inevitable 

hard edges of any work a softer, more 

warming sense. Even in his three darker 

paintings entitled; “Begin to Live Like A 

Human Being,” he applies this gentleness 

to downplay the harsh, gloomy industrial 

scenario. 

Another interesting feature of Bel- 

dan’s paintings are the way they run off 

the canvas. This gives a sense of 

continuity, and shows that what he is 

choosing to reveal to us is not necessarily 

the whole truth, but merely a slice of life. 

This idea can be directly related to his 

Perverto’s Theorem — that the circum¬ 

stance is what creates meaning. 

Different Strokes: Fine Arts 

students decorate Union Gallery. 

PHOTO BY SAMSON WU 

The overall effect of these paintings is 

brought out by their unavoidable com¬ 

parison to the installation of Racco, 

whose work is not contained by the can¬ 

vas, but rather by the room as a whole. 

Racco, who has worked on such projects 

as the mural at the Summerhill subway 

station in Toronto, creates the most cap¬ 

tivating part of the show — the atmosh- 

pere. The Union Gallery is transformed 

into a surreal space. Through sound 

effects which range from a monotone 

drone, to running water to a mumbling 

that sounds like the teacher from 

Peanuts, we are forced into appreciating 

the gallery as an entire space of expres¬ 

sion and not simply the small surface 

area that the objects physically occupy. 

The shadows that they cast 
reflect against special 

screens and empty walls. 

The blimp shaped polyester resin and 

mixed media objects provide the show 

with enrapturing pieces, transforming 

the space into a forest of hanging struc¬ 

tures. Reminiscent of Alexander Calder’s 

famous mobiles, Racco has taken it one 

step further by encouraging the viewer to 

step into the middle of these hanging 

objects and become even more involved. 

Upon closer examination, you begin to 

see that each contains something special 

THE LOCALS KNOW THE GOOD STUFF 
IS WORTH A HIKE! 

Skis and Boards 

Hi * 

K2 Burton 
Rossignol Sims 
Volkl Ride 
Volant Winterstick 

& More! 

Clothing 
Sierra Designs 

Patagonia 
The North Face 

Oakley 
Sessions 

Burton 
& More! 

13 Montreal Street 
Downtown, just off of Princess 

542-4558 

like rainbows, personal pictures, rubber 

duckies, dried flowers and Sailor Moon 

paraphernalia. Perhaps these resin blimps 

are supposed to be mini time capsules. 

The effect that these hanging objects 

have on the room is more than just a 

compliment to Beldan’s work. The shad¬ 

ows that they cast reflect against special 

screens and empty walls, projecting the 

illusion of fish swimming. This is part of 

the manifestation of the theorem, know¬ 

ing whatever meaning you can deduce 

from the objects is because of the cir¬ 

cumstance you are in. 

Perverto’s Theorem and It’s Manifesta¬ 
tions is a thought-provoking exhibit 

which not only provokes the viewer, as 

most art does, but also justifies every 

reaction that can possibly be deduced, 

through the theorem itself. Not only will 

you be challenged by this show, but you 

will also walk away satisfied by your 

experience. 

Perverto’s Theorem runs from Septem¬ 

ber 26 to October 17 at Union Gallery. 

Laughing 
Shot 

Continued from page 18. 

roaring start as Sheib forgot how to 

properly pronounce his last name. The 

crowd eagerly laughed at anything and 

with the stellar line-up of comics that 

The Shot assembled, the laughter did 

not stop at Scheib’s good-spirited 

antics. 

The Shot spared no expense in 

bringing quality comedy to Kingston. 

The night began with the young and 

portly master of ceremonies Gavin 

Stevens. Stevens use of quick whir and 

brutally honest humour worked the 

crowd into a frenzy, while opener, Ron 

Jossel kept the momentum going. 

Russell Peters, who could possibly be 

Canada's best young comedian, high¬ 

lighted the evening. The comic has 

appeared on CTV’s comedy now, 

CBC's Comics, the Montreal comedy 

festival Just For Laughs and has also 

received a Gemini nomination. This 

young man can work a crowd as well as 

any big-ticket comic. Peters’s brand of 

comedy kicks dirt at political correct¬ 

ness and racial prejudice, forcing you to 

laugh at yourself and the uptight society 

that we all live in. By the end of his per¬ 

formance my jaw muscles were aching 

from non-stop laughter. 

The Shot has a gem. Roaring 

Wednesdays is the only way to combat 

the mid-week monotony. The $4 cover 

charge is well worth paying. Congratu¬ 

lations to The Shot for bringing world 

class entertainment to Kingston. 

Take the Short Walk to Princess 
— It's worth it! 

Shop for eyewear at 
Marc F. Raymond Opticians. 

Then show them off - on us. 

With every purchase over $50.00 we’ll give you a 

$5.00 coupon good for food or beverages at Tir Nan Og. 

FREE 
$5.00 COUPON 

good at. . . . rttish pu9 
Prince George Hotel, 200 Oncario Sc. 

So, choose the right glasses for your hectic life¬ 
style and then celebrate on us. 

We have frames for every occasion, Brooks 

Brothers for lecture hall, Esprit for casual, and 
MEXX for partying till dawn. 

Marc F. Raymond Opticians / - „ 
"More Than Meets The Eye" 

324 King St. East, On The Market Square 
S49-2020 

(Offer expires October 30th 1998) 
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Get 
Continued from page 17 

still about gettm' some pussy, 

and about all of the money and 

power he has. The style is still 

his signature sensual and lyrical 

type of gangster rap — it's like 

the soft porn equivalent of hip- 

hop. The songs themselves are 

easy to listen to. They are a 

slower and funkier kind of west 

coast hip-hop which makes 

them more accessible to the ear 

— the kind of hip-hop that 

you'd here at bars like Alfie’s. 

Summed up, I would have to 

say that he’s a dog “with a gold 

flea collar" who has an okay 

sense of melody, but nothing 

really new to offer his listeners. 

His lyrics, on the other hand, 

need a short leash. If you take 

offense easily, don't listen to this 

album. 

With all things said, those 

who liked his previous albums 

won’t be disappointed with 

Snoop World. 

rained the refreshing sound that 

patented his sister and father, 

singer Neneh Cherry and song¬ 

writer Don Cherry, while man¬ 

aging to create a musical genre 

as unique as his name. 

The music on Desireless has 

an unusual emphasis on 

acoustic and electric guitars. 

Coupled with the steady back- 

beat of the bass and drums, the 

guitars create a new-age atmos¬ 

phere that is both intimate and 

surreal. Many songs have addi¬ 

tional sounds such as the Ham¬ 

mond organ, Gnawan guitar, 

Didgeridoo, cello, trumpet, and 

rablas which allows for greater 

sound differences and variability 

within each piece. 

Coupled with the 
steady backbeat of the 

bass and drums, the 
guitars create a new- 

age atmosphere 

cert in Los Angeles and can 

attest to his charm and warm 

personality. However, his talent 

and depth are inherent and can 

certainly be witnessed both on 

his album and on-stage 

Eagle-Eye Cherry 
Desireless 

Sony Music 

By Jackie McLachlan 

Eagle-Eye Cherry has accom¬ 

plished much with his debut 

album Desireless. He has main- 

in addition to being a tal¬ 

ented musician. Cherry is an 

excellent lyricist. In his songs, 

he simply describes emotions 

and situations while still convey¬ 

ing the ardent importance and 

personal value of the topics. 

Cherry’s first release “Save 

Tonight” refers to his last night 

together with his girlfriend, and 

his passion for wanting to pre¬ 

serve that night is vehement. 

His message to the listener is to 

“fight the break of dawn" and 

make the most of every last 

night you ever have. Other 

songs, such as “Shooting Up In 

Vain” and “Indecision,” touch 

more serious topics like drugs 

and street gangs. 

This album is an excellent, 

polished debut effort from 

Cherry. I may be somewhat 

biased, since over the summer I 

met him backstage after his con- 

Fuel 
Sunburn 

Epic Records 

By Mike Burgess 

Sunburn, the debut release by 

alt-rock band Fuel, can only be 

described as energetic and pow¬ 

erful. As their name suggests, 

this four member band injects 

their music with intensity, emo¬ 

tion and raw power. Fuel com¬ 

bines this energy with great 

lyrics and memorable riffs to 

produce a sophisticated and 

impressively crafted album. 

This level of sophistication, 

in both composition and perfor¬ 

mance, is what sets Fuel above 

the other bands in the alt-rock 

scene. It is fairly simple for a 

band to cut a couple catchy rock 

tunes, surround them with sev¬ 

eral more guitar-driven tracks 

and call the result an album. 

The more difficult task, one 

which Fuel accomplishes, is to 

produce an album With a defini¬ 

tive sound that is also diverse 

enough that each track is differ¬ 

ent. On Sunburn, Fuel uses 

innovative chord progressions 

and tempo changes, and 

explores the full range of their 

vocals and instruments. In addi¬ 

tion. The members of Fuel are 

also skilled musicians. Carl Bell, 

Jeff Abercrombie and Kevin 

Miller provide a solid rhythm 

section, pushing the limits of 

their instruments without over¬ 

shadowing each other. Brett 

Scallions's rounds out this tal¬ 

ented foursome with his power¬ 

ful vocals which range from 

delicate to gritty. The result is a 

collection of original, polished 

songs which resonate long after 

they stop playing. 

Among these quality tunes, 

several tracks stand out, such as 

the exceptional hit “Shimmer,” 

which got considerable radio 

play this summer. The catchy 

first verse, in which Scallions’ 

voice is backed simply by a gui¬ 

tar and cello, creates a tension 

which is sustained and then 

released with the introduction 

of the rhythm section. “Shim¬ 

mer” then rages on without los¬ 

ing its softer, emotionally 

packed melody. “Sunburn” and 

“It’s Come To This” are other 

such tunes which use tempo 

changes, fade-ins and acoustic 

instruments to create powerful 

but sensitive guitar grooves. 

Sunburn also contains plenty 

of harder, guitar-driven tracks 

to satisfy any alternative rock 

fan. Particularly worth mention¬ 

ing is the first track “Untitled,” 

which has an intensity and 

diversity that sets the tone of the 

album. “Bittersweet,” “Song for 

You” and “Ozone” recapture an 

intense feeling, each time taking 

it in different directions with 

incredible results. In short, Sun¬ 

burn is a solid first effort by a 

talented band who is sure to 

enjoy continued success. So if 

you’re looking for a quality 

alternative CD, put a little Fuel 

into your system — it will really 

get you going. 

There 
Movies: 
Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre from Thursday 
October 8: 
546-5395 

Ronin 1:15, 4:05, 7:05, 9:55 

7:00, 9:50 

Antz 12:15, 12:45, 2:30, 3:00, 

4:40, 5:10, 7:00, 7:20 

What Dreams May Come 1:30, 

4:20, 7:15, 10:00 

Night at the Roxbury 1:00, 

3:10,5:15,7:30, 9:45 

Simon Birch 1:35, 4:05, 7:10, 

9:50 

Saving Private Ryan 3:30, 8:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex from Thursday 
October 8: 
389-7442 

Rush Hour 6:45,7:15,9:10, 

9:20 

Urban Legends 7:35, 9:50 

One True Thing 6:55. 9:40 

Something About Mary 7:05, 

9:30 

How Stella Got Her Groove 

Back 7:05, 9:40 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema from Friday 
October 2: 

546-3456 

Smoke Signals 7:00, 

Studio 54 9:00 

Contributor Cali: 
Ultra-Violet needs you! 
We need your creative 

submissions. Poetry, prose, 

art, photography and music. A 

drop box can be found in the 

Union Gallery located in 

Stauffer Library’s ground floor. 

United Way 
Smoker 

Alfie’s Pub 
Friday, October 2nd 

10:30 p.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Don’t Miss It!! 
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RACQUET & RUNNING SPECIALISTS 

Squash Raquet | 

Reg $109.00 

Sale $69.99 I 

New Arrivals 
OF Queen's 
Backpacks 

Queen's Sweat 
Shirts 

Queen's shirts 
Queen's Shorts 

Large 

Selection 

of Athletic | 

Shoes 

Large 
Selection of | 
Swimwear, 
Goggles & 

Accessories 

Aerobic 
Wear by 

Nike 
Adidas 

Fila 
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WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also otter classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at "Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away, Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 
Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 

BURGER Biff Kme fill 
BIG KING WITH 
PURCHASE OF A 

BIG KING 
no coupon necessary 

99$ 
whopper junior every day 

essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 416 
280-6113. fax 416 960-0240. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you’ll ever 
own. Ask in the Campus Bookstore. 
Fast and easy; In A Weekend; Admin 
Guides and more... 

DO YOU HAVE A NIGHT CLASS? 
Well if you would like someone to 
walk back home with you after class 
just give Walkhome a call at 545- 
2662! Our boundaries extend north 
to York St., east to Ontario St., west 
to West Campus, and south to the 
Lake. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: Learn 
how to make quick, tasty, cheap one 
pot meals at our “hands on" cooking 
class Wednesday, October 7th 5:30 - 
7:30 p.m. at the International Centre. 
Limited spaces so call 545-6712 to 
sign up. Brought to you by the Health 
Outreach program, Health, 
Counselling and Disability Services. 

GRADLINK is a service linking grad¬ 
uate students for mutual support. 
Call Student Counselling service for 
more information at 545-2893. 

MOODMASTER IS A GROUP FOR 
STUDENTS who have been diag¬ 
nosed with depression or Bi-Polar 
disorder. Its purpose is to provide 
mutual support for members and to 
encourage life styles that promote 
health. If you want to know 
more...call the Counselling service at 
545-2893. 

STUDYING LATE? OUT WITH 
FRIENDS? JUST WANDERING 
ABOUT? Walkhome is here to serve 
you for whatever your late night walk- 

ing needs! We're open Sunday - 
Wednesday form 8 p.m. to 2 a.m., 
and Thursday • Saturday from 8 p.m. 
to 3 a.m. Give us a call at 545-2662 
and we'll be there with a smile!) 

GET PUBLISHED! Queen's Health 
Sciences Journal is now accepting 
articles on any aspect of health and 
medicine to be published in the 
upcoming edition. Deadline 
October 15th. Instructions at 
http://meds.queensu.ca/hsj or email 
hsj@meds.queensu.ca 

ROCK/ELECTRONICA BAND is in 
search for a bassist, synth player 
drummer/percussionist, sampler and 
DJ. Influences: Prodigy, Tea Party. 
Must have own equipment and must 
be dedicated. Call Ian or Trung at 
531-8391 or 549-9567. 

FOR SALE: Almost new, solid pine 
futon with armrests, would make a 
perfect couch for your "ghetto" home 
and it folds down into a spare bed. 
$300.00. Call 549-3032. 

FOR SALE: Large desk and dresser. 
Both in great condition. No reason¬ 
able offer refused. Call Liz at 544- 

DRINKERS WANTED: If you patron¬ 
ise campus pubs, tend to drink 
responsibly and would like to con¬ 
tribute to on-going campus alcohol 
policy and education initiatives we 
want to talk to you. Please call Diane 
Nolting at 545-6712 for more informa¬ 
tion about this volunteer opportunity. 

HELP WANTED 

DR. COMPUTER is now hiring tech¬ 

nicians for part-time employment 
This is an excellent opportunity for 
Computer Engineers and Computer 
science student to gain hands on 
experience. For more i1! on 
please call Stephane at 544-2134. 

SCHOOL-AGED CHILD CARE lor 

before and after school. Call 548- 
8513 after 4:30. 

pr.ngul.li.WJEM 
LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St., 

Queens area. Reward if found 
Please call 536-1679. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest 
"Contour". Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call DaryJ 
at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanli 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a set of 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 545. 
2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

Sexy but 
no lace. 

Unisex styles. Women's size 6 

up to Men's 13V2. Come slip on a pair 

and enjoy dry and comfortable feet. 

Any tougher they'd rust. 

A-One 

Clothing 
358 King St. E. CThis is your opportunity to 

ross cultures 
The International Centre invites you to attend the 

Crossing Borders 
Work / Study Abroad Fair 

Wednesday, October 7,1998 
10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Upper and Lower Ceilidhs, JDUC 

Presented by 
The International Centre 

at Queen's University in the John Deutsch University Centre 
just past the Queen's Pub 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

http://www.quic.queensu.ca 

Featuring: 

World Youth Organizations 

Non-Governmental Organiza¬ 
tions 

Universities & Study Abroad 
Programs 

Language Schools 

Scholarship Programs 

Queen's Programs 

and 
the chance to win a "Package 

to Toronto", courtesy of 
Odyssey Travel 

The first thing you need to know about me is 
that I’m not a huge fan of the Queen's per¬ 
sona. I don't own a jacket, I haven't seen 

my coveralls since the end of first year and, to 
lell you the truth, I've forgotten all the words to 
the 'Oil Thigh’ that come after “Oil Thigh..To 
me, Queen's spirit is something like Kingston’s 
electrical system: It looks good on your average 

day, but it's so full of discrepancies and contra¬ 
dictions that at the earliest sign of adversity it 

collapses. 

I like the way that Homecoming completely 
takes over the campus and the ghetto. It virtually 
forces everyone to participate. It you didn’t throw 
up on someone’s front lawn last weekend, then 
somebody probably threw up on yours. And the 
best part is that it wasn't only the usual fools like 
me throwing up on people's lawns. There were a 
lot of much older, wiser fools who had no excuse 
for not knowing better. Therein lies the beauty of 
Homecoming. 

In a perverse and admittedly hypocritical way, 
there is something extraordinarily comforting 
about watching a middle-aged man in a Sci 78 
jacket throwing up in the middle of University 
Avenue at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. I look at 
that wretchedly disturbing sight and it puts my 
entire life in perspective, rationalizing my faults 
and soothing my worries about the future. It's 
almost like Homecoming is the only time that 

Queen's is honest with its students. 

Every frosh week all the frosh are packed into 
Grant Hall to listen to the keynote speech from 

high and mighty position in the "real world." The 
faces and occupations change, but I imagine the 
speeches are virtually identical. 

“I was once a frightened frosh sitting in this very 
auditorium just like you... and I got involved on 
campus. . . Queen's was the most important 

by experiences in my first couple of years here. 
Every high table dinner, on campus event and 
alumni newsletter my parents received com¬ 
bined to form this idea in my head: that people 
came to Queen's as idiots like me and left ready 
to conquer the world. Unfortunately, three years 
later I feel like I’m far more than one quarter 

building block in my life," and so on and so forth. 
While at the time it felt good to know I might 
have been sitting in the very same fold-up chair 
this speaker had sat in before he or she learned 
all those cliches, I was alarmed when I realized 
that somewhere between that moment and the 
one when I graduate, I was going to have to 
mature at an exponential rate in order to make it 
in the “real world." These fears were reinforced 

idiot. This brings us back to our friends from the 
class of 78. After four years of schooling and 
quite a few years in the “real world" they are 
obviously still — to a large extent — idiots. 

I really learned something from that guy puking 
in the street — much more than I ever learned 
from all those keynote speakers Queen’s tosses 
in our faces. They tried to convince me that peo¬ 

ple" come to Queen's like me and leave like the 
speaker. They don’t. Some come to Queen's 
with their shit already together, and leave with it 
even more so. Others of us show up as idiots 
like that old puker, leave in much the same man¬ 
ner, and still do just fine. Apparently some idiots 
even get good jobs and have big families, some¬ 
thing that seems inconceivable if you listen only 
to the keynote speaker types. Idiots can do quite 
well for themselves, a fact we wouldn't hurt to be 
reminded of every now and then. I'm all for 
ambition, but let’s be realistic, there’s a limit on 
how much people can possibly mature in four 
years. 

For every Karyn Walmark who gets a million per¬ 
cent and does every extra-curricular activity she 
can, there is an Ewan Reid who must take the 
opportunity Homecoming affords him to show 
his penis to stranger after confused stranger. 

For every AMS commissioner there's a student 
unaware that AMS commissioners even exist 
and a hundred more who’ve no idea what a 
commissioner does. 

Sure there are alumni running the world right 
now, but there are many others who aren’t and 
are doing just fine — like my friend the puking 
alumnus. I like Homecoming because it's the 
only time I get to see these other alumni in all 
their repugnant filth and glory. 

Jeremy Shtern is always finding 
interesting new places to put 

Queen's spirit. 

N! PUN! 00H-WHEEI 
...HE IN THE CORNER QMUN ‘98 

Queen’s Model United Nations 

November 19 - 22, 1998 

Exploring the Issues that Face 

the 

Global Community 

3 Days of Stimulating Debate 

3 Nights of Fantastic Partying 

SIGN UP: Mae-Sorry Tues. Oct. 6 11:30-2:30 

Tues. Oct. 7 11:30-2:30 

Thurs. Oct. 8 11:30-2:30 

unt the engineers about 
to tear the highlander apart. 

[Note: don’t forget to leave the other faculties out of your total] 

Questions? 
Call the Campus 

Activities Commission 

545-6000x4819 

For extra fun, 
identify the 

gender of the 
“naughty” 

engineer in the 
photo to the left. 
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Discovery 
There is nothing more chal¬ 

lenging than a blank page, 
nothing so ashamed of its 

own innocence. Nothing that calls 
out in such a strong voice, beg¬ 
ging us to embarrass ourselves 
and daring us be great. 

A direct connection with an 
ancient lineage is formed with 
each word we lay upon an empty 
space. The violent howl of protest, 
the utilitarian scrawl of a work 
order. The formal signature of 
authority, the familiar imperfec¬ 
tions in a lover's tender hand. The 
fierce ambition of a young writer. 

These ubiquitous markings are 
stories themselves. Full of unex¬ 
pected drama, heroic achieve¬ 
ment and mundane recognition, 
we find inference and identity in 
the most meagre of symbols. But 
language itself is a story without a 
plot; the act and art of writing is 
detached from the act and art of 
emoting. Writing is expressing, 
not merely emoting. 

We all begin as confessional 
poets, spilling out deepest, most 
furtive feelings onto pages that 
would duck and hide from our 
advances. Armed with only the 
most feeble of skills, we cannot 
help ourselves; we find we are 
willing accomplices, eager to 
defile the page for reasons we 
would be too embarrassed to 
admit. 

Is it catharsis? Is it the hope of 
redemption that honest expres¬ 
sion is known to grant? Or is it the 
promise of glory, of fame, of 
immortality? Is it fair to blame an 
abstract impulse to fill what is 
empty for all of the poetry, fiction, 
memoir and other literature of the 
world's libraries? 

If writing is therapy, it is wildly 
ineffective. Communication, sin- 
cerity and education heal wounds 
and allow progress. Memoirs and 
biographies, for all of their 

voyeuristic value and vicarious 
pleasure, are acts of reporting 
passive and distant. Even the 
immediate, desperate cry that is 
our recounting of our civilization's 
worst atrocities relies on those 
events for its identity and its read¬ 
ers for its meaning; events occur 
and locations exist, but our words 
are mutable and subject to inter¬ 
pretation. Diction can be mined 
for reason, meaning, motive. 
Texts can be re-examined, decon¬ 
structed, reconsidered. Literature 
is untrustworthy. 

And it is not for glory. There is 
no such thing as a literary celebri¬ 
ty. There is publication and there 
is silence. In between is hard 
work, loneliness and many fail¬ 
ures. Writing, because it is not 
merely cathartic, and since it is 
not immediately gratifying, is a 
losing battle. But many of us are 
caught in the perfect orbit of this 
timeless form and stare ever more 
intently at its faraway centre. 
Some of us find comfort and iden¬ 
tity in our struggle. And some of 
us play to lose. 

The Reader exists as a forum 
for the Queen's and Kingston 
community to hack it out, to dig, 
swing, push and pack it in. It is 
here for discovery, for voices 
diverse and familiar; it is 
whatever you make it. The follow¬ 
ing pages, no longer innocent, 
bear the words of fellow students, 
writers and wanderers who are 
searching, following, losing them¬ 
selves and blazing new trails. Five 
blank issues lurk in the upcoming 
months. Let's see what the 
Queen's community has to offer 
them. 

2, 1998 
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history 
Short Fiction by D.A. Cunningham 

. . . and now was the moment of fulfillment. 
His eves closed, his arms reaching, they kissed. 
And then his grasp was slipping, the crowd came 
between them; the pavement, the metal, the 
bus. She was looking out the window through 
the 6 a.m. drizzle. Was she crying? It was hard 
to tell. 

The press of people was constant. Some were 
weeping, others laughing, still more were silent, 
wandering in a daze. And then the bus moved. 

Round the bend and back, it was leaving to 
the west. Jacob squinted to catch a final glimpse 
of her. Fading, fading. 

— well, that's over, he said. Now I'm empty. 
and he collapsed in the midst of his strange 

friends, friendly strangers. epilogue 
street man, strange guy, poor old bastard 

Andre shook himself from sleep. Sitting up, he pulled at his beard and 
smacked his lips. He groped inside his luggage for a few seconds and 
produced a tooth brush, a bottle of water and some toothpaste. He 
moved over to the street grill, brushed and swished a few times and 
spat. Satisfied, he collected his belongings and sat on a bench he con¬ 
sidered his own and considered where to go next. 

It was hot today. Too hot, in fact, for Andre's lined parka, but he could 
manage. That was his profession. Survivalist. There were cars and birds 
and all manner of things that happen in the bustle of early morning 
urban life. Andre continued to sit, lost in his own thoughts that others 
could only guess at. They said he would mumble to himself about his 
present condition, or that he would pretend that he still existed in his for¬ 
mer life, now so long ago. But it wasn't these things. The place that had 
produced Andre was big enough to be unfriendly but small enough to 
notice it; he was enigma only because he was the only one of his kind. 

His mind was presently occupied with something that no passer-by 
would expect. It required such intense planning and concentration that 
he failed to noticed the approaching group of people approaching him. 

They were dressed in assorted colours, although the blue-greys and 
lapels were predominant among the male members. The women wore a 
meagre variety of dull dresses, ancient blue, antique pink, dying yellow. 
For the most part they kept their distance on the sidewalk, milling about 
and talking together in close circles. 

— Manon, come here, look at this! 
Andre continued thinking, straining to remember something that he 

could nonetheless sense was eluding his memory. He was near the edge 
of the mountain, about to look down and into a valley, but he could not 
make the footsteps he needed to recall what was lying over the nightfall 
of his subconscious. 

— Isn't this brilliant? 
He was a man in his forties, standing in front of Andre, dressed in a 

navy blue suit, pinstriped, with a paisley tie and matching handkerchief. 
His hair was greying slightly near the temples. His tie was red. He was 
staring intently at Andre, but his gaze did not rest exactly on Andre; 
rather, it passed through him. He was accompanied by a woman appar¬ 
ently of the same age, white blouse and blue slacks. 

— And they say New Realism is dead, she said. 
— God, look at this! I'm afraid to touch it! But just what did they make 

that beard out of? This even more convincing than Duane Hanson. 
— This isn't really like Daniel Ayling, is it dear? 
The suit pondered this for a moment. 
— No, this isn't like his style, he said. But putting it outside the gallery 

like this is truly supurb. 

Continued on page 6 
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Advice from a coffee-shop scribbler 
Thoughts and wisdom from the post-Queen's world 

Greg Betts, former assistant Arts and Entertainment editor at The Queen's Journal, 

accepted a position with Toronto's Captus Press following his graduation from Queen's 

University last spring. What follows is the first in a series of articles solicited from various 

writers concerning their "out-of-Queen's"experiences. 

BY GREG BETTS 

So you want to be a writer? You figure you've got the fictional virus? 
Welcome to the biz, grab a number, step in line, and make sure 
your pen keeps moving the whole time you're waiting. 

Writers often feel like they are alone in their pursuit for glory and rent 
money, and for the most part, they're right. Once you get over the 
crap and drivel of high schoolminds and diary poems, the playing field of 
writers is still a jam-packed jamboree. And only a hand-full will be able 

to survive by the pen. 
The first cognitive schism that you have to cross in entering the writ¬ 

ing industry is the idea of waiting. There is no such thing, and smack 
anybody who begs differently with your overgrown pile of Columbia 
House deaththreats and Queen's loan reminders. 

The longer you hold on to the notion that time slowly snakes its com¬ 
fortable way into the future, the fewer cappucinos you're going to be 
able to afford to curb the 3 a.m. writer's block. Carry a note-pad, use a 
tape-recorder. Capture any interesting thought and work it into some¬ 
thing usable. The more you do this, the easier it becomes to produce 
something that you are passably comfortable with. Or better yet, some¬ 
thing that could be published. 

As Morley, dear, dear Morley Callaghan once said: "A writer is always 
writing, when they look they are recording." This is as much out of 
necessity as it is out of drive. And everything around you is available. 

The next big issue that I hear people complaining loudly (and wittily) 
about is the industry clique. How do you break into a sphere without any 
doors or windows? Read this quote from a struggling writer with only a 
pittance of publishing credits and try not to laugh: "I can't believe 
Harper's just rejected my story. I loved that story." Sad, isn't it? Okay, 
I'll admit that that quote was from me, but the point is: why should they 
be interested in my peculiar tale when people like Alice Munro are sub¬ 
mitting material as well? 

You build a name by frequently publishing at the lowly levels and 
slowly moving up the ladder. Sounds annoying and trite? So do rejection 
letters. The great socialist poet Dorothy Livesay adopted a helpful 
motto: "Publish everything you can." Sounds better than a line I caught 
from Randy Hoffman, president of Captus Press in Toronto: "Fiction writ¬ 
ers in Canada pay for the privilege." Yech. But I think both quotes come 
packed with an honesty that is helpful. You must know what it takes to 
survive in the mean streets of coffee-shop scribblings. 

Or you can go the route of Mordecai Richler. Once heralded as the 
great to-be of Canadian literature, he now supplements his income with 
regular drivelings and rants in Canada's dailies and weeklies. Try not to 
hold it against him — journalism keeps your pen moving and helps clear 
the route from your brain to your pen, even if your subject matter is only 
an overblown lament on the defecation of the Montreal Canadiens glori¬ 
ous history. Journalism will also keep Columbia House at bay. 

There are no immediate rewards to joining the writing community. 
There is no quick money, no exceptional link to glory, and, despite 
Aristotle, no direct social power. The motivator lies within and the tro¬ 
phies are strictly personal. But, if you've caught the virus, may God 
bless you with good luck. And don't give up your day job. 

Saturday, October 3, 1998 
Queen’s University 

Grant Hall 
8:00 p.m. 

The Luzern Concert Band from Switzerland, 

directed by Franz Schaffner, and the Queen’s 

University Wind Ensemble, directed by 

Gordon Craig, will present a concert 

benefiting the Queen’s Wind Ensemble and 

the Kingston Youth Orchestra. Music will 

include pieces by Holst, Becancon, Balissat, 

Grainger, Makris and de Haan. 

Admission at the door: $8 adults; 

$6 STUDENTS & SENIORS 

Greg Betts, the writer, lives in Toronto. 

Speculative Fiction 
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Strange, Relevant, Speculative Fiction 
Latest Banks novel populated by flawed, tragic characters 

Inversions 

Iain M. Banks 
Orbit, $22.95 

BY JASON CULLIMORE 

The novelist Iain M. Banks has received much 
praise in the British press. His style reflects his 
vivid and complex imagination, and the often 

surreal worlds that he crafts benefit from a founda¬ 
tion that is profoundly human. As such, his work is 
at once both fantastical and relevant to the present 
time, convincing in a manner uncommon among 
contemporary science fiction authors. 

Inversions, though set on a distant world, involves 
human characters whose political structures are 
modeled after the kingdoms of the early 
Renaissance. Two parallel stories are told; one of a 
female doctor in the employ of a king, and the other 
of the male bodyguard to the ruler of a distant "pro¬ 
tectorate." These two central characters are foreign¬ 
ers in their respective lands, and each possess 
knowledge and wisdom that surpass the scientific 

achievements of their adopted homelands. While 
the origin of their advanced learning is never entire¬ 
ly disclosed, Banks focuses on the relationship 
between these enlightened individuals and the 
deceptive, often barbaric rulers to whom they serve. 

The more successful of the two stories is the one 
involving the doctor. It is recounted in the words of 
her young apprentice, and Banks conveys the 
youth's complex relationship with the sensitive doc¬ 
tor in a sincere and effective manner. Banks' devel¬ 
opment of his characters is remarkable. Both the 
doctor's strength and the fragility are portrayed 
while developing the precariousness of her courtly 
position through the eyes of her apprentice. The 
apprentice himself is an interesting character, unable 
to rectify his feelings for his master or fully compre¬ 
hend the danger posed by the scheming Nobles. 
These characters are among Banks's most com¬ 
pelling, as they are flawed and tragic yet possessing 
more nobility of spirit than any of the Dukes whom 
they serve. Inversions is worth reading simply on 
the basis of these remarkable and elegant 
characters. 

Continued on page 11 
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Editing and 

Proofreading 

203 Mowat Avenue 
Kingston, Ontario 
K7M 1K6 

Help to Promote literacy!! 
Frontier College: 

Queen’s Students for Literacy 

General Meeting 
For all those interested in Volunteering for “Read 4 Fun” and the 

“Prison Literacy Initiative” 

Monday, Oct. 5 — 6-6:30 pm — Kingston Hall 101 
Tuesday, Oct. 6 — 6-6:30 pm — Kingston Hall 201 

For more information, contact our office 
at 545-6000 ext 7428 or 7667 
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the function of love at the present 

time 

Robert McGill 

De Memoria et Reminiscentia 

Paige Holmes 

you'd think we'd have learned but 

this morning i would have 

auctioned off bessy for 

a can of beans and a wrist watch 

if you'd told me to 

not that juliet or jesus would go green 

at my fashion of human sacrifice 

but the clocks go back next week 

and the budget’s lean 

we'll do our loving when we can 

so whisper, love 

don't wait for me to stop 

there’s room for two voices in here 

providing the/re soft and slow 

funny how words you wouldn't expect 

become constructive criticism 

here, lower, wait 

like reading a book, maybe 

or michelangelo 

head full of paint fumes and vertigo 

administering a tongue-lashing 

to an inattentive choir boy 

strange how after a long commute 

there’s a remedy for claustrophobia in 

hair, lover, weight 

the only place the irony dissolves 

is here in your embrace 

Temporary lovers whisper and unknowingly 

love the smell of the new-found morning-fresh 

as dawn spills sunlight-streams on naked flesh, 

they sigh deeply, and neglect to inhale this memory 

that will soon be secretly cherished and exhaustingly 

lost forever. 

Transient love is a quiet, still side-road, 

snow-covered, misty, three-fifteen a.m. 

the designated time one chooses to flee from 

wet-spots, room-service and promises vowed; 

guilt and doubt — no strangers to the love affair, 

sit and wait for time to step aside. 

Today and Tomorrow, more astranged are they, 

than either can be enticed to confide. 

When She is With I 

Greg Betts 

I fall into her 

reach the abyss, through 
my 

fingers, 
and walk time-scraped bridges 
carve 

matthew, matthew did you know 

even a century ago 

the rapture of the last kiss 

is never knowing it is the last 

Speedy Love 

Gabrielle Fenney 

I’ll sneak you out my backhatch, baby, 
We’ll plummet through the clouds 
Or dream for hours in your fast car, 
Swerving among the stars. 
Speedy love we make at night, 
Faster still our daylight grows, 
As music fills the ears of wind, 
The present blurs, and on we roar. 
The dull thick sound of urgency. 

Centrifugal force removes our tears. 
The pressure of the frantic pace, 
Oh, the pressure of your hands’ 
Pull me in as we fly, 
Faster, higher, as we fly. 

I’ll sneak you in my backdoor, baby, 
For this speedy love. 

skeleton tears out of fear 
with Neptune’s coral chalk 

make drums of her bones 
tapping rumble-clumble 

talk-walk above 
the human cave, sour 

light 
city, 

where night means nothing, 
is just the same 

She tickles my chin 

and I fall through her, 
burnt, consumed 

lounging somewhere without 

language 
pitching its gloss and 

spreading human gloss 
I 

am sometimes without her 
and rest dazed. 
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Continued from page 3 

— Aren't they afraid that it will get damaged out here? 
He paused again before answering. 
— No. People realize what it is. Art, Manon. A profound social 

statement. 
She laughs. 
— Peopfe are smarter these days, Manon. Oh, they're going in now. 

Come on. 
With one last admiring look, the couple moved in with the crowd. 

Andre was still trying to recall the events, the faces, the face . . .there 
was a flash of maroon that made him look up. 

It was the dark eyes, knowing eyes and heavyset jaw covered in a 
black beard. The face was there and it was gone in a spasm of purple 
robes. Transfixed, Andre moved from his bench and followed them, his 
bags trailing behind him and out of the shadow of 

the gallery 

was not only a source of tourist revenue but a centre of culture for 
the local area. Its international design had, no doubt, been derived from 
the greats of the Bauhaus from Germany. The tall central spire acted as 
a hub, allowing the semi-globes that surrounded it to become a wheel 
of artistry. One exited only by the same door that one entered. No 
more. 

A press of people were moving past the gallery's grand foyer of the 
first globe, past the gift shoppe and promotional displays for the major 
Daniel Ayling exhibit that were being displayed in the central tower. But 
off in a corner, in one of the gallery's most neglected rooms, a man 
stood studying a series of quiet paintings with solemn reserve. 

He was a collector and a private person. Nothing gave him so much 
joy as to simply walk quietly through an aesthetically pleasing environ¬ 
ment and take in the expressions of so many people at so many differ¬ 
ent times in their lives. 

He stood close to one wall of the room, staring steadily at one of the 

most famous paintings his country had ever produced. It was Tom 
Thompson's 

the jackpine 

was a reminder of the virgin wood, in spite of the hydro lines that had 
been strung around it like a noose. 

It wasn't a grey day but it should have been; black dragons and long¬ 
boats moving across a sea of sky to battle with the treetops and winds. 
But the sun was rising and beaming, pleased with her own reflection in 
the lake below and Jacob watched without sensation. Sitting next to the 
water, he looked around and dreamed of finding a Claudius to kill. The 
poison of Laertes was slowly consuming him while he sat and rotted like 
the rest of the court. 

— I'm Hamlet's pooh, he muttered. 
He had been coming here too often, perhaps because he had realized 

that it was a place of rest. When he rested he grew stagnant; he with¬ 
drew from the world and watched it recede. A purpose! What more 
could a person ask for? He could write or paint or sing a song to this 
lake, but for fear. For fear. Fear of failure. It could have been a space¬ 
ship of a dance or a conference. Where had his friends gone? 

— I rejected them. So now I'm here. I'm no-where. 

D.A. Cunningham is a graduate of Queen's University currently at 
large in the wilds of Ontario. More of his short story, "history," will 
appear in future editions of The Queen's Journal Reader. 

Funding is still available for winter term study at the International Study 
Centre. Contact the Student Awards Office for information and applications. 

Dr. Alfred Bader international Study Centre Award (several awards available) 

Claire L_ Leggett International Study Centre Award (one award available) 

Friends of Herstmonceux International Study Award (several awards available) 

John Greer Nicholson International Study Centre Award (one award available at $560) 

Franlclin G-T. Rickard Memorial International Award (one award available at $2900) 

Allan R. Taylor International Study Award (six awards available at $1500 each) 

Sutton International Study Award (two awards available at $*4000 each) 

International Study Centre Award (six awards available at $4000 each) 

Please note: award values shown were those at the time of publication 
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Are you looking for... 
.leadership opportunities? 

...the chance to network with 
important faculty and alumni? 

...a way to gain experience in public 
relations, fiance, chairing a committee, or running 

a program? 

...an opportunity to meet new (and impossibly cool) 
people? 
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earn on Alumni Relations 
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We even provide dinner! 

Call Laurie at 545-6000, 
how to get involved! ext. 7520 to RSVP for the general 

meeting or to find out 
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ahfale In, liiddy, Babble On 
Scott Thompson finds there is life after Kids 

By Sean Springer 

All he ever needed was an attentive audi¬ 
ence to set the stage for an intimate and 
engrossing comedic monologue. 

So, we turn the door handle, apply some 
force and assume a seat near the front of 
Buddy Cole's gay bar establishment. Buddy's. 
Inside, Charles Butterick "Buddy" Cole sits 
cross-legged on a wooden barstool sporting a 
"quilted satin Mao jacket. . . cotton drawstring 
karate pants, a jade cock ring" and a pair of 
"white tap shoes." 

As the ex-smoker tilts a dry martini in one 
hand and waves effeminate gestures with the 
other, he shares some advice for those reading 

I his new autobiography. Buddy Babylon — a 
■ homonym for "Buddy, Babble On." 

"My goal is not to shock and horrify," he 
F begins, "but to tell the truth..." The fabulously 
^ gay celeb then steals a gulp from the glass and 

beams: "and if that truth shocks and horrifies, 
well maybe you should get out more." Which is 
exactly the point of Buddy's tall tales from life 
as a young "fag" with 12 brothers and sisters 
on a pig farm to his failures as a playwright, 
model and actor (or actress as he often 
prefers). And then there are the fast times in 
La-La Land, married to fictitious actress Tandy 
Porter, mother of the two-headed demented 
tandem Suzanne and Plechette. 

Thompson's knowing take on 
his own sexuality allows the 
manic, over-the-top comedy 

that characterizes Buddy Cole 
to work as effective satire. 

Be enlightened as Buddy seduces with his 
provocative views on: 

Politics — "For my American readers, Sir 
John A. Macdonald was the first prime minister 
of Canada. He's sort of like our version of 
George Washington, and just like George, he 
had a terrible haircut, too." 

Body anatomy — "If only asses fell out of 
trees, I'd be in the woods all the time.' 

Lovers — "The first time he came instantly. 
Now he couldn't come at all. That's what I think 
I loved about Ralph — variety." 

Despite these clever quips, the book isn't 
simply a collection of monologues glued 
together by a skit-like storyline. Rather, Buddy 
has a beguiling story chock full of substance 
that's quirky and silly (he wins the Prettiest 
Feet in Quebec contest as a teenager), but also 
of an alluring yet obscene nature (he passes 
out one night only to awaken to a sight of two 
friends having sex while a man lies dead in his 
bathtub). Still, one gets the feeling that Buddy 
might babble on for an awful long time without 
complaint. 

Which reminds me of a Kids in the Hall skit 
where Buddy plays out a courtroom drama end¬ 
ing with a lawyer's (played by Bruce McCulloch) 
remark directed at Buddy, "And I think your 
monologues are a little long!" Buddy Babylon 
extinguishes any qualms that a Buddy Cole 

i-1 
The Boafe 

Yes, Kids in the Hall fans, it's vintage Buddy 
Cole self-indulged in his own spectacle and 
seeking to either tickle your bottom pink with 
!aughter or, for those that need to get out 
rrore, force you to squirm in your seat as he 
offers social commentary on homosexuality, 
illicit drugs, family life and HOT, HOT sex. Scott 
Thompson (Buddy Cole in front of the camera) 
and former Kids writer Paul Bellini collaborate 
to produce this dense text of taboo topics fea¬ 
turing soak-your-pants one-liners: "Both of us 
resisted the impulse to be the first to go to the 
other. And then I gave in. I didn't want to be 
the first to blow this opportunity. Well, actually, 
I did." 

Thompson's knowing take on his own sexual¬ 
ity allows the manic, over-the-top comedy that 
characterizes Buddy Cole to work as effective 
satire. The humour erupts on the pages, "com- 
!n9" from the mouths of Buddy and his eccen- 
i icf politically incorrect companions of gays, 
lesbians, celebrities, Canadians and Americans. 

Read as Buddy cavorts in hilarious episodes 
Solving an interview with adult contemporary 
music star John Tesh, a tough tete-a-tete with ! 
® Psychotic Roseanne Barr and a visit from , 
^uskoka cottager Goldie Hawn. 

Shop 

New & Used Books 
(French &English) 

Magazines 
Newspapers 

Come visit us in our 
new location: 

122 Princess(basement) 

monologue ever continued past the point of no 
return. And if you think otherwise, then, well, 
you should get out more. 

Sean Springer is Features editor of The 
Queen's Journal and former recipient of 1st 
Prize in the province's annual "Prettiest Feet in 
Ontario" contest. 

Turk's 
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•antiques 
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• imports 
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•tapes 
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281 Princess St. 
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Quality Art Materials 
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271 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario 
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Contemporary Literature Goes to the Dogs 
Woof, yip woof, yip yip. Arf-Arf! 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

It seems everybody's doing it doggie-style 

these days. Dogs, long regarded as mere 

servants of only limited intelligence, are 

now the hottest commodity among the bright- 

lights, big-city literary world. At last, cry the 

canines of the world, we're out of the dog¬ 

house! What follows is only a brief survey of 

what our long-neglected "best friends" have 

been up to lately: 

Lives of the Monster Dogs 
By Kirston Dakis 
(Warner, $16.25) 

Walking upright and possessing prosthetic 
hands and artificial voiceboxes, the cruelly- 
named Monster Dogs inhabit a neo-gothic cas¬ 
tle in the middle of Manhattan. This is the story 
of the brave human journalist who penetrates 
the secret veil that surrounds the superdogs 
(as they should be called, in my humble opin¬ 
ion) to reveal a dark and hidden secret. 
Classified as non-fiction, but visit NYC and 
decide for yourself. 

A Dog’s Life 
By Peter Mayle 
(Vintage, $16.99) 

The story of "Boy," an adopted dog. Yes 
even dogs sometimes lose touch with 
their birth parents. 

Dog Soldiers 
By Robert Stone 
(Mariner, $16.95) 

While this book managed to win the 1973 
National Book Award, dogs play a 
frustratingly small role In the narrative. 

Heeling 

the Canine 

Within 
A DoosSiLr-HiL? Companion 

By ZMax amf^cccter 

sZut&rj c/ 

10 ticujritf -jDntijj jOc 

f-c JCjxx'S 

Better a sweater 

from a dog you 

know and love 

than from a sheep ; 

you’ll never meet 

KENOavL CHOIIUS. 

m 

tgomeky: 

Mike Harris Made Me Eat My Dog 
By Linwood Barclay 
(ECW, $17.95) 

Even our canine friends have reason to fear 
Mike the Knife. 

Dogs Never Lie About Love 
By Jeffrey Mouissaiff Masson 
(Three Rivers Press, $19.50) 

If her Oprahness mentions this book one 
more time on air, I will pay good money 
to see this woman muzzled. I will admit, 
however, that the author is correct. My 
dog, Bronte (pictured below), has never 
lied to me about love or anything else. f 

tiC,* arnflSccrcter 

The Dogs of Winter 
By Ken Nunn 
(Washington Square Press, $20.00) 

Despite the promising title, the book has no 
visible dog connection. Such gratuitous use of 
canine-linked vocabulary is giving all writers a 
bad name, even those who have dogs of their 
own. 

In the Jaws of Black Dogs 
By John Bentley Mays ° 
(Penguin, $13.99) 

The most forceful and gripping memoir con¬ 
cerning depression ever written in English. 
Black dogs has strong jaws, indeed. 

w ao -.mru-al fifw Jutco hdp pat d>- 

T H 

Musical Dogs 
By George Mcwiirter 
(Oberon, $14.95) 

garne^?^!^^0" the poPular children's 
ative titlp m fl0Pedr but merely a provac- 

d [sap p 0 j n t men ta us ?o 1 put 
my copy. JUSt ng en°dgh to pay for 
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variations 
random thoughts 

King Louis XIV of France is reported to have 

indulged in just three baths in his entire life. 

47 per cent of the cat 

population is overweight. 
The heaviest pumpkin known to exist 

weighed 124 lbs, 

37 is the number of degrees Celsius considered "normal" 
for a human body. It is also the number of metres per 
minute escalators in European airports travel (those in 

North American malls generally carry passengers at a rate 
of 27 metres per minute). William Shakespeare wrote 

37 plays. 

T'bere are 1,586 daily newspapers in the 
United States of America. 

Capital punishment is legal in 
92 countries 

73,884 persons were killed in the American 

bombing of Nagasaki, Japan, 9 August 1945. 

The word “girl” appears just once in 
the King James Bible (Joel 3:3) 

Sources: Various, many in William Hartson’s Book of 

Numbers 

Strange, Speculative Iain Banks 

Continued from page 5 

The central character of Inversions's 
other story, the bodyguard, is calculating, often 
detached, and obsessed with the welfare of the 
ruling "Protector" that he, ironically, is sworn t 

o protect. Banks opts for a third-person narra¬ 
tive in this case, and the prose is more like the 
tone of the central character: detached and 
concrete. In many ways, the story is comple¬ 
mentary to that of the doctor; the bodyguard is 
enlisted to protect the Protector from harm and 
possesses uncommon learning. Yet the "inver¬ 
sion" of the book's title is reflected in the story 
— the bodyguard must kill instead of heal, 
forced to action where he prefers passivity, and 
unlike the opinionated Doctor, keeps his ideas 
to himself. 

Unfortunately, the characters in this second 
story lack much of the vitality of those in the 
earlier one. The strength of the plot is in the 
complexity of the conflict within the bodyguard 
himself, as the Protector begins to behave in a 
manner that the bodyguard finds unacceptable. 
The writing is cerebral, with less emphasis on 
the vivid imagery at which Banks excels; 
nevertheless, the story is fascinating, even if it 

is not entirely engrossing. 
While this book is not strictly science fiction, 

Inversions does portray the effect of techn¬ 
ology in our lives, alternately suggesting the 
horrors that arise from advances in weaponry 
and glorifying the magical powers that 
medicine can provide. In this case, the techno¬ 
logical arts involved would be commonplace in 
a contemporary setting, yet in the world of 
Inversions they seem as mysterious as witch¬ 
craft. What sets Inversions apart from much 
other science fiction is that the focus is not so 
much on how technology changes the lives of 
people in a fictitious world but instead upon 
how people who envision another way of living 
and wish to effect change can be thwarted by 
the cultural norms of "developed" society. The 
satisfaction felt in reading this book was not 
due to the particular successes and failures of 
the characters involved; rather, it was in the 
way that Banks displayed the tenacity of the 
human spirit, vividly and compellingly, when it 
simply tries to rise above itself. 

Jason Cullimore is currently completing his 
Masters in psychology at Queen's University. 
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The Dog Who Knew Too Much 
By Carol Lea Benjamin 
(Dell, $7.99) 

Sad-eyed Akita is the only witness to a 
brutal murder. I hope dogs never lie about 
justice, either. 

The Hidden Life of Humans 
By Erika Ritter 
(Key Porter, $19.95) 

The story of a woman's life as told from her 

nThPerSpeCtive' U's alwavs good to have 
your biographer look up to you. 

Lives of the Dog Stranglers 
By Simon Mason 6 ° 
(Random House, $22.95) 

Deon^taiV°r^What it s wortfr but the good 
no doos L»a K°m House assured me that 
book 9 0re harmed in the writing of this 

December 6, O 
1989 X 

The deaths of fourteen women at Ecole Polytechnique brought vio- gf jr 

lence against women to the forefront of our national consciousness. 

It s important to keep it there. 

On December 4, 1998 The Journal will publish a supplement commemorating the 9th 

anniversary of the Montreal Massacre. We re looking lor women and men to contribute 

experiences, thoughts, poetry and art related to violence against women. 

For more information, call Liz or Sh andley at 545-2800. 
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Student 
leaders 
debate 

alignment 
By Erik Missio 

Despite some student leaders’ reser- 

I vations about the advantages of align- 

I ment and the alignment process, the 

I Alma Mater Society is proceeding with 

its bid for Queen’s to join a provincial 

I lobbying group. 

The leaders of both the Ontario 

Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA) 

and the Canadian Federation of Stu¬ 

dents Ontario (CFS-O) spoke at the 

October 1 meeting of the AMS assem¬ 

bly. OUSA Executive Director Andrew 

Boggs and CFS-0 Chair Joel Davison 

Harden (both former Queen’s students) 

were each granted approximately 15 

j minutes to present the benefits of their 

: organizations, before fielding questions 

■ from assembly for more than an hour. 

Although the AMS invited both 

groups to speak at the meeting, the AJV1S 

executive has favoured OUSA through¬ 

out their campaign. The fundamental 

difference between the two organiza¬ 

tions, according to AMS Academic 

Affairs Commissioner Milan Konopek, 

is that the CFS-O has traditionally been 

considered the more aggressive of the 

two lobbying groups, often staging 

protests, while OUSA is known for its 

, back-door lobbying techniques. 

While Queen’s has been a member of 

both organizations in the past, the his¬ 

tory between the school and the two 

groups has been rocky. In March 1992, 

nearly 80 per cent of Queen’s students 

voted in a referendum to leave the 

CFS-O over conflicting issues, such as 

zero tuition policies deemed “unrealis¬ 

tic and the group’s focus on issues 

extraneous to post-secondary education, 

wrote AMS President Tom Stanley in a 

letter to assembly members. 

These issues have also alienated the 

^S-0 from Premier Mike Harris’ 

administration, said Konopek. He 

recalls a CFRB radio interview with the 

rentier during which Harris said he 

°und the CFS-O “silly” and mocked 

their bid for an essentially free univer- 

s‘ty system. 

While the ideology of the CFS-O 

conflicted with the wants and needs of 

Queen’s students, the split with OUSA 

was based on financial, not ideological, 

Pncerns, Stanley said, and it would 

Saturday’s Chillifest attracted a large crowd to Confederation Basin in a festival of colourful sights, sumptuous smells 
and mouth-watering tastes. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

make sense to consider OUSA now that 

^°se financial concerns have been 
neared up. 

Deputy Commissioner of Acad- 

Affairs Aaron Lazarus disagreed. “I 

'n t think Queen’s students want 

Queen’s@Home.irks.queensu.ca 
By Renee Huang 

Due to an unanticipated increase in 

the number of users, the efficiency of the 

Queen’s at Home cable modem has not 

been up to the high-speed level of service 

originally touted by Queen’s Informa¬ 

tion Technology Services and Cogeco, its 

creators. 

The cable modem was created last 

year and marketed to private subscribers 

for a $30 monthly fee and $25 for each 

additional user, supposedly as a faster 

modem option for those seeking a con¬ 

stant Internet connection without the 

inconvenience of dialling in through a 

phone line. 

However, many users have found that 

the system is slow, inconsistent and often 

crashes, hardly living up to expectations 

of providing continual and quick Inter¬ 

net access. 

“We’re 100 per cent 
pissed off.” 

— Steve Burmaster, Arts ’00 

“We had equipment that had to be 

replaced... The modem broke down on 

us,” said Danielle Chanda, Con-Ed ’00. 

Chanda said she also found that cus¬ 

tomer service at Cogeco was lacking. 

“The Cogeco system is highly inaccessi¬ 

ble. Phone lines are always busy. Calls 

are not returned,” she said. 

Dean’s list reveals 
faculty differences 

Steve Burmaster, Arts ’00, and his 

housemates have also experienced many 

complications and frustrations with 

Queen’s at Home. Last year, they had all 

four computers in the house hooked up 

to the service at a cost of more than 

$100 a month. The cable modem was 

very slow, and “you’d lose it four of 

seven days of the week... it was down 

half the time,” Burmaster said. 

Technicians at ITS and Cogeco have 

explanations for the slower service. 

“We’ve exceeded our expectations... we 

got more [subscribers] than we 

expected,” said Andy Hooper, ITS sys¬ 

tems administrator. “We have over 700 

new subscribers and over 100 from last 

year,” he said. 

“Response for Queen’s at Home 

Please see Splicers on page 4 

Please see Assembly on page 5 

By Joshua Wiesenthal 

The 1997-1998 Dean’s List has 

arrived, revealing the Queen’s students 

who attained the highest grades in their 

respective faculties. However, large dis¬ 

tinctions between faculty marks indicate 

that qualifying standards for the list vary 

between disciplines, something that the 

administration may seek to reform in the 

future. 

Due to confidentiality, the Faculty of 

Arts and Science and the Faculty of 

Applied Science would not identify the 

highest marks and the students who 

achieved them in each faculty for every 

year. 

These numbers were, however, 

disclosed last year, and revealed signifi¬ 

cant grade discrepancies between the 

faculties. In the School of Business, the 

top marks for each year averaged 89.4 

Please see Changes on page 3 

Queen’s smoking policies: 
The class of 2003 could be living in smoke-free residences. 

Alfie’s debates selling cigarettes. 
re* Please see the feature on page 6 
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Rector announces 
upcoming resignation 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Ian Michael announced his upcoming 

resignation from the office of Rector last 

Thursday, after serving two years of the 

office’s three-year statutory term. 

“I think I almost always enjoyed it 

despite it being actually much more dif¬ 

ficult than I at first thought,” said 

Michael, Law ’99. “I think I underesti¬ 

mated the conflict which the position 

inherently has, being both a student and 

a governor.” 

Along with the Chancellor and Princi¬ 

pal, the Rector is one of the three offi¬ 

cers of Queen’s. In addition, the Rector 

is one of the three student members of 

the Board of Trustees, sits on various 

committees, is an observer to Senate, and 

ensures that student concerns are 

addressed. 

“There were definitely some big chal¬ 

lenges,” Michael said of his term. 

Michael mentioned money as the biggest 

issue he faced as Rector. “With the first 

tuition debate, I learned very quickly 

how difficult the position would be - 

that sort of took me off guard,” he said. 

“The challenge of being both the 

trustee and the student meant forcing 

myself to walk two roads at once,” he 

continued. 

The role of the Rector is quite differ¬ 

ent than those of the presidents of the 

Alma Mater Society and the Society of 

Graduate and Professional Students 

Michael explained. “The Rector has to 

be more flexible in what they say and 

do.... They’re elected by all students so 

that they have to be able to assist gradu¬ 

ate and undergraduate students at the 

same rime,” he said. 

“The challenge of being both 
the trustee and the student 
meant forcing myself to walk 

two roads at once.” 

— Rector Ian Michael 

However, Michael said he believes the 

position of Rector, unique to Queen’s 

adds immense value to the university. “It 

just gives a different feel to the way 

Queen’s operates,” he said. 

Although the Rector’s term is set at 

three years, no student Rector since the 

first, elected in 1969, has held the posi¬ 

tion for more than two years. 

Michael said holding an election 

every two years is appropriate given that 

there is nearly a complete turnover in 

undergraduate enrolment every four 

years. Doing so ensures that “more peo¬ 

ple know the position and it means that 

the position is technically more account¬ 

able,” he explained. 

Michael’s resignation will take effect 

from the date a successor is elected, most 

likely in November, he predicted. 

CORRECTION 

In the Sports & Fitness section of issue 9 the opponent of the men’s rugby team 

was misidentified. The team played McMaster. The Journal regrets the error. 

Sjeeti Reading 
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Taught on campus 
in cooperation with 

the AMS 
(Academic Affairs). 

$90.00 fee . Textbook is an 

additional $45.00 

(A refund of $25.00, if book is 

returned.) 

No charge for repeat 

course at later date. 

Register on Thursday, October 

8th, 1998 in JDUC — Sidewalk 

Cafe beside TD Bank Machine 

from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

Class 12:3o - 4:20 P.m. 
Thursdays — October 15 to Nov. 19 

Room 104, Fleming Hall (Pollock 

Wing) 

CLASS 2 4:30 - 6:20 p.m. 

Thursdays — October 15 to Nov. 19 

Room 104, Fleming Hall (Pollock 

Wing) 
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Professor discusses women and poverty 
By Marte Natvik 

Margaret Little, an anti-poverty 

activist and Queen’s women’s studies 

professor, spoke about women and 

poverty last Thursday in a speech 

entitled Chretien’s Legacy for Canada’s 

Poor. 

Two core beliefs are at the heart of 

Little’s fight against poverty. Poverty is 

not always an individual’s fault and 

people have the right to a certain stan¬ 

dard of living, she said. 

Twelve per cent of Canadians live in 

standards below the poverty line, Little 

said, adding that Prime Minister Jean 

Chretien’s government is responsible for 

“this embarrassing fact.” More precisely, 

Chretien’s revamping of the social assis¬ 

tance program to the Canada Health and 

Social Transfer (CHST), is what Little 

said has caused the direct “erosion of 

monies and the erosion of the rights of 

the poor.” 

Under the CHST system, money is 

given to each province in a lump sum, 

Little explained. There are no rules set in 

place so the provinces can spend the 

monies on whatever they choose, and do 

not have to invest money on the poor. 

Because the poor do not carry a strong 

political voice, it is easy to cut money to 

welfare recipients, she said. 

Changes to list under discussion 
Continued from page I 

per cent. For the Faculty of Applied Sci¬ 

ences, the top marks averaged 93.5 per 

cent. Science students averaged 92.4 per 

cent, while arts students had the lowest 

average of 85.6 per cent. 

"The faculties are clear about what 

marks mean,” said Bob Crawford, dean 

of student affairs. “We attempt to main¬ 

tain rigour, bur ar the same time fair¬ 

ness.” Crawford said lower marks 

achieved by arts students are due to a 

“narrow-ranged marking scheme used 

by the humanities such as english, 

history and politics. These [courses] are 

much more subjective than the mathe- 

matics and sciences.” 

To make the Dean’s List, students 

must attain certain academic goals desig¬ 

nated by each faculty. Full-time students 

in the Faculty of Applied Sciences and 

the School of Business must achieve a 

minimum grade average of 80 per cent. 

The Faculty of Arts and Science derives 

their academic honorees from die top 

three per cent of their class, with arts 

students ranked separately from science 

students. Part-time students, and fine 

arts, music and physical health educa¬ 

tion majors are also ranked as individual 

disciplines. 

Bronya Rose, the coordinator of 

undergraduate services for Applied Sci¬ 

ence, said “generally 60 to 80 engineer¬ 

ing students in all years achieve a grade 

average over 80 per cent.” 

“There is a culture of marking 

systems between faculties. Arts cannot 

artificially inflate grades to match the 

other faculties. This is to the students’ 

benefit,” said Rob Beamish, associate 

dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science. 

When applying to graduate and profes¬ 

sional schools, overly high marks are 

questioned and would “hinder the stu¬ 

dents’ chances,” he explained. 

“I doubt that the Dean's 
List would ever include 
every student who gets 

over 80 per cent.” 

— Rob Beamish, associate dean 
of the Faculty of 
Arts and Science 

Arts and Science has limited its 

Dean’s List to the top three per cent of 

students for many years. Beamish said 

“there was some discussion within com¬ 

mittee departments about altering the 

[requirements] for the Dean’s List. If we 

changed the requirements so that any 

student who got over 80 per cent was 

placed on che list, there would be abouc 

a quarter of fourrh year students on the 

list. It would lose its distinedon.” 

Crawford explained, “There is, how¬ 

ever, an attempt to align the grades of 

different faculties. Within the Faculty of 

Arts and Science, Queen’s is specifically 

conscious of the distribution of marks 

across the disciplines, and this is fully 

understood when scholarship decisions 

must be made.” 

The political studies department has 

developed an honour roll specifically for 

their department. Students completing a 

politics major who achieve an average 

mark greater or equal to 78 per cent in 

their politics courses, are placed on the 

politics honour roll. 

Steve Page, head of the political 

studies department, explained that “it is 

so unbelievably difficult to get on the 

Dean's List [in the Faculty of Arts and 

Science]. It doesn’t reflect the accom¬ 

plishments of our students.” 

The polities honour roll is not 

published because there are too many 

scudents on the list, but students who 

qualify are notified through e-mail at the 

end of the academic year. Last year there 

were 12 students from second year, 16 

students from third year and 36 students 

from fourth year on the honour roll. 

There has also been discussion about 

creating two honour rolls, a “List of Dis¬ 

tinction” (top 10 per cent) and the 

faculty would also keep the Dean’s List 

(top three per cent), said Beamish. “I 

doubt that the Dean’s List would ever 

include every student who gets over 80 

per cent,” he said. 

Assigning students percentile rank¬ 

ings rather than grades has also been 

mentioned as a more equitable alterna¬ 

tive, said Crawford. This is why, on 

Queen’s transcripts, students can 

roughly see where they are ranked in 

their class. “Queen's University must use 

a system that is fairly widely recognized. 

If you go to a system that is unique, you 

have to be concerned about the 

students’ well-being,” Crawford 

explained. 

According to Little, in 1965 the exist¬ 

ing Canada Assistance Plan was much 

more supportive of the rights of the 

poor. All citizens had the right to welfare 

based on economic need, the right to 

apply and the right to appeal any welfare 

decision, she said. In her research. Little 

has found that today people interested in 

applying for welfare are often told they 

ineligible when they are in fact eligible. 

Appealing such decisions is often next to 

impossible, she added. 

“Economic independence 
is important for 

gender equality.” 

— Margaret Little, Queen's 
women studies professor 

According to the professor, women 

have been hurt doubly by these changes. 

Sixty per cent of single mothers live 

below the poverty line and, according to 

Little, this increasing gender disparity is 

a result of many dynamic influences. 

Little explained that female welfare 

recipients undergo invasive questioning 

and are made to show “exhaustive certi¬ 

fication of eligibility” that they are in 

essence not being “kept by a man,” or 

that there is a “man in the house,” she 

said. 

Little stressed that if financial depen¬ 

dence shifts from the family, essentially 

the male breadwinner, to each individual 

being considered a separate economic 

entity, caring work will no longer inter¬ 

fere with a women’s ability to be eco¬ 

nomically independent. This “economic 

independence is important for gender 

equality,” she said. At this point, how¬ 

ever, women are still “financially 

expected to provide and care full rime," 

she said. 

Not all countries have such gender 

disparity in the levels of poverty, Little 

explained. The Netherlands has made 

very liberal reform which includes pay¬ 

ment for all mothers, thereby establish¬ 

ing that “caring for children is 

important,” Little said. 

Little emphasized that Canada should 

“look more to Europe and less to the 

United States” when modeling social 

reform and stop the “demeaning of the 

poor as part of election platforms.” 

Old and 
By Crystal Bona 

It looks like Queen’s is going 

to have to get used to a floor 

occupied entirely by first-year 

engineering students. 

After a successful trial year, 

the third floor of Brockington 

Hall has again been filled by a 

new group of Applied Science 

students. 

Made up of approximately 

50 students, the goal of the 

“Eng Floor” is to provide an 

academically supportive atmos¬ 

phere for first-year students in 

the engineering program. 

Graham Brown, Director of 

Queen’s Residences, said he was 

very pleased with the floor’s 

first year. 

“Applications were doubled 

this year for the engineering 

door. We certainly regard it as a 

successful first year in the pilot 

project.” 

Although students living on 
the floor last year achieved the 
same grades, on average, as 

new residents happy with Eng Floor 
other first-year students in 

Applied Science, they were 

pleased with the helpful atmos¬ 

phere provided by their peers, 

said Brown. This sentiment has 

been echoed by the new resi¬ 

dents of Brock 3, most of whom 

are very pleased to be spending 

their first year on the Eng Floor. 

“We go to classes together — 

in most classes you’ll find a 

whole row of seats taken up by 

Brock 3. It’s the same thing in 

the cafeteria,” said Nathan 

Clute, Sci ’02 year president. 

“Everyone has similar interests, 

we’re all doing the same work, 

and the floor provides a con¬ 

stant support system.” 

Matt Reid, Sci ’02, suggested 

that people may regard the floor 

as a clique, but he explains, 

“Most floors have two sets of 

friends — faculty friends and 

floor friends. For us, it just hap¬ 

pens that the two groups are the 

same.” 

Jeremy Gaudet, Sci ’01, lived 

on the Eng Floor last year. He 

now shares a house with friends 

he made on the floor, and 

expressed nothing but praise for 

his residence experience last 

year. 

Gaudet said he also found the 

floor helpful with regards to 

meeting people in other facul¬ 

ties. “I find that [having only 

engineering students on] the 

floor makes you want to go out 

and meet people from other fac¬ 

ulties,” he said. 

Mark Chabot, ArtSci ’01, 

also lived on the floor last year, 

and said that it may not be a 

good place for shy individuals, 

because residents on the floor 

tend to only interact with each 

other. 

Reid remarked that it’s 

unfortunate more people can’t 

take part in faculty-specific 

floors like the engineering floor, 

although he acknowledged that 

it might lead to divisions 

between the faculties. 

Both Clute and Reid were 

skeptical about the effectiveness 

of other faculty-specific floors. 

“The difference between us and 

a faculty such as ArtSci is that 

we share all the same classes and 

the same workload. ArtSci is so 

diverse that [an ArtSci floor] 

may not work out,” said Reid. 

Gaudet was more open to the 

idea of faculty-specific floors. 

“It works well for engineering 

because first years all have the 

same classes. It seems like a 

good idea for other faculties 

that have a common first-year 

program.” 

A student on the Eng Floor hits the books. 
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Students have fun learning crash avoidance 
By Shawn Brimley 

The parking lot behind 
Mackintosh-Corry Hall smelled 
of burning rubber last weekend, 
as 125 students learned how to 
avoid accidents at high speeds 
with the Labatt Road Scholar¬ 
ship program. 

Each class was run by profes¬ 
sional drivers, some of whom 
had backgrounds in stockcar 
racing and test driving. After a 
short introduction and video, 
the students were divided into 
groups of four, each group shar¬ 
ing a Chrysler 300M. The next 
couple of hours were spent 

Interested in 

Graduate Studies/Summer Employment/Research Projects 

m Physiology? 

OPEN HOUSE 

Tuesday, October 13, 7:00 pm 
Physiology Library 

Botterell 4th Floor 

Room 449 

Meet Faculty and Graduate Students 

Tour the Labs 

Refreshments Available 

Find out from the experts what the University of 

Victoria Law difference is all about. Discover 
what to expect during law school and the exciting 

career opportunities that await LL.B. graduates. 

UVic Law Dean, David Cohen, and alumna Laurie 

Goldbach, Clerk at the Ontario Court of Appeal, 
will be there to provide information and answer all 

your questions. 

Friday, October 9,1998 

12:30 —1:30p.m. 

Sutherland Room 

John Deutsch University Centre 

Sponsored by Career Servic 
http://carccrs.cjuecnsu.ca 

braking at high speeds and turn¬ 
ing to avoid pylon obstacles. 

“The Labatt Road Scholar¬ 
ship has been going for 10 
years, and has taught approxi¬ 
mately 15,000 students all 
across the country," said Ross 
Bentley, chief instructor. “It’s all 
about Labatt’s commitment to 
promoting the responsible use 
of alcohol... They love the fact 
that people drink their beer, but 
they want them to do it 
responsibly." 

"Everyone had a blast and 
took the message in a positive 
way," said Sarah Armstrong, 
Alma Mater Society services 
director. “Chrysler and Labatt 
certainly weren’t preaching 
don’t drink and drive, but 
allowed the students to see for 
themselves the possible 
dangers.” 

"It gave me a great chance to 

do something that 1 normally 
wouldn't do,” said David 
Callum, ArtSci '99. 

“There was a study 
done that showed that 
with one more second 

of reaction, 80 per 
cent of all car crashes 

could be avoided.” 

- Ross Bentley, chief 
instructor, Labatt Road 

Scholarship Program 

Each class learned crash 
avoidance techniques through 
three exercises. The first exer¬ 
cise consisted of driving a short 
distance at top speed, and then 
braking hard on wet pavement, 
to experience the effects of anti¬ 
lock braking. The second exer¬ 
cise allowed students to weave 

through pylons, while watching 
for a signal from an instructor 
to bypass a certain pylon, mak¬ 
ing the student aware of how far 
ahead he or she was looking 
The final exercise combined 
both high-speed braking ancj 
turning to avoid obstacles. 

“There was a study done that 
showed that with one more 
second of reaction, 80 per cent 
of all car crashes could be 
avoided,” said Bentley. “There 
are some really basic things you 
can do to gain that one second 
things like holding the steering 
wheel properly, sitting properly 
behind the wheel of the car, and 
looking far ahead down the 
road. 

“It’s all those little things that 
add up to one second, and you 
can throw all that out the 
window with one drink,” 
Bentley said. 

A participant in the Labatt Road Scholarship program swerves 

to avoid a pylon in the parking lot behind Mackintosh-Corry 
Hall Saturday afternoon. 
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Splicers will be charged 
Continued from page I 

service is four times the amount 
we had last year,” agreed Mike 
Abrosimoff, technical opera¬ 
tions manager at Cogeco. 

More than 800 subscribers 
on a system designed for 600 
users has taken its toll on 
Queen’s at Home, slowing 
down service at peak times 
when more people are using 
their modems. Hooper said 
restrictions limiting the amount 
of data transferred in a 24-hour 
period have been introduced to 
remedy the clogged network. 

“We’ve started a monitoring 
of actual usage and set limits on 
heavy users,” said Hooper, 
referring to the amount and size 
of files being downloaded 
through the cable, not the time 
of usage. When people are send¬ 
ing or receiving files that take 
some time to load, the cable 
modem becomes clogged with 
information and the service 
slows down significantly for 
everyone else using that same 
cable, Hooper said. “One 

person downloading file after 
file all month long will [limit] 
the capacity for others.” 

Cable modems are organized 
according to geographic loca¬ 
tion of users, Hooper said. ITS 
and Cogeco have monitored 
usage for a few weeks to deter¬ 
mine the peak hours of usage 
and the shared capacity in each 
area. “Cogeco split one of the 
networks last week and will 
split another this week” to 
relieve the congested flow of 
information, Hooper said. 

“Part of the speed issue may 
not be our system,” Abrosimoff 
added. He said people who ille¬ 
gally splice into the cable 
modem slow the network down 
significantly, affecting the qual¬ 
ity of service for paying users. 
“If anybody on your node is a 
hog through data downloads or 
tapping into the system, that 
affects your speed,” he said. 

People caught splicing into 
the network will face serious 
consequences, he continued. 
“When we do find them, we’re 
not going to be as light as 
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before,” he warned. Splicers 
will be charged for their usage 
and the police will be called. 

This year, Burmaster’s house 
has been waiting for more than 
a month and a half to be recon¬ 
nected to Queen’s at Home. 
“We’re 100 per cent pissed off,” 
he said. Despite his frustrations, 
Burmaster said he will continue 
to subscribe because he sees the 
system’s ability to download 
files that are large or complex as 
a necessity. Many courses now 
offer notes on the Internet and 
it is less expensive to print notes 
at home than at a public com¬ 
puting site, he added. 

“If there’s any competition, 
[Cogeco would] lose every cus¬ 
tomer,” predicted Burmaster. 
He and his housemates plan to 
hook up only one computer to 
Queen’s at Home this year. 

Chanda is opting to avoid 
Queen’s at Home completely. “I 
gave up on the Queen’s at 
Home system. I found it too 
expensive, especially when it’s 
being geared towards students,” 
she said. “I chose the alterna¬ 
tive, Queen’s pay line.” With 
the toll line, users are charged 
75 cents per hour of Internet or 
e-mail time. Although it may be 
a disadvantage to some who dis¬ 
like dialling into the system, 
Chanda appreciates the eco¬ 
nomical side of only paying for 
the time on-line. 

Hooper implores Queen’s at 
Home users for patience and 
cooperation. “I know we asked 
for the same thing last year but 
this is more than double last 
year’s [capacity],” said Hooper. 
“We will get the problems 
cleared up but it will take a 
while.” 

Abrosimoff said backlogged 
installations should be hooked 
up by the end of the week. As 
for the speed of the network, 
“splitting of the nodes will help 
the system and balance it out," 
he said. 
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Assembly ‘cautious’ 
Continued from page I 

necessarily the same things they wanted 
then,” he said. “The political climate has 
changed.” 

Nevertheless, the AMS is proposing a 
ves/no’ referendum question regarding 

OUSA, rather than a choice between the 
two provincial lobbying organizations. 

In a written statement, Lazarus said 
he "would hate to see the small circle of 
government types that make up the AMS 
make such a broad-scale decision with¬ 
out proper input from students... The 
process of alignment has been somewhat 
hidden so far... It would be a shame for 
students to wake up one morning part of 
a lobbying organization they didn’t ask 
for or necessarily agree with.” 

Retaliated Stanley: “The executive 
council has a paid responsibility we were 
elected to fulfil.... This includes making 
judgements and putting forth choices for 
students.” 

Konopek said the AMS “has been as 
open as it can, [bringing] speakers to 
assembly [and] never hiding anything.” 
Konopek said having only one provincial 
lobbying organization on the proposed 
referendum ballot does not eliminate 
choice because it is the AMS’s duty “to 
provide some sort of leadership and his¬ 
torically, referendum questions have 
been yes or no.” 

Assembly will decide whether the 
question of alignment should be put to 
referendum at the October 15 meeting. 
If the request is denied, the AMS will 
consider the alternative method of 
obtaining a referendum question — 
acquiring 600 signatures. 

So far, according to Stanley, individ¬ 
ual assembly members have been taking 
a responsible and cautious attitude 

towards alignment. 

During the assembly meeting, an 
allegation was raised that alignment may 
benefit OUSA more than Queen’s. How¬ 
ever, Konopek and Stanley said they 
believe the relationship between 
Queen s and OUSA would be symbiotic, 
as opposed to the more top-down struc¬ 
ture in the CFS-O. Should OUSA benefit 
from Queen’s prestige or resources, 
Queen s and all other OUSA universities 
would then benefit from OUSA’s success, 
they said. 

Lazarus warned that OUSA member¬ 
ship at this time would be a possible 
mistake. He said the AMS “is rushing 
full steam ahead towards alignment and 
[I am] certainly not convinced there is a 
demonstrated need to rush this 
decision.” 

Lazarus said the job Queen’s has done 
on its own since 1995 is more than 
adequate. 

Stanley pointed out that alignment 
has been an AMS executive issue for at 
least three years. He agreed that Queen’s 
has done an admirable job in terms of 
solo Parliament Hill representation, but 
stated that aligning with OUSA would 
mean a stronger voice for Queen’s. 

Konopek cited several examples of 
OUSA’s success record, including the 
formation of the Ontario Advisory 
Council on Student Financial Assistance 
(OACSFA), a group which will advise 
the provincial government on allocating 
Financial assistance from the Millennium 
Fund, and hopefully in the future, OSAP. 

Stanley said OUSA “will make effec¬ 
tive representation, has sound, reasoned 
policies and will improve lobbying for 
Queen’s, OUSA and ultimately the entire 
student movement.” 
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Waiting to inhale 
As the university looks to ban smoking in Queen’s 
residences, Alfie’s Pub debates selling cigarettes. 

-Freedom to smoke versus freedom from smoke~ 

By Eric Morris 

WITH MOST STUDENTS FOCUSED 

on their spring exams and 

summer job prospects, univer¬ 

sity administrators and student represen¬ 

tatives quietly began weighing some 

dramatic changes to the university’s 

smoking policy. In April, work began on 

banning smoking in Queen’s residences. 

Months later, Alma Mater Society 

Council, the student government’s inner 

circle, discussed an idea proposed by the 

managers of Alfie’s Pub to start selling 

cigarettes in the bar. While the latter, 

amid concerns about promoting smoking 

and a rise in second-hand smoke, is no 

longer being considered, the former is 

gaining momentum, and a complete ban 

on smoking in residences could begin as 

early as next September. 

Sarah Armstrong is the services direc¬ 

tor at the AMS and oversees the finances 

and planning of Alfie's Pub. She was first 

approached by Alfie’s management in 

June, and again at the end of August. “At 

first,” remembers Armstrong, “I thought, 

sure, let’s sell them.’” Armstrong then 

decided to raise the issue with AMS 

Council in August. AMS Council is made 

up of the president, vice-presidents, 

commissioners and directors. Council 

usually doesn’t get involved with the 

day-to-day operations of the services, 

however, there was a feeling that the 

decision of whether or not to sell ciga¬ 

rettes involved more than a simple busi¬ 

ness decision by one service. 

Tom Stanley, AMS president, was one 

of the more outspoken critics of the pro¬ 

posal. “I have this personal reservation... 

about actively promoting cigarettes.” As 

well, Stanley expressed concern about an 

increase in second-hand smoke. Others 

felt that since smoking is legal, and is 

allowed in Alfie’s, there is nothing wrong 

with selling cigarettes at the pub. One 

suggestion was to allow Alfie’s to sell cig¬ 

arettes for a fixed period of time, and re¬ 

evaluate the policy later. Armstrong, 

however, concedes that it would be diffi¬ 

cult to offer the service and then take it 

away. After some discussion, the majority 

of Council did not think that Alfie’s 

should sell cigarettes. “We came to the 

decision with Council,” Armstrong 

explained, “that if Alfie’s wanted to pur¬ 

sue it they’d have to make a presentation 

to [AMS] Assembly.” 

More than a month has passed since 

that meeting. Alfie's has not taken the 

“I don’t see a 
significant increase in 

smoke if cigarettes 
were to be sold here,” 

— Ben Bourke, 
Alfie’s manager 

issue any further, and their manager sa 

they have no intention of doing so. “Tl 

general consensus is... it would not be 

good idea to sell cigarettes at the pub 

says Ben Bourke, head manager of tl 

pub. We re not going to pursue it ar 
further.” 

The reasoning behind the propost 

Bourke says, is not financial, at least n. 

directly. Preliminary figures from 

tobacco company, whom the pub coi 

tacted, predicted cigarettes would not 1 

a significant source of revenue for tf 

pub. Instead, it would be more of a se 

vice for those who did smoke. “Parrot 

do occasionally ask to purchase cigi 

rettes, says Bourke, estimating that on 

busy night the bar could have as many i 

20 such requests. If someone were to m 

out of cigarettes at Alfie's after eleve. 

the closest convenience store still open 

on Princess Street. Bourke says that man 

who make the walk may decide to g 

home afterward, or to another bar o 

Princess Street. Selling cigarettes woul 

keep the patrons, and any money they’ 

spend that night, at Alfie's. ■ ’ 

As for concerns about an increase in 

second-hand smoke, Bourke isn’t con¬ 

vinced. “I don’t see a significant increase 

in smoke if cigarettes were to be sold 

here,” he said, explaining that the bar’s 

ventilation system already handles cur¬ 

rent levels of smoke extremely well. And 

with respect to the broader concern, that 

the AMS would somehow be promoting 

smoking which might increase the num¬ 

ber of smokers at the bar, Bourke said he 

believes students are adults, and have 

already decided if they’re going to smoke 

or not. 

But if Stanley and others are indeed 

concerned about the health risks posed 

by second-hand smoke,- and that’s one of 

the reasons why Alfie’s should not sell 

cigarettes, then why is smoking allowed 

at all at Alfie’s? “Maybe we’re at a bit of 

a middleground now,” Stanley suggested. 

Middleground, or contradiction? Stanley 

certainly prefers the former. “I don’t 

think it’s a contradiction that requires 

immediate and pressing attention.” 

“As long as it’s legal, how can we not 

allow them to smoke at our pubs?” asks 

Armstrong. “It’s very hard to eliminate it 

entirely.” This is where Armstrong and 

others begin to waver. They recognize 

the health risks posed by second-hand 

smoke, yet aren’t sure what should be 

done about it. Certainly, for a pub the 

size of Alfie’s, banning smoking could be 

a logistical nightmare. Student constables 

have enough trouble keeping track of 

people stepping out of the bar to make a 

phone call or use the bank machine. 

Groups leaving for smoke breaks would 

only make things worse. At the same 

time, though, she agrees that the poten¬ 

tial harm to employees at Alfie’s from 

smoke is really no different than worker 

exposure to cancer-causing emissions at a 
factory. 

So is Alfie’s going to ban smoking? 

It s not in my game plan, and most def¬ 

initely not in the managers’s,” she 

responds. 

Finances are also a concern. The bar, 

which has struggled to break even the 

last few years, would almost certainly be 

worse off financially if the bar was 

smoke-free. “A smoking bar is more of a 

draw than a deterrent,’’ Bourke says. He 

adds that it’s important to give Queen’s 

students a number of choices when it 

comes to partying on campus. The other 

two student-run pubs, the Queen’s Pub 

and Clark Hall Pub, are both non-smok¬ 

ing. Students, he says, should be given a 

smoking alternative. 

Continued on next page 
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Left: Andrew Hainsworth, a first-year history major living on the fifth floor of 

the Gordon residence, could be among the last crop of students to smoke inside 
of their rooms; Above: A Shot employee displays the bar’s cigarette stand, 

which saves bar patrons a midnight trip to the nearest convenience store. 

The Ban High Board’s preliminary estimates for: 

each outdoor smoke shelter — $16,000422,000 

each indoor smoke shelter — $40,000-570,000 

Sometimes it’s the result of people smok¬ 

ing outdoors close to the entrance where 

smoke drifts through the doors or vents, 

Alfie's is excluded from all other while ‘n other cases it,s people smoking 

smoking policies on campus because a ,n "'f1shr00ra'' Tke ct’aln of c°mmand is 
distinction exists between workplaces usually a staff or faculty member report- 

and places of entertainment and recre- ,nS a sm°kln8 “"’plaint to the depart- 

ation. Implemented in July, 1988, the men* head’ , should that person be 

provincial government's Smoking in the unablf to solve *e, Prob e,m' Wllkens 

Workplace Act meant smoking had to be wo“id lnrcrv,ene' If the problem persists, 

prohibited in at least 75 per cent of the Wilkcns could conceivably call in a rep- 
workplace resentative from the Ministry of Labour 

to fine the smoker, although she has 

Wiebke Wilkens is the director of never had to do that, 

environmental health and safety at 

Queen’s, and ensures that the act is fol¬ 

lowed properly. In 1987, with about a 

year’s notice that the province was going 

to impose strict anti-smoking legislation, 

Wilkens says the decision was made by Ti HE UNIVERSITY NOW SEEMS determined 

key in recommending a ban on 
smoking is that there had to be 
an alternative place to smoke.” 

— Andrew Highet, Associate 
Director of Residence Life 

the university to ban smoking outright, to take the crusade against smoking to 

This, she says, was done in hopes of the next level. Ban Righ Board, the 

“providing for a safer work environment group that oversees Queen’s residences 

for everyone.” on behalf of the university’s Senate, 

passed a resolution to look at 

“One of the factors that was the viability of a residence ban 
on smoking. The resolution was 

approved by Main Campus 

Residence Council, Royce Hall 

Council, Harkness Hall 

Council, and the Graduate 

Residence Council, and would 

affect the undergraduate and 

graduate residences. 

“People are bothered by the 

One might think this policy would smoke,” says the Associate Director of 

have angered smokers and produced Residence Life, Andrew Highet. “There’s 

quite a backlash, but Wilkens insists that no question about it.” 

this wasn’t the case. The university even The issue of a complete ban on smok- 

offered courses for the first couple of ing in residence has come up before, 

years after the province passed the act to Highet says, but this is the board s first 

help those on staff quit smoking, serious look at the issue. Highet says 

although neither Wilkens nor the prior to about two decades ago, residents 

Kingston Frontenac Lennox & could smoke just about anywhere. The 

Addington Health Unit, who organized policy gradually evolved, first banning 

the classes, kept figures as to how many smoking in floor common rooms, then, 

university employees took advantage of about 10 years ago, smoking in main res- 

the program. idence common rooms was also banned. 

The legislation has meant that the That left smoking in bedrooms only, a 

°uly places left on campus where people policy which remains in effect today. 

«n smoke are bars (Alfie’s and the Grad Highet says the resolution to ban 

C*ub choose to allow smoking) and smoking outright was passed, albeit with 

residences. a catch. “One of the factors that was key 

And for the most part, says Wilkens, in recommending a ban on smoking, he 

People abide by those rules. She receives explains, “is that there had to be 

0n'y two or three complaints a year from an alternative place to smoke. 

People who smell smoke in buildings. Certainly, the lessons learned at the 

University of Western Ontario are fresh how many students use them. While 

on Board members’ mind. Like Queen’s, Residence Life surveys incoming resi- 

residence administrators at Western had dents about their smoking habits, Highet 

student support in banning smoking, says such stats are notoriously unreliable. 

While this posed no problem for smok- Parents often take a look at these forms 

ers during the fall months, in the winter, before they are mailed to the university, 

smokers lit up close to the entranceways. prompting many students to answer 

The smoke drifted into the building, less-than-honestly about their smoking 

prompting complaints not only from the habits, 

annoyed non-smokers indoors, but 

also the cold smokers outside. Similar to a bus shelter, the 
Jprti smoking kiosks are glass, 

dence Saugeen Maitland, the other about ten feet wide and five 
rsidheiPelTre H?"' Si,milroa feet deep, complete with bus shelter, the smoking kiosks are .r 7 r 

glass, about ten feet wide and five VdltlldtlOfl. 
feet deep, complete with ventila¬ 

tion. Senior Director of Housing and At Western, Grindrod said one of the 

Food Services Susan Grindrod says the reasons their residences became 

shelters, located 20 feet away from resi- non-smoking was for administrative rea- 

dence entrances, are far enough away sons. “It’s very difficult to put smokers 

that smoke doesn’t filter into the build- and non-smokers in the same room,” 

ing, yet close enough that students don’t which is only complicated, she says, 

find them to be a nuisance. when those who said they were 

Determined to provide Queen’s non-smokers on surveys turned out to be 

smokers with an alternative smoking smokers, 

location, the board is studying two 

options: outdoor smoking shelters and 

indoor smoking rooms. “Nothing’s been 

taken off the table,” Highet said. 

These smoking alternatives do not i 

come without a price. The board was It NOW APPEARS THAT it’s no longer a 

told last Thursday that an outdoor, “top matter of if, but when Queen’s resi- 

of the line” smoke shelter would cost dences will become non-smoking. In the 

between $16,000-522,000, which coming months. Ban Righ Board will 

includes ventilation, heat, and some sort have to make a decision as to how many 

of blue-light-like emergency system, different locations will require smoking 

Expensive, perhaps, but that compares alternatives, and what those alternatives 

quite favourably with the estimated will be. With the project to cost a mini- 

$40,000-$70,000 it would cost to con- mum of tens of thousands of dollars, the 

vert a room in residence to a smoking issue is now essentially a budgetary one. 

room. Griffiths says that around the new year, 

Bruce Griffiths, associate director of the budgeting process will begin with the 

residence services and director of food costs and benefits of these shelters 

and beverage services, sits on the Ban weighed against other pending residence 

Righ Board. Some residences, like Jean projects. If there is money freed up, 

Royce, simply have no space available for which should be decided within six 

smoke rooms, opening up the possibility, months, construction would begin next 

according to Griffiths, that Queen’s summer, and a non-smoking policy in 

could introduce a combination of indoor residence potentially in place for the 

and outdoor alternatives. class of 2003. With the exception of 

It’s also difficult to say how many of Alfie’s and the Grad Club, Queen’s 

these alternatives — indoor or outdoor would be all but smoke-free heading into 

— will be needed. Residences in close the next millennium, 

proximity could share smoke rooms or Eric Morris, the non-smoker, is a fourth year 

smoke shelters, but that all depends on sociology major. 
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Lobbying for choice 
SHORT OF PITCHING A TENT IN 

front of Queen’s Park and making 

a permanent nuisance of them¬ 

selves, there appears to be little more 

Queen’s student government can do on 

its own to impress upon the govern¬ 

ment the need to save accessible educa¬ 

tion in Ontario. Considering the 

looming prospect of more deregulation 

and increasing tuition fees, Queen’s stu¬ 

dents would benefit from aligning our¬ 

selves with a provincial lobbying group 

such as the Ontario Undergraduate Stu¬ 

dent Alliance or the Ontario wing of 

the Canadian Federation of Students. 

Ultimately, the entire 
student body, and not the 

AMS executive or assembly, 
must make the final decision 

on which group to join. 

Participating in a student lobbying 

group with other Ontario universities 

would be a more effective way to 

ensure that provincial legislators pay 

attention to our concerns. While the 

AMS has been successful in having its 

voice heard at Queen’s Park, it would 

be advantageous for as many students 

as possible to speak with a united voice 

against tuition hikes. 

While our lobbying efforts could 

only benefit from the added resources 

of a larger organization, it is also neces¬ 

sary that the views and policies of that 

organization reflect the beliefs of a 

majority of Queen’s students. 

Before any decision to apply for 

membership can be made, the student- 

body must have an opportunity to 

weigh the advantages and disadvantages 

of both groups. Only after a compre¬ 

hensive information campaign by both 

OUSA and CFS-O will we be able to 

make an informed choice in a campus¬ 

wide referendum. Ultimately, the entire 

student body, and not the AMS execu¬ 

tive or assembly, must make the final 

decision on which group to join, or 

whether to join at all. 

Saving the rookies 

Q 
Queen's varsity athletes have 

to be pretty tough to side-tackle 

a 250 pound linebacker, or 

a baseball almost 80 miles an 

hour... or perhaps even to survive their 

notorious rookie-nights. It’s hard to say 

because unlike Orientation Week, the 

rookie night ritual is kept under wraps 

by the participants and is not overseen 

by any external body or individual. 

Coaches seem to tolerate the infamous 

event as long as they neither hear nor 

read about the consequences. 

Seeing as rookie nights have a noto¬ 

rious reputation at Queen’s for 

irresponsible drinking and sometimes 

dangerous activities, it is inappropriate 

that they be completely immune from 

outside scrutiny. While not an official 

function, these one-night initiations 

nonetheless involve many first-year stu¬ 

dents and are often perceived as 

mandatory by aspiring varsity athletes. 

Since there is a very real danger of 

someone getting injured on a rookie 

night, the athletics department needs to 

assume some responsibility for the 

event. While autonomy is an important 

part of what is for some an invaluable 

bonding experience, it should not 

endanger the safety of those involved. 

Coaches of athletics teams need to stop 

looking the other way and begin 

reminding their athletes that there are 

limits to acceptable behavior at rookie 

nights. If coaches took even this mini¬ 

mal role, they could curb the risks of 

rookie nights without compromising 

the team-building benefits of the event. 

It would be wise for the administra¬ 

tion to act now, before something tragic 

happens. 

Editorial Board 

Serving your country abroad 
WHILE BACKPACKING THROUGH 

England, Scotland and Ireland 

this summer, I learned many 

important lessons: 

1. Never attempt to ride London’s 

underground with your pack on during 

rush hour. 

2. Always stick to YHA (Youth Hostel 

Association) hostels to avoid sleeping in 

bug-infested beds under blood and urine 

stained sheets. 

3. Do not try to get away with taking 

“illegal” pictures in St. Paul’s Cathedral 

when your camera has an automatic flash. 

People treated 
me badly until 

I told them 
that I was a 
Canadian. 

These three points aside, however, the 

most common agreement between many 

international travelers is their unquestion¬ 

able dislike of American citizens. For 

instance, it is a known fact that if you 

don’t put a Canadian flag somewhere on 

your clothing or baggage when traveling 

through Europe, you won’t be treated 

with respect. When touring Italy a few 

summers ago, I had various experiences 

with people who treated me badly until I 

told them that I was a Canadian. After 

that, they were as sweet as could be and 

gave me whatever directions I needed. 

Having dual citizenship with our 

neighbors to the south, however, 1 am 

quite troubled by this international ani¬ 

mosity. Obviously, there are many politi¬ 

cal reasons behind people’s resentment of 

Americans, but many of the everyday 

complaints about the Yankees have to do 

with more personal matters. 

For example, when aboard a train 

heading from York to Edinburgh, I was 

seated with three British army sergeants. 

Behind us was a group of seven obnox¬ 

ious American teenagers on a student 

exchange. Their vexatious conversation 

rebounded off the walls of the train, mak¬ 

ing the words seem even louder than they 

actually were. These kids had absolutely 

no respect for those passengers who were 

sleeping, or trying to sleep, let alone for 

those who were attempting to enjoy the 

beautiful scenery. 

Because of their annoying behavior, 

my army friends and I started in on a 

heated debate about Americans. They 

stated that this display confirmed their 

original negative assumptions about U.S. 

citizens. Through the piqued tone of the 

argument, I became immediately aware of 

the international stereotype of the Ameri¬ 

can citizen: loud, irritating, demanding 

and self-righteous. Nothing 1 said could 

change their unfaltering opinions. 

What is most disturbing about this 

whole event is the fact that seven irritat¬ 

ing teens were enough to convince three 

British men to continue believing their 

tainted views of American citizens. 

Hence, an important lesson I learned 

while traveling is that you become the 

sole representative of your country. Your 

every action represents the behavior of all 

Canadians to the many foreigners who 

think that all Canucks live in igloos and 

have a pet moose. You are, in a sense, a 

Canadian ambassador. 

By Shandley McMurray 
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Starving our self image 
This past summer I worked on 

Baffin Island in the Northwest 

Territories (soon to be Nunavut). 

No, this piece is not about my trials and 

tribulation of my Northern experience. 

Rather, it is about the shocking reality in 

which I found myself upon my return to 

the glorious “South.” 

Let me be blunt. Ladies, we are one 

sick group of individuals. I am referring 

to the cadaverous bodies that surround 

me as I stroll down University Avenue or 

Princess Street. I, for the first time in my 

life, have come to the conclusion that 

not only is our current collective state of 

health dangerous, but it is definitely not 

normal. 

I’ll admit it, I was probably the skin¬ 

niest person in Cape Dorset, NWT, 

population 1,200. However, I suddenly 

found myself in the position of going 

from the “ideal” weight, to one that was 

worthy of ridicule. As a varsity runner, I 

ran almost every day of my “Northern 

Exposure.” On a regular basis I had 

some child or adult call out “SKINNY 

BONES!” or something to that extent as 

I ran by. For a person who has struggled 

with weight issues, this was a confusing 

occurrence. After all, couldn’t they see 

my less than rock-hard body parts? 

Didn’t they realize that there were some 

days I would tag on an extra few kilome¬ 

ters to keep my weight in check? 

Evidently not. I was surrounded by con¬ 

siderably more robust female figures all 

summer, and (surprise) not once did a 

hear a soul complain that she was having 

a “fat” day, or had to lose some weight. 

In the North, carrying a healthy body has 

many advantages - the most obvious one 

being that you do not get as cold as 

quickly. As an added bonus, it seems to 

(perhaps shockingly) attract the opposite 
sex! 

Women of Queen’s, I 
have a message for 
you: there is so much 
more to life than wor¬ 
rying about calories, 
fat grams and the size 
of Gap khakis into 
which you can wedge 
(or slide) yourself. 

This has made me wonder about the 

reason why so many female students at 

this institution of higher education feel 

compelled to walk around in a near 

skeletal state. Just like those the North, 

I can’t see any particular advantage in 

being half-starved (except to get between 

Stauffer’s compact shelving units). And 

please, don’t give me the whole “I do it 

to attract a partner” line. Do we sin¬ 

cerely believe that others are going to 

find us attractive if we hate our own 

bodies? (Hint: I’m a firm believer that no 

one will love you until you love 

yourself.) 

Women of Queen’s, I have a message 

for you: there is so much more to life 

than worrying about calories, fat grams, 

and the size of Gap khakis into which 

you can wedge (or slide) yourself. So 

many of us are failing to nourish our 

bodies, and thus failing to nourish our 

minds. Consider how many 

minutes/hours/days of your life that you 

have spent (and I argue wasted) worrying 

about food. If that precious time were 

spent on school work, or some other 

equally worth cause, I am sure that our 

collective satisfaction with life would 

improve tremendously. 

Many of us have seen tough times, 

struggling as our weight rode the hellish 

roller coaster called Anorexia or Bulimia. 

Please know that you are not alone. I’m 

hear to say that life doesn’t have to be 

that bad. I’m hear to say that I gained 

weight and that the sun has continued to 

rise. In fact, I’ve never been happier. 

So, the next time that you are trying 

on clothes or looking in the mirror and 

thinking that you are too fat, I encourage 

you to be a tad more objective. As stu¬ 

dents, we are encouraged to think criti¬ 

cally, and to question society and all its 

ideals. As women, we have a responsi¬ 

bility to create a new and healthier ideal, 

one that does not advocate skipping 

meals and spending quality time with the 

bathroom scale. A wise woman once rold 

me the following: “You can feel happy. 

You can feel sad. But fat is not an emo¬ 

tion. It’s a state of mind.” These are 

words to live (and not) die by. 

Audrey Giles 
PHE/Arts ’01 

iters te the Editers 

Love your body Katie 

Dear Editors, 

I feel the need to defend my honour 

in response to an overly judgmental let¬ 

ter by Katie Edwards. She obnoxiously 

made ignorant assumptions about some¬ 

thing she knows nothing about. How 

dare she put words in my mouth about 

something as sacred to me as my own 

motherhood. That’s right Katie Edwards 

- sacred - so lets get some facts straight. 

Nowhere in my article did it state that 

my son was discovered too late to be 

aborted. It simply states that abortion 

was no longer an option. There’s a big 

difference, my intelligent reader, 

between having an option and making 

that choice. And it’s certainly not your 

right to put sanctions on that choice nor 

on how I choose to express my experi¬ 

ence. In twenty years I want my son to 

know about some of the darker issues in 

life - the same issues that you find 

annoying and un-entertaining. 

As for the mention of a - “gasp” - 

father, the relationship between my son 

and his father is irrelevant in an article 

about body image. 

In Katie’s eyes, I might be considered 

shameless for discussing female body 

issues with light anecdotal humour. But 

don’t hate me because I’m liberated, 

Katie. In my opinion, you and all of the 

soldiers of “putting women in their 

place” need to relax. It’s because of peo¬ 

ple like you that I would never breast 

feed in public - you would probably love 

die opportunity to say something real 

nasty about a woman baring her breasts 

openly. It seems to me that for rhis rea¬ 

son, you are the one who needs to talk 

openly and honestly about sex, not me. 

But I don’t entirely blame Katie for 

her letter, because one of the greatest 

evils of patriarchy is that it brainwashes 

women into seeing each other as ene¬ 

mies. Like the good preacher, she would 

rather condemn and scorn me instead of 

relating to me as a women. This fact sad¬ 

dens me deeply. 

So I will implore my intelligent reader 

to consider this: by putting sanctions on 

other women’s bodies and how they 

express themselves, the only thing you 

will succeed in doing is putting sanctions 

on yourself - if you see me as the evil 

temptress, how do you view your own 

sexuality? 

Sincerely, 

MARTE NATVIK 

Arts ’98 

Assumptions are 
unnecessary 

being gay and being Jewish; they are 

both “invisible” minorities. You draw an 

analogy between being a Jew asked what 

he is doing for Christmas, and a gay man 

being asked if he has a girlfriend. In 

both cases, you contend that the slighted 

individual should be forthright, and cor¬ 

rect the wronging party. I assert that this 

is a lot harder to do for the gay man than 

for the Jew, and that this is because of 

the way our society currently operates. 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing you in response to Mr. 

Hoffman’s article, published in The 

journal under the title “Insensitivity Is 

Reality.” While I commend you, Mr. 

Hoffman, on being able to articulate 

your thoughts, and I recognize that you 

have put consideration into your argu¬ 

ments, I still feel that you have over¬ 

looked, or perhaps were not aware of, 

some of the realities of being gay. 

You argue the similarities between 

I would ask you, as a Jew, to 
imagine how forward you 
would be in a society in 

which words such as “Yid” 
or “Christ-killer” were 

shouted at you out of cars as 
you walked home from 

synagogue. 

I would ask you, as a Jew, to imag¬ 

ine how forward you would be in a soci¬ 

ety in which words such as “Yid” or 

“Christ-killer” were shouted at you out 

of cars as you walked home from syna¬ 

gogue. Think of a society where phrases 

like “he Jewed me out of a quarter” 

were common, or the phrase “that’s so 

Jewish” was a child’s belittling taunt. In 

a world where the word “Jew” brings to 

mind a red-haired, big-nosed man mak¬ 

ing matzoth from the bones of unbap¬ 

tized children, how comfortable would 

you be saying you didn’t want to go to 

the cafeteria because you were fasting 

talking 

What’s the best 
rookie night story 
you’ve ever heard? 

“My friend ended up with one eyebrow, 
vaseline in his hair, and blue and orange 
fingernails — and this was after he 
washed off the make-up and marker 
from all over his body. ’ 

“It would have to be the baseball team 
last year wearing jock straps and bras 
while dancing on the speakers at AJ’s” 

For basketball, Keith had to shave the 
MVP’s balls." 

PHOTOS BY CIMI ACHIAM 

Continued on the next page 

Letters to 
THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. All 

letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, and 

telephone number. Letters 

that arc legible, legal, literate 

and held to under 400 words 

will be published if space per¬ 

mits. The deadline for 

Tuesday’s issue is Sunday at 

noon. The deadline for 

Friday’s issue is Wednesday at 

noon. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl St., 

fax to 545-672S, or better 

yet, e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 
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for Yom Kippur? 

I am Jewish. 1 am also gay. 

Believe me, it is a lot easier to be 

open about my religion than my 

sexuality. I think a lot of this 

has to do with the support sys¬ 

tems that are available. Being 

Jewish usually implies that you 

have a Jewish family who is, to 

some extent, proud of the fact. 

In addition, you have probably 

been raised Jewish, and had the 

experience of coping with the 

ignorance of others from a 

young age. There is the added 

advantage that ignorance is 

probably the worst thing you 

have had to deal with when 

being openly Jewish. The 

chance that you will meet up 

with someone at Queen’s who 

will actively dislike you because 

of your religion is probably 

pretty small. 

The gay experience is differ¬ 

ent. Many do not realize their 

sexuality until their later teens. 

“Puberty for gay men starts at 

17,” I was once told jokingly, 

but it rings with a bit of truth. A 

gay man or woman often lacks a 

familial support network, and 

does not have a childhood of 

experience in dealing with com¬ 

ments and attitudes from others. 

In addition, the chance of meet¬ 

ing someone at Queen's who 

will be made uncomfortable by 

the mere fact you are gay is far 

greater. At a showing of In and 

Out I attended downtown, the 

woman ahead off me hid her 

eyes in her boyfriend’s arm and 

exclaimed fearful cries of “Oh 

my God!” any time there was 

even the slightest potential for a 

male/male show of affection. To 

hear her cries during the 

movie’s on-screen, same-sex 

kiss, you’d think you were sit¬ 

ting in a horror movie, not a 

comedy. More personally, off 

the top of my head, I can think 

of at least three people who, to 

different extents, were out¬ 

wardly bothered by my sexual¬ 

ity. This has ranged from 

extreme discomfort and unease, 

to outright dislike. 

It takes a great strength of 

character to be “out.” As, his¬ 

torically, Jews may have gone to 

Church, and gone through the 

motions of Communion, today 

many gay men take girlfriends 

to “keep up appearances.” 

How does one work to make 

the world a better place to live? 

How does one ensure that peo¬ 

ple can be open about their sex¬ 

uality? Education is a good step. 

For example, did you know that 

the slang word “fag” meaning 

gay male comes from the same 

I am Jewish. I am also 
gay. Believe me, it is a 
lot easier to be open 

about my religion than 
my sexuality. 

place as that meaning cigarette? 

In both cases, they refer to bun¬ 

dles of wood. In the case of the 

cigarette, the slang evolved 

because a cigarette looks like a 

bundle or “faggot” of wood. In 

the case of the gay man, well, 

they were historically used 

along with the bundles of wood 

to feed the fires for witch 

burning. 

Education is important, since 

hatred stems from ignorance. To 

educate, however, one must 

have words to communicate 

ideas. Now, you assert that “the 

gay rights movement has seri¬ 

ously fouled up [its] own 

progress by introducing the 

word ‘heterosexism.’” In my 

mind, this is like saying that the 

term “anti-Semitism” works 

against the acceptance of 

Judaism by members of other 

religions. “Heterosexism” and 

“homophobia," like 

“anti-Semitism” are words 

allowing us to communicate 

ideas. Without the words, we 

could not address the actions 

and beliefs associated with them 

any more than we could ade¬ 

quately describe water without 

the word “wet.” 

I would ask you now to con¬ 

sider that, as a ballpark esti¬ 

mate, 10% of the people you 

meet at Queen’s will be gay or 

bisexual. I would guess that the 

percentage of practicing Jews at 

Queen’s is lower. I could be 

wrong on my estimates, but one 

way or another, I would like to 

return to your example of two 

guys meeting, and one asking 

the other if he has a girlfriend, 

or one asking the other what 

he’s doing for Christmas. You 

The New Rules. 

A new company. A new era. 

And a whole new set oi rules. 

Yom rules. ( So maybe you'd heller sil down. ) 

Because we're reinvenlin^ ihe business worl 

say that, in both cases, the qUes. 

tioner is making an assumption 

based on a majority chance, j 

ask why he should assume at all 

when there are a number of dif¬ 

ferent approaches. If you are 

not sure whether a person is 

Christian why not ask what he’s 

doing over the holidays/winter 

break? Likewise, if you are not 

sure he’s straight, just ask if he’s 

seeing anyone. Insensitivity 

may be reality, but nothing dic¬ 

tates that reality can’t change. 

Yours truly, 

Jason Silzer 

SCI ’99 

Equality Issues Co-Chair, 

Engineering Society 

Board of Directors 

Member, KLGBA 
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Liquor laws are 
provincial 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing with informa¬ 

tion relevant to the editorial 

contained in the September 29, 

1998 edition of The Queen’s 

Journal, “Serving us respect”. 

Some months ago when dis¬ 

cussion concerning alcohol ser¬ 

vice at football games began, the 

administration did consider the 

option of service in the stands. 

As holder of the liquor license 

for the university I was asked to 

investigate this as well as other 

options. 

In reviewing the Liquor 

License Act, section 80(1 )(a) 

states that the license holder 

may serve and sell alcohol to 

patrons in tiered seating during 

a professional sporting event. 

University sporting events do 

not meet this criteria and there¬ 

fore section 80(l)(a) does not 

apply. I confirmed this interpre¬ 

tation with the Alcohol and 

Gaming Commission of Ontario 

by telephone. 

I am aware that service in the 

stands does take place at McGill 

home games however liquor 

laws are a provincial matter and 

may vary between provinces. 

Yours truly, 

Bruce Griffiths 

Associate Director 

(ResidenceServices)/ 

Director, Food & 

Beverage Services 

Jones needs a dose 
of reality 

Dear Editors, 

Over the past few years I 

have had the misfortune to 

watch as the so-called intellec¬ 

tual elite (a.k.a. Upper Canada 

College educated) stoop to new 

lows of ignorance. Brock Jones 

has been allowed to misrepre¬ 

sent the student situation for far 

too long. I am writing in regards 

to his latest piece of right wing 

rhetoric in The Journal on 

Continued on the next page 
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September 29. Brock has proved 

his ability to state facts without 

doing what university is sup¬ 

posed to teach us to do - analyze 

them. The percentage of young 

people going on to university 

has increased in the face of rising 

tuition - score one for Brock. 

What he didn’t mention was 

whose these new young 

Canadians are. Perhaps because 

his argument would be ruined if 

he told everyone that the new 

students are mostly upper-class 

rich kids like himself who can 

afford Queen’s and not ‘average’ 

young Canadians. 

Brock’s compelling argument 

in favour or higher tuition is 

reassuring because at least now 

those of us who are in debt will 

have the Income Contingency 

Repayment Loan (ICRL) plan to 

ease the pain. I suppose if all 

Queen’s wants to turn out is 

doctors and corporate lawyers 

then the average income of grad¬ 

uates will be fairly high and then 

we will all be able to pay off 

loans promptly. However, a 

diverse society like Canada can 

only be diverse if universities 

turn out more than the tradi¬ 

tional careers. But a plan such as 

the ICRL discourages people 

from entering low paying 

careers because, although we 

have longer to pay back the 

money, we sill owe it in interest. 

Since Brock loves economics so 

much he can do the math: pay¬ 

ing off a loan in 10 years with 

interest or paying off a loan in 

15 years with interest. Which 

costs less? So we have longer to 

repay but ultimately we pay 

more in interest and our educa¬ 

tion ends up costing more. 

In fear of encouraging Brock 

to respond to this letter I hesi¬ 

tate to pose a question. How can 

Queen’s justify raising tuition in 

an effort to attract top students 

when our admissions averages 

have been consistently falling 

year after year. 

I’m sure the next edition of 

The Journal will contain a con¬ 

descending reply from Brock, 

informing the Queen’s commu¬ 

nity that a silly leftist girl like me 

shouldn’t be allowed to even 

attend such a prestigious institu¬ 

tion. In a peremptory rebuttal I 

wish to tell him that I and those 

in similar situations have taken 

on more responsibility for our 

educations than most people 

realize. We took responsibility 

for our own education and our 

beliefs in education the day we 

signed for our loans. My social 

consciousness resulted from rac¬ 

ing reality. When will Brock face 

the same reality? 

Carrie Reid 

Arts ’00 

Socy article clarified 
Dear Editors, 

I’d like to amend a couple of 

potentially misleading points in 

the article starting on front page 

of 22 September that concerns 

scheduling and accessibility of 

courses in Sociology, which also 

refers to CCIT, a program 

offered jointly with Film Studies. 

Arts ’01 is not the last class of 

CCIT students. Students of Arts 

’02 who entered Queen’s this 

September and who have regis¬ 

tered in CCIT will be able to 

complete requirements for their 

degree. As of next academic 

year, first-year students will no 

longer be able to register for 

CCIT, and the program will be 

phased out as students are 

graduated. 

The CCIT student quoted in 

the article says, “...now that 

CCIT has dissolved, I have to 

rely on sociology.” The exact 

meaning of this statement is 

unclear to me, but in response to 

its implication I way to reassure 

current CCIT students that 

instructors and counsellors in 

Film Studies maintain our com¬ 

mitment to them, as we do to all 

students enrolled in courses we 

offer. 

Sincerely, 

Blaine Allen 

Department Head 

Film Studies 
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Gaels ravage Ravens The Peanut Gallery 

FINAL FOUR 

Baseball’s first round is 

complete and the next set of 

match-ups has some interest¬ 

ing encounters. The Cleveland 

Indians extended Boston’s 

Bambino curse after winning; 

rheir series in four games. The 

New York Yankees, upon hear¬ 

ing of Darryl Strawberry’s 

diagnosis of colon cancer, con¬ 

tinued their dominance and 

beat the Texas Rangers in three 

straight. In the National 

league, the Atlanta Braves con¬ 

tinued firing on all cylinders as 

they defeated the Chicago 

Cubs in three straight games. 

The final team to squeeze into 

the second round was San 

Diego, who defeated Houston 

in four games. 

Larry Legend 

As a culmination to a great 

■ career as a player, Larry Bird 

was inducted to the Basketball 

Hall of Fame on his first bal¬ 

lot. The French Lick native is 

widely regarded as one of the 

three saviours of basketball 

along with Magic Johnson and 

Michael Jordan. He spent his 

entire career (1979-1992) with 

the Boston Celtics, winning 

three league championships, 

three regular season MVPs and 

two NBA finals MVP awards. 

Also inducted into the Hall 

was Atlanta Hawks coach 

Lenny Wilkins. He is the win- 

rungest coach in basketball his¬ 

tory with 1,120 victories. 

Wilkins becomes the first pro¬ 

fessional to be inducted in two 

roles — he was first inducted 

in 1989 as a player. 

Surprise, surprise 

After five weeks of the NFL 

season, there are a number of 

surprises both good and bad. 

The Redskins are the biggest 

disappointment. After going 

on a spending spree with 

defensive tackles Dana Stub¬ 

blefield and Dan 'Big Daddy’ 

Wilkerson, the team still can’t 

stop anyone, giving up 114 

points in their first five games, 

losing all of them. The biggest 

surprise is the New Orleans 

Saints, who won their first 

three games, despite losing 

starting quarterback Billy Joe 

Hobert for the season. Ditka's 

boys have a way to go, but 3-1 

with Danny Wuerffel at quar¬ 

terback is a good way to begin. 

If Christmas Came Early... 

•Darryl Strawberry would 

make one last improbable 

comeback. 

•The Boston Red Sox and 

Chicago Cubs would even¬ 

tually overcome all jinxes 

and win a World Series for 

the first time in an eternity. 

•Cleveland manager Mike 

Hargrove would be limited 

to three pitching changes an 

inning. 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The beat goes on. 

The Queen’s Golden Gaels 

(3-1) football team followed up 

their huge Homecoming vic¬ 

tory with a blowout of similar 

proportions against the Car- 

leton Ravens (1-4). The tri¬ 

colour travelled to Keith Harris 

Stadium Saturday and ruined 

Carleton’s Homecoming by 

pummeling the hapless Ravens 

40-8 for their first road win of 

the year. 

Queen’s 40 
Carleton 8 

The game on Saturday was 

an exhibition of near perfect 

football. The Queen’s offensive 

unit, ranked first in the confer¬ 

ence coming into the game, 

lived up to their billing with 

423 yards of net offence. The 

By Keith Gerein 

Although the weather was 

warm, the Queen’s men’s rugby 

team served up a cold dish of 

revenge on Saturday afternoon, 

defeating the Western Mustangs 

26-10 before an enthusiastic 

crowd at Kingston Field. The 

game was a rematch of last sea¬ 

son’s title bout which saw the 

Mustangs defeat Queen’s in a 

London mudbath, snapping the 

Gaels’ four year championship 

dynasty. 

Men’s Rugby 

Queen’s 26 
Western 10 

“There was definitely a lot of 

build-up to this game,” said 

Emmet Connolly, the Tricolour’s 

captain. “We had been thinking 

for 11 months about this game so 

passing game, which misfired 

earlier in the season, found its 

bearings with 336 more yards 

through the air, despite the 

quarterbacks being put under 

constant pressure. While the 

offence was impressive, the 

defence was awesome. Coach 

Bob Mullin’s crew held the 

Ravens to only 108 yards of 

total offence and only 15 of 

those came on the ground. 

With Carleton coming off of 

a big win last week at Laval, the 

Gaels felt they had to come out 

strong, and they did so by scor¬ 

ing the first 24 points of the 

game. 

Queen’s opened the scoring 

midway through the first quar¬ 

ter on a 53-yard pass and run 

play from second string quar¬ 

terback Dustin Falscheer to 

Paul Dirinaldo (3 catches, 91 

yards). It was the second 

straight week that a Falscheer 

led drive has opened the scor- 

we’re quite happy to get the win 

against these guys.” 

While the victory earned 

Queen’s some redemption, the 

game meant just as much in terms 

of league standings and playoff 

implications. 

Both the Gaels and the Mus¬ 

tangs entered the match with per¬ 

fect 3-0 records. By beating 

Western, Queen’s took sole pos¬ 

session of first place in the QUA 

and now has an excellent chance 

of securing home-field advantage 

throughout the playoffs. Should 

both teams win their remaining 

games, the Mustangs will be 

forced to defend their title on 

Kingston Field, a setting that has 

frequently been unkind to visiting 

teams, especially in the playoffs. 

The opening minutes of the 

game exhibited a level of inten¬ 

sity expected from a match-up of 

two top teams. Aggressive tack¬ 

ling and punishing forward drives 

ing for the Gaels, as the coach¬ 

ing staff continues to give him 

an opportunity to run the 

hurry-up offence. 

O-QIFC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
C W L F A P 

Queen's 4 3 I 127 43 6 
Ottawa 4 3 1 144 65 6 
Bishop’s S3 2 111 117 6 
Concordia 4 2 2 79 80 4 
Laval 5 2 3 129 103 4 
McGill 5 2 3 40 107 4 
Carleton 5 1 4 66 181 2 

Queen’s at Ottawa, Saturday 1 p.ra. 
Listen live on CFRC 101.9 FM. Prefame 12:30 

The second touchdown of 

the game, this time a short 

three-yard reception by 

Dirinaldo, was thrown by 

starter Beau Howes. This score 

was set up by an interception 

by veteran defensive back Andy 

Miners, who picked the ball at 

mid-field and returned it to the 

Ravens’ 20-yard line. 

Chris Robyn, a third-year 

fullback, added the third major 

score of the half with a seven- 

yard reception, which was fol- 

soon caused tempers to flare. A 

Western back was the first victim 

of a hot head, sent off the field 

after kicking Queen’s Pat Brooks 

in the back. 

“We had been thinking 
for 11 months about 

this game 

— Queen’s captain 

Emmet Connolly 

Despite being down a man, 

the Mustangs picked up their 

game. After Gaels’ fly-half Paul 

Hemmings opened the scoring 

with a penalty, Western put 

together an impressive drive, 

breaking through the Queen’s 

defence for the first try of the 

match. The unconverted major 

gave the visitors a short-lived 5-3 

lead, their only one of the game. 

The Tricolour responded with 

lowed a few minutes later by a 

33-yard Ken Radcliffe field 

goal to stake Queen’s to a 24-0 

lead. 

The Ravens were able to 

break the shutout with nine 

seconds left in the first-half 

after an errant snap on a Gaels 

punt attempt turned the ball 

over deep inside Queen's terri¬ 

tory. Carleton was able to capi¬ 

talize quickly and score on a 

10-yard pass from back-up 

quarterback Gerry Moysey to 

Darryl Ray. 

Knowing that the Ravens 

came back from a big deficit 

the previous weekend in Que¬ 

bec City, the Gaels did not 

want to let up in the second 

half, even with a 17-point lead. 

The third quarter was quiet 

on the scoreboard and was 

marred by numerous penalties 

to both teams. Each team 

Please see First place on page 14 

two more penalties and then a try 

of their own near the end of the 

first half. Prop Steve Elliot scored 

the major, concluding a forward 

drive off a line out. The try was 

unconverted but Queen’s headed 

off at halftime with a 14-5 

advantage. 

Queen’s seized control of the 

match with another offensive 

outburst early in the second half. 

A push to the right corner of the 

Mustangs’ endzone was stopped 

just short, but the Gaels reversed 

their attack and whipped the ball 

horizontally across the field. The 

ball was eventually fed to wing 

Matt Hodgeson who slammed 

home the try in the left corner of 

the endzone. 

Reeling from a 19-5 deficit. 

Western started to push forward 

with more authority. The Mus¬ 

tangs drove into Queen’s terri¬ 

tory several times, but were 

Please see Sweet on page 15 

Queen’s scrum-half Dave McCully emerges from the scrum with the ball during Saturday’s 26-10 pounding of Western. 

PHOTO BY CHRIS GLOVER 

A long wait for revenge 
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germs). If you look around, I am sur 
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scored a single point on missed field 

goals in this period, allowing the Gaels 

to maintain their 17 point bulge. 

The final stanza saw a bit more scor¬ 

ing as Dirinaldo collected his third 

touchdown of the day, on a 35-yard 

pass from Howes. A one-yard touch¬ 

down plunge by Falscheer with only six 

seconds left rounded out the scoring. 

Head coach Bob Howes was happy 

that his team played with intensity for a 

full 60 minutes. “We are trying to play 

full games, that is why we went for the 

touchdown right at the end of the 

game,” said Howes. 

"We really want to beat 
them [the Gee-Gees], we 

hate these guys.” 

— Andy Miners 

While the overall offensive numbers 

were impressive, the distribution of the 

offence is even more encouraging. With 

seven different receivers catching balls, 

both Robyn (55 yards) and Correale (66 

yards) carrying the ball effectively and 

two efficient quarterbacks, this unit has 

become very tough to defend against. 

The win purs Queen’s in a tie for first 

place with the hated Ottawa Gee-Gees 

(3-1), the team they take on next week¬ 

end at Frank Clair Stadium in a poten¬ 

tially entertaining match-up. 

As explosive as the Gaels’ offence has 

been over the past few weeks, the Gee- 

Gees’ offence has been even better. Led 

by quarterback Phil Cote, a Hec 

Creighton favourite, the Ottawa passing 

game is ranked first in the nation. The 

diminutive quarterback has thrown for 

over 1,200 yards and 10 touchdowns 

and only one interception. He has also 

collected six major scores rushing. 

While the Queen’s defence will be 

focused on stopping him, it will be eas¬ 

ier said than done with the outstanding 

Gee-Gee receiving corps. Veterans 

Chris Evraire and Rob Harrod are 

ranked first and second in the confer¬ 

ence in receiving, with Ibrahim 

Tounkara ranked fourth. 

The Ottawa defence has done their 

job, holding opponents to only 65 

points, which is second to Queen’s in 

the O-QIFC. Thar is a fine defensive job 

when your offence has put up 144 

points. 

The upcoming game is about more 

than just first place this year, it’s also 

about the growing rivalry between these 

teams, stemming from recent playoff 

encounters. They last met in the confer¬ 

ence championship last season, which 

the Gee-Gees won en route to their 

Vanier Cup experience. Revenge is 

undoubtedly on the minds of the 

Queen’s players. 

“We really want to beat them, we 

hate these guys,” said all-conference 

defensive back Andy Miners. 
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By Julietta loeffler 

Have you ever had one of those days 

where everything goes wrong? When, all 

in the same day, your computer crashes 

and deletes your entire 4,000 word essay, 

you step in dog dodo, you have a fight 

with your best friend and you almost get 

in a fist fight with one of your house¬ 

mates? Since it is unhealthy to have so 

much frustration and anger building up 

inside you, you must release it. There are 

many ways to blow off steam, ways to help 

you become a calm and rational person 

once again. 
Built up stress has many negative effects 

on your body. Stress is a physiological and 

mental response to something in our envi¬ 

ronment that causes us to become uncom¬ 

fortable. Chronic or persistent stress has 

been linked to elevated blood pressure, 

hormonal imbalances, reduced resistance 

to disease, eating disorders and emotional 

disorders. Stress management is an impor¬ 

tant part of both physical and emotional 

health. 

Anti-stressors can be quick and easy 

and can leave you feeling like a whole new 

person. 

One suggestion it to take a bath. Yes, a 

warm bath with a good book or magazine 

is a great way to forget about your present 

problems. The running water has soothing 

effects and it will take your mind off your 

worries. A problem arises if you live in 

residence and there are no bathtubs 

around (or if they are crawling with 

Have 
Pouch 
Will 
Travel. 

Take the Short Walk to Princess 
— It's worth it! 

germs). If you look around, I am sure that 

you can find another source of water. 

The closest and largest water supply 

around is the lake. Taking a walk or run¬ 

ning by the water works wonders for your 

mind and body. If you have no desire to 

walk or run, just sit. Watching the waves 

is also a very effective relaxation activity. 

When all else fails, you can always go to 

the PEC. There you can get on a treadmill 

and walk or run, or you can hop on a bike 

and pedal your anger away. Exercise will 

help your body to detach itself from your 

mind. Lifting a few weights is also a great 

way to vent anger. 

It’s possible that you are so enraged 

that the mere idea of leaving your room 

angers you even further. If that is the case, 

throw yourself on the floor and start doing 

push-ups. Do as many as you can and then 

do a few more. Imagine your anger leaving 

your body with every push-up. 

What if you are too mad to even think 

about lying down on the floor? Well, just 

place your favourite eighties song into 

your CD player and dance. The crazier the 

dancing, the better. Bonus de-stressing 

points if you dance in front of a mirror. 

Remember that stress and anger do not 

help to solve problems nor do they make 

you feel better. Allow yourself a venting 

period and do something nice for your 

body. Keep yourself healthy by releasing 

the stress in your body. Remember that 

you are the most important person in your 

life and you must treat yourself like a king 

or queen. 
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thwarted in their attempts to 

get close to the endzone. Lead- 

,ng the Gaels’ defensive stand 

was fullback Mark 

Beauchamp, who made a tri¬ 

umphant return from an injury 

with an impressive display of 

tackling. 

Western did manage one 

more try with 10 minutes to 

go, but Queen’s Steve Cum¬ 

mings iced the game on a long 

run down the left sideline just 

before the final whistle. 

Although Queen’s won by a 

convincing 26-10 score, Con¬ 

nolly said that Western may 

have had an off day. 

“Losing the player at the 

start, iCs hard to say how much 

that affected things,” he com¬ 

mented. 

Still, the captain was reluc¬ 

tant to take anything away 

from his team’s performance. 

“We felt infinitely confi¬ 

dent,” he said. “We felt we had 

a better team than last year 

because it’s basically the same 

guys, but we’re a year older.” 

Queen’s goes on the road 

this weekend for a game with 

York, a team that was the vic¬ 

tim of a 50-11 drubbing by the 

Tricolour in the first match of 

the season. 

Note: The Gaels second XV 

also had a good Saturday after¬ 

noon, soundly thumping the 

Mustangs’ seconds 45-5. 

-Sports & Fitness 

In the game 
Queen’s athletic wrap-up 

The team, ranked second in 

the nation, travelled to Toronto 

and played both the University 

of Toronto and York. The team 

defeated U of T on Saturday by a 

score of 1-0. Raeleen Dunne 

scored the lone goal on a penalty 

kick, while the shutout went to 

Amanda Foran. The squad fol¬ 

lowed that win with a 2-2 tie at 

York. Angela Crockford clicked 

with both goals. The soccer 

team’s record is now 7-0-1 and 

leads the OUA East division. 

Men's Lacrosse 

In a successful two game 

home stand, the squad defeated 

Brock's second team 11-9 and 

followed that up with a 13-2 

thumping of Wilfrid Laurier. 

Neil ‘the scoring machine’ Boon 

dominated the weekend with 

eight goals on Saturday and nine 

on Sunday. Jeremy Scheetz also 

pitched in three goals. The team 

is now 4-1. 

Men's hockey 

In the Dutch Cup, a tourna¬ 

ment hosted by Queen’s, the 

Gaels defeated both Brock 5-3 

and Concordia 5-1 to win the 

gold medal. The star of the tour¬ 

nament was Rob Mailloux, a for¬ 

mer Kingston Frontenac, with 

four goals. This was the teams’ 

first action of the year. 

Men's tennis 

It was another weekend with¬ 

out a single match defeat for this 

juggernaut. Queen’s defeated 

both Waterloo and McGill by 

identical 7-0 scores. This ele¬ 

vates their record to 6-0 on the 

season. 

Women's tennis 

At the RMC tennis courts, the 

team remained undefeated by 

thumping the University of West¬ 

ern Ontario 6-1 on Saturday. 

Men's soccer 

On a trip to Toronto the team 

came up a little short against the 

University of Toronto, losing 1-0 

on a late goal. The squad fol¬ 

lowed that up with a 0-0 tie 

against the York Yeomen. 

Women's volleyball 

In their first tournament 

action of the season, the team 

won a silver medal at the Brock 

Invitational. After losing their 

first game against Laurier 3-2, 

they rebounded to defeat Ryer- 

son, Windsor and McMaster en 

route to a rematch with Laurier 

in the Gold medal match. The 

team lost 3-1. 3rd-year middle 

blocker Kristine Spekkens and 

4th-year setter Julie Macmillan 

were named tournament all¬ 

stars. 
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Queen’s struggles 
Men's baseball 

By Neate Sager 

Despite winning only once in 

four home contests last week¬ 

end, the Queen’s baseball team 

remains optimistic as they await 

the impending post-season. 

“We had a good regular sea¬ 

son,” commented Queen’s first 

baseman Chris Cardie, who 

went yard twice on the week¬ 

end. “We’re entering the play¬ 

offs confident... we can beat 

anybody.” 

The Gaels dropped both ends 

of a Saturday doubleheader to 

Durham College, 9-7 and 13-6. 

Cartile, in his second role as a 

hurler, and Bryan McMillan 

both gamely went the distance in 

defeat. “We beat ourselves,” 

remarked Queen’s coach Perry 

Conrad. “There were a number 

of errors... and the bats weren’t 

working.” 

In Sunday’s doubleheader 

versus York, the Gaels exploded 

for six runs in their initial licks 

of the afternoon, on three-run 

homers by Cartile and outfielder 

Shawn Morris. Winning pitcher 

Phil Darling pitched a complete 

game for the victory, whiffing 

nine York batsmen, as the Gaels 

sailed to a 13-5 win. 

In the first inning of the sec¬ 

ond game, with the Yeomen 

ahead 1-0, the Gaels were vic¬ 

timized by a ghastly call that 

irrevocably altered the contest. 

With the bases full, York’s 

Lennon Findlay poked a high fly 

down the leftfield line which 

obviously hooked foul before 

clearing the outfield wall. Mysti- 

fyingly, it was ruled a fair ball 

and the grand slam staked the 

visitors to a 5-0 lead. 

After the unfortunate begin¬ 

ning, Queen’s southpaw Scott 

Hodgkinson discovered his con¬ 

trol and pitched capably through 

five innings, giving the Gaels a 

chance, however faint, of a 

comeback. Queen’s rallied for 

three runs in the third inning, 

with catcher Aaron Collins, who 

homered in the first game, 

stroking a two-run single. 

“We’re entering the 
playoffs confident...we 

can beat anybody.” 

— Queen’s star 
Chris Cartile 

In the last of the sixth, the 

Gaels brought the tying run to 

the plate. York pitcher Troy 

Weston bore down, dismissing 

Gael hopes by inducing two 

infield outs. In the seventh, a 

pair of fielding miscues by 

Queen’s shortstop Henry Shiau 

led to two unearned runs, mak¬ 

ing the final tally 8-3 for York. 

With a final regular season 

record of 9-7, the Gaels must 

await the results of games being 

played this week before know¬ 

ing their first-round opponent in 

the Ontario East division play¬ 

offs, which commence next 

weekend. 

aiSic 
Queen’s Engineering & Science 

Environmental Coalition 

wants a WORD with you! 

Be involved in Queen’s 
only technical environmental 
solutions group! _ 

FIRST GENERAL MEETING 

Thursday October 8, 6:oopm 

Stirling Hall 
V__ 

"Solutions are not found by 
discussion alone." 

Come see what we ’re all about! 

Can t decide between 
work and grad school? 

YOU CAN DO BOTH! 
Consider the MBA for Science & Technology 

Preprogram Internship. Work for Celestica, Nortel, 

Netron, Eli Lilly or Glaxo Wellcome for 2 years 

and then be guaranteed a position in Queen’s 12 

month MBA for Science & Technology. 

Required. 

■ Engineering, Computing Science. Biology, 

Chemistry or Life Science degree 

• ‘A’average in last 2 years 

• Commitment to Queen’s MBA for Science 

& Technology 

■ GMAT 

learn more at the Information session 
Wednesday, October 7 

5:30 p.m. 

MBA for Science and Technolug}’ Facility 

B118 Mackintosh-Corn' Hall 

or call (613) 545-2302 or (613) 545-2373 for more details 
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Kardinal Offishall and the 
Racalz steam up Alfie’s on 

Saturday night 
Concert Review 

The Rascalz 
with Kardinal Offishall 
Alfie’s Pub 

By Geoff Ashenhurst 

I recently attempted to 

explain my attraction to hip hop 

music to a friend, but I found 

considerable difficulty articulat¬ 

ing my thoughts. 

I came to the conclusion that 

good hip hop is an amorphous 

blend of several elements. The 

flow of the beats, the tone of the 

rhymes, the content of the 

lyrics, all have to be there. One 

of my favourite descriptions 

characterizes it as music that 

you have to touch and feel. 

On Saturday night 
approximately 400 

faithful Kingston fans 
gathered at Alfie’s for 
what proved to be an 
evening of Hip Hop 

at its best. 

When encountered in a live 

environment another element is 

added: energy. Good hip hop 

projects an extraordinary 

energy that every music fan 

should experience at some 

point. On Saturday night 

approximately 400 faithful 

Kingston fans gathered at Alfie’s 

for what proved to be an 

evening of hip hop at its best. A 

surprise quartet of Toronto 

MCs, Solitaire, Y-Look, Kardi¬ 

nal Offishall, and Juno-award 

winner Choclair, established the 

atmosphere for the evening: fast 

and furious. The high-calibre 

act showcased the skills that 

make them the best of the 

Toronto underground scene. 

They relentlessly attacked the 

audience with a mixture of 

their own solo tracks and old- 

school freestyles. Their intensity 

on the stage got the crowd on its 

feet — where it remained for 

the rest of the show. 

The Rascalz wasted no time 

in taking the stage, capturing 

the momentum laid down by 

the openers. Kemo laid down 

some hard beats while B-boy 

dancers Dedos and Zebroc dis¬ 

played their graphin’ styles, 

pumping the crowd up even fur¬ 

ther. MCs Red 1 and Misfit 

took the stage by storm, churn¬ 

ing out intense renditions from 

their debut CD Cash Crop. The 

hour-long set featured a selec¬ 

tion of their finer tracks includ¬ 

ing “Solitaire,” “Fitn Redi,” and 

“Dreaded Fist.” Fans were also 

treated to a sneak preview from 

the band’s forthcoming album. 

which gave every indication that 

they will continue their reign as 

the heavyweights of the Cana¬ 

dian hip hop music scene. 

Fists pumped, bodies 
slammed and lyrics 

were screamed out by 
an enthusiastic 

audience. 

Unlike their previous visit to 

Kingston last September, the 

name Rascalz was not new to 

the majority in attendance. Fists 

pumped, bodies slammed and 

lyrics were screamed out by an 

enthusiastic audience. This 

unity was most evident during 

the finale when Choclair and 

Kardinal took the stage, assem¬ 

bling the Northern Touch All¬ 

stars a.k.a. the best of Canadian 

hip hop. Everybody in the house 

shook for the powerful version 

of their hit single “Northern 

Touch.” 

Hats off to Queen’s Enter¬ 

tainment Agency for recogniz¬ 

ing the interest in this 

overlooked musical form, 

Kingston music fans for their 

enthusiasm and Rascalz for 

bringing together all the ele¬ 

ments to create a night of pure 

hip hop to remember. 

Taking the Q from StudioQ 
Student television takes on a new name, new face for a new year 

Television Review 

The Q 
Cablenet 13 

By Paula Bush 

Studio Q enters their new 

season with a positive outlook 

on what promises to be a 

ground-breaking year. The 

essence of the show will remain 

clie same: offbeat comedic 

sketches, student films; any- 

thing but news, sports and 

weather. 

But, Studio Q has made 

some changes. The student-run 

show, which has been renamed 

The Q, will take a slightly dif¬ 

ferent turn this season. Included 

with the growing trend of “real 

* V’ interspersed with sketches 

will be behind the scenes clips 

of the show’s production. Along 

with The Q, Studio Q has 

created Video Factory, a 

production company where you 

can order a video which will be 

filmed and edited by the staff. 

Proving that the small 
staff of six or seven 
could rise above the 
situation, [StudioQ] 

created a new format 
and increased 

viewership 
tremendously. 

Last year, after removal 

from opt-outable status led to 

funding loss, Studio Q over¬ 

came what could have been the 

end of the show. 

Proving that the small staff of 

six or seven could rise above the 

situation, they created a new 

format and increased viewer- 

ship tremendously. 

The referendum last March 

saw students vote to return 

Studio Q to opt-outable status. 

Lurleen Manning, co-anchor of 

The Q understands that the 

show is still in transition 

“Everything we did well [last 

year] we’ll do it again. Things 

we didn’t do well, we’ll try and 

change.” 

One change that is a priority 

to Manning is making the show 

more accessible. “The more 

people on and involved with the 

show, the more people will 

watch,” stated Manning. 

A larger staff is intended to 

encourage new ideas while 

training new students through 

volunteer meetings. Volunteer 

“walk through” sessions will be 

held Monday nights at 6 in the 

Studio Q office, located in the 

JDUC, to educate students in all 

aspects of putting together an 

episode. This is to ensure that 

The Q will be a consistently 

stylized show. 

“Everything we did 
well [last year] we’ll 

do it again. Things we 
didn’t do well, we’ll 

try and change.” 

— Lurleen Manning, 
co-anchor of The Q 

Another change which is 

intended to raise the quality of 

the show is altering the sched¬ 

ule. New episodes will run 

every two weeks, as opposed to 

every week, allowing time for a 

larger staff to produce quality 

programming. 

When asked about goals, 

executive producer Ariel Gold- 

blatt said that she is “mostly 

concerned with breaking even,” 

referring to the debt incurred as 

a result of last year’s season 

without student funding. 

In terms of creative goals, 

the idea of pushing the enve¬ 

lope is something that appeals 

to all involved. When Manning 

described last season as “getting 

comfortable" and this season as 

“pushing it a little,” Goldblatt 

laughed. One has to wonder 

what is in store for the new 

season. 

The Q airs Fridays at 

9:30 p.m. and again on Sundays 

at 8 p.m. on Cablenet 13. 
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Concert Review 

By Karin Prochazka 

Have you ever experienced the sound of an alpine horn.'' If not, 

you weren’t at Grant Hall last Saturday night when the Blasorch- 

ester Stadtmusik Luzern (Luzern Wind Orchestra), from Luzern, 

Switzerland, played an excellent concert and brought their alpine 

horn with them. 

The concert began with a little musical appetizer. Five drums 

played a fanfare in front of the stage just before the scheduled start 

of the concert. This military-style performance was perfectly in 

unison and the clear crisp sound of the drums was a great prelude 

to what was yet to come. 

The Queen’s Wind Ensemble, for whom the concert was a 

benefit, began the show with a short set consisting of only two 

medium-lengthened pieces. They put in a valiant effort despite the 

fact that the concert was planned at the last minute and the wind 

ensemble has had only two weeks of rehearsal so far this year. The 

beginning was somewhat shaky but they progressively became 

more synchronized as the concert went along. The solo sections of 

both pieces were excellent, particularly the work of Heather 

Henderson on clarinet. 

After a long period of appreciative applause, the significantly 

larger Blasorchester Stadtmusik Luzern orchestra took the stage. 

From the beginning, the audience was searching for the alpine horn 

as it was listed in the program. 
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Sheila Gregory 
TRAVELLER 

ARTIST'S TALK 

Wednesday 7 October 

noon - 1 pm 

Admission is free. 

Exhibition continues to 1 November. 

Presented with the financial assistance of 
The Canada CounciL the Ontario Arts Council and 
the City of Kingston. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 

http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

The Blasorchester Stadtmusik Luzern orchestra played a longer 

set than the Wind Ensemble, with a repertoire ranging from the 

standard (Second Suite in F op.28/2 by Gustav Holst) to the more 

exotic. It was a piece of the latter category which particularly 

struck my attention. Die Kliene Schelm (The Little Knave) by 

Andre Becancon, a contemporary composer, was a delightful piece 

with an amazing use of percussion that gave it a very unique charm. 

The vast use of temple blocks, tambourine, marimba, castanets and 

slide whistle, in addition to the more standard percussion instru¬ 

ments, worked well in combination with the Grant Hall acoustics, 

and produced a pleasing effect. 

The vast use of temple blocks, tambourine, 
marimba, castanets and slide whistle... worked 

well in combination with the Grant 
Hall acoustics, and produced a pleasing effect. 

Towards the end of the last piece on the program, the audience 

was getting a bit restless; the concert was almost over with no sign 

of an alpine horn. The program ended and then the alpine horn 

was brought out for an encore. The soloist and his horn took up 

half the width of the stage. The orchestra, with alpine horn solo, 

played a piece written by the late director of the Blasorchester 

Stadmusik Luzern. Witnessing the alpine horn in action was a rare 

treat and was well worth the wait to the end of the evening. 

All in all the concert was a success. Although attendance was 

somewhat sparse, as is typical of Queen’s School of Music concerts, 

it could have been much worse. Both ensembles performed well 

and the audience was appreciative of the fine effort. 

If you are interested in seeing Queen’s School of Music concerts 

the next ensemble showcase takes place Wednesday, October 21 at 
Grant Hall. The show begins at 8 p.m. 

Notice 
Looking for class readings? 

Get them 
at the Library. 

Ask us! 

Queen’s University Libraries 

Due to computer error, under¬ 
graduate students assessed 
optional student activity fees 
were unable to opt-out of the 50- 
percent contribution to Dawn 
House, a local womens’ shelter. 

Any student wishing to have this 
fee assessment reversed may do 

amqV c°mpletln9 a form in the 
AMS office, in the lower JDUC 
between QiOOam and 4:30pm on 
October 7 and 8. 

Get 
Out 

There 
Movies: 
Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday 
October 8: 
546-5395 

Ronin 1:15, 4:05, 7:05,9-55 

7:00. 9:50 

Antz 12:15, 12:45, 2:30, 3 00 

4:40.5:10,7:00,7:20 

What Dreams May Come I -30 

4:20, 7:15. 10:00 

Night at the Roxbury 1:00, 

3:10, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45 

Simon Birch 1:35, 4:05, 7:10 

9:50 

Saving Private Ryan 3:30, 8:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday 
October 8: 
389-7442 

Rush Hour 6:45, 7:15, 9:10, 

9:20 

Urban Legends 7:35, 9:50 

One True Thing 6:55, 9:40 

Something About Mary 7:05, 

9:30 

How Stella Got Her Groove 

Back 7:05, 9:40 

Playing at the Princess 
Court Cinema from Friday 
October 2: 
546-3456 

Smoke Signals 7:00, 
Studio 54 9:00 

Live 
Entertainment: 

On Saturday, October 10 at 

8 p.m., F'LOOM will perform 

at the Edward Day Gallery. The 

group is described as an a 

capella performance of litera¬ 

ture and poetry replicating the 

sounds of classical, jazz, rap 

and other musical styles. 

Tickets are $ 10 for adults and 

$5 for students. For more 

information call 921 -6540. 

On October 17 at 8 p.m. at 

Balsam Hall on Gore Road, the 

Cantabile Choirs present a 

Bavarian-style Oktoberfest. 

The event will include tradi¬ 

tional Oktoberfest food, a beer 

garden and a five piece band. 

Reserve tickets by calling 

549-7338. 

Theatre: 

On October 8, Theatre 

Kingston will open their 

1998 - 99 season with the play 

Aunt Dan and Lemon by 

Wallace Shawn. The play runs 

until October 25, at the Baby 

Grand Studio with perfor¬ 

mances Wednesday to Saturday 

at 8 p.m. Tickets are available 

by calling the Grand Theatre 

Box at 530-2050. 

From October 10 until 

October 31, the Thousand 
Islands Playhouse is presenting, 

Educating Rita. Tickets are 
$ 18-25 for adults and $ 10 for 

students. For tickets contact 

the Playhouse at 382-7020. 
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^RTS 8. ENTERTAINMENT 
The Scene is a new addition to the Arts and 

Entertainment section. Appearing throughout the 

1998-99 volume of The Journal, The Scon- will 

highlight various facets of entertainment culture and 

artistic endeavor not normally featured in the section. 

Why FZ was the most progressive musician of our time 

By Sean Springer 

“Some scientists claim that Hydrogen, 

because it is so plentiful, is the basic build¬ 

ing block of the Universe. I dispute that. I 

say there is more stupidity than Hydrogen, 

and that is the basic building block of the 

Universe." 

— Frank Zappa 

AS LEGEND WOULD HOLD, A young 

Frank Zappa stepped up to the 

microphone and challenged the 

audience to a battle of wits. 

/ bet ] can do anything crazier than 

any of you out there! 

A hairy hippie leaped out of the 

crowd onto the stage, whipped down his 

trousers only to lay a shit on the stage’s 

floor. Under the influence of nothing but 

his own lunacy, Zappa then scoops up 

the poop... and eats it. 

Was he possessed by some incredibly 

hypnotic pill? Nope. As he repeated 

about 20 times on Saturday Night Live to 

Dan Aykroyd, Bill Murray and Paul Sha- 

effer, Frank Zappa did not do drugs. He 

tried them once, didn’t like the effects, 

and never did them since. Actor Garret 

Morris had to clutch his stomach in 

laughter as he howled, “Frank Zappa 

doesn’t do drugs?" 

Sure, the rock n’ roll biz is like a strip 

off a pack of zig zags that’s sprinkled 

with tobacco, rock stars, coke, managers, 

opium and groupies. But, this brainchild 

was as clean as soap. Pure FZ fuelled the 

madness in albums We're Only In It For 

The Money, Jazz From Hell and Have I 

Offended Anyone Lately? not to mention 

songs “Dinah-Moe Humm” (Frank’s bet 

with a woman that he could make her 

cum), “Fembot in a wet t-shirt” (a wet 

t-shirt contest where the boys want to see 

‘some pink delight’) and “Stinkfoot” 

(where Frank articulates the stench 

under his python boots). 

Lovely, aren’t they? A mild listen 

might lead one to think that Zappa was a 

w 

sick, male chauvinist pig obsessed with 

female genitalia and bathroom humour 

who plagued the music market with 

tunes for perverted assholes. But if that’s 

your diagnosis, then you really don’t 

know anything, do you? 

Zappa was a satirist who broke down 

forbidden patches of society by picking 

away at the institutional infringement of 

liberty by the church, government, 

record companies and society in general. 

Frustrated at the lack of integrity 

musicians had for their art, he continu¬ 

ally mocked the rock star tradition to 

release mindless no-brainers while 

flaunting their top-charting muscle for “a 

little leg" from the groupie on the bus. 

When Tipper Gore, in reaction to the 

rap industry’s immense popularity, 

spearheaded the mid-eighties movement 

to muffle lyrics such as “motherfucker, 

shit and bitch” on record albums, which 

were to be accompanied by a warning 

label, Zappa hopped into the ring to I 

defend the rights of artists everywhere. 

His band, which added to Zappa’s insan¬ 

ity in the mid-sixties and in several sev¬ 

enties spin-offs including a few | 

acid-laced motion pictures (200 Motels, j 
Uncle Meat) was originally called The j 
Mothers, but was forced to comply with 

external pressures to rename the group 

something a little less “offensive,” The 

Mothers of Invention. 

Accused of insulting family values, 

Zappa ripped apart the hypocrites 

looking for an excuse to mask their own 

insecurities. 

“Ever take a minute just to show some 

real emotion?/ In between the moisture 

cream 8c velvet facial lotion?/ Ever tell 

your kids you’re glad that they can 

think?/ Ever say you loved ’em? Ever let 

’em watch you drink?/ Ever wonder why 

your daughter looked so sad?/ It’s such a 

shame to have to love a plastic Mom & 

Dad” 

— “Mom 8c Dad” from the 1967 

smash We’re Only In It For The Money. 

So, Zappa was a hippie right? Wrong, 

that is, if your definition of a hippie was 

someone who just wanted to wear trippy 

beads, go to Frisco and make love on the 

beach. Zappa offered his two notes on 

this superficial movement with his 

flower child deconstruction hit “Who 

Needs the Peace Corps?” 

“I’m completely stoned/ I’m hippy 

and I’m trippy/ I’m a gypsy on my own/ 

I’ll stay a week &: get the crabs and/ Take 

the bus back home/ I’m really just a 

phoney/ But forgive me/ ’Cause I’m 

stoned.” 

— from We’re Only... 

This is hardly sick stuff. However, I 

am essentially justifying the perversion 

through examples of his subtle, politi¬ 

cally-charged lyrics, which were, admit¬ 

tedly, not always as well-defined as 

illustrated above. Often, Zappa’s music 

could be interpreted as ‘shock rock,’ as 

some fans were merely enticed by 

Zappa’s obscene portrait of America. 

One could argue that the lesson on con¬ 

duct in 1974’s “Don’t Eat the Yellow 

Continued on page 20 
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Kingston or busk! 
A glance into a busker’s music and life 

By Sarah Crosbie 

His name is Mike Thompson 

and he's a musician. You’ve 

probably never heard of him or 

his music, but he's worth paying 

attention to — if not for his 

musical talent or ability, then for 

his philosophy on life. 

Thompson is a busker, whom 

1 met while walking down 

Princess Street. I interrupted his 

set and asked him if he 

was willing to have an 

interview with me. 

What was initially only 

supposed to be a quick 

interview turned into an 

intriguing story. 

Thompson is origi¬ 

nally from Ottawa and 

has only been in 

Kingston for the past 

two months. He toured 

Canada coast to coast 

for seven years busking 

in different cities. 

Kingston is currently his home 

and he has noticed that “in 

other cities people really look 

down at busking. I have to 

endure put-downs. People tell 

me to get a life, get a job and 

they call me a bum. People here 

are more open to it. I get more 

smiles than in other places.” 

For now his travelling plans 

are not systematically planned 

out — the city he ends up in is 

up to God, but Thompson said, 

“looks like I’m staying for now 

unless something else urges me 

They may not be his 
musical inspirations, 

but they are his 
mentors because they 

began where 
Thompson currently is 
— and in the end they 

succeeded. 

It’s not the students who 

make Kingston an appealing 

place to busk. In London, stu¬ 

dents were really into his music; 

they danced and sang with him 

on the streets. It’s also students, 

however, who make the nega¬ 

tive comments. 

What keeps Thompson 

going? Bryan Adams, Tom Petty 

and Roy Orbison, because they 

all began as buskers. They may 

not be his musical inspirations, 

but they are his mentors because 

they began where Thompson 

currently is — and in the end 

they succeeded. 

For Thompson, busking is 

like going to school and study¬ 

ing, “it’s a choice to be an indi¬ 

vidual and it’s been a lot of hard 

work.” 

Perhaps the hard work is 

about to pay off. Thompson has 

had three companies interested 

in giving him recording offers 

and he is currently investigating 

one of them. “The interest and 

offers stemmed from people 

seeing me on the street,” he 

explained. 

Thompson’s love of music is 

evident. “Even if a recording 

contract came through, busking 

probably wouldn’t end,” he said. 

Help us deliver! 
We are always looking for new con¬ 

tributors. If you are interested in 
being part of The Journal family, give 

us a call at 545-2800 or stop 
by 272 Earl St. 

No experience necessary. 
We’ll even give you free food on 

press nights. Yummy. 

Events List 

Get Your: 
Queen's 

Entertainment 
Card 

Far access to great 
Queen's events! 

for an event? 

Sell them at: 

Coll 545-ZHO 

Tickets sold at: 

What are important aspects 

to a busker’s career? According 

to the seasoned vet, material 

and location. Thompson plays 

mostly covers because, “people 

like and know covers,” but he 

also puts original music in the 

set. 

He also stressed the impor¬ 

tance of location. “Buskers gen¬ 

erally try to share spots and get 

along. If I kept a spot [for a day] 

someone else would get it the 

next morning.” he explained. 

The most inspiring and inter¬ 

esting aspect about Thompson 

was his philosophy on music 

and life. “Busking is medium for 

me to get the music out there. It 

has smoothed the savage beast.” 

Thompson is anything 
but concerned about 
other peoples’ ideas 

and biases about him. 

Inquiring as to whether or 

not Thompson would recom¬ 

mend busking as a career he 

said, “it’s about passion — 

you’d have to love it do it. It’s 

been a struggle.” 

Thompson was an engineer, 

but became a busker because he 

was “more interested in creation 

than destruction.” He said, 

“anything’s possible if you set 

your heart and mind to it. Don’t 

let others get in your way.” 

Thompson is currently plan¬ 

ning his first two albums. The 

first album is about “losing sight 

of your dreams and searching in 

your heart and finding 

yourself.” 

One of the songs on the first 

album is entitled “Confined by 

the boundaries in other people’s 

minds.” 

Thompson is anything but 

concerned about other peoples’ 

ideas and biases about him. He 

is passionate and open about 

his music. 

When strolling down 

Princess, stop and listen to 

Thompson. When I found him, 

he was in front of Best Value, 

formerly Zellers. Upon leaving, 

he was singing, U2’s “With or 

Without You.” It may not have 

been the most polished rendi¬ 

tion ever played, but guaran¬ 

teed, it had more personality 

and passion than any recording. 
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Zap happy 
Continued Irom page 19 

Snow” is as simple as the title 

implies, don’t eat blocks 0f 

urine. They aren’t good f0r 

you. 

While I can’t explain the 

moral significance behind 

urine sampling, most of hjs 

semi-opaque lyrics can be 

extrapolated into something 

with a semi-serious message. 

“Disco Boy” and “Dancin’ 

Fool” both swipe insults at the 

movement that sent Zappa the 

musical shivers, Disco. 

His bizarre imagery freaked 

out Zappa cults, not only jn 

his lyrical excursions, but also 

in the biting edge saturating all 

of his instrumental triumphs. 

The humour pervaded his 

music as he masterfully played 

a range from country rock to 

classical with an overlaying 

satirical tone featuring an 

intense melting pot of quirky 

trills and thrills. 

Well aware that in order to 

be a subversive threat, the 

rock n’ roll hall of famer had 

to embrace the hype, which 

was rock n’ roll. Zappa was 

able though, to fuse his love 

for classical music with rock 

by embedding an electric sym¬ 

phony orchestra into virtually 

all of his major works. Try- 

plugging in the London Sym¬ 

phony Orchestra’s two-vol¬ 

ume set of Zappa scores 

written specifically for a full 

concert orchestra. 

In 1993, the year FZ died 

of prostate cancer, he released 

The Yellow Shark, which was a 

purely live classical event kick- 

started by Zappa’s reminder 

that comedy never escapes a' 

night of FZ, “And if you feel 

like putting your underpants 

onto the stage put ’em over 

there.” 

His last album ever? Nope. 

The compilations and live 

albums have been spilling over 

like crazy and just this year, 

we’ve seen the $7.99 steal. 

Cheap Thrills, which features 

live gems and other hits for 

the youngster with a taste for 

Zappa Krappa. And released 

on September 15 was Mystery 
Disc, a single CD that com¬ 

bines material released on 

“mystery discs,” which 

between 1985 and 1987 

accompanied a three-part 

mail-order box set of vinyl 

entitled The Old Masters. It 

mysteriously flows Mothers of 

Invention live shows, some FZ 

advice on how to be the life of 

the party and suggestions for 

rock stars on how to “hustle 

some young ladies.” 

Let’s say it’s awesome, but 

can only truly be appreciated 

by hard core Zappa zealots. 

Curious minds should check 

out Strictly Commercial, 

which is the best back door 

entry point to the vault 

belonging to the best musician 

“you’ve never heard in your, 

life." 

Listen for the Zappa laser..- 

zap... zap, zap. Drop the splif. 

take the acid off your tongue 

and subject yourself to a dose 

of Frank Zappa! 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

The people who do the crossword will 

look at this ad 86 times. 

There are still many ad spaces on this page in 
upcoming issues available. Call 545-6711 now 

to make sure your advertising gets in. 

ACROSS 

1. Calf flesh 
5. Turf 
8. Brink 
9. Stand high 

11. Fred’s partner 
12. Gouge out 
14. Lowest number 
15. Kitchen 

appliance 
17. Put into 

service 
18. Freeze 
19. Greenish blue 
20. Remove seeds 

from cotton 
21. Boldness 
23. Beginning to 

exist 
26. Prehistoric 
28. Feel sorrow 

over 
29. Fishing boat 
33. Sedaka and 

Young 
37. Made a quick 

exit 
38. Forfeiture 
40. Black-tailed 

gazelle 
41. Choose 
42. Neck-and-neck 
43. Clear profit 
44. Vehement 

speech 
46. Foolish 
49. Victims of 

delusion 
50. Aquatic rails 

51. Stag party 
guests 

52. Leg joint 

DOWN 

1. Plywood layer 
2. Unit of work 
3. Length of life 
4. “Little Caesar” 

director 
5. Before long 
6. Nocturnal bird 
7. Flood 
8. Country singer 

Gill 
9. Palm of the 

hand 
10. Violinist's need 
11. “_South" 

(Nicholson 
movie) 

13. Left a place 
16. Heflin or 

Morrison 

19. Prison room 
22. Solemn 

promise 
24. Fireballs 
25. Battery size 
27. Investigates 
29. Horse’s gait 
30. Swift 
31. Bony sinus 
32. Spawn 
34. Set on fire 
35. Loamy deposit 
36. Glut 
39. Moved secretly 
42. Paradise 
45. Imitate 
47. Not prefix 
48. Grievous 

distress 

Answei-s for last Tuesday’s puzzle. 
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Alfie’s 
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01.0 SCHOOL 
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We’re open regular hours 

Thanksgiving weekend 

'02 fear Soday Electa 
Tuesday, October 6.1998 

Come out and support your year! 
Take the time to vote at the following 

polling stations: 

Lenoard Hall 

Ban Righ Hall 

IDUC 
Mac Corry 

Stauffer Library 

Humphrey Hall 

11:30-1:30 pm 

11:30-1:30 pm 

10:00-5:00 pm 

10:00-5:00 pm 

10:00-5:00 pm 

10:00-5:00 pm 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, 
Tarot, etc. For more information 
phone Kellye at 544-1909. Also 
available Fridays and Saturdays at 
"Harmony'’, 93 Princess St. Walk in 
or pre-book at 544-7897. Tape 
included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a gst-away lor- 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 

8U80I® ifMI? 
king rKLL 

BIG KING WITH 
PURCHASE Of A 

BIG KING 
no coupon necessary 

99$ 

whopper junior every day 

www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 
Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 
416 280-6113, fax 416 960-0240. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you'll 
ever own. Ask in the Campus 
Bookstore. Fast and easy; In A 
Weekend; Admin Guides and more... 

GRADLINK is a service linking grad- 
uate students fui mutual support- 
Call Student Counselling service for 
more information at 545-2893. 

PRECISION SKATING Kingston 
Senior Precision team has a few 
openings. If you are interested in 
making new friends, exercise, hard- 
work and fun come out and see the 
team. For more information contact 
Anne at 384-4903 or Maryke at 389- 
8883. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: Learn 
how to make quick, tasty, cheap one 
pot meals at our “hands-on" cooking 
class Wednesday, October 7th 5:30 - 
7:00 p.m. at the International Centre. 
Limited spaces so call 545-6712 to 
sign up. Brought to you by the 
Health Outreach program, Health, 
Counselling and Disability Services. 

LAW SCHOOL BOUND? Meet 

University of Victoria Law Dean, 
David to discuss opportunities. 
Friday, October 9th, Sutherland 
Room, JDUC, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. 
Questions? Call Career Services 

545-2992. 

KNOW ANY QUEEN S SUPPORT 
STAFF that go above and beyond 
the call of duty? Why not nominate 
them for a Staff Recognition Award. 
Applications and information avail¬ 
able the University Secretariat, B 400 
Mackintosh-Corry Hall or on the Web 
at www.queensu.ca/secretariat/staff- 
pol.html. Nomination deadline: 
October 15th 

NEED MONEY TO STUDY 
ABROAD? Awards are available for 
study at the International Study 
Centre for Winter 99. Drop in to the 
Awards Office for an application or 
contact Jennifer Mercer at mer- 
cerj@post.queensu.ca 

GET PUBLISHED! Queen’s Health 
Sciences Journal is now accepting 
articles on any aspect of health and 
medicine to be published in the 
upcoming edition. Deadline - 
October 15th. Instructions at 
http://meds.queensu.ca/hsj or email 
hsj@meds.queensu.ca 

QUEEN’S PROJECT ON INTERNA¬ 
TIONAL DEVELOPMENT (QPID) is 
a non-profit, student run initiative 
dedicated to promoting sustainable 
community development, both in 
Canada and abroad, through working 
partnerships. Come and learn more 
on Wednesdays, 6 - 7 p.m., Ellis 224. 
All years and faculties are welcome. 

QUEEN'S PRO-LIFE CLUB will 
have its first meeting, Wednesday 
October 7th, from 6:30 - 8:30 in Mac- 
Corry room D 326. 

MOSAIC is a Queen's committee 
which works alongside KDACL 
(Kingston and District Association for 

Community Living), a non"Pro,'t 
organization which supports 325 
individuals with developmental dis¬ 
abilities. Volunteers can become 
involved in over 100 activities with 
children or adults. All it takes is one 
or two hours a week. For more infor¬ 
mation contact Tracey Allen at 531- 
3189 or the Core at 545-6278. 

POTTERY CLASSES Creative fun - 
no exams or assignments! 
Beginners welcome. Close to cam¬ 
pus. 6 week session starting October 
19th. Cost $85.00 which includes all 
supplies. Call Linda Abbott at 549- 

3546. 

■j.i-i.-Hiai.jjj-i.aa 
PARKING FOR RENT: Near Albert 
and Union. $30.00 per month. 
Garage also available. Please call 
378-0575. 

HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 
cozy house overlooking the St. 
Lawrence. 20 minutes east of 
Kingston. $650 per month plus utili¬ 
ties. Please call 382-4033. 

Tmondaysare Queen’s Day 
AT 

The Market Salon 
327 King St. East 

(Just 5 minutes from Campus) 

WANTED 

DRINKERS WANTED: It you patron- 

TUESD«, Octobers'^ 

ise campus pubs, lend t0 
responsibly and would like to co„ 
tribute to on-going campus alcoiw 
policy and education initiatives 2 
want to talk to you. Please call Dial. 
Molting at 545-6712 lor more I, 
mation about this volunteer opportu 
nity. 

LOST: Diamond engagement rina 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St 
Queen’s area. Reward if found 
Please call 536-1679. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest 
“Contour". Lost on campus 
Thursday September 17th. pieaSe 
call Daryn at 530-3419 or email 
6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a set of 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 545- 
2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding 
photos.Thompson from Walmart. 
Can be picked up at the Customer 
Service desk. 

Jus\ $4 for 
students 

• $ 10 for local • $ 15 for national 

Classifieds are due Friday by noon for Tuesday 
publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery. 

In house Graphic Design. 
More than 300.000 

Promotional Products to choose from! 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
SPORTSWEAR. , 

Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US! \ 

Make '98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

Bring a frosh for a free haircut and 
you will get a free manicure. 

Queen's identification required 

Call For Details 

549-2110 

Quality merchandise at very competitive prices. 

Come and visit our showroom 
We are licensed for the Queen's logo. 

530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.multideas.com 
jTiultl@adan.Kingston.net_ 
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Saturday night’s thun¬ 
derstorm toppled 

trees, flooded streets 
and brought many Kingston 

residents yet another night 
without electricity this year. 

If you were away for the 

weekend and feel like you 
missed out, don’t worry. 

CKWS should be running 

ads for you to purchase 
RAIN STORM ‘98: THE 

VIDEO any day now. But 

those who stepped over 

downed power lines and 
broken branches as they 

walked about our glorious 
Student Village will agree 

with me when I say that 

Kingston’s trees have got to 

go- 

These multi-leafed men¬ 

aces have cost Kingston 
tax-payers millions of dol¬ 

lars in lost revenue this year 
alone. January’s ice storm 

left thousands without 
power and caused extraordi¬ 
nary property damage. 

Senior citizens, children, 

and small pets such as ger- 
bils and guppies were 

stranded in their homes. 
And all because our trees 

were too cowardly to put up 
with a little ice. 

As “The Limestone 
City,” isn’t it about 
time we showed off 
our famous bedrock 
instead of covering it 

with vegetation? 

A lot of people felt sorry 

for city trees after the ice 
storm, thinking that they 

looked bare and sick. The 

same people say they’re 
happy that the branches 
have grown back so lushly 

this summer. But obviously 
this regeneration hasn’t 

been such a blessing after 

all. The trees have just been 
regrouping to make another 

attack on us. 

Their roots may go 
deep, but they’re old, 

wooden,shady and 
apt to snap 

under pressure. 
Just like Joe Clark. 

The solution to 
Kingston’s tree problem is 
simply to cut them all down. 
Not only will we be freeing 

ourselves from the dangers 
of more power outages, but 

the economic benefits will 
be incredible. I estimate that 

300 workers will be 
employed for one full year. 
That number will increase to 

450 if the city should be 
ambitious enough to defor¬ 

est the Little Cataraqui 
Creek and Lemoine Point 

conservation areas. The 
export of lumber will bring 

millions of dollars to the 
Kingston treasury, which can 

be used to hire crucial 
bureaucrats and give Big 

Business a tax break. Then 
just watch the economy take 

off! 

The solution to 
Kingston’s tree 

problem is simply to 
cut them all down. 

The ramifications for 

other industries will also be 
astounding. We advertise 

In a frenzied dance that would make Dionysus 

blush, a group of children celebrate the 

slaughter and posthumous decoration of a 

spruce. 

five to ten pounds, at least. 

Now I’m not suggesting 

that we cut down ALL of the 
trees in Kingston. Some of 

them can be pretty useful 
when they’re still alive. 

Maples, for instance. They 
produce syrup for us to use 

in pancakes and Jewel lyrics. 

Oaks, on the other hand, are 
completely useless. What 
have oaks ever done for us? 

They make pretty nice desks 
and doors. Rev up your 

ourselves from this arboroc- 

racy and put ourselves back 
on top of Nature where we 
rightfully belong. Let’s put a 

little bite into our bark. 

Bob McGill. Arts ’99, 

makes the 
willows weep. 

Frankly, I suspect that it’s 

part of a left-wing conspir¬ 
acy. Ever think about all of 

the publicity that food banks 
and support groups and 
public hospitals got during 
the ice storm, just at the 

time when they’d been com¬ 
plaining about cutbacks? 

Ever notice how all of 
Kingston’s trees lean to the 

left? Coincidence? I think 
not. 

Kingston as the Limestone 
City, so isn’t it about time 

that we showed off our 
famous bedrock instead of 

covering it with unsightly 
vegetation? The tourist 

trade will triple. And the 
publishing industry will 

flourish with the abundance 
of paper. The WHIG FLYER 
PACK that keeps appearing 

at my front door will be able 
to increase in weight from 

chain saws. And besides, 
most of Kingston’s trees are 
just begging to be put out of 
their misery. Their roots 

may go deep, but they're 
old, wooden, shady and apt 
to snap under pressure. Just 

like Joe Clark. So send a let¬ 
ter to your city councillor 

today demanding death to 
the trees. Write in large let¬ 

ters so that you use lots and 
lots of paper. Let’s liberate 

rr FEELS GOOD, Write for MiSC 
It's like writing for GW: you can do pretty much anything and 
it doesn't necessarily have to be funny. The only difference is 

that you'll probably want to have a point. 

To submit an article or just to inquire about contributing, 
Contact Ken at 545-2800 [journal@post.queensu.ca] 



Pon t go home without it. 

Tricolour Express thanksgiving Schedule 

Tickets only at: 

Student Lounge 
Upper Cdlidfr, JDUC 

543-2-L2-0 
WM®omsip<ee«5MXij 

wmw^w*s^MeewsMxa/AMS/UBS 

Unlimited tickets 
available before noon Thursday 

Tricolour Express 
545-6863 

Always Your Best Ticket Home 
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Female student assaulted on campus 

A pathway leads out to University Avenue, the location of a sexual assault 

that occurred between Jeffery and Richardson Halls on October 3. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Residents compensated 
for ResTel 

By Shawn Brimley 

After five weeks of busy signals, first- 

year students in residence are finally able 

to communicate over the telephone with 

ease. 

An overload of the ResTel .system, due 

largely to unlimited flat-rate long-dis¬ 

tance programs, made calling outside of 

the Queen’s network almost impossible. 

“The biggest problem was die diffi¬ 

culty in getting an outside line, as well as 

receiving a call from outside the Queen’s 

network,” said Graham Brown, direccor 

of Queen’s residences. 

“The problem is what we call net¬ 

work congestion,” added Browu. “This 

problem occurred all over the country as 

long-distance companies established 

fixed-rate plans, and the volume of calls 

increased in frequency and duration.” 

To alleviate the congestion, the 

Queen's Residences and Information 

Technology Services have expanded the 

Queen’s network, almost doubling the 

amount of available lines. Work to 

expand the lines was completed on 

congestion 
October 6, and early indications are that 

congestion is significantly reduced. 

However, Brown cautions that “only 

if student calling patterns remain the 

same can the expanded network handle 

the volume. If the level of calls go up, 

the problem of congestion could occur 

again.” 

Since the first five weeks of telephone 

service was unacceptable, the residences 

have decided to remunerate each stu¬ 

dent for the subpar service. 

Students will be credited $60 to their 

Queen’s student account, which includes 

five weeks of ResTel service ($40) and a 

long-distance credit ($20). In addition to 

the credits, each residence common 

room will be furnished with a television 

set, 40 in total, in order to access the 

recently completed installation of cable 

television service. 

“While the problem of network con¬ 

gestion was no one's fault, we want to 

make sure that the students know thar 

we feel badly,” Brown said. “Hopefully 

we have succeeded in compensating the 

students in a fair and equitable way.” 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Between 11:00 and 11:30 p.m. on 

Saturday, October 3, a female student 

was sexually assaulted by a man while 

walking along University Avenue to her 

residence. This marks the second time in 

less than two years that an attack has 

occurred at this time and place on 

campus. 

According to Campus Security, the 

student was walking southbound on Uni¬ 

versity Avenue from Stauffer Library 

when she noticed a man following her. 

The assailant caught up to the woman 

and pulled her to a dark area along Uni¬ 

versity Avenue between Richardson and 

Jeffery Hall. The assailant then pinned 

the woman to the ground and placed 

something over her eyes. The victim 

managed to escape and run to her 

residence. 

The only information currently avail¬ 

able about the assailant is that he is 

approximately six feet tall with a muscu¬ 

lar build. 

The location of the attack was in the 

same approximate area as an assault 

which occurred at 11:30 p.m. on Janu¬ 

ary 9, 1997, near Jeffery Hall. The 

victim in that case was pulled to the 

ground and pinned down but managed 

to escape by throwing snow in the 

assailant’s face. The assailant, whose 

identity remains unknown, was 

described by the victim as six feet tall 

with a muscular build, dark connecting 

eyebrows, with dark collar length hair 

and wearing a dark toque and a dark 

nylon bomber jacket. 

The only information 
currently available about the 

assailant is that he is 
approximately six feet tall 

with a muscular build. 

Sue Wagar, Campus Security, was 

unsure why two attacks have occurred in 

this particular area of campus. “I have no 

idea why it would happen there again,” 

she said, adding, “there are two emer¬ 

gency phones along that pathway.” 

Wagar stressed the importance of tak¬ 

ing precautions at night. “We strongly 

encourage the use of Walkhome and the 

emergency phone system,” she said. 

Please see Second on page 4 

Deregulation of 
engineering possible 

By Chad Heard 

Engineering students could face deregu¬ 

lated tuition fees as a result of a new 

provincial government program designed 

to increase overall university revenue. 

The program, labelled Access To 

Opportunities Program (ATOP), was lob¬ 

bied to the government by a coalition of 

microelectronic companies called Cana¬ 

dian Advanced Technology Association 

(CATA). If Queen’s accepts the ATOP pro¬ 

gram it will be implemented within the 

next couple of years, said David Turpin, 

vice-principal (academics). 

Turpin explained that ATOP is designed 

to increase student enrollment in highly 

technical fields such as electrical engineer¬ 

ing and computer science. “The increase 

resource flow wouldn’t be just for that fac¬ 

ulty, but for others as well,” said Turpin, 

describing the additional money from the 

province as “university revenue.” 

Dean of Applied Science Tom Harris, 

said CATA’s “concern is that there [are] 

not enough graduates in these fields.” 

Turpin said the program was proposed, 

because the Ontario government “has to 

stand up and be responsible to industry.” 

Specific academic programs in highly 

technical, specialized fields would be con¬ 

sidered by the Ontario government as 

target areas and must be proposed by the 

university to the government, Harris said. 

There are two separate sections to ATOP 

which Queen’s may decide to participate 

in, he explained. 

The first option requires a minimum 20 

per cent increase of the 1995-1996 enroll¬ 

ment figures in the target programs. The 

Ontario Government will grant Queen’s 

$5,000 for each additional student in Engi¬ 

neering and $3,500 for each additional 

student in Computer Science, Harris said. 

If the second option is chosen, the uni¬ 

versity will have to double the target pro¬ 

gram enrollment. The reward would again 

be the $5,000 and $3,500 for each addi¬ 

tional student. If Queen’s picks the second 

option and if Queen’s can find corporate 

funding for the target areas, the govern¬ 

ment will match funding with a one-time 

start up grant of up to $9,800 per student. 

The government will deregulate tuition for 

Please see Program on page 2 
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Quote of the Day 
“Happiness and virtue rest 
upon each other; the best are 
not only the happiest, but the 
happiest are usually the best.” 

— Bulwer-Lytton (1803-1873) 

English Novelist and Poet 
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enhances the learning quality for students 

here at Queen’s.” 
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all engineering programs under this 

second set of conditions. 

Turpin said, at this point, no one knows 

exactly how deregulation would affect 

tuition, adding it would depend on a num¬ 

ber of conditions reflecting the goals of the 

faculty. 
Harris explained, “If the government is 

not going to find the resources to meet the 

needs... then students will have to fund the 

needs.” 
Henk Meijer, associate head of com¬ 

puter information science, said the details 

of tuition deregulation were not included 

in the government’s Web site explaining 

the ATOP program. 

“The reality today is that the costs to 

mount an engineering program that is 

required in the future exceeds the rev¬ 

enues we are currently receiving,” Harris 

said. The ATOP program is “funded at the 

margin,” he continued, which means it 

covers the costs required for expansion 

without providing additional funds. 

“We sometimes feel that we don’t give 

as good a job as we could because of our 

given resources,” said Meijer. 

“New government resources will be 

targeted toward particular programs, our 

challenge will be to reallocate existing 

resources to meet the university’s goals,” 

said Turpin. 

Both Turpin and Harris were con¬ 

cerned about government programs regu¬ 

lating students into specific fields. “I think 

a preferred solution would be to increase 

base funding to the university to support 

an increase in enrollment in engineering,” 

said Harris. 

“There’s one objective for Queen’s,” 

said Turpin, “we will take part only if it 

Despite Turpin’s reservations, Harris 

said Queen’s would “certainly take part in 

the 20 per cent program and probably be 

taking part in the full program.” 

Queen’s must submit a proposal to the 

Ontario government by November 16 a 

“plan of attack” for the university in the 

ATOP program, Turpin said. 

Bus-It 
reassessed 

By Rebecca Stelter 

The Alma Mater Society executive is 

i investigating alternatives to the Bus-It 

program. 

The Bus-It system, offered to stu¬ 

dents through a $36 mandatory stu¬ 

dent fee, “gives everyone bus service 

and a free local shuttle when they show 

their student card,” said Gord Moodie, 

AMS vice-president (operations). 

Moodie has recently attempted to 

add to or replace the bus system with a 

taxi system. He contacted three taxi 

companies only to discover that free 

taxi sendee is not possible due to a city- 

transit ordinance. 

Still, Moodie is exploring other 

improvements to the existing Bus-It 

j system. “There is demand for a bus that 

: goes to the train station,” he said. 

Moodie said he would also consider 

purchasing buses for rhe university, 

however, at this time, the idea does not 

seem “cost feasible.” 

Our boundaries extend West to West Campus, North to York St., 
East to Ontario St., and South to the l ake! 

So Give Us A Call @ 545-2662 
We would also like to toank our sponsors: Tordllf Communications lor their rad 

support, and Cydepath for our six Peugot 8lcydesl 

Cydepath 

339 Princess St. 
Kingston, Ontario K/L JB/ , 

542-3616 

students, staff and faculty of Queen's University in order to provid< 
the option of being safely and comfortably accompanied while 

walking on campus and in the surrounding area. 

j”Mondays are Queen’s Day"* 
AT 

j The Market Salon 
■n 327 King St. East 
■>o (Just 5 minutes from Campus) 

you will get a free manicure. 
Queen’s identification required 

Call For Details 

549-2110 
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QP advertisements offend some students 
By Stephanie Carvin 

Controversy over caricatures 

used in a Queen’s Pub advertise¬ 

ment surfaced on campus this 

week in an IDIS 302 “Race and 

Racism” class after a film about 

stereotypes entitled “Ethnic 

Notions” was shown. 

Eun-Hye Chung, teaching 

assistant for the course and a 

member of CARR (Creating 

Awareness on Race Relations) 

acted as a spokesperson for 

members of the class who were 

upset with a QP advertisement 

posted around campus. 

“The advertisement shows a 

stereotypical image of black 

people,” said Chung.'“We could 

ignore it but we saw the image 

after the movie which deals with 

black caricatures.” 

Chung became involved in 

the controversy after some stu¬ 

dents in her tutorial brought the 

posters to her attention. In turn, 

she raised their concerns to QP 

staff. Last Wednesday, Chung 

assisted some of the students in 

the class with starting a petition 

for the QP, which garnered 50 

signatures in protest of the 

caricatures. 

The petition outlined the 

concerns that the students had 

with the advertisement, includ¬ 

ing a statement that the posters 

“portrayed negative, stereotypi¬ 

cal caricatures of two people of 

African descent” which “exacer¬ 

bates the lack of positive images 

of people of African descent.” 

“There are so few 
[black individuals] on 
campus so misleading 
caricatures portray 
stereotypes as the 
only image we see 

on campus.” 

— T.A. Eun-Hye Chung 

Chung indicated that she was 

concerned over the portrayal of 

black individuals because of the 

small percentage that they make 

up at the University. “There are 

so few [black individuals] on 

campus so misleading carica¬ 

tures portray stereotypes as the 

only images we see on campus,” 

she said. 

Chung indicated that she was 

received very well by QP staff 

after she came forward with the 

group’s concerns. “As soon as I 

approached with my [Teachers 

Assistant] title they were very 

helpful,” she said. “We are very 

happy. They have done all we 

wanted.” 

“I feel really bad,” said Scott 

Thompson, QP assistant man¬ 

ager, who created the ads, hav¬ 

ing obtained the image through 

Corel Draw Clip Art. “I didn’t 

realize it would cause any prob¬ 

lems. I sincerely apologize... I 

am very embarrassed to have 

caused so [many] problems.” 

Jack Sinnott, director of the 

John Deutsch University Centre 

is responsible for approving the 

advertisements that are dis¬ 

played within the JDUC. Sin¬ 

nott said the issue came to his 

attention last Tuesday afternoon 

when Chung brought her con¬ 

cerns to the JDUC office. “We 

looked into [the issue] and 

removed the advertisements 

right away,” he said. 

According to Sinnott, the 

JDUC’s advertising policy com¬ 

plies with the University code of 

conduct which bans advertising 

that makes fun of a minority 

group. “We failed to catch it 

before it got up,” he said. As a 

preventative measure Sinnott 

has placed advertising on the 

agenda for the next JDUC staff 

meeting. “We all need to be on 

the look out,” he said. 

Chung, Thompson and Sin¬ 

nott agree that although the ads 

were unfortunate, the conse¬ 

quences have been positive. 

“Things are good... they 

responded very well,” said 

Chung. “I am very happy that 

we got all that we wanted. They 

apologized even before the sig¬ 

natures [on the petition].” 

Thompson described the 

result of the situation as “very 

positive.” 

“It’s a good thing that this 

has come to my attention,” he 

said. “It’s good to recognize that 

I am not always aware... Eun- 

Hye has been great.” 

The concerned students have 

encouraged the QP to present 

the movie “Ethnic Notions” at 

the QP. Chung would like to see 

QP and JDUC staff and the stu¬ 

dent body attend the showing 

and follow up the film with a 

discussion of the issues pre¬ 

sented. 

“We recommended that the 

QP show other films as well 

which portray positive black 

stereotypes,” said Chung. “The 

QP is willing to show the movie 

“Ethnic Notions” and that is a 

very, very positive sign.” 

“We welcome the opportu¬ 

nity [to see the movies,]” said 

Sinnott. “Certainly it is a chance 

for us all to learn.” 

The screening of “Ethnic 

Notions” will be announced at a 

later date. 

teen's Pub 

New kind of security 
rolls into town 

By Jennifer Morrison 

Students can find Campus 

Security in a new spot this year: 

on the seat of a white security 

bicycle. 

Security has implemented a 

new Bicycle Patrol Program 

designed to emphasize a com¬ 

munity-based approach to secu¬ 

rity on campus and assist staff 

in patrolling areas inaccessible 

by vehicle. 

Jeff Garrah, Campus Security 

Under the direction of secn- 

tity supervisor Jeff Garrah, the 

Pilot program began during 

Orientation Week and had a 

successful month. “The recep- 

hon has been positive... staff 

a'id students think that it’s a 

really good program,” he said. 

“The way Queen’s campus is 

set up is perfect to get around 

°Q a bike,” Garrah explained. 

As such, he hopes that the bike 

patrol system will help Security 

“get a little closer with the 

students.” 

According to Garrah, bicycle 

patrol programs are already 

being used on other university 

campuses across Ontario 

including Waterloo, York and 

Toronto. The Queen’s bicycle 

patrol program is still in its 

infant phase and is rather small. 

To dare rhere is only one bike 

being used to patrol campus 

and even this is only used at 

particular times. Whenever 

there are rwo supervisors on 

duty at the same time, instead 

of having them both working a 

regular shift, one is assigned to 

patrol around campus on the 

bike. Depending on how suc¬ 

cessful the bike program is, stu¬ 

dent patrollers may be using 

bikes next school year. 

Garrah also anticipates that 

the program will help reduce 

emergency response times, par¬ 

ticularly on mam campus. “It is 

a real positive step towards a 

convmuniry-based security. It 

provides a deterrence for 

crime, promotes physical fit¬ 

ness for our staff and has been 

cost efficient,” added Garrah. 

The pilot program has been 

relatively inexpensive ro insti¬ 

tute. The whole initiative has 

cost just under $1000, includ¬ 

ing the cost of the bike and all 

necessary accessories. It has 

also garnered the support of 

Queen's Campus Security 

Director Louise Fish and Patrol 

Co-ordinator Dave Parcerson, 

helping the program run a lor 

more efficiently, Garrah said. 

Although the program has 

been a success so far, an 

immediate expansion is still 

premature because of budget 

restraints. “We’re going to see 

how it goes and perhaps get 

another patrol bike for at 

night,” he continued. Other 

than that possibility, the project 

will be reassessed at the end of 

the vear. 

One of the many posters generating heated debate over racial 
undertones advertises the “phat beats" at the Queen’s Pub. 
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AMS user card in works 
By Mandy Marriott 

The Alma Mater Society is looking to intro¬ 

duce an AMS services card that would support 

AMS services and translate into savings and 

prizes for students. 

If implemented, students would be able to use 

the card at the Publishing & Copy Centre, the 

Queen’s Pub, Alfie’s Pub and the Used Book 

Store Exchange. 

Each student would be issued a personal card 

with space for 20 stamps, five for each of the 

four services. After making five purchases at any 

one of the designated services, the student 

would receive a free prize from that service, such 

as a colour photocopy from the P&CC or a 

: lunch from the QP. 

AMS Vice-President (Operations) Gord 

! Moodie is currently in the middle of discussions 

! with Air Canada to offer a year-end grand prize 

i draw for card holders. 

If the plan is successful, each completed card 

will be entered in a ballot box to win two free 

round-trip airplane tickets to any North Ameri¬ 

can destination. In exchange for the comple¬ 

mentary tickets, the Air Canada logo will be 

printed on the back of the cards, designed by 

AMS Media and Services Director Owen Minns. 

Moodie said the card system has been 

considered by past AMS councils although the 

idea has never been implemented. Moodie 

explored the idea of a partnership with an air¬ 

line because, “I thought it might add some zip if 

there was a really big prize,” he said. 

Nick Du Prey, who held the summer position 

as AMS marketing office co-ordinator, contacted 

Canadian Airlines over the summer to see if they 

were interested in sponsoring the program prize 

in return for advertising on the cards. When this 

airline did not express interest, Du Prey 

contacted Air Canada who was more willing to 

negotiate, Moodie said. 

“I think it is great, and if implemented I 

would definitely use it,” said Jill Downs, 

Comm ’99. 

Mike Callen ArtSci ’00 agreed. “Other busi¬ 

nesses have already been using a similar type of 

reward system, so it only seems logical for 

Queen’s to follow suit,” he said. 

Moodie is currently waiting to hear confir¬ 

mation from Air Canada, and when it is 

received, the AMS will have the cards printed up 

and distributed to students immediately. “I’ll be 

very excited if it works out in the next few 

days,” Moodie said. “It will allow students to 

save money and give them a fun prize.” 
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March 13. 1998: A female 
Queen's student is sexually 
assaulted in Victoria I'.trk 
around I a.nt. 

Queen's staff member 
is assaulted at tile Old 
Medical Building in 
the early hours of the 
morning 

Professor remembered 
By Stephanie Carvin 

Last Thursday morning, Walter 

Frank Connell, professor of medicine 

and chair of medicine at Queen’s from 

1942 to 1968, passed away. 

Following the footsteps of his father, 

Dr. Connell, born in 1906, entered the 

Queen’s Faculty of Medicine in 1923. 

He attained many available academic 

honours while enrolled in the Faculty, 

including the N.F. Dupuis, the Pharma¬ 

cology and the Dean Fowler Scholar¬ 

ships. Graduating in 1929, he earned 

the Gold Medal in medicine and in 

1931 was awarded the George Christ¬ 

ian Hoffman Fellowship in pathology 

by the University. 

In 1933, Dr. Connell was the first 

Richardson Fellow in Medicine. He 

researched the biochemical parameters 

of heart problems and became head of 

the department of medicine in 1942. 

He helped establish the medical depart¬ 

ment by appointing several prominent 

professors during his term. 

Both his father and Dr. Connell 

received the Montreal Medal in 1962 

from the Queen’s Alumni Association 

and Connell was honoured by the Heart 

and Stroke F oundation in 1987 for his 

fund-raising efforts on their behalf. Dr. 

Connell retired in 196f but remained 

involved with the university as an 

emeritus professor and honourary grad¬ 

uate (LL.D *73). 

— Information courtesy of Gail 

Knutson, Queen’s Faculty of Medicine 

Second assault in area 
Continued from page I 

However, students are ultimately 

responsible for whether or not they 

choose to use these safety measures, 

she added. "It is risk management... we 

are offering these things as a service to 

help avoid risks.” 
Alison Loat, Alma Mater Society 

vice-president (university affairs), com¬ 

mented that although the area is gener- 

ally populated and well lit there are 

often dark areas between the buildings 

because of shadows. 

“This shows that you have to be 

aware of what is happening around 

you, and the services available to you, 

and make the choice that is right for 

you under these circumstances,” she 

said. Loat also stressed the importance 

of being aware of the risk that is 

involved in walking alone on or near 

campus. 

Currently the AMS and Campus 

Security are working to introduce 

glassed-in security bulletin boards at 

local laundry mats, grocery and variety 

stores by the end of the month. The 

boards will feature safety notices includ¬ 

ing security postings and information 

about services offered by Campus Secu¬ 

rity. Loat said she expects the new 

boards to help promote community 

safety through increased advertising of 

possible threats and precautions. 

Anyone with information about this 

incident is asked to call Campus Secu¬ 

rity at 545-6733. 
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In Here 
Queen’s Model Parliament 

elects leaders 

Queen’s Model Parliament ’99 has 

elected its party leaders. 

Ian Collins — NDP 

Jascha Jabes — Liberal 

Darren MacDonald — PC 

Brock Jones — Reform 

Greg Hughes — Bloc 

Scholar-in-Residence 
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volunteers for the hundreds of available 

community needs. 

Call 542-8512 for more information. 

Supermarket Safari 

Join a registered dietician for a Super¬ 

market Safari on October 20 at Loeb on 

Princess Street, from 7 to 9 pm. Partici¬ 

pants will learn how to make healthy 

food choices, how to make sense of food 

labels and how to get the best nutrition 

for their dollar. The cost is $10 per per¬ 

son. Call the KFLA Health Unit at 

549-1232, ext. 155 to register. 

Community Services Directory 

PETERS GUARDIAN DRUGS 
Est. 1930 640 KING STREET WEST 546-5165 

YOUR WEST CAMPUS 
PHARMACY 

Students Save 
JUi 10% 

^.VaZurnt0Soiirt^i on ANY Jamieson 
Natural 05aurcc.< 

Visiting scholar Ludmilla A. Nemova 

with the Department of Political Studies 

will be in Chown Hall from October 18 

to 26. An informal drop-in will be held 

on Thursday, October 22 from 7 to 9 

p.m. For more information, contact 

Debra Christie at the Office of Student 

Affairs at 545-6944. 

Volunteers needed 

The Kingston District Community 

Information Centre is pleased to 

announce the 1999 edition of the Where 

to Turn Community Services Directory, a 

comprehensive resource book for 

information on Kingston’s human ser¬ 

vices. Copies of Where to Turn are avail¬ 

able from the centre at 130A Johnson St. 

at $35/copy. Call 542-1001 for details. 

Better Beginnings 

Jamieson Product 

Present this Coupon & Save on Echinecea, 
Vitamins & all Herbal Products. 

Present Student ID 

STUDENTS 
A local shelter for women and chil¬ 

dren is looking for a volunteer to co¬ 

ordinate the volunteer needs of the 

organization on a regular, weekly basis. 

Volunteers who can commit one half 

day a week for the school year are 

needed to work in schools doing presen¬ 

tations on substance abuse prevention 

and making healthy choices. 

The Community Volunteer Centre is 

looking for a volunteer to help recruit 

Better Beginnings is holding an infor¬ 

mal meeting to talk about the organiza¬ 

tion, its .services and its future. Drop-in 

meetings will be held on October 21 

from 1:30 to 3 p.m. at 183 Weller Ave. 

and October 22 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at 

Rideau Heights Public School, 77 Mac- 

Cauley St. Call 542-2835 to book child 

care. 

SAVE 10% ON 
Jamieson jam^on 

Open 6 Days a Week 

WE WANT YOU for the Queen's Inquiry 

Committee. Be on the front edge of AMS 

EXCITEMENT. Meet tonnes of cool people 

Call 545-2732 or drop by the 

Communications Commission in the AMS. 

Don't be shy - CALL NOW. 

Be a Street Captain! 
Applications due @ AMS Front Desk by 

Tues. Oct 6. Committee Members due 

Wed. Sept. 30. Questions? 545-6000 

x.5178 

Learning Strategies Workshops: 
Health, Counseling, and Disability Services - 

Call 545-2893 to sign up! 

Learning Strategies Series 
Tuesday Oct. 13(lectures), 1:30-2:30 
Tuesday Oct. 20(texts), 1:30-2:30 

These boots were made for walking... 
The Walkhome service will be opening at 
7pm as of Oct. 12th. Come and try us 

out! 

Are you an Infomaniac? 
All those who want to get down and dirty in 

the Infobank (translation: Do you want to 

volunteer?) call 545-2732 to get in on the 

action. 

Can vou find vour C-Soot? 

Every Sunday night at the Queen’s Pub. 

8pm to 11pm. Sinful desserts, gourmet 

coffee, live music, no cover, all ages. 

Fall into the CAC. That’s the Campus 

Activities Commission, the Koolest place to 

party and get involved! We run all the phat 

AMS events, and still need groovy people to 

plan Welcome Back Week, United Way 

Events, Charity Ball, Futures Forum and 

sooooo much more. Call us. You know you 

want to. All the Kool Kidz are doing it... 

Weekend 

Alignment?! 

What's up with that? 

Want to find out more? Well, come to AMS 

Assembly onThursday Oct. 15 at City Hall. 

Or contact AMS president Tom Stanley at 

545-2726 or call Academic Affairs 

Commissioner Milan Konopek at 545-6000 

x.4818. 

Free Money!!!!! 

(Just for causes) Application forms and 

criteria for Fall Clubs and Assembly grants 

will be available Monday, Oct. 19 - Friday 

Oct. 27, outside of the commission of 

Internal Affairs office. Questions? Please 

contact Dave Contant at 545-6000 x 4815 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 
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AMS should butt out 
The only problem with smoke 

at Alfie’s is AMS council butting 

in to Alfie’s management's plan to 

sell cigarettes in the bar. AMS President 

Tom Stanley’s concern that selling ciga¬ 

rettes would lead to increased health 

risks seems contradictor)' since smoking 

is already permitted in the bar. Further¬ 

more, it is hard to see how selling ciga¬ 

rettes in a bar where patrons can already 

choose to smoke would do much more 

to actively promote smoking. 

As for the argument concerning an 

increase in second-hand smoke, there 

doesn’t seem to be any reason to doubt 

Alfie’s Manager Ben Bourke’s assurance 

that the bar’s ventilation system could 

handle it. Indeed, the quality of air at 

Alfie’s, as compared to other local bars 

that allow smoking, attests to how well 

the ventilation system works. As for stu¬ 

dents who would prefer to avoid ciga¬ 

rette smoke altogether, there are always 

the Queen’s Pub and Clark Hall Pub, 

both of which are smoke-free. 

While the AMS council’s misgivings 

about selling smokes in Alfie’s appear to 

be unfounded, the fiscal benefits of 

offering the service would be consider¬ 

able. Aside from the revenue that would 

be generated by selling smokes, the bar 

would profit by keeping patrons who 

want to purchase cigarettes from going 

elsewhere and not returning._ 

It is hard to see how selling 
cigarettes in a bar where 

patrons can already choose 
to smoke would do much 

more to actively 
promote smoking. 

More important than an improve¬ 

ment to the bottom line, however, is the 

increase in safety for students who 

choose to walk unescorted to Princess 

Street late at night to purchase a pack of 

smokes. 

Since the moral high-road that some 

members of the AMS council adopted 

appears to be a dead-end, Alfie’s man¬ 

agement should stick to their guns and 

present the idea at the next AMS 

assembly. 

Party of five 
Menage-a-trois? Quatre? 

Cinq? Contrary to a common 

stereotype, polyamory is not 

about orgiastic couplings, or even neces¬ 

sarily about sex at all, but rather is about 

maintaining intimate relationships with 

several people at once. 

With the divorce rate in our society at 

close to 50 per cent, some people are 

turning to polyamory as an appropriate 

alternative to the traditional model of a 

single life partner. While this solution 

may not be for everyone, it is unfortu¬ 

nate that the right to make such a choice 

is hindered by legal obstacles and is far 

from being an accepted lifestyle in our 

society. Many people are unwilling to 

admit they are part of a polyamorous 

relationship because of the social stigma 

that is attached to the word. At a time 

when Canadian society and law are 

beginning to extend recognition and 

benefits to gay couples, it is a shame that 

another group of people are being 

forced into a fight for equality because of 

their lifestyle choices. 

It is also a shame that loving families 

are deprived of the opportunity to adopt 

and raise children simply because they 

do not resemble a traditional family 

structure. According to proponents of 

polyamory, one of the greatest benefits 

of a multi-person relationship is the 

amount of love, time and financial sup¬ 

port that can be dedicated to raising a 

child. This idea does not seem out¬ 

landish when compared with similar 

practices by other cultures around the 

world. 

All in all, it seems both counter-intu¬ 

itive and unfair to label someone as 

depraved because they feel unable to 

love just one person. 

Bons Mots: The state has no business in the bedrooms of 
the nation. 

— Pierre Elliott Trudeau 

If ALFIE'S STARTED SELLING 
OGAfcETTE5.TP WORRy ABOUT OUl^ 

health 

Tell me I suck 
AS FAR AS OBJECTIVE CRITICISM GOES, 

most friends are useless. They don’t want 

to hurt your feelings, or else they’ve never 

looked at you with a critical enough eye. 

Strangers and casual acquaintances are 

useless. They don’t know you well 

enough to deliver good criticism. Ene¬ 

mies, as some people have heard, are 

more useful than friends and strangers. A 

good enemy knows you well enough to 

have figured out what they don’t like 

about you. 

Direct 
personal 

criticism is a 
social no-no at 

Queen’s. 

This leads us, gentle reader, to a prob¬ 

lem I have (and you as well, whether or 

not you’ve realized it yet) with people at 

Queen’s. I belong to a generation that 

supposedly isn’t afraid to speak its mind, 

to question authority, etc, etc. So how 

come none of the people I’ve met here 

who don’t like me have told me why they 

don’t? 

I’m not talking about someone I might 

meet on any given day who doesn’t ‘click’ 

with me right away and who I’ll probably 

never see again. I’m talking about the 

people who, for one reason or another, I 

interact with on a daily basis. I want them 

to tell me what I’m doing wrong. That’s 

the only way I’m going to be able to con¬ 

sider changing in order to make both our 

lives a little bit less miserable. It’s in their 
best interest, isn’t it? 

I know there are things wrong with the 

way I act, the way I dress and the things I 

say. Everybody’s human, nobody’s per¬ 

fect, blah blah blah. For every fault I have 

I’m aware of and am consciously attempt¬ 

ing to change, there are probably at least 

10 things I’d be willing to change if some¬ 

one would only take the time to tell me 

what they are. And the people who can’t 

stand me, or at least dislike me —they’re 

the ones who could do it. 

This goes for everyone to anyone. If 

we all did it, the world would be a little 

less miserable. The only problem is that 

most people are dishonest with people 

they don’t like. Sometimes people even 

pretend to like the people they dislike, 

seething silently while that person goes 

on and on doing whatever it is that’s piss¬ 

ing them off. It’s not healthy, Chester. 

I think it’s because most people are 

cowards, or lazy, or both. They don’t 

have the courage to speak to the pisser 

directly. They’re content to seethe, per¬ 

haps they even talk about the pisser 

behind their back in order to let off some 

steam. They don’t want to put themselves 

on the spot because direct personal criti¬ 

cism — unless it’s from a friend or an 

associate — is a social no-no at Queen’s. 

I hate it, but I play ball. I’m just as lazy 

and non-confrontational as everyone else. 

However, in print, especially in the least 

read section of the campus newspaper, 

I’m willing to make an exception: Shan¬ 

non, I hate your cloying voice and your 

ugly hat; Martin, everyone thinks you 

bullshit way too much, and you’re a close 

talker, and your breath always stinks - 

chew gum or something; Michelle, you 

look fine without all that makeup and you 

don’t have to throw yourself at ever)' guy 

you see in order to be liked - try and keep 

it in your pants once in a while for God’s 

sake. 
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Opinions 
Feminism lacks substance 

By Greg W. Jack 

An old friend from the class of ’98 came to visit last 

weekend for Homecoming/Kill McGill. Having gradu¬ 

ated with an arts degree many people can lay claim to, 

she is trying her luck in the “real world.” Perhaps, she 

lamented with some skepticism, she could fall back on 

her training as a volleyball referee. But to get to the 

top, where the real money is, where she wants to be, 

she would have to break what she calls ‘the all-boys 

club.’ And then she gave that thought up to one of 

more immediate concern, like what bar we were going 

to hit to celebrate her ‘Homecoming.’ Nonetheless, 

her comment stuck with me. 

Time Magazine a couple of months ago broached the 

question: ‘Is Feminism Dead?’ Perhaps, they said, the 

bona fide movement of the sixties and seventies has 

seen its day. That doesn’t explain to me why now, in the 

1990s, my friend is still trying to crack that coveted 

‘all-boys club.’ Clearly, feminism didn’t accomplish 

what it set out to do, and as such it cannot yet be dead. 

The fact that we use a phrase to refer to the barrier to 

female equality, the ‘all-boys club,’ means we have not 

accomplished our goals. No, feminism is not dead, nor 

has it failed us. Instead, we have failed feminism. We 

have reduced the movement to a word or a label that 

we can blame or explain things away with. 

We have failed it by introducing hybrid terms that 

don’t mean anything, and instead have split the move¬ 

ment. Ask people today what feminism is, and some 

will respond “a group of really pissed off women who 

want to destroy the entire male populous.” Others 

might say “the the movement for equality of women,” 

and both will have successfully pointed out the differ- 

genderalizations 
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ence between radical and liberal feminism. But these 

terms fail to capture the true essence of the original 

movement; they are just terms to describe perspective. 

And the term feminism should be more than a noun, it 

is a verb too. It ought to be an action as well as a cause 

— something we engage in as much as something we 

talk about and label. 

A battle that was fought so well early on now has 

been reduced to another “ism.” The world does not 

need more “isms.” It needs more movements, more 

causes or truths or convictions. Today’s feminism needs 

teeth, it needs integrity. The word has been hijacked, 

and used by people to explain away actions. And it has 

been tossed to the side as a term to be used to justify 

almost any behaviour associated with women or equity 

We stopped engaging in feminism, and instead 

pointed to icons to define it. Ally McBeal is good exam¬ 

ple of a symbol that doesn’t accurately reflect the depth 

of the term ‘feminist.’ She’s the cute girl in the office 

who everyone wants to kiss, and she is hardly the equal 

of those she works with. She is what feminism should 

not be. Television does not tell us anything about what 

is really a grass-roots movement. We have robbed it of 

that integrity with shows like Ally McBeal, or the token 

female shown on every male-dominated programme. 

It is time to re-define the term “feminism.” It does 

not mean any of the above. Like our belief that we are 

all entitled to certain rights, feminism should be among 

those rights. There should be no ‘all-boys club’ for my 

friend to feel threatened by. This is where we have 

failed the original movement of feminism. There 

should not even be a term for it. The term itself is a 

problem. Feminism is not really dead, but it is dying, 

and we have to revive it before it is discarded. We have 

to remember what it really represents to us, both in 

what we say and what we do. The word needs new 

meaning, or it won’t mean anything at all. 

Discrimination is real 

Dear Editors, 

In the opinion piece titled “Insensitiv¬ 

ity is reality” (Sept 25), Ryan Hoffman 

offered “homosexuals” this sound 

advice: “If homosexuals wish to be 

treated by the whole of humanity as 

equals, they are going to have to learn to 

be more open about who they are. They 

are going to have to take the risk each 

time they interact with a heterosexual, 

and simply state who they are.” 

I’m going to take Ryan’s advice and be 

more open about how I am. Hi, I am 

David and I am gay. I am a gay fourth 

year student who has a gay boyfriend. 

Sometimes I like to go to the gay bar 

with my gay friends after watching a gay 

movie. Now do you know who I am? 

I do not believe so. To know who I am 

is to also know my experiences as a gay 

man. This includes my experience with 

heterosexism — something that Ryan 

attempts to deny in his letter. There’s 

nothing simple about expressing who 

you are in a world that denies you exist. 

Allow me to offer my understanding of 

the definition heterosexism. Heterosex¬ 

ism is the belief in the superiority of het¬ 

erosexuals or heterosexuality evidenced 

in the exclusion, by omission or design, 

of non-heterosexual persons in policies, 

procedures and events, or activities. This 

includes bisexual, transgendered persons 

and other sexual minorities. 

Ryan uses the tendency for heterosex¬ 

uals to assume that everyone they meet is 

straight as an example of heterosexism. 

This is perhaps the least harmful of its 

manifestations. Heterosexism is not just 

otters t# the Editors 

about language or terminology. It has 

denied queers marriage and adoption 

rights, job security and opportunities, 

and most importantly cultural inclusion. 

The word ‘homophobia’ is not enough. 

It only describes more overt behaviour 

against queers. Discrimination against 

queers happens at a much more subtle 

and pervasive level. 

Since Ryan believes his minority status 

gives him the liberty to discuss mine, I 

would like to take the same liberty. I 

believe fundamental differences exist 

between queers and Jews in relation to 

discrimination. The term anti-Semitism 

and the attitudes behind it has been 

acknowledged to a greater degree than 

the term and attitude behind heterosex¬ 

ism. Nonetheless, heterosexism is as 

important a concept to queers as anti- 

Semitism is to Jews. Let me use our 

shared historical experience of the Holo¬ 

caust to demonstrate my point. 

When we learn about the Holocaust 

at school, in museums and through the 

media, we learn about the importance of 

remembering the millions of Jews who 

lost their lives as a result of anti- 

Semitism. If someone were to deny the 

existence of the Holocaust it is generally 

seen as anti-semitism, as a denial of Jew¬ 

ish history is a denial of who they are as 

people. 

When we learn about the Holocaust 

at school, in museums and in the media 

we do not learn about the 100,000 or so 

queers who lost their lives due to hetero¬ 

sexism. We do not learn that queers rep¬ 

resent the second-largest group of 

individuals to be persecuted in the con¬ 

centration camps and that queers were 

the only group that had to remain 

imprisoned after the war had ended. 

When someone denies that the Holo¬ 

caust occurred to queers it is seen as 

‘normal.’ 

According to Ryan, “heterosexism is 

absurd because the focus is shifted from 

what is truly malevolent behaviours 

towards assumptions that human beings 

make naturally.” 1 do not believe that it is 

‘natural’ for people to be heterosexisr. It 

is something that we have learned and it 

is possible to unlearn. 

P.S. Don’t assume I’m straight and I 

won’t assume you’re gay. 

DAVID SHORTT 

ARTS ’98 

Watch your language 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to begin by thanking 

Ryan M. Hoffman for tackling the issue 

of politically correct language and the 

current social backlash against using var¬ 

ious labels and ‘isms’. I hope this letter 

will shed some light on a somewhat dif¬ 

ferent perspective of this complex issue. 

One cannot forget the impact of lan¬ 

guage. As humans our primary mode of 

communication is language. Although 

actions speak louder than words, we 

need to remember that first impressions 

are formed mainly on what people say. 

As humans our primary mode of com¬ 

munication is language. 

Anyone who has ever tried to change 

their language to be more inclusive will 

honestly tell you that it isn’t that diffi¬ 

cult. Changing terms like boy/girlfriend 

to partner, Christmas to holidays, or 

mailman to mail carrier only takes some - 

practice. By forcing yourself to choose 

your words more carefully you are edu¬ 

cating yourself and others on the subtle 

everyday realities that have quietly alien¬ 

ated groups for years. We don’t wear 

signs (other than maybe Rainbow flags 

and ‘Let’s Stop Racism’ pins) that inform 

the general public we are socially aware 

people, but language can make people 

aware of this immediately. 

Hoffman suggested that the real fight 

lies within the obvious covert forms of 

oppression such as gay bashing and Neo- 

Nazism. Those are definitely worthy of 

our energy, but let’s not forget that the 

‘assumptions human beings make natu¬ 

rally,’ such as heterosexism or assuming 

the entire Queen’s population is Christ¬ 

ian, act as institutional barriers that leave 

out entire groups of people everyday. 

Being Jewish, Hoffman may not feel 

offended if his religion isn’t represented 

in people's everyday dialogue. Human 

experience, however cannot be paral¬ 

leled. Belonging to a minority group 

does not necessarily mean you under¬ 

stand the realities of people from other 

minority groups anymore chan they 

understand what you face daily. There is 

no all access pass in this concert! 

At the end of the day, using inclusive 

language is a personal decision, but 

please think about the image you are 

portraying when you decide not to use it. 

NAOMI BRUNEMEYER 

ARTSCI ’99 

AMS SOCIAL ISSUES COMMISSIONER 

Poverty 

Journal lacks sensitivity 

Dear Editors, 

While sitting in a coffee shop the 

other day, I overheard two older women 

discussing the ‘disgusting’ fact that peo- 

Continued on page 8 
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pie live on the streets of 

Kingston. They wondered why 

the police could not do some¬ 

thing, perhaps put fences in 

front of store entrances to pre¬ 

vent people from sleeping there 

at night. I was shocked that 

these women could be so oblivi¬ 

ous ro the reality that for some, 

the streets are the only option. 

To prevent myself from caus¬ 

ing a scene in the cafe, 1 had to 

rationalize their opinions as 

perhaps a product of their 

generation, which was not as 

exposed as we are to the world's 

shocking variations in living 

conditions. 

While this rationale calmed 

me momentarily, when I read 

the Talking Heads column in 

last Friday's Journal, 1 realized 

how naive I had been. 1 had 

comforted myself by believing 

that at least my generation 

understood the social condi¬ 

tions that lead to, and perpetu¬ 

ate, life on the streets. 

I could not believe the igno¬ 

rance and insensitivity that The 
Journal staff displayed by pub¬ 

lishing a column which 

ridiculed people whose lives we 

can not even pretend to under¬ 

stand. I think that it would be 

difficult for anyone attending 

Queen's to legitimately perceive 

the events which lead people to 

find themselves living on the 

streets. 

How these people “keep 

busy” is by attempting to sustain 

themselves on less than we can 

fathom. There are unfortunate 

circumstances that place people 

in poverty and force them to 

deal with it any way that they 

can. 

As the benefactors of varying 

degrees of privilege, it is our 

responsibility to combat and 

eradicate these social issues, not 

to pretend they do not exist — 

and definitely not to ridicule 

them. 

SIR1 AGRELL 

ARTS '00 

AMS funeral missed 
the point 

Dear Editors, 

What a sad day last Wednes¬ 

day was. As the cover picture of 

last Friday’s Journal showed, 

AMS President Tom Stanley 

accompanied by “somber” AMS 

officials; the first official on 

Stanley’s left appears to be hold¬ 

ing a candle while a piper stands 

off to the side. I know nothing 

about this “demonstration” 

other than what was reported in 

The Journal, so my source is not 

exactly reliable. The question 1 

must ask, in the most bluntest 

terms possible is: what the fuck 

were you thinking? 

Although those posters 

poignantly declared we regret 

to announce the death of acces¬ 

sible post-secondary education,” 

I’m sure what really caught the 

eye of student politicians and 

activists alike was this summer 

camp escapade. 1 propose we 

settle the issue of tuition hikes 

with a big all-out Battle Royal 

type scavenger hunt or perhaps 

challenging Harris et al. to a 

monstrous game of 'suck and 

blow.’ 

For the last three years I have 

watched with amazement con¬ 

secutive Queen’s student gov¬ 

ernment leaders’ attempts at 

some protest of this sort. When 

will the ‘representatives' of 

Queen’s and the student body 

alike realize that the average 

Queen’s student is either too 

rich to care because Daddy is 
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paying for it anyway, 0r too 

worried about getting a black 

spot on their career to do any 

real shit disturbing. 

1,think that is the reason the 

only risqug thing anybody has 

done was to ‘sit in’ on vacation¬ 

ing Leggett’s office. If you want 

to get peoples’ attention, Mr. 

Stanley, first get some leadership 

skills, then ‘burn flags’ of Harris 
and Leggett in ephigy! By now 

you should know that Leggett 

probably wants the tuition hikes 

to privatize this university so 

officially only ‘Rosedale’ kids 

from UCC can come here. But 

stop with this camp counsellor 

routine, because frankly, it’s 

embarassing. 

JAN MATHEWS 

ARTS ’00 

Tuition hikes not 
only option 

Dear Editors, 

It has become obvious to me 

that Brock Jones’ verbal diar¬ 

rhea in the letters department of 

The Journal, is not only offen¬ 

sive to most readers, but also 

grossly misinformed and biased. 

Firstly, the Income Contin¬ 

gency Repayment Program does 

not really help students. It sim¬ 

ply delays debt and differenti¬ 

ates between programs. It can 

safely be assumed that Com¬ 

merce graduates, for instance, 

are more likely to find high-pay¬ 

ing jobs after graduating than 

those of us holding degrees in 

English. (This is not even con¬ 

sidering wage discrimination 

based on sex, race, class, etc.) 

Consequently, the ICLRP favors 

those degrees with a higher mar¬ 

ket value. Schools become 

directed by, and geared towards, 

the market. 

Secondly, even if it were true 

that our government is “broke,” 

and therefore unable to provide 

adequate funding to post-sec¬ 

ondary education, cutting fund¬ 

ing is not the answer. Instead, 

the government might look into 

imposing higher taxes on busi¬ 

nesses or the profits raised by 

banks. 

In raising tuition every year, 

universities send the message 

that they can adequately deal 

with the lack of funding. The 

governments will not only fail 

to realize the dire necessity of 

providing appropriate funds to 

post-secondary education, but 

will instead cut funding even 

more. Universities, again, have 

an excuse to raise tuition even 

higher. We have to make it clear 

that we do not have an infinite 

supply of money to cover rising 

costs. Nor do we have an infi¬ 

nite supply of patience for the 

administration’s empty 
promises to seek alternatives to 

tuition hikes, considering that 

(conveniently enough) they 

have NEVER been able to find 

any alternatives. Last year, 1 'vlt' 

Continued on page 9 
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nessed both rallies and discus¬ 

sions with various Queen’s 

administrators, who simply 

turned the other cheek. Our 

concerns will not go away, how¬ 

ever, and our voices need to be 

heard. 

Jones recognizes this “perpet¬ 

ual stalemate” between the 

administration and students. 

Why then, does he continually 

mock those who are fighting to 

end it? His inability to under¬ 

stand that James Worrall — a 

Meds student with a potentially 

high paying job — could be con¬ 

cerned over these matters shows 

that “Brockjonesland” must 

indeed be a cold and selfish 

place, void of sympathy and 

humanity. His ignorance of the 

ethical issues at stake (i.e. the 

resulting lack of diversity in the 

socio-economic background of 

the student population and the 

privatization of knowledge) and 

failure to recognize the financial 

burdens of his peers, is as con¬ 

stant and worrisome as the 

administration’s insensitivity 

towards these same issues. To 

me, this not only justifies stu¬ 

dent action, but shows its 

necessity. 

LEYLA MAHDAVIANI 

ARTS ’00 

Accessibility first; 
tax cuts second 

Dear Editors, 

Please allow me to respond to 

Brock Jones’ letter (Sept. 29) 

criticizing my article “Real 

change depends on real action” 

(Sept 22). Mr. Jones suggests 

that I consider the plight of 

Indonesians and that of Cana¬ 

dian students directly analo¬ 

gous. Rather, I used the 

Indonesian example to show 

that when students get together 

and stand up for themselves, 

they can often provoke change, 

even if it seemed impossible at 

also don’t seem to count in the 

decision-making process. 

Rather than encouraging stu¬ 

dents to “throw a fit,” I am 

encouraging them to utilize one 

of their most basic democratic 

rights: the right to protest. This 

right is enshrined in our Charter 

as a basic freedom — right up 

there with freedom of speech. 

Ontario spends less on 
university education 

than any other 
province in Canada, 

and less than 49 of 50 
American states. 

Citizens have been using protest 

as an instrument of change for 

thousands of years. It represents 

their ultimate attempt to influ¬ 

ence their government when 

other methods don’t work. 

I agree with Mr. Jones that 

the fundamental problem is 

money. He writes, “our govern¬ 

ments are broke. End of story.” 

However, as the Ontario gov¬ 

ernment proudly declares, it has 

made numerous tax cuts. It 

repeatedly chooses to listen to 

business interests instead of stu¬ 

dents. That may be a good deci¬ 

sion or a bad decision, but it’s a 

decision. Mr. Jones implies that 

government is not accountable 

for that decision because there is 

no other option. His statement 

is not simply undemocratic, it is 

factually wrong. 

Principal Leggett himself 

pointed out that Ontario spends 

less on university education 

than any other province in 

Canada, and less than 49 of 50 

American states. The Principal 

also admits that the university’s 

intense efforts to secure corpo¬ 

rate sponsorship have met with 

only middling success. As Mr. 

Jones suggests, maybe students 

shouldn’t get a “free ride,” but 

why is it that even the poorest 

provinces can afford to spend 

more on students than a wealthy 

province like Ontario? Let’s 

face it, no Canadian govern¬ 

ment has ever been as hard on 

students as the Harris govern¬ 

ment. 

I am lucky — I can pay my 

tuition. I am concerned that 

many would-be students will 

not be able to. Mr. Jones argues 

in his recent article (October 2) 

that higher enrollment proves 

that students are willing to incur 

debt to reap the later rewards of 

university education. Indeed, 

many are. Higher enrollment, 

however, only demonstrates 

how important a university edu¬ 

cation is in the modern world — 

so important that limiting acces¬ 

sibility may fundamentally dis¬ 

enfranchise poorer citizens. 

Increasingly, university cam¬ 

puses are populated by the mid¬ 

dle and upper classes. Anyone 

who thinks that higher tuition 

does not limit accessibility 

should note that Queen’s has 

one of the most socio-economi- 

cally homogenous student bod¬ 

ies in Canada. 

Lastly, Mr. Jones writes that I 

should not ‘bitch’ about tuition 

levels because I am a medical 

student. I do admit that I am 

privileged, but I fail to see why 

my privilege makes it wrong for 

me to argue any one side of the 

issue. I believe that tuition 

increases should stop for all stu¬ 

dents, even for arts students like 

Mr. Jones. Although he may not 

think so, many people criticize 

this government for reasons 

other than self-interest. Mr. 

Jones should attack the argu¬ 

ment, not the person. Does he 

think that one’s opinions are 

determined by one’s choice of 

profession? If that were so, we 

should all be asking ourselves 

why we made a golf pro the 

premier. 

JAMES WORRALL 

MEDS ’01 

Economic realities 
first; tuition second 

Dear Editors, 

In Tuesday's Journal Carrie 

Reid wrote in a letter criticizing 

my suggested reforms of the 

tuition and student loan system. 

I would like to take a few 

moments to help her and others 

who share her views understand 

why I believe what I do. 

Ms. Reid suggested that the 

only reason that university 

enrollment has increased with 

rising tuition is because of 

'spoiled rich kids' like myself 

making it into university. This 

argument is based on a premise 

that more rich kids are entering 

university, apparently at a rate 

faster than poor students are 

dropping out. It is ludicrous. 

When tuition was low, 100% of 

my 'rich bastard' friends from 

UCC made it into university, 

and when tuition is high, 100% 

of us will also make it into uni¬ 

versity. There's been no change 

in the rich making it into uni¬ 

versity. Tuition fees don't affect 

us whatsoever. But if applica¬ 

tions are still rising overall 

despite rising tuition, then 

poorer students must also be 

applying in record numbers 

despite increased tuition 

because they recognize the val¬ 

ues of higher education. 

Ms. Reid also attacked my 

suggested Income Contingent 

Repayment Loan (ICRL) pro¬ 

gram, saying that in reality the 

added interest charges make for 

a bigger debt in the end. She is 

correct. However, the beauty of 

Continued on page 10 
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the ICRL is that while your income is 

below a certain level, you don't have to 

pay back any money at all. So, in those 

first few years when it's hard to get on 

your feet and find a job, you don't have 

the burden of immediate debt repayment 

hanging over you. Unlike the current 

system which demands repayment 

almost immediately, despite your income 

level. 1 believe the ICRL is the lesser of 

the two evils and makes university far 

more accessible to those poorer students 

whom Ms. Reid is concerned about. 

Finally, Ms. Reid claimed that Queen's 

may only produce doctors and lawyers 

because students who pursue degrees 

that don't provide high paying jobs will 

take longer to pay off a larger debt. A 

philosophy major, for instance, will not 

have the earning-prospects as a doctor, 

and will face a greater debt load in the 

long run. Applications to these pro¬ 

grams may be hindered. It is unfortu¬ 

nate, perhaps, but also inevitable. If 

someone enters Queen's and chooses to 

pursue a practically useless degree, say in 

women's studies or philosophy, that is 

their own decision. They know fully 

well entering their degree program that 

their job prospects may be weak in the 

future. It is their responsibility to accept 

these consequences, and this hardly 

changes under the ICRL. 

Ms. Reid, I do not think you are a 

‘silly leftist girl.’ I know you are very 

passionately concerned about rising 

tuition and want to make sure university 

is open to everyone who deserves to be 

here, regardless of their income. Believe 

it or not, so do I. I welcome debate on 

how we achieve those goals. But they 

must be done within the economic reali- 

to 

ties you seem to despise. If \Ve ignore 

them, we are only dooming ourselves 

an even worse situation. 

BROCK JONES 

ARTS ’00 

Pregnancy 

I respect my body 

Dear Editors: 

Perhaps it is due to my extreme young 

age and naivety, as so, urn, nicely pointed 

out by Christopher Boodram, but I am 

rather confused by his letter to the editor 

of September 29. 

What was revealed by my expressing 

disdain for Ms. Natvik’s poor choice of 

vocabulary? That I respect myself and 

my gender enough to take exception to 

derogatory terms when in reference to 

body parts? Or possibly that I think it's 

important for people to know that those 

terms are crude and UNACCEPTABLE? 

I strain to reason how Mr. Boodram 

could have termed me as being “uncom¬ 

fortable.” I wonder, did he actually read 

my letter in its entirety? Is it fair to 

assume that it is not I, but Mr. Boodram, 

who is uncomfortable, being faced with a 

female who refuses to read insulting 

slang and accept it as journalism? 

Can one actually live in today’s soci¬ 

ety and still accept “tits” and “boobs” as 

appropriate words? If you're Christo¬ 

pher Boodram, apparently so. 

KATIE EDWARDS 

ARTS ’02 

Our Hurt Penguins Sale Won't Last Forever. 

■UTS T0PAY1 

SMOKE 
DAMAGED MISPRINTED UNCOVERED DOG 

EARRED BENT 

EVery yufflr the CamPUS Bookstore P“the Hurt Sale, consisting of a huge assortment of books that 

are pubhshers overrun or discontinued items. Its your chance to find great books at the great price of only $3 00 

a p,ece! Come to the Campus Bookstore and find great books at an unbeatable price. It won't last forever- 

Campus Bookstore • Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

www.campusbookstore.com ■ 545-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 
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Why dirty Bill is the best 
U.S. president ever 

By Malcolm Levy lier, J.F.K. had symbolized the freedom 

and promise of a bold, new generation IN THIS MODERN DAY AMERICAN ver- until he was “replaced” by Texas war 

sion of tarring and feathering social hawk Lyndon B. Johnson. In order to 

deviants (the media’s dissection of prevent such a replacement, Clinton has 

Bill Clinton’s back room debauchery), constructed a $56 million deal with the 

what has gone unnoticed is how won- New York crime families to have their 

derful a president dirty Bill actually is. cronie, Harold Ickes, as Deputy Chief 

While it goes without saying that Bill’s of Staff. Same story, different genera- 

clever use of the catch-phrase and tion. 

staunch ambiguity towards interna- There is one definitive reason why 

tional affairs leaves him in good stand- William Jefferson Clinton succeeds 

ing with his predecessors, there has where Kennedy and Reagan fall short, 

never been a president who defines a While John and Ron espoused two corn- 

time in history more accurately than pletely unrealistic concepts (political 

Teflon Bill. freedom and constant economic success 

respectively), Bill favours the 

virtues of smoking pot, 

Bill favours the virtues of smoking bribery, money laundering and 

pot, bribery, money laundering and adultery. While not condoning 

adultery. While not condoning these these aGtions> t^iere js no 
- doubt that the majority of 

Christian Right and Feminist 

Left has been commonplace “Public media should not contain 
since the beginnings of the explicit or implied descriptions of sex 
Starr Inquisition. Except for acts> Our society should be purged of 
in times of war, no president h perverts who provide the media 
has ever been so successful in r r ..... 
bringing such factional sides with pornographic material while pre- 
together for one common tending it has some redeeming social 
cause. value under the public’s right to 

The circus surrounding fcnow.” 

rhe Starr report has also been 

quite an effective method of 

highlighting the hypocritical, 

close-minded, americocentric 

view of the world which 

Americans hold so dear. In a 1987 inter¬ 

view on “60 Minutes" Kenneth Starr 

stated that “Public media should not 

contain explicit or implied descriptions 

of sex acts. Our society should be 

- Kenneth Starr in a 1987 
60 Minutes interview 

oured leader.” Such a statement lies in 

complete contrast with the standing 

ovation given to President Clinton at 

the United Nations Monetary Fund 

meeting held recently in New York. As 

purged of the perverts who provide the opposed to being dishonoured, Clinton 

actions, there is no doubt that the 
people in the United States can 

majority of people in the United relate to at least one of Bill’s 

States can relate to at least one of “atrocities.” So, during this 

Bill’s “atrocities.” time of burning Bubba at the 

_stake, I humbly put forward 

the notion that Bill Clinton is the best 

This is not to say that others haven’t president the U.S. has ever had. 

come close; in the 1980s, Ronald 

Reagan’s Hollywood antics and bouts A 

with amnesia came close to fitting right l\s CONTROVERSY AROUND the presi- 

in with the make-believe economic dent began to erupt earlier this summer, 

growth of the country. Unfortunately former Time magazine reporter Nina 

though, the crash of 1987 had the Burleigh made the statement that “I 

depression of some foreign neo-... list would have been quite willing to let 

(pick your adjective) film, myself be ravished by the president, 

which lay in stark con- should he have but asked... just to thank 

* ' v trast to the apple pie him for keeping abortion legal. In 

UltiMT' X and ice cream silver response to this, feminist and conserva- 
Vluam/n.- l screen Ronnie so five critics alike joined forces to lash out 

proudly represented, against Burleigh’s “indecent statement ” 

A few decades ear- This bonding between members of the 

media with pornographic material while 

pretending it has some redeeming social 

value under the public’s right to know." 

Well, either old Kenny is suffering 

from short-term memory loss or his 

political beliefs are determined by 

which party is in office at the present 

time. It seems only fitting that when 

interviewed, the majority of the popula- 

has received huge support from the 

international community. 

In fact, it’s no wonder why the inter¬ 

national community has embraced 

Clinton so amicably when one looks at 

the affairs he has undertaken overseas. 

In the Middle East Clinton has swerved 

allegiances at the rate he eats cheese¬ 

burgers in his quest to keep both Israel 

tion claims that they have no interest in and the Palestinians on their toes. This 

the Clinton/Lewinsky scandal, yet at the 

same time one finds these people glued 

strategy of foreign policy, known as 

“diplomatic ambiguity,” has arguably 

to their televisions for the next tidbit of prevented the two sides from coming to 

information on where Bill stuck one of any conclusion on the peace accord. In 

his cigars. This ridiculous attitude lies the former Soviet Union the Clinton 

not only with the slack-jawed yokels administration has worked hand in 

giving their opinion on CNN 24 hours 

a day, but also with the lackies in high¬ 

est realms of American politics. 

In response ro the situation, Missouri 

Senator John Ashcroft remarked that 

“America simply cannot afford a dishon- 

hand with Russian mobsters to illegally 

extradite whistleblowers who have 

revealed massive KGB-Mafia corrup¬ 

tion. He has also aided in the construc- 

Continued on page 14 
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tion of state-of-the-art offen¬ 

sive nuclear strike capabilities 

for China, Russia, Pakistan and 

Iran. It seems that Clinton is 

following in the heroic foot¬ 

steps of the presidents before 

him in creating a “good old 

war” to keep the American 

economy entertained for a 

while. 

“I would have been 
quite willing to let 
myself be ravished by 
the president, should 
he have but asked... 
just to thank him for 
keeping abortion 
legal.” 

— Nina Burleigh, 
former Time magazine 

reporter 

Another remarkable devel¬ 

opment out of the Lewinsky 

debacle is the incredible 

amount of economic and intel¬ 

lectual stimulation which has 

arisen. Talk show hosts, still 

confined to reeling off dated 

jokes about O.J. have embraced 

the affair with gusto. Jay Leno 

and Conan O’Brien have found 

enough material to take them 

into the next century and 

beyond. Monica has already 

been offered over $10 million 

to write her autobiography, and 

there is no doubt that the com¬ 

petition will be fierce when it 

comes to the rights of the TV 

docu-drama. Burger King and 

Pepsi are already preparing 

advertising campaigns based on 

the “morality” of their fast 

food and drinks stacked against 

the Clinton-associated 

McDonald’s and Coca-Cola. 

In looking at the overall 

success of the Clinton 

Administration, it must be con¬ 

cluded that he has done a rela¬ 

tively good job as president. 

The budget is balanced for the 

first time since Kennedy. 

Unemployment is lower than it 

has been in over a decade, and 

the stock market is at its high¬ 

est point since 1987. The 

media has conveniently omitted 

these few facts since this “scan¬ 

dal” began. The American peo¬ 

ple need to take a long look at 

themselves and realize that Bill 

Volunteer for Degree for a day! 

Oct 21 & / or 22. Pair up with a high 

school student for a campus tour, a 

class & pizza lunch at Allies. 

Info meeting on Wed. Oct. 14 or 

Thurs. Oct. 15 at 6-.00pm in Stirling 0. 

\ Call the High School Liaison 
i Committee at the MAC for more yWJJJjr 

info. 545-6000 ext. S178 

Paradiso Pizza 
400 Elliott Ave., Rockcliffe Plaza 

548-7006 

BASIC 

14" 
8 slices 

18" 21" 
10 slices 12 slices 

7.99 9.99 11.99 
1 Toppings 9.23 11.53 13.73 
2 Toppings 10.22 12.82 15.22 
3 Toppings 11.21 14.11 16.71 
4 Toppings 12.20 15.40 18.20 
5 Toppings 13.19 16.69 19.69 

(House Special) 
Small. 
Large. 

-8.99 mm* 
.10.99 

i FREE litre of Coke 
with purchase of any 

size pizza. 
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other 

offer. 

The skinny on Bill Clinton: lae es man, chronic marijuana smoker, 
cheeseburger mauler and all-round swell guy from Arkansas, the 

ain’t such a bad guy. Just 

because he screwed around in 

office like the majority of pres¬ 

idents allegedly have before 

him, doesn’t necessarily mean 

that he should be charged for 

impeachment when lying about 

it in court. First of all, the ques¬ 

tion was completely irrelevant 

backroom dealer, McDonald’s 
heart of the U.S.A. 

to the issue at stake during the 

Paula Jones affair, and sec¬ 

ondly, why should any individ¬ 

ual be forced to tell his private 

matters in front of the world? 

In this world of Internet porn 

and Late Night HBO, hasn’t the 

public gotten their fill of smut 

for a while? This is why I 

hereby ask the American peo¬ 

ple to think about where they 

are and what kind of lives 

they’re living before they get 

too sidetracked with where 

Bill’s parking Air Force One. 

Malcolm Levy, a third year cultural 

studies student at McGill University, is 

The Journal's Montreal correspondent. 

Starr report highlights 
•Physical evidence conclusively 
establishes that the President and 
Ms. Lewinsky had a sexual rela¬ 
tionship. ... Ms. Lewinsky turned 
over a navy blue dress that she 
said she had worn during a sexual 
encounter with the President on 
February 28, 1997. According to 
Ms. Lewinsky, she noticed stains 
on the garment the next time she 
took it from her closet. ... the 
genetic markers on the semen, 
which match the President's 
DNA, are characteristic of one 
out of 7.87 trillion Caucasians ... 
•According to Ms. Lewinsky, the 
President touched her breasts 
and genitalia — which means that 
his conduct met the Jones defini¬ 
tion of sexual relations even 
under his theory. 
•The sexual encounters generally 
occurred in or near the private 
study off the Oval Office — most 
often in the windowless hallway 
outside the study. During many of 
their sexual encounters, the 
President stood leaning against 
the doorway of the bathroom 

across from the study, which, he 
told Ms. Lewinsky, eased his sore 
back. 
•According to Ms, Lewinsky, she 
performed oral sex on the 
President on nine occasions. On 
all nine of those occasions, the 
President fondled and kissed her 
bare breasts. He touched her 
genitals, both through her under¬ 
wear and directly, bringing her to 
orgasm on two occasions. On 
one occasion, the President 
inserted a cigar into her vagina. 
On another occasion, she and the 
President had brief genital-to- 
genital contact. 
•According to Ms. Lewinsky's 
friend Neysa Erbland, President 
Clinton once confided in Ms. 
Lewinsky that he was uncertain 
whether he would remain mar¬ 
ried after he left the White 
House. ... Ms. Lewinsky thought, 
according to Ms, Erbland, that 
"maybe she will be his wife." 
•On 10 to 15 occasions, she and 
the President had phone sex. 
• Ms. Lewinsky and the President 

Is Your Body Getting you Down? 

Let me put my hands on You! 

•Close to campus and downtown 
•Personal one hour treatment sessions 
•Comprehensive, tun, cheerful atmosphere 
•Extended health plans, reasonable rates 

Evelyn Southen Physiotherapy 
BHSc (PT) R.RT. 

Post-graduate Study of Osteopathy. 
Canadian College of Osteopathy 

68 Pembroke Street 

For all your bumps, spills and headaches 

Call 544-7023 to discuss or schedule an appointment. 

exchanged numerous gifts. By her 
estimate, she gave him about 30 
items, and he gave her about 18. 
•[During the first few instances 
of oral sex,] he stopped her 
before he ejaculated because. Ms. 
Lewinsky testified, "he didn't 
know me well enough or he 
didn't trust me yet." 
•At one point during [a sexual] 
encounter, someone entered the 
Oval Office. In Ms. Lewinsky's 
recollection, "The President 
zipped up real quickly and went 
out and came back in. ... I just 
remember laughing because he 
had walked out there and he was 
visibly aroused, and I just thought 
it was funny." 
•On August 18. [1996], Ms. 
Lewinsky attended the 
President's 50th birthday party at 
Radio City Music Hall. ... 
According to Ms. Lewinsky, when 
the President reached past her at 
the rope line to shake hands with 
another guest, she reached out 
and touched his crotch in a "play¬ 
ful" fashion. 

•On Saturday, May 24, 1997. 
according to Ms. Lewinsky, the 
President ended their intimate 
relationship. ... Earlier in his 
marriage, he told her, he had 
had hundreds of affairs; but 
since turning 40, he had made a 
concerted effort to be faithful. 
He said he was attracted to Ms. 
Lewinsky, considered her a 
great person, and hoped they 
would remain friends. He 
pointed out that he could do a 
great deal for her. The situation, 
he stressed, was not Ms- 
Lewinsky's fault. Ms. Lewinsky, 

weeping, tried to persuade the 
President not to end the sexua 
relationship, but he waS 

unyielding... 
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m <•«»»< “»‘r. Return of the ice age Lacrosse 
The Journal experts preview the NHL season starts 

Major League Baseball 
ROCKED BY CANCER 

As a result of tragic circum¬ 

stances, Major League Baseball 

is now faced with an opportu¬ 

nity to take its World Series to 

another level — acknowledging 

a disease which has taken the 

lives of millions of people. 

Since the playoffs have begun, 

Darryl Strawberry has under¬ 

gone surgery for colon cancer 

and Cal Ripken Sr. has begun 

chemotherapy to treat lung 

cancer. In addition to these 

tragic cases, former major-lea¬ 

guers Mark Belanger and Dan 

Quisenberry have succumbed 

to this horrible disease. 

The day before Game 3 of 

their divisional playoffs against 

the Texas Rangers, the New 

York Yankees found our that 

Strawberry was going to miss 

the rest of the playoffs because 

a large portion of his intestine 

had to be removed to stop the 

spread of a walnut-sized 

tumour found in his colon. 

After watching his son com¬ 

plete his record of consecutive 

games played, former Balti¬ 

more Orioles manager and 

coach Cal Ripken Sr. 

announced that he was under¬ 

going treatment for lung 

cancer. 

Former Kansas City Royals' 

relief ace Quisenberry died at 

the age of 45 from brain cancer. 

He had undergone surgery 

twice since last December and 

was recently named to the Roy¬ 

als’ Hall of Fame. At the induc¬ 

tion ceremony this past 

summer, former teammate 

Frank White, now a Royals 

coach, sobbed openly on the 

sidelines. Finally, one of the 

best fielding shortstops in the 

history of baseball, Baltimore 

Oriole Mark Belanger passed 

away from lung cancer after 

being diagnosed last year. 

Major League Baseball 

should pay tribute to the rhese 

players. It would be a great 

opportunity' to raise money for 

cancer research. Perhaps the 

Commissioner's office could 

suggest to the owners of the 

two World Series finalists’ that 

they donate $1 from every 

ticket sold to cancer research. 

This alone could possibly raise 

over $300,000. If given the 

opportunity, 1 am sure millions 

of baseball fans would answer 

the call and donate money to 

this noble cause as well. 

If Christmas camp, early... 
•A Canadian hockey team 

would be playing deep into 

June. 

•The actual game of soccer 

would rival the excitement 

of FIFA '98 on the 

Nintendo. 

* Hat tricks would outnumber 

concussions in die NHL this 

year. 

By Aaron Collins 

In Canada, the month of 

October signifies Oktoberfest 

beer guzzling and Thanksgiving 

turkey shoveling. The only thing 

better than these events is the 

start of the NHL season on Octo¬ 

ber 9. 

WEST — Colorado 
The defending champs, having 

added Deutcshlander Uwe Krupp 

to the blueline and having Sergei 

Federov in the lineup for the 

whole season make them formi¬ 

dable opponents again. However, 

with the addition of Brett Hull 

and the full recovery of Joe 

Nieuwendyk, the Dallas Stars are 

poised to take their second Presi¬ 

dent’s Trophy as the NHL’s best 

for the regular season. Unfortu¬ 

nately, over the past 10 years this 

title has not served teams well on 

their way to the Stanley Cup. 

Look for the Colorado 

Avalanche to come out of the 

Western Conference, beating out 

the Red Wings in the conference 

finals. With scrappy yet talented 

veterans like Joe Sakic and 

Claude Lemieux, and three Stan¬ 

ley Cup rings in nets from Patrick 

Roy, the Avs are ready to sip from 

the Cup once again. 

EAST — Philadelphia 
The old Wales conference wall 

be much more interesting as it 

lacks the powerhouses that dom¬ 

inate the Western Conference. 

With Mike Richter focusing on 

hockey pucks rather than dollar 

signs and Wayne Gretzky being 

Wayne Gretzky, look for the New 

York Rangers to be tough come 

playoff time. The Buffalo Sabres 

and New Jersey Devils each with 

excellent goaltending, will be 

tough nuts to crack. However, 

with a rookie coach in Jersey and 

each team lacking significant 

scoring punch, both will have 

trouble winning in the ‘second 

season.’ 

Still, with a healthy Eric Lin- 

dros-John LeClair combination, a 

large defence corps and finally an 

NHL calibre goalie in the form of 

John Vanbiesbrouck, the Beast of 

the East will most likely be the 

Philadelphia Flyers. 

Playoff avalanche 
Colorado against Philadelphia 

should finally give fans some¬ 

thing other than a sweep to look 

forward to. In the end, the big ‘E’ 

will have to wait a little longer to 

join the likes of Gretzky and 

Lemieux as Colorado will take 

the series in six. 

By Keith Gerein 

West — Dallas 
A lot of analysts have picked 

the Stars as the team most likely 

to knock off Detroit, and for 

good reason. Dallas has added 

sniper Brett Hull to an already 

potent offence, the Stars’ defence 

corps is arguably the best in the 

league, and they have tremen- | 

dous depth. The Red Wings and j 
Avalanche will dominate their 

respective divisions in the regular 

season, but come playoff rime, 

the team from Texas will be too 

hot to handle. 

Watch out for Los Angeles to 

make a statement this season. 

The Kings have one of the tough¬ 

est, nastiest squads in the league 

and under the Norris Trophy 

tutelage of defenceman Rob 

Blake, L.A. will have a devastat¬ 

ing power play. 

Fans of Western Canadian 

teams shouldn’t worry about 

making vacation plans in May, 

because all three squads — Cal¬ 

gary, Edmonton, and Vancouver 

— aren’t likely to make the post¬ 

season. Assuming they sign Doug 

Weight, the Oilers probably have 

the best chance due to their speed 

and forechecking, but my fat 

uncle Lome could stop more 

pucks than Bob Essensa. 

EAST — Buffalo 
In the new NHL, big and 

tough is out, and small and quick 

is in, a pattern which will be 

aided this year when the league 

repositions the nets and the intro¬ 

duces a two referee system. 

hot 

e see Stars on page 17 
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HOCKEY POOL 
RULES 

1. Pick three forwards, two defenceman, one enforcer and one goalie. Enforcers will receive 

one point for every five penalty minutes. Goalies will be given two points for a win and three 

points for a shutout. 

2. Pool is open to Queen’s students, faculty and staff only. No cost to enter but only one entry per 

person. Deliver entries to The Journal house at 272 Earl Street. Once entry has been 

received, no changes will be permitted. Deadline for submissions is Friday, October 16 at 4 p.m. 

3. Points will be tabulated from start of regular season to Mar. 12. Standings will be published 

occasionally in The Journal. Winners Mil be announced March 19. Top three scores will receive 

prizes. 

NAME 

PHONE NO. 

FACULTY/YE AR_ 

E-MAIL 

Forwards (pick 3) 

I I Ron Francis,CAR 

I I Joe Sakic, COL 

□ Jaroinir Jagr, PIT 

□ Mike Modano, DAL 

[~1 Mais Sundin, TOR 

fT Zigmund Palffy, NYI 

f~1 Peter Forsberg, COL 

□ Sergei Federov, DET 

(~) Keith Tkachuck, PHO 

□ Wayne Gretzky, NYR 

(~I Eric Lindros, PHI 

□ Paul Kariya, ANA 

l~l John Lcclair, PHI 

□ Peter Bondra, WAS 

□ Teemu Selanne, ANA 

n Alexei Yashin, OTT 

Entries due by 
Friday, Oct. 16 @ 4 p.m. 

Deliver entries to 272 Earl Street 

For more info call 545-2800 

Goalies (pick 1) 1 Defence (pick 2) 

CD Chris Osgood, DET 

□ Patrick Roy, COL 

f~~l Martin Brodcur, NJ 

□ Mike Richter, NYR 

□ Curtis Joseph, TOR 

CD Doniinik Hasck, BUF 

□ Olaf Kolzig, WAS 

□ Oleg Tverdovsky, PHO 

CDEd Jovanovski, FLA 

□ Sergei Gonchar, WAS 

□ Vladimir Malakov, MON 

1 1 Roman Hamrlik, EDM 

n Bryan Berard, NYI 

□ Brian Leetch, NYR 

n Scott Niedermayer, NJ 

1 1 Sandis Ozolinsh, COL Enforcers (pick 1) 
1 1 Sergei Zubov, DAL 

O Paul Laus, FLA 1 1 Niklas Lidstrom, DET 

[~~l Matthew Burnaby, BUF 1—i Al Maclnnis, STL 

□ Chris Simon, WAS □ Rob Blake, LA 

□ Tic Domi, TOR 1 1 Kevin Hatcher, PIT 

Sandy McCarthy, TB l~l Steve Duchesne, LA 

□ Donald Brashear, VAN |~| Larry Murphy, DET 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s women’s 

lacrosse team began their inau¬ 

gural season with varsity status 

in style by beating McGill and 

the University of Toronto on 

Saturday, October 3. 

The squad defeated Toronto 

in their first game of the season 

by a 7-4 score, paced by Janet 

Pye, a fourth-year computer sci¬ 

ence student, with a three goal 

performance. The team imme¬ 

diately followed that up with a 

15-0 trouncing of McGill, with 

six goals coming off of the stick 

of veteran centre/coach Anne 

Benedetti. 

The wins, while seemingly 

easy, have come after a lot of 

change for this team, which is 

moving from competitive club 

status to varsity recognition. 

“This is a transition year for 

us,” said Benedetti. “We are 

running the team the same way 

as last season, but we are mov¬ 

ing in the right direction.” 

With the practices and 

administrative issues being dealt 

with by a three person execu¬ 

tive; Benedetti, Nancy Symons 

and Darcie Spearing, things are 

running fairly smoothly. 

“We get along really well and 

the rest of the team is helping us 

out a lot,” explained Benedetti, 

a fourth-year Con-Ed student. 

While things are going well 

off the field, the team on the 

field is looking to be very strong 

as well. 

“We were expecting our 

strength to be on the attack, but 

with the return of Symons and 

Ainsley Hunt, a first-year stu¬ 

dent who has had a lot of expe¬ 

rience on the junior provincial 

team, on the defence, we are 

very balanced,” said Benedetti, 

who plays on the senior provin¬ 

cial team. 

With the return of a good 

core of veterans and many 

rookies who are contributing, 

the team looks to improve. 

After finishing last season sec¬ 

ond in the conference to York, 

there is only one place to go 

from here. 

With major competition 

coming from Toronto, Guelph 

and Western, the team is look¬ 

ing to win the inaugural OUA 

lacrosse championship. 

“We are a very strong team 

and 1 really think that we can 

contend for the [OUA] champi¬ 

onship,” said Benederti. 

With a 2-0 record, the team 

is well on their way. 

The quest continues on Sun¬ 

day, October 18 at 9 a.m against 

rival York University. The team 

then plays at 1 p.m. versus the 

hapless McGill squad, both 

games taking place on the 

North Field of West Campus. 
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Where teams stand Ini the game 
Queen’s athletics standings as of Oct 8 

MEN'S 
SOCCER 

G W L T P 

G W L T P 

MEN'S RUGBY 

4 0 0 154 58 8 
3 l 0 170 49 6 
3 1 0 150 37 6 
2 2 0 79 43 4 

WOMEN'S RUGBY 

G WLT F A P 
4 4 0 0 10) 41 8 
4 3 1 0 113 27 6 

cr4 2 1 I 138 33 3 
o 4 2 1 1 33 46 3 

4 2 2 0 63 S3 4 
4 1 3 0 38 99 2 
4 0 3 1 23 123 1 
4 0 3 1 34 138 1 

WOMEN'S TENNIS 

, 3 3 26 13 6 
; 2 4 23 19 4 

1 4 10 23 2 

MEN'S TENNIS 

GWl MW ML 
Queen's 6 6 0 36 3 
McMaster 6 5 1 35 7 
Wcsiem 6 5 1 28 14 

CIAU TOP 10 

Men's cross-country 
QWindsor 
2) Guelph 

WOMEN'S LACROSSE 

West 
GWLT F A P 

Guelph 4 3 0 1 42 20 7 
Brock 2 1 1 0 15 18 2 
Western 3 0 2 1 12 23 1 
Laurier 10 10 6 12 0 

O-QIFC FOOTBALL 
G W L F A P 

Queen's 4 3 1 127 43 6 
Ottawa 4 3 1 1-14 65 6 
Bishop’s 5 3 2 111117 6 
Concordia 4 2 2 79 80 4 
Laval 3 2 3 129 103 4 
McGill 3 2 3 40 107 4 
Carleton 5 1 4 66 181 2 

7) Western 
8) Alberta 
9) Laurentian 
10) Manitoba 

WOMEN'S CROSS t 
1) Western 
2) Guelph 
3) Saikatchcwai 
4) Toronto 
5) Alberta 
6) McGill 
7) Victoria 
8) Queen's 

WOMEN'S SOCCER 
1) Alberta 
2) Queen's 
3) British Columbia 
4) Laval 
5) Western Ontario 
6) Dalhousic 
7) Victoria 
8) Guelph 
9) York 
10) Ottawa 

3) Saskatchewan 
4) British Colun 
5) McMasier 
6) Waterloo 
7) Queen's 
8) Calgary 
9) Saint Mary's 
10) Bishop's 

The Queen’s field hockey 
team’s offence was dramatically 
shut down in Nepean on the 
October 3-4 weekend. Amber 
Palmer counted the lone goal for 
the Gaels as they lost all three 
games. On Saturday, the Gaels 
lost 2-0 to Toronto and 2-1 to 
Western and Sunday saw the 
team limp home after losing to 
Guelph 2-0. 

Women's rugby 

The women’s rugby team 
continued their struggles after 
being pummeled by McMaster 
University by a count of 65-0. 

weight eight men with the 
fourth-place finish. 

In an exhibition tournament 
the men’s volleyball team swept 
all five games and were crowned 
tournament champions at the 
Brock Invitational. On their way 
to the top, the Gaels beat Lau¬ 
rentian 3-0, Guelph 3-1, Laurier 
3-1, McMaster 3-0 and Ryerson 
3-0. With these resounding vic¬ 
tories, it looks like an exciting 
year for the men’s team. 

Rowing 

Queen’s men’s and women’s 
rowing team had a remarkable 
tournament in which there were 
two first-place finishes, two sec¬ 
ond-place finishes and one 
fourth-place finish. Coming in 
first was the lightweight coxed 
four men and the lightweight 
eight women. Finishing second 
was the lightweight double 
women and the lightweight eight 
men. Rounding out the success¬ 
ful tournament was the heavy- 

The men’s waterpolo team 
defeated Ottawa by a formidable 
count of 18-3 but then took two 
steps back because of losses to 
Carleton (13-8) and York 
(13-10). 

The men’s golf team came 
within an inch of winning the 
OUA Golf Championship. The 
team finished a close second to 
the University of Ottawa, taking 
609 shots to Ottawa’s 610. The 
team was led by captain Matt 
McCloy’s fourth place finish. 

Have 
Pouch 
Will 
Travel. 

The Roots Kanga Hoody 
Regular $54 95 

ROOTS NOW $39." 

KINGSTON 
Canadian Made 

100% Cotton 
3 Colours 

4 Sizes 

229 Princess Street - 546 - 7668 - Open Sundays 

Sunday Pasta Might 
Salad., Pasta & Foccacia 

$4.96 

the most powerful Canadian sea,c 
iheng’ne 

„ presented 

Sports &c Fitness 

Stars to 
shine 
Continued from page 15 

It is for this reason that I like 
the Sabres, whose speedy for¬ 
wards skated circles around Eric 
Lindros and the rest of the 
orange giants in Philadelphia in 
last year’s playoffs. The Sabres 
don’t have a proven goal scorer, 
bur they get the job done because 
they play as a team. 

Other teams to keep an eye on 
include the Bruins and the Hurri¬ 
canes, even if no one in North 
Carolina knows or cares about 
hockey. The Canadian teams in 
this conference will fair a little 
better than their counterparts in 
the west, but don’t expect any 
miracles. Although they’ll never 
get far in the post-season without 
more scoring, the Senators are 
probably the best of the three 
because they know how to 
backcheck. Montreal has explo¬ 
sive potential but a porous 
defence means the shaky Jocelyn 
Thibault is going to see a lot of 
rubber this winter. Toronto’s 
problems in recent years have 
stemmed from poor defence, not 
poor goaltending, so the signing 
of Curtis Joseph is really no help. 

TOASTING TEXAS 

The Dominqtor and a gutsy 
team effort might get Buffalo to 
Game 6 or 7, but the Stars’ lethal 
firepower and punishing defence 
will be too much for the over¬ 
worked Sabres to overcome. 

nif ii m t bci win 
Setting for victory ‘The scoring machine’ 

Female 

This week’s Queen's Journal 
female athlete of the week, 
Julie Macmillan is poised to 
help lift the women’s volleyball 
team to new heights. Macmil¬ 
lan, a fourth-year physical edu¬ 
cation student from Oakville, 
was named to the all-star team 
after an outstanding perfor¬ 
mance at the Brock Exhibition 
tournament on October 2-4. 

Macmillan was instrumental 
in a 3-2 Gaels win over 
McMaster which saw them 
advance to the gold medal 
game. She excelled in the 
match and finished with 168 
assists, 52 kills, 20 digs and 
two service aces. Later that day, 
the team lost the gold medal 
game to Laurier by a score of 3- 
2. Macmillan, however, contin¬ 
ued her strong play and 
recorded 136 assists, 41 kills 
and eight digs. 

In her opinion, the volley¬ 
ball team showed a lot of char¬ 
acter in the tournament and 
showed that they definitely 
have the ability to fight back. 

While the exhibition tourna¬ 
ment was a “good team build¬ 
ing experience,” it is time to 
shift the focus to October 30 
— the start of the regular sea¬ 
son according to Macmillan. 

The team has two tourna¬ 
ments before the regular season 
begins, one of which will be 
hosted here at Queen’s during 
the weekend of October 23-25. 
However, these will be tune- 
ups for the pending regular sea¬ 
son. 

After finishing her first three 
season eighth in the OUA, 
Macmillan and the team have 
vowed to not finish in that 
position again. 

“(While) we haven’t said 
what our goals are as of yet, we 
know we want to finish higher 
than eighth.” 

If the other members of the 
women’s volleyball team are 
able to raise their level of play 
to that of Macmillan’s, then the 
disappointing eighth-place fin¬ 
ishes will be a thing of the past. 

Seventeen goals is a good 
season total for most lacrosse 
players, but for this week’s 
Queen’s Journal male athlete 
of the week, it is all in a week¬ 
end’s work. 

Neil ‘the scoring machine’ 
Boon, a fourth-year attack, 
scored eight goals in an 11-9 
win over Brock’s 'B' squad and 
then followed that up with a 
nine goal performance in their 
13-2 rout of Laurier, giving the 
squad a 4-1 record. 

While the Laurier win 
seemed like a walk in the park, 
things got pretty tough on the 
lacrosse pitch. 

“When they got down 
things got pretty rough in 
there,” said the battered and 
bruised Guelph native. 

Despite the constant physi¬ 
cal attention, Boon’s team¬ 
mates marvel at his skill 
around the net. 

“[Boon] is just so good 
around the net, when he gets 
the ball, it is amazing how he 
finishes,” said veteran Jake 
Kuiken. 

The three-time team scoring 
leader is equally willing to 
heap praise upon his team¬ 
mates. “I have benefited from 

being on the receiving end of a 
lot of good set-ups from the 
attack and midfield,” he 
explained 

That said, there is more to 
Boon’s game then his quick 
stick and poise around the net. 

“He has contributed a lot to 
our character as a team, he is a 
good leader,” said veteran 
long-stick Steve MacLeod. 

With games coming up 
against the vaunted Brock ‘A’ 
and Guelph sides, the team is 
hoping to hold on to third 
place. 

“It is going to come down to 
us, York and Western for third 
place,” said Boon. “I believe 
that we can get that spot. 

If this weekend is any indi¬ 
cation, he will play a big role 
in that quest. 

Want a 

The official graduate photographer 

of the Tricolour Yearbook is hiring 

4-5 part-time RECEPTIONISTS. 
Apply by dropping offa retume and 

cover letter to the AMS office by 

October 23 @ 4:30pm. 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

The Campus Bookstore 

Is Pleased To Announce Our New 
Regular Hours Designed To Serve 
You Better: 

Monday-Friday 9 AM - 8 PM 
Saturday 10 AM-5 PM 

And Always Open At: 
www.campusbookstore.com 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

545-2955 • After January 1st 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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RAGING SPIRITS FROM THE WEST 

Vancouver’s Spirit of the West sweeps over K-Town 

Concert Review 

By Trung Nguyen 

Amidst bobbing heads, flailing hands and a constant 

shower of beer, Vancouver-based; Spirit of the West 

rocked a capacity crowd Wednesday night at AJ’s. The 

| band has always had a strong following in Kingston, 

especially amongst the student population at Queen’s. 

; Their concert Wednesday night was further proof of, 

why fans keep coming back rimeiand time again — a 

: Spirit of the West show is not just a concert; it is an! 

experience. 

The show was to be opened by critically acclaimed 

Toronto-Abased songstress Emro-Gryner. Unfortunately, 

; Grvner fell ill shortly before the show, and had to drop 

our at the last minute. Any disappointment that may 

have resided in rhe audience quickly subsided when 

Spirit of the West took the stage. As soon as the first 

note rung through the PA system at AJ’s, a frenzy of, 

bodies swarmed the dance floor. Wirh incredible 

energy and enthusiasm, the band proceeded to take 

the audience on a two hour journey of dance, may¬ 

hem, and pure unadulterated fun. Their accomplished 

! musicianship shone throughout the. performance, 

accentuating each member’s unique talents and contri- 

: butions. It’s refreshingito see a band that allows all its 

members to have equal time in rhe spotlight. Even the 

merchandise manager was given credit when the band 

dedicated a song to him. 

The band paid tribute to Kingston’s own Tragically 

Hip during the concert by playing a song inspired by 

their recent.tour wirh them in the Uni ted. States. Dur¬ 

ing an interview, lead vocalist Geoffrey Kelly cited The 

Hip as one of his favourite bands, and said he admires 

the cryptic lyricism that Gord Downie has been able to 

achieve with his song-writing. When asked about how 

he felt about his own lyrical development, Kelly 

responded by saying that “if someone spells it out for 

you on the first listen, then it just doesn’t demand as 

much from the listener.” 

Along with vocalist and guitarist John Mann, Kelly 

assumes the responsibility of conceiving and develop¬ 

ing the songs. Kelly and Mann have been called the 

best song-writing team in Canada. Their songs span a 

diverse spectrum of human experiences that range 

anywhere from university drinking anthems such as 

“Home for a Rest,” to more introspective and darker 

songs such as “Tell Me What I Think.” 

One of the highlights of Wednesday night’s concert 

was when drummer Vince Ditrich serenaded the audi¬ 

ence with his rendition of the waltzy “That’s AmorC” 

: Accompanied by Hugh McMillan on the mandolin 

l and Tobin Frank on the accordion, Ditrich inspired the 

audience to join in the song by guiding them through 

the operatic melody at the end. Ditrich also provided 

another highlight later in the night when he drank, or 

more appropriately, showered himself with an entire I 

bottle of beer at the beckoning of the audience. The 

i. band made no apologies for their wild and footloose 

stage antics, and this seemed to reflect in the loud and 

. boisterous audience. By the end of their first set, most 

' people were arm in arm, singing along with rhe band. 

Of course the reason for this could have been the song i 

that they chose fo end their first set: “Home For a 

Rest.” Needless to say, the floor at AJ’s deserves more 

credit than it receives. 

However, the crowd seemed dissatisfied with just 

one .set. Always willing to please their fans, Spirit of 

the West came back and went right into one of their 

perennial favourites “Sadness Grows.” Even after fin¬ 

ishing the second set, the crowds’ chants for an encore 

only grew louder. So after nearly two hours of all out 

playing, Spirit of the West took to the stage for their 

second encore. Kelly took the reins and kicked into a 

traditional Celtic tune, but with his own little spin on 

things. Foreyer the showman, Kelly rhymed his way 

through introducing the band, member by member. 

Impromptu. 

While the creativity and spontaneity pf Spirit of the 

West is one of their calling cards, they have suffered in 

achieving more mainstream success in part due to their 

refusal to fall into the “fatal-mistake” of adhering to 

popular fads. “Like every other band, we’d just like to 

have a little bit more success. It just makes life easier. 

The fact of the matter is that for us, there really isn’t 

rhat cushion,” said Kelly, 

Although the dynamic band has seen members 

Please see Spirit on page 21 

Traveller crosses borders 
Agnes exhibit fuses nature with metropolis 

Art Review 

By Virginia Wigmore 

At the forefront of the recent resurgence of abstract 

art is the young Toronto-based artist Sheila Gregory. 

She is known for her ability to capture the raw essence 

and animal nature of the urban environment. Her lat¬ 

est exhibit Traveller however, does not possess the 

same maniac qualities of her previous works. Instead, 

traces of past cultures and hints of the harsh reality of 

nature intermingle with the world of neon lights and 

bustling metropolises. This transformation is a result 

of Gregory’s travels to the Arctic Circle, and her exca¬ 

vation of Thule whaling villages on Somerset Island. 

The brush strokes are intense, driven 
with emotion, yet placed by intuition, 
while the pools of acrylic paint are the 

consequence of simply pouring the 
paint onto the canvas and letting it 

forge its own path. 

Gregory’s work utilizes the technique of multiple 

layering, intermixing the gassy lines of spray enamel 

with intense pools of acrylic paint. The enigmatic lines 

and shapes found in Gregory’s work are meant to act 

as a metaphor for the bewildering junction between 

physical movement, memory and the passage of time. 

The application of the various materials echoes the 

uncertainty and risk of everyday life. The brush strokes 

are intense, driven with emotion, yet placed by intu¬ 

ition, while the pools of acrylic paint are the conse¬ 

quence of simply pouring the paint onto the canvas 

and letting it forge its own path. Gregory sees painting 

as a means of tapping into the unconscious mind, basi¬ 

cally surrendering herself to her emotions and 

materials. 

“Shore Site” is a modern 
interpretation of the circle of life, with 

the first and last layers of paint 
embodying life and the middle layers, 

death or destruction. 

The painting entitled “Shore Site” uses the layering 

of the paint to represent the levels of earth uncovered 

on an archaeological dig. At the forefront are large 

patches of green and black paint, representing vegeta¬ 

tion and soil. Beneath the layers of green and black, are 

layers of white and red, alluding to the whale blood 

that would have saturated the snow surrounding the 

various Thule whaling villages. Encircling the initial 

colours are layers of brown and yellow, reminiscent of 

the sod houses, bone fragments and assorted tools that 

would have once been used in the ancient villages of 

this now extinct society. The power of this painting 

lies in the combination of the death that the dig uncov¬ 

ered and the possibility of the life and happiness that 

once infected these villages, as hinted at by the strokes 

of vibrant colours that peak through the layers. 

“Shore Site” is a modern interpretation of the circle 

of life, with the first and last layers of paint embodying 

life and the middle layers, death or 

destruction. 

A graduate of York University, she appeared in mul¬ 

tiple solo and group shows since 1988. Gregory is 

acknowledged as one of the driving forces in artist- 

organized exhibits, which have revitalized the Toronto 

art scene in recent years. Her current exhibit entitled 

Traveller is on display at the Agnes Etherington Art 

Centre until November 1 and is worth seeing for its 

unique comparison of the stark environment of the 

Canadian north to the barrage of visual sensations 

encountered in Canadian cities. 

Tuesday. October 13, 1998 
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Curio-us? 
Zine hits the music scene 

Magazine Review 

By Lindsay Robertson 

Curio, a free-thinking, intel¬ 

ligent publication, is truly a 

mixed bag of fruits. 

A quarterly thar labels itself 

: as an Independent Arts and 

Entertainment Forum, it’s rhe 

first magazine I’ve read which 

covers such a broad range of, 

quite frankly, anything and 

everything. 

Promising that you will “dis¬ 

cover the subversive pleasure 

of thinking for yourself,” Curio 
gathers all the interesting and 

original bits you might find in 

the deepest corners of other 

magazines and puts them in the 

first few pages. An excerpt 

from the Fabio’s new romantic 

novel (tongue in cheek one 

hopes), original amvork and 

poetry, wise words from the 

New York urban caveman and 

a lengthy article on sari tying, 

all before you can say “why 

haven’t I bought this already?” 

Indeed why not, when it 

insures me that one can sound 

positively more urban after 

consumption. 

Random miscellanea and 

elephant facts aside (the aver¬ 

age trunk is composed of 

60,000 muscles), the column 

and feature writing in Curio is 

both intelligent and hard hit¬ 

ting. Journalist Celia Farber, a 

major figure in the Spin Trial, 

a campaign against sexual 

: harassment, speaks out 

exhaustively about her year 

and a half on the case. What is 

immediately recognizable is 

that Farber, and all the other 

writers in Curio, really know 

what they are talking about. 

As one columnist Lucy Gwin 

points out, they are tackling 

issues which other journals 

fail to take on board. And if 

they do, they do not deal with 

them in such a down to earth 

and concise manner that is rel¬ 

evant to their subject matter. 

All other stories of interest 

are brilliantly illustrated and 

encapsulate something for us 

all, including personal 

accounts of travel, childbirth 

and the growing problem of 

American gigolos in Cuba. My 

personal favourite, is a six page 

special on the comic book col¬ 

lege in New Jersey. Further to 

rhe back you’ll discover rhe 

reading list entitled “Five 

books to read with a drink in 

your hand and your toes in the 

sand” along with comprehen¬ 

sive music and film reviews and 

many humorous asides. 

Curio is indeed limitless and 

it certainly enjoys telling you 

just that. On the subscription 

page at the hack it promises to 

be like a full meal of fine 

bohemian cuisine. The layout 

and artwork alone could be 

enough to keep your interest 

and with a lovely picture of ke 

T on the front what more 

could you ask for? 

Being a glossy magazine 

queen myself, Curio was a wel¬ 

come break from being told the 

10 fundamental steps to great 

love. I liked it and learned a 

lot. I can now step outside con¬ 

fident of my new found urban 

street cool armed with facts a 

plenty to impress my friends 

with during Sunday brunch. 

Did I enjoy thinking for 

myself? I normally do anyway 

and I’m not sure whether 

relling people en masse to 

chink for themselves really 

constitutes the basis of free 

thinking. 

However, Curio definitely 

opened my eyes to a distinc¬ 

tively individual but unpreten¬ 

tious style of magazine culture. 

Still, if ir is all a wee bit 

much and you’re after some¬ 

thing less eclectic then there is 

always the novel Wild, Fabio’s 

newest. 

Antz takes a stance 
Animated film bugs with vague politics 

Movie Review 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

After exhausting the cul¬ 

tural history and folk tales of 

several continents over a 

decade of animated features, 

major studios have seen their 

options shrink to the point 

where the micro-world of 

insects is one of the few unex¬ 

plored plot devices. 

Autz, the first of two 

bug-themed major-studio releases 

to hit theatres before Decem¬ 

ber, is highly successful as a 

comedy, visually entertaining 

but frustratingly vague in its 

politics. Unlike George 

Orwell’s 1984 and Animal 
Farm, two works to which Autz 
owes a deep measure of grati¬ 

tude, Antz pushes the audience 

to the brink of one mode of i 

thought before recklessly 

falling back upon the oppo¬ 

site. The resulting political 

stance — if Antz can be i 

said to have one — is | 

either ground-breaking in 

its fusion of socialist and 

democratic principles or 

careless in its confused mes¬ 

sage of individuality within 

collective. 

Antz tells the story of Z 

(with the voice of Woody 

Allen), a neurotic and utterly 

insignificant worker ant who 

longs for personal freedom and 

escape from the rigours of his 

work as a “dirt relocation engi¬ 

neer.” Switching places with his 

soldier-ant friend (Sylvester 

Stallone), Z becomes known as 

a war-hero after inadvertently 

surviving an offensive manoeu¬ 

vre against the “termite enemy.” 

In the meantime, his soldier-ant 

friend discovers his unadulter¬ 

ated love for the life of a 

worker ant. After Z escapes the 

ant colony by kidnapping the 

Princess (don’t ask why a neu¬ 

rotic Woody Allen worker-ant 

would kidnap a Sharon Stone 

princess-ant... or why a 

hard-line communistic ant 

colony would be governed by a 

monarchy. It all seemed to 

make some sort of sense at the 

time), rumours of Z’s revolu¬ 

tionary zeal electrify the colony. 

Furtive whispers transmit the 

secrets of a labour strike of 

truly minuscule proportions — 

ants suddenly realize that “the 

workers control the means of 

production!” and “we don’t 

have to work!” At this point the 

film’s politics seem obvious; the 

pro-individualistic worker’s 

movement in the face of tyran¬ 

nical military rule read like a 

scathing debunking of Stalinis- 

tic communism; but the politi¬ 

cal philosophy does not end 

there. 

After the princess is forcibly 

returned to rhe colony, Z 

returns in an effort to free her. 

In doing so, the two intrepid 

ants stumble upon a diabolical 

plot by the colony’s military 

leader to murder the entire ant 

population and start building a 

new colony in a Stalinistic act 

of genocide. The ants are saved 

only through the quick thinking 

and determination of the entire 

colony; in other words, every 

individual’s contribution to the 

collective good allows the 

colony to survive. Confused 

yet? 

Paradoxically, Antz seeks to 

be both pro-socialist and 

pro-individualistic. The film’s 

ultimate message reads like this: 

it is okay to exist as a mindless 

automaton worker drone in an 

unfeeling collective as long as 

you choose this fate. But who in 

their right mind would? Per¬ 

haps this is the source of some 

of the film’s odd politics. Ants 

are organized in colonies and 

are, as they relate to human 

politics, communist in their 

organization of population and 

labour. However, in making a 

film where ants are the main 

characters, a balance must be 

found between such automatic 

behaviour and something akin 

to personality. Perhaps then, in 

some odd, insect-like way, this 

makes sense. But again, it is 

hard to imagine any rational 

creature choosing to adopt such 

a role. 

Perhaps the film does not 

intend to be considered in 

such a philosophical light. 

Antz is a solidly funny film, 

relying on dialogue and 

wit to supply the majority 

of laughs. Woody Allen 

reminds a generation of 

movie-goers of his consid¬ 

erable talents as a comedian, 

putting in his first truly like- 

’ able performance in many years 

as, ironically, a bug. Christo¬ 

pher Walken and Sylvester Stal¬ 

lone are also particularly 

effective in their roles. Of 

course, as is to be expected of 

such a major production, the 

entirely computer generated 

film is a visual spectacle, full of 

vibrant colour, alien insect 

architecture and engrossing 

landscapes. When taken for 

what the film does best — 

showcase Woody Allen’s comic 

gifts and allow the computer 

animators a chance to shine — 

Antz succeeds brilliantly. When 

it takes itself seriously and 

attempts to allegorize recent 

human political history, Antz 
only manages to make a mole¬ 

hill out of a mountain. 

Queen's University LSAT Nov. 7 & 8. 
Register at 1 877 PREP.COM or at 
Queen's University Continuing & 

Distance Studies, Macintosh-Corry 
Hall, FI 00. 

Fee: $260.00 
www.prep.com 1 877 prep.com 

KINGSTON IN 
FEBRUARY SUCKS! FORMAL 

* 

A week in the Club Vila on the beach in 

Cancun however, does not. 
■ v 

$1389.00 per person 
Taxes included V 

ALL INCLUSIVE! 

Limted Space! |\/| 21ET |j |1 
SOON! TRAVEL 

370 King St. 
f ■ t- "»<\ Hair Design • Tanning Salon 

|l 11 376 Barrie Street 
\_J LJ1_LJ CB13) 542-OS23 

Call Betty 549-4400 
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Rotate this! 

LAURYN.HILVii 

a pleasant Spanish guitar 

melody. However, Hill hasn’t 

forgotten her roots as some 

tracks are reminiscent of her 

involvement with The Fugees. 

The heavily rotated “Doo Wop 

(That Thing)” has her belting 

the chords and rapping furi¬ 

ously to the beats that has made 

her so popular since her sweet 

rendition of “Killing Me 

Softly.” 

With her flattering and 

Lauryn Hill exceptional debut album it is 

The Miseducation of Lauryn obvious that Lauryn Hill is 

Hill much smarter then her misedu- 

Columbia Music cation leads us to believe. 

By Anna Nesbitt 

I’m not exactly an expert on 

rap music, as I grew up in a 

house surrounded by alternative 

sounds, so I was a bit reluctant 

to listen to Lauryn Hill’s solo 

debut The Miseducation of 

Lauryn Hill. 

You may remember Lauryn 

Hill from such musical master¬ 

pieces as the Fugees’ The Score 

or maybe even recognized her 

from Sister Act 11; Back in the 

Habit. Her most current CD, 

The Miseducation of Lauryn 

Hill proves her ability to suc¬ 

ceed as a solo artist. Her strong 

and unique vocals have sky¬ 

rocketed her album into the 

number one position for several 

weeks on major charts. Her 

lyrics are complicated since they 

represent views concerning 

issues based on her personal life 

including political and social 

problems she grew up with. 

Overall, the CD’s sound is 

mellow as Hill has stepped out 

of the boundaries of the tradi¬ 

tional hip hop/soul genre by 

experimenting with various cul¬ 

tural influences such as the 

track “Ex-Factor” which boasts 

e&l 

Events list 

Queen's 
Entertainment 

Card 
For access to great 

Queen's events! 

for an event? 

Sell thorn at: 

CallMS-ZI20 

Tickets sold art: 

Chemical Brothers 
Brothers Gonna Work it Out 

Virgin Records 

By Andrew Limmert 

The Chemical Brothers are 

back at last. Arguably credited 

with popularizing techno and 

spawning a new offshoot genre 

of music, dubbed Electronica, 

the Chemical Brothers have 

released a new CD which may 

surprise some of their die-hard 

fans. Instead of following their 

wildly-successful 1997 record, 

Dig Your Ou/n Hole, with a new 

compilation of original tunes, 

the Brothers have chosen to 

release a selection of music that 

is “a collection that sums up the 

whole DJing history of the 

duo.” Included is a psychedelic 

melange of remixes, reworking 

a few songs from the band’s 

past releases and mixing in a 

variety of funk, trip-hop, 

acid-house, dance, electronica, 

and even some pop. 

Essentially, the album listens 

like a night at your favorite rave 

bar. The CD is divided into five 

tracks, with each track com¬ 

posed of a flow of four or five 

songs, mixed seamlessly 

together. The end result is over 

an hour of solid, non-stop 

beats. 

Admittedly, Brothers 
Gonna Work It Out will 
be less accessible than 
Dig Your Own Hole and 

Exit Planet Dust to 
many of the Chemical 

Bros’ fans. 

With 23 full-length songs 

mashed together into five 

tracks, it is hard to assess each 

remix individually, but there is 

certainly a trend in the way that 

the CD was arranged. The 

duo’s patented drum and bass 

beats and melodic repetition tie 

the songs together. The Chem¬ 

ical Brothers then mixed in 

some of their favorite reworked 

tunes from their years of DJing 

in Great Britain and around the 

world. 

The first track throws a bit of 

funk into the mix, ranging from 

the title track Willie Hutch’s 

“Brothers Gonna Work It Out” 

to samples of “The Jimmy Cas¬ 

tor Bunch” and “On The House 

. . with a little Chemical 

Brothers with Justin Warfield to 

round out the score. Track 2 

features Kenny Dope, Badder 

Than Evil with Hot Wheels - 

The Chase, Unique 3, and the 

Love Corporation. 

Track three loses some of the 

range of the previous two, mov¬ 

ing towards a more drum and 

bass and electronica-oriented 

set. The Micronauts, who are 

featured prominently through¬ 

out the compilation, start off 

with The Jazz. Samples from 

The Serotonin project, Carlos 

Berrios, Freestyle, and Metro 

L.A. follow. Track four features 

an old CB tune, Morning 

Lemon, along with Meat Beat 

Manifesto, Renegade Sound¬ 

wave, DBX, and the Dubtfibe 

Sound System in a harder-edged 

mix with a funky dance beat 

and the refrain “Mars needs 

women.” With the last track on 

the compilation, the duo take 

another change of pace, mixing 

pop tunes by Spiritualized and 

the Manic Street Preachers with 

The Ultra Violet Catastrophe 

and The Riot by Vorzon and 

Botkin. 

Admittedly, Brothers Gonna 

Work It Out will be less accessi¬ 

ble than Dig Your Own Hole 

and Exit Planet Dust to many of 

the Chemical Bros’ fans. The 

duo’s attitudes towards this 

issue are summed up in the CD 

sleeve: “The fact that there are 

no new records on here is testa¬ 

ment to the fact that a mix can 

be timeless rather than just a 

document of where the Chemi¬ 

cal’s are right now.” True, 

Brothers doesn’t feature any 

new popular hits (like Setting 

Sun was in its time), but it is a 

very personal exploration of the 

history of Tom and Ed’s parallel 

DJing career. Any fans of the 

Chemical bothers and house 

mixing should definitely check 

this out. 

Squirrel Nut Zippers 
Perennial Favourites 

Mammoth Records 

By Andy Poole 

Squirrel Nut Zippers /skw- 

erel nut ziperz/n. 1 - an old time 

brand of chewy peanut-flavored 

sweets. 2- A septet from Chapel 

Hill North Carolina formed in 

1993 that plays original music 

crafted in the dixie, ragtime 

jump and jive style. 1 

Their lively, energetic 
sound and their 
irreverent lyrics 

created an 
atmosphere very 

conducive to a garden 
party out of the 

old south. 

Perennial Favourites, the 

third recording released by this 

band that models themselves 

after a pop band from the 1915- 

1925 music era, picks up where 

their last recording finished off. 

I first heard the SNZ two sum¬ 

mers ago. Their lively, energetic 

sound and their irreverent lyrics 

created an atmosphere very 

conducive to a garden party out 

of the old south. 

Perennial Favorites, SNZ’s 

latest offering, continues in this 

vein of music with its tongue 

planted firmly in cheek. The 

first track, “Suits are Picking Up 

the Bill” tells a typical tale of 

musicians being treated to a 

night out on their record com¬ 

pany’s executives (the suits). In 

typical artist fashion, they take 

as much advantage of them as 

will surely be reciprocated. On 

track six, “Trou Macacq,” the 

lyrics tell of the frustration of 

being a pawn in the game of the 

music business —“once upon a 

time we thought we were free 

and had control over des¬ 

tiny...we saw ourselves a com¬ 

petent band, able to reason, 

prosper and plan...when the 

veil was torn from our face we 

became the monkey riding the 

race,” 

The musicianship through¬ 

out the recording is excellent, 

the lyrics are a times thought- 

provoking and at other times 

‘syrupy’ and sentimental, all of 

which combine to make the 

SNZ one of my Perennial 

Favorites. I recommend them 

highly. 

COLEMAN-ELLIS LECTURES 
UNDERGRADUATE COLLOQUIUM 

DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SECURITY 
by: 

Dr. Henk Meijer 

Department of Computing and Information Science 

Queen's University 

Pay -t.v., automatic teller machines, internet traffic, 
cellular telephones, passport control and Qcard are only a few 
examples where we use or need secure communications. Are 
you sure that your cellular telephone conversation is private? 
Can we trust the automatic teller machine to protect your 
personal identification number and bank card information? Is 
your transcript readable to computer hackers (or worse) In all 
ot these cases, cryptography, the art of secret writing, can be 
used to protect sensitive information. In this presentation we 
look at some interesting cryptographic tools that are used in a 
variety of applications. We will also examine some of the 
underlying mathematics and computer algorithms. 

This talk is aimed at undergraduate students No 
particular knowledge of mathematics, computing or 
communications is required, but an interest in mathematics is 
expected. 

Wednesday, October 14, 1998, 8:00 p.m. 
Jeffery Hall, Room 118. 

Lost on the Net? 
Take a class 

at the Library. 

Ask us! 

Queen’s University Libraries 

Tuesday. October 13, 1998 

Arts &c Entertainment 
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Get Out There! Spirit grasps AJ’s 
Movies: 
Playing at the Capitol Theatre until 
Thursday October 15: 
546-5395 

Ronin 4:05. 7:05, 9:55 
Antz 12:15, 12:45,2:30, 3:00, 4:40,5:10, 

7:25. 9:35 

What Dreams May Come 1:30, 4:20, 

7:15, 10:00 

Night at the Roxbury 1:00, 3:10, 5:15, 

7:00. 9:45 

Simon Birch 1:35, 4:05, 7:15 9:50 

Saving Private Ryan 9:00 

Holy Man 1:05, 3:40, 7:10. 9:50 

A Night at the Roxbury 1:00, 3:10, 5:15, 

7:30, 10:00 

Dr.Dolittle 1:10 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex 
until Thursday October 15: 
389-7442 

Rush Hour 7:15, 9:20 
Urban Legends 7:35, 10:00 

One True Thing 6:45, 9:30 

Something About Mary 7:05, 9:30 

How Stella Got Her Groove 
Back 7:05, 9:40 

Playing at the Princess Court 
Cinema from Friday October 2: 
546-3456 

Smoke Signals 7:00, 
Studio 54 9:00 

Live Entertainment: 
On Saturday, October 10 at 

8 p.m., F’LOOM will perform at the 

Edward. Day Gallery. The group is 

described as an a capella performance of 

literature and poetry replicating the 

sounds of classical, jazz, rap and other 

musical styles. Tickets are $ 10 for adults 

and $5 for students. For more informa¬ 
tion call 921-6540. 

On October 17 at 8 p.m. at Balsam Hall 

on Gore Road, the Cantabile Choirs pre¬ 

sent a Bavarian-style Oktoberfest The 

event will include traditional Oktoberfest 

food, a beer garden and a five piece 

band. Reserve tickets by calling 

549-7338. 

Continued from page 17 

come and go within its 15 year history, 

they have largely remained a traditional 

Celtic rock band, opposed to more 

ground-breaking interpretations of 

Celtic music, such as that of Ashley 

Maclsaac. 

Another source of change within the 

band is that they have all matured pri¬ 

vately and musically. “Family will do it 

every time. It just turns your world 

upside down.” Yet Kelly contends that 

the “spirit” of Spirit of the West has 

remained the same. He sees a return to 

even more traditional Celtic roots for 

the band, after experimenting with a 

harder, rockier edge in “Two Headed,” 

and a full orchestra (the Vancouver 

Symphony Orchestra) in “Open Heart 

Symphony.” Kelly believes that the band 

has “always let the songs lead the way.” 

He expects a “Greatest Hits” record to 

be out next summer. The CD will 

include an unreleased version of “And If 

Venice is Sinking” recorded during their 

concert with the Vancouver Symphony 

Orchestra. In the meantime, Spirit of 

the West are nearing the end of their 

Ontario tour and are set to play a cou¬ 

ple of dates in their hometown of Van¬ 

couver. After their Vancouver dates, 

they will be touring in Europe in sup¬ 

port of their 1997 release “Weights and 

Measures.” 

With incredible energy and 
enthusiasm, the band 
proceeded to take the 

audience on a two hour 
journey of dance, mayhem, 
and pure unadulterated fun. 

Let’s hope that Spirit of the West 

continues their tradition of eclectic 

Canadian Celtic Rock. If Wednesday 

night’s performance is any indication, it 

would be safe to assume that the Spirit 

of the West will remain one of Queen’s 

favourite bands. 
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ACROSS 
39 

36 - 

1 - Iranian capital 
7 - _meal 
10 - fossilized resin 
15 - South Pacific Islands 
17 - current epoch 
18 - As opposed to bottom 
19 - _-whiz 
20 - middle eastern alcohol 
21 - actor/director Howard 
22 - type of paint 
24 - antiviral drug used to treat AIDS 
25 - Quebec telephone greeting 
26 - what makes cars go 
27 - measures frequency, abbr. 
29 - moon of Jupiter 
30 - Doe, Ray, _, Stc. 

the study of birds 
_ a wonderful life 

37 - requirments 
38 - _-code 
39 - measures air pressure, abbr. 
40 - either / _ 
41 - seven days 
44 - as opposed to junior, abbr. 
45 - what Ringo might have said to John 
50 - actress Leoni 
51 - lies between north and east, abbr. 
52 - common cause of drug-related fatalities 
53 - to make or become solid 
57 - standard equipment on most new cars,-acronym 
60 - tropical bird 
61 - abbreviated Los Angeles 
63 - city in NW Italy 
65 - usual effect of poison ivy 
66 - U.S. sprinter Devers 
67 - rhymes with couch 
68 - often precedes a word beg. with a vowel 
69 - the Enterprise, for example 
71 - a private in the United States army 
72 - Nobel Prize-winning author of Siddhartha 
73 - a member of a group of Bantu-speaking persons 
75 - to stimulate (esp. one's appetite) 
76 - English dramatist, best known for The Spanish Tragedy 
78 - what you don't want on your car 
79 - channel 33 on Kingston cable 
80 - What Charlie Parker plays 

symbol 
John Kenneth Galbraith, for example 
disease of the liver 
Egyptian sun god 
extreme displeasure 
symstem of rating television programming 
son of Jotham, father of Hezekiah 
type of law concerning a breach of duty 
condition wherein everything is fine 

• 1050; also _ Hammer 
composer of Symphonie fantastique 
the study of wines 

• the other gambling capital of Nevada 
a compound vowel character, a ligature 
an established way of conducting one's affairs 
composer of "Rule, Britannia" 
His Holiness, abbr. 

• designated area; industrial, for example 
• Rhemium's chemical symbol 
• is commonly forged, abbr. 
■ a group of peoples residing in Botwsana 
• town in NW Belgium, site of three major WWI battles 
■ 3.1459, &tc, stc. 
- _-Henry, the chololate variety 
• usually found on the edge of an eyelid 
■ principal city of Minoan Crete 
■ what ensued when the puppy was lost 
- moderates most sporting events 
- occurs for half of every day 
- inherited instinctive impulses of the individual as 

part of the unconscious 
- of hair, perhaps 
- what results when red and yellow get together 
- _ Alamos, New Mexico 
- coupled with "I," forms a popular wedding vow 
- a Spanish dance in simple triple time _ 
- actress Chabert of "Party of Five" 
- extra-terrestial 
- of an elephant, for example 
- sibling of "bro" 
- replaced the League of Nations 
- Initials of author of "The Two-Part Prelude" 
- Arthur's sister 

Answers will o-ppeo-r 

4 Friola-y's issue of 

The JoUYXO-l 
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Classifieds 
pjsuMiiiWAHaa 
WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at "Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 

8UR6IR 
KING fKLL 

SIG KING WITH 
PURCHASE OF A 

BIG KING 
no coupon necessary 

99« 
whopper innior every day 

Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve? Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 416 
280-6113. fax 416 960-0240. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you’ll ever 
own. Ask in the Campus Bookstore. 
Fast and easy; In A Weekend; Admin 
Guides and more... 

PRECISION SKATING Kingston 
Senior Precision team has a few 
openings. If you are interested in 
making new friends, exercise, hard 
work and fun come out and see the 
team. For more information contact 
Anne at 384-4903 or Maryke at 
389-8883. 

KNOW ANY QUEEN'S SUPPORT 
STAFF that go above and beyond the 
call of duty? Why not nominate them 
for a Staff Recognition Award. 
Applications and information avail¬ 
able the University Secretariat, B 400 
Mackintosh-Corry Hall or on the Web 
at www.queensu.ca/secretariat/ 
staffpol.html. Nomination deadline: 
October 15th. 

GET PUBLISHED! Queen’s Health 
Sciences Journal is now accepting 
articles on any aspect of health and 
medicine to be published in the 
upcoming edition. Deadline - 
October 15th. Instructions at 
http://meds.queensu.ca/hsj or email 
hsj@meds.queensu.ca 

POTTERY CLASSES Creative fun - 
no exams or assignments! 
Beginners welcome. Close to cam¬ 
pus. 6 week session starting October 
19th. Cost $85.00 which includes all 

supplies. Call Linda Abbott at 
549-3546. 

HEY ARTSCI! ASUS is looking for 
Academic Reps to make things hap¬ 
pen! Please submit your name to 
JoAnne Lorway at the CORE (183 
University) by 4 p.m. on Friday, 

ATTENTION FYNIRS We miss you! 
Lets get together. Pot Luck on 
Friday, October 16th. For more infor¬ 
mation email us at 7ls2@q!ink.queen- 
su.ca or call Lisa at 389-7862. Hope 
to see you. 

COMING TO QUEEN’S FROM OUT¬ 
SIDE CANADA? We buy most for¬ 
eign currencies at very good rates, 
without service charges or commis¬ 
sion. Check out our website: 
www.wellingtionfx.on.ca Wellington 
Foreign Exchange 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

STUDENT SUPPORT GROUP 
Mutual/self help. Sharing experi¬ 
ences, dealing with being stressed, 
overwhelmed, depressed. Meetings 
start October 8th; ongoing: Thursday 
3 - 4:30 p.m. Ban Righ Centre, 3rd 
Floor. Info Katrina 547-2267. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT is 
about sharing knowledge, resources 
and cultural experiences. Queen's 
Project on International Development 
(QPID) invites everyone to discuss 
global social and development issues 
on Wednesdays, 6 - 7 p.m., Ellis 224. 

WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH 
ASUS? Run for Academic Repl Fun, 
fun fun! Run (don’t walk) to the CORE 
(183 University) by 4 p.m. on Friday, 
October 16th. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

PARKING FOR RENT: Near Albert 
and Union. $30.00 per month. 
Garage also available. Please call 
378-0575. 

HELP WANTED 

CALLING ALL LEONARD ALUMNI! 

■3, 1998 

i"Just fill fCoSs out 

How many times do you want your ad to run? 

What dates do you want your ad to run? 

Amount enclosed: 

And bring it in j 
272 Earl Street 

(between University and Division) 
__i 

Remember your LEONARD BOWL? 
Want to help make LEONARD BOWL 
’98 fantastic? We’re looking for vol¬ 
unteers to help us out. Call Hartley at 
533-5888 or 7HMLL@qlink 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St;, 
Queen’s area. Reward if found. 
Please call 536-1679. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, 
“Contour". Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call Daryn 

at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanks. 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a set of 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 
545-2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or e-mail 4acn1. 

Think you could handle 

running Queen's for 

a day? 

If you're up to the challenge 

STAR wants to put the weight 

of Queen's on your shoulders! 

□□□□□□ 
■■■■■■ 

X 
Become Principal for a Day 

on Oct. 22nd. Principal Leggett 

will then accompany you to your 

classes on Oct. 26th. 

Tickets are $1. They will be on sale in Mac-Corry 

during lunch hour Oct 13 - Oct 16, but can also 

be purchased in the main office of Summerhill. 

This fantastic opportunity is 
brought to you by STAR. 

Qi 
c< 

Discover why 
jeen’s Irish eye 
xild be smiling 

IS 

|. 
It’s our craic. In other words 

the spirit of good times in the 

cosy hospitality of our authentic 
Irish pub. 

So drop by, have a wee bit to 
eat and drink, listen to the best 

live East Coast and Celtic music 
and enjoy the craic. 

'ff/SH PUB 

200 ONTARIO STREET 
54-IRISH 

A wee bit of Ireland. 
Right next door. 
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BUTTS 
* IN AS YOU CAN probably 

tell this is an article on 

smoking, particularly 

smoking culture and its place at 

Queen’s. It’s an abc kind of 

commentary sponsored by those 

nice people at du Maurier, 

Rothmans, Players and my per¬ 

sonal fave, Camel (USA). 

Smoking is a poorly defended 

topic (those who do are often 

accused of having an IQ falling 

on the down side of stupid) but 

one with a point of view rarely 

credited by the smoking-chal¬ 

lenged. First though, a little 

introduction for those 

missed those 

critical classes in 

high school 

between Mom 

dropping you off 

and the morning 

bell ringing: 

Drag: This 

means the 

requester wishes 

to share your 

cigarette for a 

short period of 

tirne. It consists 

of THREE pulls, 

hauls, toots or 

whatever you 

want to call the 

act of pulling smoke into your 

body through your mouth. 

These are universal guidelines 

(Passed as law, I believe, by the 

U.N. in the sixties) and should 

be followed to the letter. 

Quitting versus Quit: Now this 

is a personal pet peeve, perpe¬ 

trated by those who bum 

smokes on a regular basis. Don’t 

pretend to have quit if you still 

smoke three or more days of the 

week. If your friends decide to 

buy you a pack to keep-at-their- 

house-for-when-you-really-need- 

one-for-the-eighth-time-that- 

day then you’re still smoking, 

buddy. 

Inhaling: If you are 

going to get a smoke 

from somebody else 

then at least have the 

courtesy and human decency to 

inhale. This ought to be 

enforced by penalty of death. 

There is no worse situation 

to a smoker than having two 

smokes left and watching the 

Potential third being blown 

carelessly by some quasi¬ 

smoker. Cigarettes aren’t 

‘ncense people, and the act is 

n°t at all difficult to perform, so 

trY a little harder, ungkay? 

The reason people smoke is 

esscntially three-fold: the physi- 

Ca* addiction, the peer pressure, 

and the ‘cool’ stigma. I’ll start the theatre (speaking of Holly- 

with the third because that’s the wood, there is still, in my hum- 

one that people are bound to ble opinion, nothing as sexy as 

jump on (‘cool’ being essentially Marlene Dietrich striding across 

subjective). I’ll begin with a a screen, cigarette dangling 

question: can you name another 

drug that has gone from being 

such a widely accepted part of 

all intents and purposes, is a 

miniature apartment). I rent a 

space for myself on the assump¬ 

tion that I have the right to do 

anything legal I choose (please, 

dear reader, the gutter - let’s 

infamy that surrounds smoking 

these days? In the old days, kid’s 

cartoon animators thought 

nothing of sticking a cigarette 

or a big ol’ cigar in a character's 

mouth, Bugs Bunny for exam¬ 

ple. Today, if an animator even 

considered including a cigarette 

in a cartoon without an accom¬ 

panying health warning (and 

follow-up lesson on how “it’s a 

filthy habit kids, don’t do it") 

he/she would be promptly 

run out of civi¬ 

lized society 

with their 

tails 

get me wrong, I’m not advocat¬ 

ing smoking based on its histor¬ 

ical popularity — they weren’t 

aware of the health risks. It’s 

funny though if you consider 

the fact that two generations 

back, it was perfectly acceptable 

to light up in a movie theatre, 

seductively from her lips). 

Despite the pressure to eradicate 

the image of smoking as cool, 

rebellious, sexy or anything 

other than unhealthy and dirty, 

images of the past persist in 

today’s movies, books, theatre 

and even music. 

As to the second and third rea¬ 

sons, well, peer pressure is a fact 

of life and the only way 

people wouldn’t get 

addicted to anything was if 

there was nothing to get 

addicted to. 

I’d like to shift the focus 

for a second to smoking 

in Queen’s residences, 

one besides exec- 

of large ciga- 

manufacturers 

deny that 

and second- 

smoke are a sub¬ 

health risk, 

main point of the 

big smoking rights debate is 

that giving smokers freedom 

infringes on the rights of others 

to a clean bill of health. Sit back 

for a second and look at what 

has been proposed by Residence 

Life. Future students might be 

told that they cannot engage in 

a legal activity in the privacy of 

their residence room (which, for 

keep our minds out of it). 

There's a problem if I’m told I 

can’t smoke because it’s a health 

concern or the smell is offend¬ 

ing someone. No 

offense, but 

no one 

going 

ban a 

a c t i v i t 

w i t h o u 

providii 

an alter- 

n a t i v 

( a n 

hauling 

ass 

downstaii 

in January to freeze for 10 min¬ 

utes doesn’t seem all that fair to 

me). Thanks, but I’ll stop when 

Jean and the boys and girls in 

Ottawa inform me that smoking 

has been prohibited a la the 

17th amendment in the grand 

ol’ U.S. of A. And besides, 

what else aside from smoking 

would the administration think 

to prohibit without first con¬ 

sulting those who have no real 

choice in the matter? 

Much like any cultural minor¬ 

ity, smokers contribute some¬ 

thing to the Queen’s mosaic; to 

paraphrase the film Scrooged, let 

a little love into your hearts and 

try to appreciate smokers as 

more than just human carbon 

monoxide factories. There are 

upsides to smoking in res which 

many haven’t consid¬ 

ered. Perhaps the great¬ 

est benefit is that a 

cigarette (due to its 

pariah-like status in 

society) offers an effec¬ 

tive means for two oth¬ 

erwise strangers to 

bond. This effect ought 

not to be underesti¬ 

mated as the bonding is 

usually followed by 

offers of coffee or beer, 

both of which taste bet¬ 

ter with a little nico¬ 

tine. Other benefits 

include: effective study 

breaks, entertainment 

(“ooh, look at the 

pretty smoke rings every¬ 

one!"), and an innate abil¬ 

ity to tick people off (in 

itself opening up avenues 

of communication and 

understanding chat may 

otherwise remain undiscov¬ 

ered). Furthermore there 

are rituals that only smokers 

can participate in: the smok¬ 

ing scene in True Romance, after 

a meal, after sex, before and 

after class, after a nap, after an 

especially spirited game of pin¬ 

ball. Like alcohol, smoking is a 

social lubricant that has facili¬ 

tated countless romances and 

friendships 

throughout the ages. 

The next time you walk past 

“that guy or girl who’s always 

smoking outside of Stauffer,” 

instead of coughing loudly or 

shooting them a dirty look, just 

remember that at one time cheir 

lungs didn’t look like over- 

processed bags of roast beef too. 

Greg Coughlin, former 

smoker as of last week, 

has been chewing gum 

like a son-of-a-bitch. 
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Games! 
Prizes! 1 

Free Stuff! 

DJ SPINNIN’ 

DA GOODS 

grand opening 

VLiULlfc: 

Queen’s University 

Only a few protesters turned up to support Queen’s Day of Action rally 

against tuition hikes outside the JDUC Tuesday. See story on page 5. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Assembly rejects 
OUSA referendum 

WW/WN 
editor 
fired 
By Anna Nesbitt 

Who’s WberefWbat’s Next editor 
Jason Teske was fired Wednesday by 
the AMS because he is not enrolled as 
a student at Queen’s. More firings may 
follow as the AMS continues to inves¬ 
tigate the student status of salaried 
employees. 

Teske was hired in February as the 
layout and design editor for WW/WN 
Publications. At the time, he was a full¬ 
time student at Queen’s. However, 
over the summer, Teske learned he 
could not return to Queen’s because he 
had surpassed the maximum number 
of failed courses the university allows. 

“Regardless of if they are 
employing me, Pm going 
to see this publication 

through until it’s in the 
hands of the students.” 

— Jason Teske, former WW/WN 
layout and design editor 

“Basically I’ve done poorly academ¬ 
ically,” he said. “I didn’t think it was 
going to become an issue.” 

Owen Minns, AMS media and ser¬ 
vices director, confirmed that the AMS 
will consider firing any employee who 
does not meet the minimum require¬ 
ments, but no new cases have been 
identified yet. “At this point I’m not 
aware of anyone else,” he said. 

Gord Moodie, AMS vice-president 
(operations), sent an e-mail to all 
salaried AMS employees on October 6 
telling them he was going to confirm 
their student status. 

Section two of the AMS hiring pol¬ 
icy states that all students employed by 

Please see Teske on page 3 
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By Laura MacInnis 

After over two hours of debate, AMS 
Assembly rejected President Tom Stan¬ 
ley’s motion to place the question of 
alignment included in the fall referen¬ 
dum by a narrow margin of 16 in favour, 
18 opposed last night. 

The motion to Assembly came after 
extensive debate over whether Queen's 
should join the Ontario Universities Stu¬ 
dent Alliance as a means to strengthen 
their lobbying efforts. 

Critics of the motion argued that 
since student leaders were so divided 
over the alignment issue, it was unrea¬ 
sonable to ask the student body to make 
an informed decision on the matter. 
“I do not feel the people right now are 
confident enough in our need to align,” 
said Anatole Papadopoulos, ASUS presi¬ 
dent. “I think there are some large ques¬ 
tions that are still unanswered.” 

“I’m really concerned about how 
knowledgeable [students] are on this 
issue,” said Alex Tarantino, ASUS repre¬ 
sentative to the AMS. 

“A lot of students don’t know what 
alignment is,” added Papadopoulos. 
“There have been no throngs of debate 
about it, and that bothers me.” 

Other reservations included the fact 

that students would be voting only for or 
against membership in one group, 
OUSA, excluding other options such as 
the Canadian Federation of Students. 

“I think it’s important to give students 
a chance to consider another organiza¬ 
tion,” said Ian Billingley, Aesculpian 
Society representative. 

Stanley defended the decision to limit 
the vote to OUSA as “the application of 
18 months of research.” 

“I feel that OUSA is the organization 
that is infinitely better for Queen’s,” he 
said. 

“A vote ‘no’ to OUSA would mean 
that students do not want to join OUSA. 
It would be a firm democratic answer,” 
he said. 

Stanley said he plans to collect 600 
student signatures in order to push a fall 
referendum question, to let students 
decide the issue for themselves. 

“I think it’s important to act now,” 
Stanley said. 

Milan Konopek, AMS academic 
affairs commissioner, also argued the 
need for alignment in lobbying efforts. 
“We have tried as hard as we can to 
bring pan-university concerns to the 
government,” he said, adding, “going 
out on our own really doesn’t do that 
much.” 

E-mail 
shocks 

law 
students 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Several Queen’s law students were 
outraged by an e-mail they received 
Tuesday night, which they believe 
showed preferential endorsement of 
two students by members of the 
Faculty of Law. 

Shortly before 6 p.m., an e-mail com¬ 
posed by Dean of Law Alison Harvison 
Young to the Faculty’s Career Planning 
and Placement Officer Ann Tierney was 
unintentionally sent to the Faculty’s list- 
serv and, as a result, was received by all 
law faculty, staff and students. 

In her e-mail, Harvison Young asked 
Tierney to send her the resume of a 
third-year law student who she 
described as “the other strong woman 
who was not matched.” 

Law Students Society President Chris 
TITis said that by the beginning of third 
year, law students are traditionally com¬ 
mitted (what the e-mail referred to as 
“matched”) to a firm where they will 
spend one year articling after gradua¬ 
tion. However, “about a quarter of stu¬ 
dents don’t have a job going into third 
year,” he said. “Obviously it’s a very 
anxious time for these people.” 

The Dean also mentioned in her 
e-mail that she already had the resume 
of another student, who she named. The 
Dean said she was leaving for Toronto 
the next day and would be meeting peo¬ 
ple from two law firms there. 

At approximately 8:30 p.m., Harvi¬ 
son Young sent an e-mail over the list- 
serv apologizing for accidentally 
clicking on the “reply” function to an 
earlier message addressed to the entire 
Faculty. 

Some students were shocked by 
Harvison Young’s first e-mail and found 
her follow-up to be insufficient. 

“When I read [the first e-mail] I was 
outraged. I felt that I had been treated 
unfairly,” said Anne Szkudlarek, Law 
’99. “Exactly what about these two stu¬ 
dents interests are more important than 
mine or the people I know who don’t 
have jobs?” 

“I found [the e-mail] really disillu¬ 
sioning,” Szkudlarek said. “Our man¬ 
date is all about equity but it still hasn’t 
been explained to me how I haven’t 
been treated inequitably.” 

“You always have this idea that it’s 
not what you know but who you know 
— having the Dean prove that to you 
was disillusioning,” said Kimberly 
Kuntz, Law ’99. 

Ellis, Law ’99, said he is unwilling to 
“condemn” either Harvison Young or 
Tierney without adequate proof. “I have 
to believe they’re working in our best 
interests.... I really don’t think [Young 
or Tierney were] doing anything behind 

Please see Students on page 4 
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Kingston's One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

Coors Light Fridge 
Giveaway on 
Hallowe’en 

Sunday & Monday 
jnights - open MIC with 

host Smitty. I Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase of 
a beverage) 

ATTENTION: ARTS & SCIENCE STUDENTS 

Are you interested in: 

an Exchange? ^llr|pQ| 

Study Abroad? 

or the International Study Centre? 

You are invited to the International Centre and the 

International Programs Office 

information sessions: 

Monday, October 19 John Orr Room, JDUC* 7-8:30pm 

French, Spanish, German, Russian, Japanese, 

Chinese, Language and Linguistics 

Tuesday, October 20 Robert Sutherland Room, JDUC* 7-8:30pm 

Math, Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Geology, 

Computing Science 

Monday, November 2 John Orr Room, JDUC* 7-8:30pm 

Development Studies, Environmental Studies, 

Life Sciences, Geography 

Don t miss this opportunity to come out and ask any questions you 

may have about exchanges, study abroad and 

the International Study Centre. 

All sessions 7-8:30 pm, refreshments provided. 

s'John Deutsch University Centre 

For more information contact: the International Centre phone: 545-2604 email: 

plagwitz@post.queensu.ca or the International Programs Office, 545-2815 

email: ipo@post.qucensu.ca 

Becker’s set to close 
By The Queen's Journal News Staff 

The Becker’s store on the corner of 

Earl and Barrie will no longer see the 

faces of weary students sneaking a late 

night treat between study breaks.^ The 

store, along with another Becker’s on 

Montreal Street, is set to close by the end 

of the month. 
The Becker's stores were previously 

owned by SilCorp, a company which 

also owns Mac’s Milk. Both stores were 

bought out by a private buyer and are 

being converted to Daisy Marts, which 

will sell similar products, including 

Becker’s milk. 

“What they’re going to be is a fran¬ 

chise called Daisy Mart. They will still 

have Becker’s products available,” said 

Floyd Batchelor, a real estate representa¬ 

tive from SilCorp. 

“They won’t be a corporate store, 

they’ll be a franchise store,” he said. 

Employees at the Earl Street Becker’s 

were surprised by the speed of the 

Becker’s store sales. 

“We had no warning,” said Danny 

Gavey, who has worked for SilCorp for 

16 years. “They [SilCorp] came and said 

to us ‘you’re out of a job.’ ” 

Gavey doubts that he will be trans¬ 

ferred to another SilCorp convenience 

store in the area. Since the two stores 

were purchased by an independent 

buyer, the new owner is under no oblig¬ 

ation to re-employ the previous staff, 

he added. 

"I guess in any job you never know 

[about stability],” Gavey said. “The 

[Montreal Street] store was supposed to 

stay open until 2003.” 

Scott Esford, 18, has work at the Earl 
Street Becker’s for almost one year. “It’s 

been alright [working for Becker’s],” he 
said. “I like to stock the shelves up and 
stuff.” 

Esford also works for Pat’s Grocery 
and said he will try to pick up extra 
hours there. 

Queen’s students have had a positive 

reaction to the convenience store 

changeover from Becker’s to Daisy 

Mart. 

“I think it’s for the better,” said Tessa 

Kroeker, Arts ’99. “I usually don’t go 

down there [to Becker’s] because they 

usually don’t have what 1 want.” 

Kroeker hopes Daisy Mart will have 

fresh produce and a wider variety of 

products. 

“As long as it still has a lotto machine, 

I don’t care,” said Vanessa Lam, Arts ’00. 

Roby Ryan, ArtSci ’00 also won’t miss 

Becker’s that much. “It’s only open until 

midnight so it’s [closure] only a minor 

impact. The A&P is open 24 hours and 

it’s just around the corner.” 

The Earl and Barrie location will be 

closing its doors next Friday and the 

Montreal store will close October 30. 

The Becker’s store on Earl Street is slated to close Friday. 
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Queen’s second most expensive in Canada 
Guide to university costs rates schools across the country 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The total cost of attending Queen’s 

this year is the second highest among 39 

universities across Canada, according to 

the “1998-99 Guide to University Costs 

in Canada.” 

The guide was unveiled in Kingston 

yesterday by Kevin J. Connolly, executive 

vice-president for the University Scholar¬ 

ship of Canada Education Savings Plans. 

The booklet compares costs for com¬ 

pleting a four-year arts and science 

degree at 39 universities across Canada. 

The costs are broken down into tuition 

fees, room and board and books and sup¬ 

plies. The guide also makes university 

cost projections for the next 18 years. 

The average cost of attending univer¬ 

sity this year is considerably higher in 

Ontario, with a provincial average of 

510,348, compared to averages under 

$9,000 in Saskatchewan, Quebec, New¬ 

foundland, Manitoba, Alberta and British 

Columbia. 

“Tuition costs are on average higher in 

Ontario,” Connolly said. However, 

“Tuition will more than likely, over the 

next few years, normalize and become 

fairly consistent across the country,” he 

added. 

Connolly said the cost of education 

has risen dramatically since the early 

nineties. “Prior to the beginning of the 

decade, the increases were resting equal 

to or [below] inflation,” he explained. 

The recent increases mean higher 

debts and the need to compromise 

academic success, as students attempt to 

balance one or more jobs and school, he 

said. Looking at these figures “shows 

what’s happening and why students are 

getting so frustrated,” he added. 

“What it means about the future of 

post-secondary education is that it’s 

going to become increasingly expensive. 

People need to plan for this, not assume 

it’s just going to be taken care of,” he 

continued. 

Please see ‘Numbers’ on page 4 

Kevin Connolly, executive vice-presi¬ 
dent of USC Education Savings Plans. 
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Princess Street EngSoc surveys 
theatre shuts doors students about ATOP 

By Tara Mansbridge 

Yesterday evening Princess Court 

Cinema, one of the only venues for 

showing independent films in Kingston, 

closed its doors for the last time. 

“It's a turn of events that makes me 

extremely sad,” said Blaine Allan, head 

of the film studies department at 

Queen's. 

A story in yesterday’s Kingston Whig- 

Standard stated that the shutdown was 

caused by Jack of attendance. 

“They've always operated on a shoe¬ 

string budget,” said Jonathon Rose, a 

professor of political studies at Queen’s 

and the former vice-president of 

Princess Court’s board of directors. 

“The loss of a repertory theatre is a 

huge blow to people who want to watch 

quality films.” 

During the summer, Princess Court 

Cinema’s board of directors tried to 

avoid a shutdown with the financial 

help of one of its creditors. Alliance 

Releasing. Neighbouring businesses sup¬ 

ported the aims of the cinema and 

some, such as The Grizzly Grill, pitched 

in with promotional deals in an attempt 

to help the theatre with its financial 

struggles. 

These efforts were inadequate and, 

as of yesterday evening, the three 

employees and various volunteers said 

goodbye to independent film on 

Princess Street. 

“It’s a great loss for our students and 

for us; for students at Queen’s and for 

the Kingston community,” said Allan. “I 

would have hoped that there would be 

a way of reviving the theatre and, if not, 

I hope there’s some way of filling that 

gap at Queen’s.” 

“For me it all started with the success 

of ‘The Crying Game,’ v he continued. 

Princess Court Cinema was the first 

theatre in Kingston to run “The Crying 

Game,” but the wildly popular indie 

film was subsequently picked up by 

commercial chains. 

“Distributors learned from that 

example and started to skip indepen¬ 

dent theatres entirely,” explained Allan. 

Student reaction to the closing was 

equally gloomy. “That's the end of good 

cinema in Kingston,” said Paul Quick, a 

Queen’s student and volunteer at 

Princess Court. 

Adam Olmstead, PhysEd ’98, is also 

disappointed by the cinema’s closure. “1 

liked it, I thought the people were per¬ 

sonable. I liked the variety and the way 

it caters to different groups of people,” 

he said. 

Olmstead remembered times when 

the theatre would show features made 

by some of his friends in the department 

of film studies. “I would hope to see stu¬ 

dents get together a fundraiser or some¬ 

thing,” he said. 

“It was a community there, I 

thought,” said Rose. “There were a lot 

of people... like me who liked to watch 

quality films but didn’t want to go to 

the commercial theatres.” 

The Princess Court Cinema has been 

at its location on Princess Street 

between Stages and Burger King for 

more than 10 years. 

By Renee Huang 

While Queen’s administration consid¬ 

ers joining the province’s Access to 

Opportunities Program, Queen’s Engi¬ 

neering Society plans to survey engineer¬ 

ing students about their views on 

accessibility and improvements to the 

quality of Applied Science. 

Both the university administration 

and EngSoc are committed to acting in 

the best interests of Queen’s students by 

providing the highest possible level of 

education, said McKay Savage, EngSoc 

vice-president (student development). 

“The primary focus is to let students 

know what’s going on... to provide a 

forum for feedback,” he explained. 

ATOP is designed to increase the level 

of enrolment in specialized and technical 

engineering programs by providing a 

$5,000 bonus per student to universities 

that boost enrolment in these fields by at 

least 20 per cent. As an added incentive, 

universities that double their 1995-96 

enrolment will qualify for a one-time 

grant of $9,800 per student. The gov¬ 

ernment will also allow universities to 

deregulate their tuition for all engineer¬ 

ing students. 

Savage is concerned about the effects 

of deregulation on students presently 

enrolled in engineering and those who 

want to come to Queen’s but lack the 

financial means to do so. Skyrocketing 

tuition fees could decrease the number 

of engineering applicants and limit 

enrolment to those with equally large 

checkbooks, he said. 

The executive has already sent out 

e-mails to all engineering students out¬ 

lining ATOP issues and deregulation. 

Next Monday and Tuesday, Savage and 

other members of the EngSoc executive 

plan to address students in class and pass 

out the surveys to determine student 

reaction to deregulation. 

EngSoc hopes the survey directed at 

engineering students will determine 

what they actually think of possible 

deregulation and give them the chance to 

express what they want from their edu¬ 

cation, at what cost. 

“It’s not us versus the faculty... The 

overriding factor is that we have the 

same goal [to improve the quality of pro¬ 

gramming],” Savage explained. 

Under the current government, Sav¬ 

age said adequately funded post¬ 

secondary engineering programs are a 

precious commodity. “If the government 

will not give us resources, [deregulation] 

is the lesser of two evils,” Savage said. 

“[The administration] can’t let the uni¬ 

versity die just to prove a point to the 

government.” 

Savage said the $9,800 per person 

investment will put Queen’s on a level 

with other university engineering pro¬ 

grams. Following the initial financial 

investment in program improvement, 

Queen’s will need more money if they 

want to improve program quality and 

“do something innovative,” he said. 

Queen’s has already increased enrol¬ 

ment by at least 20 per cent, Savage said, 

and is quickly approaching the doubling 

mark which would qualify engineering 

Please see ‘Forum’ on page 4 

Teske to appeal termination to AMS Board 
Continued from page I 

the AMS in a salaried position must be 

enrolled in at least two credits and have 

paid the full slate of mandatory student 

activity fees. People receiving AMS 

wages or honoraria need to be enrolled 

in three courses with full student fees. 

Anyone who does not fulfill the mini¬ 
mum eligibility requirements at any time 
during their employment or appoint¬ 
ment is subject to immediate dismissal. 
“If you don’t meet those guidelines, 
you’re not eligible for work,” said 
Moodie. 

Some employees don’t feel the hiring 

Policy is fair. “Because the AMS hires at 

the end of the year, the policy that states 

that at any AMS employee must be a 

student at all times is flawed,” said Mike 

Beltzner, WW/WN information and oper¬ 

ations manager. 

Beltzner said student status should 

only be checked during the initial hiring 

process, rather than the rest of the year. 

He also suggested that WW/WN Pub¬ 

lications may be a special case because 

the editors are hired in February and 

work throughout the summer. Teske was 

enrolled as a student when he was hired. 

“Last year, two of the managers of the 

Who’s Where/What’s Next were not 

Queen’s students and nothing was done 

about it,” said Beltzner. 

Teske is appealing his termination to 

the AMS Board of Directors. The appeal 

will be reviewed by Trevor Ogle, chair of 

the board, who will verify the legitimacy 

of Teske’s firing and either accept or 

overturn the decision. 

No decision has been made whether to 

hire someone in Teske’s place. “We’re not 

sure what we’re going to do at this point,” 

said Minns. 

Beltzner said that, without Teske, the 

Who's Where team will be unable to com¬ 

plete some of their goals for the year, 

including providing graphic design 

services for campus groups. “Jason is our 

primary designer,” he said. “We can’t do 

it this year anymore.” 

Teske said the remaining editors, 

Beltzner and Rebecca Pearce (advertising 

and accounts) will now be mainly 

occupied with invoices for the Who’s 

Where and What’s Next. “It’s a huge job 

for two people... It’s not going to leave 

time for anything else,” he said. 

The Who’s Where is due to come out 

on campus next week. Beltzner said the 

directory, containing “2,000 to 3,000 

more names than last year,” has pro¬ 

ceeded according to schedule. 

Teske said he will help Pearce and 

Beltzner with the distribution of the 

Who’s Where while the appeal process is 

underway. 

“Regardless of if they are employing 

me. I’m going to see this publication 

through until it’s in the hands of the stu¬ 

dents,” Teske said. 

— with files from Laura Maclnnis 
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The Campus Bookstore and Jostens 

present 

October Ring Days 

Save 10% On All Jostens Rings 

A representative from Jostens Canada, will be at the Campus Bookstore, 

next Thursday and Friday. There will be a 10% saving on all Jostens rings 

ordered. Jostens rings offer unmatched quality and provide a free full 

lifetime warranty and four year insurance coverage. The Campus 

Bookstore offers Jostens rings in a variety of styles and designs to suit 

students as well as alumni. No deposit is required on your order and 

Jostens rings will be available for pick up within 8 to 10 weeks. Do not 

miss your chance to save 10% on your perfect ring. Come see the 

Jostens representative next week. 

Campus Bookstore*www.campusbookstore.com• Clark Hall 

October 23-24 
10% Off Jostens Rings During Ring Days 

jostens 

Campus Bookstore • Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

www.campusbookstore.com • 545-2955 
Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

‘Numbers not encouraging’ 
Continued from page 3 

According to the guide, the cost of 

completing a four-year arts and science 

degree in 2016 is projected at S116,700. 

“The numbers are certainly not all that 

encouraging,” Connolly said. 

“If allocations haven’t been made for 

savings for that purpose then the debt 

load is going to grow,” he said. 

The current average debt load for a 

graduating student is in excess of 

$25,000 and is projected at $40,000 for 

added. 
USC Education Savings Plans are 

sponsored by the International Scholar¬ 

ship Foundation, established in 1965. 

The foundation has been tracking the 

annual increases in the cost of education 

since 1975. 

“We’re a non-profit foundation that 

assists parents in saving for their kids 

education,” Connolly explained. “Our 

goal is to educate parents especially of 

young children today that the burden is 

going to get worse,” he said. 

Connolly emphasized the importance 

Canadian university 
costs 1998-99 

Tuition 
& FG09 

Room & 
Board 

Books & 
Supplies 

Total 
cost 

Alberta $3,734 $3,936 $808 S8.558 
Dalhousie $4,328 $5,440 $800 Si 0,568 
Manitoba $3,063 $4,119 $1,273 S8.455 

McGill $3,990 S5.881 $700 SI 0,579 
McMaster $3,912 S5.385 $824 Si 0,121 

Ryerson $4,149 S6.750 $1,000 S11,899 

Toronto $4,215 $6,140 $1,000 S11,363 
Western S4.290 $5,291 $800 Si 0,381 

UBC $2,485 $5,470 $600 58,555 

Queen's $4,299 S6.124 $1,063 511,486 

Source: 1998-99 Guide to University Costs in Canada 

Scholarship Consultants of North American Ltd. 

of a university degree for competing in 

today’s job market. “If you don’t have a 

post-secondary education, you basically 

can’t find good employment any more," 

he said, adding “Two thirds of all jobs by 

the year 2000 will require a post-sec¬ 

ondary education.” 

‘Forum for feedback5 
Continued from page 3 

for deregulation. The majority of grant 

money received from the provincial 

government will most likely go towards 

improving facilities and hiring more 

staff in Applied Science, Savage pre¬ 

dicted, to offset the increased number 

of students enrolled in the program. 

“It’s not a hidden agenda,” he contin¬ 

ued. “There hasn’t been an increase in 

student funding in 20 years, as far as 

I've been told,” he said. 

Savage emphasized that even if 

Queen’s does qualify for deregulation, 

it does not mean the university has to 

raise tuition to astronomical heights. 

“University is not a business, it’s an 

institution. It’s the same thing as 

government; it’s not. a business, it's the 

government. You cannot apply the rules 

of business to everything... You can’t 

have the fickleness of the market,” Sav¬ 

age said. 

If Queen’s joins ATOP. Savage said it 

may still be rwo years before deregula¬ 

tion could be implemented. In the 

meantime. Queen’s is creating more 

bursaries and programs to ensure the 

snident debt load is met, he said, 

“Queen’s still believes they’ll still get 

applicants [to engineering.] It is a 

gamble but they think they can do it,” 

he said. 

Students question equity 
Continued from page I 

anyone’s back or anything they 

shouldn’t have been doing,” he said. 

“I’m quite convinced that Anne 

Tierney in particular does the job exactly 

the way she suggested she does that, 

without favour to particular students,” 

agreed Associate Dean Don Stuart. “I 

think she was very hurt by the reactions 

of some of the students.” 

On Wednesday morning Szkudlarek 

sent an e-mail to the listserv expressing 

her anger regarding the e-mail and 

requesting an apology from the Dean to 

“those students whose resumes are not 

accompanying her to Toronto.” 

“I’ve only gotten strong supportive 

comments about [the e-mail]. I know a 

lot of people feel the same way that I 

do,” Szkudlarek said. 

Harvison Young wrote Szkudlarek a 

personal response to her e-mail, how¬ 

ever, Szkudlarek said she was not satis¬ 

fied with the reply. “She said my 

concerns were valid but I didn’t get any 

indication that what I was saying to her 

was getting across to her,” she said. “She 

just didn’t answer my question — she 

didn’t tell me how I wasn’t treated 

unfairly. She implied that I misunder¬ 
stood.” 

For the past three days the listserv has 

been bombarded by messages from stu¬ 

dents regarding the e-mails, including 

new follow-ups written by Harvison 

Young and Tierney on Wednesday. 

Harvison Young emphasized in her 

e-mail that the firms she was visiting had 

not notified her of vacancies and that she 

was not selecting certain students for any 

special opportunity. She could not be 

reached for comment. 

Tierney’s follow-up e-mail outlined 

the procedures of the Career Services 

office regarding assisting students and 

stressed that no students are given spe¬ 

cial treatment. Tierney was reached by 

The Journal but refused to comment. 

Kuntz said she is not satisfied with the 

explanations offered by Harvison Young 

and Tierney. “[The Dean’s still] not 

explaining why she felt the need to bring 

these rwo resumes,” she said. 

According to Ellis, the issue will be 

discussed at the next meetings of the LSS 

and the Career Planning and Placement 

Office Review Committee. “The mes¬ 

sage was as much of a shock to me as it 

was to most law students,” he said. 

“We have to remember that the e-mai 

message from the Dean wasn’t intends 

for the law school community," D‘IS 

said. “It is a big issue of concern but 've 

have to put it in some kind of context 

and address the real issues. We’ve got to 

get our facts straight.” 

“This is going to be investigated obvi 

ously,” Ellis said. “If there is anything 

wrong, we’re going to get to the bottom 

of it.” 
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Day of Action 
lacks student support 
CFS-organized protest falls short 

By Lianne Elliott 

Less than two dozen Queen’s students 

showed their support at the Day of 

Action rally in front of the John Deutsch 

University Centre on Wednesday 

afternoon. 

“People are cynical because 
they feel nothing is 

changing.” 

— Harry Pilford, Day of Action 

co-organizer 

Queen’s Day of Action rally was one 

of many occurring across Canadian 

campuses this week, as part of the Pan- 

Canadian Week of Action organized by 

the Canadian Federation of Students. 

Organized by the Ontario Public 

Interest Research Group, Queen’s rally 

was scheduled to march past major 

banks in Kingston as an open protest 

against the university’s decision to 

include bank representatives in their 

Board of Trustees. 

However, because of the low student 

turnout, protesters collectively decided 

to cancel the downtown march, keeping 

the rally centred at the JDUC. 

According to rally speaker and former 

president of the Society of Graduate and 

Professional Students Steven Kammerer, 

the small number of participants can be 

partially attributed to “technical prob¬ 

lems” with the event. Though OPIRG 

advertised the rally on CFRC, sent press 

releases to local newspapers and put up 

posters around campus, Kammerer said 

last year’s two tuition protests, which 

attracted over 1,000 students, were 

more effectively publicized than 

Wednesday’s rally because organizers 

hand-delivered flyers to students indi¬ 

vidually. 

Both Kammerer and rally 

co-organiser Harry Pilford, member of 

OPIRG University Issues and the 

Kingston Direct Action Working Group, 

said because many issues raised in last 

year’s protests were ignored, there is 

growing pessimism surrounding the 

effectiveness of student protests. This 

factor may have also contributed to the 

low rally turnout, Kammerer and Pilford 

added. 

“People are cynical because they feel 

nothing is changing”, Pilford said. 

Pilford also noted the “timing of the 

event,” during a busy point in the school 

year, and the “higher socio-economic 

make-up of Queen’s students” as 

additional factors affecting student 

participation. 

Despite the size of the protest, orga¬ 

nizers said they hope the demonstration 

was effective through its speeches, picket 

signs and through protesters’ silent 

actions, which included burning their 

student loan forms or auctioning off 

fake Bachelor of Arts degrees. 

Last year’s two tuition 

protests, which attracted 

over 1,000 students, were 

more effectively publicized 

than Wednesday’s rally 

because organizers hand- 

delivered flyers to 

students individually. 

Organizers said they wanted the rally 

to illustrate students’ unwillingness to 

accept the banks’ involvement in 

Queen’s administration and their unhap¬ 

piness with government cuts to post¬ 

secondary education funding. 

“We’re here to lift our voices in 

anger,” SGPS president Chris Hales said, 

“and to keep tuition on people’s minds.” 
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QP takes easy way out 

The cost of holding on 

We hope Queen’s Pub 
assistant Manager Scott 
Thompson will put more 

thought into how he plans future QP 
ads, after his last effort got him into hot 
water for displaying caricatures of black 
people from the funky seventies. 

While the QP’s use of racial stereo¬ 
types in the ad managed to offend Eun- 
Hye Chung and her IDIS 302 class, it is 
also disconcerting how quickly and 
painlessly die whole issue was resolved. 

It’s difficult to know what motivated 
the QP’s overly-conciliatory apology 
and agreement to screen a film about 
racial awareness. On the one hand, it 
appears that as soon as Chung pointed 
out the ad was offensive, the QP man¬ 
agers saw their error and publicly stated 
that the ad was indeed inappropriate. 

But if the error was so glaringly obvi¬ 
ous, how could Thompson have been 
so careless as to create an ad that 
depicts racial stereotypes without a 
thought as to who it might offend? 

If, on the other hand, Thompson and 
the QP are only apologizing because 

someone complained and not because 
they agree that the advertisement was 
offensive, then surely this was a hollow , 
victory for those seeking to create more j 
awareness on race relations. 

It’s clear that an honest 
response to an accusation of 

racism or prejudice has 
become almost impossible on 

our campus. 

Either way, it’s clear that an honest 
response to an accusation of racism or 
prejudice has become almost impossible | 
on our campus. The QP’s apparent 
hyper-sensitivity to complaints about 
anything that might be construed as 
offensive is not only unwarranted, it 
also undermined an opportunity to 
have a genuine dialogue about racial 
stereotypes. Eun-Hye Chung and her 
class may believe they “got all that they 
wanted,” but all they really did was 
make Scott Thompson and the QP 
management sweat a little. 

A House of Commons 
subcommittee on the Study of 
Sport in Canada recently recom¬ 

mended $5 million in grants and tax 
incentives for Canadian National Hockey 
League franchises. Bud Selig, the Com¬ 
missioner of Major League Baseball, 
recently met with Quebec Premier Lucien 
Bouchard in Montreal. He is trying to 
convince Bouchard to contribute provin¬ 
cial money towards the construction of a 
downtown ballpark that would prevent 
the Montreal Expos franchise from mov¬ 
ing to the United States. At the same time, 
our government has a $19 billion surplus 
in its Employment Insurance fund that 
Minister of Finance Paul Martin is refus¬ 
ing to give back to the workers that payed 
into it, and more importantly, to the 
unemployed people it was designed to 
help. 

Canada should 
spend its money 

elevating and 
maintaining its 

social programs. 

When I think of the Canadian govern¬ 
ment spending these dollars on sports 
franchises, I am reminded of the United 
States, where state governments are 
spending tax dollars in order to fund 
multi-million dollar stadiums and pay¬ 
rolls in order to keep their beloved teams. 

While the owners of Canadian teams 
argue that they need similar government 
assistance in order to compete, we must 
not forget that these same American gov¬ 
ernments rip apart their own social pro¬ 
grams so they can balance budgets at the 
expense of the unemployed. Some state 

governments, in order to save money, 
entrust their prison systems to corpora¬ 
tions whose main consideration is profit 
rather inmate rehabilitation. The health 
care system is so abysmal that citizens had 
better not leave home without their 
American Express card or else they will 
be denied emergency health care. And yet 
they are unable to live without a team of 
30 athletes. 

Being a Canadian sports fan, it breaks 
my heart to see our teams leaving to go 
south of the border and on to greater suc¬ 
cess. A few seasons ago, the Quebec 
Nordiques played their last game up 
north and the very next season hoisted 
Lord Stanley’s cup in Denver, Colorado. 

Realistically, however, we are living in 
a dismal era in which an unacceptable 
number of Canadians are unemployed. 
For those Canadians that have been able 
to get off (or have been pushed off) wel¬ 
fare, many have jobs that barely allow for 
a basic subsistence. Food banks are faced 
with massive shortages this time of year 
and the cold Canadian winter is 
approaching. 

It is unfortunate to see Canadian 
teams scratching and clawing to stay 
above our plummeting dollar. Their need 
to pay their players in U.S. funds means 
in their operating budgets are 40 per cent 
higher than those of their southern neigh¬ 
bours. But it would be an even greater 
travesty if one of our teams had a brand- 
new arena or stadium instead of a family 
having a steady income, a warm house 
and food in their stomachs. Canada 
should spend its money elevating and 
maintaining its social programs and resist 
the painful urge to support an entertain¬ 
ment industry. 

Out in the cold 
ASIDE FROM THE DISCOMFORT OF political clout to force elected officials 

last year’s ice storm, life at to pay proper attention to this problem, 
Queen’s could not be further we must remind them that providing 

from the cold reality of life on the adequate shelter during the winter is a 
streets for Canada’s homeless popula- top priority. The shortage of low- 
tion. With winter looming near, we income housing in urban areas and the 
should turn our attention to the plight lack of proper facilities for the mentally 
of these thousands of families who will ill are issues that will require a viable 
have no shelter this year. In Toronto long term solution. In the short-term, 
alone, it is estimated that each night however, we cannot afford to ignore 
close to 500 of the 5,000 people who the immediate and fatal consequences 
need access to emergency shelters are of waiting to act. Unless all three levels 
left out in the cold. Despite the Toronto of government take immediate action, 
Disaster Relief Committee declaring the people will die this winter, 
homeless problem a national disaster. It is too easy for us, however, in the 
and our municipal, provincial and fed- safety of our heated-homes, to look the 
eral governments studying the problem, other way. Unless we all become advo- 
no one seems to agree on who is cates of homeless rights in our daily 
responsible for solving what is an lives, the government will have little 
urgent social crisis. incentive to act. 

Since the homeless do not have the 

Bons Mots: Do not waste your time on social questions. 
What is the matter with the poor is poverty; 
what is the matter with the rich is uselessness. 

— George Bernard Shaw 
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Opinions 
Marks not an even playing field 

Dear Editors, 

This is a strange school. When I 
arrived I was told, as were 2500 others, 
that 1 am special — that 1 had to be spe¬ 
cial to be a member of the Queen's Arts 
and Science class of 2002. According to 
the Principal my class is made up of the 
brightest of the brightest of young Cana¬ 
dian students. Apparently we are going 
to run Canada one day. 

Three weeks after the Dean's speech I 
found myself sitting in a lecture theatre 
listening to a detailed presentation on 
how to write essays. The presentation 
was not on how to write a philosophy 
paper in comparison to a politics paper 
or anything of the like — it was on how 
to write an essay. An essay. I tuned out 
gradually (the speaker literally started 
the talk with "Does anyone know what a 
thesis is?") and I spent the hour long pre¬ 

sentation wondering what it really meant 
to be deemed one of Canada's brightest 
young students. 

The class of 2002 isn't 
composed of Canada's young 

intellectual elite, it's 
composed of 2500 naive kids 

who think they're brilliant 
and who are going to get a 

rude awakening. 

If I ask someone sitting next to me 
how they did in high school and they 
spout off something about having a 92 
per cent average, should I be impressed? 
What does getting 92 per cent really 
mean? Am I talking to a genius or to 
someone who laughed his/her way 
through high school knowing that simply 
showing up to class with a pulse would 
earn him/her an ‘A’? 

It occurred to me that the only acid 

test for a high school education is how 
well one fares in university. I find that 
frightening — my class isn't composed of 
Canada's young intellectual elite, it's 
composed of 2500 naive kids who think 
they're brilliant and who are by in large 
going to get a rude awakening. 

In some cases students will be forced 
to realize that they've moved from the 
bush leagues to the majors. Others may 
have been playing semi-pro already. 

In either case, we should put all of 
Canada's high schools should put sec¬ 
ondary and early university marks side 
by side under a bright light to see the 
results of the acid test. Maybe then some 
idea of what a true 92 per cent is will be 
made clear; maybe then Queen's won't 
have to wait until after the first set of 
marks are in to see whether it really does 
have the smartest young students in 
Canada. 

Jordan Dodd 
ArtSci ’02 

| f tiers te the Editers 

Golden Words 

No hypocrisy here 

Dear Editors, 

It’s ironic that the letter by LSS Presi¬ 
dent Chris Ellis in the issue of Oct. 2 was 
titled “EngSoc shows hypocrisy.” Ellis 
accuses GW of publishing lies and innu¬ 
endo in an article entitled "The Queen's 
LSS is run by a bunch of sneaky ass¬ 
holes!" Yet, he inexplicably includes 
those same things in his letter. 

GW is editorially 
autonomous of EngSoc. 

Stewart holds no control 
over GW’s content, and isn’t 

obliged to agree with it. 

I must address the statements Ellis 
attributed to me: that I, “an editor of 
GW, Peter Lynn, confessed to [Ellis] that 
it was likely that no editor had read the 
piece before it was printed.” In fact, I 
told Ellis that I personally hadn’t taken 
part in the production or editing of the 
article. To clarify, I left it in the capable 
hands of three other editors during the 
preliminary stages. However, I did read 
it and satisfied myself that it was factu¬ 
ally accurate before approving it. 

Further, Ellis claims I admitted that 
the editors’ failure to read and approve 
articles “happened all the time — press 
night was a zoo.” This is ludicrous. 
There wasn’t an occasion last year in 
which an article went into a GW issue 
without editorial approval. That simply 
doesn’t happen. 

Moreover, I advised Ellis of his right 
to lodge a formal complaint, which 
might — pending investigation — bring 
about a correction, retraction or apol¬ 
ogy- Yet, Ellis failed to do so — perhaps 
because he knew his case was too weak 
t0 bring to trial. 

The article merely cited publicly- 
pe.f.or(kd incidents, including statements 
bnis made at AMS assembly, and his offi¬ 

cial stance during the LSS secession ref¬ 
erendum — hardly “untrue innuendo.” 
In fact, when I asked Ellis what, specifi¬ 
cally, he found objectionable about the 
article, he was unable to offer particular 
complaints. He simply called the entire 
article “reprehensible,” yet somehow 
seemed unable to say exactly why. 

Further, Ellis’ central argument — a 
"rebuttal" of EngSoc President Keith 
Stewart's criticism of George Reinblatt's 
attack on engineers — is flawed. Ellis 
contends that Stewart’s objection is hyp¬ 
ocritical since EngSoc publishes GW, 
which allegedly abused Ellis and "law 
students in general" (actually, law stu¬ 
dents weren’t maligned — only their 
leaders). 

What Ellis overlooks is that GW is 
editorially autonomous of EngSoc. Stew¬ 
art holds no control over GW’s content, 
and isn’t obliged to agree with it. Thus, 
he may object to Reinblatt's article with¬ 
out hypocrisy. Ellis has demonstrated 
only two things: First, that he carries a 
grudge against GW and EngSoc over an 
article entitled “The Queen's LSS is run 
by a bunch of sneaky assholes.” 
Secondly, that the LSS does, in fact, have 
at least one at its helm. 

Peter Lynn 
GW Editor 1997-98 

Frank Zappa 

Article full of shit 

Dear Editors, 

I read with some interest the column 
“The Scene” in The Journal of Tuesday, 
October 6. It opened with the descrip¬ 
tion of a particular Frank Zappa 
“legend.” Your writer may, however, 
want to do some research before his next 
article — the events he described in the 
article never actually happened. 

At least, that's what he claims in his 
autobiography, The Real Frank Zappa 
Book. The book goes on at some length 
about this, but his summary of this par¬ 
ticular story is short and to the point: 

“For the records, folks: I never took a 
shit on stage, and the closest I ever came 
to eating shit anywhere was at a Holiday 
Inn buffet in Fayetteville, North Car¬ 
olina, in 1973.” 

The rest of the article seems some¬ 
what unsatisfying: after opening with an 
urban legend, one has to wonder what 
else the writer has exaggerated. 

Rick Pirn 
Queen’s ITS staff 

Pregnancy 

‘Feminists’ shouldn’t 
speak of tits 

Dear Editors, 

It is odd that Marte Narvik should 
consider her interpretation of mother¬ 
hood as “sacred” and above criticism- 
and then write a full page article about it 
for The Journal. 

Katie Edwards should realize that The 
Journal is not for the squeamish. Over 
the years, this paper has favoured us 
with descriptions of bloody tampons, 
puking anorexics, and the fabulous 
female orgasm. Why is it that certain 
female writers are so fascinated by the 
sloppy side of life? Men don't run to the 
word processor after every trip to the 
toilet, even if it was a particularly satis¬ 
fying session. 

If, as the article implies, the 
father is not in the picture, 
then the boy is likely to be 
materially and emotionally 

deprived and society should 
be judgmental. 

I am not interested in the Miss 
Natvik's incomprehensible psychobab¬ 
ble, though it does seem rather narcissis¬ 
tic. It would be more interesting to learn 
about the relationship between the 
mother, father, and son. If, as the article 
implies, the father is not in the picture, 
then the boy is likely to be materially and 

Letters to the 

EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal want 
to hear from all readers. 

Letters that are legible, legal and 
literate will be published if space 
permits. All letters must include 

the writer’s NAME and 
TELEPHONE NUMBER. 

Drop off letters to The Journal 
House at 272 Earl St., fax to 
545-672S, or E-mail them to 
<journal@post.queensu.ca>. 

“Entertainment staff at the Plaza” 

Susy MacDougall 
Con-Ed ’99 

— man that would suck!" 

Susy MacDougall 
Con-Ed ’99 

“Bill Clinton - Enough said” 

Tim Elgar 
Comm ’02 

talkim 

Who would you 
not trade places 

with for a million 
dollars? 
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emotionally deprived and soci¬ 

ety should be judgmental. 

But these days, everyone is all 

right a-okay and those who 

point these things out are the 

villains. 

Andrew Zur 

Artsci ’99 

When financial need 
becomes personal 

Dear Editors, 

1 have a question for Brock 

Jones. Are you on OSAP? You 

see, I was always under the 

impression that you were. 

That’s why I was never 

offended by any of your letters 

in which you attempted to jus¬ 

tify rising tuition and explain 

the wonders of the OSAP repay¬ 

ment plan. After all, you were 

facing the same increases and 

need for more loan money as 

the rest of us. 

Until you are a student 
in need, you have 

absolutely no right to 
criticize the worries of 

those who are. 

Of course, I was making a lot 

of assumptions about your life 

circumstances. 1 was assuming 

that, like myself, you have 

worked full-time for the four 

months between school years, 

averaging 50-60 hours per 

week. I assumed that you also 

had limited financial support 

from your parents; not because 

they weren’t encouraging your 

academic endeavors, but 

because they simply couldn’t 

afford to help. I assumed that 

you, like myself, work part-time 

during the year in lieu of extra¬ 

curricular activities, so that you 

can afford to pay rent... and eat. 

And I assumed that despite all 

your work, despite bursaries 

and scholarships, you still, like 

myself, managed to accumulate 

a five-figure student loan. Not 

due to poor money manage¬ 

ment skills, but because a dollar 

only stretches so far. 

So, Mr. Jones, I ask you — is 

that scenerio familiar to you? 

Or, as your letter implied, are 

you fortunate enough to have a 

family that can afford to carry 

your financial burden? Not that 

I would resent you for that; 

after all, it just means less com¬ 

petition for those of us who rely 

on government funding to (tem¬ 

porarily) pay for our education. 

However, what I DO resent 

are all your lectures on the won¬ 

derful OSAP repayment plan, 

when that is a wonder you’ll 

never have to face. I resent your 

support of higher tuition when 

the reality is that any tuition 

increase would have little or no 

impact on your finances, but 

just means that Mommy and 

Daddy writes you a bigger 

cheque. And, most of all, I 

resent your implications in past 

letters that my financial worries 

are due to “laziness”; that I 

should “get off my ass and get a 

job”; that I should be more 

financially responsible for my 

education. After all, just who is 

responsible for yours? And if it 

is, as I now suspect, your par¬ 

ents, how can you possibly jus¬ 

tify lecturing me on 

responsibility, when I am the 

one paying my own way (since 

the thing about OSAP is, it does 

have to be repaid)? 

1 encourage you to reply to 

this letter, and share a bit of 

your financial state with the 

Queen’s community. If my first 

assumption was correct, and 

you do have a loan, then it will 

only add credibility to your sug¬ 

gestions as to how students 

should cope with increasing 

tuition and increasing debt. 

On the other hand, if my sec¬ 

ond assumption was right, and 

you don’t have a loan, then I am 

extremely curious to see how 

you will justify your case. Just 

remember, I am not attempting 

to debate whether or not tuition 

should rise. I am just trying to 

point out that until you are a 

student in need, until you are 

already in debt, until you are 

already working your ass off 

while attending school just to 

make ends meet, you have 

absolutely no right to criticize 

the worries of those who are. 

You and your friends from 

UCC got in here because you 

are intelligent and rich, two cir¬ 

cumstances that are unlikely to 

be affected by rising tuition. The 

rest of us are here because we 

are intelligent and work hard — 

the latter of which is almost cer¬ 

tain to be affected, since there 

are only so many hours in the 

day in which to balance work 

and study. 

All I ask is that you at least 

try to understand exactly why 

we are so worried, that you at 

least have the courtesy to pay us 

the respect you deserve. 

Cynthia Dixon 

Nursing ’99 

Loan program a 
viable solution 

Dear Editors, 

I must say, it was rather 

humorous to read Ms. Carrie 

Reid's letter in the October 6 

Journal. After reading yet 

another offering from Brock 

Jones last week, I fully expected 

to hear some sort of half-witted, 

empty and emotional attack 

towards him in the next paper. 

Alas, Ms. Reid bit the bait. 

My main question to Ms. 

Reid is "what was the real point 

of your commentary?" If it was 

only to point out that Mr. Jones 

is a UCC grad (and oh, do we 

ever hate those 'private school 

junkies') then you were success¬ 

ful. You failed to convince me, 

a public school grad, why the 

Income Contingent Repayment 

Loan (ICRL) program is the 

worst possible answer to our 

reality. 

Mr. Jones has offered us a 

very viable solution to our prob¬ 

lem. Faced with reality, (my 

reality consists of: government 

has no money = university has 

no money = higher tuition no 

matter how many times people 

write useless letters to The Jour¬ 

nal), the ICRL is an answer. 

Note, I said AN answer, not 

THE answer. It is quite a change 

to see a Journal editorial offer¬ 

ing solutions to the current cri¬ 

sis. And by the way Ms. Reid, 

the ICRL program is designed 

so that those who cannot pay, 

pay later, and if you can pay (in 

order to avoid all that nasty 

interest) you can pay now. 

How can Queen's 
attract top students 
when It has spent all 

its money on bursaries 
and has none to offer 
for an updated library, 
a physical education 

centre, research 
centers, etc.? 

I also would like to comment 

on Ms. Reid's ‘question of the 

week to Brock.’ She wonders 

how Queen's can justify raising 

tuition in an effort to attract top 

students when our admission 

standards have been consistently 

falling year after year. 

Let me answer this for Brock 

with another question. How can 

Queen's attract any, including 

top, students when it has spent 

all its money on bursaries and 

has none to offer for an updated 

library, a physical education 

centre, overhead machines, 

computer labs, research centers, 

etc.? At this point we might as 

well put lectures on videotapes 

and mail them to students. 

The final point I would like 

to address is Ms. Reid's myopic 

view of enrolling students. Ms. 

Reid mentions that faced with 

rising tuition, “only rich kids 

can afford Queen's.” I am sure 

many of us who read the 

national newspaper are aware 

that tuition is rising ‘every¬ 

where.’ Ms. Reid's argument 

thus implies that only rich kids 

can afford university' in Canada. 

Ms. Reid then stipulates that 

the number of people going to 

university has risen, then con¬ 

tinues writing that the real 

growing number is the number 

of rich kids who can afford uni¬ 

versity. Well Ms. Reid, rich kids 

could always afford university. 

So I don’t see how one can pos- 

tEaucan 
www.thetoucan.com 
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... M«re letters te the 

sibly correlate rising tuition with 

increasing university applica¬ 

tions from rich kids. One would 

think that university applica¬ 

tions would decline with rising 

tuition. Since they haven't, a 

growing number of “average 

young Canadians” have decided 

that the investment in their 

future is worth the higher 

tuition. 

The letter headline read 

“Jones needs a dose of reality.” I 

believe it should have read 

“Jones sees reality but still can¬ 

not get through to narrow¬ 

minded students." 

John Shipman 

Comm '99 

Canadian tuition 
rates make sense 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to address some 

of the issues raise by Ms. Reid's 

letter of October 6th. 

1- 

If, as Ms. Reid seems to 

believe, high tuition is discour¬ 

aging under-privileged youth 

from attending university, why 

is it that the countries with the 

highest tuition, namely the 

United States and Canada, are 

also the ones with the highest 

rate of university education? 

Specifically, in the U.S. and 

Canada close to 30% of people 

between the ages of 18 and 25 

attend a three or four year 

degree granting program, while 

the similar figures for France 

and Germany (where tuition is 

free) are less than 20%. 

More broadly, in the course 

of the lifetime, over 50% of 

Americans, and 48% of Canadi¬ 

ans will receive a post secondary 

education of some sorts (col¬ 

lege, university, technical 

schools, and so on), whereas in 

France and Germany the similar 

figures are less than 30%. How 

does Ms. Reid explain these fig¬ 

ures? Is it that there are twice as 

many rich people in Canada as 

in France? 

Perhaps the better explana¬ 

tion would be that since France 

pays all the tuition for its stu¬ 

dents, it can't afford to educate 

more than a small proportion, 

whereas in Canada, because the 

students pay a share of the cost 

of education it is possible to 

provide a good (but still subsi¬ 

dized) education to a lot more 

people. 
Isn't it ironic that higher 

tuition makes Canadian (and 

American) education more 

accessible? And even though we 

have to pay for our education, 

it's still a bargain considering 

that university graduates earn 

more money, generally have bet¬ 

ter, more secure, jobs. 

And for the record, Ms. Reid, 

while I do consider myself to be 

member of the intellectual elite 

(if only because it improves my 

self esteem), I did not attend 

UCC, and in fact attended an 

high quality inner city high 

school. 

Carl Irvine 

Arts ’00 

brutally addictive. 

Cigarette sales send 
the wrong message 

Dear Editors, 

In response to the recent con¬ 

troversy over the sale of ciga¬ 

rettes at Alfie’s, I find The 

Journal's stance on smoking dis¬ 

appointing. While Health 

Canada is spending mass 

amounts of money on its anti¬ 

smoking campaign, it’s embar¬ 

rassing that Queen’s university 

would even consider offering 

students cigarettes at one of its 

campus bars. 

While I agree that selling cig¬ 

arettes in a bar may not do 

much more to actively promote 

smoking, it does, nonetheless, 

send a clear message that smok¬ 

ing is acceptable. Don’t get me 

wrong, I don’t find cigarettes 

nor those that smoke them 

morally abhorrent, but the long¬ 

term consequences of the habit 

are undeniable. And even more 

unfortunate is that they are so 

It’s embarrassing that 
Queen’s university 

would even consider 
offering students 

cigarettes at one of its 
campus bars. 

Since many lifelong smokers 

began at our age, both Queen’s 

and The Journal should avoid 

advocating cigarettes as a stu¬ 

dent’s “best friend.” 

Nancy Carlson 

PT ’99 

Technical glitches 

Dear Editors, 

I had a few thoughts which 

you might find interesting. 

1 — The article could have 
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M«re letters te the 

been much more substantial had 

the journalist researched in 

either graffiti or soapbox for 

relevant “discussions.” 

2 — Performance: ITS gives 

the excuse that subscribers 

exceeded their expectations. 

This is the same excuse that they 

gave regarding qlink's perfor¬ 

mance when it was installed. 

The performance of qlink is still 

not very good. There exist sev¬ 

eral excellent solutions to this 

problem which have been 

implemented by other institu¬ 

tions. Carnegie-Mellon Univer¬ 

sity (CMU) in the states is a 

notable example. 

3 — Download limitations: It 

sounds like a reasonable idea 

. 

until you realize that it consti¬ 

tutes an invasion of privacy by 

means of traffic analysis. While 

I have not personally seen a 

Q@H contract, 1 expect that it 

does not cover this subject. 

Finally, since it is not a subject 

covered in the advertising, what 

about those persons who signed 

up for the service with the 

explicit intent of using it to 

“suck files”? 

4 _ Toll lines: ITS is the 

least cost effective ISP in 

Kingston. Dial-up access from 

any other service provider can 

be obtained at a more reason¬ 

able rate. 

5 — Activity in general: It is 

clear why Queen's became an 

ISP since the term did not even 

exist 5 years ago. There were a 

few students who needed 

remote connectivity in order to 

do numerical analysis or some 

other work on the mainframe. 

The best option was for Queen’s 

to provide dial-up lines inter¬ 

nally. But why does Queen's 

continue to try to be an ISP 

when there are several local 

businesses which are capable of 

filling that niche, and probably 

in a more cost effective manner 

for all involved? Offering e-mail 

"aliases" in the same manner as 

numerous professional organi¬ 

zations (for example the ACM 

and IEEE) would appear to be a 

more appropriate alternative. 

Furthermore, these aliases could 

be maintained after graduation 

at little or no cost, providing a 

stable e-mail address. 

Why does Queen's 
continue to try to be 

an ISP when there are 
local businesses which 
are capable of filling 

that niche, and 
probably in a more 

cost effective manner? 

6 — Along the same lines, 

why does Queen's sell comput¬ 

ers? This side business appears 

to have the same origins as the 

dial-up lines since there wasn't 

much of a market to support 

local computer stores in the 80s. 

by 

15 ml (1/2 oz.) Jim Beam 

25 ml (3/4 oz.) Kamora Coffee Liqueur 

25 ml (3/4 oz.) Irish Cream Liqueur 

Combine all ingredients with ice in a low ball glass. 

DR . JIM BEAM 

60 ml (2 OZ.) Jim Beam 

250 ml . (S OZ.) Cherry Cola 

Cherry 

Combine ingredients in a tall glass with ice. 

Garnish with cherry. 

However things have changed 

and Queen's is supposed to be 

an educational institute. 

I have talked to many first 

year students who informed me 

that they were under the 

impression that they had to buy 

their system from Queen's in 

order to access the internet from 

residence. One solution would 

be for Queen's to publish some 

sort of standard that would out¬ 

line requirements for hardware 

and software, and, optionally, 

certify packages from local busi¬ 

nesses. This would be a reason¬ 

ably easy measure to take and 

would make it much simpler for 

people who don't know much 

about computers to make an 

informed decision. 

7 — Another appropriate 

and positive activity would be 

organizing and facilitating local 

interconnectivity of local ISPs. 

It is ludicrous to have datagrams 

travel from a dial-up access in 

Kingston to Toronto and then 

back to Queen's. Providing this 

connectivity would not violate 

of our contract with O-Net. 

Andrew Hammond 

ArtSci ’96 

Of life and loss 

Dear Editors, 

I was recently witness to the 

aftermath of what turned out to 

be a tragic hit-and-run accident 

of two elderly women on Queen 

street. As I walked across the 

street to my destination, amidst 

the flashing lights, my eyes met 

with the blanketed figure being 

helped by a paramedic. 

As I glanced across I looked 

into her large glossy eyes and 1 
saw the most terrified and help¬ 

less look I have ever seen. As she 

lay there helpless and terrified, 

her gaze pierced my soul and 

sent a shiver down my back. 

For the second time this 

month I have felt an emptiness 

in my heart and have had to 

reflect back on my life and say, 

“that could have been me.” 

With the recent loss of a distin¬ 

guished professor, a great per¬ 

son and loving individual, Mark 

Wilson, to whom I had great 

pleasure of getting to know as 

his frosh leader, and an innocent 

old woman to whom I had no 

affiliation except that we shared 

the same street that night, I can¬ 

not help to feel like there is 

some purpose in life. 

With a birthday just passing, I 

feel lucky to be where I am, who 

I am, with the family and friends 

that I have. We live in a messed 

up world; I don’t understand 

and don’t think I ever will, but 

because of the sadness and 

fright I saw in what may have 

been one of her last gazes I wi 

be forever changed... and wil 

always look both ways before 

crossing the street. 

Ryan DeBruyn 

ArtSci ’98 
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Let’s talk about sex, baby 
By Laura Hampel 

_ ^ F YOU COULD ARBITRARILY 

I pick the gender of your 

f baby at conception, 

I would you do it? Or 

f would you not, prefer- 

| ring to leave such a 

-t weighty decision to 

Mother Nature? 

Everyone has preferences. I 

remember back in the pre-Queen’s 

days, riding to high school on the 

bus, as Nicole, the “loud bus girl” 

(every bus has one), noisily told 

everyone that she wanted a boy, so 

that he could play hockey. Your rea¬ 

sons may be somewhat different 

from Nicole’s, but many of us, if 

asked, probably would admit to 

having a preference. 

No longer simply rhetorical, 

these questions may shortly become 

very much a part of the decision to 

become pregnant. A mid-September 

study in the journal Human 

Reproduction reported that a fertil¬ 

ity' centre in the United States will 

now assure a couple an 85 per cent 

chance of having a girl (they guar¬ 

antee slightly smaller odds on hav¬ 

ing a boy — you’d have around a 65 

per cent chance). This is ground¬ 

breaking news for a society which 

has always wanted to control that 

last elusive variable. Why leave any¬ 

thing up to chance? 

The idea has been kicking around 

for a while. Ancient Greeks would 

lie on their right side during sex to 

guarantee a boy and 18th century 

Frenchmen tied-off the left testicle 

to achieve the same result. Today’s 

procedure is a lot less unpleasant 

and comes from a process which has 

been used in breeding farm animals 

for the last decade or so. 

The basic scientific problem is 

This is ground-breaking 
news for a society that 
wants to control this 

elusive variable. 
Why leave anything 

up to chance? 

this: Sperm come in two kinds — 

those carrying an X chromosome, 

and those carrying a Y. If the 

mother’s egg is fertilized by an X 

sperm, you get a girl, and if the Y 

sperm does it, you get a boy. But 

with 100 million sperm racing 

around after, .ejaculation, how .can 

you make sure that you get the right 

one? 

The answer is actually quite sim¬ 

ple. X chromosomes have about 3 

per cent more DNA than Ys. If you 

stain sperm with a fluorescent dye 

that sticks to DNA, and then shine a 

laser on them, the dyed DNA will 

glow. X (girl-producing) sperm will 

glow more brightly since they have 

more DNA. Then all you have to do 

is separate the bright X sperm from 

the less bright Y sperm and artifi¬ 

cially inseminate Mom with the 

sperm of her choice. Voila. At only 

$2,500 a try (non-reimbursable if it 

fails), this is definitely a feasible 

option for parents, and the proce¬ 

dure will certainly get cheaper if the 

idea catches on and more people try 

it out. 

Now some people might ask why 

anyone in this day and age would 

care so much whether they have a 

boy or a girl. After all, sexism and 

the glass ceiling are slowly but 

surely receding. And we aren’t liv¬ 

ing in some eugenics dictatorship — 

we_can have- as many babies as we 

want. Theoretically, the procedure 

is aimed at parents trying to avoid 

sex-linked diseases, or trying to give 

some balance to their family. But 

really, anyone is welcome, for what¬ 

ever reason — even Nicole with her 

hockey dreams. 

Who knows? By the time you 

and I have children, picking the 

gender of the baby may be as com¬ 

mon an option as picking blue or 

pink paint for the nursery room. 

The Miyagi triangle solution 
We have a winner! Congratulations to Adam Brown, Ph.D. 1 (in geometry, if you can believe it), for 

successfully solving the Miyagi Triangle puzzle. He was one of several people to come up with the correct 
solution. A coin toss (actually, a couple of them) decided the winner. 

The solution is: 

That is to say, the radius of the middle circle is the geometric mean of the radii 
of the large circle and the small one. This solution can be reached by realizing, 
first of all, that all of the triangles in which the circles are transcribed are similar 
to each other, and to the entire triangle itself. The solution on the original 
Japanese wooden tablet then determines the relationship among the squares. 

Another solution involves bisecting the angles in the triangles to find the cen¬ 
tres of the circles and using the Pythagorean theorum to find expres¬ 

sions for the radii. Anyway you reach it, by geometric finesse or (as 
I did) by algebraic brute force, the result is quite elegant. 

Adam has selected a $50 gift certificate from Novel 
Idea as his prize. Thanks to all of you who entered. 

Watch for more geometric gems in 
V upcoming issues 

Scientists working in 
the U.S. sweep Nobels... 

This year’s Nobel prizes in physics, chemistry, and 
medicine have all gone to scientists working in labora¬ 
tories in the United States. 

Physics 
The prize in physics went to Robert Laughlin of 

Stanford University, Horst Stormer of Columbia Univer¬ 
sity and Daniel Tsui of Princeton. Their work is a 
quantum-level refinement of the Hall effect, which 
describes the resistance induced in a superconductor 
carrying a current when placed in a magnetic field. 

Nobel laureate (1985) Klaus von Klitzing, using 
strong magnetic fields and very low temperatures, dis¬ 
covered in 1980 that the resistance does not increase 
linearly with increasing field strength, but step-wise, 
each step given by the product of physical constants 
divided by an integer. This is the integer quantum Hall 
effect. 

Stormer and Tsui, using even lower temperatures 
and magnetic fields up to 5 times stronger than those 
used by von Klitzing, found steps in Hall resistance 
given by that same constant divided by fractions, 
demonstrating the fractional quantum Hall effect. The 
question of the source of these new steps was kicked 
around for a year before Laughlin offered an explana¬ 
tion. He proposed that the electron “gas” in the con¬ 
ductor, under the influence of the near-absolute-zero 
temperature and strong magnetic field, condensed into 
a quantum fluid. Quantum fluids have been previously 
described in liquid helium and in superconductors. 

The fluid described by Laughlin, when excited by the 
addition of another electron, creates quasiparticles 
(they're so clever with their nomenclature, these physi¬ 
cists) with the precise fractional charge to account for 
the new steps. 

Chemistry 
This year's Nobel laureates for chemistry are Walter 

Kohn of the University of California at Santa Barbara, 
and John Pople of Northwestern. 

Kohn will receive the Nobel in recognition of his work 
in simplifying the calculations in analysing the quantum 
nature of molecular bonds. He showed that following 
the movement of each electron in a bond is not neces¬ 
sary, that the electrons' spatial distribution is all that is 
needed, giving rise to the density-functional theory. 

Pople will be recognized for his development of com¬ 
putational methods used in the study of molecules, 
including the design of the GAUSSIAN computer 
program. 

Medicine 
Three Americans will share the Nobel prize in medi¬ 

cine this year: Robert Furchgott of New York, Ferid 
Murad of Houston, and Louis Ignarro of Los Angeles. 
All three had a hand discovering that nitric oxide (NO) is 
produced in mammals and is a signal molecule in the 
cardiovascular system, relaxing the muscles around 
arteries and dilating the vessels. This explains why nitro¬ 
glycerine, which is now known to release NO into the 
body, is an effective treatment for atherosclerosis, the 
narrowing and hardening of blood vessels. This discov¬ 
ery also lead to the development of the wildly popular 
anti-impotence drug, Viagra. 

...but Canadians show 
well at Ig Nobels 

Meanwhile, three Canadian scientists have been 
awarded Ig Nobel prizes by The Annals of Improbable 
Research “for research which cannot or should not be 
reproduced.'' Jerald Bain of Mt. Sinai Hospital in 
Toronto and Kerry Siminoski of the University of 
Alberta won the prize for statistics for their study "The 
Relationship Among Height, Penile Length, and Foot 
Size" (there is a very slight, although not predictive, 
relationship). And the Ig Nobel for safety engineering 
went to Troy Hurtubise of North Bay for the construc¬ 
tion of the world's first suit of armour designed to pro¬ 
tect the wearer against grizzly bear attacks. The 
seven-year development of the suit, which features 
chain mail, a "black box" data recorder and pepper 
spray guns, was the subject of the National Film Board 
documentary Project Grizzly. 
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The Peanut Gallery 
Gaels fumble away game 

Brothers -purged 

Tough day for die Esposito 

family, as brothers Phil and 

Tony were fired by the Tampa 

Bay Lightening. Phil, who was 

the- general manager, is widely 

regarded as the man who 

brought hockey to Florida, 

had. been with the team since 

its inception seven years ago. 

Coming off of a last place fin¬ 

ish, the two Hall of Farriers 

were fired by new owner Art 

Williams only two games into 

this season. Jacques Demers, 

currently the coach, has 

assumed the role of general 

manager as well. Tony’s 

replacement as assistant to the 

general manager will be filled 

in the immediate future. It was 

about time that the Lightening 

rid themselves of the arrogant 

and incompetent GM. 

PICTURE PERFECT 

Three teams remain unde¬ 

feated in the NFL this season, 

none of whom are a big sur¬ 

prise. The defending Super 

Bowl champion Denver 

Broncos have cut a swath 

through the league this year 

with 203 points scored and 

only 103 allowed. They are 

again paced by: running back’ 

Terrell Davis and his 865 yards 

rushing. Jacksonville and 

Minnesota share the unde¬ 

feated perch, with each earn¬ 

ing significant victories along 

the way. Jacksonville has 

defeated Kansas City and 

Minnesota traveled to 

Lambeau Field and defeated 

the Packers to put themselves 

amongst the league’s elite. In a 

top heavy circuit like the NFL, 

it is most likely that at least 

one of these teams will be 

playing in the Super Bowl 

come January. 

World Series set 

While the Yankees and their 

114 regular season wins have 

done what is expected of 

them, by reaching the World 

Series, their dance partner in 

the fall classic is a bit of sur¬ 

prise. After upsetting tbe 

Houston Astros and the heav¬ 

ily favoured Atlanta Braves, 

the San Diego Padres have 

earned the right to rake on the 

most prolific team in recent 

history. While it has been a 

remarkable run, rhe Padres do 

not have the depth to compete 

with the American League 

champs. The glass slipper 

doesn’t quite fit. Yanks in 6. 

IF CHRISTMAS CAME EARLY... 

•Tony Gwynn would culmi¬ 

nate his spectacular career 

with the one thing he seeks 

— a World Series ring. 

• Evander Holyfield and 

Lennox Lewis would fight 

in a winner-take-all bout. 

•CTV Sportsnet would have 

a No Curling policy. 

By Adam Kaminsky 

To give is better than to 

receive. 

While this is a good way to 

look at life, it is not rhe way to 

win football games. With eight 

turnovers, the Queen’s Golden 

Gaels (3-2) were in a giving 

mood in their 47-30 shoot-out 

loss at the hands of the Ottawa 

Gee-Gees (4-1) last Saturday. 

Ottawa 
Queen’s 

Going into this O-QIFC first- 

place showdown at Frank Clair 

Stadium it was clear that mis¬ 

takes, or lack thereof would pick 

the winner, and they did. The 

turnovers, while devastating 

against any team, were particu¬ 

larly destructive against the 

explosive Ottawa Gee-Gees and 

their superhuman quarterback 

Phil Cote. 

“We paid quick and early for 

■ 

our turnovers,” said defensive 

coordinator Bob Mullen. 

Cote, who is the leading Hec 

Creighton Trophy candidate, did 

not disappoint in this game. He 

passed for 340 yards, ran for 82 

yards and threw four touchdown 

balls. 
•'He is a scary runner, tremen¬ 

dous athlete, he’s the best athlete 

on the ream and is the key to 

everything they do,” marvelled 

Mullen. 

Cote showed his skill early by 

throwing a 23-yard touchdown 

pass to Rob Harrod, his first of 

four on the day, midway through 

rhe first quarter. A touchdown 

pass in typical Gee-Gee fashion, 

Cot£ scrambling for a while 

before heaving the ball to Har¬ 

rod who outleapt the defender 

for the first major of the day. 

The Gee-Gees came back to 

score a second touchdown three 

minutes later after halting a pro¬ 

ductive Gael drive by forcing a 

turnover. It was Cote and Har¬ 

rod who connected again, this 

time from 27-yards out, to capi¬ 

talize on the Queen's miscue. 

After the Gaels tackled Gee- 

Gee punter Darren McNeice for 

a safety to get on the scoreboard, 

Harrod and Cot hooked up for 

another score, this one measur¬ 

ing 22-yards. Ottawa failed to 

convert the touchdown, but 

McNeice kicked a field goal with 

just under three minutes remain¬ 

ing to stake Ottawa to a seem¬ 

ingly comfortable 23-2 lead. 

O-QIFC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
G W L F A P 

Ottawa S -1 1 m 95 S 
Qucttn’s 5 3 2 157 90 6 

6 1 5 S3 205 2 

It was at this point that the 

scoring got a little crazy. The 

Gaels rebounded by scoring two 

touchdowns in the final three 

minutes. The first, a 57-yard 

bomb to speedmeister Colin 

Campbell from Beau Howes, 

gave the offence some much 

needed confidence. This confi¬ 

dence manifested itself quickly 

with Paul Correale taking the 

ball over from two yards out to 

narrow the lead to seven by 

half-time. 

Scoring continued to come by 

the bushel in the second-half 

when Ottawa widened the lead 

to 33-16 on a 21-yard McNeice 

field goal and a nine-yard touch¬ 

down catch by Harrod. 

Queen’s responded with a 65- 

yard pass and run play from 

Howes to Ken Radcliffe to get 

the deficit back to ten. 

The Gee-Gees replied one 

minute later when running back 

Ali Ajram broke a number of 

Gael tackles and took the ball 66- 

yards to pay dirt, moving the 

score 40-23. 

The track meet continued on 

the ensuing kick-off, which Paul 

Correale, who was held to 26 

yards rushing, took back 97 

yards to the three-yard line. Beau 

Please see Rematch on page 16 

T 

Going to the net: Gaels’ forward Shane Findlay knocks the net off looking for a rebound. Queen’s beat RMC 4-0 on Wednesday. 
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World n' it in the water 
By Julietta Loeffler 

Water aerobics. If the first 

thought that enters your head 

after hearing these words is some 

older person who can hardly 

move attempting to get a good 

workout, you are wrong. Water 

running is a great exercise for 

those who want a change from 

the regular routine of treadmill 

or track running with the same 

benefits. It is for those who want 

a change of pace in their regular 

workouts and for those that want 

a new and exciting activity to 

start them on the road to good 

health. Basically, water running is 

for anyone and everyone. 

Before we get into how to run 

in the water, let’s get to the basics 

and convince you of the benefits 

of water aerobics. Water running 

is exactly what the name implies. 

You, in a pool, moving your body 

in the running morion. It is a 

great workout for your entire 

body because the water acts as a 

very powerful resistor. It is also 

a good cardiovascular workout 

due to the fact that your heart 

rate is elevated sufficiently to 

provide all the benefits of a car¬ 

diovascular workout. 

Due to the fact that water run¬ 

ning is a non-weight bearing 

exercise, it is a great activity to 

do when you are rehabilitating 

muscles that might have been 

injured and are not sufficiently 

strong enough to handle the 

weight of your own body for 

extended periods of time. Such 

injuries might include a recently 

twisted ankle, an injured knee, a 

broken leg or any other body 

part that is not at 100 per cent. It 

is a great workout and might be 

just the thing you need to main¬ 

tain your pre-injury physical fit¬ 

ness level. 

Besides its use in injury reha¬ 

bilitation, water running is a 

great social activity. Going to the 

pool with one or two of your 

friends makes for an enjoyable 

workout. It is relatively easy to 

keep up a conversation with a 

friend while running and both of 

you will have many laughs for 

the first few runs (it does look 

silly the first couple of times). 

Running with friends is a great 

way to unwind, catch up on the 

latest gossip and get a workout in 

as well. 

Besides its use in 
injury rehabilitation, 
water running is a 

great social activity. 

The secret of water running is 

to try it. The first few times may 

feel awkward, but regardless of 

how is feels you will still be get¬ 

ting the benefit from it. It can be 

done in deep or shallow water 

(no excuses for all you non- 

swimmers, although shallow 

water running does have some 

weight bearing properties to it). 

Deep water running can be done 

with or without water belts. 

The best way to describe the 

running motion is as follows: 

bring your leg up to a 90-degree 

position, extended backwards. 

Do not bring your leg very far 

past your buttocks. Keep feet 

relaxed and your back upright 

(leaning forward is a natural 

motion so be sure to check your 

position often). Pump your arms 

back and forth at 90-degree 

angles. While pumping, use your 

arms to pull the water. This 

motion will keep you above the 

water and move your body for¬ 

wards. Without proper use ot 

your arms, you will run rather 

slowly. 
After about 30 minutes o 

running, you can finish your 

workout with a few water 

stretches using the pool edge as a 

wall or as a support and a fewslt 

ups, again using the pool edge- 

I guarantee that water running 

will elevate your heart rate, g'v‘j 

your muscles some work a 

leave you energized to finish o 

the rest of your day. If water ru 

ning does nothing else, it ' 

leave you feeling refreshed. 
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E ©IF f nail WHH1 
Rookie 

sensation 
leads team 
to playoffs 

The average first-year varsity athlete 

would probably have so much on their 

plate that it would be difficult for them 

to instantly gel with a veteran team. 

However, Heather Brown is not your 

average rookie. The Golden Gaels’ field 

hockey goaltender, with four consecu¬ 

tive shutouts, is this week’s Journal Ath¬ 

lete of the Week. 

Brown, with the help of a strong 

defensive core, propelled the team into 

the playoffs after completing a three- 

game sweep on Thanksgiving weekend. 

Backed by an opportune offence, she 

shut down Trent 2-0, McGill 1-0 and 

Carleton 1-0. Before the weekend, 

Brown began her amazing streak with a 

2-0 shutout against Carleton. 

Brown, a Toronto native, has been 

playing field hockey since the summer 

of grade 10. She had been a soccer 

goalie before, so when word got out 

that a field hockey goalie was needed, 

she answered the call. This past sum¬ 

mer, Brown participated in a Toronto 

field hockey league and played against 

women that were twice her age. “This 

gave me a lot of confidence, especially 

in goaltending,” said Brown. 

She was able to put the experience to 

good use and provided an instant lift to 

her teaifiniates the day she arrived. 

Assistant Coach Richard Bennett 

commented that Brown “gives the 

defence a lot of confidence.” 

Despite all her success this season, 

Brown still feels there are things she can 

work on. “[I need to] work on my 

explosiveness and trust my instincts a 

little more,” said Brown. 

At 5 feet 8 inches, she is one of the 

taller goalies around in field hockey and 

has been able to use her height as an 

advantage when stopping high shots. 

The Gaels still have two regular sea¬ 

son games left, one against Waterloo 

and one with York, and the team “will 

use this time to try and tinker with 

some things,” said Bennett. The Gaels 

are rolling into the playoffs and hope to 

go farther than they have in years. With 

the great mix of a solid defensive core 

and goaltending that would deflate any 

opponent’s morale, Brown and the 

Gaels are set to contend for a 

championship. 

In the game 
Men's soccer 

This past weekend, the Queen’s men’s 

soccer team broke even after two con¬ 

tests. On Saturday, the Gaels lost a tough 

game to an undefeated Laurentian squad 

by a count of 2-0. On Sunday, however, 

the team rebounded to win handily over 

Ryerson by a lopsided score of 4-0. 

Women's soccer 

The women’s soccer juggernaut con¬ 

tinued to roll with two impressive 

Thanksgiving weekend victories. On Sat¬ 

urday, the women defended their num¬ 

ber two national ranking by squeaking 

by the Ottawa Gee-Gees 3-2. Scoring the 

goals for the Gaels were Kim Mweni- 

fumbo and two Nuala Grieve. On Sun¬ 

day, the stomping continued as they 

defeated Ryerson by a count of 4-0. Tal¬ 

lying for Queen’s were Nuala Grieve, 

Laura Shearer and Ange Crockford. 

Men's hockey 

Last weekend, the men’s hockey team 

continued their exhibition season by tak- 

lng part in a tournament at Wilfred Lau- 

ner. Unfortunately, the Gaels’ offence 

"'as not quite up to par and they finished 

with a 1-2 record. The Gaels suffered 

their first two losses of the season at the 

nands of Wilfred Laurier and York Uni¬ 

versity by matching 5-1 scores. They fol- 

°wed the two losses up with a win 

against Conastanga College in a tight 

1-0 game, firing 53 shots on net. 

On Wednesday night the Gaels hosted 

the RMC Paladins in an exhibition game 

and thumped their cross-town rivals by a 

4-0 count. Queen’s goals came from 

Matt Thorne, Jonathan Bishop, Rob 

Mailloux and Shane Findlay. The 

shutout was earned by Jason Skilnick. 

The Gaels play against Ryerson in 

Toronto on Saturday night. 

Field hockey 

The women’s field hockey team com¬ 

pleted a dramatic Thanksgiving weekend 

with three straight victories that pro¬ 

pelled the Gaels into the playoffs. On 

Friday, the team downed Trent by a 

count of 2-0 on goals by Jessica Whelan 

and Jackie McLachlan. Saturday resulted 

in two victories with 1-0 shutouts against 

McGill and Carleton. Both goals in the 

contests were scored by Amber Palmer. 

Men's rugby 

The league leading squad visited 

York on Thursday afternoon and 

thumped them to the tune of a 28-14 

score. This moves the Tricolour’s 

record to an impressive 5-0. The first 

XV have a difficult game coming up 

against the improving Guelph side. 

This matchup will be for supremecy in 

the QUA. 

Follow the Gaels on CFRC 101.9 FM. 
Listen to Sports Talk Thursdays at 5:30 

X-country co-hosts open 
event at RMC 

By Queen’s Journal Sports Staff 

On Saturday afternoon Queen’s will 

co-host an open cross-country meet 

that includes many Canadian universi¬ 

ties, RMC and Kingston-area elemen¬ 

tary and secondary schools. The race is 

to be held at Fort Henry and the games 

begin at 12 p.m. The track is a 2.5 kilo¬ 

metre loop that allows fans the oppor¬ 

tunity to get a great view of the 

runners. 

The women’s race will feature top 

runners including Nathalie Cote of 

Ottawa University, a two-time defend¬ 

ing CIAU champion, and Emily Tallen, 

the national 5,000 metre champion. 

There will also be three teams from the 

CIAU top ten represented in the 

women’s race. Seventh-ranked McGill, 

eighth-ranked University of Toronto 

and fifth-ranked Queen’s will all be 

running the course 

On the men’s side there will be some 

very strong teams in attendance, 

including the fifth-ranked Queen’s 

group, tenth- ranked Waterloo squad 

and solid programs from McGill, Uni¬ 

versity of Toronto and Ottawa. 

The race will provide fans with the 

opportunity to see their men’s and 

women’s x-country teams who are both 

having strong seasons. 

There is free parking provided at the 

Fort Henry parking lot, and the meet 

will take place across the road. 

Intramural corner 
Upcoming events at the PEC 

The Queen’s Intramural Program is 

underway for another season. The fall 

leagues have started in a number of 

sports including basketball, football, 

ice hockey and indoor/outdoor soccer. 

The co-ed leagues have starred for 

intertube waterpolo and volleyball. 

This weekend there is a BEWIC 

ultimate trisbee tournament and a vol¬ 

leyball tournament on the Oct 31. A 

BEWIS tennis tournament is beginning 

this weekend and there is softball on 

the Oct. 24 and women’s squash on 

November 7 and 14. 

The Intramural Office is currently 

accepting nominations for the Septera- 

ber-October Gatorade Jntramuralist of 

the Month Award. This award will be 

presented to a first-year student who 

contributes to the intramural program 

in a positive and meaningful way. 

Congratulations is extended to Dar¬ 

ryl Dafoe for posting the lowest score 

in the men’s golf tournament. In soft- 

ball action, the men’s team of PHE 

’99/’00 won rhe tournament and 

Comm ’00 captured the first ultimate 

frisbee title of rhe year. Comm A won 

the outdoor volleyball and PHE 3 won 

the women’s three-on-three tourna¬ 

ment while PHE 2 won the men’s 

three-on-three. 

Want a 

The official graduate photographer 
of the Tricolour Yearbook it hiring 

4-5 part-time RECEPTIONISTS. 

Apply by dropping off a resume and 

cover letter to the AMS office by 
October i] @ 430pm. 

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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Rematch looming 
Continued from page 14 

Howes finished the drive on the 

next play, strolling into the end- 

zone after a convincing fake. 

Facing a 10 point deficit in a 

game with the back and forth 

pace of a ping-pong match did 

not seem like a huge obstacle. 

However, on the first possession 

of the fourth quarter, Ottawa 

stretched their lead to 17 on a 

two-yard touchdown plunge by 

full-back Dave Maclean. 

The Gaels were able to move 

the ball down the field, but it was 

interceptions and fumbles that 

continually kept the offensive 

unit from scoring. 

“We shot ourselves in the foot 

and that was frustrating,'’ said 

offensive coordinator Steve 

Yovetich. “The guys got a sense 

of what they were capable of 

doing, but just didn’t finish.” 

While the scoring barrage 

ended with a 47-30 score, the 

Gee-Gees continued to put 

offensive statistics on the board 

and finished with 638 total 

yards. Receivers Harrod (8 

catches, 160 yards) and Chris 

Evraire (11, 143) had huge days 

through the air and Ajram with 

199 yards on the ground leant 

balance to the unit. This output 

moved Queen’s from the top- 

ranked defence in the confer¬ 

ence, to fourth overall. 

There is little doubt that the 

athletic and speedy Gee-Gee 

offence was constructed with the 

fast artificial turf at home in 

mind. 

“They are at rheir peak on rhe 

turf, it makes them look like a 

another class of athlete," said 

Mullen. 

The Gaels offence, outside of 

the turnovers, had impressive 

statistics as well, rolling up 413 

yards. Howes threw for 304 

yards and was able to distribute 

the ball to his various receivers, 

with eight catching passes. 

A major concern for the team 

is the lack of a running game, 

with only 57 yards on the day, 

but Coach Yovetich was not too 

concerned. 

“[Ottawa] did a good job of 

forcing the run early and they 

gave us stuff down the field that 

we don’t normally take and we 

took it," explained Yovetich. 

With the results of last week's 

game fresh in the minds of play¬ 

ers and coaches, there will be an 

opportunity to implement what 

was learned quickly with a return 

engagement this weekend at 

Richardson Stadium. 

3T THE QUEEN'S 
JOURNAL 

HOCKEY POOL 

“We shot ourselves in 
the foot and that was 

frustrating." 

— Coach Steve Yovetich 

RULES 

1. Pick three forwards, two defenceman, one enforcer and one goalie. Enforcers will receive 

one point for every five penalty minutes. Goalies will be given two points for a win and three 

points for a shutout (combined 5 points on a shutout). 

2. Pool is open to Queen's students, faculty and staff only. No cost to enter but only one entry per 

person. Deliver entries to The Journal house at 272 Earl Street. Once entry has been 

received, no changes will be permitted. Deadline for submissions is Friday, October 16 at 4 p.m. 

3. Points will be tabulated from start of regular season to Mar. 12. Standings will be published 

occasionally in The Journal. Winners will be announced March 19. Top three scores will receive 

prizes. 

NAME 

PHONE NO. 

FACULTY/YEAR_ 

E-MAIL _ 
The game has huge implica¬ 

tions for the Gaels. Another loss 

would virtually eliminate hope 

of finishing first in the O-QIFC 

and would force the Gaels to 

focus on a playoff birth. 

With the Queen’s offence 

showing that they can move the 

ball virtually at will, it is the 

team’s ability to protect the foot¬ 

ball that will help decide who 

wins this game. 

Defensively, Coach Mullen 

knows that things are going to 

have to change. “They were at 

their best last Saturday and we 

certainly weren’t,” he said. 

This said, the fact of the mat¬ 

ter is that the Gee-Gees and 

Golden Gaels are two explosive 

offensive teams, and the scoring 

will be fast and furious. This 

game will be entertaining for the 

fans and a painful struggle for 

the defensive coordinators. 

While high scoring games are 

Ottawa’s strength, Queen's does¬ 

n’t lose very often at home and 

Ottawa’s speed advantage is 

somewhat negated on the natural 

grass field, so revenge will be 

attained. 

Editor’s pick - Queen’s by 7 

Forwards (pick 3) 

□ Ron Francis, G\R 

□ Joe Sakic, COL 

□ Jaromir Jagr, PIT 

I I Mike Modano, DAL 

□ Mats Sundin, TOR 

□ Zigmund Palffy, NYI 

□ Perer Forsberg, COL 

I I Sergei Federov, DET 

□ Keith Tkachuck. PHO 

□ Wayne Gretzky, NYR 

I I Eric Lindros, PHI 

□ Paul Kariya, ANA 

□ John Leclair, PHI 

n Peter Bondra, WAS 

□ Teemu Selannc, ANA 

□ Alexei Yashin, OTT 

Entries due by 
Friday, Oct. 16 @ 4 p.m. 

Deliver entries to 272 Earl Street 

For more info call 545-2800 

Goalies (pick 1) Defence (pick 2) 

□ Chris Osgood, DET □ Oleg Tverdovsky, PHO 

□ Patrick Roy, COL □ Ed Jovanovski, FLA 

n Martin Brodeur, NJ □ Sergei Gonchar, WAS 

□ Mike Richter, NYR 1 1 Vladimir Malakov, MON 

□ Curtis Joseph, TOR □ Roman Hamrlik, EDM 

□ Dominik Hasek, BUF 1 1 Bryan Berard, NYI 

□ Olaf Kolzig, WAS 1 1 Brian Leetch, NYR 

□ Scott Nicdermaycr, NJ 

Enforcers (pick 1) 1 1 Sandis Ozolinsh, COL 

1 1 Sergei Zubov, DAL 

□ Paul Laos, FLA 1 1 Niklas Lidstrom, DET 

1 1 Matthew Barnaby, BUF □ Al Maclnnis, STL 

□ Chris Simon, WAS □ Rob Blake, LA 

1 1 Tic Domi, TOR □ Kevin Hatcher, PIT 

1 1 Sandy McCarthy, TB 1 1 Steve Duchesne, LA 

□ Donald Brashear, VAN 1 1 Larry Murphy, DET 

ENTER AND 
WIN EXCITING 

PRIZES 

B Camera 
Kingston 

foto source ™ 

•One hour photo • Video 
• Passport photos • 

ASK ABOUT YOUR CLUB CK 
SAVINGS CARD! 

2nd Set* 
! PRINTS ! 

114 Princess 
St. (near 

Wellington) 

1 FREE! 
j ! 
! 35MM or APS film at time of 
! development. See store for details” j 

549-3747 
650 Bath Rd. 
at Gardiners 

Rd. 
384-3747 

Our 

includes Expedition Room savings 

, o/ 
/o of up to 50 

ALSO 

Bring in this 

ad for 

TAX 

FREE 
SAVINGS! 

on all 
new 

arrivals. 

_ Asr ^ 
CLOTHING equipment adventure 

237 PRINCESS St. across from The Body Shop 

 546-4757 

Weed-eaters 
It’s high time Canada legalised marijuana 

By Sean Springer 

TO GROW, OR NOT TO GROW, that is the question. 

The recommendation of this expose into the life 

of a marijuana-growing guru is not to grow. 
Why? Number one: it’s illegal. Number two: it’s a 

social stigma difficult to balance with life in the outer 

world. Number three: to repeat, it’s illegal, and any¬ 

thing that’s illegal is certainly “wrong,” right? 

Interestingly enough, the (ironic) reason why people 

enter business as marijuana entrepreneurs is because it is 
illegal. 

In an interview with Allan, who for the purposes of 

this feature has selected a misleading alias, the marijuana 

entrepreneur claimed that in the best interest of his 

annual income, he hopes marijuana remains illegal in 

Canada. 

With marijuana legalisation appearing more and 

more viable as time progresses, Allan is putting in over¬ 

time to prepare for when government marijuana prices 

smoke he and his fellow growers right out of business. 

“The goal right now is to make as much money as pos¬ 

sible [off growing pot],” Allan admitted. 

He can only cringe at the image of the Walmart-ish 

prices that could possibly wind up featured in pharmacy 

store windows: “STELLAR B.C. BUDS: ONLY $9.99/oz — 
YOU'LL BE HIGHER THAN THE ROCKIES." Potential 

buyer’s response to Allan’s own deals: “Dude, I try to 

support independent businesses, but c’mon, $9.99?” 

So, why does Allan grow marijuana? Laziness? Lack 

of education? The family business? Who knows? A peek 

into the life of this semi-professional pot-grower, how¬ 

ever, raises the question of whether the reasoning for 

pot-growing should ever be called into question. In our 

society, is it not goal Numero Uno to make lotsa money? 

Definitely. And wouldn’t we all like to accumulate 

mucho deneros through an absurdly-low amount of 

work? Ideally, no, but realistically, yes! 

Growers can only cringe at the 
image of the Walmart-ish prices that 

could possibly wind up featured in 
the store windows of pharmacies: 

“STELLAR B.C. BUDS: ONLY 
$9.99/oz — YOU’LL BE HIGHER 

THAN THE ROCKIES.” 

In his dealings, Allan rents out five separate houses. 

I have people run houses for me,” he explained. “I 

have them live in the house and they take care of the 

plants and my part of the bargain is I supply them with 

the equipment, plants, half the bills and I sell all the 

weed when it’s done. I tell them how to do it... passing 

°n the knowledge.” 

One tenant is, in fact, a college student who pays for 

bis tuition, and other education-related expenses he may 

have, through rhe growing operation. 

Allan and each tenant profit “about $8,000” every 

Uv° nionths. Allan, however, receives $8,000 times five 

every two months, which works out to approximately 

^240,000 a year — “take home.” 

While Allan did admit that it requires an effort to 

eeP five grow-houses above monetary sea level, he 

aPPears to be surpassing the comparable ripoff $6.85 

Per hour in wages that local fast food joints throw at 

their employees. Allan even has a college diploma, 

which is more useful to him as a rolling paper than a 

resume padder. 

What about the risks? They must surely be deter¬ 

rents. “I have to take special cars to the hydro stores 

[stores selling items for growing],” he said, “and then 

afterwards, I have to drive all over the country to make 

sure that I’m not followed. Yes, there’s a lot of risks 

involved.” 

Access to marijuana is about as simple as a trip to 
the park. Regardless of the legality, anyone can find 

or grow marijuana. 

PHOTO BY SEAN SPRINGER 

If this underground pharmacy were to be discovered, 

Allan believes that he could be charged with conspiracy 

to run organized crime, which could cost him a few 

years in prison. He figures, though, that this is unlikely. 

In his own opinion he estimates that if “you were busted 

for owning one house... it was a huge operation, but you 

didn’t have a criminal record... were pretty clean cut, 

had a college diploma, you would get a month maybe — 

at the worst.” 

LAN EXPLAINED THAT he has been taking advantage 

of marijuana’s “illegal” status ever since he was a tyke 

peddling pot to the kiddies at the local high school. His 

ambitions took him to a level he never imagined. 

“One summer I did this huge, huge outdoor crop,” 

Allan said. “I spent money all summer and then when 

we were supposed to get this big outdoor crop off at the 

end of the year, it got busted by the police. I realized 

that I had no money as I spent the whole summer hop¬ 

ing this would come through.” 

Allan estimated that the crop was worth approxi¬ 

mately $250,000, and though the crop was confiscated, 

Allan had no ties to the property. Thus, he walked off 

scot free, minus his expenses. 

To soften the financial blow, he decided to take his 

business indoors. “I started off with two lights and now 

I have 20 lights,” he said. 

Now that he’s wheeling and dealing with 20 “1,000 

watt high-pressure sodium lights,” a relatively thick wad 

of cash has ballooned under his mattress. 

My question, then, is where does this money go? 

“Don’t ask me where that money is because I’ve been 

building everything up for a year,” he said. Up to now, 

he’s been dumping profits into the equipment necessary 

to facilitate the operation, so we’ll have to wait and see 

what Revenue Canada has to say when Allan hits the 

jackpot. 

PHOTOS BY SEAN SPRINGER 

Though the legal and financial powers lurk behind 

the brush waiting to prosecute, they don’t seem to 

bother Allan. In fact, the sense of pride emanating from 

this young man is astounding. Pot-growers, he affirmed 

proudly, “work for the blue-collar [individual]." Coke, 

on the other hand, “is what scumbags sell.” 

A small-time pot-grower can conceivably profit as 

much as a small-time coke dealer. You’ve gotta scratch 

your head at the powder shipper when you also con¬ 

sider that the law swats a heavier stick at the coke dealer 

and the relative consequences of chronic marijuana use 

are arguably minute, thus less of a guilty burden. 

The ironic reason why people 
enter into the business of 
marijuana entrepreneurs 

is because it is illegal. 

Enticing, ISN’T IT? Now, whoa, whoa, whoa! Don’t 

run down to the hydroponics store all of a sudden! My 

point here is that we have reached a crossroads. How do 

you prevent Journal readers who, number one, lack a 

sense of legal ethics and number two, like the sounds of 

getting cash with minimal work simply by setting up a 

floral shop at home? 

First option: Jean Chretien assembles a task force to 

seek out and purge our society of those who would 

grow the herb. Second option: legalise marijuana. 

The logical answer: since marijuana has become an 

economic underground hit in B.C. (the RCMP officially 

reports that the industry is worth $1 billion annually), 

and marijuana lobbyists continue to stuff their sound 

arguments down the throats of Ottawa politicians, the 

Prime Minister probably wouldn’t even have the power 

to pass a bill requiring cross-country stakeouts on base¬ 

ment greenhouses. In a country jam-packed with dealers 

fuming at the competition, most 16 year olds already 

have better access to a gram of wacky tabacky than a 

mickey of Johnny Walker. Prohibition is accomplishing 

almost nothing. Legalise it. 

Now, what does Allan have to say about marijuana 

legalisation? Surprisingly, he was rather optimistic (or 

pessimistic depending on which way you look at it). 

“No, it won’t be legalised,” he said. “The States have 

a very hard line against it and they have a lot of influ¬ 

ence on us. If we made it legal in Canada, they would 

freak, especially with how big our border is.” And, of 

course, it isn’t in Allan’s best interest if the Canadian 

government were to legalise pot — God forbid he 

would have to go out and look for a real job. 

Sean Springer wants a new drug — one that will cure his cold. 



Concert Review_ 

Big Sugar 
AJ’s Hangar 
Wednesday, October 15 

By Erik Missio 

Wednesday night, AJ’s Hangar was 

rocked (although “musically assaulted” 

may be a more apt term) by the sweet 

sounds of hard rock, electric blues and 

even reggae tones. Canada’s own eclec¬ 

tic quartet Big Sugar was back in town 

and they were in fine form. Bassist 

Garry Lowe, drummer Gavin Brown 

and harp/sax player Kelley Hoppe put 

on one hell of a show with 

frontman/Hugo Boss spokesman Gordie 

Johnson. 

Ah yes, Gordie Johnson — Canada’s 

other musical Gordie, did indeed look 

good Wednesday night in his black silk 

shirt. And more importantly, he sounded 

great. After taking the stage sometime 

after 11:30 p.m. (following a solid, 

although slightly dragged out set by Que 

Villa), Big Sugar proceeded to kick some 

musical ass. 

Opening up with “Where I Stand” 

(from their latest disc. Heated), Gordie 

and the boys delivered a tight set with 

few weak points and many highlights. 

Lowe’s guest vocals on a few songs were 

well received by the crowd, but it was 

his deafening, continually thumping bass 

line that grabbed the packed house by its 

collective throat and shook it to its feet. 

While Johnson’s crooning and 
falsetto moans meshed 

perfectly with the driving 
musical onslaught, the crowd 
did take it upon itself to help 

along with the singing. 

The set list was varied, including 

favourite songs from all four of Big 

Sugar’s releases, and several cover ver¬ 

sions ranging from John Lee Hooker to 

the Police. Johnson’s guitar work was so 

fast, furious and above all, frenetic, he 

seemed to destroy guitar strings every 

song and a half or so. Watching him play 

his solos felt almost voyeuristic — the 

bond he shares with his guitar, evident 

through his intensity, seems so personal 

and powerful that watching him on the 

stage felt like one was catching a glimpse 

of something special. The guitar alone 

helped transform stellar rock songs into, 

as one person standing near me put it 

“something you can have sex to” with its 

funk and passion. 

While Johnson’s crooning and 

falsetto moans meshed perfectly with 

the driving musical onslaught, the crowd 

did take it upon itself to help along with 

the singing on a few songs, notably 

“Digging a Hole” and “If I Had My 

Way.” The latter was a show highlight in 

a large part to Brown’s air raid-esque 

cymbal clashing and military drumming. 

Hoppe, who essentially plays every 

instrument the other three do not, 

showcased his incredible harmonica 

skills with a standout solo. Instead of 

simply ‘playing’ the harmonica, “Mr 

Chill” spoke through it, using the har¬ 

monica to sing, rant, whine and yes, 

even flirt. 

After closing the initial set with the 

rock anthem “Ride Like Hell” to thun¬ 

derous ovation, Big Sugar’s encore 

showed what can happen when you get 

too much of a good thing. Whether due 

to his own playing style or a technical 

decision, Lowe’s bass seemed to be 

turned way up during the final song, a 

15 minute plus medley of “Joe 

Louis/Judgement Day.” No longer just 

the skeleton of the music, each bass 

throb seemed to explode inside you. In 

fact, the intensity of the bass was enough 

to actually force a lot of people to move 

further back from the stage in attempt to 

save themselves from what felt like a 

gargantuan heart attack. 

The guitar alone helped 
transform stellar rock songs 
into... “something you can 
have sex to” with its funk 

and passion. 

Despite this one flaw, Big Sugar main¬ 

tained their reputation for putting on an 

incredible show, leaving a very satisfied, 

if not worn out, crowd. 

During “The Scene,” when Johnson 

asked the audience if they “like to get 

high,” the explosive response said it all. 

And Big Sugar delivered its promise like 

a band of its calibre should. 
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Arts&c Entertainment 

Grooving on the ranch 
Calgary band Huevos Rancheros dims Alfie’s 

Concert Review 

Huevos Rancheros 
Alfie’s Pub 

Wednesday, October 15 

By Kate Hunter 

For the few dozen students at 

Alfie’s Wednesday night, a strange 

occurrence took place as Huevos 

Rancheros began to play: Alfie’s 

became a roadhouse while the band 

provided the soundtrack. Grasping 

uniqueness with a lack of lyrics, 

Huevos Rancheros provided a show 

of tricky guitar riffs and spastic 

drums but ultimately failed to excite. 

Then Huevos Rancheros 
took to the stage sans 
lights and sank into the 

bluesy Pulp Fiction groove. 

The same cannot be said for the 

opening act. Local band Franklin’s 

Fault preceded the main showcase 

with their blend of ska jazz and nifty 

instrumental choices. They had the 

majority of the audience on their 

feet, tangoing to the music of their 

Blues Brothers meets Sarah McLach- 

lan backed by Ben Folds Five on 

Ritalin conglomerate. 

Franklin’s Fault scored with per¬ 

formances of “Walking on Sunshine,” 

‘Take on Me” and finished with a 

rendition of So I Married an Axe Mur¬ 

derer’s “This poem sucks.” The band 

turned the bar into Romper Room. I 

eagerly await another lease to the 

sympathetic Queen’s community. 

Then Huevos Rancheros took to 

the stage sans lights and sank into the 

bluesy Pulp Fiction groove. With 

Brent on guitar, Tom on bass and 

Ritchie on drums, the band used rich 

bass lines and staccato drum beats; 

the sort of music that resides in a film 

noir’s roadhouse. That was the 

atmosphere that spread throughout 

Alfie’s, as if the entire crowd had 

walked on to the set of a seedy, b- 
movie. 

The one impressive aspect of the 

band was their passion. They didn't 

sing, but the enthusiasm they injected 

into their music was compensation 

enough. This energy was obviously 

recognized by the audience which, 

though sparse, showed due apprecia¬ 

tion for the effort. This style com¬ 

pensated for the band’s unoriginal 

music, which seemed to be merely a 

new turn on a tired movement. 

The one impressive aspect 
of the band was their 

passion. They didn’t sing, 
but the enthusiasm they 
injected into their music 

was compensation enough. 

So as Alfie’s survives its roadhouse 

transformation, Huevos Rancheros 

heads to London and then to their 

hometown of Calgary to continue 

work on a CD expected to be 

released in January of ’99. 

Maybe when they return t° 

Kingston they will be rewarded by a 

larger audience and we will be 

rewarded with a bigger, more origin3 

sound. Until then, Huevos Rancheros 

still has a way to go in creating music 

that can exist beyond the constraints 

of a B-movie soundtrack. 
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Get Out 
There! 

Art for art’s sake 
Queen’s students showcase their talent 

Movies: 
Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday 
October 22: 

S46-S395 

Ronin 4:0S, 7:05, 9:55 

Antz 12:15. 12:45. 2:30, 3:00. 

4:40, 5:10. 

What Dreams May Come 1:30, 

4:20, 7:15, 10:00 

Night at the Roxbury 1:00, 3:10, 

5:15, 7:00. 7:30. 9:45, 10:00 

Simon Birch 1:35,4:05,7:15 

9:50 

Saving Private Ryan 9:00 

Holy Man 1:05,3:40, 7:10, 9:50 

Dr.Dolittle 1:10 

Beloved 1:15, 5:00, 8:00 

Practical Magic 1:25, 4:30, 7:15, 

10:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday 
October 22: 
389-7442 

Lolita 1:10, 3:34, 3:50, 6:15, 
7:00, 9:25, 9:45, 12:10 

Rush Hour 1:50, 3:30, 4:25, 

6:05, 7:10. 8:50, 9:15, 10:55 

Bride of Chucky 1:30, 3:10, 

3:35,5:15, 7:30. 9:10, 9:35, 

11:15 

Urban Legends 1:40, 3:30, 4:15, 

6:05, 6:50, 8:40, 9:05, 10:55 

One True Thing 1:00, 3:20, 

3:45, 6:05, 6:40, 8:40, 9:05, 

10:55 

Something About Mary 1:20, 

3:30,4:05, 6:15, 7:20, 9:30, 

9:55, 12:05 

Live 
Entertainment: 

Octave Theatre: 

Singer/songwriter Laura Smith is 

performing in concert on Friday, 

October 16 at 8 p.m. She 

received two Juno nominations in 

1996, including Best New Solo 

Artist. Smith is promoting the 

music from her latest CD, "It’s a 

Personal Thing." For tickets call 

387-3579. 

harness the power of words. 

The Review’s poetry is the 

The essays cover a wide 

range of academic interests. The 

least inspiring of the publica- entries will appeal to English 

tion’s sections. A select few of majors, biology majors, media 

Art Galleries: 
Eclectica Gallery 
542-4438 

From October 20 to November 

I. the Eclectica Gallery is pre¬ 

senting the works of two interna¬ 

tionally renowned Canadian 

artists: Ghitta Caiserman-Roth 

and Gord Smith. The exhibit is 

entitled, “Then and Now and 

Then Again." 

Studio Tour: 

On Saturday, October 17 and 

Sunday, October 18 from 10 a.m. 

to 5 p.m. the I Ith Annual Octo¬ 

ber Studio Tour will take place 

featuring 23 different artists. The 

tour gives the public the opportu¬ 

nity to meet the artists where 

they work and live. For more 

information call Hanna Back at 

372-5240 or David Ambrose at 

359-5050. 

Edward Day Gallery: 
548-8607 

From October 19 until 

November 15, the Edward Day 

Gallery presents Bill Irish. 

Theatre: 
Thousand Islands Play¬ 
house: 
382-7020 

Journal Review 

Windmills Cate: 
544-3948 

On Sunday, October 

Ignaz String Quartet will perform 

and on the following Thursday 

(Oct. 22), Dragonfly will perform 

at Windmills. Entertainment is 

provided every Thursday and 

Sunday evening. 

The Cantabile Choirs: 

On Saturday, October 17. the 

Cantabile Choirs is presenting 

Oktoberfest at Balsam Hall on 

Core Road. The evening will 

Include traditional Oktoberfest 

food and a beer garden. A five 

Piece band will also play. To 

reserve tickets all Liz Bates at 
$49-7338, 

Until October 31, the Playhouse 

presents Willy Russell’s acclaimed 

comedy Educating Rita. Tickets 

are $l8-$25 for adults, $l6-$23 

for seniors and $ 10 for students. 

The To order tickets contact the Play¬ 

house. 

By Eric McDonald 

Flush with short fiction, 

poetry, essays, art and 

photography, the Undergraduate 

Review has something that will 

catch the attention of most 

Queen’s students. 

Editor Julie Russell states in 

the journal, “the Undergraduate 

Review is an annual publication 

which showcases and celebrates 

the academic and creative 

genius of undergraduates at 

Queen’s.” 

After leafing through the 

introductory pages, the reader 

falls upon Andrea Summer’s, 

“Of Roots and Wings: Imagin¬ 

ing Native Resistance, A Per¬ 

sonal Reflection.” Her story, 

written out of Native-Canadian 

tradition, follows a narrator 

who grapples with the cultural 

and spiritual truths that plague a 

Native world. The author’s 

poetic reflection sets a promis¬ 

ing tone for the works to come. 

Alison Lam’s “Untitled,” 

explores the mind-set of an indi¬ 

vidual who confronts a terrible 

truth — a friend’s death is his 

responsibility. The author’s ten¬ 

dency to enumerate events, 

however, makes for a choppy 

narrative structure. 

Sharon Bala’s, “Journey of 

the Soul: A Story in the Style of 

a Hindu Myth,” like Summer’s 

work, is written out of another 

literary tradition. The author 

seems talented, but loses herself 

in the story — at times stifling 

mythical conventions. The sto¬ 

ries are worth reading and all 

writers show some ability to 

the works are particularly strik¬ 

ing. Kim Palmer’s “Postcards 

from the Journey” is an interest¬ 

ing sort of epistolary poem. The 

poet experiments with forms 

and tones and possesses a sensi¬ 

tive use of words. Her work is 

original and well constructed. 

Jane Par’s “A Short Song in 

Favour of the Virtue of Sincer¬ 

ity” shares similar aspects. The 

poem opens with a brilliant 

image and follows through with 

a clear line of argument. This 

poem will some readers of 

Eliot’s, “Love Song of J. Alfred 

Pru frock.” 

One cannot help but 
hear the words “teen 

angst” echoing 
through some of the 

journal’s pages. 

enthusiasts, German scholars, 

and political theorists. The 

essays are tightly packed bun¬ 

dles of prose and explore fresh 

topics and ideas. 

Renu Mandhanes’s “Kate 

Chopin” essay is easy to follow, 

but could benefit from a more 

creative style. Becky Stewart’s 

plant biology paper gives evi¬ 

dence of a student attune to the 

principles of science. Overall, 

most essays are well structured 

and academically engaging. 

The Review ends with a col¬ 

lection of photography, visual 

art, and music. Unfortunately 

there are very few works and 

those that appear are not terri¬ 

bly impressive. The Review 

would profit from a few extra 

pages of artwork. Keith Tsois’s 

“Fugue in D Minor,” however, 

is a delightful final entry. 

The Queen’s Arts and 

A number of the poems fall Science Undergraduate Review is 

prey to the exploration of an adequate collection of the lit- 

themes that are too familiar, and erary, artistic and academic 

one cannot help but hear the works from Queen’s talented 

words “teen angst” echoing 

through some of the journal’s 

pages. A few of the poet’s, how¬ 

ever, share a gift for a more than 

ordinary use of words. 

students. A few entries stand out 

and after a quick flip through 

the journal, most readers will be 

left with the proverbial taste for 

more. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from S359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from S339 

St. John’s from $279 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your exam 
schedule? No need to 

worry! Book your 
student class flights 
and you’ll receive a 

coupon for a free date 
change. 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long HaulXjroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.odysscy-travel.com 

Look G°°d in ^Columbia 
Ugly Weather! v sportswe; 

Featuring the famous “Interchange” Winter Parka 

DOWNTOWN KINGSTON 

SOURCE FOR SPO 
121 Princess St. 542-2892 
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Rotate this! 
custom made instrument that 

allows him to simultaneously 

cover deep, rich basslines with 

chordal accompaniment and 

single note melody lines. 

The 11 tracks on this disc 

will definitely remind you of a 

weird acid trip to the circus 

with a complimentary super 

lounge brigade neo-groove 

attitude. 

Charlie Hunter and Pound 
for Pound 
Return of the Candyman 
Blue Note Records 

By Corey Wilson 

With all the progressive 

branches of mainstream jazz 

music piercing young ears with 

the continuous pounding of hip 

hop beats these days, traditional 

jazz musicians are often muted 

by the DJs and respected acid 

jazz artists. Well kids, if you 

want to expand your supposed 

hip and intellectual CD 

carousels, check out Charlie 

Hunter's Return Of The Candy- 

man. Hunter has made no real 

noise in the industry until his 

recent move from the Bay Area 

to New York City, where he 

signed with Bluenote records to 

record his fourth album, remi¬ 

niscent of fellow label-mates 

Mediski Martin & Wood and 

John Scofield. This most recent 

LP from his newest band. 

Pound For Pound, is purely a 

serene soundscape of reverber¬ 

ating madness and logic con¬ 

veyed simply through Hunter 

on electric guitar, Stefon Harris 

on vibraphone and John Santos 

on percussion. However, 

Hunter’s sound is not emanated 

through the conventional six 

string guitar; his sounds are 

produced with an extra -two 

bass strings. This is a hybrid 

Keb’Mo 
Slow Down 

Epic Records 

By Jim Whittington 

Keb’Mo’s instrumentation and 

arrangement choices, however, 

give parts of the album a little 

bit of a pop feel, though it’s still 

decisively blues. 

Every song on the album is 

just great. Standouts include, 

"Soon As 1 Get Paid," which is a 

catchy song that anyone who 

loves blues will enjoy. “Love In 

Vain” is a thoughtful and wor¬ 

thy arrangement of the Robert 

Johnson original and “A Letter 

to Tracy” is a fine example of 

Keb'Mo’s fine slide playing, 

singing and song writing. 

Keb’Mo is an artist who is 

just so good at what he does 

that I’d bet money that blues 

artists 50 years from now will 

look back at his work and see it 

as some of the best of the times. 

If you’re into blues in a big 

way, or maybe if you liked 

Clapton’s MTV Unplugged 

album, you’re gonna love this 

CD. If you’re still not con¬ 

vinced, take a listen to it before 

you put down the 15 bucks. 

Anyone who thinks that the 

only people making blues 

albums nowadays are teen pro¬ 

tegees, like Jonny Lang and 

Kenny Wayne Sheppard, needs 

to take a listen to Keb’Mo. 

Slow Down is the artist’s 

third album and is a follow-up 

to two very successful and 

Grammy award-winning record¬ 

ings. 

Keb’Mo is a traditional 

bluesman in every sense of the 

word. His new release remains 

true to the traditional Delta 

Blues style of acoustic/steel slide 

guitar and finger picking pio¬ 

neered by Charlie Patton and 

Robert Johnson, and his voice is 

similar to Luther Allison — 

aged well beyond his years. 

ASTHMATICS NEEDED 
Help us discover the Asthma Gene 

It you have ASTHMA and have a sibling with asthma 

OR 

have more than one child with asthma 

AND 

have both parents of asthmatics available for testing. 

Supervisor: Dr. D. O’Donnell - Kingston General Hospital 
Contact Sonja @ 548-3232, ext. 4950 

Nikita: Music from the 
Television Series 
Various Artists 

Moonshine Music 

By Eli Schuster 

Okay, before I begin this 

review, let me put my cards on 

the table and admit that I’m not 

a fan of the “Nikita” TV series. 

That’s not to say I don’t like it. 

The truth is, I’ve never seen an 

episode of the show (I prefer 

to spend my time watching 

quality programming such as 

the “McLaughlin Group”, and 

the World Wrestling Federa¬ 

tion’s “Monday Night Raw”). 

My point here is simple: I 

don’t have an opinion of 

“Nikita,” although I have to 

admit that some of its promos 

on CTV look pretty cheesy. 

That said, I should tell you 

that I chose to review this CD 

for two reasons. First, it con¬ 

sists of 15 tracks by various 

artists, and I figured at least one 

of them could be a winner. My 

second reason had to do with 

the aesthetic beauty of the CD 

jacket — it features a lovely 

photograph of the leggy blonde 

actress, Peta Wilson, who por¬ 

trays Nikita. As a red-blooded 

male 1 was unable to pass it up. 

I’d suggest watching 
the show rather 

than buying 
the soundtrack. 

Did I make a wise decision? 

Well, let me answer that ques¬ 

tion this way: I have long sus¬ 

pected that the last TV show to 

produce a half decent sound¬ 

track was “Miami Vice,” and 

this CD merely confirmed my 

suspicion. That’s not to say it’s 

as awful as say... Cinerama’s 

“Va Va Voom.” Vibrolux’s 

“Drown” isn’t bad, but hardly 

memorable. Similarly, Afro Celt 

Sound System’s “Inion/Daugh- 

ter” is eerily reminiscent 0f 

Vangelis’s “Cry of the Ancient 

Temple” from the Blade Runner 

soundtrack, yet it’s creepy as 

hell and not something you’d 

want to listen to with a bunch 

of friends. The other songs 

seem to range from uninspired 

New Age blather to insincere, 

synthesized industrial house 

music that no club would ever 

play. 

If you wish to hear any of 

these selections, I’d suggest 

watching the show rather than 

buying the soundtrack. Come 

to think of it, maybe you’d be 

better off reading a book 

instead. 

i Reunion Barr-ed: The TV reunion that was to 

take place between Roseanne and Tom Arnold on 

Roseanne’s syndicated talk show is off. Scheduling 

j conflicts have made it impossible for Arnold to 

appear on the show, entitled “Forgiveness”, 

Polka King Where Are You? Frank Yankovic, 

the Grammy winning, “Polka King” whose songs 

word out polka dancing shoes over six decades 

died Wednesday at age 83, 

The Hip coming to K-town: Warner's Music 

Group’s Internet Concert website is offering live, 

daily and free concerts. The cyberfest festival is 

running all of October. The Hip, Paula Cole and 

Third Eye Blind can be checked out at earl.com 

For One Week, Aerosmith ain’t on top: 
Aerosmith's “I Don’t Want to Miss A Thing” has 

slipped to third place on the Billboard charts'. 

Monica’s “The First Night” took second place, 

while Barenaked Ladies, “One Week” scored first. 

Antz-y to get to the box office: 
1. Antz $15.4 million 

2. Rush Hour $11.5 million 

3. What Dreams May Come $11 million 

4. A Night at the Roxbury $6.2 million 

5. Holy Man $5.2 million 

Beloved Chucky is back: New movies 

releases today include, “Beloved,” “Happiness,” 

“Goodbye Lover,” “Practical Magic,” “Bride of 

Chucky” and “Slam.” 

•2 Medium Pizzas 
(One Choice) 

•6 Wings 
•1 Order of Onion Rings 

For $15.99 
Tax included & Free Delivery 

(Sun, Thurs, Wed) 

530-2525 

Pita and Pop 

$5.00 
Taxes Included 
(Pick-up Only) 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

ACROSS 

1. Confined 
5. Volatile 

computer 
memory 

8. Wild card, in 
some games 

9. Isaac's mother 
11. Swamp tree 
12. “Wild Bill0 of 

the Wild West 
14. Type of fuel 
15. Easily 

understood 
17. Before 
18. Cheating 

scheme 
20. Wine cask 
21. Working 
22. Goat antelope 
24. Cookery 

formula 
26. Apprehend 
28. Knock 
29. Neural network 23. 
32. Brusque 
36. Hair color 
37. Half pint 
39. Feat 
40. Charged 

particle 
41. Expertness 
43. Hymen- 

opterous insect 
44. Of the cheek 
46. Reddish brown 
48. Tennis score 
49. Hurries 
50. Legal matter 

21 

DOWN 

Cottonwood 
Lengthen 
“Old Curiosity 
Shop" girl 
Freshwater 
game fish 
Sudden attack 
Joan of_ 
Forgive and 
forget 
Electricity: si. 
Black eye 
Stallion 
Throw a ball 
Lock opener 
Unfriendly dog 
Dollars and 
cents 
Two-footed 
animal 
Cerumen 

25. Jazz devotee 
27. Fasten a seat 

belt 
29. Pleased with 

oneself 
30. Cavalry soldier 
31. _generis 
33. Disproves 
34. Observers 
35. Delightful 

abode 
36. Male cat 
38. Braids 
41. Baglike 

structures 
42. Artificial bait 
45. Reminder 
47. Bend the head 

Answers for last issue’s puzzle. 

Professional Schools Fair 

Thursday, October 22nd 

Upper and Lower Ceilidh 
John Deutsch University Centre 

Naturopathic Medicine 
Nursing 
Policy Studies 
Social Work 
Speech Pathology 
Theology 
Urban Planning 

Accounting 
Applied Heath Sciences 
Architecture 
Chiropractic Medicine 
Communicative Disorders 
Counselling Psychology 
Dentistry 
Information Technology 
Information and Media Studies 
Law 
Medicine 

Representatives from these programs will be available from: 

11 a.m. -2 p.m. 

• answers to questions on admission requirements 

• information on programs offered 

Presented by Career Services http://careers.queensu.ca 

asus TfieaTRe PReseNts ... 

TITANIC 
3 pm ONLY 

Coming this Sunday, October 13th 

Dunning Auditorium 

$ 3 as usual 

_NOTHING ON E3RTH COULD COMe BetweeN THeM. 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Pnncess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/bluerool or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING and 
Editing. Are you achieving the 
grades you deserve9 Improve your 
essay skills, editing, research and 
writing. E.S.L. a specialty. Phone 416 
280-6113, fax 416 960-0240. 

HEY ARTSCI! ASUS is looking for 
Academic Reps to make things hap¬ 
pen! Please submit your name to 
JoAnne Lorway at the CORE (183 
University) by 4 p.m. on Friday, 
October 16th. 

COMING TO QUEEN’S FROM OUT¬ 
SIDE CANADA? We buy most for¬ 
eign currencies at very good rates, 
without service charges or commis¬ 
sion. Check out our website: 
www.wellingtionfx.on.ca Wellington 
Foreign Exchange 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

AACTION APPLIANCE SERVICE 
has a large variety of reconditioned 
dryers starting at $100.00, full war¬ 
ranties and delivery available. Call 
634-3700. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT is 
about sharing knowledge, resources 
and cultural experiences. Queen's 
Project on International Development 
(QPID) invites everyone to discuss 
global social and development issues 
on Wednesdays, 6 - 7 p.m., Ellis 224. 

WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH 
ASUS? Run for Academic Rep! Fun, 
fun fun! Run (don’t walk) to the CORE 
(183 University) by 4 p.m. on Friday, 
October 16th. 

WHAT IS ZEN? Free Q&A session 

Just fill this out 

How many times do you want your ad to run? 

What dates do you want your ad to run? 

Amount enclosed: 

And bring if in 
272 Earl Street (between University and Division) 

with Albert Low, director of the 
Montreal Zen Centre. 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday October 29th, 3rd Floor 
Common Room, JDUC. Email 4aa7, 
3bjd3 for info. 

DO YOU HAVE A NIGHT CLASS? 
Well if you would like someone to 
walk back home with you after class, 
just give Walkhome a call at 545- 
2662! Our boundaries extend North 
to York St., East to Ontario St., West 
to West Campus, and South to the 
Lake! 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED in learn¬ 
ing about making positive changes 
through grassroots, community ori¬ 
ented development then come to the 

_I 
next QPID meeting. Wednesday, 
Ellis 224,6 - 7 p.m. All years and fac¬ 
ulties are welcome. 

STUDYING LATE? OUT WITH 
FRIENDS? JUST WANDERING 
ABOUT? Walkhome is here to serve 
you for whatever your late night walk¬ 
ing needs! We’re open Sunday - 
Wednesday from 8 p.m. - 2 a.m., and 
Thursday - Saturday from 8 p.m. - 3 
a.m. Give us a call at 545-2662 and 
we'll be there with a smile! 

QUEEN'S BUDDHIST CLUB pre¬ 
sents “Introduction to Zen” workshop, 
9:30 a.m., October 31st, Kingston- 

Frontenac Public Library |Pari 
Albert Low, Director ot the MoStaSl 
Zen Centre. Registration; info 
542-4294 or 533-7219. ral1 

CONSIDERING FURTHER EDUC4 
TION? Meet representatives ol 
Medicine. Chiropractic, Social Wot' 
Urban Planning programs and more 
Upper and Lower Ceilidh, JDup 
Thursday, October 22nd, It a m ; 
p.m. ' ' ^ 

LADIES HAIRCUTS-$10-$15 
years experience. Call Carol 6pm 
10 p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m. ■ 4om 
weekends. 544-1573. 

MSSMSSiESSSM 
LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trip Hin 
CDs. Lost between Clark and down 
town after One Step Beyond 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Diamond engagement ring 
lost sometime after Wednesday 
September 2nd in Johnson St„ 
Queen’s area. Reward if found 
Please call 536-1679. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, 
“Contour". Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call Daryn 
at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a set of 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 545- 
2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at Customer Service desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

PERSONALS 

THE BIOLOGY DSC would like to 
thank A&P, Brown’s Fine Foods and 
Loblaws' for their generous dona¬ 
tions. With their help, our BBQ was a 
huge success. 

CHECK l,S' 0(jr 

The Gourmet Burger 

& Grilled Chicken 

A Variety of 20 

“Mouth Watering” Burgers 

and 20 “To Die For” 

Grilled Chicken Sandwiches 

'SrSf h-GREATPRICES-, 
BURGERS | | CHICKENS J ■ from 

1$4.75-S6.S0 

Also checkout... Jj‘ 
GarEc Bread (5 kinds) 

Homemade CUE 
Nacho Dinners (5 kinds) 

Chicken Strip Dinner / 

CUcken Caesar 
Cheesy CUE Fries 

m from , 
1 $5.50-86.501 

Don’t forget our Desserts 
Cheesecakes (5 kinds) 

Sundaes (5 kinds) 

and our 

Old Fashioned 

Milkshakes 
fep 

j ^ 409 Johnson Street at University Avenue 
.JJ Kingston, Ontario Canada K7L1Z1 . 
\ (613) 547-3771 f 
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and found it was 

a cure for his head. 

Sunday Brunch at Chez Piggy....sood for what ales ya. 

and remember! 

your 15% student discount* applies every day!! 

Chez Piggy Restaurant 68R Princess St, 549-7673 -with student ID 

Laces. 
had great trouble 

vacating his bed, 

'til he traded canned lunch 

for chorizo at Brunch, 

IS THERE AN ADVANTAGE to grow up 

with three sisters and no brothers? I 

doubt this situation happens very 

often, especially in our two-car garage, 2.4 

child, nuclear family society. As such. I’m 

sure that it’s not an issue for many of my 

male peers here at Queen’s. For me, how¬ 

ever, it is a question of vital importance, 

one that I ask whenever I find myself doing 

male habits (“oh, and he’ll be such a nice 
young man!’’) 

At the appropriate age. I began to do 

what was considered the “manly” work 

around the house, including mowing the 

lawn in the summer and clearing the drive¬ 

way in the winter. This was not, however, 

due to any sense of sexism on the part of 

my parents. I was also put on dish duty 

with questions such as “Do you think I’ve 

gained any weight lately, Michael?" since 

early childhood. But at this point in my life 

I figured it was finally going to pay off. I 

took to reading all the issues of YM, Cosmo, 

Mr., Elle and Mademoiselle that littered my 

something tinged with stereotyped femi- along with my sisters. There was no special 

benefit to this arrangement — I just did 

twice the work. When I pointed this out to 

the ultimate authority (Mom), I discovered 

my pleas had fallen on deaf ears. No com¬ 

passion for the minority in the Kealy fam¬ 

ily! I’ve always suspected that this was some 

sort of vicarious payback on my Mom’s 

nimty. 

Growing up. I didn’t take much notice 

of my peculiar situation. Of course, I was 

always outvoted for activities and movie 

selections (how many times can one man 

watch Steel Magnolias'?). I can remember 

countless afternoons sitting on the floor of 

the Smart Set, Cotton Ginny, or just about pan for growing up with three brothers 

every store that sells women’s clothing, and no sisters. 

praying for a fire to sweep through the mall 

just so we could leave. And on family trips, 

if one person had to sleep on the floor, do 

we even have to guess who it would be? 

But that all seemed natural to me. I learned 

early on who truly belonged to the “weaker 

sex,” and why I was always wrong. 

All of my Mom’s friends commented 

on how lucky I was to have been sur- 

My youth was full of many incidents that 

demonstrated the inequality of my family 

setup and the challenges that posed to 

yours truly. My family’s infamous trip to 

Disney World in grade 6 immediately 

springs to mind as a disaster for the Y-chro- 

mosomed. I was paired with my eldest sis¬ 

ter Maureen that day, and she vetoed all my 

requests for rides in favour of shopping. 

rounded by girls while growing up — all Shopping. In Disney World. For a hat to 

the better to avoid developing the nastier of match the dress she’d bought the day 

before. As you can well imagine I was dev¬ 

astated, but by this point in my life none 

too surprised. 

It was that fateful day in the Magic King¬ 

dom, watching the gleeful boys and girls 

thrill to the controlled chaos of Space 

Mountain while I followed my sister in 

search of the perfect summer outfit, that I 

realized I’d been duped. I had done twice 

the labour for years. Seen beaten up by girls 

for just as long, been forced to sit through 

every Bette Midler movie ever made, and 

had nearly been brain¬ 

washed into thinking that 

playing Strawberry Short¬ 

cake was nearly as good 

as playing with G.I. Joe 

and He-Man. Was there 

anything to gain from this? 

Thus, nearing puberty, 

I began to rationalize my 

upbringing by four moth¬ 

ers. Sure I had to stumble 

through three separate 

vegetarian phases grow¬ 

ing up, and was cornered 

— DRAMATIZATION — 
EXTREME CASE SCENARIO 

kind of amusing). As a matter of fact, I have 

come to realize that I am now two steps 

behind in the love game because I read all 

that stuff. And whenever I complain to any 

of my sisters about trouble with women, 

they will either giggle (as in “I can’t believe 

you did that"), or give me what seems like 

totally ridiculous advice when applied to 

the real world. Despite this, I still call my 

sisters quite a bit Even though they can’t 

help me with my girl troubles, I miss them 

just the same. 

Of all people, I was assigned to Leonard 

Hall in my Erst year. I then chose to live 

with the same six guys for the next three 

years. It was a great time, but always differ¬ 

ent from what I’d been used to growing up. 

Something just wasn't quite right. Or quite 

as civilized. No one wanted to have a nice 

afternoon tea. Nobody was interested in 

how the house smelled. And burping and 

farting were taken to a completely new 

level. So whenever I go home I get a crash 

course in something that I would never be 

exposed to otherwise. I feel a bit more 

refined just being around my sisters. Maybe 

it’s because I know the issue of whose feet 

smell more will not come up in the course 

of ordinary conversation. I, on the other 

hand, try to show them what I’ve learned in 

my five years away from home — matters 

that I consider equally important. What 

does wine tasting have on mooners any¬ 

way? 

So there is, I believe, an advantage to house. Voraciously. Finally, my sensitive 

upbringing was going to help me with the growing up with three sisters and no broth- 

ladies! Oh, yeah. 

Guys, have you ever read what’s in those 

magazines? If you haven’t, then let me fill 

you in. Nothing, I repeat nothing, useful. 

Not in the slightest (although I did find 

those “Most Embarrassing Moment" tales 

ers. I consider myself a lucky guy. But I will 

always question that when our movie for 

family night is Wuthering Heights. 

By Hike Kealy 

No Damn 
KMiawmt 

A Fall party-time student 
named Ted, 



The Managers of the Publishing and Copy Centre feel that in order to give 
the best service and highest quality of products possible, 

we must become at one with the copiers. 
That's why we drink warm, refreshing black toner ink. 

It helps us to get the job done right. 

Help us name our new fax machine. 
When you send or receive faxes 
be sure to put your suggestion 

into the box and you could win a prize. 
($1,50/pg to send w/in Canada; 

$0.50/pg to receive) 

got toner ink? 

The Publishing and Copy Centre 

4* 545-6543 545-0350 
The centre of the lower JDUC 

QUESTIONS? 

We Design Resumes starting at $15, 
as well as Posters and Pamphlets, 

Custom T-Shirts with 
full colour image - $18.95 
Custom Mouse Pads with 
full colour image - $9.99 
Discounts on Bulk Orders 

Please come in and ask us about anything 
H you can think of it then we can probably make it possible 
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Free Stuff, Tomorrow Only! 

Jostens Ring Days This 
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Campus Bookstore 
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Leaders divided 
over alignment 
By Shawn Brimley 

Aftershocks continue to resonate 

through the AMS this week in the wake 

of last week’s Assembly vote to not allow 

a referendum question on alignment. 

Assembly defeated the referendum 

motion in a secret ballot by a count of 16 

in favour and 18 opposed. Had the 

motion passed, students would have 

been allowed to decide whether they 

favour alignment with the Ontario 

Undergraduate Student Alliance, as a 

way to strengthen lobbying efforts. 

The AMS executive will now attempt 

to force a referendum by collecting 600 

signatures. 

AMS President Tom Stanley said, “I 

would characterize the dissent in Assem¬ 

bly as general discomfort or indecision 

with alignment in the sense that if 

Assembly members were indecisive, how 

could an average student on the street 

ever make a informed decision? Some 

Assembly members seemed to believe 

that the average student had limited 

interest, inclination, desire or ability to 

cope with such a decision on alignment.” 

“Nobody was saying that students 

aren’t intelligent enough to decide, or 

that students shouldn’t have the right to 

decide. There were fears of lack of infor¬ 

mation, and people thought the issue 

had been put forward in a very one-sided 

manner,” said Arts and Science Under¬ 

graduate Society Anatole Papadopoulos. 

“The big problem I have with [the 

assembly meeting] was that there were a 

lot of Assembly members saying that 

there were a lot of unanswered ques¬ 

tions, yet there was not a single question 

asked about alignment to any of the 

other council members,” said Milan 

Konopek, AMS academic affairs com¬ 

missioner. 

Jascha Jabes, ASUS representative to 

the AMS, disagreed, saying, “Procedural 

decisions were taken by the president 

Please see Secret on page 4 

False alarms disrupt 
researchers Gord Thiessen, the governor of the Bank of Canada, spoke to the Queen’s 

community last Thursday about the merits of interest rate targets in the con¬ 
text of Canada’s economy. 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The administration is responding to 

concerns among students and professors 

that unnecessary fire alarms and evacu¬ 

ations at Botterell Hall are seriously 

disrupting research. 

“This is a very big and ongoing prob¬ 

lem... A false alarm can be just a disas¬ 

ter,” said Leda Raptis, professor of 

microbiology and immunology. Raptis 

said disruptions during a key part of an 

experiment can result in “years worth of 

work down the tubes” and monetary 

losses as great as $20,000 for lost time 

and materials. 

Raptis said she is unhappy with Bot¬ 

terell Hall policy which instructs people 

to contact the university’s Emergency 

Report Centre whenever they smell 

something suspicious in the building. 

“With the pyridine spill, in 
retrospect, maybe it was an 

over-reaction, but the person 
who started the system 

going obviously felt it was 
justified.” 

— Eileen Walters, associate 
professor in biochemistry 

index 
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According to Wiebke Welkins, from 

Environmental Health and Safety, in 

assessing a situation, ERC will normally 

try to consult Kevin McKegney, the 

building manager of Botterell Hall for 

advice. However, “if the [caller] doesn’t 

know where [the smell] is coming from 

and if it’s getting stronger, they’ve been 

told to pull the fire alarm,” she said. 

However, an evacuation during a 

critical point in research can be cata¬ 

strophic, Raptis said. For example, it 

can take as long as a year for a tumour 

to develop in an animal, and if an evac¬ 

uation occurs while the tumour is being 

extracted, “you have wasted a year of 

work,” she explained. 

“1 understand students’ concerns, 

quite honestly,” said Eileen Walters, 

associate professor in biochemistry. 

“With the pyridine spill, in retrospect, 

maybe it was an over-reaction, but the 

person who started the system going 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Security boards to 
appear off campus 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

The AMS, in cooperation with Cam¬ 

pus Security and the office of the Dean 

of Student Affairs, is implementing a 

program that will introduce glassed-in 

safety notice boards in local laundro¬ 

mats, groceries and convenience stores. 

The function of the notice boards, 

which will be maintained by Campus 

Security, will be to inform students of 

serious security incidents, such as 

assaults, that occur in the student hous¬ 

ing district. The goal is to increase stu¬ 

dents’ awareness about potential 

dangers and provide rhc-m with infor¬ 

mation about security precautions. 

“The pedestrian nature of the 

Queen’s community makes it all the 

more imperarive that srudents be aware 

of any safety issues that may arise in 

their neighbourhood,” said Alison Loat. 

AMS vice-president (university affairs), 

who came up with the idea. 

Kathy Beers, assistant to the Dean of 

Student Affairs, said the estimate for 

producing 20 of the cases is just over 

$12,000. This cost will be shared by the 

AMS, the Office of the Dean of Student 

Affairs and Campus Security she added. 

“It works out well for the businesses 

because they just have to provide the 

wall space," commented Loat. The 

boards measure approximately 18 by 24 

inches. In return, the participating 

establishments will be featured in one 

advertisement per term, publicizing the 

locations where students can access the 

security information. 

So far, community response to rhe 

campaign has been positive, with six 

locations already agreeing to partici¬ 

pate. These include A&P on Barrie 

Street, College Variety on Alfred Street, 

Freddie's Grocery on University 

Avenue, Bearance's Grocery on Liv¬ 

ingston Avenue, Food Basics on Barrack 

Street and Central Laundromat on Divi¬ 

sion Street. 

Loat, who is still in the process of 

implementing the program, said she is 

awaiting response from other local 

establishments and believes there will be 

further additions ro die list. The boards 

are expected to be in place soon. “I am 

hoping by the end of the month,” she 

said. 

Loat said the boards will help ensure 

rhat, within a week, at least one student 

per household comes into contact with 

a security bulletin, whether it be posted 

on campus or at one of the local busi¬ 

nesses. “It is not to make people scared 

or cause panic, but just to make people 

aware,” she said. 

Please see Evacuations on page 3 
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Do you want to be the 
NEW Queen's Rector? 

By Jenn Mulvihill 

Queen’s Project on International 

Development made important connec¬ 

tions at a meeting in Ottawa earlier tins 

month. 
QPID Director Amy Lister and mem¬ 

bers Bryan Wills, Andrea Stuparyk and 

Tyson Verstraete attended the Common¬ 

wealth Finance Ministers Conference, 

where Commonwealth business leaders 

and thinkers gathered to discuss projects 

and swap influence with Canadian and 

Commonwealth Ministers. 

The organization focuses 
on establishing grassroots 

projects in developing 
communities and has 

completed past projects 
in Northern Canada 

and Bolivia. 

Lister said she went to the conference 

expecting a handshake and maybe a 

word or two with someone there, but 

was surprised when QPID received much 

more than this. 

While in Ottawa, the QPID members 

were invited to a personal meeting with 

Andy Chande of Tanzania, one of the 

conference speakers. Chande is a close 

friend of Tanzania’s former President, 

Julius Nyerer, and is currently the presi¬ 

dent of Tanzania Railways, Lister said. 

The African leader spoke to the students 

about current issues in Tanzania. It was 

quite an achievement for QPID to make 

a connection with as highly regarded a 

man as himself, Verstraete said. 

“In order to be effective you have to 

be informed,” Lister explained, and this 

meeting was very informative for the 

QPID members, she added. 

During the meeting, Chande stated, 

“It is a delight to be with enthusiastic, 

young people and these young students 

from Queen’s impress me deeply. They 

combine enthusiasm with expertise and 

compassion. I like them and will be 

delighted to assist QPID. They are a 

credit to Queen’s and to Canada.” 

QPID also met with Foreign Affairs 

specialist Terry Jones, a former deputy 

high commissioner to Tanzania. Also 

present was the former High Commis¬ 

sioner to Tanzania, Mauritius, Seychelles 

and past Ambassador of Madagascar 

Patricia Marsden-Dole. 

“All of these remarkable leaders indi¬ 

cated their support for QPID,” Lister 

said, as well as informing students on 

current issues in Tanzania including liter¬ 

acy programs, street children, urban 

poverty, medicine, education, mining 

and engineering. 

Dean of Applied Science Tom Harris 

also attended the conference and lent 

QPID much support and enthusiasm, 

Lister said. 

QPID, founded 10 years ago, is an 

organization whose members “strive to 

raise awareness about issues facing devel¬ 

oping communities in Canada and 

abroad by broadening its ties with global 

communities,” Lister explained. 

“In order to be effective you 
have to be informed.” 

— QPID Director Amy Lister 

The organization focuses on establish¬ 

ing grassroots projects in developing 

communities and has completed past 

projects in Northern Canada and 

Bolivia. QPID focuses on sustainability 

of the places they help so the communi¬ 

ties can remain interdependent, Lister 

explained. 

The organization receives support 

from the university, the Kingston com¬ 

munity and various established organiza¬ 

tions. 

QPID plans to develop a matrix of 

action so that it can extend its work to 

Tanzania, Lister said. In the meantime, 

QPID continues to focus on raising 

awareness about issues facing developing 

communities in Canada and abroad. 

* Dollar value collected from student fees may vary significantly. 
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Mature students’ association dissolved 
By Fiona Stevenson 

The Association of Continuing Studies 

Students has dissolved. 

ACCESS was formed in March, 1996 

ro represent the interests of mature stu¬ 

dents, spring/summer students, part-time 

students, evening students and corre¬ 

spondence students. The organization 

was designed to provide representation, 

social support, and orientation on behalf 

of these students, and to lobby the uni- 

versity to improve programs for non-tra- 

ditional students. 

ACCESS was created as a transitional 

group with the hope that it would even¬ 

tually become a student government for 

part-time students,” explained past-pres¬ 

ident Andy Lehrer. 

At the time of the group’s creation, it 

was anticipated that there would be an 

increase in part-time student enrolment, 

MAC evaluates local 
property standards 

By Rebecca Stelter 

Beginning this week, the AMS 

Municipal Affairs Commission is imple¬ 

menting a major project to improve 

property standards in the student hous¬ 

ing area. 

Focusing on different areas of the 

: housing district each week, the MAC is 

offering students the opportunity to 

book property evaluations with the 

Kingston property standards officer. 

The substandard condition of many 

houses in the student housing area and 

• numerous complaints from students 

; have prompted MAC to take action to 

improve property standards, said MAC 

commissioner Sarah Connan. 

“As far as general complaints 

[received by the commission] go, hous¬ 

ing is one of the top three on the lisr,” 

Connan said. 

“We are working really closely with 

i the city and they are very keen on 

improving the housing situation in the 

student village,” she added. 

Tenants can book an appointment to 

have their house evaluated by calling 

Property Standards Officer Linda 

Chartier or the MAC office. Chartier 

and a student from the MAC Property 

Standards Task Force will perform the 

evaluation. “It doesn’t have to be a big 

problem if they wanr to have their 

house checked,” Gorman said. 

If the evaluation turns up a problem, 

according to a city by-law, Charrier will 

issue a notice to the landlord. She will 

come back in seven days and if nothing 

lias been done to correct the problem 

she will issue an order ro the landlord, 

who will have up to wo weeks to fix 

the problem. 

The city' is in the midst of changing 

the by-law so that “the Property Stan¬ 

dards Officer will no longer have to 

issue a notice first [and] can move 

directly to an order to speed up the 

process,” Corman said. 

Students may book appointments 
for property evaluations on the 

following dates: 
•Earl St.: Oct. 19 to 23 

•University Ave. and Alfred St.: Oct. 26 to 30 

•Johnson St. and Brock St.: Nov. 2 to 6 

•Frontenac St. (and further west): Nov. 9 to 13 

•William St. and Clergy St. W.: Nov.16 to 20 

•Division St.(and further east): Nov. 23 to 27 

If tenants have problems with their 

houses or their landlords, now is the 

time to take action, Corman said. Many 

tenants are unaware that “there is a 

minimum [property] standard and all 

they need to do is call and we’ll [the 

MAC] draw an issue to your landlord ro 

do something about it,” she added. 

“People in the community' recognize 

a large problem with property standards 

in the studenr village and fully support 

students in their pursuit of better Jiving 

conditions,” Corman continued, adding 

this is a “positive thing that we can do 

for ourselves and for the Kingston 

community.” 

Studenrs can contact Chartier at 

384-1770 ext. 203, or the MAC office 

at 545-6000 ext. 5178 to book property 

evaluation appointments. 

Evacuations ‘unnecessary’ 
Continued from page I 

obviously felt it was justified.” 

Three years ago, evacuations occurred 

as often as three times a week and some¬ 

times twice a day, Raptis said. Although 

there has been a significant reduction 

since then, false fire alarms still occur too 

often. Raptis maintains that Botterell 

Hall evacuations have been “entirely 

unnecessary or preventable.” 

I m amazed that the fire department 

stiM comes... Nobody looks into waste,” 

. sa'd. This waste, according to Raptis, 

js greatest for “researchers whose work is 

°ng term and who are not paid by the 
hour.” 

The loss is especially significant for 

graduate students, Raptis said. “Gradu- 

ate students get paid very little and the 

est them even come for free... They 

aretPaying for the interruption.” 

Several times graduate students got 

annoyed and wouldn’t leave,” Raptis 

said. The microbiology and immunology 

department responded by including a 

statement in students’ contract with the 

department that they would leave the 

building if an alarm sounded, Raptis 

said. 

According to Walters, in the event of a 

fire alarm “each area [in Botterell Hall] 

has a safety advisor to make sure people 

have left the building.” 

Some people feel a cautionary 

approach is preferable. “I think I feel 

fairly comfortable with the system we 

have in place,” said Walters. “I myself 

would much rather that people erred on 

the side of safety.” 

“The number of evacuations is not 

proportional to the level of safety or care 

or precautions. It’s exactly the opposite," 

Raptis said. “It’s the story of crying wolf. 

That’s the best way to make the fire 

alarm entirely useless.” 

The situation has prompted Raptis to 

embark on a letter-writing campaign. In 

Lehrer explained. However, “what’s 

happened is a decline in part-time stu¬ 

dents at Queen’s and across Ontario,” he 

said. 

Greg McKellar, information officer 

for the Alma Mater Society said that 

while there were more than 4,000 part- 

time students in 1996, there are cur¬ 

rently about 2,000 part-time students at 

Queen’s. 

“We’re going to try and 
provide some sort of 

social opportunity on a 
smaller scale.” 

— Andy Lehrer, past president of 
ACCESS 

Lehrer suggested that the elimination 

of child care bursaries by the Harris gov¬ 

ernment, part-time students’ ineligibility 

are no longer eligible for OSAP, and wel¬ 

fare restrictions could explain the lower 

part-time student enrolment. 

Many part-time students have been 

forced to become full-time students or 

drop out of school entirely, he said, 

adding, “You just don’t have the kind of 

support here for maintaining” a volun¬ 

teer student government for mature 

students. 

“There are mature students here and 

they’re really isolated,” Lehrer said. 

“We’re going to try and provide some 

sort of social opportunity on a smaller 

scale.” 

In response to this need, the Mature 

Students’ Club has been created, chaired 

by Wendy Rattay, Arts ’98. “It’s a new 

beginning, a new start,” she said. 

“Most of us have a life outside 

Queen’s and that presents burdens,” said 

Rattay. “[The club] will be for some a 

support system and for others a place to 

go just to have some down time and meet 

people in the same circumstance.” 

The club will have its first gathering at 

the Grad Club this Friday at 1 p.m. Rat¬ 

tay said she hopes the club will meet at 

least once every two weeks. 

“First we have to be able to find out 

who the mature students are, as there is 

no tracking mechanism,” Rattay said. 

“Once we meet, we can begin to see 

what the issues are that need to be 

addressed.” 

Lehrer said he hopes “the AMS will 

take on some of the responsibility for 

mature students” as well, such as provid¬ 

ing an orientation and handbook for 

these individuals. 

“I do agree that there’s a need for an 

orientation,” said AMS Vice-President 

(University Affairs) Alison Loat. “Some¬ 

body has to take the helm who’s actually 

a mature student who will be here next 

year,” she added. 

The AMS has improved its efforts to 

publicize the society’s child care services, 

Loat said. The -AMS offers child care ser¬ 

vices on evenings and weekends which 

Loat said is used primarily by mature 

students. 

“I think there’s a lot of ways that 

[mature students’] interests can be inte¬ 

grated into what’s already done,” Loat 

continued. “I don’t think it’s a big loss.” 

ACCESS has collected a mandatory 

student fee for the past three years, 

approximately $6,000 of which has not 

been spent, Loat said. The money will be 

directed to the Uncollected Student 

Activity Fee committee, a panel created 

two years ago to redistribute unspent 

student fees, McKellar explained. 

Like-minded groups, such as the Ban 

Righ Foundation and the Mature Stu¬ 

dents Club may apply for the funding, 

Loat said. 

Students and researchers working in Botterell Hall labs, such as the one 
above, risk disruption by fire alarms. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRON8Y 

her letters she has addressed what she 

sees as the current problems and offered 

potential solutions. These include hiring 

departmental fire monitors, installing a 

public address system, implementing an 

insurance system for spoiled research, 

performing an inventory of lab chemicals 

and obtaining information about how to 

deal with spills of relatively small quanti¬ 

ties of the chemicals. 

Sandra Crocker, executive assistant to 

Vice-Principal (Research) Suzanne 

Fortier, said the situation is under exam¬ 

ination. “The senior administration takes 

any concerns of the researchers very seri¬ 

ously,” she said. “They are committed 

into looking into what if anything can be 

done to reduce any disruptions while at 

the same time to maintain... safety.” 

Crocker said, at this point, there has 

been a flurry of communication between 

different levels of administration and 

researchers, however, “steps haven’t 

been taken yet.” The issue will be raised 

at the next meeting of the vice-principals 

and principal of the university. 

Welkins said she realizes that false 

alarms can be disruptive. “We’ve had a 

program in place for the past three years 

to try to reduce false calls, across cam¬ 

pus,” she said. “We’ve reduced our total 

number of calls by about 20 per cent.” 
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Secret ballot ‘distressing,’ 
Continued from page I 

and the academic affairs com¬ 
missioner, which, for all intents 
and purposes, some people on 
council were not allowed to dis¬ 
close their opinions on. AMS 
Assembly did not appreciate 
that we did not hear what AMS 
council had to say. We are under 
the assumption that they all 
agreed on these issues, but we 
never really got to hear their 
opinions.” 

“1 would hope that all of us 
that are elected by students can 
research and exercise careful 
judgement in the interests of all 
students, because we may have 
more access to information and 
time,” said Stanley. 

“As elected representatives, 
we have a responsibility to con¬ 
struct policy alternatives to be 
put forward, to be accepted or 
rejected. If students reject some¬ 
thing that we put forward, then 
we are no worse off,” he added. 

Some Assembly members said 
they felt that only considering 

OUSA, and not the Canadian 
Federation of Students-Ontario, 
in the alignment question lim¬ 
ited student choice and made 
the question appear biased. 

"The question became very 
loaded,” said Papadopoulos. "It 
was felt that by putting the 
OUSA question to students, it 
would seem to indicate that 
Assembly agreed with the 
question.” 

“Part of the problem was that 
the executive has a clear under¬ 
standing of the issues of align¬ 
ment, because they’ve been 
working so long at developing 
this issue,” said McKay Savage, 
Engineering Society vice-presi¬ 
dent (student development). 
“But it’s important for Assembly 
to come to the same level of 
understanding before it makes a 
decision,” he added. 

“On one hand, [the AMS 
executive] want a democracy by 
giving the power to students, 
and on the other, they are limit¬ 
ing the scope of the question,” 
said Jabes. “The outcome of a 

question is always dependent on 
the formulation of it.’ 

“As elected 

representatives, we 

have a responsibility to 

construct policy 

alternatives to be put 

forward, to be 

accepted or rejected. 

If students reject 

something that we put 

forward, then we are 

no worse off.” 

— A/VIS President Tom 
Stanley 

“In the research we have 
done, alignment with the Cana¬ 
dian Federation of Students 
would be a bad decision for 
Queen’s,” said Stanley. “[How¬ 
ever,] if there was a grassroots 
movement to join CFS and 
someone got 600 signatures and 
presented it to Assembly for a 

said Stanley 
place on the referendum, I 
wouldn’t vote against it. It is up 
to the students at Queen’s to 
decide these types of issues.” 

Much of the controversy fol¬ 
lowing the meeting involved the 
secrecy of the Assembly vote, 
requested by Jabes. “I think it 
was a simple demand," Jabes 
said. “On certain issues a secret 
ballot allows for the true opin¬ 
ion of student representatives to 
emerge, and that is what s 
important.” 

“I don’t think there was a 
need for a secret ballot,” said 
Brenda Ha, Commerce Society 
president. “We should let people 
know how their student leaders 
stand on issues that concern 
them,” Ha added. 

“Having said that, I think 
[Jabes] was trying to avoid per¬ 
sonal attacks outside of Assem¬ 
bly, and get to the heart of the 
issue, because the debate was 
rather heated,”Ha said. 

“I found the secret ballot ter¬ 
ribly distressing,” commented 
Stanley. “Mainly because we had 

engaged in two hours of debate 
with rhetoric flying around 
about ‘the best interests 0f j 
students’ and if that is the con¬ 
tent of the debate, and any 
member is unwilling to stand 
behind their vote, I find that dis¬ 
tressing.” 

Konopek added, “Represen¬ 
tatives should stand up and be 
counted. If you are truly repre¬ 
senting your students, I see no 
reason to hide behind the 
secrecy of a secret ballot. It 
doesn’t make sense... to me it is 
nothing but hiding.” 

“It can only do good to have 
students vote on an issue, to 
have this' philosophy discarded 
on this issue is disturbing,” Stan¬ 
ley said. To have notions of lim¬ 
ited capacity for students to 
understand an issue is disturb¬ 
ing. To be blocked from fulfill¬ 
ing an elected mandate is 
disturbing.” 

Assignments gotyou down? 

Get started 

at the Library. 

Ask us! 

Queen’s University Libraries 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

St. John's from $279 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your exam 
schedual? No need to 

worry! Book your 
student class flights 
and you’ll receive a 

coupon for a free date 
change. 

lodyssey travel 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

r Leisure Travel Long HaulKiroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website; www.odysscy-travel.com 

Queen’s honours mental 
health awareness week 

By Anna Nesbitt 

This week marks Mental 
Health Awareness Week across 
Canada. Queen’s is joining In 
with events run by groups 
across campus. The Women’s 
Health Issues Committee, 
undet the AMS Social Issues 
Commission, is planning aware¬ 
ness events, supported by 
Queen's Health Counselling 
and Disability Services. 

Diane Nolting, health educa¬ 
tor at Student Health Services is 
committed to helping students 
in need. “Rather than also 
doing a program we would 
rather support [the Women’s 
Health Issues Committee] and 
continue to offer the academic 
support and the teach relax¬ 
ation skills that we do,” 

explained Nolting. 
In 1996-97, Health 

Counselling and Disability 
Services saw close to 1,400 stu¬ 
dents for almost 5,000 hours of 
personal counselling, Nolting 
said. “That doesn’t take into 
account the number of students 
who are readied through the 
group programs or the learning 
strategy development pro¬ 
grams,” Nolting added. These 
are outreach programs on sub¬ 
jects such as study skills/ time 
management and exam anxiety, 

“A whole range of coun¬ 
selling is available [for students] 
depending on the circum¬ 
stances,” said Nolting. 
Depression, sexual assault, eat¬ 
ing disorders, homesickness 
and troubles with housemates 
are among issues brought to 

Professional 
skin and hair 

...welcomes you to 
Queens University. 

Enjoy a visit to Professional Skin & Hair 
mmikll’U to Professional Skin & Hair is one of 

Canada’s top Make-Up lines??? 

Ful1 Service hair & esthetics for men & women 
Student discount Monday to Wednesday 

Aveda • Redken • Babor • K.M.S. 

k ' Specializing in Formal Up-do’s 

Waxing • Permanent wave • Manicures 
Pedicures • Advanced cutting techniques 

Skin treatments & much more 

h 613-549-7546 
115 Clarence St, Kingston, Ontario. Kn.5H6 

eousellors. Learning strategy 
development centre, family 
doctors and seminars are other 
resources available to students. 

“There still is a 

stigma attached to 

mental health.” 

— Health Educator 
Diane Nolting 

Nolting said academic stress 
is the most prevalent problem 
among university students. The 
health centre is currently 
responding to the academic 
demands placed on students 
during this time of the year. 
These issues are keeping the 
centre incredibly busy. Nolting 
added. 

Raising student awareness 
about mental health issues is 
extremely important, Nolting 
stated. “For me, the whole 
notion of connection between 
academic life and the well 
being [is of special impor¬ 
tance].” 

“There still is a stigma 
attached to mental health,’ 
said Nolting. These include 
stigmas about women ana 
depression and the side effects 
of drugs used to treat illnesses. 
“As a centre we certainly try ro 
dispel some of that,” she said. 

Queen's University LSAT Nov. 7 

Register at 1 877 PREP.COM 0 
Queen’s University Continuing 

Distance Studies. Macintosh-Corry 

Hall, FI 00. 
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In Here 
Christmas harvest bazaar 

A Christmas harvest bazaar will be 
held October 28 from 9:30 a.m. to 
3 p.m. in the cafeteria in the Connell 
wing on the third floor of Kingston Gen¬ 
eral Hospital. There will be baked goods, 
handcrafted items and Christmas gifts 
available, and a silent auction will take 
place. 

Human Rights Celebration 

To celebrate the 50th anniversary of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rig- 
Canadian Human Rights, Queen’s is 
hosting a free symposium, “Putting Val¬ 
ues Into Practice: Celebrating Our 
Progress, Facing Our Future” from Octo¬ 
ber 30-November 1. The Chief Commis¬ 
sioner of the Canadian Human Rights 
Commission will open the Symposium 
with an address on the declaration’s 
impact on recent Canadian history on 
October 30 at 7 p.m. in the Robert 
Sutherland Room, John Deutsch Univer¬ 
sity Centre. On October 31 at 9 a.m. 
human rights activists from across 
Ontario will discuss current issues. An 
interfaith ceremony will occur on 
November 1 at 10:30 a.m. in the 
McLaughlin Room, JDUC. 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association needs volunteers 

The Canadian Mental Health Associa¬ 
tion s Kids on the Block Program needs 
volunteers to perform puppet presenta¬ 
tions to local children. Training will be 
provided. Contact Michael Borges or 
Judi Brrill at 549-7027 for information. 

Wear Your Jeans Day 

The Lesbian Gay Bisexual Issues 
Committee and the AMS Social Issues 
Commission are asking members of the 
Queen’s community to wear jeans with 
rainbow ribbons this Thursday to show 
support for the Queer community. Rain¬ 
bow ribbons can be picked up at the 
Social Issues office in the John Deutsch 
University Centre. Alfie’s will also be 
holding a LGBIC smoker that evening. 

Guide Dogs for the Blind 
meeting 

All persons interested in learning 
about or becoming a member of the 
Kingston Chapter of Canadian Guide 
Dogs for the Blind are invited to a meet¬ 
ing October 27 at 7 p.m. The meeting 
will be held at 151 Dauphine Avenue. 

Fall Clothing Drive 

The fall clothing drive at the Free 
Clothing Drop-in and Textile Recycling 
Centre is being held from October 19 to 
November 6 at Queen Elizabeth 

Collegiate Institute, 145 Kirkpatrick St. 
Donations of clothing, linens, kitchen 
utensils, dishes, small household appli¬ 
ances and decorations would be greatly 
appreciated. For large item donations 
call MaryLynn Morrison at 459-1348. 

Archaeoastronomy and Pagan 
Rituals Seminar 

The youth group of the Royal Astro¬ 
nomical Society of Canada is meeting 
October 31 from 1-4 p.m. in Mackin- 
tosh-Corry Hall, room B201. The ses¬ 
sion is for ages 13 to 24 and admission is 
free. For more information contact 
353-7910. 

Ombudsman Representative 
Visits Kingston 

Ombudsman Ontario investigates and 
resolves complaints about provincial 
government organizations such as min¬ 
istries, boards, agencies, commissions 
and tribunals. A representative will be 
meeting with people who wish to discuss 
their complaints on November 2 
between 11:30 a.m. and 5 p.m., in the 
Boucher Room of the Kingston Public 
Library. For more information contact 
Laura Hugh at (613) 239-1056. 

Out There 

multimillion dollar program called Abo¬ 
riginal Head Start. The program is 
designed to give young aboriginal chil¬ 
dren a good start to a healthy life. The 
program promotes nutrition, health, 
education and culture, and provides cri¬ 
sis intervention. 

Federal plan to reduce 
greenhouse emissions 

Federal officials and environmental¬ 
ists are designing a plan to reduce green¬ 
house emissions to six per cent below the 
1990 levels by the year 2010. Recom¬ 
mendations include increasing gas taxes, 
decreasing speed Limits, improving city 
public transportation systems, and 
increasing dependency on renewable 
energy sources. 

Fire in Nigeria 

A fire in Nigeria has been raging since 
last Saturday due to a pipeline explosion 
believed to be sparked by thieves. 
Though an official toll is unavailable, the 
number of deaths is estimated at 250. 
Linking an oil refinery in the city of 
Warri, the pipeline exploded. Though 
unsure of the exact cause of the Fire it is 
suspected that one of the vandals tools 
caused a spark which set the oil aflame. 

Files courtesy of The Globe and Mail 

Aboriginal Head Start program 

The federal government has designed 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

WE WANT YOU for the Queen’s 
Inquiry Committee. Be on the front 
edge of AMS EXCITEMENT. Meet 
tonnes of cool people. Call 545- 
2732 or drop by the 
Communications Commission in the 
AMS. Don’t be shy - CALL NOW 

Learning Strategies Workshops: 
Health, Counseling, and Disability 
Services - Call 545-2893 to sign up! 

Procrastination 
Thursday Oct. 20, 1:30-3:00 

Presentation Skills 
Wednesday Oct.21,4:30-6:30 
Wednesday Oct.28. 4:30-6:30 

Study Skills Assessment 
Wednesday Nov.4, 1:30-2:30 

Cancer Can Be Beaten! 
The Canadian Cancer Society 
will be holding information 
session for those interested in 
volunteer positions. 
Biosciences Complex Rm.3112 
Monday Oct. 19, 5:30-6:30 
Monday Oct.26, 5:30-6:30 
Call Linda at the CCS at 384- 
2361 to confirm or for further info 

Still can’t find the C-spot"? Well, 
where have you been? Obviously 
not at the QP! On Sundays from 8- 
11pm enjoying specialty coffee, 
desserts donated by the Laundry 
Cafe...amongst other things...like 
great entertainment. Come and find 
your Sunday Night satisfaction for all 
ages at the AMS C-spot 

The Times they are a Changin’ 
The Walkhome service will be 
opening every night at 7pm 

Are you an Infomaniac? 
All those who want to get down and 
dirty in the Infobank (translation: Do 
you want to volunteer?) call 545- 
2732 to get in on the action. 

Need money for a special project? 
The AMS can help. Board of 

Directors Special Projects provides 
seed funding to groups. Criteria 
sheets available at the AMS Front 
Desk, and applications are due by 
4pm Friday, Oct.30. Questions? 
Call Alison Loat at 545-2729. 

Watch "the Q” on Friday's at 9:30pm 
or Sunday's at 8:00pm on Ch 13. 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

pljone tl)e AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732; or mdi Comm@ams.i]mmu.ca 
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Let the students decide Tom Stanley and THE AMS exec- (and, more often than not, acclaimed) 
utive may not know what’s best representatives. It is hard to ignore the 
for the student body. The AMS fact that Stanley et al. were elected by a 

assembly certainly does not seem to huge landslide which gave then a man- 
know what’s best for the student body, date that includes offering students the 
Neither can we, the editorial board, choice to join an external lobbying 
claim to know what’s best for the stu- group. 
dent body. The truth of the matter is, That our representatives voted 
only the students can decide for them- against including such a question on the 
selves what they want or need. referendum now suggests that they 

Bringing that to the issue at hand, believe the student body was not 
only the students can decide, in a refer- informed at the time they debated and is 
endum, whether they want to join an unable to learn enough about the issue 
external lobbying group. Unfortunately, in the weeks before the referendum, 
when 18 members of Assembly chose to Of course, we don t know how our 
temporarily deep-six the proposed ref- representatives voted because one of 
erendum question on alignment with them asked for it to be a secret vote. 
OUSA, they effectively said that we are Surely the fair and democratic thing to 
not qualified to make that decision. It is do would be for each member to inform 
impossible to reconcile the position put The Journal how they voted so that we 
forward by some assembly members could publish it for all of their con- 
that students are not ‘knowledgeable’ stituents to see. 
enough to decide with the democratic Fortunately, the AMS executive is 
process that put them there. pursuing another avenue to put the 

Denying students an opportunity to question on the ballot for November 10. 
vote on this issue because student lead- As long as 600 Queen’s students sign the 
ers have themselves not reached a con- petition to include the question, we will 
sensus on alignment seems to suggest a still have the opportunity to vote for or 
paternalistic attitude by our elected against alignment with OUSA. 

Conceiving the future 
IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE, their child. If this trend continues and 

choosing the gender of your children reproductive technology is sold to the 
will no longer be something left to highest bidder, only the rich will be able 

chance, fate or whatever god you believe to afford it. It seems intuitively unfair 
in. In fact, with advances being made that those who can already choose the 
everyday in reproductive technology, the best schools and lifestyles be entitled to 
prospect of genetically pre-determined the best genes as well. Of course, this 
human beings has moved off the pages of may be more indicative of the unfair dis- 
science fiction and into reality. Whether tribution of wealth in our society than of 
we agree with science supplanring nature any inherent problem with the technol- 
or not, a future where consumers will be ogy itself. 
able to purchase the generic characteris- Nonetheless, it would be a mistake to 
tics of their children is right around the succumb to corporate pressure to keep 
corner. this industry relatively unregulated. It is 

No matter how it is used, the integra- not in the best interests of Canadians to 
tion of this technology into our daily leave control of reproductive technology 
lives will have dramatic social, economic to the invisible hand of capitalism. Strin- 
and personal consequences for gent government regulation is necessary 
humankind. At the very least, medicine in order to prevent abuses or unfair dis¬ 
and health care will be revolutionized tribution of the benefits of this technol- 
once we are able to prevent debilitating ogy. 
generic diseases. On the other hand, if While eliminating genetic diseases is 
abused, reproductive technology could clearly one example of an appropriate 
have monstrous implications. Nightmar- use of the technology, it would be unfor- 
ish scenarios aside, there are serious con- tunate if parents were allowed to com- 
cerns that reproductive technology will pete to design perfect children, 
be, and is perhaps already, used inappro- Before we rush into anything, we 
priately. Presently, few can afford the should remember that, as in many science 
exorbitant fees charged by the American fiction novels, the introduction of such 
fertility centre to choose the gender of technology could lead to a bad ending. 
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Start cutting schools 
P1 OST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IS A ferred to Laurenrian, which would then 

privilege, not a right. It’s about time become slightly larger, while maintaining 
that people realize that the problem only one administration. In this situation, 

j of funding universities can be resolved by the general arts programs at these three 
; something other than raising tuition — universities which, in my opinion, are not 
' how about cutting universities? that good anyway, would be reduced to 

It seems obvious that with two univer- one and the forestry and outdoor physical 
siries across the street from one another in education programs would remain intact. 
Waterloo, three universities in northern Similar changes can be made at Carleton 
Ontario and two across the Rideau Canal — their journalism program can be shuf- 
from each other in Ottawa, there are far fled to Ottawa. At Waterloo, the 
too many universities in Ontario. 

People should stop 
wasting time and 

money on an 
education they 

can’t use. 

This creates a two-fold funding prob- 

renowned engineering faculty can make 
the shift over to Wilfred Laurier. 

This would create an environment of 
higher education which would allow less 
people to attend university, thus cutting 
out those that truly don’t deserve to go, 
and maintaining the high standard of edu¬ 
cation. It would also lessen the amount of 
undergraduate degrees (especially from 
the more backwards schools), thus 

lem for the provincial government. The increasing the value of those from other 
first is that each of these universities has schools or those that are already in 
an administrative hierarchy which has circulation. 
highly paid employees. The second prob- The government could then provide 
lem with too many schools is that each more funding for community colleges, 
student who attends a university only which would be a far cheaper endeavor 
pays a small portion of the actual cost of than funding universities, and those not at 
tuition, while the taxpayers pick up the university could learn employable skills, 
remainder of the tab. If schools were shut rather than floundering in an intellectual 
down, then not only would the govern¬ 
ment save on salaries of administrators, 
but also on the subsidization of students. 

Before people scream about each uni¬ 
versity having their own specialty pro- 

environment. 
There are a whole lot of jobs that cur¬ 

rently require university degrees that 
don’t utilize a university education. It has 
reached such a point that people should 

gram and that closing a university will stop wasting rime and money on an edu- 
take away that program, follow this cation that they can’t use. 
example of how these changes could be University should not be for the eco- 

ma^e: nomically elite, it should be exclusively 
Lakehead and Nippising are shut for the intellectually elite, 

down, their specialty programs are trans- h 
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The physiology of a WELL, IT LOOKS as if Queen’s is 
almost ready to sign a deal with 
one of the cola companies for 

exclusive rights on campus. This issue is 
not unlike the recent debate over alcohol 
and tobacco companies sponsoring arts 
festivals and sporting events; having this 
money for student programs and schol¬ 
arships or bursaries would be wonderful, 
but at what cost? 

Coke is basically carbonated, caf- 
feinated, sugared water. The caffeine 
makes it a very addictive drink, as any¬ 
one who's tried to get off it knows. What 
about the sugar, though? 

When you ingest sugar, it is quickly 
absorbed through your intestines and 
into your bloodstream. This causes a 
sudden rise in your blood sugar level. 
Responding to this, your pancreas starts 
to frantically produce insulin to hold 
down the blood sugar. Working so 
quickly, it goes too far and your blood. 
sugar then drops dangerously low. Your 
pancreas has to shut down as quickly as 
it started, and your adrenal glands have 
to quickly produce hormones to bring 
the blood sugar back to normal. 

Your brain is always the first organ to 
register these ups and downs. Sugar is 
known to cause everything from mild 
depression to psychosis. 

Also, when all that excess insulin gets 
to your liver it is converted into triglyc¬ 
erides, which are then stored as fat in 
your adipose cells. After years of these 

ss| cycles, your 
pancreas and 
adrenal glands 
are totally 
whipped; they 
can’t function 
properly any¬ 
more. 

Refined 
sugar provides 
only “empty” 
or “naked” 
calories; it 
contains no 
vitamins or 
minerals. In 

fact, it leeches vitamins and minerals 
from your body for its digestion and 
elimination. It also produces such high 
acidity that, eventually, so many minerals 
are leeched out that your bones and teeth 
are weakened. 

Having this money for 
student programs and 

scholarships or bursaries 
would be wonderful, but 

at what cost? 

Coke executives know all of this very 
well, so they need to spend millions of 
dollars on, their ad campaigns to get peo¬ 
ple to buy their product. Slogans for 
Coke take every possible angle from 
“Coke Adds Life” and “Coca-Cola 

cola deal 
Revives and Sustains” to “Coke is It!” 
and “Can’t Beat The Real Thing”, or the 
slogan in the upper lobby of the Phys-Ed 
Centre, “Always The Right Degree!” 

When you really know what Coke 
does to you, you can’t help but be sad¬ 
dened when you see people being lured 
in by this. William Dufty said it best in 
his book Sugar Blues: “Imagine a young 
pimply faced kid in front of a camera 
telling folks how clear his complexion 
was before he started drinking Coke; and 
even though he knows it’s bumming his 
social life, he just can’t seem to get off 
the stuff. That would be truth in adver¬ 
tising.” I couldn’t agree more. 

In closing, I’d like to leave you with a 
little analogy. To make heroin, poppy 
seeds are refined into opium, then into 
morphine, and finally into heroin. To 
make sugar, juice is extracted from either 
sugar cane or sugar beet, processed into 
molasses, and finally into white sugar. It 
is this very refining process that makes 
both substances so addictive and injuri¬ 
ous to your health. 

So I ask you: who are the real drug 
pushers? Are they the people loitering 
around playgrounds telling children 
“Your first one’s free...” or are they the 
cola companies with their shiny ads and 
vending machines that are soon to be 
found in abundance on campus? 

MICHAEL JOHNSON 
SCI ’99 

Best wishes to both 
mother and child 

Dear Editors, 

Who declared open season on Marte 
Natvik? First Katie Edwards unfairly 
makes hurtful generalizations about 
Miss Narvik’s level of education, matu¬ 
rity, morals and suitability as a parent in 
a letter that appears, at least in her first 
paragraph, to be merely disputing an 
editorial decision. Then there is the 
arrogance (and ignorance) or Andrew 
Zur! 

To Marte: The fact that your 
pregnancy was a sacred 

experience for you is all the 
more reason to share it. 

the Editera 
enlightening, and I wish you and your 
son nothing but the best. Contrary to 
what Mr. Zur thinks, the fact that your 
pregnancy was a sacred experience for 
you is all the more reason to share it. 
What Mr. Zur dismisses as “psychobab¬ 
ble” was actually a very sensitive com¬ 
mentary on body image that struck a 
chord with me and others. He obviously 
understands very little about the central¬ 
ity of body image to the lives of women; 
after all, he dismisses a life-threatening 
eating disorder (which, Mr. Zur, affects 
both men and women) as some “female 
thing” which deserves no more attention 
than a trip to the toilet. 

By the way, Mr. Zur, you were think¬ 
ing of bulimia when you wrote your let¬ 
ter, not anorexia; anorexics do not 
“puke” to get rid of the food they’ve 
eaten. Get your facts straight. And for all 
you sticklers for the use of proper termi¬ 
nology, “purging” is preferred to “puk¬ 
ing” when speaking of bulimia. 

Sarah Levis 
Artsci ’00 

age to condemn a sincere, prompt apol¬ 
ogy from a student who realizes he made 
a mistake in advertising. 

The statement “hyper-sensitivity to 
complaints about anything that might be 
construed as offensive is only unwar¬ 
ranted, it also undermined an opportu¬ 
nity to have a genuine dialogue about 
racial stereotypes” is ludicrous. Students 
who err in judgement and offend others 
should remain obstinate in their views 
for the sake of debate? Services that 
offend their student consumers in their 
advertising should begrudge those who 
offer constructive input in order to 
avoid “hyper-sensitivity”? 

I suspect that if Mr. Thompson had 
offered the sort of qualified response 
you apparently hoped for, I would have 
read an equally critical editorial in the 
Friday Journal. Such negativism for the 
sake of it is obvious and tiresome. 

Gord Moodie 
AMS Vice-President (Operations) 
Comm ’99 

Mr. Zur, I would respectfully suggest 
that the relationship between Miss 
Natvik, her son and the father is 
nobody’s business but theirs. You have 
no tight to judge her for her decision not 
to mention him. As for your comments 
about single mothers, I know a number 
°f single mothers who have done a fan¬ 
tastic job of raising their children, better 
than some families with two parents. 
How dare you suggest that society has 
the right to look down on them! 

To Marte: Your article was very 

QP Advertising 

QP editorial unjustified 

Dear Editors, 

1 read with a great deal of bewilder¬ 
ment the editorial entitled “QP takes 
easy way out” in the October 16 Jour¬ 
nal. Through contorted logic, you man- 

Journal took easy 
way out in editorial 

Dear Editors, 

I Find it very interesting that The Jour¬ 
nal accuses the QP of taking the easy 
way out when it is clear that The Journal 
took the easiest way out. 

Firstly, in its initial reporting of the 

Continued on page 8 

talking 

What should you do if you 
see an endangered species 

eating an endangered 
plant? 

Letters to the 
EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal want 
to hear from all readers. 

Letters that are legible, legal and 
literate will be published if space 
permits. All letters must include 

the writer’s NAME and 
TELEPHONE NUMBER. 

Drop off letters to The Journal 
House at 272 Earl St., fax to 
545-6728, or e-mail them to 

journal(5>post.queensu.ca. 

“Kick its ass!” 

Ned Woods 

ArtSci ’00 

“Keep Walking” 

Vai Rajgopal 

ArtSci ’00 

“Eat them both” 

Doug Couper 

Jeff Kaprowy 

ArtSci ’00 

“Enslave them both to work in my evil 

salt mines" 

Alex Low 

ArtSci ’00 
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story, The Journal hitched itself firmly to 

the political correctness bandwagon and 

in doing so removed any traces of jour¬ 

nalistic integrity from its report. The 

Journal failed to even pay lip service to 

one of the hallmarks of good journalism; 

what is commonly known as “the 

other side of the story”. For while it was 

certainly worth noting that Ms. Chung 

received more then [sic] 50 signatures 

on her petition, it may have also been 

worth noting that a significant percent¬ 

age of the Queen’s population did not 

find the poster offensive. Yet The Journal 

seems far too fearful of being accused of 

insensitivity' itself to mention the point. 

Secondly, in the initial story The Jour¬ 

nal extracted quotes from an hour-long 

interview with Mr. Thompson that por¬ 

tray him as being extremely apologetic 

for his actions. Unfortunately for Mr. 

Thompson, The Journal didn’t find his 

apologies to be sincere because he was 

“over-conciliatory.” This begs the ques¬ 

tion of how sorry does anyone have to 

be to satisfy The Journal? 

Not only did The Journal 
initially misconstrue Mr. 

Thompson’s response, they 
then use his words as the 
ladder with which to climb 

on their editorial high horse. 

For, not only did The Journal initially 

misconstrue Mr. Thompson’s response, 

they then use his words as the ladder 

with which to climb on their editorial 

high horse. Riding high in the saddle, 

the editorial in the October 16 edition 

displays the warped logic pattern that 

typified The Journal's dealings with any 

contentious issues. 

After criticizing Mr. Thompson for 

his apology, the editorial goes on to 

lament the passing of “an honest 

response to an accusation of racism or 

prejudice... on our campus.” It is incred¬ 

ible that The Journal does not realize the 

role that it has played in making this sad 

situation a reality. As the main media 

outlet on campus The Journal has a 

responsibility to attempt to be objective 

in its reporting. However, its handling of 

the QP story demonstrates the danger¬ 

ous witch-hunt mentality that pervades 

on campus when dealing with racism 

and prejudice. 

Like so many others The Journal is so 

afraid of being branded as the racist 

witch that it has become the bloodthirsty 

hunter, ready to shoot any possible tar¬ 

gets with the bullet of “insensitivity” at 

the first possible opportunity. Even 

those who readily apologize, do not 

apologize the “right” way. The cost of 

this unfortunate mentality is the death of 

a thoughtful consideration. 

There are many aspects of society that 

involve racism and prejudice. Each of 

these should be addressed and dealt with 

appropriately on a case-by-case basis. 

However, we do ourselves as a society 

an injustice by presupposing the correct 

response to all accusations of insensitiv¬ 

ity is to persecute the supposedly insen¬ 

sitive while ignoring relevant details 

particular to each case. I ask that The 

Journal please consider this in its future 

reporting. 

Ian Collins 

Arts ’99 

Tuiti#* 

Don’t hate me because 
I’m a private school kid 

Dear Editors, 

As both an Upper Canada College 

graduate and a Queen’s student, I take 

offense to Cynthia Dixon’s response to 

Brock Jones’ apparently syndicated 

weekly column in The Journal. 

Brock has been churning out tyranni¬ 

cal right-wing rants since high school. 

Although his self-indulgent ramblings 

serve as unmistakable signs of an over¬ 

inflated ego and a blatant cry for atten¬ 

tion, the seeds that fostered this 

full-blown narcissist were neither sewn 

nor cultivated at Upper Canada. In fact, 

many of you may be pleased to know 

that the derision and scorn with which 

his outbursts are met with Queen’s is no 

different than the contentious reception 

he received at Upper Canada. 

Rather than challenge Brock’s argu¬ 

ment (which is no difficult feat!) Cynthia 

Dixon seeks to villify Brock by involving 

a number of baseless and inaccurate 

stereotypes about Upper Canada Col¬ 

lege. In the October 16 issue of The 

Journal, Cynthia Dixon writs, “You and 

your friends from UCC got in here 

because you are intelligent and rich... 

The rest of us are here because we are 

intelligent and work hard.” Upon what 

experience do you base this ludicrous 

opinion, Cynthia? How many Upper 

Canada graduates do you know well 

enough to make this conclusion? Have 

you ever spoken to one or is your mis¬ 

conception based solely on myth and 

rumour? 

Furthermore, you seem to clearly 

demarcate between Upper Canada grad¬ 

uates and “the rest of us.” Are we really 

so different? For all you know, you and 

I walk down the same street to class 

every morning, stand in the same line at 

the library and pass each other in the 

hallways, yet you have never given me a 

second glance because, in truth, my fel¬ 

low Upper Canada graduates and I are 

no different than the thousands of other 

Continued on page 11 
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Tuition is rising... so what? 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Forget alignment 
Students don’t care about tuition 

Take a stand 
Education cuts hurt everyone 

OVER THE course of the last week 

and a half, French students have 

been taking to the streets in 

protest of changes to their education sys¬ 

tem. Windows were broken, cars were 

overturned and riot police were dis¬ 

patched; all in a normal day of student 

activism. Even in this country protesting 

university students have put up with 

many of the same things, only these 

French students were in high school. 

It’s hard to picture the average 15 

year old taking such a pro-active step in 

ensuring the future of their education. 

Imagine a riot over growing class sizes at 

KCVI. Sadly, it seems to be getting just as 

hard to imagine even your average 

Queen’s student protesting the cost, 

quality or future viability of the educa¬ 

tion we seem to take for granted. 

It is interesting that for the last two 

weeks, the Canadian Federation of Stu¬ 

dents has been heralding its “Days of 

Action.” Interesting, if you are a member 

of the AMS or one of the 15 or so other 

people who have shown up to several 

rallies held during the last two weeks. 

Otherwise, you probably didn’t know or 

care. Which, once again, begs a very seri¬ 

ous question. Why the rampant apathy 

on campus? 

Two possible answers come to the 

fore, either Queen’s students don’t care 

about the rising costs of instruction or 

there is serious lack of faith in the effi¬ 

cacy of the type of protest being orga¬ 

nized. Based on the answers to these 

questions, serious steps should be made. 

If students care so little for rising 

tuition costs should then the AMS, who 

represents them, not cut back the 

amount of resources it devotes to this 

issue? On the other hand, if students are 

behind these issues, then a serious look 

must be taken at how students view the 

relevancy of the types of protest used by 

their student government. 

If students care so little for 
rising tuition costs should 

then the AMS, who 
represents them, not cut 

back the amount of 
resources it devotes to 

this issue? 

It is time the AMS stopped arguing 

about which alliances students should be 

allowed to choose from and let the stu¬ 

dents decide their own alliances. 

Queen’s student government needs to 

discover the issues meaningful to its con¬ 

stituents and find ways to successfully 

fulfill the students’ need to participate. 

The AMS and other similar organiza¬ 

tions have voiced their opinion that 

access to post-secondary education is a 

very important issue, and I think much 

of the campus population would agree 

with them. Gingivitis is also an impor¬ 

tant issue and, right now, it would seem 

that students on campus are at least as 

worried about their gums as they are 

about the rising cost of tuition. 

JONATHAN TINNEY 

ARTS ’00 

Believe it or not, there was a time 

when tuition was not a contested 

issue. There was a time when 

tuition fees were so low, that nobody 

bothered to talk about them. Those days 

are gone. 

For a number of decades, tuition fees 

were artificially low. There is no doubt 

that a post-secondary education is a 

valuable tool to acquire when trying to 

ensure future job opportunity and pros¬ 

perity. But along with the individual ben¬ 

efits of a post-secondary education come 

societal benefits. Graduates tend to pay 

higher taxes and tend to vote more 

often. They tend to have a greater ability 

to support charitable organizations. 

Graduates contribute to a growing 

economy. 

The Ontario government argues that 

individuals benefit from a post-sec¬ 

ondary education, and as such, students 

should be willing and expected to share 

the costs of providing it. However, the 

challenge is in determining just what 

constitutes a fair share. 

The Harris government has begun to 

deregulate some university and college 

programs, forcing certain students to pay 

tuition fees in excess of $10,000. The 

government then tells students to get a 

loan. But Ontario’s student loan pro¬ 

gram is in shambles, and nothing has 

been done to fix it. This government has 

demonstrated a lack of commitment to 

post-secondary education. 

Ontario now ranks dead last in per 

capita funding of post-secondary educa¬ 

tion in Canada. Tuition fees have out¬ 

stripped the cost of living by over 

10,000 per cent per year for the last five 

years. Queen’s students, on average, are 

responsible for paying over 35 per cent 

of their cost of education, and arts stu¬ 

dents pay well over 50 per cent. The 

Harris government is on record stating 

that students should pay no more than 

25 per cent of their cost of education. 

Last year, 19,470 Ontario university stu¬ 

dents’ financial need exceeded their 

OSAP entitlement. The total value of 

unmet need was $35 million. 

The Council of Ontario Universities 

just released statistics showing that 

enrolment in the liberal arts has declined 

14 per cent since the 1995/96 school 

year. Earlier this year a study was 

released which showed universities in 

Ontario have lost 14.3 per cent of our 

faculty (2000 positions) since 1990. 

While some students have advocated 

the benefits of an Income Contingent 

Loan Repayment Program, no such pro¬ 

gram is now in place in Ontario. The 

Conservative government has promised 

to institute such a program, but has 

failed to do so. The current government 

has established a track record of 

promises made and promises broken. 

The AMS is trying to do something 

about it. We have met with all three 

political parties including Minister of 

Education and Training Dave Johnson. 

We are also continuing to formulate our 

own policy papers, and are pursuing the 

possibility of aligning with an external 

lobbying organization. 

We have launched two information 

campaigns, one at alumni, and one at 

finding out the level of student debt at 

Queen's. And we are engaging in a pub¬ 

lic awareness strategy to let the public 

know why accessible, quality post-sec¬ 

ondary education is important. 

The AMS will continue to work for 

the srudents of Queen’s. It is important 

that students take it upon themselves to 

learn about the issues that affect them, 

and to get involved. 

MILAN KONOPEK, ARTS ’98 

AARON LAZARUS ARTS ’01 
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Why I hate The Star 
Left-wing writing lacks integrity 

I’VE NEVER thought much of 

The Toronto Star. Most 

Canadians to the right of 

Svend Robinson find The Star 

to be at best a slightly self-criti¬ 

cal mouthpiece for the Liberal 

Party, and at worst a dull, doc¬ 

trinaire combination of biased 

reporting, hard-left political 

commentary (what can you say 

about a paper which considers 

Dalton Camp to be a real con¬ 

servative?) and cheesy filler sec¬ 

tions such as “Wheels,” “New 

In Homes,” and “Travel;” in 

other words, a Fabian attempt 

to bring socialism to the 

suburbs. 

Most Canadians to the 
right of Svend 

Robinson find The 
Toronto Star to be at 
best a slightly self- 

critical mouth-piece 
for the Liberal Party... 

1 found that when my fam¬ 

ily’s subscription to the Star ran 

out in the early 1990s, my 

morning stress headaches mys¬ 

teriously vanished. 

In spite of all this, however, 

the paper earned my respect 

earlier this year when it hired 

Michael Taube as a regular 

columnist. 

For those who are unfamiliar 

with Taube, he is the former 

editor and publisher of From 

the Right, and a friend of mine. 

He printed two of my pieces 

and I’ll be forever grateful to 

him for that. Taube holds an 

M.A. from the London School 

of Economics in Comparative 

Politics, and has written numer¬ 

ous op-eds for newspapers such 

as The Globe and Mail, The 

Toronto Sun, The Ottawa Citi¬ 

zen, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 

and others. He was, quite sim¬ 

ply. an excellent addition to the 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 
For Only $250 

■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

• Personalized Professional Instruction 
■ Comprehensive Study Materials 
• Simulated Practice Exams 
■ Personal Tutoring Available 
" Free Repeat Policy 

For More Information 
Call Oxford Seminars: 

■£1±1389/ I-800-269-6719 

Star’s stable of columnists. 

The big difference between 

Taube and The Star's other 

columnists was that Taube is a 

conservative. Not a Red Tory, 

Dalton Camp-style “I hate Mike 

Harris” kind of conservative, 

but a self-described “libertarian 

conservative” who favours less 

government and is suspicious of 

the left’s social agenda. 

For a while, this ideological 

divide didn’t seem to matter. 

Taube churned out about five or 

six columns dealing with sub¬ 

jects such as the similarities and 

differences between conserva¬ 

tives and libertarians, why the 

Reform Party ought to dump 

Preston Manning as leader, and 

the slow and steady decline of 

the the federal Progressive Con¬ 

servative Party. By most stan¬ 

dards the columns were punchy 

and entertaining, although 

hardly offensive or mean-spir¬ 

ited. 

It was a shock then, when 1 

found out that Taube had been 

permanently “suspended” by 

the paper earlier this summer. 

He was told that he had vio¬ 

lated Star policy in what would 

be his final column, by writing a 

response to a letter which had 

been published in the paper 

(never mind the fact that both 

Camp and The Star’s resident 

Harris-hating, Scourge of the 

Patriarchy Michele Landsberg 

have both replied to letters in 

past columns), and that his 

columns had been too contro¬ 

versial and generated too many 

letters to the Editors. 

Short of inciting 
hatred or libeling 

another individual, 
aren’t newspapers in 

the business of stirring 
up controversy? 

Excuse me... the columns had 

been too controversial and gen¬ 

erated too many letters to the 

editor? Short of inciting hatred 

or libeling another individual, 

aren’t newspapers in the busi¬ 

ness of stirring up controversy? 

Don’t letters to the editor show 

that subscribers are actually 

reading a particular columnist, 

and care passionately about 

what he/she has to say? 

Taube’s fate was unfortunate, 

but not that surprising given the 

nature of The Toronto Star. 

Even though it has not yet made 

its appearance, Conrad Black’s 

still un-named newspaper is 

starting to look better all the 

time. 

ELI SCHUSTER 

PHD I 

Study Computer Engineering at 

Humber College - starting in January 
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• a high tech, field with excellent career opportunities 

• a mixture of programming, computer systems & electronics 

• a 6 semester (3 year) diploma program 

Any university credits that you have may Kou course exemptions in the program 
st-track your progress. 

Increase your career potential by combining 

the strength of your University background 

with the practical education for which 

Humber College has become known. 

For a course description visit the web site at: 

1 http://www.acad.humberc.on.ca/-ceng/ceng.htm 

For more information please call (416) 675-5000. 
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students you see on campus 

every day. 

Just as Brock Jones’ distorted 

and arrogant point of view is 

not representative of all Upper 

Canada graduates, I will not 

consider your dogmatic and 

narrow-minded response as 

indicative of the quality of the 

public educational system. 

Matthew Inwood 

MSc. ’00 

UCC ’94 

European education 
a different story 

Dear Editors, 

Carl Irvine, in his letter 

(October 16) made an interest¬ 

ing argument. It may be tue that 

by having higher tuition than 

some European countries, we 

are able to educate a greater 

proportion of the population, 

although I would like to see 

some references for his statis¬ 

tics. Assuming they are correct, 

however, is it really sensible to 

simply compare numbers? The 

role of university education 

varies greatly in different coun¬ 

tries, as does the diversity of 

other options. Many European 

countries still have extensive 

apprenticeship programs, and 

many place more value on a 

skilled trade than we often do. 

The numbers are not directly 

compatible. 

That aside, Mr. Irvine still 

misses the point. He writes, 

“Isn’t it ironic that higher 

tuition makes Canadian educa¬ 

tion more accessible?” But you 

don’t measure the accessibility 

of the system by simply count¬ 

ing the number of people. You 

measure it by determining if 

those with the academic ability 

to attend university are able to 

do so. 

In France, for instance, those 

who complete the rigorous 

International Baccalaureate pro¬ 

gram can attend free. The rea¬ 

son that a lower proportion of 

Continued on page I 2 

Come see us on October 22 from 11 am. to 2 p.m. 
Professional Schools Fair, John Deutsch University Centre 

Upper & Lower Ceilidh, Queen's University 

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922) to schedule a visit of 
our beautiful 286-acre campus in central New York. 
Admissions Office, 2360 Route 89, Seneca Falls, NY 13148 

Website: www.nycc.edu_l-(800)-234-6922 

CHlROPRACnC 

COLLEGE 

A Healthy 
Investment in 
Your Future 

If you're looking to continue your education with an advanced 

degree in health care, consider New York Chiropractic College. 

It's a solid choice and a wise investment in your future. 

NYCC: 

• Boasts a curriculum with an excellent balance among the 

Art, Science, and Philosophy of Chiropractic. 

• Employs talented and diverse faculty. 

• Features modem, state-of-the-art facilities. 

• Is a fully residential campus located on 286 acres. 

• Is conveniently located in the scenic Finger Lakes region of 

Central New York. 
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The Boss said something about keeping the Free Stuff Ad Campaign simple. 
Something about return on investments and and saving students money, blah, blah, 
blah. I don't know, I didn't take Economics. But anyways here it is. Hope you like it. 

You should come by. There's going to be Free Stuff. It won't last long though! 

Free Stuff at the Campus Bookstore 
(and don't forget about Cover Your Crest 
and Engineering Week) 

Wednesday, October 21st 
Only While Supplies Last 

dark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-S 
545-2955 • After January 1st 533-295S 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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French kids go to university is that they 

have a different standard of admission 

than do we. They set the bar high, but 

they ensure that everyone with the abil- 

,ty can attend. That suggests their system 

is much more accessible than ours. And 

remember, the stratospheric tuition 

increases in the nineties weren t 

designed to make up for money the uni¬ 

versities lost because of government 

cuts. How could the fact that tuition is 

much higher now than it was five years 

ago possibly make education more acces¬ 

sible? 
Those (like Brock Jones) who suggest 

that increasing enrolment numbers show 

rhat there isn’t an accessibility problem 

just don’t seem to get it. The importance 

of a university education has increased 

dramatically in Canada — that’s why 

enrolment is strong. Yet education is no 

longer accessible because there are stu¬ 

dents who have the ability to attend uni¬ 

versity and who deserve to, but cannot. 

Furthermore, Statistics Canada reports 

(The Globe and Mail, October 15, p. A7) 

that the number of university undergrad¬ 

uate students in Canada has actually 

dropped for five consecutive years. The 

drop is mainly due to a drop in part-time 

enrolment. But wait, aren’t part-time 

students generally the ones who work 

jobs to pay their way through? 

British Columbia, incidentally, has 

seen an increase in the number of stu¬ 

dents. But wait! Hasn’t British Columbia 

had a tuition freeze in the last few years? 

So, if higher tuition really does seem to 

be affecting enrolment, just what are 

Brock Jones et. al talking about? 

Those who argue that the government 

is out of money, end of story, also don’t 

seem to get it. True, finances are tight. 

But the provincial government chose 

yes chose, to make tax cuts rather than 

put money back into universities. \VC 

who question this decision have a right 

to express our dissent. Writing letters to 

The Journal to encourage dissent is not 

“useless” as John Shipman suggests 

(October 16). Nor are other forms of 

student action. We might as well say 

democracy is useless. 

James Worrall 

Meds ’01 

G*14e» W*rds 

GW up to old tricks 

Dear Editors, 

I’d like to thank former Golden Words 

editor Peter Lynn for his letter to The 

Journal Editors last Friday. He rein¬ 

forced my point that GW did not under¬ 

stand its responsibility to the Queen’s 

community. Lynn did not honestly 

respond to my letter. Instead he stooped 

to personally attacking me. Let’s hope 

that is a tradition that has left GW with 

him. 

Chris Ellis 

Law ’99 

HRONG WILL SURVIVE 
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What began as a Masters thesis for Michael 
Dawson saddled up to become The Mountie: 
from Dime Novel to Disney, his first novel, a 
retrospective look at the image of the RCMP 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

a t 
1 

Fraser in contemporary television’s Due 

South. In between are all the expected 

N JUNE 1995 MY UNDERWEAR stops: The Mountie as the pure Canadian, 

became the subject of a national the Mountie as a fearless, emotionless and 

. debate.” The underwear in sexless law enforcement agent who always 

question is a pair of cotton boxers gets his man [sic], the steadfast and tacky 

adorned with Canada’s much-debated Mounties of pulp novels and cinema dur- 

national symbol, the Mountie. Dawson ing the early 20th century, the incompe- 

parlayed his interest in his undies into an tent and comic Dudley Do-Right. Then 

intriguing study of the RCMP’s we see the modernization of the RCMP 

iconography. during the 1970s and eighties and finally 

With an opening line that sounds more the infamous “Disney Deal,” in which the 

like it has been torn from the headlines of image of the Mountie, widely-regarded to 

a tabloid than from the pages of a book be as Canadian an image as the maple leaf, 

articulating the role and image of the was sold to the Walt Disney World 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police as they Corporation, ironically in an effort to pre¬ 

relate to Canada’s national identity, vent the deterioration of the RCMP’s 

Michael Dawson’s first book performs the image due to a proliferation of unlicensed 

rarest of literary feats. The novel is a read- and often negative merchandise, 

able, entertaining and accessible book that 

Dawson's writing style is lucid 
and decidedly unacademic, 
surely an advantage when 

considering such a potentially 
provocative and interesting 

topic as a survey of the 
iconography of the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police. 

Rat 

never once compromises the integrity of 

the information that it examines. 

The Mountie: from Dime Novel to 

Disney began as a Masters thesis while 

Dawson was a graduate student in history 

at Queen’s University. The finished thesis 

was sold to Toronto’s Between the Lines 

press and metamorphasized into a text 

that combines historical survey, studies in 

Canadian iconography and pop culture 

commentary. Constructing an academic 

and highly readable novel in an obvious 

but viable way, Dawson tracks the Men in JLYATHER THAN WRITE A HISTORY OF THE 

Red from their distant founding in 1873 RCMP, Dawson has written a history of 

as the Northwest Mounted Police to Paul the RCMP’s image. As such, a strange but 

Gross’s portrayal of RCMP officer Benton inevitable thing happens: we see the 

RCMP defined, like so much of 

the so-called Canadian identity, 

by what it is not. Early images of 

the Mountie were anything but 

flattering; regular reports of 

theft within the ranks (theft 

from both the Canadian govern¬ 

ment and fellow officers) and 

desertion to the United States 

culled an image that is the very 

antithesis of what a professional 

law enforcement agent should 

represent. “[Canadians in 1879] 

could hardly have envisioned a 

day when Canadians in general 

would come to see the Mountie 

as a fitting (and flattering) sym¬ 

bol of their country... for a rime, 

then, inefficiency, irresolution 

and impropriety seemed as 

much a part of the Force as fair¬ 

ness, perseverance and self-con¬ 

trol.” 

Following that came the 

image of the Mountie as a 

romantic hero, taking the lead 

in countless dime store novels as 

a proud and professional representation 

of Victorian masculinity and a defender of 

traditional hierarchies, or, as Dawson 

writes, “an antimodern crusader.” In the 

face of a rapidly industrializing western 

culture, the Mountie came to be viewed as 

representing a pastoral and simpler past, 

where the sun never set on an anglo-saxon 

Empire that was a true world power. 

Hardly symbolic of a country that wanted 

to shed its image as a colonial backwater, 

“the Mountie addressed threats to 

Victorian hierarchies and sought... to 

combat threats to Anglo-Saxon 

middle-class hegemony.” These “threats” 

included immigrants, First Nations indi¬ 

viduals and French Canadians while 

encouraging Canadians of British descent 

to “defer to a social order that encouraged 

female passivity and rigid class distinc¬ 

tions.” In this manner, the RCMP were 

seen not as following the letter of the law 

but as doing “the right thing;” that is, 

upholding the existing status quo by rely¬ 

ing on their own perceived common sense 

and inherent sense of compassion. In this 

way, the Mountie of the early 20th 

Century is not only an antimodern cru¬ 

sader but an anti-government agent as 

well, operating above the law in the 

uncivilized regions of a vast empire. 

Ca 

The Mountie 
from D] 

digo Books hosts the book launch of The 
ountie: from Dime Novel to Disney tomorrow 

'gnt at 7:30 p.m. Author Michael Dawson will 

e reading from this, his first book. 

i AN ADA'S LONG-STANDING INSECURITY 

regarding our more numerous and pros¬ 

perous southern neighbours also figures 

prominently in the Mountie mythos. Just 

as Canadians often define themselves 

through negativity (we are not Americans; 

we are not British), the image of the 

Mountie that developed in the first half of 

the 20th century could not be more unlike 

its American counterpart, the cowboy. 

Both are armed, both are mounted and 

both wear wide-brimmed hats. But 

beyond that there is little left in common. 

The wildly-opportunistic, cattle-raisin’, 

law-breakin’ cowpoke is just the type of 

character likely to run afoul of the tena¬ 

cious, square-jawed, empire-defendin’ 

Mounrie. And, in the films and novels of 

that era (curiously produced, for the most 

part, in the United States and Britain), that 

is often precisely what happened. These 

RCMP officers suffered from the same 

insecurities that plagued the nation that 

they represented, in that they could only 

be defined by their adversaries. What 

would a Mountie be if he (or she) could 

get his man? 

An image, of course, suffers no insecu¬ 

rities but rather merely reflects its source. 

But, as was noted, these films were often 

produced outside of Canada itself, by 

non-Canadians. Can an accurate image of 

Canada's perception of their elite crime- 

fighters really be expected of such pro¬ 

ductions? Dawson artfully delves into the 

issue surrounding what he terms “the 

Mountie and the age of consumption 

(1930-1970);” Dawson's thoughtful and 

thorough analysis of this era, which pro¬ 

duced the most problematic and enduring 

image of the RCMP, contains much of the 

book's most revealing and entertaining 

insights. 

The image of the Mountie 
that developed in the first 

half of the 20th century 
could not be more unlike its 

American counterpart, 
the cowboy. 

No book of this nature would be com¬ 

plete without a discussion of the 

Mountie's current cultural location, some¬ 

where between prime-time American net¬ 

work television's broadcast of Due South 

and Walt Disney World's Mountie-with-a- 

thunderbird-on-his-hat statue that greets 

visitors to Disney's oldest and most popu¬ 

lar ride, “It's a small world.” The Mountie 

is as visible now as it ever was, further evi¬ 

denced by Martha Stewart's (and here, 

along with network television and Disney, 

is another of America's most powerful cul¬ 

tural institutions) latest Zeller's advertise¬ 

ments. The ads feature a typically rigid 

and crisp RCMP officer welcoming Ms. 

Stewart to Canada, to which an admiring 

Martha (herself a symbol of a bygone 

American cultural era, along with Ann 

Landers and "Miss Manners" — but per¬ 

haps that is another book. Mr. Dawson, 

are you listening?) replies: “I think I'm 

Continued on next Daee 

From grad club to 
Book Club 
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going to like Canada. 

And then there is Canadian- 

born actor Paul Gross's portrayal 

of Constable Benton Fraser on 

television's Due South. At once 

modern and post-modern. Due 

South manages to parody the 

image of the do-right, by-the- 

book Canadian while simultane¬ 

ously reinforcing those very 

stereotypes. It is hard to ascertain 

if the show is attempting to poke 

fun at this very well-known and 

antiquated image of the Mountie 

or revive it. Gross's physical por¬ 

trayal of Constable Fraser is a 

throwback to a forgotten era 

(one recent magazine article 

referred to Gross as "genetically 

perfect"), maintaining decorum 

and appropriate manners at all 

times and in all situations. In con¬ 

trast, Fraser's on-screen partner is 

a rough-and-tumble streetwise 

Chicago detective who could not 

be more different from Fraser. 

Perhaps this is a better way to 

think about this (and stop me 

when this begins to sound famil¬ 

iar): Fraser’s American partner is 

the antithesis of the image of the 

Canadian Mountie. And yes, they 

always get their man. 

JVIichael Dawson has taken 

what would certainly have been 

an interesting thesis topic and 

expanded it into an insightful, 

informative and surprisingly- 

readable book. Dawson's writing 

style is lucid and decidedly 

unacademic, surely an advantage 

when considering such a poten¬ 

tially provocative and interesting 

topic as a survey of the iconogra¬ 

phy of the Royal Canadian 

Michael Dawson, author of The 

Mountie: from Dime Novel to 
Disney. 

PHOTO BY CHRIS GLOVER 

Mounted Police. Supplemented 

with a healthy amount of illustra¬ 

tions, photographs and sketches, 

The Mountie from Dime Novel to 

Disney makes like a Mountie and 

tracks the image of the Men in 

Red from the thick forests and 

rugged mountains of the 19th 

Century Northwest Territories to 

the postmodern airwaves and 

board room merchandising deals 

of the very late 20th century. And, 

certainly, Dawson gets his man. 

Michael Dawson will be read¬ 

ing from his book at the Kingston 

launch of The Mountie at Indigo 

books on Wednesday, October 21 

at 7:30 p.m. Besides presenting an 

opportunity to hit up the author 

for ways to sneak that unpublished 

thesis of yours past a publisher’s 

desk, there's always the hope that 

we'll get a glimpse of those 

national-debate inspiring boxers. 

"Welcome to Canada," indeed. 

Jesse Craig Bellringer missed his 

deadline by 36 hours. 36 hours, I tell 

you! Apparently, he was at home while 

washing his FBI gauchies. 

Thesi!m§£ Invites 
You To It's: Plant 

Sale 
Brought To You By 

October 19, 
20, 21. Things 

Sports^ Fitness 
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The Peanut Gallery 

ready to rumble 

After a long wait, the heavy¬ 

weight title will soon be uni¬ 

fied again. The holders of the 

rhree major belts, Evander 

Holyfield and Lennox Lewis 

have agreed in principal to a 

fight sometime in 1999. It is 

only a matter of time before 

the two boxers ink their name 

: on a contract that would pay 

Holyfield in the neighborhood 

of 20 million dollars and Lewis 

approximately eight million 

dollars. There has been a war 

of words between these fight¬ 

ers for the last three years, 

with Lewis accusing Holyfield 

of ducking the fight. Holyfield 

better hope he can duck Lewis’ 

punch more effectively than he 

ducked this challenge. 

Hot st,art on ice 

All three eastern Canadian 

NHL teams have started the 

1998-99 campaign very hot. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs 

defeated the defending Stanley 

Cup Champion Detroit Red 

Wings in their home opener en 

route to winning their first 

three games, before a 4-1 set 

back to Vancouver. The 

Montreal Canadiens also won 

their home opener against the 

New York Rangers and are 2- 

1-1 after one week. The 

Ottawa Senators opened on 

the road with a victory over 

Colorado Avalanche and have 

yet to lose, winning their first 

three games. Unfortunately in 

the long NHL season, it mat¬ 

ters where you stand in April, 

not October, 

World Series Wipeout? 

The heavily favoured New 

York Yankees have already 

shown why they won the most 

games by any team in 

American League history, by 

thumping the National League 

champion San Diego Padres in 

the first two games of the 

World Series. The Bronx 

Bombers won the first rwo 

games at home by 9-6 and 9-3 

scores. The series will now 

shift to Qualcomm Stadium in 

San Diego, where the under¬ 

dogs will send Stirling 

Hitchcock, the NLCS MVP to 

the mound in game three. If 

Havid Cone and the Yanks win 

this one, this series will not be 

coming back to Yankee 

Stadium. 

If Christmas came early... 

•Pavel Bure would be traded 

to a team with no Stanley 

Cup hopes — maybe the 

Toronto Maple Leafs. 

•Ben Johnson would stop 
racing man or beast and 
never be in the media 
again. 

•The Atlanta Braves would 
realize that no bullpen 
means no World Series and 
address the issue. 

Gee-Gees sweep Gaels 
Ottawa QB Cote puts on second-half clinic 

Paul Correale (#20) follows the Chris Robyn block for what was the tying touchdown. Ottawa scored one minute later to v 

By Adam Kaminsky 

What started as a rematch 

between the two best teams in 

the Ontario-Quebec Interuniver¬ 

sity Football Conference, ended 

as yet another highlight film for 

Ottawa quarterback Phil Cote’s 

Hec Creighton Trophy 

campaign. 

Ottawa 
Queen’s 

The third-year business man¬ 

agement student overcame a 

brutal start to burn a path 

through the Queen’s defence in 

a spectacular second-half perfor¬ 

mance, leading his Gee-Gees 

(5-1) to a 28-21 victory over the 

Golden Gaels (3-3). Cotd’s 

already impressive statistical 

resume was padded by 251 yards 

passing, 116 yards rushing, 

including two touchdowns 

through the air and one on the 

ground, and engineering the 

conference’s best offence to a 

total of 462 yards of net offence. 

While die final offensive sta- 

risrics are impressive, the game 

surprisingly began as a defensive 

struggle. The only points of the 

first-half came from the foot of 

Gee-Gees’ kicker Darren McNe- 

ice on a 17-yard field goal, only 

four minutes into the game. The 

field goal culminated the first 

offensive drive of the game for 

Ottawa, giving the game the 

appearance of another 

shoot-out. 

The Gaels’ offence answered 

that first field goal by confi¬ 

dently marching down the field 

and taking the ball all the way to 

the Gee-Gees’ 12-yard line, 

before safety Luke Shaver picked 

off an errant pass in the 

endzone. 

The remainder of the first- 

half saw very little offensive 

action due to the good defence 

and both teams’ ability to keep 

from turning the ball over. Com¬ 

ing the week after the Gaels gave 

up eight turnovers in Ottawa, 

this sure-handness could be 

taken as a positive. 

“When our starting 

running back went out 
we had no choice but 

to use our best runner, 
who is Cote.” 

— Ottawa coach 

Marcel Bellefeuille 

“I thought we rebounded 

from last weekend’s disaster and 

played well,” said Queen’s Head 

Coach Bob Howes. 

The second-half was a little 

more exciting for the fans and a 

lot more distressing for the 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

defensive coordinators, as scor¬ 

ing increased to a steady flow. 

The first points of the second- 

half came with 10 minutes gone 

in the third quarter when 

Queen’s Offensive Coordinator 

Steve Yovetich reached into his 

bag of tricks. On the play, quar¬ 

terback Beau Howes threw a 

flare pass to slotback James 

MacLean, who was behind the 

quarterback, and the slotback 

promptly stopped and heaved a 

66-yard touchdown pass to a 

wide open Ken Radcliffe down 

the field. 

However, the Gaels’ 7-3 lead 

was short lived when Cot£, com¬ 

ing off a first-half where he com¬ 

pleted only two of 12 passes, 

found fourth receiver Pat 

Aubriot for a 43-yard pass and 

run play. McNeice then hit the 

convert and six minutes later 

nailed a 14-yard field goal to 

Please see Last second on page 16 

Gaels aiming for nationals 
Women's basketball 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The buzz you hear emanat¬ 

ing from Bartlett Gym these 

days is the excitement that sur¬ 

rounds this year’s edition of the 

Queen’s women’s basketball 

team. 

With 11 of 12 players return¬ 

ing from last year’s OUA bronze 

medal team, the veteran squad 

has already set loftier goals for 

themselves. 

“We’re definitely aiming for 

first in the conference," said 

veteran point guard and co-cap¬ 

tain Deanah Shelley. “[The 

team] feels that the CIAU 

national championships are also 

an attainable goal.” 

With a stacked deck 
and veteran 

leadership, this team 
seems to be on their 

way to something 
special. 

Among the returning players 

is all-conference, fifth-year post 

player Wendy Moon, who, 

despite her accolades from last 

season, continues to work hard 

to improve. 

“Wendy has worked very 

hard on her game, she has been 

able to be an example for all of 

the younger players on the 

team,” explained Head Coach 

Dave Wilson. “[Due to her hard 

work] she has shown remark¬ 

able improvement in her game 

over five years.” 

While one all-conference 

player has returned, the other 

all-star forward, Cheryl Hunt, 

was lost to graduation. There is 

no doubt Hunt’s talent will be 

difficult to replace, but the 

coaching staff is very excited 

about the scoring potential of 

converted point guard, Jacque¬ 

line Beaudoin. 

“Jacqueline is like a coiled up 

snake or a jack-in-the-box,” 

said Wilson. “[One day] she is 

going to explode on the OUA 

and score 20 points a game." 

While Beaudoin will be a 

new starter in the Queen’s 

three-player backcourt, Van- 

kleek Hill native Shelley and 

Steph ‘long range’ Glancey will 

return as the point and shooting 

guard respectively. The veterans 

will be backed up by super 

quick guard Heather Box, who 

will play at the point this sea¬ 

son, and Shalea Piteau, a third- 

year student. 

Please see Wealth on page 18 
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Tennis looks for OUA championships 
By Robert MacNeil 

Despite some late season defeats, the 

Queen’s tennis team is heading to the 

playoffs with several of their players on 

personal hot streaks. The men’s team con¬ 

cluded their regular season this past week¬ 

end with losses to McMaster and McGill, 

both by scores of 4-3. The women's team 

had better luck with a 6-1 thrashing of 

McGill but fell to McMaster by a count of 

4-3. The women's team enters the play¬ 

offs in second place, and the men reside in 

the third spot. 

These recent losses, however, do not 

tell the tale of this talented team. The 

men’s team was missing star player Mark 

Abalman who finished the year unde¬ 

feated. With his return, combined with 

the undefeated play of teammate Mark 

Connolly, Head coach John McFarlane 

likes the team’s chances. “(I am) cau¬ 

tiously optimistic that we will repeat on 

the men’s side," says McFarlane._ 

With his return [Abalman], 
combined with the 

undefeated play of 
teammate Mark Connolly, 

Head Coach John McFarlane 

likes the team’s chances. 

On the women's side, the star of the 

team is Paula Myslivecek who has been 

undefeated for the past two seasons. This 

year she finished with a 7-0 record in both 

singles and doubles. In a recent match 

against Western, Myslivecek defeated for¬ 

mer professional player Susan Huang who 

has recently returned to university. Com¬ 

plementing this talented athlete is second- 

year law student Angelica Sandelscu, who 

has had a very strong season during which 

she has gone undefeated as well. McFar¬ 

lane is optimistic that the women s side 

has the tools to win a championship. 

McFarlane commented that he has 

received excellent efforts from every 

player and was impressed that the playoff 

spots were clinched so early. When dis¬ 

cussing the men’s team, McFarlane com¬ 

mented that it “can be a blessing not to be 

ranked number one.” Moreover, he said 

that “(it is preferable) to have a bad week¬ 

end before the championships” so lessons 

can be learned before the real test begins 

McFarlane was blessed last season with a 

women’s team that finished in first place 

but they were upset in the first round of 

the playoffs. This season, however, many 

of the team’s core stars returned f0r 

another shot at a banner and their post¬ 

season looks very promising. 

After running the early season table 

with relative ease, the success of the team 

will come down to peaking at the appro¬ 

priate time. All of the players know that 

awards are not given out for finishing well 

in the regular season, they have to per¬ 

form in the playoffs. 

The Gaels will try to attain that success 

and fulfill their dreams of a championship 

banner this weekend at York University in 

the OUA championships. 

Former Gaels honoured 
By Queen’s Journal Sports Staff 

Three former Golden Gaels were 

selected to be inducted into the 

Queen’s Football Hall of Fame in the 

year 2000. 

Vince Panetta, Tom Langford and 

John Yach, all Ottawa natives, were 

tabbed by the committee as worthy can¬ 

didates to join the exclusive club. 

Panetta, who now practices law in 

Belleville, was a player who had the size 

• and skill to help the team at many posi¬ 

tions, The Queen’s coaching staff real¬ 

ized this and used him at fullback, tight 

end and guard over his five year career. 

He excelled at all three positions due to 

his blocking ability at all positions. He 

was a force which dominated Queen’s 

offensive football in his time. 

Langford, currently a high school 

teacher in Port Hope, set the bench¬ 

mark for the middle linebacker position 

in the O-QIFC during his time. The 

quietly dominating defender led the 

Gaels in tackles during all five of his 

season. His play inspired his teammates 

to march his standard on every play. 

Yach, now- a lawyer in Ottawa, 

brought great athletic and a tremen¬ 

dous competitive spirit. He dominated 

as a middle linebacker and as an outside 

’backer when injury forced him away i 
from his natural position. His athleti¬ 

cism allowed him to dominate from j 

sideline to sideline. 

This group of inductees will be i 

enshrined in the year 2000, during a 

weekend to be determined by the foot¬ 

ball schedule. 

Professional Schools Fair 

Thursday, October 22nd 

Upper and Lower Ceilidh 
John Deutsch University Centre 

Naturopathic Medicine 
Nursing 
Policy Studies 
Social Work 
Speech Pathology 
Theology 
Urban Planning 

Accounting 
Applied Heath Sciences 
Architecture 
Chiropractic Medicine 
Communicative Disorders 
Counselling Psychology 
Dentistry 
Information Technology 
Information and Media Studies 
Law 
Medicine 

Representatives from these programs will be available from: 

11 a.m. -2 p.m. 

• answers to questions on admission requirements 
• information on programs offered 

Presented by Career Services http://careers.queensu.ca 

Sailing seeks respect 
By Robert MacNeil 

This year’s Queen’s sailing team has 

been producing strong results despite 

competing against American schools 

with better funding. Sailing in the Mid- 

Atlantic division of the U.S. collegiate 

circuit, both the men’s and women’s 

teams have members that are ranked 

among the division’s best. 

At the New York Maritime Open 

earlier this month, rookie Monica Din¬ 

gle finished first and Erika Vines fin¬ 

ished sixth in the women’s 

singlehanded event. Their strong per¬ 

formances qualified both women for 

the U.S. college women’s singlehanded 

championships at King’s Point this 

weekend. The Queen’s sailing team has 

never had a woman qualify for this 

before, let alone two. It is even more 

rare for two sailors from the same 

school to qualify for this particular 

meet. 

On the men’s team, Gordon Cook 

and Marty Essig have qualified for both 

the division championships and could 

possibly advance to the U.S. men’s sin¬ 

glehanded championships. Essig will be 

trying to defend the U.S. title he won 

last year. Essig, along with talented 

rookie Stephanie Taylor, also qualified 

for the World University Games that 

will take place in July, 1999 in Spain. 

Even though the sailing team is with¬ 

out full funding from the university, the 

talented squad has overcome that fact 

with impressive results. 

Last second victory 
Continued from page 15 

stake the visiting squad to a 13-7 lead. 

The Gaels answered the bell in the 

fourth-quarter with a 56-yard touch¬ 

down pass over the middle from Howes 

to Kingston native, Jason Wimmer. This 

huge play put Queen’s ahead by one 

point with nine minutes remaining in the 

contest. 

That lead did not hold up for long as 

Cot£ and the Gee-Gees’ offence rolled 

down the field, despite the loss of run¬ 

ning back Ali Ajram to injury, and scored 

a major on a two-yard plunge by the 

quarterback. Ottawa widened their lead 

to seven with a two-point conversion 

when Cote hooked up with Rob Harrod. 

This drive was symptomatic of the Gaels’ 

defensive struggles in the second-half. If 

Cote did not beat them through the air, 

he beat them on the ground. 

“When our starting running back went 

out [Ajram], we had no choice but to use 

our best runner, who is Cote," said first- 

year Head coach Marcel Bellefeuille. 

The 21-14 lead was short lived as the 

offensive fireworks continued. This time 

it was the Golden Gaels who were able to 

smoothly drive down the field and tie the 

game with a 15-yard touchdown scamper 

by Paul Correale, who had 121 yards 

rushing, his best game since week one. 

With the game tied and 1:35 remain¬ 

ing on rhe clock, overtime was looming 

but the vaunted Gee-Gees offence still 

had one more possession. 

On the kick-off following Correale's 

touchdown, Wimmer attempted to kick t 

low, bouncing ball for a tougher return, 

but Ottawa's Chris Evraire, a three-time 

conference all-star, had other ideas as he 

brought the kick 50 yards down to the 

Queen’s 40-yard line. This left the 

Ottawa offence only with 10 or 15 yards 

to go for a game-winning field goal, but 

the Gee Gees got a lot further than that. 

The running of Cote came through again, 

as he brought the ball all the way inside 

the Gaels 15-yard line on a couple of 

scrambles. The Gee-Gees then capped off 

the drive, and the game with a 13-yard 

pass to Harrod, his fifth touchdown grab 

in two games against the Gaels, which 

made the score 28-21. 

“We tried to contain them 
on offence and special teams, 

but they scored when 
they had to.” 

— Head Coach Bob Howes 

Queen’s did have an opportunity to 

get a tying score with no time on the 

clock when a mindless unsportsmanlike 

conduct penalty by Gee-Gees back-up 

free safety Scott McCarthur moved the 

ball to the centre line. Howes took one 

more shot at the endzone, but his heave 

did not make its way into the hands of 

any Queen’s receivers and the final gun 

went off. 

The Gaels managed to keep this game 

close and play much tighter defence, with 

stand-out defensive end Jim ‘the sack 

guru’ Aru leading the charge. However, it 

is clear that these Gee-Gees are an offen¬ 

sive force to be reckoned with. 

“No question [Ottawa] is very, very 

explosive,” said coach Howes. “We trie 

to contain them on offence and specia 

teams, but they scored when they ha 

to.” 
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In the game 
A busy weekend of Queen’s athletic results 

The men’s basketball team 

played an exhibition match 

against Dawson College on Fri¬ 

day and were victorious by a 

score of 81-71. Individual stars 

include Derek Richardson, with 

19 points and 12 rebounds, and 

John Purdy with 15 points and 

eight rebounds. From a team 

perspective, the Gaels domi¬ 

nated with a respectable 40 per¬ 

cent shooting percentage from 

the three-point line. 

The women’s basketball 

team thrashed the Concordia 

Stingers by a score of 61-30. 

Among the highlights were 

Wendy Moon’s 14 points and 

eight rebounds in only 23 min¬ 

utes of playing time. Heather 

Box sunk the Stingers with her 

jaw-dropping 67 per cent 

shooting percentage from the 

three-point line and her 10 

points. The women head to 

Winnipeg this weekend for a 

tournament which will give an 

early indication on where they 

stand on the national scene. 

Field hockey 

The Golden Gaels’ field 

hockey team closed out its reg¬ 

ular season with an impressive 

defensive display, but unfortu¬ 

nately the offensive struggles 

continue. On Friday, the team 

lost a tight 1-0 game to York 

University, and on Saturday the 

Gaels fought to a scoreless 

deadlock against Waterloo. 

While goalie Heather Brown 

continues her string of stellar 

performances, the offense needs 

to pick up the slack for playoff 

dreams to be fulfilled. 

Women's hockey 

In the annual X-Border Chal¬ 

lenge, the women’s hockey 

team won their tournament by 

defeating McGill 2-1 on Satur¬ 

day and St. Laurent 5-4 on Sun¬ 

day. The main story of these 

games was the strong goaltend¬ 

ing of rookies Claudia Tom and 

Jenevieve Hupe, something the 

team did not have last year. 

Men's rugby 

Men’s rugby suffered a huge 

upset on Saturday when they 

lost to Guelph by a score of 45- 

40. The Tricolour leapt out to a 

big advantage in the first half, 

playing some of their best ruby 

of the year, only to have the 

game Guelph side come back 

brilliantly in the second-half. 

This loss moved Queen’s into 

second place and made the road 

to the OUA Championship go 

through Guelph. The second 

XV won in a blowout and 

clinched first place in their divi- 

Women's lacrosse 

On Sunday afternoon, the 

women’s lacrosse team defeated 

York University by an impres¬ 

sive score of 9-4. Among the 

highlights was Anne 

Benneditti’s hat trick, and two 

goals each by Ange Morrocco 

and Darcie Spearing. This leave 

the new varsity squad with a 

4-0 record, perched atop the 

OUA East division. 

and Jason Flynn scored on a 

breakaway that was highlight 

material. Providing outstanding 

goaltending was Jason Skilnick. 

The Gaels start their regular 

season with two games this 

weekend at Jock Harty against 

Wilfred Laurier and Waterloo. 

Men's soccer 

On Saturday, the men’s soc¬ 

cer team defeated Trent 6-2. 

Mike Cowan scored two goals 

in a victory that keeps the squad 

in contention with Carleton for 

the fourth and final ticket to the 

post-season. 

Men's lacrosse [.j Men's volleyball 

In men’s lacrosse action, the 

Gaels lost Saturday’s home 

match by a score of 22-2 to 

Brock University. Despite the 

blowout, the men responded 

with an impressive 12-6 win at 

Carleton. The team will try and 

solidify their playoff standing 

over the weekend with games 

against a dominant Guelph 

squad and a beatable McMaster 

Men's hockey 

On Saturday, night, the 

men’s hockey team obliterated 

Ryerson by a count of 7-1. 

D’Arcy O’Shea scored two goals 

This past weekend, the men’s 

volleyball team won a Bronze 

medal at the Western Invita¬ 

tional Tournament. Before win¬ 

ning the medal against 

Dalhousie, the Gaels beat them 

in their first-round game in five 

sets and defeated a surprised 

Western squad in three straight 

sets. One of the main stars of 

the weekend was Jake Magolan 

who hit 62 per cent of his kills 

for the tournament. 

Mountain biking 

Last weekend the Queen’s 

mountain biking team partici¬ 

pated in the Ontario Mountain 

Bike Racing Finals in Dagmar. 

In category A (25km), Lee Bre¬ 

mer finished in third place and 

Steve Hunt finished in fourth 

place. In category B (15km), 

Jamie Lewis won the race with 

a strong effort. 

Rowing 

At the OUA Relay Champi¬ 

onships hosted by Guelph Uni¬ 

versity the team had a good 

showing, medaling in four 

events. Relay teams finished 

second in men’s 4x50m 

freestyle and third in women’s 

3x100 metre individual medley, 

4x50m freestyle and 4x100m 

freestyle. The squad heads 

across town to RMC this week¬ 

end to take on Waterloo and 

RMC. 

Women's volleyball 

The team travelled to McGill 

this weekend for a tournament 

and for the second weekend in a 

row came away with a silver 

medal. The team defeated Sher¬ 

brooke and John Abbott Col¬ 

lege, only to lose to the 

University of Montreal. Power 

hitter Lindsay Barett was named 

to the tournament All-Star 

team. The team hosts their own 

invitational tournament this 

weekend at the PEC, before 

beginning the regular season. 

THE COCAMO 
WHERE QUEEN'S PITIES! 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
HIP HOP LOONIEI KILL THE KEG 

TOONIE ALL NIGHT! 

PJ PUSTY 
FRCm 

OTTAWA 

LOONIE 
NIGHT! 

1$ Cover Between 7 & 9 pm 
1/2 price after 9 with 

STUDENT ID 

SUPER LITE 
DRAFT 
From 7-1 Opm 

Loonie until 11:00 

WIN A BAR FRIDGE! 
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While the backcourt appears to be 
crowded, the front court is a veritable 
log jam of talent. Joining Wendy Moon 
up front are fourth-year players Andrea 
Thompson and Tammy Cooper, who 
returns for this season at full strength 
after a knee injury last season. The 
depth in the front court becomes even 
more evident when second-year stand¬ 
out Jenn Jackson and her classmates 
Monica Marton and Erin Cressman are 
added to the equation. These three 
sophomores, along with Box, form a 
remarkable recruiting class and give 
coach Wilson a reason to be excited for 
not only this season, but for a number of 

seasons down the road. 

“We’re looking to do the 
same things... [However], 

now that we are more 
experienced, we demand 

more from ourselves.” 

— Point guard Deanah Shelley 

“I’ve never been in a position where 
four women we recruit we want in the 
program for five years,” said Wilson 
excitedly. 

There was some concern over the 
health of Jackson and Marton, who 
missed much of training camp due to 
injuries, but both are back and will be at 
full strength before the start of the regu¬ 
lar season. 

While some might see this embarrass¬ 
ment of riches as a potential problem, 
Wilson is not worried. The Gaels have 
spent a great deal of time in team-build¬ 

ing sessions, discussing the difference 
between enjoying success as a team and 
enjoying individual success. 

“This is a challenge that we handled 
very well last year, and we look to do it 
better this year,” said the veteran coach 

With virtually no turnover on the 
team and the added experience and 
maturity of another training camp, the 
team should be able to do many of the 
same things as last year, only better. 

“We’re looking to do the same things 
same systems, same goals,” said Shelley 
“[However], now that we are more 
experienced, we demand more from 
ourselves.” 

“This [overload of talent] is a 
challenge that we handled 

very well last year.” 

— Head Coach 
Dave Wilson 

With a stacked deck of talent and vet¬ 
eran leadership, this team seems to be 
on their way to something special, but 
Wilson is taking it one step at a time. 

“The real key is the journey, not the 
destination,” he philosophized. “Come 
March, if they have a spot for us in 
Thunder Bay [CIAU Championships] 
that will be great.” 

The team will begin their quest for 
Thunder Bay with challenging tourna¬ 
ment appearances in Winnipeg and Lon¬ 
don, which will allow them to play some 
of the best in the nation. The team then 
begins their grueling 
20-game regular season schedule in mid- 
November against the University of 
Toronto Blues. 

Are you eyou ti A • ^ 

graduating? 
*—' ... do something extraordinary *—*next year 

Seize the opportunity to see the world — 
Queen's students have this to say about: 

Interning Abroad - 

"It gave me the opportunity to take my scholastic 
experience into the working world to see if this field was 

forme.." -Sonya Kalnin, United States Association for 
the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees in Washington. 
DC. 

Doing Graduate Work Abroad - 

"It is interesting for me to come from the most southern to the 

most northern country in North America... Probably in the 
future I will work with Canadians in Chile." -Roderigo Alperi, 
Queen's graduate student from Chile. 

Volunteering Abroad - 

"Definitely live with a family ... It was absolutely a wonder¬ 
ful experience." -Julie Beasse, volunteered in a number of 

! schools, a soup kitchen, and a home for the mentally disabled 
in Peru. She also lived with a Peruvian family. 

Working Abroad - 

"The benefits are very good. I got to know the world outside 
Kingston." - Joanne Hui, Student Work Abroad Program 
(SWAP) in London, England. 

Teaching English Abroad - 

"I learned as much about myself as my students did about 

English." -Stephan Freund, Seoul, South Korea and 
Moscow, CIS. 

The International Centre 
at Queen's University. We're heated in the John Deutsch 

University Centre just past the Queen's Puh 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

http://www.quic.queensu.ca 

Learn more from students during the Fall Speaker Series 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. in the Music Listening Room, JDUC 

Wednesday, October 21 "Working Abroad” 

27 "Studying Abroad" 
Thursday, November 5 "Interning Abroad" 

Thursday, November 12 "Volunteering Abroad" 
 esday, November 18 "Teaching English Abroad" 
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James swings 
Canada’s bluesman and Little Big 
Band ‘just came back’ to Kingston 

By Jim Whittington 

Colin James is as skillful an entertainer 
as Canada has ever produced. Coming 
from humble and unlikely beginnings as 
a blues guitarist from Saskatchewan, 
James has emerged as one of Canada’s 
most respected musicians. Not bad for a 
youngster who dropped out of high 
school to follow his musical dreams. 

Currently, James is entering the third 
stage of his career, at least musically 
speaking. On the heels of several success¬ 
ful rock and blues albums that have 
earned him numerous awards and distinc¬ 
tions, he did the unexpected; he made a 
swing album. 

Anyone who is expecting his 
brand of guitar driven blues 
rock sound will be shit out 

of luck. 

On October 21 James brings his Little 
Big Band to Kingston’s AJs Hangar and 
anyone who is expecting his brand of gui¬ 
tar driven blues rock sound will be shir 
out of luck. The music will be swing and 
swing only. However, the evening will nor 
revolve solely around the music. AJs will 
be transformed into an entire swing era 
dance hall with the sale of vintage thirties 
and forties clothing and swing dance 
instruction. 

In the 1993 album Colin James and 
The Little Big Band marked the beginning 
of a musical experiment called The Little 
Big Band. The album was met with criti¬ 
cal acclaim but was a tough sell back then. 
After all, the movie “Swingers” was sev¬ 
eral years away and kids still looked to 

Kurt Cobain for fashion advice. But today 
things are different and swing is the new 
hot item. Bands like Big Bad Voodoo 
Daddy and the Brian Setzer Orchestra are 
enjoying so much deserved success and 
James’ new album Colin James and the 
Little Big Band II is a smash hit in Canada, 
reaching gold in just three weeks. 

“I could kinda see it coming,” com¬ 
mented James in an interview with The 
Queen’s Journal. “It’s been all over the 
fashion of L.A for the past two years, but 
I never thought it would be this big,” he 
said. 

Though currently riding the wave of 
swing success, James never thought of 
jumping on the big bandwagon. “It was 
a project that began 3 years ago for me 
when I decided to reform The Little Big 
Band” reflected James. 

Flanked by a number of talented 
musicians, including sax-player Greg 
Piccolo and the producing talents of Joe 
Hardy, James set out to make one of his 
finest albums ever, featuring 12 remakes 
of thirties and forties classic swing songs 
and two originals in the Cab Calloway 
tradition. James predicts Wednesday’s 
show to resemble “just a stage full of 
guys up there to fun.” 

As for the future of Colin James, look 
for a Christmas special with the Rankin 
Family, a follow-up swing album, and a 
contemporary album of originals James 
describes as “Funky Hendrix meets 
Kravitz.” James was very excited consid¬ 
ering his upcoming projects and has not 
become complacent considering his suc¬ 
cess as an ever-changing musician. “No 
matter what I do in music, its all blues to 
me,” said James. 

So be prepared Kingston; leave your 
pork-pie hac on the rack and show up 
Wednesday with a swing in your step. 

Burning hot flames in Grant Hall 
Ballet Flamenco Arte De Espana heats up Queen’s tower 

Ballet Flamenco Arte De Espana 
Grant Hall 

By Jennifer Muir 

■ ^en 1 was told I was going to a bal- 
et> images of Swan Lake emerged in my 
1Cad- Thus, my uncultured mind 
received quite a shock when I arrived at 

rant Hall on Friday night to the upbeat, 
Jf'iergetic guitar rhythms of flamenco. 

e Ballet Flamenco Arte De Espana was 
ar from the childhood recitals of my 

Past. 

The program opened with a haunting 
eUltar solo by Marcos Marin. The fai¬ 
nted Marin seemed to take the audience 

^rough a whole sequence of events — 
a gentle romance to a loud battle 

ICl a dramatic conclusion — in his 

musical prelude. 
The first dance section, called the 

Demencia Flamenco, was the romantic 
tale of Don Quixote, played by a chival¬ 
rous Bobby Thompson, who goes mad 
from reading novels of Knighthood. In 
his demented state, he imagines a 
romance with a beautiful lady, Dulcinea, 
gracefully portrayed by Lina Moros, and 
engages in exciting battles with his faith¬ 
ful mare (Elyse Filteau). 

The dance involving all five 
performers combined 

elements from the entire 

performance, embracing the t|je combination of sharp dance steps, each pair was impeccable and very 
spirit of flamenco. guitar music and precise hand clapping effective. 

made it seem as though there were The combination of choreography, by 
Throughout most of the Demencia twenty. Both dance sequences with Moros, as principle choreographer, and 

Flamenco, there was no more than two Thompson and Moros were superbly 
dancers on the stage at the same time, yet executed — the synchronization between Please see Flamenco on page 21 
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Lemon leaves 
impression 

New play intriguing in its complexities 

During her opening and 

closing monologues Lemon dis- 

cusses the theme of ordinary 

personal existence in relation to 

the actions of the Nazi's in the 

Second World War. Lemon 

feels that their actions are sim¬ 

ply devoid of compassion, 

developing to a lesser extent the 

idea that this trait is common in 

all people. Though this 

approach is problematic to 

some, it was quite fascinating to 

contemplate. Walker himself, : 

in his notes, admits to the audi¬ 

ence that his whole motivation 

for doing the play was to exam¬ 

ine the adverse view of the dis¬ 

torted human psyche. 

However, this approach 

leads to a lack of accessibility to 

an average audience. For exam¬ 

ple, in order to completely 

understand one thematic 

aspect, an audience must be 

familiar with mid-sixties 

British-American politics and, 

more specifically, Henry 

Kissinger. Aunt Dan is fasci¬ 

nated with Kissinger's actions 

and opposes all who feel differ¬ 

ently. A large portion of the 

play deals with a debate over 

the morality of his actions. 

Though the general plot of 

the play is ambiguous, it still 

leaves me in a pensive state over 

its controversial content. An 

enjoyable, although compli¬ 

cated, night of thought awaits 

all who embark in the journey 

through memory and imagina¬ 

tion that makes up Aunt Dan 

and Lemon. 

Aunt Dan and Lemon 
Baby Grand 
Running until October 25 

By Heather Mac Donald 

For the next two weeks, 

Kingston will be witness to sex- 

: uality, brutality and, the fragile 

human psyche. Aunt Dan And 

Lemon, a play by Wallace 

Shawn, is in the middle of a sev¬ 

enteen night run at the Baby 

Grand Theatre. Directed by 

Craig Walker, this somewhat 

abstract piece is set in London, 

England in the year 1985. 

The cast is composed of only 

I seven actors playing twelve 

roles in total; an equation 

Which is computed in a creative 

and elegant manner. Small cos¬ 

tume changes, or voice manner¬ 

isms were used to denote the 

introduction of a new charac¬ 

ter. As well, the performances 

of the actors were further com¬ 

plicated considering the charac¬ 

ters were comprised ot 

American and British personas. 

The two leading characters 

in the play. Aunt Dan and 

Lemon, were played by Karen 

Skidmore and Michelle Mallen 

respectively. The characters 

play off each other. Lemon is a 

rather troubled youth who rev¬ 

els in the stories that her Aunt 

shares with her. 

The two share a bond of iso¬ 

lation from the world, both liv¬ 

ing through the vivid 

happenings of Dan's past. The 

play generally consists of 

Lemon watching Dan’s life 

unfold through a form of picto¬ 

rial narration, climaxing with a 

sexually explicit scene of unex¬ 

pected brutality. Though 

Lemon is but a girl while first 

hearing of these stories, she is 

sharing them with the audience 

as a woman of 30 odd years. 

Events list 

Get Your: 
Queen's 

Entertainment 
Card 

Far access to great 
Queen's events! 

for an event? 

Sell thorn at: 

Call S45-2UO 

Tickets sold at; 

Teach English 
Overseas 

ESL Teacher Training Certificate Courses 
8 Intensive 34-hour courses (weekends) 

■ Classroom management techniques 

■ Detailed lesson planning 

■ Skills development: grammar, pronunciation, 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 

■ Strategies for finding teaching jobs overseas 

■ Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters from 

around the world 

■ Formal certificate given upon course completion 

■ Cost: $345 (includes comprehensive teaching materials) 

Upcoming Courses: 

Nov. 14 - Nov. 22 Saturdays and Sundays 

Jan. 30 - Feb. 7 Saturdays and Sundays 

For More Information Call Oxford Seminars: 

(613) 544-9389 / f-800-269-6719 

Chez Piggy 
68-R Princess St. 

By Aaron West 

By reputation, it has been 

argued that Chez Piggy stands 

alone at the top of the upscale 

dining experience in Kingston. 

Does the restaurant live up to 

this impressive reputation? By 

considering food quality, ser¬ 

vice, and atmosphere, Sunday 

night afforded me the opportu¬ 

nity to assess Chez Piggy in 

terms of its overall dining 

experience. 

After being seated by our 

host, presented with 

menus, and having 

our drink orders < 

taken, our server 

introduced 

himself and in 

customary 

fashion 

informed us 

of the day’s 

specials. The 1 

one page, 

double-sided 

menu listed a 

variety of appe¬ 

tizer and entree 

selections with a price 

range that peaked at $23.00. 

The wine list, which was several 

pages long, offered many differ¬ 

ent selections representing vari¬ 

ous origins of import, and with 

such a large price differential 

that it appeared to be very well 

rounded. 

For an appetizer we ordered, 

on the recommendation of our 

server, the Mussels Piri Piri (sea¬ 

soned with Portuguese oil). The 

generous portion of shelled 

mussels presented to us was 

light in flavour with a subtle 

hint of white wine. After wash¬ 

ing this down with an “Iced 

Laced and Whipped” espresso 

($5.50), whose ingredients 

included Bailey’s and Grand 

Marnier, we were ready to look 

back to our menus and decide 

on a main course. 

Describing the 
experience of the 
perfect steak as 

melting in one’s mouth 
is as close as I can get 
to accurately relaying 

my feelings on 
the meat. 

Upon my asking his feelings 

on the rack of lamb, our server 

described the entree as being of 

an insufficient portion to ade¬ 

quately “fill someone of 

(mine) or (his) size if 

they were hungry”. 

With this he rec¬ 

ommended the 

full Rib Steak 

as a heartier 

alternative, 

and I acqui¬ 

esced to his 

reasoning. 

He then went 

on to describe 

the twenty day 

. -J > aging process that 

U the cut would have 

undergone before its 

preparation, with an additional 

two or three days for marinat¬ 

ing. Having won my confidence 

in the order at that point, 1 

selected a glass of Capelands 

Merlot ($5.95) from their list of 

red house wines. 

Upon its arrival, I found my 

entrde selection to be appropri¬ 

ately cooked to my specifica¬ 

tions. Prepared with garlic, 

peppercorns, and oil, the ample 

cut was served in a pleasing pre¬ 

sentation with boiled potatoes 

and a mix of vegetables. 

Describing the experience of the 

perfect steak as melting in one's 

mouth is as close as I can get to 

Please see Piggy on page 22 

KINGSTON IN 
FEBRUARY SUCKS! 

A week in the Club Vila on the beach in 

Cancun, however, does not. 

1389.00 per person 
Taxes included 

ALL INCLUSIVE! 
FEB. 20 - 27 

Limited Space' 

CALL 
SOON! 

Marlin 
-TRAVEI 
370 King St. 
Call Betty 549-4401 
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SoapOttfah: Daytime 
Queen Oprah Winfrey 

and Danny Glover share . * 

| their passions on screen. .j§g|| 

Beloved 
Famous Players Capitol Theatres 

Starring Oprah Winfrey, Danny Glover, 

Thandie Newton 

By Stu Talos 

an epic scores 
Toni Morrison’s novel hits 

the big screen and the 
audiences 

daughter Beloved. This epic is not just 

about slavery, it’s also a love story 

between a mother and a daughter, and 

the undying loyalty that forces her to do 

anything to protect her baby. Beloved is a 

story about devotion, building on the 

past, and about the hope needed to move 

forward. 

Based on the Pulitzer Prize winning 

novel by Toni Morrison, the film adapta¬ 

tion, Beloved, directed by Jonathan 

Demme (Silence of the Lambs, Philadel¬ 

phia) and starring Danny Glover, 

Thandie Newton, and Oprah Winfrey, is 

an emotional and effective saga of slav¬ 

ery in the 19th century United States. 

The film’s central character Sethe 

(Oprah Winfrey), is a runaway slave who 

is haunted by the ghost of her infant 

Surprising cuts, sequences in 
drained colour, and a mobile 

camera — all of which 
enhance the realism and the 
tortured legacy of slavery. 

Visually, the film stirs the senses, using 

a variety of techniques — surprising cuts, 

sequences in drained colour, and a 

mobile camera — all of which enhance 

the realism and the tortured legacy of 

slavery. 

The opening scene is pure chaos, star¬ 

tling viewers, and establishing the dark 

haunting atmosphere that shadows the 

entire film. This initial disorder is in fact 

caused by the ghost of a child, whose 

emotions dictate the film’s tone and flow. 

As the story progresses, however, it 

settles into a comfortable yet assertive 

rhythm. The thematic weight is gradu¬ 

ally incorporated, only after Demme 

establishes the key characters and 

motives. Considering that the story 

spends most of its time in one ram¬ 

shackle wooden house, and runs almost 

three hours in length, it is surprising that 

Beloved remains engrossing as a slave 

epic and a chilling ghost story. 

The story starts off in 1873, after the 

U.S. Civil War. Sethe (Winfrey) is a mid¬ 

dle-aged former slave, living near 

Cincinnati with her socially isolated 

teen-aged daughter, Denver, and the 

ghost of her dead daughter. Her adoles¬ 

cent sons, who no longer can cope living 

with a ghost, abandon Sethe. Paul D. 

(Danny Glover), a friend from Sethe’s 

former plantation years, shows up unex¬ 

pectedly soon after her sons depart. They 

become physically and emotionally 

involved, and bring short-term stability 

to the distraught household. 

Soon after, a young women who calls 

herself Beloved, dressed in black and 

covered with insects, is found on the 

front yard. Leaning against a stump, she 

looks like a weather beaten scarecrow, 

with demonic garble drooling out her 

snarling mouth. The family passionately 

takes her in, much to the discomfort of 

Paul D. 

This new member of the house, how¬ 

ever, becomes entangled in an increas¬ 

ingly symbolic relationship with the 

others. This emotionally disturbing cir¬ 

cumstance, interweaved with powerful 

flashbacks of pre-Emancipation terrors, 

inspire a series of personal revelations 

for Sethe throughout the film. 

The performances that fuel and give 

the story it’s genuine emotional depth 

are worthy of attention. Danny Glover’s 

portrayal of Paul D. is strong, while the 

celebrity status of Oprah Winfrey disap¬ 

pears in her portrayal of Sethe, accompa¬ 

nied by a soulful intensity that one does 

not expect possible from personality of 

her iconic magnitude. 

It is a balance of talented perfor¬ 

mances, brilliant direction and captivat¬ 

ing mood manipulation that not only 

does justice to but also heightens a story 

of epic proportions making it accessible 

to all audiences. 

Hot and sultry 
on campus 
Continued from page 19 

lighting, designed by Lou Arteau, made 

rhe dancers seem larger than life — 

they owned the stage, and invited the 

audience in for their story. 

Despite rhe fact that the dialogue 

was sung in Spanish, rhe expressive 

body language used by Thompson, 

1 loros, and Filteau made tire plot easy 

to follow. The lighting and tempo of 

t \ mus'c also helped dictate the mood 

of the characters. The lighting was soft 

and subtle, and the music was melodi¬ 

ous when the characters were in 

espair. In conrrast, the lights turned 

filliant red and orange and the music 

sped up at the moments of climax. 

^ne r^e brightest and most 
exhilarating events was the arrival of 

Windmills (played by Daniela, 

oros, and Maria Parisella) at the end 

° 1 emencia Flamenco, when Don 

Quinxote and his mare Rocinante are 

Urri,undcd by the girls in a battle 
scenp t • ■ 

nienco stylings, from the scat 

.. 'a:vvJe.ss footwork to tl 

ccompaniment of the pain 
em cr 0f r|le conip.lny fia( 

during this sectit 

'-d about an hour. As ar 

between the dancers, there was another 

guitar solo, this time performed by 

Caroline Plante. Plante’s harmonious 

music stood our as a hearcfelr compli¬ 

ment to rhe flamboyance of the fla¬ 

menco style of dance. 

The audience was exposed 
to a multitude of flamenco 
stylings, from the staccato 
beats of flawless footwork 

to the snappy 
accompaniment of the 

palmas. 

The finale was a dance called the 

Cana, and the company did a good job 

of working up to this point. The well- 

choreographed and synchronized 

dance involving all five performers 

combined elemenrs from the entire 

performance, embracing the spirit of 

flamenco. 

The dancers’ attitudes .and emotions 

came shining through in well choreo¬ 

graphed, musically interesting and 

intriguing performance. 

All in all, the evening of flamenco- 

charged ballet allowed us all to have a 

taste of Spain, if only for a few hours. 

IT’S ALREADY STARTED... 

The Orientation Roundtable is now accepting 

applications for the following positions: 

ORT Speaker (Paid & Summer Responsibilities) 

ORT Financial 

ORT Logistics 

Pick up your applications at the AMS, 

and return it NO LATER than November 3. >^3^ 
 STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

MAY CAUSE EXCITEMENT 
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Oprah W/rl-frey: Critics are already whispering the word 

'Oscar' for Winfrey's movie, Beloved Beloved is the story of 
a runaway slave visited by the spirit of her deceased daughter. 

Beloved has been on Winfrey’s mind for 11 years. Winfrey 
said, “this wasn't just work. This was necessary. This was part 

of the reason I was born.” 

Seeing the World through Rose Coloured Glasses: 
Kate Winslet has found love in real life. The actress is engaged 

to assistant film director Jim Thereapleton. Winslet, 23, met 

Threapleton on the set of Hideous Kinky — a film due out 

next year. 

Piggy cuisine delightful 
shadowed by his otherwise professional 

-77-—attention to our table 

Complete with progressively dimmed 

accurately relaying my feelings on the lighting, comfortable furnishing and 

meat It was a thoroughly enjoyable mam appropnate background mus.c (c B. 

course that did prove to be hearty, but Miles Davis!), the atmosphere at Cher 

left ust enough room for dessert. The Piggy encouraged a relaxing dining en„. 

Apple Berry Crumble ($5) in a brandy ronment, conducive for good conversa- 

cream sauce proved a satisfying compli- don and meal eigoyment. 

ment to a wonderful meal. Cher P.ggy live up to its reputa- 

Our service was courteous, knowl- non as the best restaurant of its kind in 

edeeable and attentive; without having Kingston? I can confidently recommend 

that in-your-face quality which might Chez Piggy as a highly en,oyab e dining 

sugeest a lack of confidence at a lesser experience for the quality of its food, the 

establishment. Although, an initial sense professionalism of its service, and the 

of condescending pretension on the part relaxing atmosphere it offers to its 

of our server was noted, it was over- patrons. 

Get Out There! 
...Somebody with a Human Touch k Ginger Spice, 

Geri Halliwell, recently visited Uganda to film a part in the 

| British charity program, Comic Relief. Halliwell said of her 

I visit, “it was good for me to get away.” 

It’s Gone to the Dogs: After just two episodes, UPN has 

pulled the plug on the sci-fi medical drama, “Mercy Point.” In 
its place, UPN will launch the ever-so-exciting and original, 

“Amercia’s Greatest Pets.” 

One Week away from #1? Canada’s Barenaked Ladies 

r are currently number two on the Billboard Charts with their 
single, “One Week." Dru Hill featuring Redman, with “How 

% Deep is your Love?” is currently third, while Monica’s “The 
First Night” scored first place again this week. 

I Celine Will Go On: New music releases this week 

include, “Slam" The Original Soundtrack, Celine Dion’s “S’il 
Suffisait D'Aimer”, R. Kelly’s “R.”, Love and Rocket’s, 

I “Lift”, Pras’ “Ghetto Superstar” and Travis Tritt’s, “No more 

Looking Over My Shoulder”. 

Make 
Your 
Case. 

The Roots Professional Briefcase 

ROOTS 
Handcrafted In Canada 

Genuine Leather 
Black or Brown 

$298 

N G S T 0 N GOOD FOR LIFE 

229 Princess Street - 546 - 7668 - Open Sundays 

Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol Theatre from 
Tuesday, October 20 to Thursday, 
October 22: 
546-5395 
(Matinees on Tuesday only) 

What Dreams May Come 1:30. 4:20, 

7:00, 9:45 
Antz 1:00, 1:45. 3:05, 4:00, 5:10, 7:20, 

9:35 

Ronin 7:05, 9:55 
Night at the Roxbury 1:05, 3:10. 5:15, 

7:30, 9:40 
Holy Man 1:40, 4:15, 7:10. 9:50 

Practical Magic 1:25, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00 

Beloved 1:15, 5:00, 9:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex 
from Tuesday, October 20 to 
Thursday, October 22: 
389-7442 

Lolita 7:00, 9:45 

Rush Hour 7:10, 9:15 
Bride of Chucky 7:30, 9:35 

One True Thing 6:40, 9:25 

Urban Legends 6:50, 9:05 

Something About Mary 7:20, 9:55 

Ml 
out a 

Live Music: 

The Wellington 
207 Wellington 

544-8526 

The Wellington presents Franklin's Fault 

on Thursday October 22 at 9:30 p.m. 

Visual Art: 

The Edward Day Gallery 
547-0774 

Music in Your Eyes Events: 

Saturday, October 24 

Picasso's Orchestra! A Hand’s-on work¬ 

shop for kids and adults with artist Pam 

Allen. 

Adults $10, Kids $5 

Opening Night Celebration with pianist 

Valery Lloyd Watts in a special concert of 

favourite motion picture themes. 

Tickets are $25 

The Union Gallery: 
531-5300 

The Union presents Pork Ne. and 
exhibition on view from October 24 until 
November 14. Opening reception on 

November 6 from 6 - 8 p.m. 

On Thursday Oct. 22nd, wear your jeans and rainbow 
ribbon to show your support for the lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgendered communities. 

SPONSORED BY: 
LESBIAN GAY BISEXUAL ISSUES COMMITTEE 

ALMA MATER SOCIETY 

Classifieds 
WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc- 
ion9 Experience greater self-aware- 
iess with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
nore Clients say my readings are 
nspirational and very accurate. I 
)lso offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
,.c For more information phone 
<eliye at 544-1909. Also available 
-ridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
33 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

3LUER00F FARM a get-away for 
Dueen’s students and their families. 
Hall an hour away. Visit our website - 
vww.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Dndaatje at 374-2147. 

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT - GRE ON 
CAMPUS PREP! Also, to subscribe 
to our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med bulletin email newsletters, 
email us at: learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1877 PREP.COM or 
www.prep.com Queen’s University 
LSAT: November 7,8 weekend, prac¬ 
tice December 2nd. 

WHAT IS ZEN? Free Q&A session 
with Albert Low, director of the 
Montreal Zen Centre. 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday October 29th, 3rd Floor 
Common Room, JDUC. Email 4aa7, 
3bjd3 for info. 

QUEEN'S BUDDHIST CLUB pre¬ 
sents “Introduction to Zen" workshop, 
9:30 a.m., October 31st, Kingston- 
Frontenac Public Library, lead by 
Albert Low, Director of the Montreal 
Zen Centre. Registration, info call 
542-4294 or 533-7219. 

CONSIDERING FURTHER EDUCA¬ 
TION? Meet representatives of Law, 
Medicine, Chiropractic, Social Work, 
Urban Planning programs and more. 
Upper and Lower Ceilidh, JDUC. 
Thursday, October 22nd, 11 a.m. - 2 
p.m. 

LADIES HAIRCUTS-$10-$15. 20 
years experience. Call Carol 6 p.m. 
-10 p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
weekends. 544-1573. 

CANTERBURY CENTRE 90 
Queen's Crescent (across from Vic 
Hall) HOT MEALS Tuesday - supper 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m., Wednesday lunch 
11.30 - 1:30, supper 5:30 - 7:00 p.m., 

Sunday supper 5:00 - 7:30 p.m. 

QUEEN’S PRO-LIFE CLUB will have 
it's next meeting Wednesday, 
October 21st from 7 to 9 p.m. in Mac- 
Corry, room D326. All are welcome. 

STAY WARM - Have your house win¬ 
terized by two devoted OPIRG volun¬ 
teers. Only $20.00. Call the Earth 
Centre at 549-0066 for details. 

COVER YOUR CREST!!!!! 
Wednesday, October 21st, come out 
and show your spirit and put some 
change on your crest! All money 
goes to the Childlife Program at 
Kingston General Hospital. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

BARGAIN — Top shape Commerce 
'88 Queen’s jacket. To be sold by 
October 30th to the highest bid. Call 
now! Nadine at 531-9498. 

FREE BARBECUE!!!! Well, almost 
free... Good sized barbecue with 
propane tank for sale for $60.00. 
First come, first served. Call James 
at 531-3155. 

wssMssssma 
LOST: Sunday afternoon in City park, 
a navy blue knapsack containing pur¬ 
ple fleece adidos cleats and wallet. If 
found, please call Lesley at 544-5139 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trip Hip 
CDs. Lost between Clark and down¬ 
town after One Step Beyond, 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case 
with German notes and text 
(Goethe's Faust in translation). 
Vicinity Kingston Hall? Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, 
“Contour”. Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call Daryn 
at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park 
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near baseball diamond on October 
16th. Call 531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a set of 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 545- 
2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding 
photos.Thompson from Walmart. 
Can be picked up at the Customer 
Service desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

If 

www.queensu.ca/sndc 

Just fill this out 

How many times do you want your ad to run? 

What dates do you want your ad to run? 

Amount enclosed: 

And bring il in 

T|h |eB2J|o|u|R|N|A|lM3c|r|0|6|.s|u)|o~[£ 
Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

T1 I ■ ;-J5t=±i==i 
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36 ' 
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The people who do the crossword will 

look at this ad 86 times. 

There are still many ad spaces in upcoming 

issues available. Call 545-6711 now to make 

sure your advertising gets in. 

ACROSS 

I. Insult 1 
>. Gumshoe 2 
i. Used profane 

language 3. 
). Pulsate 

. Scanty 4 
!. Flat molding 
k Go astray 5 
i. Analyze an ore 
'.Dernier_ 6 
I. Young sheep 7. 
). Electric unit 

. Question 8. 
starter 9 

!. Marquisette 10. 
k Change gears 11. 
i. Stamp 13. 

collector 16. 
I. Newsstand 19. 
i. Settles a debt 
). Bunny features 21. 

. Mink coat 
!. Autocratic ruler 23. 
i. Memorable 24. 

saying 
'. Argument 
i. Prepared with 

the ingredient 
of 

i. Formal 
warning 

!. Moralizing 
discourse 

. Nose cavity 
i. King of Aksum 
i. Toronto's prov. 

Immediately 
following 

DOWN 

. Body of bees 
. Record of 
voyages 

. Geographical 
region 

. Drama 
character 

. People in 
general 

. CGS unit 
. Golden Fleece 

location 
. Antitoxins 
. Streetcar 
. Deprived 
. Honey 
. Delicate color 
. Field event 
. Supreme 

happiness 
. Early form of 

bridge 
Wapiti 
Cunning 

25. Spinets 
26. “_ 

Homblower” 
27. Made of baked 

clay 
28. Shakespearean 

actor 
31. Payments for 

services 
33. God-fearing 

man 
34. _breve 
35. Beam of light 
37. Hare tail 
38. Exude slowly 
41. Small hotel 
43. Baer or Gail 

Answers for last issue’s puzzle. 
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issues' celebrities arc Queen' 
y own triumvirate, the AMS 
rutive. Below are their survey 

picks [as a collective]: * 

SPRING MATTRESS ! 
BOXERS 

THE BEATLES 
PAPER 

PHARMACEUTICALS 
DOGS 

LAND NAME PRODUCTS 
BEEF 
MOM 

GOBOTS 

Tuesday, October 20 

IN LIFE, Wt AKt ALL rACtU Wlin ueu- 
sions that are both extremely complex 
and necessary. Some agonize over 

them, able to make a choice only after 
thoroughly measuring out each pro and 
con. Others are content to go for and 
stick with an initial fancy-tickler. Many of 
these decisions affect our lives in indirect 
and virtually unforeseeable ways. Some¬ 

thing as seemingly simple as your choice 
of breakfast cereal carries with it an 
untold number of physiological and psy¬ 
chological impacts. As a quick example, 
we might consider the potential benefit 
of choosing Com Pops, with the subcon¬ 

sciously pleasing spheri¬ 

cal shape of its bits, 
versus Life cereal, with 
the jagged, subcon¬ 
sciously agitating edges 
of its bits (psychological 
advantage). 

Measure this against the 
nutritional superiority of 
the latter (physiological 

advantage), and we 
have a potential stale¬ 
mate. Unfortunately, in 

situations of greater 
importance than the 
breakfast enigma, a 
decision muse be made. 

This brings us to the 
topic at hand, namely: 
important and poten¬ 

tially difficult decisions 
many of us have faced in the past or are 
likely to face at some point in our future. 

Specifically, decisions where one is 
forced to choose between one thing and 
another. I'm not going to attempt to ana¬ 
lyze the following problems and draw 
conclusions for you, kind reader, because 
I don't think it's my place (besides, I mix 
Com Pops and Life in the same bowl, if 

you catch my drift, so I'm not the best 
judge of these things). Rather, in order to 
provide a more or less representative 

perspective of the Queen's student body, 
one hundred Queen's students from var¬ 

ious years and faculties were surveyed 
and their responses tallied. The results 
are very telling. 

ruion veiaua 
Mattress 

Assuming that a futon is matched against 
a Spring Mattress of equal quality and 

pricing, there is no clear victor. Issues 
include: Squeaking versus no squeaking; 
bed-bouncing elasticity; bed/couch trans¬ 
formation option. [Omissions: 

Waterbeds, Hammocks, and like furni¬ 

ture on account of lesser popularity] 

FUTON: 36% SPRING: 64% 

sion: The cloth "Enviro-bag, allegedly a 

piece of Greenpeace propaganda] 

PAPER: 72% PLASTIC: 28% 

Herbal versus 
Pharmaceutical Remedies 

The only person happy about this 
recently controversial topic is your 

wealthy neighbourhood druggist. Issues 

include: Chemical dependence; widely- 

held suspicion that ancient herbal remedy 
is a crock; medicine-head (could be a 

positive or negative thing, depending on 
who you're asking); multi-purposeful¬ 

ness of over-the-counter drugs (Exam¬ 

ple: Nyquil's innate ability to double as 

a barshot). 
HERBAL: 42% 
PHARMACEUTICAL: 58% 

Boxers 
versus 

Briefs 

Issues include: Snugness and com¬ 
pactness versus roominess and 

accessibility of organ; available styles 
and colours. [Omissions: Loincloths 

and "Commando-Style," for obvi¬ 
ous reasons] 

BOXERS: 88% 
BRIEFS: 12% 

The Rolling Stones 
versus The Beatles 

In the sixties, it is said that you were a fan 
of either one or the other. Issues include: 

Overall dirtiness and ugliness slash raw 
sexual attraction of former versus cleanli¬ 
ness and "cuteness" (pre-drug period 
anyhow) of latter; stage presence and 

performance versus studio sound; band 
longevity. [Omissions: All other bands. 
For explanation, see opening sentence] 

ROLLING STONES: 26% 
BEATLES: 74% 

Paper versus Plastic 

Issues include: Bio-degradability; re¬ 

name products; quality of 

graphics on the package; economic 
advantage of no name. 

BRAND NAME: 70% 
NO NAME: 30% 

Beef versus Pork 

Issues include: Roast Beef, Burgers and 
Steak versus Ham, Bacon and Pork 

Chops. 

BEEF: 88% 
PORK: 12% 

Mom versus Dad 

Cats versus Dogs 

The genus of a family's future pet has 

been a longtime debated issue. Issues 
include: animal's independency; disposi¬ 
tions associated with each animal; pro¬ 
tection of home and family; Garfield and 
Odie versus Ren and Stimpy; slobber 
accumulation. 

CATS: 22% DOGS: 78% 

Brand name versus 
No name 

It's tough to discern the difference in 
quality between most brand name and no 

name products because of the unknow- 
able degree to which commercials influ¬ 
ence our response. Issues include: Free 

Perhaps the most difficult and personal 
decision of all to make. Issues include: 

Enough to fill at least 20 therapy 

sessions. 

MOM: 68% 
DAD: 3 2% 

Transformers versus 
GoBots 

For children of the eighties, hands down 
the most difficult and personal decision 
to make. Issues include: originality dis¬ 

pute; product longevity; notoriety of 

maker to release figures that possess dif¬ 

ferent names and colours, yet appear to 
be made from a suspiciously similar 

mold; ability to form "super-figure" by 

combining smaller figures; quality of ani¬ 
mation in respective television cartoons 

and movies; superiority of respective 

theme songs; die-cast metal versus plas¬ 
tic; evolution of product (i.e. heat acti¬ 

vated decals); degree to which 

"humanoid" form is con¬ 

vincing (i.e., arms resem¬ 
ble arms rather than 

wings). 

TRANSFORMERS: 92% 
GOBOTS: 8% 

The results: Spring 

mattresses over 
Futons, Boxers over 

Briefs, The Beatles over 

The Stones, Paper over 
Plastic, Pharmaceutical 

drugs over Herbal, Dogs 

over Cats, Brand name 

products over No name. 
Beef over Pork, Mom over Dad and 

Transformers over GoBots. 

Instead of ending this article with a 
neat summary, here are some interesting 

follow-up questions you can ask yourself 
in your spare time to better understand 

your place in the universe. 
How do I compare with this cross sec¬ 

tion of the Queen's community? What 

important decisions have I made in my 
life thus far? How much time did I spend 

in consideration of each? Does this mean 

I'm cautious? impulsive? Hope this helps- 

The last big decision Ken 
Butland had to make 

resulted in softer, fresjie 
smelling laundry- 

Queen’s University 
ODYSSEY 

^TRAVEL THE JOURNAL 'Til Exams $34.99 

^^ *rBetter Classes 
LHarder Workouts 
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Eng 
program 

saved 
By Shawn Brimley 

The department of material and 

metallurgical engineering was given new 

life yesterday, as Dean of Applied Sci¬ 

ence Tom Harris facilitated the creation 

of a materials option in the mechanical 

engineering department. 

“I am very satisfied and 
pleased with all that the 
two departments have 

done together to 
resolve these issues.” 

— Principal Bill Leggett 

Decreasing enrolment and and fear of 

losing accreditation prompted Harris 

and the Faculty of Applied Science to 

examine the viability of continuing the 

materials department as a separate 

department, earlier this year. During last 

month’s Senate meeting, Principal Bill 

Leggett said, “It is of my opinion that 

chronic under-enrolment in materials 

and metallurgical engineering makes it 

impossible for the Faculty of Applied 

Science to sustain the continued acade¬ 

mic viability of the undergraduate 

program.” 

A departmental meeting for mechani¬ 

cal engineering on October 20 facili¬ 

tated the unanimous passing of the two 

motions that led to the turnaround. “I 

Please see Two on page 5 

Safety 
threatened 

By Renee Huang 

Three university-area incidents 

involving assault or attempted assault in 

the past two weeks have Kingston Police 

an Queen’s Security concerned about 
safety. 

There’s been a couple of incidents 

ate y where women have been grabbed 

°r ^Pnsed,” said Louise Fish, director 

° Queen’s Security. Although “no one 

as received great physical injury... the 

vagu^'0118 ^ susPectsJ ^ave been very 

In the first two instances, female stu- 

nts were physically handled by a male 

L: 31 ant uand there was little doubt that 

. .m°tlves were of a sexual nature,” 

a Constable Mike Shultz of the 

vicr8St0n Police, in a press release. The 

ini,,irnj '''ere not seriously assaulted or 
•njured, he said. 

Wed ^ inc‘dent occurred on 

| a7 at approximately 4 a.m. A 

Lower Was walking down 
r Albert Street when a male 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Police warn of date rape drug 
By Stephanie Carvin 

After several incidents in the Kingston 

area where the use of flunitrazepam, 

dubbed the date rape drug, is suspected, 

the Kingston Police have issued a warn¬ 

ing to the public. 

Flunitrazepam, a cousin to another 

date rape drug rohypnol, is used by 

assailants to knock out their victims, 

who are then often raped. It is com¬ 

monly used in bars, where it is slipped 

unnoticed into a victim’s drink. Once the 

drug is ingested, people experience 

confusion, loss of inhibition, dizziness, 

sudden drowsiness, impaired judgement 

and, in some cases, brief periods of mem¬ 

ory loss. The substance is tasteless and 

odourless, although recently it has been 

altered so that its colour could be 

detected when the drug was added to 

a liquid. 

Mike Shultz of the Kingston Police 

said it is hard to describe the nature of 

incidents involving the drug since the 

victims cannot remember events that 

occur while they are under the drug’s 

influence. “The problem with this partic¬ 

ular drug is that there is no memory,” he 

explained. 

There has been preventative action 

taken against date rape drugs on campus. 

“We are trying to be as proactive as we 

can,” explained Director of Campus 

Security Louise Fish. 

One of Campus Security’s efforts has 

been to raise awareness on campus. “We 

have put out warnings on Security Alert 

boards,” said Fish, although she indi¬ 

cated that this was not in response to any 

specific incident. 

ESOS (Educating Students On 

Substances), a group under the Alma 

Mater Society Social Issues Commission, 

has also been involved in fostering 

awareness on campus. During the week 

preceding Homecoming weekend, the 

group distributed material about date 

rape drugs to students. 

“We’ve done other things such as the 

training of the pub staff [on date rape 

drug awareness],” said Social Issues 

Commissioner Naomi Brunemeyer. If 

new incidents involving the drug arise, 

the commission will “need to launch a 

new campaign,” she said. 

Recently, a new date rape drug, 

Gamma Hydroxybutyrate, commonly 

referred to as Liquid G, has become a 

concern. The drug, which has similar 

effects to others of its kind, has been 

Please see Awareness on page 4 

New student fees 
increase AMS revenue 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

This year’s Alma Mater Society’s 

opt-outable fees show a S 19,000 

increase in revenue despite a decrease in 

AMS constituents. The number of stu¬ 

dents represented by the AMS is 

11,200, about 350 less than last year. 

The revenue increase is not due to 

more students opting in, but to the 

addition of three new fees. Dawn’s 

House Women’s Shelter, Studio Q and 

The Empress together drew more than 

$20,000 in revenue. 

Dawn House Women’s Shelter had 

the most students opting into its $0.50 

fee. However, the reason for its 

popularity may be a result of its acci¬ 

dental omission when fees were avail¬ 

able for opt-out by computer in 

September. 

Dawn House is a temporary shelter 

for homeless women and children who 

are seeking permanent housing in 

Kingston. Acting Administrator Laurel 

Claus-Johnson was ecstatic about the 

support from the Queen’s community. 

“This is a worthwhile organization to 

support and 1 am heartened by the 

Queen’s students’ response,” she said. 

Studio Q, who lost their student fee 

in the 1996 spring referendum, 

received $12,877 from opt-outs this 
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Today Sunday 
Sunny with clouds 
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Kingston's One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

“Win Your Tuition” - a 
value up to $1500. 

Enter ballots 
now - draw to take 
place Thanksgiving 

weekend. 

Sunday & Monday 
[nights - open MIC with 

host Smitty. 

[Every night 6pm - 9pm 
20e wings 

(with the purchase of 
a beverage) 

Teens try Queen’s 
the campus, Stauffer library and attend¬ 

ing one or two of their student volun¬ 

teer’s classes. “The tour people were 

awesome,” said Brockville student Cindy 

Haaeala. 

Following lunch, students heard from 

various guest speakers, and were given a 

chance to see Queen’s clubs and ask 

questions. 

Klenyewski said she and Kennedy 

have received a lot of positive feedback 

on the event. Some students said the day 

gave them an idea of what to expect 

when they attend university. 

When asked if the program gave her 

an idea of what Queen’s is like, Haaeala 

replied, “Definitely, the pictures in the 

Queen’s book don’t give it the justice it 

deserves. You have to feel the 

atmosphere.” 

However, Haaeala’s friend Monica 

Cegledi wasn’t as enthusiastic about the 

campus. “It’s alright inside, but the cam¬ 

pus is so big... we’re not used to that," 

she explained. 

Forty-three schools were asked to par¬ 

ticipate in this year’s event and Kennedy 

and Klenyewski said they are hoping to 

increase this number next year. The co¬ 

chairwomen are currently corresponding 

with schools in the Ottawa area to gauge 

their interest in the program. 

C T I O N S 

By Anna Nesbitt 

Every year students from Brockville 

to Kingston to Belleville are given the 

option to experience Queen s life for a 

day. The Degree for a Day program, 

which has been held for several years, 

brought more than 200 students from 

approximately 25 schools to Queen’s on 

Wednesday. . 
Sarah Corman, AMS municipal affairs 

commissioner, and Event Co-Chairs 

Corrine Kennedy, Arts ’00, and Jennifer 

Klenyewski, Arts ’00, organized the day 

and appeared very enthusiastic about its 

success. 
The goal of the event is “to give high 

school students the option to see what 

university is like and to build a bridge 

from the Queen’s students to the high 

school students,” said Klenyewski. “It 

also offers [the students] a chance to 

have a tour and check out a class or 

two.” 
Before arriving at Queen’s for the 

program, interested high schools stu¬ 

dents selected a Faculty they would like 

to learn about. When the students 

arrived at Queen’s on Wednesday, they 

were broken up into groups according to 

their choices and matched with a student 

volunteer from Queen’s. 

Students spent the morning touring 

CO RRE _____ 

In the Sports & Fitness section of the last issue of The Journal, the swimming 

results were incorrectly identified as rowing. 

An article in the same issue about QPID in the News section misidentified Bryan 

Wills and Andrea Stuparyk as QPID members. Wills, Stuparyk and Amy Lister are 

all co-directors of the organization. 

Another story about security boards off campus quoted the wrong production 

estimate. The cost should have appeared as $1,200. 

The Journal regrets the errors. 

Midterm Special 
20% Off Schaum's Study Guides and For Besinners Series 

s Camus Eeminism ? 
lagMMMMM 

j For Beginners 
Need a quick boost in Philosophy, 
History, Cultural Studies or Cyberspace? 
Check out our For Beginners titles 
published by Icon Books. They are witty, 

fun and well written introductions on all 
: sorts of subjects and important thinkers. 

Now 20% off with our Bookmarks For 
Beginners* bookmark coupon! 

Schaum's Study 
Guides 

Our selection of Schaum's titles cover a 
wide range of subjects. They are an 

excellent resource that can assist you in 
your studies, exam preparations and 

problem solving skills. Also 20% off with 
our Bookmarks For Beginners* coupon. 

* Don't have one of our Bookmarks For Beginners? 

Just come by the store and pick one up! 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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OT plans interactive 
awareness week 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Occupational therapy students are 

organizing a promotional display in hon¬ 

our of national Occupational Therapy 

Awareness Week, running October 

t - . 3i. The OT Awareness Week com¬ 

mittee, consisting primarily of second 

ind third-year OT students, has devel¬ 

oped an interactive display involving a 

game, contest and draw. 

“We work in many 
environments, people may 
not fully understand the 
scope of our profession.” 

— Angela Paylor, OT committee 
member 

“Basically we are promoting the pro¬ 

fession,” said Santana Cockram, com¬ 

mittee chair. The students hope to 

bolster interest in their program and 

illustrate what they are learning, she 

added. 

OT is a health rehabilitation profes¬ 

sion. It aims to assist people whose lives 

have been disrupted by physical illness or 

injury, developmental problems, the 

aging process, mental illness and 

emotional problems. 

“We work in many environments, 

people may not fully understand the 

scope of our profession,” said Angela 

Paylor, committee member. The commit¬ 

tee emphasises the importance of recog¬ 

nizing that the health care system is 

about interdisciplinary teamwork. 

The display is about “where we fit 

into that team,” said Cockram. 

Another goal of the committee is to 

help distinguish OT from physical 

therapy. OT addresses the psycho-social, 

social and physical aspects of the client 

whereas PT focuses solely on physical 

disabilities and how to regain movement. 

“OT tries to assist clients to be as 

autonomous as they can at daily activi¬ 

ties in their environments,” explained 

Paylor. 

Occupational therapists can be found 

working in numerous environments, 

such as hospitals, private practices, com¬ 

munity centres, schools, industries and 

insurance offices. “OTs don’t work 

exclusively with people who have dis¬ 

abilities; we can also work as advisors or 

consultants in community based devel¬ 

opments,” explained Carol Walker, com¬ 

mittee member. 

For information about the OT pro¬ 

gram and profession students may visit 

the OT display next week. The display 

will be in the John Deutsch University 

Centre next Tuesday and Thursday 

between 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., and 

in Botterell Hall during the same times 

on Wednesday. 

Job prospects don’t 
depend on degree 
By Lindsay Blakely 

In an increasingly fast-paced job mar¬ 

ket, many students are worried that 

their degree program is hurting, not 

helping, their job prospects. Jim Kelly, 

director of Career Services, says those 

fears are largely unfounded. 

Fourth-year history major Deirdre 

Horgan is leeling the pressure to find a 

job after she graduates from Queen’s. 

I’m worried about being able to com¬ 

pete successfully against business stu- 

dents in today's competitive job 

market,”: she said. 

However, according to Kelly, a large 

proportion of companies, including 

Andersen and McKinsey consulting 

firms, are interested in students from all 

disciplines. Kelly assured students who 

mare Horgan’s concerns that “Arts and 

science students have competed well 

with commerce and engineering sni- 

dents for jobs in certain areas.” 

Kelly explained that many employers 

?re concerned primarily with applicants’ 

interest in their company and the way in 

Much the applicants’ skills and drive 

l 1 add value to the organization and 

compatible with the company eul- 

ure- Kelly said it is imperative that indi- 

'!,Uak develop skills that they will be 
J ■’c tu apply to a variety of jobs. 

• . . m°s'£ important part of finding a 

Km 1S marketing yourself effectively, 

e y emphasized, adding, those people 

10 marker themselves will succeed 

t^k m 3 r‘^u i°k hiarket. “A person has 
tL c, aNvare of who they are and what 

ey have to present,” he said. 

n Cognition of the importance of 

'/^preparation m today’s competi- 

0ff*. . market. Queen's Career Services 

Crs students resources designed to 

ease their transition into the working 

world, while encouraging them to high¬ 

light their marketable skills. 

According to Kelly, the job of the 

career counsellors is to help students 

determine their interests and skills. The 

emphasis is on equipping all students 

with the tools needed for continued 

career satisfaction and success, he said. 

“Arts and science students 
have competed well with 

commerce and engineering 
students for jobs.” 

— Jim Kelly, director of Career 
Services 

The job marker is not static, so there 

will always be rimes when finding a job 

seems particularly trying, Kelly 

explained. 

Last year, Anderson Consulting hired j 
a number of Queen’s grads, however, 

Kelly warned that this does not neces¬ 

sarily represent a trend. The hiring in 

other years could be different depend¬ 

ing on the interests of students and the 

needs of the company, he explained. 

Kelly also mentioned Proctor and 

Gamble as a company who has hired 

significant numbers of Queen’s grads in 

tlve past and he predicted the company 

will continue to do so in the future. 

Kelly noted that not all students have 

jobs in the forefront of their minds 

immediately following graduation. At 

least one-third of arts and science stu¬ 

dents reported they are in their chosen 

disciplines because they want it to lead 

them to a professional degree, such as 

law, medicine and journalism, or a grad¬ 

uate program in a specific discipline, 

according to studies by Career Services. 
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Change and '00 President Chris Safford cover the Arts and Science '00 crest at 

Wednesday’s Cover Your Crest, an annual fund-raising event for year societies. 
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Uphill battle for HRO 
problems reported to the Human Rights 

Office involve women’s issues, such as 

sexism, Bujara said. Homophobia is also 

a major issue at Queen’s, and racism, dis¬ 

ability, and religious prejudice continue 

to pose problems, she added. 

Since the office opened in 1992 the 

staff has grown from one director and an 

administrative assistant to include three 

full-time coordinators, staff and faculty 

volunteer advisors, and an advisory 

council. 

The increase in staff has been benefi¬ 

cial because the positions can be quite 

focus-specific, Bujara explained. 

For example, coordinator Julie Darke 

deals with sexual orientation and trans- 

gendered issues, and Margot Coulter 

focuses on sexual harassment cases. 

Stephanie Simpson, one of the newest 

coordinators, specializes in racism, with 

a strong focus on religious discrimina¬ 

tion, and is responsible for coordinating 

efforts in education. 

The HRO’s annual report to Queen’s 

Senate will be available to the Queen’s 

community in November, and will 

include specific statistics regarding 

human rights issues at Queen’s during 

the 1997 school year. 

While the HRO attempts to balance 

the time and resources spent on 

By Fiona Scannell 

In light of increases in obsessive, crim¬ 

inal behaviour, Queen’s Human Rights 

Office is stepping up its .efforts to edu¬ 

cate students on discrimination and 

harassment. 

According to HRO Director Irene 

Bujara, despite the fact that many stu¬ 

dents have undergone human rights 

awareness training while at Queen’s, the 

HRO has noticed a steady increase in the 

number of reported incidents of obses¬ 

sive, criminal behaviour over the past 

few years. 

Bujara said the increase in criminal 

behaviour usually involves “obsessive 

jealousy that leads to stalking and harass¬ 

ment.” In the past, people may have 

received unwelcome attention from per¬ 

petrators but in recent years, Bujara has 

seen more cases where the following and 

harassing leads to criminal harassment 

with police involvement. 

It’s difficult to tell if the increase in 

cases are due to the increase in people’s 

awareness, Bujara said. This issue is 

being investigated by the HRO and sum¬ 

marized in its annual report. 

Although the HRO was established in 

1991 in response to the work of the 

Principal’s Advisory Committee on Race 

Issues, today the most common 

Please see Student on page 4 

Watch your back’ 
Continued from page I 

standing in the side yard of a nearby 

house approached her. He called out to 

her and she ran back the way she came 

before he was able to get close to her. 

The man was described as large and 

well-built, approximately 6 feet tall, sim¬ 

ilar to the description of the perpetrator 

who assaulted a female student on Uni¬ 

versity Avenue on October 3. 

Shultz is advising staff and students to 

take extra precaution, especially when 

walking alone or through dimly lit areas. 

“We want to make sure people 

remember that we’re here,” explained 

Fish. “We’ll come and give you an 

escort.” 

“[Mike Shultz] wants to put an alert 

out to watch your back,” she continued. 

“We’re trying to do our best.” 

Fish stressed the importance of taking 

advantage of Queen’s safety resources, 

such as Walkhome or Campus Security 

Escorts. Both Fish and Shultz empha¬ 

sized the presence of blue emergency 

lights and two-way phones posted 

around campus and implored people to 

use them if they feel threatened. 

Anyone with information about the 

incidents are asked to call Campus Secu¬ 

rity at 545-6733. 
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Historic New Music Release!!! 

News 

Awareness important 

This never-before released complete concert 

recording, both acoustic and electric sets (2 cd s), 

mixed and mastered from the original 3 track soui ce 

tapes, is musical history in the making. This concert 

marks the most influential occasion for rock music 

and for Bob Dylan. This is a must for every collector 

or anyone interested in fine quality music. 

2 CD set -- only $34.99 

Be there now! 
Don’t forget to use your orientation CD discount coupon. 

Proud to be 100% Canadian 

Indigo 
Books, Music & Cafe 

259 Princess Street 

546-76S0 

FROSH 
WEEK 

1999 
IT'S ALREADY STARTED... 

The Orientation Roundtable is now accepting 

applications for the following positions: 

ORT Speaker (Paid & Summer Responsibilities) 

ORT Financial 

ORT Logistics 

Pick up your applications at the AMS, 

and return it NO LATER than November 3 
 STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

MAY CAUSE EXCITEMENT 

Continued from page I 

banned in the U.S. since 1990 but has 

also been recently linked to several sex- 

ual assaults in the U.S. 
Although there is no direct proof that 

any date rape drug is in the Kingston 

area, the police warning indicated that 

people should be aware that it is in exis¬ 

tence and be suspicious if they suffer 

symptoms connected with the drug. It 

an advisory for people," said Shultz. If 

they don’t know anything about [the 

drug] then they should find out... people 

should be really careful.” 

Safeguards against 
date-rape drugs 

• Never leave a drink unattended. 

•Don’t accept drinks from strangers or 
someone you don’t trust. 

•When at a bar only take drinks from 
the server or bartender. 

•Don’t accept open container drinks 
from anyone at parties. 

•Keep an eye on the behaviour of your 
friends and have them watch out for 
yours. 

•Make arrangements beforehand to 
leave the party with a friend or 
someone that you trust. 

Student needs ‘priority’ 
Continued from page 3 

: education and awareness campaigns 

with the daily treatment of individual 

: cases of discrimination and harassment, 

the needs of Queen’s students are 

always a priority, said Bujara. 

“We don’t want to discourage any- 

• one from coming here,” she explained. 

"While we do not have the resources to 

be a 24-hour crisis centre, we help 

while we’re here." 

Bujara emphasized that there are bar¬ 

riers to education that may not be rec¬ 

ognized by many students and faculty at 

Queen’s. Aboriginal people, for 

instance, are historically under¬ 

represented in the university system, 

she said. 

“It is unfortunate to say, but the peo¬ 

ple who have their human rights 

infringed upon are usually rhose who 

are traditionally vulnerable in the Cana¬ 

dian and university society," Bujara 

said. 

Access to post-secondary education 

is often jeopardized by policies that 

mighr not appear to be ourwardly dis¬ 

criminatory, such as departmental regu¬ 

lations stating that high school must be 

completed within a limited amount of 

time. If 90 per cent of Aboriginal peo¬ 

ple don’t finish secondary education in 

one span, Bujara stated, their access to 

higher education is hindered. 

Students may visit the HRO, located 

in the Old Medical School Building, if 

they need information regarding the 

current state of human rights infringe¬ 

ment and materials dealing with human 

rights issues, which students inay access. 

Change is MlJhleslift 
As of Monda t) October 26th... 

Walkhome is Now Open at 6 p.m.! 

mm Wm 

* 5 

The AMS Walkhome service Is provided free of charge to all 
students, staff and faculty of Queen's University in order to provide 

the option of being safely and comfortably accompanied while 

walking on campus and in the surrounding area. 

Our boundaries extend West to West Campus, North to York St., 

East to Ontario St., and South to the Lake! 

So Give Us A Call @545-2662 
We would also like 10 thank our sponsors: Tordiff Communications for their radio 

support. Brown's Fine Foods for keeping us warm, and Cydepath 

^ for our six Peugot Bkycles! 

339 Princess St 

Kingston, Ontario K7L IB7 

_ _ 542-3616 
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Two motions pass QIAA attends conference 
Continuedlrom page I 

jm pleased with the recent 

developments,” said Harris. 

The departments have both 

worked very hard to make this 

happen.” 
According to Harris, the first 

motion was “to support the 

addition of an option in materi¬ 

als engineering to the mechani¬ 

cal engineering undergraduate 

program, effective September 1, 

1999.” The second motion was 

“that faculty members in the 

Department of materials engi¬ 

neering be invited to transfer 

voluntarily to the department of 

mechanical engineering, effec¬ 

tive immediately.” 

The gradual phasing out of 

enrolment in materials and met¬ 

allurgical engineering will coin¬ 

cide with a phasing in of 

enrolment in the new materials 

option in mechanical engineer¬ 

ing. Students who are currently 

enrolled in the materials and 

Metallurgical program will have 

until 2002 to graduate. 

“It was a difficult issue to 

resolve,” said Keith Stewart, 

president of the Engineering 

Society, ‘in engineering, there 

are issues involving accredita¬ 

tion. If one program falters, the 

whole faculty can be affected." 

Stewart said he is enthusiastic 

about the new developments. 

“It seems like a good plan.... 

The only real difference would 

be that your degree would read 

differently.” 

“It’s really not a major issue 

as far as industry is concerned,” 

Stewart continued. “[Industry] 

is far more concerned with 

what you can do, not what your 

degree says.” 

“I am very satisfied and 

pleased with all that the two 

departments have done together 

to resolve these issues,” said 

Leggett, in a telephone inter¬ 

view yesterday. “I would like to 

complement all involved for the 

positive spirit that has prevailed 

throughout these develop¬ 

ments.” 

During yesterday’s Senate 

meeting Leggett said, “The 

[new] undergraduate and grad¬ 

uate program has life in the 

' context of its strengthening 

move forward.” 

More students opt 
into health plan 
Continued from page I 

year. “It will be nice to put 

money back into the program, 

equipment and people who vol¬ 

unteered so we can show how 

much we appreciate them,” said 

Executive Producer Ariel 

Goldblatt. 

Another factor affecting opt- 

out numbers this year is the 

transfer of the Law Students 

Society to the Society of Gradu¬ 

ate and Professional Students, 

reducing the number of poten¬ 

tial opt-ins. Approximately 476 

students were enrolled in the 

LSS last year. 

Typically, 70 per cent of stu¬ 

dents opt-in to fees, explained 

Former PM Campbell addresses students 
By Shawn Brimley 

Last weekend, 28 Queen’s 

students travelled to Ottawa to 

participate in a foreign policy 

conference entitled Independent 

Partners: Canada, the USA and 

the World. In addition to being 

surrounded by government min¬ 

isters and ambassadors, the trip 

gave the students an opportu¬ 

nity to interact with such 

notable Canadian figures as for¬ 

mer Prime Minister Kim Camp¬ 

bell. 

The trip was organized by the 

Queen’s International Affairs 

Association, a student-run orga¬ 

nization which has recently 

forged a partnership with the 

Canadian Institute of Interna¬ 

tional Affairs. 

Mike Callen, QIAA president 

said, “This year’s partnership 

with CIAA is a unique situation 

across Canada. We are now 

leading the way and other 

schools are looking to us for 

leadership.” 

The conference included past 

and present government minis¬ 

ters and ambassadors, with 

keynote speakers including For¬ 

eign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axe- 

worthy and Campbell, who is 

presently Canadian Consul 

General in Los Angeles. 

“It was really good to talk to 

people who are working in the 

field of international relations,” 

said QIAA Finance Director 

Elaine Wu. 

During the conference, Lloyd 

Axeworthy spoke about the 

recent worldwide treaty on land 

mines and urged the United 

States to sign on. Axeworthy 

also focused on the concept of 

human security and the impor¬ 

tance of the individual person in 

issues of foreign policy. 

Kim Campbell delivered an 

address criticising the lack of 

Canadian media programming 

in the United States and the pro¬ 

liferation of American program¬ 

ming in Canada. She 

emphasized the importance of 

regulating American content in 

order to maintain the identities 

and conceptions of Canadian 

culture. 

“She’s a fascinating [political 

figure] who is firm in her con¬ 

victions,” Callen said. “She said 

that she is interested in speaking 

at Queen’s this year.” 

The crisis in the international 

markets was also a concern as 

experts discussed ways to mini¬ 

mize the impact on North 

America. “The volatility of 

financial markets over the past 

months has served to underline 

the fact that, in an era of global¬ 

ization, complacency is not an 

option,” Axeworthy said. 

QIAA will be sending dele¬ 

gates to the Harvard Model 

United Nations in February as 

representatives of the United 

Kingdom. “It’s a big deal for 

Queen’s... as Harvard played 

that role last year,” Callen said. 

Kim Campbell shares a laugh with QIAA members. 

PHOTO BY ELAINE WU 

Gregg McKeller, AMS informa¬ 

tion officer. This means the law 

students’ move to the SGPS pre¬ 

sumably lost the AMS about 

333 opt-ins. 

This year, 7,800 student 

opted into the Health Plan, 

down from approximately 

7,870 students last year. In light 

of the loss of LSS students, this 

number actually represents an 

increase. “I consider that an 

increase in percentage terms,” 

said Gord Moodie, AMS vice- 

president (operations). 

“Everything on there will 

make our budget better. In total 

it has a positive effect,” said 

Moodie. 

“A BONE-CHILLING 
-Dennis Dermody, THE PAPER 

CLASSY FORMALWEAR 

ALL Tuxedos 
15% OFF 

An Averane Savinn nf $?0.00 or more! 

Rent your Tuxedo now and get the best 
Price, Selection and Service, available only 

at Tuxedo Town your classy Formalwear 
. store. 
Located just inside the doors at Career Girl, 

next to Indigo books on Princess Street. 

Career Girl, 255 Princess Street, Kingston 
547-3764 
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Let them eat pepper 
order of the prime minister’s office, 

Chretien has repeatedly belittled the 

issue. This last gaffe about baseball 

bats sounded more like what one 

would expect to hear from the former 

despot of a certain Southeast Asian 

country, than from the leader of a lib¬ 

eral democracy. Previous comments 

about eating pepper-steaks in the west 

and putting pepper on his plate seem 

to demonstrate how far out of touch 

Chretien is with the seriousness of this 

issue. Furthermore, his government’s 

autocratic refusal to pay legal costs for 

the students testifying before the 

RCMP inquiry, and Solicitor General 

Andy Scott’s loose lips about the 

whole affair make a mockery of our 

justice system. 

If the PM’s flippant attitude about 

the APEC affair is any indication of his 

view on civil liberties, then maybe it is- 

time he consider stepping down in 

favour of someone with more respect 

for our Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms. 

IT COMES AS NO SURPRISE THAT 

the Prime Minister considers the 

pepper spray used by police to sub¬ 

due student protesters at the APEC 

summit ‘civilized’ — he probably 

would have preferred wading into the 

crowd and strangling protesters him¬ 

self or jabbing Inuit sculptures at them. 

Jean Chretien’s own penchant for vio¬ 

lence aside, his latest suggestion that 

pepper spray was a more civilized 

method of crowd control than using 

baseball bats is the last straw in a series 

of arrogant remarks made about the 

APEC fiasco. 

This last gaffe about baseball 
bats sounded more like what 

one would expect to hear 
from the former despot of a 

certain Southeast 
Asian country. 

In the face of allegations of police 

brutality and the charge that student’s 

basic civil rights were trampled on by 

Go commando style 
WHILE OUR FATHERS AND 

their fathers before them 

may have been constrained 

in their choice of underwear, males of 

our generation enjoy more freedom to 

clothe themselves as they see fit. 

While the perennial issue of boxers 

versus briefs may not seem to be a 

pressing issue on our campus or in 

society in general, it is a choice that 

every male must confront on a daily 

basis. Indeed, many women also admit 

to having a vested interest in the 

choices that men make on this issue. 

One obvious concern is the aes¬ 

thetic value of certain styles of men’s 

underwear. In a society that places so 

much weight on fashionable outer¬ 

wear, it seems natural to extend that 

scrutiny to all layers of clothing. It is 

hard, however, to gauge the appear¬ 

ance of men’s underwear, since they 

are rarely seen by anyone but the 

wearer. Nonetheless, it can be stated 

with virtual certainty (or really with a 

very subjective opinion) that the 

image of a man wearing nothing but 

tight briefs is less appealing than box¬ 

ers. 

That said, style and appearance are 

not the only important considerations 

involved in making this choice. Propo¬ 

nents of briefs argue that the func¬ 

tionality and the security of having a 

‘tight package’ make a strong case for 

choosing briefs over boxers. On the 

other hand, support does not always 

equal comfort and, according to scien¬ 

tific research, it may lessen one’s 

chance of having children. 

In either case, one unfortunate 

drawback of men wearing any under¬ 

wear in an intimate situation, is the 

tendency to pitch a tent, although this 

is surely exacerbated by wearing 

briefs. There is, of course, a third 

alternative: wearing nothing at all. 

uc/-5lMC£ >WVE COT TH/IT 
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Fight for our rights 
I AM DISAPPOINTED WITH THE 

apathy on our campus surround¬ 

ing the arrest of dozens of student 

protesters during last year’s APEC 

summit at the University of British 

Columbia. The issues go far beyond 

what happened that day, and what is 

happening today in the RCMP 

inquiry and in the House of 

Commons. 

The importance of the rights 

enshrined in the Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms cannot be overstated, 

nor can they be overlooked when 

debating the extent to which authori¬ 

ties can intervene in the affairs of the 

individual. 

I am very 
concerned 
about this 
dearth of 

discussion. 

I am ashamed that this campus and 

our elected representatives aren’t 

doing more to raise awareness about 

this fundamental issue. It’s not just a 

student concern but a concern for 

every person in this country. 

Now, I’m not saying that people 

should drop everything and focus on 

this issue, but our student govern¬ 

ments should definitely be drafting 

letters of protest, signing petitions 

and enlisting support of local politi¬ 

cians. Frankly, this preoccupation 

with alignment and tuition fees is 

very narrow in scope and disturbing. 

Perhaps part of the blame goes to The 
Journal, for not covering the issues. 

We try our best to be diverse, but it 

seems that the same issues are revis¬ 

ited time and again, and thus it is dif¬ 

ficult for a news section to raise 

awareness on topics that aren’t being 

talked about at all. 

I am very concerned about this 

dearth of discussion, because if we as 

students let this issue drift away from 

public consciousness, then we will be 

doing a disservice to everything this 

country stands for: justice, equality of 

rights and the freedom of speech to 

name a few. We would also be failing 

every student that dared to speak out 

and exercise their democratic right to 

protest at APEC. 

I was researching a paper the other 

day on the history of the Kent State 

student protest on May 4, 1970, in 

Ohio, where four students died and 

nine were injured when the National 

Guard opened fire on the protesters. 

The media and public portrayed the 

students as dirty and lice-ridden, and 

some even said they should have shot 

more of them. This made me think 

about how precious every ounce of 

our civil liberty is, and to commit 

myself to trying, in my limited capac¬ 

ity, to speak out and attempt to make 

a small difference. I urge all members 

of the Queen’s community to do the 

same. 
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Opinions 
We haven't come that far, baby 

Optimism about the end of sexual violence unfounded 

I am responding to the article 

“Pushing back the shadows” pub¬ 

lished in Surface magazine. The 

author has proclaimed the effective end 

of violence against women. He suggests 

that while “there are (of course) many 

people outside the cultural mainstream 

who still operate according to the old 

paradigm” which states that women are 

viewed as “sexual objects and property,” 

women rarely face such attitudes today. 

The author laments the fact that way 

back in the dark ages of the 1970s “most 

cops didn’t take rape seriously” and 

"there were few rape crisis centres to go 

to and many legal obstacles to prosecu¬ 

tion.” He then goes on to suggest that 

this has all changed drastically as “today 

we display much more sensitivity to [sur¬ 

vivors’] needs at the institutional level.” 

The author finally proposes that 

media portrayals have come so far that 

women are never shown as objects, 

treated violently, or depicted performing 

unwanted sexual acts on TV or in 

movies. I would respectfully submit that 

you’ve got to be kidding. 

How are women thoroughly 
safe if one in four of us can 

expect to be sexually 
assaulted, in most cases 

before the age of 16? 

How can this kind of violence have 

been eradicated when the author still 

assumes that “of course” some people 

will always be violent towards women? 

How are women thoroughly safe if one 

in four of us can expect to be sexually 

assaulted, in most cases before the age of 

16? Are obstacles to reporting these 

crimes really gone if only six per cent of 

assaults are reported to the police and 

even fewer result in convictions? Have 

assault and marital rape laws been very 

helpful if 69 per cent of assaults are per¬ 

petrated by acquaintances? 

In a staggering survey, four out of five 

female undergrads at Canadian universi¬ 

ties reported being victims of dating vio¬ 

lence, with 29 per cent of those incidents 

including sexual assault. In another 

study, 60 per cent of Canadian college- 

aged males said they would commit sex¬ 

ual assault if they were certain they 

wouldn’t get caught. Do you really think 

we’ve come that far? 

The author also suggests that too little 

time and energy have been expended on 

“sexual violence that isn’t male-female.” 

While I agree that males who experience 

violence of any kind are just as entitled 

to vindication and support as females, I 

would like to point out that at least twice 

as many females experience sexual vio¬ 

lence as males. In addition, 99 per cent 

of all assaults are perpetuated by men. 

That’s a pretty glaring pattern. The 

author does admit that some sexual vio¬ 

lence occurs, but he seems to insinuate 

that it is negligible. 

The author also seems to suggest that 

women and men of our parents’ genera¬ 

tion worked together to achieve this 

utopia of non-violence. However, it is 

more accurate to say that a handful of 

feminists with very little support fought 

long and hard for whatever gains we 

have made. I am left wondering on what 

basis does the author of this article 

declare the almost complete end of 

sexual violence against women, and by 

what right. 

Taryn McCormick 

Arts ’99 

Taryn McCormick is a co-chair of the 

ASUS Women’s Empowerment 

Committee. 
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AMS Assembly 

Students deserve choice 

Dear Editors, 

It was with great disappointment that 

I read in The Journal that our represen¬ 

tatives at AMS Assembly voted against 

allowing a question to be placed on the 

fall referendum which would ask stu¬ 

dents if they wanted to join OUSA. I 

have since spoken to a number of people 

who were present at the Assembly meet¬ 

ing and I can say that I am ashamed to be 

represented by this Assembly. 

From the accounts that I have been 

told, most of the debate was centred 

around the issue of whether students 

would be able to grasp the issue of align- 

lng with an external lobbying group dur- 

>ng the two week referendum campaign. 

The argument was made that since our 

Assembly representatives didn’t feel that 

they had enough information to decide 

the issue, that average students couldn’t 

possibly be trusted to make the decision. 

An interesting thing to note though is 

that although speaker after speaker rose 

to say that they didn’t have enough 

tnformation, never once did they specify 

what it was that they wanted to know. 

The absurdity of Assembly continued 

our representatives argued that stu- 

ents could not possibly be expected to 

grasp the issue at hand over the course 

0 a Uvo week campaign. That is inter¬ 

esting. It seems to me that when our rep¬ 

resentatives were elected (or, in most 

eases acclaimed or appointed) in Febru- 

ary they too had a two week campaign 

Period in which there was more than just 

°ne issue for the average student to 

think about. If our representatives don’t 

think that we’re smart enough to make 

this one decision, then perhaps they 

should resign since they obviously don’t 

have the confidence in the people who 

put them in office. 

But here’s the kicker. After our repre¬ 

sentatives argued that we weren’t capa¬ 

ble of making a decision on our own, a 

motion was passed to make the vote a 

secret ballot. Why? After more than 

three months of debating this issue, why 

did our representatives not want the stu¬ 

dents they represent to know how they 

voted? If they were truly looking out for 

our best interests, then why are they 

afraid to say so on the record? It’s 

absolutely unconscionable for our stu¬ 

dent leaders to hide behind a secret bal¬ 

lot vote. 

It is my understanding that the debate 

also centred around a definition of 

democracy, but as far as I’m concerned, 

along with democracy comes account¬ 

ability, a concept this Assembly has obvi¬ 

ously never heard of. Shame on them. 

I dare each and every one of the 18 

Assembly representatives to write in and 

explain why they did so, and why they 

agreed to a secret ballot vote. I hope 

these Assembly representatives have the 

courage to put their money where their 

mouths are. 

Nina Suri 

Arts ’00 

Whose interests are you 
representing? 

Dear Editors, 

I am a second-year Arts and Science 

I like to think that I have a rel¬ 

atively good ability to grasp concept pre¬ 

sented to me. I would also like to believe 

that throughout my 16 years of school¬ 

ing I have shown the ability to research 

issues in order to present an informed 

opinion. And so it was with amazement 

that I discovered that AMS Assembly 

voted 18-16 that I could not have the 

opportunity to learn about and vote on a 

question in the fall referendum about 

aligning with the Ontario Undergradu¬ 

ate Student Alliance. 

The arguments that I have heard for 

why this motion was defeated are insult¬ 

ing at best. I have spoken to people who 

were at the meeting, and I trust that the 

minutes of the meeting, when made 

available, will verify what I have been 

told. It is my understanding that Assem¬ 

bly members don’t feel comfortable that 

they knew all the information necessary, 

that students couldn’t possibly be trusted 

with this decision. Furthermore, 1 have 

been told that at least one speaker 

implied that students didn’t have the 

physical brain capacity to store all the 

information required, a notion which 

I’m sure every student would agree is 

absurd. 

It was argued by those opposed to the 

motion that they didn’t feel it was neces¬ 

sary to bring the question to students if 

they themselves don’t agree that we 

should join OUSA. This argument is 

severely flawed. Most Assembly repre¬ 

sentatives were either appointed and 

have very little claim to any sort of man¬ 

date from the greater student body. In 

fact, most Assembly members never ran 

on any sort of platform, and they cer¬ 

tainly didn’t specify how they felt about 

alignment or OUSA during the February 

election campaign. 

So those Assembly members that 

voted against this motion have 

absolutely no constituency to point to in 

terms of representation. And unfortu¬ 

nately, although these Assembly mem¬ 

bers, according to accounts that I heard, 

were claiming to be defending democra¬ 

tic principles, they also passed a motion 

to have the vote be done through secret 

ballot. This is nothing more than a 

shameful ploy to avoid accountability 

for their actions. If certain Assembly 

members claimed to be representing my 

interests, then why won’t they come for¬ 

ward and tell me, on record, that they 

did so? What are they afraid of? 

It is with great pleasure that I will add 

my name to the petition now circulating 

to have the question placed on the fall 

referendum regardless, or in spite of, the 

Assembly vote; however, I am disgusted 

that Assembly has forced me to spend 

the time doing that. If they had truly 

been representing students, they would 

have saved us the time and energy and 

allowed the question to be asked. 

Marnie Michalak 

Arts ’01 

More letters on page 0 

Want to edit 
this section? 

We are hiring an 

Opinions page editor. 

Call Keith or Tara at 

545-2800 for details. 
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Responses show lack 
of awareness 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to congratulate 
the ID1S 302 class — 'Race' & 
Racism' — for initiating a dis¬ 
cussion of racism on Queen’s 
campus last week. The actions 
taken by members of the class 
have had intellectual spread- 
effects in many of our depart¬ 
ments, on our sidewalks and in 
our classrooms. 

We must go through a 
painful process before 

we can even enter into 
a multicultural society. 

Of course, within this process 
of racism and anti-racism we 
come across obstacles and we 
recognize ways we could 
improve. Education, as pointed 
out by many of the students in 
tutorial groups, is the key to this 
process. However, the students 
in IDIS 302 have, unlike the 
official stand of Canada, actu¬ 
ally attacked the farcities of 
multiculturalism. They have 
begun the dialogue between us 
and have made us aware that we 
must be educated, we must go 
through a painful process before 
we can even enter into a multi¬ 
cultural society. 

It involves all of us, not only 
those those of us who are 
offended by racial stereotypes. 
The fact that Ian Collins argues 
that “a significant percentage of 
the Queen's population did not 
find the poster offensive” (Octo¬ 
ber 20th) only indicates the lack 
of education and awareness of 
cultural racism that permeates 
on our campus. 

My only hope is that we can 
move forward with this — we 
need not concentrate on the spe¬ 
cific issues of “who said what,” 
but rather, I suggest, we spend 
our time understanding the 
actions of our students, their 
hurt, their anger and most of all 
their strength. We have the 
capability to be educated, we 
have the potential to change. 

The Struggle Continues.... 

Nalini G. Naidoo 
T.A., IDIS 302 

Campus Cuts 

Cutting schools a 
simplistic answer 

Dear Editors, 

Adam Kaminsky’s suggestion 
that the solution to the prob¬ 
lems of the Canadian post-sec¬ 
ondary education industry lies 
in cutting schools is simplistic. 
It is simplistic because it is based 
in the notion that there are 
major economies of scale in the 
industry. 

The salaries of administrators 
represent only a small portion of 
the budgets at each university in 
the country. Any savings realized 
from university closure are 
pretty small in the global 
scheme of things. 

Any savings realized 
from university closure 
are pretty small in the 
global scheme of things. 

Kaminsky’s suggestion is also 
simplistic because it ignores the 
reality that the rationalization of 
programs, let alone universities, 
is a highly political issue. A few 
years ago, the government of 
Nova Scotia attempted to close 
and merge a number of pro¬ 
grams in order to make the sys¬ 
tem more efficient. This attempt 
failed because the government 
finally concluded that the politi¬ 
cal cost of rationalization was 
greater than any economic 
savings. 

Finally, the notion that 
schools on the periphery (Lake- 
head, Nippising) are somehow 
inferior to Queen’s and more 
expendable than Queen’s, 
purely because of their location, 
is really objectionable. If the 
government were to seriously 
consider Kaminsky’s suggestion 
and eliminate programs that 
“are not that good anyway,” 
relative to others at the provin¬ 
cial or national level, Queen’s 
may become a lot smaller! 

Gord Fullerton 
Ph.D. 4, School of Business 
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University education 
more than training 

Dear Editors, 

Did I just get hooked by the 
bait of Adam Kaminsky’s Octo¬ 
ber 20 editorial, or was it a 
joke? Words such as “back¬ 
wards” referring to certain uni¬ 
versities, the arrogant tone 
which assumes Queen’s students 
somehow deserve a post-sec¬ 
ondary education over the stu¬ 
dents of, say, Lakehead, and his 
failure to recognize the frequent 
causal relationship between the 
economically elite and the intel¬ 
lectually elite made me think I 
was living in a parallel universe. 

Assuming Mr. Kaminsky 
wrote his editorial in all serious¬ 
ness, I would like to address 
some of his assumptions, and 
provide alternative ways of 
thinking about post-secondary 
education. 

First off, it is obvious from 
Mr. Kaminsky’s piece that he 
assumes he is a student at an 
intellectually elite school, but if 
an international body were to 
decide that only 0.000001 per 
cent of the Western world’s pop¬ 
ulation would be judged to be of 
the intellectual elite — great. 
Keep Harvard, Yale, Princeton, 
Oxford, Cambridge and maybe 
the Sorbonne open. Surely, in 
someone’s opinion their general 
arts programs are better than 
those at Queen’s. A standard¬ 
ized test should clear away the 
riff-raff, and separate out the 
real leaders of tomorrow. That 
would save lots of money which 
could go towards staving off the 
the international monetary 
crises, but would most students 
at Queen’s be at university? 

Secondly who are the “intel¬ 
lectually elite?” It is naive to 
think everyone has the same 
educational chances and studies 
suggest that being “smart” (i.e. 
doing well in school) is linked to 
how wealthy a child’s parents 
are. From a young age a child’s 
intellectual development can 

depend on economics. The fate 
of those who do not “cut it” js 
often determined much earlier 
than the post-secondary educa¬ 
tion application stage. 

Thirdly Mr. Kaminsky (and 
the Harris government) conflate 
a university education with job 
training. While this is the most 
common way of looking at 
things, there are students and 
citizens who think differently, 
who see the “use” of education 
in a different light. Four years of 
studying an arts subject many 
not put you in good stead to get 
a job, but it might make you a 
better human than you were 
when you started. 

I have been so nearly moved 
to write a letter to The Journal 
in the last six weeks (e.g. regard¬ 
ing the frightful conservative 
lash-out at Marte Natvik’s arti¬ 
cle on pregnancy, which proved 
to me the currency of feminist 
examinations of the construc¬ 
tion of the mother as mon¬ 
strous, or regarding the articles 
on feminism itself—don’t get 
me started), but today Mr. 
Kaminsky inspired me — was it 
all just a dream? Funny that the 
masthead reads: “Opinions Edi¬ 
tor, Vacant.” 

Allison Morehead 
Arts ’97 

The Metatie 
A novel? A book? 

Dear Editors, 

1 couldn’t believe my eyes so 
I had to run (not walk) to my 
Oxford Dictionary of Current 
English to get an actual quote. 
Yes, a novel is still a “fictitious 
prose story of book length”. A 
.octal history, such as Michael 
Dawson’s The Mountie appears 
to be (Features, October 20), is 
not a novel. 

R. van Weringh 
Arts ’72 
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Face it: students drink pop 

Dear Editors, 

I was utterly appalled to read Michael 
Johnson’s article regarding the issue of 
Queen’s selling exclusive rights to one of 
rhe major soft drink companies. Mr. 
Johnson felt little inclination to address 
pertinent factors concerning this issue, 
such as the questionable practices of 
Coke and Pepsi, or the notion of a con¬ 
trolled market in the university. In fact, 
had Mr. Johnson desired to write an 
unbiased article, he might have indulged 
readers by including the word “Pepsi” at 

least once. 
Nevertheless, the travesty is simply 

that Mr. Johnson felt a need to discuss 
the legitimacy of soft drinks in general. 
Does Mr. Johnson actually believe that 
there are Queen’s students who are igno¬ 
rant of the nutritional value of soft 
drinks? Obviously, pop isn’t healthy. 
Neither is alcohol! Should we then 
close Alfie’s, Clark and the QP? If the 
question were put forward whether or 
not to offer exclusive rights to either 
Molson or Labatt, would Mr. Johnson 
feel obligated to mention the evils of 
beer? 

Soft drinks are consumed on campus. 
That is a fact. Which company sells the 
soft drinks is the issue, not whether or 
not soft drinks are healthy. As for the 
ludicrous act of comparing Coke to 
heroin, I myself am curious whether or 
not Mr. Johnson has attended any of his 
science courses. The comparison of 
Coke and heroin is so outlandish that it 
does not warrant refutation. 

As for the “vending machines that are 
soon to be found in abundance on cam¬ 
pus,” where exactly are more vending 
machines to be added? Most, if not all 
buildings contain them! Granted, Mr. 
Johnson is not in Commerce, but one 
would assume that he would realize that 
exclusive rights do not translate to 

increased market. If soft drink compa¬ 
nies felt that the campus would support 
more vending machines, why would 
they hesitate to add them? 

The companies involved, Coke and 
Pepsi, are not saints. Many of their prac¬ 
tices are at best, questionable. (Hmmm, 
could that be a topic for an article, 
Mikey?) Sponsorship does not mean that 
students have to buy products. They are 
already doing that. If Mr. Johnson feels 
oppressed by colas, then he and all those 
who are like minded are by all means 
welcome to boycott the products. 

As long as students are drinking pop, 
and bursaries, scholarships and general 
educational funding are being cut, why 
not profit from an existing market? 

Andrew Stead 
Arts ’02 

P*lyaa»ry 

Let’s get it on 

Dear Editors, 

It was with great pleasure that we 
noted your editorial piece in the October 
12 issue of The Journal discussing the 
merits of a “polyamorous” lifestyle. It is 
high time that the positive aspects of 
non-traditional romantic involvement 
are deservedly brought forward into the 
light of day. 

Would you believe that “polyamory” 
does not even appear in the Oxford Eng¬ 
lish Dictionary? Let’s face it: the stan¬ 
dard conservative notion of love is 
becoming antiquated in the modern 
world. We are proud to see that The 
Journal is once again at the cutting edge 
of today’s emerging social trends. 

In the spirit of this quest to enlighten, 
we would like to open the eyes of the 
Queen’s community to several other 
relationship options available. 

For example, the editorial failed to 
mention the digitophallic relationship, a 
legitimate option for individuals who shy 
away from the fierce competitiveness of 
the “bar scene.” The convenience of this 

form of attachment manifests itself in a 
frequency of romantic encounters unpar¬ 
alleled in any other form of relationship; 
digitophallic bonds are known to be 
formed throughout the Student Village, 
in some homes perhaps seven or eight 
times daily. 

Another trend in contemporary 
romantic interaction is mononoctalism, 
which appeals to those who feel con¬ 
fined by traditional assumptions dictat¬ 
ing that a loving bond requires more 
than eleven hours to fully blossom, and 
insisting that such bonds must extend 
beyond a single night to “count” as 
meaningful relationships. 

Along these same liberating lines lie 
domestico-bestial relationships, includ¬ 
ing cano-genital and felino-proctal forms 
of expression that finally break down the 
arrogant humanocentric assumption that 
true love must be species-specific. 

Again, kudos to The Journal for their 
open yet level-headed approach to the 
changing society to which our university 
community belongs. Your editorial stated 
it perfectly: the answer to rising divorce 
rates and an increasingly unstable family 
unit is a sexual free-for-all in which 
everybody lovingly beds everybody else, 
perhaps at the same time. 

David Oster, Arts ’99 
Neil McCartney, Arts ’99 

Fareatiag 

I love my mom 

I, for one, am a very well-adjusted 
individual, and I can not see how being 
raised by my mother alone placed any 
sort of restraint on my development as a 
person and as a man. It is not a person’s 
sex that determines how good a parent 
they are, but rather the quality of their 
heart. Granted, being alone does make 
raising a child more difficult, but, like 
my mother, most parents would go to 
any length to make their children happy. 

It is not a person’s sex that 
determines how good a 

parent they are, but rather 
the quality of their heart. 

Zur goes on to say, “But these days, 
everyone is all right a-okay and those 
who point these things out are the vil¬ 
lains.” I am not trying to vilify Andrew 
Zur, however it must be pointed out that 
right-wing attitudes like this create 
stereotypes and propagate misinforma¬ 
tion. The last time I checked, it wasn’t 
illegal to have a child, and therefore our 
society should not be judgmental of 
those who do, regardless of their 
situation. 

What we should be doing is fostering 
an open environment in order that those 
who need help can find it, without the 
peering eyes and snide remarks of 
would-be judges. 

Andrew Stephen 
Arts ’01 

Dear Editors, 

As a child of a single mother, I find 
Andrew Zur’s letter [“‘Feminists’ 
shouldn’t speak of tits,” Friday Oct. 16] 
to be offensive and misinformed. 

Mr. Zur states, in regards to Marte 
Natvik’s article on her experiences with 
motherhood, “If, as the article implies, 
the father is not in the picture, then the 
boy is likely to bt materially and emo¬ 
tionally deprived and society should be 
judgmental.” I’d like to see some statis¬ 
tics here. 
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Breaking the ice 
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Professor Peter Davies admires a ice crystal lattice model he keeps around his 

office for just this sort of photo op. 
PHOTO BY LUKE MYLYAGANAN 

AFPs could protect 
crops, food, tissues 

By Sonja Grgar 

Bare trees and more frequent 

mornings indicate that winter is slowly 

creeping up to our door steps. 

However, with most of us having the luxury 

of indoor heating, we pay little attention to 

how some of our “fellow creatures” will be 

making it through the cold. One assumes that 

when it gets chilly, organisms like fish, insects 

and plants would have to find an alternative 

to whipping out an electric radiator. So, how 

do organisms in cold climates save themselves 

from an icy fate? 

The answer is antifreeze proteins (AFPs), 

naturally occurring substances that have the 

power to inhibit freezing or reduce its effects. 

One source of knowledge of these cellular 

constituents is the Protein Engineering 

Network of Centres of Excellence (PENCE), a federal organization in what Davies calls “semi-synthetic AFPs,” where the smallest 

that joins that forces of industry and Canada’s leading university essential structure of an AFP molecule would be produced by chem- 

researchers. PENCE is currently running an antifreeze research ical synthesis, and then joined with another cheap protein, 

project, headed by Queen’s biochemistry professor, Peter Davies. However, the enormous diversity of AFPs makes the task of pin- 

Davies has been involved with AFPs for over two decades — ever pointing that smallest essential structure extremely difficult, 

since his colleagues at Memorial University discovered that those Although Davies’s team has had some success in dealing with that 

very proteins were responsible for the Atlantic flounder's incredi- challenge, he still says that “at this point in time I really could not 

ble resistance to cold. say what the critical feature of AFP is.” 

Davies explains that AFPs are macromolecules found in most So, what avenues does this research open in terms of practical 

cold climate organisms. Scientists are familiar with several dozen application? AFPs could, providing that an efficient method for 

AFP structures, which work their magic by physically binding to the their synthesis is found, greatly reduce the amount of frost damage 

ice crystal surface. This interaction stops other water molecules to crops. Davies also sees potential benefits for fish farming, and 

from joining the crystal, and thus either inhibits its formation or says that he “would very much like to have another go at making 

controls its growth. Since different AFP rypes have individual rhree- an AFP-producing salmon” by introducing the protein through 

dimensional structures, they all bind to different ice crystal planes, gene transfer, a technique that has borne some success already, 

and in different locations within an organism — external tissues The frozen food industry, believe it or not, may also be able to 

and circulatory system in fish, or extra-cellular space in plants, for derive some benefits from the AFPs. The alternating warming and 

example. cooling technique used in most freezers enlarge ice crystals and lead 

Davies says that his research is driven by an “interest in the bio- to food decay over time. AFPs possess a unique ability to maintain 

logical questions of how AFPs actually protect organisms, and how the size of these crystals in ice cream or frozen yogurt. But since the 

they evolved to do this job.” However, the work of his team goes “semi-synthetic” AFPs do not differ greatly from the natural ones, 

beyond the mere study of these proteins. Since the method of consumers’ aesthetic perception of having fish or insect antifreeze 

obtaining AFPs naturally (by bleeding fish) is both tedious and protein in their food may be a concern in this kind of application, 

costly, there is a real need for an effective artificial synthesis One of the most intriguing applications of AFPs lies in medicine, 

method. This is where PENCE researchers run into a challenge Adding these proteins to a solution containing organs, tissues, 

with the complexity of AFPs, because the only means of precisely platelets, or embryos could help with cryopreservation, tissue 

synthesizing entire large molecules is by cloning, which proves to preservation by freezing. Experimental cryosurgery, which involves 

be too expensive on a large scale. The most plausible alternative lies freezing malignant tissues in the attempt to destroy them, could 

exploit AFPs extremely well. The presence of AFP’s produces thin, 

sharp crystals that, according to Davies, “form like a series of nee¬ 

dles that can puncture or shear cells.” The only concern with this 

and any other biomedical application would be the patient’s reac¬ 

tion to the introduction of a foreign protein, where the creation of 

antibodies could prove to be problematic in repetitive treatment. 

Although all of the potential 
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AFP applications are still in 

their fledgling stages, there is no 

doubt that much can be 

expected when research such as 

this succeeds in harnessing the 

power of that cycle: learning 

from nature, reproducing and 

modifying some of its achieve¬ 

ments, and ultimately bestowing 

the benefits back onto the origi¬ 

nal source. 
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Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

HIW doesn’t 
cause AIDS? 

Speaking in Toronto last 
weekend, Nobel laureate 
(chemistry, 1993) Kary Mullis 
contended that, after a thor¬ 
ough search of the scientific 
literature, he can still find no 
proof that the human immuno¬ 
deficiency virus (HIV) causes 
AIDS. Mullis is somewhat 
notorious in the scientific com¬ 
munity for his controversial 
views; he has claimed, for 
example, that there is no basis 
to either ozone layer depletion 
or global warming. 

New bacterium 
makes alcohol 
from biomass 
The days of producing 

ethanol, used in industry and 
as fuel, from food crops such 
as corn and grain may soon 
be over. Construction of the 
first chemical plant to produce 
ethanol from agricultural and 
lumber waste began on Tues¬ 
day in Jennings, Louisiana. 
The transgenic bacterium 
used in the process was 
designed at the Institute of 
Food and Agricultural Sci¬ 
ences at the University of 
Florida. The organism was 
engineered by cloning the 
genes needed to convert sug¬ 
ars into ethanol, found in yeast 
and some higher plants, and 
inserting them into the 
genome of bacteria that can 
digest not only sugar but also 
complex polysaccharides like 
the cellulose in plant cell walls. 

Star Trek: 
Deep Space 1 
A comparatively tiny space 

craft called Deep Space 1 will 
be launched next week to test 
several new technologies, 
including an automatic naviga¬ 
tion system that uses a data¬ 
base of 250,000 star positions 
and an ion-drive propulsion 
system. The ion-drive uses 
solar power to heat and accel¬ 
erate electrons into a chamber 
of xenon gas. The thrust from 
the resulting xenon cations will 
eventually push DS1 to a 
speed of 12,900 km-h. 
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FIFTHS 
French degrees of education 

In France, universities are plagued with high 
enrolment, lack of teachers and insufficient funding. 

~ Is this the model of accessible education? ~ 

By Kristin Gable 

Kristin Gable is a third year Queen's student reporting from 

/‘University Lumiere Lyon 2 where she is currently studying abroad. 

October 15, 1998, the riverside downtown 

campus of l’Universite Lumiere Lyon 2 in Lyon, 

France. It’s the kind of day a Maclean’s “univer¬ 

sity ranking” photographer would rave over. The sky is 

clear, a crisp breeze punctuates the air and the ground is 

scattered with gold and rust-coloured autumn leaves. 

Students and faculty fill the numerous benches and walk¬ 

ways, and inside the classrooms of beautiful, historic 

campus buildings, serious intellectual discussion on 

everything from Sartre to Chirac to the Revolution of 

1789 rakes place. 

An image of scholastic perfection? Not quite. In the 

distance, just across the Rhone, there’s the distant thun¬ 

der of hundreds of angry, young voices shouting in uni¬ 

son. Soon, a mob begins to approach the university 

buildings. Hundreds upon hundreds of local lyceens 

(that’s French-talk for high school students) have taken 

to the streets to protest what they perceive as 

unfavourable conditions in their centres of learning: a 

lack of teachers, a lack of computer access and a surplus 

of students in the classrooms, among other things. The 

main target of their angry cries? Claude Allegre, Ministre 

de 1’Education Nationale (Minister of Education) under 

the leadership of Prime Minister Lionel Jospin of the 

predominantly left-wing Parti Socialiste (PS). 

Among the slogans visible on the crude, home-made 

banners floating in the crowd are “Allegre, t’es Foutu: la 

Jeunesse est Dans la Rue (Allegre, you’re damned: the 

youth is in the streets)” and “Lyceens en Greve (Students 

on strike).” Despite the negative nature of the students’ 

message, they almost look more like celebrants than they 

do protesters: many have painted faces, and many more 

are engaged in a bizarre kind of line-dance while singing 

a song that I will NOT repeat about Allegre and the won¬ 

der drug Viagra. It is an amazing sight. 

These students were among the hundreds of thou¬ 

sands who have taken to the streets across the country 

during the past few days to express their frustration with 

the powers that be in the French government. They are 

not> by any means, the first. 

One day in the not-so-distant future, the majority of 

these students will decide to enroll in one of the approx¬ 

imately 90 government-funded universities which oper¬ 

ate in France today. When they do, they will be entering 

a realm that has long experienced problems eerily simi¬ 

lar to the ones currently being experienced by the lycdes. 

The lycdens could easily be mistaken for those university 

students who participated in what have been regarded by 

many as some of the most significant movements in the 

recent history of France. Today’s students have proved 

that they can protest with the best of them (French 

Revolution, anyone?). 

However, while “La manifestation” (student demon¬ 

strations) has certainly been an issue in the past for uni¬ 

versities in France, it is important to note that is but one 

aspect of a historically rich and wonderfully complex 

system. 

-ACCORDING TO Studying and Working in France: A 

Student Guide by Russell Cousins, Ron Hallmark and Ian 

Pickup, the very first universities in France began to 

appear in the 13th century, and existed under the control 

of the Church until the French Revolution of 1789. The 

groundwork for the contemporary French university sys¬ 

tem was laid out in part by Napoleon, who espoused the 

concept of an “imperial university” (l’Universir6 

Imperiale) that encompassed the entire educational expe¬ 

rience, from primary school onward. 

•Student growth hasn’t been proportional to 
the growth in teachers. For example, in the 
1994-95 school year, the education system 
saw a five per cent growth in student numbers 
and only a 1.7 per cent draw in teachers. At 
Valenciennes, the student staff ratio was 1:28 
in 1981 and grew to 1:86 in 1994. 

— Le Monde, Oct. 1994 

•A 1992 study in Le Monde de ^Education 
reported that 44 per cent of all arts students, 
and 42 per cent of all science students said 
that they were satisfied with the state of their 
university. The highest group of satisfied stu¬ 
dents were those in health with 65 per cent. 
However, 75 per cent of arts students, 76 per 
cent of science students were satisfied with 
the state of their teaching. 

°f educ^06’ Stuc*ent Pr°testers fight for the future 
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There is a fundamental belief in French 
culture that a university education 

should be accessible to all... “instruction 
must be possible for everyone.” 

Today, many, many years and many, many, many 

reforms later, French universities make up one part of a 

broad system of post-secondary education (l’enseigne- 

ment superieur). Any graduating lyceen with a 

Baccalaureat General or a Baccalaureat Technologique 

— two forms of French high school diplomas — has the 

right to choose to enroll in a French university, where 

they would have the opportunity to study a broad range 

of subjects similar to those taught in Canadian 

universities. 

For example, according to the 1998-99 “Livret 

d’Acceuil des £tudiants,” the official student handbook 

of l’Universitd Lumiere Lyon 2, three out of four Lyon 2 

students are currently enrolled in the liberal arts-oriented 

disciplines of Lettres, Langues et Sciences Humaines. 

According to Jean-Pierre Bonnivard, charge de mission 

of the Division of International Relations at the univer¬ 

sity, of the numerous degree programs available, most 

French university students opt to obtain the nationally 

recognized standard diplomas known as the Diplomes 

d’Etat or Diplomes Nationaux. The Diplome d’Etudes 

Universitaires Generates (DEUG) is rewarded after two 

years of study, followed by the Licence after a third year 

of study and the Maitrise (Masters Degree) after four 

years, which then leads into different forms of higher 

education. 
The Licence is not unlike the Canadian Bachelors 

degree, while the Maitrise resembles a Canadian 

Masters. According to Cousins, Hallmark and Pickup, 

the Diplomes d’Etat/Nationaux are designed so as to 

provide a general introduction to a given subject area in 

the early stages with increasing specialization as the years 

progress. It should be noted that these Diplomes only 

present one option for university students. Many univer¬ 

sities, for example, offer what are known as Diplomes 

d’Universite, which are shorter, more specialized pro¬ 

grams specific to individual universities that may be 

taken instead of, or in addition to, the DEUG. 

France’s continuing affair with high levels of 

unemployment has resulted in past reforms designed to 

provide more career-oriented education in universities. 

However, universities are not the only options for 

post-graduate study facing graduating French high 

school students. An example of a popular alternative 

route is the often privately-funded Grandes Ecoles, 

which are institutions where students prepare for careers 

in fields like engineering, commerce, civil servantry and 

industry. Unlike French universities, entrance into the 

Grandes Ecoles can be brutally competitive. Students 

must often enroll in two-year preparatory classes before 

seeking admission. 

Another option could be to stay at the lycee for two 

extra years to get the Brevet de Technicien Superieur, a 

diploma geared towards finding work in a technically- 

related field. 

However, despite the plethora of options available for 

post-secondary personal enrichment, the overwhelming 

majority of French students are enrolled in university. 

How much of a majority? A 1995-96 study conducted by 

the office of the Ministre de l’Education Nationale 

revealed that, of the approximately 2,170,300 students 

enrolled in post-secondary education, 1,572,000 (72.4 

per cent) are in university. 

Why is this? According to Bonnivard, much of it has 

to do with the fact that, for most graduating “lycdens,” 

access to university is relatively open. If students hold 

either a Baccalaureat G6n6ral or Technologique, there 

will be a spot for them in one of the universities, with 

access depending on several factors such as the type of 

Baccalaureat received and in some cases, registration 

numbers. Bonnivard attributes this relative “openness” 

to a fundamental belief in French culture that a univer¬ 

sity education should be accessible to all, saying that 

“instruction must be possible for everyone.” 

This belief is upheld by the country’s students, accord¬ 

ing to Ludivine Pechoux, a first-year DEUG student in 

Art History and Archaeology. “Everyone has the right to 

attend university,” she said, adding that many students 

also choose university over other post-lyc6e options 

because of the relation of the subject areas offered to 

desired career paths. 

The cost of attending, as well, is relatively low in com¬ 

parison with Ontario rates and does not appear to deter 

students from pursuing higher education. Marie Odile 

Lanchard, a teacher at Lyon 2, estimated that the cost of 

university is approximately 2,000 francs for each year 

with costs varying per university. 

While it appears that the fundamental right to a uni¬ 

versity education is something that both teachers and stu¬ 

dents alike wish to maintain, it has been identified by 

many to be one of the culprits for the variety of problems 

which continue to plague universities in France. 

Bonnivard claims that while he perceives the French uni¬ 

versity system to be one of high equality, there remains 

much to be desired. He cites a lack of teachers, a lack of 

space, a lack of means and insufficient funding as princi¬ 

pal problems, which become all the more menacing as 

enrollment in French universities threatens to continue 

rising. 

“What we have now is insufficient,” he said. 

These problems appear to be visible from the student 

point of view, as well. “It’s clear that many faculties need 

more money... there are not enough teachers for the 

number of students," said Pechoux. 

Continued on page 13 
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Problems SUCH as THE ONES expressed by 

Bonnivard and Pechoux have long been a part of 

university life in France. It would be safe to assume 

rh.it neither staff nor students have ever been shy 

about expressing their dissatisfaction. Wide-spread 

demonstrations regarding education in France can 

trace their roots all the way back to the 13th cen¬ 

tury foundation of the very first French universities 

when, according to the French newspaper Le 

Monde, massive student demonstrations served as 

j precursor to the completion of the constitution 

I,[ what was then the University of Paris. 

It could be said that “La manifestation” has 

evolved as a basic medium through 

which students communicate with 

their governmental power brokers. 

[Demonstration] is the way to 

communicate with the govern¬ 

ment,” said Pechoux, recalling a 

survey that was taken in the Lyc6es 

|ast year that revealed the dissatis¬ 

faction of the students regarding their learning 

conditions, yet was all but ignored by the upper 

level policy makers. “They don’t listen, 

otherwise.” 

Bonnivard echoes these sentiments from an 

administrative standpoint, calling student demon¬ 

strations a “way to show strength... to show that 

they have a collective voice, to show that their 

problems are serious.” 

“La manifestation” has played a key role in the 

development of the French higher education sys¬ 

tem from the 13 th century until today. In fact, had 

it not been for the willingness of the French citi¬ 

zenry to protest, it is very likely that the French 

university system would not be organized as it is 

today. 

In May OF 1968, a massive General Strike was 

sparked by students at the University in Nanterre, 

a small school equipped for about 2,000 students 

facing registration numbers in the 20,000 range in 

October of 1967. The movement grew to a 

1,000,000 people from all sectors of French soci¬ 

ety, all questioning the very “patriarchal” and “elit¬ 

ist” nature of French institutions at large. 

Out of the upheaval of what is known today in 

France as simply “Mai 1968” came the framework 

upon which the universities of today are based 

with, among other things, a greater degree of indi¬ 

vidual independence, stronger links between teach¬ 

ing and research, and greater student involvement 
m the running of the school. 

More recently, widespread protest regarding 

lmited future access and growth discrepancies for 

the funding of France’s universities took place 

throughout the country in November of 1995 

putting^ hundreds of thousand of students on 

strike. Since then, however, life on campus has 

een relatively quiet. But, the shadow cast by the 

yceen strikes looms in the background casting 

reminders of the past and promptings about the 
present. 

H And what of the future for 

■ France’s universities? Past proposals 

H have included the “Plan Universites 

H 2000” put forward in 1990 with 

H the initiative to physically prepare 

H the country’s anticipated university 

H enrollment increases into the next 

century. Issues of the European 

integration have also been on the minds of policy 

makers as of late, with Claude Allegre announcing 

on May 25, 1998 the collective desire of France, 

Germany, Great Britain and Italy — affectionately 

known as the “Club des Quatre” — to harmonize, 

or Europeanize" university diplomas, encourage 

students to study outside of their country’s borders 

through the removal of financial and legal barriers 

and a broadening of student services across bor¬ 

ders. “The objective is not to unify the system, but 

to propose a common framework,” Allegre said in 
Le Monde. 

October 21, 1998. Claude Allegre has proposed 

a reformed funding for France’s Lyc6es. A partial 

victory for the country’s high school students? 

Perhaps. But, there are few guarantees that the 

road ahead will not hold as many bumps as the one 

that they have already travelled. 

Lanchard says that “the French university sys¬ 

tem stands apart from other systems due to its 

accessibility.” Lanchard, herself, who does not 

come from a wealthy background, was able to 

attend university and become a teacher. Looking at 

the system’s problems, however, its accessibility 

presents an intriguing argument against the ideal of 

open access to all. 

Kristin Gable Is pursuing a degree in French studies. 
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Return to glory? 
New blood leaves Queen’s hockey teamsoptiniistic 

New site for CIAU info 

, There is a new, easy way to fol¬ 

low CIAU sports with the 

arrival of the online edition of 

Canadian University Sports 

Magazine. The web site, which 

is at www.cusniag.com, pro¬ 

vides readers with detailed 

analysis of games, standings, 

links to campuses across the 

country and schedules for all 

CIAU sports. The magazine, 

which will come out in hard 

copy in late August, is edited 

by former Queen’s varsity ath¬ 

lete and Sports Information 

officer Chris Stewart. If it 

important to CIAU athletics, 

this is the place to find it. 

Basketball Babies 

After losing an arbitration case 

that nullified guaranteed con¬ 

tracts over the course of the 

lock-out, the NBA Players 

Union have vowed to fight 

back. The union’s current 

course of action is to possibly 

decertify the union, which 

would allow for players cur¬ 

rently under contract to be 

paid during the labour stop¬ 

page. Union chief Bill Hunter 

warns that this action will lead 

to a move prolonged stoppage. 

So, once again, labour unrest 

leaves one group of losers — 

the fans. 

Queen’s Soccer rules 
For the first time in memory, 

the Queen’s Golden Gaels 

women’s soccer team is num¬ 

ber one in the CIAU polls. 

The ream begins it’s run for 

the National championship, 

next weekend in Ottawa at the 

OUA Championships. The 

team finishes its season on 

Sunday at Richardson Stadium 

against Carleton at 3 p.tn. 

They are immediately pre¬ 

ceded by the men’s game 

against Carleton, where the 

winner qualifies for the play¬ 

offs, the loser goes home. 

Clean sweep 

The New York Yankees won 

their 125th and final game of 

the 1998 season, which gave 

them a four game sweep of the 

San Diego Padres and the 

World Series crown. Scott 

Brosius, a journeyman third 

baseman, was named Series 

MVP. This is the 24th crown in 

the Yankees illustrious exis¬ 

tence, the most in baseball his¬ 

tory. Is this the best to do so? 

If Christmas came early... 

•The Nevada boxing com¬ 

missioner would have to 

fight Mike Tyson and find 

out if he’s really sane. 

•San Diego Padre bullpen 

would hold a lead for more 

than a third of an inning. 

•The Leafs would finally put 

the ‘Cat’ to sleep and get 

on with their season. 

Men's hockey 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Talent and experience are two 

words usually associated with the 

teams that the Queen’s hockey 

squad plays against in die OUA, 

but this season the tables will be 

turned. 

With a talented group of 

returning players and the best 

recruiting class in memory, the 

Gaels have their most competi¬ 

tive outfit in recent history. 

Starting with the forwards, the 

squad will have big guns 

Jonathan Bishop and Darcy 

O’Shea returning to anchor the 

first line. They will be joined up 

front by Rob Mailloux, who 

scored 55 goals with the 

Kingston Frontenacs, of the 

Ontario Hockey League, last sea¬ 

son. The coaching staff is very 

excited about this recruit, because 

he is a calibre of player that tradi¬ 

tionally overlooks the Gaels. 

“He is one of the smartest 

players in the league and is a 

quiet leader for this team,” 

remarked Assistant Coach Tim 

Cunningham. “It doesn’t happen 

often that we get a guy like this in 

our program, so we are very 

excited.” 

While the first line looks to be 

promising, the forward depth for 

this season is exceptional. With 

centremen Jason Flynn and Jeff 

h 

The men’s hockey team prepares for Friday’s home opener. 

Scobie returning from strong sea¬ 

sons and, flanked by talented vet¬ 

erans like Alec St Louis, Paul 

Lang and Aaron Knight, the team 

looks to be able to control play 

with all four lines. Also joining 

the crew up front are first-year 

speedster Phil Lindsay and 

converted defenceman Matt 

Thorne. 

“(Thome] is a big, tough kid 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

who does a good job of just 

standing in front of the net,” 

explained Cunningham. “We 

expect him to score a lot of three- 

foot goals like [NHLer] Dave 

Andreychuck.” 

With the forward contingent 

looking impressive, it is hard to 

imagine that defence may be the 

strength of this team. With all six 

Please see Playoff on page 16 

Brand new expectations 
By Neate Sager 

With several improvements, 

the Queen’s men’s basketball 

team hopes this season will 

erase the memory of last year’s 

frustrating campaign. 

Head coach Scott Meeson, 

now in his third season at the 

helm, is confident his squad 

can attain a playoff berth in the 

competitive OUA East division. 

“We’re looking at a veteran 

squad to really lead this team,” 

he said. “These guys play well 

together, they’ve come to 

know each other’s strengths 

and weaknesses.” 

Last season, Meeson stated, 

should be seen as trial preced¬ 

ing triumph, since the Gaels 

were overwhelmed by a combi¬ 

nation of unfortunate circum¬ 

stances. “We struggled at 

focusing on the present 

[because] we were always look¬ 

ing ahead or behind ourselves. 

Barring injuries, we likely 

would’ve been in the playoffs 

last season.” 

At the forefront of the drive 

to the playoffs is a nucleus of 

reliable veterans, including for¬ 

ward Derek Richardson, who 

has paced the Tricolour in 

scoring for two consecutive 

seasons. Fellow forward Peter 

Stelter, returning for his fifth 

year of eligibility, will be asked 

to take a larger role in bringing 

about a successful season for 

the Gaels. Stelter, renowned 

for his perimeter shooting, will 

be asked to lend more 

rebounding muscle this season, 

collaborating with centre John 

Purdy to give the undersized 

Gaels an intimidating presence 

on the boards. In the back- 

court, the Gaels will start Mike 

Gleeson and Brendan Byrne, 

who is attempting a return 

from reconstructive knee 

surgery. 

Providing bench strength is 

a blend of veterans and 

promising recruits. Back for 

another campaign are forwards 

Mark Bednis and Rob Shar- 

rard, and guards Dave Wilson 

and Reilly Musselnian. Joining 

the fold are a trio of impressive 

rookies: forward Duncan 

Cowan, Kingston-native Jay 

Fraser, and guard and swing- 

man Brett Walkling of Dundas 

— a player Meeson describes 

as “a tremendous leaper.” 

Clearly enamoured of his 

By Robert MacNeil 

Last season, the women’s 

hockey team was plagued by 

poor goaltending and a weak 

defensive core. The defence was 

so inconsistent that Co-coaches 

Diana Drury and Jacques Tremb- 

ley had to put some of their best 

forwards on the blueline in 

order to shore-up this weakness. 

As a result, the team’s offence 

struggled. This year, with the 

addition of three rookie goal- 

tenders, five rookie defencemen 

and the star forwards back up 

front, the Gaels are set to com¬ 

pete for a playoff spot. 

Coach Drury’s main goal 

starting last season was to recruit 

goaltending talent to Queen’s. In 

recognition of her efforts, the 

team had five goalies try out in 

camp this fall, including four 

rookies. By the end of camp, the 

Gaels had decided on three 

rookies to handle the duties. At 

this point it is too early to tell 

who will be number one behind 

the pipes, but Drury and Tremb- 

ley face the same situation as 

Maple Leafs head coach Pat 

Quinn does — more than one 

great goalie and only one posi¬ 

tion. After suffering last season, 

this ‘problem’ is the best thing 

that could have happened to the 

I Gaels. 

“We will not be 
intimidated this year. 
We don’t care who 

[our opponents] are, 
just bring it on.’’ 

— Co-coach Diana Drury 

“These guys play well 
together, they’ve come 
to know each other’s 

strengths and 
weaknesses.” 

— Coach Scott Meeson 

team’s potential, Meeson raves 

that “we’ve got some athletes 

this year... you’ll see a mixture 

of experienced veterans and 

talented rookies.” Meeson 

added that the remainder of 

the exhibition schedule will 

serve to uncover a substitution 

pattern that will adequately 

utilize the whole of the team’s 

personnel. 

Please see Improved page 16 

Jenevieve Hupe and Claudia 

Tom are the two main con¬ 

tenders for the starting job. 

Hupe, a Toronto native, was 

wined and dined by Drury last 

season. She made several visits to 

Kingston and was convinced that 

Queen’s provided the best 

hockey program and educational 

environment. Tom was living in 

British Columbia and was 

recruited by Drury over the 

phone. Having only statistics to 

go on, Drury asked her to come 

down to Kingston and, so far, it 

has turned out to be a brilliant 

move. Backing up these players 

is Catherine Shaw. She was 

thrilled to be named to the team 

and will fill in if the injury hug 

strikes Hupe or Tom. 

As every coach knows, HoW- 

Please see Goalie on page 1^ 

GAELS HOCKEY HOME OPEHERS 

Men — Friday, October 23, versus Wilfrid Laurier, 7:30 p m 
Women — Saturday, October 24, versus Toronto, 7:30 p m 
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Crunch time 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s Golden Gaels football 

irn reeling after two consecutive 

defeats, will he making the long trip up to 

Quebec City’s P.E.RS. Stadium to take on 

rhc Laval Rouge et Or this weekend in 

hopes of regaining their winning form. 

Having fallen from first to a tie for 

third place, the Gaels (3-3) have no choice 

hut to make their first visit to Quebec City 

, successful one. 
Laval’s Rouge et Or (3-4) have had a 

roller coaster season and are coming off of 

, ->6-21 loss at McGill last weekend. Laval 

has been ranked as high as sixth in the 

CIAU after a huge win against Bishop’s, 

bur were beaten at home by Carleton in 

the same week and have yet to regain their 

form. It is this inconsistency that concerns 

the Gaels’ coaching staff. 

•‘You’re not quite sure who is going to 

show up for [Laval],” said Head Coach 

Bob Howes. “If you play well and stay 

consistent you have a good chance of 

lumping on opportunities and winning.” 

The Laval offence does not intimidate 

defensive coordinators as they rank fifth in 

the conference, averaging 360 yards per 

game. The strength of their attack lies in a 

running back by committee and a strong 

passing game, led by quarterback Francois 

Chapdelaine. The Laval offence also fea¬ 

tures game-breaking wide receiver Robby 

Desrosiers, who for the season has caught 

23 balls for 351 yards. 

The Laval defence benefited from the 

two high-scoring Ottawa-Queen’s games 

and emerged as the number one rated unit 

in the conference. On average the Rouge 

et Or allow only 303 yards per game and 

are equally adept against the run and pass. 

They are led by fifth-year all-conference 

defensive back Bernard Gravel who plays 

like a linebacker against the run and a 

safety against the pass. Laval’s pass rush 

includes two of the top five sack men in 

the O-QIFC — Huges Beauchamp and 

F. Pepe Esposito. 

The Gaels will counter Laval’s top- 

rated defence with the second-ranked 

offence in rhe conference, averaging 447 

yards per game. Quarterback Beau Howes 

is second in the conference in passing and 

he has two receivers, James MacLean and 

Jason Wimmer, who are in the top five in 

yardage. The running game, led by Paul 

Correale, came to life during last week’s 

loss, but has been inconsistent all season. 

Fullback Chris Robyn, a devastating 

blocker, has had some success running 

inside traps in recent weeks, keeping the 

defenders on their heels. 

“We are trying to maintain a run-pass 

balance, which should allow us to use 

play-action passing when the field gets 
sloppy,” said Howes. 

On defence, Coach Bob Mullen’s 

troops, who were bombarded by Ottawa’s 

superior offensive talent, should be able to 

regain their early season form against 

Laval. The two losses dropped the unit 

from first in the O-QIFC to fourth, allow¬ 

ing 345 yards per game, but the Gael’s 

defence is better than that. 

“[The defence] should have better 

match-ups against Laval, because they 

don’t have the superior fire power that 

Ottawa had,” explained the fourth-year 
head coach. 

■ O-QIFC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
G W L F A P 

Otuwj A S I 2I» 116 10 
Conconlia 6 A 2 13- 1 IS S 
QocenV 6 3 3 178 11s 6 
BiUiop's 6 3 3 12S Hi .. 

Queen » at Laval. Sunday 1:00 p.m. 
Uiren live on CFRC 101.9 FM. 12:30 p.m. 

In the end, this game could turn on spe¬ 

cial teams, one of Laval’s greatest 

strengths. Gravel is one of the most con¬ 

sistent kickers in the league, which allows 

Laval to cover up for some offensive 

weakness. Their return game features 

Daniel Fleury as the best punt returner in 

the conference. The coverage teams for 

the Gaels have been good most of the year 

and Beau Howes shows glimpses of being 

an excellent punter. Queen’s cannot lose 

the special teams battle if they want to win 

this game. 

This game is a must win for the Gaels, 

falling to 3-4 would be disastrous, and 

with Bishop’s the last game on their sched¬ 

ule it could push them out of the playoffs. 

This game is even more significant for 

Laval — if they lose they are officially 

eliminated from the playoffs. 

“This is a huge game for us and a huge 

game for them, both teams need a win on 

Sunday,” said Coach Howes. 

Laval is feeling the pressure and is 

tough at home, but lack the talent to beat 

a Queen’s team that played Ottawa close. 

It remains to be seen if the Gaels can refo¬ 

cus, forget about the Gee-Gees and get 

back to old form. In all likelihood they 

will. 

Editor’s pick — Gaels by 10 

Gaels look 
By Neil Acharya 

h is a good bet that the Queen 

"omen’s varsity volleyball team will l 

high gear when the season kicks o 

October 30, at rhe University < 

oronto. The women’s squad h; 

already participated in two Tourn; 

nients at McGill and Brock, where the 

Paced a strong second both rime 

’ey ,;lre entering their third tourn; 

’em in as many weeks this weekend : 

r?me 'n 12th Queen's Invitation; 

j-Pampionships. The team hopes t 

ettei their performance from last yei 

en they fell to Laurier in the bronz 
medai game. 

thll?" as^ed about her thoughts o 
p I uPc°QTuig season, Head Coach Lis 

sn-nS SCfmed encouraged by her team 

a ng, owing so far. “It’s going to fc 

witl! u ?3St f^bJA east division], bi 

t\vo 11rC^ Work 1 feel being in the to 
attainable," she said 

o,K1 cn, lo°kir'8 to the OUA champ 

tile nS. lnE held in late February . 
university of Ottawa, the teat 

to improve 
hopes to better their results from pre¬ 

vious championship tournaments. 

“Over rhe past three seasons we've fin¬ 

ished fourth in our conference and 

eighth in the OUA championships. This 

year we look to contend for a medal at 

the championships,” commented Eyles. 

The team is calling on it’s veteran ■ 

players to help them this year. Lindsay 

Barert is a transfer student from UBC, 

where she played three years as a 

power hitter under current national 

team coach Doug Reiner. Fourth-year 

players Karrie Baulke, who plays 

power along vvirh Barett, and middle 

blocker Lael Pitteau are co-captains of 

the squad. The starring positions are 

rounded out by middle blocker Kris¬ 

tine Spekkens and talented setter Julie 

Macmillan. Erin Blair is the right side 

player for the Gaels. 

Wirh such so much experience and 

talent raking to the court for this year s 

edition of the Gaels, improvement is 

certainly in rhe cards. For the 1998/99 

squad, a little work should go a long 

way. 

CMC** 
grill and wine bar 

Restaurant Review 
You don't have to 

be Greek to enjoy an 
evening of delicious 
Greek delicacies, 
accompanied by the 
traditional music of 
Greece playing in the 
background. Just 
wander down to Greco's 
Grill and Wine Bar at 
169 Princess Street, 
Kingston. 

Owned and operated 
by the Kofinis family, the 
restaurant is small, but 
it is warm and cosy. 

Pictures of their Greek 
homeland decorate 
the walls, along with 
beautiful plants and 
several small trees lit up 
at night with tiny bulbs. 

Usually when eating 
out, I like to have good 
friends along for a 
second opinion and 
because we can all order 
a variety of foods to try. 
This evening I am 
accompanied by my hus¬ 
band Marco and two 
very close family friends, 
Marianne and Roy. 

After ordering a bottle 
of Iniskillen Pinot Noir, 
our waiter, Stewart, 
brought a basket of 
fresh garlic bread and 
a crunchy flat bread 
covered with sesame 
seeds (Baked on the 
premises). A tasty 
salmon spread is served 

with the bread. 
For appetizers we 

tried the marinated octo¬ 
pus falso (also prepared 
in the kitchen and very 
delicious) and the 
Saganaki. Saganaki is a 
square of tangy cheese 
that the waiter will 
flambe at your table. For 
those who have sworn 
off salt, it is a cheese, 
but tasty. The flambe 
causes the cheese to be 
crusty on the outside and 
creamy on the inside. 

Having eaten at 
Greco's a number of 
times, I find it very 
difficult to pass up the 
Gourmet Chicken. It is 
fantastic, but this 
evening they are 
preparing for the 
Chicken in Puff Pastry, 
a similar dish and 
equally delicious (It's not 
on the menu, but it is 
offered occasionally as a 
special.) After a little 
arm twisting, we got the 
recipe for you to try at 
home. 

Marco and Roy both 
ordered the grilled lamb 
chops. I don’t think they 
could resist them. 
Marianne ordered the 
garlic shrimp platter 
served on a bed of rice. 
They looked wonderful. 
All this food went down 
nicely with a bottle of 

Mondavi Cabernet 
Sauvignon. After the 
meal, we were so full 
that we did not want 
to hear the word 
“dessert," so instead 
we enjoyed a coffee, 
accompanied by a 
warmed brandy. 

Don't be afraid of 
breaking the bank at 
Greco's. Prices are very 
reasonable, especially 
for the quality of the 
cuisine. On the dinner 
menu, appetizers such 
as Tiropita, Carpaccio 
and Brushetta are priced 
from $2.95 through 
$9.95. Entrees are 
priced from $8.50 to 
$13.95 including items 
like the Chicken 
Parmesan, Filet Mignon 
and Rack of Lamb. For 
fish and seafood lovers, 
Rainbow Trout, Filet of 
Salmon and the 
Poseidon's Platter, are 
priced from $9.95 to 
$14.95. The menu also 
features a selection of 
pasta dishes and a 
variety of gourmet 
pizzas. Wine lovers 
won't be disappointed 
either, a wide selection 
of wines are available 
from Greece, California, 
Italy, Chile, Australia and 
Ontario. 

167 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario Reservations - 542-2229 
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Running away with accolades 

Male 

For the fourth time in his 

illustrious Queen's athletic 

career. Bob McGill is The 

Queen's Journal Athlete of the 

Week. 

The veteran long-distance 

runner placed first in a cross¬ 

country race at RMC, covering 

the 10k of rocky terrain in an 

impressive 32 minutes and 46 

seconds. McGill was happy to 

win, but felt even better about 

doing it in Kingston. 

“It was nice to have the home 

crowd watching," said the 

fourth-year English major. “I 

was able to enjoy the run and 

smile most of the way.” 

While individual wins are 

exciting, McGill, who is captain 

of the squad, is focusing on 

team achievement. 

“Being captain has pulled me 

out of my self-centredness as a 

runner and now every race is 

less of a personal challenge and 

more of a team challenge,” he 

said. 

The team is now ranked 

fourth in the CIAU national 

rankings and is beginning to 

bear down for the up-coming 

OUA championships in 

Windsor. 

“[Earlier in the year] at the 

Western Open we finished third, 

close behind Windsor and 

Guelph, and it should be the 

same three teams at the OUAs,” 

said the veteran runner. “We are 

the underdogs in many peoples 

eyes, but we have a good shot at 

taking them down.” 

With four of seven runners 

back from last season’s squad 

and a solid group of rookies, the 

team is really beginning to take 

shape. 
“Hopefully we can recapture 

the form we had two years ago 

when we won a silver at the 

CIAUs, but first we need to run 

in Windsor,” said McGill. 

This being his fourth time 

running in the championships, 

McGill seems to be focused and 

not feeling the pressure. 

“Psychologically, it is just 

another race, not a bigger race,” 

he explained. 

While he is not putting pres¬ 

sure on himself, there are high 

expectations for this team. 

“Given our ability level, an 

adequate performance wins us a 

medal and an exceptional per¬ 

formance wins us the gold,” 

predicted McGill. 

If last week is an indication, 

the team looks to be heading in 

the right direction. 

Playing perfect tennis 
Female 

As the women’s tennis team 

heads into the playoffs this week¬ 

end, one of their guiding lights is 

on cruise control. Second-year 

veteran and Assistant Coach 

Paula Myslivecek has been 

named the OUA Athlete of the 

Week and is this week’s Queen’s 

Journal Athlete of the Week. 

In her two years at Queen’s, 

Myslivecek has been named 

OUA Athlete of the Week twice, 

and Queen’s Journal Athlete of 

the Week three times. This is 

largely due to the fact that she 

has not lost a match since she has 

been here. 

Before arriving at Queen’s, 

this Kingston native honed her 

talent south of the border at Rice 

University in Texas. When she 

was a child, she learned the game 

of tennis from her father who 

has been a great influence on her 

life. Beyond just playing and 

coaching the Gaels team, Mys¬ 

livecek also coaches and plays at 

the Match Point tennis club here 

in Kingston. 

This year’s Gaels, according 

to their assistant coach “have 

more experience [and] have 

developed their game more.” In 

describing the team’s enthusi¬ 

asm, Myslivecek feels that “the 

girls are pretty hungry [and if 

we] play like we’re playing 

[now], we will have a very good 

chance.” 

This weekend at the OUA 

championships Myslivecek will 

have another opportunity to 

defend her unbeaten record. 

Playoff dreams Goalie goldmine 
Continued from page 14 

defencemen back from last sea¬ 

son’s third-place team (including 

Thorne), and the addition of for¬ 

mer Soo Greyhound Wes Booker, 

the defence corps is stacked. Cap¬ 

tain Scott Richardson is back for 

his fourth year to lead the group 

and he will be ably assisted by 

tough-guy Damien Gilbert, 

smooth-skating Dave Wilson, 

and fiery Charlie Clark. This unit 

will not only be able to protect 

the goal, it will have the ability to 

join the rush, as well as provide 

quality shots and decisions from 

the point. 

The last line of defence for the 

Gaels this year has also improved 

over the last few seasons with the 

addition of goaltender Jason Skil- 

nick. Skilnick, who played on a 

Brandon Wheat Kings team that 

won the Memorial Cup, provides 

Queen’s with not only the skill of 

a Major Junior goalie, but also 

the confidence. 

“He is a great athlete and has 

provided us with a great 

improvement in [goaltending],” 

said Cunningham. “He also 

makes [back-up goalie] Kevin 

Dunbar that much better.” 

In addition to the wealth of 

talent that begins the season, the 

coaching staff is eagerly awaiting 

the eligibility of centre Dave Gal- 

low, a former full-scholarship 

player at Northern Michigan. He 

is ineligible to play until mid-way 

through the season because of 

CLAU transfer rules, but he is 

already practicing with the team. 

“When he joins this team, he 

will be one of the best players in 

the league,” said Cunningham. 

“It will be like adding a player at 

the trading deadline in the pros. 

He will add a spark in a long 

[26-game] regular season.” 

Going into a season with this 

much talent and excitement is 

new to this group of Queen’s 

coaches and players, but they 

remain modest in their goals. 

“We just hope to be better 

than we were last year,” said 

Head Coach Chris MacDonald. 

“So many teams in this league get 

so many new players, we never 

know what to expect.” 

After two straight seasons 

falling in the first-round of the 

playoffs to the University of 

Toronto, it can be expected that 

this group will exceed last sea¬ 

son’s performance and they 

could very well exceed even their 

own wildest dreams. 

Continued from page 14 

ever, goalies are only as good as 

the defence placed in front of 

them. Returning for a third year 

is assistant'rajpun Colleen Mhc- 

Douald. Her rask will be to help 

guide the new rookies and pro¬ 

vide them with a role model. 

As the Gaels get 
ready to embark on 
another campaign, 

their confidence is at 
an all-time high. 

This crop of fresh talent 

includes Stephanie McMillan 

and Amy Rose. Both players 

have strong shots and are quite 

intelligent when it comes to see¬ 

ing the ice well. The rock of tire 

defence is newcomer Heather 

Brackly, who is Hupe’s former 

teammate from Toronto. At 5 

feet 9 inches and 180 pounds, 

she will be the solid defenceman 

that the Gaels have been lacking 

in past seasons. 

Since the team is on a solid 

defensive foundation, last year's 

blueliners are able to return up 

fronr and concentrate on 

putting the puck in the net. 

Andrea Millard will add a 

welcome burst of offence, as 

will ream captain Lori Loftus. 

Assistant captain Sarah Reid, 

who Drury describes as “feisty 

as hell," is a natural goal scorer. 

Drury feels that she will 

provide leadership off the ice as 

she always wants to work out 

and log extra practice time on 

the ice. 

As the Gaels get ready to 

embark on another campaign, 

their confidence is at an all-time 

high. The team is facing the 

mighty University of Toronto in 

their opener this weekend, and 

Drury is quite emphatic about 

her team's chances. “We will nor 

get smoked this year [and] we 

will not be intimidated this year. 

We don't care who [our oppo¬ 

nents] are, just bring it on,” says 

Drury. In her opinion, the Gaels 

have reloaded enough that they 

should be one of the top four 

teams in the league. 

The quest begins this Satur¬ 

day and Sunday at Jock Harty 

Arena. 

Improved 
talent 
Continued from page 14 

Mindful that his team’s 

nemesis last season was ath¬ 

letic, pressing opponents, 

Meeson asserts the Gaels are 

now better equipped to defuse 

pressure defenses. “We’ve seen 

two good presses in preseason, 

and we’ve handled them well,” 

he said. 

Meeson was pleased by the 

large crowd in attendance at 

Bartlett Gymnasium last Fri¬ 

day for the team’s exhibition 

season opener against Dawson 

College, which Queen’s won 

81-71. “It certainly motivates 

the players. We’re building a 

following, and that’s very 

important for the program.” 

He also predicted the Gaels’ 

playoff hopes are contingent 

on their winning the vast 

majority of their home con¬ 

tests: “We need to take care of 

business on our floor. That’s 

where we can better control 

things.” 

Improving on last season s 

6-14 record will be no easy 

feat. “Our schedule will be one 

of the toughest in the coun¬ 

try,” predicted Meeson. 
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Colin James and the Little 

Big Band 
AJ’s Hangar 
Wednesday, October 21 

By Jim Whittington 

Colin James and the Little 

Big Band rolled their “Full 

Swing Tour” into Kingston 

Wednesday night and left an 

absolutely awestruck audience 

in their wake. James lived up to 

his billing as one of Canada’s 

best entertainers, wowing a 

packed AJ’s Hangar. 

The evening opened with 

East Coast swingers “Johnny 

Favourite Swing Orchestra,” 

who nearly blasted the roof of 

AJ’s with their explosive horn 

section while lead singer 

Favourite crooned his way into 

the hearts of the audience. Their 

set was highlighted by their clas¬ 

sic swing lounge sound, and a 

unique version of Led Zep¬ 

pelin’s “Black Dog” that had the 

The set ended with an 
extended version of 
“Bringing Down the 
House” which James 

slammed out 
with authority. 

crowd jump’in and jiv’in like a 

cheesy Gap commercial. 

Fred and Jane were on hand 

for a little swing dance instruc¬ 

tion to help those of us out with 

two-left feet, but the place was 

just too packed, and it was 

pretty tough to test out some of 

the steps. Anyway, who cares it 

was all just filler for the big 

show to come. 

Colin James took to the stage 

kickin’ it like James Brown to 

the soulful horns of his band, 

and the screams of middle-aged 

women. He quickly whipped 

the audience into a frenzy, play¬ 

ing hits from his current album, 

Colin James and his Little Big 

Band II which included stunning 

versions of “Jump from Six to 

Six” and “Lets Shout.” 

He continued to electrify the 

elated crowd with old favourites 

from his first Little Big Band 

Album before he decided to 

slow things down and in his 

own words; “light up a reefer 

and get sleazy.” “Satellite” high¬ 

lighted a dark excursion into 

slow grinding swing that sent 

the audience into a mellow 

groove. James stepped up the 

pace a couple of songs later with 

a largely improvisational version 

of “Triple Shot” that allowed 

each member of his stellar band 

to strut their stuff. He grinned 

from ear to ear as his band 

breezed through feats of sonic 

amazement, thrilling the crowed 

with the kind of musical skill 

most of us just dream of. How¬ 

ever, James upstaged them all 

with his firey guitar playing that 

would make Stevie Ray 

Vaughn’s jaw hit the floor. 

Every bit the showman, 

James played up to the crowd at 

every opportunity. Leaping all 

over the stage and speakers with 

his axe blazing, James stirred the 

crowd’s involvement in old 

favourites like “Surely,” while 

he joked around with his band- 

mates, and egged them on while 

they cut loose on their solos. 

You could tell these guys were 

just having a blast on stage, and 

were happy to let the audience 

in on their fun. 

The set ended with an 

extended version of “Bringing 

Down the House” which James 

slammed out with authority. 

AJ’s roared with approval and 

the bar shook from above as the 

crowd began their encore 

stomp. James returned to the 

stage to the delight of onlook¬ 

ers, and broke into a John Lee 

Hooker-ish boogie woogie gui¬ 

tar playing before he swung into 

a four-song encore ending with 

“Cadillac Woman.” 

The only thing that pissed me 

off about the night was the lack 

of Queen’s representation in the 

crowd. I mean students are 

always bitching that they see the 

same crap day in and day out up 

here (i.e. Spirit of the West and 

other perennial acts), and yet 

when something new brighten’s 

Kingston stages they are 

nowhere to be found. 

Colin James and the Little 

Big Band quite possibly put on 

the best show I have ever seen in 

Kingston, and I don’t think 

there’s anyone who saw the 

show that would disagree with 

me. The combination of good 

fun, unbelievable sound, and an 

intimate setting made this a hell 

of a night. It too bad everyone 

couldn’t make it because Colin 

James and the Little Big Band 

was the biggest thing to hit 

Kingston in a long time. 

Robert Atyeo 
Heart Like A Rubber Ball 
Dfog Records 

By Todd Jackson 
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recording with sex, love, and 

death — cast in the playful and 

brutal light which has become 

his trademark. Atyeo shines 

when he explores the absurdi¬ 

ties of life — the way love pulls 

you in to stroke you with one 

hand and smack you around 

with the other, and the way 

knowing death is near can com¬ 

fort you with a sense of closure, 

lying there waiting to answer all 

your questions. Atyeo writes 

about this confusion from a well 

judged distance. He pulls back 

just enough to get a good look 

at his experiences without losing 

focus on what’s important. He 

recognizes that love is a wealth 

of contradictions but it still 

keeps him up at night. 

While Atyeo’s style remains, 

the new album is not a sequel to 

his last, Angels on a Cliff, which 

is an album driven by a strong 

sense of restlessness. On the 

new CD, Heart Like A Rubber 

Ball his perspective has shifted. I 

get the sense that his new CD 

was written with a greater sense 

of calm. On track number three, 

“Slappin’,” he sings “Won’t you 

please stop that slappin’ me 

around — isn’t it enough that 

you’ve got me on the ground.” I 

think that Atyeo is losing 

patience for the turmoil. In 

“Floatin’ & Hummin’,” Atyeo 

paints a picture of love hiding in 

the corner scared to come into 

the light, ashamed to show its 

face. I think Atyeo just wants to 

give love a break. 

For the most part this is 

straight-up folk music. Front 

and centre is Atyeo’s voice and 

guitar. Joining him is Brian Grif¬ 

fiths also on guitar, occasionally 

Paul Panchezak on percussion 

and Dino Verginella on bass. A 

handful of others sit in on dif¬ 

ferent tracks — notably Stephen 

Fearing who adds his guitar 

work to “Slappin’.” Tannis Slim- 

mon who sang on Angels also 

lends her haunting harmonies to 

this recording. 

This is contemporary 
Canadian roots music 

which is representative 
of the great writing 
which is too often 

missed. 

Heart Like A Rubber Ball is 

well worth a listen. This is con¬ 

temporary Canadian roots 

music which is representative of 

the great writing which is too 

often missed. Robert Atyeo has 

once again secured himself as an 

important figure in the Cana¬ 

dian folk music portrait. 

Johnny Favourite Swing 
Orchestra 
Holiday Romance 

Alert Music Inc. 

By Andrew Limmert 

One of this year’s least-pre¬ 

dictable phenomenons in 

popular music has been the 

reemergence of swing orchestras 

as a force in the music industry. 

It could be traced to a variety or 

different sources, but you can 

point your finger at a few possi¬ 

bilities in particular. Maybe it 

was in response to a general 

malaise towards the stagnant 

realm of top-40 alterna-rock 

and R&B. Maybe today’s youth 

identifies swing with The Gap’s 

commercial for khakis. The 

popular movie Swingers also 

featured a few tunes. But from 

whatever the source, it is clear 

that swing is steadily reclaiming 

a firm fan base, which is pretty 

good for a genre of music that 

has been dormant since the 

1950s. 

The Johnny Favourite Swing 

Orchestra is just one of the 

young bands which is redefining 

this lost art. Hailing from Hali¬ 

fax, the orchestra’s new release, 

Holiday Romance, is quickly 

gaining acclaim from swing fans 

across Canada. Since the release 

of their first album on a major 

label, Johnny Favourite is antic¬ 

ipating international fame. 

In short, the album is a fully- 

danceable compilation of 15 

original tunes and covers at a 

variety of different tempos. Oh 

yeah, and after a few songs, you 

get the uncontrollable urge to 

jump out of your seat and spin 

your partner around the dance 

floor. 

The 12 piece band is natu¬ 

rally charming. Johnny 

Favourite (a.k.a. Stuart Bastow) 

is a bom crooner, showing off 

his hepcat charisma and slick 

voice in every track. John 

Wesley Chisholm is the man 

behind the Orchestra’s arrange¬ 

ment and playful lyrics, bringing 

a very romantic and proudly 

Continued on page 19 
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Where’s the craft-manship? 
Prepare to toil through Practical Magic 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

Take a splash of your stereo¬ 

typical image of a witch, blend 

in too much in demand 

actresses, mix well and let stand. 

Boil for two excruciatingly bor¬ 

ing hours, remove from burner. 

Add undefined, but equal 

amounts of romantic comedy, 

farce, melodrama, fantasy and 

supernatural science-fiction. Stir 

well and taste. Garnish with 

eclectic assortment of aging 

actors, cute children and several 

generic-looking men. Sprinkle 

with minuscule amounts of spe¬ 

cial effects (be careful! you 

don’t want to take away from 

the dangerously-weak plot or 

one-dimensional characters with 

too much action!), allow time to 

cool and chant the appropriate 

trite English-language spell and 

Presto! You’ve got the recipe for 

a truly terrible movie. 

Practical Magic fails in every 

way a movie can fail; it is vapid, 

lifeless, demeaning and deroga¬ 

tory while presenting a veneer 

of flattery to the very subjects 

that it disrespects. 1 know some 

women, 1 even know some 

witches; I can’t imagine either 

being remotely interested in this 

film. 

Practical Magic does not 

exactly re-enforce stereotypes 

regarding said groups; it out¬ 

right evades them. It has been 

said that the worst insult that 

one can receive is non-acknowl¬ 

edgement; at no point in Practi¬ 

cal Magic does the film rake 

anything that resembles a posi¬ 

tion, even in the usual, fluff)' 

hegemony-reinforcing way that 

most major studio productions 

do. These witches are eccentric, 

fun-loving and (ironically) very 

impractical. They are feared and 

despised by their fellow towns¬ 

people and appear unable to 

interact with them in a construc¬ 

tive manner. Whether this is 

unfairly due to the townpeople’s 

prejudices is a moot point — it 

effects Sally (Sandra Bullock) to 

the point where she is willing to 

abandon witchcraft for the pos¬ 

sibility of living a “normal” life. 

Such inconsiderate treatment 

of significant issues is precisely 

what is wrong with this film. 

Witches and their craft are 

treated as a novelty and their 

magic is frequently used as the 

set up for cheap one-liners and 

sight gags. Kidman and Bullock 

are given nothing to work with 

and respond, appropriately, 

with the kind of worn-out and 

redundant performances that 

financially successful actors mail 
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339 Princess St. 542-3616 

in when they accept such sec¬ 

ond-rate scripts ( Speed II or 

Days of Thunder, anyone?). 

When Aunt Jet and Aunt 

Frances (Dianne Wiest and 

Stockard Channing, respec¬ 

tively, who supply the only 

decent acting in the movie) 

leave the sisters part way 

through the film in an effort to 

teach their nieces how to “clean 

up their own mess,” I had noth¬ 

ing but heartfelt sympathy for 

them. If only I could get up and 

walk out of this film with them, 

I thought. However, my respect 

for the aunts’ intelligence was 

short-lived — not only do they 

return, but from their re-entry 

on, they appear unnaturally 

determined to act just as terribly 

as every other actor in the film 

— and they do. 

The script constantly lets its 

characters down, as it is not 

dark enough to be menacing, 

not sincere enough to be dra¬ 

matic and not nearly thoughtful 

enough to be romantic. Domes¬ 

tic abuse, hastily-buried corpses, 

the death of a spouse, a malevo¬ 

lent and vindictive ghost, and 

prejudice are somehow mixed 

into a film that calls itself a 

romantic comedy without ever 

taking any sort of position on 

these issues. Perhaps director 

Griffin Dunne is expressing 

something by judiciously 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

Sl John's from $279 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your exam 
schedual? No need to 

worry! Book your 
student class flights 
and you’ll receive a 

coupon for a free date 
change. 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

Long Httul/Group Travel 

549-3561 
Web*ite; www.odyssey.tnivel.com 

Get 
Out 

There 

Bewitched: Sandra Bullock and Nicole Kidman contemplate the 

ludicrous plotline of Practical Magic. 

excluding commentary regard¬ 

ing these unpleasant facets of 

the film. Much more likely, 

based upon the wildly uneven 

nature of the film, is that Dunne 

simply neglected to take up 

screenwriters Akiva Goldsman 

and Adam Brooks on these 

major flaws in the film’s script. 

What else are we supposed to 

think when detective Gary Hal- 

let (Aiden Quinn) overlooks 

Sally’s admission of murdering a 

man despite her tape-recorded 

confession and decides to close 

the case? Clearly, this film could 

use a little magic; sadly, no one 

is the film is capable of conjur¬ 

ing up even the most feeble of 

spells. 

If you want to see a dark, 

psuedo-Gothic film character¬ 

ized by quirky direction and 

interesting performances, go out 

and rent Tim Burton’s Edward 

Scissorhands, which accom¬ 

plishes everything that Practical 

Magic fails to do: make sense, 

have a sensible plot, be enter¬ 

taining. If you’re wondering 

how a film could exist without 

even meeting these minimal 

requirements, you may get some 

kind of enjoyment out of Practi¬ 

cal Magic; otherwise, skip this 

one. There’s more enchantment 

in a box of “Black Magic” than 

is to be found in this film. 

Leisure Travel 

549-3553 

Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre from Friday, 
October 23 to Thursday, 
October 29: 
546-5395 
(Matinees on Tuesday only) 

What Dreams May Come 1:30, 
4:20, 7:00, 9:45 
Antz 1:00, 1:45, 3:05,4:00, 
5:10, 7:20, 9:35 
Ronin 7:05, 9:55 
Night at the Roxbury 1:05, 
3:10, 5:15, 7:30, 9:40 
Holy Man 1:40, 4:15, 7:10. 
9:50 
Practical Magic 1:25, 4:30, 
7:15, 10:00 
Beloved 1:15, 5:00,9:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex from Friday, 
October 23 to Thursday, 
October 29: 
389-7442 

Lolita 7:00, 9:45 
Rush Hour 7:10, 9:15 
Bride of Chucky 7:30, 9:35 
One True Thing 6:40, 9:25 
Urban Legends 6:50, 9:05 
Something About Mary 7:20, 
9:55 

Visual Art: 

The Edward Day Gallery 
547-0774 

Music in Your Eyes Events: 
Saturday, October 24 
Picasso's Orchestra! A Hand's- 
on workshop for kids and adults 
with artist Pam Allen. 
Adults $10. Kids $5 

The Union Gallery: 
531-5300 

The Union presents Pork Ne, 
and exhibition on view from 
October 24 until November 14. 
Opening reception on 
November 6 from 6 - 8 p.m. 

Live Theatre: 
Clark Hall 

On Saturday, October 24, Clark 
Hall presents Dlsc-us - House. 
Techno, Future Beats - Live to 
air on CFRC 101.9. Admission 
is $2 at the door. 
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Canadian point of view to the 

S-band scene. The two front- 

e„ are pined by a talented 

"' „ of musicians, includmg a 

even-piece horn section, 

Lms, double bass, and piano. 

Unfortunately, soon after the 

recording was completed, 

Chisholm was forced to leave 

the hand for undisclosed rea- 

,ons He has been replaced with 

touring guitarist Brad Conrad. 

Just don’t think about 
the fact that your 

grandparents probably 
danced to the 

same stuff. 

Among the highlights of 

Holiday Romance is the lead-off 

single, “Rootbeer and Licorice,” 

a fun and fast-paced dance tune 

with a few touches of 

Charleston and some crazy sax¬ 

ophone work. The title track is 

just as high-energy — you will 

find yourself swinging your 

head and snapping your fingers 

along to the beat in no time. 

“We Still Talk” and “Hard 8” 

jazz it up a few notches, with a 

snappy beat and bursts of horns 

and piano. 

“Postcards From Paris” and 

"Molly Marlane” slow the 

tempo down a bit, with some 

solid big-band ballroom music 

and almost sickeningly-sweet 

sentimentalism. 

“Canadian September” gives 

the album a good down-home 

flavour. But the best track by far 

is their cover of Led Zeppelin’s 

“Black Dog”; it is truly unbe¬ 

lievable how well the song 

works with horns and a swing 

beat. 

What can we say about 

swing’s growing popularity 

among young people? Well, it’s 

a hell of a lot healthier than a lot 

of other “young” music out 

there. Swing represents a 

lifestyle which may not be com¬ 

pletely wholesome, but zoot 

suits look good, the music 

sounds great, and who wouldn’t 

go for an excuse to drink marti¬ 

nis and dance cheek to cheek 

with your partner of choice? 

Maybe I am being optimistic, 

but it seems to me that in a time 

of Marilyn Manson’s and Puff 

Daddy’s, Johnny Favourite and 

his friends show the MTV gen¬ 

eration a whole other side of the 

party. 

You just have to have a bit of 

style, a spring in your step, and 

an open mind, baby. Just don’t 

think about the fact that your 

grandparents probably danced 

to the same stuff. 

4P 

Eve 6 
Eve 6 

RCA Records 

By Jackie McLachlan 

Unlike some music groups 

who struggle for years for 

radio/video air play, Eve 6 has 

exploded on to the charts with 

relatively few hardship years 

behind them — they have made 

themselves heard in the music 

industry with their debut, self- 

titled album. 

The trio is headlined by lead 

singer and bassist Max Collins, 

who writes all the lyrics and 

most of the songs. He shares the 

spotlight with guitarist and 

background vocalist Jon Siebels 

and drummer Tony Fagenson. 

Genre-wise, their sound leans 

toward the harder side of alter¬ 

native, although they never 

compromise musicality for 

loudness or tempo. 

Genre-wise, their 
sound leans toward 
the harder side of 

alternative, although 
they never 

compromise musicality 
for loudness or tempo. 

For being only a three mem¬ 

ber group, Eve 6 impressively 

incorporates a variety of com¬ 

plicated time and chord changes 

into their songs. This manages 

to give each piece a unique 

sound despite the group’s some¬ 

what limited instrumental 

lineup. 

The most famous song to 

date is the first release “Inside 

Out.” It demonstrates both the 

band’s token bass rhythm and 

the free association-esque lyrics 

that are predominant through¬ 

out the album. 

“Leech” is another solid 

effort with similar sounds to the 

first release. A more temperate 

song, “Jesus Nitelite,” is slow 

and thoughtful. In this piece, 

the musical arrangement is rem¬ 

iniscent of the song “What Is 

This Love” by Blue Rodeo. 

Eve 6 is a solid album of 

diverse songs. Despite the lim¬ 

ited selection of instruments, 

the composition and engineer¬ 

ing of the songs is spectacular. 

For a debut effort, Eve 6 should 

certainly be commended. 

No fight in Irish 
Exhibit lacking in realism 

By Dalia Tubis 

Those who are fatigued 

from trying to comprehend the 

dominant art form of the day 

random splashes of colour on 

odd materials will find some lit¬ 

tle, very little, relief in the art 

of Bill Irish. 

Though by no means beau¬ 

tiful (actually far from it) what 

is most interesting about this 

art that depicts Canadian land¬ 

scapes is not the actual paint¬ 

ings but the short stories that 

accompany each work. These 

stories, or what Irish calls “sug¬ 

gestions,” are typically a para¬ 

graph that describes some of 

the people that Irish suggests 

might have been on each par¬ 

ticular landscape. These stories 

add some life to the pictures, 

but not enough to completely 

resurrect them. The painter 

makes an attempt to create 

realistic landscapes, but his 

technique fails him. Irish uses 

the technique of “glazing,” a 

system where most of the paint 

is kept transparent so the light 

will travel through the paint to 

bounce off the white ground or 

base. On its way back through 

the paint the light apparently 

adds some brilliance and shine 

to the colour, making the pic¬ 

ture seem almost three dimen¬ 

sional. Unfortunately, this also 

makes the paintings seem unre¬ 

alistic. even eerie at times. 

Irish’s painting Princeton 

Falls might have been a beauti¬ 

ful picture with its rolling hills 

sprinkled with bright yellow 

flowers and a winding path 

traveling through the land¬ 

scape, but the excess shine 

form rhe “glaze” only makes 

the lovely subject seem unnat¬ 

ural. 

The paintings vary in subject 

from blue snow covered moun¬ 

tain ranges to a yellow field of 

wheat. There is also the paint¬ 

ing titled Self portrait that is 

more impressionistic in its pre¬ 

sentation of a road going 

through what I assume to be 

farm land only nothing dis¬ 

cernible is growing there as all 

that is seen are patches of green 

next to patches of yellow and 

black popping out at you. 

However, Irish work is 

effective when he attempts to 

depict nature as it actually 

appears. For example, in some 

pieces Irish paints series of 

mountain ranges that are dis- 

cernable and effectively convey 

his often clouded message; the 

beauty and magestic qualities of 

rhe Canadian landscape. 

Unfortunately, until all of 

Irish’s work has a semblance of 

realism, it will not be fit to be 

hung in the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art or the Art 

Gallery of Ontario. 
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Living dead 
Studio 102 show grooves 

PHOTO BY MARK WOOLFORD 

BY ALISTAIR FORBOS 

Ft’s rime to crip the light fan¬ 

tastic and take a time warp 

back to the seventies. Bringing 

it all back home by Terence 

McNally is being performed, in 

colour, at Studio 102 tonight 

i and tomorrow. The play is a 

' satirical look at a stereotypical 

family in the 1970s, who are 

.dealing with their eldest son 

returning borne from the Viet¬ 

nam war in a coffin. The play 

provides a disturbing, yet at 

times, light hearted depiction 

of the era. It brings to quesrion 

the timeless saying: “Boy 

wouldn’t it have been fun to 

live in that decade!” 

Ariel Goldblatt, director of 

Bringing it all back home, has 

created a window through 

which we can see into the life 

of a family from a different era. 

. Each character in the play is an 

exaggerated cliche of the 

decade. The brother (Lucas 

Costello) and sister (Meg 

Logue) constantly fight 

throughout the show and when 

they do manage to talk reason¬ 

ably for a few moments, it’s 

either about drugs or sex. The 

father, played by Geoff John- 

son> is a loud and rather obnox- 

ious man. The mother (Sasha 

Webster) fits right in with the 

overstated stereotypes, as she is 

a somewhat petty housewife. 

These static characters, along 

with the sporadic appearance 

of the dead son (Andrew 

Owen) and a hilarious, yet 

beautiful TV journalist 

(Anthony Farrell) create a com¬ 

ically absurd situation that also 

paints a bleak and cynical pic¬ 

ture of families in the 1970s. 

The setting for this produc¬ 

tion is a perfect backdrop for 

the performance. Lava lamps, 

hanging beads and plastic 

wrapped couches epitomize the 

groovy style of this set. The 

costumes are no less than fan¬ 

tastic with their casual look of 

mismatched colours. The light¬ 

ing of this show adds to the 

play’s dramatic theme while at 

the same time enhancing the 

colourful 1970s setting. 

While the show was a satiri¬ 

cal view of the era, the absurd 

personalities of the characters 

sometimes seemed to reach a 

point where they became unre¬ 

alistic. For example, the way 

the characters would discuss 

mundane topics in front of the 

body of their dead family mem¬ 

ber as though it was not there, 

made it difficult for me to con¬ 

tinue suspending my disbelief. 

Aside from that, the show was 

highly entertaining. 

I believe it’s time for every¬ 

body ro dabble in a little groove 

and take the rime to see this 

play — you won't regret it. 
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Someone with a human touch” continues: Ex-Ginger 

^P'ce, a.k.a Geri Halliwell, began her first day as a U.N. goodwill 

' ■'v assador last Tuesday. Her job description includes promoting 

Rareness of reproductive health issues in Third World countries 

r ' UN Population Fund. Thank you very much. 

r'le "feroinist” slayer: Don’t call television’s Buffy 

jn ™ Michelle Gellar a feminist. The 21-year-old actress stated 

faVself1 Week s USA Weekend, “I hate the word. Do I consider 

4se f>3 ttr°ng female indiv«dual? Uh-huh. Can I take care of 

madeP i ^ sure‘” Cellar also refuses to be reminded the she 

'hat cle°P , MaSazine’s “50 Most Beatuiful People” list stating 

1e Isn r another “cute little blond actress.” Whatever. 

C’ 
niake?h say that you love me: Singer Gloria Estefan 

fan will Cf ” m de^ut opposite Meryl Streep in 50 Violins. Este- 

Streen nlSl^ the fricnd and co-worker to Streep’s character. 

)’oun,,rP a^S ^°berta Izavaras, a violinist who teaches East Harlem 
""Esters the art of the string. 

Fueling artists 
Local artists auction their talent 

ART AUCTION PREVIEW 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

Every year students flock to 

the Imaginus sale in the JDUC 

to purchase posters to cover 

their bare walls in a very lame 

attempt at home decoration. 

Fluffy kittens, works of long- 

dead, famous artists, and movie 

posters from every pop-culture 

hit dating back to the seventies 

may seem hip to uninspired stu¬ 

dents who want only to put 

some colour, any colour, up on 

their bare, white walls. 

It appears as if the 
picture were put 

through a pastel filter, 
blurring and obscuring 

the colouring 
and edges. 

However, more sophisti¬ 

cated, and much cooler alterna¬ 

tives available to styled students 

who demand that there be an 

element of substance to their 

home decor. Such an alternative 

is coming up this Saturday, with 

Kingston Artists Association’s 

16th annual art auction. 

Up for auction are 77 works 

by local artists, including 

Queen’s students and profes¬ 

sors, ranging in style from clas¬ 

sic landscape watercolors to 

computer generated art, as well 

as sculptures, photography, 

mixed media and found art (a 

kind of mixed media art con¬ 

structed from discarded scraps). 

The prices of the works range 

from S50 to $750. The pro¬ 

ceeds from the auction are split 

between the Association and the 

I was impressed by 
the photography of 
Queen’s Professor 

George Clark. 

blurring and obscuring the 

colouring and edges. A close 

examination of the piece reveals 

that it is a photograph, but from 

a distance it appears to be a very 

realistic painting. This work 

suggests to me that there is a 

thin veil between perception 

and reality and that our relative 

positioning in space and time 

influences how we see and 

understand the world around 

us. 

The auction will take place 

at the Grand Theatre. (Box 

Office: 530-2050). There is a 

$5 admission charge. 

Along with the auction, there 

will be a viewing and hors 

d’ourves from 6:30 - 8 p.m. 

with the actual auction starting 

at 8 p.m. and running until 

10p.m. 

For those that wish to view The Gallery is open from 

the art before auction night, it 12 - 4:30 p.m. For further 

can be viewed until Friday at information, one of the art 

Modern Fuel Gallery, which is coordinators can be reached at 

located at 21-A Queen Street. the Gallery, at 548-4883. 

Curry Village 
Bringing you Kingston's finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times, 
The Globe and Mail. Toronto Life and the 

Where to Eat in Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

I69A Princess Street (upstairs). ^47-^010 
Kingston. Ontario U 

20% Discount for Students, Sun - Thurs (Food Only) 

Started in the early seventies, 

the Association created one of 

the first artist-run centres in the 

area. The art center allows local 

artists to control their art and 

have a venue to showcase their 

works. The centre also provides 

a place for artists to interact cre¬ 

atively with each other. 

It is not necessary to pur¬ 

chase anything at the auction. 

Students can use the auction as 

an opportunity to appreciate 

some of the work done by local 

talent. I personally had the 

opportunity to get a sneak-peak 

at the works being put up for 

auction. Many of the pieces 

showed great talent. I was per¬ 

sonally impressed by the pho¬ 

tography of Queen’s Professor 

George Clark, and the computer 

generated images from Peter 

Hodkinson’s Lady Bug series. 

My favourite piece is George 

Clark’s “The Hero’s Farm a 

Thousand Years After.” I have 

no experience in photography, 

but it appears as if the picture 

were put through a pastel filter, 

A-One 

Clothing 
358 King St. E. 

Sexy but 
o lace. 

Unisex styles. Women's size 6 

up to Men’s 13V2. Come slip on a pair 

and enjoy dry and comfortable feet. 

Any tougher they’d rust. 
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Friday. October 23,799a 

Classifieds 
JUST $4 FOR STUDEHTS 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony’, 
93 Pnncess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen’s students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT - GRE ON 
CAMPUS PREP! Also, to subscribe 
to our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med bulletin email newsletters, 
email us at: learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1877 PREP.COM or 
www.prep.com Queen's University 
LSAT: November 7,8 weekend, prac¬ 
tice December 2nd. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you’ll ever 
own. Ask in the Campus Bookstore. 
Fast and Easy, In A Weekend; Admin 
Guides and more... 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: A 
“hands-on" cooking class for people 
who want to make quick, cheap, tasty 
dishes. Next session Wednesday, 
October 28th, 5:30 - 7:00 p.m. at the 
International Centre. Free but pre¬ 
registration is required. Call 545- 
6712. 

DO YOU HAVE A NIGHT CLASS? 
Well if you would like someone to 
walk back home with you after class, 
just give Walkhome a call at 545- 
2662! Our boundaries extend North 
to York St., East to Ontario St„ West 
to West Campus, and South to the 
Lake I 

WHAT IS ZEN? Free Q&A session 
with Albert Low, director of the 
Montreal Zen Centre. 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday October 29th, 3rd Floor 
Common Room, JDUC. Email 4aa7, 
3bjd3 for info. 

QUEEN'S BUDDHIST CLUB pre¬ 
sents “Introduction to Zen" workshop, 
9:30 a.m., October 31st, Kingston- 

ment. Mature female, non-smoker 
preferred. Available November 1st’ 
Collingwood St., $350.00 all inclusive 
with cable and parking. No pets 
Phone 547-5598. 

$10 |.r local • $15 for national J ■ttHattUlOTfit 
^ 8 W 0WU U'-'V3^-JU ^ I I ACT Dina anH Cirau PH 

Bring in your classified ad of 30 words or less 
to 272 Earl Street or call the business team at 545- 

6711 for other advertising opportunities 

Frontenac Public Library, lead by 
Albert Low, Director of the Montreal 
Zen Centre. Registration, info call 
542-4294 or 533-7219. 

MAKING CONNECTIONS. A work¬ 
shop on self-care, self-esteem and 
healthy body image presented by the 
Health Outreach Program on 
Tuesday, November 3rd, 6 p.m. in the 
classroom at Student Counselling. 
Come to the lower level of the St. 
Lawrence Building on Queen's 
Crescent. For more information call 
Diane Nolting at 545-6712. 

LADIES HAIRCUTS-$10-$15. 20 
years experience. Call Carol 6 p.m. - 
10 p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
weekends. 544-1573. 

STAY WARM - Have your house win¬ 
terized by two devoted OPIRG volun¬ 
teers. Only $20.00. Call the Earth 
Centre at 549-0066 for details. 

STUDYING LATE? OUT WITH 
FRIENDS? JUST WANDERING 

ABOUT? Walkhome is here to serve 
you for whatever your late night walk¬ 
ing needs! We're open Sunday - 
Wednesday from 8 p.m. - 2 a.m., and 
Thursday - Saturday from 8 p.m. - 3 
a.m. Give us a call at 545-2662 and 
we'll be there with a smile! 

AHEAD BY A CENTURY PARTEE! 
Saturday, October 24th, 7:00 p.m. 
353 Albert. $10.00 donation. All the 
beer and friends you can imagine. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

op shape 
‘88 Queen’s jacket. To be sold by 
October 30th to the highest bid. Call 
now! Nadine at 531-9498. 

TO SHARE - 2 bedroom apartment 
with part-time Queen’s student/pro¬ 
fessional. Large bedroom, big back¬ 
yard, fireplace, free parking, bike 
storage. Available December 1st. 
$390.00 inclusive. Call 547-6050. 

ROOM FOR RENT to share apart- 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trip Hip 
CDs. Lost between Clark and down¬ 
town after One Step Beyond, 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case 
with German notes and text 
(Goethe's Faust in translation). 
Vicinity Kingston Hall? Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, 
“Contour". Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call Daryn 
at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park 
near baseball diamond on October 
16th. Call 531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a set of 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 545- 
2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

Study abroad In Japan, Australia, Norway, Mexico, Brazil, U.S.A., Costa ftlca, Netherlands, Indonesia, Belgium, 

2 

0*Sv *\° xe> 

Planning to STUDY ABROAD? - 

ACT NOW 
■» _ 'O/j 

3 

w m. 

The International Centre 
We’re located in the John Deutsch University Centre 

just past the Queen's Pub 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

h ttp://www. quic. queensu. ca 

Are you an Arts & Science 
student interested in studying 

abroad? 
Don't miss the exciting 

Autumn Outreach sponsored by 

the International Centre and the 

International Programs Office. 

For more information, contact 

545-2604 or 545-2815. 

Friday. 
OCTOBER 23, 1998 
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Reflections from 
the Womb 

— Shorter Prose — 

Not much to 

remember 
before that. I 

found myself from a 
swimmer and his tar¬ 

get, digging through 
like a little shovel until 
he cracked the shell. I 
sat there, awestruck, 
stunned. Here, the 
blueprints sat in front 
of me, but I didn’t give 
them a look. I waited, 
like a T.V. dinner in the 
microwave, an instant 

feast with no prepara¬ 
tion. 

Stumped on the first 
math problem of an 
exam was how I felt 
until I split and split 
and split and split and 
split and split and split 
and split, and then 
those splits split and 
split and split and split 
and split and split. 

Nestling into a warm 
wall, it started to hap¬ 
pen Enslaving what 
was around me, my 
food brought to me on a 
silver platter. Bulging 
at one end and stretch¬ 
ing like an elastic at the 
other, my body 
changed. The stadium 
inside of me struck up 
the band as I led the 
orchestra with the tiny 
tip tap inside my chest. 
Who would’ve thought 
that a sixth of a cen¬ 
timetre could monopo¬ 
lize a body. 

Gardening the buds 
grew. Little lumps for 
arms and legs 
stretched like hot pink 
bubble gum and dabs of 
black permanent 
marker for eyes. My 
drumbeat pounded 
harder. I swung inside 

my space capsule. A 
grotesquely large head 
and a tail, an alien more 
than anything else. My 
spinal cord shimmered 
through my thin skin. 

My ego subsided. From 
among the roaring and 
rattling from the outer 
world, pumping bass 
from the stereo, and 
murmurs hummed 
through my bones 
came some unsettling 
news, A donkey, rabbit, 
whale, bat or lizard 
would be at the same 
developmental stage as 
me now. I demanded 
more food, more oxy¬ 
gen and more warmth 
as I shifted, hopefully 
causing discomfort. I 
littered my urine and 
disrespect, causing at 
least a cramp. My silver 
platter sucked in my 

drug and I relaxed back 
into my spa; fingers 
formed to be sucked on 
and toes tickled like 
dipping my feet into a 
steamy bath. 

Feeling stifled, you 
grew: twenty pounds 
heavier, your breasts 
doubled, your blood 
pumped harder (little 
did you know, I was tap¬ 
ping into your network, 
plagiarising lines from 
the essay YOU WERE 
WRITING!). 

Taking over the battle¬ 
field I moved upwards, 
into your abdomen, 
claiming territory; 
draining your food sup¬ 
ply, putting the 
squeeze on your lungs. 
You pulled the unex¬ 
pected. You contracted 
help from another 

source, a new army 
came in to back you up. 
Pushing violently 
against your walls, you 
broke; hip bones slip¬ 
ping apart. Expanding 
all over, you ruptured 
my shell. My army 
retreated in a flood. A 
bitter enemy and a sore 
loser, I fought the 
inevitable. Squeezing 
from you, I was left 
alone like being thrown 
from a train in the mid¬ 
dle of a desert. 

I lost my kingdom. 

Covered in the mud 
from my demise, there 
was nothing I could do 
but cry and learn to 
live on my own. 

Steve Sheffer’s 
memory goes way, way- 

back. 
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LOOK FOR THE MiSC COLOURING 
CONTEST, COMING IN NOVEMBER. 

_ _ l^ Phone 542-4415 
_ - —/298 PRINCESS STREET (at Clergy). KINGSTON. ONT. 

RACQUET & RUNNING SPECIALISTS 

Graphite 
Black Knight 

Squash Racquet 
Reg Si 09.00 

Sale $69.99 

We Have 
Queen's Backpacks 

Queen's Sweat 
Shirts 

Queen's shirts 
Queen's Shorts 

Large 

Selection 
0F Athletic 

Shoes 

Winter 
Fleece and 

Jackets 
ARRIVING DAILY 

'^AIVIS 

JAC*ETS o 
BQs©bQ||/Foo 

s o FLOORS O CLUBS O FACULTIES 

° t'sHIRTS o rugby jerseys o golf shirts o sweats 

°otbcj||/Hockey Jerseys O Custom Cresting ot Very Special Prices! 

LAW SCHOOL 
BOUND ? 

How to get into Law School and become 
a Lawyer in Canada and the U.S. 

• Why is it a perfect time to apply to law? 
• Why are the career prospects for lawyers so exciting for the 21st century? 
• Why is it essential to use a different application strategy for each school? 

• How can you avoid getting bad letters of references? 
• How can personal statements make or break your application? 

• U.S. law schools - are they an option? 
• U.S. bar admission - is it possible with a Canadian degree? 
• Canadian bar admission - is it possible with a U.S. degree? 

• The LSAT - are there changes - can you avoid developing bad habits? 
• How can you use 2nd, 3rd and 4th years to prepare for law? 

The Lecture Of The Year For Future Lawyers! 

Who: John Richardson, B.A, LL.B., J.D. 
■Author of Canada's #1 LSAT Prep Guide, Mastering The LSAT 

Free Lecture: Tuesday, October 27, 5:00pm - 6:00pm, MacDonald D 

BONUS!! Receive a FREE copy of "Guide to Law Schools in 
Canada” ($16.00 value - while supplies last) 

- For a FREE monthly Law School Bound email newsletter and to reserve 
your copy of “Guide to Law Schools in Canada” - email to learn@prep.com. 

LSAT - writing December 5th7 
Weekend prep at Queen’s University November 7th, 

8th with a Practice LSAT on December 2nd. 
1-800-410-PREP or WWW.PREP.COM 
GMAT, MCAT & GRE also available. 
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Queen’s University 
Poi Beginners 

Sludy Guides ore now 20% off! | 

See our website for details 
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Students and faculty wined and dined at the Engineering Society’s Centennial Ball Saturday evening. 

PHOTO BY AYMARA STOUTE 

Crowded seminars raise concern 

Meds 
declare 

increased 
need 

By Alexandra Dyer 

Faced with dramatic tuition 

increases, the number of requests for 

bursaries and OSAP made by Queen’s 

medical students has increased this 

year. 
According to Pat Bogsrad at Student 

Awards,, there has been “increased 

interest in bursaries this year by all stu- 

- dents, with a large number of inquiries 

; coming from medical students.” 

Bogstad: said Student Awards 

received 104 bursary applications from 

Queen’s medical students, which rep¬ 

resents approximately 35 per cent of 

; the faculty. Sixty-eight per cent of first- 

year medical students also applied for 

bursaries, she said. 

“I’d be quite sure of myself if I said 

that this is a higher percentage than 

: last year,” she said. 

“Anyone who applies for a bursary 

and who has a need will get some assis¬ 

tance,” Bogstad said, however, he 

could not guarantee that applicants 

will get the full amount they applied 

for. 

There has also been increased 

demand for OSAP by medical students. 

“Fifty-six per cent of medical students 

applied for OSAP this year,” Bogstad 

said, adding that this figure does not 

account for the out-of province med¬ 

ical students who are ineligible for 

OSAP. 

For first-year Queen’s medical stu¬ 

dents, tuition stands at $6,748 and will 

increase to approximately $4,200 for 

the 1999-2000 academic year. 

Please see Deregulation on page 2 

By Maggie Buhajczyk 

Department members say a lack of 

resources is responsible for overcrowded 

upper-year English and history seminar 

classes at Queen’s this year. 

While these departments traditionally 

have a cap on the number of students in 

their third and fourth year seminars, in 

many cases, classes are exceeding the 

maximum limit. 

“It is a serious problem but we don’t 

have any extra resources,” said Paul 

Christianson, chair of the history 

department. 

According to John Pierce, undergrad¬ 

uate chair of the English department, 

300-level courses which were once lim¬ 

ited to 25 students, are now expanding 

to 30. The history and sociology depart¬ 

ments also have moved to larger 

classrooms. 

Kathryn Peddle, Arts ’00, said third- 

year history courses are especially over¬ 

crowded. “HIST 470 is great because 

there are only 10 people in the class but 

HIST 343 is a bit too big. It’s a seminar 

but we don’t get to participate that 

much,” she said. 

Lisa Barnet, Arts ’99, a student 

enrolled in HIST 350 agreed. “If you 

want to be heard you will, but if you’re 

quiet, then it’s a big enough number to 

let you hide in the background,” she 

said. 

Carl Keane, head of the sociology 

department attributed overcrowded 

seminars in his department to an unex¬ 

pected growth in undergraduate student 

interest. “Usually, from year to year, 

there are no problems in enrolment, but 

this year we have found a significant 

increase in the first through fourth-year 

courses,” he said. “Students might be 

recognizing that the analytical skills 

picked up in our methods courses are 

skills which can be applied elsewhere,” 

he added. 

Keane has asked the undergraduate 

students committee to examine the over¬ 

crowding in upper-year sociology semi¬ 

nars. “We’re all trying to figure out why 

we’ve seen an increase,” he said. The 

sociology department has added an addi¬ 

tional two half courses at the 400-level 

and has expanded second and third-year 

classes. While the fourth-year courses 

are presently at their maximum, Keane 

says that they do not exceed the 25 stu¬ 

dent cap. 

“We’ve been able to successfully meet 

Please see Lack on page 4 

Education 
professor 

dies 
By Queen’s Journal News Staff 

sjueen s Faculty of E 

le suddenly Saturday. Mr. 

on S pP j3k'n8 at a faculty staf: 

Fnday when he suffered 

purism. He died the nex 

m!*8??!0 GeneraI Hospit 
Mandel] was 58 years of age. 

funeral was held yesi 

m. at Beth Israel Synagoj 
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Fon rings true 
Queen’s film wins Ontario festival 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Three Queen’s students picked up a 

first-place prize for best experimental 

film in the TVOntario Film Festival on 

October 15 at an award ceremony in 

Toronto. 

Fourth-year film student Angela Pilas, 

Mark Magee, Arts ’98, and Matt Poirier 

Arts ’98 produced the film last year for 

FILM 350, the department’s advanced 

production course. 

“We’re thrilled, needless to say,” said 

Blaine Allan, head of the film depart¬ 

ment. “WeTe very happy when a film 

from this department wins an award at 

Telefest.” 

The six-minute film, entitled Fon, is 

“an experimental film based on the 

telephone,” explained Pilas. “There are 

four characters... and one operator who 

links different conversations together to 

make one big musical interlude.” 

“We knew we wanted to make a visual 

piece,” Pilas said. “If you look at student 

films in general, they are all very heavily 

narrative-based,” Pilas said. 

The film stars past and present 

Queen’s students Andy Lehrer, Serge 

Mister, and Brian Lewis, Daniel Mackey, 

Professor Tim Fort, and former AMS 

President Maynard Plant as the operator. 

“I think it’s impressive both as an 

imaginative work and as a stylistic 

achievement,” said Allan. 

The film cost the students 
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Deregulation ‘unfair’ 
Continued from page I 

Upper-year students, who are protected 

by it grandfather clause, pay $5,516 in 

tuition fees this year. Returning stu¬ 

dents' tuition fees for 1999-2000 is still 

undetermined. 

The increases are a result of the 

provincial government’s decision last 

spring to deregulate tuition for law and 

medicine programs in Ontario. Deregu¬ 

lation allows individual universities to 

two programs. 
“A lot of students are really concerned 

about the tuition increases and how they 

will cope with them,” said Winston Tsui, 

Meds ’00. 
Bogstad expressed concern that 

“although first year students are paying 

$6,748 this year, OSAP has put a cap of 

$4,500 on the amount that students can 

claim.” 
According to Dean of Health Sciences 

Barry Smith, the tuition increases are 

bringing the cost of a medical degree to 

an “appropriate level” in light of medical 

students’ “future earning potential.” 

Enrolment in Queen’s medicine 

increased this year, Smith added, reflect¬ 

ing the “strong market of people want¬ 

ing a medical degree.” 

Smith said the increases are beneficial 

because they will “allow medical stu¬ 

dents more input into the product that 

they are consuming.” 

There is “a high level of financial 

assistance available,” Smith said, 

although he added that this year’s fjR. 

ures are not yet available. In addition 

the school will be “monitoring any 

adverse effects” of the increases, Smith 

said. 

Meds ’02 President Matthew 

Bromwich said, “Although the increases 

are drastic, the most devastating part 

about the issue is the fact that govern¬ 

ment loans aren’t keeping pace.” As a 

result, “medical students increasingly 

have to turn to bank loans to finance 

their educations,” he added. 

The problem with the banks is that 

“you have to pay interest right away and 

the banks have little flexibility in rene¬ 

gotiating their lines of credit, as is possi¬ 

ble with Canada student loans,” 

Bromwich explained. 

“In professional schools where tuition 

is rapidly increasing, there is a dire need 

for a review of payment and loan sys¬ 

tems,” Bromwich said. 

“[It’s] unfair that medical school 

tuition be deregulated,” said Sandra 

McGill, Meds ‘99. “The majority of stu¬ 

dents are carrying debts from an under¬ 

graduate and/or Masters Degree.” 

McGill said the increases are “dis¬ 

couraging a lot of good people from get¬ 

ting to medical school,” while failing to 

account for the fact that “[Medical stu¬ 

dents] will also have to incur costs when 

they are residents... a $5,000 charge per 

year of their residency.” 

CORRECTIONS 19B 

In the last issue of The Journal News section, the names of Greg McKellar and 

Lloyd Axworthy were misspelled. The Journal regrets the error. 

If you are willing and capable to take on the most 
challenging leadership and organizational role in your 

life, you have found it here. 

As a site directa you can expect to: 

- Participate on a project during the summer of 1999 
- Coordinate logistics and projects before departure 
• Be an ambassador of QPID in the host country 
- Provide leadership and organization tor fellow cooperants 
• Submit a final report detailing the summer events 

Have an amazing life experience!!! 

Applications can be picked up and dropped off at the 

QPID office In Clark Hall, Deadline Is 6pm. Nov. 1st 

Questions can be directed to Andrea or Bryan. 5453845 

Site Directors Needed 

^Ar. OCTOBER 27. 1998 
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Who's Where hits campus on schedule 
By Renee Huang 

The 1998-99 Who’s Where staff and 

student directory, a publication which 

Ims been plagued by late release dates in 

previous years, has arrived on campus 

rlfrht on schedule. 
Mike Beltzner, co-editor of Who’s 

Where/What’s Next publications said the 

publication release is on target with the 

window of time the editors had esti¬ 

mated, between October 14 - 28. “We 

rjn into a couple of problems,” said 

Beltzner. “We’re a little later than we 

hoped." 
•'Without trying to assess any type of 

blame,” Beltzner said, there were a few 

nimor delays, including an extension of 

the amount of time students had to opt- 

m, As a result, the editors did not receive 

data from the Registrar’s office until 

mid-September. 

WW/WN Co-Editor Jason Teske’s 

recent firing did not contribute to the 

publication s lateness. “Jason was, inter¬ 

estingly enough, fired four days after 

[the directory was] sent off,” Beltzner 

said. “The book would have been a lot 

later had Jason been fired earlier.” 

The Who’s Where editors normally try 

to release their publication by late Octo¬ 

ber, although the latest release date in 

recent history was two years ago, well 

after the end of fall term classes on 

December 12. 

Through an opt-in function on the 

QCARD system, this year’s Who's Where 

obtained the listing consent of almost 

15,000 students. This is a sizeable 

increase from last year’s publication, 

which allowed students to opt-out of the 

directory through the QCARD system. 

Beltzner speculated that the 1997-98 

version of the Who’s Where had approxi¬ 

mately 10,000 students listed 

He indicated that the increase in stu¬ 

dent listings may have been due to an 

awareness campaign in $eptember that 

attempted to raise the profile of the 

Who’s Where. Called “Get Listed!,” stu¬ 

dents were told about the value of having 

their phone number, home and school 

addresses and e-mail available in the 

publication, Beltzner said. 

In addition to local business discount 

coupons, a map of Kingston, transit 

routes, and information about Queen’s 

clubs, faculty and organizations, this 

year’s Who’s Where will include a host of 

new features. Among highlights is a page 

that explains how to convert internal 

Queen’s phone numbers when Informa¬ 

tion Technology Services installs a new 

533 exchange and five-digit internal dial¬ 

ing system in December. 

Also unique to the 1998-99 Who’s 

Where, the directory includes addresses 

and phone numbers of students taking a 

year off school to work on “The Experi¬ 

ence Option.” The space reserved for a 

student’s Kingston address instead lists 

the student’s work address. 

Volunteers at the Infobank happily 
distribute the 1998-99 Who’s Where. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Copies of the 30th edition of the 

Who's Where are available for pick up 

from the AMS Infobank in the JDUC 

lower ceilidh to full-time undergraduate 

students with valid student cards. Faculty 

members may order copies of the publi¬ 

cation thorough Queen’s stationary 

stores. 

. about spirit, lt’» about team building, 

what every Queen* Engineer remembers, 
•.ml now. you can be part of it again. 

t The 
Legend Gof The 

REASEPOL 

Legendary game praised 

Relive the unexplainable. 
The cover of Burke and Calvert’s Legend of the Grease Pole CD 

Rom game, now available on campus. 

COURTESY OF ROBERT BURKE 

By Crystal Bona 

The secretive bonding expe¬ 

rience of the greasepole, an 

annual frosh week event for 

engineering students, is not so 

mysterious now. Through the 

ingenious creativity and initia¬ 

tive of Queen’s students Robert 

Burke, Sci ’99 and Craig 

Calvert, a first-year Vancouver 

Film School student, anyone 

can experience the tradition by 

playing the CD ROM game the 

duo designed. 

Burke came up with the idea 

for the game, entitled The Leg¬ 

end of the Greasepole, more 

than two years ago. “The 

greasepole seemed like such an 

awesome subject for a game,” 

he said. 

The player of the game acts 

Law students see few 
changes under SGPS 

By Lianne Elliot 

This year marks the first that 

Queen’s law students are repre¬ 

sented by the Society of Gradu¬ 

ate and Professional Students 

rather than the Alma Mater 

Society, and many law students 

said they do nor notice a signif¬ 

icant difference under the new 

government. 

I haven’t really noticed a 

change... which I guess is a 

good tiling,” said Sonia Bar¬ 
rette, Law ’00. 

T he decision to switch stu¬ 

dent governments was reached 

in a referendum held last 

larch by the Law Students 

ociety. Qf the 55 per cent of 

aw srudents who participated, 

tWo thirds voted in favour of a 
move to the SGPS. 

I ^res‘dent Chris Ellis said 

tc believes quality of represen- 

at,on was one of the major 

Jtiotivating factors behind the 

'?vv s^dents’ decision to join 

AMcSGPS' “We felt that lfhe 
was not effectively 

representing us,” Ellis said. 

Last year, as a part of the 

AMS, law students made up 

only four per cent of the 

12,000 srudents represented by 

the society. Because of this low 

ratio, Ellis believes, “larger fac¬ 

ulties’ interests dominated the 

AMS.” 

By joining the SGPS, law stu¬ 

dents are no longer a minority, 

representing over 25 per cent 

of the 2,200 students account¬ 

able to rhe society. 

Despire the large numbers of 

faculties such as Arts and Sci¬ 

ence, the AMS always attempts 

to “to listen to rhe smaller fac¬ 

ulties,” said Gord Moodie, 

AMS vice-president (opera¬ 

tions), “It’s disappointing when 

a group perceives that we are 

nor serving them well,” he 

added. 

Another issue that may have 

influenced the LSS decision to 

switch governments was the 

predominant differences 

berween law srudents and AMS 

students. 

“Questions of affinity' have 

always been a concern,” SGPS 

president Chris Hales said. On 

average, law srudents are older 

than most undergraduates and 

are usually working towards 

their second degree. As a result, 

law students believe they “have 

more in common” with the 

graduate students of the SGPS 

than with the dominantly 

undergraduate AMS, Hales 

said. 

Because of the move to the 

SGPS, certain benefits offered 

by the AMS will no longer be 

available to law students. 

Since last March, a new 

AMS policy requires that all 

applicants to AMS jobs be AMS 

members, paying AMS student 

fees. These jobs include posi¬ 

tions at the Publishing and 

Copy Centre, the Quiet Pub, 

Alfie’s Pub, the Used Book 

Store Exchange, AMS offices, 

Student Constables and 

Walkhome. This policy means 

that law students, now under 

Please see Fees on page 5 

as a FREC and attempts to stall 

95 first-year students for as long 

as possible in their collective 

attempt to reach the top of the 

pole. Stalling tactics include 

throwing pizza, apples, beer and 

ArtSci students into the pit in 

order to distract the frosh. 

Burke claimed the creation 

of the game was a non-profit 

initiative. “It was certainly 

never for money... I just love it,” 

said Burke, who designed 

another computer game in high 

school. 

More than 50 Queen’s stu¬ 

dents make up The Legend of 

the Greasepole Team, the group 

responsible for bringing the 

game to life. 

Until last month, the project 

was entirely student-funded. 

Now, the game is being partially 

sponsored by the Alma Mater 

Society’s Special Projects Fund, 

which is designed to assist new 

initiatives at Queen’s that 

require financial backing. Burke 

said he is “extremely grateful 

for the support that Greasepole 

has received from the AMS.” 

The funding will help cover 

the cost of making the CDs. 

About $8,000 has been spent so 

far on software and rentals of 

digital recording equipment for 

the game. 

An important feature of the 

game is its artificial intelligence. 

“AI is a way of writing your pro¬ 

gram so that the characters have 

the ability to think and to 

respond to what’s going on 

around them,” Burke explained. 

Each of the 95 frosh think 24 

times a second and base their 

actions on their own interests 

and drives, he added. 

“Just like at the real pole, the 

frosh in the game start out 

enthusiastic, but lame. Eventu¬ 

ally they learn to work as a team 

and teach each other tricks to 

get to the top,” Burke 

explained. 

This new technique for team¬ 

work among animated charac¬ 

ters, dubbed intelliFrosh,’ has 

impressed Bruce Blumberg, a 

professor at Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology in Cam¬ 

bridge, Massachusetts. 

Blumberg, who received a copy 

of the game from some of his 

graduate students, sent Burke 

an e-mail praising his work with 

the game and inquiring about 

how the frosh interact with one 

another. In the e-mail, Blum¬ 

berg said he was “very 

impressed... [Greasepole] is very 

clever.” 

“It was a real honour,” said 

Burke, “Professor Blumberg is 

one of the leaders in the artifi¬ 

cial intelligence field.” 

Although the object of the 

game is to stall the frosh, its 

overall goal is to promote a 

sense of teamwork, Burke said. 

The game always ends with the 

frosh victorious, and the FRECs 

happy for them. 

The game has been enthusi¬ 

astically received. “The alumni 

loved it. An alumnus in New 

Zealand asked for a copy,” said 

Burke. “We show it to high 

school students on tours and 

they love it as well. Over 500 

copies have been sold,” he 

added. 

The game has also received 

positive response from the engi¬ 

neers themselves. “The amount 

of teamwork used to put the 

game together is a lot like the 

teamwork it takes to climb the 

pole. It’s amazing that any stu¬ 

dent has had the capability and 

initiative to accomplish this,” 

said Kirsten $orensen, Sci ’00. 

The Legend of the Greasepole 

is available in Kingston at the 

Campus Bookstore, the College 

Merchant, Computer Depot 

and MicroAge. Although Burke 

and Calvert originally hoped to 

charge $20 for the game, the 

CDs are available to the 

Queen’s community for 

between $12 and $18. About 

200 copies of the game were 

also distributed by Information 

Technology $ervices to first- 

year engineering students who 

bought computers from IT$. 

For more information, visit 

the Web site at http:// 

engsoc.queensu.ca/polegame/. 
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Lack of funding and resources to blame 
Continued from page ! 

the fourth-year demand. We 

don’t want any students to suf¬ 

fer,” said Keane. 

While the cause of the large Instructors to spread ** 
curriculum. We are, just now, 

hiring an instructor to replace 

two people who have left two or 

three years ago," he said. 

Students in crowded semi¬ 
nars sit apart from discussion. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

seminars remains a mystery to 

the sociology department, 

Pierce and Christianson pointed 

to a lack of funding and 

resources as an explanation for 

the increases in their respective 

departments. 

“The actual number of stu¬ 

dents in third and fourth year 

has been stable but the actual 

number of sections is declin¬ 

ing," said Pierce. 

In order to compensate for 

this decline, the English depart¬ 

ment has been forced to fit 

more students into the existing 

sections, he said. Pierce attrib¬ 

uted the shift to 

“In times of financial 
difficulty it is difficult 

to expand.” 

— Paul Christianson, 
chair of history 

department 

“The (history] department 

underwent contraction in 

1995-96 and has remained the 

same size since," said Christian- 

series of son. “In times of financial 

difficulty it is difficult to 

expand," he added. 

A growth in the number of 

students requesting 100 and 

200-level history courses isjajsp 

becoming a concern “We’ve 

had to move a professor from a 

300 to 200-level course because we should continue our seminar 

200 enrollment was higher than system and the department has 

limited number of instructors to 

work with,” he added. 

Despite these difficulties 

Christianson said the history 

department remains determined 

to maintain its seminar courses 

“Students feel very strongly that 

expected,” said Christianson. 

The English department is 

looking into shifting some of its 

resources to the upper-year 

sections. “We might have to hire 

more part-time instructors to 

teach the one and two hundred 

level courses and move the full¬ 

time faculty to the 200 sec¬ 

tions,” said Pierce. “We have a 

strong commitment to do that," 

he said. 

Peddle agreed: “I think that 

smaller seminars are more use¬ 

ful for the students because 

there is more opportunity to 

participate.” 

retirements and leaves which, 

without replacement, have 

resulted in a shortage of Film’s success ‘incredible’ 

Professional 
skin and hair 
■ ■ b a ■ ■ 

...welcomes you to 
Queens University. 

Enjov a visit to Professional Skin & Hair 
aimiMM* to Professional Skin & Hair is one of 

Canada’s top Make-Up lines??? 

Full service hair & esthetics for men & women 
Student discount Monday to Wednesday 

Aveda • Redken • Babor • K.M.S. 

L Specializing in Formal Up-do's 

Waxing • Permanent wave ♦ Manicures 
Pedicures • Advanced cutting techniques 

Skin treatments & much more. 

613-549-7546 
115 Clarence St. Kingston, Ontario. K7L • 5N6 3 

Continued from page I 

approximately $3,000 in pro- 

; duction costs. The students 

. received a $500 bursary from 

the Davies Foundation, which 

they used to enter 12 film festi¬ 

vals in Canada, Europe and the 

United States, 

Three finalists in each cate¬ 

gory went to rhe Toronto cere^ 

mony. Pilas’ group was in 

competition with Rverson Poly¬ 

technic and York Universities, 

which typically dominate the 

TVOntario festival, Pilas said. 

“For us to actually go in 

there and win against schools 

like Rverson and York is a big 

deal. We didn’t think we stood 

a chance," she added. 

While the film schools at 

Ryerson and York are produc¬ 

tion schools, Queen’s special¬ 

izes in film theory and has only 

one camera and one editing 

suite for five FILM 350 groups. 

Pilas explained. 

However, Pilas said Queen's 

film students do considerably 

well given their limited 

resources. 

“There's definitely talent,” 

she said. “We just don’t have 

the equipment where people 

can spend a lot of time.” 

The film’s success goes 

beyond the TVOntario festival. 

FON is currently being played 

in Rhode Island and Europe 

and is enjoying a two-week run 

at a Florida festival. The film 

also won honourable mention 

at a recent Canadian film festi¬ 

val. 

“Jnst the amount of attention 

we’ve gotten from this film is 

incredible,” said Pilas. 

All three students are inter¬ 

ested in pursuing careers in the 

film industry. Poirier is cur¬ 

rently working as a production 

assistant in Montreal, Magee is 

working at Shift magazine in 

Angela Pilas 
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Toronto and Pilas is working as 

the AMS communications com¬ 

missioner this year and plans to 

work at CBC or attend the 

American Film Institute in Cali¬ 

fornia upon graduation. 

Teach English 
Overseas 

ESL Teacher Training Certificate Courses 
■ Intensive 34-hour courses (weekends) 

■ Classroom management techniques 

■ Detailed lesson planning 

■ Skills development: grammar, pronunciation, 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 

■ Strategies for finding teaching jobs overseas 

■ Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters from 

around the world 

■ Formal certificate given upon course completion 

■ Cost: $345 (includes comprehensive teaching materials) 

Upcoming Courses: 

Nov. 14 - Nov. 22 Saturdays and Sundays 

Jan. 30 - Feb. 7 Saturdays and Sundays 

For More Information Call Oxford Seminars: 

(613) 544-9389 / 1-800-269-6719 

Major 
in music. 
Think of it as higher learning. 
As Canada's largest music site, Jam! Music is like getting 

a backstage pass inside the music industry every day. 

--...-vjiLaiiudiune newsaot 
your favourite acts, Jam! Music features concert listir 

across Canada, SoundScan Charts, the Canadian Ml 

Index, a full Artist Archive database, new album review 

the Anti-Hit list, newsgroups, release dates, live cht 

concert and album reviews, Indie Band listing conte1 

photo galleries, the Question of the Day and more. 

Think of this site as the part of your education tl 
redefines the Pop Quiz. 

It’s online. And it rocks. 

jam! 
^Music 
www.canoe.ca/JamMusic 
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AMS employees checked 
By Fiona Stevenson 

More than 300 salaried employees of 

1 . Alma Mater Society will be visiting 

'\JVlS Information Officer Greg 

McKellar during the next two weeks to 

h0W him their validated student cards. 

* Everyone’s subject to review,” said 

McKellar. “We’re going to follow 

through on this.” 
According to the AMS Hiring and 

Appointment Policy and Procedures 

Manual, drafted last February, for a stu¬ 

dent to be eligible for employment in an 

AMS salaried position, they must be 

enroied in at least two Arts and Science 

equivalent credits and have paid the full 

slate of mandatory student activity fees. 

The AMS only had an official 

employment manual in 1994, but that 

was |ust kind of a first start,” explained 

McKellar. The manual was completely 

revamped last year. “It was just overdue. 

We knew there were a lot of problems,” 

McKellar said. 

“The new manual is certainly far and 

away the best and most effective manual 

we’ve had,” said McKellar. “Now we 

really for the first time have a good clear 

set of rules.” 

McKellar said in the past “we relied 

on good faith” and, as a result, “it may 

have been that there was the odd person 

who has slipped through.” 

Although the policy will be strictly 

enforced this year, McKellar empha¬ 

sized, “We’re going to try to afford 

everyone an opportunity. No one’s look¬ 

ing to hurt anybody.” Salaried employees 

who do not meet the criteria outlined in 

the employment manual will be able to 

pay their student fees and pick up extra 

courses next term. 

McKellar said the AMS is looking into 

a more effluent method of verifying this 

information in the future. “This is a 

time-consuming process,” he said. 

Fees lower 
Continued from page 3 

SGPS, are no longer eligible for these 

positions unless they decide to pay 

AMS student fees as well. 

According to joe Lin, Law ’99, 

“AMS Jobs were unavailable to law 

students to begin with... I only knew 

around two [law students] with [AMS] 
jobs last year." 

The same problem has arisen with 

the AMS Judicial Committee. Com¬ 

mittee positions formally guaranteed 

to law students, including chair, 

deputy chair and chief prosecutor, 

have recently been opened to all stu¬ 

dents. As of yet, like with other AMS 

jobs, law students will have to pay 

AMS fees to be eligible to apply for 

them. 

Law' students are also required to 

pay $180.71 for health plans under 

the SGPS as opposed to $87.50 for the 

health plan offered by the AMS. How¬ 

ever, mandatory student fees widt the 

SGPS are SI80.27 instead of $262.34 

under the AMS. 

Despite joining the SGPS, the LSS 

still hopes to be able to work with the 

AMS on issues concerning all stu¬ 

dents. “We are not anri-AMS," Ellis 

said, “We want to put the division 

behind us and work with the AMS on 

tuition and social issues.” 

300 DELEGATES + I BAR = 
OUR vision of a BETTER Canada 

Queen’s 
Model Parliament 

Smoker! 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

i 

Still having trouble finding 
the C-spot? Well, let us 
help you. Every Sunday at 
the QP! From 8 -11pm. 
Great live entertainment, 
specialty drinks and 
Laundry Cafe desserts for 
all ages. Got a better way 
to spend an evening? 

Queen’s Hillel is hosting a 
Shabbat dinner tonight 
(Fri,Oct.23)1 Join at 7pm 
at the Hillel House. For 
more info: 
Hillel@www.ams.queenus.ca 

Need money for a special 
project? Board of Directors 
Special Projects provides 
seed funding to groups. 
Criteria sheets available at 
the AMS Front Desk, and 
applications are due by 4pm 
Friday, Oct.30. Questions? 
Call Alison Loat at 545-2729. 

United Way Plant Sale 
Oct 28-30 
Lower Celeigh of JDUC 

Do you have a sassv 
sense of style? The 
Communications 
Commission is looking for 
2 motivated, web-savvy 
volunteers to help create & 
maintain AMS club sites. 
Call 545-2732 for info. 

The Times they are a 
Changin'. The Walkhome 
service will be opening 
every night at 7pm. 

1 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

jjfome tl?e AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2.732.; or email Comm@ams.ijueensu.ca Jjggr 
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Living in fear 
WHEN A 21-YEAR OLD GAY 

student is found brutally 

murdered in Wyoming, we 

are tempted to point to the extreme 

fringes of society to explain how such 

an act of hatred is possible in our ‘tol¬ 

erant’ society. Or perhaps we rational- 

Ottawa indicate that a substantial per¬ 

centage of all hate crimes are commit¬ 

ted against gays and lesbians. 

While we may have made signifi¬ 

cant advances in increasing awareness, 

and in legislating protection of queer- 

rights, it would be a mistake to think 

ize this violent hate crime as the that the murder of Matthew Shepard 

product of an intolerant culture in the 

Southern United States. 

It would be a mistake to 
think that the murder of 

Matthew Shepard does not 
belie a similar undercurrent 

of hatred in 
Canadian society. 

does not belie a similar undercurrent 

of hatred in Canadian society. 

We risk becoming complacent on 

the issue of gay rights if we take for 

granted how ingrained the prejudice 

and hatred for gays is for many Cana¬ 

dians. Behind all the changes to laws, 

and the appearance of tolerance, 

homosexuality is far from being an 

accepted way of life. It is difficult to 

ignore the fact that in the Northwest 

Territories, a person can still be fired 

Either way, we avoid confronting for his or her sexual orientation with- 

how pervasive the hatred of gays and our any legal repercussions, 

lesbians remains. Rather than blame While laws such as this can be 

the rising tide of gay-bashing in changed with a simple majority, it is 

Canada on disparate elements of soci- evident that unless we continue work- 

ery, we should recognize that there still ing to change people’s attitudes, inno¬ 

remains a latent hatred of homosexu- cent people such as Matthew Shepard 

ality in some sectors of mainstream will continue to be the victims of vio- 

society. Reports of gay-bashing in lent hate crimes, 

cities such as Toronto, Vancouver and 

Native justice 
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT CONNIE however, make it difficult for an out- 

Jacobs, and her nine year old son, sider to judge what motivated Consta- 

were the victims of race discrimina- ble Dave Voller to return fire and kill 

tion when they were shot and killed by Jacobs and her son. 

an RCMP officer on the Tsuu T’ina According to Grand Chief of the 

reserve south of Calgary last March. Assembly of First Nations Phil 

Despite the finding by the B.C. Attor- Fontaine, the conclusion that Consta- 

ney-General’s office and an external ble Voller should not face charges was 

review that concluded that the shoot- influenced by what he considers a 

ing was not racially motivated, it is invalid legal examination done in B.C. 

undeniable that many native people Additionally, many members of the 

feel this incident speaks “of a deadly Tsuu T’ina feel victimized by the 

form of systematic race discrimina- shooting and question whether they 

tion." It’s not difficult to sympathize are really receiving justice, 

with this concern in light of the history The upcoming fatality inquiry by 

of allegations of racial discrimination Judge Thomas Goodson should make 

of natives by the RCMP. The ambigu- every effort to take these concerns into 

ity surrounding the facts of the case, account. 

Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. 

— Martin Luther King 

Editorial Board 

Off of the leash LAST NIGHT I WALKED ALONE Women should not be walking alone, 

through the streets of Kingston, said their body language. Women need 

That should be a simple and fairly to be frightened, need to walk in groups, 

innocuous statement, but when I speak it need to be safe, safe, safe. You are not 

to friends and family I am met with con- safe when you are alone, they said with 

sternation, and even anger. Why should the slouch of a shoulder, with a furtive 

such a simple fact become the cause of backward glace. 

friction between myself and those I love? What prompted me to so recklessly 

Perhaps the problem is that “I” am a take my life into my hands? To be hon- 

woman. Women, I have always been est, I did it because I had to. I did it 

told, are not supposed to walk alone because I live every day of my life on a 

anywhere at night. It is dangerous. There leash. During the day I am tied tightly to 

are evil people out there. Statistically, the knowledge that I am more likely to 

most of those evil people are men, and be assaulted by someone I know than 

they will do terrible things to women someone I don’t. I am tied to the vio- 

who are vulnerable. lence felt not only by the women in our 

It actually hurts my friends and family society, but by everyone who is per- 

_ ceived as vulnerable, different or not of 

Last night, 
I decided that 

I had had 
enough. 

to hear that I walked alone anywhere, 

the norm. At night I am tied to the real¬ 

ity that I cannot go anywhere without 

someone else beside me. I am tied to the 

idea of waiting for Walkhome or for a 

friend to walk with me so I can be safe. 

Last night, I decided that I had 

enough. I walked, alone and ostracized, 

in an effort to say that I will not take this 

that I knowingly jeopardized my safety, any more. Although I was intelligent 

More disconcerting to them is the fact enough to be afraid, I swallowed my fear 

that I walked alone with the clear knowl- and told myself and my society: I refuse 

edge that there have been multiple to let you circumscribe my life. You may 

assaults in the Kingston area in recent beat me, hurt me, rape me and my sisters 

weeks. I walked alone knowing that the and brothers who have fought for so 

local police have issued a warning that long against your violence and igno- 

they strongly suspect there are people in ranee. You may do these awful things to 

this “safe” university town who are using me, but you can no longer make me 

drugs to knock women out and assault tremble at the thought of walking free 

t*ieJn; into the dark and the wind. I will not let 
Still, 1 walked alone, a ghost on the you. 

streets. No one I passed would meet my Last night I walked alone through the 

eyes, no group parted to let me pass, no streets of Kingston, and I will do it again, 

one smiled at me or acknowledged me. 
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Where’s the integrity? 
It’s time for Liberals to get back to basics 

INTEGRITY: 

Being able to stick by one s opinions 

and actions in the face of adversity. 

More so, being able to stick to your own 

personal values that make you strong 

jnd forward-looking. 

I irn writing this article to protest the 

actions of the federal government 

because I feel 1 am compelled to do so. 

This Liberal government, a party closely 

associated over the years with individual 

rights and freedoms, has, in my opinion, 

managed to violate the very foundations 

the party was built upon. 

1 am a member of the Liberal Party of 

Canada. I am also a member of the 

Queen’s Liberal Association, although 

this article does not necessarily reflect 

our university wing’s attitudes or beliefs 

towards the Liberal party. This is of my 

own doing and my own personal beliefs. 

1 have, over the past several years, 

been witness to many good things done 

by my political party. The deficit is gone, 

the economy has improved, and times in 

Canada are quite good. But the past sev¬ 

eral months I have tried to swallow 

decisions I just cannot agree with in 

any way, shape or form. 

Some of my frustration with our fed¬ 

eral government stems from me being 

what one would consider “leftist” in the 

Liberal Party. My party is now, undeni¬ 

ably, economically conservative. It was a 

bitter pill to swallow in cutting the fed¬ 

eral deficit, but I accepted it in the hopes 

that something good would come out of 

it. Economically, it proved to be a good 

move. But my party’s rightward shift in 

the political spectrum has caused me to 

bear witness to an ominous fact: my 

party, at least the section that holds the 

most power and influence, is now also 

socially conservative. This bothers me 

immensely. 

Recent developments on the federal 

scene embody some of my frustrations 

with the Liberal party’s new path. 

The Hepatitis C scandal: I am in 

favour of giving money to victims who 

have received such viruses due to the fact 

the test, while not available in Canada 

until 1983, was easily available in the 

U.S. for several years before. One can’t 

be easily affordable in terms of human 

lives if a matter of years and the avail¬ 

ability of tests are in doubt. 

The pay equity ruling: The cost of giv¬ 

ing out such payments to those civil ser¬ 

vants denied equal treatment should not 

be questioned. Human beings are human 

beings, and while I might be a bleeding 

heart, I’ll be damned if men and women, 

majority and minority, are not given 

equal treatment — especially in a society 

as diverse as our own. 

The APEC scandal: Pierre Trudeau 

once said that law and order is an impor¬ 

tant aspect of Canadian society and that 

government should attempt to uphold 

these values. But at the expense of civil 

liberties? I don’t know everything 

involved in APEC, but I’m pretty certain 

about one thing: individuals who protest 

peacefully have the right to do so. 

Even though the government has set 

up a commission to hear about the stu¬ 

dent’s concerns, it has done many things 

that cause me to question the process of 

such a hearing. By refusing to pay the 

legal fees of the students, the govern¬ 

ment has sabotaged the effectiveness of 

the hearings. What am I to believe? Am I 

to sit back and accept this and violate my 

own personal conscience? 

I suppose I am taking the road that 

several backbench Liberal MP’s have 

gone down already by speaking out 

against their own party. At times, party 

politics tends to stifle debate; however, 

politics should be about the freedom to 

discuss and debate. Individuals who join 

a political party should not feel limited 

in critically examining their own party. It 

is only through a critical examination of 

the processes and policies of one’s polit¬ 

ical affiliation that real progress can be 

made in our liberal democracy. 

I make no apologies for my remarks, 

nor do I feel regret in doing so. Make no 

mistake, I remain a member of the 

Liberal party and will continue to sup¬ 

port all efforts in the pursuit of liberal¬ 

ism. But I must speak out in support of 

what I believe is right. And I hope for my 

sake, the party’s sake, and the country’s 

sake that I’m not the only one. 

Greg Hughes 

ArtSci ’01 

t« the Editers 

MjSBBBM 
Interpretation of racism 

issues important 
Dear Editors, 

At the risk of being singled out and 

labeled blatantly racist or at the very 

least seriously ignorant, I would like to 

respond to the letter published in last 

Friday’s Journal, entitled “Responses 

show lack of awareness” by IDIS 302 

LA. Nalini G. Naidoo. 

The first thing that strikes me is the 

intellectually condescending and self- 

aggrandizing tone of the letter. To sug¬ 

gest that IDIS 302 students are 

somehow empowered with multicultural 

c airvoyance surpassing that of the igno¬ 

rant Queen’s community is almost as 

eomical as it is insulting. This self- 

declared monopoly of the moral high- 

ground reeks more of televised 

educat 1Ca* pr0paganda t*ian Pure 

Naidoo’s interpretation of Ian 

ouins account that “a significant per- 

not apCj°^ dle Queen’s population did 

in i *n° Poster offensive,” as an 

aWgCat0r a 'ack of education and 

to si!"?5 ,°n camPus> presumptuous 

therey thC ,astl ,r suggests that because 

for rL-Wasn c more outspoken support 

lack IS WftC^ ^unt t'lat there must be a 

u'iderstanding.SUitable issue-related 

eant^n'k'11® as part ^is said signifi- 
teachj ercentage, I am a student of the 

rarv ql? ant‘'racism and contempo- 

I have f r°POlogical ide°l°gy- However, 

Matter °fj1 l own °P‘n*on on the 

sincerelvk ,e PaHl accordingly. 1 

ferine * °pe r^at the formation of dif- 

respecrPHPlrdons is encouraged and 
ln all facets of education, 

including IDIS 302. 

On a more personal note, I have to 

confess that I particularly resent the fact 

that, as advocates and “champions” of 

such a sensitive cause, there is a certain 

correlating near-McCarthyist immunity 

to criticism or challenge. What does this 

tell us? Are we really afraid of the sub¬ 

ject, or are we afraid of the potential for 

persecution at the hands of militant 

advocates of hypersensitivity should our 

views happen to be mildly incongruent? 

I feel it is important for me to reiter¬ 

ate that I do support the promotion of 

sensitivity and awareness, but also that 

people have the right to interpret infor¬ 

mation. And I would ask that a mod¬ 

icum of sensitivity be reserved for those 

of us who have decided for ourselves. I 

long for the day that a mildly risque car¬ 

icature can be taken in stride. The strug¬ 

gle continues... 

Ken Hawkins 

Arcs ’00 

AMS Assembly 

Why I voted ‘No’ 
Dear Editors, 

I find it interesting that your editorial 

opinion with respect to alignment can 

dramatically shift within two weeks. On 

October 6, you wrote that “before any 

decision to apply for membership can be 

made, the student body must have an 

opportunity to weigh the advantages 

and disadvantages of both’ potential 

lobbying organizations, that is, OUSA 

and CFS-O. However, on October 20, 

you criticized AMS Assembly members 

for failing to ratify a referendum ques¬ 

tion that demanded students to consider 

only one of those organizations. 

I sit on AMS Assembly as an ASUS 

Representative. I will now “stand up and 

be counted,” as AMS Academic Aifairs 

Commissioner Milan Konopek urged. I 

voted against the referendum question 

being placed on the ballot, not because I 

love the feeling of power (which I don’t 

have), but because the question being 

asked of Queen’s students was not clear. 

The original question proposed by 

AMS President Tom Stanley was vague 

and left open the possibility that the 

AMS was already a member of OUSA, 

which we obviously are not. The subse¬ 

quent question, upon which Assembly 

members voted, did not make clear to 

students that there is another provincial 

alternative to OUSA, let alone two 

national lobbying organizations. 

Although I commend the Stanley- 

Moodie-Loat executive team on their 

diligence in fulfilling election promises, I 

felt, as did The Journal on October 6, 

that students deserve a chance to choose 

between two organizations. 

Unlike The Journal, I have no inten¬ 

tion of flip-flopping in the next two 

weeks. 

P.S. For the record I was, and remain, 

in favour of the motion for a secret bal¬ 

lot. If The Journal doesn’t like the use of 

secret ballot, perhaps they would like to 

introduce an amendment to the AMS 

Constitution, which allows secret ballot 

Hartley Lefton 

ArtSci '01 

ASUS Representative to the AMS 

Letters continue on page 8 
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What would yo1 
in order for m< 

to be Iegali: 

u give up 
ariiuana 
zed? 

“My left 

testicle.” 

Shawn 

Brimley 

Arts ’00 

“All means of 

sex for five 

years.” 

Sean Springer 

Arts ’00 

Stefan Murray 

Arts ’00 
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Why I voted ‘No’ II 

Dear Editors, 

This letter is in response to 

Ms. Suri’s letter entitled "Stu¬ 

dents deserve choice” which 

appeared in the October 23 

issue of The Journal, as I am one 

of those 18 Assembly members 

who voted against sending the 

question regarding the AMS’s 

proposed membership in the 

Ontario Undergraduate Student 

Alliance to referendum. 

1 would like to begin by say¬ 

ing that I fully stand behind my 

decision to vote ‘no.’ My rea¬ 

soning was simple: the question 

which was to be put forth by the 

AMS was misleading. The ques¬ 

tion read as follows: "Do you 

agree with the establishment of 

a SI.95 fee (mandatory) to sup¬ 

port Queen’s Alma Mater Soci¬ 

ety’s membership in the 

Ontario Undergraduate Student 

Alliance?” 

In my opinion, this question 

reads as though the AMS is 

already a member of OUSA and 

the students of Queen’s are 

being asked to simply approve 

an increase in fees. By the end 

of the debate on this motion I 

had been completely convinced 

that this topic needed to be on 

the referendum but, in my 

mind’s eye, I could not, in good 

conscience, approve such a 

question to go forth. 

My desire to have this topic 

on the referendum, however, is 

not to say that I don’t agree 

with the arguments which were 

made against putting any ques¬ 

tion forth. This is not to say that 

Queen’s students are incapable 

of making an informed deci¬ 

sion, but the person leading the 

topic of alignment is Mr. Tom 

Stanley, who happens to have 

spent 18 months dealing with 

this issue. Over the past few 

months, he has tried with great 

passion to convince approxi¬ 

mately 40 Assembly members 

that alignment with OUSA is in 

the best interests of Queen’s 

students. Yet many Assembly 

members, including myself, are 

still undecided. How then is 

Mr. Stanley supposed to edu¬ 

cated 11,000 students on the 

merits of OUSA in a two week 

period and expect a well 

thought-out decision on refer¬ 

endum day? 

As for the topic of the secret 

ballot, these occur frequently in 

Assemblies. They are not meant 

to hide opinions from the 

record, but rather to provide a 

clear picture of what the situa¬ 

tion is. Secret ballots are used to 

allow a vote which is com¬ 

pletely free of pressure. As for 

why I agreed to a secret ballot, 

it’s simple. I didn’t. That is, I 

didn’t have to. As long as one 

member of Assembly requests a 

Letters continue on page 9 

A national priority 

II 
Professional sport deserves the millions 

T IS EASY, on the cities to have the team in the area. Who 

paper to specu- would you watch in Toronto without the Leafs? 

late that a starv- The Argonauts? They'd like that, I guess, 

mg family is the Last is the player-as-a-role-model theory. I 

more needy recipi- support government funding of pro-sport for the 

ent of five million same reason I (wincingly) support multi-million 

dollars than a multi- dollar salaries: if the $3M-a-year hockey player 

million dollar sports on TV who tells the country not to do drugs 

franchise, as Rob saves even one curious pre-teen's life, isn't it 

MacNeil does in his worth it? How many kids work their butts off to 

October 16 editor- be the next Wayne Gretzky, and in doing so learn 

I ..XU HnMiiur On ■ self-discipline, teamwork, and have fun along the 

I believe, however, that he is omitting several way? What's that worth? How many people are 

key factors. First, how big is the price tag on the so inspired by Cal Ripken s steel that they stick « 

pride of a country? Hockey is Canada's game; out, and finish something they may have quit 

something that we can unite in, enjoy and take a otherwise? What s that worth, 

healthy sense of identity from. Where were you Even though some athletes have created nega- 

when Paul Henderson scored the Summit Series tive press and abused their power with drugs, 

goal in '72> Probably not alive yet, but 1 bet your criminal behaviour, or embarrassment, they are 

father can tell you where he was. Do you still still outweighed by the positive role models that 

curse Brett Hull for his '96 defection? Do you the millions we spend on their salaries through 

still wonder why Ray Bourque was the fifth ticket sales, merchandise, and government sub- 

shooter in Nagano? If you do, you’re among sev- sidy are a measly, fractional pittance, and one of 

eral million other Canadians who share the same the best investments we have, all things 

feelings. considered. 

Hockey is one of the few unsullified unifiers And while several scandals have showed that 

Canada has... even the English and French agree the political hierarchy of professional sport is no 

on it! It’s Don Cherry unity, but it’s a powerful, innocente either, these controversies have given 

powerful thing. Hell, I’m a Leafs’ fan, and even 1 us valuable opportunities for public reflection on 

manage to take pride from the game. Isn’t that important matters like racism, sexism, white-col- 

worth $5 million to you? lar crime, and sexual abuse in all sporting 

Second is the economics of sport. Govern- institutions, 

ments don’t support anything unless it’s worth So, I agree that $5 million would probably 

their while, and sport returns healthy dividends benefit a family more than a franchise. But to 

to the home city, province and country. Twenty screw the other 10 million-odd families out of 

thousand fans pay for seats, eat dinner, guzzle something as deeply Canadian to many as the 

beer, purchase Sundin jerseys, buy programs and social programs and the cold winters, 1 say no 

join the millions that give the CBC the viewer deal, 

turnout that keeps it alive. Five million spent 

wisely on sport is returned many times over in Simon Hunkin 

tax revenue and other kickbacks, and it profits Sci ’01 

Hallo Men is almost be... 
Get your Costume at 
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Open Late 
Weeknights 
Until 9 PM 

Thousands of quality costumes, 
masks, u/iys, accessories and ei/en 
more ideas for adults and kids. 
All at Amazingly Lou/ Prices! 

Phase 2 
QUALITY RECYCLED CLOTHING 

353 Princess St., at Barrie 
_ Downtown Kingston 
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-rer ballot, this is the way we proceed. 

Brian Adams 

ArtSci ’00 

ASUS Rep to the AMS 

Case and point? 

odic street sweeping would be a good 
start. 

OPIRG seems prepared to whine 

about third world problems they can’t 

solve, and embarrass our school by 

threatening to back out of loans they 

agreed to pay back to the banks instead 

of addressing an issue right in their back 

(and front) yards. The city’s budget is 

consumed by the high welfare roles 

(another group who make this mess.) I’m 

not really for Workfare but perhaps this 

welfare recipients should spend a few 

hours a month cleaning up our streets to 

earn their free ride. 

I’m glad to see that LSS President 

Chris Ellis is gratified by my recent letter 

to The Journal, though I don’t think it 

proves, as Ellis seems to believe, that it 

reinforces his point that GW does not 

understand its responsibility to the 

Queen’s community. I say this for the fol¬ 

lowing reason: I am no longer a repre¬ 

sentative of Golden Words, nor do 1 

presume to speak for that publication. I 

speak only for myself, and this is why I 

have chosen this forum. 

Moreover, I do not recall launching a 

"personal attack” on Ellis in my letter. 

Rather, I merely denied certain ludicrous 

“quotes” that he attributed to me— 

apparently secure in his mistaken belief 

that I, a recent graduate, would not ever 

see his letter and learn of his deception. 

Also, I pointed out a fatal flaw in his 

poorly-thought-out criticism of EngSoc 

President Keith Stewart. 

Let’s set the record straight: Ellis 

attempted to use my name to support his 

argument. In return, I simply exposed his 

argument as a deeply flawed one, and 

rendered his case impotent. Ellis chooses 

to regard this as a personal attack. Let us 

hope that our legal-minded chum learns 

to put together a coherent argument 

instead of simply playing the poor loser 

when he finally enters a courtroom, lest 

he continue to be so often held in con¬ 

tempt. 

Peter Lynn 

Arts ’97 

Student Heusinj 

Just because we are only 
here for a few years doesn’t 
mean we don’t have to take 

responsibility for our 
neighborhood. 

I propose two simple ideas to help 

solve this problem. First, students: we 

are not animals, so stop throwing 

garbage on the ground and spend the 

next 15 minutes to clean up your yards. 

Second, OPIRG and the university gov¬ 

ernment need to promote the idea of 

using garbage cans with lids to students 

instead of garbage bags as our furry 

friends can easily tear into bags for a free 

meal, spreading garbage on the streets 

which the city is unwilling or unable to 

clean up. This idea can be spread 

through advertising and perhaps some 

kind of university subsidy on garbage 

cans so students or landlords can cheaply 

and easily obtain them. 

Everyone, let’s take some pride in our 

community. Just because we are only 

here for a few years doesn’t mean we 

don’t have to take responsibility; if we 

don’t, nobody else will. 

Robert Walker 

Arts ’00 

C*la Deals 

Cola argument fizzes 

Dear Editors, 

A trashy solution In the October 20 issue of The Journal 

one of your contributors, Michael John¬ 

son, looks at the potential consequences 

of Queen’s signing a deal with a distribu¬ 

tor of Coca-Cola that would grant it 

exclusive rights on campus. He asks 

“Having this money for student pro¬ 

grams and scholarships or bursaries 

would be wonderful, but at what cost?” 

After mentioning many of the ill-effects 

associated with consuming high quanti¬ 

ties of sugar and caffeine rich drinks 

Michael ends the article by likening 

white sugar to heroin and, one can only 

assume, assigning these potential “costs” 

to the group within Queen’s responsible 

for the proposal. 

While his line of thought does nor 

contain any factual inaccuracies it fol¬ 

lows a somewhat illogical path. If 

Queen’s grant exclusive rights to any soft 

drinks distributor this, in itself, will not 

increase the amount of soft drinks con¬ 

sumed by Queen’s students. Its interest¬ 

ing that the author omits any description 

of plans to increase advertising on cam¬ 

pus (even if he did the argument would 

not be entirely persuasive). 

All that the proposals would succeed 

in doing would be to grant a drinks man¬ 

ufacturer a monopoly within Queen’s 

University that would result in their 

drinks being consumed in replacement of 

drinks currently consumed of other man¬ 

ufacturers. Basic economic theory and 

common sense imply that the consump¬ 

tion of soft drinks per se would remain 

the same. 

Ignorant, emotive journalism like this 

is not only bad quality, it is detrimental 

to your newspaper and, more impor¬ 

tantly, the Queen’s community as a 

whole. Instead of being so quick to criti¬ 

cize your contributors should aim to be 

honest and impartial. 

Nick Fair 

Artsci ’00 

Sugar intake a real 
health worry 

Dear Editors, 

I was delighted to find a response to 

my article “The physiology of a cola 

deal.” However, after reading the letter I 

feel I must clarify my intentions. 

1 am aware that students drink soft 

drinks. That is precisely why I wrote the 

article. I am also aware that many stu¬ 

dents on campus suffer, or know people 

who suffer, from depression and many 

other physical and mental illnesses. 

People simply do not realize the con¬ 

nection between sugar and illness, 

because sugar in its many forms, includ¬ 

ing Coke and Pepsi, is such a given in our 

society. 

Someone very close to me has suffered 

with mental illness for ten years. 

Recently they visited a very wise medical 

doctor who practices Orthomolecular 

Medicine, Dr. Abram Hoffer, who 

instructed them to get off sugar com¬ 

pletely, and to read the book Sugar Blues. 

I have seen the dramatic improvements 

first hand, and finally they have been 

able to start cutting back on their med¬ 

ication. I decided to read the book 

myself, and it has made a huge difference 

in my life as well. 

Michael Johnson 

Sci ’99 

Tuiti** 

The softer side of Brock 

Dear Editors, 

Recently there have been a number of 

vicious and misleading letters in The 

Journal attacking my integrity and 

beliefs. I feel that in order to defend my 

honour against these slanderous lies and 

allegations, I need to explain my back¬ 

ground to those who seem to enjoy dis¬ 

torting the truth for their own malicious 

gain. 

Every summer since I was 16 I have 

had a job. I am sure the vast majority of 

Queen’s students can probably say the 

same. I know the value of work and real¬ 

ize it is something that should be 

expected of everyone in society. Two 

years ago I struggled for over eight 

Letters continue on page 10 
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months to start my own busi¬ 
ness, which I eventually man¬ 
aged to get on its feet. I created 
my own computer camp for 
young children at a school in 
Toronto. The camp has oper¬ 
ated for two years now and has 
expanded to a number of other 
areas. I provided a well-paying 
job not only for myself but for 
other staff members as well. 

No, I’m not some spoiled 
rich brat who lets Daddy write 
all the cheques. I worked damn 
hard to make this dream of 
mine a reality and I am quite 
proud to say as a result I pro¬ 
vided employment for some fel¬ 
low students in the process. I 
didn’t bitch about how unfair 
the world was or how hard it is 
to find a good job — I created 
my own job. The system does 
work if you are intelligent and 
willing to work for your goals. 

Cynthia Dixon wrote that I 
had no right to discuss the hard¬ 
ship of student debt because I 
would never have to face it. I 
make no apologies for my back¬ 
ground, and I admit I am very 
fortunate to have the wealth 
that I do. 

However, I have not let it 
spoil me, and nor have I let it 
blind me to the realities of life. 
One of my housemates comes 
from an extremely destitute and 
poor village in rural Ontario. 1 
have seen firsthand the extreme 
levels of both ends of the eco¬ 
nomic spectrum. He has shown 
me the number of welfare cases 
and drug-addicts that litter his 
community. I have seen the bro¬ 
ken lives and crushed dreams of 
those forced to live off the “gov¬ 
ernment cheese.” 

Believe it or not Ms. Dixon, I 
don’t sit around each week in 
my mansion, sipping Dom 
Perignon and discussing how the 
millionaires club should operate 
next week. I have not led the 
sheltered existence many of you 
seem to believe I have. What I 
want is to find the best ways to 
help people, such as my house¬ 
mate, escape that poverty while 

at the same time realizing it 
can’t simply be given to them 
for free. 

Even worse. Matt Inwood’s 
letter was preposterously mis¬ 
leading. He claims my “tyranni¬ 
cal” rants have no place here, 
anymore than they did at UCC. 
He is the type of student who 
seems content to mindlessly fol¬ 
low mob mentality and popular 
opinion like a good little sheep. 
This is what bothers me about 
Queen’s — no one dares speak 
out against what is perceived as 
the “popular” sentiment. We 
truly are a school of mostly “kiss 
asses” who dare not go against 
the mainstream. I try to get peo¬ 
ple to think about why they 
believe what they do, while 
challenging the accepted modes 
of thinking in an attempt to fos¬ 
ter some debate on the subjects. 
So sorry Mart if you’re not up to 
the challenge. 

Forgive me if I try to have a 
little fun in my letters or articles 
in the process. I don’t claim to 
be a true “man of the people” 
but I’m not as bad as you may 
suspect. I’ve tried to not let my 
privileged life spoil me. 

What I want is an honest dis¬ 
cussion of the issues at Queen’s. 
Sometimes, I’ve noticed, you 
need to “stir the pot” in order to 
make that happen. 

Brock Jones 
ArtSci ’00 

Still ltiends? 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to respond to 
Matthew Inwood’s misinterpre¬ 
tation of a statement in my pre¬ 
vious letter. The phrase “... the 
rest of us are here ...” was sup¬ 
posed to have been “... a lot of 
us here ...” The wrong version 
was submitted, and I admit that 
it did alter the context of what I 
was trying to say. 

Also, when I wrote “[Brock 
Jones] and all [his] UCC 
friends...” what I actually meant 

was "[Brock Jones] and all [his] 
(literal) UCC friends” to whom 
he had referred in a previous 
letter. I certainly did not mean 
the statement to be generalized 
to all Upper Canada College 
graduates. I apologize to Mr. 
Inwood for any distress I caused 
him in assuming that Mr. Jones 
actually did have some friends. 

Cynthia Dixon 
Nursing ’99 

Bias is everywhere 

Dear Editors, 

I was surprised to read a crit¬ 
icism of The Toronto Star that I 
don’t agree with, considering 
that paper’s declining quality in 
recent years. 

However, Eli Schuster’s letter 
of October 20 puzzled me with 
its assertions that The Star is 
both a “mouthpiece for the Lib¬ 
eral Party” and an “attempt to 
bring socialism to the suburbs.” 
Those of us concerned by the 
Liberal government’s right-wing 
policies can only be bemused at 
that contradiction. 

As for the suspension of 
Michael Taube’s column, The 

Star indeed deserves criticism if 
it was for the reasons that 
Schuster outlines, although I 
suspect Taube’s unreadability 
and dogmatism had more to do 
with it. 

However, Schuster loses all 
credibility as a defender of 
diversity of opinion by saying 
“Conrad Black’s... newspaper is 
starting to look better all the 
time.” Conrad Black is notori¬ 
ous for suppressing any ideolog¬ 
ical disagreement in his papers, 
as the ousted Ottawa Citizen 

editors can attest to, and has 
publicly stated that he would 
fire any editor who supported a 
leftist government. For his new 
National Post, he has hired 
exclusively conservative editor¬ 

ial staff. Apparently Eli Schuster 
doesn’t mind censorship as long 
as it’s his views that are being 

enforced. 

Michael Dineen 
Arts ’99 

Campus Cuts 

Thanks for the 
perspective 

Dear Editors, 

I sit here in marvel after read¬ 
ing Adam Kaminsky’s article in 
the October 7 issue of The Jour¬ 

nal entitled “Start Cutting 
Schools.” It is a beautifully 
argued, well-written piece of 

work. 
Obviously employable skills 

offer much more to society than 
the ability to use thought, lan¬ 
guage and communication in 
order to challenge the existing 
structures of power. Given that 
the world is in a state of eco¬ 
nomic growth, our elites must 
be doing the right thing. I mean, 
let’s work hard now and once 
we’re out of this minor repres¬ 
sion we can once again use our 
right of free speech to involve 
ourselves politically. Because we 
don’t need to think or exercise 
free speech as students, we only 
need universities to train the 
intellectual elite in highly spe¬ 
cialized areas. 

Adam makes me realize the 
usefulness of my undergraduate 
degrees in philosophy, commer¬ 
cial law and computer science. 
If New Zealand had only fol¬ 
lowed his guidelines then I (a 
second-rate high school grad) 
would have learned to program 
at one of the community col¬ 
leges which he values so highly. 
I would then be working for a 
third-rate firm in New Zealand 
rather than about to finish my 
Masters Degree in Canada. 

Isn’t the entire purpose of 
universities to train the intellec¬ 
tual elite? Let’s look at tenure — 

KINGSTON IN 
FEBRUARY SUCKS! 

A week in the Club Vila on the beach in 

Cancun however, does not. 

1389.00 per person 
Taxes included 

ALL INCLUSIVE! 
FEB.20 - 27 

Limited Space! 

CALL 
SOON! 

Marlin 
-TRAVEL 
370 King St. 
Call Betty 549-4400 

Public Lecture 

Industrial Relations Centre,/ 

School of Industrial Relations 

1998 Don Wood Lecture 

Paula B. Voos 
Professor, School of Management and Labor Relations 
Rutgers University 

Former Director, Industrial Relations Research Institute 
University of Wisconsin 

‘Changing Labor Markets: 

Implications for Industrial Relations' 

Thursday, 29 October 1998, 4pm 

Conference Room, Policy Studies Building 
(Union at Alfred Street) 

oh, that was developed to allow 
thought independent of political 
and religious interference, not 
to allow high specialization in 
an area almost irrelevant to soci¬ 
ety. And since money can buy 
private tutors aren’t the eco¬ 
nomically elite the intellectually 
elite? 

And free speech. If we are 
waiting for times to pick up 
before we use it, doesn’t that 
mean that as long as times don’t 
pick up we won’t use it? So, as 
long as we have bad elites we 
won’t care? That’s a mature 
argument. Economic growth? I 
doubt it. Recession? More like 
the undulating bottom of a 
depression. 

For any complex system to 
grow it must be challenged. We 
don’t want to live in a protective 
bubble; challenge is what makes 
us doubt, and doubt is what 
makes us human. Society is the 
same. We must challenge society 
if we want it to grow and be 
powerful. Two of the three 
major economic world powers 
had huge challenges in the past 
(Germany and Japan recovering 
from WWII.) Universities create 
an environment of intellectual 
and social diversity'. It is in this 
type of environment that inde¬ 
pendent thoughts thrive, 
thoughts that challenge society. 

I abhor idealists. 

Tim Wright 
M.Sc. 2 

Learn geography 
before downsizing 

Dear Editors, 

Of my graduating class of 
nearly two hundred, less than 
fifteen chose to attend post-sec¬ 
ondary institutions outside of 
the city of Thunder Bay. Those 
who chose Lakehead did so not 
because they couldn’t get 
accepted elsewhere or because 
they didn’t want to go to a dif¬ 
ferent university. Many pre¬ 
ferred to stay at home because it 
was more affordable or because 
living at home was the only way 
they could attend a post-sec¬ 
ondary education. 

Adam Kaminsky, in his edito¬ 
rial piece (October 20) seems to 
have forgotten about accessibil¬ 
ity. The “three universities in 
Northern Ontario” he’s talking 
about are rather far from each 
other. Thunder Bay (Lakehead) 
is a 12-hour drive to Sudbury 
(Laurentian), 15 hours to North 
Bay (Nipissing). They’re hardly 
across the street or the canal. 

I’m glad to hear that he 
regards Lakehead’s forestry and 
outdoor recreation programs 
highly, but I question his cre¬ 
dentials in dismissing “the gen¬ 
eral arts programs at these three 
universities which, in [his] opin¬ 
ion, are not that good anyway. 

Adam’s solutions are too sim¬ 
plistic in these regards, amongst 
others in his editorial. 

Andrew Clarke 
Arts ’99 

Features 
The Queen’s Journal • 

ifiGV- dicine 
Health care still has a long way to go 
before women are receiving equal access, 
equal treatment and proper education 

By Naomi Brunemeyer 

October is Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month, but this disease is only an element 
of a greater ailment, the problems in gen¬ 

der-based medicine. 
Looking back to the beginning of the 20th cen¬ 

tury, we see a time when male obstetricians had 
secured a monopoly in the health care of women. 
By discrediting any lay competitors such as mid¬ 
wives, men had exclusive medical access and con¬ 
trol over the organs of female reproduction. 

A current glaring inequity within 
the health care profession is the 

consistent late diagnosis for 
many female health problems. 

With the advent of the women’s liberation move¬ 
ment, however, the health care profession began to 
radically shift in response to the growing concerns 
of women dissatisfied with a male-dominated 
health field. The health care profession became 
political. 

The key issue in the women’s health movement 
is equal access to health care, a goal that many 
believe has been already achieved since women are 
not being barred from the doctor’s office or turned 
down at emergency rooms. Determining the level 
or access, however, is a much more complicated 
issue. Institutional barriers, the gap between the 
patient and practitioner’s knowledge of medicine, 
and emotional factors behind health concerns are 
\ e Principal issues concerning access to health care 
•or women. 

A current glaring inequity within the health care 
Profession is the consistent late diagnosis of many 

ea ^ Problems in women. Physicians have social 
expectations of women, which creates a stereotypi- 

3 PercePfioh assuming that women are only vul- 
''cra le to particular ailments. 

heterosexual women is easier than the transmis¬ 
sion of HIV to heterosexual males due to the 
nature of vaginal sexual intercourse. Yet, unless 
they are IV drug users, many women who are 
displaying symptoms of HIV will not be tested for 
the disease. This is all based on the ingrained belief 
that women are not at risk of contracting HIV 

As well, the symptoms of HIV in the early stages 
are vague and are often incorrectly attributed by 
physicians to various changes in a woman’s cycle 
such as pre-menstrual syndrome and menopause. 

Other symptoms occur in different frequencies 
in men and women. Recurrent yeast infections, 
which serve as an early warning sign for HIV, are 
frequently not reported by women, or are simply 
dismissed by physicians. The later symptoms of 
HFV infection for women are associated with other 
sexually transmitted diseases, but this is not the case 
for the symptoms men experience, which could 
explain why many women delay seeking treatment 
since a lot of women may feel embarrassed seeking 
treatment for a sexually transmitted disease. 

Early diagnosis of HIV infection allows women 
to prolong their lives by taking full advantage of 
HIV therapies and delaying the development of 
AIDS-related symptoms, not to mention that it 
gives women a better opportunity to make more 
informed decisions on reproductive choices. 

Women, whose HIV infection is detected early 
and receive the appropriate treatment, live as long 
as their male counterparts. However, because 
women are less likely than men to receive an early 
diagnosis, periods of survival for women as com¬ 
pared to men have been shorter in several studies. 
Clearly, late detection limits a woman’s chances for 
treatment and shortens their life. 

rr . __ 
Prozac, for example, is used to treat unipolar 

depression and is the most frequently prescribed 
drug. Although women are two times more likely to 
be diagnosed with depression, Prozac was tested 
only on men before its release. And it was only dis¬ 
covered recently that the side effects of Prozac are 
more severe on women than men. Women, who 
make up the majority of cases of depression, are not 
getting equal treatment for this disease. 

In addition, stress-related disorders, such as 
migraines, are not adequately treated in women by 
physicians. Stress has traditionally been associated 
with men in high-level positions; therefore, stress- 
related disorders are diagnosed more readily in men 
than women and treatment is better facilitated. 

What a lot of people fail to understand is that the 
majority of unpaid work, such as childcare, house¬ 
work, and caring for the elderly still falls to women, 
while a much greater percentage of women are in 
the workforce now. This dual role adds significant 
hours, and stress, to their work week. Although 
women are two to three times more likely to suffer 
from migraines, which can be a bi-product of stress, 
the stress in women’s lives is often ignored from a 
medical perspective. 

An o 

Although women are two times 
more likely to be diagnosed with 
depression, Prozac was tested 
only on men before its release. 

IOTHER PROBLEM IN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

is that drugs are often tested solely on male patients 
before their approval and then released on the mar¬ 
ket without studying the relative effects on women. 

On 

Hn 
thi: 

IS OFTEN DIAGNOSED LATE in women for 

sitv reason‘ ^ *s a ^act that women of univer- 
the 3re k*stest growing group to contract 
J9g.virys- Health Canada reports that prior to 

of Hiv e Fat*° femaies to males reporting cases 
1996 i was 1 co 15. In 1995, it was 1 to 11, in 

to 7 Vk and ‘n June 1997, the ratio was 1 
Cn . e statistics clearly show that women are 
CentracftlnB HIV Furthermore, in more than 80 per 

HlV ^ re.ported cases of Canadian women with 
Co ’the v'rus was contracted through heterosexual 

act. Another fact: the transmission of HIV to 

Co*U You Nothin** to Try It , 

THE NATURAL ; 
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\Cures Female Weakness, Re* i 
1 stores Health and Vigor. < 

Owensboro, Ky., Jan. 1, 1K97 I 
_ “I wouldn’t be without my Bruce ( 
■for it lms cured me of all female t 
■trouble. Had suffered 13 years a 
■ with falling, laceration and ulcer- | 

r vation of womb, with backacbo, i headache, hearing down, const!- 
nation, painful menstruation, 
ovarian pains, etc. Have 
Brace a year and haven Uieen tn 
lied an hour from nny illne.v.-N 

i since. Mrs. Austin Berry. - 
\ Money Refunded if Brace is no | 
L Satisfactory- Send for Jnil n 
[ formation ami free hook. 
[ THE fliATUllAL BODY HIIATK TO-. - 
[ Box 15, Snllno. Knnsns.l 
r Eu'ry pregunnt woman Should ha*- 

NE OF THE PRIMARY GOALS of the women’s 
health movement is to transform the relationship 
between patients and practitioners. It is important 
to educate women on the risks specific to them and 
therefore better equip them to discuss their con¬ 
cerns with physicians. In addition, this would 
enable women to judge the quality of care they 
receive, assert their rights, act decisively and seek 
out alternatives as desired. This requires a certain 
amount of responsibility for women to become 
educated on issues that directly affect their health. 

In a new book, The Harvard Guide to Women’s 

Health, the difference between the questions that 
women do ask of their practitioners versus the 
questions that they should ask, is criticized. Karen 
Carlson, M.D. writes “...some health questions are 
not asked by enough women patients. Several of 
these questions relate to social issues that affect 
women’s health. Women may be reluctant to raise 
them out of a sense of privacy, embarrassment, or 
even denial. Other questions about physical health 
just don’t occur to many women. But the answers 
are critical to women’s health and well being.” 

Breast self-examinations have evolved for 
women to monitor their own health concerns. In 

Continued on page 12 
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1 in every 28 women is still at 
risk of dying of breast cancer. 

=—7—I, Physical symptoms of cervical cancer do not man- 
Connmjed from page 11 ; UMij'|ater stages of the disease where the 

survival rate drops to between 30 and 44 per cent 

the 1940s, only 72 per cent of women diagnosed of cases. Therefore, Pap smears are* ®g^When 

with breast cLJsurvived for five years or to test for early stgns o 
more Today, the five-year survival rare has women are equipped with the knowledge or me. 

increased to 97 per cent, a direct result of the specific health concerns, equal access to heal 

push for women to take control of their own care can be achieved. are 

health. Earlv diagnosis is the best defence in sur- Gender-specific health concer s . . 

viving breast cancer, which, if detected early, is commonly related to reproduction sexua ty 

not a medical emergency. It is a slow growing and are there ore sub,ect to P^hosoaal factors 

cancer allowing time for women to become edu- that male health concerns may n ■ 
cated in their options for treatment. Yet, one in women refusing to have annual Pap tests _pe 

every 28 women is still at risk of dying of breast formed, delaying seeking medical treatment tor 
STDs, and still dying of breast cancer.- Even 

beyond a lack of the necessary knowledge 

is the psychological impact of women s 

health issues. Conducting a broad exami¬ 

nation of diseases specific to women 

shows this relationship between women's 

health and sexuality and reproduction. 

Breast cancer is clearly related to a 

Women should also know how often they woman’s reproductive ability and her sexuality, 

should be getting a Pap smear performed, and Cervical cancer risk increases with the amount o 

what risk factors are involved. They should also sexual activity a women engages in. Therefore, 

know how to best prepare for a Pap smear in these diseases invoke a lot of fear in women; fear 

order to get the most accurate results. Depending to be judged, fear to not be able to have children, 

on a woman’s risk factors for contracting cervical fear of losing their sexuality, 

cancer, a Pap smear should be performed once a T7 
year after the age of 18. ±OR WOMEN TO ACHIEVE EQUAL ACCESS to 

Sexual activity increases your likelihood of health care they must self-educate themselves on 

having an abnormal test result, therefore women areas for which they are at risk. There also needs 

should begin having annual Pap smears earlier if to be a commitment from the health care profes- 

they become sexually active before the age of 18. sion to start acknowledging the physiological and 

Sixty to 70 per cent of women at some point in anatomical differences between men and women, 

their lives will have an abnormal test result, without acknowledging the stereotypical behav- 

Further diagnostic testing must be performed to ioural differences. Until all participants open 

discern whether cancer cells are present in the their eyes and work at this problem, progress will 

cervix. A little less than half of abnormal test remain stagnant and women will continue to 

results indicate cervical cancer. Yet, more than 50 plagued with a lack of medical attention, 

per cent of women aged 18 to 25 do not have an 

annual Pap test. If treated in its early stages, cer- . _. 

vical cancer is an extremely curable form of can- Naomi Brunemeyer is the Alma Mater Society Social 

cer, with almost a 100 per cent survival rate. Issues Commissioner. 
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Return to Glory? 

Believe it or not, the Toronto 
Maple Leafs are the best team 
jn |he- National Hockey 
League right how. The Leafs 
currently have a league-leading 

record and a league best 

26 goals. The story of the Leaf 
offence has been the number 
of multiple goal scorers the 
ream possesses. Last season, it 
was Mats Sundin doing it all 
alone, but this year Sergei 
Berezin leads the team with 
five goals. Moreover, rhe goal- 
rending situation, while awk¬ 
ward, has' seen both Felix 

i Potvin and Curtis Joseph 
excelling. With new coach Pat 

•Quinn at the helm, things are 
as exciting for hockey fans in 
hogtown as rhey were when 
another - Pat (Burns) ran the 

show. 

Off $ea$on begins 

On Monday, the New York 
Mets signed catcher Mike 
Piazza to the richest contract 
in baseball history. Piazza, who 
has one of the poorest atti¬ 
tudes in baseball, was signed to 

, a jaw-dropping, seven-year 
$91 million contract. With the 
signing, the rest of baseball’s 

; free agents are looking to get 
comparable money. The most 
notable treasure hunrers are 
Bernie Williams, Mo Vaughn, 
Kevin Brown, Randy Johnson 
and Albert Belle. 

We are family? 

In the last few weeks, the 
Toronto Blue Jays have fired 
two coaches and came close to 
bring either their pirching 
coach or their first-year man¬ 
ager. Since the end of the sea¬ 
son, both the first and third 
base coaches have been 
replaced and General Manager 
Gord Ash has been forced to 
address the stability of the 
organization. Due to questions 
about manager Tiin Johnson’s 
credibility. Ash was forced to 
by pitching coach Mel Queen 
^d manager Tun Johnson into 
Toronto for a closed door 
meeting. This brings up a seri¬ 
ous problem with the Blue Jays 
organization because they 
appear to be in a state of tur¬ 
moil and this will make signing 
major free agents and trading 
or talent a challenge. 

1FmHRISTMAS CAME EARLY... 
•NHL cellar dwellers 

mmpa Bay and Calgary 
would wake up and sec 
mat Ted Nolan and Marc 
Grawford are still without 
coaching jobs. 

M he Jays would treat Pat 
engten with the same 

class that he exhibits and 
me&s'ng w'th him. 

the NFL people that 
doubted Doug Flutie 
''ould stand up and admit 
mc-ir blunder. 

Gaels dominate Ravens 
Men’s soccer 

By Neate Sager 

On Sunday afternoon, in a 
game with the pressure and 
intensity of a playoff contest, 
one team could handle the 
heat, the other got out of the 
kitchen. With the victor secur¬ 
ing a berth in the conference 
playoffs and the loser resigned 
to waiting for next season, 
Queen’s utterly dismantled the 
Ravens by a count of 5-0. 

Queen’s 5 
Carleton 0 

Though a tie would have 
sufficed for ensuring his club a 
ticket to the postseason, 
Queen’s co-coach Nik Thomas 
deemed it essential that the 
Gaels prevail outright. “We 
felt we had to establish our¬ 
selves immediately and keep 
the intensity going for the full 
90 minutes, and as such we 
were able to put them away 
early.” 

Given the match’s implica¬ 
tions and the intense rivalry 
between the two clubs, emo¬ 
tions ran quite high on the 
pitch. Whereas the Gaels 
avoided yielding to temptation, 
the childish behaviour of the 
Ravens drew more whistles 
than a bad call at Wimbledon. 

team wins battle for playoffs convincingly 
Team captain Mike Cowan 

attributed his teammates’ 
restraint to the lessons 
imparted by longtime coach 
John Walker, who retired fol¬ 
lowing the 1997 season. 
“Everything we do is in the 
shadow of his coaching,” he 
said. “You never see a Queen’s 
team get outworked or lose 
their cool.” 

With many outstanding 
defensive performances, 
Thomas cited defender Steve 
Curie for special honours. “He 
played the game of his career,” 
he said. “He simply took over 
in the Queen’s end.” 

With his confidence bol¬ 
stered by the toil of Curie and 
cohorts, goalkeeper Alex 
Mueller-Gastell zealously cor¬ 
ralled nearly every ball that 
entered his crease before the 
Ravens could so much as sniff a 
scoring opportunity. 

The fourth-place Gaels will 
likely be perceived as an under¬ 
dog in the OUA playoffs, which 
commence next Saturday, with 
Queen’s facing either York or 
Toronto. “We’ve done well 
against both teams,” remarked 
Thomas. “It comes down to 
what team wants it more... it’s 
two [wins] to the national 
championships. The bottom 
line is, it’s crunch time.” 

Two players battle for ball during Gaels 5-0 win on Sunday. 
PHOTO BY SUE HOLLAND 

Putting your heart into it 
By Julieta Loeffler 

For those who have decided to 
workout, it is important that to 
know how to workout safely and 
to get the maximum benefits for 
the time spent exercising. Exer¬ 
cising in your target heart rate 
zone helps to maximize calorie 
expenditure, increase your oxy¬ 
gen uptake (V02 max) and to 
improve or maintain aerobic 
fitness. 

Your heart rate is the number 
of beats per minute that your 
heart is beating. When you exer¬ 
cise, more oxygen is needed in 
your muscles. The oxygen comes 
from the air we breathe and then 
gets distributed into your blood. 
Since your heart pumps oxy¬ 
genated ^lood throughout your 
body and brings deoxygenated 
blood back to your heart, it beats 
faster as,more demand is placed 
on the muscles. The rate at 
which your heart is pumping is a 
good measure of the intensity of 
your workout. 

To measure your pulse (heart 
rate), take your index and middle 
fingers on one hand and press 
lightly on the radial artery (close 
to your thumb) on the inside of 
your other wrist, or on your 
carotid artery (straight down 
from the corner of your eye, just 
under your jaw). Once you find a 
spot where you feel the pulsing, 
count the beats for 10 seconds. 
Multiply this number by six to 

get your heart rate per minute. 
To train within your heart rate 

zone means to train at 60 to 90 
percent of your maximum heart 
rate. To calculate what these 
numbers are, first subtract your 
age from 220. This will give you 
your predicted maximum heart 
rate. Multiply this number by 0.6 
(the lower end of your range) and 
then multiply by 0.9 (the high 
end of your range). To get your 
optimal heart rates in 10 second 
readings, simply divide your 60 
percent rate and your 90 percent 
rate by six. 

The rate at which your 
heart is pumping is a 
good measure of the 

intensity of your 
workout. 

When you first begin exercis¬ 
ing, make sure you train at the 
lower end of the range, and if 60 
percent still feels too strenuous, 
then slow down. A good way to 
determine if the activity you are 
participating in is too difficult for 
you is the talk test. If you are 
unable to keep up a conversation 
widi a neighbour and you are out 
of breath, then you are exercising 
too hard. 

Training in your zone ensures 
that you are training within a safe 
and effective level for your age 
and fitness level. You must pay 
attention to your body at all 

times. Signs of over-exertion are a 
pounding in your chest, dizziness, 
faintness or profuse sweating. If 
experience any of these signs, 
lower your intensity level. Make 
sure you cool down for five min¬ 
utes or longer before ending your 
exercise session and don’t forget 
to stretch. 

A safe and effective workout 
will keep you healthy and make it 
possible for you to continue to 
exercise. Make sure that you are 
enjoying yourself while training. 
Pushing yourself and feeling the 
changes in your body is an 
extremely motivating and uplift¬ 
ing experience, give it a try today. 

Gold medal Gaels 
By Robert HacNeil 

This past weekend, the 
Queen’s men’s volleyball team 
showed their rremendous team 
depth by capturing die gold 
medal at their host tournament, 
the Queen’s Invitational. 

The Gaels defeated the Uni¬ 
versity of New Brunswick in an 
exciting five set final match (2- 
15, 15-6, 9-15, 15-8 15-10). 
The MVP of the tournament 
was chc Gaels’ Michel 
Cameron who ran the offence 
throughout die weekend and 
was one of many standouts. 
Named to the all-star team 
were Frederic Cotnoir and Jake 
Magolan, who bodi showed 
that they bring a lot of talent to 
this young team. Other excep¬ 
tional performances in the gold 
medal game were turned in by 
fourth-year veteran Kevin 
Latchford, who had 14 kills 

and a remarkable 0 errors, and 
Scott Millington who con¬ 
tributed 16 kills. 

This is the second gold 
medal victory in a tournament 
for die Gaels, in addition to a 
bronze medal finish. According 
to Head Coach Brenda Willis, 
the real story to this early-sea- 
son success is that the team is 
“so sotid in every position.” 
The ream is off to its strangest 
start in years and are able to go 
to many positions for a kill. 
Willis feels, however, that the 
team must “work on blocking 
anti tightening team defence.” 

With the strong start 
enjoyed by rhe team, the only 
persistent problem Willis is 
confronted with is deciding 
who has to sit and who gets to 
start. If the Gaels’ toughest 
dilemma is having too many 
great players, dien it looks like 
a very promising season. 



IT’S ALREADY STARTED... 

The Orientation Roundtable is now accepting 

applications for the following positions: 

ORT Speaker (Paid & Summer Responsibilities) 

ORT Financial 

ORT Logistics 

Pick up your applications at the AMS, 

and return it NO LATER than November 3. 

Gaels give 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The Queen’s Golden Gaels gave the 
Laval Rouge et Or the best housewarm¬ 
ing present that they could have asked 
for, a playoff spot. 

In their first trip up to Quebec City, 
the Gaels bumbled and bungled the 
game away, losing to the Rouge et Or by 
a 13-10 count. Queen’s managed to lose 
this game despite the fact that the visi¬ 
tors dominated every statistical category, 
except for the final score. 

Laval 13 
Queen’s 10 

Queen’s offensive unit was able to 
move the ball with relative ease 
throughout the game, gaining a total of 
441 total yards, however this ability to 
drive downfield was constantly under¬ 
mined by mistakes inside Laval’s terri¬ 
tory. The most notable of these errors 
were two dropped- touchdown passes 
and two interceptions inside the Laval 
10-yard line. 

“We had great stuff going up and 
down the field,” said Head Coach Bob- 
Howes. “We just threw two intercep¬ 
tions near the endzone and weren’t able 
to score.” 

With the Queen’s offence and 
defence dominating the first-half, it was 
a moral victory for Laval to escape only 
trailing by a 10-3 count. 

After Laval opened the scoring with a 
22-yard field goal by linebacker/kicker 
Bernard Gravel, it was all Queen’s. Gael 
kicker/receiver Ken Radcliffe responded 
by booting an 11-yard field goal late in 
the first quarter, a disappointing result 
after Queen’s scrimmaged first and goal 

away game 
from inside the five-yard line. 

The Gaels defence played as well as 
they had before the two-game series 
with Ottawa, holding the Rouge et Or at 
bay, while the Queen's offence tried to 
find their rhythm. The patience paid off 
when Queen’s quarterback Beau Howes 
took it over from five-yards out with 
only 20 seconds left in the half. 

The second-half started with a whim¬ 
per, no points in the third quarter, and 
ended with a bang. 

“We had great stuff going up 
and down the field, we just 

threw two interceptions 
near the endzone.” 

— Head Coach Bob Howes 

Despite the lack of scoring in the 
third quarter, two significant events did 
transpire. Laval opted to replace ineffec¬ 
tive starting quarterback Francois Cha- 
pedelaine with former Concordia star 
Dominique Goulet and Queen’s veteran 
defensive back Max Turner was ejected 
for senselessly kneeing a Laval player in 
the groin in a skirmish following the 
whistle. 

“[Max’s ejection] was probably one 
of those reflex things, it isn’t something 
Max would usually do,” explained 
Howes. “It was a dumb penalty, no 
question, but there were several such 
penalties.” 

The Rouge et Or were able to capital¬ 
ize on both of these personnel changes 
when they charged back in the fourth 
quarter. Laval first scored on a 32-yard 
Gravel field goal to cut the Queen’s lead 

Please see Playoff on page 16 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery. 

In house Graphic Design. 

More than 300,000 

Promotional Products to choose from! 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
. SPORTSWEAR. . I Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US! \ 

1 -a 

Make '98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

/^Ueni's 

Quality merchandise at very competitive prices. 

Come and visit our showroom 
We arte licensed for the Queen's logo. 

530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.multideas.com 

. multi@adan.kingston.net 

FREE MONEY! 
(For just causes!) 

AMS Clubs & Assembly Grant 

forms are here! Application 

forms and complete criteria are 

available outside of the AMS 

Commission of Internal Affairs. 

Application deadline is October 

30th. 

You may be eligible for a grant if you are: 

• Part of the Queen’s Student Community; 

• A non-profit cause, organisation or society 

and your activity does not already receive 

AMS funding. 

Please note: Complete criteria, along with 

application forms, are available at the AMS 

Commission of Internal Affairs. 

For more information please contact Dave Contant, CIA 

Deputy Commissioner, at 545-6000 Ext, 4815 or e-rnaii 

cia@ams.queensu. ca 
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In the game 
A guide to Queen’s athletic results 

^J^aturday afternoon, the 
men's rugby team completed its 
regular season with a 22-19 vic- 
rory 0ver McMaster. Despite 
the lackluster performance, the 
Tricolour finished with a 6-1 
record, placing them second in 
the conference, behind Guelph. 
j|iey are now gearing up for an 
OUA semi-final match-up with 
the hated Western Mustangs. 

The second XV won their 
game 29-10. This win further 
solidified the teams spot as divi¬ 
sional champions. 

On Sunday afternoon, the 
women’s soccer team completed 
their undefeated regular season 
and are cruising into the play¬ 
offs that will begin this week¬ 
end. Backstopping the team to a 
4-0 victory over the Carleton 
Ravens was the stellar Amanda 
Foran. Now the number one 
ranked team in the CIAU must 
prepare themselves for the OUA 
Championships at Carleton 
University. 

first’nbreTn t)le7 .c|'(lc^le4 3 eting the others. Sunday after- star team, Carolyn Fitzgerald 

Saturdav th r I g'™?"' °" "°0n saw the Gaels >6™ ^ Amber Palmer 
Saturday the Gaels beat the Uni- from behind to tie Waterloo __ 
vers,ry of Toronto by a count of 3-3. Mailloux added his second 
8-2. Sllvana Ye scored four goals goal of the weekend, and 
and Meredith Gilbert added Damion Gilbert and Aaron 
two. Later that day, the offence Knight completed the scoring. 

Women's tennis 

continued on cruise control 
when they crushed York 14-3. 
Ye got three more goals, and 
D’Arcy Spearing and Anne 
Bennedetti potted four goals 

Women's volleyball 

In hosting the Queen’s Invita- 
o- tional tournament this past 

each Finally, the Gaels defeated weekend, the women’s volley- 
McMaster in an exhibition tilt ball team looked to win some 
by a score of 8-2. Once again, hardware and pulled off a silver 
Silvana Ye was poison for her medal after losing a tough gold 
opponents as she netted yet medal game to Sherbrooke. On 
another four goals for a total of the way to the final, Queen’s 

defeated Waterloo, Brock and 
Carleton. The Gaels had two of 
their talented players, Kristine 
Spekkens and Lindsay Barrett, 
named to the all-star team. 

Queen’s first OUA champi¬ 
ons of the 1998-99 season are 
the women’s tennis team. They 
won this championship in con¬ 
vincing fashion, defeating the 
University of Toronto 4-0 and 
then the McGill Martlets 4-1. 

This comes a year after the team 
came a little short of their goal, 
despite being the regular season 
champs. 

Men's basketball 

The team travelled to 
Ottawa for the Tipoff Classic 
and defeated the Laval Rouge et 
Or 83-80. This improves the 
team’s preseason record to 2-1. 

11 on the weekend. 

Men's hockey 

Women's lacrosse 

The men’s hockey team 
opened their regular season 
schedule this past weekend and 
registered ties in both games. 
On Friday night, the Gaels came 
from behind to tie the game at 
4-4 and appeared to score the 
winning goal. However, the ref¬ 
eree disallowed it because the 
net was pushed off its markers. 
Queen’s players, to a man, were 
convinced that it was a Laurier 
player that knocked the net off. 

Field hockey 

The squad travelled to the 
OUA Championships in 
Toronto and came out with a 
fifth place finish. After an early 
loss to Guelph, 4-1, with the 
lone goal coming off of the stick 
of Jill Connell, the Gaels were 
able to rebound with a win. 
Queen’s defeated Western 4-3 in 

In weekend lacrosse action, 
the women’s team pummeled 

Scoring in the game were Wes extra strokes , to earn their final 
Booker with two, and Rob Mail- standing. Two players were 
loux and Jonathan Bishop pock- named to the OUA second all- Men’s hockey team plays it tough at home over the weekend. 

PHOTO BY GEOFF ASHENHURST 
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at the shot 

October ISSSpsogj, 

rated comedy 

DEADLINE!!: 

MIKE WILMOT 
WITH M.C.:,IEAN PAUL 

WARNING! if you are afraid of hearing the "f-word"_if political correctness is important to you..... ■ STAY AT HOME 

THE LOCALS KNOW THE GOOD STUFF 
IS WORTH A HIKE! 

Skis and Boards 

K2 Burton 
Rossignol Sims 
Volkl Ride 
Volant Winterstick 

& More! 

Clothing 
Sierra Designs 

Patagonia 
The North Face 

Oakley 
Sessions 

Burton 
& More! 

13 Montreal Street 
Downtown, just off of Princess 

542-4558_ 

Take the Short Walk off Princess - It's worth it! 

^Wat selection, knowledgeable staff & no attitude 

H/l 
9 &(£££n&TOK£(^ 

mmcosrmumi 
699 GMiOHY£PS itono 

(rnmruYcc off ppogpcss rtoe.) 

384-378 r 
lOOO'S OF CoSTUAVES 

F OR 

REsIT OR SALE 

- MAKE-UP 

- ACCESSORIES 

- WISS 4 BEARDS 

- HATS & MASKS 

- CAPES 4 KITS 

- DECORATIONS 

- PROPS 

Plus mush more! 

wh have the cool, stoffi I 
CHECIC OUT tC-liOCS" ST OKI'S ONJL.V I 

T(2‘JE HALLOWEEnI STORE! 1 

1/ ^ HWTAOl 
vl PRINCESS ST. 

o 

■ PROGRESS flVE. £3 
Ui J ) 5 

open week nights till 9, Saturdays till 6, & Sundays 12 -S 

vvww.monsterhalloween-com 
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No win, no problem 
By Stefan Murray 

Although they were unable to chalk 
up a win last weekend, the Queen's 
women’s hockey team’s opening two 
games against the University of Toronto 
were considered a success. 

The Gaels lost a 3-2 heartbreaker on 
Saturday, then battled to a 2-2 tie on 
Sunday to escape their series with the 
heavily-favoured Blues with a single 
point. 

Toronto 3 Queen’s 2 
Toronto 2 Queen’s 2 

“U of T is the powerhouse in this 
league” said Co-coach Jacques Tremb- 
ley. “Tying them [on Sunday] is a big-big 
win.” 

On Saturday night, the Gaels struck 
early when forward Meridith Amin 
bested the Toronto keeper on a clear 
break from centre, but were then sur¬ 
prised by three unanswered goals by the 
Blues, two of which came on beautiful 
individual efforts. The Gaels tallied 
again in the third to make the final min¬ 
utes interesting, but were unable to 
equal the score. 

In Sunday’s effort, the Gaels were 
able to attain a tie when Jess Mullen 
deaked a falling Blues goalie with five 
minutes remaining in regulation time, 
knotting the score at two goals apiece 
and capping an entertaining and emo¬ 
tional three periods. 

Goaltending clearly characterized 
both games for the Gaels as rookie 
Claudia Tom made big save after big 
save, stonewalling the Blues on Satur¬ 
day to keep her team in the game and 
continuing her dominant play on Sun¬ 

day, turning away several Toronto 
shooters to secure the tie. 

“Claudia was looking very impres¬ 
sive” said Tremblay, “especially as a 
first-year and a walk-on." 

Unfortunately, Tom’s performance 
could not overcome the Gaels short¬ 
comings in the special-teams depart¬ 
ment. The Gaels couldn’t capitalize on 
any of their power-play opportunities 
this weekend while giving up a power- 
play and a short-handed marker to the 
Blues. Their failure on the power-play 
seemed to inspire the Blues and made it 
harder to play catch-up after falling 
behind. 

“U of T is the powerhouse in 
this league, tying them [on 
Sunday] is a big-big win.” 

— Co-coach 
Jacques Tremblay 

Regardless of the Gaels’ difficulty 
putting pucks into the net, their result 
this weekend was unexpected and did 
wonders to improve the team’s 
confidence. 

“On Saturday our team board read 
‘We don’t care who you are,” related 
Tremblay “[but] after Saturday’s game it 
read ‘We know who you are and we’re 
going to beat you.’” 

The Gaels travel to Waterloo this 
weekend to play their first road games 
of the season against the Wilfred Lau- 
rier Golden Hawks. If they continue 
their defensive prowess and can bulge 
the twine more frequently during their 
two-game set, it’s likely they can put up 
a few in the “W” column. 

Hey Frosh! 
Ever wanted to be a 

ROADIE? 
The Queen’s Entertainment Agency 
IS HIRING FIRST-YEAR STAGEHANDS! 
Applications are available at the 

AMS Office 
(IN THE LOWER JDUC) 

AND ARE DUE BY OCT. 30TH, 

http ://www. ams. queensu. ca/qe a/ 
y545-2731 or qea@ams.queensu.ca. 
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Golden Gael Sarah Reid battles two Varsity Blues for puck along the boards. 
--- PHOTO BY MARKWOOMQRfil 

Playoff showdown looms 
Continued from page 14 

to four and then finished the comeback 
I with Gouler plunging in from one-yard 
out with less than one minute remain¬ 
ing. The game-winning touchdown was 
set up by a 68-vard pass and run play 
from Goulet to Garrick Apollon against 
a depleted Queen’s secondary, who also 

; lost the service of back-up safety Al 
McNish due to injury. 

“[Turner’s] was a dumb 
penalty, no question, but 
there were several such 

penalties.” 

— Coach Howes 

“The team played hard all game and 
we were in a position where \vc could 
win, but their athletic receiver made a 
big play,” lamented coach Howes. 
“[Safety] Andrew Tewsley even had a 

shot at the tackle but the referee was in 
the way, it was one of those days.” 

In spite of the loss, the Golden Gaels 
saw a variety of players put up excellent 
individual efforts. Defensively, fourth- 
year Phys-ed student, Tewsley inter¬ 
cepted two balls and recovered a 
fumble, and defensive end Derek 
Spronck was a force all game. On the 
offensive side of the ball, all-conference 
running back Paul Correale sprung for 
95 yards on the ground, while Nepean 
native James MacLean paced the air 
attack, catching six passes for 105 
yards. 

With the Layal Rouge ct Or celebrat¬ 
ing the first playoff berth in their three 
year existence, the Golden Gaels are 
left to refocus on their final game of the 
regular season against Bishop’s. After a 
3-1 start, Queen’s is forced to play in a 
duel for the final playoff spot when the 
Gaiters visit Richardson Stadium on 
Hallowe’en. 

BISHOPS’ VS QUEEN’S. 1 P.M. HALLOWE'EN 
Winner to playoffs - loser goes home 

Dress up early, party all day at Richardson Stadium 

Celebrating 
25 years 

with 25 off. 
25% off our collection 

of warm, comfy, 

Reverse Fleece 
Sweatshirts 

ROOTS Proudly 
K'S,T0N Canadian 

zafthcessL* for 25 years. 
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mix lot 

es a home for House, Rave and Techno 

By Tania Haas 

Bodies groovin’-collective movin’- 

beats blastin’ and all was happenin’ 

Saturday flight. 

Location: Clark Hall Pub; modern¬ 
ized. Why? Well let’s Disc-us. 

Every Saturday night, up those famil¬ 

iar flight of stairs, the record spinning of 
house music occurs and an exhausting 
escape from the Queen’s club scene can 
be found. It’s Disc-us, Clark Hall Pub’s 
newest experiment in the house/techno 
environment. 

Dry ice diffused into the air, 
while Harrison Ford’s face 
graced the pub’s screen as 

they played a muted 
technicolour Blade Runner. 

I must admit that I am part of the 
Queen’s majority that tends to spend 
time and money on the overcrowded 
dance floors that play the usual hip-hop, 
rock and techno. I am also a self-con¬ 
fessed Rick Dees’ top 40 loyal listener. 
Surprisingly enough, not one overplayed 
Border song was heard at Disc-us. 
Instead, DJ Poa, DJ Melt, James and 
Boyd spun tunes that were both spirit 
intoxicating and strangely mellowing. 

The Kingston house scene, led by 
Groovenation, has been growing for 
over two years. Every Saturday the 
grooves are heard live to air from 9-10 
p.m. on CFRC. Then the beats are con¬ 
tinued all night at Clark. 

Here, dancing is the result of good 
music. Raving is the expression of 
dancers appreciation of the energy. The 
moves are sometimes odd but always 

unique, and often mesmerizing. Perhaps the next Saturday night the 
With psychedelic technicolour gel Princess clubs won’t be appealing, and 

cells floating on the floor and screen, and you and your clan will be seeking a 
palpating lights on the walls and ceiling, place to chill and spill your moves. Why 
the floor beckoned to be danced upon, not check out Disc-us? You might be sur- 
Amid the lights and moving bodies, dry prised at what you enjoy, 
ice diffused into the air, as Harrison 
Ford’s face graced the pub’s screen while 
they played a muted technicolour Blade 

Runner. The combination of the futuris¬ 
tic androids on screen and the mechani¬ 
cal music created an intense progressive 
atmosphere. As I sat there, I was surpris¬ 
ingly calmed by the loud bass. Some say 
house has a magical effect because the 
main rhythm mimics the beat of the 
heart. 

The show attracted a new 
group for Clark and a 
different scene for the 

Queen’s minority. 

Incomparable to Toronto, Montreal 
and Vancouver, the Kingston house scene 
is not solid, but the interest is expanding. 
The crowd maxed out at 50 people on 
Saturday. The show attracted a new 
group for Clark and a different scene for 
the Queen’s minority. 

I was both intrigued by this new expe¬ 
rience and inspired that a Rick Dees fan 
could learn how to rave with the grow¬ 
ing spinning scene at Queen’s University. 

Spin Doctors: 
Clark was a witness 
to some serious 
spinning Saturday. 

Players warm up 
Queen’s Players prepare for exciting new year 

What’s Up 
in A&E 

By Joanna Sharp 

As I walked into the MacLaughlin 
room in the John Deutch University 

entTe t0 watch a rehearsal for an 
upcoming Queen’s Player’s perfor- 
"^nce, I had no idea what to expect. But 
•‘•ter sitting down and watching the 
troupe choreograph a dance routine, I 
was really impressed. 

Jhere’s one line that’s been 
'n every one of our shows, 
but you’ll have to watch 

to find out!” 

~~~ -/Gck/e Leggett, show director 

tleJrfH uPcom’ng performance is enri- 
that ,ew“acca to the Future, but what 

guessmCanS ^°r t^e s*low *s anyone’s 

Said^i*1eltit*e *s a secret among the cast,” 
|t - Jar',e Leggett, the show’s director, 

the fV] Ueen s Players tradition to keep 

Ca‘"piis 3 SCCret To sPark interest around 

ev,,u-S ^ about traditions,” Leggett 
in ,lne^' "There’s one line that’s been 

have try °nc our shows, but you’ll 
to watch to find out!” The story 

line is also a well kept secret; however, 
from watching these energetic people 
rehearse, I could tell that their perfor¬ 
mance promises to be upbeat and wacky. 

Some of you might be wondering, as I 
was, what exactly is Queen’s Players? 

“It’s just fun!” stated Robyn Thomp¬ 
son, president of Queen’s Players. 

Leggett added that the troupe’s per¬ 
sonality is “not serious, but it’s really 
hard to define. The easiest way to put it 
is that people love [Queen’s Players pro¬ 
ductions] because it’s a great time.” 

When asked how they create their sto¬ 
rylines, Thompson answered that they 
“take two to three pop culture ideas, 
smooth them together, have some beer 
and a good laugh.” 

The troupe’s material is written and 
produced by the students themselves. 
The cast is composed of twelve mem¬ 
bers; six males and females, in addition 
to the director, writer, producer and 
choreographer. 

Approximately two to three times a 
year, the group puts on an extraordinar¬ 
ily energetic production that takes place 
is either Alfie’s or Clark Hall Pub. 

The opening night for Chewbacca to 

the Future is November 18 and is an all 
ages event. Leggett stresses that this is a 
great opportunity for first-year students 
who are not aware of Queen’s Players to 
come out and see what it’s all about. 

“The great thing about our group is 

that upper year students do not have an 
advantage over first year students,” 
explained Leggett. “All cast members 
must audition for every production and 
we like to think of ourselves as one big 
group. There’s a great chemistry 
between all of us.” 

“ [To create storylines] take 
two to three pop culture 

ideas, smooth them together, 
have some beer and a 

good laugh.” 

— Robyn Thompson, president of 
Queen's Players 

Auditions for the next Queen’s 
Players production will be sometime in 
the winter and everyone is welcome to 
try out. A great way to see if you’re 
interested is to watch Chewbacca to the 

Future. 

The show may seem like a mystery 
now, but if it is as off-beat as their 
rehearsals, the audience members should 
have a great time trying to fit the pieces 
of the puzzle together. 

Chewbacca to the Future will be play¬ 
ing from November 18 - 21 at Alfie’s and 
November 26 - 28 at Clark Hall Pub. 
Tickets can be purchased at the Used 
Book Store for $6. 

A&E’s Monster Chiller 

Horror Contest 
(contest rules and 
prizes on page 20) 

Pick up a copy of the 
Queen’s Journal on Friday 

Oct. 30 when A&E will 
review classic Halloween 
movies iust in time for 

the big night on 
Saturday. 



By Marina Hess 

Ani DiFranco found religion in the 
greeting card aisle, and I found it in 
downtown Kingston at Eclectica Gallery. 
Gord Smith, a sculptor, and Ghitta Cais- 
erman-Roth, a painter, are the subjects of 
a current retrospective at the gallery. 

Smith and Caiserman-Roth are both 
distinguished Canadian artists with years 
of shows, commissions and awards 
behind them. Notably, Smith is the cre¬ 
ator of the Expo ’67 sculpture Canada 
Screen, a massive testament to the 
breadth of this nation. 

Both Smith and Caiserman-Roth 
incorporate religious imagery into their 
art: crosses in Smith’s creation Amen, 

Caiserman-Roth’s use of a Star of David 
and other Jewish artifacts. 1, however, 
found a spirituality in the more secular 
pieces, a personal spirituality born of the 
dreams and experiences of long, full 

lives. 
Caiserman-Roth told me at the gallery 

to remember that each piece has its own 
history. There were, however, common¬ 
alities evident in the collection. The 
themes of freedom, ascension and flight 
in Smith’s sculptures produce a feeling of 
the spirit taking wing. Caiserman-Roth’s 
focus is on the tangible aspects of life. In 
still-life arrangements she creates a reli¬ 
gious order. There is, also, a sense of sad¬ 
ness emanating from many of the 
paintings. 

Studio Still Life-Spring focuses 

on a plant, painted bright, 

lush and green, an apt 

summation of the season. 

Smith’s pieces were primarily cast 
bronze, though some were welded steel. 
The colour of the bronze glinting in the 
afternoon light gave a sunburnt hue to 
his work. This especially enhanced the 
two sculptures of the mythological char¬ 
acter Icarus, the son of Daedalus, whose 
folly brought him close to the sun and 
then hurled him into the ocean. 

Icarus depicts the ascent towards the 
heavens. The lines of the piece are sharp 
and concise, giving it a streamlined 
appearance. Wings open in glory, Icarus 
is exalting in his moment of absolute 

freedom. Taking flight is a dream that 
lifts the minds’ of many people stuck on 
earth. Smith has captured the dream in 

his representation. 
In contrast, Icarus shows the dishon¬ 

ourable descent. The piece is much 
smaller, and the texture quite different, 
more nubbly than smooth. This adds to 
the melting, withering language of the 
body. Only one wing is identifiable, mak¬ 
ing the sculpture seem off-balance. Icarus 
painfully falls back to earth. 

Rather than looking to myth, Laiser- 
man-Roth often turns to her studio for 
inspiration. Studio Still Life-Spring 
focuses on a plant, painted bright, lush 
and green, an apt summation of the sea¬ 
son. Yet I found myself distracted by the 
whitewashed figures in the background. 
The shadowy shapes did not embody the 
open-mouthed anguish of such paintings 
as Unfolding. Still, considering Caiser¬ 
man-Roth’s work, I couldn’t help think¬ 
ing of the last line of Anne Michaels’ 
poem Modersohn-Becker: “every paint¬ 
ing is way of saying goodbye.” 

Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol Theatre from 
Tuesday October 27 to Thursday 
October 29 
546-5395 
(Matinees only on Tuesdays) 

What Dreams May Come 1:50, 4:20 
7:00, 9:45 
Ronin 7:05, 9:55 
Ante 1:45.2:15.4:00.4:35,7:25.9:30 
Beloved 1:30, 5:00, 9:00 
Night at the Roxbury 1:35, 4:45, 7:30 
9:40 
Soldier 1:40, 4:10, 7:10, 9:35 
Practical Magic 2:00, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex 
from Tuesday, October 27 to 
Thursday, October 29: 
389-7442 

Something About Mary 1:10, 4:00, 7:05 
Rush Hour 1:30, 3:40, 7:15,9:15 
Pleasantville 1:20, 4:10, 6:45, 9:25 
Bride of Chucky 1:50, 4:30, 7:35, 10:00 
One True Thing 1:00, 6:55 
Art Pupil 1:40,4:20, 7:25, 9:55 
Urban Legend 3:50, 9:45 

Playing at the ASUS Theatre on 
Sunday Nov 1 
There's Something about Mary 7:00, 
10:00. $3 at the Dunning Auditorium 

Live Music: 
Bactle of the DJ’s at Alfie's Pub on 
Wednesday Oct 28 at 8:30 p.m. 
Admission is free. 

UHlTeD waf 

0<t 28, 29, 30 
Lower Ceileigh of 

the JDUC 

Don't Miss it! 

United Wayljjy^Cenbraide 
n Cj'iaw. C itnito 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

Mm. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

I VflMt tO 

Halloween sales at 
the JDUC and 

* MacCorry 
October 30th from the 

Sexual Health Resource Centre 
where our business is your 

pleasure I 

suck wur. 

s£5ual Health 
Resource Centre 
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This Woolf has teeth 
Domino Theatre bites into a great rendition of a classic 

BY SCOTT PEVEAU 

Finally I have found some 
decent theatre in Kingston. The 
pnmino Theatre is presenting 
Edward Albee’s Who's Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf? and it is a gem 
of a production. 

I first encountered this play 
years ago during a period in 
which I was suffering from a bit 
of .1 fetish for Elizabeth Taylor 
and had watched the movie 
adaptation of the play. Although 
at the time I was still struggling 
with the text, I was fully 
enthralled by the overfed sex- 
kirten characterization Liz Tay¬ 
lor gave to Martha. 

k was much later that I real¬ 
ized that this play had a depth 
beyond mere fetishes for one of 
its players. 

Edward Albee is undoubtedly 
one of the quintessential play¬ 
wrights of our time and Who’s 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is his 
masterpiece. 

The Domino Theatre, under 
the direction of Joan E. Jones, 
has done this play justice and 
should not go unrecognized. 
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
explores the insecurities of love 
and sex in the stale marriage of 
the protagonists, Martha and 

George, and is extended into a 
more general context with 
introduction of their guests, 
Nick and Honey. 

The text is a mesh of embit¬ 
tered sarcasm and destructive 
innuendoes, which take an 
almost cannibalistic form at 
times. 

The play takes place in 
Martha and George’s living 
room during a post-faculty 
party/all night drinking binge. 
Martha has invited Nick, a new 
professor from the university 
that George works at, and his 
wife Honey over, throwing the 
young couple into the chaotic 
world of their hosts’ problems. 
We soon find out that Martha is 
a vicious bitch who is trying to 
destroy George, the only activ¬ 
ity she enjoys, because of his 
inability to actualize her illu¬ 
sions of him. 

The main premise of the play 
is suggested in a line which 
George speaks when Martha is 
attacking him with the state¬ 
ment, “truth or an illusion, 
George; you don’t know the dif¬ 
ference,” and he responds with, 
“No; but we must carry on as 
though we did.” 

This line sums up the non¬ 
existence of a son that only 
exists in what he symbolizes for 
the characters — a cause of 
conflict. 

For Martha, their son is a 
representation of everything 
George is not — beautiful, car¬ 
ing, young, and a lover of a sort. 
For George the son is something 
sacred that Martha and he alone 
share, a unity of sex and love. 

First and foremost, the set is 
nothing short of brilliant. While 
the text does not require a com¬ 
plicated set, Liz Schell, the set 
designer, has successfully 
dropped the fourth wall of 
Martha and George’s living 
room, a move that is absolutely 
fundamental to the intimacy 
required for this play. 

The players were infallible 
(or at least appeared so) with 
special notice going to Gord 
Love’s portrayal of George and 
his representation of a character 
whose centrality to the play I 
had failed to notice. Jones’s 

slight deviation from the origi¬ 
nal script works in presenting 
her interpretation and also 
breaks the play up into two 
intermissions. 

Speaking of intermissions, 
the Domino Theatre really 
knows how to keep an audience 
interested in a play about a late 
night drinking party. By provid¬ 
ing a cash bar with which you 
can finish a glass of wine or a 
beer in enough time to get you 
back into the theatre before for 
the next act begins, they have 
really added something to the 
theatrical experience. 

All in all this presentation of 
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
was just stellar and I have to 
thank the Domino Theatre for 
pre'senting some of the best the¬ 
atre I have seen since arriving in 
Kingston. 

ACf IC WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT . 
rTpJ? COMMITTEE .pH 

OCTOBER IS BREAST 

CANCER AWARENESS MONTH 

INFO TABLE @JDUC THURS AND FRI 

SPEAK-OUT IN FRONT OF STAUFFER 

THURS @ 11:30 AM 

SHARE EXPERIENCES, ASK QUESTIONS 
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Events List 

Get Your: 
Queen's 

Entertainment 
Card 

For access to great 
Queen's events! 

Selling tickets 
for an event? 

Sell them at: 

Call 545-2110 

Tickets sold at: 

THECOCAMO 
WHERE QUEEN'S PARTIES 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
HIP HOP 

TOONIE ALL NIOHTI 

DJ PUSTY 
FROM 

OTTAWA 

LOONIE! 

LOONIE 
NIGHT! 

1$ Cover Between 7 & 9 pm 

112 price after 9 with 

STUDENT ID 

KILL THE KEG 

SUPER LITE 
DRAFT 
From 7-1 Opm 

Loonie until 11:00 

WIN A BAR FRIDGE! 
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LAW SCHOOL 
BOUND ? 

How to get into Law School and become 
a Lawyer in Canada and the U.S. 

• Why is it a perfect time to apply to law? 
• Why are the career prospects for lawyers so exciting for the 21st century. 
• Why is it essential to use a different application strategy for each school' 

• How can you avoid getting bad letters of references? 
• How can personal statements make or break your application? 

• U.S. law schools - are they an option? 
• U.S. bar admission - is it possible with a Canadian degree? 
• Canadian bar admission - is it possible with a U.S. degree? 

• The LSAT - are there changes - can you avoid developing bad habits? 
• How can you use 2nd, 3rd and 4th years to prepare for law? 

The Lecture Of The Year For Future Lawyers! 

Who John Richardson, B A, LL.B., J.D, 
•Author of Canada's #1 LSAT Prep Guide, Mastering The LSAT 

Free Lecture: TODAY, 5:00pm - 6:00pm, MacDonald D 

BONUS!! Receive a FREE copy of “Guide to Law Schools in 
Canada" ($16.00 value - while supplies last) 

For a FREE monthly Law School Bound email newsletter and to reserve 
your copy of "Guide to Law Schools in Canada" - email to learn@prep.com. 

LSAT - writing December 5th? 
Weekend prep at Queen’s University November 7th, 

8th with a Practice LSAT on December 2nd. 
1-800-410-PREP or WWW.PREP.COM 
GMAT, MCAT & GRE also available. 

In Commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of 

I luman Rights and the 20th Anniversary of the Canadian Human Rights 

Commission, the Queen's Human Rights Office, Queen's Alma Mater 

Society, and the Canadian Human Rights Commission present: 

PUTTING VALUES INTO PRACTICE: 
Celebrating Our Progress, Facing Our Future 

A Symposium Exploring the Promise and Challenge of 

7:00pm - Friday October 30, 1998 

Robert Sutherland Room, |DUC 

Speaker: Michelle Falardeau-Ramsay 

Chief Commissioner, 

Canadian Human Rights Commission 

#rs UNiyiarnY 
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A&E’s Hallowe’en Contests 
We’ve cone mad and decided to give away 10 free CDs from our illustrious CD 

vault All you have to do is correctly match the quest.ons be ow with the rig|lt 

answers One lucky winner will be chosen by a random draw on Thursday 

November 6. Please send all entries to 272 Earl St. or email us at 

joumalla'post.queensu.ca. Good luck! 

Munster Madness 

1. In 1963, the original pilot of the show was shot with a different actress who 

portrayed Phoebe. Name the actress. 

2 Which popular television show was introduced during the same time slot a 

the Ministers, a decision that influenced the show’s cancellation? 

3. Where can the Ministers original TV set home be found? 

Boo-tiful Music 

4. Which nail drives Marilyn Manson? 

a) Podboy 

b) Michael Trent Reznor 

c) Danny Lohner 

d) Streaker 

5. Finish this song: 

Three black cats, three black cats. 

In black hats. In black hats. 

They all jumped into the Halloween brew. 

They teased the ghosts and the goblins too! 

Did you ever hear such a_. 

a) cat mew 

b) sound or few 

c) hullaballo 

d) fuzakazoo 

6. Which of these things did Ozzy Osborne not do? 

a) try to bite the head of a live bat. 

b) bite the head of a live dove. 

c) bite the head off a live snake, 

d) allegedly inspired kids to perform acts of violence. 

FREE MONEY 
Hmienmm' for the am 

Bom of Director? 
Specim Promts’ Grunt? 

HRE DUE IVI FrIDM 

Lit 5] 

SL 

m For rroiect criteria go 
to the am FRONT 0E?K IN 

THE LOWER me on mi m 
Am™ Lot at 505 27205 
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Last train to ghost town 
Few thrills and chills but Ghost Train pays bills with humour 

Ghost Train 
theatre 5 
Selected performances until October 31 

By Brad Lepp 

Ghost Train isn’t witty. Ghost Train isn’t controver¬ 

sial. Ghost Train isn’t even clever. But, the point is, it 

doesn’t pretend to be any of these things. 

In the past, Theatre 5, has done such literary plays as 

lorn of the Screw and Frankenstein for their annual 

Hallowe’en production, but this year they have tried 

something different. In an attempt to play to a wider 

audience, the production team looked for a light com¬ 

edy that would receive a laugh as well as a scream. 

Ghost Train, a comedy, mystery' and thriller written by 

Arthur Ridley was first performed in the 1930s, and 

still remains popular with repertory and amateur the¬ 
atre companies. 

Set in the 1930s the plot revolves around a group of 

five passengers who, because they missed their connec¬ 

tion, are left at a haunted train station overnight. The 

ensemble consists of two newlyweds who miss their 

honeymoon, an older bickering couple, and of course, 

an off-the-wall busybody old man. The Station Master 

eventually winds up dead on the platform shortly after 

telling the passengers the ghost story of a terrible train 

wreck that happened 20 years ago to the day. That’s 

when things really get haunting. I won’t spoil the end¬ 

ing of the play for you, but if you’ve ever watched 

Scooby-Doo then it will quickly become clear. 

Doug Steward, a local radio personality in his first 

major theatre performance, steals the show as the old 

man. Steward and the rest of the cast have been work¬ 

ing intensely at rehearsals for the past six weeks in 

order to get the production underway, but they have 

enjoyed themselves. 

“Many of the actors have very little experience, so it 

has been a process,” said director Frances Berry, but it 

has been fun.” 

It is this process that Berry feels sets Theatre 5 apart 

from others in rhe area. Through acting classes and 

other courses offered, actors train and then have a 

chance to perform. There is a sense of community and 

intimacy felt on the small stage. 

Admittedly, there are flaws. The set designer forgot 

to put a masking behind the open door and windows, 

and it’s hard to believe that no one gets wet throughout 

the entire thunderstorm. The plot drags while the 

writer attempts a far too intellectual dismount, but put 

that aside and you have a fun show. It is somewhat 

refreshing to see actors who are human beings, and to 

watch a play that doesn’t require much analysis. 

The plot drags while the writer 
attempts a far too intellectual 

dismount, but put that aside and you 
have a fun show. It is somewhat 

refreshing to see actors who are human 
beings, and to watch a play that doesn’t 

require much analysis. 

Berry has changed the original script in an attempt 

to bring the play a bit closer to home. The passengers 

now come from Kingston Ontario, and acror/alumni 

Steve Powell sports a Queen’s University cardigan. New 

music composed by James King and access to a wider 

sound effects library round off the updates to the pro¬ 

duction. Though relatively simple, the haunting effects 

admittedly made me jump once or twice. I found myself 

laughing in enjoyment at the characters. 

Ghost Train will not leave you contemplating Ger¬ 

man Philosophy. Ghost Train might not even leave you 

frightened. But as some of the finest amateur theatre 

around, Ghost Train will make you laugh. 
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WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Pnncess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

BURGER 
KING 

er jnmor 
everyday 

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT • GRE ON 
CAMPUS PREP! Also, to subscribe 
to our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med bulletin email newsletters, 
email us at: learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1877 PREP.COM or 
www.prep.com Queen's University 
LSAT: November 7,8 weekend, prac¬ 
tice December 2nd. 

CANTERBURY CENTRE 90 
Queen's Cres. (across from Vic Hall) 
HOT MEALS Tuesday - supper 5:30 - 
7:00 p.m., Wednesday - lunch 11:30 - 
1:30, supper 5;30 - 7:00 p.m., 
Sunday - supper 5:00 - 7:30 p.m. 

HARVARD NATIONAL MODEL 
UNITED NATIONS. Interested in 
being part of the Queen's delegation 
in February 1999? Come to the John 
Orr Room on Wednesday October 
28th at 9:00 p.m. sharp for informa¬ 
tion. A question and answer period 
about the UN, to be hosted by Dr. 
Pentland will follow. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: A 
“hands-on” cooking class for people 
who want to make quick, cheap, tasty 
dishes. Next session Wednesday, 
October 28th, 5:30 - 7:00 p.m. at the 
International Centre. Free but pre¬ 
registration is required. Call 545- 
6712. 

DO YOU BELT OUT “Old Queen's 
Sweater” in the shower? Do you find 
yourself doing .flying scissor kicks at 
the mere thought of Frosh Week? 
Maybe you should harvest that ener- 
gy...ASUS is looking for spirited, moti¬ 
vated and responsible ArtSci’s to 
become 1999 Orientation Chairs. 

•$10 for local 
•$15 for national 

Classifieds are due Friday 
by noon lor Tuesday 
papers and Tuesday by 2 
p.m. lor Friday papers. 

Borne by tub Journal House ai 212 
Earl Street to place your ad todayl 

Applications are available at the 
ASUS Core, 183 University Ave., 
545-6278. All forms are due 
November 5th. Open to all years- no 
experience necessary. Do it for the 
team 

WHAT IS ZEN? Free Q&A session 
with Albert Low, director of the 
Montreal Zen Centre. 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday October 29th, 3rd Floor 
Common Room, JDUC. Email 4aa7, 
3bjd3 for info. 

A HUMOROUS MUSICAL look at the 
60's: FLOWER POWER written and 
directed by Jesse Stewart. Earl 
Street Theatre (KCVI) between Alfred 
and Frontenac, 8 p.m. October 
29,30,31, November 4,5,6,7. $12, 
students $10 or pay what you can. 

TRAVELLING OUTSIDE CANADA? 
Check our website (www.wellington- 
fx.on.ca) for daily currency exchange 
rates. Foreign and Canadian money 

bought, and sold at excellent rates. 
No commission. Wellington Foreign 
Exchange, 153 Wellington, Street, 
531-8731. 

FREE!!!!! We will give you our sofa- 
bed. Good condition. You haul. Call 
547-3287. 

HEAD GAEL SEEKING CHAIRS 
I am 5 ft 3, have red hair, and often 
get so excited about Frosh Week I 
break into spontaneous fits of mpdern 
dance. I am seeking FOUR spirited, 
motivated and responsible ArtSci's to 
become 1999 ASUS Orientation 
Chairs. Help me put morale through 
the roof. Apply at the ASUS Core 
183 University Ave. 545-6278. Open 
to all years. No experience or mod¬ 
ern dance abilities necessary. Forms 
due November 5th 

QUEEN'S BUDDHIST CLUB pre¬ 
sents “Introduction to Zen” workshop, 
9:30 a.m„ October 31st, Kingston- 
Frontenac Public Library, lead by 
Albert Low, Director of the Montreal 
Zen Centre. Registration, info call 
542-4294 or 533-7219. 

MAKING CONNECTIONS: A work¬ 
shop on self-care, self-esteem and 
healthy body image presented by the 
Health Outreach Program on 
Tuesday, November 3rd, 6 p.m. in the 
classroom at Student Counselling. 
Come to the lower level of the St. 
Lawrence Building on Queen's 
Crescent. For more information call 
Diane Nolting at 545-6712. 

STAY WARM — Have your house 
winterized by two devoted OPIRG 
volunteers. Only $20.00. Call the 
Earth Centre at 549-0066 for details. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: Epson Multimedia Action 
Tower 3000 - Option #1 $330.00 or 
best offer. Epson system 486 66Mhz, 
8M RAM, 14.4 fax modem, CD ROM, 
software. Option #2 - $530.00 or best 
offer. Epson system and new 14" 
monitor, mouse, keyboard, speakers. 
Email <sniffie@mailcity.com> 

1998 

with part-time Queen's studenvpro 
fessional. Large bedroom, big bar* 
yard, fireplace, free parkinq £ 
storage. Available December 
$390.00 inclusive. Call 547-6050 

■wwji:i»*snrcnj 
LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trip Hin 
CDs. Lost between Clark and down 
town after One Step Beyond 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache caSe 
with German notes and text 
(Goethe's Faust in translation) 
Vicinity Kingston Hall? Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest 
“Contour". Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call Daryn 
at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanks 

near baseball diamond on October 
16th. Call 531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At Kill McGill game a setol 
keys. To claim, call Alison at 545- 
2729. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

www.queensu.ca/sndc 
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CHAPTER IV: 
The Anecdote 
rise to our next category. 

As I HAVE MENTIONED 

before, adept social 
creatures con¬ 

stantly ask themselves 
questions to determine the 
proper course of action 
within a social situation. 
One of these questions, and 
one that should always be 
floating around the mind to 
avoid the embarrassment of 
a social error is “Is it my 
turn to speak?” Incorrect 
answers to this relatively 
simple question have meant 
ruin for countless men, 
women, armies, nations 
and constitutional amend¬ 
ments. For example, what 
would the current state of 
national politics be had Eli¬ 
jah Harper decided that it 
would be best to keep his 
mouth shut instead of 
reminding the Manitoba leg¬ 
islature of native Canadi¬ 
ans? The Meech Lake 
Inter-Provincial Happy Fun 
Trail would already be built 
and all would he good. 
Sometimes, however, the 
polite and mature individ¬ 
ual comes to the conclusion 
that it is indeed their turn 
to speak as judged by con¬ 
ventional social paradigms 
(see chapter XII). It is at 
this point that the ugly 
question, “What do I say?” 
rears its head. 
Depending on the state of 

conversation (see chapter 
H) at this point, the answer 
<?an be as varied as a greet¬ 
ing, a Joke, a rebuttal, an 
insult, a yelp of surprise, a 
Question, a groan of plea¬ 
sure, etc. In many situa- 
lons and with many people, 

a useful tool for today’s con- 
naent social agent is the 
anecdote. Under the guise of 
entertaining them, one can 
t e an anecdote to convey 
afTe.n^e'Sk social objects/co- 
oh! (see other People 
lRhaPtfr J) information that 

***«• in its role of 
in l^hbig or strengthen¬ 
ed, P°®ifcive impression of 

objectS6lf ^ the 111111(1 of the 

^necdotes are easily recog- 

atorio 6 their structure as 
the aL tallng largely with 
relatPrt8aker ^d/or other, 
elated agents. The ohser- 

idemmtener ^ be able to 

Cffihrthln the set of 
dotnT lhat constitute anec- 
^resnoiSi distinct types 
ble 3°,ncllng to five possi- 
the So^tl°ns for telling 

friends, see subsets of other 
people chapter I) in whom a 
set impression of the 
speaker is already well 
established and only in 
need of maintenance. Anec¬ 
dotes of this type begin, for 
the most part, with sen¬ 
tences such as “Dude, let me 
tell you about this kegger. 
Dave’s buddy’s got this 
wicked big house...” Most 
low-grade conversation is 
composed primarily of 
informal anecdotes. 

Anecdotes in some situa¬ 
tions can be used as verbal 
weapons in a never-ending 
game of “one-upmanship”. 
The more combative the 
tone of the conversation, 
the more detailed the anec¬ 
dotal weapons will be, but 
each detail in an anecdote of 
person one represents a 
weakness and offers itself 
up as a detail that can be 
bettered by person two. 
Some otherwise honest indi¬ 
viduals have even been 
known to intentionally 
exaggerate past experiences 

tering anecdote but does not 
want to appear boastful, the 
adept social agent (in this 
case referred to as the pri¬ 
mary agent) can pass on 
responsibility for the telling 
of an anecdote to a friend 
(chapter I) who, in telling 
the story, becomes the sec¬ 
ondary agent. The result is 
that the primary agent 
receives all the rewards of 
the object's awareness of 
this flattering story without 
it being tainted by an air of 
arrogance. It is interesting 
to note that, in practice, 
this type of anecdote is usu¬ 
ally initiated by the sec¬ 
ondary agent as a gesture of 
good will towards the pri¬ 
mary (thus calling into 
question my nomencla¬ 
ture). Very often, the sec¬ 
ondary agent will tell the 
anecdote of their own 
accord to a romantic inter- 

rela^f ^served for closely 
social agents (e.g. 

This traditional form of 
anecdote is appropriate in 
many situations where 
agents share no social past. 
The anecdote serves the 
dual purpose of maintaining 
the conversation and expos¬ 
ing to the listener informa¬ 
tion which can be used to 
create an impression of the 
speaker. Predictably, these 
anecdotes are usually deliv¬ 
ered in a polite and subdued 
manner so that the poten¬ 
tial friend, lover, etc. will 
not think the speaker any¬ 
thing but normal (see How 
to be normal pp.27). One is 
expected and bound by con¬ 
vention to use anecdotes 
about ordinary, inoffensive 
events (if the anecdote 
should follow logically from 
the immediately preceding 
topic of conversation or be 
related in an obvious way) 
or about extraordinary, 
inoffensive events (if “Will 
they really care?” can be 
answered In the affirma¬ 
tive). The thought of a per¬ 
son breaking with this 

in the interest of winning 
the perceived contest. One 
is reminded of the Monty 
Python sketch in which four 
wealthy men reminisce 
about their impoverished 
childhoods, each trying to 
convey a more dismal pic¬ 
ture of their youth than the 
others by exaggerating 
details. Ezekiel ends up 
telling the other three, “I 
had to get up in the morn¬ 
ing at 10 o’clock at night 
half-an-hour before I went 
to bed, eat a lump of poison, 
work 29 hours a day at 
t'mill and pay boss to let us 
work, come home, and each 
night dad used to kill us and 
dance about on our graves, 
singing.” Needless to say, 
Ezekiel won. 

The most socially complex 
of the five types, the indi¬ 
rect anecdote involves a 
minimum of three parties 
whereas the others involve 
a minimum of only two. In a 
situation in which a person 
wishes to relate a very flat- 

est of the primary agent; the 
discretion associated with 
the indirect anecdote lends 
itself well to romance (see 
chapter VTII). Equally as 
often, however, the roman¬ 
tic interest will listen skep¬ 
tically, believing that the 
primary agent has orches¬ 
trated this exchange, forc¬ 
ing his or her friend to seek 
out the romantic interest 
and relate the flattering 
story. In this case, both the 
story and the arrogance are 
conveyed to the object and 
the use of the indirect anec¬ 
dote is a failure, the pri¬ 
mary agent may as well 
have told the story directly. 
Secondary agents must take 
great pains to ensure that 
the object realizes that the 
exchange has been initiated 
by themselves without the 
involvement of the primary 
agent, whether this is true 
or not. 

N.B. If you are ever forced 
to play the role of secondary 
agent, be forewarned that 
clinical tests have shown 
that “this exchange has 
been initiated by myself 
alone, without the involve¬ 
ment of so-and-so" is an 
inadequate disclaimer and 
will likely be disbeheved. 

This final type of anecdote 
is characterized by a 
speaker who is unaware of 
any other tools of communi¬ 
cation besides the anecdote, 
his or her only reply to 
“What do I say?" being “I 
should tell a witty and flat¬ 
tering anecdote.” On first 
glance the harmless indul¬ 
gences of the vain, these 
anecdotes are in all truth an 
insidious threat to the gen¬ 
erally accepted paradigm of 
bilateral social action and 
multi-participant conversa¬ 
tion (chapter I). The agent 
has lost all sense of his 
audience as conversational 
partners and regards them 
instead as a set of objects or 
receptacles for his or her 
anecdotal discharge. A ner¬ 
vous energy usually plagues 
users of this type of anec¬ 
dote and causes an agonized 
and restless appearance 
when they are forced into 
the role of listener. Many 
clinical behaviourists 
describe such individuals as 
simply displaying an exten¬ 
sion of the combative type of 
anecdote such that they 
simply draw on details of 
their past stories for bench¬ 
marks to surpass in their 
current ones. Alternately, 
one could argue that these 
agents are playing both con¬ 
versational roles, speaker 
and listener, at once; they 
are talking to themselves. 
An interesting result of tak¬ 
ing the latter view is that 
the listener is now no 
longer agent or object, 
speaker or listener; indeed 
the listener is no longer 
even a part of the conversa¬ 
tion. This is ample justifica¬ 
tion for simply walking 
away should the listener 
become bored or uninter¬ 
ested. 
With a firm grasp on the 

intricacies of the notion of 
an anecdote as a social tool, 
we can now move on confi¬ 
dently to chapter five, an in- 
depth analysis of the 
quotation of poetry in social 
situations. The central issue 
will be the age-old worry 
that quoting poetry in a 
social context will always be 
as pompous and obnoxious 
as it is now. 

Joseph Brean once ran 
across the 401 in heavy 
traffic, hut someone else 

can tell you the story. 
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Security releases 
details of assault 

By Fiona Stevenson 

On Wednesday evening Campus 

Security released information regarding 

an assault which occurred on campus on 

October 13. 

At approximately 3 p.m., a female 

student was walking through the quad¬ 

rangle on the west side of Clark Hall 

when she was grabbed from behind. The 

assailant made threatening comments of 

a sexual nature, then turned and ran 

away. 

According to Sue Wagar, campus rela¬ 

tions and development coordinator at 

Campus Security, the timing of the 

assault is “quite unusual,” especially in 

light of the fact that it occurred in a busy 

area on campus. 

The assailant is described as male, 

white, 5’10” to 6’ tall, wearing a blue 

jacket and white sneakers. The male did 

not have long hair and appeared to be 

under 30 years of age. 

This is one of three assaults or 

attempted assaults to have occurred on 

campus this term. 

In the first on-campus assault, a 

female student was attacked on Univer¬ 

sity Avenue on October 3 at approxi¬ 

mately 11 p.m. In a separate incident 

that occurred on October 21 at approx¬ 

imately 4 a.m., a female student was 

walking down Lower Albert Street when 

she was approached by a male standing 

in the side yard of a nearby house. 

According to Constable Mike Shultz of 

the Kingston Police, both victims were 

able to escape without serious assault or 

injury. 

“It would be nice if it was 
one person so we could get 

this person and have this 
under control.” 

— Sue Wagar, campus relations 
and development coordinator. 

Campus Security 

The perpetrator in both instances was 

described as well-built and approxi¬ 

mately six feet tall. 

Wagar said whether the two cases are 

related is still undetermined. “There’s 

always that possibility that they are 

linked... The time we’ll be able to tell is 

when we catch this individual or these 

individuals,” she said. 

“It would be nice if it was one person 

so we could get this person and have this 

under control,” Wagar added. 

Security advisories are not released 

Please see Patrols on page 4 

Warm weather and sunshine greeted graduates outside Grant Hall at 

convocation yesterday. 

Former WW/WN 
editor’s appeal rejected 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Jason Teske’s appeal of his recent ter¬ 

mination from the position of WW/WN 

co-editor has been denied. 

As far as the AMS is concerned, it’s 

a °0ne deal,” said Trevor Ogle, chair¬ 

man of the Alma Mater Society Board 

°f Directors. 

I really wasn’t expecting 
to get my job back. The 

Policy was pretty cut and 
dry on that.” 

— Jason Teske, former 
WW/WN editor 

be WaS ^'re<^ by the AMS on Octo- 
,r r, ^ because he is not enroled as a 

he ?nt)at Queen’s- ^ February, when 
a„ hired as the iayout/design man- 

\vasr ( W/WN Publications, Teske 
a full-time student at Queen’s. 

|ear CTer’ over the summer, Teske 

beca^ k cou^ nor return to Queen’s 

numl]Se "e hafI exceeded the maximum 

1er °f failed courses permitted by 

the university. 

Section 2 of the AMS hiring policy 

states that all salaried student employees 

of the AMS must be enrolled in at least 

two credits and have paid the full slate 

of mandatory student activity fees. Peo¬ 

ple receiving AMS wages or honoraria 

need to have paid full student fees and 

be enroled in three courses. 

“According to the AMS employment 

policy manual, any one that is fired has 

within 72 hours of being fired, the right 

to appeal that decision to the chair of 

the Board of Directors,” explained 

Ogle. Teske filed his appeal to Ogle on 

October 16. 
In accordance with section 5.06 of 

the AMS Employee Policy and Proce¬ 

dures Manual, a hearing was conducted 

on October 20. The hearing was 

attended by Teske, AMS Information 

Officer Greg McKellar, and the hiring 

committee, made up of AMS General 

Manager Claude Sherren, Media and 

Services Director Owen Minns and 

Vice-President (Operations) Gord 

Moodie, responsible for hiring and fir¬ 

ing Teske. 

Please see Team on page 5 

Faculty mourns loss 
of education professor 

By Renee Huang 

Faculty, staff and students of Queen’s 

University are mourning the loss of Pro¬ 

fessor Arthur L. Mandell. Mr. Mandell, 

an influential and well-liked associate 

professor of education, passed away Sat¬ 

urday at Kingston General Hospital as a 

result of a brain aneurysm. 

Acting Assistant Dean for the Faculty 

of Education Don Campbell recalls Mr. 

Mandell’s contributions to the faculty 

and the field of education law. “Arthur’s 

counsel was always wise and to the point 

and he has left a very important mark on 

the faculty,” he said. 

“Arthur’s counsel was 
always wise and to the 
point and he has left a 
very important mark 

on the faculty.” 

— Don Campbell, acting 
assistant dean, faculty of 

education 

As a founding member of the faculty, 

then called McArthur College, Mr. 

Mandell came to Queen’s in 1969 to 

teach philosophy. “He became quite 

concerned with legal issues and children 

in school,” and went on to complete a 

law degree at Queen’s, Campbell said. 

Mr. Mandell influenced and touched 

his colleagues, Campbell said, and 

extended his knowledge to all education 

students. He was the only staff member 

instructing the Legal Issues course for 

teacher candidates. 

“Arthur’s understanding of the law 

was coupled by his continual support of 

students and the teaching profession,” 

Please see Lost on page 4 
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AMS representatives discuss education with NDP Education 

Critic Wayne Lessard at Queen’s Park in Toronto. _ 

AMS pushes for student aid reform in Toronto 
By Stephanie Carvin 

Three representatives from 

the Alma Mater Society and 

engineering student Chris 

Chmelyk took education issues 

into their own hands during a 

road trip to Queen’s Park 

Wednesday. 

Chmelyk is a second-year 

chemical engineering student 

who will not be able to continue 

with his studies unless he is able 

to secure some form of student 

aid. 

Chmelyk, AMS President 

Tom Stanley, Academic Affairs 

Commissioner Milan Konopek 

and Deputy Academic Affairs 

Commissioner Aaron Lazarus 

made the trip to Queen’s Park to 

meet with members of the 

Ontario Legislature. Their goal 

was to raise awareness about 

students in situations similar to 

Chmelyk's and push for student 

aid reform. The meeting was 

also intended to be a follow-up 

to the AMS executive’s meeting 

with Education Minister David 

Johnson on July 23. However, 

Johnson refused to meet with 

the Queen’s representatives this 

Wednesday. 

The trip coincided with a 

press conference by New Demo¬ 

cratic Party leader Howard 

Hampton. Hampton unveiled 

the first of a series of party com¬ 

mitments in the run-up to the 

next provincial election that 

would roll back college and uni¬ 

versity tuition by 10 per cent. 

The conference was attended by 

Chmelyk and the AMS repre- zations from across Ontario. from the province’s most tvell. 

sematives as well as approxi- The NDP proposed to off the six per cent of Ontaria,, 

mately 20 representatives from 

PHOTO BY STEPHANIE CARVIN 

PH |__ finance the tuition roll back by with taxable incomes _ivi 

universities and^student orgam- “taking back the Harris tax cut $80,000,” said Hampton. £ 
"ificd this plan by atgui„. 

t “most people... woo|3 

ter restore quality education 

I health care” over having a 

cut. According to Hampton 

elementing this plan would 

;e an estimated $1.5 billion. 

\t the conference, Hampton 

ted his commitment in front 

the media and students that 

-e present. 

When asked by The Journal if 

NDP had any plans for 

erm to student aid such as 

AP or an income sensitive 

del for loan repayment 

mpton said, “We’ll deal with 

. it at a later date.” 

After the conference, Stanley, 

Konopek and Chmelyk met 

with Wayne Lessard, one of the 

NDP education critics. In the 

meeting, Stanley called the 

NDP’s plan “a good step for¬ 

ward” and said “the initiative is 

really laudable.” 

However, Stanley said he was 

concerned the NDP plan did not 

address quality of education or 

student aid which to him is “the 

key for long-term problems.” 

Lessard replied that while 

there are “not a lot of details” 

on the full plan of the NDP, 

“there will be future announce¬ 

ments made to provide further 

details.” The NDP would rather 

increase the grant proportion of 

student aid rather than intro¬ 

duce an income sensitive model 

which “is not the platform of 

the NDP,” he added. 

Most of the student organiza¬ 

tions spoke highly of the NDP’s 

plan after the conference. 

“It’s a step in the right direc¬ 

tion and it is realistic,” said 

Andrew Boggs, executive 

30 ml (1 oz.) Jim Beam 

15 ml (1/2 oz.) Orange liqueur 

15 ml (1/2 oz.) Lime juice 

240 ml (1 cup) Ice cubes 

Lime wedge 

Salt (optional) 

Blend ingredients together in blender. Pour in 

large martini glass, and garnish with a lime 

wedge. Or combine 30 ml Jim Beam with a 

favorite Margarita mix. Double up ingredients 
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CLARIFICATION 

On September 18, 1998 The 

Queen’s Journal published an 

article in the Opinions section 

entitled the “Road to Hell is 

Paved” that included a refer¬ 

ence to Paul Morrison. 

The opinions expressed 

therein are solely those of the 

writer and do not reflect the 

views or opinions of The 

Queen’s Journal. 

CORRECTIONS 

In the last issue, the AMS 

employees referred to in an 

article on status checks included 
waged employees, who must be 

enrolled in at least three credits 

and have paid full mandatory 

student fees. 

In an article about Mental 

Health Awareness Week in issue 

14, the committee responsible 

for organizing events was mis¬ 

named. It was the Mental 

Health Awareness Committee. 

In the review of the Studio 

102 presentation of “Bringing ‘r 

all Home” in issue 15, the time 

period in which the play was set 

was misidentified. It was the 

late 1960s. 

The Journal regrets me 

News 
The lzol. 

Constables revamp Alfie’s glassware policy 
Date rape drug scare leads to ban on drinks outside washrooms 

By Maggie Buhajczyk 

Recent reports that the date rape drug 

ay be in Kingston have led to a 

revamped glassware policy at Alfie’s Pub. 

“If one of these people wants 
to put the drug in your 

drink, they will follow you to 
the washroom and put it in 

when it’s on the ledge.” 

— AMS Services Director 
Sarah Armstrong 

The policy, which prohibits patrons 

from taking their drinks into Alfie’s 

washrooms has raised concerns among 

members of the university community as 

the policy forces patrons to leave their 

drinks unattended outside the wash¬ 

rooms. 

"It is a serious problem... If one of 

these people wants to put the drug in 

your drink, they will follow you to the 

washroom and put it in when it’s on the 

ledge,” said Sarah Armstrong, Alma 

Mater Society Services Director. 

Although Queen’s Student Constables 

are normally stationed outside of the 

washrooms, Chief Constable Scott 

McCann said the constables are not 

responsible for watching individual 

drinks. 

"We thought that it would be difficult 

to ask one person to monitor others 

drinks,” Armstrong explained. 

In co-operation with Armstrong, QSC 

has developed a new solution to the 
problem. 

According to McCann, the constables 

will no longer allow glassware to enter 

the hallway leading up to the wash¬ 

rooms. Also, the table outside the wash¬ 

rooms at Alfie’s was recently removed in 

order to decrease the amount of unat¬ 

tended space in that area. 

McCann said he hopes that decreasing 

this space will prevent people from 

leaving their drinks in areas which are 

difficult to monitor. 

“If people know they can’t leave their 

drinks on the ledge, they’ll be more 

inclined to leave them with friends,” 

McCann explained. 

Along with Campus Security, the Stu¬ 

dent Constables have also taken steps to 

educate students. “We have put up 

posters in the bar right by the bathroom 

which is the usual problem area for 

drinks,” McCann said. 

Student reaction to the change is var¬ 
ied. 

“My mom always told me never to 

leave your drinks unattended,” said 

Sabrina DiVincenzo, Eng ’01. “The 

problem is that sometimes, when you’re 

ready to go to the washroom, it might be 

hard to find your friends.” 

“I think that the best solution would 

be to let them take drinks to the wash¬ 

room, but if that’s not possible than I 

would rather leave it with my friends,” 

she continued. 

“I’d rather leave my drink with my 

A sign posted above the area outside Alfie’s washrooms warns patrons against 

bringing glasses into the hall and facilities as student constable Ariam 
Asghedom looks on. 

friends,” said Shannon Dent, Artsci ’01. 

“If I ever leave my drink, I won’t drink 

the rest of it,” she added. 

Despite student reservations, Arm¬ 

strong is satisfied with the new solution. 

“The best way to solve the problem is to 

eliminate places where people can drop 

the drug in [a drink],” she said. “People 

have to assume some responsibility for 

their actions. You can’t leave a drink with 

a stranger.” 

Armstrong said the policy banning 

PHOTO BY APRIL BOND 

drinks from pub washrooms is not likely 

to be changed. “You can’t monitor peo¬ 

ple’s drinking if they are drinking in the 

washrooms,” she said. 

McCann agreed, pointing out that the 

policy is intended to improve safety. 

“Glassware breaking or spilling can lead 

to accidents. Fights can also break out in 

the bathroom and glass is a handy 

weapon,” he said. 

First-year applications 
may double in 2003 

By Shawn Brimley 

In 2003, applications to Queen’s are 

expected to double, and the administra¬ 

tion is still uncertain as to how this 

influx will be handled. 

As a result of the phasing out of the 

OAC level in Ontario high schools in 

!998, rhe last OAC class and the first 

graduating grade 12 class will be apply- 

ln8 to colleges and universities at the 
same time. 

“The double cohort 
Problem will have a ripple 
effect that will spread out 
the problem over a few 

years.” 

— Daniele Gauvin, Ministry of 

Education and Training 

This 
coh sirilation is termed the double 

be °N ^r°k*em anid *s just beginning to 

DrA ressed by universities across the 
Province. 

kecn^K sc'10°l curriculum has 

Whjci. anged to a four-year program 

ricuh IS .a niore modern, rigorous cur- 

Onr„ T>ani6le Gauvin, from the 

Gaining ^'n'strT Education and 

51]? ri}6 (^Cto^er -’ 'ssue of The Toronto 
Unive • • nurr>ber of extra applicants to 

Was J.mes and colleges across Canada 
^t.mared at 45^000 

This is* lave ro deal w‘th this directly... 

lessor pSeric'us Policy matter,” said Pro- 

demic -trn °osthuizen, Queen’s aca- 
colleague on the Council of 

Ontario Universities. 

"The university is already under pres¬ 

sure ro increase enrolment in electrical 

engineering and computer science,” said 

Oosrhuizen. “When we have to deal 

with the increased enrolment in 2003, it 

will only compound die problem.” 

When asked if rhe university plans to 

build new facilities such as residences, 

Oosrhuizen said, ‘"that is definitely the 

area where a lot of the discussion will 

take place over the next few years.” 

However, Oosthuizen said he doubts 

the actual number of applicants will 

double in 2003. “The problem may be 

spread out over two or rhree years, as 

high school students tend to spread 

their load [of OAC’s] over a couple of 

years,” said Oosthuizen. "I don’t think 

it is going to be an actual doubling, but 

we are definitely looking in die area of 

50 to 75 per cent.” 

Gauvin agreed, saying, “The double 

cohort problem will have a ripple effect 

that will spread out the problem over a 

few years.” 

To deal with the increased financial 

pressures on colleges and universities as 

a result of the double cohort problem, 

the Ontario Ministry of Education and 

Training plans to increase funding to 

colleges and universities. 

“The funds that are saved from nor 

having the OAG level in 2003, will be 

reinvested at the post-secondary level... 

to make sure that everything goes 

smoodily,” said Gauvin. 

“We still don’t fully understand the 

nature of the problem,” said Oost¬ 

huizen. “It will be high on rhe agenda 

next year.” 

Male applicant 
stirs debate at 

Feminist Review 
BY Jonathan Tinney Committee member Jocelyn Heisel 

said she was strongly opposed to the 

A precedent-setting decision made addition of Singer to the editorial board, 

earlier this week allowed a male student “A male as editor may harm The Revietv's 

to become a member of Queen's Femi- role as a safe space for woman’s 

nist Review's editorial board, even thoughts,” she explained, 

though his application stirred contro- A two-hour debate concerning 

versy among committee 

members. 

“I didn’t realize I 

would be the first or 

anything. I mean I’m an 

English major, I’ve taken 

a few Women’s Studies 

courses and I had a gen¬ 

uine interest in the 

issues,” said board mem¬ 

ber Eric Singer, Arts ’99. 

The Feminist Review, 

a publication devoted to 

the exhibition and pro¬ 

motion of female cre¬ 

ative writing, is 

produced annually by 

the Alma Mater Society 

Social Issues Commis- 

ftp 

The 1997-98 Feminist Review 

whether or not The 

Review was a “woman’s 

only space” took place last 

week. 

The committee dis¬ 

cussed the possibility that 

some women may be 

reluctant to submit works 

if they were to be judged 

by a man. “It is important 

[for The Review] to hear 

all women’s voices, to lose 

even one would be very 

unfortunate," said Heisel. 

Many of the other 

members on the board ini¬ 

tially supported the inclu¬ 

sion of Singer on the 

committee, but agreed 

with Heisel’s points. 

“We usually have six to eight volun- Brunemeyer made the final call, 

teers. This time we just didn’t get that allowing Singer to remain on the board, 

many initially,” said Naomi Brunemeyer, a decision based on AMS policy. “It came 

AMS social issues commissioner. “So I down to a question of equality. The AMS 

put flyers out inviting everyone out. mandate is not to exclude volunteers on 

There is often an interview process, but the basis of race, gender or religion. I 

there were not enough volunteers to had to go by that," said Brunemeyer. 

make that necessary.” Heisel and Singer said no hard feel- 

While there is no official rule exclud- ings have resulted from the debate. “I 

ing men from the publication’s editor- didn’t take it personally,” Singer said, 

ial board, a male has never applied for a “The arguments were about issues, not 

position in The Review’s six-year history, personalities.” 

“My personal feelings are that The 

Review is a forum for a diversity of 

voices, and I believe that includes male 

voices,” said Brunemeyer. 
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Listserv to 
inform students 
about security 
By Jocelyn Laporte treated the same as any other 

contact on the security distribu- 

Camptis Security has estab- tion list. When incidents occur 

lished a listserv, a group e-mail that require hasty notification to 

service that students can sub- a number of groups, ALERT-L 

scribe to if they wish to receive will function to inform sub- 

security alerts. The listserv pro- scribers with ease, 

vides immediate notification of In co-operation with Infor- 

alerts or other important mation Technology Services, the 

security information. new listserv will be announced 

“It grew out of a conversa- to all subscribers of other list- 

tion I had over the summer... servs at Queen’s. The listserv 

talking about ways of increasing will be maintained and updated 

security information,” said Ali- by Campus Security. The infor- 

son Loat, AMS vice-president mation offered will be analo- 

(operations). “I brought it to the gous to the security bulletins 

security advisory committee and posted on and around campus, 

they set it up.” “[The listserv] will hopefully 

The listserv, created by Cam- be up by Monday,” Wagar spec- 

pus Security, is called ALERT-L. ulated. Students and staff will be 

Sue Wagar, campus relations able to subscribe to the service 

and development coordinator at that time, 

with Campus Security, chose “You’ll be advised of some- 

this name to have the service thing [security incidents] that 

appear at the top of the listserv, happens on campus without 

making it the first one people doing legwork,” said Wagar. 

will see. “It’s an easy way of finding out 

Patrons must subscribe to the [information].” 

listserv, ensuring everyone Interested individuals may 

receiving it is interested in secu- subscribe to the listserv through 

rity information. The opt-in fea- the Queen’s Security homepage 

ture “is good because there is at http://www.queensu.ca/ 

that initiative that students have security/, 

to make,” said Loat. — with files from Renee 

Wagar said the listserv will be Huang 

News 

Professor Arthur L. Mandell (1939-1998) 
— PHOTO COURTESTOF FACULTY OF EDUCATION 

'Lost a friend’ 
devoted to teaching and to his 

students. He administered stu¬ 

dent fellowships, was a mem¬ 

ber of Senate, presented 

professional development ses¬ 

sions to associate teachers and 

contributed regularly to the 

Alumni Association. 

Mr. Mandell will be remem¬ 

bered for his constant presence 

in the Queen’s community and 

for the overwhelming impact 

of his contributions. Upitis 

wrote, “We have lost much 

more than a colleague. We have 

lost a friend.” 

; Continued from page I 

stated Rena Upitis, dean of the 

: Faculty of Education, in a state¬ 

ment yesterday. “He was an 

acknowledged authority on 

legal issues surrounding child 

abuse and labour relations in 

education.” 

Mr. Mandell was responsi¬ 

ble for creating a course 

devoted to children’s rights 

and labour relations, added 

Campbell.. 

In the statement Upitis also 

emphasized Mr. Mandell’s 

“lifelong passion for linguistic 

precision.” Mr. Mandell was 

30, 1998 

Patrols 
look out 
Continued from page I 

without the victim’s consent 

Wagar explained, which is why 

the information has just been 

released. “We always wait to 

get their permission. Their feel¬ 

ings and their comfort level is 

the most important thing.” 

“She just wasn’t comfortable 

at that point to have it 

released,” Wagar added. 

Campus Security has taken a 

number of initiatives in recent 

months to increase safety on 

campus, including the introduc¬ 

tion of off-campus security 

boards and a security listserv. 

Recently, security has 

decided to totally dedicate one 

of its patrols to exterior checks. 

While patrols are 

normally assigned to check 

interior and exterior areas of 

campus, and to perform 

assigned checks, their purpose 

will now be to walk around 

campus looking for suspicious 

people, Wagar explained. 

Campus Security continues 

to promote caution when walk¬ 

ing alone and the use of 

Queen’s safety resources, such 

as Walkhome or Campus Secu¬ 

rity Escorts. 

Anyone with information is 

asked to contact Campus Secu¬ 

rity at 545-6733 or the 

Kingston Police at 549-4660. 

Medical Variety Night 1998 
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In Here 
HRO director supports 
M the United Way 

Irene Bujara, Director of the 

Human Rights Office, is hoping 

to raise at least $1,250 for the 

United Way challenge. Bujara 

lues 125 km from campus, and 

ls pledging to bike to work 

once, hopefully to raise at least 

$10 per mile. Pledges are being 

accepted by Margot Coulter in 

the HRO at 545-6000, ext. 

6629. _ 

Kingston Literacy 
Scrabble Tournament 

Everyone is invited to partic¬ 

ipate in the Scrabble Challenge 

Tournament on November 21 at 

Loyalist College Vocational 

Institute. A minimum pledge 

amount or a $5 registration fee 

is applicable. There are lots of 

prizes to be won. Information 

and pledge sheets are available 

by calling Anne Vincent at 

547-2012. 

Workshop Examines 
Creative Suffering 

Providence Centre presents a 

Creative Suffering workshop 

with Kingston’s Wayne Westfall, 

a quadriplegic, teacher, artist 

and writer. The two-day work¬ 

shop focuses on suffering, and 

how suffering and freedom are 

inseparable. The workshop 

takes place at 1200 Princess St. 

on November 6 from 7:30 - 9 

p.m. and November 7 from 

9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. The cost is 

$40, including lunch. Call 

542-8826 to register. Deadline 

is today. 

Volunteers needed 

Ryandale House for the 

Homeless is in urgent need of 

volunteers to cover overnight 

shifts from 10 p.m. - 8 a.m., for 

a minimum of one night every 

two weeks. Duties include wel¬ 

coming new guests, providing 

empathy and compassion and 

helping to maintain a safe and 

pleasant environment. For 

information or to volunteer, 

contact Michelle or Linda at 

548-8466. 

Year 2000 Rolex Awards 
for Enterprise 

The Year 2000 Rolex Awards 

for Enterprise support individu¬ 

als whose projects contribute to 

the betterment of humankind in 

the areas of science, medicine, 

technology, exploration, the 

environment and cultural her¬ 

itage. These awards are available 

to persons of any age in any 

country for new or ongoing 

work. Five laureates and 10 

associate laureates will be 

selected. Application forms can 

be obtained by faxing a request 

to the Rolex Watch Company of 

Canada at (416) 968-2315. The 

deadline is July 31, 1999. 

Out There 
Election Ice Storm 

Prime Minister Jean Chrdtien 

may have hindered Provincial 

Liberal leader Jean Charest in 

the upcoming Quebec election. 

In an interview with a Montreal 

newspaper, Chretien stated that, 

“The list of Quebec’s traditional 

demands have been met... The 

Constitution should not be a 

general store.” Provincial 

Premier Lucien Bouchard, 

leader of the Parti Quebecois is 

using Chretien comments as 

ammunition to attack Charest, 

saying “A liberal regime would 

be a huge ice storm... It gives me 

shivers down my back.” 

Joe Clark close to 
victory 

Joe Clark, federal Progressive 

Conservative party leadership 

candidate won 48.4 per cent of 

the vote on Saturday, requiring a 

second ballot to be cast on 

November 14. Kingstonian 

Hugh Segal finished a weak sec¬ 

ond with 18.4 per cent of the 

vote, while David Orchard gar¬ 

nered a surprising 16.3 per cent. 

— Information courtesy of 

The Globe and Mail 

NDP 
promises 
aid 
Continued from page 2 

director of the Ontario Under¬ 

graduate Student Alliance. “I 

like that there are dollar fig¬ 

ures.” 

“I am happy that the NDP is 

ready to make a commitment,” 

he added. 

Nick Iozzo, vice-president 

(education) at University of 

Western Ontario said he hoped 

this announcement will pres¬ 

sure all the parties to share the 

details of their plans for post 

secondary education.” 

Student pleads case at Queen’s Park 
PROFILE 
By Stephanie Carvin 

Facing the prospect of not 

being able to return to Queen’s 

next term because of financial 

difficulties, second-year engi¬ 

neering student Chris Chmelyk 

accompanied three AMS repre¬ 

sentatives on a trip to Queen’s 

Park Wednesday. 

AMS President Tom Stanley, 

Academic Affairs Commissioner 

Milan Konopek and Deputy 

Academic Affairs Commissioner 

Aaron Lazarus made the trip to 

Toronto to meet with members 

of the Ontario legislature. 

Chmelyk has not yet been 

able to pay the full balance of 

his $4,600 tuition fee. His rent, 

utilities and food total approxi¬ 

mately $350 per month. “I will 

[only] be able to get through to 

December,” he said. 

Last year Chmelyk finished 

the year $1,000 in debt to his 

brother. “I found a job in 

Toronto working for minimum 

wage this summer,” he said. “I 

used that money to pay back my 

brother and for transportation 

to work. I finished the summer 

with savings of about $1,500.” 

Chmelyk, who has actively 

sought forms of public financial 

assistance, was rejected on the 

grounds that his parents’ com¬ 

bined income was too high for 

him to qualify. “I have got to be 

entirely independent from my 

parents for a year for [OSAP] to 

give me any money,” he said. 

Chmelyk’s parents are 

currently facing a large debt 

themselves and cannot afford to 

send him any more money. “My 

parents can only afford to send 

me $200 per month to help 

cover living expenses.” 

Turning to the banks for 

help, Chmelyk received $3,500 

from the Toronto Dominion 

Bank. However, Chmelyk said 

this will not cover all of his 

expenses. An application to 

have his credit line expanded 

was rejected on the grounds that 

his parent’s debt is too high, he 

added. 

Chmelyk’s last hope is a bur¬ 

sary from Queen’s. “I’m count¬ 

ing on Queen’s for a bursary,” 

he said. However, Chmelyk will 

not hear back from the univer¬ 

sity until the end of January. 

“For me that is too late,” he 

said. 

Chmelyk wrote an open let¬ 

ter to Ontario Education Minis¬ 

ter David Johnson stating that 

he wants an education in order 

to be a productive member of 

society. 

David Caplan, the youth 

issues critic for the Liberal party, 

questioned Johnson on behalf of 

the AMS and Chmelyk during 

question period on Wednesday. 

In his reply, the minister did not 

directly address Chmelyk’s situ¬ 

ation or the students sitting in 

the House. 

Stanley stated in a press 

release that while Caplan asked 

the question, John Baird a con¬ 

servative MPP from the Nepean 

riding held up a sign that read, 

“Mom, send money.” 

After question period ended, 

Johnson avoided the students 

and left the House through a 

back exit. Stanley said he was 

disappointed with Johnson’s 

actions. “He should have 

answered the question in Ques¬ 

tion Period,” Stanley remarked. 

Chmelyk said he was happy 

the AMS was taking an active 

role in lobbying the govern¬ 

ment. “It’s good that the AMS is 

involved and active and getting 

some attention brought to the 

issues,” he said. 

Team unable to reach goals 
public until Wednesday 

evening. 

“Technically the ruling 

should have been made by Fri¬ 

day,” Ogle said, however, 

“there were a few delays.’ 

Ogle had to seek advice from 

legal counsel before rendering a 

final decision and had to pre¬ 

pare a formal write-up. 

There was also a delay in 

notifying Teske of the decision 

as Teske’s address was listed 

incorrectly in the Who's Where, 

Ogle said. 

“Obviously I’m disap¬ 

pointed," said Mike Beltzner, 

WW/WN information and oper¬ 

ations manager. “I was honestly 

hoping that some leniency 

would be given to Jason 

because of how much work he 

has done." 

Beltzner said that, without 

Teske, the WWiWN staff will be 

unable to complete another 

goal this year, to provide 

graphic design services for the 

AMS, campus groups and 

undergraduate srudents. “Ir’s 

looking like I’m not going to be 

able do to that,” he said. 

“It won’t be possible with 

just two people there,” Teske 

said. 

Teske said the remaining 

managers, Beltzner and 

Rebecca Pearce (advertising and 

accounts), will now be mainly 

occupied with invoices for the 

publications. “I’m going to be 

helping them out,” Teske said. 

“I’m definitely receiving part 

of my salary,” Teske said, how¬ 

ever, at this rime he is not cer¬ 

tain how much. 

Alfred Bader 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

PAINTINGS WE HOPE 
WILL COME TO QUEEN'S 
SPEAKING ABOUT ART LECTURE SERIES 

Saturday 

October 31 

7:30 pm 

Admission is free. 

The Interim Agnes 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 

http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Sponsored by W, d Duncan Gordon Foundation. 
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Slain doctors 
Although Remembrance Day 

is a time to remember the brave 

who fell in war, it is also becom¬ 

ing associated with the cowardly acts of 

snipers who are taking aim at abortion 

doctors. The shooting of Barnett 

Slepian, the doctor who was slain in 

Buffalo, New York last week, was only 

the latest in a series of attacks on or 

around November 11 which began in 

1994. 

These acts of terror seem to be per¬ 

petuated for only one reason: to scare 

doctors away from providing an essen¬ 

tial service for women. Doctors are 

being forced to choose between aban¬ 

doning their commitment to patients 

and living in fear for their safety. Unless 

these violent attacks are stopped, the 

choice to have an abortion will be taken 

out of the hands of women and be dic¬ 

tated by a few fanatical snipers. 

Three previous “Remembrance Day” 

shootings in Canada, none of which 

were fatal, were clearly harbingers of 

last week’s violent murder. Despite a 

warning to doctors and police that was 

sent just hours before the attack, police 

did not take any action to protect the 

safety of Dr. Slepian. If similar tragedies 

are to be prevented, government and 

police need to make the security of 

abortion doctors a top priority. 

While these sniper attacks are despi¬ 

cable and cowardly in nature, they are 

only a natural extension of the cam¬ 

paign of violence that has been waged 

against abortion clinics and providers in 

the U.S. and Canada. All acts of vio¬ 

lence, including the bombing of clinics 

and attacks on clinic workers, are par¬ 

tially responsible for inciting this 

killing. As Dr. Slepian warned in 1994, 

“Please don’t feign surprise... and cer¬ 

tainly not innocence when a more 

volatile and less restrained member of 

the group decides to react... by shoot¬ 

ing an abortion provider”. 

Paying more for less 
CONTRARY TO WHAT CARL KEANE 

believes, the overcrowding in 

his department’s seminars is 

probably not due to a sudden realiza¬ 

tion by students that the analytical skills 

learned in sociology courses are indis¬ 

pensable to their future. Rather, as the 

department heads of English and his¬ 

tory admit, a lack of funding and 

resources is to blame for the over¬ 

crowding. With professors leaving and 

not being replaced, fewer sections are 

offered and students must be crammed 

into a smaller number of seminars. As 

a result, the most important part of 

seminars — the chance for students to 

actively participate and learn from each 

other — is being lost. Not only do 

many students feel unable to rise above 

the din and be heard in such large 

classes, they also fear that they will suf¬ 

fer from an unfair evaluation that puts 

a heavy emphasis on participation. This 

participation component, which is 

often weighted at 20 or even 30 per 

cent, is becoming less realistic in light of 

this overcrowding. It would be a shame 

to do poorly because you failed to get a 

good seat in class. 

Since there doesn’t seem to be much 

penny-pinched departments can do to 

improve this situation, the administra¬ 

tion must answer for this decline in the 

quality of eduction. 

Despite the across-the-board 

increases in tuition fees during the last 

two years, it appears that students at 

Queen’s are getting less of an educa¬ 

tion. Already gouged by high tuition, 

surely students have the right to expect 

that if tuition goes up, the quality of 

education will at the very least stay the 

same. 

“Some issues like human rights and social development 

might impede the progress on economic and trade issues.” 
— Canadian Secretary of State for Asia-Pacific 

Raymond Chan 

POLICE? 

pppHlpliplps; 

Right, not wrong My name is Keith Gerein and 

I am supporter of right-wing 

economic and political poli¬ 

cies. It’s been approximately 16 

months since my last vote for the 

Reform Party. 

While the above statement might 

sound like the words of a repentant 

sinner or substance abuser admitting 

his trespasses, I’m simply stating a fact. 

But I do so with some trepidation, 

because in the Queen’s environment, 

declaring a preference for right-wing 

policies is akin to committing hara-kiri 

on your own public image. 

I’m tired of the 
looks of 

contempt I 
receive for 

speaking my 
mind. 

That’s because there are too many 

people at this university who seem to 

view right-wing politics in an overly- 

normative light. To these misguided 

individuals, an expression of conser¬ 

vatism is taken as an overt personal 

attack. Words like “cutbacks,” “fiscal 

restraint” and “tax breaks” are equated 

with the utterances of the Antichrist. 

I’m tired of the looks of contempt I 

receive for speaking my mind on cer¬ 

tain issues. I find it distressing when 

people try to debunk other’s political 

views by attaching them to every nega¬ 

tive “ism” that politically correct soci¬ 

ety has deemed to be in need of stifling. 

I don’t begrudge people for being 

passionate defenders of their beliefs, 

but something is wrong when we 

decide to turn economic and political 

issues into moral ones. So, in order to 

prevent this from happening in the 

future, I’d like to dispel a few myths. 

Let me assure everyone that I am not 

the Antichrist. I’m not racist or homo- 

phobic. I’m not a religious extremist. I 

don’t spend my time defending the 

nuclear family model of society'. I don’t 

have a wrinkled copy of Mein Kampf 

tucked under my mattress. 

What I do believe in is a smaller, 

more efficient system of government, 

restraint in public spending, lower 

taxes for hard working Canadians, and 

an active society which doesn’t look to 

public officials to solve all its problems. 

You’ll hear the same story from 

almost every other right-wing policy 

supporter in this country. In fact, 

believe it or not, right-wingers want 

the same thing left-wingers and centre- 

dwellers want: a safe, content and pro¬ 

gressive society. The difference is 

simply in the journey, not the destina¬ 

tion. That right-wing supporters try to 

follow a different path to the end goal 

is not reason enough to engage in char¬ 

acter assassination. 

So the next time you feel inclined to 

disparage a conservative, try talking to 

them instead. Strike up a debate and 

really listen to what they have to say. 

You might discover they are a caring 

human being after all. 
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The end of the liberal arts 
BY ANDREW SMITH 

S ome of history’s greatest thinkers 

dul their best learning outside a 

classroom setting. Many never 

went to university. Others attended uni¬ 

versity but seemed to gain little from it 

except some added facilities for self- 

education. 
Thomas Jefferson was a largely self- 

educated man; his most recent biogra¬ 

pher portrays his time at the College of 

William and Mary as spent playing cards 

and doing private reading. The colleges 

at Oxford and Cambridge in the last cen¬ 

tury have been described as merely 

“good rowing clubs,” yet Britain was not 

left with a shortage of great intellectuals 

in the Victorian era. 

John Stuart Mill was one of them, and 

he learned his Greek at the agree of 

three, rather before university age. John 

Locke was trained as a medical doctor at 

Oxford, yet is remembered for his polit¬ 

ical theory and not his cures. His politi¬ 

cal education was at the side of a patient, 

the Earl of Shaftesbury, whose basic 

political ideas he imbibed and transmit¬ 

ted to the world. 

The number of great contributors to 

the humanities who were unaided by 

university, either because they didn’t go 

or because the universities of their time 

were useless, is testimony to the fact that 

universities are unnecessary. 

But it’s one thing to demonstrate that 

universities are superfluous, another to 

demonstrate that they are harmful. 

Over-specialization is encouraged by 

our universities. Specialization is clearly 

Pride and fear 

Dear Editors, 

It was with both pride and fear that 

we read Tara Mansbridge’s letter in the 

ctober 27 Journal. Pride, because we, 

too, have had enough of feeling scared 

and vulnerable just because we are 

'yomen; because we, too, feel that we 

r 'M l a^e to ^ave our freedom cur- 
a' ed by the concerns of those who care 

0r us. Ms. Mansbridge’s courage instills 

F n c in those of us who crave freedom 
•tom our fear. 

but Ms. Mansbridge’s letter also 

spired fear because, as members of 

oJPPUs Security and the Human Rights 

ICe’ we deal with those who have 

lonCn assaulted. We see the deep and 

ass-f i ast‘ng rrauma caused by these 

abil>.tS’ We See t*le'r ^ear intensify; the 
st ! * t0 trust diminish; and the con- 

and °f^ ke*1avi°ur> fuelled now by sad 
errifying experience, increase, 

ass- v ^ue that we are most likely to be 

ever f ^ someone we know. How- 

fear-i' jWC ch°ose to break the bonds of 

*o " Wa^ alone at night, we ask that 

A.lth0 n f,n0t ^orget the other reality, 

are re I re*ative*y few *n number, there 

camoii* assa‘*ants out there, as recent 

need to n?t‘ces su8gest. Therefore, we 

Caution ta |?_.precautions, just as we use 
walking through a construction 

i ne numoer ot motivated students in self-directed university programs would 
outweigh those who now study liberal arts for a lack of something better to do. 

necessary in a division of labour econ- be something intrinsic in universities, in 

omy, especially in light of the vast their departmental structure and the way 

increase in the production of knowledge scholarship is done that inhibits inter- 

over the past few centuries. disciplinary linkages. The fact that there 

That said, tremendous creative syner- are special courses proudly called “inter- 

gies occur when different fields meet in disciplinary” is telling, 

the mind of a single individual. Look at A few decades ago Preston Manning 

the contributions of Malthus to the fields devised a new way of looking at the link- 

of economics, biology, and demography, ages between disciplines. He made a 

Richard Dawkins gave sociology a new square chart with the names of disci- 

twist when he applied economic con- plines arranged alphabetically on each 

cepts to reproductive strategies. side. In the square where, say, the 

Specialization involves focusing on '“Anatomy” column crossed the “Politics” 

excellence in only a few fields. But do row he assigned a number indicating the 

these fields all have to be humanities? amount of interdisciplinary contact there 

A few decades ago, C.P. Snow was had been. The idea was to generate many 

concerned about specialization increas- subject combinations in the hope that 

ing the distance between the sciences and some would prove intellectually fruitful, 

humanities. In an attempt to address his If we were to compare the values on Pre¬ 

concern over the emergence of “two cul- ston Manning’s 1960s chart with ones 

tures,” many schools now allow medials we might assign today, I’m sad to Say that 

between “totally unrelated” [sic] sub- there probably would only be a few 

jects. And while some university pro- differences. 

grams do more to encourage breadth of Universities have functions aside from 

knowledge than others, there seems to producing intellectuals. There are pro- 

tera t# the Editers 

site. If you choose not to use Walkhome 

or Security escorts, empower yourself by 

noting which houses or businesses have 

lights on as you walk and become famil¬ 

iar with the location of the emergency 

phones on campus. Stay alert, walk with 

confidence, and have a plan of action 

should you feel threatened or notice that 

someone is following you. 

It angers and saddens us to remind 

women of these precautions, and to take 

them ourselves, just because we are 

women. We deserve to live without these 

constraints and look forward to the day 

when Ms. Mansbridge, and all women, 

will have no fear to swallow and will no 

longer tremble with the simple act of 

walking home at night. 

Campus Security Human Rights Office 

Louise Fish Ir6ne Bujara 

Sue Wagar Margot Coulter 

Tracy Gough Stephanie Simpson 

Heather McCauley Julie Dark 

Donna Sly 

Where’s the tolerance? 

Dear Editors, 

I have read several recent issues with 

mounting concern. An erosion of human 

freedom appears to be making a pattern 

in recent articles and letters. 

People are shocked by the use of a 

secret vote in the AMS Assembly. The 

secret vote is one of the building blocks 

of democracy. We should be proud that 

we are able to make use of this technique 

for granting freedom of thought to our 

representatives. 

People are shocked by word choice 

(odd in a community where people use 

vulgar words with such a frequency that 

it becomes boring). One person is 

shocked by “rit,” another by “breast,” 

and others by words dealing with het¬ 

erosexuality, homosexuality, and student 

government. We have freedom of speech 

here. One has the right to use whatever 

words one chooses; they can be criticized 

on the ground of effectiveness in com¬ 

munication, or artistic beauty, or even 

appropriateness to one’s audience. But 

to be shocked is to imply that the other 

does not have the right to use these 

words. We all have the right to use what¬ 

ever words we like. 

People are shocked by a young 

woman’s choice to walk alone in the 

dark. When I came to Queen’s, I used 

the Walkhome service until my increas¬ 

ing familiarity with Kingston gave me 

the knowledge needed for relative safety. 

We have the right to make that choice, 

just as others have the right to choose to 

live in the safest way they can. The shock 

and anger of others is an attempt to limit 

our right to limit of movement. 

People are shocked that a “rich kid” 

would write about student debt. Are they 

shocked when a poor kid writes an opin¬ 

ion about economics? No person should 

fessional programs and many people 

with science degrees proceed to work in 

the more practical aspects of their field, 

such as doing drug testing for pharma¬ 

ceutical companies. These programs 

should be retained. Moreover, there is an 

important socialization function that is 

part of the university experience for peo¬ 

ple in all fields. 

Admittedly, it is difficult to see how 

this will be retained under the more indi- 

vidiualistic system I am proposing. 

Scholarship has always been subsidized 

by the state, whether through che tithes 

that supported Malthus or the provincial 

grants that support Queen’s. This tradi¬ 

tion should be continued through a sys¬ 

tem of direct grants to students 

providing minimum sustenance during 

their independent studies. Students 

would be required to show lists of com¬ 

pleted readings or otherwise prove that 

their studies are progressing. The gov¬ 

ernment would also increase support for 

libraries, archives, and forums where the 

fruits of scholarship could be shared. 

Assuming that the number of students 

remains constant, this system would cost 

about the same as the present one. 

I know this is an enormous assump¬ 

tion, but 1 think the number of “I always 

wanted to take the time to study Byzan¬ 

tium in depth and now I can” people 

would be more than balanced out by the 

number of people who presently study 

the humanities for lack of something 

better to do. 

Liberal arts university programs are 

superfluous and medieval; let us consign 

them to the dustbin of history. 

be denied the right to opinion based on 

how much money he has. 

Let’s be shocked about murder and 

rape; let’s be shocked by the abrogation 

of human freedom whenever we find it; 

let’s be shocked by the erosion of the 

rights we enjoy as Canadians. But let’s 

not waste our emotive power on being 

shocked by the causal assumption of 

those rights. Let’s applaud that assump¬ 

tion. This is a free country, thank God. 

Once a Liberal... 

Dear Editors, 

Mr. Hughes’s most recent foray into 

political debate (“Where’s the Integrity,” 

October 27) proves that he is in over his 

head again. Framed by a poor definition 

of integrity and a marked inability to dis¬ 

tinguish between conservatives, liberals, 

and Liberals, his article serves a self-con¬ 

gratulatory whine that fails to grasp the 

complexity of the issues cited. 

Furthermore, his decision to remain 

staunchly supportive of the very political 

party whose recent actions he despises 

demonstrates a complete lack of per¬ 

sonal integrity. Mr. Hughes should be 

given a free Liberal membership for his 

continued blind obedience to the great 

big, heartless, headless machine that is 

the Liberal government. 

Scott Girvin 

Arts ’00 
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What was the stupidest 
Hallowe’en costume you 

wore as a kid? 

“Superman for 

a year in junior 

Kindergarden.’ 

Paul Jackson 

Comm ’99 

‘A businessman 

at age four” 

Sara Revell 

ArtSci ’99 

“A Cabbage 

Patch Kid” 

Karyn Sales 

ArtSci ’99 

PHOTOS BY ALEX KRONBY 

tors te the Editors 

Roll out the red carpet 

Dear Editors, 

I cannot help but take the bait of 

responding to an article that wonders 

where the integrity went from the Liberal 

Party of Canada. When surveying the 

recent past of federal politics, one is 

more likely to stumble upon a Tory MP 

than Liberal integrity. 

A number of systemic and 
historical factors have made 
the Liberals the party of the 
20th Century. The problem 
is, the Liberals know this. 

Mr. Hughes falls into an unfortunate 

trap of describing all the actions he 

opposes in the federal government as 

“socially conservative.” I was not aware 

that failing to compensate victims of gov¬ 

ernment negligence was a conservative 

value. Indeed, conservative parties across 

Canada have supported a broad compen¬ 

sation package for Hepatitis C victims, 

while an intransigent Liberal government 

has resolutely refused to do the right 

thing. Their actions are not conservative; 

they are arrogant and narrow-minded. If 

Mr. Hughes is pining for the ghosts of 

Liberals past, he would do well to note'' 

the dominance of these two skeletons in 

the party’s closet. 

Mr. Hughes’s rant on the pay equity 

ruling is absurd. He presupposes that the 

Tribunal at hand was correct in assessing 

the legitimacy of the complaint. The 

question is not the simple notion of 

“equal treatment” as Mr. Hughes would 

have us believe. The issue centres around 

the nebulous and arbitrary notion of 

equal pay for work of equal value. What 

constitutes work of equal value? Good 

question. Cross comparisons were done 

of various job types while market forces 

and other considerations were ignored. 

Concerns over methodology aside, 

Mr. Hughes’s contention that the pay¬ 

ments “should not be questioned” is 

offensive and undemocratic. While I do 

rmm *rsmmm 

The Grand Theatre 
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not disagree with Mr. Hughes's profound 

statement that “human beings are human 

beings,” I disagree with the idea that civil 

servants were treated unfairly to the tune 

of $6 billion. 
As far as the APEC scandal, para¬ 

phrasing Pierre Trudeau when discussing 

the suspension and abuse of civil liber¬ 

ties, without irony, is inadvertently hilar¬ 

ious. Last time I checked, the utilization 

of the War Measures Act does not consti¬ 

tute an example of the gentle hand of tra¬ 

ditional Liberal benevolence. Yes, the 

handling of the APEC protests was a 

heinous violation of fundamental human 

rights, and yes it’s happened before on 

the Liberal watch. 

Reg Whitaker has described the Liber¬ 

als as Canada’s Natural Governing Party. 

This is not because of the inherent justice 

of the Liberal Party. It is a recognition 

that a number of systemic and historical 

factors have made the Liberals the party 

of the 20th Century. The problem is, the 

Liberals know this. 

And it is here that Mr. Hughes misses 

the point. The main problem with Lib¬ 

eral governments is not necessarily their 

policies (wacky as they may be). The 

problem is that the arrogance that comes 

along with the belief that you have a right 

to form the government leads to irre¬ 

sponsible, self-satisfied and unresponsive 

governance. 

Mr. Hughes may disagree with current 

Liberal policies, but he lives up to the 

party’s tendency to believe that they have 

the monopoly on the national interest. 

Darren MacDonald 

Arts ’99 

Inflexible entry standards 
discriminate 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to comment on a state¬ 

ment attributed to me which appeared in 

the Friday, October 23 Journal. The 

statement suggested that “if 90 per cent 

of Aboriginal people don’t finish sec¬ 

ondary education in one span ... their 

access to higher education is hindered.” 

What I actually explained was that for 

some groups in Canadian society, dis¬ 

crimination comes in the form of sys¬ 

temic barriers which limits their access to 

higher education. We know that aborigi¬ 

nal communities have worked for a long 

time to fit into an education system 

which was never designed to meet their 

specific social and cultural needs. 

The lack of response from the Cana¬ 

dian education system has resulted in 

overall lower rates of participation and 

graduation from high schools that form 

the traditional pool of university stu¬ 

dents. The end result is that aboriginal 

students who interrupt their high school 

education for social, cultural, or financial 

reasons, or who an alternate type of edu¬ 

cation find the inflexible entry require¬ 

ments to university a barrier. 

My point in making this statement is 

that the human rights work that needs to 

be done with respect to aboriginal com¬ 

munities should focus on the systemic 

barriers that prevent potential aboriginal 

students from even entering the system. 

This is the type of issue that the Aborigi¬ 

nal Council at Queen’s tries to address. 

Irene Bujara 

Human Rights Office Director 

Chez Piggy falls short on 
reputation 

Dear Editors, 

As I read the “Piggy delights” article 

(October 20) I realized that this was not 

written with the intent of criticism. How¬ 
ever, I cannot restrain myself from com¬ 

menting on this interesting yet 

misleading article. 

I too have dined at Chez Piggy, along 

with numerous other “fine” Kingston 

restaurants; but unlike Aaron, my view of 

the restaurant is somewhat different. My 

first impression of Chez Piggy was one of 

disappointment as I was greeted by a 

casual dining style atmosphere and menu 

prices that were comparable to Toronto 

restaurants, although seemingly more 

hard to justify. The service was satisfac¬ 

tory, and the food was rather bland and 

unimpressive for all of the raving reviews 

that the restaurant seems to get. 

There is nothing extraordinary about 

Chez Piggy that warrants the accolades 

and praise it seems to receive, except for 

its highly over-rated service, food, and 

ambiance. 

Edwina Acheson 

Arts ’01 

A helpful slap in the face? 

Dear Editors, 

[In response to the article “Tell me I 

suck,” October 14] I’ll be the first to tell 

you: Ken, you suck. From an “enemy” 

who wants to help you improve yourself, 

I will begin by criticizing the lack of fore¬ 

thought in your article. 

I agree that for self-improvement to 

occur you need an honest opinion about 

where your faults lie but it’s ridiculous to 

suggest changing your voice (not to men¬ 

tion refraining from wearing your 

favourite hat) to become a better person. 

In the realm of social issues, are these 

things really worth bothering about? Do 

you really want to change on behalf of 

your enemies? Should the people you 

slandered in your article undergo massive 

personality reconstructions in order to 

become “better” people to you? 

There is a place for honest criticism: 

when it’s constructive and asked for. If 

you are anxious to know why your ene¬ 

mies don’t like you, ask them. I’m sure 

they will be very happy to oblige. 

Michelle Dumas 

ArtSci ’01 

Newspapers need diversity 

Dear Editors, 

I agree with Mr. Schuster on one 

important issue: Michael Taube should 

not have been 'indefinitely suspended, at 

least not for having stirred up a little con¬ 

troversy. True, political diversity among 

columnists makes for a good newspaper- 

I also concede that the quality of !The 

Toronto Star’s writing often leaves some¬ 

thing to be desired. 

I think, however, that Mr. Schuster 

has allowed his personal connection w*rl 

Mr. Taube and a decidedly right-wing 

political stance to run roughshod over h,s 

sense of perspective. , 

Pick up a Toronto Star sometime an 

hold it up to the looking glass. What 

Continued on next page 
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Letters te the Editers 

see? That’s right, The Globe and 

If* il Though flashier and presentation 

A j admittedly possessed of greater Bter- 

" talents, it is to the left what The 

Toronto Star is to the right. To its credit 

r will on occasion print an article of left¬ 

ist persuasion, but there is certainly no 

counterpart to a Michael Taube on staff. 

Though the Travel section may bore 

you, Mr. Schuster, there are those among 

„s that actually prefer to see a bit of the 

world rather than fuel our financial 

obsessions with a reading of the Report 

on Business. Just imagine, people with 

interests other than yours. 

Both papers have their flaws. Given 

my druthers I would reinstate Mr. Taube 

with The Toronto Star, and have The 

Globe hire is political polar opposite. 

David McFarlane of The Globe and 

Mail's “Cheap Seats” recently pointed 

out that the use of a regular column to 

respond to a reader’s letter is a gross 

abuse of power. He even called this idea 

the first lesson of journalistic integrity. In 

light of this, Mr. Taube’s suspension is 

justified, but Dalton Camp and Michele 

Landsberg should be along for the ride. 

This certainly pokes some holes in The 

Stars dedication to diversity. The Globe, 

however, has yet to hire Mr. Taube’s 

alter-ago. Both papers could use some 

attitude adjustment. 

All in all, Mr. Schuster’s attack on The 

Stars integrity has merit, but remains 

hopelessly one-sided. Judging by the title 

of his article, Mr. Schuster might have 

been in a bit of a flap at the time of its 

writing. Remember the wisdom of Bruce 

Lee: “Emotion clouds the mind.” By the 

way, it’s called the National Post. The 

rest of us have known for about a month. 

Andrew Toms 

M.Sc. 1 

Can the pop, already 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to ask that we put the 

cola issue to rest. However, considering 

that the debate is such a “hotbed” of 

publishable news, a more reasonable 

request might be that we limit arguments 

to the subject at hand rather than to the 

evils of cola companies and their mar¬ 

keting strategies. 

We don’t like it that Queen’s may sign 

a contract limiting our choice of soft 

drinks on campus and we resent the 

power that big corporations have over 

cash-strapped institutions like universi¬ 

ties. However, this is the real world 

where people and institutions need 

money to survive. Queen’s needs the 

cash, and the cola companies want to 

advertise. That’s the issue in a nutshell. 

Let’s cut the crap folks — this is not a 

*8 deal. The world is not going to end 

^ 0Ur *'ves are not going to noticeably 

c lange. In an article entitled “The phys- 

!° °gy °f a cola deal,” Michael Johnson 

'Snored the depth to which Cola compa¬ 

res stoop to sell their product and omit- 

jC ,t^le fact that this deal more or less 

*jc., es what drinks we can consume 
'vmle on campus. 

Instead, he focused (erroneously) on 

ro*e °f cola companies as pushers, 

decided to argue this point by 

emonstrating that individual compo- 

j ents °f cola may be harmful when taken 

J1 mass quantities (despite the fact that 

^Verything I including water, can be 

armful when taken in mass quantities), 

challenge anyone to find a scientific 

journal^ showing that refined sugar 

“causes” mild depression, psychosis, or 

pimples. I applaud Mr. Johnson’s efforts 

in finding new ways to beat this issue 

into the ground, but I’d like to suggest 

that we lavish our attention on more 

important issues such as solving racism, 

ending war, eliminating poverty, and 

protecting the future of our children. 

David Romance 

Artsci ’00 

Argument lacks research 

Dear Editors, 

Adam Kaminsky’s article, “Start cut¬ 

ting schools”, paints an overly simplistic 

picture of the university system in 

Ontario and proscribes an even more 

simplistic way to improve it. 

I would like to ask Mr. Kaminsky how 

many students at these universities he 

knows well enough to make such a gen¬ 

eralization? How familiar is he with their 

programs? Has he ever attended or vis¬ 

ited all these universities? These are all 

questions that surely must be answered 

before anyone can draw the egregious 

conclusions that he does. 

Furthermore, how does one deter¬ 

mine who “deserves” to go to university? 

What is the criteria for a “backwards” 

school? How is it that eliminating some 

schools will automatically result in an 

increase in the value of the education at 

other schools? 

Kaminsky answers none of these ques¬ 

tions instead he continues his barrage of 

unreasoned, unsubstantiated arguments 

which amount to nothing more than a 

series of sophomoric generalizations. His 

over-simplification of a very complex 

issue is indicative of intellectual malaise 

itself. If Kaminsky’s new world order 

ever does become reality any time soon 

he had better start packing his bags. 

Aaron Klopp 

Arts ’01 

Provincial government 
doesn’t deserve credit 

1991. The Latvian people have major 

issues to deal with that don’t even come 

close to what is happening in Canada. 

Yet my cousin who is attending univer¬ 

sity in Latvia has her tuition paid by the 

government and receives a small stipend 

to cover for expenses at university. The 

Latvians have decided that education is a 

matter of national priority, something 

that I think we should do in Canada. 

Before we debate the 
benefits of differing loan 

programs we should address 
the need for tuition increases 

in the first place. 

Mr. Jones, et al., could you please tell 

me how our government can remotely 

justify their priorities? “Government 

overspending” is a popular bandwagon, 

but there doesn’t seem to be any truth to 

it from my standpoint. 

Lija Bickis 

ArtSci ’01 

Why I voted ‘no’ HI 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to take this opportunity 

to respond to Ms. Suri’s article and pre¬ 

sent a concise and accurate explanation 

of why I voted ‘no’ to the motion pre¬ 

sented by the AMS executive, to essen¬ 

tially join OUSA. 

When some members voted ‘no’ to 

the motion, they did not vote against the 

principle of letting students decide. I cer¬ 

tainly did not vote against the merits of 

presenting it to the students; rather I 

voted ‘no’ to the wording of the question 

to be placed on referendum. 

I felt that it was in the best interests of 

all students to be presented an unbiased 

question that was not limited in scope. 

Suggested questions were: “Do you want 

to join a provincial lobbying organiza¬ 

tion”; “Do you want to join OUSA”; “Do 

you want to join CFS-O.” 

Surely had the AMS executive agreed 

to this amendment at Assembly that 

night, I would have agreed to it being 

placed on the referendum. 

Furthermore, I want to express my 

dissatisfaction with The Journal editorial 

which asserted that those Assembly 

members who voted ‘no’ did so because 

they thought Queen’s students were “not 

intelligent enough.” Recent letters have 

claimed that we said students “would not 

be able to grasp the issue of alignment” 

that the “average student couldn’t possi¬ 

bly be trusted to make the decision,” or 

that “students do not have the brain 

capacity to store all the information 

required.” 

These claims lack validity. I did not 

vote ‘no’ because of these reasons and I 

did not imply these reasons. 

In fact, I did feel it was best to repre¬ 

sent those students who were not 

informed — not because they are not 

intelligent, but rather because the aver¬ 

age student may not have been given the 

proper opportunity to learn what OUSA 

is, that there is another provincial lobby¬ 

ing organization (CFS-O), and what the 

differences are between the two. 

That is why I voted ‘no’ — to express 

these concerns and to remind that both 

organizations should (and 1 hope will) be 

properly presented in the campaign 

period. Similarly, on the referendum, 

students should be able to decide 

whether or not they are in favour of 

alignment, and subsequently which orga¬ 

nization they would like to align with. 

I certainly do not think students are 

“unintelligent.” I strongly believe stu¬ 

dents should determine the final result 

and that they are perfectly capable of 

doing so. 

Ms. Suri has every right to express her 

dissatisfaction; ultimately we are respon¬ 

sible to the students. However, some 

Assembly members felt it was more 

democratic to place a non-biased ques¬ 

tion on the referendum — one that is not 

limited in its scope, and one that ulti¬ 

mately gives students the choice they 

deserve: between OUSA and CFS-O. 

Alex Tarantino 

ArtSci ’01 

ASUS Representative to the AMS 

Dear Editors, 

In regards to the on-going tuition 

debate, I think that a fundamental prob¬ 

lem with the arguments needs be 

addressed. I would like to know where 

people are getting the idea that govern¬ 

ments are short of money from. 

The Ontario government, whose con¬ 

tributions to post-secondary education 

are the lowest in Canada and lower than 

49 of 50 U.S. States (per capita), began 

their term in office with a 30 per cent cut 

in income taxes. The federal government 

just posted a $3 billion surplus. 

Could someone please tell me where 

the problem is? Where is the funding 

shortage? Before we start debating the 

benefits of differing loan programs and 

where students are coming from we 

should address the need for tuition 

increases in the first place. 

The only justification for tuition 

increases that I have seen from anyone is 

that governments are broke. I say it’s 

simply a matter of priority. Mr. Harris 

wanted to provide the rich people of 

Ontario with a tax break (those with 

average incomes receive very little break 

_ a few hundred dollars at most) and 

did so at our expense. 

I have relatives in Latvia, which has 

existed as an independent nation since 
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Science 
Vampires and viruses 

AMPIRES ARE 
mythical beings... 
right? They’re 
the creation of 
turn-of-the- 
century novelists 
and Hollywood 
screenwriters, a 
useful literary 

tool to explore the link between 
sexuality and violence. In a 
pinch, a vampire makes for a 
pretty decent, if unoriginal, 
Hallowe’en costume. But noth¬ 
ing more. Right? 

That may be true now, but in 
the early 18th century in 
Eastern Europe vampires were a 
real concern and a hot topic of 
conversation. Scientists today 
are searching for an explanation 
for those original vampires, for 
the facts beyond the myth. In 
this quest for truth, the first 
place many researchers have 
turned is the history books. 

In rural Serbia in the 1730s 
a string of murders and farm 
animal deaths were attributed to 
vampires, which had first been 
described in 1693. Around that 
time, a number of exhumed 
corpses were found to be in 
remarkably good condition, 
their veins still holding liquid 
blood. Over the years, the story 
was augmented with each 
retelling and, eventually, those 
corpses were said to come alive 
and rise from their graves to 
attack people and animals, 
drinking the blood of their 
victims. 

Soon, a very detailed portrait 
of vampires emerged. They 
were generally males who could 
appear either as a human or in 
animal form: a wolf, a dog, a 
cat, a bat, but never a cow, or a 
sheep, or a pig. They had 
become vampires, most com¬ 
monly, after an attack by 
another vampire, or sometimes 

by eating the meat from an ani¬ 
mal killed by a vampire or by 
being sexually promiscuous. You 
could protect yourself from 
vampires by rubbing yourself 
with garlic or by brandishing a 
mirror. Vampires only lived for 
40 days, but that was still plenty 
of time for them to kill your 
dog, rape your daughters and 
beat up your livestock. 

Scientists today are 
searching for an 

explanation for the 
original vampires, for 
the facts beyond the 

myth. 

Those 1730s Serbian vil¬ 
lagers, doubtlessly having heard 
all these vampire stories, did the 
only thing they could do: they 
started digging up bodies, find¬ 
ing many of them rosy-cheeked 
with blood trickling from their 
mouths and fully erect genitalia. 
They drove stakes into those 
stiffs and were quite horrified 
when the dead bodies cried out 
in pain. The peasants then cut 
the heads off the bodies and 
burned the whole bloody mess 
to ashes. This ritual was played 
out, not just once or twice, but 
hundreds of times, on a weekly 
basis in some places. 

Today, now that vampires 
are bound to the realm of 
movies and comic books, some 
scientists are trying to explain 
the vampire phenomenon, to 
diagnose vampirism from the 
“symptoms” described in 
folklore. 

A recent explanation, one 
that has won much popular 
appeal, proposes that vampires 
were sufferers of a rare form of 
a genetic disease called por¬ 
phyria, a disorder affecting the 
synthesis of hemoglobin. The 
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form of this disease associated 
with vampirism is congenital 
erythropoietic porphyria. 
Its symptoms include 
protruding teeth and 
sensitivity of the skin 
to sunlight, resulting 
in blisters and scar¬ 
ring. It has been sug¬ 
gested that “vampires” 
would suck their vic¬ 
tim’s blood in an 
instinctive need for the 
enzymes missing from 
their own. 

There are problems 
with this theory, how¬ 
ever, as pointed out in a 
1995 editorial in the Post¬ 
graduate Medical Journal by 
Ann Cox, then of McGill 
University. She points out 
that congenital erythropoi¬ 
etic porphyria is so excep¬ 
tionally rare, only 200 cases 
have ever been diagnosed, that 
it couldn’t possibly account for 
the huge number of suspected 
vampires in the Balkans in the 
1700s. As well, enzymes from 
ingested blood cannot incorpo¬ 
rate themselves, intact and func¬ 
tional, into one’s blood stream, 
so sucking blood wouldn’t alle¬ 
viate symptoms of porphyria. 
Furthermore, vampires’ sensitiv¬ 
ity to light and inability to 
emerge in the daytime are very 
recent additions to the mythos, 
more recent even than Bram 
Stoker’s 1897 work Dracula — 
his vampire had no such prob¬ 
lems. And since the blisters asso¬ 
ciated with porphyria leave the 
skin scarred and disfigured, the 
corpses would not be left in the 
life-like condition of the sus¬ 
pected vampire bodies 
unearthed in the 1700s. Also, 
porphyria doesn’t even begin to 
explain any of the other aspects 
of vampirism — the transmis¬ 
sion of the condition through a 
bite, the association with ani¬ 
mals, garlic, mirrors, or post¬ 
mortem liquid blood. Clearly, 
another explanation is needed. 

MUCH MORE ROBUST 
hypothesis for the origin of the 
vampire myth appears in 
September’s edition of the sci¬ 
entific journal Neurology. Juan 
G6mez-Alonso, a Spanish neu¬ 
rologist, argues that most of the 
folklore surrounding vampires, 
from their physical characteris¬ 
tics to their behaviour to their 
well-preserved corpses, is strik¬ 
ingly similar to a much less 
supernatural phenomenon: 
rabies. 

Rabies is a viral disease which 
infects the central nervous sys¬ 
tem, causing fever, anxiety and 
disturbed sleep in its initial 
stages. In furious rabies, the 
most common form in humans, 
later symptoms include wander¬ 
ing, increased sensitivity to stim¬ 
uli, inability to swallow, muscle 
spasms, coma and death, usually 
by suffocation on one’s own 

bodily fluids and most often 
within two months of infection. 
The similarities between vam¬ 
pirism and rabies start, appro¬ 
priately enough, with death and 
those immaculate bodies dug up 
in 1693. 

Sudden death, such as by suf¬ 
focation, allows the blood to 
stay liquid in a dead body for a 
much longer period of time than 
usual and the penis can remain 
turgid even after death in such a 
case (remember Clerks}). The 
coldness and dampness of the 
ground in which those bodies 
were buried could explain how 
those bodies remained healthy- 
looking for so long. Further, as a 
body decomposes, gases are 
formed and build up within the 
corpse. This can cause a bloody 
froth to appear around the 
mouth and, if the body is 
pierced at this time, the gas can 
escape with a noise something 
like a scream. 

With the rabies theory, the 
association of animals with vam¬ 
pires is now easy to explain. 
Humans most often contract 
rabies from an animal bite and 
an 18th century Serbian peasant 
seeing both a man wandering 
around at night, foaming at the 
mouth, and a rabid dog in the 
same condition might well con¬ 
clude that the two were the 
same creature in different 
forms. The select group of ani¬ 
mals that were associated with 
vampires can also be explained 
with this theory, because farm 
animals usually develop the par¬ 
alytic form of rabies, which has 
a completely different set of 

symptoms from furious rabies. 
The rabies virus is usually 

passed from host to host 
through a bite, just as vampirism 
was supposed to have been, 
although the rabies virus can 
also pass through the mucous 
membranes, so sexual transmis¬ 
sion and contraction through 
infected food are possible. 

Even the garlic and mirrors 
of vampire folklore make some 
sense. A person in the advanced 
stages of rabies becomes hyper¬ 
sensitive to many kinds of stim¬ 
uli. For example, a rabid dog 
becomes very agitated at the 
sight of the ripples and reflec¬ 
tion in water, hence the other 
name for rabies, hydrophobia. 
The strong smell of garlic or the 
sight of a reflection in a mirror 
would send a rabid person into 
convulsions. These contractions 
would mainly involve the mus¬ 
cles of the face and throat, caus¬ 
ing growling and a grotesque 
toothy grin. 

And finally, there are histori¬ 
cal records of an epidemic of 
rabies among dogs and wolves 
in Hungary in the early 1700s. 
The timing, location and wide¬ 
spread nature of the breakout 
coincide with the beginning or 
the legend of the vampire. w. ith vaccines and treatments 
now readily available, it woul 
be unlikely today for a person to 
ever reach the advanced stages 
of rabies as described here. 

Unlikely, but not impossible- 

By Liz “The Lizard” Frogley 

—^:|rOBER31 is CREEPING UP ON US, 
( fond with it will crime great unrest 
\_y in the Otherworld, tempting all 
0f Kingston's ghastly ghosts and ghouls 

out to play- 

Shhhh... listen: 

The Scottish once believed that at the 
end of each quarter year the souls of the 
dead became disturbed, but on All 
Hallows Eve they became more than a 
little upset — there was total upheaval 
and all of the dead were released to shed 
horror and destruction. Fairies stole chil¬ 
dren, ghost horses scared riders off the 
road and witches met in graveyards to 
wreak havoc on all. Great bonfires were 
lit at dusk to keep the evil spirits at bay. 

Queen’s no longer keeps spirits away 
with bonfires, but ghosts still haunt the 
night. And on Hallowe’en, when the 
inhabitants of the Otherworld descend 
on our fair campus, it’s best to know 
who’s coming for dinner. 

Fortunately for all of us, most of the 
ghosts around Queen’s are harmless. 

One OF THE OLDEST ghosts to inhabit 
the campus is the gentleman at the 
Donald Gordon Centre. Footsteps can be 
heard on the stairs and once, a woman 
working there saw a gentleman in anti¬ 
quated clothing climb the stairs and turn 
into the room that was previously the 
master bedroom. The woman did not 
recognise the man and so followed him up 
the stairs but found that after going into 
the room he had vanished into thin air. 

Robertson Davies lived next door to 
the Centre, and claimed that his house 
was haunted by the ghost of a doctor 
who’d drowned his two daughters in the 
athtub. Maybe the doctor has moved 

next door or maybe this friendly spirit is 

L u°lder gbost of a judge who lived in 
the house over 200 years ago. In 1792, a 
man accused of stealing a gold watch 

Sr°i jr'a* be^ore tbe judge, was found 
gin ty despite his protestations of inno- 
j^-nce and the judge sentenced him to 

ang. To the judge’s horror, not a week 
a Passed after the hanging when the 
an was proven innocent. The judge was 

thi L°nC,St man> and could not bear t0 
n °f the man he had wrongly con¬ 

demned. They say even in death lie is 
tormented by guilt, and damned tajipam 
the halls of his old home. 

On the top FLOOR of the Agnes 
Etherington Art Centre — before it was 
torn apart for the current renovations — 
stood a room with a piano. The room 
was kept almost exactly as it appeared 
when the building was a house, and 
many believe at least one of the house’s 
occupants remain. Before renovations 
began, you might have heard the piano 
playing, and if you had gone upstairs to 
the piano room, you might have seen the 
keys moving when there wasn’t another 
living soul around. One of the centre’s 
employees has even seen a woman there, 
walking beside her... maybe Agnes 
Etherington herself. 

And who knows? Perhaps when reno¬ 
vations are complete, the ghost of Agnes 
will return for the sequel: Agnes: The Art 
of Blood! 

Horror show #1: 
Alfie Pierce 

Alfie Pierce (famed of Alfie’s 
Pub) haunted a janitor at the 

Student Union Building, 
telling him that great wealth 

was buried beneath a 
limestone wall in Kingston. 

The janitor nearly went mad 
in his quest for it... 

It USED TO BE SAID that after his death in 
1951 Alfie Pierce haunted the Student 
Union Building. Some people will say 
that Alfie was an athletic trainer beloved 
by all, and some will tell you he was hor¬ 
ribly mistreated during his tenure at this 
school. What nearly everyone agrees on 
is that he spent his life at Queen’s, and 
seems intent on spending eternity here. 

Almost immediately after his death, 
Alfie began to appear before one of the 
janitors who had known him. The man 
claimed that Alfie said he’d hidden 
money beneath a limestone wall, but 
would only give the pattern of the wall, 
not the location. The janitor spent years 
searching for buried treasures and seeing 
Alfie every night, but with all the lime¬ 
stone at Queen’s and Alfie unwilling to 
tell any more, he found nothing. Those 

who knew .Alfie say this was the type of 
joke he'd play, for though the man knew 
Alfie didn't;have mqney to hideaway, he 
nearly yfent mad in his doomed quest 

About TEN years after his death, Alfie 
started to appear more often. Late one 
evening a janitor working alone in the 
JDUC saw a man in strange clothing 
standing nearby. The stranger turned and 
smiled at him, then walked through the 
wall and was gone. When the building’s 
staff began to arrive the next morning, 
they found the janitor railing at a por¬ 
trait of Alfie, which then hung on the 
JDUC’s second floor. The poor janitor 
had recognised the portrait as the man 
he’d seen that night, and berated Alfie 
for frightening him, demanding that it 
never happen again. 

Of COURSE, it did happen again, 
though not to this same man. A woman 
working at the Alumni Review office, 
which was where the International 
Centre now stands, heard footsteps com¬ 
ing into her office, though no one was 
there. The steps proceeded across the 
room to the closet, when the door 
opened and slammed shut. After an 
investigation, Alfie’s old uniform was 
discovered in the closet. 

Not too long after all this, Alfie’s uni¬ 
form was relocated to the basement of 
Summerhill, and Alfie stopped appearing 
to the occupants of the JDUC. Though 
there have been ghosts rumoured in 
Summerhill, no one can say if it is Alfie 
or another restless spirit. 

Just NORTH of the JDUC on University 
Avenue stands the Arts and Science 
Undergraduate Society building, “The 
Core,” which also has its own spirit. 
Though no one knows how he came to 
be there, he’s often heard walking and 
banging about on the third floor, and 
once he was actually seen. A woman 
brought her son to the Core and while 
she talked downstairs the boy ran around 
the building — no one else was there, so 
he had to amuse himself. When it came 
time to leave, the boy told his mother 
about the little boy he’d met upstairs. 

They knew there was no other child, but 
the boy was convinced and described his 
new playmate. Of course, there was no 
one else in the building at the time, but 
now they know their ghost a little better. 

The Journal house too is haunted, but 
this is a spirit we know. Don Munro was 
Entertainment Editor at The Journal in 
1986-87. He spent endless hours work¬ 
ing on the paper and was well-liked by 
all the other editors. Then, during read¬ 
ing week, he died tragically in a skiing 
accident. The Journal office moved from 
the JDUC to its current home on Earl 
Street four years later and ever since peo¬ 
ple have been spooked by the sounds of 
footsteps and chairs being dragged on 
the second floor when there was no one 
in the house. One past editor saw filing 
cabinet drawers open on their own. 

Though the ghost is friendly, few 
who’ve seen or heard him will work 
alone in the building. 

But, YOU MAY wonder, what about the 
student village-of-the-damned? Surely 
the old houses must have their share of 
ghosts. According to scholar Kingston 
Otherworld connoisseur and haunted- 
walk leader Glen Shackleton, many stu¬ 
dents have moved in to find evil spirits 
awaiting them. He’s heard accounts of 
trails of blood appearing on the floor, 
strange footsteps and candles that launch 
themselves across a room. 

Continued on nage13 

Horror show #2: 
Summerhill 

Horror show #3: 
The Toucan 

Horror show #4: 
The Wellington 

Horror show #5: 
The Core 
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At a rally in New York City that was sparked by the murder 
of Matthew Shepard, police intervened, beating protesters, 
using racist, homophobic slurs and arresting between 130 

and 200 people. Protesters (ought back — 
most witnesses say they won. 

By Taryn McCormick 

YOU MAY NOT KNOW, but there’s a 

revolution going on right under 

our noses. In fact, there’s probably 

more than one. 

The one I’m talking about is being 

called “Stonewall 2.” In case you don’t 

know what or where Stonewall was, let 

me give you a little background. 

In 1969, as a number of individuals 

came out of a New York City bar called 

Stonewall, police officers attempted to 

arrest them and dole out their customary 

brutal beatings and physical violations on 

members of the queer community. It is 

important to note that this type of phys¬ 

ical violence was the norm at the time. 

Queers could expect that either they, or 

friends of theirs, would experience 

police brutality regularly. 

A hoard of protesters 
showed up at Matthew 

Shepard's funeral carrying 
signs saying things such as 

“God hates fags” and 
"Matt’s in hell now.” 

In this episode, however, they fought 

back. Queers came from all over to fight 

back en masse and to say, “No, we will 

not put up with this anymore.” The 

fighting lasted for about three days and 

from it, the gay liberation movement was 

bom. This was the first recorded time 

that queers had organized in a big way to 

fight the injustices done to them. 

VV ELL, IT’S BACK. 

Recently in Wyoming, a 21-year old 

gay man was lured out of a bar by two 

men, Russell Henderson and Aaron 

McKinney. Once outside, the three of 

them drove to the outskirts of town, tied 

him to a fence, at which point, according 

to The Globe and Mail, “they slashed 

him, burned him and bashed in his skull 

with a .357 magnum handgun,” and left 

him to freeze. Two bicyclers found him 

18 hours later. 

His name was Matthew Shepard, he 

never regained consciousness and died 

five days later. 

Adding insult to injury, a horde of 

protesters showed up at his funeral car¬ 

rying signs saying things such as “God 

hates fags” and “Matt’s in hell now.” The 

queer supporters who flocked to the 

funeral formed a line between the homo¬ 

phobics and the funeral, sang “Amazing 

Grace” to drown out the protesters and 

attempted to block the hateful placards 

with umbrellas. Because the queer com¬ 

munity has refused to ignore this hatred, 

queer positive vigils, rallies and protests 

have occurred all over the United States 

and Canada. 

1 HE LARGEST OF THESE rallies was held 

on October 19 in New York City. 

Thousands showed up to voice their feel¬ 

ings at a political funeral. Organizers 

publicised the event through word of 

mouth and expected about 500 people to 

participate. At one point it is estimated 

that the crowd reached a total of 10,000. 

The group did not, however, have a 

parade permit to march down 5th 

Avenue to Madison Square Park. 

The police responded to the gathering 

and came in ready to fight, armed in full 

riot gear, some riding motorcycles and 

others on horseback. In fact, police were 

called in from all five boroughs. 

The first thing the police did was 

arrest the march negotiators and mar¬ 

shals (those participants who are in 

charge of guiding the march itself in the 

right direction, the ones who watch out 

for the safety of the marchers and the 

ones who know the marchers’ rights). 

As soon as other protesters stepped in 

to fill the role of marshal, they too were 

arrested and whisked away. The police 

even went after the legal observers, three 

were arrested and two were physically 

assaulted. In addition, these lawyers 

were not permitted to meet with protest¬ 

ers that had been arrested. 

I challenge all of you reading 
this to do something, 

to say something! 

The police then descended on the 

crowd. The police drove motorcycles 

onto the sidewalk where people were 

standing and trampled people by riding 

their horses into the crowd. They swung 

their nightsticks, harshly beating a num¬ 

ber of individuals, threw around racist 

and homophobic slurs, and arrested 

somewhere between 130 and 200 indi¬ 

viduals. Despite the threat of physical 

harm and legal punishment, the protest¬ 

ers fought back and battled the police in 

the streets for two hours, and, according 

to most witnesses, they won. 

Those arrested were threatened, ver¬ 

bally harassed, physically brutalised, 

deprived of food and water, prohibited 

from making phone calls and not 

informed of the charges held against 

them. Some detainees even had necessary 

medication confiscated. 

The group of people who were 

arrested at this event spanned three 

generations and all walks of life. Sylvia 

Rivera, a drag queen who was arrested at 

the Stonewall Rebellion, was also 

arrested at this protest and voiced the 

opinion that it was the rebirth of 

Stonewall. Who would have thought it 

would have to happen again? 

I GUESS IT ALWAYS JUST SEEMED pretty 

obvious to me. No matter what your sex, 

gender identification, sexual orientation, 

race, colour, ability, religion; it was clear 

that all people are good people until 

proven otherwise and everyone deserves 

respect, understanding and a friendly 

attitude. Perhaps I was naive as it has 

been made abundantly clear to me that 

there are a lot of people in this world 

who believe the complete opposite. 

Why was James Byrd recently 
lynched in Jasper, Texas? 

Why did two men brutally beat, rob 
and kill Matthew Shepard? 

Why are women brutally beaten and 
raped by people that they love? 

Why can the government justify step¬ 
ping on the poorest members of society? 

The only answers I can come up with 

are ignorance and intolerance — both of 

which are unacceptable in this day and 

age. 

Mainstream papers have lamented the 

fact that Matthew Shepard was killed but 

they are not covering this rebellion and 

nobody is talking about it. Why? 

You can check public records to see if 

it’s true, you can hear first hand 

accounts. Why is nothing being done? I 

challenge all of you reading this to do 

something, to say something! 

A group of us have decided that this is 

too horrific to ignore and we want your 

help to fight back and to make our voices 

heard. There will be a rally at the market 

on King Street this Saturday at 1 p.m. to 

wake Kingston up to the prevalence of 

hate and the pain caused specifically by 

queer-bashing. 

It just seems like the obvious thing to 

do. 

Havi 

Basement, 272 Earl St. (between 
University and Division) • 545-6972 

ng trouble 
paying bolls? 

The student food bank is there to help. 

There’s no application. You don’t need to show ID 
or prove financial need. Just drop by, and take the 
food that you need. 

We’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 

Friday. < 
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AMD DON’T THINK YOU’LL STAY SAFE 

'mC die village of the damned on 

Kwe’en night. All over Kingston 

H , ire lurking — gathering beneath 

e „f the old gallows, or at the 

I „| the lake where bodies of the 

i owned drifted in... or in the basement 

ot'vnnr favourite pub. 

if <H 

T THE 1890s The Wellington was the 

home of a biscuit maker, and in the base- 

t 0f the building you can still hear 

!he brooding of the giant oven that used 

, bake the biscuits. One evening, the 

an’s son was playing hide and seek 

with his friends in the basement, when 

. c figured that the oven would make the 

perfect hiding place. He hid inside, but 

realised to his horror that he couldn’t 

„pCn the door from the inside. His play¬ 

mates searched for him and his parents 

looked too, but the oven was sealed tight 

to keep the heat in, smothering his 

screams. The boy was not discovered 

until the next morning, when the cook 

opened the oven to bake the day’s bis¬ 

cuits. Do not be surprised if you ever 

hear footsteps of a lost child, or muffled 

screams drifting upwards to the pub. 

You MIGHT THINK TO AVOID such 

hauntings by going elsewhere, but there 

is scarcely an unhaunted corner in 

Kingston. The Toucan has had problems 

with an unruly ghost, and has had to 

block off a storage room and discontinue 

its use. There were too many pots being 

flung from the walls and too many acci¬ 

dents — they thought best to give the 

ghost its way. 
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Horror show #6: 
The Journal 

A PHANTOM LURKS ABOVE Tir Nan Og, 

in the Prince George Hotel. Either the 

young lady who wanders the hallways 

died in a fire, or her lover was drowned, 

no one is sure. What is known is that 

she’s still there, disturbing guests and 

staff alike, and this Hallowe’en night 

when the spirit world draws closest, she 

may make her presence known in the 

pub below her. 

If YOU VENTURE DOWN Princess Street, 

you might come upon three shops joined 

in one stone building, sharing an old 

mystery and a ghost. There have been 

stories of burglar alarms going off with¬ 

out a trace of intruders, of dishes flying 

off shelves, of doors unlocking. It is 

rumoured that a shop owner in this 

building, desperate to find the source of 

this disturbance, consulted a Ouija Board 

to discover the truth. The board gave 

him the name Theresa Ignace Beam and 

told the awful tale of how Theresa was 

murdered, and buried in the basement. 

Theresa told the man where her grave 

Continued on page 14 
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CAMPUS 
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DROP-OFF: Whitby, Union Station, Scarborough Town 

SUNDAY: Front St., one block 
west of Union: 7:30 pm 
Scarborough Town 
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Center, Toronto Bus Terminal 
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CAMPUS 

TO QUEEN’S 
RUMPUS 

_ 
cnrlinz & Kirkwood, Ottawa Bus Terminal 

DROP-OFF: Kanata, Pinecrest, Carl rig ____ 

FRIDAY: West Campus 2:20 pm 
Victoria Hall 2:30 pm 
JDUC 2:40 pm 

SUNDAY: Ottawa Bus 
Terminal 7:30 pm 
Kanata 7:45pm 
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MONTREAL TO QUEEN S 
CAMPUS 

FRIDAY: West Campus 2:20 pm 
Victoria Hall 2:30 pm 

JDUC 2:40 pm 

tickets 
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DROP-OFF: Kirkland Shopping Plaza, Montreal Bus Terminal 

SUNDAY: Montreal Bus 
Terminal 5:30 pm 

NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES 

EXTRA RUSES AND DESTINATIONS 
ON HOLIDAY WEEKENDS! 

-gst Included on all tricolour prices 
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...won't you give a 
Hurt Penguin a 

nice home? 

Our last flock of Hurt 

Penguins has arrived, but 

they won't last long. 

Come iheik them out, and 

remember, all Hurt Penguins 

are only $3.00. 

$3 ! < 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

545-2955 • After January 1st 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

Continued from page 13 

could be found, hoping to have peace at 

last. The man dug up the basement in 

search of the grave but uncovered noth¬ 

ing, for when Theresa lived and was 

killed, the basements of the three shops 

were connected. Theresa only knew the 

old design of the basement, and could 

not tell where her body would be found. 

She still lies beneath the floor and haunts 

the shops, waiting for someone to 

uncover the truth. 

She is not the only unhappy spirit 

for Kingston’s history is bursting with 

the drowned, hanged and murdered 

These are but a few of the ghosts that 

wander Kingston to disturb the living or 

revisit their lost existence, so know that 

wherever you spend All Hallows Eve... 

you won’t be alone. 

Liz Frogley is a modern-day witch, kindaliki 

Shannon Doherty. 
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m Peanut Gallery Volleyball set to kill One 
— —sE^Tuka showdown 

The Formula 1 driver’s dram- 

: pionsiiip lr« dow" <° 
,hc final ra« of the season for 

a second straight year and 

Michael Schumacher I again 

at the heart of the event. With 

flying Finn M&a Hakkinen 

enjoying a four point lead 

going into the race at Suzuka, 

Japan, the [German Uberdriver 

must win to claim his third dri¬ 

ver's crown. After last years 

embarrassing attempt to derail 

|acques Viileneuve, hopefully 

Schumacher will try and win 

the race fairly this rime. Both 

teams have spared no expense 

preparing for this showdown, 

they have spent a combined 

583 million on race prepara¬ 

tions and transportation for 

this event. 

Flutie mania 

The Doug Flutie bandwagon is 

beginning to overflow wirh 

new fans. The diminutive 

Buffalo: quarterback has 

| enjoyed great success since the 

injury of promising starter Rob 

Johnson. Flutie has led the 

Bills to three consecutive wins, 

; including a dramatic comeback 

win against the vaunted 

Jacksonville Jaguars. With the 

AFC’s second best quarterback 

rating, a 18 for 22 perfor¬ 

mance against the Carolina 

Panthers and the backing of 

just about every Bills fan, there 

is a quarterback controversy 

brewing. Enjoy Flutie's success 

while it lasts, it may be short¬ 

lived. 

Initiation gone bad 

The University of Western 

Ontario football program was 

rocked by an off-field scandal 

when a rookie receiver was 

involved in an automobile hit 

‘ind rtm wirh another student 

during initiation activities. The 

event, which continues to be 

shrouded in secrecy, have led 

Co sanctions against the pro¬ 

gram. The most immediate is 

he suspension of Head Coach 

Hay*or for the final two 

games of the regular season. 

punishments include 

f,w i17 iniciation seminars 

end ° at 5 er*e awards and an 

■nj to. 0r‘entation practices 

,lu|the football program. 

•F0r1'US™AS CAMt- EARLY... 
h er NHL teams that 

fAre rt'designed their uni- 

0r>»s would follow the 

» example and 

jerseyjB* t0 ,he original 

thev xil would H Utat 

-B nt f°r th£ir 

Smg and 
yfflra !- Wld act like 

anit a I'ormula 1 cat 

tlta a bltntper car in 
mason’s final raKi 

By Alex Mueller-Gastell 

The early tournament record 

of the Queen’s men’s volleyball 

team indicates that this year’s 

team will provide a welcome 

escape from the cold and icy 

Kingston winter. 

“Everybody is feeding 
off of each other’s 
work ethic and the 

competitiveness that 
exists in the 

daily practices.’’ 

— Coach Brenda Willis 

The team is defined by a 

mixture of experience and tal¬ 

ent, featuring a number of 

fourth-year players in key posi¬ 

tions. They are complemented 

by younger players that have 

extensive and impressive 

resumes at the club and provin¬ 

cial level. Led by fifth-year co¬ 

captain Andrew Calder and 

third-year co-captain Andy 

Lynn, the starting lineup fea¬ 

tures mainly upper-year players 

such as Frederic Cotnoir and 

Greg Stevenson. The depth of 

the team is enhanced by a pool 

of young talented players such 

as Michel Cameron, who was a 

member of the Quebec team 

that won the 1997 Canada 

Games, and Scott Millington, 

who worked very hard over the 

summer to earn a starting job in 

the middle. 

“Everybody is feeding off of 

each other’s work ethic and the 

Men’s volleyball team prepares for promising season ahead. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

competitiveness that exists in 

the daily practices,” said Head 

Coach Brenda Willis. 

With the talent and potential 

inherent in this squad, it is now 

Willis’ job to iron out some of 

the finer points of the game. 

Willis feels that for the team to 

reach the next level, it has to 

become “more consistent, men¬ 

tally tougher, and has to 

improve the team defence.” 

The team took steps in that 

direction last weekend by beat¬ 

ing York en route to capturing 

the gold medal as the host of 

the Queen’s Invitational. 

Although Willis admits that the 

strongest competition this year 

will again come from York and 

U of T, the match against the 

Yeomen should not be viewed 

as a reference point for the rest 

of the season. Still, the next 

few games will allow the team 

to better assess its position 

compared to the rest of the 

league, with games coming up 

at Toronto and Laurentian and 

then back home against 

Toronto. 

All the right ingredients 

seem to be in place for a strong 

season, as long as the team 

maintains their consistent style 

of play. 

Soccer team on a roll 
By Robert MacNeil 

The women's soccer team 

has completed a perfect season 

and is rolling into the OUA 

championship tournament this 

weekend. With an 11-0-1 

record, the Gaels are ranked 

number one in the country but 

have their sights set on a more 

important goal — a champi¬ 

onship. 

Dave McDowell has been 

coaching Queen’s women’s 

soccer for 10 years now and 

this is the first undefeated team 

that he has coached. Despite the 

number one ranking, “we are 

only worried about where we 

finish,” said McDowell. 

The coach attributes the 

team’s success this year to a bal¬ 

anced consistency and to many 

players who have stepped their 

game up to a new level. 

In goal for the Gaels this 

year has been the talented com¬ 

bination of second-year player 

Amanda Foran and rookie 

Laura Gibson. When discussing 

Foran, McDowell said that “she 

has done very well and is con¬ 

stantly improving.” 

One of the basic steps to 

building a quality championship 

team is goaltending, and this 

team is quite solid in that aspect 

of the game. 

Solidifying the defence this 

past season has been Raeleen 

Dunne, who was described by 

her coach as “feisty and intelli¬ 

gent [and] a real benefit to the 

team.” McDowell also had high 

praise for Nicole Miller who 

“has done a terrific job.” The 

defence has only given up eight 

goals all year and McDowell 

admits that their opponents’ 

offence “haven’t done a lot 

against us.” 

The same cannot be said for 

the Gaels’ offence, however. 

This team’s forwards have 

tremendous speed, especially 

with Kim Mwenifumbo and 

Ange Crockford. McDowell 

describes both players as 

“loaded with speed, [and they 

have] scored tons of goals.” 

With this Gael team, there is 

not much of a focus placed on 

individual players. Instead, an 

overall team-first concept is 

emphasized. The players realize 

that anything can happen in this 

tournament and that they must 

come ready to play. However, 

McDowell feels that his team 

can control their own destiny 

and likes the focus he sees in his 

players, especially since they 

haven’t played meaningful 

games in a while. “It’s nice to 

see no real nervousness. The 

girls are chomping at the bit, 

just waiting to get started,” he 

said. 

They won’t be waiting for 

long, since their first game is 

this morning at 8:30 a.m. 

more 
chance 

By Adam Kaminsky 

After a tumultuous trip 

through the O-QIFC regular 

season, the Queen’s Golden 

Gaels have been left with a 

very simple route to the play¬ 

offs — win the final game of 

the season. When the Bishop’s 

Gaiters (3-4) visit Richardson 

Stadium on Hallowe’en, the 

Gaels (3-4) are going to have 

to dress-up as the team that 

went 3-1 to start the season, or 

it could be an abrupt end to a 

promising campaign. 

With Ottawa and Concordia 

playing for first place and 

Laval’s win over Queen’s 

clinching them third, it will be 

a new chapter in an old rivalry 

that decides fourth spot. With 

that position in the standings 

will come the final invitation 

to the playoff party, an invita¬ 

tion that these two talented 

teams thought they would have 

already secured by this game. 

O-QCFC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
G W L F A P 

Onjivj 7 b I 247 HI 12 
Concordia ' J 2 190 121 10 
Lh-jI » 4 9 ISI 13s S 
QueenV T t!,H 131 F 
Bishop's 7 3 4 ISO 173 f. 
McGill 7 3 4 87 133 6 
Corlcion ~ I 3 5U 237 2 

While the rise and fall of 

Queen’s has been well docu¬ 

mented, the Bishop’s Gaiters 

have endured similar peaks and 

valleys. After beginning the 

season with two wins, against 

Carleton and Queen’s, the lads 

from Lennoxville enjoyed the 

third ranking in the CIAU. This 

lofty status was short-lived, 

and with two losses to Ottawa 

and losses to Laval and Con¬ 

cordia, the Gaiters have put 

themselves in a precarious 

position. 

As for the home team, wJiile 

the heartbreaking loss at Laval 

in the final minute kept them 

from clinching a playoff spot, 

there were some positives to be 

taken from the game. 

“[The Laval] game was a 

tough loss, but I was encour¬ 

aged that everyone played hard 

and we were in a posirion to 

win,” said Head Coach Bob 

Howes. 

The squad must now turn 

their attention to a Gaiters 

team that they lost to in week 

Please see Must on page 20 ©BISHOP’S VS QUKKN’S 
Battle for the playoffs 

1 p.m. Hallowe’en Saturday 
Dress up early, party all day at Richardson Stadium 
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more details. 
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214 Princess Street 

GREAT STUDENT 
DISCOUNTS 

AVAILABLE FOR: 

SYD^SILVH, 

THIS YEAR’S 
SCI-FORMAL! 

®J^^ormnating performances are 

on for the Queen’s rugby team, 

ce° Individual show put on by the 

tlu .. journal male athlete of the 

Q"X Js at another level. With all 22 

'veL' , ->7-19 Queen’s victory over 

Point.S m.3 Hemines led the Tri- 

' LT!ie fourth year fly half not only 

red all the points, but he did so in 

dramatic fashion. After kicking five 

penalties to keep the team in the game, 

Huntings scored a try with about one 

minute remaining, and the Gaels trailing 

j9_l5. Hemings followed the try up with 

a conversion, pushing Queen’s to victory 

,md a 6-1 record. 
Despite the fact the team had already 

clinched second place, this game was 

important for the team. 

“As far as standings were concerned, it 

wasn't that important, but for the team it 

was good for getting ready for the play¬ 

offs,’’ said Hemings. “Mac is always a 

tough team, so it was good for us after 

the loss at Guelph.” 

With the playoffs looming, the 

Kingston native has refocused on the 

game’s semi-final opponent, the hated 

Western Mustangs. 

“The win earlier in the year [against 

the Mustangs] was good, but we finished 

15 men [on the field] to their 13,” Hem¬ 

ings said. “We feel that we haven’t really 

beaten them and the fact that we lost to 

them in last year’s final is extra 

incentive.” 

With a recurring knee injury that 

Paul 
Heniaga 

flared up after the Mac game, Hemings 

is not practicing, but feels he will be 

ready to go by Saturday. 

“It is swollen and it is on my kicking 

leg, but I will have it drained and it 

shouldn’t be a problem,” explained the 

KCVI graduate. 

Going into the playoffs, Hemings 

knows and respects the tradition of 

excellence that is associated with 

Queen’s rugby. 

“The standard was set a long time ago 

and it is every team’s responsibility to 

maintain that tradition,” said Hemings. 

“So we want to get that championship 

back from Western.” 

The tradition continues on Saturday 

at 1 p.m. at Kingston Field. 

Love your body 
By Genevieve Eastabrook 

As women, we have to accept that our 

bodies aren’t perfect. Our breasts are too 

small, our waists, hips and thighs too 

large. We’ll never be quite tall enough, or 

curvaceous enough, or have enough mus¬ 

cle definition. At least, that is what the 

ashion, beauty and weight-loss industries 

would like us to believe. If we didn’t, we 

would stop buying their magazines, diet 

31 s aad various other implements of tor- 

f’Jre that promise to bring us an iota 

c oser to the paragons of perfection that 

we compare ourselves to. 

e m°dern world isn’t going 
to change overnight, and 
aming the media for setting 
unreachable standards will 

get us nowhere. It’s up to us, 
as individuals, to stop 

hating our bodies. 

as °ur society has become 

Women KUe?r> the standard of beauty for 
^ bo h become increasingly thin. We 

fnshio m ar jed widi images of statuesque 

letes n *V° --> professional female ath- 

portrav actresses with sculpted bodies 

mother!0*’ jUccessfal lawyers, doctors, 

fat is ar.S an, *overs. We are taught that 

that thpCV* t0 be avo‘ded at all costs, and 

and larL- 0venve'ght are lazy, unhealthy, 

the ke., amb>tion. Weight loss is seen as 

8°od health attracdveness> success and 

het\VeeIeN ?r’ tbere is a huge discrepancy 

healthy C f Wei§lit that is considered 

ideal. M *1 tbat which is perceived as 
ot surprisingly, this discrepancy 

has led to a rise in the prevalence of body 

image problems among women of 

increasingly young age groups. One 

recent study found that nearly half of all 

Canadian women were trying to lose 

weight; 37 percent of whom were 

already at a healthy weight according to 

the Body Mass index. The same study 

found that 44 percent of girls between 14 

and 18 years of age were actively dieting. 

The desire to be thin and the restrictive 

patterns of eating associated with dieting 

have been linked to the increase in preva¬ 

lence of weight preoccupation, obsessive 

exercise, yo-yo dieting, anorexia nervosa 

and bulimia. 

Unfortunately, the modern world isn’t 

going to change overnight, and blaming 

the media for setting unreachable stan¬ 

dards will get us nowhere. It’s up to us, as 

individuals, to stop hating our bodies. 

The first important step in escaping the 

negative body image trap is to assess your 

body image, then decide what changes 

you can make to create a more positive 

one. 

There is a huge discrepancy 
between the weight that is 
considered healthy and that 
which is perceived as ideal. 

The next step is to take action. A few 

subtle changes can make an enormous 

difference in how you perceive yourself. 

Rather than thinking of what you have to 

lose, think of how you can GAIN: Get 

Active, stay Informed and Nourish 

yourself. 

Please see Valuing on page 19 

Female 

With the women’s lacrosse team 

stampeding down the road to champi¬ 

onship glory, Silvana Yee has solidified 

the offence with a deft scoring touch. 

With her 11 goals against three teams 

last weekend, she is this week’s female 

Queen’s Journal Athlete of the Week. 

The 23-year old student from 

Burlington has already completed a 

four-year physical education degree at 

Sir Wilfrid Laurier and is now in her 

second-year of a physiotherapy degree 

here at Queen’s. Lacrosse Co-coach 

Nancy Symons describes Yee as “a silent 

motivator who is very team oriented 

and a tremendous asset. She contributes 

a lot to the team on and off the field 

[and] is a friendly face in the crowd 

[who] gives advice to other players.” 

Last summer, Yee tore her ACL and 

W2s only playing at about 80 per cent 

until she had surgery in December. This 

season, she has made a complete recov¬ 

ery and is playing at full force. 

Yee was quick to praise the talented 

coaching staff of Symons, Darcie Spear¬ 

ing and Anne Bennedetti, referring to 

them as “the backbone of the team.” 

The team’s closeness both on and off 

the field is one of its greatest strengths 

according to Yee. The players regularly 

get together for drinks and house 

parties. 

This week Yee has been trying to 

gather material to put together her 

“Jimi ‘Superfly’ Snuka” wrestling cos¬ 

tume in time for their Hallowe’en 

party. 

Silrama 
^uperfly* 

Tee 
“We have a very, very good work 

ethic,” said Yee, “and the team dynam¬ 

ics are phenomenal.” 

It is refreshing to see a group of ath¬ 

letes that both work and play hard as a 

team. 

Yee and her coaches are very confi¬ 

dent that a lacrosse championship will 

be attained next week in Oshawa. “If 

we’re going to win, this is the year to 

do it,” said Yee. 

If she pots another 11 goals, the first 

women’s varsity lacrosse championship 

will belong to the 1998-99 Gaels. 

...won't you give a 
Hurt Penguin a 

nice home? 
Our last flotk of Hurt 

Penguins has arrived, but 

they won't last long. 

Come thetk them out, and 

remember, all Hurt Penguins 

are only $3.00. 

*3 ! 

Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

545-2955 • Afler January 1st 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1 

www.campusbookstore.< 



rMondays are Queen’s Day”1 
at 

The Market Salon 
327 King St. East 

Q,o (Just 5 minutes from Campus) 

Bring a frosh for a free haircut and 
get a free manicure. (Mondays Only) 

Queen’s identification required 

Call For Details 
549-2110 

Women’s tennis wins 
QUA title 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The first Queen’s OUA Champions of 

the 1998-99 season have been crowned 

and they are the members of the women s 

tennis team. The squad, which dominated 

regular season play, continued showing 

their prowess by defeating all comers at 

the National Tennis Centre on the campus 

of York University. 

“The outstanding team effort 
by both the women’s and 
men’s teams was evident 
throughout the season.” 

— Head Coach John McFarlane 

The team, led by captain and Kingston- 

native Paula Myslivecek, defeated the 

University of Toronto 4-0 and then dom¬ 

inated McGill by a 4-1 count. The captain 

managed to extend her unbeaten streak to 

two full seasons and her contribution to 

the team’s victory can not be overstated. 

“Paula Myslivecek’s leadership influ¬ 

ence both on and off the court was a piv¬ 

otal difference that contributed to the 

team’s victory,” said Head Coach John 

McFarlane. “She is tenacious, focused and 

determined and this helped build our 

team’s confidence.” 

While Myslivecek is clearly the team 

leader, she was joined by talented team¬ 

mates Melanee Short, Irene Vasa, Andra 

Leimanis, Heather Macdonnell, Amy 

White and Angelica Sandulescu. 

The men also participated in the OUA 

championships at York, but they came up 

Team celebrates provincial crown. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAULA MYSOVECEK 

slightly short of their goal, earning a silver 

medal. The squad, led by captain Mark 

Connelly, defeated McMaster in semi¬ 

final play, 4-3. They followed that up with 

a tough 4-2 loss at the hands of the Uni¬ 

versity of Western Ontario in the gold 

medal game. 

“The outstanding team effort by both 

the women’s and men’s teams was evident 

throughout the season and with a little bit 

more good fortune at the team champi¬ 

onship, Queen’s would have captured 

two rather than one OUA team champi¬ 

onship,” said McFarlane. 

While this tournament brings an end to 

the team tennis season, the OUA individ¬ 

ual tennis championships will be held this 

weekend at Laurier University. Queen’s 

will be represented on the men’s side by 

Mark and Kiran Keshave, while on the 

women’s side Myslivecek, Short and 

Leimanis will be attending. Myslivecek is 

the defending singles champ and she and 

Short won the OUA doubles champi¬ 

onship last season. 

H.M.S. FgII Referendum 
end Rector Election 

Gain vast amounts of 

Personal Wealth 
at the Commission of Internal Affairs 

Fall Referendum i Rector Election 

0?en Forum 
Thursdeij, Moo. 5 et 3:00fjrr 

JDUC - Louuer Ceilidh 

QUEEN’S UNIVERSE 

MSW 

Heor from oil of tfie Rector cendidetes, os uiell os 

eccR group piecing o question on tfie referendum 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

QUESTIONS? 

Contact the Elections Team at 545-6000 ext.4815 

-The "Personal Weallh" to be gained is inl'ormalion. Here al Queen's lhat's just as good as money!!! 
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No more excuses 
Time to get yo’ ass to the game 

The word on 
the street: 

OU KNOW THERE a lo went to every game, wouldn't know anything about football " 

wrong with out football every game be a party? Other, That doesn’t matter _ 

J season this year and it h» complain that they have too nobody does. I can honestly sav 

nothin,-' to do with what s on the much homework to take off Sat- that iu four years of going to 

field. It has to do with the fans urday afternoon. You don’t even every Gaels game, home Eand 

(or the lack thereof). , wa"‘ my opinion of these people, away, I have never watched one 

.”f n"P™ * S"“ ,0n adm,table guys single play. Going to the game is 

Valuing yourself 

Y 
Why is it 'hat Queens stu- _ -t 

denis will only go to a football who never miss a party and never a patty - nothing more. All you 

; if the words Kill McGill do homework ate the ARU CRU need to know is when the guy in 

an assemblage of gentlemen yellow crosses the line at the end 

who get up of the field, 

game . ■ 
L Homecoming are men¬ 

tioned in the title? And knowing 

lhis why did the idiots in charge 

decide to put “Kill McGill” and 

"Homecoming” on the same 

day? j- 
You know, around 

Homecoming I was read¬ 

ing this very publication, 

and it interviewed a 

bunch of people saying 

how great it was that Kill 

McGill and Homecoming 

were together because the 

up of the field, you do an “Oil 

Thigh.” It is that simple. 

So that is my goal for tomor¬ 

row: To get every student back 

to Richardson Stadium to 

have a wild time again. If 

Hallowe’en and the 

Bishop’s Gaiters aren’t 

enough inspiration to get 

up early tomorrow and get 

really sloshed before heading 

down to West Campus, I don’t 

know what is. 

First years, get your whole 

floor out and follow the Bands 

when they come get you at noon. 

’99s call all your old friends and 

marketing genius who came up 

with that scheduling gem 

deserves a real prize, if a kick in 

the teeth is considered a prize. 

[People] only go to the 
big games because 

they know there will 
be a big crowd and it 
will be a party. But if 
everybody went to 

every game, wouldn’t 
every game be a party? 

a good feature length film, I still “You have made some fine points . _ , 
d™‘ understand the mentality here George, and I would go to mg about Queen s football, but 

0 students here. Why do you the game tomorrow, but I don’t °Y 030 e ance' 

°nly go to Kill McGill or Home- - 

coming games? 1 mean, it’s the 

same team in the yellow helmets 

^'ery week. Paul Correale still 

uns really fast and scores a 

ounch of touchdowns. Aru is still 

n" ,re' the likelihood of me 
s mg you js the same as during 

Homecoming. 

thehi°St Say tllac they only go to 

fhp-„ 8 *?ai?es because they know 

will i1Wl a b‘g crowd and it 
u a part)'. But if everybody 

George Reinblatt knows noth- 

1 Person r'St Taking Strategies 
1 Comrlrti!26^ Professional Instruction 

• W , Practice Exams 

1 Fret T Tu'0rin2 Available rre'Repea, Policy 

1 "formation 
t-all Ovf—j . 

Curry Village 
Bringing you Kingston’s finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times. 
The Globe and Mail. Toronto Life and the 

Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), 542-5010 
Kingston, Ontario 

20% Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

Continued from page 17 

Get Active: being fit doesn’t 

mean slaving in the gym or feel¬ 

ing guilty for missing a workout. 

Healthy bodies come in all 

shapes and sizes, and sticking to 

regular physical activities that 

you enjoy will boost your self¬ 

esteem and your mood. Don’t 

think of exercise as a means ro 

burn calories, but as a way to 

boost your energy and keep your 

body and your mind healthy. 

Stay Informed: it helps to 

know the truth about fad diets, 

proper nutrition and the health 

benefits of exercise. A wealth of 

information on all of these top¬ 

ics are available through Health, 

Counseling and Disability 

Services. 

Nourish Yourself: eliminate 

the word ‘diet’ from your vocab¬ 

ulary and eat a variety of healthy 

foods that you enjoy every day. 

Remember that there are no 

such things as ‘forbidden’ or 

‘bad’ foods and that depriving 

yourself will only lead to anxi¬ 

ety, or even worse, to binging. 

However, nourishment goes far 

beyond food. Remember to take 

time every day to do things that 

you enjoy and reward yourself 

for the things that you do well. 

Finally, keep in mind that 

beauty is not in the eye of the 

beholder — it’s in the minds of 

the beautiful. 

Intramural comer 

game would be a sellout, 

on folks, don’t you realize that a 

Kill McGill game can sell itself early every Saturday morning, 

out, and that a Homecoming get really drunk, put on their 

game can do the same? Thus, clown wigs and come on down go to one last football game 

instead of having two big crowds to the football game. Sometimes before you have to sit on the 

to play in front of, the football they watch, sometimes they high- alumni side and listen to those 

team was awarded only one. The land dance at half-time, and competitive cheerleaders all day 

sometimes they fall down the long. Second and third years — 

stairs and roll onto the track in a 

drunken stupor. Now if these 

aren’t role models I don’t know 

who are. 

Do you know why the ARU 

CRU are role models? Because 

when they look back at their 

memories of Queen’s (no matter 

just show up. We can prove to 

those scheduling wizards that 

Queen’s students actually have 

school spirit past September. We 

can be spirited all the way into 

late October. That’ll show’em. 

If that’s not enough inspira¬ 

tion to show up. I’ll even make 

BEW1C Sports Days is once 

again on the horizon. It is 

time to start organizing your 

team for this exciting week¬ 

end of sport and team spirit. 

Events include rugby-basket- 

ball, volleyball, broomball and 

inner tube water polo. Teams 

must consist of a minimum of 

14 males and 14 females. Reg¬ 

istration will begin at 8 a.m. in 

room 226 of the Phys-ed Cen¬ 

tre on November 17, 1998 

and is limited to 32 reams. 

The tournament will cake 

place on January 15 and 16, 

1999. 

Winter sign-up is also com¬ 

ing soon. It will take place 

November 11, 199S in rhe 

; upstairs lobby ac the PEC 

from 5-~ p.m. WIC partici¬ 

pants can sign up for basket¬ 

ball, volleyball, broomball and 

badminton. BEWS players can 

register for badminton, bas¬ 

ketball, broomball, squash, 

volleyball, ball hockey, curling 

and the ice hockey tourna¬ 

ment. BEWIC athletes are able 

to sign up for bowling, 

broomball, volleyball, walley- 

ball, curling and inner tube 

water polo. 

If you are an Intramural 

participant and have yet to 

sign the Code of Conduct for 

any of your teams you will not 

be eligible for the playoffs. 

The Code of Conduct can be 

signed at rhe Inrramural office 

in room 201A at the PEC. 

how fuzzy they are) they will my own sacrifice: For the person 

remember more than the interior who shows up tomorrow in the 

of the library. That’s because they best Hallowe’en costume, I will 

go out and do things. Too many personally buy them a case of 

people get too caught up in work beer. That’s right FREE BEER, 

at this school. I don’t care about Did I mention, FREE BEER! 

your midterms; 1 don’t even To summarize: free beer, cos- 

know what a midterm is. But I do tumes, drunkenness, highland 

Despite the fact that the know that nobody is too busy to dancing, football and free beer, 

scheduling must have been done take off a Saturday to get drunk Ain't no school work worth 

by the same wizard who thought and have fun at a football game, missing that for. 

Night at the Roxbury” would be Now I see some of you saying, 

IRISH DESCENDANTS 
with THE NEEDF1RE 

IRISH DANCE QUARTET 
"The Descendants have the Allantic 
lapping off the stage, the salt sting in the 
theatre air." "The lively Irish Dancers... 
dazzling and dexterous" - Toronto Star 

THIS MONDAY!!! 

Kingston Grand Theatre 
Mon.. November 2 - 8 p.m. 

Reserved Seating. $21.50 (Gst. incl.) 

A Shamero Production 

"THe VHMT&ST 

6£AP- IN TH£ CITY' 
2-H PF-INC6'S'5 “5T.. 

(Ui?) 544-141Z 

ATT6NT10N SNOV^OAP-DeP-S 

WeYre Now Your #1 Outlet 
For ‘Snowboards £r Aear 

CbecK tr© out! 
eom>sl • 'boots-• BiupNcs • AccessoF-ies 

Vans F4pz.one 
Option Limited 
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Iris 
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Split 
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Out of our 
Women’s lacrosse expects to 

By Robert MacNeil 

With a blazing offence and 

an impressively stingy defence, 

the women’s lacrosse team is 

not shy about expressing their 

confidence about winning their 

first varsity championship. 

This past weekend, the Gaels 

defeated their three opponents 

by a combined score of 30-7, 

including a 14-3 thrashing of 

York University, who had 

beaten them each of the last 

two years in the finals. That 

phenomenal weekend ensured 

the Gaels of a first-place finish 

and an undefeated record. The 

team is coached by three play¬ 

ers: Nancy Symons, Anne 

Bennedetti and Darcie Spear¬ 

ing. According to these three, 

this is the most dominant group 

of athletes they have ever seen. 

The real key to this team lies 

in the fact that every one of 

their players is able to step up 

and provide an instant spark to 

the team’s overall performance. 

These Gaels are a blend of 

rookies and veterans who are as 

close off the field as they are on 

it. Symons feels that the team 

“has tremendous individual 

players” but that the real strong 

point has been “the raw talent 

and work ethic.” 

“[It seems inevitable 
that Queen’s will be ] 

bringing home the 
first of many 

championships.” 

— Co-coach 
Darcie Spearing 

Bennedetti agrees and is 

“really impressed with how 

everyone has come together 

(and how it has resulted] in 

such an excellent season.” 

While the team does not 

spend much time distributing 

individual accolades, there are 

several players that were high¬ 

lighted by the coaches. Fourth- 

way 
dominate final 

year rookie goalie Barb Phibbs 

was recruited from the track 

and field team this year and has 

improved consistently every 

game, solidifying the position. 

Silvana Yee, the Queen's Journal 

Athlete of the Week, has been 

“awesome” according to 

Bennedetti, especially after she 

scored a whopping 11 goals in 

her last three games. Bennedetti 

is no slouch either, as she 

scored four goals and three 

assists in the pummeling of 

York. Spearing was also 

involved in the game and con¬ 

tributed a four-goal effort 

herself. 

This team exudes so much 

confidence that it appears 

inevitable to them that they will 

be “bringing home the first of 

many championships,” said 

Spearing. Symons believes that 

once they reach the final that 

“we will win by at least five 

goals,” while Spearing believes 

“that we could win by even 

more than that.” 

®he ^Hancnn 
www.thetoucan.com 

SPECIALS 
1/2 price 1/2 price $2 49 
WINGS* NACHOS* Sunday 
sun-tues wed BREAKY 

' with beverage purchase after 2pm 

, Sat Oct 31 ^ 

Halloween & 
bloorn 

Mtrfepatrtch’s 
/6 Princess st. 544-1966 

love debate? 
Want to stir things 

up on campus? 

Join us. 

We are looking for an Opinions Page Editor. 

Please call Tara or Keith at 545-2800 or stop 
by The Journal House at 272 Earl Street. 

Applications due Monday at noon. 

“We will win by at 
least five goals.” 

— Co-coach 
Nancy Symons 

The coaches recognize that 

one danger is that the team 

could be caught off guard when 

they reach the final. Symons 

knows, however, that this jug¬ 

gernaut is cruising along and 

“hasn’t had any real nailbiters 

this year.” 

The closest the Gaels came 

to losing a game may have been 

last weekend’s win over 

Toronto. Queen’s only lead at 

the half by a score of 2-1, but 

turned on the afterburners and 

won 8-2. Since they are able to 

turn the offence on and off with 

a push of the proverbial button, 

it looks like the coaches will be 

right and the first of many 

championship banners will be 

waving proudly at Queen’s after 

next weekend. 

Must win 
transgressions against Laval 

and back-up safety A1 McNish 

to injury. 

“We have always been thin 

tstop 
the run, we’re dead anyway." 

Offensively, the Gaels were 

able to rack up 472 yards in the 

first encounter, but the prob- 

“Loser loses all, 
winner wins all.” 

Continued from page 15 

two at Coulter Field 24-19. wc ^ aiways 

While the score was ‘8 > at defensive secondary, but 
much of the game wasn , wi now we are reaUy tbin l , 
the homestanders bursting out explaine^ Mu° k 

to a 21-4 lead y a -time ai «j^oweverj tbey set up the pass 
then expanding it to a 20 point ^ ^ ^ SQ jf wg can,t p 

bulge early in the third quarter. 

The Gaels offence, led by back¬ 

up quarterback Dustin 

Falscheer, did put up some 

points during the comeback, jems shown during that game 
but it was the improved play of remain concerns*The 

the defence that is most fumb)ed ^ baU twJce “J 

promising. threw four interceptions, many 

of which were deep in Gaiter 

territory. If the team is to move 

on to the playoffs, they will 

have to cure these ills. Coach 

— Head Coach Yovetich is pleased with the 

Bob Howes execution in the middle of the 

field, but extremely frustrated 

by the inefficiency near the 

goal line. 

Bishop’s will counter the 

Gaels’ second ranked offence 

with the best linebacking corps 

in the conference. With all- 

Canadian Rob Smith, potential 

conference all-star Hugh Irwin 

and improving outside line¬ 

backer Matt Robichaud 

patrolling the field, running the 

ball becomes difficult. The 

Gaiters also have a solid sec¬ 

ondary, led by Errol Powell, 

who is tied for the conference 

lead in interceptions. While 

this defence is rated only fifth 

in the conference, it is much 

better than that on the field. 

“It is encouraging that we 

played well in the second half,” 

said Queen’s Defensive Coor¬ 

dinator Bob Mullen. “I hope 

we have adjusted to their wing- 

T attack, but this is a good 

offence that moved the ball up 

and down the field against 

Ottawa.” 

It is the uniqueness of 

Bishop’s wing-T offence, a run¬ 

ning style popularized in Texas 

during the fifties and sixties, 

that makes this offence so diffi¬ 

cult to defend against. In the 

first encounter on September 

12, the Gaels saw diminutive 

Bishop’s tailback Ben Ouimet 

run for 130 yards and strap¬ 

ping fullback O.J. Burnett, who 

currently leads the conference 

in rushing, run for over 70 

yards and a touchdown. 

Ouimet has since been dis¬ 

placed in the line-up by Rich 

Bailey, who has had some huge 

games for the Gaiters. The key 

to their offence remains their 

quarterback, Mark Stipe, who 

is an exceptional athlete. It will 

be important for the Gaels 

front seven, most notably Jim 

‘the Sack Guru’ Aru and Derek . 
Spronck, to provide pressure, They have great lmebac 

especially with the loss of vet- ers> bur we have to 6° to wherc 

eran defensive back Max they are g°ing to be and, n0.C 

Turner to suspension, due to where they were and block 

“I hope we have 
adjusted to their 

wing-T attack, but this 
is a good offence that 

moved the ball up and 
down the field 

against Ottawa.” 

— Coach Bob Mullen 

The Honourable 

PAUL MARTIN 
Minister of Finance 

Friday, November 6 
12:00pm 

Wallace Hall-JDUC 

Brought to you by 

Queen’s University Liberal Association 

& 

Speaker’s Committee n 
Msw f 

COMMITTKB 

them,” explained Yovetich. 

Both teams know that they 

are better than their sub-500 

records and want to prove it on 

the larger stage of the playoffs. 

The Gaiters come into this 

game knowing that they have 

beaten the Gaels before. 

Queen’s knows that they are 

playing in the friendly confines 

of Richardson Stadium, where 

they have lost twice in three 

years. 

Coach Howes described the 

implications of this game in 

only one sentence. “Loser loses 

all, winner wins all.” 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 
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ArtsqCEntertainment 
I,) the nude: Bif gets 

burnt ffl AJ’s. Fully Exposed 
Bif Naked gets dirty, but not down RotdtC this! 

Bif Naked 

Aik Hangar 

Wednesday, October 28 

By Jeff Child 

Hallowe’en started early at AJ’s Hangar 

on Wednesday night, as acclaimed Vancou¬ 

ver band Bif Naked was 

in town to play some of their spooky hard 

rock licks. Lead by the 27-year-old New 

Delhi-born frontwoman and official band 

captain Betj Torbert, the band is currently 

promoting their new album I Bifcuss and I 

had the chance to check them out. 

The Wednesday night concert at AJ’s 

immediately got off on the wrong foot, as 

the atmosphere inside was not first rate. If 

you ever get tired of hanging out with the 

same old crowd, head down to AJ’s for an 

alternative. Where else can you find a mix¬ 

ture of middle-age Kingston residents, obvi¬ 

ous under-agers and students of higher 

learning all in the same building. I thought 

I was in a line at the post office! However, 

within the faceless masses, the Biff Naked 

supporters emerged tattoos and body pierc¬ 

ing intact. It was actually encouraging to see 

that Kingston’s squeegee kids could bum 

enough change to get into the show. But, 

contrary to popular belief, you don’t have 

to display tattoos and body piercing to dig 

Biff’s music. 

Even AJ’s bouncers stopped 
flexing their steroid infested 

chest muscles for a moment to 
take in the beautiful sounds. 

The evening began with the opening act 

Made; a five-piece power-pop outfit. Char¬ 

acterized by their well-engineered sound, 

the tight and energetic opening songs riv¬ 

eted through the crowd, pounding its soul. 

Soon after, however, their songs seemed to 

mesh together into one monotonous, 

generic tune that seemed to never end. This 

unintentional medley never really capital¬ 

ized on the energy of their opening tunes 

and turned me completely off the band. 

Needless to say they Made me nauseous. 

Bif Naked then unfortunately had to fol¬ 

low the anti-energy of Made. Torbert 

started off the set with an eerie vocal solo; 

her melodic howls seduced and engulfed 

the large crowd. As her voice carried like a 

siren over the entire bar, even AJ’s bouncers 

stopped flexing their steroid-infested chest 

muscles for a moment to take in the beauti¬ 

ful sounds. Bif’s mixture of hard grinding 

rock and rhythmic ballads periodically kept 

the audience entertained. 

Sporting jet-black hair, dark eye shadow 

and an array of tattoos, Torbert presented a 

tough and raunchy image. As a budding 

performer, however, she vocalized her 

thoughts genuinely and passionately. From 

revelations of child abuse to pulpy love bal¬ 

lads, she tried to conquer all. However, 

despite Bif’s extensive creative arsenal, they 

quickly ran out of ammunition. The show 

lacked uniqueness and left me waiting for a 

climax. 

The show never really got off the ground 

on Wednesday night, which is unfortunate 

considering the uniqueness of a female-led 

alternative band. For the most pan, the 

evening was lacking an intensity that should 

have been expected with an act as charged 

as Bif Naked. Hopefully on their return to 

Kingston, Bif Naked can inspire with more 

than Torbert’s Hallowe’en costume. 

Hallowe’en boo-vie picks 
Return of the 
Living Dead 

By Masochist Murray 

In the modern Southern United States 

graveyard genre. Return of the Living Dead 

is the defining punk-rockers versus zombies 
flick. 

Shot with a modest budget of $85, and 

Wallpapered in horror cliche and dark 

humour, this movie is as “B” as they come. 

Based on the premise that George 

Romero’s classic zombie flick Night of the 

Living Dead was a true story, this unofficial 

sequel takes place in the early eighties at an 

0 's£ure medical storage facility in Ken- 

tUcky, conveniently located next to a grave- 

ya,rd and crematorium. A strange zombie 

Rust is released from the military canisters 

ousing^ the lifeless characters from 

omero’s classic, and is then deposited into 

e sod °f an adjoining graveyard during a 

uuely thunderstorm. What results is an 

Wesonie display of the brain-eating undead 

0ln8 head to head with a gang of brainless 
C|ghties punks. 

cur *lrougbout this titanic battle, an under- 

in^reunt °f tastelessness shines through, giv- 
*8 this movie its tone. 

Cre°r examP*e» the decision to name the 

A,KI?at0r character after a notorious 

0f b v‘tz Nazi was crude, and the scenes 

Und r,u*a* sexual slayings of completely 

a m a jumbos lack sensitivity. However, in 

a t°jbld sort °f way, the ability to offend is 

the Cniark °f any good “B” movie and for 

ente t°St-ParC ^eturl! °f the Living Dead is 
shg^ ain‘n8- Inundated with bad make-up, 

tiudit act‘nB> suspect editing, unnecessary 
>’ and midgets, this movie is the hands 

down Oscar winner in the cheap-ass horror 

flick category. 

Now if you want a quality “Hollywood” 

horror flick go and rent Scream, but if you 

want a truly entertaining and mindless 

evening stick with this piece of camp. 

The Shining 

By Killer Kim 

Cinematic god Stanley Kubrick was once 

asked to describe the nature of his film The 

Shining. His reply? “There’s is something 

inherently wrong with the human personal¬ 

ity,” he said “There’s an evil side to it.” 

With this notion of the human psyche, 

Kubrick creates quite a horrorshow with 

The Shining. The film relies, to no surprise, 

on the eccentric, and with the talent of 

Kubrick, it becomes more than a just a reg¬ 

ular Hallowe’en horror flick — it’s twisted, 

potent celluloid that causes the heart to 

beat faster. The Shining is based on the 

Stephen King novel of the same name. 

Kubrick takes the supermarket paperback 

and constructs a film that is reminiscent of 

A Clockwork Orange and 2001: A Space 

Odyssey in that his technological genius 

resurfaces to tell a complex story. 

The film opens with a moving aerial 

view of mountainous areas which acts as a 

nauseating preview of the upcoming events. 

Bad boy Jack Nicholson plays Jack Tor¬ 

rance, a writer who takes on the position of 

winter caretaker at the Overlook Hotel. 

The hotel can only be reached by a steep 

winding road, which is the reason why one 

family must be hired to keep it up during 

the winter. What the Torrance family 

doesn’t realize is the murderous history 

behind the structure. 

Shelley Duvall is the overly distraught 

wife, Wendy, who not only fends off her 

husband’s explosive nature, but is wary of 

her young son Danny’s (a frightening por¬ 

trayal by a young Danny Lloyd) neurotic 

imbalance. Danny’s psychic abilities enables 

him to witness the horror of the past vic¬ 

tims of the hotel. The composition of all 

three disturbed characters develops into a 

hotbed of blood floods and axe-murders. 

If anything, one of the most appealing 

characteristics of the The Shining is 

Kubrick’s ability to sneak in the cinemato¬ 

graphic weirdness that made all of his film’s 

a cult hit. Slow but loud movements such 

as the use of an axe in conjunction with 

Wendy screaming, is one of the methodical 

intricacies that makes the film frustrating 

and haunting. 

No matter what sort of state you watch 

this film in, the result is just the same. 

Kubrick leaves the audience feeling as if 

someone is watching you behind a invisible 

window. So take a room at the Overlook 

Hotel, and you’ll see why “all work and no 

play makes Jack a very dull boy.” 

Fhimpkinhead 

By Crazy Crosbie 

Horror films are meant to be scary. 

Many do not succeed at this task, but few 

fail the way Pumpkinhead does. Released in 

1988, Stan Winston’s “stylish and atmos¬ 

pheric" film generates nothing but bore¬ 

dom. In fact it’s safe to say that the slimy, 

wet, seed-filled interior of a pumpkin is 

scarier than Pumpkinhead. 

Set in a small hick town in the seventies, 

a gang of rich, spoiled and deadly dirtbikers 

Please see Pumpkin on page 22 

Various Artists 
Hallowe’en Hootenanny 

Geffen Records 

By Ken Butland 

Hallowe’en Hootenanny is 

what happens when Rob 

Zombie decides to cross 

campy Hallowe’en horror 

themes with hard rock. This 

musical collaboration of bands 

on the Geffen record label 

would go over well at a 

dancy/drinky holiday bash. It 

doesn’t make well for private 

listening though. 

The bulk of its tracks are 

mono-thematic. There’s a 

song about vampires, two 

about werewolves... you get 

the idea. Strangely enough, all 

of the material is inoffensive 

and censor-friendly, to the 

point of being flaccid. The 

A&P might want a copy to 

loop as Kingston nears 

October 31. 

As for a breakdown of genre, 

the album is mainly surf rock, 

with some blues/rock and 

metal tossed in. Nothing really 

stands out except for the xylo¬ 

phone and muted trumpets on 

a track by Frenchv called 

“Ribcage Mambo” (also the 

collection’s only entry with a 

female lead singer). 

Other than that, the record’s 

only high points are Los 

Straightjackets’ cover of die 

“The Munsters” theme song 

set to surf rock, and Zacherle 

(with Southern Culture on rhe 

Skids) with a song called 

“Sinister Purpose,” that is 

reminiscent of the old 

Monster Mash tune. 

The collection gets tiring to 

listen to after the first few 

tracks. Most songs sound 

much the same, and a couple 

sound identical; there’s this 

one guitar riff that seems to 

have been passed around from 

band to band and recorded 

over .and over for some rea¬ 

son. 

This makes Halloween 

Hootenanny one of those 

albums that you’ll play one or 

two times, get your fill, bring 

to a party and not cry when 

some drunk dick likes the 

CD’s attractive cover so much 

that he or she decides to steal 
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Battling the vinyl 
Alfie’s Pub spins into the underground 

BATTLE OF THE D)'S 

Alfie's Pub 

Wednesday, October 28 

By Chad Davis 

“Fuck it. We can make a dead 

man move. We can make a 

shadow dance. ” — Ali 

Place: Alfie's. Time: 10 p.m. 

Wednesday, October 28, 1998. 

Stepping up to the . turntables 

were seven competitors spin¬ 

ning for an unfortunately sparse 

crowd. These DJs put them¬ 

selves out for the dedicated 

heads who were obviously 

fending for beats. 

First to the stage was DJ Melt 

who presented a monotonous, 

commercial House set that left 

the listeners unsatisfied with the 

lack of scratching and his lack¬ 

lustre mixing. 

Shinobi then took the crowd 

by surprise, opening with 

superb scratching over under¬ 

ground Hip Hop beats. He 

gained the crowd’s respect and 

applause during the fast and 

furious cutting in the middle of 

his performance. 

The third DJ of the night was 

DJ Under who presented a 

funky House set. His perfor¬ 

mance was average due to the 

absence of mixing and scratch¬ 

ing skills. 

DJ Mythic then took control 

of the audience with the power¬ 

ful, underground House tracks 

that he presented in a slowly 

building set. His rhythm and 

mixing skills set him apart from 

the previous House DJs of the 

night. 

Fifth up to the tables was 

Neil Brown who opened well 

with old school Hip Hop and 

beat juggling, but failed to 

recover after stopping his per¬ 

formance to adjust the gain lev¬ 

els. Though his friends 

attempted to support him, their 

rhythmless dancing detracted 

from his performance. 

The highlight of the night 

was Ali, who opened with a 

Peter Pan record and smoothly 

mixed in DiscoHouse. The lis¬ 

teners cheered as he cut over 

House and freaked the mixer, 

displaying versatility rarely seen 

in DJs. 

The last up was DJ Mind- 

field who had a nice intro 

scratching and beat juggling 

classic Hip Hop but suffered 

from mistakes later in the set. 

The meshing of Hip Hop and 

Country as the finale to his set 

was unique. 

Though [Neil Brown’s] 
friends attempted to 

support him, their 
rhythmless dancing 
detracted from his 

performance. 

The second round of the 

competition is next Wednesday, 

November 4 at Alfie’s. Shinobi, 

DJ Mythic, Neil Brown, and Ali 

will be spinning for $500 in 

prize money and studio time. 

The opportunity to see four 

quality turntablists perform at 

Queen’s in one night is rare. 

Rotting pumpkin 
Continued from page 21 

invade a small town, causing 

ridiculous havoc by riding their 

dirtbikes around the sandy 

: lowlands. This horrific, scan- 

; dalous act stirs anger and fear 

in the members of the small 

town, because everyone knows 

: dirtbikers are children of the 

devil. The so-called excitemenr 

: of the movie ensues when a 

I small child is killed by being 

; bonked on the head by an 

uverzealous and drunk dirt- 

: biker. 
When the child’s father, Ed 

Harvey (played by Lance Hen- 

riksen of Millennium fame), 

discovers his dead tyke, he 

becomes consumed With aveng¬ 

ing his son’s death. He travels 

i to the graveyard and digs up 

the body of Pumpkinhead. 

Harvey is no stranger to the 

; fang-bearing, slime-dripping, 

blood-sucking Pumpkinhead 

because he saw the creature 

when he was a child. The rest 

of the movie is spent with the 

devious Pumpkinhead killing 

the bad bikers. 

Eventually, like every good 

protagonist, Harvey cannot let 

Pumpkinhead finish what it 

started. I would Like to say this 

is where Pumpkinhead gets 

interesting, but I can’t. From 

here on in, this hour and 27 

minute flop gets somewhat 

more absorbing, but there is 

never a time when Pumpkin- 

head generates any fear. 

What is most questionable 

■ about Pumpkinhead is that, at 

no point is the legend of Pump¬ 

kinhead explained. The viewer 

is given no explanation of the 

history of the creature or why 

or how it exists. 

More crazy, however, is the 

title of the movie. Pumpkin- 

head, to me, invokes the image 

of a monster with, if not a 

pumpkin for a head, at least 

some pumpkin-like qualities. 

Slime, seeds, or even triangular 

shaped eyes would have 

defined Pumpkinhead as a 

monster with pumpkin-patch 
roots. 

However, the evil-killing- 

creature-thing featured in this 

movie shows that Slime Thing 

or Rotting Teeth Eyeball Sucker 

would have been a more 

appropriate titles. No pumpkin 

exists at anytime in the movie; 

thus, I think it is really wrong 

that the producers of this film, 

Howard Smith and Richard C. 

Weinman used a traditional 

Hallowe’en image to get peo¬ 

ple to watch their piece of 

extraordinarily bad crap. 

The only saving grace of this 

movie is at the beginning, when 

for at least five minutes, you 

get to see the erect nipples of 

Henriksen, who undoubtedly 

would be horrified at his early 

acting work. 

I wouldn’t even recommend 

this movie as a background 

flick for a Hallowe’en party. 

Except for the nipples, Pump¬ 

kinhead is a ghastly, deadly 

bore. 
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The Scene is a new addition to the Arts 

' Irr?mT SCCrion’ APPear‘n8 throughout the \ 
9,9 v°hime of The Journal, The Scene will?*™ 

ugi lght various facets of entertainment culture and 

artistic endeavor not normally fearured in the section. 

Fallen Royalty 
No Prince Charming to wake this Sleeping Beauty 

BY jESSE Craig Bellringer 

The Princess Court Cinema closed its 

doors two weeks ago in what may be the 

final act in a long-brewing tragedy. 

The downtown theatre, long besieged 

with financial difficulties resulting from 

poor attendance but highly-regarded 

within the Kingston community, was 

operated with only a skeletal staff during 

the past 12 months in an effort to cut 

costs. Despite a creative deal with 

Alliance Communications, a major Cana¬ 

dian studio and one of Princess Court’s 

principle creditors, and a fund-raising 

campaign in co-operation with the popu¬ 

lar Grizzly Grill restaurant, the indepen¬ 

dent theatre could not raise the necessary 

funds to continue to operate. 

While many long-time patrons and 

entertainment to which its patrons had 

grown accustomed. 

An under-publicized and 
obviously-ineffective 

fundraising venture with 
neighbouring Grizzly Grill 

does not constitute a 
determined effort to save 

the cinema. 

How committed was the 
Princess Court to 

saving itself? 

Kingston residents were quick to 

express sadness and extend their 

sympathies to the non-profit 

theatre, the closing of the 

Princess Court Cinema 

may be beneficial 

for independent 

film in 

Kingston. 
The loss of the 

J'ty’s only venue 

, alternative fare is 

pearly difficult to bear, but ^ 

‘he possible formation of a 

a'ore consistent cinema that offers 

0re var‘ety ‘han the Princess Court is 
ertainly appealing. 

or all of the theatre’s virtue as a non- 

D 'fnstream> locally-owned and non- 

wha)1 k^erat*0n> a SaP existed between 

whir1 l Pr'ncess Court Cinema was and 

Perhl thjatre-8°ers wanted it to be. 

the r ^S UC to s^arP financial restraints, 

and 'nenia Was notorious for long runs 

The n S°meW*lat unPredictable schedule, 

‘he ne 4 r° Tears clearly demonstrated 

‘lie. Th u°r Pr‘ncess Court to evolve or 

reduced r Cafre s sta^ was systematically 

three t0 3 ^'na* restin8 place of a mere 

came aPCrSOns; with the staff reduction 

ity 0f ,ProP0rtionate drop in the capac- 

e theatre to offer the quality of 

As the Cinema went through its death 

throes this summer, woefully little was 

done to publicize the theatre’s plight. I 

would submit that this was further evi¬ 

dence of the impossibility of running a 

successful theatre with such a skeletal 

staff — there was simply no paid 

employee that could commit the time 

required to forming and executing a 

viable pitch to save the ailing theatre. An 

under-publicized and obviously-ineffec¬ 

tive fundraising venture with neighbour¬ 

ing Grizzly Grill does not constitute a 

determined effort to save the cinema. 

Such lack of activity on the part of the 

theatre begs the question: how commit¬ 

ted was the Princess Court to saving 

itself? When the local media was 

informed that owner Shane McGee had 

struck a deal with the cinema’s major 

creditor, Alliance Films, to repay the the¬ 

atre’s outstanding $13, 000 debt, some¬ 

thing akin to optimism stirred in 

theatre-goers hearts. Under the terms of 

the deal, Alliance was to allow the PCC 

to choose any films from the distribu¬ 

tor’s vault free of charge; as such, PCC 

could afford to screen a wide vari¬ 

ety of big-ticket films from past 

and present and, with the 

increased revenue gener¬ 

ated from larger audi¬ 

ences, pay off 

Alliance and get 

back on their 

feet. It 

sounded 

like, in any 

event, Kingston 

audiences would get 

treated to some interesting 

cinema. Sadly, the summer 

passed without incident and the PCC 

quietly shut its doors nearly two weeks 

ago. 
What went wrong? McGee alleges 

that the theatre closed due to lack of 

attendance. But how could he expect his 

customers to offer support when the 

same film would be screened for weeks 

at time? There was no significant change 

in the PCC’s schedule that signified the 

sudden cornucopia thar the Alliance deal 

was expected to produce; although the 

distributors quickly sent off Michael 

Moore’s The Big One in early summer, it 

was not until September that the PCC 

finally screened the long-overdue Smoke 

Signals. 

Magee insists that the Alliance deal 

failed on the distributors part, alleging 

that while the company paid lip service 

to the idea of doing their part to sustain 

the PCC, their offer amounted only to 

carefully orchestrated politics. The effect 

of the summer’s lacklustre effort, regard¬ 

less of blame, was decidedly negative. 

The variety of the screenings did not 

increase and audiences are notoriously 

fickle, even those who care about their 

venue. Sadly, the venue in question had 

reached the end of its run. 

Queen’s Film Series can satiate 

Kingston’s appetite for alternative cin¬ 

ema. But it is an important start in not 

only maintaining quality cinema in 

Kingston but improving it. The closing 

of the Princess Court Cinema, while 

unfortunate in its own right, offers a 

valuable opportunity for change. Mean¬ 

while, the former patrons of the PCC 

cross their fingers and hope that change 

will equal growth. 

No plans are concrete at this 
time, but even the possibility 
of such a venture indicates 
that the PCC did not close 
due to a lack of a market. 

Allowing for the requisite sadness that 

accompanies the loss of something famil¬ 

iar, the closure of the PCC is a chance for 

independent, alternative theatre to re¬ 

establish itself in Kingston. The PCC 

most of us knew represented the evolu¬ 

tion of a film series offered by the 

Queen’s Film Department during the 

1980s. Blaine Allen, chairperson of 

Queen’s Film Department is attempting 

to initiate a re-organization of the origi¬ 

nal project. No plans are concrete at this 

time, but even the possibility of such a 

venture indicates that the PCC did not 

close due to a lack of a market, as Magee 

claimed. There is room for foreign, inde¬ 

pendent and alternative cinema in 

Kingston. In fact, there is more room 

than the PCC was able to fill; in the end, 

it was the theatre’s failings that led to its 

downfall, not the audience’s. 

It is unlikely that even a resurrected 
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Culture of beats 
By Trung Nguyen 

There was a time when “alter¬ 

native music" meant an alterna¬ 

tive to popular music. What it 

didn’t mean was Top - 10 radio 

play, a record contract with a 

corporate giant, and all-expense 

paid world-wide tours . So what 

exactly does alternative mean in 

our little post-post-post modern 

world of music? 

Alternative music in the past 

has been dynamic and ever- 

changing. This is why alternative 

is not a genre of music so much 

as it is a point in the continuum 
of musical imagination. It is a 

reaction, an instigator, and an 

underground movement of 

counterculture. Sounds a lot like 

something that does exist today: 

raving. 

Ask anyone what a rave is, 

and they’ll tell you something 

different from the next person. 

Perhaps it is exactly this ambigu¬ 

ity and unwillingness to be com¬ 

partmentalized that has kept 

rave alive for so long. Much like 

the hippie movement of the six¬ 

ties and the punk movement of 

the seventies, rave represents an 

alternative to popular music in 

the nineties. Yet unlike it’s pre¬ 

decessors, rave is not a reaction 

to politics. Rave culture is char¬ 

acterized by its electronically dri¬ 

ven music, its all-night 

smorgasbord of dancing, and its 

distinctive way of dress. 

Raving can be traced back to 

the mid-eighties, when youth in 

England would congregate at 

secret locations to hold parties in 

order to escape the overbearing 

eye of parents and law enforce¬ 

ment. Its introduction into 

North-America brought with it a 
kind of metamorphous.Promot- 

ers caught on to the money-mak¬ 

ing opportunity of holding raves 

which had the potential to 

attract thousands, perhaps even 

tens of thousands of people. 

Today, raving thrives world¬ 

wide, recently surfacing its head 

into the mainstream with the 

popularization of electronica 

bands. In Canada, urban centres 

such as Toronto, Montreal and 

Vancouver may have several 

raves held on any given week¬ 

end. Some, such as the World 

Electronic Music Festival held 

on Christian Island in Muskoka 

this past summer, last the whole 

weekend. 

The experience of a rave is 

just that: an experience. They 

usually start around 10 p.m., and 

dance and 

go for about 12 hours. Most of 

this time is spent dancing, an 

almost tribal and ritualistic prac¬ 

tice. Some ravers use glow sticks 

as eye candy. Others blow on 

whistles and noisemakers as they 

dance. The light show and sound 

system at most of the bigger 

raves are usually top notch, since 

rave companies can generate the 

revenue to rent such equipment 

through ticket sales, tickets can 

run anywhere from $10 - $40. 

Ravers often dance for hours on 

end, achieving a trance-like state 

of euphoria and unity with the 

crowd. This can be a potentially 

dangerous thing for inexperi¬ 

enced ravers though, as the 

temptation to keep dancing 

overshadows physical exhaus¬ 

tion. As long as you remember to 

take frequent breaks to catch 

your breath and drink water 

you’ll be okay. 

Raves have often been 

depicted in the media as being a 

hotbed for illegal drug use. Sto¬ 

ries of deaths resulting from 

overdose at raves have led the 

public to believe that rave cul¬ 

ture is a drug culture. The fact is 

that while drugs are prevalent at 

raves, they are not what raves 

are “about.” Saying that raves 
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Your 

own cookin’ 

got you 

spooked? 
Jump on a broom and 

tear over to Chez Piggy 

with your ghostly group 

and enjoy 

frighteningly fantastic food 

at a 

15% demonic discount 
...and for a howling 

horrifying Hallowe’en, 

dive into our devilish drinks. 

Drop around on Sunday for a 13ooootifu! brunch 

Chez Piggy Restaurant 60R Princess St. 549-7673 
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dope catches on 
are about drugs is analogous to 

saying that rock concerts are 

about drugs. Almost all of the 

deaths that have occurred have 

been a result of hyperthermia 

(heat exhaustion), not overdos¬ 

ing. The deaths that have been 

documented become sensation¬ 

alized, further proliferating the 

misconception that drugs are the 

defining factor for the experi¬ 

ence. In reality, the use of drugs 

is a personal decision, and 

should not be used to character¬ 

ize rave culture. 

Queen’s University 
has a small but 

vibrant population of 
rave afficiandos. 

The most popular drug used 

at raves is Ecstacy, also known as 

E, X, XTC and a plethora of 

other colourful names. Up until 

1984, it was legal in the U.S. The 

drug is generally composed of a 

combination of amphetamine 

(speed) and MDMA (methyl- 

dioxymeta-amphetimine, which 

is the actual ecstacy itself), 

although other combinations 

exist. Ecstacy works by manipu¬ 

lating the serotonin levels of the 

brain, thus bringing about a 

sense of contentment and well¬ 

being, dissolving inhibitions, and 

dually stimulating and relaxing 

the muscles of the body. Other 

drugs such as marijuana and 

GHB (gammahydroxybutyrate) 
are also used by ravers, although 

not nearly as much as ecstasy. 

My own initiation into rave 

culture happened a few years 

back while I was in high school. 

A friend of mine had introduced 

me to some electronic music, 

and I immediately took a liking 

to its incredible energy. We 

decided to check out a place in 

Toronto called the Boom Boom 

Room which featured Dr. 

Trance, a popular radio DJ who 

spun trance and ambient music 

(sub-genres of electronica) 

Although I had read about rav¬ 

ing and was well aware of the 

wild and colourful atmosphere 

at raves, nothing could have pre¬ 

pared me for what I was about to 

get myself into. People came 

dressed in anything from butter¬ 

fly wings to metallic silver jump¬ 

suits. Needless to say, I felt a 

little out of place in my Levi’s 

501’s and Calvin Klein shirt. 

The funny thing was that my 

apprehension melted soon after 

I entered the club. The people 

there didn’t seem to care how I 

was dressed. Many who were 

there approached my friend and 

I simply to chat and engage in 

small talk. This openness and 

acceptance was perhaps what I 

remember most about my first 

rave experience. 

While rave has been around 

for quite some time now, it has 

yet to be ingested and regurgi¬ 

tated by MTV and MuchMusic 

for public consumption. It’s 

arguable that rave is no longer 

alternative, as the line between 

mainstream music and electron¬ 

ica becomes more and more 

blurred. When you add the fact 

that raves are becoming more 

and more popular among week¬ 

end clubbers, the alternative 

moniker becomes inaccurate. 

Rave culture has responded to 

this popularization by splitting 

into sub-cultures. Now, there are 

raves which specifically cater to 

any one of several styles of music 

such as techno, house, hip-hop, 

hardcore, trance, ambient, jun¬ 

gle, industrial, drum ‘n bass, etc. 

This compartmentalization of 

electronica has kept under¬ 

ground enthusiasts hopeful that 

their culture won’t be sucked 

into the vacuum of popular 

music. 

Queen’s University has a 

small but vibrant population of 

rave afficiandos. Campus bars 

give at best, a sidelong glance to 

rave-type parties, although 

Clark Hall has recently started 

holding house and techno nights 

for the past few Saturdays. Yet, 

despite efforts to unite ravers, 

there has been a prevailing sense 

of disarray amongst Queen’s 

ravers, perhaps because of the 

small numbers. Additionally, 

there is really no place to rave in 

Kingston, at least not on the 

scale of even a modest Toronto 

party. This may not be a bad 

thing though. Ravers thrive on 

their invisibility and their insis¬ 

tence on remaining under¬ 

ground. Maybe this is exactly 

why rave has remained an alter¬ 

native, and stayed alive all these 

years. 

Earn Some Money! 
Local research company needs 
Telephone Interviewers 
No sales - real research. 

Evening hours, mid-city location. 
Must have pleasant telephone manner, 

reliability and attention to detail. 
Flat rate plus bonus for bilingual/multilingual 

capabilities. 

Call Lynne at Enterprise Canada Research: 
_ 536-7111 _ 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
otter classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony”, 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT - GRE ON 
CAMPUS PREP! Also, to subscribe 
to our FREE Law School Bound and 

Pre-Med bulletin email newsletters, 
email us at: learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1877 PREP.COM or 
www.prep.com Queen's University 
LSAT: November 7.8 weekend, prac¬ 
tice December 2nd. 

DO YOU HAVE A NIGHT CLASS? 
Well if you would like someone to 
walk back home with you after class, 
just give WALKHOME a call at 545- 
2662! Our boundaries extend North 
to York St., East to Ontario St., West 
to West Campus, and South to the 
Lake! 

DO YOU BELT OUT “Old Queen’s 
Sweater" in the shower? Do you find 
yourself doing flying scissor kicks at 
the mere thought of Frosh Week? 
Maybe you should harvest that ener- 
gy...ASUS is looking for spirited, moti¬ 
vated and responsible ArtSci's to 
become 1999 Orientation Chairs. 
Applications are available at the 
ASUS Core, 183 University Ave., 
545-6278. All forms are due 
November 5th. Open to all years- no 
experience necessary. Do it for the 
team 

A HUMOROUS MUSICAL look at the 
60's: FLOWER POWER written and 
directed by Jesse Stewart. Earl 
Street Theatre (KCVI) between Alfred 
and Frontenac, 8 p.m. October 
29,30,31, November 4,5,6,7. $12, 
students $10 or pay what you can. 

HEAD GAEL • SEEKING CHAIRS I 
am 5 ft 3, have red hair, and often get 
so excited about Frosh Week I break 
into spontaneous fits of modern 
dance. I am seeking FOUR spirited, 
motivated and responsible ArtSci’s to 
become 1999 ASUS Orientation 
Chairs. Help me put morale through 
the roof. Apply at the ASUS Core 

183 University Ave. 545-6278. Open 
to all years. No experience or mod¬ 
ern dance abilities necessary. Forms 
due November 5th 

MAKING CONNECTIONS A work¬ 
shop on self-care, self-esteem and 
healthy body image presented by the 
Health Outreach Program on 
Tuesday, November 3rd, 6 p.m. in the 
classroom at Student Counselling. 
Come to the lower level of the St. 
Lawrence Building on Queen’s 
Crescent. For more information call 
Diane Nolting at 545-6712. 

STAY WARM - Have your house win¬ 
terized by two devoted OPIRG volun¬ 
teers. Only $20.00. Call the Earth 
Centre at 549-0066 for details. 

STUDYING LATE? OUT WITH 
FRIENDS? JUST WANDERING 
ABOUT? Walkhome is here to serve 
you for whatever your late night walk¬ 
ing needs! We're open Sunday - 
Wednesday from 8 p.m. - 2 a.m., and 
Thursday - Saturday from 8 p.m. - 3 
a.m. Give us a call at 545-2662 and 
we'll be there with a smile! 

HALLOWE'EN SMOKER Saturday 
night, the 31st, at Allies. Artsci ‘99 
invites you and all your friends. You 
don't want to miss out on this one. 

DRUM LESSONS - Student special 
at the Kingston School of Music. 
Education students need broader 
musical experience? Want to 
increase your employment opportuni¬ 
ties at Fort Henry? Call Robb at 548- 
1021. 

GOT FUNK? TIME? MOTIVATION? 
Art Sd '00 is looking for a Head 
Fashion Coordinator for the annual 
‘00 Fashion Show at Stages. Pick up 
applications at the Infobank or the 
CORE. 

CONSIDERING DOING AN MBA? 
Meet representatives from Canadian 
schools at the JDUC, Lower Ceilidh 
on Thursday November 5th from 10 
a.m. - 1 p.m. Presented by Career 
Services. nttpY/careers.queensu.ca 

WE GOOFED! THE UNITED'S sub¬ 
missions deadline is November 20th, 
street-date November 30th. Next 
issue's theme: ‘What does the world 
need?: Water, Food, Shelter... dis¬ 
cuss the basic human necessities for 
survival." Open for anyone and 
everyone to oiscuss. 

BE PREPARED TO PARTY 
Saturday night, the 31st at Alfies. 
Artsci '99 is hosting the Hallowe’en 
smoker of all Hallowe’en smokers. 
You know you're coming. 

ARTSCI '00: Time to show a little 
class... '00 Semi-formal November 
13th 9:00 at Stoney's. Food, drink 
specials, the works! Tickets on sale 

rllth. 

FOR SALE: Epson Multimedia Action 
Tower 3000 - Option #1 $330.00 or 
best offer. Epson system 486 66Mhz, 
8M RAM, 14.4 fax modem, CD ROM, 
software. Option #2 - $530.00 or best 
offer. Epson system and new 14” 
monitor, mouse, keyboard, speakers. 
Email <sniffie@mailcity.com> 

ROOM FOR RENT to share apart¬ 
ment. Mature female, non-smoker, 
preferred. Available November 1st. 
Collingwood St., $350 all inclusive 
with cable and parking. No pets. 
Phone 547-5598. 

TO SHARE - 2 bedroom apartment 
with part-time Queen’s student/pro¬ 
fessional. Large bedroom, big back¬ 
yard, fireplace, free parking, bike 
storage. Available December 1st. 
$390.00 inclusive. Call 547-6050. 

VISITING LECTURER, female (from 
University of Toronto) needs accom¬ 
modations/sublet for 3 months from 
January 9th. References form the 
dept. Phone 416 544-0079 or email: 
lily.avrutin@utoronto.ca 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trip Hip 

CDs. Lost between Clark and down¬ 
town after One Step Beyond 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case 
with German notes and text 
(Goethe’s Faust in translation). 
Vicinity Kingston Hall? Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, 
“Contour". Lost on campus Thursday 
September 17th. Please call Daryn 
at 530-3419 or email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park 
near baseball diamond on October 
16th. Call 531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

PERSONALS 

YES REALLY! VOTE KEALY! Make 
yourself heard. Vote MIKE KEALY for 
responsible Rector. An important 
position, make an informed choice. 

YES REALLY! VOTE KEALY! Mike 
Kealy (BSc, BAH, LAW '01) is running 
for Rector. Check out the web site al 
http://qlink.queensu.ca/ ~4cmk 

GW: You're good sports, too. Just 
wait for the expos§. Blam. Tara. 

FROSH 
WEEK 

IT’S ALREADY STARTED... 

The Orientation Roundtable is now accepting 

applications for the following positions: 

ORT Speaker (Paid & Summer Responsibilities) 

ORT Financial 

ORT Logistics 

Pick up your applications at the AMS, amsuNMKm 

and return it NO LATER than November 3. 
STUDENT GOVtRNMENT 

AC.'.'Jf 
At Princess & Division 

’i 

MAY CAUSE EXCITEMENT 

HsJloweei-v Digkf' 
SI INFINITE 

FROM LONDON 

Hilo Hop & R and B 
Prizes 

Fridays: Dl Miadfleld & 

Darkness jails across the land 

The midnight hour is close at hand 

Creatures crawl in search of blood 
To terrorize your neighbourhood 

And whosoever shall be found 

Without the soul for getting down 

Must stand and face the hounds of hell 

And rot inside a corpse’s shell 

The foulest stench is the air 

The funk of40,000 years 

And grizzly ghouls from every tomb 

Are closing in to seal your doom 

And though you fight to stay alive 

Your body starts to shiver 

For no mere mortal can resist 

The evil of the Thriller 

(fade into maniacal laugh, 

in deep echo) 

— Vincent Price’s “rap” at the end 

of Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.” 

GOOD EVENING. As it’s Hal¬ 

lowe’en, the subject of tonight’s 

lecture is “evil.” Some of you 

might be wondering why I’ve chosen to 

introduce such a disturbing topic by 

quoting from a song by Michael Jack- 

son, an artist whose best days are clearly 

behind him. Well, boys and girls, 

Michael Jackson and evil have a lot in 

common. For example, both are scary, 

scary things and both cause a lot of prob¬ 

lems for children. And, just like Michael 

Jackson, evil’s best days are behind it. 

At first glance this may seem a bit odd. I 

mean, shouldn’t I be complaining that 

evil is too rampant, too indiscriminate 

and too nasty? Well no, quite the con¬ 

trary, I think this is precisely where evil 

in the 1990s has failed. Good evil (a 

strange oxymoron, eh?) SHOULD be 

rampant, indiscriminate and nasty. 

That’s its purpose. No, my beef with 

today’s breed of evil is that it’s mindless, 

lacking style, and utterly, utterly dull. 

Human beings don’t take 
enough time to get in touch 

with the dark side 

Now, when I say this, I’m not talking 

about the evil committed by the Ted 

oundy’s and Charles Manson’s of the 

world. Although their crimes are horrific, 
People like this only come along once in 

blue moon. Even when they do, their 

troexties are usually committed too far 

way to really frighten us any more than 

• average TV movie of the week. 

evMr\ talkinS about the stale brand of 
1 Queen’s students have to deal with 
eryday in real life. The professor who 

K ves the class beauty queen a good mark 

cause she makes doe eyes at him; the 

ousemate who, in a fit of the late-night 

thUnckies’ eats your leftover pizza even i 

in! ■ r knows y°u were specially sav- 

wh f °r *Unck the next day; the friend 

brek °r 00 ot^er reason than boredom, 
Pn_ ,ks aH the tips off your nicely sharp- 

pencils. 

evj.ls *s the kind of drab, standard-issue 

It’s WC *ace’ or comrnit, on a daily basis, 
itv ;not rauch fun, or even interesting — 

Th'USt ann°yln8- 
Oc.'| *s where Hallowe’en comes in. On I 

bcr 31, the elements of evil trans¬ 

form from the mundane to the exciting. 

It’s an occasion when we’re actually 

encouraged to celebrate and imitate mon¬ 

sters which are not bound by the dull 

complexities of human existence. Vam¬ 

pires, ghouls and witches have a lot more 

personality and character than your aver¬ 

age Queen’s evil-doer. For one thing, 

these creatures are truly and completely 

malevolent. They never for a moment 

doubt their purpose: to cause as much 

destruction as possible. And here’s the 
kicker — they do it because they like it. 

Guilt is never a consideration. That’s cer¬ 

tainly a far cry from the bored pencil 

breaker. 

would be a fine idea to mix crazy glue 

with last week’s gravy and put the 

resulting mess in our housemate’s 

shampoo bottle. 

The point is, in the confusing shades of 

grey that make up the grey matter of the 

human soul, some shades are consider¬ 

ably darker than others. 

The cartoon strip Calvin and Hobbes 

illustrates this idea perfectly, as long you 

subscribe to the theory that Hobbes is a 

figment of Calvin’s imagination (as 

opposed to the theory that Hobbes can 

spontaneously change from stuffed ani¬ 

mal to jungle predator without anyone 

becoming the wiser). If you accept the 

the other 364 days of the year. Think 

about it. It’s okay to carry an scythe 

around if you’re dressed as the Grim 

Reaper on Hallowe’en, but do it in Feb¬ 

ruary, and you run the risk of being incar¬ 

cerated in one of a variety of correctional 

facilities. Similarly, you might be an 

expert on witchcraft, but if the date on 

your Dilbert desk calender reads some¬ 

thing other than October 31, nobody 

wants to hear about it. 

My beef with today’s breed 
of evil is that it’s mindless, 
lacking style, and utterly, 

utterly dull 

There is something very liberating and 

empowering about donning the black 

cape of a vampire or hat of a witch on 

Hallowe’en. For one night we can step 

outside ourselves and pretend to be an 

all-powerful agent of agony, free from the 

burden of a conscience. 
And that brings me to my next point — 

that human beings don’t take enough 

time to get in touch with the dark side of 

themselves. 
I’m not a philosopher or a psychologist, 

so I don’t profess to understand human 

nature, but I do know that all people — 

even the guy in the Barney suit — are 

capable of committing evil. In our heads 

we have little angelic voices telling us to 

send flowers to mom on her birthday, but 

there’s also those irritatingly tempting 

voices that try to persuade us that it 

former, then the two characters can be 

seen to represent the different sides of 

Calvin’s personality. Hobbes is the good 

half, the one who tries to be a good friend 

through all of his companion’s shenani¬ 

gans. The other half, the bad half, is rep¬ 

resented by the six-year-old boy — you 

know, the character who constructs elab¬ 

orate death scenes with snowmen, threat¬ 

ens to flush his babysitter’s science notes 

down the toilet (in exchange for a more 

reasonable bedtime), and daydreams 

about carnivorous dinosaurs making 

lunch out of Susie Derkins. 

So, given that we have both good and 

bad bits to us, why don’t we treat them 

more equally? This is the hypocrisy 

surrounding Hallowe’en. It’s the only 

night of the year when we embrace those 

things we attempt to shun and eradicate 

Miscellaneous Facts about Evil 

—Hallowe’en is the last chance for EVIL spirits to make mis¬ 

chief ON MORTALS BEFORE THE WINTER SEASON HITS AND THEY’RE 

“FORCED TO RETIRE INTO TOE BOWELS, OF TOE EARTH.\ 

—YOU CAN TYPE A FAIRLY EVIL SMILEY LIKETHIS: 

—’WARLOCK’ COMES FROM TOE SAXON-ENGUSH “WAR-LOEK” MEANING 

OATH BREAKER. 

—The ritual of Trick or treating came from toe supersitoon 

THAT LEAVING FOOD ON ONE’S DOORSTEP WOULD DECREASE TOE 

CHANCES OF AN EVIL SPIRIT ENTERING ONE’S HOUSE ON HALLOWE’EN. 

—THE CANDLE IN THE CENTRE OF A JACK-O-IANIERN REPRESENTS A 

“Corpse Candle;” a tiny flame seen in toe night believed,to sig¬ 

nal toe OBSERVER’S IMMINENT DEATH. 

-’EVIL’ SPELT BA«WARDS IS ‘LIVE.’ THE BAND, 

BE EVIL. IT’S WORM NOTING THAT 

\ ’LAME*.. 

MAYLOR MAY NOT 

BACKWARD IS 

So why is evil granted legitimacy for 

only one night each year? Does that 

mean that we have only one evil part to 

our personality for every 364 good ones? 

If this were true, it would mean that evil 

represented only 0.0027 per cent of the 

human soul. This is ludicrous, and I’ll 

prove it. Try to think of the last 365 con¬ 

scious decisions you made. How many 

were of an evil nature? 

Decision 1 — Get up at 8 a.m. 

Decision 2 — Grab a shower, using 

apple-scented shampoo 

Decision 3 — Get dressed, wearing that 

new shirt you hope will attract that cute 

individual in your morning lecture 

Decision 4 — Rush out the door to make 

class on time 

Evil alert! You’ve decided to skip break¬ 

fast, the most important meal of the day. 

This isn’t healthy and you know it. And 

why haven’t you brushed your teeth? 

Oral hygiene might not be important to 

you, but pity that cute individual who 

now has to smell your morning breath in 

the lecture hall. See? We’re only four 

decisions into a typical day and already 

you’ve committed not one, but two evil 

acts. Don’t worry, I’m not going to blame 

you for it. All I wanted to do was demon¬ 

strate that people are more naughty than 

one might think. 

So now that we know we’re more than 

0.0027 per cent evil, it’s clear that we 

need more time to explore that fact. This 

365:1 ratio of good days to evil days is 

unhealthy, because it doesn’t provide bal¬ 

ance. It doesn’t reflect who we really are. 

We need more opportunities to embrace 

the shadowy pieces of our personality, to 

redefine our self-image as both good and 

evil creatures. 

Only one Hallowe’en per year simply 

won’t do. Ideally, we should have at least 

one Hallowe’en per week, maybe every 

Monday, because everyone hates Mon¬ 
days anyway. 

Alas, I know this will never happen. 

Besides the logistical problems of adding 

51 more Hallowe’ens per year, people are 

too afraid to conduct dark introspections 

on a regular basis. Face it: we don’t really 

want to see what’s down there, in the 

blackest depths of our soul. Who knows 

what we might find. 

Keith Gerein is going out 
as a flasher on Hallowe’en 

night.. .he’s evil, evil! 
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Grab a specially-marked case of Labatt Blue right 

now and inside you get an NHL® video. For keeps. 

There’s four videos to collect, full of great goals, 

bloopers, and hits. Beer and hockey? ‘Giddyup! 

Must be legal drinking age. For no purchase entry call 1-800-667-BEER. NHL and NHL Shield 
trademarks of the National Hockey League. ©1998 NHL. All Rights Reserved. 
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mice Munro Conspicuous In Her Absence 

QJR Literary Challenge Na. 1 
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Jqh Stewart gets Naked; Steve Martin indulges in Pure Drivel 

Canada-wide Contest Listings • Local Literary Events Calendar 
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November 

Literary Calender of 
Events 

Monday, November 9 
Kingston Hours Benefit 
Featuring Michael 
Crummey, Mary Cameron, 
Elizabeth Greene, Joanne 
Page and Eric Folsom 
Sleepless Goat Cafe 

7:30 pm 

Thursday, November 12 
Robyn Sarah 
Sleepless Goat Cafe 
8:00 pm 

Thursday, November 12 
Stevie Cameron 
Indigo Books & Music 
7:30 pm 

Monday, November 16 
Anne Fleming & Heather 
Cadsby 
Modern Fuel Gallery 
8:00 pm 

Tuesday, November 17 
Stuart McLean 
Indigo Books & Music 

7:30 pm 

Thursday, November 19 
Maude Barlow 
Indigo Books & Music 
7:30 pm 

Thursday, November 26 
Jack Chiang 
indigo Books & Music 

7:30 pm 

Congratulations 

Cl Helen Humphries upon winning the 1998 Toronto Book Award for her 

novel. Leaving Earth. The author of several highly-regarded books of poetry and one 

collection of short fiction, Humphries recently re-located to Kingston from Ottawa 

to Wayue Grady, Diane Shoemperlen, Janet Lunn and Sarah 
Withrow upon their respective nominations for the 1998 Governor-General’s 

Award. All four writers live and work in the Greater Kingston area. 

Midterm Special 
20% Off Schaum's Study Guides and For Beginners Series 

For Beginners 
Need a quick boost in Philosophy, 
History, Cultural Studies or Cyberspace? 
Check out our For Beginners titles 
published by Icon Books. They are witty, 
fun and well written introductions on all 
sorts of subjects and important thinkers. 
Now 20% off with our Bookmarks For 
Beginners* bookmark coupon! 

Schaum's Study 
Guides 

Our selection of Schaum's titles cover a 
wide range of subjects. They are an 

excellent resource that can assist you in 
your studies, exam preparations and 

problem solving skills. Also 20% off with 
our Bookmarks For Beginners* coupon. 

* Don't have one of our Bookmarks For Beginners? 
Just come by the store and pick one up! 

www.campusbookstore.com 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

545-2955 ■ After January 1st 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 
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Naked Belligerent Panties 
Wild and crazy guys Steve Martin and |on Stewart let the ink do the joking 

BY SEAN SPRINGER 

pure Drivel 

bv Steve Martin 
Hyperion, $26.95 

Naked Pictures 
of Famous 
People 
By Jon Stewart 
Rob Weisbach 
Books, $30 

/Reader flips to article and begins reading.) 
Well, EXCUUUUSE MEEEE!!! 
(Pause for laughter and/or moans then 

recommence.) 
Sorry, I don't normally use capital letters so 

early in’a review, but your attention spans are 
a little scanty and this most uncouth behaviour 
must stop. (Bit of laughter, tiny applause.) 

Good. 
To begin, let's set the mood properly by 

adopting a sophisticated, yet whimsical atti¬ 
tude in honour of the brilliantly silly nature of 
the two authors up for laughs, comedians 
Steve Martin and Jon Stewart. 

Now, if you would please, place a dust- 
buster next to your left ear, press 'on,' dis¬ 
lodge any lard and/or wax from the ever-so 
important 'brain area' and lend your compete 
attention to the capital letter H. 

Just for kicks, let's pretend that H, standing 
for 'Humour/ or 'Hee Haw/ is the universal 
comedic measurement of laughs per joke 
where one H is equivalent to one full laugh (i.e. 
HA HA HA Ha ha huh huhhh) per three-sen¬ 
tence gag. In an attempt to assess the authors' 
work in a scientific, comical method that paral¬ 
lels their twisted takes on the psychology of 
humour, the 'Hee Haw' will serve as our grad¬ 
ing system for their respective anthologies, 
which I hold in my hands right now. In my left 
hand, I hold Pure Drivel, a sophisticated med¬ 
ley of clever essays written by Steve Martin 
featuring quirks and quips of Martin's brilliant 
foolishness and irrelevant wisdom that straddle 
satire and silliness. Martin, quite possibly the 
funniest man in America next to Garry 
Shandling, has already seen over half of this 
anthology published in the The New Yorker's 
"Shouts & Murmurs" section. 

In my right hand, I hold Naked Pictures of 
Famous People, by Jon Stewart — also an 
occasional visitor to "Shouts & Murmurs." 

Similarly, this book is a collection of satirical 
articles exuding an intellectual persona that 
creates an enchanting mental atmosphere in a 
cryptic yet inexplicably gregarious style. 
Stewart, who isn't nearly as famous as Martin 
but famous nonetheless, is a stand-up comic 
who was the host of his own talk show from 
1993-95 and also a creative consultant on The 
Larry Sanders Show and the sometimes host of 
Tom Snyder's Late Late Show on CBS. 

Reminiscent of Martin's 
stand-up routines, the book 

echoes his ingenuity in a 
subtle, lively way. The 

seemingly nonsensical nature 
of his work contrasts 

beautifully with Martin's gift 
for poetry. 

Both collections ask the reader to think 
before passing from one sentence to the next. 
The laughs are aplenty, but beware, they often 
go deeper than the ink. 

To demonstrate, Naked Pictures has the 
upper-hand in weight as its 163 pages of com¬ 
edy overrides Pure Drivel's humble 104. It is 
reasonable, then, to expect Stewart's book to 
contain more laughs, right? Well, no. The 
scales tip when taking the laughter density 
constant 'h' into consideration with Martin 
scoring a whopping 36 Hee Haws as opposed 
to Stewart with 33.8. In light of a standard 
deviation of 7 H, we'll call it a tie. 

Stewart veers off into a 
mysterious part of the brain 

asking us to imagine a mental 
photograph of a familiar icon 

and let the 
imagination go coo-coo crazy. 

e Martin: Get Thee to a Fish-Monger! 

While both books achieve a harmonious ebb 
of humour by writing in varying levels of irony, 
wit and pure silliness, their respective tones 
differ slightly. Martin seeks to swing playful 
jabs at faceless caricatures where Stewart is 
more mischievous, wielding a machete that 
gashes open the images of'real characters' like 

the Taco Bell chihuahua, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Adolf Hitler 
and America On-Line chat room 
babblers in a nasty but some¬ 
how classy way. 

Martin's less offensive style 
makes his job tougher as the 
inclination to 'laugh at' must 
always be suppressed by the 
desire to 'laugh with.' Reaching 
the exalted state of 'Drivel/ 
(senseless talk, or twaddle, 
according to the dictionary) is 
like scaling Mount Everest with¬ 
out footwear. Pure Drivel is an 
all-together much more com¬ 
plex slab of cheese that was 
rumoured to have been lost 
with the ancient Egyptians only 
to be revisited by Martin in this 
book, what I'd call a sort of 
New Testament of Pure Drivel. 

Laying a modern twist on the 
ancient art of Drivel, the 
56-year-old actor/comedian/ 
playwright/author writes about 
a Mars Probe discovery of 
three-month-old kittens, the 
outcry due to a shortage of 
periods in the Times Roman 
font and "The Sledge-hammer: 
How It Works." 

Like Martin's stand-up rou¬ 
tines, the book echoes his inge¬ 
nuity in a subtle, lively way. 
The seemingly nonsensical 
nature of his work contrasts 

beautifully with 
Martin's gift for 
poetry. 

In writing this 
review, actually, 
I picked up more 
than a few good 
tips from 
Martin's "Writing 
is Easy" chapter. 
For example, 
"'Dagnabbit' will 
never get you 
anywhere with 
the Booker Prize 
people. Lose it." 
So I lost it. And I 
bet you're won¬ 
dering why we 
used our rather Jon Stewart: semi-famous, 

eye-catching fully-clothed, 

title of "Naked 
Belligerent Panties." Well, as Martin writes, 
"This is a good sexy title with a lot of promise." 

"Funny" is a good word to describe Naked 
Pictures, but I prefer a different phrase: 
"twisted comedy." Stewart veers off into a 
mysterious part of the brain asking us to imag¬ 
ine a mental photograph of a familiar icon and 
let the imagination go coo-coo crazy. 

In "Martha Stewart's Vagina," the author 
slides off her entire wardrobe garment by gar¬ 
ment, until a fully nude Martha lies before us 
stark naked revealing her psychotic personality 
and vulgar nature. Disrobed, the divine Miss 
Stewart relates her tips for providing "...a 
more versatile and productive vagina." Women, 
she says, consider turning your vagina into an 
office installed with "Phone, fax and computer 
on sliding trays [to] give access to whatever 
you're using..." And for those private 
moments, "A porch swing suspended by birch 
branches provides a welcome respite from 
daily travails." 

And leaping out of the underground to pay 
up for his crimes is Adolf Hitler in "Adolf Hitler: 
The Larry King Interview." Finally, we get to 
hear his side of the story: "...I wasn't a happy 
kid. I mean, I'm not trying to make excuses, 
but you go through high school with one testi¬ 
cle and the nickname Shitler...I'm sorry, they 
can bleep that, right?" 

But his most outrageous essay has to be 
"The Last Supper, Or The Dead Waiter." Stewart 
writes in the voice of a jaded Jewish waiter who 
serves Jesus and the 12 apostles at the last 
supper: 

Matthew has to sit next to Jesus but 
John is having none of it, because his birth 
day's Monday and Jesus promised. 
Simon's blowing into his hand and pretend 
ing he farted...The way they all behaved, 
I should have made them order off the 
children's menu...One of them actually 
snapped his fingers at me for a water refill. 
Not even to drink. He wanted to wash Jesus' 
feet! That's right, feet. Right at the 
table!...The only beverage they ordered, one 
glass of house red. They all split it. Hello! 
Misers, party of thirteen. 

While Stewart's voice may transmit louder 
waves, he doesn't necessarily make more 
noise than Martin. Both writers/comedians 
express powerful ideas in a clear, lucid and ele¬ 
gant manner where life, matter and America 
are distorted in an intellectually-stimulating 
fashion. It's comedy for the thinker and the 
jester and in both cases, all are equally satis¬ 
fied. If humour were chemistry, they'd be the 
next Nobel recipients. And if you don't like 
it...Well, EXCUUUUSE MEEEE!!! 

Sean Springer, not famous but often naked 
nonetheless, is Features editor of The Queen's 
Journal. 
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NUMERICAL DETRITUS 

The United States Justice Department estimates that 1 in 20 babies born at 

present time will serve time in prison at one point in their lives. 

According to the California Medical Association, O 7 per cent of professional b 

have some form of brain damage. 

07 per cent of participants surveyed in 1997 reported that they believed it is likely 

that they will go to heaven. 

When a female waiter draws a "happy face" on a bill, her tip rises an average of 1 8 per 

cent; the same act performed by a male waiter produces only a 3 per cent increase 

in gratuity. 

The last surviving civil war veteran died in 1953. 
On September 26th, 1970, John Kenmiur licked 393 stamps in 4 minutes. 

Brazilian novelist Jose Carlos Ryoki de Alpoim Inoue published 1,046 science fiction 

novels between 1986 and 1996. 

The Microsoft Corporation was valued at $224 billion in early 1998, producing an 

annual revenues of $17.6 billion. 

102 is the number of days that the average sixty-year-old male has spent shaving. It 

is also the number of floors in the Empire State Building in l\lew York City, l\lew York. 

40 is the only number-word in the english language in which the letters appear in 

alphabetical order. Mice DIVA contains 40 chromosomes. Ruby is symbolic of 

a40th anniversary. The word “quarantine,” meaning to segregate for medical 

reasons, derives from the french word for forty. Forty days was thought to be 

the appropriate length of time to spend in isolation. 

COPPER PENNV 
DOWNTOWN 

!XTt Pi06546740 

26-10-98 102 
PEG I7‘0i imp 43575 
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1 IS SOFT *1.15 

m 

6STABLE *15.23 

GST *1.07 

RJOP TOTAL *15.23 

FO TUX *1.22 

COSH *17 .52 

PL. ERSE PRV 

RT THE BAR 

THANK YOU FOR 

JOINING US PT 

COPPER PENNY 

A 

CLARIFICATION 

The October 2 issue of The Reader was in error regarding the weight of the world’s heaviest pumpkin. Contrary to the information supplied by William Hartson’s The 

Book of Numbers (1997, page 126), the world-record for heaviest pumpkin is 1,092 lbs. and is held by a couple in Simcoe, ON. QJR earnestly regrets the error. 

Kingston’s One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

Halloween Bash! 
Costume Contest: 
•Win a Coors Light 

fridge 
|‘Lots of other prizes & 

giveaways 

Sunday & Monday 
| nights - open MIC with 

host Smitty. 

[Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase of 
a beverage) 

HELP!!! 
I've been pepper- 

sprayed and I 
can’t afford legal 

representation! 

That’s appalling! 
What can I do to help? 

The Queen’s Committee for Fair 
Representation is raising money 
for the legal fees of students 
involved in the inquiry into the 
protests at last year’s APEC sum¬ 
mit. To help out, e-mail Liz, Shawn 
or Paul at 6swdb@qlink. 
queensu.ca. 
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Four Kingston-area Writers Nominated 
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Alice gets nd Love 
Munro overlooked for literary prize 

The Canada Council for the Arts recently announced 
the finalists for this years Governor's General Awards. 
The winners in each category will be announced in 
Ottawa on Tuesday, November 17th. Four of this year's 
nominees are Kingston-area writers; Diane 
Shoemperlen, Janet Lunn, Sarah Withrow and Wayne 
Grady all make their homes in or near Kingston. 
Shoemperlen was previously nominated for a Governor 
General's Award for her short story collection The Man of 
My Dreams in 1990. This is Grady's third nomination, 
having won the award previously in 1989. 

1998 Governor-General's Award Nominees 
(English Language) 

Fiction 
Lynn Coady, Strange Heaven 
Barbara Gowdy, The White Bone 
Wayne Johnston, The Colony of Unrequited Dreams 
Kerri Sakamoto, The Electrical Field 
Diame Schoemperlen, Forms of Devotion 

Poetry 
Stephanie Bolster, White Stone: The Alice Poems 
Louise Bernice Halfe, Blue Marrow 
Michael Ondaatje, Handwriting 
Lisa Robertston, Debbie: An Epic 
Kathy Shaidle, Lobotomy Magnificat 

Drama 
Bruce McManus, Selkirk Avenue 
Richard Sanger, Not Sprain 
Djanet Sears, Harlem Duet 
Sandra Shamas, Sandra Shamas: A Trilogy of 

Performances 
David Young, Inexpressible Island 

Non-Fiction 
Wayne Grady, The Quiet Limit of the World 
Charlotte Grey, Mrs. King — The Life and Times of 

Isabel Mackenzie King 
David Adams Richards, Lines on the Water — A 

Fisherman's Life on the Miramichi 
Judy Schultz, Mamie's Children — Three Generations 

of Prairie Women 
Rudy Wiebe and Yvonne Johnson, Stolen Life — The 

Journey of a Cree Woman 

Children's Literature (Text) 
Gayle Friesen, Janey's Girl 
Julie Johnston, The Only Outcast 
Janet Lunn, The Hollow Tree 
Janet McNaughton, Make or Break Spring 
Sarah Withrow, Bat Summer 

Children's Literature (Illustration) 
Victor Bosson, The Fox's Kettle 
Harvey Chan, Music for the Tsar of the Sea 
Zhong-Yang Huang, The Great Race 
Sephane Jorisch, The Village of a Hundred Smiles and 

Other Stories 
Kady MacDonald Denton, A Child's Treasury of 

Nursery Rhymes 

Translation (French to English) 
Arnold Bennett, Voltarie's Man in America 
Shelia Fischman, Bambi and Me 
David Homel, The Second Fiddle 
Daniel Sloate, Aknos and Other Poems 

By Tara Mansbridge 

The Love of a Good 
Woman 
By Alice Munro 
Publisher, Price 

"Oh, welt," said Sophie. 
"I survived." 
"That's the main thing," 
Eve said shakily. 
"Survival." 

— page 154 

Open Alice Munro's 
new collection of short 
stories, The Love of a 
Good Woman, to any 
page. I dare you. Open it, 
read a phrase, two, 
maybe three. 

It is perhaps overly 
dramatic to say that each 
word in the collection 
trembles with truth. In 
fact, Munro herself would 
most likely laugh at the 
overblown sentiment. 
But, I dare you, open the 
book. You'll see what I 
mean. You'll understand 
what I'm trying to 
express in words not 
well-placed or crafted. 
Munro does not speak 
through her work, the 
work speaks for itself. 
And it forces you to listen 

closely, because The Love 
of a Good Woman is per¬ 
haps the most delicate, 
beautiful, raw examina¬ 
tion of the confluence of 
life and love by a contem¬ 
porary author. 

Such an exceptional 
work is no surprise from 
an author as talented as 
Alice Munro. Those who 
follow her work are in no 
way shocked that the 
work received the Giller 
Prize recently. Munro has 
been hailed, at home and 
abroad, as one of the 
most talented short story 
writers of our time. 

Which makes the most 
recent stupidity commit¬ 
ted by the Canada 
Council for the Arts even 
more galling. 

After being hailed as 
one of the best collec¬ 
tions of short stories to 
be published by a 
Canadian, The Love of a 
Good Woman was not 
nominated for a Governor 
General's Award. 

Honestly, I'm not often 
that interested in the 
Governor General's 
Award Nominees until all 
but one are eliminated. I 
tend to read whatever 
I'm interested in, and 
whatever gets recom¬ 
mended to me as impor¬ 

tant literature. I have a 
tendency to soak myself 
in Canadian authors, 
much to the chagrin of 
some of my more literary 
friends. However, this 
immersion has brought 
me to one inevitable con¬ 
clusion. Canadians at 
large seem to have no 
idea what kind of talent 
our home-grown authors 
have. 

That Munro and her 
exquisitely written collec¬ 
tion have been over¬ 
looked simply confirms 
the fact that we are igno¬ 
rant of our own literary 
excellence. It is time that 
we started to recognize 
the excellence of our 
writers before the inter¬ 
national community does 
it for us. The fact that 
most of the stories col¬ 
lected in The Love of a 
Good Woman appeared 
first in The New Yorker 
rather than in a Canadian 
literary publication is bad 
enough. That we passed 
over these treasures in 
favour of arguably less 
meretricious works is 
unconscionable. 

Tara Mansbridge is Co- 
Editor-in-Chief of The 
Queen's Journal. 

THE QJR LITERARY CHALLENGE No. 1 

Spider Robinson, one of Canada's best-known science fiction writers, currently pens a 
periodic social commentary column for The Globe and Mail. Robinson calls this column 
"The Crazy Years." He took this name from the chronological entry, referring to the 
1990s, contained in the 1941 "Future History" schema of a science fiction writer 
Robinson often speaks of as his "mentor." Robinson's hero was arguable the best and 
most influential American sf writer in the forties, fifties and early sixties, although his nov¬ 
els from the mid-sixties onward are mostly interminable libertarian monologues. Since his 
death (b. 1907, d. 1988), two of his major novels from the fifties have been made into 
Hollywood movies. Name him. 

Please forward all responses to: 

QJR Literary Challenge 

272 Earl Street 

joumal@posLqueensu.ca 

All respouses must be received by Friday, November 20th et 5:00 pm. At this 
time, two correct responses will be chosen at random and be awarded one gift certificate 
each in the amount of $10 from Wayfarer Books. In the event of one correct response, a 
single $20 certificate will be issued; if no correct answers are submitted, the prizes will 
earn' over into the next challenge. The QJR Literary Challenge is prepared especially for 
this edition of the Queeu s Journal Reader by Wayfarer Books. 

QJR Announces The Creative Non-Fiction Contest 
Remember the ICC StOlTIl? I had no power for 39 days 

and lost one limb and three toes to frostbite. Turn your 

defrosted diary entries into a prize-winning memoir. Submit 

your recollections, chronologies and bes't guesses of up to 1500 

xv°rds concerning what happened to you during Freezing Rain 

Storm Hell '98. 

All entries must be received by 

January 8, 1999 at 5:00 pm. 

Barring power failures, of course. 

Prizes TBA in November. 

Direct all inquires to: 

QfR Ice Storm Contest 

545-2800 

journal@post.queensu.ca 
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No Bull 
The hidden language of hangovers, grief, 

insecurity and despair 

HOME IS WHERE THE 
HEART BREAKS 

Celebrated poet's first short stoty collection soothing, intense 

BY AMY MCCARTHY 
BY AMY MCCARTHY 

After toiling through the first hundred pages or so of 
Bull, Mark Sinnett's recently published debut collection 
of short stories, I admit I felt the overwhelming tempta¬ 
tion to write a scathing satire on the book, fully aware 
that this would be rash, unfair, poor form, and would 
definitely constitute burning bridges. 

But, to indulge myself just a little...mine would have b 
een a short story peppered with adjectives, exple¬ 
tives and slang, featuring a repressed, cowardly, self-de 
precating young man — let's call him Paul Thetwick — 
and his struggle against his secret feelings of loathing 
towards his spinny, domineering, sexually manipulative 
better half — let's call her Bridgette Ritchie... 

Are you catching my drift? Or maybe I should just give 
you my impression straight up. No bull, so to speak. 

Truth be told, Sinnett is a gifted writer in need of a 
conscientious editor. Despite an often painful overuse of 
simile, some forced dialogue, the occasional underdevel¬ 
oped character, and the uniform blandness of his 
male-female love relationships, there is hope for 
Sinnett's growth as a story writer. 

Sinnett's ability to create and sustain tone, along with 
his well-chosen symbolism, are promising signs that his 
short fiction will come to leave a lasting impression in 
the minds of his readers once the growing pains are 
overcome. 

This writer cannot be accused of not knowing his sub¬ 
ject. Sinnett writes the city remarkably well, displaying 
a talent for sizing things up will undoubtedly prove to be 
his greatest asset as a writer of urban fiction. 

A realist to the core, Sinnett depicts city dwellers with 
all of their detachment, quirks and fears, blowing the 
tiniest grains of private experience wildly into proportion 
— perhaps too much so for the average escapist. His 
characters, whom he never lets off the hook, reveal in 
their smallest gestures the hidden language of hang¬ 
overs, grief, insecurity and despair. 

And, as you might have guessed, these hangovers are 
born from nights spent partying at The Toucan (thinly 
disguised as "The Parrot"). It is not difficult for Kingston 
readers to sniff out the limestone in Sinnett's blood; 
Sinnett uses our city as the backdrop for many of his 
stories. And a word to the wise — recovering alcoholics 
beware! Bull is so booze-soaked that it practically floats. 

Sinnett pulls no punches when it comes to depicting 
the truth about Kingston with all of its culture-clash; its 
overlapping layers of pretension, character and poverty. 
By introducing us to characters like Helen, a restless 
prima-donna living above a Cambodian restaurant in the 
north end of the Kingston, he re-sensitizes us to the jux¬ 
tapositions that make up the acid-jazz texture of our 
city. 

In spite of my initial instincts, I have to say that Bull 
is a worthwhile read. The inspired moments (barely) 
overshadow the forgettable ones, and Sinnett's terse 
style occasionally flirts with greatness. 

"Love makes life no easier." Simply put, this is the thematic string which weaves 
together the thirteen stories in Flesh And Blood, Michael Crummey s first collection of 

short fiction. , , , . . _ 
With a tone that is at once both melancholy and sentimental, Crummey unearths 

the buried emotions of the inhabitants of Black Rock, a small mining community in 
Newfoundland where unspoken resentment, complicated love and family ties run as 

deep as the glittering ore itself. _ _ . . ut . t , 
This award-winning Kingston poet possesses the rare gift of insight into the hearts 

of both genders, unravelling their common experience of suffering. There is Sandy 
Wilcox, wracked with unwelcome memories of an infant son long buried; jealousy dri¬ 
ves young Peg to hatred of her brother, married to the woman she loves; Ted waits 
patiently for a frustrated girl who is connected to him only by fate. 

Much more than a sentimental writer, Crummey bites into the meat and potatoes 
of life on The Rock, his native soil. He claims the importance of storytelling, nostalgia 
and neighbourly virtue in the life of Newfoundlanders, at the same time working into 
his stories detailed histories of the ore mines and the first Chinese settlements on the 

East Coast. 
More than anything, Flesh And Blood reminds one of the impossibility of ever really 

leaving home. This book is the type to be consumed in a single sitting, with a glass of 
warm red wine — both by turns soothing and intense. 

A graduate of Queen's University, Amy McCarthy is a member of Quarry's 
editorial board. Her writing has recently appeared in both Kingston This Week 
and The Kingston Whig-Standard. 

New and Notable 
COMPILED BY J.C. BELLRINGER 

Childhood, by Andre Alexis 
McClelland and Stewart, $19.99 
Alexis's visceral and poignant voice permeates this moving recollection of the pro¬ 
tagonist's youth. Where Alexis's previous publication, a collection of short stories 
entitled Despair was remarkable for its clarity, here the author reveals an emotion¬ 
ally resonant and mature voice so rarely found in debut novels. 

Bitch, by Elizabeth Wurtzel 
Doubleday, $32.95 
The celebrated, chastised and controversial Wurtzel is not making any new fans with 
her latest effort. Granted, there were inevitable difficulties to be expected in follow¬ 
ing up the phenomenal success of her previous work, the post-feminist memoir 
Prozac Nation. Still, Bitch offers few insights that have not been sufficiently explored 
elsewhere. 

Queer 13: Lesbian and Gay Writers Recall Seventh 
Grade, edited by Clifford Chase 
Weisbach Morrow, $32 

A brilliant and long-overdue idea well executed. This collection of memoirs captures 
the awkwardness and thrill of adolescence with refreshing glee and sometimes 
powerful sadness. The well-crafted stories oscillate from comedic to painful in an 
unpredictable but effective manner. 

The QJR needs you to 
fill this space. 

Write 

We don't really go in 
for subtlety. 

See masthead for 

contact info. 

(It's on page 1.) 
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Greetings from Kingston 
Thinking of moving? Find out what the tour guides think 

By Liz Frogley 

In an effort to discern the characters of the 
many guides available to travellers, a compar¬ 
ative study was done of what six of the major 
travel guides had to say about Kingston. Here 
are the shocking and uncensored results: 

Lonely planet 

According to the good people at Lonely 
planet, Kingston is a handsome city known 
across the country for its several prisons, and 
includes a nice little motel for travellers called 
The Plaza. Apparently they are trying to keep 
tourists away from Kingston. The Lonely Planet 
probably should have checked out one of the 
other travel guides to find a more complete 
hotel listing. 

Other than that little slip, this is a fine guide. 
The book provides little history of Kingston, but 
has a comprehensive listing of Kingston's 
attractions and some interesting facts. If not 
for the Lonely Planet, I never would have 
known that the RMC Museum holds the small 
arms collection of General Porfirio Diaz, 
Mexican president circa 1900. 

This is one of the few guides that offers 
information on Kingston's nightlife, theatres, 
and camping, all of which are of particular 
interest to student travellers. Despite the very 
real risk of staying in a strip club, this is a fine 
guide to the city. 

Ulysses 

Full points for aesthetic value — easy to read 
layout, nice maps and illustrations and even 
some pretty colour pictures. The Ulysses 
claims to be "the most cultural how-to travel 
guide." It rates Kingston as a two-star town 
(on a scale of zero to three), meaning "worth a 

generally not as pleasing. So, for purely super¬ 
ficial reasons, I immediately disliked this book. 

As for the information actually found in the 
book, it's not great either. There was nothing 
on where to stay or eat, and the descriptions of 
places to go do not include addresses. 

Kingston once again received two of a possi¬ 
ble three stars ("worth a detour"). The city his¬ 
tory is briefer then in other guides, but as the 
whole book is shorter it follows that there will 
be less information. 

To sum up: this book is ugly and didn't tell 
me anything new. Into the fireplace with 
Michelin\ 

Fodor's 

Fodor's doesn't mention Queen's either, or 
the prisons. How anyone can describe Kingston 
without mentioning any of its fine institutions 
is beyond me. At least Lonely Planet mentioned 
the university, although they also told you to 
stay at a strip club. 

But back to Fodor's. It's easy to read but 
lacks the graphics and maps that made the 
other guides so much fun. For some bizarre 
reason, the only thing listed under "Lodging" is 
the Hochelaga. This was obviously not 
designed for student budgets. There's a very 
nice map of Canada included in the book, but 
even the map's pretty colours cannot compen¬ 
sate for the lack of information. 

Rough Guide 

This begins with a brief-but-informative his¬ 
tory of Kingston. There's also a nice map of the 
city and a description of Queen's, particularly 
the Agnes and the Museum of Geology and 
Minerology. The Museum is apparently has a 
lovely collection of fossils, rocks, minerals, and 
dinosaurs. The accommodation listing offers 
brief descriptions and helpful price ranges 

visit." Brief descriptions of museums and other There's also a fairly long listing of restaurants 
cultural attractions are included, including the 
International Hockey Hall of Fame at the corner 
of York and Alfred (of which I had never heard 
tell of before, but is apparently highly recom¬ 
mended for all hockey fans). 

Unfortunately, Ulysses offers almost no 
practical information for travellers. There is 
nothing on where to eat or stay, and the tele¬ 
phone numbers of bus and train stations con¬ 
stitute the entire travel section. It does 
not even include information on the- ^ ^ 
atres, which I think is part of a cul- » 
tural travel guide's mandate. And — _ 
°h, the horror — the review of 
Kingston is concluded without a 
single mention of Queen's 
University. Apparently, we are not %*• 
cultural enough for Ulysses. 

Michelin 

The book is an 
awkward shape and 
Keeps flipping shut 
when you look any- 
JJ.ln9 up. This 
[T?'9ht not seem 
^Ke a big deal, but 
becomes enor¬ 
mously frustrating if 

Anil are tryinS t0 
information, 

the maps are 
t as easy to read 

.m the Ulysses 
d« although there 

tos SF°Hme C0l0ur ph0_ 
/ the graphics are 

and bars in Kingston, although some of the 
listings are out of date (i.e. the Ghetto House 
Caf no longer exists). 

This is probably the best guidebook for stu¬ 
dents, as it lists cheaper accommodation and 
restaurants, and offers descriptions of the 
bars. The only major omission is theatres — 
nary a mention of any of them. 

Frommer's 

Although the lovely cover of 
this guidebook promises 
whale watching, wildlife, 
ski resorts, Inuit art, 
etc., none of these things 

are included in the 
description of 
Kingston. More impor¬ 
tantly, the wealth of 

information promised 
—i by this list does not 
■j materialize. This 
^— gives the reader 

good descrip¬ 
tions of a few 
of Kingston's 
attractions, 
and has a brief 

accommodation 
and restaurant 
listing. Overall, 
however, it is 
uninspiring. 

The most 
interesting thing 
about these 
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■ 
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books is the shocking fact that Fodor's and 
Ulysses don't mention Queen's. I think every 
student, staff member and faculty member 
should take this as a personal insult. On a 
related note, every inmate in Kingston should 
take the omission of the prisons as an insult... 
which reminds me, only two of the books men¬ 
tioned the fine correctional services museum 
over by West Campus. For shame! But anyway, 
I hope Principal Leggett will personally com¬ 
plain to the publishers of each of these guide¬ 
books for their blasphemous neglect of 
Queen's. 

Although each of these books had its flaws, 
the Rough Guide and Lonely Planet are the 
clear winners. They contain the most informa¬ 
tion, and offer a variety of things to do. The 
best place to get information about Kingston is 
still the Tourist Information Centre, so if you 
are really interested in getting to know the city, 
just drop by 209 Ontario St. 

Liz Frogley is still very bitter after having 
inadvertently stayed at The Plaza during her 
first visit to Kingston. 

Kingston by the Numbers 

Number of mentions (of a possible six) 

Queen's University; 4 
Fort Henry: 6 
Chez Piggy: 3 
Cocamo's: 2 (but one as "The Cocama") 
Any penitentiary: 2 
RMC: 6 
Bryan Adams: 1 
Int'l Ice Hockey Federation Museum: 4 
The Plaza: 1 

Essential Kingston 

Visit St. George's Church, which contains a 
fine Tiffany window (whatever that is). For 
the more adventurous, you can hike the 
Rideau Trail, which runs for 388 kilometres 
along the canal from Kingston to Ottawa. 

— Frommer's 

Drop by the Kingston Archaeological 
Centre at 270 King St. West, which chronicles 
8000 years human history in the Kingston 
area 

— Lonely Planet 

Take the Governor's Canoe, a replica 
voyageur's canoe that explores the islands, 
leaving from the marina (but only from 
May-September). During the rest of the year, 
try the Correctional Services of Canada 
Museum at 555 King St. West, which "dwells 
on the penitentiary's darker days." 

— Rough Guide 

The Marine Museum of the Great Lakes can 
be found at an undisclosed location near the 
lake. Displays on construction methods and 
Kingston's shipbuilding past. 

— Michelin 

Bellevue House, the former residence of Sir 
John A., is conveniently located at 35 Centre 
St., and is furnished in chic 1848 style. 

— Fodor's 

Did you know that Martello towers were 
invented by a guy named Martello? This is 
only one of the many fun facts you can learn 
by going to the Murney Tower Museum, in the 
Martello tower at the foot of Barrie St. 

— Ulysses 
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literary contest listings 

NON-FICTION 
Two Periodical Writers Association of Canada Contests: 
For more info: telephone (250) 825-4392 (Vivien Bowers), or see 
http://www.web.net/~pwac/ or email mailpwac@web.net 
To: Writing Contest, Periodical Writers Association of Canada 
54 Wolseley St. Suite 203 
Toronto, ON M5T 1A5 

The Periodical Writers Association of Canada 
2nd Annual Magazine & Newspaper Travel Writing Contest 
Non-fiction articles about travel, 1200-2500 words. 
Prizes: 1500 (and publication in Outpost: The Traveller's Journal) 
500, and hon. mentions. 
Fee: $15 ($30 more for a critique by a professional writer, 
including answers to three of your questions, specify "blue pencil" 
entry) 
Send three copies 
Deadline: November 9, 1998. 

Periodical Writers Association of Canada 3rd Annual Non-Fiction 
Writing Contest 
Non-fiction articles up to 2,000 words. 
Must be Can citizen or landed immigrant 
Prizes: $1000-one year membership at PWAC- selection of books 
on 
writing up to $100 value. 
Fee: $15 per entry ($45 for professional feedback option, see 
above) payable to the Periodical Writers Association of Canada 
No entries by fax or email. 
Deadline: November 30, 1998 

HAIKU 

Contemporary Verse 2 Haiku Contest 
treat objectively of a specific, present even in nature, indicating the 
season. 
17 syllables in three lines; 5,7,5, free of poetic devices. 
Prizes: 150-75-50 plus payment for publication. 
Four haiku per submission. 
Fee: $19 includes a one-year subscription. 
Include SASE for notification and return of MS. 
To: CV2, PO Box 3062 
Winnipeg, MN R3C 4E5 
Deadline: November 15, 1998. 

Betty Drevnick Award for Haiku 
Up to 10 haiku in triplicate on 3X5" cards, with name, address and 
phone number on one card only. 
Fee: $3, payable to Haiku Canada. 
To: The Betty Drevnick Award 
c/o LeRoy Gorman, 51 Graham West 
Napanee, ON K7R 2J6 
Deadline: November 30, 1998 

Herb Barrett Award for Poetry in the haiku tradition. 
Up to 4 lines per poem, "a thumbnail sketch of life" 
Prizes: $75-5-25 and publication in an anthology. 
Fee: $10 for 1-2 poems, $15 for 3 or more. 
All entrants receive the anthology 

For more info: telephone (905)312-1779, or fax (905)312-8285 
To: Herb Barrett Contest 
Mekler & Deahl, Publishers, 237 Prospect St S 
Hamilton, ON L8M 2Z6 
Deadline: November 30, 1998 

SHORT FICTION 

Prairie Fire Long Short Fiction Contest 
One story only; 5,000-20,000 words. 
Optional theme: Winnipeg: Past, Present or Future. 
Prizes: $500-300-200, plus paid publication. 
Fee: $25. Includes a one-year subscription to Prairie Fire. 
For more info: telephone (204) 943-9066, fax (204)942-1555, 
or see the Manitoba Writers' Guild website. 
To: Prairie Fire 
423-100 Arthur St. 
Winnipeg MB R3B 1H3, Include SASE for return of manuscript or 
notification of results. 
Deadline: 30 November, 1998. 

The Writers' Union of Canada Short Prose Competition of 
Developing Writers. 
Must be a Can citizen or landed immigrant 
and unpublished in book format. 
Non-fiction and fiction prose (specify on cover page) 
up to 2500 words. 
SASE for return of MS. 
Prize: $2500 plus publication in Books in Canada. 
Fee: $25 
To: Competition, The Writers' Union of Canada 
24 Ryerson Ave., Toronto, ON M5T 2P3 
Deadline: November 3, 1998. 

POETRY 

Valley Writers' Guild 8th Annual Poetry Competition. 
Poems up to 60 lines each. 
Judge: Sandra Nicholls. 
Prizes: $100-25-10 and 5 hon. mentions. All eight will be published 
in The Grist Mill V0I.8 (free copy to winners, plus one year of The 
Valley Writers' News.) 
Fee: $2 per poem (non-members). Send 2 copies (one blind). 
To: VWG Contest 
c/o Peter de Lepper 

POB 534, Merrickville, ON K0G 1N0 
Deadline: November 6, 1998. 

Seeds 4th International Poetry Contest 
Prizes: $100-50-25 and 3 hon. mentions. All six will be published ii 
Seeds and on their website as well as a limited edition print valuet 
at $50.00. 

Fee: $10 per entry of three poems (by the same author) payable t< 
Hidden Book Press. Includes a year of Seeds. 
Type name, address and e-mail on the BACK of each submission. 
For more info: see the Seeds website, or telephone (416)504- 
3966/e-mail writers@pathcom.com. 
No electronic submissions. 
To: Seeds Poetry Contest, Hidden Book Press, 
412-701 King St. W. Toronto, ON M5V 2W7 
Deadline: 30 November 30, 1998. 

Electric Garden Press/Hook & Ladder 
1st Annual Poetry Sampler Award 
Up to 75 lines. 
Prizes: $500-250-125, 

and publication in Hook & Ladder, Vol.3/No.4 (Spring '99) 
Fee: $12 per entry, up to 12 poems. 

Includes a two-year subscription. Payable to "Hook & Ladder." 

acc l see the Poetry Sampler Award webpage, or send a 
SASE to the below address. 

n°rLEGP SamP,er Award, POB 78, Station B 
Ottawa, ON KIP 6C3 
Deadline: December 1, 1998. 
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The Oppressed/’’Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death’ 

On Discovering I'm a Fraud 

Or. 

The Bre-X of My Mind 

I'm smart and virtuous — I parody. So I 

thought. I thought there was gold in them 

there hills of my cerebellum. I discovered 

I'm afraid. I'm afraid of making consumer 

goods out of anti-consumerist art. Can 

Subverting Advertising change the world? 

It give birth to the imagination, is the soul 

of intelligence and allows the ability to 

deflect the insidious attacks on the mind. 

The infamous "they" want to crush the joy 

of creative opposition. They want you to 

believe that resistance is obsolete. Yet 

change happens. 

Why Are These Boys Smiling? 

Our group brand is exclusive. 

Aren't you glad you're not excluded? 

I don't see confidence. I see shit 

scared shitless that their status is 

totally dependent on their parent's 

wealth. That they are worthless. 

Emotional Hunger 

Life mirrors art, advertising feeds 

images to emulate. If I can't escape 

from the glamourous prison that 

causes my misery/anorexia, I will 

die. 
The Oppressors/The Smell of Fear 

Produced by Hannibal Hack, assisted by D.N.R. 



HTTP://WWW,AIFIES.QIEE\SL.CA/ALFIES 

WEAR A DISCO COSTUME' 
AND.SKIP THE LINE? 

ilME IM5-200J. 

December 6, 1989 
The deaths of fourteen women at Ecole Polytechnique brought violence ag’ainst women 

to the forefront of our national consciousness. It s important to keep it tkere. 

On December 4, 1998 The Journal will publish a supplement commemorating’ the 9th 

anniversary of the Montreal Massacre. We re looking’ for women ancl men to contribute 

experiences, thoughts, poetry and art related to violence ag’ainst women. 

For more information, call Liz or Shandley at t>45-2800. 

3rd CP’S, T-SHIRTS, HATS 
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Grad 
students 
denied 
Who's 
Where 
By Maggie Buhajczyk 

For the first time, graduate and law 

students will not receive free copies of 

the Who’s Where this year. In response, 

the Society of Graduate and 

Professional Students has decided to 

withhold certain payments to the Alma 

Mater Society. 

“It is our position that if the AMS is 

going to withhold services to our mem¬ 

bers, then we have no choice but to 

withhold the ancillary fees that are cov¬ 

ered under the service agreement,” 

stated Chris Hales, president of the 

SGPS, in an open letter to AMS 

President Tom Stanley and members of 

AMS and SGPS. 

The fees will be kept in trust until a 

resolution is reached between the two 

societies, Hales stated in the letter. The 

fees being held are normally directed to 

services including Bus-it, Walkhome and 

the Tricolour Yearbook. 

“We were not aware that we could 

no longer receive the Who’s Where 

because when the grad students sepa¬ 

rated they had a service agreement,” 

said Hales. According to Hales, the 

1993 agreement, which gave the SGPS 

access to all self-sufficient AMS services, 

is no longer being recognized by the 

AMS. 

“It was all very last minute. We found 

out on Friday, October 23,” that mem¬ 

bers of the SGPS would not be receiving 

copies of the Who’s Where, he said, 

“and the Who’s Where was distributed 

on Monday, October 26.” 

_TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1998 

Death saddens history department 
By Fiona Stevenson 

The department of history. Queen’s 

University and the Kingston community 

are mourning the loss of long-time 

Queen’s professor Donald Swainson. 

Mr. Swainson, who died last Friday, 

became ill over the summer and was 

unable to teach courses this term. He 

was 59. 

“He was very well-liked by his stu¬ 

dents and especially appreciated by his 

fourth-year seminar students,” said Paul 

Christianson, chair of the history depart¬ 

ment. “He had a very good wit which 

sometimes was understated and he 

would often precede a witty remark by 

looking over the top of his glasses.” 

“He was very well-liked by 
his students and especially 
appreciated by his fourtFi- 
year seminar students.” 

— Paul Christianson, chair of 
the history department 

Mr. Swainson started teaching at 

Queen’s in 1963. He specialized in 19th 

and 20th century Canadian political 

history. 

He was the chair of graduate studies 

in history on four separate occasions 

between 1970 and 1982 and was chair of 

the humanities division of the School of 

Graduate Studies and Research from 

1978-80. 

Mr. Swainson also taught a variety of 

courses, including a Canadian history 

survey course, 19th and 20th century 

Canadian political history courses, and 

seminars on western-Canadian history 

and old Ontario. In addition, he super¬ 

vised a number of masters and doctorate 

theses and various undergraduate inde¬ 

pendent study projects. 

Please see Professor on page 3 

Activists march past the market in downtown Kingston Saturday afternoon, protesting hate crimes against queers and 

the lack of media coverage on queer issues._ 
PHOTO BY JOCELYN HEISEL 

Queer rights activists break silence 
By Laura MacInnis 

“Silence is violence.” 

This message resonated through 

Kingston's market square last weekend 

as activists rallied together to protest 

hate crimes against gays and lesbians and 

the lack of media coverage on queer 

issues. 

Approximately 70 students gathered 

at the Kingston market on Saturday, 

wearing rainbow ribbons and holding 

signs stating “Silence is death, action is 

life.” 

The group congregated outside City 

Hall for approximately half an hour 

before marching up Princess Street, 

chanting: “Queer community under 

attack. What do we do? Act up, fight 

back!” 

“A death in Wyoming, a riot in New 

York... We are here to break the silence. 

We are here to make some noise,” said 

Jason Silzer, Sci ’99. 

On October 12, Wyoming student. 

Matthew Shepard was brutally murdered 

by two men because he was gay. Five 

days later, queer activists in New York 

planned a political funeral for Shepard. 

Thousand of supporters attended the 

vigil. 

Mourners at the vigil claim they were 

beaten and mistreated by members of the 

New York Police Department. More than 

130 people were arrested without access 

to lawyers, and AIDS patients were 

detained without access to their medica¬ 

tion. 

The New York beating did not appear 

in the mainstream media, which 

prompted members of the Kingston 

community to rally to bring queer-bash¬ 

ing into focus. 

“Someone died for being who they 

were. That’s just not fair,” said Azin 

Morad Hasse, Arts ’02. “I’m here 

because I’m afraid... I’m not used to 

being afraid.” 

Protest organizer Jocelyn Heisel, Arts 

’99, read a poem she had composed to 

the group. “My voice has muscles that 

ripple through shirt sleeves. My voice 

laughs out loud. My voice will not be 

silenced,” she said, adding, “The power 

is ours, and we can do with it whatever 

we choose.” 

Please see Rally on page 4 

Have you .ever thought what 

it might be like to \vake up in a 

different skin? Probably not 

the sort of question that vveighsineavily 

on the conscience . with any regularity, 

bi(tpbrhaps itishould. 

Seefcqg things from the other side of 

the fence is an essential societal glue 

which is becoming scarce. 

Racism at Queen’s: long standing, 

oft ignored, and on the rise. /If this is a 

lot fdr you to swallow, turn to 

OpinioHs and chew first. 

Please see Racism witliin us 
on page 7 
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Students encouraged 
to winterize homes 

By Fiona Scannell 

With temperatures starting to drop, 

many on-campus groups suggest 

students winterize their homes immedi¬ 

ately in order to significantly reduce 

heating bills. 
“There are a lot of devastated stu¬ 

dents who don’t realize what their utili¬ 

ties will cost until they see their bills,” 

said Ken Mundell of the Energy Sales 

department at Kingston Utilities. 

Mundell estimated that 20 to 40 per cent 

of heat is lost through air leakage. 

Recognizing this fact, for $20, 

OPIRG’s Housewarming Project, 

located in the Earth Centre at the JDUC, 

aims to allow “tenants and homeowners 

to ease winter chills and save some 

money by implementing energy conser¬ 

vation techniques,” according to Richard 

Feldman, director of the Housewarming 

Project. 

These techniques include using plastic 

to cover drafty windows; insulating hot 

water pipes, electrical outlets and 

switches; caulking the windows that are 

not covered with plastic and testing for 

shower energy efficiency. 

The winterizing project is staffed by 

volunteers, and receives on-campus 

funding from the Town Gown Office 

and the AMS Municipal Affairs Commis¬ 

sion, and support from various environ¬ 

mental and social justice-oriented 
groups, including OP1RG. 

The Housewarming Project has been 

well-received over the past four years 

said Feldman. Demand for the service is 

greater than volunteers can keep Up 

with, he added. 

Alison Gee, Arts ’99, said the costs 

involved with the project were not of 

great benefit to her house. While Gee 

acknowledged that the program made 

her household aware of where they 

could reduce heat loss, she said the win¬ 

terizing attempts of her and her house¬ 

mates were more successful than those 

of the volunteers. 

“The Housewarming is great if you 

only have three windows in your house,” 

Gee said. “After the Housewarmers left 

we had to go out and buy another $20 

worth of material.” 

The Housewarming costs only 

include nine feet of plastic, enough for 

two to three windows, she explained. 

OPIRG’s Housewarmers use mylar, 

rather than heat-sensitive, plastic. Mylar 

plastic is thick, does not tear easily, and 

can be reused in subsequent years, 

explained Feldman. 

Please see Tenants on page 4 

CORRECTIONS 

In the Opinions Section of the last issue of The Journal, Sharon Leighton’s name 

was omitted from a letter to the editors entitled “Where’s the tolerance?” 

In the October 15 issue of The Journal, Mamie Michalak was wrongly attributed 

to a letter to the editors entitled “Whose interests are you representing?” 

The Journal regrets the errors. 

Career Services 
Presents 

MBA FAIR 
Thursday, November 5th 

10:00 a m. - 1:00 p m 

Meet the representatives for these MBA programs 
in the John Deutsch University Centre - Lower Ceilidh 

—-- 

Clarkson University (USA) 

Dalhousie University 

McMaster University 

Queen’s University 

Saint Mary’s University 

University of Ottawa 

University of Toronto 

University of Windsor 

Wilfrid Laurier University 

York University 

learn answers to questions on admission requirements 
• acquire information on programs offered 

^3AY. NOVEMBER 3. 1998 
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Rector candidates discuss student issues 
by Shawn Brimley Mike KEALY feels that his long 

experience at Queen’s gives 

him the perspective needed to 

be a effective Rector. 

A Sudbury native who came to 

Queen’s in 1994 as a life science major, 

Kealy ended up graduating with Bache¬ 

lor degrees in both biology and history. 

Now a first-year law student, Kealy said 

be wants to translate his experiences into 

j positive source of informa- 

non and understanding for 

the student population. 

"1 feel qualified to pro¬ 

vide guidance for Queen’s 

students in every respect,” 

said Kealy. “My diverse edu¬ 

cation has afforded me the 

opportunity to gain a broad 

perspective on the variety of 

issues that materialize at 

Queen’s.” 

Kealy said he feels acces¬ 

sibility to the Rector is a key 

concern. If elected, Kealy 

wants to create a homepage 

to allow students an accessible way to 

voice their concerns. 

“This homepage would also provide 

an update to students on how the uni¬ 

versity is being run and why certain deci¬ 

sion are being made at the administrative 

level,” Kealy said. 

He also plans, if elected, to provide to 

students with a brief synopsis of the 

financial situation of the university. “A 

three to four page summary could be dis¬ 

tributed to students via The Journal or 

the web, to show [students] how their 

money is being spent,” Kealy suggested. 

Kealy said he wants to ensure that the 

administration examines every source of 

revenue before going to the students in 

the form of tuition hikes. 

“[Having a Rector] is an 

incredible opportunity for 

students to have their 

voices heard,” said Kealy. 

“As Rector, [I would] have 

the opportunity to be 

involved in the search for 

additional sources of capital 

from the private and public 

sector.” 

Kealy said his years at 

Queen’s have allowed him 

to develop the proper per¬ 

spective to speak with con¬ 

fidence on the concern of 

the students. “I guarantee 

that I will provide a responsible voice in 

regard to how our University is run,” he 

said. “[I] will strive to balance the need 

for accessible education and the mainte¬ 

nance of quality for which Queen’s is 

known the world over.” 

By Shawn Brimley JIM QUINN said he believes commu¬ 
nication is the most effective catalyst 
for change. If elected Rector, Quinn 
promises to communicate the wishes 

of students to the administration. 
Quinn, a third-year nursing student, 

attended Carleton for two years and 

then worked for two years before com¬ 

ing back to school. “Working for two 

years really gave me the 

motivation to go back to 

school,” Quinn said. 

“A person is elected to 

the position of Rector, but 

the position belongs to 

every Queen’s student,” 

said Quinn. “The students 

need an interactive Rector.” 

If elected, Quinn plans 

to emphasize the concerns 

of students to the decision 

making bodies at Queen’s. 

“I want to advocate any and 

all issues my fellow students 

have,” Quinn said. “[The 

Rector] is a communicating 

point. You can’t force an issue, but you 

can facilitate it being addressed.” 

To increase accessibility to the Rector 

and the administration, Quinn said as 

Rector he would provide up to date 

information on his work by submitting a 

regular column to The Journal, and by 

creating an e-mail listserv. 

“Students generally know what they 

want, but their opinions don’t seem to 

be getting to the people that it should,” 

said Quinn. “Since you are a Queen’s 

student, you should be able to address 

your concerns to the executive levels, 

even in the smallest way.” 

Quinn is also very interested in devel¬ 

oping a student-alumni mentorship pro¬ 

gram, which would link 

students with a willing 

alumni in their chosen field 

of study or work. 

“I have encountered 

Queen’s Alumni both on 

campus and in different 

cities who express interest in 

maintaining links to their 

Alma Mater,” said Quinn. 

“[I have] talked to many stu¬ 

dents wishing for an avenue 

to become involved and 

knowledgeable about their 

chosen profession. It is my 

belief that student alumni 

mentorship would perfectly 

fit into this role.” 

Quinn said, “The situation of every 

student here at Queen’s is unique and 

includes all individual aspects of life here 

for every student... I am here to listen.” 

On Saturday evening, Alfred Bader, the alumni responsible for donating 

Herstmonceux Castle to Queen’s, delivered a lecture entitled “Paintings we 
hope will come to Queen’s" at the Interim Agnes to an audience of about 70 

people. As part of the Speaking about Art lecture series, Bader discussed 

approximately 50 paintings he has collected that he wants to donate to 
Queen’s. He divided the paintings into four categories: puzzle paintings, 
biblical subjects, Rembrandt and his circle, and paintings he couldn’t resist._ 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Professor was actively 
involved in 
Continued from page I 

[Mr. Swainson’s HIST 270] was one 

the most popular courses in the 

epartment,” Christianson said. “It was 

0ne that had a lot of student interest.” 

^r- Swa'nson was born in Baldur, 

Manitoba on November 23, 1938. He 

earned a Bachelor of Arts degree at the 

niversity of Manitoba and completed a 

Master of Arts and a PhD at the 

University of Toronto. 

l'T*16 professor was also an accorn- 

P ished writer who published numerous 

J°j including a biography of John A. 

acd°nald and a history of Kingston, 

q 'cn he produced jointly with Brian 

s orne from the Queen’s department 

' geography. 

community 
Mr. Swainson moved to Kingston in 

1963 and became actively involved in 

the community. He was a longtime mem¬ 

ber of the Kingston Historical Associa¬ 

tion and “was also very active in 

covering political events for The 

Kingston Whig-Standard,” said 

Christianson. 

Swainson is survived by his wife 

Eleanor, his two sons Eirik and Andrew, 

and his two grandchildren Melissa and 

Andrew. A funeral service will take place 

today at the James Reid Funeral Home, 

Cataraqui Chapel. Memorial donations 

can be made to the Donald Swainson 

Memorial Bursary Fund, Queen’s 

University. 

Human rights discussed 
By Barbara Harvey 

Approximately 75 people came to 

hear a speech by Chief Commissioner 

Michelle Falardeau-Ramsay of the 

Canadian Human Rights Commission 

Friday evening, as part of the Human 

Rights symposium series. 

As Falardeau-Ramsay was unable to 

attend, her speech was presented by 

Commissioner Phyllis Gordon in the 

Robert Sutherland Room in the John 

Deutsch University Cenrre. 

The lecture, entitled “Human Rights 

in the 21sr Century,” was composed in 

celebration of the 50th anniversary of 

the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, its well as die 20th anniversary 

of the Canadian Human Rights 

Commission. 

The Chief Commissioner's transcript 

detailed some of the history of human 

rights. “I rhink it is important to know 

where we came from in order to con¬ 

sider where tye are going,” wrote 

Falardeau-Ramsay, adding “as Nellie 

McCIung put it: people must know the 

past to understand the present and face 

the future.” 

A variety of advancements made in 

the field of human rights were dis¬ 

cussed. Falardeau-Ramsay’s speech 

addressed topics such as the Congress 

of Vienna, the League of Nations and 

the establishment of the United 

Nations, remarking that Canada has 

made impressive progress in the strug¬ 

gle to protect basic rights. However, she 

also emphasized that there is much 

work to be done. 

According to the Chief Commis¬ 

sioner, the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights remains “a vision of the 

world as we would like it to be.” Citing 

examples such as the oppression of 

women in Iran and the ethnic strife of 

the former Yugoslavia, she illustrated 

current infringements of human rights 

in the international community. 

Falardeau-Ramsay used these examples 

to warn against assuming Canada is a 

utopia of equality. 

The Chief Commissioner's speech 

also pointed to unfounded assumptions 

about current practices. “Many of the 

human rights we now take for granted 

have been in place for one generation 

or less,” she said. She noted that, by¬ 

law, discrimination based on gender, 

sex, age, sexuality', disability', and race is 

stricrly prohibited and yet ordinary. 

Canadians are confronted with flagrant 

violations of this provision every day. 

Commissioner Phyllis Gordon 

PHOTO BY GAUSEDOBAE 

“All the declarations, resolutions, 

and laws the world has to offer are 

worthless unless they are backed up by 

people resolved to maintain them,” 

Falardeau-Ramsay wrote. She chal¬ 

lenged people to defend human rights 

and support causes they believed in. 

Falardeau-Ramsay wrote that she 

hopes as globalization increases and 

populations become more diverse, 

human rights will remain in the public 

eye and not fall victim to the “gospel of 

economic efficiency.” The creators of 

the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights did not intend for economics 

and human rights to be unrelated, she 

added. 

“Our legacy to future generations 

will be a Canada that honours the dig¬ 

nity and worth of every human being,” 

she said. 
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Speaker discusses labour markets 
By Katherine Waller 

Last Thursday, Paula B. Voos, 

a professor at Rutgers Univer¬ 

sity in New Jersey, appeared at 

Queen’s University to discuss 

the current global marketplace 

and its effect on unions. 

Voos was invited to Queen’s 

as part of the Don Wood Lec¬ 

ture Series, an annual event held 

to honour the founder of the 

Master of Industrial Relations 

program at Queen’s. 

An active public figure in 

industrial relations research, 

Voos received her PhD in Eco¬ 

nomics at Harvard before 

becoming a professor at Rutgers 

University’s School of Manage¬ 

ment and Labour Relations. 

She argued that a “laissez 

faire” economic philosophy has 

dominated public policy in the 

United States and Canada dur¬ 

ing the last several years, one 

that calls for smaller govern¬ 

ments, low taxes, privatization 

and deregulation of labour mar¬ 

kets. These changes, advocated 

in the name of increasing 

competition and bolstering the 

economy, have led to a decrease 

in wages and workers' benefits 

such as unemployment and dis¬ 

ability insurance, she said. 

A widening gap in income 

levels is a trend that has been 

progressing since 1973. Studies 

indicate that the gap has very 

recently become less pro¬ 

nounced in the US, but Voos 

attributed this to the current 

strength of the global economy, 

rather than the inherent merit 

of the “laissez faire” mentality. 

“Recessions do come,” she said, 

and, when they do, legal and 

social structures are needed to 

manage the mess. 

A growing backlash to the 

unbridled “laissez faire” 

approach has given rise to “The 

Third Way,” a belief that one 

can be both pro-market and 

pro-government at the same 

time. As described by Voos, 

“The Third Way” attempts to 

keep unemployment down 

through world-wide decreases 

in interest rates, coupled with 

careful government spending on 

investments in transportation, 

education and training services. 

It also recognizes the benefits of 

collective bargaining in the 

workplace, she explained. 

Voos briefly highlighted the 

advantages of unions. By help¬ 

ing to create and protect 

employment standards for 

workers, she said, unions actu¬ 

ally reduce the need for exces¬ 

sive government intervention in 

the workplace. The business can 

be run more efficiently when 

the employer is able to deal with 

a single union speaking for a 

large number of employees, 

Voos explained, rather than 

having to deal with each 

employee individually. 

Unionization rates have 

regressed to 10 per cent and 

have not been this low since the 

1930s, Voos said. This is also 

happening to a lesser extent in 

Canada, she added. Voos identi¬ 

fied several reasons for this 

decrease. First, the low cost, 

low skill, low commitment 

approach to employment intrin¬ 

sic in the “laissez faire” 

mentality discourages employ¬ 

ers from having a positive atti¬ 

tude towards unions and, in 

many cases, leads to resistance 

through intimidation tactics and 

legal action. 

Second, Voos argued that the 

frequent closure of plants and 

opening of new ones makes 

unionization difficult. 

A third problem, Voos con¬ 

tinued, was the lack of effective 

attempts by unions to provide 

services and market themselves 

to people of all professions, par¬ 

ticularly the more “artsy” ones. 

In the United States, unions 

have been trying to involve 

youth in the labour movement 

and provide training for non- 

unionized and unionized work¬ 

ers alike to educate them on 

collective bargaining and other 

union functions, she explained. 

So far, Voos said the outcome 

hasn’t been very encouraging. 

“They have not found a way yet 

to reinvent themselves,” she 

said. 

Rally 
active 
Continued from page I 

Those speaking in front of 

the group emphasized the need 

for gays and lesbians to be 

vocal and to work together 

and expressed disappointment 
with the rally’s turnout. 

“Where are our friends 

where are the other people we 

know?” asked Ryan O’Connor, 

Con-Ed ’00. “We all have to 

stand up and fight for our 

rights.” 

McKay Savage, vice-presi¬ 

dent (student development) of 

the Engineering Society, said he 

was content with the rally’s 

turnout, but emphasized the 

need for more action by those 

who desire change. “1 just don’t 

understand it when people say 

they’re too busy,” he said. “If 

not now, when? If not us, who 

are we counting on to pick up 

the slack?” 

A Queer Action Group has 

been formed at Queen’s to 

address concerns about queer 

issues on campus and in 

Kingston. The group’s first 

meeting takes place tomorrow 

at 4 p.m. at the OPIRG office 

(Earth centre) in the JDUC. 

Tenants, 
be aware 
Continued from page 2 

Extra plastic can be 

requested from the House- j 

warmers at a cost of $1.10 

per feet, said Feldman. 

Before student tenants 

embark upon their own win¬ 

terizing adventures, Patrick 

McNeill, Town Gown Rela- i 

tions, suggested speaking to 

one’s landlord. “With a lot of 

the student homes being over 

50 years old, it is a good idea 

to see what the landlord 

wants done,” McNeill, 

explained, noting that winter¬ 

izing merely involves sealing 

the places where heat is lost. 

Sarah Corman, AMS 

municipal affairs commis¬ 

sioner, said the lack of a 

requirement for insulation in 

rental properties under the 

Kingston Landlord-Tenant Act 

is a “big problem.” While 

landlords are required to have 

heating systems fully func¬ 

tional by September 15, the 

expenses involved with insu¬ 

lating older homes prevents 

extensive upgrading from 

becoming law, she explained. 

Landlords are only respon¬ 

sible for replacing draft)' 

doors and windows if such 

requests are included in the 

lease, Corman said. She sug¬ 

gested students phone 

Kingston Utilities to get the 

high and low prices for a par¬ 

ticular house before signing 

the lease. 
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Grad students ‘surprised’ 
Continued from page I 

According to Hales, on October 23, 

the SGPS received an e-mail from the 

WAV/WN Publications informing him 

that “in order for the [SGPS] students to 

receive a copy of the Who’s Where a... 

donation of S2.00/SGPS member” 

would be required. 

Stanley said he regrets the late notice. 

• We were not plotting this in May. The 

only thing that I have asserted through¬ 

out the entire process of law students’ 

separation is that things were going to 

arise that no one would foresee,” he 

said. According to Stanley, the 1993 

agreement had a condition that it termi¬ 

nated September 1, 1996. 

“Since we’ve been paying for services 

like The Journal and Walkhome, We feel 

the ’93 agreement is binding until the 

new, 1996 agreement is signed,” Hales 

said. 

“1 rhink it’s unreasonable to rely on 

incomplete and half negotiated draft 

documents to extract action,” Stanley 

said. “Even under the conditions of the 

1996 draft agreement, the SGPS would 

still not receive the Who’s Where." 

“Grad students got it in the past 

mostly because by the time [the AMS] 

could get around to looking at distribu¬ 

tion it was too late, the books had 

already been given out,” explained 

Who's Where Editor Mike Beltzner. 

“When you’re working against a dead¬ 

line, distribution tends to slip through 

the cracks,” he added. 

This year the AMS and Who’s Where 

editors looked at the issue in advance 

and found “there was no reason for the 

grad students to get the Who’s Where for 

free, said Beltzner. “Most other exter¬ 

nal organizations aren’t allowed a copy 

of the book. They have to realize if they 

don’t pay AMS fees they won’t get the 

same services.” 

A lot of students were surprised,” by 

the AMS decision, Hales said. “The pro¬ 

fessional, law and graduate students 

released their private and personal infor¬ 

mation on the understanding that it 

would be distributed to all students, 

including themselves,” he explained. 

“It seems pointless to put us in the 

Who’s Where without actually giving it to 

us,” said Meaghan Hands, Law ’01. 

Hales attributed the rejection of the 

agreement to AMS financial problems. 

“The Who’s Where is losing money and 

this is a way to make it up,” he stipu¬ 

lated. 

“Advertising was sold on the basis that 

the Who’s Where was distributed to all 

Queen’s students,” he added. 

Beltzner stated that although the 

Who’s Where does get most of its funding 

from advertising, it still relies on the 

AMS to back any lost revenue. “The 

AMS still assumes a portion of the risk 

by bailing us out.” he said. 

The AMS is also planning to make the 

Who’s Where available at the Campus 

Bookstore at a reduced rate of $8-9. 

“We don’t think it’s unreasonable that 

people pay for the services they receive,” 

said Stanley. “We have more important 

things on our agenda to pursue. I don’t 

want to waste students’ time with this 

bickering,” he added. 

Outstanding Cuntributors: 
October 

McCormick 

Taryn McCormick, co-chair of the ASUS Women's 

Empowerment Committee, is one of The Journal's 

contributors for the month of October. Her two 

articles, one a powerful, cutring edge and well- 

researched feature informing of the atrocities cur¬ 

rently being inflicted upon members of the queer 

community and the other, a strong opinion piece 

“We haven’t come that far, baby," were lucid, well- 

written and immensely popular. Thanks Taryn! 

Whittington 

u 

W u 

Not only is Jim Whittington kind to animals, but 

he can also write a heck of a CD review. Jim has 

become one of AScE’s most tireless and reliable 

contributors, writing countless reviews and con¬ 

ducting an intriguing interview wirh swing and 

bluesman Colin James. 

As one of the most productive photography 

contributors, Samson has been both readily avail¬ 
able and reliable, two valuable attributes for a 
Journal contributor. Samson has also shown a lot 

of creativity in his work which has progressively 
improved. His cheery demeanour and eagerness to 

contribute make him a logical choice for contribu¬ 
tor of the month. 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

The Second 1999 Charity 
Ball Smoker is coming to 
AJ’s Hanger - Saturday, 
November 14th. It’s gonna 
Be kickin’...Don’t miss it! 

The 30th edition of the Who’s 
Where is NOW AVAILABLE to 
AMS members at the AMS 
Infobank (lower ceilidh, JDUC) 
and the UBS Exchange (upstairs 
in the JDUC in the Sky Light 
Lounge). You’ll need a valid 
1998-1988 student card to get one 

Hear the Honourable Paul 
Martin on Wednesday, Nov 6 at 
12 noon in Wallace Hall. For 
infor call Jed Fallis at 545-6000 
ext. 4816. 

Last chance to sign- up for the 
Queen’s Model United Nations 
Sign up at the Infobank or call 
Laura Green at 533-4434. 

Wanna go back to your High 
School and talk about 
Queen’s? Participate in the High 
School send back program. 
Come to the info session on wed, 
Nov 11, or call Jenn or Corrine at 
545-6000 ext. 5178. 

Medical Variety Night - Med TV. 
November 12, 13, 14, 8pm Grant 
Hall. Tickets on sale Noverber 2- 
6th, 9-13th in Botterell, Mac-Cory, 
JDUC. All proceeds go to charity 

ASUS Movie Theatre Presents: 
The Mask of Zorro Sunday, Nov 8 
in Dunning Auditorium. Showing 
Times are 7 and 10 pm. Tickets 
Are $3 and will be on sale at 
MacCorry on Friday. 

Do you have a sassy sense of 
style? The Communications 
Commission is looking for 2 
motivated, web-sawy volunteers 
to help create & maintain AMS 
club sites. Call 545-2732 for info. 

Sunday, Nov 15 at 7 pm: The 
Queen’s Student Community 
Services group is looking for 
people to perform, sing, read 
and entertain for their Coffee 
House. For info call 545-2958. 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

yilyone t(re AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732, or email Comm@ams.(\ueensu.ca 
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The Post disappoints 
Making its debut last week, 

the National Post landed on 

doorsteps across the country 

with a lighter than expected thud: 

where was the sports, the national news 

or the promised ‘progressive’ comic 

strips? 

On the other hand, the business cov¬ 

erage delivered even more than was 

expected. In fact, it seems as if Editor 

Ken Whyte has wrapped a thin veneer 

of news and commentary around a sub¬ 

stantial business section headlined by 

the Financial Post. As for the name 

‘national’ — while available every¬ 

where from St. John’s to Prince 

Rupert’s Island, the new paper’s focus 

is on anything that might be relevant to 

Torontonians. 

Unfortunately, this distinctly 

regional flavour and devotion to busi¬ 

ness are criticisms that could also be 

levelled at other newspapers. The Post 

diverges from its competitors, however, 

when its conservative ideological tone 

comes across too strongly in headlines 

and stories, thus clouding the appear¬ 

ance of objectivity. 

As for the physical appearance of the 

paper itself, it is difficult to tell if the 

Post is trying to emulate the Wall Street 

Journal or U.S.A. Today. The narrow 

columns and unappealing typeface pre¬ 

sent a challenge to even the most 

myopic readers. The front-page cut¬ 

outs of famous Canadians are also hard 

to miss. With no disrespect to such 

icons of Canadian culture as Alanis 

Morissette and Wayne Gretzky, these 

graphics are best left off the front page 

of the newspaper. 

These numerous problems with lay¬ 

out and content aside, the new paper is 

definitely a welcome player in the field 

of Canadian journalism. Every new 

voice, no matter how obtuse, only adds 

to the diversity of opinions and cover¬ 

age of news in Canada, not to mention 

job opportunities. 

It is unfortunate, therefore, that one 

of the major players in the newspaper 

industry, Torstar, has reacted to the new 

paper by trying to acquire another 

major player — the Sun Media group. 

If worried about the new paper taking 

readers away, the newspaper industry 

would be wise to follow the lead of the 

Globe and Mail and concentrate on 

improving themselves before they buy 

the competition. 

Reviewing feminism 
WHILE IT WOULD INDEED BE 

a shame if even one women 

declined to submit to the 

Feminist Review because a male was on 

the editorial board, it would be a 

greater travesty if such fears under¬ 

mined the mandate of the publication 

itself. If the Review really expects to be 

a “forum for feminist voices from a 

variety of backgrounds and experi¬ 

ences,” its staff must recognize that 

even a male’s perspective can be a legit¬ 

imate voice. It seems very backwards 

for a publication that last year boasted 

of being forward-thinking, to assume 

that someone’s gender prevents them 

from making an equally valuable contri¬ 

bution to the Review. 

There is an inherent contradiction in 

the Review's own mission statement if 

“embracing feminism in its many 

forms” excludes the participation of a 

male on its editorial board. By hesitat¬ 

ing to accept a male as a legitimate 

member of the board, the Review has 

probably discouraged many males from 

submitting to the publication. This is 

unfortunate because feminist writing 

and art at Queen’s could only benefit 

from having a multitude of views repre¬ 

sented in the Review. 

The members of the committee that 

was unable to come to consensus over 

this issue should realize that they could 

have harmed the credibility of the pub¬ 

lication. It should not have taken the 

intervention of the AMS Social Issues 

Commissioner to ensure that the Femi¬ 

nist Review adheres to the AMS policy 

of equality. 

We can only hope that in the future, 

when a male shows a genuine interest in 

participating in the celebration of 

women’s lives and experiences, his gen¬ 

der will not be an issue. 

Editorial Board 
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The sickness within 
"Did you hear that John is sick?” 

My PARENTS DROPPED THIS 

bombshell on me on the way 

back from the Halifax airport. 

John has been my best friend since 

junior high school. 1 hadn’t heard from 

him in a while, but I figured it was just 

the geography, the stress of academia, 

the hectic term that had distanced us. 

An awkward 
silence arises 
when mental 

illness shows itself 
in our lives. 

Sick. The word hit me hard. 

I was then told that John had been ill 

for months. He had been hospitalized, 

he had been medicated. 

John has bipolar disorder. 

Bipolar disorder, also known as 

manic depression, is caused by a chem¬ 

ical imbalance in the brain. It is often 

treated with lithium, like diabetes is 

treated with insulin. But somehow, this 

sickness is different. 

An awkward silence arises when 

mental illness shows itself in our lives. 

Depression, schizophrenia, attention 

deficit disorder, obsessive compulsive 

disorder. We know the words, but we 

are uncomfortable with their meaning. 

Many people who would rush to the 

bedside of anyone diagnosed with 

mono, diabetes, or cancer do not pick 

up the phone to support a friend diag¬ 

nosed with a mental illness. 

Why the difference? 

We hear of a diagnosis of mental ill¬ 

ness and think, “he’s crazy,” “she’s not 

herself.” There is a puzzling tendency 

to blame sufferers of mental illness for 

being weak, to tell them to “cheer up” 

or stop feeling sorry for themselves. 

Openness about medication like 

Prozac has helped legitimize mental dis¬ 

orders as a physical illnesses. But how 

much do we really know about the 

effects of neurological treatment? 

Mood regulating drugs can have 

unpredictable effects. They can help lift 

the veil of sickness and let sufferers feel 

capable, comfortable and alive. They 

can also make life bland, boring, for¬ 

eign and incredibly lonely. 

But we feel uncomfortable with the 

changes we see in friends. We don’t 

know what to say or do, we don’t know 

how to react. And we often do nothing. 

We need to be honest about the 

social stigma we attribute to mental dis¬ 

orders. We need to appreciate that the 

rejection and shame sufferers tends to 

compounds the problem and alienate 

those who need empathy and support. 

I have learned a lot from John. I 

have seen his friends shirk away, I have 

seen his loneliness increase. And I have 

felt just as uncomfortable as others in 

finding ways to talk about his experi¬ 

ence and to support him. 

It’s difficult to generalize a condition 

that affects each individual differently, 

and it’s hard to know how to approach 

issues that we aren’t talking about. 

Let’s recognize that mental disorders 

are physical ailments, no different from 

other sicknesses. It’s time to discard our 

assumptions about mental illness and 

reach out in support to our friends in 

need. 
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Opinions 

Racism within us, around us On Monday October 19, some 

approved posters for OPIRG’s 

Free Burma! working group were 

put up in the Biosciences complex. These 

depicted Aung San Suu Kyi, Nobel Peace 

Prize recipient and leader of the struggle 

for democracy in Burma, whose visage is 

unmistakably Asian. 

By that evening, the posters had been 

singled out and removed. New posters 

were put up. By the next morning they 

too were gone (and not for lack of bill¬ 

board space). New posters were put up. 

This cycle continued. Eight generations of 

posters have seen the light of day. 

SSMBte. 
- Aung Sa<i fCyi. 

trrtt uncbons^N nuM, 
Human ngnU abuses 

The tree 6urmn' working group Is loobng lor 
new members. 

Wodnesdoy October 28,1WS f 
5.30pm 

Signed: ?? 

Dear Editors, 

Two weeks ago I was approached by a 

friend to sign a petition (letter) of what 

seemed to be of importance to him. I 

believe that if someone feels strongly 

enough about a particular issue, and can 

convince me that it is an important topic 

of conversation, that it is my privilege to 

be able to support them by signing. 

Last week after the printing of The 

Journal, I received a call from my sister 

asking me about the article ‘I wrote’ in 

me paper. To start, I had no idea what 

sne was talking about, until she 

Prompted me with some political infor¬ 

mation about the OUSA referendum. It 

occurred to me then, that someone had 

published an article under my name, 

dealing with a political topic of which 

my friend had asked for support. To my 

•tritation, I had numerous other ‘com¬ 

ments’ that day about ‘my article,’ all 

rom people arguing an opinion that is 
°ot my own. 

' did not write that article. On a more 

umorous level, anyone who knows me 

well knows that lam definitely not a 

Political person, and am actually some- 

"mat ignorant to political issues. Sec- 

°ndly, whoever wrote that article 

o viously has strong views but is not 

£ r°ng enough in themselves to come 

°rt 1 and sign their name. I feel that if 

Here’s another anecdote from the 

Queen's University Wide World of Racism. 

Upon a recent trip to one of Stauffer 

Library’s gleaming stalls I noticed the fol¬ 

lowing endearing love note, painstakingly 

etched into the wall: “Chinks, go home.” 

My, how little Johnny’s literary talents 

have blossomed since he’s been away at 

university! 

Both of these stories speak to the exis¬ 

tence of pervasive systemic racism in the 

Queen’s community. These attitudes are 

typically born of a stubborn refusal on the 

part of students to accept differences 

between cultures, preferring instead the 

path of enlightenment signed “This way 

please to ethnocentrism.” 

If the latter philosophy applies to you, 

try with all your might (though this kind 

of intense consideration has known to 

sprain weak minds) to imagine what it 

might be like if all your everyday behav¬ 

iour was regarded by others with the same 

disgust and confusion associated with a 

public nasal refuse feeding. 

Enough banter. I’ll get to the point. 

You know who you are, from poster 

thieves to bathroom poets and beyond. 

I’m talking to you. You may well be con¬ 

stitutionally entitled to your ignorant 

opinions, but you will no longer be 

afforded the carte blanche of anonymity 

tacitly granted to any white student at 

Queen’s. I am watching you... 

“What’s this?” they cry. “Reverse 

racism?” For those of you who have been 

congregating under this rock, have a 

lesson in social mechanics with my 

compliments. 

Though racism is rampant the world 

over and there are indeed locales where 

being white is far from comfortable, one 

cannot argue for a similar situation here at 

Queen’s. By and large the perpetrators of 

racist thought and action are those in a 

position of relative power within a com¬ 

munity, be it institutional, national, or 

otherwise. 

There is a stubborn refusal 
on the part of students to 

accept differences between 
cultures, preferring instead 
the path of enlightenment 
signed “This way please to 

ethnocentrism.” 

In the near absence of minority groups, 

racism on a personal level can be more 

scarce than one might think. Though the 

dominant group in such a situation can 

often be heard slinging racist comments 

amongst themselves, they rarely (as I have 

observed, being raised on the East Coast) 

follow through with personal attacks on 

minority representation. 

The reason for this is simple. Suppose 

you live in a town with a thousand of your 

closest (similarly hued) friends, and a fam¬ 

ily of four with whom you share no chro¬ 

matic bond. Feeling threatened yet? Not 

bloody likely. People rarely act on racist 

impulses until they can envision serious 

potential for change in their surroundings 

due to the presence of minority groups. 

At Queen’s the majority group in terms 

of both numbers and clout is undoubtedly 

white, but the demographic landscape is 

changing. With this shift away from 

homogeneity in our community, I have 

observed the inevitable rise of white on 

anything-but-white racism. 

As such, the reverse racism parry 

smacks of hollow academia, proving a bit 

weak as an excuse when one considers cri- 

rters t« the Editers 

you (the author) feels that strongly about 

something that you should sign your 

name to your work, or if you are uncom¬ 

fortable, leave it anonymous. Signing my 

name was irritating for me, and embar¬ 

rassing for you — I have no respect for 

your work. 

I have learned a valuable lesson from 

all of this... now that I’m 20, I need to 

start acting like it and think things 

through before I sign my name to any¬ 

thing of importance. I advise you all to 

do the same. 

Finally, a note to the original author: 

ironically, sir, your behaviour “is nothing 

more than a shameful ploy to avoid 

accountability for [your] action.” Who¬ 

ever you are, I expect an apology. 

Mamie Michalak 

Arts ’01 

New arts cinema needs 
student support 

Dear Editors, 

Thanks for the excellent article on the 

closure of the Princess Court Cinema. I 

was, however, struck by the somewhat 

passive discussion of the possibility of re¬ 

establishing an alternative “arts” cinema 

in Kingston. No such cinema will ever 

succeed unless Queen’s students get 

excited about it and get involved in its 

operation in a meaningful and ongoing 

way. Shouldn’t The Journal take the lead 

in all this? Why not try to start a mass 

movement in support of a “Queen’s Arts 

Cinema,” QAC for short. 

Peter Henshaw 

Arts ’84 

Attack on OPIRG 
unfounded 

Dear Editors, 

I read Robert Walker’s letter (The 

Journal, Oct. 27th) with some surprise. 

Mr. Walker is completely inaccurate in 

implying that OPIRG does nothing for 

the student housing area. 

The Housewarming Project, in its 

fifth year, is an OPIRG working-group 

dedicated to reducing heat loss in stu¬ 

dent and community homes. No, we will 

not bring trash cans to your house, but 

we will install window plastic, insula¬ 

tion, caulking, etc. The result is a direct 

improvement in tenants’ quality of life: a 

warmer home, a cheaper energy bill, and 

a positive impact on our environment. 

I agree with Mr. Walker that student 

houses are poorly maintained by land¬ 

lords. This is exactly the reason why 

housewarming exists and why our ser¬ 

vices are in great demand. 

Unfortunately, Walker chose not to 

contact OPIRG either to verify his 

impressions or to seek assistance in actu- 

Continued on next page 

teria like “supporting evidence.” Back to 

class kids. 

For those of you on the verge of dis¬ 

missing this article as yet another tiresome 

rant from the minority, think again. I’m 

white (gasp!) and this is what we call an 

inside job. For those of you puzzled by 

acrimonious stance despite your racial tol¬ 

erance, relax. I’m not talking to you, but 

it wouldn’t hurt to open your eyes a little 

wider. For those of you rummaging 

through your closet for your white sheet 

collection, step into the ring. In all likeli¬ 

hood you have no idea who I am, and so 

much the better. I’m waiting for you to 

drop the ball, Poster Punk, and if I’m 

there when it happens I’m going to make 

that slip-up a ranking contender for the 

most embarrassing moment of your life. 

Andrew Toms suggests that you attend 
OPIRG’s anti-oppression open workshop 
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Music Listening 
Room of the JDUC. 

talkin ia 
What would you 

do to an evil 
housemate? 

wouldn’t be able to watch another 

episode of ‘Dawson’s Creek’” 

Julie Smit 

ArtSci ’01 

“Send her mother the videotape of 

her no one’s suppose to know about” 

Nancy Hoo 

Comm ’01 

“Make her pay my rent” 

Jennifer Clark 

Sci ’01 

PHOTOS BY CHERYL CHEUNG 
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ally acting on his concerns. One of the 

main purposes of the PIRG is to act as a 

resource for people who actually want to 

Jo something about global and local 

environmental/social justice issues. Had 

Mr, Walker taken the time to visit our 

office in the Earth Centre, his complaint 

to The Journal might have been accom¬ 

panied by more concrete plans for action 

on the subject. 

More unsettling than Walker’s unin¬ 

formed assessment of the PIRG’s “inac¬ 

tion” are his statements about the city’s 

poor. On this point Mr. Walker travels 

beyond mere ignorance and into the 

realm of the offensive. To suggest that 

welfare recipients are along for a “free 

ride” and should, therefore, clean up 

after privileged university students is an 

insult to both students’ ability to keep 

their own garbage off the streets and the 

dignity of society’s impoverished. Fur¬ 

thermore, his statements echo a Harris- 

style scapegoating ideology that as we 

speak is forcing growing number of 

Ontarians to life below the poverty line. 

1 welcome Robert Walker to not only 

enlist OPIRG’s support in starting a vil¬ 

lage clean-up campaign but also to spend 

time in our resource library researching 

the issue of poverty in Canada, the ide¬ 

ology behind workfare, and encounter¬ 

ing first hand accounts of what it is like 

to be surviving the hand to mouth exis¬ 

tence granted by a welfare check. 

Marney McDiarmid 

OPIRG-Kingston 

Men can be feminists, too 

Dear Editors, 

Re: “Male Applicant Stirs Debate at 

Feminist Review” — I simply don’t 

understand why there was even contro¬ 

versy in the first place. I picked up a flyer 

for the Feminist Review at clubs night 

which encouraged both men and women 

to apply for the editorial board. 1 

thought it was quite progressive of the 

Review. It would seem that perhaps that 

statement was made under the assump¬ 

tion that no men would apply and the 

Review wouldn’t have to deal with it. 

Jocelyn Heisel’s “strong” opposition 

to hiring a male also surprised me. 

According the Review’s mission state¬ 

ment, printed on their back cover, “The 

Queen’s Feminist Review is a forum for 

feminist voices from a variety of back¬ 

grounds and experiences. We embrace 

feminism in its many forms and strive to 

represent this diversity within our 
Pages.’’ 

Men can be feminists, and it’s about 

time we recognize and commend them 

°n joining us in our struggle to fight 

oppression. 

Michelle Teixeira 
Con-Ed ’02 

Waterloo’s doubts of 
OUSA should raise eye¬ 

brows 

Dear Editors, 

I found the following item on the Uni¬ 

versity of Waterloo’s on-line newspaper 

which indicates that in June of this year 

the University of Waterloo Federation of 

Students downgraded their membership 

in OUSA from full to associate status. 

My questions to the AMS Executive 

are as follows: a) was the Executive 

aware of this move b) if so why was 

Assembly never informed of this perti¬ 

nent detail in all of the three months of 

discussion about alignment? and c) if 

not, why did they not know about this d) 

what exactly were Waterloo’s concerns 

regarding OUSA and have they been 

resolved? and e) given the doubts about 

OUSA expressed by one of its own mem¬ 

bers isn’t the Executives’ desire to join 

OUSA now somewhat premature? 

Given the doubts about 
OUSA expressed by one of 
its own members isn’t the 
Executives’ desire to join 

OUSA somewhat premature? 

Members of the executive have 

assured me that they did not know about 

Waterloo’s decision and I accept that. I 

do think, however, that the fact that 

Waterloo is expressing doubts about 

OUSA’s abilities in communication with 

members, research and media relations 

and have decided to downgrade their 

membership status should make the AMS 

think twice about whether OUSA is 

worth joining at all. 

Andy Lehrer 

ASUS Senator ’97-’99 

Wednesday, June 17, 1998 

The UW Federation of Students has 

expressed its dissatisfaction with the 

Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance 

by dropping its membership in the 

provincial student lobby group from full 

to associate level. Full membership in 

OUSA — which UW helped to found just 

a feiv years ago — costs the Feds $27,000 

per year. Since this is the first time any 

student group has taken such action, the 

membership fee must be negotiated, said 

Feds president Christian Provenzano. 

“But the most ive’ll pay is 25 per cent (of 

the full fee),” he added. “We feel OUSA 

has the potential to be an effective lobby 

group. We need provincial representation, 

and didn’t want to pull out completely. 

If we see productive change by Novem¬ 

ber, we’ll pay the balance of the fees.” 

Among the Feds’ concerns about OUSA 

are poor communications with member¬ 

ship, inability to use the media effec- 

Letters to the Editors Policy 

The Editors of The Journal want to hear from 
readers. Letters to the Editors must include 
the author's name, signature, and phone 
number. Letters that are legible, legal, literate 
and held to under 400 words will be 
published if space permits. 

DroP off letters to The Journal House at 272 Earl Street, fax to 
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tively, and failure to produce meaningful 

documents or results. Andrew Boggs, new 

OUSA executive director, has vowed to 

embark on a process of re-evaluation and 

rebuilding. 

Why I voted ‘No’ IV 
Dear Editors, 

I am writing in response to a challenge 

posed by Nina Suri (“Students deserve 

choice”) and Marnie Michalak (“Whose 

interests are you representing?”). Many 

students have expressed outrage at AMS 

Assembly’s decision not to place the 

OUSA alignment question on the fall ref¬ 

erendum. I stand by my “no” vote, and I 

would like to take this opportunity to 

explain why. 

For three months, AMS Assembly had 

debated the merits of alignment (joining 

a lobbying group vs. staying the present 

course of self-representation) and of the 

relevant organizations (provincial and 

national lobbying groups). Many factors 

clouded the alignment issue in the end: 

(1) Posing the OUSA question seemed 

hypocritical. Those who believed the 

CFS-0 was not a valid option felt they 

could, in good conscience, take that 

option away from students (it being a 

well-researched decision). Those who 

felt similarly about OUSA or about align¬ 

ment in general were told that they were 

obstructing the democratic process. 

(2) As a result of (1), the question 

became loaded. Assembly was scrutiniz¬ 

ing a very specific question, and many 

members felt that a vote to place it on 

the referendum would have shown 

implicit support for the content of the 

question. 

(3) Regarding student intelligence, I 

strongly believe that many comments on 

the ability and right of students to make 

decisions were taken out of context. Two 

concerns raised during debate were 

about the student body, however. First, 

the alignment debate presented to stu¬ 

dents in The Journal and elsewhere had 

been very one-sided, favouring align¬ 

ment and favouring OUSA. Second, 

Assembly had had the benefit of three 

months of extensive debate and docu¬ 

mentation, yet many Assembly members 

remained torn on the issue, largely due 

to unanswered questions (and yes, for 

the record, those questions had been 

asked). Many members felt that it would 

be unfair to put to students a one-sided, 

incomplete, and abbreviated version of 

the debate. 

Regarding the secret ballot, 1 cannot 

address Ms. Suri’s concerns directly 

because I did not have to agree to it. If a 

single member requests a single ballot, it 

is automatically granted. Nonetheless, 

the secret ballot is not a means for 

Assembly members to hide behind their 

vote; rather, I respectfully suggest that 

some Assembly members recognize it as 

an opportunity to vote without pressure. 

Finally, I have some clarifications to 

make. Both Ms. Suri and Ms. Michalak 

make some valid points in their letters. I 

am disturbed, however, by their repeated 

references to “appointment” and “accla¬ 

mation.” First, no voting members of 

Assembly are ever appointed. Second, I 

was acclaimed. I do not, however, feel 

any lack of responsibility to the 6,800 

students I represent, and 1 exert no less 

effort in their interest than I would had I 

Continued on next page 
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been elected by vote. I am sin¬ 
cerely hurt by disparaging 
remarks about acclamation 
when 1 consistently strive to 
make decisions which I believe 
are in the best interests of the 
students that 1 represent. 1 
strongly urge (dare?) students 
who are concerned about accla¬ 
mations to approach their repre¬ 
sentatives directly and seek 
reassurance that they have a 

Anatole Papadopolous 
ASUS President 
ArtSci '99 

Cola deals explained 

Dear Editors, 

In recent months, a number 
of campus publications have 
contained articles, editorials and 
letters to the editor concerning 
cold beverage exclusivity on the 
Queen’s University campus. I 
would like to make all members 
of the Queen’s community 
aware of the process currently 
being followed as well as pro¬ 
vide background information on 
what is and is not involved in 
cold beverage exclusivity. 

In brief, such arrangements 
involve granting a single sup¬ 
plier, Coca-Cola or Pepsi, exclu¬ 
sive rights to supply cold 
beverages (excluding milk) to 
the campus at both manual and 
vended outlets. In return, the 
university receives significant 
financial benefit. 

This is a business arrange¬ 
ment with suppliers, where the 
university is trying to maximize 
its revenue. It is not unlike the 
type of agreements universities 
have with many other suppliers. 
The benefits received by both 
parties are clearly defined in a 
contract and there is no inten¬ 
tion for the bottler to have any 
role in influencing or shaping 
teaching programs or research. 
There are no restrictions on aca¬ 
demic freedom as a result of 

such an agreement. 
At this time no discussions 

are taking place with either bot¬ 
tler. The university is currently 
in the feasibility stage and has 
hired Spectrum Marketing to 
assess the potential benefits and 
impact of entering this type of 
contract. This involved discus¬ 
sion with stakeholders and gath¬ 
ering information concerning 
volumes and pricing. Spectrum 
has been involved in a number 
of contracts of this nature across 
Canada and will be in a position 
to provide a report in late 
November. 

A steering committee consist¬ 
ing of myself, Bob Crawford 
(Dean of Student Affairs), Innis 
van Nostrand (Director of 
Alumni Affairs), Tom Stanley 
(AMS President), and Christo¬ 
pher Hales (SGPS President) 
will review the report with the 
aim of making a recommenda¬ 
tion to senior officers of the uni¬ 
versity concerning further 
exploration of cold beverage 
exclusivity. 

I hope that this information 
is helpful in bringing the com¬ 
munity up to date and I will 
continue to provide updated 
information throughout the 
process. 

Bruce Griffiths 
Associate Director, Residence 
Services/Director, Food and 
Beverage Services 

The etiquette 
of fine dining 

Dear editors, 

“There is no accounting for 
tastes,” the proverb goes. 
Indeed, who are we to judge 
other people’s tastes or lack 
thereof? This general maxim 
should not, however, apply to 
culinary critics. 

To write and publish a restau¬ 
rant review is more than expos¬ 
ing what one likes or dislikes to 
the public eye (shall we say taste 
buds?); it is to assert oneself as a 

connoisseur in the matter of cui¬ 
sine. Of course, connoisseurs 
like great minds do not all think 
and taste the same way; they 
nonetheless abide by a certain 

etiquette. 

To wash down an 
appetizer of mussels 

with a liquor-flavored 
coffee before the main 
course appears to be 
an utterly amateurish 

faux pas. 

Now, to wash down an appe¬ 
tizer of mussels with a liquor- 
flavored coffee before the main 
course — like The Journal's 
Aaron West candidly did at 
Chez Piggy — appears to be an 
utterly amateurish faux pas. 
First, such a grotesque violation 
of etiquette might very well 
account for the “condescending 
pretension on the part of [the] 
server” discerned by the 
reporter. Second, it should be 
remembered the purpose of 
“washing down” is to clear the 
palate in between courses to 
fully appreciate the richness of 
every plate. Indulging in “laced 
and whipped espresso” before 
the main course is best left to 
nouveaux riches; connoisseurs 
should know better. 

Sante! 

C.H. Warren 
PhD 1 

Mulroney not 
worthy of award 

Dear Editor, 

Who ever decided that Brian 
Mulroney, who, when he took 
office, declared that Canada 
was bankrupt and went ahead 
and tripled our debt, deserves 
Canada’s highest honor? 

Could it be the people on 
starvation wages, the unem¬ 
ployed, those on social 
assistance, the poor old age pen¬ 
sioners, the poverty stricken sin- 
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gle parents and their hungry 
children, the unfortunate jailed 
who may be forced to balance 
the scale of an unjust social sys¬ 
tem, the nurses and other’s who 
are worked to a frazzle, the peo¬ 
ple who watch their loved ones 
suffer and die because there is 
no money for doctors and a hos¬ 
pital bed etc,etc? 

Who hears their helpless, 
anguished silent cries? 

All this suffering is a direct 
consequence of the monstrous 
Canadian debt caused by Mul¬ 
roney and Co. And he gets an 
award? Shouldn’t he be tarred 
and feathered, stripped of all his 
assets and send to the gulag to 
pay off his debts and the misery 
he caused? Surely, he wouldn’t 
be lonely as he deserves plenty 
of company. 

Gunther Ostermann 
Kelowna, B.C. 

A Liberal, but 
an individual 

Dear Editors, 

In response to the letter sub¬ 
mitted by Mr. Girvin, I would 
like to clarify several aspects 
over what the aforementioned 
individual commented about in 
his commentary. 

Mr. Girvin claimed that by 
virtue of my comments on how 
I despise recent decisions made 
by the Liberals and then remain¬ 
ing supportive of them demon¬ 
strated a lack of personal 
integrity. Well, if Mr. Girvin had 
paid attention to what I wrote, 
he would have seen that 1 was 
standing up for my beliefs. I find 
that Mr. Girvin’s letter was 
acutely superficial and mis¬ 
guided, since the whole basis of 
my argument was that members 
of a political party should be 
able to critically examine their 
own party while still being a 
member of it. 

I believe Mr. Girvin com¬ 
pletely missed the crux of my 
argument, because, if I’m not 
mistaken, having personal 
integrity is based upon standing 
up for what you believe in, 
being forthright in one’s argu¬ 
ments, and feeling confident 
enough to say them. 

Does that mean that the 
many Liberal MPs who have 
voiced their own concerns over 
the topics I mentioned have no 
integrity? Does that mean that 
we should all engage in some 
autocratic process of party poli¬ 
tics without even questioning it? 
No, it simply means that we 
have the instincts and apprecia¬ 
tion of liberal democracy so 
much so that we know we can 
critically examine our own party 
when we feel the decisions being 
made are violating our own per¬ 
sonal consciences. This is the 
way politics should work in a 
complex democracy; therefore, 
his claim that I am “in over my 
head” is not only false to the 
extreme, but a comment with 
no basis in the study of politics. 

Mr. Girvin’s saying that my 
article was a “self-congratula¬ 
tory whine" is simply ludicrous. 

I specifically said at the end 0f 
the article, “I hope I’m not the 
only one” in believing some 0f 
my arguments that were pre. 
sented. But, as we’ve seen many 
times already, Mr. Girvin seems 
to have failed to grasp the con¬ 
cepts I was examining. Toeing 
the party line on a perpetual 
basis is not a good thing, Mr. 
Girvin. But I am a Liberal party 
member. And one that is willing 
to be an individual in the 
process. 

Greg Hughes 
Arts ’01 

Accessibility is a 
contestable concept 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to reply to Mr. 
Worrall’s comments about my 
letter in The Journal of October 
20. If Mr. Worrall would like 
the sources for my data, the fig¬ 
ures on university attendance 
are from my first-year politics 
110 textbook written by Rand 
Dick and the second figure on 
post-secondary education come 
from the OECD web page. 

There is systemic discrimina¬ 
tion in the Baccalaureate pro¬ 
gram which deters many who 
may be qualified, but who 
through either social pressures 
or class discrimination do not 
get to attend university'. Further¬ 
more, academic performance in 
high school is not always a good 
indicator of a potential. A per¬ 
son who is surrounded by a peer 
group who is not interested in 
university will not do as well as 
someone whose parents are edu¬ 
cated, with peers who all want 
to go to university. 

In Canada the former person 
will be admitted to university 
and then have to borrow to 
finance their education, while in 
France that person will not be 
admitted to university and will 
be shunted into a lifestream 
where their potential is wasted. 
To argue that the French system 
is somehow more accessible 
than Canada’s is both perverse 
and contrary to the statistics. 

Mr. Worrall may argue that 
the cost of university is a barrier 
to accessibility, and that would 
be true if we were required to 
pay it up front. But most univer¬ 
sity students borrow to fund 
their education, and then pay 
that debt back from their future 
incomes. So long as the future 
income of university graduates 
is greater than that of non-uni¬ 
versity graduates (and right now 
it is on average about 60 per 
cent greater over the course of 
their lifetime), the cost of an 
education is not much of an 
impediment. 

As for the assertion that hav¬ 
ing more people attending uni¬ 
versity doesn’t mean that it is 
more accessible, I beg to differ- 
By definition if more people 
have access it is more accessible. 

Carl Irvine 
ArtSci ’00 

Into the bleak 
The last week of summer for Queen’s student 

Bruce Precious was spent searching for survivors 
and recovering debris from Swissair Flight 111 

Bruce Precious, ArtSci 99 (above left) along with team members, Tim 
O'Connell (centre) and Mike Royle worked for seven consecutive days as 
part of the effort to clean up the Swissair flight 111 near Peggy's Cove. Nova 
Scotia (right) on September 2. 

By Laura MacInnis 

When Swissair ill crashed into the waters 
off Blandford, Nova Scotia, there was a 
tremendous rescue effort. The Coast Guard, 

the Navy, the Army, local fishermen and volunteers 
joined together to comb the wreckage in the hope of 
finding survivors. The media, stationed at Peggy’s 
Cove, gave reports on search efforts and relayed an 
ever-worsening picture of human loss and disaster. 

Bruce Precious is a fourth-year life sciences student 
at Queen’s. He was also a member of the Coast Guard 
summer program in Nova Scotia. Like hundreds of 
other volunteers and tireless rescue workers. Precious 
spent the last week of his summer scouring the Atlantic 
Ocean, looking for survivors and recovering debris 
from the horrific disaster. 

This is his story. 
The summertime for Coast Guard student employ¬ 

ees tends to be slow. Precious worked with two other 
men on a light craft used to supplement the Coast 
Guard fleet in the busy summer months. Precious said 
most of his time was spent towing in boats who ran out 
of fuel, doing safety checks and helping boaters who 
needed some assistance out at sea. 

Just by what you could see there you kind of 
knew you were not going to find anyone... 

The wreckage was small, there was so much 
of it, and it was everywhere." 

Occasionally you’ll have something that’s a little 
more serious,” said Precious. “You usually get like three 
°t four really important calls a summer.” 

Precious worked at the Mahone Bay Coast Guard 
station on a seven days on, seven days off schedule. The 
station had two crews of three employees. Precious, a 
member of “Crew A,” said he and his colleagues 
ecame close friends over the summer. “You work for 

1 ese guys for 12 hours a day for seven days... you get 
to know them pretty quickly,” he said. 

On the evening of September 2, Precious and his 
nends from Crew A were celebrating the near-end of a 

summer’s work. Their final shift was starting the next 
morning. 

S 
^WISSAIR FLIGHT 111 CRASHED off the shore of 
a anchord, about 15 kilometres from Precious’s cottage, 

c 10:18 that night. The noise resonated through the 
Province's southern shore, but Precious said they didn’t 
now about the crash until later that night. “We didn’t 
ear it, he said. “We were a bit too far.” 

The phone rang at 7:30 a.m. the next morning and 
Precious’s supervisor told him and his colleagues the 
news. “We were like, ‘wow’...” he said. “We turned on 
the radio and it was all over the place, everyone was 
talking about it.” 

Precious’s crew replaced the B crew first thing that 
morning at 8:30, beginning a very difficult week at the 
crash site. 

“We got to work, and they sent us out in the boat 
right away,” he said. “We got out there and all you 
could see were ships. It was like a floating city. You’d 
look up and there’d be five or six helicopters flying 
around. There was so much visual activity that was 
never there before. Normally in that area it’s just open 
water.” 

The Navy was acting as on-scene commander, and 
Precious said his crew spent the first day following 
strict orders in a rescue effort. 

“At first it was a little more intense, because they still 
weren’t sure if there might be some survivors. They 
wanted to make sure they were covering the whole area 
quickly,” he said. 

Precious said it was obvious from the beginning that 
there were no survivors of the crash. “Just by what you 
could see there you kind of knew you were not going 
to find anyone... The wreckage was small, there was so 
much of it, and it was everywhere,” he said. 

Officials on the scene announced after the first 24 
hours of searching that they would not proceed with a 
rescue operation. 

Once the search for survivors was called off, 
Precious and his crew were told to concentrate on 
recovering debris, including human remains. 

"At first that was the priority, getting the remains, 
because they wanted to identify the body,” he said. 

Precious said he found it hard to collect human 
remains, but it was not as gruesome as he expected. 
“You’re picking up all sorts of stuff,” he said. “We were 
pretty quick in getting them into body bags... You 
almost didn’t know at times what things were, and I 
guess that made things easier,” he said. 

“The debris field was so big it was hard to see any¬ 
thing else,” he said. “There was broken parts of the 
plane, personal belongings everywhere... It looked like 
a big field of garbage on the water.” 

The scene, he said, was overpowering. “The plane 
had to dump its fuel, so there was jet fuel everywhere. 
There was an overwhelming smell... The weather, of 
course, was really bad. There were lots of waves, and 
rain. You were wet and cold, and I guess a little bit sea¬ 
sick... from the waves or what, you don’t know.” 

Grief counsellors were available for rescuers feeling 
burdened by .thgif .vyqrj^ JJfegjpus yvfpj jo pne session. 

and said he relied on his co-workers to get through 
tough times. “We got along pretty well I guess... you 
feel pretty comfortable after a summer of working 
together.” 

When asked about his feelings looking back on rhe 
incident, Precious said it was the magnitude of the dis¬ 
aster that hit home the most. 

“The worst part of it was just realizing the signifi¬ 
cance of what had happened, all the people that died.” 

He explained that during the first few days of the 
clean-up, his crew was so busy that they didn’t have a 
notion of the bigger picture of the disaster. Getting five 
or six hours of sleep a night in the Coast Guard trailer, 
Precious said he was almost completely removed from 
contact with mourning families or the media. 

Once the rescue mission was 
called oil, Precious and his crew 

were told to concentrate on recovering 
debris, including human remains. 

WHEN THE URGENCY of the clean-up subsided, the 
crew was allowed to go home at night. Precious said 
once he saw reports of the crash on television his per¬ 
spective of the event changed significantly. 

The media reported from Peggy’s Cove, a major 
tourist location in Nova Scotia characterized by a large 
lighthouse on granite rock. However, Precious said the 
crash “wasn’t anywhere near Peggy’s Cove... we 
couldn’t see Peggy’s Cove.” He suggested that the site 
may have been chosen because of its proximity to the 
ocean and because of Peggy’s Cove status as a major 
Canadian landmark. 

The content of media broadcasts also struck 
Precious. 

“What was being reported was different," he said. 
“Often the reporters knew more than we did.” Precious 
said they would tune in to get an idea of how the over¬ 
all project was progressing. “We would watch T.V to 
know what we would be doing the next day, to find out 
what had been accomplished.” 

Precious also said interviews with families of victims 
had an impact on how he thought about the disaster. 

“They were talking about the families and every¬ 
thing and it kind of struck you, because we were just 
picking debris out of the water," he said. “It made you 
realize what the significance was.” 

Laura MacInnis calls Halifax. Nova Scocia home. 
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Tuesday, November 3, 

ft.M.S. Foil Referendum 
ond Rector Election 

GAIN VAST AMOUNTS OF 

Personal Wealth* 
at the Commission of Internal Affairs 

Fall Referendum i Rector Election 

o?en Forum 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

Thursdeij, Nov. 5 cat 3:00pm 
JDUC - Lower Ceilidh 

Hear from oil of the Rector cendidctes, os well os 
eoch qr-civ piecing o question on the referendum 

QUESTIONS? 

Contact the Elections Tehm at 54S-6000 ext,48I5 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
*The “Personal Wealth" to be gained is information. Here at Queen's that’s just as good as money!!! 

The AMS Services Card: The AMS (Sard. 
JOHN'S UNIVERSITY 

Now flattery can 
get you anywhere. 

siuuciTi lhjvixRMENT 

£ Support ijovr &rv\ce$. 
1 I Ml <*-n1 )*> c I v too 1 (m 

TOO PubliUilng ond Copy Cdnlra 

\ot Aoe#£j 
AnhtMCC 
E^scotai ^VCfn? 

J RU 9'0«l 

Flatter your AMS services by being a 
frequent customer and you could end 

up anywhere in North America! 
difchamf 

tfjleQaM'1** 

sssis- 
olbjoUi&P'li 

Have your AMS Services Card stamped while at 
Alfie's, the QP, the P&CC or the UBS Exchange and 
get FREE STUFF in return. When you fill up your card, 
drop it off at the AMS Front Office to enter a draw that 

could win you 2 tickets to any Air Canada destination in 
North America! Great service, great value, great prizes! 

j-w AMS 'hw' 

AIR CANADA Mff 
STUDENT GOVERNMENI 

Odds dep^^t^^b «,°,^nJ Cmpl°),e“ Pjld mer 5S'000' OlTKton & (he AMS Be 
h^^ATIS services (no roproduCRsns, lor no punt^i ,r^Wlnt Wr-taufly SIS00.^^2.000^ 
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-KISS IT GOODBYE 

The Globe and Mail reported 

)ast Thursday that Major 

[ eague Baseball Commissioner 

Bud Selig is talcing steps to ban 

,1,, drug androstenedione. 

This sreroid was used by Mark 

McGwire when he demolished 

Roger Maris’s home run 

record of 61. McGwire fin¬ 

ished with 70 but it appears 

that his record is now going to 

be tarnished permanently. This 

’drug is already banned by the 

Olympics and the NFL, and it 

appears baseball is determined 

to follow suit. It is already 

declared illegal in Canada 

because of certain health risks. 

It is nice to see that baseball is 

■finally giving this matter the 

; attention it deserves and since 

: the player’s union agrees with 

the Commissioner's office, this 

banishment appears to be a 

done deal. 

Mika a Schu-in for title 

By winning the final formula 

, one race of the season in 

Suzuka, Japan, the ‘Flying 

Find’ Mika Hakkinen earned 

: the F-l driver’s championship. 

He beat out German superstar 

Michael Schumacher, who had 

a tire blowout during the 32nd 

lap, to win the crown. The loss 

by Schumacher and his Ferrari 

team set off a wave of disap¬ 

pointment for the incredibly 

dedicated Ferrari fans, who 

! have not enjoyed a driver’s 

title since the late seventies. 

: With the talented German at 

rhe controls, it is only a matter 
of time. 

CFL Revival 

Much like the comeback by 

Major League Baseball, the 

Canadian Football League has 

seen individual performances 

Pace a revival of the whole 

league. With Montreal run¬ 

ning back Mike Pringle tearing 

off more than 2,000 yards 

rushing, setting a new single 

season mark, and Toronto 

receiver Darell Mitchell break- 

Ing both reception and vardage 

records, the CFL lias seen 

some phenomenal perfor¬ 

mances. These showings, cou- 

P ed with the re-emergence of 

amilton and Montreal. as 

Powerful squads, begs the 

quest.on - is the Canadian 

Flut'1*? StCOn^er without Doug 

lFCHR]STMAS GAME EARLY... 

’Elvis Stojko would quit his 

•gure skating career and 

.i°.CUS.on sehin8 fruit juice. 
Maple Leafs GM Mike 

!fh would stop talking 

,ur fictional trades and 
make a real one. 

*A1 Leiter’s blister would 

return and he would 

!gj| realize how loyal 

(Blue Jays actually were 

DB Andy Miners lays a lick on Bishop’s back Rich Bailey. 

IP 

; m 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

A Queen’s player tries to escape a Western player’s grasp. 

PHOTO BY MARK WOOLFORD 

Hallowe’en horror show 
Bishop’s runs away 
with playoff spot 

BY Adam KAMINSKY Running back Ben Ouimet, 

who killed Queen’s in this sea- 

Two groups of students were son’s first encounter at Bishop’s, 

dressed up as football players for ran wild again with 182 yards 

Hallowe’en on Saturday after- and a touchdown on only 10 car- 

noon at Richardson Stadium, but ries. He added a 26-yard touch- 

the group from Lennoxville was down reception to his ground 

more convincing. 

In a game that 

decided the 

Ontario-Quebec 

Interuniversity 

Football Confer¬ 

ence’s fourth and 

final playoff spot, 

the Bishop’s 

Gaiters manhan¬ 

dled the Queen’s 

gains, to finish with 208 yards of 

total offence. 

Ouimet was 

complemented 

by O-QIFC 

rushing leader 

O.J. Burnett, 

who had 140 

yards on the 

ground and two 

major scores on 

“We could not 
respond to their 

offence, we couldn’t 
stop the run.” 

— Head Coach 

Bob Howes 

Golden Gaels by a 39-20 score. the afternoon. 

With 413 rushing yards and The diversity in rushing 

513 yards of total offence, the offence must be credited to the 

Gaiters ran a textbook version of effective offensive line and a 

the wing-T attack, and there was well-designed offensive play¬ 

nothing that the Gaels defence book, which involved various 

could counter with. complex fakes and misdirections. 

“[Bishop’s offensive players] “We focused on keying on the 

were big and strong in there and guards all week in practice and 

they ran a great offence that we they were ready for it,” explained 

couldn’t stop,” said graduating defensive standout Derek 

defensive tackle James Osborne. Piease see Final on page IS 

Western ends dreams 
of championship 

By Neate Sager us today,” Ferguson remarked, 

adding, “It was anyone’s game 

In the latest installment in until the last whistle. All we can 

one of the most intensely con- ask [from the players] is every- 

tested rivalries in Canadian thing they’ve got.” 

intercollegiate sports, the West- The Gaels fought uphill from 

ern Mustangs outlasted the host the outset, as an early penetra- 

Queen’s Golden Gaels in Satur- tion by the Mustangs resulted in 

day’s OUA a try before the 

gby ' 
i-final There has to be a 

match was five 

minutes old, a 

Kingston Field, winner... Western was tally which 

a touch better than loomed ever 

US today.” larger as the 

I, , ~ , match pro- 
- Head Coach gressed. At half_ 

A/ Ferguson time) Western 

prevailing 16-9. 

The defeat 

was a bitter pill 

to swallow for 

the Tricolour, as 

Head Coach A1 led 8-0, on the 

Ferguson’s talented first XV early try and a subsequent 

battled courageously against the penalty. The Gaels were hard- 

purple-clad visitors to the final pressed at creating many sus- 

whistle. With two evenly- tained offensive forays, though 

matched opponents and the not for want of effort, 

rivalry enveloping the contest, “They penetrated better than 

what transpired was a rightly us,” Ferguson surmised. “The 

played affair. At times it was dif- game is about taking your 

ficult for either side to make any chances... they made more 

offensive advances. chances than we did.” 

“There has to be a winner... 

Western was a touch better than Please see Great on page 14 

One step from national glory 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The women’s soccer team 

enjoyed the pleasant weather 

and two big victories in the 

OUA Championships at Car- 

leton University last weekend, 

but came up a little short in 

their quest for an OUA title. 

The championship game loss 

to Western was disappointing 

but the Gaels’ rvvo previous vic¬ 

tories over Laurier and Ottawa 

qualified the team for the CLAU 

championships in Victoria, mov¬ 

ing one step closer to their ulti¬ 

mate dream, a national title. 

Coming into the weekend as 

the number one team in the 

land, undefeated in conference 

play, and the top-seeded team 

from the OUA East, much was 

expected of the Gaels. Despite 

the pressure, the squad per¬ 

formed admirably. 

“We have beaten 
Ottawa twice, so we 

knew we could do it.” 

— Goalie Amanda Foran 

In their quarter-final game 

the Gaels were able to overcome 

a bad performance and the Lau¬ 

rier Golden Hawks, to win 1-0 

on the strength of a Kim 

Mwenifumbo goal and an 

Amanda Foran shutout. 

“It was surprising that in the 

biggest game of the year, the 

girls came out and didn't play 

their best game,” said Head 

Coach Dave McDowell. 

Coming off that perfor¬ 

mance, the Gaels were set to 

play their arch-rivals, the 

Ottawa Gee-Gees in the semi¬ 

final. In a scrappy and physical 

game, which was affected by a 

bright sun, Queen’s was able to 

jump out to a 1-0 lead on a goal 

by team captain Judith 

Trepanier before half-time. 

Queen’s continued to press in 

the second half and were 

rewarded when all-Canadian 

Raeleen Dunne potted a penalty 

kick. 

“[Penalty kicks] are just rou¬ 

tine,” said Dunne. “I have not 

missed in five years, knock on 

wood, and I put it away.” 

The Gaels rounded out the 

scoring when second year mid¬ 

fielder Nuala Grieve tallied. 

Please see No on page 16 
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In the game I 
More news from the Queen’s athletics 

Women's basketball 
In women’s basketball this 

past weekend, the Gaels came 

away with a silver medal at the 

Western Invitational. On the road 

to their second-place finish, the 

Gaels defeated Laurier 69-46 on 

the srrength of Wendy Moon’s 16 

points and Andrea Thompson’s 

11 points. Their next match 

against Windsor resulted in a 57- 

44 Gael victory with Moon scor¬ 

ing 20 points and getting eight 

rebounds. Jacqueline Beaudoin 

contributed 11 points in the vic¬ 

tory as well. The Gaels fell far 

short in the final, however as they 

lost to Western 83-59. Moon, 

who scored 12 points in the final, 

was named to the tournament all- 

with his 200m breastroke and 

backstroke victories. Jess Reid 

won gold in the 50m freestyle 

and Tiffany Kent won gold in the 

100m butterfly. Andrew Jones 

won gold in the 100m breastroke 

and Chris Graham won gold in 

50m butterfly. Jess Fulton won 

double gold in both the 100m 

and 200m breastrokes and Jake 

Wall won double gold medals in 

the 50m and 100m freestyles. 

Men's hockey 

In men’s hockey action, the 

Gaels split the weekend with a 3- 

2 victory over Western and a 6-3 

loss to Windsor. Scoring in the 

victory were Rob Mailloux, 

Damien Gilbert and Aaron 

Knight. 

Women's volleyball I Women's hockey 

While competing in the Ryer- 

son Invitational this past week¬ 

end, the women’s volleyball team 

came away with a gold medal vic¬ 

tory' courtesy of a 3-0 victory 

over Waterloo. On the way to the 

gold, the Gaels dominated Ryer- 

son and Trent by counts of 2-0. 

Kristine Spekkens was named 

The women’s hockey team are 

still looking for their first victory 

of the season after dropping two 

contests to Wilfrid Laurier 6-3 

and 5-2. The Gaels must find a 

way to match the level of inten¬ 

sity that they showed in their first 

two games of the season against 

the mighty University of Toronto. 

In swimming action last week¬ 

end, both the men’s and women’s 

teams won their contests easily 

and continued to be undefeated. 

Anne Rowen-Legg won gold in 

the 100 metre freestyle, 100m 

backstroke and 50m butterfly. 

Eric Yuill won double gold with 

his victories in the 100m back- 

stroke and 100m butterfly. Paul 

Herbert won double gold as well 

to an end last weekend after they 

lost a contest to the University of 

Toronto by a count of 3-0 in the 

OUA championship semi-finals. 

After winning their last game to 

enter the playoffs, the team sim¬ 

ply did not have the firepower to 

keep up with the talented Varsity 

Blues side. The team now has the 

winter to think about what they 

need to do to. 

The men’s volleyball team 

recorded a victory and a loss last 

week as they pummeled Laurent- 

ian 3-0 (15-10, 15-10, 15-4) but 

lost a tough one to Toronto by a 

3-2 score (11-15, 15-11, 8-15, 

16-14, 15-10). The loss to 

Toronto was a lively one, involv¬ 

ing a ‘volleybrawl’ in the third 

game. After an alleged late spike 

by a Queen’s player, the Univer¬ 

sity of Toronto squad attacked 

from under the net, causing a 

commotion with pushing and 

shoving. The match is currently 

under protest and is being 

reviewed by the Queen’s athletic 

department. A second side note 

to the loss was that Queen’s 

enjoyed a two sets to one lead 

and a 14-8 lead in the fourth set, 

only to come up short on seven 

opportunities and then lose the 

fifth set. 

Men's lacrosse 

The men’s lacrosse squad 

ended their season on a disap¬ 

pointing note by winning one 

game and losing two at the cham¬ 

pionship tournament in Guelph. 

With a 12-6 loss to York, a 13-12 

win over Laurier and a 9-8 loss to 

McMaster, the team finished in 

sixth place. Jake Kuiken and Neil 

'the scoring machine’ Boon paced 

the team with six goals apiece 

over the weekend, while Kevin 

Lunnie tallied five. 

Men's basketball 

In exhibition play, the team 

defeated Jefferson College 

103-70 in a high scoring affair at 

Bartlett Gym. 

r BACK A.."* 1 I 
i ii \i. STAGE 1 

Major 
in music. 
Think of it as higher learning. 
As Canada's largest music site, Jam! Music is like getting 

a backstage pass inside the music industry every day. 

With a focus on Canadian music and all the news about 

your favourite acts, Jam! Music features concert listings 

across Canada, SoundScan Charts, the Canadian Music 

Index, a full Artist Archive database, new album reviews, 

the Anti-Hit list, newsgroups, release dates, live chats, 

concert and album reviews, Indie Band listing, contests, 

photo galleries, the Question of the Day and more. 

Think of this site as the part of your education that 
redefines the Pop Quiz. 

It’s online. And it rocks. 

X-country qualifies 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The men’s and women’s cross¬ 

country teams travelled to the 

OUA Championships in Windsor 

with similar ambitions, but left 

with very different results. 

The women’s squad arrived as 

the number eight team in the 

nation and surprised many by 

winning the silver medal. The 

team was paced by captain, and 

team leader, Tara Lohman who 

finished in 11th spot. Charlotte 

Willson finished one spot behind 

Lohman and Jennifer Grander 

finished in 20th spot for Queen’s. 

The women finished second 

behind the powerful Western 

Mustangs, who are the top 

ranked team in the CIAU, thus 

finishing in the top five and qual¬ 

ifying for the CLAU champi¬ 

onships. 

Things did not work out as 

well for the men’s squad, who 

finished in a disappointing fourth 

place. Coming into the event as 

the third ranked team in the 

nation, the team simply ran 

below their ability. 

Shawn Brady led the team 

with an eighth place finish, which 

granted him all-conference sta 
tus. Captain Bob McGill, who j 

traditionally the team leader, fi„S 

ished in 11th place, while j’^ 

Cleveland rounded out the Gae| 

presence in the top-20 by finjs^ 

ing in 16th place. 

“I went hard, but I didn’t have 
the legs and it wasn’t my day" 

said McGill. “We collectively had 

a terrible day at the race.” 

By finishing in the top five, the 

men will have an opportunity to 

redeem themselves in two weeks 

at the CIAU Championships in 

Waterloo. 

“The guys are really motivated 

to turn it around from last week¬ 

end,” said Head Coach Shane 

Lakins 

Both teams will enter the 

national university champi¬ 

onships with a great deal of antic¬ 

ipation and they feel that they 

can really make an impression. 

“We have the potential to have 

both [teams] in the top-five and 

maybe medal,” said Lakins. 

They will try and turn it 

around on November 14 in 

Waterloo. 

Great effort in loss 
Continued from page 13 

With the wind and sun at 

their backs for the second half, 

; the Gaels regrouped for the 

final 40 minutes, seizing 

momentum from the first 

resumption of play. Fly-half 

Paul Hemings kicked two quick 

penalties to draw Queen's 

within two points, each tune 

converting from a difficult 

angle. A short time later, Hem¬ 

ings received an opportunity to 

vault the Gaels into the lead, 

but his long penalty attempt 

stubbornly stayed left and nar¬ 

rowly missed the posts. 

Having received a reprieve, 

the Mustangs pushed vigor¬ 

ously for breathing room, their 

forward scrums moving at an 

ominous, glacial pace, as the 

Gaels valiantly tried to hold 

firm. However, Western’s sec¬ 

ond try, 15 minutes into the 

second half, gave the Mustangs 

a 13-6 stranglehold and seemed 

to indicate that fate rested with 

the visitors. 

The Gaels responded, raging 

against the dying of their light, 

as Hemings’s third penalty 

pulled Queen's within a try of 

the lead, 13-9. Two other 

thrusts deep into Western terri¬ 

tory came agonizingly close to 

succeeding, but were denied by 

the resolute Mustangs’ defend¬ 

ers. In the final minutes of 

play, the Mustangs doggedly 

kept the play, salting away the 

win with a successful drop kick, 

which touched off a joyous cel¬ 

ebration along the visitors' 

sideline. 

Though understandably dis¬ 

appointed by the result, Fergu¬ 

son was satisfied by his club’s 

effort. “We really came along 

over the year. I’m really proud 

of every last one of them.” 

Once the celebrating is over. 

What are you going to do with your life? 

Here's an option 

jcun one cocm, Jen 
NOV. 70117-1 

PRESENTED 81 

RSVP at futllnk(a.'asus.cjueensu.ca 
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Final game 
Continuedlr^page-13 

spronck. “They were pulling their guards 

„! t|,e opposite directions and using dum- 

nues to confuse us.” 
The story of the game was really told in 

, second quarter that saw the Gaiters run 

'i|f 21 unanswered points in just over five 

minutes. This turned a two point game 

|I1[(-, a disastrous 23 point halftime deficit 

for Queen’s. With the triple threat back¬ 

ed of Burnett, Ouimet and Rich Bailey 

,11 scoring during this barrage, the Gaiters 

ran away with the Gaels’ post-season 

dreams. 

“[The graduating players] 
are moving on, but hopefully 

they will have learned 
something that will make 

them stronger.” 

— Head Coach Bob Howes 

“We could not respond to their offence, 

we couldn’t stop the run,” lamented 

Queen’s Head Coach Bob Howes. 

While the Bishop’s offence was the 

story of the day, Queen’s was able to move 

the ball early on, but couldn’t convert 

when they needed to. 

“We had some chances right away 

quick, but we dropped the ball,” said 

Howes. 

The Gaels were able to score on a well- 

designed 57-yard bomb from quarterback 

Beau Howes to wide receiver Jason Wim- 

mer, but that was the extent of the first- 

half offence for Queen’s. All-conference 

running back Paul Correale only handled 

the ball five times in the first-half, while 

erstwhile back-up quarterback Dustin 

Falscheer could not complete anything in 

his short stint at the helm. By the time 

Sports 8c Fitness 
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for some 
Beau Howes completed a 64-yard touch¬ 

down pass to James MacLean in the mid¬ 

dle of the third quarter, it was too little, 
too late. 

[Queen s] is a very good running 

team, we felt if we could stop the run, we 

could stop them," said Bishop’s Head 

Coach lan Breck. 

Correale rounded out the scoring with 

less than a minute remaining with a one- 

yard touchdown scamper, but that came 

well after the traditional Gatorade shower 

was given to the victorious coach. 

This win was especially sweet for the 

Gaiters after a tough ’97 season, a cam¬ 

paign where Bishop’s went 6-2 on the 

field, but lost three games to ineligible 

players and missed the playoffs. 

“As a coach who was part of last year’s 

team and the problems, I am really happy 

for the kids who missed the playoffs last 

year by no fault of their own,” said Breck. 

For the Gaels this was an extremely 

tough season, one rife with expectation 

and subsequendy disappointment. Having 

seen their eligibility elapse with the loss to 

Bishop’s, notable veterans Jonathan Tay¬ 

lor, Max Turner, Matt Rasmussen, James 

Osborne, Nathan Box, Rob Chalmers and 

Jim ‘the sack guru’ Aru, played their final 

game for Queen’s. For all of them to have 

been part of the rebuilding of a university 

football giant, only to end their careers as 

they began, short of the playoffs, is frus¬ 

trating. While championship dreams were 

never realized, more than football was 

learned in the Gael program. 

“[The graduating players] are moving 

on, but hopefully they will have learned 

something that will make them stronger,” 

said Bob Howes. 

For those who are returning, a disap¬ 

pointed Derek Spronck expressed it best. 

“I’ll be back.” 

The International Centre 
We're located in the John Deutsch University Centre 

just past the Queen 's Pub 
Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

http://www.quic.queensu.ca 

Getting to know the world 

ALLOWS YOU TO GROW_ 

PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY. 

IZATJ0N 
What does it mean to you? 

Don't miss our information session on 
w Interning Abroad" 

Thursday, November 5 

Music Listening Room, 2nd Floor, JDUC 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Search for funding opportunities 

for international internships 
through our website at 

http://www.quic.queensu.ca/outgoing/internships.html 

THE COCAMO| 
WHERE QUEEN'S PARTIES 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
HBP HOP LOON I El KILL THE KEG 

TOONIE ALL NIGHTI 

DJ DUSTY 
FRCm 

OTTAWA 

LOONIE 
NIGHT! 

1$ Cover Between 7 & 9 pm 
1/2 price after 9 with 

STUDENT ID 

SUPER LITE 
DRAFT 
From 7-1 Opm 

Loonie until 11:00 

WIN A BAR FRIDGE! 
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Blue 
Word on the street 

Y'lKES. The Toronto Blue Jays are 

continuing their downward spiral 

this off-season by cancelling their 

SkyDome lease and threatening to move 

back to Exhibition Stadium. 

The Belgian brewery Interbrew, which 

owns the team and 49 percent of Sky- 

Dome, is upset that the Jays are not get¬ 

ting a larger share of the revenue from 

concessions during the games. All the 

other major league baseball teams receive 

between 35 and 45 per cent of their sta¬ 

dium’s concession revenue, but the Blue 

Jays only receive 19 per cent. 

SkyDome is in debt and is unable to 

give the Blue Jays the added revenue they 

desire. At the same time, however, the 

Blue Jays are the tenant that provides the 

bulk of the revenue for the stadium. With¬ 

out the Blue Jays, the SkyDome would be 

virtually abandoned, as most entertain¬ 

ment events will move to the new Air 

Canada Centre when it opens in February. 

All this has led to Interbrew’s threat to 

move the team back to its old home next 

to Lake Ontario. A return to Exhibition 

Stadium would require a lot of work 

because the park is slated for demolition 

at the beginning of December. The play¬ 

ing field has been ripped up and most of 

the seats have been sold to nostalgic fans 

for $35 each. Reaction to this threat to 

Tuesday, November 3 
1998 

days ahead for Toronto 
. -l.tiiifpr lip ir Tnsp Gansern i 

return the Blue Jays to the Mistake-by- 

the-Lake has been mixed. Some fans have 

said that they would enjoy a return to the 

old stadium, yet from an economic stand¬ 

point it appears to make little sense. If the 

goal of Interbrew is to increase revenue, 

then they will have to do it without luxury 

boxes because there are none at Exhibi¬ 

tion Stadium. There are also less seats in 

comparison to the Skydome (not that the 

Blue Jays have been selling-out) and most 

of them do not even face home plate. This 

problem will also need to be addressed 

because it will be hard to convince fans 

that they should pay the same price for a 

cramped cold seat as they would for one 

under a retractable roof. A further issue is 

the one involving season ticket holders at 

SkyDome. Since there are less choice seats 

at Exhibition Stadium, there may be quite 

a few cancellations. These negative 

aspects could balance out, however, if 

were upset over comments drat Johnson hitter, be tt Jose Canseco or someone else, 

reportedly made about his involvement in With the New York Mets signing Mike 

the Vietnam War. Apparently Johnson Piazza to a seven-year $91 million deal, 

told some of his players that he had killed Carlos Delgado will be looking for simi|ar 

people as a marine in Vietnam but in real- money. Delgado had more home rims an<| 

it\r he was only in the reserves and never runs batted in than I lazza last year despite 

left the United States. Publicly, however, missing the first month of the season, 

everything is apparently fine and both It is difficult to fathom that it has been 

men have agreed to svork together for the five years since the Labatt's-owned 

1999 season. Toronto Blue Jays organization was the 

__envy of all major league baseball. In 1993 

the Blue Jays had just won back-to-back 

World Series championships and had a 

reputation as a first-class organization. 

Since that time, Labatt’s has been bought 

by Interbrew and the cornerstones of Blue 

Jays management, Paul Beeston and Pat 

Gillick, have left the team. Things are 

looking up though, as the team recorded 

It is difficult to fathom that it 
has been five years since the 
Labatt’s-owned Toronto Blue 

Jays organization was the 
envy of all major 
league baseball. 

A further problem that has plagued the its first winning season in five years when 

Blue Jays thus far in the off-season has they tallied 88 wins in Johnson’s rookie 

I__ _\ __ been Interbrew’s failure to approve a campaign. 

Interbrew was collecting 100 per cent of team budget for next season. While teams It remains to be seen if Interbrew can 

are unable to sign free agents until Friday, work out this latest roadblock. There are 

it does give an impression of instability, four serious options available to the fran- 

This may hurt the team’s chances to chise: stay at SkyDome, move to Exhibi- 

attract top free agent talent. The Blue Jays tion Stadium, build a new baseball-only 

desperately need a quality second base- facility, or move the team. It is time for 

man, a left-handed starter and an out- those officials at SkyDome to realize that 

fielder to complement Shawn Green and the Blue Jays will survive without the Sky- 

Shannon Stewart. Jose Cruz, Jr. could Dome, but it does not work the other way 

eral Manager Gord Ash had to fly man- possibly fill the spot but he had such a around. 

the concession revenues. 

This problem with the lease is just the 

latest one of many that have confronted 

the Blue Jays organization since the 1998 

season came to a close. In October, the 

Blue Jays fired coaches Eddie Rodriguez 

and Jack Hubbard and replaced them 

with Lloyd Moseby and Sal Butera. Gen- 

ager Tim Johnson and pitching coach Mel 

Queen to his office in Toronto to sort out 

drastically inconsistent season last year 

that he is an uncertainty. Money will also 

another dispute. Queen and some players have to be allocated to find a designated 

Robert MacNeil is prepared to wear a 

parka if Jays return to Exhibition Stadium 

No OUA championship but CIAU dream lives 
Continued from page 13 

putting Queen’s up by three and securing 

the victory that qualified the team for the 

CIAU championships. 

“I am ecstatic with the way we played 

today,” explained McDowell. “I thought 

we played very well after not playing 

well in yesterday’s game.” 

The shutout was Foran’s second of the 

weekend and her coach could not have 

been more pleased with her play. 

“She has been terrific,” he said. “(She 

was] tested maybe once or twice but she 

was very good at dealing with crosses 

and controlling her area.” 

Foran was also very happy with the 

victory, but said it did not come easily. 

“We have worked very hard for this,” she 

said. “We have beaten Ottawa twice, so 

we knew we could do it.” 

The shutout win set up a champi¬ 

onship game showdown between the 

first place teams from each of the divi¬ 

sions, as Queen’s took on the Western 

Mustangs. The game for the OUA crown 

did not have an effect on the CIAU 

championship picture, which was fortu¬ 

nate for the Gaels as they were handed a 

3-1 defeat. 

“The players may have subconsciously 

Keep your 
hands to 
yourself. 

The Roots Alex Back Pack 
Rugged Construction 

Handcrafted In Canada 
** 4* 41mm a, Genuine Leather 

ROOTS 
KINGSTON 

GOOD FOR UFE. 

let up a little bit, because they didn’t 

come up with the same intensity,” said 

coach McDowell. 

This showed on the scoreboard as the 

Mustangs jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the 

first-half with their first goal coming 

only moments into the game. Queen’s 

was able to come up with a goal by Ange 

Crockford before half-time, but were 

thwarted in repeated attempts on goal in 

the second-half. 

“We pressured them a lot in the sec¬ 

ond, we out shot them and had more 

corners, but we hit posts and couldn’t 

convert,” said the disappointed coach. 

Western then added an insurance goal 

to salt away the victory to win the OUA 

championship and hand the Gaels their 

first loss. 

“It was a bit of a wake up call for the 

team,” said McDowell. “The loss hurts a 

little bit because we didn’t win a champi¬ 

onship and that is pretty disappointing.” 

While Western quashed any chance of 

Queen’s attaining their goal of a provin¬ 

cial crown, the dream of a national title 

remains alive. Their quest begins on 

November 13th in Victoria. 

— With files from Phil Vrkljan 

229 Princess Street - 546 - 7668 - Open Sundays 
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Pleasant surprise 

Pleasantville sees the world with a colourful eye 
differences as it attempts to grasp the 

kaleidoscopic new world before it. The 

story is not merely an allegory about 

television; on the contrary, the television 

in Pleasantville is a conduit to explore 

the morals and values and fantasies of an 

era gone by. 

William H. Macy, of Fargo fame and 

Joan Allen portray the picture perfect 

couple of the fifties. Allen plays Mrs. 

Betty Parker, a woman on the brink of an 

exciting and emotional self-discovery. 

$ m 

We colour anti the shape | 
Toby Maguire and ReeseB 

Witherspoon are lost in the! 

Ic of Pleasantville. 

By Robert De Bellefeuille 

In Gary Ross’s modern fairy tale 

Pleasantville, an entire fictional town is 

granted a chance to experience the 

comedies, and dangers, of real life. 

In this fantastical adventure, two 

teens accidentally bring living colour to a 

mysterious suburb trapped in a black- 

and-white fifties utopia and a revolution 

ensues. For the first time, Pleasantville’s 

citizens experience a world of sensuous 

delights, diverse desires and unsettling 

events. They experience the terror of 

violence and the wonder of love, ulti¬ 

mately changing the way they view life. 

Combining cutting-edge computer tech¬ 

nology with comedy and fable like story¬ 

telling, Pleasantville is a wildly 

imaginative and wholly original tale that 

poses interesting questions about 

contemporary life. 

Tobey Maguire and Reese 

Witherspoon star as twin siblings from a 

typical, broken nineties family. Through 

a mysterious (fhain of events, they find 

themselves trapped in an alternate reality 

where the thermometer always reads 72 

degrees Fahrenheit, and sex just doesn’t 

exist. Soon, the town undergoes an 

astonishing transformation, slowly turn¬ 

ing from black-and-white to Techni- 

colour. Pleasantville becomes divided, 

rife for the first time with stark 

Macy encapsulates the 
vintage father of the fifties as 

he remarks periodically in 
Ward Cleaver fashion: 

“that’s swell.” 

ball hits the Parker household, Betty 

Parker finds herself drawn to Mr. John¬ 

son and his new powers of artistic 

expression. Despite the excitement and 

fascination with change that the citizens 

of Pleasantville discover, there remains a 

group of villagers who want the old ways 

to return. At the heart of this movement 

is Big Bob, the towns most influential 

member, played by the late great charac¬ 

ter actor J.T. Walsh. 

The character who most changes 

Pleasantville’s way of life is the mysteri¬ 

ous television repairman played by 

iconic comedy legend Don Knotts, since 

he is the one who transports David and 

Jennifer into this surreal reality. You 

might remember Knotts from his riveting 

portrayal of Mr. Furley, the nosy-parker 

landlord who believes Jack is reveling in 

Betty is a fictional creation of the per¬ 

fect, unquestioning housewife until she 

begins to awaken to the possibilities in 

the world. Betty Parker’s self-discovery 

also transforms the life of her husband, 

George (Macy) who is used to coming 

home to a peck on the cheek and a 

home-cooked dinner at the same time 

every single night. Macy encapsulates the 

vintage father of the fifties as he remarks 

periodically in Ward Cleaver fashion: 

“that’s swell.” 

Cpming between George and Betty is 

Mr. Johnson, the mild-mannered soda 

jerk who becomes a wildly prismatic 

painter when colour comes to Pleas¬ 

antville, character played amiably by Jeff 

Daniels. Mr. Johnson discovers sponta¬ 

neous reactions and it spreads like wild¬ 

fire through the impossibly perfect little 

town. 

When the kaleidoscopic wrecking 

Please see Living Colouron page 18 

Age of Innocence: 
Maguire and Marleyl 

Shelton exchangel 

sweet passion. 

Touching the surface 
*surface magazine goes beyond the mainstream and stays on top 

Surface Publishing Inc. 

Py Jennifer Howse 

Seems *^ance> *s“rface magazine 

^toids S * j *S r^e staP*e f°r Guess jeans, 

"nlikc an^ ^ame* cigarette ads. But, 
most advertiser-friendly main¬ 

stream magazines such as Cosmopolitan 

or GQ, there are no quizzes and no let¬ 

ters from readers agonizing over their 

unsightly monobrows. 

This is a publication about the avant 

garde, and if this makes you nervous, 

take heed. *surface is not your typical 

magazine, and it’s not for the cynical. It 

deals with the same pop culture issues 

that other magazines do — except *sur- 

face does it a little bit differently. 

One page of text is written 
sideways so that you have to 
turn the magazine around to 
read, it like a fifteen year old 

with the Playboy 

centre-spread. 

What strikes me most about *surface 

is its hit-you-over-the-head-with-quirki- 

ness attitude. The pages are laid out 

without a particular form in mind. 

Sometimes the text is laid out on a slight 

angle, making you wonder if it maybe 

was just a bad day at the printers. One 

page of text is written sideways so that 

you have to turn the magazine around to 

read, it like a fifteen year old with the 

Playboy centre-spread. Once your eye 

gets used to the asymmetry of the text; 

however, you can pay attention to the 

articles. 

The articles are concise and dense 

with artistic and political commentary. 

*snrface writer Jenny Shears reports that 

“Kathleen Lamberti’s jewelry... chal¬ 

lenges the body in a constantly shifting 

power-play between structural support 

and responding form.” That’s a pretty 

hefty responsibility for a necklace. I’m 

not saying that Shears is wasting her 

brain power by mediating the struggle 

between support and form. On the con¬ 

trary, I think that she takes a new and 

interesting angle on art. 

It’s just not the kind of mindless read¬ 

ing that one yearns for after midterms. 

There are also staple celebrity profiles on 

Jennifer Jason Leigh and Naomi Camp¬ 

bell. Also included are art and music 

reviews featuring Morcheeba, Dimitri 

from Paris and Momus which focus on 

the personalities of the artists. 

The short articles are effective, both 

because they accommodate the short 

attention spans of readers like me, and 

because they compliment the images, 

which, in my humble opinion, are the 

most interesting feature of the magazine. 

Like most magazines, you get plenty of 

pictures of emaciated models wearing 

clothing that we all know nobody wears, 

the images however, like the text, are off- 

centre and jarring. They are frequently 

dimly lit, and there are plenty of extreme 

close-ups- so extreme that one could 

count the pores on the models’ noses had 

they not been airbrushed away by the art 

department. 

What strikes me most about 
*surface is its hit-you-over- 
the-head-with-quirkiness 

attitude. 

Whether you embrace the avant garde 

or just find it trite and elitist, there is a 

little entertainment for everyone. I can’t 

condone spending $5.25 for a good 

chuckle on the report about a designer 

fragrance-turned- laundry detergent, but 

if you feel like challenging and expand¬ 

ing your mind towards the obscure hori¬ 

zons of the art world, *surface is not an 

entirely bad way to spend an afternoon. 



Prr-fcct: Poik Ne 

kts creative with 

the kitties. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

ART REVIEW 

By Jessica Keen 

I am the first to admit that 

the field of modern art is still 

quite new to me. I must also say 

that 1 absolutely love cats. So 

when I first saw a replica of a 

small neglected looking alley cat 

in faux fur and wire, frozen 

midstride on the floor of the 

Union gallery, 1 was taken 

aback. There were graffiti-like 

cats tattooed to the ground 

where you trod, banners of 

abstract, twisting cats hanging 

from the ceiling, and huge paper 

canvases in an array of different 

colours and textures. 

The artists involved with 

Pork Ne began their Queen’s 

Fine Arts program in 1995, after 

attending various Ontario art 

schools. They have back¬ 

grounds in cartooning, photog¬ 

raphy, painting, drawing, video 

and sculpture. 

Those Queen’s alumni obvi¬ 

ously put in a great deal of work 

in setting up this modern multi- 

media exhibit and it really does 

make use of this word in it’s 

wide array of media. 

There was a 
contradiction to be 
found between the 

angry strokes, 
haunting cat heads 
and the purity of 

the subject. 

As I am appreciative of 

music, the soundtrack that hit 

me as 1 entered the room 

became the backdrop to my feel¬ 

ings of disturbance. 

Slowly pacing around the 

room, the bass beats, thunder¬ 

like waves of sound, creeks, 

grunting noises, and dubbed 

sounds of people having sex 

became my companions. 

(I shiver at the thought of where 

these effects might have been 

found.) 

The source of these troubling 

sounds was the central art piece 

of the room; a house of sorts, 

made out of a big brown box 

with cut out windows, a door, 

and even a mail slot. 

The backdrops on the walls 

were all slightly different, one 

clear black drawing on white 

with pastel yellow and pink. 

Another had many strong black 

jagged lines, very abstract with 

blends of blues, oranges and 

other fragments. 

The exhibit bares a theme of 

innocence clashing with the 

harsh realities of life. This is 

exemplified in a piece that had 

“Hello Kitty” scrawled on the 

top. There was a contradiction 

to be found between the angry 

strokes, haunting cat heads and 

the purity of the subject. 

One thing that struck me 

was that the Union Gallery sim¬ 

ply did not mesh with this 

exhibit. Nice fluorescent Hght. 

ing and white walls perfect f0 

framed paintings and more typj. 

cally displayed forms of art did 

not compliment the harsh, frus¬ 

trating images. This ierhaps 

creates a more shocking and 

striking effect to the viewer, and 

perhaps this then was the aim. 

Slowly pacing around 
the room, the bass 
beats, thunder-like 

waves of sound, 
creeks, grunting 

noises, and dubbed 
sounds of people 

having sex became 
my companions. 

I did recognize some Japan- 

ese-cartoon origins, and graffiti 

art which I have seen often in 

passing when taking the train. 

The hard work and creativity of 

Pork Ne is admirable. The 

exhibit makes the viewer realize 

that the modern arts culture that 

many of us nurture is at the 

expense of much beauty. While 

at the same time, the sensitivity 

it requires is definitely a chal¬ 

lenge for our eyes, ears and 

most importantly our minds. 

Curry Tillage 
Bringing you Kingston's finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times, 
The Globe and Mail, Toronto Life and the 

Where to Eat in Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), CAT cnif) 
Kingston, Ontario JfZ-JUlU 

20% Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

Living colour 

William H. Macy and Maguire 

bond in Pleasantville. 

Continued from page 17 

a threesome with Janet and 

Chrissy in the hit show Three's 

Company. Knotts serves as the 

ambassador to the film's true 

levity. 

In its completed state, Pleas¬ 

antville reveals the power that 

technical film-making elements 

have to provoke deep emo¬ 

tional responses. The tension 

between the deep sense of nos¬ 

talgia imbued by the black-and- 

white Pleasantville and the 

visceral engagement of the 

sense excited by the full-colour 

Pleasantville becomes the film’s 

theme. 

Director Gary Ross’s vision 

is indeed compelling and highly 

innovative in it’s indictment of 

a fifties utopia gone awry. The 

ambitious nature of the film is 

quite admirable but at times 

seems tedious while its revolu¬ 

tionary social commentary runs 

rampant. 

Director Gary Ross’s 
vision is indeed 

compelling and highly 
innovative in it’s 

indictment of a fifties 
utopia gone awry. 

The ensemble cast generates 

a sustained chemistry that 

proves to be the film’s most 

captivating draw as the picture 

delivers its moralistic sermon 

on society. 

Although this preachy 

content becomes irritable, 

Pleasantville should not be 

overlooked. 

403 Princess St 

549-5425 

The Skylight Lounge 

relax & play 
study 

communicate 
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video games 
Qlink terminals 
comfy couches 
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Di Laughing: A play satirizing the life and death of 

Inncess Diana has opened in California. Professor Scott 
bablett wrote the musical comedy and believes it's time for 
the public to stop lamenting Diana’s death. The show is 

described as a 'penny dreadful murder mystery with 
songs. In one song the character who plays the Queen 
sings, “If only I could breed them like my horses." 

How bout them Apples} Top ratings have propelled 
| the Christina Applegate comedy Jesse into the second half 

of the season. Jesse is the top-rated new series in the 18-49 

demographic. The show is about a single mom re-entering 
the dating scene. (How original). 

j No More Nipples? John Frakenheimer, director of 

movies such as “Seven Days in May” has accused Sunrise 
Family Video in Nevada with “mutilating art." For $5, the 

store will edit out the scene in Titanic in which Kate 
Winslet poses nude. He said, “It’s like being a museum 

j curator and taking a Picasso painting of a nude and paint¬ 
ing a bathing suit on it and trying to pass it off as a 
Picasso.” 

Get Out There! 
Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol Theatre from 
Tuesday November 3 to Thursday, 
November 5: 
546-5395 
(Tuesday Matinees only) 

What Dreams May Come 1:50, 4:20, 
7:00. 9:45 

Antz 1:45. 2:15. 4:00. 4:35, 6:15. 7:05, 
8:20. 9:55 

Ronin 7:05, 9:55 

Beloved 1:30, 5:00, 9:00 

Night at the Roxbury 1:35, 4:45. 7:30, 
9:20 

Soldier 1:40, 4:10, 7:10, 9:35 

Practical Magic 2:00, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00 
Halloween: H20 10:30 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex 
from Tuesday, November 3 to 
Thursday, November 5: 
389-7442 

Something about Mary 7:05 
Rush Hour 7:15, 9:20 

Pleasantville 6:55, 9:40 

The Mighty 6:45, 9:10 

Apt Pupil 7:25, 9:50 

Vampires 7:35, 10:00 

Theatre: 
Baby Grand Theatre: 

oeff 

Rotunda Theatre: 
Playing from November 12-15 and 

18-21, the Queen's Department of 

Drama Presents: The Imaginary Invalid by 
Moliere. The comedy is translated and 

directed by Maurice Breslow. 

Variety Show: 

The Medical Variety Night presents their 

variety show, Meds TV on November 12 

13 and 14th at Grant Hall. 

Art Galleries: 

mM I Dream On Buddy, You're Crazy'.: Mark Nieto used 

to be a fan of Aerosmith, but now he's suing them — for 
loss of hearing at a 1997 concert. He alleges he 

suffered permanent hearing loss and says he was not 
aware of warning for ear damage. 

Funerals and Things is playing on 

November 4-7. The play begins at 8 p.m. 
and tickets are $9 general and $7 stu¬ 

dents. 

April in Paris playing from November 13- 

15 and 18-22, at 8 p.m. A presentation 

from The Seat of Your Pants Theatre 

Company. Tickets are $ 12 for adults and 

$ 10 for students and seniors. 

Pork Ne is currently showing at the Union 

Day Gallery, located in Stauffer library. 

Music: 

Part two of Battle of the DJs at Alfies Pub 

on Wednesday. November 3 at 8:30 p.m. 

Pleasantville must be Magic-al: 
I Top 5 movies for October 23 weekend: 

1. Pleasantville $9 million 

I 2. Practical Magic $8.8 million 

3. Antz $8.2 million 
4. Bride of Cbucky $6.7 million 

j 5. Soldier $6.3 million 

1998 JOHN ORR AWARD 
DINNER & DANCE 

Presented bythe Toronto Branch otthe 
Queen's University Alumni Association 

MJ-UV Honouring |/G77\ 1 
Margaret Hooey lv~yl 

T 998 John Orr Award recipient & 
Rick Powers. 

<*r<3/Pt-ie'7B. MBA'SS, UlW8t 
'ss>8 Toronto Bra nett Award recipient 

When: Saturday. November 2B, 1 990 Reception - 6 pjn^ 

Dinner 7 p.m.. Dance - p.m. 
Wh,r®: westin harbour Castle 

l-rontenac Ballroom tlMortn Bldg). 
1 harbor Square. Toronto (at me Toot or Bay St.) 

Pr,cc: Reservations Tor me Dinner as Danc.tr 
Purcnasea on or oerore Nov. 20 - ses. pp 
Purchased after Nov. zo - S70. pp 

Reservations for Dance Only 
♦'urchased on or before Nov. 20 - S30. pp 
Purchased art or Nov 20 - S3S pp 

Row: |j hax co 53 1-0626 

2J t-rnail: Johnorr@events.ldngston.nei 

3) Mail to John Orr Award 
Events & Management Plus inc. 
itj 10 - a Cataraqui Screel. Kingston, ON, K7K 1X7 

,<ivp: tay 5 p.m. on November 25 for Dinner and Dance or 

ty 5 p.m. on November 26 lor Dance only 

["Reserve early to take advantage of the special prices. | 

•-or further details call Events & Management Plus me at 
«-«r7-eao-SBB6 (toll tree) or in Kingston 545-t.B/ 1 or 

,ax Lb'3) 53 I -0626. e-mail jonnorr@events.kingston.riec 

Vour convenience and to ensure ail information is complete, ordm 
rriicp, CLan °e Picked op at Summerniil in the Alumni Affairs Reception 
:~rni»„ *.° havc one faxed contact Hazel Metcalte at 545-6000 x a mo 1 
—!^branches(apc 

Organize your teams NOW!! 

BEWIC SPORTS DAYS 
§ 1999 

Teams MUST be Pre-Registered f 

Registration starts at 8 am * 
Nov. 17 - Room 226 PEC f, 

on a first come - first served basis ? 
9 

You don't want to miss this 2-day ^ 
co-ed marathon event... (Jan. 15-16,1999) y 

If you're not sure how it works... talk to your f 
Stick/Fac Rep t 

Reg. Forms available at the Intramural Office? 
S 

Registration limit -> 32 teams? 
$300“ per 28 (minimum) member team * 

(14 males/14 females per team) ? 
I 

Come Play the Wild...the Wacky f 

Innertube Water Polo 
rtf’ 

4 W, Broomball 
Volleyball °o0/? * 

1*C>s * 

Rugby Basketball 



COLLAGE BY JOHN BOWMAN 

QEA in the game 
Queen’s Entertainment Agency soars in the sound 

Through the years, QEA has promoted various artists who were easy on 
the ears of Queen’s students. From left to right: (Treblecharger, 

Travel Agent, Kardinal Offishall) 

By Edrick Thay 

Room 022 of the John 
Deutsch University Centre is 
the nerve centre of the largest 
student-run Canadian campus 
programming organization; the 
office of the Queen’s Entertain¬ 
ment Agency. It’s here that John 
Lai, Production Manager; Neil 
Bunn, Marketing and Opera¬ 
tions Managers, and the head of 
the feast, Samantha Morris, 

Director, work to provide live 
entertainment on campus for 
students — whether it be music 
concerts, comedians or guest 
speakers. 

The QEA is certainly more 
than just concerts, but the focus 
is primarily on music. While 
previous years have seen Cana¬ 
dian rock and alternative bands 
dominate the bills, this year rep¬ 
resents a conscious effort to 
delve into different genres in 
order to diversify and appeal to 
a broad base of students. “Our 
stance this year is that we’re 
really into music. We want to 

the QEA is ultimately responsi- the Philosopher Kings hitting 
ble to the students. It’s a Grant Hall November 19 

responsibility they do not take 1 here will also be an arena 
ghtly. show, scheduled for the end of 

The QEA is also a resource January, with headliners to be 
and a service for the campus; announced, 
last year, the QEA helped with 
productions for the Arts Formal 
and the Charity Ball. In addi¬ 
tion, the QEA accepts volun¬ 
teers for marketing and 
advertising and draws its stage¬ 
hands from the Queen’s student 
body. In the past, the QEA has 
hosted such acts as Moist, Our 
Lady Peace, Ashley Maclssac, 
Sloan and One Step Beyond. 

This year, the QEA brought 
in 54-40 and Treblecharger for 
the Frosh Week show, as well as 
bringing Kardinal Offishal and 
the Rascalz to Alfie’s. Upcom¬ 
ing performers include Johnny 
Favorite Swing Orchestra, jiving 
into town on November 7 for 
the Sci Formal, Maestro per- 

“Our stance this year 
is that we Ye really into 

music. We want to 
explore different 
genres and have 
some diversity.” 

— Sam Morris, Director 

of QEA. 

Let’s not forget QEA’s contri¬ 
bution to the development of 
talent — the Battle of the Bands 
which hits Alfie’s in March, Any 
other information or dates can 
be found at the QEA’s web 
page, www.ams.queensu.ca/ams 

forming November 13 at Alfie’s /qea. 
with Thrust of the Northern 
Touch, and Emm Gryner and 

explore different genres and 
have some diversity,” said 
Morris. 

“We want to move into Jazz 
and Funk.” added Lai. 

Upcoming acts such as the 
Philosopher Kings, Johnny 
Favorite Swing Orchestra, and 
54-40 illustrate the QEA’s 
attempt to avoid mainstream 
Canadian rock and to maintain 
the interest of the organiza¬ 
tion’s main source of revenue 
— the Queen’s students. Rev¬ 
enue for the QEA comes from 
student fees. So, while it may 
fall under the wing of the AMS, 

QEA Facts and Numbers 
Age of organization, in years — 26 

Annual Budget - approx. $75,000 

Notable attractions (past and present) — Sloan, Sarah 
McLachlan, Tori Amos, Moist, Tragically Hip, 54-40, Collective 
Soul, Kids in the Hall. 

Crew members — approx. 26 (production staff and stage 
crew) 

Dream Concert — "The Stone Roses reunion concert with 
Beastie Boys opening” — Sam Morris (Director) and John Lai 
(Production Manager) 

Teach English 
Overseas 

ESL Teacher Training Certificate Courses 
■ Intensive 34-hour courses (weekends) 

■ Classroom management techniques 

■ Detailed lesson planning 

■ Skills development: grammar, pronunciation, 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 

■ Strategies for finding teaching jobs overseas 

■ Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters from 

around the world 

■ Formal certificate given upon course completion 

■ Cost: $345 (includes comprehensive teaching materials) 

Upcoming Courses: 

Nov. 14 - Nov. 22 Saturdays and Sundays 

Jan. 30 - Feb. 7 Saturdays and Sundays 

For More Information Call Oxford Seminars: 

(613) 544-9389 / 1-800-269-6719 

e&VfflKvy 
Events 

List 

Queen's Players 

proudly presents; 

Tickets now 

on sale! 

*6 
Shoius: I)ou.l8e2l. HB°28 

Tickets 
At: 

The Queen’s Committee for 
Fair Representation 

is holding a volunteer meeting today at 
12:00 noon in the McLaughlin room in the 

JDUC. 

HELP!!! 
I've been pepper-sprayed 
and I can’t afford legal 

representation! 

/ 

If you cannot attend but would like to help 
raise funds for the legal fees of students 
involved in the inquiry into police abuses at 
last year’s APEC summit email 

6SWDB@qlink.queensu.ca 
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Konica 2 pack/24-200 film for 
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ACROSS 

1. Taxi 
4. Postal system 
8. Thick, sweet 

liquid 
10. Rhythmical 

stress 
12. Kind of clock 
13. Mr. Pearson 
15. Liquid fuel 
16. Vitamin D 

sources 
18. Speed 
19. Hotchpotch 
21. Be worthwhile 
22. Gluelike sealer 
23. Donald Duck’s 

nephew 
25. Finely 

contoured 
26. Ornamental 

hanging lights 
29. In one piece 
30. Finish line 
31. Residence 
32. Air- 

conditioning 
abbreviation 

33. Tablet 
37. Tell's home 
38. Go-getters 
40. Curly's friend 
41. Destitution 
43. Interlock with 
45. Agave Fiber 
46. Jargon 
47. Greek 

community 
48. Mon. follower 

DOWN 

1. Revolution of 
time 

2. Noah’s vessel 
3. Keep afloat 
4. A “Way” in 

space 
5. Combat pilots 
6. “_a 

Wonderful Life” 
7. Maker of 

stringed 
instruments 

8. Business 
executive: si. 

9. Out of breath 
11. Confiscates 
12. Romaine 
14. Offensive 

smell 
17. Baby outfit 
20. Rorqual 
22. Hibernate 
24. One: Fr. 
25. Small taste 
26. Everyday work 

around a farm 

27. Early man 
28. Emblem of 

victory 
29. Defeat 

decisively 
32. Irish chemist 
34. Optical 

counterpart 
35. Company 

trademark 
36. Protective 

shelter 
38. 60 grains 
39. Irritated state 
42. Exploit 
44. Wildebeest 

Answers for last Issue's puzzle. 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 

more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also otter classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony0, 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book 
at 544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT - GRE ON 
CAMPUS PREP! Also, to subscribe 
to our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med bulletin email newsletters, 
email us at: learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1877 PREP.COM or 
www.prep.com Queen's University 
LSAT: November 7,8 weekend, prac¬ 
tice December 2nd. 

A HUMOROUS MUSICAL look at the 
60 s: FLOWER POWER written and 
directed by Jesse Stewart. Earl 
Street Theatre (KCVI) between Alfred 
and Frontenac, 8 p.m. October 
29,30,31, November 4,5,6,7. $12, 
students $10 or pay what you can. 

MAKING CONNECTIONS: A work¬ 
shop on self-care, self-esteem and 
healthy body image presented by the 
Health Outreach Program on 
Tuesday, November 3rd, 6 p.m. in the 
classroom at Student Counselling. 
Come to the lower level of the St. 
Lawrence Building on Queen's 
Crescent. For more information call 
Diane Nolting at 545-6712. 

STAY WARM - Have your house win- 

students 

•$10 for local 

•$15 for national 

Classifieds are due Friday 
Du noon lor Tuesday 
papers and Tuesday by 2 
p in. lor Friday papers. 

Come by The Journal House at 272 
Earl sued lo place your an lodayl 

terized by two devoted OPIRG volun¬ 
teers. Only $20.00. Call the Earth 
Centre at 549-0066 for details. 

DRUM LESSONS - Student special 
at the Kingston School of Music. 
Education students need broader 
musical experience? Want to 
increase your employment opportuni¬ 
ties at Fort Henry? Call Robb at 548- 
1021. 

CANTERBURY CENTRE 90 
Queen’s Cres (across from Vic Hall) 
545-6356. HOT MEALS Tuesday - 
supper 5:30 - 7:00 p.m., Wednesday 
- lunch 11:30 - 1:30; supper 5:30 - 
7:00 p.m., Sunday - supper 5:00 - 
7:30 p.m. 

HARVARD NATIONAL MODEL 
UNITED NATIONS info and sign up 
Wednesday November 4th at 9:00 
p.m. in the John Orr Room. Visiting 
foreign defense fellows will discuss 

international hot topics and retire to 
the QP for free beer and conversa¬ 
tion. 

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL CHRIST¬ 
MAS GIFTS! Turn photos into per¬ 
sonalized artl Portraits of loved ones, 
landscapes, of special places, pets, 
abstracts. Will paint anything you 
want for commission. Call 547-3261. 

ARTSCI 99 FORMAL Theme ideas 
now being accepted at the Core until 
November 13th. What do you want 
your formal to be? Give it a name 
and a brief description. Voting is 
November 19th. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS cook¬ 
ing classes on November 9th and 
16th, 5:30 - 7 p.m. at the International 
Centre. Each class will feature 
QUICK meals and snacks for the 
exam time crunch. FREEIII Call 545- 
6712 to sign up. 

ARTSCI 99 FORMAL We’re putting 
together a committee, be a part of 
your formal and sign up for it at the 
Core todayl 

THANK YOU TO THE QUEEN’S 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP for their 
donations to the AMS foodbank. Your 
hard work will go a long way. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

ROOM FOR RENT to share apart¬ 
ment. Mature female, non-smoker, 
preferred. Available November 1st. 
Collingwood St., $350 all inclusive 
with cable and parking. No pets. 
Phone 547-5598. 

TO SHARE - 2 bedroom apartment 
with part-time Queen's student/pro¬ 
fessional. Large bedroom, big back¬ 
yard, fireplace, free parking, bike 
storage. Available December 1st. 
$390.00 inclusive. Call 547-6050. 

HELP WANTED 

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS - 
Creative customer service oriented 
individuals, locations - Downtown 
Toronto, Mississauga. Managers to 

Tuesday, November!^ 

$8.25 per hour plus born,,.. 
Wrappers lo $7.15 pe,£ 
Full/part-time, December 1 - 24 rJ; 
416 588-7619. ' 7" 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trip Hin 
CDs. Lost between Clark and down 
town after One Step Beyond 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531 -9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case 
with German notes and text 
(Goethe’s Faust in translation) 
Vicinity Kingston Hall? Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, “Contour" 
Lost on campus Thursday September 
17th. Please call Daryn at 530-3419 
or email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Sonya Kazmi’s wallet in 
Mac-Corry near vending machines. 
Email Josh at 7jjl@qlink.queensu.ca 
to claim 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park 
near baseball diamond on October 
16th. Call 531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore 
an envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

PERSONALS 

YES REALLY! VOTE KEALY! Make 
yourself heard. Vote MIKE KEALY for 
responsible Rector. An important 
position, make an informed choice. 

YES REALLY! VOTE KEALY! Mike 
Kealy (BSc, BAH, LAW ’01) is running 
for Rector. Check out the web site at 
http://qlink.queensu.ca/ ~4cmk 

PAUL Q.: Blam! Blam! Blam! Blam! 
Catwoman. 

ATTENTION: ARTS & SCIENCE STUDENTS 

Are you interested in: 

an Exchange? 

Study Abroad? VJF-" 
or the International Study Centre? 

You are invited to the International Centre and the 

International Programs Office 

information sessions: 

Wednesday, November 4 John Orr Room, JDUC* 7-8:30pm 

Economics, Political Studies, Sociology, Psychology 

Physical and Health Education 

Tuesday, November 10 Robert Sutherland Room, JDUC- 7-8:30pm 

Drama, Film Studies, School of Music, 

Art, Classics 

Wednesday, November 11 John Orr Room, JDUC* 7-8:30pm 

Women’s Studies, Religious Studies, History, 

Philosophy, English 

Don’t miss this opportunity to come out and ask any questions you 

may have about exchanges, study abroad and 

the International Study Centre. 

All sessions 7-8:30 pm, refreshments provided. 

*John Deutsch University Centre 

For more information contact: the International Centre phone: 545-2604 email: 

pbgwitz@post.qucensu.ca or the International Programs Office, 545-2815 

email: ipo@post.quecnsu.ca 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery. 

In house Graphic Design. 

More than 300,000 

Promotional Products to choose from! 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
, SPORTSWEAR. . 
| Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US! | 

Make '98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

/%£<.-n's 

Quality merchandise at very competitive prices. 

Come and visit our showroom 
We are licensed for the Queen's logo. 

530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.multideas.com 
multi@adan.kingston.net 
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"\lou're just a stepping stone, 
you're just a stepping stone, 

Believe me, 
you'd be better on gour ouin" 

— The Ngtons 

LEAPING 
iOYERS 

Awhile ago a friend of 

mine told me she wasn't 

going to break up with her 

l boyfriend even though things 

| weren't working out. "Why?" 1 

asked, "don't you want to get it 

over with now?" "Sure l do" she 

said, "l just haven't found anyone 

else yet." 

Hmm. 

It may be easy for you, skeptical 

reader/ to pass her attitude off as 

cruel/ selfish and rare. However/ 

chough her half-conscious 

admittance is uncommon/ l 

don't believe her logic is. I've 

seen it in action plenty of 

times and from many differ¬ 

ent people. It's happened 

| friends and it's happened to 

I me. I've done it too. You see 
things aren't working out 

with someone (you've got in 

one coo many fights/ you're 

growing distanced or you'r 

just grown tired of waking 

up with them/ whatever)/ yet ’ 

i instead of letting them down 

| right away, you consciously or 

unconsciously elect co search for, 

targeC/ and move in on (or at least 

I make reservations wich) someone 

I else first. 

Maybe it's instinccuaf self- 

preservation: one might subcon¬ 

sciously wish to avoid a romantic 

lull because of a fragile self-image 

nraincainable only through inti¬ 

mate attentions. Maybe it's cow¬ 

ardice: one might fear being alone 

more than prolonging a failing 

relationship. Maybe it's both. It 

rnafly doesn't matter. It's usury. 

eople exploit those they (might) 

Senuinely care for in order to get 

what they want. If the usurer gets co more caution in che relationship 

what he/she wants/then they toss department, less respect for peo- 

the usee away. p[e who've done it, and most of 

What does this say about us all, a necessary self-confronta- 

young people? It doesn't exactly tion. After all, in identifying and 

bode well for the ~ analyzing this little 

humanist 

front. AAoreover, it 

Graphic By 

Janice Chan social tidbit 

I'm being hypocrii 

says a great deal about our cal. I've done it. I've stood by 

independence: totally incapable of and watched friends do ic to ocher 

being alone for whatever reason, friends. On a constructive note, 

many of us are driven to take I'm willing to make the effort noc 

advantage of someone who has co do it again. I know l felt like 

grown co trust chem. shic for a long time after it hap- 

For me, this realization translates pened co me, and I wouldn't want 

someone else to have to go 

through che motions of dealing 

wich being used because of a 

weakness on my part. Buc it's one 

of chose chings that's cough to fol¬ 

low through with because, as I've 

mentioned, it's noc always 

completely intentional. 

How's about this: next time you 

find yourself in a position where 

you're constantly sizing up che 

relationship potential of every guy 

or gal you lay eyes on and you're 

in a failing relationship and you 

think you might not have che 

pluckiness co end it without 

first placing someone in the 

on-deck circle, do me, your¬ 

self and your unlucky part¬ 

ner the favour of putting 

your relationship out of its 

misery right then and chere. 

You won't immediately be 

glad that you did. You'll 

still have co deal with che 

ass-pain of making che dump 

and toleracing its afteref¬ 

fects. On cop of that you 

won't have any new inceresc to 

turn your focus on. But at least 

you'll be doing che humane, con¬ 

scientious thing. You might even 

feel less guilty, if you feel any 

guilt at all. Mosc importantly, 

you can walk away with the 

knowledge that you're able co 

walk away. To quote a defunct 

beer slogan, you'll "be your own 

dog." 

Ken Butland isn't the 

bitter/ broken shell of a 

man he used to be. He has 

a brand new haircut. 

NEXT 
ISSUE: 
The much 
anticipated 
holiday 

MiSC. 
COLOURING 
CONTEST 
(avec les prix) 

\-r 

Need a place to study? 

See you 
at the Library. 

Queen’s University Libraries 

ESOS PRZStMS 

A Wine 
Tasting at 
the QP 

November 
12th 

6 to 8 

Tickets: $6 

Where:Upper 

Ceilidh JDUC 

’When: Nov.9-12 

11 till 2 
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Through the Challenge Campaign 

and Project Millennium, Queen's 

students have donated almost 

$3.5 million to support: 

• INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

CENTRE 

° ENDOWED CD ROM LIBRARY 

• CFRC 

• BAN RIGH CENTRE 

° BED FUND 

• CAMERA FOR FILM STUDIES 

• BURSARIES 

o SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

• HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION 

CENTRE 

• NURSING SKILLS LAB 

• LAW COMPUTER LABS 

• STUDENT ART GALLERY 

• AMS FOODBANK 

0 JDUC IMPROVEMENTS 

• TELEPHONE AID LINE KINGSTON 

• NATIVE SCHOLARSHIPS 

• WRITING CENTRE 

• LAW BUILDING FUND 

• ENGINEERING LAB 

• PHYS ED CENTRE RENOVATIONS 

• QLINK CENTRE IN JDUC 

• POOL LIFT 

• BRACKEN LIBRARY ENDOWMENT 

• OSOTF BURSARIES 

• MILLER HALL ROOM RENOVATION 

• GREY HOUSE RAMP 

Remarkable 

Things 

Grow 

From Your 

Generosity 

Thank You 

Noise complaints 
force temporary 

QP closure 
By Jonathan Tinney 

The newly expanded Queen’s Pub 

went through some growing pains this 

week. The pub was temporarily closed 

Wednesday evening due to noise com¬ 

plaints. 

Occupants of the graduate student 

residence housed on the top three floors 

of the JDUC, sent a complaint to the Vic¬ 

toria Hall front desk about 2 a.m. on 

Wednesday morning and Campus Secu¬ 

rity was dispatched. 

“It's been an ongoing issue,” said sec¬ 

ond-year graduate student Miriam 

Lynch. "Last year there wasn’t a problem 

but this year we have averaged two to 

three complaints a week since the begin¬ 

ning of September.” 

The QP management said they realize 

the problem exists and are taking steps 

to remedy the situation. 

“It’s been a problem, and it is a prob¬ 

lem we are trying to work on,” said QP 

Manager Mark Picketts. “The grads on 

the whole have been super nice to us. It’s 

been frustrating to me, I can imagine 

how frustrating it must be for them try¬ 

ing to sleep.” 

The AMS said the problem must be 

solved. “We realize that, both legally and 

morally, we must do whatever it takes to 

reduce the disturbance to those living 

above the pub,” said Gord Moodie, 

vice-president (operations). 

This is not the first time the QP has 

been closed for noise complaints. Five 

years ago the pub was closed for several 

days due to objections from some 

upstairs residents. 

To prevent future repeats of this 

week’s closure, the QP management will 

be working with a sound engineer to 

determine if the noise problems can be 

corrected structurally. “If [the sound 

engineer] says it could be fixed easily, 

that would be my dream come true,” 

said Picketts. 

Please see ‘Positive’ on page 5 

Admired professor’s 
death mourned 

By Shawn Brimley 

A funeral service held on Tuesday 

honoured the life of Queen’s professor 

Sant Davis, an accomplished and 

admired Adjunct Professor in the School 

of Policy Studies. Dr. Davis passed away 

on October 28 after battling cancer for 

many years. He was 79. 

Lisa Powell, professor with rhe 

School of Policy Studies said, “[Dr. 

Davis] was always warm and friendly, 

and he gave wonderful advice.” 

Born in Birkenhead, England, on 

April 18. 1919. Dr. Davis graduated 

from the University of Liverpool in 

1940, with a degree in Naval Architec¬ 

ture. During World War II, we served on 

HMS Rodney during the battle with the 

German battleship Bismarck. 

After coming to Canada after the 

war, Dr. Davis continued in the military, 

and eventually retired as a Rear Admiral 

and Commandant of the National 

Defence College at Fort Frontenac in 

1974. 

“It was a privilege to have 
known him and to have 

walked a while beside him.” 

Volume 126, Issue 19 
www.journal.queensu.ca 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today 

1 iunT breaks 
p0Pi<&L0W-' C: 

•Saturday 
Hl'*h°I'CnL "d Cloud POP^WC; 

Sunday 
Cloudy with sunny breaks 
High rc. Low l°C; 
POP 20% 

Monday 
Rainy 
High 6°C; Low 3°C; 
POP 70% 

— Lyn Freeman, MPA program 
coordinator with the School of 

Policy Studies 

Lyn Freeman, MPA program coordi¬ 

nator wirh the School of Policy Studies, 

said in a eulogy address on Tuesday, 

“The man may have left the service, but 

the service did not leave the man.” 

Dr. Davis continued his education as 

a part-time student, eventually gather¬ 

ing six Masters degrees, and a PhD in 

1979. 
Freeman said, “When his faculty col¬ 

leagues at the university became a little 

pretentious... this most unpretentious 

of men would quietly but firmly 

remind us that he had more degrees 

Please see ‘Generosity’ on page 9 

Engineering students log in their mandatory construction hours Wednesday, 

setting the scene for Saturday's Science Formal, and transforming Grant Hall 
into Agrabadababwa. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Woman’s struggle 
touches audience 

By Stefan Murray 

A woman known to the public and 

media only by her alias Jane Doe, 

explained her personal struggle and 

experiences to an audience at the 

Kingston Public Library on Tuesday 

evening. 

Doe was sexually assaulted in 1986 

and recently won a civil case filed 

against the Metropolitan Toronto Police 

Force. The name Jane Doe is being used 

as her alias after she successfully peti¬ 

tioned the Canadian court for legal and 

media anonymity. 

Doe believes that anonymity is essen¬ 

tial until changes are made that make the 

legal system safe for women. “I don’t 

think it’s a safe, wise or dignified place 

for a women to be,” she explained. 

“Raped women are framed 
socially and within the legal 

system as broken, 
not whole.” 

— Jane Doe 

Doe spoke for more than one hour to 

a crowd of approximately 50 people. 

She discussed her prolonged conflict 

with the Canadian legal system 

Please see Speaker on page 3 

It’s that time of 
the year again. 

The Journal will be coming out only on 
Fridays from now until the end of term. 
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INTRAMURALSI 

Winter 
Sign-up 

Winter Leagues 

wic Basketball, Broomball & Volleyball 

BEWS Ball Hockey, Broomball, & Curling 

BEWIC Volleyball, Curling & Innertube 

Water Polo 

Plus... Winter Tournaments 
Racquets, Basketball, Hockey, Bowling, 

Volleyball A Wallyball 

»\ '0& k\& 

Nov ll* 
between 5 4 7 p.m. 

Upper Lobby, PEC 

???S - Call 545-6000 

ext 5036 
Or... stop by Room 204A or 201 A, PEC 

Queen's Projection International Development . 

Its Information session on this summer’s pr 
BkU £ ijl r ... 

ion on being a QPID co-operant 

-operants will be traveling to: 
ern Canada 

Guyana 
Bolivia 
& another country as yet to be decided 

Anybody interested in traveling this summer 
or interested in learning more about QPID is 
encouraged to attend. 

Questions can be directed to Andrea or Bryan. 545-6845 

Wednesday, November 11th 
6p.m. in Ellis Aud. 

Projects Presentations 

Fall referendum 1998 
By the Queen’s Iournal News Staff 

The AMS fall referendum campaign 

opened on Monday. In addition to nine 

questions posed by campus groups seek¬ 

ing funding, students will also have the 

chance to choose their next Rector. 

The position of Rector was estab¬ 

lished in 1969 as a student-elected mem¬ 

ber of Queen’s Board of Trustees. The 

Rector also acts as a student advisor and 

advocate on university affairs. 

The two Rector candidates are: 

•Mike Kealy (Law ’01) 

•Jim Quinn (Nurs ’00) 

There are four new referendum ques¬ 

tions to hit the polls. 

• Do you agree to the establishment of 

a $1.95 fee (mandatory) to support join¬ 

ing the Ontario Undergraduate Students 

Alliance (OUSA) as full members? 

•Do you agree to the establishment of 

a $2.12 fee (subject to individual opt- 

out) to support the ENGERAMA club? 

•Do you agree to the establishment of 

a $0.95 fee (subject to individual opt- 

out) to support the Queen’s Debating 

Union? 

•Do you agree to the establishment of 

a $0.75 fee (subject to individual opt- 

out) to support HIV and AIDS Regional 

Services? 

The five remaining questions concern 

already established campus groups 

seeking funding renewal. 

• Do you agree to the continuation of 

the Queen’s Bands Fee of $3.00 (manda¬ 

tory) for the next three years? This fee 

was originally established in 1986 and 

last went to referendum in 1996. 

• Do you agree to the continuation of 

the Summer Walkhome Fee of $2.oo 

(mandatory) for the next three years 

payable only by any student enrolled in 

the Spring/Summer or Summer terms 

and tied to the Consumer Price Index? 

This fee was originally established in 

1996 and last went to referendum in 

1996. 

•Do you agree to an increase in the 

FallAVinter Walkhome Fee (mandator)') 

from $8.56 to $9.56, an increase of 

$1.00, for the next three years? This fee 

was originally established in 1996 and 

last went to referendum in 1996. 

•Do you agree to the continuation of 

the Sexual Assault Crisis Centre Fee of 

$1.00 (mandatory) for the next three 

years? This fee was originally established 

in 1990 and last went to referendum in 

1996. 

• Do you agree to the continuation of 

The Queen’s Journal Fee of $2.50 

(mandatory) for the next three years? 

This fee was originally established prior 

to 1977, and last went to referendum in 

1996. 

Several plebiscite or survey-type ques¬ 

tions, will also allow the AMS to find out 

student reaction to services such as 

bursaries, special projects and the AMS 

Health Plan. 

Voting will take place November 10 

and 11 in polling stations across campus. 

Students are required to present valid 

student identification. 

correction mmBM 
In the last issue, the act governing property standards should have been identified 

as the Kingston Property Standards By-Law. The Journal regrets the error. 
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municipal affairs commission 
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Speaker educates women, initiates change 
Continued from page I 

following her rape and the neg- 

e perception of assaulted 

men maintained by the pub- 

1, media and courts. “Raped 

women are framed socially and 

wichm the legal system as bro- 

I en not whole,” said Doe. 

the ruling earlier this year 

ended a 12-year battle and held 

the police guilty of negligence 

J„d systematic gender discrimi- 

nsttton under Chapter 15 of the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms. 
The outcome of the trial has 

been hailed as a landmark prece¬ 

dent by members of the feminist 

community and those 

concerned with police 

discrimination against women. 

The outcome of the 
trial has been hailed as 
a landmark precedent 

by... the feminist 
community and those 

concerned with 
police discrimination 

against women. 

“The ruling lets police know 

that their practices will be under 

extra scrutiny,” said Ruth 

Warner, a counsellor at the Sex¬ 

ual Assault Crisis Centre 

(Kingston). “It gives women the 

right to go forward and chal¬ 

lenge police practices.” 

Although not disregarding 

the importance of the decision, 

Doe maintained that its effects 

are not yet apparent. “The 

judgement is a piece of paper,” 

she said. “How we implement it 

remains to be seen.” 

In her speech, Doe also dis¬ 

cussed the many factors that 

continually brutalize a woman 

who has been raped, long after 

her assault. 

She contended that the abil¬ 

ity of investigating officers to 

obtain and submit criminal, 

mental and medical back¬ 

grounds of victims as evidence, 

along with the dominant role of 

men in the legal and medical 

community help to diminish the 

assaulted women’s access to jus¬ 

tice. 

“The ruling lets police 
know that their 

practices will be under 
extra scrutiny.” 

— Ruth Warner, 
counsellor at the Sexual 

Assault Crisis 
Centre (Kingston) 

According to Doe, the cur¬ 

rent language used to describe 

crimes of violence against 

women is also very damaging. 

“It puts the emphasis on the 

women and not the perpetrator 

of the crime,” she said. 

Doe has been travelling 

across the province since she 

won her case delivering her 

story and experiences to women 

who are concerned about these 

issues. 

“What I hope to do is to dis¬ 

seminate info based on my lived 

experience that will help and 

encourage women to make 

informed decisions about enter¬ 

ing the legal system... and work 

to make changes within that sys¬ 

tem that will address the 

appalling statistic that presently 

only one in 10 of us reports the 

crime,” she said. 

Camp Outlook bus 
vandalized outside home 

The back window of Camp Outlook’s only school bus was 
smashed last Thursday evening. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The only school bus belong¬ 

ing to Camp Outlook, a non¬ 

profit children’s camp run by 

Queen’s student volunteers, was 

vandalized last Thursday. 

Repair costs may seriously 

affect the camp’s ability to offer 

free programming to local 

youth. 

“There’s no telling how it’s 

going to affect things... We run 

completely or donations so basi¬ 

cally every cent counts,” said 

Matthew Struthers, Camp Out¬ 

look’s coordinator. 

The half-sized school bus was 

parked outside the residence of 

Ian Brooks, Camp Outlook’s 

fall/winter co-director, at Brock 

and Division Streets last Thurs¬ 

day evening. “We’ve been hav¬ 

ing problems with [the bus] get¬ 

ting vandalized on campus,” 

explained Brooks. 

“A broken window 
might mean that one 

less kid goes to camp.” 

— Matthew Struthers, 
Camp Outlook 

coordinator 

“It’s become an inconve¬ 

nience but we’ve decided we 

can’t keep it around campus, 

which is kind of sad,” Struthers 

said. “You shouldn’t have to 

worry about where you put 

your bus.” 

“I was up working all night 

[last Thursday],” Brooks said. 

SGPS to compensate law students 
for missed month of health coverage 

By Rebecca Stelter 

The Law Students' Society 

■»ove from the Alma Mater 

society to the Society of Gradu¬ 

ate and Professional Students 

Ip sPr*ng meant law students 

"’ere not given health coverage 

sriKPtem^er' ^owever' the 
S has made a commitment 

0 ensure law students are 
eovered. 

I don’t believe 
WM* was informed, 

think it was just an 
oversight.” 

~ Marcelle Cerny, SGPS 

representative for the 

LSS. 

the Tmle r ", laB Perio<1 in 
(:,.n . 'U1 of September,” 

prL !ncd „Chris Hales, SGPS IRK) Th!iAMS p,an encls 
again ? anc* starts its year 

the SriVSfptcmber 1, Whereas 
bc-em 1 ■ wealth plan does not 

its coverage until 

October 1.” 

The transfer left law students 

without health coverage for one 

month, posing problems for 

students who needed to be 

reimbursed for medical costs, 

such as prescriptions. 

The decision to switch stu¬ 

dent governments was reached 

in a referendum held last March 

by the LSS. Of the 55 per cent 

of law students who partici¬ 

pated, two thirds voted in 

favour of a move to the SGPS. 

The cost of a SGPS health 

plan is $180.71, while this 

year’s AMS health plan costs 

$87.50. 

The SGPS has been handling 

law students' health claims on a 

personal, case by case basis, said 

Deb Hume, SGPS vice-presi¬ 

dent (sendees). 

“All claims are being fixed so 

that it won’t cost [law students] 

anything.” Hume said. The 

costs are presently being cov¬ 

ered by an SGPS emergency 

fund, bur hopefully Canada Life 

will reimburse these extra 

claims, she added. 

According to Hume, the 

SGPS health plan has had an 

October 1 start for the last five 

years, and law students should 

have been aware of this as of 

June, 1998, when they received 

The Guide, an SGPS day 

planner. 

“All claims are being 
fixed so that it won’t 
cost [law students] 

anything,” 

— Deb Hume, SGPS 
vice-president (services) 

“I don’t believe anyone was 

informed. 1 think it was just an 

oversight,” said Marcelle 

Cerny, SGPS representative for 

the LSS. 

LSS President Chris Ellis said 

that, before the March referen¬ 

dum “the Law Students’ Society 

negotiating committee com¬ 

piled a report and in it we out¬ 

lined exactly what the 

dilferences were between the 

AMS and the SGPS.” This 

report included information on 

the health plans offered by both 

societies, he said. 

“I didn't even know about 

[the health plan problem] until 

it had happened,” Ellis said. 

“1 guess that once they left to 

go to the other society, that was 

one of the wrinkles in the 

switch,” speculated Gord 

Moodie, AMS vice-president 

(operations). 

“Most of the questions are 

filtered through me because I’m 

die contact, but concerns really 

haven’r been an issue,” said 

Cerny, “just some questions as 

to how students go about get¬ 

ting their money.” 

Hume said if law students 

“have any concerns or com¬ 

plaints, they can come into the 

[SGPS] office and talk to us.” 

As of next year, the SGPS 

will be changing their health 

plan so diat it begins on Sep¬ 

tember 1 to eliminate any fur¬ 

ther health coverage issues, 

Hume explained. 

“There were fights going on all 

night on the street.” When 

Brooks left the house the next 

morning, he noticed the back 

window of the bus was 

smashed. 

“We’ve filed a report with 

the police,” Brooks explained, 

but so far no one has been 

charged. “I guess vandalism of 

this sort is pretty common and 

there’s nothing they can do 

about it.” 

“Our best guess is that it was 

probably a Queen’s student who 

hit the bars,” Brooks said. 

“[The vandal or vandals] 

screwed up something for an 

organization that just wants to 

do decent things for kids in 

Kingston and doesn’t have the 

money to pay for this kind of 

thing,” he added. 

Camp Outlook’s fall operat¬ 

ing budget is approximately 

$150, Brooks said, and the cost 

of replacing the broken window 

is approximately $100. “This 

really messes with our 

finances,” he said, adding, “I 

have no idea why a bus that’s 

got a camp’s name on it gets 

vandalized.” 

“I have no idea why a 
bus that’s got a 

camp’s name on it 
gets vandalized.” 

— Ian Brooks, Camp 
Outlook fall/winter 

co-director 

“We put a lot of effort into 

fund raising. It’s sad to see the 

money wasted,” Struthers said. 

“A broken window might mean 

that one less kid goes to camp.” 

The bus is temporarily being 

stored at a location further 

away from campus. “It’s clear 

we couldn’t really keep it where 

it was,” Struthers explained. 

Camp Outlook is in its 29th 

year of operation. The camp 

offers free summer, fall, and 

winter camps to approximately 

200 local children per year. It 

runs from the John Deutsch 

University Centre. 
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AMS services cards hit campus this week 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

The Alma Mater Society 

launched its frequent buyer card 

program this week, inviting stu¬ 

dents to earn free products and 

discounts at four AMS services. 

“We want to 
communicate to 
students that the 

services are 
student-run and run 

for them,” 

—Gord Moodie, AMS 
vice-president 

(operations) 

The cards allow students to 

collect stamps for purchases 

made at the Publishing and 

Copy Centre, the Queen’s Pub, 

Alfie’s Pub and the Used Book¬ 

store Exchange. The cards can 

be picked up at these services, 

the AMS front desk or the 

Infobank. 

“We want to communicate to 

students that the services are 

student-run and run for them,” 

said Gord Moodie, AMS vice 

president (operations). 

The cards are divided into 

four sections, one for each of 

the services. Five colour copies 

at the P&CC earn a free glossy 

colour copy; five sandwiches at 

the QP earn a free order of 

hummus and pita, and five 

entries to Alfie’s before 10 p.m. 

earn a free order of fries. 

Finally, three purchases exceed¬ 

ing $10 at the UBS Exchange 

will earn buyers a 25 per cent 

discount on their next purchase. 

“Ideally the effect will be to 

increase revenue for the AMS. If 

each card produces a $0.20 

increase in revenue it will 

increase the AMS revenue,” said 

Moodie. 

Once all spaces on the card 

are stamped, it can be entered 

into a grand prize draw to be 

held at the end of the year for 

two “Long Haul” round-trip 

tickets to anywhere in North 

America Air Canada flies, 

including the Caribbean and 

Hawaii. 

“There is nothing eye 
catching about it being 
free, it just looks like 

any other card 
advertising for 

the AMS.” 

— Kristine Lee, second- 
year Masters student 

student from the school of 

urban and regional planning, 

Kristine Lee, agreed the basic 

idea of the card was good, but 

that there were some promo¬ 

tional problems. 

“There is nothing eye catch¬ 

ing about it being free, it just 

looks like any other card 

advertising for the AMS,” Lee 

said. 

Others suggested the AMS 

should have had a survey about 

the prizes the services were 

offering. “I think the card’s a 

good idea but I don’t know 

about the prizes,” said J0e 

Fraresso, Sci ’02. 

“It’s a win-win, win-win 

situation,” said Moodie. 

Students can pick up official 

rules and restrictions for the 

contest at the AMS front desk. 

The cards are receiving 

mixed reviews from students. 

“I think its a good idea 

because its promoting spending 

on campus but Iogistically I 

don’t think it will work. I don’t 

know if people really want to go 

into Alfie’s before 10 five times 

just to get free fries,” said Erika 

Vines, PHE ’99. 

A second-year Masters 

Check. Oirf rthcr AMS ier/icct, -too. 

The new AMS services card will allow students to enjoy the 
perks of their commitment to campus services. 
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NEW SHOW 

12 November to 24 December 

Jayce SalLoum 
NEUTRAL I BRAKES I STEERING 

Reception with artist’s walk-through tour 

11 November, 7 pm 

Video screening 
24 November, noon 

Admission is free. 

Presented with the financial assistance of 
The Canada Council, the Ontario Arts Council and 
the City of Kingston. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 

http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Challenge expands minds 
By Hilary Clark This was the Rehab Challenge, 

similar to a mini-Olympics, 

Enthusiastic teams, challeng- which took place in conjunction 

ing events and special skills were with Rehab Awareness Week, 

in full force Wednesday evening Twelve teams of six partici- 

at the Louise D. Acton building, pated in the event, consisting of 

ft* I 

Participants learned about physical disabilities at Wednesday’s 
Rehab Challenge. 

PHOTOWFflKRYTTARR 

REMEMBRANCE DAY 
SERVICE 

WEDNESDAY, 
1 1 NOVEMBER 1998 

10:53 a.m. 

GRANT HALL 

SERVICE CONDUCTED BY THE 

UNIVERSITY CHAPLAIN, REV. BRIAN 

YEALLAND 

CLASSES CANCELLED 

10:30 - 1 1:30 A.M. 

No Damn 
Laces. 

Unisex styles. Women's size 6 
up to Men's 13V2. Come slip on a pair 

and enjoy dry and comfortable feet. 
Any tougher they'd rust. 

A-One Clothing . visa 

358 King St. E. . Mastercard 
Kingston, ON . , . 

K7l rry. lnMac 

members of the Queen’s com¬ 

munity, Royal Military College 

and the Kingston community. 

With names like the Femme- 

Botts and Faculty Freaks n’ 

Friends, the teams took part in 

six events which included a 

wheelchair obstacle course, 

paraplegic volleyball, and hemi¬ 

plegic dressing. 

Some of the other events 

included wheelchair basketball 

and astereognosis, an event 

where participants had to iden¬ 

tify everyday objects while 

blindfolded and wearing oven 

mitts. 

Participants in the events had 

to simulate a disability. In the 

volleyball event, they had to 

play the sport on the ground 

with their legs stretched out in 

front of them. In the hemiplegic 

dressing event, a sandbag was 

tied to one arm of each partici¬ 

pant to simulate paralysis of one 

side of the body. Participants 

then had to get dressed in a cer¬ 

tain amount of time. 

Keith Tam, vice-president 

external of the Rehabilitation 

Society, was one of the organiz¬ 

ers of the event and a past par¬ 

ticipant. “The goal of the 

challenge is to get people to 

realize what it’s like to be dis¬ 

abled,” he said. Tam partici¬ 

pated in his first year at Queen’s 

and in his second year helped 

run the event. 

Tam said the event’s goal is to 

raise awareness within the com¬ 

munity of what living with a dis¬ 

ability is really like. 

“When I did it in first year I 

noticed a lot of the little things 

you don’t notice,” said Tam. 

“Like opening doors in a wheel¬ 

chair. I noticed that there are a 

lot of simple things we take for 

granted.” 

The Rehab Challenge has 

been happening at Queen’s f°r 

the past 10 years, Tam said. 
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‘positive meeting’ 

Doe 

yesterday afternoon when grad students, 

administration and pub management 

AMS has voiced its intentions to met to discuss the situation. Decisions 

-dv the issues. “We are willing to were made to reopen the QP under reg- 

reflnd whatever we need too to fix the ular hours of operation. 

Spt,blem for everyone,” said Sarah Arm- The pub management has made some 

pr° AMS Services Director. short-term concessions to lower the 

S,rThe fate of the pub was decided noise. Among these concessions, music 

_—-—- will cease and the 

main doors will be 

closed by 11 p.m. 

on weeknights and 

midnight on the 

weekends. As well, 

all live entertain¬ 

ment will be tem¬ 

porarily suspended. 

In dealing with 

the situation, the 

QP will also give a 

Queen’s engineer¬ 

ing class the chance 

to remedy the prob¬ 

lem and gain some 

consulting experi¬ 

ence. 

“I feel this was a 

positive meeting,” 

said Picketts. 

“Everyone involved 

is working for a 

win-win situation, 

and I think we can 

attain that.” 

The QP hopes to 

return to normal 

operation shortly, 

Picketts said. 
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This sign posted on the closed doors of the Queen’s Pub 

greeted patrons Wednesday evening. 
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Guess What, 

It's Formal ^ 
Time! 

So that means you should join the 

committee and submit an idea 

for the theme by November 13th 

The Queen's Entertainment Agency Presents: 
Maestro Fresh LUes with Thrust [of northern Touch] 

Afe Pub, Friday Nov. 13fh 1998@8;30pm 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

A notice to all members of the Alma 
Mater Society 

Re: 1997-98 Year-end Financial Statements 

The Alma Mater Society of Queen’s University Incorporated held its special corporate 
annual general meeting on Thursday October 29th, 1998. At that meeting, the financial 
statements of the corporation were received and approved, along with the report of auditors 

KPMG. , . , 
The balance sheet and statement of operations appear below for the information of our 

members. The full financial statements are available for your viewing at the A.M.S. 
general office, or on the worldwide web at HTTP://www.ams.queensu.ca. 

In addition, the A.M.S. 1998 Annual Report will soon be available at the A.M.S. offices, 
faculty societies, and at locations around campus. 

With regards, 
Trevor Ogle 
Chairman and Secretary, 
A.M.S. Board of Directors 

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY INCORPORATED 

Balance Sheet 

April 30,1998, with comparative figures for 1997 

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF QUEEN S UNIVERISTY INCORPORATED 

Schedule of Service Revenues and Expenses 
Year ended April 30, 1998, with comparative figures for 1997 

1998 1997 
Assets 

Current assets: 
Cash 

Short-term investments 
Accrued interest 
Accounts receivable 
Inventories 
Prepaid expenses 

$ 
648,707 

58.839 
242.701 

35,929 
16.311 

S 60,358 
588,397 

126,428 
106,633 
30,568 
20,117 

1,002,487 932,501 

Long-term investments. 
Marketable securities (market value S582.471; 

1997-S346,136) 567,819 247,709 

Capital assets 
Less accumulated depreciation 

1.850.109 
1.159,178 

1,605,541 
1,049,208 

690.931 556,333 

Other assets: 
Student loans program 
Loans receivable 

45,422 
10,656 

44,822 

56,078 58,069 

$2,317,315 SI,794,612 

Liabilities and Net Assets 

Current liabilities: 
Bank overdraft 
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 
Deposits 
Funds held for Queen’s Bands 

Funds held for Queen's Community Service Group 
Current portion of obligation under capital lease 

$ 189,691 
768,963 

2.676 
51,421 

8,889 
36.107 

S 
446,673 

4.095 
60,133 
17,218 

1,057,747 528.119 

Long-term liabilities: 
Obligation under capital lease 25,347 

Nel assets: 

Net assets Invested In capital assets 
Reserves for Improvements and replacement 

of furniture and equipment - internally restricted 
Other reserves - internally restricted 
Internally restricted funds 
Operating fund - unrestricted 

629,477 

250.000 
96.586 

258,158 

556,333 

157,582 
457,215 
158,163 

1.234,221 1,266,493 

S2.317.315 S1.794.612 

_1998 
Net 

Revenues Expenses contribution 

Alfie's Pub 392.733 401,443 (8.710) 
Hoods and Gowns 35.458 26,680 8,778 
Publishing and Copy Centre 358,814 335 359 23,455 
Queen's Entertainment Agency 132,089 136,950 (4,861) 
Queen's Journal 324,778 342,676 (17.898) 
Queen's Pub 189,876 197,70S (7,829) 
Queen's Student Constables 100.512 104,385 
Studio Q 12.431 22.674 (10,243) 
Tricolour Yearbook 135,835 121,560 
Used Book Store 488,864 541,170 (52,306) 
Walk-Home Service 160,079 173,155 (13,076) 
Who’s Where/What's Nexl 120.369 136,260 (15.891) 

S2,451,836 S2.S40.017 S (88,179) 

Schedule of Other Corporate Revenues and Expenses 
Year ended April 30, 1998, with comparative figures for 1997 

Affinity Programs 
A.M.S. General Office 
Board of Directors 
Bus-ll 
Evening Child Care Centre 
Food Bank 
Health Plan 
STRIVE 

_1998 
Ncl 

Revenues Expenses contribution 

S 36.572 S 31.958 S 4.614 
464.439 4S7.449 6,990 

67,343 55,302 32,041 
522,670 511,910 10,760 

13,974 13,013 961 
26,262 20.454 5,808 

732.109 664,669 67,440 
7.365 5,991 1,374 

$1.690.734 51,760,746 S 129.988 

Schodule of Government Revonuos and Expenses 
Year ended April 30, 1998. with comparative figures tor 1997 

Academic Affairs Commission 
Assembly 
Campus Activities Commission 
Communications Commission 
Internal Affairs Commission 
Municipal Affairs Commission 
President 
Social Issues Commission 
Vice-President University Affairs 

___1998 
Net 

Revenues Expenses contribution 

19.096 S 16,236 S 2.860 
24.034 11,053 12,981 

158.472 156.532 1,940 
33.409 32,700 709 
52.593 40,095 12,498 
31.632 31.632 

57,325 50.762 6,563 
6.162 5.069 1.093 

j 382.723 S 344.079 S 38.644 

hveess of revenues over expenses;- 
_nel of interfund transfers ■ aenrvai 

$4 / 25.295 $4.044.842 5 60.453 

1997 
Nel 

contribution 

(53,212) 
13,281 
62,209 

(460) 
(31,406) 
(15.008) 

(6,792) 
(3.732) 
7,826 

(12.693) 
(10.008) 
(12,811) 

1997 

contribution 

$ 26,013 
(3,815) 
21,175 
11,689 

1,103 

2,338 
2.856, 

$ 61,359 

1997" 
NcT 

conlnbullon 

4.946 
698 
272 

(4,288) 
(96) 
666 

(453) 
1.827 

T~3^T 
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Hallowe’en last Saturday filled the town of Kingston with goblins, ghouls and 

things that go bump in the night. Students and residents alike got into the 

festive spirit, decorating their front lawns with everything from pumpkin dis¬ 
plays to the creative collage of scary costumed folk, as seen above. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Sot news! 
We at The journal realize crunch time is on. 

That’s why we encourage you to contribute to 

the News Section to relieve those midterm and 

essay blues. Call us at 545-2800 and ask for 

Fiona, Shawn, Jocelyn or Renee. 
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HEY SAY THAT 
EVERYONE DREAMS 
IN BLACK AND WHITE 

FOR SOME REASON 
OURS ARE PRETTY 
MUCH JUST WHITE. 

HUGE SOLSTICE 
SALE!! 

ALL SOLSTICE ON GREAT PRICE REDUCTIONS 

. 

• Backpacker Jacket with liner 

Reg.-379." 

Now *100°° OFF! 
ice Storm Jacket 
Reg. ‘309." 

Now $7S.°° OFF! 

E. ’109." 

Ur Deep Potoder Parka is buiji to hdndle the 

™osc Punishing backcoumry efipdinons. 

^ ‘aranteed for waterpraofn&js and breaduibility, 

u s constructed with super doable Microshed fabric, fully taped, 

“nci available in four coloifrs - all of which go really well with white. 

►w Only ‘79." 
Great Savings also in Hiking Books 

and ll 

CLOTHING EQUIPMENT ADVENTURE 

237 Princess at Sydenham 546-4757 
(across from The Body Shop) 



Salad, Pasta &? Foccacia 

$4.98 

Principal for a day 
By Joanna Sharp 

Ever wonder what it’s like to spend a 

day in someone else’s shoes? Jennifer 

Wilson knows. 
The fourth-year Queen's philosophy 

student and the Principal of the univer¬ 

sity got to experience a day in each 

other’s lives as participants in the fourth 

annual “Principal For A Day.” 

Organized by the Student Team on 

Alumni Relations, “Principal For A Day” 

allows one Queen’s student the opportu¬ 

nity to trade places with Principal 

William Leggett. The student spends one 

day acting alongside Leggett and Leggett 

spends one day accompanying the stu¬ 

dent to classes, taking notes and partici¬ 

pating in class discussions. 

Wilson’s name was drawn from a raf¬ 

fle on October 20. On October 22, Wil¬ 

son accompanied Leggett to his office. 

“I thought it was really enlightening," 

said Wilson. “I had underestimated what 

a difficult job being Principal really 

was.” Wilson chaired the beginning 0f a 

meeting, met with the vice-principals 

and spoke with the Chairman of the 

Board of Trustees. 

“Who knew I would have won. I only 

bought one raffle ticket,” she said. 

Leggett said he was enthusiastic about 

having a student participate in adminis¬ 

trative affairs. “There is nothing secret 

about what we do. This is a good oppor¬ 

tunity for a student to be aware of the 

decisions that we make and how they 

affect everyone,” Leggett said. 

On Tuesday, Leggett accompanied 

Wilson to her Philosophy of Law lecture. 

“I really enjoyed the lecture,” said 

Leggett, “I think this exercise is a great 

way to get a student’s perspective of 

Queen’s. It really helps to root you in the 

quality of education that takes place at 

this university.” 

STAR’S coordinator Laurie McMann 

said she was also very pleased with the 

outcome. 

“Principal Leggett 

is known for being in 

touch with his stu¬ 

dents. He was very 

enthusiastic about this 

event,” McMann said. 

“The fact that he can 

take time out of his 

busy day to participate 

in this event shows 

how committed he is 

to his students.” 

Principal Leggett makes for a keen student, as Jennifer 
Wilson and philosophy students look on. 
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R.M.S. Fell Referendum 
end Rector Election 

CaN VAST AMOUNTS ot 

PersonaI WeaItIi* 
AT tIh E COMMissiON of InTERNaI AlUiKS 

LaII IMerencIum & Rector EIectIon 

Open Forum 
Friday, Nov. 6 at 4:00 p.m. 

JDUC - Queen's Pub 

Hear from both Rector candidates at this forum 
And yes...the bar will be open!!! 

UUbbN S UNIVFKSI1 V 

3 lUUbN I OOVtKNMbN I "The "Phonal Wealth" to be gained is intormation. Here at Queen's that's just as good 

Questions? 
Contact the elections team at 545-6000 Ext. 4815 

as money! j 

News 

At Here 
Ban Righ Speaker Series 

Karen Weisbaum, past presi¬ 

dent of the World Conference 

on Breast Cancer, will speak at 

noon on November 10 at the 

Ban Righ Centre. The music 

teacher, ethics instructor and 

|aw student will deliver a speech 

entitled “Doing a little, achiev¬ 

ing much.” Weisbaum is also the 

winner of the 1998 Flare Maga¬ 

zine's Volunteer of the Year 

award. 

Volunteer Opportunities 

The St. John Ambulance 

Association needs a treasurer to 

administer accounting and 

financial matters for the group. 

The Seniors Association 

Kingston Region is seeking a 

coordinator to handle all 

aspects of “Vista” delivery. 

Training will be provided. The 

Community Volunteer Centre 

needs a volunteer to work on 

the annual “National Volunteer 

Week Inset” produced in coop¬ 

eration with The Kingston Whig- 

Standard. Call 542-8512 for 

details. 

Candlelight Vigil 

The Justice and Peace office 

will hold a candlelight vigil on 

National Child Day, November 

20, from 6-7 p.m. in front of 

City Hall to protest child 

poverty. From 5 - 6 p.m., Better 

Beginnings Kingston will hand 

out mittens to children facing a 

cold winter. For information 

about mitten donation, call 

542-2835. 

Mmm H 

Winter Fiesta 

The Central American Soli¬ 

darity Group of O.P.I.R.G. pre¬ 

sents their Winter Fiesta 

tomorrow at Queen’s St. United 

Church. Great food, live music 

and much more. Tickets are 

available for $12 (children 

under 14 - $6, under seven - 

free) at the door or at the Earth 

Centre in the JDUC. The doors 

open at 6 p.m. 

Financial Counselling 

The Kingston Community 

Counselling Centre is present¬ 

ing a seminar “Bankruptcy, 

Student Loans and Small Claims 

Court.” The seminar, which is 

free of charge, is being offered 

on November 18 from 6-8 

p.m. at the Kingston Frontenac 

Public Library. To register, call 

549-7850. 

Annual Carol Service 

The Queen’s Engineering 

Society and the Chaplain’s 

Office will be holding carol ser¬ 

vices Sunday, November 29 at 7 

p.m. and 9 p.m. at Grant Hall. 

The hour-long services consist 

of traditional Christmas songs 

and Biblical readings accompa¬ 

nied by the Queen’s Brass Quin¬ 

tet and organist Mark Sirett. 

The event is free of charge but 

non-perishable food donations 

are appreciated. 

Fraser Institute Seminars 

Toronto’s Fraser Institute 

brings its series of free students 

seminar programs to Kingston 

tomorrow. The Student Seminar 

on Public Policy Issues, spon¬ 

sored by the W. Garfield Weston 

Foundation, is open to all uni¬ 

versity, college and senior high 

school students. Topics of dis¬ 

cussion will include Canada’s 
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brain drain, the role of the 

media and endangered species. 

An Affair to Remember 

Have an Affair to Remember 

with the Cataraqui Region Con¬ 

servation Authority on Novem¬ 

ber 13 at the Vimy officers’ 

Mess at CFB Kingston. There 

will be treats, a silent auction, a 

raffle prize and musical enter¬ 

tainment. Doors open at 6 p.m. 

Tickets are $30. 

Youth Shelter Project 

The Kingston Youth Shelter 

Project aims to provide a safe 

and non-judgemental emer¬ 

gency shelter space for young 

people under 25 years. Volun¬ 

teer project members and dona¬ 

tions of training opportunities 

and services are needed. KYSP 

meets at 7 p.m. Wednesday 

evenings at 99 York St. Call 

Clara at 531-8414. 

'Generosity of spirit’ 
Continued from page I 

than anyone else in the room — 

sometimes, I suspect, more 

degrees than everyone else in 

the room combined,” 

Dr. Davis became a profes¬ 

sor at the School of Public 

Administration In 1985, teach¬ 

ing courses in external affairs, 

nuclear strategy and health 

policy. 

Dr. Davis introduced and 

was coordinator of the Health 

Policy Specialization on the 

MPA program and was a guide 

and counsellor to many mature 

part-rime MPA students. 

“Sam Davis was the heart of 

the healrh policy specializa¬ 

tion,” said Freeman. “We 

recently celebrated its 10th 

anniversary at a large banquet. 

When Sam’s role was recog¬ 

nized, the room rose as one to 

acknowledge him,” 

“Sam’s generosity of spirit 

bridged the generations, and he 

will be missed by all of his col¬ 

leagues,” said Freeman. “It was 

a privilege to have known him 

and to have walked a while 

beside him.” 

- RMtaumd 

JgF) 
WAKEY 
WAKEY 

EAT ALL ABOUT IT. 

We're talking about the 

best Sunday brunch in Kingston 

starting at $6.95!!* 

So ditch your jammies, 

grab a friend, and 

tear over to Chez Piggy for 

fish cakes, funky eggs, 

slab 'o meat, and 

a swig from our swine list. 

ALL THIS...AND a 15% DISCOUNT*!! 

SUNDAY BRUNCH AT CHEZ PIGCY. 

IT'S WORTH WAKIN' FOR. 

Chez Piggy 68R Princess St. 549-7673 
•on food only, with ID 

ATLANTIC DIRECT 
FISH & SEAFOOD 

BEST VARIETY IN KINGSTON 

OUR IN-STORE CHEF ALSO PREPARES SEAFOOD REAOY 

TO TAKE HOME * EAT OR TAKE HOME TO COOKI 

10% DISCOUNT WITH YOUR QUEEN S STUDENT CARD 

70 BROCK STREET 
9:30-5:30 MON-THURS 9:00-6:00 FRI 8:30-6:00 SAT 

PHONE 531-0859 

1998 JOHN ORR AWARD 

DINNER & DANCE 

Presented by the Toronto Branch of the 
Queen's University Alumni Association 

Honouring 

Margaret Hooey 
1998 John Orr Award recipient & 

Rick Powers, 
Ar(S/PHE'7B. MW03, UW06 

1998 Toronto Branch Award recipient 

When: Saturday, November 28. J998 Reception - 6 pm. 

Dinner 7 p.m.. Dance - 9:30 p.m. 

Where: Westin Harbour Castle 

Frontenac Ballroom (North Bldg), 

1 Harbor Square, Toronto (at the foot of Bay St) 

Price: Reservations for the Dinner & Dance 

Purchased on or before Nov. 20 - $65. pp 

Purchased after Nov 20 - $70. pp 

Reservations for Dance Only 

Purchased on or before Nov. 20 - $30. pp 

Purchased after Nov 20 - $35 pp 

How: 1) Fax to (613) 531-0626 

2) E-mail: johnorr<Sevents.kingsTon.net 

3) Mail to John Orr Award 

Events & Management Plus Inc, 

#310 - 4 Cataraqui Street, Kingston, ON, K7K 1X7 

R5VP: by 5 pjn. on November 25 for Dinner and Dance or 

by 5 pjn. on November 26 for Dance only 

Reserve early to take advantage of the special prices. 

For further details call Events & Management Plus Inc at 

1-B77-880-88B6 (toll free) or in Kingston (613) 54S-6871 or 

fax (613) 531-0626, e-mail johnorf@events.ldngston.neL 

• * * * * 

For your convenience and to ensure all information is complete, order 

forms can be picked up at Summerhill in the Alumni Affairs Reception 

Office. To have one faxed contact Hazel Metcalfe at 545-6000 x 4140 or 
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The Right way 

Honour 
Take tip our quarrel with the foe: 

To you front failing hands we throw 

The Torch; be yours to hold it high. 

— Flanders Field 

The torch seems to dim 

every year, as fewer and fewer 

veterans are around to act as tan¬ 

gible reminders of the sacrifices that 

were made in the great wars of this cen¬ 

tury. For many of our generation, war is 

something broadcast live on CNN or 

relived through documentaries; horri¬ 

ble in its destructiveness, but not some¬ 

thing that actively touches our lives. It 

is imperative, however, that we not lose 

sight of how much was sacrificed in war 

so that we could have the peace and 

security we take for granted today. 

No matter who the foe, or the rea¬ 

son for going to war, we should all hon¬ 

our the many brave men and women 

who fought and died for their country 

and their ideals. With fewer veterans 

alive to speak of the horrors of World 

War I, World War II and the Korean 

War, we must not allow their courage to 

go unrecognized, lest we forget and his¬ 

tory repeat itself. 

Beyond remembering those who fell 

INTERBREW SA, THE BELGIAN 

company that owns the Blue Jays, 

should realize that SkyDome, which 

has in recent years become a white ele¬ 

phant, is more likely to go belly-up than 

give in to the team’s demands to rene¬ 

gotiate a better lease. Faced with a debt 

of nearly $70 million and rumours that 

it may file for court protection from 

creditors, the stadium has no room to 

negotiate with Interbrew. 

Instead of recognizing this reality, 

however, the company surprised many 

last week when it announced the team 

may move back to Exhibition Stadium. 

Already slated for demolition, the 

decrepit old ballpark is not fit these 

days for a minor-league team, let alone 

the Toronto Blue Jays. Located along 

the fallen 
in battle, we must not forget the veter¬ 

ans who continue to suffer for their 

memories and experiences of war. 

Every year on November 11, we wear a 

red poppy to remember, but also to 

show that we share in their deep 

sadness. 

No matter who the foe, or 
the reason for going to war, 

we should all honour the 
many brave men and women 
who fought and died for their 

country and their ideals. 

It’s also important that we not 

remember those who fell in war at the 

expense of those whom they fought. 

Remembrance Day is a powerful 

reminder that war is tragic for all who 

fight, and that all are equal in death, 

friend and former foe alike. 

Next Wednesday, those who sacri¬ 

ficed will be recognized in a ceremony 

in Grant Hall. For those at Queen’s 

who cannot attend, observe the 

moment of silence and hold the torch 

high. 

the chilly lakeshore, the stadium has 

already been stripped-down and most 

observers agree that its future is more in 

tune with wrecking balls than baseballs. 

Since Interbrew must realize that 

moving into Exhibition is not a viable 

option for next season, the threat 

appears to be more of a clumsy ruse 

than a reasonable negotiating, tactic. 

Whatever legitimacy the company’s 

demands may have had went right out 

the window when they made this 

ridiculous announcement. 

Interbrew can strut around like a 

peacock and make all the threats it 

wants, ultimately the Jays will return to 

Skydome next season, because for the 

present they have no other choice. 

The disappointment on 

Wednesday was tangible. While 

the GOP did not lose very much 

at first glance, only five seats in the 

House and one governorship, the lack of 

1994-like gains is a stinging slap in the 

face to a party giddy with excitement 

over the prospect of riding the Clin¬ 

ton/Lewinsky scandal back into the 

White House. The Republican campaign 

strategy revolved around a simple pre¬ 

cept — that we have entered an era of 

unbridled attacks on personal morality, 

sexual McCarthyism and an alarming 

lack of governmental restraint. 

H We have entered 

an era of 

j unbridled attacks 

on personal 

morality. 

What began as a renewal of conserva¬ 

tive ideology in the face of strong Demo¬ 

cratic government in the early 1990s has 

descended into a fanatical Puritan move¬ 

ment. Kenneth W Starr’s gratuitous and 

politically biased report on President 

Clinton’s wrong-doings confirm that the 

neo-conservative movement has lost 

sight of the principles it used to define 

itself by: modesty, restraint and privacy. 

The Starr report is clearly intended not 

to pursue legal impropriety but lay the 

foundation for a moral inquiry into the 

heart of the American left. This is not a 

moral issue, or even a political one, 

beyond the very obvious; Starr’s actions 

are indicative of a kulturkampf between 

the New Right and the established 
centre. 

Beginning with the collapse of anti¬ 

communist sentiment in America and the 

dissipation of Regeanism that ended the 

eighties, the right embarked on a radical 

intellectual reconstruction. The resulting 

new orthodoxy has very little in common 

with the relatively mild conservatism of 

the seventies and eighties, but marks 

itself as being only mildly skeptical of 

governmental power, wildly pessimistic 

and calls for much greater forms of social 

control. William Kristol, certainly one of 

the most outspoken and influential of the 

new conservatism’s intelligentsia, 

recently called for conservatives to 

expose homosexuality as “the disease 

that it is,” advocating a spiritual and psy¬ 

choanalytic “cure” for homosexuals. An 

obsession with Puritanical morality has 

replaced political virtue as the issue of 

prime importance in Kristol’s view. How 

else could one reasonably expect Bill 

Clinton’s term as President to end 

because of infidelity despite his sterling 

international reputation, unprecedented 

among his predecessors? An interna¬ 

tional reputation anchored by the Presi¬ 

dent’s integral role in the drafting of 

Peace Accords in Northern Ireland and 

Israel, two of the 20th-century’s most 

volatile and unstable regions. 

Bill Clinton will certainly be remem¬ 

bered as a great president, but a person 

of questionable character. He may also 

be remembered as a victim of a puritani¬ 

cal witch-hunt that would plunge Ameri¬ 

can civilization into a type of 

anti-libertine morass not seen since 

Joseph McCarthy’s reign of terror. 

Thankfully, American voters bought a 

stay of execution with a firm dismissal of 

the GOP’s moral accusations. The real 

war will be fought in 2000, when the 

next president, and the moral direction 

of the United States, will be determined. 

Bons Mots: War is hell 

— General William Sherman 

Jays going nowhere 

FRIDAY, 
, NOVEMBER 6. 1998 
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I love Hallowe’en. It’s the only time 

of year where 1 really let loose; 

become somebody new. 

This year was no different. Armed 

with “rented” costumes from Le 

Chateau, my best buddy and I set out to 

conquer the night as “The Roxbury 

Bo\s.” We looked mighty fine, complete 

with polyester pants and shirts as well as 

kick-ass replica silver chains. We went 

from house to house belly-bumping as 

many friends would, while rhythmically 

bobbing our heads to Haddaway’s 

"What is Love.” 

What should have been a perfect night 

was anything but. Little did I know that 

my flamboyant outfit would allow me to 

gain a new perspective on persecution 

and discrimination — something I’ve 

never experienced from my North 

Toronto perspective. 

“Hey, there’s a couple of faggots!” 

somebody yelled as my friend and I were 

between stops on a house crawl. At first, 

1 was certain they were not talking about 

us. But as we continued on University 

Avenue the comments persisted and we 

were confronted. 

“Looks like two fags out for a night 

“Hey, there’s a couple of 
faggots!” somebody yelled as 
my friend and I were between 

stops on a house crawl. 

on the town,” spewed the tallest of the 

bunch. This barrage continued for some 

time as I stood there in shock. Finally, 

having gathered my thoughts, I asked 

one of the eight lowlifes: “Are we going 

to have to fight you guys, or what?” (Not 

because I wanted to fight, but rather to 

be prepared if it was inevitable.) The 

response was “No” and that the oaf now 

accosting my friend was “drunk and did¬ 

n’t know what he was doing.” 

We went our seperate ways and I’ve 

got to tell you that I was pretty happy 

that my buddy and I didn’t have to 

“throw 'em” with eight drunk hooligans 

in the middle of University Avenue. 

Aside from the inevitable beating, it 

would have thrown a major wrench in 

our plan to return our beautiful, yet 

highly flammable, outfits. 

After our little encounter, I was 

shocked to say the least. I’ve always 

believed that the student body here at 

Queen’s has been more or less enlight¬ 

ened. How naive I was. Not only were 

these idiots stuck somewhere in the time 

of black leather jackets and “Brille 

Cream,” but I was also shown just how 

unenlightened I was. I honestly didn’t 

believe that this type of persecution 

occurred in my environment, against my 

friends, in my community. 

Recently, a gay college student named 

Matthew Shepard was pummeled during 

a robbery and left to die lashed to a fence 

outside of Laramie, Wyoming. The two 

men charged with killing Shepard, Rus¬ 

sell Henderson, 21, and Aaron McKin¬ 

ney, 22, made anti-gay remarks after they 

allegedly lured Shepard from a bar, then 

pistol-whipped him with the but of a 

.357 magnum and left him in an isolated 

rural area in subfreezing temperatures. 

I can imagine that the last words 

Matthew Shepard heard before he lost 

consciousness, and ultimately his life, 

were similar to those shouted at my 

friend and 1 in the ghetto on Saturday 

night. Where I once dismissed the 

tragedy that happened in Wyoming as an 

isolated incident perpetrated by two une- 

9 the Editors 

Princess Court long 
troubled 

Dear Editors, 

The article on the Princess Court Cin¬ 

ema in Friday’s Journal was incorrect in 

identifying Shane Magee as the owner of 

the theatre. He, in fact, was employed as 

the Executive Director. In that position, 

he carried out the orders of the Board of 

Directors, who were elected by the mem¬ 

bership (the shareholders). It was not 

due to his planning that the Princess 

^ourt Cinema closed its doors. 

Although the article speculates that 

bane made stupid decisions in regards 

t0 Programming the theatre, the reality 

|vas a bit more complex than that. Orig- 

\na|y> A'hance representatives made a 

ea t0 aHow the cinema to pay back the 

Money owed them by showing more 

Popular Alliance products. However, the 

antis Alliance merger silenced those 

presentatives, who understandably 

3red t‘lat any risks they took would 

st them their jobs in the following 

Wa rUCtUr‘n8- Consequently, the deal 

Min 'k>t Carr‘ed through and program- 
eer ® ecame a nightmare. Shane tried to 

0nJUch films as Smoke Signals and Pi 

fcle rC^n s'nce before they were even 

Th a C^e merSer got in the way. 

eMa C dCat*1 t*ie Pr'ncess Court Cin- 

year V3S C'le inclusion to a long, ten- 

of rhSti»U^e' r*le clean up, members 

Press^ °<1rC* d*scojs5ed an issue of PIC 

entire r°m around 1991 that devoted an 

ema -Tsuc r° the struggle of the Cin- 

arc j. e Problems named in that issue 

cine e 0nes that continued to dog the 

aMounr Un/d c*osed- The decreasing 
°f available government grant 

money, the rise of video, the public’s 

diminishing interest in alternative Films 

and the Canadian distribution system’s 

willingness to be colonized by Holly¬ 

wood interests all contributed to the fall 

of the Princess Court Cinema. In the 

end, this out-weighed the contributions 

of concerned members of the Kingston 

community, which included a core audi¬ 

ence, other Hub businesses and even the 

Chamber of Commerce. 

Over the years, in a desperate attempt 

to break even, the Cinema began to whit¬ 

tle away at the aspects of the Cinema 

that made it unique, while the audience 

consistently dropped fifteen percent a 

year. When the public’s interest failed 

and the distributor’s interest turned to 

other things, the Cinema no longer had 

the resources to survive. The Princess 

Court Cinema joins the ranks of three 

other alternative cinemas in Ontario and 

Nova Scotia, fatally wounded by a shift¬ 

ing industry. 

As a member of the Board of Direc¬ 

tors for almost two years and as a Film 

student, I find the Princess Court Cin¬ 

ema’s demise to be saddening. The 

employees were kind and courteous, the 

films ranged from the sublime to the glo¬ 

riously ridiculous and the audience, 

whether it was two or one hundred, 

enjoyed itself. Despite the difficult 

demise of the cinema, I do know that 

there are people in Kingston who are 

committed to watching, discussing and 

furthering “alternative” cinema. It is still 

possible and still rewarding, you just 

have to work harder. 

Chris Kennedy 

Arts ’99 

QEA a few steps behind 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing in response to misleading 

information presented by the article in 

entitled “QEA in the game.” (Nov. 1) 

While the list of previous performers 

the QEA has booked is impressive, an 

important point is neglected: some of 

these bands appeared at Frosh Week con¬ 

certs to which upper year students are 

denied access. 

Additionally, while there are many 

aspects that enter into the booking of a 

band, I believe that the QEA has already 

made two mistakes this year. First, a 

recent Heuvos Rancheros concert was 

scheduled at Alfie’s on the same night as 

a Big Sugar concert at AJ’s and (as noted 

by a Journal reporter) the QEA concert 

was consequently sparsely attended. 

Such details should not be overlooked by 

the QEA, even if it was the only possible 

night the band was available. Second, 

the Canadian band Pure was recently on 

a tour of Canada, specifically Ontario, 

and failed to make a stop in Kingston. 

Although I am unaware of the exact 

cost of booking such a band, I am aware 

that there were October nights that the 

band was free and I also highly doubt 

that the show would have been a bad 

investment. 

Finally, despite the QEA’s claim of 

wanting to ’diversify,’ they actually 

appear to be simply jumping on the 

swing and/or hip-hop bandwagons, 

ignoring concerts that would have been 

welcomed by many students. 

Ryan J. Noth 

Arts ’01 

ducated red-necks, I now know that the 

problem hits much closer to home. 

People must clear the cobwebs from 

their thinking, as this problem is not lim¬ 

ited by geography or lack of education. It 

is my hope that the struggle for gay 

rights and freedoms, as well as the rights 

and freedoms of other minorities, will 

cease to be seen as “their issue” and 

begin to be confronted as “our issue.” 

On Monday, I was able to walk on 

campus without fear; my costume was 

hanging at home — some don’t enjoy the 

same luxury. 

Patrick Bliley 

Comm ’99 

talkim 

How do you feel 
about sci formal 

construction? 

“I don’t really do much.” 

Andrew Lynch 

Sci ’99 

“I finished 15 minutes ago!” 

Andrew Lord 

Sci ’99 

i’d rather be in bed." 

Shannon Puddister 

Sci ’99 

PHOTOS BY ALEX KRONBY 
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Quality check 

Dear Editors, 

You clearly need an Opinions 

Editor! After reading the single 

Opinions article in November 

3rd Edition of The Journal, 

‘Racism within us, around us' by 

Andrew Toms, 1 was highly dis¬ 

appointed to find no ‘opinion’ 

within the article whatsoever. 

I am surprised that you have 

allowed a writer to use The 

Journal as little more than a 

medium through which his per¬ 

sonal anger can be vented over 

disappearing posters. Taking a 

wild stab in the dark of course, 

but I get the distinct impression 

it was indeed Mr. Toms himself 

who put up those posters and 

therefore felt personally dented 

by their removal. Right or 

wrong as this conclusion may 

be, Mr. Toms has finally got his 

way by reproducing several 

thousand copies of the Burma 

poster within The Journal — a 

medium which certainly can’t 

be removed by ‘poster punks.’ It 

is a pity however, that he offers 

no opinion over what is an 

extremely serious situation in 

Burma. 

He does do a good job 

though, of patronizing us read¬ 

ers. Any literate person who is 

able to sense tone in an article, 

would assume quite early on 

that this has been written by a 

Caucasian. The use of the 

phrase “'reverse racism” only 

adds to the astonishment of 

being told in the most subtle 

way of the writer’s skin colour. 

Finally, 1 find his remarks at 

the end of article have the effect 

of detracting from the issue, 

rather than making students 

aware. Mr. Toms offers nothing 

new on this subject and simulta¬ 

neously does a good job of belit¬ 

tling the entire issue. 

On a lighter note may 1 com¬ 

mend the excellent article on 

Swissair Flight 111. Mr. Toms 

suggests we all attend an OPIRG 

workshop on anti-oppression. 

Two counter suggestions: Fea¬ 

tures run a workshop on jour¬ 

nalism; Mr. Toms attends it. Of 

course, you will understand 

however, this is only my 

opinion. 

Sir Daniel R. Clarke 

International Exchange Student 

Comm '00 

Generalizations of 
racism perilous 

Dear Editors, 

Allow me to step into the 

ring and put forth my humble 

opinion. Although racism is cer¬ 

tainly a problem, it is not “alive 

and well” as demonstrated by 

the two instances put in Andrew 

Tom’s Opinions article “Racism 

within us, around us.” 

Might I suggest that 
it is exactly this 

McCarthyist 
witch-hunt that is 

creating the problem. 

While the second point men¬ 

tioned is obviously ignorant and 

hurtful, it is probably nothing 

short of the rantings of one seri¬ 

ously misguided individual. 

There is sick, profane stuff writ¬ 

ten in the stalls of the wash¬ 

rooms of this university and one 

bigot does not mean that “per¬ 

vasive, systemic" racism is alive 

and well at Queen’s. 

The first instance of racism in 

your article I find puzzling. 

Could it possibly be that the 

posters were not tom down 

because the face on them is 

asian? Perhaps they are larger 

than average and were singled 

out for this reason, to make 

room for more poster space. Or 

maybe someone didn’t agree 

with the political statement on 

them. I think it’s telling that you 

immediately jump to the conclu¬ 

sion of racism to explain what 

could have easily been caused by 

a dozen of other reasons. 

The editorial that appeared 

in The Journal after the QP 

poster fiasco is another prime 

example of political correctness 

gone haywire. Pointing the fin¬ 

ger at Mr. Thompson for apolo¬ 

gizing was hypocritical and 

counter-productive. It was not 

the apology that stifled intelli¬ 

gent debate on the matter, it was 

the suggestion of racial insensi¬ 

tivity by the author of the edito¬ 

rial. No one will want to discuss 

this matter if they are afraid of 

being blacklisted as a racist. 

I am aware that these state¬ 

ments are reason enough for my 

public lynching at the hands of 

the more socially aware. But 

might I suggest that it is exactly 

this McCarthyist witch-hunt 

that is creating the problem. 

Allow me to make a proposal 

that will allow intelligent debate 

on racism instead of stifling it. 

Choose your battles more care¬ 

fully Mr. Toms. By screaming 

“racism!” at every opportunity, 

you’ll be just like the boy who 

cried wolf and no one will listen 

to you when something really 

bad actually happens. 

Matthew WE. Aggus 

ArtSci ’99 

Let’s get to the 
heart of the matter 

Dear Editors, 

It is quite simple. The carica¬ 

tures shown on the now infa¬ 

mous QP ad campaign were 

insulting to the sensibilities of 

many people of African descent. 

The QP management acknowl¬ 

edged this, Queen’s policy pro¬ 

hibits the publication of images 

of its kind, and Nalini Naidoo 

and those who wrote to The 

Journal before her stated these 

points simply and succinctly. 

However, it now seems that 

Letters continue on page 14 

If* ' 
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NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC can provide you with an 

education uniquely focused on the zist century. Just ask our 3.000 alumni. They are 

practicing from America to Zimbabwe, as solo practitioners and in interdisciplinary | 

‘ swings. They know that our FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE has earned us an interna ’ 

tional reputation as a pioneer in chiropractic education, patient care and scientific 

research. Northwestern is a single-purpose, limited enrollment private institution 

featuring a well-rounded, RIGOROUS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM Integrating the 

basic and clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care 

and practice management Our pioneering clinical internship programs. Interdiscipli¬ 

nary study opportunities and a state-of-the art student clinic provide our graduates 

with an UNPARALLELED CLINICAL FOUNDATION. Add our Career Services 

Center, where we assist our graduates in job placement, and you can understand why 

our graduates have such a high satisfaction level with their careers. For a personal visit 

or more detailed information, call a Northwestern admissions counselor at 

1-800-888-4777 -Or go virtual at www.nwchiro.edu 

Friday. November!/^ 

Suck it in or 
let it hang out? 

Natalie Diaz, ArtSci ’02 

OR THOSE OF YOU who 
dream of having a big 
chest, a tiny waistline ana 

a small behind, get in line! 

The truth is, although many 

North American women would 

love to be well-proportioned in 

all the right places, few of us are 

blessed with an hourglass figure. 

Consequently, most of us sur¬ 

render ourselves to padded bras 

which “fill with cotton what 

God has forgotten,” high- cut 

underwear to suck in “protrud¬ 

ing guts,” high-heeled shoes to 

enhance our height, and other 

ridiculous material things to 

transform ourselves from what 

we look like to what we want to 

look like. 

This struggle continues 
and women of all ages 
continue to suffer from 
mild to extreme eating 

disorders. 

We are surrounded by an 

idea of the “perfect” woman. 

Whether we find her in a maga¬ 

zine, on television, or on a bill¬ 

board posted on a bus; at least 

once a day, we are encircled by 

this perceived idea of how we 

“should” look. But how do we 

define a “perfect” woman? Why 

have we not conceded that 

there is no such thing? 

The media has a significant 

influence on our ideals. 

Through the way they advertise 

their propaganda, they can pos¬ 

itively and negatively influence, 

brainwash, and manipulate peo¬ 

ple’s ideas. 

Waif models are used by 

worldwide known designers 

such as Calvin Klein, Gucci, 

Christian Dior, along with hun¬ 

dreds of other designers, who 

expose these young models half- 

naked to promote their over¬ 

priced products. Many of these 

models have yet to hit puberty 

and the minority that have, 

starve themselves to look good. 

This is not to say that there are 

not naturally slender women in 

the modelling industry, because 

they are; however, many of 

them live malnourished and 

may suffer from a series of eat¬ 

ing disorders. 

The sad thing is that most of 

us, although aware of these 

issues, still strive to look like 

them. We exercise like crazy, 

we’re constantly watching what 

we eat, we buy low-fat foods, 

and go on ridiculous diets. We 

smoke; we drink, and all of this 

for what? To prevent ourselves 

from looking the way we natu- 

rally look. It seems to me We 

can be just as irrational and 

gullible as those models since 

many people still believe that in 

order to be beautiful, you have 

to be thin. 

We have been socialized by 

this idea of being thin; and 

while some of us naturally 

acquire this trend, most of us 

are not built to fit into a size 4. 

If we compare this to the 

rumoured size 16 Marilyn 

Monroe wore in the 1950s, we 

can see how dissimilar social 

trends were in those times. 

Women did not have to live up 

to this idea of being slender, but 

were rather admired when they 

were voluptuous and healthy- 

looking; as opposed to this 

waif-look trend. 

Although many now insist 

that the waif-look trend is out 

and the muscular, healthy-look- 

ing trend is in, the ideal of being 

thin is still very much indirectly 

present and promoted. 

I believe women should not 

have to live up to any sort of 

“ideal” image. They should feel 

comfortable with their own 

bodies, regardless of their size, 

and should not base beauty and 

its meaning on the image the 

media happens to be marketing 

this year. 

This obsession with being 

thin is the leading cause to con¬ 

tracting eating disorders among 

young women and to lowering 

their self-esteem. A psychologi¬ 

cal study in 1995 found that 

three minutes spent looking at 

models in a fashion magazine 

caused 70 per cent of women to 

fell depressed, guilty and 

shameful. 

What I don’t understand is 

why even after we spend ridicu¬ 

lous amounts of money learning 

about proper nourishment and 

ways to improve our lifestyle we 

continue to torture ourselves 

through this ongoing obsession 

of wanting to look thin. 

This struggle continues, and 

women of all ages continue to 

suffer from mild to extreme eat¬ 

ing disorders; some even 

undergo emotional imbalances. 

People in today’s society are 

corrupted into the belief that 

you cannot be beautiful unless 

you fit the supermodel criteria. 

My question is, how can some¬ 

one fix the limits of beauty 

based on a lanky, airbrushed 

model on the cover of a 

magazine? 

The fact that anyone would 

think about defining beauty in 

such way makes me reflect on 

just how warped our society has 

become and how negatively R 

affects the image of women. 

So I’ve decided that if I have 

to starve myself and get 

implants to fit into their “pet" 

feet” criteria, they’re out or 

their minds. They’ll jusr have to 

ignore one more small-chested) 

big hipped, average-sized 
woman who knows how she 

looks and likes it! 
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Is OUSA right for Queen’s? 

fnur years. 
$400 million has been cut from post- 

-ondary education; tuition fees have 

Sen by over 40 per cent; these fee 

increases have not covered the revenue 

shortfall — so total resources available 

have declined; law and medicine pro¬ 

grams now have deregulated fees; stu¬ 

dent aid has not been reformed in order 

to mitigate the effects of these tuition 

increases. Indeed, the accessibility of our 

universities, and consequently their qual¬ 

ity. is in leopardy. 

It's time to make this change. 
And right now, the 
opportunity exists. 

Queen's students' response to this 

change can be characterized, I believe, as 

reasonable but frustrated, and during 

this time period the Alma Mater Society 

has continued to forward the very rea¬ 

sonable concerns of its members to all 

levels of governance. Unfortunately, the 

broader provincial student movement in 

which this has occurred has been splin¬ 

tered and divided. Student group A, stu¬ 

dent group B, "unaligned" students... all 

clamouring for what they think is right 

for them. Is it possible to believe that any 

government would really listen to a lone 

pack of 11,000 students lost in the din of 

competing special interest groups? 

Historically, many major concessions 

gained from government have come as 

the result of group co-operation. It's not 

rocket science — it's strength in num¬ 

bers. It's time we learned to find the 

intersection of interests and resources 

among students that can be pooled 

together to achieve real results. 

It's time to make this change. And 

right now, the opportunity exists. 

The Ontario Undergraduate Student 

Alliance is an organization which has the 

potential to effect real change in the way 

post-secondary education is treated in 

this province. Costing $1.95 per student 

to join, OUSA's membership is com¬ 

prised of Ontario universities like West- 

®rn> Waterloo, Brock, Windsor, the 

University of Toronto part-time students, 

McMaster and Sir Wilfrid Laurier. These 

schools amount to over 120,000 stu- 

ents across Ontario. It is these schools, 

Populated by students facing the same 

■ssues and who hold the same view- 

points, that draft reasoned, principled 

Policies. Policies whose keystone is the 

Tom Stanley is 
President of the 
Alma Mater Society. 

- Since its incep¬ 

tion — in which Queen's played a part — 

in 1992, OUSA has established itself as a 

reasonable, credible organization. This 

means it is often called on to deliver 

opinions to government officials, all 

political parties, the Council of Ontario 

Universities and other important stake¬ 

holders in post-secondary education. It 

has also established itself within the Min¬ 

istry of Education and Training bureau¬ 

cracy, and demonstrated an ability to 

build coalitions between all these groups. 

The best evidence of such influence 

lies in two of the major victories that 

OUSA has engineered: the establishment 

of an ancillary fee protocol to prevent 

back-door deregulation of tuition, and 

the recent creation of the Ontario Advi¬ 

sory Committee on Student Financial 

Aid. OACSFA's implementation is a suc¬ 

cess of particular note. This initiative 

evolved over a short six months and was 

agreed to by a government that has 

demonstrated its ability to refuse input 

from concerned parties. Most impor¬ 

tantly, OACSFA's membership is com¬ 

prised of every stakeholder in 

post-secondary education. 

These are the kind of results that can 

grow from sharing research and 

resources. These are the kind of results 

that can grow from the consistent, well- 

articulated lobbying of reasoned posi¬ 

tions that OUSA facilitates. These are the 

kind of results that can grow from 

united, well-organized alliances. 

Indeed, this is the crux of the issue: 

we will never be able to affect govern¬ 

ment alone the same way we can in a 

group. Consistent and substantial posi¬ 

tive change in post-secondary education 

will come only once we recognize that 

we can't change the system by ourselves. 

This is the issue that Queen's student 

must face on November 10th and 11th 

when they vote on whether to or not to 

align with OUSA. On whether or not 

they believe that $1.95 is worth a 

stronger voice to government. On 

whether or not they owe it to both them¬ 

selves, and future Queen's students. 

NO Students will soon decide 

whether to resume membership in 

the Ontario Undergraduate Student 

Alliance. 

The drive to leave OUSA in 1995 was 

initiated by myself and others over 

OUSA’s policies and tactics, specifically 

the demand for a 30 per cent tuition 

increase in exchange for more govern¬ 

ment funding to universities and the cre¬ 

ation of an Income Contingent Loan 

Repayment Plan. 

We believed that asking for a tuition 

increase was a dangerous risk and that 

the faith OUSA showed and continues to 

show in ICLRP was misguided. ICLRP is 

a system of debt management which, 

through the wonders of compound inter¬ 

est, insures that those who earn the least 

in material terms from their eduction 

pay the most. While an AMS annual gen¬ 

eral meeting voted to leave OUSA, this 

was due to financial concerns rather than 

a rejection of OUSA’s policies. 

OUSA was founded according to the 

notion that if students accepted an added 

responsibility for the cost of post-sec¬ 

ondary education, government would 

put more resources into universities. 

This approach was a disaster. Gareth 

Park, policy assistant from 1993 to 1995 

to Education Minister Dave Cooke 

argues that OUSA’s creation and “the 

splitting of the student movement was 

the reason government was able to get 

away with tuition increases” with little 

resistance. 

OUSA’s offer to accept a tuition 

increase of 30 per cent in exchange for 

greater government investment was “a 

gamble that didn’t pay off,” says Park, 

who also argues that OUSA was “there as 

a divider, I don’t think they had any sig¬ 

nificant clout (with the government) 

other than the fact that they were useful 

to have around.” 

Between 1992 and 1995 the NDP 

increased tuition by approximately 50 

per cent with minimal political cost. 

While OUSA got the tuition increase 

they asked for they failed to get govern¬ 

ment to put more money into education. 

ICLRP was rejected by the NDP as 

inequitable, the federal government 

rejected this year as financially unwork¬ 

able and the Harris government has been 

unable to implement it largely because 

the banks reject it as unfeasible. 

ICLRP is a pie-in-the-sky concept, a 

sop to try to make tuition increases more 

acceptable to students. 

OUSA’s tactics are premised on an 

essential misunderstanding, the belief 

that government can be persuaded by 

Andy Lehrer is an ASUS senator. 

reason. In the real world lobbyists have 

influence either because they represent 

money and power or because they are 

able to make a government’s life difficult 

by mobilizing a large constituency. 

OUSA fails on both these counts. 

OUSA seems to better serve the inter¬ 

ests of student leaders than of students. 

While former OUSA executive director 

Barry McCarten was able to get himself 

a job with the Harris government, OUSA 

has achieved precious little for students. 

We can see here at Queen’s 
that the activist model, when 
employed properly, has been 

more successful that the 
schmoozing approach. 

Rather than perpetuating the split in 

the student movement the AMS should 

be trying to bring student governments 

together by navigating a median course 

between OUSA and CFS. 

While student government leaders are 

dismissive of student mobilization, we 

can see here at Queen’s that the activist 

model, when employed properly, has 

been more successful that the schmooz¬ 

ing approach. 

In 1997 the AMS executive led by 

Maynard Plant was able to build a coali¬ 

tion which mobilized over 1,000 stu¬ 

dents to rally for a tuition freeze. Over 

600 students marched silently through 

Senate to this end and Senate defeated a 

tuition freeze motion by a relatively slim 

margin of 20-14. The next year, the Sen¬ 

ate Budget Review Committee, influ¬ 

enced by this manifestation of student 

anger, voted for a tuition freeze. By the 

time this recommendation made it to 

Senate in 1998 the AMS had largely 

abandoned their briefly held belief in 

student mobilization and the motion of a 

tuition freeze was soundly beaten. 

With the AMS becoming increasingly 

committed to rejoining OUSA we’ve 

seen an abandonment of attempts to 

meaningfully include the wider student 

population in attempts to influence and a 

return to an elite leadership model. For 

students to retake ownership and control 

of the tuition issue it is necessary for 

them to reject OUSA. 

Havi ng trouble 
paying bills? 

The student food bank is there to help. 

There’s no application. You don't need to show ID 
or prove financial need. Just drop by, and take the 
food that you need. 

We’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. Basement, 272 Earl St. (between 
University and Division) ■ 545-6972 
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the discussion has degenerated to the 

point that a person who expressed a 

strong opinion on the issue of racism is 

accused of being “intellectually conde¬ 

scending and self-aggrandizing” (Ken 

Hawkins, Oct. 27, The Journal). 

The QP matter is not about cartoons. 

It is about stereotypes and trying to func¬ 

tion in a society that is guided by these 

stereotypes. It is about being judged and 

evaluated against a false standard of 

"blackness." It is about being misrepre¬ 

sented, under-represented and in all 

other ways maligned. It is about contin¬ 

uing the civil rights battles of centuries 

past. Our parents fought for the right to 

be recognized as individual human 

beings in the law books. Now we are 

fighting to be thought of as individual 

human beings. 

It is our sincere hope that 
this QP poster affair will 

prove to be this beginning of 
something positive. 

Mr. Hawkins’ letter was disturbing to 

say the least. First, he referred to the 

pressure applied on the QP management 

to account for its lapse in good judge¬ 

ment as a “witch-hunt.” Furthermore, he 

suggested that those of us who take a 

strong stand on the issue are “militant 

advocates of hypersensitivity” who will 

"persecute" those whose views might not 

agree with ours. These strong allegations 

are a barrier to any helpful discourse on 

racism. 

It is impossible to have complete 

agreement on any issue, let alone an 

issue as contentious as racism. We do not 

tell you to believe what we believe nor 

see what we see because on a fundamen¬ 

tal level, you cannot. We welcome all 

alternate perspectives, according them 

all due respect, with the expectation that 

the same consideration will be given in 

return. In addition, if we are to have a 

productive dialogue on racism, we can¬ 

not have exchanges based on how we 

feel about the “tone of a letter” or throw 

words haphazardly without thinking 

about their implications. 

This letter is not meant to stigmatize 

Mr. Hawkins or those who feel as he 

does. However, we could not let the 

issues he raised go unanswered. It is our 

sincere hope that this QP poster affair 

will prove to be this beginning of some¬ 

thing positive. We invite all Queen’s stu- 

he Editors ceatiaued... 
dents to join us in taking an honest ass- 

esment of these issues of race and cul¬ 

ture, in Queen’s and in Canada. 

Undergrads bear costs of 
Who’s Where 

our actions match this principle, please 

email us at vpops@ams.queensu.ca or 
board@ams.queensu.ca. 

Momona Haile Mariam 

Public Relations Officer, African and 

Caribbean Students Association (ACSA) 

Waterloo and OUSA: 
the inside scoop 

Dear Editors, 

I want to take the opportunity to 

respond to Mr. Lehrer’s letter from your 

Oct. 30 issue. It is indeed correct that the 

University of Waterloo Federation of 

Students (FEDS) changed its member¬ 

ship status from full member to associate 

member on Sept. 30th. The negotiations 

for this change were held confidential 

amongst OUSA Steering Committee 

members, which is why the AMS could 

not have been aware of the change. 

The FEDS were concerned coming 

into this year about the past performance 

of OUSA. We had questions about the 

financial status of OUSA, the commit¬ 

ment of its member schools, communica¬ 

tion between head office and member 

schools, the lack of policy production, 

and bad past decisions, including those 

which led Queen’s to leave OUSA. 

We wanted to send a message to 

OUSA that it would have to improve its 

performance in order for us to continue 

our membership. We believe this mes¬ 

sage was well received and OUSA and its 

members have acted on our concerns. 

There has been improvement in most of 

our areas of concern as outlined to 

OUSA earlier this year. 

Whether or not the FEDS will return 

to full member status in OUSA is a ques¬ 

tion to be answered by our Students’ 

Council on Dec. 6. I can say with confi¬ 

dence, however, that OUSA has 

responded well to our call for improve¬ 

ment. Furthermore, the addition of 

Queen’s to the fold would be a strong 

benefit to OUSA and make returning to 

full member status a much more attrac¬ 

tive option to the FEDS. 

If you would like further information, 

please contact me at fedvped@feds.uwa- 

terloo.ca 

Robin Stewart 

Vice-President (Education), University 

of Waterloo Federation of Students 

Dear Editors, 

We write this letter to explain the 

AMS position regarding distribution of 

the Who's Where to graduate students 

and law students. 

Our position is founded in part upon 

the assertion that there is no current, 

binding services agreement between the 

AMS and the SGPS. The last agreement, 

signed in 1993, explicitly expired in 

1996. No subsequent agreement has ever 

been reached between the two societies. 

It is true that the SGPS has been paying 

certain service-specific fees to the AMS. 

However, it is also true that SGPS mem¬ 

bers are using those services for which 

they pay a fee. 

In response to those who have sug¬ 

gested that the AMS is behaving in a 

mean-spirited and petty manner, we will 

outline the reasoning of the AMS Execu¬ 

tive and Board of Directors. The Who's 

Where is a publication that costs the 

AMS, net of advertising, about $2 a book 

to create. Undergraduate students pay a 

portion of this cost when they buy a 

What's Next, which makes a profit. Any 

remaining loss on the Who's Where is 

made up by undergraduate students 

when they pay their mandatory AMS 

student fees. Neither the Executive nor 

the Board could condone providing an 

identical service to non-AMS members at 

a lower cost than is incurred upon mem¬ 

bers. Such a position would be unten¬ 

able in principle and unfair to those who 

belong to the AMS. 

The fact that the AMS has provided 

the Who's Where to graduate students 

free of charge in the past is significant, 

despite the fact that we believe it was 

mistaken. Because of the reasonable 

expectations that were built up due to 

past practice, the AMS will provide the 

Who's Where to graduate students for $2 

per copy, an amount equal to the cost 

that we incur on each book. This is much 

reduced from the $7 fee that the AMS 

charges other non-members. All gradu¬ 

ate students and law students can now 

purchase a copy of the Who's Where at 

the AMS Infobank or the UBS Exchange. 

Throughout the process, our goal is to 

provide services that students want in an 

economical and fair manner. If you dis¬ 

agree with this idea or don’t believe that 

Gord Moodie, on behalf of the Board 
AMS Vice-President (Operations) 

Trevor Ogle 

Chairman, AMS Board of Directors 

Housing by-laws 
misrepresented 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing to clarify some impor¬ 

tant points which were garbled in The 

Journal's November 3 article “Students 

encouraged to winterize homes.” 

Firstly, The Journal invented a fic¬ 

tional piece of legislation called the 

“Kingston Landlord-Tenant Act.” Land¬ 

lord-tenant relations are governed at the 

provincial level by the Tenant Protection 

Act which took effect on June 17th of 

this year. The legislation to which The 

Journal was actually referring is the 

Property Standards by-law for the City 

of Kingston. Property standards are gov¬ 

erned at the municipal level and the by¬ 

law dictates the minimum standards for 

accommodations in Kingston. 

Secondly, although insulation for 

homes is not included in the Property 

Standards by-law, there are minimum 

standards relating to heating and heat 

loss. While landlords are not responsible 

for replacing drafty doors and windows 

they are, under the Property standards 

by-law, responsible for eliminating major 

drafts and ensuring the unit is adequately 

heated. Panes of glass with large cracks 

should be replaced and drafty cracks 

around doors should be filled. According 

to the by-law, the heating system itself 

shall “be capable of maintaining a tem¬ 

perature of 70 degrees from 6 a.m. to 11 

p.m. and 66 degrees at other times.” 

The by-law addresses concerns that 

many students have about their homes. 

Students have the right to ask their land¬ 

lords to bring their homes up to the stan¬ 

dards outlined above. Any studnet with a 

question about their home is invited to 

call the Municipal Affairs Commission at 

545-6000 ext. 5178 for a free property 

standards evaluation. 

Sarah Corman 

AMS Municipal Affairs Commisioner 
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Science 
El Nino s sister 
our next worry 

By Boon Chang 

IF CURRENT PREDICTIONS hold true, 

Queen’s students should look for this 

coming winter to be one of harshest 

and most frigid in years. La Nina, the 

counterpart of last year’s El Nino, is 

expected to contribute to lower temper- 

itures and increased snowfall in Eastern 

Ontario, as well as major changes in the 

global climate. 
Queen’s students are all-too-familiar 

with last January’s devastating weather. 

El Nino exhibited itself, in part at least, 

m the form of Ice Storm ’98. For more 

than a week, residents in Eastern Ontario 

and Southwestern Quebec were forced 

from their homes when waves of freezing 

rain pulled down trees and power lines. 

But what really is an El Nino and how 

does it affect the weather so much? 

According to Harry McCaughey, a pro¬ 

fessor with the department of geography 

at Queen’s, El Nino is “a collection of 

warmer than normal water in the tropi¬ 

cal eastern Pacific.” This unusual warm 

water starts on the west coast of the 

Americas and creeps westwards in the 

tropical zone of the Pacific. McCaughey 

also says that El Nino is “feature of the 

atmospheric circulation” that has “as 

long a history as we know of.” What this 

means is that even though El Nino was 

particularly severe this year, this phe¬ 

nomenon has been cycling through the 

atmosphere for hundreds of years and 

will continue to do so. Although the 

causes of El Nino are not exactly known, 

we know it is associated with the 

Southern Oscillation, a fluctuation in air 

pressure from the eastern and western 

Pacific. By examining the change in this 

pressure gradient, it is possible to predict 

when an El Nino is going to occur. 

There is a connection between air 

pressure and ocean currents and the 

presence or absence of warm water on 

the ocean surface. Picture a band of the 

Pacific along the coast of Central 

America from California to Peru that 

stretches across to Indonesia and 

Northern Australia. Normally, the trade 

winds blow from the east to the west, but 

with the Southern Oscillation comes a 

decrease in these winds. The water 

below no longer moves as fast as it usu¬ 

ally does and is thus warmed by the sun. 

El Nino acts by changing weather pat¬ 

terns, most affecting regions directly to 

the east of that zone of hot water, such as 

Peru, Central America, Southern 

California, Florida and Texas. Canada 

and the Northern U.S. are also affected. 

Although the effects are global, “it 

doesn’t change everything,” says 

McCaughey. “It changes some things 

more than others, in different parts of 

the world, for somewhat different rea¬ 

sons.” 

Possible effects include increased pre¬ 

cipitation, a greater occurrence of storms 

or more dry weather, depending on the 

location. This past year, for instance, the 

drought in Indonesia from El Nino 

brought tremendous forest fires. El Nino 

has also been blamed for the increased 

rainfall in Southern California, the 

storms in Texas and the hurricanes along 

the Florida coast. 

But to what extent can we blame El 

Nino for the weather? Has El Nino 

affected climate in Canada to the point 

where it is responsible, or are we just 

using it as a scapegoat? “I think a lot of 

people who don’t understand what El 

Nino really is tend to react and say 

everything that isn’t normal is because of 

El Nino... and it might not be the case,” 

says McCaughey. “It doesn’t cause every¬ 

thing. It has been overgeneralized, but 

this is normal and it happens all the time. 

I think we’re all to blame for not talking 

and thinking about it and explaining our¬ 

selves to the public to make people really 

see what these things are and what 

they’re about.” 

All this leads to the question: Was last 

January’s ice storm really an effect of El 

Nino? McCaughey doesn’t think so. “I 

don’t think you can prove a cause and 

effect relationship between the ice storm 

and El Nino,” he says. “I think it’s highly 

likely that El Nino was somehow 

involved, but I think the unique circum¬ 

stances that caused the ice storm weren’t 

necessarily connected to El Nino alone. 

There were other things that happened 

that caused the ice storm to be so severe. 

It was a factor, but not the only factor.” 

McCaughey believes the ice storm last 

year was caused by a set of “special cir¬ 

cumstances.” These included the input of 

warm air by El Nino in the Pacific, but 

the fact that the storm persisted for so 

long shows it was also influenced by the 

high pressure of the Atlantic and a layer 

of cold air from the St. Lawrence Valley. 

This year, it is La Nina that will influ¬ 

ence Kingston’s weather. While El Nino 

is a body of very warm water in the 

Pacific Ocean, La Nina is the later occur¬ 

rence of much colder water in the same 

area. When an El Nino diminishes and 

eventually disappears, there is generally a 

return to the normal, cooler circulation 

that tends to be more accentuated. “It’s 

like spreading a big cold puddle across 

the Pacific,” explains McCaughey. In 

Canada, El Nino caused a winter that 

was warmer than normal and dryness in 

the prairies. This year, La Nina is 

expected to cause a much colder winter, 

and more precipitation in the prairies. In 

Eastern Ontario, it should be colder than 

last year, and we should have more snow. 

The question is: Are we likely to get 

another ice storm this winter? Although 

an ice storm of the same intensity seems 

unlikely, “ice storms are a normal feature 

of the circulation of this part of the 

world,” says McCaughey. “Freezing rain 

is freezing rain; you get it several times a 

winter. Last January just happened to be 

so incredibly heavy. It exceeded all the 

limits that we had expected.” 

Either way, ice storm or not, the best 

bet is to keep an eye out for colder 

weather and to bundle up as much as 

possible. 

Losing 
By Andrew Parker 

the war on bugs 
infectious disease was quite simply 

solved. Of course, drug resistant bacteria 

were ever increasing their numbers, but 

few paid any attention, and those who 

did firmly believed that antibiotic pro¬ 

duction would continue to rema.n one 

step ahead of the bacterial threat. The 

most sobering reminder of the nature’s 

adaptive power has come most recently. 

Three strains of life-threatening bacte¬ 

ria have developed resistance to every 

Our wanton use of 
antibiotics over the last 
50 years is beginning to 

have dire effects, and our 
problems will continue 

to mount. 

antibiotic known. Two of the strains are 

found widely in hospitals and commonly 

cause post-operational infections. The 

other resistant strain causes tuberculosis. 

Doctors treating this strain are just as 

successful as their counterparts were 

more than a century ago when TB epi¬ 

demics struck populations all over the 

planet. It seems the bugs are winning, 

and here’s why. 

The use of antibiotics is out of con¬ 

trol. According to the founder of the 

Alliance for the Prudent Use of 

Antibiotics, “we’re in the middle of a cri¬ 

sis.” At least half of the human use of 

antibiotics in the United States is unnec¬ 

essary or inappropriate. This begs the 

question, how does such abuse of pre¬ 

scription drugs occur? The answer is 

twofold. First, many patients demand 

antibiotics for conditions that don’t 

require them. Second, and most impor¬ 

tant, doctors give in and write the pre¬ 

scriptions that their patients demand. 

At a recent physicians conference, 

more than 80 percent of the attending 

doctors admitted to prescribing antibi¬ 

otics against their better judgement. It is 

this careless overuse that is causing the 

rapid production of resistant bacteria. If 

this trend continues, we may see a time 

when childhood and common infections 

are virtually unbeatable. Although the 

improper use of antibiotics is part of the 

problem, it remains just one aspect of the 

current trend of wilful self-destruction. 

The most pressing cause for fear is the 

current antibacterial fad that is taking 

over the common market. Everything 

from toothpaste to kitchen cleaners, 

even baby toys are loaded with antibac¬ 

terial agents. This indiscriminate use of 

powerful chemicals threatens to make 

Continued on next page 

the world and beyond 

Freeze-dried organs 
Japanese researchers have devel¬ 

oped a new method for preserving 
organs for transplant. New Scientist 
magazine reports that the method 
involves drying the organs with silica 
after they have been treated with tre¬ 
halose, a sugar found naturally in 
microscopic organisms called tardi- 
grades. These creatures can survive 
losing almost all the water in their cells 
and can be revived from that desic¬ 
cated state after as much as 100 years. 

Face/Off for real 
After a French team successfully 

transplanted a hand from a cadaver to 
a live patient last month, other sur¬ 
geons are getting pretty (ahem) cocky 
in their own claims. In yesterday's 
Globe and Mail, an Italian surgeon said 
he's more than ready to perform the 
first penis transplant and an American 
claimed that transplanting a cavader's 
face, complete with facial bones and 
the muscles used for facial expres¬ 
sions, would pose little challenge. 



Antibiotics overused 
Continued from last page 

our homes havens of 

ineradicable disease- 

producing bacteria. This 

will occur because we will 

wipe out all susceptible 

bacteria, and give the resis¬ 

tant ones room to multiply. 

By buying into this fad, we 

are insuring that our com¬ 

mon places will be inhab¬ 

ited by the strongest bugs 

that nature can produce. 

Another area of concern 

involves the use of antibi¬ 

otics in agriculture and 

animal farming. More 

than 40 per cent of the 

antibiotics produced in the 

U.S. are given to animals, 

and most of this is mixed 

in with their feed at low 

concentrations to promote 

growth. This low-level 

application increases the 

number of resistant bacte¬ 

ria in the animal, and 

increases the risk that the 

microbes will be passed on to the con¬ 

sumer. 

Our wanton use of antibiotics over 

the last 50 years is beginning to have dire 

effects, and our problems will continue 

to mount. We must take immediate 

action, or we may find ourselves living in 

a world where once mild infections have 

fatal consequences. Our success or fail¬ 

ure will not be apparent until well into 

the next century, but in the mean time, 

there are things we can do to aid the 

cause of humanity. We must limit antibi¬ 

otic use to those cases where they are 

truly required. We must stop using prod¬ 

ucts that facilitate the growth of resistant 

bacteria, and we must stop the wide¬ 

spread use of antibiotics in agriculture. 

One thing is clear. This issue must 

remind us that while we tread the path 

so carelessly into the future, we elimi¬ 

nate many choices along the way. There 

is no going back. We must choose well, 

or we may find ourselves standing at the 

edge of a great precipice, and our only 

choice may be to jump. 
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Trust me... 

Today’s media: 
more intent on 
showing the truth 
or showing a profit? 

By Christopher Wulff 

Who can you trust? 

To WHAT EXTENT can we trust the 

information which is presented to 

us everyday? The media, like a lot 

of today’s social institutions, has suffered 

a significant collapse in its morals in the 

late 20th century. While there have 

always been concerns over abuse of the 

media, it appears that we have now 

reached a new low standard. 

Sensationalism, editorial abuses, oligopo¬ 

listic ownership patterns, all-pervasive 

consumerism and outright lying now 

plague our primary information sources. 

Consider a few examples: 

Media Crook #1 — 

Stephen Glass 

Stephen Glass, one of the most cele¬ 

brated and in-demand journalists of the 

nineties, was forced to resign from his 

position at The Neu/ Republic amid alle¬ 

gations that he fabricated more than 50 

per cent of his articles. Having also writ¬ 

ten for Rolling Stone, Harper’s, and 

George, he eventually admitted to fabri¬ 

cating sources, anecdotes and complete 

incidents. 

Media Crook #2 — 

Bonnie Fuller 

Bonnie Fuller, former editor of 

Marie Claire, YM and Cosmopolitan, is 

being accused of both directly and indi¬ 

rectly supporting the fabrication of 

quotes as she takes over editorial control 

at Glamour, one of the few women’s 

magazines to win editorial content 

awards. According to former staff mem¬ 

bers, in an attempt to increase the sex 

quotient at Cosmopolitan it was consid- 

ered commonplace to invent or alter 

quotes to provide more graphic sexual 

content. (But, she increased Cosmo’s 

sales by 30 per cent so don’t expect her 

dismissal anytime soon.) 

Media Crook #3 — 

Geoffrey C. Bible 

Marlboro cigarettes, was appointed to 

the board of directors of Rupert 

Murdoch’s News Corporation, the own¬ 

ers of 20th Century Fox and an enor¬ 

mous number of newspapers worldwide, 

there was nary an article in the popular 

media. That this move coincided with a 

renewed push by Murdoch’s Star televi¬ 

sion service into China, one of the last 

countries in the world where tobacco 

consumption is rising, is strong evidence 

of the hazards of an insufficiently regu¬ 

lated industry. 

Media Crook #4 — 

David Black 

On 

Wh / hen Geoffrey C. Bible, CEO of 
11 *P Morris, manufacturers of 

"n September 22, David Black, 

publisher of more than 40 newspapers in 

British Columbia, was quoted as saying 

“he would not tolerate any favourable 

editorials in his newspapers about the 

Nisga’a treaty, and no opposing com¬ 

mentary will be printed.” This sort of 

heinous editorial censorship is unfortu¬ 

nately not quite as rare as we might 

think, and is seen by some as an epi¬ 

demic. Freedom of speech is threatened 

more now by the constraints of commer¬ 

cial interests than it ever has been by our 

liberal democratic government. 

So, are Jerry Springer’s scripted 

antics, Monica Lewinsky’s DNA-laden 

apparel, and Marilyn Manson’s heretical 

posturing the harbingers of social col¬ 

lapse, or simply the most recent incarna¬ 

tion of Geraldo Rivera’s skinheads, 

Prince Charles’ tampon, and Judas 

Priest’s satanic mumblings, respectively? 

To an unprecedented extent, sensa¬ 

tionalism and pandering to the lowest 

common denominator certainly seem to 

be the order of the day. In an attempt to 

justify their output, some in the media 

say that they are simply providing what 

the market demands, essentially, more. 

More sex, more violence, more explicit 

voyeurism. This, in combination with the 

rise of “infotainment” and the collapse 

of “hard” journalism, has led to a 

dumbed-down media nation, one in 

which profit and target audiences out¬ 

weigh the importance of responsible 

social commentary. 

Corporate control of media is one 

issue which seems unlikely to subside in 

the near future. As consolidation and 

conglomeration take their 

toll upon the media market¬ 

place, one questions 

whether the media can ever 

play its watchdog role 

again. Rupert Murdoch’s 

refusal to allow his Asian 

news network, Star, to 

report on China’s human 

rights abuses while he was 

negotiating access to their 

burgeoning communica¬ 

tions systems, is simply 

another example of the editorial risk that 

we run in allowing international monop¬ 

olies. 

The Canadian media field is one of 

the most rapidly consolidating industries 

as corporations like CanWest and 

Conrad Black’s Hollinger/Southam dom¬ 

inate the market. Black’s print chain 

owns more than 50 per cent of English- 

Canadian newspapers, along with a large 

proportion of the magazine market. 

While, he has maintained the public per¬ 

ception of an arms length controller, his 

effect upon the editorial standpoints of 

his papers is achieved through many dif¬ 

ferent avenues. Limiting the diversity of 

views in the public media can only be 

considered detrimental to our ability to 

protect the democratic process. 

those instances of libel for which they are 

well-insured. 

The efforts of the major media con¬ 

glomerates to masquerade entertainment 

as information and lower the standards 

of journalism may well prove to be its 

downfall. Consumers have gotten to the 

point where they are frustrated with the 

commercial media. They are now often 

willing to take an increasingly active role 

in exposing the bias in media and search¬ 

ing out less commercially packaged 

material. 

To 

Consumers are now often willing 

to take an increasingly active role 

in exposing the bias in media and 

searching out less commercially 

packaged material. 

“Reporters are ranked only slightly 

ahead of arms dealers and tobacco com¬ 

panies in the level of hard-core trust 

afforded them by the public” — Michael 

Posner (The Globe and Mail). What is to 

be done about this situation? One of the 

root problems of unaccountable media is 

that the press are primarily governed by 

libel laws which are simply insufficient. 

If the media are only accountable for 

libelous statements, how are we to 

ensure that they are held accountable for 

burying stories which negatively concern 

their benefactors? Like the good Samari¬ 

tan laws emerging throughout North 

America, it should be considered equally 

egregious to fail to report on certain 

issues and to print omissions and false 

stories, which are becoming as costly as 

O WHOM SHOULD THE MEDIA-SAWY 

consumer turn for legitimate, honest 

reporting and entertainment? Long the 

subject of magazines such as Adbusters 

and Mother Jones, the question is 

increasingly being answered by a new 

breed of responsible media. The summer 

launch of Drill's Content, a magazine 

edited by Steven Brill, caused a major 

uproar in traditional media outlets as, in 

a 27,000 word piece, he thrashed the 

new school of journalism which has risen 

out of the “paparazzification” of the 

media. Brill, who founded the now infa¬ 

mous Court TV, is attempting to establish 

himself as a missionary for “The 

Independent Voice of the Information 

Age.” 

Brill’s Content seems to be well on its 

way to achieving its mandate. Despite an 

initial flurry of claims of bias (Brill once 

donated money to a democratic re-elec¬ 

tion campaign), the magazine has proven 

itself relatively fearless in its attempts to 

rouse the watchdog. Having already 

attacked network television, the book 

publishing industry, and even the old 

guard of The Wall Street Journal, LA 

Times, and The Economist, Brill’s hopes 

of more responsible media may not be 

pipe dreams after all. 

Alas, dear reader, despite the rela¬ 

tively all-pervasive corruption of 

the media forms, perhaps it 

would do us well to take heart 

in the fact that, for the time 

being at least, alternatives to the 

mainstream are still available. 

Provided you look hard enough. 

Support your local indepen¬ 

dent newsstand that brings you 

zines published in basements 

across the land, support indepen¬ 

dent film and television, and keep 

watch for the bias in all its forms. 

For in the end we return to the 

old adage of “Never trust what 

you read (see, hear, etc.).” Amen. 

Content and Adbusters, two examples of media that have risen up from the ashes of journalistic integrity. 

Christopher Wulff is The Journal's 

media assassin. 
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Politics is getting GREE/V-tr 
Green Party now has 

official presence on campus 
By Tal Henderson matured into a cohesive political 

party with an active membership THE Greens ARE CROWING, and consistent, responsible lead- 
The political party that ership. The factions that, in the 
evolved from the “Green past, have torn the party 

movement” is starting to be rec- between dogmatic ideology and 
ognized for the value of its transitional pragmatism are now 
unique policy and vision. accepting the common ground 
-— between the two. 

If your society and economy 
are unsustainable, your society 
and economy will crash. 

However, a political 
party does not gain voter 
support just because it is 
well organized. For years 
now, voters have been say- 

The Green Party is recognized ing to Green candidates “I agree 
internationally for its commit* with your policies, I just don’t 
ment to sustainability, social jus- think that you’ll win, and I don’t 
rice, equality, non-violence and want to waste my vote.” But 
consensus-based democracy, with every passing year, the 
although the press often repre- rationale for Green policy 
sents it as a single-issue “envi- becomes increasingly clear. The 
ronmental group.” The Green actions of federal and provincial 
conception of the environment governments that have demon- 
is more straightforward than strated clear contempt for their 
other parties: if your society and constituencies and a daily 
economy are unsustainable, your lengthening list of social and 
society and economy will crash, environmental travesties have 
The Green Party suggests sus- driven Canadians to look for 
tainable solutions to the many answers in places they have not 
crises facing us today, including looked before, 
solar power, proportional repre- There are Green Parties in 
sentation, welfare reform and European-western democratic 
steady-state economics. nations around the world, but 

Why is the Green Party find- they have had greatest success in 
ing voter support on the rise? Europe where there are now 
There are a few possibilities. The over 200 elected Green Party 
first is that the Greens have members. The October election 

in Germany just saw die Griinen 
(the German Green Party) take 
6.7 per cent of the vote and help 
to form the new coalition gov¬ 
ernment. 

Canada, like the USA and the 
UK, still finds the Greens receiv¬ 
ing less support in elections 
compared with the other nations 
in which they run. This is due in 
large part to these three nation’s 
reluctance to exchange the anti¬ 
quated "first-past-the-post” elec¬ 
toral system for more 

representational and democratic 
forms like the proportional rep¬ 
resentation system used in many 
European countries. 

Southeastern Ontario is the 
Canadian “hotbed” of Green 
support. Candidate Chris 
Walker of Kingston and the 
Islands riding had the second 
highest number of Green votes 
in the last Canadian federal elec¬ 
tion, beaten only by Peter 
Bevan-Baker of neighbouring 
Brockville. 

For the first time this year, the 
Greens have an official presence 
on campus. Chris Walker hosted 
the Greens Association inaugural 
meeting this past Sunday 
evening. The campus group will 
be helping to research and craft 
Green Party policy, assist with 
the platform and process for the 
coming provincial election, and 
working to raise awareness of 
alternatives for voters in the 
Queen’s community. Meetings 
are held fortnightly on Sunday 
evenings. 

For more information on the GreenF 

please contact Cait O’Donovan at 

4co@qlink.queensu.ca. 

By Dr. Joinin'} Fe0er 

University d'Ottawa 
Faculte d’iducation 

University of Ottawa 
Faculty of Education 

Exigence d'admission: dtonir un dipldme de baccalaurdat reconnu 

Duree du programme: une annee (septembre a avril) 

Date limite pour envoyer votre demande: ler dfcembre 1998 

Renseignements: 

Service du registraire, Section de l'admission 

550, rue Cumberland, C.P. 450, Succ. A, Ottawa, Ontario, KlN 6N5 

Ttltphone: (613) 562-5783 Telecopieur: (613) 562-5290 

www.uottawa.ca/academic/education 

Et si votre carriere debutait 1'an prochain? 

Formation a 

I'enseignement 

the queen’s journal reader 
and features 

watch the journal for 

forthcoming information 

regarding judges and prizes, 

three selected entries will be 

published in the november 27th 
queen’s journal 

Up to 2,500 words 
any style of prose permitted 

open only to queen’s students 

deadline 
monday.november. 16 

submit your entries to 
the journal short fiction contest 

545.2800 
272 Earl 

journal@post.queensu.ca 
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The Peanut Gallery Queen’s outlasts RMC 
~ Welcome back Collins 
: After a tumultuous three and a 
half seasons with the Carolina 
panthers which included racial 
slurs, inconsistent play and a 
|ac|c of desire, New Orleans 
Saints quarterback Kerry 
Collins returned to play 
against his old mates. Collins 
WJS received with raucous dis¬ 
approval on the part of the 
Panther fans, even though he 
did not have a chance to play a 
down. After a busy day of 
holding a clipboard and smil¬ 
ing to the adoring fans, Collins 
was granted permission to stay 
at his old home for the night. 
He used his rime effectively by 

: getting drunk and was subse- 
i quently pulled over for drunk 
driving. Good job, Kerry. 

Blue Jay Stew 
Amidst all of the inner turmoil 
involving the Toronto Blue 
Jays, a productive announee- 

imeqt was made. Former all- 
i star pitcher Dave Stewart has 
| joined the management staff as 
i assistant General Manager 
after spending a season as 
pitching coach for the 
National League Champion 

: San Diego Padres. Srewart. 
who wds a member of three 
World Series teams, including 

; rhe 1993 Blue Jays, won 20 
games on four separate occa¬ 
sions. As a pitcher, Stewarr was 
known for the most intimidat¬ 
ing glare in all of baseball. 
Hopefully for the Jays, Stewart 
will be able to rise Ids menac¬ 
ing eyes to gain the upper 
hand in contract negotiations. 

College math 
Confusion has already began 
with the two-week old Bowl 
Championship Series raring 
system in NCAA football. As a 
response to complaints about 
having two national ehampi- 
0ns, a new complex mathe¬ 
matical scheme of ranking 
teams has been developed. 

tour teams currently 
undefeated (Kansas St.. UCLA, 

'° St. and Tennessee) the 
computer rankings are forced 
!° do w*lat voters used to have 
0 0 ; choose who the top 
Cams m the country are based 

°n gUess^vork. Hopefully only 
I Vo team$ will finish the regu- 
ar season undefeated or the 
>ttional title picture could be 
°ut of focus as ever. 

CCH|RCTMAS CAMS EARLY... 
Uul Tracy would Jriv.. in 

ASCAR, because that is 
V ere his dangerous 

Reties belong. 

■(S®, icff Kugel, the 
banned for life this 

|S®Lwould >oin the 
•\i ^ ‘0l a new career. 

so“nhClS 'V°“ld 
ar« .■ SCOnng would 
^Preach the level of pro- 
ressional soccer. 

By Neate Sager 

On Wednesday evening, Jock 
Harty Arena was the setting for 
the most recent chapter in the 
century-old ice war between 
Queen’s and RMC. Despite a 
somewhat ragged effort, the 
favoured Gaels were able to put 
down the Palladins’ challenge, 
scoring twice in the third period 
to triumph 5-3. 

With the victory. Queen’s 
improved to 2-1-2 on the young 
season and moved into first place 
in the OUA Mideast division. 

Queen’s 5 
rmc 3 

Queen’s Head Coach Chris 
MacDonald felt his team was 
somewhat fortunate to emerge 
from the contest with two points 
in the standings. “We were out¬ 
worked tonight... we were fre¬ 
quently being beaten to the 
puck,” he remarked. “RMC 
played very well tonight and they 
deserve a lot of credit. We have 
to take into account that they get 
up more for us than any other 
team.” 

After the opening 20 minutes 
ended in a 1-1 tie, the Gaels 
came out flying for the middle 
frame, with goals just over a 
minute apart by Jason Flynn and 
Jeff Scobie. Scobie had three 
points on the evening and his 
goal staked the Gaels to a 3-1 
lead. 

“The first five to ten minutes 
of the second period, we were 
the team we should have been all 
night,” MacDonald commented. 

Following the brief outburst, 
RMC drew even at three, with 
defenceman Dave Lachapelle’s 
second power-play goal of the 
evening and a tally late in the 
period by forward Jeff Kickham. 
The Paladins continued the 
assault on Queen’s netminder 
Jason Skilnick, who had been 
shaky on the previous goals. 

However, at 7:40 of the final 
period, RMC’s Kickham took a 
foolish unsportsmanlike conduct 
penalty, giving the Gaels a golden 
opportunity to right themselves. 
Off the ensuing draw, Flynn took 
a pass in the left wing corner and 
centred to Rob Mailloux, salivat¬ 
ing in the slot. Palladins’ goal- 
tender Thomas Connerty, who 
had been heroic in keeping his 

Forward Darcy O’Shea moves in alone on the RMC goalie. 

PHOTO BY BOB HUISH 

club in contention, was helpless shorthanded goal, effectively 
as the Gaels’ sniper wired home salting away the win. 
the winning goal. “You give The Gaels resume action with 
[Mailloux] time down low, he’ll two home games this weekend, 
find a hole,” said MacDonald. as they host Ryerson in a 1 p.m. 

Shortly thereafter, blueliner tilt on Saturday, followed by a 
Wes Booker’s sixty-foot shot match with Brock on Sunday 
eluded a screened Connerty for a afternoon. 

Hockey fight in Canada? 
Word on the street 

By Nick Sinclair 

On October 25, Jeff Kugel 
of the Windsor Spitfires was 
involved in an incident of 
heretofore unparalleled vio¬ 
lence. In the course of a home 
game against the Owen Sound 
Platers, the 6’ 7”, 265 pound 
goon stormed off the bench 
and attacked an already- 
engaged member of the oppos¬ 
ing team from behind. He then 
delivered a most inspiring per¬ 
formance which conjured up 

images of Mike Tyson gone 
berserk on ice. The only dif¬ 
ference between the aforemen¬ 
tioned boxer and Kugel is that 
Tyson can probably skate 
better. 

His actions, though 
senseless, were merely 

an extension of the 
duties he is regularly 
expected to perform. 

Personally, while I agree 
with the lifetime ban that he 
received from the OHL, I feel a 
sense of sympathy towards the 

Windsor forward. Yes, it’s true 
that he committed rhe cardinal 
sin of leaving the bench and 
jumping into a fight as the 
third man. However, as a 17th 
round draft pick with one 
career goal, Kugel’s job 
description with the Spitfires 
was abundantly clear. His was 
the role of the proverbial 
enforcer; the player whose 
presence on the team is justi¬ 
fied not by his talent or poten¬ 
tial, but rather by his sheer 
ability to pummel overzealous 
opponents into submission. 
Thus, while he clearly lost all 
measure of control on October 

25, his actions, though sense¬ 
less, were merely an extension 
of the duties he is regularly 
expected to perform for the 
Spitfires. Kugel is paid to fight, 
plain and simple. 

After a few moments of 
reflection I considered what 
this meant. Since fighting con¬ 
stitutes a breach of hockey’s 
rules, hence the five minute 
penalty, enforcers are 
employed for the sole purpose 
of breaking rules. Yet, some¬ 
how, North American hockey, 
unlike any other sport in the 
world, condones the presence 

Please see Crazy on page 21 

HI §IF fOCI Will 
With a spectacular three gold ways — they are undefeated on 

medal performance at the the season. Despite having four 
Queen’s tri-meet on Saturday, months in the season. Rowan¬ 
swimming superstar Anne Legg is excited about this year’s 
Rowan-Legg left little doubt prospects. 
who would be this week’s “I think it is going to be a 
Queen’s Journal athlete of the goodgffiar,” she said. “We have a 

week. rookies this year 
With wins in the 5a^g^eam.” 

100m backstroke, Ro^gWgg been ^yi(n^ig''cQ'm^tfti4ely in 
helped pace the team to victoryg^fetaflWo^^ y&p, ;Snd spe- 
over RMC, Ryerson an<yGfl^«8&?es^f^ne 200m backstroke 
The thirdiyeR^<K^^jurf^ ;a)id»200m individual medley. It 
student \yas u's j&ciIS m those two events that she 
with the '^^^tM^i^^success qualified last season for the 
came at helw^Bnepool. CIAU Championships and 

“It was nice to have a meet expects to be there again this 
here and see some people come year. 
out for it,” said Rowan-Legg. With the squad on a roll. 

The victory this weekend Head Coach Brett Helmsteadt is 
continued the squad’s winning very excited about where the 

team is headed and about it’s 
leader, Rowan-Legg. 

“Anne is the mainstay of a 
good group of swimmers that 
are in their second year of grow¬ 
ing together,” he said. “There is 
really nothing bad I can say 
about [Anne], she is a fantastic 

kid, has amazing work attitude 
and an excellent team attitude 
and pushes all the other 
swimmers.” 

Helmsteadt hopes to double 
the number of this year’s CIAU 
qualifiers from four to eight, 
and Rowan-Legg expects 
improvement as well. 

The team has a long season 
before the national finals in 
Guelph at the end of February, 
but they will be fighting the 
winter blues with a Christmas 
training camp in Florida. 

The team is hoping that ‘fun 
in the sun’ will help them in 
their bid for improved CIAU 
results. If Rowan-Legg contin¬ 
ues her current pace, the 
improved results are on their 
way. 
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R.M.S. Foil Referendum 
ond Rector Election 

Please 

November 10 & 11 
Make your voice be counted! 

Vote here: 
Mac-Corry 

JDUC 

P.E.C. 

Stauffer 

Douglas 

Botterell 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

10-6 Jean Royce 

10- 5 Ban Righ 

11- 5 Leonard 

10-6 Brockington 
10-6 Earl 

10-5 Macdonald 

Questions? 

12-7 Dunning 

5-7 Walter Light 

5-7 Kingston 
5-7 Ellis 

11-3 Stirling 

11-3 Dupuis 

Questions? 
Aviary Contoct the Elections Teem ot 545-Q000 ext.4815 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

JSmTnovember6. IV98 
Sports &c Fitness 
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Crazy Kugel 
cVntwSTf™" pass 19 
of .uch players. In fact it is the 

|y sport that legislates 
icceptable and unacceptable 

to break rules. For 
instance, the rule that Kugel 
hroke. the one that tells players 
not to leave the bench to 
become the third man in an 
altercation, essentially lays 
down guidelines for appropri¬ 
ate brawling. Perhaps boxing 
should consider adopting 
proper ear-biting etiquette 
(Take one clean bite, not too 
hard, and then gracefully pre¬ 
sent the opponent with the 
severed portion of his 

anatomy). 
To those who feel that hav¬ 

ing a goon is a perfectly 
acceptable way of keeping 
hockey clean, consider the fol¬ 
lowing scenario. What if the 
Kingston Frontenacs decided 
to buck ‘conventional’ (some 
might say neanderthal), hockey 
wisdom and sign an enforcer 
whose iob it is to cross-check 

tie too physical? I can hear the 
Don Cherrys of the world 
screaming till they’re blue in 
the face that fighting is a far 
lesser evil than cross-checking. 
Naturally, I’m sure they’ve all 
done extensive research on the 
effects that fist fighting has on 
human behaviour and have 
come to the sage conclusion 
that such conduct is an excel¬ 
lent way to relieve tension. To 
all the self-proclaimed shrinks 
out there who feel equipped to 
write a thesis on why fighting 
should remain part of hockey, I 
have concocted an analogy that 
is commensurate to your level 
of intelligence. Instructing ho¬ 
ckey players that a fight is a 
much more palpable expres¬ 
sion of frustration than illegal 
stick work is tantamount to 
telling one’s children that beat¬ 
ing up other kids is a perfectly 
acceptable way of blowing off 
some steam, so long as no 
weapons used to expedite the 
process. 

In the game 
Queen’s athletic results and awards 

Women's tennis 

The beat goes on for women’s 
tennis standout Paula Myslivecek 
who repeated her OUA individ¬ 
ual singles championship from 
last season by crushing Toronto’s 
Alice Rideout 7-5, 6-0 in Water¬ 
loo. Myslivecek followed that 
victory up by joining her doubles 
partner Melanee Short in repeat¬ 
ing their OUA doubles champi¬ 
onship from last season by 
defeating Susan Huang and 
Heather Macllvray of McMaster. 
The team dominated their oppo¬ 
nents 6-2, 6-1, with a stellar serve 
and volley game. Myslivecek fin¬ 
ished up the season undefeated 
and has not lost in her two year 
Queen’s career. 

Rowing 

The rowing squad travelled to 
the OUA Finals in St. Catherines 
and both teams finished well. The 
women’s team finished in fourth 

place, and the men were able to 
squeak into the medals, with a 
bronze performance. 

Individual silver medals went 
to lightweight men’s single sculler 
Corey Armitage and the light¬ 
weight women’s eight. The team 
also earned five bronze medals 
over the weekend. The team 
competes in the Canadian Cham¬ 
pionships in Victoria this 
weekend. 

Soccer 

On the heels of earning an 
invitation to the CIAU finals, 
members of the Queen’s 
women’s soccer team received 
numerous individual honours. 
Former all-Canadians Judith 
Trepanier and Raeleen Dunne 
headed the list of OUA East all¬ 
stars and they were joined by 
first time all-stars, midfielder 
Audrey McKay and fleet footed 
forward Angie Crockford. The 
selected players were joined by 

Head Coach Dave McDowell 
who was named OUA East coach 
of the year. The four Gael repre¬ 
sentatives were the most of any 
team. 

On the men’s side, leading 
scorer and striker Mike Cowan 
was the only all-star amongst the 
group. 

Football 

The O-QIFC all-conference 
honours were handed down this 
week and despite missing the 
playoffs Queen’s was well repre¬ 
sented with four players selected. 
Running back Paul Correale and 
inside receiver James MacLean 
represented the Gaels on the 
offence. Defensively, end Jim ‘the 
sack guru’ Aru was a unanimous 
selection and was joined on 
defence by teammate, defensive 
tackle James Osborne. Osborne, 
Aru and Correale were all 
selected to their third team, while 
MacLean was named to his first. 

Laughing it 
By Julieta Loeffler 

They say that you need three 
hugs a, day to survive, but I say 
you need three laughs. I am not 
talking about a little giggle here 
and there throughout your day. 
No, I am talking about a full- 
fledged bout of laughter. But 
when is a laugh more than just a 
silly sound coming out of your 
mouth? Always. A laugh is a very 
good tool for stress reduction, 
abdominal workouts, calorie 
burning plus it tricks your brain 
into thinking it is actually happy. 

The first step in optimizing 
the value of laughter is to do it 
properly and frequently. Proper 
laughter is as simple as One-Two- 
Three. Step One: Find some¬ 
thing amusing. If that proves too 
difficult, just start laughing for 
no reason. Step Two: Ensure that 
h>nny sounding things are com- 
ln8 of your mouth. Step Three: 

Reap the benefits that stem from 
a good laugh. 

When you join the laughing 
world, you will become a whole 
new person. By giggling fre¬ 
quently, you will relieve a lot of 
stress from your body. In this 
case,'adults should take a good 
look at children and try to imi¬ 
tate them. Children laugh freely 
and seem to have no worries. 
Kids walk lighter and smile 
wider — you can too. 

For all those who are doing 
Abs of Steel like it is going out of 
style, 1 would like to recommend 
a 10-minute laugh session a day. 
Laughing is a great abdominal 
workout. When you are in 
stitches, you are working all your 
intercostal muscles (in and 
around your ribs), your oblique 
muscles (side abdominal mus¬ 
cles) as well as your upper and 
lower abs. 

Cracking up for an extended 

off 
period of time not only works 
your middle section; it also 
works your heart. The health 
benefits of a few short bouts of 
physical activity a day are high. 
It will burn a lot of calories, leave 
you feeling energized and ready 
to tackle any task. While you are 
“rolling in the aisles” you are 
breathing harder and pumping 
blood faster, both benefits of an 
aerobic workout. 

People tend to think that the 
world is a very serious place with 
lots of problems. While being 
doubled up with laughter, the 
stresses of daily life are no longer 
an area of focus. Decrease your 
stress levels, increase your caloric 
output, give your muscles a 
workout and feel lighter: all this 
can be accomplished by one 
good laugh. I challenge everyone 
to do whatever it takes to smile 
freer, laugh harder and live 
lighter. 

376 Barrie Street 542-0823 

Campus 
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Jack Riemer 

Therefore we pray to You instead, O Go 

for strength, determination, and willpowc 

To do instead of just to pray 

To become instead of merely to wish 

The Battle is over 
DJ contest ends with a “mix” of talents, but Alfie’s “scratches” 

BATTLE OF THE DjS 

By Lucas Costello 

and Chad Davis 

Once again. Queen’s has 

taken the underground essence 

of Hip Hop and attempted to 

present it to the ignorant 

masses. Though twice as many 

people attended the second 

round of Alfie’s DJ competition 

on Wednesday night, this was 

probably due to the closing of 

the Queen’s Pub. 

True practitioners of the art 

of turntablism were few and far 

between, but unappreciative 

“heads” were blessed by the per¬ 

formance of four would- 

be turntablists. 

DJ Mythic was the first to 

perform with a nice intro and 

ambient sounds. Unfortunately, 

with the lack of cutting or 

scratching and the dragging 

tone of the set, his performance 

was disappointing compared to 

last week. 

Shinobi was the second up 

on the stage, and after a nice 

beat juggling intro using Natural 

Resource’s Bum Deal Remix he 

faltered with poor beatmixing 

and lack of stage presence. His 

vinyl changing was too slow and 

did not keep up with the quick 

cutting. He recovered halfway 

through his set with brilliant 

elbow scratching and the fastest 

cutting all evening while playing 

BEP’s “Fallin Up” at 45 rpm. 

He ended his set mixing House 

and Hip Hop and calling out to 

fake DJ’s who can’t scratch. 

Neil Brown returned with his 

record serving lackey who’s 

presence was unnecessary. The 

only other time a record server 

was used in a DJ competition 

was when a five year old boy 

competed in the 1996 DMC 

Eastern Semi-Finals and his 

father handed him the vinyl. For 

a review of Brown’s perfor¬ 

mance check last week’s Jour¬ 

nal. He used the same set and 

made the same mistakes, some¬ 

thing that he would be disquali¬ 

fied for in any other DJ contest. 

Ali then took control and 

after technical difficulties with 

the speakers, mixed in Martin 

Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a 

Dream” speech with House. 

While some beatmixing was off, 

he recovered halfway through 

his set with scratching that was 

precise and on point. He clev¬ 

erly used a Peter Pan record by 

backcueing the record without 

cutting out the distorted noise 

over Xzibit’s “What U See is 

What U Get” instrumental. The 

creative mixing of Lauryn Hill’s 

“Lost Ones” over a breakbeat 

was another highlight during his 

performance. 

Ali received first place and 

$500 prize for his set. Neil 

Unappreciative 
“heads” were blessed 
by the performance of 

four would-be 
turntablists. 

Brown received second place for 

his rehashed performance. The 

results of the competition 

brought to light one of the many 

flaws that this contest suffered 

from. The judges should have 

all been turntablists and should 

not have been associated in any 

way with Alfie’s or the DJs com¬ 

peting. As well, the 30 minute 

DJ sets were far too long for any 

competition. If the sets would 

have been 5 minutes long each 

with the two finalists battling 

for the title back and forth in 

one minute increments, the 

excitement would have been 

heightened. It seems as if Alfie’s 

succeeded in using the DJ com¬ 

petition as cheap entertainment 

for Wednesday nights. The bar 

proved that they lack the knowl¬ 

edge and respect to host a first 

rate DJ competition. Hopefully, 

Alfie’s can correct their flaws 

with the introduction of Hip- 

Hop spinning on Fridays. 

Laughing at death 
Funerals n’ Things intrigues audiences 

sectors I' 
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Curious to find out what the 

“things” would turn out to be, I 

was pleasantly surprised to meet 

Griefy The Clown in the lobby, 

who satisfied our pre-show 

needs with balloon animals and 

humour. Griefy’s existence is to, 

“make the trip to the Funeral 

home a little less miserable.” 

From the start, the audience is 

made aware that we do not 

know what to expect. 

Beginning with Griefy The 

Clown, the participatory role of 

the audience continues as the 

they become guests at the 

funeral. Asked whether we 

knew the deceased well, the 

audience then moved into the 

crazy world of the funeral direc¬ 

tor, a ring master of death so to 

speak, played by Dave Ritchie. 

He was a friendly sequined 

Beatlegeuse who lead the audi¬ 

ence through a story of revenge 

and love; ironically however, he 

makes a living out of death. 

The play starts in the present 

and runs the audience through 

different flashbacks, so the audi¬ 

ence sees the extremes people 

are prepared to go through, in 

order to retrieve their rightful 

love. 

The actors’ convincing char¬ 

acterization creates a powerful 

dynamic within the trio, allow¬ 

ing the relationships to work 

well. Ritchie’s lines are both 

well written and delivered — 

which produce laughter from 

the audience throughout the 

production. The acting, which 

is slick on all accounts, is 

another strong point of the 

production. 

Fulton incorporates slide 

projection to accompany the 

actors’ thoughts, which pro¬ 

duces a lot of the humour. He 

also utilizes other imaginative 

staging techniques, which I will 

leave for you to discover for 

yourselves. The staging will 

hold your attention when, on 

the rare occasion, the script 

drags and digresses from the 

main storyline. 

Funerals n’ Things provides a 

welcome break from the hell 

students’ call study. Stay alert 

however, to appreciate the 

intrigue, random humour and 

fine acting. Funerals n’ Things is 

definitely, “more than just 

funerals.” 

Rotate this! 

The Jon Spencer Blues 
Explosion 
Acme 

Capitol Records 

By Andy Poole 

1 don’t know if it’s just me, 

but the word Acme automati¬ 

cally conjures up an image of 

the Looney Tunes’ cartoon 

Coyote sending away for some 

gadgetry to help him catch the 

Roadrunner. 

Jon Spencer Blues Explosion 

does little to knock this image 

out of my head. Flashy art¬ 

work, slick packaging and a 

sexy name certainly make one 

think that this band has some¬ 

thing interesting to say. Too 

bad the music falls flat on its 

ass. 

The first track “Calvin” 

announces “this is blues 

power... Let’s have a party” 

and proceeds into a slick studio 

effect of overdubbed funk riffs 

that never gets off the ground. 

“Magical Colours” the next 

track, cries out “come on baby, 

I got to git into your bizness” 

and keeps crying out to be res¬ 

cued from the mediocre musi¬ 

cianship and inane lyrics. The 

rest of tiie CD is no better. 

This CD can best be 

summed up by a selection of its 

song titles. “I wanna make it 

alright” (apparently, so does 

their record company judging 

by the amount of money spent 

so far pushing this recording), 

“Torture” (to Listen to) and 

“Attack” (on the senses and 

your intelligence). 

This recording is the 

“Flavour of die month” from 

the corporate music world and 

just leaves a bad taste in my 

mouth. 

I recommend that you buy 

Miles Davis’s Kind of Blue if 

you want a real blues explosion 

because The Jon Spencer Blues 

Explosion fizzles. 

Continued on page 2S. 
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Centre Stage Music Presents: 
Phone 547-2469 for more information 

TOflV VEfcDEROSfl 
SOUNDS OF THE 21 ST CENTURY 

Center Stage Music, in conjunction with the Yamaha 
Pro Drum Network, is presenting a drum clinic on 

November 12 at 7:30 pm at MacArthur College (at the 
corner of Sir John A. Macdonald and Union) featuring 

New York multi-instrumentalist Tony Verderosa 
Admission is free but donations to benefit Big Brothers 

will be accepted a the door. 
Phone 547-2469 for more information. 

Corner of Sir John A. MacDonald Blvd and Union 

Thursday Nov. 12th 7:30 PM 

Admission Free 
EVANS’ YAMAHA’ 
mmaamnnEE Pro: 

A&E J 
tK k?Y~ie^T \ 

Keeping their spirit Up: R.E.M. has released, Vp, their 

first album since drummer Bill Berry retired last fall after a 

near fatal brain aneurism. The band will nor publicize [heir 

new album, except for benefit performances and TV appear. 

ances. Guitarist Peter Buck says the album is strong, but 

whether it will get much publicity is questionable. 

No longer a building mystery: A judge on Tuesday ruled 

in favour of Sarah MeLachlan in an early round of a lawsuit 

filed by former band mate Darryl Neudorf. He claims he co¬ 

wrote four songs on die 1988 Touch album. Members ol 

Sarah’s former band October Game were not allowed to tes¬ 

tify against her. 

Chillin’ in a new neighbourhood: Bob Trow, a regular 

performer for 30 years on Mister Roger's Neighbourhood 

died Monday at age 72 of a heart attack. Trow portrayed 

Robert Troll, Bob Dog and himself. He taped his final appear¬ 

ances last week, which will air in February. 

Proud to be the original shirtless pooper? A man 

claiming to be the model for Seinfeld’s George Costanza has 

filed a $100 million lawsuit claiming Jerry Seinfeld stole his 

identity. Michael Costanza went to college with Seinfeld and 

is accusing him and the production of slander and libel. Both 

Costanzas are short, fat and have adventures in bathrooms and 

: parking spots. 

Technicolour Dream or Nightmare?: Donny and Marie 

Osmond are the hosts of a new syndicated talk show. The 

j show aims to appeal to the whole family. Jerry Springer was a 

recent guest who accompianed the siblings in a little sing 

along. (How cute.) 

//.tijlWMIflifl ESlQ UEENSU.CA/ALFI ES 
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Asiandubfoundation 

Jlap's Revenge 

London Records 

By Alex Kronby 

What do you get when you 

mix Beasties with Marley, add 

some new soft beats and then 

stir in some Asian/East Indian 

background accompaniment? 

Asiandubfoundation. Once you 

are actually able to pronounce 

the band’s name you are intro¬ 

duced to the music — and how 

funky it is. 

Eventually I gave up. I 
later surrendered 

myself to the “rhythm 
and rhyme;” foregoing 

the importance of 
audible lyrics for the 
mix of instrumental 

funk. 

Asian and East Indian back bea 

is constant throughout Raft 

Revenge. The speed and style i 

the album is characterized l 

the first track “Naxalite.” 

begins, as many of the tracks d< 

with a catchy interlude which 

repeated throughout the song. 

The next track “Buzzin” lacl 

some of the ‘catchiness’ of tl 

tst track, yet it too, possesst 

some of the hypnotic and funl< 

beats of its predecessor. 

The album’s lyrics leav 

something to the imaginatio 

°ugh. At times I had no ide 

at the hell the band was sa’ 

"g- They articulate (and I us 

T W°rd loosely) in “Buzzin 

"|lhey “can’t live [their] lil 

tl ,no rhythm or rhyme. 

hJ god rhe album includt 

Wo Id Tr‘tten lyrics, or else w 

band fekaVe "° idra h°W ,h 

th-u !*aS somet:'mes been state 
1 ls cool not to understan is c 

Tries that 
artists so cleverly r 

EulCTROLYSIS 
permn,8d hair remm'ed 

E*SJnen“v and safe|y 
Rec0m'enc?d eleotrolysists 

Amended by Physicians 

Harrison 
K. SALON 
e,ls,°n Sines 1959 

pe Consultation 
--CaH 542-5595 

painstakingly construct and 

rather just ‘groove’ with the 

“rhythm and rhyme” of the 

tunes. It would be nice however, 

to understand sometimes what 

the hell they are singing about 

— if anything relevant or 

thought provoking at all. 

In the case of Rafi's Revenge 

it is only a small shame that the 

words are lost in the dominant 

music beats and sounds of 

incoherency. 

Eventually I gave up. I later 

surrendered myself to the 

“rhythm and rhyme;” foregoing 

the importance of audible lyrics 

for the mix of instrumental 

funk, wherein I became a “Hyp¬ 

ocrite,” (track five) of my own 

argument. 

Like most CDs, this one can¬ 

not be played from start to fin¬ 

ish without skipping or at least 

fast-forwarding some of the 

songs. 

Regardless, Rafi's Revenge 

encompasses a variety of origi¬ 

nal tracks, all of which devote 

something to the ever-loved 

style of reggae/rap — with an 

unusual twist of culturally dif¬ 

ferent music. 

Despite its incoherent lyrics, 

perhaps Rafi’s Revenge is sug¬ 

gestive of the ability of mixed 

cultures to harmonize in the 

universal sound of music. 

John Lee Hooker 
The Best of Friends 

Virgin Records 

By Jim Whittington 

John Lee Hooker just keeps 

on pumping out these damn 

guest-heavy compilations. The 

Best of Friends marks the 

Hook’s fifth such album of his 

modern career and proves once 

again that there aren’t many 

musicians that will turn down 

the chance to play with the king 

of the boogie. 

As for the legendary 
Clapton, his input on 

“Boogie Chill’in” is far 
less than what is 
expected from 
“slowhand.” 

The CD is loaded with some 

big names — Bonnie Raitt, Van 

Morrison, Ben Harper and Eric 

Clapton. Surprisingly, there is 

actually a lot of musical chem¬ 

istry here, something that can’t 

be said for some of Hooker’s 

previous collaborative efforts. 

Most of the tracks are taken 

from compilation albums 

released during the past 11 

years, and individually these 

songs stand out as some of 

Hooker’s best work. 

Best of the best honours go to 

“I Cover the Waterfront” with 

Van Morrison, who, believe it or 

not, complements Hooker’s 

voice perfectly, and shows he’s a 

pretty good blues-man himself. 

Other highlights include “The 

Healer” with Santana, which is 

great for Santana fans, but isn’t 

recorded with the diehard 

Hooker fan in mind. As well, 

“Boom Boom” with Jimmie 

Vaughn has a lot more jump 

than the original. 

Among the best collaboration 

on the disc are two brand new 

tracks featuring Harper and Ry 

Cooder. Harper’s signature 

Weissenborn slide playing is per¬ 

fect for Hooker’s boogie classic 

“Burning Hell,” and Cooder 

helps put together one of the 

best songs on the album in “Big 

Legs Tight Skirt.” As for the leg¬ 

endary Clapton, his input on 

“Boogie Chill’in” is far less than 

what is expected from “slow- 

hand.” Either he is uncomfort¬ 

able with Hooker’s sound and 

style or he’s still hung over from 

his Pilgrim album. 

Overall, this is a really good 

album. Hooker picks out some 

real gems from his last few 

albums and gives some new life 

to some old classics. 

If you’re still into the old guy 

then you’ll really enjoy this 

album, but don’t shy away from 

it if you’re not. It’s worth own¬ 

ing just to hear some of his 

guests put a new twist on his old 

work. 

Various Artists 
Slam, the soundtrack 

Immortal/Epic Records 

By Eli Schuster 

I wasn’t entirely sure what to 

expect at first, but after listening 

to the soundtrack to the movie 

Slam a few times, I have to 

admit that it is one of the better 

rap collections to come down 

the pike in quite awhile. 

The rest of the songs 
on the CD aren’t bad 

(they ain’t great, 
either), and the 

occasional music-less, 
spoken-word poetry 
moments seem more 

like filler material than 
anything else. 

Yes, as a nerdy white guy 

from the suburbs who couldn’t 

rhyme his way out of a paper 

bag, I may not appear to be 

much of a rap expert, but hey... 

I know my way around the 

streets, and I think this CD is 

awesome. 

Okay, that was extremely 

cheesy. The truth is I don’t 

know that much about rap 

music, and the only “street” I’m 

familiar with is “Sesame Street.” 

Still, I stand by my earlier state¬ 

ment: the Slam soundtrack is a 

great collection of new rap 

tunes. 

The truth is I don’t 
know that much 

about rap music, and 
the only “street” I’m 

familiar with is 
“Sesame Street.” 

Big Pun’s “Sex, Money and 

Drugs” (ah yes, the three things 

you need in graduate school to 

stay sane) is pure mellow gold, 

yet my all-time favourite on the 

album would have to be “The 

Park,” by Coolio and OP Dirty 

Bastard (who’s also known as 

ODB, Ason, Dirt McGirt, 

Osirus, and Big Baby Jesus), 

which is a re-working of the 

Blackbyrd’s old school classic 

“Rock Creek Park.” It is, as the 

press release says, a true “party- 

starter.” 

The rest of the songs on the 

CD aren’t bad (they ain’t great, 

either), and rhe occasional 

music-less, spoken-word poetry 

moments seem more like filler 

material than anything else, but 

that’s the way most CDs are: 

you’re laughing if you can find 

one or rwo songs you enjoy, and 

I think I lucked out with this 

puppy. 

I hadn’t heard of the movie 

Slam before I brought this CD 

home, but 1 am a little intrigued; 

it won both the 1998 Grand 

Jury Prize at the Sundance Film 

Festival, and the Audience 

Award at Cannes. If it’s as good 

as the soundtrack, I’m there. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from $339 

St- John’s from $279 

Free Date Change 

Don't know your exam 
schedual? No need to 

worry! Book your 
student class flights 
and you’ll receive a 

coupon for a free date 
change. 

odyssey travel 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long HauVGroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
wmav odxsscv-tnivd.com 

All graduate students and 
law students can obtain a 
Who's Where at the AMS 

Infobankorthe UBS 
exchange for $2, the cost of 

producing the book. 

Please come to the AMS 
office if you believe this 

price is unfair. 
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WIN WITH QUINN! 

JIM QUINN rJRECTOR 
l WILL : 

1. Influence control over tuition. 

2. Work as an ombudsperson and 

address the concerns of Queen’s 

students to the Executive level. 

3. Work with the members of 

Queen’s who are creating Student 

Alumni Mentorship programs. 

Wont to get involved in helping Queen's University Residences develop 

Existere V for Orientation Week '99 

B 
Queen's University Residences seeks diversity in the production team and 
encourages applications from all interested first-year students including 

women, aboriginal peoples, students with disabilities, racial minorities and 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and Iransgendcrcd students. 

Applications may be picked up from the 24hr desks at: 
Victoria Hall, Gordon/Brockington House, 

Waldron Tower, Jean-Royce Hall 

And from: 
Residence Life Office, Victoria Hall 

Office of the Dean of Student Affairs, D217 Mac-Corry Hall 

International Centre, JDUC 

Human Rights Office, Old Medical Building 

For more info call: 545-6790 

Applications due in Res Life Office Friday, Nov. 20 

Imagine time 
Breslow directs Imaginary Invalid 

By Sarah Crosbie 

Everyone remembers their first love. 

For Maury Breslow, drama professor and 

the director of this fall’s drama major, 

one of his first was Moliere. 

Nearing the end of his professional 

teaching career, Breslow has chosen 

Moliere’s Imaginary Invalid as his last 

directing project at Queen’s. The signifi¬ 

cance of this fact does not go unnoticed 

while he talks about what he considers, 

“the best comedic play, by the best comic 

writer who ever lived.” 

Breslow first saw Imaginary Invalid at 

Cornell when he was graduating with his 

Bachelors degree. The play was the 

school’s spring drama major and was 

revived for convocation. He said, “I 

thought it was hysterically funny. I’ve 

never seen my parents in such a good 

mood. It is really a wonderful happy 

memory.” 

After his Bachelors degree, Breslow 

wrote his Masters Degree on Molidre 

and read all the work in its original 

French text. 

The Imaginary Invalid is a comedic 

play described by Breslow as, “a light, 

hearted look at the ‘too serious’ field of 

medical science through the eyes of jts 

early practitioners and patients.” 

The play explores the relationship 

between a hypochondriac Argan, his 

daughter Angdlique and a young doctor 

Thomas Diafoirus, to whom Argan has 

promised his daughter’s hand in mar¬ 

riage. Argan believes having a doctor in 

the family will be beneficial to his severe 

medical condition. Angelique has other 

plans however, in that she hopes to 

marry a man named Cleante. The plot is 

further enriched by Bdline, Angdlique’s 

scheming step-mother who wants her 

step-daughter to be sent to a convent in 

order to cut her out of Argan’s estate, 

and Toinette, the servant who does not 

let Byline’s manipulations go unnoticed. 

Breslow translated Imaginary Invalid 

this past summer, as he found existing 

versions, “old and convoluted.” He 

believes his translation, “sounds and 

flows better, yet it is completely accu¬ 

rate.” 

“I didn’t update it. I made it timeless. 

The characters are eternal,” he stated. 

The production of Moliere’s last com¬ 

edy will be performed at Theological 

Hall in the Rotunda theatre and features 

Perry Mucci, Paula Schultz, Erica Gar- 

rington, Karina Mackenzie, David 

Nugent, Dorian Foley, Gregg Wade, 

Lenny Epstein, Jen Lahey and Liam 

Karry, who Breslow said, “are a good 

bunch of people with lots of energy, 

[who have] caught the spirit of the 

show.” 

Although Breslow realizes, “[he’s] 

doing the last part of [his] career,” he 

said with gleaming eyes, “I can’t be tear¬ 

ful when doing this play.” 

The Imaginary Invalid's insight into 

the life of, “a deluded guy,” runs on 

November 12-15 and 18-21. Tickets are 

$10 for non-students and $8 for students 

and seniors. 
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Hurting to Saugh? 
MED TV promises a cure 

j-rgabAlliUJil i 1111III — 

By Tania Haas 

Wouldn't you like to see a future 

m necologist getting jiggy with it? Or a 

musical number written, produced and 

directed by the same people who would 

normally be checking you for infectious 

j|SWSLS> Well, wait no longer, the time 

has come for Meds Variety Night 1998 

- A1£D TV. 
Co-directors Rob Tanzola and Jeannie 

Choi have been working on the MED TV 

project for months, and the cast has been 

rehearsing since September. Almost 100 

per cent of the first and second-year 

medical classes are involved, along with 

contributions from life science, the Fac¬ 

ulty of Nursing and the School of Reha¬ 

bilitation Therapy. Tanzola said, “The 

nursing skit is not to be missed” and 

believes the entire show will be an 

“The nursing skit is not to 
be missed.” 

— Rob Tanzola, Co-director of 
MED TV 

Past themes have included Meds in 

Space and Academy Award-like spoofs, 

but this year’s theme is sure to hit your 

funny bone (if you get my drift). 

MED TV will be a kaleidoscope of 

familiar shows, stories and characters 

and the costumes are promised to be 

more lavish than bland hospital pants. 

Variety night, an annual event in its 

28th year, will attempt to raise thou¬ 

sands of dollars for local charities by 

making you laugh and cry. All proceeds 

come from ticket sales and local adver¬ 

tising. This year, the funds raised will be 

divided between 12 different charities, 

including Better Beginnings, Kingston 

AIDS Project and the Sexual Assault Cri¬ 

sis Centre. The variety show has become 

somewhat of an umbrella organization 

under the Health Sciences department. 

Past themes have included 
Aleds in Space and Academy 
Award-like spoofs, but this 
year’s theme is sure to hit 

your funny bone. 

Two years ago, $17,000 was raised 

and MED TV is determined to reach this 

total again. Tanzola couldn’t control his 

excitement over the show, “seeing my 

entire class and faculty work together on 

a common goal has been the best out¬ 

come out of my directing experience. 

Not to mention the great excuse it was to 

avoid my work.” 

Now the surgeon’s tools are in our 

hands. Purchase your tickets, for the 

November 12, 13 and 14 performances 

at Botterell Hall, MacCorry and the 

John Deutsch University Centre from 

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Ticket prices are 

$8 on Thursday, $9 on Friday and $10 

on Saturday. 

Organize your teams NOW!! 

BEWIC SPORTS DAYS 
§ 1999 

Teams MUST be Pre-Registered f 

Registration starts at 8 am ’ 
Nov. 17 - Room 226 PEC *, 

on a first come - first served basis ? 

You don't want to miss this 2-day 
co-ed marathon event... (Jan. 15-16,1999) ^ 

If you're not sure how it works... talk to your* 
Stick/Fac Rep ' 

Reg. Forms available at the Intramural Office* 

Registration limit -» 32 teams? 
$300°° per 28 (minimum) ■* member team * 

(14 males/14 females per team) * 

Come Play the Wild...the Wacky r 

Innertube Water Polo * 
Broomball ^ ’ 

^ Volleyball 5 * 
Rugby Basketball * 

Come check us out! 

Be seen! 
The UPS-Exchange 

Has all sorts of 
splffy fashions. 

(For girls & guys!) 

Student Lounge 
Upper Ceilidh, JDUC 

545-202.0 
ubs@rnnsjpteensuxa 

wwwMmsxfueensuxa/ AMS/UBS 
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It’s Franklin’s Fault 
Ska-jazz septet leaves Clark’s faithful satisfied 

f-RiDAY, November 

By Kate Hunter 

It would take more than a 

few broken bones to keep 

Franklin’s Fault from being in 

top form. 

The local band rocked a 

packed house at Clark Hall Pub 

Wednesday night, despite the 

fact that lead vocalist Chris 

Brunn is suffering from a bro¬ 

ken foot from a dancing acci¬ 

dent. This did not keep him 

from attacking every song with 

full enthusiasm. 

Franklin's Fault was sur- 

Teach English 
Overseas 

ESL Teacher Training Certificate Courses 
a Intensive 34-hour courses (weekends) 

■ Classroom management techniques 

■ Detailed lesson planning 

■ Skills development: grammar, pronunciation, 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 

■ Strategies for finding teaching jobs overseas 

■ Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters from 

around the world 

■ Formal certificate given upon course completion 

■ Cost: $345 (includes comprehensive teaching materials) 

Upcoming Courses: 

Nov. 14 - Nov. 22 Saturdays and Sundays 

Jan. 30 - Feb. 7 Saturdays and Sundays 

For More Information Call Oxford Seminars: 

(613) 544-9389 / 1-800-269-6719 

rounded by an “1 could not be 

having any more fun if I tried” 

attitude. Playing their funky 

originals and covering uncon¬ 

ventional, albeit catchy tunes, 

the band’s music had the major¬ 

ity of the audience on their feet. 

The seven-piece band, which 

includes vocals, bass, guitar, 

keyboard, trumpet and trom¬ 

bone produced an incredible 

sound without much effort. 

Every song was a rampage of 

fanaticism. The band seemed as 

if they were absolutely thrilled 

to be playing for you and they 

made sure they shared this feel¬ 

ing. 

Their mix of ska and 
jazz is so spastic and 
fun that just listening 
to them is impossible 

— you just 
gotta dance. 

Whether the band played an 

original such as “Big man on 

campus” or covered Milli 

Vanilli’s “Girl you know it’s 

true,” they sparkled with high 

performance. Their mix of ska 

and jazz was so spastic and fun 

that just listening to them was 

impossible — you just gotta 

dance. 

During the second song, the 

first dancers braved the fl0or 

and by the time “Housemate 

Lovin’” was performed, the 

dance floor was packed with 

people jiving and wailing. 

Among the other favourites 

the band covered “Walking on 

Sunshine” and “Ghostbusters." 

The covers were well executed 

and their rendition of “I will 

survive” beats Cake’s version. 

But it was their original songs 

that really emphasized the talent 

that was found on stage. It is 

truly amazing that seven people 

can cooperate so well to pro¬ 

duce music that is not only 

catchy, but also complex. 

So if you were not part of the 

maximum capacity crowd at 

Clark Hall Pub, you have yet to 

be sucked into the musical 

world of Franklin’s Fault. 

Wednesday night’s performance 

was an indication that Franklin’s 

Fault should not be missed 

because their enthusiasm can’t 

be contained much longer. 

Get Out There! 
Theatre: 
The Baby Grand Theatre 

Funerals and Things is playing 

tonight. The play begins at 8 

p.m. and tickets are $9 general 

and $7 for students. 

April in Paris is playing from 
November 13-15 and 18-22 at 
8 p.m. A presentation from The 
Seat of Your Pants Theatre Com¬ 
pany. Tickets are $12 for adults 
and $ 10 for students and seniors, 

Rotunda Theatre 

Playing from November 12-15 
and 18-21. the Queen’s Depart¬ 
ment of Drama Presents: The 
Imaginary Invalid by Moliere. The 
comedy is translated and directed 
by Maurice Breslow. 

Earl Street Theatre: 

Sunesis Productions Presents, 
Flower Power: The Psychedelic 

60s Revisited. The play begins at 
8 p.m. and tickets are $12 and Live Music: 
$10 for students. 

Centre Stage Music 

Variety Show: 
The Medical Variety Night pre¬ 
sents their variety, Meds TV on 
November 12. 13 and 14th at 
Grant Hall. Tickets are $10 on 
Thursday, $9 on Friday and $8 fri- 
day and $ 10 on Saturday. 

Art Galleries: 

Union Day Gallery 

Park Ne is currently showing at 
the Union Day Gallery, located in 
Stauffer library. 

Modem Fuel Gallery 

The Kingston Artists' Association 
Inc. presents Lamentation by Rose 
Stewart, until Friday, December 

Centre Stage Music, in conjunc¬ 
tion with the Yamaha Pro Drum 
Network is presenting a drum 
clinic on November 12 at 7:30 
p.m. at MacArthur College fea¬ 
turing New York instrumentalist 
Tony Verderosa. Admission is free 
but donations are accepted to 
benefit Big Brothers. 

Edward Day Gallery 

Sunday night at 7:30 p.m. the 
gallery presents Quartet & Fry: 
An evening of Gershwin and Cole 
Porter favourites with singer 
Georgette Fry and the principal 
string players from the Kingston 
Symphony. Tickets are $15. 

50% off 
on any menu item over $6.00 

Buy one entree and receive the 
second entree of equal or lesser value 

at half price 

The Pilot House of Kingston 
A Friendly Neighbourhood Pub & Restaurant 

Fish & Chips • Homemade Pies 
Imported & Domestic Draught Beer 

265 King Street East at Johnson • 542-0222 

Expiry Date: Dec. 31, 1998 
Not Available for takeout 

relax & play 

study 
communicate 

compete 
eat 

pool tables 
foosball 
video games 
Qlink terminals 
comfy couches 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
hv Walter D. Feener 

N 

ACROSS 

1 Partly open 
5. Sun oneself 
9. Fundamental 

11. Official seal 
13. Join together 
14. Fashioned 
16. Nickname for 

Edward 
17. Corrosive 
19. Merriment 
20. Muscle 

attachment 
22. Sixth sense 
23. Drew a bead 

25. French cheese 
26. Sacrosanct 
29. Tropical fish 
31. From the lips 
32. Piece of paper 
34 Husbands 
35. Behind the 

times 
38. Geraint’s wife 
40. Lounging 

slipper 
41. Zero 
43. Dionysus’ 

foster father 
45. Blabbermouth 
47. Stipulation 

48. Post or 
Dickinson 

49. Feed the kitty 
50. Has in sight 

DOWN 

1. Be in contact 
2. Chrissy’s 

roommate 
3. Out of the way 
4. Destructive 

rodent 
5. Feathered flier 
6. Back in time 
7. Close-fitting 

Support your 

student newspaper 

Vote YES to 
The Journal, 

November 
I0& I I. 

8. Bowlers 
10. Antenna part 
11. Pigs 
12. Graduation 

requirement 
15. Wigwam 
18. Shows up 
21. Finger or toe 

part 
24. Live in a place 
25. Have a wash 
26. Hemispherical 

roofs 
27. Peaceful 

28. Ice cream flavor 
30. Overnight flight 
33. Living place 
36. “_Hall” 

(Allen movie) 
37. Championship 
39. Actor Martin 
40. Meditate 
42. Minstrel songs 
44. Threaded metal 

block 
46. Thirteenth 

letters 

Mediad Variety Night 1998 
Novcrfifp 

Tiu. !2di S8 

Fii 13th $9 

% 14th $10 

Tickets on sale 

Uotlcrrl), Mai'Cony. JDI 1C 

SaiM, 9-13 

KGII 

Nov. 11-13 

It:30am - 1:30 pm Grant Hall 

proceeds ge te ebeoritg 

The Queen’s Committee for Fair 

Representation 
is raising money to help pay the legal costs of the 

students testifying at the APEC inquiry. 

HELP!!! 
I’ve been pepper-sprayed and I 

can't afford legal 
representation! 

/ 

If you would like to contribute your time or money (even a 

loonie will make a difference) please stop by the AMS front 

desk or email us at QCFR@hotmail.com 

OR stop by any branch of TD bank and deposit 
what you can afford in the 

APEC PROTESTERS LEGAL FUND 

THE JOURNAL 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery. 

In house Graphic Design. 

More than 300,000 

Promotional Products to choose from! 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
. SPORTSWEAR. . 
/ Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US! j 

Make '98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

Quality merchandise at very competitive prices. 

Come and visit our showroom 
We are licensed for the Queen's logo. 

530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 
Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 

www.multldeas.com 
multi@adan.kingston.net 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
otter classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony", 93 Pnncess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 

www.queensu.ca/sndc 

BURGER 
KING 

Whopper* Junior 

544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/ 
blueroof or call Kim Ondaatje at 374- 
2147. 

A HUMOROUS MUSICAL look at the 
60 s: FLOWER POWER written and 
directed by Jesse Stewart. Earl Street 
Theatre (KCVI) between Alfred and 
Frontenac, 8 p.m. October 29,30,31, 
November 4,5,6,7. $12, students $10 
or pay what you can. 

STAY WARM - Have your house 
winterized by two devoted OPIRG 
volunteers. Only $20.00. Call the 
Earth Centre at 549-0066 for details. 

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL CHRIST¬ 
MAS GIFTS! Turn photos into per¬ 
sonalized art! Portraits of loved ones, 
landscapes, of special places, pets, 
abstracts. Will paint anything you 
want for commission. Calf547-3261. 

ARTSCI 99 FORMAL Theme ideas 
now being accepted at the Core until 
November 13th. What do you want 
your formal to be? Give it a name 
and a brief description. Voting is 
November 19th. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS cook¬ 
ing classes on November 9th and 
16th, 5:30 - 7 p.m. at the International 
Centre. Each class will feature 
QUICK meals and snacks for the 
exam time crunch. FREEH! Call 545- 
6712 to sign up. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The 
most important peripherals you'll 
ever own. Ask in the campus Book¬ 
store. Fast and Easy: In A Weekend; 
Admin Guides and more... 

GET YOUR NAME ON ULTRAVIO¬ 
LET’S CD! Ultraviolet Magazine is 
accepting music demo tapes until 
November 20th at the Union Gallery. 
We will be selecting four (4) 
bands/musicians and one (1) spoken 
word poet to be recorded on a CD 
which will be distributed with next 
terms issue. More info? Contact 
uvmagazine@hotmail.com 

COME TO ULTRAVIOLET MAGA¬ 
ZINE LAUNCH come hear writers 
read their published pieces and musi¬ 
cians perform at UVmagazine launch 
on November 14th at 7:00 p.m. at 
Alfie’s. Also pick up your copy of the 
latest issue! More info? Contact 
uvmagazine@hotmail.com 

AUDITIONS: for the Love of Oz - A 
new dance musical with a burnt-out, 
middle-aged Dorothy. Opens begin¬ 
ning of February. Auditions Saturday, 
November 14tn, 1 - 4 p.m., 512 
Frontenac St, Info: 546-0432. 

A-1 LAUNDROMAT 556 
Princess/Alfred 548-8522. Coin laun¬ 
dry Wash and fold $4 per load, dry 
cleaning, alterations, hem pants 
$4.00. Photocopy 5 cents per copy. 
Parking at the rear. 

DO YOU NEED A TUTOR? Only $7 
per hour. Request a tutor from 
MindFind at the Core. (183 
University). For more information 
phone 545-6278 ext. 0 or email 
4kmc6 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

AMPLIFIER FOR SALE: Peavey 
60KB keyboard amp; great for 
acoustic instruments. 2 channels, 
master equalizer and master reverb. 2 
years old. $225.00. Call Alan at 546- 
5125 or email 3akc3. 

FOR SALE: Futon $90.00, desk - 2 
drawers oak veneer $90.00. Two bicy¬ 
cles -10 and 15 speed. Two comput¬ 
ers - 386 and 486 with VGA colour 
monitors. Call 544-6377. 

WANTED 
ARTSCI 99 FORMAL We're puiunu iwAMTcn. d„.» .i, < . . , 
together a committee, be a part of WANTED. Bass player for onamal 
your formal and sign up for it at the f®nnd' songs-wntten, shows bocwed. 
Core today! 9 K Influence s Inc. Ron Sexsmith, Elvis 

Costello, Son Volt etc... Vocals an 
asset. Keyboard also sought. Contact 
8ih@qlink.queensu.ca or phone 548- 
3282. 

■MSIdlA'.'mH.M 
CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS - 
Creative customer service oriented 
individuals, locations - Downtown 
Toronto, Mississauga. Managers to 
$8.25 per hour plus bonuses. 
Wrappers to $7.15 per hour. Full/part¬ 
time, December 1 - 24. Call 416 588- 
7619. 

IS YOU MORALE WAY UP? Do you 
dress your dolls in tricolour and 
secretly make your Gl Joe's do the Oil 
Thigh? ASUS is looking for 30 spirit¬ 
ed, motivated and responsible 
ArtSci's to become 1999 Orientation 
Coordinators. Interested? Apply at 
the ASUS Core, 183 University Ave. 
Forms are due November 16th. 

WANT TO GET INVOLVED? QCare 
is looking for enthusiastic volunteers 
for the Kingston Santa Claus Parade 
(November 15th and for Hospice 
Kingston's Red Nose Campaign 
(November 12,13 &14). Contact the 
MAC at 545-6000 ext. 5178. 

INTERESTED in taking part in EXIS- 
TERE V? Applications are now avail¬ 
able to ALL FIRST YEAR students at 
residence 24 hour desks, the 
International Centre, the Office of the 
Dean of Student Affairs and the 
Human Rights Office. Applications 
are due by November 20th in the 
Residence Life Office, Victoria Hall. 
More information call 545-6790. 

FEMALE MODEL TYPES (20 - 30 
years) to help me promote my busi¬ 
ness in the Kingston area. 3 part time 
positions. Call 542-3846 - #3 for inter¬ 
view. 

TUTORS NEEDED FOR MINDFIND 
ASUS tutoring service. Earn extra 
cash, $9 per hour, sign up at the Core 
(183 University). For more informa¬ 
tion phone 545-6278 ext 0 or email 
4kmc6 

IMMEDIATE POSITIONS AVAIL¬ 
ABLE ASSISTANT INSPECTOR: 
Work as part of a team in Kingston 

Friday, November 6, | 

performing testing on Electric Utifc 
wooden Doles. Flexible hours, B J 
time or full-time temporary boll?, 
available. Work involves theofc 
lion of field data using a haSS 
computer and electronic field text? 
instrument. Must enjoy working „lrl8 
doors. Car optional, $8.00 per hZ 
Fax CV to: Pole + Management ' 
Attn: Edward Ezer, Fax' 514 iff 
2066, Tel: 514 816-1947 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with 
Nany Ambient/International/Trin Hin 
CDs. Lost between Clark and down 
town after One Step Beyond 
September 23rd. Reward offered! 
Leave a message at 531 -9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case 
with German notes and text (Goethe's 
Faust in translation). Vicinity Kinqston 
Hall? Reward offered. Call 5464172 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, "Contour’ 
Lost on campus Thursday September 
17th. Please call Daryn at 530-3419 
or email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Sonya Kazmi’s wallet in 
Mac-Corry near vending machines 
Email Josh at 7jjl@qlink.queensu.ca 
to claim 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park 
near baseball diamond on October 
16th. Call 531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore an 
envelope containing wedding pho- 
tos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service 
desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in 
JDUC. Call 531-3221 to identify (ask 
for Adrienne) or email 4acn1 

PERSONALS 

YES REALLY! VOTE KEALY! Make 
yourself heard. Vote MIKE KEALY for 
responsible Rector. An important 
position, make an informed choice. 

YES REALLY! VOTE KEALY! Mike 
Kealy (BSc, BAH, LAW ‘01) is running 
for Rector. Check out the web site at 
http://qlink.queensu.ca/ ~4cmk 

/MicroAge 
“YOUR NEXT-DOOR NOTEBOOK STORE” 

WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHOURIZED RESELLER 
AND WARRANTY DEPOT FOR ALL MODELS FROM 

COMPAQ. TOSHIBA IBM 

PRESARIO 
1235 

AMD 266 MHz 
4 GB HARD DRIVE 
32 MB MEMORY 
24X CD ROM 
12.1” HPA SCREEN 

56K MODEM 

SATELLITE 
4000CDS 

PII 233 MHz 
4 GB HARD DRIVE 
32 MB MEMORY 
20X CD ROM 
12.1” PASSIVE. SCRN. 

THINKPAD 
380Z 

PII 233 MHz 
4 GB HARD DRIVE 
32 MB MEMORY 
24X CD ROM 
12.1” ACTIVE SCRN. 

$ 2,699 $ 2,499 $ 3,799 
Call for pricing on other models! 

See Us For AH Your Note Book Accessories and Upgrades 

MicroAge Kingston 333 Princess Street Kingston Ont K7L 1B7 

546-3151 

Aft JC ARTS AND SCIENCE 
7 ORIENTATION 1999 

What's more fun than Disney World, 
and more rewarding than winning a 

Nobel Prize? Being a 

COORDINATOR 
fOOTOSH WEEK'Will 

yiam, took at txi l m O i iii] 
y——J W3RNiN6: B6IN0 a 

COORDiNaTOR M8Y 
induce seveRe 

exciteMeNT, causes 
ONeto Jump aND 

DaNce aBout, as seeN 
IN PiCTURe. 

Interested? Apply at the ASUS CORE, 
183 University Ave. 545-6278. 

Deadline November 16,4:00pm. 

PRESENTS A 

SEASONAL COLOOIIHO 
CONTEST 
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A 

CHRISTMAS 
STORY 

The figure rides into town like a 
fiery tumbleweed, his belly 
shaking like a nervous gun¬ 

slinger's apprentice. On this dark, 
cold Texan night, beasts huddle 
together for warmth, lovers hold 
each other tight underneath their 
blankets. The only thing awake is the 
town drunk, singing ‘‘Oh, Susannah” 
in a gruff, slurred tone as he stum¬ 
bles along main street. 

The next day in the saloon he would 
tell anyone who'd listen of the night¬ 
riding cowboy who slung an enor¬ 
mous pack over his shoulder; who 
dressed in red and white wool; who 
wore black boots without spurs; 
whose steed had a nose that glowed 
like burning coal. And not a soul 
would believe him. Yet Billy couldn't 
explain the brightly coloured box he 
found by his woodstove that morn¬ 
ing — a box which held the brand- 
new cattleprod he'd been wishing 
for all year. Nor could Madame 
Delaney, owner of the town brothel, 
finger the identity of the person who 
gave her the gorgeous crimson silk 
scarf she was now showing off. She 
vaguely remembers the night before, 
a voice calling out in the darkness; 

Merry Christmas y’all, and y'all have 
a good night. 

Kneeeeeeeeeee-hawh!!" 

Ken Butland is very sick, and went home to 

bed- ,ike we told him. 

PRIZES 
WILL BE DIVVIED OUT 
TO THE TOP THREE 

ENTRANTS. 
three honourable 

mentions will be 
printed but will 

RECEIVE jack, the 
Prizes themselves 

WILL BE ANNOUNCED 

NEXT ISSUE. 

I IIL/VYL/1 rnCNC IA DDL! OOLW I C7. 
MOSEY ON OVER TA “YER CRAFT BOXES AN GIT SOME CRAYONS, 'CAUSE THIS HERE'S A GOOD OL’ FASHIONED COLOURIN' 
CONTEST. BUT WE GOT RULES ROUND HERE — YA STINTIN’ VARMINTS. BREAK 'EM. AND I COME OVER TA 'YER HOUSE OR 

RES-AY-DANCE AND FILL YA FULL O' BUCKSHOT. HEAR? 

RULE #1: USE ONLY WAX CRAYONS. WE DONT WANT ANY FANCY WATER COLOUR-USING FINE ART STUDENTS RUINING IT FOR 
EVERYONE ELSE. THIS MEANS NO SMELLY MARKERS, NO PENCIL CRAYONS, AND NO AIRBRUSHING. WAX ONLY. 

RULE #2: TRY AND STAY INSIDE THE LINES.. 

DROR OFF YOUR ENTRY IN AN ENVELOPE WITH ANY IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOU WRITTEN ON IT AT: 

272 EARL ST. (THATS THE JOURNAL HOUSE) 

Y 

f 

Y 

i 
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Through the Challenge Campaign 

and Project Millennium, Queen's 

students have donated almost 

$3.5 million to support: 

• INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

CENTRE 

ENDOWED CD ROM LIBRARY 

CFRC 

BAN RIGH CENTRE 

BED FUND 

CAMERA FOR FILM STUDIES 

BURSARIES 

SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION 

CENTRE 

NURSING SKILLS LAB 

LAW COMPUTER LABS 

STUDENT ART GALLERY 

AMS FOODBANK 

JDUC IMPROVEMENTS 

TELEPHONE AID LINE KINGSTON 

NATIVE SCHOLARSHIPS 

WRITING CENTRE 

LAW BUILDING FUND 

Remarkable 

Things 

Grow 

From Your 

Generosity 

Thank You 

ENGINEERING LAB 

PHYS ED CENTRE RENOVATIONS 

QLINK CENTRE IN JDUC 

POOL LIFT 

BRACKEN LIBRARY ENDOWMENT 

OSOTF BURSARIES 

MILLER HALL ROOM RENOVATION 

GREY HOUSE RAMP 

^.ODYSSEY 

#travel_ 

,«-K8S£SSS^ 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
Congraiulations 
To Sieve and Konrad 

THE PEN - EMI ZZ~i, 
Housemates of the 

Week 

Paul 
Martin 
speaks 

By Shawn Brimley 

Last Friday, Minister of Finance Paul 

Martin spoke to a crowd of approxi¬ 

mately 500 people in the John Deutsch 

University Centre on his experiences in 

government, and the problems Canadi¬ 

ans will face in the next century. 

Martin’s speech focused on the role 

of the state, problems of government 

and the pressure to spend now that the 

budget is balanced and the deficit is 

declining. 

“The government is making the deci¬ 

sions it must, for the betterment of our 

country,” Martin said. “Its goal is to be 

dictated to by Main Street, not by Wall 

Street.” 

“What we have done as a country 

over the past four years is virtually 

unparalleled,” Martin said. “We should 

stop congratulating ourselves for a vic¬ 

tory won, and we must begin to ask our¬ 

selves, ‘Where do we go from here?’ ” 

The globalization of economies and 

the increasing competition between 

states are the primary reasons why the 

deficit has to be eliminated, Martin 

asserted. 

“There is no change as fundamental 

as the marriage of globalization with 

instant communication,” Martin said. 

“The effect of that on the state is the 

deepest issue which affects our govern¬ 

ment and our country.” 

“Globalization effectively means 

increasing inequalities in our society,” 

Martin said. “The increasing disparity 

between the rich and the poor is essen¬ 

tially due to a global society in which the 

winners take all.” 

When I first became Finance Minis¬ 

ter, I spent five per cent of my time on 

°teign affairs,” Martin said. “Now I 

spend 30 to 40 per cent of my time on 

Please see ‘Not’ on page 3 

Finance Minister Paul Martin fields questions from the media and protesters after addressing Queen’s students Friday. 
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IBM gives Queen’s $1 million grant 
By Fiona Stevenson 

A high performance computing 

facility will soon be established at 

Queen’s University, courtesy of a SI mil¬ 

lion grant from IBM. 

The announcement was made by Paul 

Horn, senior vice-president and director 

at IBM Research at Queen’s on Monday. 

The proposed facility is a joint 

venture of the High Performance Com¬ 

puting Virtual Laboratory consortium 

which includes Queen’s, the University 

of Ottawa, Carleton University and 

Royal Military College. 

“The hardware for the computers will 

be made available to all four universi¬ 

ties,” explained Andrew Pollard, 

Queen’s professor of Mechanical Engi¬ 

neering and co-ordinator of the HPCVL 

consortium. The hardware is expected to 

arrive at Queen’s by December, he 

added. 

HPCVL is a regional member of 

C3.ca, a national association dedicated 

to improving Canada’s high perfor¬ 

mance computing network. “C3 is an 

association that will enable the sharing of 

high-performance computing resources 

across Canada,” explained Pollard. 

“Canada has precious few research 

high-performance computers for 

research in universities,” he added. 

“Programs like the HPCVL will help 

unlock the full potential of high-perfor¬ 

mance computing,” Horn said in a press 

release. “This new era of deep comput¬ 

ing will help extract valuable informa¬ 

tion and relationships from 

unprecedented volumes of data, affect¬ 

ing everything from the design of life¬ 

saving drugs to optimizing complex 

business operations.” 

The computing facility “will be used 

to study grand challenge problems,” said 

Pollard. High-performance computing is 

critical to more than 100 projects at the 

four universities in areas including drug 

design, radiology, astrophysics, informa¬ 

tion technology and policy studies. 

“Clearly, the hope is that the research 

that will [occur at the facility] will 

actively engage students at the graduate 

level and eventually at the undergraduate 

level,” Pollard said. 

“We are extremely pleased,” said Prin¬ 

cipal Bill Leggett in a press release. 

“Clearly Queen’s and our university 

partners are conducting research of the 

highest calibre, and this award further 

validates the HPCVL consortium’s pro¬ 

posal to build a high-performance 

computing facility.” 

Students reject OUSA 
:J A d A :1 M »T1 J Mb 4 

By Stephanie Carvin 

The results of the Alma Mater 

Society referendum were tallied on 

Wednesday with the majority of 

questions passing the vote. 

Out of 11,613 eligible voters, 1,835 

bailors (15.8 per cent) were cast. The 

: referendum results are binding upon the 

AMS. 
A controversial issue of rhe referen¬ 

dum, the establishment of a mandatory 

fee for the Ontario Undergraduate Stu¬ 

dent Alliance of S1.95, did not pass the 

referendum. The fee, which would have 

re-aligned Queen’s as a member of 

OUSA, was supported by 45.5 per cent 

of students, with 50.5 per cent against 

and four per cent spoiled ballots. 

“This is rhe end of that, as they say,” 

said Tom Stanley, president of the AMS. 

who campaigned extensively for the 

alliance. “I guess Tm disappointed. I feel 

that OUSA would have made Queen's 

student's voice more effective. Some 

broad goals we will never be able to 

achieve in splintered groups,” he added. 

Stanley said the issue for this execu¬ 

tive is over and they will not bring 

OUSA up again in the spring referen¬ 

dum, “There will be a new executive by 

then so it will be rhe call of the new 

executive,” he said. 

The LNGERAMA club also lost its 

bid for the establishment of a S2.12 opt- 

outable fee, with 49.2 per cent in 

favour, 47.6 per cent against and 3.3 

Please see Walkhome on page 5 

Victory for 
Kealy 
By Renee Huang 

Mike Kealy was buzzing with energy 

when The Journal caught up with him 

Thursday, a day after being elected 

Queen’s University Rector. Of the 11 

per cent of students who voted, Kealy 

won approximately 69 per cent of the 

vote. 

“I was waiting here [at home] and 

watching 'Party of Five’,” said Kealy, of 

his activities on referendum night. “I 

was getting pretty anxious.” 

As soon as he received the news of his 

victory, Kealy said, “1 immediately 

called my parents and a few friends 

long distance.” 

Please see 69.4 on page 3 
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Dawn House brings 
community hope 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

Dawn House women’s shelter, one of 
the services added to the AMS opt-out 
fee list this year, offers temporary shelter 
for homeless women and children seek¬ 
ing permanent residence in Kingston. 
The 10-bed shelter is located close to 
Queen’s campus and has housed stu¬ 
dents in its beds before. 

“The face of homelessness cuts across 
the years,” said acting administrator 
Laurel Claus-Johnson. She describes the 
shelter as a “task force against homeless¬ 
ness and mental illness.” 

Claus-Johnson said she believes 
homelessness is a monumental problem 
in Canada. “It is a national shame,” she 
said. 

All the shelters in Toronto cannot 
accommodate the state of homeless in 
that city, she explained, adding that the 
same situation exists in Kingston. 

“Dawn House has a vision and a man¬ 
date, it has rules it has to follow. If we 
only have 10 beds it can’t take in 11 
women,” said Claus-Johnson. The shel¬ 
ters and churches in Kingston stay in 
contact with one another in an attempt 
to take up the slack, she explained. 

“The sad part is the ones who fall 

through the cracks are the ones wh0 
need the most help,” said Claus-J0hn. 
son, pointing in particular to women 

with mental illnesses, a group she is see- 
ing with more frequency at the shelter 

While a councillor is available to 
assist the women and their families at 
the shelter, Claus-Johnson points out 
there are some problems they are unable 
to solve because they are a part of the 
cycle of homelessness. 

This cycle often finds women re¬ 
establishing themselves within the com¬ 
munity only to end up returning to a 
shelter situation. “I wouldn’t even pre¬ 
sume to know the solution, I just recog¬ 
nize the problem,” said Claus-Johnson. 

Although Dawn House is helping 
some women, it is not a solution to the 
problem within our society, Claus-John¬ 
son said. 

“[Dawn House] is a band-aid and it’s 
doing what it’s supposed to do but the 
long term problem still exists,” she said. 

“Dawn House has experienced much 
of Kingston’s generosity... but in the 
long term there is still a cycle of women 
in poverty whose needs are not being 
met.” 

( Dl;k l C i I;:0|n s iia 

In a story on Jane Doe and her experiences in the last issue of The Journal, the 
court Doe addressed should have been identified as the Ontario Court of Justice. 
The article should have stated that the Toronto police were found ‘negligent’ and 
identified the relevant part of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms as Sec¬ 
tion 15. The Journal regrets the errors. 

Take Note, Because You Can't Afford To 
Miss This Calendar Sale! 

SIS?1 ‘ Ca,mpVs Bookstore! Why wait until alter the holidays when you can 
™ ^ calendars’ right now, at unbeatable prices? Beat the crowds, 

Beat the snow and find yourself some great savings. Only at the Campus Bookstore! 
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BY REBECCA STELTER 

For beer connoisseurs at 

Oueen-s, .1 unique new brand 
h,s Iusr been welcomed into the 
Ontario Brewers Retail and may 
soon appear at campus pubs. It’s 

l,.j Hempen Gold and it has 

been legal to sel1 in some 
provinces since March 

The beer is brewed using an 
extract from hemp seeds which 
is added to the hops found in 
any regular beer, explained 
David Posner, vice-president of 
Sales and Marketing, Imported 
Brands of Canada. 

Until recent regulations con¬ 
cerning the Controlled Abuse 
Act passed in 1996, Canada 
outlawed the commercial use of 
hemp due to its association with 
marijuana. However, it is now 

importers such as Hempen Gold 
are selling their products in 
Canadian markets. 

“It would take 100 
times more THC to 
produce the effect 

of marijuana.” 

— David Posner, vice- 
president, Imported 

Brands of Canada 

The relation of hemp to mar¬ 
ijuana poses questions as to the 
level of THC, the active illegal 
ingredient in cannabis, in the 
Hempen Gold beer. “There is 
the legal minimal amount [of 
THCJ in it, but this is only 0.3 
micrograms per litre. It would 
take 100 times more THC to 
produce the effect of 
marijuana,” said Posner. 

“Many people tested thought 

we forget: Queen’s students, staff and faculty 
remembered the fallen on November 11. Hundreds filled Grant 
Hall during the Remembrance Day ceremony. 
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they felt something different 
than what they would feel 
drinking a regular beer,” Posner 
continued, “but in the realities 
of the THC count, this is not 
possible.” He admitted that 
perhaps this phenomenon could 
be somewhat psychological. 

Other than the minute 
amount of THC present in 
Hempen Gold, there is also a 
difference in taste and texture. 
“It’s a cream ale, but it’s really 
light,” said Posner. “It’s a bit 
more heady than a regular beer; 
if you were to pour it into a 
glass and compare it to another 
brand of beer, you would notice 
that it is slightly more foamy.” 

According to Matt Lang, 
assistant manager at Alfie’s Pub, 
taste is the major determinant as 
to whether or not Queen’s stu¬ 
dents will find Hempen Gold at 
Alfie’s. “We would consider sell¬ 
ing it depending on how it 
tastes,” said Lang. “We try new 
beers all the time.” 

“Usually beer reps bring 
them in and we would usually 
taste the beer at some point in 

time. Then, depending on how 
well the beer is promoted, we 
might serve the beer,” Lang 
said. “We don’t want to put a 
beer on that’s not going to sell.” 

“We would consider 
selling it depending on 

how it tastes... We 
try new beers all 

the time.” 

— Matt Lang, Alfie’s 
assistant manager 

At the Queen’s Pub, “pro¬ 
vided that the university didn’t 
have any problems with it, the 
QP prides itself on fresh, new, 
rare beer tasting and would look 
into offering something like 
that,” said Mark Picketts, man¬ 
ager of the QP. “We’ve worked 
hard all year,” he continued, “to 
allow people to come in and try 
different beers that they might 
normally not try otherwise.” 

“The idea of hemp is that it is 
being used to flavour the beer,” 
Picketts said. “Although I can 

see why people object to it, I 
personally wouldn’t have a 
problem with it... It’s just a dif¬ 
ferent taste.” 

“I would try it because it’s 
beer,” said Matt Stronach, Phys- 
Ed ’02, “and beer is good.” 

Kathleen Wheelihan, Comm 
’01 said she would “probably 
not [try Hempen Gold] due to 
the negative connotation associ¬ 
ated with hemp. It doesn’t 
sound like it would taste very 
good,” she added. 

“I think it’s the evolution of 
beer,” said Geoff Sura, ArtSci 
’02. 

Hempen Gold has been 
accepted in Ontario, Manitoba, 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 
and Newfoundland. Imported 
Brands of Canada, which, 
according to Posner, “represents 
a couple of different companies, 
mostly alternative drinks, from 
overseas and from the United 
States,” is still waiting for accep¬ 
tance from the provinces of 
Quebec and British Columbia. 

69.4 per cent win for Kealy 
Continued from page I 

Jim Quinn, the other Rector 
candidate, also called to offer 
congratulations, and Kealy said 
he enjoyed getting to know 
Quinn over the course of the 
campaign. “He was a great guy 
to run against,” Kealy said. 

“[My dad] was pretty proud 
and reminded me what a serious 
commitment it was and not to 
neglect my school work,” Kealy 
said. 

Over the next few months, 
former Rector Ian Michael will 
work with Kealy and advise him 
on the intricacies of the job. 

“It’s an odd position,” said 

Kealy, reflecting on the role of 
the Rector. “No one really 
knows about it. The office is 
right in the JDUC and I didn’t 
really know about it until this 
year,” he admitted. 

As stated: ip his campaign, 
Kealy pledged to focus on acces¬ 
sibility of the Rector to stu¬ 
dents. He also hopes to prepare 
and maintain a Web site to post 
public information “so that peo¬ 
ple can see what’s going on at 
the highest level, and keep stu¬ 
dents aware.” Kealy will “keep 
in as close contact with the 
AMS and SGPS as possible... 
[and] make sure money is being 
spent responsibly.” 

Mike Kealy, Queen’s Rector 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

He especially wanted to 
thank friends and volunteers 
who helped with his campaign. 

Critics voice opinions to Finance Minister 
with everything that the federal 
government had to do to take 
care of the deficit, and said the 
government will try to ensure 
the provinces allocate funding 
in the way the federal govern¬ 
ment wants them to. 

Sister Pauline Lally of the 
Justice and Peace Office of the 
Sisters of Providence of St. Vin¬ 
cent de Paul denounced cut¬ 
backs and child poverty to 
Martin, while others held up 
signs to protest cuts to pro¬ 
grams. 

The Grannies and Lally were 
pleased that the minister spoke 
with them. “Its great that he 
talked to us,” said Higgins. “I 
didn’t believe everything he said 
but it was awfully nice.” 

“To be quite honest the 
points that they are making are 
quite valid, talking about child 
poverty,” Martin said. “Maybe 
if I wasn’t the Minister of 
Finance I’d be out there with 
them.” 

In Wallace Hall, where Mar¬ 
tin gave his talk, protesters 
posted and carried signs 
condemning poverty and cuts to 

social programs. One individual 
shouted as Martin began to 
speak. “Ask a question at the 
microphone when I am 
finished,” Martin said. 

When the protester resumed 
his heckling a few minutes later, 
Martin dismissed him as “some¬ 

one who doesn’t have the guts 
to ask a question at a micro¬ 
phone,” at which point many 
members of the audience 
cheered. 

“Instead of letting your 
mouth flap take a look at what 
happened [in Canadian politics 

this year],” Martin said, at 
which point the protesters qui¬ 
eted down significantly for the 
rest of the talk. 

‘Not going back into deficit’ 
Continued from page I 

international matters.” 
“No matter what a govern¬ 

ment does within irs borders to 
get itself into shape, it is impos¬ 
sible to succeed if substantial 
portions of the rest of the 
world are in chaos,” Martin 
commented. 

“We have got to understand 
that in the global world in 
which we live, that the greatest 
natural resources do not lie 
buried beneath the ground, but 
they lie in the skill and talents 
of those who walk upon it,” 
Martin said. 

“The role of the state must 

be to give people the tools they 
require to succeed,” he said. 

According to the Finance 
Minister, issues of education, 
poverty and disparity must be 
the “preoccupation of any gov¬ 
ernment.” 

Martin appeared frustrated 
when he spoke of the pressures 
on him to spend and specifi¬ 
cally. to give the Employment 
Insurance surplus back to 
workers. “We now live in a 
world where rwo thirds of the 
nations’ economies outside 
North America and Europe are 
in recession. This is not the 
time to take chances with the 
nation’s finances,” Martin 

argued. “We are going ro 
reduce El premiums, we are 
going to improve benefits as we 
can, but we are not going back 
into deficit. It’s simply too 
important to Canadians that we 
stop adding debt ou top of 
debt.” 

“If we as Canadians deal 
with our current problems, let 
me tell you something, there is 
nothing that will stop this 
country,” Martin said. “There is 
nothing that will prevent your 
generation from doing what in 
fact, my generation had the 
opportunity to do, and that is 
to take control of their own 
destiny." 
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Survivor tells story 

Herbert Goldstein 
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By Jonathan Tinney 

In commemoration of Holo¬ 

caust Awareness Week, Queen's 

Hillel Society presented speaker 

Herbert Goldstein on Monday 

evening in Stirling Hall. More 

than 100 spectators listened for 

more than an hour as Goldstein 

recounted his experiences as a 

Jew in Nazi Germany. 

Drawing on history and per¬ 

sonal memories, Goldstein lec¬ 

tured on the history of Jewish 

settlement in Germany and 

described events leading up to 

the war. 

Born in Poland, Goldstein 

spent his teen years growing up 

in Depression-era Essen, a city 

in the former Western Germany. 

“We were poor, but we didn’t 

really notice. We were as poor 

as everyone else — the unem¬ 

ployment in Essen in those days 

was somewhere around 50 per 

cent,” Goldstein said. 

Goldstein described the laws 

of the time that restricted the 

number of Jews in high-school, 

and the worldwide aversion to 

accepting Jewish persons fleeing 

Nazi oppression. 

“One month after Hitler 

took power in Germany, my 

father applied for Canadian and 

U.S. visas. We never heard a 

response from the Canadian 

embassy and the U.S. visa did 

not arrive until November of 

1941,” Goldstein said. Fortu¬ 

nately, his family was able to 

acquire British student visas and 

flee Germany shortly before the 

outbreak of the war, he 

recounted. 

The majority of Goldstein’s 

lecture dealt with the first major 

public uprising against the Jew¬ 

ish people in Germany. Kristall- 

nacht, or “the night of broken 

glass,” was an uprising in 

November of 1938, believed to 

have been orchestrated by the 

Nazi Party against German 

Jews, Goldstein explained. 

Goldstein remembers the 

night as one of fear. His father 

took his family to the Polish 

Consulate in Dusseldorf where 

they were refused admittance. 

The Goldsteins spent the night 

standing in the vestibule of the 

consulate, as there were too 

many people to sit. 

That night, in response to 

“Jewish aggression,” 75 per cent 

of German synagogues were 

burned, and Jewish businesses 

and homes were vandalised, 

Goldstein said. 

“Is there a moral for the 

world in what happened in 

Germany? Is there a moral 

there?” Goldstein asked. “If 

there is, I think that it’s that it 

was not the first law against [the 

Jewish people] that began this 

horror, it was the first silence.” 

Queen’s students responded 

positively to Goldstein’s lecture. 

“It was very worthwhile. It is 

not very often you hear about 

the fear and discrimination 

before the Holocaust,” said 

Vanessa Lauer, Arts ’02. 

“I found it a frank and fasci¬ 

nating look into what it is like 

dealing with hate,” said Jascha 

Jabes, Arts ’00. “I have been to 

many of these [lectures] and 

you’d think that hearing so 

much about what went on 

would dull its impact, but then 

it seems to be just the opposite.” 

Goldstein left the audience 

with a glimpse of the torment 

his memories gave him upon his 

return to Germany. “As I drove 

through the Black Forest, I had 

a terrible, terrible vision of see¬ 

ing the shadows of Jews escap¬ 

ing from the concentration 

camps,” he said. 
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Tough marks for 
grad entries 

FYI 
By Mandy Marriott 

In addition to having high 

admission standards, graduate 

programs at top Ontario 

schools receive a large number 

of applications each year. 

Dean of Graduate Studies at 

Queen’s Ron Anderson said 

there were roughly 3,500 

applications sent to his depart¬ 

ment this year. Out of that 

number “roughly one out of 

four students were accepted,” 

said Anderson. 

While each department has 

specific requirements, appli¬ 

cants must meet, the minimum 

requirement for all applicants 

into any program is a second 

class standing. Anderson said 

that although they will officially 

look at applicants with an aver¬ 

age of 65 and above, “what we 

are really looking for is students 

with an A average.” 

Anderson said the number of 

students accepted into each pro¬ 

gram varies although it helps a 

student if they are familiar with 

the department they are apply¬ 

ing to. “The personal touch 

makes a real difference,” he 

said. 

Graduate programs such as 

Law, Medicine and Business 

adhere to different criteria than 

other programs. 

Unlike most graduate pro¬ 

grams at Queen’s, the Master of 

Business Administration pro¬ 

gram requires at least two years 

of work experience. Catherine 

Parcell, MBA career manager, 

said that in addition to the work 

experience, applicants must also 

score at least a 580 out of 800 

on their GMAT with the aver¬ 

age acceptance score being 648. 

This year there were 300 

applicants to the MBA program 

and only 60 positions to be 

filled. 

Parcell said “the program is 

very team-oriented.” The MBA 

program is “looking for pe0p|e 

who don’t want to walk away 

from their science and engineer- 

ing backgrounds, but would like 

to apply what they have learned 

to business.” Just last week the 

program was ranked first f0r 

the second year in a row in 

Canadian Business magazine. 

The MBA program at the 

University of Western Ontario is 

similar to Queen’s in that stu¬ 

dents must have a minimum of 

two years work experience, 

although the average is five! 

Communications Manager 

Maureen Terry said that this 

year 924 individuals applied 

and 215 were accepted. The 

average score on the GMAT 

standardized test of the class 

was 645 out of 800, and the 

average GPA was 3.3. In addi¬ 

tion, the program requires the 

applicant to submit a transcript, 

a 500 word essay and a resumd. 

Queen’s Medicine also has a 

specific list of requirements for 

entrance into the program. 

Mrs. Barkley, senior secretary in 

the School of Medicine, said 

that in order to be considered, 

students must obtain “a mini¬ 

mum of 10 [out of 12] in the 

verbal reasoning section of the 

MCAT [standardized test] and a 

nine or higher [out of 12] in the 

sciences section of the exam.” 

This year students needed to 

have a minimum grade point 

average of 3.56 to be inter¬ 

viewed. Once students have 

made it to this point, their 

interview is worth 50 per cent 

and their personal form is 

worth 50 per cent. This year 

there were approximately 1,400 

applications and 75 positions 

were filled. 

Mira Backo, president of the 

Aesculapian Society, said that 

compared to other Ontario 

Medical school programs, 

Queen’s is unique because the 

“class size is small and there is a 

Please see GPA on page 5 
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BY STEPHANIE CARVIN 

The University Registrar has released 

,de detailing the Student and Appli- 

1,,,[ Record Policy, a new document that 

drills both access to and release of stu- 

Jcn't information. The policy is designed 

‘ ‘ a,mpliment the University's Access to 

Information and Protection of Privacy 

Guidelines. 
“The policy has been a work in 

progress for two years,” said Jo Brett, 

assistant to the university registrar. “It’s 

only just been finalized.” 

'This policy defines the rights and 

obligations of students and of the uni¬ 

versity and its officers and staff in mat¬ 

ters pertaining to student records and 

applications,” said University Registrar 

|o-Anne Bechthold in a press release. 

“The bottom line is the protection of stu¬ 

dents’ privacy.” 

The Student and Applicant Record 

Policy does not change the existing uni¬ 

versity privacy policy. “It’s not a new 

policy overriding the University Guide¬ 

lines." said Brett. “What it does is clarify 

the university policy that has to do with 

rhe access to, release of, and the reten¬ 

tion of student information.” 

By applying for admission to Queen’s 

and by registering in courses at the uni¬ 

versity, students accept the university’s 

right to collect personal information. 

Student governments are allowed limited 

access to this student data. 

The policy provides guidelines about 

the security of information over rhe 

Internet and e-mail, the type of informa¬ 

tion the university should collect, the cir¬ 

cumstances for release of personal 

information, and requests for additional 

protection of information. 

The act was published as a supple¬ 

ment in the most recent edition of the 

Queen’s Gazette and is available on the 

Internet at: http://www.queensu.ca/ 

registrar/policies/oursarp.html. Any 

Walkhome 
Continued from page I 

per cent spoiled. 

Ryan Graham, Sci ’00, placed the 

ENGERAMA question on the ballot. 

“[ENGERAMA’s] main objective is to 

have a club or team where the focus of 

the club is practical design work,” he 

explained. 

Graham was not disappointed by the 

results of the referendum. “Actually I’m 

pretty happy... Ir’s good for a team that 

didn’t exist yet. I am confident that we 

can be quire successful by rhe spring ref¬ 

erendum,” he said. 

Both Walkhome fees passed. The 

mandatory summer Walkhome fee of 

$2.00 was passed with 90.0 per cent 

support and rhe $1.00 increase in the 

mandatory fall/winrer fee was approved 

with 71.7 per eent of rhe vote. 

“We were very pleased,” said Mark 

Fam, Walkhome’s assistant manager. 

“We’re glad to see that students really 

do care about [Walkhome].” Fam said 

increasing the fee would allow 

Walkhome to “run at an optimal level” 

and “increase availability.... We want to 

make it as accessible as possible.” 

The Queen’s Journal mandatory fee 

of $2.50 was also passed with 77.2 per 

cent of students approving its continua¬ 

tion. “I’m really happy that Queen’s 

student or faculty member with ques¬ 

tions about the Student and Applicant 

Record Policy are urged to contact the 

office of the Registrar via e-mail at 

oursarp@post.queensu.ca. 

fees pass 
students are continuing to support 

campus media,” said Tara Mansbridge, 

co-editor-in-chief of The Journal. “It 

shows they value free speech at 

Queen’s,” she said. 

Other fees char passed the referen¬ 

dum include rhe Queen’s Bands manda¬ 

tory fee of $3.00, and the Sexual Assault 

Crisis Centre’s $1.00 fee. Established 

opt-out fees include a $0,95 fee for the 

Queen's Debating Union and $0.75 to 

support HIV and AIDS Regional 

Services. 

The referendum also included a 

plebiscite, which is a survey of interests, 

and is not binding upon the AMS. The 

plebiscite on the ballot asked students 

about the AMS health plan. Of the vot¬ 

ers, 45.8 per cent said they opted out of 

the plan while 52.7 per cent remained 

in the plan. There was 60.3 per cent 

support for research into dental cover¬ 

age and 63.0 per cent support for 

research into the addition of a vision 

care coverage element to the plan. 

The second section of rhe plebiscite 

asked students to rank their priorities 

for capital allocation. Student 

awards/bursaries came out as the top 

priority, followed by Faculty/School 

projects, libraries, creating a multi¬ 

purpose facility for students and the 

Internationa) Study Centre. 

important 
Continued from page 4 

high professor to student ratio. The 

class size is intimate and allows you to 

get questions and concerns addressed.” 

The University of Toronto’s medical 

program is similar to Queen’s in that it 

considers both academic and personal 

information. Bill Gregg, admissions and 

awards officer, said students need to 

submit three letters of reference, an 

autobiographical sketch and an essay. 

Although the department will consider 

students with a 3.6 GPA, a 3.8 is consid¬ 

ered more competitive. In their MCAT 

scores, students need to score an eight in 

both the verbal reasoning section and in 

the sciences section. This year 1639 stu¬ 

dents applied and 177 were accepted. 

Unlike Queen’s and Toronto, the 

medical school at Western is more con¬ 

cerned with academics than personal 

information when considering appli¬ 

cants for the program. This year 1624 

students applied and 96 were accepted. 

Admissions Officer Barbara Radford 

emphasized that students need to have 

obtained at least a 3.5 GPA average in 

their final year and one other year in 

order to be considered. In those two 

years the student has to take five full 

courses to be considered eligible. In 

addition, students must also obtain a 

nine on the biological sciences part of 

the MCAT, a nine on the verbal reason¬ 

ing section, and an eight on the physical 

sciences section. Some students will also 

be asked to attend an interview. 

The AMS updates yqu on wnaf s happening on and around campus 

The second 1999 Charity Ball 
Smoker is coming to AJs Hanger 
- Saturday, November 14th. Its 
gonna be kickin'...Don't miss it! 

MAC Volunteer Crew 
Don't want a big commitment? 
Join the MAC volunteer crew. 
New opportunities available on a 
regular basis. 
Call Shannon or Jen at 545-6000 

ext.5178 

Silver Bells Dinner 
Spread holiday cheer to Kingston 
area seniors. The Silver Bells 
Dinner is on Sun. Nov.29, and 
we need your help to decorate, 
greet and serve dinner. 

Call 545-6000 ext.5178 

QSCSG Coffee House 
You're invited to attend on 
Sunday Nov. 15 at 7pm at the 
Grad Club. Performers invited- 
open mike or sign up in advance. 

Call 545-2958. 

Winter Fiesta 
On Nov.7 featuring Pico deGallo 
and Salvadorean food. $12 per 
adult, $6 for children, Under 8 
yrs. Free. 
Tickets available from the 
Earthcentre (JDUC) 

Queer Film Festival 
Thursday, Nov.12, 7pm - 11pm, at 
Club 477(Princess St.). Sliding 
Scale $3-$5 all donations go to a 
Kingston’s Queer youth group. 

Holiday House Check 
Is looking fora new manager. 
Going to be in Kingston for 
Christmas? Interested in making 
some money? Applications 
available outside AMS office. 

Call Shanon @ 545-6000 
ext.5178 

Maestro Fresh Wes 
Alfie’s Pub, Friday , Nov.13, at 
8:30. Tickets $8 in advance, $10 
at the door. Available the UBS 
Exchange. 

Philosopher Kings 
Grant Hall, Thursday, Nov.9. 
Tickets $10 in advance, $12 at 
the door. Available at the UBS 
Exchange. 

If you have something you wont to tell the world then 



Engineers enjoy enchanted night at Set Formal 
By Renee Huang 

Saturday’s Sci Formal saw 

Grant Hall transformed into a 

palace of vaulted chambers, 

seductive rooms of enchantment 

and a ballroom complete with 

two working fountains and 

miniature waterfalls. 

The formal, a century-old 

tradition, was decorated by 

graduating engineers using a 

budget of almost $60,000. Engi¬ 

neering students from other 

years volunteered to take part in 

the extravaganza, donning cos¬ 

tumes for the parts of genies, 

snake charmers and palace 

workers. 

A dimly lit corridor covered 

in painted mosaics led party 

goers into an unrecognizable 

Kingston Hall. 

Seven theme rooms complete 

with open bars and platters 

heaped high with sandwiches 

branched off the main hall, 

which was transformed into a 

marketplace scene and deco¬ 

rated with paper mache cre¬ 

ations reminiscent of Aladdin. 

In an entertainment room off 

the main corridor, Michael Hui, 

Sci ’99, and Viola Lui, ArtSci 

’99, enjoyed the musical talents 

of Jon Coakley and his band. 

Even though the night was 

young, Hui said the formal was 

already "beyond [his] expecta- 

“After 35 hours of 
construction, it’s 

exceeded my 
expectations... I 

love it.” 

— Brian Menzel, Sci ’99 

“I started [getting ready] at 

nine o’clock this morning,” Lui 

laughed. Hui and Lui agreed 

that they had a long night ahead 

of them, one that would require 

pacing. 

Travel Agent opened the 

musical set in the main ball¬ 

room, playing to a crowd still 

warming up on their drinks 

from multiple open bars. The 

next band, the Johnny Favorite 

Swing Orchestra, injected 

energy into the crowd and had 

couples swinging and jiving all 

over the dance floor. 

“After 35 hours of construc¬ 

tion, it’s exceeded my expecta¬ 

tions... I love it,” exclaimed 

Brian Menzel, Sci ’99. "For four 

years of engineering, you work 

your ass off waiting for this 

night.” 

“I’m having a great time,” 

said Melissa Clarke, Sci '99, 

who designed the paper mach<§ 

tiger and cobra. “It’s like a 

Finale. Four years of hard work 

— this is it,” she continued. 

“I’ve never been to [the Sci For¬ 

mal], I only came to my own.” 

"It’s an amazing fantasy set 

and nobody else gets to see it,” 

said Jennifer Haverhals, 

another graduating engineer. 

Haverhals had the foresight 

to begin her formal preparations 

far in advance. “1 started grow¬ 

ing my hair eight months ago," 

she said. 

The overall consensus for 

favourite room was the Jungle 

Room, draped in tropical plants 

and sinewy vines, with its own 

private stage for setting the 

atmosphere. 

Another Kingston Hall room 

featured a desert theme with 

two lifesize camels. The walls 

were covered with photos, 

while a continuous slide show 

played. AJi, recent winner of the 

Alfie’s spin off, scratched in the 

nearby Treasure Trove. 

At the Lela Camilla Cafe, the 

only non-alcoholic bar at the 

formal, spirits were high. Erica 

Angel, Sci ’02, one of the two 

workers tending the bar, said, 

“It’s been busy considering it’s a 

non-alcoholic bar.” 

Another volunteer, Scott 

Affleck, Sci ’00, spent the night 

working at the beer, cider and 

wine bar. “[I liked] talking to 

people, seeing my friends, lis¬ 

tening to the tunes, just being 

social,” he said. 

“It’s kind of cool to see it 

come together like this. Hope¬ 

fully next year it’s going to be 

the same for us,” Affleck added. 

“It turned out better than I 

thought it would,” said Mike 

Shanahan, Sci ’99, who began 

putting in construction hours on 

September 20. Although he 

spent all of 45 minutes getting 

ready, he said Agrabadababwa 

was “definitely worth the hours 

[of preparation].” 

“It’s really good being out 

with all your friends you’ve 

known for four years... It makes 

you appreciate your last year,” 

Shanahan said. 

By 2 a.m., the crowd was 

Fib, 
Fl 

Two of the many swathed 

characters who helped set the 
exotic atmosphere at the Sci 
Formal Saturday night. 

PHOTO BY PAUL HEtSLfR 

wearing thin as party-goers con¬ 

tributed to the formal’s decon¬ 

struction. As people carted away 

souvenir paper mach6 palm 

trees, animals and the giant Sul¬ 

tan seated in the hall, the fan¬ 

tasy evening slowly returned to 

reality. 

— with files from Fiona 

Stevenson 

Health week to show students range of choices 
By Sarah Crosbie 

Whether you are interested 

in contraception, alternative 

therapy or finding the best run¬ 

ning shoes, the 1998 Queen’s 

University Health Fair promises 

to inform students on the ser¬ 

vices and information available 

to them. 

The Health Fair will take 

place in the John Deutsch Uni¬ 

versity Centre next Wednesday 

between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. 

This year’s Health Fair will 

focus on giving students the 

tools and information to make 

educated decisions about their 

health needs. According to 

Sophia Ikura and Sarah 

McLenna, two co-chairs of the 

Health Fair, Queen’s students 

are, on the whole, healthy. 

“There’s a growing trend for 

taking responsibility for your 

own health,” Ikura stated. 

A recent student poll identi¬ 

fied alternative medicine, sexual 

activity, nutritional needs, stress 

management, physical health 

and alcohol information as the 

six major areas students were 

interested in and needed to 

improve in their lives, Ikura and 

McLenna said. 

The fair will bring together 

all health science faculties along 

with Student Health, the Peer 

Health group, the Aboriginal 

Major 
in music. 
Think of it as higher learning. 
As Canada's largest music site, Jam! Music isr like getting 

a backstage pass inside the music industry-every day. 

With a focus on Canadian music and all the news about 

your favourite acts. Jam1 Music features/concert listings 

across Canada, SoundScan Charts, theiCanadian Music 

Index, a full Artist Archive database, new album reviews, 

the Anti-Hit list, newsgroups, release’dates, live chats, 

concert and album reviews, Indie Band listing, contests, 

photo galleries, the Question of the Day and more 

Think of this site as the part of your education that 
redefines the Pop Quiz. 

It’s online. And it rocks. 

jam! 
#MUSIC 
www.canoe.ca/JamMusic 

Health Centre and the team for 

Educating Students on Sub¬ 

stances. McLenna stressed the 

importance of the different 

groups’ participation, “Students 

need to know what resources 

are out there,” she said. 

“We’re bringing them to 

“There’s a growing 
trend for taking 

responsibility for your 
own health.” 

— Sophia Ikura, co-chair 
of Health Fair 

campus and making students 

aware,” Ikura added. 

This student-operated fair, 

which has been running annu¬ 

ally for 11 years, will feature 

booths on both levels of the 

JDUC. It will include free yoga 

and aerobic demonstrations, a 

nutrition booth with free fruit, 

tips on stress management and 

answers to the most frequently 

asked questions about sexual 

performance. Talks with local 

alternative physicians and thera¬ 

pists will be available and each 

booth will give students the 

chance to acquire interactive 

money, allowing them to buy 

prizes from local businesses. 

One of the highlights of the 

fair will be Tom Stanley, Alma 

Mater Society president, illus¬ 

trating how to put a condom on 

a greased cucumber while blind¬ 

folded. 

16 different beers on tap * 
imported & domestic 

enjoy a pint and 
you can STILL hear your friends 

e ®0ucatt 
www.thetoucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess St 544-1966 

FOOD SPFCIAI S 

$2.49 Sunday breakfast 

sim-tiies 

1/2 (nice wings* 

wed 

1/2 price naclios* 
aflei 2 pm with beverage, pure base 
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In Here 
Geography Scholar-In- 

Residence 

Dr. Amy Leventer, a visiting scholar in 

the department of geography, will also be 

! Scholar-in-Residence in Chown Hall 

from November 16 - 19. Her teaching 

disciplines include marine biology and 

oceanography and her goal is to have 

students develop an understanding and 

appreciation of the complexity of Earth 

system science. She will be giving two 

public talks. “Hot Times in a Cold Place: 

Global Warming and Antarctica” will be 

held in room 327 of Ellis Hall on 

November 17, at 11:30 a.m. “Solar 

Variability and Climate: Evidence from 

the Palmer Deep, Antarctica” will be 

held in Mackintosh-Corry Hall, room 

D207, on November 18 at 2 p.m. An 

informal drop-in session centering 

around the exciting prospects for women 

in science will be held November 17 

from 2 - 4 p.m. (location not yet deter¬ 

mined). For more information, contact 

Debra Christie at 545-6944. 

National Child Day 

Better Beginnings for Kingston 

Children and the North Kingston 

Community Health Centre are recogniz¬ 

ing national child day with “A 

Celebration of Children.” The event will 

begin in Confederation Park at 5 p.m. 

and move to City Hall. All are welcome. 

For more information contact Wendy 

Christopher at 542-2835. 

Holiday bereavement support 

The Community Bereavement 

Support Program is hosting “Preparing 

for the Holidays” on November 23, at 

7:30 p.m. in the Ongwanada Resource 

Centre. The evening will include a panel 

of people sharing experiences and sug¬ 

gestions for coping with the death of 

their loved ones. For more information 

call Deborah at 634-0130, ext. 306. 

Mental health law seminar 

The Mental Health Law Education 

Project is hosting an afternoon of 

information designed to help distinguish 

between the law and myths surrounding 

mental health care. The event will be 

held November 25 from 1 - 5 p.m. at 

Hotel Dieu Hospital. Contact Janet 

Joynt at 549-5253, ext. 30, for more 

information. 

Local volunteer opportunities 

There are several volunteer positions 

available through the Community 

Volunteer Centre. The centre is looking 

for a volunteer to organize the fifth 

annual National Volunteer Week Youth 

Writing Contest and needs someone to 

help out with general office work for a 

half day per week. Also, the centre’s Tax 

Clinic team is looking for new members 

with the ability to prepare tax returns. 

Other opportunities include two posi¬ 

tions at Fairmount Home for the Aged. 

As well, UNICEF Kingston needs volun¬ 

teers to increase awareness of their local 

activities by giving presentations to area 

schools. For more information, contact 

542-8512. 

Epilepsy Kingston events 

Neurosurgeon Peter Ellis is delivering 

a speech “Surgery for Epilepsy,” on 

November 23 from 7 - 9 p.m. in the 

board room of the Epilepsy Kingston 

building, at 100 Stuart Street. 

Neurologist Donald Weaver is offering a 

question and answer period entitled 

“Epilepsy Medications” at the Epilepsy 

Kingston Fall General Meeting on 

November 24, from 7-9 p.m. in the 

Delhaye Room of the Kingston Public 

Library. 

Recognizing professional com¬ 
petence forum 

A public information forum 

recognizing excellence in health and 

social care professions will be held 

November 17, from 7:30 - 10 p.m. at the 

Holiday Inn. The guest speaker will be 

Malcolm Day, a senior nursing lecturer 

and member of the Canadian Association 

for Prior Learning Assessment. Admis¬ 

sion is free but donations of non-perish¬ 

able food items for the Partners in 

Mission Food bank will be gratefully 

received. 

Out There 
Relief packages to Russia 

Canada is preparing relief packages 

for the citizens of North Russia in an 

attempt to avert starvation and mass 

evacuation. The Russian Aboriginal peo¬ 

ple are among the hardest hit by this 

crisis. Other countries are also respond¬ 

ing quickly to the oversees crisis, includ¬ 

ing the United States. 

Canada under pressure 

Intense pressure is being received by 

Canada from it’s nuclear allies — the 

United States, France, and Britain to vote 

against the United Nations request for all 

nuclear weapons to be abolished. Coun¬ 

tries are fearful that Canada will 

undermine political solidarity of the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The 

elimination of nuclear weapons is sup¬ 

ported throughout the Liberal caucus. 

Iraq refuses weapon inspection 

Iraq’s refusal to permit weapon 

inspections required by the U.N. could 

result in a surprise cruise missile attack 

by the United States. At least seven war¬ 

ships among the 20 currently stationed 

on the gulf are capable of launching the 

attack. Though Washington has stated 

that a peaceful resolution is preferable, 

military action is possible. 

— information courtesy of The Globe 

and Mail 

THEY SAY THAT 
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Police nightmare 
Living in the country voted 

number one in die world by the 

United Nadons does not guaran¬ 

tee all the freedoms one would expect. 

Despite a strong commitment to civil 

liberties expressed in our Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms, Canadian police 

are allowed to strip-search anyone they 

detain without demonstrating a just 

cause. Since no statistics or hard 

records are kept, police say they have 

no way of knowing how often this arbi¬ 

trary power is used — or abused. A 

recent spate of articles in the media, 

however, points to strip-searches hav¬ 

ing become routine, sometimes even for 

minor offenses such as unpaid traffic 

tickets. This seems at odds with a legal 

system that places so much emphasis on 

protecting the right of your property 

from police searches. The police need a 

warrant from a judge to search your 

house, but they are given indiscriminate 

power to search your person and even, 

on occasion, your body cavities. 

Only under exceptional circum¬ 

stances should the police be allowed to 

strip-search a suspect. It is only reason¬ 

able when they believe a suspect is con¬ 

cealing a weapon or hiding drugs. 

The police need a warrant 
from a judge to search your 

house, but they are given 
indiscriminate power to 

search your person and even, 
on occasion, your 

body cavities. 

Police don’t keep records because 

they do not distinguish between a strip- 

search and any other kind of search — 

a search is a search is a search, said one 

police spokesperson. Until this attitude 

is changed, in policy and law, the police 

will not be held accountable for abuses 

of this power and more Canadians will 

become victims of the police. 

Boxing decision bites 
Not even the inhuman 

savagery that took a piece out 

of Evander Hollyfield’s ear is 

enough to permanently bar Mike Tyson 

from the boxing ring. The decision by 

the Nevada Athletics Commission to 

reinstate Tyson’s license, two weeks 

ago, impugns the credibility of the sport 

itself. It is quite clear, however, that 

money is more important than credibil¬ 

ity in the world of professional boxing. 

Tyson is not such a big draw despite his 

violent, criminal past but probably 

because of it. Having already accumu¬ 

lated $140 million from the six fights 

he has fought since release from prison 

in 1995, Tyson seems able to command 

a greater purse each time he trans¬ 

gresses another law or taboo. The eco¬ 

nomic realities of sport dictated 

leniency for Tyson’s brutal act last June 

28 because Tyson is too valuable to 

keep out of the ring. 

This seems par for the course in the 

professional sporting world where vio¬ 

lent behavior is often encouraged 

instead of being punished. From Latrell 

Sprewell strangling his coach to Gary 

Suter almost ending Paul Kariya’s 

career in the NHL, a systematic pattern 

of violence has only increased the rat¬ 

ings for professional sports. If we are 

going to retain any standards in sports, 

a line must be drawn between accept¬ 

able and unacceptable conduct. Mike 

Tyson crossed over that line when he 

spit out his mouthpiece and went for 

Evander Hollyfield’s ear. 

When I see an actual flesh and blood worker in conflict with his 
natural enemy, the policeman, I do not have to say which side 

1 am on. — George Orwell 

w 

is of the editorial board o/Thc Queen's Journal. The 
t the stated position through a democratic process. 

However, many of the victims that 

complained of being arbitrarily strip- 

searched in cities such as Calgary, 

Toronto and Vancouver are far from 

being dangerous criminals. The charges 

laid ranged from trivial offenses such as 

being late filing papers with Immigra¬ 

tion Canada to a dispute over a restau¬ 

rant bill. 
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Controlling our bodies 
People who know me might 

say that I’m slim. Others may say 

I am skinny. But those who joke 

about my thinness as being anorexia are 

seriously mistaken. Anorexia is not a 

disorder to make light of. It affects far 

too many young women to throw care¬ 

less comments around. At Queen’s you 

can look around and see the odd 

woman jogging down the street, deter¬ 

mination blazing in her sunken eyes, 

spindly legs and arms pumping. I have 

noticed people in my classes drop sizes 

and pounds, and wonder with concern 

if “she” too has succumbed to an eating 

disorder. 

Don’t be so 
focused on 

calories, fat and 
exercise. Splurge 

on ice cream. 

There is a myth that controlling our 

bodies through exercise and food will 

build character and a healthy social life. 

But where is the line between a genuine 

interest in improving personal health 

and doing serious damage to our bod¬ 

ies? Where does discipline collide with 

obsession? 

Eating disorders are not even just 

“women’s problems.” Men, too, can be 

stricken by the disease. This is a social 

disease. We caused it. Society, media, 

images, ideals are what made a close 

friend of mine in high school consis¬ 

tently eat one tiny bite from her sand¬ 

wich and throw it out when she 

thought no one would notice. This 

would happen day after day. This friend 

existed under the warped perception 

that she was not attractive in the body 

that was naturally hers. She would con¬ 

tinually try to squeeze herself into 

clothes that were three sizes too small, 

and suck her stomach in at the sight of 

her reflection. People would interpret it 

as vanity. Only a handful of us knew 

better. 

I don’t have a problem with being 

skinny. Or thin. Or slender. But 

anorexic I am not. I have a friend who 

is battling an eating disorder, only she 

doesn’t know it. She’s seen countless 

specialists and doctors, and been on 

numerous specialty diets designed to 

cure her mysterious “stomach prob¬ 

lem.” In the meantime, my friends and 

I watched helplessly as she dropped 20 

pounds in half a year. What she and her 

parents refuse to acknowledge — per¬ 

haps out of fear, but mostly out of 

denial — is that she does not have a 

problem in her stomach. It’s a problem 

in her head. 

We have to watch out for each other 

here. It’s our job to keep an eye on our 

housemates, girlfriends, friends and 

acquaintances. Don’t be so focused on 

calories, fat and exercise. Splurge on ice 

cream. Have a “fat” day and eat all the 

“wrong” foods. Let’s stop chastising 

people for being the “wrong” shape and 

clue into the fact that a real world 

includes real people. 
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Remembrance for whom? 
HAT DOES 

R e m e m - 

brance Day 

have to do with me? 

Although this ques¬ 

tion seems simple, it is 

perhaps one of the 

most perplexing ques¬ 

tions I have ever asked 

myself. 

It is true that wars affected lives of 

Canadians of all ages, all races and all 

social classes. Both women and men 

served in various fields, from fighting on 

the front line to working in the factories. 

Even though I am a proud Canadian, 

even though I have worn a poppy every 

year, and even though I have presided 

over different ceremonies, I felt a nag¬ 

ging question that I have never 

answered: as an individual, as a non¬ 

white male, does Remembrance Day 

have anything to offer me? 

Some of my friends have suggested it 

is my duty to love my country and there¬ 

fore celebrate Remembrance Day. I’ve 

been told over and over that 100,000 

Canadians died for our freedom. I have 

read that they gave their lives so that we 

may live in peace. But I am not a blind 

patriot. Nor am I unaware of other con¬ 

flicts that disgrace their memory. 

Do I blindly wave my flag and forget 

that people like me were oppressed dur¬ 

ing the wars? Do 

I forget that 

people like me 

were herded out 

of their homes? 

Do I forget how 

Canadians stole 

fellow Canadi¬ 

ans’ belongings? 

Do I forget the 

hate, forget the 

humiliation, forget the pain of deport¬ 

ment in order for you to celebrate a hol¬ 

iday? 

Words like civic obligation dissolve 

against the malevolence of hate. Yet, I 

recognize that sacrifice is meaningless 

without remembrance. Far too often, the 

nation as a whole takes for granted the 

freedoms all Canadians enjoy. Those 

freedoms were paid for with lives of oth¬ 

ers few of us actually knew. But in order 

to preserve their memory, and thus their 

sacrifice in the memories of future gen¬ 

erations, we must confront the 

depravities of the past. 

It is a shame that more than 100,000 

Canadians died. 

It is also a shame that Canadians were 

scattered, stolen, separated from their 

families, and deported as other Canadi¬ 

ans looked on and did nothing. 

I claim not to speak for all Canadians, 

nor Canadians of my colour. I do not 

even speak for all 

colored men. I 

speak only for 

myself. My race, 

my sex and my 

individuality are 

all part of me. 

And this individ- 

_ uality is indivisi- 

PHOTO BY HEATHER TILBURY ble. I wear a 

poppy not because 

it is my duty and obligation; it is because 

I choose to make it my responsibility to 

never forget. 

For that reason, the answer to my 

original question is: yes. Yes, Remem¬ 

brance Day has something to offer me. 

You may already know this. If so, I am 

proud to be among you. If not, let me 

share something that you may have 

missed: I wear a poppy because it is my 

responsibility to remember those who 

died for a cause, lived for a cause and 

most importantly, those who were 

blameless for living and dying. 

As war veterans disappear from 

society’s landscape, there are fewer and 

fewer standard bearers left to carry the 

torch of remembrance. Each new gener¬ 

ation takes society further away from the 

reality of war. The reality is that our 

country is maturing in culture. It is no 

longer feasible to continue to remember 

only those who had a direct involvement 

Clinton nobody's hero 

Dear Editors, 

J.C. Bellringer’s article in last Friday’s 

Journal was extremely naive and reached 

some seriously flawed conclusions. 

He began with an attack on the 

Republicans “witch-hunt” of Clinton, 

saying it was based on a misplaced and 

unjustified crusade of Puritanical moral¬ 

ity. Most might agree with this view. 

However, he continued to state that 

despite his flaws, Clinton will be remem¬ 

bered as a great President due to his 

sterling” international record and com¬ 

mitment to political virtue. 

Clinton has created a large, 
dangerous ineptitude in 

foreign policy. 

t« the Editere 
How about the Balkans? Could you 

tell me what the hell American policy is? 

If so, please tell the U.S. diplomats who 

have no idea. Clintdn could have 

stopped all the bloodshed there years 

ago if he’d insisted on the partition of 

Bosnia, seceding from Yugoslavia into 

Muslin, Serbian and Croatian areas. 

Instead, he trotted along after Ger¬ 

many and other mindless European 

nations trying to make a unified country 

that was and remains a mirage. 

Or perhaps it’s his genius in deciding 

to continue the disastrous anti-prolifera¬ 

tion policy of the Reagan-Bush years 

which allows American and foreign busi¬ 

ness to help sharpen the aim and range 

of missiles for China, and so for Beijing’s 

customer list, including such “humani¬ 

tarian” nations such as Iran and Syria? 

Clinton has created a large, dangerous 

ineptitude in foreign policy. That reality 

is clearly understood by leaders all over 

the world — particularly those that wish 

the US evil. This may not be grounds for 

impeachment. But it is no ground either 

for suggesting that anyone should praise 

him or fear for world security if he is 

removed — or summons up the honour 

to resign from the Presidency he maimed 

through his own reckless instability. 

Brock Jones 

ArtSci ’00 

Remembrance Day 
celebrations incomplete 

Dear Editors, 

While attending the Remembrance 

Day services here in Kingston I heard a 

lot of talk about WW1, WW1I, Korea, 

and peacekeeping. It came to mind that 

there was a noticeable absence, being the 

Spanish Civil War. Not once at either 

service I attended was the Mackenzie- 

Papineau battalion mentioned. 

My god, these 1,200 men conquered 

great hurdles just to get to Spain to fight 

the fascists and when they got there they 

suffered heavy losses. 

When the International Brigades were 

withdrawn only 600 Mac-Paps were left 

and many had suffered horrible wounds. 

Incredibly when WWI1 broke out many 

of these men were among the first to 

enlist, this after being criminalized by 

their own government. Many more Mac- 

Paps died in WWII and now it’s esti¬ 

mated that only about 25-30 Spanish 

Civil War vets survive across Canada. 

1 had the great fortune of meeting 

two Mac-Paps a number of years ago but 

unfortunately both have passed away. I 

wish I could have recorded their stories 

so that their fight would not be forgot¬ 

ten. Even the government doesn't think 

their fight was important. Right now the 

stories of vets from WWI, WWII, and 

Korea are being recorded so that they 

will be preserved for the future. The 

Mac-Paps were left out because, as a gov¬ 

ernment official stated, they fought in a 

war Canada did not support. 

I encourage everyone to find out if 

there is a Spanish Civil War vet in their 

town and get their experiences down on 

tape. This is a battle that is quickly being 

lost. Another thing you can do is find out 

names of vets from your town who died 

in Spain and fight for their recognition. 

Get a memorial dedicated to them, make 

sure their names are along those who 

Continued on page 10 

in the wars. Veterans of both sides should 

be remembered. Others who indirectly 

supported should be remembered. The 

innocent victims of war should be 

remembered. Simply put, the memory of 

the meaning of all the sacrifices given 

and taken should rest within our collec¬ 

tive national consciousness. Such worthy 

traditions will live on only if there is a 

consolidated movement to which that 

torch can be passed (and received) 

voluntarily. 

I truly now know why wearing a 

poppy is the least I can do to remember. 

Do you know why you wear yours? 

Mark Salvador, Arts ’00, wears his 

poppy close to his heart and his head. 

talkim 

What was the 
greatest thing about 

the Sci Formal? 

“My date.” 

Ariam Asghedom 

Arts ’00 

Deress Asghedom 

Arts ’99 

"I’m drunk... I can’t diink of a witty 

response." 

Ian Neufeld 

Sci ’00 

“I had the hottest date here.” 

Grant Sernick 

Sci ’99 

“We stole the camel." 

Heather Harding 

Arts ’99 

PHOTOS BY PAUL HEISLER 
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, in \v\VI, WWII, and Korea, and 

, In lor a place at the wreath laying cer- 

nt„inlee on Remembrance Day. 

there was a lot at the ceremonies 

, llt WWII vets but nothing about the 

Mac-Paps; it's incredible the difference a 

few months makes. 

line Ring 

\ro no 

QEA in the house 

Dear Editors, 

[Re: Ryan J. North’s “QEA a few 

steps behind ] 
Sweet, sweet Ryan. The Huevos 

Rancheros concert you referred to in 

your letter was actually not organized by 

the Queen’s Entertainment Agency. In 

regards to your interest in seeing more 

pop and rock on campus, the Philoso¬ 

pher Kings and Emm Gryner are per¬ 

forming at Grant Hall on Thursday, 

November 19. Mmm... Canadian pop! 1 

realize that you had the feelin’ for Pure 

heelin’, but it is difficult to bring in every 

band that students are interested in. 

However, please e-mail us at 

qea@ams.queensu.ca with preferences 

for bands you would like to see next 

semester. Your feedback is important to 

us, and we’ll do our best to provide 

entertainment that you will enjoy. 

In response to your comment of the 

QEA being “bandwagon hoppers,” we 

are the first campus organization to pro¬ 

vide hip-hop at Queen’s University. 

Although you don’t dig the beats ‘n 

rhymes, have an open mind — many stu¬ 

dents are blissfully happy to finally see 

hip hop on campus. Rather than being "a 

few steps behind,” I believe that we’re 

“one step beyond”! 

Samantha Morris 

QEA Director 

Each step is significant 

Dear Editors, 

Allow me to clarify some points raised 

by Mr. Clarke and Mr. Aggus last Friday 

in their letters to the Editors. These were 

in response to my Opinions article 

‘Racism Within Us, Around Us.’ 

Systemic racism is a 
collection of seemingly 
insignificant behaviours 

whose summary effect can 
be catastrophically unjust 
towards visible minorities. 

Mr. Aggus indicates that the examples 

I have used to support the existence of 

systemic racism at Queen's could 

arguably be isolated or perhaps even 

unrelated to racism. 

Though this may well be true, his 

protest demonstrates an ignorance of 

systemic racism as a concept. I apologize 

for not having defined this term earlier. 

Systemic racism is a collection of seem¬ 

ingly insignificant behaviours (belonging 

to the majority race) whose summary 

effect can be catastrophically unjust 

towards visible minorities. Its existence 

can rarely be proved by example alone. It 

is rooted in the revisionist national his¬ 

tory to which most of white Canada sub¬ 

scribes (e.g. 95 per cent of Canadians 

believe slavery has never existed in 

Canada. Wrong.) As such, Mr. Aggus' 

comments fail to exonerate Queen's of 

racial wrongdoing. 

In addition, Mr. Aggus fails to note 

that I direct my rage towards dedicated 

racists only. His suggestion that my 

'McCarthyist witch hunt’ is a root cause 

of racism thus reduces to the following: 

the attempt to expose die hard racists 

causes racism. Is it just me or does this 

sound like an impasse? 

Finally, he leaves us with the notion 

that we are still waiting for something 

‘really bad’ to happen on the racism 

front. In my opinion there is no such 

thing as an insignificant battle against 

racism. I would be interested to discover 

what he considers the threshold for 

‘really bad’ racism. Is it losing a job over 

race? Getting beat up, or killed, perhaps? 

Get back to me on that one. 

As for Mr. Clarke, I will respond in 

point form for the sake of brevity: 

• My opinion is that systemic racism 

exists at Queen’s. I’m not sure how you 

missed this. Even so, it was the decision 

of The Journal’s editorial staff that the 

article should appear in the Opinions 

section, as was the decision to include a 

copy of the poster. 

• I didn’t put the posters up. Try not 

to make inferences that stand to embar¬ 

rass you in front of thousands. 

• The article was on racism, not 

Burma. You’re synthetic concern for the 

Burmese situation is insulting. Have you 

ever been to a Free Burma meeting? 

• My article was intended to make 

people question themselves and to raise 

awareness, not make new contributions 

to the discussion on racism. In short, I 

was rattling your cage. Looks like it 

worked. 

Andrew Toms 

M.Sc. I, Electrical Engineering 

Watch your tone 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing in response to the letter 

‘Let's get to the heart of the matter’ (Nov 

6 Journal) by Momona Haile Mariam, 

Public Relations Officer, African and 

Caribbean Students Association (ACSA.) 

There are three points in particular that 

caught my eye as seriously problematic 

that I would like to address. 

The first point is the notion that in 

order to ‘have a productive dialogue on 

racism... we cannot have exchanges 

based on how we feel about the ‘tone of 

a letter” (Mariam, Nov 6, Journal.) I 

would argue that the ‘tone of a letter’ 

often speaks important volumes about its 

author. Marshall McLuhan’s idea of the 

medium of communication as a repre¬ 

sentation of its content suggests that the 

forum and the aesthetic of a text have 

very important effects on its interpreta¬ 

tion. The beauty of language is both in its 

massive diversity of highly specific 

words, and in its ability to represent so 

much more than just the words selected. 

Continued on page 12 
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To downplay this is a serious 

fault in virtually any argument. 

I agree with Mariam in advo¬ 

cating the establishment of a 

'productive dialogue on racism,’ 

but suggest that it should cer¬ 

tainly include an acute aware¬ 

ness of aesthetic, tone and form. 

1 am appalled that any univer¬ 

sity-level collective would see 

it otherwise. 

It’s time to establish a 
forum for discussion, 
with genuine respect 

paid to differing 
opinions and to the 
people who stand 

behind them. 

The second point is the insin¬ 

uation that Nalini Naidoo's let¬ 

ter ‘Responses Show Lack Of 

Awareness’ (October 23) was in 

any way shape or form 'quite 

simple.’ When 1 called her letter 

'intellectually condescending 

and self-aggrandizing,’ I felt that 

it was, and blatantly so. Reading 

such tripe insults my intelli¬ 

gence. ACSA has now tried to 

swing its weight into the matter 

by calling this point a degenera¬ 

tion of the discussion of racism. 

If Naidoo's brand of moral- 

possessive lecturing truly passes 

as ‘the heart of the matter,’ then 

it’s high time that we degenerate 

this farce to its roots in order to 

establish a true forum for dis¬ 

cussion, with genuine respect 

paid to differing opinions and to 

the people who stand behind 

them. Naidoo could well be an 

excellent repository of knowl¬ 

edge, sensitivity and insight into 

this matter, but factually and 

aesthetically her letter spoke to 

me and others in an entirely dif¬ 

ferent way and contradicted 

her intent. 

The third point is the 

hypocrisy in Naidoo's and 

Mariam's letters. My first letter 

was written in hopes of rein¬ 

forcing that disagreement does 

not necessarily indicate a lack of 

education and understanding. I 

critiqued Naidoo’s letter 

because it did not at all account 

Promotions 
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for this fact. Mariam's response 

to this was an insulting pam¬ 

phlet-like retreat to the ideals of 

anti-racism, as if to alienate me 

and 'those who feel as [I do]’ 

from them. People who truly 

feel like 1 do fully respect these 

ideals; we just do not always 

agree with the actions of those 

who act in the name of the 

cause. And if ACSA's idea of 

respecting an alternate perspec¬ 

tive is changing the context of 

the argument and running from 

specific acts and individuals to 

hide behind general ideals, then 

I am truly ashamed. 

Again, it is not so much an 

issue of whether or not I agree 

with the letters, but rather 

demonstrating that the ideolo¬ 

gies do not match up very well 

with the acts and arguments. I 

echo Naidoo's and Mariam's 

wishes that sensitivity and 

awareness to issues of racism 

and culture be enhanced as a 

result of our banter, but I also I 

hope that they will consider the 

points outlined in this letter. 

“O my body, make of me 

always a man who questions!” 

— Frantz Fanon 

Ken Hawkins, Arts ’00 

Join the fight 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing this letter to 

commend and enrich Andrew 

Toms’s article “Racism with us, 

around us.” 

I would Firstly like to applaud 

his efforts in pursuing and 

championing for human rights 

and political reform in Burma. 

There is no nobler cause that 

places itself in direct opposition 

to these military dictatorships, 

and against the hegemony of 

exploitative western capitalism 

in the third world. A battlefield, 

that the majority of the world 

population lives within, yet a 

system that some of us at 

Queen’s seem quite happy to 

study, live within, graduate and 

then reap the benefits of. 

The general apathy 
towards engagement 
in social and political 
reform of the third 

world nations by the 
majority of Queen’s 

students is disturbing. 

This general apathy towards 

engagement in genuine social 

and political reform of the third 

world nations demonstrated by 

the majority of Queen’s students 

is disturbing enough. Let alone 

the deliberate attempts of a 

select individual or group, that 

finds it necessary to rip down 

the posters that advertise a 

group workshop on the subject 

of human rights. 

Whether these perpetrators 

are white or Burmese, with 

direct interests in seeing the per¬ 

petuation of such a military dic¬ 

tatorship, or continual 

oppression of third world peo¬ 

ple; you are one and the same, 

just separated by geography. 

I don’t care where you come 

from, but let me draw the line. 

There are some of you who are 

willing to ensure the status quo 

of global monopoly style capj. 

talism, and the autocratic gov¬ 

ernments of third world 

countries it instills. It ensures 

your hierarchical status on top 

of the world. It is your time to 

reap the profits — throw y0ur 

head straight into the chocolate 

fudge cake of life, and eat your 

fill. After all, anybody in the 

same position would act the 

same: it’s human nature!? Well 

you can take your conception of 

life, economics, social misman¬ 

agement and stick it where the 

sun don’t shine — because you 

got a fight on your hands. 

There are a lot of us in this 

world who are educated, deter¬ 

mined, politically active and will 

be damned if we are not going 

to fight through legal and non¬ 

violent means, championing for 

the basic human rights deserved 

of every person that calls this 

planet “home.” Not only do we 

come with the rhetoric of equal¬ 

ity and social justice, but 

instilled with a deep sense of 

commitment to these values — 

more so than the value of our 

own lives. 

I humbly join hands with 

Andrew Toms and appeal to our 

student government to address 

this issue with a statement and 

possible investigation directed 

towards the systemic ripping 

down of “Free Burma” posters. 

Shermit Lamba 

ArtSci ’97 

Continued on page 13 
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Breadth of learning 

Dear Editors, 

In response to Andrew 

s ith’s “The end of the liberal 

ts ■ I would firstly like to 

defend my enrollment in a 

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) pro¬ 

gram. Despite his suggestion 

that liberal arts exist only “for 

lack of something better to do,” 

I deliberately chose the disci¬ 

pline 
Political Studies because of its 

opportunity for discussion and 

debate; it has taught me to think 

critically, to express myself 

intelligently, and to write with 

u.„i, nnssion and clarity. These 

There is a great deal of 
cross-discipline 

education to be had 
at Queen’s. 

and medieval.” 

Furthermore, Smith fails to 

recognize rhe opportunities 

already available to liberal arts 

students for directed reading, 

thesis papers, and independent 

research. Especially as a fourth- 

year student, I have been given 

surprisingly little direction in 

my studies. 

History had certainly shown 

us that a great many minds 

excelled and in fact flourished 

without a university education, 

but I question whether this was 

by choice. Perhaps instead of 

discrediting the university expe¬ 

rience, we should be praising 

the opportunities open to us 

that were denied to intellects of 

the past. 

As society moves rapidly 

towards a more interactive, 

global network, 1 question 

Smith’s suggestion that “the 

number of ‘I always wanted to 

take time to study Byzantium in 

depth and now 1 can’ people 

would be more than balanced 

out by the number of people 

who presently study the human¬ 

ities.” Foregoing the communi¬ 

tarian aspect currently afforded 

by our universities in favour of 

isolating students and their 

thoughts would be costly to 

intellectual development. Con¬ 

sider how much stronger John 

Stuart Mill would have been for 

articulating and defending his 

views in a classroom filled with 

other great minds! 

Finally, Smith suggests that 

the opportunities for interdisci¬ 

plinary studies within the 

humanities are negligible. I 

encourage him to pursue elec¬ 

tive credits [ten of the nineteen 

necessary for a BAH) in fields 

other than his concentration. 

Let me assure you that there is a 

great deal of cross-discipline 

education to be had at Queen’s! 

After all, what better has Smith 

to do? 

Jennifer Craig 

Arts ’99 

Time to learn 
WHEN WE WERE LITTLE, 

we were given many 

rules from our parents 

and our teachers about how to 

live in the bad world outside our 

homes. They told us never to 

talk to strangers. They told us to 

look both ways before crossing 

the street. And as we got older, 

the rules evolved into guidelines 

about how to act within society. 

Just say no. Safe sex or no sex. 

Don't drink and drive. 

Let's discuss the last guideline 

about drinking and driving. 

Let's talk candidly about what it 

really means, who it affects and 

why we care. And then, maybe 

after that, let's hope and wish 

that it stopped at least one per¬ 

son from driving under the 

influence. And, perhaps if we're 

bold enough, let's hope that it 

saved a life, or some lives, or 

possibly a whole family. 

Most of us have heard the 

arguments against drinking and 

driving. Not only have we heard 

them, but we understand them. 

They're not difficult to grasp. So 

the message slides off our backs, 

because we know we wouldn't 

drive under the influence, and 

we're sure that in those few 

instances in which we drove 

with a little alcohol in us, we 

were below the legal limit. 

There isn't much that I know 

in this world, bur I can tell you 

one idea which I feel pretty 

comfortable addressing. That is 

the fact that it only takes one of 

us to forget the gravity of the 

rule, and it only takes one 

moment of irrationality to 

shorten another person's entire 

life. It only takes one of us to be 

convinced that we are okay. 

Only one of us to think that the 

hassle of calling a cab or asking 

a friend to pick us up isn't worth 

it. It only takes one person to 

take away another's life. And 

that one event can alter the hap¬ 

piness and confidence of more 

people than many of us can bear 

to imagine. 

Mark Wilson and his entire 

immediate family were killed on 

July 12, 1998 by a drunk driver. 

Three generations of a family. 

One drunk driver. And now 

friends and remaining family 

are forced to grow along with 

their loss lingering thoughts of 

‘if only.’ His girlfriend, his 

housemates, his friends, his 

teachers and his professors were 

shocked horribly this summer. 

Life became a little more cynical 

and a lot more painful. 

But here is where we can all 

work together to show that 

there can be some tangible heal¬ 

ing for us all. We all have a 

responsibility to be safe and to 

help keep one another safe. We 

are all susceptible to drunk dri¬ 

vers. They do not pick and 

choose who they kill. These 

tragedies are blind to their vic¬ 

tims. Those of us who choose to 

drink, whether often or not, are 

at least remotely capable of 

becoming the very image we 

easily despise. Perhaps here is 

where we can find unity among 

us. We can surrender to the fact 

that we are, first of all, mortal, 

and second, that drunk drivers 

— however detestable we want 

to make them — can easily be 

our neighbours, our friends, 

anybody we pass along the 

street, even ourselves. This once 

abstract fight has now become 

very personal. 

Beginning Monday, Novem¬ 

ber 16, green ribbons will be 

distributed on campus in sup¬ 

port of a Queen's student aware¬ 

ness campaign on drinking and 

driving. The event signifies a 

call for the end of this craziness 

and is done in remembrance of 

our friend, Mark Wilson, who 

should be walking around 

campus with the rest of us. 

Written by Carol Liao. ArtSci 

'00. on behalf of the friends of 
Mark Wilson, ArtSci '99. 
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Let x = God 
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by Angela James The concepts of “faith” and 
'•logic” are often viewed as being 
at odds with each other in terms of 

Hus beliefs. Faith is generally con- 
Tjered an unquestioning belief, whereas 

js defined as correct reasoning 
bgsecj on criteria of valid thought. The 
•isence of religious belief is often 
'Turned t0 require a strong element of 
Jaith without substantial logical proof 

rh..it the beliefs are valid. 
The assumption of the incompatibility 

of faith and logic within the realm of 
religious belief was parodied by Douglas 
Adams in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy (see side bar). 

The works of William S. Hatcher, a 
philosopher, mathematician and propo¬ 
nent of the Baha'i faith, emerge as 
paradoxical in the light of this incompat¬ 
ibility. Through the use of logic and 

mathematical reasoning, Hatcher asserts 
that he has proven the existence of God, 
confirming the very foundation of his 
religious belief. In his recent presentation 
at Queen’s University, sponsored by the 
Baha’i organization, he summarized his 
proof and outlined the major assump¬ 
tions on which it was based. 

The search for a mathematically-based 
proof of God’s existence has spanned 
centuries. Aristotle developed a mathe¬ 
matical proof that attempted to demon¬ 
strate the presence of a universal cause. 
In his theorem, he first assumed the exis¬ 
tence of some entity. If this entity was 
caused, it must have been caused by an 
entity different from itself. Similarly, this 
entity that caused that first entity must 
either have been caused by another 
entity or uncaused. If there was no 
uncaused entity in the universe, the chain 
of entities and causes would extend 

backwards without bound. Since 
Aristotle did not believe that an infinite 
regression was possible, he considered 
this theorem to be proof of an ultimate 
uncaused cause. Through the principle of 
transitivity, where the cause of an entity 
is also the cause of every entity further in 
the chain, Aristotle concluded that this 
uncaused cause was universal. 

Later advances in mathematics deter- 

In Douglas Adams' The Hitchhicker's 
Guide to the Galaxy, the problem of 
people of different species understand¬ 
ing each other is solved with the use of 

the Babel fish, o wholly remarkable 
creature. By placing this fish in your ear, 
you can immediately comprehend any 
sort of spoken communication. Adams 
writes: 

"'Now it is such a bizarrely improba¬ 
ble coincidence that anything so mind- 
bogglingly useful could have evolved by 
chance that some thinkers have chosen 
to see it as a final and clinching proof of 
the non-existence of God. 

"The argument goes something like 
this: I refuse to prove that I exist, says 

God, for proof denies faith, and without 
faith I am nothing. 

"'But, says Man, the Babel fish is a 
dead giveaway, isn't it? It could not 
have evolved by chance. It proves you 
exist, and so therefore, by your own 
arguments, you don't. QED. 

"'Oh dear, says God, I hadn't 
thought of that, and promptly vanishes 
in a puff of logic." 

Adams later slates that "'most lead¬ 
ing theologians claim that this argument 
is a load of dingo's kidneys...." 

Darwin in the raw 
By Andrew Parker 

Growing up fascinated by 
science, I spent a generous por¬ 

tion of my free time reading any book 
that promised to elucidate the world that 
so intrigued me. I remember quite clearly 
the day when I picked up a worn copy of 
Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species 
and began to delve into a world that has 
not since released me from its grasp. 
Darwin’s theory of evolution, once read 
and understood, changes the way in 
which you view the world and your own 
existence. 

The theory of evolution is profound 
for the very fact that it eliminates faith 
and supposition and spirituality and it 
focuses on the truth. It is truth based on 
evidence, and it is quite irrefutable. 1 
believe that science’s general belief about 
Darwin’s theory can be summed up by 
the eminent geneticist Theodosius 

oozhansky: “Nothing in biology makes 
sense except in the light of evolution.” 

Although evolutionary theory is the 
foundation for all modern life sciences, 
lts ‘mPortance is being undermined on 
Ufany fronts by those who would attack 
'hat which they fail to grasp. 
• l hc basic premise of Darwin’s theory 
js quite simple. It states that there is 
n erent variation in specific traits in an 

organism. If these traits confer an advan- 
age in the given environment, then the 
rganism is more likely to pass on these 

c^lts to *ts young. These offspring then 
rry the genetic advantage into the next 

Generation. 

lo ^ *S remarl<ably logical. With similar 

evo]C WC Can exP*a‘n bow the eye 
jn V|3 why pregnant women get morn- 

8 S|ckness and even why we die. These 

explanations are accessible and meaning¬ 
ful to anyone who would take the time to 
read them. It is not biological complexity 
that hinders a more general understand¬ 
ing of evolution but rather it is something 
all together more imposing. That which 
causes people to avert their eyes from the 
truth is nothing other than the light of 
religious faith. 

You do not have to be an 
atheist to be a scientist, and 

yet science is increasingly 
portrayed as an anti-religion. 

Two examples will illustrate how reli¬ 
gion has confounded the most basic prin¬ 
ciple of life. I was told today by a friend 
at Queen’s that her professor had asked 
in class, “Why do they still teach Darwin? 
His theory doesn’t explain anything. God 
can still exist.” 

In a similar vein, an article published 
in Toronto’s Globe and Mail stated that 
“Natural selection describes the way 
organisms that already exist adapt to 
change in habitats that already exist, but 
it is silent on how the process begins.” 

These statements frustrate me, as they 
do many scientists, for two reasons: first, 
the theory of evolution says nothing 
about the existence of God. It is merely a 
tool for explaining biological phenom¬ 
ena. Secondly, this theory can explain all 
of the fundamental questions that every¬ 
one believes are beyond its scope. For 
those who think that we cannot explain 
“how the process begins,” I suggest read¬ 
ing Richard Dawkins’s 1976 work The 
Selfish Gene in which he explains in 
detail the evolution of “life” from the 
primordial soup of three billion years 

ago. 

As I mentioned previously, evolution 
and natural selection are not theories 
about the existence or absence of God. 
Although fact and faith have become 
antonyms in our increasingly dichoto¬ 
mous world, they do not share the same 
realm. You do not have to be an atheist to 
be a scientist, and yet science is increas¬ 
ingly portrayed as an anti-religion. Yes, 
science does disprove certain religious 
notions: we know the world was not cre¬ 
ated in seven days, and Adam and Eve did 
not tread in the Garden of Eden. 

But why are astrophysics and paleon¬ 
tology not shunned in the same manner 
as evolution? I fail to understand why the 
notion of evolution is continually por¬ 
trayed as cold and mechanical, devoid of 
any purpose, while the Big Bang is almost 
universally accepted. Perhaps we are just 
so overwhelmed by the natural world 
that many of us cannot conceive of a 
process that would produce such splen¬ 
dor. Perhaps this is where disbelief trans¬ 
forms into faith. 

We have asked many questions about 
this world, and we have uncovered many 
answers. Yet we have also asked questions 
to which there can be no answers: What 
is the nature of our existence? What hap¬ 
pened before time began? What started 
the event that led to the creation of the 
universe? 

These questions cannot be answered 
by science; they are untestable. They are 
part of a personal truth, and they can be 
answered in any way we choose. Some 
find these questions to be settled by 
invoking the notion of God. I, on the 
other hand, must learn to accept all the 
questions for which science is silent, and 
to quote R.M. Rilke, perhaps someday 
I’ll live into the answers. 

mined that a major assumption of this 
theorem is not necessarily valid. Aristotle 
did not believe that there could be an 
infinite regression of causes or entities. 
Though this concept would have 
undoubtedly been difficult to imagine, 
the presence of an infinitely regressing 
discretely ordered set without a minimal 
element is possible and is exemplified by 
the existence of negative integers. 
Therefore, even though Aristotle’s theo¬ 
rem appeared to be valid given the 
knowledge available at the time, it has 
since been found to contain errors in 
logic. 

Another individual who made major 
contributions to the logical proof of 
God’s existence was a 10th century 
Muslim prophet, Avicenna. His theorem 
attempted to prove that there was 
exactly one universal uncaused cause. He 
began his theorem by assuming that the 
universe was non-empty, or composed of 

Continued on next page 

■ Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

Next stop: petaflops 
This year has seen several super¬ 

computing groups reach processing 
speeds well into the hundreds of bil¬ 
lions of calculations per second. So, it 
is not surprising that the long-sought- 
after one teraflops milestone has been 
reached — that is, one trillion floating¬ 
point operations per second. The goal 
was achieved last weekend by a group 
of scientists running a simulation of 
metallic magnetism in 1,024 virtual iron 
atoms on a Cray T3E supercomputer at 
Cray's laboratory in Minnesota. The 
computer, boasting 1,480 individual 
processors working in parallel, actually 
reached a speed of 1.002 teraflops. 

But can they build a 
bomb out of Drano 
and a wad of gum? 

By retro-fitting an old electron micro¬ 
scope destined for the junkyard, 
researchers at Dartmouth College in 
Hanover, New Hampshire have built a 
prototype free-electron laser the size of 
a couple of beer kegs. Conventional 
free-electron lasers (FELs) are the size 
of Montreal’s Molson Centre (which is, 
coincidentally, nicknamed The Keg). 
FELs are used as precision-tuned 
infrared light sources in such disci¬ 
plines as atmospheric physics, bio¬ 
chemistry and nanotechnology. The 
plan now is to produce an even smaller 
version of the FEL, one that could fit in 
the palm of the hand. 
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entities. Like Aristotle, he assumed 

causality between entities. However, his 

theory was markedly different from 

Aristotle’s in that he assumed that an 

entity may be a composite of other enti¬ 

ties. The theorem proceeded as: An 

uncaused cause is self-sufficient. How¬ 

ever, a composite exists by virtue of its 

components rather than by virtue of 

relations between phenomena and enti 

ties. By presenting the arguments in | 

mathematical manner, Hatcher’s proof 

becomes logically compelling an{j 

streamlined as opposed to intuitively 

valid and cosmological. 

In his presentation, Hatcher summa¬ 

rized his theorem which explains, jn 

mathematical language, his updated ver- 

itself. Therefore, no composite can be sion of Avicenna’s theorem and Lwii_ 

self-sufficient. He continued to argue eluded the existence of a noncomposite 

that there could at most be one uncaused unique universal uncaused cause. A corn- 

cause, for two or more uncaused entities pelling aspect of this work is that, for the 

would be composite, having that feature 

in common. Based on these arguments, 

Avicenna concluded that there is a 

unique universal uncaused cause. The 

major assumptions of his proof are 

conclusion of this theorem to be 

doubted, the basic assumptions of the 

theorem must be called into question. 

However, this requires a higher degree 

of abstraction than accepting these cur- 

accepted today. The difficulties encoun- rently believed assertions as rational. In 

tered by Avicenna would have been more that sense, the logical proof of God’s 

easily solved given today’s knowledge of existence demonstrated through this 

set theory, making the argument mathe¬ 

matical, as opposed to cosmological. 

Which bring us to Hatcher and his 

talk here at Queen’s. Hatcher has con¬ 

tributed to this process of attempting to 

find a logical proof of God’s existence by 

building upon Avicenna’s model. He 

mathematical language requires that 

believers accept what is held to be ratio¬ 

nal while, ironically, atheists must use 

abstract thought and an amount of faith 

that these assumptions will not hold 

true. Whether this mathematical theo¬ 

rem will remain unaltered through the 

‘mathematized’ the theorem, making it course of history remains to be seen. 

logically valid by today’s standards. 

Hatcher’s universe includes phenomena, 

or classes or collections of entities, that 

may not themselves be entities. This 

altered assumption is more logically 

valid and allows Hatcher to philosophize 

about interactions or relations between 

phenomena as opposed to merely look- 

The search for logic and coherence 

within one’s belief system, however, is an 

intrinsic aspect of spirituality. Through 

religious expression humans attempt to 

examine seemingly miraculous and terri¬ 

fying aspects of life. The combination of 

logic and religion is not a paradox since 

humans possess a need to understand 

ing at causality between entities. As well, their world, making these two suppos- 

Hatcher’s theorem also uses modern set 

theory to mathematically describe these 

edly divergent concepts unified in their 

application. 
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Reflections on three months of 
work for the Samaritan’s Purse 

International Relief Organization Soldiers of the Sudanese Peoples Liberation 

Army hike through the rivers of Sudan. 

PHOTO BY GREGORY MOORE 

headed: nothing they could have said would 

have prepared me for what I first experienced. 

Even before the plane landed, I knew the heat 

was going to be more intense than any other I 

had endured. Cruising at about 100 feet over 

the treetops, the heat radiating from the red 

earth below heated the plane’s interior to more 

than 30°C. This warmth paled in comparison to 

the greater than 50°C temperatures commonly 

found under the southern Sudan sun. 

For 15 years, a civil war has waged between 

the people of southern Sudan and the 

Government of Sudan (GOS). In May of 1984, 

after years of forced slavery and oppression, the 

Sudanese Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA) 

became a known entity' when one unprepared 

commander of the rebel army launched an ill 

advised attack on a GOS platoon. They had 

been meeting secretly for several months, but 

were not planning to attack the GOS until fur¬ 

ther preparation. Since that unplanned attack, 

civil war has ruled in southern Sudan and 

changed the way its people live. 

English language. 

Drugs, sutures, surgical tools, scissors and 

other items rarely, if ever, seen before in south¬ 

ern Sudan were now a part of the village hospi¬ 

tal. Even with the major import of supplies by 

the relief organization, the hospital resembled 

one that might be seen at a summer camp. Still, 

wounded soldiers, malnourished children, her¬ 

nia cases and various other patients came from 

many miles to obtain treatment at the hospital. 

The author gives a helping hand in the village 

hospital. O 
PHOTO BY MARION GIBBON 

By Gregory Moore 

I NEVER ASKED MYSELF WHAT I WAS DOING AS 

I headed off to Sudan for three months this 

past summer. I just went. 

In January of 1998, after having contacted 

the Samaritan’s Purse International Relief 

Organization, I discovered that I would be 

working for them at a small bush hospital in 

southern Sudan. 

For those of you who haven’t heard of this 

organization, Samaritan’s Purse was founded in 

1970 by the late Bob Pierce. Pierce was a 

Christian man who strongly believed that as a 

servant of God he was called to help those in 

emergency need. He wanted people in North 

America to help needy individuals overseas 

through short-term relief projects. 

Even with the major import of 
supplies by the relief organization, 
the hospital resembled one that 

might be seen at a summer camp. 

Besides a few checkup phone calls to make 

sure that I still wanted to go and had received all 

of my necessary vaccinations, I didn't have 

much communication with the organization that 

would be taking me halfway across the world. 

When I arrived in Sudan at the end of April, 

the reason became clear as to why Samaritan s 

Purse had not told me much about where 1 was 

NE... TWO... THREE... FOUR CEMENT 

buildings — the only permanence in the small 

village where I was to live for the next three 

months. Arriving in the village for the first time, 

I quickly saw the reality of life for these people: 

tattered clothes, bodies of skin and bone, scat¬ 

tered homes simply made of mud and grass, 

deteriorating health, and long lineups for water 

from a single working well. The needs were evi¬ 

dent, and Samaritan’s Purse, along with others, 

had taken on the task of trying to fulfil them. 

My first responsibility with the Samaritan’s 

Purse team was to help with the smooth running 

of a seed project. The objective was to provide 

the village and surrounding areas wirh seeds and 

tools for planting during the upcoming rainy 

season. Drought and the turmoil of war made 

previous years’ harvests unsuccessful and the 

people were eager to have another opportunity 

to supply food for their families. 

Food distribution programs such as OXFAM, 

which is run by the United Nations, sporadically 

bring rations into southern Sudan, but this often 

meets the food requirements for only a certain 

number of weeks; no more food is distributed 

for months. The expectation of the seed project 

was that the villagers would take control of their 

own food production and become more self- 

sufficient. 

The primary focus of Samaritan’s Purse was 

establishing a small hospital that would eventu¬ 

ally be run by the Sudanese people. Besides the 

one expatriate doctor, a surgeon, and a few 

nurses, the staff was made up of 84 people from 

the local area. Those with even the most limited 

education were chosen to help, along with the 

few who had a comprehensible grasp of the 

I quickly saw the reality of life for 
these people: tattered clothes, bodies 

of skin and bone, scattered homes 
simply made of mud and grass, 

deteriorating health, and long lineups 
for water from a single working well. 

During the time I spent at the hospital, I had 

the fortune of meeting Justin Ghoi, a young 25- 

year old Ugandan. Justin was considered one of 

the best nurses, working with the utmost preci¬ 

sion, dedication and care. Having a keen inter¬ 

est in athletics like myself, Justin and I soon 

began jogging (a foreign and peculiar idea to the 

majority of the villagers!) each morning before 

work. While jogging (I must add that he was 

always wearing long pants and long sleeves 

while doing so), we would strike up conversa¬ 

tions about a variety of topics: sports, school, 

girls, family, religion and life in general. 

The similarities between us were astounding. 

We may have been from polar backgrounds, but 

a firm bond was forever formed between us. I 

hope that in my future as a doctor, I can be as 

Please see Sudan on page 19 
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The village children gather around for a group photo. 

SCENES FROM 

UNDER THE 

SUDANESE SUN 

PHOTO BY GREGORY MOORE 

Sudan, continued 

dedicated to helping those in need as 

Justin was to the many patients he 

treated. 

Some of the patients were grateful 

for the hospital. One man, after having 

his left leg amputated due to a severe 

case of osteomyelitis (bacterial infection 

of the bone), could not stop praising the 

hospital and the new life it gave to 

those who were treated. 

Other patients, even after being 

treated, didn’t seem to know why they 

should be thankful for what they had 

received. Perhaps they felt that they 

simply deserved treatment. Years of suf¬ 

fering without medical attention may 

do that to someone. Or perhaps they 

concluded that the present help was 

simply another organization providing 

short-term relief to a seemingly incur¬ 

able problem. Why be thankful? 

HEN I LEFT SUDAN AT THE END 

of July, the temperatures were much 

more bearable as clouds often weak¬ 

ened the daytime light. The greatest 

experience of my life thus far was com¬ 

ing to a close and I wasn’t sure how to 

feel. I had been changed by the experi¬ 

ence forever — by the people I met, the 

conversations I had and the reality I 

saw. I was forever leaving behind 

friends who could never fathom the 

world I lived in. 

And what had I left them? A part of 

me no doubt, as well as the work I had 

helped accomplish with Samaritan’s 

Purse. This work of best intentions that 

sadly seems to do so little long-term 

good for the people of southern Sudan 

and their never-ending civil war. 

Gregory Moore is a Queen's alum in first- 

year medicine at the University of Western 

Ontario. 

Soldiers boost up their moral and energy as they prepare for a 10 

mile truck drive to the frontline. 

PHOTO BY GREGORY MOORE 

Gregory Moore helps in moving materials. 

PHOTO BY MARION GIBBON 

Tke deaths of fourteen women at Ecole 

°Iytechnique brought violence against women to the 

forefront of our national 

conciousness. It’s important to keep it there. 

On December 4, 1998 The Journal will publish a 

supplement commemorating the 9th anniversary of 

^ t the Montreal Massacre. 

We re looking' for women and men to contribute 

experiences, thoughts, poetry and art related to 

c violence ag'ainst women. 

^°r more information, call Liz or Shandley at 

545-2800. 
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The Peanut Gallery Wire to wire 
Undefeated Gaels win inaugural OUA lacrosse title 

Then there were eight... 

> With the C1AU football season 

having reached the quarterfi¬ 

nals, the O-QIFC final is sur¬ 

prising. h will be the Laval 

Rouge et Or visiting the 

Concordia Stingers for the 

Dunsnrore Cup. The three¬ 

time conference champion 

Ottawa Gee-Gees were 

defeated by the Rouge et Or in 

their first ever playoff game, 

while Concordia upended the 

Bishop’s Gaiters. In other 

i quarterfinals, the number two 

ranked Waterloo Warriors visit 

the number one ranked 

Western Mustangs in the the 

iOUA final. Defending Vanier 

I Cup champion UBC will be 

visiting the Saskatchewan 

Huskies, while it will be the 

Mount Allison Mounties and 

Acadia Axemen playing for 

Atlantic conference honours. 

Catfish stricken 

Jim ‘Catfish’ Hunter, a Hall of 

Fame pitcher with the Oakland 

A’s and the New York Yankees, 

has been diagnosed with ALS, 

or Lou Gerhrig’s disease. 

Named for another Yankee 

great, the disease is a progres¬ 

sive and ultimately a fatal neu¬ 

rological condition that affects 

motor skills. The disease 

•attacks nerves in the spinal 

• cord and brain which control 

motor movement, causing 

paralysis and eventually death. 

The 52-year old former Cy 

Young award winner helped 

lead the Yankees to three 

straight pennants and two 

World Series victories in the 

late seventies. 

Great Canadian shootout 

The CFL playoffs are under 

way and they have been explo¬ 

sive. The Edmonton Eskimos 

were able to survive an injur)’ 

to starting quarterback David 

Archer to defeat the BC Lions 

; T0'33 m the Western 

Conference semi-final. On the 

Eastern side, the Montreal 

Alouettes beat the Toronto 

Argonauts, 41-28. The antici¬ 

pated Eastern Conference final 

ctwecn the Hamilton Tiger- 

ats and the Alouettes in 

teeltown, has become a real- 

llT’ while the Eskimos have 

fiBPiH ^ht to another battle 
? Alberta with the heavily 

[avoured Calgary Stampedecs 

ln the Western final. 

I!iFHRIS IMAS came early... 
atrick Roy would be 

a lowed his old equipment 

so 1e could stop rhe puck 
again. 

Alike Tyson would have to 

earn his living participat¬ 

ed. in the Ultimate 
ighting Challenge. 

'hree-tjme NHL holdout 

eti Nedved would retire 

and ease everyone’s pain. 

By Robert MacNeil 

The first-ever OUA women’s 

lacrosse championship banner 

was awarded last weekend in 

Oshawa and presented to a vic¬ 

torious Queen’s squad. When 

the banner was revealed to all 

the participants for the first 

time at a banquet on Saturday, 

the Gaels were given the extra 

incentive needed. On the road 

to victory, the women pum- 

meled Brock by a score of 14-2, 

York 14-6 and Toronto 10-7 in 

the gold medal game. Darcie 

Spearing scored nine goals in 

the tournament and was named 

the OUA Athlete of the Week. 

“[As time ran out on 
their opponents] 

“everyone went nuts... 
because it was the 

championship and [it] 
was the most intense 

game of the year.” 

— Queen's defender 
Nancy Symons 

Queen’s entered the tourna¬ 

ment with a tonne of confi¬ 

dence. During the regular 

season, the Gaels compiled a 6- 

0 record and outscored their 

An ecstatic lacrosse team poses with their championship banner 

opponents by a wide margin of 

54-13. The top three goal scor¬ 

ers in the Eastern division were 

all from Queen’s. Anne 

Benedetti had 13 goals and 

Spearing and Silvana Yee had 10 

goals each during the regular 

season. 

On Friday afternoon, the 

women faced Brock University 

and were a little concerned 

because they did not know 

much about the team since they 

had not played them all year. 

All fears were quickly put aside, 

however, as the Queen’s 

offence roared to life. The tone 

of this game was best summed 

up by Spearing, when she said 

that “we just kept scoring.” 

In a game that was thor¬ 

oughly dominated by Queen’s, 

Benedetti scored four goals, 

Stef Schneider scored three, 

in Oshawa over the weekend. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ANNE BENEDETTI 

Yee, Ange Morrocco and 

Meredith Gilbert potted two 

goals apiece and Spearing 

added a single goal. With the 

offence scoring 14 goals, the 

defence could have eased up, 

but instead they shut down 

Brock’s offence. Rookie goal- 

tender Barb Phibbs played 

amazing, and was “stopping 

Please see Dawning on page 25 

Road to the CIAU finals 
Women’s soccer one step 

from national glory 
By Adam Kaminsky start in the championship game 

against Western and it cost them 

the OUA crown. 

“We had the potential to win 

it [Western game], but we didn’t 

show up to play in the First 10 

“We would like to make an 

impact on the national level.” 

Head Coach Dave McDowell 

September 10,1998 

It was a goal at the start of 7^7when7hey scored wo 

the season, and its become a goals» said veceran defender 

reality at the end for the Nicole Miller. “We had so many 
Queen’s women s soccer team. chances tQ score in che second 

•ThC GiaC S halfwhen we 
will be making CHAMPIONSHIP SCHEDULE J dominated 
an impact on 

the national 

scene when 

they join five 

other con¬ 

tenders in a 

race for the 

CIAU Champi¬ 

onship in Vic¬ 

toria this 

weekend. 

After spend- 

ing much of pointment. 
the year undefeated and ranked „We rea||y wanted th<_ 

number one in Canada, the 0ntario title> that>s for surc» 

Gaels earned a trip to ictona, sajd g0a[[eilder Amanda Foran. 

their first appearance at the "[However] it might be a bit of 

Queen’s vs Calgary 

Friday, 3 p.m. EST 

Queen’s vs Dalhousie 

Saturday, 2:55 p.ra. EST 

Live on CFRC 101.9 FM 

Title game (if necessary) 

Sunday, 3:55 p.m. EST 

Live on CFRC 101.9 FM 

play and the 

shots just 

didn’t go in.” 

The loss 

was not 

crushing for 

the team as 

the invitation 

to nationals 

was already 

earned, but it 

was a disap- 

nationals in three years, with an 

OUA semi-final win over the 

hated University of Ottawa Gee- 

Gees. Queen’s followed up that 

great performance with a slow 

a motivating factor... if there 

was a game to lose, it was that 

one.” 

Please see Victoria on page 23 

Cross country teams expect 
to shine in Waterloo 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The sixth-ranked men’s and 

fifth-ranked women’s cross 

country teams head to the CIAU 

championships this weekend on 

the same team bus but with dis¬ 

parate momentum. 

With the women coming off 

an outstanding second place 

showing at the OUA champi¬ 

onships and the men Finishing a 

disappointing fourth, the 

national championship in Water¬ 

loo will tell the final story of this 

promising campaign. 

The 2.5 km loop that the ath¬ 

letes will be running is a chal¬ 

lenging one, with numerous hills 

and tight corners. 

“This is a new course, but it is 

very similar to the one that we 

ran up at Queen’s which was an 

event both myself and the team 

won this year, so that bodes well 

for us,” said men’s captain Bob 

McGill. “Both teams have a good 

chance to medal.” 

In addition to the favourable 

course, the good performance of 

the women at the OUAs also 

gives conFidence to the squad. 

“I really think that the women 

have built all year towards this 

race and I really like their atti¬ 

tude,” said Coach Shane Lakins. 

With a dominant Western 

squad, winning the event will be 

difficult, but they will compete 

to win a medal. 

“We feel that on any given 

day, anyone can be beat,” said 

Lakins. 

For the men, the poor perfor¬ 

mance two weeks ago may serve 

as a motivational tool. 

“The guys are definitely out 

for some vindication, our perfor¬ 

mance at the OUAs did not 

reflea our ability,” said McGill. 

The team can take solace from 

the example set two years ago 

when the team finished fifth in 

the OUAs before bouncing back 

and winning the silver at the 

nationals. 

With the front running Wind¬ 

sor Lancers and traditional pow¬ 

erhouses University of Victoria, 

Alberta and Dalhousie all look¬ 

ing strong, the quest to medal 

will be trying, but McGill feels 

that last week was an aberration. 

“Every race has been a good 

one this season and one stinker 

in the pot I can put up with, hut 

two I can’t,” he said. “This week¬ 

end is a good chance for us to 

show that we deserve to be with 

the ‘big boys’.” 
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Queen’s splits weekend 

Friday, November 

tributed a pair of assists, while tender Jason Skilnick was tested first ^bound^vel a 

O’Shea scored twice and Mail- less often, but rose to the chal- or e PP | second 
loux drew three helpers. Not lenge posed by his Brock conn- prone Skilnick for h.s secon 

to be outdone, Jeff Scobie had terpart- This was particularly goal of the game. 

wu,lvl _ his second consecutive three- evident on an acrobatic pad 

Saturday afternoon, the Gaels point outing, with a goal and save midway through the sec- 

shot out the lights, trouncing two assists, while his linemate, ond period. 
Paul Lang, picked up three In the final minute of the sec- 

assists. Rounding out the scor- ond period. Brock s Peter 

ing were a pair of blueliners. Lough solved Skilnick, sending 

By Naete Sager 

The Queen’s men’s hockey 

team experienced a roller 

coaster ride last weekend. On 

Landon 
top 

rookie 
the Ryerson Rams 10-3. The 

following day against the Brock 

Badgers, a third period defen¬ 

sive letdown contributed 

greatly to a 5-3 loss, costing the 

Gaels a chance to extend their 

lead in the OUA Mideast 

division. 

Queen’s 10 Ryerson 3 

Brock 5 Queen's 3 

“We’d love to have had the 

sweep,” commented Queen’s 

Head Coach Chris MacDonald. 

“We’re happy with the way the 

team is performing. We’ve been 

able to generate [scoring] 

chances... but we have to finish 

them.” 

On Saturday afternoon, the 

outcome was never seriously in 

doubt, as left winger Matt 

Thorne tallied twice in the first 

“We’ve been able to 
generate [scoring] 

chances... but we have 
to finish them.” 

— Head Coach 
Chris MacDonald 

The Gaels then knotted the 

affair at three, as Flynn put 

away his own rebound with 

nine minutes left in regulation 

time, sowing the seeds for a 

dramatic conclusion. With 5:24 

showing on the clock, a give¬ 

away inside the Gaels’ blueline 

presented Brock with a golden 

opportunity, and Lough blasted 

a howitzer past Skilnick for the 

eventual winning goal. In the 

final minutes, the Gaels 

besieged the Brock end for the 

equalizer, as a Mailloux drive 

with 1:45 left nicked the cross- Gael players celebrate yet another goal in win over Ryerson 
PHOTO BY GEOFF ASHENHURST bar, but the Badgers weathered 

the storm, and iced the win 

period, as the Gaels opened a 7- Dave Wilson and captain Scott the teams into the intermission 

1 lead after 30 minutes. The Richardson. deadlocked at one. When the 

forward trio of Jason Flynn, On Sunday versus Brock, the teams reconvened for the deci- 

D’Arcy O’Shea and OUA scor- Gaels again drew first blood, as sive period, the Gaels immedi- 

ing leader Rob Mailloux was Alec St. Louis tallied on a first- ately asserted themselves, as 

simply devastating, combining period power play. Throughout Mailloux converted O’Shea’s 

for 11 points. Flynn enjoyed a the first two periods, the Gaels centering feed from behind the 

field day pinch-hitting for the pelted Badger netminder Mark net just 23 seconds after the 

injured Jonathan Bishop as the Lachance with shots, but came face-off. Undaunted, Brock 

tricolour’s first-line centre. He up empty time and time again, fought back to tie, and at the 

fired home three goals and con- At the other end, Gaels’ goal- seven-minute mark, took their ieres. 

with an empty-net marker. 

“Give Brock full credit,” 

commented MacDonald. 

“When they had a chance, they 

scored.” 

The Gaels will be put to the 

test severely this weekend, 

when they travel to La Belle 

Province to face two formidable 

foes, Concordia and Trois-Riv- 

By Journal Sports Staff 

The O-QIFC conference 
awards have been handed out 

and Queen’s rookie offensive 

tackle Jon Landon has earned 

the Peter Gorman Trophy as 

conference Rookie of the Year, 

The Kingston native came 

highly recruited out of Holy 

Cross High School and Las 

able to start from week one at 

the challenging left tackle 

position. While not the biggest 

lineman on the team, he used 

his great footwork, athleticism 

and determination to excel, as 

his tools to dominate at the 

university game. 

Head Coach Bob Howes 

described Landon as the best 

young offensive lineman that 

he has ever coached. 

By winning the award, Lan¬ 

don will be the O-QIFC repre¬ 

sentative at the CIAU 

all-Canadian dinner in 

Toronto during Vanier Cup 

week at the end of November. 

As the conference’s top rookie 

he will be competing with the 

; rookies of the year from the 

three other conferences to 

: earn national recognition. 

The conference’s Outstand¬ 

ing Player award went to 

Ottawa’s superstar quarter¬ 

back Phil Cotd. 

Q 151 C^l ffl 
J *41 SSI ^ *£] 

5 DAYS 
TO 

REGISTER 

WHERE & WHEN: 

Room 226 PEC... 
8 a.m. Nov. 17th 

WHAT YOU NEED: 

Your Completed Team 
Entry Package 

(available from Rm 201A 
or in the front lobby of the 

PEC) 
& $300 Entry Fee 
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gg2 In the game is Victoria bound 
A week in the life of Queen’s athletics 

phis past weekend, the 

women’s hockey team took a 

bic step forward in their hopes 

tor qualifying for the post sea¬ 

son after capturing three of a 

possible four points against rival 

York. In Friday’s game, the 

Gaels led 1-0 on a goal by 

Kathryn White until the game 

was tied with 21 seconds left. In 

helping her team to a 1-1 tie, 

u0alie Claudia Tom stood on 

her head the entire game and 

repeatedly made breathtaking 

saves. On Saturday afternoon, 

rhe Gaels rebounded by defeat¬ 

ing York 3-2 for their first vic¬ 

tory of the year. Sarah Reid and 

Lori Loftus brought a steady 

physical presence to the ice, as 

well as scoring punch. Scoring 

the third goal of the game was 

Kim Bjorkland. 

Saturday, the Gaels poor shoot¬ 

ing percentage (31 per cent) 

continued, and the team lost to 

Carleton 85-72. Richardson and 

Purdy were once again the lone 

bright spots, contributing 20 

and 11 points respectively. The 

team opens their regular season 

this weekend against York and 

University of Toronto. 

ref 

In men’s basketball action, 

the Gaels split their weekend 

mutches against RMC and Car¬ 

leton. Queen’s dominated RMC 

on Friday by a count of 84-56, 

despite shooting only 46 per 

cent from the field. Helping 

their cause was Derek Richard¬ 

son who scored 20 points and 

added eight rebounds. John 

Purdy contributed 13 points and 

hustled for 14 rebounds. On 

Women's basketball 

This past weekend, Queen’s 

hosted the women’s basketball 

Tindall tournament and it 

resulted in the Gaels splitting 

their two games. On Friday, the 

women lost a close battle to 

Laval 80-76 but rebounded in 

fine fashion on Saturday with a 

convincing 62-36 victory over 

Windsor. The squad will also 

open their regular season this 

wekend against York and Uni¬ 

versity of Toronto. 

Women's water polo 

In Saturday’s action in a 

cross-over meet at the Physical 

Education Centre, the women’s 

troubles continued after back- 

to-back losses to Ottawa and 

Carleton. Ottawa pummeled the 

Gaels 12-3 but Carleton faced a 

more difficult challenge, 

squeaking by 13-11. 

Women's volleyball 

On Friday night, the 

women’s volleyball team 

climbed to the .500 mark with a 

strong showing against York 

University. The Gaels improved 

their record to 1-1 with an 

aggressive 3-1 victory (15-10, 

15-3, 12-15, 15-11). 

^SrOBYSUE HOLLAND 

•f' il 
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Continued from page 21 

With a two-week break 

between the OUA final and their 

CIAU opener against the Cal¬ 

gary Dinosaurs, the team was 

able to rest up and take care of 

some of their injuries. 

“Everyone was really hurting 

after the OUs, we had a rough 

three game weekend and people 

were both physically and emo¬ 

tionally drained,” explained 

Miller. “It was good we had this 

time to nurse some of those 

injuries.” 

When the well-rested Gaels 

arrive in Victoria they are going 

to have to deal with an interest¬ 

ing championship format. With 

six teams at the tournament 

divided into two pools, a round 

robin format exists with goal 

differential being all important. 

Queen’s will be joined by the 

Dinosaurs and the Dalhousie 

Tigers in their pool while the 

OUA champion Mustangs, the 

McGill Martlets and the host 

University of Victoria Vikings 

will be on the other side of the 

draw. The winner of each pool 

plays in the final on Sunday 

afternoon. 

“We learnt last time [1995 

CIAU Championship] that every 

goal scored is crucial because 

it’s round-robin and goal differ¬ 

ential is very important to see 

who goes through,” said all- 

conference mid-fielder Judith 

Trepanier. 

The Gaels’ pool sets up well. 

Their first opponent, rhe 

Dinosaurs, come into the tour¬ 

nament as a surprise entrant 

after finishing fourth in the reg¬ 

ular season in Western confer¬ 

ence play and then defeating the 

powerful defending champion 

Alberta Pandas in the first round 

of the playoffs. Much like 

Queen’s, Calgary followed up 

their big semi-final win with a 

loss in the conference finals, los¬ 

ing to Victoria. The third mem¬ 

ber of the pool, the Atlantic 

Conference champion Tigers, 

are a perennial contender who 

feature a number of talented 

individual stars. 

“These are good match-ups,” 

said OUA East coach of the Year 

McDowell. “[The women] are 

excited about their opponents, 

they are good teams but we are 

confident.” 

Before even leaving for Vic¬ 

toria the team has won one bat¬ 

tle as they were able to raise 

enough money so that every 

member of the team could make 

the trip. 

“We had a lot of support, a 

lot of varsity teams have been 

fantastic, the rugby and football 

teams have given us money, it’s 

been overwhelming,” gushed 

Foran. “It is fantastic to be able 

to send our entire team and our 

entire coaching staff because 

everybody has put so much 

effort in it and it wouldn’t have 

been fair.” 

The team is hoping that the 

full contingent will mean more 

people for the celebration on 

Sunday afternoon. 

Want to go abroad? 

The Resource Library at the International Centre 
can he/p you move closer to your goal of seeing the world: 

•A selection of university calendars 

from around the world 

•Major international employment 

journals 

•Information on Queen's Exchanges 

•Information on summer work 

abroad 

•Audio visual resources 

•Computer databases 

•Internet access 

•A wide range of print materials 

Our library volunteers would be happy to show 
you around our library. 

Make the first move 

The International Centre is located in the John Deutsch University Centre just past the Queen's Pub. 

Tel: (613) 545-2604 Fax: (613) 545-6190 

http://www.quic.queensu.ca 
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You’ 
By Julieta Loeffler 

To function properly and 

maintain good health, your body 

has certain needs that must be 

met. No single factor seems to 

play a bigger role in sports per¬ 

formance than a person’s diet. 

There isn’t any single “magic 

diet” that will produce a winning 

performance at your next sport¬ 

ing activity or make you feel like 

a million dollars overnight. There 

are many products on the market 

today that claim to increase per¬ 

formance, energy or decrease 

weight quickly. Consumers must 

look carefully at these products as 

they can be misrepresented and 

misinterpreted. 

In short, people have a few 

basic necessities to keep their 

bodies running efficiently. Food is 

used to give your muscles and 

body tissues fuel, it helps regulate 

the process of the body; and it 

supplies body heat. There are six 

categories in which to divide 

food; all six are necessary to 

maintain a healthy body. They are 

water, minerals, vitamins, pro¬ 

teins, fats and carbohydrates. 

d better take your vitamins 
The most important food for 

the body is water. It is not usually 

thought of as a food because it 

does not have any caloric value, 

but it is essential in maintaining 

life. Our body is 60 per cent 

water and therefore humans can 

only last a matter of a few days 

without it; a 15 per cent to 20 per 

cent loss of water can be fatal. 

This is because it used in various 

functions, such as digestion, 

products and eggs. 

Vitamins are a group of 

organic compounds that perform 

specific functions in promoting 

growth and maintaining good 

Proteins are nitrogen-contain- mary source of energy. it ^ 

ing compounds comprised of supports and cushions vita] 

amino acids. They are necessary organs, is used in the absorption 

the structure of enzymes, cells, 

antibodies and many hormones. 
glUVVUI <1UU .. 
health. They function as catalysts They also are necessary for 

in chemical reactions throughout growth (especially in muscle 

the body. They are essential in growth), and the maintenance 

the building of tissues, for the 

control of food in our body, and 

for the release of energy. 

Vitamin A, B1 and niacin are 

absorption and transportation of three vitamins of particular inter- 

nutrients, circulation, excretion, est, as they play a primary role in 

and maintaining electrolyte bal- exercise and health. Vitamin A is 

ance in the body. Since water is necessary for night vision, it con- 

used to maintain a normal body tributes to healthy skin, preven- 

temperature, large volumes of it tion of infections, normal bone 

lost via sweating. It 

and repair of body tissues. While 

the body can manufacture many 

amino acids, some can’t be man¬ 

ufactured and must therefore be 

ingested through diet. Meats, 

fish, and poultry contain all the 

essential amino acids in sufficient system. 

of fat-soluble vitamins, and is an 

insulating layer, which helps 

retain body heat. ^ 

Carbohydrates are composed 

of simple sugars and starches 

The body breaks down both of 

these into glucose, which is used 

by the body for various functions. 

Glucose is the main source of 

energy for the body and the sole 

source of energy for the nervous 

quantity and in proper ratios. 

Vegetables and grains contain 

amino acids but not in proper 

extremely important to replenish 

your water before, during and 

after exercise. An average of two 

litres a day are recommended. 

Minerals are simple inorganic 

elements. There are 17 essential 

minerals in a person’s diet, 

including: calcium, phosphorus, 

magnesium, sodium, chloride, 

potassium and fluoride. Most of 

these can be found in fruits, veg¬ 

etables and legumes. A lot of 

them are also found in milk 

development and tooth forma- ratios and therefore should be 

tion. This vitamin can be found in properly balanced if one is a veg- 

liver, kidney, milk, butter, egg 

yoke, yellow vegetables, apricots, 

cantaloupe and peaches. Vitamins 

B1 and niacin are necessary for 

energy metabolism. They are 

both found in organ meats, 

grains, eggs and legumes. 

etarian. 

Fats or lipids are generally 

thought of negatively but fat is 

necessary and it has many useful 

functions in the body. It is an 

All six components of food are 

necessary for maintaining a 

healthy and active body. All six 

play vital roles and must be con¬ 

sumed in sufficient quantities. 

Your body is an amazing tool and 

must be attended to. You are the 

only person who controls what 

you feed it. Use your body to its 

maximum potential by giving it 

essential component of cell walls the foods that are essential for its 

and nerve fibres and it is a pri- survival. 

©IF fBOI fill 

Rr 1 

David Campbell 

COLLECTING: OBSESSION/ 
AFFLICTION OR BOTH 

SPEAKING ABOUT ART LECTURE SERIES 

Sunday, November IS 
2 pm 

Etspeth Baugh Fireside Room W5' 
Ban Righ Hall, Queen's Crescent °' 

Admission is free. 

The Interim Agnes 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 
Kingston. Ontario K7L 3N6 
TeL- 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 
http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Sfwrawed by WiUfr and Ounon Goidon foundation. 

KINGSTON IN 
FEBRUARY SUCKS! 

A week in the Club Vila on the beach in 

Cancun, however, does not. 

1389.00 per person 
Taxes included 

ALL INCLUSIVE! 
FEB. 20 -27 

Limited Space! 

CALL 
SOON! 

Marlin 
-TRAVEL 
370 King St. 
Call Betty 549-4400 

Lacrosse legends 

OUA champs Darcie Spearing (left) and Anne Bennedetti. 

This past weekend in 

Oshawa, the women’s lacrosse 

team captured the first OUA 

championship ever awarded 

with the help of star players 

Anne Benedetti and Darcie 

Spearing. For their superior 

effort, these women have been 

named the Queen’s Journal Ath¬ 

letes of the Week. 

At an awards banquet for the 

lacrosse players on Saturday, 

Benedetti should have brought 

along a wheelbarrow to trek 

home all the hardware she col¬ 

lected. She was named the 

league’s top scorer (13 goals), a 

conference all-star, the Most 

Valuable Player and shared 

Coach of the Year honours with 

Spearing and Nancy Symons. 

Born in Cambridge, Ontario, 

the fourth-year Con-Ed student 

has only been playing lacrosse 

since her second year at 

Queen’s. This past summer she 

played for the Ontario provin¬ 

cial team and “really fell in love 

with the game.” 

The team travelled through¬ 

out North America, making 

stops in Virginia, Colorado and 

Baltimore and the experience 

helped make Benedetti a more 

complete player. “1 learned the 

skills of the game (this summer, 

and improved) my stickwork 

and (learned) not to just blow by 

everyone,” said Benedetti. 

If she continues to improve 

her game, Benedetti hopes to 

eventually try out for Canada’s 

entry into the World Cup of 

lacrosse 

in 2001. 

Spearing, who was named 

this week’s OUA Athlete of the 

Week as well as The Journal’s, 

certainly has the talent to join 

Benedetti on the national team. 

The second-year life science stu¬ 

dent from Pense, Saskatchewan, 

has been playing lacrosse for six 

years. She finished second in 

league scoring behind Benedetti, 

with 10 goals and was nomi¬ 

nated for a conference all-star 

award and a coordinator’s 

award. 

When she was in high school, 

Spearing played on the provin¬ 

cial team and experienced a lot 

of losing because the 

Saskatchewan program was not 

that strong. This past summer, 

however, she returned home to 

play and coach the Regina team. 

She helped coach players from 

grades 9-12 and focused on 

teaching team skills. Spearing’s 

squad was good enough to win 

the provincial championship 

and the experience helped to 

improve her coaching abilities. 

Spearing said she has enjoyed 

her dual role as player-coach 

this year and has enjoyed work¬ 

ing with both Benedetti and 

Symons. The main challenge of 

her coaching position has been 

to separate the task of coaching 

from her close friendships with 

the players. “It’s tough making 

choices on who plays, some¬ 

times we have to separate our¬ 

selves from personal 

relationships (and) find who 

deserves to play.” 
Symons describes her two co- 

workers in glowing terms- 

“They are two of the most 

amazing people I’ve ever mer¬ 

it's not their play on the fie 

that makes them amazing ath¬ 

letes, it’s their overall persona - 

ties.” 
And now these athletes have 

an OUA championship banner 

to go alongside their amazing 

personalities. 

£Uj 

FREE Small Yogen Fruz 
(Frozen Yogurt) 8 

with the purchase of a Large Chili | 

I 

66 Princess Street 542-6235 J 
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Dawning 
of a 

dynasty? 
Continued from page 21 

shots all over the place,” said 

Spearing. Benedetti continued 

t|lt accolades when she 

described Phibbs as “a great 

passer in the crease (who is) 

really confident when she has 

the ball.” 
Once Brock was dumped 

aside, the Gaels focused their 

aggression on arch rival York 

University. In each of the last 

two seasons, the Yeowomen 

had defeated Queen’s in the 

final, but this time the Gaels 

were ready. York came out 

aggressively and “really turned 

it on,” according to Symons. 

Benedetti described Spearing’s 

play as “amazing and she made 

beautiful shots (which resulted) 

in inspiring goals,” — four of 

them to be exact. Meredith 

Gilbert exploded in this game 

as well, adding four goals of 

her own. At 5’11”, Gilbert is 

tall enough that she is able to 

score a lot of wraparound 

Wayne Gretzky-like goals. 

Spearing described her as “a 

really good offensive player 

that can reach overtop of the 

goalie.” Also adding goals in 

the 14-6 thrashing was 

Benedetti with a hat trick, Yee 

with two goals and Schneider 

with a single. 

During the regular 
season, the Gaels 

compiled a 6-0 record 
and outscored their 
opponents by a wide 

margin of 54-13. 

After depositing their first 

and second-round opponents 

by a combined score of 28-8, 

the final battle against Toronto 

was all that stood in the way of 

the Gaels’ quest for a champi¬ 

onship. Symons said the final 

was an “intense game from 

start to finish, with both teams 

putting in a 120 per cent 

effort.’ The Gaels jumped 

ahead with several quick goals 

and led at the half by a count of 

3- In the second half, Toronto 

turned it on and pulled within 

nvo S^ls at 9-7. With three 

minutes left however, Spearing 

c inched it with the final goal of 

| e game. As time ran out on 

1eir opponents “everyone 

!ent nuts... because it was the 

cuampionship and (it) was the 

"lost intense game of the year,” 

sa'd Symons. 

; champions! 
^uising through the 

Wru11 and play°ffs 
'th a strong returnini 

i-fans, the foundat 

been laid for a dynasty. 
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Moore makes pit stop at Queen’s 
Star driver advocates responsible drinking to students 

Interview 
Race car driver Greg Moore, 

a 23-year old who has enjoyed 

substantial success on the Indy 

Cart series, came to Queen’s in 

the midst of his Ontario campus 

tour on Tuesday, to speak to 

students about Molson’s Take 

Care initiative. It is a program 

that promotes responsible 

drinking and discourages drink¬ 

ing and driving. 

Before giving a talk at the 

QP, the Maple Ridge, British 

Columbia native was able to 

stop by the Journal House and 

have a chat with The Journal 

sports staff. 

Queen’s Journal — How did 

you get involved with Molson’s 

Take Care program? 

Greg Moore — I started with 

them in 1995 when I was still in 

Indy Lights (equivalent to AAA 

for Indy Car), after a friend of 

mine was killed drinking and 

driving while another was 

injured in the same crash. It 

really hit home and when I was 

old enough to work with Mol- 

son, I approached them and it 

was kind of like a back and 

forth thing. It took a while but I 

guess they felt that having a 19- 

year old speaking about drink¬ 

ing and driving and a guy who 

is in the public eye would prob¬ 

ably be a good idea. Also being 

a professional race car driver 

and probably having more skills 

on the road than most people... 

hopefully... if I am not doing it 

[drinking and driving] and 

other race car drivers aren’t 

doing it, then it is probably not 

a good idea to be doing it. 

QJ — Getting to your racing 

season, you started off fast, but 

you sort of slowed down by the 

end. What was your feeling 

about this past year? 

GM — This year I am the 

happiest I have been with my 

driving, the results were not as 

good as I would have wanted, 

but I learnt a lot in this series 

and I applied a lot more this 

have myself or Paul or Patrick 

to look at and say I want to be 

like them. If you look at 

Jacques, myself and Patrick, we 

are all products of the Players 

[cigarette company] develop¬ 

ment program. With the new 

tobacco bills coming out, it’s 

going to be tough. I don’t see a 

lot of companies willing to 

spend that amount of money 

that Players is. I am a little bit 

worried about it, but on the 

other hand you still have the 

role models to shoot for and 

that makes it a little bit 

easier. 

QJ — It is a common mis¬ 

conception that race car drivers 

are not athletes. How would 

you respond to that? 

GM — Until you have sat in 

a race car and tried do it, you 

don’t understand what it is like. 

At the Molson Indy in Toronto, 

my average heart rate was 

around 160-180 beats a minute 

for two hours. A lot of it might 

not be physical exercise, 

although we need strong arms 

and strong legs, but the thing 

about it is there is so much 

stress going, so your mind is 

extremely taxed because at 

200mph you’re covering a foot¬ 

ball field every second. Your 

mind is forced to take in a lot of 

information and process it. If 

you get tired, you make mis¬ 

takes because you’re not fit 

enough and you will see people 

start to fall off the pace. 

QJ — It must be a little bor¬ 

ing to drive regular cars? 

GM — I used to have a 

Dodge Viper and I would get in 

and feel that it was exception¬ 

ally fast and people would 

laugh when I would say that. It 

is simply that I am able to sepa¬ 

rate race car driving and regular 

driving into completely differ¬ 

ent areas. It is never that differ¬ 

ent to drive on the city streets. 

The Queen's Journal sports staff 

defeated Moore in a Big Wheel 

race down Earl Street (Well, in 

their heads anyway.) 

Wm 

Moore addresses students at 
the QP on Tuesday. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

season. I won my first 500 mile 

race and that was nice. Winning 

this race was nice because it 

takes a lot more patience to win 

this type of race... We learnt a 

lot more this year and I think 

next year it’s the championship 

for sure. 

QJ — The Cart series has 

become more international in 

both locations and racers, how 

do you feel about the growth? 

GM — I think it is good the 

way it is growing internation¬ 

ally, obviously it is going to be 

great for TV. On the other 

hand, what I think the series is 

doing is concentrating too 

much on the overseas things 

and not enough in North Amer¬ 

ica. We have a competitor (Indy 

Racing League) now that we 

have to try and have better TV 

rating than, better races than 

and have more fans. If we start 

to lose the fans in North Amer¬ 

ica to that circuit, we are in 

trouble. 

QJ — With the departure of 

overall Cart champion Alex 

Zanardi to Formula 1 racing 

and the success of fellow Cana¬ 

dian Jacques Villeneuve on that 

series, is that something you 

would consider doing? 

GM — I am not thinking 

about it, I mean I’m sure I 

would have to consider it, but it 

wasn’t my dream. My dream 

was always, watching the Indy 

500, watching guys like A1 

[Unser Jr.], Michael [Andretti], 

Rick Mears and Mario Andretti 

and saying that is what I want 

to do. We had our first Indy Car 

race in Vancouver in 1990 and 

as soon as I saw it, I knew that’s 

what I wanted to be. I want to 

be successful here before I do 

anything else. If I am 25 or 26 

years old and I have won this 

[Cart] championship and have 

been very successful here, I will 

look at other things. I don’t 

want to become stale, and win a 

championship or a couple of 

championships and then just say 

well, I want to go for my fifth 

and sixth championship. 

QJ — Having started on the 

Cart series at a young age (20), 

what was it like to drive against 

guys like A! Jr. and Michael 

who you watched while grow¬ 

ing up? 

GM — At first it was pretty 

overwhelming. We went to 

Miami for what is called spring 

training and I’m on the race 

track and I’m driving around 

and a car passes me and it’s 

[racing legend] Emmerson Fit- 

tapaldi. I thought, “That was 

Emmo, wow.” I got up to speed 

and started to catch him and 

eventually passed him and I 

thought, “Wow, I just passed 

Emmo.” That’s when it really 

hit me, that this was what I was 

doing and it was like there’s 

Michael, let’s catch him and try 

and pass him. 

QJ — A great story in Cana¬ 

dian sports in the past few years 

has been the rise of a number of 

prominent Canadian race car 

drivers, be it at the FI level like 

Villeneuve or in Indy Car with 

Scott Goodyear a few years 

back, yourself, Paul Tracy and 

Patrick Carpentier. Is the sky 

the limit for Canadian 

drivers? 

GM — I think that it helps a 

lot, now you can go to the Mol¬ 

son Indy in Toronto and you 

RANKING THE PLAYERS IN A 
ROUND ROBIN COMPETITION 
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uppose that we have a round robin compe¬ 
tition involving n players. Each pair of play- 
iers competes in some games, the other as 
the loser (for simplicity, we assume that there 
'are no tie games). How might we rank the 
participants in this kind of competition? 
pThere are a number of ranking schemes 
which have been proposed, and in this talk 
we focus on a method due to Kendall and 
jWei. In the course of our discussion, we will 
ind that while the Kendall-Wei method may 

it be entirely satisfactory, it does lead to 
ome interesting mathematical problems. 
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Die Laughing 
The Imaginary Invalid hits funnybone 

Imaginary Invalid 

Rotunda Theatre 

By Sarah Crosbie 

The life of any man who 

receives 20 doses of medicine 

and twenty enemas in one 

month must be gainful, but no 

one can understand the discom¬ 

fort that Argan, one of the main 

characters in Moliere's comedy. 

The Imaginary Invalid endures. 

Translated and directed by 

Maurice Breslow, The Imagi¬ 

nary Invalid is the Queen’s 

drama department’s major fall 

production. The comic storyline 

revolves around Argan, played 

by Perry Mucci, a hypochon¬ 

driac who believes he is alive 

only because numerous enemas 

have kept his system flushed 

out. Ironically, it is also the 

refusal of an enema which dis¬ 

solves his idea of a marriage. 

Argan wishes for his daugh¬ 

ter Angelique, played by Karina 

Mackenzie, to marry a doctor so 

that he, “can get the most out of 

consultations and prescrip¬ 

tions.” 

Angelique has other plans, 

however, because her heart 

belongs to another man, 

Cleante, played by Dorian 

Foley. It is this tense situation 

which produces a number of 

laughs in the production. 

More laughter is injected into 

the play by the scheming servant 

Toinette, played by Paula 

Schultz, and the conniving step¬ 

mother Beline, played by Erica 

Garrington. 

Epstein provoked 
laughter from all 

audience members 
with his 

characterization of a 
slow, almost 

disabled, man. 

The Imaginary Invalid, cur¬ 

rently playing at the Rotunda 

Theatre, utilizes simplistic set 

and lighting designs, but this is 

not to say that they were inef¬ 

fective. All action in the play 

takes place in Argan’s bedroom, 

which consists of only a large 

poster bed, Argan’s red velvet 

sick chair, a large wardrobe and 

a few other chairs, set against a 

yellow and blue striped back¬ 

ground. The colours and spar¬ 

sity of the set allow the script 

and the acting to be the focus of 

the play — enhancing the pro- 

Please see Show on page 28 
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jfrJiM Whittington 

1 guess Oasis decided 

ease The Masterplan as a n 

snack for their f 
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Noe|riP tke |eatles> and s 
Can r P'ay anything outs 

the key of A, but they write 

some catchy tunes that, like it or 

not, are going to be classics. 

The Masterplan is a collec¬ 

tion of songs that were released 

with Oasis’s major singles over 

the past four years in the UK. 

None of them can be heard on 

any of the three major releases 

so there’s alot of unknown 

tracks here. If you’re one of 

those obsessed fans you’ll prob¬ 

able like the album, but if you 

want to hear tonnes of good 

music, don’t pay for this master- 

plan. 

Most of the CD seems like 

filler for the few good songs on 

the album. The long list of low- 

lights include: “Underneath the 

Sky,” which is poorly arranged, 

with a really irritating 

guitar/piano line; “Swamp 

Song,” which features Paul 

Weller, is a boTing instrumental 

that, like “Going Nowhere,” 

goes nowhere; and finally, 

there’s “Headshrinker,” which, 

although I can’t put my finger 

on it, has got to be a rip off of 

some classic seventies rock song. 

There ate a few rose's grow¬ 

ing out of this pile of crap. 

“Acquiesce” is pretty good, and 

seems like an energetic song'to 

hear live. “Talk Tonight” is a 

nice acoustic number, but I’d 

like it a lot better if Noel 

ditched the starting lyric: “Sit- 

tin’ on my own, chewin’ on a 

bone.” It’s just stupid, even for 

him. Finally, the title track and 

“Rockin’ Chair” aren’t too 

shabby. Both have some nice 

musical changes throughout to 

keep them interesting. 

There are a few roses 
growing out of this pile 
of crap. “Acquiesce” is 

pretty good, and 
seems like an 

energetic song to hear 
live. 

I don’t think Oasis has done 

much better then their first 

album Definitely Maybe thus 

far, and this new release sure 

didn’t change my mind. The 

Masterplan is nothing but a nov¬ 

elty item for superfans. So, 

unless you’ve just gotta own 

every Oasis tune, don’t buy this 

album, because it’s not worth it. 

Sliding into 
Kingston 

Maestro raps a fresh beat 

INTERVIEW 

By Stefan Murray 

Canada’s ambassador of rap 

will be “Conductin’ Tbangs” in 

Kingston tonight with a new 

arsenal of music and a short¬ 

ened moniker. The Maestro, 

who dropped the Fresh-Wes 

from Ills title, will play Alfie’s 

this evening to support his cur¬ 

rent album Built to Last. 

The new recording, his first 

in five years, is a corner-turner 

for Maestro — many critics 

will be wondering whether his 

new material can compete with 

his multi-platinum. Juno-win¬ 

ning releases of the late eighties 

and early nineties. However, In 

an interview with The Journal, 

Maestro made it clear that he is 

not about to let his reputation 

as the composer of radio¬ 

friendly hits like “Let your 

Backbone Slide” and “Drop the 

Needle” define him as a 

performer. 

“Everytime I touch a mic or 

go into a recording booth, 1 got 

something to prove," said Mae¬ 

stro. “Once I’m on stage 1 

block all my shit out, when I 

record it’s like I’m in my own 

world.” 

Although he’s excited about 

his latest release, die-hard Mae¬ 

stro fans can still count on 

hearing a few old favourites on 

Friday night, specifically titles 

from 1990s phenomenally suc¬ 

cessful album Symphony hi 

Effect. 

“My first album was pretty' 

tight and ahead of its time,” 

Maestro recalled. “It’s still 

dope lyrically, 1 feel.” 

Maestro has been touring 

lately to promote Built to Last 

and to .provide his fans with the 

excitement they have come to 

expect. Judging from his last 

couple of University shows, 

Queen’s students should be in 

for a slammin’ time. 

“Once I’m on stage I 
block all my shit out, 
when I record its like 
I’m in my own world.” 

— Maestro 

“I did a show at Western. It 

was off the hook. In Barrie [at 

Georgian College] the fire mar¬ 

shall had to be called in. It was 

crazy.. Crazy, crazy shows,” the 

performer explained. 

As for his future as Canada's 

greatest hip-hop export, Mae¬ 

stro was reluctaut to discuss his 

plans. 

“Whatever, it’s all good, 

everything in its time,” said 

Maestro. “Right now I’m just 

trying to blow this shit out of 

the water.” 

The Friday show will con¬ 

tinue a growing trend of hip- 

hop music at Queen’s, building 

on the success of the Rascalz 

show in October. According to 

Maestro, lup-hop has a real 

future in Canada. 

“Hip-bop is not a fad, it is a 

growing genre,” he said. 

The Maestro will try to stay 

true to his words on Friday, 

proving that like his music, the 

Canadian rap industry was 

Built to Last. 

Please see Rotate This on page 30 
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Piecing it together 
Mosaic Concert features Queen’s best 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Kathy Ko 

An eclecric array of music 

which showcases pieces com¬ 

posed by Queen’s students and 

faculty members will be per¬ 

formed Tuesday night for the 

first concert of the Mosaic Con¬ 

cert Series of the 1998-99 year. 

The concert series, which 

remains unknown to most stu¬ 

dents, dates back to 1980 when 

it was originally called The New 

Concert Series. While the for¬ 

mat of the concert has varied 

over the years, the central focus 

remains the same — the musical 

venue allows composers to hear 

their own work as if they were a 

member of the audience. 

The Mosaic format provides 

composers in the Queen’s com¬ 

munity an invaluable outlet for 

their compositions. Originally, 

the concert followed a work¬ 

shop, allowing the audience to 

interact with the composers. It 

has now become more of a for¬ 

malized concert with less 

emphasis on the question- 

answer period. Furthermore, 

music composition students are 

required to have at least one 

work performed per term, and 

the Mosaic Concert Series is an 

ideal forum. 

What most people do 
no realize is that the 

Mosaic program offers 
a wide variety of 

music. 

The composers featured in 

Tuesday night’s program agree 

that, for them, music composi¬ 

tion is an ongoing process that 

spans over several months. 

They found the most arduous 

aspect of the entire process is 

actually formatting the music 

UNDERGRADUATES!!!! 
Interested in Graduate Studies In Biomedical 

Research? 

Join us for our ORIENTATION DAY for prospective 

graduate and summer students interested in research in: 

Cell & Molecular Biology 

Medical Imaging & Physics 

Molecular & Structural Biology 

Sponsored by the Department of Medical 
Biophysics, University of Toronto 

Research Divisions of the Ontario Cancer Institute and the 
Sunnybrook & Women's College Health Sciences Centre 

Presentations from 10:00-11:30, followed by informal 

discussions with professors and graduate students, and 

tours of the research facilities from 11:30-3:00. 

Prompt start at 10:00 am, Saturday November 21” 

Princess Margaret Hospital/OCl 

610 University Avenue, 7th Floor Atrium 

Toronto, Ontario 

(use Murray Street entrance) 

Enquiries: (416) 946-2973 

for the computer. This process 

can take about a week depend¬ 

ing on the length of the piece. 

Most of the works performed at 

Mosaic concerts have been writ¬ 

ten for a class, but that does not 

mean all the pieces are "classi¬ 

cal” or uniform in sound. What 

most people do no realize is 

that the Mosaic program offers 

a wide variety of music ranging 

from the experimental — 

including electroacoustics and 

twelve tonal work — to the tra¬ 

ditional, such as Baroque and 

Romantic inspired pieces. The 

Mosaic programs also involves 

students whose primary study 

focus is not music. Fourth year 

economics student Peter Alti- 

mas is a rock musician who is 

part of this year’s Musical 

Mosaic. He explains that writ¬ 

ing for this concert was his first 

attempt at classical music which 

required much more discipline 

and structure. 

The School of Music at 

Queen’s University is one of the 

few places in Kingston where 

you can experience the unveil¬ 

ing of new and original music. 

We, as the audience, have the 

privilege of witnessing the birth 

of talented, young composers, 

but not many people take 

advantage of it. 

For those who are strapped 

for cash and are looking for an 

alternative sound, the Musical 

Mosaic offers free admission for 

Tuesday night’s concert. The 

concert takes place in room 120 

of Harrison-LeCaine Hall. 

If you cannot make it to next 

week’s performance, there will 

be three more concerts in the 

Mosaic Series in the new year. 

Show are scheduled for Febru¬ 

ary 16, March 16, and April 13. 

For anyone interested in sub¬ 

mitting their work for one of 

the Mosaic concerts, please 

contact Chris Zaremba at 3cz7. 

Show no Invalid 
Continued from page 27 

i duction, rather than distracting 

from it. 
The lighting and sound 

; effects also stuck to the adage, 

‘a little goes a long way.’ Both 

effects were used sparingly and 

; were on cue for the entire pro¬ 

duction. At times in the play, 

curtains are opened and closed 

to lighten or darken the bed¬ 

room and at all times the light¬ 

ing Was on cue to properly 

illuminate the room. 

The subtle use of quirky 

cello, trombone and piano 

music opened the play and set 

the mood for the remainder of 

the evening. 

The highlight of The Imagi¬ 

nary Invalid is the acting itself. 

All of the performances in the 

first act, given by twelve differ¬ 

ent actors, were extremely 

! strong. There were no 

instances of a loss of character¬ 

ization or forgotten lines. 

The acting in The 
Imaginary Invalid 

unquestionably allows 
Moliere’s comedic 
moments to shine. 

The most notable perfor¬ 

mances of the evening were 

those of Perry Mucci, who 

, made Argan a lovable, yet rude 

fool, Paula Schultz who bril¬ 

liantly played the servant 

Toinette, making the audience 

question who really had con¬ 

trol in Argan’s family, Erica 

Garrington who played Beline 

and was the epitome of a cun¬ 

ning step-mother and, lastly, 

Lenny Epstein's portrayal of 

Thomas Diafoirus, the doctor 

who Argan wants to many' his 

daughter. Epstein provoked 

laughter from all audience 

members with his characteriza¬ 

tion of a slow, almost disabled 

man who shows no sign of 

thought process, personality L 

emotion, but rather has mcm„ 

rized all he needs to know 

from being at university 

Toinette emphasizes Diafoirus- 

stupidity with her line, "Lon, 

live the universities that turn 
out such minds.” 

The colours and 
sparsity of the set 

allow the script and 
the acting to be the 

focus of the play. 

The acting in The Imaginary 

Invalid unquestionably allows 

Moliere’s comedic moments to 

shine. There are numerous 

funny scenes, but one touching 

scene which deserves credit 

occurs between Angelique, 

(Mackenzie) and Cleantc, 

(Foley), who create a romantic, 

yet silly, opera together. 

The only flaw of the evening 

occurred near the end of the 

production, when seventeen 

other characters joined the 

stage to create a Greek chorus 

of sorts. Although the scene 

was light-hearted and enjoy¬ 

able, a musical interlude com¬ 

plete with actions, a few cues 

were missed by members of the 

chorus and not all actors were 

in character throughout the 

episode. Stronger stage pres¬ 

ence and vocals were required 

by some of the actors in the 

second act to make it as suc¬ 

cessful as the first. 

The Imaginary Invalid is a 

success for the Queen’s drama 

department and all those 

involved with the production. 

It will be playing at the 

Rotunda Theatre in Theologi¬ 

cal Hall tonight, Nov. 14-15 

and Nov. 18-21. Tickets are 

510 for non-students and 58 

for students and seniors. 

When else will you ever be 

able to pay so little to see a 

Greek chorus and enema 

together in one evening? 

Free Lunch, Free Admission & No Registration 

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC can provide you with an 

education uniquely focused on the 21st century. Just ask our j.ooo alumni. They are 

practicing from America to Zimbabwe, as solo practitioners and in interdisciplinary 

settings. They know that our FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE has earned us an interna¬ 

tional reputation as a pioneer in chiropractic education, patient care and scientific 

research. Northwestern Ls a single-purpose, limited enrollment, private institution 

featuring a well-rounded, RIGOROUS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM Integrating the 

basic and clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care 

and practice management. Our pioneering clinical Internship programs, interdiscipli¬ 

nary study opportunities and a state-of-the art student clinic provide our graduates 

with an UNPARALLELED CLINICAL FOUNDATION. Add our Career Services 

Center, where we assist our graduates in job placement, and you can understand why 

our graduates have such a high satisfaction level with their careers. Ftor a personal visit 

or more derailed information, call a Northwestern admissions counselor at 

I -OOO-888-4777 °r S° virtual at www.nwchiro.edu 

Waterboy finds oasis 
Sandler’s new flick a hit 

By Jeff Child 

Adam Sandler is back. With his 

explosively crude brand of humor 

intact, Sandler is ready to take box 

offices by storm once again in the new 

film, The Waterboy. 

I know what you’re thinking, a movie 

with a lack of intelligent dialogue and a 

plot that is an uninspiring, recycled mess 

is going to bomb. But just add Adam 

Sandler to this catastrophe and watch 

the masses flock. 

The film revolves around socially 

inept Bobby Boucher (Sandler), a 

Louisiana mama’s boy from the heart of 

the southern Bayou. While Bobby may 

be dim-witted, he does manage to pro¬ 

vide purified water for a rag-tag college 

football team, as a (you guessed it!) 

waterboy. 

However, the team relentlessly teases 

Bobby about his social short-comings, 

until coach Klein (Henry Winkler, who 

played American folk hero, Arthur 

“Fonzie” Fonzarelli) teaches him how to 

unleash the years of torment he has 

endured as a waterboy, and use his 

aggression for good. 

So, Bobby becomes an overly aggres¬ 

sive, uneducated U.S. college football 

player. Yeehaa! So far this sounds like a 

biography of the entire NCAA athletic 

alumni. As Bobby Boucher learns to 

channel his anger to aggression, he 

ecomes a dream player, destroying any 

P ayer who brings the pigskin in his 
direction. 

But how far can one man take a 

fat^‘ Apparently pretty far. Bobby pulls 

6 attered image of his team out of the 

st enc^'nB forty game losing 
1/ , and single-handedly creates a 
berth in the big game. 

, so it’s not a motion picture mas- 

G nlece- There will be no Oscar or 

g e° ^°be nomination. Is The Water 

serf Wort*1 seeing? Sure it is! While the 

th Pr,IS V0*^ ,°f any quick-witted or well 

m U,® «’out i°kes, the vulgarity of San- 

my f h“m.or forces big laughs. I shook 

timp 1 *n disgusted approval many 
The , roughout the 90 minute flick. 

oKJe s. SOrnething about Sandler’s 

tn0r^ne.y ridiculous half Cajun, half 
n dialect that forces you to snicker, 

cheer ma^°e ‘t s the fact that you get to 

bouse00/1 *anky’ uncoordinated, power- 
Des • j a football player to victory. 

ltc r 'e seemingly simple script, San¬ 

dler manages to ingeniously invigourate 

a film that allows both the simple- 

minded and noble cinemagoer to enjoy 

themselves. 

While no one is disputing that Adam 

Sandler is the big draw of the film, The 

Waterboy is held together by a relatively 

strong supporting cast. Surprisingly, 

Sandler plays well off his straight per¬ 

son, Kathy Bates (Mama Boucher) who 

subtly sets up one joke after another. 

From serving baby alligators at dinner 

parties to her outrageous portrayal of an 

over protective mother, Academy Award 

winner Bates proves that she too can 

generate laughs in style. And let’s not 

leave out Winkler, who plays an ailing 

coach on the verge of a nervous break¬ 

down. Winkler has an impressive ability 

to subtly sling jokes, off which Sandler 

relentlessly feeds. 

The plot is formulaic and the 
humor is relatively inane but 

Sandler, like no other, has 
the ability to turn the idea of 
a simple football game into a 

comedy circus. 

It is no surprise that The Waterboy 

does not have any higher meaning to 

communicate. The plot is formulaic and 

the humor is relatively inane but San¬ 

dler, like no other, has the ability to turn 

the idea of a simple football game into a 

comedy circus. 

Although it may sound like a movie 

geared toward the male audience, dur¬ 

ing the film when I looked over to see 

my girlfriend cheering on Bobby 

Boucher and the Louisiana Mud Dogs to 

victory, I realized that this movie could 

be enjoyed by a diverse audience. On 

that note, if you’d like to drift off into 

La La land for a while, check out Adam 

Sandler in The Water Boy. 

Mice and Men soars 
Theatre 5 production wins big 

Of Mice and Men 

Theatre 5 

By Kevin McCarthy 

Having read John Steinbeck’s short 

novel, Of Mice and Men, J knew what 

an exceptional book it was. What I 

didn't realize was how much rhe story 

could he enhanced through its adapta¬ 

tion to live theatre. The excellent ren¬ 

dition of Steinbeck’s classic work 

currently running at Theatre 5 gave me 

a new respect for borh the power of 

theatre and the novel itself. The pro¬ 

duction is a tremendous success com¬ 

bining excellent acting with timeless 

writing. 

Despite competition from the many 

Hollywood and Broadway productions 

of the story, this performance exceeds 

expectations. Ln fact one could not 

imagine another adaptation better cap¬ 

turing the essence of Steinbeck’s novel. 

Of Mice and Men is the story of 

George Milron and Lennie Small, two 

friends trying to make a living as farm 

labourers during the Depression. They 

move from job to job sustained by the 

thought that one day they might get 

land of their own. However, this opti¬ 

mism is constantly imperilled by 

Lennie, who possess the strength of a 

giant but the mind of a child. Tragedy 

ensues just when it seems their hopes 

will be finally fulfilled. 

Particularly impressive was 
Clayton Garrett as Lennie, 
the play’s most pivotal and 

demanding role. 

The play takes place on a ranch, with 

the scenes shifting between the 

worker’s bunkhouse and the barn. A 

tremendous amount of work clearly 

went into Theatre 5’s set design. A real 

sense of a farm is created with a mini¬ 

mum of props. The few props used 

effectively enhanced the dialogue by 

giving a sense of reality to the conversa¬ 

tions, Of particular note was Slim’s 

impressive card trick. Theatre 5’s inti¬ 

mate atmosphere also added to rhe 

play’s effect. The proximity of the 

actors was of tremendous importance in 

the most dramatic scenes. 

While sound effects were used effec¬ 

tively, the introduction of music at crit- 

Please see Play’s on page 3 
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Want to get involved in helping Queen's University Residences develop 

Existere V for Orientation Week ‘99 

S 
Queen’s University Residences seeks diversity in ihe production learn and 

encourages applications from all interested first-year students including 
women, aboriginal peoples, students with disabilities, racial minorities and 

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered students. 

Applications may be picked up from the 24hr desks at: 
Victoria Hall. Gordon/Brockington House, 

Waldron Tower, Jean-Royce Hall 

And from: 
Residence Life Office, Victoria Hall 

Office of the Dean of Student Affairs, D217 Mac-Corry Hall 

International Centre, JDUC 

Human Rights Office. Old Medical Building 

For more info call: 545-6790 

Applications due in Res Life Office Friday, Nov. 20 
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The Hunger 
Cinematic Superthug 
Universal Records 

By Mike Burgess 

What do you get when you 

take a monotonous, unoriginal 

sound and reproduce it in thir¬ 

teen marginally different ways? 

Cinematic Superthug, the 

newest release by The Hunger*. 

The album, which can be 

summarized as ‘techno-grunge’, 

includes thirteen tracks which 

are highly repetitive in structure 

and tone and demonstrate very 

little contrast in sound or style. 

The Hunger fails to take their 

style of music in new directions 

and does not add anything dif¬ 

ferent to the existing techno¬ 

grunge genre. In short, there is 

nothing new or interesting 

about Cinematic Superthug. 

This is not to say that every 

track on the album is a part of a 

compilation of garbage - there 

are some instances of good 

music with some variation. One 

of the better tracks is “Modera¬ 

tion," which attempts a slow, 

funky groove. Also worth noth¬ 

ing are “Phoenix” and “Hey 

God,” which are relatively 

melodic, and incorporate 

sophisticated chord progres¬ 

sions. On “One Constant,” the 

most memorable track, The 

Hunger’s limited song-writing 

abilities and their mix of rock, 

grunge and guitar effects finally 

come together to produce a 

decent song. However, “One 

Constant” is by no means an 

exceptional song, and cannot 

support The Hunger’s otherwise 

sub-par effort. 

Over half the songs such as 

“Free,” “Cinematic Superthug,” 

“Ray,” “Whore,” and “Anarchy” 

virtually rely on the same hard, 

repetitive, guitar-driven sound. 

On other tracks, The Hunger 

exhibit hints of creativity, but 

fail to realize the full potential 

of these songs. For example, 

several of the songs have good 

introductions which give way to 

forgettable choruses. 

In the end. Cinematic 

Superthugleaves the listener’s 

appetite for good music 

unsatisfied. 

MUZZLE THE 
COLD 
Men’s Ballistic 

The Ballistic 
Parka is 
technical 
enough to 
handle any 
kind of 
snow you 
might run 
into. With 

into. With a waterproof breathable 
OmniTech™ shell and Ballistic Oxford rein¬ 
forcements, you’ll be ready for snow flurries, 
blizzardy snow and even snow that hits you 
in the face no matter which direction you’re 
facing. 

Columbia Columbia parkas start 
4 Sportswear Company® at just $150.00. Source 

for Sports will even give you a $20.00 trade-ii 
for your old coat and then recycle it! 
Hundreds to choose from at the guaranteed 
lowest Kingston prices, only at... 

DOWNTOWN KINGSTON 

SOURCE FOR SPORTS* 

121 Princess St. - Parking at rear 

542-2892 

Sabrina: The Teenage 
Witch Soundtrack 
Geffen Records 

By Sarah Crosbie 

There’s something I need to 

confess before you even begin to 

read this: 1 am in love with pop 

music. It’s an addiction that I’ve 

had since the days of roller skat¬ 

ing rinks, jelly bracelets and leg 

warmers — the eighties. 

I realize that one of the prob¬ 

lems with pop music is that it 

produces a lot of one-hit-won- 

ders. Does anyone really 

remember Martika, Bananarama 

or The Calendar Girls? The 

music industry compensates for 

this problem by producing a 

ridiculous number of pop music 

CD compilations - and a new 

one has just hit the street, Sab¬ 

rina The Teenage Witch, The 

Albion. 

For those of you who can’t 

possibly see any reason to buy 

this CD there are three small 

words that may have some of 

you running to your nearest 

music store — The Spice Girls. 

The first song on the album is 

“Walk of Life” by the original 

five Brits, Ginger included. This 

new song, previously unreleased 

in North America, is sultry, slow 

and the most groovable since 

“Spice Up Your Life.” Yummy, 

Queen’s Players 
“Chewbacca To The Future" 

#6 

Meds Variety Night 

MedTV 

Maestro Fresh Wes 
Friday, November 13 

(must be 19+) 

Gypsy Sol 

Friday, November 13 

Philosopher Kings 
Thursday, November 19 

Tickets 
At: 

!*feh9fl%5 

yummy, yummy. 

Other worthwhile songs are 

Matthew Sweet’s, “Magnet & 

Steel,” a slow and melodic cover 

of Walter Egan’s 1978 hit, and 

pop newcomer Britney Spears’, 

“Soda Pop.” Her single is a pop 

lover’s dream (in that you can 

sing and dance to it.) “Soda 

Pop” is introduced with reggae 

music which is subsequently 

interspersed throughout the rest 

of the song. Watch for this girl - 

she’s sparkly and bubblegum 

fun. 

The only real time the fun on 

this CD ends is on track number 

four with “One Way or 

Another” performed by the 

witch herself, Melissa Joan 

Hart. Hart should have left this 

one to Blondie. Luckily Hart’s 

less than one octave range is 

covered up by guitar solos and 

back-up vocals from her show’s 

co-workers. 

With other featured pop sen¬ 

sations such as Sugar Ray, Back- 

street Boys, Robyn and Aqua, 

accompanied by songs from 

upcoming artists such as Pure 

Sugar, Phantom Planet and The 

Murmurs, this CD is a worth¬ 

while buy — if you can forget 

about its silly name and remem¬ 

ber the music. 

If nothing else, can you really 

resist a new Spice Girls song? 

Prozzak 
Hot Show 
Sony Music 

By Eli Schuster 

Of all the CDs I’ve reviewed 

so far, Prozzak’s Hot Show has 

been one of the most difficult. 

Why, you ask? Well, 1 found it 

so non-descriptive that it was 

really difficult to concentrate 

on the songs. Most of it 

seemed so much like atmos¬ 

phere music that my mind 

often wandered off to other 

things. 

It’s biggest problem 
would have to be the 

lead vocalist Jason 
Levine’s whiny voice. 

That’s not to say Hot Sin 

is a bad CD; rather, it just d 

n’t pique my interest vt 

much. If I had to define I 

band’s “sound,” I might call 

a strange combination of s> 

guitar rock and throbbi 

dance beats punctuated by 

nasally-voiced English du 

who annoyed the piss out 

me. 

A few of the dance tut 

such as “Europa”, “Tsunam 

and “I Like to Watch (Mil 

§HHH? Right Said 
Fred s I m Too Sexy” — are. 

that bad, and “Shag Tag” (;< 

you’ve ever seen Mike Myers in 

Austin Powers, you can take 

wild guess what the song refers 

to) might be fun to play as pj|. 

low talk. But the rest of the 

selections seemed rather unin. 

spired. Heck, even the band's 

cover of “Wild Thing” Was 

insipid; I half-expect to hear it 

the next time I find myself shop- 

ping at the local A&P. 

I can’t put my finger on why 

exactly this CD just doesn’t 

come together, but it’s biggest 

problem would have to be the 

lead vocalist Jason Levine’s 

whiny voice. The best songs on 

Hot Show are the tracks that co- 

bandmember Milo performs. 

Hot Show has a few decent 

songs and that’s about it. A mar¬ 

ginal thumbs-down from me. 

billie 
Honey to the B 
Chrysalis Music 

By Virginia Wigmore 

“Music to the ear is like 

honey to the bee and this 

is me. ” 

— billie 

billie’s debut album Honey to 

the B is appropriately titled, 

because the album is best 

described as an annoying insect 

buzzing in your ear. 

If the prom queen of your 

high school was to put out a 

CD, it would sound similar to 

this - fluffy, like cotton candy. 

The CD booklet is plastered 

with up-close shots of billie in 

various outfits (great, if your 

into that sort of thing), but 

instead of looking like a fashion 

model, billie looks like she just 

did a shoot for the Sears Cata- 

logue. 

It is difficult to take billie’s 

music seriously when she dots 

the i’s in her name with a crown 

and a heart. This is a girl that is 

so desperate to be popular, that 

her e-mail and home address are 

printed on the CD case. 

Her single “Because We Want 

To”, familiar to Top 40 fans, is 

the sassiest one on the album 

and not a good indication of the 

rest of the CD. Most of the 

other songs are fixated on t e 

love theme, with songs U&j 

“Girlfriend” and “I dream I ® 

dancing” exploring the range o 

possible highschool romance ■ 

All of the songs are very repe 

tive, and sound like silly “lta 
your housemates would crea 

just to be annoying. 
For the same type of mu|j| 

but with more originality, 

Mini Pops would be a be 

investment. 

Friday, 
November 13. 

Thinking 
Kings 

philosopher Kings rip 
the stage next week 

ii 
Arts &c Entf.rtatnmf.nt 

I HE C2UEEN S JUUKNAL - 

■■■ 
By Gregory Dole 

One of the most unique 

groups in Canada will be play- 

jng at Grant Hall next Thurs- 

jJV, When the Philosopher 

lyings come to town, you best 

be there. It will be a highlight of 

the concert series put on this 

year by the Queen’s Entertain¬ 

ment Agency. 

Forget your hip-hop 

shout-outs, your backbone 

slides at Alfie’s Pub, and your 

Gypsy Sol at Clark. (I’d men¬ 

tion the Quiet Pub, but appar¬ 

ently they can’t have live music 

anymore.) The point is, Queen’s 

hasn’t had this kind of funk and 

soul, my brother reader. 

The Philosopher Kings are 

touring Canada in support of 

their new album Famous, Rich 

and Beautiful. If you were to 

pick one word to describe their 

latest work, it would have to be 

sex. 

1 mean, let’s not beat around 

the bush. For these Philosopher 

Kings, the only enlightenment 

they want to share is the act of 

getting it on. Old dead white 

men from History 121, these 

guys are not. Don’t think 

Socrates and Plato, rather Mar¬ 

vin Gaye and Burt Bacharach. 

Many music reviewers have 

likened the Philosopher Kings 

to Marvin Gaye. I have jumped 

on the bandwagon. While for 

years I denied the potence of 

sensuous groove-sters like Mar¬ 

vin, I had an epiphany last 

week. Driving along the high¬ 

way, my radio came upon Mar¬ 

vin’s classic “Mercy me (the 

ecology).” I suddenly appreci¬ 

ated the power of Marvin’s 

song. Later that day, I heard the 

Philosopher Kings’ hit “You 

Don’t Love Me (like you used 

to do).” Besides having a subti¬ 

tle in parentheses, both songs 

have more sensuality than any¬ 

thing old Hugh Hefner will ever 

publish. These guys want you to 

get it on. 

I remember their debut 

album’s hit song “Charms.” It 

was good, but not that good. 

Oh, what wonders Father Time 

can do. 

Actually, over the course of 

the past few years, the group 

toured with lovers such as A1 

Green and G. Love and Special 

Sauce. Green’s classics like “I’m 

so in love with you” can’t get 

any more down than the title 

itself. As for G.Love, I am 

reminded of a rinie his drum¬ 

mer said, “what can I say about 

Get Out There! 
Theatre: 

The Baby Grand Theatre 
530-2050 

Funerals and Things is playing 
knight. The play begins at 8 

p m. and tickets are $9 general 
and $7 for students. 

April in Paris Is playing from 
November 13-1 Sand 18-22 at 8 
p.m. A presentation from The Seat 
ot Your Pants Theatre Company, 

tckets are $ 12 for adults and $ 10 
'or students and seniors. 

Rotunda Theatre 

p|aying from November 12-15 

18-21, the Queen's 

epartment of Drama pre- 
sents: The Imaginary Invalid by 

oliere. The comedy is trans- 
ted and directed by Maurice 

Earl S^eet Theatre 

Sunesis Productions Presents, 
HowerPov,6,.. The 

ychedeiic; 60s Revisited. The 

I sy3begj?s at 8 P-m. and tick- 
st^t$l2a„d$IOror 

Variety Show: 

Var'ety N'sht pr<i' 
NoSSfr v1ariet>'. Meds TV on 

°w,mber 12. 13 and Hat 

Grant Hall. Tickets are $ 10 on 

Thursday, $9 on Friday and $ 10 

on Saturday. 

Art Galleries: 

Union Gallery 

Pork Ne is currently showing at 

the Union Gallery, located in 

Stauffer library. 

Modern Fuel Gallery 

The Kingston Artists’ Association 

Inc. presents Lamentation by 

Rose Scewart, until Friday 
December 11. 

8:00p.m. Friday, November 13 1998 
Biosciences Auditorium, Earl Hall Room 1101 

Queen's University 

Marc Abrahams 
Editor of the Annals of Improbable Research 
and Father of the lg Nobel Prize ceremony 

Advances in Improbable Research 
A seminar/slide show presenting outstandingly 
improbable research, a surprising amount of it 
genuine, from The Annals of Improbable 
Research. The talk includes highlights form the 
lg Nobel Prize Ceremonies held annually at 
Harvard. Topics span the full range of the sci¬ 
ences and beyond, including: The Taxonomy of 
Barney; a Spectrographic Comparison of Apples 
and Oranges; Xerox Micrography; Tabletop 
Fusion; Feline Reactions to Bearded Men; and 
diverse other areas of research. Heckling is 
encouraged, as are lab coats and other appropri¬ 
ate and inappropriate regalia. 
The Web site for Annals of Improbable research 

is http://www.improbable.com 

Play’s acting is key 

our live shows. Will you get laid 

after the show? Most likely.” All 

these loving vibes must have 

rubbed off on our Canadian 

lads. 

The group’s lead singer Ger¬ 

ald Eaton said: “We took a 

more lazy approach to writing 

and even recording. We 

laboured desperately to get to a 

point where we could start writ¬ 

ing songs that were unlaboured, 

unforced.” 

The new album is material 

guaranteed ro get you busy 

every time. “Hurts to Love 

You” was the first single 

released earlier this year. Great 

song. Currently the group is 

getting crazy airplay for “You 

Don’t Love Me (like you used 

to do)” and the similar french 

version. Two great takes, one 

great tune. The rest of the 

album chugs along with the 

same dedication to the plea¬ 

sure’s of the flesh. I mean this 

defines the term “devil’s 

music.” 

All of the above leads me to 

believe this will be a hot con¬ 

cert. If you are looking for love, 

you may nor get it but you will 

certainly hear it next Thursday 

at Grant Hall. In the meantime, 

we can only hope the QEA 

turns the lights down low. 

Continued from page 29 

ical moments took away from 

some of the dramatic effect of 

the play. 

For me the play 
succeeded primarily 

because it awoke 
questions raised when 

I first read the novel. 

In large part, the actors 

were the true strength of the 

play. Each character’s unique 

identity was drawn out. Partic¬ 

ularly impressive was Clayton 

Garrett as Lennie, the play’s 

most pivotal and demanding 

role. Garrett brought out 

Lennie’s innocence as well as 

exhibiting his terrifying 

strength. Both Lennie and 

George are riveting in the 

play’s final scene, which was 

staged perfectly. 

For me the play succeeded 

primarily because it awoke 

questions raised when 1 first 

read the novel. Parallels 

between crippled Candy, 

Candy’s dog, and Lennie are 

inescapable. Is there a place for 

them in society or are rheir 

handicaps too great for our 

utility-maximizing culture? 

The play’s tragic ending still 

disturbs me and leaves my 

quesrions unanswered. 

In all John Steinbeck 
would be proud. His 
classic work Of Mice 
and Men, has been 

wonderfully 
reproduced. 

In all John Steinbeck would 

be proud. His classic work Of 

Mice and Men, has been won¬ 

derfully reproduced and con¬ 

tinues some 70 years after its 

creation to be both relevant 

and thought-provoking. 

Of Mice and Men is playing 

Nov 13-14 and 18-21 starting 

at 8:00 pm at Theatre 5, 370 

King St W. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

1BSBB 
Vancouver from $359 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $329 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 

Saint John from S339 

St. John’s from $279 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your exam 
schedule? No need to 

worry! Book your 
student class flights 
and you’ll receive a 

coupon for a free date 
change. 

odyssey travel 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

insure Travel Long Haul/Group Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Webiite: wurtv.odyssey-travcl.com 

Running shoes giving 

you a 6th toe? 

Discovered your mate 

has an unfortunate 

allergy to latex? 

Think you're too young 

to be going gey? 

We have the answers 

to your consumer 

health needs... 

Queen's 
Health Fair 

Wed., Nov 18 
J-Duc 

Q FI 
m 98 
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Reflecting 
Modern Fuel display impressive 

Lamentation 
The Modern Fuel Gallery 

By Charmian Love 

Rose Stewart has transformed the 

Modern Fuel Gallery into a sizzling and 

almost overpowering space of pure 

expression. 

After completing undergraduate work 

at The University of Windsor and The 

University of Toronto (B.A., B.Ed.), 

Stewart, native to Linz, Aus¬ 

tria, has spent time study¬ 

ing at art schools in 

Mexico and The 

Netherlands. She has 

participated in 

many Kingston ; 

shows, including at 5 

the 1994-1996 \ 

“Kingston Women 

Artists” show at The 

Edward Day Gallery. 

Now she has brought her PH0T0 robin 

breadth of experience to the 

Modern Fuel Gallery. 

The show “Lamentation" was done in 

response to the end of her marriage. The 

pieces become the tribute to her journey 

towards recovery and resignation, and 

also chart of the emotions and experi¬ 

ences along the way. 

Stewart has successfully captured the 

feelings that the end of her marriage cre¬ 

ated, and brilliantly expressed them 

through her series of six oil paintings 

entitled “Dear Rose.” Here, totally 

exposed and vulnerable, Stewart shows 

us her anger. Imbedded in the fiery 

magenta and red colours are fragments 

of a letter her husband wrote her, termi¬ 

nating their marriage. This shared inti¬ 

macy draws the viewer closer into the 

painting, where they can read the frag¬ 

ments which say things like “I will not 

come back to you... I came face to face 

within myself.” The paint strokes are 

erratic, which directly reflect the emo¬ 

tions Stewart was feeling at the time of 

their creation. Towards the end of the 

series we see a bit more order, and some 

blues penetrating through the fierce hot 

colours, which may symbolize the light 

of her impending acceptance. 

A less eye catching, but just as ener¬ 

getic, series on display entitled simply 

“Reflections” comprises another sub¬ 

stantial part of the exhibit. Consisting 

of sLx black and white drawings, these 

works contrast with the brightly 

coloured paintings, indicating, perhaps a 

revelation in thought. From a distance, 

these works are reminiscent, on a 

smaller scale, Picasso’s Guer¬ 

nica. They contain a lot of 

conflict and movement, 

showing yet another 

step on her road to res- 

, ignation. The work is 

• very abstract and lin- 

t ear. Each of these 

smaller scale draw¬ 

ings, although sepa¬ 

rate, seem to flow into 

it’s neighbour. Words 

brebner from ^er guest book best 
describe the ambience of the 

room, “the art really moves and sings” 

with “nice movement and chaos.” 

Expressionism, because it reflects the 

emotions of the artist, directly impressed 

upon canvas or paper, is difficult to write 

about. Only the artist truly knows how 

he or she feels, but it does give an oppor¬ 

tunity for the viewer to see what that 

artist is trying to suggest and have their 

own individual reaction to the work. 

Rose Stewart expresses her audience her 

personal journey through the progres¬ 

sion of her feelings in a thoughtful way. 

She has given viewers a glimpse of the 

anguish and recovery during an impor¬ 

tant part of her life. When walking away 

from the gallery, you can feel the bond 

that the artist has developed with us by 

sharing her feelings in “Lamentation,” 

by letting us into her world. 

The Modern Fuel Gallery will be pre¬ 

senting Lamentation Wednesday - Satur¬ 

day 12 - 4:30 p.m. until December 11. 

THE LOCALS KNOW THE GOOD STUFF 
IS WORTH A HIKE! 

Hi * * 

Skis ond Boards 

K2 Burton 
Rossignol Sims 
Volkl Ride 
Volant Winterstick 

& More! 

Clothing 
Sierra Designs 

Patagonia 
The North Face 

Oakley 
Sessions 

Burton 
& More! 

13 Montreal Street 
Downtown, just off of Princess 

542-4558 

Take the Short Walk off Princess - It's worth it! 
Great selection, knowledgeable staff & no attitude 

A&E 

You know I’m Bad: A law suit between Michael Jackson and 

the tabloid The Mirror has been settled. The suit is a result 

of four photographs that were published of the star in The 

Minor in 1992. The photos claim that Jackson’s face was 

disfigured due to plastic surgery. Though the tabloid did 

strongly stand by the photos validity, they now admit that 

the photos did not necessary represent Jackson’s true 

appearance to its full extent. And the difference is...? 

Please help me: George Martin, who produced the Beatles' 

Love me do and the Beatles Anthology, has retired bur not 

before celebrating with one last album. Martin is in the 

process of creating his final album which will include Celine 

Dion, Phil Collins, and Robin Williams singing “Come 

Together,” while Jim Carrey will do a rendition of “I am the 

Walrus.” Walrus indeed. 

The Queen is Dead?: The Queen has come back to life on 

screen. Elizabeth portrays the true story of Queen Eliza¬ 

beth whose reign lasted four decades in the 16th century. 

Elizabeth is played by actress Cate Blanchett who won the 

role over Nicole Kidman and Titanic's Kate Winslett 

Shine’s Geoffrey Rush takes on the role of Elizabeth’s 

advisor. 

Tommv Boy: The media has found yet another way to pro¬ 

long the Clinton Scandal. Fashion ads are the ticket. Fash¬ 

ion guru Tommy Hilfiger has already published an ad 

featuring a young woman sitting on a desk in a room that 

resembles the White House oval office. The ads were 

printed despite objections from White House officials. 

Please, stop. 

I The Skinny on Vinny: Joe Pesci has started a new career in 

| singing, Pesci who portrayed a hilariously neurotic lawyer 

named Vinny in My Cousin Vinny has just released a CD 

I titled “My Cousin Vinny Sings.” The CD has Pesci belting 

out tunes and wisecracks reminiscent of his character. How¬ 

ever, this isn’t Pesci’s first singing gig. In the sixties, Pesci 

| was part of the musical group “Joey Pee and the Starlighters’’- 

Yup, a talented yute he was. 

Top Movies for the Weekend of November 7: 

1. Waterboy $39.1 million 

2. TheSeige $14.7 million 

3. Pleasantville $6 million 

4. Tbe Wizard of Oz $5.5 million 

5. Antz $5.4 million 

- ROOTS 

_ w TTlr* 

vetiSGBStSs;, 
Roots Sporting Goods Sweatshirt ^ 25.00 

All Men's & Women's Shoes 25% oft 

Men's & Women's Outwear nori^ci. icantcr 25% off 

Roots Baby & Kid's l?l,y 1 a.1 reS- 1 m'lC< 
liolT.UI h,r4.s PMCC aCt 2,,<l ilCm 3t * / ^ P* * 

ROOTS 
KINGSTON 

_^29PRP<CESS STREET 546-7668 OPEN SUI^PAY^* 
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Classifieds 
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www.queensu.ca/sndc 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS, 

career etc? Seeking direction? Experience 
greater self-awareness with Tarot, palm¬ 
istry, runes, and more. Clients say my 
readings are inspirational and very accu¬ 
rate. I also offer classes in meditation, 
Tarot, etc. For more information phone 

Kellye at 544-1909. Also available Fridays 
and Saturdays at -Harmony”, 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. Tape 
included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen's students and their families. Half 

an hour away. Visit our website - 

www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

STAY WARM - Have your house winter¬ 
ized by two devoted OPIRG volunteers. 
Only $20.00. Call the Earth Centre at 549- 
0066 tor details. 

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL CHRISTMAS 

GIFTS! Turn photos into personalized aril 
Portraits of loved ones, landscapes, of 
special places, pets, abstracts. Will paint 
anything you want for commission. Call 
547- 3261. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS cooking 
classes on November 9th and 16th, 5:30 - 
7 p.m. at the International Centre. Each 
class will feature QUICK meals and snacks 
for the exam time crunch. FREEH! Call 
545- 6712 to sign up. 

GET YOUR NAME ON ULTRAVIOLET'S 
CD! Ultraviolet Magazine is accepting 
music demo tapes until November 20th at 
the Union Gallery. We will be selecting 

four (4) bands/musicians and one (1) spo¬ 
ken word poet to be recorded on a CD 

which will be distributed with next terms 
issue. More info? Contact 
uvmagazine@hotmail.com 

COME TO ULTRAVIOLET MAGAZINE 
LAUNCH come hear writers read their 
published pieces and musicians perform at 
Uvmagazine launch on November 14th at 
7:00 p.m. at Alfies. Also pick up your copy 
of the latest issuel More info? Contact 

uvmagazine@hotmail.com 

AUDITIONS: for the Love of Oz - A new 
dance musical with a bumt-out, middle- 
aged Dorothy. Opens beginning of 
February. Auditions Saturday, November 
14th, 1 - 4 p.m., 512 Frontenac St. Info: 
546- 0432. 

A-1 LAUNDROMAT 556 Princess/Alfred 
548- 8522. Coin laundry Wash and fold $4 
per load, dry cleaning, alterations, hem 

pants $4.00. Photocopy 5 cents per copy. 
Parking at the rear. 

DAYTONA BEACH-SPRING BREAK 
Party 7 nights at Daytona's most popular 

bpnng Break hotel, Desert Inn Resort. 
Hotel only $119 or Bust Hotel $279/quint. 
Reserve now $25 and save up to $100 per 
room. Thames Travel 1 800 962-8262. 
Ontario registration #01344989. 

TERM PAPER DUE? Need help with 

essay composition, sentence structure, 
grammar, spelling, editing? Increase your 
marks. Phone Wayne Burke M.A. Queen's 
, T.E.S.L. certificate, (613) 536-5761. 

TRAVELLING? Check our website 

(www.wellingtontx.on.ca) for daily currency 
exchange rates, foreign and Canadian 
money bought and sold at excellent rates, 
no service charges. Wellington Foreign 
Exchange, 153 Wellington Street, 531- 
8731. 

THE QUEEN'S PHYSICAL THERAPY 
PROGRAM presents the Symposium of 
Orthopaedic Applications in Physiotherapy. 
When: Saturday November 28th, 8:30 - 
5:00. Where: Room 1101 Biosdences 
complex. All are welcome. 

DRINK BEER?! The MAC volunteer crew 
is holding a bottle drive 11:00 - 2:00, 
Sunday, November 22nd to raise money 
for Rising Heights, a hot meal crisis centre. 
Want to help? Inquiries call 545-6000 ext. 
5178 ask for Shannon or Jen. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

AMPLIFIER FOR SALE: Peavey 60KB 
keyboard amp; great for acoustic instru¬ 
ments. 2 channels, master equalizer and 
master reverb. 2 years old. $225. Call Alan 
at 546-5125 or email 3akc3 

FOR SALE: Artsd jacket - Don't buy a new 
jacket, buy my nearly new jacket! Artsci 94 
jacket, size 44. Call 549-0581. 

WANNA BE O.C.? ASUS is looking for 30 
spirited, motivated and responsible 
ArtSd's to become 1999 ORIENTATION 
COORDINATORS. Apply now at the Core, 
183 University. Forms due November 
16th. 

HEY ARTSCI'S: Think Disney World is 
fun? Try being a COORDINATOR for 
Frosh Week ‘99. Now that’s tun. Apply at 
the Core, 183 University. Forms due 
November 16th. 

PICTURE YOURSELF in the thick of it all 
The peat moss is flying, frosh everywhere, 

Gaels cheering non stop... And you made 

it happen. Apply to be a COORDINATOR 
for Frosh week '99. Forms are at the 
ASUS Core, 183 University. 

HELP WANTED 

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELLOR ON 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR PREMIER 
CAMPS IN MASSACHUSETTS Positions 
for talented, energetic and fun loving stu¬ 
dents as counsellors in all team sports 
including Ice Hockey, Roller Hockey & 

Lacrosse, all individual sports such as 
Tennis and Golf, Waterfront and Pool activ¬ 
ities and specialty activities induding art, 
dance, theatre, gymnastics, newspaper 
and radio. Top Salaries, room, board, 
travel and US summer work visa. June 
19th - August 19th. Enjoy a great summer 
that promises to be unforgettable. Apply 
now! For more information: DANBEE 
(Girls): 1 800 392-3752 or www.campdan- 
bee.com, MAH-KEE-NAC (Boys): 1 800 
753-9118 or www.campmkn.com. 
Interviewer will be on campus Monday 
January 25th 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the St. 
Lawrence Building, room 112. 

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS - 
Creative customer service oriented individ¬ 
uals, locations - Downtown Toronto, North 
York, Mississauga. Managers to $8.25 per 
hour plus bonuses. Wrappers to $7.15 per 
hour. Full/part-time, December 1 - 24. Call 
416 588-7619. 

INTERESTED in taking part in EXISTERE 
V? Applications are now available to ALL 
FIRST YEAR students at residence 24 
hour desks, the International Centre, the 
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and 

the Human Rights Office. Applications are 
due by November 20th in the Residence 
Life Office, Victoria Hall. More information 
call 545-6790. 

U.S.A. SUMMER CAMPS - TIMBER 
LAKE AND TYLER HILL: 3 of America's 
premier summer camps seek general 

counsellors, arts & crafts, ropes, water¬ 
front, horseback riding and athletic sperial- 
ists for summer of ^ If you are looking 

for the summer of a lifetime, you must call. 
All applicants must be 18 years or older. 
TOP SALARIES and TRAVEL 
ALLOWANCE. We will be in Toronto tor 
interviews on January 16th and 17th only. 
Please call for more information at (800) 
828 - CAMP or (516) 367 - 6700. Check us 
out at www.camptlc.com. 

LOOKING FOR MEMBERS FOR A 

FOCUS GROUP regarding dty utilities 
hook up. Previous involvement in filing for 

utility hookups from city of Kingston. 
Session will take place on campus. $ 30 / 
person. Coffee and donuts will be served. 
Details: skyrider@aracnet.net or 385 - 
1721 

SOCCER - Goalie wanted for competitive 
female soccer team in Kingston. Indoor. 
Experience an asset. One night a week. 
Team consists of St Lawrence and 
Queen's students. Interested people 
should call Jessica at 533 - 7865 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with Nany 
Ambient/International/Trip Hip CDs. Lost 
between Clark and downtown after One 
Step Beyond, September 23rd. Reward 
offered! Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case with 
German notes and text (Goethe's Faust in 
translation). Vicinity Kingston Hall? 
Reward ottered. Call 5464172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, -Contour». 
Lost on campus Thursday September 
17th. Please call Daryn at 530-3419 or 
email 6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Sonya Kazmi’s wallet in Mac- 
Cony near vending machines. Email Josh 
at 7jjl@qlink.queensu.ca to claim 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park near 
baseball diamond on October 16th. Call 
5314702 to identity. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore an 
envelope containing wedding 
photos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in JDUC. 
Call 531-3221 to identify (ask for Adrienne) 
or email 4acn1 

PERSONALS 

CONGRATULATIONS to Konrad and 
Steve for winning Housemates of the Week 
at 223 Earl - The Pen. 

KENDRA, ROSE, IAN, MICHAEL J. 
Congratulations on being the new 1999 
Orientation Chairs. You guys are the 
greatest. Look out frosh of 2003, here we 
come... Love, Head Gael 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DAWN! You're the 
best housemate ever! Have a great day. 
Love, Tara, Rowan, Cedar and Teak 

TlHlEMJIOMftlNlAH-Mg|R|OlS ISlv/lQlRlo 
Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

ACROSS 

1. Spasm of 
distress 

5. Sound of 
sorrow 

9. Bear variety 
10. Correct 
12. Precede 
13. Bee house 
15. Struck a match 
16. Mix with a 

spoon 
18. Vivacity 
19. In its present 

condition 
21. Batrachian 
23. Promissory 

note 
24. Disney movie 
27. Something 

unacceptable 
28. Stinging insect 
31. Moral precept 
36. Sinbad's bird 
39. Actor Newman 
40. Tract 
41. Arrow poison 
43. Raglan 
45. Duct 
46. Eskimo boot 
48. Glorify in song 
50. Fishing net 
51. Wait on 

customers 
52. Guy rope 
53. Italian noble 

family 

DOWN 

1 Colonnade 
2. Brew 
3. Worn-out 

horses 
4. Cave 
5. Noah's landing 

place 
6. Mouth piece 
7. “Arabian 

Nights" dervish 
8. Belafonte or 

Lewis 
9. Toxin 

11. Set of three 
12. Beat in the 

wind 
14. Thou 
17. Charged 

particle 
20. Vocalized 
22. First light 
25. Barrel part 
26. Actress Gilbert 

29. Weather the 
storm 

30. Satisfy 
32. Footman 
33. Twosome 
34. Slip away 
35. Comfort 
36. Pina colada 

ingredient 
37. Musical work 
38. Desserts 
42. Long straight 

cut 
44. Very: Fr. 
47. “The Faerie 

Queene” 
character 

49. Skill 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

Answers for last issue’s puzzle. 

anemia anna 
□DDDOB UBDBSQ 
EU30D BiaaBQ 
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iel PRIMERO DUELO GRANDE de Miscelaneo! 
EL HOMBRE LOCO 

SEAN SPRINGER 
CONTRA EL HOMBRE RABIOSO 

JESSE C. BELLRINGER 
This issue marks the first installment in an ongoing series of heated showdowns in the Miscellaneous section. Witness as Features Editor Sean Springer 
(Below Left) and Reader Editor Jesse "Craig " Bellringer (Below Right) attempt to defame each other with nothing but their wits and sleep deprivation. 

NEXT WEEK: A die-hard Raffi fan will be pitted against a Fred Penner fanatic. And sparks will fly. 

October 21. 11:58 p.m. I'm darting 

for The loumal. where fellow editor¬ 

ial board member and former friend, 

one |esse Craig Fuckdinger. is wailing impa¬ 

tiently for what is. by far. the best article of my 

life. Little did I know I was entering a whole new 

dimension of journalism. Call it... the edi- 

HORR-ial zone. 

DONG! Stroke of midnight. 

Tiptoeing into The loumal— so I wouldn't 

disturb lesse's train of thought — I crept Qui¬ 

etly over to where the hated Reader editor was 

sitting slouched and looking dumfounded, as 

always. A large, bright green and blue parrot 

sat perched on his left bicep and in his right 

hand he held a near-empty 60-ounce bottle of 

gin. Reeking of alcohol, thick sperm and parrot 

pooh, his extremities looked as if they hadn't 

been bathed or groomed in months: Ed Grimly 

hairstyle, facial spaghetti stains, splattered ink 

all over the pants and a striped «Who Farted?» 

t-shirt. 

Apparently. 1 had interrupted an article in 

progress. Looking at the screen though. I saw 

that he had only written. «AII edit and no write 

makes |esse a dull editor,* over and over again. 

"Nice parrot, Jesse. Yours?* I politely 

inquired. 

The parrot cut in: *l'm Percy! GAWK! Jesse 

fucked up big time! I'm Perry! GAWK1 |esse 

fucked up big time!...* 

Icsse stared at the monitor and was silent for 

about eight seconds, then stole a massive swig 

from the gin. turned to me. lifted his eyebrows 

to the crown of his head, widened his eyes and 

hissed. «Why don't you go fuck yourself then 

get the fuck out of here?* 

Thinking that we were engaged in a bit. I 

played along. «Oh,you mean after I fuck your 

sister, right?* Jesse (lung his left hand up to my 

face and let out a scream that sounded like it 

came from the annals of hell itself. -SILENCE! I 

will not have my editorial agenda compromised 

by your stupid... stupidity!* He grabbed my 

neck and squeezed — hard. In a voice identi¬ 

cal to Zuul's from Ghostbuslers, he seethed, 

-Give me my fucking article... now.* I promptly 

handed him a disk and printed sheets of the 

article. He released his grip, (lopped the papers 

onto the floor, unzipped his pants, pulled out 

his one-and-a-half-inch schlong and proceeded 

to urinate all over the article. 

-Scan,* he said. -This is what I'm going to 

turn your article into when I'm finished with it. 

Nothing but paper, ink and fresh urine.* 

He was right. After loading the article up 

onto the screen, Jesse "the Butcher* Bellringer 

severed every morsel of wit. charm and style 

the article formerly possessed and beefed it up 

with his own vulgar blend of verbal diarrhea — 

-Jesselism.* Phrases like -...the beauty of 

Smith's work is evident in the vibrancy emanat¬ 

ing from his natural gift for imagery,* were 

swapped with. «Golly gee whiz, that Smith is 

really good. Man. oh man. I think that book was 
so slinkln' good.- 

My byline became attached to a cesspool of 

incoherence for which I can only blame Jesse, 

who has proven himself totally maladroit in the 

role of editor. I sal and watched the horror 

show until 2 p.m. when |essc lost all motor 

skills and passed out on the door like a bowl of 

Jcll-O-tinc. In the process he crushed his poor 

parrot and lost a handle on the bottle of gin. 

which smashed into smithereens. 

As |esse began blowing heaps of flatulence 

out from his ass. I hit the [DELETE] key. tore 

the paper up into shreds, repossessed the disk 

and ran breathlessly for my life. Traumatised 

with a capital T. I haven't been the same since 

and will never, ever again pass a sentence the 

way of I.C.B. The moral? Juicy Egg Humdinger 

is not to be trusted with the English language. 

EVER! 

One more thing: lesse is also a chronic liar. 

Known as "Bellringer bullshit." his stories are 

the childish fabrications of his illicit affairs with 

some of Queen's most desirable sheep (his ver¬ 

sion is that he's "scored" with more women 

than Wilt Chamberlain. Sadly. I've been told by 

his parole officer that, in reality, he's only 

AS A doctor. I must admit that patients 

are sometimes referred to us from 

whom we would rather run screaming 

from the hospital rather than treat, ethics 

notwithstanding. Sean Springer is one of those 

patients. 

Sean Springer was referred to me after 

repeated incidents involving Sean on Queen's 

campus. The situation came to a head on the 

night of October 21st. 1998. when Sean was 

discovered by a loumal editor lying prone and 

stark naked, while lying upon a broken bottle of 

gin on the front stairs of the Journal house. 

Upon stabilizing, he insisted that he had been 

sexually assaulted by an over-sized parrot with 

the head of Bea Arthur named "Percy." The 

case landed on my desk several days later. 

Right away there was something about Sean 

scored with more chimpanzees than Tarzan and 

with more hookers than Charlie Sheen). 

And get this: he's been telling everyone that 

he's a doctor of proctology. Ha! Besides being 

Quite an ass himself and knowing a thing or two 

about poodle vasectomies. Dr. Bellringer thinks 

that condoms are what you put on your ham¬ 

burger and that the rectum is Queen s only stu¬ 

dent-elected ofTicer. 

Situation interpreted by Sean Springer who swears 
by his left nut that everything printed is the truth, the 

whole truth and nothing but the truth so help him 

please. 

that I disliked. Something that reeked of the 

kind of fuzzy, almost hair-like mould that slowly 

accumulates on the inside of undercooked left¬ 

overs over weeks of neglect in an otherwise 

empty refrigerator. Something that reminded 

me of the time in the fifth grade that I discov¬ 

ered my best friend necking with his mother in 

their backyard. But I had a job to do. 

I told myself that every seditious, salacious 

and sanctimonious insult he hurled at me some¬ 

how made me a more effective doctor. Just 

knowing Sean. I soon came to understand. 

made me a bigger person. By mid-November, 

COLOURING CONTEST 
UPDATE 

The Deadline is Midnight Sunday, Noy. 18 

1st Place —— A 96-piece Deluxe Crayola Colouring Set! 
2nd Place-A 64-piece Crayola Colouring Set! 

3rd Place - All oversized novelty Blowup Crayon! Near! 

How to enter the contest rFind a copy of the Nov. 6 issue of rW 
.Journal (11 you're desperate lor a copy, stop by the journal House ui 

272 Earl St.). Tun, ,o .he MISC. secion. Veil,™ IlSriiSs 

having endured just three weeks of working 

with Sean. I was a huge person. Larger even 

than his McDonald's super-size fries ego. Sean 

loves McDonald's fries. He often sticks them 

up his nostrils, sings “I am the Powerl", beats 

his chest and calls it performance art. The one 

time an anonymous editorial board member 

attempted to interrupt the "performance." Sean 

repudiated the insurrection with a barrage of 

used condoms and fecal matter. Much of it 

landed on a group of generous and unsuspect¬ 

ing benefactors who had congregated at The 

loumal house to announce their initiative to 

establish a fund which would facilitate the free 

tuition of eveiy student at Queen's. They imme¬ 

diately canceled their ofTer but granted it 

instead to McGill. U of T and Western. Sean 

called it "prophylactic justice." I believe he was 

on crack. Only now. at the end, do I under¬ 

stand. It wasn't the crack. Nor was it the copi¬ 

ous amounts of alcohol, the methadone, the 

heroin or the syphilis that drove Sean to these 

manic chamber-potted, puss-infected trap 

doors of the soul. It was not the electro-shock 

treatment, the genital piercings or hair removal 

surgery. None of these things can explain Sean's 

outbursts of incoherent drivel, spectacularly•- 

offensive monologues and utter lack of self-per¬ 

ception. After three weeks of intensive obser¬ 

vation. four restraining orders. $4,300 in 

damages and five separate medical institutions. 

Sean Springer has been diagnosed with cranium 

rectititus. 

Havingyour head shoved upyour ass can be 

a painful and debilitating condition. Sean 

requires our sympathy and should be forgiven 

for his freouent and public mastabatory fren¬ 

zies, his foul-smelling breath and suspicious 

predilection for small animals. After all. it's not 

entirely his fault! He is in the very awkward 

position of having his head shoved up his ass. 

imagine the embarrassment, the abject humili¬ 

ation he must endure. For Sean, every day is an 

indistinguishable morass of fecal-smelling 

misery. 

The prognosis for Sean is not good. 

Although he has been treated with a variety of 

phenolhiazines, none have been effective. The 

spastic shuffle with which he now walks is a 

direct result of the high doses of thorazine cur¬ 

rently being administered; please don't say any¬ 

thing to him about it. It's hard enough for Sean 

just stumbling down the hallway and drooling. 

He doesn't need your further debasement. Fur¬ 

thermore. the lingering after-effects of a decade 

of hardcore drug and alcohol abuse have left 

whatever miniscule portion of Sean's brain that 

originally functioned debilitated and only semi- 

operable. Vacant stares, sudden outbursts ol 

bile and hallucinations (often, for some 

unknown reason, of various birds in embarrass- 

ingly-sexual positions) are common and. sadly, 

chronic. 
Please lake pity on those less fortunate than 

ourselves, and endure their pathetic attempt* 

to grasp at the chafed and flaccid discarde 

remnants of straws that they call life. It may & 

their only redeeming feature. 

Dr. |. Craig Bellringer is senior therapy consultant (P1^ 
lology/urology) at the Springer Institute for A w 

Studies In Social Darwinism (Medical Division) In 
Fc. New Me«co- 

r 7b7Ouee~s community forever starves for tasty, original recipes mdh~a~them “> 
m their empty, monotonous lives consisting mainly of sex, sleeping through class I 

"Me drinking (their lives not the sought after recipes - ggp, d bfwmog 
,n noodle everyone on the AMS payroll in order to get my hands on some of the 

latter if they existed). Anyway, a:, part of an ongoing series with your tasre 
buds and bottomless stomachs in mind, may Miscellaneous present: 

SARAH’S 
RECIPE 
CORNER 
CHTrgRN IN PEANUT SAUCE 
m7FR~RICF. WITH SNOWPEAS 

This recipe serves two, but you 
can easily double it. The ingredi¬ 
ents are easily accessible; how¬ 

ever. snowpeas can be expensive, so if 
Vour budget is tight just use green beans 
[Note that they need about about five 
extra minutes cooking time.] 

I‘Start the rice first, and prepare the 
chicken and snowpeas during the thirty 

* minutes cooking time of the rice. 

For the rice you’ll need: 
-I cup of uncooked non-instant rice 

-2 cups of water 

‘ -1 tsp. of salt 
/Combine these ingredients in a 
j medium-sized saucepan. Stir, cover, and 

I bring to a boil. Stir again and reduce 
J heat to low and cook covered for 30 min- 

Jutes (no peeking! That’s what makes 
rice sticky). Stir, recover, and let stand 

J five minutes. 

I For the chicken you’ll need: 

1-3 chicken breasts (cut into bite-sized 
| pieces) 
| -1 diced onion 
|-2 tbsp. of oil 
i-l/2 cup of water 

-1/3 cup of peanut butter 
-3-4 tbsp. of soy sauce 
-pepper 

* Brown the chicken and onions in the 
oil in a frying pan, stir occasionally. 

*Add the peanut butter a little at a time 
(let it melt as you go). 

*Add the soy sauce and water gradually, 
sprinkle with black pepper, and cook for 

a few minutes - until the sauce is thick 
(If it becomes too dry, just add a little 
water and mix well.) 

For the snowpeas you’ll need: 
-2 cups of washed snowpeas (with ends 
trimmed) 
-2 tbsp. of oil 

-1 clove of garlic, minced 
-1 green onion, sliced 
-salt & pepper 

*Brown the garlic in the oil in a frying 
pan or saucepan. 

*Sautee the green onion with the garlic 
for about a minute. 

*Add the snowpeas and cook uncovered 
on medium heat, stir occasionally. 

*Add salt and pepper to taste. 

*Serve the chicken over the rice with 

the snowpeas on the side. 

Sarah Le May doon, ba-dish- 
dee-doon, dish-dee-doo 
BORKBORK BORK!. I 

-1 

The 
Queen’s 

Journal 
Magazine 

is calling for submissions. 

We are looking for articles, short 
fiction, poetry and art dealing with 

university life and experiences. 
Deadline is January 15, 1998 

Get your work published in magazine format. 

Call Liz or Shandley at 545-2800. 

can 
you 

3eethe T f y? 

It's all new... 

for less than two! 

open T1 am-2am every day 

sandwiches 

nachos 

wings 

fnies 

salads 

quesadillas 

\ 'n' so much more Saucy 
^Sundays/ ■ 

lapwings 
mmm...food 'n' football 

/Iviucho "^40% off food 
V Mondays/for students 
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A Message 
from the 

Principa1 CAMPUS COMMUNITY CAMPAIGN 

Dear Students, 

Queen's is about to embark on its most ambitious fund-raising 

campaign ever, and students will play a vital role in it. The 

Campaign for Queen's will raise money for our most urgent 

needs on campus. 

The first phase of the new campaign will focus on the campus 

community: students, staff, faculty, senior administration, 

governing board members and retirees. I am pleased to report 

that George Dyke, Sc'g8, and Alison Loat, Arts’98, have agreed 

to co-chair the student portion of the campaign. Both bring 

exceptional leadership skills and a deep dedication and 

commitment to Queen's. They are now recruiting a team of 

students who will help them in their efforts. 

Over the next few months, you will hear and read much more 

about the campaign, through The Journal, Golden Words and 

through other media. 1 encourage you to get involved and to 

become well informed about the campaign and its progress. 

Please contact your volunteer committee for more information, 

or contact the campus community campaign office at 545-6000 

(extension 5286) or ccc5@post.4ueensu.ca. 

Queen's students have a tradition of giving that is unparalleled 

in this country. Thousands of your predecessors made a 

commitment to this University to benefit the generations that 

followed them. I hope you will carry this legacy forward. 

Bill Leggett 

Principal and Vice-Chancellor 

r^\ZENs /or 

^
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Queen’s defies enrolment trend 
Enrolment at Ontario universities down, but on the rise at Queen’s 

AMS President To 
feel for slipping condoms on greased cucum 

University Health Fair event in the JDUC Wednesday afternoon. 
PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

By Robert MacNeil 

According to Statistics Canada, the 
number of full-time undergraduate stu¬ 
dents in Ontario universities has 
decreased by 1.4 per cent this year, but 
enrolment at Queen’s has 

actually increased. 
The provincial decline has been 

attributed to a combination of higher 
tuition fees, university funding cuts and a 
strong economy that is creating jobs not 
requiring university education. 

“We may be seeing the intersection 

between the job market and the rising 
costs of .university,” said Queen’s Princi¬ 
pal Bill Leggett. 

According to Alma Mater Society 
President Tom Stanley, “The government 
cut funding and made student loans 
more difficult to qualify for. Now we 
have Ontario students saying that they 
can’t afford to go to school in this 
province. The Ontario government 
needs to take responsibility for their 
actions.” 

“Queen’s is an anomaly because of its 
reputation,” said Stanley. “It will be able 
to charge higher tuition and get alumni 
support but provincially this is a differ¬ 
ent story,” he said, adding it would be 
“naive to think the broader provincial 
picture won’t affect us.” 

Leggett echoed Stanley’s comments 

regarding Queen’s enviable position. 
“We are quite fortunate at Queen’s, we 
have had a strong demand for admis¬ 
sion,” he said. 

While Ontario experienced a decline, 
university enrolment in British Columbia 
experienced a 15 per cent increase. This 
has been attributed to the government’s 
tuition freeze. 

“It’s not a coincidence that British 
Columbia has instituted a tuition freeze 
and their enrolment has jumped dramat¬ 
ically. Ontario has cut over $400 million 
from post-secondary education and 
allowed tuition to jump more than 
$10,000 in some programs, and now we 
are seeing the results,” argued Stanley. 

Academic Affairs Commissioner 

Please see Part-time on page 4 

Photos removed from 
Comm resume books 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Queen’s Commerce resume books 
will no longer include photos as a result 
of a decision made by the School of Busi¬ 
ness late last week. The decision was 
announced in yesterday’s edition of The 
Commentator, the Queen’s Commerce 
Society Newsletter. 

The resume book is a collection of the 
graduating class’s resumes which is com¬ 
piled by the Commerce Career Centre 
annually and distributed to approxi¬ 
mately 800 companies that may recruit 
Queen’s Commerce students. All stu¬ 
dents’ photos are included in the book, 
although students have the option of 
being excluded entirely from the publica¬ 
tion. 

Queen’s is currently the only Cana¬ 
dian undergraduate business program 
which includes photos in their student 
resume publication. 

During second term last year, some 

concerns were raised in the School of 
Business that the inclusion of photos in 
the resume books may be a violation of 
the Ontario Human Rights code. A pro¬ 
posal recommending the removal photos 
from the resume books was passed at the 
March 18 Commerce Society meeting, 
with 14 in favour, 11 against and three 
abstentions. However, the School of 
Business had to ratify the change of 
policy in order for the decision to be 
finalized. 

“The issue arose last spring and over 
the course of the summer I had a couple 
of discussions with the Human Rights 
Office on the issue,” explained Tom 
Anger, chair of the Commerce program. 
Anger said the Commerce program’s 
final decision was based on input from 
the ComSoc executive, the Commerce 
Equality Issues Committee and the 
Human Rights Office. “Rye also talked 

Please see Recruiters on page 7 

Queen’s reputation slips in Maclean's 
By Tara Mansbridge 

On Monday Maclean's magazine 
released its annual ranking of universi- 
t,cs across Canada and this year, there 
were some surprises for Queen's. 

While Queen’s overall ranking of sec- 
0n<J (the University of Toronto was 
ranked first) was news to few, some of 
I changes in standing have resulted in 
°rh alarm and praise. The largest 

c 'anges in Queen’s standing occurred in 
. Masses, finances and reputation sec- 

tl0,ls of the ranking. 
hi classes. Queen’s was ranked 11 th 

°ut of 15 in fjrst anc| seconcj_year c]aSs 

s,Ze, and last in the number of classes 
aught by tenured faculty. In finances, 

Queen's outshone all other universities 
ln the scholarships &E bursaries category, 

which ranks schools according to the 
percentage of their budget that is allo¬ 
cated to those two financial aids. 

The largest change in ranking, and 
most concerning to some, was taken in 
the reputation section. Queen’s ranked 
fifth in Alumni Support and sixth in the 
Reputation Survey. In order to come up 
with these rankings, Maclean’s maga¬ 
zine surveyed chief executive officers of 
major companies, university administra¬ 
tors and high-school guidance counsel¬ 
lors across Canada. 

Some students are worried about 
what the Maclean's report says about 
the future value of a degree from 
Queen’s. 

“I am concerned about the reputa¬ 
tion survey,” said Dawn Robertson, Arts 
’99, citing the fact that Queen’s reputa¬ 

tion with employers will affect her 
future career opportunities. "Overall, it 
seemed to be that the students were, 
really carrying the school,” she said. 

Please see Report on page 6 

How Queen’s Stacks Up 
Maclean's magazine university rankings 

Category: Student Body 
Rank Tile Facts 

Averago Entering Grade. I 86,8% 
Proportion Wnh 75% or Higher I 99,7% 
Proportion Who Graduate. I 92.9% 

Category: Finances 
Scholarships & Bursancs 
(% of Budget) I 8.96% 

Category: Reputation 
Alumni Support: S 19.9% 
(% of oUmnl who mode gfu to the unrrersifr orer o (ive-yeor period.) 

Reputational Surrey: 6 
(Combination of ranting in Highest Quahty-2. Most Imoratrrt- 7 and 
Undos of lijmonow-7) 

Category: Closses 
Classes Taught By 
Tenured Faculty: IS 36.6% 

index 
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www.journal.queensu.ca 

.‘ 
Sports & Fitness .23 

Opinions.13 
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Features .19 

Classifieds.32 

Crossword. 33 

MiSC.34 

WEATHERWATCH 
Today Sunday 

High 9~'C; Low 3'C; 
Partly cloudy 
High 4=C. Low -4°C; 

Saturday Monday 
Partly cloudy 
High S’C; Low -1C; 
POP 20% 

High 11=0 Low 3°C; 
POP 70% 
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Kingston's One and Only 
Hard Rock Cafe 

I 9 Selections on tap! 

Sunday & Monday 
■ nights - open MIC with 

host Smitty. 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

I (with the purchase of 
a beverage) 

News 

friday. November 20.1m; 

Queen’s considers 
gender neutral degree 

By Alison Mitchell ate degrees could be titled “Sistcr. 
instead of “Bachelor.” 

Should graduates have the option of 

having a gender neutral title on their 

degree? 
This is an issue that many universities, 

including Queen’s, have had to consider 

several times in the past decade. 

The issue was most recently raised by 

Gayle Sadler, E-MBA ’99. In August she 

wrote a formal letter to Tony Dimnik, 

director national of the executive MBA 

program Class of 1999. 

“Upon my impending graduation 

from the Queen’s University Executive 

MBA program in May 1999, I would 

like the title of my degree to be a gender 

neutral name,” she wrote. 

In her letter Sadler proposed that 

graduates have the option of having the 

word “Magisteriate” as the title of their 

degree. She felt that this word was more 

gender inclusive than the word 

“Master.” 

“I just want my degree to reflect what 

is important to me,” added Sadler. 

“It seems like there is an overreaction 

to it... It’s a small thing that can be done 

that only a small number of people 

would take advantage of,” added Sadler. 

Dimnik then forwarded her request 

to the Queen’s Senate Committee on 

Academic Procedure (SCAP). 

This isn’t the first time that this issue 

has been on the SCAP’s agenda, 

although this option still does not exist 

at Queen’s for graduate students. 

The issue was raised in 1990 when 

two students asked if their undergradu- 

At the time, SCAP decided to defer 

the decision to the Council of Ontario 

Universities, who the committee 

believed was looking into the issue 

COU did not end up pursuing the mat¬ 

ter, and no policy was established. 

But now, eight years later, the matter 

is back on SCAP’s “to do” list. 

Currently, there is only one degree at 

Queen’s that has a gender neutral degree 

title option the Arts and Science under¬ 

graduate degree. Until three years ago, 

the Latin word for “Bachelor” on the 

degree was a masculine word, but in 

1995 that word was changed to “Bac- 

calaureatum,” a gender neutral Latin 

term. 

ArtSci undergraduates have the 

option of having the Latin on their 

degree translated to English on the other 

side of their diploma. If they choose this 

option, the University translates the 

word “Baccalaureatum” as “Bachelor." 

A subcommittee of SCAP plans to 

consult with deans, faculty members, 

and perhaps students, and after dis¬ 

cussing the issue at length, they will pre¬ 

sent a recommendation to the Senate 

who will then vote on the issue. A deci¬ 

sion is expected to be reached some time 

this year. 

“People should be able to have their 

preferred wording,” said Dimnik. “But 

there is a legitimate concern as to what 

degree it is that you’ve actually received. 

[There] is the confusion with the word- 

Please see Options on page 7 

Do you live in resP If so and are interested 
in earning $$$ in your spare time call me at 

547-5553, extension 313. 

If your birthday is coming up in the new 
year and want to celebrate it with a bang 

ali Bianca at 531-3869. 
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P&CC ad garners criticism 
BY MAGPIE BUHAICZYK 

"Spare Change for Beer! Please.” 

This caption, used recently in a 

publishing and Copy Centre advertise- 

ent raised questions on campus about 

[he use of stereotypes in advertising. 

The ad, which appeared in the 

November 13 edition of The Journal, 

featured a photograph of two homeless 

nien holding up a sign that read, “Spare 

Change for Beer! Please.” In order to 

advertise their binding service, the 

P&CC placed their own caption, 

■'Maybe if I’d had my essay’s bound at 

the P&CC, I’d have change for my own 

beer....” on the ad. 

“I have spoken to Gord 
Moodie [AMS vp-ops] and 
suggested putting together 
guidelines for advertising 

with respect to social issues.” 

— Naomi Brunemeyer, AMS 
social issues commissioner 

Naomi Brunemeyer, Alma Mater 

Society social issues commissioner, said 

she has received two official complaints 

about the ad. The P&CC “thought it was 

humorous and didn’t realize they were 

perpetuating stereotypes,” she said. 

Some students said they found the ad 

inappropriate or offensive. “I don’t think 

it s a good ad to begin with, besides 

being politically incorrect,” said Mika 

Solway, Sci ’01. 

Ryan Bekkevold, Arts ’01, agreed. 

“I’m sure they could be a little more 

tasteful. What do homeless people have 

to do with photocopying?” 

Kevin Deonarine, marketing and 

design manager for the P&CC, said he 

based the ad around the actual sign, and 

not the impoverished men. “We hadn’t 

thought it through as clearly as we 

should have,” said Deonarine, who has 

created all of this year’s P&CC ads. 

“I didn’t think implications could be 

made in that respect,” he said. Deonar- 

irie added that he found “irony in a gen¬ 

tleman who is homeless holding up an ad 

for beer.” 

“When I saw it in print, I realized I 

had made a mistake. I am sorry for 

offending people,” he said. “I had very 

little time to produce an ad and that was 

one we had been playing with in the 

past.” 

The photograph itself was 

downloaded from the Internet and is the 

work of Philip Greenspun, a well-known 

Success undebateable 
By Anna Nesbitt Podgorski took third place and team- 

The Queen’s Debating Union has 

enjoyed a successful beginning to its 

155 th season, despite the union's lack 

of student funding this year. 

The union was the only group to lose 

t last year's spring referenda, when their 

request for a continued $0.35 manda¬ 

tory fee was endorsed by only 49.53 per 

cent of voters. This is the union's first 

; year without student funding. 

Regardless of this year’s lack of stu¬ 

dent fees, the debating team is attempt¬ 

ing to maintain their high level of 

competition. “It's been more challeng¬ 

ing, we've had to really examine how to 

get as many people to as many tourna¬ 

ments as possible for as cheaply as pos¬ 

sible,” said Mike Podgorski, president 

of die QDU. 

—- 

“It’s been more challenging, 
we’ve had to really examine 
how to get as many people 
to as many tournaments 

as possible for as 
cheaply as possible.” 

Mike Podgorski, president of 
the QDU 

The team is resorting to alternate 

methods of fundraising this year. 

We have an alumni program that we 

lave been fostering in the past few 

years,’ said Podgorski. “Also, this year 

We re not sending a team to the Inrer- 

nattonal competition because it’s in the 

hjlippines,” he said, explaining that 

though this would take away from the 

teanJs International experience, it 

w°uld allow more members opportu- 

n'ty to compere locally. 

The union has been involved in a 

Climber of competitions this year and, 

0 hr, has had members placing 

avourably. At the Central Canadian 

ampionships, held in Ottawa, the 

team placed fifth overall. Individually 

mate Dan Lafferty, QDU’s critic of the 

house, placed seventh. 

The team is trying not to limit them¬ 

selves to a provincial or even a national 

level. “We're trying to get as much 

experience on both a national and inter¬ 

national level, and [experience] for stu¬ 

dents of different calibers,” said 

Podgorski. 

Mike Podgorski, president of the 

Queen’s Debating Union. 
PHOTO BY ALEX KRON6Y 

Podgorski said the team also tries to 

protect novice spots. The union sent 14 

novices to a tournament at Western Uni¬ 

versity this fall. 

“We've been having solid results 

across Canada and we’re competing for 

the first time in the Ivy Leagues at 

Brown College in the United States,” 

said Podgorski. 

“Two major upcoming events are the 

North American tournament at Smith 

College and the national tournament at 

Western University where we’re aiming 

to do very well,” he said. 

The club has regained its student 

funding for next year, as a result of last 

week’s referendum. The establishment 

of a $0.95 opt-ourable fee was sup¬ 

ported by 61.5 per cent of students. 

Podgorski is positive about the out¬ 

come. “With fees being reinstated it 

looks good for the future,” he said. 

photographer. “The Copy Centre, in the 

past, has used many of his images,” said 

Deonarine. 

Tara Mansbridge, co-editor-in-chief 

of The Journal, said the newspaper’s 

advertising policy is directed by the law. 

“We won’t print anything libelous or ille¬ 

gal,” she said. “I didn’t find it tasteful 

but my personal opinion should not 

interfere with free speech and expres¬ 

sion.” 

Mansbridge also said The Journal 

received the ad rather late. “We got it 

electronically so we didn’t see the proof 

on paper,” she added. “I could have 

called the presses and stopped them but 

I didn’t think it was of sufficient magni¬ 

tude to do that.” 

Brunemeyer said the AMS is respond¬ 

ing to the complaints about the ad. “I 

have spoken to Gord Moodie [AMS 

vice-president, operations] and sug¬ 

gested putting together guidelines for 

advertising with respect to social issues,” 

she said. 

AIDS Awareness Week 
highlights new issues 

By Rebecca Stelter 

Members of the Queen’s and 

Kingston communities, will have an 

opportunity to increase their under¬ 

standing of HIV and AIDS during AIDS 

Awareness Week, which runs from 

November 23 — 30 and coincides with 

World AIDS Day on December 1. 

“It makes sense to have the two 

together, partly because the previous 

date in September was overshadowed by 

the AIDS Walk,” said Allison Cope, edu¬ 

cation coordinator for HIV/AIDS 

Regional Services (HARS) for the 

Kingston area. “Now, with World AIDS 

Day, this week is a Canadian and Inter¬ 

national focus on awareness.” 

16,000 individuals are diagnosed 

with the AIDS virus each day worldwide, 

with approximately 7,000 of these cases 

occurring in individuals under the age of 

24, said Cope. In Canada, 5,000 new 

AIDS infection cases arise each year, half 

of which inflict individuals under the age 

of 23. 

Cope emphasized the seriousness of 

these statistics. “There’s a big epidemic. 

People seem to think that it’s under con¬ 

trol and it’s not,” she said. 

This year’s AIDS Awareness activities 

at Queen’s will be somewhat different 

from previous years.- “Issues addressed 

will be things like women and AIDS, 

cocaine use and AIDS, steroid use and 

AIDS, among others,” said Naomi 

Brunemeyer, AMS social issues 

commissioner. 

“I think that people are very aware 

[of AIDS],” said Brunemeyer, “but they 

have a tendency to be misinformed 

about how people get HIV They know 

that having unprotected sex, or sharing 

needles can lead to HIV and AIDS, but 

they never think that it can happen to 

them.” 

The HARS AIDS Awareness Week 

will focus on raising awareness in youth 

as, “that’s where the infections occur,” 

said Cope. As a result, Cope said one of 

the most important activities her group 

is organizing for AIDS Awareness Week 

will be a workshop held next Friday 

geared towards “making health informa¬ 

tion and services accessible to youth.” 

The services available at HARS 

include public education, support ser¬ 

vices for those infected with HIV or 

AIDS, and AIDS advocacy. 

In regards to AIDS testing, Cope said, 

“We don’t give out the test ourselves, but 

we do provide pre- and post-test coun¬ 

selling.” 

“There’s a big epidemic. 
People seem to think 
that it’s under control 

and it’s not.” 

— Allison Cope, education 
coordinator for HIV/AIDS 

Regional Services 

To be tested for HIV on campus, a 

student can go to the Student Health 

Centre. This service is “confidential, not 

anonymous,” said Brunemeyer. “There 

is a file kept on you, but no one has 

access to it.” 

Brunemeyer explained that, if posi¬ 

tive, the Ministry of Health may choose 

to intervene. “They decide whether they 

need to take responsibility to find out 

who your sexual partners were,” she 

said, in order to trace the virus; how¬ 

ever, this procedure is not followed in 

every case. 

Completely anonymous HIV testing 

can be obtained at the Kingston Health 

Unit, said Brunemeyer. 

Brunemeyer commented that one of 

the highlights of the week will be a pre¬ 

sentation by Ki Namaste, a health care 

worker dealing with transgendered indi¬ 

viduals. The discussion will take place at 

7 p.m. on Thursday in Botterell Hall. 

— With files from Jocelyn Laporte. 

AIDS Awareness Week Activities at Queen’s 

Monday — Unveiling of the Red Ribbon on Grant Hall Tower 
Tuesday — Ribbon Campaign on Campus 

Wednesday — Bake sale and fundraiser from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Mac-Corry Hall 
Thursday — Guest speaker Ki Namaste to present at Botterell Hall, 7 p.m., FREE. 

Movies at the QP... 

Thursday — “Philadelphia" and “Jeffery" 

Friday — “Boys on the Side" 

ALSO... 
Mon. Nov. 30 — AIDS Forum in JDUC 

Tues. Dec. I — World AIDS Day. Displays in lower ceilidh of the JDUC all day, joined 

by HARS, Street Health, Peer Health, Sexual Health. Patch of the 

Canadian AIDS Quilt will be on display for the day. 
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Thinner condoms 
News 

Friday, November 

introduced in Canada 
By Mitra Manouchehrian 

For the condom connoisseur, the 

choices are endless: Lifestyles, Ramses, 

Sheik, Troian, even Black Jack. Then 

there’s also lubricated, with spermicide 

or without, ribbed, ultra-thin, form-fit¬ 

ting, pina colada flavour. The mysterious 

code of condom shopping will continue 

to expand thanks to a new type of con¬ 

dom that will hit stores in Canada soon. 

“Thinner condoms have 

been sold for years in other 
countries, such as Japan, and 

they have had no significant 

rates of breakage that we 
are aware of.” 

— Andrew Douglas, standards 
officer for Health and Welfare 

Canada’s medical devices bureau 

As a result of recent changes to Health 

and Welfare Canada's regulations 

regarding condom standards, thinner 

condoms are now permitted on Cana¬ 

dian store shelves. 

The topic is especially timely because 

condom use will be emphasized as 

Queen’s and the local community 

recognize AIDS Awareness Week, begin¬ 

ning next Monday. 

Until their recent modification, Cana¬ 

dian regulations regarding condom 

standards were far more stringent than 

those in the rest of the world and, as a 

result, many thinner condoms were kept 

off the Canadian market. The regula¬ 

tions were changed on July 1, bringing 

Canadian medical product standards in 

line with the standards of the 

International Standards Organization. 

Nicole Bell, co-director of the 

Queen’s Sexual Health Resource centre 

said, in the “debate between safety and 

pleasure,” the centre would be more 

willing to err on the side of safety and 

dispense only the more durable con¬ 

doms. 

Condoms are tested for safety based 

on three tests. The first measures burst 

pressure, the air pressure being exerted 

in the condom at the time it bursts. The 

second measures bursting volume, or the 

volume of air contained in the condom 

at bursting pressure. The third measures 

leakage when filled with water. 

Under Health and Welfare Canada’s 

previous regulations, all condoms sold in 

Canada had to hold a volume of no less 

than 25 litres of air without bursting, a 

standard held nowhere else in the world. 

Under ISO’s standards, condoms require 

a lower burst volume, as low as 12-15 

litres of air. 
Before this change, many imported 

condoms were not allowed on Canadian 

shelves as they would fail the 25-litre 

burst volume test. With these new regu¬ 

lations, however, condoms as thin as 

0.02 mm are now available. 

“I think that thinner 

condoms are a better 

idea because it will bring 

the feeling back, and more 

males will be inclined 

to use them.” 

— Shamir Chandarana, 
ArtSci ’00 

Andrew Douglas, standards officer for 

Health and Welfare Canada’s medical 

devices bureau, said he believes these 

condoms are “just as effective, if used 

correctly.” 

“Thinner condoms have been sold for 

years in other countries, such as Japan, 

and they have had no significant rates of 

breakage that we are aware of,” he said. 

Douglas said the possible problems 

with these new condoms don’t lie in 

their breakage rates, but in the way they 

are handled, “as thinner condoms tend 

to have a smaller and thinner rim, th 

chances of being unable to unroll then 

properly is higher,” he said. 

The main concern isn’t that they Wj]| 

break in used, but that they’ll be sold to 

an inexperienced market vvho aren’t 

aware of how to use them properly, Dou- 

glas explained. 

Diane Nolting, health educator at 

Queen’s Student Health Services said it 

would be “interesting from an educa¬ 

tional point of view to run a survey [and] 

gather data to find out what people’s 

experiences are with these condoms.’’ 

As a health educator, she is interested 

in finding out about possible breakage 

rates in order to determine if better edu¬ 

cation regarding condom use is needed 

she said. 

“I think thinner condoms would be 

great,” said Ted Fleming, Sci ’00. “You 

could make better water balloons out of 

them.” 

Shamir Chandarana, ArtSci ’00 

agreed, “I think that thinner condoms 

are a better idea because it will bring the 

feeling back, and more males will be 

inclined to use.them.” 

In the meantime, the success of the 

newer, thinner condoms will.be left in 

the hands of the consumer, so to speak. 

Focus on Memorios 
Fuji Fotonex 210IX Gift Set 

•2x (22.5-45mm) Fujinon 
Zoom Lens 
•Auto flash with red-eye 
reduction 
•Information Exchange (ix) 
for better photos 
•Choice of 3 print sizes 
•3 rolls of Fuji film Nexia 
A200/25 and case included 

$149.98 

Camera Kingston B 
foto source™ 

114 Princess Street (at Wellington) 650 Bath Road (at Gardiners) 
549-3747 384-3747 

Part-time enrolment 
drops across Ontario 
Continued from page I 

Milan Konopek is not surprised by the 

figures. He said students have knowii 

: for a while that these cuts would have 

an effect, and said he hopes “the gov¬ 

ernment realizes Ontario is losing out.” 

“We are quite fortunate 

at Queen’s, we have had 

a strong demand 

for admission.” 

— Principal Bill Leggett 

Konopek said he would like to see 

the High School Liaison program, 

which is run by the Queen’s administra¬ 

tion, inform high school students on the 

affects of deregulation and OSAP 

restrictions, “to give a dose of reality 

along with Queen’s spirit.” 

The greatest drop in student enrol¬ 

ment continues to be in part-time stud¬ 

ies. Five years ago, 100,000 part-time 

students were enroled in universities 

across Canada. This year there are 

76,000. David Scott of the Council of 

Ontario Universities attributed this 

drop to a growing economy in which 

people are less likely to take the time to 

further their education. 

According to Leggett, before this aca¬ 

demic year, the Queen's Senate 

addressed the problem of lost revenue 

from a lack of part-time students. “[We] 

planned to increase full-time enrolment 

to compensate for the part-time 

decline,” said Leggett. 

Both Konopek and Stanley pointed 

out another possible reason for the 

decline. “Part-time students aren’t going 

back because they are not eligible for 

OSAP [as students] need to take a 60 

per cent course load,” to receive assis¬ 

tance, Konopek said. 

“[We] have written to the govern¬ 

ment expressing our concerns,” said 

Leggett, “a Senate committee is looking 

into [different] in student funding.” 

“The Ontario government com¬ 

pletely eliminated part-time students 

from being eligible for student loans, 

said Stanley. 

How to cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

545-6972 

There s no application. You don't need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

We’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

Hey You! Do you know 
everything there is to know about 
the AMS? Wanna find out what 
AMS has been up to? Well, 
starting on Nov.23 you’ll have the 
opportunity to expand your 
student government knowledge 

with AMS WEEK - Five fun- 
filled days sure to enlighten even 
the biggest pessimist. 

Submissions Needed!! 
Queen’s Feminist Review is 
looking for poetry, artwork, prose 
and essays. Submissions are 
due by January 22 at the AMS 
front desk. All members of the 
Queen’s community are welcome 
to submit. 

Silver Bells Dinner 
Spread holiday cheer to Kingston 
area seniors The Silver Bells 
Dinner is on Sun. Nov.29, and 
we need your help to decorate, 
greet and serve dinner. 

Call 545-6000 ext.5178 

Need A Snow Shovel? 
Go to your Street Captain’s 
house. Don’t know who your 
street captain is? Look for signs 
in the window or call the MAC! 

QUEER ACTION GROUP 
Come out to our next meeting, 
Wed Nov 25th at 4:30pm in the 
Earth Centre (JDUC). It’ll be a 
barrel of monkeys. 

Charity Ball’s Genie 
Auction is going down at 
Alfie’s Pub Nov.25 Don't miss it 

Who killed Kurt Cobain? 
The QEA and CAC present Ian 
Halperin, previously featured on 
MTV and award winning author of 
Who killed Kurt Cobain 
Ethrington Hall on Tuesday, 
Nov. 19, at 7:00pm. Free 
Admission. 

What Prostitutes Want- 
why feminists and the media 
need to get it right. Earl 1101 
Nov.23, 7pm 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 
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Fine Art student’s work rewarded 
Chu’s design wins honourable mention in provincial competition 

By Mandy Harriot 

The work of <1 second-year 

Queen's Fine Art student was 

honoured by the provincial gov¬ 

ernment last Thursday at an 

awards ceremony at Conestoga 

College in Kitchener. 

Cyril Frederick Chu, Arts 

'01, was awarded an honourable 

mention in the design competi¬ 

tion for the new Ontario Medal 

for Young Volunteers. He was 

awarded a plaque recognizing 

his participation in the contest 

and a $500 prize. 

Last January, student artists 

and designers from all Ontario 

colleges and universities were 

invited to create an original 

design to be used by the 

Province of Ontario for the face 

of the Ontario Medal for Young 

Volunteers. 

The medal is an award for 

young people who have made 

volunteer contributions to their 

communities, and will be pre¬ 

sented to up to 10 young people 

annually, commencing this year. 

The inaugural award ceremony 

will take place this January. 

Sixteen students contributed 

designs for the medal. Entries 

were judged by three jury mem¬ 

bers, each with extensive expe¬ 

rience in the art and design 

industry. Christol Connolly, a 

media contact in the Premier's 

Office, said the three jury mem¬ 

bers were looking for “someone 

spirited and youthful” when 

choosing the winning designs. 

Chu said he tried to “incor¬ 

porate Ontario elements like the 

triple maple leaf” into his 

design. Because the medal was 

intended to be given to students 

aged 15 to 24, Chu did not want 

the medal to be too childlike, 

but to “reflect leadership and 

inspiration,” he added._ 

The medal is an award 
for young people who 
have made volunteer 

contributions to 
their communities. 

Chu employed computer 

skills he acquired as a freelance 

artist to create the design. He 

was also assisted by his experi¬ 

ence as a graphic artist for the 

CTV Television Network and a 

graphic designer involved with 

the creation of advertisements 

and pamphlets for small 

businesses. 
Upon graduation from 

Queen’s, Chu said he hopes to 

attend college, where he will 

gain the practical experience he 

will need to pursue a career in 

computer animation and 

graphics. 

The winning design of the 

contest was conceived by Jolene 

MacDonald, a third-year stu¬ 

dent in the Graphic and Adver¬ 

tising program at Conestoga 

College. MacDonald was 

awarded a plaque and $2,500. 

Matthew Donovan, a student at 

the Ontario College of Art and were also granted honorable 

Design in Toronto, and Chris mentions for their contribu- 

Joseph Lange, a student at tions. 

Humber College in Toronto, 

Cyril Chu, Arts ’01 

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCOTTLENGYEL 

Report ‘very important’ to school search 
Continued from page I 

“You have to wonder what 

would happen if our students 

weren’t so great... It has inter¬ 

esting implications for the 

administration.” 

“It bothers me, too,” said 

Principal Bill Leggett of the 

“I’m disappointed to 
see that we’ve 

slipped.’’ 

— Principal Bill Leggett 

change in reputation ranking. 

“I’m disappointed to see that 

we’ve slipped,” he said, adding, 

“the comfort I would give stu¬ 

dents is that the people hiring 

are much more sophisticated in 

evaluating the quality of the stu¬ 

dents coming to them than just 

looking at a Maclean’s ranking.” 

Overall Leggett said he was 

“very pleased” with the univer¬ 

sity report, especially with the 

recognition given to Queen’s 

effort in the area of scholarship 

and bursaries. “We’ve worked 

very hard,” he said, explaining 

that it is in the long-term vision 

of the administration to become 

Canada’s first university to insti¬ 

tute a “needs-blind” admission 

process, where students are 

accepted without reference to 

their financial situation. Suc¬ 

cessful applicants are guaran¬ 

teed financial assistance based 

on their demonstrated need. 

Leggett said there “is a mes¬ 

sage in [the reputation ranking] 

for us that we have to work 

more effectively... to communi¬ 

cate the value of a Queen’s 

degree.” 

“There are two realities out 

there,” he continued, “what the 

statistics are, and what people 

think they mean.” 

Both Leggett and Dean of 

Student Affairs Bob Crawford 

pointed to a recent public rela¬ 

tions and fund-raising campaign 

by the University of Toronto as 

a possible cause for the change 

in reputation standing. Queen’s 

is planning to undertake a simi¬ 

lar campaign in the upcoming 

months, Leggett explained. 

Another concern to current 

and future students was the size 

of first and second-year courses 

relative to other universities, 

and the low proportion of those 

courses (36.6 per cent) taught 

by tenured faculty. 

“What generates [the low 

percentage of courses taught by 

tenured faculty] is the very high 

number of music and language 

courses,” said Leggett. Most 

instructional music courses are 

taught by non-tenured music 

teachers who come in for per¬ 

sonal instruction of music stu¬ 

dents, he explained. Even 

though those courses only have 

one student in them, they are 

each statistically considered a 

“section” of a course. Thus, 

from individual music instruc¬ 

tion alone there are 79 sections. 

If you take out music and 

language courses, which are 

similarly taught, the proportion 

of classes taught by tenured fac¬ 

ulty jumps to 63 per cent. “That 

explains it, [but] I’m not sure it 

satisfies me,” said Leggett, who 

plans to meet with the vice-prin¬ 

cipals of the university to dis¬ 

cuss the issue. 

The importance of the 

Maclean's ranking is under¬ 

scored by the number of incom¬ 

ing students who use the 

magazine as an informational 

tool in choosing a university. 

In a recent survey of first- 

year students completed by a 

group of 13 universities called 

the Canadian Undergraduate 

Survey Consortium, students 

were asked which sources of 

information were most impor¬ 

tant to them when they were 

choosing a post-secondary insti¬ 

tution. 

Overall, 14.6 per cent of stu¬ 

dents rated the Maclean’s uni¬ 

versity ranking as “very 

important.” In the Queen’s 

group alone, the percentage 

ranking Maclean's as “very 

important” jumped to 34.9 per 

cent, second only to campus vis¬ 

its, 56.4 per cent, as a source of 

information. 

Most first-year Queen’s stu¬ 

dents seem to agree that the 

annual Maclean’s report had 

some affect on their university 

choice. 

“I looked through h ar]“ 

compared all the aspects," sai 

Veronica Solimano, ArtSci 02. 

“I was useful because it told me 

how other people viewc 

[Queen’s]. It gave me a good 

understanding of what the uni 

versifies are really like.” 

“It just gave me a basic 

understanding of the universi 

ties,” said first-year life scienu- 

student Paul Kim. “It had some¬ 

what of an influence, but not 

lot, not a great deal.” 
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support decision Recruiters 
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to a number of lawyers,” added Anger. 

Ir£ne Bujara, director of the HRO, 

said some Commerce students last year 

asked her advice on the issue. “Our 

advice was very strongly in the vein that 

there could be potentially seriously con¬ 

sequences legally,” to include photos in 

the resume books, Bujara said. 

Bujara is pleased with the decision. “I 

think it’s a very good idea to remove the 

photos simply because it’s a resume book 

and having photos in it unfortunately 

contributes to a roundabout way of giv¬ 

ing employers information they are not 

technically allowed to ask,” Bujara said. 

,-I think it’s the right decision for the 

school to make in this case,” Anger said. 

“It certainly gives us an opportunity to 

revamp and revise the resume book.” 

Robert Knox and Nicole Aumell, co¬ 

chairs of the EIC, brought the issue back 

to light in September. “This was a big 

issue last year and it was left to a certain 

extent unresolved,” said Knox. 

“The undergraduate office was always 

concerned with what was best for stu¬ 

dents,” he added. 

Knox said the fact that this was a 

human rights issue was the critical factor 

in the committee’s decision not to put 

the question to a referendum. “Our 

background is one of democratic 

processes,” Knox said, however, “defini- 

tionally, human rights can’t operate that 

way.” 

Knox said the committee felt it was 

important to look at “the legal facts, the 

implications and the potential ramifica¬ 

tions,” of the inclusion of photos while 

paying particular attention to corporate 

recruiters and the OHRC. 

There was concern that recruiters 

wouldn’t use the book any more,” Knox 

said, however, “it turned out that con¬ 

cern just wasn’t accurate.” 

The EIC surveyed the recruiting con¬ 

tacts in companies which recruit Queen’s 

Commerce students. Of the 24 respon¬ 

dents, 21 indicated that they use the 

resume books in their recruiting process. 

When asked if they would continue to 

use the books if the students’ photos 

were removed, 100 per cent of these 

companies stated they would. 

“I think it’s the right 
decision for the school to 

make in this case. It 
certainly gives us an 

opportunity to revamp and 
revise the resume book.” 

— Tom Anger, chair of the 
Commerce program 

According to Knox, many company 

contacts also stated they were uncom¬ 

fortable with the inclusion-of photos in 

the books because it could lead to human 

rights complaints and/or violations. 

Some companies stated that their human 

resource departments cut or blacked out 

the photos from the books before they 

were handed to company recruiters, he 

added. 

“It leaves companies vulnerable to 

human rights complaints in which case 

the onus would be on them to disprove 

the allegation,” Knox said. “That’s an 

unfair risk in which to place employers.” 

In a letter to Commerce students pre¬ 

pared by Knox and Aumell, the co-chair¬ 

persons stated that “the inclusion of 

students’ photographs in the resum6 

book clearly violates the spirit of the 

OHRC and facilitates unfair discrimina¬ 

tion against Queen’s Commerce students 

in their search for employment.” 

Although the issue directly affects the 

Comm ’00 class and those to follow, 

Aumell said the decision also affects the 

Comm ’99 class, Queen’s Commerce 

alumni and applicants to the program, as 

it impacts on “the reputation of the 

School of Business.” 

Knox said the photos offer some ben¬ 

efits. These include adding aesthetic 

value and personality to the resum6 

books, and helping recruiters identify 

students at information sessions. How¬ 

ever, Knox stated, “You weigh the harms 

and risks against the benefits and it’s a 

tough argument to disprove.” 

The decision to support the removal 

of photos from the resum6 books was 

unanimous between the chairpersons 

and the five members of the committee. 

“The facts are really compelling,” Knox 

said. “Across the board, it’s a win-win, 

win-win situation,” for students, 

employers, the School of Business and 

the university, he added. 

In order to diminish the need for the 

photos, the Commerce Career Centre 

has introduced student name tags for use 

at infosessions and the EIC will be intro¬ 

ducing business cards for third and 

fourth year students beginning next fall. 

“The book is going to be [profession¬ 

ally] redesigned and students are going 

to have input into how it’s going to be 

designed,” Aumell said. 

Options 
available 
Continued from page 2 

ing of the degree. That’s what people 

are concerned about.” 

“Other universities, such as York, 

Concordia, Western and McMaster 

have alternate degree nomenclature 

available as an option to their graduate 

students,” Sadler stated in the letter. 

York University confirmed the terms 

that are available to their graduate stu¬ 

dents for Masters degrees are “Master” 

or “Magisteriate.” 

Concordia University also con¬ 

firmed the option is available there, 

although according to Yvonne CaJl- 

away-Smith, who has taught at Con¬ 

cordia, “The 

university doesn't seem to advertise 

[the option].” 

Cheri Anderson, the class manager 

for the executive MBA program office 

at UWO stated, “At present, UWO 

graduate degrees do nor have the 

option for a gender neutral title.” 

Western does, however, have a gen¬ 

der-neutral name as an option for their 

undergraduate degree. Undergraduates 

can either have “Bachelor” or “Bac¬ 

calaureate” as the title of their degree. 

McMaster University does not have 

a gender neutral name as an option for 

its Masters degree at this time either. 

Denise Anderson, McMaster’s man¬ 

ager of recruiting and admissions 

wrote, “We don’t have a gender neutral 

name for the title of our degree. It’s 

still called Master of Business Adminis¬ 

tration." 
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Projects established 
in Wilson 

By Crystal Bona 

A group of Mark Wilson’s friends 

have proposed three projects at Queen’s 

to commemorate the fourth-year stu¬ 

dent's tragic death this summer, and to 

raise campus awareness about drinking 

,nd driving. Mark was a political studies 

ind geography medial who was killed 

with his family July 12 when they were 

struck by a drunk driver. 

JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

The first project, a drinking and dri¬ 

ving awareness campaign, is currently in 

effect. For this event, green ribbons are 

being distributed on campus for the next 

few weeks leading up to the holidays. 

The aim of the program is to increase 

awareness of the issue, particularly for 

the holiday season. 

“In terms of drinking and driving, we 

believe this is something really impor¬ 

tant to do because there’s a void to be 

filled on campus in terms of this issue,” 

said Anatole Papadopoulos,- Arts and 

Science Undergraduate Society president 

s memory 
and member of the initiative group. “If 

you look at statistics, the problem affects 

a lot of people, but it’s not talked about 

very much,” he added. 

Although Papadopoulos is affiliated 

with ASUS, this is not an ASUS endeav¬ 

our, he explained. 

“It would be appropriate to 
have an award in his name 

which recognizes 
extracurricular contribution 

because Mark was 
so involved.” 

— Anatole Papadopoulos, ASUS 

president 

As a second project, the group is also 

trying to rename an ASUS award for out¬ 

standing extracurricular contributions in 

Mark’s honour. Mark was actively 

involved in extracurricular activities at 

Queen’s, and served as both ASUS repre¬ 

sentative to the Alma Mater Society and 

secretary for the ArtSci ’99 year society. 

He was also involved with Departmental 

Student Council, the PC party and 

Campus Crusade for Christ. 

“It would be appropriate to have an 

award in his name which recognizes 

extracurricular contribution because 

Mark was so involved,” said 

Papadopoulos. 

Finally, the group is also trying to 

establish a memorial park bench in mem¬ 

ory of Mark, to be placed on Queen’s 

campus. Fund-raising efforts for this 

project are in the works. 
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Queen’s student sings 
praises of Quebec unity 

By Joshua Wiesenthal 

A song written by Queen’s 
student Marty Silverstone'and 
his long-time friend Jon Small 
has recently received consider¬ 
able attention from politicians 
in Quebec. 

“False Frontiers," a pro- 
Canadian unity song, was 
noticed by the Liberal party and 
was the unofficial 1997 federal 
election rally theme song. 
According to Silverstone, Jean 
Charest, the Liberal candidate, 
suggested “the song 'False Fron¬ 
tiers’... be taken into considera¬ 
tion for the next provincial 
election in Quebec.” 

The MPP for Silverstone’s 
riding said he is not certain 
whether the party was going to 
adopt the politically motivated 
song. 

“It is practically impossible 
to escape the unity debate when 
you live in Montreal,” said Sil¬ 
verstone. He described being so 
over-saturated with Quebec 
politics, that the issues “become 
part of your daily routine.” 

“The song has received con¬ 
siderable airplay on French uni¬ 
versity [radio] stations and has 
started to appear on [Queen’s] 
campus radio,” Silverstone 
added. 

The two-person, band, Job, 
pronounced like the biblical 
Job, derives its meaning from 
the Old Testament. Silverstone 
described the story as a man 
who lived according to his 

ideals, but experienced “just 
absolute hell.” 

“Job would ask questions but 
could not understand his des¬ 
tiny. He admirably kept every¬ 
thing in perspective, and 
maintained his faith in God, 
and in the end, obtained some 
sense of realization and com¬ 
pleteness,” Silverstone said. 

Marty Silverston, “mixing 
politics and songs... ” 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Silverstone and Small, both 
21, are finishing their last year 
of psychology degrees at 
Queen’s and McGill Universi¬ 
ties respectively. Upon gradua¬ 
tion, they hope to sign a record 
contract and begin their profes¬ 
sional musical careers. 

“On one hand, mixing poli¬ 
tics and songs might hinder our 
chances at professional musical 
careers. However, using politics 
can also work as a platform for 
making our music heard,” Sil¬ 
verstone said. 

“The song was originally 
written about reconciling a sour 
romantic relationship, but was 
later recognized by Jon as paral¬ 
lel to the Quebec separation 
issue,” Silverstone explained. 

The English lyrics include 
phrases like: “The ego is gone 
and the heart is back/ Seems 
that we’re miles apart/ I tell you 
now we’re one strong land.” 

With the exception of one 
French line, “False Frontiers” is 
written entirely in English. Sil¬ 
verstone said he and Small are 
willing to increase the song's 
French content with some assis¬ 
tance in the translation process. 

Small and Silverstone enjoy a 
long personal and musical his¬ 
tory. 

Silverstone described his 
relationship with Small as “a 
deep friendship. We see eye-to- 
eye both spiritually and philo¬ 
sophically. Ever since high 
school, we have been playing 
and writing together, albeit in 
different bands.” 

Although they find it difficult 
to compare themselves with 
other musical groups, their style 
is similar to that of the Indigo 
Girls, Blue Rodeo and Bob 
Dylan. Silverstone remarked 
that “the essence of Job is the 
duality between friendship and 
common piece of mind. The 
songs are all lyrically driven.” 

Got the blues? 
By Renee Huang 

With the year’s first snowfall 
comes the knowledge that a 
cold and bitter winter is soon 
approaching, one that will be 
yet another terrible ordeal for 
people living on the streets. 

Three Queen’s students have 
organized next week’s “Lose 
your Blues” clothing drive in 
hopes of making a positive 
impact on poverty issues in 
Kingston. 

Lauren Sukerman, Arts ’00, 
Michelle Donnelly, Arts ’99, 
and Karen Hindle, Arts ’01 are 
the deputy commissioners for 
the AMS Social Issues Commit¬ 
tee responsible for organizing 
the week-long event. 

Starting Monday, students 
may bring used jeans and other 
clothes to the upper ceilidh in 
the JDUC. The items will later 
be donated to the Free Clothing 
Drop-In and Textile Recycling 
Centre in Kingston. 

Deputies are required to 
coordinate projects and initia¬ 
tives that are both beneficial to 
the Queen’s community and 
support the work of their com¬ 
mission. This year, Sukerman, 
Donnelly and Hindle are join¬ 
ing forces to tackle the issue of 
homelessness. 

“It turned out that what we 
were thinking of was the same,” 
said Sukerman. “Basically 
[homelessness] is a serious prob¬ 
lem that can’t be ignored.” 

“Particularly here in 
Kingston and Queen’s, it’s not 
an issue people focus on,” 
agreed Donnelly. “It’s an area of 
affluence... I don’t think people 
think it’s a problem here.” 

Sukerman said they focused 
their project on gathering 
clothes for the homeless 
because essential items neces¬ 
sary for survival in the harsh 
Kingston climate are scarce. 

Hindle is from Montreal, 
where a man known as “Le Bon 
Homme dans la Rue" started a 
similar campaign to help battle 
homelessness, Sukerman said, 
setting up a shelter and 
organizing volunteers to 

dispense blankets to the home¬ 
less. “That’s the model weTe 
using,” she said. 

“We want to make people 
aware of issues on campus and 
in the community,” continued 
Donnelly. She said the group 
wanted to focus on a less promi¬ 
nent issue at Queen’s. 

“There seems to be a focus 
on gender issues, sexism, racism 
and we don’t seem to deal with 
campus issues like soup 
kitchens,” she added. 

Sukerman said the campaign 
name, “Lose your Blues”, con¬ 
tains “a double meaning of los¬ 
ing your sadness. By giving 
things away, you feel better.” 
People receiving the gifts also 
gain in knowing that members 
of the community are con¬ 
cerned for their welfare. 

MaryLynn Morrison is coor¬ 
dinator of the centre receiving 
the used clothes from the drive. 
She is pleased with the initiative 
Sukerman, Donnelly and Hin¬ 
dle are taking in organizing the 
campaign. 

“It’s really nice to see 
Queen’s students take an inter¬ 
est in acting against poverty,” 
Morrison said. 

The centre is volunteer based 
and serves a large clientele in 
Kingston. An annual member¬ 
ship fee of $2 allows clients to 
take whenever they want and 
need free of charge. 

“I haven’t, as of yet, found a 
place that is free [in Kingston],” 
said Morrison. Last year alone, 
volunteers at the centre saw 
6,400 children and 8,000 
women and men in the 15 hours 
a week the centre is open, she 
said. “This year, we expect the 
numbers to increase due to gov¬ 
ernment cutbacks.” 

Clientele range all over the 
board, according to Morrison. 
“We do get a mixture of every¬ 
thing and everybody.” 

Located in the basement of 
Queen Elizabeth Collegiate and 
Vocational Institute at 145 Kirk¬ 
patrick St., the centre is open 
Tuesday to Thursday, 8 a.m. to 
2 p.m. and can be reached at 
549-1348. 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

SEMINAR 

On Dealing with Persistent Disturbances in 
Control and Signal Processing 

Daniel Miller, Associate Professor, Department of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Waterloo 

Abstract 
In H-infinity optimal control and filter design, the energy norm 
is used to measure the size of a signal; the design process 
involves shaping the frequency response of the appropriate 
transfer function, and the (near) optimal controller or filter can 
be obtained by solving several Ricatti equations. In many 
situations, however, the disturbance and/or reference signal is 
persistent, so a more natural measure of signal size is the infinity 
norm, which is simply the maximum size of the signal. In this 
talk this approach will be explored via a simple example, and it 
will be explained how linear programming can be used to solve 
the design problem. Properties of the solution will be compared 
with those of the solution obtained via the H-infinity design 
approach. The talk will conclude with a brief discussion of the 
design of nonlinear optimal controllers, which is a present topic 
of research. 
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In Here 
Red Cross training course 

A training course to train individuals 
as Link to Health Leaders is being held 
on Nov. 21, 9 - 1:30pm and Nov. 28, 9 

4pm. The program is designed to teach 
volunteers in how to help older adults 
become more physically active. The 
course is open to all ages and registration 
is required. Call Yvonne Envoy at 548- 
4929 for more information. 

Human Rights 

A local celebration of the 50th 
anniversary of the Universal Declaration 
of Independence will be held at Queen 
Street United Church on December 6 at 
lp.m. Nora Lopez, a prominent human 
rights speaker will speak at 2 p.m. 

Volunteer Opportunities 

The Boys Club of Greater Kingston 
needs youth leaders with CPR and First 
Aid knowledge to become part of a team 
to implement programs for children 
aged four to 18; the Kingston Regional 
Arts Council needs 100 volunteers to 
help with New Year’s Eve events in 
downtown Kingston; Fairmount Home 
needs volunteers to help residents in 
wheelchairs attend Sunday church ser¬ 
vices; St. John Ambulance Cadet Divi¬ 
sion is looking for a volunteer 
superintendent 18 years of older with 
Standard First Aid to plan and imple¬ 
ment a training schedule for the cadets. 
Ongwanada needs three volunteer dri¬ 
vers to take clients from Napanee to pri¬ 
marily Kingston for medical 
appointments and community events. 
Ryandale House for the Homeless 
requires 10 volunteer Front-Line Work¬ 
ers 25 years or older to do paperwork, 
socialize and support guests. 

SANTA SAVES EARLY AT ROOTS 
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save you money ! Shop for all your friends S family 

and mahe it a Christmas Made in Canada! 
** ■ 
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$150 - $249 
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Solicitor-General still in trouble 

Solicitor-General Andy Scott is back 
in hot water this week, as a sworn affi¬ 
davit by Frederick Toole, the friend who 
was sitting next to him during the now 
infamous Air Canada flight, undermined 
the minister’s denials that he did not 
prejudge the outcome of the APEC 
inquiry. New Democratic MP Dick Proc¬ 
tor, who overheard the discussion 
between the pair, believes Mr. Scott said 
that a handful of RCMP officers used 
excessive force on student protestors and 
that Hugh Stewart (the officer seen in 
television replays pepper-spraying pro¬ 
testers and a cameraman) would be held 
accountable. Mr. Scott maintains he did 
nothing wrong. 

Bouchard to try again 

Lucien Bouchard confirmed he is 
using the Quebec election campaign to 
solicit a mandate to hold a winning ref¬ 
erendum. Polls show Quebeckers are 
opposed to another secession vote, but 
Bouchard believes that voters are only 
opposed to losing another referendum. 

Search for Trudeau on hold 

Worsening weather and concern for 
safety was the reason the search for 
Michel Trudeau’s body was suspended 
Wednesday night. The 23-year old son 
of former prime minister Pierre Trudeau 
drowned in Kokanee Lake in southeast¬ 
ern B.C. last Friday, shortly before the 
lake began to freeze over. “The overall 
risk outweighs any benefits when you 
factor in all the evidence, from the thin¬ 
ness of the ice, to continued avalanche 
danger in the area,” said Cpl. Koch of 
the RCMP. This decision likely means 
that the search will be suspended until 
spring, when the ice begins to melt. 

— information courtesy of the Globe 
and Mail 

RAINBOW WEEK < 
M!' Celebrating Queer Life 
‘^NOVEMBER 23-27, 1998’ 

'[r* MONDAY 23 - 7:00 
LGBA workshop: SOME BI-DAY SOME BI-NIGHT 

Grey House, 51 Queen’s Cres. 

TUESDAY 24 - 7:00-8:30 
Cross cultural panel: QUEER EXPERIENCE IN 

DIFFERENT CULTURES 
Robert Sutherland Room, JDUC 

WEDNESDAY 25 - 7:30 
COMING OUT DISCUSSION GROUP 

Music Listening Room, JDUC 

THURSDAY 26 - 7:00 
Movie and discussion: YOU DON’T KNOW DICK! 

John Orr Room, JDUC 

FRIDAY 27-12:00 
UNITY IN THE QUEER COMMUNITY? 

VIVIANE Kl NAMASTE, TRANSGENDERED WOMAN, SPEAKS 
Robert Sutherland Room, JDUC 

„ FRIDAY 27 - 7:00 
LGBA social - Movie: LILLIES 

Post movie socializing at the grad club (9:00) 
Music Listening Room, JDUC 

Queer Art Display on ail day Tuesday and 
J\\ I Wednesday in the Robert Sutherland Room. 
/A j I All welcome, queer or straight 

I I) Sponsored by: the Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual Issues Committee, 
' * The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Association, and The Alma Mater Society. ^ 
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we!!.. 

Receive* Jesus Christ, s only son as your 

personal Lore! anti Saviour ft experience <roc[s 

love anti plan for your life, now anc[ forever. 

Check It out In the Bible. Thats what It’s there for or cheok out... WWW.jc2000ad.COlH 
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Ad campaign unfair 
A RECENT SPATE OF TELEVISION 

advertising by the Ontario 
government is bent on convinc¬ 

ing us that changes to health-care in 
Ontario are in our best interests. Mike 
Harris is your friend. By using slick 
advertising, they are trying to plant the 
idea in voters' heads that the benefits of 
closing hospitals and slashing health¬ 
care budgets outweigh any temporary 
‘‘inconveniences.” Mike Harris is your 
friend. At the same rime, however, the 
Progressive Conservative party is airing 
American-style ads that question oppo¬ 
sition leader Dalton McGuinty’s stand 
on these same issues. Mike Harris is 
someone’s friend. 

Equally disturbing as the 
timing of these taxpayer- 
funded ads is the heart- 

tugging effect they evoke. 

It seems particularly insidious of the 
government to use taxpayers’ money to 
praise their health-care reforms and 
begin campaigning for the next election 

at the same time. Mike Harris is some¬ 
one's friend. Also, since only the Con¬ 
servatives know exactly when the 
election will be held, it is an unfair 
advantage and an abuse of the electoral 
system for them to begin campaigning 
now. Mike Harris may be your friend. 

Equally disturbing as the riming of 
these taxpayer-funded ads is the heart- 
tugging effect they evoke. When the lit¬ 
tle boy in the commercial rips off his 
bandage, an action that is supposed to 
symbolize the temporary pain of health¬ 
care reform, the viewer is either moved 
to sympathy for the government or put 
off by the obvious appeal to sentimen¬ 
tality. Mike Harris may not be your 
friend. These commercials are cleverly 
constructed, but do they actually 
inform the public of anything 
important? 

While not illegal, this pre-emptive 
campaigning by the Conservatives is 
hardly fair to the opposition parties or 
the public who must pay for it. Mike 
Harris is no one’s friend. 

Rebirth of the CFL 
WHEN THE 86TH ANNUAL GREY 

Cup kicks off on Sunday, the 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats are 

going to buck the odds and “stamp” all 
over Calgary Despite disappointing 
ticket sales for the event, there is a pal¬ 
pable feeling of excitement over the 
rejuvenation of the CFL this year that 
will culminate with the Grey Cup game. 
Back in the big game after a nine year 
hiatus, the Ticats seem to embody the 
image of an underdog league that 
through humility and determination 
has survived waning interest and near¬ 
bankruptcy. 

When the Ticats trounce the Stam- 
peders (sorry, no spread provided), the 
eyes of the nation will be tuned to a 
great Canadian tradition that has stayed 
true to the spirit of sport and not suc¬ 
cumbed to the temptation of big-bucks 
that has tainted much of the profes¬ 
sional sports world. 

This resurgence of spirit and health 
in the CFL can in part be attributed to 
the realization by the league that they 

are not competing with the NFL. The 
decision to accept a multi-million dollar 
loan from the NFL in exchange for 
player signing-rights signals a positive 
change in attitude towards the U.S. 

With the last of the superstars, Doug 
Flutie, gone to the NFL, the league is 
finally benefitting from parity among 
teams. The fans’ positive response to 
the more equitable level of competition 
in the CFL seems to prove that less 

When the Ticats trounce the 
Stampeders, the eyes of the 

nation will be tuned to a 
great Canadian tradition. 

American-style football does not equal 
mediocre or unexciting football. In fact, 
when spectators tune in for the Grey 
Cup on Sunday, it will be with the 
expectation that, unlike the usually bor¬ 
ing and staid Superbowl, they will 
watch the most exciting game of the 
year. Go Ticats! 

Editorial Board 

ybu KNourr Will hurt less 
IF You pull IT OFF F^er... 

OK FID, lip 5EE A LITTLE 

(\ LITTLE fW AWE Slow. 

The season of giving As the Christmas season nears 

once again, I find myself, as 
always, curious about the inun¬ 

dation of capitalistic seasonal images 
our society welcomes. Along with the 
arrival of Santa Claus in the parade last 
Sunday came the official start of open 
season for Kingston' shoppers. As a 
part-time retail sales associate, I witness 
first hand the gleam in shopper’s eyes as 
the cornucopia of Christmas parapher¬ 
nalia is unveiled. Ribbons, lights, plastic 
trees and styrofoam candies thickly 
coated with glitter grace the walkways, 
windows and stores. 

I am confident 
that I do not 

suffer this 
affliction of 

seasonal nausea 
alone. 

With Christmas songs blaring in 
their ears, shoppers are mindlessly 
sucked into the pride and joy of credit 
card corporations. While I will admit to 
being enthusiastic about the first few 
days of hearing Madonna’s “Santa 
Baby” playing over our store’s stereo, I 
also recognize the inherent disgrace the 
song bestows on the principle of Christ¬ 
mas. I often wonder, though, how many 
of the shoppers amongst the glittering 
displays also recognize this. Madonna’s 
girlish squeals requesting to be show¬ 
ered with diamond rings and tree trim¬ 
mings bought at TiffanyV are, I’ll 
admit, catchy, but also troublesome. 

Are images of jewellery, toys, clothes 

and electronics all we envision when we 
reflect on Christmas? Where has the 
culture gone? Where has the morality 
gone? I am confident that I do not suf¬ 
fer this affliction of seasonal nausea 
alone. To those of you who have not 
given the issue much contemplation, 
however, I ask you to ponder this phe¬ 
nomenon. Are you allowing yourself to 
be drawn into the reprehensible world 
of excessive commercialism? It is a 
wonderful experience to exchange gifts 
with friends and love ones, but we can 
not expect complete satisfaction unless 
we accompany those events with activi¬ 
ties which engage our minds and our 
consciences. 

When you find yourself dragging 
through the pre-holiday season won¬ 
dering how much further you can go 
before your credit card is declined, why 
not regroup? Take a moment to grasp 
the idea behind the image. Christmas is 
about giving, but unfortunately that 
ideal has been grossly manipulated in 
our society. The story goes, in Christian 
ideology, that God gave the greatest gift 
imaginable to the world, his only son. 
In comparison, mercantile glitz and 
glam can hardly bear weight. No matter 
what cultural beliefs you espouse, the 
holiday season is an opportunity to 
share something of yourself with the 
people you love. So give your gifts and 
have your feasts, but, most importantly, 
talk, share and enjoy. Take a break from 
the mindless monotony of mercantilism 
and ponder the essentialist notion of 
giving. 
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Opinions 
Pros of rights for cons 

Judging our society by the way we deal with criminals IMAGINE A city of 300 people ruled 
by an authoritative administration 
that determines what you eat, whom 

you speak to, what you read and where 
vou work. You have no privacy, not 
even when you use the toilet or take a 
shower. You wear only what is sanc¬ 
tioned and you buy only what they 
authorize. You must even have permis¬ 
sion to move around. Any disobedi¬ 
ence can result in forced solitary 
confinement, where every moment 
seems endless. 

“Who ever heard of rights 
for prisoners?” my friend 

asked. “Criminals forfeited 
their rights when they were 

placed behind bars.” I 
disagree to a certain extent. 

This “imaginary” city exists. I volun¬ 
teer there every Friday. 

Incarceration means living under 
severely restrictive conditions, living a 
schedule which includes a counting of 
prisoners in their cells at least twice a 
day. Varying degrees of security exist 
and, consequently, there are varying 
degrees of tension. Work opportunities 
exist (federal offenders can earn up to 
$6.90 a day), as does the possibility of 
educational training. Recreational activ- 

Darwin questioned 

Dear Editors, 

Re: Andrew Parker’s “Darwin in the 
raw.” 

As a biologist I feel the compelling 
urge to comment on Andrew Parker’s 
Darwin in the raw”( The Queen’s 

Journal, 1998.11.13). 
The very statement “The theory of 

evolution ... eliminates faith and suppo¬ 
sition” shows a lack of understanding of 
the evolution of the theory of evolu¬ 
tion. Darwin’s theory was based on sev¬ 
eral suppositions (e.g. slow changes in 
biological systems which were selected 
by the environment). 

His formulation was indeed some¬ 
how based on evidence, but that was 
the observable evidence available at the 
time of the formulation. In other 
Words, Darwin knew nothing of the 
uucromolecular world of the organisms 

e was deriving from each other, and 
is evidence was thus flawed (i.e. evi- 
*nce and truth do not always coin- 

2' e). Nothing wrong with that, but 
at is a factor that must be taken into 

account. 

h is no wonder that today’s theory 
0 evolution is not a photocopy of Dar- 
}V"] S theory, since the modern theory 
f'1 ,a theory since we haven’t observed 

k e 0rniation of a new species yet) 
J'sed on alterations of the genetic 

a e'uP of the biological systems 

ities are present in some form, as are 
visiting rights including conjugal visits. 
However, these are always subject to 
cancellation by prison authorities who 
keep a detailed record of the inmate’s 
conduct. 

Our penitentiaries exist for three rea¬ 
sons: to deter crime from happening, to 
punish the criminals that get caught and 
to rehabilitate convicts. Convicts-do 
have some limited rights. 

“Who ever heard of rights for pris¬ 
oners?” my friend said. “Criminals for¬ 
feited their rights when they were 
placed behind bars.” 

I disagree to a certain extent. Some 
rights should be given to prisoners, but 
they have to assume responsibility for 
those rights. Do prisoners want to be 
treated like human beings? If so, they 
will have to treat fellow inmates and 
institution staff like human beings. 
Rights and responsibilities go hand in 
hand. 

For instance, if an inmate knows 
someone who is planning to escape or 
“go over” the wall, that person should 
try to talk them out of it. Maybe they 
should say, “Don’t screw the adminis¬ 
tration because then you’ll be screwing 
me.” Once a convict has a stake in the 
future and can see the benefits, it is 
quite natural that the he or she would 
feel responsible for another person’s 
actions. If some prisoners started a 

(absent in Darwin’s theory), takes into 
account some form of catastrophism 
(survival of the luckiest), and some 
leaps as soon as they were possible 
(rather than a constant slow accumula¬ 
tion of small changes). 

Darwin’s formulation was 
based on the observable 
evidence of the time. He 
didn’t know about the 

macromolecular world of the 
organisms he was deriving 

from. His evidence was 
flawed. 

Parker’s outright condemnation of 
religious beliefs — “That which causes 
people to avert their eye from the truth 
is nothing other than the light of reli¬ 
gious faith” — is itself quite far from 
the Truth. The evidence presented (two 
ad hoc examples) does not encompass 
the totality of people’s faiths, a totality 
required by Parker’s statement. One 
single example that contradicts Parker 
would send his whole statement crum¬ 
bling. And here is one example : Roman 
Catholics, among other things, live by 
what has been formulated as “I believe 
in order to understand, ^tnd I under¬ 
stand in. order to better believe". This 
non-incompatibility between faith and 
reason was recently the theme of the 
last papal encyclical. The suggested 
reading, Richard Dawkins’s “The SelL 
ish Gene” (1976), is not a scientific 
publication, and goes against thermody- 

fight over something trivial, then cer¬ 
tain rights should be taken away for all. 

Prisoners rights should be an issue 
for Kingston. Thousands of people in 
this city depend on the penitentiary sys¬ 
tem for employment. At least 10 prisons 
are located in the Kingston area. If any 
city should be concerned with the treat¬ 
ment of prisoners, it should be 
Kingston. 

Do prisoners want to be 
treated like human beings? If 

so, they will have to treat 
inmates and institution staff 

like human beings. Rights 
and responsibilities go hand 

in hand. 

Fifty years ago, Winston Churchill 
declared that the mood and temper 
with which the public regards crime 
and criminals is one of the unfailing 
tests of the civilization of any country. 
Judged by this standard, how civilized 
are we? 

Next week: 

Visiting a Penitentiary. 

Mark Salvador. Arts ’00, volunteers with 
the John Howard Society and visits 
Kingston Penitentiary every Friday. 

namical truths exemplified by the phys¬ 
ical impossibility of a primordial soup 
three billion years ago. May I suggest to 
substitute that recommended reading 
with articles in scientific magazines, and 
look at the theory of a primordial 
RNA-world? 

Thanks for the attention, 
Siro Trevisanato, 
MBA Science and Technology 

Remembrance rebuttal 

Dear Editors, 

I read with considerable interest the 
soul-searching contribution of Mark 
Salvador in your issue of 13 November. 
Mr Salvador is of course entitled to his 
own version of Remembrance Day and 
the significance of the poppy. While I 
don’t claim to follow all of his reason¬ 
ing, I do think he misses the point. 

It is more than just a shame that over 
100,000 Canadians died fighting this 
country’s wars. Their special contribu¬ 
tion to the nation is recognized because 
rhe act of deliberately putting-one’s life 
at risk for others is different from the 
cultural issues Mr Salvador speaks 
about elsewhere in his article. He 
appears to assert, for example, tire 
equivalence of the heroism and sacrifice 
of young men in the mud of Flanders 
with the temporary curtailing of indi¬ 
vidual liberty - this is simply wrong. 

Continued on Page 14 

talkin. 

What is the best 
thing about the 

arrival of Winter? 

“Snow forts.” 

Adam Kaminsky 

ArtSci ’99 

“Finding ways to keep warm.” 

Katherine Colboum 

ArtSci ’00 

“The possibility of another ice storm 

which would close school for a week.” 

Liz Frogley 

ArtSci ’98 

PHOTOS BY ALEX KRONBY 

Letters To 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 
want to hear from readers. 
All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 

Letter# t# the Editers 
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That is not to say that past injustices 

were excusable. However, by so dilut¬ 

ing the meaning of Remembrance Day 

by incorporating contemporary views of 

social injustice, we risk losing an impor¬ 

tant part of our national consciousness. 

Lieutenant-Colonel William Peters, 

Visiting Defence Fellow 

Centre for International Relations 

Dousing The Waterboy 

Dear Editors, 

Okay, okay, Jeff Child’s witty, amus¬ 

ing review of The Waterboy was exactly 

that — witty and amusing. And far be it 

from me to pick on a good review of a 

hilarious movie. However, a couple of 

comments in it really ticked me off. It’s 

the part of the article where Jeff dis¬ 

cusses Adam Sandler’s transformation 

from a waterboy to a football player. 

Jeff says: “So, Bobby becomes an overly 

aggressive, uneducated U.S. College 

football player. Yeehaa! So far this 

sounds like a biography of the entire 

NCAA athletic alumni." 

Whoa, Jeff. Easy there. Here’s a dif¬ 

ferent perspective: 

I am a proud Canadian who was 

raised in the Southern U.S., in the heart 

of football country. And several of my 

friends are now playing NCAA Divi- 

sion-1 football. I understand that people 

may have the mistaken, uninformed 

impression that the entire NCAA is full 

of oafish, overgrown, “let’s crash beer 

cans against our heads and tip over 

small cars for fun" kind of guys who got 

into university based on the size of their 

biceps, not the size of their IQ. 

I'll give you my personal viewpoint 

on this. One of the most important peo¬ 

ple in my life is an NCAA Division-1 

football player. Yeah, he's able to with¬ 

stand three 250-pound guys pummeling 

him and he can pretty much crush any¬ 

thing in his path. “Overly aggressive” 

and “uneducated"? Au contraire, my 

friend. He has a 90% average and 

would never lay a hand on anyone (off 

the football field) except to be affec¬ 

tionate. And as for all NCAA athletes 

being “overly aggressive”? Nah. They’re 

only “overly aggressive” to people wear¬ 

ing the wrong uniform in a game. Isn’t 

that “aggressiveness" why they were 

chosen to play at the NCAA level? 

People may have the 
mistaken impression that the 

NCAA is full of oafish guys 
that got into university 

because of their biceps, not 
their IQ. 

The perception that NCAA athletes 

are “uneducated" is inaccurate as well. 

Sure, I can see that some are in univer¬ 

sity simply because they squeaked by on 

their college entrance exams and can 

rush for 1,000-plus yards per season. 

However, the mere fact that they are in 

college implies that they are getting a 

higher education (even if for some it is 

in basket weaving). Some people are at 

Queen’s because they squeaked by in 

their OAC year and Mommy and Daddy 

went here. What’s the difference? 

It might appear to some that NCAA 

football players get special treatment 

and decreased academic standards. Trust 

me, that is not the case for the vast 

majority of college athletes, and it s a 

shame that assumption taints the whole 

NCAA. Most are hardworking students 

like you and me. Try to imagine balanc¬ 

ing four hours of football practice a day, 

studying, cross-country road trips, 

maintaining relationships... and you 

might find a newfound respect for these 

guys. The NCAA football players that I 

went to school with had SAT score aver¬ 

ages above 1100 (the average is 900, 

Harvard, Yale, and Queen’s like scores 

above 1200) and made Honours when 

they graduated. 

Another thing: saying that it 

. “...sounds like a biography of the entire 

NCAA alumni” includes swimming, 

lacrosse, soccer, baseball, basketball, 

and all other NCAA sports. That gener¬ 

alization also includes female athletes. I 

am not even going to go there. 

I’ll throw this in just for fun- I lived 

in the South for eleven years. Not once 

have I heard someone yell “YEEHAA! ”- 

not even from guys named Bubba who 

hang out of their pickups with the rebel 

flag flying from the antenna. And yes, 

these guys do exist. Trust me. 

Bottom Line: I liked the article didn’t 

like the stereotypes. 

Sincerely, 

Chelsea Groux-Rocklein 

Nursing Science ’01 

Thank you Rector 

Dear Editors, 

1 would like to take this opportunity 

to thank the entire Queen’s community 

for allowing me the opportunity to run 

as a candidate in the Rector elections. I 

have found it a rewarding and invaluable 

experience. » , 

I wish Mr. Kealy the best in his new 

duties as Rector of Queen’s University 

Throughout the campaign, Mr. Kealy 

treated me with courtesy, dignity and 

respect; for which I am indebted to him. 

It has been a privilege getting to know 

Mr. Kealy. 

Yours truly, 

Jim Quinn 

Nurs ’01 

Poppy pride 

Dear Editors, 

In the spirit of remembrance broached 

by Mr. Salvador, there are a number of 

things of which I ’would like to remind 

him. Although his article is distinctly 

lacking in any specific grievances, I must 

assume he is referring to the internment 

of Canadian Japanese by our govern¬ 

ment during World War II. This was not 

carried out by the veterans of World War 

II, nor the other wars that we stop to 

remember on November 11. Mr. Sal¬ 

vador’s suggestion that the memory of 

Continued on Page IS 
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these veterans is disgraced by 

miustices committed here in 

C mada while they were dying 

m tar away lands is ridiculous. 

That he would even suggest a 

link in this time of mourning 

shows a distinct lack of taste. 

There is a time and a place 

for everything. This is not a time 

to complain about mistakes 

made by government a half-cen¬ 

tury ago. Remember their suf¬ 

fering, but do not point fingers. 

Remembrance Day is sup¬ 

posed to be a time when we 

remember our dead. That is why 

I wear my poppy. 

David Row 

Arts ’99 

Where are our 
priorities? 

Dear Editors, 

The obsession of the ‘brains,’ 

in the media and government, 

of the world’s most powerful 

nation, and the never ending 

legal gobbledygook, if some¬ 

body suffered severe trauma for 

being propositioned, and if two 

consenting adults had obviously 

some mutual satisfaction; while 

getting ready to sacrifice Iraqis’ 

lives, is utterly ridiculous. 

I deplore the USA’s 
readiness to bomb 
Iraq. Thousands of 
already suffering 

human beings will die, 
while Hussein is safe. 

If it weren't for a power 

struggle, the lawyers and the 

prospect of big money making, 

a mature woman would have 

simply laughed at an unsolicited 

proposition. 

And lovers would never tell. 

However I must deplore the 

USA’s readiness, to bomb the 

hell out of Iraq, as a criminal act 

against humanity. With this 

monstrous arsenal of weapons 

thousands of already suffering 

human beings will lose their 

lives, while Saddam Hussein is 

safe. 

Adding, to this comes the 

senseless destruction of nonre¬ 

newable resources, which will 

add plenty of greenhouse gases. 

If there exists honest interest 

in world peace, Clinton, Hus¬ 

sein and a few more heads of 

state should be persuaded to 

meet in a neutral country for a 

‘round the clock’ worldwide 

televised symposium, for which 

I can supply some good ideas. 

If this cannot be done, than I 

must assume that O.J. Simpson 

and Monica Lewinsky is more 

important. 

Gunther Ostermann, 

Kingston resident 

Photo faux pas 

Dear Editors, 

We were gratified to see your 

recent coverage of speaker Herb 

Goldstein and Holocaust Educa¬ 

tion week. However, as students 

who attended this lecture, we 

were somewhat put off by the 

behaviour of your photogra¬ 

pher. We understand that he 

must have needed several shots 

from various locations in order 

to ensure a satisfactory result. 

However, he was quite conspic¬ 

uous in accomplishing this, get¬ 

ting up several times during the 

presentation, blocking the views 

of others and snapping pictures 

quite loudly and obtrusively. 

Especially considering the seri¬ 

ous subject being addressed, 

greater care could have been 

used to ensure minimal distur¬ 

bance. No doubt, had your pho¬ 

tographer approached Mr. 

Goldstein at the end of the lec¬ 

ture, he would have happily 

posed for photographs. Alter- 

nately, the photographer could 

have waited to snap his pictures 

until the end of the talk. While 

we applaud the Journal's inter¬ 

est in a wide variety of campus 

events and activities, we hope 

that in the future, this interest 

will not infringe on the ability of 

others to enjoy the events you 

cover. 

Joanna Cravit 

Arts ’00 

Lana Fisher 

Arts ’99 

Honduran 
nightmare 

Letter to the Editors, 

Two weeks ago Central 

America was ravaged by a hurri¬ 

cane the likes of which has 

never before been felt on this 

continent. As the damages from 

Hurricane Mitch are being 

assessed, a cold new reality is 

dawning on this developing 

world. The president of Hon¬ 

duras, Carlos Roberto Flores, 

estimates that the destruction to 

his country has set back devel¬ 

opment efforts twenty-five 

years. Echoes of Mitch will be 

felt for decades to come. 

The president of 
Honduras estimates 

that the destruction of 
his country has set 
back development 
twenty-five years. 

The bright light shining on 

Honduras through this critical 

point has been the outpouring 

of international support. Des¬ 

perately needed financial and 

technical assistance was quick in 

response to the immediate 

needs. The challenge will be sus¬ 

taining this aid over the longer 

term rebuilding the shattered 

infrastructure, crippled agricul¬ 

ture sector, and a cultural confi¬ 

dence paralyzed by devastation. 

As a foreigner working 

directly with the disaster relief 

efforts in Tegucigalpa, Hon¬ 

duras I would like to send an 

urgent plea for the continued 

solidarity of the international 

community. 

I offer the following sugges¬ 

tions for channeling your sup¬ 

port: 

• Casa Alianza (Covenant 

House in Latin America) 

This is a human rights orga¬ 

nization concerned with the 

plight of the more than 40 mil¬ 

lion street children from Canada 

to Chile. 

www.casa-alianza.org/about/ 

abouthon.htm 

• Catholic Relief Services 

The primary efforts of the 

CRS in Honduras have been in 

coordinating food relief. Finan¬ 

cial contributions can be 

directed through the U.S office. 

C.R.S. Attn: Douglas Ryan 

Honduran Relief Efforts 

209 West Fayette 

Baltimore, Maryland 

21201 
(410) 625-2220 

crshn@hondudata.com 

(Honduran Relief e-mail) 

•Niiestros Pequenos Her- 

manos-Nueva Esperanza 

NPH-Nueva Esperanza is 

repairing, rebuilding, and relo¬ 

cating homes of those displaced 

by Hurricane Mitch. 

www.sdnhon.org.hn /miem- 

bros/nph and 

email:nphesp@sdnhon.org.hn 

The people of Honduras 

thank you for your continuing 

support. 

Hans Edstrand 

Coordinator NPH-Nueva 

Esperanza 

Queen’s ArtSci ‘97 

Raising the bar 

Dear Editors, 

There has been a lot of talk 

lately about tuition and the cost 

of higher education, both in The 

Queen's Journal and recently in 

Maclean’s magazine (Why Col¬ 

lege Grads Get Jobs, Maclean’s, 

October 26th 1998). I would 

like to take the’ opportunity to 

respond to Adam Kaminsky’s 

article on cutting schools, and 

Gord Fullerton’s rebuttal, and 

to offer suggestions of my own. 

Continued on page 16 

Opinions wanted 
Do you support a position 

which needs to be talked 

about? Here’s your chance to 

spark the discussion. Send 

your opinion of 500-600' 

words to The Queen '$ Journal 

and we’ll send it to everyone 

else. Let your observations 

resonate through the 

community. 

Call Dan at 545-2800 or jour- 

nal@post,queensu.ca. 

in conjunction with 

Jayce SaLloum 
NEUTRAL! BRAKESISTEERING 

VIDEO SCREENING 

Tuesday 24 November, noon - 1 pm 

9 The Ascent of Man 

9 Once You've Shot the Gun You Can’t Stop the Bullet 

9 This is Not Beirut (There VJos and There Was Not) 

Admission is free. 

Exhibition continues to 24 December. 

Presented with the financial assistance of 
The Canada Council the Ontario Arts Council and 
the City of Kingston. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 

http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

BACK 
STAGE 

Major 
in music. 
Think of it as higher learning. 
As Canadas largest music site, Jam! Music is like getting 

a backstage pass inside the music iridustiy every day. 

With a focus on Canadian music and all the news about 

your favourite acts, Jam! Music features concert listings 

across Canada, SoundScan Charts, the Canadian Music 

Index, a full Artist Archive database, new album reviews, 

the Anti-Hit list, newsgroups, release dates, live chats, 

concert and album reviews, Indie Band listing, contests, 

photo galleries, the Question of the Day and more 

Think of this site as the part of your education that 

redefines the Pop Quiz 

It’s online. And it rocks. 

www.canoe.ca/JamMusic 

■U!.--.-. - ... 
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Session 1: Starts Jan. 13th, 6-9 p.m. 
Session 2: Starts Jan. 14th, 6-9 p.m. 

The cost of either session is $180.00. This 
includes ten 3-hour sessions once a week. Pick-up 
and drop-off Registration Forms at the Info Bank 
by Nov. 28th, 1998. 

Questions? 
e-mail Heather Macnamara 7hm6@qlink.queensu.ca 

etters 

The Journal 
Is now hiring 
for the position of... 

Sales Representative 

Become part of The Journal's dynamic 
business team. Earn valuable 

experience by selling advertising space 
for us. No experience required, 

just enthusiasm. 

Interested? Call 545-2800, drop by 
The Journal House at 

272 Earl Street, or e-mail us at 
journal@post.queensu.ca 

Applications due Friday, Dec. 4 at 4 p.m. 

Sign-Unguage Cusses 

P e r - 

haps the best of Mr. 

Kaminsky’s point is that higher 

education should be reserved for 

the intellectually elite. It is clear 

that today, everyone must attend 

a post-secondary institution of 

some sort to have any real 

chance of a job. What has hap¬ 

pened is that everyone is attend¬ 

ing university. As a result, it has 

lost its status as the highest level 

of education. As Maclean’s 

points out, many top-notch High 

School students are turning to 

colleges as a viable alternative. 

I propose instead that we limit 

enrollment by raising the bar 

across the province for Univer¬ 

sity admission. An average 

below eighty percent should pre¬ 

clude anyone from gaining 

entrance to the traditional pro¬ 

grammes at every university. Spe¬ 

cialized programs which rely less 

on marks than on other factors 

(such as Applied Arts) should 

remain be exempt, but if one 

wishes to study English any¬ 

where in Ontario, they should 

require a mark of 80 per cent. 

This will accomplish a num¬ 

ber of things: First of all, it will 

limit the amount of people who 

get degrees. If less people can 

say they have degrees, it helps to 

restore the value of the degree 

(simple supply and demand eco¬ 

nomics.) Secondly, it will raise 

the quality of all universities, 

because everyone will have 

achieved a base of 80 per cent. 

Different schools can fluxuate 

the admission average above 80 

(ie. Queen’s could say 87, while 

Western could say 85). Third, it 

will cause a shortage of students 

for some universities that are not 

providing top-notch pro¬ 

grammes. 

This brings us to Mr. Kamin- • 

sky’s point about closing schools. 

The major flaw in his argument 

is that there would be an over¬ 

flow of surplus students from 

closed schools to others, so 

schools would simply increase in 

numbers. But there would be the 

same number of students, and 

hence the same cost involved per 

student. Mr. Fullerton accurately 

points out that the cost of admin¬ 

istration is negligible. But if 

fewer students were permitted to 

attend university, the inferior 

schools would close on their 

own; we wouldn’t close them 

due to demographics or proxim¬ 

ity to other schools. The better 

schools would survive, with the 

same number of students. The 

students would just be of a 

higher caliber. Quality would 

improve across the board, 

because the schools with the best 

programmes would survive, and 

as such a degree would be harder 

to get once you got to university 

too. 
The only way. to achieve this 

is to set up provincial standards 

for OAC (soon to be Grade 12) 

marks. One test in core subjects 

such as Math or English, across 

the province. I believe that there 

should be a fundamental mini¬ 

mum ALL students coming to 

University should know; 

province wide tests would elimi¬ 

nate some frosh who don’t know 

what a thesis is (they’re out 

there, trust me.) 

There is an argument that a 

lot of good students who didn’t 

make the 80 per cent minimum 

would be lost. However, I am 

sure that if High School students 

knew they needed an 80 to get 

into University, they would get it. 

And province-wide testing, with 

marking done by impartial teach¬ 

ers (like in England) would elim¬ 

inate favoritism. 

There is an argument that aca¬ 

demics aren’t everything, and I 

accept this. We already place an 

emphasis on extra-curricular 

activity. All we would be doing is 

raising the bar, which is currently 

too low in my opinion. For stu¬ 

dents who didn’t get the 80, 

there would be other ways to get 

to university, such as mature stu¬ 

dent application or part-time 

studies to prove they belong in 

university. The real problem is 

there are too many university 

graduates, and not enough jobs. 

Money would also be saved 

this way, since less students 

would mean less cost. We have 

to make a university degree 

count for something again, and 

the only way to do this is to 

shorten the supply of those who 

have one, and to give one to 

those who truly deserve it. 

Greg W. Jack 

Arts ’01 

You’re white, right? 

Wrong! 

Dear Editors, 

When I was a kid, I took 

piano lessons, ballet, figure skat¬ 

ing and went to Brownies and 

Girl Guides. My childhood pas¬ 

times were having my friends 

over on a Sunday to bake cook- 

Baby-Sitters’ Club’ books i 

speak ‘Canadian’. If you didn*J 

see my last name, but read the 

above description of myself, y0u 

would have thought that I 

white. WRONG!!! I am of Chi¬ 

nese heritage. My interests 

growing up were never ‘typically 

Chinese’ and almost none of my 

friends were either. 

The two or three that were of 

Chinese decent all had the same 

or similar up. bringing as myself. 

O.K. I guess you’re wondering 

‘What’s the point of this?’ My 

point is that racism also exists 

within the same group. When I 

was in high school, there was this 

one (Chinese) girl who always 

asked me why I was so ‘white¬ 

washed’. What?' Just because 

my friends were mostly white 

listen to Sarah McLachlan and 

that I attended Brownies auto¬ 

matically makes me ‘white¬ 

washed’?? O.K. I have to admit 

that Chinese parents don’t nor¬ 

mally send their daughters to 

Brownies. I have yet to a 

Brownie unit that has more than 

five Chinese Brownies!! (I know 

they’re out there, but I have yet 

to see one) 

I also find that self segregation 

is a major problem here on cam¬ 

pus. When I first read the 

Queen’s prospectus brochure last 

year, I was surprised to find that 

the minority/cultural clubs were 

so segregated. In high school, we 

had one club for all. We didn’t 

have a separate club for Chinese 

students (several clubs here at 

Queen’s, but that’s a whole other 

story), Japanese students, black 

students, etc... We had one big 

club. 

I also find that some courses 

are predominantly this, while 

other classes are predominantly 

that. I was surfing around the 

World Wide Web just the other 

day and came upon the Chinese 

Students’ Association website. I 

clicked on the list of members, 

and my speculation was right. 

Most, if not all of the mem¬ 

bers were either associated with 

Engineering or science (as in 

ArtSci). I mean, why is that? Is 

there something about being 

Chinese that I don’t know 

about? Like, I have to take 

something related to the sci¬ 

ences? Is it illegal for me to take 

voice lessons or women’s stud¬ 

ies? Oh...I’m sorry, I didn’t 

know that! Please throw me in 

jail! O.K. I understand that 

you can’t really change other 

I Library Laptop 
Connections Are Here! 

people’s interests in the various 

classes they take, but self segre¬ 

gation can stop. 

Cindy Cheng 

Arts ’02 

Bring Your computer laptop to Stauffer, 
Douglas or the 1-avJ Libraries (and check the 
posted map for “live” jacks) to connect to the 
Internet. You must be a current Queen’s stu¬ 
dent or employee, vOith a Valid Queen’s userid 
and password. As vOell, ^onr computer needs 
to meet certain specifications. For details, see 

HovO to Connect Your Laptop to the 
„ Internet” at: 

http://stauffer.queensu.ca/libguides/laptop_connect.htm 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 _ 
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Meet unites students, 
physicists, industry 

BY RACHEL FRIESEN 

The 1998 Canadian Undergraduate 

Physics Conference was held here at 

Queen : last weekend for the second 

rime since the annual conference first 

began in 1965. While this may not sound 

earth-shaking to some, the conference 

serves as an opportunity for undergradu¬ 

ate physics students across the country to 

interact with and learn from each other, 

as well as meet and listen to established 

physicists and representatives from 

physics-related industries. 

Art McDonald, Queen’s professor and 

director of the Sudbury Neutrino 

Observatory, spoke at the opening recep¬ 

tion Thursday morning and, in the after: 

noon, the delegates had the chance to 

tour several facilities dedicated to ongo¬ 

ing physical research. This included road 

trips to the National Research Council in 

Ottawa, the Darlington Nuclear Reactor 

and a tour of points of interest in and 

around Kingston. The evening gave the 

delegates a more intimate knowledge of 

Kingston, when they went on a pub or 

cafe crawl, according to their tastes. 

Nobel laureate (1997, physics) 

William Phillips provided all participants 

in the conference a reason to wake up 

early Friday morning when he gave his 

talk, entitled “Almost Absolute Zero: 

The Story of Laser Cooling and 

Trapping.” He described the history of 

the effort to slow atoms down by lower¬ 

ing their temperature to just nanoKelvins 

above absolute zero. Applications of this 

research include extremely accurate 

atomic clocks, to be used for navigation 

and communication, as well as the fur¬ 

thering of knowledge of fundamental 

physics. 

The next lecture, by Jim Peebles, a 

prominent astrophysicist and cosmolo- 

gist from Princeton University, focused 

on the dispersion of matter in the uni¬ 

verse and how this relates to theories 

concerning its origins and fate. The dis- 

Upcoming Events: 

Public Night at the Queen’s Observatory in Lecture by Sir Denys Wilkinson. Friday, 

Ellis Hall. Monday, November 30, 7:00 to November 27, 8:00 p.m. Stirling D. Topic: 

8:30 p.m. See the rings of Saturn, weather Is there a Grand Design that shaped the 

permitting. universe of which we are the beneficiaries? 

tribution of matter is important to these 

theories. If it is below a certain critical 

density then the universe will continue to 

expand indefinitely. If it is above, the 

universe will eventually stop expanding 

and contract in what physicists describe 

as ‘the Big Crunch.’ Current thinking is 

that the density is low, but research in 

the field is ongoing, and Peebles’ talk 

elicited many interesting questions about 

the nature of the universe. 

Nobel laureate 

William Phillips provided 

all participants in the 

conference a reason 

to wake up early 

Friday morning. 

In the evening, Dave Rogers, who 

works with the National Research 

Council, gave a talk on the improvement 

of cancer care by using computers to 

simulate the transport of ionizing radia¬ 

tion. He described the applications of 

the principles of physics to the practice 

of medicine, in particular discussing 

radiotherapy, diagnostic radiology and 

nuclear medicine. The objective of run¬ 

ning these simulations is to be better able 

to maximize a dose of radiation to a 

tumour while minimizing the dose to 

healthy tissue, which is a critical concern 

in cancer care. Rogers showed how com¬ 

puter programs are used to measure 

doses more accurately, improving 

radiotherapy. 

The remaining speakers gave their 

talks on Saturday, beginning with 

Michael Duff and his lecture on 

M-theory, a new model of the universe in 

11 dimensions. This talk described the 

current thinking in physics on the neces¬ 

sary characteristics of a unified theory of 

physical phenomena, sometimes called 

the “Theory of Everything,” and how M- 

theory would satisfy those conditions. 

Although imagining space in 11 dimen¬ 

sions is very difficult, if not nearly 

impossible, Duff explained the theory in 

easily understandable terms. 

Also speaking on Saturday was Chris 

Backhouse of the Alberta Micro¬ 

electronic Corporation, who gave a lec¬ 

ture on micromachining relative to the 

life sciences. The use of technology on a 

very small scale to separate and combine 

particles and fluids has led to advances in 

combinatorial chemistry, with potential 

applications ranging from in vitro fertil¬ 

ization to petroleum extraction. 

Between lectures by the guest speak¬ 

ers, upper-year delegates had the oppor¬ 

tunity to speak on the area of research 

they are pursuing themselves. On 

Saturday, other delegates were able to 

put up posters describing their research 

and theses. Topics covered a wide range 

of physical phenomena, covering many 

different applications of physics. 

Concluding the conference was Marc 

Abrahams, the editor of the international 

science humour magazine, the Annals of 

Improbable Research. AIR publishes sci¬ 

entific articles which are definitely off 

the beaten path. Abrahams’s slide show 

at the closing banquet featured many of 

AIR's recent stories and some of the win¬ 

ners of the prestigious Ig Nobel awards 

for research “that can not or should not 

be reproduced.” Abrahams provided a 

refreshing — if somewhat eccentric — 

end to the conference. 

A Science 
Opinion 

SCIENCE IS MORE THAN COLLECTING THE 

data, crunching the numbers and blast¬ 

ing your conclusion from last year’s 

cooks. The issues that crop up in science, 

medicine and technology are among the most 

hotly debated these days. Is it safe to drink 

die milk? Are soft PVC baby toys really that 

dangerous? Is everybody going just a little bit 

nuts over this Year 2000 thing? 

That’s where Grok comes in. This will be 

J tegular part of Science featuring your opin¬ 

ions on scientific issues. 

But what in the name of Schrodinger’s cat 

If a Grok? Wired magazine says that “grok” is 

a verb meaning to scan all available infor¬ 

mation regarding a situation, digest it, and 

form a distilled opinion.” Of course, such an 

mcredibly useful word could only come from 

a Cumind a science-fiction author. Robert 

• Heinlein coined the word in Stranger in a 

\lla,"rSe La,,cl and ot;her authors, such as Tom 
Wolfe 

jT A 

und Spider Robinson, have used it in 
their own stories. 

vO, grok your lectures, grok the news. 

c ’ £tok the latest episode of The X-Files. 

And write a Grok. 

Two Queen's students brave Wednesday morning’s cold to catch a glimpse 
of the Leonid meteor shower. The clear skies offered an excellent view of 

the few meteors that did appear. See ‘Leonid,’ right. 

lence 
jctruiff 

Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

First phase of space 
station launched 

this morning 

PHOTOS BY PAUL HEISLER, MANIPULATION BY JOHN BOWMAN 

NASA GRAPHIC 

If all went according to plans, the 
first component of the new Inter¬ 
national Space Station was launched 
aboard a Proton rocket from Kazakstan 
this morning. The Russian-built control 
module, called Zarya — the Russian 
word for “sunrise" — will be the initial 
power source for the rest of the station. 
The next phase of the ISS construction, 
a collaborative effort among 16 coun¬ 
tries, will involve a space shuttle launch 
on December 3. Endeavour's six- 
person crew will attach the next section 
of the station, a hexagonal connecting 
module called Unity. 

The ion drive ’as 
shut doon, Cap’n! 
The experimental ion drive engine 

on NASA's Deep Space 1 probe failed 
minutes after ground controllers 
switched it on last week. DS1 is sched¬ 
uled to reach asteroid 1992 KD by July, 
which will be impossible if the solar- 
powered charged-particle propulsion 
system can't be restarted. 

Leonid ‘storm’ 
barely a drizzle 

If you didn't drag your ass out of bed 
early Wednesday morning and go out 
into the cold to watch “the astronomi¬ 
cal spectacle of a lifetime," don’t worry 
about it. The anticipated Leonid meteor 
storm, predicted to have reached peak 
intensity this past week, wasn’t much 
more than a sprinkle. The show was 
disappointing even in Mongolia, on the 
“right" side of the Earth for the display. 
Canadian sky watchers had set up an 
observatory there to monitor meteor 
activity and were expecting up to 
10,000 fireballs per hour. The actual 
rate was only about 50 visible meteors 
per hour. The Leonids didn't cause the 
havoc on communication systems that 
was expected, either. Indeed, some of 
the satellite operators that shut down 
their space craft and turned them away 
from the meteor stream are probably 
wondering what all the fuss was about. 

Still, a few pretty spectacular mete¬ 
ors did appear to a squadron of The 
Journal's paintball guerrillas on training 
exercises at an undisclosed location 
north of Kingston. More than just white 
streaks, like August's Perseid meteors, 
a couple of the Leonids were fireballs 
in orange and green, fading slowly in 
the sky. 
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A bvnef vvjo\c<& 

In looking at the history of the word “vernacular,” it becomes apparent that its original 
meaning was meant to subjugate those who wore its label. Yet, today, as different forms of 

the vernacular begin to become commonplace in English, the ideological control over 
language begins to move from the traditional, normative forms of words to the vernacular. 

~ Vernacular is a necessary addition to the Keywords of today ~ 

architecture, architecture concerned with 

ordinary domestic and functional build¬ 

ings rather than the essentially monu¬ 

mental.” (OED 549) It also became 

synonymous with diseases that were char¬ 

acteristic of a particular country or dis¬ 

trict. 

Finally the meanings came to halt with 

the use of the vernacular to symbolize “a 

slave: That is born On his master’s estate; 

home born.” (OED 549) Its final mean¬ 

ing as an adjective was also its most 

important, as the word began to take on 

the semiotics of slavery. 

As a substantive noun, vernacular was 

seen as “the native speech or language of 

a particular country or district, [and] also, 

the informal, colloquial, or distinctive 

speech of a people or a group.” (OED 

549) It quickly evolved from the language 

of a particular country, and began to deal 

with words that were associated with a 

specific group. Such groups include the 

“feminist vernacular today, and the word 

personhole cover.” (OED 549) 

“with hip-hop now 
readily available for 

mass-consumption, its effect 
on language is bananas.” 

— Editorial from hip-hop 
magazine. The Source 

There are a plethora of words that find 

their root in verna. Vernacularism refers 

to “a vernacular word, idiom, or mode of 

expression.” (OED 549) A Vernaculist is 

“an advocate of the use of a regional 

mode of speech.” (OED 549) Modern 

day vernaculists are poets, rap artists and 

other people who advocate the use of 

regional speech. Vernacularity occurs in 

“belonging or adhering to the vernacular 

of native language (of a specific region).” 

(OED 550) 

The Vernacularization occurs in “the 

action of making or the fact of being 

made native to a language.” (OED 550) 

To Vernacularize a word is “to translate 

the native speech of a people.” (OED 

550) Vernaculens are the “low bred, scul¬ 

lions (of society. They are) indigenous in 

nature.” [OED 550] All these words refer 

to two specific ideas of verna. First, they 

refer to the language spoken within a spe¬ 

cific region by a certain group of people. 

Second, they describe this group as a sub¬ 

servient, lower class within society. 

By Malcolm Levy 

“We were too preoccupied with this 

new and strange world around us. Then 

we both said, in effect simultaneously: 

'the fact is, they just don’t speak the same 

language.’” 

— Raymond Williams, Keywords 

THIS REVELATION MADE BY Raymond 

Williams after returning to 

Cambridge from a tour of duty in 

World War II reflects the basis for his 

topic of inquiry in his book Keywords, 

wherein Williams develops an entire new 

way of looking at the imbedded meanings 

of words in today’s society. 

His insight also serves as a springboard 

into this feature, which is set to examine 

distinct keywords in the English language 

under an objective lens in order to create 

a framework that presents a different 

view of linguistic history. 

Williams began to analyze the available 

and developing meanings of words. He 

chose certain “keywords” based upon 

two critical reasons: “they are specific, 

binding words in certain activities and 

their interpretation; (and) they are signif¬ 

icant, indicative words in certain forms of 
thbught.” 

It seems though, that Williams made 

one glaring omission when he created his 

list of keywords: the word vernacular. 

In discussing the transformation of 

word meaning, Williams explains how no 

single group is wrong in their use of the 

nglish language. Instead it is the group 

who is temporarily controlling power 

within the discourse of language that may 

en 0rce 'ts own use as correct: 

th^at ■'* real|y happening through 
ese critical encounters, which may be 

erY ^onscious or may be felt only as a 

ertain strangeness and unease, is a 
process quite central in the develop- 

wcTh °f 3 lanSuaSe when, in certain 
a r s' tones and rhythms, meanings 

Qlie°ffered' felt for, tested, confirmed, 
qualified, changed.” 

itie ^ ll1ak'n8 this revelation concern- 
anguage development, Williams’s 

fission becomes even more of an 

ther111' y| dle Past tilree hundred years 

ate C 'S hard,y any word more appropri- 
‘n analyzing forms of thought than 

tharaC|l ar’ and ‘r on'y seems appropriate 

WOrd ^e submitted in the 
keywords of today. 

The History ot Vernacular 

The Oxford English Dictionary 

gives an extensive history of the word 

vernacular. Its origins are found in the 

Latin “verna,” meaning, “slave born in 

masters house, native.” From its basic 

roots, the word has symbolized a sub¬ 

servient group within society. In the 

English language, it has been used as an 

adjective, and a substantive noun. 

Vernacular has also spawned a number of 

other words in the English language. 

Vernacular was first used as an adjec¬ 

tive in the 1600s to describe one “that 

writes, uses, or speaks the native or 

indigenous language of a country or dis¬ 

trict.” (OED 549) All languages outside 

the dominant language of the time were 

seen as vernacular. 

Only a short time after, it was “fre¬ 

quently employed with reference to that 

of the working class or peasantry.” (OED 

549) Soon after it was used as a predicate 

when describing different colonial pro¬ 

jects: “The Arab-speaking race, must 

receive the gospel mainly from those to 

whom the language is vernacular.” (OED 

549) 

In dealing with literary works, the ver¬ 

nacular work dealt with a book that had 

been translated into the native language 

of a particular country or people. 

Eventually, its use also began to incorpo¬ 

rate the dialects developing from a cer¬ 

tain language: “The vernacular English, 

as I have... remarked, was rough and 

unpolished.” (OED 549) In the arts, it 

began to describe music, art and design 

that were native or peculiar to a particu¬ 

lar country or locality. 

This was quite popular “in vernacular Continued on page 2 i 
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The Vernacular as 
an Oral Tradition 

The history of vernacular speech 
ir African-Americans and Jamaicans 

began with the European project of colo¬ 

nialism, as language was used as an 

instrument of cultural erasure and appro¬ 

priation. The colonisers’ language was 

taught in schools, spoken in the courts, 

and"knowledge of it was a necessary con- 

d,rion for access to positions of power. 

The syntax and pronunciation of the 

English dominate classes endorsed class 

distinctions, and was regulated in the 

term vernacular. 

While the black vernaculars of the 

United States and Jamaica fail to be 

strongly marked by elements of African 

syntax or accentuation, they are strongly 

defined by the experience of continual 

struggle and are seen as resistant vernac¬ 

ulars. This is essential in remembering the 

trials that their ancestors went through 

when arriving in America as slaves. The 

history of the African-American writer is 

the struggle with the same question: 

whether to write English as the majority 

grew up hearing and speaking it, or to 

write in a manner closer to the standard 

literary prose of the times, and abandon 

their ancestral voices and the verbal real¬ 

ism by which so much writing was and 

still is judged. 

Oral traditions are essential to this 

inquiry, due to the rich historical symbol¬ 

ism embedded within them. For this 

study, I look at the oral traditions of the 

Patois and African-American culture 

through folklore, poetry and song. I also 

wish to contrast this with the colonial his¬ 

torical perspective, poetry and song from 

the white culture within the same geo¬ 

graphical area. The role of folklore in 

black literature is widespread, and quite 

integral to formal properties such as 

genre and trope. 

In response to being 
labeled as “bad seeds” 

and “rough characters” by 
the dominant class, urban 

youth began to 
reappropriate the 

words which were being 
used to portray them 

in a negative light. 

“This tradition eventually became a 

reservoir of stylized expression that 

helped black people survive and affirm 

themselves as a culturally unique group,” 

writes Robert Hemenway from"/;/ the 

American Canon: Redefining American 

iterary History. These stories help to 

correct the distortions that exist within 

R C, [e^‘nS °f history. The stories of Br’er 

abbit were created long before Joel 

andler Harris told them through the 

Character of Uncle Remus. 

, EHE Wonderful Tar-Baby Stor 
p1 ,, ^r‘ Rabbit Grossly Deceives N 

°X|. Chandler tells the story of how t 

taller rabbit eventually overcame the fc 

tar creates a model rabbit wi 
r V* tl,rpentine and leaves it on t 

dn '0r Brer Rabbit to see when comi 

-pnr°u , road. Upon attacking t. 

,l a Brer Rabbit gets stuck, and is 
w»«wy of Brer pox As opposed 

di,„peranytf,,ns' Brer Fox invites him f 

mA sec°nd story begins, Mi 

Rahb?fWS “"d ^,e s'r^s are mocking Bi 
resh‘ °Ver tBe Tar-Baby incident, 

brer pC *° tjis’ Brer Rabbit remarks th 

3o ycZl°Zbis ^ddy’s rid'"'R horse f 
ciaiff. I Brer Fox hears of tl 

’ ne vows to make Brer Rabbit che 
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up his words anspit them out right 

where they can see them. Upon arriving at 

his house and inviting him to a party at 

Miss Meadows’, Brer Rabbit tells Brer Fox 

that he is too sick to go out that day. Brer 

Fox offers to carry him down to her 

house, but Brer Rabbit refuses to go unless 

he can get him a saddle and a bridle so he 

won’t be flung off. As they ride down to 

Miss Meadows, Brer Rabbit puts his spurs 

on and digs them into Brer Fox’s side. Brer 

Rabbit makes him-march right into Miss 

Meadows’ house, where he boasts to 

everyone that Brer Fox was his family's 

riding horse. 

The story of Anansi is an (integral 
part of Patois Folklore: 

Anansi is a spider known for his ability 

to get the better of people. A famine had 

struck Anansi’s homeland and he was 

forced to go to the Fish Country in search 

of food. Anansi dressed up as a doctor, and 

set up a fake office as soon as he arrived in 

Fish Country. His first patient was a very 

old lady with poor eyesight. He told her 

that he could cure her problem, and what 

she needed to do was to set up a big fire in 

her room. Beside the fire she was to set 

down a big pan, some coconut oil, and a 

sharp knife. As he enters her home Anansi 

tells her grandchildren to sing the words 

‘Bim Bam, mi grannie eye well, ooh’ and 

stamp to the beat. He tells them that they 

may not look inside the room. As the chil¬ 

dren sing away Anansi proceeds to cook 

up and eat. the grandmother. When he goes 

back outside, Anansi takes the sum for his 

surgery and tells the fish that they can not 

see their grandmother for two hours. 

In order to swiftly flee the Fish 

Country Anansi must cross a river deep in 

alligators. Quicklyrthinking, he convinces 

Bredda Dog to divert the alligators while 

he crosses by bribing him with the money 

from the fake surgery. Anansi crosses the 

river just beyond the fish’s reach. The 

story ends with Anansi running through 

the forest, taunting the fish by singing 

‘Bim, Bam, mi grannie eye well, ooh.’ 

Both narratives tell the story of a 
small animal overcoming all odds to out¬ 

smart bigger animals. Both can be seen as 

metaphors for a slave’s freedom from his 

master. 

Due to the superior technology of the 

British Colonisers, the British held com¬ 

plete physical authority over their slaves 

through the power that they held in the 

form of guns. The only way that one 

could defeat their master was by a battle 

of wits. In “Mr. Rabbit Grossly Deceives 

Mr. Fox.” Brer Rabbit uses the master’s 

technology of spurs and saddles in order 

to gain power over him. In “Anansi and 

Fish Country,” Anansi is struggling 

through famine. This idea of hunger was 

constantly being discussed within the 

slave text. Anansi uses money; an jdea 

brought to North America by the colonis¬ 

ers, in order to get back to shore. As long 

as his belly is full, money has no value to 

Anansi. 

Language Development 

In the present day there is a power 
struggle occurring within the discourse of 

words within the English language. 

Words derived from the slave vernacular 

of America and Jamaica are now enjoying 

common use in all areas of society. One 

of the chief editors of the hip-hop maga¬ 

zine The Source recently remarked that 

“with hip-hop now readily available for 

mass-consumption, its effect on language 

is bananas. Our lingo is all the rage, and 

virtually all forms of media now scramble 

to talk the talk. Even Time magazine — 

about as bread and butter as publications 

get — is riddled with words that until a 

few years ago, were never heard above 

ground.” 

Three words, whose reappropriation 

occurred in different centuries, help 

explain this phenomenon. The word 

chill, or cool out is being used in every¬ 

day language to describe the physical 

action of relaxing. Its meaning originates 

in the south during the era of slavery. Due 

to the scorching heat that the slaves had 

to endure while picking cotton, it was 

always a relief to have a breeze cool down 

the temperature. Therefore, when the 

weather became slightly chilly, it became 

a more relaxing condition to work in. 

The use of a negative word to denote 

a positive description has become com¬ 

monplace within the vernacular. This has 

quickly made its mark on double-voiced 

discourse. The first use of this strategy 

occurred when people used bad to refer 

to something that was good. Soon, the 

words ill, sick, mad and rough all began 

to take on a positive connotation. In all 

these there is a change of the original 

meaning due to the history behind the 

word. In response to being labeled as 

“bad seeds” and “rough characters” by 

the dominant class, urban youth began to 

reappropriate the words which were 

being used to portray them in a negative 

light. Instead of these words having a 

negative connotation, they were now 

seen as positive labels for one to have. 

The youth had redirected the language 

which was originally meant to condemn 

them into one that condoned. 

Language Reappropriation 

THIRD, THERE’S THE ISSUE of THE reap¬ 

propriation of the 

word “nigger.” The 

evolution of this 

word is brilliantly 

illustrated in the 

song “Sucky 

Nigga’,” by A Tribe 

Called Quest. The 

song begins with 

Q-Tip explaining 

the history of rhe Q-Tip 

word Nigga’. 

“See, nigga’ was first used back in the 

deep south, calling out between the 

dome of the white man’s mouth. 

It means that we will never go, you 

know the word dummy, other nigga’s in 

the community think it’s crummy. 

But I don’t, neither does the youf’ 

’cause we embrace it.” 

Continued on next page 
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As the meaning of the word changed, so 

did the spelling. In the Webster’s 

Dictionary the traditional ‘er’ ending is 

used, and its meaning is: “1 : A black per¬ 

son, usually taken to be offensive. 3: a 

member of a socially disadvantaged class 

of persons.” In the reappropriated 

African American spelling, it uses an ‘a’ 

ending, since this coincides with the way 

in which today’s African-American youth 

pronounce the word. 

Today, the meaning of nigga’ has been 

reappropriated to mean one’s brotha’, or 

companion. But this does not mean that 

the original meaning has been forgotten: 

“Yo I start to flinch, as I try not to say itJ 

but my lips is like a doo-wop as 1 start to 

spray it.” Here, Q-Tip reveals how he’s 

still affected by the original meaning in 

his apprehension towards using the word. 

At the same rime though, he admits 

that using nigga’ is as catchy as a funky 

doo-wop song, and therefore he can’t 

avoid using it. By keeping the world alive 

in African-American culture, this ensures 

that the oppression and racism which 

blacks faced during the days of slavery 

will not be forgotten. 

By reappropriating its meaning, the 

youth of today have changed the subjec¬ 

tivity of the word into one that today 

holds a positive meaning, as opposed to 

its traditional negative connotations. Just 

as Q-Tip finishes at the end of “Sucky 

Nigga’”: “It’s the Neo-Nigga’ of the 

nineties.” 

This compelling discourse is taken 

even further in “The Experience,” a song 

recently released by the Atlanta based 

hip-hop group known as Goodie Mob 

(The Good Die Mostly Over Bullshit). 

The song begins with group member 

Cee-lo addressing specific members of 

the Hip-Hop community: “1 thought you 

said you was the G.O.D. (Ones who’ve 

Gained their Own Definition in life). 

Features 

sound like another Nigga’ to me.” 

Soon after they refer to the dominant 

ideology which has put them into this 

frame of mind: “A nigga’ who has read 

history, but yet his eyes didn’t see. The 

only reason you a nigga’ ’cause somebody 

else want you to be.” 

Not only has the vernacular 
become part of today’s 

society, but also now it is 
being reappropriated again 

by the music industry 
in order to maximize 

their profit. 

Cee-lo is referring to the music indus¬ 

try’s relentless quest to stereotype differ¬ 

ent bands into certain categories in order 

to increase record sales. 

The Goodie Mob go on to describe the 

realities of life today, and contrast it with 

what may be the over riding belief within 

this culture. “Dividing and conquering 

when they say the ladder is black okay. 

After the middle-class, they passin’ by the 

project land, now that’s where we stay.” 

While in today’s world, one may postu¬ 

late that everyone has an equal opportu¬ 

nity on the employment ladder, the 

reality is that it is just as differentiated 

today, as it was 20 years ago. 

Later on, Cee-lo seeks the wisdom of a 

wise female dread to help him with his 

problems: “She looked deep into my 

eyes, and said brother don’t you know? 

You complain about being black when 

they mad that they can’t be black no 

mo’.” 

Cee-lo then concludes “The 

Experience” with a telling line concern¬ 

ing how intertwined different cultures 

have become in this day and age: “The 

fact is, you ain’t a nigga’ because you’re 

.black, you a nigga’ ’cause of how you 

act.” In “The Experience” the discourse 

of the vernacular has gone full circle. Not 

only has the vernacular become part of 

today’s society, but also now it is being 

reappropriated again by the music indus¬ 

try in order to maximize their profit. It‘s 

unbelievable to see the speed in which the 

meaning of words change in today s 

society. 

Reappropriating Vernacular 

XODAY, WORDS FROM THE VERNACULAR 

are becoming common place in every day 

language. African-Americans have 

stressed the importance of continuing to 

speak the vernacular of their ancestors. 

This is essential in remembering the tri¬ 

als, which their ancestors went through 

when arriving in America as slaves. It is 

clear that many African-Americans still 

face oppression today, and through using 

the slave vernacular, they make one fun¬ 

damental claim: African Americans are 

still oppressed, still encountering discrim¬ 

ination and until this is changed, there is 

no reason to change their form of speech. 

The group in power almost always 

writes history, and therefore the language 

it’s written in represents that culture. As 

different forms of vernacular begin to 

become commonplace in English, the ide¬ 

ological control over language begins to 

move from the traditional, normative 

forms of words to the vernacular. In 

looking at the history of the word 

Vernacular, it becomes apparent that its 

original meaning was meant to subjugate 

those who wore its label. The history of 

these oppressed cultures is told in the ver¬ 

nacular through the oral tradition of folk¬ 

lore, poetry and song. 

A combination of the traditional and 

vernacular histories is much more repre¬ 

sentative of the experience of the New 

World in tjhe past 400 years. It is also 

much more representative of the ethni- 

1: A black person, usually 
taken to be offensive. 
3: a member of a socially dis¬ 
advantaged class of persons. 

cally diverse population whose first 

tongue is English. Furthermore, this 

move to the vernacular is becoming more 

widespread in groups suffering social and 

sexual oppression. 

In explaining what his overall goal was 

in writing Keywords, Williams also stated 

his hope for future Keywords: “I am 

exceptionally conscious of how much fur¬ 

ther work and thinking needs to be 

done... the author will welcome all 

amendments, corrections, and additions... 

In the use of our common language, this is 

the only spirit in which this work can be 

properly done.” It seems only appropriate 

that the word vernacular be added to the 

Keywords of today. 

Malcolm Levy is The Journal's Montreal corre¬ 

spondent. 
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Forever Young 

i 0n Monday, the Blue Jays’ 

Roger Clemens became the 

I first five-time winner of the Cy 

Young Award. Clemens was a 

unanimous selection, getting 

all 28 first-place votes. He 

won his second Straight pitch¬ 

ing triple crown (leading in 

wins, ERA and strikeouts) after 

posting a 20-6 record, 2.71 

ERA and 271 strikeouts. 

Clemens has been with 

Toronto two years now and 

has won the award each sea¬ 

son. On Tuesday, Tom Glavine 

of the Atlanta Braves won his 

second Cy Young Award in the 

closest vote since 1987. 

Glavine, who won 20 games 

\ with an ERA of 2.47, edged 

out San Diego Padres reliever 

Trevor Hoffman (53 saves. 

1.48 ERA) by only 11 votes. 

Hall opens doors 

At an awards ceremony in 

Toronto Monday night, play¬ 

ers Peter Stastny and Mjchel 

Goulet were officially 

inducted into the Hockey Hall 

of Fame. Stastny, with 1,239 

career points, is the highest 

scoring European born-and- 

rrained player in NHL history. 

Goulet, a prolific goal scorer 

in his prime, played 15 seasons 

(11 of tliem with the Quebec 

Nordiques) and had four con¬ 

secutive 50-goal campaigns'. 

He ended his career with 548 

career goals which is third all- 

time among left-wingers. 

Howie Meeker was inducted 

into the Hall as a broadcaster, 

though he did have an NHL 

playing career as well. 

Skating dynasty continues 
By Robin Fonger 

Who says 13 is an unlucky 

number? 

Certainly not the Queen’s 

varsity figure skating team. On 

Friday, the Gaels blasted into 

the season with a landslide vic¬ 

tory at their invitational compe¬ 

tition at Jock Hardy Arena. 

Queen’s ranked first in a field of 

nine with a total of 72 points, 

followed by Waterloo and 

Guelph with 37 and 36 points 

respectively. 

Over the past four years, the 

skating team has been unde¬ 

feated, winning 13 consecutive 

competitions, including three 

OWLAA titles and the first OUA 

figure skating title last year. The 

team consists of 16 skaters who 

compete in 15 different events. 

Points are awarded for the final 

standing in each event and the 

total points for each team deter¬ 

mines the winner of the compe¬ 

tition. 

In Friday’s competition, 

Nicole Karki and Julie Mar- 

quardt placed first in Senior 

Similar Dance, while Karen 

Thomas placed first in the Open 

Solo Dance. Thomas and part¬ 

ner Jordan Miller grabbed first 

in the Variation Dance category 

and Christina Harper held on to 

eighth in the Senior Solo Dance 

category. In free-style events, 

Tara Black won Senior B Sin¬ 

gles, Julie Ouellette earned first 

in Senior A Singles, Kath Boyer 

placed first in Open Singles, 

Laura Wright placed third in the 

Short Program, Leanne Findlay 

and Bonnie Lee placed third in 

Senior Similar Pairs, and Mar¬ 

ion Roche finished fifth in the 

Intermediate Singles event. 

The team has undergone a 

major overhaul this year with a 

change in coaching staff and the 

addition of six rookies. How¬ 

ever, last Friday’s competition 

has: proved the combination of 

new coaches, Kim Magee and 

Dale Ashworth, in addition to 

long-time assistant coaches 

Johnny Yap and Andra 

Gilchrist, seems to be a success. 

“The possibility [of 

winning another OUA 

title] is there, if the 

hard work and 

spirit continue.” 

— Co-coach 
Dale Ashworth 

“The rookies have adapted 

very well to the team,” said 

Dance Coach Dale Ashworth. 

She also emphasized that the 

team has gelled very well 

together because of the veteran 

skaters. 

“The onus is on the vets for 

really making it against the odds 

this year [with us] being new 

coaches. They have really 

brought up both our spirits and 

the teams’ and I think I can say 

for both Kim and myself that 

Please see Another on page 24 

A Guelph skater in mid-jump at the Queen’s Invitational. 
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‘No goals, no wins’ 
Women’s soccer has a weekend to forget at the CIAUs. 

By Adam Kaminsky 

During the most important 

weekend of the CIAU soccer 

season, the sky opened up and 

drowned the Golden Gaels’ 

championship dreams. The 

women’s soccer team had their 

long trip to Victoria spoiled by 

a soggy field and a slow start, 

finishing out of the medals. 

Calgary 2, Queen's 0 

Dalhousie 0, Queen’s 0 

A 2-0 loss to the surprising 

Calgary Dinosaurs in the first 

round robin game eliminated 

them from gold medal con¬ 

tention and a 0-0 deadlock 

against the Dalhousie Tigers in 

the subsequent game put them 

out of the bronze medal match. 

It was a disappointing tourna¬ 

ment for the highly touted 

squad. 

“Soccer is a funny game,” 

said CIAU coach of the year and 

Queen’s Head Coach Dave 

McDowell. “It was one of those 

weekends that nothing went 

right.” 

For the Gaels it all started 

with the incessant rain, which 

began to fall the day before the 

opening of the round robin and 

their luck went south from 

there. 

“We had a terrific practice 

before the tournament when we 

arrived in Victoria, but from 

there everything that could go 

wrong, did go wrong,” said 

McDowell, who was struck by 

food poisoning on the trip. 

The • problems on the field 

for the squad began two min¬ 

utes into their first game when 

an ‘own goal’ staked the even¬ 

tual national champion Dinos 

to a 1-0 lead. 

“[The early goal] was a 

heartbreaker," said midfielder 

Joanna Hackett, who was 

Queen’s best player at the 

nationals. “It initially threw all 

of our game prep off, it was 

something you try to deal with, 

but it basically took the wind 

out of our sails.” 

Things went from bad to 

worse for Queen’s when All- 

Canadian and team leader 

Judith Trepanier went down 

with a serious knee injury 

moments after the initial goal. 

While devastating for the team, 

it was truly crushing for the star 

midfielder. 

“It is like your worst night¬ 

mare come true,” said 

Trepanier, who spent last season 

rehabbing a similar injury. “It 

puts life in perspective for me. I 

would give all my awards and 

soccer success to just have my 

knee back to normal.” 

The team, rattled by the first 

goal and losing a leader, 

allowed a second goal 20 min¬ 

utes into the first-half. This one 

was a beautiful tally set up by 

tournament MVP Stephanie 

O’Neill and finished capably by 

Leanne Pelosi. 

“It was more likely 

that we spit nickels 

before scoring a goal 

[at the nationals].” 

— Queen's sweeper 
Raeleen Dunn 

“The first 20 minutes really 

did us in, we couldn’t get back 

in those [wet] conditions,” 

explained McDowell. “It was 

especially difficult losing a key 

player, who lead physically, 

emotionally and mentally.” 

Queen’s turned up the pres¬ 

sure in the second frame, bom¬ 

barding the Calgary net with 15 

shots to only four, but similar to 

the OUA championship game 

against Western, the team was 

unable to finish. 

Due to the loss in the first 

game, the Gaels were forced to 

beat the Tigers, who had tied 

Calgary 1-1 two days earlier, to 

make the bronze medal game. 

For this important match the 

centre of the pitch at UVic’s 

Centennial Stadium was a mud 

bath, which led to numerous 

throw-ins, errant kicks and 

spectacular spills, but was not 

conducive to goals. The flow of 

the game was as frustrating as a 

bad kareoke singer on a Sunday 

night. 

The Gaels had the majority 

of the scoring opportunities in 

the first-half, with the best 

being created by the speedy All- 

Canadian striker Ange Crock- 

ford, but, again, the team 

couldn’t put the ball away. For¬ 

tunately for Queen’s, the team 

did a good job of containing 

Dalhousie’s All-Canadian str¬ 

iker Mary Beth-Bowie, and 

tournament all-star forward 

Natalie Lindthaler. With superb 

Please see Great on page 25 
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In the game 
Fencing 

In fencing action this week¬ 

end, Queen's participated in 

the Brock Invitational Tourna¬ 

ment. While they did not bring 

home any medals, many excel¬ 

lent results were achieved. Alex 

Johnstone was narrowly 

defeated by a nationally ranked 

opponent and Andrew Cowan 

easily defeated a number of 

high-ranking fencers. 

Three of Queen’s more 

experienced fencers travelled 

to Munroeville, Pennsylvania 

and participated in an interna¬ 

tional level competition. Team 

Captain Matthew Pinard 

placed in the top third of his 

field and Sabre Captain Bruce 

Precious and Foil Captain 

Charles Peng also fenced 

extremely well. 

Women's hockey 

The women’s hockey team 

split their weekend games with 

the University of Windsor. On 

Friday, the Gaels rode an 

opportune offence and strong 

goaltending to capture their 

second win of the year, a 3-1 

victory. On Saturday, the game 

was a close-knit battle in which 

Windsor squeaked by a margin 

of 3-2. 

with an overtime loss at the 

hands of the Ryerson Rams. 

The team swings through Que¬ 

bec this weekend playing Laval 

and Bishop’s. 

At the CIAU women’s soccer 

awards banquet this past week¬ 

end in Victoria, the Queen’s 

soccer team was awarded sev¬ 

eral accolades. Dave McDow¬ 

ell, who coached the Gaels to 

an undefeated regular season, 

was named the CIAU coach of 

the year. This was the second 

time McDowell received this 

honour, as he won it with 

Queen’s in 1993. Defender 

Raeleen Dunn was named an 

All-Canadian as was striker 

Angie Crockford. 

Queen’s slam dunks 
Toronto and Ryerson 

By Neate Sager 

, The city of Toronto was very 

good to the Queen's women's 

basketball team last weekend, 

as they returned from Hogtown 

with a pair of hard-fought road 

victories. 

Queen's 68, U of T 65 

Queen's 65, Ryerson 57 

PHOTO BY SEAN RICHMOND 

Men's basketball 

Last weekend, in their sea¬ 

son opener, the men’s basket¬ 

ball team lost a heartbreaker to 

Toronto by a score of 58-57. 

The men’s troubles continued 

Women's water polo 

In women’s water polo, the 

season-long struggle continues. 

While the Gaels managed to 

defeat Toronto by a count of 7- 

2, they lost to McMaster 9-4 

and were pummeled by York 

13-3. Hopefully, the Gaels will 

be able to compose themselves 

before the entire season is lost. 

Men's squash 

In men’s squash, Queen’s 

travelled to Waterloo to partic¬ 

ipate in the OUA East vs. West 

crossover tournament. They 

placed third out of eight teams 

with a strong performance by 

Stacey Bell, who went unde¬ 

feated in four difficult matches. 

Ryan Clark and Alisttair 

Rayner both won three of their 

four respective matches. 

Women's volleyball 

The squad collected two vic¬ 

tories this weekend. The first 

was a tough five-set victory 

over Ryerson followed by a 

three set walk in the park over 

the Carleton Ravens. The team 

is now three and one in league 

play. 
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In last Friday’s regular-sea¬ 

son opener, the Gaels defeated 

rival University of Toronto 

! Blues 68-65, then followed that 

win by registering a 65-57 deci- 

! sion over the Ryerson Rams on 

Saturday. 

“We played pretty solid bas- 

I ketball, but not particularly 

outstanding,” remarked 

Queen’s Head Coach Dave Wil¬ 

son. 

On Friday, the Gaels started 

slowly, allowing the Varsity to 

build an early ten-point lead, 

before settling down and claw¬ 

ing back into the contest, 

pulling ahead to stay before 

halftime. 

In the second half, the visit¬ 

ing Gaels were able to stave off 

the home side; while the 

Queen’s lead was never more 

than eight points, the Blues 

were never able to draw closer 

than the final three-point mar¬ 

gin. Shooting guard Jacqueline 

Beaudoin, the Journal Athlete of 

the Week, played a pivotal role 

in the victory, notching 21 

points, while point guard 

Deanah Shelley (12 points, 11 

rebounds) and veteran post 

Wendy Moon (18 and 10) each 

recorded a 'double-double 

reaching double figures in both 

points and rebounds: 

“There’s nothing 
glaring about us on 

defense. We were very 
solid and put excellent 
pressure on the ball.” 

— Head Coach 
Dave Wilson 

Against Ryerson on Saturday, 

the Gaels again overcame an 

inauspicious beginning, recov¬ 

ering sufficiently to build a 

solid lead before intermission, 

leading by seven points at half¬ 

time. Early in the second half, 

the Tricolour began to pull 

away steadily from the Rams, 

until a prolonged delay caused 

by a malfunctioning scoreboard 

sapped some of their momen¬ 
tum. Nonetheless, the Gaels 
were able to assert themselves 
playing their trademark stingJ 
defense, and came away with an 
eight-point win. Beaudoin 
again paced Queen’s offen¬ 
sively, this time with 20 points 
while second-year forward Jen¬ 
nifer Jackson, a Kingston 
native, added 12. 

In summarizing an ultimately 

successful opening weekend, 

Wilson commented, “Our exe¬ 

cution needs to be sharper... we 

have to make better decisions as 

to where the ball should be 

[while on offense]... that’s typi¬ 

cal of the early season, though." 

Wilson was satisfied with his 

team’s collective effort defen¬ 

sively. “There’s nothing glaring 

about us on defense. We were 

very solid and put excellent 

pressure on the ball,” he said. 

Currently ranked eighth in 

the country, the Gaels’ national 

ranking will be put under heavy 

scrutiny this weekend when 

they venture to Quebec to play 

ninth-ranked Laval and tenth- 

ranked Bishop’s. A good show¬ 

ing in La Belle Province could 

vault the Gaels into the top 

five. 

Another easy win 
Continued from page 23 

we are very proud of the team,” 

she said. 

With all of the changes this 

year, the Gaels have managed 

to maintain one of the charac¬ 

teristics that has set them apart 

from other universities. “Our 

team is unique in that we bond 

both as athletes and good 

friends,” explained Leanne 

Findlay, one of the teams three 

captains. 

Co-captain Karen Thomas 

also admitted “it has been the 

continual support within the 

team that has been one of the 

major factors involved in reach¬ 

ing our goal each year, which is 

skating our best and ultimately 

winning finals.” 

Having won the first of the 

season’s three competitions, the 

team looks well on their way ro 

winning another OUA final. 

“The possibility [of winning 

another OUA title] is there, if 

the hard work and spirit con¬ 

tinue,” said Ashworth. 
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Top 20 contestants for the period ended Monday, November 16, 1998. All stats are| 

upon those published in the Globe & Mail. A complete listing of pool standings is^ 

World Wide Web at: http://www.journal.queensu.ca 
Name 
Dev Patel 
Stephen Leung 
Paul Kim 
Paul Joblin 
J. Errin Starzynski 
Graeme Martin 
Peter Gillespie 
Ceilidh Templeton 
Jay Fitzsimmons 
Kick Kargus 
Ann Evans 
Amy Delisle 
Krista Galbraith 
James Prentice 
Matt Murl 
Peter Fillipe 
Rick Scliippling 
Stephen Ruper 
Todd Hoare 
Jeremy Gaudet 

Faculty & Year 
Sci ’01 
Sci ’99 
Arts ’02 
Arts 00 
Arts ’01 
Arts ’01 
Arts ’99 
Sci ’01 
Arts ’01 
Law 
ConEd ’98 
Arts ’02 
Arts ’01 
Sci ’01 
Comm ’01 
Arts ’01 
Arts ’02 
Arts ’01 
Sci ’01 
Sci ’01 

if® ©if ran wmm 
A new position, the same great performance 

With a perfect blend of agility, 

.rrength and ability to finish, this 

' Lk's Queen’s Journal athlete of the 

WC A lit »p the scoreboard in the first 

" n games of the women’s basketball 

r"gu|ar season. During a weekend road 

Ljp to Toronto, wing Jacqueline Beau¬ 

doin tore off 41 points in two wins. 

The wins, which came against the 

University of Toronto and Ryerson, 

were very important for the team, espe- 

-idlv the victory against nemesis 

Toronto, in which Beaudoin con¬ 

tributed 21 points. 

“It was really important that we won 

these first two games, regardless of who 

thcv were against,” said Beaudoin, a 

third-year biology student. “[How¬ 

ever], beating Toronto was icing on the 

cake. We had a lot of motivation to win 

that game and everybody came to 

play.” 

“There is no question that 
she has the ability to score, 

which the point guard 
position doesn’t always 

allow for.” 

— Head Coach Dave Wilson 

Beaudoin, who spent her first two 

seasons sharing time at point guard 

with Deanah Shelley, was moved to the 

small forward position before this sea¬ 

son. Head Coach Dave Wilson made 

this decision for a number of reasons, 

but mainly it was to take advantage of 

Jacquelime 

Be&u4«i* 
Beaudoin’s offensive skills. 

“There is no question that she has 

the ability to score, which the point 

guard position doesn’t always allow 

for,” said Coach Wilson. “It is also a 

way to keep from splitting [floor] time 

between Deanah and Jacqueline.” 

Being a newcomer to the wing posi¬ 

tion was not too difficult for Beaudoin, 

who did spend time in summer leagues 

practicing at the new spot. 

“It’s a natural adjustment,” said the 

St. Thomas-native. “I wanted to be 

changed over there. I am happy and 

comfortable at the new position.” 

The fact that the switch was made so 

easily is no surprise to Coach Wilson, 

who predicted that Jacqueline had the 

ability jo score a lot in the OUA, but 

her quick start excites the coach. 

“It is more a matter of her under¬ 

standing how good she is physically 

than of where she is on the floor,” he 

said. “She is discovering new things 

about her athletic ability every game. 

Who she can beat off the dribble, who 

she can shoot over and what shots she 

can hit.” 

CFRC basketball analyst Phil Vrkljan 

agreed with the coach’s assessment. 

“[Beaudoin] has the best cross-over 

move and mid range jumper I have seen 

in some time,” Vrkljan said. 

The early success is promising for 

the team, but this is only the beginning 

of a long, winding road to Lakehead 

for the CIAU championships. 

“We have really high expectations 

for this year, but we realize we have to 

work hard in our league, there are no 

pushovers,” said Beaudoin. 

Vrkljan feels that in her new posi¬ 

tion, Beaudoin could help make the dif¬ 

ference between a good team and a 

great team. 

“She’ll play an integral part in taking 

them to the next level in her new role 

as a scorer,” he explained. 

If this is only the beginning of Beau¬ 

doin’s learning curve, this could be a 

very exciting season for the women’s 

basketball team. 

Great 
year 
Continued from page 23 

backs Nicole Miller and Jenn ‘Birdie' 

Sarginson doing the marking and All- 

Canadian sweeper Raeleen Dunn 

backing them up, the Tigers couldn’t 

mount much pressure on the Gaels’ 

goal. 

The second-half saw some Dal- 

housie offensive momentum, but 

Queen’s kept the ball out and then 

dominated the final 10 minutes of the 

game, with Crockford setting up 

another brilliant chance. The story for 

the Gaels remained the same: control¬ 

ling play, but not making it count on 

the scoreboard. 

“It was more likely that we spit 

nickels before scoring a goal [at the 

nationals],” lamented Dunn, who 

played an exceptional tournament. 

Coach McDowell summed it up 

simply by saying, “no excuses, no 

goals, no wins, it’s soccer and that’s 

life.” 

Despite the team missing it’s ulti¬ 

mate goal of a national title, the coach 

is happy with how the team played and 

acted throughout the season. 

“I am proud of the way this team 

played this season, they had a consis¬ 

tent season, a great season,” he said. “1 

am also proud of how sporting our 

team was off the field and how they 

stayed together.” 

It is the spirit of this team on and 

off the field that shows that despite the 

fact they didn’t realize their dream and 

win the CIAU crown, this season was 

the time of their lives. 

An impressive run 
By Sarah Crosbie 

The tight corners and hilly terrain at 

the CIAU championships were no match 

this past weekend for the Queen’s men’s 

and women’s Cross Country teams. 

Competing this weekend in Waterloo, 

both teams finished a successful season 

with a third-place finish by the women 

and a fifth-place finish by the men. This 

was the first time in Queen’s history that 

a men’s and women’s team from the 

same sport both finished in the top five 

at the national championships. 

In order to win, everyone 
had to perform a personal 

best. Everyone ran 
really hard.” 

— Queen’s All-Canadian 
Charlotte Willson 

Queen’s top women’s runner with a 1.0th 

place showing. Tara Lohmann, also a 

second Team All-Canadian, placed 12th 

overall. 

Coach Shane Lakins stressed the 

importance of Willson’s 10th place Finish 

saying, “Willson never ran competitively 

before her second year. Anyone at 

Queen’s could be in the same boat and 

might have the same chance. I encourage 

people to come out.” 

The men’s race had 27 universities 

competing with 18 full teams. The 

Queen’s team ran a strong race led by 

team captain Bob McGill. Inspired by 

the women’s placing, the men’s 10 kilo¬ 

metre run was a strong finish to end a 

terrific season. The men’s top two fin¬ 

ishes were by McGill, placing 17th, and 

Jamie Cleveland, placing 20th. 

“It wasn’t our best day of the year, but 

we were happy that a less than stellar 

performance could put us in the top Five 

in the country,” said McGill. 

Although team members McGill, 

Shawn Brady and Derek Caveney are 

graduating this year, rookies Corin 

Lohmann and Rob Berg have given the 

Gaels something to look forward to in 

the years ahead. 

“With four women back we’re in 

good shape for next year. With four men 

back we lose some at the top end, but we 

have a couple of strong rookies. We’re in 

good shape on both sides for next year,” 

Lakins said. 
Lakins stressed the success of the 

national championships saying, “both 

teams ran up to their potential and both 

peaked at the right time. The program at 

Queen’s is one of the best in the 

country.” 

A spectacular jump 
By Chuck Holt 

Before I jumped, I didn’t know what 

to fhink of skydiving. Perhaps, I 

thought, it would be just like that 

movie Point Break. You remember: It’s 

the one where Johnny Utah chases 

Bodie and his band of surfing/skydiv¬ 

ing ex-president bank robbers around 

California. Well, in Point Break, Bodie 

and Utah seem to just float there in the 

air when they skydive. It is almost as if 

they are flying until they open their 

parachutes. I guess that is what I 

thought it would feel like. 

Well, it didn’t. The reality of the sit¬ 

uation was that I jumped out of the 

open door of Cesna 206, and fell. Pic¬ 

ture yourself almost one kilometre in 

the sky, and plummeting towards the 

earth. That is what really happened, 

and that is what it felt like. If I had real¬ 

ized this, as 1 sat crouched by the open 

door of the airplane, staring down, I 

would have been much more scared. 

Still, skydiving was the most exhilarat¬ 

ing experience of my life. 

Of course, this was just my first 

jump, and thankfully the instructors 

did not let me free fall too long. In 

fact, all first jumps are Instructor 

Assisted Dives (IAD’s), meaning that 

the instructor pulls your ‘pilot chute’ 

(which initiates the opening of the main 

chute), while you are still in the air¬ 

plane. Therefore, students only free-fall 

for about two seconds before they are 

slowed downhy their main chute. But, 

it’s an intense two seconds. 

Because everything went according 

to plan, and the reserve chute was 

untouched, all that was left was a three 

minute float to the ground. Spectacular 

views of a checkerboard of cornfields 

and pastures surrounded me while I 

navigated the parachute to the landing 

target. I am not sure that, after jumping 

out of an airplane, I had the presence of 

mind to navigate the parachute myself. 

Thankfully, each student has a one way 

radio so that an instructor can guide 

them down. When I finally got within 

200 feet from ground, my fast down¬ 

ward speed became quite apparent, but 

following the instructor’s instructions I 

was able to land fairly softly, much like 

I had jumped off a couple of steps. 

While still in shock, but after I had 

caught my breath, I could not avoid 

asking the rhetorical question, “Why 

the hell did I just do that to myself?” 

Before I had jumped, the justiFication 

came easily. If I could stand on the edge 

of an airplane, and jump into the abyss, 

I could do anything. Skydiving would 

be wake-up call, reminding myself that 

I am still in charge of my life. 

Having given myself a few days sep¬ 

aration from the jump, and allowing 

the shock to wear off, I have to admit 

that I still believe this. Every moment in 

this experience asks “What are you 

going to do?” At the beginning the 

decision was easy. When fear set in, it 

became much more tempting to believe 

that I should stop; that giving up 

wouldn’t be that bad. But, as long as I 

realize that deciding to achieve my 

goals, no matter how difficult they may 

seem, is really a simple decision, I can 

keep control. 
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A big money game 
The NBA lockout hurts players, owners and fans. 

The word on 
the street: With Kingston receiv¬ 

ing its initial dose of 

winter earlier this 

week, the heat of July 1 seems 

a distant memory. To sports 

fans it seems even further away, 

as that day marked the begin¬ 

ning of the seemingly inter¬ 

minable NBA lockout. 

The NBA was the last major 

sports league to lose games to a 

work stoppage, but they are 

engaging in this bitter labour (a 

word that always strikes me as 

a strange one to attach to pro¬ 

fessional athletes, but no mat¬ 

ter) dispute like seasoned 

veterans. 

On Tuesday, Russ Granik, 

the Deputy Commissioner of 

the NBA, announced that col¬ 

lective agreement negotiations 

between the owners and the 

NBA Players’ Association 

would resume today after a 

prolonged period of silence 

between the parties. Granik 

described the meeting Tuesday 

as “cordial, but unproductive”; 

a statement which, unfortu¬ 

nately, marks a significant 

advance in these negotiations. 

The adversarial stand 
adopted by the two 

groups has served only 

to hurt professional 
basketball and will 

almost certainly 

endanger the future 
viability of the $2 

billion annual industry. 

Should the players and own¬ 

ers reach an agreement today 

(which is unlikely, to say the 

least), play would not resume 

until at least December 15, 

with a more reasonable esti¬ 

mate being closer to Christmas. 

A total of 108 games have been 

missed so far, and the NBA 

recently announced that while 

the February 14 All-Star Game 

in Philadelphia remains on the 

schedule, the popular interac¬ 

tive fan exhibition ‘Jam Ses¬ 

sion,’ which runs the duration 

of All-Star Weekend, has been 

cancelled. 

The issues are numerous, 

and as always, extremely com¬ 

plex. The two largest stum¬ 

bling blocks are a mixture of 

salary cap and free agency eli¬ 

gibility, and revenue distribu¬ 

tion. In short, the owners want 

an end to the so-called ‘Larry 

Bird’ exemption, which allows 

teams to circumvent the exist¬ 

ing salary cap by re-signing 

their own free agents for any 

amount, and to institute a 

restricted free agency system, 

allowing teams the right to 

match the offers of other teams 

for their free agents in certain 

circumstances. Obviously, the 

players’ union, disproportion¬ 

ately represented in negotia¬ 

tions by high-end income 

earners like Michael Jordan 

and Patrick Ewing, want to 

maintain the Larry Bird 

exemption and are unwilling to 

compromise on unfettered free 

agency after a player has been 

in the league for a given num¬ 

ber of years. 

With regard to revenue dis¬ 

tribution, the owners want to 

limit the amount of Basketball 

Related Income (BRI) that is 

paid to players in salary and 

the like to 50 per cent, down 

from the 57 per cent it was last 

season, and even further from 

the 60 per cent the NBAPA is 

demanding. Further, the own¬ 

ers wish to narrow the defini¬ 

tion of BRI with the effect that 

those percentages reflect a por¬ 

tion of a smaller ‘pie.’ 

The players resist this, 

pointing out the increasing 

income from other sources, 

including the corporate naming 

of new and existing arenas, 

among others. The financial 

issues are difficult to reconcile, 

given that the owners and play¬ 

ers cannot even agree on the 

balance sheets, with the owners 

claiming that 15 of 29 teams 

are in the red, while the players 

submit that only 4 lose money. 

Some of the other issues 

which have not been officially 

resolved, but likely will not 

pose an obstacle to the signing 

of a new collective agreement, 

including rookie contracts, the 

banning of marijuana use and 

the general authority of the 

NBA. 

In particular, the NBAPA 

resists the owners demand that 

marijuana be banned and 

tested for, but recognizing the 

politically tenuous nature of 

this stand is likely to deal this 

issue away as a bargaining chip 

for more substantial concerns. 

The players also feel that the 

NBA went too far by voiding 

the remaining term of the con¬ 

tract of Latrell Sprewell fol¬ 

lowing his much-publicized 

choking of coach P.J. Carles- 

imo, and want the authority of 

the NBA to fine, suspend and 

otherwise discipline better 

players defined in the future. 

Many of the players 

seem to have given up 

hope. Each day brings 

news of another 

prominent player who 
is casting their eyes to 

the big paycheques of 

Europe to pay for that 

third Lexus. 

Many of the players seem to 

have given up hope. Each day 

brings news of another promi¬ 

nent player who is casting their 

eyes to the big paycheques of 

Europe in order to pay for that 

third Lexus. 1998 Erst overall 

pick Michael Olowokandi, 

numerous other unsigned draft 

picks, and>more notably estab¬ 

lished stars such as Gary Pay- 

ton and Karl Malone have 

registered their interest over¬ 

seas. Various underclass 

draftees and free agents are 

looking for alternate plans, 

including Antawn Jamison, 

who is back in Chapel Hill 

working out with a North Car¬ 

olina team with whom he 

undoubtedly wishes he could 

play. 

The two sides evidently 

remain far apart. While the 

issues that divide them are cer¬ 

tainly substantial, the adversar¬ 

ial stand adopted by the two 

groups has served only to hurt 

professional basketball and will 

almost certainly endanger the 

future viability of the $2 billion 

(not a misprint) annual indus¬ 

try that the NBA has become. 

While baseball seems to 

have recovered from the work 

stoppages which have plagued 

it in recent memory, it has two 

things on its side. One, this 

past year was a historical year 

on a number of fronts. A two- 

pronged assault on a venerable 

home run record, the season- 

long excellence of perhaps the 

greatest team in history and 

Cal Ripken’s decision to sit 

down (finally!) will not happen 

every year, yet they were 

instrumental in bringing the 

fans back to baseball this year. 

Secondly, and perhaps more 

importantly, basketball simply 

does not have the capital of 

traditional attachment to draw 

upon to the extent that base¬ 

ball does (perhaps with the 

exception of the New York 

Knicks). Basketball is riding a 

wave right now, but it remains 

to be seen if it will ever be as 

ingrained in American culture 

as baseball is. 

The parties seem to have 

forgotten that the NBA was 

struggling daily to remain in 

existence as recently as the late 

1970s. Perhaps the most illus¬ 

trative element of this matter is 

that the North-American sports 

fan simply seems not to care if 

the league ever resumes opera¬ 

tion or not. While sports work 

stoppages are almost always 

characterized by amounts of 

money that the ticket-buying 

fan cannot relate to, the NBA, 

with young millionaires squab¬ 

bling with old billionaires, is 

perhaps the worst example of 

all. The widespread ambiva¬ 

lence of the sports-viewing 

public .to the lockout itself 

should be sounding an alarm to 

David Stem and Billy Hunter, 

making it clear to them that 

they are killing the goose that 

laid the golden egg. 

tan ‘NASCAR’ Brisbin would 

rather be watching a sport 

where if they want more money, 

they go out and race for it! 

Run, 
bike and 

bum 
By Robert MacNeil 

Last weekend, the Queen’s 

Triathlon Club hosted the 

ninth annual “Hammer, Dash 

and Burn,” a duathlon which 

takes place at Myles Acres out¬ 

side Kingston. 

The Queen’s race, which is 

organized by the triathlon 

executives, is the only one that 

includes mountain biking. The 

duathalon consists of a two 

kilometre run, an eight kilo¬ 

metre bike ride, and concludes 

with another two kilometre 

run. 

Executive member Carolyn 

Pedwell, herself a participant, 

was impressed with the 

turnout. “We had over 100 

people competing and we had 

people from different universi¬ 

ties, Western, Mac and Water¬ 

loo.” 

Also participating were stu¬ 

dents from Trent and RMC. 

While the list of trained ath¬ 

letes was impressive, Pedwell 

was glad to see members of the 

“Queen’s community who may 

be on the recreational 

triathlon club, or [may have] 

just come out for the day” par¬ 

ticipating as well. 

In the male category, the 

best overall score went to Tim 

Blackwell of RMC with a time 

of 22:35, the best rookie time 

was Queen’s own Phil 

Dempsey at 24:48. 

In the female category, the 

fastest overall time was by 

McMaster’s Rachel Simpson 

(26:47) and the fastest rookie 

time was recorded by Queen's 

Sue Garrett (28:40). 

In the under 20 field, Henry 

‘Dr. Death’ Fletcher of 

Queen’s finished with a mark 

of 24:42 and Aniela Stelcpow- 

icz finished with a time of 

35:42. In the 20-24 range, the 

top performers were both 

from Queen’s, Ka-yu Law 

(23:46) and Martha McKay 

(30:39). In the 25 and over 

grouping, the top male athlete 

was Colin MacDougall (24:32) 

of Western and Melanie Bago 

(31:33) was the top female 

athlete. 

Make a Scene 
at the NTS 

NATIONAL THEATRE SCHOOL OF CANADA 
1 999 AUDITION TOUR 

Acting Play writing technical Production Scenography 

Deadline fnr annlirntinn National Theatre School or Canada 

IJ^Swlipnin JM . 1C. Qn 5030 St- DcniS' Montrcal* Q^bec, H2J 2L8 
IliaillilPHilBriiHlJfl . (514) 842-7954 

E-mail: mro@ent-nts.com Web site: www.ent-nts.com 

WIN 
VANIER CUP 

TICKETS!! 

Win two tickets to the November 

28th game at Skydome by 

answering these easy questions. 

Who were the teams in last year’s Vanier Cup? 
Who won? 

Submit your answers to the Journal House at 
272 Earl Street. First three correct answers win* 
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I 
with the Maestro 
makes a comeback at Queen’s 

Conducting: 

Maestro was in 

fine form at 

Alfie’s lasr Friday. 

Rotate this! 

The Cardigans 
Gran Turismo 
Polygram Records 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

On Gran Turismo, The 

ardigans leave behind the 

'ghtiness that characterized 

the,r earlier efforts, Life and the 

aiore recent, more popular First 

. o.” the Moon- The lacter< 
v >ch included the band’s first 

niajor North American success 

the fo”n of the catchy but 

f t<jI), misinterpreted “Love- 

0|», established The Cardi- 

r>s sound as traditional 

er-pop with a healthy dose 

sonP>°St'SiXCieS kitsch‘ Nina Pers- 
s unmistakably delicate 

oft^ eaVe dle kand a sound that 

as Pretty as it did 

surr C’ ,ce the confusion that 

sh Nndcd. “Lovelool,” a 

sivdv a lr°niC Son6 about obses- 

ditiri esftruct,Ve love in the tra- 

Breath °Y ^°!iee’s “Ever>' 
“Wirh Take” and U2’s 

No 0r Without You.” 

will h« SUC j misinterpretations 

Fo|U. niade on °ran Turismo. 

trend ’"c8 tlle recent endemic 
° incorporating house 

E3zm3zsn^ 
By Kevin Lorrimer 

Maestro, one of Canada’s most successful 

hiphop artists, returned from a five-year hiatus to 

headline Friday’s show at Alfie’s. Maestro thor¬ 

oughly satisfied Queen’s longing for hip hop with 

an awesome performance despite some serious 

technical problems that occurred before he even 

hit the stage. 

The opening act had Thrust and his crew 

Fudge tearing the srage. Thrust opened with a 

sub-par, lyrically simplistic performance with the 

exception of the memorable, “Emcee.” 

Thrust’s battle-ready rhymes were solid 

enough to hold the crowd over until Maestro 

blessed the stage, except his dousing of the speak¬ 

ers with water meant for the crowd, caused a rift 

in the room’s energy. The watered down speakers 

caused a delay that lasted about half an hour. 

Once Maestro arrived, he proceeded to move 

the crowd with a hybrid of songs from past 

records and his recently released album. Built to 

Last. While listening to Maestro’s old and new 

material, one could not help but notice the lyrical 

maturity he displays on his new album. His lyrics 

no longer depict a party-rocking ladies’ man. 

In a brief interview after the show, Maestro 

said that artists have to be lyrically versatile and 

cover important issues affecting their community, 

while at the same time, entertain. 

One new song he performed, “Scick To Your 

Vision,” vividly described the highs and lows he 

experienced during his decade long music career. 

This was without a doubt the smoothest track I 

have heard Maestro perform since, “Fine Tune 

Da Mic.” However, the majority of the Alfie’s 

crowd seemed to be satisfied rocking to oldies 

like, “I’m Showin’ You,” and “Conducting 

Thangs.” Maestro, knowing that most of the 

audience had not heard most of his new releases, 

introduced the new tracks in a conversational 

manner. This kept the concert flowing smoothly 

through a sea of technical difficulties and crowd 

control problems. On three or four separate occa¬ 

sions he relied on his newfound rapport with the 

audience to discourage the crowd from forcing 

themselves up on the stage. 

Maestro ended the night Triumphantly by 

entering a sea of women in the crowd and ripping 

into, “Let Your Backbone Slide.” Apparently his 

new rhyme style did not have any ill effects on his 

appearance in the eyes of the women. 

I hope that Maestro’s strong performance, 

combined with last month’s show featuring Kar- 

dinal Offishall and the Rascalz, proved to 

Queen’s that we now have an alternate form of 

entertainment to enjoy. Canada is home to other 

hiphop acts of equal quality, and while I com¬ 

mend the QEA for diversifying campus entertain¬ 

ment, I would also like to challenge them to 

continue to bring quality hiphop to the Queen’s 

campus. 

beats and electronica-inspired 

ambiance into ‘ an established 

sound, The Cardigans dive into 

unfamiliar territory only 

vaguely hinted at in their previ¬ 

ous releases. It’s a radical turn 

for a group so sunny about their 

cynicism. Surprisingly, it’s 

largely effective. The discovery 

of minor chords and Eno-like 

atmospherics are sometimes 

inspired (as in “Higher” and 

“Explode”) and only occasion¬ 

ally miss the mark (as in the 

repetitive and sub-standard lead 

single, “My Favourite Game”). 

Where the album falters is in 

Persson’s development as a lyri¬ 

cist. Where the band succeeds in 

achieving a new level of sophis¬ 

tication, Persson’s lyrics often 

skirt the edge of the kind of 

naive melodrama so ubiquitous 

in light-hearted pop music. 

While the sound of her voice is 

a fine complement to the new, 

darker sound, Persson’s some¬ 

times embarrassing "attempts at 

bringing that darkness to her 

lyrics is a jump she is not yet 

capable of making. It should be 

noted that while Persson is the 

principle songwriter, various 

other band members also con¬ 

tribute the album’s lyrics. 

, Despite the growing pains, 

Gran Turismo is a strong release 

that succeeds in pushing the 

band in new directions. Fans of 

“Lovefool” will be in for a bir of 

reorientation, however; the 

candy-coated sweetness of The 

Cardigan’s previous efforts has 

receded to the background. 

Please see Rotate This on page 30 

All warm and Cuddy 
Blue Rodeo’s frontman set for Stages 

What: The Jim Cuddy Band 

featuring Adam Cohen 

Where: Stages Nightclub 

When: Tuesday November 24 

iiimsa 
By Stefan Murray 

After 12 years of being a 

member of one of Canada’s 

most successful songwriting 

partnerships, Jim Cuddy is 

going it atone. 

Less than two years after the 

release of Tremolo, Blue 

Rodeo’s most recent album, 

Cuddy has recorded his first 

solo effort All In Time and is 

performing across Canada to 

promote it. On Tuesday, he 

comes to Kingston, 

In an interview with The 

Journal. Cuddy described his 

new album as a personal oppor- 

tunity to severe tbe routine of 

being merely the other half of 

Blue Rodeo. 

“One has to break the mould 

ever)’ so often. This album is 

born of spreading out, doing 

something different,” he said. 

The album is a 12 song coun¬ 

try-rock experience, reminis¬ 

cent of Blue Rodeo's 

discography, but more string 

driven and not as ballad heavy. 

The songs are similar to Blue 

Rodeo albums of the early 

nineties, containing elements ot 

both Casino and Lost Together. 

According to Cuddy, the 

album is “more connected to 

my own history, die raw materi¬ 

als and pivotal points of my life 

that allowed me to remain a 

musician and avoid getting a 

real job.” 

Cuddy and Greg Keelor 

formed Blue Rodeo 13 years 

ago and have released seven 

albums that have succeeded 

both critically and financially in 

that rime. All In Time marks the 

first time in more than a decade 

that Cuddy has been alone in 

the role of songwriter, a situa¬ 

tion that caused a small amount 

of skepticism in rhe musician. 

“When 1 began 1 said 'My 

God, I’m here alone. I can’t 

make all these decisions!”' said 

Cuddy. “But eventually I 

thought, here’s a bunch of 

friends, let’s play some music.” 

The friends which Cuddy 

refered ro are members of 

notable bands that helped in the 

recording of rhe album and 

served as back-up members for 

live shows. Colin Cripps and 

Michelle McAdorey, formally 

of Crash Vegas, Sarah Harmer 

of Weeping Tile, Andy Maize 

from rhe Skydiggers, along with 

familiar names from Blue 

Rodeo all helped out in the pro¬ 

duction of the album. 

Kingston residents will get 

their first taste of Cuddy’s solo 

work on Tuesday when he plays 

Stages. The response rhar 

Kingston and Queen’s provides 

Cuddy will all depend on the 

acceptance of country rock in 

the area, according to Cuddy. 

“People won’t come because it’s 

a hip thing, because it’s not. It’s 

a specific sound,” he said. 
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All Wyrded Out 
Female trio pack downtown hangout 

CONCERT REVIEW 

by Jeff Child 

Ahh, satisfaction. 
That was the general consen¬ 

sus of the cozy crowd at Club 
477 on Monday night and for 
good reason. Juno nominated 
folk group. The Wyrd Sisters, 
privileged us with their appear¬ 
ance — it was an evening of 
intimacy, spiritual healing and 
good musicianship. 

The Club packed in a hearty 
crowd to show off the excep¬ 
tional talent. There wasn’t an 
empty seat in the house. Ador¬ 
ing fans elected to sit on the 
edge of the bar to get a good 
view of the group. Who could 
blame them? The highly tal¬ 
ented Winnipeg trjo set the 
atmosphere and took control. 
The six piece ensemble, led by 
Lianne Fournier, Nancy Rein¬ 

hold and Kim Baryluk, deliv¬ 
ered a well orchestrated sound. 
Instrumentally, the evening was 
highlighted by organ player 
Fournier, and Reinhold’s keen 
folk-guitar arrangements. 

To start the second 
set, Baryluk lead the 
crowd in a chorus of 
orgasmic moans that 

left the audience 
begging for more. 

The three-part harmonies 
sensuously vibrated from the 
three vocalists, while their 
accompaniment rounded out 
the sound. At one point their 
fiddler went into a Hendrix-like 
guitar solo, on his violin, while 
Baryluk playfully entered the 
crowd to take Polaroids of her¬ 
self with her admirers. 

Without a doubt, the Wyrd 
Sisters are emerging as one of 
Canada’s most talented and 
inspiring groups. From jazzy 
rhythms to country guitar licks, 
the Sisters embrace an eclectic 
folk sound. Above all, these 
women don’t play it safe. While 
many Canadian musicians have 
become complacent with recy¬ 
cling the same old shit, the 
Wyrd Sisters seem to be using 
music as a holistic healer. 

While the music was superb, 
it seemed to serve as a back¬ 
ground to the group’s interac¬ 
tion with the audience. The 
show was not dominated by the 
music. Instead, the Sisters 
talked, laughed and danced 
with the audience. It was a 
unique performance that 
allowed for spiritual and emo¬ 
tional healing. The intelligent 
and humorous insight into life 
was welcomed by the crowd. 

The Wyrd Sisters addressed 
issues that ranged from envi¬ 
ronmentalism in the song 
“Farewell to Clayoquot Sound,” 
to the discrimination encoun¬ 
tered by gays and lesbians in 
Canadian society. 

While the music and the dis¬ 
cussion was intense, Baryluk 
was able to keep the mood 
light-hearted with her humor¬ 
ous stance on sexuality. To start 
the second set with a bang, she 
lead the crowd in a chorus of 
orgasmic moans that left the 
audience begging for more. It 
seemed as though she was able 
to warm up more than just her 
voice. The group’s ability to 

connect intimately with the 
crowd is unparalleled by any 
band that 1 have seen live. 
From sexual innuendoes to 
waltzing with members of the 
audience, the trio offered more 
than just song-bird voices. 

While most performers are 
turning off the lights in their 
heads and formatting their 
music to high-selling pop drivel 
The Wyrd Sisters are opening 
audiences to the concept of 
interactive, thought-provoking 
music. 

I was once told that music 
had the ability to express and 
heal. 1 didn’t believe it until I 
heard the Wyrd Sisters. 

How to recognize a person with HIV or 

nose mouth 
two eyes 

WORLD 

ALPS 
DAY 

December 1, 1998 
JDUC, Lower Ceilidh 

Including a piece of the North American AIDS on 
display. 

UNDERGRADUATES!!!! 
Interested in Graduate Studies In Biomedical 

Research? 

Join us for our ORIENTATION DAY for prospective 
graduate and summer students interested in research in: 

Cell & Molecular Biology 
Medical Imaging & Physics 

Molecular & Structural Biology 

Sponsored by the Department of Medical 
Biophysics, University of Toronto 

Research Divisions of the Ontario Cancer Institute and the 
Sunnybrook & Women’s College Health Sciences Centre 

Presentations from 10:00-11:30.followed by informal 
discussions with professors and graduate students, and 

tours of the research facilities from 11:30-3:00. 

Prompt start at 10:00 am, Saturday November 21*' 

Princess Margaret Hospital/OCI 
610 University Avenue, 7lh Floor Atrium 

Toronto, Ontario 
(use Murray Street entrance) 

Enquiries: (416) 946-2973 

Free Lunch, Free Admission & No Registration 

By Neil Acharya 

Hayden emerged on stage 
last Thursday night in his trade¬ 
mark red plaid shirt and 
announced to the sold out 
Trasheteria crowd, “It’s been six 
months and five days since my 
last visit here.” 

Actually he was a bit off. It 
had been exactly six and a half 
months since his last visit to 
Kingston. However, Hayden 
can be excused for his inaccu¬ 
racy. After all, a lot has tran¬ 
spired since then. He has 
released his first album, The 
Closer I Get, since signing with 
Outpost records in January 
1996. As well, he is on the 
verge of completing his first 
tour with his newly-formed 
band. The tour has covered 
Canada the U.S. and even Japan. 
Hayden stated, “I think every 
night has been amazing.” 

The opening act at the Trash 
was Juliana Hatfield who per¬ 
formed an acoustic set. Hayden 
opened for her for three weeks 
while in the U.S. and she 
returned the favor by opening 
for him here in Canada. 

Hayden was well received by 
the audience when he stepped 
on stage. He cycled through 
new and old tracks, from the 
smash Indie hit album Every¬ 
thing 1 Long For, to The Closer 1 
Get, while also playing a couple 
of songs from his eight song EP 
Moving Careful. The highlight 
of the first set was when he let 
the crowd sing the last few lines 

of “Bad As They Seem,” with 
Hayden saying afterwards, “that 
was beautiful.” 

Hayden also played “Trees 
Lounge,” the song he wrote for 
the Steve Buscemi movie of the 
same name. 

“I watched the movie and 
loved it, I wrote the song that 
night.” Hayden explained in an 
interview with The Journal. 

He said the way he writes a 
song is different almost every 
time. 

More than anything, 
he showed that he has 
succeeded in making 
the transition from 
being a solo act to 
performing with 

a band. 

“Sometimes something hap¬ 
pens that hour and I’ll write it 
down and I write the music and 
the words at the same time and 
it s really quick. Sometimes I 
have music lying around for a 
year and .then I write something 
down and fir it into the music. 
There are some songs I wrote 
when I was younger that I just 
don’t do anymore.” 

At rimes the audience 
shouted out requests and Hay¬ 
den replied half jokingly “I for¬ 
got the words to that song.” The 
songs “I Almost Cried” and 
‘Bunkbeds” are examples of 
songs with forgotten lyrics. 
1 hese songs were dropped from 
Everything I Long For when it 
was re-released after his signing 

with Outpost records. 
Aided by a. band, he per¬ 

formed many of his newest 
songs including “Hazards of Sit¬ 
ting Beneath Palm Trees” and 
his revamped version of 
“Stride” which employed 
numerous gadgets as instru¬ 
ments, such as air escaping from 
a balloon. 

Hayden was called back for 
two encores where he showed 
his musical talent as he aban¬ 
doned his guitar in favour of the 
piano, in covering Leonard 
Cohen’s “Famous Blue Rain¬ 
coat.” Earlier in the night lie 
played what he titled, “The Neil 
Young song” in honour of Neil 
Young’s 53rd birthday. Both 
Cohen and Young are among 
Hayden’s musical influences. 

Hayden did not disappoint 
the capacity crowd. More than 
anything, he showed that he has 
succeeded in making the transi¬ 
tion from being a solo act to 
performing with a band. 

It also seems that even 
though he was the centre of a 
bidding war involving ma)or 
record companies, he has taken 
it in stride and concentrated on 
putting out good music. 

"I think I’ve changed a bit, 
don’t know how something h^e 
[the bidding war] can not 
change a person” he said. 
“Hopefully it wasn’t for the 
worst.” 

Hayden is on the last leg 0 
his tour which will wrap up 111 
mid-December. He stated after 
his tour, “I plan to relax, read a 
few books and play music, when 
I want to play it.” 
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MED-iocre TV 
MED show cures what ails you 

ivnu.mi.iviiU'ikvi 

By Tara Mansbridge 

All the usual signs of winter 
have arrived: mittens, fallen 
snow, and Queen’s Medical 
Variety Night ’98 has hit cam¬ 
pus with a bang. 

All gloomy thoughts of the 
upcoming months of snow, 
slush and cold aside, what better 
way -to have spent a cold 
evening at Queen’s than sitting 
with a friend and watching our 
future medical practitioners 
make absolute fools of them¬ 
selves? 

I, and approximately 400 
others looking for a break from 
the cold, packed Grant Hall on 
Thursday, November 12 to 
enjoy an evening of mucous 
jokes and sight gags involving 

small intestines. 
Now, I’ve been a devotee of 

MVN for some time, and I’ve 
seen shows that ranged from 
spectacular to downright bad, 
so I knew basically what to 
expect of the evening. 

MVN is a wonderful oppor¬ 
tunity to raise money for vari¬ 
ous charities around Kingston, 
and to wake the latent comedic 
talent of all the meds keeners 
out there. But, I’ve never 
expected MVN to blow my 
mind and, frankly, if it did I’d be 
a little worried about the future 
of Canada’s health care system. 

As expected, MED TV 1998, 
didn’t blow my mind, but I was 
pleasantly surprised by the 
breadth of talent which graced 
the stage during my two-and-a- 
half hour stint at Grant. The 
opening and closing numbers 

weren’t up to their usual stan¬ 
dard of grandiosity, and the 
overall theme of MED TV was 
very loosely conveyed by a com¬ 
mentator ostensibly watching 
TV in an ottoman off to the side 
of the audience, but that device 
did let the diversity of talent 
shine. 

Of special note were the Med 
Squad, Double Concerto in D 
Minor, Remember This! and 
Surgery Night in Canada perfor¬ 
mances. The first, a music video 
by five members of Meds ’01 
featured four medical students 
cast in the roles of the four 
members of the Mod Squad. 

The Double Concerto in D 
Minor, performed by Erin Cul- 
bert and Karen Seigel, at first 
struck the ears as a lovely string 
duet — that is,.until the pair art¬ 
fully segued into such popular 
tunes as the theme to X-Files, 
the love song from Titanic and 
the theme from Star Trek, 
among others, and just as art¬ 
fully segued back into Bach. 

Remember This! was an orig¬ 
inal musical piece performed by 
four nursing students, Chris 
Byczko, Sophie Ikura, Claire 
Nguyen and Rod Oandasan. 
Because MVN organizers 
(thankfully!) printed the lyrics 
to many of the musical numbers 
in the program, the audience 
was able to follow along with 

Please see MVN on page 30 

Players score 
Queen’s Player return with success 

By Adria Vuksinic 

The audience screams ‘sing’ 
and they do. The Queen’s Play¬ 
ers present... Chewbacca To the 
Future, a musical comedy about 
the misadventures of the casts of 
Back to the Future and Star 
Wars. 

When a computer named 
qlink takes over the world and 
threatens to start World War 
Three, the only logical thing to 
do is go Back to the Future and 
stop qlink. Along the way to 
save the world however, there is 
always time to stop and sing a 
little song. 

During the show, cast mem¬ 
bers belt out tunes from many 
different decades, including the 
sixties and eighties, and their 
repertoire also includes show 
tunes. Modern hits such as Will 
Smith’s “Gettin’ jiggy wid it” 
and Madonna’s “Ray of Light” 
are some of the best performed 
s°ngs of the show. The funniest 
Performances came from the 
back-up singers; they energeti- 
eally bounce around the stage 
^'th a motion for every lyric. 
The band, led by Brian Taguchi, 
does a great job playing a vari- 
ctV of funky, fun and loud 
music. 

Two of the most notable 

players of the show are the 
actors who play Hans Solo, 
(Jason Hall) and Princess Leia 
(Melanie Haywood). Hay¬ 
wood’s strong singing voice and 
Hall’s crazy energy on stage 
make the show even more 
enjoyable. 

The points in the show which 
produce substantially less laugh¬ 
ter are the skit sections. The 
skits, in comparison to the musi¬ 
cal sections, tend to lack charac¬ 
ter and seem weak and rushed. I 
found myself tuning out during 
the skits, waiting for the next 
song. 

The skits use people and 
places from other movies such 

as, The Three Amigos, Brave- 
heart and The Terminator. 
Although these three skits in 
particular are funny, the rest of 
the scenes featuring movies 
seem choppy and unstructured. 

Will everything work out in 
the end? Will Marty McFly and 
Hans Solo save earth from the 
evil qlink? There’s no better 
way to find out then to head 
down to Alfie’s tonight or 
tomorrow(doors open at 7pm) 
or Clark Hall Pub next Friday 
or Saturday. The doors open at 
Clark at 8pm. 

Tickets are $6 at the Used 
Book Store. 

April 
showers 

Play pleases with comedy 

PLAY REVIEW 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

When newlyweds Jennifer Radford Gibson and Matthew Gib¬ 
son went to Paris recently on their honeymoon, the last thing 
they expected to bring back to Kingston with them was April in 
Paris — but that’s exactly what diey did. 

After discovering the play by way of a fr iend’s recommenda¬ 
tion while overseas, the co-founders of Kingston's The Seat of 
Your Pants Theatre Company decided to add it to their slate of 
productions. While the play's plot is somewhat of a strange 
choice for happy newlyweds — a feuding and unhappy couple 
unexpectedly travel to Pans from their Yorkshire home and 
slowly sort out their marriage — the eventual outcome is heart¬ 
warming and touching. 

Matthew Gibson takes on the role of Al, one half of the fail¬ 
ing couple. Gibson manages to radiate an endearing warmth and 
decency even when Al is at his irritating worst. His mastery of the 
idiosynchracies and quirks that make a person so complicated 
give Al a depth and personality that I wish some people 1 know 
off-stage could possess. While some of the play’s more melodra¬ 
matic turns take their toll on Gibson, he carries off humourous 
dialogue with ease and is never dull. 

Jane McGaughey plays Bet, Al’s frustrated and vindictive wife. 
Where Gibson plays .Al as though unemployment and age have 
taken a heavy toll on his personal life, McGaughey’s take on Ber 
makes one wonder why they ever married in the first place. Play¬ 
ing Bet with a cold, post-feminist bitterness that never truly thaws 
despite the play’s upbeat conclusion, McGaughey nonetheless 
gives her character a well-rounded and believable personality. 

One wonders occasionally if this is a marriage worth saving; it 
is only Al’s good-natured and honest admissions that give the 
relationship any charm. But it is truly the underlying theme of 
forgiveness and reconciliation that allows the play to border the 
melodramatic. 

Thar said, the play itself is entertaining and fun. The excep¬ 
tionally minimal set gives the actors plenty of attention, which is 
good because both Gibson and McGaughey are fine actors and 
are entirely convincing. There are some grear comedic moments, 
which is where April in Paris truly triumphs. 

Maybe it's die honeymoon photos that comprise most of the 
play’s publicity (including the beautiful promotional posters), or 
maybe ir’s because we can imagine Jennifer and Matdiew taking 
drinks on those Parisian sidewalks themselves, but the couple's 
eventual reconciliation — melodrama and bitterness aside — is 
an affecting conclusion co a humourous play that is all about 
remembering to appreciate what we already possess. 

April in Paris is playing ac the Baby Grand from November 
19-22 ar 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 for adults, $10 for scudents and 
seniors. 
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Various Artists 
Pleasantville Soundtrack 
Sony Music 

By Rob De Bellefeuille 

The Pleasantville Soundtrack 

is a consummately American 

selection of nostalgic music 

drawn mainly from the fifties. 

The soundtrack is captained 

by the young songstress Fiona 

Apple, who covers a pair of clas¬ 

sics, most notably the poetic 

Beatles’ track “Across the Uni¬ 

verse.” The effort Apple puts 

forth is simply abysmal — she 

sounds as if she is attempting to 

mimic John Lennon through 

muttering like a manic-depres¬ 

sive. Sorry, no dice. 

The majority of the mundane 

melodies on this disc can be 

likened to my traumatic experi¬ 

ence of being banished from the 

popular elementary school 

crowd. Unbeknownst to me, I 

had arrived at school in a lower 

class running shoe brand infa¬ 

mously known as Trax; as they 

were inferior to Nike, and I was 

cast into the badlands until I had 

properly sold out. 

At the other end of the spec¬ 

trum is “Rave On,” a Buddy 

Holly classic that gave me the 

urge to wiggle my ass onto the 

dance floor with the ferocious 

ferver of Elvis “the Pelvis” Pres¬ 

ley. Coincidentally the King 

himself is also on the compila¬ 

tion with “Teddy Bear.” If you 

have never heard this 

inescapable juggernaut for your¬ 

self, then please, OOGA 

BOOGA, show me to your cave. 

Jazz icon Miles Davis also con¬ 

tributes a formidable piece 

while Gene Vincent spikes the 

punch with the infectious “Be- 

Bop-Alula" at this otherwise 

lame chip and pop parry. 

After these last vestiges of 

taste leave their marks, the 

remainder of the album trolls 

until it is finally unmasked for 

the shoddy Scooby Doo villain it 

is. 

To put it in the prophetic 

words of the android/clone 

played by Rautger Hauer in the 

film Bladerunner: “All these 

memories will be lost like tears 

in the rain.” The same can be 

said about this disc in your 

collection. 

Rolling Stones 
No Security 
Virgin Records 

By Robert MacNeil 

The Rolling Stones’ latest 

release, No Security, is yet 

another testament to the group’s 

reputation as the greatest live 

rock and roll band ever. This 14 

song compilation from 1997’s 

Bridges to Babylon World Tour, 

may be viewed by some as sim¬ 

ply being a souvenir from the 

concerts, but for those who 

could not get tickets, the sub¬ 

limely soulful sound of the 

Stones on this CD will be a feast 

for the ears. 

The Stones freshen up their 

latest live album by including 

three guest appearances from 

the tour. “On Memory Motel,” 

written in 1976, Dave Matthews 

joins Mick Jagger on stage for a 

remarkable duet that adds spice 

Professional 
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to a classic song. 
The saxophone talents of 

Joshua Redman are added to 

“Waiting on a Friend," and the 

result is both sweet and soulful. 

Redman’s sax meshes instantly 

with Jagger’s vocals and the gui¬ 

tar work of Stone(d) legends 

Keith Richards and Ronnie 

Wood. 
The inclusion of 1969’s 

“Corrina,” written by Taj 

Mahal, is a wonderful blues 

number and the band is joined 

on stage by Mahal himself. The 

version of this song shows fans 

why the Stones, for all their suc¬ 

cess as a rock and roll act, 

remain one of the best blues 

bands ever. On all the tracks, the 

legendary drumming talents of 

Charlie Watts are highlighted 

and when the volume is 

cranked, his steady beat remains 

at the heart of the 

Jagger/Richards compilations. 

The disc also includes power¬ 

ful live versions of songs from 

the Bridges to Babylon album — 

among the highlights is a bluesy 

rendition of “Saint of Me” that 

had the crowd singing a cappella 

to the chorus. The inclusion of 

“(This could be) The Last 

Time,” written in 1965, shows 

that the Stones can still deliver 

the goods on their songs that are 

almost 35 years old. 

The Stones proved long ago 

that they were not going to sim¬ 

ply rest on their laurels. This 

album only aids in increasing 

the mystique that surrounds the 

band that keeps on going as they 

prepare to embark on yet 

another world tour — named 

after this latest release, No Secu¬ 

rity. 

An Acoustic Sin 
Of Four Corners 

Giraffe Productions 

By Ken Butland 

What is going on in New 

Brunswick? Are they putting 

chemicals in their water? I don’t 

know how else to account for 

An Acoustic Sin and their album 

Of Four Corners, a frightening 

cross between Metallica, Dave 

Matthews and God knows what 
else. 

Their impressive instrumen¬ 

tation (harmonica, banjo, man¬ 

dolin, accordion, dulcimer, a 

dobro) and guitar work isn’t 

enough to distract the listener 

from the bizarre mess of cheese 

and kitsch that are the lyrics. 

Gems such as “What if the 

world should die?/ And what if 

we could literally touch the 

sky?" from “What If” and “1 

need a vacation somewhere like 

in outerspace/I need to disclose 

my personality from this race" 

from “It Will Be I” are so unbe¬ 

lievably painful that, for some 

reason, I fell in love. 

That’s right, I love this band. 

After listening to their album 

over and over again, I realized 

that I’d grown attached to it. I 

can’t explain it. Maybe it’s their 

occasional sprinkling of french, 

their generous use of sound 

effects (thunderstorms, tele¬ 

phones ringing, seagulls, shot¬ 

guns being cocked and blasted, 

cars zooming away, airplanes 

taking off) or their seemingly 

random genre-mixing (blue- 

grass, flamenco, blues and folk). 

Maybe it’s the lead singer’s 

vocal resemblance to Dave Mus- 

taine of Megadeth. 

Maybe I’m drawn by the fact 

that I can’t tell whether or not 

the band knows how funny they 

come across. I mean, they have 

to. But looking at the band 

photo in the liner notes, their 

ass-length hairdos, leather vests 

and tattoos look pretty genuine. 

Maybe their image isn’t a 

tongue-in-cheek parody, maybe 

they really mean it. Maybe 

that’s their sin. It doesn’t matter. 

I’m enjoying the mystery. That’s 

my sin. 

Survival of the illest 
Live from 12S 

Def Jam Records 

By Mark Fucella 

All-star line-up, all-star label 

— both factors pushed aside my 

reservations about live hip hop 

albums. Cormega, Onyx, Def 

Squad and DMX all appear on 

the disc to perform their respec¬ 

tive sets, with guest appearances 

by Method Man, The Lox and 

Foxy Brown. As you can see, 

Def Jam did not hesitate to 

throw all they had into their 

show at New York’s Apollo. A 

cursory glance down the play 

list revealed many new tracks, 

but the lack of quality of the 

early joints had me shuttling 

around the disc. 

My reservations with respect 

to live discs, unfortunately, were 

not diminished by the 125 

album. The CD is plagued with 

recurring sound problems as the 

beat occasionally seems too 

quiet with respect to the lyrics. 

DMX’s “Ruff Ryder Anthem” 

has noticeable problems as the 

track fluctuates until the engi¬ 

neer regains control of the 

boards. The production on this 

album has some issues; listing all 

the problems would be redun¬ 
dant and tiresome. 

The energy of the artists is 

clear on the disc, but something 

is definitely lost in the transfer 

especially when the artists 

rely on the audience to chant 

the chorus, which, in certain- 

cases, results in a fractured fl0v 

Despite my grievances there are 

some great sets, both Def SqUa(i 

and DMX stick out with partic¬ 

ularly strong performances. Def 

Squad rips through their songs 

without relent, moving across 

their spectrum of songs fr0tn 

“How High” with Method Man 

to “Full Cooperation.” DMX 

however, is given the last set and 

rightly so. His performance 

commands attention as he plays 

off the energy of the crowd, 

which, by this point, is out of 

control. My favourite track? It’s 

“4,3,2,1” a DMX track featur¬ 

ing labelmates Method Man and 

Redman which showcases their 

skills and word play as they cut 

in and out of each other’s 

verses. The Apollo show must 

have been unbelievable, but 

only makes for a mediocre 

album. The freestyles and 

manipulation of known tracks 

spice things up, but not enough 

to salvage the album. Unfortu¬ 

nately, there is no way to trans¬ 

fer the energy and power of a 

live show to disc, though Def 

Squad and DMX deserve an 

honourable mention. Until they 

can package the flow and vigour 

of the live show, a virtual impos¬ 

sibility, I’ll be right there in the 

front row. 

Healthy 
dose of 
MVN 

Continued from page 29 

tills well-put together piece. 

Unfortunately, Thursday 

night’s audience wasn’t really 

up to the task, but word has it 

that the performances on 

other evenings had the audi¬ 

ence gleefully singing along. 

Finally, my favourite skir of 

the evening was Surgery Night 

in Canada, performed by 

members of the Meds ’99 

class. The evening had been 

woefully short on tasteless sur¬ 

gical humour, and just as short 

on short intestines. The mock 

up of Hockey Night in 

Canada, with an unrehearsed 

Don Cherry commentating a 

match-up between a neurosur¬ 

geon and a vascular surgeon, 

was all that a MVN skit should 

be — funny, tasteless and 

loaded with sight gags. 

Overall, I’d have to say that 

an evening with MVN, 

although not full high class tal¬ 

ent, was an evening of hilarity 

well-spent. While not every¬ 

one was well-rehearsed, and 

there were a few awkward 

silences along rhe way, MVN. 

as always, proved to be well 

worth rhe time, especially con¬ 

sidering the $15,000 it raised 

for charity. 

Realistically though, b°vV 

could l say otherwise, know¬ 

ing that one of those dwarves 

in the finale skit may someday 

be removing my appendix? 
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By Rachelle Villanueva 

It was primarily out of 

curiosity that I went to the 

Ultra-Violet magazine launch at 

Alfie’s last Saturday night. I 

wasn’t even sure what was on 

the agenda, but an announce¬ 

ment in my first-year film class 

about the launch enticed the 

artist and writer in me. I 

couldn’t find anyone to go to 

undaunted, I braved the rain 

and headed off to Alfie’s alone. 

Feeling a little sheepish, I 

walked in and was relieved to 

see some familiar faces. 

One thing I took note of was 

the atmosphere of the usually 

noisy, jam-packed pub. Alfie’s 

felt like a different place that 

night. I walked in and was wel¬ 

comed by a table stacked with 

issues of the magazine, with Sil¬ 

via Schinke signing its cover as 

Ultra bright light 
Ultra Violet release a hit 

the “Coverstar.” Tables lit with 

candles beckoned me, as did a 

wonderfully charming and quiet 

crowd which I confidently 

dubbed, in my head, as a 

“slightly beatnik” crowd. Yey, I 

thought, artistic types like me 

— I was in my niche. It meant 

a lot that I attended the event 

alone and felt perfectly com¬ 

fortable. 

I found the words and 
images in the 

magazine to be 
inventive, beautiful 

and undeniably 
inspiring. 

Sipping on a drink and read¬ 

ing the magazine while sitting at 

a candle-lit table at the “cof- 

feeshop-fied” Alfie’s was a thor¬ 

oughly enjoyable experience. I 

found the words and images in 

the magazine to be inventive, 

beautiful and undeniably 

inspiring. 

The launch featured a show¬ 

case of writers, comprised 

mostly of Queen’s students and 

alumni, reading both works 

published in the magazine and 

recently written works. A 

diverse array of individuals 

made their way on stage, took 

the mic and well — spilled their 

guts. 

The material read by the 

poets, on the whole, was very 

touching. The poems shared 

were extremely personal, and 

having read in front of audi¬ 

ences myself, I empathized with 

the nervousness, courage and 

personal pride that manifested 

itself on stage with each reader. 

It hardly mattered that they 

were amateurs — their honesty 

and talent made them truly 

inspiring. It made me feel good 

to witness fellow writers sharing 

their personal creations. Finally, 

I thought, an outlet for creative 

writers and artists on campus 

that we can all enjoy and take 

pride in. 

After walking back 
home in the rain I sat 
at my desk and wrote 
and wrote and wrote. 

I have no doubts whatsoever 

that both the magazine and the 

launch were well worth devot¬ 

ing my Saturday night to. After 

walking back home in the rain I 

sat at my desk and wrote and 

wrote and wrote. 

Style on the Trash walk 
Fashion show previews hottest duds 

Walking the Runway 
A model shows off her 

threads last Friday evening 

PHOTO BY MARK JOHNSON 

FASHION REVIEW 

By Heather Aggus 

The lights go out. The audi¬ 

ence quiets to an excited mur¬ 

mur. Mist fills the catwalk 

drifting over the stage, hanging 

in the air like a storm. The 

music starts, filling each corner 

of the room, and drowning the 

audience’s murmur. Suddenly, a 

beam of light, then another, a 

third, and finally a fourth slice 

the fog. The lights are splayed in 

every direction, and illuminate 

the mist, which shimmers in the 

glow. The lights begin to dance, 

swinging back and forth, pulsat¬ 

ing with the music. The show 

begins. 

fashion show. 

Cyndy Gibson, owner of the 

downtown boutiques T.K.O., 

and Lola’s Room, organized the 

show and was responsible for 

the lighting, music, choreogra¬ 

phy, and the models. With six 

stores participating in various 

scenes, make-up and hair by Fab 

Hair Design and approximately 

15 volunteer models, the stage 

was filled with excitement and 

colour. 

Faux fur seemed to be 
a recurring theme in 
this show, obviously a 

stylish acquisition 
this winter. 

This was the scene at the 

Trasheteria last Friday night for 

the annual T.K.O anniversary 

There were two scenes fea¬ 

turing clothes from What’ll I 

Wear, a downtown store which 

CESA presents... 

Non-violent Crisis Intervention Workshop 

When: Sun. Nov. 29 1998 
Where: West Campus Gym 
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Cost: $30 - by cheque made out to CESA 

Workshop offers certification. Sign up now at the CESA 
office (Rm. 009 JDUC). Only 30 spots available. 

Questions? 
e-mail Maria at 6mc4@qlink.queensu.ca 

sells vintage clothing. This scene 

had a retro look featuring 

colourful and fun bellbottoms 

and butterfly collars. Perhaps 

the most striking clothes were 

the two smoking jackets;- one 

long and navy and the other red 

and shorter. These were a 

unique touch to the show. 

A white lacy dress with 
a layered, crinoline 
skirt, paired with 

sunglasses caught the 
audience’s attention. 

As well, there were two faux 

fur coats, one fitted and knee- 

length, and one short. Faux fur 

seemed to be a recurring theme 

in this show, obviously a stylish 

acquisition this winter. 

Two other scenes in the show 

were conducted by Mod Shop, 

the one store I had never heard 

of. The premise of this store is 

fascinating. Located at 122 

Princess Street, Mod Shop is a 

charitable project that supports 

the March of Dimes with all the 

proceeds made from the sale of 

the vintage clothing. 

Again, during these two 

scenes the look was distinctively 

retro, and the clothes shown 

were unique and lively. Things 

like a white lacy dress with a 

layered, crinoline skirt, paired 

with sunglasses caught the audi¬ 

ence’s attention. 

Neon, Willys and Trailhead 

were also featured, and each 

showed very similar clothes, 

including ski jackets, sunglasses, 

and flared jeans of varying 

shades. Cargo pants were also 

displayed repeatedly in varying 

cuts and colours. T.K.O., how¬ 

ever, was the store that truly 

carried the show. There were 

three scenes displaying its 

clothes, all with varying styles. 

The overall impression was a 

lot of shimmer and a lot of black 

and wine colours. There were 

things to fit every occasion, 

from club hopping clothes to 

outfits for the upcoming holiday 

season, including 11 holiday 

party dresses, all of which were 

stunning. 

Ultimately, the show was a 

success. Not only was it enlight¬ 

ening, it was also entertaining. If 

the T.K.O. show was any indica¬ 

tion, this winter’s fashions 

should be hot enough to keep 

you warm and cozy! 

d. *+>/£> }* 
jon « «* a k ■; y 

Tickets $4.00 @ Clark and UBS 

i F>up lj Sponsored by The Laundry Cafe and The Journal 
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WONDERING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS, 
career elc? Seeking direction? Experience 
greater self-awareness with Tarot, palmistry, 
rones, and more. Clients say my readings 
are inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer dasses in meditation, Tarot, etc. For 
more information phone Kellye at 544-1909. 
Also available Fridays and Saturdays at 
‘Harmony’, 93 Princess St. Walk in or pre¬ 
book at 544-7897 Tape induded. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for Queen s 
students and their families. Half an hour 
away. Visit our website 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

STAY WARM - Have your house winterized 
by two devoted OPIRG volunteers. Only 
$20.00. Call the Earth Centre at 549-0066 
tor details. 

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL CHRISTMAS 
GIFTS! Turn photos into personalized artl 
Portraits of loved ones, landscapes, ol spe- 
tial places, pets, abstracts. Will paint any¬ 
thing you want (or commission. Call 547- 
3261. 

A-1 LAUNDROMAT 556 Princess/Alfred 
548-8522. Coin laundry Wash and fold $4 
per load, dry deaning, alterations, hem 
pants $4.00. Photocopy 5 cents per copy. 
Parking at the rear. 

DAYTONA BEACH-SPRING BREAK Party 
7 nights at Daytona's most popular Spring 
Break hotel, Desert Inn Resort. Hotel only 
$119 or Bust Hotel $279/quint. Reserve 
now $25 and save up to $100 per room. 
Thames Travel 1 800 962-8262. Ontario 
registration #01344989. 

TRAVELLING? Check our website 
(www.wellingtonfx.on.ca) for daily currency 
exchange rates, foreign and Canadian 
money bought and sold at excellent rates, 
no service charges. Wellington Foreign 
Exchange, 153 Wellington Street, 531 - 
8731. 

PRIMA COMPUTER BOOKS: The most 
important peripherals you’ll ever own. Ask 
in the campus bookstore. Fast and Easy; In 
A Weekend; Admin Guides and more.... 

TIRED OF SNOW? Cold? Wish winter was 
already over? Fill out an AMS Card and win 
two round trip tickets to sunny Hawaii or the 
Caribbeanl Support your services! 

COVER YOUR CREST FALL 1998 
TOTALS ArtSd '99: $99.99; ArtSd '00: 
$882.95, ArtSd '01: $301.01, ArtSd '02: 
$102.02; Sd '98: $0.98; Sd -99: $19.99; Sd 
'00: $522.20; Sd '01: $647.19; Sd '02 
$1028.61; Rehab: $51.00; ConEd: $87.82; 
Life Sd: $150.00; Law: $456.42; PhysEd: 

$68.00; Comm: $0.00; Dean Harns: 
$1100.00; Dean Silverman: $880.00. 
Grand Total $6398.18. Thanks everyone tor 
your overwhelming support in making this 
the best CYC ever. Spedal thanks to Dean 

WANT A MAN? Come buy one at Charity 
Ball's Genie Auction - November 25th, 
Alfies Pub! 

LONELY? DEPRESSED? Buy a friend! 
Charity Ball’s Genie Auction - November 
25th, Alfies Publ 

DIRTY FRIDGE? Tom Stanley will dean itl 
It's November 25th Alfies Pub. Be there! 

NEWMAN CLUB is hosting its annual 
VARIETY SHOW' MUSIC, DRAMA & 
MAGIC. Come out for an entertaining 
evening and it's FREE! Donations will be 
accepted to fund our trip to the Canadian 
Catholic Students Conference in January. 

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP We are fellow 
students who have both lost someone dose 
to us and would like to start a mutual sup¬ 
port group. If you are interested or have any 
questions please call Melissa at 531-0187 
or Michelle at 530-3600 ASAP. 

BUDDHIST MONK AND PSYCHOLOGIST 
Kelsang Thekchen is offering a weekend 
course on Developing Compassion, begin¬ 
ning with a free introductory talk Friday, 
November 20th at 7:00 p.m., 124 Centre 
Street. Call 544-1568 for details. 

SLEEMAN BREWING AND MALTING - 
End the year off right: grab some friends, sit 
back, and crack open a keg of Sleeman's. 
For all your keg party needs call Matt at 
536-0501. 

INTRODUCTORY MEDITATION CLASSES 
and teachings are offered by Buddhist Monk 
Kelsang Thekchen Wednesday evenings, 
7:00 p.m. at the Ban Righ Centre, 32 
Queen’s Crescent. All are welcome. 

FOR SALE 

FOR SALE: Artsci jacket - Don't buy a new 
jacket, buy my nearly new jacket! Artsd 94 
jacket, size 44. Call 549-0581. 

WANTED 

WANNA BE O.C.? ASUS is looking for 30 
spirited, motivated and responsible ArtSd's 
to become 1999 ORIENTATION COORDI¬ 
NATORS. Apply now at the Core, 183 
University. Forms due November 16th. 

HEY ARTSCI'S: Think Disney World is 

fun’ Try being a COORDINATOR for 
Frosh Week '99. Now that’s fun. Apply at 
the Core, 183 University. Forms due 
November 16th. 

PICTURE YOURSELF in the thick of it all. 
The peat moss is flying, frosh everywhere, 
Gaels cheering non stop... And you made A 
happen. Apply to be a eGORDlNATOR fcx 
Frosh week '99. Forms are at the ASUb 
Core, 183 University. 

NEEDED: Parking space near William and 
Barrie Streets. Will pay reasonable month¬ 
ly fee. Please call 544-8758. 

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELLOR ON- 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR PREMIER 
CAMPS IN MASSACHUSETTS Positions 
for talented, energetic and fun loving stu¬ 
dents as counsellors in all team sports 
including Ice Hockey, Roller Hockey & 
Lacrosse, all individual sports such as 
Tennis and Golf, Waterfront and Pool activ¬ 
ities and specialty activities induding art, 
dance, theatre, gymnastics, newspaper 
and radio. Top Salaries, room, board, trav¬ 
el and US summer work visa. June 19th - 
August 19th. Enjoy a great summer that 
promises to be unforgettable. Apply nowl 
For more information: DANBEE (Girls): 1 
800 392-3752 or www.campdanbee.com, 
MAH-KEE-NAC (Boys): 1 800 753-9118 or 
www.campmkn.com. interviewer will be on 
campus Monday January 25th 10 a.m. - 4 
n m in the SI I awrence Building. room 

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS - Creative 
customer service oriented individuals, loca¬ 
tions - Downtown Toronto, North York, 
Mississauga. Managers to $8.25 per hour 
plus bonuses. Wrappers to $7.15 per hour. 
Full/part-time, December 1 - 24. Call 416 
588-7619. 

MOSAIC still needs volunteersll! If you 
have an hour or two each week to spend 
with an adult or child with a developmental 
disability, doing a variety of activities, 
please contact Tracey Allen at The Core" 
545-6278. 

U.S.A. SUMMER CAMPS • TIMBER LAKE 
AND TYLER HILL: 3 of America's premier 
summer camps seek general counsellors, 
arts & crafts, ropes, waterfront, horseback 
riding and athletic spedalists for summer of 
'99. If you are looking for the summer of a 
lifetime, you must call. All applicants must 
be 18 years or older. TOP SALARIES and 
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. We will be in 

Toronto tor interviews on January 16th and 
17th only. Please call for more information 
at (800) 828 - CAMP or (516) 367 - 67n0 
Check us out at www.camptlc.com. 

tEEMssumsm 
LOST: Gold Seiko watch at Sd Formal or on 
University between Grant Hall and Stauffer 
Great sentimental value. Reward offered 
Please call Scott at 544-2415 or email ai 
4smsb 

LOST: Black zippered dayplanner on 
November 3rd somewhere in Mac-Corry 4th 
floor or Policy Studies 3rd floor. It’s my life. 
please call 548-4900. 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with Nany 
Ambient/International/Trip Hip CDs. Lost 
between Clark and downtown after One 
Step Beyond, September 23rd. Reward 
offeredl Leave a message at 531-9110. 

LOST: Brown leather attache case with 
German notes and text (Goethe's Faust in 
translation). Vidnity Kingston Hall? Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, “Contour". Lost 
on campus Thursday September 17th, 
Please call Daryn at 530-3419 or email 
6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: Sonya Kazmi's wallet in Mac- 
Corry near vending machines. Email Josh 
at 7jjl@qlink.queensu.ca to daim 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park near 
baseball diamond on October 16th. Call 
531 -4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore an 
envelope containing wedding 
photos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in JDUC. 
Call 531-3221 to identify (ask for Adrienne) 
or email 4acn1 

PERSONALS 

KENDRA, ROSE, IAN, MICHAEL J. 
Congratulations on being the new 1999 
Orientation Chairs. You guys are the 
greatest. Look out frosh of 2003, here we 
come... Love, Head Gael 

CONGRATULATIONS to Bean Howes on 
his new found love, as well as being 
housemates of the week at 223 Earl. The 
Pen 

READER EDITOR seeking a life and ? 
cure for tape worms. Please call 545-2800. 

We'd like you to leave Queen's, but only for a term or two 

Study away from Queen's as an EXCHANGE SCHOLAR 

Choose from 75 universities/institutions in CANADA 

Ecole des Hautas Etudes Conmerciales, Montreal, Me Gill University, Me Master University, Universite 

de Montreal, Universite Laval, University of Alberta, University of British Columbia University of 

Toronto, University of Waterloo, University of Western Ontario, Royal Military College, 

and around the world 

Australia, Belgium, Chile, England, Finland Fra 

Hong Kong,Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Northern ance 

Singapore, Sweden, Taiwan, \ Scotland, 

Ge rmany, 

Ireland, Norway, 

ited States 

Tuition paid to Queen's 

Scholarships available 
Credit for courses 

Bursaries available 

FIND OUT MORE AT THE 

STUDENT EXCHANGE INFORMATION NIGHT 
Wed November 25 7-8pm 

Dunning Hall Room 14 (beiow st™, ievel) 

Co-ordinator, University Exchanges and International Studies, 
545-6000 extension 5379 
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iel SEGUNDO DUELO GRANDO de Miscelano! 

EL MVSICO DEL NINO 

RAFFI 
CONTRA EL OTRA MUSICO DEL NINO 

j FRED PENNER 
It's the second round ofMISC's ongoing 'showdown' series. This week, the man behind The Cot Came Back PH Baby. 

Beluga's tether (below right). Feel the fire in the pens of Stefan Murray and Ken Butland as each attempts to ma)ce his childhood troubadour the victor 
Two men have entered the ring... only one shall emerge. 

R JL. V. n 

AFFI — THE ALL TIME, all tran¬ 

scending Sultan of children's 

^ music. An integral voice for 

music and compassion, his importance 

and preeminence cannot be questioned. 

Unless of course, you happen to be the 

MiSC. editor of The Queen’s Journal 

and neglected to come up with a decent 

debate topic before your deadline. So 

now it’s head to head, may, the best chil¬ 

dren’s musician win. And who has my 

esteemed colleague thrown in the ring to 

de-throne the undisputed heavyweight? 

Is it Sheri Lewis and her hand-sheep 

being escorted to the canvas? Nope. 

Maybe the combined talents of Sharon, 

Lois and Bram in tag-team contest could 

manage to get a few rabbit punches and 

low blows to connect. Afraid not. The 

opposition has elected to send an unher¬ 

alded super-flyweight amateur to go toe- 

to-toe with Raffi. For some unknown 

reason, Mr. Butland has chosen Fred 

Penner (career 

CBC ear scraper) 

to drop the 

gloves with 

Raffi. What does 

Butland 'see in 

this mediocre 

never will-be? 

Does he share 

Fred’s penchant 

for small chil¬ 

dren or is his 

own musical 

ability, or lack 

thereof, on par 

with Penner’s? 

Either way, Pen¬ 

ner isn’t Fit to 

tune Raffi’s gui¬ 

tar strings. But, 

that’s just my 

opinion. This is 

The Queen's 

Journal, it’s 

Queen’s students that matter. 

Ask any student which children’s 

songwriter and personality they remem¬ 

ber and they all give you the same 

answer. Even if they can’t tell you which 

one of their parents has recently 

acquired Alziemers, they will all, with¬ 

out delay, utter the name Raffi. Try to 

find someone at this institution who was 

raised by Fred Penner. Unless they're 

some kind of Doogie Howser brain¬ 

child, no one here was young enough to 

experience that schtik stealing, talentless 

hack. So either Mr. Butland is organiz¬ 

ing his argument for his 12-year old 

cousin or he’s just an extremely adver¬ 

sarial dildo. 

Although Ken’s writing and argu¬ 

ments would indicate that his targeted 

audience has yet to experience toilet 

training, I place my X in column B. He’s 

just arguing for the sake of arguing and 

clearly has no leg to stand on. I barely 

have to mention Raffi’s two decade 

commitment to the education and enter¬ 

tainment of our young future to close 

this debate. I need only repeat my boy’s 

name: Raffi, Raffi, R-A-F-F-I. The man 

doesn’t even need a last name. 

But I suppose I should back my 

claims. In. the past 24 years Raffi has 

released 12 record breaking albums, a 

best selling picture book series, recorded 

the timeless song “Baby Beluga,” 

received the Order of Canada and has 

performed thousands of shows in North 

America and around the globe. He is a 

musical genuis and humanitarian, a 

hybrid of Lennon and Ghandi; Penner 

can barely muster enough octaves to 

challenge ChumbaWumba. 

And of course, Ken, knowing the 

futility of his arguments, will probably 

try to demean Raffi by calling him a sell¬ 

out. He’ll try to convince whoever will 

listen that Raffi has abandoned his craft 

by releasing an autobiography and mov¬ 

ing into the 

Adult Contem¬ 

porary field. 

Then he’ll claim 

that Penner has 

remained true to 

his ' musical 

vision. And in a 

way he's right. 

Over the few 

years thatf Penner 

has enjoyed lim¬ 

ited success in 

this country, he 

has been 

extremely com¬ 

mitted to a dis¬ 

tinct style: 

Raffi’s. From his 

imitation beard 

and clothing to 

his voice and 

chord progres¬ 

sions, Penner has 

become a Raffi clone, mimicking every¬ 

thing that made Raffi ground-breaking. 

In order for Penner to actually mature 

musically, he must wait for someone else 

to do it first and then shamelessly copy 

it. He’ll probably release a swing album 

within the next six months. 

So there you go, if you’ve already 

read this far, I suggest you stop now and 

see what Ken has to say, what creative 

way he’ll try to spin himself out of an 

unwinnable argument, because I'm 

going to end this debate with a simple 

point. I'll enlighten you all with com¬ 

mon knowledge. Raffi is the best their 

was, the best there is and the best there 

ever will be. Don’t waste your time But¬ 

land, back a winner. 

Stefan Murray never had to sit at 
the back of Raffi’s school bus. 

pc 
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"The warmth and affection I feel from 
audiences is what really keeps me going, gives 

me a purpose. I count my blessings every day 
that I'm actually allowed to be an entertainer." 

— Fred Penner. 

My heart beat like a little bunny. I shuffled 
my feet, but I really felt like using them to kick 

the shins of everyone that lay between myself 
and he who rocked my burgeoning young world. 

Less than o dozen steps from where I stood sat 
the man himself. A sultan attending to his bour¬ 

geois middle-class harem and their adoring chil¬ 

dren he was. A true musical genius. 

OLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF 

Raffi" the critics cried. As if another 
Raffi was a good idea. We needed 

another Raffi about as much as we needed 
another Richard Marx or a deep paper cut 
through that little flap of flesh under our 

tongues. No, the children’s musical messiah 

the world was getting to know was no Raffi. 
Fred Penner was 20 times the man Raffi was: 
husband, father, and a true Canadian. 

Ten albums. 12 videos, a cd-rom game, a 
nationally. syndi¬ 

cated children's 
television show 
broadcast to more 
than 28 million 
North American 

homes, the Order 
of Canada award 

and one children's 
novel later, Penner 

has stayed true to 
his craft. His musi¬ 
cal purity can be 
attributed to early 

concerns for his 
own sister. Diag¬ 

nosed with Down's 
Syndrome, Penner 

learned guitar in 
order to entertain 

and comfort her. 
He continued his 
involvement with 
children with men¬ 
tal and physical dis¬ 
abilities through 

high school and 
into university, 

where he earned a degree in economics and 
psychology. 

Says Mr. Penner: Tm amazed what the 

power of music can do, and how deeply kids 
are affected by it. Once you realize that your 

songs are taken to heart. I believe you have to 
be responsible in how your music is pre¬ 

sented, that the material is positive and sensi- 

eyes'" addreSS'ng real life tbr°ugh a child's 

And positive and sensitive it was. Mr Pen- 

mv’vomh’u'T1^ ad,dressed anxieties of 
i?e hu Eed me “"front my fears of 

ghosts, trolls and bumps in the night, to real¬ 
ize they were irrational, harmless His songs 

expressed the special bond that existed 

learned? ^ ^ '■ 3 bond that I 
teamed to appreciate and cultivate in turn For 

of mh'S T ™s mstnjmental in the growth 
of my understanding of the worid, as it was for 
many children my age and continues to be for 
children today. Without Fred Penner 

?diu«UH“ ^ W°Uld n0t be ,he haPPA well 
IHp™.'. am today. This brings us to 
Raffi, that insensitive, uncaring, egobstfcal bas- 

How did Raffi repay us, the children of 
eighties, for our tender, undying love and 

unfailing support? By turning his back on us 

and releasing, of all things, an album full of trite 
adult contemporary fluff. The kind of thing you 

hear in a dentist's office or a grocery store. 

The shady business venture filled Raffi's pock¬ 

ets with cash and the eyes of youth with tears. 
It was as obvious then as it is now that Raffi 

cares nothing for the children — it's their par¬ 
ent's money he's been after all along. And the 

children experienced, many for the first time, 

how it felt to be used, betrayed and aban¬ 

doned by someone they loved and trusted. 

One could argue musical superiority with 
another til both were blue in the face, but 

Fred Penner's and Raffi's lives and musical 
careers contrast like day and night, good and 

evil. Fred Penner: musical crusader, defender 

of the minds and hearts of children; Raffi: 

musical Judas, corporate prostitute,, apd 
dream dasher. 

The Journal's A&E editor Stefan Murray's1 

obsession with Raffi is no surprise. Murray is 

admittedly one of the corporate music indus¬ 
try's cheapest whores. Send a CD or a fancy • 

promotional pack¬ 

age his way and 
he'll gladly generate;, 

a review thati 

smacks forcefully of 
flattery and- cease-^ 
less fawning. 

Shameful. From 

what I can gather 
he was abandoned 

at an early age by 
both Raffi and his 

father, a hump¬ 

backed organ- 
grinder. This caused 
him to withdraw 

into a sad, tiny shell, 

and from that time 

on he worked 

ceaselessly to 
impress any and all 

musicians in hopes 
that they wouldn't 

abandon him too.. 
Of course, this pre¬ 

vents him from 
making any objec¬ 
tive judgements on 

music whatsoever. Ironic that he rose to the 
position of A&E editor this year, isn't it? Kind of 

sad and funny at the same time. Explains his 

attempt to defend Raffi anyway. 

/ approached the table, heart in my throat, 
and placed the cassette — as if an offering — 
with tiny, trembling hands, on the surface 

sprawling between us. He looked down at me, 
smiled, asked me my name, and in one sweep¬ 
ing motion scooped up the cassette, removed 

the tape, scrawled across the sleeve liner, 

replaced the tape and handed it back. As / 
walked away, hand safely locked in my mother s, 
I glanced back at him. I caught his eye, and he 
winked at me as if to say "everything's going to 

be okay, my boy. You're one special kid." 

When I got settled into the car for the drive 
home, I finally looked at his autograph. "To my 
pal Kenny," it said. He'd put a little doddle of a 

smiling face beside it. 
I wept openly. 

Ken Butland’s vision of Utopia looks a lot 
like Fred Penner's Place. 

as seen on Mike Bullard 
and Just for Laughs 

GMatiKs 
euenthing is retro! 

SARAH’S 
RECIPE 
CORNER 

'ftV'p 

Vegetable Pasta Sauce 

The great thing about this 
recipe is that you can add or 
take away veggies at will 
(within reason, that is. I don’t 
recommend adding say, 
cucumbers, but hey... you’re 
the one eating it). I sometimes 
throw in some pitted black 
olives, sundried tomatoes, or 
fresh chopped swiss chard or 
spinach. If you have red wine 
handy, 1/2 a cup added to the 
sauce with the tomatoes adds 
considerably to the flavour. 

The recipe calls for olive oil, 
the single most delicious oil in 
the world in my opinion. If 
you are not yet addicted to 
cooking with olive oil and 
don’t have any, I urge you to 
treat yourself to a bottle, 
which can be bought for $5-12, 
depending on brand name and 
quality. 

For this recipe you’ll need: 

-3 tbsp. Olive oil 
-2 cloves garlic 
-1 medium onion, chopped 
-6-7 mushrooms, sliced 
-1/2 red pepper, finely 
chopped 

-1 small zucchini, coarsely 
chopped 
-1 24 oz. can of whole or diced 
tomatoes (not pureed) 
-1/2 cup chopped fresh pars¬ 
ley or 1 tsp. dried parsley 
-1/2 cup chopped fresh basil 
or 1 tsp. dried basil 
-salt and fresh ground pepper 

1. Smash the garlic cloves with 
the flat side of a large knife, 
and discard the skins. 
2 In a medium-sized pot or a 
large frying pan (I prefer a 
teflon frying pan), darkly 
brown the crushed cloves in 
the olive oil on all sides and 
discard them. 
3. Add the onion, mushrooms 
and red pepper. Brown them 

well (this is key in making 
flavourful sauce). 
4. Add the zucchini and cook 
all the veggies together, stir¬ 
ring, for about three minutes. 
5. Add the can of tomatoes. If 
they are whole, cut them up 
while still in the can with a 
knife, then add. 
6. Cook on medium-high heat 
stirring diligently for about 10 
minutes, or until sauce is 
thick. Add the herbs, pepper 
and salt. Cook for one minute. 
7. Serve over pasta cooked al 
dente. 

*Finishing touches: If possi¬ 
ble, serve fresh bread with 
olive oil in a shallow dish as 
an appetizer, tossed salad, and 
a glass of wine with this meal. 

Sarah Le May lives to 
cook. . .and cooks 

to live. 

FINAL 
HOLIDAY 

COLOURING 
CONTEST 
UPDATE 

The deadline has passed. 
The entries are in. 

Next issue: 
Two surprise judges will 

pick the winners. 
The three winners will 

receive a 96 piece crayon 
set, a 64 piece crayon set 
and a blow-up oversized 
novelty crayon respec¬ 
tively. Good luck to all 
those who’ve entered. 
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An early morning sunrise forms the backdrop for a majestic boat grounded on the rocky Kingston shores. 

LifeSci cuts force reductions? 
By Jonathan Tinney 

Second-year Life Science students are 

anxiously awaiting decisions on a possi¬ 

ble reduction in their program enrol¬ 

ment. Financial constraints, increased 

class size and policy changes may mean 

as many as 65 students will be forced to 

find another major at the end of this 

year. 

This is not the first time life science st 

udents have faced the threat of enrol¬ 

ment reductions. Last March students w 

ere warned that the implementation of a 

n academic cut-off for ’01 life science 

students entering second year was being 

considered. At the time, the administra¬ 

tion did not go ahead with the enrol¬ 

ment cuts, but now the cuts are once 

again under consideration. 

The current problems are rooted in 

an administrative change made last year. 

In the past life science students were able 

to choose from two separate but similar 

streams, a major stream and a subject of 

specialization stream. Students could 

choose between the more flexible major 

stream, which offered a greater propor¬ 

tion of electives and less laboratory time, 

and the more intensive laboratory-cen¬ 

tred SSP stream. 

Last year, the major stream was can¬ 

celled to all students after the class of 

’00. This directly affected the class of 

’01, as they could no longer choose 

between the two streams. The life sci¬ 

ence class of ’01 is also one of the largest 

in the history of the program. There are 

only available resources for 160 labora¬ 

tory spots, meaning 65 students in a class 

of 225 will be unable to continue. 

“Currently we have these rules in the 

course calendar. Students must attain a 

65 per cent in core courses in second 

year and have a 70 per cent average in 

first year,” said Dr. M. A. Joneja, associ¬ 

ate dean of life science. “As well, it also 

states that priority will be given to stu¬ 

dents with higher grades.” 

“Some students will be unable to con¬ 

tinue because they did not meet the first 

two requirements,” Joneja continued, 

“in my best estimates only 15 to 20 or so 

of the extra 65 will be cut by academic 

standing.” 

Despite these figures, some individu¬ 

als feel the decision comes at an unfair 

time. “There are concerns about the fact 

that even students of high standing who 

were cut-out will be at a disadvantage in 

other programs due to a lack of prereq¬ 

uisites,” said Kathy Marshall, life science 

academic president. 

These concerns were reiterated by 

some students. “My options are defi¬ 

nitely limited, I took a big chance staying 

in [life science]. I considered applying to 

Phys-Ed or Biology but the second year 

courses are the ones I wanted to take, so 

I took the gamble,” said Matthew 

Gallupe Life Sci ’01. 

“I had a lot of choices coming out of 

high-school, I came to Queen’s because 

Please see Students on page 4 

Server problems delay Journal 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

A system-wide shut down, possibly 

caused by viruses, resulted in a publica- 

index 
Volume 126, Issue 22 - 

www.journal.queensu.ca 

Mewj .. .1 Sports & Fitness . . . 

Editorials.10 ASE. 

Opinions.|| Classifieds. 

Science .|S Crossword. 

Features .18 MISC. 

WEATHERWATCH 
Today Wednesday 
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POP 20% 

Thursday 
Cloudy 
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tion delay of last Friday’s Queen’s 

Journal. The viruses included one “form 

A” virus, an “antiexec” virus and one 

called “unashamed.” The third one is 

believed to have caused most of the seri¬ 

ous damage. 

“We don’t know if it was necessarily 

the virus that caused it or if it was only a 

mitigating factor in the crash,” said Tara 

Mansbridge, co-editor-in-chief of The 

Journal. “We have been out three and 

half days and. we are only partially up 

now,” she said. 

The system first began going down at 

around 8 p.m. Wednesday night and 

crashed completely by 11 p.m. “We 

made the decision that the paper wasn’t 

going out at about 11:30 a.m. 

Thursday," said Mansbridge. 

“I think the thing that’s most disturb¬ 

ing to me is that we were not backed 

up,” said Mansbridge. “We are supposed 

to get backed up every night at 12 a.m. 

by ADSM [the ITS backup system],” she 

added. “If it hasn’t been working for us 

haw many other things hasn’t it been 

working for?” 

A similar network for the Alma Mat¬ 

ter Society exists but for security reasons 

The Journal has historically opted to 

remain on a separate network. 

None of the files on The Journal 

server have been backed up since 

September 18. As a result, 15 back issues 

of the newspaper have been permanently 

lost in the crash, as have The Journal’s 

account billings. 

“I was never involved with the setting 

up of the server,” said Bill Joslin of 

Queen’s Information and Technology 

services. He explained that the systems 

administrator should have been responsi¬ 

ble for checking that the back-up system 

was operating properly. 

“I started the restoration [on Satur¬ 

day] and I’m going to go back tomorrow 

to show the administrator how to check 

the back-up system,” said Joslin. 

Three computers in the upper pro¬ 

duction area were finally restored late 

Saturday afternoon. 

The problems were the net result of a 

combination of factors, said Joslin. The 

Journal “ran into a combination of bad 

things happening at once,” he added. 

“The odds of getting a virus and at the 

same time having the system crash are 

very slim,” he said, “plus, half way 

Please see Server on page 8 
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Students 
vie for 

biochem 
spots 

By Queen’s Journal News Staff 

Many first and second-year Queen's 

biochemistry students are worried they 

may be unable to complete an honours 

degree, after receiving a letter from the 

biochemistry department earlier this 

month regarding enrolment problems 

in laboratory courses in the depart¬ 

ment’s honours program. 

The letter, written by Albert Clark, 

professor and head of the biochemistry 

department, was intended to make first 

and second-year biochemistry students 

aware of increasing enrolment and lab¬ 

oratory' space pressures in the upper 

years of the program and advise “them 

to make sure their marks are up there," 

said Clark. 

Because of budget constraints which 

Clark called, beyond the department’s 

control, it is nor possible to provide 

more than approximately 48 labora¬ 

tory spaces in BCHM 317, a core 

course in the biochemistry subject of 

specialization program. According to 

Clark, exclusion from the course also 

leads unavoidably to exclusion from 

the SSP program, “and students in this 

position may have some difficulty in 

finding a satisfactory alternative degree- 

program. ” 

Although enrolment in the third- 

year course has been limited in past 

years, this is the first year that Clark 

has sent a letter to students about the 

issue. “We’ve always had a limited 

number of spots." he said. However, 

this year Clark decided to send stu¬ 

dents a special notification because this 

year’s increase in the number of sec¬ 

ond-year biochemistry students sug¬ 

gests that demand for the course will 

be higher this year than in previous 

years. 

As a result, students’ academic 

standing will be increasingly important 

Please see Students on page 7 
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Queen’s launches 
capital campaign 
By Stephanie Carvin 

Queen’s university will undertake a 

new capital campaign this year in order 

to “continue to attract the best and 

brightest students and faculty,” said 

George Hood, vice-principal (advance¬ 

ment) during a presentation to the uni¬ 

versity senate last Friday. 

The campaign, with the slogan 

“Preparing Leaders and Citizens for a 

Global Society,” hopes to raise approxi¬ 

mately $450 million dollars. 

“We don’t have a goal,” Hood said, 

indicating that if the campaign set a goal, 

and it was met, there would be pressure 

to end the campaign from the commu¬ 

nity and other charities who would also 

be looking for donations even though 

the university could possible get more 

donations. The campaign will cost 

approximately 10 per cent of the total 

new revenues raised. 

A report outlining the campaign 

stated that there are many external and 

internal factors that are favourable to 

beginning a campaign at this time. These 

include increasing partnerships with 

business, Queen’s reputation, trends of 

increasing voluntarism and philanthropy 

in society in general, and recent tax leg¬ 

islation changes which make giving more 

attractive. 

Hood said government grants are 

down. $30 million if you factor in infla¬ 

tion and the rise of tuition. The last 

major capital campaign ended five years 

ago although there has been mini-cam¬ 

paigns since then, such as the fund-rais¬ 

ing campaign for the Agnes Etherington 

Art Centre. 

“The funding for post-secondary edu¬ 

cation has declined,” said Principal Bill 

Leggett, who indicated he’d like to see 

the campaign succeed “rather than ask 

students to pay more money for tuition.” 

The chair of the campaign will be Bob 

Peterson, the CEO of Imperial Oil. 

From May 1997 to December 1998 

Queen’s has been involved in the plan¬ 

ning phase. From late 1998 to the end of 

2000 is the “quiet” phase which will 

focus on solidifying the top 50 or more 

gifts valued at over $1 million each. 

This, according to the campaign outline, 

will demonstrate momentum, generate 

enthusiasm and attract more donations. 

The next phase is the “public” phase of 

the campaign which will emphasize use 

Please see Upgrades on page 4 

CORRECTION 

An article about the referenda in the November 13 issue should have stated that 

49.2 per cent of students voted against the ENGERAMA fee. 

An article about gender degrees in the last issue should have stated that science 

degrees do not have a gender-neutral option. 

The Journal regrets the errors. 

I 
Always Remember. 

Genevieve Bergeron 

Helene Colgan 

Nathalie Croteau 

Barbara Daigneault 

Anne-Marie Edward I Maud Haviernick 

Barbara Maria 

Klueznick 

Maryse Leclair 

Maryse Laganiere 

Anne-Marie Lemay 

Sonia Pelletier 

Michele Richard 

Annie St-Arneault 
Annie Turcotte 

The December 6 events are organized by the 
December 6 Collective: ASUS Women's 

Empowerment, AMS Social Issues Commission, 
Women's Centre. Engsoc Equality Issues 

Committee. Women in Engineering, AMS Women's 
Issues Committee. Listen Accept, Respect, and 

Interested Students 

December 6 Events 

Wednesday December 2 X 
• Lower Cel idh JDUC 10:00am lo 3:00pm 

Information Display on the Montreal Massacre w iih view inns ol" 
the movie "Alter the Montreal Massacre" 

Thursday December 3 

Women's Silent Memorial March 

Men's Silent Memorial March 
Douglas l.ibrahry I lam 

Bookstore I lam 

Both Marches « ill meet at the steps’ of Slither 1 .ihnir\ lor a Speak Out at 
.§) :43am 1 

Women's Onl> Space 

Friday December 4 

Memorial Service 

Sunday December 6 

CaiKlIelisht Vinil 

Music Listening Room 

Cirant I lal Dam to 11 am 

Steps of Cit> II 
I lam to 3pm 

Tealiehls available all «eek at the Social Issues Commission. The Core The Grev 
I louj*e. Comsoc. l-.ngsoe. and OPIRCJ v i il. i in. urex 
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Laptops mandatory for 
Comm ’03 class 

Queen’s receives 
$2.5 million grant 

By Lianne Elliott 

Renovations around campus 

are already underway in prepa¬ 

ration for the arrival of next 

year’s first-year Commerce stu¬ 

dents, the first Commerce class 

for whom owning laptop com¬ 

puters will be mandatory. 

Beginning this fall, class¬ 

rooms in Dunning Hall have 

been re-designed with internet 

hook-up ports available at each 

desk. According to Tom Anger, 

chair of the Commerce pro¬ 

gram, these hook-up sites will 

allow students with laptops “to 

take part in multi-media presen¬ 

tations,” giving them the ability 

to access and download slides, 

graphs and notes relevant to lec¬ 

tures. 

Max Vo, Comm ’02, already 

finds having a laptop useful this 

year. “I find my laptop very 

useful in class”, he said, “and I 

think they’re essential to my 

program.” 

More recently, hook-up ports 

have also been added to the 

Dunning study room (room 

nine), providing Internet access 

to each individual study area. 

Dunning Hall is not the only 

Queen’s building to adapt to the 

new Commerce Laptop Pro¬ 

gram, as well as to the growing 

number of laptop computer 

owners in other faculties. 

New to Stauffer Library, 

Douglas Library and the Law 

Library are active network ports 

allowing laptop users to log-on 

while studying. There are 21 

new hook-up sites in both Stauf¬ 

fer and Douglas Library as well 

as 14 in the Law Library. To 

access the Internet through 

these ports, users must be 

Queen’s students, with a 

Queen’s password and userid. 

In addition to these recent 

renovations, Queen’s University 

also plans on building internet 

access ports in both the Macin- 

tosh-Corry Hall study room and 

cafeteria. 

Along with the increase in 

internet hook-up sites, which 

will be of practical benefit to the 

next year’s Commerce fresh¬ 

man, Queen’s also hopes to aid 

the Comm ‘03 class financially. 

Queen’s Business School 

plans to set aside 400,000 dol¬ 

lars in bursaries as a means of 

aiding future Commerce stu¬ 

dents who cannot afford to pur¬ 

chase or lease their own laptop 

computer, said Anger. 

Also, according to Anger, in 

order to allow students a choice 

in price and quality, “laptops 

will not be issued to students... 

and bundled with tuition.” Next 

year’s commerce students will 

instead be allowed to purchase 

their own computers, based on 

a list of required features pro¬ 

vided by the business school. 

Independent buying will give 

students the opportunity to seek 

out the most competitive prices 

for themselves. 

However, if they desire, com¬ 

merce students will also have 

the option to purchase or lease a 

laptop computer from Queen’s. 

Anger believes that, despite 

the initial cost of purchasing a 

computer, implementing lap¬ 

tops into the commerce pro¬ 

gram will be of great benefit to 

upcoming' commerce students. 

“It will provide required com¬ 

puter skills... giving Queen’s 

commerce students a competi¬ 

tive advantage over other 

schools in the job market”, he 

said. 

Many commerce students see 

the eventual benefits of the 

Commerce Laptop Program. 

“1 think its a good idea but 

they need to get the problems 

under control”, said Sarah 

Muir, Comm ’01, when refer¬ 

ring to people e-mailing and 

using ICQ during class. 

Mark Landry, Comm ’02 fur¬ 

ther noted that to be of benefit 

laptops will need to “be used 

consistently in class.” 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Earlier this week, David 

Johnson, Ontario Minister of 

Education and Training, 

announced the implementation 

of a new grant program which 

will see $29 million distributed 

to Ontario Universities during 

the next few years. 

Eleven universities, including 

Queen’s, along with the 

Ontario College of Art and 

Design, - will share the Fair 

Funding grant. These universi¬ 

ties will be required to use the 

funding to hire additional pro¬ 

fessors for undergraduate 

courses. Queen’s will receive 

approximately $2.5 million 

over the next three years. 

“We will see a modest 

increase in the number of fac¬ 

ulty... distributed on the basis of 

plans put forward by the 

[departments],” said David 

Turpin, Queen’s vice-principal 

(academics). 

In a press release, Johnson 

stated, “By targeting the Fair 

Funding Grant to increase the 

number of teachers at the 

undergraduate level and to 

enhance their professional 

development programs, this 

government has shown its com¬ 

mitment to Ontario students.” 

The establishment of grant 

program was originally 

announced by Paul Martin, 

Minister of Finance, in the fed¬ 

eral government’s last budget. 

Turpin said university offi¬ 

cials planned its budget this 

year with the expectation of 

incorporating the funds into 

their revenue. “This is not new 

money, it has already been bud¬ 

geted,” Turpin said. The univer¬ 

sity will receive $860,000 from 

the Ontario government this 

year, he added. 

“This is not new 
money, it has already 

been budgeted.” 

— David Turpin, vp 
(academics) 

Johnson’s announcement 

came as “a combination of satis¬ 

faction and relief,” said Princi¬ 

pal Bill Leggett. “We are pleased 

the money has come through 

because it was built into our 

budget.” 

This additional funding will 

not come anywhere near to 

making up for the money lost as 

a result of the government cut¬ 

backs over the last three years, 

said Turpin. Relative to the cut¬ 

backs, the grant represents “a 

Please see Funding on page 8 

Speaker denounces mistreatment of prostitutes 
By Hilary Clark 

Society needs to realize that 

prostitution is not a lifestyle, it 

is a job. This was the central 

message of a speech given by a 

prostitute to a crowd of approx¬ 

imately 400 on Monday night. 

Valerie Scott said decriminal¬ 

ization of prostitution is the 

only way for those in the sex 

trade to continue to work, and 

not to be seen as criminals, but 

as working members of society. 

Also speaking with Scott was 

Debbie Brock, a professor of 

sociology at Trent University 

and author of Making Work, 

Making Trouble: Prostitution as 

a Social Problem. Brock first 

met Scott in 1986 while engag¬ 

ing in political activism in sup¬ 

port of women working as 

prostitutes. 

Brock echoed Scott’s senti¬ 

ment that attitudes towards 

prostitution need to be changed. 

“When I first started learning 

about prostitution it was 

included in the sociology of 

deviation, meaning it was some¬ 

thing bad, something against 

society,” said Brock. 

Scott, a spokesperson for the 

Canadian Organization for the 

Rights of Prostitutes, has been 

very active in the Toronto area, 

where she helped open a drop- 

in centre for prostitutes. 

In her speech, she argued 

that her choice of work is the 

same as any other career choice 

an individual would make. Scott 

said she knew she wanted to be 

a prostitute from an early age 

and turned her first date when 

she was 11, but didn’t become a 

regularly working prostitute 

until she was 24. She said she 

enjoys her job, including the 

money and the hours. “Most 

people work eight hours a day. I 

work about two,” she said. 

Scott, who has a 

misconceptions surrounding prostitution. 

23-year old son, said working as 

a prostitute is something she do 

esn’t think she could ever give u 

p. “Even if 1 got a so-called ‘nor¬ 

mal’ job, I think I would go out 

and work a couple of nights 

anyway,” she said. 

Scott told the audience she 

has never sold her body. “My 

body remains intact. I have 

never sold my body for any¬ 

body. People who sell their bod¬ 

ies get married and change their 

names and have babies,” she 

said. 

“Prostitutes are not psy¬ 

chopaths,”. said Scott. “We are 

your sisters, mothers and 

aunts.” 

Scott said society must not 

accept the mistreatment of pros¬ 

titutes, but treat it like racism. 

“Violence against prostitutes is 

acceptable ... because [prostitu¬ 

tion] is illegal in our society,” 

said Scott. “Men are afraid of a 

woman who controls her own 

sexuality, that is why men have 

made it illegal.” 

“[Violence against prosti¬ 

tutes] has to be stopped, now,” 

she said. 

The speakers also attempted 

to dispel some myths that sur¬ 

round prostitutes, including the 

common one that they are ves¬ 

sels of disease. “When was the 

last time you had an STD check? 

Mine was last Thursday,” said 

Scott. The discussion, held at 

the BioSciences Complex, was 

put on by the Ontario Public 

Interest Research Group. 

New computer virus 
invades privacy 

By Renee Huang 

Computer users and e-mail 

junkies beware. Queen’s Infor¬ 

mation Technology Services is 

warning students and staff 

about a new virus that enables a 

perpetrator to break into a per¬ 

son’s computer via e-mail. 

Called Nerbus, the program 

is sent as an attachment onto 

regular e-mail messages or 

through ICQ, I popular Inter¬ 

net communication software 

package. 

“Friends send it to friends,” 

said Andy Hooper, systems 

administrator at ITS. People 

receiving the attachment open 

it up and the virus then attaches 

itself to their system. “It takes 

advantage of Windows ‘95 and 

’98,” Hooper said, by acting 

“sort of like a remote control.” 

He added that UNIX, the sys¬ 

tem which runs Qlink, is safe 

from the virus. 

■‘Ouce you open it [the 

attachment], it will install itself 

to your computer and allow 

anyone with die same program 

to come in and do what they 

want.” Hooper explained. 

Geoff Leboldus, systems 

programmer specialist at ITS, 

identified two parts of Netbus: 

the server, which is the invad¬ 

ing Virus, and the client, “used 

by, in this case, the villain” to 

manipulate the victim’s com¬ 

puter. The client enables the 

sender to “run the program and 

look for people who are 

infected,” Leboldus continued. 

The sendee can then access 

the victim's computer when it is 

turned on, leaving ghost mes¬ 

sages, opening and closing CD- 

Rom doors, deleting files, 

controlling the mouse move¬ 

ments and even shutting the 

computer down from an exter¬ 

nal source. 

“A lot of the stuff we see is 

joking between two friends 

screwing around on their 

machines,” said Leboldus. 

“Some is fairly clear serial 

harassing.” 

Hooper said the virus is 

spreading through many uni¬ 

versity systems. At Queen’s, it 

seems to be predominantly cir¬ 

culating among ResNet and 

Queen’s @ Home users. 

Leboldus added that ITS has 

seen some on-carapus public 

Please see Most on page 5 PHOTO BY CHERYL CHUNG 
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Cobain’s death a conspiracy, author suggests 
By Rebecca Stelter 

On Tuesday evening, Ian 

Halperin, author of Who Killed 

Kurt Cobain?, discussed the 

unanswered questions sur¬ 

rounding popular musician Kurt 

Cobain's death. The presenta¬ 

tion was organized by the AMS 

Campus Activities Commission 

and the Queen’s Entertainment 

Agency. 

Halperin is an award-win¬ 

ning journalist currently touring 

North America to discuss his 

book. He was also a close per¬ 

sonal friend of Cobain, deceased 

lead singer of the popular 

group Nirvana. 

For the majority of his 

Ian Halperin discusses questions 
mysterious death. _ 

surrounding Kurt Cobain’s 

-M5TCTBY GAUSEBOTSAE 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION 

Recently. 1600 randomly selected students at 

Queen's received a voluntary survey from the 

Institute for Social Research on the costs of 

attending university for Ontario students. This 

survey is an important step in understanding 

financial issues that Queen's students are facing 

and will help to inform decisions about policies 

and practices impacting Queen's Student Aid' 

programs in the future. 

Thanks to all those students who have 

completed and returned surveys. Ifyou have not 

completed your survey, we encourage you to 

please do so today. 

Thanks from. 

The Task Force on Student Financial Assitance 

Curry Tillage 
Bringing you Kingston’s finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times, 

The Globe and Mall, Toronto Life and the 
Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), CA0) I H 
Kingston, Ontario JnrZ,~JU fl U 

2096 Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

two-hour lecture, held in Ether- 

ington Hall, Halperin discussed 

in great detail the reasons why 

he believes the death of Cobain, 

an incredibly successful and 

influential musician, was no sui¬ 

cide. He also argued that Court¬ 

ney Love, Cobain's widow, was 

somehow involved in the musi¬ 

cians death. 
Halperin’s presentation Tues¬ 

day evening used both audio 

and video aids. He presented 

video clips of interviews that he 

had conducted in his investiga¬ 

tion into the death of Kurr 

Cobain. Halperin also showed 

slides which included photos of 

Cobain, Love, and their respec¬ 

tive bands. Also presented were 

representations of police 

reports, Cobain’s (alleged) sui¬ 

cide note and fingerprints, 

which were not, Halperin 

stated, on the gun that Cobain 

supposedly used to shoot him¬ 

self. 

Halperin’s novel has resulted 

in many threats by Love and her 

attorneys, he said. Halperin 

insisted he is not accusing any- 

one of anything in his book, but 

merely “letting the facts speak 

for themselves.” 
He said it is important that 

fans of Nirvana and Cobain are 

aware of what might have not 

been a suicide, due to the fact 

that there have been 68 copycat 

teenage suicides in Cobain s 

name. 
Halperin said his experience 

as an editor of the student news¬ 

paper at Concordia University, 

was where his interest in inves¬ 

tigative reporting began. He 

recalled “being thrown in jail 

for not divulging the names of 

sources” in the 1980s. He then 

worked for numerous media 

including the CBC and The 

Montreal Gazette but he found 

that “they just wanted to put out 

a product every day,” and capi¬ 

talize the news, he said, using 

examples like the O.J. Simpson 

case and the innumerable lapses 

of Bill Clinton to support his 

statement. For this reason, 

Halperin said he was proud that 

he “got out at an early age” and 

moved on to music. 

Students advised 
to be patient 
Continued from page I 

it had a unique program. I 

want to take microbiology, and 

I can only get that in life sci,” 

said Michelle Gauthier, Life Sci 

’01. “Now I’m faced with pos¬ 

sibly going into a program I 

don’t want. If I had know this 

before I probably would have 

gone to UBC.” 

A few possible solutions 

have been proposed such as 

charging a lab fee to all stu¬ 

dents, but Joneja encouraged 

students to be patient. “There 

is very little we can do right 

now in the way of planning. 

We have made an application 

for additional funds, so once 

the budget is made up we will 

know where we stand,” he 

said. 

Budget decisions are made 

in December and students 

should know the outcome 

upon returning to school in 

January. In the mean time, fac¬ 

ulty and peer counsellors have 

been made available to life sci¬ 

ence students to help with 

course and program selection. 

The life science executive 

encourages students to contact 

them with any questions or 

comments at 

liscdsc@asus.queensu.ca. 

INFORMATION SESSION 

Master of Management & 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING PROGRAM 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 

// fa-ofi ajimiauu. 

$vx<0mU* ajuf uitdenyi&duaXe device 

/tdv&uud fryt ScuoteM yuxduatei 

Sxtumdq ttfq/i joi (dacMtoii nxtu 

76% eumulaiioc fuxa naU ^ exa,H* 19951 %l 97 

TUESDAY DECEMBER 1 

12:30- 1:30PM 

JOHN DEUTSCH UNIVERSITY CENTRE 
JOHN ORR ROOM 

www.mgmt.utoronto.ca/mmpa 

Music is what Halperin occu¬ 

pies himself with when he’s not 

writing books or doing promo¬ 

tional tours, he said. He has also 

written a similar type of expose 

novel about Canadian singer 

Celine Dion. Halperin is cur¬ 

rently doing multimedia work 

which combines music, dance 

and poetry. He finished the 

evening with a video clip 0f 

himself playing saxophone in 

this multimedia group, “just to 

show you the other side of me,” 

he said. 

Upgrades 
planned 
Continued from page 2 

: of person to person solicita¬ 

tion methods and mass solici¬ 

tation programs for 

community gifts. 

Four major goals have been 

outlined for the campaign that 

, focus on attracting students 

internationally and nationally, 

strengthening the Queen’s 

environment to “stimulate 

. exceptional research and 

: teaching,” increasing the num¬ 

ber of programs offered at 

Queen’s, and broadening the 

Queen’s environment to help 

students acquire life and lead¬ 

ership skills. Specific objec¬ 

tive examples include 

upgrading athleric facilities, 

creating a student scholarship 

endowment fund, a new 

chemistry building, an Asian 

languages program, a bio¬ 

diversity center, multi-media 

labs, student initiatives funds 

and an Arts education centre. 

Leggett said his role would 

be rhat of “cheerleader” for 

the campaign through “work¬ 

ing with the campaign cabinet 

on major gifts and certainly a 

large role in communicating 

the vision of the campaign, h 

will certainly he a very large 

part of my life for the next 

few years.” Leggert would like 

to see students become aware 

of the campaign and “how it 

will help future generations.” 

He also, hoped that students 

would contribute to the cam¬ 

paign. “I hope that students 

will understand the impor¬ 

tance of contributing no mat¬ 

ter how small,” he said. 

Leggett has begun to advertise 

the campaign to students 

through the campus media in 

large back page advertise¬ 

ments. 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 
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Campus Security updates 
Two more incidents raise concern 

Most cases ‘benign’ 

Saturday, November 
21 

At about 7:30 p.m., an 

elderly female, who is con¬ 

fined to a wheelchair, was 

attacked in her Beverly Street 

home by a male suspect who 

had come to her door 

requesting to use her phone. 

The victim suffered a blow to 

the head and non-life threat¬ 

ening injuries. 

Police are seeking a white 

male suspect, 30-40 years, of 

medium height and build, 

wearing a dark jacket and a 

dark tuque which was pulled 

down to his eyes. This male 

may have loitered in the 

Union/Beverly/Queen's Crs. 

Area prior to this incident. 

He fled the victim's residence 

on foot. 

This information was pro¬ 

vided by Kingston City Police 

— anyone with Information 

concerning this incident or 

suspect is asked to call 

Kingston Police (549-4660) 

or Crime Stoppers (634- 

8477). 

This crime took place in 

the neighbourhood of 

Queen's University. All staff, 

faculty, and students are 

advised to keep their doors 

locked and to use caution 

when answering the door, 

particularly at night. 

If someone asks to use 

your phone, direct them 

towards the nearest pay 

phone or place the call your¬ 

self if an emergency. Do not 

let anyone into your home 

unless you know who they 
are. 

Monday, November 
23 

At 10:40 a.m. at Botterell 

Hall, the building's Adminis¬ 

trator contacted Campus 

Security to report he'd just 

been approached by a woman 

who suspected there was a 

man in one of the women's 

washrooms. The Administra¬ 

tor stayed outside the wash¬ 

room, ensuring no one 

entered or exited, until the 

Security Supervisor arrived. 

The Supervisor and 

Administrator entered the 

washroom and confronted a 

man attempting to hide in 

one of the stalls. When City 

Police were contacted to 

identify the male, he fled the 

area and was chased through 

the building, outside to Barrie 

Street and eventually was lost 

inside Kingston General 

Hospital. 

KGH Security was noti¬ 

fied, a description of the sus¬ 

pect was passed, and they 

began a search of the hospi¬ 

tal. During the chase, the sus¬ 

pect had verbally threatened 

the Supervisor and later 

threatened both pursuers 

with a 3' piece of wood. 

At about 11:25 a.m., the 

Security Supervisor met up 

with City Police and Building 

Administrator just as the sus¬ 

pect appeared again, heading 

towards McLaughlin Hall. 

The KPS Officer appre¬ 

hended the suspect and 

charged him with 

Trespassing. 

Campus Security later 

determined that the man had 

been served with an NOP 

(Notice of Prohibition) by 

our department in 1993. 

Kingston City Police reported 

that this individual has a vio¬ 

lent criminal past, including 

weapons offenses, 

manslaughter, and others. 

He will now be charged 

with Trespassing, two counts 

of Breach of Probation, 

Uttering Threats, Assault, and 

possibly Attempted Break and 

Enter (suspect had attempted 

to force entry into a building 

on Barrie Street during the 

foot chase). 

— information courtesy of 

the Queen’s Security webpage 

Continued from page 3 

computers affected by Netbus. 

“We’ve known about it for 

some time,” said Leboldus. 

“It’s only been 
recently we’ve 
had what we’d 
call a plague.” 

— Geoff Leboldus, ITS 
systems programmer 

specialist 

So far, most incidences of the 

virus have been “relatively 

benign,” Hooper said, although 

ITS has dealt with two incidents 

in which Netbus was used for 

harassment purposes. 

Leboldus cited another virus 

called Back Orfus as the first in 

a new breed of computer 

viruses or remote administra¬ 

tion tools that allows the sender 

to control a receiver’s computer 

from an external source. 

“Back Orfus was announced 

by a bunch of crackers called 

Cult of the Dead Cow," 

explained Leboldus. He inten¬ 

tionally distinguished between 

“hackers” and what he calls 

“crackers,” explaining that, 

“Hackers tends to mean they’re 

competent.” 

“It’s only been recently 

we’ve had what we’d call a 

plague,” he said. 

One of the maddening 

aspects of the virus is its 

chameleon-like ability to exist 

in a number of forms. “It comes 

under various names,” said 

Hooper. “[The senders] try to 

disguise what it does.” 

Leboldus named several pro¬ 

gram names Netbus may appear 

as, including patch.exe, 

explore.exe, system.exe, 

fun.exe and yoda.exe. 

Both Hooper and Leboldus 

had advice to computer users to 

protect against the virus. 

“Never run attachments that 

you get through ICQ or e-mails 

without scanning [them] first” 

with a virus checker, cautioned 

Leboldus. He added that many 

people can pass the virus on 

without knowing it. 

“If you have received a pro¬ 

gram [through an attachment] 

or if you use ICQ... and have 

seen strange messages popping 

up on screen, you should call 

the ITS help desk,” Hooper 

explained. A program called 

Netbuster is available for free to 

those encountering difficulties 

with computer viruses. 

“[Netbuster] can be set up to 

tell where connections are com¬ 

ing from,” said Hooper. The 

program traces the source and 

documents the user’s activities 

for ITS programmers to iden¬ 

tify. 

While incidents to date have 

been fairly innocent, Hooper 

and Leboldus are adamant 

about harassment issues. “If it’s 

potentially problematic, the 

Criminal Code will be brought 

in,” said Leboldus. 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

Hey You! Do you know 
everything there is to know about 
the AMS? Wanna find out what 
AMS has been up to? Well, 
starting on Nov.23 you’ll have the 
opportunity to expand your 
student government knowledge 

with AMS WEEK - Five fun- 
filled days sure to enlighten even 
the biggest pessimist. 

Submissions Needed!! 
Queen’s Feminist Review is 
looking for poetry, artwork, prose 
and essays. Submissions are 
due by January 22 at the AMS 
front desk. All members of the 
Queen's community are welcome 
to submit. 

Silver Bells Dinner 
Spread holiday cheer to Kingston 
area seniors. The Silver Bells 
Dinner is on Sun. Nov.29, and 
we need your help to decorate, 
greet and serve dinner. 

Call 545-6000 ext.5178 

Need A Snow Shovel? 
Go to your Street Captain’s 
house. Don’t know who your 
street captain is? Look for signs 
in the window or call the MAC! 

Need Furniture?!?! 
Win some cheap furniture. 
Check out the display in the lower 
Ceilidh of the JDUC on Mon. Nov. 
30th and Tues., Dec 1st and win 
a room full of furniture!! 

December 6 Events 

Thursday December 3 
Women’s Silent Memorial March 

Douglas Library 11 am 
Men’s Silent Memorial March 

Bookstore 11 am 

Women’s Only Space 
Music Listening Room 11 am 

Friday December 4 
Memorial Service 

Grant Hall 10am-11 am 

Sunday December 6 
Candlelight Vigil 

Steps of City Hall 11 am - 3 pm 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

pfone tl/e AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732., or ma\[ Comm@ams.Ojumsu.ca JjjjjjEgf 
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LEAVING TOWN? 
THEY KNOW WHEN YOU'RE GONE 

Who's watching your house® holiday break? 

Almost 50% 
of Kingston 
break-ins 

from Dec. 10 - 
Ian. 5 occur 
in the stu¬ 

dent village 
Use the Holiday House GUecft 

1 Sendee or a friend te: 
I -SMPtonSM! 

-collect mail 
-eHeelifer burst pipes, 
break-ins anfl tome sensitive 
mail from the Ontario Cental 

Housing Tribunal Do not turn off your heat - reduce it no lower than 55F C13CI 

|e*»walr§reulailnn 
and iJSlf eileiSiO oofs5 |J5?e oil tanli Is lull ar will he tooBeal ap while wen are 
windows 

leave Curtains partially open * fM'-Uq more information about protecting your home from the 

^n,n ,JJe*®|*CorcaM We Municipal Affairs Commission at 545 
Install a light timer 6000, ext. 5178 

sp 
Protect your stuff with 

HOLIDAY HOUSE CHECK 

Registration forms available at the AMS front desk 
The HHC is also hiring patrollers for the break. 

If interested please grab an application form from 

the AMS front lobby. Due by 4pm, Dec. 2nda 

aSP!;s Questions? Call the MAC at 

>2t 545 6000 ext 51 78 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Install a light timer 

* Fill out this form while pro¬ 
cras¬ 

tinating from studying - - - > 

* Serial #’s are the best tool tor 
tracking your stolen 
belongings ---> 

* Drop form off at the AMS front 
desk or send it directly to the 
police - - - > 

Operation KEEPSAFE Property Registry Form 

Ollier Identifying Marks 

^ Community Volunteer 

—__ 
J™ m.y be dropped „rr or moiled lo the Ktags,„„ »».r pr„per°,C°mP “d 
mnv also he faxed to the Kingston Police at 549-3 I i i . ‘ Ouccn Street, P.o. Box 1001 Vi„„ , rs 

-extension 6078_ _ 
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Wishes come true at 
charity auction 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Wednesday night Alfie’s pub 

was transformed into an auction 

block as the second annual 

Genie Ball auction took centre 

stage. The auction is the major 

fund-raising event organized by 

the Charity Ball Committee, 

with proceeds going to the 

Helen Tufts Tutorial Friendship 

Program, a service providing 

emotional and educational sup¬ 

port to disadvantaged children 

in Kingston. The evening raised 

a total of $1,443 for charity, 

up from last year’s total which 

was under $1,000. * 

The “genies” being auc¬ 

tioned included various Queen’s 

celebrities such as athletes, 

administration, services man¬ 

agers and members of the Alma 

Mater Society executive, as well 

as local Kingston celebrities. 

Each genie is required to pro¬ 

vide three wishes to their high¬ 

est bidder, with the exception of 

the “packages” offered by Dean 

of Student Affairs Bob Craw¬ 

ford, Mayor Gary Bennett and 

MP Peter Milliken. 

Lisa Pasquin, chair of the 

Charity Ball Committee, 

expressed her anticipation of 

the evenings events. “We 

learned a lot from last year, this 

years’ is a lot stronger event,” 

she said. “We have some fabu¬ 

lous- genies and our hosts 

are great.” 

Mike Kealy, newly elected 

Queen’s rector, spoke about his 

nervousness before the auction. 

“It’s pretty fun I’m really 

excited about it but I’m kind of 

nervous,” said Kealy. The new 

rector was later sold for $35. 

The genie earning the highest 

bid of the evening, $220, was 

Crawford. His package included 

an all-expenses paid evening of 

dinner and drinks with him and 

his wife going to the highest 

bidder and two of their friends 

at the restaurant of the bidder's 

choice. 

“I think it is great the way 

students raise money for char¬ 

ity,” said Crawford. “I’m proud 

to be a part of it.” Crawford is 

looking forward to spending the 

evening with the students who 

purchased his package. The auc¬ 

tion is “a great chance [for me] 

to talk to students, not only 

tonight but also at the dinner... 

going to dinner will be delight¬ 

ful,” he said. 

Other noteworthy moments 

of the evening included an 

opening performance by Car¬ 

olyn French and Neil McCart¬ 

ney from the Queen’s Pipe Band 

and the entertaining auctioning 

skills of Dave Rankine, from 

Franklin’s Fault, and Jen Wyhill 

of the Queen’s Bands. 

One of the most surprising 

performances came from Simon 

Carolyn French and Neil McCartney (far right) sell themselves 
with the help of Dave Rankine and some retro dance moves 
at the Charity Ball Genie Auction last Wednesday at Alfie’s. 

PHOTO BY CHRIS GLOVER 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $359 1 
Calgary from $299 1 
Edmonton from $299 1 

Regina from $329 jj 

Winnipeg from $229 

Halifax from $239 HI 
Saint John from $339 1 

St John’s from $279 1 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your 
exam schedule? 
No need to worry! 
Book your Student 
Class flight home 

and you'll receive a 
coupon tor a FREE 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

f Leinire Travel UngH<mVGroyp Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Welisite: www.odvssev-travcl.com 

Williams and Charlie Cameron, 

proclaimed “second-year heart- 

breakers”, whose introduction 

was a dance routine involving 

the topless and oiled up display 

of their washboard abdominal 

muscles. The heartbreakers, 

however, only procured a mod¬ 

est $28. 

“We planned it no more than 

five minutes before the show... I 

was pretty nervous knowing I 

had to take my shirt off,” said 

Cameron. 

“I have no problem stripping 

for charity and I had fun doing 

it,” added Williams. 

Other auction highlights 

included Scott McCann, head 

student constable, temporarily 

renamed “head cowboy” for his 

down home line dancing dis¬ 

plays; Owen “look at that strap¬ 

ping young buck” Minns, AMS 

media and services director, for 

his lime green silk tie; and 

Gord Moodie, AMS vice-presi¬ 

dent (operations), for his math¬ 

ematical skill and moonwalk 

dance routine in beige sports 

socks. McCann, Minns and 

Moodie drew $50, $47 and $50 

respectively. 

Both participants and orga¬ 

nizers declared the event a suc¬ 

cess. “We’re thrilled, we’re 

really happy,” said Pasquin. 

Students fear 
more competition 

Continued from page I 

to guarantee entrance into the 

course, Clark said. In the past a 

cumulative academic average of 

approximately 70 per cent, cal¬ 

culated over all courses at the 

end of the second year has been 

sufficient to guarantee admis¬ 

sion to BCHM 317. “I have no 

idea what [this year’s cutoff] 

mark will be,” said Clark. 

If the department received 

additional funding front the 

government or other sources, 

increasing the number of labo¬ 

ratory spaces in the course 

“would be a first priority,” 

Clark said. 

However, according to 

Queen’s vice-president (acade¬ 

mics), “The probability of 

increased lab sections is not out 

of the question but it’s not as 

highly probable as one would 

like... One wouldn’t expect to 

see large numbers of new sec¬ 

tions being developed.” 

Clark explained that the 

most common decision made by 

students who are excluded from 

BCHM 317 is to complete a 

three-year General Bachelor of 

Science degree instead. 

“If students don’t achieve 

[the cut-off mark] they can still 

get the biochemistry degree... 

and if they don’t get a 70 they 

don’t deserve an honours bio¬ 

chemistry degree,” Turpin said. 

“I agree class cuts are good 

however I don’t think you 

should get in based on grades,” 

said first-year biochemistry stu¬ 

dent Melissa Perera. “If some¬ 

one has an easy TA, than they’ll 

have good marks and get in. 

Third-year biochemistry stu¬ 

dent Carolyn Picco disagreed. 

“If they’re going to limit it to 50 

people, they shouldn’t admit so 

many students to the program.” 

she said. 

Picco is not prepared to give 

up on completing an honours 

degree. “If I don’t get into hon¬ 

ours here, I’ll still have my 

degree and I’ll probably apply 

to somewhere else,” she said. 

If Perera does not secure a 

spot in the lab course, she is 

“not going to change programs 

based on the cuts. 1 wouldn’t be 

happy going into something 

else,” she said. 

First-year biochemistry stu¬ 

dent Anja Polisak found news of 

the cuts “kind of upsetting.” 

“I’ve always known it’s com¬ 

petitive but I found out the 

extent of it from the letter,” she 

said. “It’s definitely given me a 

lot to think about. It’s quite 

possible I might not make the 

cuts.” 

However, Polisak will nor 

give up trying. “I just try to do 

my best, the limits shouldn’t 

change anything. I was sup¬ 

posed to try my best from the 

beginning.”. 

— with files from Anna 

Nesbitt 

get ready 
, 'Rmiamatd for the 

exam-and-holiday 
race 

at the 
student's best 

15% discount*.... 

fill up 

on Kingston’s 
best 

stress-free sustenance 

Pan 
Chancho 

mm. 
tear over to Chez Piggy and Pan Chancho today 

Chez Piggy 68R Princess St 549-7673 'with student id Pan Chancho 70 Johnson St. 544-7790 
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Funding Server problem remains mystery 
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less than 
cutbacks 

Continued from page I 

Continued from page 3 

very, very small investment," 

lie said. 

Leggett echoed Turpin's 

comments that the funding 

was minimal in relation to 

recent cutbacks. “We are talk¬ 

ing about $2 million over 

three years, when we lost 

approximately $15.7 million,” 

he said, adding, “There is a 

big shortfall between those 

two numbers." 

Universities qualifying for 

the grant must develop a five- 

year plan outlining the num¬ 

ber of annual increases in 

faculty members and provide 

details on projects aimed at 

improving the quality of 

teaching. 

Some of these projects 

include enhanced professional 

development programs. As 

well, confirmation of the suc¬ 

cessful implementation of this 

plan will be required for insti¬ 

tutions to maintain the fund¬ 

ing on a permanent basis. 

, , , 'or The delay in publication has tliac at th.s point thmgs would 
She explamed that the server Y P ^ ^ q( have been up and rui1ning 

problem was a new gggHBK: accompanying again... it's going to take quite a 

through the reinstallation there stance that even tlie computer re’venuc “Considering bit more time and quite a bit 

were problems with the hard engineers had never seen Qur three days more work before we are back 

drive." Joslin also explained before. At one point a call was fortunate to to where we were,” he added, 

that the server's back-up system even placed to a Novell eng- * * lost three advertis- “It’s kind of a feeling 0f 

was not being regularly checked ncer. In addition, no one is sure > rf-: G(,rein) .the helplessness," said Gerein, 

to ensure the information was why the system is sti n ^o^itor of The Journal. “Because few of us here are 

To produce today’s delayed computer whizzes and even 

edition of The Journal, section those who are can’t seem to fig- 

edirors had to share the only ure it out... things have to get 

in fact being backed up. 

There are a number of possi¬ 

ble routes that the virus could 

. have taken to find its way onto 

the system. It could have been 

brought in on a disk and 

worked its Way onto the server 

or it could have been already on 

the server and just finally had 

an effect on the system, 

Mansbridge explained. 

“One of the most frustrating 

| things about this is that vve 

totally working. 

“This is only the 
second time in 12 
years I’ve had to 
recover a system 
from scratch.” 

— Bill Joslin, Information 
Technology Services 

Joslin confirmed that the 

three working computers on done and you don t have the 

The Journal network. power to fix things," he said. 

There is no operation on the Student reaction to Friday’s 

other dozen computers, the missing edition of The Journal 

printer connection is unreliable was mixed. ”1 thought it was 

and the server itself is shaky, weird," said Sue Henry, ArtSei 

said Mansbridge. As well, The ’99. “It didn’t disrupt my life at 

journal, had to be hand- all,” she said, adding “perhaps 

delivered this morning. if The Journal's system was 

It’s been very frustrating, under the AMS network it 
don’t know. We don’t know possibility of both things hap- . iiu»kP.nnr.v.nU” 
when thing, .ire going to he paling it once wis not com- over)- time we seem to take n could hise been prevented, 

fixed, eve don’t know exactly mom "This is only the second step, forward in getting this It s no big deal, as long as it 

what went wrong and we don't time in 12 years I’ve had to thing solved something else comes out at some nnmr 

know how to fix it.” said recover a system from scratch,” seems to go wrong, said read it, said 

Mansbridge. he said. 

seems to go wrong, 

Gerein. “1 would have assumed ArtSei ’00. 

at some point. I’ll 

Lauren Sukerman, 

$5 million in funding continues 
research in sexual dysfunctions 
By Renee Huang 

A Queen’s based company 

was recently awarded a $5 mil¬ 

lion investment to continue 
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research into new treatments 

for sexual dysfunction. 

“The money allows us to sig¬ 

nificantly advance our prod¬ 

ucts,” said Jim Banting, 

vice-president of operations and 

business development at Vaxis. 

Vaxis is working on creating 

treatment approach with the 

potential to halt the progression 

of the disorder rather than sim¬ 

ply treat it. 

Michael Adams, one of the 

founding researchers of the 

company, hopes the funds will 

allow research into the underly¬ 

ing physiology, prevention and 

restoring normal functioning 

rather than treating symptoms. 

Vaxis Therapeutics Corp. is 

the cooperative venture and 

vision of Queen’s researchers 

Adams, Jeremy Heaton, and 

Banting. 

“Basically Vaxis is a Queen’s 

start-up company generated 

from Queen’s research,” said 

Adams, Queen’s professor of 

pharmacology and toxicology, 

and vice-president of develop¬ 

ment and research for Vaxis. 

Heaton is a professor in the 

department of urology and 

Banting was one of Adam’s PhD 

students who graduated last 

year. 

“The research that I do 

revolves around control of 

blood vessels,” said Adams. 

“One day Jeremy walked 

through my door,” and asked 

him to be a collaborator on a 

project he was looking to start. 

“He was convinced it was a neat 

opportunity,” Adam continued. 

For Adam, this was an “oppor¬ 

tunistic slide over” and a chance 

to integrate into a specific 

branch of vascular research. 

The three had worked for 

eight or nine years, funded by 

Queen’s technology transfer 

arm, PARTEQ, a group respon¬ 

sible for “recognizing university 

researchers have always had 

good ideas,” said Adams. 

He said Parteq helps 

researchers write business plans 

and find funds, and generally 

encourages researchers to take 

new initiatives to commercialize 

their projects. 

“Parteq decided the best way 

to commercialize [the product] 

was to package it.in the form of 

a company,” said Banting. 

“You’re taking a research 

proposal and turning it into a 

business plan,” he continued, a 

prospect that is often intimidat¬ 

ing and overwhelming to some¬ 

one who knows little about 

business. 

“We’re in a very hot market,” 

said Adams, who said a conserv¬ 

ative estimate in the erectile 

dysfunction market is projected 

at $4 billion by the year 2003. 

Adams said viable cures to 

erectile dysfunction are on the 

horizon. 

“We’re still at the stage 

where we’re testing,” he said. 

Both Adams and Banring said 

the new funds will be used to 

hire additional graduate stu¬ 

dents, and bring jobs to 

Kingston. 

Because some Vaxis 

researchers, such as Adams, also 

are Queen’s professors, the $5 

million is beneficial to Queen’s. 

“The nice thing is it benefits the 

equipment supply Iat 

Queen’s],” said Adams. Funds 

from Vaxis inadvertently brings 

additional equipment and 

money to Queen’s through 

researchers who bridge over 

into Queen’s. 
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Relieve exam stress 
By Taryn Webb 

With exams approaching, the stresses 

and strains of studying are beginning to 

affect the Queen’s student body. 

•‘Physical exercise is always a good 

outlet [for stress],” offered Comm ’01 

student Drew Marshall, “and I find that 

music soothes the savage beast.” 

Jenn Durden from Sci ’02 said, “I 

usually take a few hours to relax and 

watch a movie.” 

For advice that is more concrete, 

Queen’s Health, Counselling and Dis¬ 

ability Services, located on the ground 

level of the St. Lawrence building, offers 

a number of workshops and pamphlets 

on how to handle student stress and bet¬ 

ter prepare for exams. 

HCDS Director Mike Condra said 

that the number of students who require 

their services fluctuate throughout the 

year, and that recently those numbers 

have been “down on the health side.” 

Now, however, Condra said they are 

starting to go back up again, although he 

“wouldn’t want to make a direct link 

between exam stress and student sick¬ 

ness.” 

Learning Strategies Counsellor, 

Elspet Christie explained that although 

Student Counselling consistently 

receives inquiries regarding study tips 

and stress management techniques, 

“there are certainly increased numbers 

this time of year:” 

Christie said, “[stress management] is 

not rocket science, but it’s something 

that many students need to be reminded 

of.” Christie offered these tips to stu¬ 

dents experiencing stress at this time of 

year: 

* Recognise the symptoms of stress. 

Eliminate distractions, which hamper 

your study habits and your personality. 

* Deal with the physical symptoms of 

stress. Keeping yourself in good humour, 

exercising, and getting enough sleep will 

relax you and make your study time 

more effective. 

* Relieve exam anxiety. Organise a 

study schedule and follow it, leaving 

time for relaxation. 

* Do not learn new material the night 

before. This will cause you to become 

nervous before the exam. Focus on what 

you know. 

* Do not study on the way to the 

exam. This will also cause you to 

become nervous and anxious. Also, 

arrive no earlier than 10 minutes before 

the exam so as not to be disheartened by 

the uncertainty of others. 

* During the exam, breathe deeply 

and read through the exam at least twice 

before beginning. Allot a certain amount 

of time per question according to the 

marking scheme and move on when that 

time is up. 

* After the exam. Do something to 

reward yourself and to clear your mind. 

A workshop entitled “Study Tips” 

will be held on December 8. As well, the 

already filled Multiple Choice Exam 

Workshop on December 1 will be 

repeated on December 9. Christie urges 

students to call the Student Counselling 

Service’s 24-hour line at 545-2893 if 

they are interested in either of these 

workshops, or if they would like to 

receive individual counselling. Students 

can also drop by and see counsellors 

daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on 

Monday evenings. 
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Rebecca Stelter’s energy, enthusiasm, and strong 

reporting and writing skills have been an asset to the 

News section during the past month. Always willing to 

take on new challenges, Rebecca has covered a wide 

range of stories, taken numerous last minute assign¬ 

ments, and delivered high quality copy every time, and 

always with a smile. We really appreciate all of her hard 

work.. 

Science is a brand new section in The Journal and in 

Angela James we have found its first superstar contrib. 

Angela consistently brings in well-written and thought- 

provoking articles for Science. 

Julietta Loeffler has basically been the entire fitness 

component of the Sports and Fitness section. Julietta has 

consistently delivered articles on interesting topics with¬ 

out any request or assignment. Her work has been 

extremely informative as well as being entertaining and 

easy to read. 
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The editorials that appear in the space below repres 
le editorial board chooses the topics for discussion an. 

Television may be inundated with 
images of people dying, but no 
human being’s life should end as 

a television event viewed by millions. 
The recent airing of the killing of 
Thomas Youk of Michigan on CBS's 60 
Minutes may have crossed the line 
between performing a public service 
and turning a man’s death into a public 
spectacle. Either way, the decision to air 
the video of Dr. Jack Kevorkian inject¬ 
ing lethal drugs into a consenting Youk 
has thrown rhe media into a sea of 
moral confusion over the limits of what 
is acceptable coverage. 

Crime or not, seeing an 
individual put to death on a 

popular Sunday night 
television show did cross the 
line and probably offended as 

much as it shocked the 
public. 

Dr. Kevorkian, a retired pathologist 
whose name has become synonymous 
with assisted suicide and euthanasia, 
brought the footage to 60 Minutes in an 
attempt to force the hand of a recalci¬ 
trant government. Despite the pressing 
need to establish guidelines for when 
assisted suicide is acceptable, govern¬ 
ments have stayed away from enacting 
legislation for what is a contentious 
issue in both rhe U.S. and Canada. 
Kevorkian and other advocates of pas¬ 
sive euthanasia have exhausted the nor¬ 
mal channels for effecting change in the 
legal system. In the absence of legal 
alternatives, Kevorkian chose to use the 
medium of television to force the sys¬ 
tem to take a stand on what he and 
many others consider a humane and 
dignified end to suffering. While many 
sympathize with his cause and his dedi¬ 
cation (Kevorkian has vowed to starve 
himself if convicted), it is not as easy to 
reconcile these beliefs with the decision 
to air Mr. Youk’s last minutes on 
national television. It is hard to imagine 
a less dignified or private death than 

Television has brought back murder into the home — where 
it belongs. 

— Alfred Hitchcock 

'fit’s of the editorial board o/Tlie Queen’s Journal. 
it the stated position through a democratic process. 

60 Minutes to live 
Mr. Youks. It is unfortunate that Ker- 
vorkian felt the need to martyr a man’s 
dignity in order to draw attention to 
how society deprives others of a peace¬ 
ful death by refusing them legally sanc¬ 
tioned assisted suicide. It is also absurd, 
however, that the same legal system 
that defines Kevorkian’s actions as 
criminal, cannot convince a jury or a 
judge to convict him, despite four trials. 
Kevorkian’s actions are equally to 
blame on a government that has 
ignored this apparent contradiction 
between its laws and its convictions for 
years. 

Crime or not, seeing an individual 
put to death on a popular Sunday night 
television show may indeed have 
crossed the line and probably offended 
as much as it shocked the public. Of 
course, shocking images and content 
draw a large TV audience, as the 
Nielsen ratings for this broadcast of 60 
Minutes demonstrate. The network’s 
and 60 Minutes' complicity in choosing 
to air the video should not be over¬ 
looked; they both stood to benefit con¬ 
siderably from the decision. Even with 
six CBS affiliates declining to air the 
show, 15.6 million households tuned in 
for Mr. Youk’s death. Although CBS 
News defended the show as a contribu¬ 
tion to an important national debate, 
some critics have accused the show of 
being manipulated by Kevorkian to 
serve his own ends. 

Regardless of CBS’s motives, how¬ 
ever, the airing of the video on national 
TV is an opportunity to stir public 
debate and prompt government legisla¬ 
tion on an important issue. It would be 
unfortunate if this issue was left to be 
resolved in a courtroom when 
Kevorkian is tried for homicide instead 
of with sensible legislation. In the 
meantime, 60 Minutes and the rest of 
the news media should be more diligent 
that their reporting does not go beyond 
commentary and analysis, and become 
news itself. 

RevonS 

"K 

I don’t want to wait 
Two weeks ago today, Michel 

Trudeau, the youngest son of for¬ 
mer Prime Minister Pierre 

Trudeau, drowned after being swept into 
Lake Kokanee by an avalanche. Michel, 
23, was a marine biologist who had grad¬ 
uated from Dalhousie University. Ignor¬ 
ing the call of an office job upon 
graduation, Michel got a job as a ski-life 
operator and volunteer ski patroller. 

On Remembrance Day, Michel and 
five friends drove to Kokanee Provincial 
Park for a back-country skiing adventure. 
The trip was cut short however, when, 
two days later, Michel’s unexpected death 
occurred. 

Michel was a nature lover and an ‘out¬ 
doors person.’ Shouldn’t he have known 
better or prepared himself more for a 
sport, which is considered dangerous and 
is known to have deadi lurking around 
each peak of the mountain? 

Michel could not foresee that heavy 
and wet snow would fall on the Kokanee 
Glacier. In case of an avalanche, he had 
transceivers, poles to probe the snow and 
shovels to dig himself out. So was he not 
prepared? Prepared for an avalanche, yes. 
Prepared for death, no. Death can be 
unanticipated and premature for every¬ 
one — which is why life must be lived to 
the fullest everyday. 

As students, we feel that we are invin¬ 
cible, that our university bubble will pro¬ 
tect us from the evils of the world around 
us. Unfortunately, this is not so. 

Like every other living creature, we are 
as susceptible to death as anyone else. 1 
don’t know if we as students think life is 
eternal because we can’t see human suf¬ 

fering in downtown Princess Street 
through the fog of expensive Queen’s 
leather jackets, or because, as students, we 
are admittedly uneducated on global 
news which informs the general public of 
suffering and death. 

What worries me is that students are 
always waiting to reach the next stage of 
life for “real life” to really begin. As 
young children in public school, we think 
life will start in high school. In high 
school, life will get interesting in post-sec¬ 
ondary education. Even now that we are 
here, I repetitively hear that people can’t 
wait to graduate to start their life. 

University is not an intermittent wait¬ 
ing period for life to begin. For most of 
us, our life began over twenty years ago 
— from the moment we are conscious of 
it we should start living it. I don’t believe 
that it is possible to live evefy day like it is 
your last, but it is possible to live everyday 
to its fullest. Take a stand and from this 
day on, say that you will live your life for 
you — volunteer, change your image, 
make amends in a friendship, travel or 
even something as simplistic as vowing to 
never make your bed again. Do whatever 
makes you happy because no one can live 
your life for you. 

I’m not preaching, but rather suggest¬ 
ing that you take advantage of the holiday 
spirit - for yourself. Life is sweet, precious 
and unfortunately sometimes too short. 

Michel Trudeau died doing what he 
loved - skiing in nature at its rawest form 
with his friends. If life has to end, should¬ 
n’t it be at your optimum happiness with 
no regrets? 
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Marks-ism: the pressure to Your parents AREN T the only ones 
asking to see your report card 
these days. Presently, any post¬ 

undergraduate path chosen by students 
makes use of academic transcripts when 
assessing the qualifications of its applica¬ 
tion pool. Corporations, firms and 
administrators of professional and grad¬ 
uate schools are no longer impressed by 
over-zealous resumes and competent 
interviewing. The question that they are 
posing to us is: can we put our marks 
where our mouth is? 

Can we blame them for this curiosity? 
After all, the transcript is a powerful 
piece of information. Aside from facts 
like program, number of years in school, 
etc., some interesting year by year trends 
can be deduced. For instance, time spent 
at The Cocamo in first year tends to run 
inversely to your inaugural Queen’s 
marks, while third and fourth year marks 
are usually higher. Relative performance 
to the class is also noted. 

Perhaps the most insightful informa¬ 
tion contained within a transcript is the 
diversity of course selection. A well- 
rounded course load reflects a well- 
rounded intellectual development which, 
arguably, is more powerful and more 
valuable than any single area of exper¬ 
tise. Sadly, the gatekeepers to our goals, 
those who “see” the majority of the tran¬ 
scripts first, are, often enough, comput¬ 
ers. Not until applicant pools become 

less saturated or artificial intelligence 
progresses will a student’s diversity con¬ 
tribute to their marketability. This por¬ 
trayal of a successful undergraduate 
career through statistical triumph, rather 
than the breadth of one’s knowledge 
base, threatens our flexibility in course 
selection and with that, the foundation 
of the undergraduate degree. 

The pressure to perform is 
crowding out the 

undergraduate’s flexibility in 
course selection. Elective 

choices are influenced by the 
probability of doing well. 

Whether your goal is grad school, Bay 
Street or somewhere in between, the 
marks you achieve at the undergraduate 
level will, more or less, write you’re 
ticket, wherever you’re headed. If Puff 
Daddy were an academic, he’d certainly 
be the first to concede that ‘it’s all about 
the marks’. Truth is, for many students 
the undergraduate degree has become a 
mere stepping stone to bigger things. 
Most disturbing about this attitude is 
that a student’s undergraduate years are 
the most flexible of their educational 
career, affording a learning environment 
that cannot be found at any other level. 

Given the current pressure/need to 

perform at this level, can we seriously 
take advantage of this flexibility? Answer 
this for yourself; look through a course 
calendar and take note of all the courses, 
outside of your discipline, that interest 
you. If you’re like most, courses that are 
completely foreign make the most inter¬ 
esting electives. Yet, few engineers take 
music electives and few art history 
majors take on organic chemistry. Why is 
this? The very ignorance that inspires us 
to learn new subjects also has an increas¬ 
ingly inhibitory effect when we consider 
how an uncharted learning curve may 
affect our grade and, thus, our future. 
We are the poster children for the plight 
of the undergraduate education. 

The paradox rife throughout all of 
this is that the pursuit of higher learning 
and wealth at the next level is precluding 
its pursuit at the undergraduate level. 
With the seemingly lifelong implications 
that undergraduate marks are taking on, 
we can’t be terribly surprised that stu¬ 
dents are being forced to concentrate on 
the statistical implications of their 
courses, rather than their content. 

The pressure to perform is crowding 
out the undergraduate’s flexibility in 
course selection. Consequently, our 
choice of electives tends to be heavily 
influenced by the probability of doing 
well. Subsequently, most electives are 
taken in areas where students have an 
established strength, really eliminating 

perform 
the value of an elective. And while a few 
courageous students can be found chant¬ 
ing, in pure Braveheart style, that “they 
may take our marks, but they can never 
take our academic freedom,” the rest of 
us cannot refute the power of statistical 
success of in the classroom. ' 

There are societal implications to the 
narrowed undergraduate degrees that are 
being churned out these days. Do we 
want lawyers with no knowledge of psy¬ 
chology defending a misguided teen in 
youth court? Doctors who need to 
remind themselves “i before e, except 
after c” when writing prescriptions or 
genetic researchers, capable of cloning 
anything on the planet, who don’t know 
the works of Mary Shelley? Our greatest 
minds have consistently been those 
whose genius has been typified by diver¬ 
sity: Einstein, Plato, Aristotle, Galileo or 
newton, to name a few. 

Pending curriculum changes indicate 
that administrators are aware of the 
diversity prevailing over our undergrad¬ 
uate degrees. While proposed multi-dis¬ 
ciplinary components to all degrees 
would offer breadth to our programs, 
our marks may suffer. It is my belief that 
alternative marking schemes for electives 
should be taken into consideration. 

Robert Arntfield 
Arts ’01 

Trashy transcripts 

Dear Editors, 

Queen’s University prides itself on 
being student centered and research ori¬ 
ented or, more correctly, Queen’s prides 
itself on the reputation of being student 
centered and research oriented. Queen’s 
likes to think that Queen’s graduates are 
highly prized. 

Last week, I was applying for a job. 
They wanted copies of my transcripts. 
After digging through my files, I found 
my transcript from my last university — 
laser printed, easy to read, personally 
signed - something you’d be proud to 
give a potential employer. Last year, I 
paid three dollars for this transcript. At 
the time, three dollars too much. Then I 
got my transcript from Queen’s. My 
three dollars suddenly seemed like a 
bargain. 

How can they justify charging 
five dollars for this piece of 
complete crap. I am highly 

embarrassed to give this to a 
potential employer. 

The printer they used to print that 
thing was almost out of ink. I could 
barely read it. Understanding it was 
another problem. Printed in landscape 
using lots of codes which were not listed 
on the back. The signature wasn’t real. 
It was photocopied. The entire tran¬ 
script was computer generated, no 
human involvement. So how can they 

rs 

justify charging five dollars for this piece 
of complete crap. I am embarrassed to 
give this to a potential employer. Highly 
embarrassed. 

To the people in the Queen’s admin¬ 
istration I say this: pull your socks up. 
How can you justify charging money for 
a piece of crap? You say that you are stu¬ 
dent centered, but there’s no way that 
one of your transcripts could help a stu¬ 
dent in any way (apart from making a 
bad impression). I am not proud to have 
gone to this university. 

Since arriving here, I have been con¬ 
sistently disappointed by Queen’s. The 
counter a f Richardson Hall is cold and 
uninviting. This does nothing for my 
confidence in the university. 

Tim Wright 
MSc, ’99 

Freedom of speech? 

Dear Editors, 

I am disturbed by something that has 
been happening on campus lately. Free¬ 
dom of speech is something that 1 value 
deeply and I was upset to find out that 
there are students on campus who will 
not let anyone express an opinion differ¬ 
ent from their own. 

Just recently, I put up posters defend¬ 
ing unborn children and was disap¬ 
pointed to find them torn down almost 
immediately after I put them up. These 
are posters that I spent a lot of time 
preparing and putting up and I didn’t 
appreciate them being torn down so 
thoughtlessly. The least they could have 

the Editors 

done, if they wanted to express an opin¬ 
ion different from my own, is take the 
time to put up their own posters up, 
instead of tearing down mine. 

The posters I put up were in no way 
offensive and merely expressed a pro¬ 
fetus opinion, an opinion that I think I 
should be allowed to express. For those 
students who did not get a chance to 
read my posters as a result of the stu¬ 
dents who are against freedom of 
speech, I would like to include here the 
message I tried to get across through my 
posters. 

The posters I put up were in 
no way offensive and merely 

expressed a pro-fetus 
opinion, an opinion that I 

think I should be allowed to 
profess. 

One of the posters I put up merely 
stated, “Let’s stop prejudice based on 
stage of development,” and then defined 
post-natal supremacy to be an attitude of 
superiority or hatred toward those who 
have not yet reached the stage of devel¬ 
opment known as birth. It seems to me 
that if a similar poster were put up con¬ 
demning prejudice based on race, reli¬ 
gion, skin colour, sexual orientation, or 
anything else, the poster would still be 
standing. 

Another poster I put up said, “If the 
fetus could talk - ‘I might be younger 
and smaller thai?*you, but I'm just as 
human!”’ Thus, I was merely trying to 
get people to look at things from the 
fetus’ point of view and to see that the 
differences between a fetus and a new¬ 
born are only really superficial and no 

better a criteria for being human than is 
race, religion, skin colour, sexual orien¬ 
tation or anything else. 

Other posters I put up include facts 
about the unborn children that many 
people may not have known, thus, these 
posters are merely for educational pur¬ 
poses and are not really subjective in 
nature. Some of these facts which I 
would like people to be aware of, but 
which I’m apparently not allowed to 
state on Queen’s campus, are the follow¬ 
ing: 

1) During an abortion, the fetus 
screams in agony failing to be heard only 
because its lungs are not yet fully devel¬ 
oped. If the abortion occurs after the 
fetus is one month old (before most 

Continued on Page I 2 
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Prison life 
For married convicts, it has 

replaced the TV room. For many 

single prisoners, it is the place where 

they meet and court their lovers and 

sweethearts. 

It is also where mothers and fathers 

talk to sons, and where children play. It is 

the prison visiting room at Kingston Pen¬ 

itentiary. 

Ever)' Friday, I see die women, old and 

young, come in festive clothes patiently 

waiting to be let in the prison. In die 

chilly afternoon air, mothers, lovers, 

wives, and children wait their turn to be 

searched and questioned. But that’s 

alright because love is always patient. 

The patience is sorely tested while 

these women sit and wait for authorities 

to strip search their lover. Inside, the pris¬ 

oners are even more anxious and 

thoughts like, “What’s taking so long?” 

and “AVhere is she?” are common. There 

is no way for them to know - there are 

too many bars to overcome between their 

world and this free universe we inhabit. 

Then finally, “wham!” Suddenly, 

everything is reduced to one person. Two 

pairs of eyes connect and the worries of 

world fade way. For a while, they can pre¬ 

tend to be alone and that everything is as 

it should be once again, like it was before 

the clock stopped ticking. For a whjje. 

The children, dressed in their Sunday 

best, slowly relax as they see the almost 

forgotten man known only to them as 

Dad or Daddy. These children usually go 

off and play with the toys and watch 

movies that are arranged in another part 

of the room. 

Behind the raised glass tower, the 

supervisors sit. They watch carefully with 

hidden cameras as the couples talk. Sev¬ 

eral of the couples in the visiting room are 

kissing tenderly, as if they were teenagers 

on a date. However, the couples are 

adults and some have been married for 

years. Privacy is impossible in the visita¬ 

tion room and often the couples huddle 

together, shielding themselves from the 

observers’ side of the room as they 

embrace. 

The supervisors are human. Sometimes 

they try not to watch to closely, but they 

can’t ignore what is going on in the visita¬ 

tion room. It is their job to watch. Occa¬ 

sionally a supervisor embarrasses a couple 

by telling them to stop on the loud¬ 

speaker. The couple, oblivious to the out¬ 

side world, listen obediently. If they 

refuse, the punishment may include a stay 

in “the hole” for the convict or the couple 

may be forced to have “secure visits’ dur¬ 

ing which they are separated by a glass 

shield. 

Tears of loneliness erase my 
misconception that prisons 

do not punish. 

The afternoon ends not with a bang, 

but with a whimper. Within every visit is 

a feeling of unrestrained joy and grati¬ 

tude, but there is also the emptiness that 

comes with every time a visit ends. Some 

people think that prisons do not punish. 

They have never seen the aftermath of a 

visitation room. And the last conversa¬ 

tions! “When this is all over...Remember 

when...Of course I’ve been faithful...” 

Tears of loneliness erase my earlier mis¬ 

conceptions that prisons don’t punish. 

The historical system of “peniten¬ 

tiaries” inherited from 19ch century Eng¬ 

land is unjust. We focus too much on 

punishment. Ideas from the medieval 

times like putting a prisoner “into the 

hole” are obsolete. Prison life that sup¬ 

presses the basic needs of human beings 

will actually increase the incidence of 

crime. In order to reduce recidivism, a 

sense of commonality is needed. The pris¬ 

oner must have a stake in a future that 

they will feel responsible for. The public 

must give the same impartiality to the 

prisoner that they give to the rest of the 

population. Right now, our penitentiaries 

serve as little more than holding than 

holding tanks and do not protect Canada 

from harm - they breed harm. This prim¬ 

itive treatment can only be detrimental to 

prisoners, increasing rates of recidivism, 

and, thus, harming society itself. 

Mark Salvador. Arts ‘00. is a volunteer 

with the John Howard Society and visits 

Kingston Penitentiary every Friday. 
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women know they’re pregnant), the 

fetus has a heart beat which will lump to 

twice as fast as the machine used even 

approaches the fetus' territory. 

2) The mother’s body recognizes that 

the fetus is not a part of herself and eight 

days after conception actually fights 

against the pregnancy (which results in a 

miscarriage about one in every ten 

cases). But nine out of ten times, through 

an ingenious defence, the child succeeds 

in repelling the attack. 

3) At the 3-cell stage, the baby's DNA 

is so complicated that the chances of a 

cell of one person being the same as that 

of another is less than one in a million 

millions, even at the one-cell stage, its 

single single cell is distinctly human, the 

fact that no genetic information is passed 

along to the fetus after the conception 

should be obvious once one realizes that 

half of each child’s genetics comes from 

its biological father, who could not pos¬ 

sibly have passed along the genetic infor¬ 

mation any later during the pregnancy 

than during conception. 

4) Once a sperm has entered an ovum, 

it is possible for it to be transferred to a 

woman who is not the biological mother 

and still develop into an adult human 

being. Thus, the fetus is a human being, 

independent of it’s biological mother, 

from conception. In fact, it will develop 

the same, genetically, as it would have in 

its biological mother. 

Sindi Sabourin 

PhD, Math 

Pseudo-celebrity skinned 

Dear Editors, 

If this is what our QEA~opt-outable 

fee is going to, we want it back. On Tues¬ 

day night, we frantically searched Ether- 

ington Hall so that we could get a seat 

for the 7:00 speaker on “Who Killed 

Kurt Cobain?”. After finally finding the 

building, we waited until 7:10, happily 

eating wonderful cheesecake from the 

Laundry Cafe offered by the AMS Cof¬ 

fee House committee and then pro¬ 

ceeded into the auditorium. 

Introduced as a “close, personal 

friend” of Kurt Cobain, Ian Halperin 

proceeded to give his audience of about 

50, an oral copy of his resume. Creden¬ 

tials are always useful and Ian, as a for¬ 

mer “radical editor” of a Concordia 

University newspaper, made us aware of 

this for 10 minutes. It was a little much 

and, frankly, we didn’t care. After this 

egomania, he proceeded to verbosely 

insult Conrad Black and The National 

Post. And as if that weren't declasse 

enough, he slagged the Whig-Standard 

saying that he read it and implying that it 
was a piece of shit. 

Numerous “hands-up” audience sur¬ 

veys to answer questions like. Any 

Courtney Love fans here?” or “Who has 

heard of me?” paved the way for Mr. 

Ha perm to begin his story of “Who 

K,lied Kurt Cobain?” Showing what 

seemed to be fake pictures, videos and 

audio tapes o people allegedly involved 

m the case. This supposed “investigative 

journalist used words like “imitate” 

"here he should have said “intimidate" 

"B.repnmantletl'’comP'etelyout 

Shl°d L'fnhH’thi? S“y was f“" of 
about dIn f "° ldea What he was calking 

" fact- we speculated that 

this was a cruel joke played on the com¬ 

munity by the QEA and Campus Activi¬ 

ties Commission and that someone 

would pop up at the end and say, “Haha 

you believed him!” For an editor, Mr! 

Halperin said “umm....” a lot and used 

unnecessary profanity. 

We opt into QEA fees to see 
performers like the Rascalz , 
not babbling, egotistical fools 

with crazy conspiracy 
theories about a dead 

musician. 

So we ask, how did the QEA think 

that this man would be well-received at 

Queen’s? Just because he wrote about 

Kurt Cobain? Or perhaps because his 

most recent work in progress is an 

expose of what goes on behind the 

scenes in Celine Dion’s life? It’s a mys¬ 

tery to us as to how anyone could take 

this guy seriously. 

We opt into QEA fees to see perform¬ 

ers like the Rascalz and the Philosopher 

Kings and to hear speakers like Pierre 

Trudeau and Joe MacDonald, not bab¬ 

bling egotistical fools with, in our opin¬ 

ion, crazy conspiracy theories about a 

dead musician. 

But we must not put all of the blame 

on the QEA. The Campus Activities 

Commission is also at fault. It was a joint 

effort. 

So here is our advice to the QEA, 

Campus Activities and anyone else con¬ 

templating bringing a guest to Queen’s 

to address to community, one word - 

INTERVIEW. 

Vashti N. Singh, Arts ’99 

Leanne Mimchillo, Arts ’99 

Gaels schedules, please 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing in regards to the Sports 

and Fitness section in The Journal. Now 

please don’t misinterpret this, I 

throughly enjoy The Journal and I think 

it’s a fine publication, however, I have a 

simple question. Why is there nothing in 

the Sports and Fitness section that tells 

me what Interuniversity teams are play¬ 

ing and when? Maybe I just keep missing 

it or maybe I’m out of the loop because 

I’m a first year student, but to me it just 

seems logical that in the Queen’s Univer¬ 

sity publication it would make sense to 

mention the sports at Queen’s and when 

they’re played. Or maybe even just men¬ 

tion their standings along with some sta¬ 

tistics to inform people of how well their 

school teams are performing. Well that’s 

it, that’s my beef. Please put something 

in the Sports and Fitness section so 1 

know what games there are that I can go 

and watch, and how the teams are doing 

on a national level because I realize 1 

don’t show cause I don’t know. 

Joseph Monsier 

Arts ’02 

Universities are for 
learning 

Dear Editors, 

I respond with delightful glee to Greg 

Jack’s letter in the last issue of The Jot<r~ 

Continued on Page ^ 
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ual. I think that it’s a great idea to raise 

entry levels to 80%. Well, perhaps the 

idea completely sucks, let’s see. 

To summarize his argument: it is 

pointless to force the closure of universi¬ 

ties because all the students will go to 

other universities; we will not save any 

money. If we raise the entry level for 

universities then we will have two 

effects. Firstly, fewer people will come to 

university; we will save money. Secondly, 

only people who will finish university 

will come, thus we will not waste any 

money giving people half a degree. 

I also notice that in the same issue of 

The Journal, attendance at universities is 

dropping. This is perceived as a bad 

thing because society benefits from a 

highly educated population. 

It is a commonly accepted fact that 

some high schools are better than others; 

their students get better grades. It is also 

known that the high schools which are 

not so good tend to be in remote areas of 

the country or give educations to stu¬ 

dents from low income families, it’s a lot 

easier to study when you know that 

you’ll have food when you get home. 

By raising the entry level to 80%, 

Greg believes that we will have more 

effective universities. Well, they will be 

more effective in the sense that they will 

graduate a higher percentage of students 

and they will cost less. To maximize 

effectiveness by this definition we should 

simple close all universities. 

University effectiveness is 
not about graduating 

students or minimizing costs. 
Universities exist to provide 

a higher, universal education. 

University effectiveness is not about 

graduating students or minimizing costs. 

Universities exist to provide a higher 

education, a universal education. Univer¬ 

sity graduates should be able to look at 

aspects of life and society objectively and 

subjectively, ideally and realistically. 

They should then work out the differ¬ 

ences between these views and commu¬ 

nicate these thoughts to others. 

Different subjects at university pro¬ 

vide different views of life. What 

remains consrant is the not the ability to 

get a job, but the ability to communicate 

thoughts and ideas. Remember that even 

though science and economics came out 

of universities, the purpose of university 

is nor to teach people to be scientists or 

to get people jobs, but to help people 

communicate thoughts, ideas and feel¬ 

ings coherently. 

Also Greg, now that you have your 

university degree aren’t you being just a 

little selfish? You are trying to reduce the 

number of people with your qualifica¬ 

tion so that it’s worth more. Break out of 

your monetary centered idealistic idea of 

life and look at society, democracy, and 

more importantly what the monetary 

centered idealistic view of life is doing to 

these vital elenients/concepts of our life. 

Tim Wright 

MSc ’99 

Identity lost, 
identity found 

I write in response to the letter by 

Cindy Cheng entitled “You’re white, 

right? Wrong!” to say that I admire her 

courage in speak on this “self segrega¬ 

tion” that occurs within racial/cultural... 

whatever collectives society has catego¬ 

rized us. I believe that there is definitely 

self-segregation occurring, basically 

because I have grown up in the same sit¬ 

uation. 

My identity has been long in develop¬ 

ment. Sure, I too am of Chinese heritage, 

but born in the United States and raised 

in western Canada. I’ve grown up more 

in the company of Caucasian (white... 

whatever) friends, in a Canadian society, 

with many Canadian friends. I’ve been 

shaped by a Canadian (and American) 

influences in the media, culture, and 

community. My personal thinking was 

that I was just like any other person on 

the street, in a crowd, and really... any¬ 

where. 

It would be tragic to have 
trivial things such as what 

classes people took or which 
people we associated with, 

divide our society. 

As I grew up, my consciousness to the 

world I lived in became aware that I was 

in fact different. Though I lived one way, 

I was seen in another. Being Chinese but 

yet not Chinese... being ‘white’ but not. 

This revelation soon bothered me to the 

point I felt I had an identity- crisis. I 

almost thought of myself as “a white per¬ 

son born in a Chinese body.” 

When I entered Queen’s, I still felt the 

same way. I made new friends, became 

active in new activities, and pursued an 

Arts degree. But on many occasions I 

was seen as different to the people of 

same heritage. Even now, I am still eyed 

in public by some Chinese with suspi¬ 

cion. Interaction with them was friendly, 

but only to a very limited degree. It 

always seemed so difficult to associate 

with them, not only because of how they 

may perceive me, but how uncomfort¬ 

able I felt trying to think of myself as one 

of them. 

But I soon overcame my ‘identity cri¬ 

sis.’ 1 no longer considered myself one or 

the other. I was who I was, regardless of 

what others thought of me or reacted to 

my way of life, whether by ‘fellow’ Chi¬ 

nese or ‘fellow’ Canadians. 

I also decided to do something about 

the segregation, the attitudes, this vice of 

society. This year with the help of many 

friends and interested people, 1... we 

made The United, a new newspaper on 

campus. Contrary to what some people 

think, I envisioned it not only to deal 

with international issues, but with the 

country, the Queen’s community, and 

basically society - people. As the name 

suggests, The United was created to get 

people together and share their views on 

society, on the community, and on the 

world as a whole, from no matter what 

they were or who they are. We are still 

people of this world, regardless of race, 

ethnicity, gender, religion, culture, and 

the rest of those categories society has 

divided us. 

It would be tragic to have such trivial 

things such as what classes people took 

or which people we associated with, 

divide our society. 

I may be shunned by those descended 

from the same heritage. I may be differ¬ 

ent viewed from the outside and within. 

I am Chinese, but I am also a world citi¬ 

zen, a Canadian, a political studies stu¬ 

dent, and much more. Just because I am 

Chinese does not mean I have expecta¬ 

tions or obligations to be a part of that 

heritage. I have my own identity, my 

own life, and my own beliefs that may 

seem contrary to those of my Chinese 

peers, but they cannot dictate who I am. 

I am who I am, and no one should judge 

that on the basis of heritage, race, or 

anything else. 

Ray Szeto, 

Arts ‘00 

It’s Franklin’s Fault 

Dear Editors, 

On Thursday November 26th I went 

to the Trasheteria to check out Franklin’s 

Fault. I heard a number of impressions 

about them and wanted to check them 

out for myself, and all I have to say is 

that the suck big time. Ska-jazz my ass, I 

can’t remember the last time I heard a 

band that sounded so bad. As a write this 

letter I’m listening to the New York Ska- 

Jazz Ensemble, now this is real ska-jazz. 

Whatever Franklin’s Fault played wasn’t 

ska-jazz or even ska. The Mavericks, for 

God’s sake, are more ska than Franklin’s 

Fault. 

As someone who has been in the ska 

scene for a number of years, who has 

been to plenty of shows, and who also 

plays in a REAL ska band I think that my 

opinions are justified. First of all the 

horns were way too quiet, in a ska band 

the horns are first followed by the 

vocals, bass, and guitar. Overall the 

vocals were horrible and were the worst 

part of the band, and considering how 

bad the band was this was a major 

achievement. 

Another thing that got me was the 

sloppy guitar playing, a ska band should 

have a clear guitar line. 

If you want to hear some real good 

ska check out the Kingpins, Planet 

Smashers, Slackers, Hepcat, Skatallites, 

and the Toasters. In terms of labels, any¬ 

thing on STOMP or MOONSKA is a 

good bet. There are literally hundreds of 

great ska bands throughout Canada, the 

US, Europe, Japan, Australia, and South 

America. The bands I mentioned are 

easy to find even in Kingston. I have 

friends who have slogged away for years 

to raise the profile of ska and they don’t 

need a bunch of university students pre¬ 

tending to be something they aren’t. 

I will never doubt my friends again 

about whether a bands sucks or not. 1 

just have one thing to say to Franklin’s 

Fault, either do it right or don’t do it at 

all. 

Eric Ring 

Arts ’00 

Write for Opinions 

Do you support a position which 

needs to be talked about? Here’s your 

chance to spark the discussion. Send 

your opinion of 500-600 words to The 

Queen's Journal and we'll send it 

to everyone else. Let your observations 

resonate through the community. 

Call Dan at 545-2800 or 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 
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Science 
Historical herbivores 

Would it be better to use this land to grow soy or canola than to graze cattle? Some scientists think so. 

By Angela James 

Eating meat is a common North 

American practice so it comes as 

no surprise that vegetarianism is 

often met with considerable skepticism. 

Vegetarians are often stereotyped as 

pale-faced hippies or recent trendy con¬ 

verts. However, far from being a recently 

developed fad, vegetarianism is a prac¬ 

tice with an extensive history. One inter¬ 

esting aspect of the history of 

vegetarianism is that many of the 

philosophies are that support it are able 

to withstand modern scrutiny — in fact 

several are endorsed by current scientific 

research. 

The reasons for selecting a vegetarian 

lifestyle are varied. One reason that is 

often given. to support a vegetarian 

lifestyle is a moral stance against causing 

harm to animals. This is a component of 

certain Eastern religions, including 

Hinduism and Janism. In India, during 

the third century B.C., Emperor Asoka 

even instituted vegetarianism as a 

national practice. 

Scientists estimate that the 
land used to feed one meat 
eater could feed 20 vegans. 

In his development of this philosophy 

of vegetarianism as respect for animals in 

233 A.D., the Greek philosopher 

Porphyry insisted there was no moral 

distinction between humans and animals. 

He adopted a vegetarian lifestyle and 

believed that it is the meat eaters who 

need to justify their moral stance and 

not on those who abstain from eating 

animal flesh. According to Porphyry, ani¬ 

mals possess sensation,* perception and 

memory. Since he considered reason to 

be a matter of degree, rather than an 

entity humans possess and animals do 

not, Porphyry believed that natural 

bonds existed among living creatures 

encompassing a moral community that 

includes animals. 

Porphyry’s treatment of this issue is 

congruent with modern ideas. Neuro¬ 

science research uses a variety of animals 

to demonstrate the development of cer¬ 

tain cognitive properties, including 

learning and memory. These research 

animal models have found that these 

fundamental bases of cognitive structure 

clearly exist in animals. 

Another philosophy of vegetarianism 

is centered on health benefits derived 

from limiting meat consumption. This 

philosophy contends that diets that avoid 

meat are better suited to humans. 

Investigation of primates closely related 

to humans reveals that these species tend 

to have low meat contents in their diets. 

Further suggestions that the natural diet 

of humans is primarily vegetarian comes 

from examination of diet structure in 

indigenous cultures, where recent tech¬ 

nologies would not have corrupted the 

basic aspects of food availability and 

choice. These people also tend to have 

lower incidences of cardiovascular ill¬ 

nesses and gastrointestinal cancers. 

Plato espoused vegetarianism for 

health reasons. Famous health-based veg¬ 

etarians also include Leonardo da Vinci 

and Adolph Hitler. The so-called “mus¬ 

cular Christians”-of the mid-1800s prac¬ 

ticed strict fundamentalist lifestyles that 

included the avoidance of meat. These 

individuals credited their perceived 

increases in strength and endurance as 

being due to vegetarianism. An evalua¬ 

tion of these claims in light of modern 

evidence regarding nutrition and health 

indicate a degree of truth. 

Recent studies suggest that vegetarian 

lifestyles can be healthy and nutritionally 

adequate. Positive relationships exist 

between a vegetarian diet and reduced 

risk for several chronic degenerative dis¬ 

eases and conditions, including obesity, 

hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery 

disease and several types of cancer. One 

major reason often provided to explain 

why vegetarianism offers -protection 

against various ailments is that vegetar¬ 

ian diets tend to be lower in saturated fat 

intake. Another protective factor in veg¬ 

etarian diets is increased fiber content. 

This elevated fiber content serves to limit 

exposure to potentially carcinogenic sub¬ 

stances by increasing gastrointestinal 

motility. 

Though vegetarian diets are often 

believed to omit several important nutri¬ 

ents, nutritional needs can be met with 

careful planning. Calcium is plentiful in 

many plant products and the body 

absorbs the nutrient very well from these 

sources. As well, adequate protein levels 

can be achieved. Certain amino acids, 

the essential amino acids, must be 

obtained from dietary sources since no 

metabolic pathways exist to produce 

them from other amino acids. Though 

the essential amino acids are plentiful in 

many animal products, vegetarians need 

to be aware of ‘complementary proteins’ 

or food sources that can be combined to 

provide all essential amino acids. With 

well planned diets, however, these nutri¬ 

tional needs can be easily met. Another 

aspect of vegetarian diets involving 

greater planning is vitamin B,, intake. In 

addition to being present in meat, this 

substance is present in eggs and dairy 

products. For vegans, who avoid all ani¬ 

mal products as well as meat, this sub¬ 

stance can be taken in supplement form. 

Vitamin B,2 is stored and recycled within 

the body so only small amounts are gen¬ 

erally needed. For this reason, deficien¬ 

cies may take years to develop. 

The nutritional needs of 
vegetarians can be met with 

careful planning. 

Another argument traditionally used 

to justify vegetarianism is the environ¬ 

mental prudence of avoiding meat. In 

addition to health benefits, both Plato 

and Porphyry believed that vegetarian¬ 

ism offered a more efficient use of land. 

This argument is particularly compelling 

today, and the data supporting it can be 

found in R.T. Miller’s Living in the 

Environment. Scientists estimate that the 

land used to feed one meat eater could 

feed 20 vegans. Direct energy transfer 

from plants to humans is more efficient 

than the process of deriving energy from 

animals nourished by vegetation. About 

two-thirds of U.S. cropland is used to 

feed cattle whereas only 2 per cent is 

used to grow vegetables to feed humans. 

Livestock currently consumes 38 per 

cent of the world’s grain. In addition to 

being highly inefficient, livestock agricul¬ 

ture is often damaging to the environ¬ 

ment. About 85 per cent of U.S. topsoil 

loss is directly associated with livestock 

grazing. A major cause of desertification 

in arid and semi-arid areas is the tram¬ 

pling of the soil by livestock. 

Clearly, philosophies justifying this 

lifestyle choice are based upon argu¬ 

ments diat are considered valid by mod¬ 

ern standards. The fact that these 

arguments remain valid despite centuries 

of scientific advances is a strong testa¬ 

ment to their credence. 
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Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

DSTs engines 
back online 

The ion drive of Deep Space 1, 
NASA's experimental spacecraft, has 
been running smoothly since it was 
successfully started last Tuesday. 
Earlier this month, when to experimen¬ 
tal propulsion system was originally 
powered up, the engine shut itself off 
after only AVz minutes. NASA engineers 
now suspect that metallic contami¬ 
nants between the engine's two high- 
voltage grids caused the initial failure, 
but were vapourized by subsequent 
attempts. NASA is unapologetic about 
Deep Space 1’s less-than-perfect per¬ 
formance. “If everything worked per¬ 
fectly on the first try, it would be an 
indication we had not been sufficiently 
aggressive in selecting the technolo¬ 
gies," said chief mission engineer Marc 
Rayman. 

Smoking won’t 
keep you thin 

According to a study to be pub¬ 
lished in December’s Journal of 
Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 
smoking does not allow young adults 
to lose weight or to control weight gain. 
The report follows an analysis of a data 
set of 4,000 people, ages 18 to 30, by 
researchers at the University of 
Memphis. Among those individuals 
who smoked or started smoking during 
the study, no significant weight loss or 
attenuation of weight gain was 
recorded. The study did show, how¬ 
ever, that those who quit smoking dur¬ 
ing the study showed greater weight 
gain than those who continued to 
smoke or never smoked at all. 

Consumer group 
says PVC toy 
ban just hype 

Consumer Alert, an industry-backed 
consumer group, says that the recent 
Toys 'R' Us ban on PVC baby toys is 
not based in fact. It says that 
Greenpeace, who has waged a long 
campaign against PVC toys, has no 
scientific basis for its contention that 
the levels of phthalates in these toys 
pose a danger to children. Phthalates 
are a group of chemicals used in plas¬ 
tics, inks, and vinyl flooring. High does 
of phthalates have been linked to liver 
and kidney damage in lab animals. 
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f pain 

Life on 
planet 

Kingston 
Confessions of a townie inmate 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

IT IS DIFFICULT to convince your parents of any 

necessity for leaving home when one of the best 

universities in the country is only a few short min¬ 

utes away. Thinking back, I remember the reluctance I 

felt beginning my studies here at Queen’s. I was not 

moving into residence like the rest of my classmates, I 

was not even leaving home. At the time it all seemed 

grossly unfair. 

Frosh week did nothing to greatly increase my 

enthusiasm about attending university in my home¬ 

town. I had no desire to perform hideous stunts on 

the streets of downtown Kingston where someone 

who knew me or my family was sure to pass by. As 

well, the 15 minute drive home every night put a sig¬ 

nificant damper on my daily alcohol consumption. 

Things slowly began to show their brighter side 

once 1 realised some of the benefits of remaining at 

home. I was able to avoid the usual pressures of meet¬ 

ing an entire new group of friends, as many of the 

people from my high school were also attending 

Queen’s. In addition, my desire to live in residence 

quickly dissolved the day 1 went to Victoria Hall to 

study with a friend 1 had met in economics class. 

Perhaps it is a direct result of being an only child, but 

residence life, from my perspective, brings a whole 

new meaning to the word “share.” Suddenly my large 

room, home cooked meals and personal laundry stew¬ 

ard I affectionately called “mom” were starting to 

look pretty good. 1 had friends, a boyfriend, a job and, 

best of all, 1 did not have to share a tiny brick cell with 

Suddenly my large room, home 
cooked meals and personal laundry 
steward I affectionately called 'mom1 
were starting to look pretty good. 

a stranger and her late night guests. 

Some people are astonished to learn I still live with 

my parents. It is not typical for “townie” students to 

stay at home. In fact, most of my Kingston friends 

moved out in their second or third year. While I may 

have missed out on learning to maintain a household 

with others, I can say that my parents and I have sig¬ 

nificantly developed our relationship and respect for 

one another during my university years. This is some¬ 

thing I deem equally valuable. 

T 
-L HERE HAVE BEEN many ups and downs to my per¬ 

petual inhabitance of Kingston. Looking back, I can 

definitely recognise many things I have missed out on, 

however, I can also see much I have gained. 

The largest bonus of my long term stay at “Hotel 

Mom and Dad” is, of course, financial. Had I gone to 

an out-of-town university, I would, without q doubt, 

have accumulated a substantial debt under my name 

by this point in my academic career. Choosing to stay 

at home not only helped me avoid this all too com¬ 

mon result of university life, but it has also enabled 

me to maintain a reasonably satisfactory standard of 
living. 

Still, I have missed out. One of the things I regret 

Towering over the quaint town of Kingston is the massive presence of Queen’s University. 

most is my lack of early involvement in Queen’s-cen¬ 

tered activities. Even now, in my final year, I continue 

to view Queen’s as only a small portion of my home¬ 

town. In comparison, however, a lot of Queen’s stu¬ 

dents remain restricted to campus, rarely taking the 

time to experience what our city offers outside of the 

downtown core. 

I spoke with a fellow townie and Queen’s student, 

Jesse (a.k.a. “Pepper”) about this issue and he too 

lamented over the large gap which exists between 

Queen’s and the City of 

"Kingston has a lot 
of culture for a city 
of its size and it's 
too bad students 
do not take more 

advantage of that," 

— Jesse, a townie 
inmate 

Kingston. 

“Kingston has a lot of 

culture for a city of its 

size and it’s too bad stu¬ 

dents do not take more 

advantage of that,” he 

said. He also expressed 

concern about the 

Kingstonians who have 

animosity toward _ 

Queen’s students, adding 

that Kingston owes a lot of its culture to Queen’s. 

A few days after my conversation with Jesse, I 

spoke with a friend whom I had not seen for a few 

years. She had gone out of province to university and 

had spent a year studying in Europe. I was surprised 

to hear her comments about a mutual friend of ours. 

She was impressed at how someone who had riot left 

Kingston could become so cultured. This opinion, 

that someone who has remained in one city is some¬ 

how less exposed, is a common and disturbing one. I 

see no reason why remaining in one city should nec¬ 

essarily limit your cultural exposure. .While your first¬ 

hand knowledge is, no doubt, affected by remaining in 

one area, there are still many ways you can become 

exposed to the world. Our city is filled with great cul¬ 

ture, but you have to seek it out. Through reading and 

education we have the ability to expose ourselves to 

vast amounts of knowledge and, if the historic sites, 

libraries, theatres, restaurants, galleries and other cul¬ 

tural establishments of Kingston do not suffice, one 

can always venture the short trip to Toronto, Ottawa 
or Montreal. 

Nevertheless, some of my friends regret staying in 

Kingston. While discussing this issue with my friend 

Kobin she admitted that, had she to do it again, she 

would choose to move away from home. There are 

certain lessons one can learn when away, she argued, 

t at are unattainable living in the same city as your 

anu y. For example, being completely responsible for 

yourself, without anyone to fall back on, presents an 

unquestionable opportunity for growth. She also 

pointe out that, while the means of attaining cultural 

growth and experience exist in smaller cities, their 

accessibility is much more limited and, therefore, tend 

o reac i fewer people. She maintained that it would 

Continued on page 
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Masters student and moonlighting musician 
Jon Coakley — up close and personal 

Story and photos 

by Paul Heisler and Fiona Stevenson 

listen mother sister brother 

relatives and kin 

you want to know just where you re going 

you got to know where you’ve been 

— Ben Harper 

Kingston musician Jon Coakley may have 

the quiet confidence of a man who knows 

where he’s going, but he hasn’t forgotten 

where he’s been. Raised in Hamilton, Ontario, with 

roots stretching from Norway to the Bahamas, 

Coakley performs with a humble grace that reflects 

his own shy but compelling personality. With simple 

but powerful lyrics, he conveys a respect for nature 

and a political idealism in songs that are often based 

on personal experiences. 

These days, however, life as a graduate student in 

cherpical engineering at Queen’s has limited the scope 

of experiences for one of Kingston’s most promising 

musicians. Between finishing his thesis, bartending at 

the grad club and managing his own band, he worries 

thqt he might be losing himself somewhere in- 

between: 

“I sometimes feel like I have multiple personalities... 
I’ve been stretching myself pretty thin and some¬ 
times you just lose sight of who you are and just 
become what you’re doing.” 

Writing and performing music wasn’t always a 

major part of John Coakley’s life at Queen’s.- “I hung 

out on campus,” he says, “I was at Alfie’s and all 

those places all tl^e time and I never really got a 

chance to do other things outside of campus.” 

Although he played in a band during high school, 

Coakley spent most of his four years as a civil engi¬ 

neering undergraduate living like a typical Queen’s 

student. 

After a three year hiatus from music, Coakley 

picked up his guitar again when he started busking in 

downtown Kingston last year. “I was broke just 

before Christmas and I needed some cash. I was busk¬ 

ing on Princess Street... you can make mad cash doing 

that.” 

One day, while busking outside the Grizzly Grill, 

he attracted the attention of a fellow Kingston musi¬ 

cian and the two went on to form the band Bug 

Daddy and the Shack. A year later, the band’s name 

has changed and many other musicians have come 

and gone. “I think I’ve played with around eight or 

nine different musicians... the band has changed so 

much, now it’s John Coakley and One Metric 

Tonne.” 

“I find the students are amazingly 
supportive... There’s a really good 

crowd of music lovers at this school.” 

Co 'OAKLEY’S MUSIC wasn’t always as introspective as 

it is now. “Before a year and a half ago all the stuff I 

wrote was pretty impersonal, but lately I’m trying to 

write a lot more personal stuff.” Besides drawing on 

events in his own life, Coakley’s lyrics are heavily 

influenced by what he perceives as political and eco¬ 

nomic inequities in the world. “I’m not into writing 

about money and BMWs. I want to write about stuff 

that’s important to me, and people and politics are 

much more important to me than rolling with the 

homies, though that does have a place. I’m not trying 

to devalue rap music, I listen to it all the time. I just 

find a lot of the popular hip hop is not very 

stimulating.” 

Although he does listen primarily to reggae and 

jazz, Coakley has an affinity for most musical genres 

and often plays covers of Bob Marley and Ben Harper 

songs. 

Coakley’s music is also influenced by the support 

of a large family. “I’ve got a huge family, not many of 

them in Canada but they’re very supportive and I 

maintain a strong connection with them.” He credits 

his diverse roots for helping to shape his character. 

“Coming from Hamilton gives me humility, having 

family in the Bahamas gives me some sort of connec¬ 

tion with that side of my personality, and my 

mother’s Norwegian. Over in Norway it’s dark six 

months a year so you better know how to talk to 

someone.” 

While Coakley is indeed very articulate, he some¬ 

times feels inhibited on stage by his soft-spoken 

manner. 

The presence of his friends and girlfriend Deb 

Hume at his shows makes the experience more com¬ 

fortable for him. “Deb has yet to miss a show. She’s 

always there. I feel like if a show isn’t going well, I 

know she’s somewhere in the crowd. She’s a bit of a 

normalizing factor I guess... my friends are usually 

the first people to dance. They’re just there to talk to 

me between sets and stop me from feeling like a wall¬ 

flower, which is how I usually feel in a situation like 

that.” 

The intensely personal nature of Coakley’s work is 

in part responsible- for his shyness on stage. “Getting 

up and talking about personal stuff like that in front 

of people, I almost feel like you’re exposing your soul 

and it’s tough. If your show isn’t just right, it’s rough 

afterwards. You really feel dragged through the dirt, 

not by the crowd, the crowd’s always great. It’s just a 

personal thing.” 

Coakley looks upon the support he has received 

from the Queen’s community with fondness and 

appreciation. “I feel really comfortable playing at 

Queen’s,” he says, “I know a lot of people and I find 

the students are amazingly supportive... There’s a 

really good crowd of music lovers at this school. It’s 

been great at helping my confidence up there when 

the crowd’s receptive... My favorite show was at 

Science Formal this year when the crowd was banging 

against my microphone and people were collapsing 

on the monitors ’cause they were so drunk, but it was 

great 'cause the crowd was right there and you could 

smell the sweat of those people and that was perfect.” 

Coakley thinks his music appeals to some because 

it’s grounded in authenticity. 

“There are a lot of people who like hearing real 

Continued on page 20 
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only be those who actively 

sought out such cultural expo¬ 

sure, such as university stu¬ 

dents, who would be successful 

in attaining it. 

I accept the opinions of oth¬ 

ers who have been raised in 

Kingston as valid facers of their 

experience. However, it is 

infuriating to hear non- 

Kingstonians perpetually insult 

the city I call home. While the 

stereotype of a “townie” may 

apply to some specific individu¬ 

als living in Kingston, it does 

not apply to all, or even a 

majority of its residents. I 

admit that Kingston is a small 

town. While it may not be a 

corporate centre to launch a 

career from, or even offer a 

particularly large array of shop¬ 

ping and entertainment 

options, it is still a beautiful 

city enriched with a historic 

past. 

T„ . HAT SAID, I’ll admit it. It’s 

true, I am a townie. However, I 

think it is important to recog¬ 

nize the stigmatisms this stereo¬ 

type perpetuates. Unfairly 

lumping individuals together 

based on their geographic loca¬ 

tion and applying a norm to 

them as a group is prejudice 

and nothing less. While I joke 

about being a townie, I am 

offended when knowledge of 

my “locality” obscures people’s 

conception of who I am — 

which is a lot more than the 

sum of a town’s vices. 

I have no ambition to remain 

in Kingston after graduating 

from Queen’s, yet it was still a 

wonderful place to grow up 

and is an equally wonderful 

place to call home. Staying in 

Kingston throughout my edu¬ 

cation has taught me a valuable 

and life long lesson: no matter 

what hand you’re dealt in life’s 

game of poker, it is up to you 

to make a winning hand. 

Instead of focusing on your 

losses look to your gains and' 

you may find value in some¬ 

thing you had not even antici¬ 

pated. 

Jocelyn ‘fluffy’ Laporte can fre¬ 

quently be seen bombing around 

Kingston in her hot pink camero. 

She maintains none of her last three 

boyfriends had hockey hair. 

DO YOU 

KNOW A 

GREAT 

TEACHER? 

Nominations are now 

being accepted for the 

1999 Alumni Award for 

Excellence in Teaching. 

! Continued from page 19 

stuff. Even with the 

instruments in the band I 

. try to keep it simple — 

j acoustic instruments, 

because it just seems more 

natural. The sound of a 

stick on wood is a lot 

more pleasing to me than 

I a drum machine. I think 

my audience is just look- 

I ing for something that s 

natural and not 

processed.” 

As much as he enjoys 

performing at Queen s, 

Coakley is also focusing 

his attention off campus. The 

intimacy of the local music 

scene has allowed Coakley to 

receive a great deal of feedback 

from Kingston bands. “1 feel 

like I’ve either met, talked to, 

or played with most of the 

musicians in Kingston, aside 

from the Hip or Weeping Tile... 

They all come out to shows. 

They all give you constructive 

criticism or positive feedback, 

! depending on how the night 

went.” 

Coakley describes the 

J Kingston music scene as per- 

| haps “too nurturing,” espe- 

' dally in comparison with the 

cut-throat competition 

between musicians in larger 

cities like Toronto, Montreal 

and New York City. However, 

Coakley feels musicians have to 

go a big city to succeed in the 

music business. “I don’t think 

you can make it in Kingston.” 

While he isn’t sure where he 

will live after he finishes his 

Masters thesis this year, 

Coakley hopes a career in 

music lies ahead. “I’ve got this 

ideal image of how I want it all 

to go and I’d love to make a 

career out of it. I think it’s 

pretty hard to make it as a 

career as a musician. This is 

what I want to do right now 

but if I find that I can’t do it 

I’m not going to go into 

depression.” 

Co OAKLEY HOPES that in the 

near future a grant from the 

government will allow him to 

record and produce a full 

length CD. Up until now, he 

has been unable to record a CD 

because of his time commit¬ 

ments at Queen’s and the 

financial burden of being a 

graduate student. “Right now 

my main goal is to pay off my 

student loans.” 

While not a star yet, 

Coakley’s gifts and unassuming 

personality have already left an 

impression on the Queen’s 

community. “I’ve never 

doubted myself more than I 

have in the past year or so, but 

I’ve never felt so hopeful about 

the future at the same time.” 

Paul Heisler and Fiona Stevenson 

are Siamese twins separated at birth. 
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THE NUTCRACKER 
“a rare & exhilarating find" - New York Times 
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Nomination forms, 

signed by five 

members of the 

Queen’s community, 

should outline reasons 

why the -nominee is a 

superior teacher. 

The award consists 

of a statuette and 

$5,000. Deadline is 

Jan. 29, 1999. 

Nomination forms can 

be picked up in the 

Department of Alumni 

Affairs, West Wing, 

Summerhill. Please 

direct all inquiries and 

nominations to 

Ms. Deborah Shea, 

545-2060. 

(AfterJan. I, 1999, 

533-2060.) 

Winner receives — 

One year subscription to The New Yorker 

I st Honourable Mention receives — 
The Photo Book 

2nd Honourable Mention receives — 

One year subscription to Saturday Night 

All winners also receive — 

Best American Short Stories 1998 

Please forward submissions to The Queen's Journal - 

272 Earl St. - journalipost.queensu.ca - 545.2800 

West is best 
Perennial powerhouse 

Saskatchewan Huskies won 

rheir third CIAU champi¬ 

onship of the nineties by 

squeaking by the underdog 

Concordia Stingers 24-17 in 

the Vanier Cup on Saturday. In 

a game marred by dropped 

passes and miscues, the win¬ 

ning score came late in the 

fourth quarter on a fumble 

recovery in the end zone by 

game MVP, Saskatchewan line¬ 

backer Trevor Ludtke. This 

game was much closer than the 

14.5 point favourite Huskies 

had expected, with the 

Stingers putting up a good 

fight. The O-QIFC champions 

represented their conference 

capably and if it wasn’t for a 

controversial call on the win¬ 

ning fumble recovery, the 

CIAU crown could easily have 

been heading to Montreal. 

Stampeding to victory 
With, a 35-yard field goal by 

Winnipeg native Mark 

McLoughlin, the Calgary 

Stampeders defeated the 

Hamilton Tiger-Cats and 

silenced all the critics wlib 

believed that they couldn’t win 

the big one. In yet another stir¬ 

ring Grey Cup, both teams 

came to play and the winner 

was the CFL. While disap¬ 

pointing for Steeltown, the 

emergence of their Tabbies' as a 

contender will no doubt carry 

over into next season. 

Hopefully for the league the 

level of interest will continue 

to increase and the number of 

teams operating in the black 

will follow suit. 

Not a ‘wonderful life’ 
Instead of Shaquille O’Neal, 

Bob Costas and Michael 

Jordan, basketball fans who 

tune in for the traditional NBA 

Christmas Day doubleheader 

will be entertained by Jimmy 

Stewart in the film It’s a 

Wonderful Life. NBC had 

scheduled to kick-off it’s bas¬ 

ketball coverage with the 

Chicago Bulls taking on the 

New Yprk Knicksj followed by 

the Pheonix Suns and Los 

Angeles Lakers, but were 

forced to cancel due to the 

lock-out. With billions of dol¬ 

lars in TV money at stake, 

something has got to give. 

If Christmas came early... 
•Blue Jays manager Tim 

Johnson would apologize 

to the real victims — 

Vietnam war veterans. 

•Dr. Kevorkian would do 

sports fans everywhere a 

favour and put the NBA 

season to sleep. 

•NFL referees would; be 

forced ro undergo an 

extensive training session 

on the difference between 

heads and tails. 

By Naete Sager 

Despite being hampered by 

injuries and chronic ill luck 

around the opposing goal, the 

Queen’s men’s hockey team 

managed a pair of ties last 

weekend to maintain its hold on 

first place in the OUA Mideast 

division. On Friday, November 

20 against York, the Gaels 

earned a 4-4 tie by virtue of a 

Rob Mailloux goal with 11 sec¬ 

onds remaining in regulation 

time. The following evening, in 

an instance of deja vu, Queen’s 

earned a much needed point 

due to another eleventh-hour 

equalizer, with forward Man 

Thorne performing the late 

heroics to forge a 2-2 tie with 

Laurentian. 

Queen’s 4, York 4 
Queen’s 2, Laurentian 2 

“The two games this week¬ 

end are a reflection of our 

depth and character,” com¬ 

mented Queen’s Head Coach 

Chris MacDonald. “It would be 

very easy to focus on the injury 

problems we’ve been having. 

There were several reasons why 

we could have folded in either 

game.” 

After spotting the visiting 

Yeomen a 3-0 lead on Friday, 

the Gaels fought back to tie, 

with Derek Johnston assisting 

on all three markers. Johnston 

made an exquisite centring pass 

to Dave Wilson, who put the 

Gaels on the scoreboard mid¬ 

way through the second period. 

Before the intermission. Matt 

Reid cut the York lead to one, 

potting a goal off his own 

rebound. 

At the six-minute mark of 

the third period, the Gaels drew 

even, as winger Phil Lindsay’s 

howitzer caught the underside 

of the crossbar and deflected 

into the cage. However, less 

Skirmish breaks out between Queen’s and York during the 4-4 tie on Saturday, November 21 

PHOTO BY ALEX KJtONBY 

than a minute later, York 

regained the lead, as a Gaels’ 

turnover in the neutral zone led 

to a breakaway for forward 

Scott Oswin, who bested 

Queen’s netminder Jason Skil- 

nick. 

In a frantic final minute, the 

Gaels swarmed the York zone. 

With the seconds ticking away, 

Jeff Scobie centred to Jason 

Flynn, who got a shot away. 

Yeomen goaltender Bobby 

DaCosta kicked out the shot, 

but the rebound came to Mail¬ 

loux, who calmly tapped the 

frozen black rubber disc home. 

The following evening 

against Laurentian, Queen’s 

again trailed for much of the 

contest, vexed by Laurentian 

netminder Jarrett Rose, who 

time and rime again emerged 

from a Gaels’ flurry. Late in the 

second period, the Gaels finally 

broke through, as forward Matt 

Reid scored for the second 

straight game to even the con¬ 

test 1-1. “It was great to see 

Johnston and Reid have suc¬ 

cess,” remarked MacDonald. 

Early in the third period, 

though, an egregious giveaway 

resulted in the go-ahead goal 

for the Voyageurs. The Gaels 

immediately pushed to pull 

even, but Rose, who recorded 

50 saves on the evening, seem¬ 

ingly did everything but swal¬ 

low the puck in preserving the 

narrow lead. 

With less than a minute to 

play. Queen’s was again forced 

to turn to its opportune 

offence, forcing the puck into 

the visitors’ end and maneuver¬ 

ing for a scoring opportunity. 

With 42 seconds remaining, 

Mailloux centred the puck to 

Thorne, the extra attacker, at 

the lip of the crease. Calmly 

waiting until Laurentian’s Rose 

committed himself, Thorne 

dented the twine, forcing over¬ 

time. In the extra session, Skil- 

nick performed heroically, 

making a half-dozen of his 23 

saves to stave off defeat. 

With divisional rivals Guelph 

and Toronto stumbling, the 

Gaels, now 3-4-4, remain in 

first place in the OUA Mideast. 

Tough weekend split for Gaels 
By Calvin Lam 

On the weekend of Novem¬ 

ber 20, the Queen’s women’s 

basketball team travelled to 

Quebec to take on Laval and 

Bishop’s in a pair of inter-con¬ 

ference match-ups between the 

OUA and the QSFF. On Friday, 

the Gaels posted a 59-53 come- 

from-behind win over ■ Laval 

but were unable to continue 

their momentum against 

Queen’s 59, Laval 53 
Bishop’s 55, Queen’s 50 

Bishop’s, losing 55-50 on Sat¬ 

urday. The win over ninth- 

ranked Laval and the narrow 

defeat to lOth-ranked Bishop’s 

left the team with a respectable 

In their first game against 

the Rouge et Or, the Gaels fell 

behind early due to poor shoot¬ 

ing and passing in the first half. 

However as the game pro¬ 

gressed, Queen’s got stronger 

and stronger. Led by a balanced 

offensive attack which saw four 

different players reach double 

digits in scoring, the women 

were able to erase the early 

deficit. Jacqueline Beaudoin set 

the pace with a team high 15 

points, Kingston native and 

second year player Jen Jackson 

added 14, while captain Wendy 

Moon and point guard Deanah 

Shelley each chipped in with 

12. Although the Gaels did 

come away with the win, Head 

Coach Dave Wilson expressed 

concern with his team’s 

sluggish start. 

Sunday’s game against the 

Gaiters saw Wilson’s concerns 

become reality. The Gaels got 

off to another miserable start, 

forcing them to play catch up 

for the remainder of the game. 

“There are a couple of 
little things that I 

think we are going to 
need to change 

in practice.’’ 

— Head Coach 

Dave Wilson 

At half-time. Queen’s went 

into the locker room with only 

16 points. Only a solid defen¬ 

sive effort kept Queen’s in the 

game with the score 23-16. The 

team rallied in the second half 

with improved all-around play, 

but it was simply not enough. 

“Against both teams [Laval and 

Bishop’s] we were not overly 

sharp but we had an especially 

dreadful first half against 

Bishop's,” explained Wilson. 

Although the Gaels were with¬ 

out their leading scorer, Beau¬ 

doin, who missed the game for 

personal reasons, Wilson 

refused to attribute the loss to 

her absence. Instead, Wilson 

blamed the loss on the team’s 

slow start which has been a 

problem in each of their first 

four games. “There are a cou¬ 

ple of little things that I think 

we are going to need to change 

in practice," promised Wilson. 

3-1 record. 
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Money Getting Tight? 

Try Campus Dining 1998 - 1999! 

Queen's University offers a variety of meal 

plans for non-resident students. UUe mould 

like to take this opportunity to introduce 

you to our Optional Meal Plan options; 

your best food value alternative for the 

balance of this academic year. 

WIN! WIN! WIN! Whenj'ou sign up for the campus 
meal plan. _you are buying more 
than excellent food and courteous 
service at a reasonable price. Your 
are buying: 

Nutrition Your food not only tastes 
good, every meal is nutritionally bal¬ 
anced. 

Time: You are buying yourself valuable 
extra time to pursue your education — 
let us do the preparation, service and 
clean-up! 

Security: Your food dollars won’t run 
at mid-semester on any of our meal 
plans. ■*. 

Flexibility: You choose the meal plan 
that suits your needs. 

Company: You’ll find that this is a 
great way to meet new friends and 
share new experiences. Our dining 
halls are lively during meal hours. 

Choice: Our meal program offers a 
wide variety of foods, offered in a self- 
service environment, our program 
includes: Continental Breakfast; Hot 
Breakfast; a Variety of Nutritious 
Entrees with Potatoes, Rice and 
Vegetables; Deli Bar; Firehouse Grill; La 
Vincita Pasta Bar; Stir-Fry; two 
Homemade Soups; Salads; and 
Delicious Fresh Fruit and Desserts. 

Special Diets: Our program provides 
the flexibility to meet many dietary 
requirements. We offer an extensive 
vegetarian program. Should you have 
specific medical or religious dietary 
restrictions, we will meet with you to 
discuss how our dining program can 
meet your needs 

Pacechangers: Pacechangers are 
designed to add excitement to the din¬ 
ing program. Offered at least twice 
weekly, our pacechangers include: 
Perogie Bars; Baked Potato Bars: Fresh 
Fruit Bars; Cheesecake Bars; Taco Bars; 
and morel 

Special Dinners: Offered every 
month, our special dinners celebrate 
special occasions and feature our most 
popular menus. Specials include: 
Holiday Dinner. St. Patrick's Day, 
Thanksgiving; and more! 

L When you purchase 
your meal plan you 
are entered to win 
one of five free 
meal plans. 

v. 

RrnuiAR Mfai Plans 

Second Term Only Plans 
5 Breakfasts $269.50 

5 Lunches S470.40 

S Dinner $551.60 

* Plans are valid 
Monday-Friday from Jan. 
11 to April 23, 1999 

• The purchase of any single meal 
plan is subject to 796 GST 

• Once purchased, meal plans are 
non-refundable and nontransferable 
with the exception of academic 
withdrawal. 

Bachelor of Education Meal Plans 

Second Term Os^fffaas 
S Breakfasts $369.60 

5 Lunches $433.40 

S Dinner 
• Plans are valid Monday- 
Friday from Jan. 11 to 
April 23, 1999. Excluding 
Practice Teaching and 
Reading Week periods: 
Feb. 22 to Mar. 19, 1999 

e The purchase of any single meal 
plan is subject to 796 GST. 

• Once purchased, meal plans are 
non-refundable and nontransferable 
with the exception of academic 
withdrawal. 

How to Purchase 
a Meal Plan 

Main Food Services Office 

lohn Deulsch University Centre 

Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 

J 

Obesity: more than 
just appearance 

By Julieta Loeffler 

Did you know that 45 per cent of 

Canada’s population has a weight 

problem? . 
People with this problem can be clas¬ 

sified as either overweight or obese. 

These two terms are often used inter¬ 

changeably, but there is a difference 

between them. 
Overweight is a term used when a 

person’s body mass index is higher than 

25, and obese is associated with a body 

mass index of more than 30. The BMI 

is a relatively easy method of figuring 

out health risk in relation to body 

weight and height. It is calculated by 

taking a person’s weight in kilograms 

and dividing that by their height 

squared. This method does not take 

into account the amount of muscle 

mass in the body. Therefore a very mus¬ 

cular person can have a high BMI but 

will not have the health risks associated 

with a high BMI. BMI also depends on 

age and sex — your doctor probably 

has a chart which determines your 

BMI. 

Most people know that obesity is 

unhealthy, but many are not aware of 

the health risks that are associated with 

having a BMI of more than 30. Obesity 

is considered the second highest cause 

of preventable death. This is due to the 

numerous health problems it helps cre¬ 

ate, including hyperlipidemia, coronary 

heart disease, a high prevalence of rype 

II diabetes, and various psychological 

and social problems. 

Hyperlipidemia is simply fat in the 

blood. When fat is in the blood, it is 

transferred to different organs #ntj 

muscles quickly. In those areas, it Cai) 

interfere with the function of these 

muscles and organs. In particular, it 

interferes with the absorption of glucose 

Coronary heart disease (heart 

attack) is associated with obesity 

because of fat in the blood. The gradual 

narrowing of the arteries is a process 

that begins with several lipids being 

present in the bloodstream, including 

cholesterol, triglycerides, phospho¬ 

lipids, and fatty acids. These fats grad¬ 

ually build up on the walls of the 

arteries and cause them to narrow. Suf¬ 

ficient narrowing can cause a heart 

attack if a blood clot reaches the artery 

and cannot be circulated. 

Diabetes is associated with blood 

sugar levels. Insulin, a hormone 

secreted by the pancreas, regulates the 

amount of sugar in the blood. This 

process often breaks down in obese 

people. Ninety percent of diabetics 

have Type II diabetes, or non-insulin 

dependent diabetes. Without insulin, 

which is secreted into the blood stream, 

the body can not adequately control its 

blood sugar level. 

If you. are overweight or obese do 

not simply put yourself down. Take 

action. Go and see your doctor about 

the possibilities offered to you. Every¬ 

body, regardless of weight, should read 

as much information as they can about 

exercise, nutrition, and general health, 

The first step towards making a differ¬ 

ence in your life is knowledge. Once 

you are equipped with it, you can make 

an informed decision about your health 

and well being. 

In the game 
Queen’s athletic results from the 

week of November 20. 

Men's volleyball 

In men s water polo action this past The men’s volleyball team partic 

weekend, the Gaels lost all four matches, pated in a Guelph tournament last week 

While they came close to beating Car- end and returned with a bronze meda 

leton, losing 1-0, Queen’s was outscored The Gaels defeated Guelph in the bronz 

in their final three games 45-24. McMas- medal game 3-2 (16-14, 13-15, 15-4, 13 

ter won 18-8, Western won 15-8 and 15„ 15-12). 

Toronto drove the final nail into the cof¬ 

fin with a 12-8 victory over the hapless 
Gaels. 

The men s basketball team came out 

of La Belle Province with a split against 

Laval and Bishop’s. On Friday night 

Athlete of the Week John Purdy led the 

Gaels to a 69-66 victory over Laval 

Purdy had a team-high 22 points and 6 

rebounds. The next day, however, 

Queen s was pummelcd by the national 

champion Bishop’s Gaiters 83-47. 

The womens hockey team travelled 

to Guelph last weekend and suffered two 

defeats winch dropped their record to 2- 

6-2. On Friday, ,he Gaels lost 7-2 and on 
Saturday they lost a tight game 3-1. Scor- 

ing agatnst Guelph were Sarah Reid with 

tvTOgoals and feisty jess Mullen with a 

The Queen’s badminton team hosted 

the 2nd East Sectional of the year and 

maintained their hold on the final play* 

off spot. Caroline Gibbings won five of 

five singles matches and teamed with star 

Anne Brodie to win four of five doubles 

matches. Gibbings is currently holding 

on to the top position for winning the 

individual gold medal for singles. 
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Q9 Club a forum for alumni support 
By Robert MacNeil 

Queen’s University recently wel¬ 

comed the “Q” Club to campus, an 

organization that endeavors to get for¬ 

mer Queen’s varsity athletes involved in 

rhe current athletics program. 

This club was recommended by the 

University Council on Athletics in 1995 

and was further endorsed by Toronto 

Maple Leafs President and General 

Manager Ken Dryden in his' 1997 

review of athletics at Queen’s. 

The main purpose of the “Q” Club is 

to give former athletes the opportunity 

to support current Queen’s athletes and 

hopefully promote and enhance the Tri¬ 

colour tradition of excellence. A key 

function of this club will be to recruit 

new athletes to Queen’s. 

Chair of Athletics and Recreation 

John McFarlane said that the student^ 

athlete identification and recruitment 

by former athletes is considered to be an 

integral part of current athletic 

programs. 

“A great many of today’s Queen’s 

athletes have direct family or friendship 

ties to Queen’s, have been encouraged 

by past alumni to attend Queen’s or 

were significantly influenced by this 

group to put Queen’s high on their list 

of potential universities,” said McFar¬ 

lane. 

A “Q” club newsletter will be pub¬ 

lished three times a year as an insert to 

the Alumni Review and wilT inform var¬ 

sity alumni on current student athletes, 

the Queen’s athletic program and 

upcoming activities involving alumni. 

The first newsletter was mailed a few 

weeks ago and McFarlane said that 

“there has been very positive feedback, 

[and the alumni] think it’s great.” In 

addition to the newsletter, “Q” Club 

organizers hope to establish an annual 

graduating student-athlete banquet 

starting in 2000. 

In order to raise money for these 

events, a one-year contract has been 

signed with David S. Reid Custom 

Clothing Ltd. When alumni purchase 

clothing from the Reid catalogue, which 

was mailed along with the first newslet¬ 

ter, they will be making a donation to 

Queen’s athletics. 

McFarlane said he hopes that this 

venture will “raise the visibility of 

Queen’s athletics,” and he is targeting 

“people who want to give gifts of 

Golden Gaels clothing.” 

Queen’s alumni and former 1956 

basketball MVP Greg Stone said he feels 

confident that this business venture will 

be quite prosperous. “I buy various 

Queen’s clothing anyhow, and my kids 

buy them for me as well. With this new 

club I certainly wouldn’t stop buying 

Queen’s clothing, in fact, I may be 

[more inclined] to make straight cash 

donations to the athletics program”. 

Stone, who did his Master’s at West¬ 

ern, belongs to the “W” Club at that 

school and declared the Queen’s ven¬ 

ture to be “a hell of an idea.” 

“The “W” Club at Western has been 

around for at least 20 years, it is fairly 

well-organized, and [its members] help 

out at London high schools and attract¬ 

ing athletes to campus,” said Stone. 

According to Stone, “W” Club offi¬ 

cials were contacted by Queen’s and 

asked questions about the general set-up 

and purpose of the club. The University 

of Toronto is setting up a similar club 

and Stone has heard that “the three 

clubs may eventually work together.” 

McFarlane said he feels that “it is 

very important to recognize the accom¬ 

plishments of past, present and future 

athletes.” It appears that the “Q” Club 

is a step in the right direction. 

The last of the hockey shrines 
A sports writer’s first visit to the cathedral on Carlton Street 

If I were asked by some stranger to 

North American culture to show him the 

most important religious building in 

Canada, I would take him to Toronto’s 

Maple Leaf Gardens. 

William Kilbourn, Religion in Canada 

IN THE 68TH and final season for the 

Toronto Maple Leafs at the venerable 

old barn on Carlton Street, it became 

imperative that this sports writer make his 

inaugural visit to a Canadian institution 

before the Leafs move to the new Air 

Canada Centre. So with four tickets, three 

friends, free transportation and the dis¬ 

tant ticking of the countdown until mov¬ 

ing day, I dove headlong into hockey 

tradition. 

Some may question why a tried and 

true Canadian hockey fan would wait 21 

years before making his first entrance into 

the last of this country’s sports meccas. 

The answer is two-fold. Firstly, I hate the 

Toronto Maple Leafs. From the over¬ 

hyped expectations, false trade rumours 

and general ineptitude to the ‘we are the 

centre of the universe’ attitude of their 

fans, this team makes me ill. I would 

rather see Gargamel eat the Smurfs then 

see the Leafs beat anyone. The second rea¬ 

son is that Canada’s smallest NHL rink 

sits in its largest hockey market. It doesn’t 

take an economics degree to figure out the 

supply and demand implications - the 

tickets are a little too pricey. 

Despite all of my misgivings, it is the 

responsibility of every Canadian sports 

fan to make their pilgrimage to the Gar¬ 

dens and this was my opportunity. 

With excitement racing through my 

veins, the two hour jaunt from Kingston 

to Toronto, including the essential fast 

food infusion, felt like it passed in record 

time. As we raced down Yonge Street, my 

three mates, all of whom had been to this 

hockey cathedral before, began to share in 

the pre-game electricity. 

With moments until the opening face- 

off we entered the building through the 

very inconspicuous front entrance. Inside 

what looked like just another building felt 

like another world. 

It had the same narrow corridors you 

would find at your local indoor rink. It 

smelled like a hockey rink, not an enter¬ 

tainment complex. 

As I strode into the stands I couldn’t 

help but notice the old press box, the 

compactness of the seating and the steep 

angle with which rhe red seats became 

blues and then the blues turned to greys. 

Before the two teams took to the ice the 

scoreboard showed a history of this grand 

old rink and how it came to be. From the 

ground breaking to the first game in 1931 

and all of the great moments since (not 

many in recent times), which gave a sense 

of history and tradition. 

The play on the ice seemed like any 

other NHL game at any modern rink, but 

the atmosphere was something different. 

It was like Fenway Park or the old Mon¬ 

treal Forum. Places where you felt that the 

show was about fans, players and perfor¬ 

mance, not music, dancers and the most 

high-tech scoreboard. 

As the first period became the second I 

sat riveted to my seat, thinking nostalgi¬ 

cally about how it must have been to 

watch Sly Apps, Dave Keon, ‘King’ 

Clancy, Darryl Sittler and other greats 

from this very seat when my daydream 

was interrupted by a rousing cheer and a 

red goal light. This was followed quickly 

by a chorus of boos when the referee 

headed to the penalty box to call the 

video goal judge and confirm or deny a 

Leafs’ goal. 

It was like Fenway Park or 
the old Montreal Forum. 

Places where you felt that 
the show was about fans, 

players and performance, not 
music, dancers and the most 

high-tech scoreboard. 

The goal was called back, but that con¬ 

cerned me less than the fact that no mat¬ 

ter how old the rink, modernity has crept 

in and taken hold. The replay was simply 

the tip of the iceberg. Signs of the times 

included $5 beers, scoreboards that told 

you when to clap and bad dance music 

before face-offs. While these tastes of 

today were disconcerting, the game still 

seemed like it belonged more in a place 

like this, than in a sanitized multi-purpose 

facility like the soon to be completed Air 

Canada Centre. 

There is no doubt that the Gardens’ 

atmosphere will not be matched in the 

new rink, but the reasons for the move 

become clear while sitting in the ‘little 

rink that can’. There are limited corporate 

boxes, the scoreboard is adequate at best, 

there are too many beer-swilling patrons 

and too few washrooms, and most impor¬ 

tantly there are too many fans and too few 

seats. These are the same conclusions that 

led to the end of the Boston Garden, 

Chicago Stadium, Montreal Forum and 

soon the Great Western Forum, but these 

are the realities of the time. 

In walking around Maple Leaf Gardens 

you forget about what has gone wrong of 

late. From the recent sexual assault con¬ 

troversy to the 30 years it has been since 

Lord Stanley’s Cup has resided here, 

problems fade to the background in this 

perfect hockey environment. 

When the final buzzer sounded I could 

safely say that this was an unforgettable 

experience, even if it did involve the 

loathsome ‘Maple Laughs.’ 

By the way, the home team defeated 

the Calgary Flames 3-2 in a brilliantly 

played game. The result could not have 

mattered any less, the experience could 

not have meant any more. 

Adam Kaminsky still hates the Leafs, but 
for one night he cheered them on. 

Tff' Little Footprints 
Fine Gifts <zF Collectible 

This Christmas! 

Shop at Little Footprints 

for the best gifts in town! 

156 Division St, Downtown 
(between Princess & Brock) 
546-8857 / 1 -888-863-6852 
Shop online at 
www. little footprints, com 
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Basketball player more than 
just a ‘Purdy’ face 

After two tough losses in the 

opening weekend of the season, 

the men’s basketball team 

needed a big performance on the 

road against Laval and big centre 

John Purdy provided it. With 22 

points and eight rebounds, the 

Nepean native helped the Gaels 

to their first win of the season 

and earned himself the Queen’s 

Journal athlete of the week 

award. 

Purdy, who came to Queen’s 

as an unpolished but extremely 

athletic ball player, has taken his 

game to a new level over the 

four years he has spent here. His 

inability to stay out of foul trou¬ 

ble has long been his achilles 

heel, but in this all important 

match-up he managed to keep 

on the good side of the officials. 

“No team goes to Laval and 

feels safe with a lead, but 

[Purdy] stayed in the game and 

played well,” said Head Coach 

Scott Meeson. Despite scoring a 

bundle of points, Purdy is quick 

to give praise to some of his 

teammates. 

“1 scored a lot on easy lay-ups 

and foul shots,” said the modest 

centre. “Most were set up by 

Derek [RichardsonJ’s drives and 

good passes, I just had to finish.” 

While the numbers put up by 

Purdy are impressive, it was his 

all around game that impressed 

the coach. 

“He did a good job of neu¬ 

tralizing [Laval star] Olivier Bis- 

sette and breaking the press,” 

said Meeson. “When John wants 

to play, he’s a pretty good 

player.” 

The importance of getting 

that first win of the season can 

not be underestimated after los¬ 

ing two tight games during the 

opening weekend. 

“[The win] seemed to change 

the whole mind set of the team,” 

Purij 
said Purdy, a fourth-year engi¬ 

neering student. “We started to 

question whether we could win 

at all. It helped us out a lot.” 

The team, which followed up 

their big win with a loss against 

the defending national cham¬ 

pion Bishop’s Gaiters in 

Lennoxville, is one of the most 

talented in some time and Purdy 

is optimistic. 

“We have some really good 

player on this team,” said the 

long haired rebounding 

machine. “We just have to play 

together. Sometimes it seems 

like we’re always playing one- 

on-one, and we can’t win that 

Way.” 

With their first two home 

games of the season against 

Concordia and McGill last ! 

weekend, Purdy a(id the team 

will have to make a statement to 

the rest of their division or they 

could have a large hill to climb 

in the second-half of the 

schedule. 

If they can play like they did 

against Laval, it isn’t far fetched 

that they enter the Christmas 

break with momentum. 

Alumni Achievement Award 
Nominations Requested 

The Alumni Association 

REQUESTS NOMINATIONS FOR THE 

1 999 Alumni Achievement 

Award. This award is pre¬ 

sented ANNUALLY TO “AN 

ALUMNA/US WHO HAS DEMON¬ 

STRATED THE HIGH IDEALS 

VARSITY EDUCATION THROUGH A SIGNIFICANT 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE ARTS OR SCIENCES, TO 

THE PUBLIC SERVICE, TO LEADERSHIP IN BUSI¬ 

NESS, INDUSTRY OR A PROFESSION, AND TO 

COMMUNITY, CHARITABLE OR VOLUNTEER WORK.” 

Individuals or Branches may submit nomina¬ 
tions. 

Deadline for nominations is February 26, 

1 999. For more information, please con¬ 

tact Deborah Shea, Secretary, Alumni 

Achievement Award Committee, Summerhill 

OR CALL 1-BDD-267-7B37 (TOLL FREE) OR 

545-2060 (AFTER JANUARY 1, 1999, 533- 
2060) 

Cheerleaders shine 
By Robert MacNeil 

The competitive cheerlead¬ 

ing squad travelled to York Uni¬ 

versity last weekend and 

delivered their best perfor¬ 

mance ever at the national 

championships. 

In the 11-team event, the 

Gaels finished second to the 

unbeatable powerhouse known 

as the University of Western 

Ontario. The national champi¬ 

onships have taken place for 14 

years and Western has captured 

the title every single time. This 

year, the Mustangs finished 

with 755 points (out of 800), 

with the Gaels nipping at their 

heels with 715 points. 

Queen’s two-and-a-half 

minute routine consisted of a 

detailed set of gymnastics, 

stunting, pyramid building and 

cheers. The women and men 

performed while a hip-hop ver¬ 

sion of the Star Wars theme, 

Raise the Roof and other hyper¬ 

active music pounded in the 

background. The routine itself 

took nearly 36 hours to design 

and almost six weeks of practice 

to get it just right. The response 

from crowd was great, as the 

D.J. played bag-pipe music to 

make the team feel at home. 

Coach Sandy Han has been 

in charge of the cheerleading 

squad for five years and over¬ 

sees a talented team of nine 

men and 15 women. 

“[The team] has unbelievable 

chemistry, and with acrobatics, 

there is a need to develop a lot 

of trust [with other cheerlead¬ 

ers],” said Han. She said that 

her squad can be best described 

as a “very tight family unit, [and 

at the championships] the other 

teams really admired us for it." 

In addition to cheering on 

the football team and the men’s 

and women’s basketball teams 

when they are playing at home, 

the squad is also involved in 

community work. The squad 

participates in events for the 

Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, 

the United Way and Operation 

Christmas Child. 

While some loyal fans made 

their way to York University to 

see the routine, Han hopes her 

squad will have the opportunity 

to perform it at an upcoming 

basketball game. 

Figure skating: 
politics or sport? 

Word on the 
Street 

By Sarah Crosbie 

The King was alive, but not so 

well last Friday night at Maple 

Leaf Gardens. Performing in the 

Elvis ‘98 Tour of Champions, 

Elvis Stojko was less than stellar 

in the figure skating showcase. 

Fortunately for Stojko his show 

was saved by an all-star ensem¬ 

ble and a spark of controversy. 

At the end of the 
Olympics, the world 
finally took notice of 
the lack of objectivity 

involved in ice 
dance judging. 

The controversy of the 

evening surrounded ice dancers 

who weren’t performing - Cana¬ 

dian gold medallists and national 

sweethearts, Shae-Lynn Bourne 

and Victor Kraatz. One of the 

featured performances was the 

world premiere of the dance 

team Pasha Grishuk and Sasha 

Zhulin, who are no strangers to 

the world of figure skating. 

Grishuk is a two-time 

Olympic gold medallist, while 

Zhulin is an Olympic silver 

medallist. Both Russian skaters 

formerly skated with other part¬ 

ners, but recently split with their 

respective pairs to create a new 
dance team. 

When Grishuk and Zhulin 

took the ice, the applause was 

more sparse than it had been for 

every other performer, including 

unknowns like U.S. silver medal¬ 

list Tonia Kwiakowski. Sporadic 

booing also resonated through¬ 

out the rink before the music 

began for the Russian pair. 

The reason? At the Nagano 

Olympics, Bourne and Kraatz 

were gold medal contenders, but 

finished a devastating fourth 

place, with Russian teams finish¬ 

ing first and second and the 

French team third. 

The European skating judges 

were accused of block judging, 

which meant that the judges sup¬ 

posedly scored Bourne and 

Kraatz so that it was impossible 

for them to medal. Grishuk was 

vocal throughout the Olympics, 

complaining about the Canadian 

pair’s inferiority and lack of sub¬ 

stance in their Riverdance rou¬ 

tine. At the end of the Olympics, 

the world finally took notice of 

the lack of objectivity involved 

in ice dance judging and how if 

it didn’t change, Russians would 
always finish on top. 

Grishuk and Zhulin skated to 

Sade’s “Smooth Operator” and 

Tom Braxton's “Unbreak My 

Heart” highlighting not only 

Grishuk’s well known sexual 

ambience, but the pair’s tremen¬ 

dous technical ability, innovative 

positions and holds, and the 

tightness of their lines. 

Grishuk and Zhulin’s perfor¬ 

mances were more than com- 

movable Although both the 

Short and long performances 

featured the same seduction 

theme, the skaters deserved the 

same applause as the other 

skaters, if not more, but only 

received some obligatory 

appreciation. 

When judging becomes 
standardized, only 

then will figure skating 
be appreciated for its 
talent, artistry and 

athleticism. 

The question then becomes, 

as it did Friday evening, should a 

skater, or any other athlete, be 

recognized for their technical 

and artistic ability, or should fans 

be loyal to their country and 

their country’s athletes? 

Should Grishuk and Zhulin 

have been applauded for their 

merits or, as Canadians, should 

we support our athletes in their 

pursuits even if it means devalu¬ 

ing the talents of others? 

I can’t speak for any other 

sport, but in the world of figure 

skating where judging can be 

biased, how can we applaud a 

Russian team who helped elimi¬ 

nate Canadians from medal con¬ 

tention at the Olympics, not 

through talent or hard work, but 

through politics? 
When judging becomes stan¬ 

dardized, only then will figure 

skating be appreciated for its tal¬ 

ent, artistry and athleticism 

without a skater’s country play' 

ing a fundamental role in the 

equation. 
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ArtscvEntkrtatnmfnt 
In the studio 

Queen’s drama a hit 

MiTT 

By Matthew Struthers 

Studio 102 is an outlet for 

Queen’s drama talent to show- 

off their work that occurs four 

times a year. 

In the newest incarnation, 

three interesting and insightful 

works were presented, Chaney 

Swoon, Collage and Shed 

Underwear. 

Chaney Swoon, the first play 

of the evening, is written and 

performed by Andrea O’Farrel 

and directed by Tanja Nuhe. 

In the one woman mono¬ 

logue, O’Farrel accurately por¬ 

trays a girl whose sister has left 

to move on to bigger and better 

things. O’Farrel’s work is well 

written and performed. She 

takes the audience through a 

rollercoaster of emotions, 

exposing an entire spectrum of 

feelings from the girl’s childlike 

excitement and joy to heart¬ 

breaking disillusionment. 

Chaney Swoon was a strong 

start to the evening. 

The second work of the 

evening is a surreal dance, Col¬ 

lage. Collage is aptly named as 

its influences are numerous. The 

work is the product of a collab¬ 

oration between its director 

Lianne Hodgson and the entire 

cast. 

“All of the performers have 

very different dance and move¬ 

ment backgrounds...each of the 

dancers had different exercises 

and ideas which they brought to 

the group,” said Hodgson. 

It is this collection of exer¬ 

cises that form the structure of 

the collage. It quickly becomes 

evident that the work is less a 

product of strict choreography 

than of experiment. It truly is an 

organic piece of work, both in 

the process used for its creation, 

and its message. 

Patrick Costello, a first 
year student, plays 

Trevor, a young autistic 
boy. In a role that 

could easily be player 
over the top, Costello 

hits the right note. 

At one point in Collage, the 

dancers come together as cogs 

1,1 an elaborate machine. The 

machine gains momentum until 

■c finally flies apart. 

For the cogs, there is no rest, 

only downtime. The sleep in the 

closing moments is a comfort¬ 

able and necessary one - it is an 

unapologetic rest. The work 

suggests that to sleep is human - 

it is a part of being an organic 

creature, separating humans 

from robots and from the cogs 

in a machine. 

The few minor flaws that 

appear in Collage seem a neces¬ 

sary part of the organic process 

and are quite forgivable. 

The final work of the 

evening, Shed Underwear, is 

written by Jill Connell, who 

won the JCW Saxton Playwrit¬ 

ing award last year for her 

work, and is directed by Sarah 

Buski. 

O’Farrel takes the 
audience through a 

rollercoaster of 
emotions, exposing an 

entire spectrum of 
feelings from the girl’s 

childlike excitement 
and joy to heart¬ 

breaking 
disillusionment. 

The strength of this produc¬ 

tion extends beyond its script. 

The play is not only well-writ¬ 

ten but wonderfully performed. 

Patrick Costello, a first year stu¬ 

dent, plays Trevor, a young 

autistic boy. In a role that could 

easily be player over the top, 

Costello hits the right note. 

Daniel Nyman, also a first 

year student, turns in a strong 

and believable performance as 

Justin, Trevor’s confused and 

frustrated brother. Nyman high¬ 

lights Justin’s frustrations, 

painting a horrific picture of life 

with Trevor. A balance however, 

is soon created in the character 

of Hazel, Justin’s girlfriend, 

played well by Erin Blayney. 

Her curiosity and optimism give 

us a strong and necessary con¬ 

trast to the hopelessness and 

pessimism of Justin. 

A great performance is also 

given by Ester Barlow who plays 

Trevor and Justin’s mother, sim¬ 

ply trying to hold her family 

Together. 

Shed Underwear is a wonder¬ 

ful ending to the evening. 

Studio 102 was the perfect 

opportunity to come out and 

see Queen’s young drama tal- 

Out of the Blue 
Stages hosts a Blue Rodeo 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Stefan Murray 

The fiddle and mandolin 

were the only things worth 

feasting on’s senses upon at 

Stages Nightclub Tuesday, as the 

clothing impaired stayed home 

and Jim Cuddy showed up. 

The normally bass and strobe 

heavy nightclub turned out to 

be a perfect venue for Cuddy 

and his band; the crowed was 

moderate, yet enthusiastic, and 

the acoustic was more than ade¬ 

quate. 

The evening began with 

Adam Cohen taking the stage to 

a very accepting and intimate 

crowd. Cohen, who is known 

more for his father Leonard, 

than his musical prowess, man¬ 

aged to keep the crowd stimu¬ 

lated as th.ey awaited Cuddy to 

take the stage. 

His brand of mellow, moody 

folk-rock couldn't increase the 

energy in the bar, yet prevented 

the crowd from leaving early. 

He exited the show on a low 

note however, with an 

extremely forgettable organ 

strong cover of “Unforgettable.” 

His vocal range was simply not 

able to capture the sweetness of 

the original. 

As Cuddy opened up with his 

“Second Son,” a track from his 

newly released album All in 

Time the potential energy in the 

room was effectively released. 

The country-rock powered 

set worked to create an intimate 

setting for listening while serv¬ 

ing up enough power to provide 

an excuse for dancing. 

An excellent rendition of 

“Whistler” and charged version 

of “All in Time” displayed the 

true power that Cuddy holds, as 

both a songwriter and a musi¬ 

cian. 

Ably backed by Colin Cripps 

on guitar and Basil Donovan on 

bass, Cuddy manned a remark¬ 

able reserved rhythm guitar and 

displayed a piercing vocal style. 

Cuddy exhausted the songs 

from his solo album during the 

performance and frequently and 

had to pull a few titles from his 

Blue Rodeo bag. His solo ver¬ 

sion “It could happen to you” 

was clear evidence that Cuddy 

can hold his own without the 

aid of his former mates. 

Cuddy and his four-piece 

back-up provided a great 

evening of entertainment on 

Tuesday, a perfect midweek dis¬ 

traction and a truly interesting 

collection of songs. 

Rotate this! 

The Offspring 
Americana 
Columbia Records 

By Jim Whittington 

It’s back to the basics for The 

Offspring on their latest release 

Americana. After a long associ¬ 

ation with Epitaph Records vvhi 

ch produced Ignition, and the m 

ulti-platinum selling Smash, 

Dexter, Noodles, and the rest of 

the boys decided run out on 

their record contract so they 

could pad their wallets with a 

little help from Sony Music. 

The long and ugly split from 

Epitaph must have taken its toll 

on the Californian punk rockers 

because their first big label 

release Ixnay on the Hombres 

was a real waste of fifteen 

bucks, and sold about a tenth of 

Smash. Anyway, past is past, and 

this new album is a hell-of-a-lot 

better then their last effort. 

You can tell Americana was 

pulled right out of the same 

mold as Smash. The album has 

that same energetic feel, and 

punk-ass subject matter that 

produced hits like “Self 

Esteem”, and “Come out and 

Play”, and gave them their first 

taste of commercial success. It’s 

nice to hear the old Offspring 

again. 

Most of Americana is pretty 

strong, with maybe the excep¬ 

tion of “Feelings” which is 

laboring to listen to, and made 

me relive some of the pain of 

Hombres. Other then that, the 

rest of the album is really solid. 

“Staring at the Sun” and 

“The Kids Aren’t Alright” repre¬ 

sent some of the Offspring’s 

.finest work, and a real indica¬ 

tion of how far they have pro¬ 

gressed as musicians. 

“Why Don’t You Get a Job”, 

and “Pay the Man” have some 

really amazing acoustic guitar 

layering that sounds great and, 

surprisingly, fits in well with 

their sound. 

Finally, “She’s Got Issues” is 

an enchanting little tale of a 

loopy girlfriend, and relation¬ 

ship gone bad. 

Americana isn’t in the same 

league as Smash, but it’s a pretty 

damn good album, and well 

worth the fifteen bucks. Giver a 

listen! 

ohn Lennon 
X'onsaponatime 

Capitol Records 

By Rob De Bellefeuille 

Wonsaponatime is by no 

means a comprehensive collec¬ 

tion of Lennon’s commercial 

hits but obscure, incomplete and 

studio out takes from the artist’s 

vast catalogue of music. With 

this release cynics might surmise 

that Yoko has become extrava¬ 

gant with her late husband’s 

royalties but it is not our task to 

question Yoko; that belongs to 

her concert-goers. 

The album will be relatively 

familiar to Lennon fans with 

several lesser known favourites 

and alternate versions of classics 

such as the rudimentary take of 

the later Lennon anthem “Imag¬ 

ine.” The politically charged 

acoustic social commentary 

“Working class hero” reflects 

Please see Rotate This on page 27 



CONCERT REVIEW 

By Lilian Kim 

Little did I know that going to a con¬ 

cert required getting naked. Well, no 

one was completely naked, but clothes 

were taken off. 

Canadian pop group The Philosopher 

Kings whipped their way into Kingston 

last Thursday to get down for an all ages 

show in Grant Hall. The theme of their 

show? Sex, sex, oh, and sex. 

In a day and age where advertisements 

solely base themselves around hormonal 

rage, the Toronto band sold out to the 

desire. Lead singer Gerald Eaton could¬ 

n't have been more obvious. 

“This song’s about sex, you know?” a 

heavy-breathing Eaton cooed to a 

excited crowd. Eaton was referring to 

the band's hit “You Don't Love Me." 

After his stunning observation and a little 

bit of coaxing, a sprinkle of shirts, 

hosiery, bras and panties met the stage. 

From then on it was all touching and 

grinding. 

You have to admit that the Philoso¬ 

pher Kings do put on quite the show. 

Even for those who brush off main¬ 

stream pop, the performance is of a dif¬ 

ferent entity. It’s usually: they’re good or 

they suck. If the circus show is decent, 

then the music becomes background, 

especially for those who were just there 

for one specific act. 

The Toronto sextet came around the 

scene in 1994. Band members Gerald 

Eaton (vocals), James McCollum (elec- 

trie guitar), Brian West (treated guitar), 

Jon Levine (piano), Craig Hunter 

(drums), and Jay Levine (bass) were 

signed to their first album only 7 months 

after forming. Because of their blend of 

iazz, soul, pop and with the addition of 

Eaton's interesting melodic interpreta¬ 

tions the band's first and second album 

Famous, Rid, and Beautiful have been 

well received. 
If anything, the musicians in the band 

are incredible with their respective 

instruments. Lead guitarist McCollum 

intensely moved up and down the frets 

while bringing back memories of the Ital¬ 

ian Stallion with an interlude of. “Eye of 

the Tiger” while pianist Jon Levine tick¬ 

led the ivories with much passion that it 

was a pleasure watching his solos. 

The strange thing about watching a 

Philosopher Kings concert is that it has 

the same primary effect as watching a 

lip-sync contest. The overt drama that 

possess the stage surpasses surrealism 

and inadvertently becomes cheesy. 

Sometimes they’re too painful to 

watch. 

At one point of the night, Eaton dra¬ 

matically wiped tears from his eyes after 

singing melancholy tracks. And after a 

few inn?; he nulled a women un on the 

stage to “seductively” serenade her — a 

motion that Eaton makes in every show 

One of the only unexpected surprises 

of the night was opening act Emm 

Gryner. The 23-year old indie-rock vixen 

made a splash in the music scene, even 

been noted as the next Sarah McLachlan 

in reference to potential superstatus. 

Along with her hit “Summerlong”, sj1(! 

opened with one of her album’s gems 

“Hello Aquarius.” The crowd which 

gathered Thursday night mainly came to 

see the Philosopher Kings but by the end 

of Gryner’s set, she had the audience 

pumped and very impressed. 

It is difficult to explain the Philoso¬ 

pher Kings or their- lyrical or musical 

philosophies. They embody qualities 

which are reminiscent of the manufac¬ 

tured Backstreet Boys and Minuedo — 

their appeal is generated for a specific 

crowd, mainly women. The only differ¬ 

ence about them is that they write and 

play their own music, but unfortunately 

the band rides more on being lusty than 

listenable. At certain points of the night 

it was a wonder who’s more hot and 

bothered: Eaton or anyone else. 

Smith tones down and 
takes on the State 

MOVIE REVIEW 

By David Anderson 

One has to understand that I went 

into Enemy of the State expecting to be 

disappointed. In the wake of abysmal, 

like-minded thrillers such as Conspiracy 

Theory and The Net, I felt that I was 

fully aware of the insidious, all-encom¬ 

passing power wielded by the govern¬ 

ment, corporations. Big Brother, who¬ 

ever. The latest offering from producer 

Jerry Bruckhiemer (Armaggedon, Con 

Air) and director Tony Scott (True 

Romance, Top Gun), Enemy of the State 

succeeds where other recent conspiracy 

movies have failed by cutting straight to 

the chase: no unnecessary love interest, 

no longwinded descriptions of unbeliev¬ 

ably powerful technologies, just Will 

From now until Dec 9th, shopping early at Roots caT 

save you money ! Shop for all your friends S family 

and mahe it a Christmas Made in Canada! 

Tf your purchases add up to any of these amounts, 

well play Santa! 

PLUS! Cetyour Customer Reward Card stamped 

Christmas made in Canada ... 

with Roots under every tree ! 

*** Princess Street - 546-7668 - Open Weeknights tin , 

Smith running, stopping to catch his 

breath, and running some more. 

Smith plays Richard Dean, a 

Washington, D.C. attorney who comes 

into the possession of sensitive informa¬ 

tion which implicates a National 

Security Agency offices (Jon Voigt) with 

the murder of a high profile senator. 

Naturally, Voigt decides that the only 

rational solution to his problem is to 

shatter Smith’s idyllic existence. Voigt 

erases Richard’s identity, and hunts him 

down with the obligatory black heli¬ 

copters. It’s pretty standard stuff, but 

Scott’s fast paced direction and great 

supporting cast makes up for the script’s 

lack of innovation. 

Using everything from convenience 

store security cameras to satellite images, 

SCott successfully conveys a sense of 

paranoia. Even in scenes with relatively 

little action, he is able to maintain ten¬ 

sion by visually portraying the world as a 

place in which everyone is under con¬ 

stant supervision. However, it is when 

the action begins that Scott really shines. 

Once a character is under pursuit, the 

camera starts moving, stopping only 

when said character has either escaped 

or died an excruciatingly painful death.’ 

Whereas Will Smith gets top billing in 

the film, it is the supporting cast that 

provides Enemy of the State with energy 

and drive. Strong performances by 

Voigt, Gabriel Byrne, Jason Lee (Chasing 

Amy) and Lisa Bonet (of The Cosby 

Show fame) all overshadow Smith’s 

toned down delivery of his usual cocky 

bravado. In fact. Smith’s portrayal of an 

attorney on the lam is somewhat disap¬ 

pointing compared to his recent scene¬ 

stealing turns in Men in Black and 

Independence Day. It’s hard to accept 

him as a vulnerable Everyman, when his 

best known roles have been as invincible 

heroes. Gene Hackman, however, steals 

the film. Hackman portrays an ex-NSA 

agent with a score to settle. He success¬ 

fully personifies the film’s anti-govern¬ 

ment sentiment, while at the same time 

proving that no one else can play an 

angry old man like he can. 

As conspiracy theory/techno-thrillers 

go, Enemy of the State breaks no new 

ground. However, as a straight-ahead 

action movie it offers a healthy does of 

eye-candy for those starving for a sum¬ 

mer-style blockbuster. 

Continued from page 25 

Lennon’s propensity for provo- 

, ,cion. fhe fabulous track 

■ How Do You Sleep” stands out 

wjth its embittered message 

directed at former Beatle band 

nlllre Paul McCartney. The 

mger-ridden lyrics uttered by 

die disgruntled Lennon, clearly 

describe the contempt for his 

former collaborator after the 

bands less then amicable split. 

“The only thing you done 

was yesterday And since you’ve 

gone you’re just another day.” 

The piano driven foundation 

of the endearing ballad “Real 

Love” appears in its original 

form, which was later given a 

vibrant makeover by the 

remaining Beatles. 

In the tradition of Lennon’s 

mastery of ballads (“Jealous 

guy,” “Love”) the engaging 

melodies “Grow Old with Me” 

and “Nobody Loves You When 

You’re Down and Out” provide 

the definitive melancholy aura 

of the compilation. The catchy 

blues rock track “I’m Losing 

You” is a rhapsodic hidden gem 

that is indicative of Lennon’s 

post-Beatle sound. The album 

features Lennon covering sev¬ 

eral classics. In “Only You,” 

Lennon’s version serves as a true 

testament to the artists wonder¬ 

fully gifted oscillating range. 

The collection of unpolished 

out takes, covers and rarities 

prove that the pony known as 

John Lennon still has a vast 

repertoire of tricks left in his 

Anthology. Wonsaponatime will 

aid in feeding the near insatiable 

appetite for material from the 

iconoclastic legend, and serve as 

a welcome addition to the 

nineties cesspool of trite. I mean 

music. Prediction: Soon the kids 

shall exchange their philosophy 

of “Getting Jiggy Wit It” to the 

more practical “Give Peace a 

Chance.” 

Duran Duran 

du'ran duran 

Greatest 

EMI Records 

By Renee Huang 

There are certain symbols 

people always remember when 

they think back to the extrava¬ 

gant eighties: leg warmers, blue 

eyeliner, big hair and Duran 

Duran. I was first introduced to 

the sweet haven of eighties 

superstar rock as an easily influ¬ 

enced child of 10. As my older 

sister faithfully spun her vinyl 

Duran Duran on our family 

record player, I was mystified by 

the five British rockers - those 

smashing technicolour suits, 

that teased hair and oh, that 

golden voice...I was hooked. 

Back in the day, Duran Duran 

was the shit. Even now, there’s 

hardly anyone who can’t appre¬ 

ciate the partying rock-a-bility 

of songs such as “Rio” or “Hun¬ 

gry Like a Wolf” that pound 

away at AJ’s every Tuesday. 

Duran Duran’s Greatest Hits 

CD brings together old 

favourites which made the 

group stars. It also includes 

recent ballads such as “Ordinary 

World” and “Come Undone” 

that kept old faithfuls happy 

and made new fans of a younger 

generation. These two songs 

saw Duran Duran bridge the gap 

between drum and rhythm 

based ‘80s rock to the fluid con¬ 

struction of the vocally stacked 

music of ballad-thick nineties. 

“Ordinary World” is the kind 

of song that saw most of us 

through our sweetest and most 

romantic moments with a high 

school sweetie. A musically 

intricate compilation of synthe¬ 

sized sounds, pure guitar and 

Simon Le Bon’s passionate 

melodies show the band making 

the eighties to nineties transition 

with ease. 

Duran Duran prove they 

have the wide range versatility 

and lasting power necessary in 

true stars - qualities distinguish¬ 

ing the divas from the one hit 

wonders. 

For those who only know a 

few Duran Duran hits, their 

Greatest Hits CD offers a slick 

summary of sounds that show¬ 

case their inherent feel-good 

bop-a-bility — eighties exces¬ 

siveness and lavish lifestyles at 

its best. 

Various Artists 
The Belly Soundtrack 

By Eli Schuster 

Well, I guess it has finally 

happened. .What am I referring 

to, you ask? In my humble opin¬ 

ion, rap music has gone down 

the same path blazed by disco in 

the 1970s, and by stand-up 

comedy in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. 

Both of these earlier genres 

of entertainment became so 

popular that no-talents such as 

Disco Tex and the Sexolettes; 

Pauly Shore (ooh, he sucks), 

Adam Sandler and Roseanne 

Barr were able to burst on* to the 

scene and ruin them (does any¬ 

one remember “Disco Sucks?”) 

After listening to the Belly 

Soundtrack, I fear that rap has 

become depressingly mediocre, 

just as disco had by the early 

Ms. Rolston’s opus 

1980s, and most of the stand-up 

comedy featured on Bud Fried¬ 

man’s An Evening At the 

Improv. 

D’Angelo’s “Devil’s Pie, 

Sauce Money” (oh man, I love 

rap nicknames), Jay-Z’s “Pre- 

Game” and “Movin’ Out” by 

Mya featuring Raekwon and 

Noreaga, are probably the best 

of this sorry collection of songs, 

but that’s not saying much. 

The Belly Soundtrack consists 

mostly of tired gangsta’ poses, 

foul language, misogyny and a 

limited lexicon of “bitches” and 

“nines”. 

As I listened, I thought to 

myself, “Ok, so you’re the 

toughest gang member on your 

block, and you’ve blown away 

some homies... yeah, yeah, been 

there, done that, now think of 

something new to rap about.” 

I tell you guys, the sheer lack 

of imagination on this CD is 

more depressing than a three- 

hour Leonard Cohen concert 

for starving children. Doesn’t 

anyone do party songs any¬ 

more? 

Obviously, I’m not going to 

recommend the Belly Sound¬ 

track and I hope none of you, 

my loyal readers and followers, 

decide to part with your hard- 

earned cash to purchase it. 

The Belly Soundtrack is pure 

O.G. — not “Original 

Gangsta’”, but “Obnoxious 

Garbage” that’s lost its power to 

shock, yet will still likely rake in 

the royalties. 

By Jenny Muir 

Shauna Rolston has played 

the cello in several prestigious 

concert halls around the world: 

Tokyo, Seoul, Jerusalem, Tel 

Aviv, Sao Paulo, Toronto, Mon¬ 

treal, New York, Washington, 

London, Paris, Amsterdam, 

Budapest, Rome and, most 

recently Kingston, Ontario, in 

our very own Grant Hall. 

After attending her perfor¬ 

mance last Saturday evening, I 

am afraid to say that there is not 

much hope for me enjoying the 

next cello concert 1 go to. 

Rolston’s harmonious 

melodies were so entertaining 

that even a novice like me (if I 

may credit myself so much) 

would be hard pressed to find 

another cellist as enjoyable or 

accessible. 

Accompanied by Lydia Wong 

on the piano, Rolston per¬ 

formed a three-piece melange of 

Beethoven’s Sonata #2 in G 

minor (Op>5 No.2); Barber’s 

Sonata (Op.6) and Rachmani¬ 

noff’s Sonata in G minor 

(Op.19). Each piece was intro¬ 

duced by the cellist, and her 

stage presence was commend¬ 

able; she was relaxed and at ease 

when speaking to her audience. 

The Beethoven number that she 

opened with is a historical piece, 

marking the time when the cello 

was first recognized as having a 

distinct voice of its own. 

It was easy to enjoy the show 

and the melodious lament of the 

cello, especially when it was 

accompanied by the light, con¬ 

trasting sound of the piano. Ms. 

Rolston demonstrated excellent 

technique, varying the tempo 

from soft and gentle with fre¬ 

quent caesuras to a pace that 

was quite forceful. 

Barber’s Sonata (Op.6) was a 

dramatic contrast to 

Beethoven’s Sonata #2 (Op. 5 

No.2). 

Shauna Rolston’s rendition of 

Barber’s sonata contained three 

thematic movements that were 

like lyrical lines of dialogue 

between the cello and piano. In 

comparison to Beethoven’s 

piece, Barber’s music was more 

of a song, something one could 

dance to. For me, this made it 

more enjoyable to listen to. 

Fourth-year music student 

Mike Anklewicz was pleased to 

see “something after the 1900s” 

on the program Saturday 

evening. He said that, “as a 

music student, I was glad to see 

Barber, a twentieth-century 

artist, included in the line-up 

rather than only classical or 

Romantic-era music.” 

Both Rolston and Wong were 

physically absorbed in the song, 

which added to the effect that 

their playing had on the audi¬ 

ence. Rolston’s breathing was 

literally audible and her foot 

would sometimes tap with the 

music, while Ms. Wong’s entire 

body was engaged in the pieces 

that she played. 

The musicians’ enthusiasm 

for the sonatas they were per¬ 

forming, continued after the 

intermission. In fact, the third 

piece, Rachmaninoff’s Sonata in 

G minor, was the most impres¬ 

sive of the evening. Performed 

in four parts, it was the third 

movement in particular that 

seemed to strike a chord with 

the audience and the cellist. It 

really did “tug at the heart¬ 

strings” as Rolston promised in 

her prelude to the piece. Long 

pauses were filled with soulful 

piano playing and the re-entry 

of the cello was perfectly syn¬ 

chronized so that together they 

reached an opulent conclusion. 

We were lucky to have such a 

talented cellist perform at 

Queens — especially since she 

off to Italy in the new year, per¬ 

forming with the Gallois Quin¬ 

tet. However, I strongly urge 

anyone with an interest to seek 

out this skillful musician.Shauna 

Rolston was exciting to watch 

and it was a pleasure to listen to 

her music. 
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Out with the old 
A promising future for new music when we go under the hype 

.. i . .£_i Joined 'iodine!-racist attackers. 

By Greg Dole 

So you think music sucks today? 

Think again, punk. Sure there are the 

Third Eye Blind’s of the world, but there 

is also Gomez. Their debut album Bring 

it On has a bit of everything of the Beck 

School of Music variety. At times you 

will think you are listening to the Grate¬ 

ful Dead, then the band takes on the 

uber-coolness of Dr. John and washes it 

through their mics with the vocals of a 

Tom Waits/Eddie Vedder type. Forget the 

Pearl Jam reference, though. There is no 

genre for Gomez - they go where music 

hasn’t gone before. 

In Britain they were recently awarded 

the Mercury Music Prize for best new 

album, beating out The Verve. Bring it 

On dances from big jams to catchy pop 

tunes to bluesy ballads to nonsense—like 

the song Tijuana Lady. 

Gomez is five fellows straight out of 

university in Sheffield, England. The 

story of their hit record is the stuff 

of university legend. Seemingly like 

most students in existence, these 

guys drank, smoked, slept and 

finally, studied and crammed 

through university. However, in 

»the process of the parasitical stu¬ 

dent lifestyle, they experimented 

with a four-track recorder to create 

something substantial. When I spoke 

to singer/guitarist Ian Ball, it was as 

though I was chatting away at a Kingston 

pub with some student musicians from 

Queen’s. The only slight difference 

between the two is Gomez’s record deal 

with Virgin Music/Hut Recordings. 

As for offering advice to student musi¬ 

cians, Ball points to the importance of 

making a good demo. “We put every¬ 

thing into our demo,” said Ball, “When it 

came time to play our album live, it took 

us a long time to figure out how to play 

, , „ enund alike I heard it after I finished most of the songs. sound anxe. i "“i 

When you listen to their album, the recording and couldn t believe the coin 

lovely ballad “Tijuana Lady" will cidence. Anyway, I wrote my song a fe 

undoubtedly stick out. “Actually, Ben and years ago .while on mushrooms in a 

I wrote Tijuana Lady when we were graveyard. , . , 
hung-over after a night of drinking Lindy is definitely a colourful charac- 

Tequila. We woke up one morning and ter. His schtick started with his family in 

tried to make a song of as many mexican Winnipeg. Of Icelandic descent, Lin y 

cliches as possible. I mean, El Mariachi and his family toured around Canada in 

Desperado? I know that I'm no head a yellow school bus singing Icelandic folk 

honcho. I’ll keep you warm in my safety songs. Years later and still ^nomadic, 

poncho? We couldn’t sing it without Lindy ended up in Kingston. I spent a 

laughing!" while with a friend of mine who was in 

But Gomez is no joke. The band’s live Medicine at Queen’s. I used to play at 

show at the Horseshoe Tavern was one the Wellington and the Toucan, 

for the ages and, not a week later, Gomez When I saw him play at the Reverb in 

was on the Conan O’Brian Show! And Toronto a few weeks ago, I overheard 

when Conan thinks something is cool, someone gush “his falsetto kills me. It’s 

well then it must be. so beautiful.” So there you have it. Lindy 

After speaking with Ball, I had to give recently played at Clark Hall Pub on 

him my copy of Canadian folkster Nov. 21, 1998. 

Another group I 

ight up with at 

he Reverb was 

Asian Dub 

Foundation 

(A.D.F.). The 

only similar- 

I ity between 

A.D.F. and 

Gomez is that- 

A.D.F. almost 

' won this year’s 

Mercury Prize. 

The group came 

together at a music tech- 

fat the nology workshop. Their album, “Rafi’s 

Where Revenge,” is a collection of various musi¬ 

cal and political ideas. The track “Assas¬ 

sin” pays respect to the assassin of the 

The self-titled album Lindy is my pick British general who had ordered the infa- 

for best new album in Canada. The first mous massacre at Amritsar, Punjab in 

single, “Ring around the moon,” oddly 1919. “Free Satpal Ram” is another 

enough sounds very similar to Radio- political diatribe, a rallying call for the 

head’s “Karma Police.” Says Lindy, freedom of Satpal Ram, an east Asian 

^Yeah, it was really unfortunate diat they man imprisoned for defending himself 

Lildy’s debut album, 

two have much in common. 

Gomez vocals are dirt-soaked blues, 

Lindy skies his voice to angelic heights. 

Spin City 
Scratching into the unknown 

“Who do these guys think they are? 

They’re just playing records, it’s not like 

it’s that hard or anything.” 

Johnny Q. Student 

If this comment sounds as familiar to 

you as it does to us, you should read on 

and find out about this whole DJ culture. 

So, let’s really talk about DJing. We’re 

not talking about the “DJing" that you 

heard at your Aunt Mary’s second wed¬ 

ding, we’re talking about the DJing that 

involves vinyl, skill and creativity. 

The Definition of a DJ has changed 

dramatically within the past 25 years. In 

the past, a DJ was simply there to play 

the music before the bands came on, but 

now DJs headline themselves. 

To develop any kind of appreciation 

for today’s modern DJ culture, it is 

important to first discuss the history and 

origins of DJing itself. It all began in the 

“Boogie Down” Bronx in New York City 

(circa 1973), with a man named Clive 

Campbell a.k.a. DJ Kool Here. Here 

started out DJing at smaller parties and 

in parks where he attempted to maintain 

a consistent vibe at the party, by not leav¬ 

ing any “gaps” in the music; that is to say 

there would be no silence between songs. 

The way he went about this was by using 

two turntables and later on, developing a 

“crossfader" on his mixer, which would 

allow him to mix between two songs 

seamlessly. To keep the flow of the party 

going, he would take the break of a song 

- a catchy riff or a funky beat - and loop 

it with another beat thereby creating an 

extended continuous beat containing 

simply the “break”. This technique also 

spawned the term “breakdancers”, who 

would create dance steps to these breaks. 

Along with DJ Kool Here, some inno¬ 

vators of the DJ •culture were Grandmas¬ 

ter Flash and Grand Wizard Theodore. 

Grand Wizard Theodore was responsible 

for originating the “scratch”. While cue¬ 

ing a record back and forth through 

headphones, Grand Wizard Theodore 

heard a funky, rhythmic sound, and 

DJing would never be the same. Flash 

then took DJing to another level by per¬ 

fecting the “cutting” of records back and 

forth in perfect sync from one turntable 
to another. 

Ihus Hip-Hop music was created1; 

and in the spotlight of the culture was 

the DJ. Soon other genres incorporated 

the two-turntable setup to keep the 

music going continuously. House 

Techno, and Drum and Bass all have 

their origins in Hip-Hop, but differ in 

several respects. All these genres tend to 

have a greater number of beats per minute 

(BPM), but this is not their defining char¬ 
acteristic. 

Referencing Bouse in particular, the 

mixing of Wo or more songs together is 

longer (sometimes songs are played simul¬ 

taneously for three mmutes or more), and 

involves a complicated juggling 0f various 

facets of each song together. 

The texture of the songs, and rhercbv 

die .tuxes, is changed by altering! the low 

range (the bass) of the song, while tweak¬ 

ing the top range (treble) of another, or 

against racist attackers. 

While the band blasts their political 

agenda, their music is what catches the 

attention. Using the latest in technology, 

A.D.F. is not what you would expect of a 

so-called asian musical group. They 

don’t adopt the instruments of their 

ancestry. A.D.F. use the latest in sampling 

technology and deejaying technique to 

compliment the electric bass and guitars 

of Dr. Das and Chandrasonic. Throw in 

the toasting and rapping of Master D, 

and deft-sampling of Hollywood film 

soundtracks, and the A.D.F. sound takes 

shape. 

The self-titled album Lindy is 
my pick for best new album 
in Canada. The first single, 
“Ring around the moon,” 
oddly enough sounds very 

similar to Radiohead’s 
“Karma Police.” 

Said Dr. Das onstage, “As you can see, 

we use the traditional instruments from 

Japan, electric guitars, turntables and 

samplers. Our tradition is our instru¬ 

ments, our tool is dub.” (He is referring 

to dub music, which defies description. 

However, dub is, loosely, a combination 

of varied sampling, bass lines and MC 

toasting.) Chandrasonic pin-pointed the 

band’s perspective of what is tradition by 

saying, “When we remixed a Nusrat 

Fateh Ali Khan song for a compilation 

disc, some high-minded reviewer in the 

Tunes said that we took out the spiritual 

quality of the music. Because we weren’t 

using instruments they think are Asian, 

we were losing the spirit of the music. 

These people love to tell us what is 

Indian or not. Fuck that.” 

Continues Master D, “To them a dot 

on the forehead is India. Madonna can 

go over to India and change herself and 

now supposedly represents things from 

India.” With that, both performers 

launch into an attack on ‘the industry.’ 

“We were first signed by Virgin Music 

France. The guy couldn’t believe we 

were unsigned, however the music indus¬ 

try is so fucking racist in Britain,” said 

Chandrasonic. “The music industry is a 

disease, it makes me so sick.” Continues 

Master D, “They all go to their parties 

and do their lines. The lifestyle is selfish 

and boring.” 

Of course, the cynic in all of us would 

have to ask why they are biting the hand 

that feeds them. Replies Master D, “We 

use our opportunity and position to put 

forth our message to more people- 

Before the MTV Europe awards we told 

the producers, you will to have to censor 

us, we know you will after what we say. 

And they did.” A.D.F.’s music and out¬ 

look is something worth listening to. 

Finally, a band worth mentioning >s 

Belle and Sebastien. They don’t give 

interviews, and rarely do performances. 

The Boy with the Arab Strap is the new 

album, and its incredible. 

And that’s all that’s fit to hear. 
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DJs spin into 
Continued from last page 

perhaps bringing out the mid 

range in order to emphasize 

vocals. Yet even this is not what a 

good House DJ should do. 

House music should take you 

on a journey, wherein you do not 

simply hear the music, but feel it, 

and follow its path. This is why 

vocals are not necessarily pre¬ 

sent; vocals may or may not aid 

in propelling the journey, and 

therefore, may or may not be 

present. 

The fact that house can be 

subdivided into an almost 

uncountable number of sub-gen¬ 

res (from deep, jazzy, garage, 

dark garage, to acid, goa, and 

disco house) is a testament to the 

journey-like nature of house. 

Good house DJs create 

entirely new songs through a 

combination of the first few bars 

of one song in conjunction with 

the clsoing beats of another. The 

particular way in which a DJ 

does this will affect the nature of 

the journey. Because the quality 

and nature of the journey is 

dependent on how the DJ con¬ 

ducts this journey, the quality of 

a House DJ is reflected in the 

level of originality of their mixes, 

and also how moving and inter¬ 

esting the mix itself is. The tech¬ 

nique of scratching over top of 

the songs (a technique borrowed 

from Hip-Hop and discussed 

below) is rarely employ tool used 

by some House DJs but adds yet 

another level to the feel a house 

DJing brings forth. 

It is important to elaborate 

exactly what elements contribute 

to defining a “good DJ”. The 

most essential components of 

being a respect DJ are possess the 

skills of beat matching and 

arguably, scratching. Beat 

matching is basically the ability 

to make slight adjustments in the 

speed of the turntable so that 

two records will have the same 

tempo, and therefore the beats, 

will “match” during the transi¬ 

tional period between two sons. 

Scratching is pretty much self- 

descriptive — it entails finding a 

short segment of a record and 

sending back and forth across rhe 

contact point with the needle 

with your hand. 

As an expansion of these back 

skills of DJing, is the genre 

known as “Turntablism”. The 

definition of a Turntablist is a 

person who uses the turntables 

not to play music, but to manip¬ 

ulate sound and create music. 

This is done busing a variety of 

methods — complex scratching, 

beta juggling and body trick. 

Beat juggling is performed by 

using two records and manipu¬ 

lating the arrangement of the ele¬ 

ments (drum sounds, headnotes, 

etc.) from both to create a new 

rhythmical composition. Turtab- 

future 
lism is recognized as the most 

intricate arena of DJing and also 

the field with the most potential 

for innovation. 

DJing as mentioned earlier, 

use to be a mainstay of Hip-Hop, 

but has now expanded to other 

genres, such as, house,drum and 

bass and techno. 

As Hip-Hop and these other 

genres increased in popularity, so 

has the art of DJing. 

Now house DJs like Earl Cox 

and Derrick Cartercan basically 

headline clubs. With this increase 

in popularity, have come hug 

fanbases for. these DJs and mass 

influence in pop culture music. 

The next time you’re in a 

club, rather than simply hearing 

what’s being played, take some 

time and listen to what the DJ is 

doing with the music. A good DJ 

who interacts with the crowd 

and re-invents the music in their 

own way can be very exciting 

and entertaining to listen to and 

watch. A good DJ will build an 

atmosphere that will grip the 

crowd and feel unlike any other 

you’d feel on your typical night 

out. The experience will be well 

worth the effort invested in find¬ 

ing this sort of quality 

entertainment. 

Mindfield, Shinobi, Under and Ali 

are all DJs on the Queen's 

University spinning circuit 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS, 
career elc? Seeking direction? Experience 
greater selt-awareness with Tarot, palmistry, 
runes, and more. Clients say my readings 
are inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. For 
more information phone Kellye at 544-1909. 
Also available Fridays and Saturdays at 
'Harmony', 93 Princess SI. Walk in or pre¬ 
book at 544-7897. Tape included. 

$.99 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for Queen's 
students and their families. Hall an hour 
away. Visit our website 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. 

STAY WARM - Have your house winterized 
by two devoted OPIRG volunteers. Only 
$20.00. Call the Earth Centre at 549-0066 
for details. 

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL CHRISTMAS 
GIFTS! Turn photos into personalized art! 
Portraits of loved ones, landscapes, of spe¬ 
cial places, pets, abstracts. Will paint any¬ 
thing you want for commission. Call 547- 

3261. 

A-1 LAUNDROMAT 556 Princess/Alfred 
548-8522. Coin laugdry Wash and fold $4 
per load, dry cleaning, alterations, hem 
pants $4.00. Photocopy 5 cents per copy. 
Parking at the rear. 

DAYTONA BEACH-SPRING BREAK Party 
7 nights at Daytona's most popular Spring 
Break hotel, Desert Inn Resort. Hotel only 
$119 or Bust Hotel $279/quint. Reserve now 
$25 and save up to $100 per room. Thames 
Travel 1 800 962-8262. Ontario registration 
#01344989. 

GUITAR PLAYING BEGINNERS, learn to 
play your favourite songs quickly through 
personal instructions. Mainly acoustic, 
relaxed lessons to improve playing w/out 
boring theory. Call 549-3491. 

TRAVELLING? Check our website 
(www.wellingtonfx.on.ca) for daily currency 
exchange rates, foreign and Canadian 
money bought and sold at excellent rates, 
no service charges. Wellington Foreign 
Exchange. 153 Wellington Street, 531- 
8731. 

TIRED OF SNOW? Cold? Wish winter was 
already over? Fill out an AMS Card and win 
two round trip tickets to sunny Hawaii or the 
Caribbean! Support your servicesl 

NEWMAN CLUB is hosting its annual VARI¬ 
ETY SHOW: MUSIC, DRAMA & MAGIC. 

Come out for an entertaining evening and 
it's FREE! Donations will be accepted to 
fund our trip to the Canadian Catholic 
Students Conference in January. 

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP We are fellow 
students who have both lost someone close 
to us and would like to start a mutual sup¬ 
port group. If you are interested or have any 
questions please call Melissa at 531-0187 

or Michelle at 530-3600 ASAP. 

SLEEMAN BREWING AND MALTING - 
End the year off right: grab some friends, sit 
back, and crack open a keg of Sleeman's. 
For all your keg party needs call Matt at 536- 

0501. 

STUFF CLUTTERING your living room? 
Looking to get rid of all that stuff you never 
use? QPID will be collecting items lor the 
Kingston Youth Shelter Project on 
December 5 & 6. Call QPID at 545-6845 tor 

hassle-free pick ups. 

INTRODUCTORY MEDITATION CLASSES 
and teachings are offered by Buddhist Monk 
Kelsang Thekchen Wednesday evenings, 
7:00 p.m. at the Ban Righ Centre, 32 
Queen's Crescent. All are welcome, 

FOR SALE: Artsci jacket - Don't buy a new 
jacket, buy my nearly new jacket! Artsd 94 
jacket, size 44. Call 549-0581. 

WANTED 

GOING WEST? December or January. 
Require a reliable driver for automobile, 
Kingston to Banff. Gas provided. Interested? 
Phone 544-0198. 

NEEDED: Parking space near William and 
Barrie Streets. Will pay reasonable monthly 
fee. Please call 544-8758. 

HELP WANTED 

THE AMS HOLIDAY HOUSE CHECK SER¬ 
VICE is now hiring patrollers. If you will be 
in Kingston for the holiday break, and would 
like to earn a little extra cash, please pick up 
an application form from the AMS front 
lobby. Questions/comments - call the 
Municipal Affairs Commission at 545-6000 
ext 5178. 

PSYCH 23511! Helpll I am in desperate 

need ol Psych 235 notes. I will pay money. 

Please call 531-3192. Thanksl 

SUMMER CAMP C0UNS_E„L,L,?" “JIS 
PUS INTERVIEWS FOR PREMIER CAMPS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS Positions lot talent- 
ed energetic and fun loving students as 
counsellors in all team sports including Ice 
Hockey, Roller Hockey & Lacrosse, all indi¬ 
vidual sports such as Tennis and GolL 
Waterfront and Pool activities and specialty 
activities including art, dance, theatre, gym¬ 
nastics, newspaper and radio. Top Salaries, 
room board, travel and US summer work 
visa. June 19th - August 19th. Enjoy a 
great summer that promises to be unforget¬ 
table. Apply nowl For more information: 
DANBEE (Girls): 1 800 392-3752 or 
www.campdanbee.com, MAH-KEE-NAC 

(Boys): 1 800 753-9118 or 
www.campmkn.com. Interviewer will be on 
campus Monday January 25th 10 a.m. - 4 
p.m. in the St. Lawrence 8uilding, room 112. 

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS - Creative 
customer service oriented individuals, loca¬ 
tions - Downtown Toronto. North York, 
Mississauga. Managers to $8.25 per hour 
plus bonuses. Wrappers to $7.15 per hour, 
Cnii/n^rt.Kmo nprpmher 1 - 24. Call 416 

MOSAIC still needs volunteersl!! If you have 
an hour or two each week to spend with an 
adult or child with a developmental disabili¬ 
ty, doing a variety of activities, please con¬ 
tact Tracey Allen at The Core’ 545-6278. 

U.S.A. SUMMER CAMPS - TIMBER LAKE 
AND TYLER HILL: 3 of America’s premier 
summer camps seek general counsellors, 
arts & crafls, ropes, waterfront, horseback 
riding and athletic specialists for summer of 
'99. If you are looking for the summer of a 
lifetime, you must call. All applicants must 
be 18 years or older. TOP SALARIES and 
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. We will be in 
Toronto for interviews on January 16th and 
17th only. Please call for more information 
at (800) 828 - CAMP or (516) 367 - 6700. 
Check us out at www.camptlc.com. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Gold Seiko watch at Sd Formal or on 
University between Grant Hall and Stauffer. 
Great sentimental value. Reward offered. 
Please call Scott at 544-2415 or email at 
4smsb 

LOST: Blue and Grey CD case with Nan 
Ambient/International/Trip Hip CDs. i0 , 
between Clark and downtown after On 
Step Beyond, September 23rd. r^ 

offered! Leave a message at 531-9iio ° 

LOST: Brown leather attache case with 
German notes and text (Goethe's Faust \n 
translation). Vicinity Kingston Hall’ Reward 
offered. Call 546-4172. 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, 'Contour'. Lost 
on campus Thursday September 170, 
Please call Daryn at 530-3419 or email 
6gdm. Thanks 

FOUND: On November 17th at the PEC - a 
watch (brown band). Please call Marie at 
547-0714 to identify. 

FOUND: Sonya Kazmi's wallet in Mac-Corry 
near vending machines. Email Josh at 
7jjl@qlink.queensu.ca to claim 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park near 
baseball diamond on October 16th. Call 
531-4702 to identify. 

FOUND: At the Campus Bookstore an 
envelope containing wedding 
photos.Thompson from Walmart. Can be 
picked up at the Customer Service desk. 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in JDUC. 
Call 531-3221 to identify (ask for Adrienne) 
or email 4acn1 

r .— 
KEEP THE LIGHT ON 

KEEP THE LIGHT ON 

CONGRATULATIONS TO BEAU HOWES 
the recipient of Housemate of the Week for 
the second week in a row, at 223 Earl. - The 
Pen 

WALKHOME would like to thank everyone 
who voted YES for our fees in the recent 
AMS Referendum. It is your support that 
allows us to help increase safety, comfort 
and accessibility within the Queen's 
Community. If you’d like a walk at night, just 
give us a call at 545-2662. 

TO THE COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADERS 
Congrats on your 2nd place finish at 
Nationals! Love the Queen's Bands 
Cheerleaders 

Why Not Hit The On-Ramp To A High-Tech Career As A 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER? 

For More Information 
Contact: 

Advanced Technology 
Education Consortium 

Suite 301, Carruthers Hall, 
Queen’s University 
Kingston, K7L 3N6 

1-613-545-6978 
atee@post.queensu.ca 

We Will Accept 30 
Students 

Registration Closes 
January 15, 1999 

Information Sessions 
@TEC will conduct 

information sessions for 

individuals interested in 

the program. Please call for 

the dates, times and 

locations. AdMonied Technology Education Consortium 

II' you have a background 

in science, mathematics or 

engineering, or hands-on 

programming experience, 

and are looking for a career 

opportunity in Information 

Technology, our certificate 

program will put you on 

the right track - in only one 

year! 

Offered in collaboration 

with Queen's and RMC 

this intensive 12-month 

program is divided into 

three study terms and one 

work term (for qualifying 

students) and gives you 

the skills in software 

development the industry 

has identified as necessary. 
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Christmas Gift Giving is FUN! 
Adult Novelties, Fake Lottery Tickets 

LAMPS 

Lava Lite™ 
Fiber Optic 
Blacklights 
Shadow Boxes 
Coloured Bulbs 
Wave Lamps 
and more ... 

Dilbert 

Squeezies 

Greeting 
Cards 

Perjinkities 

When you shop at HARDY HAR hair 

186 Wellington St 548-3213 

Beaded curtains, children s toys, Glow-in-Uark stars, 
Juggling Supplies, Magic Supplies, Christmas Cards and 
most importantly Christmas Exchange Gifts under $10 nn 

South Park has arrived 

WIN a 6 lb Chocolate Santa Claus 
Details in store 

TlHIEMQIOlulft INIAIL M£|R|0|S |S|v/|OlRlD 
Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

ACROSS 

1. Magnitude 
5. Hat’s edge 
9. Circuit 

safeguards 
10. Inspection of 

financial 
records 

12. Give in trust 
13. Skiing event 
15. Chair part 
16. Undeliverable 

letter 
18. Sooner than 
19. Put up with 
21. Compete 
22. Put on guard 
23. Greek vowels 
25. Inflexible 
26. Sentry duty 
28. Yearned for 
29. Concluding 
30. Put on a 

clothesline 
31. Similar 
32. Play on words 
33. Went skinny- 

dipping 
37. Illuminated 
38. Junta 
40. Arabian robe 
41. Cutlery items 
43. Used gentle 

persuasion 
45. Becomes 

heavier 
46. Shack 
47. Overdue 

DOWN 

1. Com¬ 
prehensive 
treatise 

2. Theory 
3. Corn extract 
4. Of summer 
5. Count of music 
6. “_, Britannia” 
7. Actress Lupino 
8. Allowance for 

traveling 
expenses 

9. Golfer’s cry 
11. Parched 
12. Hired car 
14. Heal, as a 

fracture 
17. Greek 

consonants 

20. Lear's daughter 
22. Building 

extensions 
24. Sesame 
25. _Tin Tin 
26. Scandinavian 

sea rover 
27. Capital letter 
28. Flamboyance 
29. Columbo 

portrayer 
30. Wheel’s center 

part 
32. Old-fashioned 
34. Polishes floors 
35. Eve’s son 
36. Seeing red 
38. Penny 
39. Take a gander 
42. By way of 
44._Maria 

Answers for last issue’s puzzle. 

The people who do the crossword will 

look at this ad 86 times. 

There are still many ad spaces on this page in 

upcoming issues available. Call 545-9255 now 

to make sure your advertising gets in. 

Back by Popular Demand! 

Teach English Overseas 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 

*Job Resources 

*Language, Grammar, Pronunciation 
Skills 

*Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:30-p.m, 

January 18 - February 17, 1999 

Practicum Saturday February 6 & 13, 1999 

10:30 a m. - 3:00 p.m. 

REGISTER BY JAN. 12 & RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT 

S359.00 

Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 
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Each year he hosts a two-day concert for 
the school that attracts artists from David 
Bowie and Tracy Chapman to Phish and 
Ministry. He was directly involved in the 
early stage? of the development of the 
‘vocoder’ - a device to aid communication 
between mentally-challenged children 
and their parents and educators. He was 
also the first to implement the vocoder in 
his experimental synth-rock phase in the 
early eighties, with great success. 

John Robertson, author of “Neil 
Young: A Visual Documentary” encapsu¬ 
lates Young’s career quite Well when he 
says: “The prolific nature of his talent, 
plus his innate restlessness, makes him a 
frustratingly inconsistent, but eternally 
compelling, performer. [Over] thirty 
years into his professional career, it’s still 
impossible to predict what he might do 
next. In an era when strategic marketing 
has robbed rock of its uncompromising 
raw edge, Neil Young is a musician and a 
writer to be treasured.” And treasure him 
we should. He’s a ragged jewel, a dreamer 
of pictures, a master craftsman, and 
apparently a great paintball player. 
Which brings us, conveniently, to today’s 
subject: last Saturday’s paintball show¬ 
down between members of 77te. Journal 
and Golden Words. 

The drive up was fairly scenic. We had 
hamburgers for lunch. The GW people 
talked about Japanimation for the better 
part of the day. I spent a lot of money. We 
lost. The drive back to Kingston was 
fairly scenic. 

By Your Welt-ridden Pals At 
The Journal 

A GREAT MAN ONCE SAID “It’s better 
to burn out than to fade away.” 
That man was Neil Young: folk leg¬ 

end, rock patriarch, country rambler, 
psychedelic survivor, doo-wop dabbler, 
synth-rock pioneer and solid blues-man. 
There is, perhaps, no greater an underap¬ 
preciated nor misunderstood figure in 
the history of twentieth-century popular 
music, nay, of all time. The list of bands 
and artists who’ve covered his music 
and/or cite him as a significant influence 
reads like an eclectic music critic’s record 
collection: Blue Rodeo, Dinosaur Jr., Tre¬ 
ble Charger, Sonic Youth, Cowboy 
Junkies, Devo, Indigo Girls, even that 
Lindy guy — the list is far-reaching in 
genre and virtually endless in number. 

From his early days in Buffalo Spring- 
field where he penned the classic “Nowa¬ 
days Clancy can’t even sing” and his off 
and on involvement with Crosby, Stills 
and Nash, his work with James Taylor, 
Linda Ronstadt and Crazy Horse, to his 
more recent collaborations with Booker T 
and the MG’s and Pearl Jam, Young pos¬ 
sesses an unmatched longevity that 
extends to his less than fortunate per¬ 
sonal life. Stricken at various points in 
his life with polio, epilepsy and debilitat¬ 
ing back problems, Young survived. 
Despite the death of two friends from 
heroin overdoses, dealing with his par¬ 
ent’s marital troubles and their messy 
divorce at age 14, a marriage failure of his 
own, the lengthy incarceration of his only 
brother, and perhaps most unfortunate of 
all, the diagnosis of both his firstborn 
sons (first and second marriage) with 
cerebral palsy (a disease whose origin in 

the female genes makes his story all the 
more heartbreaking), Neil Young has sur¬ 
vived. Not only has he survived, he has 
brought the world much memorable 
tunes as “Down by the River,” “Help¬ 
less,” “Ohio," “Long May You Run,” “Mr. 
Soul,” “Old Man,” “Heart of Gold,” 
“After the Goldrush,” “Like a Hurri¬ 
cane,” “My My, Hey 

Hey (Out of the Blue),” 
“Pocahontas,” “Lotta 
Love,” “This Note’s for You,” “Rockin’ in 
the Free World,” “Change Your Mind,” 
“Downtown,” and “Harvest Moon,” to 
name a few. 

Says Mr. Young: “I just hate being 
labeled. I hate to be stuck in one thing. I 
just don’t want to be anything for very 

long. I don’t know why. I just want to 
keep moving, keep running, play my gui¬ 
tar.” Humble words for a man who s one 
shy of The Rolling Stones’ record for the 
most number of entries on Rolling Stone 
magazine’s greatest albums of all time 
(five), who’s been inducted into the Rock 
and Roll Hall of Fame three times (for 

Buffalo Springfield, 

CSN&Y and his solo 
career respectively), 

who was Mojo magazine’s choice as the 
single most influential figure of the 
1970’s. 

With his wife Pegi, Neil founded The 
Bridge School, an organization dedicated 
to the education of and research for men¬ 
tal and physically challenged children. 

A few issues ago, MiSC. decided to start a revolution. 

A cry rang out, rules were lain, and the stage was set for an 
event whose impact on the Queen's community was unmatched 

since the AMS's mock funeral for accessible education. THE WINNERS 
November 6th was the rebirth of the colouring contest. 

Students gulped as the revolutionaries silently gathered their 
crayons like so many rifles. Two eagles flew overheard. A crow 
squawked. The colourers let out a frenzied 'whoop' and began 

scribbling. 

And scribble they did. Tirelessly. Entries flew through The 
Journal door like prize horses at a racetrack. The onus of 
judgement fell upon two experts in the field of colouring: 

Francis, Age 8 (below right) 6t 
Jade, Age 9 (below left) 

Their task wasn't easy: to choose three winners out of the 
literally thousands of entries MiSC. received. After hours and 

hours of arguing, squabbling, napping and Nintendo, they came 
to a consensus. 

Congratulations to the winners, thanks to all those 
who entered, etc., etc., etc. 

1st 
Place 

BRIAN ADAMS 
ARTSCI 00 

"It rocks" states Jade 
"Santa's on fire" observes Francis 

Brian will receive a 
deluxe 96-piece crayon set. 

2nd 
Place 

MICHELLE ANDERSON 
ARTSCI '99 

"Nice sky" admires Jade 
Great bunny" praises Francis 

Michelle will receive a 
premium 64-piece crayon set. 

3rd 
Place 

CAROLAN MACLEOD 
SCI '00 

“Look at the detail" Francis 
Asks of everyone's attention 

Carolan will receive a over¬ 
sized novelty blowup crayon. 
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Another Editorial Comment 
The world, meaning Queen’s University, of course, in my always humble opinion, 

has become altogether too dependent upon electricity (remember the ice storm?) and 
computer technology (especially network servers). If anyone has any ideas regarding 
alternatives to these two silent evils that lurk behind our (seemingly) modest expecta¬ 

tions, please call us at 545-2800 and claim your hero’s ransom. All intelligent 
inquiries welcomed. 

On a more sincere note, The Queen’s Journal Reader apologizes for any inconve¬ 
nience caused by the technical difficulties experienced by The Queen’s Journal that 

were to blame for the delay in the release of this paper. 

The most dangerous thing to do is 

stand still. — William Burroughs 

to Allen Ginsberg 

Something is terribly wrong. 1 am not 

the kind of person who likes to write in 

the in the first person, and certainly not 

the kind of person who wants to go on 

record as writing what l am about to 

write. But all efforts are directed by the 

circumstances that created them. So here 

lf This is the third Reader of the year, and 

I'm still waiting for the Queen’s commu¬ 

nity to write to me. 1 know you’re out 

there _ I saw you all at UltraViolet’s 

launch, read you in their pages, read you 

in last year's Undergraduate Review and 

Quarrv. Some of you I met in my studies 

in English, others just along the way. 

Some of you I’ve only imagined, others 1 

haven't even dreamt of yet. But I know 

you’re out there. What are you waiting 

fur5 

The Journal only exists for the students 

of Queen's University; The Reader is the 

literary arm of The journal. So much has 

been made of the perceived apathy of our 

generation, so much hype regarding our 

torpid, jaded nature. But are the students 

of Queen's University really willing to 

subscribe to that? 

University is about learning, maturing 

and honing the skills of our chosen disci¬ 

pline to a precise and measured point. But 

as much as it exists to guide us. it exists to 

misguide us, to send us down unexpected 

avenues that we would not have encoun¬ 

tered otherwise. A great education should 

be as unsettling as it is valuable; in short, 

being at a university is about experiment¬ 

ing as much as it is about purely learning. 

So here we are, alone in the post-sec¬ 

ondary universe, full of creativity, choice 

and freedom. Free to define and rc-define 

ourselves as we choose. And where are is 

the avant-garde? 

I am prepared for the criticism that 

may follow these comments. I almost 

wish for them. Just to know that you’re 

out there. The last two years have seen a 

resurgence of creativity at this university 

— the Union Gallery, the founding of The 

Reader and Ultraviolet are testament to 

that — but it is time to push ahead. 

Queen’s is what we make it. And I’ve got 

empty pages. 

So over Christmas, go home, stay here 

head out on your own, talce chances and 

enjoy yourself. But take your notebook 

with you. Don't imitate what you see 

around you and don’t keep your mouth 

shut. Don’t shun diversity, adversity or 

inexperience. Drop all of your pretenses 

and write down exactly what it is you 

want to say, free of formula, precedents 

and expectations. Give up and start again. 

But don’t stand still. 

If my unsolicited advice, this very 

blunt appeal, has offended, then accept 

my apology — and my invitation to for¬ 

ward your work. I’d love to hear from 

you. These years, allegedly, are the best of 

your life; but again, they are what you 

make them. So to the neo-beats, the post- 

moderns, the millenials, the New Poets, 

whoever you are, whatever you call your¬ 

self — this is your neighbourhood, these 

are your walls to decorate. 

And for the uninitiated, this is the 

experience and the experiment all in one. 

Here we are, and here it is. What are you 

afraid of? 

— J.C. Bellringer 

‘December's featured‘Titles: 
'Both titles an available at 30% off for the month of December. 

forms Of Devotion Branching Out 
The new novel by 

‘Kingston based imiter 

Diane Schoemperlen. 

'Winner of the governor 

(jenerals Awardfor 

fiction, this new worfis a 

collection of illustrated 

stories that are both 

wonderfully readable and 

a treat to the eye. 

Branching Out by Queen's 

Author (jcrald Tulchinsfy 

is the second volume of a 

two volume history of 

Jews in Canada. The first 

was called the defnitive 

history of the Canadian 

Jewish community. This 

second volume follows the 

story from the 1920's to 

the present day. Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

545-2955 • After January 1 st 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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The majestic and strange world 
of Barbara Gowdy 

BY TIM COHLBY 

Oh, for a faith that will not shrink, 

Thought pressed by thirst and fear, 

That will not tremble on the brink 

Of death, though life is dear. 

Excerpt from an elephant song 

of thanksgiving, from Barbara 

Gowdy’s The White Bone 

Barbara Gowdy’s sympathy for the 

freakish and her fondness for the perverse 

are unsettlingly honest. The portraits of 

repression one finds in her writing lack the 

wry detachment of Margaret Atwood; the 

'freaks’ have none of the comic burlesque 

one finds in, say, Robertson Davies. In 

Gowdy there is — to borrow a phrase — 

something completely different. She has 

written lives' of a levitating girl 

(“Presbyterian Crosswalk” in We So 

Seldom Look on Love), a two-headed man 

(“The Two-Headed Man”), a sexually 

dysfunctional family (Mister Sandman), 

and, most infamously, a blossoming 

necrophiliac (“We So Seldom Look on 

Love”, later adapted for the screen as 

merely Kissed). I used to think I could say, 

with a neat chuckle of sly authority, that 

Barbara Gowdy likes to explore the fur¬ 

thest boundaries of ‘normal’ and ‘human.’ 

The White Bone, her latest novel, flat¬ 

tens that dreamy formulation. It’s about 

elephants. There are no human characters 

at all, though the bloody effects of human 

actions loom darkly throughout. The lan¬ 

guage is an imaginative construct, too, 

based upon the perceptions and beliefs of 

the elephants, and a prefatory glossary and 

occasional footnotes are offered to help 

poor homo sapien readers understand that 

the term “longbodv” signifies a cheetah, 

and that “certain fruits (such as that of the 

doum palm) ferment in the stomach and, 

if eaten in quantity, can cause intoxica¬ 

tion." The White Bone has had an incred¬ 

ibly successful reception: a bestseller 

nominated for the Giller Prize, the 

Governor General’s Award, and most 

recently the Rogers Prize, it is all the same 

a novel very much not of the traditional 

Canadian naturalist mode, and a challenge 

to some of the reader’s most basic preju¬ 

dices. It is also a very good book. 

Asked whether, given the lengthy pub¬ 

licity gauntlet she’s been running, she is 

yet tired of answering questions about ele¬ 

phants, Gowdy admits, “I’m not tired of 

talking about elephants so much as I am of 

just talking.” Although she says she leads a 

“hermetic life" and is rather “antisocial” 

most of the time, she now faces the pend¬ 

ing release of the book in the United 

States and Europe — Gowdy’s novels. 

I’ve heard, are pretty popular in Germany, 

and “healthy advances” have been coming 

from other countries: “better than I’ve got 

for any other book.” This spells for the 

author an even lengthier promotion run. (I 

am immediately apologetic for my own 

contribution to the anxiety, but she kindly 

assures me that in a telephone interview 

there are none of the pressures of image. 

“TV’s the worst,” she sighs. “You have to 

do your hair, the}1 tell you to wear bright 

colours...”) 

In the course of The White Bone, the 

reader encounters the imagined characters 

and thoughts of cheetahs, mongooses, rhi¬ 

nos (no humans, or “hindleggers," 

though). I wondered why specifically ele¬ 

phants should be the subject of such a 

novel (‘“Why elephants, Ms. Gowdy?’ 

asked the frowning interviewer, sternly 

leaning forward...”). In our conversation, 

Gowdy quickly convinces me of her pas¬ 

sionate concern for “the dire plight” of the 

animals who rarely live to their natural 

deaths, and of her contempt for the poach¬ 

ers who massacre them; she mentions the 

inspiration of seeing a documentary by 

Cynthia Moss on the subject. “If I’m mie 

to the elephant nature, which I try to be. 

I’m dealing with a highly conscious, intel¬ 

ligent animal, as we humans measure con¬ 

sciousness." Elephants, she notes, have 

“big brains, liighly convoluted,” which 

actually expand, and “lots of complex 

emotions... This intelligence lent itself to 

fiction." Fair enough — but why give the 

fictional elephants powers of foresight and 

telepathy? Gowdy admits that she had to 

use those devices "to open up the narra¬ 

tive,” but goes on to speculate whether 

these psychic powers, which we humans 

suspect do exist, hut haven’t been evi- 

dendy forthcoming in ourselves, aren’t to 

be found in a non-human species instead. 

(When I pause, and admit that I hadn't 

thought of it in that way, Gowdy laughs 

warmly.) 

How concerned then, I ask, was she 

about not ‘humanizing’ the elephants? 

Continued on page 15 

Not just a guy with a radio show 
Popular CBC radio host tours with his fourth book 

BY LAURA MACmXJIS 

Stuart McLean speaks to Canadians 

across the country every week, through 

their radios. His CBC radio show. The 

Vinyl Cafe, has a captive audience who 

follow the antics of Dave and Morley, 

owners of a used record store who always 

seem to be falling into trouble, every 

Saturday and Sunday afternoon. McLean 

warms living rooms and across the coun¬ 

try with stories that are equally charming 

and fun. He spoke with The Queen's 

Journal Reader at the Indigo Cafe in 

Kingston about journalism, the CBC, and 

his vision for our nation. 

McLean, a native of Montreal, studied 

arts at Sir George Williams University. He 

took courses in theatre, English, and polit¬ 

ical science before settling on applied 

social science, a discipline similar to guid¬ 

ance and counselling. 

But McLean knew he was not destined 

to be an academic. “It was radio that was 

my love," he said, but he did not pursue 

this dream while at school. “I was too shy 

to join the university radio club, I was 

afraid that I wasn’t good enough, or some¬ 

thing. That they'd make fun of me. And 

I used to walk by the radio, kind ofwant- 

ing to go in there but not having enough 

courage to do that." 

In fact, he didn’t fall into journalism 

until several years after graduation, a 

delay he attributed to a lack of courage. “I 

always wanted to be writing and I always 

wanted to be in radio, but I just didn’t 

have the confidence to do that,” he said. 

He was nearly 30 when he first stepped 

into the CBC and got a job in journalism, 

as a freelance interviewer. He worked as a 

researcher for Cross-Country Check-up, 

and then made radio documentaries for 

Sunday Morning for five years. McLean 

then moved on to Momingside, reading 

personal columns about life in small-town 

Canada, at the side of his long-term friend 

Peter Gzowski. When Morningside 

ended, he began doing his own show, a 

quirky balance of classical music and anec¬ 

dotal stories, The Vinyl Cafe. 

McLean is proud of The Vinyl Cafe, 

and says the move from non-fiction 

reporting to creative storytelling has been 

a rewarding change in his career. When 

asked where the inspiration for the show 

came from, he paused and said, “maybe it 

was just to try something new', to set 

something up that I didn't know' I could 

do, and see if I could do it. Maybe I always 

wanted to do it, just like I w'as too shy to 

join the radio club... and then I had 

enough confidence to try.” 

Home from the Vinyl Cafe is a collec¬ 

tion of stories from McLean’s radio show, 

adapted to the book format as longer, more 

in-depth pieces about the life and times of 

the Vinyl Cafe, the used record store with 

the mantra, “We’re not big, but we’re 

small." 

McLean now considers himself more of 

a writer than a storyteller. Home from the 

Vinyl Cafe is McLean’s fourth book, fol- 

Continucd on page 13 

Home from the Vinyl Cafe, McLean’s 
most recent foray into the literary 

world. 
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‘None of the things in this book 
actually happened’ 

Garry Shandling’s truth-challenged autobiography 

Diane Shoemperlen 
wins Govemor- 
General’s Award 

By Tara Mansbridge 

By Sean Springer 

Confessions of a Late Night Talk Show Host 

By Garry Shandling with David Rensin 

Simon & Schuster 

“I w ant to put your mind at ease by 

telling you that tor the last ten years I have 

been making love to you through the camera 

ever)' night, and on all but two of those nights, 

I w'ore a condom. Those two nights I was drunk 

and forgot. Sorry.” 

— Larry Sanders from his “tell-all book” 

Confessions of a Late Night Talk Show Host 

Forever removed from die late night world, Larry 

Sanders rolls over, hikes up his trousers and sucks 

back his last drag off the fleeting cigarette of fame. 

A note from the audience which had treated him so well 

lies on the feather pillow: “Larry,"we had great sex, but 

the orgasms staled somewhere in the early nineties, and 

we’re through. Kaput. You’re the eight-track — the 

horse and buggy of late night — and I'm eloping with 

Conan.” Rather than wander and wane during the hours 

of late night tv (i la Tom Snyder), Larry Sanders gra¬ 

ciously accepts Iris cue, and humbly walks away. 

.Six months later... 

Larry Sanders spirals into a renaissance. His celebra¬ 

tory license of “deified pop icon/sex symbol” expired 

once the curtains dropped on his career and now the 

lonely noose of longevity swings overtop of his dining 

room chandelier. But wait, Larry Sanders is still a some¬ 

body (“You’re fuckin' fascinating,” his former producer 

Artie would remind Larry). 

With his career on hiatus, the interesting parts of 

Larry’s life have culminated to the potential of at least 

one heck of a magazine feature, and so, Larry picks up a 

pen, strolls down memory lane, scrawls out a few trashy 

anecdotes and faces the audience for one last set. 

He writes: "Not to be metaphysical, but I, Larry 

Sanders am a fictional character. I do not exist. No one 

does. We are all energy, especially Don Rickies.” 

But who is Larry Sanders? 

Sanders is the mouthpiece for comedian Garry 

Shandling’s televised experiment in satire that began six 

years ago as an immediate cult explosion on HBO. The 

Larrv Sanders Show was a pervasive, ingenious satire 

Gary Shandling in a Larry Sanders mask 

o n 
the entertainment industry — a behind-the-scenes look 

at a fictitious network’s immensely popular late night 

talk show that dealt with real stars, real issues and real 
egos. 

Much of the show’s impressive comedy stems from 

this ancient conceit — the show within a show. But 

where The Larry Sanders Show truly deviated from its 

predecessors was in its brutal candour and acidic self- 

deprecation. Well-known celebrities regularly appeared 

as themselves in roles than could generously be called 

unflattering; Shandling himself is mocked with stun¬ 

ning regularity. 

Shandling’s magical mystery tour guided the viewer 

through the harsh and hilarious realities of pop culture 

that featured stars playing themselves in self-effacing 

and outrageous cameos. Here, on the show, Larry 

Sanders (played by Garry Shandling) and Ellen 

Degeneres (playing herself) wine, dine and end up 

entwined in the naked pretzel. Only here does David 

Duchovny seductively flash his testicles at Larry in an 

effort to snag the sexy talk show host. Lori Loughlin is 

a kleptomaniac. Bill Maher is a sex fiend and Jim Carrey 

Shandling’s humour is baked in a 
variety of blends such as his 

acrimonious relationship with Johnny 
Carson, the psychotic nature of his 

disillusioned ex-agent, Stevie Grant, 
and his first encounter with his former 

sidekick — the infamous Hank 
Kingsley. 

is a self-centred asshole. 

With his talk show now months behind him, the man 

who coined the phrase “No Flipping!" is now asking 

you to flip — pages, that is. It’s Larry’s real departure 

from our lives as told to Garry Shandling in what he 

calls an autobiography, but what I deem as really more 

of an amusing anecdotal summary of a legacy — a thick 

red carpet for Larry to march out on proudly into the 

world of syndication and re-runs. 82 pages (one third!) 

of die text are photo clips of Larry interviewing and 

mingling with A-list celebs: David Letterman, Bridget 

Fonda (“...the night Bridget Fonda was on...the entire 

underside of my desk was charred beyond recogni¬ 

tion,”) Sting, Jerry Seinfeld, Helen Hunt, Sharon 

Stone. A few B-lists are featured as well: Richard Belzer, 

Steven Wright, Tim Conway, John Stamos, Ed Begley, 

Suzanne Somers (“Her famous thighmaster...is still one 

of the best dates I’ve ever had.”) While very amusing, 

we learn little about Larry from the photography other 

than the fact that he was blessed with a lot of famous 

friends. The textual content itself is partitioned into 

short and concise monologues that span essential com¬ 

ponents of Larry’s life in 1,000-word anecdotes, which 

are hilarious but more along the lines of a vast stand-up 

routine than a profoundly revealing autobiography. 

Flipping back to ‘Young Larry’s’ “unhappy and abu¬ 

sive childhood,” Shandling writes of the emotional set¬ 

backs Larry conquered in his quest to succeed Johnny as 

the king of late night: 

“I was rejected by everyone except for a very nice old 

man who gave me candy through the school fence and 

flashed me...” 

...and his first orgasm: 

‘ ...Johnny [Carson] introduced Raquel Welch. She 

walked onto the set, and I just came on the couch. 

Another thing to blame on the dog... I felt good, but I 

was scared because I thought I was bleeding." 

From there on, Shandling adopts a predictable 

chronological synopsis of Larry’s life (Larry starting out 

as a young comic, Larry guest-hosting The Tonight 

Show, Larry finally getting his own show), but solidifies 

the narrative with the whimsical stories of a talented, 

egotistical yet insecure comedian’s rise to the host’s 

desk. These are Larry’s Confessions, which bump up 

the laugh-o-metre to the third degree of humour. 

In the chapter on Celebrity Sex,” Larry confesses 

that indeed, his show was a "sexual buffet" through 

which he had impressively slept with exactly 56 eroti¬ 

cally-appealing women from Hollywood’s A-list, 

including Carmen Electra, Frances McDormand! 

Mariah Carey, a Mariah Carey look-alike and Diane 
Sawyer. 

He confesses that he and Steven Segal-engaged in 

wife-swapping. He confesses that he and Cybill 

Shepherd romped in his dressing room before the inau¬ 

gural show: “The sex was so good that we went the full 

five minutes, which meant I had to go on the air looking 

like shit. ’ And he confesses that his stints as a comedy 

writer for Rodney Dangerfield and Joan Rivers soured 

when Larry couldn’t “convince Rodney to change ‘I get 

no respect’ to ’I get no pussy,”’ and was unable in sway¬ 

ing Joan to change “’Can we talk?’ to ‘Can we fuck>’’’ 
Yes, the book s sexual emphasis is clear and a taste for 

sexual perversion is recommended for inquiring readers. 

Shandling’s humour, however, is baked in a variety of 

For Diane Schoemperlen, long-time author and 

Kingston resident, it was an affirmation of her work 

as a writer. 
On Tuesday, November 17, Schoemperlen was 

awarded the Governor General's Award for Fiction, one 

of the highest honours Canada bestows on its authors. 

It really made me feel like writing does matter," said 

Schoemperlen in an interview with The Queen's Journal 

Reader. 
The acclaimed Kingston author cited the acknowl¬ 

edged cliche about writers and their solitary work. 

“Sometimes," said Schoemperlen, "I was writing and I 

would think to myself, ‘Gee, does anybody out there 

really care?’” 
For Schoemperlen, this recent honour answers that 

question with a definitive ‘yes. 

The Governor General's Literary Awards were estab¬ 

lished by Governor General Lord Tweedsmuir who made 

the first presentations on November 24, 1937. 

Administered by the Canada Council for the Arts, the 

Governor General's Literary Awards are presented, in 

English and French, in the following categories: fiction, 

poetry, drama, nonfiction, children's literature (text and 

illustration) and trans¬ 

lation. 

Schoemperlen 

described the events 

and ceremonies at 

Rideau Hall in 

Ottawa with some¬ 

thing that approached 

awe. 

“They were fabu¬ 

lous,” she said. “It was 

three days of being 

treated wonderfully 

well:” 

On Tuesday the 

authors were pre¬ 

sented their awards, _ 

and treated to a gala winning Kingston author, 

dinner in the Tent — 

Hall of Rideau Hall 

which Schoemperlen described as “absolutely sumptu¬ 

ous." 

The next evening, the honourees read from their works 

at the Chateau Laurier Ball Room — a standing room- 

only event. To round off the events, Schoemperlen and 

her fellow recipients were officially presented to the 

House of Commons, where they were greeted with a 

standing ovation. 

For Schoemperlen, the attention has been a little 

astounding, the constant interviews just a little overbear¬ 

ing. When asked if she was tired of the media attention, 

the Kingston author replied, “To be honest, a little bit.” 

‘It s kind of overwhelming to suddenly get all of this 

attention,” she said, adding a quick caveat, “I’m not com¬ 
plaining." 

tion is Forms of Devotion, a collection of short stories and 

art. The work marries pieces of art from the 17th, 18th 

and 19th centuries. 

I he idea was not new for me,” explained 

Schoemperlen. “I think I have this interest in visual art 

because I am somewhat of a frustrated visual artist.” 

I he main character in Schoemperlen’s last work, In 

the Language of Love, was a collage artist, and 

Schoemperlen drew inspiration from her art. Forms of 

Devotion is itself a collage, she explained. 

As the idea for the book formed in her head, 

Schoemperlen began collecting volumes of copyright-free 

i lustrations illustrations which were over 75 years old. 

With the illustrations came inspiration for the text, and 

1 ieJ?'var^'w'nn‘n8 Forms of Devotion was born. 

Inc Governor-General’s award is not a new experi¬ 

ence for Schoemperlen. An earlier collection, The Man of 

My Dreams, was nominated for the Governor-General’s 

award and, last year, Schoemperlen was on the jury which 

selected the award-winners. Thus, Schoemperlen is sym¬ 

pathetic to the rigourous process the jury had to go 

through to make its decision this year. 

I have some idea of how hard, how terribly, terribly 

ar it is to make these decisions," she said, explaining 

that, last year, she had to read 115 books before the short- 

Continucd on page 
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On Borrowed Time, Love Among the Ruins 
The haunting life and tragic death of Paul Monette 

BY MAC MCARTHUR 

Paul Monette died of AIDS in 1995, 

almost 10 years after his partner Roger 

Horwitz ("the happiest man I ever 

knew.”) Monette wrote “out” novels in 

the seventies when there was little gay-lit 

available. He tormented himself with 

Hollywood screenplays when studios 

were forcing the love interest re-sexed. 

And this was all after years of the closet. 

Fag-bashing in high-schools is actually 

quite new. Before Stonewall, homosexu¬ 

als just didn’t exist in polite, family soci¬ 

ety. A lot worse than today’s bloody nose 

in the school-ground and the common 

scream of “Faggot.” Then, you didn’t 

even know you were alive. Just different. 

“Alone” is too simple a comment. 

Integrity is too small a word. 
Monette writes directly into 
honest loves and pain, in the 
face of a society that assigns 

margins and will not care 
more. 

Monette rose to literary prominence 

with his AIDS memoir Borrowed Time. 

The first line is “I don’t know whether I 

will live to complete this.” The book con¬ 

cerns itself with the failure of a govern¬ 

ment and a medical system to care about 

its dying citizens, and, perhaps more 

importantly, about Monette and 

Horwitz’s combined battle. Monette’s 

later autobiography Becoming a Alan: 

Haifa Life Story won the National Book 

Award in the United States. That book 

detailed his closets until the night he met 

Roger. Mostly narrative, except for the 

first four pages of poetic diatribe: 

And every time we dance, our 

enemies writhe like the witch 

in Oz, melting, melting — 

The Nazi Popes and all their 

brocaded minions, the rat-brain 

politicians, the wacko 

fundamentalists and their 

Book of Lies. 

And 

Our stories have died with us long 

enough. We mean to leave 

behind some map, some key, 

for the gay and lesbian people 

who follow — that they may 

not drown in the lies, in the 

hate that pools and foams like 

puss on the carcass of America. 

A friend suggested the book would 

have been better without the beginning 

rant. And his question stands: “Should art 

be political?” A clear answer. 

Unfortunately, Monette’s books of 

poetry are overlooked. They contain 

wealths of angers that many are too 

ashamed to acknowledge. As if his inci¬ 

dents through AIDS never existed. 

Watching a partner die step by step, espe¬ 

cially when you know you own body is 

on the same trail. The poems are truth 

and a difficult truth to read. And a diffi¬ 

cult stmcture to read. The lines just con¬ 

tinue and continue without break. You lit¬ 

erally have to come up for air. As Monette 

writes “I wanted a form that would move 

with breathless speed, so I could scream if 

I wanted and rattle on and empty my Uzi 

into the air". And this challenges a reader 

to dig. Matching the anger is the love. 

“Love Alone” is subtitled “Eighteen 

Elegies for Rog.” “The Worrying” is the 

finest and opens: 

The worrying ate me alive day 

and night. 

These land mines all over like the 

toy bombs 

dropped on the Afghans, 

little Bozo jack-in-the-boxes that 

blow your hands off at 3 am. 

A childhood identifies an adult crisis in 

the darks of an early morning. And the 

awesome helplessness. The poem is more 

about Monette’s attempts to care for the 

inevitable than Rog’s decline. There are 

memories of travels to Greece. But 

mainly the daily grind of dealing with a 

coming death. The mere fact that a wisp 

of pesticide on a leaf of lettuce might 

cause another medical crisis. The compul¬ 

sive cleaning of everything that might 

contain a germ. Rog is not going to escape 

this terminal fate and these two men 

understand: 

Monette rose to literary 
prominence with his AIDS 

memoir Borrowed Time, the 
first line of which is “I don’t 
know whether I will live to 

complete this.” 

All summer long I dripped your veins 

at 4 and midnight, watching every drop as 

if it was sight itself. The poem “Your 

Sightless Days” confronts these slopes. 

It’s not a blindness that arrives in an 

instant. It’s a daily slide with some recov¬ 

eries. It’s war. The left one gone in April 

overnight, two millimeters on the right 

side saved and we fought for those.That 

knife of light and beaten ground raging 

for day. Like the Warsaw ghetto. 

Every cough. Every bump. Would 

nothing ever be nothing again, 

cramming you with zinc and 

Haagen-Dazs, so wild to fatten you up 

I couldn’t keep track of what was 

medicine, 

what was old wives’... but see 

THERE WAS NO MEDICINE, 

only me 

The chores of care. He confesses his 

fears. His tiredness. Buying the cemetery 

plots. “The chamber of horrors in my 

head.” This is not just about AIDS and 

homosexuality. It’s also about friends 

with cancer or suspicions of cancer. The 

people we bury and how we bury them. 

And how we send them out of our lives. 

And then how we let them back again in 

grief and recovery. There are no sudden 

highway accidents here. No surprises. 

Death builds and chooses it’s own time. 

And chooses blindness to warn you have 

no control. 

Monette’s introduction to “Love 

Alone" opens with a quote by Wilfred 

Owen, but quickly dismisses any compar¬ 

ison between the loss of one generation 

and a past one. Death in a foreign field is 

not dying at home. A War Office telegram 

is not a daily list of meds. AIDS is clearly 

placed within the tragedies of the twenti¬ 

eth century. This one happens to be his. 

He advises libraries to file this book under 

AIDS and not Poetry. The focus is on 

who has been in the trenches. And who 

got the ticket on the zeppelin observing. 

The closet is singularly destructive. 

Collaborators exist. Gay society' is split by 

health status. In the poem “Half Life" he 

writes: 

I open the door to the morning 

and half the city’s Capri 

and half Buchenwald 

Monette’s later poems became even 

more direct and stark: 

Hate the Reagans and their 

facile cancers, 

all straight people with lives 

and my brothers who flee to 

the continent having buried their 

allotment. 

This is from “Ed Dying." The word 

“hate” is used repeatedly. Ed seems to be 

a friend who has to hide his AIDS and has 

shrunk into his apartment (“dwindling in 

secret”) after a lifetime filled with glam¬ 

our. “Ed who has met them all - Cary, 

Hitch, Her Serene Highness.” There is 

much in the poem of attempting to find 

the right drugs (“and I need refills like a 

one-arm bandit") long before the current 

cocktails existed. It’s a world of despair 

with few rays of hope from “petty 

bureaucrats and barbaric priests.” And an 

acknowledgment that good people some¬ 

times have to escape to grieve and recover 

and rest. 

There is much in the poem of 
attempting to find the right 

drugs (“and I need refills like 
a one-arm bandit”) long 

before the current cocktails 
existed. 

But then Paul meets a new man and 

finds the energy to love him. In a love that 

has the immediate limits of time. 

Like the poppies rioting yellow 

on every cliff edge 

memorizing fast their one day 

open wide, west of yesterday, 

east of summer, 

holding on for life to 

such high places as we live, 

the difficult house of joy. 

Integrity is too small a word. Monette 

writes directly into honest loves and pain. 

And into a society that assigns margins 

Paul Monette 

and will not care more. His poem “The 

Very Same” opens with walking out of a 

funeral chapel. An insensitive relative 

(“An idiot cousin”) tells him to turn 

Roger’s page over. And then Monette 

constantly returns to words being part of 

a page, and pages building to a book. 

“There was no page before I caught you.” 

Roger was his book. The poem is inti¬ 

mate, wise and intimidating. “Is this shit 

from the Bible? The sayings of Dr. 

Kubler-Ross?" The poem closes with 

how Paul and Roger would deal with the 

same kite. Holding it together, but releas¬ 

ing it in separate ways. Complementing 

each other. Hard stuff to read as it surely 

was to write. 

YOU SHOULD KNOW: 

• Between 80,000 and 
100,000 people in Canada are 
currently infected with HIV; 
up to 40,000 of them do not 
yet know that they are HIV 
positive. 4,500 new cases are 
expected this year. The 
median age of infection is 23. 

• 11,000 Canadians have 
died as a result of the effects 
of the AIDS virus to date. 

• Education regarding 
HIV/AIDS and free, confi¬ 
dential counselling for those 
infected or affected by 
HIV/AIDS is available at 
HIV/AIDS Regional 
Services. Their offices can be 
reached at 545-3698. 

All information courtesy of HIV/ 

AIDS Regional Services and The 
Centre for Disease Control. 

I only wish my ghosts were happier today, after seventeen years of real life. Not that the moments of our meeting ever loses its 
shine, or the kno'wfedge that one will ever have to make do with shadows. But the fevers are on me now, the virus mad to ravage my 
last fifty T cells. It’s hard to keep the memory at full dazzle, with so much loss to mock it. Roger gone, Craig gone, Cesar gone, Stevie 
gone. And this feeling that I’m the last one left, in a world where only the ghosts still laugh. But at least they’re the ghosts of grown 
men, proof that all of us got that far, free of the traps and lies. And from tTie moment on the brink of summer's end, no one would 
ever tell me again that men like me couldn’t, love. 

— Paul Monette, Becoming a Man 
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finger sting 

"its berter in detroit" you can walk around with your 

hands inside your coat, cracked finger skin, nobody cares, you're on 

your own 

and gin feels good in buffalo, where your armpit finally makes sense, 

you can walk into a dozen bars 

"1 gotta ran” so you run, toque lifting, comers slicing your 

shoulders, you run to the end of the city and stare 

at the silence, wonder if you can, rill your boots start to leak 

and you slip away, again, back into the night, feeling safe, you've 

got places to go 

and you land in Windsor without a car, feel your way around the 

cold concrete, coffee and blank natives riding GMC’s with leather 

coats, you gotta run, those limos streak long city roads, chased by 

mocking ghosts that you’ve met, 

a memory strikes you of being woken up to the sound of a telephone 

right beside your head, and you can’t find the blasted device beneadt 

the endless blue duvet sliding everywhere, over the floor, the futon, the 

clothes piled up like yesterday’s romance, somehow a lover’s leg nudges 

you 

but you haven't held a phone in weeks, and the 

cold plastic sting pressed to your ear as you bounce 

from answering machine to answering machine, is 

no blue duvet, and constantly screams at you for change 

Greg Betts 

Schoemperlen finds 
collage an inspiration 
Continued from page 4 

list was even drafted. 
Schoemperlen is not surprised that her 

work was passed over last time she was 

nominated, yet awarded this time. 

“Winning something like this 
is so inspiring.” 

— Diane Schoemperlen 

“The juries are totally different,” she 

said. "It depends as much on the taste of 

the jury.” 
Schoemperlen did say that she hoped 

the award reflected her maturation as an 

author. 
“Over time you hope as a writer your 

work will improve,” she said. 

Schoemperlen is a little bit frustrated 

with all the attention she is receiving 

because of her award. advice for the up-and-coming Kingston 

"Winning something like this is so writers, the brand new celebrity had this 

inspiring,” she said, but media interviews to say: “It’s kind of cliche, but it’s true: 

and touring has kept Schoemperlen from don’t give up. You have to be stubborn 

capitalizing on that inspiration. and determined. It helps to write a little 

When asked if Schoemperlen had any bit every day.” 

QJR Announces The 
Remember the ICE STORM?! 

had no power for 39 days and lost 
one limb and three toes to frostbite. 

Turn your defrosted diarv entries into a 
prize-winning memoir. Submit your recol¬ 
lections, chronologies and best guesses of 
up to 1500 words concerning what hap¬ 
pened to you during Frreezing Rain Storm 
Hell ’98._ 

Creative Non-Fiction Contest 
All entries must be received by 

January 8, 1999 at 5:00 p.m. 
Barring power failures, of course. 

Prizes: 
1st — Ice Storm '98, the book, and 

the official Queen’s Journal Reader 
Ice Storm Emergency kit 

2nd — (to two entries) Your own 

official Queen's Journal Reader Ice 
Storm Emergency kit. 

Call Jesse at 545-2800 (535-2800 after 
Dec. 31) for more details. 

GRADUATES OF 1999 

DO YOU WANT YOUR GRAD PICTURE TAKEN? 

DO YOU WANT TO APPEAR IN THE TRICOLOUR YEARBOOK? 

THEN CALL THE OFFICIAL GRADUATE PHOTOGRAPHER OF 

THE TRICOLOUR YEARBOOK AT: 

S«'27J7 

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT ACCORDING TO 

THE FOLLOWING DATES 

Nov.30-Dec.11 

Dec.14-Dec.23 

Jan.11-Jan.23 

Jan.25-Jan.29 

Feb.1-Feb.10 

Feb.11 -Feb.17 

Applied Science 

Arts and Science 

Arts and Science 

School of Graduate 

Studies 

School of Fine Arts 

School of Music 

Faculty of Education 

School of Business 

(BComm & MBA) 

;v’<; 

" \ 

m 
■ 

PleasE forward submissions to The Oueenh Journal - 

272 Earl St - iournal@posl.queensu.ca - 545.3800 

lltllgffl 
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Kingston HOURS Benefit 
‘quiet but powerful’ 

By Tara Mansbridge The reading, much like the 

Kingston literary scene, was 

quiet but powerful. 

The purpose of the event was a 

benefit for Kingston Hours, an alter¬ 

native currency which was intro¬ 

duced in Kingston approximately one 

year ago. As Michael Crummey, a 

Kingston author and reader at the 

•event, explained, the concept of the 

hours currency was first introduced in 

Ithaca, New York as an “alternative 

community currency." 

Hours is a barter system based on 

paper currency, the Kingston Hour. In 

exchange for time worked, an 

employee can be paid in Hours, 

which then can be bartered for goods 

and services at businesses which par¬ 

ticipate in the Hours system. 

"It's giving control back to the 

community of their local economy,” 

said Crummey, who explained that, 

because Kingston Hours cannot be 

used outside of Kingston, the system 

ensures that money made in the com¬ 

munity stays in the community. 

Crummey called the system a "form 

of participatory democracy” and said 

that Kingston Hours creates “much 

more wealth in Kingston than the 

Canadian currency." 

The MC for the evening was 

Modern Fuel Gallery’s energetic 

Sandra Jass. After a quick stint at the 

microphone, Jass gave over the floor 

to the first reader, Mary Cameron, 

whose recent book of poetry Clouds 

without Heaven was the source of all 

the poems she read that evening. 

Cameron, a former editor of Quarry 

Magazine and Prism International, 

explained that her latest collection of 

poetry revolves around her interest in 

the relationship between the painter 

Paul Cezane and his wife, a woman he 

painted often, but communicated 

with rarely. 

Cameron’s poems did not live up to 

the injunction she gave just before she 

started reading (“If they seem kind of 

incomprehensible, don’t worry. Just 

listen,” she said.) Instead, they 

flowed, one into the other, like a paint¬ 

ing being created before one’s eyes. 

Although every now and then one 

struggled to make out the shape of the 

thing being presented, at no point did 

you feel you didn't understand what 

was going on. 

Up at the mic after Cameron was 

Michael Crummey, a poet who seems 

to energize and settle his audience all 

at the same time. Crummey was just 

back from a cross-Canada tour pro¬ 

moting his new collection of poetry, 

Flesh and Blood, although the prolific 

author also has another new collection 

out, Hard Light. Crummey, who 

readily admitted he was already tired 

of reading his recently published 

works, instead read, self-indulgently 

(his comment), a small collection of 

new poems. 

My personal favourite of the group 

was "The Late MacBeth,” a poem 

about a man suffering from Lou 

Gehrig’s disease. Crummey gave a 

short introduction to the piece, some¬ 

thing I wish more authors would do, 

and added just before he began read¬ 

ing that “it rhymes, I apologize for 

that.” The poem was well-crafted, a 

careful look at what it feels like to 

(From left) Eric Folsom, Joanne Page, Elizabeth Greene (seated), Mary 

Cameron and Michael Crummey 

slowly become paralytic. 

The majority of the other poems 

Crummey read were self-described 

“cemetery poems.” After Crummey 

stepped away from the mic my com¬ 

panion commented, quite astutely, 

that Crummey seems to visit cemeter¬ 

ies often in his work, revealing a con¬ 

cern with lineage and the threads that 

bind family and community. 

During the brief intermission, 

Elizabeth Greene, editor of We who 

can fly, a collection of Adele 

Wiseman’s essays, read Tarot cards for 

those interested. Greene was sup¬ 

posed to have read her poetry, but was 

feeling a little under the weather and 

volunteered to do this other type of 

reading instead. 

First after the break was Joanne 

Page, who read a moving collection of 

poems about her relationship with 

Bronwen Wallace. The collection was 

nine years in the making, as Page 

struggled to deal with the death of her 

friend and the consequent mythical 

status Wallace took on for the 

Kingston literary community after 

her death. 

The reading was obviously diffi¬ 

cult for Page, and was made more gut- 

wrenching by frequent interruptions 

by a local itinerant, an unfortunate 

consequence of having open-forum 

type readings. Overall, though, the 

poems were touching, sounding more 

like confessionals that purgations of 

grief. 

The final reader of the evening was 

Eric Folsom, a reader who approached 

the microphone as if it was a snake he 

was about to charm. Folsom’s most 

recent collection is called What kind 

of love did you have in mind?, but he 

read all new material, except for one 

audience request. 

All in all, the reading was a typical 

Kingston success. While it brought 

out great talent, and a good number of 

people to listen and applaud it, the 

donation basket which circled the 

venue, the ever-popular Sleepless 

Goat, was decidedly poor. The read¬ 

ing, while well received, garnered less 

support than hoped for and, by any 

estimate, was not well-attended. 

Hopefully the poor turnout does not 

bode omniously for the HOURS pro¬ 

ject, an ambitious and well-inten¬ 

tioned plan that is struggling to find 

purchase in Kingston’s cut-ravaged 

economy. 

Alice finds love 
after all 

Alice Munro, overlooked at this year’s Governor 

General’s Awards, has been awarded the prestigious 

Giller Prize for her latest collection of short fiction. 

Munro’s latest collection of short fiction, The Love 

of a Good Woman, was chosen as the winner of the 

$25,000 prize, besting works by Wayne Johnson, Greg 

Hollingshed, Gail Andreson-Dargatz and Barbara 

Gowdy. Gowdy and Johnson were also nominated for 

the Governor General’s this year. Familiar Canadian 

figures Peter Gzowski, Margaret Atwood and Guy 

Vanderhaeghe comprised the Giller’s jury. 

Munro, 67, has been awarded the Governor 

General’s Award three times previously, the latest of 

which occurred in 1986 for The Progress of Love. The 

Governor General’s jury drew heavy criticism this fall 

when Munro’s latest work was not included as one of 

the finalists. This year marks the first time that Munro 

has won the Giller. 

In only its fifth year, the Giller Prize has become 

one of the most prestigious literary awards in Canada. 

Established by Jack Rabinovitch in memory of his late 

wife, literary journalist Doris Giller, the prize now 

rivals Governor General’s Awards in terms of hype 

and outright ceremony. This year’s presentation, an 

often glitzy, glamourous affair, was televised for the 

first time. Recent winners of the Giller include 

Mordecai Richler and Margaret Atwood. 

Literary News In Brief 

Ian McEwan Wins Booker 
English novelist Ian McEwan has been awarded the 

1998 Booker Prize for his novel, Amsterdam. 

McEwan, a finalist for the Booker on two previous 

occasions and a winner of the coveted Whitbread 

Novel of the Year Award in 1987, was selected over 

such literary luminaries as Julian Barnes and Patrick 

McCabe. 

Previous winners of the award in recent years 

include Graham Swift, Pat Barker, Roddy Doyle and 

Canadian writers Arundhati Roy and Michael 

Ondaatje. 

Jos6 Saramago awarded Nobel Prize 
Left-leaning and relatively unknown Portuguese 

novelist Jose Saramago has been awarded the 1998 

Nobel Prize for Literature. 

The 75-year old author’s body of work, full of satire 

and allegory concerning Portuguese history and poli¬ 

tics, drew the attention of the Nobel jury despite being 

well outside what is considered the mainstream of 

Western Literature. 

Saramago’s novels include Baltasar and Blimunda, 

The history of the siege of Lisbon and most recently, 

All the Names 

In Memorium, Ted Hughes 
BY J.C. BELLRINGER 

Ted Hughes, Britain’s Poet 

Laureate and one of the country’s 

greatest poets, died on October 28, 

1998, following an 18-month battle 

with cancer.He was 68. 

A brief statement, issued from his 

publishers, Faber and Faber, read: 

“After a valiant 18-month fight with 

cancer, Ted Hughes died [October 

28J. The loss to his family is ines¬ 

timable.” Hughes died peacefully in 

his home and had asked that friends 

and family keep news of his struggle 

with cancer secret. 

Despite his fatal illness and 

advancing age, Hughes continued to 

garner critical acclaim and accolades 

right up until the time of his death. 

His Tales of Ovid, published in 1997, 

was awarded the Whitbread Book of 

the Year Award, one of Britain’s 

more prestigious literary prizes. 

Earlier in October, Hughes had been 

honoured by Queen. Elizabeth by 

being awarded the Order of Merit, an 

exceptional distinction that is limited 

to only 24 living members. Hughes 

was discovered by another one of the 

20th Century’s greatest writers, T.S. 

Eliot. 

Critics and fans alike were sur¬ 

prised by the sudden and unassum¬ 

ing launch of Hughes' book of poetry, 

The Birthday Letters, last year. 

Chiefly known for his powerful 

depiction of the savagery of nature — 

the word “Darwinian” is often 

applied to his work — the poems in 

The Birthday Letters deal openly 

with the 1963 suicide of Hughes’s 

wife, the poet Sylvia Plath. Hughes’ 

previously unbroken silence regard¬ 

ing Plath had led some critics to call 

Hughes hard-hearted and cold; 

Plath’s grave has been consistently 

vandalized by those who would 

remove Hughes’ name from it. 

Hughes struggled quietly with his 

personal grief regarding Plath’s death 

for 35 years before the publication of 

The Birthday Letters. 

loving an artist 

it is only with her 
that I notice the 
impressionist perspectives about her head 
that is framed by a pillow 

beside me. 

is her kiss artistic 
or articulate? 
or simply to my liking? 
how come she tastes like vanilla in some instances 

and like champagne in others? 

sometimes I wish she would 
outline us in such subtle shades 
superimposed on our flesh bare 
the phoenix rise: great solar flare 
the rainbow. 

such conjecture conjures sight 

when it is only appropriate 
to shut ones eyes and 
feel the background hum with Divine 

cartooning all sensations. Mfmo* 
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mini-reviews of current books 
Fiction 

Sarah Conley 
by Ellen Gilchrist 

Back Bay Books 

Gilchrist's powerful tale of the protag- 

mist’s crucial mid-life choices and their 

mplications somehow brings intelligence 

ind energy to obscenely familiar territory. 

\t once both vibrant and fragile, the 

'Jational Book Award-winning Gilchrist 

emains in top form. 

— J.C.B. 

diss/ed banded nation 
David Nandi Odhiambo 

Polestar Book Publishers 

Odhiambo, a native of Kenya living in 

/ancouver, has finally delivered what 

mthors have been looking for for decades: 

truly post-beat novel. Energetic, wildly 

onzo and authentically trip-hop, 

Ddhiambo’s jumpy and edgy prose rattles 

lown the page in a giddy fervour. An 

ixcitSng and invigorating young voice. 

— J.C.B. 

SeA' is Red 
Bill Gaston; 

Cormorant Books 

Notable for his impressive range and 

.parse, understated prose, Gaston shows 

nsklerable promise as a write of short 

action in this, his third such collection. 

Technically exact and as well-executed as 

lis stories are, however, Gaston’s prose 

iccasionally and urirecoverablv dips into 

he banal and sometimes even worse, 

kill, the collection's finest passages are 

>rth its weakest. 

— J.C.B. 

Nerve:. 
Barbra Leslie 

Gutter Press 

Funny and precise, Nerve is every¬ 

thing a young writer’s work should lie: 

uncompromising, precocious and slightly 

unrefined. Leslie's true talent lies in 

knowing how to take her audience per¬ 

fectly to the edge of true, dark bitterness 

and then retract, just at the right 

moment; the novel’s episodic, scenario- 

driven structure is used to perfect advan¬ 

tage. 
—J.C.B. 

Humour 

J.Crewd 
Justin Racz 

Doubleday 

This J. Crew parody will have you 

squealing with joy. A sophisticated brand 

of humour using subtle wit, the jokes are 

layed out in J. Crew tradition in the forms 

of the “nine-in-one” jacket, the “Li’l 

Pimper, Slim Daddy” line and the best in 

“versatile black,” helping you to kick out 

and look hot to trot at your next funeral./ 

Crew was never this funny 

— S.S. 

Bad Jobs 
Carellin Brooks, ed. 

Arsenal Pulp Press 

You won’t find uproariously laughter 

here, rather an engaging, quirky, often 

serious anthology of short stories of edu¬ 

cated people working dreadful hours with 

horrid colleagues under harsh working 

conditions. It’s a collection of heroes for 

the working class, people who expose life’s 

assholes for what they really are — ass¬ 

holes. Interesting and real, Bad Jobs 

should prepare the Ph.D. student for 

golden arches and major headaches. 

— S.S. 

I low to Heol the Hurt by 
ers/drag queens, Gilbert is as talented, 

honest and bitterly humourous as they 

... come. 
Hating ,r 

Anita Libert)- f , ^ : SgHjlg 

Bantam Nnn-Fictinn 
Performance artist Anita L.berty starts JNOn t ICOon 

off strong but soon reduces herself to 

nothing more than just another angry, 

bitter, pathologically-obsessed Alanis 

without a cause, made all the more pitiful 

owing to Liberty 's pretense of artistic of 

expression. Abandoned by her boyfriend 

of three years for another women, 

Liberty devotes her career to “getting 

even” by humilirating him in public. 1 “!* — y—■■ — aqrai, 
r , ■ ri , ;e i ih,-r,v herself who scholarly and genuinely thought-provok- 
How lrome that it is Liber ) j _ only confirms Lee s considerable 
should be embarrassed by this lengthy status as a man of letters, 

and unfunny diary entry mascarading as 

a book. Someone should let Liberty know —J.C.B. 

that it’s been said that resentment is rent¬ 

ing out vour brain for free SBsSjB 

: ’ -j-c.B 

Body Music 
Dennis Lee 
Anansi 
This collection of Lee’s essays reveals 

his significant range. Known especially 
for his poetry, Lee is a versatile anil 

remarkably insightful thinker-at-large 
and anthologist, as his many publications 

suggest. This collection — anecdotal. 

Poetry 

Digressions of a Naked Pai'ty 

Girl 
Skv Gilbert 

LCW Press 

Digressions opens with the oddlv- 

affecting “Ode to William Jefferson 

Clinton,‘’ proceeds to the highly-aecurate 

“Why Kathy Lee Gifford is just like the 

United States of America" and ends on 

the somber and murky “Island of Lost 

Tears,” Irl between the always outrageous 

blows sugar-sweet satiric kisses and irrev¬ 

erent but timely winks to everyone from 

himself to, well, the President of the 

United Slates of America. One of 

Canada’s most controversial and under- 

appreciated writers/poets/actors/filmmak- 

Secrets of a Telephone Psychic 
Frederick Woodruff 

Beyond Words 

At a modest 147 pages and written in a 

surprisingly down-to-earth style. Secrets 

of a Telephone Psychic is an entertaining 

and informative guided tour through the 

expanding business of selling spiritual 

information over the phone. Although 

Woodruff, a self-proclaimed “spiritual 

counselor,” does give plenty of insightful 

analysis of this world, the book’s strongest 

moments come when the author recounts 

some of the conversations he took part in 

during his 20 years as a Honolulu tele¬ 

phone, psychic. The descriptions of these 

calls are both outrageously funhy and con¬ 

siderably disturbing, often at the same 

time. 

The book also includes the handy essay 

“How to Call a Psychic and Not Go 

Broke.” 

— K. G 

Hey Now! Jeffery Tambor as Hank Kingsley. And 
it’s getting really late, and we need to fill the 

space, and I know that he wouldn’t really mind. 
Blame it on the ‘server.’ How ironic, indeed. 
Alanis would be proud. O.K., maybe she is 
anyway. 

Continued from page 4 

blends such as his acrimonious relationship with 

Johnny Carson, the psychotic nature of his disillu¬ 

sioned ex-agent, Stevie Grant, and his first encounter 

with his former sidekick — the infamous Hank 

Kingsley (“The first time we spoke I opened my port¬ 

hole and shouted, 'Hey, I’m trying to sleep! Shove that 

megaphone up your ass!”’). 

While Sanders’s obsession with genital arousal and 

sexual penetration is relayed by Shandling in his 

provocative, tasteful and hilarious narration, that isn’t 

the reason why 1 love this book. Nor do I love this 

book because I’m a psychologically addicted fan of 

The Larry Sanders Show. This book is brilliant 

because it reflects the most innovative brand of satire 

in the media today, a satire that paints an authentic 

portrait of the “Me First!” industry using easily identi¬ 

fiable celebrity personalities. Accounts of malicious 

back-stabbing, egotistical self-advancement and 

Larry’s tale of Dick Cavett’s “hit out on Johnny” are 

artificial constructions of reality, and thus their poten¬ 

tial is recognizable, tangible and imply an implicit 

immorality in show business. 

This book is brilliant because it 
reflects the most innovative brand of 

satire in the media today, a satire that 
paints an authentic portrait of the 
“Me First!” industry using easily 

identifiable celebrity personalities. 

For one, the materialistic emphasis in show biz is 

best characterized in Larry’s advice on how to be a 

successful agent: “Leo [my agent] drove a Volkswagen 

Bug, which is one of the reasons I finally left hinv.. I 

have a much better agent now. He drives a new shiny 

black Porsche, so people know he means business. 

The book is also simply a lot of fun. Light-hearted 

.and engaging, Garry Shandling's sense of humour is 

unmatched for its candid appeal and self-effacing 

approach. You can’t nor want to sit and talk with Garry 

Shandling and his alterego, Larry Sanders. [ 

For both fans and non-fans of The Larry Sanders 

Show, Confessions of a Late Night Talk Show is a 

light, conducive read and an ideal stocking-stuffer. 

Like its televised cousin, the novel retains the essence 

of Garry Shandling's contempt for the problems 

inherent in show biz, which is expressed through the 

honest, personal and penetrating anecdotes of this 

ammoral hero for the nineties. ‘ ( 

And on that channel, you may now flip. 

Sean Springer, who. wishes to be known as Rip Tony 

is a regular contributor to The Queen's Journal \ 
Reader. 

A group of larks is 
called an exultation. 

The seven virtues are 
faith, hope, charity (or 
love, if you prefer), jus¬ 
tice, temperance, pru¬ 
dence and fortitude. 

There are 3,023 mail 
routes in Toronto. 

The Journal wants you. 

All of you. 

All the time. 

545-2800. 
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From Coast to Coast with Michael Crummey 
An Interview with Kingston’s favourite Newfoundland writer and/or 

Newfoundland’s favourite Kingston writer 

By Bob McGill 

Queen’s students might recognize Michael Crummey 

from the OPIRG office at the Earth Centre in the 

JDUC, but he is also one of Canada’s most brightly-shin¬ 

ing young writers. 

This fall he has been on tour promoting two new 

books: Hard Light, his second book of poetry, and Flesh 

and Blood, his first short-story collection. The Reader 

caught up with Michael during a break in his cross-coun¬ 

try travels to talk about life on the road and future desti¬ 

nations. 

QJR: Let’s talk about the tour. What’s it been like? 

MC: I started September 10, and since then I’ve done 

something like 17 cities and 23 readings from St. John’s 

to Victoria to Yellowknife, plus some high school read¬ 

ings, so basically I’ve crossed the country from one end 

to the other and gone up north as well. Next week I go to 

Labrador for 10 days and I'm going to do a bunch of 

readings up there, which is neat, because that’s where 

Hard Light started, with a trip I took with my dad down 

the coast three years ago. 

QJR: What kinds of reactions do you get in 

Newfoundland? Do they differ from reactions in other 

places because of the subject matter? 

MC: I get some of my best turn-outs in 

Newfoundland, and I think that’s partly because I’ve 

gotten more attention there than in other parts of the 

country. I was really nervous, actually, when I went 

down in September, because I’ve been away 11 years 

now. I keep waiting for someone to jump up in the mid¬ 

dle of a reading and say, 'You’re a fake Newfoundlander! 

Who do you think you are, writing this stuff!’ But 

nobody has; the response has been great. The people just 

seem really happy that I’m doing it. 

When I sit down and write, I’m just 
writing. I’m not thinking, ‘Is this is going 

to be a book? Is it going to get 
published? Who’s going to read this?’ 

That just distracts. Once it’s done, then 
I start worrying about those things. But 

the important thing is to write stuff 
that will make you happy as a writer. 

QJR: When you’re writing something like Hard 

Light, how much is it in your mind that you’re going to 

be going back to Newfoundland and reading it to peo¬ 

ple? 

MC: I don’t really think about stuff like that when 

I’m writing. To a certain extent, I haven’t written about 

anything but Newfoundland. Well, that’s not entirely 

true, but if you look at it, I’ve published three books, and 

two of them are set almost entirely in Newfoundland 

and Labrador, and one of them has a fair chunk about 

Newfoundland, so it just feels like what I do. And the 

next book I’m hoping to work on is going to be set in 

Newfoundland, as well, so it wouldn’t be good if I 

did worry about those sorts of things. When I sit down 

and write, I’m just writing. I'm not thinking, 'Is this is 

going to be a book? Is it going to get published? Who’s 

going to read this?’ That just distracts. Once it’s done, 

then I start worrying about those things. But the impor¬ 

tant thing is to write stuff that will make you happy as a 

writer. There are so few rewards for writers in Canada 

— except for the 'Big Six,’ or however many there are 

that make a living at it — that the writing, enjoying the 

writing, has to be what keeps you going. And I think I’m 

closer and closer to that place. 

QJR: Any real horror stories from the tour? 

MC: The person who organized the reading for me in 

Calgary had booked the space two months before I got 

there. When he booked it, it was a coffee shop. When I 

got there, it was a bar. It had changed ownership in the 

meantime. So I got there and there were black lights and 

really loud music. It was 7:30 in the evening and people 

were already drunk. They had to go the back room and 

unscrew a light and put it into a track out in the room 

where I was reading so I could see what I was doing. 

They turned the music off downstairs where I was read¬ 

ing, but not upstairs, so I was reading and there was this 

‘THUMP THUMP THUMP’ the whole time and the 

people in the pool room beside us were shouting, ‘What 

happened to the fucking music? Turn on the fucking 

music!’ 

QJR: As you were reading? 

MC: As I was reading. And people were coming 

downstairs to find out what was going on, but they sort 

of saw me and figured out what was going on and turned 

around and got the hell out of there. I think there were 

maybe six or seven people who had come for the reading. 

I thought it was kind of a metaphor for being a writer in 

Canada, because you have a very small audience, 

and there’s all kinds of other shit going on around you, 

and sometimes it seems like nobody’s listening. It was 

just kind of funny. At that point you just have to laugh at 

it and do the best you can. That was the worst, for sure. 

Nothing else even came close. 

QJR: What about the high schools? 

MC: The high schools were okay. High schools are 

always iffy. When you’re reading at high schools, you 

have to think, ‘There’s at least one person here who’s 

getting something out of this.' Because it may be only 

one person, but there is at least that one person. A cou¬ 

ple of years ago I read at a bunch of high schools in 

Newfoundland and I went up to Twillingate. They 

brought in a couple of English classes, and most of them 

were there just because it was a chance to be out of class. 

A bunch of guys had timed their watches to go off one 

after the other as I was reading. I was reading this very 

sensitive poem about this kid I knew when I was really 

young who got run over by a Coca-Cola truck, and this 

guy let out, right in the middle of it, the loudest fart I 

have ever heard in my life. What do you do? I just kept 

reading. But after the reading, there was a girl who came 

up to me. She was dressed all in black. It was obvious 

that she was a complete outsider, that she just didn't 

belong where she was. She came up and started talking 

to me, and she said, 'I write poetry, too.’ And we talked 

about that for a little bit. So it was really nice — after this 

awful reading where I’d thought, ‘I’m never doing that 

again’ — to have this person come up and to know that it 

was really important for her that I’d been there. 

QJR: When you were in high school, did you ever 

have that person come in and be there for you? 

MC: Yeah, and I met him this year, actually, on the 

tour. His name’s Kevin Major, and he’s a writer from 

Newfoundland. It was the only time we ever had a 

writer come in to the school. I remember him reading 

from his second book, where this father comes home 

drunk on Christmas Eve and falls into the Christmas tree 

and says, ‘Jesus Christ, my face!’ and I thought, ‘This 

guy gets to swear, in school, and nobody says anything! 

That’s what I want to do! I want to be like that!’ And so 

I met him. He was reading in Halifax at ‘Word on the 

Street’ at the same time I was, so I went up to him and 

told him that story, because I wanted him to know that 

his being there had been really important for me. 

QJR: The tour must be a great chance to meet other 

writers. 

MC: Writing’s a really solitary process, and a really 

private one, and sometimes it can feel like you’re the only 

one out there doing it, so it was really nice to get out 

there and actually meet other people who are doing it. I 

still don’t know if I feel like I’m a part of a writer’s 

community, or fraternity, or any thing like that. 

QJR: What sort of opportunity for community is 

there for you in Kingston? 

MC: Kingston is the one place where I do feel part of 

a community, because there is one. People are really sup¬ 

portive of one another. It’s a small town, so a lot of the 

same people end up coming out to the events. I really like 

that about Kingston. But in terms of a Canadian writing 

scene, I still feel like a bit of a fake, or a pretender; like 

someone’s going to ask for the membership card one of 

these days and I'm not going to have it. 

QJR: You're wearing the black lipstick. 

MC: Yeah. But I think that’s probably more in the 

past. It’s the public side — interviews or doing readings 

or having people review my books — where it still feels 

like I’m fooling people. With the writing, I don't feel like 

that at all. I take the writing really seriously. It’s what I 

want to do with my life. I hope I’m going to write until 

I die. So for me not to feel like a pretender. I’d have to 

take the public side more seriously. But I don’t know. 

MICHAEL GRTJMMEY 

Maybe it’s good to have a healthy skepticism about that 

whole side of things. It just seems so pretentious in some 

people. So maybe it’s good to feel like a pretender when 

you’re doing all this public stuff. It’s good to feel, 'This 

isn’t quite real. This isn’t the important part of being a 

I remember [hearing Kevin Major] 
reading from his second book, where 

this father comes home drunk on 
Christmas Eve and falls into the 

Christmas tree and says, ‘Jesus Christ, 
my face!’ and I thought, ‘This guy gets 
to swear, in school, and nobody says 
anything! That’s what I want to do! I 

want to be like that!’ And so I met him. 

writer.’ 

QJR: How would you measure your success so far? 

MC: At this point, it’s really hard to get an ego about 

being a writer, because there’s always a reading like the 

one in Calgary that tells you that you're still pretty much 

at the bottom of the ladder. If it were five years ago and 

I were looking ahead to where I am now, I'd be thinking, 

'Yeah, that would be amazing. That would be a huge 

success for me.’ But I’m still completely unknown. I 

have a small audience. Hard Light came out in June and 

it’s sold about 1,000 copies since then, which for a book 

of poetry in Canada is incredible, but your average 

garage bandcould press their own CD and sell twice that 

number. It’s easy to keep your perspective as a writer. 

Continued on page 14 

Michael Crummey at the Sleepless Goat 
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the QJR literary 
challenge no. 2 
Two questions this month: 

I I was born and raised in the same Chicago suburb as Frank Lloyd Wright. 
I wrote extensively for The Toronto Daily Star and Esquire during the early seg¬ 
ment Of my career and was responsible for smuggling many copies of James 
Joyce’s Ulysses into the United States from my home in Toronto. Long standing 
rumours of my losing a bout with Morley Callaghan have never been substanti¬ 
ated. Who am T? 

2. While I am considered one of the most influential authors of the late 20th 
Century, surprisingly little is known about me. I began publishing stories in 
small magazines during the 1950s; my first novel won the highly-coveted 
William Faulkner First Novel Award. I received the National Book Award for the 
onlv novel I published during the 1970s. Rumoured to be highly eccentric and 
certainly very reclusive, many critics postulate that I am, in fact, only a pseudo¬ 
nym for another famous recluse, J.D. Salinger. Who am I? 

There will be two winners this month, one for each question. 
The same person may respond to both questions. 

P/ease forward all responses to: 
QJR Literary Challenge 
272 Earl Street 
joumal@post.queensu.ca 

All responses must be received by Friday, January 1 5th at 5:00 p.m. 
At this time, two correct responses will be chosen (at random, if necessary) 
and be awarded one gift certificate each in the amount of $ 10 from Wayfarer 
Books. In the event of one correct response, a single $20 certificate will be 
issued; if no correct answers are submitted, the prizes will carry over into the 
next challenge. This month's Challenge is authored by the editor of The 
Queen's journal Reader. 

Congratulations to Last Month's Winners: Michael Keast and Sarah Rlegel. 
Each will receive a $ 10 Gift Certificate from Wayfarer Books. 

Kingston’s One and OnCy 

Hard Rock Cafe 

403 Princess Street 

Get 
QUEEN S UNIVERSITY 

AW 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

The Alma Mater Society of Queen’s University fills hundreds of paid positions every year. 
All members of the Alma Mater Society are eligible to apply. 

Students must maintain their membership throughout their term of employment. 

It’s time to start thinking about getting a job! 

Positions available before the end of the Winter term will include all of AMS Council, 
all managers, assistant managers, and staff at the UBS Exchange, the Walkhome Service, 

the P&CC, Alfie’s Pub, the Queen’s Journal, the Tricolour Yearbook, Studio Q, the AMS Foodbank 
Student Constables, Hoods & Gowns, the QEA, Extended Child Care, and the Queen’s Pub. 

The AMS is committed to employment equity. Positions are open to all AMS members in good academic standing 
in ASUS, COMM, CON-ED, ED, ENG, MBA, MEDS, NURSING, PHYS-ED, and REHAB. 

WWWN Publications needs a Manager 

and two Assistants (Design & Sales) to 
sell and produce next year’s What’s Next 

and Who’s Where, starting February 1,1999. 

The AMS General Office is looking for an ComDUt©P 
experienced computer support person to SUDDOrt 
oversee the office’s network, hardware and 
software, including user support, starting February 1,1999. 

Applications will available at the AMS in the lower JDUC, and will be due back in the new year. 
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IGNORANCE IS BLISS 

Some tilings you probably 
didn’t want to know: 

COMPILED BY LAURA MACINNIS AND J.C. BELLRINGER 

30% of Americans do not wash their hands after using a public washroom, 

although 9 our of 10 claim that they do. 
We inhale between 10,000 and 20,000 litres of air a day, which contain between 

10,000 and one million microrganisms. 
Some bacteria can survive for months on a single dust particle. 

65 per cent of American adolescents get acne. Not getting it then does not 

mean that one will not get it as an adult. 

Catheters are prime sites for infection. 
70 per cent of people with colds have infectious material on their hands. 

A fine black line on the gums is a serious indication of chronic lead poisoning. 

Spongy gums can be a sign of chronic mercury poisoning. 

300,000 injuries — including 80,000 deaths — occur each year in hospitals due 

to negligence. 
It is possible to get crabs from a toilet seat, as well as from a sauna. 

Obstetricians and gynecologists have one of the highest rates of being sued for 

malpractice. 
There are 120 viruses, including Hepatitis A, that live in feces. When the 

toilet is flushed, water droplets containing more than 25.000 virus 

particles and 600,000 bacteria fly from die bowl, hover for a few hours, 

eventually landing on surfaces as much as six feet away. And don't think 

that closing the lid will help. The bacterial cloud will be released as soon 

as you open it. Toothbrushes are a common destination for this vapour. 

Furthermore, cleaning your toilet with disinfectant, even regularly, will 

not rid your toilet of this bacteria. You'll need a professional laboratory 

for that. 
Perhaps, since this is being printed in a newspaper, this information will be dis 

regarded. However, just for the record, a “new" newspaper is germ-free, 

as fresh ink inhibits the growth of bacteria. A newspaper several days 

old, on the other hand, could be covered with potentially dangerous 

germs. 
Living with dust mites is inevitable. They make their homes in beds, floors, 

overstuffed couches, chairs and stuffed animals, among other locales. 

Clothing is also a favourable spot. A double bed may habour up to 2 mil 

lion dust mites, which excrete 10 to 20 times daily. 

Kissing a sick person is safer than shaking their hand. Most germs are 

distributed via hands, then from hands to mouths, noses and eyes. 

People who do not drink, do not smoke, do not engage in sex, do not consume 

more than 25 grams of saturated fat per day, and who do not exercise are 

aerobically at least five times a week do not necessarily live longer. It only 

seems that way. 

Source: The Hypochondriac's Handbook bv Wendy Marston 

AIDS AWARENESS 
Did you know that women 

of university age are the 

fastest growing group to 

contract HIV? 

AIDS Forum 
NOV 30, 7:00pm JOHN ORR 

ROOM, JDUC 

WORLD AIDS DAY 
DEC 1, ALL DAY, LOWER 

CEILIDH, JDUC 

WEAR YOUR RED RIBBON! 

ASUS AIDS AWARENESS 

More than just condom races 

The Long Shadow of 
St. Pierre 

BY EU SCHUSTER 

Trudeau's Shadow 
By \ndro> Colum SJ L (.iraniustcin 

, rend mV last opinion-editorial in The Queen’s Journal can 

kYT ° ,e 7 ttn not a bt to of former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. Leaving 

Set is revolting embrace'of Cuban dictator Mel Castro and the question, I 

whether or not the rraditional Liberal Part,' prmcpte of Off.cal Bdmguahsm have 

created more problems than they were designed to solve, and ,ust how much credit 

Tmdeau desetes for keeping Canada together (the separatist movement has neve, 

faced a stronger challenger than Trudeau, yet he clearly also damaged nattonal umty 

both by ratifying the_-jjg. 

Quebecttgnature'tnd It's hard not to admire a politician wi^ 

picking on Albert i on one occasion paused in the middle of a 

through the National dull speech he was required to deliver on 

Energy Program), the a du|| subject, and said: “my speech writer 
most destructive legacy goes Qn tQ sa« ” 

of the Trudeau years_f_ 

would have to be the 

mountain of debt he left behind. . . J 
Trudeau claimed in a 1975 CTV interview that: (t)he government is going to 

have to take a large role in running institutions... It means there is going to be not less 

authority in our lives, but perhaps more." Not surprisingly, he oversaw a nine-fold 

increase in federal spending between 1968 and 1984, while net federal debt jumped 

from $18 billion (26 percent of GDP) to $206 billion (46 percent). While it is true that 

the federal Tories ran the debt up to more than $500 billion, Andrew Coyne writes 

that "(e)very dollar of the $300 billion added to the debt during the Tory years was 

interest on the debt the Liberals had left behind”. This should be of interest to the 

average Queen's student because it will be our generation that’s going to get stuck 

with the bills for Trudeau's and Mulroney’s fiscal recklessness. 

With all of this in mind, I recently read through a collection of essays edited by 

Andrew Cohen and J.L. Granatstein called Trudeau's Shadow, and came away 

impressed: not with Trudeau's term as Prime Minister, which I think was largely a 

disaster for the country, but with his personal deportment. Yes, he was arrogant, but 

in a likeable, “evil wrestler” sort of way. 

In his essay "Hedgehog or Fox?”, Bob Rae points out that Trudeau's enemies often 

attempted to dismiss him as “nothing but a conservative”, or “nothing but a social¬ 

ist", or “nothing but a sellout”, without any real understanding of the man they 

attacked. Trudeau liked to quote the famous aphorism that “the style is the man him¬ 

self", which leads Rae to argue that “(n)o assessment of Trudeau that tries to pigeon¬ 

hole him... is worth very much if it is based on some ideological standard". Trudeau's 

Shadow, I believe, offers some fascinating insights into the very complex character 

of our former Prime Minister. 

From Trudeau's former personal secretary, Jim Coutts, we discover a brilliant man 

of the world who had “read and absorbed” large parts of the Encylopedia Britannica, 

couldn’t tell a joke to save his life, and yet enjoyed the skillful use of both official lan¬ 

guages so much that he spent hours drafting, and re-drafting form letters “because 

he felt that the substance w as inadequate or that a limp phrase had been used - not 

one that he would ever use”. It’s hard not to admire a politician who, on one occasion 

---paused in the middle of a dull 

Trudeau had to win every speech he was required to deliver 

argument, and there was an on a dull subject, and said: “my 

“undergraduate quality that speech writer goes on to say., 

marked his diatribes at their worst: For thof "T fTd t,hems*es 
noemml ,„ ii • f enamoured of Irudeaus intellec- 
personal, unfair, never a lowing for tual abmties, or see him as some 

a moment the possibility that kind of pcrsonal guru> i would 

someone of integrity might take a heartily recommend Rae’s contri- 

different view.” — Bob Rae bution, which rightfully takes the 

former Prime Minister to task for 

the demagogic side of his person¬ 
ality. Trudeau had to win every argument, and there was an “undergraduate quality 

that marked his diatribes at their worst: personal, unfair, never allowing for a 

moment the possibility that someone of integrity might take a different view'.” This 

w-as a man who taunted opposition MPs as “nobodies”, told his opponents to “fuck 

o an eat shit , raised his middle finger to protesters, and denounced Quebec 

supporters of the Meech Lake Accord as “snivellers". “No argument was too low' or 

too personal , w'rites Rae, and “(t)here was no end to the number of straw men he 

was prepared to drag across the theatre of ridicule”. 

The book’s greatest flaw is its lack of balance. Most of the essays are extremely 

sympathetic to Trudeau, and no one really brings the hammer down on him. The 

only conservative contributors arc Coyne and Michael Bliss, although neither ot 

riicm are all particularly ideological; the book screams out for something by Willi®' 

hS lib. ,E°.r UTd FnT 'vhlch S°es beyond Trudeau's economic record, yet noth- 

Ri.ks■ \ IS d J1V“C» °" ,he other sidc‘ The Globe and A hit's far-left columjg' 

McOna-)' T x a fMml PoS,’s <C°"'»d. "hat were you thinking...?) Lin* 
McQuaig attack Trudeau over tax fairness, culture, and his use of the War Measures 

Trod™ Vnme ?(the Ttril>"tions simply are not very helpful in understanding 

atout whs ; , W SOn L“'S —y "S more about Mr, Lee's childhood than 

a weird 1 f nt'Wr larmed “ Trudeau. Similarly, Mark Kingwell's essay • 

In so ,e „f fF HH1 sheam-of-consciousness flashbacks, 

character IPs ^ , SAnAra- is an interesting look at a fascinating 

pretty soon' ’ ** *M "**» Price, but Stauffer Library should have it 

University. 
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Radio, and Mclean, hit the road 
Continued from page 3 

lowing two non-fiction collec¬ 

tions of quirky stories focusing 

on small-town Canada and one 

other collection of short stories 

•‘I have a job to do... I 
wouldn’t be staying up 

late writing these 
stories unless it was 

my job.” 

from The Vinyl Cafe. 

“The deadline," McLean 

answers at once when asked 

about where his motivation to 

write comes from. “I have a job 

to do... I wouldn’t be staying up 

late writing these stories unless it 

was my job,” he said. "It would 

be nice to go for a walk, see some 

friends, or see a movie or some¬ 

thing, but I feel I have to write, I 

have to get the thing done.” 

When he gets 

writer’s block, 

McLean 
manipulates 

the details 

everyday life to 

create a good 

story. “Mostly it 

begins with one lit¬ 

tle idea from some¬ 

thing... one 

tiny 

nity across the country'. “It’s a 

place where we can come 

together... it’s a coffee shop. It’s a 

big national coffee shop where 

you can go, and you can hear the 

music that people are playing in 

bars and cities across the country 

and in coffee houses and pubs, 

and where we can learn about 

the literature that’s being cre¬ 

ated, the plays and the art that’s 

being made, and the business 

that’s being done, and to hear 

what people are talking about 

across the country. It’s to help 

me know my country,” he said. 

The nation-building role of 

the CBC is key to McLean’s 

understanding of our country’s 

future. “If we are going to be 

together and stay together it’s 

important that we know each 

other’s stories. That we can 

understand each 

other. It’s 

o |: 

for the common good, for the 

common cause, and share 

Medicare and build roads and 

things like that,” he said. “Our 

social welfare and our health sys¬ 

tem grew out of our understand¬ 

ing of the cold, harsh elements.” 

Although McLean believes 

the CBC has a significant role to 

play in shaping our national 

identity, he is intensely critical of 

the quality of the station’s pro¬ 

gramming since the major cut¬ 

backs at the CBC a few years 

ago. 

“The programmes are suffer¬ 

ing now. Producers tell me that 

they’re not able to do their pro¬ 

gram the way they used to. They 

can’t take chances the way they 

used to. They used to have 

enough producers working on a 

show that two or three of them 

could go out and follow a story 

that may or may not pan 

out. They 

yiNYLTn • x,a- Caft 

bull 

every¬ 

thing’ 

around 

that,” he 

said. “The 

details of Dave’s life are not the 

details of my life. Most of those 

things have never happened to 

me. But I think there’s a fair it of 

me there, hut he is not me. He’s 

his own little guy'." 

McLean has truly' sunk his 

teeth into the Canadian arts. He 

is host of The Vinyl Cafe, he has 

authored four books, and teaches 

broadcast journalism at Ryerson 

Polytechnic University'. McLean 

said the biggest challenge for 

Canadian writers is to make a liv- 

mg from the industry, because 

the market is small. “Not many 

writers make a living in Canada 

as a writer,” he said. “You have to 

balance your writing with some- 

thing else. You have to have a 

radio show, or you have to be 

teaching, both things which I 
do." 

1 he CBC is more than a radio 

station for McLean. He says the 

CPC plays an integral role in 

Canadian society, building and 

Maintaining a sense of commu- 

o s t e r 

understanding 

and acceptance 

so that we can 

stay together, 

, and want to 

; t a y 

together,” 

he said. 

“We have a 

proud history and a 

way of doing things which is 

different from anyone else, that 

has to be preserved and' we 

“I think our sense of 
community and our 

sense of how we care 
about each other 
grows out of the 
environment.” 

should fight for it and be proud 

of it.” 

For McLean, the relationship 

between Canadians and the land, 

particularly our rugged winters, 

has instilled in Canadians a bond 

based on common experience. 

McLean defines “Canadian” 

with reference to the provision of 

social services and programs 

which acknowledge and respect 

our differing needs and common 

interests. “I think our sense of 

community and our sense of 

how we care about each other 

grows out of the environment... 

it’s a harsh world and a harsh 

natural environment and so we 

are prepared to come together 

could take a 

chance on pursuing stories that 

were not guaranteed stories. 

They can’t afford to do that any¬ 

more, because they are cut so 

close to the bone that if every 

producer doesn’t produce a story 

a day', or a week, or whatever it 

is, they won’t get on the air. So 

when it comes time for assigning 

stories they're cautious, and they 

only assign stories that they 

know are going to succeed, 

which are the safe, uninteresting 

stories. That’s what comes from 

cutbacks. You won’t get those 

wonderful, magic moments." 

McLean speaks with reserva¬ 

tion about finding the way out of 

this trouble. “The only solution 

that I can see is not a good solu¬ 

tion, which is to cut back on local 

programming, and bring that 

money' to the network. But 1 

think part of CBC’s strength is 

its local programming. I don’t 

know if y'ou want to do that. The 

other solution is to increase 

funding again... But luckily' I 

don’t have to make these deci¬ 

sions. I’m just a guy with a radio 

show." 

And so McLean will continue, 

stitching our country together, 

one story at a time. 

Laura Maclnnis is the Journal1 s 

resident pizza goddess (aka, she 

gets it for us during times of 

great need, just in case you 

wanted to misinterpret.) 

hotspot 

in december, if you need to pass out in 

downtown toronto, near the earon centre 

find the grates, remember to look for long metal grates 

with warm sweet wind breathing through tattered wool, 

your head alive again, 

but leave your feet in the city, 

so you don’t soak your socks with sweat 

greg betts 

First we mourn, 
then we work for 

change. 

The Journafs Supplement 
in Commemoration of the 

Montreal Massacre. 

Commemoration, discus¬ 
sion, healing. 

Coming December 4, 1998. 

Submissions Wanted 
for 

Queen's Feminist Review 

Artwork, Poetry, Prose, Essays.. 

Celebrating The 

Lives of Women 
tedcflne Wha* “ ,S to t>e 

^ •t'Q. 

One by One" \ 

Submissions due January 22 

At The AMS Front Desk 

Submission I iicoiir.iuctl by AM 
Members oldie (nmiiuinlly 
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Gowdy’s White magic 
Continued from page 3 

"Very,” comes the immediate reply. “Some 

reviewers have accused me of anthropomorphiz¬ 

ing," she says, referring to the Toronto Sun news¬ 

paper, renowned for its edifying literary standards 

and keen critical insights. “I’m surprised they 

spelled the word right." While seeking to map "the 

elephant reality” is, in the author’s words, “a pre¬ 

sumptuous and flawed enterprise from the begin¬ 

ning," the effort is genuine. Still - I persist, hoping 

not to seem like I'm persisting - we can read 

instances in the novel of ironic reversals of human 

attitudes: the pachyderm wisdom, “Risk nothing, 

forfeit nothing," for example, does have the sound 

of tables being turned; but Gowdy is ready for such 

an argument. “There are those odd coincidences 

where we find in another society or another culture 

something that seems to show an awareness of 

ours.” She points out that if elephants could read 

the stories of humans, they might feel the same 

sense of d£ja vu, or of having been themselves imi¬ 

tated. 

Trying “to gTasp the herd mentality” was not 

easy for a self-confessed “anti-social” being. When 

I inquire about the importance the idea of commu¬ 

nity has, both in this novel and in much of her other 

work (the Canary family, not only Joan, is the focus 

in \Jister Sandman, and in The White Bone, the 

character Tall Time wonders whether beings who 

"hear themselves being called I... may form the 

impression that beyond their own skin the worth of 

the world dwindles”), Gowdy is reluctant to see 

much importance at all. “I'm allergic to my own 

family," she says; but then wonders whether “get¬ 

ting older" isn’t softening her view. While she does 

note that her “Canarys hang out with Canarys, ele¬ 

phants with elephants,” she is interested in explor¬ 

ing different avenues of social association. 

Homosexuality, which appears prominently in her 

previous novel, is another characteristic Gowdy 

refuses to leave as exclusively human terrain. “I saw 

gerbils at Woolworth’s having oral sex," she tells me 

- a claim, I think, capable of flummoxing any inter¬ 

viewer - and goes on to point out that there are 

“hints" of homoeroticism in the new novel. 

The white bone of the novel's title is a central 

component in the complex mythology Gowdy cre¬ 

ates for her characters: the bone (respectfully called 

the “that-way bone") is a holy relic which will lead 

the elephants to "The Safe Place", the haven they 

seek from butchery. Asked where the idea of this 

particular symbol came from, Gowdy notes that 

holy objects in religion are “usually something 

small and white or pale," and that factually, the old 

bones of the elephants do bleach. “I needed some¬ 

thing that would point them.” That the bone is an 

infant’s bone leads me to ask about the notion of 

innocence in her work. Many of the central charac¬ 

ters in Gowdy’s fictions tend to exemplify a weird 

sort of innocence, and their eccentricities (ranging 

from not speaking and hanging out in closets to 

having sex with cadavers) are fathomable and sym¬ 

pathetic for the purity of their motives. In The 

White Bone, Mud, the female (cow) protagonist of 

the story, is continually called “Mud” rather than 

“She-Spurns", the adult form of address applied to 

the other cows (some of which have great names: 

“She-Screams”, “She-Deflates”; "She-Moans-and- 

Moans"). Why is innocence so important to 

Barbara Gowdy? “Maybe it’s just because I’m a 

middle-aged woman who’s never had children,” 

comes the concession, in which I can hear the 

tongue crowding her cheek. More seriously, she 

offers the view that animals and children are to be 

cherished for being free of the “double-dealing and 

vengeance-mongering” of human beings. 

For a human, then, Barbara Gowdy is a gracious 

and thoughtful animal, whose fiction can some¬ 

times reveal a “third eye” (visionary ability). You 

can catch her reading with Diane Schomperlen at 

the Edward Day Gallery on Tuesday, December 8 

at 8 pm. 

‘You don’t know 
until you start.’ 
Continued from pnge'f I f/IT 

Vnd that’s a;good thing. ,. , • . 
QJR: So things are tough on the Canadian literary scene? 

MC- Well, the fact that Hard Light has sold that many copies is 

also a really exciting thing. 1 think even five or ten years 

ago, a book of poetry that sold 250 or 300 copies was 

considered’a bestseller in Canada. Now, hundreds of people 

are out there buying this book. Most of whom are not my 
family! It's amazing to me that total strangers arc shelling 

out hard-earned bucks to read this book. It’s possible now t0 

be a Canadian writer and write a novel and actually make 

some money from it. Canadian fiction is hot right now. Hot 

hot hot. 

QJR: I’m sensing that this new book set in Newfoundland might 

be a novel. 

MC: (laughing] It might be. That’s what I ’d like to try next, 

There’s that progression, which gives the false impression 

that you’re moving from a smaller thing to a bigger or more 

important thing. I don't feel that way, but a novel has always 

felt like a huge undertaking to me. I never had an idea that 

I thought could be big enough to be a novel. And I’ve never 

felt like I was a good-enough writer to take on a project that 

big. I didn't want to write two bad novels to get to a good 

one, or have every third chapter be a good one. I didn’t 

want to try to write one until I was ready. I hope I’m ready. 

I'm not sure yet. I think you don’t know until you start. 

Tim Conley has never been formally introduced 

to an elephant. 
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Money. 
Wlv.it some? Wlrat to help us make some? 

I he Queen's journal is looking for a sales representative join the business staff 

Applications are due Dcc.4, 1998 at The Journal house 

Call Claudia at 545-6711 for more details. 

Complete Listing of 1998 Governor-General's 
_ Literary Awards Winners 

Fiction 

Diane Schoemperlen, 
Kingston, Ontario 

Forms of Devotion 

Phyllis Bruce/HarperCollins 

Christiane Frenette, 
Uwis, Quebec 

La Terre ferme 

Editions du Boreal 

Pierre Nepveu, 
Montreal, 

Intdrieurs du Nouveau Monde : Essais sur les littera- 

tures du 

Quebec et des Amdriques 

Editions du Boreal 

Children’s Literature (Text) 

Modern Identity by Charles Taylor (Harvard 

University Press) 

Selection of Winners 

Poetry n 
Stephanie Bolster, 
Vanier, Ontario 

White Stone: The Alice Poems 

Signal Editions/V6hicule 

Suzanne Jacob, 
Outremont, Quebec 

La Part de feu preceded by Le 

Deuil de la rancune 

Editions du Boreal 

Janet Luna, 
Hillier, Ontario 

The$jafiuo\v Tree 

A1 ff-ed A. K nopf Canada 

Angelc Delaunois. 
Montrc il 

Variarjons sur up meme & laqno. t 'aime 

Editions Heritage 

Children’s Lit. (Illustration) 
Kadv MacDonald Denton 
Brandon, Manitoba 

A Child’s Treasury of Nursery Rhymes 

The winners of the Canada Council for the Arts 

Governor General’s Literary Awards are chosen by inde¬ 

pendent peer juries in each category (seven English and 

seven French), appointed by the Council. The juries, 

which meet separately, consider all submitted eligible 

books published between September 1st, 1997 and 

September 30, 1998 for English-language books and 

between September 1st, 1997 and June 30, 1998 for 

French-language books. This year, a total of 1,001 titles, 

606 in the English-language categories and 395 in the 

French-language categories, were submitted. 

English-Language Juries 

Drama 
- 

Djanet Sears, 
Toronto, 

Harlem Duet 

Scirocco Drama/J. Gordon 

Shillingford Publishing 

Francois Archambault 
Montreal, 

IS secondes 

Lemdac Editeur 

Nonfiction 
David Adams Richards 
Toronto, 

Lines on the Water - A Fisherman’s Life on the 

Miramichi 

Doubleday Canada 

Pierre Pratt 
Montreal 

A lonsieur H6tairuncfois 

:tyxt by Remy Simard 

Anmck. Press 

Translation 
Sheila Fischman, 
Montreal 

Bambi and Me 

Talonbooks 

English version of Les vues animdes by 

Michel Tremblay (Lem6ac Editeur) 

Charlotte Melanqon, 
Montreal, 

Les Sources du moi - La Formation de I’identite mod- 

erne 

Editions du Bor6al 

French version of Sources of the Self: The Making of 

Fiction: David Amason, Eric McCormack, Susan Swan 

Poetry: Judith Fitzgerald, Claire Harris, Douglas Burnet 

Smith 

Drama: Katherine Kaszas, Ian Ross, Lib Spry 

Nonfiction: Dalton Camp, Terry Glavin, Christina McCall 

Children’s Literature - Text: Maya Munro Bayers, Kit 

Pearson, Jordan Wheeler 

[.. Children’s Literature - Illustration: Barb Kissick, Ron 

Liglubum. Barbara Reid 

j?Translation: Judith Cowan, Wayne Grady, Susan Ouriou 

French-Language Juries 
Fiction: Marguerite Andersen, Daniel Gagnon, Jean-Marie 

Poupart 

Poetry: Paul Chanel Malenfant, Paul Savoie, Louise Warren 

Drama: Heline Beauchamp, Elizabeth Bourgct, Claude 

Poissant 

Nonfiction: Andre Cellard, Jean-Claude Dussault, Eva Le 

Grand 

Children's Literature - Text: H61£ne Guy, Louise Leblanc, 

Jean-Michel Lienhardt 

Children's Literature - Illustration: Philippe Beha, Blonk, 

Hugucttc Marquis 

Translation: Arlette Franci£rc, Patricia Godbout, Herv6 

Juste 

Informative Recei ipt Depicting The Failed Attempt 
to Invoke Billie Holiday in Autumn 
SHORT FICTION BY RYAN BOGGS 

“if we shared their utter ignorance of the desired reputable defeat, you and i would 

be ducking the hypnotist’s yielding hibernation, we share winter’s confident wail 

through our vague mirrors, and by that I mean windows, suggesting our perspective in 

this clear, clear black pin cushion — hanging above our reclined judgement, believe me 

I truly appreciate matches, let me ask you, would you pretend to be hung to make me 

laugh? would you appreciate accidentally? do shivers in your muscles warm the rest of 

your body so comfortably that you are slightly disappointed when they recede to the 

back of your thighs? turn around — run vines behind you across the pools of bruises 

envisioning gathered, crapulous mystics licking a reminder of bone, bathing now in the 

raarsh with a smashed moon — with the moon hanging above her reclined judgement, 

'm not talking about pennies from heaven here, nail, nail these are northern ontarian 

fantras performed for blissfully, humbly, amputated trunks and contoured roots, then 

‘u the summer we will tend to the fruitbelt’s family farm boneyards. anyways ah, her 

stars — secret blurred tears of light scratching a blood potential ambling in high 

celibacy, autumn’s harvest and autumn’s wine — a song for sleepy spare change diving 

off the balcony into a spotlight for the spontaneous horror hip swayed into velvet, so, 

in the winter do you sit in the shower waiting for the cue of a spider?” 

she smiled, i scratched my head, not entirely aware of the theatrics of my gesture. 

w’c both drank our coffees in one gulp, i started gnawing on my thumb and i let her 

have my last cigarette. 

she lowered her eyelids, pursed her lips so that the upper left side was smirking and 

Sa'd, “nice try. here’s some money for long johns.” 

'butwhataboutthemythofniymissingnipple..." 

' had begun to whine and stutter, she got up, put her scarf on and turned her back to 

Ulc as she flipped the end of the searf over her shoulder, she started singing, “Who Do 

You Think is Coming to Town. You’ll Never guess Who...” 

(still whining but no longer stuttering) “...returned to shape under a room cleaning 

vacuum?” i got up, put my checkered hunting hat with ear flaps on, held the door for 

a farting white horse and then followed her down the street, she stopped singing and 

with a voice that did not resign to the wind, she assertively stated, without turning 

around, that, “it’s too fucking cold, besides you smell like you clean a horse’s ass with 

latex gloves and that new kind of irish spring, but what i WILL do is let you watch my 

ass get smaller.” 

i stopped to watch, i didn’t know what to say. i was shocked, then i called out to her. 

“Oh Yeah, Wheell Ieeem Stull Goying Owoot Az Dock Boggs Fer Owloween 

YVethur Yer Wit Me or Knot. Preeety Polly Preeeteee Polly yer guessin’ a-bout Right. 

Pretty Polly Pret-tah Polly yer guessin’ a-bout Right. I Dug On Yer Grave Two-Thirds 

of Last Ni-ite” 

she pivoted on her left and curved her hips — a wink received and a blown kiss inter¬ 

cepted by a yellow and red leaf that promptly proceeded across the street, to my right, 

to gently wipe a droplet off the tip of the frozen, erect penis of Rogue, Wally’s dog. The 

leaf fell with the sudden weight — I looked up and saw Wally, who i hadn’t seen in a 

month, standing across the street waving. 

“...someway, we both have a lifetime before us for parting...” 
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The Disappointment of the Century 
fin de siecle just a bad translation? 

Human history becomes more and more a better article for a lower price." 

between education and catastrophe. 

— H.G. Wells 

In the year 2000, Twinkies from 1973 will 

still be 

fresh. 

— Conan O’Brien 

DID YOU KNOW that there are just 397 days left 

until the year 2000? That’s just 9,528 hours, as I 

write this. Or 571,705 minutes. Really, it’s less 

than you think. With all the hype surrounding the once- 

in-a-millenium event, one would expect to be a bit more 

informed about what is actually going to transpire on 

Thursday, December 31,1999 at 11:59 pm. Despite what 

you have heard, Y2K problem notwithstanding, you 

would be best advised to follow the best general advice 

that anyone can give you: don’t believe the hype and 

lower your expectations. It’s the only way to be happy. 

Some information on all tilings millenial: 

Prophets, the Good 

REMARKABLY, not all millenial progrosticators 

have been off the mark. A few truly wise men: 

John Elfreth Watkins, Jr., writing in 1900, made 

many predictions regarding the coming century that 

have proven stunningly accurate. Among them (and 

remember, Watkins is writing in 1900 — there no air¬ 

planes, much of the world had yet to industrialize, prim¬ 

itive automobiles had only just been invented, and the 

telephone was still an eccentric novelty): 

• “Hot and cold air from spigots.. Rising early to 

build the furnace fire will be a task of the olden times. 

Homes will have no chimneys, because no smoke will be 

created within their walls." 

• "Photographs will be telegraphed from any dis¬ 

tance. If there be a battle in China...snapshots of its most 

striking events will be published in the newspapers an 

hour later.” 

• “Telephones around the world. Wireless telephone 

circuits will span the world. A husband in the middle of 

the Atlantic will be able to converse with his wife in 

Chicago...they will connect any circuit without the inter¬ 

vention of a ‘hello girl.’” 

• “Oranges...in Philadelphia. Fast-flying refrigerators 

on land and sea will bring delicious fruits from the trop¬ 

ics within a few days...Scientists will have discovered 

how to raise here many fruits now confined to much hot¬ 

ter or colder climates.” 

As impressive as Watkins may have been, he is 

upstaged by David Goodman Croly, known also as “Sir 

Oracle.” Some excerpts from his book, published 12 

years previous to Watkins’ predictions, in 1888: 

• Contemporary Telecommunications: "In the year 

2000, it will not be necessary to go to a meeting to hear a 

political orator, or to a concert hall to hear the noblest 

instrumental or vocal music. The telephone and grapho- 

phone [sic] will be so perfected that we can enjoy these 

pleasures in our own homes.” 

• The Environmental Movement: “No one should be 

allowed to cut down a tree without planing another in its 
place.” 

• No-Fault Divorce: “Marriage is no longer a religious 

rite even in Catholic countires, but a civil contract, and 

the logical result would seem to be a state of public opin¬ 

ion which would justify a change of partners whenever 

the contracting couple mutually agreed to seperate.” 

• Remote Sensing technology, the invention and 

advent of air transportation: “Aerial navigation will solve 

the mystery of the poles, and there will be no ‘dark 

region’ of any of the continents...[humanity will] become 

migratory, like the birds, occupying the more mountain¬ 

ous regions and seacoasts in summer and more tropical 
climes in winter.” 

• Corporate Mergers: “The larger commercial move¬ 

ments in all civilized countries are tending to mass 

wealth in few hands and to decrease the numbers and 

influence of the middle class...[these changes] have dri¬ 

ven out the small storekeeper, because they can give a 

T 

Prophets, The Bad 

iHE END OF THE MILLENIUM has produced its 

share of doomsday prophets as well. Some dire 

predictions: 

• Nostradamus’s Apocalypse: Nostradamus predicts 

that the world as we know it will meet its end in July of 

1999, prophisizing that “in the year 1999 and seven 

months will come a great king of terror from the skies... 

Some have interpreted the seer's words to signal an 

impending nuclear missile strike. 

• Mother Shipton: a historic figure in northern 

England, Mother Shipton made predictions during her 

lifetime that are, reputedly, "as famous as Nostradamus." 

A reclusive 16th Century witch, Mother Shipton was 

allegedly “impregnated by a being of awesome, superhu¬ 

man origin, who rewarded her sexual generosity by giv¬ 

ing her powers similar to his own.” She has been 

credited with successfully predicting the defeat of the 

Spanish Armada and World War II, among many others. 

Concerning the year 2000, Mother Shipton predicts that 

“An Eagle [the U.S.?] shall destroy castles of the 

Thames, and there shall be crowned the Son of Man, and 

the fourth year shall be many battles for the faith and the 

Son of Man, with the Eagles shall be preferred, and there 

shall be peace over the world...and then shall he go to the 

land of the Cross. The contemporary interpretation of 

Mother Shipton’s predictions runs has the U.S. defeating 

an Arabic country in a religious war that lasts four years. 

Following that, writes Mother Shipton, the world will 

end. 

• George Washington. Yes, George Washington — 

the Commander-in-Chief of the Colonial Army during 

the Revolutionary War and first president of the United 

States of America — is also a doomsday prophet. 

According to legend, one day during the Revolutionary 

War, a woman appeared to him and said: ‘Son of the 

Republic, look and learn.” Then a vision of the world in 

1999 appeared to him: a dark angel cast a black cloud 

over America, lightening flashed and people screamed in 

agony. A dark cloud came from the east and covered 

America “with its ill omen.” Black clouds soon clouded 

other countries, each bearing a steady red light at its cen¬ 

tre. Through the darkness Washington could discern 

huge armies gathering, which then sailed across the 

ocean and “overwhelmed America.” A huge battle 

ensued; then the angel sprinkled water over the world 

and there was peace. Apparently, contemporary revela¬ 

tions aside, the Oval Office has always been a happening 
place to be. 

Prophets, the Ugly SOME PREDICTIONS are just plain wrong, even 

when they are still just predictions. Some of the 

most excrutiatingly-embarrassing prognosticators: 

• Arthur C. Clarke: known as a prolific and seminal 

science fiction author and widely-respected as a scientist 

(he is credited as being the first scientist to propose the 

concept of a satellite in geosynchonos orbit), Clarke had 

a notable miss in 1966, when he wrote: “[using] wonder¬ 

ful new materials...houses [in 2000] will able to 

fly...whole communities may migrate south in the winter 

or move whenever they feel the need for a change of 
scenery. b 

• Popular Mechanics: also more commonly known 

for ns realistic” science, the popular magazine predicted 

in 1950 that housewives [sic] in 50 years may wash 

dirty dishes right down the drain.,.[the plastic dishes] 
will melt in hot water.” 

!i Lar7 Le GaSp': 'n l981> fashion designer Le Gaspi 
predicted that by 2000 our clothes would be solar-pow 

ered, envisioning “solar power packs" that “draw energy 

rom the sun and store it.” Tubes distribute the warmth 

m the winter) and cold (in the summer) around the 

body. Designer Louis Feraud, also in 1981, had similar 

delusions of grandeur, writing] “in the year 2001, a per¬ 

son will be able to change the colour of his [sic] skin at 

• The Uranus Society: Never known to be vague, the 

Uranus Society offers the following highly-detailed 

account of the events that will signal the dawning of the 

new' millenium: Telepathic messages will be received by 

Southern California UFO "disciples," a “Pleiadean star- 

ship will land on a rising portion of Atlantis in the 

Bermuda Triangle., in the year 2001!” At this point, the 

Earth will join a confederation of “33 planets," forming 

an Interplanetary Confederation for the Spiritual 

Renaissance of Humankind on Earth." For the record, 

the Uranus Society’s first such prediction, which called 

for the aliens to arrive in 1985, passed without incident. 

But then again, it is 2000 this time... 

Millennial Merchandising 
Some prophets attempting to turn profits: 

• The Millennium: a polished, stainless steel casket. 

But how is it “millenial?" “It has a contemporary look 

and innovative design.” 

• Toothbrush for the Millennium: a toothbrush with 

twin heads that provides “greater stimulation of the 

gums.” Again, w'hat’s so 2K about that? "It heralds a new- 

age in what a toothbrush can do.” Apparently a “tooth¬ 

brush” is no longer simply a “toothbrush.” It is now a 

“gum and tooth brush." My prediction: we will all have 

cleaner gums in the coming decade. 

• The Millennium: a semiautomatic nine-millimetre 

handgun. How- is it millenial? “It’s futuristic,” say its 

makers at Taurus International Manufacturing. That, I 

suppose, and it’s a violent weapon. See the connection? 

Of course. It was obvious. 

A Party Like It’s 1999 
SOME OF THE WORLD’S most extravagant parties 

will be taking place on December 31st, 1999. 

Among them: 

• The Panama Canal. While a 51-mile canal in 

Central America may not seem like a logical choice for a 

New Millenium’s Eve bash, Panamanians are very 

excited over the prospect of observing the moment when 

control of the canal reverts to them — on January 1st, 

2000. Celebration plans began in 1977 for the event. 

• Armageddon. Yes, it is an actual location (in Israel). 

According to the Book of Revelation, Armageddon will 

be the site of the final battle that will end time, whenever 

. that is. 

• The Statue of Liberty in New York City. While no 

details have been disclosed as yet, the event is reportedly 

entitled: "Liberty Island: Celebration of a Lifetime." All 

other details are being withheld until such time as they 
are finalized. 

• Party 2000 in Southern California. Party 2000, a 

three day event to begin on December 30, 1999, expects 

an attendance of 2.5 million people from around the 
world. 

Miscellaneous Millenia 
• The first hotel reservation for December 31, 1999 

was made in 1957, at New York’s Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotel. 

• Dick Clark, who will be hosting ABC’s “New 

Year s Rockin’ Eve” from Times Square on December 

31, 1999, will be 70 at the time of the event. 

• Mark David Chapman — that’s the person who 

murdered John Lennon — will be eligible for parole on 
December 4, 2000 

* 20th Century Fox has decided that in the 21st 

Century, its name will be simply “Fox." But, just in 

case, they have trademarked “21st Century Fox" as 
well. 

» * According to the Hebrew calendar, "2000” is 

5760." By the Chinese calendar, 2000 is 4698 and 

according to the Indian calendar, 2000 is just boring old 

Sources and Further Reading: Unde John's 

ndispensable Guide to the year 2000, The'70 Greatcst 
Conspiracies of All Time, aiid 

■\\ \\ w.everything2000.com, among others. 

Idiomatic 
a selection of common phrases 
and their uncommon origins 

to heckle someone 
meaning: to disturb of jeer a speaker 
from: in medieval Europe, a brush with iron 
teeth, or “heckle," was employed in the process 
of clothesmaking. By the 15th Century, “heckle” 
had been transformed into a verb meaning “to 
scratch with a steel brush" and from there "to 
look for weaknesses.” 

what a sucker: 
meaning: a pushover, naive 
from: European settlers newly arrived in the New 
World found a fish that fed on the bottom of 
rivers and streams, what they named a "sucker.” 
Soon, any fish that remotely resembled one was 
informally known as a sucker; such that it 
seemed that any time anyone threw a hook in the 
water they produced a sucker. Eventually, the 
term arrived at its present meaning: someone 
who will fall for anything — as in being easy to 
catch and rather worthless. 

cold turkey 
meaning: to quit or stop a certain activity abruptly; 
from: Usually only used in the context of drug 
and/or alcohol abuse. 
Some American scholars link the phrase to the 
kind of unprepared meal that is based on left¬ 
overs from a feast; like a cold turkey cure, it 
involves little or now preparation. A far more 
elaborate theory links the appearance of an 
addict’s skin throughout withdrawal with the flesh 
of a cold, plucked turkey. 

face the music 
meaning: to recognize the consequences for an 
action, to take blame or accept the possibility 
thereof. 
from: No one is sure what the “music” refers to 
in this phrase, which was first recorded in 
American sources in the mid-19th Century. One 
suggestion is that it alludes to a performer going 
on stage to face the pit-orchestra and the audi¬ 
ence. Another theory makes it the bugle call to 
which a soldier responds. In neither of these 
explanations, however, is someone showing a 
willingness to admit publically to an offence. It is 
more likely that the “music” in this instance is 
used ironically — the person in question is going 
to be subjected to "loud and angry condemna¬ 
tion." Someone will make a “song and dance" 
about what has happened, and that is the “music” 
that has to be faced. 

for pete's sake 
meaning: the equivalent of “for God’s sake,” or 
“for Christ’s sake,” among others. 
from: While various religious scholars speculate 
that “Pete” is Saint Peter, saints are generally not 
referred to in diminutive forms of their names. It 
is uncertain that “Pete” represents an actual per¬ 
son at all. “For pity’s sake” was a common 
expression at one time, and “for Pete’s sake” 
may be a deliberate or accidental evolution of 
that expression. 

ajR 
wishes you a 
Cheerful Holiday 
Season &, 
of course, 
a Happy New 
Year. 
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THE COCAMO 
WHERE QUEEN'S PARTIES! 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
HIP HOP LOONIE! (jCHJ ILL THE KEG 

TOONIE ALL NIGHT! 

DJ DUSTY 
FRO(ft 

OTTAWA 

LOONIE 
NIGHT! 

1$ Cover Between 7 & 9 pm 

1/2 price after 9 with 

STUDENT ID 

SUPER LITE 
DRAFT 

From 7-1 Opm 
Loonie until 11:00 

WIN A BAR FRIDGE! 



literary contest 

Annual Shaunt Basmajian Chapbook Award , ,, 
Enter 24 pages of poetry, published (other than in chapbooli or book form) or ‘f f ' 

or tradition To assure blind judging, include with each entry a separate ^ 

address, telephone number, title(s) of submission^), brief literary btoandaccura ^ * 
title should appear on each numbered page. Entrant may stipulate on the cov p g 

includes "First Canadian Rights" up to the proposed date of the publication. nts will 
Entries should be typed, single-spaced and will be returned if SASE .s prov.ded. All entrants 

receive a copy of the winning chapbook. _ A Shaunt 
The winner will receive $100 and publication (50 copies) m the Canadian Poetry Assoaaaon s Shannt 

Basmajian Chapbook Award Series. Entry fee: $ 15.00. made payable to the Canadian Poctiy ^omnon. 

Deadline: March 31, 1999. For more information, visit the CPA website or E-mail Jennifer C 

puserve.com. 

Send entries to: 
Shaunt Basmajian Chapbook Award, 

Canadian Poetry Association, 

PO Box 22571, 

St. George RO., 

Toronto, ON, 

M5S 1V0 
1999 BRONWEN 

WALLACE AW ARB FOR 

SHORT FICTION 

Backwater Reuiew Second Annual Fiction Contest 
Submit one unpublished short story or play (5000 word limit) with a cheque for 

$10. Entry fee includes one year subscription. 

Winner receives $100 + publication in our Fall/Winter 1998 issue. 
All contest entries must be original and previously unpublished. Judging is blind. 

Please include your name and address on a separate sheet of paper. 

Contest deadline is July 31st, 1998. 

Backwater Reuiew Second Rnnual Poetry Contest. 
Submit up to five poems with a cheque for $10. Entry fee includes one year 

subscription. 

Winner receives $100 + publication in our Spring/Summer 1998 issue. 
AH contest entries must be original and previously unpublished. Judging is blind. 

Please include your name and address on a separate sheet of paper. 

Contest deadline is January 31 si, 1998. 

Canadian citizens or landed immigrants, under 

35 years of age, are encouraged to submit prose fic¬ 

tion of up to 2500 words that has not been published 

in book form (can have appeared in an independent 

magazine or anthology). 

Prize: $1000 

Deadline: January, 15 1999 

For more information, call 

(416) 504-8222 

FAX (416) 504-9090 

E-mail writers.trust@sympatico.ca. 

Send entries to: 

The Bronwen Wallace Award, 

c/o The Writers' Development Trust, 

24 Ryerson Avenue, Suite 201, 

Toronto ON, M5T 2P3 

Direct all submissions, subscriptions, queries, and contest entries to: 
Backwater Review 

P.O. Box 222, Stn B 
Ottawa, Ontario 

KIP 6C4 

Poet's Corner Award 
Broken Jaw Press/Maritimes Arts 

Projects Productions is sponsoring a new poetry award for die best 

poetry manuscript by a Canadian poet. 

First prize: Poet's Corner Award Plaque and trade paperback publi¬ 

cation of manuscript (15 complimentary copies and standard trade roy¬ 

alties included). Runners-up will receive certificates. 

Guidelines: Maximum 80 pages, typed, one-sided, with title and 

page number on every page. Blind judging requires that author's name 

and address appear on separate page (along with title). 

Entry fee: $20.00 cheque or money order payable to Broken Jaw 

Press. Include SASE for notification. Entrants must be prepared to 

supply manuscript on disk. Manuscripts will not be returned. No cash, 

please. All entrants receive copy of wanning poet's book upon publica¬ 

tion. 

Send submissions to: 

Poet's Corner Award, 

Broken Jaw Press, 

Box 596 Stn A, 

Fredericton, NB, 

E3B 5A6. 

New Muse Manuscript Award Are vou a 

writer without a first short fiction collection or novel 

published? The New' Muse Manuscript Aw'ard is looking for book- 

length short fiction manuscripts. 

The winner mill be published by Broken Jatu Press 

Entrants must not have published a first short Fiction collection or 

novel (minimum 48 pages literary content). 

Manuscripts must be of 100-140 pages, double spaced, on 

letter-size paper. Title and page number on every page. No simul¬ 

taneous submissions please. Stories may have been published in 

magazines, anthologies, chapbooks. 

Gntry must be available on disk, entry fee: $20.00 

Canadian cheque or money orders only. Include author name, 

a ress, phone number(s), manuscript title, and biography on sepa- 

rate page All entrants will receive copy of w inning book. 

Deadline: postmarked February 28,1999. 

Send submissions to: New Muse Award, Box 596 Station A, 
rredcncton, NB, Is 111 5A6. 

Deadline: December 31, 1998. 
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PRISM international 
13th Rnnual Short Fiction Contest 1998 

First Prize: $2,000 
§5 ; Five runner-up prizes of $200. 

All six stories w'ill be published in the Summer Fiction Contest issue, 

and receive an additional payment of $20 per page (in Canadian 

dollars or the U.S. equivalent), plus $10 per page if chosen for the 

H website. 

Entries must be postmarked by December 15,1998. 
• Entries must be typed, double-spaced, on standard sized w-hitc paper, and no 

s:-:: longer than 25 pages. 

• The entrant's full name, address, and the title of the story must appear on a sep- 

arate cover page. The title should appear on each ;page of the manuscript, but the 

;v ; author's name should not. 

• All entrants will receive a one year subscription to PRISM international. Current 

subscribers will receive a one year extension to their subscription. 

• The entry fee is $20 with one story, plus $5 for each 

additional story. Please make cheques payable to PRISM 

- international . Entry fees will not be returned. 

• Entries must be original, unpublished material, not under 

^ onsideration elsewhere. They should be available for publication in a future edition 

HS&j jfflag of PRISM. We will purchase First North American serial rights for all work accepted 

for publication. No revisions are accepted once story is entered. 

• The contest is open to anyone except students or instructors in the Creative 

Writing Department at the University of British Columbia. 

• Works of translation are eligible. 

Winners will be notified in June, 1999, and published in the 

Summer Fiction Contest issue. You may also read the w inners list here on the Web 

site in June. Preliminary judging by the PRISM international editorial board. 

Final Judge: Greg Hollingshead 

Please send entries, cover letters, and entry fees with SASE to: 

PRISM international Fiction Contest 

Creative Writing Program 

University of British Columbia \ 
Buch E 462 - 1866 Main Mail 

Vancouver, BC 

V6T 1ZI 

The Humber School For Writers Prize - Writing 

course, value $1,000 

The Random House/Knopf/Vintage Canada Prize - 

Books, value $1,000 

The Chapters Prize - Gift Certificates, value $ 1,000 

The Marketron Computer Prize - Palmtop Computer, 

value $500 

The B&A Prize - $500 cash 

how to enter: 

Send your story of 2.500 words or less to 

The B&A Fiction Contest 

Box 702, Station P 

Toronto, ON 

M5S 2Y4. 

Entries must be postmarked no later rhan March 11, 1998. Any genre is 

acceptable. Stories must be previously unpublished. Entrants may be any 

age. 

Eee: $20 per story. From outside Canada, the fee is $20 US per story. Each 

entrant will receive or extend a one-year subscription to B&A New- Fiction 

(value $18) for each story entered, to start in June 1998. 

Pnt your name, address, phone and story title(s) on a separate page. 

Questions? Contact: Tim Paleczny (416) 535-1233. The fiction contest 

editor is Cece Scott, and the judge is to be determined. 

THE 1998 b& cl fiction contest 

the b&a fiction contest is back for 1998 with even more 

prizes, totalling $3,750. There are five prizes to be won: 
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

wluiu lias rLie AMS 
done for vou lateb 

WALKHOME 

Since May 1 st, Walkhome has walked over 3900 

people home safely. 

BEER GARDEN 

The AMS introduced and hosted the first ever 

Beer Garden at a Homecoming Football Game! 

The event was a success, and plans are in the works 

to have one at all football games next year. 

ACCESSIBLILTY 

Funded 14 automatic door openers to increase 

accessibility to campus buildings. 

Helped promote community safety by getting local 

businesses to put up security notice boards in their 

store (boards will be up by end of term). 

Purchased $10,000 of adaptive technology to make 

better learning possible for disabled students. 

SERVICES 

Since May 1st, more than 1.6 million photocopies 

have been made at the P&CC, and thousands of 

books have been bought and sold by AMS 

members at the UBS Exchange. 

QUEEN'S PUB EXPANSION 

A newly renovated space with an expanded food 

menu, 12 taps and a welcoming atmosphere. 

HEALTH PLAN 

Now covers all drugs and a dental plan is on the 

way by popular demand. 

AMS CARD 

Rewards you for using campus services with a 

chance to win a trip to the Caribbean. 

SOCIAL ISSUES 

In association with the Queen's Liberal Association, 

the AMS Speaker's Committee brought Paul 

Martin, the federal finance minister to campus. 

6800 White Ribbons to raise awareness on violence 

against women and 2000 Rainbow Ribbons to raise 

awareness about the Queen’s Lesbian, Gay and 

Bisexual community have been distributed. 

STREET CAPTAINS 

The Street Captains served 4500 hot dogs, 2760 cans 

of pop, and 960 milkshakes at their annual BBQ. 

QUEEN’S ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY 

The QEA have brought the following artists to 

campus: Maestro Fresh Wes, Thrust, The Rascalz, 

Kardinal Offishal, Johnny Favourite Swing 

Orchestra (First time Hip Hop has been brought tc 

campus!), Philosopher King, Emm Gryner, 54 40, 

Treble Charger, Ian Haleprin 

Every show has sold out! 

Med students may 
leave AMS 

By Fiona Scannell 

At the November 26 meeting of the 

AMS Assembly, representatives from the 

Aesculapian Society, representing 

Queen’s medical students, announced 

plans to hold a referendum regarding 

their continued affiliation with the Alma 

Mater Society. 

The Aesculapian Society brings 

Queen’s medical students’ concerns to 

the medical faculty, the university, 

national medical societies and the gov¬ 

ernment. 

The question of affiliation with the 

AMS has been an ongoing area of con¬ 

cern for Aesculapian Society executives. 

According to Mira Backo, Aesculapian 

Society president, as the university envi¬ 

ronment changes, student government 

must also evolve. Aesculapian Society 

executives feel the demographics of the 

medical school population differ signifi¬ 

cantly enough from those of the under¬ 

graduate population to require a distinct 

representative body, said Backo, Meds 

’00. 

Medical students are usually working 

on at least their second degree, Backo 

explained, and many are married and 

have children. A variety of issues sepa¬ 

rate medical students from undergradu¬ 

ates, she said, and having a separate 

student government could better repre¬ 

sent their “different interests.” The 

Aesculapian Society executive is holding 

a referendum because members want the 

medical students to decide for them¬ 

selves what should be done. 

Kim Meathrel, Meds ’00 and Ian 

Billingsley, Meds ’00, Aesculapian repre¬ 

sentatives to the AMS, said the society is 

Please see Society on page 7 

Orientation Week on 
Rosh Hashanah? 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

Orientation Week ’99 may require 

rescheduling as, next year, the final two 

days of Orientation Week fall on Rosh 

Hashanah, the Jewish new year. Rosh 

Hashanah, which occurs from sundown 

Friday until Sunday, is one of the most 

sacred events in the Judaistic calendar. It 

falls at this time only once every five to 

seven years. 

Rosh Hashanah is regarded as a time 

to spend with family and at synagogue. 

Jewish students would be unable to 

properly participate both in Rosh 

Hashanah and Orientation Week. All 

orientation groups, residence services 

and the Dean of Student Affairs Bob 

Crawford will meet this week to deter¬ 

mine a resolution to this issue. 

The committees involved with the 

organization of Orientation Week have 

debated many possible solutions. Events 

scheduled for Friday and Saturday could 

be eliminated, the week could be 

rescheduled so that events of lesser 

importance fall on those days, the events 

could be moved a week ahead, the 

index 
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www.journal.queensu.ca 
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WEA1HERWATCH 
Today Sunday 
["fix of sun and cloud Cloudy 
High 10’C; Low TO, High I3°C; Low I2°C; 
POP 20% POP 20% 

Saturday Monday 
Rainy Rainy 
High I I'C; Low 8"C; M* MO 
POP nnnt POP 70% 

Please see Overlap on page 6 

Queen’s students Blair Babcock (left) and Adam Pole take a hack at it. 
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Proposed tuition fee 
upsets med residents 

By Shawn Brimley 

Queen’s administration is planning 

to charge a $2,000 tuition fee to med¬ 

ical residents commencing studies next 

July- 
Dr. Sarita Verma, associate dean of 

post-graduate medical education, 

explained that “residents are students of 

the university as well as hospital 

employees.” 

“We are not students,” countered Dr. 

Julian Harriss, speaking for the Queen's 

residents committee on funding and 

tuition. “If I was a student, I would 

expect t6 attend class, have a reading 

list and take exams... we’ve already got 

our degree, we are practicing physi¬ 

cians.” 

The Resident Committee on Funding 

and Tuition, together with the 

Professional Association of Interns and 

Residents of Ontario, submitted a peti¬ 

tion to the Queen’s University Senate 

last Thursday, on which more than 300 

students and staff stated their opposi¬ 

tion to the fee and pledged to withhold 

Alumni donations to the university if a 

tuition fee was implemented. 

Barry Smith, dean and vice-principal 

of the Faculty of Health Sciences, said in 

a fax that the tuition fee is based on 50 

per cent of the Arts and Science tuition 

figure. When implemented to all post¬ 

graduate medical years, revenue from 

the tuition fees will generate about 

$450,000 in income for the university. 

“A lot more than $450,000 per year 

could be raised from alumni contribu¬ 

tions,” countered Harriss. 

“The $2,000 they have levied as a 

possible fee makes no sense to me,” said 

Ratan Bhardwaj, a third-year medical 

student and Health Sciences senator. “I 

fail to see the logic in charging half the 

Arts and Science tuition.” 

“If tuition fees were to be estab¬ 

lished, then 1 would hope and expect 

that most, if not all of the revenue 

would be put towards enhancing the 

learning environment for the residents,” 

said Verma. “If the program does not 

benefit from the tuition fees, than 

charging students would be difficult to 

justify.” 

Under the Ontario governments 

deregulation guidelines, 30 per cent, 

Please see Loan on page 4 

Rookie 
nights 

debated 
By Adam Kaminsky 

How far is too far? 

In light of recent ‘rookie night’ inci¬ 

dents involving intoxication, at 

Queen’s and at other universities, the 

Inter-university Athletic Commission, 

a committee that includes current var¬ 

sity athletes, alumni and administra¬ 

tion, called a ‘captains meeting’ to 

answer this and other questions. 

The meeting, which involved a cap¬ 

tain and a returning player from every 

varsity team, was brought on by prob¬ 

lems that occurred with five separate 

rookie celebrations earlier in the term. 

The teams were track and field, swim¬ 

ming, menjjs water polo, men’s soccer 

and women’s rugby. 

“Each of these five teams met with 

myself, their coaches and Janean 

Sergeant, to deal with the situation,” 

said director of athletics and recre¬ 

ation John McFarlane. “The IAC 

Please see Captains on page 21 



December Exams are Upon Us! 

from Dec. J- Dec. 21 

Wallchome will be open every night 

from 6 p.m. -2a.m.! 

Walkhome will be open until 
December 21, 1998, 

and will then re-open as of 
SundayJanuary 10, 1999 ISf , 

from 6 p.m. - 2 a.m. 

—Luck, With Your Exams!!! 

We would also like to thanlc everyone for supportii 

_I . Wallchome in the AMS Referendum! 

*TU*a,s° ssrr* 
jfe support- and Cydepath for our six Peugot Bicycles! # • 

339 Princess St. 
^Vy Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B7 (CwJ ^ 

542-3616 

Students/ 
Seniors $12 
General $14 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase 
of a beverage) 

In a news article in the previous issue of The Journal concerning the Capital 
Campaign the financial goal of the campaign was misidentified. The campaign 

currently has no set goal. 

CLARIFICATION 
In the last issue of The Journal the author of “Marks-ism: the pressure to per¬ 

form” was Robert Arntfield, Deputy Commissioner of Academic Affairs for the 

Alma Mater Society, ArtSci ’01. The final line of the article should have read: “It is 
a strong belief of many student leaders that alternative marking schemes for elec¬ 
tives should be taken into consideration.” 

2 • The Queen's Journal News 
December 4, 

Kingston’s One and Only 

Hard Rock Cafe 

403 Princess Street 

9 Selections on tap! 

Sunday & Monday 
nights - open MIC 
with host Smitty. 

Details of smoking 
ban still unclear 

By Lindsay Blakely 

Since last April, Queen’s administra¬ 

tion has planned to implement a smok¬ 

ing ban in residences that would start 

next September, however, as the semes¬ 

ter comes to an end, the administration 

has still not decided on an acceptable 

and cost-efficient alternative arrange¬ 

ment for smokers. 
Residences will only go non-smoking 

"provided suitable arrangements [can] 

be made for smokers,” said Graham 

Brown, director of residences, 

Approximately 10 years ago smoking 

was banned from main residence com¬ 

mon rooms, following an earlier smok¬ 

ing ban on floor common rooms. 

Currently, smoking is only allowed in 

bedrooms on designated smoking floors. 

In the 1997-98 Annual Report of the 

Ban Righ Board issued by Dean of 

Student Affairs Bob Crawford, there was 

a section concerning smoking policy. 

The section was written last year, after a 

committee thoroughly examined the 

issue of prohibiting smoking in resi¬ 

dences, as had been done in all other 

Queen’s buildings. 

The report stated that, “after careful 

study and consultation, the Board sup¬ 

ported the principle of a total ban on 

smoking in Queen’s residences during 

the student year.” The report also high- 

lighted, based on experience at other 

universities, the importance of providing 

designated smoking areas for smokers 

prior to the implementation of the ban. 

"We want to have non-smoking resi¬ 

dences, but [first] you need to figure out 

how and where students who do smoke 

can do it,” said Crawford. He noted that 

this issue has raised many problems as a 

variety of factors need to be taken into 

account before the ban can be effectively 

implemented. 

Brown said the issue needs to be con¬ 

sidered in light of a broader space review 

program and a broader budgeting plan. 

Brown said the two solutions intended 

to offer suitable provisions for smokers 

each entail their own set of concerns. 

Both options are expensive and “require 

further planning and thinking,” he con¬ 

tinued. 

One option is to put an internal 

Please see Options on page 9 
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Queen’s compared to Ivy League First-year 
By Lianne Elliott 

An article appearing in US Neu/s and 

World Report raised some debate during 

rhe open question period of the 

November 26 Queen’s Senate meeting. 

Senator and Professor of Economics 

R.M. Mclnnis questioned the article’s 

claim that Queen’s and other Canadian 

schools are “bargain price alternatives” 

available to American students seeking a 

high quality post-secondary education. 

Contrary to the article’s suggestions, he 

believes Queen’s to be only a “pale imi¬ 

tation of the American private univer¬ 

sity.” 
The article, entitled “The Bargains 

North of the Border,” was part of 

America’s Best Colleges, the annual 

August issue of US News and World 

Report equivalent to the Maclean’s 

Canadian University Guide. It linked the 

low Canadian dollar and Canadian gov¬ 

ernment education subsidies as two key 

reasons for the American economic ben¬ 

efit of studying in Canada. Even at 

Canada’s most expensive universities, 

the University of Guelph and the 

University of Toronto, the article states 

that Americans only pay $7,000 (US) per 

year. 

The article also insists that “cheap 

does not translate to second rate,” link¬ 

ing schools such as Queen’s University 

and the University of Toronto to the Ivy 

League schools of Harvard and Yale. 

Two Queen’s students have conjured 

up a way to light up the student housing 

area while also giving toys to needy 

children. 

Anthony Hammill, Comm '99, and 

Conor Phillips, ArtSci ’00, have created 

a contest entitled “Light up the Ghetto 

’98” to brighten up student homes and 

raise money for underprivileged chil¬ 

dren at a rime of year associated with 

good will and cheer. 

“We were surprised at iiow much bet¬ 

ter our house looked once we started 

decorating it. We thought how nice the 

ghetto would look if everyone did the 

same,” Hammill said. 

The contest engages Queen’s students 

to decorate the outside of their houses 

in tune with the holiday season. Each 

house must pay a minimum fee of $10 in 

order to register in the contest, wirh all 

money raised going to the CKLC 

Children's Toy Drive. 

Mclnnis’s concerns with the article 

are linked to his criticism of Queen’s 

method of recruiting American and 

international students. He said he sees 

the article as a reinforcement of what he 

feels is Queen’s attempt to promote 

themselves as a Canadian equivalent to 

an American private college. “Their 

pitch is that a student looking for an Ivy 

League school should come [to 

Queen’s], but the truth is, we don’t offer 

what an Ivy League school has,” he said. 

To advertise as a bargain alternative to 

a private American school, Mclnnis said 

he believes Queen’s must focus on the 

general quality of the university and look 

towards making changes. “I think we do 

a good job in comparison to the rest of 

Canada but you always have to be criti¬ 

cal,” he said, “We must make improve¬ 

ments before we try to compete with Ivy 

League schools.” 

Two areas Mclnnis cited as needing 

improvements are large class sizes and 

poor building facilities, stating that “a 

student arriving at Queen’s and expect¬ 

ing an Ivy League school would be 

aghast.” 

Contrary to Mclnnis’s claim, Queen’s 

Manager of Student Recruitments 

Catherine MacNeill insists Queen’s has 

never promoted itself as a Canadian ver¬ 

sion of an American private college. 

“We’ve never said we were equivalent to 

an Ivy League school... we only present 

ourselves as a different alternative,” 

The contest will be judged on 

December 11 by Kingston Mayor Gary 

Bennett, who will award rhe prize to rhe 

winning house that evening. “We just 

called up the mayor’s office and talked 

to his secretary,” said Phillips on how 

they secured the elusive mayor. “They 

called back rhe next day and said it was 

a fantastic idea.” 

Bennett said the contest is a “great 

example of Queen’s students taking 

some pride in their neighbourhoods,” 

and “an example of Queen’s students 

contributing to [the] community.” 

Hammill and Phillips are striving for 

“two worthwhile objectives,” Bennett 

added. 

Hammill and Phillips hope Queen’s 

snidents can raise enough money to 

make a difference for at least 20 to 30 

kids this holiday season. The organizers 

said they believe the giving nature of the 

Queen's student body and the fact that 

many student houses have already been 

decorated means this goal can 

she said. 

MacNeill is involved with the 

Canadian Ivy, a group of three of 

Canada’s universities — McGill, 

University of Toronto and Queen’s — 

which has been actively recruiting across 

the border, reaching as far as California, 

Florida and Texas. According to 

MacNeill, the group does not promote 

themselves as Ivy League equivalents but 

as “prestigious Canadian universities,” 

offering Americans “a good quality edu- I 

cation” and the opportunity to study in a 

“different culture and environment.” 

Queen’s Principal Bill Leggett stressed 

that it was the article, and not the uni¬ 

versity, that compared Queen’s to an Ivy 

League school. “The article made the 

comparison, not us,” he said. 

Leggett is pleased with the article 

explaining that one of Queen’s greatest 

challenges has been to “compete with 

American private universities where the 

average student income is three to seven 

times greater.” 

“We should be flattered to be put in 

their league,” he said. 

MacNeill expects the number of 

American students studying at Queen’s 

to rise, as the Canadian Ivy’s extensive 

American recruitment only got under¬ 

way two years ago. “This year there’s 

already been.an increase in information 

requests and campus visits from places 

like Texas, California and Georgia,” she 

said. 

be achieved. 

“We really enjoyed decorating our 

house as it has put all of us in the holi¬ 

day spirit and made us happier. We hope 

others will follow our lead,” Hammill 

said. 
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Phillips (left) and Hammill 
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enrolment 
increasing 

By Stephanie Carvin 

Statistics indicating levels of enrol¬ 

ment at Queen’s, which were presented 

to Senate last Thursday, showed that 

total enrolment at Queen’s has increased 

by 315 students this year. Enrolment for 

1998 stands at 16,852 compared to the 

1997 total of 16,537 students. 

“I am very pleased in the sense that 

the demand for enrolment at Queen’s 

[indicates that people] perceive the qual¬ 

ity of education that we offer,” said 

Principal Bill Leggett. 

Jo-Anne Bechthold, the university 

registrar, said she felt enrolment at 

Queen’s was “very strong, very healthy 

and very good... We are pleased with the 

enrolment.” 

The university evaluates enrolment 

by comparing actual enrolments to pro¬ 

jected increases. Last year the Office of 

the Registrar predicted that enrolment 

for full-time students in 1998 would be 

13,366. The actual number of full-time 

students, 13,643, surpassed this figure. 

“I am very pleased in the 
sense that the demand for 

enrolment at Queen’s 
[indicates that people] 
perceive the quality of 

education that we offer.” 

— Principal Bill Leggett 

Bechthold said the increase in first- 

year enrolment is very positive, and the 

increase in upper-year enrolment is an 

important sign for the university. In pre¬ 

vious years the number of upper-year 

students had been decreasing, indicating 

that a number of students were leaving 

or not returning to the university. “That 

didn’t seem to. be repeated this year,” 

she explained. 

The major changes in enrolment were 

seen in the School of Rehabilitation 

Therapy, as beginning this year, the pro¬ 

gram no longer admits students directly 

from high school. This has led to a 

decrease of 73 students in the program. 

A second faculty to show a large 

increase in enrolment this year was the 

Faculty of Applied Science, where enrol¬ 

ment increased by 122 students this 

year. The increase is a reflection of the 

Please see Raising on page 5 

Students light way for children 
By Lindsay Blakely 

Castle frosh can’t date staff, new policy says 
By Fiona Stevenson 

A new official policy at the 

International Study Centre prohibits per¬ 

sonal relationships between staff and 

first-year students and places limitations 

on personal relationships involving staff 

and upper-year students. 

“We want to encourage people to 

meet, but we have to put up little flags of 

warning,” said Sandy Montgomery, 

operations director at the ISC. 

On November 11, a memo was sent 

to the approximately 60 full and part- 

time staff at the ISC detailing manage¬ 

ment's position on personal relationships 

between employees and the castle’s 

approximately 110 students. 

The memo stated that personal rela¬ 

tionships with first-year students is 

strictly forbidden and if such a relation¬ 

ship were struck up it would be deemed 

gross misconduct and would entail 

instant dismissal. 

According to the policy statement, 

personal relationships with upper-year 

students are permitted but must be con¬ 

ducted away from the workplace and 

must not affect the working performance 

of any individual. Employees are not 

permitted to stay overnight in Bader Hall 

or in the castle with that person. 

Greg Lessard, academic director at 

the ISC, said when the ISC first opened 

there was no defined policy on relation¬ 

ships between staff and students, 

although an informal policy was in place. 

“One of the things were doing is revising 

the policy manual here for staff at the 

ISC [to] make explicit some things that 

weren’t made clear in the past,” he said. 

“The ISC is different from a typical 

university environment,” said Lessard. 

“We’re still seeing how things work 

here.;. We’re just trying to be very pru¬ 

dent in setting parameters." 

Lessard said restructuring the policy 

became especially important when the 

ISC began accepting first-year students 

last year. “Where we have very young 

students we have a certain duty of care,” 

he said. Lessard said the distinction 

between first-year and upper-year stu¬ 

dents is important because many of the 

first-year students are 17 or 18, whereas 

some of the upper-year students are 

mature students with perhaps more 

experience with life and personal rela¬ 

tionships. 

According to Lessard, the policy was 

based, in part, on Queen’s residences, 

where age-based distinctions in policy 

are also made. 

At Queen’s residences, “We have two 

sets of rules, one for floors seniors and 

house reps and one for dons,” said 

Associate Director of Residence Life 

Andrew Highet. 

“For dons, it’s no sexual or romantic 

relationships with any first-year students 

in your area of responsibility at any 

time,” he explained. “For the floor 

seniors and house reps, the rule is that 

during orientation week, absolutely no 

Please see Dating on page 9 
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Money Getting Tight? 

Try Campus Dining 1998-1999! 

Queen’s University dffers a vari¬ 

ety CDF MEAL PLANS FDR NDN-RESI” 

DENT STUDENTS. WE WOULD LIKE TD 

TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE 

you td our Optional Meal Plan 

options; your best food value 

ALTERNATIVE FOR THE BALANCE OF 

THIS ACADEMIC YEAR. 

When you sign up for the campus 
meal plan, you ar \e buying more 
than excellent food and courteous 
service at a reasonable price. 
Your are being : 

Nutrition: Your food not only 
tastes good, every meal is nutri¬ 
tionally balanced. 

Time: You are buying yourself 
valuable extra time to pursue your 
education - let us do the prepara¬ 
tion, service and clean-up! 

Win! Win! Win! 
-—> 

When you 
purchase 
your meal 
plan you are 
entered to 
win one of 
five free 
meal plans. 

Regular Meal Plans 

Security: Your food dollars won’t 
run at mid-semester on any of our Second Term Only Plans 
meal plans. 

5 Breakfasts 269.50 
Flexibility: You choose the meal 5 lunches 470.40 
plan that suits your needs. 5 Dinner 551.60 

•Plans are valid Monday- 
Friday from Jan. 11 to April 
23, 1999 

• The purchase of any single 
meal plan is subject to 7% 
GST 

• Once purchased, meal plans 
are non-refundable and non- 
transferable with the excep¬ 
tion of academic withdrawal. 

Bachelor of Education Meal 

Company: You’ll find that this is a 
great way to meet new friends 
and share new experiences. Our 
dining halls are lively during meal 
hours. 

Choice: Our meal program offers 
a wide variety of foods, offered in 
a self-service environment. Our 
program includes: Continental 
Breakfast; Hot Breakfast; a Variety 
of Nutritious Entrees with 
Potatoes, Rice and Vegetables; 
Deli Bar; Firehouse Grill; La 
Vincita Pasta Bar; Stir-Fry ; two 
Homemade Soups; Salads; and 
Delicious Fresh Fruit and 
Desserts. 

Special Diets: Our program pro¬ 
vides the flexibility to meet many 
dietary requirements. We offer an 
extensive vegetarian program. 
Should you have specific medical 
or religious dietary restrictions, we 
will meet with you to discuss how 
our dining program can meet your 
needs. 

Pacechangers: Pacechangers • The purchase of any single 
are designed to add excitement to meal plan is subject to 7% 

Hininn /~V«„— ,4 IIOT 

Plans 

Second Term Only Plans 

5 Breakfasts 211.75 
5 Lunches 369.60 
5 Dinner 433.40 

• Plans are valid Monday- 
Friday from Jan. 11 to April 
23, 1999. Excluding Practice 
Teaching and Reading Week 
periods: Feb. 22 to Mar. 19 
1999 

the dining program. Offered at 
least twice weekly, our 
pacechangers include: Perogie 
Bars; Baked Potato Bars ; Fresh 
Fruit Bars; Cheesecake Bars; 
Taco Bars; and more! 

Special Dinners: Offered every 
month, our special dinners cele¬ 
brate special occasions and fea¬ 
ture our most popular menus. 
Specials include: Holiday Dinner, 
St. Patrick’s Day, Thanksgiving; 
and more! 

GST. 

• Once purchased, meal plan; 
are non-refundable and non 
transferable with the accep¬ 
tance of academic withdrawal 

How to Purchase a 
Meal Plan 

Main Food Services Office 
John Deutsch University Centre 
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -4 p. 1 

Student group focuses 
on local community 

By Rebecca Stelter 

traditionally 
Queen’s Project on 

Development, a group 

focused on international aid efforts, has 

decided to help development in the 

Kingston community this year. The 

group will be working with the newly 

established, but as of yet unopened, 

Kingston Youth Shelter, collecting 

household items to be used in the shelter 

this weekend. 
•‘QPID hasn’t worked in Kingston 

before this year,” Toole commented, 

which is why plans for its future involve¬ 

ment with the Kingston Youth Shelter 

will be played “by ear.” Toole said QPID 

will probably be involved in training 

programs at the shelter, volunteering, 

counselling programs, and fund raising 

and advocacy. 

The Kingston Youth Shelter was 

recently created as a result of a survey of 

counselling at the shelter. “I’m really 

excited, it sounds like a good project” 

International Toole said. 

QPID’s “K.Y.S. Your Stuff Goodbye 

campaign” aims to collect these needed 
items from students living in the student 

housing district. “There are a lot of 

resources in Queen’s ghetto houses," 

Toole said, “And this [service] is hassle 

free. We will come to the houses in a 

van, pick up the stuff, and give it to the 

shelter.” 

QPID is asking Queen’s students to 

donate “anything they can. Preferably 

not clothes, but games, beds, couches, 

linens, anything you can think of that 

would be needed,” Toole said. The 

Kingston Youth Shelter will contain 

“beds, a daytime recreation room, a 

kitchen and bathrooms, so they need 

furniture for all of these,” she added. 

“I think that the issue [of Kingston 

street youth] should touch the lives of 

street kids, taken last summer. Many of Queen’s students,” Toole said. “I know 

the street kids surveyed expressed the that every student sees them as they 

walk down Princess Street. I think i 

should make us consider this opportu¬ 

nity we are given to be at Queen’s and it 

should make us realize how lucky we 

are.” 

The drive to pick up students’ house¬ 

hold items will be held this weekend, 

desire to have a place to go to get off the 

streets. As shelter materials are to be 

acquired on a donation basis, without 

QPID’s help, “when the shelter opens, 

there won’t be anything in it,” said 

Aynsley Toole, one of QPID’s Kingston 

Project Managers. 

The Kingston Youth Shelter is a very December 5 and 6. All students need to 

unique project, in that the street kids 

will be helping to run the shelter. They 

will sit on the board of directors, orga¬ 

nize activities, clean and cook, and par¬ 

ticipate in programs such as peer 

do is call the QPID office at 545-6845, 

tell the Kingston project managers what 

they will be donating and the QPID van 

will arrive at their house this weekend to 

collect their stuff, Toole said. 

Loan deferral possible 
Continued from page I 

$135,000, would be made available for 

student support, the remaining 

$220,000 would be made available to 

the School of Medicine for enhancement 

of the postgraduate programs. 

According to Smith, if residents begin 

paying tuition, they would qualify for 

deferral of OSAP loan payments. 

“That’s a crock, it’s fantasy,” argued 

Harriss. “The government has not 

agreed to do this. Ia 1996 the govern¬ 

ment agreed in principal to the idea of 

charging medical'residents tuition, but 

they most surely did not agree to any 

sort of payment deferral.” 

“We have to verify that,” said 

Principal Bill Leggett. “If they are classi¬ 

fied as students, residents would be bet¬ 

ter off because of the tax advantages.” 

Smith gave the following example to 

support the tuition fee: A resident with a 

$25,000 loan in 1997 would be required 

to pay principal and interest on the loan. 

At eight per cent the interest would be 

$2,000. If residents start paying tuition, 

they will be able to defer payment on the 

OSAP loan resulting in an annual saving 

of $2,000. According to Smith, “overall 

this student would be better off by a net 

fees^”14 3S 3 rCSUlt paying tuition 

Harriss disagreed with Smith’s exam¬ 

ple, saying “Since deregulation, tuition 

for medical students has gone through 

He IOa \? 0SAP has "°‘ 
adjusted. Many medical students are 

now turning to the banks, and [the 

banks] are quite happy to loan money to 
medical students." 

Harriss used his own financial situa¬ 

tion as an example; his total debt after 

undergraduate and medical school 

amounted to $70,000. He negotiated 

with the bank, and transferred his gov¬ 

ernment loans to the bank for a lower 

interest rate. Harriss indicated that most 

medical students are following suit, and 

a change in government repayment pol¬ 

icy would not affect the financial situa¬ 

tion of residents. 

“It’s ridiculous, if you could see what 

a medical, resident does... charging a 

tuition fee would be like rubbing salt in 

the wound,” said Bhardwaj. “In most 

cases, residents have already had seven 

years of post-secondary education... In 

some cases residents are working 100 

plus hours per week at what works out 

to be minimum wage... it’s a really 

brutal lifestyle.” 

“We teach and "Work harder for our 

$34,000 a year than many hospital staff 

do for $100,000,” agreed Harriss. 

“I need to stress we are very inter¬ 

ested in working constructively with the 

university, with a spirit of co-operation,’ 

said Harriss. “But the relationship with 

the university would be soured [if tuition 

fees were imposed], and this issue is 

already creating much ill-feeling towards 

the university by graduates of medicine 

here at Queen’s.” 

“I understand and empathize with 

these students, but the issue here is the 

same for all students,” stated Leggett. 

“We have a commitment to sustain the 

quality of programs here at Queen’s... it 

is becoming increasingly difficult to [sus¬ 

tain quality] in this economic environ¬ 

ment.” 

Leggett added, “The majority of 

Queen’s students understand the impor¬ 

tance of the high quality of programs 

here at Queen’s... at what point is it 

equitable to charge one group and not 

another?” 
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Housing: the good, bad and ugly Raising 
By Maggie Buhajczyk 

Iri anticipation of the January house 

hunt, the Alma Mater Society Municipal 

Affairs Commission hosted their annual 

"Housing Horror and Not-so Horror 

Tour” on Wednesday evening. 

According to Sarah Corman, munici¬ 

pal affairs commissioner, the goal of the 

tour was to present student housing 

issues to the community and to illustrate 

the positive results that occur when land¬ 

lords and tenants care about their homes. 

“The tour raises awareness about stu¬ 

dent housing and makes sure our issues 

stay on top of the city’s agenda,” she 

explained. 

“We want to show that positive 

improvements are taking place, but they 

require a lot of effort from the tenants, 

landlords and the city,” said Liz Smart, 

chair of the Housing Issues Taskforce 

and organizer of the event. 

Visiting four houses in the student 

housing area, the tour exemplified both 

the best and worst of housing conditions. 

The examples of poor living condi¬ 

tions ranged from leaking pipes and 

structural problems to squirrels in the 

ceiling. “Most of what we want gets 

done, the problem is quality. Everything 

is a short fix,” said Scott Hicks, Sci ’00. 

On the other end of the spectrum, 

landlord Nancy Smith showed that stu¬ 

dents can have all the amenities of home, 

including heat insulation and 

dishwashers. 

A new MAC initiative, the Property 

Standards Taskforce, was also discussed 

on the tour. Working with the city, the 

Property Standards Taskforce offers free 

property standards evaluations to all stu¬ 

dent tenants. 

Smart said a property standards 

evaluation can identify housing problems 

and give students a legal recourse. “If 

students get a notice, they can show it to 

the landlord and it gets done,” she said. 

Residents of 269 Frontenac St. said 

the efforts of the Taskforce helped them 

solve problems they were experiencing 

with their landlord. “We now have a civil 

relationship with our landlord. There’s 

some respect now,” said Alex Tarantino, 

Arts ’01. 

Linda Chartier, Property Standards 

Officer for the area, said students should 

first notify the landlord with any con¬ 

cerns. “If you get no response, call prop¬ 

erty standards and we’ll get an 

inspection,” she said. 

Winner of last year’s MAC 

“Landlords of the Year” award, Smith 

said the landlord-tenant relationship 

works both ways. “I think the reason we 

get excellent tenants is because I lay 

down a firm line of what is expected,” 

she said. In return, Smith provides yard 

maintenance by mowing the lawn, shov¬ 

eling the snow and addressing problems 

quickly. “We feel that we owe it to the 

tenants. Students have other things on 

their agenda than shoveling the snow,” 

she said. 

“I think the tour is an excellent idea,” 

said Mayor Gary Bennett. “What I’ve 

seen over the last five to six years is that 

students are accepting more responsibil¬ 

ity for housing standards,” he added. 

City Councillor Don Rogers said 

there has been a “slow, steady and signif¬ 

icant improvement” in student housing. 

“The MAC has filled an important gap 

because it empowers student tenants to 

seek appropriate redress when there are 

housing problems,” he said. 

the bar 
Continued from page 3 

fact that the Faculty made the decision 

to admit additional first-year students 

this year, 608 as compared to 486 in 

1997. 

Bechthold indicated that the 

increased number of students in 

Applied Science “was a planned 

increase.” In trying to increase the 

number of engineers, the provincial 

government has undertaken a new pro¬ 

gram, the Access To Opportunities 

Program. The program will provide 

additional money per engineering stu¬ 

dent if the university can increase 

enrolment in Applied Science by a min¬ 

imum of 20 per cent of the 1995-96 

enrolment figures. 

“The Faculty wanted to get and 

early start on the increase,” said 

Bechrhold. “There was a tremendously 

strong applicant pool... It was an ideal 

opportunity without doing anything to 

decrease the standards of admission.” 

Average entering grade for students 

entering Queen’s from high school or 

CEGEP was 86.8 per cent. The pro¬ 

portion with 75 per cent or higher was 

92.8 percent. Queen’s leads the coun¬ 

try with both statistics. 

The number of males at the univer¬ 

sity in 1997 was 7,392 and the number 

of females was 9,145. This year the 

number of males stands at 7,580 and 

the number of females at 9,272. This 

gives the university a male/female ratio 

of 45/55, and an increase in male 

enrolment of 1.9 per cent. Kingston Mayor Gary Bennett (far left) takes a break with last year’s MAC 

Landlords of the Year winners, Nancy Smith and her husband. 
PHOTO BY JAMES TERJAN1AN 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

Spectrum of the Arts 
Presents: 

WHOSE LINE IS IT 
ANYWAY? 

Free Admission, Dec.3, 8-9:30 

Dunning Auditorium 

Submissions Needed!! 
Queen's Feminist Review is 

looking for poetry, artwork, prose 

and essays. Submissions are 

due by January 22 at the AMS 

front desk. All members of the 

Queen's community are welcome 

to submit. 

Leaving town for the holidays? 

Keep your stuff safe with 

Holiday House Check A 

student Patroller will come by 

your place to stomp down snow, 

collect mail, check the exterior 

and contact you, your landlord or 

the police in an emergency. 

Registration forms are available 

at the AMS and be sure to drop it 

oft before you leave. 
Info available at 545-6000 

ext.5178 

Need A Snow Shovel? 
Go to your Street-Captain’s 

house. Don’t know who your 

street captain is? Look for signs 

in the window or call the MAC! 

Clubs Night II 
The Return of Clubs Nights 

Check it out in January. 
Wants some info? 

Contact Dan @ 545- 
6000ext.4815 

December 6 Events 
Friday December 4 
Memorial Service 

Grant Hall 10am-11 am 

Sunday December 6 
Candlelight Vigil 

Steps of City Hall 11 am - 3 pm 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

phone the AMS Communications Commission § 545-2732, or email C0wm@flms.4MeemM.cfl J|jj§jf 
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Task Force introduces accessibility doors 
By Mandy Marriott 

Queen’s students are finding some 

buildings easier to access thanks to the 

14 new power doors that were added in 

buildings across campus this summer. 

The doors were installed with the aim 

of improving physical accessibility and 

cost approximately $53,600, jointly 

funded by the AMS Accessibility Task 

Force and Queen’s. 

Two doors were put in Botterell Hall, 

two in Ellis Hall, one in Humphrey Hall, 

two in Jeffery Hall, two in Stirling Hall, 

one in the Victoria School Building and 

two in Watson Hall. 

Aaron Wong-Sing, a member of the 

Accessibility Task Force, said the deci¬ 

sion to install the doors came about early 

last year, but it took most of the school 

year to get funding approved and to 

receive quotes and estimates on the price 

of the doors. 

The Task Force is a committee run 

under the direction of the AMS 

Vice-President of University Affairs. It is 

funded through a $3 mandatory student 

fee paid at the beginning of the school 

year. 

Alison Loat, AMS VP (UA), said 

Queen’s is unique in the way it handles 

accessibility issues because students are 

so involved in the process. “It is a phe¬ 

nomenal commitment from Queen’s stu¬ 

dents and this is different from other 

schools,” Loat said, adding that, at many 

schools the majority of the funding for 

accessibility comes from the school itself. 

The Accessibility Task Force was cre¬ 

ated in 1988 to meet Queen’s students 

increasing need for accessibility on cam¬ 

pus. Sing emphasized the need for con¬ 

tinued upgrading of accessibility on 

campus. “Queen’s prides itself on having 

a diverse make-up of stu¬ 

dents. If we want to 

accept people from all 

walks of life we must 

make [Queen’s] accessi¬ 

ble,” he said. 

The Task Force has 

improved accessibility on 

campus in other ways as 

well. It has taken on pro¬ 

jects such as installing the 

Grey House ramp, 

putting a lift in the pool 

of the Physical Education One of the many wheelchair ramps providing 

Centre, and helping accessibility around campus. 

develop the Adaptive photo by alex kronby 

Technologies laboratory. Sing said in the on campus, both Sing and Loat agree the 

new year the committee will be running Louise D. Acton building is in great need 

a sign language course as well helping to of improvements in terms of accessibility 

co-ordinate an awareness week on issues are especially essential because it is the 

surrounding disabilities. rehabilitation building. 

In terms of improvements to buildings 

Society could remain independent 
Continued from page I 

“trying to decide where the medical 

society naturally belongs," 

Wliil'e they accept that the recent 

inclusion of the Faculty of Law into the 

Society, of Graduate and Professional 

Schools could help in making the transi¬ 

tion from the AMS as smooth as possi¬ 

ble, Billingsley said the Aesculapian 

Society is “not necessarily following the 

Law Society example.” 

Backo sees that the immediate future 

for an Aesculapian Society divorced 

from the AMS will likely include accep¬ 

tance in the SGPS, but Billingsley said 

the society could also remain indepen¬ 

dent of other student governments at 

Queen's. 

None of the medical students 

contacted by The Journal wished to 

comment on the impending referendum. 

Prior to the meeting on November 

26, the Aesculapian executives sent let¬ 

ters explaining their decision to AMS 

President Torn Stanley, SGPS President 

Chris Hales and members of the AMS 

executive and the administration. 

“Although I had informal discussions 

with various people about the 

possibility, the actual official statement 

was a surprise to me,” said Stanley. 

In terms of AMS response to the 

statement, “I don’t think it’s a matter of 

appeasement or last minute scrambling 

to try to lock people in the AMS,” 

Stanley said. “I hope that regardless of 

the outcome, we can look at the real 

substantive issues and look for general 

improvement.” 

“I think it’s safe to say that deregula¬ 

tion of professional programs has exac¬ 

erbated any differences [between 

programs] that did exist,” Stanley con¬ 

tinued. However, ‘T don’t really feel that 

niition increases would bring them any 

closer [to the SGPS],” he said. 

While undergraduate programs expe¬ 

rienced a 20 per cent increase this year, 

graduate programs experienced only a 

three per cent or CPI increase. 

“I don’t think that student govern¬ 

ment membership is defined by tuition 

level,” Stanley added. 

Hales said, “We weren’t surprised 

[about the referendum] because we 

heard the rumours.” 

The LSS’s recent transfer from the 

AVIS made the SGPS realize that it 

needed a process by which groups could 

join and leave the society, Hales 

explained. The last reading of the proce¬ 

dure will occur this Tuesday and is 

expected to be in place by the end of 

January, he said. 

“I don’t think that student 

government membership is 

defined by tuition level.” 

— Tom Stanley, AMS President 

Backo said the Dean of Student 

Affairs, the Dean of the School of 

Medicine and the Registrar’s Office have 

been consulted to work out the logistics 

that would follow a “yes” answer. 

“We want to be prepared and nor 

leave anything to chance,” explained 

Backo, “although we know there are 

always stumbling blocks.” 

The Aesculapian executive is develop¬ 

ing a booklet for members of the 

Aesculapian Society, illustrating the pros 

and cons involved with the referendum 

decision. Backo affirmed that the execu¬ 

tive-plans to tackle the issue in an “open- 

eyed” manner. The executive wants 

society members to be aware of the con¬ 

sequences involved with leaving the 

AMS, joining the SGPS, or maintaining 

the existing position within the AMS, 

she added. 

Backo said the primary consequence 

of leaving the AMS would be the loss of 

certain services, but. tied to the AMS, 

the society lacks appropriate representa¬ 

tion. 

The referendum is tentatively sched¬ 

uled to take place during the second 

week of January. The Aesculapian 

Society is running the referendum itself, 

but wants to allow for the AMS to pre¬ 

sent its case to students in January' 

before a decision is made. 

— with files from Fiona Stevenson 

Who's watching your house is holiday break? 

Protect your stuff with 

HOLIDAY HOUSE (HECK 
Registration forms available at the AMS front desk 

The HHQ is also hiring patrollers for the break. 

IF interested please grab an application form from 

che AMS front lobby. Due by 4pm, Dec 1 st. 

I w 
Questions? Call the MAC at 

545 6000 ext 5178 

Keep your 
hands to 
yourself. 

The Roots Alex Back Pack 
Rugged Construction 

Handcrafted In Canada 
Genuine Leather 

Black or Brown 
$188 ROOTS 

KINGSTON 
GOOD FOR UFE. 

MUOENI C.OVEKNMCNI 

229 Princess Street - 546 - 7668 - Open Sundays 
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Amnesty group supports human rights day 
, ,,, re|,gjon or sexuality, Bellair International groups out the,. 

ByErikMissio QA1 Public Awareness People should know svha B ^ sending their own letters, y0„ 
Director Jacquie Bellair said the going on m the world, sne sa.u. , writing t0 various know the message is getti 

Next Thursday, Queen's candle campaign is an effective Amnesty Internattimai, ^ sratc and ambassadors across," she said. 

Amnesty International is asking way to make people more con- non-denominational an J |ehalf of the prisoners. The group also embarks on a 

.scious about the atrocities being governmental activist uiu members of the QAI try to send greeting card campaign each 

committed against those who ment, works ,npr . the message that the world holiday season. By sendin. 

rl° " . - L... Koinrr violated cards directlv to rhnop 

students to 'keep the light on' 

for human rights awareness. 

The group distributed over 300 

candles yesterday in the John 

Deutsch University Centre and 

Mac-Corry, with the hope that 

wished to exercise their basic 

freedoms without violence. 

“Seeing a candle in the win¬ 

dow [on December 10] will 

students will keep them lit in remind us how lucky we are to 

their windows on December 10. live in a country where we’re 

ment, 

violations of human 

around the globe. The group 

focuses on 'prisoners of con¬ 

science,’ people who remain 

imprisoned or harassed for their 

beliefs or for their nationality. 

knows rights are being violated cards directly to those being 

and wants something to be done imprisoned for their beliefs, 

about it. “Even if you don’t get QIA affirms to the prisoners of 

a response to what you’ve writ- conscience that they are not 

ten, with all of the Amnesty alone. 

The day marks not only the 

25 th anniversary of the 

Canadian wing of the Human 

Rights Organization, but the 

50th year since the signing of 

the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights. This declara¬ 

tion, intended to preserve basic 

fundamental rights such as free¬ 

dom of expression and protec¬ 

tion from arbitrary arrest, is 

consistently violated throughout 

the world. 

The candles were distributed 

by members of QAI, along with 

copies of the UDHR and win¬ 

dow signs declaring support for 

the recognition of human rights. 

able to write... or speak our 

minds,” she said. “[We hope] 

people will try to ameliorate the 

situation , by getting more 

involved.” 

Heather Wirick, Artsci ’01, 

plans on placing the candle in 

the window on December 1.0. “I 

think it’s important to show 

support for those without the 

freedoms we take for granted. 

It's a small gesture, but it helps 

to increase awareness,” she 

explained. 

Danielle Nowakowski, 

Comm ’02 agreed “No one 

should have to live in constant 

fear because they’re a woman or 

because of what they believe in. 

Overlap ‘bad political move’ 

Make the 

Official Language 
Monitor Prograi 

WORK FOR YOU! 

Looking for an opportunity to work 
in another province? Need to brush up on your 

French skills? Spend a year in Quebec 
or New Brunswick! 

(heck oul the Officiol Longuoge 
Monilor Progrom. We promise 
on exciting and engaging expe¬ 
rience. As a monilor of English 
you will work with o teacher in 
o dossroom, port-lime or full¬ 
time, to promote your longuage 
and culture. 

If you ore o Canadian Citizen 
or permanent resident, have at 
least one year of postsecondary 
studies and you want to work 
with students, then the Monitor 
Program is for you! 

hi hitlhtr inloinwfion ue your: 
• Coieu Plofemenl Centre; 
• finomio! Aid Ollke; 
• flench Deportmenl; 

lor Piogiom 
ml Policy Branch 

Moral Block, Queen’s Po 
Toionlo, 0nM7A 112 

l + l- ■ ©Ontario 

ONE YEAR MEDIA OR JOURNALISM 
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMS 

Use your degree to qualify for admission. 

Options include: New Media Journalism, New Media Production, 

Broadcast Journalism, Print Journalism, Photojournalism, Media 
Marketing & Sales, Advertising, Television, and Radio. 

Classes begin May or September 1999 al EMTEC, the Emerging 

Media Technology Centre at Loyalist College in Belleville, Ontario. 

For complete inlormation: riri 

phone: 1-888-LOYALIST fax: (613) 969-7905 

email: graduate@loyalistc.on.ca frJk y| 
website: www.loyalistc.on.ca ~ I 
mail: Box 4200, Belleville ON K8N 5B9 IgMl FCs 
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Continued from page I 

whole week could be moved 

two days back or the original 

schedule could be maintained. 

At last week’s Alma Mater 

Society Assembly meeting, 

student leaders voiced their 

concerns on this issue. 

Concurrent Education 

Student's Association president 

Lisa Mori said, “We're going to 

do our very best but it might 

come to the point where it 

won’rbe feasible.” 

Moving the entire week back 

two full days would result in 

many complications. The new 

schedule would interfere with 

officials at residence services 

who normally book the use of 

residence space for conference 

housing up until the beginning 

of Orientation Week. First-year 

students would be required to 

pay for two extra days of 

accommodation and food, and 

don and residence training 

would have to be more compact 

or moved back two days. 

Finally, students would have to 

terminate their summer 

employment before the Labour 

day weekend, 

Alex Tarantino, Arts and 

Science Undergraduate Society 

representative to the AMS, 

thinks not accommodating 

Jewish students would be a 

grave mistake. “It just seems 

very sad and seems like it would 

be a bad political move,” he 

said. Tarantino suggested rea¬ 

sons for not changing the week 

were merely excuses. “I’m just 

dissatisfied,” he said. 

Mori expressed the hope 

that Jewish students of the 

Queen’s community will recog¬ 

nize the serious effort being 

made to both justly and logisti- 

cally determine the solution to 

this problem, no matter what 

the result. “1 hope people 

wouldn’t see it as a failing of 

their student leaders,” she said. 

“I very much appreciate the 

seriousness with which students 

are looking at the issues and are 

working towards a compro¬ 

mise," said Crawford. He also 

emphasized that a compromise 

is the most optimal solution. 

“We will have well over 2,000 

first-year students, so it is 

important to organise planned 

activities,” said Crawford. 

Rosh Hashanah normally 

falls later in the year, and many 

Jewish students choose to miss 

classes to attend synagogue. 

However, many assembly mem¬ 

bers said choosing to miss the 

integral events of the two final 

days of first-year orientation 

could present a much greater 

loss. 

“There are a whole lot of 

issues and we all have to 

compromise, but I don’t think 

student’s should be discrimi¬ 

nated against,” said Naomi 

Brunemeyer, AMS social issues 

commissioner. Brunemeyer 

emphasized that missing out on 

first-year activities would cost 

some first-year students the loss 

of “an important bonding 

experience.” 

Umimmml 

By popular demand 

The Pig Elves 

and their 

Implements of Construction 

present.,.. 

(Hlje JBecemher JEltmter ^Beal 

Oyl Oyl Oyl Ho! Ho! Only $19.95!!!* 

(with your 15% student discount* it's almost free) 

‘Soup du Jour or Caesar Salad* 

plus one of the following main courses 

’Fresh Atlantic Salmon Fillet* 

’Monkfish Tajine with Charmoula* 
(fresh monkfish with a spicy coriander & parsley sauce) 

‘Rosemary Rack of Lamb* 

*Ly's Grilled Fire Rib Dinner* 

*Confit of Muscovy Duck with Braised Red Cabbage* 

•Polio Verde Almendrado* 
(chicken breast In green almond sauce with spiced yams) 

Grilled Black Ansus Strip Loin Steak with Mustard Horseradish Butter* 

Ased Rib Steak with Green Peppercorn Butter* 

PIUS 

*A Sweet Bite Dessert* 

’Tea or Coffee* 

in December 
Che, Pl3gy 68R Princess St. sao. 

- -549-7673 -plus tax -with student ID 
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church services. 

Call the Community 

Volunteer Centre at 542-8512. 

Volunteer 

Telephone Aid Line Kingston 

(TALK) needs volunteers over 

the age of 18 who are good lis¬ 

teners to staff shifts on the cri¬ 

sis, distress, information line. 

The Sunshine Foundation of 

Canada seeks 15-20 volunteers 

to help at the Christmas Show 

at the Olympic Harbour. 

The Boys and Girls Club of 

Greater Kingston needs 35 vol¬ 

unteer youth leaders over 16 

years of age with knowledge of 

CPR and First Aid to help with 

programs for children 4 to 18. 

The John Howard Society of 

Kingston seeks volunteers will¬ 

ing to commit three hours per 

week for its One to One 

Volunteer Visitor Program. 

Fairmount Home needs vol¬ 

unteers to help residents in 

wheelchairs attend Sunday 

Fruit Drive 

Kingston’s Queer Action 

group is sponsoring a fruit drive 

to raise visibility of queers as 

vital members of the Kingston 

community and bridge the con¬ 

nection between poverty and 

sexuality. Drop off canned fruit 

at the Publishing and Copy 

Centre in the JDUC, Sleepless 

Goat Cafe, Club 477 and Angles 

Hair Design until December 14. 

Contact Marney at 542-7715 

for more information. 

New Year’s Polar Plunge 

Citizens Against Sexual Child 

Abuse challenges participants to 

a fund-raising Polar Plunge at 

Confederation Basin at 2 p.m. 

on December 31. There will be 

prizes for all swimmers. Call 

546-0075 for more informa¬ 

tion. 

Policy concerns some students 
Continued from page 3 

romantic or sexual relationships 

with anybody in your area of 

responsibility and then for the 

rest of the term, sexual or 

romantic relationships in your 

area of responsibility are 

strongly discouraged.” 

“The design, is more or less 

an age-based one... There’s a 

substantial age difference here 

in many cases,” Highet said. 

Floor seniors tend to be second- 

year students while dons tend to 

be fourth-year or graduate stu¬ 

dents. 

Highet said the policy is a 

long-standing one. “It certainly 

is nothing new. For years, the 

message to dons have been very 

clear: hands off,” he said. “We 

put it right there in their terms 

of employment.” 

If a relationship formed 

between a don and a student 

under his or her jurisdiction, 

“we make it very clear that we 

would view that as inappropri¬ 

ate sexual contact and put their 

position at risk,” he said. 

“Fortunately, we don’t have any 

history of this sort of thing but 

it would be treated very seri¬ 

ously.” 

The ISC policy has raised 

some concern among students. 

“When we first heard about it 

we thought it was a student/staff 

policy. We were outraged 

because we thought that was a 

clear violation of student 

rights,” said Nick McGrath, 

first-year representative on the 

ISC student council. When 

council was informed it was a 

staff, not a student, policy, “we 

pretty much abandoned the 

issue because it wasn’t a viola¬ 

tion of student rights any 

more,” he said. 

“Since it doesn’t apply to us 

directly, there’s really nothing 

we can do about it,” McGrath 

added. 

“I understand where they’re 

coming from but I don’t really 

think that it’s justifiable,” 

McGrath said. “The reality is 

that it happens in the real world 

all the time.” 

“To be objective, I under¬ 

stand why it applies to first- 

years and not to upper-years, a 

lot of [first-year students] are 

17...,” said first-year ISC stu¬ 

dent Dana Stefov; however, she 

added, “I don’t feel like I’m any 

less mature than upper-years to 

make a decision for myself.” 

“I understand why the policy 

was put into place but I think if 

they were going to make a pol¬ 

icy like that they should have 

created it equally for all stu¬ 

dents,” said third-year ISC stu¬ 

dent Samantha Springer. “Some 

of the first-years are the same 

age as I am... and are more 

mature than the upper-years.” 

Lessard emphasized the ISC’s 

policies are not set in stone. 

“We have democratic mecha¬ 

nisms in place to change a pol¬ 

icy if it appears to need 

changing,” he said. “Issues of 

policy can be brought forward 

and modifications can be pro¬ 

posed.” 

Smoking options ‘expensive’ 
Continued from page 2 

smoking lounge in each resi¬ 

dence, which would provide an 

iridoor space for smokers. 

However, Brown notes that this 

would be an expensive endeav¬ 

our because of the handling sys¬ 

tems already in place in the 

residences. 

Another proposed idea is to 

build kiosks, outdoor locations 

designated for smoking. 

Implementation of the kiosks 

would be expensive. Brown 

said, and he does not believe 

they would be consistent with 

the Queen's campus plan. 

Outdoor smoking areas 

often become “unsightly,” 

Brown explained, due to ciga¬ 

rette butts left on the ground 

and the trash that gets thrown 

about the areas. In terms of the 

clean and friendly campus 

ambience Queen’s would like 

to maintain. Brown sees these 

outdoor smoking refuges as 

potential sources of contention. 

Brown said the areas could 

also bring about serious safety 

problems if people are smoking 

outside at night. 

“We do not want it to 

become a safety' issue,” 

Crawford said, adding, he will 

not advocate implementation 

without “looking hard at the 

issue.” Crawford admitted he 

and others did not realize it 

would be such an expense to 

eliminate smoking in resi¬ 

dences. 

Brown said a recent survey 

showed most students to be in 

favour of a smoking ban in res¬ 

idences. 

Jenn Roden, a first-year stu¬ 

dent living in Morris Hall, sup¬ 

ports banning smoking from 

residence rooms, but thinks 

there should be a smoking area 

inside the residences. Roden 

said she is “fine with smoking 

in residence as long as it’s not 

in [her] room.” If non-smokers 

do not want people smoking 

around them, then smokers 

should respect this and should 

go somewhere else, she said. 

Heather MacLeod, first-year 

student and Gordon Hall resi¬ 

dent, supports a complete 

smoking ban from residences. 

Because MacLeod has asthma,; 

she is greatly affected by sec¬ 

ond-hand smoke. MacLeod 

said die ban is “definitely a 

good .idea,” and advocated 

tighter restrictions on smoking 

if the ban does not get enacted. 

CZd- 

Promotions 
Screen Print and Embroidery, 

in house Graphic Design. 
More than 300,000 

Promotional Products to choose from/ 

Wide range of in-stock or customized 
_ SPORTSWEAR. 
/ Want to promote your TEAM? Leave it to US! \ 

Make ’98 the year to remember. 
Make an impression at your conference. 

Quality merchandise at very competitive prices. 

Come and visit our showroom 
I'Ve are licensed tor the Queen's fogo. 
530 Barnsley Cres. Kingston, ON 

Tel: (613) 634-2437 Fax: (613) 634-2505 
www.multldeas.com 

iultl@adan.klngston.net 

Light up 
your life 
Continued from page 3 

The organizers also hope the 

presence of lit-up student 

houses “should make the end 

of term grind a little more bear¬ 

able,” Hammill said. 

The prize for the winning 

house would include dinner at 

a local restaurant and a holiday 

prize package, although 

Phillips hopes people would 

take part out of charity. 

A table in Mac-Corry set up 

today, tomorrow, Monday and 

Tuesday between 12 and 4 p.m. 

where students can register for 

the contest. Students who can¬ 

not decorate a house but would 

like to give some money to the 

charity drive, can contact the 

organizers at 547-5498 to 

make a donation. 

Curry Village 
Bringing you Kingston's finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times, 
The Globe and Mall, Toronto life and the 

Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), C.49 CO I O 
Kingston, Ontario JU#U 

20% Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

FOOD SPECIALS 

$2.49 Sunday breakfast 
suii-tiies 

1/2 price wings* 
wed 

1/2 price naclios* 
‘after ?pm with brvcragr purchase 
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Why spend hundreds on an upgrade for your computer? 
I—lop on the Internet, spend nothing and get a 

rade 
IF YOU READ MONDAY’S Journal cover processors. Obviously, old Atari 

story on our server meltdown, you cartridges and quarter-munching 

can imagine the kind of week we’ve arcade games don’t run on the 

been having with our computers. You same hardware as Windows 98. 

can forgive me, then, if I get a little nos- The processors in the old gaming 

talgic for earlier days of computing, systems are relatively slow and 

before viruses or networks or even hard primitive, so before any code 

drives. Just turn on the computer and writing can begin, the PC has to 

instantly — instantly, mind you — the be fooled into thinking that it’s 

familiar blue screen and flashing cursor running one of the old CPUs, 

assure you that it is always: 

READY. 

Ah, my Commodore 64. 

Now, though, the old C64 and other 

Fortunately, emulators for many 

CPUs manufactured in the 

seventies and eighties are readily 

available. 

Lie Hi 

classic computer and gaming systems be retrieved from the original 

aren’t just things of the past. Thanks to hardware. To convert the computer’s 

emulators or emus, freeware programs machine language back into assembly, 

available on the Internet, you can play all the language most of these systems were 

the old games — Atari, ColecoVision, written in, the code has to run through a 

Commodore, whatever — on your PC. disassembler. Now, if you can under- 

Now, these aren’t just cheesy stand assembly, you can understand the 

Windows versions of the low-res, low- code. 

colour games you played when you were And then comes the fun part: actually 

a kid. These are the original games, the writing the emulator. Using the original 

data taken from the original cartridges, code as a guide, a new program must be 

5 Vi" floppies and even stand-up arcade written, usually in a combination of C 

games, that run within an environment and assembly, that can run on a PC. After 

that so closely emulates the original months of compiling, debugging and 

system that you can hardly tell the rewriting, you might end up with a func- 

difference. tional emulator. 

Consider how difficult a computing But you still don’t have a game, just a 

problem this is. First of all, you really system to run one on. The final step is to 

need to know what you’re doing inside a make an image of the original game, 

computer. A prospective emu coder has stored on a cartridge or on floppies, that 

to be able to read the schematics of a sys- your emulator can recognize, 

tern that hasn’t been manufactured in In short, writing an emu requires inti- 

10 or 15 years. This would require mate knowledge of computers, a whole 

extensive knowledge of computer lot of time, gobs of patience and more 

architecture. than a few trips back and forth to Radio 

Next, there’s the problem of the Shack. 

And people write these things. 

For free. 

And the results are sometimes 

amazing. Seeing your Pentium 

computer running the Atari 

2600’s version of Defender is 

somewhat of a humbling experi- 

1 Another visitor. Stay a while. Stay foreverl" 
Then the operating code has to Impossible Mission II for the Commodore 64. 

Defender for the Atari 2600 running on 6 
Pentium machine. Pulse pounding action. 

How to 

and realistic displays of blood and gore. 

In so many ways the games produced 

today are a hundred times better than 

anything created back then. So while 

most gamers are obsessing over Quake II 

and StarCraft, why does anyone bother 

playing Frogger anymore? 

There’s something infectious about 

those classic games. It’s easy to see why 

we spent so many quarters and so much 

time in our friends’ basements playing 

the things. They’re simple and infuriat¬ 

ing puzzles and you’re certain you can 

solve them on the next game. 

Also, creating an emulator is certainly 

a challenge for the gear-head who sets 

his or her mind to it. 

But computer games are a part of our 

culture and someday, they’ll be a part of 

our history. It would be a shame if 

Pacman were lost simply because the last 

piece of hardware that it could be played 

on rusted away. Many of the web pages 

on retrogaming are consumed with pre¬ 

serving games in their original form, 

down to the finest detail. Obviously, 

these games mean a lot to some people. 

When Atari released Potjg in 1972, it 

was the first time that people and com¬ 

puters got along on good terms. In the 

early eighties, gaming was a driving force 

in their popularization. And now that 

ence. The computer’s speakers, computers are a part of our lives every 

used to producing CD-quality day, we should certainly preserve that 

music and sound effects, emit early part of our relationship with them, 

these ridiculous squeaks and 

buzzes. The monitor displays 

chunky representations of ships 

and aliens, rather than its usual 

sophisticated ray-traced images 

John Bowman suggests checking out 

www.classicgaming.com for information 

on emulators and ROM images of 

your favourite retro games. 

um 
Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

Gobi Desert 
fossils reveal early 
mammal evolution 
Fossils discovered by a joint 

American-Mongolian expedition in the 
Gobi Desert are settling some debates 
about an evolutionary split in early 
mammals. The new specimens of the 
dinosaur-era mammal Deltatheridium 
have skull features which tend to group 
it with marsupial mammals, like kanga¬ 
roos and koalas, rather than placen- 
tals, which include the mammals we 
are most familiar with, including us. 
This grouping had been somewhat 
contentious before this discovery. The 
80-million-year-old fossil skulls also 
show that Deltatheridium was a rela¬ 
tively large mammal for that time, with 
a skull nearly 5 cm in length. 
Deltatheridium was probably a carni¬ 
vore, evidenced by its sharp canines 
and molars, feeding on lizards and 
smaller mammals. 

Martian group 
chooses Canadian 
Arctic for test site 
A group calling itself the Mars 

Society is planning to build a simulated 
Mars station on Devon Island, just 
north of Baffin Island in Canada's far 
north. An article in Wednesday's Globe 
and Mail reported that the Haughton 
Crater site on Devon Island is a good 
model for the conditions that exist on 
Mars. The uninhabited island is essen¬ 
tially an arctic desert, cold and dry, and 
the area around the Haughton Crater is 
a network of glacier-carved valleys, 
similar to those found on Mars. The 
aim of the project is to test the design 
of a habitable Mars station and to bring 
the idea of manned missions to Mars 
into the forefront. Mars Society presi¬ 
dent Robert Zubrin stated that he was 
excited about the element of danger 
that the arctic location poses. He 
explained that the danger was useful 
for training future Mars colonists. 
"Although the form of danger is much 
different than Mars," said Zubrin. “I 
mean, here it's polar bears and there 
it’s other things." 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

545-6972 

Visit the student food bank. 

There’s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

We’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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Dishonorable discharge 
As if the Toronto Blue Jays 

weren’t already mired in enough 

doubt and uncertainty over their 

future, they now have to deal with a 

manager who seems to believe that 

feigning post-traumatic stress-disorder 

over a war he never fought in is a good 

idea. 

Despite never having been a U.S. 

Marine in Vietnam, Tim Johnson has 

spent the last 30 years of his life mis¬ 

representing himself as a Vietnam war 

veteran to his colleagues, the media and 

the public. As the manager of the Blue 

Jays this past season, Johnson is 

reported to have used his stories of life 

on the ‘front line’ to motivate up to 

eight Jays players. True or not, lines like 

‘If you think hitting home-runs is hard, 

try killing civilian children in south-east 

Asia’ are hardly an inspiring tales to lift 

a beleaguered ball player out of a hit¬ 

ting slump. While the motif of going 

into battle may be a common metaphor 

in some locker-rooms, the use of vio¬ 

lent war analogies taints the spirit of the 

sport and should not be condoned. 

Johnson, who claims to have many 

A TRAGIC AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT 

last week left a Kingston mother 

without her husband and three 

children. A similar accident in the sum¬ 

mer resulted in the death of Queen’s 

student Mark Wilson and his family. In 

both cases, the word accident seems a 

misnomer considering that Mark and 

the other victims would still be alive if 

another driver had followed the law 

and not driven while impaired. 

The proximity of these tragedies to 

our own lives forces us to confront the 

often fatal consequences of driving 

while under the influence of alcohol. 

However, move a safe distance from the 

salient horror of a friend or neighbor 

dying and our actions and attitudes 

towards driving drunk seem to contra¬ 

dict any understanding of the serious¬ 

ness of this issue. Despite the fact that 

40 per cent of all motor vehicle fatali¬ 

ties in Canada involve alcohol use, it is 

not uncommon for many of us to watch 

friends get behind the wheel after hav- 

friends who served in ’Nam, should 

also have known better than to belittle 

their sacrifices by capitalizing on their 

traumatic experiences. When he publi- 

cally tried to make amends with the 

Blue Jays’ organization and its fans last 

week, he neglected to recognize that his 

lies may also have offended or slighted 

the thousands of veterans who actually 

fought in Vietnam. Johnson should 

extend his apology to these veterans. 

It is hard to see him 
continuing in a leadership 
role now that his players 

know he tried to motivate 
them under false pretenses. 

As for his future with the Blue Jays, 

it is hard to see him continuing in a 

leadership role now that his players 

know he tried to motivate them under 

false pretenses. After all, Johnson him¬ 

self once told a reporter that “you can’t 

bullshit baseball players, because they’ll 

always see through it.” 

ing a few drinks. This reluctance to 

respect the law in our own lives is 

clearly at odds with the overwhelming 

evidence that driving while impaired is 

dangerous. Instead of blaming the 

problem on criminals and expecting the 

police to keep the roads safe, we should 

recognize that driving responsibly 

means no exceptions — even when its 

inconvenient not to drive. It is too easy 

to draw a distinction between drunk 

drivers who have caused fatalities, and 

those who are simply negligent in their 

judgment — both are criminals. 

With the holiday season approach¬ 

ing, many of us may find ourselves in a 

position to stop a friend or family mem¬ 

ber from drinking and driving, or even 

face the decision of whether or not to 

get behind the wheel ourselves. When 

confronted with the choice between 

looking the other way and stepping in, 

please remember: we share the road 

with each other and we have a respon¬ 

sibility to make sure everyone is safe. 

Behind a veil 
SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED in the 

waning months of high school has 

really stuck with me. I was in the 

library, sitting on one of the old 

couches near the big window reading a 

magazine. Among the other people 

there were a couple of girls who could 

be considered the social conscience of 

the school. Each year they ‘emceed’ all 

the assemblies on AIDS, racism, drunk 

driving and anything else. They too 

were reading a magazine, Seventeen — 

the most popular magazine in the 

library. 

The troublesome incident occurred 

when they reached the “School Zone” 

feature in which pictures of fashionable 

students from some American high 

school are presented. The two girls pro¬ 

ceeded to mock the names of people 

from other ethnic groups. I was, and 

remain, stunned by this. For the longest 

time, I wondered how seemingly intelli¬ 

gent, and soundly aware people could be 

so ignorant. 

I’m glad it bothered me for such a 

long time because I think I’ve been able 

to figure out what the problem is. It 

stems from the idea of multiculturalism. 

An idea that is brilliant. Unfortunately, 

for all intents and purposes it remains, 

for the most part, just an idea. 

Multiculturalism has gone from being an 

ambitious policy initiative by the Trudeau 

government to a vacuous mission state¬ 

ment typical of the late 1990s. 

For those of us who have grown up 

with the idea of multiculturalism being 

taught to us in school and in the media, it 

seems to have become just enough to say 

that, by living in Canada, we are implic- 

of ignorance 
itly not racist. Sadly, as my story about 

the two girls shows, this is simply not 

true. 

The more you look around, the more 

you will see that multiculturalism doesn’t 

exist in any tangible form. School cur- 

riculums are unaffected. Government has 

done little or nothing to effect real 

change. Canadian institutions like the 

RCMP, which should lead the way have 

been loathe to change their ways, as was 

demonstrated by the turban fiasco a few 

years ago. 

Despite this evidence, Canadians like 

the ones from my high school would in 

all likelihood use multiculturalism as a 

major point in their answer to ‘what is 

Canada?’ or ‘what does it mean to be 

Canadian?’ or some similarly insipid pur¬ 

suit. In the same way, multiculturalism 

would be cited as one of the main differ¬ 

ences between Canada and the United 

States. While most Canadians would say 

there is no direct parallel between the 

ongoing race problem in the States and 

anything in Canada, one needs only to 

turn to our east and ask ourselves why 

Quebec might have elected Lucien 

Bouchard this week. 

The most disturbing thing about mul¬ 

ticulturalism is the way that most 

Canadians use the term to absolve them¬ 

selves of being racist or any responsibility 

to actually understand and accept the dif¬ 

ferences inherit in other cultures. The 

sooner multiculturalism starts to mean 

something and isn’t just a veil behind 

which serious racial issues in this country 

are hidden, the better off we’ll all be. 
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An evolution revolution Andrew Parker wrote in his arti¬ 

cle “Darwin in the Raw” (The 

Queen’s Journal, Friday, 

November 13, 1998), “the theory of 

evolution is profound for the very fact 

rhat it eliminates faith and supposition 

and spirituality and it focuses on the 

truth. It is truth based on evidence, and 

it is quite irrefutable.” 

The theory of evolution is not truth, 

nor is it irrefutable. The theory of evolu¬ 

tion is being undermined not by religious 

groups alone, but by respected scientists, 

and even self-confessed evolutionists. 

The creation-evolution debate has 

focused on homology, fossils, and natural 

selection. 

The term “homology” is used to 

describe similarities in basic structure, 

for which there are two different ideas; 

descent from a common ancestor and 

creation according to a common plan. 

The first problem with the notion of 

descent is that homologous structures 

“often develop under the control of 

genes that are not homologous,” (Gary 

Parker, ,Creation: The Facts of Life, 

p.41). The second is that classification of 

groups by homologous structures always 

results in different groups according to 

which structure is used as the focus (see 

Michael Denton, Evolution: A Theory in 

Crisis). Humans and vertebrates, and 

cephalopod mollusks (eg. squid and 

octopus) have strikingly similar eyes, 

while members of the same sub-species 

can have very complex and differing fea¬ 

tures (for example, see Michael Land, 

Nature as an Optical Engineer,” New 

Scientist, October 4, 1979, for divergent 

eye structures of shrimp-like creatures 

that are impossible to explain by evolu¬ 

tionary theory). 

Vital links to support the theory of 

evolution of species from common 

ancestry haven’t been found. 

Evolutionists have tried to support their 

views by searching the fossil record, and 

have yet to find any evidence of transi¬ 

tionary species. 

Evolutionists agree that 
Neanderthal Man was no 
different than man today, 

only with larger brain 
volume. Apes and man co¬ 

existed. 

Darwin was embarrassed by the evi¬ 

dence provided by fossils and the years 

of fossil research since The Origin of 

Species have made the case for evolution 

worse. For example, evolutionists agree 

that Neanderthal Man was no different 

than man today, only with larger brain 

volume. As far back as the fossil record 

goes, apes and man co-existed. The miss¬ 

ing link is still missing. The evidence is 

consistent with development according 

to a common plan rather than descent 

from a common ancestor. 

In discussing natural selection, it is 

important to stress here other writings of 

Theodosius Dobzhansky. Natural selec¬ 

tion does not explain the origin of 

species or traits, only their presentation 

(Evolution, 1977, with F. Ayala, L. 

Stebbins, and J. Valentine, consistent 

with the quote cited by Andrew Parker 

from the Globe and Mail). The evidence 

is supportive of natural selection through 

extinction or migration of species and 

not improvement through evolution. 

While DNA and thus organisms may 

be cloned, chemical evolution from a 

“primordial soup” (i.e. the basic chemi¬ 

cal building blocks) has not been possi¬ 

ble. Evolution through mutation has also 

been explored, and as a result, mathe¬ 

matic evolutionists concluded in 1967 at 

the WistaF Institute in Philadelphia, that 

mutations could not serve the basis of 

evolution. 

Science isn’t anti-religious nor anti- 

God. The use of science is becoming 

more and more pro-creationist. Science 

cannot disprove the world was created in 

seven days, nor can it disprove that 

Adam and Eve did tread in the Garden of 

Eden and the Big Bang theory is not uni¬ 

versally accepted (see Dr. Russell 

Humphreys, Starlight and Time, 1994). 

As Dr. Gary Parker writes, “the creation- 

evolution controversy, far from being a 

dead issue, is a live and lively question 

that demands serious scientific 

consideration.” 

Regardless of which theory we may 

each hold our faith in, we should all con¬ 

sider facts, hypotheses, and assumptions 

scientists make in this ongoing debate. 

Stuart Wilson 

PhD 

TS the Editers 

Unite for December 6 

Dear Editors, 

Monique Frize, P Eng., O.C. 

The reading of the names of the four¬ 

teen engineering women lolled will be 

read by fourteen Queen’s engineering 

women. 

Aside from the blatant inaccuracies of 

this article, we feel that it is misrepresent¬ 

ing the issues of December 6. Although 

we acknowledge that the fourteen 

women killed were engineering students, 

we would like to suggest that at the end 

of the rampage, fourteen women were 

dead and all their male colleagues were 

alive and unharmed. 

December 6 is a clear 
example of violence against 

women, but never forget 
about the countless other 

women who fall prey to male 
violence every year. 

We also think it is relevant to mention 

that Marc Lepine named other prominent 

non-engineering feminists within his 

community that he had planned to kill. 

December 6 highlights the issues of vio¬ 

lence against all women and the misogyny 

that still exists. December 6 is a clear 

example of violence against women but 

we must never forget about the countless 

other nameless women that fall prey to 

male violence every year. 

Articles such as this suggest that engi¬ 

neering women don’t want the support of 

other women on campus and that other 

groups of women could possibly not 

empathize or be affected by violence. We 

as a collective feel that this is not the case 

and as sy.ch have worked hard to fight 

violence against women in all of its forms. 

The December 6 Collective 

I don’t want to 
wait, either 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing in response to Sarah 

Crosbie’s article “I Don’t Want to Wait” 

in the November 27 issue of The Journal. 

I completely agree with her point about 

living “everyday to its fullest” because 

“life is sweet, precious and unfortunately, 

sometimes too short.” My uncle, Queen’s 

Engineering Alumni, died suddenly last 

December of a heart attack at the mere 

age of 57. One day he was alive, a happily 

married father of four with a grand¬ 

daughter, a grandson on the way, and the 

founder of a large, successful computer 

company, and the next day he was gone, 

leaving his family and friends without the 

chance for goodbyes. We know he loved 

us deeply, but his death shocked us all. It 

forced me to recognize the fragility of 

human life and made me realize how 

important it is to tell those I love how 

special they are to me. Edward Young 

once said: “All men think all men are 

mortal but themselves.” My uncle’s death 

made me realize we are not invincible and 

tragedy can strike anytime, cutting life 

short for any of us. Thus, we should 

“seize the day” and take full advantage of 

We are writing to address the article 

written by Eva Dillon in this week’s 

Golden Words supplement on December 

6. We are writing to The Journal in an 

attempt to shed some light on these issues 

before the memorial service and before 

students leave for the winter break. We 

are sincerely hurt and feel betrayed by the 

fact that a member of our own collective 

after agreeing to decisions made would 

negate them in the December 6 supple¬ 

ment. The supplement is not the forum 

for an attack. This serves only to divide 

the women on campus further and to take 

away from the tragedy at hand. 

We would like to take this opportu¬ 

nity to inform not only members of the 

Engineering Society, but the rest of the 

Queen’s community about some of the 

inclusive events that Ms. Dillon neglected 

to mention. 

The collective is a group composed of 

men and women representing themselves 

and socially aware groups on campus. 

There are three members of the 

Engineering Society on the collective, two 

of which are men. 

There are two marches occurring on 

campus this year for the first time. There 

ls both a women’s march and a men’s 

march that unite at the end to speak out. 

During the memorial service Alex 

Downie, the special assistant to the Dean 

°f Applied Science and Sci ’90 graduate 

will be reading a speech prepared by Dr. 

talkim 
What is the worst 

part about the 
holidays? 

“My girlfriend is moving away for four 

months.” 

Chris Wulff 

ArtSci’00 

“I have no girlfriend.” 

Dean Voukelatos 

Art/Sci’00 

“My mom’s nasty cooking.” 

Heather Basciano 

ArtSci’00 

the time we have by living life to its fullest 

extent and letting the people closest to us 

know how much we love them. 

Caitlin Jenney 

Arts ’99 

Franklin’s Fault 
fights back 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing in response to Eric Ring’s 

commentary on Franklin’s Fault in the 

November 30'1' edition of The Journal. I 

am a member of the band, and I feel very 

strongly about the positive response 

we’ve received from the Queen’s commu- 

Continued on page 14 
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AN UNPRECEDENTED 
PRE XMAS 

tko 
339 King St. E. 

1/2 Price on 1/2 The Store 

BICYCLE ENFORCEMENT 

Students and staff who ride bicycles on campus 
are asked to park their bicycles properly using the 
variety of stands and racks that are provided 
throughout the campus. Bicycle stands and racks 
are the only locations where bicycles may be 
legally parked. Bicycles found improperly parked 
will be removed and impounded and storage tees 
will be charged. 

Bicycles cannot be parked: 

* on or against access ramps 
* on Emergency phone posts 
* on any stairs 
*~on any handrail or door 
* inside buildings 
* against trees, shrubs, sign posts, lamp posts, 
parking metres or any other object not designed 
or intended for bicycle parking 

Physical Plant Services attempts to keep the 
campus as safe and accessible as possible and 
bicycles improperly parked can seriously impede 
the snow removal process. 

For a copy of the university Bicycle Regulations 
please contact Parking and Grounds at 6979. 

Continued from Page 13 

nity this year. Unfortunately, Eric Ring 

has unjustly made us out as trying to be 

something we are not. 

I agree with Eric: we are not a ska-jazz 

band, or even a ska band for that matter. 

There may be certain elements of these 

genres in our sound, but we have never 

tried to steer our music in that direction, 

nor have we ever promoted ourselves in 

this way. The term “ska-jazz” was used in 

one Journal article to describe and not 

necessarily categorize our sound. In the 

past. The Journal has also described our 

sound as a mix of everything from blues 

to funk to hip-hip to punk. I think that 

this vague description of our sound stems 

from the fact that we are influenced by 

the broad range of musical backgrounds 

of each member in the band. I do not 

believe it was fair of Eric to judge 

Franklin’s Fault based on this somewhat 

inaccurate categorization of our music. 

Again, there are some other things on 

which I would agree with Eric concerning 

our sound: I would be the first person to 

admit that we are not polished (some¬ 

times we can be downright sloppy). 

However, I-definitely believe Eric has 

made some very unjustified critiques on 

certain members of the band. 

The horns may not have been loud 

enough for Eric’s ska-oriented tastes, but 

due to the wide range of music we play 

and the different roles the horns play in 

each song, it is difficult for the individuals 

operating the sound board to find a con¬ 

sistently appropriate volume for the 

horns. 

Don Duval is an exceptional (though 

modest) guitarist. This is an opini0n 

shared by many people, including the 

judges of the QEA Battle of the Bands last 

spring. There was not a single judge who 

did not rave about his playing . Don has a 

style that is distinctly his own and is defi¬ 

nitely the backbone of the Franklin’s Fault 

sound. 

The place where I believe Eric is most 

unfair is in his blatant attack on our vocal¬ 

ists. Kris Bruun and Kate Ann 

Vandermeer are both amazing singers and 

we could not ask for two better people to 

front the band. Check out Kris and Kate 

in Queen’s Musical Theatre and Queen’s 

Players and tell me they are not incredi¬ 

ble. Regardless of my opinion, I think it 

takes a pretty heartless person to pick on 

the talents of these individuals. 

Eric suggested that we “do it right, or 

don’t do it at all,” but I really don’t think 

he understands what “it” is. We’re about 

having fun, plain and simple. We play 

music that we enjoy and that we hope our 

friends will love to hear. When people are 

dancing and singing along with our songs, 

there is no greater compliment to the 

band. But no matter how much fun the 

audience is having, no one has more fun 

at a Franklin’s Fault show than Franklin’s 

Fault. I think this is apparent in our per¬ 

formance and is the aspect of the band 

that our audience appreciates most. If you 

want to hear some polished music per¬ 

formed by a group of very capable and 

proficient musicians, go see Bloom and 

Travel Agent. If you just want to go out, 

hear some good tunes and enjoy yourself, 

come see Franklin’s Fault. 

Dan MacKay 

Comm ’00 

Back by Popular Demand! 

Teach English Overseas 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 

*Job Resources 

*Language, Grammar, Pronunciation 

Skills 

*Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:30 p m. 

January 18 - February 17, 1999 

Practicum Saturday February 6 & 13, 1999 

10:30 am.- 3:00 p.m. 

REGISTER BY JAN. 12 & RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT 

S3S9.00 
Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 
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HEAD TO HEAD — ONE ON ONE 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
• ClIp 

A historic rivalry in a nutshell 
According to Jonathan Krashinsky 

Jonathan Krashinsky is co-editor of Golden Words April i 1 

I 
GOT THE CALL LATE ONE 

afternoon. 

Days earlier, I had been “pur¬ 

chased” by The Journal at a char¬ 

ity genie auction for the 

astounding price of...well, 1 

don’t want to talk about it. 

Expecting the worst, I dreaded 

the first contact that would pre¬ 

sent me with the depth of 

depravity that they would force 

upon me to fulfill my responsibil¬ 

ities to them as a genie. “They 

are dangerous at the best of 

times,” I reasoned to myself, “but 

after we at GW beat them at 

paintball like we did, they’re 

liable to be vicious.” What would 

it be? Would I have to distribute 

subversive propaganda? Poach 

endangered animals? Write 

favorable reviews of Jewel 

albums? What? 

“We want you to write this 

week’s Features section about the 

rivalry between The Journal and 

Golden Words," they said. 

Oh. Well, that doesn’t sound 

so bad... 

Golden Words, publishing its 

first “issue” in 1967, was origi¬ 

nally little more than a flyer for 

the advertisement of engineering 

events. Indeed, the original edi¬ 

tor of GW, Bax Stephenson, 

wrote in GW’s first editorial that 

“at present, we see [Golden 

Words] acting as a supplement to 

the JOURNAL providing cover¬ 

age of those items which should 

be of interest to the 

[EngineeringJ faculty which are 

not covered by the JOURNAL at 

the present time.” Along with a 

stern letter from the president of 

the Engineering Society respond¬ 

ing to charges that the 

Engineering Society was neglect¬ 

ing its members, this was the 

mandate for GW’s existence. 

And thus GW was born. 

A supplement to The Journal, 

eh? Well...not quite. The first 

issue of GW also features the car¬ 

toon included here, with an aris¬ 

tocratic engineer perusing a copy 

of The Journal and dryly pro¬ 

claiming “Oh, what crap is this?” 

And thus, a rivalry was born too. 

This original dual nature of 

GW — at the same time a sup¬ 

plement of The Journal and a 

bunch of Engineering students 

getting a few laughs at said pub¬ 

lication’s expense — hung 

around for a while. In the first 

few years of GW’s existence, it 

was almost exclusively a four- or 

eight-page forum for the 

DEUTSCH 
CENTRE 
DEMOLISHED 

fr— PURDY, LEPAGE 

EXPOSE 

r.tassu'ss 

Engineering Society to communi¬ 

cate with its members about rele¬ 

vant issues and advertise 

upcoming events that pertained 

to engineers. Traditionally, how¬ 

ever, it was also much more 

irreverent than The Journal, 

never packaged as a newspaper 

with any level of objectivity. 

Well, give a bunch of students an 

open forum and free beer on 

Press Nite (a practice that GW 

mercifully discontinued about 

ten years ago), and watch the 

publication turn to comedy. 

THE FIRST ATTACK: GW wastes no time in 
its inaugural issue, printed on January 24, 

1967, where the above editorial cartoon 
becomes the first in a long history of 

Journal swipes. 
In 1977, The Journal retorts in this rare spoof of GW (Left), a 
glossary of bathroom humour laden with the glorification of 

breasts and genitalia._ 
GRAPHIC COURTESY OF GOLDEN WORDS 

There is no clear line of when 

GW made the change — after all, 

it still today serves in a more lim¬ 

ited form as a forum for EngSoc 

to communicate to its members 

-but by the early seventies, the 

change was made. Golden Words 

was now the official humour 

paper of Queen’s campus. 

And what better targets for 

these upstart engineer-writers 

than The Journal? After all, by 

the time GW had become com¬ 

mitted to being primarily a 

humour paper, it had also 

changed from the traditional for¬ 

mat of “publish an issue when¬ 

ever the hell we can scrape 

together the money through 

advertising and begging” (a for¬ 

mat to which many campus pub- 

Continued on page 18 

A cornucopia of MiSC. holiday treats 

Compiled by 

Jesse Craig Bellringer 

A Miscellany of holiday 

INFORMATION: 

Happy Holy Days 
It may surprise some to know 

that not everyone celebrates 

Christmas. Kwanzaa (Quansa) is 

a holiday celebrated by many 

African-Americans, held 

December 26th through January 

1st. It was started in 1966 by 

Doctor Maulana Karenga, 

Professor at the California State 

University, Long Beach, 

California. 

The seven day celebration 

encourages people to think 

about their African roots as well 

as their life in present day 

America. Kwanzaa is based on 

African festivals and means, lit¬ 

erally, “the first fruits.” 

Hanukkah, the Festival of 

Lights, is celebrated by followers 

of the Jewish faith. It is cele¬ 

brated for eight days, commenc¬ 

ing on the 25 th day of the 

month of Kislev (November/ 

December), to commemorate 

the victory of the Jews over the 

Hellenist Syrians in 165 BCE. 

Following their victory, the 

Maccabees, sons of the Priestly 

Hasmonean family which led 

the Jews in their revolt against 

- the Syrian overlords, entered the 

Holy Temple in Jerusalem 

defiled by the Syrian invaders, 

cleansed it and dedicated it anew 

to the service of God. Then, in 

memory of their victory, the 

Maccabees celebrated the first 

Hanukkah. (Hanukkah is the 

Hebrew term for dedication). 

The most important obser¬ 

vance associated with Hanukkah 

is the kindling of the Hanukkah 

lights on the Menorah or 

branch candelabrum. On each 

night more light is kindled, 

beginning with one candle on 

the first night of Hanukkah and 

ending with eight on the final 

evening. The lighting is accom¬ 

panied by the chanting of appro¬ 

priate blessings' and the singing 

of songs. The ninth branch is 

reserved for the shamash, the 

servant light, which is lit first 

and used to .kindle the other 

lights of the Menorah. 

Christmas in 
Translation 

“Merry Christmas” is spoken 

in many languages around the 

world. In Rome, and throughout 

the greater part of Latin 

Christendom, it was “The Feast 

of the Nativity;” in Greece 

“Genethlia,” having the same 

meaning. The French Noel is 

more mysterious. It may be from 

the Provencal Nadal (itself from 

the Latin Natalis), with which 

the Italian Natale and the Welsh 

Nadolig (probably also Gaelic 

Nollaig) are compared. Others 

perceive it through the form 

Nowell to Nouvelles, which 

means “news.” Italian has 

Nativita, clearly linked to the 

Spanish Navidad. Germany’s 

Weihnacht means “the holy or 

consecrated night,” though it is 

also interpreted to come from 

Wein-nacht or “wine night." 

“Christmas” follows the pattern 

of adding the syllable -mas to the 

name of the person .being cele¬ 

brated (as in the more obscure 

Michaelmas, for example). 

Opinions differ as to the origin 

of “-mas,” however. Hebrew 

implies its meaning as “tribute” 

or “offering” (Deuteronomy 

16:10), while French changes 

“mass” to messe (via the Latin 

missa). 

A sample of just a few of 

Christmas’s other names: 

• Netherlands: 

Hartelijke Kerstroeten 

• Norway: Gledelig Jul 

• Poland: Boze Narodzenie 

• Portugal: Boas Festas 

• Romania: Sarbatori vesele 

• Russia: Hristos Razdajetsja 

• Serbo-Croatia: Sretan Bozic 

• Slovenian: Srecen Bozic 

• Spain; 

Felices Pascuas, Feliz Navidad 

• Sweden: God Jul 

• Wales: Nadolig Llawen 

• Belgium: Zalige Kertfeest 

• Brazil: Feliz Natal 

• China: Sheng Tan Kuai Loh 

• Denmark: Glaedelig Jul 

• England: Happy Christmas 

• Finland: Hauskaa Joulua 

• France: Joyeux Noel 

• Germany: 

Frohliche Weihnachten 

• Greece: 

Eftihismena Christougenna 

• Ireland: Nodlig mhaith chug- 

nat 

• Italy: Buon Natale 

• Mexico: Feliz Navidad 

The Santa of Science 
1) While no (known) species 

of reindeer can fly, 300,000 

species of living organisms have 

Continued on page 17 
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yet to be classified. 

2) There are 2 billion per¬ 

sons under 18 in the world. As 

Santa doesn’t (appear) to handle 

the non-Christian children of the 

world, that reduces the' total to 

378 million children expecting a 

visit from Santa on Christmas 

Eve. Assuming an average of 3.5 

children per household, that’s 

91.8 million homes. One pre¬ 

sumes there’s at least one good 

child in each. 

3) Santa has 31 hours of 

Christmas to work with, thanks 

to the different time zones and 

the rotation of the earth, assum¬ 

ing he travels east to west. This 

works out to 822.6 visits per sec¬ 

ond. This is to say that for each 

Christian household with good 

children, Santa has 1/1000th of a 

second to park, hop out of the 

sleigh, jump down the chimney, 

fill the stockings, distribute the 

remaining presents under the 

tree, eat whatever snacks have 

been left, get back up the chim¬ 

ney, get back into the sleigh and 

move on to the next house. 

Assuming that each of these 

91.8 million stops are evenly dis¬ 

tributed around the earth, this 

results in 0.78 miles per house¬ 

hold, a total trip of 75 half-mil¬ 

lion miles, not including stops. 

This means that Santa’s sleigh is 

moving at 650 miles per second, 

or 3,000 times the speed of 

sound. For purposes of compar¬ 

ison, the fastest human-made 

vehicle on earth, the Ulysses 

space probe, moves at a poky 

27.4 miles pel second by com¬ 

parison. A conventional reindeer 

can run at a top speed of 15 

miles per hour. 

Detk the films 
with bells of jolly 

181 Films With That Holiday Twist 

• 3 Godfathers (1948) 
• All I Want for Christmas 
(1991) 
• American Christmas Carol, 
An (TV) (1979) 
• The Associate (1996) 
• Bad Man's Christmas Gift, 
The (1910) 
• Babes in Toyland (1934) 
• Babes in Toyland (1961) 
• Babes in Toyland (TV) (1986) 
• Bells of St. Mary's. The 
(1945) 
• Bernard and the Genic (1991) 
(TV) 
• Best Christmas Pageant Ever 
(1983) (TV) 
• Beyond Tomorrow (1940) 
• Bishop’s Wife, The (1947) 
• Black Christmas (1975) 
• Blackadder’s Christmas Carol 
(1988) (TV) 
• Bright Eyes (1934) 
• Bush Christmas (1947) 
• Bush Chrisrmas (1983) 
• Captain’s Christmas, The 
(1938) 
• Carol for Another Christmas 
(1964) (TV) 
• A Charlie Brown Christmas 
(1965) 
• Christmas Burglars, The 
(1908) 
• Christmas Carol, A (1917) 
• Christmas Carol. A (1938) 
• Christmas Carol, A (195 1) 
• Christmas Carol, A (1954) 
• A Christmas Carol (1972) 
• Christmas Carol, A (1984) 
(TV) 
• Christmas Carol, A (1995) 
• Christmas Comes to Willow 

-Creek (1987) (TV) 
• Christmas Comes but Once a 
Year (1936) 
• Christmas Eve (1947) 
• Christmas Eye (1986) (TV) 
■ Christmas Gift, The (1986) 
(TV) 
• Christmas Holiday (1944). 
•Christmas in Connecticut 
(1945) 
•Christmas in Connecticut 
(TV) (1992) 
• Christmas in July (1940) 
• Chrisrmas Kid, The (1967) 
• Christmas Lilies of the Field 
(1979) (TV) 
•Christmas Miracle in 
Caulfield, U.S.A. (1977) (TV) 

• Christmas Mountain (1980) 
• Christinas on Division Street 
(1991) (TV) 
• Christmas Romance, A 
(1994) (TV) 
•Christmas Stallion, The 
(1992) (TV) 
• Christmas Star, The (1986) 
(TV) 
• Christmas Story, A (1983) 
• Christmas That Almost 
Wasn’t. The (1966) 
• Christmas to Remember, A 
(1978) (TV) 
• Christmas Toy, The (1990) 
CIA') 
• Christmas Tree, The (1969) 
• Christmas Vacation ’91 
(1992) 
• Christmas Visitor, The (1987) 
(TV) 
• Chrisrmas Wife, The (1988) 
(TV) 
• Chrisrmas Without Snow, A 
(1980) (TV) 
• Christus, The (1916) 
• Comfort and Joy (19S4) 
• Countdown (1996) 
• Die Hard (198S) 
• Don’t Open Till Christmas 
(1985) 
• Dr. Scuss’s How the Grinch 
Stole Christmas (1966) 
• Dream for Christmas, A 
(1973) (TV) 
• Ebbie (1995) (TV) 
• Emmet Otter’s Jug-Band 
Christmas (1977) (TV) 
• Ernest Saves " Christmas 
(1988) 
• Every Day. Except Christmas 
(1957) 
• Frosty the Snowman (1969) 
(TV) 
• Fourth Wise Man, The (1985) 
(TV) 
• Gathering, Part II, The (1979) 
mo 
• Gathering, The (1977) (TV) 
•Gift of Love: A Chrisrmas 
Story, Tlie (1983) (TV) 

• Ghostbusters II (1989) 
•Guess Who’s Coming for 
Christmas? (1990) (TV) 
• Heidi (1937) 
• Heidi (1952) 
• Heidi (1965) 
• Heidi (1968) (TV) 
• Heidi (1993) (TV) 
• Hobo’s Christmas, A (1987) 
(TV) 
• Holiday Affair (1949) 
• Holiday Inn (1942) 
• Holly and the Ivy, The (1952) 
• Home Alone (1990) 
• Home Alone 2: Lost in New 
York (1992) 
• Home for Chrisrmas (1949) 
• Home for the Holidays 
(1972) (TV) 
• Homecoming - A Christmas 
Story, The (1971) (IV) 
• House Without a Christmas 
Tree, The (1972) (TV) 
• I’ll Be Home for Chrisrmas 
(1988) (TV) 
• I’ll Be Seeing You (1944) 
• It Came Upon the Midnight 
Clear (1984) (TV) 
• It Happened One Christmas 
(1977) (IV) 
• It Nearlv Wasn’t Christmas 
(1989) (TV) 
• It's A Wonderful Life (1946) 
■ Jingle All the Way (1996) 
• Kid Who Loved Christmas, 

.The (1990) (TV) 
• Lemon Drop Kid, The (1934) 
• Lemon Drop Kid, The (1951) 
• Life & Advehmres of Santa 
Claus, The (1985) (TV) 
•The Little Drummer Boy 
Book II (1976) (TV) 
• The Little Drummer Boy 
(1968) (TV) 
• Look Who’s Talking Now 
(1993) 
• Man in the Santa Claus Suit, 
The (1978) (TV) 
• Man Who Came to Dinner, 
The (1941) 
• Meet John Doe (1941) 

• Meet Me in Sr. Louis (1944) 
•Merry Christmas, Mr. 
Lawrence (1983) 
• Mickey’s Christmas Carol 
(1984) 
• Midnight Clear, A (1991) 
• Miracle of the Bells; The 
(1948) 
• Miracle on 34th Street (1947) 
• Miracle on 34th Street (1973) 
mo 
• Miracle on 34th Street (1994) 
• Mixed Nuts (1994) 
• Mom for Christmas, A (1990) 
(TV) 
• Mr. Krueger's Christmas 
(1980) (TV) 
• Mr. Magoo’s Christmas Carol 
(1962) 
• Mr. Soft Touch (1949). 
• Muppet Christmas Carol, 
The (1992) 
• My Little Boy (1917) . 
•National , Lampoon's 
Christmas Vacation (19S9) 
• The Long-Eared Christmas 
Donkey Nestor (1977) (TV) 
• The Night Before Christmas 
(1906) 
• The Night Before Christmas 
(1912) 
• Night Before Christmas, The 
(1926) 
• Night Before Christmas. The 
(1933) 
• Night Before Christmas, The 
(1941) 
• Night Before Christmas, The 
(1994) 
• Night They Saved Christmas, 
The (1984) (TV) 
• Nightmare Before Christmas, 
The (1993) 
• Nutcracker (1982) 
• Nutcracker, The (1993) 
• Nutcracker, The Morion 
Picture (1986) 
• O. Henry’s Full House (1952) 
• One Christmas (1994) (TV) 
• One Magic Christmas (1985) 
• La Pastorela (1991) (TV) 
• Penny Serenade (1941) 
• Pinocchio's Christmas (1980) 

mo 
• Pluto's Christmas Tree (1952) 
• Prancer (1989) 
• Pups' Christmas, The (1936) 
• Reckless (1995) 
• The Ref (1994) 
• The Right to Be Happy 

(1916) 
• Rudolph, the Red-Nosed 
Reindeer (1964) (TV) 
• Santa Claus (1959) 
• Santa Claus (1985) 
• Santa Claus Conquers the 
Martians (1964) 
• Santa Claus Is Cornin' to 
Town (1970) (TV) 
• Santa Clause, The (1994) 
• Scrooge (1935) 
• Scrooge (1951) 
• Scrooge (1970) 
• Scrooged (1988) 
• Shanty Where Santa Claus 
Lives. The (1933) 
• Silent Night, Bloody Night 
(1973) 
• Silent Night, Deadly Night 
(1984) 
• Silent Night, Deadly Night 4: 
Initiation (1990) 
• Silent Night, Deadly Night 5: 
The Toy Maker (1992) 
• Silent Night, Deadly Night III 
- Better; Watch Out! (1989) 
• Silent Night, Deadly Night 
Part II (1987) 
• Silent Night, Lonely Night 
(1969) mo 
• Since You Went Away (1944) 
• Smoky Mountain Christmas, 
A (1986) (TV) 
• The Snowman (1982) 
• Story of the First Christmas 
Snow, The (1975) (TV) 
• Sunshine Christmas (1977) 

mo 
• To Grandmother's House We 
Go (1992) (TV) 
• Trading Places (19S3) 
• Trap for Santa Claus, A 
(1909) 
• Trapped in Paradise (1994) 
• ‘Twas 'the Night Before 
Christmas (1914) 
• U.F.O. Blue Christmas (1979) 
• Very Brady Christmas, A 
(1988) mo 
• White Christmas (1954) 
• A Wish for Wngs That Work 
(1991) (TV) 
• Year Without a Santa Claus, 
Tlie (1974) (TV) 
• Yes Virginia, There Is a Santa 
Claus (1991) (TV) 
• You Better Watch Out (1980) 
• Young Pioneers' Christmas 
(1976) (TV) 

Report of the Special Projects Committee 

The Board of Directors of the Alma Mater Society wishes 
to congratulate the following campus groups that have 

been awarded special projects funding. 

1. Queen’s International Affairs Association 
2. Canadian Undergraduate Physics Conference 
3. Union Gallery 
4. Summer Theatre 
5. La Troupe de Theatre Francophone 
6. Alumni Association Committee 
7. Queen’s Project on International Development 
8. CANAsia business Relations Association 
9. “The Legend of the Greasepole” project 
10. Food that makes “cents” 
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licarions still subscribe — hi, Surface!) to a 

more or less weekly publication schedule. 

The Journal, the only other publication on 

campus which subscribed to this format, 

seems as likely a candidate as any for sus¬ 

tained ridicule. 

Objectively, of course, there’s no good 

reason for The Journal and GW to be 

rivals. After all, the two papers, although 

catering to the same student body, hardly 

occupy the same niche. The Journal is 

structured along the lines of a newspaper, 

restricting its comedy (if any is included at 

.ill) to editorial cartoons and the occa¬ 

sional comic strip. Golden Words, on the 

other hand, is devoted to comedy, restrict¬ 

ing its news element primarily to engi¬ 

neering content in the “This is For Real” 

section. Thus, any rivalry between the two 

is really like the rivalry between an ele¬ 

phant and a cheetah — even if they don’t 

like each other, the elephant is too big for 

the cheetah to hunt it, and the cheetah is 

too fast for the elephant to stomp it. 

Nonetheless, put two bugs in a jar and 

watch them fight! 

Neither paper has any particular moral 

high ground. GW, which wallows in its 

own crapulence (and damn proudly!), 

regularly publishes a parody of The 

Journal, which has also alternately 

marched under the title “The Jurnill” and 

“The Urinal.” The Journal, for its part, has 

come out swinging on a few occasions 

with parodies of their own, titled “Golden 

Werdz.” Incidentally, both publications 

have done parody issues of Surface, a pub¬ 

lication infamous for such atrocities as 

“The Sex Issue” and articles like “How To 

Make Love To A White Boy.” Historically, 

each paper has taken shots at the other in 

their particular style. GW, for its part, 

strikes alternately with satire and with 

cheap shots at poor Journal spelling. The 

Journal, in turn, replies with -editorials 

decrying the latest GW excess. Repeat as 

needed. 

However, it is a rare year that there is 

any real enmity between the two publica¬ 

tions. Notwithstanding the regular GW— 

Journal conflict of two years ago, most of 

the time the two papers get along as well 

as could be expected, kind of like a funny 

man-straight man pair from a fifties com¬ 

edy show. In honest reflection, the rivalry 

between The Journal and Golden Words is 

usually more flash than substance, an 

excuse for some cheap jokes every so 

often on the part of Golden Words and 

some cheap articles every so often about 

the latest “GW scandal” on the part of The 

Journal. 

GW strikes alternately with 
satire and wifh cheap shots 
at poor Journal spelling. The 

Journal replies with editorials 
decrying the latest GW 

excess. Repeat as needed. 

Moreover, when it comes down to it, 

the two papers look after each other, not 

only in practice but even in principle. As 

long ago as 1990, hardly a banner era for 

good taste in the GW circle, The Journal 

published a cover story reporting that 

Principal David Smith was offended by an 

issue of Golden Words, which featured a 

picture of a person...ahem...defecating, 

and an article entitled “How to Screw.” 

Clearly, the Principal was not offended by 

that particular issue per se, but rather had 

a pickle up his ass about the very existence 

of Golden Words on “his” campus. The 

article reported that Principal Smith was 

considering a number of actions that were 

aimed towards the strangulation of 

Golden Words financially, encompassing 

both a suspension of student fees support¬ 

ing GW (which, incidentally, have always 

supported only the T1FR section — the 

rest of the paper is paid for by advertising) 

and personal appeals to the advertisers to 

$ ygm 

CAN’T WE BE FRIENDS? — Co-editor of Golden Words, Jonathan Krashinsky, 

debunks and reconstructs the dynamic between GW and The Journal. 

PHOTO BY PAUL HEISLEP, 

cease doing business with GW. Ostensibly, 

The Journal article was an objective look 

at the issue. However, even a news story 

has some degree of bias, and The Journal 

here subtly but unmistakably supported 

GW and ridiculed both the stormtrooper 

tactics of Smith and, more generally, the 

idea that the paper should be shut down 

because one man decided that he didn’t 

like what it said. 

This is only a single example. 

However, more generally, it is an unspo¬ 

ken tradition that The Journal and GW 

will more or less work together. For 

example, even in the ’96-’97 publication 

year, when Nick Treanor was at the helm 

of The Journal and so many shots were 

exchanged between the two publications 

that it looked like they were trying to re¬ 

enact the battle of Trafalgar, the MiSC 

section was both run and almost exclu¬ 

sively written by Golden Words staffers. 

More recently, when The Journal comput¬ 

ers went down, GW offered their facili¬ 

ties. Both publications regularly share 

photos from events with each other. A 

notable example of Journal support for 

GW came in the year of the infamous 

“Jew W” issue, when The Journal rushed 

to the support of GW, not to defend the 

content of the issue itself but against 

attacks from EngSoc on Golden Words 

and even vague threats of a shutdown. 

Sort of hard to take a rivalry too seriously 

when there’s so much fraternization going 
on... 

Ultimately, it’s good that The Journal 

and GW maintain a rivalry, even if it’s usu¬ 

ally more a joke than anything. The two 

papers do, after all, provide a check on 

each pther. The infamous “Journal 

Watch” in GW from two years ago may 

have been cruel, but it knocked The 

Journal out of its rut of pointless editori¬ 

als and embarrassingly poor editing 

(notable gaffs include the identification of 

Burma as a “Buddhist military dictator¬ 

ship and multiple inclusions of editing 

coupon ('oy 

l/zTYtce D 
1 per person 
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notes in the actual text of articles). It was¬ 

n’t in a vacuum; a Dean actually stated on 

record that Queen’s Admin was “embar¬ 

rassed” by The Journal, which is no longer 

the case. In the same way, while The 

Journal's reaction to the scandal about last 

year’s Journal parody issue may have 

filled an excessive number of cover arti¬ 

cles for them, it did nonetheless make an 

impression on both the GW executive of 

the time and the upcoming exec, not to 

mention EngSoc. “Maybe,” it made GW 

consider, “we were a little overboard with 

that one.” Not for sure, mind you, but 

maybe. And maybe it’s good that each 

paper makes sure that the other doesn’t 

go too overboard for extended periods of 

time. When Timothy Scott’s “Out of Left 

Field” column regularly abused our sensi¬ 

bilities two years ago, GWs mockery of 

the crap that regularly flowed from Scott’s 

pen was less a personal outcry than a 

more general representation of the dis¬ 

content of a large part of the Queen’s 

community. For its part, GW is probably 

less likely to do something completely 

outrageous knowing that The Journal is 

watching. Everybody needs moderation 

every so often, and a publication is no 

exception. 

For 33 years, the two giants of campus 

media have co-existed at the same univer¬ 

sity. Sometimes, the two publications 

don’t see eye-to-eye; most of the time, 

they get along well enough in spite of it. 

Often enough, each has more to worry 

about from their own internal weaknesses 

than from attack by the other. And some¬ 

times, they can even help each other out. 

Hmmm... that’s too damn “feel good” to 

end this piece. Oh right, GW shot The 

Journal with paintballs until they got welts 

and lost and begged GW never to shoot 

them with paintballs again, and then they 

cried. Ah. That’s better._______ 

Jonathan Krashinsky can be seen at this 

Sunday's Journal year-end celebration as the 

event’s celebrity bartender. 

Jon Coakley 
This Monday at 

The Shot 
10:00 p.m. 

also: Brian 
Taguchi from 
Clever Hans 
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THE YEAR THAT WAS 

The Journal sports editors 

nick the ten most memorable 

sports stories of 1998. 

I The Ottawa Senators 

upset the first-seeded New 

jersey Devils. 

2. John El way finally reach¬ 

ing Super Bowl glory after 

three bitter losses in rhe 

big game. 

3.125 wins and the greatest 

Yankee team in the history 

of this storied franchise. 

4.The Detroit Red Wings 

dynasty rolls on under the 

leadership of hockey icon 

Scotty Bowman. 

S.Storied Maple Leaf 

Gardens last home opener 

and a sweet victory by the 

Leafs over the defending 

Cup champion Red Wings. 

6. Roger Clemens and his 

record-breaking fifth Cy 

Young Award. 

7. The NBA lockout. 

8. The great Olympic hockey 

experiment — Canada’s, 

failure, the Americans 

tantrum and Czech gold. 

9. Doug Flutie’s triumphant 

return to rhe NFL. 

lOThe CFL’s triumphant 

return because of #9. 

R.M. 

1. The chase — Two men, 

one great home run 

record. 

2. Vive la France France 

enjoys home cooking and 

wins World Cup. 

3. Locked our — The first 

labour stoppage in basket¬ 

ball and nobody cares. 

4. Czech mate — Czech 

Republic hockey shocks 

the world with an Olympic 

gold. 

5. ’Damn Yankees' — 

Dominate the baseball sea¬ 

son with 114 wins and 

then a World Series crown. 

6 Up in smoke — Ross 

Rebagliatti wins, loses, 

than wins an Olympic gold 

medal in snowboarding 

after testing positive for 

marijuana. 

7. El-the-way — Finally after 

three losses, Elway leads 

the Broncos to a Super 

Bowl win. 

8. Rarefied ‘Air’ — Michael 

Jordan singlehandedly 

beats the Jazz and leads lus 

Chicago Bulls to yet 

another NBA title, (his 

sixth) 

9. ‘Golden Bear'— For one 

more beautiful weekend in 

Augusta, Jack Nicholaus 

made a run at the vaunted 

Green jacket. 

10. For Vlad — Detroit 

repeats as Stanley Cup 

champions with paralyzed 

comrade Vladimir 

Konstantinov looking on. 

" A.K. 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The season has gone from bad 

to worse for the Queen’s rugby 

club. After their worst season in 

more than a decade, they were 

caught drinking on a team bus 

and now face sanctions. The 

team has been suspended from 

participating in this year’s 

Colours Night, an evening that 

honours varsity athletes, and are 

on probation for the next two 

years. 

“There were documented 

examples of two trips where 

players and possibly coaching 

staff were drinking on the bus 

returning from an event,” said 

Director of Athletics and 

Recreation John McFarlane. 

“This is clearly an infraction of 

the rules.” 

Drinking on a team bus is 

clearly stated as inappropriate 

conduct in the policy section of 

the Guidelines on Conduct for 

Division of Athletics and 

Recreation. This code of conduct 

reads that teams are to “refrain 

By Nathan Sager 

This past weekend, the 

Queen’s men’s basketball team 

had one of its most sterling 

moments in recent memory, 

evening its conference record at 

3-3 entering Christmas break. 

On Friday, the Gaels came from 

behind to defeat the previously 

undefeated Concordia Stingers 

73-71. The following evening, 

on the virtue of great team play, 

the Gaels dropped the McGill 

Redmen 82-63. 

Queen’s 73, Concordia 71 

Queen’s 82, McGill 63 

On Friday night, the quicker 

Stingers surged to an early 15- 

point lead behind a suffocating 

defensive press which gener¬ 

ated two 8-0 runs during the 

match’s first 13 minutes. At this 

point, the Gaels regrouped, 

patiently gnawing away at the 

deficit, narrowing it to five 

points by halftime. 

“I felt certain we could come 

back,” said Queen’s Head 

Coach Scott Meeson. “With the 

veteran club we have, some¬ 

times we’re more confident 

when we get behind early.” 

Early in the second half, 

Queen’s pivotman John Purdy 

fouled out, thrusting reserve 

Mark Bednis to the forefront. 

With Bednis, fellow reserve 

Rob Sharrard, and power for¬ 

ward Peter Stelter collaborated 

to rein in Concordia centre Jay 

Prosper (24 points, 14 

rebounds). The Gaels eradi¬ 

cated an eight-point deficit, 

then took their first lead of the 

night on a Stelter trey with 

eight minutes remaining. 

from the consumption of alcohol 

while traveling to and from and 

at the site of athletic events/com¬ 

petitions, contests, or practices.” 

In the same section, a second 

article states that “the consump¬ 

tion of alcohol on Queen’s trans¬ 

port is strictly prohibited.” 

The rugby team is not ques¬ 

tioning whether their actions 

were wrong, they are simply dis¬ 

appointed with the magnitude of 

the penalty. 

“This was in contravention of 

Queen’s rules. Some 80 per cent 

of intercollegiate teams at 

Queen’s do this in some way, 

form or manner, but we got 

caught and paid the price,” said 

veteran Head Coach A1 

Ferguson. “It is like speeding on 

the 401, everyone does it, but 

when you get caught you just 

have to take your ticket home 

and deal with it.” 

“The lack of an invitation to 

Colours Night is unfortunate for 

our graduating players,” contin¬ 

ued Ferguson. “It is especially 

tough because we did not dis- 

During the frenetic final 

minutes, the Gaels first opened 

a seven-point lead, then 

Concordia clambered back, 

tying the score with a minute 

remaining. With 47 seconds 

showing, guard Brendan Byrne 

lost the ball at midcourt, lead¬ 

ing to a pair of free throws and 

a two-point Stingers’ lead. The 

Gaels quickly reciprocated as 

Derek Richardson, who had a 

team-high 17 points, sunk two 

clutch shots from the charity 

stripe to tie the score at 71. 

After holding off the Stingers 

on their ensuing possession, the 

Gaels moved up court for the 

final shot. As Richardson 

brought the ball over centre 

court, the Stingers stole up to 

contest a possible three-point 

shot, whereupon Richardson 

incisively whipped a pass to 

Bednis standing unoccupied 

under the basket for the deci¬ 

sive hoop with 2.4 seconds 

remaining. 

“We just kept persevering,” 

enthused Meeson in the after- 

math of the dramatic win. “The 

great thing is, we finally won a 

close game... the guys who had 

to step up tonight, did so.” 

Besides Richardson and 

Bednis (11 points on 5-of-6 

shooting), the backcourt tan¬ 

dem of Byrne and Mike 

Gleeson totalled 26 points. 

The outcome of Saturday’s 

contest was somewhat less left 

open to question, as the Gaels 

led from wire to wire, opening 

a 15-point lead midway 

through the first half, and lead¬ 

ing 47-24 at intermission. After 

fouling out the evening previ- 

Please see Basketball on page 23 

grace the team or the school.” 

While McFarlane and head of 

interuniversity sports Janean 

Sergeant have cast their decision 

and it has been ratified by the 

University Council of Athletics, 

Emmet Connolly, captain of the 

squad, is challenging the penalty. 

“It is like speeding on 
the 401, everyone 

does it, but when you 
get caught you just 
have to take your 

ticket home and deal 
with it.” 

— Head Coach 
Al Ferguson 

“I don’t think the punishment 

fits the crime,” said Connolly, a 

fourth-year player. “I will be 

meeting with the administration 

soon. I have advocated to Janean 

that I go out and talk about 

responsible drinking and drink¬ 

ing and driving in local high 

By Nick Sinclair 

The Queen’s women’s bas¬ 

ketball squad concluded the 

pre-Christmas portion of its 

schedule with two games that 

could not have been any more 

different. 

Concordia 53, Queen’s 51 

Queen’s 67, McGill 34 

A week ago today the Gaels 

lost a heartbreaker to 

Concordia 53-51. Whatever 

frustration Dave Wilson’s 

troops may have felt over losing 

their home-opener was properly 

channeled as the team took no 

prisoners in a 67-34 mauling of 

McGill. 

“[The Concordia] loss was 

heartbreaking,” said team cap- 

schools as an alternative punish¬ 

ment. There is a chance that the 

administrators will hopefully 

change the penalty.” 

With Connolly going through 

the appropriate channels of 

appeal, anything is possible, but 

to McFarlane the issue is fairly 

straight forward. 

“There is a line and when a 

group of individuals cross that 

line, they will deal with the con¬ 

sequences,” explained 

McFarlane. 

“If you are going to have these 

rules, they should be more 

enforceable,” said Ferguson. “I 

sympathize with John McFarlane 

and Janean Sergeant because 

they have to have these regula¬ 

tions in place and they are hard 

to enforce.” 

“We have had one rule, and 

that is not to get out of control, 

but in theory what we were 

doing is illegal,” lamented the 

coach. “I guess we got our speed¬ 

ing ticket so to speak.” 

tain Wendy Moon. “We didn’t 

play up to our potential and lost 

to a team we had beaten 

before.” 

In the first game, it may very 

well have been the case that 

four of the five best players on 

the court were from rhe home 

team. However, Concordia’s 

Carol-Anne Tull, a one-woman 

show to say the least, torched 

Queen’s to the tune of 24 points 

and 10 rebounds. With four sec¬ 

onds left on the clock she regis¬ 

tered the game-winning basket 

by knocking down a baseline 

jumper over top of two defend¬ 

ers. Queen’s set up a play des¬ 

perately hoping to tie things up 

but failed to get a shot off 

before the buzzer sounded. 

Please see Ending on page 20 

Queen’s sweeps 
homestand 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Gaels split 
weekend games 
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Ending on a high 
that we have to by 

Continued from page 19 jn this league;' said 

Leading the way for Gaels was Wendy playing in this 

Moon who had 14 points. every weekendsome 

In contrast, Saturday’s matchup was Pj'isev me- Ir depends 

effectively over shortly after the open- Pay¬ 

ing tip. Three-pointers by Steph 

Glancey, Jacqueline Beaudoin and 

Tammy Cooper, along with rhe domi¬ 

nant low-post play of Moon, Erin 

Cressman and Jen Jackson contributed 

: to a whopping 32 point halftime lead. f°r exams 

McGill faired a little better in the Final respectable 4-2 

20 minutes, but it was too little too late 

for the Martlets, who didn’t score their 

20th point until there was less than 10 

minutes remaining. 

“If we learned anything this fall, it is 

_ FRIDAY- De<=EMBER4J^ 

Sports &c Fijness--- TuTi 

Outstanding athletes 
honoured 

By virtue of 

Montreal schools 

national ranking . 

number 8 to num 

the team has 

„ TM«rNFii games against Ryerson and Brock. Men’c 
BY ROBERT MACNE.L pfay£r pau| HCmi, , , who " 

As the fall semester comes to a close big scorer all year for his team reached 

varsity and intramural his peak in a match versus McMaster this 

Seres ho” 3 ar a Tuesday season when he scored all 22 Queen? 

y 1 r rhe Grizzly Grill, points in a 22-19 victory. 

For0Golden'Gael varsity athletes, four The mens volleyball ream is led by tl,e 

men and four women were chosen as the talented Jake Magolan. Magolan ,s see- 

best athletes from September to end in the nation in total number of kills, 

they hit the floor, 

ticipacing in a 

Waterloo from 

lar-season resumes 

against nemesis 

January 9. 

November. 
and leads in blocks per game. 

In the game 
Women's hockey 

were able to shut down the Gael offence 

completely with a 5-0 victory on Sunday. 

The women’s hockey team travelled 

to Princeton where their usually solid 

goaltending collapsed against the power¬ 

ful Princeton and Northeastern offences. 

Queen’s lost to Princeton 7-0 and their 

Women's volleyball 

In women’s volleyball action, the 

Gaels lost a tough battle at home to 
VJUCCll 5 LUS.I IU I 1 U11_CIU1I / <1111-1 llll-ll , t 
anemic offensive production continued 0ra>™ ty2- This puts their regular sea- 

with a 10-0 loss to Northeastern. 
son record at 3-2, comfortably in fourth 

place in the OUA East. 

Men's hockey 

The men’s hockey team lost both of 

their road games last weekend to top-10 

squads, McGill and Ottawa. On 

Saturday, McGill bested Queen’s in a 

Men's water polo 

In an otherwise dismal water polo 

;ason, the men’s team did have one 

shining star in John Godoy. Godoy was 

FFshomou'C MartThorne’cmitributing recognized for his outstanding season by Correale finished the' season with 
being named an OUA second-team all- . 

star. 

first game back, he rushed for 215 yards 

and solidified the Gael offence. 

Soccer’s Mike Cowan finished his sea¬ 

son with 13 goals and was named to the 

OUA all star team. One highlight in his 

fine season was his back-to-back hat trick 

two goals in a losing cause. Queen’s then 

traveled to Ottawa where rhe Gee-Gees 

' Soecer,ls Amanda Foran, who played a On the intramural scene, outstanding 

pivotal role in leading the Gaels to an first-year participants and BEWS and 

undefeated regular season, received the WIC participants were honoured, 

latest of her many accolades. Foran has Graduate student Sarah Rosden was hon- 

also been honoured this year as an OUA oured for her participation in touch foot- 

and CIAU athlete of the week. ball and ice hockey this semester. Rosden 

Paula Mysliveck, who was both a OUA was honoured as she exemplified the 

and Queen's journal athlete of the week, camaraderie and fun that intramurals are 

won the OUA. singles title in tennis, and supposed to reflect. First-year ArtSci stu- 

contributed to the team winning the dents Steve Brewer and Megan 

Gaels’ First ^ UA championship of the Fitzpatrick were honoured for their inter- 

yea!. est in the Arts ’02 teams and their role as 

Charlotte Wilson, of the cross-country team managers, 

team, performed admirably at the CIAU Outstanding BEWS athletes, from the 

championships in Waterloo with a tenth- men’s program, were Mark Dilworth, 

place finish in the five kilometre race ArtSci ’99 and Daniel Raponi, ConEd 

with a time of 18:45.20. ’01. Dilworth manages two sports, plays 

Anne Benedetti, a coach and player on several others, is a chief official, a faculty 

the women’s lacrosse team, continued to rep to intramurals for the ArtSci faculty 

receive more awards for her remarkable and sits on several committees. Raponi 

year. In a season in which her team won also manages and plays for several intra- 

the first-ever OUA lacrosse champi- mural teams. 

Outstanding WIC female athletes hon¬ 

oured were Julie Hurst, Rehab ’99 and 

Saskia Harvey, ArtSci ’99. Hurst is a fac¬ 

ulty rep, a chief official, an evening 

supervisor for the program and plays on 

every Rehab team. Harvey has been 

respected for years for her dedication to 

onship, Benedetti was named Queen’s 

Journal athlete of the week, OUA all-star, 

top scorer, most valuable player and 

coach of the year along with Darcie 

Spearing and Nancy Symons. 

On the men’s side, football’s Paul 

if i ask a lot 

of questions 

you should 

know 

remarkable 1,144 total yards and made a the program and continues to aid in the 

full recovery from a spleen injury. In his development of intramural sports. 

These athletes epitomized the best of 

an incredibly talented pool of individuals. 

Congratulations to all winners on a mem¬ 

ory-filled first semester. 

Where the Gaels stand 
Queen’s athletic standings at the 

winter break 
WOMEN'S 

VOLLEYBALL 
MEN'S HOCKEY 

MEN'S 
VOLLEYBALL 

WOMEN'S HOCKEY 

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 

--Sports Fitness_THEQUEEN'SJ°URNAL-2' 

Captains meeting draws mixed reactions 
TwhTigTl 

rhen looked into and they then decided 

have a captains meeting to deal 

proactively with the situation.” 

" With sanctions and probation being 

handed down to these varsity teams it 

became clear to the administration that 

a set of guidelines and penalties had to 

be outlined with all teams being 

involved in the process. 

"The athletes and coaches have 

shared with me the positives of these 

activities, but when activities are pro¬ 

moted that can result in personal injury, 

property damage or image damage, 1 

think we have a responsibility to deal 

with it,” said McFarlane. “I would be 

remiss not to mention that this has 

been influenced by recent initiation 

incidents at McMaster, with rugby and 

volleyball, and Western football.” 

Many of the ‘rookie night’ problems 

were originally reported by officials 

from Queen’s residences. 

“This fall it was been brought to my 

attention several times that men and 

women were returned in a state of very 

great intoxication in addition to vari¬ 

ous materials being stuck on them,” 

said Graham Brown, director of 

Queen’s residences. “The worst has 

been avoided to date but a lot has to do 

with luck. I don’t think personal safety 

should rely on luck.” 

Following the meeting, which 

attempted to create a policy to deal 

with these situations in the future, a 

number of captains put forth concerns 

and complaints. 

Some felt that the administration, 

their influence on the captain’s meet¬ 
ing. 

“The sense I got was that the IAC 

people there wanted to get a rubber 

stamp from the captains for their sanc¬ 

tions," said cross-country captain Bob 

McGill. “The captains successfully 

questioned what was put forth.” 

“Men and women were 
returned [to residence] in a 

state of very great 
intoxication in addition to 

various materials being stuck 
on them.” 

— Graham Brown, director of 
Queen’s residences 

While there was a consensus among 

captains that anything dangerous or in 

contravention of an individual’s human 

rights was to be outlawed, some felt 

that the administration was going too 

far. 

“Captains were concerned about 

punishing illegal activities such as 

harassment versus punishing simply 

getting intoxicated,” said McGill. 

“[The heavy drinking] is going to 

happen anyway. Whether they come 

with the teams or go to AJ’s on a 

Thursday night they will get drunk. 

This is a controlled environment,” said 

women’s rugby captain Kendra Court. 

“Queen’s is very lucky that, yes, every¬ 

one has a good time, but we don’t take 

this to a degrading level.” 

It is the question of safety that seems 

to be the most contentious between 

administration and athletes, with the 

athletic department claiming to be most 

concerned about personal injury and 

the captains claiming that the adminis¬ 

tration is most concerned with school 

image. 

“We could have totally ignored this, 

but there were cases of personal injury 

and this caused concern,” said 

McFarlane, who admitted that he is 

also concerned with the way Queen’s 

athletes are perceived. 

“I don’t think it is fair that they 

come down on us for the safety issues, 

when we are taking all the precautions. 

We pair rookies with a sober veteran 

who look after them all night,” said 

Court. “[The residences] overreact and 

call detox and 911, when these people 

just' need water and to go to bed.” 

Anne Bennedetti, captain of the 

women’s lacrosse team, saw the meet¬ 

ing in a much more positive light. “I 

think that to have captains organize 

other captains is good to get different 

viewpoints. Each team'does things dif¬ 

ferently,” said Bennedetti, an IAC mem¬ 

ber. “Things are still positive 

surrounding the issues. This was a 

proactive meeting.” 

“[The meeting] was very effective in 

getting things on the table, but not in 

getting solutions,” said McGill. “The 

whole process was a good first step, but 

it should not be the be all and end all of 

the discussion.” 

McFarlane sees this meeting as a 

building block as well. He foresees 

more meetings on this issue in the 

future in hopes of building an agreeable 

policy on punishment. The athletic 

director also sees these meetings as an 

opportunity to educate captains on not 

only conduct, but on issues of alcohol. 

“We are just asking them to follow 

the articles in the rules and regulations 

outlined in the new Interuniversity 

Student-Athlete Handbook,” said 

McFarlane. “Some rookies fear these 

nights but I hope the captains will deal 

with this in a positive way.” 

“The potential for peer pressure that 

is involved in sports is much higher 

than it is at regular orientation events,” 

said former Queen’s basketball captain 

Ian Brisbin. 

“[The heavy drinking] is 
going to happen anyway. 
Whether they come with 

the teams or go to AJ’s on a 
Thursday night they will get 

drunk. This is a 
controlled environment.” 

— Kendra Court, 
women’s rugby 

“You don’t want to scare [the rook¬ 

ies] off,” said Court. “If you do, there 

goes your depth for next year.” 

With these issues still unresolved, it 

will be how the subsequent meetings 

play out that will decide how Queen’s 

athletics will deal with this 

controversial issue. 

“It is not our jurisdiction to say no 

to rookie parties or no to drinking at 

rookie parties, nor do we want it to 

be,” said McFarlane. “We are trying to 

help, that is what we are trying to do.” 
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The Campus Bookstore boys used books for instant cold, hard cosh! Printed here is our Cash 

For Books list so you can find out whot books we ore buying and for how much! Our list is 

actually based on textbook needs ol Queen’s so thnt books con be resold at a teosonable price in 

upcoming lerms, giving students the option of buying a used book. Our list changes regularly so 

if you oie interested in selling your books in upcoming terms be sure to check it on our web site 

bt www.rampusbookstore.rom It you hove books that oie not on Ihe list then don t 

despoil, we ore hosting o larger Buy Bock with Follets, December 16-19th where they will be 

buying o whole ronge of other books not on this list. 

Used Textbooks • Used Book Buybacks • Used Book Classifieds 
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1: The Campus Bookstore 
Buys Used Books (lib oS Ihse w Ihh hi) 

OimON-CUNlUl Eti'ONING III PHMAl DISABIUTIES-MlllWS AND 
Minus 
04830J7409-S23.00 

EDYM>5~ElMHTAn DIIFEPiNTlAl EQUATORS WITH APPUCATOHS-P- 
HU1 
0133120759—SS0.00 
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The Campus Bookstore 

and Used Books: 3 Facts 
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10 
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2: The Campus Bookstore 
Sells Used BooksiMi,?.,*,;.™; 
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A1G0VERNWEHTIIICAI 

3: We Run A Used Book 
Classifieds Service, 

More Books Already Added, Check The Us, a, www.«„mpusboolKtore.(om; 
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Gaels spike Ryerson 
By Alex Mueller-Gastell 

The Queen’s men’s volleyball team 
sailed through the weekend smoothly as 
the Gaels convincingly took care of a 
Everson squad that was unable to match 
rhc waves of offence coming at them 
from the other side of the net. 

The crowd assembled in Ross Gym 

on Friday night witnessed a Queen’s 

ream that showed a certain sloppiness in 

the early part of the contest, but eventu¬ 

ally used its superior offensive power 

and talent to come away with a decisive 

3-0. After the Rams had taken an early 

lead in the first set, the continuously 

improving setting of Michel Cameron, 

along with the outside power of Greg 

Stevenson and Frederic Cotnoir, turned 

the tide in favour of the home team. The 

first set ended 15-10 and the trend con¬ 

tinued in the subsequent set as well. 

It was the Quebec connection of 

"Although we came out 
rather flat, the team got 

sharper as the contest went 
on and, in the end, talent 

and skill prevailed.” 

— Head Coach Brenda Willis 

Cameron and Cotnoir who ended the 

game with 18 kills on the offensive side, 

which decided the middle frame 15-7 in 

favor of the Gaels with strong defensive 

contributions coming from Scott 

Millington and Andy Lynn. 

The third set was a simple case of the 

home team going through the motions 

while expending only the necessary 

amount of energy. After jumping out to 

an early 4-0 lead, the Gaels switched on 

cruise control and with strong serves 

from Michel Cameron in the middle of 

the set the win was sealed by a typical 

unforced error by the Rams. 

Coach Willis commented after the 

game that Ryerson is a rebuilding team 

that was overmatched by her squad. 

“Although we came out rather flat, the 

team got sharper as the contest went on 

and, in the end, talent and skill pre¬ 

vailed,” she said. 

Saturday afternoon’s contest saw 

Coach Willis altering the starting lineup 

which, in turn, did not alter the eventual 

outcome of the match from the previous 

evening. Andrew Calder and Kevin 

“Latch” Latchford took over the outside 

positions for Cotnoir and Stevenson 

who enjoyed the match from the side¬ 

lines. With these personnel changes, the 

task of bringing stability and order to 

the Queen’s offence was placed in 

Michel Cameron’s hands. Although the 

early part of the match was marked by a 

few miscommunications on the defen¬ 

sive side for both teams, the Gaels set¬ 

tled down rather quickly. Helped by a 

number of good sets from Cameron, 

both Calder and Latchford were able to 

leave their marks on the first set with a 

few thundering kills, allowing the home 

team to win the frame 15-3. 

The pattern continued in the second 

set, as Calder intimidated the Ryerson 

defense with a number of precise and 

hard serves that allowed Queen’s to turn 

an early 4-5 deficit into a 10-5 lead. 

Although Ryerson was looking to make 

a comeback and got within two, the set 

ended 15-12 in favour of the Gaels. 

The third set turned out to be the 

closest fought set of the entire weekend, 

as Ryerson apparently realized that they 

had spent a weekend in Kingston with¬ 

out winning a set. Desperately trying to 

avoid the shutout, Ryerson showed 

sparks of talent on the offensive and 

defensive side. Still, their effort was no 

match for Queen’s; especially Andrew 

Ewert, who came into the match and 

had an immediate impact. Spurred on 

by his teammates’ cry for “Ewy, Ewy” 

and a crowd filled with admiration, 

Ewert put on an exhibition in throwing 

down the hammer time after time. The 

first year player was certainly the main 

attraction of this third set as he guided 

the team to a 15-13 set win. 

Looking ahead, volleyball fans should 

“If you can’t get up for the 
game on Friday, you 

shouldn’t be wearing a 
Queen’s uniform. Hard 

feelings-yeah.” 

— Andy Lynn, Queen's captain 

be licking their fingers because this 

Friday at 8 p.m. the league leading 

University of Toronto Varsity Blues are 

entering Bartlett Gym on the heels of 

the fight-filled game at Toronto only a 

few weeks ago. 

As Captain Andy Lynn put it best, “if 

you can’t get up for the game on Friday, 

you shouldn’t be wearing a Queen’s uni¬ 

form. Hard feelings — yeah.” 

Basketball 
team back 
to .500 
Continued from page 17 

ous, Purdy played like a man possessed, 

amassing game highs 19 points and four 

steals, accomplished with pickpocket 

sleight-of-hand. Gleeson had another 

successful night as a long-range marks¬ 

man en route to 13 points, while 

Richardson added twelve and fellow 

starters Byrne and Stelter nine apiece. 

The Gaels simply denied McGill a viable 

opportunity to win, playing sound 

defense and committing only eleven 

turnovers, to the Redmen’s 23. 

“We pretty much demoralized 

[McGill],” commented Meeson, adding, 

“We wanted to keep the intensity high 

throughout the game... we’re starting to 

get the mentality where we want to put 

teams away quickly.” 

With the 2-0 home stand, the Gaels 

are poised to pursue a playoff berth 

when league play resumes in January, 

which has been all too often foreign to 

them in recent years. “It’s been a while,” 

remarked Meeson, anticipating a mem¬ 

orable second half of the season. 

Queen’s Journal 
Hockey Pool 

This holiday season, keep track of 
your selections at 

www.journal.queensii.ca 
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^iscyEntfrtatnmfnt 
The eye of the storm 

Ian RevelPs presentation Iced World brings back chilly memories 

from photography. 

My initial reaction to these 

pieces was how much they 

reminded me of those kaleido¬ 

scope tubes I had as a child. 

There is something soothing 

and captivating about them. 

Revell uses single black 

and white photographs 

of ice-covered tree 
branches and rotates 

the image across 

different axes to 

create an entirely 

new design. 

thing new. One piece entitled 

“nexus” resembles a stained- 

glass window, and another, enti¬ 

tled “tangled,” evokes a patch of 

lace or a spider’s web. A series 

of three seemingly separate 

pieces are actually different 

arrangements composed from 

the same image. 

A graduate of Queen’s Music, 

Revell admitted to having no 

formal art training. He does not 

own an expensive camera, nor 

does he use fancy lenses. He 

assembles uncomplicated, close- 

up shots to make something 

quite beautiful and serene, 

drawing your eye into a picture 

that is at the same time simple 

and complex. First, you see the 

basic pattern of the design. 

Looking closer, you see the 

interconnection of the lines, and 

finally, the details, such as crab 

apples or knots covered in ice. 

It is a reflection of Revell’s 

desire to create something that 

is both “of reality and beyond 

reality.” 

His work has been shown in 

Toronto’s Little Gallery and 

locally at the Modern Fuel 

Gallery. Presently, he is being 

shown at the Laundry Cafe, and 

at the Towne Crier through 

December. 

By Jennifer Howse 

Ice Storm. For those of you 

who braved Kingston last 

January, those two words may 

evoke memories of pretty glass- 

covered trees, dangling power 

lines, and branches falling 

through windshields. You may 

have t-shirts that proclaim “I 

survived Ice Storm 98!” or the 

commemorative china plates. 

Some of you would rather pull 

out your own arms before you 

hear those two words together 

again. Whatever your attitude is 

on the Ice Storm, forget it for 

now, because Ian Revell’s pho¬ 

tography show entitled “Iced 

World,” displayed at the Towne 

Crier, has nothing to do with it. 

That’s right. Revell corrected 

me when I asked if his pieces 

were created during the ice 

storm. Although the pho¬ 

tographs were taken then, the 

creation of the art spans from 

last May until very recently. 

There is an important distinc¬ 

tion to make in order to under¬ 

stand his work — it is not just 

photography, it is art created 

Revell explained that he 

employed an ancient Hindu and 

Buddhist artistic technique 

called Mandala, which, in sim¬ 

plified terms, entails the sym¬ 

metrical repetition of a single 

image. Revell uses single black 

and white photographs of ice- 

covered tree branches and 

rotates the image across differ¬ 

ent axes to create an entirely 

new design, so that you are not 

immediately aware of what you 

are looking at. In effect, Revell 

strips the initial image of its 

frame of reference, and by 

reassembling it, creates some- 
PHOTOS BY ALEX KRONBY 

NtflBotatB tills! 

Pearl Jam 

live on Two Legs 

Epic Records 

By Jim Whittington 

It seems odd that a band 

which pretty much ignores 

every aspect of the commercial 

jiiusic scene could grow to 

become one of the largest and 

niost successful live acts today, 

ut that is exactly what Pearl 

Jain has done. 

Think about it — their recent 

video for “Do the Evolution” is 

^r first since Ten in 1991, and 

1 |y consistently refuse to do 

at>y live interviews outside of 

1 ose for their own pirate radio 

Ration. Yet their popularity has 

®ared higher with every new 

a um despite criticism of their 

Ver-softening sound. 

Live on Two Legs offers fans 

lej cjlance to hear one of the 

0r ds most exceptional live 

acts without battling 

Ticketmaster hotlines, or greedy 

scalpers. Now rhis isn’t to say 

that this album captures the true 

live Pearl Jam experience — 

only being there could do that 

— but it’s a good album and a 

real indication of why they are 

such a huge concert attraction. 

The set is rather predictable, 

with no real surprises outside of 

a good cover of Neil Young’s 

“Fuck’in Up.” The rest is what 

you’d expect to hear at a Pearl 

Jam concert. There’s a good mix 

of old and new material, and 

that, usual “Daughter” jam ses¬ 

sion, which on this occasion 

included teases of “Rock’in in 

the Free World” and “W.M.A.” 

Other highlights include excel¬ 

lent versions of “Corduroy,” 

“Off He Goes,” and “Untitled.” 

My only problem with Live 

on Two Legs is that they didn’t 

play a couple of songs I really 

wanted to hear in “Alive” and 

“Immortality,” but that’s the 

usual problem of putting out a 

live album — you’re bound to 

disappoint some people. 

It may be no substitute for 

the real thing, but Live on Two 

Legs does a hell of a job of cap¬ 

turing one of the world’s best 

live acts for posterity. 

This is one great live disc. 

Brian Taguchi 

Fuselage 

Normal Guy Records 

By Jackie Mclachlan 

In light of his previous musi¬ 

cal efforts with the group Clever 

Hans, I anticipated Brian 

Taguchi’s solo album, Fuselage, 

to be something great. I soon 

realized this to be a serious 

understatement; Fuselage is 

excellent. While the musical 

content is impressive, the actual 

process that was used to make 

the album is equally remarkable, 

not to mention unique. 

Considering that Fuselage is 

an independent effort, com¬ 

pletely recorded and mixed on 

an 8-track machine, the finished 

product is extremely impressive. 

One of the most inspiring 

aspects of Taguchi’s album is the 

dedication and individuality 

within it. It is apparent that 

Taguchi’s priority is to create 

music that marks a place, time, 

or event in his life in such a way 

as to allow others to become 

involved in, and appreciate, his 

experiences. 

Unlike some other musicians, 

Taguchi doesn’t compromise 

personality for mainstream, 

empty and generic drivel; the 

type that is all too common on 

most radio stations. Fuselage is a 

collection of 11 songs, each of 

which has a distinct sound, yet 

lends an overall alternative, 

acoustic edge to the album. The 

depth of the album can be seen 

both in pieces such as “John” 

and “Ideas of Dobbin” that were 

written more than two years 

ago, and in songs like “Throw 

Me a Bone” and “Sweet Like 

Candy” that were literally fin¬ 

ished during the October 

recording session. “Rust” and 

“Beam” are representative of 

the vocal harmony and multi- 

layering instrumental effect that 

underlies the album. 

There’s no question that 

Brian Taguchi is extremely tal¬ 

ented. Fuselage is an amazing, 

instantly likeable debut solo 

effort, that exhibits the care and 

time invested in it. If Fuselage is 

any indication of subsequent 

albums, the outlook is 

extremely good for Mr. Taguchi. 

The Beautiful South 

Quench 

Mercury Records 

By Sarah Crosbie 

I fell in love with them 

hecause of a pencilcase in the 

late eighties with everyone else. 

Ten years ago, the Beautiful 

South released, Welcome to the 

Beautiful South and with it their 

most famous song, “Song for 

Whomever” which features the 

line, “I love you from the bot¬ 

tom of my pencilcase.” 

Now a decade later they’ve 

released a new album which will 

surely Quench their fans’ long¬ 

ing for the group’s silly, yet real¬ 

istic songs. 

Quench features 13 new tracks 

ranging from, melodic ballads 

such as “Pockets,” to sensual, 

jazzy tunes like “Losing Things” 

Please see Rotate This on page 28 



Completely Ec-static 
folk and rock outfit charge their way into Kingston 

Static Electricity: Rheostatics 

in action at A.J's on 

Wednesday. 

Canadian 
CONCERT REVIEW 

By Sarah Lidstone 

Most people know of the 

Rheostatics from their frequent 

tours with the Tragically Hip 

who, despite numerous 

rumours, did not show up at 

AJ’s on Wednesday night to jam 

with their old touring buddies. 

But no one at AJ’s seemed to 

mind one bit; the place was 

infused with a charming energy 

and a refreshing atmosphere. 

I went to this concert with 

only a vague familiarity of the 

Rheostatics’ older material, and 

was surprised that 1 still recog¬ 

nized their unique style. You 

could describe them as a very 

technical band -—although loud 

— and very Canadian. The fans 

in the crowd were easy to pick 

out, dancing enthusiastically to 

the ever-changing rhythm, and 

anticipating the frequent 

changes in tempo which are so 

characteristic of the Rheostatics’ 

style. In “Fish Tank,” the band 

seemed to tease the crowd as 

they bounced back and forth 

between heavy rock verses and 

smooth, whispering choruses. 

The band could be described 

as musical artists on the abstract 

side, experimenting with all 

aspects of sound. They use their 

instruments to their full capac¬ 

ity, blending finger picking at a 

comfortable pace with loud, 

echoing distortion. The music 

took on an surreal quality, 

sometimes floating dreamily, 

sometimes rooted in heavy rock, 

and often a combination of the 

two. 

The band is unconventional 

in the way that they refrain from 

using the popular verse-chorus- 

verse structure in their songs. 

The music was unpredictable, 

and I found myself captivated by 

it. The songs were carefully con¬ 

structed by very talented, vet¬ 

eran musicians who created an 

innovative sound unlike any 

other I have ever heard. 

The vocals seemed to play a 

secondary role to the music. All 

four band members participated 

in the vocals, either harmoniz¬ 

ing or singing the echoing back¬ 

up vocals. The lead guitarist’s 

distinctive voice floated over the 

music, and he sang with an ener¬ 

getic intensity that blended per¬ 

fectly with the sound. A guest 

singer, Sarah Harper, sang a 

beautiful version of 

“Harmolonia,” one of the 

band’s latest songs, command¬ 

ing the stage with gentle confi¬ 

dence. 

The opening band, The 

Colour Teenies, also deserve 

some mention. They got down 

to business as soon as they hit 

the stage, playing a solid set of 

12 songs in about an hour. Its 

the kind of music I’d play while 

getting ready to throw a party; 

good guitars, great melodies, 

and a full, pulsing sound. 

In two hours, The 

Rheostatics put on a very 

dynamic show, playing off each 

other from song to song with a 

level of comfort only present w 

experienced bands. However, 1 

didn’t even have to see the show 

to enjoy it; hearing it vvas enough 

to make it a great concert. 

Footloose da 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $359 1 
Calgary fna $299 B 
Edmonton from $299 | 
Regina from $329 1 
Winnipeg from $229 1 
Halifax from $239 1 
Saint John from $339 1 
St John’s from $279 1 

Free Date Change 

Don’t know your 
exam schedule? No 
need to worryl Book 
your Student Class 

night home and 
you’ll receive a 

cougonloraFREE 
date change. 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Uiturt Travel leg HaulfCroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.odyssey-travcl.com 

Still sure about 

Engineering 
but not sure about university? 

St Uwronce College often. you an alternative! 
for a<*vanced fiMding in the Mowing fogj. 

facilities that are continually being updated 

faculty and students. & S.r 
check out labs, v, 
and sit In on classes. - - - ■ 

For more Information 
call 544-5400, ext 1501 '<f> 
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Bad as it wants to be 
New Christian Slater flick is dark, chaotic and enjoyable 

yt-rv Bad Things 
Cataraqui Cinema 

By Lilian Kim 

Picture this: Take the most annoying 

s0,md audible to the human ear and ele- 

v ire it by a million decibals. Potential for 

losing y°ur mincl? Not cluite- But let’s 
jjj ,n a few other ingredients like a per¬ 

fectionist, a prick and a few dead bodies. 

Pretty potent stuff for a weak heart. 

Realistically though, how could all of 

these things come together without being 

really stupid or extremely agitating? The 

solution to these problems: Do some¬ 

thing very bad. 

But like anything, the 
wedding is only a decoy to 
the true fire behind getting 
hitched: the bachelor party. 

Contrary to the title, Very Bad Things 

is actually quite good, very good as a 

matter of fact. Chicago Hope’s Peter Berg 

wrote and directed this dark, sharp com¬ 

edy based around a couple’s wedding. 

The wedding is only a decoy to the true 

fire behind getting hitched: the bachelor 

party. 

The deliciously talented Jon Favreau 

takes on the role of Kyle Fisher, an over¬ 

worked stockbroker who finds time 

away from his overbearing, perfectionist 

bride Laura (Cameron Diaz) to pile into 

the infamous white mini-van with four of 

his closest friends for a road trip to Las 

Vegas. 

With an incredibly strong 
and versatile cast, the story 
only becomes stronger. The 
dialogue is smart and witty, 

often humble 
with philosophy. 

The five gentlemen, who consist of 

Boyd (a snarky Christian Slater), Adam 

(Daniel Stern), Michael (Jeremy Piven), 

the shy Moore (Leland Orser) and Kyle 

are going to get a little high, watch some 

sports and have some good old fashioned 

fun. What they are left with is an acci¬ 

dentally murdered stripper/prostitute 

and a very murdered hotel security 

guard. They opt-out of informing the 

police and decide to cover their tracks. 

This only begins a string of guilty feel¬ 

ings and more deaths. 

The annoying part, which is possibly 

the most effective aspect, is the constant 

chaos that is portrayed in the film. 

Going the 
extra mile 

extra muros colours Union Gallery 

By Charmian Love 

As exams quickly approach, the traf¬ 

fic at Stauffer will be getting more 

chaotic and frenzied. For those feeling 

stressed, it would be worthwhile to drop 

those books and head down to the 

Union Gallery for a short break. Four 

fourth-year Fine Arts students, Daphne 

Locke, Marc (no last name), Sarah 

Hatton and Diane Southall, are cur¬ 

rently showing a provocative exhibit 

entitled “extra muros.” 

Altering images from 
Postcards from her relatives 
ln England, she succeeds in 

suggesting what it was like in 
the past by clouding images 
to show the passing of time. 

Although each of these artists has a 

c early different style and mission, their 

W°rk seems to mesh together in the 

?a .7 creating an interesting, yet chal- 

Cr>ging result. The pieces include paint- 

ln§s> box sculpture, quilts, plexiglass 

•nstallation and video. While at first 

tBe room appears intimidating 

irh its complexity, each work is strong 

°ugh to hold its own amongst the sur- 

funding distractions. 

°cke, provides the strong sculptural 
omp°nent fjie s|,ow Her work 

, r, .Box” was not only interesting 

Stletically, but also struck me as 

Characters are chewing each other out 

with morality, bitching to the point of 

no return. An uncomfortable stir 

treaded across the audience during the 

many heated discussions. It shows that 

Berg knows what really gets under our 

skin. 

With an incredibly strong and versa¬ 

tile cast, the story only becomes 

stronger. The dialogue is smart and 

witty, often humble with philosophy. 

One scene has a very intoxicated Adam 

and Kyle discussing Kyle’s role of god¬ 

father to Adam’s children. The conver¬ 

sation is deep, intense and full of 

sentimentality. 

For his first independent attempt at 

filmmaking, Berg makes good use of 

dark, off-colour imagery that accentu¬ 

ates the eerie persona that the film tries 

to convey. The film’s conclusion is the 

only letdown with an overused car 

wreck scene and Laura suddenly losing 

her mental marbles. Other than that, 

the crowd seemed impressed and enam¬ 

oured with the wicked, disgusting 

occurrences, one after the other. 

A very bad thing would be to miss 

this flick. An even worse thing would 

be to leave the theatre thinking that get¬ 

ting married is all that it’s cracked up to 

be. 

Final gathering: Very Bad Things stars 

(from left, clockwise) Christian Slater, 

Daniel Stern, Cameron Diaz, Jon 

Favreau, Leland Orser, and Jeremy Piven. 

courageous. Locke placed mementos or 

keepsakes such as beer caps, toothpaste 

and eyebrow rings collected from past 

romances in little boxes, arranged like a 

table in a living room. She allows us to 

step into her world by providing a list of 

names which correspond with the boxes. 

From her personal statement it is clear 

that this sense of organization and cate¬ 

gorization is how she alludes to the emo¬ 

tions which are suggested. 

Marc is obviously the most daring of 

the group. His pieces are the most eye¬ 

catching, but also the most difficult to 

interpret. His creative goal of exploring 

life and society through art and struggle 

to transcend capitalism, in art practices, 

is recognizable in his work. A central 

piece that the rest of the gallery seems to 

rotate around, is his work “Growth.” 

They express a softness of 
the subject by using loose 
brush strokes and warm 
colours. Both Southall’s 
painting and quilting are 
valid and valuable to the 

success of the show. 

Consisting of a pink and blue toilet 

hanging from the ceiling with vines and 

a gathering of plastic puffs on the floor, 

“Growth” is vexing, but provides some 

sense of what he believes is his role in 

relating to the viewer; providing a con¬ 

tradictory environment with varying lev¬ 

els of pleasure and discomfort, 

Please see Growing on page 29 

Phone 542-4415 
'298 PRINCESS STREET (at Clergy), KINGSTON, ONT. 

RACQUET 8c RUNNING SPECIALISTS 

Queen's 
Apparel 
20% off 

Excellent 
Selection of 

Winter 
Coats & 
Pants 

Assorted 
Athletic 

Shoes on 
Sale 

Nylon 
Tear-a- 

way Pants 
on Sale 

Graphite 
Squash 
Racquet 

Reg. 109.99 
Sale 69.99 
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to upbeat pop diddies like “How Long s 

A Tear Take To Dry?” — the first song on 

the CD and surely to get you hooked. 

The Beautiful South’s sound is unique 

and unlike any other group, because of 

the vocals of Paul Heaton, Dave 

Hemingway, and Jacqueline Abbott. 

Heaton and Hemingway’s voices are 

strong and distinctive in their tone. 

Although they are similar, which allows 

them to create incredible harmonies, 

their sound is unlike any other male 

vocalists that I’ve heard. 

Abbott, the female vocalist of the 

group doesn’t compliment the male 

vocals, but rather, accentuates the 

group’s overall clean and simplistic 

sound. 

To compliment the vocals, the lyrics 

are modest, to say the least; most often 

rhyming in an elementary school fash¬ 

ion, yet never abandoning the strong 

message of the song. 

Genreless, Quench is a great new 

album, suitable for any occasion. 1 

strongly recommend this holiday season, 

you take a trip down South. 

pie chord progression and perhaps d 

to the short period that the band ^ 

been together, the music still exudes ? 
expected rawness. There is potentbl 

here, and perhaps, with time, the band 

will realize it. 

the cosmos 

9:00 to 5:00 weekdays • beside the Skylight lounge in the Upper JPUC • 945 ZIZO 

the cosmos 

Life-Line 

Slippery Songs Inc. 

By Anna Nesbitt 

The Cosmos started the band almost 

by accident. Lead singer and guitarist 

Tyson Champagne was having a jam ses¬ 

sion with Sean McKenty, the band’s 

drummer, when they decided to hook up 

with guitarist Sean Rouleau. From there 

they evolved to what you know of them: 

an energetic, music loving, Kingston 

band. Despite the commendable number 

of shows this group has performed, if 

they want to be a well known, quality 

band, they’re going to need to continu¬ 
ally evolve. 

Between tracks one and six on their 

debut CD Life-Size, I could barely distin¬ 

guish one song from the next. The only 

part of the CD that possessed any origi¬ 

nality was the lyrics. The chords and 

tunes tended to blend in with the pre¬ 

ceding song. I often found myself for¬ 

warding through bits of the songs and 

even skipping them at times. However 

track eight, “Life in the Food Chain ” 

although a typical attempt at nineties 

garage rock, caught my attention due to 

.ts contrast with the slower, more mel¬ 

low tracks on the album. Unfortunately 

after two minutes and 44 seconds of 

repetitive and monotonous vocal slam¬ 

ming, I lost all enthusiasm I momentarily 

Jhe Cosmos do make some good 

attempts to create personality by experi¬ 

menting with styles from all over the 

musical spectrum. However, with sim- 

REM 

Up 

Warner Music 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

“If this record dropped out of the sky 

by a three-piece band that nobody had 

heard of, people would be in the street 

shouting at the top of their lungs, naked, 

about it" — Michael Stipe, on REM’s 

latest release, Up. 

Significant truth lies behind Stipe’s 

rather conceited comment. REM’s glory 

days lie behind them, but what remains 

of the most well-known University of 

Georgia band (percussionist Bill Berry 

left the group prior to the recording of 

Up, due in part to recent ill-health. “He’s 

making hay,” reports Stipe.) is accom¬ 

plishing that rarest of rock and roll feats 

— REM is aging with dignity. 

Instead of reducing the group to a 

musical chair soap opera a la Van Halen, 

REM opted not to replace Berry per se, 

but instead decided to forge ahead sans 

percussion. While some of the tracks 

employ the ever-unpopular drum 

machine, some of the album’s most 

memorable moments occur on those 

tracks unadorned by a drummer of any 

sort. 

It is not a totally new REM that 

inhabits Up; in fact, the new release is 

entirely consistent with their many pre¬ 

vious efforts. Some of the automated 

percussion sounds so reminiscent of 

Berry’s stylings that it seems as if the 

machine is haunted by his ghost. But, 

like the title implies, Up is a new direc¬ 

tion for REM, if not much of a depar¬ 

ture. Stipe revisits familiar themes, his 

vocals are their usual distinctive, 

Southern Nasal selves and guitarist Peter 

Buck still appears to live in mortal fear 

of a lengthy solo. 

From the almost corny (“Daysleeper,' 

in the not-so-proud REM tradition of 

sunny pop that also produced “Shiny 

Happy People” and “Stand”) to the sub¬ 

lime (“Diminished,” “Falls to Climb”), 

Up is a strong and vital collection, a far 

more complete and satisfying release 

then their previous efFort, the pseudo- 

live and inconsistent New Adventures i" 

Hi-Fi (1996). 

A moment on Up says it all: the tiny, 

affecting “I’m not over you.” It may be 

the post-Berry era and REM may be on 

its. last legs, but we’re not over them yct- 

And, if you can excuse the terrible pun, 

things are looking Up. 

1,98 
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Happy Holidays from your friends in 

A&E. PS: Santa Claus is female! Roar! 

L 
,Tlore Tinsel? Ellen DeGeneres and Anne Heche believe that Hollywood, 

% " : .. m a-k’a Tinseltown, has turned against them. The popular couple have fired their 

V Ji ^ agents and publicists and may re-locate to San Francisco. DeGeneres next stars in 

three new films, including Goodbye Lover, while Heche will be starring in Psycho. 

HaPPy Holidays from St. Dick: Dennis Rodman filed papers last Monday, 

seeking an annulment from his marriage to Carmen Elektra. The two exchanged 

vows on November 14 in Las Vegas, but Rodman’s lawyer said his client was, “so 

inebriated at the nuptials that he didn’t know which way was up.” 

Can t Hardly Wait to Spread the Love: Jennifer Love Hewitt and Tony 

Danza turned out to serve meals to the hungry and homeless at a Los Angeles mis¬ 

sion. Love Hewitt, said, “I just served mashed potatoes. It makes me feel good.” 

Season of Cher-ing: For three decades, Cher has maintained a successful 

career. Just in time for the holidays, the superstar female has released a new CD, 

Believe and just released a book, For the First Time — not to mention that she will 

also sing the national anthem at the Super Bowl in 1999. 

It’s a Wonderful life (for the bugs): 
(Top movie picks for Nov. 25) 

1. A Bug’s Life 46.5 million 

2. The Rugrats Movie 27.6 million 
3. Enemy of the State 25.7 million 

Belting out the Bible: (Top albums on the Billboard charts) 

1. I’m your Angel — R. Kelly and Celine Dion 

2. Nobody’s Supposed to be Here — Deborah Cox 

3. Lately — Divine 

Growing at the Union 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Continued from page 27 

emotional evolvement and 

observational detachment. 

The work of Hatton is 

■nspired from childhood memo¬ 

ir5 from her early home in 

England. Hatton finds a sense 

°f reassurance, and shows us 

this in her paintings. Her work 
has a strong affiliation with 

Photography in its usage of 

8<ossy paint. Altering images 

r°m postcards from her rela- 

tlVes in England, she succeeds in 

suggesting what it was like in 

^ past by clouding images to 

show the passing of time. 

The final artist in this group 

exhibition appears to be the 

m°st traditional. Southall uses 

two main mediums; paint on 

canvas and quilt making. Each 

holds a special and different 

meaning in her process. 

Quilting, Southall says, “is 

peaceful and soothing, allowing 

the mind to wander while the 

repetition of stitches is exe¬ 

cuted. Painting, on the other 

hand, becomes an intense and 

frustrating activity wrought 

with dramatic emotion.” 

The subjects of her paintings 

are recognizable and reinforce 

her love for craft as art. The 

pieces are entitled “Planning a 

Quilt For Kenny” and 

“Replacing Mother’s Quilt.” 

Together they express a softness 

of the subject by using loose 

brush strokes and warm 

Gst Out 
There! 

colours. Both her painting and 

quilting are valid and valuable 

to the success of the show. 

The different styles of the 

artists all compliment each 

other, “extra muros” has some¬ 

thing for everyone, no matter 

what your taste happens to be. 

Without guessing at a profound 

meaning to its arrangement, all 

the work suggests a sense of 

acceptance of art on many dif¬ 

ferent levels. 

The subjects of her 
paintings are 

recognizable and 
reinforce her love for 

craft as art. 

As a study break, try wander¬ 

ing amongst these pieces — 

you’ll end up thinking more 

then you would staring at a 

textbook. 

A&Ii would like 

to wish everyone 

a very safe and 

happy holiday 

season. Hope to 

see you in the 

New lear! 

Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol 
Theatre until Thursday 
December 10: 
546-5395 

Rugrats 12:45.3:00,5:05,7:15. 
9:25 
Home Fries 1:20,3:50,7:10, 
9:30 
A Bug's Life 12:00, 12:30, 2:15, 
2:45, 4:30, 5:00, 6:50, 7:20, 
9:05. 9:35 
Enemy of the State 12:40, 4:00, 
4:25, 7:00, 7:30, 10:00, 10:20 
I’ll Be Home for Christmas 1:50 
Waterboy 2:00, 4:20, 7:30, 9:50 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex until Thursday 
December 10: 
389-7442 

I Still Know What You Did Last 
Summer 12:30, 2:40, 4:45, 7:05, 
9:15 
Babe: Pig in the City 12:40, 2:50, 
5:15, 7:25, 9:35, 
Psycho 12:40, 3:20, 7:15, 9:35 
Celebrity 1:20, 4:00, 6:55 
Very Bad Things 9:25 
Red Violin 1:10, 3:50, 6:45 
Ringmaster 9:55 
Meet Joe Black 1:00, 4:35, 8:15 

Visual Art: 

The Edward Day Gallery 
547-0774 
Until November 17 to 
December 6, exhibit by Ralph 
Allen. 

Union Gallery 
extra Muros, is currently show¬ 
ing at the Union Gallery in 
Stauffer Library 

Live Music: 
The Shot: 
Monday, December 7th, the 
Shot welcomes Jon Coakley and 
Brian Taguchi. Tickets are $4 and 
proceeds go toward the Queen's 
Committee for Fair 
Representation. Show starts at 
10 p.m. 

CFRC Benefit Concert 
Come join the CFRC crew 
tonight at Clark Hall Pub. Bands 
include Craig Cardiff, The 
Bandicoots, and Potty Mouth. 
Tickets are $5 and doors open 
at 9 p.m. All proceeds go to 
charity. 

Live Theatre: 

Theatre 5 
Sleeping Beauty will be playing 
on Saturday, December 12th at 
2 and 7:30 pm. Tickets are $7 
for adults and $6 for children. 
For reservations call 546-5460. 

Baby Grand Theatre 

Starting Thursday, December 3, 
running Wednesdays through 
Saturdays until December 20, 
the Baby Grand presents 
Beginning. The play begins at 8 
p.m. and tickets are $12. 

Winter Intake 
@ 

St. Lawrence College 
The following full-time programs 

start their academic year in January 1999. 

School of Business 
Business Administration/Business Genera) (0201) IstYear... BCK 
Office Administration - General (0620) 1 st Year.K 
Computer Programmer Analyst (0450). K 
Computer Networking and Technical Support (0457).BK 

School of Engineering Technology andTrades 
Computerized Automation and Control Technician (0731).K 
Computerized Automation and Control Technology (0730).K 
Electronics Engineering Technician (0155).K 

Campus... B=Brockville C=Comwall K=Kingston 
Program codes are in brackets beside each program. 

Applying 
Applications are being processed on a first-come first-served basis. You may ap¬ 
ply up to a maximum of three programs at any one college. Application forms can 
be obtained at area high schools and the college. 

For more Information, or to arrange a campus visit, 
please contact our Recruitment Office. 
Brockville: 

613-345-0660, exL3135 
Cornwall: 

613-933-6080, exL2532 
Kingston: 

613-544-5400, 
exLI 555/1627/1610 
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Classifieds 
WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career elc? Seeking direction? 
Experience greater self-awareness with 
Tarot, palmistry, runes, and more. Clients 
say my readings are inspirational and 
very accurate. I also offer classes in med¬ 
itation, Tarot, etc. For more information 
phone Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at "Harmony", 93 
Princess St. Walk in or pre-book af 544- 

7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM a get-away for 
Queen’s students and their families. Half 
an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147.Transportation can 
be arranged. 

by two l___ 
Only $20.00. Call the Earth Centre at 
549-0066 for details. 

UNIQUE AND PERSONAL CHRISTMAS 
GIFTS! Tumphotos into personalized artl 
Portraits of loved ones, landscapes, of 
special places, pets, abstracts. Will paint 
anything you v/anf for commission. Call 
547-3261. 

BURGER 
KING 

Whopper Junior 
every day 

fl-1 LAUNDROMAT 556 Pfincess/Allred 
548-8522. Coin laundry Wash and fold $4 
per load, dry cleaning, alterations, hem 
pants $4.00. Photocopy 5 cents per 
copy, Parking at the rear. 

DAYTONA BEACH-SPRING BREAK 
Party 7 nights at Daytona’s most popular 
Spring Break hotel, Desert Inn Resort. 
Hotel only $119 or Bust Hotel $279/quint. 
Reserve now $25 and save up to $100 
per room. Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
$262. Ontario registration #01344989. 

GUITAR PLAYING BEGINNERS, learn to 
play your favourite songs quickly through 
personal instructions. Mainly acoustic, 
relaxed lessons to impfove playing w/out 
boring theory. Call 549-3491. 

HEY QUEEN’S: WIN $3500 Have you got 
a bright idea? Turn it into a formal busi¬ 
ness plan and enter the 11th Annual 
Queen's Entrepreneurs Competition. 
Deadline for submissions: January 15th. 
For more info call 545-6000 ext. 5185. 

TIRED OF SNOW? Cold? Wish winter 
was already over? Fill out an AMS Card 
and win two round trip tickets to sunny 
Hawaii or the Caribbean I Support your 
services! 

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP We are fellow 
students who have both lost someone 
dose to us and would like to start a mutu¬ 
al support group. If you are interested or 
have any questions please call Melissa at 
531-0187 or Michelle at 530-3600 ASAP. 

STUFF CLUTTERING your living room? 
Looking to get rid of all that stuff you 
never use? QPID will be collecting items 
for the Kingston Youth Shelter Project on 
December 5 & 6. Call QPID at 545-6845 
for hassle-free pick ups. 

A CHORUS LINE Queen’s Musical 
Theatre presents Tony Award winning 
musical, January 14 - 16, 20 - 23 at the 
Grand Theatre. Tickets $12 -14 available 
now at the Grand Box Office and UBS. 

PSYCH 2351 Help I am in desperate need 
of Psych 235 notes. I will pay moneyl 
Please call 531-3192. Thanks! 

KEEP THE LIGHT ON HUMAN 
RIGHTSIPlease put a candle in your win¬ 
dow on December 10th, to support 
Human Rights, in memory of the 50th 
anniversary of the universal Dedaration 
of Human Rights. 

AT LAST! An internship job for ArtSci stu¬ 
dents. Learn business skills through a 
position as Seminar Coordinator for IRDI. 
Check out The Experience Option at 
Career Services - 545-2992. 

NEED EXPERIENCE before you gradu¬ 
ate? Interested in marketing, arranging 
seminars and courses for a research insti¬ 
tute? Ask about The Experience Option at 
Career Services - 545-2992. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 
FOR SALE: Want to fly to Vancouver for 
Christmas? Two Air Canada tickets for 
sale. $319.93 each (tax incld.). Leave 
Toronto December 24tn, return December 
30th. Call Andrew after 6:00 at 634-1643. 

LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME? Lovely 1 
bedroom available February 1st. Rent 
$525.00. Across from Hotel Dieu 
Hospital. Call 547-2338 to vieW. 

NOT IN RESIDENCE? Do you want to 
move into res for the winter term? Single 
room in an all girl's res is available Tor 
winter term. Email 7drf for information. 

WANTED: SUBLETTER from January to 
April, semi-fumished, cheap!! Call Roland 
at 531-3155. 

QUEEN'S PLAYERS WINTER SHOW: 
We are looking for a Director and a 
writer(s) for our next show. It’s just fun I 
Interested? Call Robyn at 531-4586. 

SKI INSTRUCTORS NEEDED to teach 
children ages 5 - 13 how to ski, for 4 
Sundays in January. C.S.I.A. certification 

preferred, enthusiasm required. Call Paul 

at 384-6585. 

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT opportuni¬ 
ties at Queen's telefundraising Services. 
Applications at the Old Medical Bui ding, 
room 303 and Career Services. 
Deadline: January 22nd, 99, noon. For 
information call 545-6746. 

THE AMS HOLIDAY HOUSE CHECK 
SERVICE is now hmng patrollers. If you 
will be in Kingston for the holiday break, 
and would like to earn a little extra cash, 
please pick up an application form from 
the AMS front lobby. Questions/com- 
ments - call the Municipal Affairs 
Commission at 545-6000 ext 5178. 

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELLOR ON 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR PREMIER 
CAMPS IN MASSACHUSETTS Positions 
for talented, energetic and fun loving stu¬ 
dents as counsellors in all team sports 
including Ice Hockey, Roller Hockey 8 
Lacrosse, all individual sports such as 
Tennis and Golf, Waterfront and Pool 
activities and specialty activities including 
art, dance, theatre, gymnastics, newspa¬ 
per and radio. Top Salaries, room, board, 
travel and US summer work visa. June 
19th - August 19th. Enjoy a great sum¬ 
mer that promises to be unforgettable. 
Apply nowl For more information: DAN- 
BEE (Girls): 1 800 392-3752 or www.cam- 
pdanDee.com, MAH-KEE-NAC (Boys): 1 
800 753-9118 or www.campmkn.com. 
Interviewer will be on campus Monday 
January 25th 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the St. 
Lawrence Building, room 112. 

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS - 
Creative customer service oriented indi¬ 
viduals, locations - Downtown Toronto, 
North York, Mississauga. Managers to 
$8.25 per hour plus bonuses. Wrappers 
to $7.15 per hour. Full/part-time, 
December 1 - 24. Call 416 588-7619. 

MOSAIC still needs volunteers!!! If you 
have an hour or two each week to spend 
with an adult or child with a developmen¬ 
tal disability, doing a variety of activities, 
please contact Tracey Allen at The Core" 
545-6278. 

U.S.A. SUMMER CAMPS - TIMBER 
LAKE AND TYLER HILL: 3 of America’s 
premier summer camps seek general 
counsellors, arts & crafts, ropes, water¬ 
front, horseback riding and athletic spe¬ 
cialists for summer of '99. If you are look¬ 
ing for the summer of a lifetime, you must 
call. All applicants must be 18 years or 
older. TOP SALARIES and TRAVEL 
ALLOWANCE. We will be in Toronto for 
interviews on January 16th and 17th only. 
Please call for more information at (800) 
828 - CAMP or (516) 367 - 6700. Check 

Friday, Decembem~^J 

us out at www.camptlc.com. 

■EBdfaBSQBrc* 
LOST: Gold Seiko watch at Sd ForLi 
on University between Grant JK0! 
Stauffer. Great sentimental ,L?°d 

2Sleara.4PSrallS“>«S 

between Clark and downtown alter n? 
slaP gayoaP. September 23rd, 
ottered! Leave a message at 531.9110 

LOST: Brown leather attache case wire 
German notes and text (Goethe's Fr 
translation). Vicinity Kingston iK! 
Reward offered. Call 546-4172. ? 

LOST: Maroon fleece vest, "Contour 
Lost on campus Thursday SenteiX; 
17th. Please call Daryn at’ 530SS 
email 6gdm. Thanks 9or 

FOUND: On November 17th at the PEC 
a watch (’brown band). Please call Mario 
at 547-0714 to identify. Mane 

FOUND: Sonya Kazmi's wallet in Mar 
Corry near vending machines. Email 
Josh at 7j|l@qlmk.queensu.ca to claim 

FOUND: Timex watch in City Park near 
baseball diamond on October 16th r»n 
531-4702 to identify. ' 

FOUND: Green Wetskins jacket in JDUC 
Call 531-3221 to identify (ask fm 
Adrienne) or email 4acn1. 

FOUND: Women's Swiss Watch on Sat 
Nov. 28, 1998 in curling parking lot. Cali 
531-8749 to identify. 

SKKK 
the recipient of Housemate of the week at 
223 Earl - The Pen 

WALKHOME would like to thank every¬ 
one who voted YES for our fees in the 
recent AMS Referendum. It is your sup¬ 
port that allows us to help increase safe¬ 
ty, comfort, and accessibility within the 
Queen's Community. If you'd like a walk 
at night, just give us a call at 545-2662. 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS to everyone at The J. 
Enjoy your time off. We'll miss you quys. 
Tara and Keith. 1 

MANY THANKS to everyone who helped 
get last issue out, especially Craig, Bill,, 
1000 Islands Bill, Eric and John. But not 
GW. They mocked our pain. Mean, mean 
GW people. Except for the pizza. We 
liked that. 

THE COCAMO 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

(^iilltheke9) 
HIP HOP 

TOONIE ALL NIGHT! 

DJ DUSTY 
FROm 

OTTAWA 

LOON IE 
NIGHT! 

1$ Cover Between 7 & 9 pm 
1/2 price after 9 with 

STUDENT ID 

SUPER LITE 
DRAFT 

From 7-1 Opm 
Loonie until 11:00 

WIN A BAR FRIDGE! 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

' ' P* 

The people who do the crossword will 

look at this ad 86 times. 

There are still many ad spaces on this page in 

upcoming issues available. Call 545-9255 now 

ACROSS 

1. Business 
transaction 

5. Crack open 
9. Periwinkle 

10. Virile one 
12. Cant hook 
13. Peaceful 
15. And no other 
16. And others: 

abbr. 
18. Western 

alliance 
19. Couple 
20. Male duck 
22. Cub Scout 

group 
23. Sign in music 
25. Social aid 
27. Night bird 
29. Nothing 
30. Grazes on 
34. Flambeau 
38. Research 

room, for short 
39. Day's march 
41. Flamenco 

dance cheer 
42. March date 
44. Pair 
45. A lot 
46. King's 

residence 
48. Australian 

bears 
50. Hearsay 
51. Baseball 

misplay 

52. Works with 
needle and 
thread 

53. Bridle strap 

DOWN 

1. Conversation 
2. Jealousy 
3. Combat pilot 
4. Stratum 
5. Farm bird 
6. That girl 
7. Grace ending 
8. Boiled and 

flavored bread 
9. Rock concert 

locale 
11. Saltpeter 
12. Seed vessels 
14. Pine fruit 
17. Marble players’ 

line 
20. Search for 

water 
21. Cr6me de la 

creme 
24. At this moment 
26. Andy Capp's 

wife 
28. Alphabet units 
30. Radar image 
31. M*A*S*H 

character 
32. Dagger mark, in 

printing 
33. Woodworking 

tool 
35. Deodorant type 
36. Cloudless 
37. Chops down 
40. Fire iron 
43. Identical 
45. Hindu garment 
47. Source of milk 
49. Crude metal 

Answers for last issue’s puzzle. 
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L-R Fernando Tavares (Director of Residence Operations), 

Andrew Spiro, Michael Arriagada, Jonathan Keefe. 

Not Shown:Hanifa Dostmohamed, William Ferry, 

Don't miss your chance to win your meal plan purchase. 
Buy your Second Term Meal Plan now. 

5 more winners in the second term! 
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course, this never stops everyone in the 

class from asking pestering and intru¬ 

sive questions anyway. Join in with 

these slack-jawed incompetents! If 

you're lucky, the prof might let some¬ 

thing important slip. If you're luckier 

the prof will simply take one look at 

you and your classmates and write off 

the exam altogether as a lost cause. 

RULE #5: Your classmates 

cannot think independently. Do 

likewise and reap the many 

benefits. 

Good luck in this upcoming month, 

young student, the month of reckoning 

for your future success. And remember 

what are marks but mere jots of ink on 

paper that completely define the out¬ 

come of your future professional life? 

What are exams but a test to see if 

you've learned anything? And what is 

university but an excuse to have sex as 

often as possible? Which, my psychia¬ 

trist tells me. I'm making a lot of 

progress on. 

their mental faculties, and yes, even 

their rock-solid yet giving Greek-like 

forms. Focus on the buttocks, and how 

chiseled they are. 

^ RULE #3: 

|||f Make sure the 

fives are crisp. Focus on 

-/v\ si chiseled 

„y[ buttocks. 

‘""VA What sort of music 

O SESx do you listen to? 

Your c^oice can 
ftc, important when studying. 

Scientists in white lab 

jsf 7 coats have proven that 

different types of music can 

stimulate the brain differently. 

mNf Classical music, for 

instance, stimulates 

(jjPjft different facets of 

©-5 the brain all at once, due to 

TZjif the interplay of of melodies in 

HI different octaves. Conversely, 

the music of Courtney Love 

. stimulates the brain not at all, 

F / and is not good for studying. 

u / The music of Courtney Love is 

al excellent for skeet shooting 

8 though, so go figure. 

It has been estab- 

\ lished that, 

sKk \ amongst the mas- 

wj|, \ ters of Classical 

composing it is probably 

Mozart who will best stim- 

ulate your brain. Why 

Mozart's music stimulates 

the brain so well is unclear — 

however, we know that Mozart always 

used to hum to himself during quizzes, 

and his results were nothing short of 

spectacular. The facts are clear; pump 

the Mozart and soar to victory. 

RULE #4: Courtney Love is 

good for skeet shooting. Mozart 

hums to himself. 

Lastly, you might find it in your best 

interests to start attending classes. 

Often you will discover that the prof 

will take the time to lay out the form of 

the exam. Naturally, your professor will 

not actually tell you the answers to the 

exam, nor will they blatantly map out 

I have always advocated the need for Just memorize it by rote, then 

good study habits, not only because forget about it and go play some 

I value the importance of learning field hockey or something, 

but because I always seem to by too While I've got the "bold" win- 

hard to impress girls. In fact, it is usu- dow out on my word processor, ^ 

ally shortly after this advocation of m outline rule number two. 

good study habits that I begin dropping RULE #2: Always ^ 

the names of famous authors I've read, boIden your oinls and f 

casually flexing my biceps and postur- thcn cen,re them 0n the 
me coquettishly. Its a problem 1 ve 

always had. but my psychiatrist tells Pa8e‘ 1S £ever 

me I'm making a lot of progress. I'm *a"s ma*<e 
taking her to a Noam Chomsky reading them look really 

this Thursday, then maybe coffee and important. 

who knows. Another thing to remem- 

James Pinkerton wants all the 

answers for Christmas. 

98- 99 Who's Where, 
still available at the Infobank 

and UBS-Exchange. 
every last insignificant aspect of it. Of 

*7 for faculty 

*2 for graduates 
free for AMS members 

ylhef® 

!r«i QO'v^ _ 

MiSC.’s quickie guide to 

Genevieve Bergeron 

Maryse Laganiere 

*981 
*981 

YOU BRINS US JOY, 
You're fuckin' 

GREAT! 
IN THE NEW YEAR, 
YOU WERE A BABY) 
NOW YOU'RE A OLD 

Man: 
grey and crabby! 

Michele Richard 



I WAKE UP IN A COLD SWEAT. He was 

chasing me again. Through the 

streets of the ghetto which are 

unusually silent. There’s no one around 

to help me, or to hear my screams — if 

I can even get them out. I hold my keys 

tightly clenched between my fingers — 

like they taught me in self-defense. 

“Could I really do anything with these?” 

I ask myself as 1 run toward the lights of 

the JDUC. Just as I feel his strong, cold 

hand on my arm, something jolts me 

awake. 1 am left sitting in bed with all 

the lights on; unable to fall asleep again 

for hours sometimes. 

This recurring dream has invaded my 

thoughts since 1 entered university four 

years ago. I have lived in Toronto my 

whole life and have never been afraid to 

walk alone or take the subway by myself 

at night, until recently. 

I am left sitting in bed with 
all the lights on; unable to 
fall asleep again for hours 

sometimes. 

I was followed home from school at 

the age of 13, 1 saw a man masturbating 

in a van while watching me walk down 

the street when I was 14 and a man 

exposed himself to me on the subway 

when I was 15. In the span of three 

years, I learned the harsh realities of the 

dark side of male sexuality. These 

events, however, did not drastically 

change my life. I hadn’t even thought 

about them until I sat down to write this 

editorial. More than anything, these 

occurrences made me angry. Why did 

these men feel they had the right to 

make me feel threatened and vulnera¬ 

ble? 1 wanted to prove them wrong. I 

wasn’t scared of anything. 

Then 1 entered university, had some 

terrifying experiences with men, heard 

my friends’ male horror stories and read 

about assaults on campus. Ever since, 1 

have been paranoid about everything to 

women 
What does it mean to have a 

broken heart? 

I think 1 can answer, for mine is bro¬ 

ken beyond imagining. It is looking at 

the face of one you love like a sister, like 

you love yourself, and hearing her tell 

you that she has been raped or beaten by 

her boyfriend, breaking the body he said 
he loved. And 

she is trying to 

imagine how 

this can be, how 

to fit this unex¬ 

pected victim- 

hood into her 

strong self. This 

has happened 

so many times, 

this is always 

happening, this 

is what it is to 

be female — 

here and now 

1 would like 

to tell myself 

that this isn’t 

true. I would 

like to believe 

that I could 

reach up and 

shatter the glass 

ceiling with the 

slightest touch 

of my fingers, 

and it would lie 

broken at my 

feet. And 1 

would like to believe that the bad guys 

will always get caught. And that I will be 

able to figure out who the bad guys are. 

There is a film about the Montreal 

Massacre. The camera wanders down a 

line of people, pausing to observe an 

elderly couple who are standing, waiting 

against 
do with being alone in a situation where 

men can take advantage of me. 

It seems I’m the only one of my 

friends who thinks this is a big deal. 

None of them feel the need to find a 

walk home from the Shot, none of them 

are frightened of walking through parks 

alone at night. Maybe my over-cautious¬ 

ness is unwarranted? 

Then 1 remember the 14 women who 

were murdered 

on December 6, 

1989. Would 

they have been 

more cautious of 

walking alone 

had they sv 

vived that awful 

day? You can’t be 

prepared for 

every situation 

that might arise, 

but you lose 

every battle you 

don’t fight. 

The more 

think about it, 

the less embar¬ 

rassed I 

about being so 

cautious. I mean, 

my mother’s 

motto has always 

been, “it’s better 

to be safe than 

sorry.” Why 

bother 

my own safety 

for the sake of 

feeling powerful? I can fight the never- 

ending battle of the sexes in other, less 

potentially harmful ways. 

to see the row of dark coffins in Notre 

Shandley McMurray Dame Basilica. A reporter asks them, is 

Special Publications Editor this incident reflective of society as a 

whole, is this an example of what it js 
like? 

“Yes”, the woman says, “it is.” 

The man cannot believe it — he 

objects loudly and vehemently to her 

assertion. If this were not an isolated 

incident, he insists, we would be in a 

war. Here was but one lonely madman... 

it is a tragic event but nothing more. 

But oh my sweet innocent sir, we are 

in a war. The casualties are legion but 

they die so quietly that you will never 

miss them. It is secret and hidden, for 

there are only civilian casualties and the 

battlefield is always disguised as an office 

or a bedroom — where the TV cameras 

never go. The evidence is hidden by the 

soldiers and their victims, and the scars 

are only visible to those who have eyes 

to see. 

This is what it is to be female 
— here and now. 

Violence against women did not begin 

when Marc Lepine walked into ecole 

Polytechnique armed with hatred and a 

gun, and it did not end when he killed 

himself at the end. Oh no, it is all around 

— hidden in the bruises that weren’t 

accidents and tears and silence. Still and 

always violence continues, quietly and 

privately, and people seem to want to 

forget that there was a moment when 

everyone was looking, and wondering 

why. I ask myself how long until the 14 

women who'were murdered nine years 

ago are as forgotten as all the rest. 

Out of respect for the dead and love 

for the living, I will remember. 

Elizabeth Frogley 

Special Publications Editor 
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Remembering the Massacre 
By Elizabeth Frogley 

Wednesday, December 6, 1989, 4:30 p.m. It’s 

the last day of classes at Ecole Polytechnique, 

finals will begin tomorrow. The school is packed 

with students attending their last lectures and 

studying for exams. 

Around 5 p.m. Marc Lepine enters £cole Poly- 

rechnique and shoots Maryse Laganiere in the 

hallway outside the finance department. He then 

makes his way to a second-floor classroom, where 

.i class on heat transfer is in progress. When he 

bursts in to the room, he orders the men to leave. 

No one moves. They’re sure it’s a prank. He fires 

a few shots and as the men leave the room, he kills 

six of the women in the class and injures others. 

It’s 5:17 p.m. and bells are ringing to evacuate 

the school. The Montreal police receive the first 

911 call from Poly technique. They’re on the scene 

within minutes, but no one knows what’s hap¬ 

pening, how many gunmen there are, who’s been 

shot, where the assailant/assailants are. 

Marc Lepine goes to Polytechnique’s cafeteria. 

He opens fire and kills three women, injures sev¬ 

eral other women and men. 

Then he goes up to the third floor. In room 

311 three students are presenting their final pro¬ 

ject to the other 23 in the class. Marc Lepine 

bursts in and stomps across the desks as students 

cower on the floor. He shoots and kills three 

women, injuring others. He then stabs Maryse 

Leclair to death and shoots himself. There is still 

ammunition left in the gun. 

At 5:45 p.m. paramedics enter the building. 

Still, no one knows if there is another gunman, or 

who is inside, but they have waited long enough. 

By 6 p.m. ambulances are taking the wounded to 

nearby hospitals. A temporary morgue is set up in 

the school as police begin trying to identify the 

dead. 

It is hard to know exactly what happened in 

the fear and confusion, and it is impossible to 

know all the reasons why. All that can be told for 

sure is that by 6 p.m. on December 6, 1989, 14 

women were dead, and nine other women and 

four men were wounded. It is one of the worst 

massacres in Canadian history. 

Genevieve Bergeron, 21, 

was a second-year scholarship 

student in civil engineering. Her 

mother, Montreal city councillor 

Th£r£se Daviau, was at a council 

meeting when she heard about 

the massacre. She sent a friend 

to the university, who returned 

to tell her he’d identified 

Genevieve’s body. 

HLlene COLGAN, 23, was in 

her final year of mechanical 

engineering and planned to take 

her master’s degree. Her parents 

were watching news of the mas¬ 

sacre on TV when they realized 

she had been in the classroom 

stormed by Marc Lepine. 

Nathalie Croteau, 23, was 

in her final year of mechanical 

engineering. Her father, Fernand 

Croteau, was one of the first 

people to arrive at Polytechnique 

after the Massacre became 

known. He was anxious about 

his daughter, and arrived to find 

he had to identify her body. 

Barbara Daigneault, 22, 
was in her final year of mechani¬ 

cal engineering. Her father Pierre was 

a mechanical engineering professor at 

University du Quebec nearby. Barbara 

helped him out as a teaching assistant 

in his classes there. 

victim or the gunman slumps in chair in 
cafeteria at the engineering school. 

PHOTO BY ALLEN MQNNIS OF THE MONTREAL GAZETTE mously. She was the baby of her 

graduate in environmental design. She 

and her friend Michele were giving 

their final presentation on a metals 

project they’d worked on all semester. 

Anne-Marie Edward, 21 
first-year chemical engineering stu¬ 

dent. Her family was very close; they 

could not bring themselves to speak to 

the media. Her mother has become 

involved in lobbying for gun control 

since her death. 

Michele Richard, 21, was a sec¬ 

ond-year student in engineering mate- 
was a rjajs she ancj Mauc[ were standing 

together at the front of their class¬ 

room when Marc Lepine burst in. 

Maud Haviernick, 29, was a sec¬ 
ond-year student in engineering mate¬ 
rials, a branch of metallurgy, and a 

Barbara Maria Klueznik, 31, 
was a first-year nursing student at Uni- 

versfie de Montreal. She and her hus¬ 

band, Witold Widajewicz, had 

igrated to Canada from Poland ~W,th ',les lrom The Montreal 

Polytechnique’s cafeteria when she 

was killed. 

Maryse Laganiere worked in 

the finance department of Polytech¬ 

nique. She and her husband, Jean- 

Fran^ois Lariv^e, had been married 

in August. 

Maryse Leclair, 22, was a 

fourth-year engineering materials 

student. Her father Pierre Leclair, 

head of public relations for the 

MUC police, arrived at the Poly¬ 

technique and addressed the media 

outside before going in and finding 

his daughter dead on the floor. 

Anne-Marie Lemay, 27, was a 

fourth year student in mechanical 

engineering. Her funeral was held 

privately, away from the group 

funeral of many of the other 

women, in the church where she’d 

sung in the choir 

Sonia Pelletier, 28, was to 

graduate on December 7, 1989 with 

a degree in mechanical engineering. 

She was awarded a degree posthu- 

family, leaving seven older brothers 

and sisters. 

Annie St-Arneault, 23, was a 

mechanical engineering student 

attending her last lecture before grad¬ 

uation. She was an excellent student 

and an athlete. 

Annie TURCOTTE, 21, was a first- 

year engineering materials student 

who hoped to work in environmental 

engineering. She lived in downtown 

Montreal with her brother, Christien. 

two years earlier in search of a better 

life, and were having dinner in the 

Gazette 

Sore ankles and wounding words 
By Lilian Kim 

Michael Hudak kicked me in the 

ankle in the fourth grade. It hurt like 

hell, so I punched him. It was an honest 

attempt; 50 pounds of girl punching 

with all her heart. I tried as hard as I 

could to express my true feelings toward 

him at that moment. 

We were fighting over something I 

can’t recall right now, but it was intense, 

as intense as nine year olds could possi¬ 

bly get. As he held his arm and I caressed 

my ankle, our beloved teacher, Mrs. 

Wolowicz, appeared from virtually 

nowhere and stood between us. 

She told me to take a seat while she 

began explaining to Mike the dos and 

don’ts of gentleman etiquette. She told 

him chat it wasn’t appropriate for gen¬ 

tlemen to hit girls. She explained to him 

that real men handle things differently. 

Mike didn’t like that. 

“She punched me!” he offered in a 

teary voice. 

She understood and continued to tell 

him about the niceties of human behav- 

l0ur- I sat watching this whole discus- 

S1°n, thinking that this was easier than I 

ever thought it would be. I was going to 

Set off on this one easier th'an I had 

expected. 

But then our beloved Mrs. Wolowicz 

turned herself around and gave me the 

exact same speech. She told me that girls 

don’t hit — period. I pouted for a sec¬ 

ond and ignored the rest. Living with 

two older brothers and being the only 

female in the family other chan my mom, 

I had my share of headlocks, mercy 

fights and WWF wrestling sessions. 1 was 

always encouraged to fight back, or at 

least try, so when I was told that I should 

have been passive during that 

whole ordeal with Mike, 

it didn’t go over too 

well. 

It’s really not 

about the vio¬ 

lence. I’m not 

advocating 

violence and 

saying that 

we should all 

participate in 

a hitting ram¬ 

page. Discre¬ 

tion, maturity 

and plain humani¬ 

ty come into effect. 

But when one sex is told 

not to fight back because 

society expects demureness, it becomes 

ridiculous. It sets a certain hierarchy for 

the standards, morals, ethics — whatev¬ 

er they call it — to simply explain that 

things are definitely not equal between 

the two sexes. When we say ‘assault’ or 

‘abuse,’ the first thing that comes to 

mind is that a woman is a victim. 

This past summer made ■ me, and 

many other people, realize how much 

society’s perception of violence relies on 

perceptions of gender. 

The heat of the summer enveloped 

the city of Toronto with lazy evenings 

and late night television. It was pretty 

calm, nothing really exciting happened 

to distract the city people 

from their summer jobs 

or vacations. 

Then, one night 

the media went 

into a frenzy. A 

Metro police 

officer had 

been killed on 

duty. Detec¬ 

tive John 

Hancock was 

stabbed during 

his routine 

patrol. Everyone 

that they 

nd the guys 

who did this to him. 

What no one expected was 

the arrest of two women. 

People couldn’t believe it. The news 

caused a shift that strangled both the city 

and the media in an unfathomable 

typhoon. There was analysis and discus¬ 

sion left, right and centre. Women mur¬ 

dering an officer — it just didn’t seem 

normal. 

Sometimes it is the state of mind that 

is the real criminal. The fatal tragedy 

that occurred on December 6 in Mon¬ 

treal was primarily based on what some¬ 

one had thought; it was an inherent 

belief Marc Lepine possessed. In this 

case, he felt denied an opportunity. Lep¬ 

ine took a specific characteristic from 

those he believed to be “the enemy” 

and made it into a fault he felt was 

unforgivable. 

Unfortunately, not everyone involved 

that day had a choice. For a few 

moments, a group of innocent people 

had no choice but to accept someone 

else’s opinion. Some of those people 

died because of the opinion forced on 

them. 

Words can sometimes create wounds, 

but the mind houses the ultimate conclu¬ 

sion. What can we do about it? I’m sorry, 

1 don’t know. I think most of the time we 

wish that something would happen that 

could fix everything. Wouldn’t it be nice 

if everyone came to the sudden realiza¬ 

tion that violence could be eliminated 

indefinitely if we just tried. 

Maybe one day there won’t be any 

more swollen ankles, sore arms or bro¬ 

ken hearts. But bandages can only last 

for a certain amount of time before we 

can recognize that there is something 

cosmically painful that is happening 

underneath them. 
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By Meghan Palmer 
By Shandley McMurray 

“Why can t you trust me Why can’t you just be more open?” “What are you afraid 

of?" Past boyfriends have asked me these questions time and time again. They can be 

answered by a lot of people in many different ways, but for me the answer is simple. I’m 

'iraid <>f men. They re mcm.dat.ng, they're strong and they want you to love them - 
I, and completely. I don't know ifclcver can. 

My past leaves a. lot to be d^ir'ed when it .come.. 

ened, I’ve had my House brc>k?n ;ihtc) by.j'a guy I.Mi 

and harassed.il;even know a sergeant’at the tocat|if 

sively. 

I don’t tell a lot of people that every year for seven years a former classmate has done 

something to me. For instance, he broke into my car, broke into my house when I was 

home alone and he wrote a will leaving everything to me. You could say I’ve had some 

bad luck. 

Needless to say, I’m not just intimidated by men; I’m nervous and terrified of them. 

It’s too bad, and I try to pretend it's okay. But all of my friends know that I don't ever 

let myself get too close to men. I wish I could, but I can’t. 

I'm not going to say it’s all because of my past, but why not? Hav.e.-you ever show¬ 

ered with a butcher knife because you’re scared someone’s coming to rape you? Have 

you ever heard a noise in your house and fallen to the floor crying because you think 

rhis is the time you’re not going to get away? Have you ever gone to your car only to 

find it's been broken into because this guy you know told the police he wanted to be 

closer to you by listening to your music and taking your shirt? 1 have. 

So, until you ve experienced the absolute terror of sitting in a bathtub naked, iVet 

and cold while some guy you know plays with your head and walks.slowly•iip the stairs^ 

After breaking into your home, then you can't judge me. But at the-same time I ^now" 

vihi can't understand me either. v/.' v. .. ** Ly 

ew.at school :and I’ve been f611ovv{ecl;| 

ecinct whotfeals with my’case exclu*- 
IC 

I went to buy a present on my lunch break one day. 

As soon as I stepped outside of the mall, a man 

approached me and called, “Hey sexy." I kept walking. 

Every woman is used to these humiliating cat calls. “I 

said ‘heysexy,’" he sajdntn a more .aggressive voice as 

he turned to follow me. Mooted all around me. The 

entire parking lotwaS empty. There was not one per¬ 

son walking to or from a car. I began to get scared and 

quickened my pace. 

I could hear his footsteps speeding up behind me. I 

can still hear the loud clumping of his shoes in my 

mind. Just when my heajrt stopped beating and my 

body was on the verge of freezing from fear, a car 

pulled around the corner and drove slowly down my 

parking aisle. I don’t know what happened to the man 

who was following me. I couldn’t turn back. I just kept 

racing toward the car. 

I finally reached the car after what seemed to me 

like five minutes, but was probably about 30 seconds. 

I got in so quickly that I bashed my head as I pulled 

the door shut. I immediately locked it behind me. I 

could not stop shaking. 

No Escape - A Cycle of Battery 

Scarred hopes blur the vision in her right eye today, 

Wednesday it was broken promises that cast a shadow of 

bruises on her feeble arms. 

She faults her incessant clumsiness for the array of abrasibh's 

that splatter her body... but her loved ones know better. 

Leave him, they plead 

But where will she go? 

Besides, he loves her. He needs her. He’s sorry. He’ll stop. 

But will he? 

Of course! They don’t know him. They don’t sec how sorry 

he is. They don’t understand. 

But he’s dangerous. 

Maybe he is scary. Maybe he has a temper. Maybe he 

does hurt me. Maybe he won’t stop. 

But maybe he’s all I got. 

And maybe Friday will be different. 

Anonymous 

Alicia Hill 

When I was eight years old I used to lay awake 

at nights listening to my parents fight. They 

never stopped, there was screaming, insults, loud 

noises. I imagined they were aliens, and my real 

parents would come and take me away. 

Then one night after I finally fell asleep, my 

mom came and woke me up. There was a police¬ 

man with her and she made me get dressed before 

we got my baby brother. 

Turns out my dad was angrier than usual and 

drunk again. He got out the gun, loaded it and 

went for a drive. She took us away quickly, to 

somewhere my dad would never look for us, 

because she was afraid of who he’d come hunting. 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

As a young woman, issues central to 

violence against women always strike close 

to home. I am one of a fortunate few who 

have never been the victim of an assault or 

act of violence. I feel lucky, but I feel 

afraid. 

The current statistics surrounding the 

abuse and assault of women are startling. I 

do not want to become one of those statis¬ 

tics — but how can I protect myself against 

this obvious disease in our society? 

Our papers and televisions are filled 

with daily examples of injustices against 

women. I know friends, family members 

and other students who have been the vic¬ 

tims of violence. It is real and I am afraid. 

My family has provided me with 

strength, encouragement and ambition 

throughout my university education, and 

some days I feel as though I am prepared, 

even excited, to step out and meet the 

challenges that face me. But how can any¬ 

thing prepare me for a world filled with 

uncertainty and fear? 

An interval away from violence 
Kingston shelter helps women and children take control of their lives 

By Shandley McMurray 

When most people hear the word 

shelter,’ they think of decrepit cots with 

rhin, stained sheets and a soup kitchen 

serving mystery meat. The Kingston 

Interval House lays all of these stereo¬ 

types to rest. 

When you first enter the House, a feei¬ 

ng of warmth and friendliness washes 

°yer you. It is immaculate and well fur¬ 

nished, with a trendy decor. There are 

Women knitting by the fireplace in the 

lv'ng room and children playing quietly 

°n the floor. You feel at home and safe 

'v'thin the walls of this enormous old 
house. 

According to one of the women’s ser¬ 

vices counselors, the more than 20 year- 

old shelter’s priority “is to women and 

their children, or just women alone who 

have come from abusive situations.” The 

trained staff members offer non-judg- 

mental counselling, as well as a safe envi¬ 

ronment for victims of abuse. 

Not everyone can turn up at Interval 

House’s doorstep and expect to be admit¬ 

ted. “Women that come in here must be 

appropriate and follow the rules," the 

counselor said. In other words, drinking 

and abuse are prohibited and everyone 

must be in by the 1:30 a.m. curfew on 

weekdays and by 2:30 a.m. on weekends. 

Women and children can stay at Inter¬ 

val House for up to two months. Accord¬ 

ing to the counselor, women usually 

spend the first month getting organized 

and the second month finding a place to 

stay. 

The counselors have a list of other 

shelters and self-help organizations to 

give to those who need help beyond what 

Interval House can provide. The shelter 

also offers various support programs for 

both women and children. 

Most of all, the counselor said, “we 

encourage women to be as independent 

as they can.” The counselors, and other 

members of the House, don’t want 

women to lean on them for support; 

instead, they want these former victims to 

stand on their own. After all, “they’re 

here because they can look after them¬ 

selves,” the counselor said. 

There are no maids or cobks at Inter¬ 

val House. Every woman receives a chore 

when she arrives and is expected to com¬ 

plete her task daily. “They’ve got to live 

cooperatively,” the counselor stated. Res¬ 

idents help themselves to breakfast and 

lunch and one of them makes a “chore 

dinner” at night. 

Interval House is funded by the Min¬ 

istry of Community and Social Services, 

the United Way of Kingston, the City of 

Kingston and the Township of Kingston, 

but it also relies on donations to help 

women make a new start. 
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Sarah’s story From the secret confrontation chamber 

rank furnace room. 
i the 

By Sarah Crosbie 

What constitutes violence against women? A 
slap across the face? A shove down the stairs? 
Calling her a bitch? I think they all do, but none 
of these have ever happened to me. Does that 
mean I haven’t experienced violence? For many 
years 1 would have said 1 haven't. 

Before high school I was “going out” with 
someone older than me. All my friends thought 1 
was lucky to date someone who was not only 
older, but considered 'cool.' Like a typical pre- 
teen, holding hands on the way home from 
school or getting a late night phone call made me 
feel special and loved. 

My friends and 1 spent many days and 
evenings hanging out at his house. He just lived 
with his mother, and she wasn’t home much. 
One night we were all watching a movie. Hon¬ 
estly, 1 have no recollection of what it was. With 
the exception of my best friend, I can’t even 
remember who was there that night. 

At one point in the evening, ‘my boyfriend’ 
grabbed my hand and pulled me off the couch. 
His bedroom was on the same.level as the living 
room. He led me into his bedroom and we ended 
up on the bed. The remainder of the evening 
could have taken ten minutes or three hours; it 
all seemed like a giant whirlwind. All my memo¬ 
ries are blurred together and I only have frag¬ 
ments of sights and sounds left. 

1 remember that his bed faced the door. He 
had a sticker of a radio station on his mirror. I 
think he was wearing a black t-shirt, but then 
again, my memories are so vague that it could 
have been white. At first we were just kissing — 
which was fine. I thought it was romantic and 
remember thinking how envious my friends in 
the other room must have been of me. 

The next stages of the night are so unclear, 
but before I could realize what was happening, 
he had taken his pants off. I know I was scared, 
but I thought this was narural — he was older, so 
I believed that he knew what he was doing and 
I didn’t. 

1 didn’t want to seem too young or inexperi¬ 
enced because I was afraid he would dump me. 
Then, quickly, his underwear was off too. The 
next thing I remember was having my head 
shoved into his crotch and I realized that my 
cheek was pushed against his bare penis. I had 
never seen a penis before, except when I was a 
child, and I had no idea what to do or say, so I 
looked up at him and saw him glaring down at 
me. 

After that, 1 just remember both his hands 
holding my head down against his penis, and his 
fingers pushing into my temples till it felt like my 
head was bleeding. He was saying over and over 
again, “Sarah, suck it now. I said now." He held 
my head there for what seemed like hours until, 
for some reason, whether it was because I was 
shaking or because he could hear people outside, 
he let me go and told me to get out. 

I left that night and went home only to 
discover the next day that he had told all my 
friends I had given him head — and they were so 
proud. To this day, everyone from my old group 
of friends thinks I did it first. But, ironically, 
what made me cool in the eyes of my pre-teen 
friends made me terrified and self-conscious of 
being intimate with men for years. . 

That incident occurred more than eight years 
ago, and until I began writing this article, I had 
only thought about that night a few times. I real¬ 
ized years later that what happened what abuse. 
And it was wrong. 1 was wronged. Why? 
Because 1 was a female and less powerful than he 
because he was older, bigger and stronger. 

Everyone needs to think about how they treat 
anyone they’re intimate with. It stays with them 
forever. 

raixn. j. -- 

that ugly concrete jail cell in the basement, 

the fierce verbal warfare would seep up through 
4*ho irpnf. fl the vent 

into our dark bedrooms at night. 

We were pretending, trying, praying 

for sleep to take away the sounds. 

Fury taken beyond the point of reason. 

The two entwined voices would crescendo 

and end with a silent, dramatic pause. 

Then we'd hear her murmured whimpers, 

and his muffled apologies, 

and the tender caresses meant to take away 

the sting of the blow. These empty carcasses he 

gave her, 

the forgotten promises - lies actually 

were so much more evil and deadly to us sisters 

who lay hugging cheek to cheek beneath the 

coarse blanket. 

We never talked about it. Only huddled, cling¬ 

ing to each other 

hoping that it was the last time. 

For her sake and ours. 

Her sunglasses would come out the next day. 

The kisses would pour from her bruised lips. 

We never knew who the monster was; 

or rather, we'd never admit that we knew the 

grotesque thing 

that would beat her so many hues of dark 

purple and sickly blue. 

But reality punched me in the face the day she 

was airborne, 

flying free and natural and angel-like through 

the glass coffee table. 

Shards of deadly shrapnel hurtling to find 

relief in my body. 

Renee Huang 

Physical intimidation 
By Meghan Palmer 

The 20th century has brought us 
computers, women's professional 
basketball and snowboarding as an 

. Olympic sport. It’s a time when soci¬ 
ety has tried to treat women as 
equals, information as a powerful 
force and weapons as a last resort. 
But how equal are we? 

In Kingston specifically, there are 
huge variances in income, housing 
and education. These issues are rele¬ 
vant in today’s society but I think 
people are beginning to move away 
from one of the major issues in this 
century — equality between the 
sexes. I think the feminist movement 

has intimidated as many students as it 
has enlightened and yet, there are 
gender issues that must be further 
examined. For me, the most impor¬ 
tant issue that needs to be studied 
relates to the fact that men are phys¬ 
ically stronger than women. 1 don’t 
believe that men understand that 
they are physically intimidating. 

In first year, while walking down 
Division Street, 1 was surrounded by 
five medical students. Not only did 
they grab my bags and try to lead me 
to a bar, but when I got away they 
chased me home and banged on my 
door until I called security. Those 
•men were obviously attempting to 
have a good time, but did they have 

any idea how intimidating they were? 
These are our future doctors and 
they chased a first year girl home to 
her dorm because they thought it was 
“fun.” 

1 don’t understand, I don’t pre¬ 
tend to understand and I’m not say¬ 
ing all men use their strength to 
intimidate women. I just wanr guys to 
realize that they can very easily scare 
a woman. I can understand their 
desire to have fun, but I can’t com¬ 
prehend why five men would grab 
grocery bags from a girl and attempt 
to drag her to a bar. It doesn’t make 
sense to me. What is worse is the fact 
that this made sense to them. That’s 
what scares me. 

Males and moral responsibility 
By Mark Salvador 

When I decided to write this 
article I aske'd myself what right 
I have to write about the 14 
women who were murdered on 
December 6, 1989. Although I 
have a personal opinion about 
the senseless murder of these 
women, I don’t think my opin¬ 
ion is so unusual. 

What connects me to the 
Massacre is that I am a man, and 
so was Marc Lepine. This con¬ 
nection is inherent; 1 did not 
choose it, but neither can I deny 
that it is there. I, as a male, must 
take some responsibility for the 

terrible violence that happened 
on that fateful day. 

I’ve asked my friends what 
they think about the massacre, 
and most vehemently assert that 
Marc was an inhuman monster. 
I’ve been told over and over that 
Marc, and others who commit 
brutal acts of violence, make up 
an extremely small part of the 
male population. Otherwise, 
I’m told, women would be mur¬ 
dered every day. 

Many men avoid responsibil¬ 
ity for violence by dismissing 
violent offenders as crazed 
lunatics — social anomalies. 
Those who label Marc Lepine as 

inhuman are in denial. By call¬ 
ing him a monster, they are 
ignoring the reality of the per¬ 
son himself. 

Lepine separated the women 
from the men when he slaugh¬ 
tered those 14 women. This sep¬ 
aration makes his act so 
merciless and utterly amoral 
that it shocked our nation. No 
males were targeted. 

Although violent men are not 
blameless, their brutal behav¬ 
iour is not completely their 
fault. The message of men’s 
dominance of and control over 
women is at times endorsed by 
the media, family relationships 

and even some religious institu¬ 
tions. I am not attempting to 
excuse Lepine for his actions, 
but such injustice is never isolat¬ 
ed; no one is immune to the 
external pressures of these social 
organizations. 

Again, I ask myself what right 
I have to write about such a sub¬ 
ject. The horrible act committed 
against these 14 women is the 
most tragic and visible example 
of men’s violence against 
women in this century. But this 
event is just the tip of the ice¬ 
berg. The public is never made 
aware of most assaults against 
women. Thousands of women 

are physically and verbally 
abused by males they already 
know. In other words, violence 
is also a man’s issue. 

Although I am not personally 
responsible for shooting those 
women on December 6, 1989,1 
somehow allowed such an event 
to happen. We all allowed this 
to happen. For as long as we 
deny humanity to Lepine, for as 
long as we deny that women are 
abused every day, and for as 
long as we remain uncaring 
about such abuse, we allow such 
acts to happen. 

And this is violence. 
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Can you help me with something? I 
think I've go! some issues. 

I hove this thought (hat posses 
through my mind every so often — usu¬ 
ally whenever I read or hear about an 
assault It's o little series of events (hat 
plays out in my head: I'm walking 
alone, late at night I hear a scream, I 
turn, I see a man grappling with a 
woman, usually in some dimly-lit path¬ 
way. I approach them, grab (he man, 
pull him away. Sometimes I beat the 
hell out of him. Somefimes I knock him 
unconscious. Still other times he beats 
the hell out of me, or pulls a knife or 
something like that Ihe outcome varies 
depending on how I'm feeling. 

I want to know why I feel this way. 
Is if some hero instinct? Is it an inner 
attempt to assert my values, lef myself 

know where I stand? Am I just, in my 
own sad way, trying to feel better 

about my insignificant role in violence 
against women!1 I can't think of one 
solid thing I've ever done lo help the 
cause, assuming I can refer to it as a 
cause. If you're not part of the solution, 
you're part of the problem. Well, if all 
I do is ploy mini-movies in my head 
that allay anxieties about my culpabili¬ 
ty then I'm no help of all. 

I can try to forgel all of the dirty, 
'exist jokes I've ever heard, and I con 
ignore guys when they tell them. I can 
avoid pornography. Anything thot I've 
been told perpetuotes the notion that 
women are sexual objects, are conquer¬ 
able, are mean) lo be conquered, I can 
ignore. Is that enough? What more is 
wanted from me? 

Can someone help me with this? I 
think I' ve got some issues. 

Anonymous 

December 6th\ A Commemoration 

It’s pretty late and I’m walking , 
home with this guy who I don’t 
even know. His name is Rob though, 
which is the same as mine. That, and we live in 
the same direction. It’s only the second week into 
September, but already everything’s getting colder. That’s 
probably part of it. It’s a twenty-minute walk back and nei 

Cowboys 

drinks. Not only that, but they’re all “yeah, 
I know what you mean” about it too. 
Just as if they’d all done all that 
stuff. Just as if it was normal. 

I’ve never actually ‘done it.’ I don’t 
care either. That’s not the point. I’m not 

embarrassed about it or anything. Rob hasn’t either 
— I asked him and he’s the same as me. Honestly, I haven’t 
done much that people would consider ‘bad,’ anyways. Not 
that I can’t, I just haven’t. The point is we don’t get all inse- 

ther of us have jackets, so we’re taking it nice and fast. He cure and have to lie about it when we’re at some party. Him 
sticks a cigarette in his mouth and goes to get one for me. 

“Nah.” 

‘Missing out — only one road to your lungs, you might 
as well tar it. Marlboro’s too, baby. Fucking American, the 
best.” 

Rob talks 

and me don’t pretend as if we’ve done stuff we haven’t 
done. 

“They’re probably just insecure,” I tell Rob. 
“Everybody’s new here.” It’s true. 

“Insecure my ass,” Rob says. “Just because some slut’s 
lot, which is good because I don’t feel like insecure, it doesn’t take two and two to put together, I mean 

talking much myself. Before this we were at a bar, and — Well, what’s the point of the game if eve/yone’s gonna 
before that we were with a bunch of people at this girl’s lie?’ 
house. I didn’t know any of the people too well, but it’s 
September — no one knows anyone too well yet. Some of 
the girls were pretty hot though. This guy Rob and I have 
already agreed on that much, there were definitely some 
hotties. This one girl had breasts like you wouldn’t even 
believe. “Like torpedoes,” Rob said and did this motion 
with his hands, and I agreed with him. Rob’s pretty funny 
now that he’s drunk. 

“You believe some of those girls?” 
“What’s that?” 
“Some of the stuff they were saying,” says Rob. 
“Nah.” 

“You’re fucking right, no,” says Rob. “My God.” 
“They were just making up most of those things they 

did,” I tell him. “Showing off and stuff.” 

“Yeah.” 
“It’s pointless.” 

We’re almost home. It’s a good thing too, because it’s 
really getting cold. I forgot to bring my jacket when I moved 
in. It was so warm then I didn’t even think about how chilly 
it could get later on. I suppose I could’ve asked to borrow 
someone else’s, I don’t know. I’m just not very prepared. 
My mom said she’d mail it to me this week, anyway. 

“Man, I hope we run into those girls right now. I’d kick 
their ass,” Rob says. 

“Yeah,” I say. We’ve stopped walking and are just stand¬ 
ing where we are because from here he goes one way home 
and I go another. “Some girls just need the shit knocked out 
of them every once in a while,” Rob says. “Otherwise they 

‘I don’t know about girls like that,” he says, “girls who think they can just lie to everyone. They think they can just 
act all bad. Just a heap of fucking liars, you ask me — all of say stuff, make it up, as if it didn’t mean anything. Those 

girls tonight, they just need a good smack — I know it’s not 
the fucking correct thing to say or whatever, but that’s what 
they need.” 

I nod and Rob keeps talking. 
“Like that chick with the breasts—” 
“Amanda?” I §ay. 
“Yeah, the one with the breasts — her. I’d kick hec ass. 

them.” 

Rob’s been drinking all night, but he has a point. See, the 
thing is before we went to the bar, like I said, we were at this 
girl’s house. Just a bunch of people we met this week — 
nobody really knew anybody. Anyway, we’re at her house 
playing this game, a drinking game, the kind that’s supposed 
to make you get to know people, I guess. It’s called ‘I Never’ 

or something like that. You probably know which one I Beat her lying face in. See what she’d have to say then. The 
mean. It’s when one person says something that they’ve bitch — you know what I mean? Give her a lesson, 
never done (or maybe they have) and then everyone else Something to remember me by. The cops would find her, all 
who has done that thing has to take a drink. Basically you bruised and bloody, lying somewhere, and they’d come to 
just get to hear about the stupid things everybody’s done. me and ask why I’d done it, and I’d tell 'em: ‘She was tellin’ 

It’s a pretty idiotic game, if you ask my opinion. And of lies, sheriff. She was tellin’ goddamn lies.’ Then I’d ride off. 
course its all bad stuff: who’s stolen money from their par- Just like a cowboy, you know? Just like a fucking cowboy.” 

Rob laughs. I can see his teeth. I laugh too. 
“Night, Rob,” I say. 
“Night, Rob," he says back to me and he laughs again. 

“You’re name’s the same as me,” he says. Then he gets this 

ents, who’s laughed at a retarded kid, blah blah blah. No 
one ever asks if you’ve done anything really cool or honest 
and noble or anything. Mostly people just talked about dif¬ 
ferent places and ways of having sex. Especially the girls. 

“Bunch of lying sluts,” says Rob. It’s cold, but he’s still funny grin on his face, 
sweating a whole lot. “As if they all did any of that.” He’s “Yep,” I say. 
walking a bit ahead of me; I’m having to go pretty fast just We punch each other’s fists like buddies but I don’t look 
to keep up. I look at my watch: 2:23 a.m. My watch is the at his eyes. I walk alone the rest of the way to my little 
best. My brother gave it to me when I left to come here. I’m room. I open the door and turn on the overhead light. I take 
still not used to it, either. off my watch and set it on 
Put it on, loosen it, tighten 
it, press the buttons. Cool. 

“They’re fucked in the 
head,” Rob says to me, 
flicking his cigarette butt 
into the street. “I don’t care 
which lame-ass private 
school any of them went to. 
Someone should do some¬ 
thing to them. Give them a 
real story to tell.” 

Most of the people at the 
party were girls. Girls the 
same age as me and Rob, 
only these girls have done 
supposedly everything. It’s 
that stupid game. It’s both¬ 
ering Rob a lot, but it’s 
bothering me too. What 
happened is someone 
would say something like “I 
never... had sex in my par¬ 
ents’ bed,” and all the girls 
would take a drink. And 
that’s just how it started. 
Pretty soon it was: “I’ve 
never done it in an eleva¬ 
tor,” or “I never did it with 
a total stranger,” or, “I’ve 
never done it in the hall 
after school,” and most of 
the girls are still taking 

the dresser for tomorrow 
morning. I pull the blinds 
down, then I take off my 
clothes and get into my 
pajamas. My bed still isn’t 
made from this morning 
bur I straighten it a bit and 
get in. I flip the overhead 
light off. Then I turn it 
back on. I turn on the 
reading light above my 
bed, too. I get out of bed 
and turn my desk lamp on. 
I turn all of the lights on, 
every single one. I stand 
there bright in the middle 
of all that light, but I’ve 
forgotten what I was going 
to do. I can’t think of it at 
all. I look around at the 
walls of my room. I look 
at my floor. I look 
at my bed, my sheets. I 
pick up the pillow and feel 
it in my hands. I can’t 
imagine what I was possi¬ 
bly going to do next. 

Paul Quick is a second 

year Queen's student and 

Kingston writer. 
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New fine for writing 
exams without ID 

Queen’s considers 
17-course degrees 

the shift 

the hich bulb shifts to J low bulb . , 
her breasts swell with milk until from her rose nipples ,t almost 

frightened, she goes into the small, cramped closet stuffed with 
hunting rifles, animal traps, and fishing gear 

she sinks to the floor and manages from within to pull shut the 

closet's bi-fold door , . tn i 
in the darkness, she bears down hard, tries to muffle her grunts 

and gasps and screams 
(the light bulb burned out months ago, she wasn t allowed to 

aThmst.’a tear, a roar - the closet door crashes to the: floor 
the dark shadow flashes across her nakedness rapidly like a blade 
he reaches, he grabs, she screams, SCREAMS, SCREAMS 
the babe bloody, deformed, he squeezes in his hand, the neck 

stretched like the tied knot of a balloon 

but babes are not elastic 

screams, screams 
holding its feet, he beats her over and over, the babe as his whip 

small mouth smashes breast 
again again again again 
now throws the thing into the comer, fish hook caught on heart 
now kicks, there, between the legs — screams — again again again 

again again 
now the head 
now nothing 

this is a metaphor 

Tracy Riley . 

i shiver as the icy sheets assault my naked body 

i close my eyes 
my heart pounds in my ears 

but soon my mind’s conversation drowns the bass drum’s song 
it debates like drunken men 

i tell the rowdy gang to leave me alone 
my plea angers them 

... the distant drum 

i open my eyes 
the bright green numbers rob me of sleep 

i lie still as the men drink more beer 
someone screams 

i jump 
he is at my door 

quietly, i creep out of bed 
angry, afraid 

i approach the silhouette 
but peering through the crack in the door, i see no one 

Darkness is playing games with me 
what a stupid game 

the bright green numbers beat me until i collapse 

i jnust sleep 

i lie in bed but the shadow-man returns once again 

By Shawn Brimley 

The Faculty of Arts and Science is 
considering fundamental changes to its 
curriculum after completing the first 
review of the faculty in more than two 
decades. 

The report, which took 18 months to 
complete, recommends a change in the 
philosophy of the faculty to a more inde¬ 
pendent and self-directed education, and 
would take advantage of more interdisci¬ 
plinary and cross-disciplinary courses. 

“It is critical that we rethink our pro¬ 
grams,” said Robert Silverman, dean of 
Arts and Science. “I am concerned with 
making the four years a student spends 
here more productive, more interesting 
and more useful.” 

“As a working draft the report is really 
quite impressive,” said Anatole 
Papadopoulos, president of the Arts and 
Science undergraduate society. “What is 
intended is to get feedback from stu¬ 
dents and faculty.” 

“The ideas [in the report] have 
generated a lot of excitement in some 

departments. These are things that have 
never been talked about in the recent 
history of Queen’s,” observed 
Silverman. 

The most dramatic proposed change 
is a reduction in the number of courses 
required to complete a degree from 19 
to 17. 

“Many students find that heavy 
course loads limit their exploration of 
ideas and preclude lateral learning and 
reflection,” the report reads. “Whereas 
coping with deadlines and meeting well- 
defined standards is an essential life skill, 
we wish also to encourage independent, 
self-directed but appropriately 
supervised deep learning as a hallmark 
of a quality education." 

Milan Konopek, Alma Mater Society 
academic affairs commissioner, is scepti¬ 
cal about the proposal. “Our main con¬ 
cern is whether Queen’s students will be 
paying more for less,” said Konopek. “I 
doubt that professors salaries and wages 
would be lowered, so we are concerned 

Please see Class on page 5 

Students brave the snowy sidewalk trenches along University Avenue during 
the first week of January classes. 

By Rebecca Stelter 

Burst pipes dampen 
holiday spirits 

photo by ALEX kronby | Students not bringing their student 
cards to exams will be charged a fine of 
$15, beginning April, 1999. The 
Queen’s Senate Committee on Academic 
Procedures’ Sub-Committee on Exams 
passed a motion to enact this policy in 
November 1998, said Cindy Price, 
exams administrator. 

By Stephanie Carvin 

Freezing pipes have become a prob- 
em around campus due to the extremely 

cold weather Kingston has experienced 
iiring the last few weeks. Over the 
teak there were two incidents of burst 

P’Pes in Ontario Hall and Gordon- 
rockington Hall. However, the 

ADVISORY 

Students are advised 
to contact their depart¬ 
ments for information 

regarding class cancel¬ 
lations due to 

inclement weather. 

problem has also become a concern for 
students as insufficient heating and 
freezing temperatures threaten homes 
throughout the student housing area. 

In the cases on campus, window's left 
open during the winter break caused 
pipes to freeze, and subsequently, burst. 
“It was a huge problem over the 
Christmas break when the buildings are 
shut down," said Campus Security 
Supervisor Jason Pullman. “It was a 
major concern for Campus Security.” 
Even if windows are left only slightly 
open, he continued, cold air can get in 
from outside and freeze the pipes. 

According to Pullman, the Control 
Heating Plant told Queen's Security at 
12:20 p.m. on December 30 that there 
were heating problems in five or six 
rooms in Ontario Hall. Control persons 
were called in after it was discovered 
that a radiator pipe had broken because 
a w'indow had been left open. 

Sylvia Soderlind, head of the fine arts 
department, said she was not aware of 
any reports of damaged artwork. David 
Veitch, of Physical Plant Services, indi¬ 
cated that there was not much damage to 

Please see Damage on page 8 

“We’ve tried many steps 
over the years, yet the 

numbers of students writing 
without student cards 

is increasing.” 

The reasoning behind this policy, 
Price said, is that a large number of stu¬ 
dents come to their exams without stu¬ 
dent cards and are still permitted to 
w'rite the exam. Despite the existence of 
checking methods and the fact that such 
exams are stamped with a notice that no 
photo identification was present, “there 
is no way of being 100 per cent sure that 
someone else didn’t write that exam,” 
Price said. 

“Nine hundred and ninety four exams 
were written in April 1998, where stu¬ 
dents didn't have photo identification,” 
Price continued. Although this is a small 
percentage of the total number of exams 
written, she added, it is still a significant 
number. “We’ve tried many steps over 
the years, yet the numbers of students 
writing without student cards 

is increasing. 
The goal of charging $15 for each 

exam written without photo identifica¬ 
tion is to encourage students to make an 
extra effort to remember their student 
cards, she said. The are a number of stu¬ 
dents who repeatedly forget to bring 
their photo identification with them to 
their exams, Price said, and the new pol¬ 
icy is expected to “provide some push” 
for such individuals. 

When asked her opinion of the new 
fee, Natalie Bursztyn, ArtSci ’02 stated, 

e see Fees on page 6 

- Cindy Price, exams 
administrator 
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Sunday & Monday 
nights - open MIC 
with host Smitty. 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase 
of a beverage) 

9 Selections on tap! 

Weather forces some 
universities to close 

By Queen’s Journal NewsStaff 

Harsh weather conditions and exces¬ 

sive snowfall across Southern Ontario 

caused some universities to shut down 

yesterday, and led Queen’s to plan an 

early meeting this morning to discuss 

possible closure of the university today 

and/or next week. 
In Toronto, Mayor Mel Lastman and 

Transit Chief David Gunn warned peo¬ 

ple to stay inside yesterday after fore¬ 

casters predicted 15 to 25 centimetres of 

snowfall. The city's transit system shut 

down on Wednesday after subway trains 

were stopped by snow and ice buildup 

on the tracks. GO trains also experi¬ 

enced problems caused by frozen 

switches, and stopped running or were 

delayed. 

The University of Toronto closed at 

noon yesterday, according to Cheryl 

Sullivan, news services officer at U of T. 

York University closed at 10:15 a.m. yes¬ 

terday and McMaster University was 

closed all day yesterday. 

Closer to home, snow began to fall in 

Kingston before noon yesterday and 

continued throughout the afternoon. 

John Cowan, Queen’s vice-president 

(operations and finance), said Queen’s 

closes down occasionally due to poor 

weather conditions. “We did close dur¬ 

ing the ice storm,” said Cowan, who 

explained that as long as the power 

remained on, the buildings would be 

kept open. However, yesterday all 

departments were advised to send their 

non-essential staff home before 4:30 

p.m. while it was still daylight. • 

The storm is being addressed on a 

daily basis, explained Cowan. \ 

conference was scheduled to be held this 

morning at 5 a.m. to assess the situation 

and make the decision of whether the 

school should stay open. 

“The situation is a 
little different for Queen’s 
than say U of T... Students 
are around here, there is 

little issue of public 
transportation problems.” 

— John Cowan, vice-president 
(operations and finance) 

Cowan commented on the possibility 

of closing Queen’s. “The situation is a 

little different for Queen’s than say 

U of T. Only a small fraction of U of T 

students could turn up anyhow,” said 

Cowan, due to the shutdown of trans¬ 

portation system in the city of Toronto. 

“Students are around here, there is lit¬ 

tle issue of public transportation prob¬ 

lems,” he said, as most Queen’s students 

live either in residence or in houses or 

apartments close to campus. 

“In a way we’re luckier,” said Cowan. 

“Where we’re less fortunate is. with the 

power distributing.” Due to last year’s 

ice storm Kingston’s power situation has 

become fragile, he explained. “If we lose 

power we’re closing.” 

The Emergency Report Centre is 

instructing students to call their depart¬ 

ments tomorrow morning to find out if 

classes are cancelled. 

ASUS ‘99 ELECTIONS 
It's that time of year again... 

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN FOR THE 
FOLLOWING POSITIONS: 

•ASUS Executive (President/Vice-President) 
•2 Senators (2 year term) 
•2 Senators (1 year term) 

•6 ASUS Representatives to the AMS 

ALL '02, '01, '00, '99 YEAR SOCIETY POSITIONS, 
including: 

• President 
•Vice-President 

• Secretary 
2 Social Convenors 

-2i Public Relations Officers 
•2 WIC Sticks (Women's Intramurals) 

• 2 BEWS Sticks (Men’s Intramurals) 

Interested in getting nominated? Come to the 
CORE, 183 University Ave. and ask us questions 

or pick up a package. See you there! 

Transgender/Transsexual Policy Group Established 
at Queen’s University 

In the fall the Human Rights Office established a policy group to 

examine transgender/transsexual issues with emphasis, in the initial stages, on 

Queen’s University Residences. The group has representation from 

Residences, Dean of Student Affairs, the transgender community, faculty and 

the Human Rights Office. The group is coordinated by Julie Darke, Anti- 

Heterosexism Coordinator of the Human Rights Office. 

The group’s mandate is to develop guidelines and recommend poli¬ 

cies that will result in the residence system being available to, and comfort¬ 

able for, trans-identified/transgendered students and staff. 

Gender identity refers to one’s self-image and self-definition. 

Historically, gender identity was assumed to be the same as one’s biological 

sex at birth. Recently, it has been recognized that gender identity may not 

t0 biological sex, and that regardless of sex, individuals may self- 

ldentify as male, female, androgynous, third gender and undefined. “Trans- 

ldentified and “transgender” are inclusive terms that are, generally intended 
to include ° 

cross-dressers, drag queens/kings, transgenderists, transsexuals and intersexed 
people. 

Transgendered individuals have transitioning, emotional, medical, 
safety, financial and legal issues that other individuals do not face. In 

kQnPc°Pln v8nld^!,ineS ?nd P°Ilcies’the policy group is sensitive to these 

SLh! rfe.P? ‘Cy gr0up is reviewinS residence application forms, 
tklfSS/Si n?)rn?10n Booklet, room change policies, hiring prac- 

i3minT%gi-Hldtera staff, support staff, unionized staff, dining staff), pro¬ 
gramming Residence Life resource manuals, safety issues and theme floors. 

seconda^fuSimF haS reque,sted information from other Canadian post- 

tees andTs 10"S °n P°pCies' support groups, working groups/commit- 

ittle work ht°h?: erg l“on from the United States. T° dale 
der identhv in ,h Pot"',s area' A few institutions have included gen¬ 
der identity m their ant,-harassment and anti-discrimination policies/ 

the workTbei^oKndf/TranSsexl,al Polic>' GrouP welcomes feedback on 
“MM.?0I!e A.nygne wishing to submit comments and/or informa- 

K Office Queen' n — • Coord™tor, TG/TS Policy Group, Human 
8 “S Office, Queen s Umvers.ty, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 
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AMS report projects $170,000 surplus 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

The Alma Mater Society released their 

nid-vear review this week, which pro- 

’ , t, ,i $170,000 year-end surplus. The 

LUre is significantly higher than their 

initially projected deficit of $32,683, 

made earlier this year. 

According to the mid-year review, the 

^ree main factors responsible for creat- 

,nc the surplus are an increase in enrol¬ 

ment by four per cent over last year, a 

health plan surplus and high AMS service 

performance. 

The AMS is attempting to re-allocate 

some of the surplus funds, which are 

troubling considering its non-profit sta¬ 

tus. “We’re not oblivious to the fact that 

it's student money and it should go to 

benefitting them,” said Gord Moodie, 

vice-president (operations). “We can 

either lower fees or improve our perfor¬ 

mance, or do both,” he added. 

The AMS currently has a committee 

looking at health tees to see if they can 

be lowered. As well, they are considering 

additional projects that they now have 

the resources to fund. 

Enrolment assumptions are normally 

based on the previous year’s actual 

enrolment figures, explained Moodie. 

They are usually budgeted to remain sta¬ 

ble or to slightly decline. This year’s bud¬ 

get was more conservative than usual to 

account for the transfer of the Law 

Student’s Society from the AMS to the 

Society of Graduate and Professional 

Students. 

Approximately 590 more undergradu¬ 

ate students enrolled than were 

expected, increasing all AMS mandatory 

fees, Bus-It revenue and JDUC revenue. 

This surplus is estimated at $63,000. 

“We might have been a little bit too con¬ 

servative on the enrolment,” said 

Moodie, “but you wouldn’t want to be in 

Bob McGill wins 
Rhodes Scholarship 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Queen’s student and athlete Bob 

McGill has joined world leaders, poet 

laureates and literary legends in one of 

the most elite groups of scholarly cir¬ 

cles. On December 6, the fourth-year 

English Literature student was among 

11 Canadians awarded a Rhodes 

Scholarship to study at Oxford 

University in England. 

Bob McGill 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Rhodes Scholarships were estab¬ 

lished in 1904 by the estate of Cecil 

Rhodes, a British philanthropist and 

colonialist. The scholarships were 

designed to reward academic excel- 

iJence, integrity, leadership and athletic 

Prowess. Previous winners have 

included such luminaries as Bob Rae, 

John Turner and Bill Clinron. A desig- 

nated number of Rhodes scholarships 

lYe S'varded to different regions around 
Chc world. 

McGill, a native of Wiarton, Ontario, 

Is at toP of his class on the Dean’s 

'st and is captain of the Queen's Cross¬ 

country ream. In addition McGill par- 

k|patcd in the English Department 

nt council and peer rutoring, and 

four*I re8ll*ar*y f°1' T/jc Queen's 

With this litany of qualifications in 

CHv’ McGill joined 12 other candidates 

for the two available Ontario scholar¬ 

ships at an interview session in Toronto 

on December 6. 

“On the Friday night there was an 

informal session with candidates and 

interview committee members/' McGill 

explained, “Ir was slightly intimidating, 

there was a fantastic group of candi¬ 

dates.” 

The informal gathering was followed 

by a formal session with the interview 

committee, which was chaired by for¬ 

mer Ontario Lieutenant-Governor 

Henry Jackman and included former 

Ontario premier Bob Rae. 

“The questions were challenging, but 

not out to make a fool out of you,” said 

McGill. “Queen’s has a standing com¬ 

mittee of former Rhodes Scholars who 

are now faculty that assist in the inter¬ 

view process and they prepared me 

well.” 

Upon hearing of the award soon after 

the interview, McGill described his reac¬ 

tion as “utter shock.” As tar as his place 

among the previous winners, McGill 

modestly said, “it makes me feel a bit! 

incongruous with other former winners • 

— I have no political ambitions.” 

Since winning the award, McGill has 

been the focus of media attention, as 

well as being “very pleasantly feted” 

when be arrived home in Wiarton, he 

said. 

He will be pursuing a Masters degree 

in English while at Oxford and, if time 

permits, he will continue to run. “My 

main focus there is school, but if there is 

an opportunity for me to run competi¬ 

tively, 1 will do it.” explained McGill. 

As the 16th Rhodes Scholar from 

Queen’s in the past 17 years, and 44th 

since the scholarships inception in 

1904, McGill joins an elite group from 

a very successful school. 

“To get a Rhodes Scholar certainly 

enhances Queen’s image and status,” 

said Carolyn Kemp from Queen’s 

Student Awards. 

*T will always be known as a Rhodes 

Scholar,” said McGill. “I would hardly 

want the culmination of my life to be at 

22 years old. I hope that I cake it as a 

starting point, not the high point of my 

life.” 

a situation where you have the reverse 

and instead of an increase in four per 

cent you have a decline.” 

The health plan surplus, paid back to 

Queen’s by Canada Life Insurance, 

occurs if the premiums collected for a 

specific year exceed the amount of claims 

placed by students. “Last year students 

paid more in health plan fees than they 

claimed by quite a margin,” said Moodie. 

The health plan reimbursement, which 

was not budgeted for, amounts to 

approximately $99,000. 

Moodie does not foresee the same 

thing happening with the health plan this 

year, despite the $4.50 increase in AMS 

health plan fees. This is because of the 

introduction of the open formulary plan 

which replaced last year’s managed care 

plan, which did not cover all prescrip¬ 

tions. “I think the claims will increase 

more than the health plan fee increased,” 

he said. 

The AMS services, including the 

Queen’s , Pub, the P&cCC, Alfie’s, The 

Journal and the UBS Exchange, are 

cumulatively approximately $40,000 

above budget. “The fact that so many of 

them are doing better than their budgets 

is excellent,” Moodie said. 

“The UBS is having a good year for 

their budget,” said Moodie. The UBS 

Please see Committee on page 6 

What Happened Since the Initial Budget? 

0 
▼ 

Initial budget 1~Z3 (32 k) 
Service Performance 1 ffl +40 k 

Enrolment ! ! + 63 k 
Health Plan Surplus + 99 k 

Mid-Year Projection 170 k 

j 
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Financial diagnosis 
dire for med students 

By Lianne Elliott 

The availability of bursaries has. been 

a source of dissatisfaction for medical 

students this school year. Many believe 

there should have been an increase in the 

number of bursaries granted in order to 

accommodate the rise in tuition, which 

increased by $2,053 for first-year stu: 

dents and $820 for returning second- 

year students this year. 

“If we’re going to pay more, [the 

school] should be putting more back,” 

said second-year medical student 

Terrence Chin, who was unable to obtain 

a medical bursary. 

Sabrina Ahmed, a first-year med stu¬ 

dent, said, “I haven’t actually heard of 

anyone I know getting [a bursary].” 

Ahmed said, she had expected to be 

granted a medical bursary and was 

denied. 

However, contrary to many medical 

students’ beliefs, Thelma Rikley, man¬ 

ager of Undergraduate Medical 

Education, insists there has been no 

decrease in medical bursaries. 

“We have actually been topping up 

medical bursaries by combining with 

Student Awards in order to meet tuition 

rises,” she said. 

Even though medical. bursaries are 

Please see Applications on page 4 

Queen’s deals with 
new phone numbers 

By Mandy Marriott 

Staff, students and administration 

returning to Queen’s after the December 

break were greeted with changed exter¬ 

nal and internal campus phone numbers. 

Jack Henderson, Information 

Technology Services manager of 

telecommunications, said numbers were 

changed primarily because the university 

was running out of phone numbers. ITS 

has been aware of this growing problem 

since 1995 but it has taken quite a bit of 

time to implement a solution, he 

explained. 

“Since [1995] ITS has worked on 

thousands of programming changes and 

[done] a huge amount of detailed work” 

that would allow for the university to 

come up with a different numbering sys¬ 

tem, Henderson said. ITS implemented 

the final stage of the process over the 

holidays to minimize disruption to staff 

and students, he added. 

The Queen’s phone system itself was 

down for approximately 45 seconds dur¬ 

ing the changeover, while the academic 

and administrative voice mail systems 

were down for approximately 20 hours. 

The ResTel system’s voice mail service 

was not affected 

Henderson reported that “there were 

a handful of problems,” but explained 

that they were dealt with and corrected 

immediately. 

Previously, when someone wanted to 

call a number on campus from outside 

the university, the first three digits of 

that number were 545. Although the last 

four digits for all the numbers have 

remained the same, the first three digits 

have been changed to 533. Internal uni¬ 

versity numbers have also been changed. 

In addition to the regular four-digir 

extension number, a three or seven has 

now been added to the beginning of the 

number, making it five digits long. 

Henderson said he is quite pleased 

with the system, in that it is running a 

tenth to one percent errors. However, 

Henderson acknowledged that the 

university community may take a little 

Please see New on page 8 
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Queen’s environmental 
scholars win awards 

AMS hopefuls 
By Queen’s Journal 

News Staff 
and 

By Crystal Bona of environmental science. 

Nicholson, a fourth-year 

Three Queen’s students were environmental science, biology 

among 30 Canadian students major, learned of the award 

recently awarded Governor through a professor whom she 

General Scholarships, recogniz- worked with during the sum- 

ing the leading role played by 

Canada Scholars in environ¬ 

mental engineering and envi¬ 

ronmental sciences. 

Emma Bredesen and Heather 

Nicholson each received the 

Governor General Scholarship 

in Environmental Science, and 

Hanna Kruger received the 

Governor General Scholarship 

for Environmental Engineering. 

Sponsored by Du Pont and 

unsure of her eligibility for the 

award. “When 1 heard that it 

was an environmental engineer¬ 

ing award, I didn’t think I 

would qualify because Queen's 

doesn’t have an environmental 

mer. "I think it’s wonderful that engineering program as such, 

the environmental science pro- she said. 

gram at Queen’s is getting the “The Queen’s approach is 

recognition it deserves because very multi-disciplinary. It s nice 

it’s a fantastic program,” said that it’s recognized because it s 

Nomination packages for the 

annual Alma Mater Society 

executive elections became 

Chelsea Gay, ArtSci’ 99 

vice-president (universe 

affairs) candidate 1 y 

Krashinsky, ArtSci ‘99. n 

“We’ve been thinking 

it for a couple of months now” 

not a traditional environmental 

engineering program." 

“I’ve always been interested 

in the environment, so it’s great 

to get an award that’s aimed at 

the field,” Kruger added. 

Tom Harris, Dean of Applied 

Science, praised Kruge: 

Nicholson. 

Bredesen, a fourth-year envi¬ 

ronmental earth systems science 

student, is grateful for the atten¬ 

tion being placed on the envi¬ 

ronment. 

“It’s encouraging to see the 

Industry Canada, the purpose of environment being acknowl- 

rhe scholarships is to develop a edged as a valid area of study efforts, as well as those of 

higher environmental awareness not only through the existence Nicholson and Bredesen. “It’s a 

in engineering. Fifteen awards of programs such as the school tremendous recognition of her 

of Sl,500 are given annually in of environmental studies, but accomplishments and achieve- 

borh categories. They are also through awards like this ments. The award to her and the 

awarded to university students that recognize the work being other Queen’s students speaks 

who are conducting studies done," she said. to the quality of students that 

relating to the environment and Kruger, a fourth-year engi- come to this university,” he said, 

are planning a career in the field neering student, was at first “My congratulations to all of 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 1 

Calgary from $299 1 

Edmonton from $299 y 

Regina from $349 1 

Winnipeg from $239 1 

Halifax from $249 j;j 
Saint John from $329 1 

St. John’s from $299 1 

& 
Kingston Service 
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/ Up lo 12 flights a day 
/ New Air Canada Service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Insure Travel Long HauKaoup Travel 
549-3553 549-3561 

Website: www.odyssey-lnivcl.oom 

them.” 

available and many students Beltzner, one of the Who's 

have already expressed an inter- Where/What s Next editors, 

est in running. sa'^’ ^ay anc* Krashinsky are 
According to Dan Fabiano, currently co-editors of Golden 

AMS Internal Affairs commis- Words. 

sioner, as of yesterday after- Lisa Mon, Con-Ed '99 and 

noon, two nomination packages Con-Ed Students Association 

had been picked up from the president, confirmed that her 

Internal Affairs office. Fabiano team picked up a nomination 

said he expects four teams to package on Wednesday. Mori 

pick up packages and only three will be running for VP (UA) 

teams to run. “I think that four with presidential candidate 

would be a large number,” he AMS Municipal Affairs 

said. “Two is average, three is Commissioner Sarah Corman, 

close but four is strange but not ArtSci ’00, and VP (Ops) candi- 

unheard of." date and Media Services 

Fabiano was reluctant to Director Owen Minns, ArtSci 

release the names of those teams ’97. 

which had picked up packages Some students-were not as 

as the teams “could drop out at quick to confirm their inten¬ 

tions to run. Trevor Ogle, Arts 

’99 and Chair of the Board of 

anytime. 

Mike Beltzner, Con-Ed ‘99, 

confirmed that he and his two 

running mates picked up a nom¬ 

ination package this week. 

Beltzner will be running for 

AMS president with vice-presi¬ 

dent (operations) candidate 

Directors, said, “It’s something 

that I’ve thought about and 

talked about.” He was still not 

certain if he was going to 

announce his candidacy. “I’ve 

still got a few days,” he said. 

Applications have increased 
Continued from page 3 dents who feel they have been done the best to assist students 

granted based on available rejected unfairly,” she said. where possible,” she said, 

resources, costs and additional Although exact statistics will Many students have turned 

information, complaints not be fully compiled until late to the medical student govern- 

about denied medical bur- February, Pat Bogstad, Associate ment, the Aesculapian Society, 

saries occur every year. University Registrar, Student _ 

Awards, said the awards office 

has been able to increase funds 

available to medical students. 

“There has definitely been an 

increase in applications for bur¬ 

saries this year," Bogstad said, 

“but we were also able to give 

an increased amount of money.” 

Bogstad said only a first 

round of bursaries has been dis¬ 

tributed so far in order to aid 

those in greatest need, and more 

may be given out later. “We are 

continuing to review 

applications to ensure we have 

Rickley continued. 

“There will always be stu- 

“There has definitely 
been an increase in 

applications for 
bursaries this year 
but we were also 

able to give an 
increased amount of 

money.” 

— Pat Bogstad, 
Associate University 

“The university only 
can do so much. Our 

efforts will have be 
focused at the 

provincial and federal 
government level.” 

— Mira Backo, 
Aesculapian Society 

president 

BURSARIES 

Did you miss the last bursary application deadline? 

Have you had emergency expenses? 

Application forms are available at the Student 
Awards 

Office, Victoria School Building, 

APPLY NOW. 

Curry Village 
Bringing you Kingston’s finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Reeornmended by The New York Times. 

,,T,C ploJK fd Mall. Toronto Ufe and the 
Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), ra-i Cr\ ■ n 
Kingston, Ontario V ->42-5010 

20% Discount tor Students. Sun. - Thun, (food OnM 

for help. 

Before choosing a course of 

action, society members are 

waiting to receive detailed sta¬ 

tistical information about the 

availability of medical bursaries 

from Student Awards. However, 

they do believe they will have to 

concentrate on the government 

rather than Queen’s University 

when lobbying for an increase 

in student financial support. 

“The university only can do 

so much,” said Aesculapian 

Society president Mira Backo. 

“Our efforts will have be 

focused at the provincial and 

federal government level,” he 

added, noting an increase w 

OSAP as one of the Aesculapian 

Society’s goals. 

For medical students still 

seeking aid, Thelma Rikley sug¬ 

gests that “medical bursaries 

should be considered a last 

resort.” Students should think 

about applying for school bur¬ 

saries, OSAP and student 

awards instead. 
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lass sizes may decrease, Dean predicts 
ContinuedTrom page I 

how the university would 

absorb the lost revenue from 

tuition.” 

"If they made the tuition 

|(,wer, that would be great,” 

said Matt Low, a second-year 

economics student. “It’s not like 

the course load is that tough 

now. 

I never thought about rev¬ 

enue, I’m an academic dean,” 

said Silverman. “I would argue 

that nothing should change. 

Students are paying for a 

degree. I don’t see you getting 

less, I see you getting different.” 

“It’s an assumption that stu¬ 

dent’s would do more learning. 

It’s hard to say with any cer- 

cainty how student’s would 

spend the extra time,” said 

Konopek. “If I had a reduced 

course load, I would be inclined 

to spend more time doing extra¬ 

curricular activities, or sleeping, 

or watching television.” 

Mia Kim, Con-Ed ’99 

agreed, “I don’t think it would 

work, I don’t think people will 

work more, they’ll just have 

more free time.” 

“If you ask me whether 1 

believe that all students would 

buy into this and take absolute 

advantage of the learning possi¬ 

bilities here, my answer would 

be no, [because] I’m not that 

naive,” said Silverman. 

Silverman added, “I believe 

we have a higher proportion of 

students than most [other uni¬ 

versities] that would take advan¬ 

tage of the possibilities for 

deeper learning.” 

“The changes proposed in 

the report, if implemented, have 

the potential to draw those peo¬ 

ple who want more intellectual 

freedom,” said Papadopoulos. 

“If I had a reduced 
course load, I would be 
inclined to spend more 

time doing extra¬ 
curricular activities, or 
sleeping, or watching 

television.” 

— Milan Konopek, AMS 
academic affairs 

commissioner 

“There are legitimate concerns 

but they are largely logistic and 

can be solved,” he continued. 

“We should never assume 

that a program or curriculum 

can’t or shouldn’t change,” said 

Bob Crawford, dean of student 

affairs. “We need a setting at 

Queen’s that fosters learning 

and extra-curricular develop¬ 

ment, these are areas where stu¬ 

dents lives are truly enriched. I 

believe that the report from the 

Faculty of Arts and Science is in 

harmony with these principles.” 

Konopek is also concerned 

with how the changes would 

affect the reputation of 

Queen’s. 

“It is unclear as to how grad¬ 

uate schools and potential 

employers would react to a stu¬ 

dent with a lower number of 

courses,” said Konopek. “A 

major concern is that Queen’s 

could be viewed as less 

rigorous.” 

“I’m not surprised that 

[Konopek] picked up on that,” 

said Silverman. “But what’s so 

magic about 20 or 19? A 

Harvard or Princeton degree is 

highly regarded, yet they only 

require 16 courses.” 

Silverman added, “Getting 

educated is the only issue here. 

Yes, you are getting fewer 

courses, but you are not getting 

less. I think one of the results 

would be smaller class sizes. 

Professors are not going to be 

teaching any less, so with a 

decreased course load I would 

think that class sizes would 

decrease.” 

“At a time when tuition levels 

are rising and the quality of 

education is declining, this 

report is potentially a huge step 

in the right direction,” said 

Papadopoulos. “This could put 

Queen’s back at the top.” 

“You have to remember that 

this report is a discussion docu¬ 

ment,” said Silverman. 

“Nothing is written in stone, or 

any other kind of material. This 

document suggests change, and 

better reflects how the world 

really is.” 

The review will be consid¬ 

ered by the Arts and Science fac¬ 

ulty board, and if accepted will 

be given consideration by each 

particular department. The pro¬ 

posals in the review may be 

acted upon in upcoming years. 

Silverman added, “This doc¬ 

ument is premised with the 

notion that our students are dif¬ 

ferent than students elsewhere, 

that our students are better.” 

Queen’s graduate injured 
in Sierra Leone 

By Queen’s Journal 

News Staff 

A Canadian journalist, 

Queen’s graduate and former 

Queen’s Journal editor-in-chief 

was shot in the head by rebel 

forces in Sierra Leone on 

Sunday. Ian Stewart, 32, is in 

stable condition at a hospital in 

London, England and is 

presently in a chemically- 

induced coma. 

According to an Associated 

Press report, Stewart, AP’s 

bureau chief in the Ivory Coast, 

was among reporters and gov¬ 

ernment officials who were 

travelling in four cars through 

Freetown, Sierra Leone's capi¬ 

tal, on Sunday. 

A rebel fighter opened fire 

on the station wagon in which 

Stewart was travelling, injuring 

Stewart and killing Myles 

Tierney, a Kenya-based pro¬ 

ducer for AP Television News. 

David Guttenfelder, an AP pho¬ 

tographer from Iowa also trav¬ 

elling in the car, was cut by 

broken glass. 

Before Stewart was sedated. 

he was conscious, able to speak 

and remembered the incident, 

said a Canadian Press report. 

Stewart began working for 

AP in Pakistan, moved to 

Hanoi in 1996 aud began his 

present assignment as bureau 

chief in Sierra Leone last year 

Stewart worked at The 

Journal between 19S7 and 

1990 and graduated from 

Queen’s in 1990. He went on 

to complete a Master’s degree 

from Columbia University's 

Graduate School of Journalism. 

iak ia the bl*#4? 

The Journal is looking for any and all volunteers interested in contributing to the paper 
this term. Call us at 533-2800 or come by the Journal house at 272 Earl St. any time, 
night or day (we’ll be here, believe us!) Gain great experience, great friends, and enjoy 

free food every Sunday and Wednesday. 
Mmmm... free food. 
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Committee formed to 
review services 
Continued from page 3 

was budgeted to lose money over three 

years. The UBS lost $52,000 last year 

and budgeted to lose $24,000 this year. 

The service is currently $7,000 over 

budget. 

Tricolour Express is definitely pro¬ 

ducing more than it used to,” said 

Moodie. “Their book sales were quite 

low but Tricolour has had a good year, as 

well as their other merchandise... their 

costs are also lower than budgeted.” 

“There is a fear of services 
continuing on their own 
inertia and not because 

they are providing a 
valuable service.” 

— Trevor Ogle, chair of the 
Strategic Planning Committee 

Alfie’s is not experiencing a positive 

year in revenue, reported Moodie, as has 

been the case for the past few years. 

“The revenue from Alfie’s has been 

declining for about 10 years," explained 

Moodie. “Despite the fact that everyone 

seems to love Alfie’s, it seems to be one 

of the more challenging services to suc¬ 

ceed in the long run,” he added. 

Particularly troublesome is a lower 

than expected revenue resulting from 

the new auto-fry equipment installed 

this year. “It’s disappointing...the steady 

decline [in revenue] is puzzling,” said 

Moodie. 

In contrast, the Queen’s Pub is 

experiencing their best financial perfor¬ 

mance in 10 years. “They haven’t made 

over zero for over five years... I ni 

pleased that we’re on track, ’ said 

Moodie. The possibility of a correlation 

between Alfie’s decline and the QP s 

increased revenue has not been formally 

reviewed. However, Moodie pointed 

out that Alfie’s has been in decline con¬ 

sistently over a number of years. “Our 

problem is a problem of revenue 

decline,” he explained. 

Beginning this year, the Board of 

Directors Strategic Planning Committee 

is choosing two services to review each 

year at mid-year. The reports will be 

based on the service’s performance over 

the past few years. This year the com¬ 

mittee has selected the UBS exchange 

and Alfie’s. 

The reports will be an “all encom¬ 

passing review” explained Trevor Ogle, 

chair of the Strategic Planning 

Committee, “basically whether or not 

it’s serving its constituency,” he said, 

adding that “there is a fear of services 

continuing on their own inertia and not 

because they are providing a valuable 

service.” 

This Friday the Strategic Planning 

Committee will pick two sub committees 

to undertake these reviews. The commit¬ 

tees will be composed of non-manage¬ 

ment members only, and will report back 

to the committee at large by Reading 

Week. “Constructive recommendations 

is really the goal,” said Ogle. 

the University of British Columbia, Sherbrooke and 

Queen’s were in high spirits at the Cocamo last week as they participated in 
the annual Law Games. The event brings law students from across the country 
together to participate in four days of sports and activities, and to raise money 

for charity. 

Fees ‘provide some push’ 
said “the policy here is when you write 

an exam you bring your card. You have 

to prove you are the individual writing 

the exam,” he said, but explained that it 

was up to the exam administrator to 

enforce this policy. Mullin said photo 

ID was required to be allowed to write 

the exam, preferably a student card, A 

similar situation exists at the University 

of Guelph. Neither school fines stu¬ 

dents without cards. 

At Brock University, students are not 

permitted to write their exams without 

student cards. However, at the 

University of Waterloo, students who1 

forget their cards may fill out a form 

which allows them to write their exams 

regardless. 

Continued from page I 

“you get so stressed out before exams, 

the last thing you need to worry about 

is remembering your student card.” 

Conversely, Janice Lo, ComEd ’01, 

said, “I dunk there should be a penalty. 

You should bring your student card.” 

Tr's nor all that unreasonable to 

ask,” agreed Alan Burchell, Sci ’99, “I 

would say diat the $15 fine, although 

steep, has to be so to serve its purpose.” 

The fee will be charged to the stu¬ 

dent’s Queen’s account, and the student 

wall not be able to access their marks 

until the fee is paid. 

Alastair Mullin, communications 

officer for the University of Ottawa, 
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Air Ontario 

makes it easy 

to get to 

Oxford, Harvard 

and UCLA. 

Introducing Kingston’s Air Canada Toronto Connection. 

No matter where you’re going, or why, 

Air Ontario is making it easy. Because with 

our new flights to Toronto, you’ve got a 

better connection to Air Canada’s vast and 

expanding world. 

4 Daily Nonstops 
to Toronto’s Terminal 2 

With four daily nonstop flights to Pearson’s 

Terminal 2, Air Ontario and Air Canada give 

you connections to 51 cities in Canada, 43 

cities in the United States as well as great 

European destinations. So we not only make it 

easy to get to Toronto, we also make 

it easy to get to Oxford, Harvard and 

UCLA. Of course, we’re not saying 

we make it easy to get into Oxford, 

Harvard or UCLA. Just to. 

Earn Triple 

Aeroplan Miles. 

You can also earn triple Aeroplan 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Triple 
Aeroplan 

Miles 

miles for each Kingston-Toronto trip you make 

between January 17 and March 31. When you 

begin your career, you’ll probably 

be doing a lot of flying, so if you’re 

not an Aeroplan member, this is a 

great time to join. 

For reservations or information, call 

your local travel agent or call Air 

Canada at 1-888-247-2262. 

air Canada ® airOntario 
Kingston’s wings to the world. 
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New system running without major problems 
* i j . Hull resident. said with either — - 

The changeover seems to be running 

smoothly. Diane Reid, telecommumca- n 

tions representative for the Faculty of at a , s e 

Aits and Science, said their office was while to get used to it. 

not experiencing any problems with r'; 

Continued from page 3 

while to get used to their new voice mail 

numbers. “If staff and faculty members 

key in their number without remember¬ 

ing to put the seven or three at the begin¬ 

ning of the number they could actually 

be calling a real number within the resi¬ 

dences,” he said. 

When ResTel implemented the new 

phone systems in residences this sum¬ 

mer, it was aware of the changes that 

would be made to the campus phone sys¬ 

tems. Residents were assigned 533 num¬ 

bers instead of 545 numbers. 

Henderson expressed concern that 

some people may think changes have 

also been made to their dial-in access. As 

of yet, “the dial-in pools such as qlink 

have not changed,” he said. “There will 

be a campaign later in the year to let the 

campus know when those changes will 

be made. For now people can stay with general they were not experiencing any 

the number they have.” difficulties with their incoming or outgo- 

People who call the old campus num- ing calls. “It’s fine, we’re not having any 

bers will hear a recording informing problems with it at all,” said Reid, 

them that the number has changed and Beth McDonald, telecommunications 

providing them with the new number. representative for the Faculty of Applied 

CONVERTING 545 TO 533 

DIRECT-IN-DIAL ... 
..f«‘2XX* 545-exxx......533-6XXX 

UNCHANGED 
Walkhome 545-2662 
P&CC Fax 545-0350 

Queen’s Switchboard 533-6000 

new numbers. “The first day we strug¬ 

gled through a little bit,” she said, but in 

PRESENTS 

[GO UNDI-RGROUNn 

s .aid their office was also dealing Hall resident, said with either incoming 

■ w ’th he changeover. It is "not bad or outgoing calls. I haven’t had a„ 

I " she said "it will jns. take a little problems with either mcotnmg or 
’ sne bd ’ „ going calls, said Dronyk. 

The°ResTeTservice is also reported as More information on the new system 

running smoothly since the change of is available on the Web at 

numbers. Mandy Dronyk, a Victoria www.irs.qneensu.ca/telecom. ^ 

Damage ‘quite a mess’ 
-—:—j?-- 'T Control systems personnel, three res- 
Continued from page I „ s 

idence custodians and Graham Brown 

the building and the mess had been director of Queen’s residences, were 

cleaned up in about 12 hours. “We were called to Gordon-Brockington. “They 

very lucky ” he said. “We got [the burst spent hours recharging and reheating the 

pipe] early” water [for the radiator],” Pullman said, 

The second incident occurred at indicating that pipes would have burst 

Gordon-Brockington Hall shortly after throughout the building if heat was not 

midnight on January 1. According to quickly restored. Residence Services did 

Pullman, who was Security Supervisor not have an estimate on the cost of the 

that evening, the fire trouble alarm went damage but were expecting to have it by 

off “which is unusual for this time of early next week. 

Pullman entered the building and The problem of pipes freezing is also 

discovered that the entrance way to the 

building was filled with steam. 

“The steam was so hot that it had 

lifted the colour out of the tiles... there 

a concern for students living in the stu¬ 

dent housing area. Janet Pye, ArtSci ’99, 

woke up Thursday morning to discover 

her apartment no longer had water or 

within the building,’ 

quite a mess.” 

Pullman indicated that the burst pipe 

had drained the heating system. Another 

serious consequence of the burst radia¬ 

tor pipe was that water rained down into 

a storage area for sheets and furniture. 

were hundreds of gallons of water heat. “One of the neighbours had called 

' he said. “It was the landlord,” she said. “But we are not 

sure if the problem could be fixed.” In 

the meantime Pye will have to stay with 

friends. 

Sarah Corman, AMS municipal affairs 

commissioner, said students who are 

concerned about their pipes freezing 

should contact their landlords. 

“Students should make sure that the heat 

is turned up high enough,” she said. 

Corman indicated that a problem in 

many houses was that heaters were not 

able to heat enough, even if they were 

working all of the time. “It is definitely 

in the landlord’s interests to hear about 

that immediately,” she said. 

If students are having trouble contact¬ 

ing their landlords Corman recom¬ 

mended that they contact the Municipal 

Affairs Commission or Patrick MacNeil 

at Town-Gown relations. 

Things are back to normal at Gordon- 
Brockington Hall after the a water 
pipe burst over the holidays. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 
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In Here 
APEC presentation 

A presentation entitled “APEC and the 

Prime Minister: Canada’s Police State” 

will be held at Wallace Hall on January 

27 at 7 p.m. Admission is free. The 

event, organized by the Queen’s 

University New Democratic Youth fea¬ 

tures Svend Robinson, MP for Burnaby- 

Douglas. For more information call Eric 

.it 531-7767._ 

Ban Righ Centre speakers 

Margo Paterson, head of the Division 

of Occupational Therapy in the School 

of Rehabilitation Therapy, will speak at 

the Ban Righ Centre next Wednesday at 

noon. Her presentation is entitled 

“Inside reason: Clinical reasoning 

processes in the health professions.” 

Workshop on homelessness 

Ryandale House for the Homeless 

and the Kingston Community Credit 

Union present the Adversity Challenge 

on January 30 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 

at Martha’s Table, 260 Brock Sr. The 

event is an experiential workshop that 

allows participants to brave for a few 

hours the struggles and challenges faced 

by thousands of Kingstonians every day. 

Tickets are $15, with all proceeds going 

to Ryandale House. RSVP by today to 

Michelle at 548-8466. 

Take Back the Night 1999 

The Sexual Assault Crisis Centre is 

looking for community involvement in 

coordinating events for Take Back the 

Night, September, 1999. The first orga¬ 

nizing meeting will take place next 

Thursday from 6 — 7 p.m. Contact Ana 

Margaret at 545-0762. 

It s cold out there! 
Stay warm with our huge 

28% 50% 
OFFev iJgiL 

237 PRINCESS STREET 

KINGSTON. ONTARIO K7L 1B3 

PH: (613) 546-4757 FAX: (613) 546-5243 

WEBSITE: http://www.TrailHeadCnd.com 

MAILBOX: Kingston@TrailHeadCnd.com 

AMS Student Trustee Election 

Weight loss information night 

The Fitness and Lifestyle Centre is 

presenting information on their upcom¬ 

ing Weight Loss Program next Tuesday at 

5:30 p.m. in Room 205, Physical 

Education Centre. Registration for the 

program will follow. For information or 

to confirm attendance call 533-2821. 

Applications for Senate 
committees 

Staff, student and faculty members are 

needed for Senate committees. Terms 

begin September 1. The deadline for 

applications is February 14. See the web 

site, visit B400 Mackintosh-Corry or call 

533-6095 for more information. 

Snow shoveling registry 

Kingston District Community 

Information Centre is compiling a list of 

names of people willing to shovel drive¬ 

ways and walkways for money. Times 

and rates are negotiated by interested 

parties who call to access the list. People 

interested in offering their services or 

those seeking to access the list should call 

542-7589 between 9 a.rri. and 4:30 p.m. 

Scholar-in-Residence 

Dr. Ora Frishberg-Saloman, Visiting 

Scholar in the School of Music, will also 

be Scholar-in-Residence in Chown Hall 

next week. Dr. Frishber-Saloman is a his¬ 

torical musicologist and professor of 

music at Baruch College and the City 

University of New York graduate school. 

She will hold two lectures: one on 

Tuesday at 8 p.m. in 124 Harrison- 

LeCaine and the other on Thursday, 

January 21 at the same time and loca¬ 

tion. Another lecture on Wednesday, 

January 20 in MUS 105 is open to all 

students and faculty. 

Contact Debra Christie at the Office 

of the Dean of Student Affairs at 

545-6944. 

Sit on the 

Board of Trustees 
for Queen's University 

*Help ro shape rbc (uture of Queen's ANd decide wheite the MONEy is qoiNq to be 

spent! 

NoMiNATiON PERiod: 

January 1 1 @ 9:00am 
TO 

Ianuary 22 @ 5:00pM 

Nomination packages are available 
at the Front Desk of the AM.S. 

QLEEYS UNIVERSITY 

MW 
Ml IDFNT GOVERNMENT 

OuesrioNS? 

Contact CAiky, CaroIvn or SItawn In ihE Commission of 

IniernaI AffAiits Ai 55 5-6000 ext. 74815 

SUMMER ACt tc 
CAMPS 

One tamp. 
Three lustration. 
You do the math. 

ASUS is looking for instructors for our summer camp, Science 

Discovery. Applications are due by 4pm on Friday, January. 29 at 

The Core (183 University). Please call 533-6917 with any 

questions. 

Did we say one camp? We meant three! Positions will soon be 

available for Arts Adventure and Computer Discovery 

m NOW HIRING, m 
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Science 
Friday, January 15*1999 

Space: 1999 
But where are the hover 

cars and moon bases? I was reading Spider Robinson's Mindkiller over the holidays and 
was struck by the fact that this near-future novel — complete with 
picture phones, self-lighting marijuana cigarettes and wirehead 

junkies — was set in 1999, the year whose arrival I had just recovered 
from. It got me thinking about that perpetual problem of science fic¬ 
tion: predicting the course of the future. So, here's few predictions 
that science fiction has made and the progress we've made in 
achieving them. 

I imor f* fit I An DOC data compression technol- 
LyBids UHJJBUflyCia ogy> even copper wire has 

For me, the most poignant reminder enough bandwidth for real- 

that we haven’t lived up to the expecta- time video. So, there is, in 

rions of science fiction writers in 1999 is fact, no reason why we don’t 

that there are still no cities on the moon, have picture phones... 

Hell, we haven't even been back there Except that no one wants 

for nearly 25 years. I guess once you’ve to fix their hair or check 

played golf on an alien world everything their teeth for spinach just to 

else is anti-climactic. And forget about answer the phone. And if 

Mars or the Jovian moons; it'll be a very you hit the “Voice Only” 

long time before we even set a foot on button to answer, people 

Martian soil or Europan ice. Still, 1998 will think you’re hiding 

was a significant year for space explo- something. The technology 

ration — or, at least, space construction, exists but unlike cell phones, 

The first component of the Inter- which are about as popular 

national Space Station, Russia’s Zarya, as breathing oxygen these 

was launched in November and was days, the demand just isn’t 

joined by the US’s Unity in December. 

The two modules, now assembled after 

more than 21 hours of extra-vehicular 

construction work, will orbit the Earth 

A, -zJ 

there. 

The Eugenics Wars 
, , ,. . .In the late sixties, science fiction tele- 
ror the next rive months, empty, but , ■ c , 

.. 1 1 1 ■ vision made its own prediction for the nrracinn^i v cpnnmo ciono c hoi-U rr\ mic- occasionally sending signals back to mis¬ 

sion control. In May, NASA will launch a 

shuttle for (note the inspiring name, 

now) a logistics resupply mission. Boy, 

those propellerheads at NASA sure know 

how to make the exploration of space as 

skull-numbingly dull as possible. ... . , . . 
c . ; • , mac a unlikely that we 11 experience the wrath 
Speaking of inspired names, NASA ( v u u 

turn of the century. In the episode 

“Space Seed,” Star Trek reviewed its own 

fictional history of the late 1990s when 

the world became embroiled in a war 

against a race of “genetic supermen” 

bent on taking over the planet. While it’s 

also launched an experimental space 

craft called Deep Space 1, a small, solar- 

powered probe equipped with autono¬ 

mous navigation and the most powerful 

engine ever used in space. Despite some 

early problems with that ion engine, the 

probe is running smoothly and is now 45 

times further away from Earth than the 

moon. 

Picture Phones 
Now, honestly, why don’t we have 

picture phones by now? Other than 

of Kahn anytime soon, we have seen 

some stunning advances recently in 

genetics and cloning. 

Just last month, a group of British and 

American scientists were the first to 

determine the entire genetic sequence of 

a multi-cellular organism. Caenor- 

habditis elegatis is a worm-like nematode 

and its DNA sequence of 97 million base 

pairs has launched an entirely new 

branch of science: genomics, the analysis 

and comparison of entire genomes. 

Along with the worm genome, the 

DNA sequences of several single-celled 

Touch Tone and Call Waiting, we’re still microbes were completed this year, 

using pretty much the same device Bell including those of the bugs that cause 

threw together in his basement. Proto- syphilis, chlamydia, typhus and tubercu- 

types for picture phones have been losis. These genetic codes could reveal 

around since the sixties and with today’s proteins specific to those microbes that 

could be used as targets for vaccines or 

treatments. The sequencing work done 

in 1998 brings the total number of 

known DNA sequences — yeasts, bacte¬ 

ria, worms and all — to more than two 

dozen. 

Cloning also made some headlines 

and raised some eyebrows this year. The 

winner of The Most Dubious Science 

Story of 1998 prize is undoubtedly the 

report out of South Korea that Lee Bo- 

yeon, a Seoul medical researcher, had 

cloned cells from an infertile women and 

created an embryo, bringing it to the 

four-cell stage of development. The 

claim has yet to appear in any scientific 

journal and scientists at the Roslin 

Institute, Dolly’s home turf, say that the 

experiment was halted too soon to tell if 

actual cloning ever took place. 

So, while our world may not be the 

one science fiction writers have pre¬ 

dicted — and in a lot of cases, that’s a 

good thing — science fact has given us a 

world with surprising developments of 

its own. And a few of those develop¬ 

ments could never have been predicted 

in a million years. 

John Bowman believes that God is 

an iron and is convinced that 

Satan is a four-slice toaster. 

How to 

>cienca_ 
tectrinlf 

Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

Iceland sells its 
population’s genetic 
code to biotech firm 

Iceland has become the first country 
to sell its people's genetic information. 
The island country's parliament passed 
legislation last month to grant a biotech 
company exclusive rights to genetic, 
medical and genealogical data on 
Iceland's 270,000 residents. The data 
will be made available, at a price, to 
drug companies and the like to gain 
genetic insights into disease. Some 
opponents of the plan point out that the 
database could also be used for less 
scrupulous purposes, such as distilling 
personal information from the genetic 
data. 

US scientists build 
nano-robotic arm 

from DNA 
Researchers at New York University 

have built a prototype robotic arm from 
synthetic strands of DNA. The micro¬ 
scopic device consists of two rigid 
DNA strands joined by a bridge of DNA 
in the classical, "right-handed" form. 
When the bridge is exposed to a cer¬ 
tain compound of cobalt, it twists itself 
into an unusual left-handed configura¬ 
tion, thereby rotating the two arms rel¬ 
ative to each other. 

Science 

Queen's Journal Science 
contributors' meeting 

tonight of 7:00, 272 Eori St. 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

545-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 

Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

There s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shoo for free 

We re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m 
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a year later 

Ice cycles 
A stormy return to a time of renewal 

from the “triangle” after 33 days 

By Tara Mansbridge 

The irony was lost on 

ONLY A FEW. As audiences 

across Quebec and 

Ontario lined up outside of the¬ 

atres to see Titanic, a blockbuster 

about the latest in technology 

being brought low by a .large 

chunk of ice, one of the worst 

natural disasters in Canadian his¬ 

tory was about to rain down 

shards of ice from above. 

It was a year ago, give or take 

eight days, that revellers stum¬ 

bled out of New Year’s at Alfie’s 

to freezing rain and downed 

power lines. That night, at least 

half of the City of Kingston lost 

power as falling tree limbs tore 

down wires and overloaded 

transformers exploded. At that 

point, no one had a full grasp of 

what nature had in store. I, for 

one, sniggered as radio and tele¬ 

vision newscasters dubbed what I 

thought was only a little bit of 

freezing rain “Ice Storm ’98.” 

How wrong I was. 

On January 7 27.6 mm of 

freezing rain fell o l Kingston. By 

the end of the storm, more than 

50 cm of supercooled water had 

frozen to lampposts, telephone 

poles and rooftops. Hydro 

pylons once thought to be almost 

impervious to weather conditions 

crumpled like children’s toys. 

The statistics are stark. More 

than five million people were 

affected by at least one power 

outage. In Quebec and Ontario, 

35,000 poles, 5,000 transform¬ 

ers and 1,300 steel towers were 

damaged. More than 13.5 mil¬ 

lion litres of milk had to be 

dumped by dairy farmers who 

did not have the capability to 

store or process it without 

power. Millions of trees were 

damaged at untold costs. 

Kingston Mayor Gary Bennett 

estimated that Kingston alone 

lost four to six thousand old 

growth trees in its urban forest. 

Thirty-five people across eastern 

parts of Canada and the United 

States died from storm-related 

causes. 

Vv E ALL HAVE STORIES to tell 

about Ice Storm ’98. Besides 

photographs, our stories arc our 

only records of the dark days and 

cold nights last January. 

Everyone strings together those 

moments differently. I, for one, 

remember the way University 

Street looked as I walked down 

the middle of the road mid-day 

on Thursday. As I stepped gin¬ 

gerly over and under downed 

power lines, I remember won¬ 

dering if Armageddon would 

look like this. People met on the 

street and talked excitedly. This 

was fun, interesting. 

It seems that many who remi¬ 

nisce about this time last year 

remember the good that came of 

Ice Storm ’98, not the bad. 

Although Kingston was one of 

the areas hardest hit, it was not 

located in the infamous “triangle 

of darkness,” an area which 

included Saint-Hyacinthe, 

Farnham and Saint-Jean-sur- 

Richelieu. We did not suffer 

under a reported 100 millimetres 

of ice. Perhaps if we had emerged 

without power, we would not 

have had such happy stories to 

tell. Instead, we threw out or 

donated all the food in our freez¬ 

ers, slept on a friend’s floor, went 

to a shelter or headed home. 

It felt like we were in the mid¬ 

dle of a portentous and impor¬ 

tant event. Yes, we were bored. 

Yes, we were irritated that, when 

it came to necessary task of can¬ 

celling classes, the administration 

reacted with the speed of a tor¬ 

toise. Yes, we played every single 

board game ever invented. But 

we were part of a natural disas¬ 

ter, something most of us were 

never likely to experience again. 

Even Mayor Bennett, when 

asked to name his favourite 

memory about the Ice Storm, 

mentioned that he was the first 

mayor of the Kingston region 

ever to declare a state of emer¬ 

gency. 

Bennett, like many others, 

was quick to point out another 

highlight of Ice Storm ’98 — the 

amazing number of volunteers 

who turned out to help those in 

need. As a community, Kingston 

pulled together, both before and 

after the storm, to help those in 

need. In areas affected by the 

storm, 539 shelters were set up 

to house those without power. 

Approximately 16,000 military 

troops and reservists were called 

in, the largest humanitarian 

deployment ever of Canadian 

Armed Forces. Thousands of vol¬ 

unteers staffed shelters, helped 

clear debris and assisted those in 

need. 

Friends and neighbours were 

quick to offer help that wouldn’t 

have been forthcoming in ordi¬ 

nary circumstances. Friends 

offered up beds, sofas and floors 

to those whose houses or apart¬ 

ments lacked power. 
“I started inviting everyone 

Continued on page 12 

-, the relentless downpour of snow, ice 
and tree branches was responsible for an estimated 

11,000 poles, 1,000 tranformers and 300 steel 
towers in damages._ 

PHOTO BY ALEX GREEN / JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

The future on ice 
Lives lived, lessons learned for next time 

By Eric Morris 

50 WEEKS. That’s how long until 

Y2K — geek-speak for the 

uncertainty and danger posed 

by computer programs miscalculat¬ 

ing the turn of the century — moves 

from the hypothetical to a poten¬ 

tially harsh reality. 

Having experienced last year’s 

ice storm, Kingston residents and 

members of rhe Queen’s community 

are perhaps as familiar as anyone in 

this country with what’s at stake 

come Y2K, how chaotic life can be 

without heat, without electricity 

and without the basic necessities of 

life that we so easily take for 

granted. 

When you talk to those who 

lived through last January’s storm, 

what is now the most expensive nat¬ 

ural disaster in Canadian history, 

everyone seems to have their own 

stories of abandoning work, school 

or home for a week, tales of lousy 

meals, cold days, and colder nights. 

Etched in the memory of Jim 

Keech, general manager of Utilities 

Kingston, is a mental database of 

service wires, trees, and dedicated 

staff members cross-referenced over 

a 10-day period. Freezing rain 

began on a Wednesday night, last 

January 7, and it was only by the 

following Wednesday that Keech 

made it home. Like many who 

worked at the city’s utilities com¬ 

pany, he worked around the clock, 

sleeping four or five hours a night 

on a mattress in his office. 

Seven days, and $1.5 
million later, 90 per cent 

of the city regained 
power, with the last 
customer regaining 
service on Saturday, 

January 17. 

2,500 of the 18,000 overhead 

service wires were knocked down, 

plunging 80 per cent of Kingston 

into darkness. Though some of the 

supporting poles collapsed, the bulk 

of the damage was from the weight 

of the rain snapping branches which 

fell on powerlines. The rebuilding 

process, reattaching those wires to 

homes and poles, Keech says, was 

initially quite slow. “You’d put one 

up and four would come down.” 

Seven days, and $1.5 million later, 

90 per cent of the city regained 

power, with the last customer 

regaining service on Saturday, 

January 17. 

The city had emergency plans in 

place, yet Keech didn’t find them 

particularly useful in dealing with 

the storm. “The problem with 

[emergency plans] is rhat they don’t 

really address specifics,” he said. 

Most people had never seen, never 

even heard of an ice storm prior to 

last year, let alone planned for one. 

Whether ir comes to ice storm 

recovery or snow removal, students 

have often questioned the city’s pri¬ 

ority on maintaining the student 

housing area. Keech, however, says 

all areas, including student housing, 

Continued on page 13 
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described as “incredible, unbelievable, a 

new computer system was set up, and 

diose staff members and volunteers who 

could make it in to die JDUC worked to 

Continued from page 11 

over,” said Lindsay Hogan, whose apart¬ 

ment on Princess Street was one of the 

few which maintained power throughout u Frid issue. 

the storm. At one pent Hogan and her P * The journals liaison at 1000 
housemate were sharing their floor space Is|ands Pl|b|isheJrSi drove t0 Toronto 

through the freezing rain to make sure the 
with seven extra people. “I got to know 

people better who 1 wouldn’t have gotten 

to know otherwise,” smiled Hogan. 

Bob Crawford, dean of student affairs, 

rook five extra people into his home. “It 

wasn’t too packed up," he said of the 

guests. “I just wished I would’ve been 

home more.” 

Are we telling each other 
these stories to ease our 

collective conscience? 

Instead of spending rime playing card 

games by candlelight, Crawford and other 

university administrators had to deal with 

issues such as what to do with students in 

residence and whether or not to cancel 

classes, in addition to the hundreds of 

concerned parents who began calling any 

and all administrators they could find. 

paper got printed — his presses 

Gananoque had been without power 

since the beginning of the storm. 

The Journal then set up a hotline for 

students to call for information, and vol¬ 

unteers wearing mittens sat in the then- 

cold Journal house to staple the phone 

number to 9,000 papers. People then took 

paper routes and hand-delivered the 

paper because students would not be on 

campus to pick up the paper themselves. 

“I can’t believe that we got the paper 

out,” marvelled Nelson. 

Golden Words also managed the next- , . 
to-impossible task of putting out a regular than 50 per cent of tie spea erss 

weekly issue with classes cancelled and uled at the event cancelle eca r_ 

volunteers few and far between. Despite constituencies were in 

the disaster. Words staffers held their reg- gency. 

ular Sunday press night and worked 

i state of emer- 

1 remember the student angst,'the through the night and the next day to get 

anxiety,” said Crawford of that time. 

Many students weren’t sure whether to 

get out of what many called “the war 

zone” or to remain in case classes 

resumed. 

“T 1 THINK THAT THE ADMINISTRATION 

was slow to realize the intensity or the size 

of the disaster,” said Marissa Nelson, who 

was co-editor-in-chief of The Queen's 

Journal at the rime of the storm. “I felt at 

the paper to bed. By the time the newspa¬ 

per arrived on campus, students had 

After much agonizing, chair Kristen 

Bond and the members of the Model 

Parliament Committee made the decision 

to continue on with the event. They then 
per arriveu un eanipus, aiuucma muu , . ■ 
begun trickling back into Kingston and, called 300 students, either a eir 

because of the extraordinary efforts of the Kingston number, at friends houses or at 

Golden Words crew, they had a few laughs the home phone number listed in the 

to warm their cold, dark homes. Who's Where to let them know that the 

Another unbelievable act of student event was still on, and organized for a late 

dedication took place inside the Campus bus to take those just returning to 

Activities Commission. Queen’s Model Kingston to the event in Ottawa. Because 

Parliament, an annual event during which °f tbe efforts of Bond and the committee. 

Queen’s students travel to Ottawa to par- most of those who originally planned to 

the rime that they reacted very slowly.” ciciPate in a mock sessj°" of parliament, JakePa* in M°del “S' 
While the administration wasn’t the was on the verge of being cancelled to attend, and the event went off with 

only group slow to respond, others, such because of the Ice Storm. Students were nary a lurch 

as Nelson and her co-workers, were quick scattered across Ontario, many had gone 
to realize the magnitude of what was hap- home in search of a warm bed and those J- HESE FEW ACCOMPLISHMENTS seem to 

pening. On Thursday morning, as many m residence had been told not. to return amount to very little in the face of the 

began clearing and cleaning, as well as u™1 Power was restored. Ottawa itself days and weeks of work done by the 

moving to assist those in need, staff at The had been hit hard by the storm, and orga- workers for Ontario Hydro and the 

journal carried computer equipment to nizers were “ns“re how the ice would Canadian Armed Forces cleaning up the 

the boardroom of the AMS. With the help affect the arrangements made months mess left by Ice Storm ’9S. True, they may 

of Matt Lang, whose efforts Nelson before in anticipation of the event. More not be large accomplishments, but the 

January 8. the morning after 27.6 cm of ice was dumped on Kingston and stu¬ 
dents were already discovering the hazards to all means of city travel. 
- PHOTO BY AiEX GREEN / JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

with replanting the trees killed by the 

storm. 

We tell each other the stories we have 

from the Ice Storm, our nights in the dark 

huddled under the covers, reading by can¬ 

dlelight. We talk to connect ourselves 

after a rime when we were more isolated 

from each other than ever before. In that 

time of isolation, we showed, in the only 

manner we could without the aid of tech¬ 

nology, that we do care about each other, 

and that we will pull together to help out 

when times get difficult. Because so few of 

us were in real danger at the time of the 

storm, we tell stories of that week as if it 

were a great adventure. 

I wonder, looking back at the only nat¬ 

ural disaster I have ever experienced, if 

we are telling each other these stories to 

ease our collective conscience. The stories 

we tell are of great courage and caring, 

but after Ice Storm ’98 ended, where did 

the courage go? Are we, in fact, recount¬ 

ing the time of giving and digging deep in 

order to absolve us of the responsibilities 

we have to people who, while not suffer¬ 

ing the effects of an ice storm, are facing 

their own personal natural disasters? Are 

Th 

The AMS Needs Your Input! 
The AMS is currently in the process of formulating new 

policy on post-secondary education to present to both the 

federal and provincial governments. In order to more 

accurately represent Queen’s undergraduate students we 

need your help. 

What should the future post¬ 
secondary education system in 
this province look like? Tell us 

what you think! 
The AMS Government Issues Committee is now requesting 

submissions from undergraduate students and any campus group 

on the following topics: 

Deregulation 
Student Aid Reform 

University Performance Indicators 
Public/Private Funding 

Written submissions are due on Friday, January 22, 1999. By 4pm at 

the AMS front desk. 

The Government Issues Committee will also entertain presentations 

between Monday, January 25 to Monday, February 1,1999. 

Any questions? Contact Milan at 533-6000 ext. 74818 or by 

email at milan@ams.queensu.ca. 

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

academic affairs 
commission 

way Queen s students pulled together we making heroes of ourselves because we 

showed us that we are capable of more are guilty of not continuing this tradition 

resourcefulness and dedication that we 

had once thought possible. 

After the clean up, there were some ini¬ 

tiatives to continue the spirit of coming 

together fostered by our rime of ice and 

darkness. The Campus Activities 

Commission sponsored a r-shirt campaign ■ WU1 „ ^ all 

to collect money for the Ice Storm Relief ter t0 get us to act that in? 

Fund that raised thousands of dollars. In =-----__^ 

addition, there are several organizations Tara Mansbridge ^P*5 never to be 30 

raising funds to help the City of Kingston lcePnncess- 

of giving and helping? 

We are only students, we say to each 

other, in order to explain why we do not 

help out others in our community. Yes, we 

are students, but Ice Storm ’98 showed us 

how much we could accomplish as a com¬ 

munity. Will it take another natural disas- 

!;■ 

S'- 

m 

V. : 

yfsw 

£aaday Pasta Mipht 

Salad, Pasta & Foccacia 

$4.98 
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received equal treatment during 

ice storm recovery. “We tried 

very hard,” he says, “to make 

sure we had crews in every 

quadrant of the city.” 

Utilities Kingston is working 

on a number of initiatives to 

better prepare the city for this 

winter, as well as future ice 

storms and other severe weather 

conditions. Always mindful of 

weakened trees that could break 

and cause interruptions in 

power service, Utilities Kingston 

has doubled the resources 

devoted to cutting down 

branches or trees that pose such 

risks, most notably those dam¬ 

aged during the ice storm. 

Utilities Kingston has 
doubled the resources 

devoted to cutting 
down branches or 

trees that pose such 
risks, most notably 

those damaged during 
the ice storm. 

It was trees weakened from 

the ice storm, Keech says, that in 

all likelihood produced pro¬ 

longed power shortages during 

the rain and windstorm of last 

September’s Homecoming 

weekend. Weakened branches, 

most notably near both the 

Donald Gordon Centre on 

Union Street and Chown Hall, 

collapsed, tearing down over¬ 

head powerlines and once again 

plunging student housing into 

darkness. . 

As well, the city is reviewing 

its policy on overhead and 

underground wiring, the latter 

of which is far less susceptible to 

such acts of nature and is what 

allowed the lower end of 

Princess and other downtown 

locations to maintain power 

during the storm. 

An issue here, as always, is 

cost. “There’s a horrendous cost 

difference between overhead 

and underground,” Keech said, 

with the underground option 

being about 10 times more 

expensive. That’s why 75-80 
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per cent of Kingston receives 

power through overhead wires, 

and that’s why it’s also likely, 

despite the vulnerability of over¬ 

head hiring, to remain that way. 

An overhead to underground 

conversion would cost the city 

at least $100 million, money the 

city simply does not have. 

THE ICE STORM PROVED JUST 

as troublesome for those living 

within Queen’s Residences last 

year, with residence administra¬ 

tors also hoping to learn from 

last year’s unique weather con¬ 

ditions to better equip them for 

future emergencies. 

Graham Brown, director of 

Queen’s residences, says the 

university has always had plans 

to deal with buildings that 

forced residents out and could 

not be occupied for a short time, 

but like the city, the scale and 

magnitude of last January’s 

damage caught its administra¬ 

tors off-guard. Seven of 12 resi¬ 

dences lost power and ran on 

emergency power for a few 

days. By the first Saturday after 

the storm, however, the emer¬ 

gency power was drained, dis¬ 

abling fire protection and 

emergency lighting. 

While there had already been 

talk of evacuating the students 

from the residences without 

power, a fire in a Leonard bath¬ 

room that Saturday afternoon 

emphasized that residences were 

no longer safe. “It became 

clear,” Brown says, “that we 

couldn’t provide adequate fire 

safety protection.” 

While other residences were 

able to run on emergency bat¬ 

tery power for a short time, 

Victoria Hall was the only resi¬ 

dence on campus with a 

diesel-powered emergency gen¬ 

erator. While the generator was 

not able to heat the building, the 

building maintained most of its 

heat, and that, combined with 

the generator powering the 

emergency lights and fire safety 

system, allowed students to 

remain in Vic for the duration of 

the storm. 

Residence administrators are 

now deciding how best to pre¬ 

pare for future emergencies. 

Two options being discussed, 

said Brown, are ensuring all res¬ 

idences have access to genera¬ 

tors like Vic Hall’s, or replacing 

the overhead power lines that 

supply electricity to residences 

The massive power of the storm was able to sever this lamp- 
post in half. 
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to underground lines. Cost any future ice storms or severe 

again becomes an issue, as weather conditions. And as for 

Brown explained that the gener- Y2K? Well, Keech says 

ator option would cost “well Kingston’s ready for it, but 

into the six-figures,” with the won’t go as far to guarantee 

installation of underground continued power service begin- 

power lines possibly costing ning midnight, next January 1. 

more. Another few days of freezing 

Almost as soon as last year’s rain and falling power lines are 

ice storm recovery began, one thing, but when it comes to 

Queen’s residences and Utilities the turn of the century all bets 

Kingston began taking steps to are off. 

ensure that they’re prepared for Eric Morris has the power. 

Make a Scene 
“t the NTS 

NATIONAL THEATRE SCHOOL OF CANADA 
1 999 AUDITION TOUR 

Acting Playuiriting Technical Production Scenography 

Deadline for application 
National Theatre School of Canada 

5030 St. Denis, Montreal, Quebec. II2J 2L8 
(514) 842-7954 

E-mail: info@ent-nts.corn Web site: www.cnt-nts.com 

W'onderiano 

Paramount Parks announces Performer Auditions and Technical 

Support Interviews for (lie 1999 Entertainment Programme 
at Paramount Canada's Wonderland. 

Thursday, January 21,1999 
Friday. January 22.1999 
1200 - 3:00 pm Technicians, Character 

2:30 pm Dancers 

riety Artisls, 

Announcers 

12.00 - 3:00 pm Technic 
and Escort Interviews 
12:00 pm Children's Variety Artisls. 

a7ax resumes and references to 
(905) 832-7459 ore-mail lo pcav-ei.lerLii,.ment@parmnount,«rls,l-on. 

Only diose granted an interview.will lx- contadinL 

For more information call our Entertainment Department 
Hotline al (905) 832-7454 or visit our 

website al http//:auditionnow.com 

™ ® © 1999 Paramount Pictures ™ ® © 1999 Paramount Parks. 

University of Alberta 
excellence in research and graduate education 

If you are planning to do graduate work in engineering, why not 

study with the best? The Faculty of Engineering at the University of 

Alberta offers high quality graduate programs, an extensive 

financial assistance program, and strong industry connections. 

Our faculty, recognized leaders in their particular fields, are involved in 

internationally recognized research in which graduate students play a 

vital role. 

Come and work with the best. 

For more information: 

Faculty of Engineering 

5-1 Mechanical Engineering Building, 

University of Alberta, 

Edmonton, Alberto T6G 2G8 

Tel: 492-3320 or 1-800-407-8354 

enginfo@dean,engg.uolberta.ca 

www.engineering.ualberta.ca 
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Up to here 
S IF SURVIVING THE BITTER COLD ceases to be an option. This is clearly 

of Kingston’s winter wasn't unacceptable. 

As in past years, the city has 
failed to meet the reasonable 

expectations of its citizens 
and clear enough of the snow 
to make walking or driving in 

Kingston safe. 

-L X. enough. In this sometimes ass- 

backwards city that we call home, we 

must also brave waist-high snowdrifts 

that obstruct sidewalks and make walk¬ 

ing to class a nightmare. You wouldn't 

know it from simple observation, but 

the city is responsible for plowing the 

sidewalks in front of our homes. No, 

they have not forgotten this year; 

they’re simply overwhelmed and under- One proposed solution to our city’s 

prepared to deal with the deluge of ineptitude at snow removal was to man- 

snow that has fallen on Kingston in the date the property owners to clear the 

last two weeks. As in past years, the city sidewalks adjacent to their homes, 

has failed to meet the reasonable expec- Perhaps it is time Mayor Gary Bennett 

tations of its citizens and clear enough revisit this plan. 

of the snow to make walking or driving In the meantime, we are not power- 

in Kingston safe. less to dig ourselves out of this prob- 

For most of us this amounts to lem. All it takes is a shovel and the 

inconvenience and increased danger — initiative of students to clear their own 

having to trudge single file through way through the snow. For those with- 

uneven mounds of snow or walk on the out a shovel, the Municipal Affairs 

road. For those who are less Commission of the AMS is selling them 

able-bodied such as the elderly and for only $5. 

those in wheelchairs, transportation 

On the front line 
The ATTACK that LED TO THE increasing sensationalism of the North 

death of an American television American press. From internet 

producer and the wounding of a reporters like Matt Drudge to the once 

Canadian journalist in West Africa last venerable daily papers, the press is 

week, is a reminder of the sacrifices often vilified for its eagerness to report 

made by journalists who put themselves unfounded rumors and its ability to 

in harm’s way to cover stories that sink to new lows in its coverage of, 

wouldn’t otherwise be told. Myles politicians’ and celebrities’ private lives. 

Tierney and Ian Stewart were attacked While much of the public’s growing 

while travelling by car in the war-torn mistrust of journalism is justified, it 

city of Freetown, capital of Sierra should not impugn the integrity and 

Leone. Stewart, a graduate, of Queen’s reputation of those on the front lines of 

University and a former Queen’s the profession. There is significant 

Journal editor, survived the attack and value in the work of journalists who 

is currently in stable condition after risk their own lives and forego the com- 

surgery in London. Stewart and Tierney forts of home to report on conflicts in 

were on the front-line of journalism, far away countries. These reporters 

covering stories that are neither easy should be appreciated for the sacrifices 

nor safe to cover. they make to uncover the truth and 

It is unfortunate, therefore, that report it objectively. After-all, not every 

much of the public’s perception of jour- reporter writes about Monica 

nalism in recent years is directed at the Lewinsky. 

1 Th£R£ ALWAYS 15 the SHOVEL 

you KNqw. §V 

Merci Montreal 
“Seems to me now, 

That the dreams we had before 

Are all gone, 

Nothing more 

Than confetti on the floor” 

— Happy New Year, ABBA. 

Bons Mots: Would it not be easier... for the government to 

dissolve the people and elect another? 

— Bertolt Brecht 

“And who are you to judge looks?” 

you’re probably saying as you scruti¬ 

nize the picture below. Admittedly, the 

only celebrity I’ve been likened to is 

that lazy-eyed freak from Radiohead. 

But I was there, man. I asked around, 

and everyone agreed: Montreal has a 

LONG AWAITED REVELATION disproportionally higher percentage of 

was working its way from the good-looking people than Kingston, 

^.bowels of my brain to the tip of People on the street were more than 

my tongue. Something that would willing to offer suggestions. “Montreal 

shape the new year, something is the city of love,” said one passerby, 

that would deeply affect the “good-looking people just flock 

minds of everyone who heard it. there.” 

“Grooming” opined another. 

Aw 
XJLb. 

Why are there 
so many good- 
looking girls in 
Montreal than 

in Kingston? 

During a lengthy discussion back in 

Kingston it was theorized that the dis¬ 

crepancy was combination of 

Montreal’s younger club crowd and 

the fact that we were all drunk and 

horny at the time. One person thought 

that francophones were just better 

looking people. They were ignored. 

———-Some figured that much of the 

attraction was due to tongue piercing 

And it hit me on the dance floor, at fantasies. Other confessed being 

the stroke^ of midnight, as Foufounes drawn to the tall, thin, dark and pouty 

Electrique s MC belted out a new type, of which there were beaucoup. 

year s welcome that neither I nor half And yet, despite all deliberations, a 

the patrons of the trendy Montreal consensus appeared unattainable, 

club could understand. It was giant, So, as of now, it has not been 

confidence shattering, and it was so resolved. Maybe someone has the 

profound and so clear, that I immedi- answer. Perhaps you have the answer. 

ateR’ , T U t0, e true\ If you think you do, please email or 
But first, why are there so many write to The Journal, because we've 

more goo oo ing girls in Montreal got a lot of confused people out there 
than in Kingston? 

Call it shallow, call it superficial, 

call it Alfie’s hiring policy, it’s undeni¬ 
able. 
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Opinions 
talkim 

What is your 
New Year’s 
Resolution? 

PHOTOS BY ALEX KRONBY 

“To keep in better touch with my 

friends” 

Kristen Neymen 

ArtSci ’01 

“To be more tolerant of obnoxious 

Queen’s people” 

Samir Chhabra 

ArtSci ’00 

'Lett, t* the Editors 
and a wide endorsement of the 

policy output designed to 

address it. 

Student-athletes do 

have a say 

Dear Editors, 

First, I would like to take this 

opportunity to commend The 

Queen’s Journal for covering 

the emerging issue of the 

Queen’s Athletics policy on 

“Rookie Nights” in such depth, 

in Adam Kaminsky’s cover 

story entitled “Rookie Nights 

debated,” which appeared in 

the December 4, 1998 edition. 

However, after reading the arti¬ 

cle, it struck me that some of 

the issues which appeared 

might require some clarifica- 

Incidents including 
drinking and driving 

and drinking on 
university transport 
highlight the active 
role that must be 

taken. 

The “Rookie Night” 
policy adopted by the 
U.A.C. is a pro-active, 
yet flexible approach 

with an eye cast to the 
best interests of all. 

Make no mistake, the issue of 

“Rookie Nights” and the activi¬ 

ties which take place during 

these events has the potential to 

be of critical importance to the 

Queen’s Athletics community, 

and thus to Queen’s as a whole. 

The “Rookie Night” policy 

adopted unanimously by the 

University Council on Athletics 

(U.C.A.) at its October 20 

meeting is a pro-active, yet 

flexible approach; one with an 

eye cast towards the best inter¬ 

ests of both the institution and 

the student-athletes. It is the 

portrayal of the policy as a 

polarizing issue, dividing 

“administration” and student 

interests which is inaccurate 

and damaging. 

The student-athlete represen¬ 

tation on the University 

Council on Athletics, as well as 

on its Inter Collegiate Athletics 

Committee (I.A.C.) belies any 

assertion that a student “rub¬ 

ber-stamp” was sought or 

required. The structure of each 

body allows for the fact that 

students, voting as a bloc, could 

defeat any measure, however 

the unanimous consent of both 

bodies suggest a broadly-based 

recognition of the problem, 

It should be understood that 

the U.C.A. seeks to exercise its 

administration mandate with 

two goals in mind: to ensure 

the continued viability of 

Queen’s Athletics and to ensure 

that the numerous programs 

under its authority best serve 

the Queen’s and Kingston com¬ 

munity. Needless to say, the 

body receives its funding from 

and accordingly, is constantly 

advocating for and implement¬ 

ing programs which are seen to 

be in the best interests of all 

students. 

There can be no denying that 

alcohol abuse on campus is a 

significant problem. The widely 

reported incidents which have 

taken place at this and other 

universities ranging from con¬ 

sumption on university trans¬ 

port to drinking and driving, 

highlight the active role that 

administrative bodies must take 

in order to prevent tragedy. 

The safety concerns in this area 

are self-evident, however this is 

not to suggest that there are not 

legitimate institutional, so- 

called “image” concerns. 

Rookie parties are an element 

of student-athlete life which 

have traditionally been shielded 

from view, yet they have hardly 

been without incident. The 

safety of students is of the high¬ 

est priority and the heightened 

peer pressure at such events 

carries the potential for poor 

decision-making. 

Those teams that take safety 

precautions for their student- 

athletes are to be commended 

as they are imposing their own 

standards to prevent the injury 

and protect the dignity of their 

athletes. The objective of this 

policy is to set a minimum stan¬ 

dard for conduct at such events 

and will not affect those teams 

that have been exercising self- 

imposed restraint, all the while 

undoubtedly enjoying their 

“Rookie Nights” as much as 

those who have not. 

The U.C.A.’s adoption of the 

I.A.C. policy on “Rookie 

Nights” is far-sighted, address¬ 

ing an issue before our “luck 

ran out” and a serious incident 

took place. However, the pol¬ 

icy is flexible, allowing for a 

case-by-case assessment of facts 

and contains no prescribed 

penalties. The extensive stu¬ 

dent administration here at 

Queen’s allows both those rep¬ 

resentatives and their con¬ 

stituents to voice their concerns 

and contribute to the broad- 

based athletics program.' 

If student-athletes, or student 

at large, find themselves dissat¬ 

isfied with an aspect of their 

experiences with Queen’s 

Athletics, there is ample student 

representation in the so-called 

“administration” to deal with 

such issues. Participation on the 

U.C.A. or its standing commit¬ 

tees is not necessarily a signifi¬ 

cant time commitment and it is 

gratifying to know that you are 

contributing to an increasingly 

important aspect of student 

life. 

If student-athletes, or 
students at large, are 
dissatisfied with their 

experiences with 
Queen’s athletics, 
there is student 

representation in the 
“administration”. 

The chances to contribute to 

the mandate of the U.C.A. and 

its subcommittees are not lim¬ 

ited to those who choose to do 

so directly. Find out who your 

representatives are, be 

informed about the issues and 

make your opinion known to 

those who do have a vote. The 

ability of students to have an 

impact on the policies and pri¬ 

orities of Queen’s Athletics is 

shown by the expressed desire 

to have a student sit as Chair of 

the Council and this is but one 

of many ways that students can 

have input into the process. 

Ian Brisbin 

Law ’00 

Chair, University Council on 

Athletics 1998-99 

Continued on Page 15 
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“To be more tolerant of Samir" 

Angela Jones 

ArtSci ’00 



rsmurai rumestu 

campus so you can 

Don't forget your Street 

Captain has a shovel you can 

borrow! Call the Municipal 

Affairs Commission at 533- 

6000 ext 75178 or email 

sarah@ams.queensu.ca 

Op-Kd 

Euro superstar 
The great supranational 

unknown. Thar’s the only way of 

defining the Euro, a new currency 

that will restructure how global markets 

function. The Euro introduces a brave 

new world in the global economic king¬ 

dom; no longer is the almighty United 

States greenback the global barometer o 

fiscal net worth. Eleven European 

nations have taken the bold step of aban¬ 

doning their francs, marks, and other 

national currencies — thus risking mon¬ 

etary sovereignty — to rival the U.S. dol¬ 

lar. 
At last, there is a region to give the 

U.S. some serious competition. And 

being pro-Euro isn’t an abandonment of 

statehood or sovereignty; it is simply the 

beginning of a new economic dynasty 

that gives the world an alternative to 

U.S. economic dominance. 

The current instability of East Asia, 

along with the deepening economic crisis 

of the Third World, has made the cre¬ 

ation of this currency more important 

than ever. While one could qualify the 

U.S. as a “necessary evil empire” in this 

global recession, it is undeniable that one 

single power can no longer carry the 

world economy on its shoulders. The 

Euro will provide another option for 

global investors. 

Of course, there are potential pitfalls 

in this great saga of money and power. 

Like any great soap opera, the self-inter¬ 

est that comes with being a nation in one 

of the most turbulent regions in world 

history has a long and rooted past. 

National sovereignty will be questioned 

time and time again. Economies will 

have a difficult time adjusting at first. 

Some, like the great economists of the 

world, argue that currency is one of the 

most important markers of nationhood- 

it is a symbol of identity that helps to 

define what a nation is all about. 

The current wave of hyper-national¬ 

ism throughout Western Europe, as well 

as the rise of leftist coalition govern¬ 

ments throughout the continent, may 

also be potential hazards on the road to 

economic integration. 

The U.S. is a “necessary evil 
empire” in this recession, 

however the Euro will 
provide another option. 

But perhaps the most important ele¬ 

ment of the new era of economic unity 

in Europe is the United States. How will 

they react in the long-term? What will 

Alan Greenspan, the chair of the U.S. 

Federal Reserves, do to counter the new 

competition from across the pond? Will 

it result in regional economic warfare? 

Or a recession on an unprecedented 

scale? 

All of these factors are crucial in 

determining the long-term success of the 

Euro. However, the creation of the Euro 

is an important turning point in the his-- 

tory of the world. For the first time, a 

single continent is unified under the ban¬ 

ner of one economic standard. And that 

is perhaps a sign of some sort of 

progress, or at the very least, a measure 

that even in these turbulent times, states 

can co-operate with each other for a sup¬ 

posed common good. 

Greg Hughes 

Arts '01 

i Auditorium 

Queen's Musical Theatre Presents 

ilriffi-n Itv: \ioliii|(is llnnto 

and James liirlmnod 

Music Ity: Marvin llauiliscfi 
lyrics By: lit I ward Klelian 

JANUARY 

14-16,20-23 

Si mien ( k/ 
Seniors $12 

General $14 

'4 
Tickels available a( (he Grand Them re al 530-2050 

PHONING 
QUEEN’S? 

From Off-campus, 
use the new 533-exchange. ** 

On-campus calls 
are now 5 digits. 

For More information: 
533-3000 

WWW.its.queensura/tQiecom 

dial-in modem pool number 
stay the same 
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Just the facts 

Discussion-around the topic of 

abortion is important and 

should be encouraged. As 

members of a democratic soci¬ 

ety, we must defend the right of 

people to express their opin¬ 

ions, whether or not we 

approve of them. However, if 

“facts” are used to defend opin¬ 

ions, it is essential that these 

“facts” be accurate and based 

on reliable, scientific research. 

Unfortunately, that was not the 

case in Sindi Sabourin’s posters 

and letter (The Journal, 

November 30, 1998). 

Sabourin’s four facts about 

abortion are false and 

misleading. 

Fetuses do not 
"scream in agony” 

during or respond by 
doubling their heart 

rate before an 
abortion as claimed in 

the letter. 

1) Fetuses do not “scream in 

agony” during an abortion pro¬ 

cedure and do not respond by 

doubling the heart rate before 

the procedure is even initiated, 

as claimed in the letter. It was 

also claimed that these 

responses occur as early as four 

weeks gestation, even though 

the fetal heart cannot be 

detected until seven weeks ges¬ 

tation. Assuming that these 

responses occur also assumes 

that the fetus has some con¬ 

sciousness or awareness of 

what is happening. 

The neocortex, the part of the 

brain responsible for higher 

cognitive functions such as 

awareness and conscious con¬ 

trol of movements, is not devel¬ 

oped until the fifth month of 

gestation. Until then, the fetus’ 

bodily functions are reflexive 

— the heart beats from its 

internal pacemaker and the 

limbs move through spinal 

reflexes. Attributing “scream¬ 

ing in agony” to a fetus early in 

gestation is in direct contradic¬ 

tion with scientific knowledge 

about development. 

-) The so-called woman’s fight 

against the embryo ar eight 

days gestation is really just the 

process of implantation- into 

the uterine wall. Sabourin’s 

claim of the fetus “winning” 

and implanting nine times out 

ten is also blatantly false. 

More than 50 per cent of con¬ 

ceptions fail to continue to via- 

bility, and most of these are lost 

ln the 14 days after fertiliza¬ 

tion, before the woman even 

knows that she is pregnant. The 

majority of these are non-viable 

conceptions with chromosomal 

abnormalities. This process is 

mediated by genetics and cell 

evelopment, not warfare 

between woman and fetus. 

3) Regarding the complexity of 

DNA “at the 3-cell stage: There 

is no 3-cell stage. Cell division 

is exponential, from 1 to 2 to 4 

to 8 and so forth. As well, every 

biological entity that is not a 

clone has a unique DNA, 

regardless of its stage in devel¬ 

opment. The fertilized ovum is 

the stem cell from which all 

other cells emerge by division. 

Regardless of their 
position in this debate, 
misinformation must 

be condemned. 

4) The fact that fertilized ova 

can be transferred from one 

woman to another does not 

imply that this cell or group of 

cells “is a human being, inde¬ 

pendent of it’s biological 

mother.” The cells, embryo, or 

fetus are not at any point in 

gestation independent but in 

fact are entirely dependent on 

the woman for nutrition, pro¬ 

tection, and survival. It can eas¬ 

ily be argued that the fetus is in 

fact part of the woman as 

demonstrated by its attachment 

through the umbilical cord and 

placenta. 

It is important that differing 

views about abortion be 

expressed and discussed. These 

discussions can be based on 

ethical, religious, and social 

views as well as scientific fact. 

The invention and dissemina¬ 

tion of pseudo-science by Sindi 

Sabourin and other anti-choice 

supporters only serves to dis¬ 

credit their arguments and with 

them those of the whole anti¬ 

choice movement. Regardless 

of their position in this debate, 

it is important that such misin¬ 

formation is condemned. I’m 

all for discussing abortion if it 

is done in a responsible way. It 

is unfortunate that this discus¬ 

sion was started by sensational¬ 

ism and not science. 

Helene M. Gagne 

Meds ’00 

Alumni Achievement Award 
Nominations Requested 

The Alumni Association requests nomi¬ 
nations for the i999Alumni 
Achievement Award. This award is 
presented annually to "an alumna/us 
who has 
demonstrated the high ideals imparted 
by a university 
education through a significant contri¬ 
bution to the arts or sciences, to the public service, to 
leadership in business, industry or a 
profession, and to community, charitable or volunteer 
work." Individuals or Branches may submit nomina¬ 
tions. 

Deadline for nominations is February 26, 1999. For 
more information, please contact Deborah Shea, 
Secretary, Alumni Achievement Award Committee, 
Summerhill or call 1-800-267-7837 (toll free] or 
545-2060 (After January 1, 1999, 533-2060). 

Dorothy Farr 
Associate Director and Curator 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

DANIEL FOWLER: 
DIARIST/AUTHOR/ARTIST 

suwssiwfi 
Sunday, January 17 

2 pm 

Admission is free. 

The Interim Agnes 
218 Barrie Street. Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 

http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Spomoied by Walter and Duncan Gordon foundation. 

Chalmers United Church 

212 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 
546-3263 

A Caring Community, 

a Questioning Faith, 

a Grounded Hope 

Worship every Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 

Faculty, and Staff! 

Join us, in person or by radio 

960 AM (CFFX) 

Visit our web site: lmp//web.canlink.com/ucckingston/chalmers/ 

, SXRO 

lemoi 

Available at your local beer store. 
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End of an era 

Michael Jordan has retired, 

: again. This time it seems con-: 

. elusive and basketball fans 

around the world are a lot j 

poorer for losing the most 

spectacular athlete of our gen¬ 

eration. With Jordan’s retire¬ 

ment coming on the heels of a: 

debilitating lock-out, basket¬ 

ball must find a way to win 

back fans without the hejp of, 

'Air' Jordan. The great 

Chicago Bulls star will now 

spend his time golfing and 

raising his children. The most 

out-of-this-world athlete that 

we have ever seen will now 

pass his days doing very mun- \ 

daoe activities. 

Champion Volunteers 

The inaugural Bowl 

Championship Series has 

selected a NCAA football 

champion and it is the; 

University of Tennessee • 

Volunteers. With a tight win in • 

: the first 'championship game’ j 

at the Fiesta Bowl in Tempe,; 

Arizona over the Florida State 

Seminoles; the Volunteers I 

were crowned champions for 

the first time in more than 50 

years. Phil Fulmer and his 

gang lost star quarterback 

Peyton Manning at rhe end of 

last season and still survived 

close games to end the season 

a perfect 13-0. 

Legendary heist? 

With one smooth move, 

Toronto Maple Leafs General 

Manager Mike Smith has 

turned from village idiot to 

genius. By trading discon¬ 

tented goaltender Felix Potvin 

to the New York Islanders for ; 

flashy 21 -year old defenceman 

Bryan Berard Smith commit¬ 

ted a heist of Jesse James pro¬ 

portions. Potvin, who has 

been AWOL from the team for 

the past month, was made dis¬ 

posable with the off-season 

signing of Curtis Joseph. ; 

Berard was a former first over¬ 

all draft pick who won the 

Calder Trophy as rookie of'the 

year in 1995, but fell into dis¬ 

favour with Isles’ coach and 

GM Mike Milbury. Berard has 

phenomenal potential, but 

sometimes gets lost inside his 

own blue line. A straight up 

trade of a discontented, obso¬ 

lete goalie for a young offen¬ 

sive defencemen with a huge 

up side. Flooray for Smith! 

If Christmas came early... 

•Quebec City would win 

its lawsuit and Salt Lake 

City would forfeit the 

Olympic Games. 

•A new saviour for NBA 

basketball would arrive 

and make us all love that 

game. 

•NCAA football would 

have a national champion 

that won it in a playoff 

RMC captures Carr-Harris Cup 
By Nathan Sager 

The 13th annual Carr-Harris 

Cup featured two teams with 

losing records, but that could 

have fooled many in attendance. 

A standing room only throng at 

Constantine Arena was witness 

to a breathtaking contest, as the 

host RMC Paladins claimed local 

bragging rights entering the new 

millennium, prevailing 4-3 over 

the Queen’s Golden Gaels on an 

overtime goal by Paul Whalen. 

“We had every reason to feel 

good going into overtime,” said 

Queen’s head coach Chris 

MacDonald, whose charges 

fought valiantly, only to fall to 

3-9-4 on what is becoming a per¬ 

plexing winter for the Tricolour. 

“1 felt we’d carried the majority 

of the play... the only thing that 

was worrisome were the odd- 

numbered rushes we had begun 

to give up... sooner or later, 

someone was going to score. We 

were fairly sure it’d be us.” 

With the officials choosing to 

enforce a standard of decorum 

that MacDonald dubbed “play¬ 

off officiating,” levying but a 

solitary minor penalty, what pre¬ 

vailed on the ice was an aggres¬ 

sive, fast-paced game. 

Though the laissez-faire 

application of the rulebook 

seemed to be of greater benefit 

to the host side, MacDonald 

expressed no grievance with the 

referees’ work. “We were told 

before the game [about the offi¬ 

ciating],” he said, adding, “I 

appreciated being told that 

beforehand.” 

RMC drew first blood at the 

16-minute mark of the opening 

stanza, as Whalen potted his first 

goal of the evening after cor¬ 

ralling a loose puck during a 

goalmouth scramble. Less than 

two minutes later, the Gaels 

drdw even. Captain Scott 

Richardson, who played an 

inspired game, began the play by 

carrying the puck deep into the 

offensive zone, where Jason 

Flynn set up Rob Mailloux in the 

slot to best Paladins’ netminder 

Tom Connerty with an impecca¬ 

ble backhand. 

The tie held up until the 

10:25 mark of the middle frame, 

when the Paladins recaptured 

the lead, as forward Pierre 

Leroux caught Queen’s goal- 

tender Jason Skilnick napping 

with a weak shot from beyond 

the faceoff circle. Shortly there¬ 

after, RMC doubled its lead. 

With the Gaels caught on an ill- 

timed line change, winger Rob 

Medeiros was wide open as he 

received a long pass, skated in 

and slipped the puck past 

Skilnick. 

With their chance of victory 

waning, the Gaels scored a vital 

goal in the last minute of the sec¬ 

ond stanza, as blueliner Wes 

Booker fired home Flynn’s 

rebound 40 seconds before the 

second intermission. 

Emerging for the third 

period, wirh Kevin Dunbar 

relieving Skilnick between the 

pipes, the Gaels pressed fer¬ 

vently for the equalizer, repeat¬ 

edly compelling RMC to ice the 

puck in desperation. Goaltender 

A wild ride for 
Gaels basketball 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Nothing silences the home 

crowd like a visiting team beat¬ 

ing the buzzer for victory. It was 

University of Toronto forward 

Samantha Burrows who acted 

like a muzzle for the Bartlett 

Gym faithful on Saturday 

evening. 

With the score tied at 77, the 

U of T Varsity Blues collected a 

rebound, sped the ball down the 

floor and with just over a sec¬ 

ond remaining Burrows released 

a'jump shot from eight-feet out 

which hit glass and fell through, 

giving the hated rivals a signifi¬ 

cant road victory and second 

place in the Ontario University 

Association’s East Division. 

The loss for the Gaels, who 

are now 4-3 in league play, was 

particularly startling as Queen’s 

came off of a tremendous tour¬ 

nament victory in Waterloo dur¬ 

ing the holiday break. The team 

defeated McMaster by 22, 

University of New Brunswick, 

which was ranked sixth in 

Canada, and University of 

Winnipeg, which was ranked 

fourth nationally in the final. 

With the successful run in 

Waterloo, the Gaels moved up 

the rankings to sixth, but were 

unable to show why against 

U of T. 

“A lot of our defensive prob¬ 

lems were mental, we did not 

make the mental adjustments of 

how to play,” said Coach 

Wilson, who was particularly 

upset that the defence allowed 

one and a half times its season 

average of points against. 

The Gaels started the game 

well, leading by seven at half¬ 

time, but the flood gates opened 

in the second half with the visi¬ 

tors scoring 44 points and really 

turning it on in the last three 

minutes. 

“It was definitely a hard loss, 

more emotionally because of 

the high we came off of on the 

weekend,” said Gael point 

guard Deanah Shelley. 

While the team suffered from 

numerous defensive lapses, the 

77 point output was the most of 

the season and did impress the 

coach and the crowd. 

“Offence was not a problem. 

We moved the ball well, except 

that we were a little careless 

down the stretch,” said Wilson. 

The offensive outburst was 

RMC's Ryan Vince and Queen's Jeff Scobie battle for puck. 

Connerty was unimpeachable in 

maintaining an ever-slim advan¬ 

tage. However, with six and a 

half minutes remaining in regu¬ 

lation time, Gaels’ left winger 

Matt Thorne stunned the crowd, 

beating Connerty on a shot from 

a bad angle. 

Both teams had prime scoring 

chances during the final minute 

of regulation play. Paladin 

defenceman Ian Perreault missed 

a wide open net, while Flynn 

found himself alone in front of 

the RMC goal, only to have 

Connerty deflect his shot away. 

So, it was on to overtime, 

where at 2:31, Whalen bore in 

on Dunbar, faked a pass, and 

flipped home a backhand, incit- 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 
ing a joyous victory celebration 

at centre ice. 

Afterward, MacDonald felt 

obliged to give due credit to the 

victors. “Their effort and second 

effort was phenomenal. 

Ultimately, they played a little 

more desperately than we did,” 

he explained. 

As for his own club, 

MacDonald commented, “We 

have to regroup, and we should 

do that quickly. There were a lot 

of positive aspects to take from 

this game, even though we lost.” 

A quick recovery will be for 

imperative for the Gaels, who 

host Guelph and Toronto in 

important divisional contests 

this weekend. 

Please see Gaels on page 19 

Yoga and the 
football team? 

By Tara Mansbridge 

Perri van Rossem, a Queen’s 

graduate and owner of the 

Kingston Yoga Centre, firmly 

believes that anyone can benefit 

from yoga. That is why she 

began giving yoga instruction to 

the Queen's football team 
yesterday. 

van Rossem has developed a 

special program of Hatha yoga 

suited specifically to the physi¬ 

cal and mental needs of these 

prominent Queen’s athletes. 

Hatha yoga, one of seven main 

forms of yoga practiced today, 

is yoga which involves move¬ 

ment, exercise and breathing. 

Yoga itself is one of the six 

founding philosophies of Indian 

society, and has been in practice 

for more than 5,000 years. 

Literally translated from San¬ 

skrit, the word yoga means “to 

yoke up” and van Rossem 

explains that the practice of 

yoga focuses on bringing the 

mind, body and spirit into har¬ 

mony. Hatha yoga, which she 

instructs at the Centre and with 

groups such as the football 

team “works on the under¬ 

standing that you need to be 

wholly, fully in your body,” van 

Rossem explained. “It’s physical 

deep relaxation... which focuses 

on working with the breath.” 

van Rossem said that she 

hopes to de-mystify yoga for 

people living in the Kingston 

area. “[Yoga] isn’t some strange 

movement or guru-ish kind of 

thing. It’s about exercising your 

body, it’s about relaxing and it’s 

about feeling better generally. 

What’s great about yoga is that 

it doesn’t cost a lot of money. 

All you need to do is breathe.’ 

By bringing the focus to the 

breath, Hatha yoga acts to bet¬ 

ter oxygenate the body. The 

postures of yoga create vibra¬ 

tions and, in conjunction with 

the better oxygenated blood 

flowing throughout the body, 

causes the release of muscle ten¬ 

sions. When you are able to let 

go of these blocked energies, 

said van Rossem, “the body 

begins to work like a 

generator.” 

“You are not tired after 

yoga,” she explained, because 

the body has been reenergized 

and you have become more 

connected within yourself. ‘ 1° 

Please see Yoga on page 
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1001 wins 
Hot goalie Gaels’ ticket to playoffs 
Last season, the women’s 

hockey team failed to make the 

playoffs partly because of poor 

goaltending. In response to this 

situation, six goaltenders were 

invited to training camp this 

fall and were allowed an equal 

opportunity to compete for the 

top job between the pipes. 

Claudia Tom, an 18-year old 

rookie from Richmond, British 

Columbia was named the num¬ 

ber-one goalie and with her 

back-to-back shutouts against 

the University of Windsor (4-0, 

3-0), she has been named both 

the Queen’s Journal Athlete of 

the Week and the OUA Female 

Athlete of the Week. 

The first-year Life Sciences 

student has been a goaltender 

since she was in grade nine. She 

was recruited by Co-Coach Di 

Drury over the phone last year 

in what has turned out to be a 

gem of a move. Co-Coach 

Jacques Tremblay describes 

Tom as being an “excellent 

skater, [who has a style] which 

is a combination of a stand-up 

goalie and a butterfly goalie.” 

Tremblay has been coaching for 

30 years and is very impressed 

with Tom’s play. 

The turning point for Tom, 

and for the entire team, was at 

the end of November when 

they embarked on a three-game 

exhibition road trip against 

American teams. While playing 

against Princeton, the Gaels 

lost 5-2 but Tom faced over 60 

shots and proved that she, and 

the team, could hold their own 

against these upper level teams. 

This year’s Gaels are mostly 

rookies and this lack of experi¬ 

ence would prove fatal for 

some teams, however, Tom 

feels that “it has worked out so 

far and we have a fairly good 

mix of players.” This mix of 

players, if the season ended 

today, would make the playoffs 

for the first time in years. A 

huge piece of the playoff puzzle 

is the goalie that Tremblay says 

“might be the type of girl that 

could make the National team. 

Tom tries to extend her shutout 

streak at home this weekend 

with a pair of contests against 

Guelph. 

Gaels lose 
heartbreaker 
Continued from page 18 

led by Steph Glancey who 

scored 19 points on five of 

seven shooting from three point 

land. Wendy Moon, who was 

named MVP of the holiday 

tournament, potted 18 points 

despite a bad shoulder and 

Andrea Thomson, who caught 

fire in Waterloo, contributed 12 

points in the U of T loss. 

“We have to treat 
every game like a 

championship game.” 

— Gael point guard 

Deanah Shelley 

The team is sure to fall in the 

national rankings and are now 

fourth in the division, but 

Coach Wilson is not too con¬ 

cerned. 

“The league is so tough, no 

matter if the opposition is first 

or last, you can lose if you don’t 

put the best on the floor and 

that is a concern,” he said. “At 

the same time, I don’t think 

there are any teams out there 

that we can’t beat on a consis¬ 

tent basis.” 

Thomson, a fourth-year 

Phys-Ed student shared her 

coach’s optimism. “All the mis¬ 

takes we made [against U of TJ 

were correctable, like foul shots 

and transition defence. [The 

mistakes] were all stuff we 

know that we can do right.” 

The one concern for Wilson 

and his squad is that the team 

has in the past done poorly this 

time of year. 

“We traditionally don’t play 

our best ball during mid- 

January to February,” he 

explained. “We have looked 

into why that has happened 

with a sports psychologist and 

hopefully it won’t happen this 

year.” 

The players from the team 

understand that this is a long 

season and it is time to re-focus 

and look towards starting their 

run to the OUA and CIAU 

championships. 

“Hills and valleys are part of 

the season and now we are 

going to concentrate on win¬ 

ning the league,” said Shelley. 

“We have to treat every game 

like a championship game. 

When we are playing the top 

teams we get riled up and ready 

to play, so we have to treat 

every game that way.” 

Shelley and her mates will be 

testing that theory on the road 

this weekend when they take on 

Carleton and Ottawa, two of 

the division’s weaker sisters. 

In every industry, the 

performers are the key 

the performance 

Take any environment, from the most 

simplistic to the most advanced, and 

you’ll notice one common thread. 

People. They’re the key to success, 

discover)’, to the future itself. 

At Hewitt, we’ve been putting people 

first for decades. Of course, that’s our 

business. We’re a global consulting 

firm specializing in human resource 

solutions. We’ve become an industry 

leader by creating a culture that 

encourages teamwork, innovative 

thinking and personal growth. 

What does it mean for you? Imagine 

reaching your potential. You can do it 

at Hewitt. Majors that have traditionally 

been successful in our organization: 

Accounting, Actuarial Science, 

Computer Science, Economics, 

Finance, Liberal Arts, Math, MIS 

or Statistics. 

For more information, including 

upcoming campus events, visit our 

website at wsvsv.hesvitt.com or send 

your resume to: Hesvitt Associates LLC, 

100 Half Day Road, Lincolnshire, 1L 

60069. Fax: 847-29S-0679. E-mail: 

careers@hesvitt.com. As a strategy 

for our continued success and our 

vision for continuing to foster an 

inclusive environment, sve seek 

individuals svho svill provide a 

diverse range of talent, perspectives, 

experience, and backgrounds. Hesvitt 

is an equal opportunity employer. 

Alever underestimate the importance of people. 

Information Session 

January 18th 

Interviewing 
February 1st 

(Please submit your resume to the 
Career Center by lauuary 22nd) 
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Need Some Information??? 

Housing Fair 
Wed. Jan 20th 11-4 

Lower Ceilidh, JDUC 

Brought to you by the 

Municipal Affairs Commission 

Questions? Call 533-6000 EX 75178 

Ravens grounded? 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The Carlecon Ravens football proscani 

has grown accustomed to losing in the last 

10 years, but the team suffered the ulti¬ 

mate loss last week when their athletic 

director. Drew Love, announced that the 

program is ----- . , ,, 
block. It took one report with 12 recom¬ 

mendations for a program that has sur¬ 

vived 53 years of football to be put to rest. 

The eagerly anticipated report, entitled 

The Future of Competitive Sport at 

Carleton, was written by Love and sub¬ 

mitted to the Athletics Board and school 

President Richard Van Loon. While the 

most publicized casualty is football, the 

report’s 12 recommendations dealt with 

the entire athletic department, outlining a 

new direction for the school’s sporting 

community. 

Under the new arrangement, the com¬ 

petitive sports structure will include four 

new divisions, which will encompass stu¬ 

dent competitive sport activities from elite 

external competition to internal recre¬ 

ational competition. This new structure 

will see a significant re-alignment of var¬ 

sity and club teams, but the elimination of 

football will lead to the most savings and 

re-allocation for the athletic budget. 

“There are 344 varsity athletes at 

Carleton and all will be impacted by these 

changes,’’ said Love. “In order to remain 

competitive it was necessary to make these 

changes.” 

Queen’s University Chair of Athletics 

and Recreation John McFarlane sympa¬ 

thizes with the plight of Carleton’s athletic 

program. 

“It is unfortunate that any university in 

Canada has to cut down athletic pro¬ 

grams,” he said. “I am sure that the pow¬ 

ers that be have taken a long look and had 

to make some tough decisions and I 

destined for the chopping 

respect them for that.” 

While the elimination of funding from 

the athletic department is debilitating f0r 

the football team, the program has yet to 

be read its last rights. There is the p0ssj. 

bility that if there is an overwhelming 

wave of public support and more than 

$200,000 in funds raised by February, the 

Ravens will fly again. 

“This is sort of a crisis way of [raising 

money]," said Queen’s Head Football 

Coach Bob Howes. “It takes more than 

one month to put together fundraising. 

That is why it seems like a shot gun 

thing.” 

Two similar scenarios have been played 

out during the nineties at University of 

Toronto and University of Alberta. In both 

cases the schools were able to raise 

enough money to save the teams. 

If a ‘white knight’ does not rescue the 

Ravens program, it will effect the Gaels in 

the upcoming season. 

“It will certainly change the scheduling 

for next season and it would probably 

squash the interlocking (regular season 

games between O-QIFC and OUA teams) 

system,” said Howes. 

On the whole, the loss of Carleton is 

viewed as a detriment to both the O-QIFC 

and the CLAU. 

“I think it will hurt the league. C1AU 

sports are just starting to get more recog¬ 

nition and this kind of turn for the worse 

hurts,” lamented Queen’s quarterback 

Dustin Falscheer. “It is kind of sad when 

you look at US college football and see 

how the football teams support the rest of 

the athletic department and compare it to 

here, where football programs are shut¬ 

ting down.” 

With a history of futility on the football 

field, it would surely be the biggest victory 

in Ravens history to simply take the field 

next season. 

A* Or it's... Dark outiide at night 

Don't Forget — 

Walkhome is OpeniN 
Sun - Wed 6 p.m. -2 a m. J 

VThurs - Sat 6 p.m. - 3 a.m.^r 

Walkhome is back from the Winter Break! 
The AMS Walkhome service is provided free of charge to all 
students, staff and faculty of Queen's University in order to 

provide the option of being safely and comfortably accompanied 
while walking on campus and in the surrounding area. 

Our boundaries extend West to West Campus, North to York St.. 
East to Ontario St., and South to the Lake1 

So Give Us A Call @545-2662 
We would also like to thank our sponsors: Tordilf Communicalions tor their radio 

% % \ support, and Cyclepath for our six Peugot Bicycles! ^ ^ 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B7 

A.M.S. Executive Election 

We 

NEE(J ^ 

5 NEW ^ 
pEOplE TO 

WATcU!!! 

‘V,. %4v " 

Vo 

P^Lages are available 
at the Front Desk of the AMS. 

QLTrNJ S UNIVERSITY 

MW 
STflDIM fiOVTRMirMT 

; QucstIons? 

j 0N,ACI f A,ltV- CnftolyN or SUau/n iN the CommIssIon o( 
IniciinaI AffAiits ai 55J-6000 gxi. 74815 
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sports 
experts 

Queen’s Journal Hockey Pool 
The following table lists rhe top 35 pool players for die period ended 

Monday, January 11, 1999. All stars are compiled based upon those pub¬ 

lished in die Globe & Mail. Any errors (spelling or otherwise) should be 

Yoga to provide edge for Gaels 

standings is available on the World Wide Web 

hltp:/lqlink,quCC)iSii.ca/~4md/Pool.hli)il 

Total Name FacultyAear 
305 Dave Gilbert Arts ’02 
297 James Prentice Sci ’01 
296 Ceilidh Templeton Sci ’01 
294 Peter Gillespie Arts’99 
293 Adam Kaminsky Arts ’99 
292 Seott Snowden Sci ’01 
291 Thomas Leung Comm ’00 
290 J. Errin Starzynski Arts ’01 
288 Stephen Leung Sci ’99 

287 Chad Sawn Arts ’98 
287 Mart Murl Comm ’01 
287 Paul Kim Arts ’02 

287 Jeff Child Arts ’00 

286 Dan Lior Arts 

285 Dev Patel Sci ’01 

284 Aaron Collins Arts ’99 

283 Saylo Lam Sci ’99 

282 Rick Schippling Arts ’02 

282 Ken Iwaasa Meds 

281 Rajeev Davd Arts’99 
281 Steven Lowe Grad 

280 Sarah Crosbie Arts ’00 

278 Stephen Ruper Arts ’01 

277 Angelina Whiteman Arcs ’00 

277 Sergiy Kolosov Arts ’00 

276 Tara Harrison Arcs ’02 

276 Irish Kirkwood Sci ’01 

276 Emma Hutchinson Arts ’02 

275 Robert Walker Arts ’01 

274 Sheldon S. Swick Sci ’00 

273 Michelle Kelly Arts *01 

273 Sean Springer Arts ’00 

Continued from page 18 

everything we do in life we 

need to breathe properly and 

most people do not breath 

properly.” 

“I’m really hoping that we 

can bring some more freedom 

of movement and an under¬ 

standing of how [the mind, 

body and spirit] fit together,” 

said van Rossem, of her involve¬ 

ment with the Golden Gaels. 

“The idea came because of my 

background, my father was a 

professional football player... 

and I am a competitive sailor. 

Yoga really improves strength, 

endurance and balance.” 

van Rossem approached 

Doug Hargreaves, former Gael 

football coach, with the idea of 

working with the football team 

in order to give them more of a 

competitive edge and, more 

importantly, to provide the 

team with a way of minimizing 

injuries and promoting the heal- 

van Rossem demonstrates some 
Kingston Yoga Center. 

stretching techniques at the 

ing process among the players 

as part of their recovery pro¬ 

gram. When she saw that there 

was interest in the idea, van 

Rossem contacted two of the 

most important yoga praction- 

ers in the United States, profes¬ 

sionals who provide yoga 

instruction to the Philadelphia 

Eagles, Miami Dolphins and 

PHOTO BY TARA MANSBRIDGE 

Chicago Bulls, for advice and 

information. 

“I believe it will enable the 

players to understand what is 

happening in their bodies,” van 

Rossem said. “Everyone has 

limitations, and I believe that 

through the yogic process we 

can help work through those 

limitations,” she said. 

Intramural success 
Queen’s Intramurals would Volleyball Comm ’99 

like to congratulate the follow- Singles tennis Emmanuel 

ing teams and individuals for Toureille 

their athletic achievements in Doubles Tennis Nick Leary/ 

the fall semester. Phil Durand 

Golf Darryl Dafoe 

Squash Jill MacKeigan 

Skate-Athon Engl 

Swim-Athon Comm 

Hockey Comm/Con-Ed 

League Champion 

Touch Football The Big Unit 

Rugby Meds 

3-on-3 Basketball PHE 2 Outdoor Soccer 

Outdoor Soccer PHE Touch Football Rehab 

Softball PHE 3-on-3 basketball PHE 3 

Outdoor Volleyball Comm A 

__ _ Indoor Volleyball Sky diggers 

Softball PHE 99/00 

PHE 00/02 Broomball Grant’s Team 

Stay tuned for more 

WINNERS NEXT WEEK. 

D.J. DANCE PARTYf 

SUPER LITE TILL 10:30! 

SUPER LIGHT DRAFT ALL NIGHT!! 

IGHT 
D.J. DANCE PARTY!! 

SUPER LIGHT TILL 10:30!! 
SUPER LITE DRAFT ALL NIGHT!! 

Coming Soon: JAN. 20 BTK & THRUST JAN. 27 ROCKIN’ HIGHLINERS 
DON’T MISS SUPER BOWL SUNDAY - BIG SCREENS SENATORS GIVE-AWAY - CHEAP WINGS! 

BIG SCREENS - QB1 - 5 POOL TABLES - LIVE BANDS! - wwv.thchub-kingston.com INFO LINE 531-5025 
TO BOOK A SMOKER OR PARTY CALL JESS OR SUE 531-5300 - WEEKDAYS 6:00 - 7:00 P.M. 
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In the game 
More Queen’s results 

Baseball 

The Canadian Intercollegiate 

Baseball Association named Golden 
Gaels' slugger Chris Cartile their hitter 
of the year for the 1998 season at a 
league meeting last Saturday. Cartile, 
who also pitched, led the league with 
8 HR and 28 RBI and finished third 

with a batting average of .574. 

Track and Field 

Queen’s track and field stars Shawn 
Brady and Bob McGill set a WORLD 
RECORD at the 100x1 mile relay at 
York University on December 20th. The 
record time was 7 hours 36 minutes, 

travelled to York University for the 
Excalibur Tournament and won the 
gold medal after defeating the 

University of Toronto 3-2 (15-11, 15-9, 
8-15, 10-15, 16-14). The tournament 

MVP was Jake Magolan and Greg 
Stevenson was named to the tourna¬ 

ment all-star team. 

Men's Hockey 

The men's hockey team lost both 
their contests last weekend against 

highly touted Ottawa (5-2) and McGill 
(4-2). The Gaels made many defensive 
mistakes which led to Ottawa goals. 
Queen’s penalty killing was particularly 

suspect in the weekend defeats. This 
leaves Queen’s winless in nine games. 

QUEEN’S 

iss WINTER 
PROGRAMS 

INSTRUCTIONAL SPORTS SKILLS 

registrations are accepted at Queen's Physical Education Centre 

Monday - Friday 10:00 am ■ 5:00 pm 

Extended Hours January 6"1 - 8* 9:00 am - 7:00 pm 

and January 9* 9:00 - 1:00 pm 

The men’s basketball team lost a nail- 
biter last weekend to the University of 
Toronto by a count of 62-61. Helping 
Queen’s make the contest close were 

Derek Richardson (10 rebounds, 17 
points) and Peter Stetler (9 rebounds, 
14 points). The Gaels will hope to carry 

this strong effort into their next game. 

Men's Volleyball 

The Queen’s men’s volleyball team 

shook off any sluggish feelings and 
promptly defeated Windsor 4-0 and 

3-0. Gaels’ goaltender Claudia Tom 
recorded both shutouts and was named 

both the Journal Athlete of the Week 
and the OUA female Athlete of the 
Week. Scoring for Queen’s were Kate 

Quigly, Katherine White, Jess Mullen 
(2), Andrea Millard, Lori Loftus and 

Kim Bjorkland. The Gaels’ playoff run 
continues this weekend at home with a 
pair of games against Guelph. 

Figure Skating Power Skating Aerobics (V.I.P, Fitness Club) 

Hockey Scuba Diving Springboard Diving 

Golf Intro, to Weight Training Certification Clinic?: 

Fencing Squash Beg. and Advanced Coaching - NCCP 

Ballroom Dancing Highland Dancing Fitness Leadership - FOLP 

Tai Chi Hatha Yoga Injury Prev/Care - SIPAC 

Intro, to F ness Self-Defense for Women Bronze Medallion 

Learn to Skate Pre / Post-Natal Fitness Bronze Cross 

Aquafitness Rec. Fitness A Games NLS 

Learn to Swim Stroke Improvement CPR 

• Pick-up an ISS Brochure at the Queen's Physical Education Centre 

• Visit our Website at www.phe.queensu.ca/athletics/iss/iss.htm 

• Call 533-2500 

THE COCAMO 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
HIP HOP LOONIE! 

TOONIE ALL NIGHTI 

DJ DUSTY LOONIE SUPER LITE 

FROM NIGHT! DRAFT 

OTTAWA 1$ Cover Between 7 & 9 pm 
From 7-1 Opm 

Loonie until 11:00 

Jh 
STUDENT ID 

J k 
WIN A BAR FRIDGE! 
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ArtscvEntertainment 
Legs up for A Chorus Line 

Students take musical off-Broadway to Princess Street 
HHHU.Ilih'M'I 

By Sarah Crosbie 

It was only an audition, but 
the dancers and singers vying 
for a position in A Chorus Line 
were outstanding, as were the 
Queen’s artists who portrayed 
them. 

Presented by Queen’s 
Musical Theatre and directed by 
Michael Payne, A Chorus Line, 
an award-winning Broadway 
musical, is a story of a diverse 
group of artists vying for a posi¬ 
tion in the chorus line of an 
upcoming show. Over the dura¬ 
tion of the two-hour perfor¬ 
mance, the personal lives of 
each auditioning artist is 
exposed, allowing the audience 
to empathize with the charac¬ 
ters’ personal struggles and 
applaud their accomplishments. 

Playing in the Grand 
Theatre’s Regina Rosen 
Auditorium, the musical has a 
minimal set, using only the audi¬ 
torium’s bare stage and an ele¬ 
vated platform upstage. This 
simple and realistic set allows 
the talent of the performers to 
be highlighted, without compli¬ 

cated props or lighting effects 
distracting from the singing and 
dancing of the artists. 

What truly makes A Chorus 
Line a performance to see is not 
the set, lighting, costumes or the 
script, but rather the raw talent 
of the 34 members of the chorus 
line. 

The performances of the 19 
main characters were excep¬ 
tional because not only was each 
person suited to their role, both 
in physical appearance and 
demeanor, but throughout the 
performance, everyone stayed in 
character. 

Highlights of the evening 
include a cute duet betweeh Al, 
a typical born and raised New 
Yorker, played by Chris Bond, 
and Kristine, a girl whose got 
the moves, but not much else, 
played by Kate Ann 
Vandermeer. 

Another great scene occurs 
between Zack, the director of 
the show who is auditioning 
everyone, played by Chris 
Mullins, and Cassie, an ex-lover 
and washed up actress who 
wants a part in the chorus line 
,played by Jill Connell. Both 
Mullins and Connell create an 

interesting sub-plot in the show, 
with Mullins deserving applause 
for playing a main character 
well, and demanding the audi¬ 
ence’s attention without actually 
spending much time on the 
stage. Connell also deserves 
praise for her excellent dance 
solo and strong style throughout 
the evening. 

Other notable performances 
of the evening were by Daphne 
Moens, playing Sheila, a dancer 
who is nearing the end of the 
career without ever really suc¬ 
ceeding, Patrick Brown who 
portrays Gregory, an overtly 

homosexual man and Evan 
Mochizaki who portrays Paul, 
a labouring, emotionally frag¬ 
ile artist who in the end may 
never accomplish his dream. 
The orchestra for the show 
also played well throughout 
the evening, always compli¬ 
menting the vocalists and 
rarely overpowering them. 

The exceptional perfor¬ 
mance of the evening was by 
Jewelle Blackman who played 
Diana. Blackman performed 
two solo pieces in the musical, 
and her final number “What I 
Did for Love” was outstand¬ 
ing. Her vocal talent is compa¬ 

rable to any vocalist I’ve heard. 
Blackman has a rich and strong 
voice with a natural vibrato 
which commanded the audi¬ 
ence’s attention. 

With the exception of a few 
minor technical problems in the 
performance, A Chorus Line was 
a fun and entertaining show. If 
you’re going to go to one show 
this year, “She’s the One.” 

A Chorus Line plays tonight 
and tomorrow night and 
January 20-23. Tickets are only 
S12 for students and seniors and 
$14 general, with all perfor¬ 
mances starting at 8 p.m. 

_ . 

New Radicals 
Maybe You’ve Been 
Brainwashed Too 
MCA Records 

By Jeff Child 

Well, there is nothing new or 
radical about the New Radicals 
debut album Maybe You’ve Been 
Brainwashed Too. 

Although the album has been 
sitting in music stores since 
October 20, it has failed to 
prove itself as more than a one- 
hit wonder. If you’ve been lis¬ 
tening to the radio lately you 
will probably be able to recog¬ 
nize the group’s first chart top¬ 
per “You Get What You Give.” 
If you haven’t yet heard it just 
flick the dial to The Border — it 
is usually played every 15 to 20 
minutes. 

I’m not going to lie to you — 
I’m really into their first single. 
It’s quite amazing to see that a 
simple everyday cliche can 
evolve into an international hit. 
But does the clich/e hold true? It 

is evident that the New Radicals 
have received hype and atten¬ 
tion from their first single, but 
have they given us a worthwhile 
album to follow and enjoy? 

Fuck no! 
If you think the New 

Radicals have produced an 
album littered with other enjoy¬ 
able tracks, think again. Like 
others before them, this young 
band will have to rely on one 
song to carry them along until 
they get another chance to cut a 
new album. 

So what’s wrong with the 
disc? Well, its quite easy to see 
that a group of MCA executives 
had a lot to do with the produc¬ 
tion of Maybe You’ve Been 
Brainwashed Too. The album 
consists of an awful collage of 
unmeshable styles. In one 
instance the group tries to 
recapture the Eighties ballad 
movement, while a few tracks 
later they are trying to mimic 
the guitar driven grunge of the 
nineties. It’s almost as if the 
album’s producer walked into 
the studio, handed out a collec¬ 
tion of CDs by the Eagles and 
Smashing Pumpkins and said 
“copy these sounds to a tee and 
we’ll have our album boys.” 

In reality, what you have is an 
unimaginative and unassuming 
debut album carried by one for¬ 
gettable song. 

.Martin 

Steve Martin 
Comedy is not Pretty! 
Warner Bros. 

By Sean Springer 

Equipped with a comedic 
arsenal that’s loaded with the 
whimsical four-stringed banjo, 
the cut-in-cheek, stark-white 
suit and the confident, serious 
visage that declares “This is as 
silly as silly gets,” Steve Martin 
is ready to release his comic 
genius and whisk the San 
Francisco night club, the 
Boarding House, off to the 
enchanted world of pure 
humour. It’s 1979, and the 
comic — at the peak of his 
stand-up career — is proving 
himself as “The All Being” of 
professional show business, 
pushing all the right buttons and 
commanding an uncontrollable 
uproar of laughter from the 
audience. 

Regardless if you’ve seen the 
home video In Homage to Steve 

— a live performance of stand- 
up comedy — or listened to his 
previously re-released albums 
on CD Let's Get Small and A 
Wild and Crazy Guy, Martin’s 
latest re-released masterpiece, 
Comedy is not Pretty! is a must 
for anyone who likes to liberate 
themselves with the rare giggle 
or even the odd chuckle. 

Delivery is key in his perfor¬ 
mance, as Martin plays the 
sophisticated, yet clueless 
dimwit. He says, “You know a 
lot of people come to me, they 
say ‘Steve, how can you be so 
fuckin’ funny?”’ It’s a self-effac¬ 
ing farcical role: “We’re record¬ 
ing some comedy jokes here 
tonight, and what we do is when 
we get this tape we’re going to 
take it to Warner Bros, and 
we’re going to erase it.” 

Turning to face the crowd, 
Martin slides the banjo out of 
his sheath and melts into the 
capricious two-minute tune 
“Drop Thumb Medley” — an 
intermission from the humour 
and an interwoven stitch in his 
set, which paces the show by 
breaking from the bombard¬ 
ment of dry humour and also 
transforms Martin from a 
“stand-up comic” into “a pro¬ 
fessional entertainer.” Talented 
and diverse, the comic later 
reads “The Cruel Shoes,” the 
funny, yet bloody title poem 
from his anthology of poetry. 

Not only is it accessible to 
anyone who owns a CD player 

— or knows someone with a CD 
player, Comedy is not Pretty! is 
also a neatly packaged outlet for 
laughter. It goes out through the 
speakers, into your head and is 
guaranteed to tickle those inner 
pangs fervently seeking solace 
through the art of humour. 

Various Artists 
Hempilation 2: “Free the 
Weed” 
Capricorn Records 

BY Jim Whittington 

We live in a sad, sad world 
when a benefit album dedicated 
to the legalization of pot can 
outsell the average benefit 
album, including those dedi¬ 
cated to feed-the-children pro¬ 
grams. But that’s exactly what 
1995’s “Hempilation: Freedom 
is NORML” did, selling more 
than 100,000 copies. 

“Hempilation 2: Free the 
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Forging Gnu ground 
Six plays entice and entertain with variety 

By Sarah Baumann 

On stage, a young woman 

screams in anguish as her paint¬ 

ing comes to life. Fade ro black. 

A man and woman dance in the 

spotlight for the first — and last 

— time. Fade to black. A 

woman is picked up in a restau¬ 

rant — about 50 times. Fade to 

black. A terrified couple cowers 

at their very own son, whom 

they believe to be a Nazi 

informer and you guessed it, 

fade to black. 

For those of you who love 

the theatre, but want something 

with a little variety, be sure to 

j check out 6 Short Plays at the 

Baby Grand Theatre running 

Thursday to Saturday of this’ 

week. 

The first endeavour of the 

newly formed Gnu Ground 

Theatre Company, this perfor¬ 

mance has something for every¬ 

one. The brainchild of a 

spirited group of Queen’s 

drama students, the show is 

comprised of six very short 

plays by authors ranging from 

Bertolt Brecht (The biformer) to 

the more local talent of Queen’s 

undergraduate Jessica Eden 

(Jane Vanishing). 

The idea is an intriguing one. 

Allow six student directors to 

choose and direct their own 

plays, while drawing oh the tal¬ 

ents of other company mem¬ 

bers and students to present an 

evening of entertainment. 

While the plays are a I) very dif¬ 

ferent from each other, the mix 

is well balanced, and the whole 

show should run even more 

smoothly With transitional acts 

such as poetry reading and 

juggling. 

Premise aside, the evening is 

made even more enjoyable by 

the fine acting in each of the six 

plays. It is difficult enough to 

create a believable character in 

a two-hour play, much less a 

play that is 15 to 20 minutes 

long, and these actors pull it off 

with style. 

From the disturbed young 

artist in Jane Vanishing, por¬ 

trayed by Harmony 

Trowbridge, to Cathy Griffin's 

dcad-on impersonation of a 

stage manager from hell* almost 

every vvalk of life is explored in 

these plays. 

1 often found myself identi¬ 

fying with characters, or being 

reminded of people that I have 

encountered. In particular. Brad 

Douglas, as the multi-faceted 

Bill, and Steven Spencer, as an 

actor caught in a sort of green¬ 

room purgatory, provide some 

of the night’s best moments in 

the plays Sure Thing and Fade 

to Black, respectively. 

The intimate space of the 

Baby Grand is perfect for tius 

production, as it allows the 

audience to be close to the 

action at all times. It also 

allowed set designer Jessica 

Eden to be very innovative with 

her designs. Token set pieces 

create the desired atmosphere 

without cluttering the tiny stage 

or wasting precious time in dis¬ 

mantling. For example, a candle 

creates the bohemian air of a 

cafe, while a picture of Hitler 

looms large in The Informer, set 

in wartime Germany. It is amaz¬ 

ing how many places a 10 x 10 

foot space can become, given 

the right props and a little 

imagination. 

To summarize: go see this 

show. At $4 for students and S5 

for everyone else, it's a better 

deal than any otiter show or 

film you’re likely to find these 

days. And who knows? You just 

might Jearn something gnu. 

PC=”~I Realawimd iqqu 

A roaring wood stove 

Kingston’s coziest bar 

Great steamy soups & pasta 

The freshest breads 

Wicked warmer-uppers 

Best frites this side of Montreal 

Beaudacious Sunday Brunch 

All this and a 

15% student discount* 
all year long! 

Chez Piggy 

A comfortable level 
for student creatures. 

Chez Piggy 6&R Princeee St. 549-7673 

Creature 
Comforts 
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Weed” comes to us three years 

later with the hopes of rallying 

more support and funding for 

N O R M L ( N a t i o n a 1 

Organization of the Reform of 

Marijuana Laws). It lacks a few 

of the big names that the first 

album had, including the Black 

Crowes and Sublime, but it 

more than makes up for that 

with some strong and diverse 

lesser-known talent. 

The addition of perennial tax 

evader Willie Nelson brought in 

the country contingent, with 

strong showings from Good 

Homes with "Long Haired 

Country Boy,” Hank Flamingo’s 

“The Dope Smokin’ Song,” and 

Dar Williams, who is lyrically 

brilliant on the folky "Play the 

Greed.” 

Other highlights include Big 

Sugar’s cover of Paul 

McCartney’s “Let Me Roll It,” 

and Gov’t Mule’s “30 Days in 

the Hole— which smokes the 

Humble Pie original, and rein¬ 

forces their status as the most 

musically talented power trio 

since Cream. 

The only real blemishes on 

the album are Letters to Cleo’s 

“Let’s Get High,” which sounds 

like someone beating a cat to 

death to a shitty guitar line, and 

Spearhead’s disgraceful, drum- 

looped cover of the Steve Miller 

Band’s “The Joker.” 

There’s no way this album is 

going to sell like the last one, 

but it’s a much more interesting 

listen. Producer Gordie Johnson 

of Big Sugar puts together a 

good crop of talent on this CD, 

and it’s a worthwhile purchase 

no matter how you feel about 

the cause. 

Mediaeval Baebes 
Salva Nos 
Virgin Records 

By Sarah Crosbie 

Revealing dresses, exposed 

breasts, tarty attitudes, chamber 

choir music — one of these 

things is not like the others — 

unless you’re describing the 

Mediaeval Baebes. 

A group of 12 women, the 

Baebes have released Salva Nos 

a 16-song album featuring 

solos, instrumental numbers and 

choir pieces. 

At first glance, you might 

think the Baebes’ release fea¬ 

tures sultry and sexy ballads or 

pop songs for your sexual plea¬ 

sure longings. Along with their 

oxymoronic name, (in that 

Mediaeval implies something 

historic and ‘babe’ has become a 

popular term in contemporary 

culture) the group’s album 

jacket also contains a photo of 

each girl posing seductively, 

most often with either their 

hands or hair covering their 

bare breasts. Some would argue 

they appear crass utilizing the 

female body to gain commercial 

Some would argue the 
Baebes appear crass 
utilizing the female 

body to gain 
commercial success. 

If you can look past their 

name and appearance, then you 

will be pleasantly surprised. The 

Baebes' disc features full choir 

songs, as well as solo and instru¬ 

mental pieces. Track nine, “An 

Adult Lullaby,” is the earliest 

known lullaby from the 14th 

century and is a beautiful and 

melodic solo performance by 

Katharine Blake, who solos 

incredibly on eight of the tracks. 

Track 11, “Salva Nos” is an 

upbeat 13th century piece 

which is sure to have you tap¬ 

ping your feet, and track six, 

“So Treiben Wir Den Winter 

Aus” will offer you the illusion 

of participating in a medieval 

feast. 

Most of the pieces on Salva 

Nos are performed in Latin, but 

for you music lovers who think 

it’s the lyrics that make the 

music, the album jacket also 

contains the English transla¬ 

tions. 

You can look at the Baebes in 

one of two ways: you can scold 

them for using their sexuality to 

promote their music, or you can 

congratulate them for attempt¬ 

ing a re-birth of chamber music 

into mainstream. Either way, it 

is difficult to dispute that Salva 

Nos is a great introduction to 

music from the 12th to 16th 

centuries. 

tat SCREENING BOON 
Efe, MOVIE IBEAIBE 

120 Princess St. 

V'W 7=05 pm. LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (PG) 
9=35 pm. ELIZABETH (AA) 

I Hour Movie line-op 542-6080 
www.nKJviesinkingston.com 
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The Will to Love 
What a piece of work is Shakespeare 

in Love 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

Shakespeare in Love, an 

astonishing hybrid of romance, 

comedy, wildly speculative 

biography and unbridled, unfer- 

i teted Elizabethan theatre, is a 

rriumph of the rarest kind: a 

film that could not be any finer. 

Ir should come as no surprise, 

rhen, to find Sir Tom 

Stoppard’s name among the 

project’s screenwriters. 

Stoppard, the distinguished 

and magnificent British play¬ 

wright, novelist and screen¬ 

writer, has not contributed an 

adaptation of Shakespeare to 

his already celebrated pantheon 

of theatrical output so much as 

he has constructed an essential 

addition to the Bard’s categori¬ 

cally-loved works. Shakespeare 

in Love is, in all seriousness, a 

film that flirts with the great¬ 

ness of Shakespeare’s comedies 

in its ability to straddle high 

and low culture with equal 

veracity. Some are born great, 

some achieve greatness, and 

some have greatness rhrust 

upon them, writes Will in 

Twelfth Night. In Shakespeare, 

as in Sir Stoppard, there is 

proof that some are all three. 

Insofar as the film itself goes, 

it is conceived and executed 

with clarity, humour and no 

small amount of sexiness. A 

reclamation of all the vital ele¬ 

ments that made Shakespeare’s 

works so eternally popular has 

been long overdue; Shakespeare 

in Love finishes what Baz 

Luhrmann’s flawed William 

Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet 

and Kenneth Brannagb’s tri¬ 

umphant Hainlet started with 

decidedly perfect flourish. 

A film that flirts with 
the greatness of 
Shakespeare’s 

comedies in its ability 
to straddle high and 

low culture with 
equal veracity. 

Screenplay and Shakespeare 

aside, a handful of inspired per¬ 

formances makes this film siz¬ 

zle. The luminous Gwenyth 

Paltrow, in whar is surely an 

Oscar-worthy performance, 

inherits a rich and arresting role 

and still manages to elevate it to 

a magical level, in a film that 

possesses so much effortless 

artistry, Geoffery Rush. is cer¬ 

tain to be overlooked despite 

his impeccable performance as 

Philip Henslowe, proprietor of 

the Rose theatre, as is Rupert 

Everett, who delivers an 

all-too-brief star turn as the 

famed Christopher Marlowe. 

But no one lights up 

Shakespeare in Love as bril- 

lianrly as Joseph Fiennes, whom 

1 will not demean by mention¬ 

ing his relation to a certain 

older “english patient.'' While 

Fiennes has had an impressive 

theatrical career, which 

includes several seasons at the 

Royal Shakespeare Company, 

Shakespeare in Love is just his 

fourth appearance in a feature 

film (he co-stars in Elizabeth, 

which is currently in release). 

His portrayal of William 

Shakespeare, as well as his per¬ 

formance of Romeo within 

Shakespeare in Love itself, is 

touching, viral and about as far 

removed from the stuffy and 

inaccurate image of 

Shakespeare that has sadly been 

attached to both the man and 

his works in popular culture. 

Fiennes brings dignity as well as 

accessibility to a figure who is 

nothing less than an icon, play¬ 

ing the Bard as both a noble 

kinsman and fortune’s fool. 

Shakespeare in Love is a truly 

satisfying film, as entertaining 

as it is ambitious, as humourous 

as it is romantic. As 

Shakespeare writes in All’s Well 

that Ends Well, “the web of life 

is of a mingled yarn, good and 

ill together.” Shakespeare in 

Love manages to weave another 

masterpiece out of 

Shakespeare’s very own soul. 

Fusing mediums 
Blackwood, Sheridan and 
Andrew exhibit their work 

By Joanna Sharp 

On Wednesday, January 13, 

which had to be the coldest day 

of the year, I summoned up the 

courage to visit the Edward Day 

Gallery and view a_collection of 

some prominent artists that are 

being displayed this week. 

Three of the artists include 

David Blackwood, Maureen 

Sheridan and Simon Andrew. 

This art exhibit was particu¬ 

larly interesting for those with 

little knowledge to the finer 

points of art analysis. The work 

is not too abstract and the talent 

that was needed to create these 

pieces is evident immediately. 

The works of Sheridan and 

Andrew were exceptionably 

strong. 

His paintings were the 
type that you would 
love to see in your 

living room, just above 
the sofa. 

A graduate of Queen’s, 

Sheridan’s pieces entitled 

“Breaking the Quiet,” and 

“Right of Passage” were beauti¬ 

fully painted on fine acrylic can¬ 

vases. ine pieces, uotn depic¬ 

tions of nature, effortlessly cre¬ 

ated a mood of tranquility by 

emphasizing .soft colours flow¬ 

ing into each other. 

Sheridan’s pieces 
entitled “Breaking the 
Quiet,” and “Right of 

Passage” were 
beautifully painted. 

Andrew’s paintings were also 

really breathtaking. His four 

small works depicted abstract 

objects using strong colours that 

complimented one another. The 

objects were extremely evident 

and pronounced due to the 

colour choice, creating an envi¬ 

ronment for analysis. His paint¬ 

ings were the type that you 

would love to see in your living 

room, just .above the sofa. 

Not being an avid art enthu¬ 

siast, 1 realize that there is more 

to appreciate in these pieces. 

However, these paintings were 

such that anyone could appreci¬ 

ate them, and, if anyone has the 

courage to trek through the 

weather, they are really worth 

seeing. 
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The Scene is a new addition to the Arts and 

The World of the Techie 
A Future Roadie discusses his under- 
appreciated role and importance in 

the music industry 

photo by Paul Heisler 
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By Joe Sellors importantly, how they func- day, I carried Korn’s guitar 

tion. In my opinion, the equipment from their tour The entertainment busi- majority of actors/actresses, bus. That touring season I 

ness is a constant battle dancers and singers, as well also had the opportunity to 

for survival — having as the public, don’t under- wash and then inflate Weird 

to step on the hands of stand or care to comprehend AI’ Yankovich’s 30 foot tall 

friends and foes as one exactly what a technician blow-up figurine for an 

climbs upward on the ladder really does. The majority of appearance on his “Bad Hair 

of prosperity. Success is and the developed population Day” tour. 1 also witnessed 

always has been the first and possesses more knowledge Iggy Pop’s bellowing chubb patching a 36-channel sound not a modest endeavour. As 

foremost object of desire for concerning how to properly crawling down his fake board, hanging state of the well, the sound engineer was 

the bulk of performing dress a hamburger than what leathered pantleg, taking art intelligent moving light absolutely non-negotiable, 

artists. The motivation a technician’s job consists of. notice of the strange woman fixtures on a section of bitching and whining about 

towards fame and money Being fortunate enough to who kept following him motor controlled trussAvhich channels not working, even- 

possesses many souls within be in constant demand, the around from his tour bus to hangs 20-50 feet in the air, or tually insulting everyone in 

* I 

the entertainment biz. 

The one thing that 

has always 

overbeared my 
goodwill is the 

ignorance toward 

and within the 

profession. 

And while this might be a 

well-documented aspect of 

the industry, the tribulations 

and conflicts of the people 

behind the scenes are rarely 

recognized. I’m referring, of 

course, to the life of the 

roadie/technition. 

For years, I have wit¬ 

nessed and experienced 

events which contributed to 

the success of my role as a 

technician for the perform- 

past years have kept me very the stage. The job in itself is making major adjustments to the crew. In the end, my crew 

busy. I have worked many damn hard work and the existing equipment. As a and I were still focusing 

rock ‘n roll gigs as a loc^l techie is the one that sweats supervisor I must keep tabs lights 10 minutes after the set 

crew member and though the his sack off in the middle of on all my crew' to make sure show time, 

money is bad, the sights and summer so the audience gets that they’re meeting the stan- 

experiences are invaluable, their money’s worth. In the dards of the1 contract, as well 

These experiences range end, all I get is a shiny looney as enforcing discipline, 

from A to Z, from Boston to and little recognition. proper work habits, and 

The making sure everyone gets 

public their required breaks, 

must In every profession there 

acknowl- is; always the possibility of 

edge .-conflict between crews, and 

what is 'technical production is no 

going on exception. The day that 

behind Colin James came to my 

the venue last year was a prime 

scenes of. example. From the informa- 

The job in itself is 

damn hard work and 

the techie is the one 

who sweats his sack 

off in the middle of 

summer so the 

audience gets their 

money’s worth. 

A strange perception by 

the public is that a roadie or 

a produc- tion which was forwarded technition gets to meet all 
tion in weeks 

order to before the 

truly be show day, 

Barry Manilow and back. awed by the performance, we felt as 

Hopefully you can sense Hour after hour are put forth though we 

the sarcasm when I say that I before an audience walks were pre- 

ing arts. And during all that loved spending half a day set- into an auditorium; whether pared so 

time working as a volunteer ting up a Hanson show and it be an outdoor rock‘n roll only a 

and an employee for many the other half a followspot venue^r a large indoor the- small crew 

companies and contracts, the operator for their pre-pubes- atre. Furthermore, months w a s 

one thing that has always cent, hyperactive drummer and even years are spent assigned to 

overbeared my goodwill is Zac (Or Prozac, as we techies designing; this too is a task of the con- 

. .. 'gnorance toward and affectionately dubbed him), a technician. On any given cert 

withm the profession. On the other hand, for the 'day I could be responsible for lames’s „ - 

Working with performers same shitty rate of pay, I many tasks While setting the Lnt-nri . a8emer’t repre- 

during the past few years, I assembled Orbital’s key- environment in a concert nnlea 1 !l u |?mved ,aLnd kinds of interesting people 

fel as though I understand hoards and processors tor venue. 1 could be dome iohs warned^ ra Tf ^ “T* aC“?ll>' h*"« wi,h the 
V ■■■ , us to re-tocus and talent. The truth is that we 

put colour into all the lights, deal mostly with other tech- 

nitions and band man- 

what they desire, and, most LolhpMooa‘97. ThTsame Inc”'^“alisemWm'g8 ^d’ 

SENATE COMMITTEES 
NEED STUDENT MEMBERS 

Academic Development, Educational Equity, 
Information Technology ... and more 

Terms start September 1 
Apply now! Do it before * Valentine’s Day* 

Deadline: February 14 

www.queensu.ca/secretariat/senate/vacancv 

or call 533-6095 
or visit MACKINTOSH-CORRY, B400 

0 0 f? ?? 
DID THE HOLIDAYS MAKE YOU BROKE?! 

Take advantage of an on campus part time 

n?i°y=ment opP°rtuni»y which otters valuable 
ftxPeri®nce while working in a dynamic 

nerl" no|ttlrih' Queen s Telefundraising combines 
persona achievement with valuable interpersonal 

skills all during flexible eveninq horns 
Applications at the Old Medical Building S' 
303, COMSOC, ENGSOC ASUS c«i 9’ ?°!P 

g g ?? ® 

agement, and actually 

stepping into a tour bus 

is grounds for immedi¬ 

ate dismissal. 

On a heavier note, 

the people and the per¬ 

formers must come to 

terms with the fact that 

this business is a 50-50 

relationship whether 

they like it or not. 

Without technicians 

there would be no 

Rolling Stones, 

Radiohead, or Dave 

Matthews Band. 

Please see Tech on next page 
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Technical difficulties 
Continued from last page 

Without technicians there would be no 

Will Smith or John C. Holmes movies to 

see. On the other hand, forget that 1 just 

said that; I’m not even going to discuss 

the film and TV industry only because it 

is all the same story. I guess I can’t say 

that I’m the reason Sheryl Crow is 

famous, but the fact is that without tech¬ 

nicians, these very famous bands and 

individuals would be performing acousti¬ 

cally in a dark and boring stadium. 

Without technicians, there is no illusion. 

I can’t say that I’m the 

reason Sheryl Crow is 

famous, but the fact is that 

without technicians, these 

very famous bands and 

individuals would be 

performing acoustically in a 

dark and boring stadium. 

Let me ask you something. Where do 

you think all the ticket money goes for 

an individual show? If you said the 

majority goes to the artist performing on 

stage, you are sorely mistaken. The truth 

is, the actual artist gets very little from 

ticket sales. On a typical rock n’ roll 

show, the money is distributed accord¬ 

ingly: 1) intelligent lighting, 2) sound rig, 

3) set (if it is an average show) and finally 

4) costume. The manpower required to 

set-up and strike a show of this type is 

surprisingly high. To be precise, the 

labour necessary to put up a show like 

Hanson, Iggy Pop, or Lollapallooza 

could be anywhere from 15 to 55 tech¬ 

nical personnel; and these figures don’t 

Back by Popular Demand! 

Teach English Overseas 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 
CERTIFICATION COURSE 

* Teaching Materials 

*Job Resources 
*Language, Grammar, Pronunciation 

Skills 
*Teaching Practicum included 

Mondays & Wednesdays 6:00 - 9:30 p.m 

January 18 - February 17, 1999 

Practicum Saturday February 6 & 13, 1999 

10.30 a.m. -3:00 p.m 

REGISTER BY JAN. 12 & RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT 

$359.00 
Queen's Campus Location 

REGISTRATION: Phone 384-6194 

r 

include the essential management team 

(this group can get as high as 20 people 

holding separate titles). 

In addition, don’t forget about ushers, 

caterers, drivers, hospitality and venue 

maintenance. These services however, 

are included in the overall venue rental 

fee. 

Let us all agree on one thing. The 

majority of the performing population 

are lucky, good-looking and/or well-spo¬ 

ken. The point that I’m trying to hit 

home is that very few famous performers 

go to school for their profession. In con¬ 

trast, most technicians have to spend 

many years reading and attending school 

to perfect their trade. Don’t get me 

wrong, there are many of roadies that 

never graduated from high school, but in 

today’s competitive market, technical 

know-how is essential for success. 

All I want is for the truth to be 

exposed and the public to be aware of 

what really happens behind the scenes of 

entertainment. But importantly however, 

I want people to know who’s responsible 

for those happenings. So the next time 

you go and see your favourite band play, 

whether it be Hanson, Iggy Pop, or even 

Fred Penner, just remember who made 

the lights shine and the sound explode. 

A 

Win! Win! Win! 

—-> 

Money Getting Tight? 
Try Campus Dining 1998-1999! 

GPueen’s University offers a vari¬ 

ety OF MEAL PLANS FOR NON-RESI¬ 

DENT STUDENTS. WE WOULD LIKE TO 

TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE 

you to our Optional Meal Plan 

options; your best food value 

ALTERNATIVE FOR THE BALANCE OF 

THIS ACADEMIC YEAR. 

When you sign up for the campus 
meal plan, you ar \e buying more 
than excellent food and courteous 
service at a reasonable price. 
Your are being : 

Nutrition: Your food not only 
tastes good, every meal is nutri¬ 
tionally balanced. 

Time: You are buying yourself 
valuable extra time to pursue your 
education - let us do the prepara¬ 
tion, service and clean-up! 

Regular Meal Plans 
Security: Your food dollars won’t 
run at mid-semester on any of our Second Term Only Plans 
meal plans. 

5 Breakfasts $269.50 
Flexibility: You choose the meal 5 lunches $470.40 
plan that suits your needs. 5 Dinner $551.60 

Company: You’ll find that this is •Plans are valid Monday- 
a great way to meet new friends Friday from Jan. 11 to April 
and share new experiences. Our 23,1999. 
dining halls are lively during meal 
hours. • The purchase of any single 

meal plan is subject to 7% 
Choice: Our meal program offers GST 
a wide variety of foods, ottered in 
a self-service environment. Our * Once purchased, meal plan: 
program includes: Continental are non-refundable and non- 
Breakfast; Hot Breakfast; a Variety transferable with the excep- 
of Nutritious Entrees with tion of academic withdrawal. 
Potatoes, Rice and Vegetables; 
Deli Bar; Firehouse Grill; La 
Vincita Pasta Bar; Stir-Fry ; two 
Homemade Soups; Salads; and 
Delicious Fresh Fruit and 
Desserts. 

When you 
purchase 
your meal 
plan you are 
entered to 
win one of 
five free 
meal plans. 

Bachelor of Education Meal 
Plans 

Second Term Only Plans 

5 Breakfasts $211.75 
Special Diets: Our program pro- 5 Lunches $369.60 
vides the flexibility to meet many 5 Dinner $433.40 
dietary requirements. We otter an 
extensive vegetarian program. • Plans are valid Monday- 
Should you have specific medical Friday from Jan. 11 to April 
or religious dietary restrictions, we 23, 1999. Excluding Practice 
will meet with you to discuss how Teaching and Reading Week 
our dining program can meet your periods: Feb. 22 to Mar. 19, 
needs. 1999. 

Pacechangers: Pacechangers • The purchase of any single 
are designed to add excitement to meal plan is subject to 7% 
the dining program. Offered at 
least twice weekly, our 
pacechangers include: Perogie 
Bars; Baked Potato Bars ; Fresh 
Fruit Bars; Cheesecake Bars; 
Taco Bars; and more! 

Special Dinners: Offered every 
month, our special dinners cele¬ 
brate special occasions and fea¬ 
ture our most popular menus. 
Specials include: Holiday Dinner, 
St. Patrick's Day, Thanksgiving; 
-and more! 

GST. 

• Once purchased, meal plan; 
are non-refundable and non- 
transferable with the accep¬ 
tance of academic withdrawal 

How to Purchase a 
Meal Plan 

Main Food Services Office 
John Deutsch University 

Centre 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. JJ 
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Rage Agaia@t the Sceae 
WITH ACTS LIKE FATBOY SLIM AND LO-FIDELITY ALL-STARS, 
SKINT RECORDS BYPASSES THE ESTABLISHED CONSTRUCT 

FOR THE NEW MUSIC 

By Greg Dole 

As far back as I can remem¬ 

ber, music has continually 

found some new “scene” 

that is supposed to define the 

moment. Ask anyone about 

music in the 1960s and 

inevitably they will mention 

Woodstock or the Monterrey 

Pop Festival. Many years ago, a 

foolish Globe and Mail newspa¬ 

per commentator gushed about 

the up-and-coming music move¬ 

ment of the New Kids On the 

Block. Whether it be 

Electronica, Alternative Music, 

or even Alternative Country 

(not to be confused with New 

Country), when looking for new 

music today, there are countless 

“scenes” on offer. 

[Fatboy Slim’s] single 
“The Rockfeller 

Skank” is 
omnipresent. Every 

bar and radio station 
has played it to death. 

The “Big Beat Scene” of 

Brighton, England intrigued me. 

Of course, I checked it out and 

there was no scene. Instead, 

Brighton is home to a deejay 

named Norman Cook a.k.a. 

Pizzaman a.k.a. Mighty Dub 

Katz a.k.a. Beats International 

a.k.a. Freakpower a.k.a. FAT- 

BOY SLIM. Cook and his friend 

Damien Harris are two of the 

prime movers behind the cre¬ 

ation of Skint Records, and the 

Big Bear Bootique deejay night 

at a Brighton night club. Harris 

created a record label around 

Fatboy Slim, and now has a full- 

fledged operation with 20 artists 

including Lo-Fidelity All-stars, 

Cut La Roc, Bassbin Twins, Hip 

Optimist and Bendy Rhythm 

Ace, to name a few. As the acco¬ 

lades poured in, Harris set up 

distribution deals and the like 

with Sony Music, Astralwerks, 

and Parlophone. Somewhere 

along the line, when the market¬ 

ing and promotions people 

came together to sell the music, 

Big Beat became the family 

name for deejayed music from 

Brighton, Skint Records, and 

Fatboy Slim. 

The foundation of Skint is 

Fatboy Slim. His single “The 

Rockfeller Skank” is 

bits from all manner of artists, his attention. He has received 

You may even recognize his numerous remix offers from 

album title from the Virginia Madonna, U2, Aerosmith, and 

Slims cigarette advertising cam- Meatloaf! So far, only the 

paign, Yet unlike the Sean Beastie Boys have benefited 

“Puffy” Combs method of loop- from the Fat one’s remix skills. 

Their recent video for the single 

“Body Movin’’ is a Fatboy 

remix. 

Along the same music inclina¬ 

tion is the Skint Records group 

Lo-Fidelity All-stars. While 

they do have a bass player (who 

goes by the name of A One Man 

Crowd Called Gentile), the Lo- 

Fis are from the same school of 

creative sampling. The group 

stars a deejay named The Albino 

Priest, and an engineer named 

* enjoy a pint and * 
you can STILL hear your friends 

Robby Burns Supper Mon Jau 25 
Celebrate the.." Bard Of Scotland " 

tEmtcsm: 
' www.thetoucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess Sr. 544-1966 

IriarclSISE FOOD SPECIALS 
$2.49 Sunday [breakfast 

sun-tiies 
1/2 price wings* 

wed 
1 /2 price nachos* 

‘alter 2pm with brverage purchsae 

*4 

omnipresent. Every bar and 

radio station has played it to 

death. The track’s droning 

refrain, “Right about now, the 

Funk Soul Brother,” is known to 

young and old alike. For the 

trivia obsessed, the voice behind 

the phrase is an unknown L.A. 

rapper name Lord Finesse. The 

background music track is from 

a soul record called Sliced 

Tomatoes. For the music-buying 

public, “The Rockafeller Skank” 

is a pop hit the world over. The 

track is from the 1998 release 

You've Come A Long Way, Baby. 

Fatboy’s music steals little 

ing top-40 hits from the eight¬ 

ies, Fatboy takes samples of 

songs you wouldn’t know. I 

mean, who has the aforemen¬ 

tioned Sliced Tomatoes album? 

Nonetheless, Fatboy is making 

pop hits on his machines with¬ 

out ever playing an instrument, 

and musicians are lining up for 

The Many Tentacles. Throw in 

the vocals of MC Wrekked 

Train, and you have a real-life 

mix of Beastie Boys and Fatboy 

Slim. However, there is no con¬ 

fusing the Fat one and the Lo- 

Fis. Whereas the former may 

give a glimpse into the future of 

pop music, the latter is defi¬ 

nitely of the punk variety. The 

Lo-Fi’s rant and induce a trance¬ 

like state at the same time. 

Someone told me they sound 

like “Portishead on crank 

[steroids].” While it is the high 

point of lameness to compare 

groups, this is fairly accurate. 

These Skint Records projects 

share a common thread with the 

groundbreaking artist of the 

moment. A definitive example 

of an artist who defies descrip¬ 

tion is Talvin Singh. Funny 

enough, he too has received 

numerous remix offers from 

Madonna. He is a classically 

trained tabla player, bom in 

Punjab, India and raised in 

Want to have experience in 
teaching Conversational ESL? 
Want to find out about other 

cultures and teaching 
overseas? 

Be an ESL Volunteer Tutor 
Two-hour weekly commitment. 

CaM ^JW47.2 ?r dropbyTh6frchool 
of English at 96 Albert St. 

London, England’s east end 

Growing up in London, Singh 

also took great interest in The 

Jam, and breakdancing. Singh is 

clearly the product of diversity. 

For his album OK, he employed 

everything from the Madras 

Philharmonic Orchestra, to 

trumpets, flutes, guitars, and 

electric violins, to his own tabla¬ 

playing and programming 

machines. 

Sure enough, Singh 
has been plagued by 

pundits trying to label 
and package his work. 

According to Talvin, in India 

he wasn’t considered “Indian,” 

and in Britain he wasn’t consid¬ 

ered “British.” As a result, Singh 

seems to suggest he is not con¬ 

cerned by boundaries or defini¬ 

tions. The music from OK 

shows no real category. He 

hasn’t created pop music, he 

hasn’t made classical Indian 

music, he hasn’t made electron¬ 

ica, and he certainly hasn’t made 

new age music. In short, I can 

tell you what it isn’t, but I can’t 

tell you what it is. 

Sure enough, Singh has been 

plagued by pundits trying to 

label and package his work. 

British journalists were quick to 

call him the “Asian 

Underground.” Upon further 

investigation, the Asian 

Underground is about as much 

of a music movement as the 

London Underground (subway 

system). Rather, this is a small 

group of musicians who have 

been influenced by some Asian 

traditions. As for the Asian 

Underground moniker, it is sim¬ 

ilar to the Big Beat Bootique; 

that is, just a name for Singh’s 

weekly gig at a night club. 

Like Skint Records projects 

Fatboy Slim and the Lo-Fidelity 

All-stars, Singh is taking modern 

music in new directions. The 

record label seems to signal the 

demise of standard rock ‘n roll, 

moving instead toward artists 

who use technology creatively. 

In the end, it is all about people 

exploiting machines. And if this 

helps divert public attention 

from the Third Eye Blind’s of 

this world, then we have good 

thing on our hands. 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 
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air 28. Wound with a 
5. Confront knife 

conflict DOWN 29. Go pitapat 
9. Of the moon 30. Street fight 

10. Straight up 1. Sideboard 32. Popular songs 
12. In front of 2. A Beatles' wife that was in 
13. Believe It or 3. Grape refuse vogue 

Not guy 4. Wave 33. Singer Black 
15. Lout 5. River boat 34. “Citizen_° 
16. “Lost Horizon” 6. Opera solo 36. Adjusts the 

director 7. Edible pitch 
18. Altar mushroom 39. Encircle 

constellation 8. Custard cake 40. Feed the pigs 
19. Above 9. Not take away 43. Prohibition 
21. Round Table 11. Concise 45. Anecdote 

knight 12. Rude person collection 
22. Bunch of straw 14. Mouths 
23. Pensions off 17. Of Easter 
25. Merchandise 20. Coated with 
26. Folktale frost 
28. Scatter 22. °A Fish Called 
31. Cod kin 
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35. Heavy blow 
36. Faucet 
37. _breve 
38. Sleeve 
39. Swallows 

greedily 
41. Noise 
42. Spool for 

thread 
44. Woman of 

Astolat 
46. Trumpet sound 
47. Composition 

for nine 

Studio Q Productions presents 
The Best of Q 

(so far) 
Q-in Friday at 
9:30 and Sunday 
at 8:00, only on 
cable 13 

We've 
got your number 

You can always pick up your 
98-'99 Who's Where 

at the Infobank or UBS. 

V for faculty 
for graduates 

free for AMS members 

±1 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion9 Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony", 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

BURGER 
KING 

$.99 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

A CHORUS LINE Queen's Musical 
Theatre presents Tony Award win¬ 
ning musical, January 14th - 16th, 
January 20th - 23rd at the Grand 
Theatre. Tickets $12 - 14 available 
now at the Grand box office or UBS. 

OUT AT NIGHT? Walkhome is open 
from 6 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sunday - 
Wednesday, and until 3 a.m. on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. So if 
you're not sure where you’re going, 
don't feel comfortable on your own, or 
just want some friendly company, 
give us a call at 533-2662. 

PARENT FINDERS Kingston is hold¬ 
ing it’s monthly meeting on Thursday, 
January 21st, at 7:00 p.m. at the 
Ongwanada Resource Centre, 191 
Portsmouth Avenue, Kingston. The 
meetings provide information and 
support for those searching for Birth- 
Parents, Birth Children, and mem¬ 
bers of the Birth Family, preparing for 
reunions, and support for the time 
after reunion. Adoptees, Birth- 
Parents and Adoptive Parents are 
welcome. Parent Finder Kingston is a 
non-profit organization offering sup¬ 
port for all members of the Adoption 
Circle. For further information, 
please contact Cathy Smith at 542- 
0892. 

POTTERY CLASSES Banish the 
winter blahs! Close to Queen's. 6 

week session (Jan - Feb. or Feb. - 
March) $85 which includes supplies. 
Beginners welcome. Creajve and 
tun. Phone Linda Abbott at 549-3546. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 
'99 Party at Daytona's most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 
Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or 
Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14 - 22. Lowest price Guaranteed. 
Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
spacelll Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
8262. 

LOSE WEIGHT while you sleep. No 
diet or exercise. Take Calorad. Call 
Dave at 353-7445 after 6:00 

TICKETS TICKETS TICKETS 
Tickets are on sale for the French 
Play Les Belles-Soeurs, next week. 
$5 students/seniors, $8 general. 
February 4th,5th, and 6th, 1999. 
They will be on sale 2nd floor near 
the French Dept. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY: We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
Foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

ARTSCI STUDENTS Interested in 
getting involved in student govern¬ 
ment? Check out our ad in this 
week's Journal on how to get 
involved. 

THE QUEEN'S TRIVIA CLUB is 
proud to present the 1999 Campus 
Trivia Tournament. Cost $5 per per¬ 
son. Email to 6ajt3 with your team of 
4 or sign up individually. 

QUEEN’S INTER-UNIVERSITY 
BASEBALL TEAM Indoor workouts 
begin Sunday January 17th at 

- Friday, January Is~^; 

The Queen's Journal Reader's *6 

new ice storm 

CONTEST DEADLINE 

Friday, January 22nd,1999 
journal@post.queensu.ca • 272 Earl 

McArthur Gym (West Campus) 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m, January 24th 11 a.m. to 
1 p.m. P.E.C. For more info 6bsml. 
All welcome. 

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
COURSE offered this terml Sign up 
for Monday or Tuesday classes, 6 - 9 
p.m., beginning January 25th and 
26th at the AMS Front Desk. Cost is 
$100 for ten weeks. Space is limited! 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR RENT: Lovely apartment for 
rent. February 1st, 1999. 
Rent$525.00 per month (plus PUC). 
On Brock Street near Sydenham. 
Bright, one bedroom in quiet building. 
Call 547-2338 to view. 

FOR RENT: Quiet clean room plus 
bath to share with one person 
Kitchen privileges, 12 minutes to 
Queen's. $300.00 inclusive. Phone 
544-7572. 

FOR RENT: One and two bedroom 
apartments available. Clean and spa¬ 
cious. Laundry room facilities on site. 
On bus route to Queen's. Parking 
available. Call 544-4568 

FOR SALE: Technics Stereo in 
excellent quality. 5-speaker, sur¬ 
round sound, 61-disk CD changer, 
double cassette deck stand included. 
Call Adam 531-3405 for details. 

Just $4 for students *$10 for local -$15 for national 
Classifieds are due Friday by noon for Tuesday publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 

Fun Fotonex 2I0ix Gift Set 

nsr 
; 

*1491 
•2x (22.5-45mm) 

Fujinon Zoom Lens 
•Auto flash with red¬ 
eye reduction 

•Information 
Exchange (ix) for 
better photo 

•Choice of 3 print 
sizes 

•3 rolls of Fuji film 
Nexia A200/25 and 
case included 

F Camera Kingston 
foto source" 

People will even read 
a drunk journal ad. 

goini/quicklvVrnlfn|8 t'lis term at e Journal is 
going quiLkly. Call the sales team at 533-671 1 to book 

your space now. 
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In the school year of the triple-zeros, Queen s administration may offer the following "thrill-ride" courses in order to stimulate interest in what has traditionally been considered an 
uptight, neo-conservative institution. 

Ready to prove to the academic community that Queen's University is a fun and exciting place to be, the university is rumoured to be preparing to publicly recommend to its asso¬ 
ciated faculties that the courses in this preview, on top of many others, be added to what is often thought of as a curriculum of outdated crap perpetuated by a bunch of old men 
still succumbing to the empowering elitism of traditional academia. 

The information was leaked to The Journal via the rantings of Professor Emeritus of Jokology, one Storm Glenwood. All in a huff, the professor rang our offices yesterday and informed 
us of the news that wasn t supposed to be made public for at least a day or two. Sources later rumoured that the Professor has been subsequently castrated and shipped off to a 
deserted island in the south Pacific where he will graze with the sheep until he can learn to, as one Queen's VP is alleged to have put it, "Keep his fat mouth shut." 

Sean Springer is a third 
year math and philosophy 

student eagerly looking 
forward to taking PHIL-369*, 

Philosophical Assholes. 
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Queen’s 
law rates 
second . 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1999 

last 
By Fiona Scannell 

In the latest issue of Canadian 

Laivyer, Queen’s Faculty of Law scored 

a B- and placed second last in the maga¬ 

zine’s 1999 Law Schools Report Card. 

In the article “Readin’, writin' &c 

researchin’,” Canadian Lawyer pub¬ 

lished the results of a country-wide sur¬ 

vey of law school graduates. Results 

were based on the responses of “slightly 

more than 1,000 recent graduates 

[within the past five years] of Canadian 

law schools,” and categorized according 

to curriculum, faculty, caring profs, stu¬ 

dents, testing, facilities, practice rele¬ 

vance and the percentage who 

recommend the school to others. Out of 

19 schools evaluated by this criteria, 

Queen’s holds 18th place. Only the 

University of British Columbia finished 

lower. 

Pedestrians wade through Kingston streets after the January snow storm melted into muddy waters. 

Counterfeit money circulating 
“The students I’ve spoken 
with aren’t paying much 

attention to the survey other 
than to say ‘it isn’t worth the 

paper it’s printed on’.’’ 

— Chris Ellis,Queen’s Law 
Students’ Society president 

The sentiments of many students and 

faculty at the Queen’s Law School do 

not support the survey’s findings. 

Admitting a dislike for surveys that 

rank opinions, third-year law student 

Jason Hannibal said the information in 

the Law Schools Report Card is not use¬ 

ful and that he disregarded the results of 

Canadian Lawyer's earlier surveys when 

he was researching law schools prior to 

coming to Queen’s. 

Please see Queen’s on page A 

By Stefan Murray 

Queen’s students, faculty and staff: 

beware. Counterfeit five and 10 dollar 

bills circulating around Kingston made 

an appearance on Queen’s campus last 

week. 

Last Thursday The Sidewalk Cafe in 

the John Deutsch University Centre 

received a counterfeit $10 bill. The bill 

was identified at closing time by the 

cashing clerk who was counting the 

transactions for the day. Earlier the same 

day, another counterfeit $10 bill was dis¬ 

covered in Jean Royce Hall on West 

Campus. 

“The printing [on the bill] wasn’t cen¬ 

tred and it was obvious it wasn’t copied 

straight,” said General Manager of 

Sodexho-Marriott Services Jim Fougere. 

“It stood off a whole lot easier when 

compared to other 10s,” he reported. 

The bills are “quite dark in colour,” 

said Detective Constable Laurel Mundt. 

“They aren’t the best counterfeit we’ve 

seen. The details are quite vague and 

there is no crispness to the bills.” 

Dirty Money 
S5 bills serial #: GOY8588825 

S10 bills serial Us: BDU0279237, 

BDU0733254 

Both incidents were reported to 

Kingston Police who confirmed the falsi¬ 

fied nature of the bills. 

Last Wednesday a 39-year-old man 

was arrested for possession of counter¬ 

feit money. Following an investigation, 

Gordon Stephen was deemed responsi¬ 

ble for the “creation and initial distribu¬ 

tion” of the bills found on campus, 

Mundt said. She reported that the coun¬ 

terfeit bills are easily identifiable but “in 

effective lighting they could pass as a 

legitimate bill.” Although Stephen’s 

arrest will halt the creation of those bills, 

there is no way of determining how 

many of the counterfeit bills have 

already been distributed. 

“We certainly still have some out 

there in the community,” she added. 

Mundt encourages those who are 

uncertain of the authenticity of a bill to 

“get a legitimate bill and compare.” As 

well, Mundt encourages those with falsi¬ 

fied bills to turn them into the police. 

“We’re trying to stress [to people] to 

accept the loss and get it out of circula¬ 

tion,” Mundt said. 

After the discovery of the bills on 

campus, Sodexho-Marriott issued a 

warning to all its service outlets, includ¬ 

ing all food retailers in the JDUC, 

Macintosh Corry and Jean Royce Hall. 

“Right now we’re working closely 

with the Kingston Police force, the OPP, 

and Campus Security,” said Fougere. 

High-tech cheating hits campus 
New line of watches allow students to sneak a peek 

By Erik Missio 

They’re fashionable, practical, sur¬ 

prisingly affordable... and they can help 

you cheat your way to better grades. 

Besides being water resistant and 

equipped with an Indiglo night light, the 

new Timex Datalink line of watches 

offers something a little extra: the 

Watches allow you to send information 

from your computer to your wrist in a 

niatter of seconds, without any wires or 

connecting cables. 

This past week, Cindy Price, the chair 

°f the Senate Committee on Academic 

Procedure (SCAP) notified other com¬ 

mittee members to warn them of the 

problems that these watches may pose 

at Queen’s. Associate Dean (Studies) 

Rob Beamish e-mailed various depart¬ 

ment heads about the Data Link. 

“These watches could allow 
a student to store text for 
exam purposes...and [the 

watches] aren’t expensive.” 

— Rob Beamish, associate 
dean (studies) 

He pointed out that there is a policy 

in both the School of Business and in the 

Faculty of Applied Science that restricts 

the types of calculators used in exams to 

those that are unable to store text. 

He also made it clear how readily 

available the Data Link watches are: 

“These watches could allow a student to 

store text for exam purposes...and [the 

watches] aren’t expensive — about $100 

for a low end [model] which still has 

text storage [capabilities].” 

Whether or not students’ watches 

will be inspected prior to writing exams 

is a decision that the SCAP Exams 

Committee will have to discuss in the 

Please see Watches on page 6 
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Today 
Cloud with flurries 
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Rainy 
High TO, Low -lcC: 
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SWEP 

* t 

TEN for Job Interest 
TEN for Career Value 

TEN bucks an hour 

SWEP jobs are: 
career-related 

mostly on campus 
available in many areas of interest 

open to full-time undergraduate students 
who plan to return to Queen’s University 

as undergraduate students in 
September, 1999 

posted on the Career Services web page 
www.careers.queensu.ca 

and at Career Services on January 25 

MAC develops local 
snow removal plan 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The Alma Mater Society Municipal 

Affairs Commission is actively working 

with the city of Kingston and Queen s 

administration to improve snow removal 

in the student housing area and on cam- 

pus. . . 
According to MAC Commissioner 

Sarah Corman, city officials are cur¬ 

rently having a difficult time planning 

for snow removal in the city’s expanded 

boundaries. The city of Kingston and 

townships were amalgamated last 

January. “They knew it would be a chal¬ 

lenge... This is an experimental year f0r 

them,” Corman said, adding, “The huge 

amount of snow we’ve gotten recently 

hasn’t made it much easier.” 

“It would be nice if 
students would take a 

more active role in 
clearing the sidewalks.” 

— Sarah Corman, MAC 

commissioner 

" «r:.l 

A Queen’s snow removal committee 

made up of a range of representatives 

from the university community was 

formed in early December to identify 

strategic routes to campus. These routes 

will be given first priority for snow 

removal by the city, Corman said. They 

will also be advertised to the university 

community. 

Queen’s Physical Plant Services, the 

department responsible for snow 

removal on campus, has also agreed to 

extend its boundaries for snow removal, 

A bucket loader clears a path on 

Queen’s campus. 

Please see Students o 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 
Please see related Map on page S 

In the last issue of The Journal, an article in the Sports & Fitness section incor¬ 

rectly identified the date when Perri van Rosem began working with the football 

team. Because of the inclement weather, the first session was cancelled and will take 

place this Thursday. 
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Queen’s prof named to Order of Canada 
By Renee Huang 

A member of the Queen’s faculty is 

among 89 prominent Canadians to 

receive an Order of Canada this year, the 

country’s highest honour. 

Thomas J. Courchene, director of the 

John Deutsch Institute for the Study of 

Economic Policy, was officially 

appointed an Officer, joining the ranks 

of past Principal David Smith, 

Chancellor Peter Lougheed and Queen’s 

graduates Ray Heenan and Judith 

Maxwell. 

Courchene was described in a 1998 

Canadian Business article as “the most 

influential economist in Canada,” said 

Keith Banting, director of the School of 

Policy Studies. 

The body of Courchene’s research 
and writing encompasses Canadian pol- 

Thomas J. Courchene 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

icy issues, federal-provincial relations, 

constitutional reform, comparative fed¬ 

eral systems, social policy and Aboriginal 

issues. Courchene has also published 

more than 250 books and articles on 

Canadian policy issues. 

“I’m obviously incredibly proud to be 

receiving this award,” Courchene said. 

“It represents my contribution but 1 

think the emphasis is on people who 

have made contributions to Canadian 

life... 1 think there are other faculty 

whose international reputation is greater 

than mine,” said the modest 58-year-old. 

Banting used the word great three 

times in one sentence when describing 

Courchene’s contributions. “Tom is 

always a stimulating colleague and he 

has a great, great capacity to anticipate 

the next great policy issue,” said 

Banting, who has known Courchene 

since the early 1980s. “Tom has wonder¬ 

ful antennae as to what the big issues 

are.” 

Courchene was bom in Wakaw, 

Saskatchewan in 1940 and completed 

his undergraduate degree at University 

of Saskatchewan. After finishing his 

Ph.D. at Princeton University in 1967, 

he was a professor of economics at 

University of Western Ontario until 

1988. He was chair of the Ontario 

Economic Council of Canada from 1982 

and 1985, an elected Fellow of the Royal 

AMS to introduce 
dental plan next year 

WHAT ARE YOUR TEETH WORTH? 

Plan: Canada Life 
(100 %) 

Canada Life 
(80 %) 

Altima 

Cost: $99.36 $87.44 $93.00 

Location: any dentist any dentist Altima 
dentist only 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

As a result of a survey conducted by 

the AMS in the fall referendum, stu¬ 

dents may soon be sinking their teeth 

into a new dental plan as early as next 

year. 

The AMS is currently trying to 

decide between three plans. If their 

choice is passed by AMS Assembly, stu¬ 

dents will be allowed to vote for or 

against the plan during the spring refer¬ 

endum, to be held March 16 and 17. 

During the fall referendum, 60.3 per 

cent of those who voted, or 1.097 stu¬ 

dents, said they would like the AMS to 

research the addition of a dental com¬ 

ponent to the health plan. 

“I think it has the potential to save 

some students without coverage a lot of 

money, but the trade off would be it 

would hassle other students,” said Gord 

Moodie, AMS vice-president (opera¬ 

tions). 

Students who already have dental 

coverage would be able to opt-our of 

the plan, but would nor have to opr our 

of the health plan as well. Similar to the 

health plan, students could only opt out 

of the dental plan with proof of alterna¬ 

tive coverage. If a high number of stu¬ 

dents opted out of the coverage, it 

could be reevaluated for the following 

year, Moodie added. 

The three plans under consideration 

by the AMS include two Canada life 

plans and one Altima plan. The first 

Canada Life plan covers 100 per cenr of 

the costs of one annual examination, 

consultation, cleaning and polishing as 

well as 75 per cent of the costs of fill¬ 

ings, space maintainers and extractions 

(up to two wisdom reach per year). 

The second Canada Life plan offers 

rhe same 75 per cent coverage on fill¬ 

ings, space maintainers and extractions, 

but only 80 per cent coverage on the 

annual examination, consultation, 

cleaning and polishing. 

The Altima plan would offer die 

same services as rhe 100 per cent 

Canada Life plan and is slightly less 

expensive, however, with that choice 

students could only receive coverage at 

an Alrima dentist. According to 

Moodie, there are only two Altima den¬ 

tistry offices in Kingston. 

There is a maximum coverage of 

$500 per year on all plans. 

Moodie said the aim is to keep rhe 

total cost for students under SI00. So 

far, everyone Moodie has spoken ro has 

preferred the Canada Life 100 per cent 

coverage plan. Students can direct 

questions or comments regarding the 

dental plan to Moodie at 

vpops@ams.queensu.ca. 

Society of Canada and a past president 

of the Canadian Economics Association. 

From 1988 to 1992, Courchene was the 

director of Queen’s new school of policy 

studies and is currently a professor of 

“Tom is always a stimulating 
colleague and he has a great, 
great capacity to anticipate 
the next great policy issue.” 

— Keith Banting, director of the 
School of Policy Studies 

economic and financial policy. 

He cites his earlier work at Western as 

providing him with “great background” 

for his research. “The encouragement 

I’ve gotten from colleagues [at Queen’s] 

has been fantastic,” he continued. 

Courchene credits his work at Queen’s 

for broadening aspects of his research. 

“Queen’s has been an important 

environment for someone interested in 

interdisciplinary work.” 

The Order of Canada was established 

in 1967 as a lifetime achievement award 

to recognize outstanding achievements 

and contributions in a wide variety of 

human endeavours. Appointments are 

made twice a year, and lists are made 

public on New Year’s Day and Canada 

Day. People are recognized according to 

the degree and scope of their contribu¬ 

tions in three different levels of member¬ 

ship: Member, Officer and Companion. 

Whatever his future plans may be, 

Courchene intends to stay in Kingston. 

“Queen’s is home base,” he said. 

“If one is lucky enough to be 

researching in an area that’s dynamic 

and exciting as Canadian policy, then 

this [award] is just the dessert,” 

Courchene said. “Canada’s an exciting 

place to live.” 

New religious studies 
program approved 

By Shawn Brimley 

The Queen’s administration has 

approved the introduction of a Master of 

Arts degree program in religious studies. 

The program will concentrate on one 

field, religion and modernity. “We’re 

interested in what happens when reli¬ 

gion meets the modern world,” said 

department head Pam Dickey-Young. 

“The degree will allow for explo¬ 

ration into explicit or institutional 

aspects of religion, such as the tradition 

church, and also encourage implicit, or 

non-institutional religion, or what is 

commonly referred to as spirituality,” 

explained Dickey-Young. 

“Students in the program will explore 

what happens after the advent of forces 

of historical consciousness... such as 

those that have influenced the western 

world since the Industrial Revolution,” 

states the summary of the program. 

“We’re looking for students who want 

to engage religion as a cultural form,” 

said Dickey-Young. “There is definitely 

an interest in the field.” 

In a department that currently has 

twice as many students as they did five 

years ago, religious studies has “under¬ 

gone a revival,” said Dickey-Young. “To 

further mature as a department, it was 

important to begin a graduate program.” 

The University of Toronto, McMaster 

University and Wilfrid Laurier University 

offer the only other MA programs in 

religious studies in the province. There 

are only seven other English-language 

MA programs in the rest of Canada. 

U of T receives 39 applications for its 

Masters programs annually, and admits 

10. McMaster receives 42 applications 

and admits six. 

“We’re looking for students 
who want to engage religion 

as a cultural form.” 

— Pam Dickey-Young, 
department head of 

religious studies 

The new Queen’s program will admit 

four to six students per year. 

“We are a small department, so we are 

offering a program where we perceive 

the interest to be,” said Dickey-Young. 

The department of religious studies 

has managed to create this new program 

with minimal additional costs to the 

department. 

“We’re lucky that Queen’s has contin¬ 

ued to support religious studies, when 

other schools are questioning the validity 

of continuing their programs,” said 

Dickey-Young. 

Fourth-year Queen’s Commerce students Blair Nitchke (front left) and Anousha 

Harris (front, second from left) placed second in the Labour Arbitration event at 

the 21st annual Queen’s University Inter-Collegiate Business Conference, held 
in Kingston last weekend. The annual competition invites teams from various 

universities across Canada to compete in seven events. 

PHOTO COURTESY Of ICBC 
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Queen’s a ‘school on the mend, report says 
opk inn the faculty, she continued. 
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Continued from page I Society president, supported Hannibal's 

positive attitude towards Queen’s law. 

Hannibal said he questions the credi- "The students I’ve spoken with aren t 

biliry of any survey that gives low rank- paying much attention to the survey 

mgs' to highly-reputed schools such as other than to say ‘it isn't worth the paper 

Queen’s and UBC. "There is no way that it’s printed on’,’’ he explained, lhe 

UBC and Queen’s are the worst,” he Canadian Lawyer survey is irrelevant to 

said the way we see ourselves." 

In an e-mail sent to all law students, 

Associate Dean Don Stuart claimed that 

“surveys like that of the Canadian 

Lawyer are shallow and based on very 

poor research methodology." While 

Stuart said he considers the implications 

of this survey "destructive,” he said it 

does “not appear to represent sentiments 

expressed by and large by our student 

body at graduation dinners, graduation 

ceremonies, teaching evaluations, per¬ 

sonal contact, et cetera." 

Ellis confirmed that “Queen’s Exit 

Surveys indicate that the Faculty of 

Law’s approval rating among recent 

graduates is very, very high, as it is with 

current students.’’ 

Kathleen Cowick, president of 

Law ’01, said she has “found our teach¬ 

ing staff, professors and our Dean both 

approachable and helpful in all situa¬ 

tions, from classrooms to job searches 

and extra curricular events." According 

to Cowick, “Queen’s does a commend¬ 

able job of balancing the teaching of the¬ 

ory and practical skills.” 

Cowick said she looked into the 

University of Calgary, which ranked first 

in the survey with a final grade of A-, but 

found it to be a practical program for 

work specifically in the Calgary market. 

While Calgary offers “a definite focus on 

natural resources,” Cowick said “many 

students coming to law school are look¬ 

ing for a well-rounded combination of 

An empty classroom at the Queen’s 

Faculty of Law. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Hannibal recommended A Guide to 

Canadian Law Schools, written by 

Catherine Purcell of the School of Policy 

Studies at Queen’s, as a more well- 

rounded and useful resource that dis¬ 

plays the strengths and weaknesses of 

Canadian law schools. 

Hannibal said he knows the legal 

world respects a Queen’s education 

because it was not difficult to find an 

articling position and he has already had 

job offers for when he completes his 

degree. 

Chris Ellis, Queen’s Law Students’ 

The AMS Accessibility Task Force presents 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 101 

skills chat will enable them to seek 

opportunities across the 

Queen's law prepares its students for 

whatever challenges they may seek 

Dean of Law Alison Harvison Loung 

said the survey has some positive aspects, 

such as when it states Queens is a 

“school on the mend." Harvison Young 

said she takes this to mean the outside 

world is recognizing that Queens is 

undergoing a great time of academic 

renewal. During the past few years many 

professors have retired and the Faculty 

of Law is now actively recruiting new 

professors, with the intention of enrich 

ing the faculty, she continued. 

Stuart’s e-mail makes light of the 10\V 

ranking from graduates, suggesting that 

this reflects on members of Queen’s fac- 

ulty, who “score A in teaching critical 

abilities." Harvison Young agreed. 

“One of our weaknesses is not telling 

other people how good we are,” she 

explained. Harvison Young also noted 

that a law education at Queen’s focuses 

on “academic excellence in the context 

of social justice and equity.” Not only did 

the survey fail to measure this, but it is 

an area that other schools might not 

value, she said. 

taught by the Canadian Hearing Society 

Weeknights from 6:00pm to 9:00pm 
running 10 weeks. Two courses are 
offered: Monday nights starting 
January 25 and Tuesday nights starting 
January 26. The course is open to all 
full and part-time Queen’s students 
who have had no previous sign lan¬ 
guage instruction. The cost is $100 
and must be paid in full (cash or 
cheque) when you sign up. Sign-ups 
will be in the AMS office (at the front 
desk) starting January 18 at 10:00am 
(on a first come, first-served basis). 
Space is extremely limited, so come 
early! Sign-ups must be made in per¬ 
son and will not be accepted unless 
physical accessibility to the AMS office 
is a concern. Please contact by e-mail 
as soon as possible if this is the case: 
4vadd@qlink.queeensu.ca 

Rector adjusting to 
new position 

By Tara Mansbridge 

One of the biggest challenges of a 

new job is getting to know the people 

you work for, but for Mike Kealy, the 

new Queen’s Rector, that-ehallenge has 

been bigger than most. 

The difference for Kealy 

is that, instead of having 

one boss, Kealy has thou¬ 

sands; as Rector he is 

responsible to all the stu¬ 

dents of Queen’s 

University. 

Since being recently 

elected, most of Kealy’s time has been 

consumed with getting to know these 

bosses. He has been researching issues, 

speaking with student leaders and 

Queen’s administrators to get a better 

handle on students’ concerns. 

Kealy has helped several students 

address issues of concern or complaint, 

has attended a December Board of 

Trustees meeting, and has participated 

in several committees, including the 

Senate Subcommittee on Exams, which 

recently instituted the $15 fee for stu¬ 

dents writing exams without an student 

identification card, among other 

changes. 

According to Kealy, outgoing Rector 

Ian Michael eased him into his new 

position and office for about two weeks 

and taught him the tasks the job 

involves. 

Kealy was also surprised at how help¬ 

ful and accessible Queen’s administra¬ 

tors have been. Although Kealy wasn't 

expecting communication 

between himself and the 

administration to be par¬ 

ticularly difficult, he said 

that the deans and vice¬ 

principals have been 

extremely open with him. 

“1 think that there’s so 

much that can be done with this job,” 

Kealy said, especially since he has access 

to many of the top officials at Queen’s. 

For the next few months Kealy plans 

to make few concrete changes to the 

way his position works. “I’m still in the 

exploratory stage of his job,” he 

explained, 

Kealy plans to have a Web site up and 

running in the next two weeks, so stu¬ 

dents have better access to his office. He 

hopes to increase his visibility on cam¬ 

pus and his accessibility. Kealy also 

plans to spend his time researching the 

issues of concern on campus in order to 

prepare himself for the Board of 

Trustees meeting this March. 

Master of Public Administration 

Leam How Queen's 

MPA Can Help 

Prepare You 

for tiie Challenges 

Information Session 

Join us on Tuesday 19 January 

5:30 - 7:00pm 

Policy Studies Building 

Conference Room 202 

Or Visit Us 

QUeen'S U^vetsity http: //qsilver.queensu/ca/sps/ 
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Students asked to 
clear sidewalks 
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Continued from page 2 

Gorman added. Sidewalks the university 

has committed to clearing include: 

Union and Stuart Streets between Albert 

,uid Barrie Streets; University Avenue 

between Stuart and Clergy Streets; 

Queen's Crescent between Albert Street 

.ind University Avenue; the south side of 

Clergy Street between University and 

Division Streets; Division Street between 

Clergy and Union Streets, the west side 

of Barrie Street between Union and King 

Streets; and the east side of George 

Street. 

MAC is also encouraging students to 

clear the sidewalks in front of their 

houses. Although it is technically the city 

of Kingston’s responsibility, “In my opin¬ 

ion, it would be nice if students would 

take a more active role in clearing the 

sidewalks,” Corman said. 

MAC will be holding “Shovel It,” this 

Thursday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 

Lower Ceilidh of the John Deutsch 

University Centre. Shovels will be sold 

for $5 and students will have an oppor¬ 

tunity to learn about the best routes they 

can use to get to campus. The Street 

Captains will also be at the event to pro¬ 

vide students with their addresses so they 

can stop by and borrow a shovel if they 

need one. 

SOCIETY OF 
GRADUATE AND 

PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS 

ELECTION ‘99 
Nominations are now open for the 

following executive positions: 

- President 

- VP Internal (Graduate)* 

- VP Internal (Professional)! 

- VP External 

- VP Communications 

- VP Services 

Nomination Forms and Information Packages are available at the SGPS Office. 
(JDUC - Room 021) 

Nominations Close: 
Monday, January 25th @ 4:00 PM (SGPS Office) 

Election Dates: 
Tuesday/Wednesday February 9th/10th 

Positions are open to all members of the SGPS. 
*VP Internal (Graduate) is open to Graduate students ONLY 
*VP Internal (Professional) is open to Law and Theology Students ONLY 
(pending approval of this position by SGPS Membership on January 20th). 

I For more information, contact Kevin Brown: brown@dvil.queensu.ca or 549-7238. 

IDl 
The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

Coping with Student 
Debt Seminar presented by 
Canadian Association of 
Financial Planners in conjunction 
with SGPS. Thurs., Jan.21 John 
Orr Room, JDUC. Refreshments 
will be served. 

Become an Art Gallery 
education volunteer 
( a “docent") at the Agnes 
Etherington Art Centre! Training 
is provided. Pick up an 
application form at the reception 
desk of the Interim Agnes, 218 
Barrie St. For further information 
call Allison Morehead, Education 
Officer, at 533-2190. 

Innu Elder speaking on 
Innu Rights: low-level military 
flying, mining at Voisey, 
development of the Moisie River 
Jan 23 1:30pm in the Policy 
Studeis Rm 202. For more info 
contact OPIRG (549-0066). 

Give the Gift of Life. 
Canadian Blood Donor Clinic of 
1999. Grant Hall, February 8 & 9 
for more info., or to volunteer, 
contact Erica at 6ejdl or 531-5266 

The Canadian Cancer 
Society will be holding 

information session for students 
interested in volunteer positions. 
Biosciences Complex Room 
3112. 
Feb. 2, 5:30-6:30, 
Feb.16 5:30 -6:30 
Call Linda at the CSS at 384- 
2361 to confirm or for further info. 

Shabbat Dinner 
6:30 pm this Friday (Jan.15) at 
the Hillel House. Join us as we 
welcome Jewish Student 
Communities from across the 
province. As always, the meal is 
included in the cost of 
membership. For more 
information, contact 
Hillel@ams.queensu.ca 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

pl?one the AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732.; or email Comm@ams.queensu.ca 
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New team joins race 
By Queen's Journal News Staff 

A new ream has picked up a nomina¬ 

tion package for the Alma Mater Society 

Executive elections, bringing the current 

number of running teams to three. 

Nick Cheeseman, ArrSci ’99, con¬ 

firmed that he is running for president 

with Vice-President (Operations) candi¬ 

date Sue Henry, ArtSci ’99, and Vice- 

President (University Affairs) candidate 

Kate Bailey, ArtSci ’99. Cheeseman is 

Continued from page I 

future. Beamish explained. Although at 

this stage the existence of the watches is 

more for interest’s sake than a huge 

cause for worry, Beamish still thought it 

important to alert others. “I do have a 

concern that all students compete on a 

level playing field,” he said, “1 wanted 

to let Instructors know about this tech¬ 

nology- and be aware of [the Data Link 

watches] and how they might change 

that playing field.” 

The text would then scroll 
along the face of the 

watch, allowing easy and 

subtle access to the 

information. 

According to the Timex Web site, up 

to 150 entries of text can be stored on 

the watch. Each entry contains 31 

characters, making it easy to save shop¬ 

ping lists, directions, appointments and 

head cheerleader at the Queen’s Bands. 

Henry is an assistant manager at the 

Used Book Store. Bailey is the academics 

commissioner of the Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society. 

The team picked up a nomination 

package on Thursday and have already 

begun collecting nomination signatures, 

said Cheeseman. 

Two other teams picked up nomina¬ 

tion packages early last week. The nom¬ 

ination period closes this Friday. 

dieat notes. 

Using downloadable software, a stu¬ 

dent could type out various study notes 

on a computer and then allow the watch 

to ‘read’ the data which appears as 

flashing bars of light on the monitor. 

The text would then scroll along the 

face of the watch, allowing easy and 

subtle access to the information. 

Still, some members of the student 

body were reluctant to admit they 

would use the watches for anything less 

than noble purposes. Fear, not ethics, 

appears to be the rationale. 

“Sure I’d think about it... it would 

definitely come to mind... but it would 

never happen,” said Nel Mcllveen, 

ArrSci ’01. “I’d be too afraid of getting 

caught.” 

Claire Holloway, Con-Ed ’02, 

echoed Mcllvcen’s anxiety. “Even if 1 

could figure out how to use [the watch], 

it wouldn’t be worth it. I’d waste the 

entire exam fretting and looking over 

my shoulder.” 

In Here 
More SWEP jobs 

The Queen’s Summer Work 

Experience Program will offer 44 per 

cent more jobs to students this summer 

than last. This is the second consecutive 

year that SWEP funding has been 

increased. As a result of this year’s 

increase, the program will offer 155 jobs 

to students this summer as compared to 

108 last year. SWEP positions will be 

available in a wide variety of university 

departments, services and student orga¬ 

nizations. 
SWEP Coordinator Sharon Layton 

said the purpose of the SWEP program is 

“to provide career-related summer jobs 

for Queen’s undergraduates.” 

To be eligible for SWEP, students must 

be full-time undergraduates who are 

returning next year as undergraduates. 

Job listings are posted on the Web site at 

http://careers.queensu.ca and at Career 

Services beginning January 25. The 

deadline for applications is February 15. 

Out There 
Yeltsin’s Health Declines 

Russian President Boris Yeltsin was 

rushed to hospital Sunday with a bleed¬ 

ing stomach ulcer. Yeltsin could be 

required to stay in hospital for as long a$ 

three weeks,, as surgery may be required. 

Yeltsin has had a long history of illness 

suffering several heart attacks and two 

cases of pneumonia in recent years. The 

struggle for political power is intensify, 

ing in Russia, as Yeltsin’s health declines. 

Clinton in trouble, US on top 

With his political future in question, 

US President Bill Clinton delivers his 

State of the Union address to Congress 

today, even as the Senate continues his 

impeachment trial. The US is enjoying 

the most prosperity,in decades, with an 

economy with 93 months of consecutive 

growth, the lowest unemployment rate 

in 29 years and the lowest inflation rate 

in 10 years. America is also becoming 

safer, with crime and traffic deaths on 

the decline. 

Cultural Protectionism? 

The US and Canada may be on the 

road to a nasty trade war, as Ottawa 

comes closer to approving Bill C-55, 

which would outlaw all Canadian adver¬ 

tising in any newly started split-run mag¬ 

azines. Split-run magazines solicit 

advertising in Canada but contain mini¬ 

mal Canadian editorial content. The bill 

is entering its third and final reading in 

Parliament. Its aim is to keep $350-mih 

lion in advertising revenue in the hands 

of Canadian businesses, and to protect 

Canadian culture. 

— courtesy of The Globe and Mail 

Watches store notes 

Curious about the world? 
Find out more about living, studying, working, and travelling abroad. 

Learn about different regions of the world during our 
Winter Speaker Series: 

Jan. 20 - Africa 
Jan. 26 - Latin 
America/Caribbean 

Mar. 24 - Indian Sub-continent 
and the Middle East 

Feb. 3 - Western Europe 

Feb. 8 - Eastern 
Europe/CIS 

Mar. 10 - Australia/Pacific Mar. 2 - China, Japan 
and South-East Asia ' 

If you're preparing to go abroad, join us for these information sessions 
All sessions will be held in the Music Listening Room. JDUC from 5:30 - 7:00 p m 

The International Centre 
at Queen’s University in the John Deutsch Universifv ? * 

Tel: (613) 5^3-2604 Fax: (613) 533-6190 hU^Z/w^ Pub* 
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Air Ontario 

makes it easy 

to get to 

Oxford, Harvard 

and UCLA. 

Introducing Kingston’s Air Canada Toronto Connection. 

No matter where you’re going, or why, 

Air Ontario is making it easy. Because with 

our new flights to Toronto, you’ve got a 

better connection to Air Canada’s vast and 

expanding world. 

4 Daily Nonstops 

to Toronto’s Terminal 2 

With four daily nonstop flights to Pearson’s 

Terminal 2, Air Ontario and Air Canada give 

you connections to 51 cities in Canada, 43 

air Canada ® dirOntdrio 
Kingston’s wings to the world. 

cities in the United States as well as great 

European destinations. So we not only make it 

easy to get to Toronto, we also make 

it easy to get to Oxford, Harvard and 

UCLA. Of course, we’re not saying 

we make it easy to get into Oxford, 

Harvard or UCLA. Just to. 

Earn Triple 
Aeroplan Miles. 

You can also earn triple Aeroplan 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Triple 
Aeroplan 

Miles 

miles for each Kingston-Toronto trip you make 

between January 17 and March 31. When you 

begin your career, you’ll probably 

be doing a lot of flying, so if you’re 

not an Aeroplan member, this is a 

great time to join. 

For reservations or information, call 

your local travel agent or call Air 

Canada at 1-888-247-2262. 
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Arts and Science Lite 
IN THE FIRST REVIEW OF THE FACULTY in television. 

of Arts and Science in more than two While we may momentarily gush at 

decades, it was found that the great- Dean Silverman’s assertion that Queen s 

est problem with the curriculum is that students “are different than students 

there’s too much of it. elsewhere... are berter,” let’s not fool 

The proposed overhaul of the ourselves into believing that students 

Faculty’s curriculum would reduce the here are any more motivated to learn 

required number of courses for a major than students elsewhere, 

degree from 19 to 17 and give more Contrary to the report, a 19-credit 

opportunity for independent studies. Arts and Science degree is not a huge 

The report also recommends an empha- burden for students. Unlike other degree 

sis on inter-disciplinary studies and programs at Queen’s, time is not at a 

greater freedom to take courses outside premium for many Arts and Science stu- 

of your area of interest. 

Let’s not fool ourselves into 
believing that students here 
are any more motivated to 

learn than students 
elsewhere. 

dents. On the other hand, for those who 

do wish to pursue a more diverse learn¬ 

ing experience, the lighter course-load 

would be invaluable. There are many 

enriching academic and extra-curricular 

experiences at Queen’s that preclude fin¬ 

ishing a degree in four years. It is unfor¬ 

tunate that so many students who chose 

to become involved in student govern- 

Both of these recommendations ment, campus media or athletics are 

would certainly be a boon for students forced to spend an extra year at Queen’s, 

who would benefit from a greater scope While there are both merits and prob¬ 

in their education. It is the hope of lems with these proposed changes to the 

Robert Silverman, Arts and Science Arts and Science curriculum, the only 

dean, that students at Queen’s would sure losers seem to be the other faculties, 

take advantage of the lighter course load With substantially less free-time than 

to further their education through what their classmates in Arts and Science, they 

he calls ‘deeper learning’. Some students may find themselves unable to partici- 

may prefer, however, to spend the extra pate in campus life, 

time in ‘deep sleep’ or deeply engrossed 

Protect the children LOOKING at PORNOGRAPHIC fundamental freedoms is of grave con- 

pictures is not a crime in Canada, cern, the honorable Justices are mis- 

When those pictures depict the guided if they think child pornography 

sexual exploitation of children however, does not pose an even greater threat. By 

they cross over the line of acceptability striking this law they are neglecting to 

and their possession becomes an protect those most vulnerable to a viola- 

indictable offense punishable by up to tion of their rights — children. It is a mis- 

five years in prison. conception that the ownership of child 

Anyone who owns such child pomog- . pornography is a victimless crime; 

raphy is an implicit partner in the per- behind every picture and every film are 

verse objectification of children, many of children who could not have legally con- 

whom are sexually abused during the sented to being objectified for other’s 

manufacture of pornographic material. It pleasure. It would be a travesty if these 

is disturbing, therefore, that the British individual’s rights were compromised in 

Columbia Supreme Court ruled last week order to protect the rights of others to 

that the law against owning child porn is own pornography, 

in violation of the Charter of Rights and While there may still be other laws 

Freedoms. The court argued that the prohibiting the manufacture and distrib- 

benefits of prohibiting such material are ution of such material, unless we are vig- 

limited and are outweighed by the intru- ilant against its possession, children will 

sion into freedom of expression and the continue to be victims of sexual 

right of privacy. While any threat to these exploitation. 

Don’t have a cow, man. 

T 
IAKE A LESSON FROM OPRAH 

Winfrey: Don’t trust the cows 

(or the people that feed them). 

Last year it was mad-cow disease, 

today the threat comes from Bovine 

speculation on the Internet as well as 

material for an episode of the X-Files. 

The real culprit, however, is not aliens 

but the economic importance of the 

biotechnology industry. As a federal 

Growth Hormone, a bio-engineered study made clear in 1994, American 

hormone that is injected into dairy- hegemony in the bio-tech industry 

cows to unnaturally increase milk- would be “impeded if there were new 

production. Despite well documented Government obstacles to such bio¬ 

safety risks for the cows, and evidence tech products” (Harper’s Magazine, 

Oct, 1994). of a potential health hazard for 

humans, BGH was approved in 1993 

in the United States. Last week, the 

drug was rejected by Health Canada 

after nine years of research that con¬ 

cluded that the drug causes serious 

health problems in cows. How seri¬ 

ous? Well, one side-effect is a four¬ 

fold increase in mastitis, an udder 

infection that causes massive quanti¬ 

ties of pus, which can end up in the Thankfully, the Canadian govern- 

milk. Or, there’s hoof rot, a condition ment has chosen not to stake its claim 

treated with antibiotics that according 

to the Center for Disease Control 

could lead to a public health crisis. 

There must be a pretty good reason 

why the U.S. government would 

choose to ignore its own scientists and 

the findings of several indepedant 

studies and rubber-stamp the approval 

of this drug. They certainly don’t need 

the milk. In fact, one of the most sig¬ 

nificant problems in the dairy industry 

is the massive overproduction of milk 

each year. It’s hard to reconcile the 

evidence that BGH is a nasty sub¬ 

stance with the lack of interest at the 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration in 

regulating its use. 

It’s not surprising, therefore, that 

BGH has been the source of much 
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Don’t trust 
the cows (or 
the people 
that feed 
them). 

in this emerging industry at the 

expense of its citizens. But don’t relax 

too soon: the makers of BGH may sue 

the Canadian government, and even 

with the ban we cannot prevent the 

importation of cheese or other milk- 

products made from BGH-treated 

cows in the U.S. Don’t panic, though. 

Despite the conclusive evidence pre¬ 

sented by Health Canada that BGH 

dramatically increases the risk of 

infection and disease in cows, they 

also came to the conclusion that there 

are little health risks for humans. 

Got milk? 

HMSSISI 
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OPINIONS 
Avoiding prejudice 

ANYONE WHO HAS TAKEN a first year 

psychology course has probably 

learned that we tend to like things 

that we are familiar with. One experiment 

that proved this consisted of putting some 

infants in rooms with vertical lines and 

others in rooms with horizontal lines. 

Later on, these same people tended to 

prefer things with vertical or horizontal 

lines, depending on which room they 

were put in. As well, if a pregnant mother 

listens to a certain type of music, her child 

is more likely to show a preference to that 

type of music after being born. 

This is why a lack of familiarity with 

certain groups of people can breed preju¬ 

dice. While this tendency to prefer things 

that we are familiar with is not, in and of 

itself, prejudice, we need to be aware of it 

in order to avoid prejudice. 

Suppose you are walking down the 

street and you need directions. You see 

two people together and decide to ask for 

help. One of them is physically handi¬ 

capped and requires the use of a wheel¬ 

chair and the other is a walking 

pedestrian. If you yourself are not handi¬ 

capped, who are you more likely to direct 

your questions to? Or suppose one of 

them is a burn victim and the other is not. 

If you yourself are not a burn victim, who 

are you more likely to direct your ques¬ 

tions to? Unfortunately, most of us would 

tend to choose the person we’re more 

familiar with and ignore the people we 

perceive to be different. 

Thus, in order to fight prejudice 

against specific groups of people, we need 

to familiarize society with those groups of 

people. This is why integrating black and 

white people together in the same schools 

was such a good way to fight racism. 

Now, let me go out on a limb here and 

suggest that if a pregnant woman’s body 

was see-through and we could watch pre¬ 

natal children develop for the full nine 

months, our greater familiarity with chil¬ 

dren of that age would significantly 

decrease prejudice against them. 

For example, some people would argue 

that, because the fetus is not developed 

enough to be able to survive outside a 

woman’s body (a statement that’s only 

true for the first five and a half months of 

a fetus’ life), it is less valuable. But post- 

natals are too developed to be able to sur¬ 

vive inside a woman’s body, and it is 

unclear which is “better”. We only believe 

it is better to be able to survive outside a 

woman’s body than it is to be able to sur¬ 

vive inside a woman’s body, because that 

is what we are more familiar with. 

In order to become less 
prejudiced against the 

unborn, people need to know 
the stages of development 

for prenatals. 

against the unborn, people need to 

become familiar with what prenatals look 

like and the stages of development they go 

through. People need to realize that, just 

because we can’t see them, doesn’t mean 

they don’t suffer during an abortion pro¬ 

cedure. Watching an ultrasound of an 

actual abortion of a 12-week old fetus 

shown by Dr. Nathanson, who has per¬ 

formed or presided over more than 

60,000 abortions, one can see the child’s 

response. His heart beat jumps to twice as 

fast; he moves away from the abortion 

instruments, trying in vain to escape; his 

mouth opens wide in a silent scream; 

when the instruments start tearing apart 

his body, he protests violently until he can 

protest no more. 

SlNDI SABOURIN 

PhD 

Some people suggest that because the 

fetus doesn’t look human until about two 

months after conception, it is not human. 

But we must realize that in order to say 

that a fetus doesn’t look human, we have 

to assume that only postnatals are human. 

A fetus doesn’t look like a postnatal 

because it is not one. 

In order to become less prejudiced 

Opinions wanted 

Do you support a position which 

needs to be talked about? Here’s your 

chance to spark the discussion. Send 

your opinion of 500-600 words to The 

Queen’s Journal and we’ll send it 

to everyone else. Call Dan at 533- 

2800 or journal@post.queensu.ca. 

PHOTOS BY ALEX KRONBY 

Journal disrespects 
December 6th 

Dear Editors, 

While criticism of The Journal for it’s 

substandard product is nothing new, I 

feel especially compelled to do so after 

reading the December 4th issue. 

It goes without saying that the 

anniversary of the Montreal Massacre is 

a solemn event, heavily laden with emo- 

tion; however, The Journal's efforts to 

recognize this event were nothing short 

°f offensive. While it’s true that The 

Journal's usual level of editorial quality 

ls beneath that of even the typical high 

school newspaper, the effect of treating 

such a delicate subject to such juvenile 

writing is enough to raise the ire of any 

sensible person. For example, Lillian 

Kim’s article “Sore ankles and wound- 

jug words” reminds us that 

Unfortunately, not everyone involved 

that day had a choice...Some of those 

People died because of the opinion 

forced on them.” What a journalistic 

delation, Lillian: those 14 women 

Deress Asghedom 

Artsci ’99 

James Lee 

Artsci '99 

Letters te the E<L 

didn’t choose to be shot! By making 

such an elementary statement with the 

air of one who is making a profound 

observation, and to make it in such sim¬ 

plistic fashion, Kim comes across as one 

with no real contribution to make to 

this issue. Her article’s inclusion in a 

campus-wide memoriam is insulting to 

those of us with real feelings on the sub¬ 

ject, and is belittling to the reading 

community at large. 

For Mr. Salvador to assert 
that his possession of a penis 

makes him partially 
responsible for the actions of 

all men is laughable. 

May I also make particular reference 

to Mark Salvador’s article, “Males and 

moral responsibility.” In this article, 

Salvador states “I, as a male, must take 

some responsibility for the terrible vio¬ 

lence that happened on that fateful 

day.” This position must be seen as 

nothing short of ludicrous. Mr. 

Salvador had nothing to do with the 

actions of Marc Lepine, and given that 

Mr. Salvador was probably a prepubes- 

cent in 1989, I think it’s safe to assume 

that the two never even met. For 

Mr.Salvador to assert that his posses¬ 

sion of a penis makes him partially 

responsible for the actions of all men 

everywhere is laughable, and reeks of a 

transparent attempt to appease the 

politically correct faction of the student 

body. I also found his remarks person¬ 

ally insulting: after all, I’m a male too. 

Are you trying to tell me, Mark, that 

I’m partially responsible for the 

Montreal Massacre as well? That is the 

logical extension of your reasoning, and 

for you to accuse me thusly is enough to 

make my blood boil. I assure you, not I 

nor any other male on campus is 

responsible for the barbarism of Marc 

Lepine, regardless of our genitalia. 

I could go on at length, but I hope 

my point has been made. Journal, we 

students have come to expect shoddy 

journalism and weak integrity from 

your paper; but if you’re going to do 

something as serious as pay tribute to 

the deaths of fellow students, get your 

act together, just for one issue, and 

Chris Calvet 

Sci ’99 

do it right. 

Mike Martelle 

Arts ’98 

Inaccessable Ogle 
Dear Editors, 

This past September I saw an adver¬ 

tisement in The Journal advertising for 

the position of Member-at-Large on the 

Strategic Planning Committee of the 

AMS Board of Directors. The advertise¬ 

ment was placed by AMS Board of 

If you attend this university, 
you both hear and 

occasionally voice criticism of 
the self-serving resume- 

padders that purportedly 
abound in the AMS. 

Directors Chairperson, Trevor Ogle, 

and it was to Trevor that 1 directed my 

Continued on F’age 10 



Should I stay or should I go? 
A Kingston high school student talks about the pressure to stay 

My high school career is 

coming to a close and I am 

anticipating the stress of 

deciding which universities to apply to. 

The pressures to attend Queen's are 

appearing more and more prominent. 

Why spend the extra money 
to go away when there is a 
beautiful, spirited, highly 
ranked university in your 

home town? 

With tuition fees continually increas¬ 

ing, it is becoming more costly to 

attend any university let alone one that 

is out of town. Though my parents have 

made it very clear that I may choose a 

university regardless of where it may be 

located, I may feel guilty choosing 

another university due to the added 

costs of living out of town — something 

I think many students take into consid¬ 

eration while deciding which university 

to attend. 

Why spend the extra money to go 

away when there is a beautiful, spirited, 

highly ranked university right in your 

home town? I think independence 

answers this question quite simply. I 

realize many Kingstonians attend 

Queen’s and are enjoying it, but I also 

feel that being a local student takes 

away much of the experience and inde¬ 

pendence away that is often gained 

from attending an out of town school. 

Moving away forces one to become 

self reliant and to meet new people. 

There is less probability that one will 

know as many people and university 

life will always be new and exciting. 

Many local students are forced to live 

at home over the course of university 

due to financial difficulties, thus miss¬ 

ing the experience of residence or living 

with friends. For these people it may be 

more difficult to meet other students 

and they may miss out on study groups 

or intramural sports that are formed 

within the residence floor. 

I realize many Kingstonians 
attend Queen’s and enjoy it, 
but I also feel that being a 
local student takes away 

much of the experience and 
independence gained from 

moving away. 

Some of the pressure for local stu¬ 

dents to attend Queen’s is a result, in 

part, of Queen’s high ranking. Many 

kids do not want to attend Queen’s 

simply because they would rather leave 

Kingston and live in a more exciting 

and culturally diverse city. 

However, how can one turn down an 

acceptance to Queen’s simply for the 

need to go away? Shouldn’t one attend 

Queen’s if one is accepted because of 

the prestige, the program and the rank¬ 

ing, and not for the desire to leave the 

city? The familiarity of the city, the 

campus, and the university also tends to 

provide a comfort level that makes 

Queen’s an easy choice. 

There are many pressures for local 

students to attend Queen’s. The con¬ 

siderations of dealing with the financial 

costs and the stresses of a new environ¬ 

ment often make Queen’s an easy, com¬ 

fortable, and welcoming choice for 

kids. Even from an objective view¬ 

point, if one was to consider all factors 

of another university, the reality of 

financial pressures is unavoidable to 

some local students. 

Anna Nesbitt 

Bayridge secondary school 

Continued from Page 9 

interest in this committee. 

I was interviewed by the hiring com¬ 

mittee, which was headed by Trevor 

Ogle; during my interview I asked 

Trevor at what time I would be notified 

whether I was chosen. 

My interview took place on a 

Monday; Trevor told me that I would 

be notified by telephone on Wednesday. 

Before I continue, I want to 
be clear that I am not 

writing this letter to vilify 
Trevor Ogle. 

However, a week went by. The fol¬ 

lowing Wednesday I called and left a 

message on Trevor’s voice mail asking if 

a decision had been made, and could he 

please let me know the status of my 

application, since if this did not turn 

out, 1 would volunteer elsewhere. Two 

weeks went by from this message. 

Trevor did not return my call. Again, on 

a Wednesday two weeks from the previ¬ 

ous message, I left another message, 

asking Trevor to please let me know 

either way. Another two weeks went by, 

and Trevor did not return my call. I left 

Mere Letters te the Editera 

a third message on Trevor’s voice mail. 

This message was left seven weeks after 

Trevor originally told me that I would 

be notified, and during that seven 

weeks, after I had left three messages, 

Trevor did not call me once. 

The following week 1 left a message 

on the voice mail of Claude Sherren, 

General Manager of the AMS. Since 

Claude had been on the hiring commit¬ 

tee, I thought he could help me with my 

communication problem with Trevor. 

Unfortunately, Claude did not return 

my call either. So on November 30, a 

week and a half after leaving my mes¬ 

sage with Claude, I wrote a letter 

addressed to AMS President Tom 

Stanley, cc’d to Trevor Ogle and Claude 

Sherren. This letter outlined the above 

events, and concluded with the follow¬ 

ing: “I don’t care whether I’m on the 

Strategic Planning Committee or not. In 

fact, I’m not even mostly concerned 

about the absolute incompetence that 

has been exhibited by Trevor Ogle and 

Claude Sherren. 

It’s how inconsiderate their behav¬ 

iour is - behaviour that is particularly 

odious considering their positions in 

the AMS, and what the AMS is sup¬ 

posed to be to the students it repre¬ 

sents. ... I would like to know why 

neither Trevor nor Claude feel that 

returning phone calls is the appropriate 

manner in which to treat the students of 

this university whom they represent.” 

Claude Sherren responded to my let¬ 

ter immediately, with this response: “I 

passed on to [Trevor] your concerns 

immediately, upon hearing from you 

several weeks ago. The reason I didn’t 

call you myself is that it was up to the 

chair of the hiring committee (Trevor) 

to transmit to you the status of your 

application. I am sorry now that I did¬ 

n’t call you back to confirm your con¬ 

cerns were being addressed - I just 

assumed that it would all be resolved 

very quickly.” 

If I were a first-year student, 
I would have used this 

experience as the basis on 
which to judge the AMS and 

my non-participation in it. 

Before I continue, I want to be clear 

that I am not writing this letter to vilify 

Trevor Ogle. I received an apology from 

Trevor on December 2, for which I am 

grateful. However, what concerns me is 

the attitude of contempt with which I 

was treated in both the events of the fall 

and unfortunately also in Trevor’s apol¬ 

ogy. I am writing this letter because (I 

can hear the swelling violins in the 

background already) I believe in student 

government. Student government at 

Queen’s provides services, voices, as 

well as leadership and employment 

experience for Queen’s students; it is an 

often criticized, first-hand experience 

of liberal democratic politics. If you 

attend this university, you both hear 

and occasionally voice criticism of the 

self-serving resume-padders that pur¬ 

portedly abound in the AMS. We are all 

arm-chair critics. 

What I would find alarming, how¬ 

ever, is if this kind of criticism could be 

grounded in personal experience, such 

as that which I have outlined above. 

Hence, I write the following because I 

believe, perhaps foolishly, that the AMS 

is a good thing, and in general, staffed 

by students wishing to “serve and repre¬ 

sent the diversity of students at 

Queen’s.” 

There are two issues here: (1) Trevor 

did not notify me whether I was on the 

committee, and (2), Trevor would not 

return my calls. 

Issue (1) is simply a contravention of 

AMS policy - Trevor should have noti¬ 

fied me within 24 hours (AMS Hiring 

and Appointment Policy and Procedures 

Manual section 13.01). 

Since issue (1) is understandable to 

Continued on Page 11 

How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

545-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF: 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 

Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

There s no application. You don’t need to show 

ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shoo for free 
[ We re open Mondays and Thursdays^4-6 o.m P 
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.hi extent (a week or two) because peo¬ 

ple do get busy, my concern is with issue 

As mentioned, Trevor wrote me an 

apology. However, Trevor begins “It 

was with some consternation that I read 

s our email of November 30. It marked 

perhaps the first time that I have been 

(.ailed ‘incompetent’. 

I am writing this letter 
because (I can hear the 
swelling violins in the 
background already) I 

believe in student 
government. 

In response, I can assure you that I 

am quite competent at my position.” I 

am sure there are aspects of Trevor’s 

position at which he is competent; how¬ 

ever, ‘communication’ is not one of 

them. 

Trevor also writes, “An effort was 

made to contact applicants (successful 

and non-successful), although, in retro¬ 

spect, the task should have been com¬ 

pleted more vigorously.” I do not think 

that more vigour in the effort to contact 

me was what was needed; I just think it 

should have been done. 

Trevor: “To be honest, if I hadn’t got¬ 

ten a hold of applicants after a couple 

days, I assumed that they would realize 

that they had not been selected.” This is 

an unmitigatedly inconsiderate way of 

treating the members of the student 

body whom the AMS is 

supposed to represent. 

I might also direct Trevor to the AMS 

hiring policy section 13.01. 

Trevor: “With regards to your state¬ 

ment regarding repeated voice mails, I 

can offer you little satisfaction. I can tell 

you that the activities in this office are 

often quite hectic, and I am sorry that 

your calls were not returned.” I am not 

sure if I should understand this as 

we re busy, and we lose telephone mes¬ 

sages all the time”, or, “we’re busy, and 

we have no time to spare for unimpor¬ 

tant telephone messages like yours”. 

The first is incompetent, and the second 

is contemptible. 

Trevor: “[Claude Sherren] indeed 

emailed me to let me know you had 

called. It was my impression that your 

discussions with him had been sufficient 

to inform you of the committee’s deci¬ 

sion, and that the situation had been 

settled.” This is incongruent with 

Claude’s statement that I quoted above. 

Hence I write because I hope an 

awareness of my experience will serve 

two purposes. First, if I were a first-year 

student, I would have used this experi¬ 

ence as the sole basis on which to judge 

the AMS and my future (non-) partici¬ 

pation in it. Second, if I had known ear¬ 

lier in the term that I had not been 

selected, I would have used my volun¬ 

teer time elsewhere. Somewhere where 

they respected my time enough to 

return my telephone calls. 

Graham Robinson 

Arts ’00 

BMUS ’98 

Forgetful, not stupid 

Dear Editors, 

Queen’s Administration is either try¬ 

ing to confuse its student body, is itself 

confused, or perhaps both. The 

Queen's Journal reported in the front 

page of its last issue that the Queen’s 

Senate on Academic Procedures’ Sub¬ 

committee on Exams passed a motion in 

November 1998 which will force stu¬ 

dents forgetting to bring their student 

cards to exams starting in April 1999 to 

pay a fee of $15. What (if any) is the 

logic behind the enactment of this pol¬ 

icy? There isn’t any, although Queen’s 

Administration wants us to believe there 

is. Here’s what the Queen’s administra¬ 

tion wants us to believe: charging a fee 

of $15 will “encourage students to 

make an extra effort to remember their 

student cards”. 

In April 1998 994 exams 
were written without a 

student card. If half as many 
forget again this year, 

administration will generate 
$7,455 (cha-ching!). 

Fair enough, but now we must ask 

what the purpose of “encouraging” stu¬ 

dents to remember their cards to is. 

Supposedly it has something to do with 

cracking down on cheaters, since 

“[when students forget their student 

cards] there is no way of being sure 

sbmeone else didn’t write that exam.” 

But how does a fee of $ 15 stop someone 

who is bent on cheating? Ummm, it 

doesn’t. They’ll just “forget” their card 

and pay the cash. 

It seems Queen’s administration's 

“logic” for charging $15 to all students 

who forget their cards is seriously 

flawed. Could their be an alternate 

“reasoning” for the enactment of the 

policy then? Could it have something 

to do with the fact in April 1998 there 

were 994 exams written without a card? 

Let’s see, if even half as many stu¬ 

dents forget their cards this April as last, 

that means Queen’s administration will 

have generated a whopping $7,455 

(cha-ching!). Not bad, especially since 

Continued on Page I 2 
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THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have 

a better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca 
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** dial-in modem pool numbers 
stay the same 
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From off-campus, 
use the new 533-exchange. ** 

On-campus calls 
are now 5 digits. 

For More information: 
533-3000 

WWW.its.queensu.ca/telecom 
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at the Front Desk of the A.M.S. 
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WANT TO TAKE BETTER PHOTOS? 
Don't want to pay like a Zeiss lens to do it? 

if 

The Tricolour Yearbook presents 

a two day course in intermediate photographic technique 
by professional photographer Richard Martin. 

If you own and can operate a 35mm SLR camera, then this is for you! 

Topics will include: 

-Exposure and lighting 

-Filters 

-Film choice 

-Depth of field 

-Flash photography 

-Camera accessories 

-and more and more! 

Cost: $30 per person (Camera Kingston offers this course at $130) 

Date: Sat Jan. 23,10am-3pm and Sat. Jan 30,10am-3pm (price includes both 

sessions) 

Contact the Tricolour Yearbook at 533-2738 or tyb@ams.queensu.ca 

SPACE IS LIMITED TO 6 PEOPLE SO ACT FAST! 

Continued from Page 11 

the money is all generated under the 

guise of being for the purpose of curb¬ 

ing cheating, although the policy is 

totally inadequate for this. 

One wonders where the money gen¬ 

erated from this new source of revenue 

will go. Most of all, one begins to won¬ 

der who the real cheaters are. 

Theo dos Santos 

Arts ’99 

Kingston severely 
lacks style 

Dear Editors, 

Although my initial reaction to the 

signed editorial by Ken Butland of 

January 15 was to take offense, I can 

not help but agree — to an extent. I’ve 

been to Montreal many times and have 

had the same revelation. But reflecting 

on the topic now 1 believe that it has a 

lot more to do with style than with 

looks. 

The Queen’s population (1 won’t 

include the rest of Kingston because 

that is a separate phenomenon) has 

many great looking people, both male 

and female. The problem is, however, 

that the majority of the student body 

has little or no fashion conscience. I’m 

sorry, but no matter how good looking 

you are, the second you put on an 

ArtSci jacket or Alfie’s rugby shirt, your 

appearance takes a serious turn for the 

worse. Even those students who avoid 

such fashion crimes, generally possess 

an apathetic approach to style. 

In Montreal, people regularly g0 to 

nice clubs, trendy cafes, or other venues 
of city culture where it is necessary to 

look presentable. 

The majority of the student 

body has little or no fashion 
conscience. 

In Kingston, the way I see it, nobody 

can be bothered to dress up because 

there is nowhere really to go. Are you, 

Ken, going to get all styled up to go 

drink pitchers at Alfie’s or play fooz ball 

at the Shot? If you saw a girl — no mat¬ 

ter how good looking — decked out in 

Montreal club gear hanging out at the 

Brass or AJ’s, you would probably laugh 

your ass off, or at least wonder why she 

bothered. It just seems that daily life in 

Kingston does not warrant the effort to 

look that good. 

It’s not that people aren’t good look¬ 

ing, I’ve seen many great looking guys 

and girls wandering this campus, they 

just can’t be bothered to go to the mea¬ 

sures that people do in Montreal. 

If you took that bar full of people you 

saw on New Year’s Eve and put them all 

in Engineering jackets and fleece pants, I 

bet you wouldn’t think they were such 

hot stuff.. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not 

a superficial clothes horse and I don’t 

hold anything against people who wear 

those awful jackets — I just believe that 

your observation has less to do with 

physical beauty, than with the way peo¬ 

ple choose to present themselves in a 

small town severely lacking in style. 

Siri Agrell 

Arts ’00 
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Hsotires 
They're the headlines few and far between what you'd expect from a campus paper committed 

to covering the in s and out’s of a conservative institution in the modest town of Kingston. 
Yet somehow, even at Queen's, an odd collection of stories have somehow 

managed to slip under the covers, which we present in... 

Believe it 

THE 
OR LEAVE IT 

Of course, of the 12 stories illustrated below, some may be real, 
others may be just a bunch of phoney baloney. To know the truth, flip to page 15. 

Woman driven out of Stauffer by masturbator 

‘ I didn't know what he was doing until I saw his 

penis and he was masturbating.”’ 

Illustrations by Rachelle Villanueva 

(Marriott) Worker allegedly 
fired for “not shaving” 

I "The reasons given, (the worker claims for being 

I fired) included the fact that he hadn’t shaved, and his 

I unsafe handling,of dishes’” 

Yelling matches result of free photocopiers 

“There must be over 10,000 students at this institu-l 

tion and you have only three photocopying! 

machines. Now, two of these are out of order. How! 

is one supposed to acquire knowledge when one! 

can’t even get copies of the material?”’ 

Library accepts prof’s offer to pay for Playboy 

"(Drama professor Maury) Breslow made a formal 

offer to pay for a 10-year subscription to Playboy, 

Playgirl, and a feminist magazine last week in a 

Senate meeting." 

WoRK.'.. 

Ho-Hum Homecoming Contest 

“The most interested were those of the Women’s 

Liberation Movement... (who expressed) their dis¬ 

taste towards Queen’s holding a contest to perpetu¬ 

ate the concept of woman as an ornament.” ✓'"7N 

“The (Kingston) couple currently have 663 felines 

living with them in their Elm Street home.” 

I® ***& 

Students submerge themselves 

in macaroni dinner 

Two students... submerged themselves in a pool of 

(632 boxes of macaroni and cheese) for 33 hours.” 

2) 
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The AMS Needs Your Input! 
The AMS is currently in the process of formulating new 

policy on post-secondary education to present to both the 

federal and provincial governments. In order to more 

accurately represent Queen’s undergraduate students we 

need your help. 

What should the future post¬ 
secondary education system in 
this province look like? Tell us 

what you think' 
The AMS Government Issues Committee is now requesting 

submissions from undergraduate students and any campus group 

on the following topics: 

Deregulation 
Student Aid Reform 

University Performance Indicators 
Public/Private Funding 

Written submissions are due on Friday, January 22, 1999. By 4pm at 

the AMS front desk. 

The Government Issues Committee will also entertain presentations 

between Monday, January 25 to Monday, February 1,1999. 

Any questions? Contact Milan at 533-6000 ext. 74818 or by 

email at milan@ams.queensu.ca. 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

academic affairs 
commission 

ASUS Heart and Stroke Presents.. 

3-on-3 Basketball' Tournament! 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23/99 
ROSS GYM 

MEN’S & WOMEN’S DIVISIONS 
TEAMS OF 4 OR 5 

PRIZES FOR PARTICIPANTS AND SPECTATORS' 

REGISTER AND PICK UP PLEDGE FORMS AT 
THE CORE (183 UNIVERSITY AVE) FROM 

JAN. 13-19, OR EMAIL AT: 

6jel@qlink.queensu.ca 

The Features S ection of 

mffiNAL 

Interested in 

writing a feature? 

You don't need experience. 

All you need is an idea. 

Call Sean at The Journal, 533-2800 

People will even read 
a drunk journal ad. 

S°i^g quickly!'Caltdfe^aTs’rTin^atTlIteuTt’oVook 
your space now. 
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And the truth of 
the matter is... 

Continued from page 13 

True A man was actually discovered 
masturbating behind a bookshelf at Stauffer 
library last year at the horror of an anony¬ 
mous Queen's student. Talk about a 
bookworm. 

Ran February 27, 1998 

© 
True Wow, we never knew Marriott 

had such high standards. Question: then why 
is their food so shitty? 

Ran November 5, 1993 

® True The Playboy and Playgirl were to be 
viewed on black & white microfilm. This 
might be able to explain . 

Ran February I, 1991 

© True The article never suggests "yelling 
matches," but I can see why tempers would 
flare when the student body had access to 
only three photocopiers. 

Ran February 16, 1988 

© True This one's pretty believable, but it 
doesn't make the headlines too often. I 
mean, five guys with their cocks hanging out? 

Ran Novembers, 1993. 

© True Six members of the W.L.M. 
entered the homecoming queen contest to 
protest the proceedings. Subsequently (get 
this) one of the hosts was so upset with the 
W.L.M. that he declared that "some women 
of W.L.M. should not be women." 

Ran October 16, 1969 

©True This Kingston couple at one point 
had 663 felines living in their Elm Street 
home. Holy shit. 

Ran January 21,1992 

True Sadly enough, a Queen's professor 
designed a tank for the British military. We 
hope it's been put to good use. 

March 6, 1991 

® True Okay, it isn't that weird or funny, 
but why does Playboy keep popping up? 

Ran March 18. 1988 

True The premise of the article isn’t as 
silly as the headline suggests when you con¬ 
sider that the act was raising funds for Youth 
Challenge International. 

Ran November 12, 1993 

True This Queen's bands manager sure 
is cocky. I mean, he’s the bands manager. 
Who gives a shit that he was kidnapped? 
Now, if he were the EngSoc Prez, then he'd 
have a case. 

Ran November 5,1985 

True Back in the eighties, birthday strip¬ 
pers always seemed to spring up in the 
pages of The Journal. We find it hard to 
believe that "everyone seemed to enjoy it," 
but what do we know? 

Ran March 27, 1986 

What other gags are there? 

Yes, but she can drive a car.... 

“Medical researchers in Tokyo are studying 10- 

year-old Sayuri Tanaka’s claim that she can see 

through her nose.” 

We didn’t get this teaser, which was printed on 

December 7, 1976. 

Male arrested after 

masturbating in library 

“The (45-year-old) man ‘masturbated in the 

library, and rhen got up and exited the library.” 

Some people just have too much time on their 

hands (among other things). Given that this is at 

least the second Journal story on masturbating 

madness in Queen’s libraries, we have to stop 

and wonder. Originally ran March 22, 1991. 

Bananas downed 

“Bulging cheeks and distorted faces showed the 

agony endured by participants in the Gordon 

House First Annual Banana Eating Contest.” 

While the article’s content is fairly mundane in 

nature, we thought that the headline from 

November 19, 1976 was a little too suggestive. 

Queen’s asked to nix 

“Star Wars" research 

“He is 'certain that there is no research cur¬ 

rently going on at Queen’s related to this 

issue.’” 

This article ran November 1, 1985. Now 

though it wasn’t overly funny, it did lead us to 

assume that George Lucas was lobbying Queen’s 

for researching future trilogy projects. 

The Queen 's Journal Reader ’s 

NEW ICE STORM 
CONTES 

Friday, January 22nd,1999 
journal@post.queensu.ca • 272 Earl 

Want to have experience in 
teaching Conversational ESL? 

Want to find out about other 
cultures and teaching 

overseas? 
Be an ESL Volunteer Tutor. 

Two-hour weekly commitment. 

Call 533-2472 or drop by the School 
of English at 96 Albert St. 



Researchers at The Exchange work overtime to bring you innovation 

We've got your 
7TOC 

tickets. 
Starting January 16,1999 

andl .. 
everything else 

you need 
for life at university 

9^ 5:00 weekdays, 10:00 to 1:00 Saturdays • beside the Skylight lounge in the Upper JPUC . 
545 21Z0 

REVENGE SOUGHT 

The Super Bowl teams have 

been set and there will be a 

chance for a repeat winner. 

VVith the defending champion 

Denver Broncos earning a 

return engagement by defeat¬ 

ing the New York Jets in the 

AFC final, quarterback John 

Elway will ger a chance to face 

|,js old coach Dan Reeves. 

Reeves led the Atlanta Falcons 

to a surprising win over the 

Minnesota Vikings and an 

even more eye-raising appear¬ 

ance in the Super Bowl. 

Reeves, who is recovering 

from recent heart surgery, was 

unceremoniously run out of 

Denver by John Elway, so this 

will be his opportunity to 

exact revenge. We’re all root¬ 

ing for you Dan. 

Young guns 

Despite having one of the low¬ 

est payrolls in the league, the 

Ottawa Senators are now 

undefeated in their last eleven 

games (8-0-3). They are cur¬ 

rently battling it out with the 

Toronto Maple Leafs for first 

place in the North Eastern 

Division. Contributing to the 

Senators’ excellent season has 

been captain Alexei Yashin, 

who is in the top-10 in league 

scoring and goaltender Ron 

Tugnutt. Tugnutt has a minus¬ 

cule goals against average of 

under 1.80 and was recently 

named player of the week. 

The team has overcome the 

loss of General Manager 

Pierre Gauthier to continue to 

be the most exciting young 

team in hockey. 

Rocket landing 

After a long, drawn out hold¬ 

out, former Vancouver 

Canuck Pavel Bure has finally 

been traded to the Florida 

Panthers, but he isn’t going 

alone. Joining the Russian 

whiner are defencemen Brett 

Hedican and Brad Fererice, as 

well as a third round pick. The 

Canucks got former number 

one pick Ed Jovanovski, vet¬ 

eran forward Dave Gagner, 

Mike Brown, goalie Kevin 

Weekes, and a first-round 

pick. Vancouver general man¬ 

ager Brian Burke had to make 

a move with the Canucks 

struggling — only time will 

fell if it was a good one. 

If Christmas came early... 

•The Sports Network 

would start airing some 

college basketball games 

because darts and billiards 

are growing tiresome. 

•Now retired Packer great 

Reggie White would keep 

his controversial views to 
himself. 

‘ All hockey men would fol¬ 

low the lead of Brian 

Burke and let holdouts 

suffer for a little while. 

. STRONG 

lemonade 

gas 

Available at your local beer store. 

A moral victory 
By Neate Sager 

The Queen’s men’s hockey 

team was twice fit to be tied last 

weekend, skating to 4-4 and 2-2 

draws with the Guelph 

Gryphons and University of 

Toronto Varsity Blues, despite 

significant roster attrition due to 

injuries and unfortunate circum¬ 

stances. 

Queen’s 4, Guelph 4 
Queen’s 2, U of T 2 

“The guys did an unbeliev¬ 

able job concentrating on [who] 

we did have,” commented 

Gaels’ Head Coach Chris 

MacDonald. 

On Saturday versus the OUA 

Mideast division leading 

Gryphons, the Gaels were 

staked to an early 2-0 lead on 

markers by Mike Sammon and 

Matt Thorne, each set up by the 

deft playmaking of Rob 

Mailloux. Just when the Gaels 

seemed to be sailing in calm 

waters, the club received a 

scare. With four minutes 

remaining in the opening 

period, standout defenceman 

Wes Booker was rendered 

motionless after a dangerous 

check into the boards. 

Paramedics were needed to tend 

to the injured Gael, but thank¬ 

fully, Booker turned out not to 

be seriously hurt and is cur¬ 

rently out of action on a day-to- 

day basis. 

After an extended intermis¬ 

sion, the Gryphons climbed to 

within one courtesy of Gaels’ 

netminder Jason Skilnick, who 

bungled a Guelph shoot-in. 

After Queen’s reestablished 

their two goal lead, the visitors 

again pulled within a goal, as 

forward James Boyd swatted 

home a rebound only one sec¬ 

ond before the horn sounded. 

Buoyed by the goal, Guelph 

seized momentum of the contest 

in the early stages of third 

period, as right wing Marcel 

Kars knotted the score at 5:20. 

This could have represented a 

serious blow to the depleted 

Gaels, who had been reduced to 

four able-bodied defencemen 

after the injuries to Booker and 

Sammon (slight concussion). 

However, six minutes later, 

after several impressive stops by 

Skilnick, Rob Mailloux stepped 

to the fore, recording his fourth 

point of the evening, thrusting a 

centering pass to blueliner Ken 

Ronson, whose backhand nes- 

Please see Injury on page 18 

Men’s volleyball 
stuffs York 

By Adam Kaminsky 

With a gold medal perfor¬ 

mance at York’s Excalibur 

Tournament during the holi¬ 

days, the Golden Gaels men’s 

volleyball team re-entered 

league play brimming with 

confidence and sporting a 

ninth-place ranking in the 

C1AU polls. The roll continued 

with a weekend sweep of the 

York University Yeomen in 

Toronto last weekend. 

In Saturday’s game, the 

Gaels smoked the home team 

3-0, with 15-12, 15-3 and 15- 

13 set scores. The Gaels 

repeated the result against York 

the next day in a much harder 

fought 3-1 victory. 

Having lost to the Yeomen 

at Bartlett Gym earlier in the 

year, these victories were key 

for better positioning in the 

league. “We lost at home and 

that was one we would like 

back. We had some internal 

problems which needed to be 

solved,” said Head Coach 

Brenda Willis. “[However] our 

first win this weekend nullified 

that loss and the win in the sec¬ 

ond game sets us up more com¬ 

fortably to host the semi-final.” 

The statistical stars of the 

weekend in Toronto were Jake 

Magolan, who also won the 

tournament MVP at the 

Excalibur, Greg Stevenson and 

Frederic Cotnoir. 

As a whole, the team is sim¬ 

ply playing better and more 

cohesively than it did in their 

first encounter with the 

Yeomen. 

“Now that we have a few 

months together under our belt 

it seems like the team is work¬ 

ing better as a unit,” said sec¬ 

ond-year Phys-Ed student Scott 

Millington. “We seem to have 

Please see High on page 19 



Gaels squander playoff opportunity 
By Robert MacNeil 

With a playoff spot in sight, the 
Queen's Golden Gaels women's hockey 
team came up a little short, suffereing 
consecutive defeats to the Guelph 
Gryphons last weekend. Coming off 
consecutive shutout victories at Windsor, 
the team came back to earth with 3-1 
and 6-4 looses on Jock Harry Arena ice. 

Guelph 3, 
Guelph 6, 

Queen’s 1 
Queen's 4 

On Saturday, Queen’s got off to a 
shaky start as forward Andrea Millard 
suffered what was first thought to be a 
broken leg, but it thankfully turned out 
to be only a bad sprain. In what was a 
close-checking affair, there were very 
few shots on goal for either team. 
Despite staying close for most of the 
game on the strength of goaltender 
Claudia Tom, the Gaels were no match 
for Guelph with Millard gone. 

The lone Gaels’ goal was scored on a 
scramble in front by Meredith Amin, 
who was set up by Sarah Reid, easily the 
best Queen’s skater on the ice. 

Sunday afternoon, the Gaels’ effort 
was negated by poor officiating. After 
Colleen McDonald banged in a rebound 
to tie the game 1-1 after two minutes of 

Gael's captain Sarah Reid circles in search of the puck during Sunday’s loss. 

PHOTO 8Y ALEX KRONBY 

“(We saw the) puck was in before he 

onds into the period. Feisty Mullen 
responded with her first recognized g0al 
of the game, after a good workout in 
front of the net. Mullen’s strong work 
ethic continued minutes later when she 
swept down the right side and fired in 
her second goal of the game for a 3-2 

Queen’s lead. 
A controversial play later in the 

period allowed Guelph to tie the game 
Gaels’ goalie Tom made the initial save 
on a routine shot and covered up the 
puck. The whistle wasn't blown, how¬ 
ever, and Guelph knocked the puck 
loose and the score was 3-3. 

“(Tom) took her hand off the puck 
she thought (the official) had blown the 
whistle, or he was about to,” said 
Tremblay. 

After these two controversial calls, the 
morale of the Gaels was weakened and 
the third period resulted in three straight 
goals by Guelph, including two by 
Nicole Dossier who completed a hat 
trick. 

The Gaels are now two points behind play, Jess Mullen appeared to give v""-®*1" u».; «ao m uuun. ..v £ . . 
Queen's the lead. Mullen battled in front whistled,” said Co-Coach Jacques or or c c ina P3^0 SP°^ but the 
of the Guelph net and eventually Tremblay. Despite the questionable call, tw° t^a”ls P*a>’ ea9*j other twice at the 
whacked the puck in, however, the ref- the Gaels entered the second period with t ie-season. Before Queen s looks 
eree claimed to have blown the whistle a 1-1 tie. ahead to those games, they must prepare 
before the puck crossed the line, and the Guelph jumped out quickly to a 2-1 ^or next weekend s road trip to Toronto, 
goal was disallowed. lead when Krista Lehrbass scored 34 sec- w*iere ta^e on first-place 

Varsity Blues. 

Injury problems continue 
Continued from page 17 

tied into the net behind Guelph’s Mike 
Gowan, who had vexed the Gaels for 
much of the evening. 

“Tonight was one of Mailloux’s best 
games,” said MacDonald. “He’s finally 
figured out this league, and that’s going 
to make him a much better player.” 

Unfortunately for the Gaels, a ques¬ 
tionable roughing penalty assessed 
against Jason Flynn provided Guelph 
with an opportunity to tie the game, and 
at 16:21, centre Scott Swaltzer flicked in 
a rebound for his second goal of the 
night, sending the contest into overtime. 
Neither side was able to break the dead¬ 

lock, as Skilnick refused to buckle under 
steady Guelph pressure, while Jeff Scobie 
and Mailloux each came tantalizingly 
close to picking up breakaway passes. 

On Sunday afternoon against Varsity, 
the Gaels again drew first blood on a goal 
by Paul Lang five minutes into the pro¬ 
ceedings. However, despite scoring 
chances, the Tricolour was unable to pad 
their total. The visitors tied the game late 
in the opening period, then pulled ahead 
with two minutes remaining in the mid¬ 
dle frame, as Skilnick was pelted with 33 
shots in the first two periods. 

“Skiinick’s giving us a chance to win,” 
remarked MacDonald on his starting net- 

minder, who turned aside 82 of 88 shots 
in the two matches. “Especially during 
those stretches where we’re under heavy 
pressure.” 

In the third period, the Gaels pushed 
for the tying goal, time and again coming 
close to scoring. Whereas the previous 
evening a late penalty had robbed 
Queen’s of a potential victory, in this 
instance, it was the Gaels who benefitted 
from a phantom penalty call, as Varsity’s 
Scott Murchie was penalized for holding 
with 96 seconds remaining in regulation 
time. With six attackers to the Blues’ 
four, the Gaels frantically swarmed the 
goal, and saw their persistence awarded 

when Matt Reid flipped home a loose 
puck from a scramble in the slot with a 
mere 14 seconds left. 

Once again, the extra session resolved 
nothing, leaving the Gaels with a 3-9-6 
record, with all six of the ties having 
occurred within the familiar confines of 
Jock Harty Arena. 

“We’ve played steadily better since the 
RMC game,” commented MacDonald. 
“Eventually we’ll be healthy and we’ll be 
able to continue playing good, solid 
hockey.” The Gaels will take to the road 
the next two weekends, commencing 
with contests at Brock and Ryerson this 
weekend. 
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We’ll miss you Michael 
A message to those who never got the 

opportunity to know him 

High hopes 

Time Capsule - Tuesday, 
January 19,1999 

To be opened in 
THE YEAR 2045 

I AM SURE THAT when this 
time capsule is unearthed, 
many changes will have 

occurred and many athletes will 
have stepped up and been con¬ 
sidered the greatest of all time, 
hut any such notions would be 
misguided and misinformed. 
Just the other day the greatest 
athlete of this generation — and 
m the minds of most, every gen¬ 
eration — hung up his famous 
basketball sneakers and number 

23 jersey. 
Michael Jordan, like previ¬ 

ous greats Pele, Mickey, Wilt 
and the Babe, became known to 
everyone, sports fan or not, by a 
single name: Michael. Jordan 
came to be an intrinsic part of 
popular culture, not just sport¬ 
ing culture. From his appear¬ 
ances in shoe commercials with 
movie stars, fast food commer¬ 
cials with cartoon characters to 
the larger than life size murals 
all over the world, a day didn’t 
go by that M.J. didn’t intrude 
upon our senses in some way. 

It wasn’t only winning nine 
scoring titles, two Olympic gold 
medals, six NBA titles, five reg¬ 
ular season MVPs and six NBA 
Final MVPs, it was the manner 
by which he did it. Jordan rose 
up above all doubters, those 
that questioned his dedication 
to win or his ability to lead, and 
became the ultimate winner and 
the quintessential leader. It 
wasn’t only his talent, it was his 
dedication and competitive 
spirit that made him a better 
player even while his innate 
skills diminished. 

The way ‘Air’ Jordan played 
the game was above the rim, 
with confidence that no one 
could match and a style that 

could make your heart pound 
and stop, seemingly at the very 
same time. 

Jordan was also able to keep 
the masses of media that fol¬ 
lowed him wondering what he 
would do next. After earning his 
third consecutive title and los¬ 
ing his father to a tragic murder, 
Jordan exchanged his basketball 
shoes for a pair of baseball 
spikes and a glove and joined 
the Chicago White Sox organi¬ 
zation. After spending two years 
as a double ‘A’ spectacle, for 
good and bad reasons, Jordan 
came back to the sport he loved 
with two words — “I’m back.” 

The great Jordan is 
gone, and he went out 

the way everyone 
wishes they could, 

on top. 

And back he was. After a 
slow start wearing an unnatural 
jersey number (#45), Jordan 
and the Chicago Bulls returned 
to old form and won three more 
championships in a row. This 
left a slew of rival players grasp¬ 
ing for ways to stop the legend 
and at prayers for an opportu¬ 

nity to win a crown of their 
own. 

The opportunity is now. The 
great Jordan is gone, and he 
went out the way everyone 
wishes they could, on top. By 
singlehandedly winning the 
sixth and deciding game of his 
last NBA Final, including the 
game winning shot with little 
time remaining on the clock, he 
left basketball fans longing for 
more, but knowing that his tim¬ 
ing was perfect. 

As he walked into the sunset, 
many asked if he would ever 
return, and he responded that 
he was 99 per cent sure that his 
time as a hoopster was done and 
his time as a golfer and father 
had begun. When asked about 
the other one per cent, he 
responded that he was keeping 
it in his pocket because it was 
his, and nobody else could have 
it. 

While most of you have not 
had the chance to see him live, 
take an opportunity to look him 
up on a viewing machine of 
some sort to get an idea of how 
great he is. To truly understand 
what I am talking about, look 
up the NCAA Championship 

Please see Jordan on page 20 

Continued from page 17 

it a little more together then 
we did then.” 

While the cohesion was 

“Now that we have a 
few months together 

under our belt it 
seems like the team is 

working better.” 

Scott Millington, Phys-Ed 
’01 

obvious against York, it was 
even clearer in the big tourna¬ 
ment win, which Queen’s 
earned by defeating American 
volleyball power Ball State and 
rival University of Toronto in 
the final. What made the vic¬ 
tory even more impressive was 
the significant injuries that has 
crippled the Gaels. With 
numerous starters out of the 
line-up, including Millington, 
Cotnoir and Andy Lynn, bench 
players had to step up and they 

certainly did. 
“[The tournament win] was 

a total team effort, it was cer¬ 
tainly not an individual accom¬ 
plishment,” said modest MVP 
Magolan. “Reserves Brian 
English, Andrew Calder, Brian 
Bell and Kevin Latchford 
played really well and that is 
why we won. It was a good 
tournament as a team, the 
game against Ball State was the 
best of the year.” 

With road games against 
Toronto, who remain unde¬ 
feated in league play, and 
Ryerson this weekend, the 
stretch run to the CIAU cham¬ 
pionships has begun and the 
team has high hopes. 

“To make the CIAU [finals] 
has been our goal from the out¬ 
set. If we don’t go a lot of guys 
from the team will be very dis¬ 
appointed,” said Millington, a 
Nepean native. “We have 
beaten a lot of good teams and 
it is just a matter of peaking at 
the right time.” 

DID THE HOLIDAYS MAKE YOU BROKE?! 

Take advantage of an on campus part time 
employment opportunity which offers valuable 
sales experience while working in a dynamic 

team setting. Queen's Telefundraising combines 
personal achievement with valuable interpersonal 

skills all during flexible evening hours. 
Applications at the Old Medical Building, room 
303, COMSOC, ENGSOC, ASUS, CESA, outside 
the AMS and Career Services. Deadline: Friday, 

January 22, 1999 at noon. Info: 533-6746. 

f? 0 f? 

Coping With Student Debt 

The Canadian Association of 
Financial Planners in conjunction 
with the Society of Graduate and 

Professional Students is 
presenting a seminar on coping 

with student debt in the John Orr 
Room of the John Deutch Center 

from noon to 1:30 p.m. on 
Thursday, January 21. 

Refreshments will be served. 

FR«SH T-SHIRT BI9SIIII 
Wanna make Frosh T-shirts? Well, Orientation Roundtable is accepting bids for Frosh T-shirts at the front desk 

of the AMS office in the JDUC until 4:00 pm FEBRUARY 5th, 1999. The fax number is (613) 545-9565. Bids should be 

addressed to Richard Young, Orientation Roundtable, and must take into consideration these specifics: 

y There will be APPROXIMATELY 3,500 T-shirts needed in the following colours 

grey (1760), royal blue (130), purple (500), yellow (90), 

forest green (200), orange (150), biege (30) and red (700) 

* There will be 2 different SCREEN PRINTED designs on the 

front of the shirts, and 10 on the back 

’C Sizing will be one size fits all 

v" T-shirts will be 9oz cotton, short-sleeved, and double stitched 

Y' Bids must include ALL FEES (tax, set-up, delivery, etc.) 

Bids will be evaluated not only on price, but on quality of product and benefit to Queen's University. Potential companies 

will be asked to make a presentation to the Roundtable. For more info, please contact Richard Young at the Campus 

Activities Office at 533-6000 Ext. 74819 or e-mail at 7ruv@alink.aueensu.ca. Thanks for your interest and SOOD LUCK!!! 
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In the game 
Working the Queen’s sporting beat 

Jordan: a time capsule 

Wrestling 

Carleton on Saturday the team lost a 

_ close one, 67-64. The team was then 

The women's basketball team narrowly beaten again, this time by the 

rebounded from last weekend’s last-sec- University of Ottawa Gee-Gees, 83-75. 

ond defeat in a big way, crushing the This leaves the Gaels’ record at 3-6 and 

University of Ottawa and Carleton in a very precarious position as far as 

University. The team hit the road to the making the playoffs. The squad hopes to 

snow)' Nation’s Capital over the week- bounce back this weekend against 

end and showed the bottom half of the Ryerson and Laurentian on the home 

conference how tough the top teams are. court. 

On Saturday, Queen’s handed At the Queen’s Open Tournament the 

Carleton a 77-56 pasting. Steph ‘long 

range’ Glancey continued her recent 

scoring binge with 24 points, hitting five 

of eight from behind the three-point arc Gaels male wrestlers finished a disap- 

and seven of seven from the free throw pointing sixth in the overall standings, 

line. Glancey’s phenomenal day was Donovan Beth paced the team with a 

supplemented by a total ream perfor- third-place finish in the 76 kg division 

mance, including 16 points from Deanah and Derek Beatie finished fourth in the 

Shelly and 12 off the hand of Andrea 82 kg weight class. On the women’s side, 

Thomson. On the whole, the team shot Queen’s again finished sixth overall, 

a remarkable 90 per cent from the char- with outstanding performances coming 

ity stripe and 56 per cent from behind from Tara Feeney and Lara Bozablian, 

the three point stripe. who finished second and third respec- 

The team continued its winning ways tively in the 61 kg weight class, 

on Sunday evening, soundly defeating At the Darthmouth Adidas Relays 

Ottawa 65-48. ‘Long range’ Glancey 

paced the team again in the scoring 

department with 17 points. Jen Jackson 

also lit up the Gee-Gees for 17 points, there were numerous outstanding per- 

while Andrea Thomson, who has been formances. Gold medals were won in the 

hot of late, contributed 12 points. The triple jump by Chike Madueme, who 

team improves their record to 6-3, good also won a bronze in the long jump, and 

for third-place in the OUA East. in the high jump by Nimrod Major. 

The men’s basketball team saw less Silver medals were earned by the dis¬ 

tance medley relay team of Jennifer 

Clarke, Lisa Curran, Tara Lohmann and 

Julia Thomas. In addition to Madueme’s 

success than their female counterparts in bronze medal, Derek Caveney finished 

their voyage to Canada’s capital city, as third in the 5,000 metre run. 

they lost both encounters. Against 

Track & Field 

Men's basketball 

AMS Student Trustee Election 

Sit on the 

Board of Trustees 
for Queen's University 

*Hdp to sl«pE iItc fimjRE ol Ouect's A»d dtcidt wItere rk «o»Ey is qoixq TO bE 
SpENl! 

NoMiNATiON PERiod: 

January 1 5 @ 9:00am 
io 

January 26 @ 5:00pM 

Nomination packages are available 
at the Front Desk of the AMS 

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY x.±vx.U. v/ulliai j umvcroii I 

STIJDFNT (iOVFRNMFNT 

OuESiioNS? 

Contact CATky, CaroIyn or SMau/n !n ik CoMMissioN of 

InternaI AffAiRs at 5J).6000 ext. 74815 

| Continued from page 18 

j game of 1982 where an 18-year old 

j North Carolina freshman, Jordan that is, 

leapt onto the national stage with the 

game winning shot. But that was only 

the beginning. 
Nobody of this generation will forget 

the 63 points he scored against Larry 

Bird and the Boston Celtics at the Boston 

Garden in the 1986 playoffs or the series 

winning shot at Cleveland in 1989. But 

Jordan was still just getting warm. 

The images that have left an indelible 

mark on the Jordan legend came during 

his run of six titles. The first was a move 

for the ages against the Los Angeles 

I Lakers in the 1991 final. It was a driving, 

I swooping lay-up, during which Jordan 

j changed hands in mid-flight. It is simply 

J remembered by broadcaster Marv Albert 

! bellowing “what a spectacular move.” 

i The second picture that will never be 

forgotten was that of Jordan hugging the 

championship trophy and openly weep- 

| ing, as he had answered all of the 

I doubters who questioned his ability to 

j win. The final image is the last one we 

J will most likely see. The picture of 

Jordan holding his hand high after sink- 

I ing the game, series and championship 

winner, in what turned out to be his last 

game, is the one that will most likely 

serve as his legacy. To see any of these 

images as a picture or video footage can 

show all that is great about this man as a 

player and why he became a legend. 

The intense desire to win and his 

competitive Fire served him well in sport, 

but sometimes hindered him in life. His 

insatiable appetite for competition led to 

high stakes poker, large ‘skins’ on the 

golf course and critical opinion of those 

who did not share his desire to compete. 

This same competitive spirit also led to 

the end of his basketball career, as on 

he did not feel competition, he did n* 
want to continue to play the game \vj°i! 

less intensity. 

It wasn’t only winning nine 
scoring titles, two Olympic 
gold medals, six NBA titles 

five regular season MVPs and 
six NBA Final MVPs, it was 

the manner by which 
he did it. 

At the time of M.J.’s departure the 

world of sports as we knew it was crum¬ 

bling around him. With what was once a 

game becoming more and more of a 

business, the basketball fans began to 

question all that was wrong with the 

NBA, but never questioned Michael. 

While his colleagues alienated them¬ 

selves, he endeared himself and fur¬ 

thered his image as not only a great 

athlete, but a great man. Many ask why 

he didn’t do more for society with all the 

power he held and maybe in the future 

he will, but as of today, he did all that he 

could during his time. 

Many people in our time have belied 

the fact that his impressive accomplish¬ 

ments and incredible class would never 

be duplicated, but nothing is impossible. 

It just seems that Jordan was cut from a 

mold that was used once and then 

destroyed. In the press conference to 

announce his retirement Jordan con¬ 

cluded by saying in his laconic manner, 

that he expected someone would emerge 

and create his own legend that may even 

surpass his own. I hope for every sports 

fan’s sake that he was right. 

Adam Kaminsky is happy that Karl 

Malone can now win a championship. 

WANTED 
Computer Network 

Support Person 
(tor transition beginning March 01,1999) 

SeeKm9 a “mPuter "etworK support person to 
oerson^ 6" networK' WeD servef' ana ^kyl.gm Lounge Ihe 

!uuountino3ndner,eS0HSIDIe ror supP°n'"9 ^iness, aesKtop puDilsnmg, 
semces 1„19|“ adminis,ra,lve applications for the AMS conm..ss,u,,L 
services, general omce and numerous committees ana activities, 

andankvhtvt^msn?ve.SOma°ne Wltl1 proven computer problem solving skills 
mrnimum suolrvfs^ f ^ ^ °’hardware ana s°"™are problems under 
minimum supervision, i ime commumem ranges Detween i u-Ainre/wk. 

Questions? 
Chris Holmes, AMS Network Support 

chris@ams.queensu.ca 
Claude Sherren, AMS General Manager 

gm@ams.queensu.ca or call 533-2725 

The successful candidate will: 
•have experience running PCs in a Windows 

NT networking environment, 

• skins900** communication & organizational 

° have a working knowledge of MS Office, 

• benefit from Novell networking experience 

in a business computing environment, 

• benefit from any network migration 
experience. 

Pursuant to AMS policies, priority is given tc 
undergraduate students. -pT---____-undergraduate students. 

_ Appl'icahons^due^bp^lro'Ii^n^ AMS f'ont desk in the JDUC. 
— e before 4.30prn. on Friday. February 12|1999. , 
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Terrence Malick returns to cinema with a contender 

'UESOAY, JANU/MET 17, THE QUEEN'S JO! 

Aktso^Entertainmen 

rT~ '111 I II 11 II Ii—Wlul 

The Thin Red Line 
Cataraquai Theatres 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

The Thin Red Line will not be as 

financially successful as another recent 

World War II film, Saving Private Ryan, 
nor will this film be as loved or revered 

as Steven Spielberg’s ultra-graphic epic. 

The Thin Red Line is a peculiar film, 

one that may be so entirely outside of 

our expectations that there are no clear 

models on which to judge it. 

Comparisons to previous films that are 

similarly concerned with World War II, 

Saving Private Ryan being first and fore¬ 

most among them, are inevitable but ulti¬ 

mately of only trivial significance. The 
Thin Red Line is not “about” World War 

II so much as it is “about” survival — 

about the eternal cycle of violence that 

humanity has brought upon itself. 

The Thin Red Line is 
unparalleled in recent 

western cinema; cameras 
move with often 

Hitchcockian deviousness, 
tantalizing us with what lies 
outside the frame or inside 

the character’s mind. 

It is a high-minded film, so much so 

that it may alienate more audience mem¬ 

bers than it attracts. Director and screen¬ 

writer Terrence Malick, a maverick New 

Hollywood legend making his first new 

film in nearly 20 years, has produced 

Creative caffeine 
Cafe serves coffee, art and chat 

By Deirdre Swain 

Despite die artistic name, the owners 
°f the Creative Cafe have great business 
sense. 

In a town that brims with coffee 

shops, Lincoln Flanagan and his mother 

ailzanne Renaud have done something 

ifferent; they’ve created a space for 

t icir customers to express their artistic 

mstincts while enjoying a nice cup of 
coffee, 

^ The ^rear've Cafe, located at 242 

Wellington St. is the brainchild of 

cenaud, a former social worker who 

wanted to retire and still do something 

good for the community. When she first 

encountered a similar business in 

Montreal, she thought about franchising 

it, but decided instead to strike out on 

her own. Flanagan, a student and com¬ 

petitive swimmer, chose to take a year 

off school both to train and to help his 

mother with her new venture. It took 

nine months of redecorating and hard 

work, but on September 14, the cafe 

opened, and has been enjoying some 

success. 

Customers enthusiastically comment 

on the Cafe’s reasonable prices and cre¬ 

ative concept. 

something that is more abstract and med¬ 

itative than any war movie that has pre¬ 

ceded it, and is sometimes paralyzing so. 

One cannot imagine a more beautiful 

war film, if such a thing can be said to 

exist. Malick, known as something of an 

image lyricist in his previous films, relies 

heavily on his cinematographer (John 

Toll, whose work in this film is breath¬ 

taking, as is Hans Zimmer’s dark, brood¬ 

ing score) to provide meaning and 

narrative through an often purely visual 

language. 

Soldiers become fixated on a flower 

or piece of grass swaying in the breeze in 

the middle of a bloody and desperate 

battle; soft sunlight filters through pri¬ 

mordial tree-tops as troops carry out 

their orders. The deft subtlety with 

which Malick’s musings pervade The 
Thin Red Line is unparalleled in recent 

western cinema; cameras move with 

often Hitchcockian deviousness, tantaliz¬ 

ing us with what lies outside the frame or 

inside the character’s mind. 

The Thin Red Line ceaselessly 
gropes for a transcendental, 

unseen and redemptive 
spiritual reality that never 

quite reveals itself. 

Malick’s use of narration — again, in 

a sparse and unusual manner — gives the 

film an immediacy and insight that has 

been alternately criticized as sophomoric 

or praised as philosophically legitimate. 

We are often unsure who the speaker is 

in the voice-over segments, reinforcing 

one of the film’s fundamental tenants 

-the involvement of each individual in 

the universality of the human experi¬ 

ence. The Thin Red Line ceaselessly 

gropes for a transcendental, unseen and 

redemptive spiritual reality that never 

quite reveals itself. The story is told from 

the point of view of an island (references 

to isolation, islands and alienation 

abound in the film) and thus attempts to 

remove the scepter of cultural bias from 

the film’s perspective. We see the island 

before the war reaches it, and dwell on it 

after it departs; we come to see the island 

as a symbol not merely of the individual, 

but also of the timelessness of both vio¬ 

lence and nature. 

While there is certainly merit 
to this observation, it should 

be realized that Malick is 
concerned here with what 

one critic has labeled a 
“larger, questing, self- 

tormenting consciousness.” 

Criticism has been leveled against the 

film for its perceived weak characteriza¬ 

tion. While there is certainly merit to this 

observation, it should be realized that 

Malick is concerned here with what one 

critic has labeled a “larger, questing, self- 

tormenting consciousness.” Sociological 

and psychological detail is superseded 

by a concern with the metaphysical, in 

which individuality is less important than 

collectivity and commonality. 

There are performances within the 

film that are as nuances and subtle as 

Malick’s tender direction. Nick Nolte 

adds another powerful character to his 

already distinguished career, playing a 

harsh, determined and tortured 

Lieutenant Colonel who is the antithesis 

of Elias Koteas’s soft-hearted, empathetic 

and ineffective Captain. Similarly, Sean 

Fenn’s inaccessible, stony First Sergeant 

Welsh is a perfect foil for Jim Caviezel’s 

Please see Malick on page 25 

Penn-ed down: Sean Penn (center) leads his troops in The Thin Red Line. 
Please see Creative on page 24 
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Varsity Blues blew 
Movie suffers from a predictable script and bland acting 

Feeling Blue: Van Der 

Beek and friends live the 

game. 

Varsity Blues 
Capitol Theatres 

By Dan Rowe 

John Hughes and Amy 

Heckerling must be smiling 

somewhere, because films 

geared to hormonally imbal¬ 

anced young people are 

everywhere. 

The return of the teen movie 

to prominence in the late 

nineties has not gone unnoticed. 

SPIN recently printed a com¬ 

pendium of the genre’s offerings 

... their January issue and most 

studios have attempted to cash 

in on the popularity of Kevin 

Williamson’s movies filled with 

attractive young people killing 

and being killed. 

The star of the ubiquitous 

Williamson TV hit Dawson’s 
Creek, James Van Der Beek, is 

the star of Varsity Blues. Van 

Der Beek plays Johnny Moxon, 

the hopelessly sensitive, even 

bookish, but positively dreamy 

backup quarterback for the West 

Canaan Coyotes. All the Kurt 

Vonnegut reading heartthrob 

wants to do is finish the season, 

spend Friday nights with his 

girlfriend and go to Brown 

University on an academic 

scholarship. 

Of course, as it must, every¬ 

thing goes wrong when injury 

fells All-State quarterback Lance 

Harbor (Paul Walker) who, as it 

happens, is the older brother of 

Moxon’s girlfriend Jules, played 

by Amy Smart. This all-too 

likely turn of events forces the 

hero, played blandly by Van Der 

• Beek, to spring into action. 

Films geared to 
hormonally imbalanced 

young people 
are everywhere. 

Still sure about 

Engineering 
but not sure about university? 

StLawrence College offers you an alternative! | 
You may qualify for advanced standing in 
the following Engineering Technology pro¬ 
grams: Civil, Computer, Electronics, and 
Computerized Automation and Control. 

St.Lawrence College offers a more 
practical, skills-oriented approach to learn¬ 
ing in smaller classes using curriculum and 
facilities that are continually being updated. 
Graduates are in demand and are important 
members of the engineering team. 

Moxon is caught having to 

deal with the expectations of a 

girlfriend sick of football, a 

father who seeks glory vicari¬ 

ously through his son, a dessert¬ 

topping clad cheerleader, a 

fascist football coach with a 

Lenin-esque statue of himself in 

the endzone, and a Texas town 

so mad about football it will 

overlook the robbery of a police 

car because it could get the star 

wide receiver in trouble. 

While Van Der Beek’s perfor¬ 

mance is as stale and unoriginal 

as week-old white bread, Jon 

Voight steals the show. Voight’s 

solid and fun performance as 

the not-so-fun Bud Kilmer, the 

hard-driving, win-ar-all-costs 

football coach, is by far the best 

in the film. However, Voight is 

stuck with a script that relies on 

old cliches and a formula that 

isn’t much different from the 

1988 Anthony Michael Hall, 

Robert Downey Jr., and Uma 

Thurman vehicle, Johnny B. 

Good. 
More troubling than the 

rehashed, typical storyline was 

the portrayal of some of the 

characters. The Coyotes’ star 

offensive lineman, aptly-named 

Billy Bob (Ron Lester), is extra¬ 

ordinarily fat and has a number 

of .health problems which seem 

to be partially attributed to his 

extreme girth, but the only 

really successful humour in the 

film is derived from Billy Bob’s 

troublesome obesity. 

Worse still is the way in 

which the film portrays females. 

Outside of Jules, and Moxon’s 

mother there isn’t a female 

character who doesn’t appear in 

some state of undress. 

Moxon is caught having 
to deal with... a fascist 
football coach with a 
Lenin-esque statue of 

himself in 
the endzone. 

A lengthy and gratuitous 

scene in The Landing Strip, 

West Canaan’s strip bar, has no 

real purpose in the movie other 

than to serve as the punchline to 

a drawn out and bad joke and 

excite the young boys whose 

parents thought they were tak¬ 

ing them to a sports movie. All 

of this is surprising when it 

seems that a large part of the 

audience for this film includes 

3 * 

Call our school of Engineering Technology & 

couicf r For more infor- Trades now and 
we'll arrange for & — 
you to meet § wK 
with faculty and 5 f S 
students, check 6, Jjjf % 
out labs, and sit <r TT , T 
.in on classes. © 

\ mation: 
Jcall 544-5400 

ext.1501/Yj\ 

ISO 9001 [legislated 

SENATE COMMITTEES 

NEED STUDENT MEMBERS 

Academic Development, Educational Equity, 

Information Technology ... and more 

Terms start September 1 

Apply now! Do it before *Valentine's Day* 

Deadline: February 14 

www.queensu.ca/secretariat/senate/varanry 

or call 533-6095 

or visit MACKINTOSH-CORRY, B400 

Up the Creek?: Van Der Beek’s 
acting is lacklustre. 

young girls who were drawn by 

the alleged star power of James 

Van Der Beek. 

One thing the film does seem 

to do well is portray football in 

a fairly accurate way during the 

game sequences. Director Brian 

Robbins;, who acted in the eight¬ 

ies teen sit-com Head of the 
Class, seems to have a good 

grasp of the game and the action 

looks real which is the chief 

complaint of most sports fans 

about movies with a sports 

theme. 

While Van Der Beek’s 
performance is as stale 
and unoriginal as week 

old white bread, Jon 
Voight steals the show. 

Like most of the pictures in 

the growing cannon of films 

with teens and for teens, Varsity 
Blues follows the tried and true 

formula of giving teens the cin¬ 

ematic pablum that the suits on 

Hollywood’s backlots think 

they will wait in line for. Sadly, 

the suits are usually right. 

Queen’s University libraries and the MR Accessibility 
inme gou, w«m colleagues ana stuaeuts le *«m an oaeu gum 

ol the AdaMm Technology lab, Douglas library 
Monday, January 25, 1999 

Between 3:00 to 5:00pm (remarks at 315) 

Ad'p"" "SSKptffi ■*» 
Find out how Queen’s Students with disabilitip<; hcp tho i ... - 
ogy. The Open House will showcase our newest flda£,lue technol- 
Speaking, Kurzweil 1000 and Zoom Textxtrafund p5hu!h« nS’such aS: Nan,ral|v 
students through the AMS Accessibility Task Fore? bU ,he 9enerous mhmmii of 

Tuesday, January 

A&E 
i in brief 

15 minutes of fame: 60 Minutes II’s 
claim as the first media crew to enter 

Krasnoyarsk-26 with a television crew 
was deemed false. NBC spokeswoman 

Hilary Smith explained that NBC News 
has been reporting the story for more 

than four years. Krasnoyarsk-26 is a 

Siberian city where plutonium is made 
for nuclear bombs. 

Mick feels a kick: Texas-born model 

Jerry Hall has called it quits with Rolling 

Stone Mick Jagger last Friday. Hall has 

threatened to divorce the rock legend 

several times before. The latest incident 

between the famous couple had a 

Brazilian model claiming to be pregnant 

with Jagger’s child. 

Stern sentence: Howard Stem’s stalker 

was sentence for harassing the shock jock. 

The lurking obsessor will spend two and 

a half years in the slammer, nearly twice 

the amount of time normally doled out by 

federal guidelines. Michael Lance Carvin 

repeatedly sent letters which threatened 

Stern and his family. 

Bocelli cancels shows: Opera singer 

Andrea Bocelli was forced to cancel his 

West Coast tour due to a throat infection. 

The tenor was to perform last Wednesday 

in San Francisco. The Grammy-nomi- 

nated singer was covered by James Taylor 

and Robin Williams for an appearance he 

was scheduled to make at the cancer cen¬ 

ter at the University of California. 

Marvelling at Zombie: Former 

White Zombie vocalist Rob Zombie, fol¬ 

lowing the success of his solo album, 

HellBilly Deluxe, is preparing to release 

his comic book series, “Spookshow 

International.” Zombie was motivated by 

the state of today’s comic books, which 

he said were, “...just too incestuous.” 

Alumni Achievement Award 
Nominations Requested 

The Alumni Association requests nomi¬ 
nations for the i999Alumni 
Achievement Award. This award is 
presented annually to "an alumna/us 
who has 

demonstrated the high ideals imparted 
by a university 
education through a significant contri¬ 
bution to the arts or sciences, to the public service, to 
leadership in business, industry or a 
Profession, and to community, charitable or volunteer 
w°rfe" Individuals or Branches may submit nomina¬ 
tions. 

Deadline for nominations is February 26, 1999. For 
Jpore information/ please contact Deborah Shea/ 
'Secretary, Alumni Achievement Award Committee/ 
Dummerhill or call 1-800-267-7837 (toll free) or 
533-zo6o. 
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Off the Wall 
Fresh new magazine a pleasant sight 

wall ipapey 
if 

MAGAZINE REVIEW 

wallpaper* 

Time Life Entertainment 
Group Ltd. 

By Lilian Kim 

Not surprisingly, wallpaper* 

definitely has its fair share of 

beautiful people. But the most 

stunning aspects of the entire 

magazine did not wear silk 

boxer shorts or ripple 6-pack 

- abs. 

Nope, the sweetest things 

were either shalacked or cov¬ 

ered with homemade dressing. 

The subheader explains it all: 

“The stuff that surrounds you.” 

1 have to say thank you to the 

mastermind who has created a 

magazine, which could either be 

labeled as fashion or entertain¬ 

ment, that doesn’t suffocate 

itself with mundane articles 

such as “Tone it by tonight.” 

wallpaper* revolves itself 

around the fresh trends that are 

graciously making their way 

into North American homes. 

The UK-based magazine is 

intelligent in its approach. An 

article entitled “Berlin 

Ambition” examines the histori¬ 

cal aftermath of the Berlin Wall 

and to complement the study, 

the writer explains the revamp¬ 

ing of the interior design of 

many embassies which are 

slowly in progress. 

Of course, a magazine cannot 

function solely on artistic merit. 

Selling is part of the vicious 

game, commercializing is an 

entirely different ballpark. 

wallpaper* lays out the best 

buys, but not the ordinary items 

you would expect. The maga¬ 

zine tracks down odds and ends 

from all around world and 

develops them as part of its 

scheme to make the consumer 

think twice about purchasing 

the same old mahogany coffee 

table with matching coasters. 

Instead, try the supermodel tele¬ 

vision — waif-like with pristine 

visual quality. 

Now, if being a couch potato 

is not part of your scene, then 

perhaps its time you get down 

to that bomb shelter of yours 

and give it the TLC it deserves. 

That’s right, wallpaper* offers 

great tips on how to make the 

millennial shelter into a com¬ 

fortable living space packed full 

with champagne and black mar¬ 

ket Heinz baked beans. 

Speaking of food, various 

recipes are scattered within dif¬ 

ferent articles throughout the 

magazine. Not only do they 

promote themselves by satisfy¬ 

ing the buds, but the food looks 

really sexy. A recipe for lox 

seems almost appealing as a lin¬ 

gerie campaign. 

Now, if being a couch 
potato is not part of 

your scene, then 
perhaps its time you 

get down to that bomb 
shelter of yours and 

give it the TLC 
it deserves. 

Pictures are valuable to the 

magazine’s appeal. The shots 

are clean and make sense. It’s 

important that a publication do 

such a thing, since visuals are 

naturally the first focus point. 

In your face pics such as domi- 

natrix dressed men with scissor- 

heads fighting over a stick can 

only make you wonder who was 

brilliant enough to think of 

something so systematically 

bizarre. 

An interesting article 
explains the life of a 
couple who devote 

themselves to 
decorating their 

apartment as full time 
employment. 

Don’t get the wrong impres¬ 

sion though, it’s not all pic¬ 

tures, like most leading fashion 

magazines. An interesting arti¬ 

cle explains the life of a couple 

who devote themselves to deco¬ 

rating their apartment as full 

time employment. It writes that 

one encompasses a great sense 

of taste while the other nurtures 

a flattering bank account. A 

dream job to say the least. 

Okay, so maybe you are a 

part of a we, rather just an 1. 

Fine, wallpaper* encourages an 

adult-slumber party that will 

throw you up the social ladder 

and perhaps help you learn a 

secret or two. 

In any case, I’ve developed 

this love/hate relationship with 

regular fashion magazines. They 

usually have this attractive way 

of printing subtle undertones 

that make you think that there 

is something cosmically wrong 

with you and that $24.99 tube 

of murk will liposuck all of your 

horrid problems away. Sorry, it’s 

a no go. Maybe next time apply 

some wallpaper* instead — the 

impression might stick around 

longer. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver than $349 
Calgary from $299 
Edmonton from $299 
Regina from $349 
Winnipeg from $239 
Halifax from $249 
Saint John from $329 
St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 
to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail's 6-Pak 
/ Up to 12 Mights a day 
/ New Air Canada Service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Lang HauL'Croup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: wwwodyssey-travcLcom 

Events 
List 

OH SALE NOW 

A 
CHORUS 

LINE 

Jan ZO - 23rd 

Tickets 
At: 



Creative cup of coffee 
continued from page 21 

These two young women make it 

obvious that Flanagan is not far off when 

he says the concept is spreading all over 

North America. The Kingston version is 

a small, brightly lit space that seats 20, 

where the clientele can buy bisque — 

pre-glazed ceramic — items, paint them 

however they wish, and have them 

glazed and fired on-site within a matter 

of days. 

The customers do not 
hesitate to joke with 

[Flanagan], use the sink 
behind the counter and 

generally do away with all 
customer-employee 

boundaries. 

The walls are lined with examples of 

lovely pieces created by customers. Also 

prominent is a framed poster informing 

the interested customer about different 

types of paint brushes their effects. 

The paints, firing and glazing are all 

included in the price: $6 per hour for 

students, seniors and children 

under 13, and $8 per hour 

for adults. The price is 

charged only while the 

customers are paint¬ 

ing, and stencils and 

idea books are pro¬ 

vided for the artis¬ 

tically challenged. 

The cost of 

the pieces are 

quite varied, 

ranging from 

52 for door¬ 

knobs to 58 for 

figurines to 

more than 520 

for pizza plates 

and vases. 

The Cafe 

offers special 

deals for the truly 

prolific: there are 

unlimited studio¬ 

time passes that range 

from 560 to 5180, a 

two-for-one special on 

Friday nights, with another 

for seniors, on Wednesday 

mornings, and a “Frequent Fun” pro¬ 

gram whereby after five visits 

the customer gets a free 

mug to decorate. The 

space is also available 

for special catered 

parties, and the Cafe 

runs school pro¬ 

grams and a kids 

camp over March 

break to appeal 

to young artists. 

“We like to 

o look after our 

i customers,” 

a says Flanagan, 

i “We keep them 

1 informed about 

o special events 

through our 

mailing list, and 

let them know if 

our hours change 

or if items go on 

sale.” 

Flanagan added 

that the Cafe was 

extremely busy through 

the pre-Christmas season, 

and with Valentine’s Day fast 

swamped again soon. 

It is evident that his easy rapport \vjti, 

the clientele is part of the Cafe’s appea| 

The customers do not hesitate to 

with him, use the sink behind th 

counter and generally do away with all 

customer-employee boundaries common 

to most service industry businesses. 

The price is charged only 
while the customers are 
painting, and stencils and 

idea books are provided for 
the artistically challenged. 

With the Creative Cafe, Kingston has 

become part of a growing trend, where 

sipping lattes is combined with personal 

expression. 

Anyone looking for a new twist on 

“going out for coffee” would do well to 

check it out. The cafe’s hours are 

Tuesday-Thursday, 12-8, Friday 12-10, 

Saturday 12-6 and Sunday 12-4. 

It’s a chance to get out your artistic 

urges, and remember, Valentine’s Day is 

coming. 
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Your Summer Job Search 
TO DO LIST 

CHECK OUT.the Resource Centre at Career Services 
We have a LOAD of directories, calendars, self-help books and company files. 

CHECK OUT ... the Career Services website at 

http://careers.queensu.ca 
On-line job postings, links to off campus sites, career/job information 

SIGNUP... for a Workshop.... 
50 minutes, free.Career Search 101, Summer Job Search, Resume Writing, On 

Campus Recruiting Workshop, Graduate School Bound, Graduate Job Search 
Skills, Interviewing, Using the Internet, Transition to Work & Networking 

SIGNUP ...for a Resume Spot check... 
15 minutes... held almost daily ... Signup at Career Services. 

CHECK OUT ...the boards at Career Services 
Updated regularly with opportunities you can apply to directly. 

attend Summer Job Fair 
th January 20 , 1999 

Grant Hall 
10:30-2:30 p.m. 
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TO 
QUEEN'S RADIO 
STEREO MU HI 

Your 

Campus/ 

Community 

Radio 

Station... 

CFRC FM 

1 Ol .9 
Carruthers 

Hall 

8AM - 3PM, 
Monday - Sunday 

Business office: 

533-2121 

Request Line: 

536-1019 

HTTP://WwW.QUEENSU.CA/CPBCf 
CPRCFM@POST.QUEENSU.CA 
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“Erotica” stimulating Red hot 
Donison makes four seasons pleasurable 

“Symphony Erotica” was presented in 

four parts, each containing three move¬ 

ments and corresponding to the four sea¬ 

sons of the year. The tempo and style of 

the four parts fluctuated as the seasons 

changed, beginning in the spring and 

summer months as a down-tempo classi¬ 

cal interpretation and progressing into a 

contemporary style throughout the fall 

and winter. 

As I watched the music 
being performed, my 

emotions fluctuated with 
every change in tone. I was 

excited, passionate, and 
then timid. 

Christopher Donison conducted the World 

-Premiere of “Symphony Erotica” last Friday 

evening at Grant Hall. 

By Heather MacDonald 

Unfinished and Just Finished was the 

whimsical title given to the Kingston 

Symphony Association’s Friday Night 

Live Series this past weekend by their 

guest conductor Christopher Donison. 

Donison maintained a unique 
flow of harmony, blending 

skill and passion and 
dispersing it to 
each musician. 

After an uplifting opening number of 

Beethoven’s “Overture to The Creatures 

of Prometheus,” Donison explained his 

reasoning for choosing Unfinished and 
Just Finished as the title of the evening’s 

performance. The second piece of the 

evening, Schubert’s “Symphony No. 8 in 

B minor (Unfinished),” was the inspira¬ 

tion for the beginning of the title. The 

latter part, Just Finished, because 

Donison’s own symphony, “Symphony 

Erotica,” had only been finished the pre¬ 

vious evening. 

With an audience of approximately 

300 people, both young and old, 

Donison valiantly led the musicians 

through a two hour performance. 

During the three pieces performed, 

Donison maintained a unique flow of 

harmony, blending skill and passion and 

dispersing it to each musician. 

Each piece in itself was performed 

with an excellent array of tempo, pitch, 

dynamics and tone, which, in turn, pro¬ 

vided an intense blend of listening 

delight. 

Performed in Grant Hall, the 

acoustics echoed from wall to wall, pro¬ 

viding every seat in the house with an 

equally enjoyable listening environment. 

As for the music itself, both 

Beethoven’s and Schubert’s pieces pre¬ 

pared the audience for the magnificent 

debut of Donison’s symphony. 

Donison revealed in the program that 

each movement is able to be played indi¬ 

vidually or in a set group, but can only be 

played in the sequence written. The 

movements are designed so that they 

overlap one another in order to create a 

strong flow of music while played as one 

piece. 

As I watched the music being per¬ 

formed by the varied group of musicians, 

my emotions fluctuated with every 

change in tone. I was excited, passion¬ 

ate, and then timid. All of my emotions 

seemed to run into each other — never 

was 1 left with only my thoughts, keeping 

in tune with the style of Donison’s sym¬ 

phony. As an evening of music apprecia¬ 

tion, or simply a night on the town, I 

would recommend an evening at the 

symphony to all. 

continued from page 21 

beatific and idealist Private Witt. 

In producing a film that is more a 

stylized tone poem than action film, far 

more abstract than real, Malick has cre¬ 

ated what has been called “an epic aes- 

theticization of war.” 

It is unfair and unsatisfying to judge 

The Thin Red Line by the same stan¬ 

dards that one applies to conventional 

cinema and certainly that one applies 

to previous war movies; this film 

belongs to the genre of meditative cin¬ 

ema, in which thought and idea 

supercede plot and action. 

This is a film about violence, longing 

and belonging, and it is in the quest for 

an understanding of these things that 

The Thin Red Line achieves its fascinat¬ 

ing and peculiar greatness — not in the 

ambiguous and mystical answers that 

the film offers. 

ROOTS 
KINGSTON 

WINTER 

SAL 

SAVE! 

-so: 
sweats 
shirts 
shoes 
bags 

amore 
for Adult, 

&Baby 

229 Princess Street - Open Weeknights & Sundays 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

Nominations for the 
position of 

editor(s)-in-chief of the 
1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen s journal 

are now open. 

All nominations should be submitted 
in person to 

Keith Gerein, Co-editor-in-chief. 

Please call 533-2800 for details. 

Nominations close Friday, 
January 29 at 5 p.m. 



Art studio provides artwork and community support 

By Sarah Crosbie 

Home is where the heart is for stu¬ 

dents who work at the H’art Studio in 

downtown Kingston. 

The studio and gallery is a centre 

where mentally and physically chal¬ 

lenged youth and young adults in the 

Kingston area can participate in daily 

work activities to create functional art¬ 

work. 

There are 15 participants, who range 

in age from 16 to 70 years old, who 

work regularly at the studio, many of 

whom are autistic or have downs syn¬ 

drome. The participants create artwork 

ranging from mirrors to coat hangers to 

sculptures to chalk boards and other dec¬ 

orative pieces which the studio sells and 

for which the artists receive commission. 

Many of the pieces would be 
a great way to brighten 

students’ houses. 

The H’art Studio is only funded by 

the generosity of the community and 

through the sales of the art work. 

According to Elspeth Carmichael, who is 

in charge of the studio’s development, 

the studio is really a business, in that it 

teaches people “how to development, 

create, market and sell their art work.” 

As I toured around the studio I 

thought to myself that many of the 

pieces, like the chalk boards and mirrors, 

would be not only functional, but also a 

great way to brighten students’ houses in 

the dreary winter months. 

The H’art Studio is only 
funded by the generosity of 
the community and through 

the sales of the art work. 

The studio is working on a group of 

pieces entitled, “Springing For Heart,” 

which are sculptures of people with 

raised arms. These figures symbolize 

welcoming in the new and the idea of 

people opening their hearts to others. 

Also, as February 14th draws near and 

the stress of finding that unique gift for 

that special someone begins to prey on 

your senses, H’art Studio has painted 

bouquets with sayings like, “I love you,” 

“Hug Me” and “Kiss Me” at the studio 

which would be great Valentine’s Day 

gifts. 

The studio, whose slogan is “art from 

the heart of young adults with special 

needs” is always accepting people with 

special needs, as well as anyone who is 

interested in volunteering at the H’art 

Studio. 

Anyone who is interested in contem¬ 

porary folk art, becoming part of the 

program, which allows participants to 

communicate through artwork and be a 

part of a supportive community, volun¬ 

teering or just need a little something to 

brighten their day should visit the studio 

located on 2 Montreal St. or call 

545-1392. 

Get Out 
There! 

-AUS SCHOLARSHIP 
ARE YOU GRADUATING FROM 

ARTS AND SCIENCE? 

ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR ACADEMIC 
AND EXTRACCURICULAR 

ACHIEVEMENT AT QUEEN'S? 

WOULD YOU LIKE $1000? 
ASUS will be awarding up to three (3) J1000 scholarship, to gradual 

Arts and Sc.ence students (one each in Humanities, Social Sciences am 

Natural/Physical Sciences) with strong academic records and outstandin 

extracurricular contributions to Queen's. The deadline for the scholar f 
application has been extended until Monday, jan. 25, 1999. Drop by T 

_E?!l(183 University) or call 533-6278 for more information 

Just Win It. 

Playing at the Capitol Theatre from 
January 15th to January 21st: 
546-5395 

A Civil Action 1:40, 4:20, 7:10, 9:45 
You've Got Mail 1:30, 7:20, 10:05 
Star Trek 4:30 

In Dreams 2:00, 4:35, 7:30, 10:10 
First Sight 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:55 

Varsity Blues 1:45, 4:25, 7:15, 9:50 

Shakespeare in Love 1:10, 4 10 7 05 
10:00 
Prince of Egypt 1:20, 4:05, 6:50 
Enemy of the State 9:20 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex 
from January 15th to January 21st' 
389-7442 

(Matinees are Friday. Saturday and Sunday) 

Rugrats 1:00, 3:15, 5:25 
The Faculty 7:35, 9:50 

Virus 12:40, 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 10:00 

Patch Adams 1:10, 3:50, 6:55 9 30 
Waking Ned Devine 12:50, 3:05, 6:55, 

Stepmom 1:20, 4:00, 6:45. 9:20 

The Thin Red Line 12:30, 4:15, 8:15 

Live Music: 

The Edward Day Gallery 
547-0774 

20-23. Tickets are $I2-$I4 and can be pur¬ 
chased at the Grand Theatre Box Office or 

Earl St. Theatre (KCVI) 

Playing on February 3, 4, 5 and 6, Sunesis 

Productions Presents For the Love of Oz a 
musical comedy about a middle-aged 

Dorothy. Tickets are $10 for adults and $8 
for students. 

Shows start at 7:30, with a Saturday mati¬ 
nee at 2 p.m. 

Visual Art: 

The Union Gallery: 

c.n Wednesday January 20th at 8 p.m 

jgggian Slng-Sungwriter Connie H,' 
in Concert. Tickets are $17.50 

Theatre: 

The Grand Theatre: 
530-2050 

The Union Gallery presents Cezanne's 

Closet, an annual gala fundraiser for the 

Union Gallery. More than 100 works of 

art will be exhibited. When ticket holders 

have their number drawn, they have 30 

seconds to choose their favourite piece. 

Tickets are $ 100 and entitle two guests to 

attend the event and guarantees a piece of 
art. The event will be held on Saturday, 

February 6 at the Howard Johnson Hotel, 

ror more information, contact the Union 
Day Gallery. 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 

BHHii □□□BD 
B Cl GIB BQQB 

Answers to last week’s puzzle 

ACROSS 50. 

I. Yearly sheep 
t. Alcoholic 

beverage 
3. Whitened with 1. 

frost 2. 
3. Wannest 3. 

season 4. 
I. Civilian dress 5. 
1. What Gabriel 6. 

sounded 7. 
Dwarfish sprite 8. 

5. Exclamation of 9. 
annoyance 

7. Hindu 10. 
philosophy 

B. Malt beverage 11. 
9. Put on 13. 
0. Thus 16. 
1. Isolate 
4. Transmitted 22. 
5. Quoits target 23. 
6. Negative vote 24 
8. Hemingway's 27 

soubriquet 
1. Ten tens 
5. Greek letter 
6. Failure 
7. In the dumps 
9. Close 
1. Two of a kind 
2. Theatrical 

warning 
3. Of a place 
5. Dark wood 
7. Continued 

story 
8. Category 
9. Bring up 

DOWN 

Brittle candy 
Have a meal 
Pancake pan 
Mr. Bacharach 
Big bird 
TV award 
Sleep 
Ship frames 
Taxicab 
parking space 
Sigurd’s foster 
father 
_culpa 
Diplomacy 
Needing 
sanding 
Accountant 
Boredom 
_Darya 
Prepare for 
mailing 

28. Nuisance 
29. Musketeer of 

fiction 
30. Destitute 

person 
32. “Ralph Roister 

Doister" author 
33. Bodyguard 
34. Overcome with 

fear 
38. “The Partridge 

Family" actress 
40. Put out of 

breath 
41. Comedian Jack 
44. Cloak-and- 

dagger group 
46. Frightening 

word 

Attention University Graduates 

Earn an E.C.E. Diploma 
in Only 8 Months 

4 
Apply Now for the 

Intensive E.C.E. Program 

at Sheridan College. 

Starts May 10,1999. 

To receive information: 

Call: 416-480-1320 

| Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/ 
academic/edserv/ecede.htm 

* 
Sheridan 

Aft tC dflrS & SCIENCE 
/r)U 7 FORMAL '99 

The party of the year 
is on its way. 

Don't Miss It. 
Tickets go on sale 

Monday, Jan. 25, 1999 
$65 

@ the UBS, JDUC Information 
Centre, and the ASUS Core. 

Tickets will NOT be on sale after 
Friday, Feb. 12, 1999._ 

What are you waiting for? 
For more information, including information on 

ticket bursaries, contact the Formal Committee at 
ASUS, 183 University, 533-6000 x7S80S. 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

Nominations for the 
position of 

editor(s)-in-chief of the 
1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen’s Journal 

are now open. 

All nominations should be submitted 
in person to 

Keith Gerein, Co-editor-in-chief. 

Please call 533-2800 for details. 

Nominations close Friday, 
January 29 at 5 p.m. 
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Classifieds 
BURGER 

KING 

Whopper Junior 
every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater sell-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony", 93 Princess 

St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included, 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

A CHORUS LINE Queen's Musical 
Theatre presents Tony Award winning 
musical, January 14th - 16th, January 
20th - 23rd at the Grand Theatre. 
Tickets $12-14 available now at the 
Grand box office or UBS. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 
'99 Party at Daytona’s most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 
Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or 
Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14 - 22. Lowest price Guaranteeo. 
Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
space!!! Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
8262. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY: We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
Foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

QUEEN'S INTER-UNIVERSITY 
BASEBALL TEAM Indoor workouts 
beqin Sunday January 17th at 
McArthur Gym (West Campus) 1 
a.m. io 1 p.m, January 24lh 11 ami. to 
1 p.m. P.E.C. For more info 6bsml. 
All welcome. 

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
COURSE offered this terml Sign up 
for Monday or Tuesday classes, 6 - 9 
p.m., beginning January 25th and 
26th at the AMS Front Desk. Cost is 
$100 for ten weeks. Space is limited! 

TBC BIKE REPAIRS/SALES/ 
RENTALS We do: minor repairs, win¬ 
ter tune-ups, refurbish old bikes, and 
sell used bikes and bike parts. Call 
542-0964 or drop by 132 Ordnance 
St. 

ARE YOU GRADUATING from Arts 
and Science this year? Are you proud 
of your accomplishments at Queen's? 
If so, you can apply for an ASUS 
scholarship worth $1000.001!!! 
Deadline has been extended until 
Monday, January 25th, 1999!!! Come 
by the Core at 183 University Ave to 
pick up an application or for more info. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: Our 
next class features quick, hearty, com¬ 
forting soups. Call the Health 
Educator at 533-6712 to sign up for 
this session Monday, January 25th 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. at the International 
Centre. Free with a donation to the 
Food Bank. 

INTER-UNIVERSITY Baseball try¬ 
outs, Sunday the 24th and 31st in 
Bews Gym, 11-1. For information 
contact Bryan at 6bsm1. All welcome. 

UP TO THREE ASUS SCHOLAR¬ 
SHIPS are available to graduation 

The Queen’s Journal Reader's 

NEW ICE STORM 
CONTEST DEADLINE 

journal@post.queensu.ca • 272 Earl 

Arts and Science students who have 
demonstrated outstanding academic 
achievement and significant extra-cur¬ 
ricular contributions while at Queen's. 
Drop by the ASUS Core at 183 
University Ave., for an application or 
more info. Deadline is January 25th. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: ‘89 Ford Escort LX - 5 
door for sale - 160 km. Asking for 
$4,000. Also, Mountain bike $35, 
Sony PCS cell phone and leather 
case $80. Call Christine at 543-4535. 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 
The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 
Canadian Job Directory contain valu¬ 
able job search and employer infor¬ 
mation! Now available at your univer¬ 
sity bookstore. 

FOUND: Multi tool found - engraved. 
Found on Clergy St., December 21st. 
Call 542-1383 to identify. 

Just $4 for students •$10 for local *$15 for national 

Classifieds are due Friday by noon for Tuesday publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 
Call our business team at 533-2800 or stop by the Journal House at 272 Earl Street to place your ad today. 
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A Misc. guide to 

FAKING 
HIGHBROW 

Y„u can tell the^difference between Labatt Blue and Molson Canadian. You’ve got a few cigarette tricks. You know the macarena. Whoopie-poo Chester, 
cause that won t get you very far in the diamond studded, solid gold, genuine leather world of the upper-class. Nosirree, you’ve got to have style, panache, 
a certain — 1 don t know je ne sais quoi in order to hobnob with the highbrows. Failing that, you’ve gotta have enough know-how to fake it. Sort of like 
Jack in Titanic- And that s what this three-part article is about, helping you get as far as possible in high society with minimal effort. The focus today is on 
that holy trinity of g b ow indulgences, wine, cigars and ballroom dancing. Learn vague wine-critic lingo! Become a cigar aficionado! Dance just like a rich 
twit! You can do it. Read on. ° J 

im WINE TASJING 
AS EVERYONE KNOWS, wine-tasting is 

a sham. I refer to an obscure 
episode of Northern Exposure 

where some character tricks another 
character by finding this really crappy 
wine and making him think its good by 
adding moss and stuff. I can’t recall it 
exactly, but it proves my point. 

Regardless, if you want to impress the 
highbrows, you’re going to have to pretend 
to possess critical wine-tasting abilities, 
and this means using fancy words. But 
don’t worry, nobody knows the difference 
anyway. So all you have to do is use a ran¬ 
dom combination of the words below and 
you’ll be fine. And if someone disagrees 
with you, just call them a lush. 

Important words to Memorize: 
Attack: First impression a wine makes 
Middle/Mid-Palate: Impression of wine 
between initial tasting and swallowing 

Finish: Aftertaste 
Balance: Proportion of elements (Acidity, 
Fruitiness) 
Body: Overall texture (light-, medium- 
and full-bodied) 
Bouquet: A wine’s smell due to aging 
Aroma: A wine’s smell due to fruitiness 

Other in-the-know impressive- 
sounding TERMS: 
Accessible: Easy to drink 
Astringent: If the tartness makes you 
pucker 
Austere: Simple, One-dimensional (usu¬ 
ally applied to younger wines) 
Beaujolias-like: Light, fruity, fresh 
Bright: As a colour, transparent. As a 
flavour, high in acidity 
Brooding: To describe a heavy, intense red 
wine 
Chunky: A very, very full-bodied wine 
Clean: Having no unpleasant flavour or 
aroma 

Closed: Showing little or no aroma or 
flavour at all 
Cloying: Too sweet 
Crisp: Tart but not really tart 
Flabby: Not having enough acidity 
Forward: A randy wine 
Fresh: Having a pleasant, fruity aroma 
Muted: Lacking taste 
Pungent: Excessively sour 
Robust: Full-bodied 
Thin: Too light-bodied 
Velvety: Deliciously smooth 
Warm: Having a high percentage of alco¬ 
hol 

If you can’t think of anything 
TO SAY: 
Elusive: Means it’s difficult to describe 
(furrow your eyebrows slightly when 
using this) 
Vinous: Means nothing really stands out 
(try to remain expressionless when using 
this) 

WRONG 

WRONG 

RIGHT 

CIGAR SMOKING 

1 m 

It’S NOT SO hard to impress highbrows 
by showing a cigar smoking prowess. 
Lots of them are sissies who are afraid 

to put smoke in their lungs. Even just 
holding a big, firm, sausage-like, fiery 
thing in your hand can be intimidating to 
many. But those things cost a lot of money 
for what they do, so you want to make 
sure you do it right. 

Selecting A Cigar: 
1. Squeeze the cigar gently. It should 
“give’’ but not be too soft. Don’t roll it in 
your fingers, as some suggest - this can 
damage the wrapper. Squeeze gently up 
and down the body to look for lumps or 
soft spots. A good cigar should have nei¬ 
ther. 
2. Inspect the wrapper for “odd" discol¬ 
orations, looseness, or cracks. The wrap¬ 
per should be smooth and tight, and not 
damaged on either end. Smaller veins are 
good to watch for, as these often smoke 
smoother, but compare the single to other 
cigars with the same wrapper. 
3. Look at the tobacco in the exposed end. 
Some variation of color is normal, as most 
cigars are made from a blend of tobaccos. 
What you’re watching for is extreme or 
abrupt color changes. This sometimes 
means an inferior leaf was used, or the 
leaves weren’t laid together properly in 
the bunching process. Off tastes and 

uneven burns will often be the result. TERMS TO TOSS AROUND: 
•Also remember that the larger the diam- (Unlike wine-tasting, cigar critiquing is 
eter (ring gauge) the richer and fuller the usually less verbose. You can usually offer 
flavor, and the longer the cigar, the cooler a choice descriptive word or two and 
the smoke. punch it with a hearty grunt) 

Lighting the Cigar: 
• If you use a match, wait till the sulphur 
burns off before using it to light your cigar. 
Use those fancy long cedar matches if you 
can find them. 
•If you use a lighter, use a butane one. 
The gasoline based ones impart a foul fla¬ 
vor to your smoke. 
1. Heat the foot (the open end) by slowly 
rolling the cigar above the flame at an 
angle allowing a tiny black ring forms all 
the way around the wrapper. Don’t allow 
the flame to touch the cigar. 
2. Place the cigar in your mouth, and draw 
in. Repeat the process, slowly rolling the 
cigar at an angle above the flame, but 
never letting the lighter flame actually 
touch the cigar. 
3. If it is a bit uneven, gently blow on the 
end in the appropriate place to intensify 
the heat there. It will take a couple steady 
draws. Then just wait a minute before 
continuing to puff. This short delay seems 
allows the cigar a chance to stabilize and 
self- correct the bum. 
4. Smoke. 

Bitter, Dry, Harsh, Mild, Rich, Sharp, 
Smooth, Sour, Sweet, Tangy, Tart. 

Blowing Smoke Rings: 
The biggest factor in blowing good 

smoke rings is practice. With that in mind, 
Try this technique. 

First, you need a cigar with dense 
smoke, and a place with still air. Don’t 
waste your time trying to blow smoke 
rings in a breeze! 

Draw a thick puff of smoke into your 
mouth. Hold it there and open your mouth 
slowly. Make an "O” with your mouth, 
(maybe more of a rounded “oh") — defi¬ 
nitely not a pucker like a kiss. Curl the tip 
of your tongue down, and pull your tongue 
all the way back. 

Now, when blowing a ring, you’re actu¬ 
ally not exhaling. You’re just pushing out 
the smoke in your mouth with your 
tongue in short bursts — like a piston, 
only in a relaxed way. It’s actually a really 
gentle motion. Push forward with your 
tongue, with perhaps a slight recoil at the 
bottom. 

Continued on page 29 
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DANCING 
TOUGH. There 

are many different styles and lots of dif¬ 

ferent moves for each style. You have to 

be mindful of your partner’s moves. You 

have to buy special shoes. 

But you can fake it. All you have to do 

is maintain an expression that seems to THE BASICS: 

say: I have something up my ass right 

now, and I’m not sure if I like it or not. 

Chances are the highbrows will not notice 

your relatively poor coordination, what 

with their being drunk on wine and the 

thick veil of cigar smoke between them 

and you. 

Most probably the simplest ballroom 

dance is the Waltz. Your grandmother can 

do the Waltz. You should be able to do the 

Waltz. 

THE EXPRESSION 
(very important) 

The Waltz is a smooth dance, character¬ 

ized primarily by its rise & fall action, 

accompanied by leg and body swing. 

Turning movements in both directions are 

prevalent. Most basic movements involve 

the Chasse Turn action, where 3 steps are 

taken with the feet closing on the third 

step. 

Rising and Falling: 

The characteristic rise & fall action of the 

Waltz cycles over the course of 3 steps at 

a time. The typical progression of rise & 

fall is described as follows: 

Commence to rise on step 1 

Continue to rise during step 2 

Lower at end of 3 

The Footwork: 

Forward steps on count 1 should be taken 

as a normal walking step, commencing 

with a heel lead. Backward steps on count 

1 should also be taken as a normal walking 

step, allowing the toe of the front foot to 

release from the floor as the body moves 

away from it. 

Because of the rise, steps on count 2 

and 3 should be taken on toes. The heel of 

the foot should lower to the floor after it 

has received full body weight on count 3. 

A noted exception to this rule is the back¬ 

ward walk, where the rise is taken 

through the body only. The heel of the 

receiving foot should lower to the floor on 

all 3 counts, while the toe of the forward 

foot is released. 

Ken Butland still beheveslh^ 

day he'll fool the highbrows into thinki/ 

he's one of them, be the life of some 

grand soirde, and at the height of the 

evening, when he’s just made some wittv 

remark whose response gets everyone in 

the room's attention, make the loudest 

farting noise with his hands and mouth 

anyone has ever heard, then giggle like a 

crazy person. 

The Forward Walk 

Begin 2 3 

The Backward Walk 

Repeat 

Begin 

iftk i* the blent? 

The Journallis looking for any and all volunteers interested in „ . u • 
this term. Call us at 533-2800 or come by the lom-n^ l c°nt«buting to the paper 
night or day (well be here, believe ns ) SinIS ex 1 rie"„e « 272 ,Earl *• 

free food e.erySnndafSd SeS8’”' ancl eni0> 
Mmmm... free food. y' 
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YOU’RE 
WANTED 
MiSC. Needs you to write fun 

stuff. Anything really. 
Write about your favourite 

Spice Girl. 
Write about the wonders of 

cheese. 
Explain how the shower is 

always free until you need it. 
Wanna do a fast-food burger 

showdown? 
MiSC. will pay for id 

Something bother the hell out 
of you? Write it down. 

Just WRITE. 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE. 

You'll feel better. 
Contact Ken at The Journal. 

♦ Phone 545-2800. 
• Stop by 272 Earl St. 

• Email 
journal@posc.queensn.ca. - 

SINCE COOKING IS A COMBINATION OF 

chemistry and intuition, there is 

hardly ever only one recipe for a 

dish. There are probably as man)' recipes 

for minestrone soup as there are cooks 

that make it. This is my own recipe for the 

well loved Italian soup. It keeps well in the 

fridge, which is a good thing, since this 

recipe serves four. 

Ingredients: 

*4 tbsp. Olive oil 

*2 cloves garlic, minced 

* I medium-sized onion, chopped 

*3 medium-sized potatoes, peeled and 

diced 
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SARAH'S 
RECIFE 
CORNER 

MINESTRONE SOUP 
*2/3 cup small pasta shapes (shells, for 

example) 

*1 lOoz. can chicken broth and 2-1/2 

cans of water 

*2/3 cup green beans, ends trimmed, cut 

into bite-sized pieces 

*1 small zucchini, washed and diced 

* 1/2 of a 19oz. can of romano or kidney 

beans 

*1/2 of a 28oz. can of diced or whole 

tomatoes (if using whole, cut up before 

adding, natch) 

* I baiy leaf 

*1/4 cup chopped fresh parsley or I tsp. 

dried 

* 1/4 cup white wine (optional) 

*Salt and fresh ground pepper 

Directions: 

I. In a large pot. brown the onion and 

garlic in the olive oil. 

2. Add the potatoes and sautee for a few 

minutes. 

3. Stir in the pasta and chicken broth, and 

the cans of water. Simmer until the pasta 

is half-cooked, about five minutes. 

4. Add the green beans and zucchini, 

cook on medium heat for about three 

minutes. 

5. Add the remaining ingredients and stir. 

If you find the soup too thick, add a little 

more water. Heat until almost boiling. 

Serve sprinkled with parmesan cheese. 

Sarah LeMa_y has cooked for Nelson 

Mandela, the Duke of Westbury, Castro 

and the Princess of Monaco. Oprah 

orgasmed over her Chicken Gumbo. The 

Pope fought back tears of joy while 

slurping up her Gaspatzcho. 

Queen's Players '99 

Auditions 

be prepared to sing and make us laugh 
(bribes accepted) 

Saturday January 23 12 noon 'til 5pm 

Sunday January 24 5pm 'til 8pm 

Monday January 25 7 pm 'til 10 pm 

si©i up for auditions in Lower JDUC or for more 

info call Robyn @ 531-4586 (only after 8pm) 

Spunky MQonUey infs the y'own Qold 

J7ortighc 
8;?0 At 0nrk 

$9 

Receive free drinks 

and a free t-shirt 

7 faw&t (a OWl 

\Wnit Beery All About! 
MOLSQN 
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1999 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Earlier this week Rena Upitus, dean 

of education, announced that the 

Faculty of Education will be adding a 

second associate dean. 

Don Campbell, current acting associ¬ 

ate dean, will now fill the new position 

of Associate Dean of Concurrent 

Education and Graduate Studies and 

Research. 

Lisa Mori, president of the 

Concurrent Education Students’ 

Association, said the decision was 

prompted by a collaborative effort of 

-CESA and the Faculty of Education in 

order to address the existing concerns of 

Con-Ed students over program objec¬ 

tives and issues of accessibility. “I think 

it’s a message from the faculty that 

[they] want to address [student] con¬ 

cerns,” Mori said. 

“I think what we were looking for is 

someone who had a vested interest in 

education,” said Danielle Chanda, CESA 

commissioner of academic affairs. “We 

wanted someone who was really looking 

out for our needs.” 

Over the past few years “there has 

been an element of dissatisfaction,” said 

Mori. Education professor Bob Hill’s 

retirement two years ago meant there 

was no longer a faculty member who 

was specifically devoted to offering pro¬ 

fessional guidance to Con-Ed students, 

explained Mori. 

CESA submitted a proposal to the 

faculty proposing that a program direc¬ 

tor be hired to fill this need. “It is really 

valuable to have somebody there who’s 

had a lot of experience and can offer 

some guidance,” said Mori. 

“Having somebody on main campus 

will be really beneficial,” said Mori, 

adding “at least now there will be 

Please see Con-Ed on page 2 

Union St. 
laceration, was taken to Kingston 

General Hospital and released the same 

day. 

“There was only one way around the 

bus,” said the woman. “And the last time 

I had looked at [the bus] it wasn’t mov¬ 

ing and everything seemed okay.” 

The student, who said she never takes 

the bus, said she was forced to walk on 

the road due to the amount of snow on 

the sidewalks. 

“The sidewalks were impassable,” she 

explained. 

Mark Segsworth, manager of trans¬ 

portation for the City of Kingston has 

been appealing to pedestrians to stay off 

the roads. He said though the sidewalks 

on Union Street were snow-covered they 

were deemed passable by the city. 

“It depends on your definition of 

cleared,” said Segsworth. “Though the 

concrete wasn’t bare, a person could still 

Please see Union on page 3 

Queen s student hit by bus on 
Qv LI 11 ADV I ADI/ o r,   By Hilary Clark 

A first-year Queen’s student received 

minor head injuries after she was struck 

by a city bus early Tuesday morning. At 

the time she was walking on the road, as 

large amounts of snow were blocking 

sidewalks. 

The 19-year-old woman, who does 

not wish to be identified, is a resident of 

West Campus and was on her way to an 

8:30 a.m. class Tuesday morning. She 

was walking on the north side of Union 

Street, facing traffic, when she was hit by 

the bus near College Street, she said. 

According to Megan Williams, ArtSci 

’02, who was walking on the road 

behind the woman, the bus had stopped 

and the woman was unable to get around 

it because of a high volume of snow on 

one side of the bus. 

“She couldn’t have jumped over the 

pile to the side-walk, it was too high,” 

said Williams, also a resident of West 

Campus. 

“There was only one way 
around the bus and the last 

time I had looked at [the 
bus] it wasn’t moving and 
everything seemed okay.” 

— First-year Queen’s student 

Williams said the woman stopped and 

looked in the other direction as if to 

cross the street, in order to get around 

the bus. 

At the same time, the bus pulled out 

from the stop and the woman’s leg was 

caught, Williams explained, and the stu¬ 

dent was spun around and struck on her 

right side, then thrown into the snow¬ 

bank on the side of the road. 

The woman suffered a scalp 

Faculty of Ed. adds 
new dean position 

Queen’s First Aid to go on-call 
By Alexandra Dyer 

The Queen’s community may soon 

have another emergency alternative to 

turn to if an on-call initiative organized 

hy Queen’s First Aid catches on. 

Queen's First Aid has provided 

on-site health-care coverage for students 

Slnce 1986. This has involved QFA vol¬ 

unteers being present .at intramural and 

sPecial events on campus, trained and 

equipped to deal with medical emergen¬ 

ces. This year, the organization is plan- 

n|ng to go on-call and will begin a 

•nonth-long trial period on January 25. 

There is definitely some need for 

hh's kind of service,” said Jeff Coull, 

xFA director. “From our research, there 

are a lot of medical emergencies that 

don't necessarily warrant ait ambulance. 

Also, many people don’t want to call an 

ambulance, whether due to cost or the 

Spotlight it puts them under.” 

Coull emphasized that “we are not 

presuming to taking the place of emer¬ 

gency medical services, instead [we will 

be] serving as an additional and comple¬ 

mentary service.” 

“There are only three ambulances 

serving the entire Greater Kingston Area 

after 6 p.m. and there have been cases 

where [people] have had to w-ait for up 

to 30 minutes for an ambulance,” said 

Coull, adding, “Queen’s First Aid, with 

an average rwo-minute response time, 

would definitely be able to provide valu¬ 

able medical assistance.” 

“There has been a lot of collabora¬ 

tion between the executive and the 

members of First Aid, as well as between 

the QFA and other campus organiza¬ 

tions, particularly Queen’s Campus 

Security.” Coull said. “The month-long 

trial period will determine the demand 

for this service and allow QFA to fine- 

tune the details of the program.” 

The on-call hours are Monday to 

Wednesday, 8 a.m. - 12:30 a.m., and 

Thursday to Friday, 8 a.m. - 3:30 a.m., 

with coverage on main campus. “Two 

QFA members will be on-call and they 

must be on campus. The responder and 

supervisor will be equipped with radios 

and well-equipped emergency kits,” said 

Coull. “They will call an ambulance if it 

Please see ‘No’ on page 3 
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Sex at Queen’s safer 
than national statistics 

By Jonathan Tinney 

Despite troubling information about 

sexual practices of young Canadians 

which has some health experts at 

Queen’s concerned, students are taking 

responsibility for their actions and seem 

well-informed about their contraceptive 

options. 
The Health Canada report on 18-24 

year olds shows that less than 30 per 

cent of woman who use oral contracep¬ 

tives also use condoms. This has some 

sexual health experts at Queen’s 

worried. 

“There is a misconception among 

young people that birth control means 

STD control,” said Student Health 

Educator Diane Nolting. She also cited 

a national survey which found that 47 

per cent of respondents said they felt 

that having sex with a steady partner 

Please see Students on Page5 

Con-Ed students happy 
Continued from page I 

somebody to take our issues to.” 

Mori reported that the Con-Ed 

program has seen many changes over the 

past few years. She said she would like to 

see the program “establish some clear 

program objectives...[and] flow logically 

from year to year.” 

Mori said she believed that the new 

associate dean will work closely with 

CESA, particularly in the professional 

development area. They are hoping to 

establish a portfolio development pro¬ 

gram and “we were looking for some 

faculty guidance in doing this,” said 

Mori. 

Mori said that CESA is pleased with 

faculty’s action in addressing their 

concerns, “I think we’ve forged a really 

good partnership this year,” she said. 

Queen’s students enrolled in the 

Faculty of Education greeted the news 

with positive remarks. 

“I think there are problems,” said 

Stephanie Dunn, Con-Ed ’00. “I think 

it’s a great idea and hopefully it will be 

beneficial.” 

Cara Jelley, Con-Ed ’01, agreed. “It 

sounds like a great idea... it would give 

us some place to go.” She added, “right 

now we feel kind of lost... I know there’s 

definitely things I would like to talk 

about.” 

CORRECTION 

In the last issue of The Journal, Jon Krashinsky and Chelsea Gay’s positions at 

Golden Words were incorrectly identified. Krashinsky is co-editor and Gay is 

Operations Manager. The Journal regrets the error. 

iak ia the bleed? 

The Journal is looking for any and all volunteers inferest-pH ■ 
this term Cell us at 533-2800 or come by the joS “ou e the ^ 
night or day (we'll be here, believe us!) Gain great exDeHenr, „2?2 5'' an? tln?e’ 

free food every SundafSd WednesdaL8''8' ft‘e"dS' al,tl 
Mmmm... free food. y 
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Queen’s group develop programs in Bosnia 

Project Director Dr. Geoffrey Hodgetts (far left) and head of 

Queen's department of family medicine Dr. Ruth Wilson pose 

with faculty and staff at the Family Medicine Centre in Tuzla. 

By Lianne Elliott Rehabilitation (ICACBR), are 

now focused on developing 

rehabilitation programs in the 

work closely with the Ministry 

of Health and four universities 

in Bosnia, including the recent Amid the hardships of a war- 

torn region, two initiatives Republic of Srpska, and plan to affiliations with the University 

directed by Queen’s department extend educational training pro¬ 

grams to the republic’s three 

new clinics. 

As of July, Queen’s depart¬ 

ment of family medicine has 

also expanded to provide assis¬ 

tance to the University of Banja 

of family medicine continue the 

university’s international repu¬ 

tation for humanitarian efforts 

by providing relief and 

resources to the poverty- 

stricken Balkans. 

As of last summer, both of Luka in Srpska, as well as the 

Queen’s Bosnia projects University of Tuzla, in the devel- 

expanded their medical educa- opment of Family Medicine 

tion work to include the 

Republic of Srpska, one of the 

two entities which make up 

Bosnia-Hercegovina. 

The projects, headed by 

the Queen’s 

Centre for 

undergraduate and graduate 

programs. 

Both projects began after Dr. 

Malcolm Peat, director of 

the Queen’s school of 

International Rehabilitation therapy, visited 

_!_ Advancement Bosnia-Hercegovina during the 
COURTESY OF QUEEN’S FACULTY OF MEDICINE of Community Based height of the war in 1993. 

ICACBR’s Bosnia project 

developed that same year aim¬ 

ing to rehabilitate the physical 

of Banja Luka and the 

University of Tuzla. The grant 

did not, however, mark the 

beginning of the group’s 

involvement in Bosnia, as 

Project Director Dr. Geoff 

Hodgetts had already visited 

five times between 1995 and 

1997. 

ICACBR’s Bosnia 
project [aims] to 
rehabilitate the 

physical and psycho¬ 
social disabilities of 

war victims. 

Task-force to address 
local housing problems 

With their Bosnia project, the 

department of family medicine 

hopes to strengthen primary 

and psycho-social disabilities of care in Bosnia, which, according 

By Chad Heard 

A report released by the 

AMS this week confirms that 

many Queen’s students are liv¬ 

ing in houses that do not meet 

the minimum property stan¬ 

dards set by the City of 

Kingston. Consequently, the 

health and safety of students in 

the student housing area could 

be at risk. 

To address these housing 

problems, the Alma Mater 

Society’s Municipal Affairs 

Commission has created an 

organization called the 

Property Standards Task-force. 

This task-force is in its first year 

of operation, working with the 

City of Kingston to improve liv¬ 

ing conditions in the student 

housing area. 

The task-force has two goals, 

said Sarah Corman, AMS 

municipal affairs commissioner. 

The first is to raise awareness of 

rights students have as tenants 

and what they can ask of land¬ 

lords. The second is to help stu¬ 

dents bring their housing up to 

the basic standards set by a City 

of Kingston by-law. 

It is a free service for tenants 

to have their house inspected 

by a property standards officer. 

The task-force serves to inform 

students of this service, book 

appointments and accompany 

the officer on the inspection. 

Following the inspection, ten¬ 

ants are advised of the prob¬ 

lems needing correction and 

how to proceed in addressing 

their landlord. 

“There are some 
landlords, obviously, 
that are concerned. 
Others are never 

seen from one year 
to the next.” 

— Linda Chartier, 
property standards 

officer for the City of 
Kingston 

In the fall the task-force 

conducted property evaluations 

on several homes in the student 

housing district, concentrating 

on the streets most heavily pop¬ 

ulated with students such as 

Earl Street, University Avenue, 

Alfred Street and Johnson 

Street. 

“Most houses will have some 

violations that aren’t impor¬ 

tant,” said Corman, but stated 

that the goal of the task-force is 

to “target the ones that have 

safety issues.” 

Linda Chartier, property 

standards officer for the City of 

Kingston, said, “I thought the 

response was good... it was a 

really good idea, and I’d like to 

see more of it.” 

“There are some landlords, 

obviously, that are concerned. 

Others are never seen from one 

year to the next,” Chartier said. 

“We’re just asking for the basic 

necessities.” 

Chartier said one of the 

major issues to be dealt with in 

the student housing district is 

the confusion over garbage col¬ 

lection, stating that garbage left 

out over the weekend eventu¬ 

ally creates a larger mess. 

Both Chartier and Corman 

said the student housing area 

needs work, however, Chartier 

said “I think [the student hous¬ 

ing district] is definitely an 

improvement from years ago.” 

“It just takes the group of us 

to put pressure on landlords to 

pull the property up to stan¬ 

dards,” Corman said. 

war victims and help them rein¬ 

tegrate into Bosnian society. 

According to ICACBR Program 

Officer Djenana Jalovcic, in 

order to achieve this goal, 

ICACBR’s primary focus “is 

developing educational pro¬ 

grams and teaching local reha¬ 

bilitation.” 

In addition to the plans to 

work in the three clinics in 

Srpska, the group has already 

provided rehabilitation training 

sessions to staff members of 40 

clinics across Bosnia. 

ICACBR is planning to host a 

conference in Sarajevo next 

April that will concentrate on 

local project participants and 

their experiences. Future health 

reform and medical policy will 

be two items on the agenda 

since, according to Jalovcic, 

“Bosnia is now in a period of 

reconstruction.” 

The department of family 

medicine officially began its 

Bosnia project in 1997 after 

receiving a grant from 

the Canadian International 

Development Agency. This 

grant enabled the department to 

Project Manager David 

Packer, has traditionally been a 

“specialist driven” country. In 

Bosnia, rather than be treated 

by a primary care giver, such as 

a family physician, patients are 

continually referred to special¬ 

ists. A concern arises when pri¬ 

mary care provides more than 

simply treatment, Packer said. 

“Primary care givers are 

involved in both the prevention 

[of illness] and promotion of 

health,” he explained. 

In the four Bosnia- 

Hercegovina universities, the 

Queen’s department of family 

medicine has been working to 

create medicine programs 

where doctors can choose to 

either specialize or study family 

medicine. “It is a model similar 

to the Canadian model,” Packer 

said. 

Along with their work in 

Bosnia, in February the depart¬ 

ment of family medicine will 

also host an orientation session 

at Queen’s for five people from 

Srpska who are involved in the 

amelioration of Bosnia’s family 

medicine. 

‘No additional 
financial burden’ 

Union St. deemed passable 
by city of Kingston 
Continued from page I 

[walk on it].” 

I know ir is slow going on 

die sidewalks and I know it is 

eas'er and faster to walk on the 

roads,” said Segsworth, adding 

that it was just safer to stick to 

the sidewalks. 

• m sensitive to Union Street 

ar>d it has received a lot of atten- 

ti°n [from Kingston snow 

removal.] But a lot of snow has 

‘alien,” he continued. 

Williams said she was also 
Walking on the street because of 

the poor sidewalk conditions. 

“They were really impossible to 

walk through in some places,” 

“I’m sensitive to Union 
Street and it has 
received a lot of 
attention [from 
Kingston snow 

removal.] But a lot of 
snow has fallen,” 

— Mark Segsworth, 
Kingston’s manager of 

transportation 

she said. 

“Though after [I saw] the 

accident I walked the rest of the 

way on the sidewalks.” 

Williams had also noticed the 

sidewalks on the south side of 

Union Street were completely 

clear the day after the accident, 

though Segsworth said the 

removal of snow was just part of 

the regular snow removal sched¬ 

ule for Union Street. 

Detective Constable Mike 

Schultz of the Kingston Police 

said no charges have been laid in 

the incident at this point. 

Continued from page I 

is a serious emergency.” 

Liability coverage will be 

provided primarily by St. John 

Ambulance and also by Queen’s 

University, said Coull. 

Coull said “this kind of 

service is provided at other uni¬ 

versities and has met with suc¬ 

cess.” He also stated that 

“Queen’s First Aid is extremely 

well qualified with high training 

standards and requirements.” 

Queen's First Aid will likely 

be recruiting in March for an 

additional five to 10 members, 

Coull said, but added that 

“since QFA members are volun¬ 

teers there will be no additional 

financial burden for the pro¬ 

gram or for the student body.” 

Louise Fish, Director of 

Campus Security, acknowl¬ 

edged that “[the new service] 

will fill the niche between the 

initial call and the arrival of an 

ambulance. It will also be 

needed when someone doesn’t 

want an ambulance but still 

needs assistance in dealing with 

a situation.” 

Cheryl Gross, Queen’s 

Intramural Coordinator, said 

“First Aid has always provided 

first-rate assistance and the ser¬ 

vice they provide is relied 

upon.” She stated that she has 

been “assured that on-site cov¬ 

erage will continue in key areas 

and remain at a high standard.” 

“Students should call 533- 

6111 if they want any kind of 

assistance and an ambulance 

will be called, unless they spec¬ 

ify otherwise,” said Coull. He 

ensured “strict confidentiality 

and impartiality among First 

Aid volunteers who will not be 

judgemental of the individual or 

the situation.” 
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SWEP 

t t 

TEN for Job Interest 
TEN for Career Value 
TEN bucks an hour 

SWEP jobs are: 
career-related 

mostly on campus 
available in many areas of interest 

open to full-time undergraduate students 
who plan to return to Queen’s University 

as undergraduate students in 
September, 1999 

posted on the Career Services web page 
www.careers.queensu.ca 

and at Career Services on January 25 

Campus Corner 

Home of rich resources 
By Richard Smith 

Just opposite Sunimerhill is one of 

Queen's richest resources. Kathleen 

Ryan Hall has been the permanent home 

to the Queen’s University Archives col¬ 

lection’s since 1982. Though considered 

only medium-sized, Queen’s Archives is 

regarded as one of the best and most 

important archival collections in 

Canada. 
Public Service Archivist George 

Henderson explained the collection is 

unique because “unlike most university 

archives in North America, we collect 

not only material relating to the univer¬ 

sity, but a great deal of private material 

as well,” said Henderson. At present, the 

records stored there cover approxi¬ 

mately six kilometres in length. 

The building’s interior is quite mod¬ 

em. Special facilities include a modern 

conservation lab, and large storage vaults 

in the basement that are temperature and 

humidity controlled to ensure preserva¬ 

tion. Everything is stored in acid-free 

folders within acid-free boxes, and some 

of the older items contain acid-free 

paper sheets between the original pages. 

The boarded-up windows serve to keep 

sunlight out. 

The archives house Queen’s 

University files of various administrative 

offices and minutes of the Senate, Board 

of Trustees, and student clubs. The QUA 

also preserves Queen’s publications 

which have been collected since 1873. 

Bound copies of graduate theses can also 

be found there, many of which have not 

been published elsewhere, sgjj 

Henderson. In addition there are many 

records of Canadian literature, with sev¬ 

eral items going back to material 

donated in the mid-1920s by Lome 

Pierce, Queen’s BA ’12, LLD ’28. 

Other records include public affairs 

and business collections, records from 

Canadian steamship lines, as well as the 

private papers of notable Canadians and 

members of the Ontario government. 

Collected from nine of Canada’s Prime 

Ministers are approximately 300 reels 

of microfilm, or roughly three 

million pages. 

A particularly impressive record in the 

archives is a handwritten letter from 

Queen Elizabeth’s father King George 

VI, written in 1839. Henderson 

explained that it is extremely rare to 

have anything handwritten from that 

particular King. 

There are also numerous audio visual 

materials. There are roughly one-half 

million photographic negatives that can 

be reproduced, 3,500 sound tapes, and a 

small collection of videos. Many local 

business’ walls are adorned with reprints 

from QUA negatives. 

The archives are open to everyone. 

Researchers from Britain, the United 

States and all across Canada know their 

exact location; however, many members 

of our community have never even heard 

of the building. The Queen’s community 

has at its fingertips an incredible amount 

of history, from personal memoirs to 

photographs of football seasons gone by. 

January 

cal 
iXY 

Ring Week 
Next week, from Monday, January 25th until Thursday lanuary 28th, 

come to the Campus Bookstore for our lanuary Ring Week 

Representatives from First Recognition and from Joslens Canada will be 

here at the Campus Bookstore to help answer all your questions about 

their rings and to help you-find exactly what you are looking for. 

Don’t miss your chance to find the perfect ring! 

January Ring Week: 

lanuary 25th-26th with First Recognition 

January 27th-28th with jostens Rings 

January 25fh-28th (/) 
Campus Bookstore• www.campusbookstore.com‘Clark Hall 

Campus Bookstore • Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday ! 0-5 

vww.campusbookstore.com • 533-2955 
Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 
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Students prefer the Pill 
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Continued from page 2 

reduced their risk of contracting 

STDs. 
She indicated that the best 

protection against STD infec¬ 

tion is the use of the condom, 

both female and male. The 

female condom offers slightly 

more STD protection as is cov¬ 

ers a larger area of the outer 

female genitalia, which can give 

added protection against genital 

warts and herpes. 

Traditional condoms offer 

about 90 per cent effectiveness 

from pregnancy, while the 

female condom offers only 

about 75 per cent effectiveness, 

said Nolting. 

Nolting felt confident that 

most people were aware of the 

preventative possibilities of con¬ 

dom usage. In a national survey, 

81 per cent of women and 67 

per cent of men said they would 

try to discourage friends from 

having sex without a condom, 

reported Nolting. 

She Cited that one contracep¬ 

tive method which offers birth 

control but no STD protection 

is the Depo-Provera injection 

for women, recently approved 

for use in Canada. This method 

consists of a series of injections 

taken every three months. 

“The Depo-Provera method 

is well suited to a woman with a 

very erratic schedule who has a 

hard time remembering to take 

pills,” said Nolting. 

Another long-term contra¬ 

ceptive method is the Norplant 

system. This procedure uses a 

surgical implant, which continu¬ 

ally distributes contraceptive 

medication for up to six years. 

This method has many of the 

same benefits and side effects as 

the Depo-Provera method, but 

complications have arisen 

around the removal of the old 

implant. While this technique 

has diminished in popularity, it 

is still available in Canada. 

“[Students] know 
what they don’t 
know and what 

they want to know... 
Generally people want 
to know everything.” 

— Tanya Da Sylva, Sexual 
Health Resource Centre 

volunteer 

“By far the oral contraceptive 

is the most popular form of 

birth control... but it doesn’t 

provide any protection [against 

STDs],” Nolting said “Condoms 

help but they’re not perfect... 

certainly we encourage people 

to use condoms.” 

Nolting stressed the impor¬ 

tance of also ensuring protec¬ 

tion against sexually transmitted 

diseases. “All STD control meth¬ 

ods prevent pregnancy, but all 

birth control methods don’t 

control STDs so a backup 

method of condom use should 

always be used to ensure you’re 

protected.” 

Clearly the focus on educat¬ 

ing about the dangers of STDs 

and pregnancy are affecting the 

younger generation as recent 

national reports show that the 

age of first experiences with 

intercourse are being push back, 

reported Nolting. 

Tanya Da Sylva, ArtSci ’02, is 

a volunteer at the Queen’s 

Sexual Health Resource Centre, 

located on Queen’s Crescent 

across from Stirling Hall. 

Over a four-day period, the 

centre logged in almost 50 

inquiries about various aspects 

of sexual health, she said. For 

the most part, students seem to 

be fairly informed. 

“The calls we get are pretty 

exact,” Da Sylva said. “They 

know what they don’t know 

and what they want to know... 

Generally people want to know 

everything.” 

She said that condoms seem 

to be a popular form of birth 

control on campus because they 

are readily available, inexpen¬ 

sive and protect well against 

STDs. Condoms are also more 

accessible than other forms of 

contraception-such as the Pill or 

diaphragm that require a pre¬ 

scription or fitting. 

Da Sylva mentioned that 

although students don’t ask vol¬ 

unteers many questions about 

Norplant or the inter-uterine 

device, queries about Depo- 

Provera have been on the rise. 

As well as selling inexpensive 

condoms, the centre offers a 

whole range of non-prescrip¬ 

tion contraception and acces¬ 

sories. “The KY Jelly we just got 

is selling really, quickly,” Da 

Sylva said. “Astroglide is also 

going fast.” 

— with files from Jocelyn 

Laporte and Renee Huang 

Create 

MetUmmd y°ur own 
Hot Stove Gang 

CJ 

Grab your friends and 

c'mon over to 

Kingston's hottest restaurant for 

lunch, dinner, or Sunday Brunch... 

or stop by for sweet bites and 

Hot, Hot, Hot 

special coffees 
& 

potent potables, 

Our Gang 

gives you 15% off* on 

all food every day!! 

Only 12 more days to go... 

Chez Piggy 60R Princeee St. 549-7673 'with student ID 

In Here 
Classic Ski Loppet 

The Frontenac Zone 

Canadian Ski Patrol will host its 

annual Little Cat Classic Ski 

Loppet at Little Cataraqui 

Creek Conservation Area on 

Sunday. Events include a winter 

relay triathlon at 10:30 a.m. 

and five and 10 km loppets at 1 

p.m. Participants must preregis¬ 

ter at least 30 minutes before at 

the Outdoor Centre for a cost 

of $5 per team or S2.50 per per¬ 

son. Contact Karla Maki-Esdon 

at 546-422S ex. 226. 

Accessibility Task Force 
Open FJouse 

The adaptive technology lab 

and accessibility task force, is 

hosting an Open House in 

Douglas Library from 3-5p.m. 

on Monday. They will be show¬ 

casing newly purchased equip¬ 

ment, such as voice recognition, 

screen magnification and vocal¬ 

ized text output. Keynote speak¬ 

ers will include Principal Bill 

Leggett and Bob Crawford, 

dean of student affairs. 

Women & Relationships 

A free support group for 

women who have experienced 

physical, emotional or verbal 

abuse in an adult relationship 

who would like to talk with 

other women from similar back¬ 

grounds meets Wednesday 

mornings from 9:30-11:30 a.m. 

starting February 3 until March 

24 at the Kingston Community 

Counselling Centre. Participants 

must register in advance and 

child care will be offered on 

site. To register, call Colleen or 

Rosemary at 549-7850. 

air transat holidays 

Flo rill a February Sale 

• ORLANDO* ST.PETE'S • FT.LAUDERDALE • 
FT. MYERS * SARASOTA • WEST PLAM BEACH • 

JACKSONVILLE 

$199/$219 
Midweek Weekend 

$219/$239 
Midweek Weekend 

$259/$299 
Midweek Weekend 

YOU GOTTA SKI US!!II 
Vacations starting from: 

Quebec/Vermont/N.Y. 
S0AYS 

•Stoneham PQ SI99 
•Mt. Ste. Anne PQ $209 
•Tremblant PQ SI 99 
•Eastern Townships PQ S319 
•Lake Placid NY $145 CDN 
•Stowe VT $339 CDN 
•Vermont Ski Around $277 CDN 
•Jay Peak VT $299 CDN 
•Sugarbush VT S455 CDN 
■Killington VT $389 CDN 
•Smugglers Notch VT $478 CDN 

au U.S Destinations In CDN$ 
B.C./Alberta - 7 nighis with air 

•Whistler/Blackcomb BC $855 
•Big White BC S815 
•Siverstar BC $779 
•Panorama BC S729 
•Canadian Rockies $625 
•Banff/Lake Louise S715 

Also check out for SUMMER 
Chile $3,090 Seadooing $299 
Rafting $145 

Queen’s Alumni Association 

SPECIAL PROJECT FUNDING 

4' 

The Alumni Association has a small fund to help Queen’s 

groups introduce innovative programs. Application forms can 

be picked up at the Department of Alumni Affairs in the West 

Wing of Summerhill. Applications are reviewed twice each 

year. To be considered for the next review, applications must 

be completed and returned to the Department of Alumni 

Affairs by January 28,1999. For more information, please 

contact Deborah Shea, Assistant to the Director, Department 

of Alumni Aflairs, at Summerhill or call (613) 533-6000 (Ext. 

74008). 
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Last April, 994 exams were 
written without a valid photo ID. 
Had the administration been fin¬ 

ing students $15 for such an offense, we 
can rest assured that those with honest 
intentions would have brought their 
IDs. If we eliminate absent-minded stu¬ 
dents, those who are just uninformed 
about the rule, and the few who are so 
rich they can afford to blatantly disre¬ 
gard the rules, the remaining offenders 
must be cheaters! Elementary, my dear 
Cindy Price, exams administrator. 

While this policy won’t curb 
cheating, it will cost 

students thousands of dollars 
with no apparent benefits. 

It’s hard to imagine how the Senate 
sub-committee on Exams was per¬ 
suaded by such twisted logic when it 
approved this policy in the hope that it 
would curb cheating. The reality, of 
course, is that students who want to 

Life in the dustbowl WITH ITS SIZABLE POPULATION, 

large student presence, and 
an endless supply of prison 

inmates, Kingston is an obvious choice 
as a test market for the latest in popular 
culture. 

Yet, despite the presence of such 
luminaries as Dan Ackroyd and the gui¬ 
tarist for the Tragically Hip, Kingston 
has not become the cultural mecca of 
eastern Ontario. One look at those 
aging neon palaces that call themselves 
cinemas and we are struck by the lack 
of choice that moviegoers have in 
Kingston. 

For those who cannot afford the 
exorbitant cost of cab-fare to the 
Cataraqui Town-centre, there is only 
one real option: the Capitol theatre 
with its uncomfortable seats and limited 
selection of new feature films. In fact, 
even when you include the theatres at 
the Cat Centre, many great movies are 
never screened in Kingston, at least not 

right away. With so many movie con¬ 
noisseurs at Queen’s and in K-town, the 
time seems right for the opening of a 
giant mega-plex downtown. Perhaps an 
invitation should be extended to the 
American Movie Company, a chain of 
movie theatres that, unlike the current 
crop, offers a discount for students. 

Even with a discount however, 
movies are expensive and students 
really should have more entertainment 
choices near campus. For starters, it’s 
about time we have a 24-hour or late- 
night coffee-shop that has a smoking 
section on campus (but not in Stauffer 
library!). Everywhere else in Kingston 
seems to close at 9 p.m., a time that 
clearly does not suit students’ needs. 

In fact, other than fast food, the only 
other late-night options for students all 
serve alcohol. While we would never 
decry the presence of pubs on campus 
at Queen’s, it would be nice if students 
had somewhere else to go at night. 

Why should people go out and pay to see bad movies when they 

can stay at home and see bad television for nothing? 

 — Sam Goldwyn 
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The cost of cheating 
cheat will not be deterred by a fine. 
After all, $15 is a small price to pay to 
get away with cheating on a final exam. 
If the policy works at all, it will only 
serve as a reminder for those who inno¬ 
cently forget their IDs — at the expense 
of their pocket-books. While this policy 
won’t curb cheating, it will cost stu¬ 
dents thousands of dollars with no 
apparent benefits. 

If the administration is really serious 
about cutting down on cheating, they 
should consider a policy that does not 
permit students without valid photo 
IDs to write an exam. Such a policy 
already exists at other universities in 
Ontario and would not- be unreason¬ 
able. If the administration is unwilling 
to go that far, they should at least aban¬ 
don this inept policy and consider other 
plans that would actually deter cheat¬ 
ing. They might want to start by requir¬ 
ing the members of the sub-committee 
on Exams to take a course in basic logic 
— no cheating allowed on the exam. 

Going under the knife 
Back in the 16th century, 

women would drown their eyes 
in belladonna (a.k.a Deadly 

nightshade) just to dilate their pupils 
and achieve that sparkly, dreamy look 
that was supposed to be attractive. 
Sure, it helped you get the guy next 
door, but it certainly left your eyes 
burning and dry, your nose bleeding 
and your joints swollen, just to men¬ 
tion a few symptoms. 

Cosmetic 
surgery isn’t 

worth all this 

pain. 

The tradition of Chinese women 
having their feet bound often resulted 
in gnarled feet which caused them to 
wince with excruciating pain every 
time they took a step. 

Let’s face it, appearance has been, 
still is, and will always be, an essential 
part of human culture. It becomes 
frightening and dangerous however, 
when people decide to achieve their 
desired look by voluntarily slipping 
under the knife of a plastic surgeon 
and letting this person treat their bod¬ 
ies like pieces of cheap fabric. 

The Learning Channel has pro¬ 
vided me with a window of opportu¬ 
nity to witness several plastic 
surgeries, including face-lifts. 
Although ir was just another surgical 

procedure, it somehow seemed 
unreal, even eerie. I stared at the 
screen with a gaping mouth as the sur¬ 
geon tugged and stretched the lifeless, 
placid-looking skin and neatly 
trimmed off the excess as if he were 
stretching a canvas. 

Liposuction wasn’t pretty either. As 
the doctor sucked up the fat, one 
could see a heterogeneous mixture of 
blood, bright yellow fat, and goodness 
knows what else rush through the 
tubes and end up in a bubbling clump 
at the bottom of the container. 

The fact is, cosmetic surgery isn’t 
worth all this pain. Having small 
breasts, eye bags, or a belly isn’t life 
threatening in any way. Yet many men 
and women spend large amounts of 
cash to alter their features or figures 
in order to “beautify” themselves or 
defy the natural aging process. 

We all know that aging is a natural 
process that is inevitable. Plastic 
surgery may iron out those little wrin¬ 
kles, keep those breasts perky or pro¬ 
vide full lips, cheeks or chins. But the 
procedure isn’t necessary for survival; 
so why subject yourself to possible 
infections and weeks'of pain? There 
are so many other ways of being beau- - 
tiful without having to inflict scars 
and pain upon your body. How about 
being yourself? 

By Janice Ci-ian 
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Negative Affirmative action programs 
have been used as a means to 
include women and minority 

groups in society. They were needed in 
an era when the contributions of indi¬ 
viduals in these groups were ignored 
and repressed. However, today these 
programs have become damaging to 
society. 

First, it was important to outline why 
affirmative-action programs (defined as 
promoting individuals in selected 
groups to positions otherwise unattain¬ 
able by them because of race and gen¬ 
der) were necessary. The following 
anecdote outlines how the exclusion of 
women from science was actually detri¬ 
mental to society. 

When an affirmative action 
policy is put into place, 

authority figures such as 
teachers and employers are 
to promote individuals of a 

designated group. 

In the 1950s, a woman named 
Barbara McClintock discovered trans- 
posons, fragments of DNA that hop 
from one chromosome, to another. The 
value of this knowledge lies in the fact 
that transposons can carry genes from 
one organism to another. Today, this 
astounding discovery is frequently used 
in practical ways. Biotechnology com¬ 
panies use transposons to make trans¬ 
genic plants and animals, making food 

The abortion debate 
rages on... 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to respond to Sindi 
Sabourin’s article in your Tuesday, 
January 19, 1999 issue entitled 
“Avoiding prejudice.” Sabourin argues 
that we should spare the lives of “the 
unborn," and attempts to substantiate 
her piece by urging the reader to dis¬ 
miss any prejudices that he or she might 
have picked up in his or her everyday, 
“familiar” environment. 

I would urge Sabourin to follow her 
own advice and extend herself beyond 
the realm of her own comfortable, priv¬ 
ileged, familiar place of judgement and 
imagine how the lives of women would 
be affected were abortion made illegal. 
Imagine that you are the victim of a 
mpe that results in pregnancy. Imagine 
what your life would be like next if you 
Were forced by society to carry the 
unwanted child for nine months, then 
endure the pains of childbirth. 

And did you think about what might 
happen next? Either the mother would 
suffer the psychological damage of 
forced motherhood, leaving both her¬ 
self and the child miserable, or the 
child would be abandoned, putting the, 
burden upon society. Women have the 
right to control their own bodies, and 
rheir own destinies. 

Please, Ms. Sabourin, take the time 
to consider all sides of an issue before 
eoming down so forcefully on one side. 

Opinions 
on affirmative action 

production more efficient. Transposons 
can also be used to transfer genes in the 
manufacturing of drugs. 

Despite the contemporary beneficial 
derivatives of her work, Barbara 
McClintock’s work was ignored in the 
1950s, and gender prejudices were 
largely responsible. There are many 
other examples supporting the need to 
make contributions possible from indi¬ 
viduals of all genders and races. The 
affirmative-action programs made many 
gains toward this ideal of equal oppor¬ 
tunity. However, these programs are 
used today for a different reason — 
egalitarianism. 

Equal opportunity permits people of 
different races and genders to con¬ 
tribute their abilities to society and earn 
a living. Maintaining an opportunity for 
everyone to have such a fulfilling life is 
a goal of a multicultural, liberal democ¬ 
racy. 

In contrast, the egalitarian emphasis 
of our present affirmative action pro¬ 
grams is destructive to equality. 
Egalitarianism is a distorted derivative 
of equality whose end product is an 
appearance of equality by numerical 
quotas. When an affirmative action pol¬ 
icy is put into place, authority figures 
such as teachers and employers are to 
promote individuals of a designated 
group. 

The injustice of this is that individu¬ 
als outside of this group, even from 
majority ‘over-represented’ groups, are 
not given an equal opportunity to be 

judged by their abilities and production. 
Indeed, affirmative action programs 
weigh appearance equally or greater 
than ability. 

The actual cost of this is substantial. 
For example, governments spend bil¬ 
lions on education, encouraging the 
best students to make a contribution to 
society. The goal is circumvented by 
affirmative action programs in the edu¬ 
cation system, for instance, when other 
issues (i.e. proportional gender repre¬ 
sentation) are emphasized besides 
scholastic competence in scholastic 
ability. 

A popular, if unintelligent 
response to affirmative 

argument is that it is racist 
and/or sexist. 

A popular, if unintelligent, response 
to the above argument is that it is racist 
and/or sexist. People sometimes, with¬ 
out properly considering the implica¬ 
tions, use those terms to protect social 
structures which promote the ideals that 
they believe in. To claim that the abol¬ 
ishment of affirmative action programs 
is racist or sexist would be oxymoronic. 
Affirmative action programs segregate 
individuals by sex and/or race. They are 
truly sexist and racist. Affirmative 
action programs should be stopped. 

Michael Blank 

MSc 

The abortion issue is a complex one, 
certainly, but is one for which each 
individual must have the freedom to 
make their own decision about. 

For a woman, this means the right to 
decide whether or not to terminate an 
unwanted pregnancy. 

Ann Valikoski 
Arts ’99 

...and on 

Dear Editors, 

Sindi Sabourin’s piece “Avoiding 
Prejudice” was sensationalistic, 
unfounded, and poorly argued. I 
attempted to critique it in a detailed 
way, but was unable to identify any rea¬ 
sonable arguments within the article. 

The pro-choice philosophy is 
not as simplistic as Sabourin 

suggests. 

I would, however, like to emphasize 
the fact that the pro-choice philosophy 
is not nearly as simplistic and ridiculous 
as Sabourin seems to suggest. 

The abortion debate is not about 
fetal prejudices, it is about rights. It is 
about the fact that women deserve the 
right to control their own bodies and 
their own lives. 

Taryn McCormick 
Arts ’99 

Royal pain 
Dear Editors, 

This letter is intended to inform stu¬ 
dents of problems with the Royal Bank 
and their treatment of students. I am a 
second year student who has jumped 
through all the hoops, dotted the ‘i’s, 
and crossed all the ‘t’s and has still not 
been able to get money into my account 
from the Royal Bank. 

Yes, I Jiave called their student loan 
center numerous times, and have been 
told that “Yes, you have brought in all 
the necessary paperwork, but we are 
very busy now and will process your 
loan as soon as possible.” I have spoken 
with supervisors and sent their com¬ 
plaint center an e-mail. The Royal 
Bank needs to stop treating students 
like second class citizens. 

They have a legal obligation to 
process a student loan within 72 hours 
of receiving all the paperwork. I have 
received nothing but hollow promises 
and excuses. I cannot emphasize 
enough, how I have been greatly incon¬ 
venienced, been misled, and have been 
taken advantage of by this bank. I have 
had to deal with the strategic incompe¬ 
tence of the Royal Bank for weeks now. 

However, I can guarantee that this is 
one student who will not be treated as 
a second class citizen. 

Leesa Beard 
Simon Fraser University 

Letters To 
THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 

“Splash all die KCVI kids” 

Kavira Sribhar 

Artsci ’00 

“How can you have fun with a half con¬ 

gealed puddle of water?” 

Dan Evans 

. Artsci '99 

“Take a bath." 

Danielle Brodhagan 

Artsci ’99 

talkim 
MB_ 
What is the most 
fun you can have 

with puddles? 
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Where’s the bus? 
A West Campus resident wants answers 

HOW MUCH LONGER do we have 

to wait? The last time 1 checked 

my watch, five minutes past 

eight meant 08:05, not 08:00, 08:10 or 

‘no show'. The timing of the Kingston 

buses are nowadays so haphazard, they 

make a random number seem positively 

uniform. 

The timing of the Kingston 
buses are so haphazard, they 

make a random number 
seem positively uniform. 

This, of course, has several implica¬ 

tions. A game of strategy is required in 

order to catch the damn things. Turn up 

early and you risk waiting around for 

up to 15 minutes; at the risk of frostbite 

when it’s -40°C. Turn up late and you 

risk missing the bus altogether; at the 

risk of ‘professorbite’ upon being subse¬ 

quently late for classes. Turn up on time 

and, invariably, the bus doesn’t show at 

all. 

What is even more annoying is the 

capacity problem which has become 

particularly acute from routes serving 

West Campus during the current winter 

period. Line-ups of 50 or more people 

are emerging each morning for the 8:30 

rush. Each day, dozens of people are left 

standing at the bus stop as capacity 

reaches a maximum. When the weather 

is so bitingly cold, this can be a mere 

danger in itself. But more importantly, 

this leaves many people late for classes 

as they either walk in or wait for the 

next service. 

I cannot believe this is the first time 

someone has raised issues over the bus 

services; this cannot be a new com¬ 

plaint. However, it would therefore 

stand to reason that officials should 

learn from past experiences and sort 

this problem out. Each year, $36 of our 

student fees is directed towards 

Kingston Transit ($32.36 for post-grad¬ 

uates). With approximately 15,000 stu¬ 

dents, this is just over $500,000 a year 

or around $2,300 a day. Despite these 

figures, the bottom line remains the 

same. The fee is for unlimited trans¬ 

port, not unlimited waiting. 

Turn up early and you run 
the risk of frostbite when it’s 
-40°C. Turn up late and you 

risk missing the bus 
altogether and 

‘professorbite’ upon being 
late for class 

A subtle suggestion of extra buses 

around the morning period, specifically 

for shuttling Queen’s students, may 

help alleviate the problem. While every¬ 

one knows that Friday morning class 

attendance redefines the meaning of 

positive skewness, it should be clear 

that there is a disproportionate number 

of students requiring transport to 

classes on all other days of the week, 

between 8:00 - 8:30am. I ask for some¬ 

one to please recognize this, but more 

importantly, act on it. 

Daniel Clarke 

Comm '00 
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By Jocelyn Laporte 

IT’S LATE JANUARY and prime house hunting sea¬ 

son is well underway with students on the trail 

to scope out the “perfect” home — either the 

one that fits their o\vn unique personality or that 

which fits their meagre budgets. 

Prior to inking the lease that determines their 

official residence for the following year, however, 

there are some important issues students should 

seriously consider. 

UP TO SNUFF 

One OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS is prop¬ 

erty standards. Results recently published by the 

Queen’s Alma Mater Society’s Municipal Affairs 

Commission claim that many houses currently 

occupied by students are below Kingston property 

standards. Despite the numerous health and safety 

hazards this poses to tenants, it is also illegal. 

The report suggests that many students are aware 

of some of the problems with their home, but 

remain ignorant to their legal rights regarding min¬ 

imum property standards. 

A Property Standards Taskforce was initiated this 

year at Queen’s under the MAC and in conjunction 

with the City of Kingston as an effort to improve 

the student housing area. Beginning in mid-October 

students could have their houses inspected and eval¬ 

uated by a Property Standards Officer — a service 

free of charge for tenants. 

The most common property standards violations 

found in student homes included the following: 

• exterior problems with damaged porches 
and roofs 

• draughty and unlocking doors and windows 
• poor paint conditions and exterior debris 

such as garbage and broken appliances 
° interior problems with non-existent or 

non-functioning smoke detectors 
• unsafe wiring and unacceptable electrical 

repairs 
• inadequate heating systems and systems 

emitting carbon monoxide or being insuffi¬ 
ciently ventilated — poor ventilation 

• unsafe or non-existent handrails 

• poorly working appliances 
• poorly fitting interior doors and 

floorboards 
0 cracks, holes, leaks and mould 

Friends and foes 

ury 
COMPATIBILITY WITH ROOMMATES is number 

one,” said Patrick McNeill, Town-Gown relations 

coordinator. McNeill suggests choosing your house¬ 

mates wisely based on personal tastes and living 

styles. 

McNeill recommends medium households as 

being more manageable than larger ones (five or 

more people). He also suggests that potential house¬ 

mates discuss housing conditions together before 

they even begin house hunting. 

“Sit down beforehand and have a heart 

to heart,” said McNeill. 

Some of the items he suggests review¬ 

ing to avoid potential problems include: 

whether the household will be smoking or 

non-smoking, how tidy or messy and 

noisy or quiet it should be. Other issues to 

determine may be whether guests will be 

allowed or if girlfriends/boyfriends will 

have access to keys. 

Early establishment of the house rules 

is a positive move according to McNeill. 

Devising a work-wheel and determining a 

general level of tidiness for common 

rooms can be helpful for managing a large house¬ 

hold. Also, setting out guidelines from the begin¬ 

ning as to what is “house” food and what is 

“personal” food and deciding how “green” the 

house will be in its shopping, cleaning, recycling 

and composting can prevent future disputes. 

McNeill maintains that even if “you have the best 

house in the world... incompatibility can ruin 

friendships.” 

Leases and landlords 

According to Sarah Corman, municipal affairs 

commissioner of the Alma Matter Society, one of 

the biggest mistakes made by students is “rushing 

into signing a lease.” This often occurs because “a 

lot of people feel pressured by their landlords.” 

Corman warns students to be on the lookout for 

the “miracle worker” landlord who promises to fix 

up a run down place. “Chances are it’s not going to 

be transformed over the summer,” she explained. 

She also advises to have all changes and repairs 

written directly into the lease agreement. 

Keeping property standard laws in consideration 

when looking at a house to rent is also a good idea. 

Corman reminds students that it is illegal for a 

landowner to rent a house which is below minimum 

standards and suggests that such an owner is “prob¬ 

ably not a landlord you’d want to deal with.” 

Look for signs of damage within the house, for 

example rust on the water heater, and ask the land¬ 

lord when the plumbing, electrical work, and other 

facilities were last inspected. 

Landlords who pressure students into signing 

their lease may also be something to steer away 

from. Trust is important in a rental situation, said 

Corman, and such a landlord “may not be your best 

bet.” Another undesirable landlord type may be the 

overly concerned renter, who makes a habit of fre¬ 

quently dropping in unannounced. 

Good landlords will be responsive and attempt 

to understand the needs of students. They will make 

an effort to be available when needed and they will 

ensure that their property is maintained. 

Corman also explained that landlords are not 

allowed to charge a deposit for either keys or dam¬ 

age. They are allowed to require a deposit either 

equal to or less than the last month’s rent. 

However, this money does cover the final month’s 

rent, and you cannot be asked to pay it again at the 

end of the year. 

Another item which should be detailed in the 

lease is who will be responsible for the upkeep of 

the property, both in summer and winter. “A lot of 

the time it will be in the lease,” said Corman, not¬ 

ing that students are responsible for shovelling their 

walkways in winter. If, for example, a letter carrier 

slipped while delivering mail, the tenants would be 

held responsible not the landlord. 

It is also important to remember that “a lease is 

a flexible document.” Corman explained that you 

can have repairs and necessary changes written 

directly into the lease, and you can also have items 

you are uncomfortable with taken out. She also 

commented that “rent is usually flexible” and sug¬ 

gested negotiating with a landlord by proposing 

another number if the rental price is too high. “As a 

whole it is very flexible until signed,” she said. 

Once the lease is signed, walk through the house 

with your landlord and point out current damages, 

such as chips or holes, and anything that needs to be 

cleaned. This ensures that you will not be held 

responsible for previous damages done to the 

house. 

Corman cited good communication with your 

landlord as the key to a positive relationship. 

“Having one spokesperson for your group is a good 

idea,” she said, and suggested keeping good 

records, or even a log book, of all communications 

with the landlord. These things help to minimize 

confusion and ensure all landlord responsibilities 

are being taken care of. “If there is a problem let 

them know right away,” she advises. 

Of course, house hunting requires the right atti¬ 

tude. Corman advises being firm but considerate 

and having a good idea of what you want. “Be pre¬ 

pared and understand your rights.” 

House of Horrors 

“If 1 HAD IT TO DO OVER AGAIN I would have been 

a lot more careful,” says Amy VanSanten, LifeSci 

’98. “The day we moved in [the previous tenants] 

still hadn’t moved out,” she said. 

Their landlord was not there for a key exchange 

and consequently she and her housemates ended up 

having to clean the whole house, explained 

VanSanten, which included “shovelling” out the 

Continued on next page 

“Compatibility 
with roommates 
is number one.” 

— Patrick McNeill, 
Town-Gown 

relations coordinator 
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rotten remains of the kitchen 

cupboards. 

"He was a nice man," said 

VanSanten of her former land¬ 

lord, and talked about how he 

would buy them Christmas pre¬ 

sents and take them out to din¬ 

ner once in a while. However, 

since he lived in Ottawa he was 

never available when they 

needed help. He would delay in 

fixing problems and would then 

only repair them in the cheapest 

manner possible. 

One memorable incident 

involved a leaky pipe in the 

basement of their house. “The 

whole floor was flooded... it 

smelled bad,” recalled 

VanSanten. Their landjord had 

someone come to inspect the 

pipe but, after learning it would 

cost a lot to repair, he took ren¬ 

ovations into his own hands by 

tying garbage bags around die 

pipe and securing them with 

duct tape. “He ended up fixing 

it in the end, after we com¬ 

plained a lot,” said VanSanten. 

Another episode she recalls 

was when the refrigerator broke 

and their landlord replaced it 

with the cheapest one he could 

find. The “new” fridge was 

actually rather old, thus less 

energy efficient and caused their 

PUC bill to substantially 

The landlord took 
renovations into his 
own hands by tying 

garbage bags 
around the pipe and 
securing them with 

duct tape. 

VanSanten wishes now that 

they had checked the house over 

more before they signed a lease. 

“We didn’t check everything we 

should have,” she said. They 

also had not asked information 

concerning such tilings as the 
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Tel.: 1613] 548-7053 Fax: (613) 531-8869 

Valid Sunday - Thursday only 

Chalmers United Church 
212 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 

546-3263 

A Caring Community, 

a Questioning Faith, 

a Grounded Hope 

Worship ever)' Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 

Faculty, and Staff! 

Join us, in person or by radio 

960 AM (CFFX) 

Visit our web site: http://wcb.canlink.com/ucckingston/chalmers/ 

Footloose 
in Canada 
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Edmonton from $299 1 

Regina from $349 1 

Winnipeg from $239 1 
Halifax from $249 1 

Saint John from $329 1 
St. John’s from $299 1 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 

to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail’s 6-Pak 
/ Up to 12 flights a day 
/ New Air Canada Service 

ODY5SEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (aMomrea)) 

Th'riVr'rT Longrfaul'GtvkpTYavel 
S49-3SS3 549-3561 

Website: www.odyssey-liavcLcom 

heating costs and, as it turned 

out, the house had poor insula¬ 

tion and they ending up paying 

a lot of money in heating bills. 

VanSanten advises checking 

everything out in the house 

when you go to see it and asking 

previous tenants a lot of ques¬ 

tions. 
“This is the place where you 

might be living. If it's not up to 

your standards you shouldn t 

have to lower them,” she said. 

She suggested bringing a list 

with you of questions you want 

to ask, “it’s important to get the 

information you need.” 

Doug Gierula, ArtsSci ’00, 

has had similar experiences with 

his landlord. Gierula suggested 

bringing a camera with you 

when you move in to take pho¬ 

tographs of what the house 

looked like upon occupancy. 

“When we moved in nothing 

had been cleaned... people were 

still moving out when we moved 

in,” said Gierula, adding that 

the former occupants left a lot 

of their things behind, which 

the landlord refused to take 

away. 

Gierula regrets not having 

any of the renovations they 

were verbally promised by their 

landlord put into writing. “We 

thought he was a good enough 

guy,” he said. Any repairs that 

were made to the house were 

done “as quick as you can do it 

and in the worst way possible,” 

he remembers. 

Gierula and his housemates 

did not seek help from the 

Property Standards Office right 

away because they “wanted to 

be less formal.” However, after 

successive arguments concern¬ 

ing the upkeep of the property 

the Queen’s Municipal Affairs 

Commission and the Kingston 

Property Standards Officer, 

Linda Chartier, were contacted. 

An evaluation was conducted on 

the house and a written warning 

to make improvements to the 

“Be prepared 
and understand 
your rights.” 

— Sarah Corman, 
municipal affairs 

commissioner 
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property was issued to the 

landlord. 

After not complying with the 

first notice to improve items 

which were not up to safety and 

legal standards, a second docu¬ 

ment ordering him to improve 

the property was issued. Since 

then Gierula’s landlord has been 

fixing the problems with the 

house. 

“Just keep pursuing it,” 

advises Gierula, adding “1 had 

to look up all the rules.” Ask a 

lot of questions about the prop¬ 

erty and the owner before sign¬ 

ing a lease, “looks can be 

deceiving too.” 

Legal Eagles 

Linda Chartier, property 

standards officer for the city of 

Kingston, recommends avoiding 

such scenarios by being on the 

lookout for property damages 

while looking at potential 

rentals. The exterior of a build¬ 

ing can provide a lot of clues as 

to what type of property the 

landlord maintains. “Even just 

the outside... broken. steps, 

ripped screens, all give you an 

indication of the landlord,” said 

Chartier. 

Calling the PUC company 

and inquiring about the average 

heating costs for the house is 

also “a really good starting 

point,” said Chartier. “Low rent 

isn’t great if the PUC is high,” 

she said, adding “it’s a long 

heating season.” 

Other things Chartier advises 

checking, are whether the yard 

has any garbage, abandoned fur¬ 

niture or appliances, if the win¬ 

dows have glass and screens and 

if there are locks in working 

order on the doors and win¬ 

dows. Inside she recommends 

looking over walls and ceilings 

for any damages or lack of 

repair and inspecting all plumb¬ 

ing, heating and electrical sys¬ 

tems, and checking for smoke 

detectors. 

If you do have a problem, 

Chartier said you should 

“always contact the landlord 

first, then if you get no response 

or a negative response contact 

us.’! 

Most of all, Chartier empha¬ 

sised taking your time when 

choosing a place to live for the 

year. When students who have 

problems with housing stan¬ 

dards and poor landlords are 

asked why they would have 

rented the house in the first 

place, Chartier said the response 

“90 per cent of the time is Sve 

were in a hurry’.” 

In all seriousness, Jocelyn Laporte is 

rumored to be the cause of every 

major world catastrophe. 

■ Ti 
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The Peanut Gallery 

The big boys play 

The 49th annual NHL all-star 

game is scheduled to be played 

on Sunday afternoon in 

Tampa. For the second consec¬ 

utive year the format will be 

the supposedly more competi¬ 

tive North America against the , 

World, but a stiff body check 

is about as likely as snow in 

June (which is hopefully still; 

unlikely). The yearly contro- 

; versy over stuffed ballot boxes 

and snubbed players: exists,. 

but there will be no question¬ 

ing the talent level at the 

game. The World team will 

feature Dominik Hasek, Peter 

: FOrsberg, Jaromir Jagr, Teemu 

:Seianne and Alexei ’Yashin,: 

while Paul Kariya, Eric 

Lindros, Steve Yzernian and 

John Leclair lead the North 

■American team. The true 

excitement will come in the 

Skills Competition, on ; 

Saturday night, so watch and 

enjoy. 

IOC SCANDAL 

The Internationa] Olympic 

Committee carnage continues; 

with rumors abounding about 

numerous Olympic bids where 

cash, presents and scholar¬ 

ships were made available to 

IOC members in exchange.for 

votes. With a few fat cats! 

already having resigned and 

many more under investiga¬ 

tion, things are getting very 

interesting all over the world 

as both bidders and voters are 

under intense scrutiny. 

NBA ACTION? 

The February- 2 start date for 

the abbreviated 52-gatne NBA 

schedule is fast approaching 

and teams will soon begin to 

enter camps and sign free 

agents. There is still a long 

way to go before a clear pic- 

rurc of what will unfold once 

the year is tipped-off, but here 

is a brief synopsis. Out of 

shape players begin season a 

step slow, games are a great 

deal less entertaining and 

injuries run rampant. Come 

playoff time lineups will be 

depleted, fan interest will be 

waning and Shawn Kemp will 

still be very fat. The NBA 

Finals will be played while 

most people are watering their 

lawn or sipping lemonade on 

rhe veranda, and nobody will 

be watching. Michael, we 

want to retire too. 

If Christmas came early... 

♦With Latrell Sprewell 

around rhe New York 

Knicks would hire a body¬ 

guard for Coach Jeff Van 

Gundy 

•The NHL all-star game 

would see less than 18 

goals scored. 

•Lawrence Taylor would 

get elected to rhe NFL 

Hall of Fame. 

Hi ©IF f E8I WIUSS 
While a holiday rest is help¬ 

ful for most, in the case of the 

Queen's Journal female athlete 

of the week it was extremely 

beneficial. After a slow start to 

the basketball season, Steph 

‘long range’ Glancey found a 

lot more under the Christmas 

tree than presents — she found 

her shooting touch. 

With a total of 41 points and 

10 three-pointers, the Belleville 

native helped the team to a 

road sweep University of 

Ottawa and Carleton 

University over the weekend. 

This stunning weekend perfor¬ 

mance came one week after 

Glancey hit five treys against 

the University of Toronto in a 

losing cause. 

The re-discovery of her 

shooting touch has certainly 

helped the squad, but Glancey 

is quick to credit her teammates 

for the recent success. 

“I’m getting really good?2 

looks, sometimes I’m gettingx 

wide open shots,” saicLQJencey" 

who is in her final yeacqi, Mys- 

Ed. “[Point guafdl'-E^anah 

[Shelley] two 

defend e£syan ii.Fraang it out. It 

WhiIl®Sgetting open shots is 

helpful, her recent ability to 

knock them down has come 

from confidence. 

“I shot the ball well over 

Christmas, it was sort of a con¬ 

fidence thing,” said Glancey, 

who is one of the captains. “I’m 

getting good rotatior^m the 

ball and I feel |g(a<T^ien I 

shoot the ball^a^'^fiaf'comes 

from confrtfenggFWhen you're 

confiden^liitQ1 you feel you can 

shot, that is half the 

j^With 15 trifectas in the past 

three games, Glancey is on pace 

to break her own Gaels’ record 

of 28 three-pointers in a sea¬ 

son, which would be a great 

personal accomplishment and 

would help the team on their 

playoff run. 

“This team does not have 

Please see Long on page \4 

With a tournament win and a 

weekend sweep of the York 

Yeomen, the men’s volleyball 

team is on a roll. Helping lead 

that charge is rhe Queen s 

Journal male athlete of the week, 

Frederic Cotnoir. The 

Sherbrooke native recorded 41 

kills, three stuffs and eight aces 

in the back-to-back victories over 

the then second-place Yeomen. 

The 5TO" power started play¬ 

ing volleyball 10 years ago. He 

spent two years playing at 

Sherbrooke College and two 

years on the team at CIAU pow¬ 

erhouse Universite de 

Sherbrooke, before enrolling in 

Queen’s Law school. 

For many the transition from 

one school to another would be 

difficult, but Cotnoir has taken 

the change in stride. 

“The dynamic of the [volley¬ 

ball team] is the same here as at 

Sherbrooke. A sports team is still 

a sports team,” said 

“The only adjustment 

be made was benvi 

ent style of coal&iijjg^but even 

that didn’ttdfe^po long to 

make.” ^ 

fit? statistics that 

Corner mas put up since his 

arrival at Queen’s have been 

impressive, his experience also 

helps the team. As a player at 

Sherbrooke he had an opportu¬ 

nity to go to the national cham¬ 

pionship tournament twice, 

which can only help thefiaels, 

who only have one omeSKieni- 

ber with experi$S&p|k»r the 

nationals. 

“My can help if 

we gettf&e^lAUs because it is 

StpHideh^tpath and those without 

wtgdpfence tend to be nervous,” 

explained Cotnoir, who already 

holds a degree in civil law. 

With an important match-up 

pending this weekend against the 

division leading U of T Blues, the 

Gaels will have an opportunity 

to send an early message that this 

year’s edition will not be 

bounced from the playoffs. 

“It seems like we are seeing an 

improvement on a day-to-day 

basis and that is encouraging," 

said Cotnoir. 

BEWIC days a success 
By Robert MacNeil 

This past weekend, Queen’s 

students took a few days off from 

the sloppy weather to participate 

in the BEWIC Sports Days ’99. 

-The spirit was high, and the par¬ 

ticipants all had a great time. 

Teams of 30 people (15 men, 15 

women) competed in four 

events; volleyball broomball, 

innertube water polo, and rugby- 

basketball. 

The last event was the most 

interesting and entertaining. The 

rugby-basketball competition 

was the most challenging of the 

four sports because of the diffi¬ 

culty associated with dribbling 

and shooting a rugby ball. 

Players could only carry the ball 

three steps, and then had to 

either pass, shoot or dribble. 

Dribbling a rugby ball, however, 

required a certain amount of skill 

or luck, as it was quite easy to 

have it bounce wildly. To help 

increase the offence in the game, 

shots taken from basketball’s 

three-point line were worth five 

points. 

Scott McCann of the Yellow 

Pubmarines had “a great time 

and really enjoyed the bonding 

experience.” His team was com¬ 

prised of both Student 

Constables and Clark Hall Pub 

staff — a winning combination 

of alcohol and law enforcement. 

Sadly, booze and cops didn’t mix 

and the team recorded a disap¬ 

pointing finish. 

Despite their record, McCann 

felt it “was nice to see people 

outside the context of the pub 

and show our athletic prowess.” 

The top three teams in the 

‘Overall’ category were Bewic 

Sports Club, Touched by Love 

and Superjocks. The top three 

‘Competitive’ teams were Bewic 

Sports Club, Superjocks and 

Touched by Love. The top three 

‘Sportsmanship’ teams were 

Touched by Love, Highlanders 

and Shazaam!. 

Resolutions that count ON DE<* 
By Julieta Loeffler 

I am willing to bet that 90 per 

cent of the population started 

the year 1999 with many New 

Year’s resolutions, ways in which 

they were going to change their 

lives. 

Did you know that the two 

most common New Year’s 

Resolutions are “I will quit 

smoking” and “I will lose 

weight”? Despite the good inten¬ 

tions of these two resolutions, as 

they are both health orientated 

and in the long run will probably 

improve the quality of life, they 

usually fail. 

It is the New Year and I am a 

fitness writer, therefore, I can 

not discourage any potential 

exercise nut from making their 

way down the dungeon stair¬ 

cases of the PEC into the world 

of the sweaty. However, I offer 

you a middle ground, some 

sound advice that might make 

you feel great, inside and out. 

Change a large and 
difficult to manage 

goal into one that can 
be achieved easily. 

What I propose is making a 

small adjustment to the classic 

resolution “I will lose weight” or 

“I will start working out.” 

Change this large and difficult to 

manage goal into one that can be 

achieved easily. The logic behind 

it is simple. Just like a child 

learns to walk by holding on to 

tables, taking tiny steps and get¬ 

ting praise from eager parents 

one must also start with baby 

steps and rewards. Instead of 

striving for immediate weight 

loss or immediate muscular tone 

strive for smaller, obtainable 
goals. 

If you want to lose weight 

don't fixate yourself on low 

calorie diets. The shock to your 

system is too great and you will 

feel crummy for a long time 

before your body gets adjusted 

to your new habit. Ease yourself 

lm°. a h“lth>' way of life. Set a 
goal such as “1 will not eat any 

)unk food on Mondays.” Once 

Please see Making on page 14 

FRIDAY 
Basketball vs. York 

@Bartlett Gym 
Women 6 p.m. 

Men 8 p.m 

SATURDAY 
Queen's Invitational Swim 

Meet 
@ the pool 

12 noon 

Basketball vs. Laurentian 
@Bartlett Gym 
Women 6 p.m. 

Men 8 p.m. 

SUNDAY 
Volleyball vs. Ryerson 

@Bartlett Gym 
Women 2:30 p.m. 
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Sports & Fitness 

Making it 
Continued from page 11 

v.tu have achieved that goal for two 

Lv, eks, try eating healthy for one day a 

wee|< as well as not eating junk food on 

Mondays. Continue the healthy eating 

agime for a few weeks and continue to 

,jd healthy days, as you feel ready. Read 

one article about healthy eating a week. 

In this way, none of the goals seem too 

daunting. 
Let’s assume your New Year’s resolu¬ 

tion was “I will exercise.” Start by mak¬ 

ing it to the gym once a week. Just make 

ir to the gym and change out of your day 

clothing into your “workout” clothing. 

That should be your first goal. It may 

sound silly but the hardest part of work¬ 

ing our is just getting there. Which is 

work 
more enticing, an hour curled up in your 

warm blanket with a nice cup of hot 

chocolate or an hour of sweaty wet hair 

and some bqdy odor? Your next goal 

might be staying in the gym for 30 min¬ 

utes Just stay there, sit in a chair and 

read your textbook if you don’t feel ready 

to sit on the bike. Next go adding the 

number of days you make it to the gym, 

and workout, as you see fit. 

Remember there is no magic formula 

to achieving your goals. But there is a 

magic formula for feeling better about 

yourself. Success! Make goals that you 

can reach and as time goes on the goals 

that seemed impossible in the beginning 

will seem as easy as getting out of bed in 

the morning — although that seems hard 

sometimes too. 

‘Long range’ Glancey 
Continued from page 11 

any one way to win a game, a so called 

: go-to player, so in order for us to win 

; we have to have an inside-outside com- 

: bination,” explained Head Coach Dave 

Wilson, "Having Steph hitting from 

: outside they have to play her on the 

perimeter, or in the case of Steph, a 

long way out on the perimeter, opens 

up the post players.” 

It was the absence of veteran post 

player Wendy Moon that made 

Glancey’s performance in Ottawa all 

; the more important. 

“With Wendy out it was particularly 

important to get scoring from outside, 

and Steph helped provide that,” said 

Wilson. 

Glancey, who is known for shooting 

from anywhere on the court, doesn’t 

really pay attention to where she is 

when she fires the ball up, 

“When I get the ball and I’ve made a 

couple of shots already, I just feel where 

I am and I shoot if 1 feel comfortable,” 

said Glancey. 

With nemesis and division leader 

Laurentian coming to town this week¬ 

end, Glancey is confident that the team 

can continue to win. 

“We haven’t beaten [Laurentian] in 

my career, but this is the most confident 

we have been in a long time. This year 

I really feel that they ate beatable and 

that we are more prepared for them 

then we have ever been,” said Glancey. 

If Glancey continues to stretch the 

defence, the Gaels may get a belated 

Christmas present. 
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9 Selections on tap! 
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nights - open MIC 
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SOCIETY OF 
GRADUATE AND 

PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS 

ELECTION1 
Nominations are now open for the 

following executive positions: 

- President 
- VP Internal (Graduate)* 
- VP Internal (Professional)* 

- VP External 
- VP Communications 
- VP Services 

Nomination Forms and Information Packages are available at the SGPS Office. 
(JDUC - Room 021) 

Nominations Close: 

Monday, January 25th @ 4:00 PM (SGPS Office) 
Election Dates: 

Tuesday/Wednesday, February 9th/10th 

Positions are open to all members of the SGPS. 
*VP Internal (Graduate) is open to Graduate students ONLY 
WP Internal (Professional) is open to Law and Theology Students ONLY 
(pending approval of this position by SGPS Membership on January 20th). 

For more information, contact Kevin Brown: brown@civil.queensu.ca or 549-7238. 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
■ 

Nominations for the 
position of 

editor(s)-in-chief of the 
1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen s Journal 

are now open. 

All nominations should be submitted 
in person to 

Keith Gerein, Co-editor-in-chief. 

Please call 533-2800 for details. 

Nominations close Friday, 
January 29 at 5 p.m. 
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Sports & Fitness 

Fan’s paradise lost 
Queen's MusicalTheatre Presents... 

By Neate Sager 

In a recent edition of Sports Illustrated, 

|./qs, not without significant justifica- 

[jon was deemed to have been the great¬ 

er sports year of the 20th 

^ This claim was easily substantiated by 

the exploits of Mark McGwire, Sammy 

Sosa, John Elway and the Denver 

Broncos, Michael Jordan and the Bulls, 

md the great New York Yankees, but 

something was amiss this year in sports. 

Amidst these momentous events, what is 

perplexing is how professional sports in 

recent years appear to have incited more 

discontent than delight amongst the col¬ 

lective fan population of North America. 

Without a doubt, contemporary ath- 

letes, in terms of physical skill, surpass 

rheir counterparts of a quarter-century 

ago, when it was not uncommon for NBA 

players to enjoy a reinvigorating smoke at 

halftime. Also, mirroring society, sys¬ 

temic racism and sexism — for example, 

the myth about ‘black quarterbacks’ and 

barriers posed to female athletes — have 

largely been expunged from sports, with 

good riddance. Why, then, does this per¬ 

ception that sports are experiencing an 

interminable decline persist? 

The one apparent response is that 

when much of the media discourse about 

sports dwells on players’ salaries, the 

games and their participants lose the ele¬ 

ment of wonder. There will always be 

instances when this disillusionment is 

briefly dissipated by a truly moving 

moment; witness the drama of Jordan 

punctuating his matchless career by nail¬ 

ing a jump shot to win a NBA champi¬ 

onship. When the ball dropped through 

the hoop, it is doubtful MJ’s primary 

thought was of a monetary nature. 

However, such poignant vignettes, to 

paraphrase E.M. Forster’s comment on 

athletics in A Passage To India, only raise 

a temporary glow. Today’s professional 

sports are becoming ever more comman¬ 

deered by agents and players’ associa¬ 

tions, neither of whom serve their ideal 
purpose. 

The suggestion here is not that agents 

and players’ associations be eradicated. 

Their necessity is verified by the circum¬ 

stances that predated their emergence, 

when owners enjoyed an imperialistic 

relationship with their players, keeping 

salaries depressed through intimidation, 

coercion and archaic legal clauses. For the 

athletes, at least, their lot has improved 

exponentially since baseball’s nefarious 

reserve clause, which essentially bound a 

player to his club for perpetuity unless 

traded or cut, was struck down in 1975. 

This effectively spawned free agency and 

million-dollar salaries. 

But the issue at stake is with the con¬ 

tentment of the fans, whose support illus¬ 

trates the necessity of sports in our 

society, helping ameliorate the wretched 

desperation (a term coined by Henry 

Thoreau) that pervades everyday life. 

What is crucial is the general contentment 

of sports fans as a collective entity, and 

how to diminish their growing disgust. 

Otherwise, the experience of being a 

sports fan will continue to become the 

cynical, jaded exercise it is fast degenerat¬ 

ing into. 

What should matter least is the 

increased earning potential for .270 sin¬ 

gles hitters; or, for that matter, a franchise 

owner’s freedom to transfer his club to 

any city willing to pony up a shiny new 

stadium with the requisite number of 

luxury boxes. 
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Science _ 
Fireflies and cool’ light 

By Jennifer Paterson 

Fireflies are pretty popular as far as 

insects go, and for one simple reason: 

fireflies are cool because their butts light 

up. Maybe I would've been cooler in 

high school if my butt had lit up, too. 

People have been marveling at the 

beauty of fireflies — which, for the 

record, are actually beetles — for cen¬ 

turies. Japanese farmers used to tie bags 

of fireflies to their ankles to plant seeds 

at night. Guilty frogs have even been 

known to emit a familiar glow after a big 

meal. But the scientific age has given fire¬ 

flies even more distinction. 

The basic firefly reaction has been 

known for a long time and involves the 

substance luciferin. In the presence of 

oxygen, ATP (an energy source) and the 

enzyme luciferinase, luciferin is boosted 

into an unstable, high energy state. The 

molecule immediately “falls” back down 

to its stable state, and releases that 

energy as light — 100 per cent light in 

fact, and no excess heat produced. That's 

significantly more efficient than incan¬ 

descent light bulbs, which produce only 

10 per cent light, and waste the rest as 

heat. 

Sounds valuable, doesn’t it? That’s 

what a lot of other people thought, too. 

Much research has been done into the 

luciferin reaction, but it turns out that 

the substance is much too expensive to 

isolate to make firefly light bulbs a viable 

option, at least for the time being. But no 

one’s saying you can’t still tie them to 

your feet. Except the fireflies maybe. 

Luciferin, however, has many uses 

other than the production of reading 

light. In a sense, the firefly enzyme is 

perfect for detecting life. Here’s how: 

the luciferin reaction requires ATP, the 

energy currency of all known life forms. 

When ATP is present, along with the 

other reactants, we see light. When it is 

not, we see no light. This principle is the 

basis for a method of detecting contami¬ 

nating bacteria in orange juice and milk, 

as well as for a cosmic life-detector that 

NASA sent to Mars on Viking. The 

luciferin reaction is also used in cancer 

and tuberculosis research. 

I guess you might say that we’ve 

ruined the mystery and magic of fireflies, 

but hopefully we will gain enough from 

our investigations to make up for it. 

Maybe one day they’ll even figure out 

how to make my butt glow. 

Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

Pluto’s not 
a planet? 

This February, Pluto will once again 

be the furthest planet from the sun, as 

its elliptical orbit takes it beyond the 

orbit of Neptune. Not long after that, it 

may no longer be officially a planet at 

all. Pluto has never quite fit in with the 

other planets: not a gas giant like its 

closest neighbours, not a rocky planet 

like the inner four. Pluto is tiny — 

smaller than Earth's moon — and com¬ 

posed of a mixture of rock and ice. Its 

one satellite, Charon, is relatively large 

and the two revolve around each other 

in a very tight orbit (Charon itself has 

been demoted: not Pluto's moon, but 

its companion). 

So, if Pluto’s not a planet,s what in 

Hades is it? One school of thought 

wants to group it as a minor planet, 

one of the thousands of smaller bodies 

that orbit the sun, including the aster¬ 

oids in the belt between Mars and 

Jupiter. The International Astronomical 

Union-’s Minor Planet Center is even 

willing to commemorate the event by 

dubbing Pluto the 10,000th such body 

to be classified. The alternative is to 

create a new classification of celestial 

bodies and lump Pluto in with the 60 or 

so other small, icy bodies that have 

been found beyond Neptune's orbit, in 

the Kuiper belt. In that case, Pluto 

would be honoured with the title of 

Trans-Neptunian Object No. 1. 

Drinking water and other dangers 
Queen’s students host symposia on how the environment 

affects our health 
By Robin Fonger 

Although we have isolated 

ourselves from many of the 

deleterious effects of the envi¬ 

ronment through controlled 

indoor environments, humans, 

as well as other species, depend 

on the environment for their 

well being. In order to sensitize 

the public to the importance of 

environmental quality, it is 

important to make the links 

between human health and the 

environment readily obvious. It 

is on this rationalization that 

fourth-year environmental sci¬ 

ence students at Queen’s have 

prepared the fifth annual environmental 

science symposia. 

This year, these symposia fall under 

the common theme of “Human Health 

and the Environment.” Their aim is to 

educate about the health risks we are 

exposed to in the normal routine of 

everyday life, and how our health is 

affected by diet. 

From the glass of tap water we drink 

when we wake in the morning, to the 

mercury fillings we receive at the dentist, 

and the stresses experienced in the work 

place, there are many external factors 

that can influence our overall health. 

Often however, we are unaware of these 

exposures. Health risks can even be 

encountered from seemingly harmless 

exposures, such as the electromagnetic 

fields from power-lines or even Furbies 

the polyvinyl chlorides (PVCs) found in 

the soft plastics in children’s toys, or the 

food we consume that has been treated 

with pesticides. 

Discussions on how human health is 

affected by diet will include a talk on the 

importance of eating environmentally 

and another talk on the health risks 

involved. Other symposia will reveal the 

fungi, algae and bacteria we consume 

daily, and the changing diets and eating 

habits of Inuit people. 

According to Peter Hodson, the direc¬ 

tor and faculty coordinator of the School 

of Environmental Studies, “Every sym¬ 

posium has featured on each day a 

speaker who was inspiring ai 

informative. The symposia i 

not consist of just talks, b 

really good informatii 

changes hands along with t 

networking of different coml 

nations of people. Specii 

contacts can be made for st 

dents for graduate type acti’ 

ties and jobs.” 

This year, the symposia a 

anticipated to be just as st 

cessful as those of the p; 

have been. Along with the to 

ics mentioned above,, there w 

be workshops on feminii 

hygiene, yoga and relaxatio 

organic food, and wat 

quality and cancer. 

The upcoming symposia will inclu. 

speakers from the Annadale Organ 

Food Co-op, The Body Shop, Tl 

Downtown Workout, Greenpeac 

Ontario Hydro, the Sierra Club, tl 

University of Guelph and Queen’s, 
well as many others 

For all interested, this year’s sympos 

will run the weekend of January 30 ai 

31. It will be held in the Bioscienc 

complex from 9 a.m. to S p.m. each d. 

at no charge. All wishing to attend a 

encouraged to bring their own mug. 1 

up-to-date itinerary will be available < 

the web at httfvllqlmk.Hueemu.c 

4wcklsat-bid.htm and at the Ear 
Centre. 

And you thought the 
headache and dry 
mouth were bad... 
A new study suggests that the same 

chemical responsible for hangover 
symptoms can also cause cancer. 
Acetaldehyde is produced in the body 
as it processes alcohol and during nor¬ 
mal digestion, and is also found in car 
exhaust and cigarette smoke. The 
international team of scientists who 
published the study found that 
acetaldehyde can cause damage to 
nucleotides, the genetic building 
blocks, and that these damaged sec¬ 
tions can slip into DNA and cause 
mutations. The study supports earlier 
studies that link alcohol consumption 
and cancers of the larynx, esophagus 
and liver. 

Overclocking 
the brain 

It seems that, like a computer, a 
brain can be tinkered with so that it 
runs faster than it was designed to. 
Researchers in California have been 
able to significantly increase the num¬ 
ber of sound pulses a rat can process 
per second by directly stimulating the 
part of the brain that distinguishes 

between important sounds and back¬ 
ground noise. Future studies based on 
this technique could improve our 
understanding of certain types O' 
dyslexia and other language impair 
ments that are linked to slow sound 
Processing in children. 

shines .pt %e Day 

Come Kaldor and Bill 

Gossage ger intimate 

with the packed house 

at the Edward Day 

Gallery. 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

Who is Connie Kaldor? 

Without making light of the ques¬ 

tion or trapping Kaldor within the rigid 

confines of some functional yet two- 

dimensional definition I’m going to take 

the risk and try anyway. 

Kaldor is a Canadian musician who 

writes and sings in a quirky and engag¬ 

ing, genre-bending manner. Her music 

cannot easily be described because it is 

the “you should’a been there” sort which 

must be seen and appreciated live. 

Over the years she has been recog¬ 

nized for her musical abilities, headlining 

folk-type festivals in Canada and the 

United States, as well as performing in 

various countries in and around the 

Pacific Rim. All this work has culminated 

recently with an award at the Junos. 

1 had the opportunity this past 

Wednesday evening to attend a perfor¬ 

mance of Kaldor’s, hosted at the Edward 

Day Gallery. The venue for the perfor¬ 

mance was intimate, allowing a closeness 

between the small, packed house and 

Kaldor. 

With the backdrop of softly lit art¬ 

work, Kaldor and her side-man, Bill 

Gossage, came onstage and casually 

warmed up. Kaldor engaged the audi¬ 

ence in a humorous and hushed lullaby 

banter about preparing for the iced and 

snowy mess of a Canadian winter, while 

Gossage slowly picked away at his cello. 

The atmosphere was that of some 

close friends who hadn’t seen each other 

lor a while, but had not noticed the lapse 

ln time. Indeed, this appeared to be true, 

as Kaldor reminisced about past perfor¬ 

mances and a sizeable portion of the 

audience sang and clapped along to a 

number of their favourite songs. 

A great deal of what made Kaldor’s 

performance so engaging was the way in 

which she interacted with the audience. 

She insisted that a lady with a crying 

baby not leave but, instead go into the 

back room so that she did not expose the 

child to the weather. 

She also shared, between songs, per¬ 

sonal humorous anecdotes. These were 

on topics such as the strangeness of find¬ 

ing one’s soulmate at a prairie wedding 

or the kinship she felt with a Mongolian 

mother while travelling through 

Mongolia, because of the knowledge 

that, like her, the mother must also deal 

with soiled diapers. These moments cre¬ 

ated a friendly rapport with the audi¬ 

ence. Kaldor’s personal stories made the 

music and lyrics that much more authen¬ 

tic and enjoyable. 

The music was often funny, and 

always engaging. With songs ranging 

from country-style love ballads about- 

jilted relationships to the Caribbean song 

“Mr. Tally Man” parodied in an ode to 

the Internet, each new song was effective 

for reasons varying from creative 

rhyming to the wakefulness of her calm¬ 

ing, smooth voice. 

Overall, the concert was a worthwhile 

experience. I must admit that I am gen¬ 

erally not a big a fan of the different 

kinds of music that Kaldor played, but I 

look forward to the next time she comes 

to town so that I may sing and clap along 

with the rest of the audience. You’d just 

have to be there to understand, but I 

hope next time you are — Kaldor is not 

to be missed. 

small crowd at AJ’s 
CONCERT REVIEW 

By Brad Suisham 

Wednesday evening, rap group BTK 

made-h return to AJ’s Hangar, where 

they were supposed to open in 

September for Econoline Crush. 

Unfortunately, this Bad Terrible Krap 

should have remained an opening acr. 

BTK’s opening act,- Thrust with 

Fudge, appeared previously at Alfie’s 

with Rascalz and members of the 

“Northern Touch” Crew, The rappers 

seemed lethargic on stage, perhaps 

owing to their prolonged pre-show 

snooze in the bar. Although Thrust 

made valiant efforts to rouse the 10 

members of the audience, energy levels 

remained low throughout the short set. 

Attention in the bar was more focused 

on beer than the entertainment, as 

someone had Broken The Keg and all 

taps in die bar were dry. 

BTK is probably best known for their 

“Peppyrock” video that combines 

Sesame Street nostalgia and illicit drug 

imagery. The video was in heavy rota¬ 

tion last fall, and recently received a 

MuchMusic Video Award for its innova¬ 

tion. The band’s creative character was 

evident on stage; band members joked 

with each other between songs, and 

showed finesse in handling a drunken 

heckler who kept screaming “Mother of 

Ass.” 

BTK’s music uniquely combines rap 

with Bass and Turntable Kitsch. Their 

sound invites comparison to the Beastie 

Boys, although it doesn't quite match 

the Beascies in intelligence or charisma. 

Songs in their repertoire that strayed 

from the popular “Peppyrock” and 

“Superchile” formula tended to lack 

coherence and energy. The band’s per¬ 

formance suffered due to the lack of an 

attentive audience; competition with 

WCW’s Psychosis proved too intense. 

Despite the success of “Peppyrock,” 

BTK has nor built a following that can 

justify headlining a show. Perhaps the 

release of either another unique video 

or another album will increase the 

band’s ability to draw a crowd. 

Regardless, they were still Better Than 

K-CI and JoJo. 

Dallas 

^•gh Park Records 

havRes,c assured fellow reader: 

\en t gone country on you. 

P"e “f the title of this C 

_ 
there isn’t a twang, a yee-haw, 

or any mention of cheatin’ 

wives, pickup trucks, or getting 

piss-drunk while wallowing in 

self-pity. Hell, there ain’t even a 

portrait of Larry Hagman in a 

light grey early-eighties three 

piece suit and matching cowboy 

hat. 

I found “raj kapoor” 
to be a haunting and 

mysterious love ballad. 

Nope, Bobby, J.R., Sue-Ellen 

and the rest of that wacky and 

dysfunctional gang have nothing 

to do with this project. 

Dallas is the name of a 

European boy-girl pop duo who 

look as though they generally 

stay out of the sun and don’t 

waste a lot of time in the 

shower. 

Judging by the names on the 

back, I’m assuming the group is 

Finnish. The female singer is 

reminiscent of the Icelandic 

Bjork. 

I really wasn’t expecting to 

like this collection of songs; the 

CD jacket is an ugly montage of 

weird, seemingly drug-induced 

band photos punctuated with a 

hideous combination of gold let¬ 

tering over a shocking pink 

(think of it as a high school art 

project gone horribly wrong). 

When I first played it, I 

thought it was another piece of 

forgettable trash in the proud 

tradition of Cinerama and 

Prozzak. I’m not much into 

Euro-pop-rock, so I quickly 

consulted the dictionary for syn¬ 

onyms of the work “suck.” 

The CD jacket is an 
ugly montage of weird, 

seemingly drug- 
induced band photos. 

Just to be fair, I thought I 

should re-play the album, and 

I’m glad I did because a funny 

thing happened — a few of the 

tunes actually began to grow on 

me. 

A number of the songs aren’t 

that great, and none will ever 

enjoy the honour of being re¬ 

written into Muzak versions, 

but I found “raj kapoor” to be a 

haunting and mysterious love 

ballad. 

Similarly, “police” was enjoy¬ 

able (although I’m not sure if it 

really has anything to do with 

police officers), with a few good 

guitar riffs thrown in at the end. 

Instead of giving it away to 

my younger and more foolish 

brother, or keeping it handy for 

a spare frisbee, I think I’ll keep 

the Dallas CD and perhaps even 

play it sometime. 

Please see Rotate This on page 18 
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Fun Lovin’ Criminals 
100% Columbian 
Virgin Records 

By Lilian Kim 

Forger about “Scooby Snacks” 
for a moment, and take a second 
to imagine what the Fun Lovin’ 
Criminals are really all about. 

The New York-based band is 
more than the pop-dance tune 
that shot their debut album 
Come Find Yourself into a flatter-- 
ing musical stratosphere. 
“Scooby Snacks” does not do jus¬ 
tice to what the trio of Huey 
(vocals/guirar), Fast (bass) and 
Steve (drums) have actually 
accomplished with the rest of 
Come Find Yourself and to their 
soon to be released album 100% 
Columbian. 

The Fun Lovin’ Criminals are 
a mix of every possible attractive 
musical genre in one package. 
The band collects elements of 
hip-hop, jazz , rock n’ roll, blues, 
soul and lounge to create a sound 
so diverse that 100% Columbian 
seems like of a compilation of 
artists than a single band’s pro¬ 
ject. 

Frontman Huey sings with a 
soulful rasp and melody that 
emulates trip-hop god Tricky. 
Tracks like “The View Belongs to 
Everyone,” and “We Are All Very 
Worried About You,” heavily 

move with hip-hop beats, but the 
undertone is met by apparent 
guitar licks, emphasizing the 
band’s ability to successfully 
experiment with broad range 
music. 

The thing about the Fun 
Lovin’ Criminals is that they 
could easily be diagnosed as 
musical schizophrenics. Their 
track “Southside” is pretty much 
a three-chord, downward strum¬ 
ming rock song, while “Up On 
the Hill” could be compared to a 
delicious new track from A Tribe 
Called Quest’s The Love 
Movement. 

In any case, confusion is not 
part of the trip. 100% 
Columbian seems to take a nat¬ 
ural stance as second album for 
F.L.C. and is a lot stronger than 
one might expect it to be. 

Various Artists 
The Faculty 
Sony Music 

By Douglas Reid Gieurla 

Through the years, we’ve all 
had teachers who we felt didn’t 
come from the same planet we 
did. Well, someone made a 
movie about it. And now there 
is The Faculty soundtrack. The 
artists on this album have come 
up with some cool teen-angst 
tunes — either their own or 
some apt classic rock covers. 

The most striking are the lat¬ 
ter, particularly both parts of 
Pink Floyd’s “Another Brick in 
the Wall” performed by the 
“Class Of ’99," an alt-rock 
all-star supergroup featuring 
Layne Staley (Alice In Chains) 
on vocals, and Tom Morello 
(Rage Against The Machine) on 
guitar. Their take is even darker, 
moodier, and more menacing 
than Floyd's original, with an 
industrial undercurrent that 
makes the already timeless tune 
an incredible cover for 1999. 

Second, what is a highschool 
flick without Alice Cooper? 
Well he gets his place on Creed’s 
whomping version of “I’m 
Eighteen” and Soul Asylum's 
fiery romp on “School’s Out,” 
where the instrumental arrange¬ 
ment is identical but the spooki¬ 
ness of Cooper is replaced with 
a slice of Soul. 

We all know "Rockabye” guy 
Shawn Mullins and he offers a 
faithful rendering of David 
Bowie’s “Changes.” Not bad, 
but stick to your one-hit won¬ 
der. “The Kids Aren’t All 
Right” by the Offspring is what 
you would expect from any 
Offspring tune, fast, loud and 
sure to kick-start your day! 

Rounding out The Faculty 
soundtrack are several original 
tunes by some of the hottest 
artists in alternative music 
today: “Stay Young” by Oasis, 
“Resuscitation” by Sheryl Crow, 
and “Medication” by Garbage. 
The Faculty is the first sound¬ 
track to come my way where I 
can truly listen to the dozen 
songs without hitting SKIP. 

Drop this disc in your player 
and soon you’ll be ready to 
rebel against that prof from 
another planet! 

University of Alberta 
excellence in research and graduate education 

If you are planning to do graduate work in engineering, why not 

study with the best? The Faculty of Engineering at the University of 

Alberta offers high quality graduate programs, an extensive 

financial assistance program, and strong industry connections. 

Our faculty, recognized leaders in their particular fields, are involved in 

internationally recognized research in which graduate students play a 

vital role. 

Come and work with the best. 

For more information: 

Foculty of Engineering 

5-1 Mechanical Engineering Building, 

University of Alberta, 

Edmonton, Alberto T6G 2G8 

Tel: 492-3320 or 1-800-407-8354 

enginfo@deon.engg.uolberta.ca 

www.engineering.ualberta.ca 

How-ie could you? This past Sunday, tjd 
Backstreet Boys had to cancel their first show in 

, r IT. 
six years. Howie Dorough had to miss the show 
because his sister recently died of lupus at age 25 

Another Panzerotti Pavarotti? Luciano Pavarotti 
has tipped the scales at 300 pounds and has 
offered a reason for his weight problem: “You 
have to have some willpower and have to be 
determined. It’s psychological. A person of niy 
size has some hunger, maybe from the war. 1 am a 
child of World War II.” 

Enter Sand-ler: Adam Sandler of The Waterboy 
and Billy Madison, will soon have an animated 
ego. He has made a deal with Sony for an ani¬ 
mated musical — it is expected to take a number 
of years to create. This summer you can see him 
in Big Daddy with Joey Lauren Adams. 

Rap-sheet (again): Rapper ODB was arrested on 
a charge of attempted murder after an attempted 
shoot-out. ODB, also known as Big Baby Jesus, 
was stopped by the police after his sports utility 
vehicle didn’t have its lights on. This is his fourth 
arrest since July. 

Everyone else is up the Creek: 
(Top 3 movies for the weekend of January 15) 
1. Varsity Blues $14.3 million 
2. A Civil Action $10.9 million 
3. The Thin Red Line $10.5 million 

in 

Want to have experience in 
teaching Conversational ESL? 
Want to find out about other 

cultures and teaching 
overseas? 

Be an ESL Volunteer Tutor. 
Two-hour weekly commitment. 

Call 533-2472 or drop by the School 
of English at 96 Albert St. 

* enjoy a pint and * 
you can STILL hear your friends 

Robby Burns Supper Mon Jan 25 
Celebrate the.." Bard Of Scotland " 

®Itt (Hantntt 
’ www.thetoucan.com 

down rhe alley at 76 Princess Sr S44-1966 

$2.49 Sunday breakfast fti Jail 22 
suii-tiies ■■■ a a 

UloelcGooe 
'/2 pricei,ad,os* *•**"»**''j 
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East meets West 
Exhibit strives for cultural understanding 

By Edrick Thay 

Maqamaat: the plural of the Arabic 
word maqam, a term defined as a resting 
place, a level of achievement, a level of 
understanding, or respect given to you 
by others. 

Maqqadimah: a word rooted in 
Arabic, embodying, according to artist 
Sylvat Aziz, “a preface, an introduction, 
a court case, a thesis, an examination, 
and a treatise” all at once. 

These words form the titles of two 
series of works by Aziz, some of which 
are currently on exhibit at the Agnes 
Etherington Art Centre. Lying at the 
heart of both series are concerns about 
female positions in Muslim society, gen¬ 
der relations and cultural identity. 

The large-scale, vibrant coloured 

paintings and sculptures reveal a con¬ 
scious attempt to reconcile Muslim 
images with Western ones. The bound¬ 
aries between the two are blurred, and 
the arbitrary demarcations drawn 
between cultures are brought into order 
to understand; the viewer must become 
more self-aware — aware of his or her 
own personal history, perspectives, and 
ultimately his or her own cultural 
identities. 

The large-scale, vibrant 
coloured paintings and 

sculptures reveal a conscious 
attempt to reconcile Muslim 
images with Western ones. 

“Maqamaat Carousel” highlights 
these concerns. On the left panel of the 
portrait, a brilliantly coloured horse is at 
once rendered familiar and exotic; the 
horse is foregrounded against a dark and 
somewhat forbidding wall of what 
appears to be Arabic text. The panel 
brings to mind Western images of the 
plains, as well as those of foreign 
empires, such as the Assyrians and 
Persians. Various cultures, separated by 
land and time, are brought together in 
this one image. 

The panel also reveals Aziz’s concerns 
about feminine identity in Muslim soci¬ 
ety. Situated in the foreground along 
with the horse, is a Muslim woman, 
barely visible, overshadowed and hid¬ 
den, not only by her clothes, but also by 

Please see Vivid on page 20 
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THE JOURNAL 

Nominations for the 
position of 

editor(s)-in-chief of the 
1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen s Journal 

are now open. 

All nominations should be submitted 
in person to 

Keith Gerein, Co-editor-in-chief. 

Please call 533-2800 for details. 

Nominations close Friday, 
January 29 at 5 p.m. 



MOVIE REVIEW 

At First Sight 
Capitol Theatres 

By Virginia Wigmore 

Valentine's Day, touted as the 

most romantic day of they year, 

is rapidly approaching. While 

Hallmark and Laura Secord are 

doing their part by supplying 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysisls 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

heart-shaped chocolates and 

mushy cards, Hollywood is also 

contributing by releasing a bar¬ 

rage of romances. At First Sight 

starring Mira Sorvino and Val 

Kilmer is one such movie. 

At First Sight follows the 

basic recipe of girl and boy fall 

in love, girl tries to help boy 

overcome a personal disability. 

In this case however, the girl is a 

recently divorced, overworked 

young architect trying to help a 

blind masseuse regain his sight. 

Despite the predictability of 

this film, it is still worthwhile to 

see — especially for the mas¬ 

sage scene. This is perhaps one 

of the most erotic non-sex 

scenes in recent film history. 

The sexual tension between the 

two main characters is palpa¬ 

ble, as Virgil Adamson (Kilmer) 

gives Amy Benic (Sorvino) a 

therapeutic, deep-body masT 

sage, starting with the soles of 

her feet and slowly moving 

upwards. The tension is further 

heightened because Adamson is 

only able to touch Benic with 

hot oil between his fingers — 

his attraction is entirely based 

on the way she feels, the inter¬ 

play between the compliancy of 

her skin and her muscles. Ooh 

baby, this scene is reason enough 

to fork out the nine bucks. 

While it was basically the 

prospect of catching this scene 

that caused me to venture out of 

my house during the snow 

storm, At First Sight did possess 

other qualities. 

Based on a true story, At First 

Sight deals with the question: 

how would your life and your 

relationships change if you were 

plagued with blindness since 

birth, but you suddenly regained 

your sight? 

There are many touching 

scenes in this movie, particularly 

one between Adamson and his 

sister, played by Kelly McGillis 

of Top Gun fame, during which 

he thanks her for all that she has 

done for him in his less than 

ordinary life. 

One area of the movie which 

was lacking was the rapport 

between the main characters. I 

was often left wondering what 

the relationship was based on, 

because there was little develop¬ 

ment in the relationship past the 

initial attraction. 

The two main characters 

were one dimensional and 

exhibited little charisma or mag¬ 

netism, making it difficult to 

sympathize with them as they 

struggled to make the relation¬ 

ship work. Sorvino’s Benic 

comes across as pushy, whiny 

and only interested in her own 

well being. Kilmer’s character is 

apathetic and self-interested. 

At First Sight is definitely not 

a must-see movie. While I 

enjoyed the film, I did not find 

it very memorable. If I was 

Siskel, I can’t say I would give it 

a thumbs up. 

So, unless you are lonely and 

think a hot and erotic massage 

scene will add a little spice to 

your life, 1 would recommend 

waiting until this film is released 

on video. 

this luminous animal of red 

gold and white. The im„ ’ 
however, resists simple i,ater’ 

pretation; the viewer is asked 

to question culrural asstimp. 

tions, to decipher myths and 

preconceptions. Meanings are 

mingled in this cross-cultural 
exchange. 

The panel brings to 
mind Western images 
of the plains, as well 

as those of 
foreign empires. 

Aziz was born in Lahore, 

Pakistan, and her work reflects 

her life there and in Canada 

since 1983. She has partici¬ 

pated in numerous group and 

solo shows since 1976, and is 

currently an assistant profes¬ 

sor of painting and drawing at 

Queen’s University. 

Her work is shaped by per¬ 

sonal experiences, and as a 

result, invites the viewer’s par¬ 

ticipation beyond that of a 

passing glance. 

Aziz’s introspective work 

requires introspection on the 

viewer’s part. In this light, 

Aziz not only educates the' 

individual, but also enlightens 

the individual’s own sense of 

self. 

WANTED 
Computer Network 

Support Person 
(tor transition beginning March 01,1999) 

The Alma Mater Society is seeking a computer network support person to 

maintain its 50-node Novell network, Web server, and Skylight Lounge. The 

support person is responsible tor supporting business, desktop puonsning 

accounting and general administrative applications for the AMS commissions! 

services, general ottice and numerous committees and activities. 

This position requires someone with proven computer problem solving skills 

and an ability to resolve a wide range of hardware and software problems, under 

minimum supervision, i ime commitment ranges between i u-zunrs/wk. 

Questions? 
Chris Holmes, AMS Network Support 

chris@ams.queensu.ca 
I Claude Sherren, AMS General Manager 

gm@ams.queensu.ca or call 533-2725 

The successful candidate will: 
• have experience running PCs in a Windows 

NT networking environment, 

• have good communication & organizational 
skills, 

• have a working knowledge of MS Office, 

• benefit from Novell networking experience 
in a business computing environment, 

• benefit from any network migration 
experience. 

Pursuant to AMS policies, priority is given to 
undergraduate students. 

Pick up an application at the AMS front desk in the JDUC. 
^pplications^due^before 4:30 p.m, on Friday, February 12,1999. 

PUBLIC LECTURE 

to be given 

DR. ALMERIA NATANSOHN 

Professor 
Department of Chemistiy 

Queen’s University 

MOVING MOLECULES 
WITH LIGHT 

Monday, JANUARY 25, 1999 

7 ERENCE ROOM 202 
SCHOOL Ob POLICY STUDIES 

10 Dr- Natasohn of 
“e hV0 1997 Prize, for Excellence in Research at 

Queen s University. 

Tthe Queen's Journal 
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umanna anna 

ACROSS 

14. French king 
15. Child's word for 

toe 
17. Neckline shape 
18. They might get 

in your pants? 
20. Compass point 
21. Saucy 
22. Gem setting 
24. Excepting that 
26. Large tank 
28. Baking pan 
29. Bent the arm 
32. Cracks a whip 
36. Diving bird 
37. Short sleep 8. Motorcycle 

gang member 39. Christmas 
1. New Zealand 9. Archangel 40. Autumn mo. 

parrot 11. Its atomic 41. Deep sleeps 
5. Liquid distilled number is 27 43. Regret bitterly 

from coal 12. Make up for 

44. Segovia's 
instrument 

46. Baptismal oil 
48. Goes bad 
49. Difficult to 

chew 
50. Pinch 
51. A stiff hair 

DOWN 

1. Give a piece of 
advice 

2. Letters before 
an alias 

3. Iodine source 
4. Mr. Shaw 
5. Die having 

three pips 
6. Help 
7. Actor Keanu 
8. Singer Pat 
9. Needing 

attention at 
once 

10. Sly looks 
11. Sideways 

walker 
13. Encountered 
16. Wildebeest 
19. Number of 

deadly sins 
21. One cent 
23. Slack 
25. Fleur-de-_ 

27. Adult male 
voices 

29. Concentrate 
30. Hand cream 
31. Stream barrier 
33. Charioteer 

constellation 
34. Luxurious 
35. Appear to be 

36. Record of 
voyages 

38. Agreements 
41. Complain 

unreasonably 
42. Brogan 
45. Parson bird 

47. Settled habit 

QUEEN’S CHRISTIAN FELLOWS 
www.ams.queensu.ca/QCF 

Winter term 
Smallgrup Bible Seminars: 

GAMES 'N JAMES (Paul & Greg) 
Mondays 12:30pm Music Listening Rm JDUC 

CHRISTIANITY IN CONTEMPORARY CULTURE (Dave & 
Nate) Mondays 7:30pm Geneva House (Frontenac & Union) 

GOSPEL OF JOHN (Leah & Dave) 
Mondays 8:30pm 346 Brock St. Apt.503 

RUTH: YOUR LIFE & GOD'S WILL (Phil) 
Tuesdays 3:30pm Geneva House 

JOSHUA (Jen & Ryan) 
Tuesdays 4pm A-wing Seminar Rm, Vic Hall 

EPISODES IN THE GOSPELS (Perry &Darren) 
Tuesdays 7pm Watson Hall 517 

PARABLES OF JESUS #1 (Doug) 
Wednesdays 4pm Geneva House 

SOCIAL JUSTICE-french language study (Rachel & Christian) 
Wednesdays 7:30pm 356 Albert St. 

PARABLES OF JESUS #2 (Doug) 
Fridays 11:30am Music Listening Rm JDUC 

Biggrup meetings: Thursdays 6:30pm @ Alfie's 
Jan 28, 7:30pm QCF will be taking Biggrup to Etherington 

Auditorium to hear Geneva Lecturer Gerard Gabrielse of 
the physics Dept. Upcoming Biggrup guest speakers 

Feb 4 Phil Apol (Geneva House) 
Feb 18 Bill Van Groningen (Campus Ministry Director, C.R.C. 

North America) 

/> THERE AfVY REAL 
RIGHT OR WRONG? 

the error in post modern 

thought 

Monday January 25th 

130 PM - McLaughlin Room, JDUC 

CHOOWNG MY REL/G/ON 
the search for religious truth 

Tuesday January 26th 

130 PM - McLaughlin Room, JDUC 

ONE. WRE TH/NG 
A&OUT Y2K 

technology in crisis 

Wednesday January 27th 
730 PM - Ellis Auditorium 

MAXIMUM 5EX 
the search for true intimacy 

Thursday January 28th 

730 PM - Dunning Auditorium 

rR/EZNP^ N/GHT 
food, friends and fun 

Friday January 29th 

730 PM - Ellis Auditorium 

JEW<> - THE r/LM 
the story of the One 

who changed the world forever 

Saturday January 30th 

730 PM - Dunning Auditorium 
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Classifieds 
BURGER 

KING 

$.99 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 

also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 

544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 

for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 
'99 Party at Daytona's most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 
Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or 

Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14 - 22. Lowest price Guaranteed 
Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
space!!! Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
8262. 

QUEEN'S INTER-UNIVERSITY 
BASEBALL TEAM Indoor workouts 
begin Sunday January 17th at 

McArthur Gym (West Campus) 11 
a.m.to 1 p.m, January 24th 11 a.m.to 

1 p.m. P.E.C. For more info 6bsm1. 
All welcome. 

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 

COURSE offered this terml Sign up 
for Monday or Tuesday classes, 6 - 9 
p.m., beginning January 25th and 
26th at the AMS Front Desk. Cost is 

$100 for ten weeks. Space is limited! 

STILL LOOKING FOR PRINCE 

CHARMING? You just might find him 
at Glamour and Glitz 1999 on 
January 30th. Get your tickets to 

Charity Ball soon! It'll be kickin'! 

ARE YOU GRADUATING from Arts 
and Science this year? Are you 
proud of your accomplishments at 

Queen's? If so, you can apply for an 
ASUS scholarship worth $1000.00!!!! 
Deadline has been extended until 
Monday, January 25th, 1999!!! Come 

by the Core at 183 University Ave to 
pick up an application or for more 

info. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS: Our 
next class features quick, hearty, 
comforting soups. Call the Health 
Educator at 533-6712 to sign up for 

this session Monday, January 25th 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. at the International 
Centre. Free with a donation to the 

Food Bank. 

UP TO THREE ASUS SCHOLAR¬ 
SHIPS are available to graduation 

Arts and Science students who have 
demonstrated outstanding academic 
achievement and significant extra¬ 
curricular contributions while at 

Queen's. Drop by the ASUS Core at 
183 University Ave., for an applica¬ 
tion or more info. Deadline is January 
25th. 

OUT AT NIGHT? Walkhome is open 

from 6 p.m. - 2 a.m. - Wednesday, 
and until 3 a.m. on Thursday, Friday 

and Saturday. So if you're not sure 
where you're going, don't feel com¬ 
fortable on your own, or just want 
some friendly company, give us a call 
at 533-2662. 

TICKETS TICKETS TICKETS 
Tickets are on sale for the French 

play Les Belles-soeurs by Michel 
Tremblay. February 4th, 5th and 6th. 

Students $5 and general $8. 

CAMPUS TRIVIA TOURNAMENT. 

Do you know stuff? Prove it! Sign up 

your team of 4 or individually. $5 per 
person. January 30th. Email 6ajt3 to 

register. 

CHARITY BALL'S GLAMOUR AND 

GLITZ The best party of the year! 
Tickets sold Monday, Wednesday. 

Friday in Mac-Corry and Tuesday, 
Thursday in the J-DUC from 10-3. 

Get yours soon! 

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY - Be a 

volunteer notetaker and help a stu¬ 

dent with a disability succeed! Your 
commitment? Attend class and take 

legible notes. Your reward? An 
improvement in your own notetaking 

skills (we provide the training!), and 
an opportunity to learn something 

about the university experience of a 
student with a disability. For more 
information, contact Scia Ross at 

533-6467. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: '89 Ford Escort LX - 5 
door - for sale - 106 km. Asking for 

$4,000. Also,: Mountain bike $35; 
Sony PCS cell phone and leather 

case $80.00. Call Christina at 543- 

4535. 

FOR RENT: One and two bedroom 

apartments available. Clean and spa¬ 
cious. Laundry room facilities on site. 

On bus route to Queen's. Parking 
available. Call 544-4568. 

FOR RENT: Lovely bachelor apart¬ 
ment on Brock near Sydenham. Rent 

Friday, January 227^ 

QQJ'Ttfc 

^Columbia! 
Sportswear Company J 

Winter Parkas 

DOWNTOWN KINGSTON 

SOURCE FOR SPORTS - 

121 PRINCESS ST. 
542-2892 

$525.00 plusPUcTsi^^er 
month). Quiet building. Call 547. 

2338 to view. Sublet to September 
possible. 

mzgxassnm 
LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 

The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 

Canadian Job Directory contain valu¬ 

able job search and employer infor¬ 
mation! Now available at your uni* 
versity bookstore. 

VOCALIST LOOKING for (prefer 

ably) 3 - 6 piece jazz band to expert 

ment with standards, creative work 
from torch songs, ballads, to swing 

Let’s make this happen. Call 531 
3613. 

Just $4 for students •$10 for local *$15 for national 

Classifieds are due Friday by noon for Tuesday publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 

Tricolour Express 

Always Your Best Ticket Home 

One Way Fares (inch tax) 
^ Toronto $23 

Ottawa $18 
Montreal $25 

The Tricolour Sixpack is Back!!! 
By Popular Demand! Buy Your Tricolour 
Tickets in Advance All Through January! 

\\ 
V 

Get Your Tickets At 

FP0ACJANUAry 22. 1999 
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I ^LOlggfGS 
I never thought it would 

happen. This is a special time for 

me, and for everyone like me. I think 

that, as the final moments of the millen¬ 

nium slip past us, as writers begin to use 

the word “millennium” more than is 

strictly neccessary, as everyone else grows 

sick to death of hearing about the millen¬ 

nium, and as this sentence draws to a 

close, this will be one of the moments 

long remembered in the 20th century. 

DISNEY HAS FINALLY COME 

THROUGH WITH GENUINE PORN. 

Ever since I noticed that Donald Duck 

doesn’t wear any pants, I’ve been aware of 

the somewhat uncomfortable sexual over¬ 

tones of our modern day cartoons. You 

can’t deny it: Betty Rubble, Jessica 

Rabbit, and Wonder Woman are all sex 

symbols as much as Marilyn Monroe or 

Lana Turner. More so, if you’re a member . 

of my generation*. Actually, most people 

of my generation don’t even know who 

Lana Turner is. I don’t even know who 

Lana Turner is. I just remember hearing 

somewhere that she was sexy. Or dream¬ 

ing it. 

“The right people” now 
know how to look for hidden 
pornographic images, and no 

one else cares. 

Anyway. Cartoons are sexy, anyone 

who has ever watched cartoons could tell 

you that. But it seems that there are a few 

people who didn’t watch them, and grew 

up thinking of cartoons as harmless, and 

were shocked to discover their true, 

hedonistic nature. At least, they were told 

that they ought to be shocked, and there¬ 

fore went out of their way to discover a 

hedonistic nature which did not neces¬ 
sarily exist. 

Adding to the disillusionment, it 

turned out that the Walt Disney com¬ 

pany, which trusting parents had thought 

to be a simple, harmless monolithic, 

octopus, megalomaniacal, profitmonger- 

tng corporation, was in fact the major 

perveyor of this smut! Shocking! 

Outrageous! All the more shocking if 

outraged parties could dig up some actual 

proof of the allegation, which of course 

they did very soon. 

But the fact is, these brave crusading 

souls never stood a chance against Team 

Rodent. Their kids had already been 

sucked in, with a great slurp, by the dev¬ 

ilish facade of quality animation. Well, 

except for The Black Cauldron. 

Walt Disney, of course, was a staunch 

believer in family values, and his com¬ 

pany has done the best they can to follow 

Brazil, was an obvious target. But the 

aforementioned moral standards made it 

hard to outright accuse them. Still, any¬ 

one who didn’t know Disney was evil 

hadn’t been breathing much lately. 

So, in their weakness, the crusaders 

grasped at straws: 

his moral vision. This has been hard, at 

times, since Disney’s moral vision was 

one of people living in theme parks 

among wildlife that contained a mini¬ 

mum requirement of formica, but they’re 

doing the best they can. Also, they’ve 

proven extremely successful at control¬ 

ling the minds of children. Did you know 

that more North American children rec¬ 

ognize Mickey Mouse than all the other 

Disney characters combined? Surely this is a 

sign of something. 

So the parents used to trust Walt. This 

was until the early nineties, when the 

nation joined together in a demonstra¬ 

tion of individualism and democratic 

ideals known as, “Let’s Sue Everyone.” 

Disney, occupying more land area than 

•The priest’s erection in The Little 

Mermaid. (Actually it’s just his knee.) For 

that matter, the Little Mermaid herself. 

Rrraaoooowr. 

•The dust cloud in The Lion King, which 

very clearly spells out, “SFHGRMNZ.” 

•Aladdin’s subliminal comment, urging 

teenagers to, quote, “mutter mutter [hey, 

I think that mike’s still on].” 

As you can see, these people had a lot of 

free time on their hands. 

So people, to put it lightly, got sick of 

hearing about the supposed perversions 

in every Disney film. The people who 

started the whole thing can be found boy¬ 

cotting public libraries on the basis of the 

fact that “public” sounds a lot like 

“pubic.” 

But the silly buggers, they were on the 

right track. They just swung at the ball 

too soon, and struck out. 

With this month’s recall of The 

Rescuers, Disney has proven that it is fea¬ 

sible to ship porn in a children’s ani¬ 

mated film, and that, at this point, no one 

even gives a rat’s ass. 

And so it begins. 

I think The Rescuers was a trial run. 

Pretend like it was a mistake, apologize, 

and recall. But now they have established 

a climate in which “the right people” 

know how to look for hidden porno¬ 

graphic images, and no one else cares! 

The silly buggers were on the 
right track, but they swung 

too soon and struck out. 

The average animated film contains 

110,000 frames. That’s more sex fantasies 

than Hugh Hefner and Larry Flynt can 

envision in a month, combined. That’s 

also the last time I want to have to picture 

Hugh Hefner and Larry Flynt’s sex fan¬ 

tasies combined. 

Doubtless, Disney will continue to 

stay one step ahead of others who will vie 

for the same market. There will doubtless 

be competitors. The pioneering Ralph 

Bakshi (Heavy Metal, Fritz the Cat) tried 

all this back in the seventies, except for 

some reason he got it backwards, result¬ 

ing in animation with the porn out in the 

open and the actual entertainment value 

rendered subliminal. 

But Disney will no doubt remain the 

ruler of the animated porn industry. The 

Magic Kingdom is here for real, my 

friends. Just watch Tinkerbell, that half- 

dressed nymphet mute, fly out and make 

the mighty castle tower appear. You’ll see 

it’s not such a small world, after all. 

Whatever that means. 

Adam Prosser animates most 
things with their clothes on 

‘Officially known as “That generation that 
came after the Baby Boomers,” or TGT- 
CATBB. The list of generations goes like this: 

[Various boring generations that never had 
the luxury of sociologists to tell them what 
kind of people they were, back into the mists 
of history] ; [The generation before the baby 
boomers] ; [THE BABY BOOMERS] ; [tgt- 
catbbj. 

How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

545-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

There's no application. You don Y need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

1/1/e ’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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Take a trip 
far free{ 

Th« Publishing and Copy Centre 
*®64S-eS43 ^ 545-0360 

IJ10 centra of the kmerJDUC 
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1-888 AIR CANADA 
Visit our Internet site at: www.aircanada.ca 

The AmTH aruP Ait C’anacPa 
wiH fly you at<P a 
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m Aorth America 

with the AMfP CarcP. 
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Queen’s University 

THE JOURNALS Come to The 
Journal Open 

House 
Tuesday February 2 . 
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Big Sugar (left) jammed at Golden Word’s annual Beer Brewing Contest at Clark Hall Pub Friday evening as the 
Kingston Town Crier (above left) and Mayor Gary Bennett (above right) faced off in a marshmallow stuff off. 

PHOTOS BY JILL OFFENBECK 
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EngSoc survey shows high debt 
By Shawn Brimley 

A comprehensive survey of Applied 

Science students, dealing with levels of 

student debt and quality of education, 

was recently completed by the 

Engineering Society. 

Last May, the Ontario government 

announced a program designed to 

increase the numbers of graduates in 

computer and electrical engineering. 

The Access to Opportunities Program 

(ATOP) will allow assenting universities 

to double their enrolment in electrical 

and computer engineering, and offer the 

opportunity to deregulate tuition across 

the entire Faculty. 

‘As all engineering schools in Ontario 

have chosen to participate, the poten¬ 

tially astronomical heights to which 

tuition may rise is a cause of significant 

concern among students,” the survey 

reads. 

“We saw pretty quick that with ATOP, 

it was very likely that every university in 

Ontario was going to participate,” said 

Keith Stewart, Engineering Society pres¬ 

ident. “We would do a far better job of 

representing our students by doing 

something more constructive, than by 

aggressive protesting, which we felt 

woiild damage our credibility.” 

The Engineering Society designed a 

survey asking Applied Science students 

their views on the quality of education 

they receive and the student debt load. 

The survey met with a 60 per cent return 

rate. 

“We got 20 minutes of class time in 

every undergraduate class, which was 

absolutely key in getting the results that 

we did,” said Stewart. “With a 60 per 

cent return rate, there is a lot of weight 

behind these results.” 

“Em really impressed with the sur¬ 

vey,” said Tom Harris, dean of Applied 

Science. “The survey gives us hard data 

on the numbers involved in student debt 

load.” 

“On the areas where we can cross-val- 

idate, such as the University Registrar, 

the numbers are quite accurate,” Harris 

added. 

Upon joining the ATOP program, uni¬ 

versities will be required to direct 30 per 

cent of revenue from any tuition increase 

to “mitigating the effect of the tuition 

increase,” said Stewart. 

The results of the Engineering Society 

survey indicate that in a deregulated 

environment, a tuition increase of 

Please see Teaching on page 3 

Stand 
and 

deliver 
Did the AMS exec 
keep their election 

promises? 

Analysis 
By Erik Missio 

This year’s Alma Mater Society 

Executive have lived up to many of their 

campaign promises and have enjoyed a 

number of successes; however, they 

failed to realize their ultimate goal of 

alignment, and have not appeared to 

change students’ apathy towards campus 

politics. 

AMS President Tom Stanley, Vice- 

President (Operations) Gord Moodie 

and Vice-President (University Affairs) 

Alison Loat were elected with 74.8 per 

cent of the vote last February. 

One of the executive’s big successes is 

that, for the first time in 10 years, the 

Queen’s Pub is making money. Not one 

of the team’s original campaign 

promises, the pub’s expansion was given 

the go ahead after surveys showed it to 

be a good investment and misconcep¬ 

tions concerning the AMS budget were 

cleared up, said Moodie. 

Although some consider the revital¬ 

ization of the QP to be the jewel in this 

year’s AMS crown, Moodie refused to 

take credit for its success, saying that 

honour belongs to Manager Mark 

Picketts and Services Director Sarah 

Armstrong. “The QP is a good example 

of how an idea combined with good hir¬ 

ing can result in a good 

outcome. 

Moodie was instrumental in expand¬ 

ing Aifie’s Pub menu to include more 

food items such as french fries and 

Please see Students on page 3 
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Street youth focus of new shelter 
By Stefan Murray 

Kingston’s street youth will have 

another place to go this winter, when a 

new shelter opens soon on Brock Street. 

“There are a number of youth that 

live on the street... If you can get them 

off the street without [them] getting 

frostbite, you have done them a ser¬ 

vice,” said John Johnson, director of 

strategic planning at Hotel Dieu. 

The shelter, which will be located 

between Clergy and Montreal Streets, is 

a three-story former apartment com¬ 

plex, currently in the last stages oi reno¬ 

vation. The Religious Hospitallers of St. 

Joseph, who own the building, are mak¬ 

ing it available to the Social Planning 

Council for six months rent-free, while 

Hotel Dieu volunteers have donated 

$26,000 toward the project’s operation. 

“There are a number of 
youth that live on the 

street... If you can get them 
off the street without 

[them] getting frostbite, 
you have done them a 

service. 

— John Johnson, director of 
strategic planning at 

Hotel Dieu 

“Staff [for the shelter) have been 

hired and trained, and the construction 

is almost complete,” said Johnson. 

The initiative will be limited to young 

adults, aged 16 to 25, who need a place 

to stay for the night. At this point, the 

facilities are only equipped to accommo¬ 

date 18 youths. 

“The shelter will try ro get them 

through a crisis situation for rhree or 

four days. It is an emergency shelter,” 

Johnson said. 

The building will serve a dual pur¬ 

pose, opening as an overnight shelter 

from 5 p.m. - 9 a.m., then serving as a 

youth employment centre in the day¬ 

time. The employment centre will 

attempt to provide youth employment 

opportunities throughout Kingston. The 

dual programs of the project will 

hopefully satisfy the short and long term 

Please see Delay on page 4 
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tuition info week 
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By Alison Mitchell 

An AMS proposal to host a week 

devoted to addressing tuition and finan¬ 

cial aid issues has won the support of 

assembly members; however, not all 

agree that the week should end with a 

draw for free tuition. 

The primary goal of the week, which 

could be held in early March and has yet 

to be named, would be to educate stu¬ 

dents about the issues surrounding 

tuition in Ontario and about financial 

services and help which are available to 

them. 
Alison Loat, AMS vice-president (uni¬ 

versity affairs), wrote in a press release 

that some of the ideas for the week were 

to hold workshops on budgeting and 

paying off student loans, to organize a 

three-party debate on education in 

Ontario (in light of the upcoming spring 

election), and to host various guest 

speakers. 

The AMS also plans to use the week 

to survey students about such things as 

their debt levels and their feelings about 

tuition and the quality of their educa¬ 

tion. 

In the past the AMS has had difficulty 

getting student input regarding deregula¬ 

tion, debt and tuition, Loaf explained. 

She proposed that having the week cul¬ 

minate with a “Win Your Tuition!” draw 

would generate unprecedented interest. 

To be eligible to win, students would 

fill out a survey and, if they met other 

suggested requirements, such as being a 

full-time student, they would be entered 

in the draw. 

“1 thought we needed a new punch,” 

Loat said when asked about the pro- 

posal. “I can’t think of a better way to 

generate interest in the issues.” 

“I think that there’s better 
ways to spend money in 
greater public interest.” 

— Jascha Jabes, ASUS 
representative to the AMS 

Due to higher than expected enrol¬ 

ment this year, the Society Development 

fund, which is drawn from the AMS 

Assembly budget, has a significant 

unbudgeted surplus. The surplus is 

roughly estimated by Loat to be more 

than $4,000. Loat wrote in her memo 

that the extra money could easily cover 

the cost of the theme week and the draw. 

This is a particularly important year 

to encourage student awareness about 

tuition issues, Loat said, because last 

year’s Trustees set tuition levels for two 

years, and as a result the university will 

not be engaging in a tuition debate this 

year. 

At its January 14 meeting, AMS 

Please see Alternatives on page A 

CORRECTION 

In the previous issue of The Journal, Dean of Education Rena Upitis’s name was 

spelled incorrectly. The Journal regrets the error. 

Qoing out 
into the world alone? 

AKS ZHSSS VOllK QU£SZJOm?~ 

CAN I GET FUNDING FROM AN ORGANIZATION? 
WHAT ARE MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS A TRAVELLER? 

WHERE IS THE MOST SENSIBLE PLACE TO LIVE WHILE THERE? 
WHAT DO 1 REALLY NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE REGION I'M TRAVELLING TO> 

IS THERE AN ORIENTATION PROGRAM 1 CAN ATTEND BEFORE I LEAVE? 
CAN I TALK TO ANOTHER STUDENT WHO HAS ALREADY BEEN THERE'’ 

CAN I GET CREDITS TOWARD MY DEGREE? 
WHAT ARE THE CUSTOMS OF THE COUNTRY? 

WHAT IS CULTURE SHOCK? 
CAN ANYONE HELP? 

yes. 

Visit the International Centre and get your 
questions answered before uou go. 

i he Winter Speaker Series eanlimes (5, 7. 00 pm in the. 1 \usie Orieuimj KiVttt. 2nd Jloee. SDllC), 

Jmmt36 "Cairn Ameriea : Caribbean" ' Wedncs.buj. Mmm/i 

And ask ns abmt the intern,I,mil Clair 7er People Hi,a Chink thep jj'annat Stiigl 

"Western Surope" 
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Future politicians rock Ottawa’s House 
More than 300 Queen's stu¬ 

dents representing five different 

parties occupied the Lower 

Chamber for three days of seri¬ 

ous debate, laughs and good 
times. 

This year was QMP’s seventh 

year in Ottawa, and all five par¬ 

ties worked on creating 11 bills 

that were considered in the 

House. Each party had an 

elected leader, a whip, cabinet 

members and/or critics who 

debated the bills in the House. 

The moderators of the debate, 

or the “Speakers” of the House 

of Commons were guests 

invited by the committee. This 

year guest Speakers included 

Kingston and the Islands MP 

and Deputy Speaker Peter 

Milliken, past and present 

Queen’s professors, and other 

MPs and government officials. 

A highlight for many dele¬ 

gates this year was an emer¬ 

gency debate on a “crisis” that 

emerges after a hurricane 

wreaked havoc on Latin 

America. The country could no 

longer afford to purchase 

BY STEPHANIE CARVIN 

Last week, Parliament Hill in 

Ottawa was anything but 

sedate: the House of Commons 

passed the budget, enacted legis¬ 

lation to merge all banks into 

one mega “Bank of Canada” 

and debated issues such as 

bringing stoning back as a form 

of capital punishment. 

While it may sound like the 

Members of Parliament are act¬ 

ing a little stranger than usual, 

these events took place during 

Queen’s Model Parliament. 

Queen’s students enjoyed three days of lively debate and debauchery during their seventh 

annual visit to Ottawa’s Parliament Hill for Queen’s Model Parliament. 

COURTESY OF GREG SULLIVAN 

Students remain apathetic 
Continued from page I 

chicken strips. An original cam¬ 

paign promise to offer ‘lite 

nites’ and reduced pricing on 

drinks in Alfie’s went unfulfilled 

however, after Moodie learned 

such practices would be con¬ 

trary to the law and would place 

Queen’s liquor license in 

jeopardy. 

Another of Moodie’s key 

contributions has been the 

largely ignored AMS Services 

Card. “I don’t know what we 

were thinking when we created 

that card,” Moodie admits, “but 

to complete it, you’d have to 

restructure your life.” The card 

was recently redesigned so that 

students are only required to 

make four different purchases 

from AMS services for a chance 

at winning the Hawaiian 

vacation. 

Loat credits Foodbank 

Coordinator Eric Morris for the 

success of this year’s initiative 

to help students during times of 

trouble. Use of the Foodbank 

has increased this year, which 

oat attributes largely to the 

addition of signs pointing out its 

ocation. The Foodbank has also 

enefited from an excellent 

relationship with the A&P and 

successful food drives within 

Lle Queen’s faculty, Loat said. 

he Foodbank has expanded its 

scope to educational programs 

ike the “Food that Makes 

ents” cooking course, she 
added. 

lu terms of safety and 

security, Loat cited much 

progress over the course of this 

year, but still sees room for 

improvement. The Queen’s 

Security Web site offers updates 

of incidents around campus, 

and message boards can be 

found in various local stores to 

keep students abreast of hap¬ 

penings in the area. A media 

blitz for “Listen, Accept, 

Respect,” a consensual sex 

awareness program, is expected 

prior to Reading Week. The 

AMS is also continually pressur¬ 

ing Vice-Principal (Operations 

and Finance) John Cowan to 

allot more money towards the 

placement of signs showing 

accessible entrances to campus 

buildings and increased lighting 

and blue lights on West 

Campus, she said. 

“The Commissioners and 

Directors [of the AMS] worked 

hard... and thankfully, we had 

an unscandalous year. It all goes 

back to hiring,” Loat said. “The 

people hired [as Commissioners 

and Managers] were excellent.” 

Moodie was quick to agree 

with the success of the past five 

months. “Overall, the AMS is 

looking to have a very success¬ 

ful financial year... if the AMS 

continues to perform this well 

[in future years], we could take 

on a QP-esque project every 

year. We have a team that all get 

along really well.” 

Despite this success, the 

executive’s ultimate dream of 

aligning the Queen’s student 

body with the lobbying group, 

Ontario Undergraduate 

Students Alliance, failed after a 

referendum vote. Both Moodie 

and Loat expressed severe dis¬ 

appointment with the results of 

their bid for student alignment. 

“I’m disappointed in the OUSA 

referendum,” said Loat. 

“Queen’s is isolating themselves 

from other university students.” 

Moodie said he also 

“would’ve liked to have another 

crack at OUSA. A combination 

of how we handled it and how 

other people conceived the 

issue could be re-looked at.” 

‘How people conceive issues’ 

has continually been a struggle 

for the AMS. Less than 29 per 

cent of all eligible students 

voted in the last AMS elections. 

“If there’s no problems, peo¬ 

ple don’t complain. Our genera¬ 

tion is pretty apathetic across 

the board,” said Loat. “I wish 

people would care more [about 

student politics] but if. they just 

want to use the AMS for it’s 

many services, that’s fine too.” 

“1 read The Journal all of the 

time, and I’d like to think I’m 

informed, but I don’t know that 

much about the AMS. I see 

posters for movies at Dunning 

more than I see anything about 

the AMS,” remarked Pedro 

Rendulich, ArtSci ’01. 

Jay Grozelle, Sci ’01, also 

had no direct opinion on the 

AMS Executive. “It’s not that 

the AMS is doing anything 

wrong... I just don’t give a 

damn. I didn’t even know about 

voting [last year]. There should 

be more publicity.” 

fell to approximately $0.31 

cents American. After an after¬ 

noon of intense debate, caucus 

meetings and back-room negoti¬ 

ations, the Liberal government 

was able to resolve the crisis 

with the support of the NDP, the 

third party in the House. 

NDP leader and former 

Queen’s student Alexa 

McDonough came to speak to 

the participants on Thursday 

night at a keg party on 

Parliament Hill. “I am 

impressed that students take the 

time away from their studies to 

see how it all works,” she said. 

“I am sorry that I didn’t partici¬ 

pate when I was at Queen’s... 

not that it is the only way into 

politics.” 

At the Friday night banquet 

on Parliament Hill, the keynote 

speaker was Ottawa Mayor Jim 

Watson, who used to work as 

the speech-writer for the 

Speaker of the House of 

Commons. “Every member of 

my family went to Queen’s, 

except me,” he said. “I went to 

Carleton.” Watson spoke on his 

experiences in student govern¬ 

ment and joked about drinking 

and university life. 

Most participants were very 

enthusiastic about their 

experiences. “I found some of 

the remarks [in the House] very 

intelligent,” said Kate 

McCloskey, ArtSci ’01. “Once 

you got in the House everyone 

took on the persona of their 

party... you really did take on a 

party line,” she said. 

“Every member of 
my family went to 

Queen’s, except me... 
I went to Carleton.” 

— Ottawa Mayor Jim 
Watson 

“Being an engineering stu¬ 

dent I was grateful for the 

chance to dabble in politics,” 

said Anson Chan, Sci ’01. “I 

think for science students it’s a 

great way for them to broaden 

their interests.” 

Both McCloskey and Chan 

indicated that they would likely 

participate next year. 

“Everything went great,” said 

Greg Sullivan, co-chair of QMP. 

Sullivan said he spoke with 

many first-time QMP members 

who said they were looking for¬ 

ward to returning. “That’s the 

greatest compliment that we can 

get,” he said. 

Teaching ability 
most valued 
Continued from page I 

$2,000 would require student 

aid resources to be approxi¬ 

mately $2.2 million, $1 million 

short of what ATOP would 

bring in revenue. 

"A major conclusion from 

the survey is that tuition policy 

needs to reflect the projected 

shortage of funds, and where 

and how those funds would be 

acquired,” said Stewart. 

“Students are much 
more interested in 

the quality of 
teaching, rather than 

the size of their 
classes.” 

— Keith Stewart, 
EngSoc president 

The survey also indicares 

that the average student debt 

load for engineering students is 

increasing. 

“According to the results of 

the survey, the average student 

will end up graduating with 

$20,000 of debt,” said Stewart. 

“But since our results are aver¬ 

ages, what is frightening is that 

there will be a large number of 

students graduating with debt 

loads much higher than 

$20,000.” 
Another highlight of the sur¬ 

vey was the results for ques¬ 

tions relating to the quality of 

education Applied Science stu¬ 

dents receive. 

“Students are much more 

interested in the quality of 

teaching, rather than the size of 

their classes,” said Stewart. 

“Students would rather have an 

effective teacher in a large lec¬ 

ture, than a poor professor in a 

smaller class.” 

According to the survey, stu¬ 

dents ranked teaching ability, 

up-to-date labs, and innovative 

material as the most important 

factors in the quality of educa¬ 

tion they receive. 

“Our results [in the quality 

of education section of the sur¬ 

vey] are very similar to where 

the Faculty of Applied Science 

has set its priorities in terms of 

the upcoming capital cam¬ 

paign,” said Stewart. 

“The conclusions from this 

survey reinforce the direction 

where we’re going,” said 

Harris. 

“The Faculty of Applied 

Science wants our education to 

be better, they believe they 

need more money to do that,” 

said Stewart. “As students, we 

believe that there are lots of 

ways other than increasing 

funding, to increase the quality 

of education, but we also rec¬ 

ognize that there are certain 

things where you need more 

money in order to do them.” 

“I think student organiza¬ 

tions have a responsibility to do 

these kinds of things, to put 

more structure and credibility 

behind their arguments and 

positions,” said Stewart. “I 

think all Faculty societies 

should try something like this.” 



Students encouraged to 
begin summer job search 

By Jennifer Morrison 

Kingston may still be covered 
in snow and ice, but students are 
advised to begin their summer 
job search as soon as possible. 

“Now is the time to start,” 
said Jane Good, counsellor at 
the Career Planning and 
Placement Centre. “Start now 
and keep going with follow-ups 
to check on the progress of your 
application.” 

Students may visit the Career 
Planning and Placement Centre 
for summer employment infor¬ 
mation. Located across from 
Victoria Hall in the St. 
Lawrence Building, the office 
contains an extensive collection 
of academic and job-related 
material and a number of sum¬ 
mer job postings. The Centre 
also offers students free individ¬ 
ual counselling sessions and 
workshops. The workshops 
cover several areas, ranging 
from interviewing and network¬ 

ing, to skill development. 
Workshops devoted specifically 
to summer job searches are also 
conducted. 

“Four out of five jobs 
are never advertised.” 

— Counsellor Jane Good, 
Career Planning and 

Placement Office 

The Alma Mater Society’s 
student employment manual 
also offers a number of valuable 
leads and contacts for summer 
job seekers. Now available 
online at http://www. 
ams.queensu.ca/, the guide con¬ 
tains helpful resume and cover 
letter tips, as well as a compre¬ 
hensive listing of on campus and 
off campus job resources. For 
each listing, the guide includes 
the address, phone number, e- 
mail address and name of the 
contact person, as well as perti¬ 
nent information, such as hiring 

periods and level of experience 

required. 
Good encouraged students to 

begin by developing a plan that 
outlines what they want to do, 
where they want to work, how 
they plan to approach prospec¬ 
tive employers, and most impor¬ 
tantly, what they have to offer. 
“The first thing students need to 
know is what they have to offer. 
It’s critical,” she emphasized. 

Good also advised students 
to be creative and persistent in 
their search for work. Reading 
the newspaper, the classified 
ads, searching the Internet, and 
looking for help wanted signs 
are all helpful tools, but “four 
out of five jobs are never adver¬ 
tised,” Good said. 

Career services will be host¬ 
ing several summer job work¬ 
shops which students can sign 
up for using the computers in 
the Career Centre. They are 
scheduled for January 28, 
February 3 and 9, and March 2. 

Alternatives to 
be discussed 
Continued from page 2 

assembly voted to recommend 
the tuition information week; 
however, some assembly mem¬ 
bers did not support the free 
ruition draw for various rea¬ 
sons, including the concern 
that it was too much money to 
give to one student when need 
wasn’t taken into account. 

“I thought that the idea of 
having a [tuition information 
week] was a great idea,” said 
Jascha Jabes, ASUS representa¬ 
tive to the AMS. “The spirit of 
the motion was good... 
[although] I think that there's 
better ways to spend money in 
greater public interest.” 

Jabes added that some 
assembly members thought 
“the specific marketing ploy... 
wasn’t the most appropriate.” 
One criticism brought up dur¬ 
ing the meeting was that the 
proposed tuition week would 

only encompass the interests of 
Arts and Science students 
Medicine and Law student 
whose tuition is considerably 
higher than that of ArtSci stu¬ 
dents would not benefit from 
the ruition give-away, he said. 

In terms of her response to 
the Assembly meeting, Loat 
said, “I would have been hap¬ 
pier if there were some mean¬ 
ingful alternatives presented.’’ 
She said she remains concerned 
that there aren’t any other 
strategies that will generate as 
much interest as the “Win Your 
Tuition!” draw. 

However, the week will be 
going on in “some modified 
form,” Loat said, and 
explained she will be discussing 
possible alternatives to the 
draw with assembly members 
over the next few weeks. 

—with files from Renee 
Huang 
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Delay due to financial 
and location concerns 
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needs of street youth and 
“should run nicely together,” 
according to Johnson. 

Karen Hindle, AMS social 
issues deputy commissioner, 
said the shelter is “a great 
endeavour that has been a long 
time coming [and] it’s great that 
Queen’s students have become 
involved in these projects.” The 
Queen’s students that have been 
involved in the shelter have vol¬ 

unteered their time through the 
Queen’s Project for 
International Development. 

“We wanted to extend 
QPID's involvement to include 
local projects... and to raise 
awareness of issues facing devel¬ 
oping communities,” said Amy 
Lister, QPID’s on-campus and 
programming director. QPID 
volunteers have been involved 
in collecting furniture and 
appliances for the shelter, as 

Preparations are underway for the opening of a local .h-l.-- 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

SENATE COMMITTEES 
NEEO STUDENT MEMBERS 

Academic Development, Educational Equity 
Information Technology ... and more 

Terms start September 1 
Apply now!I Do it before *Valentine's Day* 

Deadline: February 14 

WWW,( 

or call 533-6095 
or visit MACKINTOSH-CORRY, B400 

well as cleaning the building 
and raising awareness for the 
campaign. 

Lister deemed the shelter 
necessary because “I have 
noticed more youth on the 
street recently than I did in my 
first year here.” 

“I have noticed more 
youth on the street 

recently than I did in 
my first year here.” 

— Amy Lister, QPID's 
on-campus and 

programming director 

Johnson agreed that the shel¬ 
ter is necessary for the Kingston 
community and cites both 
financial and location concerns 
for the delay. 

There’s not much money 
available and we have been 
looking for a building for over a 
year,” Johnson said. 

The shelter will open soon 
and will be available to any 
youth in need of temporary 

shelter. 
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In Here 
Winter Adapted Games 

The Winter Adapted Games are being 
held next Saturday from 8:30 a.m. - 
4 30 p.m. at the Queen’s Phys-Ed 
Centre. The event is a full day of games 
and activities for individuals between 
five and 25 years old who have physical 
or mental impairments or learning dis¬ 
abilities. Participants will be paired with 
Queen’s students from the Faculties of 
Physical and Health Education, and 
Rehabilitation Therapy. The day is free 
and includes complementary lunch, 
snacks, arts and crafts, and games. 
Parents, family and friends are invited 
but are not required to come. For more 
information or to pre-register, contact 
Jenn LaRocque at 542-6466 or 
547-5956._ 

Nature films at Ellis Hall 

Eight outstanding international films 
based on living and playing in mountain 
environments will be played at Ellis Hall 
auditorium, Queen’s campus, next 
Saturday at 7 p.m. 

Queen’s National High School 
Debating Tournament 

hosting the Annual Queen’s National 
Fligh School Debating Tournament in 
Kingston between February 5 and 7. The 
tournament is one of the single largest 
high school tournaments featuring 
Canada’s best high school debaters. This 
year’s competition will include 90 high 
school teams from six provinces. The 
tournament offers seven rounds of 
debating and three rounds of public 
speaking followed by a semi-final and 
grand final. For more information, call 
the Debating Office at 533-6422 
or e-mail Lorin Busaan at 
6ljb@qlink.queensu.ca 

Out There 
Members needed for Falls 

Prevention Coalition 

The KFL&A Fall Prevention 
Coalition is looking for volunteers with 
an interest in seniors’ issues. The coali¬ 
tion is a group of interested seniors, vol¬ 
unteers and representatives from various 
local agencies and organization, funded 
by Kingston General Hospital. The 
group’s mandate is to reduce the number 
and severity of falls by seniors on pedes¬ 
trian walkways and in the homes. Call 
Shirley Albinson at 549-1232 or Karen 
Graves at 544-7090. 

The Queen’s Debating Union will be 

a win w mi 
mnmm 
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thought 

Rcndsy January 25tN 

130 PA ■ Acliujhlin im, JDJC 

momwxium 
the search for religious truth 

Tuesday January 26th 

130 PA - AcLaughlin toon, JPUC 

mi mi rm 
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technology in crisis 

Wednesday January 27th 
730 PA * Ellis Auditoriua 

mtm m 
the search for true intinacy 

Thursday January 2Sth 

730 PA - Sunning Auditoriua 

numumr 
food, friends and fun 

Friday January 29th 

730 PA * Ellis iuditoriuo 

jim-mm 
the story of the One 

who changed the world forever 

Saturday January 30th 

730 PA - Punning Auditoriuo 

The AMS updates you on what’s happening on and around campus 

Housing Lottery 
balloting on Feb 1& 2 Lower Vic 
Hall, 9:30 - 3:30, Draw on Feb 3, 
2:30 in Wallace Hall. JDUC. 

Charity Ball is here! 
Saturday, January 30th at the 
Portsmouth Harbour. Tickets 
available Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday in MacCorry, Tuesday 
and Thursday in the JDUC. 

Got Talent? 
If so then show it off at the “High 
School meets University” Coffee 
House at the Grad Club, 
February 7, from 7-10. Those 
interested in performing should 
call Jenn at the MAC Office - 533- 
6000 Ext. 75178 or email: 6jek1 

Hey Engineers! 
Catch a glimpse of your future at 
CIRQUE+, Feb 12 & 13 - Holiday 
Inn Kingston. This year's theme 
is “What can do with an Iron 
Ring?” Register now in EngSoc - 
deadline is February 3rd. Need 
more info? 
www.engsoc.ca/cirque, or email 
cirque@engsoc. queensu. ca 

Give the Gift of Life. 
Canadian Blood Donor Clinic of 
1999. Grant Hall, February 8 8 9 
for more info., or to volunteer, 
contact Erica at 6ejdl or 531-5266 

AMS Executive 
Open Forum 
Hear the candidates for the AMS 
Executive and the Undergraduate 
Student Trustee speak. Hear 
other people ask them questions 
Watch them sweat. All this fun 
on Tuesday, February 2, 6:00 in 
Victoria Hall. 

Coffee House! 
Big Prizes! 
Grad Club, Saturday, Jan. 30. 
All proceeds to the High School 
Outreach Program. For more 
info, call Karen in the MAC Office 
533-6000 ext. 75178. 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

pljone tlje AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732; or email Comm@ams.(juee)mca MS& 
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THE JOURNAL 
■iars of the editorial board of Hu- Queen's Journal. The 
is iil the slated position through a democratic process. 

Watch your Words LOVE or hate IT, anyone who has tending for the AMS executive |ob. 

ever read Golden Words knows By singling out two AMS hopefuls, 

one of the paper’s most cherished and refusing to use that same critical eye 

trademarks is its willingness to poke fun against the other candidates, including 

at anyone and everyone. Given the con- his co-workers, Cheung has abused his 

troversy the paper often finds itself in, position as editor and impugned his pub- 

it’s clear that no one is safe from GW’s lication’s credibility. As co-editor-in¬ 

poison pen. Sadly, this reputation was chief (not Operations Manager) Cheung 

given a dent last week, due to an article should be well aware that, even under 

that was notable not so much for who it the auspices of an “opinion” piece, his 

attacked, but rather, who it didn’t. 

As influential campus media, 
GW has an obligation to 

maintain some semblance of 
neutrality in its election 

coverage. 

words reflect his influence on the paper 

as a whole. 

As influential campus media, GW has 

an obligation to maintain some sem¬ 

blance of neutrality in its election cover¬ 

age, especially when a perception of bias 

is already high. Using the paper as a pul¬ 

pit from which to derail the campaign of 

certain candidates to the benefit of oth- 

In a carefully labeled “opinion” piece ers is an unacceptable violation of this, 

in last week’s issue, co-editor David Furthermore, if Cheung’s style is to be 

Cheung attempted to castigate The the norm, how can we trust that GW’s 

Journal for an error in a news story, future election commentary will be 

Unfortunately, before proceeding into delivered in a fair and equitable manner? 

his main argument, Cheung decided to If GW truly wants to contribute to the 

throw insults at a seemingly unrelated debate, its staff needs to remember that, 

target — a pair of candidates in the as silly as it sounds, everyone needs to be 

upcoming AMS executive election, ridiculed equally. 

While such candidates are certainly fair GW has always been an important 

game for scrutiny and criticism, in this and valued player in AMS elections. The 

case Cheung should have exercised bet- only way that will happen this year, 

ter judgement, especially considering however, is if they stop making excep- 

that a trio of GW staffers is also con- tions for themselves. 

Turning a blind eye DURING THE 1980s, apartheid was of law, and the courts are run by the 

a human rights issue that galva- Taliban, women on the street without a 

nized the entire world. Countries male relative, or women seen wearing 

stood against the apartheid regime in white socks can be beaten or shot. Both 

South Africa in thought and deed, both women and men are suffering from the 

decrying the situation and instituting eco- institution of this oppressive regime, 

nomic sanctions. After years of protest, although women have remained the 

apartheid fell, and in 1994 the African main targets of these violations. 

National Congress won a resounding vie- The world, by and large, has ignored 

tory in the general election. these atrocities, citing, when pressed, the 

Sadly there is another form of cultural integrity of the Afghani people, 

apartheid taking place in 1999 that is We cannot interfere with the religious 

being virtually ignored by the rest of the freedom of a people, say world leaders 

Y?ruld-.The fundamentalist rulers of During apartheid in South Africa it 

Afghanistan, called the Taliban, took was clear that that nation’s self-determi- 

power by violence in 1996. Since then, nation had to be interfered with in order 

they have instituted a gender apartheid to maintain the rights of blacks in that 

that denies women fundamental human country. Why do we turn away from 

ng, , . , Afghanistan when it is clear that a group 

In the name of religion, the Taliban of people is being systemically 
has decreed that women cannot go to oppressed? 

school, work outside the home, or travel It is time for the rest of the world to 

without a male companion. Women can- start treating the human rights violations 

not leave the house without being cov- in Afghanistan like it treats other human 

ered from head to foot by a garment rights violations. It may not be a swift 

called a burqa, which has only a small reaction, nor one commensurate to the 

mesh opening to see and breathe offences committed. But it is time the 

through. Because the country has no rule world registered its disgust 

Making safe sex visible 

Q 
Queen’s students practice 

safer sex. They are well- 

informed, interested, and 

comfortable with sexual health 

issues. 

This is the view purported by some 

members of the Sexual Health Resource 

fidence to seek sex-related information 

or to buy products from their peers, 

and others are simply not informed 

enough about the SHRC to know 

where to turn. 

Instead, I feel the best way to make 

students more aware about safer sex is 

We need to make 
safer sex products 
more accessible on 

campus. 

Centre and Student Health Services, to make these programs and services 

who believe that the prominence of more visible on campus, 

sex-related programs and services on For instance, the SHRC could set up 

campus have encouraged liberal atti- vending machines containing birth con- 

tudes on campus about sex, sexuality, trol and STI-prevention products in res¬ 

and sexual health. idences, libraries, and high-traffic 

buildings around campus. The 

machines could contain condoms, 

sponges, lubricants, foam, and other 

products at low costs. They could con¬ 

tain free pamphlets about sexual health 

and a directory of campus services that 

students could turn to for more infor¬ 

mation. 

■ belief that most Queen’s stu- Such vending machines could also 

ents practice safer sex is a dangerous include feminine hygiene products such 

one to propagate. Many Queen’s stu- as tampons, maxi-pads, and the keeper, 

elents are not well-informed about sex- The SHRC could thus possibly share 

ual health and certainly not everyone is the cost of setting up the machines with 

aving sa er sex, every time. the university, which has long been 

aPP au ^e efforts of the students neglecting its responsibility for provid- 

and staff who are pushing for a greater ing menstrual products in women’s 
awareness of sexual issues within the washrooms. 

SHRT S ;TTnity' VoluntCerS at the Alfie’s Pub has recently set up con¬ 

vention n A COntro and STI-pre- dom machines in its washrooms. This 

House am? ^ u°n m ^ 'n'c'ative ought to be commended as a 

to offer fre W°!j Wlt 1 ^eer Educators means to make safer sex a viable option 

tion -ihnnr 6 30 i rtia .'n^orma' for students who could otherwise take 
on about sexual health. Students who unnecessary risks 

atess to v?lnah|f f ^ SerVi“S haVe 1 WiCTe 'hat the key.to making safer 
information, prod- sex a reality on campus is to make safer 

nets, and services. 

My concern is that not enough stu¬ 

dents take enough initiative to benefit 

from these services. Many lack the con- 

sex products more accessible those who 

might not seek them out. 
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Opinions 

$15 fee is reasonable 
A response to the controversy over new exam policy IN LIGHT OF THE RECENT ACTIVITY 

concerning the Senate Sub-commit- 

tee on Exams institution of a $15 fee 

assessment to students who do not pre¬ 

sent a valid student card at exams, I feel 

it incumbent upon myself, as a student 

on that sub-committee, to address the 

issue. 

Requiring students to bring a 
student card to their exams 

is a reasonable manner to 
discourage cheating. The old 
system failed to do so and a 
$ 15 fee was the best way to 

achieve this 

In the past few years, the number of 

students failing to bring a valid student 

card to their exam has increased at a 

near exponential rate. The faculty and 

administration became concerned with 

this alarming pattern, and sought out 

the sub-committee to address this prob¬ 

lem. The unfortunate subject of cheat- 

The letter of the law 

Dear Editor, 

I wish to clarify certain comments 

attributed to me in The Queen's Journal 

this past week regarding Queen’s Law’s 

ranking in Canadian Lawyer Magazine. 

1 fear that my comments, as reported in 

The Journal were taken out of context, 

and may be misinterpreted. 

In my interview with The Queen’s 

Journal reporter, I did not actually 

point to my own success obtaining an 

articling position as an indicator of 

Queen’s Law’s reputation in the legal 

community. 

Rather, I observed that the Faculty of 

Law at Queen’s has a very strong repu¬ 

tation in the legal community generally. 

As an indicator of this reputation, 1 

pointed (in great derail) to the high 

regard the legal community has for the 

professors at Queen’s, both for their 

teaching abilities, and the particular 

expertise of many faculty members in 

different areas of the law. 

The legal community has a 
high regard for the 

professors at Queen’s, both 
for their teaching abilities 

and their expertise in 
different areas of the law. 

I also noted the high regard in the 

,cgal community for Queen’s law grads 

as a result of the rigorous education 

°‘fered at Queen’s. This has translated 

>pto a relatively high success rates for 

Queen’s law grads when seeking arti- 

c‘>ng and other positions. 

To further clarify, articling is one of 

three phases that lawyers must complete 

efore they are called to the bar. 

Organizations offering articles begin to 

0 >er positions to students at the end of 

ing had reared its ugly head, and a solu¬ 

tion was required. 

Requiring students to bring a valid 

student card to their exams is a neces¬ 

sary and reasonable manner in which to 

discourage cheating. The previous sys¬ 

tem had apparently failed to do so. The 

sub-committee discussed various meth¬ 

ods of solving this problem. Reluctantly, 

the $15 fee assessment was seen as the 

best way to achieve this goal. 

What does the sub-committee hope 

to accomplish with this action? The goal 

is to reduce the numbers of students fail¬ 

ing to bring their student cards down to 

a manageable level. Of course, it has 

been put forth that students desperate to 

cheat will gladly pay the $15. True, the 

unscrupulous will remain so and may 

continue with their devious actions. The 

difference, however, is the scrutiny that 

will be placed upon those who fail to 

provide a valid student card. With a 

decrease in the number of students fail¬ 

ing to provide valid student cards, 

cheaters will be identified and dealt 

with properly. 

This is an attempt to aid the exam 

proctors in dealing with other concerns 

that the thousands of other students 

have during exams. This is an attempt to 

address the issue of cheating in a fair 

way, and to remove the negative image 

that the increase in students failing to 

bring rheir student cards to exams rep¬ 

resents. This is an attempt, finally, to 

address a concern that all students and 

members of the Queen’s community 

should feel compelled to consider. 

I am a forgetful man. I don’t 
like the idea that I may be 

assessed a $ 15 fee for 
forgetting my student card 

at my next exam. 

Honestly, I am a forgetful man. 1 

don’t like the idea that I may be assessed 

a $15 fee for forgetting my student card 

at my next exam. But this is a reason¬ 

able solution to a very real problem. I 

also don’t like paying library fines for 

Continued on page 8 

rs the Editers 

their second year, but this process con¬ 

tinues into third year and past 

graduation. 

Moreover, not all law students 

choose to article — many go on to grad¬ 

uate studies, and others seek employ¬ 

ment in areas outside the law. 

That I obtained an articling position 

was incidental to my primary observa¬ 

tions that Queen’s law has a strong rep¬ 

utation in the legal community, and 

offers a first rate education. 

Jason Hannibal 

Law ’99 

The ongoing 
abortion debate 

Dear Editors, 

I am responding to Ann Valikoski’s 

letter that concerned my article. Her 

letter concentrates exclusively on the 

example of a woman becoming preg¬ 

nant by rape. I have a few things I 

would like to point out. 

Firstly, her letter assumed that every¬ 

one who is pro-life has never been 

raped. This is hardly true. But it cer¬ 

tainly is true that anyone who is pro- 

choice have never been dismembered, 

having their body torn apart, piece by 

piece, and then sucked into a vacuum 

cleaner, only to be thrown in a garbage 

can. 

Secondly, I don’t think that she 

would accept killing postnatal children 

for the same reasons that she accepts 

killing prenatal children. As well, if the 

mental health of the woman is all that’s 

important, why shouldn’t she have the 

right to kill her rapist? Wouldn’t that 

help her to stop having nightmares 

about the incident if she knows that he 

can never come back to hurt her? Yet, 

for some reason, it’s OK to kill her 

unborn child, but not her rapist. Why? 

Because people can see that a rapist is a 

human being and has rights of his own, 

but prenatal children don’t have rights 

in our society today. All as I was asking 

Ann Valikoski and other pro-choice 

people to do is to justify their reasons 

for not wanting to give prenatal chil¬ 

dren the same rights as postnatals. Is 

there some fundamental difference 

between the two groups that I’m not 

thinking about that devalues prenatals? 

If not, can we really say that we’re any 

more moral than the slave-owners of 

150 years ago or the Nazi Germans of 

World War II? 

If the mental health of the 
woman is all that’s 

important, why shouldn’t she 
have the right to kill her 

rapist? Wouldn’t that help 
her to stop having 

nightmares about the 
incident? 

Thirdly, she bases her entire position 

on one rare example. Most 

pro-choice people accept abortion-on- 

demand, so to bring up the issue of rape 

is nothing more than a dishonest 

attempt at making her opinion look 

good. 

Fourthly, she urged me to extend 

myself beyond the realm of my own 

“comfortable, privileged familiar place 

of judgment”, but I have to ask, isn’t she 

suggesting that women have the right to 

judge their own children as worthless 

human beings that should not have any 

rights? 

Sindi Sabourin 

PhD 

Letters To 
THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 

“Gord Downie” 

Pam Fritz 

Con-Ed ’99 

“Britney Spears” 

Mike Goodyear 
ArtSci ’00 

“Her” 

Justin Medved 

Phys-Ed ’99 

talkim 

Who would be your 
ideal Formal Date? 
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SWEP 

i' * 

TEN for Job Interest 
TEN for Career Value 
TEN bucks an hour 

SWEP jobs are: 
career-related 

mostly on campus 
available in many areas of interest 

open to full-time undergraduate students 
who plan to return to Queen’s University 

as undergraduate students in 
September, 1999 

posted on the Career Services web page 
www.careers.queensu.ca 

and at Career Services on January 25 

Fair fee for forgotten cards 
1st 

question: 
When I say 99 

Continued from page 7 

overdue books and reserve readings. 

Believe me, I've paid a lot of money to 

the library over the past four and a halt 

years due to sheer laziness or apathy. 

The University is not trying 
to make up for for lost 

provincial funding by hoping 
to receive at best a few 

thousand dollars. 

Is it fair that I was charged for my 

inconsiderateness? In my opinion, it was 

very fair. The goal seems to be rationally 

connected to the punishment that is 

instituted, with minimal impairment on 

the reasonable student. By having a sys¬ 

tem of library fines in place, students are 

encouraged to return their library books 

on time, so that other students may have 

fair access to them. 

The Journal suggests that, if Queen’s is 

truly serious about preventing cheating 

on exams, it should not allow students 

lacking valid student identification to 

write the exam at all! This confused and 

troubled me somewhat — a $15 fee 

assessment is going: too far, whereas not 

permitting students to write their exams 

is considered reasonable? I fail to see the 

logic in this suggestion, but I most cer¬ 

tainly see the irony in this hypocritical 

assertion that the members of the sub¬ 

committee reevaluate their own logic 

concerning the matter. 

The Journal suggests that 
Queen’s should not allow 

students without a card to 
write their exam. This 

confused and troubled me. 

Our solution is an attempt to identify 

those who cheat, while at the same time 

I would like to now turn my attention trying not to punish those who legiti- 

to what this $15 fee assessment is not. It mately forget. Granted, it’s not perfect, 

is not a cash grab by the University, and 1 would love to hear a better solu- 

Really, does this make any sense? The tion. For now, however, this is where I 

University is not trying to make up for will stand. This is a reasonable and 

the millions of dollars in lost provincial responsible approach to an identified 

funding by hoping to receive (at best) a problem. 

few thousand dollars. The forgetful and I wish everyone the best of luck on 

the deceitful are not viewed by the sub- their exams. I would also like to remind 

committee as untapped economic 

resources. 

Nine hundred and ninety-four stu¬ 

dents failing to bring valid student iden¬ 

tification is a problem. The University is 

serious about correcting this problem. 

This is' the most reasonable solution. 

What is unreasonable, and severely lack¬ 

ing in logic, is The Journal’s alternative. 

everyone to bring their student cards to 

their exams. This, I believe, is a reason¬ 

able request. Take responsibility for 

your actions. We’re adults. We owe it to 

ourselves and to each other. 

Mike Kealy 

Arts '98 

Law '01 

The Geneva Lectures 
presents 

Physicist Gerald Gabrielse 

Gerald Gabrielse, Harvard University 

Professor of Physics, is the featured speaker 

of the ninth annual Geneva Lecture Series. 

Currendy Professor Gabrielse leads the in¬ 

ternational AT RAP Collaboration whose 

goal is accurate laser spectroscopy with 

trapped antihydrogen atoms. 

The ATRAP Collaboration grew out of the 

earlier TRAP Collaboration, also led by 

Professor Gabrielse. 

Please join us on the Queen's campus for 

the following public lecture: 

“Antimatter in the Hands of Job’s God” 

28,1»9, Thuisday, 7:30 pm, Etheringu,., Audhorium 

S» KGH parting) 

Also.. colloquium co-Sp«d by J Qu„„. L 

“Elementary Particles in Designer Atoms” 
Junuty 27, Wedji.sday, 1:30 pm, Stirling Hill 

GENEVA 
FELLCWSHIP 

All are welcomed 

Tku CV“! Uftporuorcl by Geneva Fellowship, 182 Frontenae Street, 
or more mformarion contact Rev, PW Apol a. 533-2962 ot Dt Bill 

Van Groningen. 531-4627. 
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The way things are going, 
they're going to crucify me 

• Did the CIA program an assassin to kill John Lennon? 
• Was Kurt Cobain murdered? ^O' 

• Did the son of a one-time U.S. President use a cancerous injection 
to infect Bob Marley? 

By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

In Utero, Us Interitus: 

The Suspicious Suicide 

of Kurt Cobain 
Give me a Leonard Cohen afterworld 

So I can sigh eternally 

I’m so tired I can’t sleep 

I’m a liar and a thief 

— from “Pennyroyal Tea” 

Officially, Kurt Cobain’s death 
on April 8, 1994 is listed as a sui¬ 

cide. High on heroin, depressed 

and suffering from a chronic stomach ail¬ 

ment, Cobain died as a result of a gunshot 

wound to the head that was judged to be 

self-inflicted. 

Alternate explanations of Cobain’s 

demise surfaced most immediately. 

Conspiracy-minded investigators quickly 

noted that Cobain’s “suicide note” con¬ 

tained no mention of suicide (Cobain 

wrote that he was “retiring,” which, while 

possibly an oblique reference to suicide, 

could also refer to a withdrawal from his 

musical career), while some argued that 

Cobain was too stoned to shoot himself 

After having shot up on three times the 

lethal dose of heroin. 

Additionally, it has been reported that 

the shotgun used by Cobain was not prop¬ 

erly examined by authorities until one 

month after Cobain’s death — a fact that 

the conspiracy-minded have taken as evi¬ 

dence of foul play. Others have alleged 

that the cartridges and gun itself appeared 

to have been wiped clean of fingerprints, 

a fact that is at odds with a suicide. 

Furthermore, musician Eldon Hoke 

has claimed that he was offered $50,000 

by Cobain’s wife, musician/actor 

Courtney Love, to murder Cobain. Sadly, 

Hoke was killed after being struck by a 

train in 1997, before his claims could be 

satisfactorily investigated. Some argue 

mat suspicious circumstances also sur¬ 

round Hoke’s rather convenient demise. 

One of the most outspoken of those 

•nvestigating Cobain’s death is Los 

Angeles private investigator Tom Grant. 

Grant alleges to have uncovered a plot to 

kill Cobain initiated by Courtney Love. 

According to Grant, who was hired by 

Love several days prior to Cobain’s death 

to investigate his disappearance from a 

drug rehab centre, Love hired a profes¬ 

sional assassin to murder Cobain. Citing 

inside information that states Cobain was 

about to divorce Love and cut her from 

his will, Grant alleges that the unscrupu¬ 

lous Love sought to secure her share of 

her husband’s significant fortune by hav¬ 

ing him murdered. While several cam¬ 

paigns have been mounted to defend 

Love’s honour and the Seattle police’s 

investigation into Cobain’s death officially 

ended in 1994, speculation persists that 

Cobain’s death was not a suicide. 

Give Conspiracy a 
Chance: The Murder of 

John Lennon 

Christ, you know it ain’t easy 

You know how hard it can be 

The way things are going 

They’re going to crucify me 

— from “The Ballad of John 

and Yoko” 

There IS no DOUBT in anyone’s mind 

that Mark David Chapman, a devout 

Christian then 25-years old, fatally shot 

John Lennon in New York City on 

December 8, 1980. Speculation is ram¬ 

pant, however, regarding Chapman’s 

motives and his possible connection to 

various American intelligence institutions. 

There are some unusual pieces of infor¬ 

mation surrounding Lennon’s killer. 

Although Chapman was painted as a 

“lone nut” in the press following the mur¬ 

der, Chapman did not plead insanity dur¬ 

ing the subsequent trial and did not serve 

time in a mental institution. Whatever his 

motivation to murder John Lennon, 

Chapman did so of sound mind and body. 

The FBI and CIA kept files on John 

Lennon, many of which have recently 

been released to the general public 

through the United States’ Freedom of 

Information Act. Both organizations kept 

their Lennon files under the ominous 

“Security matter: revolutionary activities” 

as they believed that Lennon had influ¬ 

ence over millions of people and could 

incite them to commit violent acts against 

the United States government. 

(The irony of targeting a man famous 

for a song called “Give Peace a Chance” 

and principles of free love and non-vio¬ 

lence as a potential terrorist is more than 

poignantly paranoid — it is outright 

absurd.) 

Lennon’s association during the early 

1970s with a variety of “radical” groups 

and individuals both in America and 

Europe had not endeared him to many of 

those countries’ sometimes menacing 

governments. 

The most popular conspiracy theory 

surrounding Lennon’s murder has 

Chapman controlled by the CIA as a type 

of Manchurian Candidate (the notion of 

the CIA “brainwashing” soldiers into 

automaton-like killers turns up often in 

conspiracy lore and was recently popular¬ 

ized by Mel Gibson in Conspiracy 

Theory). Chapman had long been 

employed by the YMCA, which, in case 

you did not know, is considered by many 

in conspiracy circles as one of the CIA’s 

cover operations (puts a whole new spin 

on the tired image of the Village People, 

doesn’t it?). 

As evidence of Chapman’s association 

with the intelligence community, conspir¬ 

acy theorists point to Chapman’s presence 

in Beirut during the 1975 uprising and his 

purchase of an “assassin-type pistol” and 

set of “military-style hollow-point bullets” 

a week before the Lennon killing. These 

purchases required a substantial amount 

of cash — far more than a meagre YMCA 

worker like Chapman should have at his 

disposal. Furthermore, the man who sold 

Chapman the arms is reported to have 

significant connections to the American 

intelligence community. 

Making matters more murky is an oft- 

repeated statement that Lennon muttered 

to activist Paul Krassner in 1972: “Listen 

— if anything happens to Yoko and me, 

it’s not an accident.” 

Some have argued that, while a possi¬ 

ble motive for a government-sanctioned 

killing of Lennon exists, and Chapman is 

significantly suspicious as an operative, it 

is incongruent that the government would 

strike in 1980 with Lennon dwelling in 

semi-retirement, his output limited to sen¬ 

timental ballads about him, Yoko and fam¬ 

ily. Lennon was out of the limelight and 

his influence was fading; however, on the 

other hand, what better time to get away 

with murder? All the reasons that applied 

to the waning of Lennon’s career would 

also work to ensure that outcry over his 

death would be easier to contain than if it 

had happened a decade earlier. 

Lennon is also reported to have been 

on the verge of becoming active again in 

the political community at the time of the 

slaying. 

No conspiracy, no cry: 
the cancerous death of 

Bob Marley 
Sheriff John Brown always hated me 

For what I don’t know 

Every time l plant a seed 

He said, “Kill it before it grows. ” 

He said “Kill them before they grow. ” 

— from “I Shot the Sheriff” 

Bob Marley died of cancer on May 
11, 1981. The illness was traced back to a 

wound sustained during a soccer match in 

1977, which was diagnosed as being can¬ 

cerous one month later in Miami. Three 

years of experimental and sometimes con¬ 

troversial treatments could not stop the 

spread of the disease through his body. It 

reached his brain shortly before he died. 

Conspiracy theorists take their cue 

from the gaping flaw in this story — who 

has ever heard of someone getting cancer 

from a toe injury? 

They hold that someone, perhaps 

undercover CIA agents operating in 

Jamaica, injected Marley with a secret and 

lethal carcinogen as his toe was being 

treated, resulting in the singer’s death. 

The conspiracy-minded cite Marley’s out¬ 

spoken support for charismatic and anti- 

American Jamaica Prime Minister 

Michael Manley as a possible motive for 

Marley’s murder. The CIA had previously 

tried to unseat Manley as Jamaica's leader 

in favour of U.S.-friendly Edward Seaga. 

Evidence for a conspiracy is sketchy at 

best. The CIA did keep Files on Bob 

Marley and considered him a dangerous 

revolutionary. Marley had survived a pre¬ 

vious assassination attempt in 1978, days 

before a concert sponsored by Manley’s 

party. And, most tantalizingly, the sons of 

both George Bush (future U.S. president 

and former CIA chief) and William Colby 

(then-CIA chief) were in Jamaica at the 

time of Marley’s cancerous toe injury. At 

least one conspiracy theorist has proposed 

that the two were CIA agents “who posed 

as Rolling Stone magazine reporters to 

inject Marley with cancer.” 

This is not the end, 
beautiful friend: 
the afterlife of 
Jim Morrison 

“If there’s one guy who would have 

been capable of staging his oivn death — 

getting a phony death certificate or paying 

off some French doctor...and putting a 

hundred and fifty pounds of sand into a 

coffin and splitting to some point on this 

Continued on next page 
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planet — Africa, who knows 

where — Jim Morrison would 

have been the guy to pull it off.” 

— Doors keyboardist Ray 

Manzarek 

Doors lead singer, poet and 

world-class eccentric Jim 

Morrison reportedly died of a 

heart attack on July 3, 1971, at 

the age of 27. Pamela Courson, 

Morrison’s longtime girlfriend, 

reported that Morrison decided 

to take a bath in their Parisian 

apartment one evening and was 

found dead in the tub the next 

morning. 

Alternate causes of Morrison's 

death began to surface immedi¬ 

ately. Most alleged that Morrison 

had died of a drug overdose at 

one or another of Paris’s sleazier 

nightclubs and was rushed home 

to his apartment in secret to 

avoid a public spectacle. While 

hardly a conspiracy, this kind of 

speculation may have helped to 

fuel what was to come. Courson 

might have also inadvertently 

fanned the conspiracy flames by 

reporting to the press that Jim 

Morrison was “not dead but very 

tired and resting in hospital” 

when, in fact, a Parisian doctor 

had already signed Morrison’s 

death certificate. 

The strangest occurrence sur¬ 

rounding Morrison's death is the 

delay with which it was reported 

to the media, as begun with 

Courson’s deceptive press 

release. Morrison’s coffin was 

sealed before either the 

American embassy or Morrison’s 

family were notified and no 

autopsy was performed. It was 

not until six days after 

Morrison's death that a cause of 

death was officially offered: Jim 

Morrison had died of a heart 

attack brought about by a blood 

clot. 

Such delaying inevitably gave 

rise to talk of a cover-up. While 

most Parisians favoured the 

nightclub OD scenario, one 

political conspiracy theory had it 

that Morrison was assassinated 

in a plot masterminded by the J. 

Edgar Hoover-led FBI. As these 

conspiracy-theorists would have 

it, "Morrison’s popularity, anti- 

authoritarian bent and native 

smarts made him a threat to the 

American Way.” 

Given the American govern¬ 

ment’s involvement in other 

attempts to undermine the New 

Left (discrediting Martin Luther 

King, Jr., troubling allegations 

linking the FBI to King’s assassi¬ 

nation, etc.) and the fact that the 

FBI did launch an investigation 

into Morrison's past at one point 

during the 1960s, this scenario is 

not entirely far-fetched. But 

given Morrison’s refusal to ever 

commit to any political causes 

during his career, it is highly 

unlikely that the government 

would to go to the trouble of 

murdering such a high profile 

figure. And then there is always 

the complete lack of evidence to 

substantiate this theory to poke 

holes in its validity'. 

More elaborate theories 

involving Morrison’s suspicious 

death relate to the Lizard King’s 

well-known dabbling in the eso¬ 

teric arts. One report alleges that, 

upon Morrison’s death, someone 

plucked out his eyes, thus “free- 

ins his soul." Another supernal- 

ural theory posits that Morrison 

was killed by a disgruntled New 

York mistress via transatlantic 

sorcery. Most metaphysical theo¬ 

ries surrounding Morrison s 

death contend that somehow, 

Jim Morrison defied death in the 

conventional sense. 

Not surprisingly, there have 

been many reported post¬ 

mortem sightings of Jim 

Morrison on both sides of the 

Atlantic. A bank employee in San 

Francisco claimed to be handling 

Morrison’s bank account; a 

black-leather-wearing Morrison 

reportedly cruised Paris’s under¬ 

ground gay nightclubs frequently 

in the months following his 

death. Speculation ran rampant 

in 1974 when Capitol records 

released an album called 

“Phantom’s Divine Comedy,” 

featuring musicians X, Y and Z, 

and a lead singer whose voice 

bore an eerie resemblance to Mr. 

Mojo Risin’s (the infamous ana¬ 

gram of Jim Morrison). Recent 

theories, however, have con¬ 

tended that the Morrison sound- 

alike is none other than a young 

Iggy Pop. 

The most wild theory of all 

holds that Morrison’s aura was 

bought and sold on that day in 

Paris when he “died.” tl 

author of the theory, conspirat0|C 

ogist Thomas Lyttle, has it th 

Morrison dabbled in voodo^ 

which holds that the soul need’ 

several months to successful!S 

make the journey to the spiritual 

afterworld. Voodoo high priests 

according to this tradition, are 

capable of intercepting these 

souls and collecting them in clay- 

jars (canari). According to Lyttle 

Morrison’s soul was captured by 

a voodoo priest in Louisiana who 

now goes by the name of James 

Douglas Morrison and claims to 

be the “dead” rock star. For the 

record, Lyttle also considers 

Morrison’s second incarnation as 

having connections to a number 

of domestic and international 

intelligence groups, including the 

CLA, NSA and Interpol. And to 

think: all this started by finding 

Jim Morrison dead in a bathtub! 

Jesse Craig Bellringer fled to 

Kingston in 1963 for staging a wet t- 

shirt contest on Capitol Hill and is 

now the sixth most wanted man in 
America. 

Next week, look for part II 
of Rock 'n roll is dead: 
The Paul McCartney 

death conspiracy theory 
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The six degrees of condoms 
Understanding Sexual Health 

By Hannah Varto 

Hannah Varto is the External Educator 

for the Sexual Health Resource Centre A FRIEND OF MINE went to 

the drugstore last week¬ 

end. In addition to hair 

products, Hallmark cards and 

toilet paper, she discreetly 

brought up a small blue box of 

condoms to the cashier. She paid 

for the items and walked out of 

the drugstore, marking the end 

of an uncomfortable excursion. 

She had gone to the store with 

the intention of purchasing a 

simple box of condoms. 

Intimidated of the task before 

her, she kept reminding herself 

that no one there knew her, peo¬ 

ple have sex all the time and she 

simply wanted to protect herself. 

The condom display was located 

directly across from the prescrip¬ 

tion waiting area where a woman 

sat awaiting her usual array of 

medication. Nervously trying to 

ignore the woman’s curious 

glare, my friend paced past the 

display several times. 

My friend had a wide variety 

of choices to make. 

• Which condoms should she 
buy? 

How to 

• Which brand, type and shape 

were right for her? 

Since my friend was trying to 

avoid the woman’s stares, she 

quickly grabbed the first box she 

saw and raced to the front, gath¬ 

ering other products to conceal 

the package. 

Though our generation is 

constantly inundated with safer 

sex slogans and “protect your¬ 

self” posters, the act of buying 

condoms can still be an awk¬ 

ward situation. The location of 

condom displays within drug¬ 

stores often makes buying them 

anything but easy and the vari¬ 

ety of condoms available makes 

selection incredibly taxing. 

Here are some quick hints to 

help you choose the condoms 

that might be right for you. To 

eliminate long periods of need¬ 

less rummaging through condom 

boxes, try asking yourself these 

questions while you’re on your 

way to the drugstore. 

I) Am I allergic to latex? 

If yes, then your choices have 

suddenly become very slim: 

Animal skin (no STD protection) 

or female condom (made of 

polyurethane, and is worn by a 

female usually for heterosexual 

sex). 

2) Lubricated? 

Lubrication increases pleasure 

and decreases risk of breakage. 

Lubricated condoms are not rec¬ 

ommended for oral sex — they 

don’t taste very good. 

3) Ribbed for her/his 

pleasure? 

That’s up to you and your 

partner, but honestly, it doesn’t 

make that much of a difference. 

4) Thin? 

Thin condoms do not imply 

weaker condoms as all rubbers 

have to measure up to Canadian 

standards. Some men find that 

they can feel more with thins. 

(By the way, slogans like “Sense- 

thin” are just advertising, thin is 
thin is thin.) 

5) Flavoured? Coloured? 
Scented? 

Once again, it’s your choice, 

but just make sure that they are 

not novelty items and protect 

against everything you want pro¬ 
tection for. 

6) Brand? 

This is a common question. 

There is very little difference 

between brand names. Your 

choice of brands is simply prefer¬ 

ence — talk to your friends 

about what they like best or just 

keep trying different ones until 

you find what feels best for you 

and your partner. 

7) With spermicide? 

If you’re not allergic to 

nonoxynol-9 and worried about 

pregnancy you might want these, 

however, they do not contain a 

lot of spermicide. Make sure 

you’re not allergic to nonoxynol- 

9 first. Just a quick note — sper¬ 

micidal condoms are not 

recommended for anal penetra¬ 

tion. 

So, that’s all folks. Next time 

you go to the drugstore have 

your choices in mind and look 

for the box that bears them. I 

recommend visiting the Sexual 

Health Resource Centre in the 

Grey House next to Vic Hall for 

your condoms and other sexual 

health products. Not only are all 

the products sold directly at 

cost, the volunteers are com¬ 

pletely confidential and can help 

you make a good decision. As 

well, you can pick up lubricant 

while you’re there. 

If you have any questions about the use of 

condoms, what to look for or about sex¬ 

ual health in general feel free to contact 
the Sexual Health Resource Centre at 

533-2959. 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HMLFi 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 

Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

There’s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need Just dmn h„ J,u 

We’re open MondaysandThursd^ , ppf°P forfree' 
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The Peanut Gallery 

Don’t go Joe 
After making a remarkable 

comeback last week from lung 

cancer, the Yankee Clipper Joe 

DiMaggio is again on death’s 

dour. The 84-year old legend 

|S now bedridden at home and 

using a ventilator. DiMaggio 

h is been read his last rites sev¬ 

eral times but repeatedly keeps 

bouncing back. He has nine 

World Series rings, won three 

most valuable player awards 

and holds baseball’s most 

famous batting record, a 56- 

game hitting streak. Hopefully 

the Clipper has at least one 

more ninth inning rally left. 

Iron Mike knocked out 
After telling reporters that it 

was inevitable. Iron Mike 

Keenan was fired Sunday from 

his position as head coach of 

the Vancouver Canucks. The 

team resides near the base¬ 

ment with a dismal record and 

they are currently five points 

out of a playoff spot. The heir 

to Keenan’s throne is former 

Colorado Avalanche and 

Canadian Olympic team Head 

Coach Marc Crawford. The 

hiring could be a double- 

edged sword for the Canucks 

as they' must pay the 

Avalanche compensation since 

Crawford is still under con¬ 

tract. Also, Crawford was one 

of the men associated with 

Canucks’ captain Mark 

Messier not being named to 

the 1998 Olympic team. 

Looks like GM Brian Burke’s 

headaches are not over yet. 

Winning back fans? 
The NBA training camps have 

opened and the teams are now 

stocking their respective ros¬ 

ters with high priced ralent. 

With the sports ticker now 

looking like it belongs on Wall 

Street, big contracts are being 

doled our like candy on 

Hallowe’en. Some of the big 

names to relocate are Bulls 

stalwart Scortie Pip pen, who 

will now be plying his trade in 

Houston, Latrell Spreweil, 

who has been removed from 

the suspended list and joins 

the New York Knicks. The 

notable post-players to find 

tiches are Antonio McDyess, 

who returns to Denver after a 

one year hiatus in Phoenix, 

Isaac Austin, a big body signed 

by Orlando. With every 

announcement of a big dollar 

signing another fan is losr. 

If Christmas came early... 
* Hie Toronto Raptors and 

Vancouver Grizzlies 

would win a double-digit 

number of games. 

•Regular season NHL 

games would see half the 

goal scoring of an all-star 

game, 

‘Mike Keenan would at 

i°ng last be out of hockey. 

Gaels start playoff run 
By Calvin Lam 

It was a do-or-die weekend 

for the Queen’s men’s basket¬ 

ball team. A Gaels’ loss or even 

a split of the two home games 

against York and Laurentian 

would virtually eliminate all 

chances of a playoff berth. 

Queen’s 72, York 58 
Queen’s 58,Laurentian 56 

Despite their precarious 

position, the men showed 

incredible spirit and remark¬ 

able poise. First, they convinc¬ 

ingly defeated York 72-58, and 

then in perhaps their best game 

of the season, trumped first 

place Laurentian 58-56 with a 

last second tip-in. This amazing 

weekend left the Gaels with a 

5-6 record and once again 

thinking about the postseason. 

On Friday, Queen’s did not 

disappoint the packed house at 

Bartlett Gym. From the open¬ 

ing tip-off, the Gaels had the 

York Yeomen overwhelmed. It 

was a complete team effort that 

did it, an offence that was fir¬ 

ing on all cylinders and a 

defence that was just relentless. 

Queen’s took the lead early on 

and never relinquished it. 

Every time York • threatened 

Queen’s advantage, the Gaels 

would answer. Whether it was 

a penetrating drive by fourth- 

year forward Derek Richardson 

who led the team with 12 

points and four steals, or a 

clutch basket by fan favorite 

John Purdy who chipped in 

with 11 points and nine 

rebounds, the Gaels were 

always able to maintain the 

lead. On two separate occa¬ 

sions, Purdy made spectacular 

steals, each time finishing them 

off beautifully with a one- 

handed jam. 

The finishing blow came 

with two minutes left in the 

game and York pressing. With 

the shot clock winding down, 

fourth-year point guard 

Michael Gleeson, buried an off- 

balance shot from well beyond 

the three-point arc. This put 

Queen’s up 66-57 and effec¬ 

tively put the game out of teach 

for the Yeomen. 

Brimming with confidence, 

the Gaels took on the 

Laurentian Voyageurs on 

Saturday who were ranked 

sixth in the nation. It was 

Gleeson again who provided 

the initial spark for Queen’s by 

scoring their first eight points. 

Rookie guard Jay Fraser also 

chipped in, displaying his play¬ 

making abilities, with some 

great assists. Ignited by Gleeson 

and Fraser’s efforts, the team 

put together a 28-22 lead at the 

half. 

“That’s the difference 
with fourth year guys, 
Richardson and Purdy 
displayed some great 
leadership out there 
and they wouldn’t 

give up.” 

— Head Coach 
Scott Meeson 

However, the Voyageurs 

were not going to die quietly. 

They stormed back in the sec¬ 

ond half, going on a 10-4 run 

to pull even at 32-32 at 17:45. 

Laurentian turned it up a notch 

on defence and using an all-out 

defensive trap, forced Queen’s 

to commit numerous turnovers. 

Gael John Purdy and Voyageur Ted Doegellmans do battle. 

PHOTO 8Y MIKE MCDERMENT 

The Gaels frustrations showed, 

as Coach Scott Meeson was 

called for a technical foul. 

Queen’s could have easily 

folded, but instead they rose to 

the challenge. The game inten¬ 

sified and the second half fea¬ 

tured six lead changes and the 

teams were never more than 

five points apart. Both teams 

and the crowd sensed that the 

game would go right down to 

the wire. Richardson’s jump 

shot from 10 feet pulled the 

Gaels even at 54-54 with a 

Please see Two on page 14 

Women’s b-ball splits homestand 
By George Pfaff 

The women’s basketball 

team entered the weekend fac¬ 

ing the always daunting task of 

playing teams with very differ¬ 

ent talent levels as they hosted 

both York and Laurentian. The 

squad easily defeated the mid¬ 

dling Yeowomen on Friday, 

-before falling to the league¬ 

leading Voyageurs in a tightly 

played contest on Saturday 

evening. 

Queen’s 72, York 42 
Laurentian 68,Queen's 60 

The weekend opener saw the 

Gaels hitting on all cylinders, 

mauling the overmatched 

Yeowomen 72-42. It was a total 

team performance which saw 

four players in double figures, 

led by Deanah Shelley’s 13 

points, and the return of the 

suffocating full court defence. 

While the victory over York 

was impressive, it was simply a 

prelude to the match-up of the 

weekend against the defending 

OUA champion Voyageurs. The 

Gaels faced a tall order in this 

game, with 6’3” Steph Harrison 

leading the charge for the Lady 

Vees, a team that the Gaels 

haven’t beaten during Dave 

Wilson’s 17 years as head 

coach. 

Queen’s started off well, 

making their first six foul shots, 

and on die strength of a good 

drive by point guard Shelley, 

they took their first lead at the 

14:35 mark of the first half. 

The Gaels’ then fell into a 

minor shooting slump, allowing 

Laurentian to go on a 7-0 scor¬ 

ing run and retake the lead. 

There was not much to choose 

between these two good teams 

as the lead changed hands sev¬ 

eral times during the first-half 

with neither team able to take 

control and pull away. Late in 

the half, Queen’s uncorked a 9- 

0 run, capped by a tliree- 

Gael Andrea Thomson (right) hustles after the loose ball. 

PHOTO BY MIKE MCDERMENT 

pointer by Andrea Thompson, teams playing each other tough, 

which staked the Gaels to a six- However, as the game wore on 

point advantage. The Voyageurs fatigue began to set in on the 

made a comeback at the end of smaller Queen’s team and they 

the half, narrowing the margin were unable to contain 

to two, with the Gaels leading Harrison, who finished with 21 

25-23 as they went to the points, 14 of which came in the 

locker room. decisive second half. Under 

The second half started off ideal circumstances, Harrison 

much like the first, with both__ 
Please see Confidence on page 14 
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Queen $ First Aid 

Introduces. 
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On Campus 

No Charge 

Prompt Response 
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Non-Judgmentai 

Surrounding Areas 

Highly Trained Students 

Effective First Aid 

Emergency Report Centre: 

533-6111 

Hours: MON-WED 8:00am-12:30 am 

THURS-FRI 8:00am - 3:30 am 

For more information, please call the QFA office at 533-6000 ext. 75373 
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In the game 
Results from a wild weekend on the beat 

Men's Volleyball 

In men’s volleyball action last weekend, the 
Gaels split two games against University of 
Toronto and Ryerson. Against U of T, Queen’s 
lost 3-0 in an even, high-level contest. After suf¬ 
fering this defeat, the aching regulars were 
benched and the subs took over. The result, a 3-0 
win over Ryerson that places the Gaels in the 
thick of the playoff race. This weekend at home, 
the Gaels play two matches against Laurentian, 
and one win will propel them into the post sea¬ 
son. At the home games Saturday and Sunday a 
contest will be held in which students can win a 
flight to anywhere in the world. 

Swimming 

sion trailing University of Toronto and Guelph, 
the perennial division champion. The team will 
be travelling to York and Laurentian this weekend 
in hopes of making up ground in the standings. 

Women's Volleyball 

In a good old fashioned whipping, the Golden 
Gaels throttled the Ryerson Rams in three sets 
(15-5, 15-5, 15-8). Queen’s, which is beginning 
their run for the fourth and final playoff spot, 
were clearly too much for the undermanned visi¬ 
tors. The stakes are raised this weekend when 
they take on rival Lakehead, who are making the 
long trek to Kingston for games on both Saturday 
and Sunday. Wins over the weekend will help 
solidify an entry in the ‘second season’. 

A splashing start at the Queen’s Invitational Swim meet. 

PHOTO BY BOB HUIR 

This past weekend, the Gaels hosted the 
Queen’s Invitational swim meet in what was an 
important tune-up for the OUA finals held at 
Laurentian on February 5-7. At the meet, Anne 
Rowan-Legg qualified for the CLAU champi¬ 
onships by winning the 50m freestyle, the 200m 
back stroke, and the 200m individual medley. 
The team enjoyed an exceptionally successful 
weekend as a whole and some of the great per¬ 
formances can be attributed to the team’s training 
camp in Florida over the holidays. 

Men's Hockey 

The injury riddled squad hit the road this 
weekend for two games and split the results with 
a win against Ryerson and a loss to Brock. This 
gives the team their first win in almost three 
months. The team has been able to stay within 
striking distance of their OUA Mid-East division 
foes during that time by registering some key ties. 
Currently the Gaels are in third place in the divi- 

The baseball team, which is a competitive club, 
is hosting open try-outs Sunday, January 31, from 
11a.m. to 1p.m. on at BEWS gym. Subsequent 
practices will be held at the same time at the 
MacArthur Gym on West Campus. The team has 
only eight returning players so many positions are 
available. 

Attention University Graduates 

Earn an E.C.E. Diploma 
in Only 8 Months 

Apply Now for the 

Intensive E.C.E. Program 

at Sheridan College. 

Starts May 10, 1999. 

To receive information: 
Call: 416-480-1320 

Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/ 

academic/edserv/ecede.htm 

Sheridan 
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Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

Nominations for the 
position of 

editor(s)-in-chief of the 
1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen’s Journal 

are now open. 

All nominations should be submitted : 
in person to 

Keith Gerein, Co-editor-in-chief. 

Please call 533-2800 for details. 

Nominations close Friday, 
January 29 at 5 p.m. 

Two big wins 
Continued from page 11 

1:30 remaining in the game. 

Laurentian regained the lead by con- 

verting a pair of free throws, but 

Queen's raced down the court and 

after several passes, found Purdy open 

for a clutch basket which again knotted 

the score at 56 with 18.1 seconds left. 

In an uncharacteristic play, the 

Voyageurs proceeded to turn the ball 

over with 14.1 left on the clock. This 

time the heroics belonged to 6’5” for¬ 

ward Peter Stelter who ripped in the 

loose ball with just 0.5 seconds show¬ 

ing on the game clock, bringing the 

Bartlett Gym crowd to their feet. 

“That’s the difference with fourth 

year guys, Richardson and Purdy dis¬ 

played some great leadership out there 

and they wouldn’t give up,” said an 

ecstatic Coach Meeson. 

When Purdy was asked to describe 

the atmosphere in the locker room 

after the victory, he said “Unbelievable. 

It's just great. It’s a lot different than 

from two games ago. We're definitely 

thinking about the playoffs now.” 

Given their incredible performance 

this weekend, they would have to be 

crazy not to. 

Confidence remains 
Continued from page 11 

would be defended by two-time OUA 

all-star Wendy Moon, however, she 

was out with a shoulder injury and is 

listed day-to-day. Moon’s absence 

forced the Gaels’ to defend Harrison 

with smaller players, allowing the all¬ 

conference center to have good looks 

at the basket. 

Queen’s battled hard through the 

second half, but at the end the 

Laurentian height advantage and domi¬ 

nant play on the boards were too much 

for the Gaels’ and the Voyageurs pulled 

out an impressive 68-60 road victory. 

Queen’s best player in this spirited 

contest was wing Jaqueline Beaudoin, 

who finished with 19 points. Her 

aggressiveness and speed allowed her 

to drive through the Laurentian 

defence on may occasions. Coach 

Wilson was excited about her play, 

crediting it to her “high confidence”’ 

level. 

Although the Gaels lost the game, 

Wilson considers Laurentian “a team 

we feel we should beat.” The coach 

cited rebounding and fatigue, as the 

main factors why Queen’s lost. “I was 

dissappointed that the fatigue beat us in 

the second half,” said Wilson. The 

fatigue led to “shooting and aggression 

problems,” and a general inability of 

the Gaels’ to penetrate from the 

perimeter. 

To beat the Voyageurs, Wilson 

believes that his team has all the skills, 

they just need “simple execution.” 

Queenls next game finds them host¬ 

ing Ryerson, a team the Queen’s should 

be able to beat. That said, Wilson is not 

going to take the Rams lightly as their 

“less predictable” play makes it diffi¬ 

cult for them to prepare for. 

—With files from Adam Kaminsky 

Arts & Science 
Formal 1999 
Coming soon 

SO: to a campus near you: 

Tk Pa/ilij of & Yea/c! 
Tickets go on sale Monday, Jan. 25 1999 

Tickets go “off sale” after Friday, Feb 12 1999 
Tickets available for $65 at the UBS, JDUC Info. Centre, and ASUS Core 

W Dopl It Miu M # 
For more information, including information on tichpt A,,- , 

the Core (183 University) or contact ,be Formal ^ * 

Stand-up and deliver 
Comedians impress crowds at Clark 

rO BY JILL OFFEN3ECX 

COMEDY REVIEW 

By Jeff Child 

Laughing seems to be this year’s 

biggest hit. 

As some of the downtown nightspots 

are starting to realize, the demand for 

the healing power of laughter is too great 

to be ignored. Stand-up comedy has 

secured itself in the foundation of 

Kingston’s nightlife and while the scene 

is still in its infancy, quality comics are 

pleasing sell-out crowds. With clubs like 

The Shot and The Grizzly Grill at the 

forefront of this comedy infusion, it was 

only a matter of time before campus 

pubs discovered that the secret to a full 

house each night consists of one micro¬ 

phone, one spotlight and a court jester 

willing to rant to a crowd for about a 

half an hour. So, when Clark Hall Pub 

opened its doors Saturday for a night of 

laughs, I threw my rain slicker on and 

headed out in search of good humour. 

As I climbed the stairs to the Pub the 

smell of stale beer and uncontrollable 

laughter permeated the air. My suspi¬ 

cions were correct, the house was full. 

And why not? With stellar performers 

like Urban Myth and Ron Tite dropping 

by to spit out some of their new mater¬ 

ial, laughter would be guaranteed. 

The secret to a full house 
each night consists of one 
microphone, one spotlight 

and a court jester willing to 
rant to a crowd for about a 

half an hour. 

The set started off on the right note 

with Urban Myth’s musically inclined 

act. This five-person troupe is currently 

taking Toronto clubs by storm. Now 

Magazine recently rated the group as one 

of the top 10 comedy acts in Toronto 

and with appearances at Second City and 

exposure on the Comedy Network, 

Urban Myth seems to be generating lots 

of laughs everywhere they perform. The 

musical sketch comedy adds an alterna¬ 

tive to the lone joke teller, which stand- 

up comedy is usually associated with. 

Former Arts '93 student Nick Kindler, 

who seemed to enjoy playing at his old 

romping grounds, highlights the troupe. 

Please see Stand-up on page 19 

99 Degrees warms K-town 
Modern Fuel Gallery’s reception excites art lovers 

High Octane: Just a little of 

the work displayed at the 

Modern Fuel Gallery. 

99 Degrees 
The Modern Fuel Gallery 
Showing until February 15 

By John Trenholme 

k was like seeing light at the end of 

^ e tunnel — literally. On Saturday 

J. ’ the rainstorm that drowned 

ar^Ti^00 d'd little to dampen the mood 

e Modern Fuel Gallery, where the 

(Ka AST\°n'S Art;ists Association Inc. 
n . ' hosted 99 Degrees, the first 

cM°nal Juried Exhibition in a recent 

renaissance of such shows. 

st • 1 rne head of two flights of dingy 

tL rs’ rhe cozy and vibrant scene within 

studio (a loft in one of Kingston’s 

dilapidated warehouses along the lake) 

contrasted the abysmal scene in the 

windswept streets. Teens mingled with 

their sophisticated elders. Toddlers read 

Berenstein Bear books while their grand¬ 

parents sipped wine and admired the 

evening’s festivities. 

In this cultural cross-section of 60 or 

so people, I found Mike Bayne, one of 

the showcased artists and a humble few 

who commented little on the upshot of 

the exhibition, preferring to let the 

works stand alone. 

Ralph Allen, the juror selected by 

KAAI, was more vocal in stressing the 

show’s significance. “The first thing I 

noticed was the strength of all the 

pieces,” he announced in his brief but 

cordial address to the guests. He seemed 

to have an almost apologetic tone for 

having disrupted the spirited discussions 

that subsided to hear his words. 

His method of determining the win¬ 

ners further emphasized the exhibition’s 

strength, “1 started off by circling the 

room, looking at every piece, placing yel¬ 

low stickers beside those which seemed 

to... to mean something... the first time 

around I used three stickers,” he offered 

drawing towards the punchline. "After 

several subsequent tours,” he said, “I 

suddenly realized this was a pretty strong 

exhibition... and 1 was almost out of 

stickers.” 

Allen raved about the rebirth of juried 

exhibitions, which had teetered on the 

fringes of extinction (especially in 

Kingston bookends Toronto and 

Montreal) for a lack of adequate fund¬ 

ing. I struggled to figure how the free 

admission charge fit into the whole 

equation. 

Nonetheless, several works struck me 

as evidence that the Kingston art scene is 

anything but suffering. Almost every 

imaginable style and medium was repre¬ 

sented from acrylics and oils on canvas 

and linen, to graphite drawings, framed 

photographs and sculptures of steel, 

porcelain and in one instance, a variety 

of items exclusive to sidewalk sewers and 

Cracker Jack boxes. 

Toddlers read Berenstein 
Bear books while their 

grandparents sipped wine 
and admired the 

evening’s festivities. 

To list specific works aside from win¬ 

ner Alan Dickson’s “Grey Mithuna” 

would only ensure I excluded pieces 

worthy of mention — either the stacked 

porcelain bones, or a girl dangling wine 

from her fingers-, or Leonardo’s 

fingerprint. 

The visual stimulation alone is worth 

the trip and even the students wallowing 

in debt can afford the admission fee. 

Perhaps it was fitting that the prize 

winner, a brass and steel sculpture that 

unwary meanderers may have tripped 

over otherwise, oozed such modesty. The 

whole evening was a celebration of the 

Kingston art scene, and the prospect of 

future exhibitions in a comparatively 

small market art scene. The awards cere¬ 

monies itself seemed insignificant. 

99 Degrees will be showing at The 

Modern Fuel Gallery, located at 21A 

Queen Street, until February 5th. Gallery 

hours are Wednesday through Saturday, 

12-4:30 p.m. 

Globe 
theatre 

Gold rush 
By Jesse Craig Bellringer 

Shakespeare in Love and Saving 

Private Ryan were the big winners at 

Sunday night’s Golden Globe awards, 

while The Truman Show surprised 

many by collecting two prizes. 

While Shakespeare in Love won a 

total of three awards, including Best 

Screenplay and Best Picture, it was Jim 

Carrey’s win as Best Actor for his role 

in The Truman Show that produced one 

of the ceremony’s most memorable 

moments. Carrey, known mainly for his 

comedic roles, won the award over 

such distinguished competitors as Tom 

Hanks, Nick Nolte and Ian McKellen. 

Despite the fact that the Golden 

Globes distinguish in their voting cate¬ 

gories between comedies and dramas, 

the ceremony is considered an impor¬ 

tant predictor of March’s Academy 

Awards. In the last 16 years, 12 films 

that won best motion picture honours 

at the Golden Globes went on to take 

the same prize at the Oscars. Steven 

Spielberg’s ultra-violent Saving Private 

Ryan garnered wins in the important 

Best Picture (Drama) and Best Director 

(Drama) categories, boding well for its 

fate at the upcoming Academy Awards. 

David E. Kelly was the big winner 

on the television side, collecting awards 

as the writer/creator of Fox’s Ally 

McBeal and ABC’s The Practice. 

Newcomer Keri Russell was honoured 

with the Golden Globe for Best Actress 

(Drama) for her role on the WB’s 

Felicity' while Dylan McDermott of The 

Practice won the Best Actor (Drama) 

prize. 

MOTION PICTURES: 

PICTURE, DRAMA: Saving Private 

Ryan 

ACTRESS, DRAMA: Cate Blanchett, 

Elizabeth 

ACTOR, DRAMA: Jim Carrey, The 

Truman Show 

PICTURE. MUSICAL OR COM¬ 

EDY: Shakespeare In Love 

ACTRESS, MUSICAL OR COM¬ 

EDY: .Gwyneth Paltrow, Shakespeare 

In Love 

ACTOR, MUSICAL OR COMEDY: 

Michael Caine, Little Voice 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: Central 

Station, Brazil 

DIRECTOR: Steven Spielberg, 

Saving Private Ryan 

SCREENPLAY: Marc Norman and 

Tom Stoppard, Shakespeare In Love 

TELEVISION: 

DRAMA SERIES: The Practice 

ACTRESS, DRAMA: Keri Russell, 

Felicity 

ACTOR, DRAMA: Dylan 

McDermott, The Practice 

MUSICAL OR COMEDY SERIES: 

Ally McBeal 

ACTRESS, MUSICAL OR COMEDY 

SERIES: Jenna Elfman, Dharma and 

Greg 

ACTOR, MUSICAL OR COMEDY 

SERIES: Michael J. Fox, Spin City 
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Terry Fox Humanitarian Award 
Program 

$ 4,000 x 4 years 

Students who demonstrate a dedication to 
community sendee, humanitarianism. perseverance 
and courage in the face of obstacles; and who 
pursue excellence in physical fitness and academics 
are encouraged to apply. 

Applications are available in the Student Awards 
Office. Victoria School Building. 

Application deadline: Monday, February 1,1999. 

UNDERGRADUATE COLLOQUIUM 
COLEMAN-ELLIS LECTURES 

In 1984 the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at 
Queen’s University established a special undergraduate lec¬ 

ture series in honour of Professors A.J. Coleman and H.W. 
Ellis. The series will continue this year with the aim of explor¬ 
ing interesting ideas in mathematics and statistics in an ele¬ 
mentary fashion. The third lecture this year will be given by: 

Dr. Grace Orzech 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 

Queen’s University 

“VOTING PARADOXES” 

We have put a lot of faith in the process of Taking a vote,” but 
it is not generally known that there are intractable problems 
associated with any election that provides more than two 
choices. The talk will feature examples of disturbing out¬ 
comes and a discussion (maybe even proof) of Arrow’s 
Impossibility Theorem. 

Wednesday, January 27, 1999 
Jeffery Hall, Room 118 

8:00 p.m. 

The talk will be followed by refreshments and informal dis¬ 
cussions. Students at Queen's and other interested individu¬ 
als are cordially invited to attend these lectures. 

Queen's University at Kingston 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 

Jeffery Hall, University 

Curry Ullage 
Brtnglngyou Kingston's finest Indian Cuisine for I3j«ars 

Recommended by The New York Times. 
The Globe and Mall, Toronto Life and the 

Where to Eatln Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), Cdl rn i r\ 
Kingston, Ontario J^Z-OUIU 

20% Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

Leave it to Cleavers 
Jazz ensemble cuts album at Alfie’s 

EEHHS3S3 

By Stefan Martin 

Last Friday evening, Haskell and the Cleavers, 

a well-known Kingston jazz band, recorded a live 

album at Alfie’s. 

If you are among those who are bitter that 

they missed it, don’t worry — you’re in the 

majority. 

Perhaps it was the short notice given by the 

band that accounted for the lack of publicity the 

event received, or perhaps it was the lack of Jazz 

fans at Queen’s, whatever the reason, the turnout 

at Alfie’s was sparse. 

Al, from Long Shot Records (the company 

that taped the show), revealed that even he 

wasn’t given notice until within a week of the 

show. Nevertheless, vocalist Andy Poole and the 

boys were in fine form. 

The show consisted of three sets. The first was 

an off-the-cuff warm-up set that was not 

recorded for the double-live album. This warm 

up included a great impression of Louis 

Armstrong by Poole. 

The taped portion of the show included the 

last two sets, each one recorded on a separate 

disc and involving a different style of jazz. The 

first recorded set had Poole on vocals, with band 

mainstays Doug Rooks on the standing bass and 

Rich Bannard on drums. These three were joined 

by two older gentlemen, who witnessed the birth 

of jazz and have been playing together ever since, 

Paul Chabot on piano and Murray Wilson on the 

valve trombone. 

The first album features tributes to Nat King 

Cole and Bobby Darren, with such jazz classics as 

“Autumn Leaves” and “Mack The Knife.” This 

entire album has a big band feel to it reminiscent 

of the Benny Goodman era. 

The second recording featured a switch i 

styles. The valve trombone and piano were 

replaced with Bobby Hsu on alto sax and 

renowned Canadian jazz guitarist Dave Barton, 

This set featured notable tunes as “Honey Suckle 

Rose,” “Ipanema” and Poole’s politically correct 

version of “Lady’s a Tramp,” renamed “Lady’s a 

Champ.” This set took away the brass feel and 

delved into more of a Charlie Parker style of jazz. 

The band played well together with Poole 

stepping back more often than not to allow the 

other members to go off on some great solos. 

However, Poole did not let the instruments steal 

the show. His voice and stage presence was wor¬ 

thy of a New Orleans jazz club, let alone Alfie’s 

stage. 

As I scanned the sparse crowd, watching the 

audience bob their heads to the rhythm, 1 

thought of Poole’s words of wisdom, “we can all 

take solace in the fact that the best jazz is played 

to an empty room.” For at least one Friday 

evening, this statement held true. 

2000-2001 ROTARY AMBASSADORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 

Purpose 

Fo.u"dJ,i°n announces that applications for 2000-2001 Rotary Foundation 

.d0na,-Sc^° a5hips 10 be awarded worldwide are now available Designed to 
abman!S1h u"ders,andin9 aad goodwill, the scholarships provide for study 

Seated ' * 150 coun,rles and 35 geographical regions where Rotary clubs 

Scholarships 

$23 0*00'u3re *0,!! °,ne academic year abroad and provide up to 

necessarv edura^nnai!5i?nsport® l0n-tui,ion and fees- room and board , 
l?nguage^tr^ing PP ' contlngency expenses and one month of intensive 

How to Apply 

pe rmane n t re^idencelschorJ h| in R0,3^ Clul?in the area of lhe applicant’s legal or 

and information brochures mS obSSoS empl°',men,>- Application lorms 

Dbfpa •CQuaen'vun?v^tydUa,U 0fico 

Completed application forms must be submitted no later than February 19, 1999 to: 

Dr. Perry A. Bamii 
Room 126 

Dunning Hail, Queen's University 

For Information, please contact- 

KINGSTON ROTARY CLUB 
Cyrus Regnart - 372-0034 

machine. ab'e' P'eaSe leave your name and phone number on the answering 
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No need for a nightlight 
In Dreams fails to terrify and come true 

Hi •i'-M ■- 

i 

'i#f? - 

mitted to a mental hospital. She soon 

realizes she is staying in the same room 

that Downey Jr. had stayed in before he 

escaped and began plaguing her life. The 

movie then goes on to solve more not so 

interesting things and ends with a slight 

twist from the traditional horror 

conclusion. 

For weeks I’d been interested in seeing 

this movie, wanting to figure out how 

exactly the writers would explain what 

the preview had shown me. Well, what I 

discovered is that they don’t. 

III.l'iHiU'M'i 
7 III 

In Dreams 
Capitol Theatre 

By Stacey-Anne Curtis 

and grows into a sick man who has some 

kind of clairvoyant powers. Somewhere 

along the way, he seems to have picked 

up the ability to project images into the 

mind of co-star Annette Benning. 

The movie hi Dreams leaves one won¬ 

dering if someone has perhaps redefined 

the term thriller. “Thriller” is defined as 

something which excites or stimulates — 

as it stands, this term certainly does not 

apply to this film. The movie suffers 

from a stagnant plot line which can be 

figured out entirely by watching the TV 

previews. 

In Dreams stars Robert Downey Jr. as 

a deranged murderer suffering from seri¬ 

ous emotional and mental repercussions 

from a bad childhood. 

Chained to a bed by his crazy mother, 

he was left to drown when the town in 

which he lived was abandoned and 

flooded over. He miraculously escapes, 

ROOTS 
KINGSTON 

WINTER 

SALE 
EVENT 

SAVE! 

!50; 
sweats 
shirts 
shoes 
bags 

a more 
for Adult, 

Kids 
a Baby 

The movie then goes on to 
solve more not so interesting 
things and ends with a slight 

twist from the traditional 
horror ending. 

Benning is haunted by visions of the 

future crimes that Downey Jr. will com¬ 

mit, beginning with the murder of her 

own daughter. 

As the dreams become more intense, 

haunting her in sleep and possessing her 

when awake, Benning is perceived as, of 

course, all the more insane by those 

around her. Her husband, played by 

Aidan Quinn, agrees ro have her com- 

The husband and wife live in 
a beautiful house on the lake, 
and must walk down a path 
through the trees of what is 
reminiscent of an enchanted 

forest to get there. 

In Dreams is quite poorly written. 

There is very little character develop¬ 

ment. A fight between the husband 

(Quinn) and wife (Benning) which has 

absolutely nothing to do with the rest of 

the movie is one of the many useless 

scenes thrown in random places. Scenes 

which were meant to be scary are com¬ 

pletely predictable, or completely 

ridiculous. 

At one point, the audience is meant to 

be scared by a bunch of apples being 

regurgitated from the kitchen garberator. 

Well, I definitely wasn’t scared, but I did 

learn not to stuff 200 whole apples down 

my garberator at once. 

The movie did, however, have some 

redeeming qualities. The acting of both 

Benning and Downey Jr. was excellent. 

Benning was especially impressive in her 

portrayal of a woman growing more and 

more unstable. Her character always 

maintained a grasp on what actions were 

her own and those she performed when 

possessed by Downey Jr. At the same 

time, Benning herself acted superbly in 

portraying a woman who knows that she 

is perceived as insane. She held stable 

ground between being driven somewhat 

crazy by the dreams of a lunatic, and 

delivering the perfect amount of sarcastic 

remarks towards patronizing doctors. 

The movie also makes good use of 

scenery, imagery and symbolism. The 

husband and wife live in a beautiful 

house on the lake, and must walk down 

a path through the trees of what is remi¬ 

niscent of an enchanted forest to get 

there. This paralleled with the daughter 

being involved in a production of the 

fairy tale Snow White and Downey Jr.’s 

want of his perverted version of a fairy 

tale life. 

Well, I definitely wasn’t 
scared, but I did learn not to 

stuff two hundred whole 
apples down my garberator 

at once. 

Overall, In Dreams is quite a disap¬ 

pointing movie. It is slow moving, with 

little variation or psychological suspense. 

I must admit that I wasn’t completely 

bored to tears, but I definitely wasn’t 

thrilled. If you’re looking ro be fright¬ 

ened In Dreams is not the movie to see. 
s 

229 Princess Street - Open Weeknights a Sundays 

www.jc2000ad.com 
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WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD THE TASTIEST SANDWICHES 

oh cdfAfuS 

BIT NOW WERE THE CHEAPEST! 
COME IN MONDAY & WEDNESDAY 

3MD SET 3 fREE £>fT PRj/C 
//heai you M one of our fo/iPz/icHES 

t\ $ TJift M C3TCH OPEN All DAY-AIL Wllil! 
SANDWICHES...SUDS...FUCKS...LIVE MUSIC 

Watch out for your safety! 
The AMS, the Department of Security and lean of 

Student Affairs, in collaboration with local businesses, 
hue set up security notice boards to inform you of 

security incidents on and around campus. 

Watch for the hoards at the following locations: 

Daisymart A&P 

The Boor Store Bed *e‘s 
Food Basics 
Mac’s 

Freddie’s 
n „ „ . Berance’s irocery 
College Varmty University Ooin Wash 

Central laundromat 
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Crush-ing the Competition?: 22 
■year-old teen queen” Alicia Silverstonc is on the line to test her pipes t I ..I-. r . -r-i . r T 

W .ho shot to stardom after 

and mv throat hum " comolaiT, f T 8 l'"8'"8 °biiS«ion I-ghtly. “At first I was like God my jaw hum 

because I have, urn, a really hard tSSingTll“SOn5 ^ ”* “1breathin8 for everything else, 

D^bbLYlatemmmilos6 ilPy! teleV1.sion S b,i:’T'mL Sabb fest’ ' currently searching for a replacement for 

oroduLrs reaped h 'r *“ “ rcprcsent the “-something generation on the show; bur the 
ol«^vW ri |ew=rs were not relating to the young host. One rumoured candidate for the 

' another skinuy'bhch onlhe showY^ “ | ^ abw“ "* SCf8 lo™ b «•« go. 

Always too hot, never too cold”: Alanis Morrisctte is finding the business a little too strenuous for 

, I WZmTi lThC burst °nto tbe music scenc >" l?95 with her hit album Jagged 
Utile Pill. But the quick fame and fortune took a toll on the rock star. “1 didn't laugh for two years. I was 

| ,USt over'J'hel[ned bV a lot of it.” Jagged Little Pill became the highest selling debut album in US history with 
a record breaking sum of 28 million copies. 

Spelling Success: This year's Sundance Film Festival will feature a Tori Spelling infested film. The flick 

is about New York youths and drag queens searching for love in the city. One viewer gushes that a scene 

involving Spelling having a nervous breakdown is “amazing.” A far cry from the Hills. 

Spearing to the top: Former Mouseketeer Britney Spears is shaking her way ro the top of the music 

charts. Her hit single “Hit Me Baby One More Time” is number one on the Billboard charts. It’s not easy 

being 1 /. The number two spot is taken by Brandy’s “Have You Ever” while number three goes to Deborah 

Cox with “Nobody Supposed to be here.” Yay, girls! 

Stand-up 
Continued from page 15 

The momentum kept rolling as Ron 

Tite made his debut at Clark Hall. Tite, 

a Phys Ed ’93 graduate, was back in 

town to support the 50th anniversary of 

his former faculty, which is scheduled 

for May of the year 2000. 

How do you raise money for such an 

event? Apparently, you jump on a stage, 

tell some jokes and charge five bucks for 

admission. 

Tite proved to the audience that the 

cost and the cause were worth it. His set 

started off slow, but quickly picked up 

the pace. By the time he explained that 

Hammy Hamster was the creation of 

four bored potheads, the crowd was fix¬ 

ated on his hyper mannerisms and griz¬ 

zled voice. Tite is definitely a comic for 

our generation. 

His routine concentrated largely on 

the trivialities of growing up in the 

eighties as a youngster. 

From the pom-pom on the top of the 

toque and the abominable snow suit 

your mother made you wear to the dif¬ 

ference between Boo-berry cereal and 

Shredded Wheat, Tite was able to con¬ 

nect with the crowd. Ic made for 30 min¬ 

utes of laughter and fond memories. As 

a newcomer to the stand-up scene Tite 

can only get better. While he’s still an 

amateur, look for Tite in the profes¬ 

sional ranks soon. 

Overall, the night was a success: Phys 

Ed earned some funds for their year 

2000 reunion and the comics kept the 

crowd happy. The comedy machine is 

pushing its way into the Kingston night 

life. 

Get Out There! 
Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol Theatre until 
January 28: 
546-5395 

A Civil Action 7:20. 9:55 

Varsity Blues 7:30, 10:15 

Playing By Heart 7:10, 10:00 

A Simple Plan 7:00, 9:50 

Shakespeare in Love 7:15, 10:05 

Prince of Egypt 6:50 

ln Dreams 9:30 

&6T 
ouT 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex 
until January 28: 
389-7442 

Gloria 7:05. 9:45 
Vitus 7:15, 955 
Patch Adams 6:55, 9:25 
Wakmg Ned Devine 7:25, 9:35 
Otepmom 6:45. 9:15 
the Thin Red Line 8:15 

Theatre: 

Theological Hall: 

S" P^cuary 5 and 6 at 7:00 p.m., 

GoIhTu S ^ePartment of Drama and Ariel 

Italli Present TV., by Jean-Claude van 
ar t-R6 rJckets ate $4 and are available by 
at Drama desk. 

Earl Street Theatre: 

On February 3, 4, 5, 6 at 7:30 and with a 

matinee at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Sunesis 

Productions Presents For the Love of Oz, 

written and directed by Jesse Stewart. 

Tickets are $10 for adults and $8 for 

students. 

Dance: 

On Saturday, January 30 at 9 p.m. to la.m. 

the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgendered Pride Committee is spon¬ 

soring a dance at the Lion's Club Hall, 216 

Elliot Ave. Tickets are $5 to $ 12. 

Live Music: 

On Saturday, January 30 at 8 p.m., Seattle 
based singer/songwriter Erin Corday will 

perform at the Edward Day Gallery. 

Tickets are $ 10 and can be purchased by 

phoning the Edward Day Gallery at 547- 

0774. 
www.jc2000ad.com 
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The Campus Bookstore and Jostens 

present 

January Ring Days 

Save 10% On All Jostens Rings 

A representative from Jostens Canada, will be at the Campus Bookstore, 

this Wednesday and Thursday. There will be a 10% saving on all Jostens 

rings ordered. Jostens rings offer unmatched quality and provide a free 

full lifetime warranty and four year insurance coverage. The Campus 

Bookstore offers Jostens rings in a variety of styles and designs to suit 

students as well as alumni. No deposit is required on your order and 

Jostens rings will be available for pick up within 8 to 10 weeks. Do not 

miss your chance to save 10% on your perfect ring. Come see the 

Jostens representative this week! 

Campus Bookstore •www.campusbookslore.com • Clark Hall 

January 27-28 
10% Off Jostens Rings During January Ring Days 

Campus Bookstore ■ Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

www.campusbookstore.com • 533-2955 
Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

BURGER 

KtNG 

Whopper Junior 
every day 

pwroum.imraE 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS, career 
etc? Seeking direction? Expenence greater self- 
awareness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and more. 
Clients say my readings are inspirational and very 
accurate. I also otter classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone Kellye at 544- 
1909. Also available Fridays and Saturdays at 
“Harmony”, 93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY (or Queen's 
students and their families. Half an hour away. 
Visit our website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call 
Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. Transportation can be 
arranged. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK '99 Party at 
Daytona's most popular Spring Break Hotel, 
Desert Inn Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or Bus and Hotel 
$269/quint February 14 - 22. Lowest price 
Guaranteed. Book 10. friend go free. Limited 
space!!! Thames Travel 1 800 962-8262. 

CAMPUS TRIVIA TOURNAMENT. Do you know 
stuff? Prove it! Sign up your team of 4 or individ¬ 
ually. $5 per person. January 30th. Email 6ajt3 to 
register. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BECOMING A 
PEER EDUCATOR? We are currently recruiting 
volunteers for next year. There are many ways to 
get involved in this valuable experience. Why no 
look into becoming a Peer Learning Assistant, 
Peer Tutor, Peer Health Educator or get involved 
with the Peer Educator Program on Sex, Intimacy 
and Dating? Please come out to an information 
session and find out the details. Sessions will be 
held on Thursday February 11th, 5;30 - 6:30 p.m. 
and Friday, February 12th, 12:30- 1:30 p.m. Both 
sessions will take place at Student Counselling 
Services, Ground Floor of the St. Lawrence 
Building. For more information call Diane Noltinq 
at 533-6712. 

COFFEE HOUSE Friday January 29th, 8 p.m. at 
St. James’ Church. Corner of Union and Barrie 
Streets. Desserts provided by The Laundry Cafe. 
Open mic. 

WANNABE A GAEL? Wannabe a gael meeting 
Tuesday, January 26th/99, Ellis Hall, 6 p.m. 

LIMESTONE MUSIC & AUDIO buys and sells 
CD's, cassettes, records, video games and some 
audio-visual equipment. New rock posters and t- 
shirts. 122 Pnncess St., lower level, downtown 
Kingston, phone 542-9096. 

JESUS AWARENESS WEEK! CHOOSING MY 
RELIGION: TONIGHT! 1:30 p.m., McLaughlin 
FJ.°°rn' JDUC Y2K: technology in crisis: 
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Ellis Auditorium. MAXI¬ 
MUM SEX: Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Dunninq 
Auditonum. FRIENDS NIGHT: food & fun! 7 30 
p.m. Ellis Auditorium. JESUS - THE FILM: 
Saturday, 7:30 p.m. Ellis Auditorium. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FACULTY: We 
buy and sell most foreign currencies at excellent 
rates, without service charqe Check 
www.wellingtonfx.on.ca for daily rates SSilrai8! Excta,'9e, 153 Wellin9,on 
ShRV,/,s AL™“ER s awareness 
MONTH at Queen s! Look around Campus for 
events sponsored by the ASUS Alzheimer's & 

He'P «W»I 

2mNr“E IS INTERESTED in creatag an all- 

ShotmaiL™ 6enS ema“ me 31 dare“"- 

L°e Sm:km LX ' 5 d00r • for 

M^iain0 iteWsIS CS cefotanf °n 

^6r ca- S80.6oSOn^,C^LPa0a,e4a5n3d 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? The iggg 
Canada Student Employment Guide and The 
Canadian Job Directory contain valuable job 
search and employer information! Now avail¬ 
able at your university bookstore. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAURENTIANS: 
Swim, sail, windsurf, waterski, canoe, gymnas¬ 
tics, tennis, basketball, football, wall climbing, 
archery, hockey, baseball, arts & crafts, pottery! 
beadmaking, photography, drama director, jazz 
instructors. E-Mail resume to ronnieb@gener- 
ation.net or fax to (514) 481-7863. 

VOCALIST LOOKING for (preferably) 3 - 6 piece 
jazz band to experiment with standards, creative 
work; from torch songs, ballads, to swing. Let's 
make this happen. Call 531-3613. 

WANTED: Computer Network Support person for 
the AMS. Interested? Check out our ad in this 
issue. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with cartoon bears on 
the cover). Lost around Kingston Hall on Monday, 
January 18th. High sentimental value. Please 
call Janice or Tam at 542-5850. Thanksl 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on Union and 
Alfred St„ bus shelter. Call 533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small Swiss Army 
knife on the keychain, just outside Mac-Corry 
Saturday. January 16th. Contact Jon at 533-7334 
if its yours. 

PERSONALS 

CSLC COMMUTE AND VOLUNTEERS: Good 
luck this week and have funl You’ve done a great 
job. 

2/ 

Discounts 
up l0 /I fi% 

Valid student card must be 
presented at time of purchase. 

For schedule and 
fare information 

call 613-547-4916 

or 1-800-461-7661 

trentway 
■wagar 

Tuesday byVo^ farF? by noon for TuesdaY papers and or 
y y 2 p m-for Frlday papers. Call 533-6711 for details. 
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Canadian Criss Cross 
by Walter D. Feener 
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Answer to Friday’s puzzle 

SWEP 

* t 

ACROSS DOWN 27. 

1. New Zealand 
parrot 

5. Liquid distilled 2. 
from coal 

8. Motorcycle 3. 
gang member 4. 

9. Archangel 5. 
11. Its atomic 

number is 27 6. 
12. Make up for 7. 
14. French king 8. 
15. Child's word for 9. 

toe 
17. Neckline shape 
18. They might get 10 

in your pants? 11 
20. Compass point 
21. Saucy 13 
22. Gem setting 16 
24. Excepting that 19 
26. Large tank 
28. Baking pan 21 
29. Bent the ami 23 
32. Cracks a whip 25 
36. Diving bird 
37. Short sleep 
39. Christmas 
40. Autumn mo. 
41. Deep sleeps 
43. Regret bitterly 
44. Segovia’s 

instrument 
46. Baptismal oil 
48. Goes bad 
49. Difficult to 

chew 
50. Pinch 
51. A stiff hair 

1. Give a piece of 29. 
advice 
Letters before 
an alias 
Iodine source 
Mr. Shaw 
Die having 
three pips 
Help 
Actor Keanu 
Singer Pat 
Needing 
attention at 
once 
Sly looks 
Sideways 
walker 
Encountered 
Wildebeest 
Number of 
deadly sins 
One cent 
Slack 
Fleur-de-_ 

Adult male 
voices 
Concentrate 
Hand cream 
Stream barrier 
Charioteer 
constellation 
Luxurious 
Appear to be 
Record of 
voyages 
Agreements 
Complain 
unreasonably 
Brogan 
Parson bird 
Settled habit 

LSAT GMAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 

i Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 

For Only S275 

i Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

> Personalized Professional Instruction 

»Comprehensive Study Materials 

■ Simulated Practice Exams 

» Personal Tutoring Available 

i Free Repeat Policy 

i Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613) 544-9389 
1-800-269-6719 

TEN for Job Interest 
TEN for Career Value 
TEN bucks an hour 

SWEP jobs are: 
career-related 

mostly on campus 
available in many areas of interest 

°Pen to full-time undergraduate students 
who plan to return to Queen’s University 

as undergraduate students in 
September, 1999 

Posted on the Career Services web page 
www.careers.queensu.ca 

and at Career Services on January 25 

www.jc2000ad.com 
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Prose 
By Gillian White 

MiSC 
&S"$l A' I love butterflies. The kind you get in your stomach when you know £ 

you’re about to do something realjy daring but you don't give a fuck 

and do it anyway. You do it anyway. 
J I love doing it anyway, the thrill of overcoming that voice that says: "What 

| are you thinking?" 
Today I stepped out of class to go to the washroom. The halls were 

empty except for one guy walking toward me. Of course, he was cute but 
that's not why I ended up smiling at him. As he got closer. I recognized 
him. He used to show up sometimes at the bar I worked at last year, and 
was someone I always noticed. Quite probably, I had fantasized about 
him. He had always looked interesting. He still did. 

We walked by each other. I went to the washroom. He went somewhere 
else. I went back to class. For three whole minutes, I souirmed in my 
chair and then finally' said to myself “Fuck it. I'm doing it anyway." I 
grabbed my coat, picked up my bag and went off in the direction that I 

' thought he was. I found him photocopying some papers and I started 
talking to him. 

You know what? He acted like an idiot. I left him. thinking "What a 
[waste." Aaahh, but that's where I was wrong. Tru|y, it wasn't a waste. 
Anytime, you can overcome those voices in your head (c'mon. I'm not 
the only one who hears voices in my head), you've made it. You own the 
world when you get rid of those voices. 

I am Fantasy Woman 
No. I did not say Pin-Up 

Fantasy Woman. I am’always fantasizing. It's on the days that I don't 
have fantasies to fall upon that there is no hope, there is no magic. 

There is desperation in the absence of magic. So I spend my time fanta¬ 

sizing about people like you. 
Quite often I am not a part of this fantasy. (And sorry. Sock |erk-Off 

Boy. the fantasies aren't always sexual). Instead. I dream up incredible 
details about who you are and the things you do. I imagine you clubbing 
on a Saturday night, or watching a movie with your friends, or picking 
your nose in front of the bathroom mirror. It beats television any day. 

Alright,you're thinking, What happens to this chick when the fantasy 
is replaced by reality? Fantasy is rarelv replaced by reality; it is only altered 
by it. Reality always intermingles with fantasy. We all spend our time fan- 

i tasizing. Each of us constantly fills in the gaps of what we don't know 

a about each other. 
I We dress ourselves, knowing this will happen. We clothe ourselves 
a with this in mind, so we choose our clothing carefully, attempting to guide 
H people on how to develop their fantasies about us. 

We get accustomed to our clothes, to carrying ourselves or acting in 
particular ways. We get too comfortable. We do our thing and our thing 
becomes routine. We eat the same things, buy from the same stores, go 

l to the same bars, have the same days. There is no magic in this. 
f, ra Magic happens when we do it anyway. The times when we say fuck it 

\Mm and test the fantasy. Magic happens when we know we risk making com- 
' jj plete fools of ourselves, but we don't care. Magic happens through fan- 

1 tasies, when you define the world. When you do it anyway. 

hfy' v 

ig Swing Tuesdays 
live with 

m Wm 

Dance contest 
& prizes 

Martini on 
the rocks 

It's a Swing thing! 
Free Swing Lessons from 7-9pm 

Cocom 
178 Ontario Street • On the Watenrom 

Nacho Dip 
Since this is a layered dip, it’s best to 

make it in a glass pie plate or bowl 
so everyone can see how creative you 

are, and what they are being fed. 

• 1 cup of grated Cheddar cheese 

1. Mix the cream cheese, sour cream, and 
garlic, and evenly spread in the bottom of 
the dish. 
2. Peel and mash the avocado and mix 
with the lemon juice and peppers. Spread 
the mixture evenly over the first layer in 
the dish. 

An evil donkey 
checking the pulse 
of a sleeping man? 

\ 

For A Contest As Puzzling and 
Mysterious as Goya, 

Turn to MiSC. Starting February 2nd. 

r 

■ If you have no friends, or are just plain 
J greedy, you can make two or three smaller 
I servings to save some for another time. 

. # 1 pkg. of cream cheese, light or regular. 
I • 1/3 cup of sour cream, light or regular 
| • 1 clove of garlic, finely chopped 
■ °1 avocado 
J *2 tbsp. of pickled jalapeno peppers, 
I chopped or 2 tbsp. of pickled green chilies 
1*1 tsp. of lemon or lime juice 
q ° 1/2 cup of sliced black olives 
1*1 cup of salsa, mild, medium or hot 

L = =_.__ 

3. Sprinkle the olives over the second 
layer. 

4. Pour salsa over the olive layer, and 
cover with the grated Cheddar cheese. 

Warm your nacho chips in the oven on a 
baking sheet for a few minutes before 
serving. 

Sarah LeMay can boastess being the 
hostess with the mostess 

j 

WANTED 
Computer Network 

Support Person 
(for transition beginning March 01,1999) 

1 ne Aima Mater society is seeking a computer network support person to 
"dmtain ns ou-noae Novell network, vveD server, ana Skylignt Lounge, ine 
support person is responsible tor supporting business, desktop publishing, 
accounting and general administrative applications tor the AMS commissions, 
services, general omce ana numerous committees ana activities. 

i his position requires someone witn proven computer problem solving skills 
^nd an ability to resolve a wide range of hardware and software problems, under 
'n|nimum supervision, nme commitment ranges between tu-zunrs/wk 

-* .QUEEN'S UNIVERSTTyX 

& iSr 
^student government 

o, 
Oof 

Questions? 
Chris Holmes, AMS Network Support 

chris@ams.queensu.ca 

Claude Sherren, AMS General Manager 
gm@ams.queensu ca or call 533-2725 

The successful candidate will: 

• have experience running PCs in a windows 
NT networking environment, 

• have good communication & organizational 
skills, 

• have a working knowledge or ms urtice. 
• benefit from Novell networking expenenue 

in a business computing environment 
• benefit from any network migration 

experience 
Pursuant to AMS policies, priority is given iu 

, undergraduate students. 

up an application at the AMS front desk in the JDUC. I 
.Applications due before 4:30 p.m. on Friday, February 12,1999 I 

* Check it out in the Bible. Thats what it's there for or check out... www.jc2000ad.com 

step 4. (step for) 
Accept it for what it's worth 

Accept Jesus Christ, God's son, as your personal 

Lord and personal Saviour. It's worth peace, forever. 
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Supporting 215 cultural organizations across Canada 
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Alfie’s 
$4,500 
under 

By Jocelyn Laporte and 

Fiona Stevenson 

A homecoming blackout, poor 

October performance, and competition 

from the Queen’s Pub, have been sug¬ 

gested as reasons why Alfie’s is approxi¬ 

mately $4,500 under budget. 

A power outage on the Saturday of 

Homecoming weekend led to an esti¬ 

mated loss of about $10,000 for the pub 

and resulted in September revenues being 

down 12 per cent versus the pub’s bud¬ 

geted revenue for the month. Were it not 

for the blackout, “I think the pub would 

have been right on track,” said Alfie’s 

Manager Ben Bourke. 

October was also a disappointment for 

the pub, which AMS Services Director 

Sarah Armstrong attributed to 

Thanksgiving weekend and mid-terms. 

Gross revenue was only 61 per cent of 

budgeted revenue for the month. 

“They had a better November and a 

good December, and January so far has 

been going well,” Armstrong said, adding 

“they had an incredible New Year’s. It was 

their biggest night after homecoming.” 

The evening brought in $9,272.50, com¬ 

pared with $4,746.90 two years ago. Last 

year the pub closed early due to the ice 

storm. 

“We’re counting on a good winter 

term,” she added. “They’re going nuts 

with programming and bands.” 

Bourke believes renovations made to 

the pub in August have been beneficial. 

“The renovations have been good at help¬ 

ing Alfie’s bring in money,” said Bourke. 

He estimated that Alfie’s is bringing in 

about $1,500 to $2,000 more on a big 

night this year, thanks to additions such as 

a taps at their side bar and a mirror ball 

and new lighting on the dance floor. 

However, the addition of an autofry to 
the pub has not been as successful as 

Please see QP on page 3 
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Science . .. MISC. 

WEATHERWATCH 

Saturday 
^Cloudy 

Sunday 
Partly Cloudy 
High 0CC; Low -10’C; 
POP 0% 

Monday 
Partly Cloudy 
High l°C; Low -2°C; 
POP0% 

Students walk through snow in front of Stauffer Library on Wednesday afternoon. 

Meds vote to stay with AMS 
By Shawn Brimley 

Last week, medical students partici¬ 

pated in a referendum to decide whether 

to continue their membership in the 

Alma Mater Society. With a 55 to 45 per 

cent result, students voted to stay in the 

AMS. 

Voter turnout was 61 per cent, with 

77 per cent of students in years one 

through three casting votes. 

“It was an issue that we had been 

looking at for a couple of years,” said Ian 

Billingsley, Aesculapian Society (medical 

students society) representative to the 

AMS. “It was a question of which orga¬ 

nization best served and contributed to 

the interests of medical students.” 

“In a federation, there is always going 

to be strained relationships,” said Tom 

Stanley, president of the AMS. “There 

Picture the future of Queen’s 

University: you prepare yourself to 

study, seat yourself at your personal 

computer and pop in the latest textbook 

version of your course work into the 

CD-ROM. 

This vision is becoming less far¬ 

fetched as new technologies in the form 

of CD-ROM textbooks and Internet 

courses are filtering into Queen’s course 

curriculums. 

Some Queen’s courses use the CD- 

ROM as a textbook, others use them as 

supplementary material, and two corre¬ 

spondence courses are based solely on a 

CD-ROM text and the Internet for lec- 

are always going to be members who 

don’t feel their needs are being met.” 

“The AMS needs to be more acutely 

aware of the needs of its members,” 

Stanley added. 

There was some discussion, according 

to Billingsley, of the Aesculapian Society 

becoming an independent student orga¬ 

nization, with no official ties to the AMS 

or the Society of Professional and 

Graduate Students. 

“The logistics and administration that 

are required to form a viable indepen¬ 

dent organization would have proved 

rather difficult,” said Billingsley. “So in 

effect, the referendum turned into a 

question of whether to stay in the AMS 

or join the SGPS.” 

Law students answered the same 

question last year and, in a referendum, 

voted to leave the AMS for the SGPS. “I 

ture notes, submission of assignments 

and interaction with the professors. 

Gloria Delisle, a professor in the 

Queen’s department of microbiology, 

co-created a few such CD-ROM text¬ 

books for nursing, medicine and the two 

distance courses. Delisle said that using 

the CD-ROM as a textbook is beneficial 

for these subjects because “biology is 

very visual and the animation enhances 

[the students’] understanding.” 

According to Delisle, there have not 

been any major glitches in the programs 

because of rigorous copy editing and 

data testing. The only major problem 

with the CD-ROMS is the issue of 

wonder how much momentum gener¬ 

ated by the Law students separation last 

year had to do with this situation,” 

Stanley said. 

Billingsley said the two situations 

were quite different. “There is no histor¬ 

ical grievances between medical students 

Please see Student on page 6 

Food wars 
Battles with 

eating disorders 
plague many 

By Jonathan Tinney 

National Eating Disorders 

Awareness Week is approaching and 

many students are taking time to 

reflect on the severity and frequency of 

eating disorders in our-community. 

Health Canada estimates that 

approximately three per cent of 

women between the ages of 18 .and 24 

suffer from anorexia and four per cent 

of woman in the same age group suffer 

from bulimia. 

Eating disorders are directly corre¬ 

lated with negative body images, and 

experts believe that women's overall 

view of their bodies are getting worse, 

nor better. A reported eight per cent of 

Canadian women who were deemed 

underweight told researchers they 

wished to lose more weight, while 37 

per cent of healthy women reported 

they wished to slim down, according to 

Health Canada. 

Virtual texts wave of 
the future at Queen’s 

By Nicole Salama 

Please see Personal on page 2 Please see Body on page 3 
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WANTED 
Computer Network 

Support Person 
(for transition beginning March 01, 1999) 

The Alma Mater Society is seeking a computer network support person to 

maintain its 50-node Novell network, Web server, and Skylight Lounge. The 

support person is responsible Tor supporting business, desktop puonsning, 

accounting and general administrative applications for the AMS commissions, 

services, general office and numerous committees and activities 

This position requires someone with proven computer problem solving skills 

and an ability to resolve a wide range of hardware and software problems, under 

minimum supervision, i ime commitment ranges between i u-2unrs/wk 

Questions? 
Chris Holmes, AMS Network Support 

chris@ams.queensu.ca 
Claude Sherren, AMS General Manager 

gm@ams.queensu.ca or call 533-2725 

The successful candidate will: 

• have experience running PCs in a Windows 
NT networking environment, 

• have good communication & organizational 
skills, 

• have a working knowledge of MS Office, 

• benefit from Novell networking experience 
in a business computing environment, 

• benefit from any network migration 
experience. 

Pursuant to AMS policies, priority is given to 
undergraduate students. 

Pick up an application at the AMS front desk in the JDUC. 
Applications due before 4:30 p.m. on Friday, February 12,1999. 

Personal interaction 
still highly valued 
Continued from page I 

studenr accessibility. Many students 

come to university without a computer 

or CD-ROM, and Delisle said there were 

11 stations compatible for these pro¬ 

grams in the Bracken Library, which are 

not nearly enough to satisfy the demand. 

Delisle said her classes have become 

“more active and interactive” due to this 

new style of teaching. She also noted that 

class attendance and participation rates 

have increased and that most students 

seem to do well with the computer 

approach. 

“It’s alright.,. I think it 
would be better if it had a 
combination of a textbook 

and a CD-ROM.” 

— Amy Bald, ArtSci ’02 

Delisle and co-creator Lewis Tomalty, 

noted many of the students’ reactions in 

the January 25 edition of The Queen's 

Gazette, saying “students [have] 

responded with enthusiasm, saying that 

the animation and videos made the sub¬ 

ject come alive for them.” 

The use of computer technology in 

the classroom is not limited to science 

courses. Clarke Mackey, a professor in 

the film department also created a CD- 

ROM to supplement FILM 350, a pro¬ 

duction course. 

Mackey designed such material to 

assist the students with the technical side 

of film production such as loading a 

camera. He believes that this allows stu¬ 

dents to “sit with the CD-ROM [in the 

computer] and the camera in their |aps 

and learn at their own speed.” In turn 

the supplementary material and use of 

new technology frees up more class time 

for creative topics. 

Amy Bald, ArtSci ’02, uses a CD- 

ROM in her POLS 110 course and has 

mixed feelings about the technology. 

“It’s alright. It’d be better if it had a tan¬ 

gible text,” she said. “I think it would be 

better if it had a combination of a text¬ 

book and a CD-ROM.” 

Delisle and Mackey recognise the 

benefits and flaws of the CD-ROM tech¬ 

nology. 

Delisle sees this as “the way of the 

future” but both she and Mackey hope 

that this does not reduce the face-to-face 

interaction between students and profes¬ 

sors which is so highly valued. They also 

agree that Queen’s needs to add more 

computing stations that are compatible 

for their programs to keep all students in 

their classes on equal ground. 

Milan Konopek, AMS academic 

affairs commissioner, said he feels simi¬ 

larly and hopes that with these new 

teaching methods, a professor will not be 

replaced by a computer screen. As well, 

he noted the importance of these pro¬ 

grams being accessible and cost efficient 

to the student body. 

National and international 

Development Week 

Celebrating 

Development Work at Queen's and 

Abroad! 

Join us For a week oF activities 

February 1-5, 1999 

Coordinated by the International Centre JDUC 
Tel: 533-2604 

http://www.quic.queensu ca 
Watch the journal for a copy of the program or visit our website. 
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tedent efforts help adaptive labs expand 
By Lianne Elliott 

Student initiatives were the 

rarget of praise during the 

Queen’s Adaptive Technology 

Labs Open 

the AMS ArrpociKiui^T °/ students with access to ing visually impaired students identify grammatical errors. 
I Jr SipUlty Iask Earning materials through spe- with ' ' 

House held 

afternoon. really get something done,” said including Inspiration and Accessibility Task Force, a group 

Bob Crawford, dean of student textHELP!, which help students 

organize ideas and correctly Please see Queen’s on page 7 

Force and the suDDort ^ matenals through spe- with access to textbooks and Financial assistance for the 

Queen’s student fees th Cla lze(* comPuter equipment other written documents. expansion of the Queen’s 

Adaptive Technology Labs were d For students with learning Adaptive Technology Labs was 

able to purchase new comnnrer U l °i haveL.to Set students disabilities, the labs have pur- provided by an endowment 

Douglas Library Monday hardware and software this fall gill”'l!?™-jg.!!7.?.!1 Wf,nt*° chased new computer software, fund created by the AMS 

The labs have been providing 

affairs, during the Open House 

presentations. 

With money raised by the 

Task Force, the Adaptive 

Technology Labs have been able 

to purchase two new computers. 

These include new voice input 

programs, which allow students 

to speak into the computer, and 

screen readers, which read 

material on the computer screen 

aloud. The labs are located in 

Douglas Library, Stauffer 

Library and on West Campus. 

They have also acquired a 

digital scanning package, which 

scans written material onto a 

computer and then recites the 

PHOTObyalexKRONBY material orally to users, provid- 

QP a competitor 
students come in, it was our job 

Continued from page I just to make sure they had fun.” 

. , , . Picketts said the QP has not 
pred.cted by pub managemenr. inKntionaU markered towards 

““fry Alfie’s patrons. "We are still 

predominantly an upper-year 

bar,” he said. “We’ve developed 

Some of the new computer workstations unveiled by the task 
force in Douglas Library Wednesday. 

Awareness week educates, 
promotes healthy eating 

By Jonathan Tinney to encourage everyone, espe- While the ANAB is busy 

dally those for whom dieting is organizing the awareness week, 

a habit, to enjoy their favourite it is also involved in year round 

foods guilt-free for a day. The projects for the awareness, con- 

organisers hope that this day sultation and treatment of eat- 

will help foster feelings among ing disorders, 

the public that eating well is Students have responded well 

essential for personal well to the ANAB efforts, 

being. “I think the week will do a 

“We hope that everyone will lot for raising consciousness and 

was necessary because before 

this year, Alfie’s wasn't follow¬ 

ing the terms of the Liquor 

License Act related to food. 

“The pub must offer a certain 

number of light meals,” she 

explained, and “the most cost- 

efficient way of doing that was 

autofry.” 

“There weren’t big plans for 

that to be a huge money 

maker,” she emphasized. 

“Food sales in general are 

down,” said Bourke. He rea¬ 

soned that Alfie’s draws crowds 

due to dance atmosphere and 

that most people do not go 

strong, strong regulars this 

Picketts said food sales at the 

QP are stronger than they have 

ever been. “We have aggres¬ 

sively marketed and planned 

towards increasing the amount 

ot food we had offered from 

last year,” he said. “We offered 

other platters, expanded the 

autofry and now we’re working 

on expanding lunch." 

“We’ve also developed a lot 

of people who will have a cou¬ 

ple of drinks here and then go 

Beginning Monday, the 

Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia 

Association of Kingston will be 

sponsoring a variety of events 

for National Eating Disorders 

Awareness Week. The goal of 

the week is to further awareness 

of eating disorders, their effects 

and the many societal causes participate in Fearless Friday, answering important questions 

that bring on these illnesses. even if they don’t come to the about eating disorders,” said 

The week will kick off other events,” said Mary Jane Kimberley Nowell, ArtSci ’00. 

Monday with the second annual Gordon, president of the “Some of the events sound 

ANAB. “Ideally we hope to like they would be good, and 

change a few peoples’ minds the non-dieting day seems like a 

about dieting and show how great way to take some focus off 

unhealthy the idea of not eating trying to be thin,” said Marc 

can be.” Raymond, Arts ’02. 

The Alma Mater Society ANAB offers open group dis¬ 

puting the week, information Social Issues Commission is also cussion every Monday at 8 p.m. 

booths will be set up throughout planning some events. Among in the Ban Righ Woman’s 

the Kingston area to answer them include increasing aware- Centre across from Victoria 

questions and give advice. ness on campus, holding discus- Hall. Anyone needing coun- 

The main focus of the week is sion groups and a possible selling, diagnoses or treatment, 

"Fearless Friday,” a national movie presentation. Notices of is encouraged to contact the 

non-dieting day scheduled for events will be posted later this ANAB. 

February 5. This event is meant week. 

,tr> , . pic ui uiuuo> ncic ariu uien ao 
there to eat. People are coming ML. Kckens sajd. % 

“Evening of Image, Art and 

Entertainment,’’ at the Edward 

Day Gallery. This event will fea¬ 

ture the work of many local 

artists, with music by Pat 

Murray and Cam Schaefer. 

in on really big nights to drink 

and dance... Alfie’s is more of a 

big night venue type of place.” 

Speculation has arisen that 

the QP may be a greater com¬ 

petitor for Alfie’s this year that 

in the past. 

“The intent certainly was not 

to make a service that competes 

with another service,” said 

Gord Moodie, AMS 

vice-president (operations). 

However, since they have both 

become busy on the same 

nights, some competition has 

resulted, he said. 

“I think people feel a little 

more comfortable here some¬ 

times,” said QP Manager Mark 

Picketts. “We do have limited 

they’ve had those drinks up 

here then they don’t need to 

drink them down there.” 

Bourke agreed. “On some 

nights I can see that happening 

for sure,” he said. “Some of that 

money is being spent upstairs... 

there are nights though when 

the QP doesn't affect us at all.” 

Bourke sees the QP’s success 

as positive, not threatening. “I 

don’t really see much of a prob¬ 

lem... more money overall is 

still going into the AMS,” he 

said. “It has affected our busi¬ 

ness, but I definitely think both 

[pubs] can exist.” 

“Between the two bars, the 

sales are up incredibly over last 

, , , . , ... year,” Armstrong said. The 
space, but I think we utilize it Decembef 3 j tota| for both bars 

was $344,819.08, compared 
well. 

“We had a fantastic first term 

and a lot of that was because we 

were the new kid on the block,” 

Picketts continued. “The buzz 

around the expansion made 

with $305,855.08 at the same 

time last year. “They’re obvi¬ 

ously taking away business from 

downtown,” she said. 

Body image important factor in anorexia 
from page I 

There is a concern that the 

general level of body-dissatisfac- 

■°n in society is rising,” said 

ar>' Jane Gordon, president of 

L e.. Anorexia Nervosa and 

ulimia Association of 

,lngston. “This, while quite 
obviously not healthy, may 

fause eating disorders to 

ecome more common and 

to'sc^”Warn‘n® s*8ns harder 

ti ^ lC Ferson for whom nega- 

imC kQC*y 'mage became very 
Portant is Linda, who chose 

j0t,t0 reveal her real name. 

anH 1 'S a recovered bulimic, 
w believes that her self image 

s a large factor in the devel- 

^pbt of her eating disorder, 

d lose five pounds and feel 

better about how I looked, it 

gave me a sense of control. I had 

a hard time finding a sense of 

control back then,” said Linda. 

“I had an eating disorder 

because losing weight helped me 

deal with other problems.” 

“An eating disorder is a cop¬ 

ing mechanism. It is used to deal 

with larger, underlying factors,” 

said Gordon. “Someone who 

develops an eating disorder is 

often just as likely to develop 

alcoholism or other obsessive 

behaviours.” 

Whatever the reason for 

developing the illness, the prin¬ 

ciple concern when helping a 

person with an eating disorder 

is early diagnosis and treatment. 

Health Canada also reported 

that as many as 15 per cent of 

anorexics die in treatment, 

often because care was not 

administered soon enough. 

Signs of an eating disorder 

include extreme fear of weight 

gain, fluctuations or serious 

reduction in weight, binge eat¬ 

ing, strict avoidance of food or 

food-related activities, irritabil- 

. ity, depression and isolation. 

Anorexia and bulimia are 

often not mutually exclusive 

and many victims suffer from 

both disorders. 

According to Gordon, 

Kingston is quite fortunate to 

have a good therapy system. 

“We have an immediate care, 

outpatient facility' operating out 

of the Hotel Dieu,” said 

Gordon. 

“Unlike many other commu¬ 

nities, we are lucky to also have 

an adolescent program, both are 

available by a doctor’s referral. 

We also have many excellent 

long-term care support groups,” 

she said. 

Linda recommends seeking 

help. “I realised I had a prob¬ 

lem, when I realised that I was 

not going out with friends, par¬ 

ticipating in sports or doing 

schoolwork,” said Linda. “I was 

depressed and food had become 

the main aspect of my life.” 

“I got treatment through a 

social worker who referred me 

to a clinic,” said Linda of her 

treatment. “I was required to 

stay at the clinic during the day, 

but could go home at night.” 

“[The clinic] focused on body 

image, food planning, and 

looked very heavily into the 

underlying issues I was dealing 

with,” continued Linda. “I fell 

off the wagon a few times but 

the gaps between those times 

just got longer and longer.” 

There are many long-term 

dangers of an untreated eating 

disorder. They include mouth 

sores, tooth decay, osteoporosis, 

cardiac irregularities, hair loss, 

severe damage to the gastro¬ 

intestinal system and death. 

“I feel now like I am fully 

cured,” said Linda. “I feel no 

need to relapse. And the way I 

see my body, I believe, is with¬ 

out negative feelings.” 

In hindsight, Linda said she 

cannot understand why she had 

such a poor body image. “I’d 

like people to know that you 

can totally leave it behind and 

enjoy life by your own stan¬ 

dards,” Linda said. 
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Kate Bailey 

By Rebecca Stelter 

Kate Bailey, candidate for Vice- 

President (University Affairs), says she 

brings to her team experience in Queen’s 

student government and a fresh perspec¬ 

tive on changes that can be brought to 

the AMS. 

Bailey, who is running with Nick 

Cheeseman, President candidate, and 

Susan Henry, V-P (Operations) candi¬ 

date, is a fourth-year English and health 

student from St. Albert, Alberta. She has 

been involved in Orientation Week at 

Queen’s for four years, and said it is 

“one of my passions.” 

Bailey was the Operations Chair for 

ASUS Orientation Committee ’98, and 

served as a co-ordinator for Orientation 

Committee ’97. “I think [Orientation 

Week] is so important because it wel¬ 

comes first-year students, and it’s a great 

way of getting involved,” said Bailey. 

She is currently the Academics 

Commissioner for ASUS. 

Although Bailey and her team have lit¬ 

tle direct AMS experience, she does not 

see this as an impediment. “We’ve each 

had exposure to the AMS in one form or 

another but I think we can bring in a lot 

of new ideas,” she said. 

Bailey also sees the team’s closeness as 

a very positive attribute. “We all get 

along really well and we know each 

other really well... We know that we can 

work well together and our styles com¬ 

plement each other," she said. 

Cheeseman, Bailey and Henry have 

chosen to concentrate their platform on 

four main areas: community relations 

(including issues of lighting, relations 

with the Kingston Police, and Bus-it); 

tuition (including improvements^ to 

Queen’s Career Services and “more bang 

for your buck,” said Bailey); academics 

(especially exam issues, marking turn¬ 

around and TA training); and aware¬ 

ness/availability of the AMS, (increasing 

relations and co-operation). 

“I feel really strongly about Career 

Services because I am personally looking 

for a job," said Bailey. She feels that 

Queen’s does not offer enough informa¬ 

tion about what is available for graduates 

in the global economy. 

“It’s a shame for Queen’s to abandon 

students once they get their degree,” said 

Bailey. 

Bailey sees the position of V-P (UA) as 

a challenging one because there are so 

many facets to the position. “It’s really 

important to give as much attention and 

thought to as many activities as you 

can,” she said. 

Motivating commissioners and main¬ 

taining a healthy workplace are priorities 

for Bailey. “I think it’s great to create a 

positive working environment,” she said. 

Bailey said the election campaign is a 

worthwhile and positive experience. “In 

the last two weeks I have learned a lot 

about this school,” she explained. 

“Friends have given us so much 

support.” 

5. Two years 6. Sexual Health Resource Centre, Kingston Lesbian Gay Bisexual Association, Educating Students on Substance Abuse, Women's Centre, 
Anorexia Nervosa &r Bulimia Association, Frontier College for Literacy, Amnesry International, Queen’s Student and Community Services Group 
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Lisa Mori 

Br Jonathan Tinney 

Lisa Mori is a fourth-year Con-Ed sci¬ 

ence student from Markham who hopes 

to be elected to the position of Alma 

Mater Society Vice-President (University 

Affairs). 

Mori, who is running with Sarah 

Corman, President candidate, and Owen 

Minns, V-P (Operations) candidate, is 

involved in many aspects of campus life. 

She is president of the Con-Ed Students 

Association and a Kaleidoscope buddy, 

plays intramural water polo and volley¬ 

ball, and still has time for class. 

In addition, she is chair of the AMS 

Tricolour and Frank Knox awards com¬ 

mittees. These awards are distributed to 

students who make great contributions 

to extra-curricular activities and to 

Queen’s professors for teaching 

excellence. 

“I am really glad to be a part of the 

[awards] committee, it allows me to take 

part in motivating and rewarding excel¬ 

lence here at Queen’s,” Mori said. 

“1 think [the V-P (UA) position] is a 

direct line to the widest aspects of stu¬ 

dent life,” Mori said. “Through the six 

commissions I am able to be a team 

leader, creating my own initiatives as 

well as co-ordinating others to help with 

their objectives.” 

Mori expressed praise for many of the 

strategies started by the current execu¬ 

tive. She said she hopes to expand on 

much of the good work done so far. 

“I’d like to further develop the role of 

Jon Krashinsky 

By Mandy Marriott 

You won’t hear any “big idealistic pro¬ 

posals from Jon Krashinsky, but the 

candidate for Vice-President (University 

ai[s) is enthusiastic about the upcom- 

lng election anyway. 

Krashinsky, who is running with Mike 

CK t|Zner> President candidate, and 

e sea Gay, V-P (Operations) candi- 

ate, is critical of some individuals who 

sj ter t*le AMS election carting impres¬ 

s-sounding promises they may not be 
ab|| to keep. 

These people are elected on the 

at^h '^eaiist'c proposals but baulk 

Wli 3l tlley have got themselves into 

to i •! rea*'ze tiie>' maynot be ab*e 
ttlfill all those proposals,” said 

Krashinsky. In his opinion, it is better for 

candidates to go into the race with less 

idealistic views and more willingness to 

put in the hours that are required to get 

done what they have promised. 

If elected, one of the most important 

changes Krashinsky intends to make con¬ 

cerns the position of V-P (UA) itself. He 

contends that the public needs to know 

more about the job and its attributes. 

Krashinsky believes that it is disquieting 

to hear people ask about the position and 

have no idea what it entails. 

Krashinsky and his team “would 

really look into getting a more defined 

protocol for the V-P (UA),” he said. As it 

presently stands, the President and V-P 

(UA) separately chair several positions on 

a number of committees. Krashinsky and 

the V-P (UA), to help maintain the high 

academic quality at Queen’s,” she said. 

“I’d like to do what I can to foster an 

environment of innovation and distinc¬ 

tion. Academics is of common interest 

to all students, and the AMS needs to 

work for that common interest.” 

Mori said she would also like to 

make changes to services, through the 

Student Services Taskforce. This group 

is responsible for analysing and assess¬ 

ing the quality of student services on 

campus. 

“I would like to see a continuation of 

the expansion to campus security. The 

security notice boards put up last year 

were a great start, but I’d like to keep 

going,” Mori said. “Like expanding the 

blue-light program to include high-risk 

areas like the student village and 

Victoria Park, as well as possibly using 

Walkhome employees to patrol between 

assignments.” 

When asked why she decided to pur¬ 

sue the position, Mori said, “I had a real 

appreciation for the dynamic between 

Owen and Sarah... it wasn’t an opportu¬ 

nity I could turn down.” 

Mori said she would also like the 

AMS to communicate more actively 

with students. “I would consider it my 

responsibility to take an active role in 

educating the student body about 

doings in the AMS,” she said. 

As for the important issues, Mori 

attests her favourite childhood toys 

were jigsaw puzzles, would have 

Depeche Mode play Grant Hall if she 

were Queen of Queen’s, and described 

the Juicy Juice drink at the QP as 

“juicy.” 
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his team would like to see some of these 

positions co-chaired by both the 

President and the V-P (UA). 

“There needs to be a tighter link 

between the V-P (UA) and the President," 

he said. 

Krashinsky feels that his experience as 

this year’s co-editor of Golden Words has 

given him many of the skills he needs to 

be successful as the V-P (UA). His posi¬ 

tion “proved that [he] could run a signif¬ 

icant job that required him to put in a 

large number of hours while maintaining 

a full course load,” he said. 

Although he and his fellow team 

members are all members of the Golden 

Words staff, Krashinsky is not worried 

that students may not take them seri¬ 

ously. Krashinsky admitted he has been 

approached by people who have been 

concerned that this campaign is nothing 

more than a practical joke. 

“We are all serious, but we will run a 

fun campaign,” he said. He believes that 

“it is most important to do the work, and 

you won’t want to do that unless you 

make it fun and enthusiastic.” 

According to Krashinsky, the V-P (UA) 

has three different areas of responsibility. 

The first involves the supervision of the 

six different commissions. The second 

area of responsibility is more informal. 

It involves the V-P (UA) sitting on a num¬ 

ber of committees that have a link to the 

AMS. The third area is even more infor¬ 

mal and, in Krashinsky’s opinion, the 

most important. It involves being avail¬ 

able to the students as a resource. 

Krashinsky believes his primary job 

“is to interact and be there to meet the 

students’ concerns.” 
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Student leaders 
happy with vote 

Outstanding Contributors: 
January 

Continued from page I 

and the AMS, unlike the situa¬ 

tion between the Law students 

and the AMS,” said Billingsley. 

“We never came to the AMS 

and said, 'This is what you’ve 

done wrong’.” 

“Some of our members 

thought that our natural place 

was among other ‘graduate’ stu¬ 

dents," Billingsley continued. 

There is bound to be an 

affinity with the word ‘grad’, 

when you already have a 

degree,” said Stanley. “I believe 

dividing along graduate and 

undergraduate lines is logical, 

but coming together in one big 

collective, and not two 

medium-sized groups, makes 

for a strong, diverse organiza¬ 

tion.” 

“I’m no stranger to referen¬ 

dum results being close,” said 

Stanley, speaking of the nar¬ 

rowly defeated motion to align 

with the Ontario Student 

Undergraduate Alliance in the 

fall referendum. “It’s up to next 

year’s executive to work 

towards fulfilling every stu¬ 

dent’s needs.” 

Both Stanley and Billingsley 

were pleased with the outcome. 

“The fact that the medical stu¬ 

dents are staying with the AMS 

is a better thing for student gov¬ 

ernment at Queen’s,” said 

Stanley. “I hope the Law 

students vote to come back.” 

“Personally, I was happy with 

the outcome,” said Billingsley. 

“As I looked at it, I thought the 

AMS was an appropriate orga¬ 

nization for medical students.” 

“In a way, with the Law stu¬ 

dents in the SGPS, and the med¬ 

ical students in the AMS, we 

have more of a collective voice 

than if we went to the SGPS,” 

said Billingsley. “This could 

only be a positive*thing... We 

are looking forward to working 

with the AMS, now that the ref¬ 

erendum is over.” 

T I N N E Y 

Tall, dark, handsome... you may have seen Jon Tinney gracing the 

corridors of Queen's, notebook in hand, smile on face, hot on the trail of 

rhe latest breaking news. Jon's been the superman of the News section this 

month, writing several articles at once, coming up with his own story ideas, 

and staying up late into the night reading pamphlets, pouring over bound 

lournals, and devising clever ledes. Jon is friendly, funny, incredibly 

talented and, in our opinion, a real hunk. 

Dimitrios Tsotos is A&E’s superstar contributor this month. Dimitrios is 

interested in writing the best, well-researched articles possible. Dimitrios 

wrote an excellent concert review, which was thoughtful, creative and 

insightful — not to mention extremely well polished. Your zealousness is 

unbridled. 

Super Bowl XXXIII * 

Denver Broncos Vs Atlanta Falcons 
come and watch the excitement 

NO COVER, PRIZES, 
free dogs and chilli at I /2 time 

(Ehe QJoncan 
> www.theioucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess St. S44-1466 

FOOD SPECIALS 
$2.49 Sunday breakfast 

sun-tnes 
I /2 price wings* 

wed 
1/2 price nadios* 

‘after 2pm with beverage purrlisae 

SAGER 

Neate Sager has been named to the Sports and Fitness All-Star team this 

month. Neate is the ideal contributor who not only covers every event we 

ask of him, but also provides insightful analysis of national sports news. His 

writing is always interesting and he contributes to the overall quality of the 

section by complementing a wide range of journalistic voices. Take a bow 

Mr. Sager! 

LIVE BANDS 
fri Jan 29 

iqueViaa! 
..sensuol explorations of the night, 

groovolicious rhythms.. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 1 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 1 

Regina from $349 1 

Winnipeg from $239 1 

Halifax from $249 1 
Saint John from $329 1 

St John’s from $299 1 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 

to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail's 6-Pak 
/ Up to 12 flights a day 
•/ New Air Canada Service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
1*6 Princess St, Kingston («t Mornral) 

tarn,. 7W HaulGmp 

549-3561 
Webiite; wwv\mJyisey-[i*vcl.eom 

ppi'X. - "RmIowiomI 
As of February 

were 

Kingston’s first 

XX-rated restaurant! 

5o.we’re stripping down 
to retro prices for a whole week!! 

Celebrate our coming-of-age February 3 -10 

and get your 15% student discount* too!! 

ChSZ P'83y 6SR FVInceee Street 549-7673 ‘with ID 
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Volunteers Needed In Here 
German Theatre Group 

The Queen’s German Theatre Group 

will be presenting a play February 11-13 

at Rotunda Hall in Theological Hall. 

The play starts at 8:00 p.m. and tickets 

are $5 for students at the door. 

Explore Kingston’s Heritage 

New members are needed for a 

prevention coalition. The group is 

devoted to increasing public awareness 

and reducing the frequency and severity 

of falls by seniors on pedestrian walk¬ 

ways and in their homes. Individuals 

with good communication skills and an 

interest in seniors’ issues should call 

Shirley Albinson at 549-1232 or Karen 

Graves at 544-7090. 

The Marine Museum of the Great 

Lakes is inviting people to celebrate 

Canada’s Citizenship and Heritage Week 

February 8-15. Enjoy free admission 

and door prizes from 10 a.m. - 

4 p.m. at “Explore your Community” 

day on February 12 and “Thank 

Someone Special” day on February 14 

Anger Management Group 

An anger management group for 

adults meets weekly at the Kin Family 

Centre on Wednesday evenings from 

7 - 9 p.m., February 10 to March 31 for 

$50. Contact Mort Berkowitz or Tom 

Mawhinney at 549-5777. 

Queen’s a ‘role model’ 
Continued from page 3 

that also works to make campus build¬ 

ings physically accessible to students 

with disabilities. 

To subsidize the endowment fund, 

the Task Force rallied last spring to 

include a $1.50 mandatory fee in the 

AMS student fees. The motion to create 

this fee, which will raise $48,000 for the 

Adaptive Technology Labs over the next 

three years, was passed in the 1998 ref¬ 

erendum with the support of 74 per 

cent of student voters. 

Michele Chittenden, coordinator for 

Queen’s Special Readers' Services, said 

specialized equipment such as these new 

computers, scanners and software pro¬ 

grams “allows students with disabilities 

to realize their full potential.” 

Lynne Jank, a third-year psychology 

major with a disability, is one of the 160 

students who use the Adaptive 

Technology Labs each year. 

“I use the lab at least once a week", 

she said, “I think it’s a study environ¬ 

ment which is beneficial to all the stu¬ 

dents who use it.” 

Chittenden believes that as a result of 

the new computer equipment, Queen’s 

can be considered a Canadian leader in 

its pursuit to provide students with dis¬ 

abilities access to specialized technology. 

“With this new equipment. Queen’s 

is a role model for other universities,” 

Chittenden said. She explained that 

Queen’s Adaptive Technology Labs have 

been visited by officials the University of 

Toronto and Trenr University, who are 

looking to upgrade their own labs in a 

similar fashion. 

It’s cold out there! 
Stay warm with our huge 

20%-jMHi 
Off whimm 

KINGSTON. ONTARIO K7L IB3 
PH: (613) 546-4757 FAX: (613) 546-5243 
WEBSITE: http://www.TrailHeadCnd.com 
MAILBOX: Kingston@TrailHeadCnd.com 

BIG SCREEN! 
SURROUND SOUND! 

FOOD 
iREE PIZZA! 

I mIZESs (Limitecl Quantity) 

$5.00 AT THE DOOR. 

® 9 

S.O.A.R. 
WITH as THIS 

SUMMER! 
We are looking for seven highly motivated, outgoing 
and enthusiastic Arts and Science students to work as 
Peer Advisers for our Summer Orientation to 
Academe Registration (S.O.A.R.) Program. 

The intention of the S.O.A.R. Program is to orient 
and help new students and their parents with the 
“academics” of the Faculty of Arts and Science. The 
program is administered throughout July. 

Applicants must be: 

-entering third or fourth year of an Arts and Science 
program in September 1999 
- in good academic standing 
- committed to helping new students 

Employment details (including deadline dates), job 
description and application packages will be available 
beginning January 25, 1999 at Career Services. 

@ • 
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editorial board chooses the topics for discussion and ai 

wt of the editorial board of The Queen's JournaL The 
it the stated position through a democratic process. 

Not fit for print 
An editor of a campus 

publication at Queen’s recently 
noted that “with the advent of 

easily accessible media, pretty much 
anybody can get their opinions, mus- 
ings, or recipes for coffee cake out into 
the world." 

While Jennifer Abel probably didn’t 
intend the remark to be an indictment 
of her own publication. Surface maga¬ 
zine, the question cannot be avoided: 
why are the pages of Surface filled with 
assinine opinions and musings that are 
of little relevance and even less interest 
to Queen’s students? 

Why are the pages of Surface 
filled with assinine opinions 

and musings that are of little 
relevance and even less 

interest to Queen’s students? 

As the news magazine published by 
the Arts and Science Undergraduate 
Society (the largest Faculty society at 
Queen’s), Surface should have the 
resources and talent to produce a publi¬ 
cation that rivals other campus media, 
it wasn’t so long ago that Surface did 
publish interesting and thought-pro¬ 
voking content that pushed the enve¬ 
lope and earned the magazine a 

reputation as controversial. 
These days, however. Surface rarely 

emerges from die fringes of campus 
media with anything notable. In the lat¬ 
est issue, the magazine reached a new 
low by dwelling on the only-too-well- 
covered issue of Bill Clinton and 
Monica Lewinsky for six our of 15 
pages! 

Why should anyone care if Surface 
continues to toil in un-read obscurity? 
Well, for starters, two-thirds of Arts and 
Science students chose not to opt-out of 
Surface’s $2 student levy. This adds up 
to a hefty sum of money to fund the 
operations of a publication that could 
be distributed on another planet and 
few students would notice the differ¬ 
ence. And second, our campus needs 
Surface\ We need Surface to challenge 
us, to make us think, to provide an 
alternative to the views printed in The 
Journal and Golden Words. 

Despite its poor layout and thin con¬ 
tent, Surface has the potential to 
become what it already calls itself: the 
most interesting, original, and dynamic 
periodical in Kingston. Without contri¬ 
butions by students this will never hap¬ 
pen. So take the time and come on 
down to the ASUS Core at 183 
University — Surface has meetings 
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. 

Douse the flame 
WHILE THE MEDIA and the pub¬ 

lic have always paid enough 
attention to the Olympics, 

nobody ever seemed to notice where the 
gold and silver really went. Now that 
the media spotlight has turned away 
from the amateur athletes and towards 
the professional cheaters at the IOC, 
there’s no turning back. 

Unlike past incidents involving drugs 
or unfair judging, the recent bribery 
scandals have revealed a pattern of sys¬ 
tematic corruption that cannot be easily 
resolved. No longer about honest com¬ 
petition, the Games have degenerated 
into a contest between ambitious host 
cities and IOC members to get a greater 
share of the Olympic trough. 

A flawed selection process and the 
secretive and unaccountable practices of 
the IOC have only served to engender a 

culture of greed that has flourished 
under the insipid leadership of IOC 
President Juan Antonio Samaranch. 
Unless Samaranch, who has run the 
Olympics for almost two decades and 
insists on being called ‘your excellency’, 
resigns, the process of reforming the 
Olympics cannot begin. 

Even with major structural changes 
and the creation of an independent 
ethics commission, it may be too late to 
restore public confidence in the 
Olympics. Even potential host cities, 
once the major driving force behind the 
Olympic movement, are finding that 
bidding for the games is more of a 
stigma than a prize. The power to 
inspire millions may be gone now that 
it’s become apparent that the people 
who run the Games have abandoned the 
Olympic ideals themselves. 

Editorial Board 
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Marriott doesn’t cut it 
There’s definitely a hole in the 

system. Last Thursday I went to 
the Fireside Grill in the JDUC to 

get the standard breakfast — a coffee 
and a bagel. I was very confused how¬ 
ever, when the bagels weren’t in their 
little glass case — displayed to tempt 
the salivating Queen’s masses. 

I asked where the bagels were and 1 
was directed to the new little bagel 
table. I took my bagel and asked the 
guy to toast it. Nope. No toasting. You 
had to cut your own bagel, and then 
toast it and then wait in line and ask 
for cream cheese. Why? 

With such few 
services on 

'mJUT' V' campus, is it too 
much to ask to 

11 a ^ A j? have our bagels 

- i toasted? 

Let’s think about this. Firstly, I 
don’t want everyone’s scuzzy little 
hands handling my fOod. I think it’s 
unsanitary for everyone to be rummag¬ 
ing through the bagel bag trying to 
decipher which bagel lives up to their 
taste. This wouldn’t be an issue if a 
Fireside Grill employee was selecting 
the bagel wearing gloves. 

Second of all, there are problems 
when the bagel and soup lines collide. 
The toaster only toasts two bagels at a 
time. Does this seem like an adequate 
number of customers being served? I 
think not. 

Is this service? With such few ser¬ 
vices on campus, is it too much to ask 
to have our bagels toasted? Well, 
apparently not. As of Tuesday, there is 
now a sign over the new bagel station 
stating: “We still serve bagels at the 
Grill, but if you are in a rush try the 
self-serve station.” 

So what does this mean? It means 
everyone will still be pawing through 
the bagel bags so they don’t have to get 
one with poppy seeds and there will 
still be congestion around the bagel 
and soup station. 

It also means the people at the 
Fireside Grill didn’t rationally think 
this initiative out well — or it would¬ 
n’t have been modified so quickly. 

So bagel lovers of the world unite! 
Refuse to go to the “self-serve” station 
and demand that the employees of the 
Fireside Grill make your bagel — isn’t 
that what they’re there for? 

Like all issues, however, there is a 
larger concern at hand. The Fireside 
Grill’s rapid decision to toast our 
bagels again means someone is listen¬ 
ing to students’ complaints. Students 
often complain that they’re ignored on 
important issues such as tuition, cam¬ 
pus facilities and safety. But rest 
assured kids, when it comes down to a 
critical issue like bagels, Queen’s is 
listening. 

By Sarah Crosiiie 
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Opinions 

Money for nothing? 
Private post-secondary education comes to Canada 

IN 2002, POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION 

in Canada will undergo a radical 
change. Not only will the population 

of first-year students double, the first 
non-religious and private university will 
open its doors. This university was con¬ 
ceived by David Strangway, ex-president 
of the University of British Columbia, 
and will be-located in Squamish, a small 
town one hour away from Whistler. 
Strangway, who calls his university a 
“niche [in the] mediocre educational sys¬ 
tem,” will cost a student $25 000 in 
tuition alone. 

If a university education is supposed to 
provide students with a broad spectrum 
of information, enabling them to expand 
knowledge and to advance society in a 
positive direction, then the educational 
environment must provide a strong foun¬ 
dation of knowledge in many subjects. It 
must strive to include the views of the 
many students that hail from different 

Ogle fights back 

Dear Editors, 

regions of the country, particular class 
origins, and diversified ethnic back- 
grounds. Even if the primary motive for 
choosing to attend a particular university 
is merely social reasons rather than altru¬ 
istic matters, the diversity should still 
be there. 

This is not to say that Queen’s has an 
open and fair system. In fact, our system 
is problematic; little distinction is made 
in our transcripts concerning the circum¬ 
stances of our personal resources (i.e. 
employment during school and/or other 
responsibilities). Furthermore, both 
Western and Queen’s already have “full- 
fee” programs (i.e. MBA and EMBA pro¬ 
grams). Media and business institutions 
hail these programs as “innovative,” yet 
the fundamental social consequences 
are ignored. 

An education system that is more 
diverse and has more unique people pro¬ 
vides a stronger foundation of knowledge 
in many fields and subjects, thus allowing 
students to create new theories, inven¬ 
tions, and connections between fields. 
With this foundation, students can build 
and expand from what others have 
learned rather than needlessly wasting 
time and effort. This is the ideology of 
the Queen’s School of Policy Studies 
Masters Program. As many students of 
that program will tell you, the creation of 
this environment allows students to mesh 
attributes of different backgrounds to for¬ 
mulate new and more brilliant ways of 
viewing the world. For example, what 
does a student researching poverty really 
know about that issue if they cannot cor¬ 
relate the social, economic, and political 
answers together? 

A careless argument against this con¬ 
cept attempts to compare the differences 

between American and Canadian col¬ 
leges, showing how rhe American system 
produces many intelligent individuals. 
While this may be true, it is also apparent 
that each individual is not equal. When 
will administrative educators and their ilk 
realize that the strengths and capabilities 
of each individual must be taken into 
account with regards to the socio-eco¬ 
nomic situations they exist in? While I 
acknowledge that such restrictions are 
taken into account in some programs, 
these are infrequent and superficial and- 
certainly are not the norm. 

This new Canadian private 
university could be the start 
of a movement that might 
wipe out the middle class 

and leave a huge gap 
between the upper and 

lower classes. 

Statistics show that private schools in 
the United States offer much better 
opportunities for their students. This 
increases the gap in the social status of 
Americans by educating the wealthy and 
leaving the others with low paying jobs. 
This new Canadian private university 
could be the start of a movement that 
could quite possibly wipe out the entire 
middle class, leaving a huge gap between 
the upper and lower classes. Even the 
Americans accept inequality as a prob¬ 
lem, but they have not yet worked seri¬ 
ously to fix it. Thus, the status quo 
remains even as the correlation between 
socio-economic status and student per¬ 
formance has been consistent for as long 

Continued on page 10 

Letters te the Editors 

Robinson, however, did not. His letter of 
January 19 followed an equally spiteful 
attack at AMS Assembly on January 14. 
My actions towards him were careless, 
not immoral or dishonest, and are not 
deserving of the vindictive words he has 
both written and uttered. I am the first 
to agree that unreturned messages are 
irritating, but they do not warrant a mas¬ 
sive, two-thousand-word spout in The 
Journal. Despite what Mr. Robinson 
writes, my conduct was at no time con¬ 
trary to AMS policy (section 22.01 of the 
AMS Appointments Policy specifically 
exempts committees such as these from 
the requirements that Mr. Robinson 
refers to); and I maintain that my 
assumption regarding selection notifica¬ 
tions was reasonable. If Mr. Robinson 
was calling seven weeks after the deci¬ 
sion was made, I am quite certain it was 
not out of a genuine desire to know if he 
was selected. 

Furthermore, in his letter, Mr. 
Robinson quotes me in a manner 
designed to make me appear arrogant. 
He neglects to mention that what I wrote 
was in response to a sarcastic e-mail that 
he sent to Tom Stanley, Claude Sherren, 
and me. In that e-mail, Mr. Robinson 
wrote, amongst other things, that Mr. 
Sherren’s job involved being the “adult” 
paid to “keep an eye on” the “kids” 

within the AMS. If my anger at com¬ 
ments like these muted my apology 
somewhat, then I think most would 
understand. It did not, however, lessen 
the sincerity of that apology. 

In closing, I would like to say the fol¬ 
lowing. I, like the many people I have 
had the good fortune to work within stu¬ 
dent government, put a lot of effort into 
what I do. I don’t do it for the pay (my 
honourarium works out to be quite sub¬ 
stantially less than minimum wage), or to 
“pad my resume”, as Mr. Robinson sug¬ 
gests (few people even know that my 
position exists). I do it because I enjoy 
those I work with, and I do it because I 
enjoy contributing, even in a small way, 
to the University that has been very good 
to me for the past four years. I take pride 
in the work that I have done for the 
AMS, and I stand behind my efforts. Mr. 
Robinson judges me based on the single 
encounter that he has had with me. I 
would suggest that he familiarize himself 
with everything else I have done before 
he tosses around epithets. Of the dozens 
of people I have dealt with since I started 
as Board Chair, I would say that the large 
majority have been pleased with the way 
in which I conduct myself and carry out 
my duties. It angers me deeply that Mr. 
Robinson, a man that has met me but 
once, has so maliciously attempted to 

talkin & 
If you were an IOC 

member, what 
would you ask for? 

“A dozen wives.” 

Mike Burgess 
Arts ’99 

“A small third world country.” 

Adam Janikowski 
Sci ’02 

“Some interns and a couple cigars." 
Grant Sernick Sci ’99 
Trevor Ogle ArtSci ’99 

“A chance to 'crain' with Ross Rebagliati” 
Michelle Zuliani Sci ’01 
Caley Baker ArtSci ’01 

insult my character and cast aspersions 
upon me. 

Trevor Ogle 
Chair, 
A.M.S. Board of Directors 

$15 fee is illogical 

Dear Editors, 

I want to begin by thanking Mike 
Kealy for attempting to defend the new 
policy passed by Queen’s administration 
which will force students forgetting to 
bring their student cards to exams to pay 
$15. It is precisely such discourse I 
wished to foster with my previous letter, 
in which I argued the new policy is not, 
in fact, defensible. I must confess I 
remain unconvinced by Mr. Kealy’s 
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Private school trouble 
Continued from page 9 Even though various disci- 

as records have been main¬ 

tained. 

In the book The Bell Curve, 

it is clearly illustrated that 

American students from afflu¬ 

ent backgrounds tend to do bet¬ 

ter in school and on 

standardized tests than students 

from economically disadvan¬ 

taged backgrounds. The authors 

concluded that even with the 

large increase in colleges of 

“plebeians,” the probability of a 

high school graduate attending 

college is as dependent on 

parental socio-economic status 

as it was 30 years ago. This is a 

tragic example of die educa¬ 

tional social stratification in 

America. Sadly, this methodol¬ 

ogy is being emulated in 

Canada. 

When students acquire edu¬ 

cation, the freedom to explore 

new ideas and concepts comes 

with it. Going to university with 

peers from one spectrum of 

society (in this case the financial 

elite) restricts students from 

learning from other people, and 

this may act a barrier to devel¬ 

oping unconventional or 

abstract ideas. Students must be 

able to learn from whatever 

sparks their curiosity. Some of 

our best innovations come from 

this ‘informal’ thinking. 

plines try to separate themselves 

from others, administrators 

know that each subject is a 

branch of education and every 

branch stems from the same 

tree. Some branches diverge 

and have twigs and branches of 

their’ own, but everydiing is 

joined at the root. All education 

is very similar because each 

branch of knowledge relies on 

the other in order to advance. 

For example, science relies on 

language to document and pub¬ 

lish experimental results. If 

these Findings are published 

inaccurately, other scientists 

who use these publications in 

their own research will be mis¬ 

informed. Each subject relies on 

another in some way. It is easier 

to understand each branch of 

the tree better if you can see 

how it is involved universally; 

where it stemmed from, and 

how it is dependent upon other 

branches; what branches 

stemmed from it, and how they 

are dependent upon it. 

In order for the private uni¬ 

versity to work, the students 

must have the economic density 

to pay, the social insight to 

empathize, and the emotional 

maturity to thrive. 

MArk Salvador 

Arts '00 

‘99 Teach in JAPAN 

Global 

Educational 

Opportunities 

Services 

41 
GEOS 

GEOS Corp. was founded in Japan in 1973 
with the goal of furthering international 
communication through English language 
education. GEOS is a global network of over 
420 schools in Japan and 35 worldwide. You 

are dynamic, gregarious and ambitious with a 
Bachelor’s degree (any discipline) and 
committed to teaching English Conversation in 
Japan for a 1 year renewable contract. 
Positions begin 2-4 months of hiring. GEOS 
offers many promotional career opportunities 
(within Japan and internationally), such as 

Teacher-Trainer/ Manager, Curriculum 
Development, Human Resources Manager or 
Homestay Coordinator. GEOS provides you: 
Working Visa, Salary + Extra Monthly 

Payment, Private Apartment, Top-Notch 
training Programs (before departure and 
throughout your career), Japanese Lessons 
Return Flight Benefit, Health Insurance, Fun 
and Excitement! 

Interviews will be held in Ottawa Feb. 19-21st: you must be able 
to attend all three days. Please fax your cover letter and resume 
by Feb. 1st to: GEOS Language Corp. 

Attn: Q1 - Personnel Coordinator 
FAX: (416) 777-0110 

All hiring decisions made by GEOS Japan 

Web: www.twics.com/~mjm/hiring.html 

argument; any way you look at 

the policy, it just doesn’t make 

any sense. 

I think 1 can provide a very 

clear and compelling argument 

which shows why. And I don’t 

even think you need to have 

studied logic in order to follow 

it. 1 start from the assumption 

that the whole rationale for ask¬ 

ing students to bring their stu¬ 

dent cards to exams was to 

prevent cheating in the form of 

impersonation. 

Okay. Certainly a small fine 

will reduce the number of stu¬ 

dents who forget their cards. 

But what a $15 fine won’t do is 

force each of the 994 students 

who forgot their cards to 

remember them next time (not 

that it will be the same 994 stu¬ 

dents, but I’m sure you get the 

drift). So there will be students 

at exams without their student 

cards (and therefore paying 

$15) who are not cheaters — I 

think this is a fair assumption. 

Similarly, and I have made 

this point before, a $15 fine will 

not discourage those really bent 

on cheating. They will just pay 

the fine and have someone write 

the exam for them. If there were 

cheaters at exams before the 

$15 Fine, there will also be 

cheaters at exams after it — I 

think this is also a fair assump¬ 

tion, and Mr. Kealy seemed to 

agree with it. 

So now we must ask a simple 

question: besides depriving stu¬ 

dents (cheaters and non¬ 

cheaters) of their money, and 

making Queen’s administration 

a little richer, what difference 

will the policy make? Now I did 

consider the argument Mr. 

Kealy put forward. He said that 

“with a decrease in the number 

of students failing to provide 

valid student cards, cheaters will 

be identified and dealt with 

properly.” Oh really? How so? 

Both cheaters and non 

cheaters will be forced to do the 

exact same thing: pay $15 and 

present their signature in lieu of 

their student cards. I’m deeply 

sorry, but unless Queen’s admin¬ 

istration has some magical 

method of sniffing out the 

phony signatures from the real, I 

don’t see how the policy will be 

at all effective. Well, it will gen¬ 

erate some coin for the Queen’s 

coffers (cha-ching!)... 

Mr. Kealy, I do not think this 

is some devious ploy by Queen s 

to compensate for funding cuts. 

But it does strike me as unethical 

to charge students $15 for a pol¬ 

icy that will not achieve what it 

is designed to. In my opinion, 

that’s nothing short of stealing, 

and it really pisses me off. Of 

course the rising number of stu¬ 

dents who forget their student 

cards (not to be equated with a 

rising number of cheaters) is a 

serious problem, and one that 

needs to be addressed. I also 

think a flat out refusal to let stu¬ 

dents who forget their cards 

write exams would be too dras¬ 

tic a measure. 

Remember, however, that 

there is not a simple policy for 

every sophisticated problem. 

Queen’s administration may 

have confused itself and some of 

its students into thinking so, but 

I dare say the cheaters won’t be 

fooled. 

I think the above comprises a 

valid argument against the 

implementation of the $15 pol¬ 

icy. What’s left now is for 

Queen’s administration to have 

the courage to admit it has made 

a mistake and to open itself to 

other suggestions. Although, 

Mr. Kealy, at the end of your 

argument you did state that you 

would “love to hear a better 

solution,” I do believe the 

proper order of things would 

have been to first solicit opin¬ 

ions from the student body, and 

then to pass policy. 

Did it ever strike you, for 

example, that the debate which 

is going on right here might 

have a greater impact on 

reminding students to bring 

their student cards than a $15 

fine? Analogously, a simple ad in 

The Queen’s Journal would cer¬ 

tainly cost students a lot less 

then your Fine, and have no 

dubious ethical implications 

besides. It would, in short, be a 

much more logical policy. 

Theo Dos Santos 

Arts ’99 

Polaroids not cash 
Dear Editors, 

I am writing in response to 

the recent controversy over the 

new exam policy of charging 

$15 to students writing an exam 
without a student card. 

The goal of the policy is t0 

combat cheating on exams, a 

goal most students would agree 

with. However, as many people 

have pointed out if people are 

willing to get someone else to 

write their exam they won’t 

have a problem shelling out an 

extra $15. 

Is there any policy that can 

eliminate cheating on exams 

without resorting to DNA test¬ 

ing? I think there is. I propose 

that students writing exams 

without student cards be fined 

$15 and have a Polaroid photo 

taken of them. 

Their marks will not be 

released until they produce a 

valid student card matching the 

Polaroid and pay the $15. After 

having done so, they may keep 

the Polaroid to forever remem¬ 

ber their forgetfulness. 

Now, originally I thought this 

was a pretty silly idea but with 

time it grew on me. So stop your 

laughing and I’ll try to answer 

all possible objections to this 

policy. 

First, people will say that it 

will distract others writing 

exams. In a 2-3 hour exam the 

5 seconds required to take a pic¬ 

ture is negligible. 

Similarly, the chance of some¬ 

one near you having their pic¬ 

ture taken is remote considering 

how strict a policy this is. 

Secondly, people might com¬ 

plain about the cost but the $15 

people are paying in fines more 

than makes up for the cost of a 

single picture. Thirdly, some 

1984/conspiracy theory fans will 

probably raise the issue of per¬ 

sonal privacy. To this, I can only 

say relax, it’s really not that big 

a deal. 

No elaborate file will be kept 

on perpetrators and Polaroids 

will be used so that once the stu¬ 

dent shows their ID they can 

have the only picture back. 

If Queen’s is truly serious 

about eliminating this type of 

cheating on exams, they should 

give this idea some thought. 

Because absolutely no one will 

be writing someone else’s exam 

if they have to later match the 

Polaroid with a valid student 

card. 

Kevin McCarthy 

Arts ’00 

How to 

Basement, 272 Ear/ St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 

bill iN HALF: 
Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 

Flotdogs^soup^cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

There’s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free 
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Short Fiction Contest 

WlNM^E. 

Opera 
Paul Q uick 

ROFESSOR Serlin stood at his window, smoking a cigarette. 

“Is it still raining?” asked the girl in the bed. He didn’t turn around 

to look at her. 

“No.” A little lie; it wasn’t raining very hard. What did it matter to 

her anyway? She was just trying to find something to start a conversa¬ 

tion. “I didn’t know you were awake.” 

“1 wasn’t. I woke up because it’s cold.” 

That was a hint: she wanted him to close the window. She couldn’t 

just ask him to do anything, she had to drop hints — it pissed him off. 

He wanted some fresh air. If she was that cold she could get out of bed 

and shut the window herself. He needed it open. Right now he really 

needed to stand in front of an open window. It wasn’t that much to 

ask. 

The street lights were out as far as he could see. Electricity had been 

off and on all night. The apartment across the street had power now, 

but his side of the block was out again. They had quite a storm there 

for awhile. She had clung to him through it, panting and groaning over 

him while the lightning flashed outside. A real spectacle, a real cine¬ 

matic little show, something for everyone. He knew 

what would happen: she’d write some poem about it 

and want to read it to him out loud. About the light¬ 

ning and thunder and the movement of their bodies, 

how it was all a beautiful metaphor. How it was all 

so perfect and meaningful. 

He kept looking out the window. So dark out 

there without the streetlights, it didn’t even look like 

the same city. The street seemed too far down, the 

buildings too far away. Nothing felt right. 

“What are you looking at out there?” The girl sat 

up in bed, sliding a nightgown over her head, and 

pulling the sheets up to her neck. He glanced over 

his shoulder at her, then turned back. 

“Nothing.” 

“Like Hemingway?” said the girl in the night¬ 

gown. 

“No. Not like anyone.” He jabbed his cigarette out against the win¬ 

dowsill. “Christ.” 
The lights were on in one of the apartments across the street. 

Professor Serlin had been staring at it absently for the last quarter of an 

hour. The curtains were open. He was watching an old man inside 

moving furniture around. The old man was singing to himself. 

“Is it okay if we close the window?” The girl in the nightgown was 

shivering. 

“You should go back to sleep.” It was past her bedtime. He needed 

the air, the smooth oxygen; he needed to cool off and get a grip on 

things. 

The old man moved slowly around the apartment as he shuffled 

from one piece of furniture to another. Sometimes he would just lean 

against them, but also he would move them. Just a few inches at a time, 

at First. Then he started really moving them, lifting up table lamps, 

dragging his sofa and recliner around. He’d be doing that for a while, 

then he’d stop and just look around. A couple times Professor Serlin 

watched the man make big gestures with his arms, like he was rehears¬ 

ing for a show. An old man singing arias while rearranging his apart¬ 

ment in the middle of the night. Why not? 

HAT’S he doing?” said the girl in the nightgown. She had got 

out of bed and was standing by the window next to him. She kissed 

Professor Serlin’s neck and rest her sharp chin against his shoulder. 

“What a weird man,” she said, her jaw pressing into him with each syl¬ 

lable. “It’s so late. It looks like he’s talking; maybe he’s senile. Can 

you tell what he’s doing?” 

“You should try and get some sleep. You have class tomorrow.” She 

should leave the man alone. What an old man does in his apartment in 

the middle of the night is his own business. It’s one thing just to watch, 

it’s another to discuss it. Besides, it was probably just the weather. It’s 

hard to sleep when the weather changes like this. 

“What do you think his name is?” The night¬ 

gown put her arms around him, threading her fin¬ 

gers together like a knot. It didn’t matter what the 

man’s name was, it was a ridiculous question. The 

girl in the nightgown was too young; she was miss¬ 

ing the whole point. “Maybe Geoffrey, he looks like 

a Geoffrey.” 

Serlin had a word stuck in his mouth, a rough 

stone under his tongue. She was trampling all over 

sacred ground and dragging him with her. It had 

been so perfect for a moment while she slept — as 

thought they were the only two men awake in the 

entire city. They had a shared this quiet dignity. The 

word was there now, waiting to speak itself as her 

hot limbs tightened around him. 

“What are you thinking?” A whisper of sour 

breath in his ear. 

Serlin shrugged the nightgown’s weight off him and leaned against 

the windowsill. He looked at her, right at her, right at what she was. 

He saw it, and his stomach tightened and turned as though twisted by 

a fist. She was shivering and almost naked, flimsy as a sheet of paper. 

She was a young body distorted and misshapen, a receptacle of weak¬ 

ness. She had tricked him into this place, slipped the stone under his 

tongue with her careful gestures. She knew what she was doing. The 

word waiting there, moist and ready. 

“What are you thinking?” 

Cunt. 

“I think you should transfer out of my class.” He turns back to the 

Continued on next page 
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apartment across the street. The old man is 

dragging his recliner around by the footrest. 

He was still singing and moving his arms, 

though his gestures had become smaller and 

less confident. 

“I thought we talked about it, that it 

wouldn’t be a problem. But if you’ve changed 

your mind, that’s alright. I just thought we 

had decided that—” 

“1 don't want you in the class.” The old man let the 

recliner go but kept looking at it, it was clear he wasn’t 

happy with where it was. 

“I understand. Whatever you think is best.” 

The old man moved to the middle of the room and 

looked all around him, examining his work. Then slowly, 

deliberately, he turned and walked out of the room. The 

lights in the old man’s apartment went off, and the whole 

street was dark again. 

“1 don’t think 1 want to see you anymore.” Serhn 

squinted across the street, but all he could see in any 

direction was the faint blue rectangle, an imprint of light 

left on his eyes. He curved his hands around the cold 

windowsill and breathed in. “I don’t want to see you 

again. Ever.” And then, “If that hurts you, I guess I’m 

sorry.” 

The girl in the nightgown started saying things. 

Quietly at first and then louder. Professor Serlin listened 

to her voice move up and down its registers. Whenever 

she got emotional she’d talk like she was in a goddamn 

opera her voice was all over the place. Maybe he 

would stand and applaud once she was finished. It was 

perfectly dark out, but his eyes were adjusting to it. The 

street looked deep and slightly shiny, blood from a 

smooth cut. Maybe the moon was out; he couldn’t see it 

from the window. The girl in the nightgown grabbed his 

arm and started to shake him, pulling on it then pushing 

it. No, it was too cloudy for the moon to be out. There 

must have been a little light coming from somewhere else. 

«H|! Either way, he was beginning to see clearly 

The girl had stopped shaking him but was 

still saying things until Professor Serlin shut 

the window. It closed with a quick shriek, 

metal against metal. He faced the girl in the 

nightgown and put his hands in his pockets. 

“You can leave now or leave in the morning 

— it's up to you.” He gave her options; she 

was a woman and she had the freedom to choose. 

She hit him. Then she hit him again. He didn’t take 

his hands out of his pockets. After a while, she stopped 

hitting and looked around the room. She went over to 

the night stand and pushed the lamp onto the floor so 

that it broke. Professor Serlin watched as she pushed the 

other lamp over and it didn’t break. He watched while 

she sat on the bed crying, out of breath, as she tried to put 

her pants on. He was watching her now; he was inter¬ 

ested. She buttoned up her blouse, but had to start over 

because some of the buttons were in the wrong button 

holes. Then she was yelling and throwing clothes into a 

duffle bag, shoving them down. She wasn’t being careful 

about it. 

When the girl in the blouse got to the door, Professor 

Serlin said, “Bye.” 

The girl in the blouse didn’t even say bye back. 

For the runners-up to 
the short fiction contest, 

turn to pages 4, 5 & 6 of 
The Queen's Journal Reader 
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A llatural Selection? 

By Angela James 

Many conventional and powerful medicines are 

derived from natural sources: aspirin from 

willow bark, morphine from poppies and 

digitalis, a cardiac stimulant, from the 

Im ■ 4 
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foxglove, pictured here. 

NITLATIVE AND INDEPENDENCE are generally considered 
attractive and enviable personality traits. In an era where 
people have immersed themselves in self-help books and do-it- 
vourself kits, it is little wonder that herbal medicine has 
become so widesjpread. With the growing availability of these 
substances, people are attempting to prevent and treat illnesses 
with compounds made from all-natural ingredients. 

These natural substances are 

lauded as being superior to their 

pharmaceutical counterparts since 

they are not chemically synthe¬ 

sized and are reputed to produce 

fewer side effects. However, the 

success of this phenomenon seems 

to be rooted in deliberate manipu¬ 

lations of the public through plays 

on common misconceptions. 

The first misconception is that 

natural is synonymous with good. 

The idea that nature is benevolent 

is deeply rooted in public con¬ 

sciousness. However, ‘mother’ 

nature produces a variety of sub¬ 

stances that are lethal to various 

organisms, including humans. 

Belladonna is one such plant. Its 

actions are potentially lethal if 

taken in large doses since they 

block muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptors, which are responsible 

for the modulating many physio¬ 

logical processes. Nonetheless, 

belladonna has been included in 

several herbal formulations. The 

Cornell University Webpage of 

Poisonous Plants outlines several 

plants that can be dangerous to 

humans. Again, some of these 

plants are found in small doses in 

various herbal remedies. This 

information underscores the 

importance of carefully research¬ 

ing all medications, regardless of 

whether they are natural or 

synthetic. 

People need to remember that 

these various herbs have evolved 

with specific adaptations that 

made them more likely to survive 

and reproduce. Their potential 

benefits to humans are not the dri¬ 

ving forces behind the evolution of 

their specific features. The chemi¬ 

cal substances in natural sources 

can be dangerous and caution 

needs to be exercised when select¬ 

ing appropriate medications of 

either type. 

The substances in 
natural sources can be 
dangerous and caution 
needs to be exercised 

when selecting 
medications. 

The corollary to the first mis¬ 

conception is that chemically syn¬ 

thesized compounds are inherently 

dangerous. The effectiveness of 

each herb, however, is rooted in 

the presence of specific active 

ingredients. Whether a mono¬ 

amine oxidase inhibitor is synthe¬ 

sized in a lab or found naturally in 

St. John’s Wort does not alter the 

fact that the same active ingredient 

brings about the specific antide¬ 

pressant effects. Since the active 

ingredients determine the overall 

effectiveness of the remedies, 

pharmaceutical drugs actually 

have an advantage since the dose 

of active ingredients is clearly 

labelled. 

When purchasing herbal reme¬ 

dies, however, quantities of active 

ingredients are not clearly labelled, 

making the selection process diffi¬ 

cult. Often people rely on the 

advice of others to determine 

which formulation of ginseng is 

‘better.’ 

Pharmaceutical drugs, often 

possessing key active ingredients 

discovered from natural sources, 

are carefully regulated to ensure 

public safety. Each drug is carefully 

researched before being released 

to the clinical trials stage. Once in 

this stage, well-designed studies . 

are carried out to determine the 

actual effectiveness of the drug 

and the range of associated side 

effects. The presence of these care¬ 

fully regulated investigations is 

much more reassuring than the 

testimonial type of ‘evidence’ 

offered by many herbal advertis¬ 

ers. As well, sources are readily 

available that offer information on 

approved uses of these drugs, 

potential risks and specific warn¬ 

ings (such as take with food, or 

avoid alcohol while taking this 

medication). The information 

seems to be much more consistent 

and more easy to obtain for phar¬ 

maceutical drugs than for herbal 

remedies. 

Herbal medication, for the 

most part, does not contain many 

controls. The wide range of nat¬ 

ural substances available have been 

suggested to ameliorate every con¬ 

dition from fatigue and depression 

to impotence and baldness. The 

lack of adequate controls on the 

what advertising claims can be 

made makes the potentially safe 

and effective herbs difficult to dif¬ 

ferentiate from the other sub¬ 

stances available. 

Though I believe that many 

herbs contain ingredients that can 

provide effective medications, 

more controls and better research 

is clearly needed. The potential 

benefits and risks of these sub¬ 

stances need to be regarded with 

the same caution as. any other 

chemical. Perhaps future investiga¬ 

tions will lead to the use of herbal 

medications in association with 

traditional medicine. The current 

state of herbal medicine in this 

continent, however, does not 

merit the replacement of conven¬ 

tional treatments. - 

Spectrum 
Sn’pnrp npw? frnm ami inH Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

Cosmic explosion 

‘caught on tape’ 

v* - , - ■- 

• • iH 
Last Saturday night, an orbiting sen¬ 

sor platform detected a spike in radia¬ 
tion from deep space and promptly 
alerted its ground computer in 
Maryland. The computer sent out a sig¬ 
nal directing an observatory in New 
Mexico to open the huge doors of its 
dome and focus on that area of the 
sky. When astronomers reviewed the 
film from that night’s activities, they 
knew what they had found: another 
gamma-ray burst from the universe’s 
furthest reaches. They occur almost 
every day, only this time the 
researchers had caught one in the act. 

Gamma-ray bursts from space have 
been reported since the late sixties 
when the US placed the first orbiting 
gamma-ray detectors to check that a 
nuclear testing ban was being upheld. 
In all those years, however, only the 
afterglow of a gamma-ray burst had 
ever been observed. No one had ever 
caught a gamma-ray burst at its bright¬ 
est point, or observed the visible part 
of a burst, until now. 

Despite their frequency, gamma-ray 
bursts continue to be mysterious 
objects to astronomers: no one is yet 
sure what causes them. It is known that 
the explosions take place at the outer 
part of the observable universe, billions 
of light-years away, and that they are 
very powerful. This most recent burst 
was estimated to have the power of 10 
million billion suns, although like most 
of the bursts, it only lasted a few 
moments. Theories for the origin of the 
bursts range from a collision between 
super-dense neutron stars to a more 
fanciful explanation advanced by the 
National Enquirer: intergalactic civiliza¬ 
tions blowing each other up. 

Vot dreams 

may come 

After having fallen out of favour with 
scientists in the sixties, the dream the¬ 
ories of Sigmund Freud are making a 
comeback. 

Freud considered dreaming to be 
the continuation of thought processes 
into the unconscious state. His theory 
was thought refuted when it was 
shown that the period of sleep — REM 
sleep — associated with dreaming was 
controlled by an area of the brain that 
didn’t have anything to do with higher 
brain functions. This week, however, a 
British neurologist said that there is no 
association between REM sleep and 
dreaming. 

His claim is based on a study of 26 
patients who had lesions in the part of 
the brain that controls REM sleep. 
While none of them was capable of 
REM sleep, all but one retained the 
ability to dream. 
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The Peanut Gallery 

Panthers burning fuel 

After petulantly holding out 

for five months and demand¬ 

ing a trade from the 

Vancouver Canucks, Pavel 

Bure has settled in quite nicely 

in sunny south Florida. Bure, 

who was traded to the 

Panthers lasr week in a multi¬ 

ple player exchange, scored 

twice in his first game, a 

Florida win against the New 

York Islanders. He followed 

that with a goal against the 

New York Rangers in another 

Panther win. The scoring ram¬ 

page continued following the 

all-star break when the 

‘Russian Rocket’ scored a hat 

trick, which accounted for all 

of the Florida goals, in a tie 

with the Philadelphia Flyers. 

Pavel's had six goals in three 

games, which makes Panther 

General Manager Bryan 

Murray look very astute. 

WANTED: ONE OPPONENT 

With a one punch knock-out 

of the ‘White Buffalo’ 

Francois Botha, Mike Tyson 

has once again proven himself 

to be a fearsome fighter. 

Unfortunately it seems that it 

will be quite a while before he 

proves what he can do against 

a legitimate opponent. It looks 

like his April 24 bout will be 

against weak jawed German 

Axel Schultz or washed up 

Canadian Donavan ‘Razor’ 

Ruddock. With the lack of 

interest in the Botha fight, it is 

unlikely that even a sharper 

Tyson could draw a big crowd 

against the dull ‘Razor'. 

RAPTOR FANS STAMPEDE 

Despite their best efforts to 

perform a kind gesture for 

basketball fans, the Toronto 

Raptors plans went haywire 

Tuesday night. As parr of an 

ongoing promotion, the upper 

level seats to the exhibition 

game versus the Boston Celtics 

were give away free. Once the 

gates opened, however, thou¬ 

sands of fans rushed in, result¬ 

ing in broken turnstiles, 

windows and fan injuries. 

Several had to be taken for 

medical treatment and moth¬ 

ers were seen crying with their 

children. The injured fans did¬ 

n’t miss much, since the 

Raptors played dismally in a 

106-88 loss. 

Christmas Camf. Early 

•IOC President Juan 

Samaranch would commit 

hara-kiri with the S 15,000 

samurai sword he received 

as a bribe. 

•The Ottawa Senators 

would name Ron Tugnutt 

the starter, and end the 

two goalie system. 

•The Toronto Raptors 

would ge back to the draw¬ 

ing board to find ways of 

regaining the fans. 

;ti ®#" f s: 
Personal statistics are often 

the sole measure of an athlete’s 

performance, but the weekend 

actions of the Queen's Journal 

Athlete of the Week go far 

beyond his final stats. For point 

guard Mike Gleeson and the 

Queen’s basketball team, the 

only statistic that mattered was 

2-0, their record for the week¬ 

end, which consisted of wins 

over the York Yeomen and 

national power Laurentian 

Voyageurs. 

Against York it wasn’t the 10 

points that Gleeson scored that 

were significant, it was his total 

game and his timing. The fourth 

year life-science student was able 

to help hold York’s all-confer¬ 

ence point-guard Dean Labayen 

to only eight points, while not 

committing a turnover himself. 

'Glees’ also hit a wild, leaning 

three-pointer with the shot clock 

winding down late in the fourth 

quarter, which sealed the Gaels 

fourth win of the season. 

Gleeson followed his miracu¬ 

lous shot with the Queen’s first 

eight points against Laurentian, 

the division leaders. Despite not 

“We felt loose and confident 

because we had nothing to lose, 

we had beaten York and weren't 

worried about the Laurentian 

stigma,” said Gleeson, a 

Campbellville native. 

“[Making the playoffs] 

makes practice a lot 

easier. There is 

something that we are 

working for, it is a lot 

more fun.” 

— Mike Gleeson 

Mike 
Gleeson 

scoring later in the. game, 

Gleeson’s steadying influence 

was obvious in helping guide the 

team to an impressive victory. 

While it was the first victory for 

Gleeson over these Voyageurs, 

they have come close in the past. 

Gleeson is an excellent leader 

who has started every year since 

arriving at Queen's, but this year 

has seen him increase his scoring 

potential. 

“If you don’t guard him, he 

will shoot the ball. He has the 

green light to shoot whenever he 

is open,” said Head Coach Scott 

Meeson. “It certainly gives us a 

lot of octane in our attack when 

he gets going.” 

The two wins did more than 

excite the fans at Bartlett Gym: it 

also gave the Gaels five on the 

season and started a run for the 

playoffs. 

“[The wins] means keeping 

the season alive, which is obvi¬ 

ously huge. There were a lot of 

upsets this weekend and it will 

be a race for the playoffs,” said 

Gleeson, who graduated from 

St. Michael’s School in Toronto. 

Coach Meeson expects to see 

even more from his point guard 

as the playoff run continues. 

“He’s been our most consis¬ 

tent performer all year and he 

still has more to show,” said 

Meeson. “He works his butt off 

all the time and it will definitely 

pay off.” 

For Gleeson and his fellow 

seniors, this season is a stark 

contrast to the struggles of their 

first few years. With a realistic 

shot at the playoffs for the first 

time in their career, things are a 

little more exciting for the 

squad. 

“It makes practice a lot easier. 

There is something that we are 

working for, it is a lot more fun,” 

explained Gleeson. “And 

besides, coach is in a better 

mood.” 

Bowling in Miami 
The Sunshine State gets Super Bowl Fever 

By Neate Sager 

Last year at this time a 

would-be Amazing Kreskin, the 

considerable point spread 

favouring the defending cham¬ 

pion Green Bay Packers be 

damned, prophesized that the 

Denver Broncos would break 

their string of Super Bowl futil¬ 

ity. After defeating Titletown, 

USA 31-24, and threatening the 

’72 Miami Dolphins’ unde¬ 

feated season this year, the 

Broncos have returned to the 

big game and are prohibitive 

favourites to duplicate their 

championship in Super Bowl 

XXXIII Sunday in Miami. 

The challenger, the nouveau 

riche Atlanta Falcons, are in 

terra incognita. Former Denver 

coach Dan Reeves has instilled 

the self-styled ‘Dirty Birds,’ 

long part of the NFL’s Third 

World, with the trappings gen¬ 

erally associated with champi¬ 

onship teams: a reliable 

ball-control offence built 

around battering-ram tailback 

Jamal Anderson, and a staunch 

defense. Atlanta shines in two 

telling statistical categories, 

boasting a league-best time-of- 

possession average and an 

impressive turnover ratio. It 

goes without saying that come 

Sunday, the Falcons’ blueprint 

in all likelihood will be to con¬ 

trol the clock by mixing short 

passes from wily veteran pivot 

Chris Chandler with 

Anderson’s punishing running 

to keep the potent Denver 

offence on the sidelines. 

However, Denver’s defence, 

which ceded a miserly 28 rush¬ 

ing yards in two postseason 

contests, should win the battle 

of the line of scrimmage, while 

Denver cornerbacks Ray 

Crockett and Darrien Gordon 

should be able to contain the 

Atlanta receiving tandem of 

Terance Mathis and Tony 

Martin. 

Meanwhile, on the other side 

of the ball, the Falcons will 

focus on stifling Bronco tail¬ 

back Terrell (2K) Davis, who is 

fast staking his claim as a peer¬ 

less big-game runner. The task 

will prove too daunting, as 

Denver’s astute, agile offensive 

line will cancel out the Falcons’ 

strong run defence. Denver’s 

running game will help its aerial 

attack: the game very could 

turn on a long pass from quar¬ 

terback-saint John EKvay to one 

of his capable receivers, Ed 

McCaffrey, Shannon Sharpe, 

and Rod Smith. The steward¬ 

ship of Elway, playing his likely 

final game, and of sideline gen¬ 

eral Mike Shanahan, will steel 

Denver against whatever defen¬ 

sive tactics the Falcons attempt. 

What should unfold on 

Sunday is a fierce, intense, 

physical contest; the more 

aggressive team will carry the 

day; Denver, since the begin¬ 

ning of the playoffs, has shown 

itself to be hellbent on repeat¬ 

ing as champions, which it will 

accomplish, though not without 

considerable resistance from 
Atlanta. 

Broncos 27, Falcons 17 

By Adam Kaminsky 

That’s right, it is Super Bowl 

time and yet another numb 

brained, over-hyped writer is 

jumping on the bandwagon of 

the en vogue underdog — this 

time it is the Atlanta Falcons. 

With the AFC’s Denver 

Broncos holding bragging rights 

over the Super Bowl and listed 

as the favourite for the big 

game, the NFC must answer the 

call, and they will. 

With the facts about each 

team easily accessible, it is most 

important to outline why the 

‘Dirty Birds’ will win. 

The first reason is their supe¬ 

rior defensive secondary. With 

excellent cover corner Ray 

Buchanan supported by a 

dynamic safety duo of Eugene 

Robinson and William White, 

the Falcons front seven on the 

defence can concentrate on clos¬ 

ing the cut back angles and shut¬ 

ting down Terrell Davis. 

A second advantage held by 

the Falcons is the all important 

‘wild card’ player. In the case of 

Atlanta, it is Tim Dwight who is 

at the disposal of coach Dan 

Reeves. Dwight is able to run 

back punts and kicks and come 

in as a third down receiver or 

quarterback. It can be expected 

that at least one big play will 

come from him. 

It is sad to say, but the final 

advantage held by the Falcons is 

at the quarterback position. The 

Broncos have been winning 

despite the great John Elway, 

not because of him. Chris 

Chandler has proven himself to 

be a capable quarterback and he 

doesn’t make bad decisions. 

It is these three factors that 

will allow the upstart Falcons to 

stay in the game and win by a 

Morten Anderson field goal. 

Falcons 27, Broncos 24 

ON DECK 
FRIDAY 

Basketball vs.Ryerson 
@Bartlett Gym 
Women 6 p.m. 

Men 8 p.m 
Women's Hockey 

vs. Laurier 
7:30 p.m. 

Jock Harty Arena 

SATURDAY 
Women's Hockey 

vs. Laurier 
1:30 p.m. 

Jock Harty Arena 
Women's Volleyball 

vs.Lakehead 
2:00 p.m. 

Bartlett Gym 
Men's Volleyball 

vs. Laurentian 
6:00 p.m. 

Bartlett Gym 

SUNDAY 
Women’s Volleyball 

vs. Lakehead 
12:00 p.m. 

Bartlett Gym 
Men's Volleyball 

vs. Laurentian 
2:00 p.m. 

Bartlett Gym 
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Congratulations Dave Gilbert, Arts '02, you lead the pool for 

, ,.j week in a row. Gilbert picked the following team- Paul 

Ur* Jaromir ,]*M l!eter/n0rS,b,erS’ MurPhy, Niklas 
I idstrom, Dommik Hasek, and Paul Laus. No surprise that Gilbert I 

1S running the show; Kanya, Jagr, and Lindros are tops in scoring 

Murphy and Lidstrom lead the defencemen, Hasek leads the goal- 

' „Jcr. by a wide margin, and Laus is a close second among goons 

Anv errors (spelling or otherwise) should be brought to the alter/ 

tion oi imiMaSisk- 

fad Name Faculty/Yea 

Dave Gilbert 
James Prentice 

Arts/02 
Sci/01 

Chad Rasvn Arts/98 
Peter Gillespie Arts/99 
Adam Kaminsky Arts/99 
Thomas Leung Comm/00 
Stephen Leung Sci199 
Scott Snowden Sci/01 
Ceilidh Templeton Sci/01 
MattMurl Comm/01 
Paul Kim Arts/02 
Dev Patel Sci/01 
Jeff Child Arts/00 
Rick Schippling Arts/02 
Sergiy Kolosov Arts/00 
Aaron Collins Arts/99 
Sarah Crosbie Arts/00 
Steven Lowe Grad 

J. Errin Starzynski Arts/01 
Tara Harrison Arts/02 
Stephen Raper Arts/01 

Trish Kirkwood Sci/01 
Dan Lior Arts 
Ryan Culhane Arts/01 
A. Whiteman Arts/00 

Mike Leveridge Arts/99 
Rajeev Dav£ Arts/99 

Ken Iwaasa Meds 
Saylo Lam Sci/99 
E.Hutchinson Arts/02 
Sean Springer Arts/00 

Lisamarie Picken Arts/00 
Ron Death Comm/01 
Jeremy Gaudct Sci/01 

Robert Walker Arts/01 
Sheldon S. Swick Sci/00 
John Fagnou Sci/99 
Andrew Guy PHE/99 
A-M. Ryder Arts/01 

Michelle Kelly Arts/01 

J. Fitzsimmons Arts/01 
Ken Hawkins Arts/00 
Allison Malloy Sci/01 
K. McCarthy Arts/00 
Jonathan Kerr Arts/02 
Mauro Lo Dico Grad 
Anne Brodie Arts/00 

Mat Casbon Arts/01 
Eitan Shapiro Arts/02 
Jon Swaine Arts/99 
N. Mizdrak 
Paul Joblin 

Corbin Puhl __ 

Greg Holohan Comm/01 
Ben Drory Arts/99 
B. Flande Sci/98 

D.Lanovaz ConEd/99 
Mike Lloyd Sci/99 
Karlos Adam 
J. Trenholme 
Eric Langlais 

K. Cymbalisty 
K. Galbraith 
Erin Rees 

Arts/99 
Arts/00 
Arts/00 

Arts/00 
Arts/01 
Arts/02 

Sci/02 
Arts/01 

ConEd/00 
Amy Delisle Arts/02 
S. Mascarenhas Arts/01 
K- Hutcheson Arts/02 
Seth Cullen Arts/99 
Nicole Liadis Arts 
C. Kenalty Arts/00 

Kim Foreman Arts/00 
Adam Watchorn Sci/02 
Rob MacNeil ArtV99 
Laura Shearer PHE/99 

Mike Fenwick Arts/01 
Ann Evans ConEd/98 

Jeff Girard Comin/01 
Allison Ryan ConEd/00 
Carmen Tsc Arts/99 
B-Woolcott Comm/01 
P- Cameron Comm/99 

Michael Casey Arts/02 
C.Toivonen ConEd/00 
"Connolly Comni/00 
S-Routledge ConEd/99 

?• Morgan Arts/99 
Jm Gui Ph.D 
Ken Re veil Staff 
“■ Umytrenko Comm/00 
Eric Tam Sci/00 

Jessica Cole Arts/02 
Sean Morency Arts/99 
Peter Fillips Arts/01 

A*ex Chan Sci/01 
Todd Hoare Sci/01 

K. Prochazka 
Jeff Fairbairn 
Shawn Smith 
Rick Kargus 
Dr. R. Holden 
Kate Kearney 
Chris Badali 
J. Pushcar 

ArtyOl 
SCI/99 
Sci/02 
Law 

Faculty 
Arts/02 
Arts/02 

ConEd/99 

Sci/01 
Sci/01 
Sci/01 
Sci/02 

Mike Keast Sci/98 
Eugene Lei Comm/01 
D. Mossington Arts/02 
Graeme Martin Arts/01 
Neil Acharya Arts/01 
Matt McCloy 

Derek Jackson 
Gail Bouchette 
Laura Stewart 

Jon Grossman Arts/01 
Jason Townson Arts/01 
Will Lee Sci/01 
K. Meyer ConEd/99 
Karen Callery Grad 
J. Whittington Arts/00 
R.McMurrich Arts/01 
Peter Graham Comm/00 
Eric Trought Sci/00 

Lawrence Lau Sci/01 
James Leonard Arts/02 
Bob Ewart Staff 

L. MacHardy Sci/00 
D. Broomfield Sci/98 
Dan Iwachiw Comm/01 
Jen Lillie PHE/01 
Neil Finney Arts/00 

Mark Rogers Sci/01 
Vivek Mehta Sci/01 
Harold Yntema Staff 
Andrew Bocking Sci/00 
Scott White Sci/00 
Gabe Taylor 
M. Thompson 
L. Richardson 
Rod Kyd 
A. Firmani 
C.Guest 
Wesley Hung 
A. D'Alessandro Staff 
Garry O’Neill Staff 
G. Thomson 
John Ford 
B. Grosvenor 
Jesse Shantz 
Julie Gair 
Ila Dalcourt 
Nick Sinclair 

Wade Williams 
Jon Powell 
Blake Shaffer Arrs/00 
Stefan Murray Arts/00 
Franklin Say Comm/01 
Steve Gariepy Arts/99 
George Pfaff Sci/99 

Steve Chong M.Sc 
J. Terjanian Arts/00 
Mark Crawford Law 
Dennis Davidson Staff 
Carolyn Russell M.Sc 
L. Haslam Arrs/00 
Mike Rossiler Sci/01 
Jackie Penford Arts/99 
L. Mossington Arts/99 
Karen Beattie Arts/00 
Kirsten Graham Arts/99 
Eric Tremblay Staff 
Tavia McLachlinPHF.00 
Julie Lorenzin Nurs/01 
Kevin Brown Grad 
Ted Wright Grad 
Jesse Cullen Arts/99 
N. Cheeseman Arts/99 

Aaron Chan Law 
Perry Lao Arts/99 

Gallisedo Bae Arts/99 
Maritia Gully Arts/00 
Brian Luke Arts/99 
Hartley Lefton Arts/01 
L. Hsie Comm/01 
Chris Elvidge Grad 
Cynthia Fekken Faculty 
M. Beltzner ConEd/99 
Doug Gierula Arts/00 

Dan Gratto e~" 
Jay Bondar 
D. Kwong 
Kaston Leung - 
Nathan Sager Arts/00 
Brad Greatrix Arts/00 
Margot Leney PHE/02 
Shawn Desbois Sci/00 

Sci/00 

Arts/00 
PHE 

PHE/01 
Sci/00 

Arts/01 
Staff 

Grad 
Sci/00 

PHE/99 
Arts/00 
Arts/97 

Staff 
Arts/99 

Law 
Arts/01 

Staff 
Meds 

Sci/01 
Sci/01 

A night at the dome 
Syracuse loses, but shows the way After a flurry of failed 

three point attempts and 

a futile scramble for 

rebounds, the Syracuse 

Orangemen were defeated by 

the St. John’s Red Storm on 

Wednesday night, sending 

20,182 orange clad fans home 

disappointed. What makes this 

game significant is that both St. 

John s and Syracuse share some¬ 

thing in common with Queen’s: 

they are universities, and the 

players on the floor are stu¬ 

dents. It is at that point that the 

similarities end. 

While the action on the hard¬ 

wood between players in their 

teen years or barely beyond was 

frenetic, the intensity in the 

stands matched it shout for 

shout. 

From the alumni in their old 

letter sweaters to the student 

section which never sat down, 

this was not about a basketball 

game, it was an event. 

It is important at this junc¬ 

ture to address all of the cynics, 

who can already be heard mum¬ 

bling complaints. 

There is no doubt that most 

of these ball players could not 

get into Queen’s. Many of them 

will not graduate, and if they 

do, some will do so with a 

degree in basketweaving or tele¬ 

phone reception. The reason 

that these players have traveled 

from across the United States to 

go to school in upstate New 

York is not for the scenery or 

the great journalism school, but 

for the basketball program. 

When these players dream they 

do not dream of an MBA, they 

dream of the NBA and this is the 

best way to get there. In addi¬ 

tion, there may very well be 

players on that floor who get 

paid to go to these institutions 

of higher learning (although by 

no means can that be proven in 

this article). 

But the point is not the talent 

on the floor or the theory of the 

exploitation of the student ath¬ 

lete (which by the way, doesn’t 

really hold water), it is that 

many of the people in the 

Carrier Dome stands could get 

into Queen’s. If they were here 

many would do exceptionally 

well. This is despite the fact that 

15 times a year they are willing 

to wear an orange wig, an 

orange sweat shirt, orange pants 

and paint their faces and scream 

like lunatics. These well edu¬ 

cated, intelligent individuals 

take time from their studies and 

attend an event. Most couldn't 

name you the starting five of the 

home team, but they’re having a 

good time. 

All of this prefaces the actual 

point, which is really a question; 

‘Why doesn't this happen here?’ 

The first response that can be 

heard from the cheap seats is 

that this sort of thing does hap¬ 

pen at Queen’s, “have you never 

been to Kill McGill?” asks the 

distant voice. WOW! One day a 

year this university gets riled up 

and goes ro enjoy an event. This 

one shot deal is not something 

to be proud of, granted it is bet¬ 

ter than some schools in Canada 

could muster. 

A second and equally likely 

answer is that the quality of play 

is superior in the United States. 

This is a given, but not a partic¬ 

ularly good excuse. The level of 

CLAU basketball is much higher 

than many would think. While 

the alley-oop jam is not a fre¬ 

quent occurrence, the intense 

and creative basketball can eas¬ 

ily entertain even the casual fan. 

That said, there will be athleti¬ 

cism that is beyond what most 

people will have seen in person 

and it is difficult to get much 

closer to the action than you can 

at Canadian universities. 

This is not a call for 
20,000 people, this is a 

call for a crowd of 

people that will come 
out and support the 

teams that could use a 
few pot banging, face 
painting... type fans. 

The final response, which is 

the most common and frustrat¬ 

ing of all, is that the culture in 

the US is completely different 

from that of the Canucks up 

here. This point, like the previ¬ 

ous two, has merit, but is a bit 

presumptuous. While the 

schools south of the 49th paral¬ 

lel have arenas that are larger 

than most professional stadiums 

in Canada, the gyms and field 

houses up north are set up for a 

more intimate gathering. 

That is where the differences 

in sporting culture should end. 

While the number of people to 

reach capacity are different 

between the two countries, a 

full house is still attainable in 

both nations. US schools prove 

this night in and night out and 

some Canadian universities do 

the same. Ask any varsity bas¬ 

ketball player where the tough¬ 

est place to play on the road is 

and to a player they will name 

the same two schools; 

Laurentian and Bishop’s. 

These two schools are much 

smaller than Queen’s, but every 

home game is a festival. Teams 

are forced to huddle in the key, 

pots and pans are standard 

equipment and face paint is 

more prevalent than at WWF 

RAW. Is it any wonder that 

Bishop’s is the defending CIAU 

champion and Laurentian 

almost never loses when they 

play at home? 

Players love to play where 

people care, and sadly enough 

the fan participation is slowly 

dwindling at this fine institu¬ 

tion. There was time that people 

used to come out and celebrate 

Queen’s pride, and then go out 

and tie a few on for a good time, 

but that seems to have passed. 

Sure there are things to do on 

a Friday or Saturday night here 

in bustling K-town, but what is 

wrong with starting them off 

with a few drinks and a couple 

of ball games. This is not a call 

for 20,000 people, this is a call 

for a crowd of people that will 

come out and support the teams 

that could use a few pot bang¬ 

ing, face painting, obscenity 

yelling (don’t blame me if you 

get thrown out) type fans. 

This is not the first time that 

there has been a call for more 

fan support, but consider what 

everyone is missing. Think 

about all those times that you 

see Duke and their venerable 

home court, Cameron Indoor 

Stadium, and wish that you 

were at a school where basket¬ 

ball drew our that kind of emo¬ 

tion. Something similar could 

happen, it is just a matter of a 

few fans leading the charge. 

As those final futile three 

point attempts were being 

thrown up by the struggling 

Orangemen, a large number of 

the student body held their 

breath, and then let out a collec¬ 

tive sigh of disappointment 

when it all failed. Even in defeat 

they showed how things should 

be. 

If you don’t believe it, drive 

down Interstate-81 and find out 

for yourself. 

Adam Kaminsky will be at the 

huge Queen's basketball games 

on Friday, will you? 

Intramural corner 
Queen’s Intramural Winter Tournament 

Dates and Deadlines 

Tournament Type Date Entry Deadline 

Badminton WIC/BEWS Mar. 6 February 15 
Bowling BEWIC Mar. 6 February 15 

Skate, Jog/ 

Swim Atlions 

WIC Mar 8-21 March 1 

VolIeyball(Open)WIC/BEWS Mar. 13 March 1 

3 on 3 b-ball WIC/BEWS Mar. 20 March 1 

Walleyball BEWIC Mar. 20 March 1 

Volleyball BEWIC Mar. 27 March 15 
Broomball WIC/BEWS March February 8 

Queen’s Intramural applications for the 1999- -2000 season arc 

now available. Look for more details in upcoming editions of 

the Journal or at the Phys-ed Centre. For more information on 

tournaments or job opportunities please contact the Intramural 

office in room 201A at the Phys-ed Centre of call 533-6000 

ext. 75036. 
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In the still of the Night 

Night Noises 

PLAY REVIEW 

By Andy Poole 

The dozen or so people who 

braved the stormy January 

weather last Wednesday to catch 

the preview of Night Noises at 

the Baby Grand theatre were 

simultaneously warmed and 

chilled by Theatre Kingston’s 

latest offering. 

They were warmed by the 

powerfully delivered perfor¬ 

mance by the cast and chilled by 

the disturbing revelations of 

Victorian-era neuroses. 

Playwright Fred Euringer’s 

(Professor Emeritus, Queen’s 

Drama) latest play is based on a 

true story. 

James Marsden, a renowned 

19th Century homeopathic doc¬ 

tor, is a recent widower with 

five daughters. Soon after send¬ 

ing the girls to Paris under the 

care of their French governess. 

Mile. Doudet, he begins to hear 

reports of illness and abuse. In 

Chilling Sensation: 

Victorian era neuroses 

disturb audiences. 

keeps audience enchanted 
spite of this, he allows them to 

remain under the care of Mile. 

Doudet, resulting in tragedy. 

Euringer has obviously 

researched this story extensively 

and includes actual transcripts 

of Marsden’s lectures, court 

records of the case against 

Doudet, and personal letters in 

the script. 

Director Craig Walker’s 

effective use of lighting and 

blocking transformed the stage 

seamlessly from a doctor’s 

examining room to a lecture 

theatre to a dining room, all 

while the cast carries on the 

play. 

Craig Walker’s 
effective use of lighting 

and blocking 
transformed the stage 

in the tiny Baby 
Grand seamlessly. 

Walker has also assembled 

and impressive cast. Matthew 

Gibson delivers a riveting per¬ 

formance as Marsden. His 

depth and insight in his por¬ 

trayal of a sympathetic father 

and physician keeps you spell¬ 

bound through the entire per¬ 

formance. Charles Hayter and 

Elisabeth Sorensen who play 

James and Fanny Rashdall, the 

brother and sister of Mardsen’s 

late wife, are also both quite 

excellent. In particular, it’s 

Fanny who makes the rest of the 

cast squirm by asking the tough 

questions about the welfare of 

the children. Jane McGaughey 

who plays Mary Swinson, 

Marsden’s second wife, gives a 

very convincing performance of 

a young Victorian-era woman 

dealing with (or not dealing 

with) the controversy she 

becomes embroiled in. Gloria 

DiFolco, as Celesine Doudet, is 

completely convincing as a chill¬ 

ing governess. 

Night Noises runs from Jan. 

28 to Feb. 14, Wednesday to 

Saturday nights and is only $8 
for students. 

If you want to see a world 

premier of an excellent play, 

wonderfully performed, I rec¬ 

ommend this one highly. 

Rotate this! 

| travel agent 

Travel Agent 
Terminal 103 
Independent 

By Mike Burgess 

Attention all music fans. 

Travel Agent has expanded its 

services — now you can take a 

trip with them from the comfort 

of your own home. 

Terminal 103, the band’s 

debut CD, is a collection of 

seven quality tracks which cap¬ 

tures the energy and feeling of 

the live performances that have 

made Travel Agent one of 

Kingston’s most popular acts. 

Think of Terminal 103 as a 

vacation with the band’s 10 
members as your travel guides. 

They chart the destinations and 

make all the arrangements; all 

you do is relax and lend them 

your full attention. 

Upon the First listen, it is evi¬ 

dent you are in the company of 

experienced travelers who have 

honed an interesting itinerary. 

On almost every track, Travel 

Agent demonstrates a different 

aspect of their music, and they 

combine their many instruments 

without ever drowning each 

other out. Make no mistake 

either, this is not a shotgun, 

seven cities in seven days, tour 

— Travel Agent takes its time to 

fully explore each song. 

Upon departure, the first stop 

is “Passin’ By,” a soulful track 

featuring strong vocals by 

Brendan Wypich and equally 

powerful performances by the 

band’s brass section. Next is 

“North,” which, along with 

“Getaway,” provide the two 

instrumental jams on the CD. 

These tracks contain impres¬ 

sive solos by saxophonist 

Andrew Benton and trombonist 

Jonathan Dyck, guitarists Mike 

Budd and Ben Smith, and per¬ 

cussionists Brian Higgins and 

Neil DeGasperis. This improvi- 

sational quality helps recreate 

the feeling of the band’s live act. 

On “Getaway” Travel Agent 

also includes a ‘talking crowd’ 

background effect which adds 

the atmosphere of a smoky bar. 

Among the other tracks are 

“Hover” a slow, jazzy tune, 

“BSG,” which is funky and ener¬ 

getic, and “Chemical Smile,” a 

mellow groove. The trip con¬ 

cludes with “Chicago’s On 

Fire,” which features another 

strong vocal performance by 

Wypich and lyrics that make you 

feel like you’re coming home. 

It is clear, after leaving 

Terminal 103, that the members 

of Travel Agent have invested a 

lot of time and care into creat¬ 

ing a quality CD — one that dis¬ 

plays considerable promise. 

While their style of music is 

not for everyone, most music 

fans, even those unfamiliar with 

Travel Agent’s sound, should 

find something to enjoy. So if 

you feel like you need to escape 

the mid-winter blues, or have no 

plans for reading week, I suggest 

giving Terminal 103 a spin — 

good trips don’t usually come 

this cheap. 

By Your Side 

Columbia Records 

By |im Whittington 

Keeping up with the times 

will never be the credo of the 

Black Crowes. Since their first 

album, 1990’s Shake your 

Money Maker, the North 

American music industry has 

seen a number of transitions, 

including the rise and fall of 

grunge and the growing popu¬ 

larity of alternative, hip hop, 

and electronica. 

The Crowes emerge 

unscathed, however, with that 

same powerful mix of soul, 

blues, and rock that made them 

to begin with, and they’ll be 

damned if it’ll break them today. 

By Your Side represents the 

band’s first release with 

Columbia, their new label, and 

their first work without the 

strong lead guitar of Mark Ford 

who left in 1998. 

However, the brotherly duo 

of Chris (lead singer), and Rich 

(now lead guitarist) Robinson 

remains intact, and it seems 

that’s all the Georgia-based 

band has needed to put together 

their best work in years. 

The album is all vintage 

Crowes at its best. Rich 

Robinson is awesome on lead 

guitar, his skilful slide and 

rhythm work will soon make 

you forger the name Mark Ford. 

Despite his deathly appearance, 

Robinson’s vocals seem as 

strong and soulful as ever. 

There isn’t one weak link on 

By Your Side. Each song can eas¬ 

ily stand on its own merit, and 

there’s a nice unrepetitive and 

flowing mix of genres, whether 

it be the soul of "Only A Fool,” 

or the old fashion rock roots of 

Go Faster.” Other standouts 

include “Kickin’ My Heart 

Around,” “By Your Side,” and 

“Then She Said My Name.” 

The Black Crowes days of 

huge record sales, and sold out 

stadium concerts may be over, 

but that hasn’t stopped them 

from putting out great music. By 

Your Side is another great album 

from a great band. 

Various Artists 
Chef-Aid: The South Park Album 

Sony Music Soundtrax 

By Ken Butland 

Oh my goodness, this is a 

great album. 

I don’t care if you find Trey 

Parker and Matt Stone the lazi¬ 

est and most half-assed funny 

creator/writer/animators on 

television—Chef-Aid: The South 

Park Album has enough South 

Park inspired material on it to at 

least deserve a listen. 

Pop, rock, and new-wave 

stars of days gone by like Elton 

John, Meatloaf, Ozzy Osbourne 

and Devo meet the hip-hop> 

rap, punk, alternative (the con¬ 

venient record-store section 

Please see Rotate This on page 19 

Adding it up Wide Screen 
Melons and boxes meld New venue, new films 

BY DlMITRIOS TSOTOS 

The Queen’s community is 

fortunate to have the Union 

Gallery. Not only do • young 

arrises get exposure for their 

work, but the student body also 

gets to see the developing talent 

of many of the school’s artists. 

The Queen’s community is 

presented with another such 

opportunity with the Union 

Gallery’s presentation of eight 

melons and four boxes. This 

show presents recent works by 

fourth-year Fine Arts students 

Rebecca Bayer, Ashleigh 

Grenawalt, Grace Lee and Silvia 

Schinke. 

The works shown are 

extremely varied in form and 

content, running the gamut from 

Schinke and Lee’s abstract por¬ 

traits and still-life character 

studies to the unconventional, 

literally in-your-face works by 

Bayer and Grenawalt. 

Schinke’s two works “Hung 

Figure” and “Untitled,” both oil 

on masonite, are interesting 

because of the contrast in feel 

and emotion presented. They 

maintain a stark contrast 

between a sense of openness and 

broken repression, seen through 

the brooding sensuality in the 

lines and curvature of the fea¬ 

tureless person in “Hung 

Figure and the dark figure in 

Untitled.” The depth of this 

obscure person seems to waver 

as she breaks her moody, striped 

barrier. 

Lee’s character studies, 

drawn in acrylic paint and char¬ 

coal, present what her artist’s 

statement proclaims as an 

“uncluttered, unguarded, 

unmasked and unpretentious 

portrayal of women during inti¬ 

mate moments of solitude, con¬ 

templating something far off in 

the void, enjoying a hidden joke 

or talking on a phone.” 

The four pictures depict a 

singular quality of intimacy 

where the women are alone, in 

their own worlds, if only for the 

briefest of moments. 

Grenawalt says in her artist’s 

statement that her steel and 

cement sculptures work to pre¬ 

sent “the human condition as it 

pertains to the relationship 

between the organic human 

body and the fabricated envi¬ 

ronment of buildings.” 

Indeed, this can be seen in 

the opposite sides of the two 

sculptures and how they seem to 

duel with each other. One side 

shows the contrived human 

world of tangled sharp edges, 

chains, and screws and wire 

mesh while the other side por¬ 

trays the naturalistic side of 

smooth flowing metal folds, 

concrete tendrils and oversized 

crystalline hedges. 

The most unconventional of 

the four artists is Bayer. Her 

three-dimensional works, titled 

planar pieces 1, 2, and 3, are 

constructed from an assortment 

of materials such as foam, felt, 

wire mesh, floss and PVC. 

These pieces provide a tangible 

take on a kind of falling over, 

free-verse poetry of personal 

realization through art. Bayer’s 

statement gives evidence of this 

with her flow diagram/equation 

that proposes that the anticipa¬ 

tion of the known (variable A) 

leads to the realization of the 

moment of the unknown (vari¬ 

able B) that eventually produces 

a cathartic outcome (variable 

G). 

She goes further to explain 

the differing relationships 

between the three variables, 

suggesting that true understand¬ 

ing is something totally different 

for each person. 

The works presented in the 

show are varied and unique, and 

are worth noting not only for 

the ingenuity in execution but 

also for the imagination and 

scope of ability. But don’t take 

my word for it — find out for 

yourself. 

eight melons and four boxes 

runs from January 26 to 

February 16. The opening 

reception will be this Saturday 

from 6-8 p.m. For more infor¬ 

mation, Jocelyn Purdie, the 

managing director, can be con¬ 

tacted at 533-6000, ext 753S4. 

Speaking to the soul 
Klezmer gets set to perform 

PHOTO 8Y LILIAN KIM 
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By Heather Aggus 

j. ^*lc Queen’s Crescent 

t e^mer is a new addition 

a . ,lc mus*c department. Mike 

fi"BeWlCZ’ a music major in his 

Dm . /ear study, began the 

fim !n orfier to have some 

musiV a!Zng KIezmer> a genre o{ 
bask t^,at Anklewicz says he 

hjs jj^en ''stening to for most of 

mJihf “ ^adidonal folk 

Jew, j Eastern European 

Yiddi |3nd 'S l,ased on their 

bas rr \CultUre an4 language. It 
\vefij-a m°nally been played at 

ti0n, 'ng^ and other celebra- 

p0PuiaaH^ e"ioyed quite a bit of 
ty during the twenties 

and thirties. In the fifties and 

sixties, the music all but died 

out, partially as a result of the 

Holocaust. Lately however, it 

has been experiencing a revival, 

according to Anklewicz. 

When questioned about the 

comeback potential of Klezmer, 

Anklewicz is not too optimistic. 

“It doesn’t have as wide an 

appeal as swing,” he said. But 

according to Anklewicz, this 

music is enjoying a large popu¬ 

larity in Europe and New York 

and other major urban centres. 

The Queen’s Crescent 

Klezmer Band consists of six 

music students; Phil Addis on 

bass guitar, Christian Fransky 

on piano, Matt Kryzanowski on 

lin, Guy Thomas on drums and 

Anklewicz on saxophones and 

clarinet. Although most of the 

other musicians were unfamiliar 

with Klezmer, each has grown 

to really enjoy playing the 

music. 

Klezmer has a distinctive 

sound, and I was instantly 

reminded of Fiddler on the Roof. 

This is an obvious comparison, 

as both are based on the culture 

of the same group of Jews. 

The music is varied though, 

some songs are bouncy and 

upbeat, others slower and 

haunting — perhaps this is 

because of the people who orig¬ 

inated the music. Anklewicz 

noted that the Jews are people 

who have historically suffered 

great hardship and oppression, 

which Klemzer reflects. 

Although it is at times very 

joyful, it is written in a minor 

key which gives it its “bitter¬ 

sweet emotion” according to 

Anklewicz. He believes that 

Klezmer “speaks to the soul and 

speaks to the heart. That’s why 

the music has survived.” 

The Queen's Crescent 

Klezmer Band will be playing at 

Indigo books on Princess Street 

tonight at 8 p.m. 

\ 
THEATRE PREVIEW 

By Robert McGill 

Movie lovers mourning the 

loss of the Princess Court cin¬ 

ema may have a cause to cele¬ 

brate the recent opening of The 

Screening Room. 

The Screening Room is a 

one-screen, 104-seat theatre on 

Princess street north of 

Wellington. Its previous incar¬ 

nation was SuperFlicks, which 

showed second-run movies. 

Now;, owner Dan 

Wannemacher is looking to 

meet the demand for indepen¬ 

dent and foreign-language films 

that Kingston’s commercial 

theatres often pass up. 

Wannemacher says that 

SuperFlicks “never did find its 

niche.” Many nights, 

Wannemacher was the only 

person on staff. Despite the 

resulting low overhead, 

SuperFlicks was a continual 

monev-loser. 

“People liked us for two rea¬ 

sons,” says Wannemacher with 

a wry smile. “One, they liked 

the coziness, and two, they 

liked us because it wasn’t 

crowded.” Even the name was 

a problem. “Some people 

thought we were a video store, 

and some thought we were a 

porno place,” he says. 

Now, he claims, “It’s a dif¬ 

ferent crowd altogether. I 

think they appreciated that 

someone went out and got 

some movies that they wanted 

to see.” In fact, Wannemacher 

says that it occurred to him to 

change his theatre’s format 

only after repeated requests 

from patrons for movies that 

the Princess Court would nor¬ 

mally show. 

The Screening Room 

opened January 8 with The Red 

Violin, and Wannemacher says 

the resulting response to the 

new format has rejuvenated his 

business. The theatre has also 

brought in Elizabeth and The 

Governess, and it will start into 

its fourth week of screening 

Life is Beautiful today. The 

acclaimed and controversial 

Italian picture has sold out 

twice, something that films sel¬ 

dom did at SuperFlicks. 

In the next month 

Wannemacher plans to bring to 

Kingston films like Happiness, 

Don McKellar’s Gemini-nomi- 

nated Last Night and Velvet 

Goldmine, starring Ewan 

McGregor. 

“Princess Court’s been 

closed for a few months, and 

there have been some big 

movies since then that haven’t 

come to Kingston, so I’m going 

to try to catch up with those 

first and then bring in new 

movies,” says Wannemacher. 

Meanwhile, The Screening 

Room will also mix in sec¬ 

ond-run commercial films with 

discounted ticket prices. 

Wannemacher describes the 

cinema business as a precarious 

one that can succeed or fail 

based on one’s ability to intuit 

what the tastes of an audience 

will be. At the same time, he 

admits to being a newcomer to 

independent film, and he is 

relying on word of mouth 

when making decisions as to 

what films to bring to 

Kingston. He suggests that peo¬ 

ple with requests mention them 

to him at The Screening Room. 

“Some people 
thought we were a 

video store, and some 
thought we were a 

porno place.” 

— Dan Wannemacher 

Wannemacher admits that 

his theatre is disadvantaged by 

its small screen. It also lacks a 

storefront and is easy to miss 

when walking down Princess. 

However, he hopes the the¬ 

atre’s intimacy, nearby parking 

and new, more comfortable 

seats will make it stand out. 

“Kingston is way behind in 

terms of seats,” he says. 

The Screening Room will be 

competing against the estab¬ 

lished Cataraqui and Capitol 

cinemas, and Wannemacher 

notes that both have been play¬ 

ing movies such as Waking Ned 

Devine and A Simple Plan 

which would typically be des¬ 

tined for art houses like the 

Princess Court. The popularity 

of these other theatres also 

means that they get first crack 

at movies like Shakespeare in 

Love, which is currently play¬ 

ing at the Capitol. “I will still 

bring it in here, bur by the time 

I get it, it will be ‘worn’,” says 

Wannemacher. 

Wannemacher frankly 

admits that his business differs 

from the Princess Court in that 

it is a private, “for profit” ven¬ 

ture, and he also observes that 

he “wouldn’t be doing this if 

the Princess Court were still 

open.” However, he sees The 

Screening Room as filling a 

need, and he believes that his 

theatre has finally found its 

niche. “We won't ever switch 

back,” Wannemacher claims. 

“We’re here to stay.” 
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Pop-e Up Video: Pope John Paul II, is about to 
star in a music video. Sony Classical and Vatican 
Radio announced plans this week for the video — 
it will be a spinoft of their joint release music CD •; 
entitled, "Abba Pater.” It will be released in 
March. 

Bitter Sweet Surrender: Lilith Fair is coming 
to an end. Sarah McLachlan will pull the plug 

“ after this summer's tour. It grossed $34.4 million 
^ J in 1998. The tour was always viewed as a three 
' year mission. 

& 

Titanic Performers: According to 
Entertainment Weekly, these are the top five per- 

... , formers of 1998: Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom 
■£. Hanks/Steven Spielberg, Women of WB, Adam 

.iwtL Sandler and Calista Flockhart. 

Look Who's Talking: New movie releases for 
January 29: 
1. Baby Geniuses 
2. She’s All That 
3. Spanish Fly 

THANK YOU! 
...to the faculty, staff and students who made a charitable 
donation to Queen’s in 1998. 

The University benefits eveiyday from your dedication. 

Your financial gift is a veiy important additional expression 
di y< 

np°! 
of support, and 1 am personally grateful to each of you for 
keeping Queen’s high amongyour charitable priorities. 

All the best in 1999, 

Principal William C. Leggett 

Two for One Lunches 
Valid Monday - Friday, before 5pm 

Expires Feb. 12 

pyJ^Botatelhls! _ 
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kind of alternative) stars of 
today like Puff Daddy, Mase, 
Rancid, Perry Farrell, Flea and a 
bunch of others. 

Building on that whole 
Aerosmith/Run D.M.C. corpo¬ 
rate combo trend, Ozzy per¬ 
forms with Old Dirty Bastard 
and Crystal Method, with Mase 
and Puff Daddy perform with 
System of a Down (the latter 
opened for Slayer on tour last 
year). 

Elton John performs a weak 
ballad he wrote called “Wake 
Up Wendy.” Master P falters on 
the shitty track “Kenny’s Dead.” 
But other than that, the offer¬ 
ings are solid and musically 
diverse. 

Cartman’s sing along with 
Wyclef’s “Bubblegoose” is 
neato. Chef’s tracks are all 
sweet soul spoofs, including the 
single “Chocolate Salty Balls.” 

The two main highlights, 
hands down, are Devo’s 
“Huboon Stomp” and Ween’s 
groovy little number “The 
[Homo] Rainbow.” Ween uses 
this great acoustic/electric wah- 
wah combo and their trademark 
even two-part harmony. As it is 
often with Ween, the lyrics are 
both twistedly sacchrin and 
cryptic. 

“Many colours in the homo 
rainbow/Don’t be afraid to let 
your colours shine/So many 
colours in the homo 
rainbow/Show me yours I’m 
gonna show you mine/lf you 
find your pot of 
gold/Everything is gonna work 
out fine/In the homo rainbow.” 

The album is basically a mish¬ 
mash of a ton of popular artists 
unified (in varying degrees) by 

their collective artistic salute to 
South Park. If nothing else, I rec¬ 
ommend you buy it (or copy it) 
because you get 20 plus tracks 
and 30 plus artists on a single 
CD. And getting music in bulk is 
always satisfying. 

Various Artists 
Playing by Heart Soundtrack 
Capitol Records 

By Eli Schuster 

When I first picked up this 
CD, the soundtrack for Playing 
by Heart, I had a funny feeling 
that I would probably never 
attempt to see the movie. 

I’ve been suspicious of big 
cast, multi-subplot romantic 
comedies ever since I saw Neil 
Simon’s late-1970s California 
Suite a few years ago. I don’t 
know how Simon did it, but he 
managed to put Bill Cosby and 
Richard Pryor in a number of 
scenes together without generat¬ 
ing any laughs. 

I’ll put one of 
[the songs] on the 

next time I 
get dumped. 

Playing by Heart features one 
of my all-time faves, Sean 
Connery, and I shudder to think 

of how his talents have been 
wasted. 

I remain suspicious, yet I’in 
more likely to see Playing by 
Heart after listening to the 
soundtrack, which I’ll describe 
as: “not bad”. 

The only song I recognized 
was Bran Van 3000’s “Drinking 
in LA” (for the record, I don’t 
quite understand the meaning 
behind this song; there are 
plenty of worse things to do 
with one’s time than drink in LA 
— drinking in Hamilton comes 
to mind), but there are a few 
other good numbers on this CD 
as well. 

John Barry’s “Remembering 
Chet,” and “End Game,” and 
the Charlie Haden Quartet 
West’s “Everything Happens to 
Me” are all cool, subdued piano 
jazz tunes which could easily fit 
into any Peanuts special (think: 
Charlie Brown walking home by 
himself feeling depressed). 
Maybe I’ll put one of them on 
the next time I get dumped, or I 
don’t know which way my life is 
going. 

Unfortunately, I wasn’t too 
impressed with any of the other 
selections. Fluke’s “Dirty Little 
Mouth” is just a collection of 
synthesized drum beats, Moby’s 
“Porcelain” is a slow and unin¬ 
spiring attempt at a dance num¬ 
ber (at least, I think that’s what 
the Big M was going for), and 
“Tijuana Lady” by Gomez was 
just annoying after awhile. I’m 
not even going to mention the 
others. 

What’s my advice? I can’t 
exactly recommend buying a 
new copy, but Playing by Heart 
might be something to look out 
for the next time you visit a 
used record shop. 

8% alc./vol. 
• clear bottles 

• 12 packs 

WARNING 
CONSUME IN MODERATION. THIS BEER IS 
8% ALC. VOL. WHICH IS NEARLY TWICE AS 

MUCH ALCOHOL AS REGULAR BEERS. 
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Appearing throughout the 1998-99 volume of The Journal, 
The Scene will highlight various facets of Entertainment 
culture and artistic endeavor not normally featured in the 
section. 

Crass, Crude and Canadian 
New animated series Kevin Spencer competes in style with South Park 

^smssmsnmm 

U; 
■NUKE SOME characters 
down South, his life is no 
walk in the Park. Kevin 

Spencer for Hire: The Comedy 
Network is currently airing the 
Canadian series Kevin Spencer. 

Spencer is the star of Canada’s 
new animated series, but unlike 
Kenny, he doesn’t get to end it 
all during every episode. 

Spencer is a teenage, mute 
character serving a 25 years-to- 
l,fe prison sentence and is one 
screwed up kid. He’s addicted 
to cigarettes and cough syrup 
and is the product of drunk 
degenerate parents. Needless to 
say, is.it a wonder he’s disturbed 
and violent? — Or that the 
show’s predicted to be a hit? 

A brainchild of Ottawa 
comic/writer/director/animator 
Greg Lawrence, Kevin Spencer 
has already enjoyed selected 
notoriety among comedy fans. 
The show has aired on The 
Comedy Network’s Canadian 
Comedy Shorts and as two 
minute vignettes on Saturday 
Night Live. 

Now, Kevin Spencer has 
become a 13-episode half hour 
series chat, is the Canadian 
Comedy Network’s first, origi¬ 
nal adult animated series. 

It also seems appropriate that 
Greg Lawrence’s company is 
named Ocnus Productions, after 
the condemned soul in Greek 
mythology who provided the 
levity of laughter for the other 
condemned souls of hell. 

Kevin Spencer is billed by The 
Comedy Network, as “Canada’s 
answer to South Park," and cre¬ 
ator Lawrence also sees the sim¬ 
ilarity between the two 
animated series. 

The similarity is fine. I was 
expecting it. The lower-budget 
animation is similar, it’s more 
adult oriented, it’s darker and a 
kid is the main focus.” 

The show documents the life 
of the teen, as he discloses his 
childhood-angst to the prison 
Psychiatrist, Mr. Franklin, who 
basically serves as the yin to the 
screwed-up kid’s yang. The 

her cool character of the 
v ,0w ‘s Allan the Magic Goose 
V10 ls Ivin’s imaginary friend 

and Franklin’s antithesis. 
Take Spencer, his slutty 

mother Anastasia, his in-and- 
out-of prison father Percy, 
Franklin and Allan the Magic 
Goose, set it all in a prison and 
voila — Lawrence has created a 
series that just screams 
Canadian content. 

“It wasn’t set out to be iden- 
tifiably Canadian,” Lawrence 
admitted, “Canadians won’t see 
it as Canadian as much as 
Americans will because we use 
the language and phrases every¬ 
day.” 

After Lawrence admitted 
that, as a comedian, he was 
“thrilled to stay in Canada,” I 
questioned him as to why com¬ 
edy was becoming part of the 

entertainment hub in our little 
city. “Comedy is more promi¬ 
nent in Canada now. People get 
a little bored spending nights 
out seeing bands. Comedy is less 
expensive, and a change.” 

“Club owners are becoming 
increasingly aware of Canadian 
talent. It will turn a profit at the 
door because Canadian comics 
are becoming known quickly — 
in part due to the exposure from 
The Comedy Network and 
CBC,” Lawrence stated. 

It’s great that Canadian 
comics themselves are prosper¬ 
ing, but what about an adult ani¬ 
mated series? With competitors 
like The Simpsons, Bob and 
Margaret and Kevin Spencer’s 
main competition, Trey Parker’s 

and Matt Stone’s vulgar hit 
comedy, South Park, will Kevin 
Spencer fly? 

“So far we’ve had an excel¬ 
lent audience response. It will 
find its place in adult animation. 
It has a strong cult following 
now and will find its place in the 
landscape of TV,” Lawrence 
said. 

Students may find Kevin 
Spencer a welcome change to 
average American programming 
so many of us are use to — not 
to mention the fact that students 
and Kingstonians may easily 
.relate to the prison humour, 
which Lawrence admits he 

knows of, “I’m from Belleville, 
so I’m up to speed on the 
Kingston prison jokes.” 

So are regular average 
Canadians going to identify 
with Kevin Spencer? 

“I hope not” Lawrence 
laughed, “Kevin’s not a regular 
guy. But people will appreciate 
the dark humour. No other 
show is dealing with it. Sodomy 
jokes? We’re the only ones.” 

“Kevin’s not a regular 
guy. But people will 
appreciate the dark 
humour. No other 

show is dealing with it. 
Sodomy jokes? We’re 

the only ones.” 

—Greg Lawrence, 
creator of 

Kevin Spencer 

While Kevin Spencer may not 
be for everyone, at least for stu¬ 
dents, watching the life of a 
teenaged, alcoholic sociopath 
may enable us to laugh at the 
craziness in our own lives, while 
laughing along with Kevin’s. 

Perverted or profound? If it’s 
Canadian, probably a little of 
both. 

Just starting on January 17, 
the episodes will continue to air 
Sunday nights at 10:30 p.m. 
repeating the following 
Thursday at 11 p.m. 

Sarah Crosbie thinks most 

men are better off in animated 

fashion. 

air transat holidays 

Florida February Sale 

. ORLANDO* ST.PEIE'S • FT.LAUDERDALE • 
FT. MYERS • SARASOTA • WEST PLAM BEACH < 

JACKSONVILLE 

JOW\| 

“ 

$199/$219 $219/$239 
Midweek Weekend 

$259/$299 
Midweek Weekend 

THE SCREENING ROOM MOVIE 
THEATRE 
120 PRINCESS ST. 

7:05 P.M. LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (pg) 
9:35 P.M. LAST NIGHT (aa) 
Starring Don McKellar 
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 
2 P.M. THE TRUMAN SHOW (pg) 
4 P.M. LAST NIGHT (aa) 

24 Hour Movie line-up 542-6080 
www.moviekingston.com 

* lr,'Mnr u Tr°""nK Cerrijlcalr Courstt 
* CUm * hnu' <«clcndl) 
* fcmuima'°rrn«™ lechnlqixi 

lourj^ 0p7",: sramnui. pronervutlon, 

!*»•. C”*“' 
inurdjyi aid Suivoyi 

For ^ WiIjo aid Sunday* 
_ (4, j* V^naion C*B Oxford S«nfaun: 

* S4^ ' ‘ -100-269-4719 

YOU GOTTA SKI US!!!! 
Vacations starting from: 

Quebec/l/ermont/N.Y. 
5 DAYS 

•Stoneham PQ SI 99 
•Mt. Ste. Anne PQ S209 
•Tremblant PQ $199 
•Eastern Townships PQ $319 
•Lake Placid NY SI45 CDN 
•Stowe VT $339 CDN 
•Vermont Ski Around $277 CDN 
•Jay Peak VT $299 CDN 
•Sugarbush VT $455 CDN 

OT$478 CDN 

all U.S Destinations in CDN$ 

B.C./Rlberta - 7 nights with air 
•Whistler/Blackcomb BC $855 
•Big White BC $815 
•Siverstar BC $779 
•Panorama BC $729 
•Canadian Rockies $625 
•Banff/Lake Louise $715 

Also Chech out for SUMMER 
Chile $3,090 Seadooing $299 
Rafting $145 

CALL MARLIN TRAVEL: 5491 

The finest 
Jndian 

Cuisine in 
Exotic Indian Cuisine Kingston 

Dally Lunch Special $4.99 

20% Discount for Students 
(on food items) 

479 Princess St., Kingston, Ontario K7L 1C3 
Tel.: (613) 548-7053 Fax: (613) 531-8869 

Valid Sunday - Thursday only 
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Will MP3 kill the video star? 
Internet Audio files have potential to “burn” the music industry 

By Stefan Murray 

With the inception of the 

Information Superhighway in 

the 1990s, a general excitement 

ensued as the internet was 

hailed as the pinnacle of the 

free, uncorruptable exchange of 

information and ideas. 

The Internet, more than 

print, telecommunication and 

satellite television, had the 

potential to transmit informa¬ 

tion at a staggering rate and 

immeasurable scope. 

As the personal computer 

increasingly becomes synony¬ 

mous with the school system, 

world of business and the family 

home, the scope of this resource 

continually grows. 

Today, the superhighway is 

an invaluable commodity and in 

the past few years the traffic has 

become congested. The Internet 

has become a part of every mar¬ 

ketable product and all forms of 

industry, including the music 

industry. 

The major record labels are 

endlessly searching for new and 

broad venues to promote their 

talent. In the early eighties an 

artist was encouraged to pro¬ 

duce videos for television con¬ 

sumption, killing the radio star. 

In the late eighties, labels 

began to package music on com¬ 

pact disc, making both vinyl and 

cassettes obsolete. In the last 

few years, the major labels and 

even independents have been 

promoting their acts on exten¬ 

sive websites. They took advan¬ 

tage of a technology that would 

bring their artists to a larger 

audience and in the process, 

provided fans with up-to- 

minute-updates on releases, tour 

dates and fan club info among 

other things. 

As the technology advanced, 

some labels even posted samples 

of their artists’ music on the 

Web as a teaser and incentive to 

buy the album. 

They entered the era of the 

MP3 or MPEG, a compressed 

audio file which can be down¬ 

loaded by anyone with a sound 

card, a little special software 

and Internet access. 

The process is simple, (the 

needed software can be found, 

oddly enough, on the Web,) and 

the potential benefit for the 

artist is tremendous. 

In an interview with The 

Journal Mike McCarty, presi¬ 

dent of EMI Publishing Canada, 

the availability of music over the 

internet “could be the biggest 

boon in music history.” 

The perception of the 
Internet as a bastion 

for the “free” 
exchange of 

information has 
encouraged the 

creation of extensive 
illegal sites by 

private individuals. 

“The best case scenario for 

Internet music is that it will 

become an additional source of 

distribution of music. More 

music to more people,” he said. 

EMI Publishing is the biggest 

music publishing company in 

the world with more than a mil¬ 

lion songs in their catalogue. 

They own and manage the copy¬ 

right of music by Moist and 

Matthew Good Band, Puff 

Daddy and Nirvana. 

an exploration of faith and culture 

fine arts display 

JDUC 
Mon, Tues. Feb 1-2 

Jeff Rogers, owner and presi¬ 

dent of Handsome Boy Records, 

an independent label without 

the clout of EMI Publishing, has 

a similar optimism towards 

MP3 technology. 

“Hey if more people find out 

about my band, I’m into it.” 

He explained that Handsome 

Boy does have a rather large 

website, with information 

regarding acts such as Rusty and 

Ashley Maclsaac. However, the 

label has yet to post samples of 

their artist’s songs. 

With the support of the large 

and independent labels, it could 

be assumed that the' Internet 

would prove to be a powerful 

weapon for the music producer 

and consumer. However, the 

perception of the Internet as a 

bastion for the “free” exchange 

of information has encouraged 

the creation of extensive illegal 

sites by private individuals that 

essentially distribute an artist’s 

Chalmers United Church 
212 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 

546-3263 

A Caring Community, 

a Questioning Faith, 

a Grounded Hope 

Worship every Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 

Faculty, and Staff 

Join us, in person or by radio 

960 AM (CFFX) 

Visit our web site: http-J/wcb.canlink.com/ucckingston/chalmers/ 

50% 

Winter Parkas 

DOWNTOWN KINGSTON 

SOURCE FOR SPORTS .A 

121 PRINCESS ST. 
542-2892 

music without 

permission and | 

for free. 

Private MP3 | 

sites are every- | 

where and can | 

provide a Web tj 

surfer with music | 

from just about g 

any artist imagin- S 

able. 

The illegal sites | 

work exactly the I :smmmmmm: 

same as the legal 

copyrighted ones The Diamond Rio: A portable MP3 

posted by the player capable of playing special discs 

record labels. Users with MP3 files stored on them._ 

has two options; 

download the audio file (usually to investigate the Internet. The 

about five megabytes) onto their truth is that most of the traffic 

hard-drive and play it through in MP3 is illegal. The music 

their computer speakers, or industry at large is not excited.” 

those who have a CD-writer Another aspect to this issue 

(roughly $400) can “bum” that will fail to excite the music 

songs onto blank discs, which industry is the entrance of the 

are relatively cheap, costing Diamond Rio MP3 player on 

from $2-3. These discs can be the open market, 

played on a conventional CD The player is intended to 

player and give the listener the exclusively play MP3 files 

ability to mix and match only copied onto special discs capa- 

the songs they want. ble of housing about 66 minutes 

The ability for an individual of music, 

to create a personal disc without The Diamond Rio is a threat 

leaving their home and at a frac- because those without a CD- 

tion of the retail cost poses sev- writer will no longer be con- 

eral problems for the music fined to listening to their 

industry. downloaded music solely from 

McCarty claims that their computer, 

although he embraces the avail- Although the Diamond Rio is 

ability of music on the Web, the not presently available at a retail 

pirating of music on private outlet in Kingston, a technology 

websites, “is an extremely nega- supply company in Mississauga, 

tive thing.” has the player in stock andi 

If something is not done approximates that the 3” by 2” 

about the issue, McCarty player will be available to retail- 

believes that the illegal distribu- ers at about $270 a unit, 

don of music will “cannibalize 

the sales, of CDs, injure artists 

and weaken the industry, ham¬ 

pering their ability to establish 

new talent.” 

Someone who is attempting 

to put a stop to the illegal MP3 

trade is David Basskin, president 

of the Canadian Music and The increase in illegal music 

Reproduction Rights Agency, sites and the availability of MP3 

Basskin has been busy lately lob- players also has some important 

bying to the copyright board implications for the retail music 

and taking direct action against industry. Music stores, like Sam 

websites containing pirated the Record Man and House of 

audio files in order to protect Sounds, might expect to see a 

the rights of artist and record dramatic decrease in sales 

companies. should the distribution of illegal 

“You have to be realistic. The MP3s continue. 

MP3 issue is a large one,” said Rogers sympathizes with the 

Basskin. “We approve of a music stores, stating “you do 

secure format and are working have a concern about the retail 

with Internet service providers industry, they might have to 

develop their own site.” 

The issue is a complicated 

one; users justifying their 

actions by claiming that $20 for 

a mediocre album is outrageous 

while artists who have paid their 

dues in a cut-throat industry 

watch as their music is distrib¬ 

uted free of charge. 

Rogers, however, maintains a 

semblance of optimism regard¬ 

ing the issue “If everybody 

downloads it and nobody buys 

it, then it won’t be there,” he 

said. 

Stefan Murray only down¬ 

loads files from officially recog¬ 

nized porno sites. 

LSAT GMAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 
For Only $275 

■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

■ Personalized Professional Instruction 

■ Comprehensive Study Materials 

■ Simulated Practice Exams 

■ Personal Tutoring Available 

■ Free Repeat Policy 

■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613)544-9389 
1-8QO-269-6719 
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ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 
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Stuck in Kingston for Reading Week while 

you're friends are off in the Caribbean? 

Looking for any excuse not to read? 

Why not join some Queen's students for 

a great time in Montreal? 

Saturday February 27th see the Montreal Canadiens 

take on the Ottawa Senators. 

Then party the night away at one of Montreal's hot spots! 

Its only $50! 

Call Chad @ 533-7512 for tickets and details! 

Are You Prepared For 
The Fast Paced World 

Of Advertising?! 

Hie Campus Bookstore has an 

opening lor an Advertising 

Manager. We are looking for a 

creative individual who can assist us 

in our adverusing and promotion 

goals. 1 he successtut applicant 

must be proficient in die use of 

Arlohe Illustrator, Photoshop, 

PageMaker, Microsoft Office, Excel 

and PowerPoint Additionally, he 

or she will have experience 

installing and maintaining 

Windows based PCs, configuring 

and maintaining TCP/IP and 

Mirrosott networks and have 

experience working with a wide 

range of internet/networking 

applications (Telnet, FTP, etc.) 

A familiarity until Unix, a 

knowledge of H1 ML, and 

experience configuring and 

maintaining web and email scrveis 

are all definite assets. Finally, the 

applicant must have excellent 

communication and interpersonal 

skills and die ability to work in a 

busy environment under minimum 

supervision 

If you have these skills then please 

forward your resume to the 

attention of Cindy Healy, 

Operations Manager, via email 

chl4@post.queensu.ca, or fax at 

533-6419. The Campus Bookstore 

is an equal opportunity employer. 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 • 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1900 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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Classifieds 
p.m., Tuesday February 2nd. Meet 
other people interested in environ- 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 

SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 

ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 

inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 

Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

BURGER 
KING 

$.99 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 
'99 Party at Daytona's most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 
Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or 
Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14 - 22. Lowest price Guaranteed. 

Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
space!!! Thames Travel 1 800 962- 

8262. 

CAMPUS TRIVIA TOURNAMENT. 

Do you know stuff? Prove it! Sign up 
your team of 4 or individually, $5 per 
person. January 30th. Email 6ajt3 to 

register. 

OUT AT NIGHT? Walkhome is open 
from 6 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sunday - 
Wednesday, and until 3 a.m. on 

Thursday, Friday and Saturday. So if 
you're not sure where you’re going, 
don’t feel comfortable on your own, 
or just want some friendly company, 

give us a call at 533-2662. 

KNOW SOMEONE SUFFERING 
from an eating disorder? Unsure 

about how to help? Get answers 
from experts at the CAMPUS 
FORUM, February 2nd, 5:30 - 6;45 
p.m., POLICY STUDIES 202. 

Sponsored by Health Counselling 
and Disability Services. Call 533- 
6712 for more information. 

TICKETS TICKETS TICKETS. 
TICKETS are on sale for the French 

Play Les Belles-Soeurs by Michel 
Tremblay. February 4th, 5th and 6th. 
Students $5 and general $8. 

PLAY POOL, SAVE THE ENVIRON¬ 
MENT The ACE will be holding a 
pool tournament at THE SHOT, 7 

currencies al excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check wvw.welling- 

=aT5 or &iust^playing good Wuu£ daily rates. We ng o 
pool. Prizes. $10 per pair, tickets lor Foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington 
r i. ,u. -n-1-.. Cnfimi MnrHdti Street, 531 "0/JI■ 

JANUARY IS ALZHEIMER’S' 

AWARENESS MONTH at Queens! 

Look around Campus for events 

sponsored by the ASUS Alzheimer s 
& Aging Awareness Group! Help 

support Alzheimer’s Kingston. 

IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED in cre¬ 

ating an alt-2600 club at Queen's 

email nie at 
daveconnie@hotmail.com 

GAEL APPLICATIONS due February 

1 at 4 p.m. Drop off boxes at Vic Hall, 

Jean Royce or the Core 

FREE MALE CAT 2 years old 

neutered, declawed, all snots up to 
date. Very affectionate. Comes with 

litter box and food dish. Landlord is 

going to evict us. Call 547-6760. 

THE SEXUAL HEALTH RESOURCE 

CENTRE now sells K-Yand K-Y Plus. 

Come into the Grey House and check 

it out! 

GAEL APPLICATIONS due February 

1st 4 p.m. at The Core, Vic Hall and 

Jean Royce. 

CORRECTION: Last week’s Queen's 

Christian Fellowship advertisement 
implied this year's Geneva Lecturer is 

from Queen's. Professor Gabrielse is 

in fact from Harvard University. QCF 

apologizes for this mistake. 

PUUl. rutco, .. . . 
sale this Thursday, Friday, Monday, 
Tuesday 10:30 - 11:30 a.m. at The 
Core. Every cent goes to protecting 

the Alfred Bog. 

HYPE (Hy-School Projects and 
Endeavours) will be hosting a coffee 
house at the Grad Club on January 
30th, beginning at 8 p.m. There will 

be a raffle, tickets are $0.75 or 
2/$1.00, a variety of prizes generous¬ 
ly donated by Kingston businesses 
will be drawn at the time of the raffle. 
Come out to show your spirit for high 

school outreach programs. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
BECOMING A PEER EDUCATOR? 
We are currently recruiting volunteers 

for next year. There are many ways 

to get involved in this valuable expe¬ 
rience. Why no look into becoming a 
Peer Learning Assistant, Peer Tutor, 

Peer Health Educator or get involved 
with the Peer Educator Program on 
Sex. Intimacy and Dating? Please 
come out to an information session 

and find out the details. Sessions will 
be held on Thursday February 11th, 

5:30 - 6:30 p.m. and Friday, February 
12th, 12:30 - 1:30 p.m. Both ses¬ 
sions will take place at Student 

Counselling Services, Ground Floor 
of the St. Lawrence Building. For 
more information call Diane Nolting at 

533-6712. 

COFFEE HOUSE Friday January 
29th, 8 p.m. at St. James' Church. 
Corner of Union and Barrie Streets. 

Desserts provided by THE LAUNDRY 
CAFE. Open mic. 

LIMESTONE MUSIC & AUDIO buys 

and sells CD’s, cassettes, records, 
video games and some audio-visual 

equipment. New rock posters and t- 
shirts. 122 Princess St., lower level, 
downtown Kingston, phone 542- 

9096. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY: We buy and sell most foreign 
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able job search and employer infor 

mation! Now available at your uni' 
versity bookstore. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAUREN- 

TIANS: Swim, sail, windsurf, waters- 
ki, canoe, gymnastics, tennis, basket¬ 
ball, football, wall climbing, archery 
hockey, baseball, arts & crafts, poll 

tery, beadmaking, photography 

drama director, jazz instructors. E- 

Mail resume to ronnieb@genera- 
tion.net or fax to (514) 481-7863. 

HART BREWERY SEEKS immediate 
part-time sales rep to service 
Kingston pubs/restaurants. Car a 

must. Straight commission/expens¬ 
es. Could become summer job dur¬ 

ing top beer/commission season! 

Great experience for commerce 
majors. E-mail resumes only - hart- 
co@magi.com 

rrn 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE: ‘89 Ford Escort LX - 5 

door - for sale - 106 km. Asking for 
$4,000. Also,: Mountain bike $35; 

Sony PCS cell phone and leather 
case $80.00. Call Christina at 453- 

4535. 

HELP WANTED 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 

The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 
Canadian Job Directory contain valu- 

WANTED: Computer Network 
Support person for the AMS. 

Interested? Check out our ad in this 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with car¬ 

toon bears on the cover). Lost 

around Kingston Hall on Monday, 

January 18th. High sentimental 
value. Please call Janice or Tam at 

542-5850. Thanks! 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 

Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. 

Call 533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 

Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outside Mac-Corry Saturday, 

January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 

7334 if its yours. 

PERSONALS 

BRITNEY SPEARS LOOK-ALIKE 

CONTEST to be held at half-time on 

Superbowl Sunday. Prizes to be 
announced. Contact Mark at 

6mf3@qlink.queensu.ca to enter. 

•attwiw* ARTS & SCIENCE 
FORMAL '99 

Share your love for 

(omputers with kids this' 

summer! 

Camp out with Computer 

Dismery 

ASUS is looking for instructors for our summer camp, Computer 
Discovery. Applications can be picked up through the SWEP 
Program at Career Services. Applications are due by 4pm on 

Friday, February 15 at Career Services.. 
Please call 533-6917 with any questions. 

For information, including information on ticket 

m NOW HIRING, m | If' “fc5? 'h0 c”‘ 

PNONinmoN 

Roaring into the 20’s 

March 6, 1999 

Tickets: $65 at UBS, 

JDUC Info. Centre, and the ASUS Core 

Get yours before Friday Feb. 12 

1999 
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-You betchorass, baby. You betchor 
1SS We here 10 do it to you tonight’s the 
njohi tonight 'sthenighltonigbt's- 
thenight... Rock n' Roll a little bit here a 
htlle bit there... We gonna do it to you, 
we gotta do it to you... I think I know 
whatchu like, baby. Say I think I say I 
notta say: There ain ’t nobody out there 
who came to be mellow tonight, now is 
there'11 say there ain't nobody out there 
who wants to be even a little bit mellow 
now is there? Anyone who wants to be 
mellow you can turn around and gel the 
fuck out of here, alright? Do you hear 

111 This is a love song. I’d like to dedicate 
It to that Nashville pussy. It’s called 
Wang-Dang Sweet Poontang'." 

—Ted Nugent, 1978. 

America the proud, 
America the free. Only 
America could ever hope to 

breed a rock star as frightening 
and interesting as Ted Nugent. 
The man was and is a walkin’, 
talkin', gun-totin’, no funny- 
smokin' basketcase. This is not to 
say he’s Ozzy-type crazy. In fact, 
I’m sure he hates Ozzy and every¬ 
thing he stands for (except per¬ 
haps for open war on animals). 
Nugent is a wacked ball of right- 
wing American energy: hippie- 
hating, women-objectifying, 
flag-waving — you pick’ the 
stereotype, chances are he fits it. 

That’s what made him such a 
compelling performer. It’s also 
what makes him so enjoyable to 
read about in the press. 

No Bears For Teddy 

t Jxe firsl exPerience I had with 
led Nugent was watching him 
an ep,sode of the old TV Nation. 
1 he only thing I remember is that 
he talked really, really fast, owned 
|hany, many guns and frightened 
Michael Moore, the show’s host, 
ihe next experience I had was 
buymg an old double-live vinyl of 
^ugent, simply because it was $1 
and I was curious. Wow. The man 
could stoke a crowd's fire with his 
s age banter like no one else, he 
Kn i°n5 s',ver-tongued son-of-a- 

fn'ci" A.nd he C0uld play guilar 
and erratic. I was immedi¬ 

ately a fan. 

hiiJllen *?st weelf out of the 
off6' our boy decided to square 
T„jj??amsT Canada. Yep. Seems 
enJu g01 miffed that the Ontario 
2fenl is calling a ban on 
j,,„lt)eLar hunting. According to 
ll,„ and Mail, Nugent said 
friiw? Was ‘aspired by “lunatic 
Plentv Jma3 groups- “There are 
S£of bears up here," Ted was 
ninking, so w, th hel| can*t , 

°°mp myself a feW?” 

bashw.rd*ess whether he’s 
capprV10n statistics or just over- 

Sniok™ u°!11e P,rime-cut Canuck 
Thervi* laken action- Says 

the flownf A am g0ing t0 Shut off 
Canaru American dollars into 
in? rn ai no.1 just for bear hunt- 
Tlie ^anything, and I can do it." 
sure hJSS iIS serious- I’m not quite 
this iJ le P^ns on doing it, but 

,s the guy who penned Cat 

MOTOR CITY 
MADMAN MAD 

NUGENT THREATENS CANADIANS, ROCKS MILLIONS 
Scratch Fern for God's sake; he’s got a 
history of turning the proverbial red- 

blooded American crank, and how. The 
album Cat Scratch Fever alone has sold 

millions and millions of copies. He has 

his own National Organization of 

Bowhunting, which has thousands of 

members. Ted also is an outspoken mem¬ 

ber of the National Rifle Association, 

whose members contribute a fair bit to 

Canadian tourism (hunting, fishing, 
camping, etc.). What if Ted were to get 

Charlton Heston (another celebrity mem¬ 

ber and supporter) on his side? No one is 

more compelling than Charlton Heston. 

While Theo’s grip on reality is even 

looser than most Americans, he points 

out that “the banning of the bear season 

that one, most of those 

people have had their 

wits dulled by lack of 

fresh, juicy red meat to 
the point of being dan¬ 

gerous (although many 

vegetarians I know 
spend too much time 

feeling superior and try¬ 

ing not to die of malnu¬ 

trition to notice 
anything else, let alone 

the plight of bears). So 

while his assessment of 
the situation might be a 

little off, The Motor 

City Madman’s actually 
got a couple of good 

points. Frightening, isn’t 

just doesn’t help the 

bears," which is true, 

because bears want to 

gel shot. Have you ever 

seen the size of a bear’s 

ass? ‘ They must work 
hard to get it all huge 
and target-friendly, so 

they’ve obviously got a 
death-wish. Ted’s 

giving them a 

hand. “(The nan] only 
helps the touchy-feely 

fantasy of a bunch of 
people who would ban 

you or I from ever hav¬ 

ing a steak..." By this 
I’m assuming he means 
extremist vegetarians. If 

so, I can back him up on 

it? If Americans agree to boycott Ontario 
tourism, then we all suffer in various ways 

— it’s the domino effect (or the trickle 
down effect, or some other effect. Believe 

me, you will personally be affected by a 

falling domino, drops of water, or some¬ 

thing equally as terrible). 

Portrait of the Artist as 
AN ARTIST 

What would a cause a man lo attempt 

to ruin the economic status of an entire 

province? Let’s examine his musical 

career. As a teenager in the sixties, Nugent 

played in a bunch of garage rock bands. 

His first commercially successful band 

was The Amboy Dukes, later changed to 

Ted Nugent and the Amboy Dukes 

because Ted was the main attraction. In 

1975 he went solo, releasing Cat 
Scratch Fever in 1977 and State 

of Shock in 1979, two of his 

biggest albums. Since then he's 

released more than 20 albums, 

including two with his band 

Damn Yankees (with members of 

Nightranger and Styx) that went 
platinum. 

He’s played with Eddie Van 

Halen. Jimi Hendrix, B.B. King 

and Meatloaf. Equally reowned 

for his non-stop touring, 
unquenchable stage energy and 

often contreversial outspoken¬ 

ness on issues like gun control, 

Ted Nugent is a seventies guitar 

hero and a Rock n’ Roll Hall of 

Fame inductee. 

Final Warning Shot 

“You want to have the bears 

run rampant? Then you go ahead 

and figure out how to get them 

out of people's dumpsters and 

people’s backyards. And you 

explain to the lady why Fifi just 

got gobbled up by an overpopula¬ 

tion of black bears." Obviously 

Nugent wants what's best for 

Canada. He’s not just some crazy 

person trying to wreak havoc on a 

neighbouring country. No, he's a 

famous, loud-mouthed, much¬ 

loved crazy person who might 

really do some damage if we 

don’t let him have his way. 

Seriously, he's only one man, 

how many bears could he 

manage to drag home? One. 

maybe two? Celebrities whine 

and pout and stomp their feet for 

special treatment all the time: 

“whaaanh, I want the best seats 

in the house, I don’t care who has 

them reserved;” "Whaaanh. I 

wanna have these charges 

dropped:" “Whaaanh, now I 

wanna be a good-will ambas¬ 

sador." And they usually get what 

they want. Why should Ted 

Nugent be treated any differ¬ 

ently? We should just give him a 

whiny musician hunting licence 

and turn him loose into the 

wilderness. It’s where he belongs. 

And the bears have been readying 

their rumps for quite a while in 

anticipation. 

Ken Butland lias no idea what 

Wanting, Danging or Sweet 

Poontanging are, but he 

suspects they're naughty. 

COMPOUND BOW ■». 
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fi.f1.S. Executive Election ond 
UNDERGRADUATE Student Trustee Election 

Tuesdcig, Feb. 2 at b:Z0pm Thursdcig, Feb. 4 ot £> :00pm 
Uictoric Hell West Cempus 

flondoij, Feb. 8 ot 11:30cm 
JDUC - Lower Ceilidh 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

MUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Ccme gut end listen tg the Trustee Cendidctes 
end the RMS Executive Ccndidcte Teems 

OllESliONS? 

Contact CAihy, CahoIyn or SItawn 

i\ iIte CoiviissioN of IntehnaI AffAiits at 5} 5-6000 ext.74815 
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We do not enjoy poetry unless we know it to be poetry. 

— Henry David Thoreaa 
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The QfR Literary 
Challenge no. 3 
Two questions again this month: 

1. I was bom and raised in Montreal, Quebec, and attended McGill University. I 

spent three weeks in graduate school at Columbia in New York City before return¬ 

ing to Montreal to read in clubs and work for the family 

clothing business. My earliest collections, Let Us Compare Mythologies (1956) and 

Spice-Box of the Earth (1961) reveal what one critic called “a fascination with eroti¬ 

cism and violence as means of spiritual transcendence.” I have also lived, at various 

points in my life, in England and Greece. Who am I? 

2. A writer of significant international influence, I was bom in Ceylon and was 

educated there, in England and, later still, in Canada. During the course of my 

Canadian studies I attended Bishop’s, University of Toronto and Queen’s, complet¬ 

ing my master’s on Edwin Muir. I am accomplished novelist, poet, 

literary critic, teacher and filmmaker. My propensity for the strange and deviant 

moved one biographer to remark that “[this person’s] landscapes are peopled with 

strange beasts, cripples, lost, violent souls, animals — all moving in and out of focus, 

emerging from and receding to some uncharted region of racial memory." 

Who am 1? 

There will be two winners this month, one for each question. 
The same person may respond to both questions. 

Please forward all responses to: 
QJR Literary Challenge 
272 Earl Street 
loumal@postqueensu.ca 

All responses must be received by Friday, February 19th. At this time, two 
correct responses will be chosen (at random) and be awarded one gift certificate 
each in the amount of $10 from Wayfarer Books. This month's Challenge is 
authored by the editor of The Queen's Journal Reader. 

Congratulations to Last Month's Winners: Bob McGill and Adam Day. 
Each will receive a $10 Gift Certificate from Wayfarer Books. 

s&Jfl PLE 
By Sean Springer 

Francisco lay on Lis mattress of nails as he brushed his bleeding gums 

with a rusty fork, passing time as usual. While perusing the daily paper he 
decided to check out the personals. One of the ads caught his eye. PRE¬ 
PARE TO BE HUMILIATED. Young, bright and lively sadist seeks compan- 

... r I -.1  i .-1 I /li> I- mtlflvnv 

^Francisco was skeptical, but figured what the fuck? so he grabbed his 

portable and dialled. A deep male voice answered. __ 
“Emperor’s residence, the master of the house speaking. ^ 
“I’m a professional masochist," the masochist explained, and m look¬ 

ing to be beaten senseless.” . 
The Emperor provided Francisco with directions to his Bloor Street 

apartment dwelling. Wasting nary a second, Francisco ran barefoot from 
his Church Street residence, half-naked with a colony of leeches clinging 

to his extremities. 
When he arrived, he rang the doorbell. The Emperor answered in full 

S&M garb: black zippered mask, leather Tina Turner vest, nylon pitch, 

black leather boots, garter belt and stockings. “Greetings,” welcomed the 

sadist. 
“You must be The Emperor?” 
“Not only am I the Emperor, I am your worst nightmare,” he replied. 

Clearing his throat, he continued, “Francisco Mongiardi, my torturing 
techniques will make you feel pain unparalleled to any sado-erotic adven¬ 

ture you’ve ever experienced.” 
Amateur night! Francisco mused to himself. 
Geez, this guy’s really skinny, the Emperor observed. I might kill him. 

Better perform a test. 
“Before our exotic sado-masochistic activities begin, however, you must 

brave the power of my whip.” 
The Emperor extracted a ten-foot lion’s whip, and struck brave 

Francisco across the chest, flinging the leeches onto a couple passing by. 
The couple thanked Francisco for his leeches, as they, too, were 

masochists. 
Francisco hadn’t flinched from the whip’s blow. He then protruded his 

bloody chest towards the Emperor as if to say what else you got? 
This impressed the sadist and he motioned for the masochist to “enter 

the tomb of terror.” The masochist followed his master’s lead down a set 

of creaky basement stairs to a fully finished recreation room. But this — 
this was no ordinary fully finished recreation room for this was the 
grotesque torturing chamber of a middle-aged appliance technician trying 
his hand at torturing. 

“Put these on,” the Emperor commanded. He held up a rubber band 
weighted with rocks designed to attach onto the scrotum. 

Francisco laughed heartily, “You can’t be serious! I outgrew those ‘ama¬ 
teur’ torturing gimmicks in nursery school. Don’t you have some cattle 
prodders?” 

“But, of course,” replied the sadist who then swiftly drew a pair of cat¬ 
tle prodders out of a holster strapped to his back. Lunging at the undis¬ 
cerning masochist, he awkwardly discharged a current so powerful that it 
could have debilitated a family of lumberjacks. Francisco, however, 

seemed more shocked at his master’s lack of dexterity than at the absurd 
amount of amperes vibrating throughout his torso. 

Fuck, does this guy ever suck, the masochist groaned inwardly. 

Hey, this guy’s good, the rookie sadist marveled to himself. He’s good, 
but I don’t give up that easily. 

Next, the Emperor strapped the masochist into his homemade “elon¬ 
gating straps of doom ’ — a machine consisting of four straps, one each for 
the arms and legs, which were wired to the “elongating wheel of horror.” 
The Emperor cranked the wheel and stretched Francisco to unprecedented 
proportions. 

“How’s it going?” the sadist asked salaciously. 

Fine, replied Francisco. “Look Emperor, I said 1 wanted to be beaten 
senseless. Get it?” 

knowing full well that he had nothing of any meaning left to offer his 
guest, the Emperor sighed, “Why don’t you just leave? Besides, I don’t 
think I’m cut out for this torturing stuff. I’m just a hack.” 

“Hey, perk up, friend. Have you ever thought about phone sex? You can 
make some pretty good money.” 

“Phone sex, huh?” 

A few weeks later, Francisco was perusing the classifieds’ “personals” 
section. One of the ads caught his eye: PREPARE TO GET HORNY. Young, 

right and lively phone sex operator seeks companions to arouse. If willing 
to endure hours of orgasms, call The Temperor at 555-8674." 

Sean Springer, the ol’^firtTbastaxcL 

A. Whitney Brown. He has a crush 

looks like a horse. 

is afraid of popcorn, banana popsicles and 

on John Ritter and thinks Madeline Stowe 

^ANUA«Y29, 999 
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[Morning Wants Not] 

morning wants not 

his skinsmell dark 

secret ly-ing her 

cracked tongue dry 

bruised 

she is full when 

red liquid runs 

my glass burns like 

love after sin 

D. L. Windell 

[Laughing Eyes Abov 

Teacup] 

sometimes I wish she would 

outline us in such subtle shades 

superimposed onvour flesh bare 

the phoenix rise: .great solar flare 

the rainbow. D. L. Windell 

Laughing eyes above your teacup 

bronzed skin shining — smug 

You have such lovely hands 

such long delicate fingers 

a woman’s hands you always said 

Warm round eyes, mischief dancing 

with my courage — spinning together 

crazy, young, pure 

and far too long ago. 

such conjecture^eonjures sight 

when it is only appropriate 

to shut ones eyes and 

feel the background hum with Divine 

cartooning all sensations. 

Ryan Hoffman 

If you wrote a persona! ad, what would you write? 

Bohemian Economist seeks fellow 
1 erators to free world from scarcity by rejecting 

Marriage in favour of loving in cornucopic abundance. 
ot a cynic, not casual, I want to make all relationship? 

Meaningful. I need to live in a world of love / I need to 

In.a e *0Ve with the world. I want that magic feeling 
with everyone.] #7312 

CRAZY MOTHER-FUCKER. 
renaissance/nowhcre man, dull intellectual with 

assianic pretensions, seeks friend as upgrade from 
computer, #7888 

Tom Waits-Nietzsche- 
-Singing-in-the-Rain-Christ hybrid seeks stable sexy- 

brainyraw playmate yearning to tap the human mind’s 

potential for warp speed. #8212 

Lonely heart, 

former superman 
seeks tall, aristocratic, bourgeois-ridiculing, Harley-dri- 

Prime Minister seeks 
0n*Petitor. #6233 

ving, kick-boxing, tortured, cool poet answering to the 

name <>f A1«U1«1, again. #2300 

Sorrowful lad seeks 
breasts to nurture 
artistic aspirations. 
# 3110 

Glory, jest and riddle of the universe craves answer. 

hannibalhack@geocities.com 
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short fiction contest 

2nd Place 

the city 
admits it 
- BY ANDREA FEDDERSON 

Woman 

You ovulate like popcorn, he told me. 

You burst, the doctor said, all over the place, over and over. But they don't explode loud enough. The 
cysts get caught on their way out, in the toxins of the eggs that preceded them. Hundreds of them, 

every month. 

Cluttering up your fallopian tubes, like hair in a drain. 

So you’ll just keep on scarring until your ovaries are just salty, ripe scabs, tucked quietly into the layers 
of fat in your body. 

iK 

It’s like you’re too much woman, he,-said. 

I turned and gave him a polycystic smile. 
“You must really love your job,” I said bitterly, while he hummed and salted my thighs. 

Nightclub 

Dancing, dancing, seducing the walls, the lights, the smoke from an unfiltered cigarette. Cocking my 
hips towards a woman who’s stroking her stomach as she dances. 

I focus on her forehead and try to seem sultry and casual and shake over towards her, dangerous, 
dangerous, dangerous, because now she’s seen right through me, like ultrasound. 

But I’m just drinking my Manhattan. 
I’m just here for a laugh. 
I’m just here because the appointment was only a check-up for a girl of twenty-two. 

But now I feel less a woman so it seems appropriate to try and seduce one. 

Subway 

My friend is named Derek. He has bright red hair and is wearing a green corc.^.v., 
too close as we ride home together after school. Derek is telling me a joke he heard that 1 
and is laughing so hard he’s crying. 

,GtO 
and sitting 
ternoon, c 

So the doctor is delivering this woman's baby, and once it is bom, he looks at it a moment and then 
throws it against the wall. Then he starts kicking it around the room. Then starts stoiijfijAg uo and 
down on it and smashing anraincf a-.u. i.i i sBS8° P 
stomach of its mother, 

ling its head against the doorknob. Finally he drops the bloody cafeiss onto the 
', who is overcome with horror and unable to speak. 

The doctor looks at her a minute and starts to laugh. 
'Just kidding,’ he says. ‘Stillborn.’ 

Derek pauses for effect and I start to cry too. 

* 

• 
• 
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Food 

Sara11 rung 13 ’ »cu-aosorbed so of course T fell r , i 
threatening news. ner nrst, the next morning. I use the phone, because it seems less threatening and I have 

She is snacking and listening to Jefferson Airplane in the backmonm] -n, 
I bis detail distracts me. h u. i ne same album my father had, the same one we sold at our garage sale when I was eight. 

1 begin by describing to her the waiting room, and the smell nf _.i. 
i |lt- pimples in his beard. Then I tell her I want to have m d Plants and the magazines from 1991 and no later. Then I describe the doctor’s eyebrows and 

,|T«>rd it and then I mention that I am barely fertile ^ e^ree ,ramed in brass like his, and maybe even buy myself an L-shaped desk for next year if I can 

Sarah begins coughing on the other end. 

I ni sorry, she says, rasping. I’m choking on a kernel. 

Humegon 75 IU. Fertinex 75 IU, Lupron (Two week kit). Pergonal 75 IU, Repronex 75 IU, Follistim 75 IU and Gbnal F 75 IU 

I close the encyclopedia and sit down to write. 

Timeline (projected): 

Birth - Child - Puberty - Adult - Marriage - Procreation - Old Age - ? 

University : 19 years - 22 years (meet husband) 

Post-University: 22 years - 23 years (get engaged) 

Beginning of Career: 23 years - 25 years (get married) 

Marriage: n/a (sigh with relief) 

Pregnancy: as soon as possible (twice a night, every night) 

Baby #1: 26 years 

Baby #2: 27 1/2 years 

Baby #3, #4, #5. 29 yeais (miscarry Baby #4, Baby #5 is dangerously small) 

Breathe, breathe, breathe, breathe. 

1 stop and rub at my scribbles; they smudge but don't erase. 

Prescription 
ii. 

Have you taken this before? 

..... ;. /•." i.'t'i 

There may be some unpleasant side effects, for some women, but not all, and there may also be some positive benefits, for some 
women, but not all, and when they tested this product we gave it to some women, but not all, some just sucked on sugar for a Few 
months and wondered why they just got sicker and make sure you take it with food and store it ima cool dry place and keep your right 
arm raised at all times and stand up quickly afterwards and 

.'.T, rt£.;. ‘ .. 

The pharmacist is wearing a tag that says ‘Gus’, but I heard his assistant call him James. 

He leans forward and drops die botdes in my palm. $298.09. 

Gus is so full of hate he fucking shines. 

Rattray Marsh 

Thirty years ago Ruth Hussey stopped a development company that wanted to build thick, glossy buildings and 
roadways in Rattray Marsh. 

call him James. 'i 

ani ebbing my stomach in warm, 

flutter. 

tiny cii-cles and whispering into soft flesh. A dream of thaw. I can smell her sweat and hear her singing. 
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short fiction contest 

3rd Place 

catch 
_ BY ROBERT MCGILL 

,1 

he change room has big orange lockers in rows. It s like 
I the department store. I don't like the department 

store. Mother takes me there on Saturdays. She read 
me die story about Joseph and Mary losing Jesus at the festi¬ 
val. It made me feel bad. Jesus mustjiave been afraid. It must 
have been like a department store. 

I like going to the pool with Father better. We go into the 
change room where only the men go, but Father says that I’m 
litde enough to come with him. TT^e men are big and pink 
and hairy like Father. They smile at me and say things to 
Father that make him laugh. They all want to know if I have 
a boyfriend. I tell them 
that I am going to 
marry either Jeffrey 
McClure or Dylan 
Olczyk. Jeffrey has 
blond hair but Dylan 
kissed me on the play¬ 
ground. The men pat 
my head and say Dylan 
sounds like quite a 
catch, but I thought you 
were going to marry 
your Father. 

I tell them That was 
last week. When the 
men wash themselves in 
the showers they put 
their hands right in 
their bums. All soapy. 
Rub your bum, rub 
your bum, rub your 
bum and you get some 
gum. Gran’papa told 
me that, bouncing me 
up and down on his 
knee and rubbing my 
bum and breathing 
hard because I’m such a 
big girl, I’m growing up 
so fast. Soon I will be a 
wife, almost as big as 
these men in the 
shower. Father tells me not to stare. Father used to have baths 
with me, but I’m such a big girl now, he lets Mother bathe me. 
I told him that I like it better when he bathes me, because he 
squirts water jets and makes tidal waves, but Mother just sits 
there on the toilet and reads her magazine. Father said to pre¬ 
tend the pool is a big bathtub. That's silly. The pool is deep 
and cold and smelly and you have to wear your bathing suit. 
Pool water is blue and bath water is white. 

1 am a little fishy in the big, blue pool with my water wings 
and Father is a great white shark who comes to eat me. When 
the finhand comes at me in the water I scream because then 

Father grabs my legs and pulls me underwater and tickles me. 
I want to be very mad at him for scaring me all of the time, 
but his tickling makes me laugh. Rub your belly, rub your 
belly and you get some jelly. I tell him that only Gran'papa is 
allowed to say that, but Gran’papa is Father’s father, and 
Father learned it from him when he was a little boy, so he’s 
allowed, and besides, he’s the Father, and Fathers make the 
rules. He swims away and then the finhand comes back and I 
scream and go underwater again, but he tickles me for too 
long and water gets in my mouth. I cough when he brings me 
back up into the air and I cry and there, there, that’s my big 

girl. You'll be all right, 
love. 

Father wants me to 
do the trick where I 
jump into his arms 
from the side of the 
pool. I kick my legs 
hard and I go to the 
ladder and climb up it. 
I do the dog trick and 
shake my head, but my 
hair is too long and it 
doesn’t work like when 
Father does it. Then I 
go to the side of the 
pool and jump at 
Father. But he doesn’t 

catch me. My legs hit 
his shoulders and it 
hurts and I fall into the 
water and everything is 
upside down and my 
mouth fills with water 
before my water wings 
float me back up. There 
is a man holding me 
up, but it isn’t Father. 
Hey, watch where you 
jump, kid. Then Father 
comes swimming over, 
fast like when he shows 

, . for me, and holds 
me and says Are you okay, sweetie. And I don't understand 
and I m crying. Father says You jumped at the wrong man, 
honey. I was on the other side waiting to catch you. You 
jumped at the wrong man. And the other man rubs his neck 

Faler looks'1 dT‘ likc S"rc ** doesn'‘ do that again. 
Iathei looks sad but I know what will make him feel better I 
say to the man I m sorry, I won’t do it again. I won’t jump 
when Fathei jsn t there to catch me. Never. Never ever. J P 
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Words 
Words 

Words 

See by See 

.There r wyllld 

imajinings 

paent falls 

forrays •> 

see by see 

circe in the sand 

supped on wine 

sublime 

wylld wind T; 

notted with sand 

pebels wrinkilled 

braeve braeve c-yze 

see by see 

she seize 

grene and freeze 

sand stoan brooding 

up on her 

pushing her four words 

she sees y 

see by see 

cums kwyetlee 

see by see - 

Greg Betts 

Untitled 

Morn. The kettle crows its fever. 

As the smoke runs through tired fingers 

that can’t hold the shaking in, ash falls 

I’m sorry’ is what he thinks, but he cannot remember 

what it was not what was not said who? 

And it was he who said what was not 

nothing, must have been, think, act, gesture, pose. 

That is what the book says, does it make any sense? 

sense. What a joke. The act is only as good as the actor. 

Oh, but the stage is so unreal. I think I want to cry 

but tears are selfish, I^don’t cry for me, want you. 

Perhaps smiles then, since everything matters right now 

never happened, nor his been, will never be 

Shall it be that way, I ’^hall never sleep 

sit to live to smoke, lef'it suck me in 

when it does, let me follow 

past the lungs, to steal, “breath from another" 

The air is warm, why do his fingers move? 

‘cause without affect, they are mine — I dig them. 

Sean Bell & Lilian Kim 

first star I see tonight 

& while the stars shine brightly 

& I can hardly wait to hold 

unheard during this soft-spoken 

crossing, . delayed:-: 

& so bare is my heart 

in a half-lit world, a thirsty w 

that superstition:; leaves behind 

unkind & 
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THIS SUMER, OPEN THE MINDS OF 
KINGSTON YOUTH WITH 
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ASUS is looking forenergetic and enthusiastic instructors for our Arts 

Adventure camp. Applications can be picked up through the SWEP 

program at Career Services. Applications are due by 4pm on Fri.. 

February 15 at Career Services. Please call 533-6917 with any questions 

NOW HIRING. 
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Open House 
Learn how your student newspaper 

Meet the Journal staff 

Learn how to get involved 

Writing, editing, photography tips 

Free food! 
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National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations Phil Fontaine (left) speaks with delegates at the Canadian Student Leadership Conference in Ottawa, the orga¬ 

nizing committee and volunteers pose with The Honourable Pierre S. Pettigrew, Minister of Human Resources Development (centre), and The Honourable Bob 

Rae (right) speaks about the challenges of leadership in the next millennium. Please see story on page 3. __ 
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Convocation changes debated 
By Renee Huang 

Svend 
Robinson 

visits 
Queen’s 

By Erik Missio 

Svend Robinson, an outspoken NDP 
Member of Parliament, addressed a 
large crowd last Wednesday night in 
Wallace Hall about the emergence of a 
‘police state’ under Prime Minister 
Jean Chrdtien. His speech was part of a 
special lecture series sponsored by 
Queen’s New Democratic Party 
Association. 

In one of the closest votes in Queen’s 
Senate history, members passed an 
amendment to a motion to consider 
striking the traditional singing of “God 
Save the Queen” from Convocation in 
an attempt to reduce the pomp of an 
already lengthy ceremony. 

The decision to contemplate remov¬ 
ing the reference to Queen Victoria, who 
established Queen’s University by Royal 
Charter in 1841, was passed last 
Thursday by Senate with 22 votes in 
favour and 19 votes against the motion. 

The recommendation to revise 
Convocation was based on a Senate 
Committee on Academic Procedures sur¬ 
vey given to graduates who attended the 
Spring 1998 ceremonies, stated a report 

from the Senate. 

Cathy Perkin, chair of SCAP, wrote in 
a Senate report that “the University 
Secretariat’s recommendation to change 
the Convocation program was based on 
a desire to improve the satisfaction level 
of graduands.” 

Following a proposal from Chaplain 
and Chair of Queen’s Multi-Faith 
Council Brian Yealland, SCAP and 
Senate recommended the removal of the 
hymn, Benediction and Invocation from 
the ceremony due to the monotheistic 
nature of the addresses, the report 
continued. 

Recognizing the importance of prayer, 
the Council suggested introducing a sin¬ 
gle, inclusive prayer entitled “Sacred 
Reflection” or a “Prayer for the People,” 
to be read by rotating members from 
major world faith communities. 

Student senator Andy Lehrer then 

proposed that “God Save the Queen” 
should also be considered for deletion. 

“I don’t think it was surprising,” 
Principal Bill Leggett said of the amend¬ 
ment. “It’s come up two or three times in 
the last decade,” he continued, although 
not during his time as principal. 

Tensions were high as student sena¬ 
tors and members engaged in lively 
debate over whether or nor to continue 
singing the austere anthem during 
convocation. 

Student senator Prem Rawal, Comm 
’99, believes the song is no longer an 
integral element of Convocation. “It 
didn’t seem to be adding value to the cer¬ 
emony,” he said. 

“Logically, it doesn’t have much sig¬ 
nificance... There are a lot of things that 

Please see Senate on page 6 

Robinson, the MP for the Burnaby- 
Douglas riding in British Columbia and 
the first openly gay representative in 
the House of Commons, is no stranger 
to controversial politics. His lecture 
focused on the November, 1997 clash 
between Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police and unarmed student protesters 
on the University of British Columbia’s 
campus. 

The angry UBC students were 
Protesting the inclusion of then 
ndonesian dictator General Suharto in 

Asian Pacific Economic 
ooperation talks being held in 
ancouver. The students carried signs 

and waved banners only to have them 
riPped down and destroyed by RCMP 
p f‘Cers under the direct order of the 
rime Minister’s office, Robinson said. 

, u‘1^rto, accused by many to have vio- 
ated international law through the 
Pupation of East Timor and 

Please see Incident on page 3 

Foodbank busier than ever 
By Chad Heard 

The number of AMS Foodbank users 
is increasing dramatically. 

“Last week was their busiest week 
ever,” said Alison Loat, AMS vice-presi¬ 
dent (university affairs). “As money 
becomes tighter, people are more 

inclined to go.” 
“It’s a challenge right now to keep the 

shelves stocked,” Loat added. 
Eric Morris, AMS Foodbank co-ordi- 

nator, agreed with Loat. “Bottom line is 
[the number of users have] pretty much 
tripled since September, he said. 
According to Morris, the Foodbank 
serves “about a dozen” people during the 
summer, and 30 to 40 people during the 

school year. 
"We’re anticipating that rate is going 

to grow,” Morris said, adding that the 

Foodbank is now serving “close to 10 
new people a week.” Morris attributes 
the growth primarily to growing aware¬ 
ness of the Foodbank’s existence. 

“You basically shop for free,” Morris 
explained, noting that the Foodbank 
does not perform credit checks or back¬ 
ground checks on its users. 

The Foodbank runs mainly on dona¬ 
tions of food and money. Morris said this 
year approximately 9,000 students opted 
into a $1 AMS fee that supports the 
Foodbank. This represents a 10 to 15 per 
cent increase over last year, he added. 

“We’re not short for food or cash. 
And that’s a tribute to the contributors,” 
Morris said. The cash donations this year 
should surpass last year’s totals, he 
added. 

“We’re always looking for donations 
at the Foodbank,” Morris said. 

Donations can be dropped off at the 
Foodbank, located in the basement of 
The Journal house at 111 Earl Street, 
between University and Division Streets 
on Monday and Thursday between 4 and 
6 p.m., or by calling 533-6972. 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today Thursday 
Cloudy with showers 
High 3CC; Low o‘C; 
POP 70% 

Wednesday 
' Partly cloudy 

High 2‘C; Low -2“C; 
i POP 30% 

High -l°C; Low -S”C; 
POP 60% 

Friday 
Partly cloudy 
High -VC, Low -7°C; 
POP 10% 
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Voters list 
for the position of editor-in-chief 

of the 1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen’s Journal 

If your name is not on this list and you have made 
4 or more contributions to The Journal this year, please 

contact Keith Gerein at 533-2800. 

Voting will take place at the Journal house, 272 Earl Street 
Sunday, February 14 (1 - 7 p.m.) 

Monday, February 15 (8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Student ID is required 

Cimi Achiam 
Suzanne Armstrong 
Geoff Ashenhurst 
Galiscdo Bae 
Mary Anne Beaudertc 
Jesse Craig Bellringer 
Crystal Bona 
John Bowman 
Robin Brebne 
Shawn Brimley 
Kari Brinrnell 
Maggie Buhajczyk 
Ken Butland 
Stephanie Carvin 
Janice Chan 
Jeff Child 
Cheryl Cheung 
Hilar)’ Clark 
Andrew Cooke 
Katherine Colboum 
Sarah Crosbie 
Robert DcBellefeuille 
Rajeev Dave 

Greg Dole 
Nicholas Du Prey 
Lianne Elliot 
Liz Froglcy 
Mark Fucella 
Annie Ge 
Kristen Glazcr 
Chris Glover 
Tania Haas 
Chad Heard 
Paul Hcisler 
Sue Holland 
Chris Holmes 
Rcnie Huang 
Bob Huish 
Todd Jackson 
Angela Janies 
Adam Kaminsky 
Lilian Kim 
Gabe King 
Claudia Kraft 
Jonathan Krashinsky 
Alex Kronby 

Jocelyn Laportc 
Sarah Le May 
Kristian Li 
Julietta Loeffler 
Marco Lui 
Robert MacNcil 
Mandy Marriot 
Laura Maclnnis 
Bob McGill 
Shandley McMurray 
Jackie McLachlan 
Owen Minns 
Erik Missio 
Gord Moodie 
Eric Morris 
Jennifer Morrison 
Stefan Murray 
Luke Mylvaganam 
Anna Nesbitt 
Jill Offenbeck 
Sean Richmond 
Dan Rowe 
Nathan Sager 

Andria Sallese 
Mark Salvador 
Fiona Scannell 
Eli Schuster 
Karen Simpson 
Nick Sinclair 
Claude Sherren 
Sean Springer 
Rebecca Steltcr 
Fiona Stevenson 
James Terjanian 
Laura Thackeray 
Craig Thomas 
Mike Tiffin 
Jonathan Tinney 
Dimitrious Tsotos 
Rachellc Villanueva 
Adria Vuksinic 
Jim Whittington 
Virgina Wigmore 
D.L. Windell 
Mark Woolford 
Samson Wu 

News 
Tuesday, February 2, 199^ 

Business booming at 
Tricolour Express 

By Stephanie Carvin 

Total net revenue for the Tricolour 

Express indicates that the AMS service is 

experiencing a dramatic increase in sales 

this year. 
According to Vanessa Gruben, man¬ 

ager of the Used Book Store Exchange, 

the Tricolour’s total net revenue as of 

December 31 was 26 per cent higher 

than the total at the same time last year. 

“We are very excited since the numbers 

went up,” said Gruben. “We worked 

really hard to get an increase.” 

During the previous three years the 

Tricolour Express had experienced a 

decline in sales. A.C. Bedard, assistant 

manager of the UBS, attributed this to 

several factors. “Last year was mixed up 

because of the Ice Storm,” she explained. 

“Last year there were busy times 

when the Tricolour did really well, such 

as Thanksgiving,” Bedard said, however, 

there were also times when ticket sales 

did not do as well as usual. “In that way 

it varies from year to year... Reading 

Week was quieter than what we 

expected,” she said. “This is a strong 

year which is great... We are doing much 

better.” 

Both Gruben and Bedard attributed 

the increase in sales to hard work and 

new promotions. “We are doing more 

promotions this year,” said Bedard. The 

six-pack deal, where students can pur¬ 

chase six tickets for the price of five, was 

expanded this year. 

Other promotions include various 

giveaways and the Frequent Rider 

Giveaway coupon in the back of the 

\Vhat‘s Next. The coupon allows stu¬ 

dents to get the same deal as the six-pack 

without pre-purchasing the tickets 

Students are given a stamp each time 

they buy a ticket and receive their sixth 

ticket free. 

The Tricolour Express has also 

expanded to provide chartered buses to 

Queen’s groups. “They are something 

that we never did before," said Bedard. 

According to Bedard, important to 

the Tricolour’s success is its ability to 

compete with other means of transporta¬ 

tion. “Via [Rail] is always a competitor,” 

said Bedard. She said the VIA six-pack 

train ticket deal had been a major source 

of competition in previous years. 

However, Bedard said this year, “[VIA] 

did not seem to advertise to students as 

much as they used to.” 

Bedard said she did not consider the 

bus companies to be much competition 

for the Tricolour. “Trentway-Wagar 

provides our buses so they are not that 

much of a threat to us,” she added. 

“Students can pick-up tickets on campus, 

usually right before they leave. That’s 

great for students making up their 

minds,” she said. 

The UBS management plans to con¬ 

tinue with various promotions this term 

to maintain sales and hopes to improve 

service for the anticipated Reading Week 

rush. “Trentway-Wagar is providing us 

[with] another computer for before read¬ 

ing week to ease volume,” said Gruben. 

“It will help to make service twice as 

fast.” 

R.M.S. Executive Election end 
UNDERGRADUATE Student Trustee Election 

Tuesdctj, Feb. 2 et fc:00pm Thursdom, Feb. 4 et b :00pm 
Uictoric Hell West Ccmpus 

Mondoij, Feb. 8 et ll:30on 
JDUC - Lower Ceilidfi 

QUttN'S UNIVERSITY 

SlUDtNI GOVLRNMLNI 

Come out end listen to trie Trustee Condidctes 
end trie RMS Executive Cendidcte Teems ’ 

Questions? 

Contact CAtby, CahoIvn or SItau/n 

irs the Common ol InieiinaI AfUim «, 55}.6000 ex.74815 

gy TARA MANSBRIDGE 

Former Ontario Premier Bob 

Hirry Rosen of Harry Harry 
p,p nan; -- 
„ Inc. Tony Comper, chief 

R"‘ ,mg officer of Bank of 

, Ml I’1'11 F°n,aine’ 
|JaC,onal Chief of the Assembly 

o(The' fetTads like a Who's 

M,„ of Canadian movers and 

lukers but it is just a small seg¬ 

ment of the long line-up of 

pellets who donated their 

„me to talk to young leaders 

from across Canada last week. 

-fire Canadian Student 

Leadership Conference, a bi¬ 

annual leadership conference 

njn by students from Queen’s, 

took place last Wednesday 

through Saturday in Ottawa. 

The conference hosted 65 dele¬ 

gates from 28 colleges and uni¬ 

versities across Canada. The 

theme for this year's conference 

was "Leaders of Change: 

Foundations of Leadership for 

Dynamic rimes. 

Dawn Robertson, a fourth- 
11 .I,--. I cl-nrliiac crnrlranh 

purpose of the conference “is to 

bring together student leaders 

from across the country.” She 

also hoped to inspire them with 

the speakers and provide the 

delegates with “tangible leader¬ 

ship skills.” 

A total of 26 speakers 

attended the conference, includ¬ 

ing Greenpeace co-founder 

Patrick Moore and former can¬ 

didate for the leadership of the 

Progressive Conservative party 

Hugh Segal. 

“If you are serious about 

being a leader, you had better 

fall in love with chaos and com¬ 

plexity,” said Sujit Chowdhury, 

the founding executive direct 

of the Institute for Leadership 

Development, a United Nations 

global partnership programme. 

“Leadership is not 
something we should 
set aside to a small 

minority, a tiny elite.... 
Leadership requires 

resonance.” 

— Former Ontario 
Premier Bob Rae 

Many echoed Chowdhury’s 

statements about embracing 

change and instability in leader¬ 

ship roles. Other commonalities 

included the insistence on ethi¬ 

cal leadership as paramount to 

success as a leader. 

Former Ontario Premier Bob 

Rae also presented an idea com¬ 

mon to the presentations of 

other speakers. “Leadership is 

not something we should set 

aside to a small minority, a tiny 

elite,” he said. “Leadership 

requires resonance.” 

Despite the abundance of 

inspiring comments by famous 

speakers, many of the delegates 

cited something different as 

their favourite aspect of the 

conference. 

“It was tremendous,” said 

Queen’s delegate Adam 

Daifallah, Artsci ’02. “The peo¬ 

ple that were there, the speak¬ 

ers, the atmosphere, morale was 

very high.” 

Daifallah explained that what 

Group aims to 
make PEC more 

accessible 
By Crystal Bona 

Efforts are underway at the 

Physical Education Centre to 

improve accessibility for 

Queen’s students with disabili¬ 
ties. 

Rcc Pals was established in 

R 97 hy the Athletics and 

Recreation Department to 

mcorporate students with spe- 

£la needs into PEC activities. 

oordinator Julie Hurst said 

t1c group would like to “pro- 

mote the program as well as the 

l 1 lty of Queen's students who 

a'ave a disability, and to create 

an mdusive environment at the 

"The first goal [of Rec Pols] 

'“educate Queen’s students 

i° have a disability about the 

enehts of exercise and to pro¬ 

in h ^u'^ance and knowledge 
^eloping individual exer- 

p .e Programs,” said Hurst. Rec 

i * s ,a so aims “to facilitate the 

jn r° Venient of these students 

^creation programs and ser- 

add^d Cred at the PEC,” she 

According to Hurst, facilitat¬ 

ing includes purchasing exer¬ 

cise equipment and revamping 

entrances to make them acces¬ 

sible. It also includes purchas¬ 

ing signs to ensure that people 

are aware of these options, 

Hurst explained. 

Hurst stressed the impor¬ 

tance of letting people know 

that Rec Pals exists. “Not many 

people know about the pro¬ 

gram, so our goal for the year is 

to have people with special 

needs made aware of what’s 

out there for them,’ she said. 

So far Rec Pals has received 

$24,000 in grants from the 

Alma Mater So<W 

Accessibility Task Force AMS 

Capital Allocations, and the 

Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society. These 

grants have been used to pur¬ 

chase various equipment for 

students with special needs 

such as hand bikes, a pool lift, 

special showers, and magazine 

subscriptions which focus on 

physical activities for people 

HicahilitieS. 

he enjoyed most about the con¬ 

ference was the interactions and 

discussions with other student 

leaders from across the country. 

“I think everyone there had a 

common purpose and that was 

to learn.” 

Conference volunteer and 

ASUS President Anatole 

Papadopoulos concurred. “I 

think most of the Queen’s dele¬ 

gates were excited to meet other 

student leaders from across 

Canada,” he said. “The oppor¬ 

tunity just to interact with them 

and talk about the speakers was 

amazing.” 

“I feel really inspired having 

listened to some of the speak¬ 

ers,” continued Papadopoulos. 

Delegates were selected for 

the conference through an 

application procedure which 

included listing their current 

activities and writing two essays 

about themselves and the future 

of leadership in the next millen¬ 

nium. The cost per delegate was 

$350, part or all of which was 

paid for by the delegates’ stu¬ 

dent government organization, 

depending on their school of 

origin. 

The conference was the 

brainchild of Sally Campbell, 

ArtSci ’97, who began the pro¬ 

ject two years ago by bringing 

together 62 student leaders 

from 15 schools across the 

country. 

This year Robertson and the 

conference executive have 

worked hard to make the con¬ 

ference a better and more fulfill¬ 

ing experience for the delegates. 

The conference itself is funded 

completely by donations, and it 

is the responsibility of the team 

to raise the money over the 10 

months they are in office. 

This year, Danielle 

Brodhagen, sponsorship co¬ 

ordinator, and the rest of the 

conference team raised $50,000 

in cash donations and $100,000 

in “in-kind” donations, such as 

airline and train tickets. Major 

sponsors were Queen’s, Bank of 

Montreal, Nortel Networks, 

Maclean’s and the Lord Elgin 

Hotel. 

Robertson hopes the confer¬ 

ence will grow and eventually 

be held every year. She said one 

of the challenges the conference 

faces is the high rate of turn 

over. “If we run the conference 

every two years we start from 

scratch,” she said. 

This year’s conference execu¬ 

tive included Mike Beltzner, 

information technology co-ordi- 

nator, Laura Green, delegate 

operations co-ordinator, Darren 

MacDonald, media and commu¬ 

nications co-ordinator, Philip 

Pietersman, speakers and logis¬ 

tics co-ordinator, Brodhagen 

and Robertson. 

“Dawn Robertson and the 

committee deserve so much 

credit,” said Daifallah. “[The 

conference] went off without a 

hitch.” 

Vice-president of Marketing with Labatt Breweries of Canada David Kincaid addressed dele¬ 
gates at Queen’s Marketing Association Convention this past weekend. A former Queen’s 

graduate, Kincaid was one of four keynote speakers to attend the three-day long event. 
PHOTO BY PAUL HEISLER 

Incident ‘morally repugnant’ 
Continued from page I 

genocidal attacks against its 

people, was scheduled to meet 

various Canadian and APEC 

leaders at UBC. 

According to Robinson, 

RCMP officers gave student 

protesters nine seconds to evac¬ 

uate the area alongside the 

motorcade before they were 

wrestled to the ground and 

pepper sprayed. 

Robinson described the inci¬ 

dent, which resulted in more 

than 70 arrests, as “not only 

morally repugnant but without 

legal foundation. What hap¬ 

pened [that day] with the Prime 

Minister... wirh the 

Government... with the RCMP, 

was a profound assault on rights 

and freedoms.” 

“Canada, a democracy, took 

on the trappings of a police 

state,” he asserted. 

Robinson chastised the inci¬ 

dent for having “nothing to do 

with security, and everything to 

do with providing a dictator 

[like Suharto] with comfort and 

lack of embarrassment.” He 

denounced the number of signs 

ripped down and Chretien’s 

outright refusal to allow any 

protester within an APEC 

leader’s hearing distance. 

During the fall of 1998, 

when Robinson challenged 

Chretien in the House of 

Commons, demanding an apol¬ 

ogy for the use of pepper spray, 

the Prime Minister remarked 

thar it could have been baseball 

bats. 

Robinson claimed that the 

“clear, political direction of the 

police by the Prime Minister’s 

office” signifies Canada’s degen¬ 

eration into a police state. 

Describing the entire APEC inci¬ 

dent as the placement of corpo¬ 

rate profits before the basic 

freedoms of speech and free 

assembly, Robinson urged stu¬ 

dents to get involved and not be 

discouraged. Suggesting human¬ 

itarian organizations like 

Amnesty International, APEC 

Alert and Free the Children, the 

MP stressed the importance of 

standing up against the Prime 

Minister’s actions. 

Many members of 

Robinson’s audience agreed 

with him. Rosemary Poole, 

ArtSci ’01, found it “sad that [as 

students] we focus on the apa¬ 

thy of our generation, but as 

soon as students show initiative, 

it’s crushed...it’s disheartening... 

[This is] something that 

shouldn’t just concern UBC 

students, nor just Canadian stu¬ 

dents, but every Canadian.” 

“We should’ve taught by 

example... shown them what a 

democracy could be... shown 

them a free society... but instead 

of them learning from us, it 

seems we’ve learned from 

them,” Poole continued. 

After the speech was over, 

Robinson reaffirmed his belief 

that students and other con¬ 

cerned Canadians can, and will, 

make a difference. When asked 

what message he would give to 

Queen’s students, Robinson 

replied with what he called his 

favourite quote: “Never doubt a 

small group of committed 

citizens can change the world... 

indeed, it’s the only thing that 

ever has.” 
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Chelsea Gay 

By Rebecca Stelter 

Chelsea Gay believes that her per¬ 
sonal qualities and business experience 
make her a strong candidate for the posi¬ 
tion of Alma Mater Society Vice- 
President (Operations). 

“I’m very good at making decisions. 
I’m very good at listening to people’s 
problems... I’m approachable, friendly, 
but I’m also not a pushover. I’m very 
down to earth,” she said. 

Gay, a fourth-year film student from 
Kingston, is currently on leave from the 
position of Operations Manager of 
Golden Words, where she “runs all of the 
financial and business aspects of the 
paper.” She is running with Mike 
Beltzner and Jonathan Krashinsky. 

“As far as I understand it [the role of 
the V-P (Ops)] is making sure all the ser¬ 
vices run efficiently and effectively,” she 
said. 

If elected, Gay intends to “look at all 
the services as far as spending is con¬ 
cerned. To my knowledge many services 
are in debt, yet I have been able to run 
GW at a surplus. The services are great, 
but they need to be run more efficiently.” 

Gay said.she does not intend to imple¬ 
ment many new services if elected. “I 
would like to set up long-term financial 
planning so that over a period of time 
things can evolve and develop,” she said. 

The current AMS executive is plan¬ 
ning on implementing a student dental 
plan for next year and Gay said, “I think 
it should be opt-outable. I am personally 

covered by my mother’s plan, but for 
students who don’t have that kind ol 

means, I think it’s great. 
Gay is pleased with the current system 

that allows students to opt out of certain 
AMS student fees. “I like opting out on 
Qcard. The more we can get on-line the 
better," she said. She also mentioned she 
would like to “extend the dates of receiv¬ 
ing insurance letters for the student 

health plan.” 
Gay emphasized that she and her team 

are committed to remaining practical. 
“We’re going in with a realistic 
approach,” she said. “We have lots of 
things we want to do but we know 
there’s only a select amount of time we 
have to do it in.” 

Gay acknowledged that some students 
may have misconceptions about her 
team. “I think a lot of people are waiting 
to see... because of where we all come 
from, where we met. People are not 
really sure if we’re being serious or not 
and we are being serious,” she said. 

“We are definitely different but not in 
a bad way,” Gay continued. “Because we 
are not part of the AMS we have a dif¬ 
ferent perspective on things and that can 
be beneficial.” 

“We already know we work really 
well together... we do a really good job 
together,” she said. “We all just fill in 
each other’s spaces. We’re really good 
friends and we also work well together 
so we’re a pretty strong team.” 

“I’m really excited to be running. I 
think it’s going to be really fun whatever 
comes out of it,” Gay said. “I think 
working in the AMS would be a different 
experience which I’m very much up for.” 

— with files from Fiona Stevenson 

CANDIDATE 
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V-P Operations 

By Mandy Marriott 

Owen Minns feels he is ready to take 
on the position of Alma Mater Society 
Vice-President (Operations) after spend¬ 
ing this year as AMS Media and Services 
Director. 

In his job this year, Minns said he 
“worked with a number of services and 
[did] management work with both indi¬ 
vidual services and the AMS.” 

Minns, who is running with Lisa Mori 
and Sarah Corman, is currently working 
on his second Queen’s degree. He has 
already obtained an undergraduate 
degree in psychology and is now work¬ 
ing on a computer science degree. 

Minns spoke positively about the 
changes made to AMS services this year. 

He said renovations made to the Queen’s 
Pub “have been very successful” and, if 
elected, he and his team would only 
make small improvements to the pub, 
such as expanding its food service. 

Minns believes greater changes need 
to be made to Alfie’s. “Alfie’s has had 
some problems in the past. At times 
booking smokers and events has been 
difficult.” 

A sub-committee of the AMS Board of 
Directors Strategic Planning Committee 
has been appointed to investigate the 
viability of Alfie’s, Minns said. If elected, 
his team would take the findings of the 
committee into consideration before 
making any changes, he said. 

If elected, Minns said he will continue 
to work with the John Deutsch 

V-P Operations Quiz 

What is your life goal? 

MriJhA\ktji '{Lite fkuL 
What was the cost of the Queen’s 
Pub expansion? 

TjWX7 
What is the operating budget of the 

AMS? 

?.f) Millm/ 

How many boards docs the V-P 
(Operations) sit on? 

Whanloes CCBC stand for? 

(MHa Jfnol KA 
cranKxj 

Factor the following equation: ’ 

6x2 + 23x + 21 

stzjtUCxtl l-'Ot-iYx-l) 
Draw a symbol that represents who 
you are and what you stand for: 

V-P Operations Quiz 

University Centre management to create 
more space in the building for campus 
groups. Minns said he has already 
inquired into “phasing out some gradu¬ 
ate residence space in the JDUC to give 
more space for clubs and activity.” As 
early as next year the first floor of the 
graduate residence could be converted to 
extra space, he added. 

In addition to improving food services 
at the QP, Minns would like to see 
improved food services at Alfie’s and in 
the JDUC. He said he would “like to 
work with Queen’s Food Services to 
make sure what students want is 
available.” 

Minns suggested late meals as some¬ 
thing that students would be interested 
in. He also mentioned that he supports 
bringing a specialty coffee store like 
Starbucks into the JDUC. 

The V-P (Ops) candidate said he is 
excited about an idea he proposed in his 
application for the position of Media 
and Services Director. The idea was to 
develop an external marketing office that 
would solicit the AMS to corporations 
and Alumni. The office was created dur¬ 
ing the summer; however, Minns said it 
was not as successful as it could have 
been because the EMO director’s duties 
were not entirely clear. If his team is 
elected and continues to pursue the idea, 
Minns said the team “would try and have 
a more structured approach and a more 
comprehensive strategy.” 

Minns said he believes there are a lot 
of people and corporations that would 
want to take advantage of the EMO in 
order to increase exposure and advertis¬ 
ing on campus. “There is a way to do this 
without compromising [students'] 
academic freedom,” he said. 

What is your life goal? 

/edrtvW 

What was the cose of the Queen’s 
Pub expansion? 

What is the operating budget of the 
AMS? 

J$5A1 

How many boards does the V-P 
(Operations) sit on? 

t 
What does CCBC stand for? 

Cav\ddi<&, Cdvnp'SS 
iViess Cot\sor-f i</m 

Factor the following equation: 
6x2 + 23 x + 21 

Draw a symbol that represents who 
you are and what you stand for: 

..ahem... Cdrttidid* 
mple 

Susan Henry 

By Jonathan Tinney 

Susan Henry is running for Alma 
Mater Society Vice-President 
(Operations) because she wants to make 
a difference. 

“I saw ways to make changes, and that 
was an enticing idea. I have respect and 
confidence in the people I am running 
with... I think I can do well and would 
love the opportunity,” said Henry. 

Henry, a fourth-year chemistry and 
economics medial student from 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, is running 
with Nick Cheeseman and Kate Bailey. 
She believes her experience as the Used 

Book Store Exchange assistant manager 
and ASUS Academic Chair for 
Orientation Week ’98 have prepared her 
for the business side of the V-P (Ops) 
position. 

“I got a lot of experience working at 
the UBS. I am now comfortable with the 
idea of budgeting and meeting goals,” 
she said. “Also, being in the [Queen’s] 
Bands, and being an Orientation leader 
have given me a lot of good people 
experience.” 

One of Henry’s major objectives, if 
elected, is to improve the Queen’s Bus-It 
program. “I would like to see the routes 
changed to better accommodate students 

from West Campus, or to make it easier 
for students to get the Cataraqui 
Centre,” she said. “If a higher level of 
service cannot be reached, maybe a look 
should be taken into lowering the fee for 
this service.” 

A major role of the V-P (Ops) is to 
oversee the AMS services, and Henry 
said she. approved of many of the 
changes the services implemented this 
year. “Alfie’s looks great and the 
[Queen’s Pub] is now generating a 
profit,” she said. 

“I would like to see some of the good 
ideas from last year expanded on,” 
Henry said. “For instance an expansion 
of the QP food service menu, or space 
improvements in the [Publishing and 
Copy Centre].” 

Henry said she would like to see the 
AMS do more for students than just offer 
services. “A look must be taken into the 
surpluses acquired this year from the 
Health Plan. It should be determined if 
the extra money was just a product of 
the four per cent enrolment increase or if 
there is a need to lower student fees,” 
she said. 

When questioned about the proposed 
AMS Dental Plan, Henry said, “That 
should be looked at in terms of necessity, 
it might be best to make it an opt-outable 
fee for the first few years.” 

Teamwork and accessibility are two 
issues highly valued by Henry. “I would 
like to see more communication between 
the commissions in the AMS. Increasing 
the interaction and accessibility would 
help to create more of a team atmos¬ 
phere,” she said. “Ideally I would like 
everyone involved to feel a part of the 
AMS team.” 

Quiz Answers: 2. $200,000 total cost 3. approximately S5 million 4. 14 committees 5. Canadian Campus Business Consortium 6. (3x + 7)(2x + 3) or 
5(x + 4)(x + 1) + (x - l)(x - 1) 
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The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

Hey Engineers! 
Catch a glimpse of your future at 
CIRQUE+, Feb 12 & 13 - Holiday 
Inn Kingston. This year's theme 
is “What can do with an Iron 
Ring?” Register now in EngSoc - 
deadline is February 3rd Need 
more info? 
www.engsoc.ca/cirque, or email 
cirque@engsoc. queensu. ca 

Give the Gift of Life. 
Canadian Blood Donor Clinic of 
1999. Grant Hall, February 8 & 9 

for more info., or to volunteer, 
contact Erica at 6ejdl or 531-5266 

Arts Formal Tickets 
Tickets are now on sale at the 
UBS for the Arts and Science '99 
Roaring Twenties Formal, taking 
place on March 6,1999. Tickets 
cost $65 per person, and are 
available until February 19. Get 
them while they last! 

Looking for a JOB this summer? 
CREATE YOUR OWN!! ACE 
presents the STARTING YOUR 
OWN SUMMER BUSINESS 
WORKSHOP - Saturday. 
February 13th from 10:30 to 4:00. 
Contact Kevin at 7kam1 for more 

info. 

AMS Executive 
Open Forums 

Hear the candidates for the AMS 
Executive and the Undergraduate 
Student Trustee speak. 

Hear other people ask them 
questions. Watch them sweat, 
on Tuesday, February 2, 6:00 in 
Victoria Hall. 

Ask them a question and see if 
they squirm on Thurs, Feb 4, @ 6 
p.m. 

The madness continues on 
Monday February 8th @11:30 in 
the Lower Ceilidh.. 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

phone ife AMS CowimtwiMtioHS Commission @ 54^73^/ or emaif Cowffl@amqMeeHSH.cfl 
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Queen's Bands 
Executive Elections 

Nominations are now 
open for all Queen’s 

Bands members 
running for Executive 

positions. 

For more information, contact the 
operations Manager. \ 

The elections smoker will be held 
February 15th, 6-9 pm at the Grad 

Club. The elections will be held 
February 17th 6-8 pm in Wallace 

Hall. 

Uphold a 93 year tradition and 

In Here 
Complaint Policy and 

Procedure Review 

The review of the Senate Harassment 
and Discrimination Complaint Policy 
and Procedure initiated February 1998, 
is nearing completion. Members of the 
Review Committee wish to invite the 
Queen’s community to offer any com¬ 
ments or suggestions about the policy. 

Written responses may be submitted 

to the Senate Office, B400 Macintosh 
Corry Hall, or the Human Rights Office, 
Old Medical Building (e-mail.’ 
hrights@post.queensu.ca). Alternately, 
community members may arrange to 
make verbal submissions to the 
Committee by contacting the HRO at 
533-6886 and making an appointment. 
Deadline for all submissions is March 5. 

Guerilla Girls Speak Out 

The Guerilla Girls will speak on 
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Wallace Hall, John 
Deutsch University Centre. Call 
533-6000, ext. 74816 for details. 

Senate postpones vote 
Continued from page I 

have changed about this country,” Rawal 
said. “Queen’s isn’t accountable to the 
Queen anymore.” 

ASUS representative to Senate Trevor 
Ogle disagreed. He regarded the anthem 
“as a tribute to the history of Queen’s,” 
stating that “recognizing the Queen as 
our official head of state is important.” 

Rawal said a song recognizing the 
Queen of England would have had 
greater importance in past years. “It’s 
time to focus on where Canada is now,” 
Rawal continued. 

“As long as this university is called 
Queen’s University, I think most people 
will know it has its roots in the Queen,” 
he concluded. 

“The whole issue of Canadian unity is 
very important to me,” he said, adding 
he did not think “the message of being 
true to your country” was being commu¬ 
nicated through singing Britain’s 
national anthem. • 

For now, Senate has decided to post¬ 
pone the official vote until SCAP has had 
a chance to review the amendments and 
garner further student response. As of 
yet, the committee has not reconvened. 
Perkin said, however, there is “no doubt 
this [issue] will come forward again.” 

Rawal is not discouraged by the delay. 
“I still think we accomplished a lot,” he 
said, adding that 50 years ago, a Senate 
would probably have voted unanimously 
to retain “God Save the Queen.” 

— with files from Jocelyn Laporte 

ow does 
that grab 

ya ? 

We’re here every day of the week, putting 
together YOUR student newspaper. We write, 

edit, layout, design, take photos, develop them, 
discuss, debate, argue, run around, eat free 

food, suffer from a lack of sleep, and generally 
get things done. 

Come see A^ow we do U. 

Journal Open House 
Tonight, 7:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m. 

272 Earl St. (the bright blue porch) 

Wc II sho-re, some, of 'tko-'t 

f\re,e, foool wUk you. 
Honcsi. 
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No gold in coal mine 
The federal government 

might as well have been burning 

the millions of dollars of taxpay¬ 

ers’ money that has kept the coal indus¬ 

try in Cape Breton alive for so long. 

After 30 years and close to two $2 bil¬ 

lion in government subsidies, the 

crown-owned coal-mining corporation 

Devco is still unproductive and highly 

polluting while the unemployment rate 

in Cape Breton is still high. 

No one will benefit when the 
mines close, least of all the 
1,200 people who will lose 

their jobs. 

Although no one will benefit when 

the mines close, least of all the 1,200 

people who will lose their jobs, the gov¬ 

ernment cannot afford to continue the 

inept policy of pouring more and more 

money into an industry that is not eco¬ 

nomically viable. It should not have 

taken 30 years for the government to 

realize that the initial plan to subsidize 

economic activity and create jobs in 

Cape Breton had failed. Instead of 

switching the emphasis to alternative 

industries, education and job training, 

the federal government continued to 

throw taxpayers’ money at a failing 

industry. 

Now, with one mine closing in two 

years and the other slated to be priva¬ 

tized, the 1,200 workers have few 

options opei) to them. Many of them 

will likely join the ranks of the unem¬ 

ployed in Cape Breton, a demographic 

that is larger today than it was 15 years 

ago. Although the government has ear¬ 

marked millions of dollars for training 

programs, few workers seem optimistic 

about new opportunities. 

These enormous economic and 

human costs to the region could have 

been avoided if the government had 

acted responsibly and pulled the plug 

on Devco years ago. 

The Mounties blow 
Everything seems to be 

blowing up in the RCMP’s face 

these days. This time, however, 

the RCMP literally planted the bomb 

itself. 

The questionable decision to blow 

up a gas well in northern Alberta is only 

the latest blunder by Canada’s national 

police force. The organization is 

already facing considerable scrutiny 

over its role at last year’s APEC confer¬ 

ence and in several conflicts on Native 

reserves. 

The Mounties may have gone too 

far, however, when they conspired with 

the Alberta Energy Company to 

covertly blow up a gas well as part of an 

investigation into eco-terrorism in 

Alberta. The same investigation led to 

the arrests of two environmental 

activists who are charged with conspir¬ 

acy to commit eco-vandalism. Those 

charges may be thrown out, however, 

once the RCMP’s conduct in the case is 

investigated further. 

The bomb that exploded on October 

14 led to a media frenzy and stirred fear 

in the general public. Even if this dis¬ 

honest ploy by the RCMP led to the 

two arrests, it is unacceptable for the 

police to be engaged in such deceitful 

behaviour. It is clearly not appropriate 

in a liberal democracy for the national 

police force to spread false information 

and instill fear in the general public in 

order to catch dissident environmental¬ 

ists. 

Unaware that his own police force 

had set off the bomb, Alberta Premier 

Ralph Klein promised that whomever 

was responsible would be brought to 

justice. He must now respect that 

promise and call for a full public 

inquiry into the actions of the RCMP. 

If the Treasury were to fill old bottles with banknotes, bury them 

at suitable depths in disused coalmines... and leave it to private 

enterprise to dig the notes up again... there need be no more 

unemployment. 

— John Maynard Keynes 

Editorial Board 
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Don’t trust the rodent 
SO, THIS is how IT’S supposed to 

work: at some point today, a 

groundhog will poke its head out of 

its burrow, looking for its elusive shadow. 

Now, pay attention. If the groundhog 

fails to see its shadow, that will mean that 

spring is just around the corner. 

However, if the groundhog does see its 

shadow, we are all condemned to another 

six weeks of winter. 

You will excuse me for thinking that 

we should all give our collective head a 

shake. 

We should all 
give our 
collective 

head a shake. 

First of all, when has spring ever been 

“just around the corner” on February 2? 

Hell, even if there were a mere six weeks 

of winter left as of today, that would rep¬ 

resent the earliest spring arrival in recent 

history. The origins of Groundhog Day 

are somewhat foggy, but doubtless it 

started in a climate much, much warmer 

than ours. 

Furthermore, weather patterns are 

complex entities, determined by the 

Earth’s orbit, oceanographic phenomena, 

local geological formations and a whole 

host of other variables that we are only 

beginning to understand, none of which 

include that diurnal activities of any one 
rodent. 

By now, if you are a reasonable per¬ 

son, you should be thinking that I’m tak¬ 

ing Groundhog Day just a bit too 

seriously. You’d be right, of course. The 

observance of Groundhog Day is pretty 

innocent as far as ridiculous human 

behaviour goes. We look for overcast 

skies, hope for an early spring, the town 

of Wyerton gets its name printed in a 

couple dozen newspapers and we all have 

a good laugh about it. 

What really gets me are the practices 

that are as poorly grounded in reality as 

Groundhog Day but are so ingrained in 

our culture that to point them out as 

lunacy is almost considered heresy. 

Take astrology, for example. It’s easy 

to imagine how astrology began, when 

the night sky seemed as familiar as the 

characters on TV are to us today. But in 

1999, we know that Mars is not the 

bringer of war; it’s a dusty, red planet. 

We know that Orion is not a great 

hunter; it’s a collection of stars that form 

a pattern when viewed from here on 

Earth. That people believe these objects 

can affect their lives, can predict if they’ll 

get that promotion or marry the new guy 

in sales, boggles my mind. 

It’s not that I disapprove of astrology 

per se. If you want to believe that a con¬ 

junction of Venus and Jupiter will cause 

empires to collapse and your skin to 

break out, go ahead. Just stop paying for 

it. Stop supporting companies whose 

mandate is to take money, at a rate of 

$3.95 a minute, from people who believe 

this sort of thing. All they give in remrn 

is a pile of nonsense and intentionally 

vague predictions. 

I do believe that the universe is full of 

mysteries whose surfaces we haven’t even 

begun to scratch. But I refuse to believe 

that any of these mysteries are revealed in 

the morning newspaper alongside the lat¬ 

est edition of Garfield. The universe is 

not that poorly 

designed. ““ 
By John Bowman 
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Who are you 

voting for in the 
upcoming AMS 

elections? 

PHOTOS BY CHERYL CHEUNG - j 

Matthew Coombs 

Artsci ’02 

Karla is voting for!!” 
Paul Pinard 

Sci ’99 

“Whoever Paul is voting for!!” 
Karla Van Wieringen 

Sci ’01 

“Can we mix and match?” 
Ritesh Banerjee Sean Belshaw 

Artsci ’99 Artsci ’99 

sexual health on campus 

Surface responds 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to thank you for 

your editorial “Not fit for 

print”, which appeared in the 

January 29th issue of your pub¬ 

lication. I am very pleased that 

you are concerned for the 

health of Surface Magazine, and 

rhat you are encouraging stu¬ 

dents to come out and join our 

dedicated core of volunteers in 

making Surface a better publica¬ 

tion. My co-editor, Doris 

Ostendorf, and 1, along with 

our hard-working staff, are con¬ 

tinually striving to make Surface 

the best publication it can be. 

In this spirit of giving, I 

would like to encourage 

Queen’s students to donate 

their vast talents not only to 

Surface, but to all campus 

media. Lack of content plagues 

all of us now and again, and we 

at Surface would never think to 

be so greedy as to hoard all of 

the creative juices of Queen’s in 

our own reservoir. 

As one who believes in shar¬ 

ing with others, I should also 

like to point out a few minor 

errors in the editorial in ques¬ 

tion. I hope die unnamed writer 

takes this advice in the spirit in 

which it is offered. This issue 

had only four pages out of a 

possible 16 which concerned 

ih Clinton and Monica 

Lewinsky. The “Man of the 

*ear article, which appeared 

011 Pages 8 and 9, was in fact 

eonLerned with the penis, in all 

its manifestations. 

While 1 realize that Mr. 

Clinton, by many reports, does 

possess a penis, he is certainly 

not the sole bearer of this bur¬ 

den; and, of course, Ms. 

Lewinsky cannot be included in 

the penis-possessing category. 

Lastly, having been the first 

official Copy Editor of Surface, 
a position which was created by 

myself and last year’s editors in 

one of our ongoing efforts to 

improve the publication, 1 feel I 

must remind you that the word 

“asinine” is generally, and cor¬ 

rectly^ spelled with only one “s”. 

In the spirit of volunteering to 

help out our campus media, if 

The Journal decides that it 

needs a Copy Editor as well, 

please let me know and I will be 

happy to render my services to 

you. 

Jennifer Abel 

Co-Editor In Chief, Surface 

Cheung responds 
Dear Editors, 

In the January 20th issue of 

Golden Words, I wrote an opin¬ 

ion piece that was taken by 

some as an attack on some 

potential AMS candidates and 

a show of support for another 

group of candidates. That was 

not my intention, and I apolo¬ 

gize if the article was taken in 

that manner. So, for all the stu¬ 

dents who’ve already decided 

to vote for the ex-Golden 

Words candidates (only offi¬ 

cially in the running the Friday 

Looking at 
Dear Editors, 

This letter addresses the arti¬ 

cle by Laura Maclnnis “Making 

Safe Sex Visible.” First, we 

would like to thank you for 

helping to promote the Sexual 

Health Resource Centre to the 

student population, however 

we want tq clear up a couple of 

misconceptions you made 

about our centre. The SHRC is 

a non-profit information and 

referral service that operates on 

grants from Queen’s and the 

AMS. All our sales are at cost — 

we make no profit from them. 

All of our staff members 

are volunteers, includ¬ 

ing the Executive 

Board, and we all 

commit a large 

part of our free 

time to ensure 

that the SHRC is 

maintaining a 

high level of ser¬ 

vice. As the 

spokespeople for 

the SHRC, we feel it 

necessary to point out 

that in writing your arti¬ 

cle you did not consult 

with the SHRC to find out 

what it is that we in fact do to 

promote ourselves or what 

kinds of limitations Queen’s 

itself places on our ability to 

increase our visibility on cam¬ 

pus. 

Unlike campus groups such 

as the Charity Ball committee, 

the Campus Crusade for Christ, 

Queen’s Musical Theatre and 

many others, the Sexual Health 

Resource Centre is permitted 

only a limited level of advertis¬ 

ing space on campus. We are 

not allowed to put up informa¬ 

tion posters in the residences — 

good luck trying a vending 

machine — let alone advertise¬ 

ments! Many students do not 

know what or where the SHRC 

or Grey House is even though 

the majority of first years stu¬ 

dents walk past it every day on 

their way to class. This is not 

due to lack of trying on the part 

of the SHRC, but due to lack of 

interest in having us involved in 

frosh week events by orienta¬ 

tion leaders. Every year we 

attempted to contact the 

Orientation Committee about 

increasing 

the amount 

of publicity we receive from 

Frosh Week events, but to no 

avail. We are still either misrep¬ 

resented (by Sue Garvey two 

years in a row!) or completely 

left out. It is tough to continue 

hounding Frosh Week leaders 

in order to promote the SHRC 

when we do not receive any 

response. This year a letter was 

sent to the Orientation 

Committee requesting that we 

be the sponsors/supporters of 

the sexual health speaker for 

the next Frosh Week as .this 

year’s presentation was mis¬ 

leading and did not mention 

most of the very important sex¬ 

ual health resources available to 

students — including misrepre¬ 

sentation of the SHRC as the 

“Sex Centre." We’ve heard no 

reply. At the very least Gaels, 

Bosses, Frees...etc., should be 

strongly encouraged to bring 

their groups through the Grey 

House especially if they have 

not been there themselves. 

As you yourself seem to be 

misled in regards to what we 

actually do at the SHRC, we 

thought you might like to 

know. So far this year 

we have given about 

ten teach in ses¬ 

sions to diverse 

community 

organizations, 

including 

many sec- 

on d a r y 

schools in the 

area as well as 

for Kingston 

H I V / A I D S 

Regional Services, 

Peer Health, 

KLGBA, Con-Ed stu¬ 

dents, and Adelaide Hall. 

We have taken part in both of 

the Sidewalk Sales on campus, 

the Health Fair in the JDUC, 

World AIDS Day, the upcoming 

Health and the Environment 

Conference and the sponsor¬ 

ship of the December 6th 

memorial section of The 

Journal. 

We have held “holiday” sales 

for Hallowe’en and Christmas, 

and are planning our 

Valentine’s Day sale at present. 

We have a Valentine’s Day 

Continued on page 10 

How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

I etween University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 
bilE IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

There's no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

We’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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OPEN FORUMS 

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 2nd, 1999 
VICTORIA HALL @ 6:00 p.m 

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 3rd, 1999 
JDUC @ 4:00p.m 

WHO SHOULD BE THE NEXT 
ASUS EXECUTIVE? 

_ Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 

Editor-in-chief candidates 

Open forum 
Meet the candidates running for 

editor-in-chief of The Queen’s journal 

All Queen’s 
students, staff, 
and faculty are 
welcome 

5$ 

Sunday, February 7 
Noon - 2 p.m. 

The Journal house — 272 Earl St. 

Continued from page 9 

after the opinion piece came out), I break 

my voodoo magic over you! And to the 

students who’ve decided to shun the 

other group of candidates (who were not 

identified or singled-out as candidates in 

the article), on the direction of an obvi¬ 

ously humourous opinion piece in a satir¬ 

ical newspaper, I reverse the sorcery I 

apparently cast, and return your will to 

you. And to everyone else, I’m sorry that 

The Journal editorial board twisted my 

opinion and made you think that what I 

wrote was different than what I meant. 

The worst thing that could happen 

right now is for the students of Queen’s 

to have their vote dictated to them by any 

of the campus media. That’s not what 

we’re here for. Queen’s students are all 

intelligent people, and we can usually 

think for ourselves. If we couldn't, we 

wouldn't be at Queen’s. So even though 

the only apparent qualification to run in 

this election is to get 600 people to sign a 

piece of paper with your name at the top, 

we should remember that the AMS is a 

multi-million dollar organization. If we 

don’t put some independent, intelligent 

thought into who we vote for, then we 

might just end up with a smack cranker as 

president. And just so I can avoid another 

editorial aimed at me, I don’t necessarily 

mean that a junkie AMS team (if there’s 

one out there) would be a bad thing. Just 

a suspiciously large portion of the budget 

might be filed under the heading “supply¬ 

ing the AMS exec with an enormous 

mountain of heroin.” 

The whole reason I wrote the opinion 

piece was because The Journal incorrectly 

reported the position of certain GW staff 

In response to my opinion piece. The 

Journal editorial said that I “attempted” 

to castigate them for an error in a news 

story, whilst trying to avoid mentioning 

they screwed up. If pointing out that The 

Journal didn’t bother to check an easily- 

verifiable fact (page 2 of every issue of 

GW!) is an attempt, then I guess you 

could say that Mark David Chapman 

“attempted” to kill John Lennon! 

David Cheung 

Golden Words Editor 

Analogy is insensitive 
Dear Editors, 

In Tuesday’s Globe and Mail, histo¬ 

rian Allan Levine rightly asserts that “the 

Jews and only the Jews of Europe were 

victims of a systematic annihilation that 

the world had not seen before then or 

since.” In the same day’s Journal, Sindi 

Sabourin invokes an analogy between 

abortion and the “moral[ity]...of...Nazi 

Germans.” 

Any comparison to the ideology that 

spawned the Holocaust clearly trivializes 

the most horrific act of genocide in the 

history of the world. I can only assume 

that Ms. Sabourin would hesitate to tell 

my grandmother that she is only as 

moral as the people who starved and 

enslaved her for 5 years and murdered 

her entire family. Ms. .Sabourin’s com¬ 

ments are offensive and ignorant and 

deny the truth about the Holocaust. She 

owes a lot of people an apology. 

Gabriel Desjardins 

Sci ’99 

eilEDl'SUIBTfBirurBHKIOl 

9 ECE 
umnxu t cBwfuii Eramtis 

Electrical Engineering 

UNDERGRADUATE ORIENTATION 

Walter Light Hall, Room 205 

Monday, February 8,1999 
7:00- 9:30 p.m. 

Orientation Program 

♦ The Discipline and Career Opportunities 
♦ Electrical Engineering Curriculum 
♦ Electrical and Computer Engineering Club Activities 
♦ Demonstrations and Displays 
♦ Discussions with ECE Faculty, Stall and Students 
♦ Refreshment 

Communication Systems 
Conlrol Systems and Power Electronics 
Microelectronics 
Signal Processing 

programs "lfblfon^™1it^i0^ ECE Und^graduale 
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Letter ef the Week 

P3ge9 
ker ar Alfie’s planned in February, 

bn I .ve are sponsoring Sue Johansen to 

3(1 v lt Queen’s in early March. We’ve 

SPfcntlv taken on the task of writing reg- 

r<j iv f0r The Journal in order to help 

eid the safer sex word. All of this in 

Edition to staffing our office six days a 

J l from 9:30 am to 7:30 pm Monday 

' Thursday, 9:30 am to 5:30 pm 

Fridays, and 11:30 am to 3:30 pm 

Saturdays. We have also introduced 

brand new pamphlets and which include 

information about our increased prod- 

uCt |ine, different STI’s and birth control 

method's — we try to keep them distrib¬ 

uted around campus and the community 

and they can be found at the Infobank, 

the AMS front office, The Student 

Health Centre, the Women’s Clinic at 

KGH, St. Lawrence College, HARS, 

Club 477 and KFLA. If you haven’t seen 

them then drop by and pick one up — 

while you’re there we’d be happy to 

show you our new handouts that are up- 

to-date free pages with information 

about a variety of sexual health topics. 

The safer sex vending 
machines which Miss 

Maclnnis proposes are an 
idealized proposition which 

she might want to put a little 
more thought into. 

The safer sex vending machines 

which Miss Maclnnis suggests are an 

idealized proposition which she might 

want to put a little more thought into. 

First of all, the SHRC does not have the 

budget to fund such a huge task, nor do 

we have the staff to care for and upkeep 

these machines (we are all volunteers 

and mostly full-time students). Secondly, 

as stated above, we are not even allowed 

to put up posters in residences. 

Condoms and information bookmarks 

about the Centre were given to all of the 

Dons at the Don Resource Fair in a cute 

envelope to be placed on each Don’s 

door courtesy of the SHRC. The vend¬ 

ing machines in the bottom of Victoria 

Hall already stock condoms and men- 

Sr?H I1 thc convenience of 

lid™ Wh° wish to access th™- 

other 'f Want “H C°ndoms 

they ca n K “? Prod“C‘S at cost the" 
he SHRrUy ‘he Grc>' Housc * 

and have any questions about 

answ T’ °r °ther rclated issu« 
answered at the same rime in a personal 

setting with a knowledgeable, non-iudg- 

mental volunteer. Sometimes products 

hat seem easy to use (ie. Pregnancy 

tests, Keepers, etc.) generate a lot of 

q“stl0ns, and concerns. These can be 
addressed and even demonstrated right 

in the SHRC. This far surpasses buying 

safer sex products from a vending 

machine. The trained SHRC volunteers 

are there to answer any questions about 

the products you buy, something a 

machine cannot offer even with added 

information pamphlets. Also, Miss 

Maclnnis suggests the Keeper, an alter¬ 

native menstrual product sold at the 

SHRC as a potential candidate for sale 

in these vending machines. The Keeper 

costs $40, comes in two sizes and has a 

three month money-back guarantee. It 

would certainly be interesting to watch 

some hapless woman feed $40 worth of 

quarters into a machine, and better still, 

to watch her try to return her Keeper to 

a machine. There are just some roles 

which human beings are better suited to 

fill. 

Finally, the members of the SHRC do 

not believe that “the prominence of sex- 

related programs and services on cam¬ 

pus encourage liberal attitudes...” We 

support and encourage open communi¬ 

cation about sex and sexuality. Learning 

about safer sex is accomplished through 

special programs and activities, but 

mostly from talking to friends and part¬ 

ners. The SHRC simply offers a helpful 

resource where you can go to have your 

questions answered in a non-judgmental 

confidential setting. 

I believe students do not feel com¬ 

fortable entering the Grey House — 

they may not be able to buy our safer sex 

products, but they can always have their 

questions answered through our confi¬ 

dential phone line (533-2959). We do 

not believe that people who are intimi¬ 

dated by entering the Grey House are 

going to opt for purchasing products 

from a public vending machine. If any¬ 

thing, the Grey House is a safe and wel¬ 

coming place where most of the 

organizations located within are confi¬ 

dential services. It is not up to the SHRC 

solely to educate university students 

about safer sex — it is also up to them 

individually to have their specific ques¬ 

tions answered. We hope this clears up 

what the SHRC is all about for any stu¬ 

dents who were misled, misinformed or 

simply did not know about us. We wel¬ 

come any and all students and Kingston 

residents to our centre. 

Hannah Varto 

External Educator, SHRC 

Nicole Bell 

Co-Director, SHRC 

Give 
Winter 
the 
Boot. 
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Letters To 
THE EDITORS POLICY 

Thc Editors of The Journal want 

to hear from readers. All letters 

must include thc writer’s name, - 

signature, and telephone num¬ 

ber. Any letter that is legible, 

legal, and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and direct 

as possible will have a better 

chance of publication. Drop off 

letters to Thc Journal House, 

272 Earl St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.quecnsu.ca. 

The Roots Tuff Chukka Boot 
Regular $150.00 

D |j fj TO NOW $129." 

KINGSTON 
Waterproof Leather 
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- Canadian Made 
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Hab Influedza? 
It’s influenza season again. Headaches, sore muscles, fever, 

chills and a cough from influenza can be downright nasty. 

Feel like helping? 
Kingston General Hospital and Queen's University researchers 

are working on a new drug to defeat this infection. We are 

looking for two types of participants: 

Group One 
Children ages 5-12, with 

parental approval, who arc 

normally healthy with a 

fever and typical influenza 

symptoms that many 

include: joint/muscle 

aches or pains, headache, 

cough, sore throat. 

Group Two 
Adults and adolescents age 12 and up witli 

a fever and typical influenza symptoms 

that many include: joinl/muscle aches or 

pains, headache, cough, sore throat who 

also have a history of asthma (and have 

used asthma medicines in the last year) 

OK have chronic broncliiiis / chrome 

obstructive lung disease. 

Please call as soon as you feel these symptoms 

531-SICK (7425) 
or your family doctor to find out if you qualify. 

KG I 
KINGSTON 
GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 
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Allegations that the original Paul McCartney actually M 
died in a motor vehicle wreck in 1966 and was ' ^ 
replaced by an impostor have mystified the public 
since they leaked into the media in 1969. 
Was it: 

l The greatest cover-up ever? 

2. A Beatle hoax intended for fun and/or publicity? 
1 A fictitious product of an overzealous fan’s imagination? 

By Sean Springer 

Detroit underground station 

WKNR-FM is believed to have 

started the McCartney madness on 

October 12, 1969. As Gary R. Patterson 

explains in his book The Walrus was Paul, 
a caller identifying himself only as “Tom” 

urged DJ Russ Gibb to listen closely to the 

fadeouts of certain Beatles’ songs. It was 

these fadeouts that seemed to suggest to 

Gibb and a large number of conspiratists 

that the true Paul McCartney was no 

longer among the living. 

Everyone became highly suspicious. 

The media swiftly dissected the macabre 

scandal — highlights were a Life magazine 

cover story and a television special featur¬ 

ing an interview with Peter Asher (brother 

of McCartney’s one-time fianede Jane 

Asher) and Beatles’ manager Allen Klein. 

Certain cryptic lyrics and symbolic 

jacket designs off Beatles’ albums convinc¬ 

ingly suggested that while driving home in 

his Aston Martin late one night in 

November of 1966, after an argument 

with the Beatles at Abbey Road studios, 

Paul McCartney was decapitated in a car 

crash. Some believe that Paul picked up a 

female hitchhiker named “Rita,” as taken 

from the song “Lovely Rita,” where 

IcCartney sings “Took her home. I 

nearly made it.” Biographies of 

McCartney also recounted a motorbike 

I Do the hyacinths over the grave spell out Paul? 

Paul is suited in a black 

| walrus suit: The walrus is 

:en as a harbinger of 

death in some 

Scandinavian countries. 

gm ■ 

_ 
crash on November 9, 1966 which may 

have resulted in facial scars that prompted 

the Beatle to grow a moustache for the 

group’s next album with new material, 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. 

If McCartney did, in fact, die in some 

motor vehicle accident, then a “new” 

McCartney might explain the group’s 

alternative approach to pop music taken 

on in Beatles’ albums from 1967 to 1969. 

Perhaps, as Patterson proposes, 

Beatlemaniacs were only too zealous to 

hop onto the Paul is Dead gravy train in 

order to provide a sufficient explanation 

for the group’s musical progression from 

one-hit wonders like “Love Me Do" to 

the artistic styling of “A Day in the Life." 

The Deity: 

John Lennon 

McCartney’s death could also explain 

why the Beatles performed their final 

show as a group in San Francisco’s 

Candlestick Park on August 19, 1966 and 

began to shy away from the public’s eye. 

Many believed that the Beatles may have 

been forced to forego public appearances 

at the risk of exposing McCartney’s 

impostor. 

And if it were true, just who was, and 

remains to be, this impostor? A relative? A 

genetically-engineered clone? The most 

widely-accepted explanation is that the 

winner from a Paul McCartney look-alike 

contest, an actor named William 

Campbell, underwent plastic surgery and 

became the new Paul McCartney. And, by 

an amazing coincidence, Campbell also 

possessed McCartney’s musical brilliance 

and an identical singing voice. 

It’s a stretch, but then, most of these 

clues require a leap of faith. If the “Great 

Beade Death” is an X-file, you can mark it 

under X for X-citing and X-aggerated. 

The clues that follow have been fil¬ 

tered by using a scale oT absurdity. Only 

the clues that meet the semi-absurd 

requirements are mentioned. 

THE MAGICAL 
MYSTERY ALBUMS 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band 
released June I, 1967 

In JUNE OF 1967, the Beatles rocked 

popular culture with one of the greatest 

rock ’n roll albums of all time, Sgt. 

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band and if 

any single album was proof that the 

Beatles were unequivocally trying to 

spread a McCartney conspiracy theory, 

this is the album. 

The cover, for instance, is frothing with 

clues. Over the head of the new-look 

McCartney, who sports a slick new mous¬ 

tache (possibly to conceal scars of plastic 

surgery?) notice the hanging hand, which 

can be interpreted as a symbol for death as 

it is in certain Eastern cultures. Notice 

also that the instrument Paul plays is a 

black English horn while the other mem¬ 

bers play golden horns. Also, the four 

Beatles and their wax)' counterparts to 

their immediate right take on a solemn 

demeanour as they stand in front the 

grave of what could symbolise the late 

Beatle. 

Look closely at the yellow hyacinths, 

which appear to take the form of a left- 

handed bass guitar (Paul’s instrument). 

They also appear to spell “Paul?” which 

might be asking the rhetorical quesdon: Is 

this the grave of McCartney? 

The “O" after BEATLES makes: BE AT 

LESO — Lcso is rumored to be a Greek island 
that Leonon purchased for McCartney’s burial. 

Above, though the red hyacinths spells 

“Beatles” to the average observer, conspir- 

arists have noriced an “o” after Beatles, 

which spells: “BE AT LESO.” Leso is 

believed to be a mysterious underwater 

Greek island that Lennon had purchased 

for the final burial of McCartney. Did 

conspirarists become so disillusioned by 

the McCartney scandal that they resorted 

to fusing the legend of Atlantis with Paul? 

Ambitious conspiratists also point out 

the car on the leg of the doll and suggest 

that it symbolises the Aston Martin that 

McCartney may have been driving on the 

night of his death. Next to the doll also 

lies a bloody driving glove. 

The cover’s strangest clue by far lies on 

the drumhead bearing the album’s ride. 

When placing a mirror in the centre of the 

drum horizontally, a hidden message is 

revealed: 

ref" 

! 0HFJ >C fftriBIC 
ML \ i^i ^ 

1L PU3USHEO BY SIMON & SCHUSTER 

I ONE IX HE ♦ DIE 

which the conspirarist would interpret to 

say: Eleven nine (the date of McCartney’s 

alleged death) HE (the diamond points 

directly at McCartney) DIE. 

One of the more famous clues is one 

that most Ontarians will spot and say, 

“That’s not a clue! It’s a police badge!” 

One of the inset album photos has the 

Beatles sitting facing the camera with Paul 

bearing a badge that appears to say 

“OPD,” an acronym for Officially 

Pronounced Dead. Ontarians, of course, 

would recognise the arm-crest from cer¬ 

tain highway patrollers and observe that 

the D is really a cut-off P and that the 

badge reads “OPP,” which is an acronym 

for our favourite group of public servants, 

the Ontario Provincial Police. Look 

closely and you should also see a severed 

stitching of Ontario’s crest. 

Aside from the album jacket’s artwork, 

lyrical references to the conspiracy are 

evident. Paul sings on the album’s title 

song: 

“Now let we introduce to you 

The one and only Billy Shears 

And Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 

Band!” 

Is McCartney introducing his new self, 

William Shears — a poetic pseudonym for 

William Campbell? 

Continued on next page 
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Continued from last page 

The last track on the album, 

"A Day in the Life" contained 

these lines: 

He blew bis mind out in a cur 

He didn't notice that the lights 

bad changed 

A crowd of people stood and 

stared 

They’d seen bis face before 

Do these lyrics refer to 

McCartney’s tragic accident? Is 

McCartney the recognisable face 

who “blew his mind out in a 

Magical Mystery Tour 
released December 8, 1967 

"The Magical Mystery Tour is 

dying to take yon away 

Dying to take you away 

Take you today!” 

— off “Magical Mystery Tour” 

According to Patterson, in 

certain Scandinavian countries, 

the walrus is seen as a harbinger 

of death. On the cover, one of 

the Beatles (believed to be Paul) 

poses in a black walrus costume. 

Also, some fans have claimed 

that if the album were reflected 

upside down in a mirror, the 

large yellow stars in BEATLES 

spell out a mystery phone num¬ 

ber supposed to hold additional 

clues to the case. A photo inside 

die album jacket shows a pair of 

shoes that appear to be covered 

in blood to the right of Ringo’s 

drumhead, which reads “Love 

the 3 Beatles.” A shoeless Paul 

stands to the right of the shoes, 

which is is significant, as the dead 

are often buried barefoot in 

Eastern societies. 

“A spooky backward 
track [on “Revolution 
9"] also appears when 
a man’s voice screams 
over and over again, 

‘Let me Out!”’ 

The song “I am the Walrus” 

contained a few lyrical references 

to Paul’s death: 

I am he as .you are be as you are 

me and we are all together. 

Did the Beatles act alone in 

hiding Paul’s death from the 

public? 

What is he dead? 

Bury my body! 

O, untimely death! 

Just one week, eh? 

ff) for a year or a Te^ 

Hey FROSH! 
There are a myriad of opportunities 
for you to study abroad anywhere in the world 

Discover your destination at an info session featurinq: 
* Canadian and International Exchanges 

4- Video presentation on the International 
Study Centre (ISC) at Herstmonceux, UK 

4- Present and former exchange students and 
former ISC students on hand to share their 
experiences 

4- Free refreshments 

Wed 10 Feb @ Brockington Hall main common room 

Wed 17 Feb @ Leonard Hall East common room 

All sessions are from 7-8pm 

Co-ordinator. University Exchanges and International Study 
533-6000 ext 75379 intstudy@post.queensu.ca 

r HA1UKUj 

You can hear Shakespearean 

actors reciting these lines from a 

BBC production of King Lear as 

the song fades out. 

Goo goo g’joob 

John Lennon is believed to 

have taken these lines from 

James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake — 

the last words of Humpty 

Dumpty before his great fall. 

Some fans also claim that dur¬ 

ing the fade-in and fade-out of 

“Strawberry Fields Forever a 

voice screams “I buried Paul! 

The White Album 
released November 22, 1968 

We WERE TOLD that Lennon 

was the walrus via “I Am the 

Walrus;” however, in "Glass 

Onion” what exactly did Lennon 

imply when he sang “Here’s 

another clue for you all, the 

Walrus was Paul!”? Lennon’s 

clue for us all might be an empty 

remark admitting that it w 

McCartney who wore the walrus 

suit on the previous album cover, 

not Lennon. Years later in an 

interview Lennon claimed that 

the lyric was an irrelevant joke. 

During the fadeout of George 

Harrison's “While my guitar gen¬ 

tly weeps,” an eerie voice is 

believed to be heard uttering 

“Paul, Paul.” Some conspiratists 

purport that this could be 

Harrison’s way of mourning for 

the late Beatle. 

Furthermore, when the open¬ 

ing fade-in lyrics “Number nine, 

number, number nine...” of .the 

song “Revolution 9” are 

reversed, we hear the line “Turn 

me on dead man.” 

Patterson writes “A spooky 

backward track [on “Revolution 

9”] also appears when a man’s 

voice screams over and over 

again, 'Let me Out!’ ‘Let me 

Out!’ This follows what appears 

to be the sounds of a terrible col¬ 

lision and the sounds of crackling 

flames.” 

Further mysterious backward 

recordings were found on the 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $349 

Winnipeg from $239 

Halifax from $249 

Saint John from $329 

St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 
to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail's 6-Pak 
/ Up to 12 flights a day 
/ New Air Canada Sendee 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long HauVOroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.odyssey-lravcLcom 
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White Album. Conspiratists hold 

that the murmuring right before 

‘Blackbird,’ when played back¬ 

ward is saying ‘Paul is dead now, 

miss him, miss him, miss him! 

What we don’t have is 
any solid evidence 

besides the biographies 
that place McCartney 
in a motorcycle crash 
on November 9, 1966. 

Continuing with the theme of 

death, the colour white is the 

colour of mourning in certain far 

Eastern cultures and inside the 

album jacket, various photos of 

Paul depict the cute Beatle in 

post-mortem states. One photo 

show's Paul, eyes-closed in a bath- 

rub, appearing to lie almost life¬ 

less. The four Beatles also pose in 

individual frames and Paul’s 

photo reveals scars on his upper 

lip. Perhaps, as some conspir¬ 

atists hold, these were the scars 

of an impostor who underwent 

plastic surgery to mask his true 

identity. 

Abbey Road 
released September 26, 1969 

Is A FUNERAL in progress on the 

cover? Draped in a white suit on 

the cover is Lennon, who 

appears to represent the church 

“or even the deity—white, of 

course, being the traditional 

color of mourning in many 

Eastern cultures.” (Patterson 

134) Following Lennon is the 

funeral’s priest or undertaker, 

Ringo, strutting in a traditional, 

black suit. Next is the barefoot 

McCartney (“In a number of 

societies, corpses are buried 

without their shoes.”) walking 

with his eyes closed and holding 

the coffin s nail in his right hand 

(a cigarette) which is particularly 

strange since McCartney is left- 

handed. McCartney is also out of 

step with the other three Beatles. 

Grubby George Harrison 

anchors the fab four as the 

labouring gravedigger. 

Looking closely over the 

shoulder of Harrison at the 

hcensc plate of the parked 

Volkswagen “Beetle,” we sec the 

"epitaph:" LMW 28IF," possibly 

an acronym for “Linda 

McCartney Weeps. 28 (years old) 

it (Paul had lived).” Though Paul 

was actually 27 when the Abbey 

Koad covet was shot, it's a clue 

that makes you go hmmm... 

Let it Be 
released May 8, 1970 

Underlined with a stark, 

black design suitable for a mor¬ 

bid motif, this album cover bla¬ 

tantly distinguishes Paul’s image 

as it is set against a blood-red 

backdrop. This contrasts sharply 

with John, George and Ringo’s 

pure white backdrops. Notice 

also that while three of the 

Beatles are depicted in side pro¬ 

file gazing off to the left, 

McCartney’s frontal visage eerily 

faces directly into the camera. Is 

it entirely coincidental that 

McCartney is always the odd 

Beatle out? Think back to the 

covers of Sgt. Pepper’s, Magical 

Mystery Tour and Abbey Road 

where Paul is set off from the 

other three Beatles. 

So WHAT’S UP with all these 

bizarre clues suggesting that Paul 

McCartney died about seven 

months before the release of Sgt. 

Pepper’s and was replaced by an 

impostor? With enough conjec¬ 

ture from the morbid elements 

off Beatle records and album 

covers to cloak them in an aura 

of mystique and mythology, it’s 

believable to assume that it was a 

hoax that proliferated even more 

consumer interest in the Fab 

Four. As for the zealous conspir- 

atist, well, there isn’t any solid 

evidence besides the biographies 

that place McCartney in a 

motorcycle crash on November 

9, 1966. 

What’s remarkable is not the 

possibility that Paul McCartney 

is really some handsome chap 

named Billy Shears or William 

Campbell, rather it’s the abnor¬ 

mally vast number of “death 

clues,” which can be coalesced 

into one extraordinary “Paul is 

Dead” conspiracy theory. 

The clues are hardly a wacky 

coincidence — given their abun¬ 

dance — and can be traced back 

to this McCartney admission o 

guilt (in reference to the “Free as 

a Bird” video that contains 

numerous references to P‘lSt 

Beatles works) in a conversation 

with the ABC radio network M 

1995: “We used to make a game 

of putting little clues in all out 

music.back then...” 

Care to elaborate, Paul? 

The real Sean Springer was suck« 

into a vacuum cleaner when he wa: 
13 and was replaced by the b as tar 

son of Richard Simmons.. 
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S ports Fitness 
Queen’s b-ball puts on show 

DENVER REPEATS 

l„ what seemed like a fore¬ 

gone conclusion, the Denver 

Broncos defeated the upstart 

Atlanta Falcons 34-19 in Super 

Bowl XXXIIi- The game, 

which was held in Miami, 

served as a venue for Broncos’ 

quarterback John Ehvay to lay 

claim to the title of greatest 

quarterback of all time. Elway, 

uho was named Super Bowl 

MVP, threw for 336 yards, one 

touchdown and ran for 

another. The ageless wonder 

has yet to confirm or deny 

reports that this was his last 

TAYLOR GETS HIS DUE 

Speaking of Canton, Ohio, 

five players were inducted into 

tlie Hall of Fame this week¬ 

end. The players were line¬ 

backer Lawrence Taylor, 

running back Eric Dickerson, 

tight end Ozzie Newsome, 

offensive guard Tom Mack 

and old-timer Billy Shaw. The 

most controversial of the five 

was first-ballot inductee 

Taylor, who revolutionized the 

linebacking position. Many 

believed that his problems off 

the field, including a very pub¬ 

lic drug problem, should keep 

him out of the football shrine. 

It is clear that the voters were 

able to do the right thing and 

elect Taylor on his merits as a 

football player, and ignore his 

flaws as a person. 

Aussie excitement 

The least publicized of the ten¬ 

nis Grand Slam events, the 

Australian Open, ended with a 

familiar female champion and 

an unlikely men’s champ, 

lonica Hingis won her third 

consecutive Australian Open 

singles crown with a straight 

sets victory over muscular 

tench star Amelie Mauresmo. 

lhe ‘Swiss Miss’, who is 18- 

>ears old, complemented her 

Singles win with her rhird con¬ 

secutive Aussie Open doubles 

'v>n, this time with partner 

vna Kournikova. Russian 

vgeny Kafelnikov won his 

eond Grand Slam title by 

outlasting Swede Thomas 

Kafelnikov, who also 

n th French Open in 1996 

t le lttec^ from the absence of 

e|f ‘jan Pete Sampras, who 
c ed to rest during this time. 

^Christmas came early... 
AtU.ua Falcon Eugene 

0llns°n would get a do 

,ov«for Saturday night. 
e media would give 

t| e?)Cl Yashin a break until 

• AM , tS arC clear. 
k lfCt<:s would show one 

‘ of the joi de vivre 

Fi'°nstrated by John 

loZY 3fter the Super 

The hard way: Duncan Cowan (#11) takes the ball to the hole. 

Men lose heartbreaker in 
front of huge crowd 

By Neate Sager 

The Queen's men’s basket¬ 

ball team absorbed a heart¬ 

breaking setback last weekend, 

losing a 77-74 thriller to the 

Ryerson Rams before a lively 

crowd at Bartlett Gymnasium 

on Friday evening. 

Ryerson 77 
Queen’s 74 

The loss was a bitter pill to 

swallow for the Gaels. “Other 

than the turnovers, I didn’t have 

a problem with what those guys 

did,” commented Queen’s Head 

Coach Scott Meeson, adding, 

“It was an exciting game and we 

had a great crowd... 1 haven’t 

seen the gym as full.” 

The Tricolour came sadisti¬ 

cally close to winning. With 52 

seconds remaining and Ryerson 

ahead by one point, standout 

forward Derek Richardson, 

who turned in a gallant effort 

with 19 points, 10 rebounds 

and seven assists in 37 minutes, 

went to the foul line, only to 

miss both shots. In the dying 

seconds, forward Peter Stelter 

missed badly on a three-pointer 

from the right corner. 

“[Ryerson’s] quickness hurt 

us, and we didn’t hit some 

shots,” remarked Meeson, 

whose club, in addition to com¬ 

mitting 28 turnovers, made only 

one of 14 three-point attempts. 

“We tried to play their 

[faster-paced] game,” concurred 

Richardson. “They were able to 

dictate the tempo.” 

lead changes. Queen’s emerged 

with a 35-34 lead, emanating 

from a 13-2 run midway 

through the half sparked by piv- 

otman John Purdy, who had 

game highs of 22 points and 13 

rebounds. After returning from 

intermission, the Gaels opened 

an eight-point lead early in the 

second half, whereupon a resur¬ 

gent Ryerson quickly pulled 

even, led by guards Jan-Michael 

Nation (20 points) and Ben 

Gorham, who scored 11 of his 

17 points from the foul line. 

“We’re not done by 
any stretch of the 

imagination... these 
guys have played very 

good basketball.” 

—Head Coach 
Scott Meeson 

Stifling D: Deanah Shelley pressures a Ryerson point guard. 
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Women continue their 
winning ways 

By Neate Sager time buzzer, Ryerson received a 

ray of hope, as guard Miruva 

The Queen’s women’s bas- Muller (18 points, six steals) hit 

ketball team scored an impor- a prayer from beyond the arc, 

tant victory Friday evening at pulling the visitors within seven 

Bartlett Gym, dispatching the points, at 39-32. 

Ryerson Rams 76-66. With the 

win, the Gaels, now 8-4, 

remained on the heels of 

second-place Toronto in the 

QUA East division standings. 

Queen’s 76 
Ryerson 66 

“I felt we did a good job 

against [Ryerson point guard] 

Brian Smith,” said Meeson, “but 

Gorham was huge for them in 

getting to the line 15 times.” 

As time waned, and the visi¬ 

tors generally controlling the 

pace, the Gaels battled res¬ 

olutely, twice briefly pulling 

ahead, only to have Ryerson 

quickly reply. With 1:09 

remaining, Stelter converted a 

driving layup, courtesy of a deft 

pass from off guard Brendan 

Byrne to tie the score at 74. 

Ryerson then went ahead to stay 

with 53 seconds remaining, on a 

free throw by guard Rob 

Armstrong that presaged 

Please see Tough on page 16 

“It wasn’t our best perfor¬ 

mance... we played well in 

spurts,” commented Queen’s 

Head Coach Dave Wilson, who 

partially attributed his team’s 

inconsistent play to a recent 

spate of illness and injury. “We 

got into problems at times with 

our substitution pattern... not 

knowing how long some people 

can play.” 

During the initial stages of 

the contest, as Ryerson opened 

a seven-point lead after 12 min¬ 

utes, the Gaels’ were kept afloat 

by Wendy Moon, who in her 

return from a shoulder injury, 

scored 10 of the Tricolour’s 

first 18 points. 

After settling down, the 

Gaels jelled during the final 

eight minutes of the half, 

embarking on a 16-0 run that 

would give them everlasting 

control of the proceedings. This 

run was spurred by a combina¬ 

tion of stifling defence and 

dead-eye shooting. The 

onslaught was highlighted by a 

pair of treys by both Steph 

‘long range’ Glancey and 

Andrea Thompson. At the half- 

Ryerson would draw 
within striking 

distance, only to have 
the Gaels rebuff each 
thrust, controlling the 
glass at both ends of 

the floor. 

Opening the second half, the 

Gaels ripped off an 8-0 run to 

open a commanding lead, hold¬ 

ing Ryerson scoreless until five 

minutes after intermission. For 

the duration of the game, 

momentum oscillated between 

the two teams; Ryerson would 

draw within striking distance, 

only to have the Gaels rebuff 

each thrust, controlling the 

glass at both ends of the floor. 

The home team eventually 

accumulated a whopping 20 

offensive rebounds, and refused 

to gag at the charity stripe 

down the stretch, making 24 of 

29 foul shots. 

With Rams defenders chal¬ 

lenging every Gaels’ pass in 

hope of a steal and a subsequent 

fast-break bucket, che host side 

capitalized on their desperation 

with clever ball movement. 

“That was where we moved the 

ball exceptionally well... we 

gave [RyersonJ an opportunity 

to make mistakes,” commented 

Wilson, noting the number of 

uncontested layups the Gaels 

Please see Less on page 16 
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Following 
Women's hockey 
The women’s hockey ream’s 

slim playoff hopes are close to 

fading away. This past weekend 

the Gaels suffered back-to-back 

shutouts at the hands of the 

Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks. 

On Friday night, the Gaels were 

defeated 3-0 in a game thar was a 

lot closer than the final score. 

Hawks’ goalie Charmaine Boteju 

came up big time after time and 

refused to be beaten. She entered 

the game with a 1.93 GAA with 

a mere 11 goals in six games. On 

Saturday afternoon, Boteju’s 

dominance continued as she shut 

down the anemic Queen’s 

offence by a count of 2-0. 

Despite the lack of goal scor¬ 

ing, the effort by all players was 

present and this can be taken as a 

positive. The Gaels peppered 

Boteju with shots but were sim- 

In the game 
„ O _5 „ , 

the ever evolving Queen’s sporting ^eat!Kmimber 
ply unable to beat the talented individual events. In the^teara ^‘"J^ingTnfour tightly 

goaltender. If the effort remains event. Queen s and Ri | team is now offi¬ 
ce same level, and the Gaels havetobac,|.tourapgeah fa* from playoff 

start getting some breaks, per- other in both foil and sabre in ciau) 

haps the York Yeowomen can be order to qualify as one of the 

caught and the final playoff spot three teams promoted to the 
, £• ,1, Uu nnoprH womens 

will belong to Queen’s 

Fencing 

Queen’s University hosted 

Part 1 of the OUA Fencing 

Championships during the week¬ 

end of January 23 and 24. 

Fencers from Queen’s 

University fared well in this first. 

The squad hit the road and 

PHOTO BY BOB 

finals. The Queen's women's 

epee team destroyed its opposi- 

lion and will go directly to the . m , joy 

finals as the top team leaving this J t|u,lr trip. The 

’TL.' s competition held on re.vm lost to York « on May 

Sunday, 11 out of a possible 12 night and follow d d a, di«P 

Queen's individual men won a pointing 11-8 defeat aw 

spot in Part 2. Four top four pet- one in Sudbury . 8 

formances were provided by Laurentian. Despi .’ 

of1 tyvOKCtionals lead ing to the Queen's fencers Alexander the team « ” 

OUA finals. Women participated Johnstone and Bruce Precious in "onUgpZ ; 
on Saturday and all 12 Queen’s sabre, Matthieu Pinard in epee, the OUA Mid-East chi @9- 

representatives in foil, epee and and Charles Peng in foil. In the e e ' I 
sabre advanced to the Part 2 men's team events, the Queen's University for ™o Barnes tin 

Individual Even,. Queen's sabre team was promoted weekend, and they knew u 

fencers Andrea Sommer in ep£e directly to the finals, as was the well that a sweep \\< 

and Catherine Ratusny in sabre foil squad. The men’s epee team road to the playoffs. 

finished in the top three of their was even more impressive, win-- 

ning thefr weapon category eas¬ 

ily and proceeding to the finals as 

the number one ranked team. 

Women's volleyball 

Unfortunately things did not 

work out as planned with the 

team losing 3-0 on Saturday 

afternoon in the first game of the 

weekend series. 

This loss left the Gaels in a 

precarious position as far as mak¬ 

ing the playoffs, having to sweep 

the Lady Nor’Westers in 

Sunday’s encounter. The squad 

did come out and win, but did 

Tough 
loss 
Continued from page 15 

Richardson’s misses a few 

moments later. 

With the loss, the Gaels 

now 5-7, remain in fifth place 

in the OUA East, though with 

steadfast confidence. “We’re 

not done by any stretch of the 

imagination... these guys have 

played very good basketball," 

said Meeson, whose club will 

face defending national cham¬ 

pion Bishop’s and lowly Laval 

at home this weekend. 

Less than 
best effort 
Continued from page IS 

made during the second half. 

As a result, the scoring was 

equitably distributed, with all 

five starters reaching double 

figures: Moon had game highs 

of 19 points and 10 rebounds, 

while Thompson and point 

guard Deanah Shelly con¬ 

tributed 12 points apiece, 

while Glancey added 11 and 

wing Jacqueline Beaudoin 10. 

The Gaels will face two 

tough opponents from 

Quebec this weekend, when 

they host Bishop’s (who- 

recently gave Laurentian only 

their second loss of the sea¬ 

son) and Laval. • 

ATt |C ARTS & SCIENCE 
rryKn formal '99 

What are your plans 

for the eve of March 6, 1999? 

A) 

C) 

D) AH of the above 

while Roaring into the 20's 

Tickets: $65 at UBS, 
JDUC Info. Centre, and the ASUS Core 

For information, including information on ticket bursaries, 

contact the Formal Committee at the Core 

183 University, 533-6000 x 7580 

• • • • Trouble at i»‘!R®4> ? I ? I 

We need your help! 

The Alfie's Viability review committee 
is looking for students from all disci¬ 
plines to participate in an informal 

discussion group about our beloved 
campus bar. We would like to get 
some feedback from patrons and 

non-patrons about what they like or 
don’t like about Alfie’s. 

The session will take place this 
Saturday in the AMS boardroom at 4 
pm. Refreshments will be provided. 
If you have any questions or want to 

comment and can’t make the session 
please e-mail 6j!j or 6emll. 

Hope to see you there! / 
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Rekindle your fire 
BY lULlETA LOEFFLER 

If it isn't preseason training, 

(f )S post-season weight 

tr3!'(1 ,f isn’t “work harder to 

win a game, ’ it is “work harder 

| continue being on top.” 

When you are a serious athlete, 

[he practices never end, the 

pressure is never off and the 

'tress of proper time manage¬ 

ment never lets up. All these 

tlcrors can lead to burnout and 

staleness. 

Have you ever just wanted to 

throw everything you ever 

worked for out the window? 

If you are exhausted, both 

physically and emotionally, you 

no longer care about what you 

are doing, have little energy or 

interest in your current sport, 

you may be suffering from 

burnout. Others things that you 

might be experiencing are: feel¬ 

ings of low personal accom¬ 

plishment, low self-esteem, 

feeling like a failure, being 

depressed, and/or having 

decreased performance level. 

Burnout is a psychophysiologi- 

cal response that occurs as a 

result of extensive training and 

competitive demands. 

When the demands of a situ¬ 

ation outweigh potential 

resources that are available, 

stress occurs. This could, over 

time, lead to burnout. These 

stresses can be: boring, repeti¬ 

tive training regimes, physical 

exhaustion and having too 

muck practice. An athlete is 

more likely to experience 

burnout when he or she feels 

that they have little or no con- 

tr°l over their situation. 

The problem is that when 

someone is experiencing 

burnout, they ate usually 

depressed and therefore see no 

way out of their predicament. 

The first thing to acknowledge 

is that you are not alone. 

Burnout is experienced by 47 
per cent of athletes. The good 

news is that it is preventable 

and treatable. The answer lies 

in taking a few simple steps to 

avoid or treat it. 

If you are exhausted, 
both physically and 

emotionally, no longer 
care about what you 
are doing, have little 
energy or interest in 
your current sport; 

you may be suffering 
from burnout. 

By making short term goals 

to focus on during games or 

practices, athletes have incen¬ 

tives to strive for. Meeting 

short-term goals leads to suc¬ 

cess, which leads to an 

improved self-concept. Coaches 

should include fun goals near 

the end of the season to have 

people end the season with a 

positive outlook. 

Communication is also 

extremely important. If people 

express their feelings, either 

positive ones or negative ones, 

it will create awareness of the 

situation. This awareness can be 

used to solve issues before they 

become major problems and 

before they lead to high levels 
of stress. 

Take time out for yourself. 

This break should include phys¬ 

ical and mental relaxation. 

Doing more is not always the 

best way to get better. Mental 

health is of prime importance 

and breaks will help any person 

maintain a healthy outlook. 

Have your coach for your 

teammates find a way to man¬ 

age post-competition tension 

and anxiety. Depression and 

becoming withdrawn are just 

some responses to losing a com¬ 

petition. By finding a way to 

cope, be it alone or with the 

team, stress levels can be 

reduced. 

The most important way to 

cope with trying situations is to 

maintain a positive outlook. 

Focus on good traits, and things 

that you do well. In the words 

of Hamlet “nothing is either 

good nor bad, But thinking 

makes it so.” 

If you ever experience 

burnout, talk to someone about 

it. Do not discount your feel¬ 

ings. Take time for yourself and 

figure out what would be best 

for you. There are a lot of peo¬ 

ple who can help you overcome 

this setback. Time is on your 

side, and you will succeed. 

Men’s volleyball 
looks to playoffs 

By John Trenholme 

The men’s volleyball team 

closed out their regular season 

this weekend on a pleasant 

note by sweeping both matches 

3-0 against the Laurentian 

Voyageurs at Bartlett Gym. 

Playing more like a 
team eager to return 
home and watch the 

Super Bowl, the 
Voyageurs looked both 

disorganized and 
uninterested. 

The wins secured the Gaels a 

playoff spot in the OUA East 

division and home court advan¬ 

tage for their semi-finals match 

this weekend. 

Any fears that the Gaels 

would play with complacency 

and quash their momentum 

heading into the playoffs were 

quickly forgotten in the 

match’s opening minutes on 

Saturday. The setter-hitter duo 

of Michel Cameron and Jacob 

Magolan quickly found their 

rhythm as the Gaels jumped 

out to an early lead. On 

Sunday, the Gaels were assisted 

by the overall play of Greg 

Stevenson and Frederic 

Cotnoir, and made quick work 

of the Voyageurs. 

The victory, however, can¬ 

not be attributed exclusively to 

the Gaels’ strong play. Playing 

more like a team eager to 

return home and watch the 

Super Bowl, the Voyageurs 

looked both disorganized and 

uninterested. It was fitting then 

that match point on Sunday 

was a harmless floater served 

up by Brian Bell that fell 

untouched at the feet of several 

Laurentian players. 

Prior to Sunday’s match, the 

Gaels honoured the four gradu¬ 

ating seniors who were playing 

their final regular season games 

for the Tricolour. Andrew 

Calder, Kevin Latchford, 

Stevenson and Cotnoir were all 

honoured for their contribu¬ 

tions to the volleyball program 

and its success. 

With the two victories, the 

Gaels finished their season at 

8-4, good for second-place and 

now prepare to host York at 2 

p.m. this coming Saturday. 
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MARCH BREAK OPEN HOUSE 
ADMISSION SERVICES . STUDENT RECRUITMENT DIVISION 

Wednesday, March 17 and Thursday, March 18 

JOIN ADMISSION SERVICES IN WELCOMING OVER 2000 HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS TO THE 
QUEEN’S CAMPUS DURING THEIR MARCH BREAK 

SIGN UP TO VOLUNTEER TODAY! 

WE ARE LOOKING FOR: 

►TOUR GUIDES 
►RECEPTION STAFF 
►OPEN HOUSE STAFF 

ALL FACULTIES AND YEARS WELCOME! 

PICK UP AN APPLICATION FROM THE 
INF0BANK, THE AMS, FACULTY SOCIETIES, 
OR CALL ADMISSION SERVICES AT 533-2217 

CHA GHEIll! 

Computer 
Network 
Support Person 

(for transition beginning March 01,1999) 

i he Alma Mater Society is seeking a computer network support person to 
maintain its 50-node Novell network, Web server, and Skylight Lounge. The 
support person is responsible for supporting business, desktop publishing, 
accounting and general administrative applications for the AMS commissions, 
services, general office and numerous committees and activities 

This position requires someone with proven computer problem solving skills and 
an ability to resolve a wide range of hardware and software problems, under 
minimum supervision. Time commitment ranges between 10-20hrs/wk. Salary 
approximately $7500 for the year 

The successful candidate will: 
• have experience running PCs in a Windows 

NT networking environment, 
• have good communication & organizational 

skills, 
• have a working knowledge of MS Office, 
• benefit from Novell networking experience 

in a business computing environment, 
• benefit from any network migration 

experience. 
Pursuant to AMS policies, priority is given to u 

students. 

Q( Chris Holmes, AMS Network Support 
* chris@ams.queensu.ca 

Claude Sherren, AMS General Manager 
gm@ams.queensu.ca or call 533-2725 

Pick up an application at the AMS front desk in the JDUC. 
Applications due before 4:30 p.m. on Friday, February 12,1999. 



Campus magazine concert a hit 
CONCERT REVIEW 

By Lilian Kim 

Ultra Violet recently received 

a nod from Moses — Znaimer 

that is. The multi-media and 

multi-complex music corpora¬ 

tion Much Music was the fund¬ 

ing saviour for a CD 

compilation created by the 

intriguing campus magazine. 

The go-ahead for the project 

was celebrated with a successful 

concert held at Alfie’s last 

Friday. 

The line-up included seven 

bands, all of whom submitted 

songs to Ultra Violet's first CD. 

Since the magazine received an 

overwhelming 250 submissions 

when plans for the CD were 

first announced, it is to no sur¬ 

prise that Ultra Violet’s Editor- 

in-Chief Andrea Feddersen and 

CD producer Celia Hatton were 

glowing with pride Friday night. 

According to Hatton, 
[Much Music] was 

more than happy to 
support the 

magazine’s venture. 

Hatton, who has worked at 

Much Music for the past two 

years, approached the station 

last September with the proposi¬ 

tion. According to Hatton, the 

popular music channel was 

more than happy to support the 

magazine’s venture. 

Hatton said that the objective 

of the CD was to expose the 

“huge, untapped market” of 

musical talent found here in 

Kingston. The CD encouraged 

submissions from both Queen’s 

students and the Kingston com¬ 

munity. 

Fedderson found that offer¬ 

ing the opportunity to the gen¬ 

eral community was an 

“excellent idea for supporting 

Canadian music.” 

The diversity of the selected 

bands is one of the more attrac¬ 

tive features to the up-coming 

compilation. From folk to elec- 

tronica and everything in 

between, Ultra Violet's CD is 

bound to appeal to many 

crowds. 

The CD celebration drew an 

impressive and enthusiastic 

number of people who were 

met by an array of beats and 

sounds. 

King of Suede kicked off the 

show with a comical personality 

and a great attitude, which 

Please see Violet on page 19 

Boarding at 103 
Travel Agent books crowd for CD release 

CD RELEASE REVIEW 

By Eric McDonald and 

Adria Vuksinic 

On Saturday night at The 

Shot, Travel Agent cancelled all 

outgoing flights and played one 

incredible show for the home- 

J town. 

Travel Agent, a band all too 

familiar to Queen’s students, is 

now established as one of 

Kingston’s greatest musical acts. 

Saturday’s festivities were in 

honour of the release of the 

band’s first CD, Terminal 103. 

Travel Agent’s musicians play 

their own brand of music. They 

are primarily a funk band, but 

individual songs can be readily 

identified as bits of trip hop, hip 

hop, jazz, and blues. Whether 

you like Herbie Hancock, 

Bobby Womack, B.B King, A 

Tribe Called Quest, Jamiroquai, 

or some good ole’ Kool and the 

Gang, Travel Agent may have 

something for you. 

Their show featured an array 

of different musical abilities: 

trumpet, trombone, sax, key¬ 

board, bass, guitars, congas, 

drums, tambourine, rainstick, 

and even some spinning. The 

different types of instruments 

and music are perfectly woven 

together by the band’s creative 

composition. 

By the time Travel Agent hit 

the stage, The Shot was already 

brimming with eager listeners 

and loyal fans. The band opened 

with “North,” a jazzy funk track 

from the new CD. Each member 

seemed to be in full form, and 

the band’s enthusiasm was 

| Crave! agent 

quickly felt by the audience that 

just needed a reason to dance. 

The finger picking/plucking 

style of lead guitarist Mike Budd 

was impressive, as was the 

incorporation of diverse styles 

of percussion into their music. 

The next song, “Get Up,” 

featured the vocals of 

singer/trumpet player Brendan 

Wypich. Unfortunately, the 

band suffered from a momen¬ 

tary loss of microphones due to 

an electrical mishap. While the 

problem was being fixed, Travel 

Agent helped pass time by doing 

a bit of old fashioned jamming. 

Power was quickly restored 

however, and the band went on 

to play “Chemical Smile,” a 

mellow tune from the CD. 

Please see 103 on page 20 

By Sarah Lidstone 

The central feature of the 

typical Canadian family room 

is the television. The impact of 

television on our daily lives is 

undeniable. The active and 

visual aspects of television 

I make it accessible to practically 

: everyone. So it is not surpris¬ 

ing, according to Jennifer 

McGetrick, an actor in the 

upcoming play TY that “every- 

, one can watch TV.” 

“It’s funky and fast- 
paced — very now — 

what the kids 
are into.” 

— Ariel Goldblatt, 
Director of TV 

This particular production 

of TV is a rare event, as director 

Ariel Goldblatt decided to put a 

twist on the theatrical presenta¬ 

tion by using pre-filmed video 

segments shown on televisions 

instead of supplemental actors, 

who have conventionally 

played the roles in other pro¬ 

ductions. 

"The television is almost 

another actor,” said Goldblatt. 

“The show presents televi¬ 

sion as a part of modern life 

and asks the viewers to think 

about how it affects their 

lives,” explained McGetrick. 

“No sense is neglected in this 

multimedia extravaganza.” 

This highly technical presen¬ 

tation blends theatre with tele¬ 

vision, interweaving dialogue 

between the two, while simul¬ 

taneously exploring the story¬ 

line of the three live actors on 

stage. There are 43 actors in 

the production — the other 40 

actors are characters in the tele¬ 

vision shows. The play culmi¬ 

nates into a “live-feed,” where 

the act()rs themselves become 

actors on the televisions. 

It flows like a television 

show,” said McGetrick. “If we 

didn t have a technical director, 
we'd be lost.” 

“4= *mg ot sixties i 

ral theatre,’ is a n 

1960s American pop 

>s set in an office 

employees’ jobs are essentially 

to watch television shows — a 

dream job for many of us. It 

deals with many of the issues 

and characteristics of the 

decade — the fashions, the role 

of women in the workplace, 

Vietnam, politics and sex — all 

packed into the film segments 

and the relationships between 

the stage actors, 

The 40 minute long produc¬ 

tion, results in a “constant bar¬ 

rage of images'” Goldblatt 

stated. 

Don’t expect to see every-1 

thing — you can’t. At some 

points there are three different 

things going on at once. “It’s 

funky and fasr-paced — very 

now — what the kids are into,” 

according to Goldblatt. 

“It’s not a show that blasts 

television, saying that TV is 

bad. Television has an influence 

over society and we don't real¬ 

ize it, just as the [actors] in the 

office don’t realize how much 

it affects them,” Goldblatt 

added. 

Goldblatt chose to do a mul¬ 

timedia production to expose 

the Kingston community to 

what’s happening on the fringe 

of theatre. According to 

Goldblatt, there are very few 

multimedia shows our there, 

but the number is growing. 

There have been such shows in 

New York, and many of us have 

already been to high-budget 

world concert tours with mas¬ 

sive video screens. 

This highly technical 
presentation blends 

theatre with 
television, 

interweaving dialogue 
between the two. 

Goldblatt encourages people 

outside of the drama depart¬ 

ment to see TV because it’s an 

entertaining play that everyone 

can relate to. “It’s something 

that lots of people haven’t seen 

before. If you’re open minded, 

why not .see it?” she ques¬ 

tioned. 

TV is showing at the Rotunda 

Theatre in Theological Hal 

February' 4 at 8 p.m., February 

5 and 6 at 7 p.m. and 9 p-01. 

Tickets are only $4. 

All Dressed: Cezanne’s Closet 

on display this February. 

By Tania Haas 

Although the Barnes Exhibit came and 

went a few years ago, and a trip to the 

Louvre may not be one of your Reading 

Week vacation options, the opportunity 

for you to lunge into the visual arts is as 

close as your own front yard — or your 

closet. Cezanne’s Closet, an annual gala 

fundraiser will be opening its doors to 

Queen’s students and the Kingston com¬ 

munity for one night only. 

Held at the Howard Johnson Hotel, 

this year’s exhibition promises a night of 

exposed talent and extreme excitement. 

Composed of over 120 contributions 

from Queen students, faculty and the 

Kingston community, Cezanne's Closet 

1999 is a collection of diverse artistic 

ability, technique and expression. 

The one aspect that could possibly 

| 

o 

inspire the exquisite prints and sculpture 

would be the passion of Kingston’s art 

scene; mediums used ranged from water¬ 

colour to digital technology. Ciara 

Phillips used silk screen to create what 

struck me as an incredibly serene piece, 

and Liza Stiff chose beet juice as her tool 

for expression. The student work dis¬ 

played had to go through an extensive 

jury process, resulting in a collection of 

evident talent and limitless themes. 

The colour, the texture and 
the contrast of Cezanne’s 
Closet unveils the talent of 

Queen’s art department and 
the professionals of 

the region. 

Former students Michael Donaldson’s 

“The Laymen” confronts social class 

issues and dark, solemn subject matter, 

while another Fine Arts graduate, Linda 

Turner, depicts her experiences in “Chair 

Talk-Ice Storm of ‘98.” Other works 

include a series by Professor Tamasauskas 

and several contributions by Kingston 

professional artists like former dancer 

Judith Sogopo Popiel. 

The colour, the texture and the con¬ 

trast of Cezanne’s Closet unveils the tal¬ 

ent of Queen’s art department and the 

professionals of the region. 

What makes this exhibit unique is not 

just the anticipated performance of string 

quartet “Ignay” nor -the wine and 

refreshments to be served, but the “rush¬ 

ing of the gala guests” which begins 

sharp at 8 p.m. 

After an hour of previewing the 

works, patrons and artists alike await the 

drawing of the ticket stubs. One by one, 

numbered tickets are pulled revealing the 

lucky recipient who has 30 seconds to 

claim their work of choice from the wall 

or show table. Adrenaline starts to pump 

as the exhilaration increases throughout 

the evening — guests wondering which 

artist’s work will be chosen. Dana Tosic, 

Cezanne’s treasurer admits that, “It gets 

pretty intense at times.” 

Intensity is guaranteed for the crowd 

of over one hundred visitors expected at 

the gala event, for each guest is paying 

$100 for the evening of artistic expo¬ 

sure. 

All proceeds from the event go the 

Union Gallery, a student-run gallery 

which features the works of students and 

professionals alike throughout the year. 

While the ticket price is difficult to 

Gallery Assistant HyeWon Yang puts 

finishing touches to a piece included 

in Cezanne’s Closet. 

ignore, the immense talent exhibited and 

the art that every guest will take home is 

definitely worth the cost. Dress formally, 

but comfortable shoes might help you in 

the rush for your painting. 

Cezanne’s Closet will be held on 

Saturday, February 6, 1999 at the 

Howard Johnson Hotel, located at 237 

Ontario St. For further information 

regarding ticket sales or donations call 

533-6000. 

Violet rays 
Continued from page 18 

helped with the expectations of being 

the first band of the evening. 

After rhat, the captivating 18-year 

old Gillian Barber sent a calmness 

through the crowd with a beautifully 

song folk set that was honest and 

intelligent. 

[DJ Greasy Porkchop and 
Applesauce] stood out as 
innovative and alluring, 

exquisitely cool and sexy at 
the same time. 

Hj Greasy Porkchop and Applesauce 

’-‘'tight rhe attention of the patrons with 

•'' moody spin-off and a projection show 

0 old educational films. This third set 

stood out as innovative and alluring, 

exquisitely cool and sexv at the same 
time. 7 

Next up to follow the original trend 

Vas Ihiza. The electronic-rock band 

'J° hold of the crowd with their 

mronS> demanding sound. The instru- 

,cmtal section of the band was well 

^uctured a,K* undoubtedly energetic, 

c a!y People enjoyed the fact that the 

> oardist was garbed in hooded fight? 
"8 gear. 

d„rHle fresh sound of Matt Barber is a 
■ mitely p[us to the CD’s handlist. 

a |nPlecely original in his vocal sound 

till' nUls'c’ barber created his own dis- 
|v ^ PerSonality. The execution of his 

|p|''as both mellow and heartfelt, 

ed-known campus musicians Jon 

Coakley and Travel Agent were the last 

two sets to finish off the tremendously 

successful concert. 

As always, Coakley pleased the 

crowd with a clean and sweetly sung set. 

Reminiscent of Ben Harper and Boh 

Marley, ir was nice to see Coakley 

expand his vision by offering a rendition 

of Radiohead's “Fake Plastic Trees." 

Travel Agent ended the event with a 

crowd on their feet and the energy clos¬ 

ing last call. The funk, acid-jazz based 

band was a positively accepted finale to 

an incredible concert. 

The success of the release parry is a 

good sign for the future of Ultra Violet. 

the CD will be available along with 

Ultra Violet's next and final issue due 

out in March. A S3 charge will apply, 

bur all profit goes toward costs for pro- 

ducing the CD. With such positive 

response, an immense talenr pool and a 

great support system, the magazine has 

only favourable things to look forward 

National and International DEVELOPMENT WEEK 
February 1 - 5, 1999 

Faculty invite students to audit 
for the week: 

*ARTF 128(6. Hunt) 

“Art for Social Change". a slide lecture 

Mon., 1:30 -3:00 and Tues., 3:00-4:30- Ontario Hall 

209 

*DEVS 200 (P. Kumar) 

Guest speaker: Ofania Mena of FENACOOP, the 

agricultural cooperative movement Nicaragua 

Mon., 12:30 -1:30-Waller Light Hall 205 

*SOCY 225 (E.Dua) 

‘Marxist Theoriesof Globalization" 

Mon., 2:30 - 4:30 - Kingston Hall 200 

*WMNS 330 (A.Trotz) 

‘The Business ol Hunger" 

Guest speaker Olania Mena ol FENACOOP, Ihe 

agricultural cooperative movomenL Nicara^ja 

Mon., 6:00-9:00 - Mac-Corry E-202 

• GEOG 100 (P. Stock) 

"Population and Environment in Africa." 

Wod.. 8:30 - 9:30 - Dupuis Audilorium 

• DEVS 200 (P. Kumar) 

Wed.,11:30-12:30and Thurs, 1:30 - 2:30 - Waller 

L. Hall 205 

All week: 

♦Fair Trade Coffee will be served free at the 

International Centre. 

♦Roy Maconachie will display photographs from 

Africa in tho display cases of ihe International 
ProgramsOKice, Mac-Cony and the International 
Centre. JOUC. 

Coordin*t«d by llx InttmMiorul Cen&e, JDUC 
Td: 533-2604 
For upditci and additions check our wcbiitc 
http;//wYr*r.quic queonsu.ea 

Other events: 

♦ A potluck supper will be held to give you the 

opportunity to meet and speak with Ofania Mena 

of FENACOOP, Nicaragua. 

Mon., 5:30 - Int. Centre. JDUC 

♦Student groups will display their programs in 

an open forum. 

Wed., 11:30-1:30-LowerCeDidh, JDUC 

* Help sponsor a refugee to come study at 

Queen's. Come out to the WUSC Refugee 

Sponsorship Program information session to 

learn more about how you can get involved. 

Wed., 7:00 -9:00 - Int. Centre, JDUC 

♦ OPIRG and the Central American Solidarity 

Group will be hosting a fundraiser luncheon wilh 

foods Irom around the world providod by 

dovolopmenl and cultural groups at Queen's. 

Admission by donation, funds to support 

Hurricane Mitch Reliel, 

Thurs.. 11:30-Int. Centre, JDUC 

♦SN1D will bo presenting Dr. Anne Macpherson, 

who will speak on "Gendered Developmentalism 

in Colonial and Post-Colonial Belize". 

Thurs., 1:00 - Mac-Corry Room B204 

• SALSA wil I be holding a salsa and merengue 

dance class with donations going towards 

Hurricane Mitch Relief. 

Thurs., 8:00 -10:00 - Int. Centre, JDUC 

♦A benefit concert featuring the lunk band, 

Parkside Jones, will be held (or QPID, OPIRG 

and QMO. Tickots on sate beforehand. For 

information call the QPID office at 533-6845. 

Fn„ 9:00-ClarkHall Pub 
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Lilith Fair at Edward Day? 
Erin Corday and Terry Tufts get intimate at the gallery 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Kate Hunter 

The Edward Day Gallery was 

alive with the sounds of the 

folksy blues Saturday night as 

two talented artists, Terry Tufts 

and Erin Corday took the stage 

to play for a small audience. 

The intimate setting was a 

perfect showcase for the talent 

which displayed a rich soulful 

blend of folk and pop, with a lit¬ 

tle in between sets of humour. 

Corday is Sarah 
McLachlan, Ani 

DiFranco and Lori 
Carson rolled into one, 

only better. 

Tufts hit the stage first. He’s 

Canadian, he’s sarcastic and he’s 

innovative. With an absolute 

mastery of the guitar and an 

equally worthy voice. Tufts 

launched into a set full of beau¬ 

tiful songs which touched on all 

his passions: nature 

(“Carmana”), Canadian culture 

(“Tearin’ up the Tundra,’’ a song 

inspired by an Inuit dance 

party), and life itself (“I’ll Try 

Again"). 

In between songs. Tufts 

entertained the audience by giv¬ 

ing running commentaries on 

his idols, including Gordon 

Lightfoot, who he honoured 

with a rendition of “That’s 

What You Get for Lovin’ Me.” 

He also commented on the dis¬ 

appointment he felt when tech¬ 

nology took records away from 

him, “you can’t roll on a CD 

cover like you can on an album 

cover — roll cigarettes, of 

course,” Tufts said with a smile. 

A little Lightfoot combined 

with some Blues Traveller best 

defines Tufts — an artist whose 

music is as honest and natural as 

the artist himself. 

After a short intermission. 

PHOTO BY SAMSON WU Sweet Tunes: Corday enchants Edward 
Day gatherers. 

Erin Corday took the stage. She 

stood centre stage and intro¬ 

duced Joel Litwin, her percus¬ 

sion man, thanked us all for 

coming and, after taking a deep 

breath, began to sing. 

“You can’t roll on a 
CD cover like you can 
on an album cover — 

roll cigarettes, 
of course.” 

— Terry Tufts, 
Canadian musician 

The resulted was something 

magical. Corday is Sarah 

McLachlan, Ani DiFranco and 

Lori Carson rolled into one, 

only better. She is truly an orig¬ 

inal. Her music is full of chasing 

angels, quiet accusations and 

brave triumphs. 

Before every song she joked 

timidly with the audience, play¬ 

ing off of Litwin and truly 

enjoying herself. Strong and 

reaching, Corday’s voice echoed 

with emotional integrity. 

While Corday quietly whis¬ 

pered the lyrics to her song 

“Who Says” — “Don’t give up 

on me, I need your little birds in 

my ear,” — the audience sat 

mesmerized. Other strong songs 

were the Portuguese translation 

of Sting’s “Fragile” and 

‘‘Painter’s Eye,” a tribute to a 

fellow artist who provided the 

cover art for Corday’s latest 

album Painted Door. 

An encore performance of 

“Blue Moon” Bosanova-style 

was a perfect ending to 

Corday’s set, which was fol¬ 

lowed by a rhythmic percussion 

set over which Corday’s voice 

flew without guitar chords to 

guide it. 

Before every song 
[Corday] joked timidly 

with the audience, 
playing off of Litwin 

and truly 
enjoying herself. 

A brave and talented artist, 

Corday has Lilith Fair written 

all over her. If you didn’t catch 

her last Saturday night, keep 

checking the bill until the rest of 

the world falls as in love with 

her music as the Edward Day 

Gallery’s audience did. 

Want to be part 
of the 

GrammysP 

Check out A&E this 
Friday for details. 

103 

SENATE COMMITTEES 
NEED STUDENT MEMBERS 

Academic Development, Educational Equitv 
Information Technology ... and more 

Terms start September 1 

Apply now! Do it before * Valentine's Day* 
Deadline: February 14 

www.queensu.ca/secretariatfcon,.„, 

or call 533-6095 

or visit MACKINTOSH-CORRY, B400 

Continued from page 18 

The soothing fills of Andrew 

Benton and Jon Dyck, respec¬ 

tively on tendr sax and trom¬ 

bone, were just what the crowd 

needed to get their groove on. 

Later the band played “Das 

Beats,” a new song that made 

heavy use of spinning and sam¬ 

pled bits. The song featured 

trombone and sax solos and 

was by far the evening’s most 

innovative tune. Drummer 

Neil DeGasperis's solid control 

of rhythm was impressive in 

the band’s cover of “Soul 

Dreams.” 

Travel Agent surprised the 

crowd with a revamped medley 

of Backstreet Boys’ and Spice 

Girls’ songs. 

The band’s energy was 

infectious and the unexpected 

act put a smile on most faces. 

The band played on and later 

featured the bassist, Er,c 

Stephenson. Unfortunately, his 

deft bass playing was less mem¬ 

orable than it could have been 

due to poor sound quality. 
The band's performance, 

however, was explosive. There 

wasn’t a frown in the audience 

and the guys of Travel Agent 

were beaming. 
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New film Salvage able 
Indie Sci-Fi drama scores with action 
--- I I I III! Il I III UTieiiiYMI 

By Jeff Child 

Take away the stretch limousines, beaded 

vns and high profile celebrities. Add slushy 

boots, salt-stained pant legs and burgundy 

Queen’s jackets and you have the illusion of a 

Hollywood premier. 

On Sunday night an intimate crowd bustled in 
to the ASUS Theatre to view the release of Jedrzej 
|onasz’s independent film Salvage. Moviegoers, 
L.ist and crewmembers excitedly exchanged best 
wishes and congratulations eagerly while the 
house lights dimmed. 

While the film was produced on a 
tiny budget, no cost was spared on 
the cast and crew’s creativity, hard 

work and dedication to 
the project. 

The film takes place in: the year 2214. In this 

futuristic setting, darkness .and military might are 

prevalent. The story follows Crosis„,a curt young 

investigator played by Queen's student David 

Rankine, who teams up with Tellta. a vengeful 

army officer, played by local talent .Gloria 

DiFolco. The two detectives fin'd-, themselves 

trekking through the final frontier, caughbup in a.: 

“who done it” murder mystery. 

This 30-minute sci-fi drama was surprisingly 

entertaining. While the film was produced on a 

tiny budget, no cost was spared on the cast and 

crew’s creativity, hard work and dedication to the 

project. The actors played convincing roles and 

made good use of the script and mundane sets in 

order to make the film work. The computer ani¬ 

mation and sound effects enhanced the film’s 

professional quality and created the illusion of an 
intergalactic universe. 

As a fledgling project, Salvage was a success, 

but in future projects the cast and crew must 

ighten up and refine their existing talents. For 

instance in efforts to capture 23rd century dia¬ 

logue, the writer attempted to saturate the script 

with technical jargon; however, the dialogue 

turned out slightly monotone and pretentious. 

I think the cast and crew of Salvage 
has done a marvelous job at using 
the resources at hand and taking 

extra risks to make the film 
inventive and enjoyable. 

The casting also lacked in certain areas. I was 

put off by the fact that the only African-American 

- actor in the filni wasicast as a gunAvielding per¬ 

petrator. Call me Sensitive, but casting is 

extremely important to the interpretation of a 

film and unless the director wanted to create a 

racial stereotype he codld have used his actor in a 

less perilous role. These small elements separate 

the box office sleepers from box office smashes. 

While criticism is;an integral part to any movie 

review, it is not intended to down-play a film’s 

artistic content or the attempt made by the play¬ 

ers to cceatean entertaining and thought-provok- 

ingittovie. 

I think the cast and crew of Salvage has done a 

marvelous job at using the resources at hand and 

taking extra risks to make the film inventive and 

enjoyable. 

If you get a chance go see Salvage, remember, 

success isn’t born overnight, but if this young cast 

and crew persist, success is imminent. 

T j in bv ie, f 

Domino effect?: Fitness guru Richard Simmons 

admits he craves pizza and has to go undercover 

to get it. “There’s a Domino’s four blocks from 

I my house, so I have to lower my voice and say 

f ‘Hi, this is Mr. Reveles. I’d like a pizza.” 

A Big league of her own: Rosie's fatter than 

she’s ever been. “I’m, like, 208 pounds and 

when I stepped on the scale it shocked me,” she 

said. Rosie has since organized the Chub Club. 

Tight Ends: Superbowl watchers may have been 

distracted by WWF and Victoria Secret com¬ 

mercials during the game. Thirty advertisers 

each paid an average of $1.6 million for 30 sec¬ 

onds of advertising. 

Cry me a Rivers: Joan Rivers must be fuming — 

the long time pre-Oscar show host has been 

replaced by Geena Davis for the annual awards 

| bash. Davis said, “I can guarantee it will not 

include anyone yelling ‘Who made your dress?’” 

FRANSELLy 
Hair <Sl Esthetics 

We’re In The Business of Making You 
“Look and Feel Good” and we special¬ 
ize in long hair - It’s the place to be! 

178 Ontario St. 
549-2700 

Check out our Website for style samples. 
www.Fransellyhair.com 

It's a Swing thing! 
FrecTswlng Lessons from 7-9pm.) 

Cocam 

50U|Q. 

ig Sujing Tuesdrvs 
live with 

Dance contest 
& prizes 

Martini on 
the rocks 

178 Ontario Street • On the Waienrom 



Just $4 for students • $ 10 for local • $ 15 for national 

Classifieds are due Friday by noon for Tuesday publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 

UBS Exckange 

Viability Review 
Open Forum 

Why be a typical frosh leader when you can be a 

GECKO?!! 
NEWTS [New Exchange WoaooHoooao (the castlepeople too) and 

Transfer students] Week 1999 is looking for 

dedicated, sexy, orange-loving, Popsicle-licking 
leaders!!! 

INTERESTED? Yes? Then pick up an application at 

the AMS OFFICE in LOWER J-DUC. 

Questions? Maybe? E-mail the Kimono Dragons at: 
newts@www.ams.aup.ensM ™ 

JBffs 

The AMS Board of Directors is 
conducting a standard review 

of the Used Book Store 
Exchange and Tricolour 

Express. We will be hosting an 
open forum on Monday, 

February 8th at 2pm in the 
Music Listening Room of the 

John Deutsch University Centre. 
All students are invited to drop 
in and express their views and 

ideas about the UBS. 

Comments can also be made through 
e-mail to 6rts(a)alink.aueensu.ca 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

JSSlsF 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

.orange is sexy 
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— w 1st Annual 

MS CAMM&ACY 

LUNG 
COMPETITION 

How do you decide which trio of AMS hopefuls to make triumvirate? Whichever team's names roll off your tongue the best? Whichever team hands out the shiniest buttons? 

Whichever team as promise you sexual favours Whichever team regularly provides you with sexual favours already? It's tough to say. Personally, I’d pick the candidates who are 
willing to go the distance, woo ow through with what they promise, and who demonstrate a high degree of good sportsmanship. And there is perhaps no better way to discern 
this than to have them all stick their heads in a giant fish tank filled with water. 

In the interest of students, MiSC. turned this theory into reality. A cold, wet, weed filled reality. Candidates were asked to pick a representative, predict their time, and do the deed. 

Each team was also asked how they planned to clean up the shore of Lake Ontario after the dirty, dirty frosh dirty it up next year. The results are telling. . . 
[Note: but not too telling, mean it s not like you should base your vote on the results. But if, of course, you have no other way of deciding, you have permission to cost it accordingly. 
Shame on your lazy, petty, yet still voting ass though] 

Neil Young 
develops 

swimming 
in lakes in 
Omemee, 
Ontario. 

U-Boat Delight 

Mike Beltzner 
Chelsea Gay 
Jon Krashinsky 

Projected Time: 1 min. 45 s. 
Actual Time: 1 min. 51 s. 

Elution to pollution problem: 

Anything that survives after 30 

years of that much abuse is likely to 

be unaffected by frosh week. We've 

sent representatives to meet with 
rout and Salmon communities, 

insuring open communication on 
ssues like spawning methods, etc." 

A lone Krashinsky, armed only with 
nair elastic and determination, 

Proved to be the most irony-lunged 

l mP®?'*or Jon had a yoga-type 
earning technique, which served 

him well. H 

everal times during his dunking 

w m°de disturbing guttural, 
unded-animal type noises, and 

, considered pulling him out, but 

v.:*u,e.nt 'I16 distance and finished 
r?5 ,he winning time. 
L°ngrats. 

n MiSC. Next Issue: 
tn 7ieor&e Reinblatt appeals 
h t,lef Queen’s community at 
pr§e for a date to the formal. 

Ius, MiSC.’s Winter Contest 
and the return of Sarah’s 

Recipe Corner. 

The Yardstick 

Danush 
Viswanathan 

Danush is on the Queen's mens 
swimming team, competing in the 
100 metre butterfly and 100 metre 
freestyle. He was nice enough to 
let us use him to gauge the other 
candidates' performances. 

His Time: 2 min. 16 s. 

Team Wet Blanket 

Sarah Corman 
Owen Mjnns 
Lisa Mori 

Solution to pollution problem: 
"Start up a 400 level marine biol¬ 
ogy class whose practicals include 
cleaning up the shore." 

This team was a huge hassle to get 
this team into The Journal house 
even for a brief 10 minute appoint¬ 
ment. They rarely returned our 
phone calls and kept saying things 
like "Is it really safe?" and "I still 
don't see the point." 
When Corman and Mori finally 
showed up, they predicted that their 
representative dunkee Owen Minns 
would last 12 hours, even though 
Owen wasn't there at the time. 
They proceeded to pull out a piece 
of paper cut into the shape of a fish 
with ''Owen Finns" written on it 

we elected to christen the team 
"Wet Blanket" rather than "Team 
In-Finn-ite," as the team had 
already decided. 
Not being amused (mostly because 
we felt they were openly mocking 
the compefition), we tracked Owen 
down at home, and with help from 

Paul Heisler asked to cover Rose 
McGowan but got the AMS 

Candidates instead. 

his housemate (who was only too 
pleased to oblige), tricked him into 
opening his bedroom door. A sur¬ 
prised and very hungover Owen 
attacked the photographer, nearly 
destroying Senor Cficky's expensive 
camera in the ensuing scuffle 
[bottom photo]. 

Ken Butland's record is 48 min. 
26 s, but it ain't for breath 

holding if you know 
what I mean. 

It's for eating a really big hoagie. 

Team Brita 

Nick Cheeseman 
1 Sue Henry 

Kate Bailey 

Projected Time: 41 s. 
Actual Time: 1 min. 7 s. 

Solution to pollution problem: 
"Coat the frosh with industrial 

solvents so that they'll 
cleaning the lake as 

the Oil Thigh." 

Cheeseman easily beat his rather 
lame projected time. Still, he lasted 
less than half as long as 
Viswanathan, who didn't even 
seem to be trying very hard. 
His teammates were pretty chipper, 
and enthusiastically spurred on 
their wee-lunged hopeful to a 
mediocre finish. 
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Ontario medical students protest tuition hikes at Queen’s Park Tuesday afternoon in Toronto. 

PHOTO BY JONATHAN TINNEY 

Meds protest at Queen’s Park 
By Jonathan Tinney 

Medical students from across the 

province descended on Queen’s Park 

Tuesday in protest of rising tuition costs. 

Among them were roughly 120 Queen’s 

students who journeyed to Toronto to 

participate. Last spring, the Harris gov¬ 

ernment approved the deregulation of 

medical school tuition, which has 

allowed universities to raise costs by as 

much as 333 per cent. 

“Universities are publicly funded 

institutions. Deregulation allows them to 

raise funds without any public account¬ 

ability,” said Shiva Jayarman, President 

of the University of Western Ontario’s 

medical class of 2002. “They have 

increased tuition too high, too fast, with 

no consideration for how the increases 

will affect accessibility to Ontario uni¬ 

versities, or the future of Ontario heath 
care.” 

The demonstration began in the 

University of Toronto’s Medical Arts 

building where more than 500 students 

assembled. After several speeches the 

group made its way to Queen’s Park, all 

the while shouting, “access to education, 

access to health care.” 

“They have increased tuition 
too high, too fast, with no 
consideration for how the 

increases will affect 
accessibility... 

— Shiva Jayarman, President of 
UWO Meds ’02 

Once at Queen’s Park, the chanting 

ceased and the silent protest began. The 

group proceeded en masse in a quiet 

procession around the Legislature, and 

into the building where an official press 

conference was held. 

“I feel this is important and because 

the issue tends to overlap with earlier 

protests made by students and doctors, 

hopefully we can add to rhe message that 

they were trying to convey,” said Yvonne 

Lau, a second-year Medical student at 

the University of Toronto. 

The group’s main focus is the initial 

access to funding for a medical educa¬ 

tion, not necessarily the large student 

debt load. While debts can rise as high 

as $100,000 when undergraduate costs 

are factored in, the group admits that the 

debt load is often counterbalanced by 

future earning power, even though that 

level of compensation is not reached for 

many years. 

They argue that tuition is rapidly out¬ 

pacing available government and per¬ 

sonal assistance. As present, McMaster 

Please see Med on page 7 
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Forum for debate 
AMS candidates discuss issues 

By Joseph Brean 

On Tuesday evening, the three teams 

in the running for AMS executive 

participated in an open forum in the 

Victoria Hall common room. This 

annual event is an opportunity for each 

team to deliver its election platform and 

field questions from an audience of 

students. 
First to speak in the open forum was 

Presidential candidate Michael Beltzner, 

who spoke on behalf of his co¬ 

candidates Jonathan Krashmsky, for 

Vice-President (University Affairs), and 

Chelsea Gay, for Vice-President 

(Operations). 
Repeating the team’s catch-phrase, 

“Government must be run like any other 

business,” Beltzner expressed the team’s 

deep concern for vvhar they perceive to 

be poorly run student services. With his 

time running out, Beltzner stressed that 

his team, composed exclusively of 

Golden Words staff, has a sense of 

humour but is certainly not a joke. These 

self-proclaimed AMS outsiders plan to 

use their business experience to make 

every student service “cost effective,” he 

said. 

Next on the bill was the team of Sarah 

Corman, presidential candidate, Lisa 

Mori, for V-P (UA), and Owen Minns, 

for V-P (Ops). Mori’s 

comments went straight to academics, 

Please see Candidates on page 7 

Security 
alert 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

On Monday evening two suspicious 

males were seen wandering in the 

Biosciences complex and in Miller Hall. 

One of the males was carrying a scribe, 

a sharp metal probe with a wooden han¬ 

dle, which is used in biology experi¬ 

ments. A pair fitting the same 

description, again carrying a scribe, 

were again seen Tuesday evening in rhe 

Biosciences complex. 

One of the males is described as 16- 

18 years old, 5’10” with short black 

hair, and the other as 18-20 years old, 6’ 

with reddish hair. Both are Caucasian. 

“As far as we know they haven’t done 

anything yet,” said Louise Fish, director 

of Campus Security, but she added 

“we’ve had a lot of thefts [in that area]." 

Fish said they were unsure about 

whether the scribe was intended as a 

weapon or as a device for breaking and 

entering. “We’re asking people co keep 

an eye out,” said Fish. 

Campus Security is asking that no 

one approach the suspects, if seen, but 

instead contact the emergency report 

centre immediately. 

Alfie’s 
double 

booking 
By Fiona Scannell 

On more than one occasion this year, 

on-campus groups and student-run orga¬ 

nizations have been denied the opportu¬ 

nity to fundraise at Alfie’s Pub due to 

double-booked events. 

The most recent incident occurred last 

Friday when the ASUS ’01 smoker was 

cancelled in favour of an Ultra Violet 

fund-raising concert. 

Paul Przybylo, acting president of the 

ArtSci ’01 year society, said he was only 

given one week’s notice about the dou¬ 

ble-booking. Two ’01 smokers were held 

at Alfie’s last term, and two more were 

booked for this term. Przybylo said the 

ASUS executives were given the dates for 

the smokers at the beginning of the 

school year and he was not expecting to 

have these dates cancelled. 

Members from the Engineering 

Society also complained to Alfie’s man¬ 

agement about the cancellation of a 

smoker during first term. While attempts 

were made to reschedule the smoker, the 

dates available were not appropriate. 

According to Przybylo, a smoker gen¬ 

erally brings in at least S200 for the year 

society. Aside from this loss, he estimated 

$30 was spent on ads publicizing the 

non-existent smoker. Since the money 

that went into advertising the event came 

out of the ASUS ’01 account, it was “the 

students’ money that was wasted,” 

Please see Financial on page 7 
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The 
Ifttemtioml Ceotre 

provides services 
md pwgnros 

to Queen's students 

Interested in exploring 

the Atforld. 

Whet's Jfoppei>tog s»t the 

‘ InternstioDi?^ Centre? 

Monday, February 8 

"Western Europe" 

Music Listening Room, JDUC 

5:30 - 7:00 pm 

’bruary 8 Saturday, February 1 3 

Europe" Winterlude Bus Trip 

Room, JDUC Tickets on sale at the 

:00 pm International Centre until 

February 1 1 

Tuesday, February 1 6 

Pre-departure Information 

Session One 

Music Listening Room, JDUC 

5:30 - 7:00 pm _ 

The International Centre 

at Queen s University in the John Deutsch University Centre 

just past the Queen's Pub 

Teh (6 13) 533-2604 Fax: (613) 533-6190 

http://www. quic. queensu. ca 

Kingston’s One and Only 

Hard Rock Cafe 

9 Selections on tap! 

Sunday & Monday 
nights - open MIC 
with host Smitty. 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase 
of a beverage) 

Ticketmaster hits UBS 
By Stefan Murray 

Students who visit 

The partnership is mutually benefi¬ 

cial. Ticketmaster provides the technical 

the Used Book equipment^ and the UBS receives a per- 

StoTe1 Exchange can buy texts, clothing centage of the commission for tickets 

Hip' and Dave^Matthesv^Ba^nd concerts' ” -Ticketmaster was really keen about 
Hip and Dave ™ has recently having an agent on campusbecause it 

The UBS - „ 
become an official agent of Ticketmaster, 

providing a new service for students on 

““we'expect this to be a successful 

financial endeavour and, more impor¬ 

tantly, an excellent service to students 

Vanessa Gruben, 
The UBS 

explained 

such a large market,” said Gruben. As it 

stands there is only one other 

Ticketmaster agent in Kingston, at 

Sunrise Records at the Kingston centre. 

Although some students on campus 

have yet to hear of the service, they do 

believe they will use it. 

I haven’t heard of it but I think it’s a 

exchange now offers tickers to students great idea said Steve Burmaster, Arts 

for events such as concerts and sporting ’00 “it will help students access concerts 

events across Canada and Upper New around North America, he said. 

York Students can order tickets over the “Once sve start advertising outside of 

diione at the Ticketmaster 1-800 number Queens, it should be bigger, said 

and pick then, uP at the UBS or they can Bedard. 

buy tickets for events at the store in 

person. 
‘it should broaden the UBS to make it 

more than just used books,” added assis¬ 

tant manager A.C. Bedard. The 

Ticketmaster outlet has been operating 

as a part of the UBS exchange for a week 

now and, according to the management, 

business has been heavy. 

The idea for to create a partnership 

with Ticketmaster came about last sum¬ 

mer when management was attempting 

to bring a new service to campus that 

was both convenient to students and 

financially lucrative. “The more traffic 

[we have], the better we do,” said 

Gruben. 

Li 

Students can enjoy the convenience 

of a new Ticketmaster outlet in the 

JDUC’s Used Book Store Exchange. 
PHOTO BY SEAN RICHMOND 

CORRECTIONS 

In the previous issue of The Journal, the Sports and Fitness section incorrectly 

stated that the women’s volleyball teani had been eliminated from playoffs. The 
Journal regrets the error. 
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undents demand 24-hour computer labs 
BY Jennifer Morrison 

Students who do not own a 

computer may be at an unfair 

^.advantage due to the lack of 

74-hour computer labs on 

Despite the presence of the 

campus- 
With a total of 381 terminals, 

Queen's currently offers numer¬ 

ous public and semi-public com¬ 

puting sites across campus, but __ _ 

o„|y the lab in Jackson Hall is been a problem in the past 

open 24 hours. overnight labs. 

Fourth-year Con-Ed student Last semester the 24-hour 

Susan Maedougall said she Jackson Hall lab was shut down 
believes all students should have nightly because of continued 

vantage,” slesaid" ** A>*liad Geoff Mulligan . .... ,. .... 

Doug Crowe, coordinator of recc!unte^ tbat he would rou- Jackson Hall lab, some students 

Research Facilities a .me y e™er tbe lab each morn- are upset with the level of ser- 

Computing management sa"id 7 “ !! in !°tal disarra* 

thin is “primarily due to staff,no h W? beer bottles' Pizza 
and security reasons we r ’8 5?Xes and garba&e strewn about. 

leave the buildings open unless »"! h7”E Mulll8an arrived 
they are staffed.” to find that someone had “torn 

down all the signs, punched a 

fist in one of the monitors and 
Crowe’s concerns are based 

on the fact that vandalism has 

are upset with the level of ser¬ 

vice being provided by 

Information Technology 

Services, especially now that a 

growing number of course 

materials are only available elec¬ 

tronically or on CD-ROM. Even 

students who have their own 

equal access to a computer, 

regardless of whether they own 

one or not. “Students without 

unlimited access to a computer 

Mexico hosts 
student leaders 

Students chose from 42 dif¬ 

ferent expert-run workshops, 

on topics ranging from poverty 

to the treatment of elderly peo¬ 

ple. Hedges chose the develop¬ 

ment of science and the 

promotion of human rights. 

By Christine Tyrrell 

What happens when a group 

of notable world leaders and 

future young leaders come 

together to share their ideas? 

Two Queen’s Education stu¬ 

dents recently had the opportu¬ 

nity to find out first hand. 

Heather Hedges, Con-Ed 

’99, and Greg Frankson, Con- 

Ed ’97, were among the partic¬ 

ipants who attended “The State 

of the World Forum for 

Emerging Leaders” conference 

held in Monterrey, Mexico 

from January 28 to 30. 

Hedges and Frankson were 

among 15 Canadian partici¬ 

pants at this year’s conference. 

“It was a shame that there were -— 

not more Canadians attend¬ 

ing,” Hedges said, adding that “There was a gentleman 

the largest portion of delegates who was exiled from China for 

“It was a really 
unique opportunity to 

meet young people 
from across the world 
doing different things 
in their communities 

to increase civic 
participation.” 

— Greg Frankson, 
Con-Ed ’97 

were from Central America. 

The 600 student delegates 

were mostly university students 

in non-governmental organi¬ 

zations working towards justice 

a|id social change,” Frankson 

said. “It was a really unique 

opportunity to meet young 

people from across the world 

doing different things in their 

communities to increase civic 

Participation.” 

The most uplifting aspect 

°f the trip was ro know that 

there are other yourh in the 

.World who work every day 

Awards making their commu- 

™tles. a little better. This com- 

quite a few years. He is now 

working out of New York City 

on human rights issues in 

China. It’s one thing to hear 

about it on the news, but it’s 

another thing to hear him talk 

about it,” Hedges said. 

Another speaker was Hafsat 

Abiola, the 24-year old daugh¬ 

ter of Chief Moshood Abiola, 

who was elected president of 

Nigeria in 1993 but was pre¬ 

vented by the Nigerian military 

regime from taking office. 

Arresred and imprisoned for 

treason, he mysteriously died 

of an alleged heart attack. 

Kudirat Abiola, his wife, who L. "cix. uciici. ims cunt- ivuuinvv i luiv.c, 

■ ned with the validation of vocally campaigned for her 

0ur efforts from world leaders husband’s freedom and right to 

Created an atmosphere of noth- 

lng hut hope,” Hedges said. 

el I-known Nobel Peace 

(IZe winners who addressed 

pe .^dents included former 

/|S' ent of Poland and 

1!I l ™ ty Movement leader, 
c C walesa, and leader of the 

0t,th African Truth and 

econeil^tjQn Commission, 

PR i^op Tutu. 
a Hedges and Frankson 

feed “the most memorable 

th n]ent Was when we were at 

w> I °rmal banquet and Lech 

w esa and Desmond Tutu 

k. siting at rhe table 
Reside us-• 

assume the presidency, 

assassinated. Hafsat is now a 

vigorous campaigner for 

Nigerian democracy and free¬ 

dom. 
Hedges said it was emo¬ 

tional, “to hear her sit there 

and talk about how she hasn’t 

lost anything, but has only 

gained. She’s a beautiful 

person.” 
The conference “stressed the 

importance of education, 

action, and developing a strat¬ 

egy which is inclusive and 

Which has integrity, ‘To be the 

difference that makes rhe dif¬ 

ference,”' Frankson said. 

then popped off the keys from a computers have to rely 

keyboard with a screwdriver.” 

problems with damage and van¬ 
dalism. 

Micro Computing Resource 

Coordinator for the Faculty of 

“24-hour computer 
labs are an essential 
service that should 

be provided.” 

— Mara Abols, fourth- 
year student 

Even though there is no bud¬ 

get to support 24 hour a day 

staffing, Mulligan said, he does 

not believe lack of staffing is the 

issue. “There is no need to have 

someone there 24 hours a day. 

Students needs to respect the 

rules and facilities,” he said. 

pus computers for course spe¬ 

cific software. 

“I really like to work late, 

and there are times when I’m 

going to have to be up all night 

to get an assignment done,” said 

fourth-year student Mara Abols. 

“24-hour computer labs are an 

essential service that should be 

provided.” 

Maedougall shares a similar 

viewpoint. “Students who have 

busy timetables often do not 

have time to begin working on 

their assignment until later, and 

by the time they get going, the 

lab closes,” she said. 

Crowe maintained that an 

increasing percentage of stu¬ 

dents are acquiring personal 

computers, especially now that 

prices are beginning to fall. He 

estimated that approximately 85 

per cent of all students in resi¬ 

dence have their own computer. 

In the meantime, the Jackson 

Hall computer lab will remain 

open 24 hours a day, seven days 

a week “as long as students 

respect university property and 

the university guidelines,” 

Mulligan said. 

An on-campus computer lab. 

PHOTO BY SAMSON WU 

Studio Q delays videos 
By Sean Springer the studio met the projected 

release date for Con-Ed videos 

A delay in the production of while Applied Science and Arts 

two sets of Orientation Week and Science videos had no for- 

videos have students in the mal release date. 

Faculty of Applied Science at “It’s unfortunate,” Goldblatt 

grievance with Studio Q. All the said in reference to the continu- 

videos were in distribution last ing delay in the Applied Science 

year as of mid-October, how- videos. She also cited technical 

ever, videos for the Faculties of difficulties as the main source of 

Concurrent Education and Arts the delay. 

Q” than for the ASUS orienta¬ 

tion committee. “I think they’re 

going to have trouble selling the 

videos,” said Myhill. 

“I accept full and utter 
responsibility.” 

— Gabriel Simms, Studio 
Q promotions 

and Science have just been 

released as of yesterday and 

today respectively. Applied 

Science videos are still in pro¬ 

duction. 

“I don’t think it was a 
priority for them... I 

think they’re going to 
have trouble selling 

the videos.” 

— Jen Myhill, head Gael 
for ASUS Orientation 

Week ’99 

Scott Snowden, logistics in 

the free committee, criticised 

Studio Q for the delay. “It’s a 

pretty poor and dismal show¬ 

ing,” said Snowden, who 

expressed concern over what he 

called “a lack of organization at 

Studio Q.” 

Jep Myhill, head Gael for 

ASUS Orientation Week ’99, 

was also critical of Studio Q’s 

Simms did report that Studio 

Q will be selling the Arts and 

Science videos at a reduced rate 

due to the delay in production. 

According to Simms, the Con- 

Ed videos were ready for distri¬ 

bution as of last night while Arts 

&C Science videos are set to be 

sold in the JDUC this afternoon. 

The Applied Science videos 

have not been released and 

organization of the frosh week Simms was not able to give a 

videos. “I don’t think it was a projected release date. “I keep 

Studio Q, the student-run 

television program, has been 

taping Frosh week events for 

four years. This year, Studio Q 

is responsible for the distribu¬ 

tion of the Arts and Science and 

Applied Science videos while 

the Con-Ed orientation com¬ 

mittee is distributing their own 

videos themselves. One of the 

Applied Science videos is taped 

independently, on behalf of the 

Applied Science orientation 

committee. Studio Q was hired 

by the committee to produce 

this particular video. 

“I accept full and utter 

responsibility,” said Gabriel 

Simms, Studio Q promotions. 

Simms would not specify the 

priority for them,” she said. 

Goldblatt offered a similar 

argument saying, “We have 

changed some of our priorities 

this year.” 

Goldblatt cited an emphasis 

on other aspects of the organi- 

exact causes for the delay, but zation such as focusing primar- 

noted that technical difficulties ily on the show and training 

aiming for tomorrow,” he said 

adding, “As far as the Applied 

Science videos, the gentleman 

who has been doing them has 

been working diligently.” 

Since regaining their opt-out- 

able fee this past year, Studio 

Q’s budget has doubled. The 

executive is now receiving hon¬ 

oraria, contrary to last year, 

which is a contentious fact for 

Snowden. - 

- ■' Studio Q’s main responsibil¬ 

ity is to run a weekly television 

show on channel’13. Simms and 

Goldblatt both explained that 

only one member out of the 

nine students who work for 

_ Studio Q has taken on full 

Ariel Goldblatt, Studio Q responsibility for the videos. 

photo BY MARY WADE This person is Simms. 

As for Studio Q’s technical 

were causing significant prob¬ 

lems. “I accept that there was a 

certain level of technical failure 

that was out of our hands,” he 

admitted. 

According to Studio Q exec¬ 

utive producer Ariel Goldblatt, 

with volunteers as reasons for 

the late release. 

Since the Arts and Science 

videos are produced and sold by 

Studio Q independently, Myhill 

felt the production delay was 

“more problematic for Studio 

setbacks, their business manager 

Liz Levine said “there isn’t the 

money.” She explained that one 

of Studio Q’s current goals is to 

move a step closer to purchas¬ 

ing high level equipment, 

specifically a digital system. 



Sarah Corman 

By Rebecca Stelter 

AMS Presidential candidate Sarah 

Corman defines her leadership back¬ 

ground through a long list of achieve¬ 

ments, including her current role as 

Municipal Affairs Commissioner for the 

AMS. Corman was also last year’s Clubs 

Manager for the AMS and has sat on the 

Library Senate Committee. With this 

experience, Corman believes she has 

honed the “skills directly applicable to 

the role of AMS President,” she said. 

When asked why she is running for 

AMS Executive with Owen Minns and 

Lisa Mori, Corman stated, “I have been 

JNEWb 

election, mitigating the effects of pro¬ 

gram deregulation, and improving the 

quality of education, Corman said. 

' Long-term planning is an essential 

aspect- of the Cor man-Mon-Mm ns 

approach to AMS executive, Corman 

"Even though it is only a one-year 

position, it IS important to look hack- 
muds andfortvards.Anexampeofths 

is out plan to improve the JL>UC. I he 

renovations of the Queen's Pub was a 

start and the creation of the AMS lounge 

was a start, yet there should be more, 

smaller changes toward long-term 

improvement.” 
Another issue important to Corman is 

the fact that “the relevance of the AMS 

has been called to question. The Law stu¬ 

dents left the AMS and the Medical stu¬ 

dents held a referendum, in which [they] 

decided to stay in the AMS by a very 

small margin.” 
For Corman, this issue leads back to 

the accountability of the AMS. In order 

to make the AMS more accountable to 

the students, Corman’s approach would 

be “to get as much feedback as possible 

involved with the AMS for three years before making a decision. There are so 

and I have seen first-hand how the AMS many people with good ideas and we 

can positively affect so many students on would like to channel those ideas in to 

campus.” better serve everybody.” 

Corman said she would bring her past Corman feels she is the best candidate 

experiences to the presidential position, for the position of AMS President. I m 

but said she has “new ideas as well... not afraid to fight the bigger battles, on 

[that are] not just ideas, they’re concrete the government or corporate sides of the 

plans that can be brought to fruition.” AMS,” she explained. “It’s all about car- 

As far as changes go, Corman stated ing about what you’re doing. I find a 

that the team would be “enacting a num- great importance for the AMS — this is 

her of small changes, yet we are not something I really believe in and some- 

going to shy away from the big battles.” thing for which I am willing to work 

Such battles include bringing the issues hard to achieve.” 

of under-funding and tuition increases to 

the forefront of the upcoming provincial 

n March 1995 6. 11,500 full-time 
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NEWTS [New Exchange WooooHooooo (the castlepeople too) and 

Transfer students] Week 1999 is looking for 

dedicated, sexy, orange-loving, Popsicle-lieking 
leaders!!! 

INTERESTED? Yes? Then pick up an application at 

the /IMS OFFICE in LOWER J-DUC. 

Questions? Maybe? E-mail the Kimono Dragons at: 

newts@www.ams.aueensu.ca 
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Mike Beltzner 

By Jonathan Tinney 

AMS presidential candidate Mike 

Beltzner is trying to understand the 

human mind. As a fourth-year Cognitive 

Science and Education student, this is 

not unusual, but Beltzner and his run¬ 

ning mates, Chelsea Gay and Jon 

Krashinsky are trying to discern what 

they can do to entice a greater voter 

turnout. 

“While it is not our number one goal, 

we have taken the lofty goal of a 40 per 

cent turnout. The AMS elections are too 

important to be decided by the approxi¬ 

mately 23 per cent of people who turned 

out last year,” said Beltzner. 

Despite the sense of fun that he and 

his partners have tried to bring to their 

campaign, Beltzner insists the team is no 

joke. “When we got assembled it was ini¬ 

tially for the purpose of making a funny 

political statement. We wanted to pro¬ 

mote awareness and get people out to 

vote,” stated Beltzner. “But we soon 

realised that these were things we felt 

strongly about and that we could make 

some changes and still run a fun 

campaign.” 

Belrzner realises that he and his team 

have the least amount of AMS experi¬ 

ence. He cites his experience as editor of 

the Who’s WherefWhat’s Next, as well as 

layout editor for Golden Words, and 

work with the Canadian Student 

Leadership Conference, as giving him a 

unique perspective on the AMS’s 

mandate. 

“One of the biggest trends in manage¬ 

ment right now is a lateral movement. 

Effective people are placed in new situa¬ 

tions and gain effective results because 

they tend to break paradigms,” 

explained Beltzner. “I hope people see 

that we have a skill set and can make that 

lateral move.” 

If elected, Beltzner said, “We are 

going to sit down and read transfer 

reports, call ex-commissioners and say 

‘Hey you’ve been out of the job for two 

years, any revelations hindsight has given 

you?’... 1 think we can do a lot of learn¬ 

ing from the past." 

He would like to see a clearer defini¬ 

tion between the roles of the executive 

and “look into the possibility of the 

President’s office taking over communi¬ 

cations.” 

One of the most prominent aspects of 

his team’s campaign is the lack of posters 

and pamphlets, which Beltzner said was 

intentional. “As for posters we placed 

them up later for strategic reasons. If you 

see a poster day after day, it quickly 

becomes wallpaper. We placed posters 

later for a greater impact,” he said. “As 

for pamphlets, we are handing out book¬ 

marks with the address to our Web site 

printed on them... they use much less 

paper and are cheaper. We were given 

$400 of student money to campaign, and 

there is no reason to spend it all just 

because we can.” 

Beltzner said his team “wanted to give 

people who were interested in what we 

had to say had all the information we 

could, not just an abbreviated version, 

hence the Web site.” 

Nick Cheeseman 

CANDIDATE 
PROFILES ’99 

President 

By Mandy Marriott 

Nick Cheeseman has some concrete 

Pans for changes he and his team want 

o make if they are elected. Three areas 

^ eesemati neec^ to *3e rac*c*ec* ^ 
t e AMS executive are academics, 

"t'on, and AMS accessibility and 
awareness. 

Presidential candidate is confi- 

j/nt about how he and his teammates, 

t ‘ e ^a>ley and Susan Henry, work 

tatH • Sa‘^ a" r^ree *iave co**a*,°' 
c in the past as coordinators for the 

and Science Undergraduate Society. 
eeseman beijeves jie anfj s team¬ 

mates 
easily 

are “very personable people and 

approachable,” which he thinks 

essential qualities to the 

AMS executive.” 
The team wants to continue the fight 

against increasing tuition, but would also 

like to cut costs in other areas. 

Cheeseman said they “want to improve 

things like Bus-it. [We] would like to see 

more stops in the student areas and more 

bus trips to the Cataraqui Centre,” sav¬ 

ing students money spent on cab fare and 

groceries. 
Cheeseman would also like to see 

improvements made to the AMS food 

bank. He believes that “Alison Loat has 

made some tremendous strides” in 

improving the food bank but that there is 

still room for development. Cheeseman 

said he would like more seminars that 

In terms of academics, Cheeseman 

said the administration should be more 

responsive to students’ needs. He said 

that teaching assistants need a minimum 

level of training. “[First] they should be 

knowledgeable in the areas that they are 

teaching and second they should have 

the ability and skills to communicate that 

knowledge to the students.” 

He would like to see an exam 

timetable released before the beginning 

of the term, thus allowing students to 

plan ahead for vacations and give them 

exact dates on when they could begin 

summer jobs. Cheeseman and his team 

have also proposed that professors be 

present at exams for a certain amount of 

time. He said he would “like to see them 

present for a good portion of the exam.” 

The team would like to produce 

greater awareness and increase the avail¬ 

ability of the AMS. The AMS “needs to 

be opened up more to students... [the] 

AMS cannot be successful without feed¬ 

back from students,” he said. Cheeseman 

has suggested that the executive be made 

available a few hours a week to listen to 

students’ concerns. 

Cheeseman has had considerable 

experience developing student leader¬ 

ship skills and working with people. Last 

year, as Deputy Commissioner of 

Campus Activities, he said he was 

“directly responsible for Welcome Back 

Week, Coffee House and the Charity 

Ball.” He also sar on the International 

Affairs Association Executive last year, a 

group he has been involved with for a 

few years. In addition, Cheeseman has 

been a member of the Queen’s Bands for 

three years and works at the Queen’s 

Pub. 
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The Journal has made this space available [°r °f x 
summarize their platforms. These 450-word outlines are 

Krashinsky- 
Gay-Beltzner 
The team of Krashinsky, Gay and Beltzner (KGB) 

sees student government as a business. The AMS is in 

the business of representing the needs and views of 

the students, and providing services for constituents. 

To be successful, we believe this business must be run 

both efficiently and effectively. In other words, not 

only must cost-analysis be performed to ensure that 

services and commissions are using their funds 

wisely, but needs-analysis must be performed to 

ensure that time, effort and resources are spent 

where appropriate. 
Our team freely admits that we are not as experi¬ 

enced and knowledgeable with internal AMS issues 

as some other candidates in this year's election; we 

see this as an advantage. Lateral movement — in 

which managers or consultants with little domain 

specific experience are hired for their new ideas — 

has become one of the most successful management 

techniques of the decade. People who have not 

become inundated with a certain bias or perspective 

are more able to break the paradigms which may 

yield inefficiencies. In considering an AMS Executive 

Council, the key is to import a team with proven 

management skills who have demonstrated abilities 

for insight and forward-thinking. Specifics of any job 

can be learned — what is important is to have lead¬ 

ers with fresh ideas and an understanding of how 

businesses and organizations are run. 

While the AMS Executive influences change and 

leads the society in a direction towards a set of goals, 

its mandate is not to actually implement those 

changes. Implementation is accomplished through 

the council of Commissioners and their managers, 

who are hired based on their innovation and dedica¬ 

tion. It will be our responsibility to not only seek out 

these builders, but to guide and direct them towards 

our vision of a better managed student government. 

The end goal will not be to have "fixed" the AMS — 

we actually believe that the machine works pretty 

darned well considering its helmsmen change yearly. 

We hope to finish our tenure as an AMS Executive 

by having accomplished the minor goals we set out 

for ourselves, and having made progress on the 

larger tasks we inherited from previous years (such 

as the External Marketing Office) as well as the 

larger tasks we initiate. Team KGB has proven, 

through the success of Golden Words, that we can 

work together well to manage a business. If you'd 

like to see more detailed ideas and visions, please set 

your browser to 

http://members.xoom.com/KGB4AMS. We have 

everything it takes to ensure that your AMS works 

best for you — all we need is your approval. 

For complete campaign details, 
check out KGB's 

"Electric Campaign Pamphlet" at 
http://mejnbers.xoom.com/KGB4AMS 

(that's case sensitive, by the by) 

Cheeseman- Corman- 
Bailey-Henry Mori-Minns 

" As the Cheeseman-Bailey-Henry team, we believe 

that Queen’s University is unique in that it offers i 

students a truly vast and diverse array of opportuni¬ 

ties, both academic and extra-curricular. Al three or 

us have taken full advantage of our time here; we 

believe that our experiences both within and beyon 

the classroom have prepared us to fulfil the execu- 

live positions for the AMS. We are confident in the 

knowledge that our team offers a positive balance of 

AMS experience and external ideas and energy. 

Nick Cheeseman is the candidate for President on 

our team. A fourth-year Political Studies major his 

involvement at Queen’s spills into all facets of the 

university. Through his work as Deputy 

Commissioner of the Campus Activities Commission 

and Queen’s Model Parliament, Cheeseman pos¬ 

sesses a strong working knowledge of the AMS. 

However, Cheeseman has also maintained consistent 

involvement with many other campus groups includ¬ 

ing the Queen’s Bands, ASUS Orientation 

Committee, and the Queen’s International Affairs 

Association where he represented Queen’s at Model 

United Nations in Canada, the USA and Thailand. 

Kate Bailey is our candidate for Vice-President 

University Affairs. Currently in her fourth year of an 

English/Health Studies degree, Bailey brings to the 

team a strong element of experience. Through her 

commitment to the Arts and Science Undergraduate 

Society, Bailey has filled the positions of Deputy 

Finance, Operations Chair for the ASUS Orientation 

Committee and is currently the Academics 

Commissioner. Her experience is further diversified 

through her involvement with the Kingston Ringette. 

team, the AMS InfoBank and the Orientation 

Roundtable. 

Susan Henry is the candidate for Vice-President 

Operations. In her fourth year of a 

Chemistry/Economics major, her commitment to 

Queen’s spirit has been exemplified through her 

duties as Academics Chair for the ASUS Orientation 

Committee, and as an executive member of the 

Queen’s Bands. She has also served as Chair of the 

ASUS Buddies Committee and has sat on the 

Chemistry Departmental Student Council (DSC). A 

Used Book Store (UBS) Exchange employee for two 

years, Henry currently holds the position of 

Assistant Manger of this AMS service. 

As a team, we believe in the importance of student 

government; we think it is important to strive 

toward immediate goals and pressing issues, yet we 

also feel that an executive should strive towards the 

long-term goals which will ultimately affect future 

students at Queen’s. 

We encourage all Queen’s students to inform 

themselves of the issues facing their university. 

Please come out to the debates and forums, check 

out our pamphlets and our web site to read up on 

our campaign platform. 

http://qlink.queensu.ca/~4kimb 

Umnatched in Spirit, Committed to 
Chajige! 

On February 9 and 10, Vote Corman ■ Mori • 
Minns for your AMS Executive. 

“What does the AMS do for we?” 

Corman, Mori & Minns will enable you to answer 

this question. We are committed to meeting the needs 

of every student and member society at Queen’s. We 

will bring experience, strong leadership, innovation 

and dedication to the AMS. 

Corman • Mori • Minns will... 

• Reduce student activity fees, including the Health 

•^Recruit corporate sponsorship to fund student 

activities . , , , 
• Work with the University to expand the work-study 

program to increase the number of jobs available to 

Queen’s students 

...save you money. 

Corman • Mori • Minns will... 

• Initiate enforcement of existing mandatory training 

for TAs 
• Establish a TA evaluation and accountability system 
• Demand an investment in the hiring of faculty to 

reduce class sizes and retain top-notch professors 
• Evaluate the innovative strategies employed at 

other leading Canadian universities to highlight defi¬ 

ciencies in our own programs 
• Hold the university accountable for outlining, in 

advance, how additional tuition money vvill be used 

...improve the quality of your education. 

Corman • Mori • Minns will... 

• Create more AMS jobs for students 
•Expand the JDUC’s Skylight Lounge into the Upper 

Ceilidh to create more comfortable student space 
• Implement service quality guarantees, (e.g., your 

lunch is served in thirty minutes, or it’s free!) 

• Build on this year’s successes, such as the Queen’s 
Pub expansion and hospitality tents at football games 

• Bring a speciality coffee shop to the JDUC 

...improve AMS services. 

Corman • Mori • Minns will... 

• Increase Walkhome’s efficiency by reducing down¬ 

time in the service’s operation. Walkers will remain 

on the streets, leading to improved response times 

and increased comfort 

• Expand the blue light program, beginning with 

Victoria Park 

...increase safety and comfort around campus. 

Corman, Mori &c Minns have a realistic approach 

and realistic goals. 
Whichever team you elect, you will see many 

quickly-implemented changes in the AMS and across 
campus. Tnese include improvements to the Bus-It 

agreement, changes in exam procedures, and internal 

restructuring of the AMS. 

Elect Corman Mori & Minns and rest assured that 

your student government will speak responsibly 

your behalf. We have not forgotten about the rh< 

sands of people on student aia. We will pressure the 
Ontario government to increase our university’s 

funding to the national per student average. We will 

take advantage of the impending provincial election 

to promote our agenda, bringing the issues of post¬ 

secondary education to the forefront of political 
debate. 

Check us out at http://qlink.queensu.ca/~6swc and 

email us at cmm4ams@hotmail.com. 

On February 9 and 10, Vote Corman * 
Mori • Minns for your AMS Executive. 

How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF: 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

There s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

| We re open Mondays and Thursdays. 4-fi n m 
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Candidates stress communication 
&tS5dfrTmpagel 

focusing on the accountability 

of reaching assistants and pro- 

, or, She suggested a more 

■porous TA training program 

rl d more complete evaluations 

of both TAs and professors. 

Corman explained in detail 

team's goal of functioning as 

) '-consistent voice” between 

students and administration. 

Minns expressed his confi¬ 

dence by closing the speech 

saying, "I know what I’m doing 

ind I can do this for you.” 

“Unmatched in spirit, com¬ 

mitted to change” is the slogan 

adopted by the third team of 

Nick Cheeseman, for President, 

Kate Bailey, for V-P (UA), and 

Susan Henry, for V-P (Ops). 

Cheeseman picked up where 

Mori had left off in academics, 

expressing the same concern for 

the quality of TAs. He offered 

another well-received sugges¬ 

tion of an “exam timetable pub¬ 

lished before you pick 

your courses.” 

Henry focused on financial 

Med 
degree 
‘out of 
reach’ 
Continued from page I 

University tuition is above the 

maximum allowance from 

government assistance, before 

factoring in living expenses. 

For this reason many students 

feel that a medical education is 

being placed out of reach. 

“There is a lot of 
concern for the effect 
that this will have on 

the health care 
system in Ontario.” 

Hoomart Ghomeshi, 
Queen’s Meds ’00 

Skyrocketing tuition has 

created a huge barrier to a 

medical education for many 

Ganadians, particularly those 

rom low and middle income 

Emilies,’’ said Hooman 

Ghomeshi, Queen’s Meds '00. 

As a result, many students 

n,ay find medical training in 

. United States a more 

v*able option, and the greater 

compensation for doctors 

f0urh of the border may 

ccome a necessity' for paying 

0 Jncteasing debt loads. 

There is a lot of concern 

I°r cbe effect that this will 

lave on the health care system 

'o Ontario, and it would seem 
that 

the 
regardless of what form 

consequences ’ take. 

creases in tuition can only 

J*Ve negative outcomes for 

eryone,” said Ghomeshi. 

issues questioning the Queen’s 

Health Plan’s budget surplus, 

and suggesting that it be redis¬ 

tributed. She also argued that 

students are not getting their 

money's worth when they pay 

$30 for a bus pass and that this 

could be remedied by an 

increase in bus service and 

expanded routes. 

Bailey voiced the team's goal 

of improving wheelchair access 

at all campus buildings with the 

help of the Accessibility Task 
Force. 

The floor was then opened to 

questions with each team 

allowed one minute to answer. 

The importance of communica¬ 

tion in problem solving was cen¬ 

tral to the candidates’ answers 

to many questions. Bailey 

argued strongly for closer rela¬ 

tionships between the AMS and 

Faculty societies. She also called 

for constant communication 

with alumni and businesses to 

promote Queen’s students 

in the marketplace. 

Minns joked about the QP’s 

failure to immediately address a 

complaint about their brand of 

nachos as a way of presenting 

his platform of open communi¬ 

cation at all levels of govern¬ 
ment. 

This sentiment was echoed 

by Nick Cheeseman when he 

promised to sit in Mac-Corry 

for “a couple of hours a week” 

to answer questions from stu- 

*** 

dents. The Beltzner-Krashinsky- 

Gay team, true to their business¬ 

like image, were more reserved 

and advocated the even distribu¬ 

tion of responsibility over the 

many levels of the AMS. 

The AMS executive election 

takes place on February 9 and 

10 at many campus locations. 

AMS teams Krashinsky-Gay-Beltzner (left), Cheeseman- 
Bailey-Henry (top) and Corman-Mori-Minns (bottom) spoke to 

students Tuesday night in an open forum at Victoria Hall. 

PHOTO BY CHRIS GLOVER 

Financial viability a priority 
Continued from page I 

he said. 

When he complained about 

the smoker’s cancellation and 

the short notice given, Alfie’s 

staff told him the ’Ol’s were 

simply “out of luck,” he said. 

“There is a contract that 

groups are supposed to sign 

when they book a smoker,” 

explained Ben Bourke, Alfie’s 

manager. One of the first things 

stated at the top of the contract 

is that a smoker can be cancelled 

at anytime, he said. “While we 

leave the signing up to them, the 

contract is made up and ready 

for them at Alfie’s.” 

“When people book smok¬ 

ers, they are told that the date is 

not carved in stone or guaran¬ 

teed,” agreed AMS Services 

Director Sarah Armstrong. “If 

Alfie’s can book a show or con¬ 

cert, then they will generally do 

that, as it better meets the needs 

of the students... it generates 

more revenue for the pub.” 

“The pub has to remain 

financially viable,” continued 

Armstrong. “A show or concert 

will typically bring more people 

to the pub, and while smokers 

usually generate some revenue, 

it is in Alfie’s best interest to 

expand the diversity of its pro¬ 

gramming,” she added. 

Bourke said there were many 

factors at play in the cancella¬ 

tion of the ’01 smoker. While he 

admitted that whichever event 

is “expected to generate more 

money can get priority,” Bourke 

stressed that in this instance it 

was a worthwhile trade-off. 

Bourke also mentioned that 

groups with multiple-booking 

dates, such as ASUS, are likely 

to lose smokers to groups with 

no dates booked. “Ultimately, 

we help numerous groups over 

the year, [and the smokers tend 

to be] mutually beneficial,” 

Bourke said. 

“The last thing Alfie’s wants 

to do is upset people,” 

Armstrong concurred. Smokers 

are a valuable service to stu¬ 

dents, as they increase aware¬ 

ness of student groups on 

campus, and this is something 

that Alfie’s takes seriously.” 

According to Jessica Paddick, 

ASUS social convenor, “The 

ASUS summer person does not 

always tell the executive mem¬ 

bers to sign the contract.” The 

people in charge of the ‘01 
smoker were never made aware 

of the tentative nature of the 

scheduled fundraiser, she 

added. 

“The first thing people criti¬ 

cize about Alfie’s is program¬ 

ming, so this is an area that 

Alfie’s is committed to improv¬ 

ing and diversifying,” said 

Armstrong. 

— with files from Shawn 

Brimley 

ASUS 
debate 

By Erik Missio 

Victoria Hall was trans¬ 

formed into a stage for politi¬ 

cal debate Tuesday evening as 

the Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society execu¬ 

tive candidates announced 

their platforms and fielded 

questions. 

In the four-minute opening 

remarks, Shannon Bell, along¬ 

side running mate Chris 

Safford, promised to “repre¬ 

sent, restructure, and re-ener- 

gize” ASUS by increasing 

awareness, cooperating with 

other Faculty societies and 

enlarging the representation 

from Year Societies. 

Alison Lam, speaking alone 

due to running mate Brian 

Adam’s illness, said, “With so 

much experience, we under¬ 

stand ASUS backwards and 

forward.” She proposed to end 

ASUS “cliques” and promote 

awareness .through a two- 

tiered system of publicity and 

enterprises with corporate 

sponsorship. 

Dave Contant and Erin 

O’Keefe revealed their plan of 

“consolidation of internal sys¬ 

tems” through follow-ups of 

ASUS assembly meetings and 

revitalization of the ASUS 

Core. They also advocated an 

evaluation system for Teaching 

Assistants and a mentorship 

program for ArtSci students. 

When asked whether or not 

they supported rhe proposed 

17-course degree program, 

Conrant and O’Keefe said they 

were in favour of curriculum 

review, but remained skeptical 

in terms of new course avail¬ 

ability and potential ramifica¬ 

tions for Con-Ed students. 

Lam cited her concerns 

about “paying the same 

[tuition] for fewer courses.” 

Bell and Safford said rhe 

current proposal is too rough 

to comment upon yet. 

ASUS voting takes place on 

February 9 and 10. 

SCHOOL OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

ORIENTATION EVENING 
Room 1102 - BioSciences Complex 

Thursday, February 11, 1999 
7-9 p.m. 

meet your faculty and YOUR DSC 

Find out about Honours BSc options in: 

. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
• ENVIRONMENTAL chemistry 
. ENVIRONMENTAL geography 
. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY 
. ENVIRONMENTAL life sciences 

Honours BA program: 

• environmental science MEDIALS 

free REFRESHMENTS! 

win a J|El 
GUINNESS JACKET 1 

come oil down for a pint, or two 
and ask your server for details. 

Cheers..!!! 

(Enimm 
> www.thetoucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess St. 544-1966 

FOOD SPECIALS LIVE BANDS 

$2.49 Sunday breakfast 
sun-tiles 

1/2 price wings ' 
wed 

1 /2 price nachos' 

‘after 7|tni with beverage ptirchsae 

fri Feb S 

MAGNUM 
HDUSE 

cuiujS; get LtmUeil 
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Free food anyone? 
OF ALL THE SERVICES RUN BY 

the AMS, only one is mandated 

to give food and drink away for 

free. While a trip to Alfie’s may leave 

your spirits higher, only the AMS food 

bank can help cut your grocery bill in 

half. After two years in operation, stu¬ 

dents are finally warming up to the idea 

of using an AMS service that is available 

for anybody, anytime, no questions 

asked. 

This AMS service is a 
resource for any student who 

happens to be low on food 
money at any given moment. 

Every week, close to 10 new people 

a week are stopping by the food bank 

— a trend, that if continued, will help 

put a dent in student hunger at 

Queen’s. Students seem to be realizing 

that this service is a resource for any 

student who happens to be low on food 

money at any given moment. In the 

past, too many students have chosen 

Save the Queen 
Every fall, thousands of 

newly arrived students can be 

heard chanting Oil Thigh na 

Banrighinn, a’bramrighitm gubraith — 

literally: The university of the Queen, 

the Queen forever. Four years later, 

many of those same students take part 

in a rendition of “God Save the 

Queen” at their convocation. And why 

not? We are talking about Queen’s 

University, an institution rich in tradi¬ 

tions that pay homage to our original 

patron Queen Victoria. 

Even though Queen Victoria may no 

longer be as integral a part of the insti¬ 

tution’s identity, these traditions still 

have merit. It is unfortunate, therefore, 

that the Queen’s Senate has voted to 

consider eliminating the singing of 

“God Save the Queen” from the 

Convocation ceremony. Singing the tra¬ 

ditional hymn adds character to the cer- 

We are not amused. 

— Queen Victoria 

hunger when food is readily available at 

272 Earl St. It is a reality of life at 

Queen’s in 1999 that hunger is a 

problem that cuts across the full 

spectrum of the student community. 

While student leaders and the 

administration should continue to sup¬ 

port the food bank with donations, the 

challenge now is increasing awareness. 

Eric Morris, food bank co-ordinator, 

and the AMS are meeting this challenge 

with an aggressive advertising 

campaign. 

Awareness would be further 

improved if the administration 

informed incoming students about the 

food bank. 

Another necessary change would be 

improving the accessibility of the food 

bank. Its present location in the base¬ 

ment of the Journal House does not 

allow for wheelchair access and is 

daunting for anyone in the winter. If 

another location cannot be found, the 

AMS should consider renovating the 

building to make it more accessible. 

emony and establishes a connection 

between the graduating class and the 

thousands who have gone before them. 

The Senate should realize that if we 

remove all the pomp from 

Convocation, we will be left with a ster¬ 

ile and boring ceremony. 

On the other hand, if singing 

England’s national anthem is gen¬ 

uinely offensive to students then we 

should eliminate the tradition. We 

should bear in mind, however, that 

singing the hymn is a tribute to Queen 

Victoria and not a show of patriotism 

to any country. It seems appropriate 

that the Convocation ceremony be 

rooted in Queen’s history, which hap¬ 

pens to be the monarchy. It would be a 

shame if these traditions were replaced 

with neutral symbols that had no basis 

in Queen’s history. 

V/g SHOULD BE 5IN6W6 
"60D5/IVE THE QUEEN" 

£UT WE PONT THINK in 

NECESSARY, 

anymore 

Hooked on Oprah 
Earlier this week I was 

shopping for a gift at our local 

Chapters book store when I 

encountered a disturbing sight. 

Among the book sections was a liter¬ 

ary division, I was previously unfamil¬ 

iar with. Right there before me, beside 

the “Award Winners” section was a 

category entitled “Reviewed by 

Oprah.” Most of us expect to meet 

with a certain amount of propaganda 

when we enter into a commercial 

Mecca, but since when did Oprah 

become a literary division? 

Since when 
did Oprah 
become a 

literary 
division? 

1 promptly addressed this issue with 

some friends of mine and was aston¬ 

ished to learn the same sight had been 

witnessed at Indigo. While part of me 

is still wondering why I am surprised 

to find corporations oozing with rein¬ 

forcements of the status quo, the 

other part of me is still offended. 

Books reviewed by Oprah’s club 

are practically placed on a Concord 

flight to the best seller list. Those 

reviewed are now being printed, not 

just stickered, with “Oprah’s Book 

Club” on their front cover. I think it is 

positive that the Oprah book club is 

actively encouraging audiences to read 

and discuss contemporary works, but 

why do-we need a celebrity to endorse 

something before it becomes the 

vogue? 

That issue aside, Oprah is still not a 

literary division. Having a section 

with her name on it insinuates that 

she, or her show, are somehow intelli¬ 

gent and privileged enough to decide 

for an audience of billions of people 

which new literary works are “good 

picks.” Chapters fosters this miscon¬ 

ception by placing her section imme¬ 

diately next to their selection of 

recent award winners. By doing this 

they are reinforcing the myth that her 

show actually has the power to sift out 

quality reading. 

I am really not trying to attack 

Oprah Winfrey specifically. I will even 

admit to being a bit of an Oprah fan. 

As a black woman born out of a poor 

Mississippi farming family, she has 

overcome numerous obstacles-on her 

road to success. Lately though, Oprah 

seems more machine than woman. 

Perhaps I am being overly sensitive 

to these attacks on my independent 

thought, as many of my friends and 

colleagues frequently suggest. I actu¬ 

ally love drinking cappuccino at 

Starbucks while grazing the pages of a 

current interest. I simply think we 

need to meticulously consider every¬ 

thing popular culture throws our way. 

At the very least acknowledge its exis¬ 

tence and be aware of its potential 

effects on your established values. 

By Jocelyn Lafori i 
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iire you getting any 
EELING LONELY, DEPRESSED. hmVc . _ a ^ ** IF YOU’RE FEELING LONELY, DEPRESSED, 

or sexually frustrated, hitting the bar 

scene may be just what you need! 

Attractive people, drinking, and danc- 

ing is part of what university life is all 

Beforeavm|W«;5rUfdeIineS u° m mind: "morning after” situation. Nevertheless 
crucial that v ^ Market’, ir is lor people who are looking to find any- 
crucial that you know exactly what you’re •• * ' • 
onlnno irw c:_■ ... 

--..Aduiiy wnar you re 

looking tor. First thing to consider: the 

gender of your preference. I'll leave chat 
Zn;.WhroUdoonceyo«3;“ 

■ ,--, / s- uuuui 
,.) enter the ‘Meat Market.’ Here you 

will find a wide selection of size, weight, 

and appearance. As a customer, you are 

entitled to choose what you prefer best. 

However, if you are not satisfied with 

your pick, I encourage you to return and 

try your luck again. 

stand? Reality check. Do you honestly 

believe you will find a long term, mean¬ 

ingful relationship in a bar full of horny, 

drunk people? Most people our age are 

not looking for any sort of prolonged 

commitment but would rather just date 
and have fun. 

-uic mumiig iu iiiiu any¬ 

thing but that, pick up your ego from the 

ground and head back to the ‘Market.’ 

You’re standing in front of 
the mirror, wondering how 

to tell “him/her” you do not 
like them, you walk back to 

your room, and they’re gone. 
Suddenly you feel offended. 

A drunk stranger of the 
opposite sex approached me 
with a half-witted comment 
about how my round eyes 
match my round breasts. 

Have you ever noticed how many peo¬ 

ple go to a bar to pick up? I know this 

because I, like much of the rest of society, 

has at some point felt the need to do this. 

Everyone does it. However, my opinion 

on the subject changed when someone 

tried to pick me up. A drunk stranger of 

the opposite sex approached me with a 

half-witted comment about the way my 

round eyes match my round breasts. And 

then he smiles, like I’m supposed to be 

flattered, when really, at this point, all I 

can think of is walking away from him. 

And so I do. 

For those of you who wish to be suc¬ 

cessful when picking someone up at a bar. 

- ^>nut*ie hand, if you’re looking 
for a “fling” or a “one-night stand,” bars 

are definitely your first choice. Have you 

ever considered how much more attrac¬ 

tive people look when they’re dancing 

under strobe lights and you’ve had a cou¬ 

ple of drinks? Anyone can pick up. This is 

sad, but true. The influence of alcohol 

plays an enormous role when deciding 

who is going to be in your bed tonight. 

Imagine how you would feel if you woke 

up and found another body lying in your 

bed; someone whom you had no recollec¬ 

tion of meeting. 

Suddenly you’re standing in front of 

the mirror, wondering how to tell 

“him/her” you do not like them, when 

you walk back to your room, and the mys¬ 

terious figure is gone, nowhere to be seen. 

Suddenly you feel offended. Talk about a 

crushed ego. At this point, of course, most 

people realize, as I did, that you will never 

find the perfect someone at a bar. Luckily 

for me, I never had to experience the 

The third and final thing to consider 

when looking to pick up: do not rush to 

find someone when you’re getting back in 

the game (exceptions can be made for 

those who have recently broken up with 

significant others — they will want to 

engage in as much sexual activity as possi¬ 

ble). It is important to remember that the 

majority of bar visitors are there for the 

same reasons you are. Start off with a 

smile, some dancing, and so forth. But do 

not rush it, unless you are sure the other 

party feels the same way. Art smooth and 

in control. And if you lose this one too, 

remember you can always come back to 

the Market tomorrow and try your luck 

again. 

In short, I think people who pick up at 

bars will never meet the person of rheir 

dreams. What they will meet is embar¬ 

rassment, humiliation, and rejection. 

Natalie Diaz 

Arts '02 

The QP vs. Corman, 
Mori and Minns 

Dear Editors, 

Having come across the campaign 

brochure for CormaYi, Mori and Minns 

(CMM), and been in attendance at sev¬ 

eral classes where their platform has been 

discussed, we as the management team at 

die Queen’s Pub felt that there were a 

number of issues that had to be addressed 

with respect to their assessment of the 
pub. 

Instead of inventing issues 
upon which to run, this team 
(Corman, Mori and Minns) 

should focus on real 
Problems that need to be 
addressed with regards to 

the Queen’s Pub. 

In the first instance, it seems odd that 

should place so much emphasis upon 

r, e Queen’s Pub when it has been one of 

A Mi m°St successhd services run by the 
IS this year, exceeding all expectations 

111 terms of service and profitability'. Not 

°n y have we put in a tremendous effort 

? niake the pub expansion a success, but 

roi|gb the diligent work of our staff, we 

ave been able to create an environment 

|i°sPitable to the entire Queen’s eommu- 

llry- We believe that- this is an achieve- 

lenr diat can be built upon by successive 

lanagement teams. 

srs t« the Editors 

With respect to the campaign’s attack 

on the quality of the service at the pub, 

we find their criticisms to be unwar¬ 

ranted, inaccurate, and downright insult¬ 

ing to our staff. To suggest that patrons 

are forced to wait thirty minutes for a 

drink completely misrepresents the qual¬ 

ity of our service. While we acknowledge 

that there have been occasional problems 

in the past with respect to waiting for ser¬ 

vice, we feel that this gross generalization 

disparages the hard work of all QP staff. 

It is evident that neither Sarah, Lisa, nor 

Owen have been in to the pub much this 

year. 
As per the campaign’s suggestion of 

hiring more staff to speed service, 

increase sales, and provide more jobs, it is 

clear that little research went into this 

“plan.” The bottom line is that while the 

idea may look good on paper, it fails to 

appreciate the complexities of the service 

industry. Adding more staff on shift may 

seem like a good idea, however, it would 

not necessarily result in improved service. 

In fact, the only guarantee is that it would 

significantly lower the profitability of the 

pub, and perhaps return the pub to losses. 

We work hard to schedule the appropri¬ 

ate number of staff each shift, and when 

circumstances arise, always have staff on 

call to cover unexpectedly busy nights. 

Finally, we take offence to the sugges¬ 

tion that Corman, Mori, and Minns vvill 

“serve better nacho chips at the QP We 

take pride in our expanded food menu, 

and have continued to improve the qual¬ 

ity of all of our snack options. 

Furthermore, we have fostered a close 

relationship with several small-scale local 

suppliers, who consistently provide prod¬ 

ucts of exceptional quality, including 

nacho chips. In fact, it may surprise the 

CMM team, but the nacho platter contin¬ 

ues to be our most popular menu item. 

This team is not prepared to 
run the QP, let alone the 

AMS. 

In closing, we are disgusted by the 

ignorance of this team with respect to the 

Queen’s Pub, and quite frankly find it 

unfair to our patrons, our staff, and us. 

Instead of inventing issues upon which to 

run, this team should focus on real prob¬ 

lems that need to be addressed in regard 

to the pub, such as limited kitchen facili¬ 

ties, and other key administrative difficul¬ 

ties. Clearly this team is not prepared to 

manage the Queen’s Pub, let alone the 

entirety of the AMS. 

Mark Picketts (Manager) 

Jane Lee, Scott Thomson and 

Mark Soules (Assistant Managers) 

The Queen vs. 
Naked Feminists 

Dear Editors, 

If the Queen is irrelevant to modem 

Canada, then why should we keep her 

name for the university? While we’re at 

it, let’s get rid of those annoying bag pipes 

and the Oil Thigh — too Scottish. 

talkin. 
& 

What is the most 
annoying thing a 
housemate has 
done to you? 

“You don’t want to know. I might get a 

law suit slapped on me!” 

Ryan Naidoo 

Arts ’01 

PHOTOS BY MARY WADE 

“Moved in!” 

Dan Rowlands 

Sci ’00 

“Gnawed on my nipples!” 

Kevin Lorimer 

Sci ’00 

“She leaves che toilet seat up.” 
Justin Lam 
Artsci ’00 

Let’s get rid of all Latin mottoes — the 

Queen’s motto should be expressed in 

English, French, and Cree. Let’s get rid of 

the coat of arms, and replace it with a 

rainbow flag. Let’s get rid of convocation 

prayers. Instead, we can have some naked 

feminists dance around a fire in honour 

of the Earth goddess. 

In the end, we will have cleansed 

Queen’s of all that poisonous tradition 

which has kept the campus so lily white. 

Plus, we’ll have more time for convoca¬ 

tion speeches! 

There remains onp question. What 

will we call our new, tradition-free uni¬ 

versity? My suggestion: the University of 

Guelph. 

Andrew Zur 

Arts ’99 

Continued on page 10 
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Computer Engineering 

UNDERGRADUATE ORIENTATION ggj 

Walter Light Hall, Room 205 
daman Bwntsomm; 

Tuesday, February 9,1999 
7:00-9:30 p.m. mm -I 

Orientation Program 

♦ The Discipline and Career Opportunities 

♦ Computer Engineering Curriculum 

♦ Electrical and Computer Engineering Club Activities 

♦ Demonstrations and Displays 

♦ Discussions with ECE Faculty, Staff and Students 

♦ Refreshments 

Computer Architectures 
Computer Networks 
Digital Systems 
Microprocessor Applications 
Software Systems 

If you are unable to attend the orientation, information on the ECE Undergraduate 
programs is available on our website: www.ece.queensu.ca 

Continued from page 9 

Queen’s save the Queen 
Dear Editors, 

It is indeed disturbing to read in The 
Journal that the Queen’s Senate is consid¬ 

ering omitting mention of Queen Victoria 

at convocation and removing “God Save 

the Queen” from the ceremony. 

For an institution that prides itself on a 

sense of history and tradition it seems 

completely illogical to discard mentioning 

Queen Victoria from the convocation cer¬ 

emony. It takes little time at all, and rec¬ 

ognizes our foundations not only as an 

educational institution but as a nation. 

The notion that removing God Save 

the Queen will “reduce the pomp of an 

already lengthy ceremony” is a complete 

fallacy. It takes all of 45 seconds to sing 

the Royal Anthem, which I might ad is 

used throughout the Commonwealth, and 

not just Britain. Logically it makes all the 

sense in the world to recognize our head 

of state. Every other country does! 

While I could not agree more with Mr. 

Rawal who stated that there have been a 

“lot of things that have changed about 

this country” since 1841, Canada contin¬ 

ues to have a monarch as its head of state. 

Who, despite the opinion of some, is 

Elizabeth the Second, Queen of Canada, 

who is also the Queen of 16 other nations 

around the world. Not to mention head 

of our multicultural Commonwealth, of 

which Canada is the most senior member. 

I hope that before voting on this issue, 

all members of the Senate will consider 

the importance of retaining the Royal 

Anthem and mention of Queen Victoria. 

Friday, February sTT^ 

Pierre Berton has often said that “the 

quality of the future depends on what is 

kept from the past.” Mentioning QUeen 

Victoria recognizes our roots as an insti¬ 

tution, and singing “God Save the Queen" 

recognizes our head of state. 

Chris McCreery 

MA 

Less Jesus, more SHRC 

Dear Editors, 

I was very surprised to read in a letter 

contained in the February 2/99 issue that 

the Sexual Health Resource Centre 

(SHRC) is subject to visibility limitations 

whereas Campus Crusade for Christ and 

other religious groups are not. The 

prominence of religious advertising was 

recently illustrated by “Jesus Awareness 

Week.” This lies in stark contrast to any 

advertising I have encountered on campus 

for the SHRC. It appears that a Queen’s 

student is permitted to be accosted on 

Union St. with religious paraphernalia 

and yet this same student is shielded from 

information that may potentially save his 

or her life. This is not to say I am against 

religious visibility on campus as I believe 

it promotes diversity. However, religion is 

a personal choice, as are sexual choices, 

and both ought to be represented on cam¬ 

pus equally. I find fault in the fact that 

Queen’s administration seems to be selec¬ 

tively ignoring issues that might threaten 

the institution’s pseudo-liberal founda¬ 

tions at the cost of student safety. 

Alana Flexman 

Arts ’00 

Going Some- 
pnce Soon? 

* The Campus Bookstore Travel Book Sale 
All Travel Guides And Maps Are 25% Off 
Starts Monday, February 8th. 

Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 ■ 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

Turning 
By Boon Chang 

It may seem that pregnancy and can¬ 

cer have little in common, but recent 

Queen’s research, published in the cur¬ 

rent issue of the International Journal of 

Cancer, draws a link between the two 

seemingly unrelated fields and could 

change the way we look at cancer treat¬ 

ment. ... 
Charles Graham is an assistant profes¬ 

sor in the Department of Anatomy and 

Cell Biology. His research in pregnancy, 

and in cancer invasion and metastasis has 

introduced the possibility of treating 

cancer growth by regulating oxygen lev¬ 

els in malignant tumours. For his 

research accomplishments in the biology 

of cellular migration and invasion, 

Graham has won the 1998 Mihran and 

Mary Basmajian Award. 

Since his graduate studies, Graham 

has focused on the biology of pregnancy. 

He investigates the human placenta, 

which is the organ responsible for the 

exchange of nutrients and wastes 

back an 
between the mother and the fetus. 

According to Graham, in some ways the 

placenta is an invasive type of organ; it 

attaches to and penetrates the wall of the 

uterus during pregnancy. This invasion 

of the uterus is important in human 

pregnancies because the fetal circulation 

is placed closer to the maternal circula¬ 

tion, facilitating the exchange of sub¬ 

stances necessary for proper 

development. 

Dr. Graham has discovered 

that cancerous cells become 

more aggressive at low 

oxygen concentrations. 

The placenta also plays a role in 

widening the blood vessels that feed the 

uterus, to increase blood flow to the 

developing fetus. A complication of 

pregnancy, known as pre-eclampsia, 

occurs when the remodeling of the blood 

vessels does not occur to a sufficient 

extent to accommodate the growing 

invasion 
fetus. Decreased blood flow can cause 

hypoxia, or an oxygen deficiency. The 

unborn baby may grow more slowly than 

normal or suffer developmental disor¬ 

ders. Graham believes the high blood 

pressure induced by pre-eclampsia is a 

result of “a compensatory mechanism” 

that attempts to provide proper amounts 

of blood to the fetus. Pre-eclampsia is the 

leading cause of prenatal death in devel¬ 

oped countries, and affects as many as 10 

per cent of all pregnancies. 

Since pre-eclampsia is a condition in 

which the placenta does not receive ade¬ 

quate amounts of blood and oxygen, 

Graham’s study focused on the effects of 

oxygen deprivation on the invasion of 

the uterus. He isolated invasive cells of 

the placenta, trophoblast cells, and main¬ 

tained them in culture under high and 

low oxygen levels. He had expected to 

find that low oxygen concentrations 

reduce the invasiveness of the tro¬ 

phoblast cells. To his surprise, 

Continued on page 12 

Science 
Spectrum 

■ Science news from around Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

Origins of HIV found 
In equatorial Africa, there is a sub¬ 

species of chimpanzee, Pan troglo¬ 
dytes troglodytes, that could hold the 
key to fighting what has become a 
global epidemic. Certain members of 
this subspecies are infected with a 
strain of SIV — simian immunodefi¬ 
ciency virus — that is more closely 
related to HIV-1, the virus that causes 
AIDS, than any other strain yet found. 
In fact, the two viruses are so close 
genetically that scientists are now say¬ 
ing that this SIV is the origin of the 
human AIDS virus. Even with this 
knowledge, there is still much left to 
learn about HIV and AIDS. For exam¬ 
ple, chimpanzees infected with SIV do 
not show any of the symptoms associ¬ 
ated with AIDS in humans. Further 
research and conservation efforts for 
the endangered chimpanzee are now 
planned. 

Maggots do surgical rounds 
Part 1 of 2 exposing putrid, but promising, medicine 
By Jennifer Paterson 

Read on at your own risk. The author 

will not be held responsible for those 

persons that may take it upon themselves 

to gather the maggots from that dead 

squirrel behind Stauffer and let them 

writhe in an open wound. Nowadays, 

this action would probably illicit gawks 

and stares, but on a 19th century battle¬ 

field would have seem quite ordinary. 

The somewhat-modern medical use of 

maggots began during the American 

Civil War, when a field doctor noticed 

that battle wounds that were infected 

with maggots healed more quickly than 

those not infected. The soldiers had a lot 

more to be squeamish about than the 

maggots, so subjects for further experi¬ 

ments weren’t hard to find. 

After that, maggot therapy became 

pretty widespread in North America for 

some time. Physicians watched in amaze¬ 

ment as the blow fly larvae ravenously 

attacked necrotic, diseased tissue, while 

leaving the healthy, living tissue intact. It 

even seemed like the maggots might have 

been somehow promoting the growth of 

new tissue after they had removed the 

tainted tissue. 

Rough times were ahead for the faith- 

fnl maggots, however. The 1940s 

brought more advanced surgical tech¬ 

niques, powerful antibiotics and immac¬ 

ulately hygienic operating rooms to ward 

°ff the bacteria that caused such necrotic 

tissue infections. Maggot therapy was 

tendered obsolete (or at least unfashion¬ 

able). So why are we still talking about 

't? Why not let-this disgusting tradition 

test in peace? 

k so happens that maggot therapy 

may become the next retro fad for a 

really good reason. It addresses what are 

^tguably the two greatest problems in 

western medicine right now: antibiotic 

resistance and cuts to healthcare. 

Nowadays, bacteria are commonly 

0l>nd to be resistant to various classes of 

antibiotics. So if you happen to have a 

r^'ltiplc-drug-resistant gangrene infec¬ 

tion, your options may De to nnu some 

obscure antibiotic that works, amputa¬ 

tion of the infected tissue, or maggot 

therapy, renamed “biosurgery” for the 

squeamish. 
Name change or not, maggot therapy 

has definitely been modernized. The lar¬ 

vae can be cultivated relatively inexpen¬ 

sively and free of microbial 

contamination. They can be ordered on 

the Internet and delivered overnight by 

courier. They can be applied by the 

patient at home, avoiding the costly stay 

in a hospital bed associated with conven¬ 

tional surgery. No limbs are amputated, 

because the tissue grows back, and no 

anaesthesia is needed. Apparently, the 

biggest complaint is a subtly horrific tick¬ 

ling sensation. . . , ,. 
Sounds pretty good, but as is the habit 

in medicine today, you need to prove it 

with some clinical testing, and a little 

chemistry. 
Researchers are already getting some¬ 

where on the first requirement. Ronald 

A. Sherman, a physician at the University 

of California has been conducting lim¬ 

ited trails since 1989 and so for, the mag¬ 

gots seem to be eating bacteria-.nfested 

tissue like there's no tomorrow. There 

are also plans for a large scale, random- 

Further research is being done in labs, 

to try to take a stab at the chemistry 

requirement. A 1997 study in the journal 

“Life Sciences” suggested in cautious lan¬ 

guage that “the existence of intrinsic fac¬ 

tors within the maggot... may be 

responsible for the growth-stimulating 

effects seen in maggot-infested wounds”. 

The exact nature of these “intrinsic 

factors” is still under debate, but there 

are lots of ideas as to the general healing 

mechanism of biosurgery. Maggots are 

known to secrete digestive enzymes to 

liquefy diseased tissue. They may also 

release healing chemicals such as ammo¬ 

nia, calcium carbonate, and possibly the 

antibacterial agent allantoin. It has also 

been suggested that the simple motion of 

the maggots in the tissue may somehow 

stimulate new growth. 

Does all this mean that good times are 

ahead for the lowly larvae? Possibly. 

Maggot therapy is at the heart of two 

competing themes in medicine today: the 

“pill-for-all-your-problems” attitude ver¬ 

sus the natural remedies phenomenon, 

and the growing river of natural thera¬ 

pies may just drag maggot therapy along 

into the mainstream. 

Martian Airlines 

NASA is still looking at exploring 
Mars, but has shifted its focus from dri¬ 
ving around in the dust to flying 
through the thin Martian air. The Mars 
Airborne Geophysical Explorer mis¬ 
sion, scheduled for 2003 for the 100th 
anniversary of the first airplane flight 
here on Earth, will involve sending the 
aircraft to Mars folded up in a heat- 
resistant capsule. After entering the 
Martian atmosphere the capsule will 
open and the “Kitty Hawk," as its been 
dubbed, will descend on a parachute 
and unfold its long wings. Under its 
own power, the aircraft will then fly 
along the canyons of Valles Marineris 
taking magnetic and electric field read¬ 
ings, as well as still and motion pic¬ 
tures, to determine how the valleys 
formed and have changed over time. 

Ziggy Stardust 

Set for launch tomorrow is the 
Stardust spacecraft, which will collect 
dust particles from the tail of comet 
Wild-2 (pronounced "vilt too" — think 
German). The Stardust mission will be 
the first to return samples to Earth 
since the Lunar missions of the 1970s. 
The actual rendezvous with the comet 
won't take place until 2004, after 
Stardust takes a couple of spins 
around the sun to pick up speed. 
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Science 

New role for oxygen 
Continued from page 11 

trophoblast cells became more aggressive 

in the presence of reduced oxygen evels. 

Although other studies have already 

shown that oxygen plays a role in regu¬ 

lating the expression of a number of 

Irenes, Graham believes that “to our 

knowledge, this is the first instance of 

oxygen playing a role in regulating cell 

migration and invasion.” His results 

show that in the first trimester of preg¬ 

nancy, oxygen levels are indeed signifi¬ 

cantly lower in the placenta than in other 

tissues. He now proposes that low oxy¬ 

gen levels during early pregnancy are 

required for proper implantation and 

formation of the placenta. In pre- 

eclampsia, however, the hypoxic condi¬ 

tions usually do not appear until the 

third trimester of pregnancy, when 

demand for oxygen is greatest. 

According to Graham, it is at this point 

that the low oxygen levels trigger the 

release of substances that lead to preg¬ 

nancy-induced high blood pressure in 

the mother. 

Graham then decided to examine 

whether invasive cells in other biological 

settings behaved in a similar fashion. He 

examined the invasiveness in tumour 

growth and metastasis. He discovered 

that cancerous cells reacted similarly and 

also became more aggressive in the pres¬ 

ence of low oxygen concentrations. 

Although other research has already 

shown that low oxygen levels in tumours 

generally lead to poor clinical outcomes, 

Graham says “we are studying the' mech¬ 

anism in more detail as to how the cell 

invades... under hypoxic conditions.” 

Dr. Charles Graham 

PHOTO COURTESY OF QUEEN'S TODAY 

that tumour cells become more aggres¬ 

sive in low oxygen “emphasizes the 

importance of paying attention to the 

response of the tumour cells themselves 

to any new forms of therapy.” 

Although he states firmly that “it will 

still be a while before anything can be 

taken to the clinic,” his research has now 

opened a new door. 
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Pop edes the world? 
According to Alison Loat, it may be the end of the world as we know it 

By Alison Loat 
Alison Lout is the Alma Mater Society 

rice-president of university affairs I'M NOT CRAZY. I’M REALLY NOT. But 

have you seriously considered that we 

may only have another 11 months to 

live? 
Wait, don’t stop reading. I’m not 

crazy, remember? But I am really scared 

that this Y2K problem is going to mean a 

lot more than whacked-out computers 

and confused telecommunications, or 

even broken-down power sources. I think 

it could very well mean the end of the 

world. 

Y2K — the internationally recognized 

acronym for the so-called millennium bug 

— had its genesis in the 1960s, when large 

mainframe computers began permeating 

workplaces for the first time. Back then, 

hard disk space was expensive, so in order 

to save costly megabytes, computer pro¬ 

grammers developed shorthand code. 

One of these tricks involved using only 

two numbers to indicate the year, mean¬ 

ing that on January 1, 2000, the trillions 

of lines of computer code that control our 

lives will mistakenly think it is 1900, toss¬ 

ing our entire technological web out of 

whack. Not only does this have the poten¬ 

tial to throw our entire network of mod¬ 

ern conveniences out the window, but it 

could potentially mean a nuclear explo¬ 

sion that would put Hiroshima to shame. 

I HATE TO contribute to all this millen¬ 

nium bug madness, but I think we are all 

missing the point. So what if we can’t 

send e-mail or faxes and may have to rely 

on talking to each other again? So what if 

I can’t program my VCR to tape Ally 

McBeal anymore? Even losing running 

water or messed up banking records are 

nothing in the face of nuclear destruction. 

Most people I’ve talked to haven’t 

thought about this. Why? Because no one 

is writing about it. And why would they? 

Government, with a vested interest in pre¬ 

venting mass chaos, has no incentive to 

discuss the possibilities publicly. And sci¬ 

entists and journalists are unlikely to start 

seriously investigating the possibility that 

many, or perhaps all, of us could be dead 

within a year, killed by our own excesses. 

pUt if it isn’t a concern, then why is the 

Pentagon spending over $2.5 billion US to 

fix more than 2,500 missile systems in the 

mrmer Soviet Union? 

The source OF MY FEAR dates back to 

che 1940s, when the East and West 

engaged in a nuclear power struggle that, 

TRUE BELIEVER? For Alison Loat, the evidence is telling that the Y2K bug may 
be more of a concern than the public makes it out to be. 
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although in retrospect appeared juvenile 

and unnecessary, at the time seemed a 

matter of life and death. Today, in our rel¬ 

atively peaceful post-Cold War era, we are 

plagued with the reality of thousands of 

nuclear warheads hooked up to ancient 

computer technology. 

According to Pentagon and 
NATO officials, computer 
malfunctions could cause 
1960s and 1970s warning 

systems to perceive an attack 
even when there is none, 
forcing them to launch a 

retaliation. 

Just think about it. That same technol¬ 

ogy embedded in my coffee machine that 

will prevent me from having a fresh cup 

on January 1 is essentially the same tech¬ 

nology that makes the launching of a 

nuclear warhead possible. And by the 

same technology I mean dual-digited and 

un-compliant. I don’t profess to be a com¬ 

puter expert, but explain to me why that 

same mistake that will cause bank records 

to disappear or electricity to cut out won’t 

also cause a technical malfunction result¬ 

ing in the explosion of a nuclear weapon 

or two. - 
Pentagon and NATO officials, for what 

they’re worth, have announced that it is 

not defence, but offence that is the issue. 

Computer malfunctions, they say, could 

cause these 1960s and 1970s warning sys- 

tems to perceive an attack even when 

there is none, forcing them to launch a 

retaliation. They have told the public that 

the USA has more than adequately 

ensured the safety of their stockpiles, but 

the States is certainly not the only country 

in the world with nuclear capability'. And 

given the bankruptcy of the former Soviet 

Union, there is no way they can afford to 

debug millions of lines of code in order to 

secure control over cheir nuclear weapons 

by January 1. There are no guarantees 

that those bombs will remain snug in their 

silos — a pretty frightening thought when 

one realizes that even one of those 

weapons could wipe out a large city in 

one fell swoop. 

What is just as frightening is the 

thought that we may have had this com¬ 

ing to us. For over two centuries, humans 

have manipulated and exploited the 

world around us in historically unprece¬ 

dented ways. All the while, we have been 

reluctant to really ask ourselves what 

effect this is having on us socially, envi¬ 

ronmentally or philosophically. The year 

2000 seems to be an opportune time for 

the truth to catch up to us, as it always 

does. Despite warning after warning, we 

have refused to impose limits on our lin¬ 

ear pursuit of progress. We seem inca¬ 

pable of altering our view on the world as 

a natural environment that exists for our 

use and abuse. We’ve barely paused to 

take a breath or to ask ourselves what 

effect we are having on our environment 

and on our way of life. 

In the most perverse logic of progress, 

humankind has rushed to build weapons 

designed to kill each other. How can we 

possibly do that sort of thing without it 

having some sort of long-lasting effect? Is 

it realistic to think we can build all that 

without there being any serious conse¬ 

quences? Hiroshima, Nagasaki and 

Chernobyl were all catastrophic events, 

but still left the majority of us in the West 

untouched. 

Furthermore, these events failed to 

change our way of thinking — we still fail 

to pay little more than lip service to the 

idea that there are serious, irreversible 

consequences to our conception of 

progress. Humans are ridiculously stub¬ 

born and will not accept that we should 

be operating with some conception of 

limits: limits to what our natural world 

can handle, and a limit to what is morally 

acceptable or desirable under the banner 

of progress. The existence of the hole in 

the ozone, for example, was known for 

decades before anyone decided to take 

serious action on reducing CFCs. We can 

list countless causes of cancer, yet, for the 

most part, we fail to alter our lifestyles 

accordingly. Scientists working on the 

development of the bomb also heeded 

warnings about its use, but we pushed for¬ 

ward anyway, oblivious to the reality of 

nuclear weapons. In the west, we operate 

with the foolish belief that someone will 

fix things once they happen, that science 

and scientists will find the cure, or the 

solucion, to whatever problem befalls our 

civilization at any particular point. It’s a 

dangerous game, and one that I’m afraid 

we may lose. 

I’M NOT POSITIVE any of this is going to 

happen. I’m not a computer expert, nor 

am I a scientist. After all, the very bug that 

may cause the warheads to explode could 

just as well prevent their operation all 

together. But nuclear destruction is cer¬ 

tainly a possibility, one which we should 

at least consider. It’s a depressing diought. 

For many of us, our lives are just begin¬ 

ning, and perhaps we’ll never have the 

chance to experience a career, or our own 

family, or anything beyond the present. 

Maybe you want to carpe diem, maybe 

you don’t. I haven’t decided if I’m going 

to live my life any differently; after all, a 

car could hit me tomorrow. 

And I’ll remind you again. I’m not 

crazy. Maybe I’m over-reacting, maybe 

not. Maybe this will just mess something 

up at the bank, and erase all of our stu¬ 

dent loans. 

Alison Loat is normally optimistic. 

By Angela Lyon 
and Jeff Koenig Most women will have 

a yeast infection at 

least once in their lives, 

recently, medications for 

_ sr infections have become 

available over the counter 
astead of by prescription only. 

e know this because of the 

_?untless television commercials 
°ut Monistat and Gyne- 

otrunin that we see each week. 

tL esc a<k make no mention of 

I e inexpensive and effective 

ti remedies for yeast infec- 

ns fiiat have been known for 

generations. 

Dealing with yeast infections 
_ .. bly have a bacterial 

Women natu- ] TmhFR STANDING SEXUAL HEALTH infection - see 

rally have a is , your doctor! Left 
charge from tie . yeast, were wrong, ness you \e untceat.ecj a bacterial infection 

vagina - « » C,e3r’ h** a yeast mfecnon recently, ^ > inflammatory 
a„d has tele or no oHn ter and tbls , ks er.ac.ly the same, ^ dPcervica| 

some women, normal Mm* see yoor doctor <0 make sure 

may be more opaque or even a . If the discharge * duck, whoe such J5 the nabib 

pale yellow If you have a; and cottage-clre.se I,ke, ,f you p conceive or carrv . 

..rmsunl discharge and haven t are experiencing itching and ^ unusual discharge and haven't are experiencing itching 

had a doctor-diagnosed yeast burning aud rhe discharge ,s mild . ,f J EJW, js yeUow or 

infection previous y, > smelling mY. 3 greenish and is accompanied by- 
see a doctor before trying to self tread dough-then you proba- > doctor mimed 

diagnose. In a recen dWfflg bly have a yeasr infection. p , „ ^ be t sexuall trans. 
per cent of women, wliotho gh. . ,(,he discharge ,s wh,t,sh-gre be 

their vaginal discharge wmh ch wdh a „,,lk-l.ke consist-ency and 

ing and burning was a result or a strong hshy odour, you proba¬ 

tion, but which if left untreated 

can also have irreversible conse¬ 

quences. 

Yeast infections occur when 
the acid/alkali balance of the 

vagina is disturbed. This is fre¬ 

quently caused by the use of 

douches, spermicides, antibi¬ 

otics, oral contraceptives or by 

pregnancy. It is normal to have 

some bacteria (lactobacilli) and 

some yeasts in the vagina. 

Normally they help control each 

other’s populations, however 

when hormone levels change or 

when antibiotics lower the lacto¬ 

bacilli population the yeast pop¬ 

ulation can grow like wildfire. 

Continued on next page 
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There,are two lines of attack to cure a 

yeast infection; to increase the acidity ot 

the vagina to make it an unhospitable 

environment for growing yeast, or to 

increase the population of lactobacillus. 

Treatments 

Capsules or Suppositories: Insert a 

yogurt capsule or tablet (lactobacillus aci- 

dophilos) into the vagina nightly for 7-10 

nights. Plain calendula suppositories are 

another option. These are available at 

most health food stores. 
Douching: An early case of yeast can be 

cured by douching with a vinegar solution 

of 2 tablespoons of vinegar (4-5% acetic 

acid) to a quart (4 cups) of warm water 

Buy a commercial douche, empty it out 

and rinse it thoroughly. Make up a solu¬ 

tion of vinegar/water, place the solution in 

the douche and insert it into the vagina 

twice a day for 5-10 days, allowing it to 

flush out completely. If you are irritated 

by the vinegar, or if it doesn 't seem to be 

helping, use buttermilk or a diluted yogurt 

solution twice a day for 7-10 days. Yogurt 

solutions can be made with 1 tablespoons 

of live yogurt or lactobacillus acidophilos 

powder to 1 quart of warm water. After 

you have washed and douched, you can 

put petroleum jelly or vitamin A&D oint¬ 

ment on the outer parts of the vulva to 

help protect and heal this area. 

Aromatherapy: Add 4 drops of essential 

oil of tea tree and 2 drops of myrrh to your 

bathwater. Use 4 drops of essential oil of 

tea tree in 1 quart of warm ivater in a 

douche, or put 1 drop of tea tree oil on a 

tampon and insert overnight. 

Non-pregnant women can use any of 

these options to cure their yeast infec¬ 

tions. Pregnant women should check with 

their doctor or midwife to see what th 

recommend. Please note that douchi/ 

during pregnancy is not recommend"/ 

Stubborn cases may require prescription 

medication. Do not have sexual intcr. 

course while undergoing treatment f0r 

yeast infection, as it breaks up and spreads 

the yeast colonies. 

A yeast infectipn can be prevented by 

incorporating the following practices into 

your everyday life: 

■ Bathe often and wear absorbent cotton 

underwear rather than those made of syn¬ 

thetic fibres. 

• Avoid talc, vaginal deodorants and 

scented soaps. Avoid dyes and deodorants 

when purchasing toilet paper and sanitary 

products. 

« Always wipe from front to back when 

going to the toilet, to avoid introducing 

bacteria from the anus into the vagina. 

If you are prone to yeast infections you 

may wish to prevent them by reducing 

your intake of food which contain yeast: 

bread, mushrooms, blue cheese, alcohol 

soy sauce, food containing monosodium 

glutamate, smoked fish and sausages. 

Boost your immune system by eating 

plenty of raw and lightly cooked vegeta¬ 

bles, brown rice and lean meat or fish. 

Incorporate olive oil and garlic into your 

meals. Avoid coffee and tea, drink plenty 

of water. When taking antibiotics eat 

plenty of yogurt. You may wish to keep a 

bottle of yogurt capsules (lactobacillus) in 

your refrigerator for insertion into the 

vagina if you are feeling the early warning 

signs of a yeast infection (itching or 

burning). 

Information sheets on this and various other 

topics are available at the SHRC in the Grey 

House (51 Queen's Crescent). The SHRC pro¬ 

vides information and referrals as well as the sale 

of contraception and safer-sex products at cost 

to Queen's and the community. 
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Sports^ Fitness 
bfHi ©IF fSHE WII! 

-— No r Sweetness 
The man who has run further 

on NFL fields chan any other 

has a whole new opponent to 

ollt run; time. Walter Payton 

has been diagnosed with a rare 

liver disease which can only be 

defeated with a transplant. 

The man they called 

‘Sweetness’ is stricken with 

primary sclerosing cholangitis, 

which afflicts just three in 

100,000 people. A painfully 

thin Payton, who spent his 

entire 13 year career playing 

for the Chicago Bears, broke 

down during the press confer¬ 

ence and thanked all the peo¬ 

ple that would be praying for 

his recovery. Hopefully luck 

will smile on one of the hard¬ 

est working people ever to 

play football. 

Not again 

Here we go again. Taking a 

page out of the Florida 

Marlins notebook, the San 

Diego Padres are dumping tal¬ 

ent in favour of younger play¬ 

ers. With the trade of slugger 

Greg Vaughn to the Cincinnati 

Reds, who hit 50 homeruns 

last season, the team has now 

seen five regulars leave sunny 

San Diego. While-star pitcher 

Kevin Brown, third baseman 

Ken Caminiti and centre- 

fielder Steve Finley left via 

free agency, the team has also 

traded starting pitcher Joey 

Hamilton to Toronto. In 

return for Vaughn they 

received one time all-star 

Reggie Sanders, infielder 

Damian Jackson and minor 

league pircher Josh Harris. 

With a new stadium being 

built in Southern California, 

this is curious timing to dis¬ 

solve a promising squad. 

Top Ten update 
There is only one Queen’s 

team in any of the CIAU top- 

!0 rankings and ir is the 

women’s basketball squad. 

Dave Wilson’s crew has spent 

most of the year in these rank¬ 

ings and currently hold the 

number nine position. They 

have been ranked as highly as 

sixth, but have fallen with 

losses to Toronto and 

Lmrentian since the holiday 

break. The number one team 

m the land is University of 

Alberta, who are closely pur- 

sued by divisional foe 

University of Victoria. 

,F Christmas came early... 
•NBA opening night would 

have the same number of 

fans present as the original 

start date — none. 

•The Vancouver Canucks 

would score as many goals 

Pet game as Pavel Bure. 

•Dan Reeves, would get a 

new heart, Walter Payton 

would get a new liver and 

Mike Milbury would get a 

Hew brain. 

By Neate Sager 

For the second time in his 

career at Queen’s, volleyball 

player Jake Magolan has been 

named Queen’s Journal Athlete 

of the Week. The 6’5” middle 

hitter and second-year phys-ed 

and chemistry student merited 

the honour after registering 28 

kills last weekend as the Gaels 

closed out their regular season 

with a pair of 3-0 sweeps of 

Laurentian. 

“Basically, we ask two things 

of Jake,” says Gaels’ Head 

Coach Brenda Willis. “One, to 

control the net as a blocker by 

getting a piece of as many balls 

as possible. The second thing is 

his hitting, where his stats 

speak for himself.” 

Magolan’s grasp of the diffi¬ 

cult middle hitter position has 

been a prime reason for the 

burgeoning confidence of this 

year’s Gaels. 

“We feel that we’re peaking 

now,” says Magolan, savouring 

next Saturday’s tilt with the 

Yeomen, which commences at 2 

p.m. “We put six very strong 

people on the court... I don’t 

think I’ve ever been on a team 

Jake 

Magelaa 
with so much skill.” 

The graduate of Kitchener’s 

Resurrection Catholic 

Secondary School is aware of 

the synergy which has brought 

about his court prowess: the 

tutelage of his father, who 

played volleyball professionally 

Please see Star on page 16 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Very few athletes at Queen’s 

have enjoyed individual success 

like The Queen’s Journal female 

athlete of the week, and her 

career keeps on rolling. With a 

10 win, 0 loss weekend 

Caroline Gibbings improved her 

badminton season record to 

34-2. 

Since arriving at Queen’s, the 

third-year commerce student has 

only lost three matches in both 

singles and doubles action, while 

the badminton team has twice 

been crowned OUA Champions. 

This season the team has not 

been quite as dominant, and 

enters the OUA Championships 

next weekend in Ottawa as 

underdogs. The squad will play 

top rated York, a team that 

defeated them twice this season 

in their first round match-up. 

“We have really close games 

against them,” said Gibbings, a 

Toronto native. “Three York 

players play at the National 

level. They are really strong this 

year and it will be tough.” 

In addition to playing at a 

high level for Queep’s, Gibbings 

competed in an international 

competition against teams from 

Scotland and the US, as well as 

Caroline 
Gibbimgs 
participating in this months 

Canada Winter Games. 

“To stay competitive at a 

national level it is important to 

go outside of the varsity circuit,” 

explained Gibbings, who is a 

former winner of the Alfie 

Pierce award for excellent con¬ 

tributions to varsity sports by a 

Please see Modest on page 16 

JHALL 
OF 

X SHAME* 
Who am I? 

The Hall is open. Can you guess who’s in it? 
The Queen’s Journal Sports 

Department has built its very 

own Hall of Shame and after a 

great deal of reflection, the first 

15 members have been indicted, 

uh, sorry, inducted. 

To make this new institution 

all the more interactive, instead 

of just naming the list, the infa¬ 

mous 15 will be described and it 

will be up to the reader to guess 

who they are. To help solve the 

mystery, the answers will be 

listed on page 17. 

In an attempt to create a com¬ 

petitive environment, point val¬ 

ues for each correct player will 

be assigned in brackets and total 

scores will be tabulated at the 

end. 
Good luck and hopefully 

none of the actions described hit 

too close to home. 

1. (1 point) 1 ant 6’S”, but 

6’11” with my stiletto heels. I 

was once considered one of the 

best defenders in the game and 

was nicknamed ‘the Worm for 

my sleek frame. Now after 

numerous publicized incidents 

involving referees, cameramen, 

models and Mormons, I am best 

described as a bad apple. 

2. (1) I was first arrested when 

I was 12 years old for piekpock- 

ecing and shipped to a juvenile 

detention centre in the moun¬ 

tains, where I found a new voca- 

tion. I became one of the best in 

the world at a very young age, 

until my penchant for crime 

caught up with me and I was 

imprisoned. After being released 

from prison, 1 had my first bout 

with cannabilism but I continued 

to find employment. 

3. (3) I was drafted in the first 

round out of the University of 

Alabama as a defensive stopper, 

but the league soon found out 

that my aggressive nature could 

help me attack on the offensive 

end as well. Unfortunately that 

same edgy personality served to 

see me attack another aspect of 

the game. 

4. (3) I was once considered 

the greatest running back of 

them all who could run away and 

hide from any defence. As I grew 

older I continued to run and 

defence teams became a friend 

not a foe. 

5. (5) I started my career jug¬ 

gling in front of crowds at half¬ 

time of professional games. I 

elevated myself to the greatest 

player of my time and with a 

slight of hand my legend grew. 

The same legend fell rapidly with 

rampant drug use, constant 

weight gain and a habit of shoot¬ 

ing at reporters. 

6. (1) I am the dirtiest of the 

‘dirty birds’. Despite my nick¬ 

name as the ‘prophet’, I could 

not predict that it was a police¬ 

woman. 

7. (5) You can call me Joey, 

but if you do I will beat the heck 

out you. I have thrown balls at 

fans, drank too much and had 

run-ins with other players and 

managers. It don’t matter 

because I still ring up the dough. 

8. (5) I am not as warm and 

cuddly as my nickname. I have 

long been a fan favourite until a 

few words about a Tiger hurt my 

reputation. 

9. (3) I wear red sweater, my 

face turns red with anger and if 

the chair ain’t pinned down, I’ll 

throw it. Referees and reporters 

are my foes and I’ll be sure to let 

you know. 

10. (5) I was a middling com¬ 

petitor until I married a steroid 

using shot putter and won three 

Olympic gold medals. A scandal 

ensued but I failed no test until 

two years later, when my drug 

test sample had more alcohol 

than urine. 

11. (3) I consider myself a 

tough hitting individual, but oth¬ 

ers see me as the dirtiest player in 

the game. My path has been lit¬ 

tered by blown knees and 

lengthy suspensions. 

12. (3) I am 74 years old and 

spent some of my life as a fascist 

administrator. In recent times I 

have been the head of a lucrative 

‘old boys club’, that has seen an 

institution tarnished forever. 

13. (3) They used to call me 

‘Charlie’ because I gambled on 

the base paths. Despite one of 

the most prolific careers in his¬ 

tory, they will not honour my 

accomplishments. 

14. (3) I jumped on to the 

scene at a young age, but when 

my career didn’t progress I 

became tough as iron. My career 

came undone like a poorly tied 

shoelace. 

15. (6) I won an Olympic gold 

medal in the glamour event of 

the games. I am known for my 

ample physique, but in my last 

stand at the games I was disqual¬ 

ified and marched out like a 

petulant child. 

Please see Hall on page 17 

ON DECK 
FRIDAY 

Basketball vs. Bishop’s 
@Bartlett Gym 
Women 6 p.m. 

Men 8 p.m 

SATURDAY 
Basketball vs. Laval 

@Bartlett Gym 
Women 6 p.m. 

Men 8 p.m. 

©[MFKl 
MEN’S VOLLEYBALL TAKES ON YORK UNIVERSITY 

SATURDAY 2:00 P.M. @ BARTLETT GYM 
GET OUT THERE AND CHEER ON YOUR GOLDEN GAELS! 
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NHL on a breakaway 
By Robert MacNeil 

At the end of last year’s NHL 

season, the game was being criti¬ 

cized left and right. After the 

Olympic disaster in which both 

Canada and the US did not win 

medals, the playoffs dragged on 

forever until the Red Wings mer¬ 

cifully ended it with a four-game 

sweep of Washington. 

This season, however, has 

been a different story. There 

have been several surprising 

teams and memorable individual 

performances. One of the great¬ 

est surprises has been the resur¬ 

gence of the Toronto Maple 

Leafs. As of Wednesday, they had 

61 points and led the league with 

a whopping 160 goals scored (40 

more than this time last year). Pat 

Quinn has provided a shaken 

squad with rejuvenated confi¬ 

dence and Curtis Joseph has 

allowed a young defence to make 

mistakes. 

Some may argue that 

Toronto’s big-market budget 

allowed them to buy their way 

back to success. The Leafs have 

always had the cash, but not the 

brains that President and GM 

Ken Dryden and Assistant GM 

Mike Smith are finally providing, 

and that is the key difference. 

A further success story has 

been the phenomenal play of the 

small-market Onawa Senators. 

The Sens currently have 60 

points and now have a bonafide 

number one goalie in all-star Ron 

Tugnutt. The journeyman goal- 

tender has a record of 15-5-4 

with a GAA under 1.60 and has 

better stats than Dominik Hasek. 

Alexei Yashin leads a Senators : 

offence that recently scored a 

team-record nine goals against 

the hapless New York Islanders. 

At the All-Star Game in 

Tampa, the Maurice Richard tro¬ 

phy was presented for the first 

time and will be awarded to the 

league’s goal-scoring leader at 

the end of the season. Currently, 

John LeClair of the Philadelphia 

Flyers is in the lead with 31 

goals. 

Speaking of the Flyers, Bob 

Clarke has apparently solved the 

revolving goaltending situation 

with his signing of veteran John 

Vanbiesbrouck. The ‘Beezer’ has 

a record of 17-7-9 and a 1.85 

GAA. The Flyers have suffered 

enough playoff futility over the 

last few seasons that now it 

appears the fans may have a rea¬ 

son to be somewhat optimistic. 

Fans in Vancouver and 

Montreal can only dream that 

their problems would be as sim¬ 

ple. The Canucks have been 

hampered all year by Pavel 

Bure’s holdout, and Head Coach 

Mike Keean recently got the axe 

in favour of former Colorado 

coach Marc Crawford. In 

Montreal, Habs fans are again 

pushing the panic button, and 

Jacques Lemaire, a player from 

the glory days, was brought in as 

a ‘special consultant. 

As in any season, the talk of 

superstar Wayne Gretzky retiring 

comes up often. The 38-year old 

Great One has shown no reason 

to hang up his skates because he 

is performing this year at a point- 

a-game rate. Fellow fogie Ray 

Bourque, in his 21st campaign, 

has shown he has lost no speed 

and is being mentioned as a pos¬ 

sible Norris Trophy candidate. 

Building on this momentum, 

the NHL announced on Tuesday 

that they are continuing the two- 

referee system for this year’s 

playoffs. This will ensure that the 

players won’t have to worry 

about calls going missed and 

being cheated (the Wayne 

Gretzky high-stiqk on Doug 

Gilmour a few years ago comes 

to mind). 

It’s nice to see that at least one 

professional sports league does 

not continue to shoot itself in the 

foot. 

Modest star shines 

Events 
List 

Blue Monday 

at Alfies $3 

Valentine'sParty 

at Alfies $4 

ART SCI Formal 

$65 

Swing Night at 

Grant $5 
The Way of a 

Pilgrim $3 

Enemy of the 

State $3 

Tickets 
At: 

Continued from page 15 

first year student. “The best 

players in Canada are either not 

going to school at all or not 

going full time and since there is 

no CIAU level it is a good way 

to play people from all over 

Canada.” 

The badminton coach sees 

Gibbings as an asset to the team 

due to her dedication. 

“She sets a good example for 

the team, works hard and plays 

well,” said Head Coach Seva 

Golosky, who feels that when all 

the statistics are compiled 

Gibbings will be the OUA indi¬ 

vidual singles champion and 

probably the OUA doubles 

champion with partner Anne 

Brodie. 

Gibbings is more modest in 

her assessment of her value as 

an example to the team, 

“I do try and help out the 

other girls on the team at times, 

but at the same rime I welcome 

criticism on my play,” she 

explained. 

Badminton at Queen’s has 

truly been a Gibbings family 

affair in the last few years, with 

Caroline’s sister Sarah dominat¬ 

ing the OUA circuit before her 

younger sister arrived. They 

even had the opportunity to 

play doubles, together, where 

they naturally went undefeated. 

The presence of two sisters 

(Caroline has a younger sister, 

Martha, who is in the process of 

choosing a university) who love 

to play the game has really 

helped in developing her game. 

“It’s nice because you have 

someone to play with, and nvo 

or three of us can do drills, 

practice shots and train,” said 

Gibbings, who learned her 

game at Toronto’s Granite Club. 

“It is easy to get one of them to 

play.” 

After the good experience 

Caroline had in first year with 

her older sister, she hopes that 

Martha will join her next year. 

It can be safely assumed that the 

entire badminton program 

shares her wish. 

Footloose^L 
in Canada ^ 

Vancouver from $349 

Calgary fivm $299 
Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $349 

Winnipeg from $239 
Halifax fcm $249 
Saint John from $329 

St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 
to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail’s D-Pak 
/ Up to 12 flights a dfiy 
S New Air Canada Service 

Star leader 
Continued from page 15 

in Europe, his seasoning with 

the Ontario team that won a 

bronze medal at the 1997 

Canada Games, and being sur¬ 

rounded with skilled team¬ 

mates at Queen’s. “I’ve had the 

opportunity, but there s still a 

matter of putting out the 

effort... I’ve had my share of 

luck,’ said Magolan, making 

special citation of his experi¬ 

ence with the provincial team. 

“It’s the reason I am where I 

am now... three summers of 

hard work where I learned 

much of what I know about 

volleyball.” 

Ironically, the setter for the 

Quebec squad who defeated 

Magolan’s Ontario team in the 

semifinals of those games was 

Michel Cameron, now a stellar 

setter for the Gaels, an idca| 

foil for Magolan and his fe|l0 

hitters. 

“We put six very 

strong people on the 
court... II don’t think 
I’ve ever been on a 

team with so 
much skill.” 

— Joke Magolan 

“We’re very lucky to have 

him playing for us,” Magolan 

said, crediting Cameron’s set¬ 

ting abilities for permitting the 

Gaels to successfully run their 

preferred offence in which 

Magolan is deployed as a back- 

row attacker. “The reason we 

can do this is because of 

Michel’s setting.” 

Greetings, hockey fans! This week we have a new pool leader. 

Congratulations, Chad Rawn, Arts ‘98. Chad picked: Leclair, Jagr, 

Lindros, Lidstrom, Maclnnis, Hasek, and Brashear. The ideal team 

for this week would have been to have Jagr, Lindros, and either 

Kariya or Leclair up front. On the blue line, Larry Murphy is lead¬ 

ing our slate of defensemen with 34 points, followed by Maclnnis, 

Leetch, and Lidstrom with 31 points each. Dominik Hasek is still 

running the show in net with 70 points, however Patrick Roy made 

up the most ground this week with two wins, including one 

shutout. Rounding out our optimum team would be Buffalo’s 

Matthew Bamaby enforcing. He has 44 points according to our 

formula, but the man spending the most time in the box is cur¬ 

rently Paul Laus, who is contributing 40 points to some of your 

bottom lines. 

The following table lists the top 20 pool players for the period 

ended Monday, Febuary 1. All stats are compiled based upon those 

published in the Globe & Mail. Any errors (spelling or otherwise) 

should be brought to the attention of 4rnd@qlink. 

Total NAME FACULTY/Yl 

363 Chad Rawn Arts ’98 

361 Dave Gilbert Arts ’02 

358 Thomas Leung Comm ’00 

356 James Prentice ’ Sci ’01 
356 Peter Gillespie Arts ’99 
352 Stephen Leung Sci ’99 
350 Sergiy Kolosov Arts ’00 
349 Paul Kim Arts ’02 
349 Ceilidh Templeton Sci ’01 
347 Matt Murl Comm ’01 
347 Adam Kaminsky Arts ’99 
345 Rick Schippling Arts ’02 
344 Tara Harrison Arts ’02 
344 Scott Snowden Sci ’01 
343 Ryan Culhane Arts ’01 
342 Emma Hutchinson Arts ’02 
342 Sarah Crosbie Arts ’00 
340 Angelina Whiteman Arts ’00 
340 Dev Patel Sci ’01 
339 Jeff Child Arts ’00 

Intramural corner 
Application forms are now being accepted for the 1999-2000 

intramural season. The following positions require prior experi¬ 

ence with the Queen’s Intramural Program: Scheduling Co-ordi- 

nators, Officials Co-ordinator, Evening Supervisors, and Chief 

Utricials for hockey, volleyball, basketball, broomball, raqncr 

sports, pool sports, curling and field sports. 

■ 1 hcr.iarc a*so several positions that do not require prior expe¬ 

rience. These include Publicity Co-ordinator, Awards Co-ordina- 

Off’ a>'iCT°rdlnator’ Facult>’ Liaison Officer, Promotion 
utneers. Lighting Convenor and Web Site Officer. Other posi¬ 

tions include Tournament Sport Convenors for BEWIC Sports 

uays, and a variety of BEWS, WIC and BEWIC sports. 

,h,r?'lfrs and a ful1 description of the positions ava.l- 
0 • j rt^e 19"-2000 season can be found on the bulletin board 

oUmde ofrooa,201Ain the P|lys.ed Centre. 

Apphcanons should be submitted to the Intramural Co-ordt- 

nator m room 204A (Phys-ed Centre by 6 p.m. February IS- 

-Sports & Fttnfss 
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OUA STANDINGS 
MEN'S HOCKEY 

WOMEN'S 
VOLLEYBALL 

FAR EAST 
G Wl T FA P 

UQTR 17 n 3 , 83 3., 27 
Oiuyv.i 1- 13 6 0 81 56 26 
Concordb19 12 3 2 SI 57 26 
McGill 19 10 J 3 7863 24 

MID EAST 
G W L T F A P 

Gudpli 20 7jj(l 60 19 
Iotamo 20 6 1U 4 61 67 |6 
Queen', 22 4 12 6 75 97 14 
KMC 223181601167 

MID WEST 
G W L T I 
'.0 10 10 0 7 Brock 

York 
Liurcnnin 20 794 
Ryctvm 20 6 14 0 1 

FAR WEST 
C. W L T 

Windsor 20 13 5 2 ' 
Uuricr 19 8 7 4 , 
«nt«cni 20 10 10 0 
WncrliK. 20 7 7 6 

A P 
78 20 
82 19 

A P 
1 54 28 
5 59 20 
7 66 20 
2 67 20 

MEN'S 
VOLLEYBALL 

east •: v-;; 
G \V L P 

Toronio 12 12 0 24 
Queen1. 12 8 4 16 

WOMEN'S HOCKEY 

„ CWLTFAP 
Toronto 16 12 2 2 58 21 26 
La»ncr 18 135 0 n8 JS 26 
Guelph 19 11 6 2 48 42 ’4 
Ybrk 17 4 9 4 30 43 12 
Queen', 18 4 12 2 35 59 10 
Windsor 18 3 13 2 25 64 8 

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 

G W L F A P 
1 12 10 2 828 703 20 

12 9 3 873 739 18 
12 8 4 787 676 16 
11 6 5 690 715 12 
12 3 9 618 814 6 
13 2 11 >90 853 4 
12 1 II 636 767 2 

EAST 

Cirleron 

o W L F A 
2 9 3 916 794 1 
3 8 5 923 884 1 
17 4 850 862 1 
2 6 6 919 901 I 
2 6 6 800 848 1 
25 7 826 840 1 
2 4 8 769 822 I 

Hall of Shame 
Continued from page 15 

You have given your best guesses, now 

it’s time to find our who the worst of the 

worst are. 

The first 15 inductees to the Queen’s 

Journal Hall of Shame are... 

1) Dennis Rodman (1 point) 

2) ‘Iron’ Mike Tyson (1) 

3) Latrell Sprewell (3) 

4) Orenthal James Simpson (3) 

5) Soccer star Diego Maradona (5) 

6) Eugene Robinson (1) 

7) Baseball player Albert Belle (5) 

8) Golfer Fuzzy Zoelfer (5) 

9) Coach Bobby Knight (3) 

10) Irish swimmer Michelle Smith (5) 

ECamera Kingston 
foto source' 

•One hour photo * 
Video • Passports 

ASK ABOUT YOUR CLUB CK SAVINGS CARO! 

2nd Sot* 
PRINTS 

FREE 
35mm or bps mm at lime of deuel- 

onmeni. See store for details. 

114 Princess St. 
(near Wellington] 

549-3747 
650 Bath Rd. at 
Gardiners Rd. 
384-3747 

11) ‘Bad Boy’ Bryan Marchment (3) 

12) Juan Antonio Samaranch (3) 

13) Pete Rose (3) 

14) Skater Tonya Harding (3) 

15) Sprinter Linford Christie (6) 

RESULTS 

0-10 points - You’re a Hall of Shamer. 

11-20 - Isn’t there a colouring contest. 

21-34 - Baby steps ... almost there. 

35-44 - You can really recognize evil. 

45-49 - Sports editor of The Journal. 

50 - Screw The Journal, try S.I. 

Adam Kaminsky compiled this list and is 

the curator of the Hall of Shame, but that 

don’t mean he should be enshrined. 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
Qg73> 

Voters list 
for the position of editor-in-chief 

of the 1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen’s Journal 

If your name is not on this list and you have made 

4 or more contributions to The Journal this year, please 

contact Keith Gerein at 533-2800. 

Voting will take place at the Journal house, 272 Earl Street 

Sunday, February 14 (1 - 7 p.m.) 

Monday, February 15 (8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 

Student ID is required 

An all-candidates forum will be held on Sunday, February 7 
at noon at the Journal house - 272 Earl St. All are welcome 

Cimi Achiani 
Suzanne Armstrong 
Geoff Ashenhurst 
Galisedo Bae 
Jesse Craig Bellringer 
Crystal Bona 
John Bowman 
Robin Brcbne 
Shawn Brimley 
Kari Brintnell 
Maggie Buhajczyk 
Mike Burgess 
Ken Butland 
Stephanie Carvin 
Janice Chan 
Jeff Child 
Cheryl Cheung 
Hilary Clark 
Andrew Cooke 
Katherine Colbourn 
Sarah Crosbie 
Robert DeBellefeuille 
Rajeev Dave 

Nicholas Du Prey 
Lianne Elliot 
Liz Frogley 
Mark Fucclla 
Annie Ge 
Kristen Glazer 
Chris Glover 
Tania Haas 
Chad Heard 
Paul Heisler 
Sue Holland 
Chris Holmes 
Rente Huang 
Bob Huish 
Todd Jackson 
Angela James 
Adam Kaminsky 
Lilian Kim 
Claudia Kraft 
Jonathan Krashinsky 
Alex Kronby 
Jocelyn Laporte 

Sarah Le May 
Kristian Li 
Julietta Loefflcr 
Marco Lui 
Robert MacNeil 
Mandy Marriot 
Laura Maclnnis 
Bob McGill 
Shandley McMurray 
Jackie McLaclilan 
Owen Minns 
Erik Missio 
Cord Moodie 
Eric Morris 
Jennifer Morrison 
Stefan Murray 
Luke Mylvaganam 
Anna Nesbitt 
Jill Offenbeck 
Scan Richmond 
Dan Rowe 
Nathan Sager 

Andria Sallese 
Mark Salvador 
Fiona Scanncll 
Eli Schuster 
Karen Simpson 
Nick Sinclair 
Sean Springer 
Rebecca Stelter 
Fiona Stevenson 
James Terianian 
Laura Thackeray 
Craig Thomas 
Mike Tiffin 
Jonathan Tinncy 
Dimitrious Tsotos 
Rachelle Villanueva 
Adria Vuksimc 
Jim Whittington 
Virgina Wigmore 
D.L. Wmdell 
Mark Woolford 
Samson Wu 

UBS Exchange 

Viability Review 
Op en Forum 

The AMS Board of Directors is 
conducting a standard review 

of the Used Book Store 
Exchange and Tricolour 

Express. We will be hosting an 
open forum on Monday, 

February 8th at 2pm in the 
Music Listening Room of the 

John Deutsch University Centre. 
All students are invited to drop 
in and express their views and 

ideas about the UBS. 

Comments can also be made through 
e-mail to 6rts@alink.aueensu.ca 

STUOENT GOVERNMENT 
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A rts^Fntertainment 
You can’t do that on television 

TV is the clicker for contemporary social commentary 

By Megan Webster 

Many of us grew up with the constant 

din of television buzzing; and crackling in 

front of us. What are the effects of this 

constant rattle? How do \ve mirror these 

television images? To what extent do 

they mirror its? How" are we trans- 

formed'i'by television’s presence in our 

life? 

TV, aTringe-y play directed by screen 

and film: studies student Ariel Goldblatt, 

addresses these: questions. As two large 

screen projectors flash pre-recorded seg¬ 

ments of shows in the TVs that frame the 

set, three actors explore, the role of the 

media in our dives. Issues ranging from 

politics:to aging, fashion to feminism and 

the overarching power of stereotypes to 

affect our lives are examined in this play. 

Written in .1967 by Jean-Claude Van 

Italie, a;Belgiah experimentalist, this play 

was constructed when the first serious 

waves Of concern abouf the-media were 

being radsfid^^ixly-tWO-yea^ Jarer these 

questions are still with us and Goldblatt 

reinterprets them-wirha highly Technical,- 

post-modern approach. 

The plot is, well, difficult to discern, 

ir H to post-modern experimental form, 

rhree characters work in a screening 

Actors Lenny Epstein, Jennifer McGetrick and Geoff Johnson perform in TV 

room where their job is to preview 

upcoming television shows. Forty 

Queen’s actors worked together to create 

a barrage of shows that are constantly 

being played in the background. The 

relationship between the characters is 

also ambiguous. However, the success of 

isdi^showJies in the interplay between 

the live and recorded characters. As the 

- dialogue- weaves - between -the five - and 

recorded characters, they mimic each 

other, unbeknownst to either of them. 

Finally, the play concludes with Irve^feed,- 

where die characters on stage appear on 

the televisTons. Creepy 

During the show one gets the sense 

tlrarthese are not characters; hut actors 

acting, that the hysterical on stage laugh¬ 

ter is not genuine, but pulled from a Full- 

House laugh track, and that the slap-stick 

gags are over-rehearsed to sitcom perfec¬ 

tion. 

Meaning is not handed to 
you in this play; you have to 

figure it out yourself. 

Lenny Epstein - Imaginary 

Invalid) plays the bumbling, neurotic 

Hal, who struggles to deal;with thpdedtft 

of his grandmother. The centra] live 

character, Susan, played by Jennifer 

McGetrick, is simultaneously a manipu¬ 

lative, sexy vixerijand a desperate, misled 

woman who seeks: affirmation from all 

the wrong people. Often unbelievable 

and often sincerg to the point of tragic' 

McGetrick’s performance is diverse' 

highlighting the-; duality of images of 

women in the media. 

It is Geoff Johnson’s understated role 

that truly shines in this drama. “Stripped 

of his dignity and respect byyLhis co¬ 

workers,” the program reads, Johnson’s 

subtle approach to the 43-year <$d char¬ 

acter he plays lends the drama ajtone of 

realism. Although his loneliness Was pal¬ 

pable, his desperation was refitted, and 

he avoided slithering down the-slippery 

slope to pathos. Johnson’s performance 

was outstanding.. \ 

Meaning is nor handed to yoji in this 

play; you have tojifigure it put yoiirself — 

a compliment og a criticism, depending 

on why you see plays. Gdldblaft’s pre¬ 

sentation of this classic is fresh arid ener¬ 

getic, the sets are stimulating, and the 

-acting is, overall quite good. If you live 

in a "constant din” household, TV raises 

some questions you need tp' ask yourself. 

'W is showing at Rotun'da Theatre in 

;Theplogieal -Hall February 4 atl;8 p.m., 

j^ndijFebruary 5|and 6 at--7 :p.m; and 9 

p.m:;;. Tickets jre' oiily;$4. 

otate this! 
i 

utive’s lame lyrics. Unless you’re into a 

16-year old boy named Tilky telling you, 

“Baby you look so fine, You blow my 

mind, I can’t help but wonder if you’re 

candy, You kiss so sweet, Knock me off 

my feet,” Take 5 are not for you. 

Their self-titled CD does offer 12 

tracks but it’s questionable that it’s filled 

with, “stratospherically high falsettos, 

cello-like baritones and harmonically 

diverse tenors,” as the band promises. 

Take 5 

Take 5 

Attic Records Ltd. 

By Sarah Crosbie 

They’re the New Kids on the 

Bandwagon and to say the least, they are 

outright horrible. Ranging in age from 

13 to 17, Take 5 is the newest boy band 

commodity. Be careful not to get them 

mixed up with Take That, another a boy 

band. Take That are cute, British and, if 

nothing else, have hit puberty. 

Unfortunately for the little 
tots, their music sounds like 
a group of uneducated boys 
singing along to some record 

executive’s lame lyrics. 

Take 5 is a young quintet who 

describe their music as, “a fusion of hip- 

hop, r&cb, and pop with an urban feel to 

it.” Unfortunately for the little tots, their 

music sounds like a group of uneducated 

boys singing along to some record exec- 

The only track worth 
listening to is “The Tide is 

High,” but if you’re into this 
song go for the original 

by Blondie. 

The only track worth listening to is 

“The Tide is High,” but if you’re into 

this song go for the original by Blondie. 

Most of the tracks have Ryan 

Goodel’s baritone voice introducing 

each song — it’s not romantic or sooth¬ 

ing, but it does provide a good chuckle. 

For any of you in need of a pop album 

or some new boys to salivate over, 

choose the original boy band prototype, 

The Backstreet Boys (Kevin Richardson, 

is at least in our age range) or their clone 

N’Sync — “Tearin’ Up My Heart” is 

more than danceable. 

Or if you already own both of these 

albums, (or can’t bring yourself to 

endure the shame of purchasing them), I 

recommend checking out a KCV1 choir 

recital. I guarantee the handful of boys in 

this group will be more pleasant to both 

the eyes and ears than Take 5. 

Please see Rotate This on page 21 

Grand oP Opera 
Opera satisfies, but fails to entice 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

I suspect that for many students at 

Queen’s the idea of an opera holds a 

kind of comical mystery. It definitely 
does for me. 

As a child, my only exposure to opera 

consisted almost entirely of Saturday 

morning cartoons of oversized, Viking 

women who bellowed at the top of their 

lungs while Bugs Bunny ran around, 

evading the conductor hell bent on beat¬ 

ing the crap out of him. Also, I once saw 

a few minutes of Luciano Pavoratti sing 

in concert with, I think, Bryan Adams 

and Sting. Naturally, with a knowledge 

base so firmly rooted in the vicariously 

lived experiences of television and 

movies, I was completely unsure of what 

to expect from Kingston Symphony’s 

presentation of Pietro Mascagni’s one- 

act opera Cavalleria Rusticana. 

Upon entering the Grand Theatre’s 

auditorium, I couldn’t help but wonder 

at the massive setup of the orchestra. 

Each instrument group slowly warmed 

up with the harpist playing favourites to 

the high-pitched strings on her harp and 

the v,olm and cello players gliding over 

their instruments in a scratchy sort of 

way. Sittmg immediately behind them 

The show started with a male vocalist 

whose resonating voice seemed to per- 

mcate the auditorium, coming in wjves 

from every direction. This singing w“ 

accompanied by the orchestra, playing“ 

slow, musical build up of violin and cello 

sounds interspersed with drum beats, 

harp picks and blaring trombones. The 

ending featured a tumbling climax and 

the entrance of the conductor, Glen Fast, 

and the narrator, Stuart Hamilton. 

Sitting in his armchair on the side of the 

stage, Hamilton proceeded to introduce 

the audience to Cavalleria Rusticana, a 

tale of “charged romance, love on bro¬ 

ken promises, and honour and revenge • 

The tale involves Turridu, the village 

Don Juan, who creates a dangerous love 

triangle between himself, his pregnant 

girlfriend, Santuzza, and the woman 

whom he desires, the lovely, but married, 

Lola. The situation comes to a head 

Please see Opera on page ^ 
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Ace of Hearts 
Playing by Heart makes the first move 

Playing by Heart 
Capitol Theatre 

By Jeff Child 

It is the hollow mass of mus¬ 

cle located in your chest. Its 

rhythmic contraction forces the 

circulation of blood to each 

extremity on your body. Your 

heart is the centre of your phys¬ 

iology that keeps your body 

working and alive, however, in a 

metaphorical sense, your heart 

is also composed of your 

warmest and innermost feelings, 

your best memories as a child, 

your compassion for life and 

your intense love for others. 

As Valentine’s day rolls 

around we are again reminded 

that love is still a hot ticket item 

at the box office. This season’s 

most promising love flick seems 

to be Playing by Heart, an 

intense and poignant drama that 

follows the lives of 11 intri¬ 

cately woven characters, and 

their search for love and a sense 

of belonging. 

The film is held together by 

an incredible cast who have all 

created characters with differing 

qualities of passion, uniqueness 

and depth. The ensemble is 

headed by veterans Sean 

Connery (Paul) and Gena 

Rowlands (Hannah), who play 

an aged couple trying to deal 

with the skeleton in their closest 

after 40 years of marriage. The 

other characters are mysteri¬ 

ously drawn to Paul and 

Hannah’s relationship and are 

somehow connected to one 

another. The cast is filled out by 

Denis Quaid, Madeline Stowe, 

Jay Mohr of Saturday Night 

Live fame, Anthony Edwards of 

E.R. Jon Stewart and the X- 

Files’ Gillian Anderson. Each 

actor brings fresh energy to the 

film. 

Most entertaining was Denis 

Quaid’s portrayal of Hugh, a 

loner that goes from lounge to 

lounge reciting the outrageously 

tragic stories of his life. Quaid is 

able to bring light humour to 

the heaviness of Playing by 

Heart, while keeping the inten¬ 

sity of the movie intact. Jon 

Stewart (Trent) and Gillian 

Anderson (Meredith) wrestle 

with the complications of past 

romantic relationships as they 

are forced into realizing their 

love for each other. Anderson 

fails to deviate from the logi¬ 

cally staunch X-Files character 

of Scully, but although familiar, 

she adds strength and vulnera¬ 

bility to balance the rest of the 

characters in the film. 

Playing by Heart is a mean¬ 

ingful film. It avoids the formu¬ 

laic and superficial ideas about 

love and relationships that have 

been engulfing the big screen 

lately. The screenplay is beauti¬ 

fully crafted and well con¬ 

structed. Whether you are in 

love or loveless, you will be 

forced to empathize and you 

will be drawn to the characters 

on the screen. Be prepared for 

one hour and 40 minutes of the 

powerful force of love and it’s 

many manifestations: passion, 

pain, humour, and redemption, 

but most of all how love 

becomes a quiet peace within 

your heart. Without love we 

would be born and we would 

die — love makes everything in 

between these stages worth liv¬ 

ing for, the film Playing by 

Heart, brings this understanding 

to light. 

Fill out the poll below with your best choices. The entry 

with the most correct will get the chance to dive into the 

A&E CD vault for 5 picx. Deadline is February 15, 

1999. When complete, bring it on over to the Journal 

House, 272 Earl St. Good luck! 

record of the Year 

pThe Boy is Mine — Brandy 

ik Monica 

□My Heart Will Go On — 

Celine Dion 

□Itis — Goo Goo Dolls • 

□Ray of Light — Madonna 

□You’re Still the One — Shania. 

Twain 

Album of the Year 

□The Globe Sessions — Sheryl 

Crow 

□Version 2.0. — Garbage 

□The Miseducation of Lauryn 
Hill — Lauryn Hill 

□My Father’s Eyes — Eric 
Clapton 

□Anytime — Brian McKmght 

□Lullaby — Shawn Mullins 

□You Were Meant For Me — 
Sting 

Best Alternative Music 
Performance 

□ From the Choirgirl Hotel — 

Tori Amos 

□ Hello Nasty — Beastie Boys 

□Is This Desire? — PJ Harvey 

□Airbag/How Am I Driving? 

— Radiohead 

□Adore — Smashing Pumpkins 

□Ray of Light — Madonna 

□Come On Over — Shania 
Twain 

Best New Artist 

□Backstreet Boys 

□Andrea Bocelli 

□Dixie Chicks 

□Lauryn Hill - 

□Natalie Imbruglia 

Best Female Pop Vocal 

Performance 

□ My Favourite Mistake — 
Nieryl Crow 

°My Heart Will Go On — 
'-Mine Dion 

□Can’t Take My Eyes Off Of 
Y°u—- Lauryn Hill 

□Torn — Natalie Imbruglia 

□Adia — Sarah McLachlan 

Best Male Pop Vocal 

Cherry T°"i6ht ~ ^ Eye 

Best Rap Performance 

By a Duo or Group 

□Intergalactic — Beastie Boys 

□Money Ain’t A Thang 
Jermaine Dupri Featuring 

jay-Z 

□D6ja Vu (Uptown Baby) — 

Lord Tariq ScPeter Gunz 

□Rosa Parks — OutKast 

□ Ghetto Superstar — Pras 

Michel Featuring ODB & 

Maya 

Name: 

Telephone: 

Email: I 
_l 

Fearless Friday 
Cheescake & Cappuccino 

$4.95 
i 
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® v ^Support Person 
(for transition beginning March 01,1999) 

The Alma Mater Society is seeking a computer network support person to 
maintain its 50-node Novell network, Web server, and Skylight Lounge. The 
support person is responsible for supporting business, desktop publishing, 
accounting and general administrative applications for the AMS commissions, 
services, general office and numerous committees and activities. 

This position requires someone with proven computer problem solving skills and 
an ability to resolve a wide range of hardware and software problems, under 
minimum supervision. Time commitment ranges between 10-20hrs/wk. Salary 
approximately $7500 for the year. 

The successful candidate will: 
• have experience running PCs in a Windows 

NI networking environment, 
• have good communication & organizational 

skills, 
• have a working knowledge of MS Office, 
• benefit from Novell networking experience 

in a business computing environment, 
• benefit from any network migration 

experience. 
Pursuant to AMS policies, priority is given to undergraduate 

students. 

Questions? Chris Holmes, AMS Network Support 
chris@ams.queensu.ca 

Claude Sherren, AMS General Manager 
gm@ams.queensu.ca or call 533-2725 

Pick up an application at the AMS front desk in the JDUC. 
Applications due before 4:30 p m. on Friday, February 12,1999. 

A) 1 M 
O 

D) All of the above 

while Roaring into the 2Q’s 

Tickets: $65 at UBS, 

JDUC Info. Centre, and the ASUS Core 

For information, including information on ticket bursaries, 

contact the Formal Committee at the Core 

183 University, 533-6000 x 7580 

Opera a challenge 
PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Belting it out: The Kingston Symphony performed Cavalleria Rusticana. 

Continued from page 18 

when Santuzza confronts Turridu and 

demands that he stay with her. He does 

the opposite, however, and follows Lola 

into the local church. In a fit of rage and 

despair, Santuzza tells Lola's husband, 

Silvio, of his wife's transgressions. This 

conversation results in a confrontation 

between Silvio and Turridu, and the play 

ending with Turridu being killed in a 

duel. 

Having only the music and the 

singing, my imagination was encouraged 

to run free. Closing my eyes, I could eas¬ 

ily picture a richly technicolored land¬ 

scape with flowers in the fields, and 

children playing amongst cobblestone, as 

a crusty Turridu lurked his way home 

from an exhausting night at Lola’s 

house. 

1 found that the opera was entertain¬ 

ing because of the novelty of seeing it for 

the first time, but there were some 

instances when it was hard to follow. I 

attribute this to not being able to under¬ 

stand the vocalists, who sang in Italian, 

and my upbringing on continuous 30 

second audio and visual bites. 

As lowbrow as it may sound, 
the only opera I’m interested 

in seeing any time soon will 
involve oversized, Viking 

women, talking rabbits and 
conductors who have anvils 

fall on their heads. 

As lowbrow as it may sound, the only 

opera I’m interested in seeing any time 

soon will involve oversized Viking 

women, talking rabbits and conductors 

who have anvils fall on their heads. 

Art fC ARTS & SCIENCE 
/r>U7 FORMAL'99 

What are your plans 

for the eve of March 6, 1999? 

Trouble at .... 

We need your help! 

The Alfie’s Viability review committee 
is looking for students from all disci¬ 
plines to participate in an informal 

discussion group about our beloved 
campus bar. We would like to get 
some feedback from patrons and 

non-patrons about what they like or 
don't like about Alfie’s. 

The session will take place this 
Saturday in the AMS boardroom at 4 
pm. Refreshments will be provided. 
If you have any questions or want to 

comment and can’t make the session 
please e-mail 6jlj or 6emll. 

Hope to see you there! 

FRIDAY, f 
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Reel Big Fish 
\jby Do They Rock So Hard? 

Mojo Records 

By Mike Burgess 

Last year, while commenting 

on the success of their hit single, 

• Sell Out,” Reel Big Fish drum¬ 

mer Andrew Gonzales said, 

■•people are tired of crappy 

bands like Bush and Counting 

Crows... They want something 

happy.” 
As a symbol of their commit¬ 

ment to offer an alternative to 

introspective melodrama, the 

seven-member school of ska- 

popsters is back with Why Do 

They Rock So Hard?, a collec¬ 

tion of 17 hi-energy tracks that 

will blow-out your speakers and 

tickle your funny bone. 

Although I personally like 

the Counting Crows (Bush is 

another story), Reel Big Fish’s 

laid-back approach to music is 

very refreshing. 

Most of their songs are 

about the silliness of human 

relationships, about how stupid 

people can be, and about being 

an up-and-coming band. Reel 

Big Fish treats these themes 

with a self-deprecating, sarcas¬ 

tic, tongue-in-cheek sense of 

humour, which reminds the lis¬ 

tener not to take themselves, or 

life too seriously. 

Check out, for example, 

songs like “1 Want Your 

Girlfriend to be My Girlfriend 

Too" and “You Don’t Know,” 

which begins with the line “Well 

First of all. I’d like to say Fuck 
Off.” 

Reel Big Fish’s pugnacious, 

cavalier attitude towards song- 

writing, combined with their 

incredible energy — (it seems 

die band have long-si nee aban¬ 

doned their Ritalin prescrip¬ 

tions) — results in a CD which, 

as the title suggests, absolutely 

focks. The first three tracks set 

tle tone of the album, releasing 

an unrelenting torrent of vocals, 

Bmtars, and horns which retains 

!Cs m°mentum through the very 
■ast chord. 

Especially worth a listen are 

oniebody Hates Me,” “Brand 

ew Song,” “She’s Famous 

, and "The Kids Don’t 

I '*c h’” which all push the lim- 

lts °f instruments, tempo and 
volume. 

Regardless of your musical 

^e> it is impossible to hate this 

■ It is evident from their 

^diusiasm and playfulness that 

a|e*j ^*8 Fish love to play music, 

n. daat when they’re swim- 

^ln8 with the current of their 

l ;VP°P sound, nothing can 

ring them down. This attitude 

n ,n‘ecbous, making it difficult 

'n to join their school and 

sxv,m along. 

Bad night in Oz 

Dig 

Life Like 

Universal Music 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

Just like a good movie, a 

good album must have a lot of 

heart and effort put into it. 

That may be the reason I 

found Dig’s album, Life Like, to 

be very poor. I’m not sure I 

understood the band and their 

music because it seemed too 

contrived. I refuse to believe 

that Dig played with heartfelt 

sincerity, or tried to leave their 

own artistic stamp on their 

music. Many of the songs 

seemed to pander to what the 

group must have believed their 

label and target audience really 

wanted to hear. 

Basically, the album is a lame 

derivative of a kind of happy, 

U2/alt-rock’ish sound with 

uplifting drum beats and guitar 

riffs, and the uninteresting 

vocals of lead singer Scott 

Hackwitn. 

A number of the songs, most 

notably “Live In Sound,” “The 

Fuzz,” and “Stay on the Grass,” 

start out on a good footing but 

then trail back into the familiar 

and monotonous exchanges of 

flat sounding lyrics and instru¬ 

ment play. Many of the songs 

got old really fast. 

I’m not sure that Dig could 

do anything to salvage their 

“style” of music short of a com¬ 

plete overhaul and a personal, 

deep contemplation of what 

groups they really want their 

band to sound like. 

In short. Dig’s album Life 

Like is anything but. 

Yellow brick road a dead end 

By Mike Reed 

Marking the 60th anniver¬ 

sary of the movie classic The 

Wizard of Oz, Sunesis 

Productions is putting on Jesse 

Stewart’s For the Love of Oz at 

Kingston’s Earl Street Theatre. 

Co-directed by the Stewart 

and Fred Duquette, Stewart's 

sequel will hardly have rejoic¬ 

ing lava-lamp junkies playing 

Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the 

Moon. 

Weak in plot and thin in 

acting, this show was not all 

its publicity cracked it up to 

be. Although it was about a 

“middle-aged Dorothy,” it was 

hardly a “musical.” 

The play opens in an Oz 

without colour, and the wiz¬ 

ard (Peter George) suspended 

in mid-air in his balloon. 

Dorothy (Beth Morris), hav¬ 

ing taken care of business in 

Hollywood on a long hiatus 

from Oz, travels back to the 

site of her first adventure and 

finds the place in disarray. She 

discovers the Scarecrow 

(Duquette) “thinking too 

much,” and unable to find a 

solution to the Wizard's 

plight. 

Upon further travels, 

Dorothy encounters the Tin 

Man (Stewart), who has fallen 

apart from being in love, and is 

now composed of a drum kit. 

Further travels take them to 

the Lion, who has so much 

courage that he has “con¬ 

quered” the jungle by fornicat¬ 

ing with its teenage population, 

fathering several lion cubs. The 

four reunited old friends search 

for something to help Oz regain 

its colour. 

Since I tend to see the cup as 

half full instead of half empty,, 

the good will precede the bad 

for the breadth of the remain¬ 

der of this review. 

Stewart made a comedic and 

entertaining Tin Man. 

Cocker’s depiction of the 

Wicked Witch was exceptional 

— her jeering and cackling 

could set fear into the hearts of 

any playgoer. The Studio Pas de 

Chat dancers also displayed 

their grace and poise on stage, 

completing some well choreo¬ 

graphed moves (choreographed 

by Angela Bryant-Wood). 

The stars, however, did not 

always stand in the spotlights— 

figuratively and literally. The 

harmonized song performed by 

the four leads was hardly that 

and Duquette seemed to trip 

over a few of his “intellectual” 

lines. 

In the finale, Morris seemed 

to be a little overzealous in her 

dancing and her pleas for audi¬ 

ence participation. Finally, rhe 

red slippers were changed into 

gold. In my opinion, red slip¬ 

pers arc red slippers. That is 

that. Messing with the red slip¬ 

pers would be like making 

hockey fixed, James Dean not 

cool, or the IOC honest. 

The play did have good 

intentions, but its child-like 

presentation made it unlikable 

and tired. I would not recom¬ 

mend this play to any of my 

friends — I can however, think 

of some enemies. 

Chalmers United Church 
212 Barrie Street (at Clergy) 

546-3263 

A Caring Community, 

a Questioning Faith, 
a Grounded riope 

Worship every Sunday, 10:30 a.m. 

We welcome Students, 

Faculty, and Staff! 
Join us, in person or by radio 

960 AM (CFFX) 

Visit our web site: http://wcb.canlink.com/ucckingston/chalmers/ 

Jtfs !0i(R 

Do vou av-rc? 

Editor-in-Chief Open Forum 
Sunday, February 7,1999 

272 Earl St. 
12-2 p.m. 

Help decide the fate of your 

FRANSELLy 
Hair 8L Esthetics 

We’re In The Business of Making You 
“Look and Feel Good” and we special¬ 
ize in long hair - It’s the place to be! 

178 Ontario St. 
549-2700 

Check out our Website for style samples. 
www.Fransellyhair.com 

4^ 
Sheridan 

Montessori Teacher 
Education Program 

(Early Childhood Level) 

Apply Now for June 1999. 

New Post-graduate 
Program at 

Sheridan College 

Prepare for career 
opportunities nationally and 

internationally in the growing 
field of private education. 

To receive information: 

Call: 416-480-1320 

Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/ 
academic/edserv/montessori.htm 
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Classifieds 
BURGER 
KING 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS; career etc? Seekina direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness witn Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen’s students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

SAVE MONEY! Save money on your 
formal ticket by helping out at the 
Artsci '99 Formal. Volunteers are 

needed for setting up, cleaning up 
and helping out during the 
formal(March 6th). Checking coats, 
dealing Black Jack hands, etc. If 
interested, please contact Steve at 
544-6000 ext. 75085 or stop by the 
ASUS Core. 

FREE BRIDGE LESSONS. Next 
session starts Monday February 9th 
at 7:00 p.m. in the Ro6ert Sutherland 
Room (Upper JDUC). For more infor¬ 
mation contact Liam at 531-3411 or 
email :3wte@qlink.queensu.ca 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 
‘99 Party at Daytona's most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 
Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
SI00 per room. Hotel only $119 or 
Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14 - 22. Lowest price Guaranteed. 
Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
space!!! Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
8262. 

LIMESTONE MUSIC & AUDIO buys 
and sells CD's, cassettes, records, 
video games and some audio-visual 
equipment. New rock posters and t- 
shirts. 122 Princess St., lower level, 
downtown Kingston, phone 542- 
9096. 

BE IN CHARGE! Head House 
Attendant applications for the Artsci 
'99 Formal are now available at the 
ASUS Core. 

20TH ANNIVERSARY VOYAGEUR 
SEMINAR: Revisiting Canada at the 
Millennium August 2 - 8, 1999. With 
the millennium rapidly approaching, 
now is the time to take stock of the 
Canadian Dream. Join us to explore 
the intricacies of the French River 
delta in historic Peace Canoes, and 
to rejoice in our homeland and our 
freedoms. We invite you to partici¬ 
pate in this unique nation-building 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

Canadian Job Directory contain valu¬ 
able job search and employer infor¬ 
mation! Now available at your uni¬ 
versity bookstore. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAJJRBI. 
TIANS: Swim, sail, windsurf, waters- 
ki canoe, gymnastics, tennis, basket¬ 
ball, football, wall climbing, jjrcherv, 
hockey, baseball, arts & crafts, pot¬ 
tery. beadmaking, . photography, 
drama director, jazz r|' 
Mail resume >o r°nnieb@oenera- 
tion.net or fax to (514) 481-7863. 

experience. Become a Millennium 
voyageur. For more information 
please contact Dr. Bill Peruniak at 
(613) 533-6222. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED in becom¬ 
ing a Peer Educator? We are cur¬ 
rently recruiting volunteers for next 
year. There are many ways to get 
involved in this valuable experience. 
Why not look into becoming a Peer 
Learning Assistant, Peer Tutor, Peer 
Health Educator or get involved with 
the Peer Educator Program on Sex, 
Intimacy and Dating? Please come 
out to an information session and find 
out the details. Sessions will be held 
on Thursday. February 11th, 5:30 - 
6:30 p.m. and Friday, February 12th. 
12:30 - 1:30 p.m. Both sessions will 
take place at Student Counselling 
Services, Ground Floor of the St. 
Lawrence Building. For more infor¬ 
mation call Diane Nolting at 533- 
6712. 

A MUSICAL COMEDY about a mid¬ 
dle aged Dorothy - FOR THE LOVE 
OF OZ by Jesse Stewart. Earl Street 
Theatre/KCVI between Alfred and 
Frontenac. Adults $10: students $8. 
Advance tickets at Scrubbies 471 
Princess. For more information call 
546-0432. 

REACH OUT! To your Community, 
check out the Info Fair in Wallace on 
February 10th. To learn about oppor¬ 
tunities for you to volunteer around 
Kingston 10:30 - 2:30 p.m. 

HELP WANTED 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 
The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 

JAZZ VOCALIST, pianist and bassist 
looking for brass players and percus¬ 
sionist to play standards, creative 
work and for tun time. Any instru¬ 
ment welcome. Call 531-3613. 

WANTED: Two housemates, prefer¬ 
ably upper year, non-smoking 
females, to share a house at Johnson 
and Nelson. Rent $365 per month, 
ALL utilities included, 2 bathrooms, 
washer/dryer. Call 531-8143 for 
more info. 

mSSESSSSSSSm 
LOST: Head squash racquet. Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Physed Centre. If found please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with car¬ 
toon bears on the cover). Lost 
around Kingston Hall on Monday. 
January 18th. High sentimental 
value. Please call Janice or Tam at 
542-5850. Thanks! 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th, 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. 
Call 533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outsiae Mac-Corry Saturday, 
January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 
7334 if its yours. 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 

latest advancement in 

computerized medical technology] 

• Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 
orthotics. 
• Free assessments/ follow up 
• 30 money-back guarantee 
• 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 
a FREE assessment. 

1 Street 215 Princess Street 
: Bldg. Downtown Kingston! 

orocKvnie, ON Kingston, ON 
K6V1S9 K7L1B3 
613498-2223 t: 545-0100 /545-1997 

PERSONALS 

your ASUS moving. See our web site 
at http//qlink.queensu.ca/~6spb1 

LET'S GET YOUR ASUS movinq. 
VOTE Chris SAFFORD and Shannon 
BELL for ASUS Executive. Lets bring 
ASUS into the 21st Century. See our 
web site at http://qlink.queensu.ca/ 
~6spb1 

CORMAN MORI MINNS Everyone 
has ideas, (email yours ' to 
cmm4ams@hotmail.com) We have 
plans, (see http://qlink.queensu.ca/ 
~6swc) On February 9tn and 10th 
vote for your AMS Executive: Corman 
Mori Minns 

VOTE Chris SAFFORD and Shannon 
BELL for ASUS Exec. They will get 

fl.M.S. Executive Election end 
UNDERGRRDURTE Student Trustee Election 

Mondeij, Feb. 8 et 11:30am 
JDUC — Louuer Ceilidh 

QUEEN S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

uume uui uric listen 
.. UUI ILlCLtfcS, 

end the RMS Executive Cendidete Teems 

OuESTioNS? 

Contact CArhy, CaroIyn on SItawn 

1 rhe CoMMissioN of InternaI AffAins at 5 5 3-6000 ext.74815 

FEBRUARY 5, 1999 

y Until yesterday, there V. 
was plenty of room on 

this page to print not only a 
delicious recipe, but also 

the delightful, brain-bend¬ 

ing MiSC. Winter Contest. 
Then it was discovered that 

AMS teams each get 450 

words worth of space (in 
light of all the recent class 

visiting, 

student accosting, pam¬ 

phlet distributing and gen¬ 

eral campaign pushiness, 

1350 words too many) with 
which to plug themselves. 

As a result, YOU, the aver¬ 

age Journal-browsing stu¬ 

dent, get one MiSC. feature 

instead of three, and this 
ugly little puke-coloured 

box of leftover space in 

which I'm going to place yet 

another gratuitous photo of 
the Dreamer of Pictures 

himself, Mr. Neil Young. 

I'm so sorry. 

Please 

try 

to 
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George Reinblatt cordially invites 
the women of Queen’s to take 

advantage of a very special oppor¬ 
tunity 

lor a variety of reasons. But no 
matter how much thought is put in, 
many still choose unwisely. Often the 
night turns into no more than six hours 
ol uncomfortable conversation. Often 
dates end up fighting and go away cry- 
mg. Often your date sees some person 
they fooled around with in first year and 
goes for one more roagering’ in the 
hockey stands. Often dates storm out of 
the formal screaming “Formal 
bchmormal, I’m going kareoking” or 
Cam' your children? I’d rather carry 

the Ebola virus!” Often the formal date 
ends in disaster. 

That is why I am doing everything I 
can to make sure that on March’6 when 
the ArtSci ’99 Roaring Twenties Formal 

comes around, my' night going to be per¬ 
fect. I do not want to risk choosing a bad 
date. So I am doing something a bit dif¬ 
ferent than the standard “Ask the drunk¬ 
est girl at Alfie’s” routine often seen at 
formal time. In order to assure that my 
date and I are perfectly matched, I am 
asking all of the eligible women in town 
to fill out this application form. This 
must be done so I can make an informed 
decision as to who the best date for me 
will be. 

So here it is, the official application 
form for all of the women of Queen’s to 
contend for since the conception of the 
intercontinental title: having the honour 
of being George’s formal date. Who 
wouldn’t want to go out with that zany 
Highland Dancer, that wacky cable tele¬ 
vision star, the gorgeous “Roy” from a 
Chorus Line, and the official GIF bitch 
of 1998. And of course when you go out 
with George, your ticket and expenses 
will be paid for. It just might be the 
biggest prize of all time. 

Please fill out the questions below 
and send in the form along with a pic¬ 
ture or reasonable hand-drawn facsimile 
to the Journal House at 272 Earl St. 
Applications can also be sent via email 
to 4girl@qlink.queensu.ca, but emailing 
a picture with your application would 
greatly increase your chances. All years 
and Faculties can apply (so let’s see 
some frosh in there). The deadline for 
applications is Friday, February 12 at 
11:38 p.m. Good luck to all. 

Name: Age: 

Phone #•. Year: 

Turn ons: 

Turn offs: 

Favourite hour-long action and/or drama televi¬ 
sion show (any era): 

I most resemble: 
a) demure AMS presidential candidate Sarah 
Corman 
b) buxom star of the silver screen/Marilyn 
Manson girlfriend Rose McGowan 
c) saucy Joey from Dawson’s Creek 
d) a chimpanzee 

Which of these phrases best describes your 
mental state: 
a) Fucking insane 
hi Kinda insane 
c) Not very insane 
d) Happy 

Are you Amish? 

How ’bout Mennonite? 

You're filling this out because: 
a) You're bored 
b) You’re ugly 
c You’re stupid 
d) You're wildly attracted to ex-Chorus Line cast 
members 

How many drinks would it take before I start 
looking like hunky George Clooney? 

How do you like your toast? 
a) Toasted 
b) Untoasted 
cj Bread is for suckas 

Are your parents rich? 

Do you feel that Bill Cosby's Kids say the darnd- 
est things is the work of Satan? 

If you could live in any historical period it would 
be: 
a) The Black Plague 
b) The Irish Potato Famine 
c) The Chinese Cultural Revolution 
d) The Era of Red-Hot Lovin' 

-1 

What’s your greatest talent? 
a) Kicking out the jams! 
b) Singing the complete works of Kool Moe Dee 
c Making and subsequently eating toast 
d) Mocking Alfie's DJs in a pithy and urbane 
manner 

If you were a Marriott dish, which one would you 
be? 

Lethal Weapon FOUR??!! What’s up with that??!! 

Who was your favourite New Kid on the Block? 
a) ‘tough’ Donny 
bj ‘cute’ Joe 
cj 'sensitive' Jordan 
d) ‘monkey-face’ Danny 
e) 'forgettable' Jon 

Do you plan to be alive on March 6? 

If there is anything else you would like to add to 
this form, feel free to in the space provided: 

Hab Influedza? 
It’s influenza season again. Headaches, sore muscles, fever, 
chills and a cough from influenza can be downright: nasty. 

Feel like helping? 
Kingston General HospiLd and Queen’s University researchers 
are working on a new drug to defeat this infection. We are 
looking for two types of participants: 

Group One 
Children ages 5-12, with 
parental approval, who arc 
normally healthy with a 
*°ver and typical influenza 
symptoms that many 
include: joint/muscle 
aches or pains, headache, 
Cough, sore throat. 

Group Two 
Adults and adolescents age 12 and op with 
a fever and typical influenza symptoms 
that many include: joint/muscle aches or 
pains, headache, cough, sore throat who 
also have a history of asthma (and have 
used asthma medicines in the last year) 
OR have chronic bronchitis / chronic 
obstructive lung disease. 

Pleitse call as soon els you feel these symptoms 

a 531 -SICK (7425) 
or your family doctor to find out if you qualify. 

KC I 
KINGSTON 
GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 

Spend the 

Fall 99 term in 

Take 4 acodent ic 

courses fought in 

Plus 

get intensive advanced 
language training in 

The 16 week 

(30 Aug -18 Dec) 

SELF Program 

is offered by the 

University Jean Moulin - Lyon 3 

Academic courses in the Arts> 

Commerce and Law 

Course* could possibly count os elective 

courses toward any program 

Designed for students with 

intermediate-level of French 

language proficiency 

Application deadline: 01 March 

Applications & details from : 

Co-ordinator, 

University Exchanges and 

International Study, 

Admission Services, 

Victoria School Bldg-2nd floor 

110 Alfred St. at Union St. 

phone 533-6000x 75379 
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10TE! 
it's your democratic 

responsibility. 
Fob. 9 & 10, at polling 

stations across campus. 

Assault 
attempt 
behind 

Stooley’s 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

At approximately midnight on 

Sunday evening a woman was assaulted ; 

in the 300 block area of Johnson 

Street, near the intersection with 

Division Street. 

When [the victim] opened 
the car door she heard a 

noise and was then dragged 
out of her car and thrown 

to the ground. 

According to Louise Fish, director 

of campus security, the woman was 

parking her car in the lot behind her 

apartment, in the row houses beside 

Stooley’s Cafe. When she opened the 

car door she heard a noise and was 

then dragged our of her car and thrown 

to the ground. 

The woman managed to escape by 

kicking the man and fled to her apart¬ 

ment where she contacted the police, 

said Fish. The perpetrator is described 

as heavy set and wearing a ball cap. 

it wasn’t dealt with by us,” said 

Fish, "we don’t know [yet] whether or 

not she was a Queen’s student.” 

Alison Loat, AMS vice-president 

(university affairs), encouraged stu¬ 

dents to check the Security Web site 

and sign up for die Security listserv for 

alert updates. 

The Kingston Police have yet to 

issue an official report oil the incident. 

If anyone has information concern¬ 

ing the assault they are asked to contact 

either the Kingston Police, at 

549-4660, or Campus Security, at ] 

533-6733. 

inc lex 
Volume 126, Issue 31 

www.journal.queensu.ca 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today 
Cloudy periods 
Ulgh |°C; Low -3°C: 
pOP 40% 

Wednesday 

pifl? 0°C; Low -rC; 
pOP 30% 

Thursday 

High TC: Low-l0C: 
POP 60% 

Friday 
Cloudy 
High -3'C; Low -8’C; 
POP 40% 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1999 

Players from Queen’s and CFB Petawawa face off at Confederation Basin Saturday afternoon for the annual Historic 
Hockey Series game. Please see related story on page 15. 

PHOTO BY jASON HENDERSON 

Guerrilla girls invade Queen’s 
By Alexandra Dyer 

The Guerrilla Girls took the stage at 

Queen’s Thursday evening, announcing 

“we’re here to show you what we’ve 

done since 1984 and we hope you can 

use us as a model for things in your own 

life.” 

One of the most outspoken and 

provocative groups to visit Queen’s, the 

two speakers began their presentation 

wearing gorilla masks and ran in from 

the back of the auditorium throwing 

bananas into the audience. This sense of 

energy and excitement continued 

throughout the nearly .two-hour multi- 

media presentation. 

The Guerrilla Girls described them¬ 

selves as a New York City-based organi¬ 

zation that “represents women artists 

and acts as a conscience for the art 

world,” explaining that they “wear the 

masks because it is smart to keep their 

identities a secret.” The women also use 

fake names, in this case, “Frida” and 

“Aphra.” 

The organization emerged in the mid- 

1980s when “some female artists real¬ 

ized that conventional methods of 

protest weren’t working with respect to 

women’s representation in the art com¬ 

munity,” explained one of the women. 

“We have received a lot of response in 

New York and are now reaching a much 

larger audience,” one said, explaining, 

“our success is due to having a good idea 

which has spread like wildfire.” 

“We needed new tactics to confront 

discrimination in the art world and to 

develop new strategies to make feminism 

fashionable... The art community wanted 

to see itself as a very liberal space and we 

wanted to show them the truth,” one of 

the speakers said. 

Their approach to change is full of 

humour and catchy slogans such as “Do 

women have to be naked to get into the 

Met?” and “Top ten reasons why it’s 

good to be a female artist.” 

They have also distributed a 

“Guerrilla Girls 1986 Report Card” for 

various New York City galleries and cre¬ 

ated newsletters entitled Hot Flashes and 

The Token Times. 

“Frida” and “Aphra” acknowledged 

that they “are cocky" but said “it’s fun to 

challenge the establishment and keep 

them on their toes.” 

The speakers said they wanted to see 

if their organization could expand and 

deal with other social issues such as abor¬ 

tion. “Recently we have also decided to 

expand our activities into the other art 

forms,” they explained. 

The Guerrilla Girls initially focused 

on the Oscars. As one of the speakers put 

it, “We looked at the number of women 

Please see Oscars on page 7 

Queen’s researcher 
wins prestigious grant 

By Fiona Stevenson 

A Queen’s researcher is one of four 

Canadians to receive a prestigious EWR 

Steacie Memorial Fellowship from the 

Natural Sciences and Engineering 

Research Council. 

Norman C. Beaulieu, professor in the 

department of electrical and computer 

engineering, is a world authority on wire¬ 

less communication theory. The award he 

has been granted recognizes Canadian uni¬ 

versity researchers who have captured 

international attenrion for outstanding 

achievement in the areas of science and 

engineering. 

According to an NSERC citation. Dr. 

Beaulieu has discovered ingenious 

mathematical approaches to predict in 

advance how adept new wireless and digi¬ 

tal communications systems will per¬ 

form... Communications companies 

currently spend million of dollars in 

expensive software simulation. Dr. 

Beaulieu’s mathematical improvements 

mean that they will spend less and will get 

more accurate and reliable predications.” 

Beaulieu said he is the first electrical 

engineer in 15 years to receive this award 

and one of only four electrical engineers to 

be granted the award since it was created 

35 years ago. “There may be a perception 

that the pure sciences are more scientific 

than engineering,” he speculated. 

Please see Field on page 4 

THE MISSION: 
Students protest changes 

to financial aid. 
University administrators 

close the school. 
The government wants to 

see radical reform or it 
doesn’t re-open. 

You have three weeks. 

Do you accept? 
A Queen's Vice-Principal 
did. See the feature on 
page 11 for his story. 
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Service expanding at Queen’s Day Care 
Executive Director Eileen 
Beauregarde. 

By Natalie Diaz 

The Queen’s Day Care 

service has recently extended its 

hours to include evening and 

weekend service. 

The day care began as a stu¬ 

dent-run program in 1969, and 

has since expanded to serve 

Queen's students, staff, faculty, 

and Kingston residents. It has 

been revised by parents and staff 

during the last five years to cre¬ 

ate a relaxed environment 

where children can feel com¬ 

fortable and safe, explained 

Beauregarde, along with 

associate Mary Sutherland, 

supervises two centres, one for 

babies and toddlers and one for 

Preschoolers. In addition, they 

request that parents set aside 

two hours each month to spend 

in the day care with their chil¬ 

dren in order to familiarize 

themselves with the program. 

According to Beauregarde, 

approximately 85 per cent of 

parents who use the Queen’s 

Day Care are students. 

On average, depending on 

the age of the child and the pro¬ 

gram, the daily cost is $4 per 

child. For students who cannot 

afford this rate, they can refer to 

Emergency Funds provided by 

Queen’s, and can also use other 

services and financial assistance 

organized by the AMS. 

Last year, the day care served 

a total of 155 families and 119 

children, subsidised financially 

by the government and/or other 

services. 

Despite the fact that Queen’s 

Day care is a self-run organiza¬ 

tion, the University financially 

supports the service with a grant 

each year to lower operating 

costs of the buildings, said 

Beauregarde. This allows the 

day care to lower fees and make 

it affordable to a larger portion 

of the Queen’s community, she 

explained. 

The AMS became involved in 

day care by creating an 

extended program on weekday 

evenings and Saturdays. The 

AMS Extended Child Care 

Program, coordinated by Allie 

Ferri, has been extremely suc¬ 

cessful and is used not only by 

students, but also by parents in 

the community, she said. 

The AMS pays monthly rent 

to the Queen’s Day Care to 

allow this service to run in their 

centres. This is done to maintain 

affordable prices in the day care 

system, Ferri said. 

The program runs Monday 

to Thursday from 6 p.m. to 

10:30 p.m., and on Saturdays 

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

According to Ferri, demand for 

the service is increasing. Parents 

must call in advance by noon of 

the day they will be needing 

child care assistance, and are 

responsible to call and cancel if 

they cannot attend, she said. 

Ferri said the demand for day 

care has increased “because this 

year, we have increased the 

amount of advertising through¬ 

out campus to promote aware¬ 

ness. The need has always been 

there but the awareness has 

not,” said Ferri. 

According to Ferri, the 

extended hours program is used 

95 per cent by students, and 5 

per cent by the faculty and the 

community. There are no allot¬ 

ted spaces for the number of 

children that can attend because 

they have qualified staff who 

can come in upon request, she 

said. 

Chris Rego, a parent from 

the Kingston Community said, 

“The program is very afford¬ 

able. I have been very impressed 

with the quality of the staff and 

service. I have recommended it 

to others.” 

The Queen’s Day Care 

Centres are located at 169 

Union Street and 96 Queen’s 

Crescent. 

The Queen’s Day Care service is extending its hours. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Around the world 
in eight weeks 

Flora MacDonald supports 
international education 

One year later: More PEC 
renovations planned 

By Stefan Martin and 

Fiona Stevenson 

Today marks the first 

anniversary of the completion 

of extensive renovations to the 

Physical Education Centre, and 

plans for further renovations are 

underway. 

“We got a lot accomplished, 

considering the budget,” said 

Co-ordinator of Facilities and 

Services Bill Sparrow about last 

year’s renovations, which 

Sparrow said cost “around $1.8 

million.” 

The current reconstructed 

athletic venue boasts “20,000 

feet of new' or renovated area,” 

said John McFarlane, chair of 

athletic recreation. Filling this 

space is new exercise equipment 

ranging from ergometers to ele¬ 

vating treadmills, a hard-wood 

aerobics room, and second-floor 

laboratories for use by the 

Physical Education department. 

Also on the second floor is the 

Fitness Assessment Centre, a 

Pay-as-you-go service for indi¬ 

viduals who wish to access qual- 

'hed help in creating a proper 

exercise regime. 

Sparrow said he is satisfied 

^vith the renovations, but added, 

We could always use more 

r°om and better facilities.” 

Because the centre under- 

Went major reconstruction last 

^ar, smaller improvements are 

Planned for this year, McFarlane 

sa*d- These include resurfacing 

*e tennis courts at West 

anipus, refurbishing gymna- 

Slllm floors, and cleaning up and iisn men’s and women’s 
l0cker rooms. 

However, McFarlane and 

Sparrow said they anticipate 

that another major reconstruc¬ 

tion will occur in the next few 

years. Queen’s is beginning a 

capital campaign, which 

includes plans for the construc¬ 

tion of a new Student Life facil¬ 

ity that will incorporate the 

PEC, Jock Harry Arena, the 

International Centre and the 

John Deutsch University Centre, 

McFarlane explained. The pro¬ 

posed building would house stu¬ 

dent government and other 

student groups, and involve 

“creative reconfiguration of the 

PEC,” and new facilities, 

McFarlane said. 

Information from a recent 

survey indicates that more stu¬ 

dents are using the PEC since 

the renovations. “The last time 

we did a survey was about three 

years ago and at that time we 

were having about 18,000 visits 

to the Phys-Ed centre per 

week,” he said. 

Another survey 

conducted last 

term indicated 

that this figure 

had increased to 

approximately 

22,000. The cur¬ 

rent peak exer¬ 

cise hours at the 

PEC are around 

noon, and 

between 4 and 7 

p.m.The PEC has 

seen up to 3,600 

people in a single 

day, as reported 

after a user 

account on 

November 17. 

McFarlane 

attributed the 

increases to the new fitness cen¬ 

tre, free aerobics classes and 

extended hours. “We’re trying 

to make access easier,” he said. 

According to McFarlane, stu¬ 

dents contributed significantly 

to the renovations in terms of 

“enthusiasm and financially,” 

through the Millennium Fund. 

Prior to the reconstruction, a 

survey was released asking PEC 

users what they would most like 

to see changed and a list of top 

suggestions were drawn up. The 

list included such suggestions as 

expanding the free weight room 

and buying more cardio equip¬ 

ment, with the number one sug¬ 

gestion being improved 

ventilation. 

While these changes have 

been made, “we’re still very 

much focused on trying to get 

more equipment in,” McFarlane 

said. 

By Laura MacInnis 

Students who spent last 

Thursday afternoon in the 

School of Policy Studies got 

more than the standard lecture. 

Flora MacDonald, a distin¬ 

guished Canadian politician 

and social advocate, urged stu¬ 

dents to pursue a non-tradi- 

rional approach to education: 

head for the hills. 

“I consider travel to be the 

best form of education there 

is,” she said. MacDonald 

touted the beneficial aspects of 

world travel, including the 

opportunity to experience the 

intricacies of other societies. 

MacDonald was 

Conservative MP for Kingston, 

and served as a cabinet minister 

under both Joe Clark and Brian 

Mulroney. 

•A companion to the Order 

of Canada, MacDonald now 

works with a number of inter¬ 

national organizations and 

agencies, all activities which 

lead to extensive'travelling. 

“I don’t often get a chance 

to be in Canada these days,” 

MacDonald joked. 

The 72-year-old political 

veteran reinforced her message 

by showing dozens of slides to 

the crowd, beginning with 

images from war-torn Bosnia. 

“Slowly and surely it’s being 

re-built,” she said, suggesting 

there is a need to change atti¬ 

tudes as well as to re-build the 

structures. 

MacDonald spoke of com¬ 

munity-based initiatives which 

have worked toward “the 

building between various eth¬ 

nic groups... You get an oppor¬ 

tunity to see the sort of 

program or project that is being 

carried out in the wake of con¬ 

flict situations.” 

The bulk of MacDonald’s 

talk focused on a pan-Asian trip 

she took before Christmas, a 

5,000 kilometre venture 

through Tibet, Nepal, China 

and Pakistan. 

The trip itself lasted eight 

weeks, but it took MacDonald 

and her six travelling compan¬ 

ions nearly a year to persuade 

Chinese officials to grant them 

travelling visas. 

The group of women 

included a high school teacher, 

a film producer, a member of 

the international atomic energy 

agency (IAEA) and the vice- 

president of the Canadian 

International Development 

Agency (CIDA). 

When the visas finally 

arrived, they were issued to 

“seven Canadian housewives.” 

MacDonald smiled, retorting 

“a more unlikely group of 

housewives there never was.” 

Indeed. These women hiked, 

camped and climbed through 

the mountains and roads of the 

Far East. They faced flooded 

roads in Tibet, took detours up 

the sides of sandbanks, and 

averted political dissent with a 

Canadian flag flying from their 

Toyota trucks. 

After her travels through 

East Asia, MacDonald visited 

Cambodia, working with the 

country’s destitute and elderly. 

She stressed the close relation¬ 

ship between older and 

younger women, who offered 

each other great support. 

MacDonald concentrated on 

the obscure or untold stories of 

the countries she visited, 

emphasizing the many dimen¬ 

sions of culture and politics 

which are missing from text¬ 

books and classrooms. 

Travel, she explained, helps 

to complete one’s education. “I 

encourage you, as you study 

international relations, do take 

every chance to travel,” she 

said. 
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iak i» the 

bleed? 

We're always looking for contributors. 
Any contribs, all contribs. There’s no 
application process, no experience 

required. Just walk in. 
We’ll assign you a story, and feed 

you free food. 
Mmmm... free food. 

Queen's 
ja,Bs^FacuIty of Law 

The Importance 
to Canada of the 
NISGA’A Treaty 

Tom Berger 
Lawyer, Author, formerly of B.C. Supreme Court 

Wednesday, 10 February 
7:30 pm 

Dunning Auditorium 

1998/1999 Coriy Lecture 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 1 

Calgary from $299 1 

Edmonton from $299 1 

Regina from $349 Jjj 
Winnipeg from $239 

Halifax ftcto $249 1 

Saint John from $329 1 

St John's from $299 1 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 
to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail’s ft-Pak 
/ Up to 12 flights a day 
/ New Air Canada Service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel 

549-3553 
Website: www.odyEsey-travcLcom 

Long Haul/Croup Travel 

549-3561 

AMS recommends 
marketing director 

By Renee Huang 
sub-committee report. Members 

of the AMS have discussed 
Centralized 

Although the AMS executive implementing 
is ending their term in office Adyemsmg Office the pa 

they are leaving some valuable 

words of wisdom for their suc¬ 

cessors: the suggestion for a new 

full-time external market direc¬ 

tor position similar to the exist¬ 

ing service director positions. 

A sub-committee of the AMS 

Board of Directors and Vice- 

President (Operations) Gord 

Moodie have researched the pos¬ 

sibility of expanding the summer 

external marketing director posi¬ 

tion into a year-long initiative. 

Responsibilities would include 

generating all AMS advertising on confusion' 

and sponsorship in an effort to experience 

centralize advertising initiatives 

for services and groups within 

the AMS, including the Used 

although none of the proposed 

projects have reached fruition. 

Moodie believes a position 

dedicated to overseeing all AMS 

sponsorship and advertising 

would create strong, long-term 

working relationships between 

the AMS and advertisers. 

“There’s lots of opportunity 

as an organization if we build a 

better relationship with advertis¬ 

ers instead of one time requests," 

said Moodie. 

Ultimately, it could cut back 

many advertisers 

from being 

approached by multiple campus 

groups, Moodie said. He noted 

that advertisers are often not 

Book Store Exchange and Who's thanked for their contributions; 

Where/What’s Next. 

The director would develop a 

comprehensive rate card display¬ 

ing all AMS service ad prices and 

maintain a database of advertis¬ 

ers and potential donors. 

The sub-committee proposal 

stated that the new position 

would reduce the “fractured and 

disorganized manner” with 

which services pursue revenue 

generation. 

an external marketing director 

could be responsible for this 

aspect of customer satisfaction. 

“Hopefully we won’t lose so 

many advertisers,” Moodie said. 

An external marketing direc¬ 

tor would also allow the break 

up of the WW/WN into its com¬ 

ponent parts. 

All advertising revenue for the 

two publications would be gen¬ 

erated by the external marketing 

external 
position 

located in the back of the 

Publishing and Copy Centre. 

Moodie explained that having 

separate computer systems for 

WW/WN productions, AMS ser¬ 

vices and the P&CC makes po0r 

use of the few highly qualified 

computer technicians and 

designers as well as ensuring a 

“high fixed cost for computers.” 

“It seems to make sense to 

work together,” he added. 

Other Ontario universities 

such as McGill, Waterloo and 

Western have pursued such cen¬ 

tralized advertising initiatives to 

great success. Western generates 

over $600,000 from their central 

office for services including the 

student newspaper, Orientation 

Week, day planner and radio 

station. 

“I don’t know if it’ll be an 

immediate boom for our adver¬ 

tising revenue but... it’ll give 

room for growth,” Moodie 

predicted. 

If Thursday’s AMS assembly 

and the February 17 meeting of 

the AMS Board of Directors 

approve the external marketing 

director position, Moodie said a 

formal job description and renu¬ 

meration structure would be cre¬ 

ated. It would be up to the newly 

elected AMS to implement the 

ideas of their contemporaries. The position of external director and the actual produc- 

marketing director is not a new tion of the publications would 

concept, according to the occur in an AMS Design Centre 

Field growing dramatically 
Continued from page I 

Born in New Westminster, 

British Columbia, Beaulieu 

earned Bachelor and Master 

degrees in Applied Science, as 

well as a PhD, from UBC. He 

came to Queen’s in 1986 as a 

National Scholar and was 

appointed assistant professor. In 

1988 he was appointed associate 

professor before becoming a full 

professor in 1993. 

While at Queen’s Beaulieu has 

received three NSERC Strategic 

Grants and an Ontario Singapore 

Research Award. 

Beaulieu said the award’s two- 

year $180,000 prize gives him 

freedom to pursue his research 

full-time at Queen’s and take 

advantage of an opportunity to 

obtain a supplemental grant from 

NSERC. 

Beaulieu said he appreciates 

the overlap that exists at Queen’s 

between the engineering and 

applied mathematics depart¬ 

ments. “What’s nice about 

Queen’s is cross appointment, a 

valuable thing for me,” he said. “I 

had the opportunity to partici¬ 

pate in two departments.” 

He also values the quality of 

PART-TIME JOBS 
Campus security will be employing a 
number of students in the position of 
Security officer. All applicants must be 
registered Queen's students, possess a 
good knowledge of campus, be in good 
health and be willing to work on 
weekends, holidays and off-hours 
Security related experience and/or being 
certified in First Aid/CPR are considered 
assets for these positions. The employ¬ 
ment will extend from September 1999 
until April 2000 and will he conditional 
upon the satisfactory submission of a 
medical certificate and Canadian Police 
Information Check. 

Applications are available at Flemina 
hall, Rm. 202 or copied from our website 
www.queensu.cn/serurity. Deadline for 
applications is Friday, March 5, 1999. 

the university’s research in his 

area of interest. “In electrical 

engineering at Queen’s, the 

strongest area has been commu¬ 

nications for probably 30 years,” 

he said. 

“I was always interested in 

electrical engineering and com¬ 

munications,” Beaulieu said, 

explaining that wireless commu¬ 

nication theory appeals to him 

because of the link the field offers 

between theory and practice. “In 

this area the theory can come 

quite close to reality... The theory 

really is significant.” 

According to Beaulieu, most 

of his work “has dealt with how 

well cellular telephone systems 

work.” The field is currently 

experiencing dramatic growth, 

he explained. By 2000, more 

than half of all telecommunica¬ 

tions traffic in North America is 

predicted to be wireless, creating 

an immense demand for the 

development of new technology 

to accommodate increasing num¬ 

bers of users. “More and more 

people want the services, 

Beaulieu explained. “The issue is 

there’s only a finite number of 

radio channels... There has to be 

new technology or you won’t be 

able to provide the services.” 

Beaulieu said he owes his suc¬ 

cess primarily to two individuals, 

Peter McLane, a professor in 

Queen’s electrical and computer 

engineering department, an 

Vijay Bhargava from t*1^ 

University of Victoria’s Faculty o 

Applied Science. “I owe a lot to 

my mentors... Those two have 

been particularly important, 

said Beaulieu. 
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GPS to offer dental 
plan to members 
By Shawn Brimley 

On March 16 and 17, the Society of 

Graduate and Professional Students 

membership will vote on whether to 

establish a mandatory dental insurance 

plan for all members. 

“Many students call our offices asking 

if our current extended health insurance 

plan clovers dental expenses, so obvi¬ 

ously there is a need within our mem¬ 

bership,” said Deb Hume, SPGS 

vice-president of services, in a press 

release. “With the increased costs of edu¬ 

cation, students often compromise their 

health in favour of other more pressing 

financial concerns.” 

“Because the plan would be 
new, we expect to see more 

interest in the first few 
years,” 

— Deb Hume, SGPS 
vice-president of services. 

“Dental care is important for overall 

wellness and is something that many of 

our members have difficulty paying for 

in full. We hope that a ‘yes’ vote for this 

plan will alleviate some of those con¬ 

cerns,” she continued. 

The dental plan would resemble the 

one recently proposed by the Alma 

Mater Society. Currently, both the SGPS 

and the AMS offer similar health plans. 

“It’s good to have consistency through¬ 

out the plans,” said Hume. 

The two proposed dental plan fee 

options proposed are an $83 plan offer¬ 

ing 80 per cent coverage of basic and 

preventative services, and a $97 plan 

offering 100 per cent coverage. Both 

plans would be ’open,’ in that SGPS 

members would be able to visit the den¬ 

tist of their choice if they required care. 

Both options would include 75 per cent 

coverage of minor restorative work, 75 

per cent coverage of oral surgery, and 10 

per cent coverage of endodontics, peri¬ 

odontics and major restorative work. 

The maximum benefit for either option 

would be $500 per benefit year. Family 

coverage would also be available at an 

additional cost. 

For the 1999-2000 year, Hume said 

she anticipates that the dental plan will 

be subsidized in part by the SGPS. “The 

premiums paid to our current extended 

health care plan exceeded claims by stu¬ 

dents for the 1997-98 benefit year,” 

Hume said. “We are able to pass those 

savings on to our membership by subsi¬ 

dizing the cost of a dental plan.” 

Because the dental plan would be a 

new service to members, Hume said she 

expects the costs and associated fees for 

the plan in future years may require 

adjustments, depending upon the num¬ 

ber of claims incurred. “Because the plan 

would be new, we expect to see more 

interest in the first few years,” said 

Hume. Any future fee increases of more 

than 10 per cent will be voted on by 

SGPS members again by referendum, she 

added. 

“I’m hoping that our members will 

endorse the dental plan,” said Hume. 

A ‘yes’ vote in March would mean the 

dental plan fee would be assessed begin¬ 

ning September, 1999. 

A.M.S. Spring Referendum 

Meed better financing 
for o project??? 

Put a question in the Spring Referendum 

NoiVliNAliON pERiod: 

FEbRUARy 8, 1999 @ 11:45am 
TO 

FEbRUARy 19, 1999 @ 5:00pM 

Nomination packages are available 

at the A.M.S. Front Desk 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STU0FNT GOVERNMENT 

Questions? 

Contact CAihy, CaroIvn or SIiawn 

iN tIte 

CoMMissioN of InternaI AHairs 

at 5 n-6000 EXT. 74815 

- The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 
?.ASsl 

ASUS Movie Theatre 
Presents: 

Meet Joe Black 
Sunday, February 14 in 
Dunning Auditorium 
Special showing at 8:00 

only 
Tickets are only $3 

Vegas, Baby Vegas!! 
Win an all expenses paid 
trip for two at the United 
Way Semi-Formal on 
March 5th. $15/personoi 
$25/couple 

Enjoy working 
with kids? 
Volunteers needed for 
2.5 hrs over lunch time 
from Feb. 23-25 
(inclusive). Come to an 
info-session Feb.9 
(Tues) @ 4:00 pm Mac- 
Corry RmB204, OR call 
531-4091 email 
4mc26@qlink.queensu.ca 

See you there. 

Hey! Check it out! The 

German 
Theatre Group 
Presents: 
“Tales from Vienna 
Woods" or 
“Geschichten aus dem 
Wiener Wald". 
February 11th to 13th 
at 8pm in Rotunda 
Theatre, Theological 
Hall. 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

plpne tf;e AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2.732.; or mail Comm®flms/|neensn.ca J|||f 



FREE MONEY See ad. 

See ad run. 

i- 

Applications for the AMS 
Board of Directors' 

Special Projects Grants 
are due by Thursday, 
February 18 at NOON. 

For project criteria go 
to the AMS front desk in 

the lower 1DUC or call 
Alison Loat at 545-2729 

See students read ad. 

See you make money. 

Got the picture yet? Space is filling up in the remaining nine issues 
of the 1998-1999 Queen's Journal. Reserve your space now. 

Call our business team at 533-6711. 

It's a Swing thing! 
Free Swing Lessonslrom7^9pm] 

'ifc. 

LITE NIGHT ALL NITE! 178 Ontario Street • On the Walerlronl LITE NIGHT ALL NITE! 

ig Suiing Tuesdrvs 
live with 

r 

Dance contest 
& prizes 

Martini on 
the rocks 

News 

In Here 
ACE Business Workshop 

The Association of Collegiate 

Entrepreneurs at Queen’s is 

hosting a workshop about 

entrepreneurship on campus 

entitled “Starting a Small 

Business” on February 13 from 

10:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. at Dunning 

Hall room 213. The workshop 

costs $5 and includes lunch. 

Sign ups will be available on 

Thursday and Friday outside the 

Queen’s Pub from 1 - 3 p.m. 

Direct any questions to 

7kaml@qlink.queensu.ca. 

Round Table Forum 

The Ban Righ Foundation, in 

conjunction with the 

Department of Religious 

Studies, will be hosting a forum 

on February 16, from 7 - 9:30 

p.m. There will be a screening 

of Who will cast the first stone? 

by Sabiha Sumar, followed by a 

round table discussion with spe¬ 

cial guest Dr. Shahnaz Khan. 

Health Care Lecture 

The Queen’s lecture series on 

aging is presenting “Your Future 

Health Care: Your Decision or 

Someone Else’s?” It will be held 

on February 16 in the Quecn.s 

obey Studies Building, room 

202 from 7 • 9 p.m. For more 

information call 548-7222 ext 

Anti-Racism Lecture 

Professor Robert A. Hill 

from UCLA will be the guest 

lecturer at “In the Spirit of 

Resistance,” an event in com¬ 

memoration of the past 30 years 

of black struggle for emancipa¬ 

tion. It will be held on February 

12 at 12 p.m. in the John Orr 

room of the John Deutsch 

University Centre. 

Spaghetti Supper 

The Trinity Christian School 

invites the public to join their 

“Super Spaghetti Supper” on 

February 19 at 5:30 p.m. at 251 

Wilson St. E. Tickets are $5 per 

person, $2 for children six to 

12, free for children five and 

under, and $12 per family. Call 

549-2785 for tickets. 

Happy Birthday Jay Barre. 

Out There 
Y2K might affect 

health care 

A parliamentary committee 

has warned that some patients 

could die if Canada’s health¬ 

care system is unable to fix com¬ 

puter-bug problems by the end 

of the century. 

The all-party report urges 

federal and provincial govern¬ 

ments to make sure hospitals 

have the money they need to 

complete the debugging and 

testing of vital equipment. 

The report says electrical 

power, telecommunications and 

other enterprises providing 

essential services appear to be 

ready for next January 1, but 

the health-care system still faces 

serious problems. 

King Hussein 
passes away 

King Hussein, the world’s 

longest-serving monarch and 

hero to many, succumbed to 

organ failure after months of 

painful cancer treatment that 

ended last week in the United 

States. Three hours after 

Hussein’s death, his eldest son, 

37-year-old Abdullah, was 

crowned in a brief ceremony at 

Jordan’s parliament. 

In a statement read on 

national television, King 

Addullah promised to preserve 

the peaceful course that Hussein 

had set Jordan on. 

A state funeral held yesterday 

was unparallelled in its atten¬ 

dance of presidents, prime min¬ 

isters, kings, dukes and sheiks. 

Oscars ‘arena for change’ 
Continued from page I 

directors who had been nomi¬ 

nated and realized that this was 

an arena for change... theatre is 

another venue where women 

and people of colour are under¬ 

represented, with very few 

plays written by women being 

performed in New York city 

theatre companies.” 

The Guerrilla Girls’ innova¬ 

tive presentation also included 

a skit with audience participa¬ 

tion, outlining a conversation 

between an art critic and rhe 

editor of the New York Times 

Magazine. 

The Guerrilla Girls made a 

point of indicating that, “We do 

not have a patron, instead we 

are funded through book 

advances, speakers’ fees, selling 

merchandise and from contri¬ 

butions from female artists.” 

Their speech was presented 

as part of the Voices in Art 

series sponsored by campus 

groups including the AMS 

Social Issues Commission and 

AMS Speaker’s Committee. 

“The Guerrilla Girls were 

asked to talk at Queen’s 

because they encapsulate the 

feeling of Voices in Art and 

appeal to large parts of the 

Queen’s community,” said 

Naomi Brunemeyer, AMS 

social issues commissioner. 

Kingston artist Judy Springer 

said she came to see and feel rhe 

Guerilla Girls’ energy and to 

show her support. She said she 

“knew about the organization 

and its roots but was really 

interested in its new directions, 

especially related to theatre.” 

Tara Moore, a fourth-year 

Fine Arts student, said the 

Guerilla Girls “were very infor¬ 

mative, entertaining and 

energetic.” 

For more information on 

the Guerrilla Girls check 

out their Web site at 

www.guerrillagirls.com. 
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Election 
for the position of 

Editor-in-chief 
of the 1999-2000 

volume of 
The Queen’s 

Journal 

The 
Candidates 

Mark Fucella 

Sarah Crosbie 

Voters List 
Voting will take place at the Journal house, 272 Earl Street 

Sunday, February 14 (1 - 7 p.m.) 
Monday, February 15 (8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 

Student ID is required 

If your name is not on this list and you have made 
4 or more contributions to The Journal this year, please 

contact Keith Gerein at 533-2800. 

Cimi Achiam 
Suzanne Armstrong 
Geoff Ashcnhurst 
Galisedo Bae 
Jesse Craig 
Bellringer 
Crystal Bona 
John Bowman 
Robin Brcbne 
Shawn Brimley 
Kari Brintncll 
Maggie Buhajczylc 
Mike Burgess 
Ken Butland 
Stephanie Carvin 
Janice Chan 
Jeff Child 
Cheryl Cheung 
Hilary Clark 
Andrew Cooke 
Katherine Colbourn 
Sarah Crosbie 
Rob DeBellefeuille 
Rajccv Dave 

Nicholas Du Prey 
Lianne Elliot 
Liz Froglcy 
Mark Fucella 
Annie Ge 
Kristen Glazer 
Chris Glover 
Tania Haas 
Chad Heard 
Paul Heisler 
Sue Holland 
Chris Holmes 

Todd Jackson 

Adam Kaminsky 
Lilian Kim 
Claudia Kraft 
Jon Krashinsky 
Alex Kronby 
Jocelyn Laporte 
Sarah Le May 
Kristian Li 

Julietta Loeffler 
Marco Lui 
Robert MacNeil 
Mandy Mamot 
Laura Maclnnis 
Bob McGill 
Shandley McMurray 
Jackie McLachlan 

** Owen Minns 
Erik Missio 
Gord Moodie 
Eric Morris 
Jennifer Morrison 
Stefan Murray 
Luke Mylvaganam 
Anna Nesbitt 
Jill Offenbeck 
Sean Richmond 
Dan Rowe 
Nathan Sager 
Andria Sallcse 
Mark Salvador 
Fiona Scanned 
Eli Schuster 

Sean Springer 
Rebecca Stelter 
Fiona Stevenson 
James Terjanian 
Laura Thackeray 
Craig Thomas 
Mike Tiffin tonathan Tinney 
limitrious Tsotos 

Rachelle Villanueva 
Adria Vuksinic 
Jim Whittington 
Virgina Wigmore 
D.L Winded 
Mark Woolford 
Samson Wu 

SCHOOL OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

ORIENTATION EVENING 
Room 1102 - BioSciences Complex 

Thursday, February 11, 1999 
7-9 p.m. 

MEET YOUR FACULTY AND YOUR DSC 

Find out about Honours BSc options in: 

• ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
• ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY 
• ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY 
• ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY 
• ENVIRONMENTAL LIFE SCIENCES 

Honours BA program: 

• ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE MEDIALS 

FREE REFRESHMENTS! 
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Changing attitudes 

Good vibrations 

SOME THINGS ARE BEST LEFT 

unsaid. Contrary to what some 
people believe, anything to do with 

the sexual health of a man or woman 
should not be in this category. 

Discussing a yeast infection is taboo, 
menstrual cycles are only talked about in 
hushed tones and testicular cancer is not 
a popular topic at dinner. In fact, many 
of us are so uncomfortable discussing 
our sexual health that we would rather 
suffer in silence and neglect our health 
than be open about these issues. For 
some reason, many of us jump tc^make 
an appointment with Student Health at 
the first sign of a cold, but won’t even 
consult a friend about genital warts. 

Surely, we would all benefit if the 
stigma surrounding sexual health was 
dispelled. For one thing, there is no rea¬ 
son for society to make some women 
feel ashamed every month when they 
experience menstruation. While some 
guys can reasonably claim to feel squea¬ 
mish at the mention of blood, let’s face 
it: menstruation is not gross, it’s part of 
a very natural process. Likewise, women 
who have yeast infections should not 
have to feel like pariahs: practically 
every woman will have one at one point 
in their lives. 

While both these points may seem 
obvious, too many people are unwilling 
to admit these realities of female sexual- 

No other American president 

has faced as much media 
scrutiny as Bill Clinton. While 

there may be little that Clinton can do to 
salvage any shred of privacy in his per¬ 
sonal life, his daughter should not have 
to share the same fate. The private 
details of Chelsea Clinton’s life should 
remain just that — private. People maga¬ 
zine has stepped over the line by printing 
an eight-page cover story about the rela¬ 
tionship between Chelsea and her 
mother, Hilary Rodham Clinton. Unlike 
the President and the First Lady, Chelsea 
is not a public figure and has the right to 
maintain a reasonable degree of privacy 
over her personal life. 

The public’s fascination with the pri¬ 
vate lives of politicians does not justify 
putting 18-year-old Chelsea into the 
spotlight. Even though the People article 

ity. For example, it is unacceptable that 
the Queen’s administration still has not 
made feminine hygiene products easily 
accessible on campus. 

We would all benefit if the 
stigma surrounding sexual 

health was dispelled. 

Of equal concern is the lack of seri¬ 
ousness with which many men view their 
own sexual health. Sexually active men 
need to take more responsibility for their 
health by being regularly tested for 
STDs. 

All men, however, would benefit 
from being more aware of certain health 
concerns, particularly testicular cancer. 
One of the most easily treatable cancers 
if caught early, testicular cancer is 
becoming a major health threat for men. 

While the uneasiness that surrounds 
sexual health may be a major impedi¬ 
ment to spreading awareness of this dis¬ 
ease and other health issues, there is 
hope. In only a few years, we have 
moved from a society that did not want 
to talk about breast cancer, to one in 
which Rosie O’Donell can demonstrate 
how to perform a self-examination on 
national television. Perhaps Jay Leno or 
Dave Letterman will lead the way for 
men. 

is relatively positive, it is still an unwar¬ 
ranted invasion into her private life. 
Despite the Clintons’ adamant objection 
to the article, People magazine printed it 
because they consider Chelsea to be a 
fair journalistic target. While it is true 
that she is of interest to the public, the 
media must always respect certain limits 
when covering the children of politi¬ 
cians. Even though politicians, Clinton 
included, sometimes use their own chil¬ 
dren to enhance their image, the press 
should"not stoop to this level unless they 
feel there is a genuine news story. The 
People article clearly does not meet this 
criteria. , , 

Whilej we cannot escape the endless 
legal jousting in the Senate over her 
father’s misdeeds, Chelsea should have 
the chance to enjoy adolescence without 
always having to look over her shoulder. 

Alright, I’ve had enough. 

I’ve had enough of the shocked 
looks I get and the slightly envious 

queries I receive when I make this admis¬ 
sion. 

I’m tired of people being flabbergasted 
by the fact that a single woman can still 
be a sexual being. So, I’m going to tell 
you all, and I want you to listen closely. I 
want you to remember that most men 
and women I’ve told this particular con¬ 
fession to have either been shocked or 
enormously curious. I’m sure you will be, 
too. I think this is because very few 
women have make this “confession” pub- 
lically, even though we live in a suppos¬ 
edly sexually enlightened age. 

I own a 

vibrator. 

i/a More than 

one, in fact. 

So, here it is: I own a vibrator. More 
than one, in fact. I am a sexually healthy, 
single woman, who takes it as her right to 
have sexual pleasure whenever she feels 
like it. 

Wow, pretty perverse, eh? The thing 
is, it doesn’t really sound like a crime to 
me. However, most people I admit this to 
either think that I’m a nymphomaniac or 
that I’m really, really lonely. 

I hate to disillusion you all, but I’m 
neither. I m just someone who is very 
cognizant of the fact that looking after 
one’s physical needs and wants is an 
important part of being a healthy person. 

For me, that involves owning a couple of 
vibrators. For you it may not, but don’t 
judge me for what I find pleasurable. 

I freely admit there are some sexual 
practices that should never see the light 
of day, but owning a vibrator isn’t one of 
them. Women shouldn’t be ashamed to 
walk into a sex shop and buy one, or 
even to surf the Internet and purchase 
one online. Neither should men. 

Vibrators, and sex toys in general, are. 
often demonized by sexually active 
twenty-somethings. A lot of people think 
that sex should be sex, pure and simple. 
That attitude prevents a great deal of 
men and women from enjoying them¬ 
selves with perfectly natural, perfectly 
normal sexual aids. Even if you’re not 
one of those people who believes that sex 
should be kept simple, you’ve probably 
fallen prey to the stigma yourself. I’m 
pretty sure that you think walking into a 
sex shop all by yourself is just too much. 

Well, I have to tell you, it’s not too 
much. In fact, it’s actually kind of inter¬ 
esting. Most stores in Kingston that sell 
vibrators are clean and non-judgmental, 
and if you can’t bring yourself to walk 
into one, you can always shop the 
Internet (www.goodvibes.com is a great 
site, run by a non-judgmental collective, 
if you’re looking for a start.) 

I’m sick of people looking at me 
strangely for owning a vibrator and 
being confident enough to openly admit 
it. Owning a vibrator is normal, it’s 
healthy and it’s fun. 

Try it yourself, you won’t regret it. 
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Why be randomly kind? IT IS A SIMPLE PHRASE — “PRACTICE 

random acts of kindness” — but one 
that carries a powerful message. The 

community of Kingston is taking steps to 
spread this message. Sponsored by local 
businesses and our very own mayor, 
Wednesday, February 10 will be our first 
annual Random Act of Kindness Day. 

Originating as scattered graffiti in the 
United States almost 20 years ago, this 
event has turned into an international 
grassroots movement with the goal of 
reversing the tide of loneliness and alien¬ 
ation in our world by deepening our con¬ 
nection with others through the practice 
of simple, day-to-day kindness. The aim 
of the Random Acts of Kindness is to go 
beyond one’s daily activities, and bring 
understanding about someone else’s 
needs, plights, likes and style. 

The aim is to go beyond 
one’s daily activities, and 

bring understanding about 
someone else’s needs, 
plights, likes and style. 

Random Acts of Kindness are those 
actions we do for no reason except that, 
momentarily, the best of our humanity has 
sprung into full bloom. When you spon¬ 
taneously smile at a stranger, when you 
give your lunch to a homeless person, 
when you anonymously put coins in 
someone else’s parking meter — you are 
doing not what life requires of you, but 
what your human soul invites you to do. 

Many of us try hard to fulfill our oblig¬ 
ations in life, to be a good student, to be 
responsible to our bodies, to support and 
comfort our friends, to do our share of 

the housework. These deeds are what 
we re expected to do, what in fact we 
have agreed to do simply because of the 
friends we have chosen and the lives we 
have decided to live. People who maintain 
this stability in their lives and their rela¬ 
tionships do all these ordinary things. It is 
when we step outside the normal bound¬ 
aries of our lives, then our kindness moves 
beyond the routine. It is these human 
beings who take up the burden of this 
compassion. It is human beings who 
empathize with situations not common to 
themselves. To become a human being, 
then, is to transcend the petty opinions of 
others and become, in many ways, 
unique. 

Many philosophers and theorists have 
commented on this position, arguing that 
is impossible. Is it possible to no longer be 
controlled by words such as can and 
must? Is it possible to give for the sheer 
sake of giving? Is it possible for no reason 
and every reason, to comprehend another 
person’s emotional panorama? Is it possi¬ 
ble to act not because we must, not 
because we have no choice, but because in 
our heart we have felt the necessity of act¬ 
ing out our love? Of course it is. 

Human beings choose to care not only 
those who love back, but also feel respon¬ 
sible for those whose names, faces, and 
true circumstances we will never know. 
For us, it is inescapable and inevitable for 
this to happen. If not, Homo sapiens are 
no different than any other species. 

The Kingston Random Act of Kindness 
Society is proud to stand with over 450 
communities and over 7,500 of schools 
across the world. These human beings all 
believe that our heart, not our rationality, 
lead the way to a better world. Some com¬ 
munity businesses have agreed with our 

sentiment and generously donated their 
time and support. 

In these hectic days, the common 
mindset is “if you scratch my back, I’ll 
scratch yours.” Good deeds are done in 
response to others and quite often done 
for a reward. After all, what good does it 
do [for you] to help someone you don’t 
know and will probably never see? We 
challenge you to find out. 

Kindness is not impossible because of 

Human beings care not only 
to those who love back, but 
also feel responsible those 
whose names, faces and 
circumstances we will 

never know. 

how our society works. Without generos¬ 
ity there can be no community. Without 
the kindness of strangers, a society of 
alienated individuals is destiny. 

For the rest of this week, see if you can 
make the time to smile at a stranger. Or 
start a friendship with someone you don’t 
normally associate with. 

We do not believe that others are too 
self-absorbed or self-interested. We, with¬ 
out reservation, take up the burden of 
kindness and compassion towards 
another regardless of race, creed, age or 
gender. Anyone who reaches out to some¬ 
one else and understands that going 
through changes is something we all face 
from time to rime are human beings. Life 
is a series of changes, and change can be 
an inspiring process. 

Mark 

Last Name Withheld By Request 

Andy is not amused 

Dear Editors, 

I’d like to reply to the argument 
made in your editorial of February 5 
that “God Save the Queen” should be 
retained as part of Convocation not as 
a tribute to the current occupant of the 
throne but to Queen Victoria as a 
recognition of that monarch’s relation¬ 
ship with Queen’s. This rationale was 
also employed by the Senate 
Committee on Academic Procedures 
(SCAP) which recommended that the 
song be retained. 

Won’t Queen’s look rather 
silly when, well into the reign 

of King Charles or King 
William, we are still singing 
“God Save the Queen” at 

convocation. 

I’ll make the same point to The 
Journal that I made on the floor of 

Senate in moving my amendment to 

strike the hymn from the Convocation 

ceremony. It’s all well and good to 
rationalize the retention of “God Save 
the Queen” by making it a tribute to 
Victoria but won’t Queen’s look rather 

silly when, well into the reign of King 
Charles or King William we are still 
singing God Save the QUEEN at con¬ 
vocation? Certainly, if our intent is to 
recognize Victoria then we can do it in 
some less confusing way. 

Secondly, the whole discussion of 
the hymn came up in a motion to 
remove certain religious references 
from the convocation ceremony. As VP 
Cowan argued at Senate, it would be 
rather bizarre and inconsistent for us to 
eliminate prayers and hymns from the 
ceremony while retaining “God Save 
the Queen” which is, itself, a Church of 
England hymn in honour of that 
denomination’s head. 

Andy Lehrer 
Arts and Science Senator 

Battle for our 
Royal Hymn 

Dear Editors, 

The question is not, “Ought Canada 
to be a constitutional monarchy?” 
Rather, the question is “Ought the 
Queen — in whose name laws are 
enacted, citizenship bestowed and pass¬ 
ports honoured — to be recognized at 
Convocation?” I do of course have 
views on the first matter, but the plain 
fact is that Canada has been and 

remains a monarchy; Elizabeth II is 
Queen of Canada; and it is childish to 
pretend otherwise. 

‘‘God Save the Queen” is the 
Royal Anthem of our country, 
and it has as much place in 
the ceremony as does “O 

Canada.” 

“God Save the Queen” is the Royal 
Anthem of our country, and it has as 
much place in the ceremony as does “O 
Canada” — neither of which, I must 
clarify, is properly a hymn, although 
both mention God. I trust that the 
Senate will stay true to the traditions of 
which our University is justly proud, 
and not try to hide one of our funda¬ 
mental national institutions. 

Marc Gr£goire 
Sci ’99 

Loaf’s bubble bursted 

Dear Editors, 

I felt an overwhelming urge to write 
after being pointed to the article in this 
edition of The Journal, titled “Pop Goes 
The World.” I guess I’m not allowed to 

Continued on page 10 

talking 

What are your 
plans for 

Valentine’s Day? 

Letters To 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 
want to hear from readers. 
All letters must include the 
writer’s name, signature, 
and telephone number. Any 
letter that is legible, legal, 
and literate will be 
published if space permits. 
Those that are as brief and 
direct as possible will have a 
better chance of publica¬ 
tion. Drop off letters to The I 
Journal House, 272 Earl 
St., or e-mail them to 
journal(«'post.queensu.ca. 

“All I can say is that it involves 
handcuffs.” 

Michael Stewart 
Artsci ’99 

“Hang out in the back room of Night 
Owl video store.” 

Adrian Matangi 
Artsci ’99 

1 
- ~ V " r 

Andy VanderMevlen 
Artsci ’99 
/✓///////// 
>////////'■' 
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“Spend the whole day with my Baby!” 
Simon Paterson 
Artsci ’99 

“Pick up a fresh box of Kleenex and cry.” 
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the Editors 

Continued from page 9 

write this as a normal letter to the edi¬ 

tor since I’m not a Queen’s student, 

rather I have several friends at Queen’s 

who directed me towards this rather 

laughable piece of melodrama. Still, do 

with it what you will, it’s my two cents. 

Other than its potential to advance 

what was obviously its main agenda — 

that we should -all do some down-to- 

earth thinking about whether all this 

‘progress’ is a good thing (which is an 

opinion with which I have no issue) — 

the article’s only merit lay in its being 

an excellent example of Y2K hysteria. 

You might consider pointing this mis¬ 

guided young writer to recent article by 

Peter De Jager in Scientific American 

(De Jager discovered the millennium 

bug) and a series of articles in Wired 

magazine all of which stress that the cat¬ 

aclysmic predictions of some are way 

out of proportion. 

You should point her to the 
national and international 
statements made by the 

nuclear powers to the effect 
that no missile can be 

launched without the express 
and strictly unavoidable 
participation of several 

human players. 

Perhaps more to the point, you 

should point her to the numerous 

national and international statements 

made by the US, Britain and other 

nuclear powers to the effect that no 

nuclear missile can be launched without 

the express and strictly unavoidable 

participation of several human players. 

Those keys you see the president turn¬ 

ing in nuclear scare movies are real — 

the close circuits which the computer, in 

all its Y2K furor, cannot possibly close. 

Also, you might advise her, and/or your 

readers, that the process of initiating a 

nuclear explosion, either in the silos or 

on impact, necessarily requires 

absolutely everything to go right. If 

those two semi-spheres of uranium/plu- 

tonium do not come together in pre¬ 

cisely the pre-ordained fashion, then 

you have two pieces of very unexciting 

metal. Not particularly likely if, as she 

seems to think, nuclear missiles contain 

the same technology as her coffee 

maker. 

I suppose its clear at this point that I 

have jsSues with the piece in question. 

It’s not The Journal's fault, I under¬ 

stand, you are trying to give the school 

a voice, and I appreciate that. But every 

so often, it would be nice if the voice 

had something intelligent to say. 

Johnathan Nightingale 

University of Toronto 

Thanks and a warning 

Dear Editors, 

1 am in my last year at Queen’s, and 

1 have applied to the Faculty of 

Dentistry at the University of Western 

Ontario. I have taken numerous prereq¬ 

uisite courses, and spent over $550 in 

administrative fees to apply, and my. 

money and effort almost went up 

in smoke. . 
On the weekend, I received a letter 

from Western telling me that I did not 

have the proper biochemistry prerequi¬ 

sites to be considered for application. 

However, on the dental website and in 

the literature I received from Western, it 

clearly states that students are required 

to have “one half course in 

Biochemistry.” I am currently taking not 

one, but two third year courses in 

Biochemistry. 

At such a large university 
with so many students, it was 

very encouraging to see 
Qi/een’s come to my aid so 

quickly and with such 
determination. 

When I called the office at Western, 

they told me that neither one of the 

Biochemistry courses that I was taking 

were acceptable. However, an introduc¬ 

tory half course offered by Queen’s 

(Biochemistry 010) was acceptable. By 

no means do I intend to say that 

Biochemistry 010 is an easy course; I 

don’t know much about it. However, 

the fact that an introductory course was 

approved, but two third-year, advanced 

courses were not seemed wrong to me. 

Here’s the good part. I took the let¬ 

ter and my problem to my Biology 334 

professor, Dr. Chris Moyes. I was 

expecting maybe a letter indicating the 

exact course content in 334 that I could 

fax to Western. However, Dr. Moyes 

immediately phoned administration at 

Western and within the day was talking 

with the man whose job it was to 

approved courses for Dentistry at 

Western. 

I then went to the Head of the 

Biochemistry Dept., Dr. Albert Clark 

Dr. Clark wrote a letter to Western 

more or less indicating that it \Vas 

ridiculous to accept a zero level course 

over two third year courses. 

This letter was ready for me the next 

day. And thanks to these two fine pro¬ 

fessors, I was put back on the list for 

consideration at Western. 

I write this letter for two reasons. 

Firstly, to warn those students applying 

to any graduate school that requires 

specific prerequisite courses. Make sure 

that the ones you are taking are accept¬ 

able to the school to which you are 

applying. I took the literature and the 

website at Western word for word when 

it said “one half course in 

Biochemistry.” 

There were no stipulations or condi¬ 

tions to accompany this requirement, 

but maybe I brought this whole thing on 

myself by not looking into it further. 

Look into it yourself, and avoid my 

mistake. 

Secondly, I wanted to thank Dr. 

Moyes and Dr. Clark and let everyone 

else know what they did. Their support 

was above and beyond what I could 

have expected. At such a large univer¬ 

sity with so many students, it was very 

encouraging to see Queen’s come to my 

aid so quickly and with such determina- 

Jon Swaine 

Artsci ’99 

After-)-f@Lars Child 
Child Care Hotline 533-6000, ext. 756U5 

Hours: Monday-Thursday, 6:00 pzn.to 0:30 p/n. 
Saturday, DOO a/n,to UOO p/n 

Prices: Studerts:}200/hourfor I child 

J3.00/hour for 2 or more children 

Faculty/Staff: J3.00/hourfor I child 

JU.00/hourfor 2 or more children 

Reservations must be made by 13 noon the 
day the service is required and by 13 noon 

HARASSMENT/ DISCRIMINATION 
COMPLAINT POLICY AND 

PROCEDURE REVIEW 

The review of the Senate Harassment 
and Discrimination Complaint Policy 
and Procedure, initiated February 1998, 
is nearing completion. Members of the 
review committee wish to extend an 
invitation to university students, staff 
and faculty to offer any comments or 
suggestions they may have reqardinq 
the Policy. 

Written responses may be submitted to 
the Senate Office, B400 Macintosh 
Cprry Hall, or the Human Rights Office, 
Old Medical Building (e-mail: 
hrights@post.queensu.ca). Alternately, 
community members may arranqe to 
make verbal submissions to the 

by contacting the Human 
Rights Office at 533-6886 and making 
an appoinment. Deadline for all 
submissions is March 5, 1999. 
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Out of Canada 
John Cowan is one serious problem solver. 

The Queen’s Vice-Principal travelled to Zimbabwe for three 
weeks with the goal of re-opening the University of Zimbabwe 

in the midst of radical educational reform. 
By Laura MacInnis 

HE IS AN ACCOMPLISHED negotia¬ 

tor, with experience in crisis 

management at 25 Canadian uni¬ 

versities. Much of his experience lies in 

collective agreements, but he has been 

involved in negotiations of all kinds, 

including the consolidation of the 

Faculties of Education at Nova Scotia 

universities in 1994. 

“1 have a history of settling disputes. I 

have dealt with a lot of difficult labour 

relations problems,” Vice Principal 

(Operations and Finance) John Cowan 

said. “I tend to get the nasty jobs, and 

they tend to work out.” 

So when a student protest over gov¬ 

ernment aid to students closed the 

University of Zimbabwe last June and the 

university did not re-open, it was Cowan 

who was selected to mediate between 

Zimbabwean students, faculty, and gov¬ 

ernment officials in order to revive the 

institution. 

The University of Zimbabwe is about 

the size of Queen’s. It has approximately 

9,000 undergraduates and an added 

7,500 students through distance educa¬ 

tion. The university includes a variety of 

undergraduate and graduate programs, 

and is Zimbabwe's only comprehensive 

post-secondary school. Tuition at the uni¬ 

versity is about $68 Canadian per year at 

the current exchange rate, which seems 

modest in Canadian terms but is signifi¬ 

cant for Zimbabweans, who face a high 

cost of living. 

Cowan was initially contacted last 

October by the World University Service 

Canada, an affiliate of the Canadian 

International Development Agency, who 

received his name from officials in 

Ottawa who knew of Cowan’s work. 

The decision to go to Zimbabwe was 

not an easy one for Cowan, who joked 

“initially I said no... then I said yes, and 

[Principal] Leggett said no” before every¬ 

one agreed. 

Once the Vice-Principal committed to 

the job, he faced a somewhat daunting' 

task. The mission: in three weeks, to cre¬ 

ate conditions that would allow the 

University of Zimbabwe to permanently 

re-open. 

Cowan went to Zimbabwe from 

December 2 - 22 with Brian Tinker, a for¬ 

mer vice-principal (administration) from 

the University of Calgary. They aimed to 

find middle ground in the ongoing polit¬ 

ical, financial, and administrative dis¬ 

putes between the university, the 

government, and the community. 

Upon arrival in Zimbabwe, Cowan 

said he soon realized that the problem 

was far different than he had initially 

thought. “We found that a lot of our 

information about the nature and origin 

of the problems was false, or incom¬ 

plete,” he said. “Basically what we found 

was both a society and an institution in 

profound crisis, which was really a series 

of interlocking crises all at once.” 

The student protest which caused the 

University of Zimbabwe to shut down 

stemmed initially from a government 

announcement that it was going to cut 

grants given to post-secondary students, 

which accounted for about 50 per cent of 

their student fees and living expenses. 

Cowan said the protest itself was less 

significant than he had initially thought. 

About $5,000 U.S. worth of damage was 

done in the scuffle. “We probably would 

not have closed Queen’s with such a 

small riot,” he said. Yet the Vice- 

Chancellor of the university, holding a 

position similar to a Canadian university 

principal, decided to close the university 

in fear that the riots would escalate. 

It is not uncommon for the University 

to Zimbabwe to close in the wake of 

I ►4; 

•°wan (left) poses with Minister of Higher ^cation and Teclinolo|^Dr 
inatius Chombo, Canadian High Commissioner to Zimbabwe Anne Charles 

nd colleague Brian Tinker. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOHN COWAN 

demonstrations. Cowan said the univer¬ 

sity generally shuts down “once every 

four or five years” for about a week due 

to a student protest. 

In Zimbabwe, Cowan faced 
what he called “a multi-level 

crisis.” The university and 
the government were in 

deadlock, and students were 
increasingly anxious over the 
possibly long-term closing of 

the institution. 

Major problems ensued once the uni¬ 

versity closed. The government of 

Zimbabwe suggested that it wanted to see 

a series of radical changes to the univer¬ 

sity structure implemented before; it re¬ 

opened. The proposed reforms included 

firing all the deans, eliminating tenure, 

merging four faculties, re-naming the fac¬ 

ulties “cost-centres” and making them fis¬ 

cally autonomous, and instituting a 

semestered system, all with two months 

notice. The government also sought to 

privatize the university food services and 

residences. 

“Many of the reforms were politically 

motivated,” said Cowan, who called the 

timing of the changes “pure oppor¬ 

tunism” on the part of the government. 

Conflict has arisen in the past between 

the university and the Zimbabwean gov¬ 

ernment. The school is located in the cap¬ 

ital city of Harare, and has been often 

regarded as a source of opposition to the 

governmental regime. “The government 

was very fearful that the university would 

be a focus of opposition,” he said. “They 

really wanted to limit the university 

autonomy, and to limit the possibility of 

certain groups within the university to 

make opposition and to make trouble.” 

Nonetheless, Cowan said the reforms 

were completely unanticipated by univer¬ 

sity officials. “They had no idea they 

would have any trouble re-opening the 

university... If they knew what they know 

now, they would never have closed the 

university in the first place.” 

In Zimbabwe, Cowan faced what he 

called “a multi-level crisis.” The univer¬ 

sity and the government were in dead¬ 

lock, and students were increasingly 

anxious over the possibly long-term clos¬ 

ing of the institution. 

Internal issues had complicated the re¬ 

opening process. A lack of financial 

resources meant that professors were 

underpaid, and the university was consid¬ 

erably understaffed. “The university is 

broke,” Cowan said. “Of the 1,100 

approved faculty positions, about 325 

were not filled because nobody would 

take the jobs. And the people who were 

still hired were doing every bit of con¬ 

sulting or every bit of chicken farming or 

whatever they could do to make ends 

meet, because they certainly weren’t 

doing it on their university pay. 

Consequently, a lot of the work of the 

university was being neglected.” 

The university was also suffering from 

a lack of effective leadership. The Senate 

had stalled so long that it was being left 

out of negotiations, which left the univer¬ 

sity without adequate representation. 

Further, the Vice-Chancellor was not 

experienced in resolving complex politi¬ 

cal situations. “He is not a politician,” 

said Cowan. “He was getting pretty 

caught in the cross-fire.” 

Because of the volatile situation 

around the university, Cowan had a diffi¬ 

cult time establishing himself as a legiti¬ 

mate neutral in Zimbabwe. “When Brian 

and I arrived we spent a week being 

shouted at by people who were con¬ 

vinced that we were there as the govern- 

Continued on next page 
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“It took us a better part of a 

week to establish our autonomy 

from the one faction. This was 

hard going.” 

Over the three weeks of their 

visit, Cowan and Tinker met 

individually or in small groups 

with over 110 people, including 

university faculty, government 

officials, students, and journal¬ 

ists. Because the various factions 

weren’t talking to one another, 

the Canadian pair were soon 

equipped with more knowledge 

than most. 

“Because the situation had 

been polarized for so long, we 

started to know more than the 

the only people who knew 

everything.” The suspicion 

which coloured their initial 

meetings faded, and the pair 

started to gain respect in the 

community, which accelerated 

the negotiations between 

groups. “Things really started to 

snowball, very quickly.” 

Cowan and Tinker held meet¬ 

ings with government officials at 

the home of the Canadian High 

Commissioner, and received 

phone calls from parties who 

had previously stayed away from 

their project. At this point, they 

made the transition from listen¬ 

ing to individuals to negotiating 

he said. 

The pair soon proved them¬ 

selves as skilled negotiators, with 

all parties accepting a compro¬ 

mise package by the end of their 

three-week stint in Zimbabwe. 

The university faculty have 

received a 25 per cent pay raise, 

and two more 30 per cent slices 

will be implemented within the 

next year. None of the deans 

have been fired, and the univer¬ 

sity community has agreed to 

replace the election of deans 

with selection by search commit¬ 

tees. The university faculties 

will not be re-named “cost cen¬ 

tres.” There will be some merg- 
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will be done over a longer 

period, with some university 

input. 
The food services have been 

privatized, but the residences 

remain under university control. 

A new pro-Vice-Chancellor posi¬ 

tion will be added to the univer¬ 

sity, working with the 

Vice-Chancellor to manage aca¬ 

demic affairs. This position may 

well go to a prominent ‘dissi¬ 

dent’ dean, in order to institute 

some political balance in the uni¬ 

versity structure. 

“The whole thing was pretty 

much a compromise,” said 

Cowan. “Everybody seemed 

pretty happy... I left feeling that 

we had made some progress.” 

The University of Zimbabwe 

Senate voted on January 12 to 

approve a seven-month com¬ 

pressed term to replace the lost 

year. 

Last Monday, the university 

was opened to first-year stu¬ 

dents. Yesterday, upper-year stu¬ 

dents went back to school. The 

university is now fully open. 

Cowan said he felt comfort¬ 

able with the compromise pack¬ 

age, but is awaiting news as to 

whether the deal would hold. 

The report compiled by the 

Canadian pair has not yet 

become public, although the 

Zimbabwean authorities have 

been notified that Cowan will 

post it on the Internet if they do 

weeks. 

As for the students, Cowan 

said they had largely resolved 

their problems themselves. He 

spoke very highly of Fortune 

Mguni, the law student who led 

the student protest. “The chap 

who was the leader of the riots... 

really understood the problems 

better than most others. I think 

he probably has a brilliant future 

as a politician,” he said. 

Student lobbying led the gov¬ 

ernment to revoke its proposed 

changes to the funding system, 

so their grants will remain in 

place for tuition and living subsi¬ 

dies. 

Cowan insisted that the stu¬ 

dents were most strongly con¬ 

cerned about returning to 

school. “All the students wanted 

was to get the damned thing 

open," he said. “The students’ 

interest really was to get every¬ 

one else to stop fighting.” 

In no rush to return to 

Zimbabwe, Cowan said negotia¬ 

tions in Africa were far different 

from any other he had experi¬ 

enced. “It’s an odd environment 

in which to operate,” he said. He 

described the society “in a state 

of considerable flux,” with con¬ 

stant jockeying among the uni¬ 

versity, the government, and the 

press. “There really is no middle 

ground, anywhere,” he said. 

Laura Maclnnis is The Journal's 

managing editor. 

A Summer Course at 

McGill 
University 
Montreal, Canada J 

Why Not! 
We welcome 
visiting students 

Increase your options 
Lighten your course load 
Enrich your program 

Experience Montreal 

It's all here for you! 

McGill Summer Studies 
offers a hill range of 
university-level courses. 

Registration opens: 
Febmary 26,1999 

McGill Summer Studies 
680 Sherbrooke street West 
Suite 1025 
Montreal, Ouebec H3A 2M7 
Phone: (514) 398-S2I2 

(514) 398 5224 

Please send me 

1999 Summer Studies 
and information on 

summer accommodation , 
in McGill University 

Residences. 

- McGill : 

Tuesday, February 9, 1999 
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ANOTHER BLOW 

When an irate Mike Tyson 

took out his road rage on two 

motorists he did much more 

chan just land a few glancing 

blows, he landed in jail. 

Despite the pleas for forgive¬ 

ness from the two victims of 

rbe August 31 incident, who 

had settled out of court with 

Tyson for damages, Judge 

Stephen Johnson decided to 

send Tyson to jail for one year. 

This could be the tip of the 

iceberg for che former 

Heavyweight Champion, who 

is currently being investigated 

; by the Indiana parole board to 

see if this outburst violates his 

parole from a previous rape 

conviction. The Nevada State 

Athletic Commission is also 

reviewing the case and could 

elect to revoke his license for a 

second time. Tyson is said to 

owe the IRS over $20 million 

and he can’t make that money 

while in prison. 

Well, it’s about time 

One of the greatest athletes of 

modern time has finally joined 

other grears associated with 

the ‘Breakfast of Champions’, 

Wheaties. Muhammad Ah will 

finally: grace the venerable 

box, which is celebrating its: 

75 th anniversary. Many 

believe that this was a long 

rime coming, as the three time 

heavyweight champ had the 

credentials to be honoured, 

but not the politics. Many saw' 

ltis anti-Vietnam War stand as 

offensive and this kept him off 

America’s breakfasr table. The 

57-year-old Ali, who has been 

dramatically slowed by 

Parkinson's disease, was on 

hand for the unveiling of the 

new cereal box, but was a 

shadow of his former self. 

Well, it's about time II 

The NBA season started three 

months late and opening night 

went off without a hitch. 

Despire rumours of fan back¬ 

lash, most of the seats were 

filled and television ratings 

were not too bad. On the 

court, the Toronto Raptors 

handily defeated rhe Boston 

Celtics on the road, thus vault¬ 

ing them to first in the divi¬ 

sion. The Vancouver Grizzlies 

scarred rheir 1999 campaigu a 

little larer and started much 

slower, losing their opener to j 

Sacramento. 

If CHRISTMAS CAME EARLY... 

•Mike Tyson W'ould be put 

Jway before someone dies. 

•Shawn Kemp and Bryant 

'Big Eater’ Reeves would 

fing their way to a Jenny 

Craig Centre before the 

whole NBA season is lost. 

•Maple Leaf Gardens 

would remain open for 

public skating so that fans 

could realize a dream. 

Queen’s three-peats 
Synchronized swimming successfully defends OUA title 

By Adam Kaminsky 

For the third consecutive 

year, the Queen’s synchronized 

swimming team came, saw and 

conquered at the OUA 

Championships, this year hosted 

by the University of Toronto. 

The team, buoyed by boister¬ 

ous support from the Queen’s 

track and field squad, who were 

in attendance, won by a fairly 

narrow 11 point margin over 

McGill, who finished second, 

and Western, who secured third 

place. 

Queen’s came out of the first 

day of the two-day champi¬ 

onship leading by a narrow mar¬ 

gin, before extending the lead 

during the decisive second day. 

The squad won the eight 

swimmer team event, which fea¬ 

tured Sharyl Fyffe, Jen Holt, 

Tracey Britt, Lindsay Richards, 

Sabrina Gallnow, Blair 

McKechnie, Heather Smeaton, 

Katie Everitt and Paula Meyler. 

Holt also won the solo event 

and teamed with Sharyl Fyffe to 

win the duet event. Fyffe added 

a victory in the senior technical 

routine, which contributed to 

both Holt and Fyffe being 

named the ‘Sea Queen,’ as the 

outstanding swimmers of the 

meet. 

The team also boasted a sec¬ 

ond place finish in the interme¬ 

diate technical routine courtesy 

of Heather Smeeton, and a third 

place in the senior technical 

routine by Paula Meyler. 

Despite this litany of swim¬ 

ming awards, the competition 

The synchronized swimming team celebrates their third consecutive OUA Championship. 
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was much better than in the than seeded. This could have did this, so this served as a bit of 

past. served as a disadvantage for a an advantage,” explained Fyffe. 

“The competition is defi- Queen’s team that would have Another advantage that the 

nitely tougher this year than last featured a number of swimmers Gaels seemed to have over the 

year,” said Fyffe, who handles seeded very highly, which would other teams was excellent 

coaching and swimming duties, have allowed them to swim late choreography. The intricate 

“We were coqfijjein gpipg;in, 'in the round, a situation which routines created by assistant 

but we know McGill and often leads to higher marks. coach Meghan Hanna clearly 

Western would put up a fight. The meet cancelation also impressed the judges and may 

These teams were really gun- meant that the team had a lack have put Queen’s over the top. 

ning for us.” ’ 1 of competitive experience, but With only Fyffe leaving the 

What made the victory even Queen’s solved this problem by team after this season, the scent 

more impressive was that after travelling to a national circuit of a dynasty is in the air. If this 

the cancellation of the ranking event in Etobicoke, where they weekend is any indication, the 

meet in Montreal earlier in the did a demonstration in order to three OUA chainpionship ban- 

year due to snow, the draws for get the judges’ feedback. ners are only harbingers of what 

each event were random rather “We were the only team that will come in the future. 

Gaels oust Yeomen 
By John Trenholme 

During a technical timeout in 

the second set of die OUA East 

semi-final, a discouraged Gaels 

men’s volleyball squad gathered 

to regroup. Whatever was said 

worked. 

Despite a sluggish start, 

Queen’s overcame an early scare 

from the York Yeomen to win 

their semi-final match 3-1, 

putting them in the division 

championships against unde¬ 

feated Toronto. 

Coming into the match, the 

Queen's squad had reason to be 

confident, as they were playing a 

team they had convincingly 

beaten twice on the road in 

recent weeks. This time, how¬ 

ever, the game did not proceed as 

the Gaels expected. 

Struggling early on to work 

their offence around York’s effec¬ 

tive blocking tandem, Queen’s 

lost the first game 15-13 and 

found themselves trailing 5-2 

early in the second. 
“I just reminded them that 

this was the same York team we 

beat two weeks ago, decisively 

that shifted the momentum in 

the Gaels’ favour. 

“[Cameron] did a great job. 

We set the ball higher and 

worked our outside game with 

Frederic [Cotnoir] and Jake 

[Magolan] to keep it away from 

their blockers." With York’s 

blockers rendered ineffective by 

Cotnoir’s, Magolan’s and Andy 

Lynn’s perimeter kills, Queen’s 

reeled off seven straight points, 

eventually winning the game 15- 

8 on Cameron’s service ace. 

The Gaels’ inspired play 

churned the large crowd into a 

frenzy, and the rattled Yeomen 

squad never seemed to recover. 

Magolan opened serve in the 

third game and promptly reeled 

off eight straight points. Visibly 

frustrated York Coach Wally 

Dyba added insult to injury' by 

earning himself a red card from 

the chair official. Senior Greg 

Stevenson complimented 

Magolan’s kills with some timely 

blocking, and Queen’s closed out 

the game with conviction, 15-1. 

Despite falling behind early in 

the fourth game, OUA rookie of 

rhe year Brian Bell stepped up 

with some quick kills down the 

middle, allowing the Gaels to 

Greg Stevenson (#13) looks on as teammate dives for ball. 

quickly regain their fine form 

and close out York on the sixth 

match point, 15-13. 

They now move on to the 

final against Toronto, 12-0 in 

league play this season but cer¬ 

tainly not an unbeatable 

opponent. 

“They did beat us during the 
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regular season, but we beat them 

at the York Excalibur 

Tournament in January,” said 

coach Willis, who was quick to 

point out that they will enter the 

finals toting plenty of confi¬ 

dence. Game one of the best-of- 

three series will be played 

Wednesday at Bartlett Gym. 
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Key game slips away Business as usual 
® i U.. flnnr 11 Snp v woe pcnppiAll., 

By Neate Sager 

On Friday evening , the Queen’s men’s 

basketball team was on the verge of top¬ 

pling the defending national champion 

Bishop’s Gaiters, only to unravel during 

the final 10 minutes, when they blew an 

18-point lead and lost 59-57. The follow¬ 

ing evening, the Gaels dropped doormat 

Laval 82-63, salvaging a split and remain¬ 

ing in the thick of the OUA East playoff 

Men’s Basketball 

Bishop’s 59, Queen’s 57 
Queen’s 82, Laval 63 

“We knew there was going to be a run 

by Bishop’s,” said Gaels’ Head Coach 

Scott Meeson, explaining his team’s col¬ 

lapse at the hands of the nationally ranked 

Gaiters, whose rally was spearheaded by 

point guard Ryan Thorne (13 points) and 

6’8” centre Rob Burns (22 points). Burns 

game-winning shot stunned the large 

Bartlett Gymnasium gathering and 

prompted Scotland to consider naming a 

national holiday for him. “1 thought we 

did a good job defending Bishop’s for 90 

per cent of the game... we just had a 

drought that really hurt us,” Meeson said. 

The contest was a study in contrasts, as 

the Gaels thoroughly dominated the first 

20 minutes, shackling Bishop’s with what 

Meeson termed a ‘gap defense’ intended 

to negate the Gaiters’ quickness. The 

result was a shockingly low halftime score 

of 32-19. 

Early in the second half, a brief Gaiters 

run sliced into the lead, only to have the 

Gaels reopen a double-digit advantage, as 

a trey by guard Reilly Musselman com¬ 

menced a 14-4 run that gave Queen’s a 

49-31 lead with 10:15 remaining. 

With the Bishop’s dormant shooting 

suddenly resurgent, the Gaiters forged a 

remarkable run, holding Queen’s score¬ 

less for over five minutes while pouring in 

17 consecutive points, taking their first 

lead with 4:26 remaining. As time waned, 

neither team seemed able to make a shot, 

as Bishop’s took a 57-54 lead with 2:05 

remaining as guard Joel Sherbino (13 

points, 10 rebounds) tipped home a 

missed foul shot. 

Battling tooth and nail, the Gaels thrice 

held on defense to remain in contention, 

and with the final seconds ticking away, 

made a successful last-ditch bid to tie the 

game. With eight seconds showing on the 

clock, Derek Richardson (13 points) 

found guard Brendan Byrne open on the 

left corner, from where the veteran guard 

drained a game-tying trey. But Thorne 

then brought the ball upcourt, finding 

Burns on the low left block for the short 

turnaround jumper a breath before the 

horn. 

Against Laval on Saturday, the Gaels 

added to the winless visitors’ agony in a 

methodical victory. John Purdy, playing 

with ankle and shoulder injuries, paced 

the Tricolour with 19 points; Richardson 

added 15 and Byrne 12, while reserve 

post Mark Bednis notched ten points in as 

many minutes. 

“I-told the guys three weeks ago we 

would need to win three out of five on 

our homestand, and that’s what hap¬ 

pened,” said Meeson. “We’re still there 

[in playoff contention].” The Gaels’ coach 

stressed that next weekend’s pilgrimage to 

Montreal will be of paramount impor¬ 

tance, decreeing that the Gaels will need 

to at least win one of their games at 

Concordia and McGill to sustain their 

postseason aspirations. 

By Neate Sager 

Two home wins this weekend was 

exactly what the doctor ordered for the 

illness-ridden Queen’s women’s basketbal 

team, and the prescription was filled. 

Women’s Basketball 

Queen’s 66, Bishop’s 56 
Queen’s 63, Laval 57 

“They’re so sore, and so tired,” said 

Queen’s women’s basketball Coach Dave 

Wilson of his bartered, illness-depleted 

club on Saturday night, minutes after the 

Gaels had edged a strong Laval Rouge et 

Or squad 63-57. 

With only nine healthy players avail¬ 

able, wo of them untried rookies, the 

Gaels had to scratch and claw their way to 

their fifth consecutive victory, which cou¬ 

pled with Friday’s 66-56 defeat of 

Bishop’s, improved their record to 10-4. 

“Tonight 1 think I saw the most character 

I’ve seen in my entire coaching career,” 

marvelled Wilson. “It wasn’t pretty by any 

means, but we did what we had to do.” 

The entirety of the Gaels’ scoring ver¬ 

sus Laval came from four players; 

Jacqueline Beaudoin had game highs of 

23 points and 11 rebounds, making 13 of 

14 free throws. Steph ‘long range’ 

Glancey and Andrea Thompson scored 

17 and 11 points respectively, each drain¬ 

ing three of four shots from beyond the 

three-point arc. Point guard Deanah 

Shelley accumulated 12 points and seven 

steals, and was vital in allowing Laval only 

two points off turnovers, in comparison 

to the Gaels’ 22. 

“Deanah was so key tonight,” Wilson 

remarked. “She created foul trouble, and 

she forced Laval to keep their point guard 

on the floor.” Shelly was especially promi¬ 

nent in the final 90 seconds of the first 

half. In the half, she twice stripped Laval 

guards of the basketball at midcourt and 

glided in for the breakaway layup, which 

dissuaded the Rouge et Or from rotating 

point guards Emmanuelle Migneault and 

Marie-Helene Lafleche, though the latter 

led Laval with fourteen points. 

As the Gaels understandably began to 

wear down in the early stages of the sec¬ 

ond half, Laval took advantage, going 

ahead with 12 minutes remaining on con¬ 

secutive treys by forward Isabelle Grenier. 

Despite their weariness and the size 

advantage enjoyed by Laval underneath 

the basket, the Gaels characteristically 

refused to relent. “They go out and 

expect to win,” explained Wilson. 

“They’re a nationally ranked team and 

they played like it, in that they expected 

to win.” 

The previous evening versus Bishop’s, 

the Gaels prevailed on the strength of a 

concerted defensive effort, holding the 

Gaiters to only 30 per cent from the field. 

Beaudoin had a strong outing with 14 

points, eight rebounds and seven steals, 

while Shelley scored 13. Thompson had 

12 points, six coming on free throws in 

the final minute, when the Gaels salted 

away a well-deserved win by making nine 

of ten foul shots. Despite being out- 

rebounded in the boxscore, Wilson felt 

the win was predicated by the Gaels’ abil¬ 

ity to contain Bishop’s taller post players. 

“They did a paramount job containing 

them inside... our focus on the boards was 

excellent. Everyone was trying awfully 

hard.” 

Beleaguered but resolute, the Gaels 

will have a week of recovery before next 

weekend, when they venture to Montreal 

to face Concordia and McGill. 
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The Agnes Benidickson Tricolour Award is 

die highest tribute that can be paid to a 

student for valuable and distinguished 

sendee to the University in non-atliletic, 

extra-curricular activities: Any student of 

the University may submit a nomination. 

The number of students admitted to the 

society each year is decided by the selection 

committee, while maintaining the 

distinction and integrity of the Tricolour 

Award. 

Nominations 

Nomination Period Closes 

on Monday March 15 

Nomination Packages Can Be Picked 

Up At Any Faculty Society Office 

Program at the 
International Study 
Centre 
Herstmonceux Castle 

Join us for an information session highlighting 

the spring program at the International 

Study Centre at Herstmonceux Castle. 

Thursday, February 11th 
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 

Ellis Hall, Rm 332 

Tuesday, February 16th 
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 

Ellis Hall, Rm 224 

Findoutabout: 

■ new course offerings 
■ bursary assistance 

■ Certificate/Letter of Achievement 

Plus, former students and faculty members will be 

on hand to answer your questions. 

If you are thinking about the 1 

spring term or any term at the ~ EtaS * 
ISC, you are invited to attend V office 
these sessions. 

Faculty ol Ms and Science 

—. hllP-^www.queensu.ca/inn 
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Women ‘Finnishes 
By Robert MacNeil 

The women’s hockey team’s 

improbable run towards the 

playoffs ended this weekend 

after losing 6-5 in overtime to 

the York Yeowomen on a goal by 

.1 30-year old former Finnish 

Olympic team member. 

The Gaels entered their two 

matches against York two points 

behind the Yeowomen and 

needed at least a win and a tie to 

catch them for the final playoff 

spot. On Friday evening, 

Queen's found themselves in the 

hole quickly as they were trail¬ 

ing 2-0. However, an aggressive 

offence and fierce determina¬ 

tion allowed the Gaels to fight 

back. Assistant captain Sarah 

Reid responded with two goals 

and Captain Lori Loftus popped 

in the other to create a 3-2 

Gaels lead. York was able to 

battle back with four minutes 

left in the third period and tied 

the game 3-3. Overtime decided 

nothing and the Gaels’ season 

came down to Saturday after¬ 

noon — all or nothing. 

The Gaels started out flat on 

Saturday, finding themselves 

down 3-0 after two periods of 

play. At that point, Co-coach 

Jacques Tremblay, a veteran of 

30 years behind the bench and 

former CIAU Coach of the Year, 

addressed the team in the dress¬ 

ing room. 

“I really got upset, [but] they 

came out of there just flying ” 
said Tremblay. 

The Gaels offence was flying 

so high it should have been 

renamed the Concord. The 

women scored five consecutive 

goals, four of them within a 

five-minute span. The rookies, 

as has been the case all year, did 

the job when it counted most. 

Kate Quigley, Kathryn White, 

Amy Rose and Meredith Amin 

potted goals and Loftus added 

the fifth. The Gaels were unable 

to hold the lead, however, and 

York tied it up with seven min¬ 

utes remaining. 

Realizing that the 
Gaels could take away 

their playoff hopes, 
York sent a 30-year old 
Olympic athlete onto 
the ice to get a quick 

winning goal. 

The entire Gaels season came 

down to this five-minute over¬ 

time. A tie wasn’t good enough, 

it had to be a win in order to 

catch York. Tremblay told his 

squad that rookie goaltender 

Claudia Tom would be pulled 

with one minute left if they 

hadn’t ended it by then. 

Unfortunately, it didn’t come to 

that. Realizing that the Gaels 

could take away their playoff 

hopes, York sent a 30-year old 

mother onto the ice to get a 

quick winning goal. This was no 

ordinary mom, however. Sari • 

Krooks spent last year playing 

for the Finnish Olympic team in 

Nagano, Japan. 

“She’s a ringer,” said 

Tremblay. “They bring her out 

whenever they need her.” 

The vastly more experienced 

Krooks got the puck in the neu¬ 

tral zone and made a quick 

move on Rose, a player 12 years 

her junior, and scored on Tom, 

the 18-year-old rookie Gaels’ 

goaltender. 

It was a bitter pill to swallow 

for the Gaels, but they have 

absolutely no reason to hang 

their heads. In what was sup¬ 

posed to be a rebuilding year, it 

took an Olympic team member 

to ‘Finnish’ them off. As for 

next season, every member is 

returning and a solid nucleus is 

in place. The defence and goal- 

tenders have all had a full CIAU 

season under their belts, and the 

stars can only shine brighter. 

Tremblay recognizes now 

that the players can see a system 

in place. “There’s a power 

within the team that’s just beau¬ 

tiful. We’re playing good, intel¬ 

ligent hockey,” he said. 

In the -long term, Tremblay 

feels that the experience will 

help his team. “It’s a good thing, 

they know what it takes to win. 

This is where we learn, and 

we’ve shown we can. win on the 

road and at home,” he said. 

Historic weekend 
By Robert MacNeil 

On February 6, Queen’s 

took part in the 31st annual 

Historic Hockey Series. Played 

outdoors on the frozen 

Confederation Basin, this 

three-game series celebrates the 

112th anniversary of the first 

game on Kingston Harbour ice 

in March of 1886. Queen’s, 

RMC, and the Second 

Regiment of the Royal 

Canadian Horse Artillery out 

of CFB Petawawa participated 

in the tournament. 

What makes the 

tournament so 
interesting is that it is 
played with the same 

rules that were in 
effect I 12 years ago. 

The celebrations started 

Friday night with a dinner in 

RMC’s mess hall with special 

guests Dean Prentice (who 

played in the NHL for 22 sea- 

s°ns) and former Leafs and 

Nabs superstar (and senator) 

Prank Mahovolich. The NHL 

loaned its Hart Trophy, Art 

Ross Trophy and Vezina Trophy 

■or the dinner and allowed all 

Players a chance for pho- 

tographs. Mahovolich and 

Prentice also made themselves 

available for a ‘hot stove’ ques- 

Pon and answer session. At the 

dinner, each player received an 

authentic 1886 hockey stick. 

On Saturday, Queen’s lost its 

first game to RCHA by a count 

of 3-0 but rebounded to defeat 

RMC in the consolation game 

4-0. Scoring for Queen’s was 

Craig Hazel (twice), Andrew 

Tewsley and Jason Henderson. 

Getting the shutout was 

Andrew Guy and Kendra Tallen 

received a special award for her 

aggressive play. She was 

checked badly by an RMC 

player but got up quickly and 

elbowed him in the back. The 

award was presented by the 

Historic Hockey Foundation. 

What makes the tournament 

so interesting is that it is played 

with the same rules that were in 

effect 112 years ago. For exam¬ 

ple, there are seven players on 

Attention University Graduates 

Earn an E.C.E. Diploma 
in Only 8 Months 

Apply Now for the 

Intensive E.C.E. Program 

at Sheridan College. 

Starts May 10, 1999. 

To receive information: 

Call: 416-480-1320 

Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/ 

academic/edserv/ecede.htm 

i> 
Sheridan 

In the game 
The weekend at Queen’s 

OUA All-stars 

This past weekend, four 

Gaels were named to the men’s 

volleyball OUA all-star team. 

Middle-hitter Jake Magolan, 

outside hitter Frederic Cotnoir 

and setter Michael Cameron 

were named to the first all-star 

team, while outside hitter Greg 

Stevenson made the second all- 

star team. Magolan was also 

nominated for the national Dale 

Iwanocko/TSN Award for ath¬ 

letic and academic achievement. 

Middle hitter Brian Bell was 

named the OUA East Division 

rookie of the.tyear and coach 

Brenda Willis earned OUA East 

coach-of the-ye^r honours. 

Badminton 

The badminton team trav¬ 

elled to Ottawa this weekend 

and suffered a disappointing 

last-place finish. In the first 

round, the Gaels lost 7-4 to 

York and then 7-4 to Toronto in 

the bronze game. Caroline 

Gibbings and Kim Hua finished 

the meet each with records of 

3-1. 

Women's volleyball 

The season came to a crush¬ 

ing end last week, with tough 

losses to the University of 

Toronto and York University, 

the top teams in the division. 

On Thursday evening the 

squad came out strong, winning 

the first set against U of T. 

Things came unravelled after 

that, with the strong Toronto 

side reeling off three consecu¬ 

tive set victories. 

The team then faced a must 

win game against division lead¬ 

ing York, and lost in five tough 

sets. The squad lost the last set 

15-8, which, coupled with a 

Lakehead win, effectively elimi¬ 

nated them from the playoffs. 

the ice for each team and no 

forward passing is allowed. 

Attacking players must stay 

behind or parallel to the puck 

carrier. In addition, the goalie 

is not allowed to lie, sit, or 

kneel on the ice. When handing 

out penalties, the referee is able 

to decide whether to send a 

player to the penalty box for 

either one, two or three min¬ 

utes. Goaltenders must serve 

their own penalties rather than 

have a skater serve it for them. 

Team Captain Henderson 

wanted to thank Cathy Jackson 

for her time and effort organiz¬ 

ing this event. Without her, it 

would have been next to 

impossible to have staged this 

‘historic’ weekend. 

Curry Tillage 
Brining you Kingston’s finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times. 
The Globe and Mali, Toronto Life and the 

Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), CAO I H 
Kingston, Ontario JUI1U 

2096 Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

Futurelink and Alumni Affairs 

proudly present 
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Vote for Arts and Science 
Undergraduate Society 

Executive at ALL polling 
stations 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

MB 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Vote for 
UNDERGRADUATE Student 

Trustee at ALL polling 
stations 

Mi/ 
QUEENS 
SCHOOL 
BUSINESS 

Vote for Engineering 
Society Executive and 
Senator at ONLY these 

polling stations: 
JDUC Stauffer Douglas Ellis 

uan nsgn keonaro BrocKlngton Stirling 

Kingston Walter Light Dupuis 

Vote for Alma Mater 
Society Executive at ALL 

polling stations 

Commerce Society votes 
for these positions: 

President, VP(lnternal), VP(External), 
Bews stick and WIC stick 

ONLY at these polling 
stations: 

JBUC Stauffer Mac-Corry Dunning 

Ban Rigb ireckimgton Leonard 

February 9 & 10 

Vote here: 
Mac-Corry 19-6 Jean Royce 12-7 Dunning 11-3 
JDUC 10-5 Ban Righ 5-7 Walter Light 11-3 
P.i.C. 11-5 Leonard 57 Kingston 11-3 
Stauffer 10-6 Brockington 5-7 Ellis 11-3 
Douglas 10-6 Earl 11-3 Stirling 11-3 
Botterell 10-6 Macdonald 11-3 Dupuis 11-3 
Botterell(eve) 7-8 Louise Acton 11-3 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

mmM 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Questions? 
Contocl the fiMS Elections Teem ct 533-6000 ext.74815 

or ccntcct the appropriate Faculty Society 

The Way of 102 Oh, Cezannel 
Studio 102 presents an intellectual play Art auction a great success 

Paula Schulz despairs in the 

Studio 102 presentation, 

'The Way of the Pilgrim. 

By Kathy Skelton 

Soft jazz music played as I 

entered Studio 102 and was 

whisked away from a cold, dis¬ 

mal Kingston winter night. An 

elegant French restaurant where 

fine linen clothed the table and 

Persian rugs adorned the floor 

fueled my anticipation for the 

actors to take the stage. 

The Way of a Pilgrim, a play 

The 

By Rachelle Villanueva 

The Bohemian Embassy hit 

the Grad Club last Friday for an 

informal open mic night. 

Its coordinator, Dean Vouke- 

latos, claims that the event, 

which was open to any per¬ 

former who wished to share 

poetry, thought and music, is 

named after a club in Toronto 

that once ran in the sixties for 

the same purpose. 

The beautiful nostalgic 
piece was quite 

skillfully played with an 
improvised ending. 

Voukelatos, who himself is a 

guitar player and a vocalist, 

states that he proposed the idea 

°f an open mic to the Grad 

Club’s manager because he felt 

need for an open and 

friendly environment that 

encouraged amateurs to per¬ 

form. Thus, on the lower level 

of the Grad Club, a humble 

stage” was set with two speak¬ 

ers, two amps and two micro¬ 

phones. 

The first group of performers 

VVas the Kingston-based band, 

Men on Pause, composed of 

inspired by J.D.Salinger’s 

Franny, depicts an intimate din¬ 

ner conversation between 

Franny and Lane. Franny, 

played by Paula Schultz, is an 

English/drama student in the 

midst of a spiritual crisis, while 

Andrew Shaver’s character Lane 

is her remarkably self-centered 

and falsely sophisticated 

boyfriend. 

The conversation begins with 

Lane, in town for the big foot¬ 

ball game; bragging to Franny 

Rich Ison on guitar and Jason 

Blakely on bongos. The East- 

Coast band, Great Big Sea was 

what first came to mind when 

this duo dove right into their 

first song, “Journey to the Sea.” 

I was impressed by the spirit 

and humour in their melodies 

and lyrics. Songs such as 

“Stuck” and “Where’ve my 

pants gone?," about aliens and 

hangovers respectively, easily 

got me to tap my feet and 

chuckle at the choruses. The 

newly formed band, that has 

also played other open mics in 

about his splendid term paper, 

and one quickly discerns his 

obnoxiously phony, ‘yuppie’ 

college attitude. 

As Franny begins to become a 

part of a shallow, pseudo-intel¬ 

lectual society, she begins to 

question it. Franny has recently 

come across a religious book, 

The Way of a Pilgrim, which 

slowly becomes her only sup¬ 

port in her pilgrimage away 

from the meaningless world in 

which she is surrounded. 

The tension builds between 

these two characters when 

Franny tells Lane that “I am sick 

of just liking people. I wish to 

God I could meet somebody I 

respect,” which is in essence a 

direct attack against Lane, and 

his society. 

Salinger’s characters provide 

a striking contrast to one 

another. Whereas Franny enthu¬ 

siastically tells Lane about her 

new spiritual interests, under¬ 

lined by the reality that she may 

very well be on the verge of a 

nervous breakdown, Lane has 

nothing to say in encourage¬ 

ment, and simply reverts back to 

his mindless babble about his 

paper. 

Schultz and Shaver are able 

to capture, and use this opposi- 

Please see Pilgrim on page 20 

Kingston, was quite enthusiastic 

about coming to play at the 

Grad Club. Both musicians 

agreed that it gives them a great 

opportunity to expose them¬ 

selves and their music to audi¬ 

ences. After getting comfortable 

on stage, they were joined by 

friends Joanna Piatrasik in 

singing the melancholy, “Dark 

Magus” and Keitha Tuepa, who, 

after a bit of persuasion, did a 

convincing cover of Bif’s 

“Daddy’s Getting Married." 

Excitement filled the crowd 

ar the Howard Johnson Hotel 

last Saturday, in anticipation of 

the Union Day Gallery’s 

Benefit, Cezanne's Closet. 

The 1999 collection pro¬ 

vided an extensive assortment 

of contemporary art work 

ranging from . watercolour 

paintings to sculptures to print 

work. The diverse selection of 

style, colour and form raised 

opinions among the public, 

most of whom were amazed by 

the beautiful textures and qual¬ 

ity of the works. 

Refreshing beverages and 

snacks were available through¬ 

out the night, as well as door 

prizes and an intermission 

between the ticket draw. The 

intermission gave an opportu¬ 

nity for the audience to meet 

the artists and discuss the 

pieces of work which were in 

the exhibit. 

The 1999 collection 
provided an extensive 

assortment of 
contemporary art 
work ranging from 

watercolour paintings 
to sculptures. 

The drawing procedure con¬ 

sisted of a random ticket draw 

which entitled guests one 

minute to claim the work they 

most preferred. Although most 

people did nor obtain their first 

choice, the audience overall 

was pleased with the art they 

chose, which was contributed 

by current and graduate stu¬ 

dents in die Queen's fine arts 

program, as well as profes¬ 

sional artists. 

Jocelyn Purdie, managing 

director of the Union Gallery, 

was overwhelmed by the 

increased attendance this year. 

The evenr is held to raise 

money for the Union gallery 

with a yearly goal of selling 

100 tickets to raise SI0,000. 

This year tickets for Cezanne's 

Closet were oversold and sur¬ 

passed the original goal. One 

hundred and twelve tickets 

were sold, raising $11,200. 

Purdie explained that each 

year, the committee sends out 

response letters after die show 

for feedback regarding 

improvements and suggestions 

for furure events. Audience 

feedback and participation is a 

main reason why Cezanne's 

Closet has become appreciated 

and so well attended in the 

Kingston community. 

The audience seemed 
to prefer this year’s 

exhibition because the 
quality of the work 
was better and the 

selection was 
more diverse. 

As for the overall impression 

of the night, true art lovers 

found this event to be enter¬ 

taining and well worth the 

ticket price. In fact, some of the 

public expressed that 

Cezanne’s Closet should run 

twice a year, rather than once. 

Anne Braedley, Sci '02 

stated, “This is one of the most 

inexpensive ways to buy origi¬ 

nal art. They should definitely 

do it more often.” 

Other Queen’s students 

agreed. “One hundred dollars 

is a great deal for those who 

truly appreciate arc,” said Kim 

Varsava, Artsci ’02. 

Compared to last year’s, 

show, the audience seemed to 

prefer this year's exhibition 

because the quality of the work 

was better and the selection 

was more diverse, so that the 

audience could choose from a 

number of pieces that they 

liked — not just a few. 

Dana Tose, treasurer of the 

gallery and Cezanne's Closet 

chair expressed the feeling of 

“how much tension builds as 

the evening progresses which 

also builds excitement.” 

The Union Gallery’s annual 

benefit has become a unique 

and alluring event, attracting 

audiences of all ages. Because 

of the community and student 

support, Cezanne's Closet will 

ultimately continue to grow — 

providing the Queen’s gallery 

with a viable source of money 

and decorating the walls of 

many art lovers. 

mic is open 
Grad Club open mic has potential 
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/m ARTS & SCIENCE 
FORMAL ‘99 

LArtSci 

is 

9 si 

Tickets: $65 at UBS, 
JDUC Info. Centre, and the ASUS Core 

For information, including information on ticket bursaries, 

contact the Formal Committee at the Core 

183 University, 533-6000 x 75085 

Little man syndrome: Former Different Strokes star Gary 

Coleman agreed to a plea bargain last Thursday for assault and 

battery charges placed against him. Coleman allegedly punched 

a woman who was seeking his autograph. Coleman was slapped 

with a $400 fine and placed on probation and ordered to attend 

anger management classes. This is not a first for Arnold. |n 

1988, rhe 4'8” inch actor was accused of punching Tracy Field 

after she had asked for an autograph. 

Siskel’s got bad Genes: Movie critic Gene Siskel is taking a 

break from his hit television show Siskel ami Ebert to recover 

from brain surgery'. Siskel had emergency surgery on May 11 to 

remove a growth in his brain. 

He Got determination: Filmmaker Spike Lee told college 

students that he was no overnight success. The director of Do 

the Right Thing and Malcolm X explained that an early failure 

had him go home and cry his eyes out in his bathtub. During the 
presentation, Lee told students “I was this close to quitting, but 

f decided to give it one more try.” 

Have a little Faith: Country superstar Faith Hill topped die 
f list for finalists for the TNN Music City News Country Awards 

with seven nominations including best female artist. Her song 

“This Kiss" is nominated for best single, song and video. 

Found his limits'. International rap star and producer 

Master P, recently tried out for the NBAs Charlotte Hornets. The 
No Limit record icon was cut from the ream with four days 

remaining before rhe start of the shortened NBA season. 

’he Campus Bookstore 
Travel Book Sale 

Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 • 533-2955 
Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 
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Ul T' ^ vault ror :> picx. Deadline is February 15. 
When complete, bring it on over to the Journal House, 272 Earl St. Good luck! 

RECORD OF THE YEAR 

□The Boy is Mine — Brandy &Monica 

□My Heart Will Go On — Celine Dion 

□Iris — Goo Goo Dolls 

□Ray of Light — Madonna 

□You’re Still the One — Shania Twain 

ALBUM OF THE YEAR 

OThe Globe Sessions — Sheryl Crow 

UVersion 2.0. -— Garbage 

ORay of Light — Madonna 

DCome On Over — Shania Twain 

Best New Artist 

□ Backstreet Boys 

□Andrea Bocelli 

□ Dixie Chicks 

□ Lauryn Hill 

□Natalie Imbruglia 

Best female Pop Vocal Performance 

□ My Favourite Mistake — Sheryl Crow 

□My Heart Will Go On — Celine Dion 

□Can’t Take My Eyes Off Of You — Lauryn 
Hill 

□Torn — Natalie Imbruglia 

□Adia — Sarah McLachlan 

Best Male Pop Vocal 

□Save Tbnight — Eagle Eye Cherry 

□My Father’s Eyes — Eric Clapton 

□Anytime — Brian McKiiight . 

□Lullaby — Shawn Mullins : 

□You Were Meant For Me — Sting 

Best Alternative Music Performance 

□From the Choirgirl Hotel — Tori Amos 

□ Hello Nasty — Beastie Boys 

□Is This Desire? — PJ Harvey 

□Airbag/How Am 1 Driving? — Radiohead 

□Adore — Smashing Pumpkins 

Best Rap Performance By a Duo or 
Group 

□Intergalactic — Beastie Boys 

□ Money Ain’t A Thang — Jermaine Dupri 
Featuring Jay-Z 

□ Deja Vu (Uptown Baby) — Lord Tariq 

fitPeter Gunz 

□Rosa Parks — OutKast 

□Ghetto Superstar — Pras Michel Featuring 

ODB & Maya 

OThc Misediication of Lauryn Hill — Lauryn|| 

Name: 
Telephone: 
Email: 

Focus on Environment 
Build on your degree with one of these dynamic, practical, 

post-graduate environmental programs to enhance 

your qualifications in today's job market! 

14 
T environmental Management 

\ Ecosystem Restoration 

4 Environmental Assessment 

T Geographic Information 
Systems These two-semester (eight-month) 

programs start in September 

Our NEW CAMPUS located in 
NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE, ONTARIO 

features state-of-the-art laboratories 

and facilities to complement our 

68 acre on-site Living Laboratory. 

The Centre For 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

TRAINING 

For more information, please contact; 

NIAGARA COLLEGE 
of Applied Arts 6t Technology 

135 Taylor Road, R.R. #4 
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario 

LOS 1 JO 

(90S) 641-2252 
ext. 4470 

I or fax (905) 988-4309 
ore-mail: 

enviro@niagarac.on.ca 

wvvw. niagarac. on.ca 

Opening up 
Continued from page 17 

The energy of the stage 

quickly changed to a soothing, 

quiet mood when Kate Gad, a 

Faculty of Education student, 

read poems by Jim Carroll and 

Sylvia Plath. Expressively read, 

I was surprised to find out later 

that it was her first time read¬ 

ing all the three poems that she 

performed. 

Dean Voukelatos himself 

performed a 20th century 

acoustic guitar^piece by rhe 

Argentinian composer, Villa- 

Lobos. The beayjiful nostalgic 

piece was quite skillfully played 

with an improvised ending. 

The experienctejwas doubly 

enjoyable in contrast to the 

spirited urban folk of Men on 

Pause. Voukelatos then pro¬ 

ceeded to read his own poetry, 

‘‘Siva’s Final Revenge” — a 

funny, culture-bending poem 

about an disenchanted dish¬ 

washer who rakes out his rage 

by smashing dishes. 

Appropriately enough, 

Voukelatos also read Jim 

Carroll’s “Guitar Voodoo” that 

spoke of music, drugs, delirium 

and fantasy. Men on Pause then 

played their last set of songs, 

one of which featured Blakely, 

who sounds much like Hayden, 

on vocals. I was impressed once 

again by the parody of urban 

teen-age experience within 

their lyrics and enjoyed the 

aggressiveness of their music 

that ended the evening with a 

bang. 

I was impressed once 
again by the parody of 

urban teen-age 
experience within their 
lyrics and enjoyed the 

aggressiveness of 
their music. 

Considering the very com¬ 

fortable and friendly environ¬ 

ment of the Grad Club, I was 

surprised rhat more people 

didn’t come out to the 

Bohemian Embassy’s inaugural 

night. It’s definitely an ideal 

atmosphere for any musician 

and performing artist hopefuls 

out there who have always 

dreamed of performing in front 

of other people but can’t quite 

get past performing in front of 

the mirror. 

The event is tentatively 

scheduled every Friday ar 

9 p.m. beginning in March — 

so to those of you out there 

who have thought of perform¬ 

ing: I dare you to seize that 

open mic. 

Easier tax filing and 
faster refunds for students 

It’s free, at your fingertips, and 
available seven days a week. 

Check your personalized income 
tax package for a TELEFILE 

invitation. 

For more information, visit 
our Web site at: 

www.re.ge.ea/telefile/ 

1^1 Revenue Revenu /"X   li«i 
UWU Canada Canada l^3T13.QcL 

FRANSELLy 
Hair SL Esthetics 

We’re In The Business of Making You 
“Look and Feel Good” and we special¬ 
ize in long hair - It’s the place to be! 

178 Ontario St. 
549-2700 

Check out our Website for style samples. 
www.Fransellyhair.com 
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Lost in the clouds 
Contemporary artists fail to excite 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By David McCluskey 

The MuchMoreMusic crowd 

was out in full force to catch a 

trio of'Canada’s newest adult 

contemporary artists at the 

Grand Theatre last Thursday. 

The featured acts were 

Toronto flamenco guitarist Jesse 

Cook, and singer-songwriters 

Bruce Guthro and Amy Sky. Sky 

was apparently the headliner 

but there was no evidence of the 

star/supporting act hierarchy 

typical of most concerts. In facpC 

all three acts popped up regu¬ 

larly to support the others both 

musically and to servers MC’s 

between sets. 

Amy Sky’s 
performance 

demonstrated the 
worst tendencies of 
adult contemporary 

Sky and Guthro took the 

stage first to "introduce Cook, 

and their over-rehearsed banter 

came across as slick and insin¬ 

cere. Luckily, Cook and his two 

supporting musicians were 

quick to engage the crowd vtfith 

music that was both playfql' and 

expertly performed: Cook’s 

brand of flamenc.6, which 

includes elements of rhumba 

and other world music styles, 

has found a wide audience in 

Kingston. Perhaps it’s dSejto his 

exposure on the JA4wGuide 

Channel or to his set at Indigo 

last fall, but when he gave: a 

short lesson on the proper time 

to call out “Ole!” mid-song, it 

was evident that many in the 

audience had previously been 

taught this lesson. 

After a too short set showcas¬ 

ing his fluid playing and 

unorthodox percussion (includ¬ 

ing an extended solo on a 

“wooden box”), Amy Sky and 

Bruce Guthro joined him on his 

last song. Together^ they per¬ 

formed “Fragile,” tile Sting song 

Cook originally; did with Holly 

Cole on his album Vertigo.. 

Bruce -' Guthro’s seC was 

uneven but generally well 

..received. 'SJ'He opening song 

“Factory L&'e” coyfld have 

passed for\ Nebraska-era 

Springsteen, displaying his gift 

for narrative while allowing his 

voice to shine, (^fortunately, it 

was not a sign spf things to 

come. Guthrq.’and his five-piece 

band plowed^through, a handful 

of indistinct rockers, ©rnly find¬ 

ing their groove on the recent 

single “Ijfey’s Wall." It CQuld be 

that thy acoustics of the Grand 

./Theatre were not designed for 

uptempo rock, but when/ 

Guthro reverted to sparser 

instrumentation or story tel liiig 

he farecNpuch better. 

The highlight of the set was \ 

the closing song,_ his prodigal 

son ballad “Fidlfrig” from his 

debut album Of. Your Son. 
Joined by Gook, Guthro and his 

band relaxed and for once let 

the material speak for itself. 

Amy Sky’s performance fol¬ 

lowed and it demonstrated the 

worst tendencies, of adult con/ 

temporary rriilsic: lots of per¬ 

fect, polished hits with 

absolutely no soul. She kept her 

eyes closed and spoke to the 

crowd infrequently (twice to ask 

how much local radio play she 

was getting), resulting in a com¬ 

plete failure to connect with the 

audience. Sky could blame her 

recent stage experience (appear¬ 

ing in Blood Brothers with 

David Cassidy), but her over- 

the-top performance did not 

play well in the smaller Grand 

Theatre. 

Cook’s brand of 
flamenco, which 

includes elements of 
rhumba and other 

world music styles, has 
found a wide audience 

in Kingston. 

While most of her manner¬ 

isms were merely, annoying, 

dropping to her knees in a cari¬ 

cature of emotion during the 

second song was./tinforgivable. 

Her hits, such 'as “Waterfall,” 

“Til You Lave Somebody” and 

“I Will Take Care Of You,” were 

competently performed, earn- 

ing .her the third standing ova¬ 

tion of thejpight. 

The epeore featured all three 

performers; and their respective 

backing bah'ds playing together 

on Guthro’s song “Good Love.” 

Everyone on stage joked around 

■^nd looked relieved to be free 

ffcpm the pressure of the spot¬ 

light. During this stage the 

crowd finally seemed'; to be hav¬ 

ing some fun. 

It’s unfortunate that the 

crowd did not begin to enjoy 

themselves until the end of the 

evening. The show itself was 

satisfactory, but overall, the 

night (could have used many 

more.-iaernorable moments. 

Events 
List 

Blue Monday 

at Allies $3 

Valentine'sParty 

at Allies $4 

ARTSCI Formal 

$65 

Swing Night at 

Grant $5 

The Way of a 

Pilgrim $3 

Enemy of the 

State $3 

Tickets 
At: 

LOOKING FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? 
WHY NOT TRY FOREST FIREFIGHTING? 

To become a forest firefi,. 
S-I00 Certificate Course 

>hter, a pre-requisite 40 hour 
is necessary and available 
Inc. For more information 
705) 693-0323. 

with Wildfire Specialists 
contact WILDFIRE at (’ 

jg* 
Course Dates: 
March 28 - April 1 1999 

Registration: 
Queen’s University 
JDUC 
February 15 & 16 1999 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 

SENATE COMMITTEES 
NEED STUDENT MEMBERS 

Academic Development, Educational Equity, 
Information Technology ... and more 

Terms start September 1 

Apply now! Do it before ^Valentine’s Day* 
Deadline: February 14 

www.queensu.ca/secretariat/senate/vacancy 

or call 533-6095 

or visit MACKINTOSH-CORRY, B400 

102 delivers 
Continued from page 17 

tion smartly. The actors 

knowledge of their roles allows 

rhenv to slip into their parts, 

and to encompass Franny and 

Lane easily. It is genuinely hard 

to ascertain that these are 

actors on stage, rather than a 

couple you are intrusively 

eavesdropping on. 

It was a shame 
however to see Perry 
Mucci, the fabulously 

talented star... as 
simply the waiter 
with relatively few 

lines, and little chance 
to shine. 

It was a shame, however, to 

see Perry Mucci, the fabulously 

talented star of the Imaginary 
\ Invalid, as simply the waiter 

with relatively few lines, and 

little chance to shine. 

While there is a lot of sub. 

text involved in the dialogue 

between the two main charac¬ 

ters, the end result is qUite 

rewarding. 

Adam Wolters has engi¬ 

neered and directed a mar. 

velous adaptation of Salinger’s 

rich novel, incorporating mini¬ 

mal staging and lighting which 

allows the dialogue to take cen¬ 

ter stage. 

A quirky little cameo is 

made by Brian Frommer as Ray 

Sorenson, which I have yet to 

completely to figure out. The 

only information was provided 

by the director who explained 

the appearance as “sort of an 

inside joke.” 

If you interested in a multi¬ 

layered play that can easily be 

seen as a self-reflexive look at 

Queen’s University, then check 

out The Way of a Pilgrim play¬ 

ing in Theological Hall at 

Studio 102 February 11 and 13 

at 8 p.m, and February 12 at 7 

and 9 p.m. Tickets are $3. 

Get Out 
There! 

Playing at the Cataraqui 

Cineplex from February 9 to 

February 11: 

389-7442 

Stepmom 6:55, 9:30 
Patch Adams 9:10 
She’s All That 7:25, 9:50 
The Thin Red Line 8:15 
Simply Irresistible 7:05, 9:20 
Waking Ned Devine 7:15, 9:40 

Playing at the Screening 

Room from February 9 to 

February 11: 

542-6080 

Life is Beautiful 7:05 
Movies: Happiness 9:35 

Playing at the Capitol 

Theatre from February 9 to 
February 11: 

546-5395 

Shakespeare in Love 6:50, 7:10, 
9:40, 10:00 
A Civil Action 7:15. 9:50 
Payback 7:00, 7:30, 9:30. 10:10 
Saving Private Ryan 8:00 
Varsity Blues 7:20, 10:05 

Contributor Call: 

On Saturday March 13, a coffee 
house will be held for 
International Women’s Week. 
Volunteers are needed for all 
aspects of the event. For more 
information drop by the 
Women's Centre at 51 Queen s 
Cresent. 

Q different edge n 
hair & tanning salon 

203 Wellington St. • 547-2057 
Purchase 10 Purchase 15 st 

Sessions sions for $85.( 
for $60.00 and and receive or 

receive one free session 

sioo.o 
age at regular price MOIlthl 
and receive a 2nd 

package for 1/2 
price 

L * 20% off all hair servic 
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Classifieds 
Happy 21st b-day Jay Barbe! 

* 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 

SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at “Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUER00F FARM IS A GET-AWAY 

for Queen's students and their fami¬ 

nes. ndii an nour away, visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING 
BREAK '99 Party at Daytona's most 
popular Spring Break Hotel, Desert 
Inn Resort. Reserve now and SAVE 
up to $100 per room. Hotel only 
$119 or Bus and Hotel $269/quint 
February 14 - 22. Lowest price 
Guaranteed. Book 10, friend go free. 
Limited space!!! Thames Travel 1 
800 962-8262. 

LIMESTONE MUSIC & AUDIO buys 
and sells CD's, cassettes, records, 
video games and some audio-visual 
equipment. New rock posters and t- 
shirts. 122 Princess St., lower level, 
downtown Kingston, phone 542- 
9096. 

SAVE MONEY! Save money on your 
formal ticket by helping out at the 
Artsci '99 Formal. Volunteers are 
needed for setting up cleaning up, 
and helping out during the formal 
(March 6th) checking coats, dealing 
Black Jack hands, etc. If interested, 
please contact Steven at 533-6000 
ext. 75085, or stop by the ASUS 
Core. 

COMFORT FOOD! CHEAP, quick 
and nutritious. You can make it at our 
next cooking class February 10th, 
5:30 - 7 at the INTERNATIONAL 
CENTRE. Call 533-6712 to sign up. 

A Peer Health Outreach Program. 

REACH OUT! To your Community, 
check out the Info Fair in Wallace on 
February 10th. To learn about oppor¬ 
tunities for you to volunteer around 
Kingston 10:30 - 2:30 p.m. 

BE IN CHARGE! Head House 
Attendant applications for the Artsci 
'99 Formal are now available at the 
ASUS Core. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED in becom¬ 
ing a Peer Educator? We are cur¬ 
rently recruiting volunteers for next 
year. There are many ways to get 
involved in this valuable experience. 
Why not look into becoming a Peer 
Learning Assistant, Peer Tutor, Peer 
Health Educator or get involved with 
the Peer Educator Program on Sex, 
Intimacy and Dating? Please come 
out to an information session and find 
out the details. Sessions will be held 
on Thursday February 11th, 5:30 - 
6:30 p.m. and Friday February 12th, 
12:30 - 1:30 p.m. Both sessions will 
take place at Students Counselling 
Services, Ground Floor of the St. 
Lawrence Building. For more infor¬ 
mation call Diane Nolting at 533- 
6712. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 1 
87.7PREP-COM 

COME AND MEET Howard 
Hampton, M.P.P., provincial leader of 
the NDP, and Beth Pater, local NDP 
candidate at 7:00 p.m., Thursday, 
February 11th at Memorial Hall, City 
Hall. Refreshments, music. 

ACC VICTIMS! Did the reps on cam¬ 
pus in September tell you your 
$20.00 per month plan included calls 
to the US? Well, it doesn't - call Amy 

or Neil at 547-0018 to help us hold 
them to their word. 

ATTENTION: Any FYNIRS interested 
in leading frosh in Orientation Week 
'99, applications are now available at 
the AMS Office (or contact us at 
7ls2@qlink.queensu.ca). It’s even 
more fun when you're in charge. 

HAVING TROUBLE in a course?? 
Get a tutor through MindFind, the 
ASUS tutoring service for only $7 per 
hour. Fill out a tutor request form at 
the ASUS Core (183 University) or 
email mindfind@asus.queensu.ca 

HELP WANTED 

EPILEPSY KINGSTON wants youl 
We are currently enlisting volunteers 
to play the parts of puppeteer. Help 
us educate kids about Epilepsy. 
Training provided,' Call 542-6222 for 
more information. 

TUTOR NEEDED!! Earn $9 per hour 
tutoring for MindFind, the ASUS tutor¬ 
ing service. Fill out a tutor sign up 
form at the ASUS Core (183 
University) or email 
mindfind@asus.queensu.ca 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 

The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 
Canadian Job Directory contain valu¬ 
able job search and employer infor¬ 
mation! Now available at your uni¬ 
versity bookstore. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAUREN- 
TIANS: Swim, sail, windsurf, waters- 
ki, canoe, gymnastics, tennis, basket¬ 
ball, football, wall climbing, archery, 
hockey, baseball, arts & crafts, pot¬ 
tery, beadmaking, photography, 
drama director, jazz instructors. E- 
Mail resume to ronnieb@genera- 
tion.net or fax to (514) 481-7863. 

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in 
exchange for help with childcare and 

household duties. Monday to 
Thursday 5:00 - 8:30 p.m. Female, 
experienced with references. 
Starting May 1st. Call 549-8565. 

NEED SOME EXTRA CASH?? Be at 
Tutor for MindFind. the ASUS tutoring 
service. For more information drop 
by the ASUS Core (183 University) or 
email mindfind@asus.queensu.ca 

WANTED 

WANTED: Two housemates, prefer¬ 
ably upper year non-smoking 
females, to share a house on 
Johnson and Nelson. Rent: $365 per 
month, ALL utilities included, 2 bath¬ 
rooms, washer/dryer. Call 531-8143 
for more info. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Silver/gold Swiss army watch. 
Lost at Clergy and Division. Reward 
offered. Call 536-3478. 

LOST: Head squash racquet. Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Physed Centre. If found please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with car¬ 
toon bears on the cover). Lost 
around Kingston Hall on Monday, 
January 18th. High sentimental 
value. Please call Janice or Tam at 
542-5850. Thanks! 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th, 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. 
Call 533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outside Mac-Corry Saturday, 
January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 
7334 if its yours. 

BURGER 
KING 

Classifieds are due Friday by noon for Tuesday publications and on Tuesday by 2 p.m. for Friday publications. 
Call our business team at 533-2800 or stop by the Journal House at 272 Earl Street to place your ad today. 

^ »AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJ^^LAAAA 

Are You Bored? 

Do you want to Gain Valuable Skills? 

Become a Community Volunteer!!! 

Over 30 information booths on 

volunteer opportunities available in 

the community! 

Wed. Feb 10th 10:30-2:30 

Wallace Hall and Upper Ceilidh, 

JDUC 
Questions? Call the Municipal Affairs Commission 

533-6000 ext. 75178 

me 
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Thousands 

MISSING 
A WILLIE 
mourn deceased rodent 

IN THE BEGINNING was Willie, 

and Willie was from Wiarcon, 

and Wiarton was Willie, and 

Willie was with Wiarton. It’s tunny 

how a town gets an identity. 

Willie is the albino woodchuck 

who, every year on Groundhog 

Day, makes the little town of 

Wiarton, Ontario famous. 1 join 

with a few other Queen's students 

in proudly calling Wiarton home, 

and thus have received some 

shadow of his strange celebrity sta¬ 

tus. Last week he made us all a bit 

more famous than usual by show¬ 

ing up for Groundhog Day dead. 

To understand the full impact of 

Willie's passing on Wiarton's citi¬ 

zens, you have to understand that if 

you live in that town, there's no 

escaping Willie. You drive down the 

main street past the Wiarton Willie 

Motel and there's a billboard of a 

cartoon Willie saying "Welcome to 

Wiarton." You walk along Willie's 

Way to the park and there's a 

gleaming eight-foot statue of Willie 

standing upright in all his glory. So 

phallic, so idolatrous, and so per¬ 

versely beautiful. 

Even if you leave town, you tell 

people that you're from Wiarton 

Discounts 

and they start snickering. "That's 

the place with the chipmunk, 

right?” they say. “Groundhog," you 

reply sternly. And all the while, the 

melody to die theme song from the 

Groundhog Day festival — “Don’t 

Touch My Willie" — drums into 

your brain. 

The thing is, Willie has become 

more than a mascot for Wiarton — 

he’s been an ambassador. In fact, 

he's the quintessential representa¬ 

tive for our little community. As an 

indolent product of inbreeding, 

pink-eyed and with a nasty inclina¬ 

tion to bite, he could almost be a 

member of my OAC graduating 

class. 

up 

Valid student card must be 
presented at time of purchase. 

For schedule and 

fare information 

call 613-547-4916 
or 1-800-461-7661 

trentway 
■wagar 

And then one day I woke up and 

he was dead. I woke up the next 

morning and he’s dead. The next: 

still dead. It’s like a scene from 

some movie. 

But it’s all too real: Wiarton 

Willie is gone. Some days I )ust 

want to go back to bed and sleep 

away my sorrow. A psychiatrist who 

was called into Wiarton to heal the 

mourners has concluded that many 

Wiartonians share this desire. He 

calls it "the Hibernation Impulse.” 

And that’s the thing. Wiartonians 

may have an incredible ambiva¬ 

lence towards Willie — we both 

hate and love being from the 

Groundhog Town — but no matter 

how we feel, our psychologies arc 

as indelibly stained by Willie as is 

the newspaper at the bottom of his 

pen. Even writing about him now 

with such mixed feelings, I feel like 

I'm betraying him. I should be get¬ 

ting 30 pieces of silver for this col¬ 

umn. 

Then -there's the agitation at 

knowing that the people down in 

Punxsatawncy, Pennsylvania are 

actually happy that Willie is gone. 

They have a rival weather fore¬ 

caster there: Phil, a brown ground¬ 

hog who hogged the spotlight in 

IDE AO 
Willie wet himself on the mayor, 

who promptly cleaned himself up 

and declared “I wash my hands of 

Willie.” How the crowd just 

laughed. 

They will say how on Sunday he 

died, and the townspeople took 

Willie and anointed him with 

spices. How they then preheated 

the oven to 425 degrees, but some¬ 

body told them groundhog is out of 

season in February, so they washed 

off the spices and embalmed him. 

People commented that he looked 

even whiter than he had while alive. 

They will talk of how a woman 

went to visit Willie’s body at the 

Lazy Bones Funeral Home in 

Wiarton and was met with a won¬ 

drous site: someone had rolled away 

the partition in front of Willie, and 

the casket was empty. How driving 

home, the woman was listening to 

the radio when a voice came over 

the speakers. It said: “Willie saves ... 

at your Local Kncchtcl’s Food 

Market!" And she was struck by the 

message: Willie saves. 

No matter how the stories are 

passed down, though, I know that 

Willie will live on in Wiarton’s 

heart for years to come. After every 

trip into town, I go home and wash 

the white paint from my body and 

think about Willie. Things have 

worked out all right. He's in a better 

place now: Well, he lived in Wiarton 

all his life, so that’s pretty much 

the movie Groundhog Day. Those the mayor and the elders brought guaranteed. 

Americans are laughing because if him out before the mob on the _._ jig 

their boring brown rodent ends up Friday; how some cheered him and Bob McGill’s neighbours^rc 

as roadkill they can always find any some jeered him, saying “Free ready for both Willie’s resurrection 

number of other boring brown Willie!" or “Crucify him!"; how and second coming, 
rodents to take his place. But Willie 

was albino. What is our town sup- J 

posed to do: slap a coat of white 

paint on some marmot and parade 

it around town? Wiarton only does 

that to the village idiot. 

No, no one can replace Willie 

but Willie himself. And who 

knows? Perhaps in years to come 

they will talk about the fateful 

weekend of the festival, when all of 

the people had returned to their 

hometown. They will explain how 

WIARTON 
WILLIE 

Willie’s nemesis, 
Punxsatawney Phil 

(et Mayor) 

The Legend of 
Willie 

WILLIEMAS: 
(will’.ce.mus.) n. midwinter 
celebration ol the 

edification of the albino 
groundhog 

IN THE DEEP DARK AGES 
of antiquity (1956 or 

there about) the ancient 
rituals of Candlemas were 

replaced by the celebrations 

of Williemas. A secret emis¬ 
sary of three wise ground¬ 
hogs had broken 

hibernation to bring the glad 
tidings to the small commu¬ 
nity of Oliphant There in a 

shack on the shores of Lake 
Huron they found Mac 

McKenzie anticipating a 
message of great import 

The three wise ground¬ 
hogs named 

Grundoon, Muldoon, 

and Sand Dune told Mac of 

the birth of a white ground¬ 
hog who would forever alter 

the world of weather prog¬ 

nostication. He would be 
recognized by his white coat 
and pink eyes and his unfail¬ 

ing ability to correctly pre- 
diet the remaining course of 

each winter. He would 
emerge each February 2 and 

pronounce his predictions 

only to those who spoke the 

ancient tongue of 
Groundhogcsc. With a joy¬ 
ful heart and the help of rev¬ 

elling friends Mac went 
forth and spread the great 

news. Thus from the simple 

message delivered on 
Williemas eve to the grateful 

residents of Oliphant has 
grown the true meaning of 

winter....’’Party On"! 

Tuesday, February 9, 1999 
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Hopefully this is going to be simple, fun, and include at least 
one of your friends, unless you’re a social outcast, or your only 

friends are your fellow GW editors. 
For the next seven issues, figure out which buildings are being 
obscured by students. The first letters of each building name 

(when put together and unscrambled) will spell out something 
sensieal. If you’re the first person to guess it right, you’ll win 

something very, very large and awe-inspiring. 

Robin Webb, 
Comm ’00 

models in front of 

Building 
#1 

Photos by James Terjanian 

MIXED 
GRILL 

While it may be freezing 
cold, but that doesn’t 
stop us from barbecu¬ 

ing. Why? Because it gives 
food that smoky flavour and 
all the nice grill marks. Oh 
yeah, and it saves us washing 
pots too. 
May you have a full tank of 
fuel and a covered porch, fel¬ 
low grill lovers. 

• 1 large zucchini, ends 
trimmed, cut lengthwise into 
1/2 cm. slices 
• 1 red and 1 green pepper, 
halved, cored, seeds removed 
*2 cooking onions, peeled, 
halved 
* 10 white mushrooms (or two 
potrobello mushrooms, if you 
can afford it) 
•2 potatoes, microwaved until 
cooked, and halved 
•2 portions of raw salmon 
(steaks or fillets) 
“Olive oil 
• 1 clove garlic, crushed 
•1/4 tsp. dried rosemary 
leaves 

I__ _ 

•Lemon juice 
•2 tsp. butter 
• 1/4 cup chopped fresh dill 
Salt and pepper 

1. Brush all the veggies 
including the potatoes with 
olive oil. Sprinkle the potatoes 
with rosemary, and rub all the 
other vegetables with garlic. 
2. Sprinkle the salmon with 
lemon juice, and top each 
piece with 1 tsp. of butter and 
1/8 cup of dill. 
3. Sprinkle salt and pepper on 
veggies and salmon. 
4. Start the barbecue, turn to 
medium-low. Begin with the 
onions, as they will take the 
longest. When they are half- 
cooked, put on the other veg¬ 
etables and the salmon, skin 
side down if using fillets 
(don’t flip them or they will 
stick). 

’Also good on the grill are 
eggplant, catfish, green 
onions, cobs of corn and 
asparagus. You may never 
have to wash a pot again! 

Sarah Le May’s secret is she 
puts a little something extra 

in all of her dishes. 
Respect. 

__j 

Hab Influedza? 
It’s influenza season again. Headaches, sore muscles, fever, 

cliills and a cough from influenza can be downright nasty. 

Feel like helping? 
Kingston General Hospital and Queen’s University researchers 

are working on a new drug to defeat this infection. We are 

looking for two types of participants: 

Group One Group Two 
Children ages 5-12, with 

parental approvjd, who are 

normally healthy with a 

fever and typical influenza 

symptoms that many 

include: joint/muscle 

aches or pains, headache, 

cough, sore ihroaL 

Adults and adolescents age 12 and up with 

a fever and typical influenza symptoms 

that many include: joint/muscle aches or 

pains, headache, cough, sore throat who 

also have a history of asthma (and have 

used asthma medicines in the last year) 

OR have chronic bronchitis / chronic 

obstructive lung disease. 

Please call as soon as you feel these symptoms 

531-SICK (7425) 
or your family doctor to find out if you qualify. 

KG I 
KINGSTON 
GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 
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tricolour 
save 

yew 

Toronto ♦ Ottawa ♦ Montreal ♦ Kitchener* London 

Mississauga ♦ Oakville * Burlington ♦ Hamilton 

9H)0 to 9HW weekday! UMW to L-OOSatordays* beside ifie Skylight Lootige In the Uppa'JPUC* 9?? 2U0 

Corman-Mori- 
Minns victorious 

The 1998-1999 AMS Exec, welcome the incoming team with the traditional glass of scotch. From left to right: V-P (UA) Alison 
Loat, V-P (Ops) Gord Moodie, President Tom Stanley, incoming President Sarah Corman, incoming V-P (Ops) Owen Minns and 
incoming V-P (UA) Lisa Mori. 

PHOTO BY TARA MANSBRIDGE 

By Renee Huang 

Results of the Alma Mater Society elec¬ 

tion hit the streets early last night, herald¬ 

ing the victory of Sarah Corman, Owen 

Minns and Lisa Mori as the AMS executive 

for 1999-2000. 

The Corman-Mori-Minns team 

captured 44.7 per cent of the vote. 

Ballots were cast by 2,840 students, 

which represents 24.46 per cent of the 

11,613 students comprising the eligi¬ 

ble voting mass at Queen’s. Last year’s 

AMS executive election turned out 

28.53 per cent of eligible voters. 

“We were so unprepared [for the 

news],” exclaimed AMS President¬ 

elect Sarah Corman, commenting on 

the speed with which the ballots were 

tallied. “We were wrapping presents 

for our volunteers. We didn’t have any 

time to be stressed. We were like ‘What? 

Who could be here?”’ 

After hearing the final tally from scruti¬ 

neers and counters gathered in the Wallace 

Hall, the current AMS President Tom 

Stanley, Vice-President (Operations) Gord 

Moodie and Vice-President (University 

Affairs) Alison Loat ran to break the news 

to the electees with the traditional bottle of 

scotch and cigars. 

Lisa Mori, newly elected AMS V-P (UA) 

repeated the A1 Capone speech that had 

become a familiar staple in her team’s class¬ 

room speeches. “You never ever go in with¬ 

out a plan,” she quipped while puffing on a 

cigar. “I’m really loving 

the cigar,” said Mori. expressed his happiness over the victory 

A group of friends, campaign volunteers with a quiet disposition. “I’m pretty calm 

and supporters celebrated with the winners about most things,” Minns said. “It hasn’t 

in Mori’s kitchen. Mori’s housemate Jenn been too harsh of a campaign,” he contin- 

Haessler, Arts ’99, was present during the ued, commenting on the competitive spirit 

ballot count. “It was very tense,” she said, among candidate teams. “I have some over- 

“My counts were 50-50.” sized clown shows to fill,” he added. 

“I’m really excited that they won. 

I’m sure they’ll do a great job,” said 

outgoing V-P (Ops) MoojJie. 

V-P (UA) Alison Loat, said she was 

thrilled for the new team. “I would 

have been happy for anybody,” she 

explained. “They have a great experi¬ 

ence ahead of them. I suggest they get 

all the sleep they can between now and 

May 1.” 

“It’s going to be awesome. I wish 

them all the luck in the world and I 

hope they’re well rested,” said 

President Stanley, joking “they should 

“I’m not surprised they won at all. I was join OUSA." 

surprised it wasn’t more of a landslide for Things were not much quieter for the 

them. I think it should’ve been. I think other two teams that participated in the 

they’ll do an awesome job,” said Susy election, and moods were positive. 

MacDougall, Con-Ed ’99. “I’m drinking a giant beer, but I’m really 

. “It’s a warm, smiley type feeling,” said proud because I think we ran a really good 

the team’s campaign manager Ryan campaign and considering where we started 

Graham, Sci ’00. “Finally this whole ven- out I think we did the best job possible,” 

ture of campaigning is over... Everything said Presidential candidate Mike Beltzner 

that I was responsible for, finally, it’s done.” from the Queen’s Pub. 

“In a way they were like my children. “It was really a good time — it was really 

They were so excited about all the things fun,” agreed teammate and V-P (Ops) can- 

they were learning... I’m really proud for didate Chelsea Gay. 

them more than anything else,” said “I was just surprised it wasn’t 

Graham. 

Owen Minns, newly elected V-P (Ops), Please see ‘Good’ on next page 

AMS ELECTION RESULTS 

Corman-Mori-Minns 44.7 % 

Cheeseman-Bailey-Henry 37.5 % 

Krashinsky-Gay-Beltzner 16.5 % 

Voter turnout (11,613 eligible voters) 

24.46 % (2,840 voters) 

KGB 
makes 
appeal 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Amid the victor}' celebration 

of the Corman-Mori-Minns 

team, questions about the win¬ 

ners’ campaign expenses were 

being raised. 

The Krashinsky-Gay- 

Beltzner team plans to contest 

the campaign finance report 

submitted by the CMM team, 

initiating an appeals process 

which could result in fines or 

disqualification of the victors. 

“I plan on submitting by 10 

[this] morning a complaint 

regarding the campaign meth¬ 

ods of the [CMM] team. From 

what I know I expect that the 

actual candidates had very little 

to do with what was going on," 

said Presidential candidate 

Mike Beltzner, in an interview' 

last night. 

“We paid close attention to 

the campaign rules and so did 

the team of [Cheeseman- 

Bailey-Henry]. After a certain 

number of violations [by the 

CMM team], we felt they 

should be mentioned to the 

CEO,” he added. 

“Concerns have been 

brought to us,” confirmed 

Darren MacDonald, AMS 

chief electoral officer. “There is 

a meeting scheduled [today] 

with the relevant parties... 

depending on receiving a writ¬ 

ten complaint.” The meeting is 

scheduled for 1 p.m. 

Beltzner said all three teams 

had to hand in itemized lists of 

their campaign expenses, along 

with receipts, by 5:30 p.m. on 

Tuesday. Each team was 

restricted to a spending limit of 

$400. 

Along with a list of their 

expenses, the KGB team sub¬ 

mitted £L letter to die CEO that 

outlined suspected violations 

by the CMM team. “We also 

mentioned that we had heard a 

rumour that the CMM team 

would not be including dieir 

campaign manager’s cellular 

phone as a campaign expense," 

Beltzner said. The AMS Policy 

Manual lists “electronic com¬ 

munication” as a form of cam¬ 

paigning. 

According to Beltzner, 

MacDonald said he had previ¬ 

ously ruled that it was accept¬ 

able for the CMM team to 

exclude the cellular phone 

from their expenses. “He told 

Please see Team on next page 
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‘A good experience9 Trustee acclaimed 
*- „ The only other vqnng student 

Continued (rom previous page 

closer,” Belrzner added. 

"We would have liked a greater voter 

turn-out, that disappoints us more than 

anything," added V-P (UA) candidate 

Jon Krashinsky. 

‘‘We offered an alternative but the 

electorate decided to go \yith the status 

quo," Beltzner said. 

“I guess we’re disappointed, but that 

goes without saying,” said Presidential 

candidate Nick Cheeseman. 

“1 always thought that we were close 

teams. I have a lot of respect for them 

and I think they’ll do a great job,” said 

V-P (UA) candidate Kate Bailey. “I’m dis¬ 

appointed that we lost, but I believe that 

things happen for a reason, so 1 think 

there must be something else out there 

for me.” 

“The people who supported us were 

really great. There were a lot of people 

who offered their support and we really 

appreciate it,' added V-P (Ops) candi¬ 

date Sue Henry. “The campaign was def¬ 

initely a good experience.” 

Queen’s students reacted with vary¬ 

ing degrees of surprise and pleasure to 

the results of the election. 

“I’m glad they weren’t going on the 

goofy platform. They looked like a seri¬ 

ous party that’s actually going to do 

something for the students,” said Mark 

Higginbottom, ArtSci ’00. “I’m expect¬ 

ing something to be done from this 

team.” 

“It would have been great if KGB 

wons there would have been some inter¬ 

esting aspects to student politics for a 

change,” said Tyler Ball, Sci ’01. 

Outgoing AMS executive President 

Tom Stanley had little advice to give to 

the newly elected team. “The things that 

help the most you can’t teach,” he 

explained. “It’s raw stamina.” 

— with files from Rebecca Stelter, Jon 
Tinney, Fiona Stevenson 

Team awaits decision 
Continued from previous page 

us the avenues available for us to appeal 

[this decision] and this is what we are 

doing,” said Beltzner. 

“We’d just like to see a more detailed 

summary of their accounts,” he said. 

Beltzner said there have been other 

possible violations by the CMM team, 

such as posters placed on glass. “On 

Monday night we found unattended cam¬ 

paign materials at Mac-Corry [and] Earl 

Hall,” Beltzner said. “Every other table in 

the atrium at Earl Hall had a ‘Vote CMM’ 

card on it... Near residence, these vote 

CMM cards were dropped regularly 

about every three feet.” 

MacDonald is planning to meet with 

Greg McKellar, AMS information officer, 

this morning to go over policy proce¬ 

dures. “My role in this is a judicial role,” 

said MacDonald. “I don’t have any opin¬ 

ion on this until/if all the sides... bring 

points forward.” 

AMS Internal Affairs Commissioner 

Dan Fabiano explained that, according to 

AMS policy, the university community 

has 72 hours after the last poll closes to 

challenge elements of the 

campaign. If the challenge involves 

“broad notions of democracy” it is 

brought directly to the CEO, he said. 

“There are a number of avenues I 

could take,” said MacDonald. I will 

“come to the conclusion I feel is most 

appropriate under the circumstance,” he 

said. If an official complaint is brought 

forward, “a decision will probably come 

down [today]... It will be given to all 

teams.” 

MacDonald predicted that his decision 

will be appealed to the judicial commit¬ 

tee. “With something of this magnitude 

the precedent is it is taken to the judicial 

committee,” he said. 

Violations by any team, as determined 

by the CEO, may result in fines to a max¬ 

imum of $500, or disqualification, 

Fabiano explained. 

“We really don’t want to come across 

as the bitter losers,” Beltzner emphasized. 

“If it comes down to a re-vote our team is 

actually going to withdraw... We just want 

to make sure the candidate teams were 

following the electoral rules.” 

— with files from Jocelyn Laporte 

Elections Are Over 
m say 

out vivfy'lhe o’jd... 

...ta voTi "The N\ev\i. 

Thanks Stanley Moodie Loat for a great year! 

9:00 to 5:00 weekdays, 10:00 to 1:00 Saturdays 

By Laura MacInnis 

Students had one less choice to make 

at the voting booth this week, as the 

undergraduate student trustee campaign 

became, instead, an acclamation. 

Shane Coblin, Law ’01, was acclaimed 

after Trevor Ogle, Arts ’99, withdrew 

from the race on Monday. 

Ogle said he decided not to run 

because he was unsure that he would be 

returning to Queen s as an undergradu¬ 

ate, and the University Secretariat by¬ 

laws were unclear. 

“During the campaign I got some 

good ideas out there,” he said. “It was a 

valuable exercise, but it came to a point 

where I had to make a decision.” 

The Student Trustee holds a voting 

position on the Board of Trustees, the 

highest decision making body at 

Queen’s. This board meets four times a 

year, and makes all decisions about 

finances for the university, including 

tuition. 

Last year, the Board of Trustees 

approved tuition hikes of 20 per cent for 

undergraduates and deregulation of 

tuition for Law and Medicine. 

The only other voting student on the 

Board of Trustees is the Rector, a posi¬ 

tion now held by Mike Kealy, Law ’01, a 

classmate of Coblin’s. 

Coblin stressed the importance of 

raising student awareness about the 

Board. “A lot of people don’t know what 

the Board of Trustees is.... I’d like to 

make the position more accessible, and 

that way I could be held more account¬ 

able.” 

He said he will attempt this con¬ 

sciousness-raising with a new Web site 

and a campaign through campus media. 

Coblin’s main issues centred on 

tuition and student aid. He suggested 

that the Board should “take a more 

active role in lobbying the government” 

for extended student debt repayment 

schedules and other programmes. 

“With the deregulation coming into 

effect, there has to be a strong voice on 

the Board of Trustees,” he said. , 

He also said that Queen’s should con¬ 

sider selling some of its properties to 

save money, but would not comment on 

specific ideas. 

Coblin did his undergraduate degree 

in psychology at Western. 

The Journal will publish Faculty society election results in tomorrow's paper. 
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The truth Is out there! 
{you don't ha\/d2 to be an engineer) 

It’s not too late tor... 

The Experience Option - 
co-operative education at Queen's 

• Do you need to get some career-related 
experience that goes well beyond a summer 
job ? 

• Do you need a break from school to see how 
what you’re learning really applies ? 

• Think about it during Reading Week and 
check us out ! 

EjmpLrrydr5l 

Look for details starting Feb. 26 - 
2nd Round postings go up at 

Career Services 
http://careers.queensu.ca 

Queen’s University 
t ODYSSEY 
'TRAVEL 

Leisure Travel: 549-3653 
Long HaulfGroups- 5*9-3561 THE JOURNAL 
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By Fiona Stevenson 

New exec disqualified Walkhome 
management 
reprimanded 

Assistant manager fired; 
manager suspended 

The Corman-Mori-Minns 

Neil Bunn, campaign manager shortly before the commence- 

for the Krashinsky-Gay-Beltzner ment of the AMS Executive elec- 

team, appealed to the CEO, tions, at a cost estimated by 

lf am. x ^ r dlscluallfied from Darren MacDonald, yesterday Graham at $95. The CMM team 
the AMS Executive elections for morning, alleging that a cellular submitted an expense report 

exceeding the campaign expense phone used by Ryan Graham, the declaring they had spent $392.79 

xTic y^L- \ ci ng *3y t*1C CMM Campaign Manager, in the course of their campaign; i 
AMS Chief Electoral Officer yes- should count towards the CMM however, the report does not I 

terday. The CMM team was team’s $400 spending limit. mention the cell phone, 

eketed as the new AMS execu- The CEO’s ruling was In a written statement of his 

nve Wednesday evening, captur- released around 6 p.m. last night, ruling, MacDonald said, 
ing 44.7 per cent of the vote. following a 90-minute meeting 

The CMM team is appealing with the three teams and their 

the CEO s decision to the AMS campaign managers at 1 p.m. 

Judicial Committee, which will According to MacDonald, 

meet this evening. Graham rented a cellular phone 

“Although the phone was not 

exclusively for the campaign, the 

use of the phone for the cam- 

Please see Reaction on page 3 

Volunteers handed out over 1,000 donations from Queen’s and downtown Kingston businesses 
for “Random Acts of Kindness Day” in Mac Corry Wednesday afternoon. Organized by Mark 

Salvador, ArtSci ’00 (centre), Celine Cooper, Arts '99 (left), Laura Moreland (right), Kingston 
Mayor Gary Bennett also helped pass on gifts to bewildered passersby. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Queen’s may take over courts 
courthouse since 1858. 

Discussions have been ongo¬ 

ing between the two groups but, 

according to Cowan, “Queen’s 

is on the sidelines waiting for 

the province to decide.” 

By Laura MacInnis 

Two AMS service managers 

were reprimanded this week 

after a six-day investigation into 

accounting fraud and misman¬ 

agement. 

Walkhome Assistant 

Manager Mark Fam was fired 

yesterday morning for account¬ 

ing misconduct and suspected 

infraction of the law. An inter¬ 

nal investigation found “persis¬ 

tent accounting discrepancies” 

in payroll filed by Fam. 

Walkhome Head Manager 

Jennifer Gresham was sus¬ 

pended last Friday for not ful¬ 

filling her duties as a manager, 

and will be permitted to return 

to work on Monday. 

“In spite of what 
happened, Mark 

has been a dedicated 
employee for a 

long time.” 

— Gord Moodie, A/VIS 
V-P (Operations) 

By Stefan Murray 

Queen’s School of Business is 

considering adding a piece of 

Kingston’s history to campus. 

The City of Kingston 

approached the University in 

the fall regarding the possibility 

Association, who want the 

building to remain as a func¬ 

tioning courthouse. As well, the 

Kingston Historical Society 

believes that the public access to 

the building will be eliminated if 

Queen’s takes possession. 

Last Wednesday, Kingston 

of the Queen’s School of Mayor Gary Bennett discussed. 

Business taking possession of the future of the courthouse 

the Frontenac County with Charles Harnick, Attorney 

Fam has worked at Walk- 

home for four years. 

“The people who 
know me won’t 

question me, 
because they know 

my character.” 

— Former Walkhome 
Assistant Manager 

Mark Fam 

While Fam chose not to com¬ 

ment on the details of his 

alleged misconduct, he empha¬ 

sized that he is innocent of mal¬ 

ice or wrong-doing. “I know 

myself not to be guilty under 

Canadian law in any way,” he 

said, adding, “The people who 

know me won’t question me, 

because they know my charac¬ 

ter.” 

Fam has not yet decided 

whether to appeal his termina¬ 

tion. 

Both Gresham and Fam were 

suspended after a meeting last 

Friday with Moodie and AMS 

Services Director Sarah 

Armstrong, when she accounted 

AMS Vice-President 

(Operations) Gord Moodie 

emphasized that Fam’s dismissal for the payroll discrepancy in a 

was based strictly on adminis- manner which was deemed 

trarive inconsistencies. inadequate. 

“In spite of what happened, “There was a communication 

Mark has been a dedicated breakdown about this particular 

employee for a long time,” said issue,” said Gresham. “It came 

Moodie. “We do recognize he’s down to a miscommunication 

contributed a great deal.” 

Please si Lack’ < l page 4 

Courthouse. 

According to Vice-Principal 

John Cowan, if the university 

were to take possession of the 

Courthouse, the entire School 

of Business would be moved 

into that space. Cowan added 

General of Ontario, to explore 

rhe best possible use of the 

building. 

According to Elizabeth 

Cashman, Executive Assistant to 

Mayor Bennett, “the city is 

examining all of our assets to 

Love is in the air 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

that the Courthouse is only one see what is in the long-term best 

of the options that the School of interests of the community.” 

Business is investigating. In order ro adequately fit the 

“[The courthouse] is not the entire school in the courthouse, 

only thing they’re looking ar. It additions and renovations 

is not the definite solution,” he would have to be made that 

said. 

“If the justice system wants 

to keep it up as a courthouse, it 

will remain as a courthouse... 

We certainly don’t want it over 

other peoples objectives,” 

Cowan said. 

Objections have been raised 

Cowan estimated would cost 

approximately $15 to $20 mil¬ 

lion and would be funded 

through private donations. 

The courthouse, located in 

City Park off Barrie Street, was 

acquired by the city last year 

when Kingston was amalga- 

Valentine’s Day eventually 

“became a day in which the 

Roman Catholic church hon¬ 

oured Sc. Valentine,” said 

Yealland. 

“He became a Saint to the 

Catholics because in the Roman 

Empire under Claudius, mar¬ 

riage was forbidden,” Yealland 

said. Claudius wanted men to 

remain single because he 

believed they would make bet¬ 

ter soldiers in his army. “Priest 

love birds began ro Valentine continued to marry 

explained Brian people... [and] became associ¬ 

ated with the notion of human 

love birds,” he said. 

Love proved tough for St. 

Valentine. He was clubbed, 

1 by the Frontenac Law mated. It has been in use as a 

Ich libe dich. Ngiya- 

kuthanda. Naku penda. 

Whether you say it in Yiddish, 

Zulu or Swahili, Valentine’s 

Day is the day to say “I love 

you.” 

Valentine’s Day, being cele¬ 

brated this Sunday, is rooted in 

traditions of love and partner¬ 

ship. February 14 was chosen 

because it was believed to be 

the day 

mate,” 

Yealland, chaplain at Queen’s. A 

similar idea also centres around 

the celebration of Easter, he 

explained, which is based on 

the fertility cycle and hinges on 

the fertility symbol of the egg. 
Please see Roses on page 4 
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By Ken Butland 

“Somebody must guard the guards,” 

said Carmeta Gentles. Gentles spoke to a 

group of 30 Queen’s students and mem¬ 

bers of the African and Caribbean 

Students Association in the JDUC Music 

Listening Room on Tuesday evening. 

Her speech focused on her experience 

with the Canadian justice system. 

On October 24, 1993, in a prison cell 

in Kingston Penitentiary, Gentles’ son 

Carmeta Gentles spoke in the Music 

Listening Room about the Canadian 
justice system. 

PHOTO BY KEN BUTLAND 

Robert died of asphyxiation, having been 

heavily maced and held face down on his 

bed by five prison guards. He was 23. 

Since then, three of the guards have been 

charged — but not convicted — with 

being wrongfully involved in his death. 

Gentles’ frustration lies in the alarm¬ 

ing uncertainty with the circumstances 

surrounding Robert Gentles’s death, and 

the opposition she has faced from the 

justice system in her five-year court 

struggle. 

A delayed report from Corrections 

Canada (held back long enough for the 

pathologist’s report to be issued and read 

before any explanation was given) states 

that on the night in question, Robert 

incited other inmates to make a distur¬ 

bance, refused to cooperate with guards 

when they came to reprimand him, and 

resisted their efforts to detain him, 

Gentles said. 

According to the testimony of the 

other inmates, however, Robert 

attempted to quiet down an already 

noisy number of prisoners, and refused 

to leave his cell only because the guards 

made unreasonable demands that he let 

them take him down to the ‘hole,’ where 

there are absolutely no inmates to 

witness anything that might occur, 

she continued. 

Further evidence is a statement made 

by one of the guards that accidental suf¬ 

focation is not a criminal offense, she 

said. The report clearly states that there 

was no guard holding Robert Gentles’s 

head against his pillow and, therefore, he 

could not have died from suffocation. 

“They are always changing stories,” 

observed Gentles. “If you tell the truth it 

is the same every time.” 

“His sentence was not a 
death sentence.” 

— Speaker Carmeta Gentles 

Carmeta Gentles’s frustrations do not 

end there. Robert Gentles’s treatment in 

death is even more cause for incitement. 

Prison guards made no effort to adminis¬ 

ter CPR to Robert upon realization that 

he was near death or dead and neglected 

to call 911, she explained. 

“This is Canada, not a third world 

country. I don’t understand how they 

could treat someone this way,” Gentles 

said. “His sentence was not a death 

sentence.” 

The same can be said for Carmeta 

Gentles’s treatment by the Canadian jus¬ 

tice system. She has been exhausted 

financially, emotionally and spiritually in 

her fight, which seems to be against the 

system rather than in collaboration with 

it, she said. Poor cooperation from 

prison officials as well as a painfully slow 

and unaccommodating court system 

were enough to make Gentles question 

her efforts: “I felt so frustrated, so 

beaten down,” she explained. 

But she did not and has not given up. 

“However long this thing’s going to drag 

out, I’ll be there,” she said. Between the 

lengthy and exhausting proceedings of 

the current hearings inquest into 

Robert’s death, she still finds the energy 

to speak to groups. 

“There has to be change. Too many 

people are dying. Too many prisoners are 

committing suicide. Too many things are 

wrong with the system. It’s our duty to 

make sure that [guilty parties) are held 

accountable,” she said. The Rubin 

Carters, David Milgaards and Robert 

Gentles of the last quarter-century rein¬ 

force Gentles’ words. 

Gentles urged people to attend the 

public inquest hearings held every 

Monday through Friday from 9:30 a.m. 

to 5 p.m. in the Frontenac County 

Courthouse. 

Revised election rules considered 
Unforeseen ‘grey areas’ force re-evaluation of campaign restrictions 

By Renee Huang 

Although this year’s AMS executive 

elections faced more restrictiQns, con¬ 

centrated efforts were made to increase 

voter awareness and election profile 

through innovative campaigning strate¬ 

gies and an initiative by the Deputy 

Commissioners Council. 

Tighter election rules this year 

included prohibiting team posters and 

banners from the traditionally partisan 

student housing' area. “Last year there 

was a. problem with it. There were ban¬ 

ners being taken down, not to mention 

it’s against city by-law,” said Cathy 

Brown, chief returning officer in the 

AMS Internal Affairs Commission. 

Electronic campaigning in the form of 

mass e-mails was also nixed. “One of the 

teams wanted to do a large chunk of 

their campaigning over e-mail,” said 

Brown. However, there was no by-law 

which outlined the rules for electronic 

campaigning in clear terms. “Nobody 

had ever really pushed the issues,” she 

continued. 

Brown and deputy commissioners 

Shawn Ahluwalia and Carolyn Otter 

hope the issues of mass e-mail campaign¬ 

ing will go to a plebecite question in the Electorial Officer as to... which positions 

spring referendum. “The intricacies of it convey an unfair advantage.” 

hadn’t been worked out” to allow it for Brown did not believe that restrictions 

this year’s election, Brown said. in campaigning freedom affected the 

Another policy 

which required clar¬ 

ification revolved 

around candidates 

continuing AMS- 

related jobs during 

the election period. 

In both the AMS 

and ASUS elections, 

several candidates, 

were required to 

temporarily resign 

from their on-cam¬ 

pus jobs in to lessen 

their profile and 

influence. 

Otter pointed out 

that students who 

rely on part-time 

CRO Cathy Brown (left), Deputies Carolyn Otter (centre) 
and Shawn Ahluwalia (right). 

jobs for “food money” should not have 

to resign from all their employment 

sources to participate in a campaign. 

In the future, she said candidates 

would likely “[list] everything they’re 

involved in extracurricularly and a 

decision should be made by the Chief funds toward increasing voter turnout 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

election negatively. “It just meant the 

teams had to be more creative in getting 

people’s attention. Teams used buttons 

extensively.” 

AMS Deputy commissioners also 

committed their council project and 

Reaction from other teams subdued 
Continued from page I 

paign means that it served to give the 

CMM team an advantage, slight as it 

might be... I rule that a significant part of 

the cost of the cellular phone is a cam¬ 

paign expense... This puts the CMM team 

at least forty dollars over their campaign 

allowance.” 

According to AMS Policy, any team 

who exceeds the expense limit will be dis¬ 
qualified. 

“In a situation where an election is 

over, I see no other option but to disqual¬ 

ify the CMM team. As such, if this ruling 

holds, they will not take office as the next 

executive of the Alma Mater Society,” 

MacDonald’s ruling reads. 

MacDonald emphasized in his ruling, 

and to AMS Assembly last night, that he 

will argue to the Judical Committee that 

they should overrule his disqualification, 

and instead issue a hefty fine. 

In a statement to The Journal, written 

before the ruling, the CMM team argued 

that “Graham’s personal use of a cellular 

phone was clearly not an influence on the 

electorate. The phone was never used in 

any manner to publicise or promote any¬ 

one’s candidacy in any election.” 

The team stated that “the phone was 

not acquired for the purpose of cam¬ 

paigning or organizing a campaign; it was 

acquired to allow Graham to remain in 

contact with his numerous friends and 

obligations." 

The CMM team refused to comment 

to The Journal on the ruling. 

Reaction from members of the other 

candidate teams was subdued. “I’m not 

excited by any means. It just makes me 

feel uncomfortable,” said Susan Henry, 

Vice-President (Operations) candidate for 

the CBH team, who captured 37.5 per 

cent of the vote. “We don’t support dis¬ 

qualification by any means... They still 

won fair and square.” 

“It’s what I expected,” said Presidential 

Candidate Mike Beltzner. “1 have made it 

quite clear both to the CEO and the other 

party that I was not looking for disqualifi¬ 

cation... I was hoping that Darren would 

rule in our favour and his decision would 

be appealed to the Judicial Committee for 

a lesser penalty.” 

Beltzner said he would like to see the 

CMM team fined and an apology issued 

to their constituents. 

through a ‘Vote’ poster campaign. A total 

of 500 posters in 10 different styles were 

posted around campus, encouraging stu¬ 

dents to exercise their voting rights. 

“Deputy Council is supposed to do a 

project to enhance rhe AMS,” explained 

Social Issues Deputy Commissioner 

Lauren Sukerman. “So many people have 

the response that the AMS doesn’t affect 

them, but I think it really does.” 

However, voter turnout for the AMS 

elections was only 24.46 per cent, com¬ 

pared with 28.53 last year. 

“I’m disappointed that it wasn’t 

more,” Sukerman said, “but I think peo¬ 

ple did read [the ‘Vote’ posters].” 

“It was pretty poor last year,” said 

Brown of the campaign period. “You’d 

get three people [to] show up for open 

forums.” 

Brown, Otter and Ahluwalia said that 

problems associated with election rules 

could not have been anticipated. 

“Every year you’re going to have 

someone pull up something that’s not 

clear cut,” Brown explained. “There are 

a lot of grey areas.” 

Fines for election violations have yet 

to be calculated and Brown said candi¬ 

dates will be sent written notification at 

a later date. Teams also had to submit 

receipts and spending was restricted to 

$400 for AMS executive candidates. 

Since all three AMS executive teams 

received more than 10 per cent of the 

vote, they will get a full reimbursement, 

minus the fines they incurred during 

campaigning. 

All three teams met yesterday after¬ 

noon at 1 p.m. to discuss the possibility 

of fining or disqualifying the newly 

elected Corman-Mori-Minns team for 

excessive spending beyond the given 

limit. 

AMS assembly met last night 

[Thursday] to discuss other ambiguities 

in the election rules in an attempt to 

improve the election process in the 

future. 

— with files from Fiona Stevenson 
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‘Lack of trust’ fuelled suspension 
pay raise. The assistant manager met with Gresham and Fam on |veM 5U.sp vve did of Jen, j 
is now paid a partial salary and Friday, to discuss the accoun s. , g ^ b t| [,e fired,” said I 

a partial wage. The Walkhome managers fer«o«U djd not benefit 

“It’s always been a long- offered a reason for the discrep | error.” 

four standing issue at Walkhome that ancies which Armstrong sai 8 |acfe Gf entire trust 

Walkhome day co-ordinators the assistant manager be paid “didn’t make sense... we weren we were told by Jen,” 

were informed of the suspension mote,” explained Moodie. confident with die explanations p T" J .ft just doesn't 

by Monday. The remainder of Fam said he had proposed we were given. ‘ . ■ : » 

the Walkhome staff were not changing the remuneration for The pair were suspen e parties emphasized that 
told until yesterday, when they the position to prevent a situa- after the meeting, and All parties en P 

were contacted by phone. tion where the person writing Armstrong and Moodie pro- 

The payroll discrepancy was the payroll is also paying them- ceeded to meet with individual 

found initially after Fam selves. day co-ordinators to verify the 

Armstrong looked through explanations offered by 

the Walkhome records to Gresham and Fam. ----- ^ ~ . ... 

research a change in remunera- Armstrong said they did not said service runS it 
and found find any support for the man- affect how the service runs... 

of agers' reasoning behind the pay- shouldn t be a general reflection 

n g roll difference in the day of our staff. , . 

errors. She then co-ordinators’ stories. “It wasn’t “We certainly don t want the 

approached backed up with anything else we service to suffer as a result ot 

Gresham about found,” she said. “So, based on this,” said Moodie I hope it 

the discrepan- that we don’t have faith in what doesn't damage staff morale, 

cies, but was we were told.” “Obviously, morale is going 

not given any While Fam was Fired for his to take a hit,” said Gresham. I 

explanation. accounting errors, Gresham was hope to move on as soon as pos- 

_ Armstrong suspended because of her sible.” 

Mark Fam, Arts ’99, and Jen Gresham, and Moodie part in explaining the blunder. 
Arts ’99 

Continued from page I 

and mis)udgment.” 

Armstrong said 

approached Armstrong and 

Moodie about giving next year’s 

Walkhome assistant manager a 

Roses 
are red 

parties 
the censure of the managers is in 

no way reflective of the quality 

of the service itself. “We hope 

that this doesn’t discourage any¬ 

one from using our service. 

tion ; 

a series 
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New MCRC trio shares optimism 
By Fiona Stevenson 

The new Main Campus 

Residence Council Executive, 

elected last Tuesday evening, 

wants to increase the feeling of 

community between Queen’s 

residents and raise the MCRC’s 

profile on campus. 

“The MCRC represents a lot 

of people... most who are first 

years,” said Rick Stratton, 

newly-elected MCRC President. 

“We don’t want residence just to 

be a background. We want it to 

be a more important part of 

what they see.” 

The team of Stratton, Kirstin 

Dane, Vice-President 

(Discipline), and Mima 

Ajanovic, Vice-President 

(Operations), captured 504 of 

1,267 votes in the election. 

The trio expressed optimism 

about the upcoming year and has 

already set a number of goals, 

“We want to have more con¬ 

sistency across the board when it 

comes to rules and safety and 

security issues,” explained Dane, 

a second-year Con-Ed student 

and Vice-President of Morris 

Hall. 

Ajanovic mentioned having 

VCRs in all residence common 

rooms and expanding the Res 

Video program as priorities. The 

Res Video program allows resi¬ 

dents to borrow videos from the 

Victoria Hall front desk for free. 

“We want to expand it to other 

front desks,” said Ajanovic, a 

third-year electrical engineering 

student and President of 

Adelaide-Ban Righ Hall. 

Accessibility is also a key issue 

for the team. “We want for next 

year’s residents to feel that we’re 

approachable... and in tune with 

the residents’ wants and needs,” 

said Stratton, a second-year 

Spanish/computer science stu¬ 

dent and President of Leonard 

Hall West. 

Stratton said he is looking 

forward to the challenges 

involved 'with working in 

Queen’s residences. “We cer¬ 

tainly have a unique system, 

especially with our student-run 

discipline,” said Stratton. “It sets 

us apart from other universities 

in a good way.” 

Two other teams ran in the 

election. The team of 

Mohammed Heriba, Sinead 

Atkin and Firas Battikhi came in 

second place, capturing 477 

votes. The team of Daniel Sahl, 

Aadil Mamuji and Julie Shaw 

received 286 votes. 

DOES IT TTORK FOR YOU? 

The Queen's Harassment and Discrimination Complaint 
Policy is being reviewed. Now's the time to forward your 

suggestions on how it can be improved. 

Writes Senate Office 

B400 Mackintosh Corry 

Enails hrights@post.Queensu.ca 

Call: 533-6886 

Deadline: March 5, 1999 

LSAT 
MCAT 
GMAT 

www.prep.com 
Toronto spring/summer classes with 1 weekend, 2 weekend, 

or 5 week formats. 

LSAT - Start in May, June, July, August 

MCAT - Start in June, July, August 
GMAT - Start every month 

Request our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med Bulletin email newsletters at: 

learn@prep.com 

Richardson - 1 800 410-PREP 
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stoned and beheaded for refus¬ 
ing to submit to the Emperor. 

A more contemporary 

Valentine’s tradition is the ritual 

of giving flowers. While roses 

are often thought to be a roman¬ 

tic choice, the colour one 

chooses communicates an 

important message. Red and 

white together mean unity, pink 

represent grace and yellow is 

symbolic of joy. 

As a choice for Valentine’s 

Day, “red roses are still number 

one,” said florist Jeff Deruiter, 

of Pam’s Flower Garden. 

However, spring flowers with a 

few roses giving “that just 

picked garden look,” are gaining 

popularity, he said. 

Valentine’s Day can become 

an expensive affair. Kingston 

prices for a dozen long stem 

roses on Valentine’s Day range 

anywhere from $69.95 to 

$89.95. Dinner for two, with a 

bottle of wine, is estimated by 

the staff at both Casa Domenico 

and Minos as being approxi¬ 

mately $75. 

More economical choices for 

a romantic evening can be found 

with a little ingenuity. Chinese 

take-out for two from a local 

restaurant ranges in price from 

$15.95 to $16.75, plus tax. A 

new release video rental costs 

between $4.25 and $5.28, and a 

750 ml bottle of red dinner wine 

ranges from $8 to $9 dollars. 

Derik Burggrof, of 

Blockbuster video, lists his top 

five Valentine’s rentals as “Pretty 

Woman, Fool for your Love, 

Sleepless in Seattle, When Harry 

met Sally, and Holiday Inn." 

Lynn Baird of Night Owl 

video said her top romance 

picks were “The English Patient, 

Wuthering Heights, A Room with 

A View, Casablanca, and An 

Affair to Remember." 

Those without a Valentine 

still have time to get pointers 

from “The Loveshack’s Best 

Pick-Up Lines” Web site, at 

www.mediasynergy.com. The 

site invites you to “follow the 

world’s best lover Enrique’s 

lead,” and even rates the success 

rate of Enrique’s lines, which 

include: “ All those curves, and 

me with no brakes’...and ‘Can I 

buy you a drink or do you just 

want the money?”’ 

How to cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

Visit the student food bank. 

There's no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

1 We're open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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Faculty election results 
Arts and Science Undergraduate Society 

President: David Contant 

VP: Erin O’Keefe 

Engineering Society 

President: Scott Affleck 

Senator: Behn Conroy 

VP Finance: Tyler Nicholls 

VP Information: Phillip Steinke 

VP Services: Jeremy Gaudet 

VP Student Development: Victoria Creighton 

Commerce Society 

President: Erin Young 

Vice-President (Internal): Carrie Truman 

Vice-President (External): Barry Woolcott 

BEWS Stick: Ryan Couvrette 

WIC Stick: Lauren Dmytrenko 

1 year Senator: Chris McGinnis 

'00 AMS Rep: Helen McEvoy 

'01 AMS Rep: Calvin Tam 

Con-Ed Students Association 

President: Stephanie Dunn 

Vice-President (Internal): Jill Cuttle 

Vice-President (External): Jenn Dallas 

Executive Administrator: Dianne Burgess 

Treasurer: Andrea Kelly 

Social Affairs Commissioners: Helen Hoang and 

Kathleen Wright 

CESA reps to the AMS: Krista Koekksek and 

Megan Conway 

Academics Commissioners: Tessa Hanmore and 

Kim Baldwin 

’00 Rep: Rochelle Combden 

’01 Reps: Helena Whittington and Rob Wandell 

'02 Reps: Elizabeth Bird and Paula Dunn 

WIC Sticks: Sarah Connell and Shannon Lavallee 

BEWS Sticks: Ryan Heath and Drew Freeman 

Student Senator: Scott Courtice 

Law Students’ Society 

President: Ian Brisbin 

Vice-President: Andrea Hill 

Treasurer: Steve Portelli 

Secretary: Anthony Fawcett 

SGPS Rep: Andrew Fitzpatrick 

SGPS Rep: Kerri Fisher 

Social Chair: Sara Edwards 

Joint Program Students Rep: Daniel Wong 

Law '00 Permanent President: Chris Ellis 

Law '00 President: Margherita Braccio 

Law '01 President: Tim Kushneryk 

Rehabilitation Therapy Society 

President: Angela Paylor 

Vice-President (Internal): Allison McGee 

Vice-President (External): Bice Amoroso 

Treasurer: Kim Neil 

Secretary: Allison Fennell 

Nursing Students’ Society 

Results unavailable at time of printing. 

CORRECTIONS 

In the previous issue of The Journal in the Arts &c Entertainment section, 

Paula Schultz’s name was spelled incorrectly. 

A photo in the Sports 8c Fitness section was not attributed. The photo was taken 

by Mike McDermend. The badminton team finished fourth after qualifying for OUA 

finals. 

An article about Queen’s Day care in the News section contained two errors. The 

fees per child per day range from $28.50 to $38.50; 85 per cent of spaces are 

reserved for Queen’s students, staff and faculty. 

The Journal regrets the errors. 

Arts and Science Formal 

March 6, 1999 

Tickets: $65 at UBS, 

JDUC Info. Centre, and the ASUS Core 

For information, including information on ticket buraariea, 

contact the Formal Committee at the Core 

183 University, 533-6000 x 75085 
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No plan complete 
without a smile 

WHAT DID THE CORMAN- 

Mori-Minns team know that 
the rest of us didn’t? Not 

even thF pundits on The Journal's 
editorial board were confident enough 
to predict the winner of this election, 
but Corman et al. were unfazed by their 
win. In fact, they seemed disappointed 
that they didn’t win by a Tom Stanley- 
esque landslide margin. 

Owen Minn’s lack of enthusiasm can 
be forgiven — after seven years of AMS 
elections one should be blasse about the 
whole affair. No one, however, should 
feel they are entitled to win an AMS 
election. This response reflects a dis¬ 
turbing attitude that plagued the CMM 
campaign and could hinder their suc¬ 
cess in office. An AMS executive must 
inspire and lead the hundreds of volun¬ 
teers who make up the backbone of stu¬ 
dent government at Queen’s. If 
Corman-Mori-Minns cannot overcome 
their arrogance, the AMS will not be a 
very fun place to work or volunteer 
next year. 

If Corman-Mori-Minns 
cannot overcome their 

arrogance, the AMS will not 
be a very fun place to work 

or volunteer next year. 

Next year will, however, be a year of 
much change if the new executive is 
able to implement the policies outlined 
in its campaign platform. Reducing the 
student activity fee is a good start to 
lowering the cost of education at 
Queen’s. Other ideas, including 
changes to Walkhome, an expanded 
Skylight Lounge and a speciality coffee 
shop in the JDUC and much more, will 
keep this executive busy in the year 
ahead. 

By setting out specific plans to 
improve the AMS in their campaign 
material, CMM proved that if you 

think big, students will respond on vot¬ 
ing day. While the new executive 
should be congratulated for thinking 
big, the real test is in carrying out all 
those plans. 

Despite some reservations, 
the new AMS executive has 
the experience and the right 

plans to make significant 
improvemnts to the quality 
of student life at Queen’s. 

Students may have responded to the 
Corman-Mori-Minns platform, but 
they did not do so in great number. The 
24.5 per cent voter turnout meant that 
even fewer students voted than last 
year. This low turnout, however, is 
hardly surprising considering the lack 
of enthusiasm that this election gener¬ 
ated on campus. Few students seemed 
to notice the campaigns (you could say 
more than 75 per cent failed to notice) 
and the candidates themselves seemed 
to be on auto-pilot for most of the elec¬ 
tion period. Unlike last year, the issue 
of rising tuition was largely ignored by 
all three teams and nobody seemed to 
care. Despite the growing evidence that 
students are really feeling the increased 
cost of education, the issue of tuition 
seems to have been taken off the agenda 
for this election. Perhaps this explains 
why so few students took the time to 
vote this year. 

Despite some reservations, the new 
AMS executive has the experience and 
the right plans to make significant 
improvements to the quality of student 
life at Queen’s. They must now prove 
that their big plans will result in actual 
changes to the status quo. 

Before they begin the task of improv¬ 
ing AMS services, however, they should 
realize that service is best served with a 
smile. 

Anybody that wants the presidency so much that he’ll spend two 

years organizing and campaigning for it is not to be trusted with 

the office. 

— David Broder 

Eleetion 
for the position of Editor-in-chief 

of the 1999-2000 volume of 
The Queen’s Journal 

The candidates Voting 
This Sunday (1-7 p.m.) 

Mark Fucella Monday (8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
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Asking deep questions 
IT’S ALWAYS INTERESTING TO CATCH 

oneself making assumptions about 
issues. A fact of any important mat¬ 

ter seems to be that questions inevitably 
underlay questions, making elusive and 
unreliable that comfortable one-dimen¬ 
sionality we all prefer in our news, in 
our opinions. 

However, if critical thought exists 
after all it’s to help us with these 
things... What is a tuition increase, 
really? Or what is one student organiza¬ 
tion’s complacency with an increase, in 
comparison to another’s railing against 
it? Are medical students in front of the 
Legislature causing a disturbance, or are 
they saying something? If so, what, 
exactly? 

The kind of leaders I put 
trust in are the kind of 
people who address the 

questions beneath questions, 
who aren’t satisfied with a 
one-dimensional answer. 

The kind of leaders I put trust in, 
whether at the university level or at 
higher levels, are the kind of people 
who address the questions beneath 
questions, who aren’t satisfied with a 
one-dimensional answer to a complex 
and thought-demanding situation. An 
informed decision is always the best 
decision — where we can see the values 
or opinions involved in an issue, weigh 
them, and decide which to choose in a 

conflict. Accessible health care versus 
financial stability, accessible post-sec¬ 
ondary education versus reliable, 
increased university revenues, whether 
one issue or the other, every question 
begs resolution in terms of values and 
beliefs about the type of society each of 
us as thinking individuals and groups of 
individuals want to live in. 

I caught myself simplifying an issue 
of great importance to me just lately in 
terms of values and beliefs. This was 
the Robin Sharpe affair and the child- 
pornography legislation debacle, which 
continues as I write. At first 1 found 
myself agreeing with Sharpe’s notion of 
rights while being repulsed by his prac¬ 
tices through an instinctual revulsion at 
his lifestyle and preferences. Taking this 
approach, however, I found myself 
overlooking the real and potential vic¬ 
tims of this man’s sort of sexual 
ideology. 

Taking in Sharpe’s open reference to 
an affinity for trips to the Phillipines in 
pursuit of sexual pleasures in The Globe 
and Mail, the issues started to merge in 
my mind, and I realize why I am dis¬ 
gusted with his position. The child- 
prostitution industry, fuelled by the 
forced, whether direct or socio-eco- 
nomical, sexual labour of children — is 
the classical model of economics’ 
answer of supply for people like Mr. 
Sharpe’s demand. 

I openly admit that it revolts me to 
know that such child-prostitution rings 
exist — and not just for boys, which 

some may unjustly find particularly 
offensive, but of course for girls. 
Whether we look to the comfort 
women of the second world war experi¬ 
ence under army conscription for sexual 
service, or to Thailand or the 
Phillipines, where women’s groups in 
safehouses struggle to combat the dis¬ 
gusting sexual exploitation of children. 

The child-prostitution 
industry, fuelled by the 

forced, whether direct or 
socio-economical, sexual 
labour of children, is the 

classical model of economics’ 
answer of supply for people 
like Mr. Sharpe’s demand. 

Why is it implausible to conceive that 
disgusting things like this happen closer 
to home, though out of public view? I 
feel I have found the values and ideas 
underlying the issues for myself on the 
Sharpe affair. As the collective expres¬ 
sion of the moral convictions of the 
people of Canada, it remains to be seen 
what law is discarded or upheld, and 
what values are eventually reflected — 
or what questions remain to be 
answered with regard to values. 

ADAM DAVIDSON HARDEN 

Editor-in-chief 
is perverted 

Dear Editors, 

I was really shocked at what I read in 
Tara Mansbridge’s editorial in Tuesday’s 
Journal. It is not natural to fulfill your 
sexual longings with inanimate objects, 
no matter what she may think. I am thor¬ 
oughly disgusted with the perversion that 
makes a person think this is okay. Sex 
should be part of a loving relationship, 
and a vibrator is a very poor substitute. 

Sex is not a physical need, it is a desire 
that can be controlled like any other. 
Maybe, in future, editorial columnists 
could keep their sexual practices private. 

Minns. We were dismayed by the letter 
from the QP management that appeared 
in last Friday’s Journal. 

In federal elections, government 
employees are required to remain offi¬ 
cially and publicly neutral. Shouldn’t it 
work the same way with our student gov¬ 
ernment? Even more disgusting, offen¬ 
sive, insulting and unwarranted (to use 
official QP editorial lingo) was the blatant 
promotion of a QP employee who just 
happens to be an AMS candidate on a dif¬ 
ferent team. How cheesy, QP! 

Molly Donohue, Janna Regina and 
Catharine Walsh 
Artsci ’00 

More QP criticism 

Dear Editors, 

needs further development, but what 
patrons are directly concerned with is the 
quality of their experience in the pub, not 
the size of its facilities. 

Despite an attractive physical enlarge¬ 
ment and improvements to its offerings, 
the pub has failed to meet my expecta¬ 
tions. Financial success is not the only 
kind of performance I expect from a pub 
— I also expect good service. 

The management of the pub has done 
some commendable pioneering work, but 
they should not be oblivious to the need 
for further improvements to service qual¬ 
ity. 

Ryan Graham 
Sci ’00, Artsci ’01 

ASUS election team 
goes too far 

Jen Evans 
Artsci ’02 

QP criticism 

Dear Editors, 

Take away the suggestion boxes! 
Eliminate all questionnaires! The QP is 
officially closed to any constructive criti¬ 
cism. A pub run with student money for 
the student body, should hear student 
voices! Not only does the QP manage¬ 
ment refuse to listen to any suggestions 
for improvement, they shake the entire 
foundation of good government leaders 
by their overly dramatic tongue-lashing 
of AMS candidates, Corman, Mori, and 

I’ve been to the Queen’s Pub many 
times this year; I’ve enjoyed the new 
lunch menu and the broader draft selec¬ 
tion — I’ve also been forced to wait 40 
minutes for service, at a time when the 
pub was half-empty. I have even spoken 
with the staff and Jane Lee, an Assistant 
Manager, about this issue. Other people 
have had similarly poor service experi¬ 
ences at the pub. 

In a recent letter to the editors of The 
Journal, the pub’s management demon¬ 
strated their blindness to the concerns of 
their own patrons. This is proof that 
something is wrong and that change is 
required. It’s also proof that we cannot 
expect change to come from within the 
pub. It may be true that the pub’s kitchen 

Dear Editors, 

On Friday, February 5, the Arts and 
Science Undergraduate Society elections 
team of Carol Liao, Kate Slater, Adrien 
Viens and Alun Ackeray made an error in 
judgement. Two members of OC ’98, 
Chris Safford and Shannon Bell were pre¬ 
vented from attending a private informal 
transition party. Chris and Shannon are 
also running for ASUS executive and the 
elections team charged that this would 
provide them with an unfair advantage 
over the other teams. 

First, the very charge of partisanship 
was brought forth by one of the other 

Continued on page 9 

LETTERS TO 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 
want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journa!@post.queensu.ca. 

talkin 

Who is your AMS 

“Julius Caesar, Winston Churchill, and 
Nobel” 

Holly Lay 
Sci ’02 

“Stalin, Hitler, and Pol Pot" 

Andrew Haslip 
Artsci ’02 

“Mon Mothma, Bruce Wayne, and Prince 
Charming” 

Jennifer Scott 
Sci ’02 

“Richard III, Hamlet, and Lady 
MacBeth” 

Jamie Serran Michelle Lawrie 
Artsci ’01 Artsci ’00 
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Rotten food bank advertising 
A critical look at who the food bank’s advertising is attracting 

ON THE COVER OF THE TUESDAY, 

February 2 edition of The 

Journal, the headline screamed 

"food bank busier than ever.” Let us 

now take a moment to ponder why this 

might be. Could it have anything to do 

with the food bank’s enticing new 

advertising campaign? 

"How do you cut your grocery bill in 

HALF?” Maggie asks Steve. 

"Why I shop at the food bank, like 

every other financial stable student that 

drank all their grocery money away last 

night, and today has decided to 'drop by 

[the food bank], and shop for free.”' 

And why not? The AMS food bank 

Dr. Michael Hawes 
[Protestor ot PoUttcs. Queens UnKerstty) 

Lotna Wright 
[ConAskj Relations. Qjeen's UrAvrstty) 

has successfully tripled its number of 

users since September by basically say¬ 

ing that you do not have to be in finan¬ 

cial need to use their service. Alison 

Loat seemed cheerful that this AMS ser¬ 

vice was finally getting the use it had 

expected, opening its doors in 

September of 1997, but does she ques¬ 

tion where all these new users are com¬ 

ing from? Eric Morris, the AMS food 

bank co-ordinator, stated that the food 

bank is getting "close to 10 new people 

a week,” which he attributed to the 

increasing knowledge of the food 

bank’s existence. 

I, on the other hand, attribute this 

[Co-Founder ot AsianAwnue.com) 

Elliot Chang 

growth in food bank use to their adver¬ 

tising that anyone, rich or poor, can use 

this service. This tactic eliminates the 

prior reservations that financially stable 

students may have had about using t us 

service, and tells students that it is okay 

to shop at the food bank, even if you 

already have enough money to put food 

on the table. _ 

I gave a food donation, 
thinking that it was 

important to try and help 
others, especially in a 

university where many are 
struggling just to pay the 
price of higher learning, 

knowledge. 

Please do not get me wrong, I think 

the food bank is an important service 

for students attending university, where 

the tuition alone has the ability to ren¬ 

der you in severe financial debt; how¬ 

ever, I do have a problem with the food 

bank collecting AMS fees, and dona¬ 

tions from students such as myself, and 

giving this food out to people that 

could, very well, be better off than I am. 

Here 1 am, a Queen’s student with a 

part-time job to help ensure a relative 

amount of financial security, being 

solicited at my door last year for the 

new AMS food bank. I gave a food 

donation, thinking that it was important 

to try and help others less fortunate 

than myself, especially in a university 

setting where many are struggling just 

to pay the price of higher learning, and 

do not have the means to feed their 

brains with nourishment along with 

knowledge. 

However, this year I was appalled to 

see multiple advertisements in The 

Journal stating that anyone could shop 

for free. I was even further disturbed to 

overhear some Queen’s students, after a 

heavy night of drinking, saying that 

they were going to start shopping at the 

food bank. Why should poor financial 

planners be rewarded? 

Who is to say that the current users 

of the AMS food bank are not in dire 

financial need? Not I, because I know 

that there are a lot of legitimate users. 

All I say is that I see a strong correlation 

between the food bank’s new ’sketchy’ 

advertising campaign - pointing out 

that Journal advertisements are far from 

free - and this increase in food bank 

use. Students that needed this service 

used it before the expensive advertise¬ 

ments came out, and continue to use it 

now. The AMS does not have to prove 

to Queen’s students that their creation 

of this new service was important, by 

canvassing anywhere for more, more 

users. 

Students should have to show finan¬ 

cial need, at which point 1 will be more 

inclined to give donations, and to think 

highly of a service that so obviously 

started with such high moral expecta¬ 

tions, but as of recently, has suffered 

from disturbing management and adver¬ 

tising practices. 

KATHY SKELTON 

ARTSCI '00 

IIndependent Entertainer; NVC) 

Shlriey Wong Vivian LI Sponsored by 
(Consutlant. HK Economic & Trade Council/ IColgcry Anchor Person) 

Dt. Audrey Kobayashl 
IDirecky ot Ufamens Studies. Queens Untverstty) 
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Continued from page 7 Celine Cooper, Paul 

Karanicolas,Danielle Brodhagen, 

candidates and was politically Matthew Segal, Vincent Ballenas, 

motivated. The accusation was Jascha Jabes, Emelyn Bartlett, 

brought up on the day of the Ian Dewell, Kyle Armagon, 

gathering, this despite the fact Steven Burmaster, Vitra 

that they had plenty of time Ramsingh, Michael Cox, Andrea 

beforehand to make their case. Sharkey, Kathy Harger, Jehn 

In the hearing to determine Mihill, Kevin Deonarine, Kendra 

whether or not the team could Newell, David McQueen, Nicole 

attend, the other candidates were Mara, Selina Liu, Julia Mittler, 

present, although they had noth- John Brodhead 

ing to contribute except mali- ASUS Orientation Committee 

cious remarks. ’98 

Secondly, we believe that the 

election team did not have the 

authority to make this decision 

under ASUS policy. ASUS policy 

states that candidates must resign 

from all positions they hold (sec¬ 

tion C-l, e), ii.). In the case of 

Orientation Committee mem¬ 

bers from OC ’98, their term , , ^ . . . _ . 
ended in September 1998. The Gabriel DesjardmS 

The ongoing 

abortion debate 

Dear Editors, 

In the Feb. 2 issue of The 

election team has thus over¬ 

stepped its jurisdiction by impos¬ 

ing a decision on individuals to 

whom the policy no longer 

applies. 

Unfortunately, due to the 

ASUS election team decision, Mr. 

Safford and Ms. Bell missed a 

unique opportunity to relive 

moments from Orientation Week 

1998. We believe that the deci- 

quotes Allan Levine as saying, 

“the Jews and only the Jews of 

Europe were victims of a system¬ 

atic annihilation that the world 

had not seen before then or 

since.” 

Perhaps Gabriel Desjardins is 

forgetting about the systematic 

annihilation of female unborn 

babies that has been occurring in 

China. Even in North America, 

sion of the election team is unfair °“ .quf™r of al‘ PreEn“d« 
end in deliberate abortion. 

and that Mr. Safford and Ms. 

Bell were wronged. It is our hope 

that this injustice will not go 

unnoticed and that the ASUS 

election team will clean up its act 

Perhaps if one assumes that 

only postnatals are persons, one 

can justify Allan Levine’s quota¬ 

tion. But there is no basis for this 

assumption. 

If you grow vegetables, you 

may forget what you planted. So 

you may wait until you can see it 

above ground to decide what 

kind of plant it is. But to suggest 

that it only became that kind of 

plant once you can see it above 

ground is extremely narrow¬ 

minded. Or perhaps you need to 

wait until the vegetables them¬ 

selves before you are capable of 

knowing what kind of plant it is. 

But that doesn’t mean it only 

becomes that particular type of 

plant when you can recognize it. 

Thus, one needs to do no more 

than see what it will grow into as 

long as it lives long enough in 

order to decide what it was 

before you could see it. Younger 

does not imply less valuable. 

As long as it lives long 

enough, a fetus will develop into 

a full-grown human being. Note 

that this is not true of a sperm or 

an egg. No matter how long a 

sperm lives, it will not become a 

full-grown human being unless a 

fundamental change (namely 

conception) first takes place. You 

were never a sperm or an egg, 

but once the sperm and the egg 

joined, and conception occurred, 

you become you. 

Let’s take another example. 

Suppose human cloning one day 

becomes possible. This means 

that we can take a cell off of our 

bodies and make it develop as a 

human being. How exactly is this 

done? It is not the genetics of the 

cell that changes, but rather the 

electrical nature of the cell that 

changes. Currently, each of our 

cells has a specific function in our 

body, and it is the electrical 

nature of that cell that tells it 

what to do. If the electrical 

nature of that cell could be 

“tricked” into thinking it is sup¬ 

posed to grow and develop as a 

human being. Once that funda¬ 

mental change takes place, it 

becomes true that as long as it 

lives long enough, it will develop 

into a full-grown human being. 

Note that it is not the fact that 

there is a difference between the 

cells that makes one less valu¬ 

able, but rather what that change 

implies. 

I will give the same challenge I 

give all pro-choice supporters: 

find a single difference between 

all prenatals and all postnatals 

that devalues prenatals. 

I cannot imagine pro-choice 

supporters truly believing their 

claim that a fetus is not a person 

any more that most Nazi 

Germans believed their claim 

that a Jew is not a person. 

I can only assume that Mr. 

Desjardins would hesitate to tell 

abortion survivors how trivial he 

thinks what happened to them is. 

Sindi Sabourin 

PhD 

The fine-al frontier 

Dear Editors, 

In regards to the recent debate 

about a $15 charge for those 

who forget their student cards 

Friday, February 12, 1999 

when writing exams, I wish to 

respond. 

Mr. Dos Santos may think he 

is Mr. Spock, spouting all of his 

logic. But unless Mr. Santos 

failed Vulcan 101,1 am sure he is 

familiar with simple economics 

and the concept of ‘opportunity 

cost5. Mr. Kealy is correct when 

he says charging $15 will reduce 

the number of ‘forgetful’ exam 

writers. To what extent, one can 

only guess; however, reducing 

the number of students without 

ID will enable Queen’s adminis¬ 

tration to focus on those who 

have. With over 900 persons 

forgetting their student cards this 

past exam period, it is not ‘logi¬ 

cal’ to expect that the real 

cheaters can be caught. If that 

number is reduced to 200, and 

by possibly instating Mr. 

McCarthy’s Polaroid idea, faith 

in the system could very well be 

restored. 

Mr. Santos’ preaching of logic 

is deliberately slanted to publi¬ 

cize a possible revenue source or 

‘cash grab’ by the University. I 

ask him, ‘would you be more sat¬ 

isfied if all proceeds were sent to 

the local food bank?’ 

Don’t be stupid Mr. Santos. 

Logic clearly shows this method 

to be more effective than the cur¬ 

rent one. I invite you to come up 

with a better plan, but if you 

have nothing better to do than 

attack my (or Mr. Kealy’s) logic, 

don’t waste our valuable trees. 

John Shipman 

Comm ’99 

FREE MONEY 
Applications for the AMS 

Board of Directors' 
Special Projects Grants 
are due by Thursday, 
February 18 at NOON. 

For project criteria go 
to the AMS front desk in 

the lower IDUC or call 
Alison Loat at 545-2729 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

JgBm 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

HIRING 
HEAD MANAGER 
Proposals due March 1st 

12:00pm 

ASSISTANT MANAGERS 
ENTERTAINMENT 

BAR 

BUSINESS 

Proposals due March 3rd 

12:00pm 
Questions: 533-61 75 
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Science 
Leeches suck 

Second of two articles on putrid, but promising, medicine 

By Jennifer Paterson 

I HAVE STUBBORNLY REFUSED TO SWIM 

in my Grandpa’s pond for the past 
five years, ever since “The Leech 

Incident.” After my brother tramped out 
of the murky water with a great big leech 
suctioned to his thigh, I vowed it would 
never happen to me, and 1 have since 
thought up every excuse in the book not 
to swim in the infested pond. I suppose 
that 1 may have overreacted a touch. 

My brother didn’t die, he wasn’t 
scarred for life, and, in fact, he said it 
didn’t even hurt. Most people who have 
ever been bitten by a leech agree, and 
now scientists are backing them up, leech 
bites don’t hurt because their saliva con¬ 
tains an anaesthetic. 

Leeches didn’t evolve the ability to 
synthesize this anaesthetic for your own 
personal comfort, however; they did it 
so that they could suck your blood with¬ 
out your knowing. Leeches are able to 
synthesize many compounds other than 
anaesthetic to facilitate the slurping of 
your life-blood, and some of these may 
prove to be quite useful and profitable in 
the near future. 

Let’s start at the beginning. Humans 
have known that leeches may have the 
potential to overcome their parasitic sta¬ 

tus for a long time. Ancient Egyptian 
murals depicting leech therapy date back 
thousands of years, and since then, the 
medicinal use of leeches has been wide¬ 
spread. 

“Clots are like getting a 
hairball in the sink, the leech 

is like Drano.” 

In the 18th and 19th centuries, 
leeches were employed as a treatment 
because they were thought to remove the 
“bad blood,” while leaving the good. 
“Bad blood” was often believed to cause 
fevers, headaches, coughs, rheumatism 
and many other afflictions, so leech ther¬ 
apy was very common. Some doctors 
considered leech therapy to be a univer¬ 
sal treatment, and administered the small 
black worms to every patient they had, 
regardless of specific illnesses. In fact, 
leech therapy became so common during 
this time period, that one species of leech 
was almost eradicated from Europe 
because it was harvested so relentlessly. 

The advent of more modern medicine 
in the late 19th century brought a 
demand for some sort of standard in 
clinical diagnosis and treatment. The 
microbial basis for disease replaced the 
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Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

Eros less impressive 
up close* 

bad blood theory, and leech therapy was 
relegated to “quack” status. 

Modern medicine is notoriously 
fickle, however. Science is currently 
reviving the medicinal use of the leech as 
fast as it had previously bebunked it. The 
present rejuvenation of the leech stems 
from what has been known for centuries: 
leeches promote blood flow — into their 
guts, of course. 

Ever notice how fast a paper cut stops 
bleeding? That’s because the injury sig¬ 
nals special proteins and factors in your 
blood to gather at the site of damage and 
clog up the wound, forming a clot. This 
kind of clotting is beneficial. Without it 
we would bleed to death from minor 
injuries, but other kinds of clots can 
cause serious damage. Some heart attacks 
are caused by unwanted clotting in the 
arteries leading to your heart. Some 
strokes are caused by clotting in the 
arteries that supply oxygen to your 
brain. Clotting over the stump of an 
amputated digit inhibits its reattachment. 

If leeches promote blood flow by pre¬ 
venting clots, then can we somehow use 
their expertise in dealing with the many 
situations of unwanted clotting? So far, 
the answer is yes. As Dr. James Nappi 
put it in The Columbus Dispatch, “Clots 
are like getting a hairball in the sink, the 
leech is like Drano.” 

There are some problems with this 
theory, however. It is quite convenient to 
surround a reattached finger with a few 
leaches to increase blood flow, but how 
would you do this safely and quickly to 
the major arteries inside your chest? It 
turns out that you don’t actually need 
the leech to prevent clotting. You just 
need the important parts in its saliva. 

In recent years, one of the leech anti- 
cloning proteins, hirudin, was isolated 
and its amino acid sequence decoded. 
Synthetic variations of the original 
hirudin, are currently being manufac¬ 
tured through recombinant DNA tech¬ 
nology and tested in clinical trials. 

There is no question that leech pro¬ 
teins work, but arc they better and 
cheaper than the clot-busting drugs 
already out there? This question has yet 
to be answered, but several large phar¬ 
maceutical companies are betting on the 
leeches. 

Because of this new information, I 
kind of feel bad about how I used to treat 
leeches. They never hurt anyone. All 
they want is a little bit of your blood, and 
you do have enough to spare. They even 
give you some home-made anaesthetic to 
make the transfusion as painless as possi¬ 
ble. This doesn’t mean that I’ll swim joy¬ 
ously alongside the leeches practising my 
synchronized swimming, but 1 do at least 
promise to let them live in peace. 

When the Near Earth Asteroid 
Rendezvous (NEAR) satellite made its 
closest approach to the asteroid Eros 
in December, the findings from its 222 
photos and other readings weren't 
exactly what scientists were expecting. 
For one thing, Eros is smaller than 
expected from measurements taken 
from here on Earth. The asteroid is 33 
by 13 by 13 kilometres, while ground- 
based radar estimated it to be 40.5 by 
14.5 by 14 kilometres. By observing 
variations in light reflected off of its sur¬ 
face, researchers were able to deter¬ 
mine its rate of rotation - once every 
5Vz hours - and to discern several sur¬ 
face features, including a ridge running 
along the asteroid’s length and two 
large craters. When NEAR and Eros 
meet again in February of next year, the 
satellite will enter into orbit of the aster¬ 
oid for a one-year survey mission. 

Small packages 

The Web may be growing in leaps 
and bounds, but the machines that it 
runs on are shrinking dramatically. The 
computer in the picture above has a 
486-66 megahertz processor, 16 mega¬ 
bytes of RAM and 16 megabytes of 
ROM and is connected to the Internet 
by a parallel port. Yes, that is the 
world's smallest web server, barely 
6 cm long. You can find the above pic¬ 
ture, as well as a detailed description of 
how you can build your own server just 
like it using off-the-shelf components, 
at http://wearables.stanford.edu, a Web 
site that runs off this little wonder. 

Next generation 
semiconductors 

With the advent of utility deregula¬ 
tion, the current system of switches 
and relays will not be adequate for all 
the switching back and forth that will be 
going on. The solution? Engineers at 
the University of Florida have designed 
a semiconductor transistor that can 
switch electricity smoothly and without 
the "spikes" in power associated with 
large mechanical switches. The new 
design, using gallium nitride, can sus¬ 
tain higher voltages and temperatures 
than conventional transitors made of 
silicon. 

| I'Yes, I am a bitter single. What of it?) 
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A lesson m ro/ko-nec 
I HAVE AN ADMISSION TO MAKE. I am a 100 per cent, set-in-stone romantic, and I The thing is, if you’re only being romantic with your partner on Valentine’s Day, 

have been ever since I first learned that Barbie and Ken weren’t brother and sis- you have a bit of a problem. Romance is about showing your love and esteem for 
ter. It may be cheesy, it may be unpopular, but it’s the way I am, and I think that the other person in your relationship. It’s not about doing it because you have to or 

my life has been enriched by my belief in romance. Some people call me high-main- because your partner expects it. It’s about showing that you’re in tune to your part- 
tenance for that reason, but I just call them lazy. ner’s needs and supporting them in everything they choose to do. That means that 

You don’t have to be as die-hard a romantic as I am, but there is no excuse for romance is about anything: bringing him soup when he’s sick, buying her a hearing 
not having even a little romance in your life, pad to help with cramps when she’s having her 
even if you’re single, even if you’re the 
least emotional person on the face of 
the planet. Romance, in its 
essence, is about caring for the 
people around you, and being 
sensitive to their needs and m. 
wants. 

S’<*££ 

. Nagligivaget •y], 
-ftp0 

0\]ev * S,£igap0 period, surprising him at the front door 
wearing nothing, taking her for a roman¬ 

tic walk by the lake. 

W^ITH Valentine’s 
Day approaching, a lot ' 
of people are wracking ^ 
their brains for how to 
have a romantic evening *Q 
with their partners, or £ 
they’re wondering how ^ 
long they have to hide 
out until the silly 
schmoozy stuff is over. 
Romance is an important i 
factor in this over-commer- 
cialized, over-blown holiday ^ 
(and no, just because I’m a 
romantic, doesn’t mean I support 
it), but before you go rushing off to 

Cg It’s important to know the distinction between a present and a gift. I've said it before, and I ll 
say it again, a present is something you give the receiver because it’s something you want him or her 

to have. A gift is something that you know the receiver wants. 

® DON’T BUY ROSES! It’s common, it’s expected and, much to your florist’s delight, it’s expen¬ 
sive. If you must buy flowers, buy lilies or daisies or daffodils. Buy a book on the language of flowers 
(each flower has a different meaning of symbolism) and create a special bouquet message, something 
that forbidden lovers used to do all the time. 

Gg Turn Valentine’s Day into a real holiday. Take the day off school or work. Spend ic together. 
Go to the movies, go dancing, go to a nice dinner. Or, better yet, spend the day in bed together. 

% © Don’t give him/her sexy “wear to bed” garments unless you “know” that he or she will y 
like them. Lingerie of any kind is a lot of pressure, especially when he or she has a lot 

■f of other stressful factors to deal with. 

/ 
% Cg Sex toys don’t make great Valentine's Day gifts. Again, it depends on the 

" type of relationship you’re in; however, sex toys don’t tend to say “I care ^ 

If you haven’t been romantic 
in the past, make Valentine’s 

Day your starting point. You 
; don’t have to go overboard, 
/ but keeping the romance in 
^ your life requires a con¬ 
s' scious effort. Don’t despair, 
^ though. According to psy- 
^ chologists, it only takes 
£ about three weeks to form a 
$' habit. If you can do one or 
£ two romantic things a week 
• for that long, you’ll get into 

the routine of romance. Not 
only will this make your part¬ 

ner feel special, just like smiling 
more, it will improve your quality 

of life as well. 

___^_____ _ _ ^J^HICH leads me to my next point. 
find the prefect pre-fab bit of senti- ^ about you,” they tend to say “Let’s get it on.” Pick some other occa- ^ Most of the students I’ve talked to about 
ment, you should learn some of the more • sion to get her that vibrator she’s always wanted or to get him being romantic say something like: “I’d love 
important rules of the road to romance. % some of that flavoured body paint he’s been fantasizing about ^ to be more romantic, but it costs so much 

% (and don’t forget the condoms.) ^ money!” My response to this is: Bullshit. 
FIRST of all, romance is a state of mind. If •_, <Sr Romance can cost as little or as much as you want, 

you have the right mindset, cleaning the bath- Cag Make a list of 10 things you know your signifi- Romance is about Creating hand-made cards with 
room together can be romantic. If you have the ■%, cant other would love. Don’t make excuses, just expressions of love, not about buying the most exotic 
wrong mindset, a romantic dinner at Chez Piggy can do it. Now you have a point of reference if and expensive gift you can find. Romance is about giving 
turn into the biggest fight you’ve ever'had. Further, \ you’re ever stuck for ideas. And don’t get ^ your partner a backrub when he or she needs it, not about 

paying for an hour-long massage at the local spa. you don’t have to be part of a couple to be romantic. discouraged if one of the items is “tick- 
Write a note to a friend telling him or her how much you ets to Stanley Cup playoffs” or ^js‘ 
appreciate them. Send your best friend some flowers. a vacation in Mexico. You ^ Here’S a little exercise for those of you who think that 
Appreciate yourself and your life. Take yourself out for a nice ma>’ j101 he a^ to afford th.® * romance costs too much. Take all the money you would regularly 
meal, get a massage, buy yourself a CD. You may feel a bit fool- \ re ^ yur wirh a llt" spend this week on beer/drinks/junk food, and buy as many flowers 
ish at first, but romance leads to increased self-awareness. When ^ “e creatlvity you can wjtj1 jt as you can por some you may reqUire a U-Haul; how- 

you’re on the look-out for things that will make you or your part- ’’T °eXt ever, lt proves my point. Being romantic doesn’t cost a lot and won’t 
ner feel well-loved, by necessity you will learn more about yourself °\ break the bank as long as you prioritize it, and that doesn’t take anything 
and the ones you love. more than dedication. 

Also, remember, there are two types of romance in the language of ^ All in all, romance is about the little things. It sounds rather trite, but if 
couplehood: obligatory and optional. Valentine’s Day is an obligatory day of ' you’ve read this far you’ve definitely waded through quite a few cliches already, 
romance. If you don’t acknowledge it in some way, you’re often socially ostra- , and I think you can handle it. Having a successful relationship, with your partner 
cized (either by your partner or by your friends.) The key to this holiday is not and with yourself, is about paying attention to the details, 
to look at it as a day when you’re forced to do something nice for someone spe- 
cial, look at it as a day when you can do something nice without people looking for 1 HIS is not as simple as it first appears. Paying attention means that you corn- 
ulterior motives. Since it’s obligatory, however, it’s important to remember that municate openly and honestly. Communicating openly and honestly means that you 
you’re not off the hook if Valentine’s Day is the only day when you do something and your partner truly listen to one another, without rushing to formulate responses 
romantic for your partner. Romance on Valentine’s Day is expected; romance on the before the speaker has finished speaking. It means slowing yourselves down so you 
364 other days of the year is vital. can take in the fine nuances of where you are and who you’re with. It means a 

Continued on page 14 

Lame Excuses for Not Being Romantic 
(with thanks to G. Godek’s 1001 Ways To Be Romantic) 

Excuse # I: 
“I don’t have time.” 

Bullshit. You make time for Jeopardy, 
for studies, for drinking. For goodness 
sake, you’re a student. And if you’re 
nor a student, you still have 1,440 min¬ 
utes in a day that you can spend any 
way you wish. If neither you nor your 
partner rank up there with Jeopardy, 
then you have a problem. 

Excuse # 2: 
“I forgot.” 

Well, it happens. Just don’t 

do it again. Doing it again is a sign that partner only cares about expensive gifts, 
you’re not dedicated to what you’re it’s time to find another partner, 
doing, nor do you find ir important. Is 
that the kind of signal you want to send Excuse # 4: 
to your partner? Is that the kind of sig- “Real Men/Real Women 
nal you want sent to you? aren’t romantic.” 

Excuse # 3: 
“I’m a student! Being romantic 

costs too much.” 

Nice try, rhere, buddy. Money can 
buy you companionship, attention, sex 
and status, but as the song goes, ir can’t 
buy you love. Romance can cost a for¬ 
tune, but ir doesn’t have to. And if your 

Who the fuck says so? Did you read 
that somewhere? Did your parents tell 
you? Do you really believe that when 
you’re all by yourself and feeling com¬ 
pletely honest with yourself? If Real 
Men/Real Women aren’t romantic, then 
Real Men/Real Women, in the words of 
Gregory Godek, are lonely. 

Excuse # 5: 
“My partner will think I’m 

lame/stupid/insert derogatory 
adjective here.” 

Okay, now we’re grasping at straws. 
When was the last time someone did 
something nice for you and your first 
thought was: “Wow, that was stupid.”? It 
just doesn’t happen. Any effort is better 
than no effort at all, no matter how stu¬ 
pid it feels to you. If you don’t take risks 
you'll never live, so get our there and be 
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Kirkpatrick's 
Sean Springer is the resident note taker 

Arrival time: 7:40 

Royal 

Oak 
Jocelyn Laporte is the resident note taker 

Pub Grub: After insisting that we sit on a set of cushy seats in Arrival time: 9:10 
“Kirkpatrick’s," Jocelyn Laporte proves herself quite a boozer as / . , . w 

she beg,ns with a Urge draft of Strongbow. I, with the sense and class of an ^ ^ , choose a seat for us in the large W? to „rove 

experienced drinker, order a modest half-pint of Harp's from an extensive / cushy seats., order a pint of Sleeman s Cream Ale and Sean, trying prove 

list of beverages. Jocelyn then resorts to such juvenile antics as blurting /he can keep up< orders a full pint of Alexander Keith s. 

“wus!” and perpetually mocking my emaciated, ectomorphic physique / and the waitress happily lists which beers they have 
and youthful spirit (she’s 23, I’m 21). In order to absorb the alcohol, we / The Service: The service is prompt, and the wai PP y 

load up on dinner. 

The Service: I take notice of the large and muscular waiter, as does 

Laporte, but I pretend like I could care less. However, my pretense 

starts stripping away like old paint, and so, as Jocelyn orders the fish 

and chips, 1 say coolly, “Hey, can I be your Captain Highliner? 

Obviously, I’ve struck a chord. 

The Scene: Kirkpatrick s is dimly lit, relaxing and busy. 1 lie only . ^empt to impress me mu, . . ^ , , u i , - 
thing missing is conversation so I turn it on with some sly charm and \ , jm and bope jt wj|[ g0 away. I’m getting bored with Sean s antics so 1 go to check out the 

self-effacing charisma. “Do you have any pets?” 1 say. She replies, “No \ washrooms and find no graffiti on the walls but notice they smell impressively pleasant. 

I hate pets." “Me neither, I think they suck.” Little is said for about 10 \ ^ a inba|, machine outside the washrooms which is odd but for some reason seems 

minutes — the time it takes the food to arrive (just in time to save a^ bere when , back to the table Sean has completely finished his beer 

dying dialogue).. Later, I prod for more. “Are you left-handed. No. \ PP P chi intoxication. As Sean continues his “babe-slayer” routine (this y 

Remembering her mockery of my half-pint 1 serve up another and throw it \ ^ comic impersonations of fellow Journal staffers, most notably Editor- 

down my throat. The buzz heightens and withlit, so does my self-confidence. \ Gerein) I contemplate why I agreed to research this article 
My jokes proceed and now they re much funnier — especially my comic \ m chief Keitn uerein, con p , 6 

impersonations of Journal staffers, most notably Keith Gerein. Laughing so hard \ with a man two yeats.younger than me ant|4 

that the Strongbow squirts out of her nostrils, she excuses herself. She returns with 9:53 and the pub is getting m y. . f 

this message which she claims she took from the bathroom graffiti: “Love comes and bar is leering in our direction so we decide to leave tor 

goes but herpes lasts forever.” I’m not sure what to make of it... Monte’s. 

on tap. \ 

The Scene- The bat is extremely empty. It's quite dark, but it's a nice atmosphere for con- ' 

vets?nonTwould probably appeal most to a mature crowd. Not surprisingly, Sean seems to 

dis ke it. Sean is babbling on about himself so I take the opportunity to scope out the other 

patrons. There is a couple at a table in the corner appearing enthralled ,n romantic conversa¬ 

tion and a fat, drooling man at the bar. Sean starts getting very loud and obnoxious in an 

attempt to impress me with his wit. I think he’s coming on to me so I decide to keep ignoring 
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ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston at Montreal 

Website: www.odyssey-lravel.com 

Monte's 
Sean Springer is the resident note taker 

Arrival time: 10:08 

Pub Grub: Ms. Laporte is buzzing like an 

angry wasp and she barges into Tir Nan Og’s 

smoking room through the doors with the coor¬ 

dination of a four-year-old disoriented from cir¬ 

cle-spinning. Space is limited so she plops 

herself down at the bar. I follow suit. Famous 

for its martini menu, we make an inquiry with 

the bartender. He recommends the chocolate 

decadence and adds, “Be careful, I start to look 

good after the martini.” 

The Service: “He’s cramping my style,” I 

write in my little notepad as he and Jocelyn have 

a fine whine over the art of martinis. My pres¬ 

ence evaporates into thick cigar smoke, but I 

pretend like I could care less. Otherwise, the 

service is just fine. 

ThB Scene: A packed and chatty atmosphere 

does not inhibit our boisterous cackles. Now 

this is a sophisticated kind ’a place, so we 

indulge in some cigars. We decide on a couple of 

slim meharis and Jocelyn tries to make some 

sick, sick reference to Clinton. 

This is also when certain secrets come out. 

One of hers, for instance, is that 

she has a secret infatuation with 

Conrad Bain (Mr. Drummond 

from Diff’rent Strokes). Mine (I 

can’t believe I’m admitting this) 

is that ever since I was six, I have 

been in love with Charles 

Bronson — he’s so damn hot. 

Jocelyn continues with the sexual cigar com¬ 

ments, or maybe it’s me, I’m not too sure — the 

martini packs an inebriating punch. (The notes 

at this point become slightly illegible.) 

Anyway, Laporte and 1 are feeling somewhat 

sophisticated in the Monte’s smoking room, lay¬ 

ing back with our sweet martini while chugging 

away on some proud stoogies. The interior 

design is most elegant, particularly the stained, 

wooden walls and bookcase in one corner of the 

room, which gives a scholarly feel. Both of us 

later agree that Monte’s is by far the most com¬ 

fortable pub in Kingston to pull the pints. The 

crowd is mature (I’m easily the youngest there), 

unimposing and Jocelyn remarks that she fits in 

rather well. Still, she can’t stop hitting on me 

and frankly, I’m not sure what to make of it... 

We jet at 11:18 for groggy skies. 
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The Brew Pub 
Jocelyn Laporte is the 

resident note taker 

Arrival time: 11:17 

Pub Grub: We choose a table to sit at 

and notice that the menu has quite an 

expansive list of beverage choices. Sean 

orders a pint of the chili beer, and I 

order a pint of the apple cider. We also 

get a snack platter of bread, crackers 

and veggie sticks with a cream cheese 

and feta dip. 

The Service: The service is prompt 

and relatively friendly, though the wait¬ 

ress gets progressively annoyed with 

Sean’s obvious intoxication. 

The Scene: The pub is packed and 

quite noisy. The atmosphere is fun and 

homey, but the wooden tables and 

chairs aren’t the most comfortable. 

Sean begins a philosophical conversa¬ 

tion about his life goals and other date¬ 

like garbage. In the midst of our 

discussion Sean reveals he is extremely 

confident that he will get me into his 

bed later that evening and comments 

on how I will be impressed with both 

his anatomy and animal-like fervour. I 

burst his bubble by insulting him pro¬ 

fusely about his lack of maturity, obvi¬ 

ously low alcohol tolerance and 

diminutive body mass. My uncontrol¬ 

lable laughter also seems to offend him 

and he begins to sulk. Our food arrives 

and is great. I love the apple cider brew 

but Sean whines that his beer is too 

spicy and starts drinking my cider. 

After running out of veggie sticks I 

keep eating the dip with my fingers in 

an attempt to revolt Sean. The tactic 

proves unsuccessful though, as the 

sight of me licking dip off my fingers 

apparently arouses him. I decide I’m 

too drunk to venture out of my seat 

and navigate my way to the washrooms 

for an inspection so we leave and head 

over to the Wellington. 

The Wellington 
Sean Springer is the resident note taker 

Arrival time: 12:05 

Pub Grub: My notes are hardly legible 

at this point and much of what I am say¬ 

ing is incoherent. Jocelyn appears to be 

in a similar state, but my perceptual 

powers should not be relied upon. I 

order a “Ginnuz” and Jocelyn grabs a 

“Songbo.” 

The Service: I have no idea. The fact 

that we have drinks must suggest some¬ 

thing. 

The Scene: I write, “It’s crazy busy,” 

which means that there’s a lot of loud 

Celtic music and a load of hooligans 

cramping my style. For a pub, the pace is 

a little upbeat, and is best suited for a 

fast kind ’a crowd. I write, “Gerry 

O’Kane gets funky,” which indicates that 

I am extremely pissed drunk. My head is 

woozy and Jocelyn won’t stop coming 

onto me — I think. I am sure of very 

little. I am also growing tired of her 

insults of my emaciated, ectomorphic 

physique and my youthful spirit. 

All’s well at the Wellington and, wow, 

I think Jocelyn really is coming onto me 

this time. Fortunately, I have enough 

brain power to defer any hot sex until a 

time when I can make a mature, 

informed decision. That time is about 

Five minutes later at 12:32 when Jocelyn 

says: “Where do you want to go?” I say, 

“I’m easy.” Jocelyn replies, “So am I.” I 

look away, raise my eyebrows and smile. 

It’s now 12:33 and still not a seat in 

sight. Our backs are sore and we lumber 

out onto Princess Street. Plans to carry 

onto Ben’s Pub are cancelled due to 

intense inebriation and thus, we leave. 

We hail a cab and, as for the rest of 

the night, well. I’m not sure what to 

make of it... 

DIRECTOR OF 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

It’s cold out there! 
Stay warm with our huge 

SALE 
20% 50% 

OFF BMcaiiiSii 

237 PRINCESS STREET 

KINGSTON. ONTARIO K7L IB3 

PH: (613) 546-4757 FAX: (613) 546-5243 

WEBSITE: http://www.TrailHeadCnd.com 

MAILBOX: Kingston@TrailHeadCnd.com 

The Director of Business Development is 
responsible for marketing the AMS outside 
organizations as an attractive vehicle for 
reaching the student market at Queen’s. 

Applications will be available at 
the AMS Front Desk on 
February 19th, pending final 
assembly and board approval. STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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-The sad thing about Valentine's Day is that we assume it's 
the one and only day of the year on which it's okay to display 
our vulnerability, to indulge ourselves In romance and senti¬ 
mentality. What a waste! Romance and sentiment should be 
part of every day. My grandfather, a man of sound, solid 
common sense, always brought my grandmother her break¬ 
fast In bed, with a flower on the tray. I am sure there were 
other factors involved, but they remained happily married for 
over 50 years, and it has often occurred to me that in his 
courtly, old-fashioned, Edwardian way. Grandfather knew 
something that has escaped most of us. which is that a day 
that begins with a touch of romance is likely to end well.' 

— Michael Korda, Penthouse 

-We have a built-in drive for romance We all want to 
belong, to have our needs met. to be happy." 

— Stan Charnofsky, PhD, California State University 

“Far from producing boredom, a thorough understanding 
of another’s Inner life can lead to ever more rewarding 
exchanges, particularly if you've chosen your partner well. 

— Dr. Jane Shaw 

WOMEN’S SELF DEFENCE 

4 Week Women’s Self Defence Course 

Mondays, 7 pm to 9 pm 

March 1 through March 22 

Course Fee: $25 

For more information or to register 

Call: Kristen 531-3747 
Email: qtkd@www.ams.queensu.ca 

Continued from page 11 

lifestyle change, and a major 

one at that, but, not only will 

you begin to appreciate each 

other more, you will begin to 

appreciate your life and every¬ 

one else who’s in it in a deeper 

and more meaningful way. 

cssoeaBocasocssocssocaso 

Romance isn’t easy 
but, like any other 

conscious 
improvement you 
choose to make in 

your life, 
it’s worth it. 

Paying attention to the little 

things also means being reau. 

for every romantic opportunity 

that comes your way. This may 

mean snatching up a rose on the 

way home from class, or simply 

giving him/her a phone call 

when you know he/she needs it 

most. 

This endless list of little 

things can, for the more flam¬ 

boyant among you, include pub¬ 

lic displays of affection. Now, 

I’m not talking about groping 

each other in a crowded room 

or having sex in the nearest 

classroom. I’m talking about 

whispering compliments in 

his/her ear while in public. 

Heck, why whisper? When was 

the last time you told someone 

how lucky you feel to have that 

special someone in your life. 

With the speed that rumours 

travel here at our alma mater, 

you partner is sure to have 

heard about the compliment by 

the end of the day. 

If any or all of this sounds 

silly to you, take stock of your 

state of mind. Are you simply 

holding on to your insecurities? 

Are you afraid of getting to 

know your partner in deeper 

way? Are you living in the past 

or the future, afraid to seize the 

present? 

Romance isn’t easy but, like 

any other conscious improve¬ 

ment you choose to make in 

your life, it’s worth it. Being 

romantic, as I have repeated ad 
nauseum, involves a fundamen¬ 

tal shift in mindset. Romantics 

are passionate, flexible, intu¬ 

itive, creative and supportive. 

And, like life, romance is not a 

destination, it’s a journey. 

So, don’t be discouraged if 

you stumble or even fall on the 

proverbial “road of romance.” I, 

myself, have done some pretty 

stupid things in the romance 

department. Witness my “spon¬ 

taneous” purchase of a Bonsai 

tree for the object of my affec¬ 

tions. It may have been a nice 

idea, but I didn’t really think 

about what he wanted as the 

poor Bonsai suffered for weeks 

before he decided to put it out 

of its misery. Or the time I pre¬ 

pared a surprise picnic dinner 

and arrived to pick my partner 

up for a romantic evening 

together, only to discover that 

he had already eaten. 

eaBocgBoeasocs&ocsBocaso 

Like life, romance is 
not a destination, 

it’s a journey. 

Don’t be discouraged if 

you stumble. The important 

part is to try, and try on a regu¬ 

lar basis. You may not end up 

making grand gestures and, hey, 

a dozen roses once a week gets 

pretty boring after a while. 

However, getting into the swing 

of being romantic will improve 

your life; your partner’s life and 

the lives of those around you. 

You don’t have to turn off the 

rest of your life, or tune out 

your friends in order to be 

romantic with your partner or 

with yourself. You just have to 

make space and time for one of 

the most under-appreciated 

aspects of life: romance. 

Tara Mansbridge will be 

spending Valentine's Day with a 
bottle of white wine and The 

Queen's Journal editorial board. 

Sad, isn't it? 

After-Hours Chid Care 

Child Care Hotline 533-6000, ext. 756U5 

Hours: Monday-Thursday, 6.00 p/n.to 10:30p.m. 

Saturday, 1000 am.to U.00 pm 

Prices: 5tqdent5:$3.00/hourfor I child 

$3.00/hour for 2 or more children 

Faculty/Staff: $3.00/hourfor 1 child 

$U.00/hourfor 2 or more children 

Reservations must be made by 12 noon the 
day the service is required and by 12 noon 

THE RJM NEVER STOPS!1. 

NOMINATION PERIOD IS NOW OPEN 

FOR YEAR SOCIETY POSITIONS 

AND ASUS REPS TO THE AMS 

FEBRLWRY &,1999- 

PEBRIWRY19,1999 AT 4:00 P.flV 

Drop by the CORE 
@183 University Ave. 

To pick up a nomination package 

that is best tor you! 

SPORTSff/FlTNESS 

Oh, Rebecca! 

The most eagerly anticipated 

Sports Illustrated of the year 

has hit newsstands and it is 

Rebecca Romijn-Stamos grac¬ 

ing the cover of the 1999 

Swimsuit issue. Romijn- 

Stamos will be joined in the 

annual extravaganza by SI reg¬ 

ulars Heidi Klum and Eva 

Herzigova, as well as various 

newcomers to the pages. In 

addition, the most read SI of 
the year will include athletes 

and their spouses. As the tra¬ 

dition continues more criti¬ 

cism will be heard about the 

objectification of women, but 

the issue will also include 

many interesting articles on 

the Virgin Islands, which is the 

real reason why people pick it 

up. 

Volleyball bus 
With a huge win in the first of 

a best of three series, the 

Queen’s Golden Gaels volley¬ 

ball team (see adjacent article) 

put themselves in an excellent 

position to eliminate the 

highly touted University of 

Toronto Blues and go to the 

CIAU championships. Fans 

can follow the team to 

Toronto on a bus that will 

depart at 1 pm on Saturday 

afternoon and return immedi¬ 

ately following the game. 

Tickets are on sale at the Phys- 

Ed Centre wicket for S20. The 

Gaels only need one win-to go 

further than they ever have 

before. Try and help them get 

there by providing some good 

old fashioned Queen’s spirit. 

Last call at the Gardens 
The last of hockey’s great 

shrines will close down 

Saturday night when Maple 

Leaf Gardens makes way for 

the new Air Canada Centre. 

The Maple Leafs will face the 

Chicago Blackhawks in the 

final game that is a rematch of 

the first Gardens’ game in 

1931. Over the years, memo¬ 

ries include great concerts, 

political rallies and, of course, 

Leafs hockey. The Gardens 

held many Stanley Cup victo¬ 

ries, a tortured Harold Ballard 

era, tragic sex scandals involv¬ 

ing ushers and a 1990s revival. 

The building holds memories 

for generations of fans who 

will gather for one last party at 

the corner of Church and 

Carlton St. this Saturday 

night. 

If Christmas came early... 

•The Skydome would be 

officially renamed the 

White Elephant. 

•New Blue Jay Cecil 

Fielder would be able to 

hit his weight next season. 

•Those that pay over 

Si000 for the final Leafs 

game would get their 

moneys worth. 

Queen’s sweeps playoff opener 
By Neate Sager 

On the virtue of an impas¬ 

sioned effort and abetted by a 

raucous Bartlett Gymnasium 

crowd, the Queen’s men’s vol¬ 

leyball team took the opener of 

the OUA East final Wednesday 

night, drubbing University of 

Toronto Varsity Blues in three 

straight games. 

For the Gaels, the decisive 

win illustrated the merits of a 

second-place finish, as Queen’s 

seized on the opportunity of 

beginning the best-of-three 

series at home against the Blues, 

who entered undefeated in 

league play. “It sounds funny, 

but we preferred finishing sec¬ 

ond,” said Gaels’ Head Coach 

Brenda Willis. “It was an ideal 

situation for us... tonight was a 

very important match — it 

would be very difficult to beat 

them twice on the road. 

Toronto’s very good in their 

own space.” 

After winning the first two 

games by scores of 15-11 and 

15-12, the Gaels were merciless 

in putting away the match with 

15-5 triumph in the third set, as 

the befuddled Blues suddenly 

seemed eager to escape a hostile 

throng of Queen’s partisans. 

“U of T was overcome by 

what we were able to do,” said 

Willis. “During the rallies, 

when we started to lose 

momentum, the atmosphere 

generated by the crowd helped 

pick us up.” 

On the court, the Gaels were 

paced by the effective setting of 

Michel Cameron. “Michel was 

at his best tonight,” commented 

Willis on the second-year player 

who was the nerve centre for an 

extremely balanced squad. 

Despite the short duration, the 

Gaels registered a staggering 47 

digs, indicative of the lack- of 

precision manifested by a U of 

T team that was off kilter all 

night. 

“Toronto didn’t pass well,” 

remarked Willis. “You could 

count on one hand the number 

of sharp passes they made 

tonight.” 

If the outcome was ever in 

Brian English deftly tips the ball over the U of T Blues blocker 

doubt, it may have come early 

in the middle set. Varsity had 

taken an early lead when the 

Gaels, behind two service aces 

from veteran Frederic Cotnoir 

(13 kills, five stuff blocks) ran 

off five of the next six points, 

taking the lead. 

“I’d personally like to thank 

the crowd,” said middle hitter 

PH0T0BY BOB HUISH 

Jake Magolan, who matched 

Cotnoir’s 13 kills. “It shows 

how big a part of the game they 

can be.” 

Now one elusive victory 

from a CIAU berth, the Gaels 

will travel to Toronto for Game 

Two on Saturday, and if neces¬ 

sary, a rubber match on Sunday 

afternoon. 

Sailing against the world 
By Hilary Clark 

Six Queen’s students took on 

the world recently in Australia. 

The members of the Queen’s 

sailing team represented Canada 

in the World Sailing 

Championships that took place 

from January 4 to 18 down 

under. 

Participating in the champi¬ 

onships were sailors Bernard 

Luttmer, Eng ’02; Stephanie 

Taylor, Phed. ’02; Erika Vines, 

Phed. ’98; Marty Essig, Eng ’98; 

Andrew (A.J.) Keilty, Comm 

’02; Gordon Cook, 

Eng ’01. 

Keilty, who teamed up with 

Cook, sails a 49’er, an exciting 

high energy racing boat. “[A 

49’er] is the Formula One of the 

sailing world. It is very fast and 

exciting to watch,” said Keilty. 

“[In Australia] there was lots of 

media coverage every day.” 

“The wind was great,” said 

Keilty. “The best moment was in 

the first race, we had a great 

start and we came around the 

first mark right in front of the 

world champion. It was amazing 

to look behind us and see every¬ 

one else behind us.” 

Keilty and Cook finished 

66th out of 105 sailors. The pair 

will be competing in Europe this 

summer in hopes for qualifying 

for the 2000 summer Olympics 

in Sydney. 

Luttmer sailed a Laser, which 

is the largest sailing class in the 

world. He went down to 

Australia initially to participate 

in their nationals, where he did 

quite well, finishing second in 

one race, and third overall out 

of a fleet of more than 80 boats. 

These were Luttmer’s first 

world championships and he 

finished 97th in the field and 

was the fifth placed Canadian. 

“I was battling with the 

world’s best down there,” said 

Luttmer. “The waves were 

sometimes over three metres 

high.” 

Luttmer, who is also trying to 

qualify for the 2000 games, will 

also be spending the summer in 

Europe sailing. 

Taylor sailed in the Europe 

Dinghy, the single-handed 

women’s only class boat. 

“It is a really high tech, tiny 

boat,” said Taylor. “The waves 

were so huge sometimes I would 

look up and see a wall of water 

and think, ‘now how am I going 

to get over that?”’ 

Taylor finished fourth out of 

the Canadians competing in the 

field and 90th overall among all 

120 competitors. Canada only 

sends its top female to the 

Olympics, however. 

“I’m going to make a full-out 

campaign for the 2004 

Olympics in Athens,” said 

Taylor. 

This was Taylor’s first time in 

Australia and she was impressed 

with how huge sailing is there. 

“There were pages of media 

coverage every day in the 

paper,” said Taylor. “To the 

Australians sailing is a national 

pastime.” 

“The most amazing moment 

was sailing in the Sydney har¬ 

bour right past the opera 

house,” said Taylor. 

Taylor will also be making a 

trip to Europe this summer; she 

will be competing in the World 

University Games in Spain. 

Swimming coach revives program 
By Robert MacNeil 

Last weekend in Sudbury, the 

Golden Gaels swim team posted 

their best results ever at the 

OUA swimming championship. 

At the meet, a record eight 

Gaels earned a trip to the CIAU 

championships and Head Coach 

Brent Helmstaedt was named 

OUA Men’s Team Coach of the 

Year. 

Anne Rowan-Legg, Jessica 

Fulton, Miranda Rose and 

Gabriella Kuntz won gold in the 

women’s 200m medley relay 

with a time of 2:04.32. Rowan- 

Legg also won silver medals in 

the 50m backstroke and the 

200m individual medley. 

Rowan-Legg, Kuntz, Rose 

and Jess Reid qualified for the 

CIAUs and Paul Herbert, Jake 

Wall, Nick Poon and Erik Yuill 

qualified for the men’s team. 

The highlight of the weekend 

for the team, however, was 

Helmstaedt’s award. Before his 

arrival, Queen’s was at the bot¬ 

tom of the ranks in swimming. 

In his two years, the women’s 

team has risen from seventh to 

fifth place, and the men’s team 

has risen from ninth to fifth. 

“He is so great with the 

swimmers," said team member 

Melanie van de Water. “The 

training has really improved. He 

took us to Florida the last two 

Christmases to train. Before 

him, no one really cared.” 

Under his guidance, every 

swimmer has reached new per¬ 

sonal bests and the team has 

gone from sending one swim¬ 

mer to the CIAUs in the year 

before his arrival, to this year’s 

record of eight. 

Van de Water feels that 

Helmstaedt is more than just a 

coach. “He cares for us outside 

the pool, he is our friend who’s 

also there for us if we have any 

problems in school.” 

Van de Water pointed out 

that another change has been 

that the whole team hangs out 

together and supports each 

other through the highs and 

lows of a long season. 

Women’s captain Fulton feels 

Helmstaedt has helped the 

swimmers “become much more 

focused on doing the little 

things correctly. [Under 

Helmstaedt] the team really 

came together,” she said. 

Currently, the team’s coach¬ 

ing situation is up in the air as 

Helmstaedt has not yet decided 

if he will return for next year. If 

he doesn’t, at least he has left a 

long-term impression on this 

young team. 

ON DECK 
FRIDAY 

Men's Hockey vs 
Concordia 

7:30 @ Jock Harty Arena 

SATURDAY 
Men’s Hockey vs 

UQTR 
7:30 @ Jock Harty Arena 

OUA Wrestling Finals 
9:00 @ Bartlett Gym 
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Much more than a football tournament 
. By Adam Kaminsky 

The quest began when news 

of an event involving flags, snow, 

football and beer travelled down 

the 401 from Waterloo. A team 

was immediately assembled to 

participate in a women’s snow 

flag football tournament at 

Wilfrid Laurier University: they 

were going to compete at the 

1999 Powder Puff. 

The motley crew of aspiring 

gridiron stars gathered, for a 

meeting at the Phys-Ed Centre 

with three weeks until the tour¬ 

nament and a team was born. 

Wth the coaching help of cur¬ 

rent Gaels football players Wes 

Nicol and James MacLean, as 

well as former Gael stalwart Jon 

Kryzanowski, fundamentals 

were taught, pass routes run, 

positions allocated, and a jugger¬ 

naut began to take shape. 

As the fateful weekend 

approached the intensity 

increased. The outdoor practices 

saw full blocking, flagging prac¬ 

tice and tough scrimmages. With 

complex plays drawn up, execu¬ 

tion became paramount to suc¬ 

cess and the players began to buy 

in to the system. 

The weekend finally arrived 

and it was time to take the field 

against some of the best flag 

football teams in the land, but 

the Queen’s squad lacked an 

important element before that 

first game — coaches. With a 

mid-morning start time, the 

coaches were to make an early 

exit from Kingston, but a 5 a.m. 

estimated time of departure 

quickly became a 7 a.m. actual 

take-off time and speed became 

essential. 

Despite this inauspicious 

beginning, the coaches arrived 

soon after the start of the game 

and the team had withstood the 

early confusion to remain close 

by half-time. The speedy pursu¬ 

ing Queen’s defence kept the 

team in the game, while the 

offence tried to find its rhythm. 

The second-half was much the 

same, however; the Waterloo 

squad pulled away near the end 

Members of the squad doing what they do best — partying 
PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

of the game and won in what Wilfrid Laurier squad that had a 

was a much closer contest than spotter in the booth high above 

the final three touchdown the field and a coaching staff 

margin. that wouldn’t shut up. While the 

Following that first game a aura surrounding the team was 

team meeting was held in the negative, the talent and experi- 

dressing room and words of wis- ence of this squad was obvious 

dom were written on the black- as they quickly jumped to a lead 

board by receiver Meredith which they would never 

MacNaughton; “We may not squander. 

win the games, but we will win The on-field problems gontin- 

the party.” ued as yet another team that had 

With that inspirational phrase more than four months practice 

the team took the field against a took advantage of the inexperi¬ 

enced Queen’s squad. Queen’s 

not only ended the contest with 

another game in the loss column 

but many suffered from bruises' 

twists and bangs. These various 

ills were nothing that couldn’t be 

cured by an alcoholic remedy, a 

prescription that would certainly 

be filled during the evening 

activities. 

After an evening of bonding 

and revelry the likes of which 

Waterloo has not seen, the team 

won a small victory by simply 

arriving at their 9 a.m. playoff 

game. The game went much like 

the others, with a well seasoned 

Waterloo team pulling away and 

eliminating the Gaels. 

Despite the loss, the defeated 

squad gathered at mid-field and 

belted out a spirited ‘Oil Thigh’, 

which drew stares of disbelief 

from the competitive opponents. 

As the team gathered in the 

very same locker room where it 

all began, a quick glance at the 

blackboard left the team with 

the feeling that it was mission 

accomplished. 

Figure skating team driving for five 
By Sarah Crosbie 

The Queen’s Figure Skating 

team are no strangers to the 

popular skating word ‘quad.’ 

They are four-time OUA cham¬ 

pions and will be defending 

their title this weekend at York 

University. 

The 16 member team 

believes that they are one of the 

favourites because they won by 

such a large margin in the first 

invitational meet this season. 

Two other schools will pro¬ 

vide strong competition for the 

team. “Waterloo is really strong 

and Guelph is definitely the big 

one,” said Co-captain Karen 

Thomas. 

The OUA championship is a 

two day event where team mem¬ 

bers compete in pairs and fours 

in dance and freeskate events. 

There is also a precision event at 

the championships, which is 

worth the most points. 

The precision team will be 

performing a Scottish Celtic 

number based on Queen’s her¬ 

itage and traditions and our var¬ 

sity team name, ‘The Gaels.’ 

Coach Kimberly Magee 

believes that “if we’re close in 

points at the end of the week¬ 

end, the title will ride on the 

precision number. We’re hoping 

to be further ahead in the points 

so we’re not relying on the 

precision number.” 

The team has been practicing 

since the end of September and 

Magee thinks that, “it’s going to 

be a successful weekend.” 

Thomas believes that “suc¬ 

cess isn’t just based on athleti¬ 

cism. There’s a strong personal 

relationship that gels the team. 

We’re very supportive.” 

“Everyone should be proud 

with or without the 

championship,” Magee added. 
Team preparing for OUAs. 

PICTURE BYJAMESTERJANIAN 

Pan 
Chancho 

iSmj 

How about a special 

build-it-yourself-dinner? 

Visit Fan Chancho. 

pick out some fresh bread, 

a salad, and maybe a dessert to go with 

one of our new frozen entrees... 

race home, pop it in the oven, and 

ta da! 

Food...The Language of Love 
Pan Chancho Frozen Foods...Lovelier 

Don t forget your 15% student discount* on all food purchases!! 

Fan Chancho Bakery 70 Johnson Street 544-7790 'with ID 

Intramural Corner 
Believe it or not the 

Intramural regular season is 

coming to a close and playoffs 

are on the horizon for many 

teams. Please be sure that you 

have signed the Code of 

Conduct agreement for your 

team if you plan to participate 

in playoff games. Players who 

have nor signed this form will 

not be eligible to play and 

those who do will cause their 

team to forfeit that game. A 

copy of your team’s Code of 

Conduct form can be signed at 

the Intramural office in room 

201 A at the Phys-ed Centre. 

Intramural Briefs 

•Intramural volleyball offi¬ 

cials are needed lor the 

remainder of the season. 

Anyone interested should con¬ 

tact the Intramural office or 

call 533-6000 ext. 75036 for 

more information. 

•Applications for the 1999- 

2000 Intramural season are 

due February 18, 1999 by 6 

p.m. in room 204A at the 

Phys-ed Centre. 

•The entry deadline for the 

BEWS/WIC badminton tour¬ 

nament and the BEWIC bowl¬ 

ing tournament is Monday, 

February 25, 1999. 

— With files from Bryn" 

Grosvenor 

Travelling outside Canada at Spring Break? 

Don t wait until you get to the airport to get 

your foreign money- you can get better rales 

right here, with no service charge. 

WELLINGTON FOREIGN 
EKCHUNGE 

153 Uleiiingson street 
531-8731 

Check out our web site and compare: 

 www.wellingtoiifx.ori.co 
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In the game 
Sports news three days late 

Chiropractic magic? 
Like it or not, it works 

Track and field 

Despite a 4:30 a.m. depar¬ 

ture time from Queen’s, the 

squad had a very impressive 

weekend on the road. The team 

came back from Toronto with a 

spectacular six gold, five silver 

and seven bronze medals. 

Gold medals were awarded 

to Nicole Clarke in the 20 

pound weight throw, which 

qualifies her for the CIAU 

Championships, Mike Melaney 

in the shot put, J.D. Kelly in the 

60m hurdles, the men’s 

4x200m, 4x400m and 4x800m 

relays. 

Silver medals were earned by 

Chris Booth in the 600m, 

Stephen Lemieux in the 35 

pound weight throw, Mike 

Thorne in the shot put, Hannah 

Cole in the 20 pound weight 

throw and the 4x200m “B” 

squad. 

Bronze medals went to Lisa 

Curran in the 1000m, Stephen 

Lemieux in the shot put, Sean 

Kelly in the 60m hurdles, 

Nicole Clarke in the shot put, 

Nicole Maorrow in the 20 

pound weight throw, the 

women’s 4x400m and the 

women’s 4x800m relay. 

This was one of the top per¬ 

formances ever by the Queen’s 

track team. The squad has now 

qualified two members for the 

CIAU championships, Nicole 

Clarke and Nimrod Major, 

while others are very close to 

meeting CIAU qualifying 

standards. 

Fencing 

This past weekend Queen’s 

varsity fencers traveled to 

Ottawa to compete in the OUA, 

Part 2, sectional qualifying 

meet. 

In women’s ep6e, Sarah 

Hinchcliffe, Kathryn Perrett, 

and Andrea Sommer fought a 

heated battle to make it into the 

top eight round. After another 

round of fencing long time 

epeeist Sarah Hinchcliffe, and 

newcomer Andrea Sommer will 

go on to represent Queen’s at 

the finals. 

In women’s sabre, team cap¬ 

tain Catherine Ratusny, weapon 

captain Amy Kaufman and 

Esther Erhardt will go on to 

represent Queen’s at the finals. 

All tallied, the Gaels have five 

individual women and two 

teams out of three going to the 

finals. 

In the men’s events, held on 

Sunday, Queen’s fencers got 

down to business and had a very 

successful day. In men’s ep6e, 

team captain Matthieu Pinard, 

weapon captain Will Anderson 

and Kevin Laven will represent 

Queen’s. Pinard fought a lively 

duel with an RMC rival, com¬ 

ing up on the short end, but he 

will still represent Queen’s at 

the next level. 

By Julieta Loeffler 

What is a chiropractor and 

what can he or she do for you? 

Many people have heard 

about someone cracking their 

back and making it feel a lot 

better. Others might have heard 

of miraculous claims of what a 

chiropractor can do. Are they 

all true, and if so, how do chi¬ 

ropractors treat pain? A chiro¬ 

practor enhances your body’s 

self-healing process and helps 

maintain good health. But then 

again, so do doctors, homeo¬ 

pathic practitioners as well as 

the gym — what is it that makes 

them different? 

First off, chiropractors are 

very well trained and regulated. 

They go though four years of 

intensive post-university train¬ 

ing at a chiropractic college, 

meet stringent licensing 

requirements, follow a strict 

code of ethics and are approved 

by governmental agencies. 

Second, they are mainly 

interested in maintaining a har¬ 

monious relationship between 

the joints of the spine, the 

extremities and the nervous 

system. By manipulating or 

applying gentle, controlled and 

directed pressure, chiropractors 

help to restore a more normal 

position or motion and in 

doing so, often relieve pain. 

This is, in fact, a science devel¬ 

oped by Palmer in the late 

1800s. The nervous system 

controls the function of every 

cell, tissue, organ and system of 

the body. Based on this infor¬ 

mation, chiropractors use a 

consistent scientific protocol to 

locate malfunctioning areas of 

the spine and manipulate them 

into normal position and 

motion. 

By manipulating or 
applying gentle, 
controlled and 

directed pressure, 
chiropractors help to 

restore a more normal 
position or motion and 

in doing so, often 
relieve pain. 

The spine is made up of 

stacked vertebrae’s which act to 

protect the spinal cord but also 

allow for movement. There are 

spinal nerves between the ver¬ 

tebrae’s which go to all areas of 

your body, including organs. 

Between the vertebras are discs 

that act as cushions to the 

bones while the muscles in the 

back work together to produce 

motion. Chiropractors can 

detect any loss of movement or 

function in these spinal joints, 

or in the joints of your arms 

and legs, which have a similar 

makeup, and act to correct the 

ailment. 

Who can benefit? Children, 

adults and seniors can find chi¬ 

ropractic care useful. When no 

problems exist, chiropractors 

recommend monthly spinal 

adjustments to maintain good 

posture and to reduce the risk 

of potential illness later on in 

life. 

Seniors who suffer from 

chronic pain and stiffness often 

find treatment effective as it 

deals with restoring normal 

movement and thereby reduces 

irritation of spinal joints and 

nerves. Some common griev¬ 

ances that chiropractors often 

provide relief for are: 

headaches, numbness and/or 

tingling in a specific body part, 

neck and back pain, tension, 

stiff joints, tendinitis, arthritis 

and various sport related 

injuries. 

Many athletes use chiroprac¬ 

tic care to keep their bodies 

performing at the highest effi¬ 

ciency level possible. They use 

them to improve performance 

and avoid or treat injuries. 

Chiropractic care is partially 

covered by OHIP and many 

insurance companies cover a 

portion of this care as well. 

Specifically, the Queen’s Health 

Plan covers up to $150 of chi¬ 

ropractic care per year. 

Education into all the health 

care options that are available 

to you is important. There are 

other options out there that do 

not involve “popping pills” and 

this is just one of them. 
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German tales 
Theatre group hits campus 

By^Virginia Wigmore 

What do coveralls, rhe tam- 

ming ceremony, the oil thigh 

and the German theatre com¬ 

pany all have in common? 

They are all Queen’s traditions. 

For 15 years, with the help 

of the Queen’s drama depart- 

: ment, the German theatre 

company has been bringing 

culmre to Kingston, and this 

year is no exception. 

Theological Hall will be home 

to 30 students and their depic¬ 

tion of Tales From the Vienna 

Woods or Geschichten Aus 

Dteu Wienenval. 

This play is actually a 
critique of Viennese 
society, a criticism of 

masochistic 
tendencies and a 

mocking of Strauss 
and his 

famous waltzes. 

This play was written in the 

1930s by Austrian playwright 

Odbn von Horvath, who was a 

contemporary of Berthold 

Brecht. 

Set in 1928, the play fea¬ 

tures a young woman who is 

struggling to break free from 

rhe societal constraints 

imposed on her by her over¬ 

bearing father and the man that 

she is forced to marry. 

In an attempt to escape, she 

runs off with a young man, but 

instead of living happily ever 

after, the heroine ends up preg¬ 

nant, alone and forced to 

dance naked in a cabaret in 

order to support herself and 

her child. 

While this sounds like a 

scholarly version of the movie 

Strip Tease, this play is actually 

<r critique of Viennese society, a 

criticism of masochistic ten¬ 

dencies and a mocking of 

Strauss and his famous waltzes. 

The German theatre com¬ 

pany is composed of Queen’s 

students, not all of whom are 

fluent in German. While some . 

of the members are German 

exchange students, others have 

simply taken an odd German 

class or two and finally there 

are orhers who had never spo¬ 

ken a word of German until 

they auditioned. 

Despite the differences in 

their backgrounds, all of the 

actors are very enthusiastic 

about this undertaking, and 

encourage students not to be 

scared off by the fact that the 

play is presented entirely in 

German. 

The company has gone to 

tremendous lengths in order to 

guarantee that the audience 

will understand what is taking 

place by including a three page, 

scene by scene plot in the pro¬ 

gram and by making the play a 

visual one. 

The cast members claim 

that even if students are unable 

to fully appreciate the social 

commentary the play is mak¬ 

ing, they can enjoy the live 

accordion music, old-fashioned 

swimsuits and the partial 

nudity. Plus, as the director 

said, how many plays have the 

word Wienerwald in the title. 

Even If students are 
unable to fully 

appreciate the social 
commentary the play 

is making, they can 
enjoy the live 

accordion music and 
the partial nudity. 

Tales From the Vienna 

Woods is running from this 

Thursday to Saturday at rhe 

Rotunda Theatre in 

Theological Hall. Tickets can 

be purchased at Kingston Hall 

or at the door and are $5 for 

seniors and students and $7 for 

general admission. 

1 
Piecing it together 

Mosaic concert features student talent 
CONCERT PREVIEW 

By Stefan Murray 

The Queen’s School of 

Music is presenting the Mosaic 

New Music Concert Festival 

this weekend and according to 

organizer Christien Ledroit “it’s 

not the quiet reserved Mozart 

bullshit anymore.” 

The concert series, featuring 

student and faculty composers, 

highlights a broad range of 

musical expression — an 

attempt by the school of music 

to bring a diverse audience to 

the concerts. 

The concerts will showcase 

styles from electric-acoustic, 

turntabling and electronic to 

more conventional forms like 

piano and sax duets and concer¬ 

tos. 

“We even tried to get a rock 

band,” said Ledroit. “But we 

didn’t get any response.” 

Around three quarters of the 

performers will be Queen’s stu¬ 

dents, including Mike 

Anklewicz, who will contribute 

a piece on saxophone. The rest 

of the performers will either be 

Queen’s professors, graduates 

or special guests from Canada 

and around the world. 

The most interesting aspects 

of the show also appear to be 

the most unconventional. Kristi 

Allik, an award-winning com¬ 

poser will splice electronic sam¬ 

ples with commonplace 

instruments, while Ledroit him¬ 

self will quarterback a Tuba 

Concerto and a piece called 

“(un)natural (dis)integration” 

which will include “every per¬ 

cussion instrument you can 

name,” he said. 

“It’s not the quiet 
reserved Mozart 

bullshit anymore.” 

— Christien Ledroit, 
Mosaic organizer 

Ian Revell, a graduate of the 

music program, will perform a 

solo piano piece from the 

soundtrack that he composed 

for the play The Stillborn Lover. 

“The show is done on a reg¬ 

ular basis to showcase new 

work. It’s not always incredible, 

but always interesting,” he said. 

The School of Music has 

been pressing to highlight 

Queen’s composers while at the 

same time attracting an audi¬ 

ence from the Kingston com¬ 

munity'. The Mosaic concert this 

weekend might just be the show 

that does it. 

The Mosaic concert opens 

on Saturday, Feb 13 at 7:30 

p.m. in Grant Hall and contin¬ 

ues on Sunday Feb 14 at 2:30 

p.m. in Dunning Auditorium 

and Tuesday, Feb 16 at 7:30 

p.m. in Harrison-LeCaine Hall. 

Tickets for Saturday and 

Sunday’s shows are $3 or $5 for 

both dates. Tuesday’s show is 

free. 

^ijlBotate this! 

Parkside Jones 

Mind the Gap 

Independent 

By Jackie McLachlan 

Who is Parkside Jones? 

Anyone, anyone? Five guys and 

a girl? A funk band? Disco play¬ 

ing fiends? A lone trumpeter? A 

percussionist named Spanky? A 

seemingly bluesy-groove band 

balancing precariously on the 

fine genre line of new age and 

acid jazz? Yes, to all of the 

above. 

This Montreal-based sextet 

hit the music scene two years 

ago and have since gained a rep¬ 

utation as a solid band that plays 

original, diverse music. With 

music labels ranging from jazz 

to punk to funk and folk, this 

group’s only accurate classifica¬ 

tion is high quality music. While 

still in their fledgling years, 

Parkside Jones has become well- 

known in the Montreal music 

scene and has opened for such 

acts as Treble Charger and Blue 

Rodeo. 

Mind the Gap, Parkside 

Jones’s debut album, exempli¬ 

fies the musical diversity, 

groove, and spontaneity that the 

band is known for. 

Accompanying the regular 

lineup of drums, percussion, 

bass, electric, and acoustic gui¬ 

tars is the trumpet and fender 

rhodes, both played by the sole 

female member of the band, 

Ryhna Thompson. Add 

Thompson’s Ani DiFranco-like 

biting vocals and one has a for¬ 

midable female front-runner 

who contributes to the band 

what Shirley Manson brings to 

Garbage, what Dolores 

O’Riordan brings to the 

Cranberries, and what Gwen 

Stefani brings to No Doubt — 

presence. 

Parkside Jones’ musical talent 

is well-versed with gritty, hard¬ 

core lyrics that refer to the idio¬ 

syncrasies of human nature. For 

example, “Hang Your Head 

Down Low” describes an inter¬ 

play between two people when 

ardent energy is taken to 

another level and pushes the 

boundaries that surround soci¬ 

etal propriety. 

In an era where some musical 

groups struggle to be identified 

as a specific genre, Parkside 

Jones relishes in blurring rhe 

lines. Groovy music, raw lyrics, 

and talent are simply what 

makes them. 

Various Artists 

Little Voice Soundtrack 

Capitol Records 

By Robert MacNeil 

While the movie Little Voice, 

starring Michael Caine in his 

Golden Globe nominated per¬ 

formance, has yet to be released 

Please see Rotate This on page 20 
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across Canada, the soundtrack is 

out and it’s a swingin’ feast for 

the ears. While soundtracks usu¬ 

ally contain new releases or 

overplayed radio hits. Little 
Voice carries 11 old classics that 

would be hard to find anywhere 

else. 

The tracks span the century, 

from the 1930s to the mid- 

1960s, transporting the listener 

back to the days of swinging jazz 

bands and ballroom dance halls. 

The star of the film, Jane 

Horrocks, tackles two Judy 

Garland numbers, “I Wanna Be 

Loved By You” and "Get 

Happy” (a bubbly song about 

Judgment Day). She sounds so 

much like Garland that it is hard 

to tell the difference from the 

three original Garland tracks 

that are included — “That’s 

Entertainment!,” "The Man 

That Got Away” and “Come 

Rain or Come Shine” (later pop¬ 

ularized by Don Henley on the 

Leaving Las Vegas soundtrack). 

For those of you who are fans 

of James Bond movies, Shirley 

Bassey’s classic “Goldfinger” is 

included as well as a smokey 

version of “Big Spender.” A fur¬ 

ther surprise on the album is a 

single released by Marilyn 

Monroe entitled “My Heart 

Belongs to Daddy.” Backed by a 

jazz band, Monroe delivers a 

seductive performance and one 

that only enhances her reputa¬ 

tion. 

Closing out the jazz era is 

Billie Holiday with a number 

called “Lover Man (Oh Where 

Can You Be)’’ and the incompa¬ 

rable Ethel Merman with her 

trademark “There’s No Business 

Like Show Business.” Speaking 

of trademarks, Tom Jones car¬ 

ries the album into the 1960s 

with his signature tune “It’s Not 

Unusual.” 

While I’m not often a big 

soundtrack fan, this album pro¬ 

vides a rich sampling of music 

that most people do not hear 

enough. It’s a nice little record 

that will be a pleasant addition 

to your usual brand of music, 

and get you through that late- 

night 15-page paper. 

T GENERATION 

DGeneration 

Through the Darkness 
Columbia Records 

By Eli Schuster 

I know what some of you, my 

loyal readers, must be thinking 

— Eli’s gone soft. It’s been 

awhile since I did a really nasty, 

“take no prisoners,” “let’s trash 

this sucker” review, so maybe 

those record company execs 

have finally bought off their 

most fearless critic. 

Well, fear not seekers of 

truth, I simply haven’t found a 

suitable outlet for my berzerker 

rage — until now, that is. I sus¬ 

pect that DGeneration’s 

“Through the Darkness” could 

make Gandhi want to stab 

someone repeatedly with a salad 

fork. 

The bottom line is that 

T 

8% alc./vol, 
• clear bottles 

• 12 packs 

NEWfat 
I 

WARNING 
CONSUME IN MODERATION. THIS BEER IS 
8% ALC. VOL. WHICH IS NEARLY TWICE AS 

MUCH ALCOHOL AS REGULAR BEERS. 

“Through the Darkness” is a 

piece of trash not worth pur¬ 

chasing. The songs all sound the 

same, and aren’t even worth dis¬ 

cussing. Still, I have to fill up 

200-250 words, and I can 

hardly repeat “this sucks” 125 

times. The CD cover claims the 

band was voted one of New 

York’s best live bands (they sure 

ain’t one of the Big Apple s 

finest recorded bands), and I 

guess that makes sense in a way; 

DGeneration might not sound 

too bad as background noise 

after a few pitchers of Old 

Milwaukee. 

The band could certainly use 

a new publicist, because the 

press release accompanying the 

CD is loaded with prose which 

screams out for punchlines. 

Apparently DGeneration keeps 

“getting thrown out of hotels 

and off of stages on two conti¬ 

nents” (now that’s a ringing 

endorsement of the band’s tal¬ 

ent). DGeneration “has always 

been about one thing above all 

else: songs” (as opposed to 

what? Certainly not “talent,” 

“creativity,” or “entertain¬ 

ment”); And finally we should 

“think of [the CD] as a sound¬ 

track for the end of the world.” 

Hmm, how would Dennis 

Miller respond to that last 

howler? Probably something 

like: “Hey, Cha Cha... if fin-de- 

siecle America has to listen to 

homogenized crap like that, 

maybe the world deserves to 

end.” Okay, one last parting 

shot; if I came face-to-face with 

the five members of 

DGeneration, I believe I would 

quote another group which uses 

the term “D-Generation” in its 

name, and tell them: “I’ve got 

twp words for ‘ya.” 

Best Picture: The early favourite for this awatd i, 

Saving run* «**»• '? B““'W 
Shakespeare in Love and I he lhm Red Line are also 

nominated. 

Best Director: Steven Spielberg might be the 
“king of the world” for Saving Private Ryan. Other 

' nominees arc Roberto Bcmgni for Life is Beautiful 
John Madden for Shakespeare in Love, Terrence 
Malick for The Thin Red Line and Peter Weir f0r 

The Truman Shout. 

Best Actress: Meryl Streep looks strong for 0„c 
True Thing. Cate Blanchett for Elizabeth, Fernanda 
Montegra for Central Station, Emily Watson f0r 

a Hilary and Jackie and Gwyneth Paltrow f0r 
* Shakespeare in Love are nominated. 

Best Actor: Tom Hanks looks for his third statue 

> for his role in Saving Private Ryan. Also nominated: 
Roberto Benigni for Life is Beautiful', lan Mckellen 

® for Gods and Monsters, Nick Nolte for Affliction 
and Edward Norton for American History X. 

Best Sound Effects Editing; 
1. Armageddon 
2. The Mask of Zorro 
3. Saving Private Ryan 
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4* win* 
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come on down for a pint, or two 
and ask your server for details. 

Cheers,.!!! 
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* www.thetoucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess St. 544-1966 

$2.49 Sunday breakfast 
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1/2 price wings* 
wed 

1/2 price naclios' 
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Fat Cats 
v<?r..very griTOOOOOvy 

By Sarah Crosbie 

It’s a tough coffee world — lattd, au 

lait, moccachino, frappe, cappucino. 

Does anyone really know? 

I do. 

My experience? I’ve been a addicted 

to the warm caffeine sweetness since I 

was 14. My high school existence was 

hanging out in coffee holes. I was voted 

“Most Likely to Spend the Rest of My 

Life in a Coffee Shop” at the end of high 

school. I own a home espresso machine. 

I can foam my own milk. 

Impressed? Read on unknowing cof¬ 

fee drinkers. This is a list of favourite 

Kingston cappuncino shops. The six cof¬ 

fee spots are rated by how the yummy 

the coffee is, plus some atmosphere 

mixed in. 

Before we begin, I’ll define ‘cappu¬ 

cino’ for you, so that you’ll have the 

‘short’ on the drink: 

A cappucino is named for the 

Catholic order of Capuchin friars, 

whose headed robes resemble the 

drink’s cap of foam. It is one shot 

espresso, half the cup filled with 

steamed milk, topped off to the rim with 

foamed milk. 

All establishments are rated out of 

five coffee cups. 

GRAbBAJAQQA 

OXfr sa 

w W w u 

Total cost: S2.78 

Size: Medium 

Consistency: Smooth, not grainy 

Status of Cup: The cup itself was clean, 

as was the metal spoon. Bonus points for 

cleanliness. 

Atmosphere: Grabbajabba’s atmosphere 

is clean, but irritating because it’s a 

chain. It lacks the personal touch of 

other coffee venues. 

General Comments: Grabbajabba’s cap¬ 

pucino was a nice coffee. There wasn’t 

too much foam or too much coffee. Nice 

proportions. 

Extra Fun: Cinnamon, nutmeg and 

cocoa are available at a side bar so that 

you can add your own personalized per¬ 

fect amount. 

THE SECOND CUP 
«5£v Sfe. 

Total cost: S2.63 

Size: Medium 

Consistency: Grainy, especially near the 

bottom 

Status of Cup: Clean cup, but presented 

on a plate which had seen better days. 

Plastic spoon? Cheap, but goes with the 

quality of the atmosphere. 

Atmosphere: By far the dingiest atmos¬ 

phere, but entertaining at the same time. 

The Second Cup smelled like a smokey, 

old Bingo hall and its clientele was any¬ 

thing but average. A man got kicked out 

for bad behaviour while I was there and 

eventually the police were caljed. 

Entertaining? Yes. Classy? No. 

A new customer might expect a boiled 

wiener and RC cola from this joint. 

General Comments: The Second Cup’s 

cappuncino tasted exactly like my com¬ 

panion’s lattS. For a place that special¬ 

izes in coffee, there should be a 

difference. 

Extra Fun: Live entertainment provided 

(badasses and cops). 

INDIGO 

.W 

Total cost: $2.74 

Size: Medium 

Consistency: Very light and smooth 

Status of Cup: Regular old coffee cup — 

no special cappucino glass, bur clean 

nonetheless. Real spoons, too! 

Atmosphere: Bright coffee bar is situated 

on the second floor so you can look out 

the windows. Very clean. Plus rhe extra 

bonus of having a pierhora of reading 

material available. 

General Comments: The cappucino, 

although yummy, could have been 

stronger. The foam on top was very 

light, however. Fluffy goodness. 

Extra Fun: Like Grabbajabba, cinnamon 

and nutmeg were available at the side 

bar. Plus, watching everyone read and 

play on their laptops makes you fed 

sophisticated, classy and smart. Get out 

your khakis and black rimmed glasses. 

THE LAUNDRY CAFE 

A*u 

Total Cost: $2.59 

Size: Didn’t ask what size I wanted, but 

smaller than the rest. 

Consistency: Not as smooth as others. 

Status of Cup: Cute and clean green and 

white matching cup and saucer. 

Atmosphere: Vintage atmosphere with 

soft background jazz music. Most stylish 

of the coffee venues. 

General Comments: The cappucino was 

slightly stronger than it should have 

been. The foam, however, was nice — 

after the fancy-goodness was done, there 

was jusr enough foam to spoon out at 

the end. 

Extra Fun: Not much — no toppings 

were offered or provided ar The 

Laundry. Refined atmosphere definitely 

adds to the sophistication of the coffee. 

THE SLEEPLESS COAT 

si* 

Total Cost: S2.79 

Size: Comparable to The Laundry's, but 

smaller than mosr. 

Consistency: Light foam topping, per¬ 

fect blend of foam, coffee. Not at all 

grainy. 

Status of Cup: Clean cappucino cup 

with saucer. 

Atmosphere: Laid-back artsy coffee 

shop, decorated stylishly with soothing 

art. Currently featuring great black and 

white photographs. 

General Comments: This cappucino was 

the perfect texture and hot. It was the 

perfect blend of liquid fun, sweetness 

and caffeine. You probably won’t be able 

to leave after just having one. Sweet 

treatment for your tongue and taste- 

buds. 

Extra Fun: Cappucino can be decorated 

with cinnamon or cocoa. Heaven is a 

place on earth with the Goat. 

BUK4/Y\4R4NG4 

,-CSiS* sa. 

Total Cost: S2.63 

Size: Medium Cup 

Please see O Lait! on ne*c page. 

Hab Influedza? 
It’s-influenza season again. Headaches, sore muscles, fever, 
chills and a cough from influenza can be downright nasty. 

Feel like helping? 
Kingston General Hospital and Queen’s University researchers 
are working on a new drug to defeat this infection. We are 
looking for two types of participants: 

Group One 
Children ages 5-12, with 
parental approval, who are 
nornv.Uly healthy with a 
fever ;uid typical influenza 
symptoms that ui:my 
include: joint/tnuscle 
aches or pains, headache, 
cough, sore throat. 

Group Two 
Adults and adolescents age J 2 anti up with 
a fever anti typical influenza symptoms 
that many include: joint/muscle aches or 
pains, headache, cough, sore throat who 
also have a history of asthma (;utd have 
used asthma medicines in the last year) 
OR have chronic bronchitis / chronic 
obstructive lung disease. 

Please call as soon as you feel these symptoms 

531-SICK (7425) 
or your family doctor to find out if you qualify. 

KG I 
KINGSTON 
GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 

ROOTS 

WINTER 

SALE 
EVENT 

SAVE! 

"50. 
sweats 
shirts 
shoes 
bags 

&more 
for Adult, 

Kids 
&Baby 

229 Princess Street - Open Weeknights& Sundays 
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Consistency: Very thin coffee, 

foam copping quickly levelled. 

Status of Cup: Clean cup and 

fun cause it’s cleat. 

Atmosphere: Bright, jungle, 

exporting-importing atmos¬ 

phere. Non-smoking section 

isn’t hazy like other environ¬ 

ments. 

General Comments: This cap- 

: puncino was a plain Jane. 

Basically flavourless, the drink 

i tasted like a regular coffee, 

which I didn't feel like finish- 

: *ng. 
Extra Fun: You get wooden 

sticks to stir your drink which : 

: fuses the feelings of a sophisti¬ 

cated coffee and a foreign out¬ 

post atmosphere. 

By Lilian Kim 

This summer may see the last 

of Lilith making a heavenly 

appearance on stage, but it 

doesn’t mean that the industry 

has lost faith in one of the most 

booming trends of the nineties 

— women and music. The well- 

known travelling festival, which 

boasts the pipes and talents of 

the female artists, has decided 

to take a hiatus amidst the 

growing popularity of summer 

fests and concerts. Lilith Fair 

coordinator Sarah McLachlan 

has decided to sweetly surren¬ 

der to her weariness and pulled 

the tour out of the race after 

this summer’s run. 

Many would agree that the 

birth of Lilith and similar festi¬ 

vals, is an opportunity for 

women to wrap their guitar 

straps around their neck, tickle 

the ivories and take over the 

stage. Most other festivals such 

The CtrJ 

0DVZ 0T Ma/a/Ia/S; 

too# MMM 
if we did the draw today, the 

odd's of winning 4 trip for 
two to any of Air Canadfs 
rJorth American destinations 

would be 100% 

Thatts 'Cause on/y one person 
has Submitted a Completed 

Card So far. 

Dude - this Contest is So easy 
F/'H out your Cards people/ 

Cat Power 
ome to the next genderal 

as the H.O.R.D.E festival, 

Edenfest, and the brilliant 

Tibetan Freedom Concert, are 

generally male-based, so the 

m idea was to create a forum for 

a women and only women. 

Lilith played host to artists like 

i Eryka Badu, Jewel and 

McLachlan herself. The festi¬ 

val was constantly praised as 

original, fresh, extravagantly 

estrogen and different — but 

not all thought of it that way. 

Shirley Manson, lead 
singer and 

powerhouse of Butch 
Vig’s Garbage, would 

probably be voted 
least likely to play a 
Lilith Fair set even if 

her life depended 
on it. 

Shirley Manson, lead singer 

and powerhouse of Butch Vig’s 

Garbage, would probably be 

voted least likely to play a Lilith 

Fair set even if her life 

depended on it. Manson 

openly criticized the festival for 

practicing the opposite of what 

it is tried to promote. That is, 

women and men are once again 

being segregated by their spe¬ 

cific genders. 

Women in music have defi¬ 

nitely come a long way from a 

hip-shaking AJanis to an angst- 

ridden, spiritual Alanis 

Morrisette. Of course we had 

Joni Mitchell and Ani 

DiFranco, whose presence and 

strength went against the sex 

kitten grain that made pop stars 

of Madonna and Janet 
Jackson. There really isn’t a 

shortage of "sexy” female 
artist right at this moment, 
probably just as many as was m 
the eighties, but the game has 
taken a different perspective. 

The industry has now 

become a mass market of 

artists proving themselves to 

their audience. The consumer 

who has contributed billions to 

the industry is now more selec¬ 

tive when deciding who 

deserves their money. As bad as 

an example as this may seem, 

Milli Vanilli gave reason for the 

listener to question the music 

that they purchase. The game 

has required artists to be real, 

ingenious, original, daring and 

most of all, extreme. 

Tori Amos, perhaps is one 

female vocalist who went 

beyond regular “cat power” 

and used her vulnerabilities to 

her advantage. A piano prodigy 

at' the age of three, Amos was 

kicked out of the conservatory 

that she attended as a child due 

to “creative differences” with 

her professors. She went on to 

make her own music and grew 

in popularity as the industry 

realized her talent as a com¬ 

modity and a breath of fresh air. 

Amos learned the hard way 

about stardom when she 

offered a lift to a fan and was 

raped. Since then, Amos 

openly discusses the horrific 

incident along with other per¬ 

sonal losses to explain her treat¬ 

ment of her music. In many 

ways, Amos expresses music as 

a means of therapy and self- 

reflexivity— an opportunity to 

LOOKING FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? 
WHY NOT TRY FOREST FIREFIGHTING? 

To become a forest firefighter, a pre-requisite 40 hour 
S-100 Certificate Course is necessary and available 
with Wildfire Specialists Inc. For more information 
contact WILDFIRE at (705) 693-0323. 

Course Dates: 
March 28 - April 1 1999 

Registration: 
Queen's University 
JDUC 

February 15 & 16 1999 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 

hear the true voice. 

Closer to home, present 

artists like McLachlan and 

Morrisette created a path for 

women to voice their music in 

the great Canadian north, and 

the list is growing larger. 

Toronto indie-rock vixen Emm 

Gryner is climbing up the ranks 

both north and south of the 

border. 

Closer to home, 
present artists like 

McLachlan and 
Morrisette created a 
path for women to 
voice their music in 

the great 
Canadian north. 

Even closer in K-town, a lit¬ 

tle bit of Lilith is spreading 

across the community. Thalia’s 

Voice, a festival held in 

Haliburton County for women 

and the arts, is scouting for 

female artists across Ontario to 

perform for the concert sched¬ 

uled this summer. Solo artists 

of any age and musical genre 

are encouraged to submit 

demos to the festival for a 

chance to be featured in the 

concert. Thalia’s Voice is an 

outlet for small communities to 

expose their hidden talent. 

Women in music will always 

be a luring phenomenon. From 

Lauryn Hill to Leona Boyd, the 

attraction is dominant and 

everlasting. The voice and 

sound is as sweet as the promis¬ 

ing years to come for the world 

of music. 

’’Those who are interested 

in Thalia’s Voice are asked to 

submit their pieces (written or 

song) by February 23. Send all 

submission to Suite 209, 427 

Princess St., Kingston, ON K7L 

5S9. For more information, 

call Sarah at 545-3402. 

mmm muss 
WMT STAVING AT 

(19.99 
You choose the colour & sentiment and 

we’ll custom design the bouquet to fit. 

PLUS mimv We’ll deliver any where so book early! 
*Any where Local. 

HARDY HAR HAR 

186 Wellington St. Kingston ON K7L3E4 

VYWw.king.igs.net/hardyharhar 

548-3213 
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Classifieds 
Aching feet? 

Sore Knees? Back Pain? 

We may have the solution 
to your problems! 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 

SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony”, 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 

for Queen’s students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 

‘99 Party at Daytona’s most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 

Resort. Reserve now and SAVE up to 
$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or 
Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14 - 22. Lowest price Guaranteed. 
Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
spacell! Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
8262. 

LIMESTONE MUSIC & AUDIO buys 
and sells CD’s, cassettes, records, 
video games and some audio-visual 
equipment. New rock posters and t- 
shirts. 122 Princess St., lower level, 
downtown Kingston, phone 542- 
9096. 

SAVE MONEY! Save money on your 
formal ticket by helping out at the 
Artsci '99 Formal. Volunteers are 
needed for setting up cleaning up, 
and helping out during the formal 
(March 6th) checking coats, dealing 
Black Jack hands, etc. If interested, 
please contact Steven at 533-6000 
ext. 75085, or stop by the ASUS 
Core. 

HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION 
COMPLAINT POLICY AND PROCE¬ 

DURE REVIEW The review of the 
Senate Harassment and 
Discrimination Complaint Policy and 
Procedure, initiated February 1998, is 
nearing completion. Members of the 
Review Committee wish to extend an 
invitation to university students, staff, 
and faculty to offer any comments or 
suggestions they may have regarding 
the Policy. 

Written responses may be submitted 
to the Senate Office, B400 Macintosh 
Corry Hall, or the Human Rights 
Office, Old Medical Building (email: 
hrights@post.queensu.ca). 
Alternately, community members may 
arrange to make verbal submissions 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 
latest advancement in 

computerized medical technology! 

• Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 

orthotics. 

• Free assessments/ follow up 

• 30 money-back guarantee 

• 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 
a FREE assessment. 

158-82 Emma Street 215 Princess Street 
Comstock Bldg. Downtown Kingston! 
Brockville, ON Kingston, ON 
K6V1S9 K7L1B3 
613-498-2223 t: 545-0100 f:545-1997 

Dynamic [\ 

Orthotics" 
to the Committee by contacting the 
Human Rights Office at 533-6886 and 
making an appointment. Deadline for 
all submissions is March 5,1999. 

BE IN CHARGE! Head House 
Attendant applications for the Artsci 
'99 Formal are now available at the 
ASUS Core. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson — 
1 877PREP-COM 

AUDITIONS: Singers, dancers, musi¬ 
cians, actors for a Musical-Comedy 

2nd week of April. Living Soul: A 
Journey through the Blues, Jazz 70’s 
Soul Stardom. For more information 
call 546-0432. 

ESOS (EDUCATING STUDENTS 

ON SUBSTANCES) AND THE STU¬ 
DENT CONSTABLES urge everyone 
to exercise moderation in their social 
relaxation. With this in mind, we pre¬ 
sent you Part One of our awareness 
challenge. Each week a new question 
will appear, with the correct answers 
being tabulated. At the end of the first 
week of April teh overall winners will 
receive a gift of monumental propor¬ 
tions. This week's questions: What 
classification of drug does alcohol fall 
under? Email your answers to con- 
test@www.ams.queensu.ca. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR RENT: Room - Toronto: King at 
Bathurst. 10 minutes to Bay, near 
Queen West. Full gym on-site. 
Perfect with your new job! $650 plus 
utilities. Available May 1st. Call 
Jonathan at 416 703-8513. 

HELP WANTED 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 

The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 
Canadian Job Directory contain valu¬ 
able job search and employer infor¬ 
mation! Now available at your univer¬ 
sity bookstore. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAUREN- 
TIANS: Swim, sail, windsurf, waters- 
ki, canoe, gymnastics, tennis, basket¬ 
ball, football, wall climbing, archery, 
hockey, baseball, arts & crafts, pot¬ 
tery, beadmaking, photography, 
drama director, jazz instructors. E- 
Mail resume to ronnieb@genera- 
tion.net or fax to (514) 481-7863. 

WANTED 

WANTED: Housemates, preferably 
upper year or graduate students, 
females, non-smoking, to share 
newly renovated house on Brock. 
Rent $270 plus utilities, cable indud- 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

ed. Queen’s at Home installed. Call 
544-3784. 

WANTED: Two housemates, prefer¬ 
ably upper year non-smoking 
females, to share a house on 
Johnson and Nelson. Rent: $365 per 
month, ALL utilities included, 2 bath¬ 
rooms, washer/dryer. Call 531-8143 
for more info. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Silver/gold Swiss army watch. 
Lost at Clergy and Division. Reward 
offered. Call 536-3478. 

LOST: Head squash racquet. Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Physed Centre. If found please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with car¬ 
toon bears on the cover). Lost 
around Kingston Hall on Monday, 
January 18th. High sentimental 
value. Please call Janice or Tam at 
542-5850. Thanks! 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th, 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. Call 
533-2016 to identity. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outside Mac-Corry Saturday, 
January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 
7334 if its yours. 

The Agues Benidickson Tricolour Award is , 
the highest tribute that can be paitl to a J 
student for valuable and distinguished 1 
sendee to the University in non-athletic, ■ 
extra-curricular activities. Any student of \ 
the University may submit a nomination. ‘ 
The number of students admitted to the ■ 
society each year is decided by rite selection , 
committee, while maintaining the J 
distinction anti integrity of the Tricolour 1 
Award. . 

Nominations 

Nomination Period Closes 

on Monday March 1 5 

Nomination Packages Can Be Picked 
Up At Any Faculty Society Office 

A.M.S. Spring Referendum 

Meed better financing 

for c project??? 

Put a question in the Spring Referendum 

NoMiNATiON pERiod: 

FEbRUARy 8, 1999 @ 1 1:4?am 
to 

FEbRUARy 19, 1999 5:OOpM 

Nomination packages are available 
at the A.M.S. Front Desk 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

MW 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

OuESlioNS? 

Contact CAihy, CARolyN or SttAWN 

iN itiE 

CoMMissioN of IniernaI AKa!rs 

at 5 JJ-6000 EXT. 74815 
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AX, 

HaWTOASH, 
mvi LINING? 

I O MANY QUESTIONS have provided going for us if it takes a stripper with bleached 
people with hours and hours of pleasure blond hair and black roots who’s missing a j<"j *•- - _• | 
" • • •> • -- - • • -■—** :- red Think profmng off other peoples misror 

re all)1 

debating at the dinner tabic, in coffee few teeth and wearing 

shops, restaurants, and cars. “Is there a God?” 
“Are we alone?" And most recently, “What’s 
die deal with the Jerry Springer Sbon?" Here’s an 

attempt at an answer. 
Opinions are split when it comes to pro¬ 

nouncing enjoyment of, or declaring disgust 
for, the Jerry Sprrnger Show. It is condemned by 

many as a forum for public filth, loathing and 
violence; exalted by others as the highest form 

1 pink jeans. 

PRO #4 friends and lovers, and various other individu- 

ferv Ttathts nffttliw Money Making Strategits als struggling among those who really iust 
»tr nmoles misfor- don't have much going for them. A„J , 

realize that 
looking. 

PRO #2 
Jerry's Guests Make Us Feet Good About Our 

Jobs/ Friends/ Families/him 
Our bosses, professors, best friends, house¬ 
mates, boyfriends, wives, children, cousin’s 

of the popular genre of trendy TV talk shows, neighbours, etc. never seem quite as bad when 

The format of the show is a simple one: Jerry compared to those on Jerry’s show, 
introduces guests, guests reveal horrible 
secrets, guests fight verbally, guests fight phys- CON #2 
ically, audience cheers, Jerry neady wraps it up Jerry's Guests Make Us Feel Good About Our 
with a Final Thought. Although the format is Jobs/Friends/Families/Lives 

simple, the reactions generated by the public What’s wrong with this phrase? “Yes! Now I 
are anything but. Perhaps now we will finally know why I have a great life! It’s because I 
be able to turn the page on “The Springer don't get beat up by my boss ever)' day, my 

Chronicles,” for right here and now, we are friends don’t steal from me and are not plot- 
prepared to examine both sides of that prob- ting my assassination behind my back, and my 
ing eternal question we confidcndy know is 

on everyone's minds: ‘What is up with the 
Jerry Springer shots’? 

And why do I like it so much?” And, in die 

tradition of The Great Host himself, we will 
neady wrap up the debate with one last Final 
Thought. 

again Is this sort of selfish advancement Seinfeld, it provides us with a perverse, 
immoral, loathsome and repugnant? Of nails-on-a-chalkboard kind of enjoyment, 

course not. Jerry does it, and he is a rich, rich 
man. Know someone with a horrible secret. 

Blackmail, my friend. Met someone with an 
incredibly shocking and unbelievable story to 

tell? Exploit 'em. Pretty soon you’ll be giving 
up your position as mayor of Cincinnati to do 

this on a permanent basis. Just like Jerry. 

PRO #1 

Jerry's Guests Make Us Look Good 

boyfriend/girlfriend is not sleeping with their 
brother’s cousin’s best friend’s mother/father. 

Thank God, now I finally have the reassur¬ 
ance I need to go on living!” 

PRO #3 

We Get To See Violence On Jerry’s Show 
North Americans have a fascination with vio¬ 

lence. Not everyone likes to watch die “real” 
violence on the 6 o’clock news, so instead we 

CON #4 

Jerry Teaches Effective Money Making Strategies 

Sure, money talks. It talks a lot... in a really 
loud voice that is impossible to ignore. 

Occasionally, however, in our quest for 

wealth, fame and success, we forget about the 
moral considerations of our actions. First of 

all, what happens when Billy comes home 

from school telling his mom that Timmy 

w'ants $500 or else Daddy learns all about 
Mommy’s Special Friend: Mr. Granger, the 

Pool Man? Secondly, Jerry’s ruthless 
wealth-generating tactics only work for those you, I hope you’ll know what to say. But hey, 

rare, free-spirited, angelic beings whose lives it’s entirely up to you. 

are open books. And remember, we all have 

our secrets... 

CON #5 

Jerry's Show Provides An Enjoyment Of Sorts 

The Jerry Springer show reveals family mem¬ 

bers' who hate each other, back-stabbing 
friends and lovers, and various other individu¬ 

als struggling among those who really just 

don’t have much going for them. And we 
enjoy watching this. This is not a good thing. 

I fully understand that it is enjoyable to watch 

others suffer and squirm. I know' that this 

provides us with a perverse, nails-on-a-chalk- 
board kind of satisfaction. Now' go watch 

Seinfeld, already. 

The Final Thought... 

If you ever get a phone call from a certain 
TV studio in Chicago offering you a free trip 

and a national television appearance because 
they know someone who has a secret to tell 

Til next time, take care of yourself... and 

each other. 

Since the Jerry Springer Show depicts those on can watch violence of another kind on Jerry’s 

the low’er end of humanity’s attractiveness show. We can also feel no shame in cheering. 
scale, we are able to walk away from it feeling since everyone 
as though we just had an overdose of our doing it. 
Pretty Pills. Not only are we nor completely 

repulsive, but we are pretty' damn good look- CON #3 

ing- We Get To See Violence On Jerry's Show 
Violence should not be glorified. Enough 

CON #1 said. 
Jerry’s Guests Make Us Look Good 

You’d have to wonder what we really have 

PRO #5 

Jerry’s Show Provides An Enjoyment Of Sorts 

The Jerry' Springer show' reveals family mem- 
the audience is already bers who hate each other, back-stabbing 

Every so often during a heated tutorial dis¬ 

cussion, Melissa Farmer gets the urge to 

jump up from her chair and beat the living 
tar out of the T.A. 

r MiSC 
>oooc>1 
01 

Hopefully this is going to be simple, fun, and include at least one of your 
friends, unless you’re a social outcast, or your only friends are your ol’ 

private school gang. 
For the next six issues, figure out which buildings are being obscured by 
students. The first letter of each building name (when put together and 

unscrambled) will spell out something sensical. If you're the first person to 
guess it right, you'll win something very, very large and awe-inspiring. 

Elizabeth Hunter, 
ArtSci ’99 

models in front of 

Building 
#3 

Valentine's Day 
Breakfast 

There is something incredibly sexv 
about breakfast, especially if someone 
else is doing the cooking. Now if I 

TlcrJIh- Valemi"e- 1 ™uld want 
exactly this: crepes with strawberries 

it to about 180 F, to keep the crepes 
warm. 
2. Blend ingredients in a bowl with a 
whisk or a fork. Turn the stove burner 
to medium-high. 
3. Melt a small amount of butter in a 
non-stick (teflon) frying pan, and swirl 
it around the coat the pan. 
4. Using a ladle or small measuring cup, 

. ... - * —  .. juavYucmes pour about three tablespoons of batter 
and whipped cream. If your Valentine int0 the Pan and quickly swirl the pan 

Jane Earl 
ArtSci ’99 

models in front of 

Building 
#4 

MiSC. CORRECTION: George Reinblatt’s Email Address is “4gar1" Not 

“4G1RL” AS PRINTED IN LAST FRIDAY’S ISSUE. AS A RESULT, THE DEADLINE AS BEEN 
EXTENDED TO MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15TH. MiSC. APOLOGIZES PROFUSELY FOR THE 

ERROR. WE WISH WE COULD TAKE IT BACK, BUT WE CAN’T... WE JUST CAN’T. 

ii - /UUI vdieiume 
has an allergy to strawberries (a la 
Fearless), use another soft fruit such as 
blueberries or canned peaches. 1 warn 
you: if you re planning on feeding each 
other, this WILL get messy. 

For the crepes: 
1/2 cup flour 
3/4 cup milk 
2 eggs, beaten 
2 tbsp. melted butter 
1-1/2 tbsp. sugar 
Butter 

For the filling: 
Whipped cream 

Strawberries, stems removed, sliced 

to make to make a very thin, fairly 
round crepe. 
5. When the bottom is golden brown, 
flip the crepe. I prefer flipping them 
with my fingers for more control, but a 
spatula works as well. 
6. The second side will not brownrfs 
well as the first: it will just look specK- 
ied. Place the finished crepe on tne 
plate in the oven, and repeat this 
process until all the batter is used. 
7. Since the crepes are warm, fill tlien: 
with strawberries and whipped cream as 
you eat them, or they will be soggy- 

* Maple syrup or honey is a nice option 
with these. 

J. Put a large plate in the oven and turn Sarah LeMay VTto cook. 
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Assault on campus 
Attempted sexual assault near McNeill House 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

On Wednesday evening, at approxi¬ 

mately 1 a.m., a woman was assaulted on 

Queen’s campus. The woman was walk¬ 

ing outside on the north side of McNeill 

House when she was grabbed from 

behind by two male assailants, who 

pressed a sharp object against her back, 

covered her mouth and led her north on 

Lower Albert Street to Queen’s 

Crescent. 

The woman managed to escape after 

the males threw her to the ground. The 

assailants then fled, running west 

towards Collingwood Street, a report on 

the Campus Security Web site stated yes¬ 

terday. 

“This was a serious assault in our 

view,” said Director of Campus Security 

Louise Fish. 

The only description available of the 

assailants is that they are approximately 

19 years old and that one was 

wearing jeans. 

“We are treating this [incident] very 

seriously,” Fish said. Fish also stated it 

sexual assault was believed that 

intended. 

Fish said 

due to victim 

confidentiality 

regulations 

there are sev¬ 

eral details 

about the 

assault that 

Campus 

Security is 

unable to 

release. She noted that Security had been 

in contact with the Kingston Police who 

will be conducting an investigation. 

Fish encouraged all members of the 

community to take precautions and 

avoid walking alone at night. “Use 

Walkhome... call us if Walkhome is 

closed,” said Fish. “You’re a target if you 

are out by yourself for sure.” 

Alison Loat, AMS vice-president 

(university affairs), said Campus Security' 

would be working quickly Friday 

Useful Phone Numbers 
Campus Security 533-6733 

AMS Walkhome Service 533-2662 

Sexual Assault Crisis Centre 545-6424 

Telephone Aid Line Kingston 544-1771 

Human Rights Office 533-6886 

Sexual Harrasment Advisor 533-6095 

University Grievance Advisor 533-6095 

Student Counselling Services 533-2893 

evening to post 

notices on 

security notice 

boards on cam¬ 

pus and in the 

student hous¬ 

ing area. 

“I have been 

in touch with 

Campus 

Security... that 

will be worked 

on [Friday night],” said Loat. 

Laura Green, a Victoria Hall resi¬ 

dence Don, confirmed that a notice 

about the assault had been posted on the 

security bulletin board in the Victoria 

Hall residences, but said there was noth¬ 

ing to distinguish it from any of the 

older notices on the board. 

“Most students are unaware of it... 

nobody knows about it...,” said Green. 

“That, for me as a Don,, is a 

serious problem.” 

“There needs to be a better 
system in place, another link 

in Queen’s security.” 

— Laura Green, 
Victoria Hall Residence Don 

Green said Dons receive handouts 

and photocopies frequently from other 

groups on campus. “How hard is it for 

Queen’s Security to make photocopies 

[of the alert] to put in our boxes... there 

are Don’s boxes right inside the door,” 

said Green. 

“We have complained about this 

before,” she continued. “There needs to 

be a better system in place, another link 

in Queen’s security.” 

Please see Residences on page 3 

CMM await ruling 
Judicial Committee delays report until morning 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The Corman-Mori-Minns team’s 

appeal of their disqualification by the 

Chief Electoral Officer was heard before 

the AMS Judicial Committee last night. 

The outcome was decided at approxi¬ 

mately midnight last night but would not 

be released until the committee compiled 

its official report, to be released today. 

It was unknown at the time The 

Journal went to press whether or not the 

team would appeal the decision to the 

Constitutional Tribunal Committee. 

The team of Sarah Corinan, Owen 

Minns and Lisa Mori was disqualified 

from the AMS executive election by the 

CEO on Thursday, for exceeding their 

campaign spending limit. 

Corman spoke on behalf of the CMM 

team, beginning, “We ran a fair and hon¬ 

est campaign. We abided by all the exist¬ 

ing AMS Elections Policy.” 

“We believe the CEO misinterpreted 

AMS policy regarding elections. The 

CEO did not interpret existing policy 

but created a new policy... that policy 

should not be retroactively applied to 

actions committed prior to the existence 

of the policy,” she said. 

“[The cellular phone] was certainly 

not used in campaigning,” Corman said, 

and went on to define both campaigning 

and campaign materials, according to 

AMS policy. 

The AMS policy manual defines cam¬ 

paign materials as “any items used to 

publicize or support a candidate or team 

of candidates, either on or off campus.” 

“Did the phone support our cam¬ 

paign? We believe it did not support our 

campaign. It was rented... by a busy indi¬ 

vidual who wanted to use the phone to 

organize his time,” Corman said. 

The team argued that the fault lies not 

with them but with inconsistencies in the 

AMS executive election policy. 

If the word “support” is extended 

beyond campaigning, Corman argued, 

then other devices such as computers, 

software, or a new wardrobe, would 

have to be included in a team’s list of 

campaign expenses. “It’s difficult to 

draw the line,” she reasoned. 

“Overall we think the policy is not 

consistent and is certainly not clear,” she 

said. 

“This expense was not included 

because it was properly excluded,” 

Corman stated. “It was beyond reason¬ 

able expectation for us to have known 

that it could have been counted as such.” 

CEO Darren MacDonald was next to 

speak. “I believe that a cellular phone 

does constitute a campaign material,” he 

countered. 

“Mr. Graham admitted that some¬ 

where between 50 and up to 75 per cent, 

possibly more, of the phone calls he 

made with the cellular phone during the 

Please see MacDonald on page 3 

newiy elected AMb executive. Lisa non UeTlA 3aran '-orman ^near lercj, 
Wen Minns (centre), Chief Electoral Officer Darren MacDonald (near right) 
nd the team’s campaign manager Ryan Graham (far right) looked on. 

PHOTO BY TARA MANSBRIDGE 

Woman 
watched 

in Stauffer 
bathroom 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

On Thursday a female studen 

covered a male watching her 

washrooms ac Stauffer library. 

While the woman was wasi 

hands, a man kept peering thre 

door to the washroom, she s 

would back out when she notic> 

“She was in the washre 
washing her hands and 

kept peeking in.” 

— Louise Fish, director . 
Campus Security 

This occurred several rimes and the 

woman saw the same man in the hall¬ 

way after leaving the washroom. “She 

was in the washroom washing her 

hands and he kept peeking in,” 

explained Louise Fish, director of 

Campus Security. 

The woman immediately reported 

the incident to the Stauffer desk staff 

who advised her the male was most 

likely a custodian waiting to enter the 

washroom in order to clean it. 

Please see Woman onpagel 
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Residences 
poorly informed 
Continued from page I 

Green said that in the past 

the Dons have themselves made 

photocopies of the alert notices 

and then posted them around 

the residences, but commented 

“really we shouldn’t have to.” 

"I’m the only Don in Vic Hall 

that knows about this and that’s 

only because I was visiting [The 

Journal] this afternoon,” said 

Green. 

“It hits home,” said Green, 

“[McNeill] is an all female resi¬ 

dence... it’s disturbing.” 

As of Friday evening, some 

McNeill Hall residents were still 

unaware of the assault. 

“1 think it’s bizarre that we 

don’t know about it,” said Tracy 

Pennimpebe, ArtSci ’02.- “We 

should be more informed.” 

“We’d like to know if some¬ 

thing serious happens... espe¬ 

cially since we are an all girls 

residence,” said Elissa Brookes, 

ArtSci ’02. 

Anyone with information 

regarding the assault is asked to 

contact Campus Security at 

533-6733, the Kingston Police 

at 549-4660, or Crimestoppers 

at 634-8477. 

Woman followed into JDUC 
Continued from page I 

Fish said the woman 

reported the man was not 

wearing any sort of custodial 

uniform. 

Later when the woman was 

leaving Stauffer, she noticed the 

man again, and it appeared that 

-he was trying tp follow her. 

The woman went into the John 

Deutsch University Centre and 

the suspect followed her. 

Once inside the JDUC, the 

woman was able to hide around 

a corner and the man passed by 

without noticing her. She 

immediately contacted Campus 

Security from an assistance 

phone. 

The man is described as 

being in his late thirties to early 

forties, with dark brown hair 

and thick glasses. He has a 

stocky build and pale skin. He 

was wearing a mid-thigh length 

navy blue coat, with khaki 

pants. 

When The Journal spoke 

with a Stauffer library security- 

guard Friday evening, he was 

not aware of the incident. 

“We’re keeping an eye out,” 

said Fish. “As far as we know he 

didn’t say anything.” 

Any information concerning 

this or a related incident is 

asked to be reported to 

Campus Security at 533-6111. 

A Stauffer washroom where 

a female student noticed a 

man watching her. 

PHOTO BY TARA MANSBRIDGE 

MacDonald stressed 'equality of access’ 
Continued from page I 

campaign were related to cam¬ 

paign business,” he said. “The 

campaign is not incidental to 

usage of the cell phone.” 

MacDonald admitted the 

policy is vague. “I have tried to 

develop an interpretive frame¬ 

work for the existing policy... so 

I keep making distinctions 

between cellular phones, pay 

phones and land lines,” he said. 

MacDonald said land lines 

should not be included as cam¬ 

paign expenses, however, “If the 

land line was acquired specifi¬ 

cally for the purpose of the 

campaign... even if usage of that 

phone was not limited to the 

campaign, then that should also 

be considered a campaign 

expense... it is an extra cost 

related directly to the 

campaign.” 

“Pay phones are not as oner¬ 

ous and not as unusual as a cel¬ 

lular phone would be,” he said. 

“The fact that this is an emerg¬ 

ing technology makes this a 

complicated issue.” 

MacDonald stressed that 

“equality of access” is an essen¬ 

tial element of elections. “I 

don’t think the average student 

has access to a cell phone.” 

“Convenience is a critical 

factor in the election campaign. 

Time is of the essence,” he said. 

The second part of 

MacDonald’s speech dealt with 

the issue of an appropriate 

penalty for the team. 

MacDonald stressed that his rul¬ 

ing to disqualify the team was 

based on an explicit policy for 

exceeding the campaign spend¬ 

ing limit. 

MacDonald said he did not 

find any malice in the team’s 

actions and the policy did not 

explicitly mention cell phones. 

He added that he does not 

believe “the use of the cellular 

phone swung 200 people one 

way or the other to change the 

result of this election,” and he 

does not think disqualification is 

an acceptable penalty. 

“I’m asking you... to 
not overturn the will 

of the students of 
Queen’s University.” 

— Darren MacDonald, 
AMS chief electoral 

officer 

“Because all three of those 

things were, in my opinion, 

absent, I’m asking you... to not 

overturn the will of the students 

of Queen’s University,” he said. 

MacDonald suggested the 

maximum fine allowable, $500, 

as an appropriate penalty. 

Following the presentations 

from both sides, members of the 

Judicial Committee and onlook¬ 

ers had an opportunity to pose 

questions and give points of 

information. 

At approximately 8:30 p.m. 

the Judicial Committee left the 

room to deliberate, returning 

after 30 minutes to announce 

that a verdict would not be 

reached until late yesterday 

evening or today. 
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CMM 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

Students may be heading to 
rhe polls a second time to elect 
their AMS executive, depending 
on the final decision of the 
Constitutional Tribunal 
Committee, which met last 
night. 

The AMS Judicial Committee 
has overturned the decision of 
AMS Chief Electoral Officer 
Darren MacDonald to disqualify 
the Corman-Mori-Minns team 
from the AMS executive elec¬ 
tions, ruling to fine the team the 
maximum allowable fine, $500, 
and institute a re-vote as soon as 
possible. The re-vote will 
involve no campaigning and is 
only open to the original candi¬ 
dates of the election. 

The CMM team have 
appealed the decision to the 
Constitutional Tribunal. The 

appeal ruling 
hearing was held yesterday 
evening, but at the time The 
Journal went to press, the ruling 
had yet to be released. 

A press release written by 
Dan Fabiano, AMS commis¬ 
sioner of internal affairs, stated 
that the dates for the re-vote will 
be selected after consultation 
with the elections team and the 
Student Constables. According 
to Fabiano, polling will likely 
take place either this week or 
during the week following the 
reading week. 

The CMM team appealed the 
ruling of the CEO, who last 
Thursday disqualified the team 
for exceeding the campaign 
expense allowance of $400. The 
CEO ruled that the use of a cel¬ 
lular phone by campaign man¬ 
ager Ryan Graham constituted a 
campaign material and had to be 
included in the team’s campaign 

expense account. Since CMM 
had already spent $392.79, the 
added cost of the phone, 
reported to have cost approxi¬ 
mately $95, put the team over 
the limit. 

The Judicial Committee 
unanimously supported the 
decision of the CEO, but 
decided to lessen the penalty 
from disqualification to a fine 
and re-vote due to the ambiguity 
in AMS campaign policy regard¬ 
ing cellar phone use. 

The official ruling issued by 
the Judicial Committee stated 
that “the committee based its 
decision on... Election Policy 
which states that ‘Campaign 
materials are defined as any 
items used to publicize or 

Please see Re-vote on page 4 

Related story on page 3 

Constables patrol Vic Hall 
By Robert MacNeil Victoria Hall’s fourth floor. 

Director of Queen’s 
As a result of loud, disruptive Residences Graham Brown 

behaviour, and the loss of two admitted that there have been 
floor seniors on an already serious problems on the fourth 
under-staffed floor, Queen’s 
Student Constables have been 
called in to maintain order on 

Fourth floor Vic Hall under wraps. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

floor this year. 
“Some folks up there, a small 

number, are having a problem 
grasping the respect of 
others. There have been 
complaints from the 
floor above and the 
floor below,” said 
Brown. 

There is supposed to 
be one floor senior for 
each wing on all floors 
in Victoria Hall, but this 
year the fourth floor 
began with only three 
floor seniors, rather 
than four. Of the three 
seniors, “two have left, 

one about a week and a 

half ago for personal reasons,” 
said Brown. 

This lack of floor senior 
applicants has been a problem 
for the last three or four years, 
said Brown. Two years ago, a 
special Ban Righ committee was 
set up to look into the issue and 
decided to double the stipend 
the floor seniors received. 
However, Brown said rhe prob¬ 
lem still exists. 

By sending in Student 
Constables, Brown said he 
hopes to “send a message to 
concerned students that we 
care. We really needed to do 
something in the short run.” 

Student Constables Manager 
Scott McCann said he received 
word Friday that Residence Life 
wished to hire constables to 

Please see Vic on page 3 
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Final exam schedule 
clashes with leases 
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By Cristina Tyrrell 

As Queen’s students turn 
their thoughts towards final 
exams, some are realizing that 
an overlap exists between their 
housing lease expiry date and 
the final exam period. 

A number of exams are 
scheduled for April 30, a com¬ 
mon end-of-lease date for 

student houses in Kingston. 
Dean of Student Affairs Bob 

Crawford acknowledged the 
dilemma this schedule poses for 
many students. “We are very 
aware of the housing related 
issues that arise, with many 
leases ending April 30 and stu¬ 
dents needing to be out of their 
accommodation by noon on 
that day,” he said. “Most 

students with an exam that late 
find an earlier opportunity to do 
their moving. It is still a hassle.” ' 

Officially, the exam period 
ends May 1, but Bettyanne 
Gargaro, associate university 
registrar (records and services) 
pointed out that the last final 
examination will be adminis¬ 
tered by 2 p.m. on April 30. 

Please see Late on page 6 

The next regular issue of The Journal will be 
published on Tuesday, March 2, 1999. 

Have a great Reading Week, everyone. 

Journal 
editor 
elected 

By Erik Missio 

After two years of having a 
pair of editors-in-chief at its 
helm, The Journal finds itself 
with just one: Sarah Crosbie. 
And she’s more than up to the 
challenge. 

This year’s Arts and 
Entertainment Assistant Editor 
Crosbie secured 32 of the 41 
votes, defeating current 
Advertising Coordinator Mark 
Fucella. Including two spoiled 

Please see Crosbie on page 3 
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Feasibility of off-campus Vic 4 
blue light program examined ‘loud and 

By Crystal Bona 

Recent AMS candidate platforms cen¬ 

tring around the extension of the blue 

light security system into the student 

housing area have raised questions con¬ 

cerning program feasibility. 

Alison Loat, Alma Mater Society vice- 

president (university affairs), is familiar 

with the issue. “The idea has been tossed 

around. Anything is possible, but this 

issue would have to be thoroughly 

thought through,” she said. 

“There are a couple of problems. One 

of the bigger ones is that Campus 

Security has jurisdiction over the cam¬ 

pus, but not the city, so who would 

respond to the calls?” Loat asked. 

“Would it be the responsibility of the 

Kingston police or Campus Security?” 

“Right now we don’t have a mandate 

which includes the student village. Our 

mandate involves the campus specifi¬ 

cally,” said Louise Fish, director of 

Campus Security. “The residents of the 

student village are not on Queen’s cam¬ 

pus, in Queen’s housing, or on Queen’s 

land. This raises the issue of who would 

respond to the calls.” 

“In order for our mandate to be 

expanded to include the student village, 

we have to take into consideration the 

kind of statistics for the student village, 

the crime ratio, our response time, and 

whether or not the administration would 

allow us to expand and include the stu¬ 

dent village,” said Fish. “It’s not impossi¬ 

ble, but issues would have to be worked 

through.” 

1998-99 Blue Light 
Activation Statistics 

# of Incidents Cause 

27...no known cause 

19.mischief 

14.need for assistance 

.accidental 

Courtesy of Louise Fish, 

Campus Security 

Loat said another problem with 

extending the program would be convey¬ 

ing the purpose and function of the blue 

lights to the Kingston community. 

Fish agreed with Loat about educating 

the Kingston community, adding that 

there have been incidents of high school 

students misusing the blue lights. 

Loat was also concerned about the 

costs of purchasing and wiring the stu¬ 

dent housing area in order to operate the 

blue light program there. “Each light 

costs upwards of $10,000 to purchase 

and install. Whose responsibility would 

it be to pay for this: the campus or the 

city?” Loat asked. 

“Is this where the money should be 

spent, or would it be better to focus on 

issues like lighting in the area?” she 

added. 

Students have mixed views regarding 

expanding blue light system into the stu¬ 

dent housing area. “I think they would 

be useful in the student village because 

they provide a sense of security,” said 

Sheila Singh, ArtSci ’02. “It’s nice to 

know that you have access to help that’s 

so close by, even if you’re not on 

campus.” 

“Some people still have issues about 

the blue lights on campus, their location 

and whether or not there are enough,” 

said Patrick Brown, Sci ’02. “Maybe 

these problems should be worked out 

before we think about adding lights off 

campus.” 

The other side of the fence 
Elected, disqualified, fined; CMM share their opinions 

Analysis 
By Renee Huang and 

Fiona Stevenson 

The Corman-Mori-Minns team may 

be tired from the whirlwind of activity 

following their election into AMS execu¬ 

tive office, but they are far from ready to 

quit. 

Queen’s students who have followed 

the controversy know of the team’s elec¬ 

tion, and subsequent disqualification by 

the Chief Electoral Officer, and the AMS 

Judicial Committee’s decision to fine the 

team $500 and call for a re-vote, along 

with CMM’s appeal of that decision. 

However, most students know little of 

how the events have personally affected 

the three students, who say they want 

nothing more than to start their jobs in 

AMS office. 

Presidential candidate Sarah Corman 

talked about dealing with the frustration 

of having to wait in limbo. “We were 

really excited to have [the election] over, 

then it was sort of taken away from us 

the next day — the happiness, the excite¬ 

ment... Even the night of celebration was 

a bit clouded,” Corman said. “We were 

also excited to sfart the jobs.” 

“I think it reflects very 
poorly on the AMS... the 

ruling from the beginning, 
the way things were 

conducted.” 

— Sarah Corman, AMS 

presidential candidate 

The team admits the time since their 

Section last Wednesday evening has 

been frustrating. “It’s sort of put off our 

return to real life,” said Corman. 

“We’re also operating now in a state 

°f exhaustion after giving 110 per cent 

0,1 rhe campaign,” said Owen Minns, 

vice-president (operations) candidate. 

Despite the hearings and committee 

discussions which centred around their 

campaign manager Ryan Graham and his 

alleged use of a cellular phone as cam¬ 

paign material, the team maintains their 

relationship with Graham is strong. In 

seeking a campaign manager, “we were 

looking for someone we would choose as 

a fourth member of a team,” Corman 

said. 

“We’re kind of in a unique 
position because we feel 

that we’ve been wronged.” 

— Sarah Corman 

“At the same time, I find the situation 

very frustrating because [renting the cell 

phone] was something he decided as an 

individual and now the three of us are 

being hurt as a result of this,” Corman 

added. 

Even after the Judicial Committee’s 

ruling the team remains adamant in 

defending their belief that they have 

done nothing wrong, thus they feel that 

an apology to the student body is not 

warranted. 

“We were very disappointed with the 

[Judicial Committee’s] written ruling,” 

said Corman. “There are a number of 

errors. They didn’t clearly address more 

than half of our appeal.” 

“This has all happened internal to the 

AMS... students have remained on the 

fringe of things,” Mori said. 

“I’m afraid students are going to see 

the AMS as a body driven by bureau¬ 

cracy... we really want to see the AMS as 

more than that... while we need policy to 

operate, the object of the AMS is to 

deliver to the students,” Mori explained. 

Mending the students' perception of the 

AMS is a major goal of the team, if they 

regain office. 

The team is also concerned with 

spending precious time and resources on 

a re-vote they consider to be unwar¬ 

ranted. “It’s turning out to be a waste of 

time. The new executive needs to be 

beginning transition,” said Mori. “There 

are a lot of implications associated with a 

re-vote... I just want to feel certain it was 

really justified.” 

“I think it reflects very poorly on the 

AMS... the ruling from the beginning, 

the way things were conducted,” said 

Corman. 

Mori added that a re-vote would 

incur a great cost to the students — 

approximately $2,500 Corman esti- 

Please see CMM on page 7 

disruptive’ 
Continued from page I 

roam the fourth floor this week. Two 

constables will work from midnight until 

3 a.m. each night. 
“We have heard that Vic 4 has been 

pretty loud and disruptive, and we will 

be making sure that people are being 

quiet [and there] is no open alcohol,” 

said McCann. 

McCann said the situation would be 

re-evaluated by Residence Life on a 

week-to-week basis. While the shifts for 

this week have all been booked, McCann 

said “it might be a problem to do it until 

the end of the year.” 

Fourth-floor resident Gavin Foster 

said his floor senior left last week to live 

in a different residence. “We weren’t 

ever contacted about the problems, we 

just got a letter last week that our senior 

had left,” said Foster. 

“We’re supposedly the worst wing, 

[but] we have a policy amongst ourselves 

that we’d tell each other [if there were 

problems],” said Foster. 

A Don in Victoria HaU who did not 

wish to be identified said the fourth 

floor was particularly rowdy. 

She blames the residence system for 

the problems that have been occurring 

with floor seniors. She said that not 

enough people apply, so you often get 

people that may not be helping the situ¬ 

ation. She believes there is no in- 

between with the system, you either get 

the best people who want to help out or 

you get the worst who are just doing it 

for the money. 

“The noise is pretty bad. Sometimes 

people are up until 4 or 5 a.m. every 

night,” said fourth-floor resident Joshua 

Kilberg. “It hasn’t been dealt with really 

well.” 

Kilberg said there is a lack of commu¬ 

nication on the floor as “no one says 

they’re complaining but there are still 

fines being brought.” 

The fourth-floor Don refused to 

comment to The Journal. 

Crosbie takes helm 
Continued from page I 

ballots, there was a 44.5 per cent voter 

turnout for the elections, held this past 

Sunday and Monday at the Journal 

House. 

After thanking Fucella for the previ¬ 

ous month’s competition, Crosbie 

expressed her joy at the outcome: “The 

chance to guide and lead the paper was 

just something I had to try... my spirit 

and love for this place will be reflected 

next year.” 

Crosbie promises that next year’s 

Journal will be “be an awesome year 

with new staff and new contributors.” 

She also promises a new section or two, 

including “Body, Mind and Soul” which 

she describes as a place to showcase arti¬ 

cles on religion, fitness and stress relief. 

“1 think The Journal's had an excel¬ 

lent year, [both in terms of) staff and edi¬ 

torial content, but next year I hope to 

see an enthusiasm in The Journal Flouse 

which would be reflected in the paper 

itself,” she remarked. 

One half of rhe outgoing editor-in- 

chief team, Keith Gerein, congratulated 

his successor: “[She’ll be] excellent...! 

hope she enjoys her year as much as Tara 

and l did,” referring to his co-editor-in- 

chief, Tara Mansbridge. 

Sarah Crosbie, Journal editor-in- 
chief-elect 1999-2000 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

Mansbridge offered the same congrat¬ 

ulations and a bit of advice: “Listen to 

your heart... there’s nobody who can tell 

you if you’re right or wrong [so] it’s best 

to ignore the critics... and those who 

seek to compliment you as well.” 

Mansbridge also echoed the advice 

given to her by her predecessors: “Sarah 

better get a lot of sleep before May 1.” 

With this in mind, Crosbie believes 

that The Journal next year will be able to 

maintain its current level of quality while 

improving in orher areas: “I want it to be 

the paper that people want to... and 

need to... pick up. 1 want it to be the 

medium that the [Queen’s community] 

looks forward to every Tuesday and 

Friday.” 



AMS election campaigns may go electronic 
By Shawn Brimley 

Next year’s Alma Mater 
Society executive election could 
be very different than the latest 
one. A proposal by the 
Krashinsky-Gay-Beltzner team 
to use e-mail as a means to 
inform students of the election 
and their platform was rejected, 
but may be approved for next of 11,000 eligible voters is hor- 
year’s election. ribly depressing.” 

Prior to the election, in a In order to save paper, the 

that we lost people over last 
year percentage-wise, was just 
unbelievably depressing for 
me,” said Neil Bunn, campaign 
manager for the KGB team. “A 
mandate of 44 per cent from 24 
per cent of the students, means 
that about one-tenth of the stu¬ 
dents actually cared. The fact 
that [2,840] votes were cast out 

-We slowly weeded down the thought it had the potential t0 
primarily digital campaign. eliminating faculty, staff be a more interesting medium- 

“One of our campaign goals list, y j ^ cr„Henrs." said said Bunn. “We were completely 
willing to share this idea with 

written proposal to Darren 
MacDonald, AMS chief elec¬ 
toral officer, the KGB team 
stated, “The best method of 
campaigning can be disputed by 
many, but of the many methods 
used, e-mail is one of the better 
alternatives. Electronic commu¬ 
nication wastes no resources 
save a tiny amount of electricity 
and a infinitesimal amount of 
time.” 

“It started out as a 

campaign idea, but in 

the end, we just 

thought it had the 

potential to be a more 

interesting medium.” 

— Neil Bunn, former 
KGB campaign manager 

“All we really wanted to do 
with this idea was to increase 
voter turnout,” said Presidential 
candidate Mike Beltzer. “To 
explain what the AMS general 
elections were, why you should 
care about it, and our Web page 
address.” 

Voter turnout did not 
increase as the KGB team had 
hoped, as only 24.46 per cent of 
eligible voters cast a ballot, 
down from a 28.53 per cent 
turnout last year. 

“This election was in many 
ways more exciting than last 
year’s election... and the fact 

KGB team tried to run a 

One of our campaign _ 
was not to use more than 250 
sheets of paper, which we met 
completely,” said Beltzer. 

Instead of paper, the KGB 
team, using a program from the 
University of China, created a 
list of 8,929 e-mail addresses 
derived from the Queen s 
University server, (which con¬ 
tains an exact copy of the Who’s 
Where) out of a total of 11,000 
eligible voters. 

and graduate students," said 
Bunn. "The list turned into a 
fairly accurate representation of everyone. 

' -- • -e-j.... “Once the other teams were 
satisfied that we were willing to 

the AMS student body.’ 
The idea was met with resis¬ 

tance from the other candidates, 
who, according to Beltzer, 
assumed the mass e-mails would 
give the KGB team an unfair 

advantage. 
“It started out as a campaign 

idea, but in the end, we just 

tesis- share this idea with them, 

tance faded,” said Beltzer 

“But the issue of harassment 
came up.” 

After meeting with Bettyanne 

Please see E-maiTonpi^ 

Re-vote a ‘pretty big expense 
Continued from page I 

support a candidate or team of 
candidates, either on or off cam- 
pus.,n 

Since the phone was rented 
by Graham approximately one 

: week prior to the campaign 
period, and approximately 50 to 
75 per cent of the calls made 
with the phone, by Graham’s 
admission, were for campaign 
purposes, the committee deter¬ 
mined that the phone was 
indeed used to support the 
team. 

In their report, die Judicial 
Committee stated they were “of 
the opinion that the cellular 
phone supported the CMM 
team because it was used for 
communication with campus 
media like The Queen’s 
Journal... [and] since it was used 
for organizational, advertising 
and publicity purposes.” 

They ruled that “the cellular 
phone constitutes a campaign 
expense because it incurs an 
added expense that land lines do 
not incur.” 

The committee stated they 
chose a lesser penalty than the 
original disqualification 
“because we recognise the ambi¬ 
guity... regarding ‘electronic 

communication’,” within the 
Election Policy. 

The CMM team expressed 
their dissatisfaction with the rul¬ 
ing. “We were very disappointed 
with their report,” said candi¬ 
date Sarah Corman. 

“It’s not our fault 

the policy is unclear- 

rules have to be 

clear enough to 

be followed.” 

— Sarah Corman, AMS 
presidential candidate 

The team is concerned over 
the vagueness of the report 
regarding the decision to hold a 
re-vote. “A re-vote has a long list 
of implications... it really should 
have a strong justification,” said 
candidate Lisa Mori. 

“They also misrepresented 
us,” continued Corman, “the 
bulk of their decision was based 
on the fact the policy was clear... 
that is something we are looking 
to appeal.” 

Corman said the cost inferred 
to the students for a re-vote is 
“ridiculous,” adding she thinks 
“voter turnout will be lower.” 

Mori pointed to the 
problem of hiring commission¬ 
ers and councils for next year, 
“whoever that is going to be has 
to start thinking about that,” she 

said. 
“We also don’t think we 

deserve a fine,” said Corman. 
“It’s not our fault the policy is 
unclear... rules have to be clear 
enough to be followed.” 

Mike Beltzner, of the 
Krashinsky-Gay-Beltzner team, 
expressed his team’s disappoint¬ 
ment with the decision to orga¬ 
nize a re-vote. “1 think it is a 
waste of time and money,” he 
said. 

“The only thing w'e disputed 
was the fact they went over their 
expenses,” said Beltzner, claim¬ 
ing that his team felt the CMM 
team honestly misinterpreted 
the election policy, not con¬ 
sciously contravened it. 

“I would recommend they 
keep the [original] vote,” said 
Beltzner. 

“I don’t think the cost of 
their mistake should be passed 
on to the students,” he said. 
Since there would be no cam¬ 
paigning allowed, Beltzner pre¬ 
dicted “the voter turnout would 
be even lower.” 

Sue Henry, of the 

Cheeseman-Henry-Bailey team, 
echoed Beltzner’s comments. 
“It’s a pretty big expense to stu¬ 
dents,” she said. 

Henry expressed concern 
over the Judicial Committee’s 
vagueness about why they had 
imposed a re-vote. “They don’t 
explain why they came about 
that decision [in their report],’’ 
said Henry. 

‘‘I don’t think the 

cost of their mistake 

should be passed on 

to the students.” 

— Mike Beltzner, AMS 
presidential candidate 

The appeal process has been 
difficult for everyone involved, 
Henry commented. “It’s been 
trying to the teams,” she said, 
adding, “we feel for the [CMM] 
team.” 

Henry confirmed that her 
team would not drop out of the 
race if there is a 
re-vote. “Our team wouldn’t 
consider that.” 

She said her team originally 
ran because they felt they could 
do a good job and “that still 

applies now.” 
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The QSCSG IS A CAM-PUS—COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION MADE UP 

op the Woman’s Centre, the Anorexia Nervousa -Bulimia 

Association (ANAB), The Lesbian Gay Bisexual 

Association (LGBA) and the Sexual -Health Resource 

Centre (SHRC) 

One co-ordinator for 1999-2000 
Resume and cover letter due at the AMS -Front Desk by 

February 19th at noon. 

For more information, contact Estee Garfin, at 

533-2958 

watlm m 
thp ^ 
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The Contest: Win a FREE Arts and Science 

Formal Ticket or reimbursement!! 

Complete the Formal ‘99 Advertisement Puzzle™ 

and submit it to the Core before 

4:00pm, March 17 

A draw will be made and the WINNER will be contacted 

March 18 

It doesn’t take an 
Einstein to do the math... 

A student gift of $60 shows a strong 

commitment to Queen’s and packs a powerful 

punch when Queen’s asks alumni and friends 

for millions of dollars to support our school. 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN 



E-mail ‘good idea’ Exchanges on the rise 
Continued from page 4 

Gargaro, associate university 

registrar (records and service), 

the KGB team was told their 

idea did not contravene privacy 

guidelines. 

However, Gargaro stated, 

"The notion of doing mass mail¬ 

ings is a much broader question 

than just the privacy one.” 

The proposal was rejected by 

MacDonald, who pointed to a 

section of the AMS policy man¬ 

ual which states, "The contents 

and methods of campaigning 

shall be above reproach.” 

In a written ruling, 

MacDonald stated, “Potential 

problems with execution and 

possible student alienation 

mean that the use of these lists is 

a method of campaigning that 

threatens the status of this elec¬ 

tion as being above reproach.” 

“Their was a concern 

expressed by all parties that this 

e-mail could be considered by 

some to constitute harassment, 

an invasion of privacy, or an 

abdication of responsibility by 

student leaders to consult 

students before making this 

decision,” he continued. 

“Possible outrage over the use 

of such 

e-mail could serve to threaten 

the legitimacy of the election in 

the minds of AMS constituents. 

This is not acceptable.” 

However, MacDonald 

acknowledged, “A more exten¬ 

sive use of e-mail by the AMS to 

communicate with its con¬ 

stituents is a good idea. But it is 

a good idea that requires con¬ 

sultation with those con¬ 

stituents... 1 appreciate [the 

KGB team] pressing this issue 

that the AMS has neglected for 

too long.” 

"I was very pleased with the 

way Darren mentioned in his 

ruling that this is something that 

is long overdue, and something 

the AMS should look into for 

the future,” said Beltzer. 

Last Thursday, AMS 

Assembly agreed to ask students 

their opinions regarding mass 

e-mail during the spring refer¬ 

endum. 

Tanning Special 
> One Bottle ot California Tanning Max Lotion 

• 1 pair of Peepers 

Footloose A 
In Canada |PL 

Vancouver from $349 
Calgary from $299 
Edmonton from $299 
Regina from $349 
Winnipeg from $239 
Halifax from $249 
Saint John from $329 
St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 
to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail's 6-Pak 
/ Up to 12 flights a day 
</ New Air Canada Service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston at Montreal 

long Haul/Oroup Travel 
549-3561 

Wellsite: www.odvssev-travel.com 

By Hilary Clark 

More Queen’s students will 

be packing their bags for travel 

overseas this fall. 

An increase in the number of 

international exchanges means 

six more students will be spend¬ 

ing either a semester or a year 

abroad next year. 

Ulrich Scheck, coordinator 

of International Programs for 

the Faculty of Arts and Science, 

is excited about the trend. “Our 

primary goal is to see that 

everyone who applies to do an 

exchange gets a spot,” he said. 

Scheck.said the experience 

of spending time abroad is an 

important component of a stu¬ 

dent's degree. 

“The university’s goal is 

internationalization,” said 

Scheck, adding that, in a dream 

world he would like to see 

every Queen’s student spend a 

semester abroad. 

This year, 80 applicants in 

the Faculty of Arts and Science 

applied for 45 spots, up from 

39 available spots last year. 

Unlike past years, every apph 

cant who was short-listed for an 

interview with the selection 

committee was given a spot. 

“The university’s 
goal is 

internationalization.” 

— Ulrich Scheck, 
coordinator of 

International Programs 

Students applying for an 

exchange are chosen primarily 

on the basis of how they will 

represent Queen’s abroad, 

which means that marks are not 

the only criteria. “We look for 

students who are involved in 

the Queen’s community,” said 

Scheck, suggesting that volun¬ 

teer hours and community ser¬ 

vice are just as important as 

marks. 

Queen’s is working to pro¬ 

vide more spots for students in 

order to meet the demand for 

exchanges. 

“We’re still two to three 

years away from where 

want to be,” said Scheck. "gut 

we’re encouraged by t|, 

increase in interest by ,tl! 

dents.” 

Students who obtained spots 

abroad were not necessarily 

granted their first choice. “VFe 

try to accommodate every stu¬ 

dent’s choice,” said Scheck 

“But, for example, we have 

lot more applicants to Australia 

then we have spots.” 

The most popular destina¬ 

tion for students continues to 

be the United Kingdom. “\Vc 

have the most spots available 

there,” said Scheck, noting that 

this year there was an increase 

in the number of placements in 

the UK The number of place¬ 

ments at Edinburgh University 

increased from 10 to 14. 

“The trend continues to be 

moving up,” said Scheck. 

Scheck added there are other 

options, such as Herstmonceux 

Castle, available for students 

wishing to get the international 

experience as a part of their 

degree. 

Late end disadvantage some 
Continued from page 1 

“We were very conscious of 

the difficulties the May 1 date 

causes for students when leases 

expire April 30. This was not a 

particularly easy goal to achieve 

given the number of exams and 

the limited amount of exam 

space available. I’m happy to 

congratulate the exams’ staff in 

this achievement,” Gargaro 

said. 

Every year each Faculty 

establishes sessional dates 

according to a particular for¬ 

mula. “There are 14 different 

possible academic year sched¬ 

ules, depending on when 

Labour Day falls, and whether 

or not there is a leap year,” 

Crawford said. 

For most Faculties and 

schools, classes begin the first 

Monday following Labour Day 

in September. In those years 

when Labour Day is late, as it 

was in September 1998, the first 

date of class is also late. The nat¬ 

ural consequence is that all ses¬ 

sional dates are later, including 

the start and end dates of the 

final examination periods in 

December and in April, 

Crawford explained. 

“But this is one year for 

which there really could be 

some choice in the date to start 

winter term,” he said. 

This year’s winter term 

started on the first Monday 

after January 4, however, it 

wasn t always planned this way. 

In 1987-88 Queen’s started the 

winter term on January 4, even 

though the fall term schedule 

had students writing exams until 

noon on December 23. “It was a 

mess,” Crawford said of the sit¬ 

uation which forced students to 

The 
£>WZ 0T {JJIA/A/IA/S: 
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If did the dream toa% the 
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return early in January. “It was 

physically impossible for all 

exams to be marked and all 

grades processed. So the next 

time we encountered this cycle, 

in 1992-93, we made adjust¬ 

ments.” 

“Maybe the next time 
we hit this cycle we 
should rethink it.” 

— Bob Crawford, dean of 
student affairs 

This year, although the offi¬ 

cial exam period ran until 

December 23, the exam office 

was able to produce a schedule 

that avoided the last day and 

resumed classes on January 11 

rather than January 4. 

“A lot of thought went into 

this,” said Crawford. “Students 

love it in December/January, but 

as the term goes on, the late 

ending, with a possible exam as 

late as May 1 becomes unattrac¬ 

tive. Maybe the next time we hit 

this cycle we should rethink it.” 

“It is conflicting because I 

have an exam on [April 30] and 

to move out by [May 1] means 

that I’m going to start packing 

the morning of the first,” said 

Michael Kim, Con-Ed ’01. 

“I also wish the exams’ staff 

would have consulted more stu¬ 

dents about the end date of the 

exam period because the major¬ 

ity of second and third-year 

Con-Ed students have to begin 

either a two-week or four-week 

practicum placement respec¬ 

tively in May,” Kim said. 

“Having already lost a month 

due to practicum placement, the 

extra week lost puts us at a dis¬ 

advantage as most employers try 

to fill their positions at the ear¬ 

liest possible date.” 

Tuesday. February 16. 1999 
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A.M.S. Spring Referendum 

Meed better financing 
for a project??? """ Ir Good Food Box 

Break the Silence The Good Food Box Kingston is a 

program that offers different sized boxes 

There is a conference being held for of fresh vegetables and fruits at an 

women with epilepsy, their care givers affordable cost. Boxes are paid for at the 

and health professionals. Saturday, beginning of the month and are available 

March 6, from 9am to 4pm at the to be picked up on the third Thursday of 

Kingston General Hospital. The cost is the month. Call 530-2239 for more 

on a sliding scale from $3-$15 and information, 

includes coffee, breaks and lunch. 

Contact 542-6222 for more information. 

CMM feel ‘wronged’ 
Continued from page 3 

Put a question in the Spring Referendum 

NoMiNAiioiv pERiod: 

FEbRUARy 8, 1999 @ 11:45am 
TO 

FEbRUARy 19, 1999 @ 5:00pM 

Nomination packages are available 
at the AMS. Front Desk 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY OuESliONS? 

Contact CAiky, CARolyn or SIiawn 

in ike 

CoMMissioN ol InternaI AHairs 

at 5 5 5-6000 EXT. 74815 STUDFNT GOVERNMENT 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN'S 
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Tuesday, February!^ 

Safe Break Week ‘99 
I $uk Snow ok Stauffer? 

Whether you stay or whether you go, chances are you II be 
partying. Here are a few tips to make your break a safe and 

enjoyable one... 

□ First Aid Kit (Band 
□ Prescription medic 

6 great hosting hints!!! 
1. Parties need a focus: Playing pool, 
dancing, voting for the world's worst sci-if 
movie. Physical activities like swimming or 
skating are prone to accidents when you 
serve alcohol. 
2. Give your guests a choice. Have low- 
alcohol and alcohol-tree drinks available. 
3. Serve snacks! It is better to eat while 
drinking than to drink on an empty stomach. 
4. Be prepared for overnight guests - 
especially those who drink too much! Get 
those blankets and sleeping bags ready. 
5. Find out how guests will be going 
home from your party. Be prepared to 
take away car keys. Know your designated 
drivers. Have cash and phone numbers 
ready for taxies. 
6. Don’t drink to much yourself!!! You 
can stay on top of potential problems better 
when you can think clearly and act quickly. 

•As the host: you can be held 
responsible for injuries or damages 
that occur as a result of the alcohol 
you provide. You are responsible 
for what happens to guests when 
they are in your home or on your 
property. 
• You are also responsible for your 
guests if you organize events which 
take place at other locations. 
• You may be held responsible for 
the safety and behavior or your 
guests until they're sober, not just 
until they leave your party or func¬ 
tion. 

On more 

Serious 

Note... 

Adapted from Addiction 
Research Foundation material 

Message brought to you by - 

i (SPF 15), sunglasses, hat 

fH 
Camera and lots of film 

®U.P exposure to a minimum, 
rwufta y be,weer> Ham and 4pm. 
P°" * ,0^®,y°ur *'Ps. Use a lip 
balm with SPF 15 for protection. 

Kingston Area Safe and Sober 
Community Project 

Health Outreach Program 
Health, Counselling & 

Disability Services. 

SKI SOBER AND ENJOY APRES-Skl WITH A 
DESIGNATED DRIVER! 

Tuesday, February 16, 1999 
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Outstanding Contributors: 
February 

M I S S I O 

PATERSON 

TRENHOLME 

Erik Missio has an essay due. Erik Missio always has 

an essay due. But, he still manages to find time to write 

for the News Section and when he does, the results are 

fantastic. This month, Erik has dazzled us with his excit¬ 

ing ledes, original story ideas, and willingness to take on 

last-minute assignments. Erik is an exceptional writer, an 

aggressive reporter, and always a pleasure to work with. 

Jennifer Paterson has written an article championing 

the cause of one invertebrate or another in every one of 

the last three Queen’s Journal Science sections. Whether 

she’s expounding on the virtues of bioluminescent beetles 

or grossing out the entire campus with stories of anthro¬ 

pophagous maggots, Jenn brings enthusiasm and a read¬ 

able style to her articles. She is a welcome addition to the 

Queen’s Journal Science team. 

Even though he should have been placed on the dis¬ 

abled list, all-star contributor John Trenholme battled 

pneumonia in order to provide the Sports and Fitness sec¬ 

tion with two great articles. Our section this year has 

been battling it out for space, so John’s concise and 

insightful articles have really hit a home run for us. A 

standing ovation for Mr. Trenholme. 

r 
a 

Our Datbtub flin 
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FREE MONEY 
Applications for the AMS 

Board of Directors' 
Special Projects Grants 
are due by Thursday, 
February 18 at NOON. 

For project criteria go 
to the AMS front desk in 

the lower IDUC or call 
Alison Loat at 545-2729 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

& 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

See what the 
campaign can do.. 

$3.4 million endowed for work study 

and work experience 

+ 

$5 million endowed for graduate scholarships 

+ 
$21.6 million endowed for national 

and international entrance scholarships 
+ — 

$30 million endowed for awards and bursaries 

$60 million endowed for student assistance 

Now that’s genius. 
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One must wonder whether 
the team was truly unaware 
that they needed to declare 
the phone as an expense, or 

if they were just caught 
trying to pull the wool over 

everyone’s eyes. 

Editorial Board 

The editorials that appear in the space below represent the views of the editorial board of The Queen’s Journal. The 
editorial board chooses the topics for discussion and arrives at the stated position through a democratic process. 

Fidogate ELECTIONS ARE NOT WON BECAUSE In any election campaign involving vol- 

of one cellular telephone — but unteers that need to be corralled and a 

they can and should be lost by media that wants access to the candi- 

the failure to declare the use of one as a dates, a mobile phone provides a dis- 

campaign expense. Even though tinct advantage. It was therefore 

Corman-Mon-Minns may not have unreasonable for the CMM team to just 

intended to violate campaign spending assume that the same rules that applied 

rules, they must be held accountable for to pre-existing lines at home also 

spending more than is allowed. applied to cell phones. 

Despite their incredulous claim to One must wonder whether the team 

the contrary, the cellular phone rented was truly unaware that they needed to 

by Ryan Graham was clearly used to declare the phone as an expense, or if 

support the CMM campaign. Graham, they were just caught trying to pull the 

the campaign manager for the team, wool over everyone’s eyes. It would 

already admitted that 50 to 75 per cent have been wiser for the team to have 

and maybe even more of the phone’s shown a little humility at the appeal 

use involved the election campaign, hearing and not try to pin the blame on 

The number for the phone was even the election law itself. Instead, they pre¬ 

given to Journal news editors as the 24- sented a mostly specious defence and 

hour contact number for the team, refused to dispense with the sham that 

Nonetheless, Sarah Corman tried to “the cellular phone was not used for 

convince the AMS Judicial Committee campaigning.” 

that the phone was not used for cam- The Judicial Committee’s decision to 

paigning. She even had the gall to claim reject this defence and impose reason- 

that Ryan Graham needed the phone able sanctions on the team is both fair 

because he does not have a regular and consistent with AMS policy. The 

phone-line at home. Upon further ques- best interests of students will be served 

doning it was revealed that he does by conducting a revote in the near 

indeed have access to a regular phone future. Ultimately, the electorate must 

line, just not one listed under his own decide under fair conditions who they 

name- want as their AMS executive for the 

next year. It would be unfortunate if 

the two other teams deprived them of 

that opportunity by removing them¬ 

selves from the ballot. While bowing 

out now is a noble gesture, it is also an 

abdication of their moral responsibility 

to ensure a fair election. Barring a suc¬ 

cessful appeal of the Judicial 

Committee’s decision, a new vote with 

all three teams on the ballot should be 

The AMS election laws are very held as soon as possible, 

instructive about what is considered a While everyone involved would have 

campaign expense: Campaign materials preferred to avoid the consequences of 

are defined as any items used to publi- disqualifying the CMM team, few can 

cize or support a candidate or team of complain about the process. Both the 

candidates. CEO, Darren MacDonald, and the 

Since the cellular phone was used Internal Affairs Commissioner, Dan 

primarily to support the team, there can Fabiano, have acted with integrity and 

be little doubt that it falls within the honesty through the whole affair, 

scope of this rule. The CMM team’s Unfortunetly, regardless of the out- 

complaint that this was not clearly stip- come of the re-vote it seems unavoid- 

ulated in the election law is an unten- able that a dark cloud will hang over 

able defence. If they did not know, why the AMS executive for the next year 

didn’t they ask the Chief Electoral If CMM continues in office they will 

Officer? Ignorance is not a defence for have to fight hard to regain their credi- 

overspending. bility in the eyes of the student commu- 

As for the CMM argument that a cel- nity. After all, if they can’t manage a 

ular phone is no different from a land- $400 campaign, how can they be 

line, it neglects the essential difference expected to run a $5 million 

between the two: a cell phone is mobile corporation? 

and thus provides greater accessibility. 

9 [1DID NOT HAVE 
!hV RELATIONS WITH 

,PHONE.r 

i 

Opening up 
’VE FINALLY DECIDED TO THROW women on this campus that are sweet, 

in the towel. After trying for a few funny and genuinely caring. To be hon- 

years to get back on the horse, I’ve est, I’m probably more scared than any- 

given up trying to date. The last rela- thing else. It’s a dangerous thing to have 

tionship I was in lasted for two years to open up again and start to place your 

and, at the time, was the greatest thing to trust in someone. I made the first mis- 

ever happen to me. As I look back on it, take by starting to go out with someone 

however, I realize that it was a relation- before I really knew them and have 

ship with severe physical and emotional vowed never to make that mistake again, 

problems. The problem I have now is that when 

I start to get interested, I usually make 

some wise-ass comments because I start • 

to get defensive. Instead of letting the 

person know what I really think about 

something, I’ll make a quick joke in 

order to get attention away from myself. 

The problem with the abusive rela¬ 

tionship I experienced was the guilt. I 

As I began to talk about it with my started doing nice little sweet things but 

friends I realized that I had been abused eventually they turned into things that, if 

t roughout the relationship both physi- not delivered, meant that I was an insen- 

cally and emotionally. Now I’m sure sitive prick. If I said something she did- 

most guys would not admit being abused n’t agree with, there would be a quick 

by a girl since it isn’t the most ’manly’ punch — not exactly the kind of stuff 

tning to bring up. It is a serious problem people like to brag about. If I spent any 

though, since guys are also the least time with my female friends, I was 

i e y, on average, to share their feelings, immediately accused of being unfaithful 

C’ * VCr ,t0*d anyone or unloving — even after two years. 
inH f Ir t-l C uVC to be my fault While I obviously wish the experience 

I desert obviously 1 was getting what never happened, it has made me learn to 

I vTlmmdi ^th,at if 1 was aPPreciate my friends and understand 
then” I’H j treated nicely, if not, and sympathize with women and men 

I | Tea e 1 e y°ur basic jerk. who have suffered abusive relationships, 

ex liJ T n0t eVeryr iS Hke ^ Than^ for taking 
nrnb M L- 1 ,rec,°8nize *at there are the time to listen. - 
probably hundreds or thousands of Cheers. 

I’m sure most 
guys would 
not admit 

being abused 
by a girl. 

By Rob MacNeil 

Bons Mots. If I m going to be trivial, inconsequential, and 
deceitful... then I might as well be in government. 

- Joseph Heller 
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How did you vote 
in last week’s AMS 

election? 

PHOTOS BY CHRIS GLOVER 

“We voted for the team with three 

people.” 

Scott Gagnon Sci ’02 

How Jun Kong Sci ’02 

“We missed the vote because of a nacho 

incident.” 

Tara Whalen Artsei ’01 

Steve Sheffer ConEd ’01 

Heather McDonald Artsei ’01 

“There was an election?!!” 

Neil Walsworth 

Russell Ibbotson 

Mark Mylvaganam 

Sci ’02 

Sci ’02 

Artsei ’02 

Spending limit is too low IT CAME AS NO SURPRISE TO HEAR alle¬ 

gations that a team of AMS candidates 

had breached the $400 spending limit. 

This restriction is ludicrously low for the 

size of the Queen’s electorate, and is prac¬ 

tically begging to be violated. Restrictions 

on campaign spending need to be 

rethought; at the very least, the $400 fig¬ 

ure needs drastic upward revision. 

According to the February 11 Journal 

Extra, there were 11,613 eligible voters in 

the AMS election. Four hundred dollars, 

then, leaves just 3.4 cents per voter. In 

other words, even a campaign with no 

other costs could not afford to give a pho¬ 

tocopied handbill to each voter, let alone 

pay for long distance, stickers and the 

like. 

Competition itself almost 
disappears, as the grossly 

under-funded campaigns fail 
to even make a ripple in the 
collective consciousness of 

Queen’s. 

To put this in perspective, the last elec¬ 

tion I worked on spent more than $400 

on donuts. 

Someday soon, students will have to 

decide whether the AMS is an amateur or 

a professional organization. Right now, 

the posters reminding us to vote empha¬ 

size the magnitude of the AMS budget 

and the salaries paid to the troika at the 

top. “You are a shareholder..,” etcetera. 

But the $400 limit tells prospective voters 

and candidates that this is little league, 

kid’s stuff, nothing serious. 

The motivating fiction of campaign 

spending restrictions is that the playing 

field is somehow leveled; that candidates 

will compete on the basis of merit rather 

than wealth. This has some unintended — 

and perverse — consequences: 

With sharply restricted finances, candi¬ 

dates must compete on the basis of pre¬ 

campaign popularity, since they would 

lack the funds to build name recognition. 

The wealthy get an even greater advan¬ 

tage than before, since they can use their 

personal assets, like vehicles, fax lines, 

scanners and workspace; meanwhile, the 

relatively poorer candidates, who might 

otherwise rent equivalent facilities, are 

. left to go entirely without. 

Competition itself almost disappears, 

as the grossly under-funded campaigns 

fail to even make a ripple in the collective 

consciousness of Queen’s. 

This last effect, in my opinion, explains 

the utter apathy with which AMS elec¬ 

tions pass, like a bum shuffling down the 

sidewalk. The candidates for a position 

are the best motivated and most enthusi¬ 

astic advocates of voter turnout. But the 

present system prevents even the best of 

them from creating outreach and persua¬ 

sion campaign, by normal political stan¬ 

dards. At the same time we all lose an 

opportunity for widespread reflection and 

debate on our university’s direction. 

If we are really concerned about level 

playing fields, we should set a limit on 

the contributions each individual is 

allowed to make to a campaign, but allow 

the campaigns to raise funds at will. This 

would allow fundraising to serve a gate- 

keeping function: we can assume that 

campaign teams with no popular appeal 

would draw no financial support. As such, 

if they want to waste our time, they would 

have to waste their own cash in doing so. 

Naturally, the rules as they exist must 

be enforced. I hope the incoming AMS 

executive, whoever they are, with the 

$400 frustration fresh in their memory, 

will move to prevent future elections 

from being equally under-funded. 

James Brown 

Arts '02 

<$ 
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ASIAN CONFERENCE ‘99 
February 19-BO, 1999 

Queen’s University, Kingston 
Keynote Speakers and Workshops featuring 

Dr. Michael Hawes 
(Professor of Mftlcs. Queen s Unhorsltyj 

Dr. Lorna Wright 
(ConAsla Rotations. Queen's Untventty) 

Shirley Wong 
IConsultant. HK Economic & Trade Councir) (Canary Anchor Parson! 

Calvin Wong 
ICo-Founderof AdonAvenue.com) registration fee 925 

ftir more Info, email 6st116qllnk.queensu.ca or _ 
check www.ams.Queensu.ca/qseac/conference.htm * iirut : ni 

Dr. Audrey Kobayashi 
IDirector of Womens Studies, Queen's (Jnlrers/tyl 

Eliot Chang 
(Independent Entertainer. NYC) 
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Sponsored by 

The clitoris at the 
centre of the campus 

Dear Editors, 

Having read Tara Mansbridge’s opin¬ 

ion piece in last Tuesday’s Journal, I have 

only one question: why did she feel the 

need to put this in print? 

Does she really think the student pop¬ 

ulace at large has any interest whatsoever 

in her masturbation habits? I do not 

challenge her right to own and use as 

many vibrators as she likes; what I do 

challenge, however, is her misuse of a 

university resource. Her position as 

Editor-in-chief of a campus publication 

brings with it both power and responsi¬ 

bility; to abuse this power to feed her 

own ego and exhibitionism is frankly 

embarrassing. Wake-up call, Tara! 

Queen’s does not revolve around your 

clitoris! What’s next? Fascinating explo¬ 

rations of Tara’s bowel movements? 

Please, people, it’s a campus 

NEWSpaper. Can’t we stick to the news? 

Mike Martelle 

Arts ’98 

Not so subtle 
innuendo 

Dear Editors, 

We would like to commend you for 

printing Jen Evans’ letter in The Journal, 

(2/12/99.) We feel that Ms. Evans really 

put her finger on something which is 

hard to get a hold of. Her probing 

insight into the often sticky issues con¬ 

cerning masturbation was thoughtful 

Continued on page 12 

See what the 
campaign can do... 

165 new print journal titles 
+ 

1,000 more new books annually 

+ 

1,200 new electronic full-text journal titles 
+ 

72,000-article Encyclopedia Britannica online 

annual purchasing power 

of $5 million endowed for libraries 

Now that’s genius. 

UPAIGN FOR QUEENS 
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Continued from page 11 

and stimulating. The helping 

hand she offered Tara 

Mansbridge in this, the loneliest 

time of the year, was touching. 

Todd Jackson & 

Robyn Thompson 

Arts '99 

He says what he 
means 

Dear Editors, 

1 read with much amusement 

in last Friday’s Journal that the 

CMM team is to be disqualified 

for overspending a whole $40 

or so during their campaign. 

Surely this is a scandal of epic 

proportions, and the very fabric 

of our wonderful Queen’s 

democracy could be undone 

should this go on uninvesti¬ 

gated! Why, hordes of shocked 

students are just screaming in 

protest, right? Give me a fuck¬ 

ing break. Since the idiots who 

set out on a crusade to screw the 

CMM team seem to have their 

heads permanently shoved up 

their asses. I’m going to give 

them a little info about students’ 

interest in the AMS: No one 

gives a shit. The vast majority of 

us didn’t vote at all. 

There is no way the election 

would have changed as a result 

of “cell-phone-gate.” No one 

cares about the AMS executive. 

Most of us don’t know what it 

does, nor do we give a crap to 

try and find out. 

Continued on page 12 

New Show 

Speaking Volumes 
circulated by Obwo, Montreal curated by Clive Robertson 

18 February - 19 March 

at Modern Fuel Gallery, 21a Queen Street 

A library of video documents on the mediation of art 

practices in artists' projects, journalism and documentaries 
from 1954-1996. 

Free admission 

Presented with the financial auistance of Ore Canada Council for the Arts, 
the Ontario Arts Council and the City of Kington, in cooperation with 
Kingston Artists' Association. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 
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Easier tax filing and 

faster refunds for students 

It's free, at your fingertips, and 

available seven days a week. 

Check your personalized income 

tax package for a TELEFILE 

invitation. 

For more information, visit 

our Web site at: 

www.rc.gc.ca/telefile/ 
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Food bank users civc in need 
Food bank coordinator responds to criticism 

Kathy Skelton’s aeticle 
in last Friday’s Journal, 

“Rotten food bank adver¬ 

tising,” is a good example of the 

myths that exist on campus, and 

more broadly across society, 

about food banks. I’m all for dis¬ 

cussing the merits of the AMS 

food bank’s advertising — 

which emphasizes cutting gro¬ 

cery costs in half and shopping 

for free — as well as the food 

bank’s policy of not asking for 

questionnaires and proof of 

financial need. That discussion, 

though, must be informed, must 

be intelligent, and must be 

premised upon the reality of 

hidden hunger on campus and 

not on senseless stereotypes and 

assumptions. 

There are many 
programs and services 

in society that run 
successfully on an 

honour system, and 
the student food bank 
at Queen’s is one of 

them. 

Many students, including the 

author of last week’s Journal 

article, seem concerned that the 

food bank is being abused by 

students who don’t need to use 

it. Such critics have clearly 

thought through the idea of tak¬ 

ing advantage of a food bank, 

getting free food from the stu¬ 

dent government and instead 

buying clothes, CDs and beer, 

yet don’t do so themselves. The 

vast majority of students see the 

ads in The Journal, hear about 

the service through friends, yet 

are too honest to take advantage 

of a food bank. There are many 

programs and services in society 

that run successfully on an hon¬ 

our system, and the student food 

hank at Queen’s is one of them. 
Food bank usage tripling 

since September makes a lot of 

sense. Students, having paid for 

holiday presents, tuition and 

books for two terms, and inci¬ 

dentals along the way, have less 

money now than six months 

ago. One in three students at 

Queen’s, about 4,000 students, 

are on OSAP or other forms of 

government assistance. The 

average student debt-load (for 

students with debt) upon gradu¬ 

ation is $25,000. That s a 

$6,000 shortfall each year. Add 

to this students with bank loans, 

loans to parents, part-time stu¬ 

dents who fall short yet don’t 

qualify for OSAP, and those 

whose parents’ income is too 

high yet are receiving little or no 

support for their education, and 

you have a group of people who 

are so deeply in debt, so far 

from covering their expenses, 

that in any other community 

they would be considered ideal 

food bank users. 

The challenge for the food 

bank remains encouraging more 

people to use the service. For the 

most part, students feel comfort¬ 

able applying for OSAP, loans, 

and bursaries, yet feel uncom¬ 

fortable using a food bank. The 

question becomes how to 

encourage students in need, stu¬ 

dents who never thought they’d 

need to use a food bank, and 

make them comfortable enough 

to use a service that is all too 

often stereotyped as being for 

the homeless and destitute. 

Well, we know the old system 

doesn’t work; after all, the AMS 

wouldn’t need its own f0oJ 

bank if students felt comfortable 

enough with the city food bank 

I've met students who have used 

Kingston’s city food bank, fiiy 

out an application form and sat 

down for an interview in order 

to prove that they are in finan¬ 

cial need. They never went back 

after that experience, not 

because they weren’t in need 

but because they saw it as an 

intrusion on their privacy and 

pride. 

At Queen’s we have a 
group of people who 
are so deeply in debt, 
so far from covering 

their expenses, that in 
any other community 

they would be 
considered ideal food 

bank users. 

Challenging hidden hunger 

on campus isn’t about lengthy 

application forms, credit checks, 

and when it’s all said and done, 

handing out food in a cardboard 

box. It’s about taking our house¬ 

mates, classmates, and friends at 

their word, trusting their judge¬ 

ment that they’re using a food 

bank because they need to, treat¬ 

ing them like customers who 

command respect, and recogniz¬ 

ing that people can work hard, 

budget properly, yet still fall 

short that week, month, or term. 

Eric Morris 

AMS Food Bank Coordinator 

Arts ’99 

a»/NAirMi/nN S?pERATI0N- THiS BEER IS 
8 mru «H IS NEARLY TWICE AS 
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Nothing is ever going to change 

regardless of who’s in charge that will 

have any meaningful impact on our lives. 

Every year each team runs on essentially 

the same platform and the “election” is 

more a popularity contest than anything 

else. 

True, the arrogance and contempt 

which the CMM team exhibited during 

their campaign was insulting and repul¬ 

sive. As noted in a letter to The Journal 

last week by the QP staff, the CMM team 

either lied or at least misled people about 

the state of the QP to try and create an 

election issue to help them. They never 

seemed to really acknowledge their 

opponents and preached their ideas as if 

they come from divine inspiration. 

Apparently they also broke the campaign 

spending limit and now seem to be more 

pissed off that they got caught rather 

than actually apologetic about the situa¬ 

tion. 

So, they’re a bunch of tight-assed, 

arrogant pricks who sort of cheated to 

win. Are the other teams any better? 

Surely the wonderfully immature 

Beltzner team which was so petty it 

decided to say, screw the election results, 

let’s try and get the winners on a techni¬ 

cality is a better choice. 

Thanks for that bit of hard-core detec¬ 

tive work guys. Way to lose with dignity. 

If CMM won, let them keep their 

jobs. I hate to break it to the other teams, 

but no one cares anyway. There was 

never much choice to begin with. 

However, immature, petty crap like what 

_ Letters te the Editers 
the Beltzner team is pulling and the arro¬ 

gant, holier than thou attitudes of the 

CMM team are both reprehensible and 

both will no doubt disillusion even more 

voters for next year. If either team really 

cares about helping students get 

involved, they’ll change their attitudes 

immediately. 

Thanks for coming out guys. You sure 

are making a difference. 

Brock Jones 

Artsci ’00 

ASUS election team 
fights back 

Dear Editors, 

In response to the February 12 letter 

entitled “ASUS election team goes too 

far,” we would like to make some clarifi¬ 

cations about our apparent “error in 

judgement.” 

There was no error in judgement. 

ASUS policy clearly states that all can¬ 

didates must take a leave of absence from 

all paid and/or volunteer positions held 

within ASUS and the AMS, unless per¬ 

sonal financial considerations are an 

issue (Section C-l/e/i). Furthermore, pol¬ 

icy gives the CEO the responsibility for 

ruling on any and all ASUS election cam¬ 

paigning, expenses and disputes (Section 

C-l/b/i). As well, roles within ASUS do 

not end until all transition has ceased. 

Those who have held ASUS positions are 

obligated, in policy, to transition with 

their successors as a component of their 

job (ajl of Section C-5). 

It was brought forth on February 5 by 

one executive team that “OC Transition” 

was going to be held that evening and 

there was concern that this was an infrac¬ 

tion of ASUS policy. Any complaint made 

to the CEO requires her to examine the 

validity of the complaint and make deci¬ 

sions in accordance with policy and 

precedent. 

Head Gael, Jehn Mihill, was con¬ 

tacted. She informed us that the event 

was indeed ASUS OC Transition; that 

attendants at this party included old and 

new OC members meeting for the pur¬ 

poses of transition; that the candidates 

would be there specifically because of 

their role on ASUS OC ’98; and that Mr. 

Safford and Miss Bell would be acknowl¬ 

edged in their role on OC by the incom¬ 

ing OC ’99. 

Therefore, the CEO had no other 

alternative but to inform the candidates 

that if they attended the event, it would 

be an infraction of campaign rules sub¬ 

ject to penalties and/or disqualification. 

Before they were told, however, the 

CEO obtained the opinions of the AMS 

Elections Team. Based on the facts given, 

AMS policy supported our CEO’s deci¬ 

sion and the AMS Internal Affairs 

Commissioner also confirmed that her 

decision was appropriate and sound. 

To claim that there was an “error in 

judgement” suggests a lack in the full 

understanding of the facts involved in 

this decision. The circumstances were 

fully explained to the candidates and no 

appeals were made after the decision was 

rendered. 

In the future, it would be appreciated 

if complainants would consider 

approaching the Elections Team before¬ 

hand to verify facts rather than immedi¬ 

ately issuing a letter to The Journal. This 

would prevent fallacious assumptions, 

conjecture, and arrogant judgements of 

character from occurring again. 

Or at the very least, spell our names 

right the next time. 

Kate Slater 

ASUS Chief Electoral Officer 

Alun Ackery 

ASUS Chief Returning Officer 

Adrian Viens 

ASUS Deputy Internal Affairs 

Commissioner 

Carol Liao 

ASUS Internal Affairs Commissioner 

Letters To 
THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

I St., or e-mail them to 

j journal@post.queensu.ca. 

Double the Power 
of Your Degree 

Humber College has more Post-Graduate 
Programs than any other College in Canada! 
One year of a college education designed specifically for university 
graduates increases the likelihood of employment. 93% of Humber’s 
graduates find career-related jobs within six months of graduation. 
An information session will be available on your campus. 

Wednesday, March 3, 1999 
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

MacKintosh - Cony Hall room D211 

“Job-ready colleges are becoming the finishing school of choice for 
many university grads.” 

Maclean’s Magazine, special issue October 26, 1998 Humber 
To register, please call (416) 675-6622 ext. 4791 or 
email: liaison@admin.humberc.on.ca 

www. humberc.on.ca 
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On Death Row 
The smoke rising from Tupac Shakur’s death in 1996 is still clearing 

and has many wondering whether the late entertainer was 
the victim of an internal murder conspiracy in the music industry. 

Others maintain Shakur’s death was a hoax. 
By Ben Molson 

“How Long Will they Mourn Me?" 

— ‘'How Long Will they Mourn 

Me” from Thug Life 

Tupac Amaru Shakur died Friday, 

September 13, 1996 from gun¬ 

shot wounds he suffered seven 

days earlier in Las Vegas, Nevada. While 

standing through the sunroof of his 

BMW, gunmen in a white Cadillac fired 

13 shots at the vehicle. Shakur’s crooked 

producer, Marion “Suge” Knight, was 

grazed in the drive-by. 

The rap star’s death ignited a gang j 
war which pitted two of America’s most 

prominent gangs (the Bloods and the 

Crips) against each other. Many specu¬ 

late that Shakur’s demise was influenced 

by his well-known conflict with rappers 

Sean “Puffy” Combs and Christopher 

“Biggie Smalls” Wallace (who was shot | 

and killed while in his car later in 1996). 

Other theories maintain the shooting 

was a gang-hit by Knight’s rivals — some i 

argue that Knight himself was responsi¬ 

ble. Others even speculate that Shakur 

faked his death and is now living under¬ 

ground. 

The official police investigation pro¬ 

duced no arrests and Shakur’s killer is | 

still unknown. 

"Give me a paper and pen so I can 

write about my life of sin” 

— “Life Goes On,” 

from All eyez on me 

Shakur was born June 16, 1971 

in Brooklyn, NY, just one month after 

his mother, Afeni Shakur, was acquit¬ 

ted of charges related to her member¬ 

ship in the Black Panthers. Named 

after an Inca chief, Tupac Amaru " 

A more credible 
conspiracy theory is 

that Shakur’s 
producer, Suge 

Knight arranged 
the hit. 

the testicles and twice in the mid-section. 

I After regaining consciousness, he went 

for the lobby door and, according to 

Shakur, there was already a police 

cruiser waiting. Thinking he had only 

been shot once, and being w5ry of 

police, he limped to the studio where he 

was greeted by Biggie, Puffy and others, 

all allegedly surprised to see him (even 

though he’d buzzed them saying he was 

coming). This, in addition to the fact 

that none of them offered help, is what 

made Tupac believe he had been set up. 

He then sat down, asked someone to 

roll him a joint, called his girlfriend, 

| and, finally, called 911. 

The responding officers were the 

I same ones who had just testified against 

Shakur in his rape trial — an amazing 

coincidence given the number of cops in 

New York City. According to Shakur, the 

first officer to see him was smiling and, 

I after noticing the gunshot to his groin, 

asked, “What’s up Tupac, how’s it hang¬ 

ing?” Shakur was taken to hospital and 

! the gunshots were ruled as “flesh 

wounds.” Feeling unsafe, Shakur left the 

hospital and went to court the next 

morning. He was acquitted of sodomy 

and weapons charges but he was found 

guilty in the case of sexual assault. 

I Shakur was sentenced to four and a half 

years at New York’s Riker’s Island peni- 

I tentiary. 

”Well this is how wegon’ do this: fuck 

resulting in his half-brother’s arrest for Mobb Deep, fuck Biggie, fuck Bad Boy as a 

the accidental shooting of a 6-year-old staff, record label, and as a mother fuckin' crew. And if 

bystander (the charges were dropped on you want to be down with Bad Boy, then fuck you too.” 

account of a lack of evidence.) On two — “Hit ’em up” 

separate occasions police officers were Shakur AND BIGGIE had been friends prior to the 
shot and the perpetrators fingered 2Pac shootirlg and Tupac had even given Bjgglc ^ ^ 

in the rap industry by letting him rap at his concerts. 

Their friendship, however, ended abruptly after the 

and his music as inspiration. Dan 

Quayle, vice-president at the time, 

means “shining serpent” and Shakur is Arabic for n stated that 2Pac s music has no place in Coring. 

thankful to God.” OUcu°u!et^\ if a i While in prison Shakur heard rumours from other 
He and his mother were often forced to live in shel- Shakur himself was arrested on several occasions, inmates that Biggie Smai|s and puff Daddy had known 

ters moving between Harlem and the Bronx until 1986 once for takin8 a sw,nS Wlth a baseball bat at another about thg sbooting and had provided the gunmen with 

when he and mother moved to Baltimore, Maryland. raPPcr durmS a concert, once for allegedly shooting ctvo jnformadon conceming his location. This solidified 

There, he enrolled in The Baltimore School for the off-duty cops who were harassing a black motorist (the Tupac-S be|ief tbat Biggiei Puff Dadd and others 

Performing Arts, and was described by teachers as “an charges were dropped), and finally for a sexual assault lnvoived ^ tbe Bad Boy record ]abe| had set him t0 

extremely talented young actor." Shakur also started T“p,f was n°' dlrectl>’ involved, but he be He4 Bu[ why woldd Biggje not warn T about 

writing his first rap songs in Baltimore under the per- allegedly allowed the assault to occur. It was while on the sbooting? [ a jnttrvjew Tupac (referring to Biggie) 

forming name MC New York and at 17 Shakur moved to rna for sexual assault that Tupac s life . . . p E ,ggIe' 

Marin City, California, where he dropped out of school took a dramatic turn, 

and began selling dope. “Leaving that school affected me 
■ - - ■* Fwe shots couldn t drop me, I took 

it and smiled. ” 

— “Hit ’em up” 

It occurred in November of 

so much. Even now, I see that as the point where I got off 

track.’’ 

Shakur did find success in 1990 when he joined the 

rap group Digital Underground and, with their hit “The 

Humpty Dance," he had his first break. Soon after, he 1994. Shakur was shot five rimes and 

rapped in his first solo album “2Pacalypse Now" and robbed of $40,000 in jewellery. The 

starred in the Earnest Dickerson R\m Juice. police concluded that the robbery was 

„ the sole motive for the shooting but 
Grab your glocks when you see 2Pac. Call the cops Shakur thought otherwise, believing he 

when you see 2Pac. ” had been set up. 

“Hit ’em up” from How Do U Want It T|ie nighc of the shooting Shakur had been asked to 

Makaveli, an alias of 
Shakur, is another 

spelling for 
Machiavelli, an 

Italian war strategist 
who faked his own 
death to deceive 

his enemies. 

said “fear got stronger than love and 

niggas’ did things that they know they 

wasn’t supposed to do.” 

So who did Biggie fear? One theory 

points to a criminal organization in 

New York known as the “Black Mafia.” 

The rumour is that this organization 

funded Bad Boy records in its early 

years and that before the label became 

successful, the Black Mafia demanded 

Shakur sign with Bad Boy. He refused 

and the 1994 shooting was allegedly 

punishment for saying no. 

.o..o....In October of 1995, Shakur was bailed out of prison 

OHAKUR’s CAREER EXPERIENCED a boom from 1992 to rap on “Little Shawn’s” album at the Quad City record- by Suge Knight for $1.4 million. Immediately after, 

1994 — which saw him starring with Janet Jackson in ing studio in New York- After arriving at the studio Tupac signed with Knight’s record label Death Row. 

the film. Poetic Justice and releasing two albums that shakur entered the building with three friends. Standing While with Death Row Tupac released songs with more 

quickly went platinum. During this same period, how- hy the elevator were two black men in their 30s. They °f a gangsta rap edge than in his previous work and 

ever, Shakur developed a long rap-sheet from his brushes went straight for Shakur, pulled out identical 9mm hand- 

'Vith the law. In 1992 he was involved in an altercation guns and demanded his jewellery. Shakur refused and the 
ensuing fight left Shakur shot twice in the head, once in 

Continued on next page 



Out late at night? 

Don't want to walk alone? 

Looking for a smile to brighten 
yotareveWina?,,* 

We've already walked over 
5,000 people this year. 

That's more than 10,000 km 

So we think we can help 

Walkhome 533-2662 
or you can still call our old number at 545-2662 
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c This is your opportunity to 

ross cultures 
Pre-departure Information for 

Education Abroad Participants 
An information session on setting goals 

and objectives, researching the right 
opportunity for you, preparing a 

pre-departure checklist 
and health and safety concerns 

Tuesday, February 16, 5:30 - 7:00 pm 

in the Music Listening Room, JDUC 
The Regional Speaker Series 

Continues 
Tuesday, March 2: 

"China, Japan and South-East Asia" 
Wednesday, March 10: 

"Australia and the Pacific" 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

in the Music Listening Room, JDUC 

Income Tax Workshop and Volunteer Training 
Volunteers are needed to assist international students during the 

months of March and April with filling out their income tax forms. 

Training will be given by Revenue Canada personnel 

from the local Kingston office. 

Advanced registration required with the Centre. 

The International Centre 
at Queen's University in the JDUC 
just past the Queen's Pub 

Tel: (613) 533-2604 Fax: (613) 533-6190 
http://www.quic.queensu.ca / 

Gun, Die by the Gun.”__ 

began to publicly threaten and humiliate 

Biggie and those associated with Bad Boy 

records. In his song “Hit ’em up ’ Tupac 

claims to have slept with Biggie’s wife, 

Faith Evans, and threatens everyone asso¬ 

ciated with Bad Boy with lyrics such as 

“we gonna I 'M all you mother fuckers” 

and “fuck you, die slow mother fucker. 

My fo’ fo’ [.44 calibre handgun] make 

sure all yo’ kids don’t grow.” This very 

public feud later fuelled beliefs that Bad 

Boy was responsible for Shakur’s eventual 

death. 

“Only God can judge me now." 

— “Only God Can Judge Me” 

from All eyez on me 

September 7, 1996. Shakur attends 

the Bruce Seldon/ Mike Tyson fight in Las 

Vegas with Knight and other friends. After 

the fight Tupac and his party are seen on 

casino security cameras getting in a phys¬ 

ical altercation with another man. Suge 

Knight is a member of a gang known as 

the Bloods and this fight is apparently due 

to the ongoing hostility between Blood 

and Crip members. 

According to a police informant the 

man op the security camera is named 

Orlando Anderson and has stolen the 

Death Row medallion worn by a friend of 

Tupac’s, Travon Lane. Lane points 

Anderson out to Shakur, Shakur 

approaches Anderson and reportedly asks 

“You from the South?” (A reference to the 

Southside Crips.) A fight ensues but ends 

quickly. 

About an hour later, as Death Row’s 

entourage of cars arrive at Knight’s night¬ 

club, a white Cadillac pulls up, from 

which a gunman emerges firing a dock 

.40 calibre handgun. The gunman shoots 

11 times at Tupac’s car. Tupac is hit four 

times in the chest and Knight’s head is 

grazed with shrapnel. 

The informant goes on to say that 

immediately after the shooting, Travon 

Lane identifies the gunman as Orlando 

Anderson. 

Tupac’s car makes a U-turn and 

attempts to drive to the hospital. 

However, it gets stuck in traffic on Vegas’s 

“strip” and paramedics resort to trans¬ 

porting Shakur from traffic to the hospital 

by helicopter. 

Continued on next page 

J&cwetb 
MEN'S WEAR 

IS THE OFFICIAL SUPPLIER OF 

MEN’S FORMAL WEAR FOR THE 

99’ ARTS AND SCIENCE FORMAL 

Book before February 2BTH 
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR TEN 
DDLLAR STUDENT DISCOUNT 

Dover’s 

Men’s 

Wear 

1 55 

Princess 

St. 

544-6B64 
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A Blood-Crip gang-war ensues. The 

day after the Las Vegas shooting, a white 

Cadillac is seen entering a Compton body 

shop owned by Orlando Anderson’s 

cousin. According to the police informant, 

three Blood sects meet and decide on 

three drive-by shooting locations. Later 

that day, a man reportedly in the Cadillac 

is shot in the back. Two days later another 

Southside Crip member identified as an 

occupant of the Cadillac, Bobby Finch, is 

shot in Compton. 

Friday, September 13. Tupac 
Shakur dies and by the next morning 

seven Crips and five Bloods have been 

shot. One of the Bloods who has been 

shot tells the police that the man who shot 

him was Orlando Anderson. 

Anderson was also fingered for an 

April 1996 shooting and was reportedly 

seen with a dock .40 calibre handgun just 

prior to the Las Vegas shooting (this was 

an important rip since the model of the 

gun used had not yet been made public.) 

Anderson was arrested in connection with 

the April 1996 shooting, but no charges 

per who at the time was Dr. Dre’s pro¬ 

ducer — for Dre’s contract by threatening 

him with a baseball bat and metal pipes. 

Days later, Eazy-E granted Knight Dr. 

Dre’s contract for virtually no compensa¬ 

tion. In another incident Knight report¬ 

edly convinced rapper Vanilla Ice to sign 

over the rights to several of his songs by 

threatening to drop him from a 15th floor 
balcony. 

Knight’s main motive for killing 

Shakur would have been money. Tupac 

was just completing work on his third 

album with Death Row, fulfilling his con¬ 

tact. Once his contract expired, Tupac 

had plans to start his own record label and 

had over 200 unreleased songs that would 

become the property of his own label. 

However, with Tupac dead, the unre¬ 

leased material went to Death Row and __._._._ 
with the enormous publicity over Tupac’s WHEN WILL ENOUGH FINALLY BE ENOUGH?: Biggie Smalls, both a one-time 

death, his market value shot up friend and foe of Shakur, met a similar demise to his rival only months after 
substantially. F the shooting in Las Vegas, which led to Shakur’s death. 

Not only would Knight profit from that Shakur faked his own death. Chuck of the spotlight. This could be a motive 

future Tupac record sales, but he would a tapper with Public Enemy, lent his for a faked death. Although this theory is 

keep the money that he had reportedly support to this theory when he released not respected among popular media, it is 

stolen from Tupac in the past. From the his “Top 18 Reasons Why Tupac is Still of major interest on the Internet. One site 

time he signed with Death Row until his Alive.” Some of these reasons are more in particular is, 

death, Tupac should haVe been paid credible than others, but all together they http://www.ewsonline.com/2pac/ 

$517,000,000 but when he died his bank do point out some intriguing which contains a poll on his death, 

account was virtually empty and he inconsistencies. Currently 2,893 people have voted that 

owned no real estate, stocks or bonds. Some point to the fact that corruption he’s dead, and 7,520 have voted that he’s 

Knight’s reputation for embezzling is still rampant in Las Vegas and thus, the still alive, 

sales from his artists stems from alleged necessary officials could have been bribed 

incidents involving Snoop Doggy Dog in order to protect the scandal. "I will die before my time because l feel 

(who is still signed with Death Row), and Furthermore, the Las Vegas strip was the shadow’s depth so much I wanted 1 

Dr. Dre (who as a result left Death Row, packed with cars the night of the shooting accomplish before l reached my death. ” 

l..<- j.j - L- x — — rr'-' —“In the Event of My Demise” 

from To Produce and Create 

but did not press the issue.) (Tupac’s own car got stuck in traffic); 

Knight even went so far as to tell Tupac however, the white Cadillac was able to 

that he owed Death Row money. 

DEATH ROW ALL-STARS: From left 
(clockwise): Snoop Doggy Dogg, Dr. 

Dre, Suge Knight, Tupac Shakur. 

Furthermore, on the surveillance cam¬ 

era footage shot the night of Tupac’s 

death, Knight is seen telling Shakur to 

take off his bullet-proof vest (which 

Since his death Shakur’s life and 

music have been misunderstood by 

the popular media. What Tupac 

rapped about wasn’t always nice or 

followed. 

To this day no one has been charged 

with Tupac’s murder, due to a lack of evi¬ 

dence and witnesses. This lack of wit¬ 

nesses is mostly based upon the Death 

Row camp’s unwillingness to aid the 

police. The direction of the police’s inves¬ 

tigation points to a Blood-Crip gang war 

being the probable cause of Tupac’s death, 

but many other theories abound. 

"Suge shot him ” 

— “Bomb First (My 2nd reply)” from 

Makaveli: The Seven Day Theory 

The Internet has become a haven 

for Tupac “conspiracy buffs” and many 

theories have been published. Some theo¬ 

ries point to a delayed hit by East Coast 

enemies of Tupac. However, this opinion 

has generally lost favour because no Bad 

Boy affiliates were identified in Las Vegas 

at the time of Tupac’s death. A more cred¬ 

ible view is that Knight arranged the hit. 

Knight was known for being a ruthless 

business person whose practices some¬ 

times broke the law. 

An example of this is when he allegedly 

negotiated” with Eazy-E — the late rap- 

“Sometimes the lure of violent 
culture is so magnetic that even 

when one overcomes it with 
he wore almost always when in pub- material success, it Continues to call, happy, but it was always real — real 

lie) because it was hot and they were Tupac just couldn’t break the cycle.” t0 what was SoinS on m his life- Jesse 
going to be dancing later. After r * Jackson once said that “sometimes 

Tupac’s death Knight did nothing to — the Reverend Jesse Jackson the lure of violent culture is so mag- 

cooperate with police and even said ---- netic that even when one overcomes 

publicly that if he did know who it with material success, it continues 

killed Shakur he wouldn’t tell the police, rapidly flee the scene. to call. Tupac just couldn’t break the 

Knight also told others from Death Row Others observe that Las Vegas is in the cycle.” 

not to talk to the police. Mysteriously, the desert and ask, ‘How could the Cadillac Tupac rapped about violence because 

single witness who was helping with the have escaped without a helicopter spot- he lived in a violent world. However, not 

investigation (Khadafi, a rapper who was ting it?' A line of Death Row cars was all of Tupac’s songs were violent, many 

to rap for Tupac’s record label) was killed behind Shakur when he was shot and yet had positive, life-affirming message. To 

shortly after Tupac died. no witnesses are willing to come forward, dismiss Tupac's work because of its savage 

Finally, a strange lyric occurs in the first Shakur’s first album released after his side is to ignore a segment of society that 

three seconds of Tupac’s Makaveli album: death, Makaveli: The Seven Day Theory, needs to be heard and understood, 

after the first bell “Suge shot him” can be also adds fuel to the fire. Makaveli, Furthermore, it also may contain the clues 

heard, and the voice is reportedly Shakur’s new alias, is another spelling for to the mystery surrounding his death and 

Khadafi’s. Machiavelli, an Italian war strategist who possible “reincarnation.” 

Knight is currently in prison for unre- faked his own death to deceive his ene- 

lated charges and has never been mies- °n the cover of the album Tupac "I’m a human being. Like everybody 

announced as a suspect in Shakur’s appears crucified, mirroring the crucifix- else. A)id if I meet somebody who is per- 

murder. ion of Jesus Christ leading many to feet then they can train me. And they can 

believe that Tupac is planning a help me be perfect. But there ain’t nobody 

”I’ve been shot and murdered, can’t tell resurrection. out there that is perfect. So we'll all just 

you how it happened word for word, but Also, in the lyrics of “Life of an have to get along with each other. That’s 

best believe that niggaz gon'get what they Outlaw” Tupac raps, “All for the street how I feel." 

deserve." fame on how to be managed, 6 months in 

— “Niggaz Done Changed (Richie advance to what we plotted, approved to 

Rich feat. 2Pac)” from Seasoned Veteran g° on swole and now I got it.” Ben Molson is notorious for his K-town drive- 

In the interviews shortly before his by water squirtings. 

Another theory gaining popularity is death, Tupac claimed that he wanted out 
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The Campus Bookstore Presents: 

Homeless 

Campus Bookslore ■ Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

uivw.campusbookstore.com - 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

j^^eginning on Tuesday, February 16th the Campus 

Bookstore presents our new Homeless Academics 

Sale. Like our Hurt Penguins Sale (which features a 

huge selection of titles in nearly perfect condition at 

unbeatable prices) our Homeless Academics Sale will 

present great books from excellent academic 

publishers at a fantastic savings! We will be featuring 

titles from publishers such as Blackwell. Columbia. 

Routledge and SUNY. And. also like our Penguin Sale, 

che best selection is found at the beginning of the sale, 

so be sure to come early. 

Starts February 16th 

happy! 
same book, in it's new home, 

happy and well read... 

1-4TH ^r-SriU^L 

me Of TH£ DANK! 
The Queen’s Entertainment Agency 

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
THIS YEARS BATTLE OF THE BANDS! 

Application forms can lie picked up 

from the QEA office (beside the Earti 

_ Centre in the JDUQ 

Applications ara Dljg fc>\x 
Friday Fad. 1 1 

—ieeisj’s ErMTTEFR-T>t\irvjivnEr^j-r 

H ++r=> ://www.a mars . quee nsu.c <=x/<=\ e=? a/. 
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The Peanut Gallery Drive for five complete 
Gaels win fifth consecutive skating title 

Turn off the lights 

ALREADY 

In one of the longest, most 

drawn out ceremonies in recent 

memory, the famed Maple Leaf 

Gardens saw its last NHL 

game. The result of the game, 

like the first one at the corner 

of Church and Carlton, saw the 

Chicago Blackhawks defeat the 

homestanders. It was not the 

game itself that wa9 frustrating, 

it was the post-game festivities. 

The ceremony, which lasted 

almost 90 minutes, featured a 

number of former Leafs, too 

many tributes, a Gardens flag 

and one standing ovation after 

another. While the sentiment 

was good, it could have been 

conveyed in half the time and 

the briefness would have been 

much appreciated. 

Gordon wins, again 

Jeff Gordon started and fin¬ 

ished the crown jewel of 

NASCAR, the Daytona 500, at 

the head of the pack, but led 

for only 16 of the laps in 

between. As only the sixth dri¬ 

ver to start at die pole position 

and win the race, the 27 year- 

old solidified himself as one of 

the greatest ever at a sport diat 

is growing at an astounding 

rate. Gordon won his second 

Daytona by outdueling the 

“Intimidator” Dale Earnhardt 

all the way to the finish. 

Earnhardt is far and away the 

most popular racer on the cir¬ 

cuit, while the young and 

charming Gordon wins the 

races. Despite the success, 

Gordon continues to be back in 

the popularity pack. 

Gridiron honours 

The Queen’s football team has 

held their annual formal and 

with that came die yearly 

awards. The Captains Awards, 

which are given for special 

merit, went to centre Barrett 

‘Bearcat’ Preuter and defensive 

hack Andy Miners. The Royal 

Todd trophy, which is awarded 

to the rookie of the year, went 

to hulking offensive lineman 

Jon Landon. The Lou Bruce 

award for the most outstanding 

defensive player was awarded 

to Jim ‘the Sack Guru’ Am, 

while the Orrin Carson trophy 

for the most outstanding line- 

n>an was shared by James, 

Osborne and Rob Chalmers. 

Finally, rhe Johnny Evans tro¬ 

phy for team MVP was 

awarded to star running back 

Faul Cotreale. 

lF Christmas came early... 

•Dennis Rodman would 

recurn from Vegas by game 

time in his new LA 

uniform. 

•Other professional sports 

would have the same rabid 

following as NASCAR. 

*7 he rash of injuries in the 

NBA would teach players 

that training in die off-sea¬ 

son may be a good idea. 

© 
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The Gaels after winning their fifth-consecutive OUA Figure Skating title at York University 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE FIGURE SKATING TEAM 

By Robert MacNeil 

The Golden Gaels’ ice skating 

juggernaut continued its domina¬ 

tion of the 1990s. At York 

University this past weekend, the 

women’s figure skating team 

won its fifth consecutive OUA 

Figure Skating Championship. 

The team finished with an 

awe-inspiring eight gold medals, 

and were led by fourth-year vet¬ 

erans and Co-captains Karen 

Thomas, Leanne Findlay and 

Tara Black. Thomas finished first 

in the open solo dance, first in 

the variation dance with partner 

Jordan Millar and second in the 

Original Set Pattern four dance 

with Millar, Julie Marquardt and 

Nicole Karki. 

Findley finished first in the 

senior similar pairs with Bonnie 

Lee and first in the fours with 

Lee and stellar rookies Jody 

Millar and Erin Smith. Black fin¬ 

ished first in the senior B singles 

and first in the intermediate sim¬ 

ilar pairs with Julie Ouellette. 

The Gaels completed two 

additional first-place finishes 

with Ouellette’s senior A singles 

win and Marquardt and Karki’s 

senior similar dance. 

Head Coach Kimberely 

Magee, in her first season, faced 

a tough challenge in following up 

four straight championships. 

Queen’s finished with 101 points 

and Guelph came second with 

89. Guelph had been leading 

with three dances to go, but 

Queen’s kicked on the afterburn¬ 

ers and propelled themselves to 

their fifth-straight title. 

In recognition of her fine job, 

Magee was named Coach of the 

Year. “It was the team that got us 

the points,” said Magee. The 

coach emphasized the play of her 

graduating skaters. 

“[Thomas, Findlay and Black] 

have had enormous effects on 

the team. They have provided us 

with the extra little push which 

has made our team complete,” 

said Magee. 

Co-captain Thomas was 

almost speechless after the vic¬ 

tory. “Oh wow, we’re really 

proud, it was a really good com¬ 

petition. We had to focus, fight 

and skate, but we knew we could 

win.” 

In each of her four years, 

Thomas has won the provincial 

title and this last championship 

provided an opportunity for 

reflection. 

“It’s bitter-sweet, because this 

is the end. But it is an amazing 

way to end, 1 guess it is more 

sweet than bitter.” 

It will be up to the rest of the 

team to carry the torch and fill 

the gaping hole that the absence 

of Thomas, Findlay and Black 

will create. 

Gael named top OUA wrestler 
By Robert MacNeil 

After taking a year off due to 

injury, Queen’s wrestling star 

Tara Feeney completed her 

comeback by winning the OUA 

Wrestler of the Year award this 

past Saturday. 

The third-year Phys-Ed stu¬ 

dent from Trenton claimed the 

title in the 65 kg weight class at 

the OUA championships held in 

Bartlett Gym on Saturday. After 

following behind 8-2 on points 

with only 90 seconds to go in 

the match, Feeney overpowered 

Ruth Frei of Western and 

pinned her shoulders to the mat 

for a thrilling victory. 

Queen’s Coach Kevin 

Kazama was enthused that 

Feeney has “been getting 

stronger with every match.” 

Feeney has been wrestling 

since she was in grade 10 and 

wrestled in her first year here at 

Queen’s. At the end of her first 

season, however, she suffered 

bruised ribs and internal bruis¬ 

ing which caused her to miss her 

second year. 

“The beginning of [this year] 

was a little hard but now I’m 

fully recovered. I have been 

training a lot more, lifting 

weights, and sparring with both 

the men’s and women’s 

wrestling teams,” said Feeney. 

The talented Feeney plans to 

wrestle for the next two years 

and will continue her strict 

training regiment in order to 

prepare for next year’s title 

defence. 

Feeney’s performance has 

earned her a trip to Guelph on 

the February 26 weekend to test 

her skills at the CIAU 

championships. 

Also competing this past 

Tara Feeney has qualified for 

the CIAU finals at Guelph. 

PHOTO BY LILIAN KIM 

weekend for Queen’s was men’s 

wrestler Donovan Beth (who 

placed second in the men’s 76 

kg weight class), and Lara 

Bozablian (who finished third in 

the women’s 61 kg weight 

class). Congratulations to the 

wrestling team for their inspir¬ 

ing performances. 

Two 
points 

shy 
By Adam Kaminsky 

“Two points: You’re a hero if 

you win those two points and a 

bum if you don’t.” 

It was two points in the fifth 

set of the final game of the OUA 

East division championship to 

which Queen's volleyball coach 

Brenda Willis was alluding. 

These points were won by 

nemesis University of Toronto, 

which gave them a 15-13 win in 

the decisive fifth set and 

punched the Varsity Blues a 

ticket to the 1999 CIAU 

championship. 

The Gaels started the best of 

three OUA East division cham¬ 

pionship series with a rousing 

3-0 win over the undefeated 

Blues at the Bartlett Gym, but 

they then faced the daunting 

task of winning one of two 

games back in Hogtown. 

The squad lost their first 

opportunity to seize the series 

when they lost 3-1 in Saturday’s 

game, one that was much closer 

than the final tally. 

“We had a lot more confi¬ 

dence going into Toronto than 

prior to the game at Queen’s,” 

said Greg Stevenson, one of 

four graduating players. “We 

came out a bit tight in that first 

game, but we rebounded to play 

well and just came up short. 

Even going into [the third 

match] we had confidence 

because we have dominated 

them at times and Fred 

[Cotnoir] and Jake [Magolan] 

were playing really well.” 

In the third and deciding 

confrontation, the Gaels came 

out swinging, winning the first 

game 15-11, and were up 2-1 

after three games were played. 

The team then struggled to a 

11-15 loss in the fourth game, 

setting up the decisive fifth 

game, which would be scored 

rally-point (every rally would be 

scored as a point rather than 

only points on service wins). 

The final game saw numer¬ 

ous lead changes, most notably 

ties at 10, 11 and finally 13 

before U of T pulled ahead and 

sealed the deal. 

“The fast middle hit hurt us,” 

said coach Willis. “This was 

part of the game plan as I didn’t 

want [Mike] Slean and 

[Andrew] Esteves to beat us on 

the outside, but U of T picked 

up on it late.” 

The entire team played 

exceptionally well, but Magolan 

and Cotnoir once again paced 

the team, with Magolan ‘throw¬ 

ing down’ an impressive 26 

kills, while Cotnoir had 21 kills 

and a dominating serve. 

The match also saw a 

number of questionable officiat- 

Please see Tough on page 22 
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Tuesday, February 16. 

The following table lists the pool players for the period ended 

Monday, February 8. All stats are compiled based upon those 

published in the Globe & Mail. Any errors (spelling or other¬ 

wise) should be brought to the attention of 4rnd@qlink. 

Total Name Faculty/Year 

388 Chad Rawn Arts ’98 

381 Thomas Leung Comm ’00 

381 Peter Gillespie Arts ’99 

381 Dave Gilbert Arts ’02 

377 James Prentice Sci ’01 

376 Stephen Leung Sci ’99 

372 Paul Kim Arts ’02 

371 Sergiy Kolosov Arts ’00 

371 Ceilidh Templeton Sci ’01 

369 Stephen Raper Arts ’01 

368 Ryan Culhane Arts ’01 

367 Adam Kaminsky Arts ’99 

365 Scott Snowden Sci ’01 

365 Rick Schippling Arts ’02 

364 Sarah Crosbie Arts ’00 

364 Angelina Whiteman Arts ’00 

363 Tara Harrison Arts ’02 

362 Allison Malloy Sci ’01 

361 Seth Cullen Arts ’99 

361 Matt Murl Comm ’01 

360 Dan Lior Arts ‘99 

360 Jeff Child Arts ’00 

360 Emma Hutchinson Arts ’02 

359 Ken Hawkins Arts ’00 

358 Dev Patel Sci ’01 

358 Dave Lanovaz ConEd ’99 

357 Sean Springer Arts ’00 

357 Trish Kirkwood Sci ’01 

356 Sheldon S. Swick Sci ’00 

354 Jon Swaine Arts ’99 

LSATGMAT “7° 
MCAT GRE 50% Off 
Preparation Seminars 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 
For Only $275 

i Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

■ Personalized Professional Instruction 
« Comprehensive Study Materials 
• Simulated Practice Exams 
■ Personal Tutoring Available 
■ Free Repeat Policy 
■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613)544-9389 
1-800-269-6719 

Winter Parkas 

DOWNTOWN KINGSTON 

SOURCE FOR SPORTS A. 

121 PRINCESS ST. 
542-2892 

Travelling outside Canada at Spring Break? 

Don't wait until you get to the airport to get 

your foreign money- you can get better rales 

right here, with no service charge. 

WELLINGTON FOREIGN 
EKCHANGE 

153 Wellington street 
531-8731 

Check out our web site and compare: 

www.wellingtonfx.on.ca 

WOMEN’S SELF DEFENCE 

LEARN TO PROTECT YOURSELF!! 
4 Week Women’s Self Defence Course 

Mondays, 7 pm to 9pm 
March 1 through March 22 

Course Fee: S25 
Learn how to: 

• Become more aware of your surroundings 
• Reduce your chances of being attacked 
• Defend Yourself, with practical self defence techniques 

KANG DDK WON MAS BE IN I HACHING WOMEN'S 
SELE DEFENCE FOR OVER 25 YEARS. 

For more information or to register, 

Call: Kristen 541-1747 or cmail:qtkd(tf www.ams.qucensu.c 

Hockey team so close 
By Neate Sager 

The Gaels started strongly beating Concordia backliner 

Friday. Mixing the acrobat- ’ Vince Labossiere to the outside 

The Queen's men, hockey toot — Jason 

weTkendysfruSngTopushPthe at both ends of the ice, the Unfortunately for the Gael,, 
weekend, struggling v th(, better of Mailloux was forced from RC 

daunting3 mountai^ embodied Concordia for two penod. The fray later in the period by"; 

by fhe top two teams in the 56 penalty minutes assessed stramed stomach muscle. «H[ 

^ 'trv during this span testified to was reaching for the puck, anJ 

On Friday evening, the Gaels both the Gaels' pugnacity and just turned ,n an odd way,- said 

led against the second-ranked the Stingers'frustration. MacDonald. 

Concordia Stingers for much of "I thought that 95 per cent of The S mgers came alive earl, 

the contest, yet settled for a 3-3 the game we finished out in the third period, beating 

tie; the following evening, with checks,” estimated MacDonald. Skilnick twice in 20 seconds, 

leading scorer Rob Mailloux “Four or five times in the first Though the Queen s netminder 

unable to play, Queen’s sue- period that created direct [scor- made several solid stops over 

ing] opportunities.” the next few minutes, the visi- 

After Jason Flynn opened the tors tied the affair at 3-3 with 

scoring, two sublime goals by 9:15 remaining. Thereafter, the 

Mailloux staked the Gaels to a shelling continued, as 

3-0 lead. On a power play late Concordia levied 26 of its 58 

in the first frame, the Gaels’ shots during the period, 

winger imitated a father toying “Skilnick did a good job gather- 

with his young children on a ing himself after the three quick 

backyard pond, stickhandling ones,” MacDonald remarked, 

unchallenged into the slot "He gave us a chance to win, 

cumbed 4-1 to the top-ranked 

Trois-Rivieres Patriotes, despite 

a dogged effort. 

Queen’s 3,Concordia 3 
UQTR 4, Queen’s 1 

In the game 
The past weekend at Queen’s 

Women's basketball rebounded to defeat the 

University of Guelph by a 

The women’s basketball count of 3-2. In their final 

team travelled to Quebec this weekend match. Queen's bat- 

past weekend and split a pair tied long and hard in a 2-2 

of contests with Concordia deadlock versus the University 

"I couldn’t be prouder with 

our effort,” remarked Queen’s 

Head Coach Chris MacDonald. —. „ HI _, 
“We had a lineup that wasn’t before roofing a backhand over which frankly, he hasn’t done 

our best, yet we still competed... Stingers’ goalie Benoit Richard, lately.” 

this weekend is another exam- Midway through the second The following evening, the 

pie of the character we have.” period, Mailloux struck again, Gaels, though outplayed, gave 

UQTR all they could handle. 

Skilnick again bore up well 

under saturation bombing, from 

a Patriotes side that featured 

four of the OUA’s top seven 

scorers. Trois-Rivieres nursed a 

1-0 lead for two periods, before 

gangly centre Mathieu 

Sunderland flipped in his own 

rebound two minutes into the 

final frame. 

Two minutes later, Gaels’ 

rookie Wes Newton sent a long 

pass up the left-wing boards to a 

streaking Phil Lindsay, who 

skated in alone and bested the 

Patriotes’ Luc Belanger with a 

piercing backhand. The Gaels 

bombarded the offensive zone 

during the final minutes for the 

equalizer, creating several good 

chances, but to no avail. Two 

empty-net tallies in the final 

minute were responsible for the 

final three-goal margin. 

“We’re not happy with the 

result,” MacDonald said, “but 

it’s good that we’re playing bet¬ 

ter as we get close to the play¬ 

offs.” The Gaels (4-13-7) will 

complete the regular season on 

the road this weekend against 

OUA Mideast foes Toronto and 

Guelph. 

| and McGill. On Friday night, 

Queen’s lost to Concordia 61- 

47 despite strong efforts by 

Jacqueline Beaudoin (17 

points) and Wendy Moon (12 

points. 

On Saturday, Queen’s 

rebounded and defeated 

McGill big-time 79-39 on the 

strength of another 17 points 

by Beaudoin and an awe¬ 

inspiring 23-point perfor¬ 

mance by Steph Glancey. 

of Waterloo. 

Track & Field 

It was a successful split 

squad weekend for the team as 

half of the athletes went to 

Cornell University and the 

remainder went to an open 

meet at York University. 

The team gathered three 

gold medals, one in the men’s 

4 X 200m relay, another in the 

women’s 4 X 800m relay and 

_an individual gold in the 

In women’s indoor hockey women’s 3000m by Charlotte 

action this past weekend, the Willson. 

Women's indoor hockey 

Gaels results include a little bit 

of everything. After being 

shutout against the University 

of Toronto 2-0, the women 

The team also gathered in 

six bronze medals. 

A good medal haul on the 

part of the Gaels. 

Congratulations on achieving your academic goa 
Now - do you want a job? 

Post-graduate courses at Georgian College are just the ticket to your success! 

► Addictions: Treatment and Prevention 

^ Communicative Disorders Assistant 

r Cyberspace Security* 

f- Dialysis Technology 

f ECE Resource Teacher 

r- Fundraising and Resource Development 

Human Resource Management*ianiiarv 2000 

Logistics and Supply Management* 

Multimedia-Web Developer* 

f Research Analyst 

I Therapeutic Recreation J1,- I approval 

All provide experience through 
internships and you graduate \t 

one year or less. 

©. 

Pof-yroduote Geor| 

Call: (705)722-1560 

Fax: (705)722-5170 
E-mail: kmuscat@central.georgian^ 

Web: www.georgianc.on.ca/ 
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Gaels sweep Montreal 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Like a cat with nine lives, the Queen’s 

Golden Gaels men’s basketball team con¬ 

tinues to revive from near eliminating 

losses and keep their playoff hopes alive. 

This weekend the team travelled to 

Montreal to engage in a double bill 

against the nationally ranked Concordia 

Stingers and the struggling McGill 

Rcdmen. They came home with two 

wins, a result which put the team in a tie 

for third place in the OUA East division. 

Queen’s 94, Concordia 81 

Queen’s 59, McGill 58 

The big weekend started with an 

impressive 94-81 Gaels victory over the 

Stingers on Friday, which saw five play¬ 

ers scoring in double figures, paced by 

Peter Stelter’s 20 point outburst, most of 

which came in the first half. 

Queen’s jumped out to a quick 16-3 

lead and never looked back. Despite 

repeated Concordia runs, the squad was 

able to keep the Stingers from taking the 

lead at any point in the game. The win, 

which was the second time that the 

Gaels’ beat the highly touted Stingers, 

was one of the most impressive showings 

of the season. 

“As an entire game it probably was 

our best showing this year,” said Derek 

Richardson, who chipped in 15 points in 

the win. “We had good balanced scoring, 

a lot of people got a lot of minutes, it 

was a good game.” 

John Purdy, who scored 19 points and 

was his usual active self on the defensive 

end, agreed with his teammate’s asser¬ 

tion. 

“It was our best game all year, we 

came out energetic and maintained it all 

game,” said the long-maned star. 

The Gaels followed up their big win 

at Concordia with an encore perfor¬ 

mance, this time a last-second victory 

over the McGill Redmen, 59-58. 

Queen’s won the tightly played con¬ 

test on a Purdy lay-up with only one sec¬ 

ond remaining on the game clock. 

McGill had an opportunity to tie, but 

fired their in-bounds pass into the 

rafters, thus eliminating any chance at a 

comeback. 

The winning basket, which immedi¬ 

ately followed a Gaels’ timeout, was exe¬ 

cuted exactly as it was drawn up. 

“It was a high pick and roll, a set play 

we call ‘Utah’. If I have the shot, I take it, 

if the defenders jump at me I dish it to 

John [Purdy] for the bucket, which is 

what happened,” explained Richardson, 

who led the team with a 15-point effort. 

As can be expected, Head Coach Scott 

Meeson was ecstatic about the results of 

the weekend. 

“The [McGill game] was ugly, but we 

won it. We answered the bell when the 

challenge was there,” explained the 

third-year head man. “I am really proud 

of these guys for winning games in the 

heat of the season.” 

The two wins, while huge in the 

standings, did not come as a surprise to 

some on the team, as they had already 

beaten both of these squads this season. 

“We just knew we had to go out and 

play well,” said fourth year phys-ed stu¬ 

dent Brendan Byrne, a Gael guard. “We 

knew that we Gould beat them as long as 

we executed our game plan, and we 

did.” 

The weekend victories gave Queen’s a 

Please see Big Weekend on page 22 
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Interested in World Affairs and the 
United Nations? 

Then Get Involved! 

Queen’s Model United Nations 
(QMUN) 

(Conripti 

nittee Chair) 

' Generals 
pd Crisis Committee 
gates. Technical 

Applications Due by Friday, February 19th, 1999 by 4 
p.m. at the AMS Front Desk, 

Job descriptions and applications available at AMS 
office. 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Ag: nes Benidieksc 

Tricol our 

n 
[Award J 

The Agnes Benidickson Tricolour Award is I 
the highest tribute that can be paid to a ' 

student for valuable and distinguished ■ 
sendee to the University in non-athletic, i 
extra-curricular activities. Any student of I 
the University may submit n nomination. 1 
The number of students admitted to the i 
society each year is decided by the selection \ 

committee, while maintaining the 1 
distinction and integrity of the Tricolour ■ 
Award. ! 

Nominations 

Nomination Period Closes 

on Monday M arck 15 

Nomination Packages Can Be Picked 
Up At Any Faculty Society Office 
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The Irving and Regina Rosen Lecture Series 

Dr. Moses L. Pava 
Professor of Accounting 

and Business Ethics 

Yesltivn University, New York City 

Religion and 
Business Ethics: 
An Investigation from a 

Jewish Perspective 

7:30 pm 

February 18,1999 

Dupuis Auditorium 

Division and Union 

Admission free 

Everyone welcome 

|A Chair in Jewish Studies 
Queen's University Kingston, Ontario, Canada 

Tough way to lose 
Continued from Page 19 

inc calls that infuriated coach Willis but 

in her mind did not change the final 

outcome. . 
“I don’t think ultimately it was a fac¬ 

tor in the filth set, but it may have kept 

[U of T] from getting there, she 

explained. , 
Regardless of the final numbers and 

the events of the match, the loss was one 

that was very hard for some of the Gaels 

to swallow. 
“[The loss] was one of the most dis¬ 

appointing things that I’ve ever had to 

deal with," explained second-year 

middle Scott Millington. 

For Stevenson, Cotnoir, Kevin 

Latchford and Andrew Calder, the loss 

represented their final game in a Gaels’ 

jersey, but it was one that they would 

not lament. 

“It was nice to have a good game in 

your final game at Queen’s,” said 

Stevenson. “We didn’t go out having 

played poorly.’’ _ 

While the loss in the game was tough 

to deal with, Willis never lost sight of 

pending departure of key players. 

“You cannot replace those kind of 

people, never mind players,” said the 

coach of her graduating charges. 

“They've meant a lot to our program 

and we will miss them.” 

Big weekend at home 
Continued from page 21 

three game winning streak, and left their 

regular season record at 8-8. 

Purdy feels that three wins in their 

final four games will propel the team to 

a playoff position, which would be the 

first post-season appearance for any of 

the current Gaels, including coach 

Meeson. The team is focusing on this 

weekend’s key match-ups against Ottawa 

and Carleton, who visit the Bartlett Gym 

on Friday and Saturday. 

“We are focused on the next two 

games against Ottawa and Carleton 

because we know we need to beat them 

for a playoff spot,” said Purdy. 

Richardson did his teammate one bet¬ 

ter in bestowing importance on the 

games against the Ottawa schools. 

“This is pretty much our whole sea¬ 

son,” he said. “We need to win these, we 

have already lost tiebreaks to Ryerson 

and Toronto, so we can’t afford to lose 

any more tiebreaks.” 

“I am really proud of these 
guys for winning games in 
the heat of the season.” 

—Head Coach Scott Meeson 

Byrne explained the significance of 

this weekend’s games in very simple 

terms. 

“They’re huge,” he said. 

The squad will then finish the season 

with road contests against the division 

leading Laurentian Voyageurs and the 

York Yeomen, which could decide if it is 

playoff season, or just time for final 

exams. 

Sun. Feb. 28th: 

Hamilton Bus Terminal 6:00 pm 

Burlington Aldershot Go Station 6:25 pm 

Oakville Go Station 6:45pm 

Mississauga Square One Shopping Mall 

7:00 pm Waimart - North Parking Lot 

~ Guaranteed a seat until noon the day before departure for ALL 

destinations, remaining tickets sold until departure time 

:*»il 
one-way fare 

(from Queen's-Campus) 

Fri. Feb. 19th: 

West Campus 1:00 pm 

Victoria Hall 1:10 pm 

JOUC 1:20 pm 

(to Queen's Campus) 

Sun. Feb. 28th: 

London, Wellington & Dundas 

4:00 pm 

Kitchener, Transit Centre 5:00 / 

music concert provides 

MOVIE REVIEW 

Blast impacts 
Silverstone flick enjoyable 

Comics in command 
Improv troupe hits Grand theatre this week 

Boofy-call : 
Comics prepare to 1 
perform at the 

Grand. “ 
o 
o 

By Sarah Jane Bird 

For those of you who are 

finding the melodrama of Party 

°f Five far too depressing these 

^ays, why not take this 

Wednesday off and catch some 

8°od laughs with the Comedy 

Commandos? 

T 0° Wednesday, Feb 17 and 

^hursday, Feb 18, this group of 

abulously funny Queen’s stu- 

.Cnts is presenting Who’s Booty 

IS lt Anyway?, an evening of 

l!11Prov'sational comedy, at 

'ngston’s own Baby Grand 

eatrc. The cast consists of six 

talented performers led by 

director Chris Hales and pro¬ 

ducer Anthony Farrel. Tara 

Laing, Cat Ratusny, Daren 

Patterson and Jennifer 

Breithaupt make up the remain¬ 

der of this unique, tight-knit 

improv group that has been 

rehearsing together since frosh 

week. When asked how the art 

of improv has gained such a fol¬ 

lowing, Laing responded, 

“There is an element of risk and 

unpredictability that keeps the 

comedy fresh.” 

This year to date, the troupe 

has already appeared in several 

coffee houses and culture 

shows, bringing laughs and 

smiles to all who attend. 

This week’s performance at 

the Baby Grand hopes to 

include a roulette wheel as an 

exciting and new way of select¬ 

ing the improv games that the 

troupe will perform. This inno¬ 

vative idea will ensure a fresh, 

unpredictable show. 

Who’s Booty is it Anyway? is 

a performance that relies heav¬ 

ily on an enthusiastic and ener¬ 

getic audience. Get there early 

to monopolize the front row 

seats. The great thing about 

improv is that you will never see 

the same show twice, so if you 

liked it Wednesday, Thursday’s 

show will be a whole different 

barrel of laughs. The comfort¬ 

able, intimate atmosphere of the 

Baby Grand will only promote 

interaction between the cast and 

the audience. 

“The audience is the seventh 

member of the troupe. It is as 

much fun doing the show as it is 

watching the show,” said Hales. 

Each member of the troupe is 

unique, adding their own per¬ 

sonal flare to each scene or skit. 

This diversity and dynamics 

leads to extremely funny situa¬ 

tions and reactions, as each indi¬ 

vidual’s mind fills with crazy 

hilarities. It is obvious that the 

troupe has become extremely 

tight over the past six months, 

and Hales commented on this 

bond saying, “The cast really 

works well together. Improv is 

all about trust. This trust has 

grown since the beginning of 

our time together and is the 

strength of the troupe.” 

If your Queen’s life seems to 

be getting a little too monoto¬ 

nous, why not bring some seri¬ 

ous laughs into your life and 

catch the Comedy Commandos 

at the Baby Grand. Tickets are 

only $5 and the theatre opens at 

8:30 p.m. for a little drinking 

and unwinding in preparation 

for the 9:30 p.m. curtain of 

Who’s Booty is it Anyway? 

Blast From The Past 
Cataraquai Theatres 

By Deirdre Swain 

turbed scientist with an intense 

hatred for Communists. 

Webber leads his very pregnant 

wife Helen played by Sissy 

Spacek, into their custom-made 

fallout shelter, convinced that 

World War III is about to 

commence. 

When a suspiciously mod¬ 

ern-looking fighter plane 

crashes into rheir backyard, 

activating the heat-sensory 

locks on the doors, Calvin and 

his family (the baby is born a 

few days later) are trapped 

underground for 35 years. 

Great drama, it’s not. It’s 

not even great comedy, but 

Hugh Wilson’s new movie. 

Blast From The Past, is a sweet, 

mildly funny flick, best saved 

for an evening out with a date. 

The year is 1962, on the eve 

of the confrontation with the 

USSR in Cuba. Calvin Webber, 

played by Christopher Walken, 

is a brilliant, bur slightly dis¬ 
please see Blast on page 25 
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A RTSfV FNTFRTA INM ENT 
Mosaic diversifies Queen’s 
Schoc" 

..... ii i — 

By Heather Aggus 

On Saturday night, the 

Queen’s School of Music kicked 

off its Mosaic New Music 

Festival in Grant Hall. The festi¬ 

val highlighted the perfor¬ 

mance, conducting and writing 

talents of music students in var¬ 

ious compositions. 

The evening began with three 

pieces performed by the Mosaic 

String Orchestra, directed by 

Gordon Craig. The orchestra is 

an impressive body to look at 

and it seemed quite imposing on 

the Grant Hall stage. When they 

began to play, their sound was 

enormous and filled Grant. 

“Postcards from the Sky,” the 

first piece performed by the 

String Orchestra, was written 

by Marjan Mozetich, a 

professor of composi¬ 

tion at the School of 

Music, and was per¬ 

formed beautifully and 

melodically. The song illus¬ 

trated the strength of indi¬ 

vidual players and sections. 

This piece was described in the 

program as, “meant to be rela¬ 

tively short, evoking thoughts or 

feelings of the heavens at large, 

either literal or metaphorical.” 

When the final strains of 

“Postcards from the Sky” had 

faded, the evening continued 

with “Upper Canada 

Fiddle Suite,” com¬ 

posed by John 

Burge, another 

School of 

Music pro¬ 

fessor. In 

this piece, 

atherine 

confi¬ 

dently led the violin 

section. This piece was 

the previous one — a most 

emotionally thrilling display. 

The final selection before the 

intermission was Christien 

Ledroit’s “Concerto for Tuba.” 

Ledroit is a fourth year Music 

student. The performance of 

this piece proved Ledroit’s skill 

in composition, as Allen Carter 

masterfully drew sounds from 

his tuba that I was unaware a 

tuba could create. The tuba was 

juxtaposed against the string 

orchestra and the result was at 

times thunderous, and at others 

spooky and eerie, and still at 

others, frantic, but always stir¬ 

ring. 

After the intermission, the 

audience was treated to a per¬ 

formance of Kristi Allik’s 

“Shadow of the Wolf.” This 

music was truly provocative. 

Agnes Gorgon supplied haunt¬ 

ing notes from her oboe, under¬ 

scored by sounds generated 

electronically. The notes 

were seemingly ran¬ 

dom sounds 

which 
resulted 

in £ 

ghostly 
voice. 

B r e n d e n 

McClement’s 

“Rhapsody” fol¬ 

lowed, with 

Andrew Farmer 

playing the only instrument 

involved in the piece, the single 

viola. The piece highlighted the 

skill of Farmer, and illustrated 

the supreme technical ability 

needed to play the viola. The 

result however, was a stylish 

piece which captivated the 

audience. 

Finally, Mike Anklewicz 

directed five musicians in a per¬ 

formance of his three movement 

piece “Precision.” Anklewicz is 

also a fourth year music student 

and “Precision" was a mature 

piece from a composition stu¬ 

dent. Two trumpets, a tuba, a 

trombone and a horn executed 

the piece which was quite diffi¬ 

cult to follow, because of the 

seemingly random notes. Each 

movement had a distinctive 

style, but used a similar motif. 

The result was a selection that 

was very engaging. 

The first night of the Mosaic 

festival was an eye-opener. I was 

quite taken aback by the 

amount of musical talent that 

is present at Queen’s. 

Mosaic is a great way to 

spend the evening and I 

was happy to have the 

opportunity to expand 

my musical horizons. 

Mosaic continued Sunday, 

February 14, in the Dunning 

Auditorium, and a last perfor¬ 

mance will be on Tuesday, 

February 16, at 7:30 p.m. at 

Harrison-Lecaine Hall. 
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A Cut above the rest 
British music and movie mag features intriguing info and interviews 

Arts & Entertainment 
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MAGAZINE REVIEW 

By David McCluskey 

John Cale. Sly Stone. The 

Buzzcocks. My Bloody 

Valentine. Booker T &: The 

MGs. What do these names 

have in common? Absolutely 

nothing, and this glorious mess 

of a CD is what persuaded me to 

pick up the UK-based magazine 

Uncut: music and movies. 

Like the CD that came pack¬ 

aged with it, Uncut has an eclec¬ 

tic sense of style that would put 

a Tarantino soundtrack to 

shame. Although the focus is 

primarily on music, there are 

intelligent articles on film and to 

a lesser extent, on books and 

television. 

Many articles are irreverent 

and feature a playful use of lan¬ 

guage that is common to most 

British music press, but is rarely 

found among US critics. 

However, much of the writing 

displays a critical snobbery 

shared by writers on both sides 

of the Atlantic. It is the type of 

snobbery that assumes the 

reader is as familiar with Nick 

Drake and Big Star as they are 

with the Beatles and the Stones. 

Uncut has an eclectic 
sense of style that 

would put a Tarantino 
soundtrack to shame. 

For example. Uncut's inter¬ 

view with the Velvets’ John Cale 

is a minor triumph. The inter¬ 

view illuminates the life and 

music of a man who has been in 

the shadow of Lou Reed for far 

too long. The questions alter¬ 

nate between probing and unan¬ 

swerable (Did you ever resent 

your talent?), but an effusive 

Cale gamely tackles each one. 

Cale has the benefit of perspec¬ 

tive offered by recently writing 

his autobiography, and the 

resulting conversation is more 

revealing than the average 

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA 

THE 9,a ANNUAL 
J. C. W. SAXTON PLAYWRITING PRIZE 

VALUE S600 

* Open to any student enrolled at Queen’s 

* The play should be at least one half hour In length 

* The play may have been previously submitted for class work 

* The play must not have been received prior public 
public performance (Studio 102 productions are exempt) 

* The play must not have been previously published 

J. C. W. SAXTON PLAYWRJTING CONTEST 
Quccd’s University, Department of Drama 
Theological Hall 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

R SUBMISSIONS: 31 March 1999 

reader would have a right to 

hope for. 
The cover of the magazine 

promises the ultimate interview 

with New Order, and does not 

fail to deliver. The story is 17 

pages long, full of rare photos 

and exemplary writing, and per¬ 

haps most notably, undisturbed 

by a single ad. The interview 

abandons the question-and- 

answer format of the John Cale 

interview, and instead uses the 

band members comments and 

anecdotes to present a detailed 

history of New Order, which 

was formed from the ashes of 

Joy Division. Beginning with the 

current reunion, but immedi¬ 

ately flashing back to the first 

gig in the wake of Joy Division 

frontman Ian Curtis' suicide, the 

article has immense scope, fol¬ 

lowing the band through each 

album and filling in successive 

eras with novel-worthy detail. 

Many articles are 
irreverent and feature 

a playful use of 
language that is 

common to most 
British music press. 

Uncut's film>sections are less 

noteworthy than their music 

features, but are still insightful 

and a cut above most mixed- 

media magazines. Not satisfied 

to simply spout film jargon and 

review the latest rereleased clas¬ 

sics, Uncut realizes a film is 

about context as much as con¬ 

tent. With mixed results, a fea¬ 

ture article on the role of 

Bonnie and Clyde in the social 

revolution of the sixties finds 

parallels to the cinematic break- 

f 
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throughs in Europe at the time, 

the sexual revolution, and the 

Kennedy assassinations. 

Similarly, a review of Bonnie 

and Clyde producer/star Warren 

Beatty’s newest film, Buhvorth, 

spends as much time examining 

his history of leftist leanings as 

it does exploring the satire in 

the film. 

The review sections are inter¬ 

esting. To Canadian readers, the 

British press often has the prob¬ 

lem that movie and CD releases 

don’t coincide with their release 

here. Over there, certain albums 

are released up to three months 

in advance, while movies are 

unfailingly three months behind 

there. Uncut overcomes this 

problem by taking the stance 

that art is art regardless of 

period and abandoning the 

notion of what is contemporary. 

Instead, the film section reviews 

the Humphrey Bogart vehicle 

To Have and Have Not along¬ 

side The Opposite Of Sex, while 

the music section covers My 

Bloody Valentine’s 11 year old 

Isn’t Anything in a full page 

review. This approach leads to a 

disproportionately large number 

of four and five star reviews, but 

it also puts current releases in 

better context. 

Overall Uncut is well-written 

and its features are frequently as 

fascinating as their subjects. 

That it takes on two forms of 

media which already have 

dozens of magazines devoted to 

them individually and succeeds 

is commendable. If you want 

your monthly Brit-culture fix 

but can’t bear to shell out 10 

bucks for Q and another ten for 

Neon, Uncut is the place to get 

A Summer Course al 

McGill 
University 
Montreal, Canada J 

Why Not! 
We welcome 
visiting students 

Increase your options 
Lighten your course load 
Enrich your program 

Experience Montreal 

It's all here for you! 

McGill Summer Studies 
offers a full range of 
university-level courses. 

Registration opens: 

February 26,1999 

McGill Summer Studies 
680 Sherbrooke Sired West 
Suite 1025 
Montreal, Ouebec H3A 2M7 
Phone-. (514) 398-5212 
fair (514) 398-5224 

Please send me 

1999 Summer Studies unit 

and information on 

summer accommodation >D0B[S5 
in McGill University 

Residences. 

s r, 
* ° 

l McGill ; 

Get 
your 

TICKETS! 

Chakra with Frank K020 

$3.00 
in advance 

Art Scl Formal 

$65.00 

on sale until Fri. Feb. 19th 

Tricolour Express 

Reading Week 
Extra Destinations 

ro Fri V am. - 5 pm, S. 

Blasting the screen 
Continued from page 23 

The passage of time above 

ground is hilariously marked by 

the changes to a mother and son 

restaurant operation which goes 

from a 1950s malt-shop to a 

1970s dive to an early 1990s 

Goth hangout. Meanwhile, 

Calvin, Helen, and the aptly 

named son Adam, continue to 

live the lifestyle common to the 

early 1960s. Calvin teaches 

Adam everything from Latin to 

baseball, and they form a close 

bond, but Helen slowly 

becomes a cheerful, patient 

drunk, waiting for the day when 

she can escape the shelter and 

look at the sky once again. 

When the 35 years are up, 

Calvin decides to surface for 

more supplies. One glance at the 

world, however, sends him run¬ 

ning back for cover: he is 

unprepared for the homeless 

people, the adult video stores, 

and the transvestite hookers, 

which now cover his former 

backyard. The family needs sup¬ 

plies, however, and Adam (now 

played by Brendan Fraser) vol¬ 

unteers to get them, in the 

hopes of meeting a “nice, non¬ 

mutant girl from Pasadena.” 

Fans of Kids in the Hall 
will enjoy seeing Dave 

Foley do a smarter 
reprise of his character 

from the 
“Steps” sketches. 

Adam’s 1960s innocence of 

course threatens to get him into 

trouble in the late 1990s, but he 

is helped along the way by a 

somewhat shallow yet basically 

good-hearted young woman 

named Eve (Alicia Silverstone) 

and her roommate Troy (Dave 

Foley). Along the way, Adam 

learns to drive, sees the sky and 

the ocean for the first time, and 

wows a couple of blonde bomb¬ 

shells with his dancing skills at a 

retro swing club. 

Hollywood has grown fond 

in recent years of the “man- 

child” character: the innocent, 

nice and, above all, good man, 

uncorrupted by the adult world 

around him. No one has ever 

quite achieved the joyous aban¬ 

don Tom Hanks brought to the 

genre in Big, but Fraser does a 

decent job, most likely because 

it’s terrain he’s covered more 

than once, in Encino Man and 

George of the Jungle. His large 

frame and big goofy grin are 

childlike and yet attractive 

enough to make it believable 

that someone like Eve could fall 

for him. Silverstone does yet 

another version of her trade¬ 

mark role, the pouty-lipped 

babe with a heart of gold, and 

fans of Kids in the Hall will 

enjoy seeing Dave Foley do a 

smarter reprise of his character 

from the “Steps” sketches. 

It’s a little unclear what mar¬ 

quee stars like Walken and 

Spacek are doing in this essen¬ 

tially fluffy film, unless the idea 

was to find the two Hollywood 

actors one would least like to 

spend 35 years in a bomb shelter 

with. 

Despite the fluff, however, 

Blast From The Past is, like its 

main character, cute and sweet: 

a good first-date film, or for that 

Saturday night when you don’t 

feel like going out. 

Set Out There! 

0 

Movies: 

Playing at the Capitol Theatre from 
Tuesday Feb. 16 to Thursday, Feb. 18: 
S46-539S 

Message in a Bottle 7:00,10:00 

Shakespeare in Love 7:25, 10:10 

Saving Private Ryan 8:00 

Payback 7:10,7:35.9:40,10:05 

My Favourite Martian 5:00, 7:30, 9:50 

Playing at the Cataraqui Cineplex from 
Tuesday, Feb. 16 to Thursday, Feb. 18: 
389-7442 

Simply Irresistable 6:45 

Stepmom 9:10 

Patch Adams 6:55, 9:30 

She’s All That 7:15,9:20 

Waking Ned Devine 7:25, 9:50 

Thin Red Line 8:15 

Blast From the Past 7:05, 9:40 

Playing at the Screening Room from 
Tuesday, Feb. 16 to Thursday, Feb. 18: 

Life is Beautiful 7:05, 9:25 

fSL Teacher Training Certificate Courses 

nl technique Classroom m_q.itt 
Dialled lesson pluming 
Skills development: grammar, proounciallo 
UsUoing, speaking, reading and writing 
Comprehensive teaching materials 
Teaching practlcum Included 
otralcgies for finding teaching Jobs overseas 
Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters 
from around the world 
Formal ccrtincalc given upon course compl. 

ost: $395 (34^jr course) / $445 (42-hr court 
or Nora Information Crfl Oxford San* 

^ 544-9369 / 1-800-269-6719 

DOES IT TORK FOR TOU? 

The Queen's Harassment and Discrimination Complaint 
Policy is being reviewed. Now's the time to forward your 

suggestions on how it can be improved. 

Writes Senate Office 

B400 Mackintosh Corry 

Eiiails hrights@post.Queensu.ca 

Call: 533-6886 

Deadline: March 5. 1999 

■ wm 

902-10: Beverly Hills 90210 is coming back 

next year. Fox announced that the show will 

return for a 10th season featuring Luke Perry, 

Jennie Garth, Tori Spelling, Brian Austin Green 

and Ian Ziering. Even though Jason Priestley left 

this season, the show has still been doing well in 

ratings. Fox also announced that Melrose Place 

will be cancelled after this year. 

You’re so Pitt-iful: The Supreme Court 

recently ruled that Athena Maria Rolando musr 

stay 100 yards away from Brad Pitt for the next 

three years. Rolando recently climbed through a 

window and spent 10 hours inside Pitt’s house. 

Rolando stated, “I’d actually like to file a 

restraining order against Mr. Pitt himself to 

stay away from me.” 

May the Score be with you: Sony Classical 

will release the soundtrack to the next install- 

I ment in the Stars Wars saga, Episode I — The 

Phantom Menace. The disc will feature che 

score by John Williams who has received Oscar 

and Grammy nominations for his movie com¬ 

positions. The CD is expected to hit stores 

before the movie opens on May 21. 

Who’s that Girl? For her next project, 

Madonna is abandoning die music scene and 

hitting the theatres. Madonna is set to play a 

tabloid TV reporter in a new romantic comedy 

Ton 80. The movie is a love story about a 

reporter who falls in love with a self-help 

author who she is supposed to expose. 

Madonna will also produce the film. 

Payback is All That?: Top Draws for 

February 5 weekend: 

1. Payback $21 million 

2. She’s All That $12 million 

3. Patch Adams $4.5 million 

4. Varsity Blues $4 million 

5. Saving Private Ryan $3.6 million 

q different edge 
hair & tanning salon 

203 Wellington St. • 547-2057 

Purchase 10 Purchase 15 ses- 
Sessions 

for $60.00 and 
receive one 
free session 

Purchase one pack¬ 
age at regular price 
and receive a 2nd 
package for 1/2 

sions for $85.00 
and receive one 

free session 

$100.00 
Monthly 

price 
• 20% off all hair services 

LSAT 
MCAT 
GMAT 

www.prep.com 
Toronto spring/summer classes with 1 weekend, 2 weekend, 

or 5 week formats. 
LSAT - Start in May, June, July, August 

MCAT - Start in June, July, August 
GMAT - Start every month 

Request our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med Bulletin email newsletters at: 

learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1 800 410-PREP 
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Classifieds 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION- 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, Tarot, 
etc. For more information phone 
Kellye at 544-1909. Also available 
Fridays and Saturdays at "Harmony", 
93 Princess St. Walk in or pre-book at 
544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK 
'99 Party at Daytona's most popular 
Spring Break Hotel, Desert Inn 
Resort Reserve now and SAVE up to 

$100 per room. Hotel only $119 or 
Bus and Hotel $269/quint February 
14-22. Lowest price Guaranteed. 
Book 10, friend go free. Limited 
space!!! Thames Travel 1 800 962- 
8262. 

SAVE MONEY! Save money on your 
formal ticket by helping out at the 
Artsci '99 Formal. Volunteers are 
needed for setting up cleaning up. 
and helping out during the formal 
(March 6th) checking coats, dealing 
Black Jack hands, etc. If interested, 
please contact Steven at 533-6000 
ext. 75085, or stop by the ASUS 
Core. 

HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION 
COMPLAINT POLICY AND PRO¬ 
CEDURE REVIEW The review of the 
Senate Harassment and 
Discrimination Complaint Policy and 
Procedure, initiated February 1998, 
is nearing completion. Members of 

the Review Committee wish to extend 
an invitation to university students, 
staff, and faculty to offer any com¬ 
ments or suggestions they may have 
regarding the Policy. 

Written responses may be submitted 
to the Senate Office, B400 Macintosh 
Corry Hall, or the Human Rights 
Office, Old Medical Building (email: 
hrights@post.queensu.ca). 
Alternately, community members may 
arrange to make verbal submissions 
to the Committee by contacting the 
Human Rights Office at 533-6886 
and making an appointment. 
Deadline for all submissions is March 
5,1999. 

BE IN CHARGE! Head House 
Attendant applications for the Artsci 
'99 Formal are now available at the 
ASUS Core. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 

FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at. 
learn^iregxom Richardson - i 

ESOS (Educating Students on 
Substances) ana the Student 
Constables urge everyone to exer¬ 
cise moderation in their social relax¬ 
ation. Here is this week's question in 
the contest: Give us an example of a 
myth and truth about alcohol. Email 
vour answers to contest@www.ams. 

AUDITIONS: Singers, dancers, musi¬ 
cians, actors for a Musical-Comedv 
2nd week of April. Living Soul. A 
Journey through the Blues, Jazz 70 s 
Soul Sfardom. For more information 
call 546-0432. 

LOVE THY COFFEE AS THYSELF! 
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Committee 
invites you to attend open mike cof¬ 
feehouse at Sleepless Goat 
Wednesday February 17th, 8 p.m. 
Contact Kellie at 533-8385 if you 
want to perform. 

DISCOVER THE BASICS IN BUD¬ 
DHIST PRACTICE Wednesday 
evening at the Ban Righ Centre, 32 
Queen s Cres., at 7:00 p.m. The 
evening will include meditation, dis¬ 
cussion and a short talk on what 
meditation is. 

WHATCHA GONNA DO WITH 
YOUR DEGREE? Don't know? 
Come to the BioScience Complex, 
February 16th and 17th for info on 
your potential future in Biology and 
other related fields! Woohool 

ASUS PUB CRAWL - Wednesday, 
February 17th 9:30 p.m. Meet at 
Alfies for a tour of Kingston's finest 
bars. Buy your bracelet at the Core 
for $5 Monday the 15th - Wednesday 
the 17th. 

HEY BUDDING BIOLOGISTS! Find 
out what to do with your degree on 
February 16th & 17th. University and 
College mfol Guest speakers! Today 
and tomorrow in Atrium of BioScience 
Complex! 

STRESSED OUT!!! Need to parly? 
Let us take care of the details. Call 
AJ’s Hanger to book smokers, Pub 
Crawls or parties. Dates are booking 

fast. 531-5300.  

FOR RENT: Room - Toronto: King at 
Bathurst. 10 minutes to Bay, near 
Queen West. Full offljon-ag. 
Perfect with your new; job! $650 plus 
utilities. Available May 1st. Call 
Jonathan at 416 703-8513. 

jam 1111 n m 
looking for employment? 
The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The 
Canadian Job Directory contain valu¬ 
able job search and employer infor¬ 
mation! Now available at your uni¬ 
versity bookstore. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAUREN- 
TIANS: Swim, sail, windsurf, waters- 
ki, canoe, gymnastics, tennis, basket¬ 
ball, football, wall climbing, archery, 
hockey, baseball, arts & crafts, pot¬ 
tery, beadmaking, photography, 
drama director, jazz instructors. E- 
Mail resume to ronnieb@aenera- 

WANT TO BE IN A MOVIE? Looking 
for extras to act in a 16mm film on 
February 18th. Your name will be in 
credits. Free food and drinks. 
Contact Christina at 536-5700. 

EARN MONEY for participating in a 
personality research study conducted 
by Dr. Ronald R. Holden (Dept, of 
Psychology). Roommates of the 
same gender who have lived togeth¬ 
er for over 3 months can earn $10.00 
each. The study takes approximately 
45 minutes and roommafes must par¬ 
ticipate at the same time. Call 533- 
2346 to schedule an appointment. 

WANTED 

WANTED: Housemates, preferably 
upper year or graduate students, 
females, non-smoking, to share 
newly renovated house on Brock. 
Rent $270 plus utilities, cable includ¬ 
ed. Queen s at Home installed. Call 
544-3784. 

WANTED: Two housemates, prefer¬ 
ably upper year non-smoking 
females, to snare a house on 
Johnson and Nelson. Rent: $365 per 
month, ALL utilities included, 2 bath- 

LOST: Silverfgold Swiffi arm/ watt 

LOST: Head squash racquet Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Physed Centre. If found please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with car¬ 
toon bears on the cover) Lost 
around Kingston Hall on Monday 
January 18th. High sentimental 
value. Please call Janice or Tam at 
542-5850. Thanks! 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. 
Call 533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outside Mac-Corry Saturday, 
January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 
7334 if its yours. 

PERSONALS 

ADOPTION - Loving and caring cou¬ 
ple wish to adopt. If/ou are pregnant 
and considering adoption, call l 800 
844-8669. Home study done. 

TheJournalis hiring for 
1999 - 2999 year. 

Have your say, get involved 
and eat free food on Sunday 
and Wednesday nights. How 

can you go wrong? 

Please contact Sarah at 533-2800. 
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...is back!! 

1. Blow a hom 
5. Liturgy of the 

Eucharist 
9. Tend the sick 

10. Modify fittingly 
12. Temporary 

route 
13. He denounced 

David for 
Uriah's death 

15. Fermented 
malt 

16. Phonograph 
record 

18. Former French 
coin 

19 Young male 
horse 

21. Point at 
22. Work with 

23. Has 

memorized 

25. Sticks of 

firewood 
27. Breeze 

29. Greek T 

30. Keellike ridges 

34. Walk 

pompously 

38. Shon-eared 1. 

mastiff 2. 

39. Clumsy boat 3. 

41. Cipher 4. 

42. Bowling target 

43. Spirited war 

horse 5. 
45. Cotton 

machine 6. 

46. Comouter 7. 

language 8. 

48. Feudal vassals 9. 

DOWN 

Swamp tree 

Mouths 

Bones 

Unit of 
magnetic 

induction 

Release from 

slavery 

Eden resident 

Held a meetinc 

Trtanite 

Stockings 

material 

11. Implied but not 
spoken 

12. Help with 
financial 

support 
14. Crazy 
17. Overalls part 
20. Singer Shania 
22. Clumsy, 

awkward 
person 

24. Break 
command¬ 

ments 
26. Musical 

syllables 
28. Baby toys 
30. “Li'l Abner" 

creator 
31. False name 
32. Kidnapper’s 

demand 
33 Prosecute 

36. Archangel 
37. A lot 
40. Waistbands 
43 Answer back 
44. Terrible 
47. Billiards rod 
49. Teacup handle 

and 
SYD E3J LVI SILVEI 

Normals 
Slcxmibcr Yictmimn's 

214 Princess Street 546-0110 
I Locally Owned & Operated. Open 'til 9:00 p.m. Thursday & Friday I 

Look for the answers to this 
fun puzzle in Friday’s issue of 

The Journal 

Program at the 

International Study 

Centre 

Herstmonceux Castle 

Join us lor an information session highlighting 

the spring program at the International 

Study CentreatHerstmonceuxCastle. 

Tuesday, February 16th 
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 

Ellis Hall, Rm 224 

Find out about: 

■ new course offerings 

■ bursary assistance 

■ Certificate/Letter ofAchievement 

Plus, former students and faculty members will be 

on hand to answer your questions. 

If you are thinking about the .^_— 
springtermoranytermatthe J)1® 

ISC, you are invited to attend 

this session. 

f f^anal 

Office* 

Faculty ol Arts and Science 

http://www.queensu.ca/ipo 

THE FUN NEVER STOPS!! 

NOMINATION PERIOD IS NOW OPEN 

FOR YEAR SOCIETY POSITIONS 

AND ASUS REPS TO THE AMS 

FEBRUARY ft, 1999 - 

FEBRUARY/9,1999 AT4:00 P.M 

Drop by the CORE 
@ 183 University Ave. 

To pick up a nomination package 

that is best for you! 



MiSC is going to try some¬ 
thing a little bit differ¬ 

ent this time round. For 
the next few issues, we will 

have the pleasure of present¬ 
ing some of Queen’s student’s 
finest creative work. But not 

just any ol’ crappy “I don’t fit 
into the Queen’s mold so I’m 

going to write bitter, self- 
indulgent poetry that doesn’t 

rhyme” type work. We're 
talking kindergarten through 
grade 3 type work. So if you 
find anything lying around 
back home during reading 

week, please 
bring it in. 

MiSC will print the original, 
unedited version in all its non¬ 

linear, randomly-punctuated, 
hyperactive, oftentimes com¬ 

pletely incomprehensible glory. 

.Sprinatimp Fun (for a 
dpniand) 

ne Spring day Tiny Terror 
who was an alien that 
lived on a planet that was 

always Sping Wandered 
about in 5pringer forest. 

Mot knowing about the 
dangers that lay 
ahead.fho he was 
part robot and part 
human and had 
laser eyes and 
teeth like a were- 

wolf.He was friend 
of Isiac, a Zodiac.. 

He wondered if the 
Buggyman would pop 

up any minute. He didn’t! all of the 
sudden he fell down a hole 
helplHI he screamed as grass 
and flowers and everthing of 
spring caved in. 

the end of part I. 

Springtime Fun (for a 
demand) part D 

But Tiny Terror managed to get 
out he walked. When he got out 
of springer forest he ran and ran 
and ran until he home. 

the real end 

By Kenny Butland, Age 7. 

MiSC 
IVIUINC 
CONTEST 

Dan Hirschorn 
Sci’OO 

models in front of 

Building 
#6 

models in front of 

Building 
#5 

Hopefully this is going to be simple, fun, and include at least one of your 
friends, unless you're a social outcast, or your only friends are in your 

religious fellowship group. 
For the next five issues, figure out which buildings are being obscured by 
students. The first letter of each building name (when put together and 

unscrambled) will spell out something sensical. If you're the first person to 
guess it right, you'll win something very, very large and awe-inspiring. 

Note: If you've missed the last couple of issues, you’ve missed the first four 
clues. Try and find some copies left around campus. 

Amy Dennis, 
Arts ’00 

SCONF.S • 1/2 cup milk 
* 1/2 cup dried currants 

I like to make these in 
the evening and have one 
for breakfast, but they 
always mysteriously dis¬ 
appear by sunrise. 
They’re very easy to 
make, and the dried cur¬ 
rants can be replaced 
with any other dried 
berries, such as cranber¬ 
ries or raspberries, 
which can be found at 
the health food store. If 
you can keep them out of 
reach of rats and/or 
housemates, you’ll have 
breakfast for a week. 

Ingredients: 
*3 cups flour 
•1 1/2 tsp. baking 
powder 
• 1 tsp. salt 
• 1 cup shortening 
“1/2 cup white sugar 
• 1 egg, beaten 

1. Combine flour, baking 
powder and salt in a 
large bowl. 
2. Cut in the shortening 
with two knives until the 
mixture is crumbly. 
3. Add the remaining 
ingredients and stir, but 
don’t stir the mixture too 
long or the scones will be 
tough. 
4. Shape into 1-inch thick 
round biscuits approxi¬ 
mately 4 inches in diame¬ 
ter. Sprinkle each scone 
with a little granulated 
sugar, if desired. 
5. Bake at 350 F for 25 
minutes or until golden. 

Sarah LeMay cooks the 
dishes that make the 

whole world drool- 

EXTRA 

Open Today 
4-6 p.m. 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
w.campusbookstore.ct 

Sell Your Used 
Books Online! 
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They’re 
Corman-Mori-Minns reinstated; 

baaack 
phone not ‘campaign material’ 

By the Queen’s Journal 
News Staff 

It’s been a long and tiring 

week since the Corman-Mori- 

Minns team was elected as next 

year’s AMS executive, and after 

numerous appeals and commit¬ 

tee hearings, they are now offi¬ 

cially able to take office. 

In a ruling released yesterday, 

the AMS Constitutional Appeals 

Tribunal overruled the fine and 

re-vote instituted by the Judicial 

Committee last Friday. 

“We are going to put a 
lot of thought into 

how we can repair the 
image of the AMS... ” 

AMS President-elect Sarah Corman, Vice-President (operations)-elect Owen Minns and V-P (university affairs)-elect Lisa Mori 

celebrate their election victory last Wednesday. Yesterday, the AMS Constitutional Appeals Tribunal overturned a decision by 

the AMS Judicial Committee to fine the team $500 for spending violations and hold a re-vote of the three candidate teams. 

PHOTO BY TARA MANSBR1DGE 

had asked I would have told 

What they said 
AMS executive 

1999-2000 
Constitutional 

Appeals Tribunal 

— Lisa Mori, V-P (UA)- 
elect 

The team is relieved to have 

the first major ordeal of their 

term out of the way. “We’re very 

happy that this is all over,” said 

Owen Minns, Vice-President 

(Operations)-elect. “We’re really 

excited to get things started.” 

“We will be doing some 

reflecting on what we’ve learned 

from this experience,” said Lisa 

Mori, V-P (University Affairs)- 

elect. “We are going to put a lot 

of thought into how we can 

repair the image of the AMS, 

which perhaps has been tar¬ 

nished from this experience.” 

The CMM team was disqual¬ 

ified by Chief Electoral Officer 

Darren MacDonald for exceed¬ 

ing their campaign expense 

limit, the day after they won the 

AMS election with 44.7 per cent 

of the vote. MacDonald ruled 

that a cellular phone rented by 

the team’s campaign manager 

Ryan Graham was a campaign 

expense and when added to the 

team’s other expenses, put them 

over the $400 spending limit 

A six-member Judicial 

Committee met with the. team 

last Friday to appeal 

MacDonald’s decision. 

Following three hours of delib¬ 

eration, the committee ruled to 

charge the team the maximum 

allowable fine of $500 and insti¬ 

tute a re-vote of the original 

three candidate teams. 

CMM appealed the ruling to 

the Constitutional Appeals 

Tribunal, which was formed at 

the February 11 AMS Assembly 

meeting. The Tribunal is made 

UP of Student Senate 

Organization Chair Stacey 

Douglas and two representatives 

from AMS Assembly, Rosalie 

Griffith, president of the 

Education Students’ Society, and 

Keith Stewart, Engineering 

Society president. 

The Tribunal met for the first 

time at 9 p.m. on Monday 

evening. At 11 p.m. they listened 

to CMM-’s case and invited par¬ 

ties in attendance to make state¬ 

ments. The Tribunal’s decision 

to quash the fine and re-vote is 

final and not subject to appeal. 

In the Tribunal’s written rul¬ 

ing, members recommended 

that the AMS elections policy be 

clarified. “If we as a Society 

want candidates to work within 

a system of rules, it is our 

responsibility to ensure those 

rules are clear and not subject to 

misinterpretation,” the report 

read. 

MacDonald was not pleased 

with the Tribunal’s decision. 

“I think they made some 

errors in ruling,” he said. “They 

failed to deal with the specific 

incident of use of a cellular 

phone.” 

MacDonald addressed a 

statement in the Tribunal’s rul¬ 

ing that criticised the CEO for 

not pro-actively seeking out 

potential policy infractions, and 

suggested it was MacDonald’s 

duty to ensure accurate policy 

interpretation. “That is poor 

logic,” he said. 

“It is not my job... to 

hand-hold candidates. If they 

them,” said MacDonald. “That 

is not my responsibility. If they 

cannot understand policy then 

perhaps they should reconsider 

running in the First place.” 

MacDonald also opposed the 

Tribunal's reasoning that his rul¬ 

ing was a “retroactive applica¬ 

tion” of policy. “I think that was 

a mistake on their behalf,” he 

said. “I do not think my judge¬ 

ment was retroactive.” 

“Obviously there needs to be 

more definition or maybe even' 

new policy to clarify the issue,” 

said MacDonald. 

The CMM team also feels 

clarification of the policy is 

necessary. 

“What it comes down to is 

the fact that the policy was lack¬ 

ing in many places,” said 

Graham. 

“The policy manual hasn’t 

been changed in quite awhile, so 

we are going to bring it up to 

date so it can accommodate 

things like modern technology,” 

said President-elect Sarah 

Corman. 

“The Tribunal provides an 

interpretation of the word ‘sup¬ 

port’, and in that interpretation 

they made a distinction between 

organization and campaigning 

that is not delineated in policy 

right now,” said Minns. 

Please see AMS on page 2 

From the nppc.il of AMS Judicial 
Committee Ruling of 1999.02.12 

from Corman, Mori & Minns: 

• The written decision fur¬ 

nished by the Judicial 

Committee exposes a number 

of elements in their reasoning 

which led to the development 

of an incorrect decision. 

• We remain confident that we 

at no time violated AMS 

Elections Policy. We ask you to 

indicate in your decision that 

we did nothing wrong in our 

submission of campaign 

expenses.... we contend that 

no penalty was warranted if 

our actions, at the time of their 

occurrence, were not wrong. 

• It is possible the cellular 

phone gave the CMM team 

some advantage. This advan¬ 

tage was no more than the 

advantages we accrued 

through the use of own home 

computers, the software we 

had, our design skills, Lisa 

Mori's private landline, and so 

From the decision of the AMS 
Constitutional Appeals Tribunal: 

• The Tribunal overturns the 

rulings of both the AMS 

Judicial Committee and the 

Chief Electoral Officer. The 

Tribunal rules that the cellular 

telephone obtained by Mr. 

Graham does not qualify as a 

'campaign material’... and 

therefore that the team of 

Corman, Mori, Minns did not 

exceed the election expense 

limits as set by AMS Assembly. 

As such, the Constitutional 

Appeals Tribunal rules that 

election results of Wednesday 

February 10th 1999 stand. 

• Denoting a cellular phone 

(and by extension all the other 

items that such an interpreta¬ 

tion of support must include 

such as automobiles, gas, pay 

phone calls, computer soft¬ 

ware, etc.) as campaign mater¬ 

ial for the purposes of the 1999 

campaign is a significant 

departure from the operational 

Please see Quotes on page 2 
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AMS policy ambiguous Quotes from the players 
Continued from page I 

MacDonald agreed that the AMS 

lacked clear policy with regards to cam¬ 

paign material, but he stated that the 

CMM team should have sought addi¬ 

tional council where election rules were 

ambiguous. 

“When you do not have fair rules gov¬ 

erning elections you do not have fair elec¬ 

tions,” MacDonald said, adding, “you do 

not get anywhere by breaking your own 

rules.” 

Now that the appeals process is over, 

the CMM team wants to shift their focus 

back to the students. "These events have 

all occurred very internal to the AMS, it 

comes across, 1 think, that the AMS is 

ruled by bureaucracy and policy,” said 

Mori. “It’s important to get back to stu¬ 

dent interest as the focus of the AMS, and 

not the internal issues.” 

“One thing we want to emphasize is 

that we are happy to talk with anyone 

who has questions about this issue,” said 

Minns. “We encourage students to 

address their concerns with us.” 

“I can appreciate the concerns of stu¬ 

dents who may have lost some inspiration 

about the AMS. I think this team recog¬ 

nizes that it will be a challenge to re¬ 

inspire the students in the AMS,” said 

Graham. 

“I really want students to know that 

despite our frustration with this whole 

process4 that it hasn’t dampened our 

excitement for the job,” said Mori. “We 

are really excited about the ideas that we 

have and we are looking forward to get¬ 

ting started. This experience hasn’t 

detracted from our enthusiasm.” 

Reaction from the other teams ranged 

from disappointment to relief. 

“I’m very, very, very disappointed and 

extremely disillusioned with the AMS,” 

said Neil Bunn, former campaign man¬ 

ager for the KGB team. 

“I was very surprised. I was expecting 

the overturning of the re-vote but 1 did 

not expect the [Tribunal] to undo the 

judgements of two respected AMS judi¬ 

cial bodies,” said Presidential candidate 

Mike Beltzner. 

“It is not my job... to 
hand-hold candidates. If they 

had asked I would have 
told them.” 

— Darren MacDonald, AMS 
chief electoral officer 

“I think there are too many routes for 

appeal... I don’t like the idea that you can 

just keep appealing,” he continued. “It 

reflects the assumption... that an individ¬ 

ual’s interpretation is right when they are 

not necessarily the person to interpret the 

policy.” 

“What I feel is that the AMS has gone 

back to breaking its own rules when it’s 

convenient for them,” he said. 

“Throughout [the appeals process] CMM 

never once even acknowledged that they 

might have been wrong and that’s very 

disturbing to me.” 

Presidential candidate Nick Cheese- 

man was relieved that the election 

process had finally reached closure. “I’d» 

like to congratulate [the CMM team],” 

Cheeseman said. “We wish this could 

have ended a week ago.” 

Cheeseman expressed concerns about 

the excessive media coverage of the 

events during the past week. “My only 

concern... is the question of legitimacy in 

the eyes of the students... I feel that 

maybe the appearance might create a cri¬ 

sis of legitimacy,” he said. 
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Continued from page I 

forth... To penalise one team for one 

such... advantage without considering 

what other advantages were not listed 

as campaign expenses by other teams is 

unfair. 

• The phone had the potential to sup¬ 

port our campaign, but based on the 

facts it did not actually support the 

campaign. AMS Elections Policy does 

not require teams to pay for items that 

have only the potential to support a 

campaign, such as Graham’s phone. 

• The CEO and the Judicial 

Committee both found that Graham’s 

cellular phone was a campaign expense 

because it supported our campaign. 

However, neither provides criteria by 

which the ‘supporting’ status of an 

item can be determined. 

• The decision to include the cellular 

phone and gasoline while excluding pay 

phones and other items such as com¬ 

puter software or new clothing was 

without adequate justification. 

practices ol the AMS Executive elec 

tions. 

• The cited violations were beyond the 

knowledge and control of CMM, and 

as such the Tribunal rules in favor nf 

CMM. 

• This Tribunal does not dispute that 

the cellular phone could qualify as ‘sup. 

port’ for an election campaign. A cellu¬ 

lar phone would definitely ‘help 0r 

assist’. 

• Thus the Tribunal commends the 

CEO on the discharge of his duties in a 

difficult situation, but the Tribunal must 

rule that his interpretation of policy js 

incorrect. 

• It is the wish of the Tribunal to 

express its firm support for the team of 

Sarah Cornian, Lisa Mori and Owen 

Minns as the duly elected representa¬ 

tives of the Alma Mater Society. 

CAMPAIGN COSTS 
A breakdown of each team’s campaign budget 

TEAM PAMPHLETS BUTTONS POSTERS OTHER 

Corman- 
Mori-Minns 

$161 $70.67 $1 18.45 $42.67 

Cheeseman- 
Bailey-Henry $105.90 $42 $120.25 $59.31 

Krashinsky- 
Gay- 
Beltzner 

$0 $32.63 $280.81 $31.86 

TOTAL 

$345.30 

m 

[------ 
|The Laundry Cafe is still taking \ 

• reservations for Formal 
I Dinners on March 6. Call now | 
I_to Reserve a space. 
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Back to the future 
Last Monday, when I was elected 

Editor-in-Chief of The Queen's 

Journal for next year, no AMS 

executive was yet in place. 

As of yesterday, the Corman-Mori- 

Minns team was re-instated and unlike 

the majority of other students,’I can 

relate to what they have endured the 

past week. 

Elections are stressful. They’re not 

really about discovering who are your 

friends, but who has faith in your abili¬ 

ties, and who doesn’t. In an election, this 

is more important than friendship. 

Live up to your 
plans CMM — 
The Journal is 

watching. 

Admittedly, Corman-Mori-Minns 

have undergone more than they ever 

could have anticipated; throughout the 

past seven days, they have had to endure 

the gossip on campus about whether or 

not they deserve to run the AMS. 

In my eyes, above everything else, 

they democratically won the election, 

and thus they are the AMS executive. 

This does not mean, however, that the 

black cloud over the team now has a sil- • 

ver lining. 

To improve their image oq campus, 

CMM needs to develop a stronger 

working relationship with The Queen’s 

Journal and the student body. The 

Journal needs the AMS executive and in 

turn, the AMS executive needs us. 

Contrary to what CMM has sug¬ 

gested, I do not believe that The Journal 

has irv any way misinformed students or 

hindered the CMM team. We are a pro¬ 

fessional student newspaper and in turn 

we as editors and students expect to 

have a professional student government. 

Whether harsh feelings exist or side¬ 

ways glances have been exchanged, the 

events of the past week are over. It’s 

done. For now. The Journal, however, is 

Queen’s University’s major campus 

medium and it is our job to be the 

watchdog of many groups on campus, 

especially the AMS. The CMM team will 

be scrutinized, criticized and when it’s 

due — praised. 

What may be the most important 

issue at hand however, is how the gen¬ 

eral student body perceives the CMM 

team. It would be a dreadful tragedy if 

students allow this election scandal to 

halt their interest in being involved with 

the AMS in any capacity. Unfortunately, 

this is the buzz that I’ve heard. The AMS 

needs Commissioners and Deputy 

Commissioners and Directors, like any 

year; students can make the AMS a bet¬ 

ter place, a place more accessible to stu¬ 

dents, a place which does not seem 

independent from the student body. The 

AMS is our student government and 

needs a lot more than Corman-Mori- 

Minns to successfully function. 

So to Corman-Mori-Minns, I will say, 

as Editor-in-Chief I stand behind my 

plans for The Queen’s Journal next year, 

and I, like all students expect you to 

stand behind your plans. So take to heart 

the words of Tom Stanley: “The things 

that help the most you can’t teach.” Live 

up to your plans CMM — The Journal is 

watching. 

By Sarah Crosmk 

The Campus Bookstore Presents: 

Homeless 
Academics 
^JTie Campus Bookstore presents our new 

Homeless Academics Sale. Like our Hurt Penguins Sale 

(which features a huge selection of titles in nearly 

perfect condition at unbeatable prices) our Homeless 

Academics Sale presents great books from excellent 

academic publishers at a fantastic savings! We will be 

featuring titles from publishers such as Blackwell. 

Columbia, Routledge and SUNY. Be sure to come by and 

give a good book a nice home! 

Campus Booksloro • Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 

www.campusbookslore.com • 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 
On Mow! 
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The AMS has its new Executive ... again. 
We’ve got work to do. Want to help? 

Jilf7 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Experience is 
y\0* 
h required. 

Applications are available at the AMS Front Desk, and are due back at the same place. 

Applications for Council are due by 16:30 on Tuesday, March 2. 
(Council includes two directors of AMS services, and commissions of 

Academic Affairs, Campus Activities, Internal Affairs, Municipal Affairs, and Social Issues.) 

Manager, Deputy and Director of Business Development are due by 16:30 on Monday, March 8. 

Assistant Manager, Co-ordinator, and Committee Chair are due by 16:30 on Monday, March 15. 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive 

if you have any questions about available positions. 

The AMS is committed to employment equity. 

All AMS members in good academic standing are encouraged to apply. 

Staff and volunteer positions will be available soon 

It’s A 

Fact! 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
TAs 
rate 

poorly 
By Shawn Brimley 

and Nicole Salama 

The AMS Academic Affairs 

Commission has released a 

report on the quality of 

Teaching Assistants at 

Queen’s. The report, com¬ 

piled by the AMS Teaching 

Issues Commirtee, includes 

survey results and recommen¬ 

dations to improve the quality 

of instruction undergraduates 

receive from TAs. 

"We want to raise aware¬ 

ness on the fact that under¬ 

graduates have not been given 

the attention they deserve 

when examining the relation¬ 

ship between a professor, a TA 

and the student," said Neil 

McCartney, Teaching Issues 

1 Commirtee co-chair. 

The report, a resulr of a 

survey completed by 484 

undergraduates, found that 

undergraduates are not 

Please see English on page 7 

Gaels 
ice 

Blues 
By Neate Sager 

It took seven periods and 

almost 100 minutes, but the 

Queen’s men’s hockey team 

has finally exorcised its playoff 

demons. The Gaels defeated 

the University of Toronto 

Blues 3-2 last Saturday at Jock 

Hart)’ Arena, capturing the 

final game of the best-of-three 

OUA Mideast division semi¬ 
finals. 

Queen’s captain Scott 

Richardson ended the series 

when his shot from the point 

found its way through a crowd 

°f players in front of the 

Toronto net at 16:37 of the 

fourth overtime period. It 

marked Queen's first victory in 

a Playoff series since 1993. 

We can’t be much higher,” 

X,d Gaels’ Head Coach Chris 

MacDonald, whose club 

c awed back from a 2-1 home- 

lcc setback in the series opener 

"Th a> ^ £k^lc*t in Game 3. 
, "ats rhe great thing about 

. Is game... that fine line 

et\veen agony and defeat that 

ot" teams walked tonight.” 

Please see Queen's on page 19 
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One of the tropical paradises enjoyed by some students over Reading Week. In this case, a view from the boardwalk strip of 
downtown Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. 
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CO detector saves students’ lives 
By Renee Huang 

Last Thursday at 2:43 a.m., 

four female students in a house 

on Clergy Street woke to a 

sound that probably saved their 

lives. 

Their recently purchased car¬ 

bon monoxide alarm alerted the 

occupants to a high level of the 

gas inside their house and 

prompted them to call Kingston 

Fire department, said Deputy 

Fire Chief Neville Murphy. 

The women left their house 

to stay elsewhere for the night, 

the landlord was notified and 

the gas line was turned off, said 

Murphy. 

Murphy confirmed that the 

crew which responded to the 

call found carbon monoxide gas 

exceeding safe levels in three 

areas of the house. One area 

reached 700 parts per million. 

“Ultimately it can 
be deadly... These 
people were very 
lucky that their 

detector activated 
when it did.” 

— Deputy Fire Chief 
Neville Murphy 

“Anything above 35 parts per 

million would give symptoms of 

CO [poisoning],” he said, 

explaining the toxic gas “could 

be caused by a number of 

different heating appliances.” 

Carbon monoxide gas can be 

created if a furnace or heating 

appliance is not functioning 

properly, Murphy explained. 

Mike Baird, a Queen’s pro¬ 

fessor in the department of 

chemistry, said carbon and 

hydrogen make up the fuel that 

is burned in an average furnace. 

When burned, the carbon is 

converted into carbon dioxide 

and the hydrogen is converted 

to water. Carbon monoxide is 

the result of an incomplete com- 

bustion. It can be lethal because 

it displaces the oxygen carried 

by the iron in blood and can 

cause a victim to suffer from 

oxygen depletion, Baird 

explained. 

“CO is an odourless, colour¬ 

less gas that is very toxic,” 

Murphy said. “When it’s 

inhaled it can be absorbed into 

the bloodstream” where it can 

cause flu-like symptoms includ¬ 

ing dizziness, vomiting, 

headaches and convulsions. 

“Most people killed by CO 

are killed when they are sleep¬ 

ing... The gas is often referred 

to as a silent killer,” Murphy 

said. 

“Ultimately it can be deadly... 

These people were very lucky 

that their detector activated 

when it did.” 

Murphy said carbon monox¬ 

ide often forms when furnaces 

are not vented properly. He also 

Please see CO on page 3 

SOARB accommodates 
Rosh Hashanah ’99 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

The Senate Orientation 

Activities Review Board met 

twice last month to develop a 

solution for the impeding prob¬ 

lem of scheduling Orientation 

Week ’99 around rhe Jewish cel¬ 

ebration of Rosh Hashanah. 

Subsequently, Senate approved 

the SOARB recommendation 

that the original time slot for 

Orientation Week be main¬ 

tained but that amendments be 

made to the scheduling of major 

events. 

Orientation Week will be 

held between Monday, 

September 6 through Saturday, 

September 11. However, all 

important and traditional events 

will be completed prior to 2 

p.m. on Friday in order to 

accommodate students who 

observe Rosh Hashanah. 

Orrin Wolpert, president of 

the Queen’s Hillel Foundation, 

expressed the Queen’s Jewish 

community’s satisfaction with 

the decision. “We’re very 

pleased. We’re very impressed 

the students took our concerns 

seriously,” said Wolpert. 

“We think it’s ideal, we 

couldn’t have asked for better... 

we don’t see the need for the 

university to spend another 

$45,000,” he said, “we’re quite 

happy with SOARB’s commit¬ 

ment.” 

“I think it’s a huge move on 

the part of the University to 

meet the needs of its minority 

students and show they are wel¬ 

come here,” he added. 

In creating its proposal, 

SOARB considered a recom¬ 

mendation from the 

Orientation Roundtable, which 

was submitted to Senate in 

January. The Roundtable rec¬ 

ommended that move-in day be 

Please see Date on page 6 
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Queen’s works to attract female engineers 
By Natalie Diaz 

With a total of 621 students, this 

year’s first-year enrolment in the Faculty 

of Applied Science is a record high. 

Nevertheless, Queen’s engineering seems 

to have remained largely unappealing to 

female applicants. 

Only 28.03 per cent of first-year 

Queen’s engineering students are 

women, and even less, 26.15 per cent, of 

engineering undergrads are female. 

Alexandra Downie, special assistant to 

Dean of Applied Science Tom Harris, 

said one of the main reasons why female 

enrolment is so low is because, from a 

young age, females are not encouraged 

to enter the science field. 

Downie referred to a survey of fourth- 

grade females that showed that most 

girls believed they had poor math and 

science skills. “There is a conceived per¬ 

ception that science is harder than 

English and this makes them intimidated 

by the courses, rather than feeling chal¬ 

lenged by them,” Downie explained. It 

has also been found that many women 

are less confident in the science areas 

than they are in other areas, such as the 

social sciences, she continued. 

“There has been a huge increase of 

women engineers from 1975, when 

there was only about one per cent,” said 

Harris. According to Downie, as of the 

1979-80 academic year, overall female 

enrolment had increased, but only to 

14.4 per cent. 

Low female enrolment in engineering 

programs is not only a Queen’s phenom¬ 

ena, but a provincial one as well. Female 

enrolment in engineering is lower than 

male enrolment at all Ontario schools, 

with the exception of the University of 

Guelph where there is a 50-50 split. At 

Ryerson, women make up only 16 per 

cent of the first-year engineering class, 

while at Laurentian only 9.5 of first-year 

engineering students are female. 

In response, many Ontario universi¬ 

ties are taking initiatives to attract 

women to the field of engineering. 

Keeley Blunting, Sci ’01, is the 

Outreach Coordinator for WISE 

(Women In Science and Engineering), a 

Queen’s initiative. This year, the pro¬ 

gram is directed at educating Girl 

Lecturer examines 
hockey’s ‘heart 

of darkness’ 
By Bob McGill 

The claim that Canadian hockey is a 

profoundly flawed institution was the 

controversiaTcentre of sports journalist 

Laura Robinson’s lecture “Beyond 

Hockey: Issues of Power and Abuse in 

Sport.” Robinson spoke to a crowd of 

approximately 100 people on February 

17 at the fourth annual Donald 

Macintosh Memorial Lecture. 

“When someone like Jarret 
Reid in Sault Ste. Marie is 

charged with sexual assault 
and then three days later 

they’re sending him out to 
sign autographs for Big 

Brothers at Swiss Chalet, 
that’s intentional. 

— speaker Laura Robinson 

Robinson is the author of Crossing the 
Line, a book that investigates cases of 

abuse by coaches, hazing rituals and sex¬ 

ual assault in Canadian junior hockey. 

Crossing the Line argues that hockey 

institutionalizes patriarchy and violence, 

often turning players themselves into 

abusers. 

Robinson told her audience that she 

was the first journalist in Canada to 

investigate sexual abuse in sport, begin¬ 

ning with a 1992 documentary called 

Thin Ice” for CBC’s The Fifth Estate. 
•t was like going into the heart of dark- 

ness>” she said of what she learned. “I 

couldn’t believe what I was hearing.” 

Communities have often protected 

dieir hockey stars against accusations, 

Robinson explained. “When someone 

^ Jarret Reid in Sault Ste. Marie is 

c arged with sexual assault and then 

1 lrec days later they’re sending him out 

~° sign autographs for Big Brothers at 

sw‘ss Chalet, that’s intentional,” she 

said Robinson also spoke about a case in 

Current, Saskatchewan, in which a 

S,r claiming to have been raped was 

actually brought up on charges of mis¬ 

chief while the alleged perpetrators 

never stood trial. 

Robinson emphasized that hockey has 

had profound effects on both Canada’s 

young men and women. Communities 

“desperate for symbols of masculinity” 

transform hockey players into “knights 

in shining armour” who bear the expec¬ 

tations of entire communities, she said. 

Meanwhile women are “seen in hockey 

only through their relationship to male 

participants,” Robinson added. 

Citing one case of team members hav¬ 

ing group sex with women, Robinson 

claimed that “there was no female sexual 

agency. The real relationship was 

between the players.” 

“I’m not saying that because some¬ 

one’s a hockey player they’re going to 

become a gang-rapist or go into really 

sick initiations,” Robinson said. “But I’m 

saying these things exist and are systemic 

in junior hockey.” 

Robinson also emphasized that vio¬ 

lence in hockey is a manifestation of 

problems at the societal level. “There’s a 

very strong relationship between what’s 

happening in sport and what’s happen¬ 

ing elsewhere... Whether it’s hockey or 

organized religion, there’s very little 

difference.” 4 
Robinson concluded her lecture by 

offering a silver lining in an often- 

gloomy representation of Canadian 

sport. “There’s a new culture of guys 

who don’t like the present culture and 

feel as alienated by it as girls... There are 

wonderful pockets of sport that work, 

but unfortunately there are these terrible 

pockets of sport, too.” 

Robinson argued that in order for 

institutions of sport to progress, they 

have to give up self-regulation and sub¬ 

mit to external investigation. 

Robinson’s work has recently 

appeared in Toronto Life, Canadian 
Forum, and Chatelaine magazines. The 

first printing of Crossing the Line has 

sold out, and Robinson is currently 

working on Clearing Hurdles, a book 

about women in Olympic sport. 

Guides, as they have not entered high 

school yet and still have all their acade¬ 

mic options open to them, Blunting said. 

“It consists of a three-part presenta¬ 

tion. They first discuss what scientists 

and engineers do, followed by a match¬ 

ing game where they attempt to associate 

famous women scientists and engineer¬ 

ing with what they’ve accomplished, and 

lastly, they participate in an engineering 

activity,” said Blunting. 

The program, organized by student 

volunteers, is designed to encourage 

female participation in science and engi¬ 

neering. “The sessions are free and the 

program could be extended to children 

of all ages in the future, if there was 

enough demand and interest within the 

community,” Blunting added. 

Female engineering students believe 

that low female enrolment in their pro¬ 

gram is a problem. 

“The male/female ratio has never 

bothered me. I think it’s sad, however, 

that most people think engineering as 

male careers just like they think of nurs¬ 

ing as female careers,” said Nicole 

Doucet, Sci ’02. “A lot of people think 

engineering is a trade, and it’s not.” 

Gemma Charlebois, Sci ’02, agreed. “I 

think it’s sad that they have to promote 

engineering to women simply because of 

the stereotypes of traditional women and 

male roles,” she said. “I think that they 

should definitely be encouraged because 

it’s a promising career and it has a lot of 

offers. I truly enjoy it.” 

CO a ‘silent killer’ 
Continued from page I 

said that portable heaters, space heaters 

and other fuel and oil-based appliances 

are often culprits in CO leaks. “Plug in 

types [of space heaters] don’t usually 

create problems burning,” Murphy- 

explained. 

“Anything that needs a vent or chim¬ 

ney, if not vented properly, creates the 

possibility of CO poisoning,” he cau¬ 

tioned. 

Carbon monoxide has received much 

more attention recently than in the past 

20 years, Murphy said. “Right now 

there tends to be a much greater educa¬ 

tion of CO detectors and CO poison¬ 

ing... I've seen proof that CO detectors 

have definitely saved lives.” 

Municipal Affairs Commissioner 

Sarah Corman agreed. “There have 

been a few issues in the student village 

with furnaces that are coo old,” she said. 

She urged students looking to sign 

leases to question potential landlords 

and current tenants about the condition 

of their furnaces. Landlords don’t nec¬ 

essarily keep an eye on how recently 

furnaces have been tuned, Corman said, 

and with students moving in and out 

every year, furnace maintenance can be 

easily overlooked. 

“It is a problem with a lot of the 

older houses in the student village,” she 

indicated, adding that extra diligence on 

the part of house hunters will ensure 

proper care is given to such safety 

concerns. 

CO detectors range in cost from $25 

to $100 and can be purchased at hard¬ 

ware stores such as Canadian Tire, 

Murphy said. He stressed the impor¬ 

tance of purchasing detectors with ULC 

or CSA labels. 

Patrick McNeill, Town-Gown 

Relations, said CO detectors are “not 

something a lot of students know 

about." While he has not had any 

inquiries about the need to purchase CO 

indicators, McNeill said his office will 

have information available to any 

interested parties. 

Deputy Fire Chief Neville Murphy displays a carbon monoxide detector 
similar to the one that saved four students’ lives last week. 

PHOT 6~BYALEXkRONBY 

Numbers of women enrolled in engineering are dwindling. 
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$7 million fund 
to promote 

Queen’s 
By Fiona Stevenson 

A new $7 million venture 

fund will invest in enterprises 

formed by Queen’s researchers 

looking to protect, commercial¬ 

ize and market research discov¬ 

eries in health and the life 

sciences. 

“It’s really a sign 
of confidence based 

on what they’ve seen 
from Queen’s in 

the past.” 

— Suzanne Fortier, vice- 
president (research) 

The Working Ventures 

CMDF Queen’s Scientific 

Breakthrough Fund was 

launched February 15. It is 

intended to provide a local 

source of capital to small, high- 

growth businesses and to pro¬ 

mote investment partnerships 

between universities and their 

local communities. 

research 
The new fund has been estab¬ 

lished as a partnership between 

Queen’s, Working Ventures 

Canadian Fund and the 

Canadian Medical Discoveries 

Fund. 

“It’s really a sign of confi¬ 

dence based on what they’ve 

seen from Queen’s in the past," 

said Suzanne Fortier, Queen’s 

vice-president (research). 

“They’re making the commit¬ 

ment ahead of time, at the out¬ 

set, which is really wonderful.” 

The fund will be managed by 

Partners in Technology at 

Queen’s (PARTEQ), the tech¬ 

nology transfer office of the 

university. 

“We’re here to identify intel¬ 

lectual property when it arises 

at the university, to protect that 

intellectual property and find 

ways and means to commercial¬ 

ize it,” explained John Molloy, 

PARTEQ president and chief 

executive officer. 

One of PARTEQ’s major 

Please see ‘Dynamic’ on page 7 

Interested in a 
Career in Teaching? 

Consider Montessori education. It is a child-centred ap¬ 

proach that offers teaching opportunities world-wide. Toronto 

Montessori Institute has been accredited by the Montessori 

Accreditation Council for Teacher Education. MACTE is an 

autonomous international accrediting agency for Montessori 

Teacher Education Courses. Toronto Montessori Institute has 

been training teachers for 28 years. 

Our course leads to 2 diplomas qualifying you to teach 

children 3 to 12 years old, applying Montessori educational 

theory and methodology. 

Prerequisite: Undergraduate Degree 

Course duration: August 1999 - June 2000 

Enrolment is limited. For further information 

please call Pam Debbo, Registrar, at (905) 889-9201 

e-mail: pdebbo@toronto-montessori.on.ca 

TORONTO MONTESSORI INSTITUTE 

8569 Bayview Avenue, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 3M7 

Queen’s to offer new 
cultural studies 

By Alexandra Dyer 

Queen's is often seen as a rel¬ 

atively homogeneous school 

that does not wholly reflect the 

cultural diversity that is evident 

in Canada. However, the devel¬ 

opment of a new ‘intercultural 

relations’ course may indicate 

that there is support for estab¬ 

lishing a more diverse 

curriculum. 

Queen’s psychology profes¬ 

sor John Berry, who is develop¬ 

ing the new course, sees it “as a 

concrete and important step in 

the move towards increased 

diversity, internationalization 

and an interdisciplinary 

approach to learning,” he said. 

“Perhaps it will also stimulate 

the development of other 

courses that deal with cultural 

issues.” 

According to Berry, IDIS 

307*, entitled ‘Intercultural 

Relations,’ represents the uni¬ 

versity’s attempt to offer course 

material that reflects the diver¬ 

sity in Canada. “The impetus 

for this course emerged in the 

late 1980s when former princi¬ 

pal David Smith saw that 

' Queen’s needed to become a 

more open and diverse institu¬ 

tion,” he explained. 

In response, the Advisory 

Commission on Race Relations, 

chaired by Berry, submitted 

more than 100 recommenda¬ 

tions on the subject of diversity 

at Queen’s. “One of the main 

issues concerned the lack of cur¬ 

riculum dealing with cultural 

issues and the need to remedy 

this situation,” he said. 

“In March of 1995, I created 

a proposal for a course on inter¬ 

cultural relations which would 

be designed as an interdiscipli¬ 

nary course, however, it didn’t 

go anywhere,” Berry explained. 

“In the interim, courses like 

‘Race and Racism’ have devel¬ 

oped within the tradition out¬ 

lined by the Commission.” 

“About a year ago the psy¬ 

chology department had a visit 

from the Dean of Arts and 

Sciences, Robert Silverman, 

who expressed interest in mak¬ 

ing the curriculum more diverse 

and culturally relevant,” Berry 

continued. 

“Perhaps it will also 
stimulate the 

development of other 
courses that deal with 

cultural issues.” 

— John Berry, psychology 
professor 

According to Berry, the new 

course will focus on the roots of 

intercultural relations and 

“emphasis will be placed on 

anthropology, acculturation, 

ethnic relations and intercul¬ 

tural communication... No book 

or course has brought all of 

these elements together.” 

Although he is developing 

the course, Berry will not neces¬ 

sarily teach it. “I am retiring in 

June of this year, but will ensure 

that someone is qualified and 

able to teach the course,” he 

said. 

The course is particularly 

unique in that “it is preferable 

to teach it in three to six weeks 

even though it is a half-credit 

course,” he said. However, like 

regular half-credit courses, 

course 
“there will still be 36 contact 

hours of lectures and interactive 

seminars,” he explained. 

Although Berry is a psychol¬ 

ogy professor, this course is not 

affiliated with his department 

“The psychology department is 

predominately geared towards 

experimental research and is not 

oriented towards issues of 

culture,” he explained. 

The creation of a new course 

may seem unusual at a time 

when university budgets are 

continually being reduced and 

courses eliminated. According 

to Berry, “the courses that are 

being added are interdiscipli¬ 

nary and involve diversity and 

an international aspect, which is 

why this course is being 

supported.” 

However, Berry said, “I’m 

still not sure of where the funds 

for the course are coming from, 

but the dean’s office is support¬ 

ing the course development.” As 

this course will first be offered 

at Herstmonceux castle in the 

Spring of 2000 and will be 

mandatory for these students, 

he said he believes the funding 

will come out of the castle 

budget. 

“I am unaware of what stu¬ 

dent reaction will be as there 

have been no surveys, but it 

seems that this is a course that 

could attract students from a 

wide variety of backgrounds,” 

Berry predicted. 

Jennifer Bishop, a fourth- 

year psychology student, said, 

“this sort of course would allow 

students to broaden their area of 

study with the interdisciplinary 

approach bringing in aspects of 

the other social sciences.” 

CORRECTIONS 

In an editorial in the Feb 11 extra, Owen Minns’ name was misspelled. His tenure at Queen’s was 

incorrectly identified; he has been at Queen’s for six years. 

In a news story in the last issue about electronic campaigns, Mike Beltzner’s name was misspelled. 

In a news story in the Feb 11 extra, a quote by Minns should have read “I have some oversized 

clown shoes to fill.” The Journal regrets the errors. 

► Join the. I999-2OOO AMS Cornell. ◄ 

Council is the executive body of the Assembly, responsible for providinq the initiative anri th= „ 
policy matters of the AMS Council shall attempt to clarify issues for the Assembly "denWv and Hee?nSfhS P°" k 

and handle the administrative details of the Society The members of Council are the r™ h camPus problems, 

Academic Affairs, Campus Activities, Internal Affairs, Municipal Affairs and Sr,? n n6rS °f 
and two Directors, the D,rector of Sendees and ihe Director of Medfa & sZtes.^ 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive Experience 
if vou have anv Questions ahnnt awaihhiA »»»:«.:_ j§ MO i rGQUir©d. 

vi me miwio or me new Lxec 
if you have any questions about available positions. 

Applications are available at the AMS Front Desk, and are due on Thursday March 4 before 16:30. 

ai, Arao Ihe AMS is tromm,itted employment equity 
All AMS members in good academic standing are encouraged to apply. 
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The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

Time’s running 
short to go to Las 
Vegas!! Win an all 
expenses paid trip 
for 2 at the United 
Way Semi-Formal 
on March 5. Tickets 
on sale in the JDUC 
and MacCorrey. 
$15 person, $25 
couple 

Free Money! 
(For just causes.) 
Winter Cubs and 
Assembly Grants 
application forms are 
available outside of 
the AMS Internal 
Affairs Commission 
March 5th-19th. For 
more information 
please contact Dave 
Contant at 533-6000 
ext.74815 

AMS Applications 
due: 
Council March 4 
Manager March 9 
Deputy March 9 
Assistant Man. 

March 15 
Committee Chair 

March 15 
Coordinators 

March 15 
Staff and Committees 

After March21 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

p(;one tfje AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732., or email C0mm@ams.4Meensu.ca 

Progressive Politics on (ampui: 
A Panel Discussion 

Dr. Margaret Little 
Institute orwomen's Studies & 
Department of Political Studies 

Stephanie Simpson 
Anti-Racism Coordinator 
Human Rights Office 

/^opni 
7tn, March 17m, i< 

jrd Floor Common Room, JDUC 

followed by the OPIRG Kingston 
Annual General Meeting 

and Election of Board of Directors 

free fair trade coffee, and snacks from the Sleepless Goat Cafe. 

tor Info on the Board Homuiation procas, contatt 0PIR6 Kingston prior to March jth, 
541) 0066. The faith Court, JDUC 

It doesn’t take an 
Einstein to do the math. 

$60 > $60 

4 

When is $60 greater than $60? 
When a student gives to Queen’s. 

Your gift of $60 shows a strong commitment 
to Queen’s and packs a powerful punch when 

the University asks alumni and friends 
for millions of dollars to support our school. 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN S 
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Date change would have cost $45,000 
Continued from page I 

moved back to Sunday, 

September 5 and that all major 

Faculty orientation events be 

held before Friday afternoon. 

After inviting comments from 

interested campus groups such 

as the Hillel Foundation, 

Queen’s Residences Services 

and the Orientation commit¬ 

tees, SOARB decided not to 

include the first recommenda¬ 

tion to push back move-in day. 

The board agreed that it was 

important for first-year students 

to have an opportunity to par¬ 

ticipate in key orientation 

events. However, they also con¬ 

sidered other factors such as 

university operations, student 

volunteers and financial 

consequences of changing the 

move-in date. 

A memorandum to SOARB 

from Graham Brown, director 

of residences, outlined some of 

the disadvantages of an early 

move-in date. Based on 

Graham’s proposal, “the major 

disadvantage to a date change is 

the additional costs incurred in 

residence operations estimated 

at approximately $45,000,” the 

SOARB report stated. The 

expense would be incurred due 

to the additional custodial 

staffing, early room prepara¬ 

tion, and food costs. In addi¬ 

tion, there would be time pres¬ 

sures placed on training for res¬ 

idence Dons and floor seniors. 

In its proposal, SOARB did 

include the recommendation to 

reschedule orientation activities 

within the original framework 

so that the most traditional 

events are held before mid¬ 

afternoon Friday. “It was widely 

accepted that orientation activi¬ 

ties would continue to run 

through Friday and Saturday 

If you're 
concerned 

about the 
Year 2000 
Bug... 

No one has all the answers. 
But we can help. 

Your computer 

When the year 2000 rolls around, your personal 

computer could get confused. It could start to 

read the year 2000 as the year 1900. Essentially, 

that's the Millennium Bug. Lots of other electronic 

devices could catch it too, but your computer is 

the most vulnerable. Hardware, software, operating 

systems, data - all could be affected. So could 

printers, modems, and scanners. We can show you 

how to test your computer for possible Year 2000 

difficulties. And we can help you to find out which 

products and suppliers are Bug-free. 

Your finances 

Canada's banks, other deposit-taking institutions 

and related organizations such as VISA, MasterCard, 

and the Interac Association expect to have their 

technology fully prepared. They are developing 

back-up systems and contingency plans to deal 

with any unforeseen events. If you have questions, 

you should contact your financial institution. 

Your household appliances 

You probably don't have to worry about your 

appliances. The Bug will hit only those that depend 

on dates to work properly. If you can unplug an 

appliance and then turn it back on without having 

to reset anything, it should be OK. None of your 

equipment should stop working altogether. 

But timing devices could be a problem on some 

VCRs, fax machines, security alarms, digital 

thermostats, answering machines, and video and 

digital cameras. We can help you to get Year 

2000 information supplied by appliance retailers 
and manufacturers. 

Your car 

Manufacturers say it is highly unlikely that the Bug 

will cause car problems. We can show you what 

several of the major car manufacturers have to say 

about the Bug and their products. 

Don't wait until you have a problem to begin finding 

out about the Year 2000 Bug. Start now! Watch 

for the Millennium Bug Homecheck guide in 

your mailbox. For more information call: 

1-800-270-8220 
TTY: 1-800-465-7735 

Or visit us at: 

www.canada.gc.ca 

Canada 

with minor or non-tradition,! 

events scheduled," the report 

stated. Such events would 

include tilings like the sidewalk 

sale and concert. 

Dean of Student Affairs Bob 

Crawford, said he was “very 

impressed with the students 

involved... the orientation lead¬ 

ers were very willing to accom¬ 

modate and compromise.” 

Crawford said there was 

never a question about resched¬ 

uling the more important and 

traditional events before Friday. 

“The students did a wonderful 

job of working out a schedule... 

It gives me a lot of optimism for 

Orientation Week ’99.” 

Crawford said the SOARB 

committee, which included rep¬ 

resentatives from the Hillel and 

from ORT, found that most 

major Faculty events could be 

rescheduled. For example the 

Faculty of Applied Science has 

decided to move the greasepole 

event to the Saturday following 

Orientation Week, he said. 

Jehn Mihill, Head Gael for 

Orientation Week ’99, said Arts 

and Science is satisfied with the 

new scheduling. “Initially we 

looked at it as a pretty big obsta¬ 

cle, we now look at it as a really 

positive thing,” she said. 

Mihill said one of their goals 

this year was to bring a fresh 

approach to Orientation Week. 

“It’s forced us to do that.” 

Some of the larger changes to 

the ASUS orientation events 

include the rescheduling of the 

tamming ceremonies, which will 

occur earlier in the week, and 

the semi formal, which will be 

held on the second night. 

“It was difficult... it’s very 

hard to revamp a week that’s 

been the same for a number of 

years,” said Mihill, but added, 

“we think it will be a fun event 

regardless.” 

Get 
your 

TICKETS! 

Formal tickets 
STILL on SALEH 

165.00 

March 6th 

Queen’s Players 
tickets... 

...COMINSSOONn 
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‘Dynamic’ research 
environment 
ContinuedTrom page 4 

functions, Molloy explained, is to iden¬ 

tify pieces of intellectual property on 

which new companies can be built, and 

look for sources of funding to do so. 

“In the past we have had to spend a 

|0t of time... looking for that kind of 

financing,” he said. Molloy said he pre¬ 

dicts the new venture fund will reduce 

the time PARTEQ has to spend looking 

for funding, ensure easy access to fund¬ 

ing, and provide leverage to attract 

investors. 

“We do have a community 
here that thinks about ways 
that research contributes to, 
not only the university, but 

also to the society.” 

— Suzanne Fortier, vice- 
president (research) 

“It really makes the research environ¬ 

ment at Queen’s a very dynamic one, 

where we’re able to look at all aspects of 

the research,” from discovery to imple¬ 

mentation, said Fortier. “We do have a 

community here that thinks about ways 

that research contributes to, not only the 

university, but also to the society.” 

The fund will make initial investments 

of up to $250,000 and follow-up invest¬ 

ments of up to a total of $1.4 million in 

companies with less than $1 million in 

assets. The fund will focus on the areas 

of biotechnology, health and life sci¬ 

ences, however, researchers from other 

technological fields may also be eligible. 

Initial capitalization of the fund con¬ 

sists of $5 million from Working 

Ventures Canadian Fund, Canada’s 

largest national venture capital fund, and 

$2 million from Canadian Medical 

Discoveries Fund, the largest venture 

investor in Canada’s life sciences sector. 

PARTEQ spin-off companies have 

raised more than $55 million during the 

last three years to develop technologies 

discovered through research at Queen’s. 

PARTEQ has helped create more than 

125 jobs and estimates the value of its 

transfer efforts above $175 million. 

The Scientific Breakthrough Fund is 

the second fund to be launched under 

the Ontario Government’s Community 

Small Business Investment Fund 

Program. 

Attention all News 
Contributors! 

Meeting on Friday, 
March 5 @ 4 p.m. 

Come to the Journal House lounge 
for food, prizes, peace and love 

ROOTS 

EVENT 

SAVE! 

:50.: 
sweats 
shirts 
shoes 
bags 

&more 
for Adult, 

Kids 
& Baby 

English TAs praised 
Continued from page I 

satisfied with the quality of teaching 

assistants in certain performance areas, 

and that university standards concerning 

TAs are lacking. 

“Undergraduates are the last group 

that anybody thinks of when giving out 

teaching assistant positions,” said 

McCartney. “There is a real lack of con¬ 

cern of the fact that these teachers are 

going to be in charge of a good portion 

of a students education, especially in the 

early years.” 

According to the report, 48 per cent 

of students surveyed felt their TAs do 

not have sufficient teaching ability. 

“The 48 per cent negative response 

raises concerns that the needs of some 

undergraduates are being neglected at 

the expense of providing teaching expe¬ 

rience for graduate students,” the 

reports reads. “Surely, more than half of 

undergraduates should be satisfied with 

the abilities of their TAs.” 

“There really isn’t any university-wide 

standards for training TAs,” said TIC 

Co-Chair Andrew Dalrymple. 

“Departments should be forced to pro¬ 

vide at least some preliminary training 

that could benefit all TAs.” 

Maria Quattro, ArtSci ’01, agreed 

adding “when they [TAs] have our 

futures in their hands, they must have 

the knowledge to mark our papers.” 

The discrepancy between the profes¬ 

sors and the TAs is also an issue, said 

Krista Galbraith, ArtSci ’01. “What they 

[TAs] want and what the professor wants 

can be two different things.” 

Both Dalrymple and McCartney said 

they believe the English department 

provides some of the best training for 

teaching assistants. 

“The department of English is a great 

example of a department that actually 

gives mandatory courses in teaching 

skills and pedagogy,” said McCartney. 

The report also reveals that 64 per 

cent of undergraduates feel that some 

TAs have insufficient ability to speak 

English. A total of 84 per cent of engi¬ 

neering students feel their TAs have 

trouble communicating in English. 

“This is a real concern, and I think it 

shows a disregard for the needs of 

undergraduate students,” said 

McCartney. “Many lower-year courses 

are handled by TAs almost exclusively, 

and if the students can’t understand the 

material on purely linguistic grounds, 

what hope can they have of getting their 

money's worth out of their education?” 

Chris Hales, president of the Society 

of Graduate and Professional Student 

said “criticism is important and needs to 

be channeled constructively.” One needs 

to “looks at why [criticism] is there and 

at it from all perspectives,” he added. 

For Julienne Patterson, a sociology 

TA, there is “some validity to certain 

concerns [because] we are in training.” 

She believes that TAs are an “integral 

part of the university process” and she 

hopes that TAs are seen as “another 

resource, like going to the library.” 

The report makes several recommen¬ 

dations, including standard English test¬ 

ing and mandatory training for all TAs. 

“I’m really impressed by this report, it 

provides a new avenue for discussing 

internal academic issues at Queen’s,” 

said AMS Academic Affairs 

Commissioner Milan Konopek. “The 

ability to communicate effectively and 

the transmission of knowledge and ideas 

are critical elements to receiving a good 

education at Queen’s.” 

229 Princess Street - Open Weeknights & Sundays 
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Lest they should forget who 

their masters are, the CBC has 

been ordered to begin using the 

Canadian government’s logo. In an 

effort to ensure that taxpayers know 

what they’re paying for, the govern¬ 

ment ordered the CBC last year to 

begin using the logo on press releases 

and other correspondence. Previously 

protected by an exemption for cultural 

institutions, the crown-owned broad¬ 

caster is currently being pressured to 

acquiesce to the government’s vain 

request. 

While the CBC is indeed 
funded by the federal 

government, it should clearly 
not be subject to the same 

requirements as other 
federal services. 

While the CBC is indeed funded by 

the federal government, it should 

clearly not be subject to the same 

requirements as other federal services. 

The CBC cannot maintain its unique 

position as an autonomous public 

Spare a dime? 
How unjust. The poor little 

rich boy of NHL hockey, 

Senators owner Rod Bryden, 

actually has to pay his fair share of 

taxes. Between the GST, a 10 per cent 

entertainment tax, and another five per 

cent road maintenance tax, Bryden is 

burdened with a whopping 22 per cent 

in taxes each year. Unless his plight is 

ameliorated by huge tax breaks, he has 

threatened to pack up and move the 

entire franchise south of the border. 

His argument for lowering his tax 

burden is simple: the government pro¬ 

tects other Canadian industries with tax 

breaks, why not professional hockey? 

Also, his American counterparts already 

enjoy generous tax breaks and heavily 

subsidized arenas. In other words, all 

the other millionaires don’t have to pay 

taxes, how can we possibly afford to 

stay in Canada if we do? 

While many Canadians would cer¬ 

tainly mourn the loss of the Senators, 

this is not a compelling enough reason 

to give Bryden or other NHL owners a 

multi-million dollar hand-out. If he 

cannot achieve financial viability with a 

sold out arena every night, then he 

needs to get his costs under better 

control. 

Perhaps he should spend less time 

lobbying Ottawa and more time avoid¬ 

ing ridiculous expenditures, such as the 

Alexandre Daigle fiasco. 

Unless Canadians express an interest 

in bailing out hockey teams, the gov¬ 

ernment should not start subsidizing 

sports teams. While many Canadians 

may love hockey, they would prefer to 

spend the money on health care. 

Bons Mots: Broadcasting is really too important to be left 

to the broadcasters. 

— Tony Benn 

The editorials that appear in the space below represent the vicivs of the editorial board of The Queen's Journal. The 
editorial board chooses the topics for discussion and arrives at the stated position through a democratic process. 

Made in Canada 
broadcaster and a cultural institution if 

it must sport a government logo on its 

correspondence. Since its inception in 

1936, the broadcaster has maintained 

an arms-length relationship with the 

government. Any change in this status 

would compromise the journalistic 

integrity of the CBC. 

Canadians do not need to be 

reminded by a logo that their tax dol¬ 

lars fund the CBC. If anything, the logo 

will only confuse Canadians who are 

unclear on the role of the government 

in running the CBC. If the perception 

of the CBC as autonomous from the 

government is altered, this would only 

undermine the broadcaster’s credibility 

in the public eye. 

If the motive of the order is really to 

make the government more visible to 

Canadians, why place it on CBC corre¬ 

spondence at all? It seems more likely 

that the new policy is part of an effort 

by the federal government to reign-in 

the independent broadcaster. Since the 

logo would only harm this important 

cultural institution, the CBC should 

continue to resist using the logo. 

THIS i5T’ETETr_TNft WS BRI DG>E, 
WISHING YOU 

A 

S/GOOD-NIGWT. 

Bursting the bubble I LIVE IN A BUBBLE OF GENDER 

equality. This is what I am told 

when the plight of women is 

brought up in an argument. 

I have never questioned the obvious 

gender inequalities that have existed for 

years, but I often argue that progress is 

occurring at an astounding rate — a 

rate that may someday see the working 

world feature a workforce divided not 

by sex, but by ability. 

Never did I 
expect this sort 
of disregard for 
the intelligence 

of women. 

This view is advanced by an upbring¬ 

ing where my mother runs a company, 

my sister is an accountant and virtually 

all my contemporaries, male and 

female, have found themselves in search 

of higher education. This is my bubble. 

It is from this standpoint that I bark 

and yell about gender equality. Armed 

with random statistics that I have accu¬ 

mulated over time, I list off the number 

of women in university classrooms, 

courtrooms, operating rooms and 

boardrooms, and how many more there 

are today then there were yesteryear. 

It only took one small, seemingly 

insignificant event to remove me from 

my comfort zone, to invade my bubble. 

The event occurred as I walked 

home from a bar in Waterloo with a 

female friend and two males we had 

recently met. As we strolled towards 

our destination, one of the guys asked 

us “Where exactly is The Shot in 

Kingston?” My friend gave a detailed 

description of the location of the popu¬ 

lar watering hole, but her answer didn’t 

seem to satisfy him and he repeated his 

question. 

My companion once again 

responded clearly and concisely, at 

which time there was silence followed 

, by his asking the question a third time. 

This time I repeated my friend’s 

answer, and my response was met with 

a nod of the head and a few words of 

agreement from the same guy who was 

confrontational moments before. 

It was immediately clear to me what 

had happened and I turned to my friend 

and voiced my concern. “They didn’t 

listen to a word you said,” I com¬ 

mented. 

While the obvious snub on the part 

of our new friend was surprising to me, 

the reaction of my companion was dis¬ 

tressing. “This happens all the time,” 

she explained. 

My bubble had burst. My naivety 

had never been so obvious. I have long 

sympathized with the constant threats 

to the safety of women, but never did I 

expect this sort of disregard for the 

intelligence of women. 

This observation won’t lead me to 

become a crusader for women’s rights, 

nor will I ever truly understand the 

plight of women, but, now, the least I 

can do is listen. 

By Adam Kaminsky 
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What was your 
favourite meal 
during Reading 

Week? 

Josh Rubenstein 

Sci ’00 

Jack Chang 

Law ’00 

“KGH cafeteria special.” 

Darryl D’Costa 

Meds ’00 

Paul Wilson 

Meds ’00 

Letters To 

the editors Policy 

The Editors of The Journal 
svant to hear from readers. All 
letters^ must include the 
writer's name, signature, and 
telephone number. Any letter 
that is legible, legal, and liter¬ 
ate will be published if space 

Permits. Those that are as 
nefand direct as possible will 

lave a better chance of publi¬ 
cation. Drop off letters to The 
Journal House, 272 Earl St., 
0r e-mail them to 

l°urnaI@post.queensu.ca. 

The end of Ontario 
WHAT IS THE OPTIMUM SIZE for 

a province? Every few years, 

someone proposes merging 

the four Atlantic provinces in order to 

achieve economies of scale or greater 

political clout. While provinces that are 

too small may be undesirable, the oppo¬ 

site extreme is also unhealthy. Beyond a 

certain point, diseconomies of scale 

emerge. Major reasons for having a fed¬ 

eral system include bringing decision¬ 

making closer to the people and 

protecting local cultures. But when a 

province is too large, these purposes are 

frustrated. 

This is the case in Ontario today. In 

order to bring government closer to the 

people and improve the functioning of 

Canada as a whole, Ontario should be 

broken up into a number of smaller 

provinces. 

One argument often advanced for 

decentralizing power from Ottawa to 

the provincial capitals is that provincial 

governments are closer to the people. 

When it comes to Prince Edward Island 

or even British Columbia, this is true. 

With Ontario, it is false. In the next 

provincial election, provincial ridings 

will correspond with federal ridings; in 

Ontario, the constituent-representative 

ratio will be the same for both 

Members of Parliament and Members 

of Provincial Parliament. With this 

change, those who would maintain that 

Queen’s Park is closer to the voter than 

Parliament Hill will have lost a major 

argument. 

party with the aim of making the north 

its own province. 

Breaking Ontario up roughly along 

telephone area code lines would allow 

the people of each region to make poli¬ 

cies reflecting local values and dealing 

with the specific economic problems of 

their region. In case anyone argues that 

this would be too expensive, let’s 

remember that Saskatchewan (area 

code 603) is a model of efficient and 

effective governance. 

Breaking Ontario up 
roughly along telephone 

area code lines would allow 
the people of each region to 

make policies reflecting 
local values and dealing with 

the specific economic 
problems of their region. 

Canada as a whole would benefit 

from the division of Ontario. People in 

other regions of the country often com¬ 

plain about Ontario throwing its demo¬ 

graphic weight around when it comfes 

to issues like gun control and economic 

policy. 

Breaking Ontario up won’t give 

Alberta more seats in the House of 

Commons, but it will allow people to 

see that Ontario is not a monolithic 

entity. 

Regional disputes will become more 

complex, muddying the waters as to 

where the dividing lines between 

“Central Canada” and other regions of 

the country actually are. And while only 

about a 10th of Ontario’s population is 

francophone, this population is concen¬ 

trated in such a way that perhaps two of 

the new provinces would be about as 

bilingual as New Brunswick; a blurring 

of the lines between “English Canada” 

and Quebec would be achieved. If 

Quebec were subdivided too, the pic¬ 

ture would be even more complex. 

What would the mechanism for 

breaking provinces up be? We’ve 

already had too much top-down gover¬ 

nance in this country, so politicians or 

so-called experts demarcating new 

interprovincial boundaries are the last 

thing we need. Instead, let’s entrench in 

the constitution a process by which the 

inhabitants of an area of a province can 

hold a referendum on becoming their 

own province. The minimum popula¬ 

tion requirement for any region wishing 

to do this would be the population of 

the current smallest province. 

We owe it to our country to partition 

this province. We also owe it to 

ourselves. 

Andrew smith 
arts'99 

Ontario’s regions have 
diverse problems as well as 

diverse cultures. Regions 
with different economies 
need different economic 
strategies, these are best 
provided by having their 

own government. 

Federalism provides a way in which 

local identities can be recognized and 

protected. The province of Ontario, 

however, sprawls across regions that are 

as different culturally as provinces, 

smothering local identities. Ontario’s 

regions have diverse problems as well as 

diverse cultures. Regions with different 

economies need different economic 

strategies, these are best provided by 

having their own government. 

Eastern Ontario’s economy resem¬ 

bles that of the Maritimes: heavy 

dependence on federal spending and 

slow growth. Kingston’s 20 per cent 

unemployment rate contrasts vividly 

with economic conditions in other parts 

of the province. 

Southwestern Ontario (telephone 

area code 519) is more like the Prairie 

provinces in its vibrant economy, its 

Bible-belt and the polyglot ethnic 

make-up of the original settlers. There 

is even the occasional oil-well down 

there. 

Toronto and “the 905 belt” seem a 

world apart from either 613 or 519 

country. 

Northern Ontario has often 

expressed dissatisfaction with being 

treated like a colony; recently a north¬ 

erner outraged with Queen’s Park’s 

decision to cancel the spring bear hunt 

founded a northern Ontario separatist 

See what the 
campaign can do... 
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Harsh words 
for new 

AMS executive 

Dear Editors, 

You can’t blame me for being 
nostalgic. I was bored, it was 
Friday, and I went to The 
Journal home page to see if any¬ 
thing was different at my old 
school. 

Big fucking surprise — not a 
thing has changed. One of the 
teams screwed up — having 
found to be cheaters — and are 
disqualified. Nothing, really 
unusual there (just check the 
rafters of the CORE to see the 
remains of past election scan¬ 
dals) but it’s the dirty rumour 
that they’ll be reinstated that 
bothers me. Now, I’m not an 

angry person as a rule. Really, 
ask people who know me and 
they’ll say, “Justin? Naw, he 
ain’t angry. He luves life.’’ But 
it’s times like this when I'm 
forced to put down the sticky 
bun I’m eating and just vent. 

Oh, I know all about the 
sparkly things the AMS does for 
us, but let me be blunt: I’ve an 
active and passionate dislike for 
the AMS and feel it’s my duty to 
give their collective backsides a 
verbal kicking every time they 
fuck up. Jesus, no one else 
seems to be willing to do it. 

This election, like the 
others I’ve ‘covered’, 

reeks of arrogance 
and an utter contempt 
for the intelligence of 
the people who will 

pay their 
exorbitant salaries. 

This election, like the others 
I’ve ‘covered’, reeks of arro¬ 
gance and an utter contempt for 
the intelligence of the people 
who not only will pay their 
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exorbitant salaries, but also put 
up with their endless shit for the 
year to come. At least it s good 
to see the AMS doing the one 
thing it does best: fucking the 
students of Queen’s up the ass 
while smiling into their faces. 

Here’s a little something I 
found in The Journal that really 
speaks to the heart of what I’m 
talking about. Corman men¬ 
tions, in detail no less, the 
“team’s goal of functioning as a 
‘consistent voice’ between stu¬ 
dents and administration.’’ How 
admirable is that? Huh? The 
only problem is that it’s a partial 
truth (like everything else in the 
AMS). They aren’t at all inter¬ 
ested in consistency between 
themselves and the electorate. 
Nope, just between students and 
administration. Crafty that. Just 
look at their statement concern¬ 
ing the mobile phone that got 
them disqualified. Sarah, et al, 
say “the phone was not acquired 
for the purpose of campaigning 
or organizing a campaign; it was 
acquired to allow Graham to 
remain in contact with his 
numerous friends and obliga¬ 
tions.” 

Shit Ryan, that makes you 
sound like an asshole. More to 
the point, why isn’t this state¬ 
ment from Mr. Graham instead 
of from his handlers? (Ryan, just 
between you and me, I hardly 
let my mother fight for me any¬ 
more.) Even if this backhanded 
compliment were true, the 
damn thing was purchased right 
at the start of the campaign and 
by the campaign manager no 
less. It’s deeply suspicious. It’s 
also bordering on that arro¬ 
gance and contempt I men¬ 
tioned earlier to ask the students 
of Queen’s to actually believe 
that Captain Popular never once 
used that ridiculous fashion 
accessory for the campaign. 

The simple fact is that there 
is only one offence that can get 
a team disqualified: overspend¬ 
ing. It’s a simple, simple rule 
that it should be easy to follow. 
If you go over the budget, you 
are removed from the race. 
Now if the Corman team is 
truly serious about clearing their 
goodish name and gettin’ back 
their hard-won office, (and if 
the AMS is serious about due- 
process and people being inno¬ 
cent until proven guilty — ah, 
let me place an odds-on bet here 

— they aren’t), instead of just 
whining about it, the team 
should publish an un-expunged 
record of every call made from 
the phone of shame and show 
everyone that Ryan never once 
used it to call anyone connected 
to the campaign — just his 
numerous friends and obliga¬ 

tions. 

We’ll all be stuck with 
them (CMM) running 
rough-shod over us 
and embarrassing 

themselves and the 
school, and we’ll all 

think back to when we 
first realized that they 
were untrustworthy. 

Oh... look at that. “Friends 
and obligations.” I wonder if 
that’s another crafty partial 
truth. Because, really, wouldn’t 
the campaign be one of his 
obligations? And wouldn’t the 
voters all be his friends? Looks 
like a loophole waiting to be 
exploited (if they use this, I get 
a 10 per cent commission - you 
read it here first). I can see 
exactly what’s going to happen. 
They are going to moan and 
bitch about this whole thing and 
come up with some bullshit 
lame excused like the one I just 
made up and get back into 
office because everyone but the 
candidates are too apathetic to 
care. We’ll all be stuck with 
them running rough-shod over 
us, fucking up and embarrassing 
themselves and the school, and 
we’ll all think back to when we 
first realized that they were 
untrustworthy and shouldn’t be 
in power and just cringe. 
Collectively. All at the same 
time. In a sort of Jungian uber- 
shame. 

Well, you know what I say to 
that. ‘If you play with shit, 
you’re gonna smell shitty.’ 

Justin Moodie 
Arts ’96, LSE ’98 

Feeling pretty 
apathetic 

Dear Editors, 

Recalling, from my atten¬ 
dance at several student govern¬ 

ment meetings last year, the Zeai 

and spirit of self-congratulation 
with which our representatives 
reviewed and revised our elec 
toral regulations, and unsur 
prised by the indifference of 76 
per cent of our student popula. 
tion to this scandalous AMs 
election, I humbly recommend 
the following: disenfranchise Us 

I haven’t the precise figures 
but I strongly suspect that the 
24 per cent of the electorate 
which voted does not greatly 
exceed the proportion who 
either hold positions with or 
volunteer for student govern¬ 
ment on campus. They are 
bound to care about their man¬ 
agement and policy. Let them 
vote. Leave the rest of us out of 
it. Frankly, we have better things 
to do. 

I laugh, justifiably, with scorn 
at the thought that reducing the 
franchise would allow the AMS 
to run roughshod over my rights 
or to destroy my university life. 
In my four years here, no AMS 
government has. made any 
remarkably unique or useful 
impression on my existence, 
neither has any team distin¬ 
guished itself significantly from 
its forebears. 

Did I read the candidates’ 
materials? Yes. Did I believe that 
any team would make a signifi¬ 
cant difference to student life? 
No. 

Did I vote? Yes. Did I care 
who won? Not a whit. 

I propose the following: 
restrict the AMS executive vot¬ 
ing to all members of student 
government committees and 
AMS volunteers. Any student 
who does not fulfill either of 
these qualifications should be 
excluded from voting. 

Yes, I realize that there may 
be students here who want to 
vote but lack the time to partic¬ 
ipate in even the least of student 
government groups. Fine! 
Establish a Students Obstructing 
Tyranny committee, under the 
AMS Internal Affairs 
Commission, dedicated to 
allowing its members to vote at 
AMS election time. Advertise 
the SOT widely. This group will 
make no demands on its mem¬ 
bers’ time — all they will ever 
do is vote, come February. 

Continued on page I 
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No one will be unfairly excluded and 
no one will be left saying: gee, maybe I 
should have voted. All those with strong 
opinions and interests will be able to par¬ 
ticipate. 

I can see beneficial results of such a 
policy: there may be an enormous 
upsurge in volunteers for AMS and other 
student government activities. It might 
even result in informed voter participa¬ 
tion. Besides which, The Journal and 
other student services already use a simi¬ 
lar system, and no one suggests that they 
thereby become either despotic and irrel¬ 
evant products or ruthless and dangerous 
institutions. 

In short, let’s all stop wasting paper, 
time, money and energy. Far too few of 
us can be moved to care. 

Jonathan J. Weisman 
Artsci ’99 

Doctors, doctors: 
Give us the news 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to congratulate the 
Corman-Mori-Minns team on their vic¬ 
tory in the recently concluded AMS 
Executive election. They must have run 
an exciting and brilliant campaign. But 
then again, how would I know? Actually, 
how would any of the 300 medical stu¬ 
dents here at Queen’s know. 

Not a single team decided it was 
worthwhile to spend some time promot¬ 
ing themselves and their platforms to any 
of the four medical classes. I can hardly 
blame them; the effort would probably 
be “low yield.” Why waste the time and 
energy on an insignificant portion of the 
total votes out there (but, man, too bad 
Cheeseman and co. didn’t put in the 
effort because it could have been really 
close)? 

Now, I do realize that it is up to every 
individual student to make sure they’re 

informed as to the issues and candidates. 
And I do not expect anyone to go out of 
their way to placate every single person 
on campus. Maybe I am just upset 
because this was the first time in six years 
I didn’t vote because I had not a clue. But 
the lack of concern for the medical stu¬ 
dent vote is exactly the crux of the recent 
call for medical students to leave the 
AMS and join the SGPS. 

Not a single team decided it 
was worthwhile to spend 

some time promoting 
themselves and their 

platforms to any of the four 
medical classes. 

Many medical students felt that the 
AMS did not represent their needs and 
being such a small group in the large stu¬ 
dent government does not allow for our 
specific concerns to be easily addressed. 
That winning 6ur votes wasn’t worth the 
effort simply makes me think that being 
heard in the AMS assembly is an incred¬ 
ibly difficult task. That’s the feeling I get, 
anyway. Maybe we made a mistake in 
deciding to stay in the AMS. Maybe we 
should have joined the Law and Grad 
students. Who knows? Oh well, I guess 
we can always have another referendum 
next year. 

Rob Tanzola 
Artsci ’97, Meds ’01 

Journal is incestuous 
and over-sexed 

ber on about any irrelevant piece of their 
lives that they feel is important enough 
to reach the entire student population. 
The editors aFe in a position to reach 
many intelligent readers, yet consistently 
choose to write on the minutia of 
their outrageously ordinary lives. Perhap 
s no other issues interest the editors? Wei 
1, there are lots of topics I am inter¬ 
ested in reading about, but Idon’t espe¬ 
cially care that a bagel station has moved 
or that the co-editor-in-chief is intensely 
proud of her vibrator ownership. 
Although not written by a staff member, 
I am equally uninterested in an excep¬ 
tionally poorly written Opinion article 
where Natalie Diaz struggles before my 
eyes to decide whether “picking up” is a 
fun thing to do or an empty experience. 
More recently, my annoyance peaked 
upon reading the hideous article by Sean 
Springer and Jocelyn Laporte, two 
Journal staffers who enthusiastically 
reveal their fascinating night of getting 
piss drunk and getting it on with each 
other. I guess it is no longer a secret that 
The Journal editorial board is more akin 
to a partner-swapping, self-congratula¬ 
tory in-group than a professionally run 
newspaper (perhaps the AMS should pay 
them with beer and condoms instead of 
our costly student activity fees). 

In specific, I would like to add some 
insight missing from the editorial by 
co-editor-in-chief Tara Mansbridge. It 
seems that Ms. Mansbridge is not only 
“sexually healthy” but feels strongly that 
The Journal is an appropriate forum to 
talk about the vibrator discrimination 
that she has fallen victim to on numerous 
occasions. I would like to surprise Ms. 
Mansbridge by telling her that I am not 
“shocked” or even “enormously curious” 
about her confessions of vibrator owner¬ 

ship and enjoyment. And thank you for 
alleviating my “disillusionment” that she 
is neither a nymphomaniac nor “really, 
really lonely.” Indeed I don’t feel that it 
is “confidence” that led to such a trite 
and uncontroversial editorial as Ms. 
Mansbridge suggests. I would like to go 
out on a limb and suggest that people 
react with surprise when she yammers on 
about her vibrators, not from prudish 
intolerance, but from the uncomfortable 
position she has put them in by “boldly” 
discussing a very private matter. There is 
a reason why the words “private” and 
“personal” are often attached to these 
parts of our lives. This is not because of 
shame stemming from systematic dis¬ 
crimination against women and/or the 
desire to keep women from “sexual lib¬ 
eration;” it is because we don’t need to 
know what sexual games and aids/toys. 
Ms. Mansbridge purchases and enjoys. 

I guess it is no longer a 
secret that The Journal 

editorial board is more akin 
to a partner-swapping, 

self-congratulatory in-group 
than a professionally 

run newspaper. 

Her vibrator ownership is not shock¬ 
ing or surprising in our sexually liberated 
world; in fact, it is not even slightly 
unusual. I know few women ashamed of 
shopping in a sex shop (and would find a 
piece on the lack thereof in Kingston a 
much more professional and informative 
editorial than “I love my vibrator” girl) 
but I know equally few who are deter¬ 
mined to share their sexual toy of choice 
with their entire student population. 

Dear Editors, 

I do not presume to know what the 
Queen’s student population finds inter¬ 
esting and desires to read in their student 
paper, but I will speak for myself. It 
seems that The Journal is insistent on 
writing/publishing mundane signed edi¬ 
torials where Journal staff members blab- 
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Please, dear co-editor-in-chief, 
don’t fall prey to mistaking a 
tattered page in your diary for a 
well thought-out, insightful and 
intelligent article. And don’t dis¬ 
guise your lack of interesting 
ideas by masquerading as a 
post-feminist crusader for the 
sexual liberation of women. No 
one cares that you use a vibra¬ 
tor. I don’t care if you stick one 
in each orifice and dance the 
hokey-pokey. Use the space you 
are given to write about some¬ 
thing that is mildly interesting 
or even something that is truly 
controversial (an actual contro¬ 
versial sexually-related topic? 
Imagine!). And get your staff to 
do the same. 

Lynn Davidson 
Artsci ’99 

Way to go, Tara 

Dear Editors, 

I am writing this letter to 
congratulate Tara Mansbridge 
on her honesty. Mansbridge’s 
article in the Feb. 9 edition of 
The Journal was wonderful. I 
wish that more people were able 
to speak openly about sexuality 
in all of its facets. I would also 
like to take this opportunity to 
suggest that those who have 
criticized Mansbridge that they 
grow up. In his response, Mike 
Martelle stated that students 
don’t care about Mansbridge’s 
sexual activities. 

While this may be true of 
some students, some of us are 
very interested in increasing 
communication about sexuality 
in general and about women’s 
sexuality more specifically, 
which is exactly what 
Mansbridge has done here. 
Martelle also asked “Can’t we 
stick to the news?” Perhaps 
Martelle did not notice that this 
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article was printed on the 
Opinions page which is usually 
a forum for opinions concerning 
current issues, not necessarily 

hard news. 

Many Queen’s 
students see providing 

a forum to become 
comfortable with their 
sexualities and express 

their views on a the 
topic as a function of 

campus media. 

I would also like to point out 
that increasing awareness about 
sexuality is news. There are 
many students here at Queen’s 
that see providing a forum to 
become comfortable with their 
sexualities and express their 
views on a the topic as a very 
function of campus media. In 
addition, the author of a previ¬ 
ous letter attacked Mansbridge 
by suggesting vibrators are 
unnatural. What is so unnatural 
about sexual pleasure? In my 
opinion, it is more unnatural to 
repress one’s sexual desires and 
to silence discussion on the 
topic than to have a little fun 
with a sex toy. 

Taryn McCormick 
Arts ’99 

The moon, the sun 
and self¬ 

gratification 

Dear Editors, 

I would like to give a rebuttal 
to Jen Evans’ letter to the editor 
in which she criticized Tara 
Mansbridge’s editorial on the 
subject of vibrators. 

First, I would like to congrat¬ 
ulate Ms. Mansbridge on her 
courage in trying to shatter the 
taboos surrounding masturba¬ 
tion whether it be with an 
“inanimate” vibrator or not. 

Second, I was shocked by the 

ignorance Ms. Evans expressed 
in her letter. Evans wrote, and I 
quote, “It is not natural to fulfill 
your sexual longings with inani¬ 
mate objects.” This quote makes 
no sense to me. It is not natural 
to use condoms. Condoms are 
inanimate objects and should be 
used in this day and age to fulfill 
sexual longings. Should we stop 
using condoms because they are 
not “natural?” I hope everyone, 
including Ms. Evans, would 
answer “no” to this question. If 
this is the case then it is all right 
to use unnatural condoms, but 
not unnatural vibrators. Where 
do we draw the line Ms. Evans? 

It is not natural for man to 
walk on the moon. Should we 
stop the space program? 

It is not natural to cure illness 
and disease because life saving 
medication does not usually 
occur naturally on the earth. 
Should research being done at 
Queen’s University and other 
institutions be stopped due to its 
unnatural nature? 

The point is that if human 
beings stopped doing everything 
that was unnatural we would be 
living in a cave, eating our food 
raw, and having sex simply for 
survival of the species. Do you 
see what I am getting at Ms. 
Evans? People do and use unnat¬ 
ural things everyday. What is 
natural for human beings? What 
is human nature? Perhaps Ms. 
Evans has the answer. 

In conclusion, I would like to 
enlighten Ms. Evans on the fact 
that the university environment 
is an environment that should 
be tolerant and sensitive to 
diversity whether that diversity 
be sexual, cultural, racial or 
something else (obviously Ms. 
Evans was not paying attention 
to one of the main purposes of 
Frosh Week). People have the 
right to express themselves as 
long as they do not infringe on 
the rights of others. Ms. 
Mansbridge has not infringed 
on the rights of anyone. 
However, Ms. Evans has no 
right to publicly chastise some¬ 
one for her lifestyle. If Person A 

Footloose 
in Canada jljpL 

Vancouver from $349 1 
Calgary from $299 1 
Edmonton from $299 1 
Regina from $349 1 
Winnipeg from $239 1 
Halifax from $249 1 
Saint John from $329 j 
St. John’s from $299 1 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 

to get to Toronto! 

/ Via Rail’s 6-Pak 

S Up to 12 flights a day 

/ New Air Canada 
service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
, 186 Princess St., Kingston (al Montreal) 

Long HauLGroup Travel 
549-3553 549-3561 

Website: www.odysscy-travel.com 

Tanning Special 
• 10 Sessions 

• One Bottle ot California Tanning Max Lotion 
• 1 pair of Peepers 

Only $60.00 
(reg. S75.00) 

SOLO HAIR DESI8N • TANNINS SALON 

376 Barrie Street • 542-0823 

wrote an article on how great 
is to be homosexual and Pers0n 
B had written a letter similar to 
Ms. Evans’, Person B would be 
labeled a homophobic. Since 
people love labels so much 
what we can label a person who 
is against people who use vibra¬ 
tors? A vibrabic? An anti-vibra- 
tionist? What do you think, Ms. 
Evans? 

Jason Andrews 
Arts ’01 

mmMLn iP* 
Tupac too late 

Dear Editors, 

This letter is in response to 
Ben Molson’s article “On Death 
Row,” which appeared in the 
February 16 issue of The 
Journal. While it’s always nice 
to see hip-hop getting some cov¬ 
erage in the campus media, it’s a 
shame that Mr. Molson chose to 
write a simple rehash of such a 
dated topic as the Tupac Shakur 
murder. The Tupac slaying (and 
the conspiracy theories sur¬ 
rounding it) has been analyzed 
in great depth by numerous 
publications and television pro¬ 
grams in the past couple of 
years, to the extent that anyone 
who had enough interest in the 
subject to want to read Mr. 
Molson’s article probably 
already knew all of the informa¬ 
tion it contained. The article 
didn’t give any new insight into 
the subject — it couldn’t have, 
since there have been no break¬ 
throughs whatsoever in the two- 
year-old case — so it was old 
news, especially to its assum- 
ingly intended audience of hip- 
hop fans. 

Anyone who had 
enough interest in the 

subject to want to 
read Mr. Molson’s 
article probably 

already knew all of the 
information it 

contained. 

Furthermore, some small but 
obvious mistakes in the details 
of the article suggest that per¬ 
haps Mr. Molson isn’t really 
knowledgeable enough about 
the subject of hip-hop to be 
writing such an extensive piece 
under a heading claiming “Hip- 
Hop Is Dead.” For example, he 
reports that “Snoop Doggy 
Dogg...is still signed to Death 
Row,” but Snoop left Death 
Row, dropped the “Doggy 
from his name, and signed with 
Master P’s No Limit Records 
almost a full year ago, an event 
that even a relatively casual fol¬ 
lower of hip-hop should be 
familiar with. 

There’s nothing wrong with 
doing some follow-up on an 

Continued on page 13 
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unsolved mystery, but without some¬ 
thing new to report, there’s no story. 
And since Mr. Molson obviously can’t 
be expected to dig up any new informa¬ 
tion about such a well-worn subject, he 
should let sleeping dogs (and slain rap¬ 

pers) lie. 

Mike Keast 
Sci ’98 

Gimme shelter 

Dear Editors, 

Ryandale Shelter for the Homeless 
would like to thank the diverse commu¬ 
nity leaders, volunteers and the Kingston 
Community Credit Union for participat¬ 
ing in the Adversity Challenge on 
January 30. Their presence on that 
sunny Saturday morning expressed an 
earnest solidarity with the poor. 

All of us were deeply distressed and 
personally challenged by the workshop’s 
real-life predicaments. They revealed the 
true faces of poverty so often hidden 
behind the statistics: men, women, and 
children crying out for a sense of dignity 
and self-worth. 

We urge the citizens of 
Kingston and surrounding 

area to join us in rebuilding 
the dignity of our more 
vulnerable community 

members. 

As our facilitator attested, we must 
now ask ourselves, “So what?” Poverty 
can be overwhelming for the concerned 
individual, but as the Toronto Task Force 
on Homelessness concluded, it is beat¬ 
able if we focus on long-term, preventa¬ 
tive measures. 

We urge the citizens of Kingston and 
surrounding area to join us in rebuilding 

the dignity of our more vulnerable com¬ 
munity members. Each one of you has a 
unique set of skills and resources that 
enables you to make a difference. You 
can share your concerns with your fam¬ 
ily, friends and coworkers, and find in 
these groups creative solutions to the 
poverty crisis. Remember, even the 
smallest action has a ripple effect. 

Not sure where to start? You are more 
than welcome to visit us at Ryandale 
Shelter for an informative tour and dis¬ 
cussion, or we can visit your group to 
present our work and vision. 

There will always be a need for shel¬ 
ters like Ryandale, but to what degree is 
up to us. What we as a city and as a 
country, choose to do about the poor — 
help them or reject them — is up to us. 
Now is the time for decision-making at 
all levels of government; now is the time 
for individual reflection and action. 

Michelle Dickison 
Director, Ryandale Shelter for the 
Homeless 

Wit and hijinks 
from Vic 2D 

Dear Editors, 

I read with righteous and mounting 
anger your last issue’s “story” of the 
rowdy doings a-rranspirin’ on Vic 4. It is 
well known throughout this building 
that the residents of Vic 4 are “yellow- 
bellied tenderfoots,” according to one 
resident, while Vic 2D is the “bad ass 
mutherfucker floor,” as another stated. 
Much like The Journal’s Editor-in-Chief, 
Vic 4 is blatantly and pathetically exhibi¬ 
tionist, while the residents of Vic 2D, 
through devious long range planning 
and ruthless efficiency, have managed to 
amass over $418.09 in fines for damages 
occuring there in only the first term of 
the school year. This is over 3.28 times 
the total charges for the entirety of Vic 
4! The howling rabble that is Vic 2D 
shall not take this Journal-istic injustice 

Continued on page 14 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS 

St. Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston, owner of 
the overnight cruise ship IVW Canadian 
Empress, invites applications for the following 
positions: 

Stewardesses 
Deckhands 

Assistant Cruise Directors 
Galley Assistants 

Bartenders 

Seasonal full-time May to November. Ideal for grad¬ 
uating students. Please deliver resumes to 253 
Ontario Street, side door, 2nd floor. Suite 200. 

NOW HIRING! 
The Arts & Science 

Undergraduate Society is 
hiring 1999-2000 
Commissioners. 

Application forms are now available at The 
Core (183 University Avenue). For more 

information please contact Jo-Anne Lorway, 
ASUS Office Manager, @ 533-6278. 

Application deadline is Friday 
March 5th, 1999 at 4:00 p.m. 
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lying down: we insist that articles be 

written on how unruly we are! We also 

officially lay down the gauntlet to the 

rest of Victoria Hall. In the future we 

expect The Journal to research their 

issues fully, rather than relying on 

hearsay and gossip, as they have so often 

in the past. 

Stephen “Southpaw” Hennigar 

Sci '02 

Darrell “Hooley” LeHouillier 

Sci ’02 

Andrew “Postman” Tracy 

Arts ’02 

Enquiring minds 
want to know 

Dear Editors, 

As noble as it may seem to take moral 

‘high-ground' concerning media cover¬ 

age of Chelsea Clinton, your article 

lacked both substance and any real 

understanding of the issue. 

When a politician decides to run for 

the highest office in the land, he or she 

accepts that they are not only exposing 

their own life to media scrutiny, but the 

lives of both their spouse and children. 

The Clinton’s accepted this reality, and 

gave up their lives not once, but twice. 

True, the decision has not been Chelsea’s 

to make and I do agree that the media 

must recognize certain limits when cov¬ 

ering the children of politicians. 

However, Chelsea Clinton, at eigh¬ 

teen is no longer the braces-clad middle- 

American family daughter of the 1992 

campaign. She has surfaced at extraordi¬ 

narily important moments during the 

Clinton presidency. Recently, she 

emerged from the White House holding 

the hand of both her parents after Mr. 

Clinton admitted to his sordid lust affair. 

With her help, White House ‘spin doc¬ 

tors’ were able to prevent Mr. Clinton’s 

‘family values’ platform from crumbling. 

Chelsea has also adopted a more active 

role internationally, travelling with her 

mother on trips overseas. Chelseas 

political role alone makes her fair game 

for the media. , 
Moreover, your article stated that the 

public's fascination with the private lives 

of politicians does not justify putting the 

18-year-old Chelsea into the spotlight. 

Indeed... however, the public’s fascina¬ 

tion coupled with the constitution of the 

United States together justify that end. 

You demeaned the People article, saying 

that it does not meet the criteria of a 

genuine news story. However, histori¬ 

cally, the relationship between ‘first-chil¬ 

dren’ and ‘first-parents’ has been 

considered genuine news. The relation¬ 

ship between Teddy Roosevelt and his 

children was highly publicized. The 

daughter of the longest serving American 

president, Franklin D. Roosevelt used to 

substitute as a hostess when her father 

was sick. The relationship between the 

Kennedy’s and their children (when the 

children were in their most formative 

years) became a model for American par¬ 

enting. Why then, should we denoun 

People magazine for publishing a positi^ 

cover piece on the relationship betwce* 

Chelsea and Hillary when it is consid” 

ered to be of genuine interest to the 

American public? How is the America 

public suppose to know if the Clinton’11 

are good parents or even good people 

(people are reflected to a large degree in 

their children) when Chelsea is labeled 

as off-limits to the press? 

The Clinton’s chose public office, and 

the media has certainly respected 

Chelsea’s right to a private upbringing, 

However, Chelsea’s come of age, and the 

public has a constitutional right to know 

what kind of a woman the ‘first-daugh¬ 

ter’ has become. Instead of looking over 

her shoulder at the media, she should 

look them straight in the eye, and finally 

say hello to a country she’s been shielded 

from for so long. 

P. Razi 

Comm ’02 

Experience 
is nof required 

Who’ll be hired next? 

jkf AMS Council 
Please see another advert in this paper for more 
information about AMS Council. 

IjjH Director of Business Development 
Responsible for marketing the AMS to corporations and 
Alumni to recruit external sponsorship and support 
Efforts will be focused on a national and local level and 
projects will involve all aspects of the AMS. 

Deputy Commissioners 
Aids the commissioner in carrying out the objectives 
of the commission. Responsible for additional initiatives 
of your own, and as directed by the commission. Directly 
oversees the activities of the commission's committees. 

^ Service Managers 
Directly responsible for all aspects of service operations 
including long term planning, budgeting and daily work. ’ 
(Positions include the Business Managers of Studio Q 
The Queen's Journal, and the Tricolour Yearbook and ’ 
the Project Manager of the Who’s Where and What’s Next.) 

Application due dates 

.> Applications for AMS Council 
are due Thursday, March 4th at 16:30. 

Applications for Deputy Commissioners, 
Service Managers, and 
the Director of Business Development 
are due Tuesday, March 9th at 16:30. 

Applications for Assistant Managers, 
Committee Chairs, and Co-ordinators 
(Communications, Foodbank and 
Extended Child Care) 
are due Monday, March 15th at 16:30. 

fir Applications for Service Staff and 
committee Member positions 
are due Wednesday, March 24th at 16:30. 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Execute,, 
if you have any questions about available positions * 

ass "" *•ai,s f,o“ - <-> i~» ■»«- 
ah A»ao The AMS is committed to employment eauitv 
All AMS members in good academic standing are encouraged to apply. STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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Virtual poverty 
At the Ryandale Home for the Homeless, the Adversity Challenge — 

a “game of life” — showed participants the realities of living in poverty 

By Tania Haas There he was again. This was my 

second time seeing him, and 

again, he was looking through the 

papers, quickly, briskly. Talking aloud, he 

seemed completely unaware of the dis¬ 

traction that he was causing to the stu¬ 

dents attempting to study. Soon enough 

he came by the table 1 was sitting at and 

before he could ask, I stated: “Sorry no 

papers here.” I caught him off guard. It 

was as if he hadn’t expected to be 

acknowledged. He stood agape for one 

moment, perhaps to collect his thoughts. 

For the next 30 minutes, I learned a lot 

about a man that I’ll call Rob. 

Rob appeared to be close to 65, but 

his age was never officially revealed. 

What was revealed was an abridged 

autobiography of a man whose story 

probably has many duplicates, but hardly 

any exposure to the general public. 

In appearance, Rob was stereotypi- 

cally poor: layers of old, unwashed, 

used, tattered clothing, holes in places 

where there shouldn't be, foul odour, 

layers of dirt in the palms of his hands, 

nails and wrinkles. Rob only had one vis¬ 

ible tooth. 

Somewhat curious about his presence 

at Stauffer Library, I was pleased to hear 

what was on his mind. It turned out to be 

more of Rob telling, and me listening. 

The following was what I could 

understand: He was born in London, 

Ontario to a teenage girl and was handed 

over to an Ontario orphanage at the age 

of five. Throughout his late childhood 

and early adolescence, Rob transferred 

from orphanage to orphanage, which he 

recalled as a “bad time.” From what Rob 

described haphazardly, this “bad time” 

was the continuous sexual and physical 

assault by older boys at the orphanages. 

When Rob was old enough to leave 

the orphanage, he worked on several 

farms, traveling across the province, rely¬ 

ing on physical labour for pay. 

Rob said that he was “in the liquor” at 

one point, but while sitting with me on 

this December evening in 1998, Rob 

claimed he was not abusing alcohol 

anymore. 

During the game, one man 
had justified theft and would 
have acted upon his thoughts 
if given the opportunity. This 

man was Sergeant Rick 
Carter of the Kingston 

Police Force. 

Before Rob left, he said: “Those 

Queen’s boys think they know every¬ 

thing. But they know nothing about real 

life.” I could have ignored this comment; 

however, I knew inside that Rob was 

right. The average Queen’s student is not 

aware of the poverty and the homeless 

situation in Kingston — the only “real 

life” that Rob knew. 

With the last comment and a 

handshake, Rob and I ceased 

conversing and separated. I 

haven’t seen Rob since that cold 

December evening. 

My educational encounter 

with Rob motivated me to find 

out more about people like him. 

It was through a workshop 

hosted by Kingston’s Ryandale 

Home for the Homeless that I 

came to better understand a life 

like Rob’s. 

Ryandale House was named 

after Stuart Ryan, a professor of 

Law at Queen’s University. It 

provides emergency shelter for 

people in a housing crisis and 

information about community 

resources to assist its users in 

finding permanent, affordable 

housing. 

Ryandale House is supported 

by the United Way, and dona¬ 

tions from the community. It is 

staffed primarily by volunteers. 

Use of the shelter is open to any¬ 

one, but being the only accom¬ 

modation of its kind, its effect 

on the problem of homelessness 

is minimal. 

On January 30, from 9 a.m. to 1 

p.m. I joined 30 Kingston citizens in an 

interactive workshop — a game called 

the Adversity Challenge. It was devel¬ 

oped in 1995 by the Community Social 

Planning Council of Toronto and has 

been played by Ontario politicians and 

community leaders in social work, law 

enforcement and education. The 

Adversity Challenge’s setup was very 

similar to the board game “Game of 

Life;” however, it incorporated realistic 

social assistance financial rates and costs 

of living, which eventually caused many 

players to fear the next roll of the die. 

Over a four hour period, every partic¬ 

ipant was given the identity of a person 

dependent on social assistance or some¬ 

one in a vulnerable position. The charac¬ 

ters ranged in ages, cultures, histories, 

physical and mental ability, and educa¬ 

tion. 

My character, Claudia, was an unem¬ 

ployed but educated woman who left her 

abusive husband, rendering her the sole 

guardian of her two children aged 5 and 

7. She had trained as a kindergarten 

teacher in her native country, but poor 

communication skills — she had immi¬ 

grated to Canada without English educa¬ 

tion — left Claudia unemployed. She 

was also socially isolated, having limited 

friends and no family. 

A three-hour portrayal of a woman 

balancing the responsibilities of mother¬ 

hood and consequences of being unem¬ 

ployed was an awakening experience. 

Claudia started the game in 

January with limited funds. Being a citi¬ 

zen entirely dependent on social welfare, 

mm Cheque, Telling Our Stories of Life on 
e/fare in Ontario is a collection of perspec- 

ir^eS °n Ontario's social welfare giving insight 
to the realities of living in poverty in Ontario. 

is a heart pounding, adrenaline pumping full immersion interactive laser game. 

It is a cross between traditional tag and 20th Century Cops and Robbers. 

It is played in a labyrinth filled with special effects. 

As you experience the latest in interactive games equipment, you will wish that you came sooner!! 

It's great for all ages and levels of physical ability- 

will challenge your mmd. your coordination, your reflexes 

and especially your survival instincts! 

Indoor 

a^rrwsi 
(613) 634-8366 
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the financial organization at first 

appeared easy. There were the 

monthly expenditures (electric¬ 

ity, rent, telephone bills, food) 

and I thought that the remaining 

money could be used toward 

training or a “special treat” for 

the children. With a positive 

outlook, and realizing that there 

were many “Claudia’s” out 

there, 1 confidently rolled the 

die. 

To my dismay I landed on a 

bad spot, payment for a dam¬ 

aged telephone line. Thinking 

that Claudia’s children could 

not live in a house without a 

functioning phone, the S50 pay¬ 

ment was essential. The result 

was an additional monthly 

increase on the phone bill. After 

the first turn, Claudia was 

almost broke for the month and 

with that, my optimism started 

to crumble. With every roll of 

the die necessary money expen¬ 

ditures crept up: fixing a leak in 

the roof, a rent increase, school 

trips, cost of growing children 

and a lost wallet. Of course, I 

had to balance all this while 

learning a new language, 

improving job skills, and staying 

independent and in control of 

Claudia’s life. Personal happi¬ 

ness was not an option. 

As the game progressed, 

Claudia started each month 

with less money, no new skills 

and became even more socially 

isolated. The game of life was 

not about happiness, it was 

about survival. The Adversity 

Challenge had only begun to 

demonstrate its effect. 

By the month of March, 

Claudia’s welfare payments left 

a whopping $5 for spending 

money. Also, only specific “play¬ 

ers” were allowed to socialise, 

leaving the other players, 

including Claudia, feeling even 

more socially isolated than 

before. 

Throughout the game the 

alarming sound of a whistle 

notified all participants that the 

month was finished, and that 

monthly expenditures were to 

be collected by the bank repre¬ 

sentative who sat at the table 

with the rest of the participants. 

A financial worksheet was pro¬ 

vided to record the continual 

financial transactions. Also, 

once a week all participants 

would write down feelings they 

were experiencing at that time, 

and graph their feelings on a 

chart. 

Some words on Claudia’s 

sheet included: embarrassment, 

frustration, tension, hope, 

stress, paranoia, regret, despair. 

Other board members expressed 

similar attitudes of distress. 

For example, the character 

Grant, who sat at my table of 

three other characters and one 

banker, had been experiencing 

several shortcomings like unem¬ 

ployment, which brought on lit¬ 

tle cash flow, restricted 

visitation rights to see his 

daughter (who he was paying 

child support for) and a lack of 
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motivation since he went blind, also ]ust,f.ed theft and ivonld 

grant’s player became visibly have acted upon h.s though,, i( 

tas,rated throughout the game, given the opportunity. This man 

He personified his character s was Sergean Rick Carter of the 
beleaguered emotional state and Kingston Police Force, 

expressed frustration over the John Gerretsen, MPP 0, 

setbacks of finding work with a Kingston and the Island, a|so 

disability. considered theft. He described 

At one point in the game, feeling angry and explained it 

when Grant’s player was pre- was “unfair that some p|ayers 

sented with the annoying prob- were supported by friends while 

lem of a rowdy neighbour, others weren’t.” peg 

Grant became so enraged that Davidson, acting president 0f 

he threatened to attack the loud Kingston’s chapter of the United 

neighbour if they didn’t quiet Way felt socially isolated and 

down. was "consumed at watching the 

He also neglected his per- money go in, and the money g0 

sonal hygiene and contemplated out.”_ 

suicide. 
Harry, an unemployed 

Queen’s graduate, brought 
up the point that the 

challenges posed by this 
game are what people live 
through everyday of their 
lives, not just a few hours. 

But, Grant was not 

alone. Many other partic¬ 

ipants were emotionally 

tested by the game. 

Aggression, tension and 

lack of perseverance were 

the overall emotional 

responses resulting from a 

simple board game. .gR 

In real life only three and a Her summary of the experi- 

half hours had passed, and in ence was shared by many of the 

the game five months had gone 

by. Claudia had continually suf¬ 

fered financially, socially and 

emotionally. 

participants: “No matter how 

good your intentions, without 

resources and community, you 

can’t make at change.” 

In character, all partici¬ 

pants were invited to enjoy a 

lunch provided by a local shel¬ 

ter. As we munched on day-old 

muffins, cold coffee and diluted 

juice drinks, 1 couldn’t help but 

feel my sense of dignity strip¬ 

ping away. 

To the relief of all partici¬ 

pants the game ended at 12:45 

p.m. The character descriptions 

we had been following were put 

away and other actors, such as 

the bank managers and tax col¬ 

lectors, wore smiles of relief. 

The elevated tension diminished 

in the enclosed room. 

Out of character, the partici¬ 

pants were then encouraged to 

share their opinions of the 

Adversity Challenge. One man 

described how the continuous 

uphill battle with poverty 

caused him to think Twice about 

this lifestyle. Not only was his 

character suicidal, but he had 

Overall, the workshop suc¬ 

cessfully attained its goal of 

showing its participants the elu¬ 

sive reality of another person’s 

world. The Adversity Challenge 

was developed to create a realis¬ 

tic outlook on poverty. In 

essence, it put a face to the poor. 

One participant, Harry, a 

graduate of Queen’s, was critical 

of the game’s format and finan¬ 

cial figures. Harry was well 

aware of the provincial role in 

welfare and the challenges of 

poverty, not because he studied 

it in school, but because he lived 

it. 
Harry is an unemployed 

Queen’s graduate, class of ’89. 

“It’s difficult to even get a job 

interview,” he said. Today, he 

keeps busy in Kingston as a 

community organiser and 

fundraiser for poverty aware¬ 

ness issues. He brought up the 

Continued on page 18 
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LAW SCHOOL 
I nniiiin 3 
How to get into Law School and become a Lawyer 

in Canada and the U.S. 

•Why is it a perfect time to apply to law? 
•Why are the career prospects for lawyers so exciting for the 21st century? 
•Why is it essential to use a different application strategy for each school? 

•How can you avoid getting bad letters of references? 
•How can personal statements make or break you application? 

•U.S. law schools - are they an option? 
•U.S. bar admission - is it possible with a Canadian degree? 
•Canadian bar admission - is it possible with a U.S. degree? 

•The LSAT - are there changes - can you avoid developing bad habits? 
•How can you use 2nd, 3rd and 4th years to prepare for law? 

The lecture Of The Veer For Future lawyers! 
Who: John Richardson, B.A., LL.B., J.D. 

■Author of Canada's #1 LSAT Prep Guide, Mastering The LSAT 
Friday, March 5 - 3:30pm - 4:45pm, Mac-Corry B201 

Bonus!! Receive a FREE copy of “Guide to Law Schools in 
Canada" ($16.00 value - while supplies last) 

• For a FREE monthly Law School Bound email newsletter and to reserve 
your copy of “Law Schools in Canada” - send an email to Iearn@prep.com 

The next LSAT is June 14 
“Chance favours the PREPared mind” 

U. of T. - Mastering The LSAT starts May 1 and 8 
U. of T. - Weekend programs start May 1, 8,15, 22, 29 & June 5 

1-800-410-PREP or www.prep.com 
LSAT - GMAT - MCAT - GRE 

Carleton 
Universi 

SUMMER 1999 

SPEND THE SUMMER IN CANADA’S CAPTIAL 

A wide range of courses in Public Affairs and Management 

Science and Computer Science 

Arts and Social Sciences 

Specialized summer schools in Criminal Justice and Social Policy; 

Political Economy 

Flexible and convenient Couises are available during the day, 

evening or by instructional television 

Coursestaken on a letterof permission are transferable to youruniversity degree. 

Enrich yourleamingexperienceatCarleton University thissummer. We welcome 

Education 
For a copy of the summer supplement, contact 

School of Continuing Education 

Carleton University 

302 Robertson Hall 

1125 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, ON K1S 5B6 

Tel: (613) 520-3500 

Fax: (613) 520-4456 

Email:conted@cadeton.ca 

So much more than Journal-ism. 
The 1999-2000 volume of The Queen’s Journal needs you. 

Applications are currently being accepted for the following positions: 

Business Staff Editorial Board 

Business Manager 

Advertising Manager 

Sales Representatives 

Advertising Designers 

Systems Manager 

Managing Editor 

Production Manager 

News Editor 

Assistant News Editors 

Editorial Page Editor 

Opinions Editor 

Arts 6 Entertainment 

Editor 

Arts 6 Entertainment 

Assistant Editors 

Sports 6 Fitness Editor 

Sports 6 Fitness 

Assistant Editor 

Science Editor 

Features Editor 

Body, Mind 6 Soul 

Editor 

MiSC Editor 

Photography Editors 

Graphics Editor 

Supplements-Magazine 

Editor 

The Reader Editor 

Web Editor 

Pick up an application at The Journal, 272 Earl Street. If you have any questions or need more information call 
Sarah Crosbie. Editor-in-chief-elect at 533-2800. Applications for all positions are due on Friday. March 12 at 4 p.m. 
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Continued from page 16 

point that the challenges posed 

by this game are what people 

live through everyday of their 

lives, not just a few hours. 

Participants were allowed to 

leave at 1 p.m — many return¬ 

ing to their homes, their fami¬ 

lies and probably a better lunch. 

It is safe to say that everyone of 

those participants, including 

myself, were challenged to think 

twice about social issues and the 

local poverty situation. We were 

all asked: What now? 

INDEED, WHAT NOW? 

Nationally, poverty has 

become an issue hard to 

ignore any longer. The Kingston 

Whig-Standard recently 

reported that “last fall, Toronto 

city council declared homeless¬ 

ness a national disaster. 

Vancouver, Ottawa-Carleton, 

Windsor and Nepean (have all) 

followed suit.” 

Toronto has had numerous 

cold winter warnings to help 

prevent the inevitable deaths of 

homeless people living on the 

streets. However, despite the 

warnings, deaths occur. On 

jutentiqii 
SECOND YEAR MATH 

& SCIENCE STUDENTS 

WOULD YOU LIKE 

TO BE A 

TEACHER? 
JOIN US FOR AN INFORMATION 

SESSION MARCH 3rd, 5 TO 6 PM 

JEFFERY HALL, RM 128 

PRESENTED BY: 

THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION 

February 5, the Toronto Star 

reported the body of a homeless 

man, found on a heating grate 

near Queen’s Park. On March 

25, Toronto Mayor Mel 

Lastman will host a summit on 

homelessness for federal, 

provincial and municipal offi¬ 

cials to work on ways of mend¬ 

ing this “national disaster.” 

Poverty and homelessness is a 

national issue, yet are we at 

Queen’s ignoring the poverty 

situation that is presented to us 

while walking down Princess 

Street? Or is it something that 

we as students, many of us 

struggling financially to keep 

ourselves in school, are unable 

to improve? 

For me, my brief but educa¬ 

tional encounter with Rob 

forced me to consider that 

everyone has a story to share, a 

life that has brought them to 

their current situation. Whether 

anyone is interested in those 

stories will determine whether 

any action will be taken, 

whether any change will be 

made. Or do we have to get 

used to poverty? 

Look for Part II of 
“Virtual Poverty” in 
the March 19 issue. 

A-Fccr t be cjAone, sc boo L or 
UJDRK, CAKe Ci(Y>e out AOD 

BRmq youR ccaoi or fricoos 
txxuo co cbe pRAqorvs Cavc 
for qRCAC ro-bouse spcciaLs. 

*?Diou our qRCAC menu 
TO lAy POOL OR OARCS. 

^ven uiAccb youR FAvoRfce 
sporcs on our Biq scReen cv. 

Receive uqARm FRienoly seRvice. 
So come on ootun Ano see 

uibAC youR FRienos arc 
CALKrnq abouc! 

iepo-Provera 
us. the Pill 

Understanding Sexual Health 

By Annastasia Palubiski 

The first time I heard 

of Depo-Provera was 

during my very first visit 

to Student Health. At the time I 

declined this new drug as a birth 

control option because I felt a 

little skeptical and very unin¬ 

formed. However, it definitely 

sparked an interest that has led 

I me to do my own research into 

| this form of contraception that 

originally sounded too good to 

be true. What I found out was 

that it may not be the “wonder 

contraception” that my doctor 

portrayed it to be, but it is defi¬ 

nitely a great new option for 

women. 

How does it work? 

Depo-Provera is a proges¬ 

terone hormone that is injected 

every three months. It works 

much like the Pill, stopping the 

release of an egg from the 

ovaries each month. If taken on 

time every three months it is 

over 99.5 per cent effective 

(that’s as effective as female 

sterilisation), but decreases in 

effectiveness if injected late. As 

well, it offers no protection 

from Sexually Transmitted 

Infections. 

Depo-Provera does 
not contain estrogen, 

the hormone that 
causes many adverse 
reactions in women 
who take the Pill. 

If Depo-Provera is so highly 

effective then why does it con¬ 

tinue to be controversial and 

highly studied? The main debate 

has been over whether or not 

Depo-Provera causes breast can¬ 

cer. The conclusion from many 

studies is that it probably does 

not directly cause breast cancer, 

but could be involved in speed¬ 

ing up the growth of tumors. 

On the other hand it appears to 

reduce the risk of uterine and 

ovarian cancers. Depo-Provera 

could also play a role in the con¬ 

traction of osteoporosis, a con¬ 

dition where bone density 

decreases. 

More common side effects 

are much like those experienced 

with the Pill: breast tenderness 

mood changes, dizziness' 

headaches and weight gain 

(approximately 3-5 pounds 

every year of use). 

There are two major side 

effects that seem to be the most 

common causes for discontinu¬ 

ing use. First is that menstrual 

bleeding can become very irreg¬ 

ular for the first few months and 

will often disappear all together 

after one year of use. Second, it 

is important to note that this is a 

long-term method of contracep¬ 

tion, and fertility may not 

return until two years after the 

last injection. 

There are two major differ¬ 

ences between the Pill and 

Depo-Provera. The first is that 

Depo-Provera does not contain 

estrogen, the hormone that 

causes many adverse reactions 

in women who take the Pill. As 

well, the effects of injection are 

irreversible for three months, so 

if you do experience adverse 

reactions you’ll just have to wait 

it out. 

If you think that 

Depo-Provera is an option to 

you it is available for Queen’s 

students through a doctor at 

Student Health. As with other 

prescriptions, students covered 

under the Queen’s health plan 

will receive 80 per cent off the 

prescription price. 

If you have other questions about 

Depo-Provera or any other methods 

of birth control you can contact the 

Sexual Health Resource Centre at 

533-2959. 

PROPOSALS WANTED 

Queen's Musical Theatre 

is now accenting proposals 
for the fall 1999/2000 show. 

Due Friday, March 5 

Applications available in the 
AMS office. tDUC. 

For More information call 
Danhne at 536-0302 

ESL Teacher Training Ccrtificale Courses 
■ Intensive 34-hour and 42-hour courses 

(evening, and/or weekends) 
■ Classroom management techniques 
■ Detailed lesson planning 
■ Skills development: grammar, pronundotlt"1’ 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 
■ Comprehensive teaching materials 
■ Teaching practicum included 
■ Strategics for finding teaching Jobs overseas 
■ Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters 

from around the world . 
■ Formal certificate given upon course compl* 
■ Cost: S39S (34-hr course) / S4U (42-hr cour*! 

For Mot* Information Call Oxford San*’*1 
544-9389 / l-flOO-269-<7l9 

Put Your Degree to Work! 
With a degree, you can earn a hands-on college 

credential in 8-12 months! 

Graduate programs include: 
• Architectural Technology 

• Environmental/Chemical Technology 

• Civil/Survey/Construction 

• Computer Programmer/Analyst 

• Electronics Technology 

• Police Foundations/Law & Security 

0 Paralegal 

• New Media Journalism/Production 

• Media Marketing & Sales 

• Broadcast, Print or Photo Journalism 

• Radio or Television 

° Advertising 

• Business Administration 

• Social Service Worker 

• Developmental Services Worker 

• Early Childhood Education 

To research our programs/placement outcomes, contact: 
Office of Graduate Studies 
Loyalist College 

P-0. Box 4200, Belleville, ON K8N 5B9 

Tel: 1-888-LOYALIST (569-2547) 
e-mail: graduate@loyalistc.on.ca 

web site: http://www.loyalistc.on.ca 

ATTENTION: ESL STUDENTS 
• Full time, English Immersion program 
• 9:00am lo 3:00pm, Monday through Thursday 
• Continuous Enrolmenl Program 
• Maximum 10 students per class 

Improve these Skills: 

• Oraf Grammar \taK8P 
• Conversational English Ulary 

Special Offer!!: Come in and spend a day in clas 
to see il you like the program - NO CHARGE!! 

BRINC IN THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE $200 00 OFF 
THREE MONTH TUITION 

LIMESTORE CITY ENGLISH LANGUAGE SCHOOL 
322 Princess SI.. Suile “5 - 536-3480 
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Rich get richer 

The Blue Jays finally traded 

disgruntled starting pitcher 

Roger Clemens to the New 

York Yankees in exchange for 

pitchers David Wells and 

Graham Lloyd and second 

baseman Horner Bush. Despite 

finishing only three games out 

of the wild card race, Clemens 

demanded a trade to a World 

Series contender and to have 

his contract re-negotiated. The 

trade has met with great disap¬ 

proval amongst Yankee fans as 

Wells had become one of the 

most popular players in the Big 

Apple. For the Blue Jays, they 

finally received the left-handed 

starter they needed in Wells 

and Bush who has potential to 

finally fill the second base job 

that had been vacated by 

Roberto Alomar in 1995. 

Sounds of Spring 

With the Clemens trade, 

Spring Training officially 

opened in Florida and Arizona. 

The Dodgers will be paying 

close attention to their $100 

million man Kevin Brown. The 

Mets spent millions on Mike 

Piazza, A1 Leiter and Rickey 

Henderson. The Arizona 

Diamondbacks forked over 

huge wads of dough ro guaran¬ 

tee the services of Randy 

Johnson. In terms of manage¬ 

ment, the Expos hope the sign¬ 

ing of manager Felipe Alou will 

help the push for a new sta¬ 

dium and provide them with 

another overachieving squad. 

Optimism reigns supreme as 

every team is in first-place until 

Opening Day. 

Flaming Avalanche 

On Sunday, the Calgary 

Flames pulled the trigger on a 

deal which sent their all-time 

leading scorer to the Colorado 

Avalanche. Theoren Fleury, 

along with Chris Dingman, was 

traded in exchange for Rene 

Corbet, Wade Belak and future 

considerations. In tire short¬ 

term, the Flames are the big 

losers because they have traded 

Fleury at a time when they are 

only two points out of a playoff 

spot. Meanwhile, the deal 

means that the Avalanche are 

strong Stanley Cup contenders. 

Fleury had vowed to test the 

free agent market at the end of 

me season. Instead of losing 

min for nothing, at least tire 

young prospects might be able 

to keep the flame burning. 

If Christmas came early 

'Wells and Clemens would 

meer in a deciding game 

and we could see who 

really won the trade. 

'The young and talented 

Ottawa Senators would 

not be the next Nordiques 

and win a Stanley Cup 

south of the border. 

Felipe Alou would be 

blessed with a team that 

matches his talent. 

Gaels blow into Toronto 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Since the first game of the sea¬ 

son the Queen’s women’s basket¬ 

ball team has been looking 

forward to an odd March vaca¬ 

tion destination — Thunder Bay. 

While there is no sun and sand in 

Thunder Bay, there is a CIAU 

Championship tournament and 

the Gaels now find themselves 

one step away. 

The layover point en route to 

Northern Ontario is York 

University, the host school for 

this year’s OUA East division 

tournament, where the winner 

receives a ticket to the big 

Thunder. The Gaels enter the 

divisional play-down with a 14-6 

regular season record and third 

place overall, which gives them a 

first round date with their neme¬ 

sis, second place University, of 

Toronto, on Thursday 

afternoon. 

The Gaels spent the last week¬ 

end of the season splitting games 

on the road. Queen’s lost at first 

place Laurentian on Friday night, 

and then rebounded the next day 

with an easy win against York. 

The game in Sudbury, which 

ended with a 65-52 Laurentian 

win, was much closer than the 

final score. The Gaels trailed by 

four points at the half and kept it 

close all game, until finally the 

Lady Voyageurs, led by guard 

Stephanie DeSutter, put the 

Gaels away. While the loss was 

disappointing, the absence of 

Jacqueline Beaudoin due to 

injury and Jenn Jackson for fam¬ 

ily reasons certainly hurt the 

Gaels’ cause. 

The final game of the season, 

against bottom feeding York, 

went as expected, with the Gaels 

winning 64-43. 

Immediately following the 

game, the team began to focus 

on their first round foe, the 

Varsity Blues, a team with which 

the Gaels split their two regular 

season games. 

“They’re a good team. They 

have improved a lot since the 

first time we played them [which 

the Gaels won],” said wing 

player Beaudoin, who is expect¬ 

ing to return from her ankle 

injury. “We have a lot of confi¬ 

dence that we can play with 

them on Thursday.” 

Queen’s vs. U of T 
Thursday, I p.m. 

live on 
CFRC 101.9 FM 

Point guard Deanah Shelley 

exudes some of the confidence 

that Beaudoin spoke of. 

“We know we can beat them, 

we are expecting to beat them, 

but we need to show up as a 

team. It is not going to be easy,” 

explained Shelley. 

In preparing for the vaunted 

Toronto offence, which is rated 

in the top-five in the country, 

Head Coach Dave Wilson is very 

clear about what the team has to 

do. 

“We must stop their transition 

offence, they like to run and if 

we allow them to run we will be 

in trouble and we must shut 

down guard Rachel Ellison, she 

can penetrate and we must con¬ 

tain her,” he explained. 

Defeating the Varsity Blues in 

the past had been an extremely 

tall order, but wins in two of 

their last three encounters has 

left the Gaels much less fearful of 

their rivals. 

“The big stigma attached to 

U of T is gone. This is not to say 

we don’t see them as a challenge, 

but we no longer see them as big 

scary Toronto,” said Beaudoin. 

“If we play a good solid defen¬ 

sive game, everything else will 

flow.” 

With a bronze medal in the 

OUA tournament last year, and a 

strong season which included 

e see Excited on page 20 

The women’s basketball team fights hard in their second to last home game of the season. They defeated Ottawa U 69-46. 

PHOTOS BY BOB HUISH 

Queen’s advances to finals 
Continued from page I 

Richardson was ecstatic about 

the goal and the victory which 

ended years of playoff frustration 

at the hands of the Blues. 

“The goal was a bit of a relief 

because of the length of the 

game,” he said. “I have never 

advanced to the second round of 

the playoffs so that was a relief as 

well.” 

Varsity took the opener on 

February 23, behind earnest 

penalty-killing, tight checking 

and the heroics of Toronto 

rookie netminder Rocco 

Marinaccio. Marinaccio was par¬ 

ticularly impressive in the middle 

period, repeatedly frustrating 

Gaels’ shooters in protecting a 1- 

0 lead, which stood until Blues’ 

captain Joel Zinn potted the 

eventual winning goal in the First 

minute of the final frame by best¬ 

ing Gaels’ goaltender Jason 

Skilnick on a breakaway. Less 

than three minutes later, Queen’s 

forward Matt Thorne made the 

score 2-1, but Varsity kept the 

Gaels at bay the rest of the game. 

MacDonald cited his club’s 

resiliency as the key to the Gaels 

evening the series in Toronto two 

nights later. “What was amazing 

was how fast we got over the 

loss... we discussed it immedi¬ 

ately afterwards, the guys were 

able to not. dwell on it.” 

Skilnick backed Queen’s to 

victory, turning aside all 32 

Toronto offerings, while first- 

period tallies by blueliner Wes 

Booker and Thorne, followed by 

two goals from rookie Matt Reid, 

gave the Gaels a 4-0 win to set up 

the rubber match. 

Stymied in seven power-play 

attempts in Game 2, Varsity capi¬ 

talized on its lone man advantage 

of the third game, with winger 

Greg Dellio drawing first blood 

early in the opening period. Five 

minutes later, Toronto’s Shane 

Poupart hammered home a 

rebound for a two-goal bulge, as 

the Tricolour appeared slow to 

find its bearings. 

“The players see 
someone willing to 
skate through the 

pain, and they realize 
that they can 
[overcome].” 

—Captain Scott 
Richardson 

However, as the first period 

gave way to the second, the gods 

of momentum gradually began to 

favour the Gaels, who began to 

test Marinaccio from all angles, 

putting the Toronto end of the 

ice under siege. 

With 1:45 remaining in the 

middle period, Phil Lindsay 

secured the puck during a scram¬ 

ble and fired from the high slot; 

the shot went wide, but caromed 

off the back boards to linemate 

Paul Lang, who deposited the 

disc into the cage. 

“Lang’s goal really helped us,” 

MacDonald commented. “It gave 

us a jump entering the third 

period.” 

Early in the final period, 

Gaels’ leading scorer Rob 

Mailloux, severely encumbered 

by a strained abdominal muscle 

and limited to power-play duty, 

passed from behind the goal to 

winger Dave Gallo, who banged 

in the tying goal. 

Richardson felt that 

Mailloux’s play inspired the team 

to new heights. “The players see 

someone willing to skate through 

the pain, and they realize that 

they can [overcome].” 

Thus the stage was set for 

overtime, which turned into four 

periods of thrilling sudden death 

hockey. The two factions battled 

with tenacity and vigour that 

Please see Playoff run on page 20 
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continued from page 19 

belied their sub-.500 regular season 

records, with Skilnick and Marinaccio 

both making breathtaking saves. 

Late in the second overtime, Mailloux 

intercepted a Toronto pass and bore in on 

midnight, forechecking by forwards 

Jason Flynn and Aaron Knight generated 

a scoring chance. Knight dug out the 

puck from a maze of limbs and sticks to I 

feed a pass to the point, where 

Richardson fired the shot that vanquished 

goal, faked Marinaccio to his knees, but Varsity, to the delight of a large and vocal 

rang his shot off the post. In the third gathering of Queen s partisans. 

extra session, Varsity had consecutive 

made two stellar stops. 

MacDonald cited the sequence as a 

watershed point. “[Those saves] are what 

you have to have in the playoffs,’’ he said. 

“You could see the confidence increase on 

our bench after that... they knew the 

degree to which Skilly was there for us.” 

Finally, with the clock approaching 

‘Excited for the chance’ 
Continued from page 19 

wins against nationally ranked Manitoba, 

Winnipeg and New Brunswick, the team 

enters this championship on a roll against 

ranked teams. 

“We know what it takes to beat the big 

teams. The entire team has contributed to 

the wins over the nationally ranked 

teams,” said Shelley. “This is going to 

serve us well against the tough teams in 

the OUA East.” 

With three wins in their last four 

games, the squad seems to be peaking at 

the perfect time. 

“I’m pretty comfortably with where we 

are. Our level of execution has been 

pretty good, although we are always look¬ 

ing to improve in this area,” explained 

coach Wilson. 

Standing between the Gaels and their 

ultimate goal of the GLAU Championships 

are U of T and most likely defending OUA 

champion Laurentian Voyageurs, who 

have to beat fourth place Ryerson. It will 

be a tough road, but Queen’s is ready. 

“1 think that everybody is ready to 

leave nothing behind. We are all pretty 

sure that we will end up on top. I don’t 

think we’re scared of anybody,” said 

Beaudoin, who has had her most statisti¬ 

cally impressive collegiate season. 

“Everyone is excited for the chance to go 

to the nationals.” 

Coach Wilson gave a much more ana¬ 

lytic explanation of how things will 

unfold. 

“If we can continue with the execution 

of the game plan, which has been solid for 

the last few weeks we will do well,” he 

explained. 

The squad will test their collective met¬ 

tle at 1 p.m. on Thursday afternoon, 

when their run for the nationals begins. 
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The Gaels will have a week of recov- 

point-blank chances on Skilnick, who ery before opening the Mid-East division 
final, a best-of-three showdown with the 

First-place Guelph Gryphons, commenc¬ 

ing this Friday. 

Saturday’s and, if necessary, Sunday’s 

games will definitely be broadcast on 

CFRC 101.9 FM, while Friday’s game is 

still undecided. See Friday’s journal for 

confirmation of times and dates. 

By Adam Kaminsky 

Close, but no cigar. 

The Queen’s men’s basketball team 

made their most impressive drive for a 

playoff spot in recent history, but came 

up short in the regular season s final 

weekend, losing on the road to 

Laurentian and York. The wo losses left 

the team with a 9-11 record, their high¬ 

est league win total in history, and in 

fifth place in the competitive OUA East 

The dismal weekend began with a dif¬ 

ficult game in a difficult place to play as 

the Gaels visited Sudbury to take on the 

Laurentian Voyageurs. The first place 

Voyageurs exacted revenge for the loss 

they suffered in Kingston earlier this sea¬ 

son by thumping the Gaels 80-52, in a 

game that saw Laurentian jump out to an 

early lead and hold on the rest of the 

way. 
“We got hammered on Friday night,” 

said disheartened coach Scott Meeson. 

“[Laurentian Centre Ted] Doegellmans 

was unstoppable, everything he shot 

went in. They were hitting everything, it 

was pretty frustrating.” 

As can be expected in the friendly 

confines of Ben Avery Gymnasium, the 

officiating was rather one-sided, but 

quite simply the team didn’t play its best 

game. 

“We came out flat against Laurentian 

and never recovered,” said Gaels’ guard 

Brendan Byrne. 

Despite the loss, Queen’s had an 

opportunity to sneak into the playoffs promising for the squad. That said, this 

with a win at York and a perfect set of past season is a big step forward and, 

Queen’s run with a key basket. 

“They just shot the lights out,” Said 

Byrne, who commended York star Dean 

Laboyan for an outstanding perf0r. 

mance. 

“York had a smaller unit and we con¬ 

stantly tried to mix and match" 
explained coach Meeson. 

This was the first opportunity for this 

group of players to make the playoffs 

but it was not nerves that let to the 

defeat. 

“We were confident, but we never got 

flowing. The whole weekend we never 

really got going,” lamented potential all- 

star John Purdy. 

Even with the obvious disappoint¬ 

ment of losing two games in the last 

weekend of the season, some players on 

the team gained perspective. 

“This is the best season we had so far. 

I wish we would have made the playoffs, 

but it was really exciting,” said Purdy, 

who is looking to come back for another 

year. 

Byrne sees the playoff run as a great 

experience, but felt that the abrupt end¬ 

ing was a little bit hard to swallow. 

“It’s almost harder because in the past 

we knew that February 18 would be our 

last game. Now we had the chance and 

[the end] just suddenly hit us. We 

weren’t ready for it to end,” said Byrne, 

who is also hoping to return for a fifth- 

year. 

With a successful season behind them 

and most players returning, things look 

circumstances in other divisional games, 

but it wasn’t to be as the Yeomen out¬ 

gunned the Gaels 85-79. This would 

prove to be Queen’s final game of the; 

season, but they didn’t go quietly. 

Led by Derek Richardson’s 32 point 

performance and point guard Mike 

despite not making the playoffs, should 

not be deemed a failure. 

“At least we made a real push and I 

was really happy with the things we did," 

said Meeson. 

For all great basketball teams there is 

an ascension to prominence, this could 

Gleeson’s steady hand, the team kept the very well be the first step for the Queen’s 

game close only to see York answer every program. 

In the game 
University athletics during the break 

Women's Water polo 

February 20 and 21, Queen’s hosted 

the 1998-1999 women’s water polo 

championships. Unfortunately, the Gaels 

did not qualify for the tournament that 

saw the Ottawa Gee Gees crowned OUA 

champions. One bright spot in the week¬ 

end tournament, however, was the nam¬ 

ing of Gael Kersti-Li Kuutan to the OUA 

second all-star team. 

Track and Field 

On February 19, the Gaels started 

their Reading Week with a bang as they 

claimed 13 medals at the University of 

Western Ontario Open. Gold medal per¬ 

formances were turned in by Stephen 

Lemieux in the shot put, J. David Kelly 

in the 60m hurdles and the men’s 

4x200m relay (Nick Daube, Andrew 

Spiro, Justin Medved and Dave Potter). 

Silver medal performances were 

achieved by Shawn Brady in the 1500m, 

Kelly in the pentathlon and the women’s 

4x200m relay (Karen Rawson, Heather 

Graham, Sue Holland and Sarah 
Armstrong). 

The Gaels cleaned up in the bronze 

medal category with a total of seven 

medals. Jennifer Greenaway was third in 

the shot put, Christine Dorey in the long 

jump, Julia Thomas in the 100m 

Graydon Raymer in the 200m, Joanne 

Postma in the high jump and the 

women’s 4x200m relay (Dorey, Mary- 

Helen Mahoney, Crystal Dunn and 

Andrea Proulx). 

Also at the meet, there were three all- 

time Queen’s top-10 performances. 

Heather Pettingill recorded the second 

best pole vault distance and Andrea 

Poulx finished with the third-best pole 

vault record ever at Queen’s. Greenaway 

rounded out the excellent results with 

the eighth-best shot put distance for a 

Queen’s athlete. 

CIAU Volleyball 

While the Queen’s Golden 

men’s volleyball team came up « - 

short in their quest for the CIAU voll 

ball crown, the tournament went 

without them. 

The CIAU championship, which 

held at the University de Laval, saw 

fourth-seeded Saskatchewan Husl 

upset the third-seeded home team, 

Laval Rouge et Or in three sets to 

the crown. 

The Alberta Golden Bears, v 

entered the tournament seeded nuir 

one, beat their provincial rival, 

Calgary Dinosaurs, in four sets to 

the bronze medal in the consolal 

final. 

The University of Toronto Blues 

University of Western Ontario Mustai 

who were the OUA representatives, 

not fare very well at the tournam1 

Both squads were eliminated in the I 

round of the championship. 

ART REVIEW 

By Sarah Crosbie 

Art is a culture that is sur¬ 

rounded by the phrase, “Do 

Not Touch." Even though art 

provokes all the different 

human senses, it is something 

that is to be admired from afar. 

As an audience, we have 

learned to distance ourselves 

from art, so that a glance can be 

enough to satisfy. A glance, 

however, will not be enough to 

satiate one’s artistic appetite at 

the Union gallery’s most recent 

display. Touch. 

Touch, the work of three 

Queen’s BFA students, Kathleen 

Piercy, Sarah Key and 

Rosamund Oxlade, is an exhibit 

that, through different medi¬ 

ums, touches both something 

inside the soul and tempts one 

into wanting to touch the 

works. 

At the entrance of the gallery, 

set on a small table, are small 

leather pouches with different 

rocks sprawled out from the 

bags. Each rock has a different 

word written on it, such as self, 

healing, existence and touch — 

and touch is exacdy what I did. 

I glanced quickly around the 

gallery and with no one looking 

I picked the rocks up and felt 

their smoothness in the palm of 

my hand. The sensation of 

being able to handle something 

in a gallery became addictive 

and lasted throughout the visit. 

The three artists’ works is 

Please see Jungle on page 23 

By Stefan Murray 

The Midtown Manor is 

“muddy”-ing the musical waters 

of Kingston. 

Every Sunday night, the 

Manor opens its doors and its 

stage to those with a little bit of 

the Delta in their blood. 

The Electric Dirt Band, plays 

the first sets of the night, as they 

have every Sunday since 

December, to warm up the 

crowd. 

Last Sunday, the makeshift 

band, playing with a sit-in 

drummer and bassist, demon¬ 

strated both aggressive Chicago 

blues and a little bit of country- 

rock to the sparse crowd at the 

Manor. Opening with a Booker 

T-ish jam, the band settled into 

some edgy blues, capped by 

George Thorogood’s “Who do 

you love.” 

“It’s not a talent contest,” 

said harp player Tom Harpell. 

“It’s for those who really enjoy 

the blues. It’s not head music, 

it’s heart music,” he added. 

After the Dirt Band engaged 

the crowd and loosened up the 

closet-Claptons, the floor was 

open to anyone who had 

brought enough courage and 

something that will plug into 

the wall. Sometimes musicians 

sit in with the Dirt Band, and 

other times entire outfits will 

show up to play to the road¬ 

house crowd. 

“It takes a lot of guts to get 

up on stage after only playing in 

your living room. Some nights 

are real magic, some are less 

than magic,” explained Harpell. 

The popularity of Blues night 

at the Midtown Manor has 

grown since it inception 

in December and has 

welcomed several stu¬ 

dents to the seats and the 

stage, including those 

from Queen’s and St. 

Lawrence. 

For the most part, the 

Dirt Band and the Manor 

welcome the students 

Blues Night. 

has taken a great stride in con¬ 

tinuing the tradition of blues on 

the site that used to house Dan 

Aykroyd’s ghetto-house cafe. 

The smoke-filled room reeks 

with roadhouse atmosphere. 

A couple of slide-guitars and 

a mouth-harp on a Sunday night 

is a welcome break from the 

X-files. 

“I’d like to see more 

of them,” said Harpell. 

“We want to see more of 

everyone. Anyone with a 

guitar case,” he added. 

The Midtown Manor 
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Blue Sundays Be Touchy 
Midtown Kingston’s new House of Blues Exhibit preys on senses 

200 Cigarettes can kill you 
poor characterization and insipid script 

By Tara Mansbridge 

The trailers are cute, kitchy 

almost. The images promise a 

swirl of heady eighties nostalgia, 

a wistful look back at that crazy 

time before we thought AIDS 

was a real threat and co-ordinat- 

lng colours were cool. 

And who could resist the call 

m the credits? Nicole Parker, 

Angela Featherstone, Kate 

Hudson, Jay Mohr, Ben Affleck, 

Casey Affleck, Christina Ricci, 

Gaby Hoffman, Courtney Love, 

au* Rudd and Janeane 

Garofalo all parade across the 

opening credits in time-killing 

succession. 

Sandwiched between the 

critically assassinated 8mm and 

the overly sappy The Other 

Sister, new release 200 

Cigarettes looks like a great 

respite from the alternately seri¬ 

ous and sweet procession of 

winter-release movies. It looks 

like it — but it isn’t. 

The film, directed by Risa 

Bramon Gracia, is supposed to 

be a comedy which follows var¬ 

ious young couples and friends 

to a party on New Year’s Eve, 

1981. Period costumes light up 

the screen with clashing flores- 

cents, and early eighties rebel 

angst pours out of every cellu¬ 

loid pore. Sadly, the funniest 

thing about this movie is that 

anyone actually thought that 

lime green and maroon were a 

good fashion statement. 

The first scene opens with 

one of our couples whining and 

smoking in the back of a cab. 

The cab driver, Dave Chappelle, 

and his leopard-skin uphol¬ 

stered cab are a central feature 

of the film — a majority of the 

characters spend at least some 

time breathing the pot fumes 

and advice wafting back from 

the front seat. 

The real tragedy of 
this movie is that it 

could have been good. 

Unfortunately, whining, 

smoking and the taxi cab are 

about all the characters share. 

Unless you’re playing close 

attention to the insipid and irri¬ 

tating dialogue, something 

that’s difficult to do because of 

the film’s general lack of plot, 

you would easily miss the fact 

that all four groups of friends 

are headed for the exact same 

New Year’s Eve party. And if the 

dropped hints or common 

address scribbled on napkins 

with lipstick sailed by you (as it 

did the people who fell asleep 

during the film) each group 

could be headed to a distinctly 

different party. It is New York 

City, for goodness sake. It’s a 

pretty safe bet that there’s more 

than one big party going on. 

There are a few saving graces 

in this movie. Ben Affleck strug¬ 

gles to make the most of the 

shallow and limited role of The 

Bartender. You’d think, after 

starring in Good Willing 

Huttting and Shakespeare in 

Love, the producers of 200 

Cigarettes would at least give his 

character a name. The only 

other decent performance is 

given, surprisingly, by Courtney 

Love, who plays a woman 

caught in the “friendship” cate¬ 

gory with a guy she’d really 

rather fuck. Unfortunately, nei¬ 

ther Love nor the object of her 

affection, Paul Rudd, are given 

enough screen time to really 

explore their characters. Their 

possibly moving performances 

are reduced to witticisms (“You 

know I don’t have ugly people 

for friends!”) hurled at each 

other over bad eighties music. 

The real tragedy of this 

movie is that is could have been 

good. Eighties nostalgia plugs 

into today’s rising tide of narcis¬ 

sistic recklessness, feeding a 

desire to return to a (non-exis¬ 

tent) time when sex was safe 

and thrills were cheap. Instead 

of foregoing a plot in favour of 

colour and kitch, the director 

and producer could have used 

the star power of their cast to 

explore the depths of despera¬ 

tion and depravity which under¬ 

ran early eighties hedonism. 

MTV Productions, unfortu¬ 

nately, couldn’t choke down the 

hypocrisy of funding a film that 

explored the dangers of hedo¬ 

nism, so the hapless audience 

was left with this worthless film- 

cum-commercial. 

Even the somewhat-cute 

cameo appearance of Elvis 

Costello couldn’t lighten the 

mood, and the totally inade¬ 

quate amount of time spent 

focusing on the party itself, the 

final scene of love, destruction 

and denouement hosted by the 

socially paranoid Monica 

(Martha Plimpton), left the 

viewer feeling ripped off. 

Which, all in all, is an adequate 

reaction to this poor excuse for 

a film. 
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Students and staff who ride bicycles on campus are 
asked to park their bicycles properly using the variety 
of stands and racks that are provided throughout the 
campus. Bicycle stands ami racks are the only loca¬ 
tions where bicycles may be legally parked. Bicycles 
found improperly parked will be removed and 
impounded and storage fees will be charged. 

Ellen, George Michael and Tinky-Wmky?: Reverend 
Jerry Falwell says lie is not guilty of ‘outing’ Tinky Winky, a 
Telenlbbies character, as gay. He does however, defend a warning 
in his National Liberty Journal newspaper telling parents to be 
cautious of the show. The conservative Falwell said, “As a 
Christian, I believe that role-modeling the gay lifestyle is dainag- 

ing to children.” 

Rap Sheet #3: ODB was recently arrested for wearing a bul¬ 
let proof vest — something those with a violent history are pro¬ 
hibited to do. The Wu Tang Clan rapper was arrested when he 
was pulled over for driving erratically and the police saw the vest, 
ODB has also been arrested for shooting at police officers, not 
paying child support and shoplifting shoes. 

BicMCles cannot be parked: 
• on or against access ramps 
• on Emergency phone posts 
• on any stairs 
• on any handrail or door 
• inside buildings 
• against trees, shrubs, sign posts, 
lamp posts, parking meters or any 
other object not designed or intended 
for bicycle parking 

Senile Place: Aaron Spelling is shocked at the sexual content in 
some soon to be released teen movies. In Newsweek he stated, 
“I abhor some of these teenage movies. If they’re going to have 
sexual affairs, I’d like to see condoms.” An article in the same 
issue featured stories on Cruel Intentions and Go, two new 
teenage flicks. Didn’t Tori star in the movie Co-Ed Call Girl in 
1996? And what about 90210 and Melrose} Good grief. 

Brady Boobs: Former Brady Bunch mom Florence Henderson 
is suing a company for selling t-shirts featuring her picture with 
the words Porn Queen underneath. The marketer, Serial Killer 
Inc., produces items featuring celebrities. Irs mission statement is: 
“Serial Killer is a clothing company that doesn’t give a fuck what 
your parents think. Our product is an expression, a statement of 
reality. SK products are funny and make old people upset.” 

Physical Plant Services attempts to keep the campus 
as safe and accessible as possible and bicycles 
improperly parked can seriously impede the snow 
remoual process. 

for a copy of tho univarsity Bicycle BegulaUons 
pleaso contact patthig and Grounds at 6979. 

Water World: (Top Movie Draws for February 19) 
1. Message in a Bottle $10.3 million 
1. Payback $10.3 million 
3. My Favourite Martian $6.7 million 
4. Blast From the Past $6.1 million 
5. October Sky $6 million 

Double the Power 
of Your Degree 

Humber College has more Post-Graduate 
Programs than any other College in Canada! 
One year of a college education designed specifically for university 
graduates increases the likelihood of employment. 93% of Humber s 
graduates find career-related jobs within six months of graduation. 
An information session will be available on your campus 

Wednesday, March 3, 1999 
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

MacKintosh - Corry Hall room D211 

“Job-ready colleges are becoming the finishing school of choice for 
many university grads.” J J 

Maclean’s Magazine, special issue October 26, 1998 

To register, please call (416) 675-6622 ext. 4791 or 
email: liaison (Taclmin.liunilx’rc.on.ca 

Humber 

www.humberc.on 
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Jungle party 
Continued from page 21 the painting draws you in — 

taunting you to figure out its 
each very different, and yet at message. 
t|ic same time complement 
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each other, preying upon differ¬ 
ent senses. Rosamund Oxlade’s 
different displays are both con¬ 
fusing, intriguing and brilliant. 

One exhibir is a display of 
12 different grey boxes con¬ 
taining a picture and either 
“Do Not Lick this Page,” 
‘•Never Assume” or “Do you 
trust yourself” imprinted on 
the box. Each picture is a dif¬ 
ferent type of berry or fruit, 
which corresponds to a legend 
that states whether it is non¬ 
toxic, poisonous or edible. The 
berries and fruit appeared to 
have been crushed, dripped and 

Piercy’s piece held 
the concentration of 
an elementary school 

child — probably 
longer than most 

other visual 
stimuli could. 

its of what the eye and imagi¬ 
nation will see. 

A jungle? Commentary 
on the status of 

homosapien? I’m not 
sure, but the painting 

draws you in — 
taunting you to figure 

out its message. 

A ray of light 
Canadian zine shines brightly on target 

Lastly, Key’s Amendments 
III, V and VII are a set of three 
paintings, oil on canvas, which 
makes the viewer look at the 
paintings in a series and then 
retrace one’s steps to look at 
them in order again. The paint- 

watered onto the page and the ings contain brilliant flowers 
results are magical. Nature’s and a shell set in a dark, tropi- 
gift provided images which, to cal background — blacks, greys 
me, appeared to be women and browns highlight the life in 
kissing, a bleeding bear, a the picture. The third painting 
demon, playful birds and offers a resolurion to the 
angelic jellyfish — but it’s art viewer because you are pre- 
and subjective, defying the lim- sented with a close-up view of 

cians, those who set trends that thy low-key bands, the descrip- 
are difficult to imitate. tions are much more insightful 

On the cover, trippy collec- and legendary, not to mention 
tive Underworld is the founda- decommercialized. 
tion of this month’s featured Here’s something to be 
artists. Among them include proud of. It’s Canadian, raygun 
Claire Danes’s rising star boytoy is 100 per cent pure maple 
Ben Lee, eccentric small-city sporting a campaign for 

band Citizen King, and A Tribe 
Called Quest’s successors Slum 
Village. Pretty much every 
expose-deserving music group 
who rarely receive at least a 

MAGAZINE REVIEW 

the flower and shell, to fully 
examine its intricacies. These 
paintings make you want to 
touch the life in the paintings 
— to pull it out of the darkness. 

The finishing touch to the 
display are different words 
which grace the bottom of the 
walls: secret, echoes, veils, 
courage, waves and hope. 

The words correspond to 
the pieces, offering descriptions 
for art, is so emotional, it is dif- 

Pierey’s paintings are capti- ficult to describe, 
vating. A small boy examined The mission statement of the 
one of her pieces. Strong at the collection is, “The 3 artists 
Broken Places, which is mixed bring connections and rever- 
media, oil on canvas and began berations, loss and hope to 
to state the concepts which he their image making.” One can 
saw. Her piece held the concen- disagree this is not what the 
tration of an elementary school collection is about, but it is 
child — probably longer than undeniable Piercy, Key and 
most other visual stimuli could. Oxlade have brought some- 
The piece is a puzzle, forcing thing interesting and enjoyable 
one to attempt to see the differ- to the Union gallery. If it 
ent items in the painting to doesn't touch something deep 
make the whole. The piece has within, then at least touch the 
blurred colours. Bright splashes rocks and become a parr of the 
of cream, white and muted yel- exhibit. You’ll never view “Do 
lows in the middle of the paint- Not Touch” again in the same 
ing draw your eyes away from way or respect the authority of 
the different figures in the the slogan, which is so promi- 
fi inges of the painting. Ajungle? nent in the art world. 
Commentary on the status of Touch is showing at the 
homosapien? I’m not sure, but Union Gallery until March 16. 

Montessori Teacher 
Education Program 
(Early Childhood Level) 

Apply Now for June 1999. 

New Post-graduate Program at Sheridan 

College 

Prepare for career opportunities nationally and 

internationally in the growing field of private 

education. 

To receive information: Call: 416-480-1320 

Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/academic/edserv/ 
montessori.htm 

Approved by the Ministry of Education and Training. 

Canadian Camels, pretentiously 
spelled with a K. With a fashion 
section titled “White Out,” the 
magazine emphasizes every¬ 
thing charmingly “freezing 

raygun 
Ray Gun Publishing 

By Lilian Kim 

We finally get to see some 
April in March. 

As the weather becomes sub¬ 
tly warmer, the climate is not 
what’s causing the mercury to 
rise. It’s francophone singing 
diva April March who is chang¬ 
ing the season of this month’s 
issue of raygun. The New York 
based crooner is dolled up in 
classy wooly garb and fed raw 
tuna while revealing her new 
album’s association with Dust 
Brother’s Ideal label. April 
March is all style and trend 
while her presence capsulates 
raygun's approach. 

The magazine is 
attractive and 

completely functional, 
leaving no holes when 

it comes to 
accentuating the 

beautiful entities who 
make the music scene. 

What the zine introduces is 
the “style of sound.” No sight¬ 
ings of Madonna to be found on 
these glossy pages, raygun cen¬ 
tres itself within the real play¬ 
ers, the ones who are naturally 
cool without any effort. The 
musicians who are true musi- 

meaty paragraph in pseudo- cold” about the great north, 
alternative mags like Spin, get The magazine is attractive 
the star treatment, finally, in and completely functional, Ieav- 
raygun. ing no holes when it comes to 

This month’s reviews feature accentuating the beautiful enti- 
artists such as the Beta Band, ties who make the music scene 
whose music not only samples much more promising. Plus, 
various beats and noises, but how many other zines have a 
also captured the attention of collage of decrepit, decompos- 
hip-hop veterans, Beastie Boys, ing fruits and vegetables as their 
Along with Sebadoh, Sleater- final word? 
Kinney and a slew of notewor- 

Department of Medical Biophysics 

University ofWestern Ontario 

■m&.JX, London, Ontario 

GRADUATE POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

The Department of Medical Biophysics has over 20 positions available 

for prospective graduate students.We are a world renowned, 
multi-disciplinary department with principal research fields in: 

Medical Imaging 
Medical Biophysics in Cancer Research 
Microcirculation and Cellular Biophysics 

Orthopedic Biomechanics and Biomaterials 
Hemodynamics and Cardiovascular Biomechanics 

If you have an honors degree or an M.Sc. in Physics, Engineering 
Computer Science, Mathematics, Biology, Medical Sciences, or a 

related field and interested in graduate research, you are invited to 
apply to our graduate program. Priority will be given to applications 

received before March 15, 1999. 

Requests for information and graduate application packages can be 

directed to: 
Graduate Student Program 

Department of Medical Biophysics 
Medical Sciences Bldg.(Room Ml IS) 

University ofWestern Ontario N6A 5CI 
E-mail: medicalbiophysics@uwo.ca 

Tel:SI9-661-211 I (ext. 6550) 
Fax:519-661-2123 

www.uwo.ca/biophysics 

Curry Village 
Bringlngyou Kingston's finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times, 
The Globe and Mall, Toronto Life and the 

Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), 
Kingston, Ontario 542-5010 

2096 Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 
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A&E’s 1998 Grammy Poll Winner! 

Skills 
you 
can 
put 
to 
work! 

For more 
information 

Congratulations to Katherine Waller. 
Katherine successfully predicted 6 out of 7 awards 
from the 41st annual Grammys held on Wedncs a), 

February 24. 
You know what that means, Katherine. Five Free 
CDs from our heralded CD vault. 
Call Stefan, Sarah or Lilian at 533-2800 to inquire 
further. Thanks to all who entered. 
Jeff Child, Arcs ’00 Finished last in the contest, only 
able to predict one winner. Way to go Jeff. 

Did you know that more and more university student! are learning the value of pursuing 

their studies at college? iir iandford Fleming College has programs designed specifically 

for university graduates, to help you open up your career opportunities with the hands- 

on skills and applied learning that today's employers demand. 

Post-Diploma Programs -Admission to 
these 2 or ] semester programs normally 
requires a university degree in a relevant 
field, or the equivalent: 

Ecotourism Management 
Hafiburton (2 semesters) 
Start dale: September 

Expressive Arts 
Haliburton Start Dale: Summer ‘99 

Geographical Information Systems - 
Application; Specialist 
Ftosl Campus, Lindsay (2 semesters) 
Start dates: toy, September, January 

Geographical Information Systems - 
Business Application; Specialist 
Frost Campus, Lindsay (2 semesters) 
Start dale: May 

Geographical Information Syitem; - 
Cartography 
Frost Campus, Lindsay (3 semesters) 
Start date: September 

Museum Management and (uratonhip 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 
(3 semesters • V semester is a lull-time 
internship) Start date: September 

Natural Resources Law Enforcement 
(2 semesters) Start date: September 

Are you thinking of (hanging your study or 
career path? Here's a few of the Sir Sandford 
Fleming College programs that offer eligible 
university students advance standing: 

Career and Work Counsellor 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 
(4 semesters- 4* semester is a (ulHime field 
practice) 
Start dates: September and January 
Program also available as a Diptoma-At-Distance, 
through print-based distance teaming, audio 
conferencing, antfor the Internet 

Drug and Alcohol Counsellor 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough (4 semesters - 
4" semester is a full-time Held experience) 
Start dates: September and January 

Educational Assistant 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 
(4 semesters - 4" semester is a full-time field 
practice and evaluation) 
Start dates: September and January 

Polite Foundations 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 

Irent-Fleming Hurling 
(4 years) Students graduate from this program with 
a Special Emphasis Degree fromTrenl University 
and a Nursing Diploma from Fleming College. 
Start dale: September 

for more information, a calendar, an application, or to requett a campui tour, please (cntact 

Marion Hermei, Liaiton, mhtniM@fltiiiinpc.im.ta (705)749-554^- 

FLEMING 
www.flemingc.on.ca 

you? (Metfertifes 

Discounts 
Upt°4Q% 

Coffeehouse 
Queen's Amnesty International (QAI) is host¬ 
ing a coffeehouse at Indigo Books on 
Sunday, March 7 at 6:00 pm (in accordance 
with International Women's Day which falls 
on March 8th). We would be delighted to 
have more people read their own poetry or 
poetry which has inspired them, at this func¬ 
tion. If you are interested in reading poetry 
which relates to the topic of womanhood, 
please call Jenny at 531-0647. This invita¬ 
tion is open to both sexes. 

Valid student card must be 
presented at time of purchase. 

For schedule and 
fare information 

call 613-547-4916 
or 1-800-461-7661 

trentway 
•wagar 

~Q different edge 
1 hair & tanning salon s 

1 203 Wellington St. • 547-2057 

1 Purchase 10 Purchase 15 ses- 1 Sessions sions for $85.00 
1 for $60.00 and and receive one 

receive one free session 

1 PurrchaseSoSnenpack. $1 00.00 
| age at regular price Monthlv 
• and receive a 2nd * 
J package for 1/2 

|_Pr'ce • 20% off all hair services 

Siskel mourned 
Major loss to movie-goers 

By Jason Millar 

In an industry hopelessly 
befuddled in its own attempts 
to recognize and promote qual¬ 
ity films, the recent death of 
movie critic Gene Siskel has 
probably reduced Hollywood 
execs to sucking their thumbs 
for comfort. 

For years now, a movie 
approved by the Siskel 8c Ebert 
duo with an enthusiastic “Two 
Thumbs Up” was destined for 
success at the box office. In 
video stores, the quote was usu¬ 
ally printed in a larger font than 
the title of the film — proof of 
the influence the two had in the 
industry, and of the marketing 
tool they inadvertently formed. 

They were the stamp of 
approval that moviegoers had 
learned to trust over any of the 
big-budget (and often mislead¬ 
ing) advertising campaigns, 
which so characterize an indus¬ 
try littered with new releases. 
Siskel & Ebert were known as 
critics who could generally sep¬ 
arate the good from the bad, 
and in the case of a disagree¬ 
ment you could take your 
chances based on whose thumb 
was up. 

Foreign films also found an 
audience with the duo, perhaps 
lending them some added cred¬ 
ibility, and providing a platform 
from which such films as Atom 
Egoyan’s The Sweet Hereafter 
could launch an Oscar cam¬ 
paign in the American market. 
I’m sure their annual Top 10 
episode was a veritable crib 
sheet for those highly respected 
intellectuals of the Academy, 
when it came time to cast their 
ballots every spring. 

But what’s to become of 
Hollywood now that half of the 
duo has ceased to exist? Can 
one thumb suffice in the other’s 
absence? 

Left to their own device, th 
Hollywood execs are obvious]! 
an unreliable source of adver. 
tisement (I’m thinking 0f last 

summer’s so-called blockbuster 
Godzilla)—we just don’t trusi 
them. But for the industry to 
accept the lone Roger Ebert as a 
valid source of advertisement 
could prove to be an unwise 
move. After all, to most of us 
“One thumb up” simply doesn’t 
give us enough confidence to 
fork over the cash for an 
over-priced movie ticket. 

And so, Roger Ebert may 
retreat to his post as movie 
critic for the Chicago Stm-Titnes 
and eventually drop out of the 
limelight altogether, where his 
name will share the same font 
on a movie box as any hack 
from the sticks. 

On a more frightening note, 
the elimination of the Siskel & 
Ebert factor may come as fabu¬ 
lous news to those they have 
criticized in the past. Second 
rate actors and directors — 
composing the bulk of the 
industry — can breathe a tem¬ 
porary sigh of relief in the 
absence of their greatest critics. 
Decisions can be made loosely. 

By losing Gene Siskel, we 
have lost one of our only checks 
in the balance of Hollywood’s 
power, which may mean a 
resurgence of Keanu Reeves 
films or, god forbid, a sequel to 
The Avengers. 

Siskel often challenged the 
peddlers of schlock to ask 
themselves the question, “Is my 
film more interesting than a 
documentary of the same actors 
having lunch together?” It may 
seem redundant or even preten¬ 
tious coming from a critic, but 
it is clearly not asked often 
enough by the actors, or by the 
producers in the industry today. 

Siskel &: Ebert were of a rare 
breed in Hollywood, able to 
make or break a movie simply 
by being honest in their opin¬ 
ion. And although they were 
celebrities, like those they criti¬ 
cized, they were unique. Unlike 
most celebrities, when Siskel 6c 
Ebert spoke, people actually 

listened. 
In the meantime, Roger 

Ebert plans to continue the 
show, by substituting guests 
weekly, undoubtedly at the 
request of the industry. 
Whether or not this succeeds, 
one thing is certain: the bal¬ 
cony, as we know it, is forever 

closed. 

FiyVNSELLy 
Hair & Esthetics 

We’re In The Business of Making You 
Look and Feel Good” and we special¬ 
ize in long hair - It’s the place to be! 

178 Ontario St. 
549-2700 

Check out our Website for style samples- 

www.Fransellyhair.com 
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ACROSS 

1. Cripple 
5. TV show 

compere 
9. ‘A Fish Called 

10. Piano key 
12. Bell ringer 
13. Charitable aid 
15. “_Lay 

Dying" 
16. Goods cast 

overboard 
18. Compass point 
19. Immediately 

following 
21. School of 

whales 
22. Lions and 

tigers 
23. Cracklings 
25. Gauchos’ 

weapons 
26. A Musketeer 
28. Forefinger 
31. Litter 
35. “The Beverly 

Hillbillies" actor 
36. Singer Croce 
37. Joining bar 
38. Tax group: 

abbr. 
39. Cut gem side 
41.502, in Rome 
42. Dividing wall 
44. Thin sword 
46. Pickle 
47. Topple 
48. Makes bows in 
49. Compos 

DOWN 

1. Brazilian dance 
2. Hymenopteran 

insect 
3. Object of 

worship 
4. Steward 
5. King of Tyre 
6. Baking 

chamber 
7. Musical 

syllable 
8. Threefold 
9 North Sea 

tributary 
11. Gossipy 

woman 
12. Vocalized 

melodically 
14. Actor Parker 
17. Pertaining to 

the stomach 
20. Become 

gradually 

thinner 
22. Comedian Bill 
24. _populi 
25. Short haircut 
27. Arm bone 
28. Wading bird 
29. Nostrils 
30. Autocrat 
32. Antiseptic 
33. Went downhill 
34. Inheritor 
36. Mr. Cagney 
39 Melt 
40. Bark of the 

paper mulberry 
43. Parson bird 
45. Quill 

'HkKg.ys Goaarp Bian&ees 
RESTAIRAM & LOUNGE BAR & GRILL present... 

Charity Day ‘99 
All Sales - All Tips - All Nlopies Collected 

Groups 
appearing at: 

Branttecs 
BESWMIVF i LOimCE 

* Blue Monday 
* The Cometi 
* Beats Workin’ with Bavid Hurley 
-The Change 
* Georgette Fry & The B Side 

Blues Band 

| KINGSTON 
| R£GIONAL 
■ cancer 
I CENTRE 

Donated to: 

KCrH 
HOSPICE 
KINGSTON 

KINGSTON 
GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 

Neo-Natal Intensive Care Unit 

IN MISSION POOD BANK 

PARTNERS 

Groups 
appearing at: 

Cocaftp 
The Swing Cats 
Smitty 
Bumble Puppy 
Travel Agent 

■ Great Foot1 • Great Entertainment • Great Cause! - 178 Ontario Street • 549-1496 
Visit our Web Site At www.whatsonkingston.com 
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Classifieds 
BURGER 
KING 

DURE REVIEW The review of the 
Senate Harassment and 
Discrimination Complaint Policy and 
Procedure, initiated February 1998, is 
nearing completion. Members of the 
Review Committee wish to extend an 
invitation to university students, staff, 
and faculty to offer any comments or 
suggestions they may nave regarding 
the Policy. 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

Written responses may be submitted 
to the Senate Office, B400 Macintosh 
Corry Hall, or the Human Rights 
Office, Old Medical Building (email: 
hrights@post.queensu.ca). 
Alternately, community members may 
arrange to make verbal submissions 
to the Committee by contacting the 
Human Rights Office at 533-6886 and 
making an appointment. Deadline for 
all submissions is March 5,1999. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at ‘‘Harmony", 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen’s students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our web¬ 
site - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call 
Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION 
COMPLAINT POLICY AND PROCE- 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer class¬ 
es forming now. Request our FREE 
Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 1 
877PREP-COM. 

INTERESTED in health issues? Enjoy 
working with others? Want to perfect 
your presentation skills? If this sounds 
good to you, consider volunteering 
with Peer Health Outreach next fall. 
Applications available now at Student 
Health and Student Counselling 
Service. Due Friday, March 5th by 4 

.m. For more information call Diane 
olting, Health Educator at 533-6712. 

FEEL LIKE CRAP? Get a handle on a 
healthier lifestyle. Check out the 
Fantastic Lifestyle Checklist at 
www.queensu.ca/sndc. 

WANT TO TEACH? State University 

of New York, Potsdam (30 minutes 
from Cornwall) offers teacher educa¬ 
tion training for Canadians, into 
Session: March 3rd, 7 p.m. John Orr 
Room, JDUC. 

CURRENCY EXCHANGE Wellington 
Foreign Exchange buys and sells cur¬ 
rencies at very competitive rates, with¬ 
out service charges. Check 
www.wellingtonfx.oh.ca for daily rates, 
or visit us at 153 Wellington Street, 
531-8731. 

AUDITIONS: Singers, dancers, musi¬ 
cians, actors for a Musical-Comedy 
2nd week of April. Living Soul: A 
Journey through the Blues, Jazz, 70's 
Soul Stardom. For more information 
call 546-0432. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding work! We will 
use our extensive database to fax your 
resume to hundreds of companies 
within hours/overnight anywhere in 
Canada. 1 800 545- 
5069/www.resumerelay.com 

DO YOU SUPPORT ABORTION? 
Queen's Pro-Life Club challenges you 
to watch a video of an actual abortion. 
McLaughlin Room, JDUC, Saturday, 
March 6th, 7:30 p.m. Open discussion 
will follow. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR SALE FORMAL TICKET: One 
ArtSci formal ticket. Best offer. Call 
Andrew at 547-3923. 

ROOM - TORONTO: King @ 
Bathurst. 10 minutes to Bay, near 
Queen West. Full gym on site. Perfect 
with your new job! $650 plus utilities. 
Available May 1st. Call Jonathan at 
416 703-8513. 

HELP WANTED 

LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT? 
The 1999 Canada Student 
Employment Guide and The Canadian 
Job Directory contain valuable job 
search and employer information! 
Now available at your university book¬ 
store. 

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, LAUREN- 
TIANS: Swim, sail, windsurf, water* 
canoe, gymnastics, tennis, basketball, 
lootball, wall climbing, archery, hock¬ 
ey baseball, arts & crafts, pottery, 
beadmaking, photography, drama 
director, jazz instructors E-Mai 
resume to ronnieb@generation.net or 
lax to (514) 481-7863. 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS St. 
Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston! 
owner of the overnight cruise ship M/v 
Canadian Empress, invites applica¬ 
tions for the following positions: 
Stewardesses, Deckhands, Assistant 
Cruise Directors, Galley Assistants 
and Bartenders. Seasonal full-time 
May to November. Ideal for gradua¬ 
tion students. Please deliver resumes 
to 253 Ontario Street, side door, 2nd 
floor, Suite 200. 

THREE SECOND YEAR students are 
looking for a fourth to share our 4 bed¬ 
room house, starting May 1st. Ten 
minutes from campus; laundry; large 
bedrooms; $269 per month. Call 
Chris, Kristin or Steve at 549-0607. 

LOST: Oval shaped glasses. Black 
frame, white letters on inside right 
arm. If found, call Rob at 542-4640. 

LOST: Black fleece MEC women’s 
size medium jacket. Lost at AJ’s 
Hanger on Friday night. Reward if 
returned. Please call 531-3609 or 
546-2477. 

LOST: Silver/gold Swiss army watch. 
Lost at Clergy and Division. Reward 
offered. Call 536-3478. 

LOST: Head squash racquet. Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Physed Centre. If found please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with cartoon 
bears on the cover). Lost around 
Kingston Hall on Monday, January 
18th. High sentimental value. Please 
call Janice or Tam at 542-5850. 

1999 

LSAT GA/lAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seinina>s 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Pact, 
For Only $275 Hges 

■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

> Personalized Professional Instruction 
■ Comprehensive Study Materials 
■ Simulated Practice Exams 

■ Personal Tutoring Available 
■ Free Repeat Policy 

■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613)544-9389 
1-800-269-6719 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter Call 
533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: One blue Noire Dame ball 
cap in a locker in fhe men’s change 
room at the PEC. To identify please 
call 547-3354. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on fhe keychain, just 
outside Mac-Corry Saturday, January 
16th. Contact Jon at 533-7334 if its 
yours. 

imfriwn 
PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and con¬ 
sidering adoption, please give us a call 
after 8:30 p.m. at 1-800-844-8669. 

Welcome Back: Good to have you 
back Jim! From the Boys at 356 
Johnson. 

Be a tutor for Mindfind (ASUS tutoring service) and get paid $9/hour. 

We desperately need tutors for Orsanic Chemistry, 1 st year Calculus, 1 st year Chemistry, 

1st year Economics, Statistics (in all disciplines), 1st year Physics CISC 

Come by the ASUS Core (183 University) and fill out a tutor sign-up form. 

For more information email mindfind@asus.queensu.ca or phone 533-6278 ext 0. 

If you need a tutor fill out a tutor request form at the ASUS Core (183 University) or on the 

MindFind web site - www.asus.queensu.ca/~mindfind 
Tutorins only costs $7/hour. 
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VOICE MONITORING 

STOP ME BEFORE I WRITE AGAIN. 

Seriously. I have a problem, and I 
need to be stopped. 

If you'll recall, I wrote my first column 
for MiSC a few weeks ago, on the subject of 
pornography in Disney movies. This was 
clearly a mistake, as it turns out that the col¬ 
umn was actually read by a number of peo¬ 
ple, which was not my intention. My 
intention was simply to give the MiSC edi¬ 
tor an excuse to publish naked pictures of 
Disney heroines. But a lot of you read the 
actual article, as it turns out, and could see 
for yourself the kind of damage that can be 
caused from watching too many cartoons, 
namely, you start writing obsessive 
columns about pornography in Disney 
cartoons. 

Within days, I had discovered an inter¬ 
esting phenomenon: anything that you write 
at one o’clock in the morning, on no sleep, 
with your common sense at its lowest ebb, 
and with the potential for maximum embar¬ 
rassment, will almost immediately find its 
way into the hands of your parent’s friends. 
“Oh look!” They’ll exclaim. “That nice 
young Prosser boy has written an article for 
a university paper! His parents must be so 
proud! Let's just see what he’s ...HOLY 
MOTHER OF GOD! BURN IT! BURN IT 

AND TELL HIS PARENTS! UNCLEAN! 
UNCLEAN!" This was not ameliorated at 
all by my editor’s sensitive choice of title 
and tasteful pictorial accompaniment, [see 
issue 22/01/99 of The Queen's Journal] 

Well, anyway, 1 managed to avoid 
embarrassment by faking my own death, 
but I need to make provi¬ 
sion for this kind of thing 
in the future. I would 
swear off writing 
columns, but of course 
that wouldn’t stop me. 
I’d be back at it in a 
week, my hands shak¬ 
ing, relaxation only set¬ 
ting in at the moment of 
release when I hit 
the “send” button 
on my e-mail pro¬ 
gram. Instead, what 
I’m suggesting is 
something far 
more radical. I 
want the government 
to step in. I want a regu¬ 
lating of public 
venting of 
opinion 
in college newspapers. 

Lord knows it’s well past time. Students 
have always been the source of much of the 
unrest in this and other free countries, the 
loose thread in the carefully knitted sweater 
of our society. We’re always complaining 
about something, whether it be our leader’s 
willingness to deploy nuclear weapons to 
break up protests, or the need to sell our 

kidneys to finance our education, or the 
unavailability of controlled substances. Or, 
for that matter, the need to sell our kidneys 
in order to obtain controlled substances. 

Speaking of controlled substances, what 
was my point again? Oh yeah. Whiny stu¬ 
dents. Well, all I can do is call for a radical 

this whole thing out. That’s it! What hap¬ 
pened to the good old days, when monarchs 
personally helped keep the level of smut 
and opinion down in literary works? When 
you could count on the governing bodies 
entire extended family being lauded to the 
skies, and their enemies being portrayed as 
hunchbacked child molesters? The writer 
never had to worry about making a fool of 

himself back then. He only had to worry 
about making a corpse of him¬ 
self. 

At any rale, within a few 
weeks of this program being 

implemented, there will no 
doubt be college students 
thronging the streets, ranting at 
the top of their lungs to relieve 
the pressure. The only remain¬ 

ing difference between college 
students and homeless people 
will be the gold teeth. College 
students can’t afford gold 

teeth. And I’ll be out there with 
them. Oh, I’ll make an ass of 

myself yet There’s just no stopping 
me. But for the sake of you all, I 

hope that you will not encourage 
me by throwing coins. 

rethinking of 1st amendment rights, and... 
Hey, wait a minute. This is Canada. We 
don’t have constitutional amendments! 
What the hell do we have? I’m relatively 
sure that we’re allowed to speak our mind, 
since this article is getting written.* But 
maybe that’s just, like, a sort of unwritten 
understanding. Maybe the law says other¬ 
wise. Maybe it’s time we let the Queen sort 

It’s the only way I'll leam. 

Adam Prosser might be coming soon to 
a street comer near you. 

Hopefully this is going to be simple, fun, and include at least 
one of your friends, unless you’re a social outcast, or your 

only friends are your husband the drummer, and your 
parents: Mr. and Mrs. McLachlan. 

For the next five issues, figure out which buildings are being 
obscured by students. The first letter of each building name 
(when put together and unscrambled) will spell out some¬ 
thing sensical. If you’re the first person to guess it right, 
you’ll win something very, very large and awe-inspiring. 

Note: If you’ve missed the last few issues, you’ve missed the 
first six clues. Try and find some copies left around 

campus. 

Jim Thorpe & Friend, 

Arts ’02 

model in front of 

Building 

#7 

Mike Zook, 

Arts ’02 

models in front of 

Building 

#8 

Kids Make the 
Darndest Thing 

This week, MiSC. features a glimpse into the early 
visual work of Sarah Kim, Arts ’99 [pictured left]. 

Bear in mind the originals are much bigger and 
much more colourful, so you’re gonna have to 

use your imagination. 
If you’ve got any childhood artwork or writing that 

you’d like to share, please bring it to The Journal, 272 
Earl St. We need it. We need it like Alanis and the Pope 

need a clue. 

Set Crackin’" -age 9 
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Queen’s homegrowns Transient Therapy (left) headlined a Wednesday night show at Clark as Travel Agent (right) performed for Charity Day at Cocamo’s. 

PHOTOS BY LILIAN KIM AND ALEX KRONBY 

ALERT 
Officials have reason to suspect 
rohypnol (the ‘date rape' drug) has 
been used recently in more than 
one incident in Kingston. Dean of 
Student Affairs Bob Crawford cau¬ 
tions students to exercise care 
with their drinks and advises them 
not to leave drinks unattended 
under any circumstances. 

Qlink 
access 
denied 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Information Technology Services is 
issuing warnings to approximately 
2,500 Queen’s students, informing 
them that their qlink passwords are 
insecure. 

“There’s 2,500 open doors into qlink 
and I want to get them closed as fast as 
I can,” said Rick Pirn, senior systems 
programming specialist for ITS, “and I'll 
do whatever I can to get that done.” 

Insecure passwords have been spot¬ 
ted by a password-guessing program 
run by ITS, Bad choices for passwords 
include modifications of any part of a 
dictionary word, name or other per¬ 
sonal information; acronyms; .and algo¬ 
rithms. Good passwords are based upon 
non-dictionary words, with the best 
passwords being random strings of let¬ 
ters, numbers and special symbols. 
. as'sw°rds are harder to guess if they are 
°nger and if they mix the case of letter 

and have digits and punctuation charac¬ 
ters along with letters. 

“On a moderately fast modern com- 

Hnr’ *°U Can mn ak°ut 250 fiddles of 
150,000 words in about eight minutes,” 
1 ini said. 

ITS began running password- 

Please see Insecure on page 4 

Queen’s students in 
CAMPUS UFE AND 

DRINKING AT QUEEN*S: 

Part I 

By Crystal Bona 

A survey conducted at Queen’s by the 
Ontario Addiction Research Foundation 
raises questions about the levels of 
student alcohol consumption. 

Approximately 1,100 undergraduate 
students participated in the first survey, 
which was conducted in 1993. A follow¬ 
up survey was conducted in 1998, and 
will be released early next year. 

“[Drinking] is a serious problem. It is 

Third-year students have highest 

rates of alcohol consumption, a 1993 

study at Queen’s found. 

PHOTO BY GEOFF ASHENHURST 

one that we have put significant 
resources into addressing and will con¬ 
tinue to do so,” said Bob Crawford, dean 
of student affairs. “I would want 
students to be aware of the effects on 
marks, the effects on relationships, and 
the serious effects such as date rape. 
Students rationalize that it won’t happen 
to them, but it does,” he continued. 

Queen’s was selected to take part in 
the first survey, along with various uni¬ 
versities across the province. However, 
Queen’s requested to participate in the 
second study, Crawford explained. 

“We chose to take part because, since 
the last survey, there have been a number 
of initiatives put in place on campus,” 
said Diane Nolting, health educator. 
“This is an opportunity to see what 
changes, if any, have occurred since the 
last study as far as frequency of drinking, 
consumption levels, and lifestyle 
patterns.” 

“Also, this is a whole new group of 
students since the last survey. This will 
give us an idea of what current students 
patterns are,” Nolting added. 

The 1993 survey revealed that 96 per 
cent of Queen’s students drank alcohol 
during the previous year. First-year stu¬ 
dents were found to have the highest 
level of alcohol consumption, followed 

Cross examination 
Reference letter reveals personal info 

By Stephanie Carvin 

A document found in the temp file of 
a law library computer has upset many 
law students and attracted the attention 
of both faculty and the Law Students’ 
Society. 

The document, which appears to be a 
series of letters addressed to individuals 
at a few law firms, makes suggestions as 
to who the firms should invite to dinner 

after an Articling Career fair that took 
place on February 8. Law firms often 
invite students they may be interested in 
recruiting to dinner following the fair, 
although there is no direct link between 
the dinners and the hiring of law stu¬ 
dents. Dinner appointments are occa¬ 
sionally made on the recommendation 
of third-year students who have already 

Please see Faculty on page 2 

on tni what you read on the editorials page? 

the drink 
by third-year students, second-year stu¬ 
dents, and fourth-year students respec¬ 
tively. 

“The higher levels in third year raise 
some interesting questions, and there are 
several scenarios for this,” said Nolting, 
“One is that because they’re now living 
off campus, they’ve gotten past the bar 
scene, and they tend to be drinking at 
home, and it’s not that they’re necessar¬ 
ily drinking more, but they have more 
occasions to do so.” 

“As well, some students felt that they 
survived first and second year. Third 
year was their final chance to have fun 
before they buckle down for their fourth 
year,” Nolting hypothesized. 

Nolting offered a number of explana¬ 
tions for the high level of alcohol con¬ 
sumption at Queen’s. “Students appear 
to be drinking to relieve stress, to fit in, 
to socialize, as a way of letting off steam, 
or as an escape,” Nolting said. “There is 
a work hard, play hard mentality, which 
is not only a tradition at Queen’s, but 
elsewhere. Sometimes the way that this 
comes out is through binge drinking.” 

According to Nolting, the trend is not 
unique to Queen’s, but is common 
across post-secondary institutions. 

Please see Students on page 7 
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WEA1HERWATCH 
Today 
Sunny with clouds 
High -S°C; Low -13°C; 
POP 20% 

Saturday 
Ught snow 
High -l°C; Low -I0°C; 
POP 80% 
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Sun with clouds 
High l°C; low-B-'C; 
POP 30% 

Monday 
Partly cloudy 
High -TC; Low - I l°C: 
POP 10% 
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The Winter Clubs & Assembly Grant forms are here! 

Application forms and complete criteria are available 

outside of the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs 

(CIA) office. Forms are due back on March 19th, 1999 

You MAY be eligible for a grant if you are: 

• Part of the Queen's Student Community; 

• From a non-profit cause, organization or society 

and your activity does not already receive AMS 

funding. 

Complete Criteria, along with application forms, are 

available at the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs. 

For more information please contact Dave Contant, 

CIA Deputy Commissioner, at 533-6000 ext 74815 or 
1 ' ISS. QUEEN S UNIVERSITY 

cia@ams.queensu.ca MW 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Kingston’s One and Only 

Hard Rock Cafe 

9 Selections on tap! 

Sunday & Monday 
nights - open MIC 
with host Smitty. 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase 
of a beverage) 

Faculty moving on 
Continued from page I 

secured an articling position. 
The document discloses personal 

information about several second- 
third-year law students, including phone 
numbers, e-mail addresses, academic 
performance and attractiveness. The let¬ 
ters also include information regard.ng 
students’ summer placements. 

Some of the comments beside the 
female students listed in the document 
include “very, very, attractive,” “home 
“rather attractive,” and “married (oh 
well!).” The document also lists three 
individuals as “cute chicks.” Some other 
adjectives used to describe listed students 
include “nice,” “smart” and “first rate.” 

The document was delivered to The 
Journal by an anonymous law student or 
group of students and included a cover 
letter outlining their concerns. These 
concerns included that women are 
being treated as sexual objects,’ and that 
the document could be “closing off 
career opportunities — by stating which 
students already have summer jobs.” 

Many individuals wish to put the con¬ 
troversy following the discovery of the 
document last month behind them. 
According to Don Stewart, associate 
dean of law, the third-year male student 
who prepared the document has since 
come forth and apologized. Now the 
focus has shifted to dealing with future 
situations like this. 

“This has been widely discussed 

within the law faculty. We have 

widest possible debate. The student's L 
willing to learn from the event and g? 
on,” said Stewart. 

Many law students were reluctant 
comment on the issue. One law student 
who wished to remain anonymous’ 
insisted that the student who prepared 
the document was a good individual 

“He has been tortured over this,” s|,j 
said. 

“It’s been blown out of proportion. 
This is just one e-mail fiasco after a long 
line of e-mail fiascos,” she added. In 
October, the dean of law unintentionally 
sent an e-mail to the Faculty’s listserv 
which many students believed showed 
preferential endorsement of two law 
students. 

In response to this event, the Law 
Students’ Society is in the process of 
passing new guidelines for “addressing 
similar concerns in the future,” said LSS 
President-elect Ian Brisbin. “Everyone is 
well aware of the guidelines. There is 
output going out and everyone put 
something in [the policy]... it’s been well 
discussed.” 

Brisbin said he was generally satisfied 
with the outcome of the situation. “The 
past [LSS] president did a good job deal¬ 
ing with the situation... We have done 
well to emerge with a good comprehen¬ 
sive way to deal with situations like this 
one in the future,” he said. 

CLARIFICATION 

In thejirevious issue of The Journal, a news story incorrectly identified Rosh 
Hashanah by the Christian calendar. The correct year of Rosh Hashanah this year is 
5760. The Journal regrets any confusion. 

STUDENT AWARD 
■ What Award? 

j and Lorm Rogers Scholarship 
^ If A 44aH A . V /rjl 

I Who cap gel this award? 

Individuals who usually 

receive little recognition in 

their positions despite their 

outstanding contributions, are 

team players, and uphold the 

AMS' mission statement are 

eligible. They may be 

committee members, chairs, 

managers, faculty reps or 

volunteers, but not Council. 

I How do I nominate someone? 

Nomination Forms are available at the 
o AMS front desk in the JDUC !and are due back by 

Friday, March 13,1998 

] For further Information, please contact Alison Loat, VPUA (AMS) 
31533-2729 or at email address vpua@ams.queensu.c 

NOMINATE SOMEONE TODAY! 
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Is Queen’s campus accessible? 
Awareness tour identifies problematic areas 
By Sarah Crosbie 

Wheelchair ramps, washrooms desig¬ 
nated as wheelchair accessible and elec¬ 
tronic door devices —the presence of 
these features on campus does not neces¬ 
sarily mean that Queen’s is an accessible 
university for students with disabilities. 

Disability Awareness Week was held 
between Monday and Friday to promote 
awareness of the inaccessibility of some 
areas on campus. As part of the week’s 
activities, the Accessibility Task Force 
outfitted Alison Loat, AMS vice-presi¬ 
dent (university affairs), in a manual 
wheelchair for three hours Wednesday 
afternoon. Loat toured around inaccessi¬ 
ble locations on campus in an attempt to 
understand the challenges an individual 
with a physical disability may endure in 
an average day._' 

“The sign on the ramp 
says to contact Equity 

Services if there’s a 
problem, but Equity Services 

doesn’t exist anymore.” 

— Alison Loot, vice-president 
(university affairs) 

Loat was led by Ryan Taylor, a first- 
year Arts and Science student who uses 
an electric wheelchair. Taylor and Loat 
began the tour in Macintosh-Corry Hall, 
which appears to be one of the most 
inaccessible buildings on campus based 
on Loat and Taylor’s experiences. 

Loat discovered that the women’s 
washroom located on the second floor, 
although designated as wheelchair acces¬ 
sible, is not. The entrance to the wash¬ 
room is wide enough to get a wheelchair 
in, however there is no stall large enough 
in which to manoeuvre a wheelchair. 

Travelling inside Mac-Corry is a criti¬ 
cal problem for students with disabilities, 
due to a flight of stairs in the hall on the 
main floor. Although an electronic lift 

can be activated with the use of a key, 
Taylor said, “the ramp is completely 
inaccessible. The lift doesn’t work and 
no one knows how to use it. A light and 
siren go off when it’s activated. Why?” 

“The sign on the ramp says to contact 
Equity Services if there’s a problem, but 
Equity Services doesn’t exist anymore,” 
Loat added. 

Another problem on campus Taylor 
described was the size and height of 
automatic door buttons. The buttons are 
often located where a person who uses a 
wheelchair cannot reach them. A button 
to activate automatic doors in Douglas 
Library was missing so that it was impos¬ 
sible for either Loat or Taylor to open 
the heavy doors without assistance. 

In the John Deutsch University 
Centre, around the corner from the 
Publishing and Copy Centre, a button 
exists to open the doors from the Lower 
Ceilidh into the main entrance of the 
JDUC. Taylor was unable to use the door 
however, because four recycling boxes 
had been placed in front of the button. 

Another inaccessible site is Kingston 
Hall. A ramp exists to allow students to 
get into the bottom of the building, how¬ 
ever, the ramp itself is inaccessible to 
most disabled students. To allow for 
water drainage, a speed bump placed at 
the bottom of the 
ramp makes the tran¬ 
sition from the ramp 
into the building a dif¬ 
ficult task, even for 
Taylor. 

Another major 
problem Taylor 
described is that many 
of the wheelchair 
ramps on campus are 
located at the back of 
buildings. Taylor said 
he appreciates the aes¬ 
thetic value of the 
front of old buildings 
like Ontario Hall, but 

wishes he was able to enter the front of 
buildings with his friends. “All buildings 
are somewhat accessible, but [adminis¬ 
tration] really needs to work on the front 
doors,” he said. 

Taylor and Aaron Wong-Sing, mem¬ 
bers of the Accessibility Task Force, are 
vocal about what needs to be done on 
campus. “We need level ramps. There’s a 
lack of consultation. We raise money for 
the Biosciences Complex, Ban Righ 
Cafeteria and Stauffer Library, why can’t 
we expend a bit more effort on making 
campus accessible?” Wong-Sing asked. 

“The Accessibility Task Force says a 
lot about students, but administration 
needs to do more. The administration 
needs to make the university an accessi¬ 
ble experience for everyone,” Loat said. 

One of Queen’s Capital projects this 
year is to renovate the Kingston Hall 
ramp. Renovations include the removal 
of the concrete wall to the right of the 
door and speed bump and the addition 
of an.automatic door. Improvements will 
also be made to the existing elevator. 
The transformation to improve accessi¬ 
bility will cost $11,000, with students 
and the university each paying half the 
cost. The renovations are set to com¬ 
mence as soon the weather improves. 

New children’s lit course a success 
By Rebecca Stelter 

English Professor Shelley King came 
to Queen's in 1991 after teaching 
courses in children’s literature at the 
University of Toronto and Trent 
University, wondering if there would be 
any interest for such a course at 
Queen’s. Then, the answer was no. 

Queen’s department of English 
already offered a course in fantasy liter¬ 
ature, and King said she believed “if one 
could teach fantasy, one should be able 
to teach children’s literature.” Eight 
years later, after much consideration 
and a scries of proposals by King, the 
Faculty Board finally decided the course 
'vas acceptable. The course was offered 
for the first time last sprirtg, and is now 
ln its second run this term. 

King disagreed with critics who said 
die course had little academic value. “It 
■s most valuable for the perspective it 
should give students on our constructed 

- as °f childhood,” she said. 
According to King, rhere is a degree 

°f criticism about the academic validity 
o a course on children’s literature in the 
Qiicen’s English curriculum, and this 
cr>ticism comes “from all sides.” 

Service courses, such as short story, 
antasy, and perhaps women writers 

courses, fill an interest market bur do 
n°t fulfill requirements for the major,” 

she said. 
“It is a luxury to be able to offer this 

course which doesn’t fit into the majors 
curriculum,” King said. 

Another professor who has received 
attention in Queen’s academic circles is 
Carolyn Smart, who instructs creative 
writing and prose fiction classes. While 
her courses are offered through the 
department of English, they only count 
as electives, not as courses required to 
complete an English degree. 

“It is a luxury to be able 
to offer this course 

which doesn’t fit into 
the majors curriculum.” 

— Professor Shelley King 

Although the courses do not receive 
formal academic recognition at Queen’s, 
Smart remains satisfied. 

“I love reaching my class and I really 
enjoy teaching the students at Queen’s,” 
she said. “It would be good for the stu¬ 
dents at Queen’s to receive academic 
recognition for the course but it really 
doesn’t matter to me.” 

One aspect of King’s children’s liter¬ 
ature course is that it “demonstrates the 
degree to which children’s books are 
propagandistic,” King said. For 

example, she explained that R.M. 
Ballantyne’s The Coral Island was used 
to illustrate to children how the superi¬ 
ority of white British males was natural 
and innate. 

“The purpose of the course is to get 
students to think about children’s litera¬ 
ture as an archive of attitudes,” said 
King. 

“The broader academic factor is that 
this is not a mainstream element of a 
Queen's degree. The University of 
Calgary offers a graduate degree in chil¬ 
dren’s literature, and the University of 
Toronto offers it as an undergraduate 
concentration.” 

“The course offers a marginal posi¬ 
tion in terms of academic respectability. 
The perception is that the course is not 
very challenging, and that there is a light 
reading load, but if you ask any student 
in the course right now, I’m sure that 
they would tell you otherwise,” King 
said. 

The course has been positively receiv 
ed by students, based on its high enrol¬ 
ment. “With 90-some students, the 
course is a little more lecture driven 
than I would like it to be, but in general 
people have been positive,” King said. In 
any case, “it is the first to fill in terms of 
enrolment, and I have already received 
student inquiries about the course for 
next year.” 
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Campaign 
enjoys 

successful 
start 

By Christine Tyrrell 

Canadian universities are feeling the 
effects of severe government cuts to 
their funding, with recent operating 
grants being slashed from approximately 
$137 million down to $108 million. The 
Queen’s community is taking matters 
into its own hands with Campaign For 
Queen’s, an intense initiative to raise a 
large amount of private dollars during a 
relatively short period of time. 

“It’s generating enthusiasm 
and that gives us hope.” 

— Mary Fraser, Campaign For 
Queen's co-chair 

Since January of this year, a volunteer 
team of students, faculty, staff and 
retirees have been actively raising funds 
to help strengthen the university' and 
compensate for the lack of government 
funding. So far they have received 
pledges for more than $12.7 million 
towards a $17 million goal by soliciting 
donations from within the Queen’s 
community. 

According to co-chair Mary Fraser, 
everyone involved in the campaign is 
pleased that money has been raised so 
quickly. “It’s generating enthusiasm and 
that gives us hope,” she said. 

“This is by far the most ambitious 
campaign ever undertaken,” said Alison 
Loat, AMS vice-president (university 
affairs) and campus community vice- 
chair (students). “If Queen’s wants to 
maintain its position as a top university 
it has to find new sources of revenue. We 
have to find the funds to support the 
programs that we want to have. The 
money just isn’t coming from the 
government anymore,” Loat said. 

“You start your campaign in the inter¬ 
nal community before you go outside 
because you want to be able to say to the 
major donors outside that you have the 
support of the campus community,” said 
Fraser. 

Loat agreed, saying “the campus com¬ 
munity campaign is very important 
because if there’s a high percentage of 
participation and a large amount of 
money raised, it sends a very powerful 
message to external donors.” 

Students are being targeted for a 
pledge of $3 million, and can expect to 
see a question in the upcoming referen¬ 
dum proposing a $60 fee, subject to 
individual opt-out on a sliding scale, to 
replace the current Millennium Fund 
Fee of $45. 

Staff, faculty, and retirees are being 
asked to meet a goal of $2 million. The 
rest of the $17 million is expected to 
come from members of the Board of 
Trustees. 

Funds from the campaign will be used 
to improve the overall quality of educa¬ 
tion at Queen’s, both academic and life 
services. Priorities include building a 
new athletics/student life centre, a chem¬ 
istry building, which will be built in the 
location of the Aboriginal Student 
Centre, to replace the Gordon and Frost 
buildings, library acquisitions, and pro¬ 
gram enhancements. 

Please see Student on page 7 



By Erik Missio 

A special Viability Review 

Committee has completed its 

final set of recommendations in 

a report on the Used Book Store 

Exchange. 

The committee, chaired by 

Rodger Scott, will present its 

findings to the Alma Mater 

Society Board of Directors 

alongside a similar report on 

Alfie’s Pub, at the next general 

meeting. Both of the AMS ser¬ 

vices were evaluated this year as 

part of a new initiative of the 

Strategic Planning Committee, 

of which Scott is a member. 

According to SPC Head and 

Chairman of the AMS Board 

Trevor Ogle, each year, two ser¬ 

vices will be selected by the 

board for an evaluation con¬ 

ducted by an independent com¬ 

mittee. While financial concerns 

were not the sole reason for the 

selection of the UBS and Alfie’s, 

they were decisive factors, as 

both suffered disappointing 

losses last year. “Everyone’s 

cognizant that the AMS isn’t a 

traditional business... that it’s a 

non-profit organization,” Ogle 

explained. “That said, we still 

have a mandate to serve the stu¬ 

dents... we shouldn’t be losing 

the students’ money.” 

The UBS Viability Review 

Committee was given carte 

blanche for its analysis, in an 

attempt to determine how to 

improve the efficiency of the 

service. For the report, both sur¬ 

veys and an interview with cur¬ 

rent manager Vanessa Gruben 

were used in the formulation of 

recommendations. 

“One of the things you have 

to dp in a report like this, is to 

not focus on the positives. It’s 

not like you’ll be making any 

friends,” Scott said. 

The surveys were completed 

by more than 220 students, with 

results indicating that approxi¬ 

mately 25 per cent had never 

purchased anything from the 

UBS, and only 31 per cent of 

students had ever tried to sell 

their books there. 

Recommendations on a 

better allocation of advertising 

resources to reach first-year 

students, as well as changes to 

the UBS policy regarding con¬ 

signment sales stemmed from 

the survey. 
Current UBS procedure is to 

hold cheques for the owners of 

sold books, but without any sort 

of notification. If the cheques 

are not claimed, they are incor¬ 

porated into store revenue. In 

fact, the Report reveals that the 

UBS budget already allocates 

over $4,000 in uncollected 

cheques as an expected revenue. 

The report recommends that 

“the UBS phone customers 

when their consignment 

cheques have been issued [and 

that] the UBS Exchange stop 

retaining so-called ‘overdue 

cheques in order to increase 

and, therefore, inflate... 

revenue.” 

Other recommendations 

based on the findings of the sur¬ 

vey include the creation of an 

Internet “Virtual Bookstore” 

which would not only list the 

required and recommended 

texts for each course, but allow 

students to reserve the books 

online and the suggestion that 

sales representatives take a 

more customer oriented, inter¬ 

active role while working. As 

90.96 per cent of the students 

surveyed indicated that they 

visit the UBS the most at the 

beginning of the semester, a rec¬ 

ommendation was also made 

that more temporary staff are 

hired during September and 

January only, as opposed to the 

more costly hiring of year-round 

staff. 
The report also states that the 

“UBS is, at this point, a very 

fragile service [and if] manage¬ 

ment is poor in any of the 

upcoming years, [it] could be 

run into the ground.” That said, 

the report further recommends 

that current manager Gruben be 

part of the committee that hires 

next year’s management as she 

has been responsible for many 

current improvements. 

The report concludes that 

while the UBS has potential for 

better revenue and product 
_ramuinc n cpruirp 

still strongly suppottcd 

by students. 

Ogle said he has thus far been 

pleased with the success of the 

Viability Review Committee6 

“Their work provides us with an 

effective tool to provide a new 

perspective on a specific service 

allowing us to operate it better 

and provide more value for stu¬ 

dents. There’s a perceived ten¬ 

dency that services like the UBS 

exist primarily because they sim¬ 

ply always have... we need to 

make sure it's providing value, if 

not, we need to change it,” he 

explained. 

Scott agreed: “These reviews 

are definitely a step in the right 

direction... they allow the Board 

to step back and see how ser¬ 

vices are performing and how to 

make them more efficient. I 

think the UBS was a grass roots 

success, looking at specific 

weaknesses and using lots of 

student input.” 

The report of Alfie’s Pub has 

a tentative release date of 

March 17. 

THE TED REEVE MEMORIAL AWARD 

Established by friends and associates of Ted Reeve, who was a 

football coacn and a long-time friend of Queen's. 

Awarded in the Fall to upper-year students to recognize 

outstanding academic achievement and demonstrated Qualities 

of courage, team loyalty and fair play on an intercollegiate 

team. Preference will be given to members of the Queen s 

Senior Football team and to students who do not hold awards 

of eoual or higher value. 

Application by letter should be made prior to March 31 st to 

the Associate University Registrar (Student Awards). The 

applicant should list two persons who have been asked to 

submit confidential letters about his or her academic ability 

and Qualifications, plus an official transcript. The recipient will 

be chosen by a Selection Committee, including representatives 

of former Queen's Football players, the Chair of the Senate 

Committee on Scholarships and Student Aid, and an 

additional member of the Scholarship Committee. 

Value: $ 1,500 

The 1998 recipients were: Beau Howes, lames Osborn, 

Andrew Tewsley and Jonathan Taylor. 

MEN’S SHOP LTD. 

1214 Princess Street 546-0110 
I Locally Owned & Operated. Open 'til 9:00 p.m. Thursday & Friday 

Insecure accounts to close 
Continued from page I 

guessing programs through the 

system last summer, after many 

of the university’s post accounts 

were broken into from out of the 

country. Further investigation 

revealed that “all of the accounts 

that had been logged into [from 

foreign countries] were accounts 

with crappy passwords,” said 

Pirn. ITS also found copies of 

password files for various hosts, 

including post, and password- 

guessing programs on some of 

the compromised accounts. ITS 

disabled ever)' insecure account 

on post and sent account holders 

e-mails informing them to change 

their passwords. 

“I knew that our ‘friends’ 

would move elsewhere.,, at 

Queen’s or to some other institu¬ 

tion,” said Pirn. “I started keeping 

track of how many passwords on 

qlink were bad.” In early 

February, a password-guessing 

program revealed that between 

2,500 and 3,000 qlink account 

holders were using insecure pass¬ 

words. “I knew we had to start 

cleaning up the guessable pass¬ 

words on qlink,” he said. 

A mass shut-down of 

insecure qlink accounts would 

not have been practical, Pirn said, 

as ITS is not equipped with the 

resources to deal with 3,000 

potentially irate students at once. 

Instead, Pirn began 

e-mailing warnings to account 

holders to change their pass¬ 

words, starting with accounts 

beginning with the numbers 

three, four and five. At the begin¬ 

ning of this week, Pirn began dis¬ 

abling accounts of holders who 

have already received two such 

warnings. As of yesterday after¬ 

noon, 81 accounts beginning 

with three, 188 accounts begin¬ 

ning with four, and 19 accounts 

beginning with five had been 

turned off. Insecure accounts 

beginning with six will be shut 

down within the next week. 

Footloose & 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 1 

Calgary front $299 1 

Edmonton from $299 1 
Regina from $349 1 

Winnipeg from $239 1 

Halifax from $249 1 
Saint John from $329 1 

St. John’s from $299 1 

rJ!6,!ri"CeSS ^ Ki"8sl«»WM»M)~ 
549-3553 U"s 

Website: VAvw.odysscy-travel.com 

Many students were 

surprised this week to discover 

they could not log in to their 

accounts. “I had a fair number of 

complaints that the e-mail I sent 

out never said I would do any¬ 

thing if they didn’t change their 

passwords,” Pirn said. “1 was 

hoping warnings would be 

enough.” Pim said he is revising 

the warning to be more explicit. 

Students can call the ITS help 

desk or visit an ITS advisor to re¬ 

enable their disabled accounts. 

“Every user ID that has been sent 

to me has been re-enabled within 

half an hour or 60 minutes," 

Pim said. 

Pim said strict measures are 

necessary to ensure the security 

of the system. “If you’re on the 

outside, you have a limited num¬ 

ber of places where you can 

attack the system. On the inside... 

you have more venues to attack 

qlink and other machines on the 

net.” System security is a shared 

responsibility and relies on good 

passwords, he added. 

“If it’s a Queen’s person who 

decides they want to exploit the 

system, if we track them down 

we can actually do something,^ 

he continued. “When you have 

somebody from Brazil that 

pounds their way through— 

there’s not a whole lot you 

can do.” 

•achtr Training Ctrtificaic Counts 
c 34-hour ind 42-hour counts 
3 and/or weekends) 
>m management techniques 
lesson planning 
■eloptnent: grammar, pronun cl»uo0' 
, speaking, reading and wrltln* 
tensive teaching materials 
! praelkum Included 
s for finding teaching Jobs o»*r«« 
of schools, agencies, and rccnJlte 
und the world „IASU> 
ertlHcale given upon;»*« 
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Students ‘play hard’ 
Continued from page 3 

Research shows that people in universi- 

rics and colleges tend to drink more than 

their peer group not attending univer- 

Sity," she said. “This says something 

about the culture of university life that 

says when you’re at university it’s okay 

to drink and it’s okay to drink a lot, and 

this is the wrong message to be 

conveying/_ 

“Gender equality goes 
out the window when it 

comes to alcohol.” 

— Diane Nolting, 
health educator 

The study defines a person who has 

five or more drinks in one sitting as high 

risk. The 1993 survey found that more 

than 80 per cent of Queen’s drinkers had 

engaged in heavy drinking at least once 

in the year prior to the survey. 

According to the survey, on average, 

Queen’s males drink 11 drinks in one 

sitting, while females consume 4.6 

drinks. “Gender equality goes out the 

window when it comes to alcohol,” 

Nolting explained. “If you take a 140- 

pound man and a 140-pound woman 

who both consume the same amount of 

alcohol, at the end of two hours, the man 

will have a lower blood alcohol level.” 

“First of all, men have enzymes in 

their stomach that work to break down 

alcohol, women don’t. Secondly, when 

alcohol is absorbed into the blood 

stream, women have less fluid volume to 

dilute the blood alcohol,” she said. 

“Thirdly, when the alcohol gets to the 

liver, women have fewer enzymes to 

break it down. Women get drunker 

quicker, and they take longer to sober 

up.” 

The 1993 survey found that 67 per 

cent of students drank once or twice a 

week, 19 per cent drank three times a 

week and 14 per cent drank four or 

more times a week. A quarter of students 

were found to consume 15 or more 

drinks per week. 

The Queen’s Journal Alcohol Awareness Survey 
We surveyed 100 randomly selected Queen’s students in Stauffer Library. This is what they told us: 

Male: 51 Female: 40 Do you think you drink too much? 

How many alcoholic drinks do you have per week? No: 81 Yes: 11 

0-5:50 6-10:25 11-20:11 20+: 6 Have you ever felt pressured to drink? 

Per night? No: 51 Yes: 38 

0-5:63 6-10:17 11-20:4 20+: 0 How many times per month do you go to a bar and 

Usual reason for drinking: not drink? 

stress relief: 7 taste: 3 never: 42 1-5: 39 5+: 3 

depression: 2 peer pressure 2 Where do you do most of your drinking? 

fun: 54 other (or more than one): 16 home: 11 bar: 53 

How often do you drink per month? (days) restaurant: 3 party: 6 

0-5:79 6-10:10 11-20:2 20+: 0 other (or more than one): 12 

* some ballots or portions of ballots were spoiled 

A Night At 

iPUBr 

You Will Remember 
the Next Morning 

PLANNING A 

OR 

EVENT? 

< TRADE MARE > 

£sr. 1834 
Let our 

CAMPUS EVENTS DEPARTMENT HeiPvou 
Matthew Segal - (613) 548-4688 

It doesn’t take an 
Einstein to do the math... 

$60 > $60 

When is $60 greater than $60? 
When a student gives to Queen’s. 

Your gift of $60 shows a strong commitment 
to Queen’s and packs a powerful punch when 

the University asks alumni and friends 
for millions of dollars to support our school. 

Now that’s genius. 

UPAIGN FOR QUEEN'S 
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A NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS OF 11 AMS 

The annual corporate general meeting of the Alma Mater Society 

Inc., will be held on Tuesday, March 16th, 1999 at 6 PM in the 
McLaughlin Room, JDUC. 

At this meeting, the 1999-2000 Board of Directors will be elected. 

All incoming and outgoing AMS Assembly members may vote. 

Proxy forms may be obtained from the AMS front office beginning 

Wednesday, March 10th. Only written proxies will be permitted. 

With regards, 

Trevor Ogle 

Chairman, 

Alma Mater Society Inc. 

All AMS members are eligible for Board positions 

Vacancies: 

2 year director (2 vacancies) 

1 year director (2 vacancies) 

Potential candidates: Please submit a CV and cover letter to the 
AMS office by Monday, March 15th, noon. Please direct all 
inquiries to Trevor Ogle, Board Chair, xt. 74814. 

See what the 
campaign can do... 

2 new changerooms 

+ 

4 hardwood team courts 

+ 

6-lane running track 

50-metre, 8-lane pool 

100,000 sq.ft, “field house” 

Now that’s genius. 
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Continued from page 3 

“It's important for the university to 

be able to give its presenr students and 

future students the very best possible 

education, teaching, learning facilities, 

life facilities, and student support,” 

Fraser said. 

The campaign also aims to allot 

approximately $60 million towards 

student assistance in the form of 

scholarships and bursaries. This means 

that the capital investment is not 

touched, but the income on the invest¬ 

ment is used. 

“The most important aspect of the 

campaign for me is the opportunity to 

contribute to the future experiences and 

enrichment of students who will attend 

Queen’s in the years to come,” said 

George Dyke, campus community cam¬ 

paign vice-chair (students). 

“Truly, I have been involved in a mul¬ 

titude of things throughout my Queen’s 

career and the opportunity to finish off 

with an effort to strengthen the Queen’s 

community for tomorrow is a great 

honour,” said Dyke. 

After the campus community cam¬ 

paign ends in May there will he follow 

up as the Campaign For Queen’s con¬ 

tinues efforts to keep donations coming. 

Friday. March 5, 1999 

Student aid to benefit 

Award-winning playwright 
speaks at Queen’s 

Italo-qu6becois playwright and trans¬ 

lator Marco Micone will speak in the 

JDUC’s McLaughlin Room next 

Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. As the 

Michener Visitor 1998-1999, his 

lecture is entitled “Quebec as a 

metaphor: Understanding Quebec from 

an immigrant perspective.” Admission is 

free and everyone is welcome. 

Rideaucrest Mattress Campaign 

The Council on Aging is hosting a 

campaign to raise funds to replace aging 

and uncomfortable critical care 

mattresses for Rideaucrest Home. The 

current mattresses were brought from 

the old Rideaucrest and are in desperate 

need of replacement. The Council on 

Aging needs volunteers to help with the 

campaign. For more details, call Bill 

Bleackley at 542-1336. 

Queen’s wins Shinerama Award 

Queen’s students are the winners of 

the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis 

Foundation’s first annual National 

Shinerama Award for Most Improved 

Campaign. Approximately 2,000 volun¬ 

teers participated in fund-raising efforts 

for cystic fibrosis in the month of 

September, raising $34,000 in 1998, an 

increase of $14,000 over 1997. Queen’s 

surpassed their campaign initial funding 

goal by $10,000 and also established a 

year round CF awareness committee. 

Big Sisters seeks members 

Big Sisters Association of Kingston 

and District is looking for new people to 

join its Board of Directors. No experi¬ 

ence is necessary. The commitment is to 

attend monthly meetings and support 

Board committees and objectives. Call 

542-9202 or send an application includ¬ 

ing a letter and resume to: Big Sisters of 

Kingston,417 Bagot St., Kingston, ON, 

K7K 3C1. Fax: 547-9101 or e-mail: 

bsak@kos.net 

In Here 

It’s cold out there! 
Stay warm with our huge 

20%-58% 
OfF mnf8 

237 PRINCESS STREET 

KINGSTON. ONTARIO K7L 1B3 

PH: (613) 546-4757 FAX: (613) 546-5243 

WEBSITE: http://www.TrailHeadCnd.com 

MAILBOX: Kingston@TrailHeadCnd.com 
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A case of bad judgement 
Feminist pioneer Nellie 

McClung must be turning in her 

grave over the controversy sur¬ 

rounding her. grandson Justice John 

McClung. 

Taking a large step backwards for 

women’s rights. Justice McClung acquit¬ 

ted a known sex-offender in part because 

the 17-year-old victim was not “in a bon¬ 

net and crinolines.” He later added insult 

to injury by remarking that the girl 

“wasn’t on her way home from a nun¬ 

nery-” After the Supreme Court over¬ 

turned his ruling, McClung responded 

with a derisive letter to the editor at The 

National Post, lashing out at Supreme 

Court Justice Claire L’Heureux-Dube 

and even going so far as to attribute the 

rising suicide rate in Quebec to her con¬ 

victions. 

Clearly, this vitriolic attack on another 

judge in a public forum is an unaccept¬ 

able breach of conduct for a judge. While 

he denies knowing it, McClung’s com¬ 

ments were especially hurtful since 

L’Heureux-Dube’s husband committed 

suicide. The letter to the editor, which 

McClung now acknowledges as a horri¬ 

ble mistake, was in response to L’Hereux- 

Dubd’s written ruling in which she chas¬ 

tised his ‘inappropriate’ reasons for 

acquitting Steve Ewanchuk. Indeed, 

McClung’s ruling does appear rooted in 

the stereotype that when a women says 

no to a sexual advance, she doesn’t 

always mean it. L’Hereux-Dube and her 

seven colleagues unanimously rejected 

this myth and made it clear that implied 

consent is not a legitimate defence for 

sexual assault. 

This vitriolic attack on another 
judge in a public forum is an 

unacceptable breach of conduct 

for a judge. 

Even if McClung was dissatisfied with 

this ruling, he should not have responded 

in such a public forum. His inappropriate 

letter has embroiled the entire legal com¬ 

munity in the controversy and has 

brought the justice system into disrepute. 

Not only has he exercised extremely 

poor judgment in writing the letter, but 

his comments reveal an anachronistic 

attitude about sexual assault that has no 

place on the bench. 

Hunting bunnies at Dal 
Sightings of a certain 

notorious bunny, and we’re not 

talking about the Energizer bunny, 

have stirred up quite a hornet’s nest of 

protest at a Canadian university. A 

women’s group at Dalhousie University 

in Halifax has recently taken a stand 

against the presence of student represen¬ 

tatives of Playboy magazine on campus. 

The Dalhousie Women’s Centre, 

which is viruntley opposed to the use of 

the Playboy bunny on campus, has taken 

to destroying the posters advertising par¬ 

ties that are organized by the two volun¬ 

teer representatives. While their 

opposition to the bunny as a symbol of 

gender stereotypes is understandable, 

their destruction of the posters is inde¬ 

fensible. Instead of engaging the two stu¬ 

dents in dialogue, or protesting the 

existence of the offending bunny peace¬ 

fully, the group has undertaken a mali¬ 

cious campaign to sabotage the work of 

other students by defacing or ripping 

down the posters. 

Surely, the legal representatives of 

Playboy magazine have the right to 

advertise a party using the Playboy logo 

without threat of vandalism. The prob¬ 

lem, however, is that for some women at 

Dalhousie the Playboy bunny is more 

than just another corporate logo. This 

issue was compounded by a professor of 

English and women’s studies who argued 

that the Playboy bunny is a symbol in the 

same way that the swastika is a symbol. 

While professor Majorie Stone pre¬ 

sents a compelling argument for why the 

logo is offensive and distressing to some 

women, she was wrong to compare it to 

the swastika. Unlike the internationally 

recognized symbol for nazism, the bunny 

is not a deliberate or a recognized sym¬ 

bolic representation of the oppression of 

women. If some students associate the 

logo with misogyny then they should 

boycott the parties or complain through 

the proper channels. 

If enough students complain, then the 

Playboy representatives will eventually 

give in and stop using the logo on their 

posters. After all, a party with no women 

is not what they intended. 

Editorial Board 

now This 15 
lady 

PRP55. 

HOW EVERY 

SHOULD 

Don’t lose the Beat 
We saw the best minds of 

our generation destroyed by 

madness, starving hysterical 

naked,* torn from the womb of acad¬ 

emia and abandoned to the corporate 

world. Like unfortunate lemmings* 

too many of our peers threw them¬ 

selves off the ivory tower into an 

abyss of cubicles and fluorescent light¬ 

ing. With money in their pockets, and 

car payments on their shoulders, few 

if any will find their way back to the 

dog days of learning. 

If we find our 

true selves at 

university, why 

lose the beat 

after graduation? 

In a four, sometimes five., maybe 

six... year journey, they embraced a 

vainglorious individualism that was 

removed from the grit and blood of 

the daily grind. During these wonder 

years, all they did was learn the beat 

of -isms and “-ologies” — picking 

and choosing ideals that fit their green 

minds. So green, so free of the toxic 

wants and needs that pull apart the 

man on Yonge street. It couldn’t possi¬ 

bly have lasted forever; at the end of 

the last semester they hit the begin¬ 

ning of the asphalt street and it’s run 

or be run over. Bay Street is calling; 

IBM is calling; imported beer and 

steak dinners are calling; a home and 

mortgage is calling. 

But these poor lost souls are no 

longer green. Subdued by debt and 

exhaustion, they have become the cor¬ 

porate stormtroopers of the sky¬ 

scraper order. 

One minute they’re eating stale 

pizza and pints, two minutes and 

would you like an olive in your mar¬ 

tini? No, really. Of course I would. 

But what choice is there? School ends 

and debt mounts and no one can 

travel forever and few can survive off 

the crumbs of art. But why kowtow to 

the rough excesses of the corporate 

agenda for a buck or two? If we find 

our true selves at university, why lose 

the beat after graduation? Too many 

minds undergo a corporate lobotomy 

that wipes out the last vestiges of dis¬ 

sent. Perhaps they were too green and 

had too many “-isms” that shook the 

world, but they never stood in line for 

more than half an hour at the bank. 

They never wore their plaid suit inno¬ 

cently. They never looked back. 

Our putsch is a ways off; the revo¬ 

lution is probably not just around the 

corner, but that doesn’t mean resis¬ 

tance is futile. As a new crop of lem¬ 

mings approaches the edge of the cliff 

we shout: Don’t forget to look back 

occasionally. The road we travel after 

university may be long but it doesn t 

have to be narrow. 

*Many ihanlu (o Allen Ginsberg. 
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talking 

What question 
would you ask 

Monica Lewinsky? 

TV// 

PHOTOS BY SUE HOLLAND 

“Do you know what the Rock 

is cookin’?” 

Andrew Spiro 

Comm ’99 

“Spit or swallow?” 

Shannon Spicer 

Keltie Moore 

PHE ’01 

PHE ’00 

“So, who’s next?” 

Q Hoppie 

ConEd ’99 

“Is he as big as his position of 

power?” 

Chris Dorey 

PHE ’99 

Leaders without ethics 
As professional politicians, 

political pundits and their ilk 

gather this week for the Canadian 

Conference on Ethical Leadership at 

Queen’s, our country’s social values lie 

in shambles. We are currently racked by 

a hodgepodge of scandals in leadership. 

From politicians being found guilty of 

kickbacks, to the APEC quagmire, to the 

Olympic uproar, to the Livent fracas, to 

our Walkhome executive, it is clear that 

leadership is not synonymous with 

ethics. 

Due to the sheer volume of scandals, 

Canadians have lost faith in the leader¬ 

ship of many of our valued institutions. 

We have become cynical about all politi¬ 

cians and indeed almost anyone in 

authority. Quite naturally, we are blase 

about any new news exposing more 

scandals. 

Despite all this there is hope. I refuse 

to believe that all motives are ulterior. 

Although I accept that the present para¬ 

digm has created a lethargic atmosphere, 

an answer exists. 

There is a quiet revolution underway. 

Change is occurring around the ways in 

which we, as a society, approach the sub¬ 

ject of work and leadership. Many peo¬ 

ple are seeking new and better ways of 

integrating work with their own per¬ 

sonal and spiritual growth. They are 

seeking to combine the best elements of 

leadership based upon service to others, 

as part of a concept called servant-lead¬ 

ership. 

Servant-leadership is being applied by 

a growing number of individuals and 

institutions as both a philosophy and a 

working model. In recent years, a num¬ 

ber of for-profit companies (e.g. 

Mercedes-Benz) have jettisoned their old 

hierarchical models and replaced them 

with a servant-leader approach. This 

rr|odel advocates a group-oriented 

aPproach to analysis and decision mak- 

lng as a means of strengthening institu- 

tions, and of improving society. It also 

•emphasizes the power of persuasion and 

seeking consensus over the old “top- 

°Wn form of leadership. 

Some people have compared this to 

rning the hierarchical pyramid upside 

I so that in the mind of the servant- 

e^a er’ the needs of his or her employ- 

Cs> customers, constituents and 

otnmunity become the most important 

as°n for a company’s existence. To a 

o.nsiderable extent> the servant-leader- 
•P approach is one that is best exem- 

1 >ed by the Japanese model of 

management and leadership. 

Ce t.t*le heart of the servant-leader con- 

ture't"16 'mPortance of leaders to nur- 

'nd[ 'ri*1 t^e institution and those 
ThekUa S a^ected hy the institution. 
bct. 0b,ect is to remove the alienation 

serv^11 ®rouPs °f individuals making 
lce the foundation of everything 

(business, government, and personal 

relations) that exists. 

There is a sense that “ethical leader¬ 

ship” proposes a notion that people can 

be “real leaders” of organizations, as 

opposed to “mere” administrators, offi¬ 

cials, authorities or managers. In addi¬ 

tion, to distinguish themselves from 

others, such leaders will conduct them¬ 

selves in a “ethical” manner. This has a 

particular appeal to those dismayed by 

the present state of our social systems. 

Due to the sheer volume of 
scandals, Canadians have lost 

faith in the leadership of 
many of our valued 

institutions. We have become 
cynical about all politicians 
and indeed almost anyone 

in authority. 

Pocket pool shark 
bites back 

Dear Editors, 

I’d like to take this opportunity to 

respond to some criticism I received in 

your pages recently from Taryn 

McCormick, regarding my previous let¬ 

ter discussing the now-sadly famous 

Mansbridge editorial. 

Firstly, Taryn feels it important to 

correct me by stating that Mansbridge’s 

piece was printed in the Opinions sec¬ 

tion, and therefore need not meet my 

criteria of actual “news.” In fact, Taryn, 

you’re quite wrong: Mansbridge’s self- 

indulgent expose appeared on the edito¬ 

rial page, which is what primarily 

aroused my ire. What’s the difference, 

you ask? Well, opinion pieces are just 

that: personal opinions. However, in 

journalism, an editorial is traditionally 

an unsigned article, representing a moral 

stance or opinion of the entire paper. A 

good example would be the London 

Times’ editorial during WWII, con¬ 

demning the invasion of Poland by 

Hitler. 

In this comparison, the laughability 

of an editorial proclaiming “I like vibra¬ 

tors!” should become readily apparent. 

Taryn’s other major remark thrown 

my way was to “grow up.” Actually, 

Taryn, I think that’s exactly what you 

and Mansbridge need to do. Admitting 

that we all masturbate is a phase the rest 

of us went through in high school; it’s 

simply pathetic that young adults in 

their late teens/early twenties still find 

this subject the least bit controversial or 

Continued on page 10 

This learning begins from the 

moment we identify with the norms of 

society and the goals we hope to achieve 

in our lives. Thus the current scandals 

have always had root with us: We are 

taught, subconsciously and consciously, 

that the best lifestyle is the wealthiest 

lifestyle. We are given heroes that repre¬ 

sent the materialistic and greed-oriented 

values that seem to control our society 

so completely. We are told that those 

people who do not succeed in their eco¬ 

nomic strivings fail by their own faults. 

We are taught to hate and blame the vic¬ 

tim and pardon the victimizer. And all of 

these lessons are taught under the guise 

of acting “for the good of the country.” 

What we need is not one person with 

courage to confront the problem. Rather 

we need many people to follow this goal. 

Our society faces so many overwhelming 

problems of injustice that no one person 

can handle it. Our society is paralyzed by 

the incredible fear of change. The 

biggest challenge facing the leaders of 

our future is overcoming this paralytic 

fear and convincing the Canadian people 

to envision a future for themselves and 

their surroundings. 

On the way toward answering the 

question of whether ethical leadership is 

possible, the Canadian Conference on 

Ethical Leadership this week will say 

much that is interesting and much that is 

true. However, that which is interesting 

is not always true, and that which is true 

is not always interesting. 

The answer doesn’t lie in conferences 

or seminars with the goal of creating 

more academic jargon. This kind of 

thinking simply teaches more societal 

isolationism. 

MARK SALVADOR 
Arts '00 

See what the 
campaign can do... 

$3.4 million endowed for work study 

and work experience 

+ 

$5 million endowed for graduate scholarships 

+ 

$81.6 million endowed for national 

and international entrance scholarships 

+ 

$30 million endowed for awards and bursaries 

$60 million endowed for student assistance 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN'S 
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newsworthy. Apparently, in the 

sheltered world of Queen’s, one 

can now become a campus hero 

by admitting to masturbation. 

Well, hell, better throw some 

accolades my way too! I love a 

good game of pocket pool as 

much as the next man! 

I’ll expea some congratula¬ 

tory letters from my peers, 

admiring my honesty and 

courage for admitting to such a 

thing, by your next issue. 

Mike Martelle 

Arts ’98 

Vic 2D hoods 
not so tough 

Dear Editors, 

In response to ring leaders. 

Aching feet? 
Sore Knees? Back Pain? 

We may have the solution 
to your problems! 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 
latest advancement in 

computerized medical technology! 

• Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 

orthotics. 

• Free assessments/ follow up 

• 30 money-back guarantee 

• 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 
a FREE assessment. 

158-82 Emma Street 215 Princess Street 
Comstock Bldg. Downtown Kingston! 
Brockville, ON Kingston, ON 
K6V1S9 K7L1B3 
613-498-2223 1 545D100 f.545-1997 

Dynamic i\ 

Orthotics" 

Stephen “Southpaw” Hennigar, 

Darrel “Hooley” LeHouillier, 

Andrew “Postman” Tracy’s 

proclamation that Vic 2D is this 

year’s official ‘bad assed’ wing in 

residence — we are not 

impressed by your so-called 

delinquent and defiant behavior 

you little shit heads. 

In a recent letter to the editor 

these three juveniles claimed 

that the people on their wing 

were the bad asses of Victoria 

hall and demanded coverage 

from The Queen’s Journal out¬ 

lining their accomplishment of 

tallying $418.09 worth of fines. 

Your wish is granted fellas — 

here’s the coverage you were 

pining for. 

So do we accept the claim of 

Vic 2D that they are indeed the 

most bad assed wing in Vic Hall? 

Fuck no! There’s rules about 

being bad assed. 

Rule #1 — Don’t brag about 

being bad assed. Chances are if 

you’re really bad assed, the fear 

land anxiety you induce in oth¬ 

ers should generate a bad assed 

image. You guys are neither the 

crypts nor the bloods, so sit 

down and shut the fuck up. Real 

bad asses take offense to new 

bad asses moving into their terri¬ 

tory and may rain golden show¬ 

ers on your so called parade of 

terror. 
Rule #2 — Real bad asses can 

usually evade the law, thus earn¬ 

ing the respect of other bad asses 

while accumulating a reputation 

for fucking up the social order 

without consequence. The bad 

ass is a pawn in no one’s game. 

Claiming that your “long 

range planning and ruthless effi¬ 

ciency, have managed to amass 

over $418.09 in fines for dam¬ 

ages,” is neither methodical or 

efficient. Wake up! You’re fuck 

ups! You’re getting caught — 

you’re paying to be bad asses! 

Why don’t you just come over to 

my house, bust up my second 

hand furniture and pay me a 200 

per cent mark up for the dam¬ 

ages. You guys ain’t bad assed 

Speaking Volumes 
circulated by Oboro. Montreal curated by Clive Robertson 

continuing to 19 March 
at Modem Fuel Gallery, 21a Queen Street 

PANEL DISCUSSION 2 pm 

Flagging Interest: 
The news media and contemporary art 
with Clive Robertson, Barbara Fischer and Will Straw 

RECEPTION 7-9 pm 

Presented with the financial assistance of The Canada Council for the Arts, 
the Ontario Arts Council and the City of Kingston, in cooperation with 
Kingston Artists’ Association. 

shick.ckers, and you sure as hell 

aren’t nihilists. I bet you were 

whimpering like puppy dogs 

when you had to call up your 

old man to ask him to send 

money to pay the fine for that 

diabolical leaner you set up after 

ritual. 
Rule #3 — Shitting in sinks, 

pissing on floors, throwing vac- 

uum cleaners out the window 

and carrying open alcohol con¬ 

tainers in the'hall are not the 

pinnacle of being a bad ass. 

Spend a night in Kingston Pen 

and you’ll find out what being a 

bad ass is all about — the Hard 

way. 
Rule #4 . Remember despite 

what you think it has all been 

done before, we’ve all been 

there, we’ve all had to have con¬ 

ferences with the anal retentive 

floor vice president. This school 

has a long history of mischief in 

Residence You are victims of 

formulaic and predictable 

hijinks, afflicted by delusions of 

grandeur. 

In closing, Stephen 

“Southpaw” Hennigar, Darrel 

“Hooley” LeHouillier, 

Andrew “Postman” Tracy, 

you’ve been exposed. You’re 

hype. You’re nothing. So take 

off your red and blue gangsta 

bandannas, slip those stained 

purple jackets back over your 

shoulders, slink back to your 

:i rooms, call your mothers to 

wish them a good night, finish 

your calculus solution sets and 

go to bed. The jig is up fuck 

bunnies. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Jeff Child 

Arts ’00 

Job fair 
discrimination 

Dear Editors, 

I think that I share many of 

the same concerns as many 

other Queen’s students when 

looking for a summer job. I am 

looking for a job that pays ab0Ve 

minimum wage for many rea. 

sons. Firstly, Queen’s has the 

second highest undergraduate 

tuition in Canada and I need to 

be able to support myself f0r the 

upcoming school year. Secondly 

I would like a job that I fin<j 

challenging and enjoyable. So, I 

began my search by attending 

the job fair in January which was 

composed predominantly 0f 

opportunities for tree planting 

and camp counseling. 

I am no stranger to 
corporate arrogance 
— having switched 

faculties from 
Commerce to Arts. 

So, not having seen any jobs 

that appealed to me at the first 

job fair, 1 attended the QFIT job 

fair in Grant Hall on February 5. 

This is where my story really 

begins. Many reputable corpora¬ 

tions were there to solicit infor¬ 

mation about summer jobs for 

students. I walked in and it 

seemed like any other job fair. 1 

know the routine: look around, 

read signs, approach booths, 

read literature, and talk to rep¬ 

resentatives. Actually at the first 

job fair, I found the representa¬ 

tives quite eager to speak to me, 

to offer me literature, and to get 

my name and email address in 

some cases (which were fol¬ 

lowed up — Thanks S&MG). 

The QFIT job fair was quite 

different. Representatives were 

not eager to speak to me and 

they did not offer me literature. 

In fact, many of them turned 

around and assuming that I can 

accurately interpret body lan¬ 

guage, did so, so that I would 

not approach them. I was feeling 

the cold shoulder. Since, I had 

many friends who have worked 

for these companies in the past I 

thought that maybe I was just 

imagining these responses. So 

Continued on page 11 

► Hfelp u$ manage tho AMS in I999-2-000 < 

Director of Business Development 
Responsible for marketing the AMS to 
corporations and Alumni to recruit external 
sponsorship and support. Efforts will be 
focused on a national and local level, and 
projects will involve all aspects of the AMS. 

Deputy Commissioner 
Aids the commissioner in carrying out the 
objectives of the commission. Responsible 
for additional initiatives of your own and as 

directed by the commission. Directly oversees 
the activities of the commission's committees. 

Service Manager 
Directly responsible for all aspects of service 

operations, including long term planning, 
budgeting and daily work. (Positions include 

the Business Managers of Studio Q, The 
Queen s Journal and the Tricolour Yearbook.) 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive 
if you have any questions about available positions 

AppHcationsare available at the AMS Front Desk, and are due on Tuesday March 9 before 16:30 

The AMS is committed to employment ennit,, 
All AMS members in good academic standing are encouraged to apply. 

Experience 
is not required. 

JUEEN'S UNIVIRSITV 

See what the 
campaign can do... 

16S new print journal titles 

+ 

1,000 more new books annually 

+ 

1,200 new electronic full-text journal titles 

+ 

72,000-article Encyclopedia Britannica online 

annual purchasing power 

of $8 million endowed for libraries 

Now that’s genius. 

finally, I went to t*ie TD booth where I 

ysked what was on the computer... the 

representative came around the booth, 

rurned the computer towards herself and 

told her co-worker that it must be bro- 

ken! ... , . .. 
The only logical conclusion I can 

hypothesize for ignoring me was that I 

was not wearing a Commerce jacket, nor 

was I wearing a suit and tie. Actually, I 

was one of four females in the room. I 

was misled by the first job fair to believe 

that 1 was attending a job fair and not a 

practice run for any upcoming inter¬ 

views. 

I cannot deal with their corporate 

arrogance. They know that I need them 

to provide me with a well-paying sum¬ 

mer job and they know that not many 

other summer jobs are nearly as lucra¬ 

tive. They exude an aura of superiority 

because they know I need them more 

than they need me (so far... just give me 

a few years). The way I was treated was 

appalling and I am confident that it must 

have occurred to others of the day who 

were not dressed in generic, cookie-cut¬ 

ter fashions. I am disappointed that I was 

treated like an outsider from the moment 

that I walked into the room because I was 

genuinely interested in working for one 

of these companies. Sadly enough, I once 

again donned my rose-coloured glasses as 

I am not a stranger to corporate arro¬ 

gance — having switched faculties from 

Commerce to Arts. 

Dear Editors, 

I want to commend the ASUS 

Orientation Committee ’98 for their 

insistence on making public the circum¬ 

stances in which Shannon Bell and Chris 

Safford were unjustly excluded from the 

annual transition event. When I learned 

of the incident from a friend last week, I 

must admit that I was shocked. I was 

appalled even, by the very thought that a 

competing team would dare come up 

with such an immature and contemptu¬ 

ous ploy as this. 

In my opinion, a fun evening among 

friends is hardly cause for concern. 

Shannon and Chris would have had no 

more favourable influence on anyone 

during the transition party than they 

could have had at Alfie’s, A.J.’s or at a 

variety of other social gatherings on any 

other occasion during the campaign. 

Transition is a time of celebration, not 

a time to procure allies for upcoming 

elections. Both individuals undoubtedly 

put a great deal of work into Orientation 

Week ’98 and thus deserve every chance 

to celebrate a job well done, regardless of 

the political circumstances. 

It’s a shame that Shannon and Chris 

had to miss out on a unique opportunity 

for the sake of rules and regulations 

which may not even have been valid. I 

just hope the accusers are ashamed of 

what they did — after all, they’re the 

ones who acted unfairly. 

Sarah Stuart 

Arts ’01 

Alison Busby 

Artsci ’00 

ContTnuedTrorrT page 10 
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Gathering Intelligence 
Science 

Spectrum 
Science news from around Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

By Vivek Mehta 

IMAGINE YOURSELF BROWSING THE 

Internet looking to purchase that 

book or CD you just can’t seem to 

find in any of the local shops. The 

moment you access a particular Web site, 

information pertaining to that page and 

how it will be displayed on your monitor 

is being sent to your computer, perhaps 

from a server located thousands of miles 

away. 

Now imagine that this same Web site 

is withdrawing personal information 

from your computer, allowing the com¬ 

pany to compile data regarding your 

preferences and practices as a consumer. 

With companies likely sharing informa¬ 

tion with one another, it is only a matter 

of time until a virtual user profile can be 

put together. 

That is precisely the kind of commer¬ 

cial practice Intel is endorsing with their 

new line of Pentium III processors. All 

chips are currently being shipped with a 

unique 64-bit processor serial number 

(PSN) that is digitally encoded within the 

hardware, and that can easily be 

retrieved or transmitted by a company 

with the use of Internet-enabled soft¬ 

ware. Given the widespread practice of 

downloading and installing of software, 

it is likely companies could get their way 

with little need for coercion. 

Intel claims the reason for incorporat¬ 

ing such an identification number in each 

of its processors is to enhance security 

over the Web for the general public. 

Critics of this serial number 

have been quick to lash out 

against Intel, calling for a 

boycott of any product 

bearing the “Intel inside” 

logo. 

With the emerging popularity of online 

e-commerce transactions, a sense of 

authenticity is becoming a crucial ele¬ 

ment for businesses and consumers alike. 

For years, Web sites have used cook¬ 

ies, text files that are stored on the visi¬ 

tor’s hard drive, to log details about the 

user. These files are used to tailor the 

Web page’s content each time the user 

returns to the site. Reasons for using 

cookies range from the ability to person¬ 

alize information (like on My Yahoo or 

Excite), or to help with on-line sales/ser¬ 

vices (like on Microsoft), or simply to 

keep site content fresh and relevant to 

the user’s tastes (like on Amazon Books). 

Unlike cookies, which are usually 

unique for each Web site and therefore 

unreadable by any other site, the PSN is 

a recognizable standard that will remain 

the same and cannot be deleted or easily 

changed. The advertising and marketing 

industries have already been pursuing a 

Web-wide synchronization of cookies, so 

that information about individual con¬ 

sumer behavior in cyberspace can be 

shared between companies. 

A hardware PSN used in the majority 

of computers would allow companies to 

finally pin a particular ID number to one 

particular household or user. The only 

solution would be to change the proces¬ 

sor or computer. It comes as no surprise 

then that more than 30 companies have 

Please see Chips on next page 

Queen’s researches CF bug 
By Jennifer Paterson Most of us have heard about 

the amazing success of 

Shinerama this past September; 

Queen’s students raised over $32,000 

f°r the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis 

Foundation. Many people, however, 

•fon’t know about the cutting-edge 

research that Queen’s professors and stu¬ 

dents are doing all year round to combat 

c>’stic fibrosis (CF). 

Jamie Tibbo is one of several 

researchers involved. He came to 

Queen’s University this past September 

rom Memorial University in St. John’s 

ewfoundland, where he grew up. He 

has never shied away from a challenge, 

p°d certainly isn’t now, as he tackles 

seudomonas aeruginosa, the bacteria 

rhat eventually kills many CF sufferers. 

1 his rod-shaped microbe is the subject 

c* intensive research because of its fun- 

-mental role in CF, and also because it 

ls extremely resistant to whole classes of 

antibiotics, including penicillin and tetra¬ 

cycline, as well as many chemicals, such 

as mercury and chlorine. 

CF is an inheritable genetic disease, in 

which mucus cannot be cleared out of 

the lungs, and forms a gel-like film in the 

air-ways. P. aeruginosa colonizes the 

weakened lungs, and is able to use this 

environment to its advantage, evading 

the body’s defences and most drugs that 

it is challenged with. 

Queen’s University 

researchers are making 
significant contributions in 

the quest to discover how 
this bacterium can evade so 

many of our weapons. 

P. aeruginosa doesn’t just make its 

home and live in it peacefully, however. 

It causes extensive tissue damage, and 

eventually kills most of its victims. This 

is an enormous death toll, considering 

the fact that about 60 per cent of all CF 

patients are infected with the bacterium, 

and about 85 per cent over the age of 28 

are infected. 

It’s not hard to figure out how these 

bacteria became so adept at evading our 

drugs. Time is on their side. Increasing 

availability and efficiency of antibiotics 

has dramatically increased the average 

lifespan of CF patients, but at the same 

time, this increased life span gives 

P. aeruginosa all the time it needs to 

adapt to the antibiotics we keep dousing 

it with. So the better our drugs get, the 

better they get at evading them. 

Queen’s University researchers are 

making significant contributions in the 

quest to discover exactly how P. aerugi¬ 

nosa can evade so many of our weapons. 

In 1993 in Botterel Hall, Dr. Keith Poole 

discovered a pump near the surface of 

the P. aeruginosa. If an antibiotic man¬ 

ages to enter the tough outer surface of 

this deadly bacterium, the pump is often 

able to recognize the foreign molecule 

and drive it out of the cell before it gets 

any further. 

New field of 
chemistry born 

among the stars 
Something strange happens when 

stars explode. Yes, something besides 
that whole hydrogen-and-helium- 
condensing-into-heavier-elements 

thing. Specifically, carbon acts 
strangely and the explanation for its 
behaviour has created the foundation 
for a new discipline: kinetic chemistry. 
The chemical equilibrium theory pre¬ 
dicts that gaseous carbon in super¬ 
novae should not condense into solid 
carbon. Instead, all those free carbon 
atoms should combine with the excess 
oxygen to form carbon monoxide. Why 
then do we find graphite “star dust" 
inside ancient meteorites? The answer 
lies in the incredible amount of radia¬ 
tion released in a supernova. Energetic 
charged particles can rip apart the 
strong carbon-oxygen bond, leaving 
atomic carbon to form solid particles. 
This and other odd characteristics of 
supemovae are best described by the 
new kinetic chemical theory. 

Tainted love 
Love is obsessive. And compulsive. 

So says a group of Italian scientists 
who have been studying the blood 
chemistry of people in love. The 
University of Pisa study shows that 
blood samples taken from people in 
love contain 40 per cent less of a cer¬ 
tain protein than normal. This protein is 
associated with the normal function of 
the neurotransmitter serotonin. 
Curiously, this lower level is also linked 
to obsessive-compulsive disorder, a 
mental illness whose victims are com¬ 
pelled to perform specific tasks such 
as collecting or arranging objects, 
repeating words, or washing their 
hands. One difference between love 
and OCD, says the study, is that the 
protein deficiency is permanent in 
OCD. After a romantic relationship 
ends, however, the protein levels return 
back to normal after six to 18 months. 

Seen any black 
glass hands lately? 

Please see Infection on next page 

Paleontologists at Cornell University 
are puzzled by black glassy hand-like 
fossils like this one and are looking for 
the public’s help to collect more sam¬ 
ples. The fossils could be the remains 
of Devonian glass sponges or of an 
organism previously unknown to scien¬ 
tists. For more information and pic¬ 
tures, point your browsers to 

http://www.geo.cornell.edul 
glasssponge.html 
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Chips to ship 
Continued from last page 

already committed plans to use the PSN. 

Critics of this serial number have been 

quick to lash out against Intel, with sev¬ 

eral of the lobby groups calling for a gen¬ 

eral boycott of any product bearing the 

“Intel inside" logo. There is an over¬ 

whelming sense that privacy and a sense 

of anonymity on the Internet are some of 

the privileges being violated with this 

controversial feature. 

Under fire, Intel has agreed to ship all 

subsequent P III processors with the PSN 

disabled by default, but included with 

the processor is a software package that 

allows the user to turn the feature back 

on at any time. Speculators claim that 

because this privacy protection scheme 

relies on a software patch that must run 

each and every time the user turns on the 

computer, it is susceptible to tampering 

by other software programs. 

Programs such as word processors or 

Web browsers which must be installed 

onto systems could easily disable the 

patch in the installation process. Web- 

Science 

with PSN off Infection common risk 
based Java applets could also be used for 

this purpose. Most damaging to this 

scheme is an idea proposed by a German 

computer magazine, which claims that 

PSN spoof-programs are already being 

developed, and would allow the users to 

mask their identity to companies. 

What these reports seem to suggest is 

that, far from rendering businesses and 

customers a safer e-commerce environ¬ 

ment, PSNs may end up creating a falsi¬ 

fied blanket of security, one that has the 

potential to be easily manipulated. 

Is it reasonable to believe a corporate 

giant such as Intel would have blundered 

to such a degree, or could there be some 

hidden agenda behind their moves? 

Perhaps it is an effort to crack down on 

software pirating, or an attempt to dis¬ 

suade retailers from overclocking and 

reselling processors for higher value. 

While we wait for the answers to 

these questions, it is safe to'say cus¬ 

tomers will be more cautious in ringing 

up sales for Intel and their Pentium III 

processors in the upcoming year. 

Continued from last page 

It was this exciting research that ini¬ 

tially attracted Tibbo to Queen s 

University. As Tibbo explained, I was 

looking to research antibiotic resistance 

in bacteria, and the Poole Lab had been 

<*vm>melv successful and had made a 

tively short time.” 
Tibbo and a few other grad students 

are currently trying to piece together the 

three main parts of the pump. This is a 

very important area of research, because 

it appears that this pump may be able to 

drive out many different antibacterial 

agents. 
If Tibbo and his fellow researchers 

can figure out how the pump works, a 

new drug could theoretically be made 

that would block this pump, and if the 

pump was broken, P. aeruginosa would 

suddenly become susceptible to not only 

one, but several antibiotics that have 

been deemed ineffective. 

If we then hit this disabled bug with 

all those long abandoned antibiotics, 

could we possibly turn the tide in 

favour? For a little while, probably. But^ 

seems as though time will always s\d 

with the bacteria. No matter what we d 6 

they can always wait it out until th°’ 

evolve a new way to resist our drugs ^ 

Tibbo has considered this, and 111., 

most other researchers, he finds it a little 

scary. But that’s only a reason to trj 

harder. Our knowledge of the molecular 

causes of diseases, such as cystic fibrosis 

has never been growing as rapidly at it js 

today, and there are no signs of slowing 

down. The full genome of R aeruginosa 

is scheduled to be completely sequenced 

this May, and the human genome js 

scheduled to be mostly completed in a 

couple of years. 

So maybe we do have a reason to be 

optimistic. Tibbo seems optimistic. His 

research is coming along well so far, and 

he may eventually try for a PhD. 

Although no cure is in sight, research 

like Tibbo’s and fund-raisers like 

Shinerama can only increase our odds in 

the fight against cystic fibrosis. 

Experience 
is nof required. ◄ 

► 

Who’ll be hired next? 

Director of Business Development 
Responsible for marketing the AMS to corporations and 
Alumni to recruit external sponsorship ana support. 
Efforts will be focused on a national and local level and 
projects will involve all aspects of the AMS. Work will 
be accomplished with the aid of two staff members. 

Deputy Commissioners 
Aids the commissioner in caiTying out the objectives 
of the commission. Responsible for your own additional 
initiatives towards the goals of the commission. Directly 
oversees the activities of the commission's committees 
A dozen deputies will be selected for the 1999-2000 year. 

Service Managers 
Directly responsible for all aspects of service operations 
including long term planning, budgeting and daily work.' 
Managers report to AMS Service Directors, supporting 
the objectives of the student government as a whole. 
(Positions include the Business Managers of Studio Q 
The Queen's Journal, and the Tricolour Yearbook and 
the Project Manager of the Who's Where and What's Next) 

Application due dates 

j > Applications for Deputy Commissioners, 
Service Managers, and 
the Director of Business Development 
are due Tuesday, March 9th at 16:30. 

[ > Applications for Assistant Managers, 
Committee Chairs, and Co-ordinators 
(Communications, Foodbank and 
Extended Child Care) 
are due Monday, March 15th at 16:30. 

|f> Applications for Service Staff and 
Committee Member positions 
are due Wednesday, March 24th at 16:30. 

More specific information about each position 
is available with the application form. 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive 
if you have any questions about available positions * 

^Applications are available at the AMS Front Desk, and are due back at the same place. 

ah a mg The AMS is comm'tted to employment eauitv 
All AMS members m good academic standing are encouraged to apply. 
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A symbol of change 
Spf.aktng oim 

On the elimination of 
the Dean of Women 

“The biggest challenge was a 

system that didn’t want to change, 

when it was my job to change it.” 

— Pamela Dickey-Young, 
Dean of Women 1993-1996 

“I believe the course we took was 
necessary... I do regret the anxiety 
and the pain that was associated 

with the change.” 

— Bill Leggett, 
Queen’s Principal 

“It’s a surprisingly quiescent time 

right now, regrettably so.” 

— Christine Overall, I 

Associate Dean of Arts & Science 

Remembering the Dean of 
Women, 1911-1996 

Stories By Laura MacInnis 

IN THE SPRING OF 1996, Queen’s 

University was awash in feminist 

debate. The decision by Principal Bill 

Leggett to eliminate the Dean of Women 

as a senior administrator at Queen’s 

sparked a widespread debate about the 

status of women at the university, the rel¬ 

evance of women’s issues on the admin¬ 

istrative agenda and the best way to 

address equity issues in the 1990s. 

Queen's women responded to the 

1996 announcement by joining together 

in protest. Alumnae exerted much pres¬ 

sure on the university to uphold the posi¬ 

tion. Women faculty compiled petitions 

and met with Principal Leggett to argue 

the need for the Dean of Women. 

The Dean of Women’s office closed in 

January 1996 with the end of Pamela 

Dickey-Young’s tenure in the position. In 

September 1998, Mary Margaret 

Dauphinee came to Queen’s as the 

University Advisor on Equity, a role asso¬ 

ciated with promoting the needs of all 

under-represented groups on campus. 

Three years after Queen’s lost the 

Dean of Women, the campus is relatively 

quiet. Most undergraduate students have 

never known a Dean of Women. The 

two-year hiatus between the posts has 

been described as “the loss of institu¬ 

tional memory about women” at 

Queen’s. However, the feminist debate 

surrounding the Dean of Women contin¬ 

ues to unfold in discussions among con¬ 

cerned students, staff, faculty and 

alumnae. Only now the question is, what 

is the next step? 

In HER 15 YEARS AT QUEEN’S Christine 

Overall, Associate Dean of Arts and 

Science and Professor of Philosophy, has 

known two Deans of Women. She was 

active in mobilizing women faculty in 

response to the news about the Dean of 

Women being eliminated in 1996. 

Overall described the role of the Dean 

of Women as three-fold: providing coun¬ 

selling, developing policy and serving as 

a symbol to validate and support 

Queen’s women. 

“One of the most important functions 

of the Dean of Women, and especially 

for Elspeth Baugh (Dean of Women from 

1980-1993), was to provide a kind of 

safe place for women with various 

needs,” she said. Overall said that 

women were able to walk into the dean’s 

office and talk about issues related to 

being a woman at Queen’s, and the dean 

did much to help women grow in self¬ 

esteem and self-worth. 

The Dean of Women was a support 

person and resource for female students, 

faculty, and staff, who often spoke out 

on behalf of other under-represented 

groups. Overall said the Dean played an 

important role in supporting women fac¬ 

ulty, who remain in the minority at 

Queen’s. 

As a senior administrator, the Dean of 

Women was able to ensure that women’s 

issues were talked about in circles of 

power. She also played a significant role 

in advocating women’s issues in policy, 

including generating support for 

Women’s Studies, addressing sexual 

harassment and pursuing employment 

equity. 

Despite her privileged role, the Dean 

of Women did not necessarily wield 

much influence on campus. “They had to 

rely on persuasion and advocacy,” said 

Overall. 

Overall described the role of the Dean 

of Women in the 1989 “No means Yes” 

incident at Queen’s, where first-year 

male students in Gordon residence 

turned a consensual sex education cam- 

THE Dean OF Women meant differ¬ 

ent things to different people. The 

role the dean played at Queen’s 

changed dramatically as the number of 

female students increased, and as the 

prominence of other equity issues rose on 

campus. 

When Caroline McNeill began her 

tenure as the first Dean of Women in 

1911, there were 325 women at Queen’s, 

making up one fifth of the total student 

population. When Pamela Dickey-Young 

ended her tenure as the last Dean of 

Women at Queen’s, women constituted 

more than half of the undergraduates. 

The Deans of Women held positions 

with varying responsibilities, depending 

on the needs of the generation and the 

politics at the time of their tenure. Some 

lived in Ban Righ apartments alongside 

female students, and presided over their 

formal meals and afternoon luncheons. 

Some provided one-on-one counselling 

for women on academic, social and per¬ 

sonal matters. Some undertook initiatives 

on employment equity, curriculum devel¬ 

opment, day care and safety issues. All the 

women held a position rich in symbolic 

and literal meaning on the campus, and 

held a privileged role in administration 

and campus life. 

Debates about the end of the position 

in 1996 elicited a passionate response 

from women students, staff, faculty, and 

alumnae, all of whom had different rea¬ 

sons for wanting the position to stay. 

Three years after the decision to end 

the position, the Dean of Women remains 

close to the hearts of many women, par¬ 

ticularly in the alumnae community. 

When alumnae gathered on February 7 to 

discuss their memories about the women 

deans, there was an air of consensus that 

no matter the individual, no matter the 

time, the Dean of Women played a pivotal 

role in their education at Queen’s. 

The 14 women, spanning several gen¬ 

erations, met in the Tower Room of Ban 

Righ Hall on a frigid Sunday afternoon to 

hear the history they already knew, and to 

share memories they held dear. 

The centre of attention at the gathering 

was Maureen Garvie, MA '71, a reporter 

with The Queen’s Gazette who is writing 

a book about the Dean of Women 

expected to be released this fall. The 

book, tentatively named Guardians of Co¬ 

education, has grown from a history the¬ 

sis published last spring by Jennifer 

Johnson, Arts ’98. 

Garvie has spent the past year 

entrenched in the Queen’s archives, trying 

to piece together the history of the 

women deans. She came to share her 

research with the alumnae, many of 

whom were witness to the history she has 

been researching. 

Queen’s alumnae have also been asked 

to submit their recollections about deans 

of women to Garvie, who has used these 

personal recollections in the text of the 

book. Garvie said the contributions of 

alumnae have been invaluable in piecing 

together the stories of the deans. “It’s 

really interesting how a chance remark 

will solve a question that I really can’t fig¬ 

ure out,” she said. 

In the Tower Room, alumnae were 

eager to share their perspectives on the 

history Garvie had compiled. The author 

read what she called “skeletal chapters” 

on certain deans, plus some of the recol¬ 

lections she had received, and then asked 

the women to comment and add their 

own memories of the women deans. 

Garvie began with an excerpt about 

Winnifred Kydd, Dean of Women from 

1934 to 1939. Kydd, a worldly woman 

with flaming red hair, was a prominent 

Canadian with many honours in public 

service. While at Queen’s, Kydd lived in a 

lien Merrin, Arts ’39, talks about her memories of Winnifred Kydd, Dean of 

omen 1934-1939, with 14 other Queen’s alumnae in the Tower Room of 

an R'gh Hall. The women met on Sunday, February 14 to share their 

persPectives on the history of the dean of women. 

PHOTO BY UL1ANKIM | 
Continued on next 
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Four women at the meeting 1 
said they remembered Dean 1 
Kydd, and offered recollections 

of the woman they knew. 

Ellen Merrin, Arts '39, came 

to Queen’s as a freshette in 1934. 

She went to visit Dean Kydd after 

failing three of her four fall-term Mm 
exams. “It was comforting to 

speak with her," she said. “I felt I 

could never fail again... I realized 

you couldn’t just be there for a 

Continued from page 15 

vailed over an afternoon tea and 

formal dinner each day. Manners 

and decorum were paramount, 

and Ban Righ was considered the 

centre of women at Queen’s. 

Men were not permitted to enter 

the residence, and women had to 

sign themselves in and our. 

“What we’ve seen over this 
century is a remarkable 
trajectory of women’s place 
in society, and certainly at 
Queen’s the dean of women 
played an important role in 
that.’’ 

— Maureen Garvie, author of a 
book on the Dean of Women simply gorgeous.” 

- * Several alumnae 

During Kydd’s tenure as dean, shared memories of Alice Vibert 

some male students broke into Douglas, Dean of Women from 

Ban Righ Hall as a frosh week 1939 to 1959. Dean Douglas was 

escapade. The so-called “pajama most remembered for her unwit- 

raid” of the residence, including ting humour. 

Dean Kydd’s room, led to a spe- Kathy Perkins, Arts '53, said 

cial meeting of the Alma Mater that Dean Douglas often spoke in 

Society whereby student leaders puns which made students laugh, 

declared “no more pajama At an afternoon tea for 

raids.” Dean Kydd was sent a let- freshettes, she encouraged the 

ter of apology and a bouquet of students to engage in “social 

flowers. intercourse” while at Queen’s. 

good time.” 

“I remember her 

being quite elegant and 

fashionable, perhaps too 

much for Queen’s at the 

time,” said Bea Corbett, 

Arts ’44 and MA ’95. 

“For some of the unso¬ 

phisticated freshettes she 

could be very intimidat¬ 

ing... I thought she was 

1999 

Maureen Garvie reads excerpts from her upcoming book, 

tentatively named Guardians of Co-education 

She suggested that sick students more established on campus, 

get into bed with a hot lemon;” Garvie also read alumnae 

reference to seven deans, Sp 

ning more than 70 years ( 

Queen’s history. While 

women had different experience6 

as Queen’s students, and had 

different relationship, with 

f 'If J",is, they shared a sense of 

closeness with the Dean 0f 

Women as a symbolic and literal 

figure at the university. 

Garvie suggested that the his- 

tory of the deans of Wonien 

reflects the history of women at 

Queen’s and in post-secondary 

education in Canada. “What 

we’ve seen over this century js a 

remarkable trajectory 0f 

women’s place in society and cer¬ 

tainly at Queen’s the dean of 

women played an important role 

in that,” she said. 

Merrin called the dean of 

women “the linchpin in the his¬ 

tory of Queen’s.” 

She spoke of the Levana 

Society, a women’s association of 

which every female student was a 

member between the years 1 

PHOTO BY LILIAN KIM 

get into oea witn a not lemon; odiva ««« --. ]q^7 . . ■ , 

‘lemon’ soon became slang for memories about Dean Beatrice ‘ q , would * ^ 
■man’among the students. Bryce. “I realized that Dean ond year at Queen would spon- 

When one student in Ban Bryce always knew what her girls s“ a flr.jltar female student, 

Righ became pregnant, Dean were doing," wrote Gwen Pace and would accompany her to the 

Douglas called her in to speak Paterson, Arts '65, who said the traditional Candlelighting cere- 

with her. “If the girl was indeed dean seemed to know when stu-- mow T"e ™ma Mater Society 
' dents' assignments were due and became co-educanonal in 1966, 

when the girls were home for the ^e , ev.arJ.a S°ciety was dis¬ 
banded the following year. 

pregnant she had to leave the 

university,” said Perkins. The stu- 

FRONT1ER COLLEGE: 
QUEEN'S STUDENTS F 

PBf-SC-XZS ... 
R LITERACY 

THE 4“ ANNUAL SPELLING BEE 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10 

CLARK HALL PUB 

COME OUT TO SEE THE JOURNAL and 

GOLDEN WORDS 

BATTLE FOR THE SPELLING BEE 

CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE !!! 

itive spelling bees 

dent told the dean that she was weekend. “What a memory she 

pregnant, but it was not her fault, had.” 

Jane 

Arts 

Nee 

66, 
She blamed the swimming pool, Sarah 

where men had been swimming Connell, 

without bathing suits in gym recalled the Dean of 

class. The student said she was Women presiding over 

accidentally impregnated when 

she went for a swim after the 

men had left. Dean Douglas sent 

an order that the pool be 

drained, and it was so done in 

1956. 

Others spoke of the more car¬ 

ing, thoughtful side of Dean 

Douglas. Marie Jeanna Coleman 

explained how after a female stu¬ 

dent’s father died in Africa, Dean 

formal meals at Ban 

Righ Hall, where all 

students dressed in 

heels and a skirt. “The 

highlight of the year 

was when you were asked to sit 

at her table for dinner,” she 

She blamed her pregnancy on 
the swimming pool, where 

men had been swimming 
without bathing suits in gym 
class. Dean Douglas sent an 

order that the pool be drained, 
and it was so done in 1956. 

Merrin also referred to the 

merging of the Alumnae 

Association with the Alumni 

Association in 1990. There is 

now simply a standing commit¬ 

tee on women in the Alumni 

wrote. 

Dean Evelyn Reid placed an 

emphasis on enriching students’ 

cultural experiences, said Garvie. 

Douglas arranged for the student The dean organized concerts, art Association, 

to spend time away from the uni- exhibits, and plays for students. Merrin said the loss of the 

She also started the French-only Dean of Women position in 

residence floors at Victoria Hall, 1996 was symbolic of 

versity to rest and recoup. “It 

was very matter-of-fact, like she the 

was. She cared a great deal, but and created French-speaking changes in women’s status at the 
snp mrln'r clirtu; it miiz-K n i.kL. *L.-. __ _ nniuprcitv tH-it cFwa Hie nnQPrVPn she didn’t show it very much. 

Douglas also started up ser¬ 

vice to help women with the 

transition to life at Queen’s. She 

set up “the listening post,” an 

informal counselling service 

available to women three after¬ 

noons per week. The listening 

post disbanded once Queen’s 

Student Counselling became 

ji>t Patrick s Jag 
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the count down is on.. I 
only 12 more days to practice.. 

tables in the dining room to 

encourage women to practice the 

language. 

Garvie explained that Dean 

Reid had to work hard to imple¬ 

ment the French floors. “There 

was quite a bit of resistance, not 

among the students, but among 

the powers that be,” she said. 

The conversation included 
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university that she has observed 

since her graduation in 1939. 

“There is a tremendous his¬ 

tory,” she said. “This centucy has 

been a very significant one for 

women.” 

Garvie said The Guardians of 
Co-education will be “a piece of 

Queen’s history, and certainly an 

interesting read.” 

The book will be launched 

this fall alongside a scholarship 

founded in the name of the 

women deans. 

“It’s a triumph,” saicLGarvie 

of the project’s realization. ‘Its 

been a real eye-opener to me 

what a group of dedicated 

women can achieve when they 

set out to it.” 
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Mixed reactions over the 
Dean of Women’s end 
ConrinuedTrompageTS 

paign on its head. The men put up de¬ 

faced posters in their windows reading 

such things as: “No means more beer,” 

•■No means hit her harder,” and “No 

means kick her in the teeth.” 

The incident galvanized the campus. 

The Dean of Women ordered that the 

signs come down, and feminist students 

sac in on Principal David Smith’s office in 

protest. Overall said the Dean of Women 

played a big role in the incident, on both 

symbolic and literal levels. “I know that 

for those students the Dean of Women 

was very important just for the legiti¬ 

macy of their own struggle,” she said. “1 

Was really proud of our women students. 

I think they were very brave.” 

The “No Means Yes” incident 

occurred just months before the 

Montreal Massacre at the Ecole 

Polytechnique, where 14 female students 

were murdered for being women. 

Overall said the presence of the Dean of 

Women was a comfort to women stu¬ 

dents in 1989, in what was “a very, very 

heavy fall.” 

Pamela Dickey-Young was Dean of 

Women from 1993 to 1996, and is the 

only former dean who remains at 

Queen’s. Young is now department head 

of religious studies. 

Young has mixed memories about her 

tenure as dean of women. She indicated 

that the-Dean had very few clear respon¬ 

sibilities, and was often not able to exer¬ 

cise any significant authority on women’s 

issues. - . 

“The biggest challenge was a system 

that didn’t want to change, when it was 

myrjpbito change; it,” said Young. 

Young said it was never made clear to 

her what the Dean of Women was sup¬ 

posed to do. “Some of the women in the 

alumnae wanted the Dean of Women to 

be the figurehead women,” she said. 

“Others would have been happy had I 

continued to see one student at a time, 

one faculty member at a time. But in the 

absence of that, no one knew what they 

wanted me to do.” 

“In the end it was never clear to me 

what the Dean of Women was supposed 

to do, except ‘promote equity.’” 

Young said that the organizational 

structure at Queen’s makes it difficult for 

any individual to have a broad influence 

on policy-making. “There isn’t a lot of 

central coordination, and that makes it 

really hard for equity work, because 

everything has to be done nine or 10 

times instead of once,” she said. “The 

few times I tried to make proposals to 

the Deans, what I was told was ‘that’s the 
Dean’s job.’” 

The Dean of Women did not have 

much direct authority at Queen’s, said 

Young. “There are places in organiza¬ 

tions where the buck stops, where some¬ 

one makes the decision, ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ 

And often that’s attached to budget.” 

The Dean of Women, with about $2,000 

to spend outside of salaries, could not 

execute programs or initiatives on her 

own. “Every time you needed money 

you had to go begging and pleading,” she 

said. 

Elspeth Baugh filled up her entire cal¬ 

endar with individual counselling 

appointments for students, staff and fac¬ 

ulty. Pamela Young, however, did not 

wish to spend the bulk of her time coun¬ 

selling. “I’m not a counsellor, and I 

didn’t take the job to be a counsellor,” 

she said. 

Young believes there is a need for 

women at Queen’s to receive counselling 

on women’s issues, but does not believe 

that a Dean is the best person to deal 

with these concerns. 

“More and more, there was good fem¬ 

inist counselling available to women at 

Student Counselling... Do we need a 

dean to do the kind of counselling that 

historically the Dean of Women had 

done? I’m not convinced,” she said. 

During her tenure as Dean, Young paid 

for a feminist counsellor to work one 

more day a week at Student Counselling. 

“I think Mary Margaret [Dauphinee] 

and I would agree that as important as 

one-woman-at-a-time’s problems are, 

dealing with the problems one woman at 

a time is like a band-aid solution to a sys¬ 

temic problem.” 

“What happens when it’s not just a 

personal crisis, but the personal crisis is 

in part created and exacerbated by a sys¬ 

tem that deals with men and women 

differently?” 

“My role is to identify 
where the gaps are, and 
to find ways to fill them... 
If I find that there is a gap 
with respect to women’s 

issues, I will address that.” 

— Maty Margaret Dauphinee, 
Queen’s Equity Advisor 

Young agreed that having a woman in 

a highly visible and static administrative 

role is an important part of legitimizing 

women’s issues at the university, but cau¬ 

tioned not to overestimate the power of 

an opinion. 

“I’m not as naive as I once was about 

how much you can accomplish with a 

voice,” she said. “Having an opinion is 

important, but it won’t by itself solve 

equity problems... advice is only as good 

as the person taking it.” 

While recognizing the symbolic 

importance of having a Dean of Women 

on campus, Young believes such a posi¬ 

tion must be backed up with real author¬ 

ity or power to initiate change. 

“As somebody who occupied the 

place-keeper for women symbol, I found 

it, for myself, not a very satisfying role,” 

she said. “It felt like I was keeping a spot 

warm for women without really being 

allowed to advance women’s interests in 

the university in the way I hoped to.” 

Young IDENTIFIED several major issues 
related to women on campus, which she 
feels need to be addressed at the systemic 
level. 

Regarding academics, Young said the 

university needs to look at curricular 

issues such as the reasons why women 

are not choosing some fields, and the 

balance of men’s and women’s perspec¬ 

tives in course content related to litera¬ 

ture, history and philosophy. 

“We don’t really have any policies that 

would allow a student to talk to a faculty 

member about what’s missing in a 

course,” she said. 

Young did, however, say Queen’s has 

made some large advances in the field of 

employment equity in recent years. “I 

think we’ve come a long way on those 

issues, but we need to keep attending to 

them or we may fall back into old pat¬ 

terns,” she said. “Today we have several 

women deans, and five years from now 

we may have none again.” 

She also referred to child care and 

safety issues as needing continuous atten¬ 

tion, as issues which differentially affect 

women on campus. 

“I still think that women experience 

the university differently than men do,” 

she said. “Although we’ve come an 

awfully long way, women are still not 

normative citizens at this university. We 

need to keep asking ourselves: what does 

it mean to be not the norm?” 

In January 1995 she retired from the 

position of Dean of Women to be effec¬ 

tive January 1996. However, following 

her resignation “nothing happened for 

11 months.” 

Young left the post the next January 

amid uncertainty regarding the future of 

the Dean of Women. “When we closed 

up the office in July of 1996 we didn’t 

know there was going to be an equity 

advisor, we didn’t know what was going 

Continued on next page 
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to happen with the position,” 

she said. “All the files were sent 

to the archives. There was noth¬ 

ing, until Mary Margaret 

started.” 

In November of 1995 a sen¬ 

ate committee was struck to 

review the position of the Dean 

of Women. Among the members 

on the committee were 

Associate Dean of Arts and 

Science Roberta Hamilton and 

Law professor Virginia Bartley, 

who both later resigned in 

protest. The committee recom¬ 

mended to abolish the position, 

and Principal Bill Leggett 

accepted the recommendation 

and announced the end of the 

Dean of Women to Senate on 

May 23, 1996. 

Upon hearing word of the 

intended end to the Dean of 

Women, more than 30 faculty 

women mobilized to prevent the 

change. They gathered signa¬ 

tures on petitions from both 

female and male faculty, and 

met with Principal Leggett at a 

meeting to express their con¬ 

cerns. 

Overall said this activism by 

faculty women was based on 

several substantial issues about 

the status of women and the 

importance of strong represen¬ 

tation of women in senior 

administration. However, some 

tried to diminish the signifi¬ 

cance of the women’s concerns. 

“I think there was an attempt to 

depict us as overly-traditional, 

or something,” she said. “It 

wasn’t just a tiny little old fash¬ 

ioned minority that was protest¬ 

ing this.” 

Many Canadian universities 

have done away with their 

ff.atures _ 

time right now, regrettably so. 

Overall said the current 
Deans of Women in recent 

years, many on the premise that 

we have reached a point as a 

society where a Dean of Women 

is not needed. “1 think that’s 

false,” responded Overall. “We 

haven’t gotten to that point 

yet.” 

“By retaining the Dean of 

Women, an institution signals 

that it is very concerned with 

the status of women faculty, 

staff and students,” she said. “I 

would rather have the equity 

advisor in addition to the Dean 

of Women.” 

Since the loss of the Dean of 

Women, Overall said faculty 

women are carrying a heavier 

load. 

“We have had to pick up the 

pieces, for students in particu¬ 

lar,” she said, adding that 

women faculty tend to do much 

of the counselling with individ¬ 

ual students previously done by 

the Dean of Women. 

When Overall was hired as 

an Associate Dean, she was told 

by Arts and Science Dean Bob 

Silverman that she would have 

to fulfill some of the roles previ¬ 

ously played by the Dean of 

Women. 

“The challenges of being a 

woman at Queen’s have not 

gone away,” said Overall. “It’s 

clear that the needs are still 

there.” 

Overall attributes the muted 

debate about the status of 

women at Queen’s to the extra 

strain placed on women faculty 

since the loss of the Dean of 

Women. “A lot of women are so 

overburdened right now... It’s 

harder to have time for political 

organization and advocacy,” she 

said. 

“It’s a surprisingly quiescent 

cohort of students are not aware 

about the significance of the 

Dean of Women. “The alumnae 

know what’s been lost, women 

faculty members know what s 

been lost. 
“It’s hard for me not to feel 

discouraged on this issue. 

“The challenges of 
being a woman at 

Queen’s have not gone 
away... It’s clear that 

the needs are still 
there.” 

— Christine Overall 

Principal Leggett said the 

decision to make the new posi¬ 

tion an Equity Advisor, and not 

a Dean of Equity, was made in 

order to make equity issues part 

of everyone’s portfolio. He sug¬ 

gested that when there is a dean 

responsible for something, 

everyone else tends to leave it to 

them to solve, which is not 

appropriate for equity issues. 

Leggett said that women’s 

issues continue to be discussed 

at the senior administrative 

level, by both male and female 

faculty. “They’re certainly 

being brought forward regu¬ 

larly,” he said. Leggett also said 

that other under-represented 

groups on campus have been 

raised more frequently since 

1996. 

Leggett said that it is too 

early to judge the success of the 

Equity Advisor position in 

addressing problems on campus. 

“We need to give the position 

and the individual time to assess 

what the needs are,” he said. 

Leggett does not regret the 

decision to eliminate the Dean 

of Women from Queen sland 

said the move has helped 

Queen’s re-focus its equity 

efforts to the whole community. 

-I believe the course we took 

was necessary," said Leggett. I 

just believe very, very strongly 

that the issue of equity ^ for 

everyone is very important.” 

The principal said, however, 

that he has reverence for the 

fact that many were upset over 

the loss of the Dean of Women. 

“I do regret the anxiety and the 

pain that was associated with 

the change,” he said. “It was a 

deep and important and power¬ 

ful tradition here.” 

Mary Margaret Dauphinee 

came to Queen’s last September, 

leaving a position ,as employ¬ 

ment equity officer at Dalhousie 

University. A jovial and friendly 

woman, Dauphinee said she has 

received much support in her 

first six months, particularly 

from Principal Leggett. 

“Everyone has been very, very 

kind. If anyone had any prob¬ 

lems they did show up on my 

doorstep.” 
Dauphinee does not believe 

the Queen’s Equity Advisor is 

meant to fill in for the Dean of 

Women. “I am not here to 

replace the Dean of Women,” 

she said. “I would not have 

applied to be the Dean of 

Women had the position been 

available. I see my position as 

very different from the Dean’s 

position.” 

For Dauphinee, the essential 

difference between her role as 

advisor and the dean position is 

her emphasis on policy develop¬ 

ment and change. While the 
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occupied w,th one.o„.0 

counselling with women ,u 

Equity Advisor is focused , 

developing strategies to 

equity a priority for all und , 

represented groups on cammi.’ 

“My role is to identify WL 
the gaps are, and to find svays 

fill them,” said Dauphinee "if ! 

find that there is a gap' svitil 

respect to women’s issues, 1 wii 
address that.” 

“I am not a counsellor. I am 

policy person,” she added 

“Certainly I would never turn 

anyone away... but if I devoted 

all my time to counselling, I 

couldn’t get at the systemic 

issues.” Dauphinee suggested 

that several other services on 

campus, including the Human 

Rights Office and Student 

Counselling, could fulfill the 

need for counselling, adding 

“certainly I would never turn 

anyone away.” 

As for future initiatives in the 

equity office, Dauphinee said 

she is busy meeting with groups 

and trying to identify what is 

needed at Queen’s. She is in 

many ways starting from 

scratch; the office she moved 

into was bare, as the files from 

the Dean of Women’s Office 

were moved to the archives 

when Young left the post in 

1996. 

Dauphinee said she hopes to 

make equity well-known on 

campus, and particularly among 

students. She said she has plans 

to provide several student jobs 

in the Equity Office. “I want to 

fill this office with students, to 

provide opportunities for them 

to learn and to get the word out 

about equity,” she said. 
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another big ‘oh’ 

March 6 is the deadline for the 

Montreal Expos to buy out 

team President Claude 

Brochu, bring in new support¬ 

ers, and continue the plan for 

a new downtown stadium. 

Brochu is discouraged because 

he doesn’t believe the stadium 

plan has any chance of suc¬ 

ceeding without government 

help- Recently both the 

provincial and federal govern¬ 

ments have declined to offer 

aid. If no help can be found, 

the latest rumours have the 

team being moved to either 

Washington or Virginia in 

time for the 2000 season. 

With a strong nucleus of 

young players, the Expos are 

considered to be a strong con¬ 

tender within two years, if 

they can perhaps get off to a 

quick start, maybe attendance 

would rise and the team can 

save itself — without the 

government. 

‘Super’ Mario saves day? 

Former Pittsburgh Penguins 

star Mario Lemieux, who is 

owed $31 million from his 

former ream, wants to rescue 

it from bankruptcy'. Lemieux is 

trying to raise money and 

gather investors in order to 

assume the team debts and 

acquire control. He has said 

he is willing to exchange some 

of the money he is owed in 

exchange for equity in the 

team. The Penguins owe vari¬ 

ous creditors over $125 mil¬ 

lion, which is more than what 

the franchise is valued at. 

Judge Bernard Markowitz has 

a hearing set for March 19 and 

has threatened to place the 

team in receivership unless he 

sees a plan forreorganization. 

No trip to Thunder Bay 

Despite a stellar season, the 

Queen’s women’s basketball 

team will not be attending the 

C1AU finals. The Gaels’ 

national ambitions were shot 

down yesterday afternoon 

u'th an 86-71 loss to their 

arch-nemesis, the University 

°f Toronto Blues, in the OUA 

Last semi-final. The Gaels 

'v^re not able to stop the pow- 

er*‘il Blues’ offence, which 

Was by hot-shooting 

guards Suzanne McAlpine and 

KachU Ellison, both with 19 

Points. Jacquelyn Beaudoin, 

a mg a valiant return from a 

e8 injury, scored 20 points. 

^ Chr1sxm1 Came EARly 

ihe government would 

11 ® striking CBC workers 

and we could all watch 
HNIC. 

Mike Tyson would remem- 

,er( to take his ‘happy pills’ 

• pe °re matching television 

r°r -^350 million the Air 

anada Centre would have 
good ice 
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By Neate Sage 

Conventional hockey wis¬ 

dom is that strong goaltending 

is essential for postseason suc¬ 

cess, and this was verified once 

again last weekend, by Queen’s 

Golden Gaels goalie Jason 

Skilnick, The Queen’s Journal 
and OUA Athlete of the Week. 

The first-year economics stu¬ 

dent earned the honour after 

backstopping the Gaels to a 

series triumph over the 

University or Toronto Blues in 

the OUA Mideast division semi¬ 

finals last week, including a 

quadruple-overtime 3-2 Queen’s 

victory. 

“It was something as 

great to be parg»c§gsPsaid 

Skilnick, fn^',^pMelville, 

Saskatchew^^^is first play¬ 

off exposiujg»vifh Queen’s. “It 

was my firsFTime in a game that 

long, and it was a complete 

team effort.” 

Skilnick, with a 1.11 GAA 

and .963 save percentage in the 

series with Toronto, certainly 

merits special attention; Gaels’ 

Head Coach Chris MacDonald 

views Skilnick’s effort versus 

Varsity as the culmination of a 

season-long process. 

“Since our last home week¬ 

end, Jason’s gotten better and 

better,” MacDonald said. “Right 

now, the puck looks replying to 

him. He’ll be the fi^sj'tWtell 

you he had ai@ i^ffllown 

first half to thass$®pftrbut he’s 

done a £r^3mfi%athering him- 

self as rimrami’s gone on.” 

jjgh^^^bTidence has snow- 

®gij|psfrecently,’’ said Skilnick. 

“i5§^h goaltending, if you have 

relatively good success for three 

or four games in a row, you 

begin to really believe that 

you’ll play well.” 

At the same time, Skilnick 

acknowledges that his improved 

play has been facilitated by an 

improvement in the play of the 

Gaels in their own end of the 

ice. “We’ve had increased our 

emphasis on guys picking up 

their man more consistently, to 

cut down on the number of 

quality shots and rebounds 

we’re giving up.” 

The recent confluence of 

confident goaltending and 

astute defence (and timely 

offence) has allowed 

MacDonald to bestow high 

praise on his rookie netminder, 

likening Skilnick’s confidence 

and focus to veteran NHL net- 

minder Glenn Healy, whom 

MacDonald played with at 

Western Michigan University in 

the 1980s. “The way he’s play¬ 

ing now reminds me of how we 

felt with Glenn in the net... he 

resembles him more and more 

in terms of confidence. He’s 

also a good student of the game 

and he competes very hard in 

practice.” 

“Goaltending is a position of 

preparation,” said Skilnick, in 

reference to recounting a crucial 

overtime save against Toronto, 

where he committed grand lar¬ 

ceny on Varsity’s Shawn 

Holloway. “I really don’t have 

any idea how the puck came in 

front of the net, but I went 

down and stacked the pads and 

it hit me and I covered up.” 

After an often trying regular 

season, the Gaels begin the OUA 

Mideast division final today in 

Guelph. The Gaels will rely on 

Skilnick to give them an oppor¬ 

tunity to beat the first-place 

Gryphons. 

Gaels’ face tough playoff test 
By Adam Kaminsky 

While the air is still thick with 

the excitement surrounding the 

heart-stopping first-round play¬ 

off victory for the Queen’s men’s 

hockey team, this was only the 

first step of a long trek to their 

ultimate goal. 

As a reward for their playoff 

win over the hated University of 

Toronto Varsity Blues, the 

Golden Gaels now must travel 

down to Guelph University to 

take on the Gryphons, a peren¬ 

nial national power. 

The Gryphons, who won the 

Ontario University Association 

championship in 1996-97, are 

not the same juggernaut that 

they have been in the past, but 

they did finish the season in first 

place in the division. 

“They did not have the same 

record they have had in the 

past,” said Assistant Coach Tim 

Cunningham. “But they still have 

a ton of talent, including seven 

former Ontario Hockey League 

players.” 

Guelph finished the season 

with a 11-10-5 record, which 

gave them a 10-point cushion on 

the second-place Queen’s, and 

the right to host all three divi¬ 

sional final games. While home 

ice is an advantage for most 

squads, the Gryphons may bene¬ 

fit even more from this draw as 

they play on an international size 

ice surface, (larger than standard 

North American rinks). 

“Guelph is really built to play 

on this large rink and they have a 

lot more experience on it,” said 

Cunningham, who mentioned 

that Queen’s is trying to offset 

this advantage by practising at 

the larger Kinsman ice surface in 

Cataraquai Township. 

With game one coming up on 

Friday night, the Gaels will have 

had five days off since their 

exhausting playoff series, while 

the Gryphons enjoyed a first- 

round bye, and thus will not 

have played in almost two 

weeks. 

Coach Cunningham feels the 

varying layoffs portend well for 

his team. “[ItJ may work to our 

advantage. Our physical condi¬ 

tioning is pretty awesome. We’ve 

been at that playoff intensity 

level, and they haven’t,” he said. 

On the other hand, 

Cunningham is quick to point 

out that Guelph has been along 

this playoff road before. “They 

are a proven entity at this time of 

year,” he said. “They have great 

goaltending in Chris Gowan and 

a solid forward in Paul Rosebush, 

who contributed heavily in their 

previous OUA championship.” 

Along with Rosebush, who 

was a second team OUA East all- 

star, Mike Van Volson, Jamie 

Boyd and Marcel Kars are all 

players the Gaels must watch 

carefully. 

Queen’s also features an 

extremely talented line-up, but 

one that is seriously depleted. 

With assistant captains Damien 

Gilbert and Darcy O’Shea defi¬ 

nitely out for the series and first- 

team all-star and leading scorer 

Rob Mailloux day-to-day, the 

team will enter hostile territory 

undermanned. 

SERIES AT A GLANCE 
Guelph University (11-10-5) 
Queen’s University (5-14-7) 

Guelph leads season series 1-0-1 
All three playoff games are 

in Guelph. 

Gryphons to watch 
Paul Rosebush — all-star for¬ 
ward with scoring touch 
Mike Van Volsen — a solid 
offensive defenceman. 
Mark Gowan — goalie and a key 
ro Guelph’s success. 
Marcel Kars — a 6'5” 228 
pound forward. Enough said. 

Gaels to watch 
Rob Mailloux — leading scorer, 
but is doubtful with a stomach 
injury. 
Wes Booker — all-star defence- 
men who is a real workhorse. 
Jonathan Bishop - the dynamic 
Gael must provide offence. 
Jason Skilnick — goalie must 
continue his greac play 

“It’s like we have a six- 

shooter with two bullets in it,” 

Cunningham quipped. The assis¬ 

tant coach was also quick to 

credit Mailloux, who has torn 

abdominal muscles, with one of 

the “greatest athletic feats with 

serious injury” he has ever wit¬ 

nessed during the deciding game 

of the first-round series. 

With the injury bug biting, 

more pressure to perform will 

fall onto the shoulders of tal¬ 

ented centre Jonathan Bishop, 

enigmatic forward Dave Gallo 

and second-team all-star 

defenceman Wes Booker, who is 

logging unbelievable amounts of 

ice time. The squad has also been 

bolstered by goaltender Jason 

Skilnick, who won this week’s 

OUA athlete of the week on the 

strength of a 1.11 goals against 

average in the playoffs to date. 

The team realizes that they 

are facing a tall order in compet¬ 

ing on the road against a tradi¬ 

tional CIAU hockey power. 

“We know that it will be really 

tough with all three games on the 

road. We have a lot of character 

on this team, so we can over¬ 

come it,” said Cunningham. 

Captain Scott Richardson, 

who scored the first-round series 

winning overtime goal, feels that 

the team is ready to play. 

“I think we’re confident. 

We’re happy with the win versus 

University of Toronto, but we are 

looking further. With a healthy 

team, we like our chances,” he 

said. 

With games on Friday, 

Saturday and possibly Sunday, 

the Gaels are going to have to get 

on the Gryphons early in the 

series, or it will be a long ride 

home. 

HOCKEY PLAYOFF MADNESS 
Friday @ 7:30 p.m. Game 1 of the OUA Mideast final vs. Guelph 

Saturday @ 7:30 p.m. Game 2 vs. Guelph 
Sunday @ 2 p.m. Game 3 vs. Guelph (if necessary) 

STAY TUNED TO CFRC 101.9 FM FOR LIVE COVERAGE 



sports , 
experts 

The following table lists the top 33 

pool players for the period ended ; 

Monday, March 1. All stats are compiled I 

based upon those published in the Globe \ 
& Mail. Any errors (spelling or other¬ 

wise) should be brought to the attention 

of 4rnd@qlink. The contest ends with | 

the results published in the March 12 | 

Journal. 

_Sports & HiNfcss-—  -;— 

Jays open camp with questions 
^ ohilirv as a Ditcher, and 100 RBIs last season, but must low*. 

Analysis 
By Chris Carson 

Total Name Faculty/Year 

457 Chad Rawn Arts ’98 

453 Thomas Leung Comm ’00 

450 Peter Gillespie Arts ’99 

445 Ryan Culhane Arts ’01 

443 Ken Hawkins Arts ’00 

442 Stephen Leung Sci ’99 

441 Stephen Raper Arts ’01 

441 Sarah Crosbie Arts ’00 

437 Scott Snowden Sci ’01 

436 Dave Gilbert Arts ’02 

436 James Prentice Sci ’01 

436 Sergiy Kolosov Arts- ’00 

435 Paul Kim Arts ’02 

434 Seth Cullen Arts ’99 

433 Dan Lior Grad 

433 Jeff Child Arts ’00 

432 Angelina Whiteman Arts ’00 

431 Tara Harrison Arts ’02 

431 Sean Springer Arts ’00 

430 Rick Schippling Arts ’02 

430 Adam Kaminsky Arts ’99 

430 Sheldon S. Swick Sci ’00 

430 Ceilidh Templeton Sci ’01 

429 Corbin Puhl Arts ’00 

428 Dev Patel Sci ’01 

428 Allison Malloy Sci ’01 

424 Saylo Lam Sci ’99 

423 Mike Lloyd Sci ’99 

423 Kevin Cymbalisty Sci ’02 

423 Trish Kirkwood Sci ’01 

422 Aaron Collins Arts ’99 

420 Ron Death Comm ’01 

420 Dave Lanovaz ConEd ’99 

Despite his obvious ability as a pitcher, 

by off-loading the disgruntled star the 

squad has solidified it’s team chemistry - 

an intangible that the New York Yankees 

proved to be a key ingredient for success 

last season. Even after this tumultuous off¬ 

season, the Jays have reason for optimism 

as they embark on the '99 campaign. The 

team finished last year with an impressive 

no ...:~s an(j three games out of a wild 

After a tumultuous off-season, the 

Toronto Blue Jays have headed south for 

training camp with a disposition to match 

the Florida weather: sunny. The squad is 
eager to put the winter’s problems behind 

them, and they have taken significant Card berth, 

strides to do so. The Jays’ hopes in this year will be sup- 

The headaches began for the Blue Jays te£j hy a strong pitching staff. In Wells, 

brass in November, when manager Tim tbey bave an adequate replacement for 

Johnson admitted that he’d lied to his Qemens, and the fact that he’s a left- 

players about fighting in Vietnam. This bancjer j's a huge plus. One preseason 

brought Johnson’s credibility into ques- forecast magazine has pegged Wells as the 

tion just one year after being carefully favourite to w;n the 1999 Cy Young 

hand-picked- by General Manager Gord Awar[j He wjU be joined in the rotation 

Ash. Reports suggest Johnson was asked by a healthy Pat Hentgen, ex-Padre Joey 

to resign, but he pleaded for a second Hamilton, rookie sensation Kelvim 

chance and the team complied. ^ Escobar, and possible future ace Chris 
Soon after Johnson’s confession, Jays’ carpenter. 

ace Roger Clemens demanded a trade. ‘ £ the 'bunpeni the addition of Lloyd 

The five-time Cy Young Award winner ^ giye the jays mother effective left- 

said he wanted to play for a contender, hander in the bullpen to complement lefty 

but as trade talks progressed, the pitcher’s Dan plesac inconsistent Robert Person 

ulterior motives surfaced. He was seeking must e rhat he can be strong in rhe 

a restructured contract in the neighbour¬ 

hood of $15 million annually to replace 

his outdated $8 million salary. 

Just before spring training began, Ash 

granted Clemens his wish, pulling the trig¬ 

ger on a blockbuster deal with the domi¬ 

nating New York Yankees. In return, the 

Jays received Yankees’ star David Wells, 

reliever Graeme Lloyd, and second base- 

man rookie Homer Bush. With Clemens’ 

power over any deal, the Jays were lucky 

to have received such a quality package in 

return. Clemens vetoed at least two prior 

deals the Jays had made involving him 

role of closer. 

The Jays’ young outfield should be pro¬ 

ductive. Shawn Green blossomed last sea¬ 

son with 35 home runs, 35 stolen bases, 

. ... must loWer 
his embarrassingly high strikeout total 

Shannon Stewart should ignite the 

offence, improving on his 51 stolen bases 

of last year. After an outstanding season in 

winter ball, management is expecting biR 

numbers from centerfield phenom J0Se 

Cruz Jr. 

The team’s infield could be stronger 

The addition of Bush might be the answer 

at second base. He’s a speedy y0Ung 

player, who Ash describes as ‘feisty’ f0r 

the grit and effort he puts into his game, 

Newcomer Joey Cora and utility-man 

Craig Grebeck will challenge Bush for the 

starting job. Veteran Tony Fernandez will 

be responsible for the hot corner and 

prospect Tom Evans or free-agent signee 

Willie Greene backing him up. The Jays 

are waiting for Alex Gonzalez to improve 

his offensive statistics as the starting short¬ 

stop. The one lock in the infield is super- 

star first baseman Carlos Delgado 

At the DH spot, the team hopes that 

veterans Cecil Fielder and Geronimo 

Berroa will resurrect their careers as the 

now-departed Jose Canseco did a year 

ago. 

The Jays should still be in the thick of 

the playoff hunt once Homecoming 

Weekend rolls around. Clemens doesn’t 

know what he’s missing. 

In the game 
Men's rugby 

because the teams he was destined for did 

not, according to Clemens, have a viable 

playoff shot. 

Toronto in their final tune-up for the 

CIAU championships. Nicole Clarke 

During Reading Week, the Queen's (20 pound weight throw and shot put) 

men’s rugby army invaded Ireland and won two silver medals, and Mike 

conquered the three teams they played. Thorne (shot put) and Mike Melaney 

Their 1999 Irish Tour included victories (35 pound weight throw') each won sil- 

LAW SCHOOL 
BOUND ? 

How to get into Law School and become a Lawyer 
in Canada and the U.S. 

against Colraine (47-0, 22-3), Galway 

(28-13) and Donegal (18-8, 11-0). 

Special mention goes out to Peter Kort, 

Andrew Thompson, Roger Tumineiri, 

Emmet Connolly and Ed Johnson who 

were named ‘players of the tour.’ 

Women's volleyball 

ver medals. Chris Booth won a silver in 

the 1000m and as part of the men’s 

4x8 00m relay along with Drew 

Freeman, Bob McGill and Graydon 

Raymer. Raymer also won a bronze 

medal in rhe 600m. Jennifer Greenaway 

(20 pound weight throw), Julia Thomas 

(600m), Nimrod Major (high jump) and 

the men’s 4x200m relay team won 

bronze medals as well. 

At the 1999 CIAU wrestling champi- 

•Why is it a perfect time to apply to law? 
•Why are the career prospects for lawyers so exciting for the 21st century? 
•Why is it essential to use a different application strategy for each school? 

•How can you avoid getting bad letters of references? 
•How can personal statements make or break you application? 

•U.S. law schools - are they an option? 
•U.S. bar admission - is it possible with a Canadian degree? 
•Canadian bar admission - is it possible with a U.S. degree? 

•The LSAT - are there changes - can you avoid developing bad habits? 
•How can you use 2nd, 3rd and 4th years to prepare for law? 

mo Lecture Of me Year For Future LawyorsI 

This past week the OUA announced 

its 1998-1999 first and second team 

female volleyball all-stars. Making the 

first team middle was Queen's Kristine 

Spekkens and Lindsay Barrett was 

named second team left side. Cheers to onships, three Queen’s athletes finished 

the two cornerstones of the women’s with respectable results. Donavan Beth 

volleyball team. finished fourth in the 76 kilogram cate¬ 

gory, Tara Feeney finished fourth in the 

61 kilogram category and Lara 

Bozabalian finished seventh- 

On February 26, the Gaels’ Track and Congratulations to these athletes for 

Field team travelled to the University of their competitive performances. 

Intramural corner 

Track & Field 

Who: John Richardson, B.A., LL.B., J.D. 
■Author of Canada's #1 LSAT Prep Guide, Mastering The LSAT 

Today, March 5 - 3:30pm - 4:45pm, Mac-Corry B201 

Bonus!! Receive a FREE copy of “Guide to Law Schools in 

• For a FREE monthly Law School Bound email newsletter and to reserve 
your copy of “Law Schools in Canada" - send an email to learn@prep.com 

The next LSAT is June 14 
“Chance favours the PREPared mind” 

U. ot T. - Mastering The LSAT starts May 1 and 8 
U. of T. - Weekend programs start May 1, 8,15, 22, 29 & June 5 

1-800-410-PREP or www.prep.com 
LSAT - GMAT - MCAT - GRE 

Queen’s Intramurals will be holding 

an open forum for BEWS hockey on 

March 18 at 5:30 p.m. in room 205 at 

the PEC. The goal of the meeting will be 

for current players, officials and admin¬ 

istration to suggest ideas and offer solu¬ 

tions to improving the Queen’s 

Intramural hockey program. Everyone is 
welcome to attend. 

The intramural season is coming to a 

close which means nominations for 

major individual awards are being 

accepted. The Silver Whistle Award is 

for contribution to rhe program as a ref¬ 

eree or convenor. The BEWIC C„p is 

awarded to one male and one female 

BEWIC part,c,pant. WIC participants 

who have displayed outstanding skill 

and athletic ability are eligible ASUS 
Award for Athletic Excellence. The 

Rehab 1986 Award is given to a WIC 

participant who continually displays 

sportsmanship, enthusiasm, leadership 

and fairness. The PHESA Award will be 

given to the WIC participant who has 

significantly contributed to the intra¬ 

mural program over her years at 

Queen’s. BEWS participants are eligible 

to win the Edwards Trophy for outstay ¬ 

ing BEWS contribution. The month y 

RAP Award nominations for BEWS an 

WIC participants will also be accepte • 

Nomination forms can be picked up an 

submitted to the intramural office in 

room 201 A. The deadline for nomina¬ 

tions is March 19. 

The deadline for the BEWIC Open 

Volleyball tournament is March 15. 

tournament will take place March 

and will be limited to 12 teams. 

. 102 plays Fizzle out 
Fizz, Yma Dream and Lice end with little pop 

BY VIRGINIA WlGMORE 

As university students we are 

constantly being challenged to 

question reality, alter paradigms 

and reject what is considered to 

be normal or true. Sometimes 

this approach succeeds and new 

ideas emerge, but more often 

than not it only results in mean¬ 

ingless babble. 

Unfortunately, this seems to 

be the case with this year’s last 

run of Studio 102 plays. 

Studio 102 plays are student 

run productions and in this last 

group of shows, two of the 

three plays are written by 

Queen’s students. 

I found that Lice 
consisted mainly of 
philosophical drivel, 
simply leaving me 

waiting for the end. 

The first play is entitled Fizz 
and is a compilation of the 

efforts of the two writer/direc¬ 

tors, Lenny Epstein and Liam 

Karry, as well as the actors. 

Epstein and Karry’s basic goal 

was to produce a play that 

looked cool, and this objective 

was achieved by employing var¬ 

ious lighting techniques and 

sounds from the band Bumble 

Puppy. The end product is a 

confusing and disjointed com¬ 

mentary on pop culture, alien¬ 

ation, bureaucracy, consumption, 

capitalism and communism. 

There is, however, an attention 

grabbing opening scene involv¬ 

ing partial nudity, fondling, a 

very long kiss and Mr. Rogers 

— to show a statement about 

the excessive amounts of sex we 

are exposed to daily. 

The second play, titled Yma 
Dream was written by Thomas 

Meehan and directed by Gregg 

Wade. Not only was this the 

shortest of the three plays, but 

it was also the only one that was 

not written by a Queen’s stu¬ 

dent. The premise of this play 

involves a young man who is 

hosting a cocktail party for Yma 

Summack, the four octave 

Peruvian soprano, in his 

dreams. There is a twist how¬ 

ever. He is unsure of who he 

invited to this soiree, so when 

the doorbell starts to ring, dis¬ 

tress ensues. Kudos must be 

given to the lead actor for being 

able to recite the tongue twist¬ 

ing lines with apparent effort¬ 

lessness. It was this 

light-hearted and amusing play 

that made seeing the Studio 102 

production worthwhile. 

The third play, Lice, was 

written and directed by Ivan 

Satori. Satori wrote this play for 

an OAC project and when the 

play was chosen for the produc¬ 

tion he decided to see his vision 

through to completion by 

directing it. Lice is a take on the 

play Waiting for Godot and as 

such, the two main characters 

sit discussing such topics as 

what is reality, what is knowl¬ 

edge and is it possible to 

express emotions while waiting 

for something to happen. 

Personally, I found that Lice 
consisted mainly of philosophi¬ 

cal drivel, simply leaving me 

waiting for the end. 

It was this light¬ 
hearted and amusing 

play that made 
seeing the Studio 102 

production worthwhile. 

The Studio 102 plays are 

running from March 4 - 6 in 

Theological Hall. The shows 

commence at 8 p.m. on 

Thursday and Saturday and at 

both 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on 

Friday. Tickets cost $3 and can 

be purchased at the door. If you 

feel strongly about supporting 

your fellow Queen’s students, 

or feel that you can time your 

arrival to coincide with the start 

of the second play, then I would 

recommend going. Otherwise, 

why not stay home and watch 

Dawson’s Creek. 

1 Rotate this! 1-- T ___ 
right person from which to 

frame his style, and the album is 

actually quite good. 

The first track “Day after 

Day” is the model of a perfect 

ballad-pop song which sets die 

Beatle-esque tone and 

song-writing standard for the 

rest of the album. “Crucified” 

displays Julian’s vocal range and 

the harmonies on “I Don’t 

Wanna Know” and “Good to be 

Lonely” will convince even the 

biggest skeptic that Julian 

Lennon is an honest and evoca- 

Paul Westerberg 
Suicaine Gratification 
Capitol Records 

By Stefan Murray 

His surname isn’t the 

h,"g that Julian Lennon 

"'i^l *>r°m ^atl,er John 
John’s eldest bi-passed i 

P/w*1 °n newest rel 

Smit‘• ins 
Mn P Cl? SOme Abbey Road 

S'cal Mystery Tour ini 

Song release. 

Do r°m his soft vocals 

anHPy pro8ressions to the si 

c«tPt‘iSfeavy®ds’Jul 
hk „ IS ^hnitely not ent 

Pian^°U can even *iear 

Wd?teSu°f “Jealous C 
track‘‘i u t^e, melody of 

should have known 
0rtanately, julian pickec 

tive songwriter. 

The album is brimming 
with quality tracks 

and intelligent, 
introspective lyrics 
that highlight the 

talent of this 
maturing musician. 

The album is brimming with 

quality tracks and intelligent, 

introspective lyrics that high¬ 

light the talent of this maturing 

musician. 

Photograph Smile is an album 

that will not set Julian apart by 

any means but is an ear-opener 

for those who await the BBC to 

discover more “lost” sessions. 

By Ken Butland 

Overtop a blue background, 

stuck to the cover of Paul 

Westerberg’s latest, Suicaine 
Gratification, is what really 

looks and feels like pieces of 

masking tape with the artist and 

title written in black marker. 

The CD’s front and back cov¬ 

ers sport a couple of snazzy 

“rugged and relaxed” pictures 

of Paul (one strumming on a 

12-string, the other posing on 

top of a piano) taken by Don 

Was (from Was (Not Was)), who 

co-produced and played bass on 

a bunch of tracks. 

Opening up the non-jeweled, 

little-plasticy-thing-snap-off- 

_ 
proof case, the listener is 

greeted by nine pictures of Paul 

and the CD itself. It didn’t go 

anywhere, really. He sounds like 

Tom Petty and writes like 

Matthew Sweet (or vice versa, I 

can’t remember which). 

Listening to Paul Westerberg 

is a little like hearing your Dad 

tell a mediocre joke you’ve 

already heard a bunch of times: 

you humour him because he’s 

old and trying really hard to 

entertain, but you’d rather be 

doing something else. 

Listening to Paul 
Westerberg is a little 
like hearing your Dad 
tell a mediocre joke 

you’ve already heard a 
bunch of times. 

The topside of that analogy 

is that with Suicaine 
Gratification you can skip ahead 

to Shawn Colvin’s so-so vocals 

on “Born For Me” or to “Tears 

Rolling Up Our sleeves,” which 

Paul mixed and recorded drums, 

bass, keyboards, vocals and gui¬ 

tars all by his lonesome at home 

in sunny California. 

Other than that, Suicaine 
Gratification is a shrug. 

High 
fever 

Travoltas slide 
at AJ’s 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

I find it strange that, at AJ’s 

of all places, I would be 

inspired to fondly reminisce 

about die airbands at my high 

school. Every year, members 

from all the social castes 

would drop their walls and get 

together ro ham it up as flam¬ 

boyantly dressed versions of 

Kiss, the Village People and 

the Spice Girls. 

The show opened 
with a disco-beat 
remix of the Star 
Wars theme song, 

with coloured lights 
flashing and rotating 
off of the disco ball 

over the dance floor. 

The inspiration for such 

nostalgia was the Travoltas, 

“Canada’s premiere disco 

hand,” whose act consisted 

entirely of covers from hit 

songs of the seventies. 

Please see Travoltas on page 22 

!.. 

Mythos 
Mythos 
Virgin Records 

By Eli Schuster 

Feeling just a little too happy 

these days, and want to do 

something about it? Thinking 

about sado-masochism, but 

can’t quite find the inspiration 

to whip yourself? Well, look no 

further loyal readers, I’ve found 

something to take care of those 

mid-winter cheers. 

I’m talking about Mythos, 

self-titled recording of 16 mind- 

numbingly monotonous and 

depressing New Age (or at least 

New Age would appear to be 

the most appropriate category) 

tunes. This CD left me wanting 

Please see Rotate This on page 25 



The theme is your choice — anything! 
Prizes to be won! 

Drop off your pictures to The Queen's Journal 
(272 Earl St.) with your name, faculty, year and 

phone number. 
Deadline: March 19, 1999 

For more info call Alex or James at 533-2800 
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Computer 
Book Sale 

All Computer Titles 25% Off 

From Monday March 8th 
until Saturday March 20th 

| Campus 
Bookstorel Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 • 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

Staying alive 
AJ’s goes back to the disco days 

Continued from page 21 

It’s perfectly natural that, at the men¬ 
tion of a live performance of disco 
music, you would wince and scrunch 
your nose up in partial disgust. I did too, 
but the Travoltas really weren’t that bad. 
In fact, they were kind of fun. 

The show opened with a disco-beat 
remix of the Star Wars theme song, with 
coloured lights flashing and rotating off 
of the disco ball over the dance floor. 

These die-hards could easily 
be seen as all were decked 
out in outrageous retro- 

closet fashions of polyester 
clothes that, amazingly, 

clashed with themselves. 

At the end of the song the band strut¬ 
ted onto the purple and silver-stream- 
ered stage, and, decked out in shiny, 
purple and silver, caped and sequined 
outfits, the two guitarists, two doowop 
girls, drummer and lead singer got the 
small, but enthusiastic, crowd going with 
pumping, excitable renditions of 
“Staying Alive,” “Macho Man,” and 
“Freak Out,” to name a few. 

Playing these songs, it was obvious 
that the band had a lot of experience 
performing. Each rendition sounded, to 
my untrained ear, to be very close to the 
originals, with enduring drum beats and 
guitar picks, and the CD-quality sound 
of the lead singer and doowop girls. 

With each new song, the audience wa 
spurred on to slowly migrate from the 
upper levels down to the dance floor to 
take part in the kitschy grooves bein 
dished out by the band’s fans. These die^ 
hards could easily be seen as all \Verj 

decked out in outrageous retro-closet 
fashions of polyester clothes that, amaz- 
ingly, clashed with themselves. 

A few of the concert goers appeared 
as if they had been old enough to enjoy 
disco when the majority of the popula- 
tion actually thought it was cool. If their 
reaction could be used as testament then 
the Travoltas had done a fairly good job 
at getting the night rolling. This fact 
became blaringly obvious to me when 
when of these older people stumbled 
over to me and, with liquored spittle 
insisted I come back to her table to have 
some drinks, and keep her, and her 
friends, company. 

A few of the concert goers 
appeared as if they had been 

old enough to enjoy disco 
when the majority of the 
population had actually 

thought it was cool. 

Later on that night, as I got into a cab 
with granny, I couldn’t help but think 
how great a show the Travoltas put on, 
and contemplated if, in 20 years or so, 
some kitschy group called the Dicaprios 
would come strutting along to play the 
hit songs of yesteryear. 

UPDATE FROM THE TASK FORCE ON 
STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

At the request of the Principal, The Task Force on Student 
Financial Assistance, a sub-committee of the Senate Committee 
on Scholarships and student Aid (SCSSA). was struck last 
March. The Task Force, which has been meeting, and continues 
to meet regularly, has concentrated on reviewing Queen's llnan- 
cial assistance as it relates to and impacts upon student 
recruitment, admission and retention. This review includes a 
thorough analysis ol existing Queen's financial aid programs, in 
addition to researching government and ekternal student aid 
packages as they relate to all students (undergraduate, post¬ 
graduate, lull-time and part-time, domestic and international, 
across all years, programs, disciplines, faculties and schools). 
„i . ,We ape currently focusing on delining a set of core prin- 
cipies to guide the tulure allocation and distribution ol Queen's 
student financial assistance. Ultimately, the work ot the com- 
mittee is expected to help increase the prolile ot student tinan- 
?nii,S«s.i!n? raI Queans in ^cognition of the significant 
un «Si!laLi!liancia .ai(1 ma# liave in achieving the 

m thi Lsnm sslon‘ fls 3 Pesult °* the magnitude and complex- 
pmhnaS?nJbth^!ssues; ppo,lucing a comprehensive report 
TiriPnt oSan^CiUPPen,.sta,e’,u,upe Prospects, and goals lor 

originally^^nSaYed.5 31 °ueen's is laKins lonseP ,han 
Oiippn'JpnnfmnniiM^i !hs,il1 inIepasted in hearing Irom the 
is^iMSum IH, hepe ape m Questions, concerns or 
mrrrfpd m- «»in Le «s.ef considered. Letters may be , 
0 tirpniihaK S MSK.T^k Fopce' University Registrars 
aoniri’hnnnn«flin°ih^? ' Pr8@Post.queensu.ca, Fax: 533-2068. 
at "he waters* requesfk F°PCe Wl"be CDnsifleped in continence. 
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8mm doesn’t quite measure up 
Director lacks vision with a script that had potential 

roviHiUTOi 

By Keith Gerein 

There is a moment in 8mm 
when the street-wise Max 
California (Joaquin Phoenix) 
turns to Tom Welles (Nicolas 
Cage) and offers this cliched 
warning: “You dance with the 
devil, the devil don’t change... 
the devil changes you.” After 
hearing this, one wonders how 
many times Satan has done the 
foxtrot with Andrew Kevin 
Parker, the film’s writer. 

Parker, whose previous writ¬ 
ing credits include the chilling 
Se7en, has again produced a 
dark, disturbing: story that 
attempts to delve into the black¬ 
est depths of human depravity. 

Se7en worked because direc¬ 
tor David Fincher chose subtlety 
over gratuitousness. Although 
the film was full of graphic 
images, they were shown in 
shadows or at the periphery of 
the screen, and usually only for 
brief moments. It was a power¬ 
ful technique that forced the 
audience to construct the 
hideous pieces in their own 
minds, making the overall film 
experience truly horrifying. 

Schumacher has no 
qualms about ramming 
repulsive images down 
the audience’s throat. 
What results is a film 

that isn’t so much 
horrifying as it is 

merely grotesque. 

Unfortunately, 8mm doesn’t 
have Fincher for a director, it 
has Joel Schumacher, whose lat¬ 
est claim to fame is warping the 
Batman series. Unlike Fincher, 

Schumacher has no qualms 
about ramming repulsive images 
down the audience’s throat. 
What results is a film that isn’t 
so much horrifying as it is 
merely grotesque. 

It’s too bad that Schumacher 
chose to take this path, because 
the gratuitousness really 
detracts from what is an enjoy- 
ably frightening, thought-pro¬ 
voking story. Instead of letting 
the viewer ponder the dark 
issues the script presents, 8mm 
overwhelms us with revolting 
visuals that seem to be shown 
for no other reason than shock 
value. 

The main subject of 8mm is 
the snuff film — pornography 
that features the real murder of 
at least one of the participants. 
Welles is a private detective 
commissioned by a rich, elderly 
woman who finds a reel of 8 mm 
film in her late husband’s safe. 
On the film is a pornographic 
movie that shows what appears 
to be the brutal stabbing of a 
teenage girl at the hands of a 
masked man. Welles initially dis¬ 
misses the idea of snuff films as 
an urban myth, believing all 
such movies to be fakes. 
Nevertheless he agrees to watch 
the old lady’s film and is so dis¬ 
gusted, or so intrigued, by what 
he sees that he accepts the job to 
determine the film’s 
authenticity. 

Welles’ investigation soon 
turns into an unhealthy obses¬ 
sion to find the film’s creators 
and supposed victim. With the 
help of the likeable Max — a 
Hollywood sex shop clerk 
who’d rather read Truman 
Capote than his store’s selection 
of literature — Welles begins to 
interact with the creatures who 
inhabit the realm of under¬ 
ground pornography. As he 
sinks more and more deeply 

into this world, we watch as his 
values and beliefs begin to 
unravel to a point where he is 
able to commit his own horrify¬ 
ing acts, blurring the line 
between good and evil. 

There are some truly terrify¬ 
ing characters in this movie. It is 
through these individuals that 
Parker’s script is able to deliver 
its most powerful message — 
evil in the world is not commit¬ 
ted by the insane or the sick, but 
by normal, rational individuals 
who do it simply because they 
can and because they enjoy it. 

8mm overwhelms us 
with revolting visuals 

that seem to be shown 
for no other reason 
than shock value. 

The story touches on this 
human connection to the 
macabre at several points. It 
even goes so far as to suggest 
that Welles is confronting some 
of his own black desires as he 
becomes increasingly drawn to a 
world that he can’t compre¬ 
hend, a world where people get 
off by watching someone get 
knifed to death. 

Cage is quite good as the tor¬ 
mented Welles, but the strongest 
performances come from the 
supporting players, especially 
the savvy Phoenix and Peter 
Stormare, who portrays the 
creepy film producer Dino 
Velvet, a man who specializes in 
creating pornography that 

pushes the boundaries of taste 
and legality. 

With solid performances, a 
provocative script and smooth 
pacing, one would think that 
8mm would be a memorable 
thriller. That’s the sad thing. 
This could have been a great 
film, but due to the director’s 

style the most memorable thing 
about 8mm is the nausea 
induced by a parade of 
grotesque images. 

For his next project, if 
Schumacher hopes to make an 
impression the way that Se7en 
did, he needs to learn that a lit¬ 
tle restraint goes a long way. 

FRANSELLy 
Hair 8l Esthetics 

We’re In The Business of Making You 
“Look and Feel Good” and we special¬ 
ize in long hair - It’s the place to be! 

178 Ontario St. 
549-2700 

Check out our Website for style samples. 
www.Fransellyhair.com 

THE SCREENING ROOM 
MOVIE THEATRE 

Starts Friday, March 5, 1999 

SCREEN 1 

(:°5 p.m. LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 
(PG) 

Wo P m- HURLY BURLY (R) 
'■10 p.m. & 9:35p.m. HILARY 

WD JACKIE (AA) 

SCREEN 2 
Matinee Sat. & Sun. 

4:00 PM. HURLY BURLY (R) 

4:15 p m. HILARY AND JACKIE 

(AA) 

24 Hour Movie line-up 542-6080 
www.moviesinkingston.com 

Have to 

cram an 

entire 
year’s work 

into 
six 

weeks? 

Piece o’ cake 
Or lunch, or Sunday brunch, or dinner, or drinks and nibbles. 

It's all brain food. It digests in megabites. 

Chez Piggy. Excellent food for crammin’ in 

at a 15% student discount.* 

Chez Piggy 66R Princess St. 549-7673 -with ID 
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Fresh new talent invades Clark 
Campus pub gets a taste of student sounds 

evening off with a turn tables. 

The only 

Hot Wax: Waxing Gibbus warm up the 

Clark crowd last Wednesday. 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Erin Nicholson 

The walls of Clark Hall were 

shaking this past Wednesday 

with the sounds of two newly 

formed bands; Waxing Gibbus 

and Transient Therapy. 

Having performed before 

only twice, Waxing Gibbus 

started their stage portion of the 

of the Bands, held at Alfie's later Shot previously, Tra„sient 

kicker, performing The only drawback of tins month, evening, ever afa group, as some m™ 

recorded ^ an^crowd, of the Gratehd hers me 

released single the audience 

“Freezing Up.” 

Their next song 

“Sister Edsina,” a 

song written by 

the band’s lead 

singer, Terry Kelly, 

mixed in gospel 

experiences the band’s lead 

vocalist’s father had with nuns 

as a child. 

Andrew Toms, one of the 

band’s six members, brought a 

strange but well-suited and 

complementary mix to the 

music with sampling from his 

because the ampli- Dead/ Phish type streamed into disappointment of die hatd^ 

fication was impaired by a Clark to see and listen to the Their break-up is unfortunate 

shortage to the main speakers- main attraction, Transient because with Travel Agent lea,. 

The energy earned by the band Therapy. mg Queen s fans at the end 

was not impaired however, as Halfway into the show and to this year, Transient Therapy 

the songs that followed the first the requests of dedicated fans, would seem to be the ideal sub. 

carried'the same energy and the band gave the crowd the gift stitute. Perhaps the band's fits, 

intensity, and I felt myself smil- of their interpretation of Pink and second year members, Tom 

7 r .1 ri—i>_ «.w-u~e.” nr>A A\A nnr Hie- and Steve, will stay together and 
find some new talent to fill the 

Jammin’ with songs from graduating members’ places, 

artists like Bob Dylan, Floyd 

and Steve Miller Band to name a 

few, the band rocked the crowd. 

1 was surprised when I 

learned the band had only been 

mixed in gUS.pci inicuMi/, .— „ , J; J A\c 
vocals, resulting in a hauntingly ing and tapping my foot as 1 lis- Floyd s ec os an 

eerie groove. After speaking tened. The warmness felt may appoint, 

with Kelly, I learned what the have also been due to the inter¬ 

song was about; it reflected the action the band had with their 

audience which was filled with 

friends and fans. 

If you missed the chance to 

see Waxing Gibbons Wednesday 

night, you are in luck because together since September, as 

Kelly will be interviewed live on they played with such unity and 

CFRC next Tuesday and the confidence. Having performed 

band will be competing at Battle at Clark, The Trash and at The 

The crowd at Clark shared 

the same view as myself 

Wednesday night, invigorated 

and entertained. 

Surrounded by the company 

of a few friends, a pitcher and 

the jam of two great bands; 

Clark Hall was not a bad way to 

spend a Wednesday night. 

A Charity Day at the Cocamo 
Local bands perform at K-town bars in support of charities 

gwTwcHS. 1999- 
Arts & Entertainment 
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CONCERT REVIEW 

By Heather MacDonald 

This past Wednesday the 

Cocamo Night Club and 

Brandees Restaurant played host 

to the first annual Charity Day. 

The event consisted of a variety 

of bands who performed at one 

of the two locations. All profits 

earned from the $5 cover charge 

and from food and drinks was 

donated to four different chari¬ 

ties; Kingston Regional Cancer 

Centre, Hospice Kingston, 

KGH Neo-Natal Intensive Care 

Unit, and In Mission Food Bank 

Partners. As well, the entire bar 

and wait staff worked for free, 

generously donating their wages 

and gratuities. 

Operations Manager for the 

Cocamo, Enzo Bracciodieta, 

hoped that the event would 

raise funds in the $20,000 

range. Charity Day was brought 

to life by primary organizer 

David Kidd, who took the idea 

from a similar event in London 

that he ran last year. Both Kidd 

and Bracciodieta hope that the- 

Charity Day will continue in 

Kingston for many years, and 

believe that in future years, the 

event will be able to raise more 

money to give back to the 

community. 

As for the entertainment side 

of the evening, there were four 

acts playing at the Cocamo, and 

five at Brandees. At the Cocamo 

the evening got underway at 

about 9 p.m., starting with a 

solo performance by Smitty, 

otherwise known as Jay Smith. 

Armed only with his guitar and 

a microphone, Smitty began his 

selection of original pieces and 

cover songs from bands includ¬ 

ing Blue Rodeo (one of his per¬ 

sonal favorites), Matchbox 20 

and, surprisingly, Van Morrison 

as well. Although Smitty flew 

solo, his music filled the room 

with energy and harmony. Kidd 

had asked him to perform after 

seeing one of his regular shows 

every Sunday and Monday at 

The Brass. Smith was more than 

glad to perform in the event, 

and stated that the event was a 

great way to raise money for the 

local charities. While Kidd is 

currently putting together his 

first album, he hopes to perform 

for the event again in the future. 

The next band to perform 

was the Swing Cats, a swing 

music band and a regular head¬ 

liner at the Cocamo. This band 

of nine turned the room upside 

down with their highly motiva¬ 

tional music. Right from the 

get go their energy could be felt 

with each note produced, it 

made me want to dance the 

night away, however, my dream 

of becoming the dancing queen 

soon faded as I realized that I 

didn’t know how to swing 

dance, especially without a part¬ 

ner. The band played mainly 

cover songs originating from 

Colin James and the David 

Seltzer Band, the hit of the 

evening being the ever so 

famous “Jump, Jive, and Wail.” 

In regards to the event itself lead 

singer from the cats stated that 

“These type of events are a great 

way to put back in to the com¬ 

munity. As residents of 

Kingston we may use the ser¬ 

vices that charities provide, and 

by playing here tonight we are 

helping ourselves as well as oth¬ 

ers.” 

The third band to perform 

was Bumble Puppy, another 

local band. With their entrance 

the style of music changed to a 

more alternative tone, somehow 

taming the excited crowd after 

the exit of the Swing Cats. The 

band played mostly original 

works, that shifted from mellow 

*1 

“Upstarts 

mm 

“Enjoy Career Success 
Beyond Your Dreams” 

Start training for an exciting new career as a 

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAI 
Join the over 135 graduates of Loyalist College who have achieved career success 
beyond then dreams in North America's hot information technology (IT) industry. 

Last year, Loyalist's Microsoft graduates found great jobs and were 
earning an average annual salary of $40,000 within 9 months of graduation. 

Limited Seats are available in our 
April 1999, MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEMS ENGINEER & INTERNET „„„ 

NO computer experience necessary! During the past 3 years P B 
we’ve maintained a 0% drop-out rate in these programs. /181k*-- 

Microsoft LOYALIST TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 5™ 
Helping ‘ton (jet Where ‘ton Want To <go! " 

966-8121 or 1-877-88-SUCCESS 

to exciting. The comic element 

of their performance was the 

Kleenex covered microphone, 

intended to damper the vocal 

effects of the songs. While on 

stage the lead singer said that 

they felt privileged as a band to 

be able to perform in the 

Charity Day, and that it was a 

great way to serve their commu¬ 

nity. 

The final band to perform 

was Travel Agent. They closed 

the evening with an amazing set 

of songs, uniquely put together 

to keep the crowd on their feet. 

As tired as I was after a hard day 

at the office (okay, school) 

Travel Agent’s performance kept 

me attentive and entertained t ie 

whole time. Travel Agent a so 

expressed their pleasure to per 

form in such a positive event 

while on stage, and that they 

hoped to return one day as we 

to further help these charities. 

Overall the evening was * 

great success for all. The ‘,n® 

amount was not available at t 

end of the evening, howeve 

Bracciodieta felt positive 1 a 
they reached their goal. Chari 

Day ’99 was a sensational eve 
that will hopefully achieve all ° 

its goals, and continue to do 

for years to come. 

Speaking of art 
Modern Fuel presents unique exhibit 

innran 

! pH0T0 BY ALEX KRONBY 

By Virginia Wigmore 

Call me conservative in my 

views, but personally, when I see 

a room, audio visual equipment 

and video tapes, I tend to think 

of an excessive home entertain¬ 

ment system — not art. It 

didn’t help that I was splashed 

tjy a passing truck, while walk¬ 

ing in the rain on the way to the 

gallery. However, once I tow¬ 

elled off and learned to ignore 

the smell of wet duck that was 

wafting from my sopping 

feather filled vest, I surprised 

myself by finding the exhibit 

fascinating. 

In almost every 
livingroom in Canada 
there is a television; 

can this be 
considered art? 

Speaking Volumes is being 

shown at the Modern Fuel 

Gallery until March 20. This 

exhibit is a mediation of art 

practices shown through artists’ 

projects and documentaries and 

consists of a collection of 16 

hours of documentaries, televi¬ 

sion spots and magazine clip¬ 

pings. All of this information 

has been gathered by Clive 

Roberston and is intended to 

encourage the viewer to exam¬ 

ine the various approaches 

taken by artists in order to gain 

publicity and the underlying 

design behind each of the docu¬ 

mentaries. The videos are 

divided into four sub-categories, 

which include: art schools and 

art museums, defining art 

scenes, art politics and journal¬ 

ism, and, finally, artists and 

communities. 

The first video I watched fell 

under the category of art poli¬ 

tics and journalism, and was an 

interview conducted in 1995 

out between David Turpin, the 

artist of an exhibit entitled “La 

crise d’oetobre chronology,” 

and CTV’s Canada AM. This 

video clip discussed the censor¬ 

ship of Turpin’s work due to the 

possible impact it may have had 

on the Quebec Sovereignty 

Referendum in relation to a 

statement made by the National 

Gallery that it is a place of art 

and not politics. The second 

video I watched was written and 

directed by Derek May, and was 

entitled “Off The Wall.” Falling 

under the category of defining 

art scenes, this video addressed 

the issue of whether or not 

artists are eccentric, or if they 

are only living and expressing 

themselves in the manner in 

which they see fit. 

This exhibit is intriguing not 

only because of the topics dis- 

I cussed in the videos, but because 

it raises the question as to what 

< constitutes art. 

This exhibit is 
intriguing not only 

because of the topics 
discussed in the videos, 

but because it raises 
the question as to 

what constitutes art. 

In almost every living room 

in Canada there is a television; 

can this be considered art? Or 

with this exhibit, is Clive 

Robertson merely trying to 

assure people that the hours 

spent festering in front of the 

TV can be equated with reading 

Shakespeare, viewing a Monet 

or listening to Mozart. Perhaps 

one day, Must See TV will have 

its own room in the Louvre or 

the National Gallery. 

Qraqod’S CA.ve 
sporcs ear <5< qRfll \ 

259 ODCARfO SC. 

547-2147 
Fully licensee 

A-fccr cbe qAcne, school or 
ujork, cakc crcne ouc aoo 

BRinq youR ceAcn or FRrci^os 
pCKiiiA co chc Draqoo’s Cavc 
for qric ac bvbouse srccrAls. 

C’njoy our qrcac menu 
PL Ay POOL OR oarcs. 

*cver> uiACcb youR favorIcc 
SPORCS on OUR BfQ scrccd cv. 

Receive ujarcyj fRienoly seRvrce. 

So come on ooiun af>o see 
fuhac youR FRienos, ARe 

CAtKmq abouc! 

Continued from page 21 

to play “76 Trombones” from 

“The Music Man” over and 

over again as a detoxification 

I guess I should have 
known better when I 

checked out the 
CD jacket. 

A few of the songs (there’s 

no actual singing on rhe 

alburn,) might be useful in 

short snippets for a movie 

soundtrack (drink of. Harrison 

Ford lurking around chinatown 

in Blade Runner II), and 

“Angels Weep” is an artful clas¬ 

sical guitar piece, yet on the 

whole, there's nothing terribly 

distinctive about them. 

This is the realiry despite the 

CD cover’s claim that the band 

successfully mixes together 

'‘rich classical melodies” with 

“traditional Oriental and 

Middle Eastern tones” and 

African tribal rhythms to “cre¬ 

ate a sound that is unique, oth¬ 

erworldly and elegant.” The 

whole experience left me feel¬ 

ing bummed out. 

I guess I should have known 

better when 1 checked out the 

CD jacket. The artwork con¬ 

sists of dark shades, unhappy 

clown faces, and creepy, quasi- 

medieval backgrounds (sorry 

for bringing up Blade Runner 
again, bur the cover seems like 

a knockoff of J.S. Sc-bastien’s 

place in the film). 

The real tip-off should have 

been a small “message” on the 

back: “We believe there is a 

place that lies within us all. It is 

a place of vision and clarity. 

Where the rhythm of lift- 

moves in harmony wich a 

higher consciousness. The pur¬ 

pose of our music is to take you 

there.” 

Really? Pardon me, but 

when I buy a CD, I want to be 

entertained, not have my con¬ 

sciousness raised. No wonder 

those clowns don't seem to be 

having a good time. 

SARAH MICHELLE GELLAR 
RYAN PHILLIPPE 

- and REESE WITHERSPOON 

i-,*011 
I SUBJECT TO CLASSIFICATION I 

lUlWlIi Ill Bill 
AT THEATRES SOON "Till 
www.cruelintentions.com 
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Classifieds 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness witn Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at "Harmony”, 93 Pnncess 
St. Walk in or pre-booK at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION 
COMPLAINT POLICY AND PROCE¬ 
DURE REVIEW The review of the 
Senate Harassment and 
Discrimination Complaint Policy and 
Procedure, initiated February 1998, is 
nearing completion. Members of the 
Review Committee wish to extend an 
invitation to university students, staff, 
and faculty to offer any comments or 
suggestions they may nave regarding 
the Policy. 

Written responses may be submitted 
to the Senate Office, B400 Macintosh 
Corry Hall, or the Human Rights 
Office, Old Medical Building (email: 
hrights@post.queensu.ca). 
Alternately, community members may 
arrange to make verbal submissions 
to the Committee by contacting the 
Human Rights Office at 533-6886 and 
making an appointment. Deadline for 
all submissions is March 5,1999. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE- www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 1 
877PREP-COM. 

LOSING SLEEP? Counting sheep 
just doesn't cut it? Check out the 
Healthy Lifestyles web site for sleep 
suggestions at www.queensu.ca/ 
snac. 

DO YOU SUPPORT abortion? 
Queen's Pro-Life Club challenges you 
to watch a video of an actual abortion. 
McLaughlin Room, JDUC, Saturday 
March 6th 7:30 p.m. Open discus¬ 
sion will follow. 

CURRENCY EXCHANGE Wellington 
Foreign Exchange buys and sells cur¬ 
rencies at very competitive rates, 
without service charges. Check 
www.wellingtonfx.on.ca for daily 
rates, or visit us at 153 Wellington 
Street, 531-8731. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding work! We will 
use our extensive database to fax 
your resume to hundreds of compa¬ 
nies within hours/overnight anywhere 
in Canada. 1 800 545- 
5069/www.resumerelay.com. 

FEEL LIKE CRAP? Get a handle on 
a healthier lifestyle. Check out the 
Fantastic Lifestyle Checklist at 
www.queensu.ca/sndc. 

(Educating Students On 
nces) and the Queen’s 

ESOS , 
Substances) 
Student Constables urge everyone to 
exercise moderation in their social 
relaxation. Here is this week's ques¬ 
tion in the contest: Two students, 
Sally and Jim are of equal weight, 
height and fitness level. Generally 
speaking, which student will feel the 
effects of alcohol sooner and why? 
Please email you answer to con- 
test@ams.queensu.ca 

HAVE YOU EVER had a question on 
race relations? We can answer it! 
Come to the JDUC Music Listening 
Room on Friday March 5th. 
Refreshments will be provided by 
Windmills Cafe. 

ARTSCI '00: Time to wake up, 

breathe in some fresh air, and shed 
some layers - we are thrgwmg a 
Party! Portsmouth Yacht Club, semi- 
formal dress, March 19th. 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS BEER 
WITH PROFS @ QP Wednesday. 
March 10th. Food and beverages wiH 
be provided I Chat with professionals 
in the field. All are welcome. 

FOR SALE FORMAL TICKET: One 
ArtSci formal ticket. Best offer. Call 
Andrew at 547-3923. 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS St. 
Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston, 
owner of the overnight cruise ship 
M/V Canadian Empress, invites appli¬ 
cations for the following positions: 
Stewardesses, Deckhands, Assistant 
Cruise Directors, Galley Assistants 
and Bartenders. Seasonal full-time 
May to November. Ideal for gradua¬ 
tion students. Please deliver 
resumes to 253 Ontario Street, side 
door, 2nd floor, Suite 200. 

CONGREGATION lyr-Ha Melech is 
seeking Hebrew language teachers to 
teach Hebrew at Sunday School (10 - 
12:30 a.m.). If interested please call 
Karen Grossman at 549-3110. 

MOTHERS Helper needed for late 
afternoon or evenings. References 
required. Call 549-8565. 

WANTED 

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE IN A 
DUMP? Well neither do we! We are 
looking for a male or female student 
to join us at a FAT pad for $225 per 
month plus utilities (Corner of William 
and University). Give Steph a call .at 
531-8138 to set an appointment to 
see the place. 

THREE SECOND YEAR students are 
looking for a fourth to share our 4 
bedroom house, starting May 1st. 
Ten minutes from campus; laundry; 
large bedrooms; $269 per montn. 
Call Chris, Kristin or Steve at 549- 
0607. 

HOW ABOUT WAKING UP AT 8:28 
TO GET TO YOUR 8:30! We are 

lookinq lor a male or female student 

University). Give Steph a call at 531- 
SI 38 to set an appointment to see the 
place. 
SUMMER SUBLET one bedroom 
apartment 1/2 block from lake Ontario 
on Beverly St. 4 minute walk from 
campus. Available May-August. 
S380 per month, negotiable, can 
Richard at 546-1481. 

f r.njjfl.li»Witl»M 
LOST: Head squash racquet. Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Phys-ed Cenlre. If lound please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with car¬ 
toon bears on the cover). Lost 
around Kingston Hall on Monday, 
January 18th. High sentimental 
value. Please call Janice or Tam at 
542-5850. Thanks! 

LOST: A pair of silver framed glass¬ 
es, lost around Dunning Hall or the 
JDUC on Wednesday, March 3. 
Urgently needed! If found please call 
546-7101 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th, 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelfer. Call 
533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outside MaoCorry Saturday, 
January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 
7334 if its yours. 

PERSONALS 

PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and con¬ 
sidering adoption, please give us a 
call after 8:30 p.m. at 1 800 844-8669. 

VOTE LAURA MACINNIS for Arts 
and Science One-Year Senator. 
Voting takes place March 16 and 17 
— get involved, be informed! 

SUPER STAR CONTRIBS! The 
Journal wants you! No experience 

99C 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

required. Pick up applications for all 
available positions at 272 Earl St. Due 
March 12, 1999. Call Sarah at 533- 
2800 for more details. 

DID I MENTION I LOVE MY 
HOUSEMATES? 'Cause Ido! 
Thanks Dawn and Linz for being such 
great people to live with. V, Tara 

HEY EDWARDS! See, you can gel 
good marks without going to class or 
reading textbooks. Too bad you had 
to sit through all those boring lectures 
for minimal return. — Captain Alberta. 

PFAFFIO: Chipnuts reign supreme! 

PARTNER IN CRIME: You’re going 
to have to get over this unhealthy 
obession. — The Other Half 

D.J. DANCE PARTY! 

SUPER LITE TILL 10:30! 
SUPER LIGHT DRAFT ALL NIGHT! 

Orieniqliin Leaders 
Smoker • Mar, 6 

D.I. DANCE 
PARTY!! 

SUPER LIGHT TILL 10:30!! 
SUPER LITE DRAFT 

ALL NIGHT!! 

WED.MAR.10 

HEAD 
STONES 
SUN.MAR.I4 

CRASH 
TEST 

DUMMIES 
WED.MAR.24 

WIDE 
MOUTH MASON 

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE 
AT A.J.’S, THE GRIZZLY GRILL 

and HMV (Cat Twn. Ctr.) 

BIG SCREENS - QB1 - 5 POOL TABLES - LIVE BANDS! - www.thehub-kineston com INFO I IMF All SD2S 

_TO BOOK A SMOKER OR PARTY CALL JESS OR SUE 531-S3O0 - WEEKDAYS^foo 7*0 P.M 

march 5. 1999 
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FORMALE A 
TROIS! 

A Surprising Final Twist To The George Reinblatt 
Formal Contest Affair 

AFTER MUCH BITING OF NAILS, twisting of hair, and fiddling 
with jewelry, George Reinblatt [above right photo] has 

finally made a decision as to who he will take to the Arts 
and Science Formal.-The entrants were pretty nervous too. 

George ended up picking a two-some of ArtSci ’01 students, 

Nikkita Smulders [above left in left photo] and Carrie Milne 
[above right in left photo]. Thanks to all those who entered, 

including the girl who submitted naked pictures of herself, 

another who included letters of reference from former sexual 

partners, and two Journal staff members. Cha-gheill! 

Hopefully this is going to be simple, fun, and include at least 
one of your friends, unless you’re a social outcast, or your 

favourite Neil Young song is “Sweet Caroline.” 
For the next three issues, Figure out which buildings are 

being obscured by students. The first letter of each building 
name (when put together and unscrambled) will spell out 

something sensical. If you’re the first person to guess it right, 
you’ll win something very, very large and awe-inspiring. 

Note: If you've missed the last few issues, you've missed the 
first eight clues. Try and find some copies left 

around campus. 

Greg Frankson 

ConEd ’97 

models in front of 

Neil Watch 
Seeing as how his current solo tour will be immediately 
followed by a Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young reunion tour and a 
new CSN&Y album, and then a long awaited all-acoustic solo 
album, and after that the first quarter installment of a 32-disc 
retrospective boxed set, we figured it was imperative that 
MiSC. provide the Queen's community with a weekly Neil 
Young update so's it don't get left out of the overwhelmingly 
hapnin' Youngian loop. You can stop scoffing right now. 

•Neil Young kicked off his Canadian/American tour 
Tuesday ana Wednesday with brilliant back to back 
soldout performances at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre 
in Vancouver. 
•According to friends and family, David Crosby is cur¬ 
rently straight and sober. Congratsl 

Building 

#9 

Karen Thomas 

Arts ’99 

models in front of 

Building 

#10 

MlSC. CORRECTION: LAST ISSUE, MATT HOFFARD WHO WAS IN THE BOTTOM 
RIGHT-HAND PHOTO OF THE BUILDING CONTEST WAS INCORRECTLY IDENTIFIED 

as Mike Zook. Mike Zook in turn was misidentified as Jim Thorpe's 
"Friend" in the Upper left-hand photo (but as far as we know they are 

ACTUAL FRIENDS). MATT HOFFARD WAS FURTHER MISIDENTIFIED AS ARTS '02 
WHEN HE IS IN FACT SCl'99, IT'S MIKE ZOOK WHO IS... OH FUCK IT TO HECK. 

COX •DAVIES PRODUCTIONS 
The Company That Brought You Last Spring's 

Smash Hit "Grease" Proudly Presents 

"FOREVER PLAID" Another Toe-tapping 5B's 

Musical Full of Fabulous Well-known Hits. 

WHEVER PLAID is PRESENTED THROUGH SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS 
WITH MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL 

Women s Concert Series 3 

Sarah Harmer 

keeping Tile 
Meredith MacNaughton 

Sarah Sleen 

V Friday, March 5 V 
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Food 
for 
Fines 

March 8-12, 1999 

Queen's University 
Libraries will accept 
food donations to 
local food banks 
in lieu of library fines 

For every non-perishable food 
item you donate, you can 

reduce your fine by $1 
(up to a maximum reduction 

of $10) Contributions will help 
the needy locally and in the 

Queen's community 

Food items in demand 
• peanut butter 

• canned fruit and vegetables 
• rice or pasta 
• cereals 
• canned meat or fish 

Donations gratefully received from 
everyone, including those without fines. 

AMS Food Bank 
Open Mondays & Thursdays, 4-6 p m 

mTao™2 Ear' *'■ ,belWeen Uni^s»y and Division) 

Please drop off items 9 a.m.-5 p.m. at 
any of the following circulation desks 

• Stauffer Library • Law Library 
Bracken Library • Engineering/Science 

• Education Library 

"he Queen’s Journal 

March 1999 

POETRY 

boggs 
truman 

Leyla 
daviani 

JR 
hallenge 
o.4 
Dring Contest 
stings 
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History. 

It could be yours. 

The Queen's Journal is offering memories for sale. The events, controversies 

and happenings of the 1998-1999 year, neatly contained in a leather-bound 

book. Volume 126 in its entirety. Call Gabe at 533-2800. 
Own a piece of Queen's history. 

THE JOURNAL 

QUEEN’S/KINGSTON 

COMMUNITY 

COMMITMENT 

fAWARDT 
FOR STUDENTS WHO DEMONSTRATE 

DEDICATION AND COMMITMENT rN THEIR 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE QUEEN’S AND 

KINGSTON COMMUNITIES 

NOMINATE YOURSELF OR A FRIEND! 
NOMINATION PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE 
OUTSIDE THE AMS FRONT ENTRANCE AND 

DUE: THURSDAY MARCH 18™ 
BY 5PM IN THE AMS FRONT OFFICE 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

lu ^ really mediaeval one should have no body. 

To be really modern one should have no soul. 

"Time h 
incorrigibi' 

for two 
not throw 
there was cv 

strange and —„ 
seizethe bait ani.. 

excited angler in after th 

Hiawatha’s, they were ge 

wanted fish that werf > 

very much alive, and i’ 

long patience and many 

Gl significance for a certain juvenile and 
fi^vords who thought nothing of fishing 

‘ a stanza, or even a line, that he would 

squirming sea of language where 

aut the one he wanted. There were 

^ and impossible words that would 

Svallow the hook and all but drag the 

like that famous catch of 

i the fish he wanted. He 

i.hining and subtle, and 
'(;c, and presently, after 

began to bite." 

EDITOR 
Jesse Craig Bellringer 

EDfTORS-IN-CHlEF 
Keith Gerein 

Tara Mansbridge 

Ads Designers 
Katherine Colboume 

Annie Ge 
Rachelle Villanueva 

Technical Consultant 
John Bowman 

Contributors 
Ryan Boggs, Leyla Mahdaviani, 

Anna Phelan-Cox, Emily Truman 

The Queen’s Journal Reader 
Friday. March 5, 1999 • Issue 5 • Volume 126 . 
The Queen's Journal is an editorially autonomous newspaper pub¬ 
lished by the Alma Mater Society of Queen's University, 
Kingston. Editorial opinions expressed in The Journol are the sole 
responsibility of The Queen's Journal Editorial Board, and are not 
necessarily those of the University, che AMS or their officers. 
Contents © 1999 by Hie Queen's Journal, all rights reserved. No 
part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior 
permission of The Journal. The Queen's Journol is printed on a 
Goss Community press by Thousand Islands Publishers Ltd. in 
Gananoque, Ontario. Contributions from all members of the 
Queen's and Kingston community are welcome. The Journal 
reserves the .right to edit all submissions. 
Subscriptions are available for $55.00 per year. 
Please direct editorial, advertising and circulation enquiries to: 
272 Earl Street, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 2H8 
Telephone — editorial: 613-533-2800 

advertising: 613-S33-67I1 
Fax: 613-533-6728 Email: joumal@postqueensu.ca 
Internee httpl/www. journal.queensu.ca 
Circulation 9,(XX) 
Issue 6 of O/R will be published on Thursday, April 8. 1999 
Cover andlnterior Design byJ.C. Bellringer & T Mansbridge 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

MM 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ■ 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

mind your own business 

tuesday, march 16th 
7:30 pm 
mdaughlin room, jduc 

reports and motions du£ by march 10 in 
the commission of internal affairs 

all members of the alma mater society 
are eligible to vote 

agenda packages available on march 12 
at the infobank and ams office 

.Contests &t Challenges 
The Queen's Journal Reader • 3 

4th Annual GREAT CANADIAN STORY CONTEST 1998, 
Entries: For Canadian citizens or residents. Length 2.000 - 6.000 words 
Writers may send as many as four manuscripts per envelope Type the 
word count, your name, address and phone number in the upper left 

miner of the first paqe. Stones must hn tho hnd _ 
wora cuuni. yw unu priurie numoerin the upper left 
hand corner of the first page. Stones must be the kind that could hap¬ 
pen “only m Canada and preferably with an uplifting or positive 
theme MSS. will be returned only in your SASE 
fee $5 per story, payable to TYO Communications 
Prizes: Cash prizes (to be announced) and publication of winners and 
honourable mentions in STORYTELLER. 
Information: (613) 592-2776. 
Send entries to: STORYTELLER Magazine, 43 Lightfoot Place, Kanata 
ON K2L3M3. 
Deadline 15 May 1999. 

6th Annual People’s Political Poem Contests 
(Winter & Spring). 
Entries: political poems that exhibit a passionate humanity sensitivity 
to the human condition, love and moral conviction. Up to 
two poems of any length may be entered. Include a brief biography. 
Fee: a minimum donation of $15 to People's Poetry to help support its 
programs, publication and awards for poets, includes a 
year's subscription (3 issues) to The People's Poetry Letter. 
prizes: Five poems selected in each contest. $200 in cash and book 
prizes to winners in each contest. Winning poems are 
featured in The People's Poetry Letter. 
Information: See http://webhome.idirect.com/--tp lantos/ or e-mail 
Ted Plantos. 
Send entries to (with fee payable to People's Poetry), or SASE for Entry 
Form: The People's Poetry Letter, Box 31, 2060 
Queen St. E.. Toronto, ON M4E 3V7. 
Deadlines: Winter Contest, March 15. 1999. Spring Contest, 
June 15, 1999 

4th Annual Pottersfield Portfolio Compact Fiction /Short 
Poem Competition. 
Entries: Stories of up to 1500 words and poems of up to 20 lines. Enter 
up to 3 poems or 2 stories. 
Fee: $20 for first entry in either category (includes one year of 
Pottersfield Portfolio) + $5 for each subsequent entry in the 
same category. Entry in both categories includes a two-year 
subscription. 
Prizes: One prize in each category of $150 + publication in Pottersfield 
Portfolio (Autumn ‘99). Include optional SASE for 
competition results. 
Information: See announcement at the Pottersfield Portfolio Web site. 
Send entries to: Compact Fiction / Short Poem Competition, 
Pottersfield Portfolio, PO Box 40 Station A, Sydney. NS 
Canada B1P 6G9. No Email or fax entries. 
Deadline May 1, 1999. 

ARC: Canada's National Poetry Magazine 4th Annual 
Poem of the Year Contest. 
Entries: Max length of each poem is 100 lines. 
Fee: $15 for entry of up to four poems, includes one-year 
subscription. 
Prizes: $1000-$750-$500 plus publication in ARC Autumn ‘99. 
Information: send e-mail to John Barton. 
Send entries to: Poem of the Year Contest, ARC, PO Box 7368, Ottawa 
ON K1L8E4. 
Deadline 30 June 1999. 

CPA VERY NEXT POETRY CONTEST. 
Entries: Submit poems of up to 40 lines each. Include SASE for contest 
results. 
Fee: $5 per poem, payable to Canadian Poetry Association. 
Prizes: First Prize $100 and two Second Prizes of $50 each, plus publica¬ 
tion in POEMATA Magazine. Winners TBA in July. 1999. 
!Vod entries to: CPA' p-°- Box 22571, St. George P.O., Toronto ON M5S 

Deadline: 30 April 1999. 

Zygote Erotic Writing Contest 
tntnes: Short fiction up to 1000 words or poetry up to 50 lines each 
maximum three poems) 

6-°0 payable to Zygote Magazine includes a one year 
subsCTption (four issues). 
nzes: Prize is publication of top poem and story in our Spring 99 issue 

lhf/^e ?-s $75-00 Prize money for each winner. 
7J°nPatlon: Send e-mail to cjlittle@escape.ca. 

Publications, 1474 Wall St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3E 2S4. 
ueadline: May 1, 1999 

•nfoi 

|The QJR Literary 
Challenge no. 4 
Something different this month: identify each major author from only a 

single piece of biographical information. 

/. I was bom in Ottawa, am a Sagittarius and attended U of T’s Victoria 
College. 

2. I was born December 3rd, 1957 in Berdichev, Poland (now Berdichev, 
Ukraine). 

3. I died in Paris, France, on November 30, 1900, having lost a now infa- 
m o u s 
battle with my rooms’ wallpaper (“Either it goes or I do,” he/she reportedly 
said as death approached). 

There will be two winners this month, chosen at random from the 
correct answers. To qualify, all three questions must be 

answered correctly. 

Please forward all responses to: 
QJR Literary Challenge 
272 Earl Street 
foumal@postqueensu.ca 

All responses must be received by Thursday, April 1, 1999 
At this time, two correct responses will be chosen (at random) and be awarded 

one gift certificate each in the amount of $10 from Wayfarer Books. This 
month's Challenge is authored by the editor of The Queen's Journal Reader. 

Last Month's Answers: Leonard Cohen and Michael Ondaatje 
Congratulations to Last Month's Winners: 

Colin Stephenson and Margaret Pycherek. 
Each will receive a $10 Gift Certificate from Wayfarer 

Books. 

a]? Canadian Journal of Contemporary Literary Stuff 
n9 T^e Minister — A Literary Contest. 

u Tj.es: Stuff is soliciting advice & opinions for the Minister of Canadian 
(whS?e on the state of literary culture in Canada 
Lather she likes it or not). Open to all forms of writing — poetry, 

essays, letters, humour, etc. Max 2000 words. Copies of all 

Fel-tfwil1 be sent to the Minister. 
Prif ’ none 
EnH^^OO - $25 - $0 + publication in and one year of Stuff. 
. lose optional SASE for list of winners. 

Sp°Hma*'on: Bor tuH contest guidelines, address below. 
nj1c\entries to: Stuff, PO Box 53106, Ottawa IHOHflisil 

e°dline March 31 1999. 
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Estimated 
Number of 
Deaths in 
Toronto, 
Ontario, each 
year: 

18,000 

Internet 
Connections 
per 1000 people: 
In Canada: 
852,242 
In Russia: 86,281 
In Vietnam: /-* 

(AS OF JULY 1997) 

CRAZY 3S 
3 BODILY FUNC¬ 
TIONS THAT TAKE 

OVER ONE'S 
AWARENESS: 

1. Laughter 
2. Sneezing 

3. An orgasm 
(A MEDtCALLY ACCURATE UST) 

(more) crazy 

William H. 
Sheldon’s 
3 body types: 
1. Ectomorph 
2. Endomorph 
3. Mesomorph 
(corresponds lo thin, 
round and alhletic) 

no other words 
in the english 

language rhyme 
with month 

orange 
silver 

or purple 

Licking a 
stamp win 
give you 

To th 
of a calorie 

There are 6 
languages native to 

Nortli America. 
They include 
Iriquois and 
Inuhtitut. These 

tssttz: 
English Joesfroi 
French, or =-*• 
Ukrainian. 

the word 

IRRITATE was 
created by Sir 
Thomas Elyot in 
1531. His fiends 
had no word to 
describe him 
before that point 

NOWfKN 
JAMES. K K E I I 

Creating your most 
desired formal Updo’s 

Advanced 
Haircutting 
and styling 

Colour and 
Highlighting 
Specialists’ 

Your Sebastian - Wella Salon 

432 Princess 

Live on Campus: 
Treasurer / Secretary: 

• MCRC Executive Member 
• Choice of any room In residence 

Education / Events Advisor: 

. Run campus-wide events 
• MCRC Executive Member 
• Choice of any room in residence 

Live anywhere: 
Appeals Coordinator: 

• Coordinate the MCRC appeals system 

Orientation Chairperson: 

• Organize residence orientation days with 
assistance of Vice-President (Operations) 

Each position includes a monetary honorarium. 

All applications are available at the Victoria Hall 

front desk and are due back by Friday, March 12th. 

Call 533-4571 for more information. 

What would you do ifl came to you now, 

tonight 

in the light of the moon 

body undressed 

heart unbuttoned 

soul undone 

Would you indulge me? 

Drink me in? 

Love me again? 

If these sweet endings were guaranteed 

I would gladly give up my safe warm bed 

for my car keys and a full tank of gas. 

>OSE 

EMILY TRUMAN 

1 

542-2427 

Intramural 
BEWS Hockey Review 

Open Forum <*?T/ 

Change It? 
Keep It As Is? 

Drop It? 

Have your say... 
Thursday, March 18 

5.30-7.30 p.m. 
Room 205 

Phys Ed Centre 

L* O m mm 
The theme is your choice — anything! 

Prizes to be won! 

Drop off your pictures to The Queen's Journal 
(272 Earl St.) with your name, faculty, year and 

phone number. 
Deadline: March 19, 1999 

For more info call Alex or James at 533-2800 

Modem Ladybug In Me Tragedy 

, while I'm sleeping 
Ladybugs crawl 
into My Mouth 
and They burrow 
into My Cheek 
to (I suppose) 
hibernate. 

3 I am not insensitive 
towards the evolutionary 
Cause of the Ladybug 
but I am hunched and vexed 
by the incurred Nausea 
and if I actually did throw up 

They might be purged 
and that would certainly 
cause specific Regression 
and induce a pervasive Diffidence 
within all Ladybugs, but probably 

4. especially within the 
modernist Ladybugs 
(aware of being drunk 
and drugged) 
Who flicker Their Wings 
so that Their wings will 
break off and either I'll 
spit Them out 
or They'll wade in 
the Blood pooling 
in 

My 
stomach, 

awaiting the 
imagined 

Potential 

}■ Sometimes It tickles 
(They flicker Their Wings) 
but mostly It results 

in Me spitting or 
swallowing Blood. 

0N ominate 

Yi© 

?rof! 
Do you know of an 
enthusiastic and 
outstanding professor? 
Nominate them for the 
AMS Frank Knox Award 

for Excellence in 
Teaching. 

Nomination Packages are available at the AMS office 
and all Faculty Offices 

Nominations due Friday March 12, 1999 
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Anna Phelan-Cox 

Untitled 

— No, a beautiful film on all counts (adamantly). 
— I disagree. Decadent images, yes, but the script... 

A restrained smile. A short silence. A squeeze and all is forgotten. Then 
back to the apartment where Bob Marley is awaiting our return. "Turn me 
loose. Turn me loose..." his voice demands of us through clouds of 
marijuana smoke. In the comer, an incense stick burns slowly down to its 
wooden leg and dots the soil of the potted plant as we nonchalantly flick 
the remnants of a joint into an ashtray and make faces which have become 
funny with time. "Got to have Kaya now..." Tea. And honey. We don't 
notice the cat hair being transferred from a blanket onto our clothes. The 
room is illuminated by candles which dictate good-night as the last drop of 
wax solidifies without the heat of the flame. 

Now, lying together on the bed. My breasts are bigger. "I never sleep in 
pyjamas," she tells me. But tonight we lie side by side fully clothed. A 
bed-time story': Ferlinghetti, Neruda (read aloud), we privately boast to 
ourselves. Once, shirts unbuttoned in the dark, we compared chests. It was 
her turn first. Small, firm, ideal, I thought. No, she assured me against 
protest, mine were nice too. 

We are sitting in a cafe (our favourite) on the terrac 

It is Goldylocks' 
porridge-filled oasis in the middle of a concrete forest 

Over coffee 
(literally) we watch cigarette smoke mingle with steam 

A song, Kaya. A perpetual 
reminder of the autumn heat, impregnated 
with moisture. It's humid in an apartment 
made claustrophobic by uncharacteristic 
optimism. And this song will always force 
my memory back. 

Legs immediately come to mind. One pair 
long, tanned; the other, shorter, paler. Both 
shaven. Sleek. Swooshing against long skirts, 
grazing each other under tables or side by 
side in darkened movie theatres. On one such 
occasion, Kama Sutra-visually stunning. 

days even while the waiters learn our names. It ,s here we always retreat 
after an appetizer of near-hysterical laughter over badly cooked vegetarian 
meals' expertly botched in a small white kitchen with a gas stove. Often, 
we lean in towards each other very close when he passes by, so confident 
that he is utterly oblivious to our excited eye movements and communicative 
silences interspersed with wide grins and poorly stifled laughter. He is a 
"transcendental angel," we decide^ We would both hke to fuck him. 

"/ feei go high, I even touch the sky, above the falling rain. 
Another apartment now. This one mustard, red. Matisse peers at us through 

the eyes of a reclining pink nude. " " ‘ I 
We have been introduced to our host at 

that same cafe by a bold move 
involving a matchbook and a telephone 

number. 
Here, too, the music is playing. A 

different man (he is not our angel) 
hungrily eyes my friend and I don't 

pretend not to notice as I mouth the 
words to the song. He is a decade 

older but none the wiser. Later, we will 
laugh at his idiosyncrasies, his 

smell. For now though, we spend hours 
laughing only at things we don't 

mock, while outside, the season has 
changed. Someone is giggling, but it 

"I feel so good in my neighbour¬ 
hood, so here I come again. Got to 
have 

Kaya now..." 
The laughter permeated the 

room, mixing with the music until it became 
the chorus to the song. This is the soundtrack to October. 

So much more than Journal-ism... 
The 1999-2000 volume of The Queen’s Journal needs you. 

Applications are currently being accepted for the following positions: 

Editorial Board 

Managing Editor 

Production Manager 

News Editor 

Assistant News Editors 

Editorial Page Editor 

Opinions Editor 

Arts 6 Entertainment 

Editor 

Arts 6 Entertainment 

Assistant Editors 

Sports 6 Fitness Editor 

Sports 6 Fitness 

Assistant Editor 

Science Editor 

Features Editor 

Body, Mind 6 Soul 

Editor 

MiSC Editor 

Photography Editors 

Graphics Editor 

Supplements-Magazine 
Editor 

The Reader Editor 

Web Editor 

Business Staff 

Business Manager 

Advertising Manager 

Sales Representatives 

Advertising Designers 

Systems Manager 

GOT hW INR-UNG? 

Pick up an application at The Journal, 272 Earl Street. If you have any questions or need , ■ , „ . 

Sarah Croshie. Editor-in-chief-elec, a, 533-2800. Applications for all potions are due“ FriS*'fe, VJ!m. 

^T7maRCH 5, 1999 

Poetry 
The Queen's Journal Reader ■ 7 

Let him wake up in this gray, 
be surrounded by indifference. 
Let the rain fall down around him, 
not in wild abandonment, 
but a slow and steady downpour, 
and let him walk out into this hopelessness 
walk forever with his helplessness. 

"Don’t ask me what I think" a Mahdaviani 

Sitting in the last haven of intellectual dis¬ 
course, 
I watch you sip your coffee while letting 
your words sink into me. 
I try to discover your eloquence 
as you gaze at me through the dimming 
lights. 
Your words flow around us, 
slowly sinking under shifting chairs. 
I search for your ease, 
style, 
elegance. 
I search... 

your nose is too big. 

dearest, 
show yourself to me 
in all the ways you come, 
and all that surrounds you, 
and completes you. 
I need to stop seeing you in everything, 
seeing everything in you, 
need to turn around, 
because, dear, 
you blend, these days 
you blend 
into me 
too easily. 
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QUEEN'S UNIVERjjnnr 

v' Jp Presents... 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

"Whafs up writh 
my education?" 

week 
12:00 to 1:30, Music Listening 

Room, JDUC 

Graduating with a whopping student 

debt? Or even just a little one? 

Here's some advice on how to best 

approach repayment to put yourself 

in a solid financial position in the 

future. 

▼ 
Education 

Survey 

Help the AMS 
advocate on 

Tuesday, March 91 
“LOAN REPAYMENT 
AND THE FUTURE” 

your behalf! Fill 
out a survey on 
debt and quali¬ 
ty of education 
issues to estab¬ 
lish what acad¬ 
emic priorities 

Wednesday, March 1 Oth 
“INVESTMENT ADVICE FOR 

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS” 

12:00 to 1:30, Music Listening Room, JDUC 

the AMS should 
be dealing with 
in the upcom¬ 
ing year, both 
internally and 
externally. 

What are bonds good for? What is 
equity? 

How do you go about getting some 
mutual funds? 

How should you figure out what tax 
breaks might work for you? 

What sort of insurance should you buy? 

Why should you care about RRSPs 
now? 

Find the answers to these questions 

and more... prepare yourself for the 
"real world!" 

Fill out a 
survey, and 
have an oppor¬ 
tunity to win 
credits toward 
your tuition and 
the bookstore, 
as well as 
giveaways from 
AMS services. 

Thursday, March 11 th 
“THREE-PARTY DEBATE ON 

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION” 

11:30 to 1:00, 

Wallace Hall. JDUC 

With a provincial election 

expected in the spring, find 

out where the Conservatives, 
Liberals and NDPs stand on 

the issues surrounding 

post-secondary education. 
Former Liberal leader Lyn 

McLeod, now the 

party's education critic and 

Blaine Morin, the NDP's critic 

for post-secondary educa¬ 

tion, have both confirmed 

their attendance. 

■\ Journal • 3 
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Students 
shun 
SGPS 

elections 
By Rebecca Stelter 

The Society of Graduate and 

Professional Students is having trouble 

finding people interested in running its 

government next year. The Society 

recently completed its executive election 

campaign and all the positions were 

either uncontested or unfilled. 

According to Kevin Brown, chief 

returning officer for the SGPS, the 

"nomination period began on the 18th 

of January and elections were scheduled 

for the 9th and 10th of February.” 

However, due to lack of interest, 

there was a necessary three week exten¬ 

sion of this period in order to fill posi¬ 

tions. One position still remains 

unclaimed. 

The reason for this small turnout is 

time commitment, said Chris Hales, cur¬ 

rent SGPS president. “I think that there 

is a divided interest. We are not given 

any leave time from our studies and 

have to keep a full course load, which 

makes it hard to get people to commit.” 

“The idea of staying an extra year to 

fill an executive position in student gov¬ 

ernment, delaying one’s finishing date, 

is not as appealing to grad students who 

are ready to move on in life,” Brown 

added. 

This does not mean that graduate stu¬ 

dents are not interested in student coun¬ 

cil. “Even at this stage, the dynamic has 

changed with the introduction of law 

students into the SGPS. We have seen a 

much greater interest in the day to day 

activities of the society, and that can 

only be a positive thing,” said Michael 

Rusek, SGPS president-elect. 

Rohypnol suspected in assault 
By JocelynLaporte 

A Queen’s student recently 

reported to Campus Security that 

she had been the victim of sexual 

assault in mid-January as a result of 

being drugged. The victim was prompted 

to report her case when she saw a 

Rohypnol alert in last Friday’s Journal. 

An alert issued yesterday by Campus 

Security stated that the student had been 

drinking with friends at a popular “hub” 

area establishment. After moving to a 

USEFUL NUMBERS 
Kingston Police 549-2 III or 91 1 

Kingston Sexual Assault Crisis Centre 544-6424 

Queen's Human Rights Office 53.1-6886 

Students Counselling and Health Service •S 533-289.3 

second establishment she met a male 

acquaintance who walked her home. The 

woman passed out shortly after reaching 

her residence and awoke to find herself 

being sexually assaulted by the man who 

walked her home. 

The alert stated that “it is very 

probable that a sedating drug, such 

as Rohypnol, was administered to 

[the victim’s] drink sometime that 

evening.” 

The victim reported to authori¬ 

ties that when she awoke “she felt 

disassociated from her body and was 

completely limp, unable to speak or 

move. She suffered partial amnesia but 

did not have any symptoms of a hang¬ 

over the next day.” 

Please see Administrators on page 4 

ArtSci '99 formal raised the roof at the Memorial Centre Saturday night as students partied to the groove of a 

“Roaring 20’s” theme. From left to right: Jessica Pautz, Bianca Partington, Kate Sullivan, Amy Gowland and Kathy 

Yung.__ 
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Students fined for keg party 
By Jennifer Morrison 

Last Thursday, seven second-year 

Queen’s students were fined $1,000 for 

the traditional homecoming ‘kegger’ 

they organized at their Johnson Street 

residence, otherwise known as ‘The 

Mansion.’ 

Last September, the Kingston police 

laid charges against the students for vio¬ 

lating the Liquor Licence Act of Ontario. 

The residents were charged with three 

counts of violating Ontario’s liquor 

licence act, specifically selling liquor 

without a permit. 

Although Mansion resident Andrew 

Thompson did admit to having kegs of 

beer at the party, he explained that it was 

not the beer they were selling: “We tech¬ 

nically sold tickets for the party, and not 

for the booze,” he said. 

Kingston Police Constable Mike 

Shultz stated that the residents were 

warned of the potential ramifications 

and dangers, but went ahead with the 

party anyway. He said, “We’ve put up 

with it this long, we’re not going to put 

up with it anymore... if they don’t listen, 

they do so at their own peril.” 

On March 4, the group of seven 

students appeared in provincial court to 

answer to the charges. Second-year stu¬ 

dent Chris Grubb entered a guilty plea 

on behalf of the seven co-accused and a 

fine of $1,000 was levied. 

Thompson explained that Grubb took 

responsibility for the group because 

“[the police] felt that he was the ring¬ 

leader of the whole thing.” All seven res¬ 

idents are planning on splitting the fine 

between them. 

Although 
Shultz could not 

comment on 

whether the fine 

was fair, he did 

recall a case that 

happened eight 

to 10 years ago 

that involved a 

group of boot¬ 

leggers who 

were fined $700 

each for violat¬ 

ing the Liquor 

Licence Act. 

Thompson 

spoke for the 

group, claiming 

that they had no 

plans to fight the fine. “We’re just going 

to take the fine and suck it up,” he said. 

“There’s not much we can really do any¬ 

more. They did a lot of undercover 

work.” 

He admitted to being surprised at the 

amount of effort the police went to in 

investigating them. “It basically shows 

how much time the Kingston police 

really has... I think they wanted to make 

an example of us,” he said. 
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Aits & Science Undergraduates 

ARE you IN THE RIGHT ACADEMIC PROGRAM? 

CONCERNED ABOUT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFTER GRADUATION? 

INTERESTED IN AN APPLIED PROGRAM? 

WHY NOT CONSIDER TRANSFERRING INTO CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING OR ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY (OR DOING A DUAL 

DEGREE WITH YOUR CURRENT PROGRAM). 

The award-winning department of Chemical Engineering is a dynamic 

department with an outstanding record of excellence in teaching and 

research, with many links to industry. 

Well qualified students can expect credit for completed CHEM, MATH, 

H&SS, GEOL and Laboratory courses. 

Your transfer will be smooth and painless! 

For information contact: 
Dr. David Lawrence, #208 Dupuis Hall 

lawrence@chee.gueensu.ca 
533-2783 

AMS lobbies for 
QUEST release 

By Fiona Stevenson 

The AMS, in cooperation with 

Faculty societies, is lobbying for the uni¬ 

versal release of Queen's University 

Evaluation System for Teaching evalua¬ 

tions. At present, only 62 per cent of 

QUEST evaluations are released to 

students. 
“I think it’s unacceptable that students 

don’t have that information at their 

hands,” said AMS Academic Affairs 

Commissioner Milan Konopek, adding 

that the forms are universally released at 

most other Canadian universities. 

QUEST surveys are handed out to 

students by Departmental Student 

Council representatives. Completed 

forms are returned to the Registrar’s 

Konopek and academic representativ 

from all Faculty societies, has compiled* 

position paper stating why it belie.,! 

QUEST evaluations should be univer 

sally released. The paper is presently 

being distributed to the administration 

and the Faculty Association. 

“We’ve received support from the 

administration on this,” Konopek said 

“I certainly support it. I’ve been at 

universities in the past where they 

release it and it seemed to benefit stu¬ 

dents,” said Dean of Arts and Science 

Robert Silverman. 

The administration and the Faculty 

Association are currently in the process 

of negotiating the university’s collective 

agreement, which is up for renegotiation 

every two years. Konopek hopes the new 

office and then directed to the respective agreement will make the automatic 

course instructor. Written comments will release of QUEST evaluations to stu- 

only be read by the department head if dents mandatory while including provi- 

students include their signatures on their 

forms; otherwise, department heads only 

have access to quantitative data. 

According to Konopek, less than a quar¬ 

ter of students sign QUEST forms. 

In the 1996-97 year, the policy on 

QUEST forms was that all evaluations 

were to be automatically released to stu¬ 

dents, unless an instructor indicated that 

he or she wished for the information to 

remain private, said Konopek. That year, 

the release rate was 96 per cent. 

“The following year, through the 

result of a collective bargaining agree¬ 

ment, that default position was elimi¬ 

nated,” he continued. That year, the 

release rate dropped to 70 per cent. 

The academic caucus, made up of 

sions for when the forms will not be 

released. 

However, obstacles exist. According 

to Konopek, “There seems to be a push 

from certain elements in the Faculty 

Association to eliminate QUEST for the 

wrong reasons... Some feel that QUEST 

only reflects superficial popularity of 

professors, and not their actual ability to 

teach in a challenging academic environ¬ 

ment. That couldn’t be further from the 

truth.” 

“On the whole, if a professor is con¬ 

sistently receiving poor evaluations, that 

is probably indicative that they need 

some improvement in their teaching 

Please see Students on page A 
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Communications Commission dissolved 
BY STEPHANIE CARVIN 

After years of debate, the 

Alma Mater Society Assembly 

voted at its last meeting to dis¬ 

solve the AMS Communications 

Commission. 
“Things were not working 

out as well as they should be,” 

said Angela Pilas, current AMS 

communications commissioner. 

••\Ve found that the structure did 

not let the commissioner do 

what was wanted.” 

The restructuring proposal 

passed by Assembly outlined 

several reasons why dissolving 

the commission was necessary. It 

suggested that the commission 

has been saddled with too many 

diverse responsibilities and 

lacked a clear mandate. It also 

mentioned the commission 

encompasses too many service- 

oriented functions, including 

the Queen s Inquiry Committee, 

the Infobank, the AMS Web 

Page, the Graphic design unit 

and promotion of the AMS. 

According to the proposal, 

these problems have left the 

commissioner little time to 

focus on true interactive com¬ 

munication with the student 

body. The proposal also indi¬ 

cated that efficiency in adver¬ 

tisement production, 

dissemination and Web design 

could be improved. “The com¬ 

missioner ends up doing daily 

work of the commission and not 

enough of long-term planning 

with the AMS,” said Pilas. 

Tom Stanley, AMS president, 

said the structure of the com¬ 

mission was a problem. “No 

matter how good the people 

were or the resources, we could 

not seem to crack this,” he said. 

The committees and respon- 

AMS exec hires 
new council 

By Renee Huang 

After receiving 17 applica¬ 

tions for seven available AMS 

council positions, the new exec¬ 

utive has completed their first 

major task — hiring the people 

they will work most closely with 

next year. Five commissioners 

and two directors for the 1999- 

2000 AMS council were hired 

Monday evening. 

“The quality of applicants 

was absolutely outstanding,” 

said Sarah Corman, AMS 

president-elect. 

Rodger Scott will be the new 

Academic Affairs commissioner. 

A third-year economics student 

from Oakton, Virginia, Scott is 

chair of the Frank Knox teach¬ 

ing award committee this year 

and sat on the strategic planning 

committee. 

Second-year economics stu¬ 

dent Lisa Pasquin will serve as 

next year’s Campus Activities 

commissioner. A Montreal 

native, Pasquin was Charity Ball 

chair and has been involved in 

the CAC for two years. 

Carol Liao, a third-year poH- 

tics and economics student from 

Vancouver is the new Internal 

Affairs commissioner. 

Originally from Vancouver, 

Uao is Arts and Science 

Undergraduate Society Internal 

Affairs commissioner this year 

w« ASUS Chief Electoral 

Affairs 

Commissioner is Walkerton, 

Ontario native Ingrid Larsen. A 

student constable and member 

of Queen’s Security, Larsen is 

the MAC deputy commissioner 

of community outreach and is 

in her third year of a biology 

major and health minor. 

Karen Hindle will be the new 

Social Issues commissioner. A 

third-year sociology student 

from Montreal, Hindle is 

deputy social issues commis¬ 

sioner and vice-president of 

Chown Hall. 

The AMS executive hired 

Shawn Brimley as next year’s 

Media and Services director. A 

third-year history student, 

Brimley comes from 

Mississauga and is a student 

constable and former assistant 

news editor at The Queen’s 
Journal. 

Susan Henry, a fourth-year 

chemistry and economics 

medial, will be the new services 

director on next year’s council. 

A Fredericton, Nova Scotia 

native, Henry is assistant man¬ 

ager of the Used Bookstore 

Exchange and was orientation 

chair (academics) this year. 

Since the Communications 

commission was recently dis¬ 

solved, no commissioner was 

hired. 

Council is currently conduct¬ 

ing interviews to hire managers 

and chairs to administer on- 

campus services and groups. 

Larsen, Shawn Brimley, 
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sibilities of the communications 

commission will be distributed 

among other areas of the AMS. 

The Assistant Manager (Design) 

of the Publishing and Copy 

Centre will now oversee the 

Web Page Design Unit and the 

Graphic Design Unit. The 

Internal Affairs Commission 

will now oversee the Queen’s 

Inquiry Committee and the 

Infobank. 

“The philosophy behind this 

is decentralizing,” said Stanley. 

“We give the commissions the 

tools they need to communi¬ 

cate.” 

Stanley said he felt positive 

about dissolving the commis¬ 

sion. “I think it is great,” he 

said. “There will be a period of 

transition naturally.” He pre¬ 

dicted problems during transi¬ 

tion may arise from the 

“miscellaneous things that the 

commissioner did.” 

The only new position cre¬ 

ated in the restructuring is the 

communications co-ordinator, 

who will be responsible for pro¬ 

motion of the AMS. The co¬ 

ordinator will work full time in 

the summer and as a volunteer 

during the rest of the year, 

working on media campaigns 

and helping commissions 

promote events. 

Pilas said she was pleased 

with the restructuring decision. 

“[The restructuring] is going to 

be fantastic,” she said. “The co¬ 

ordinator can focus on individ¬ 

ual campaigns... and be creative 

and innovative.” 

“I talked to past commission¬ 

ers and they completely agree 

[with the restructuring],” Pilas 

said. “We couldn't do what we 

wanted for structural reasons. 

People generally agree. They 

realize that the commission had 

much potential but just couldn’t 

do it.” 

Solar team unveils new car 
“We have two goals or mis-- By Fiona Stevenson 

The Queen’s Solar Vehicle 

team officially unveiled their 

revolurionary new car at a cere¬ 

mony in the BioSciences 

Complex on Saturday 

afternoon. 

Business Team Manager 

Alexis Tremblay called the car 

“the culmination of 10 years 

worth of experience and dedi¬ 

cation to the solar car... it is 

faster, lighter and more effi¬ 

cient than any car we’ve ever 

made.” 

According to Tremblay, the 

team hopes the new vehicle will 

enable Queen’s, to be a front 

runner in solar challenges 

throughout the world. “We’re 

expecting big things from this,” 

he said. 

Employing new solar car 

technology, the vehicle can 

travel up ro 70 km/h on the 

power required to toast a piece 

of bread, Tremblay said. “The 

new car is extremely aerody¬ 

namic,” he explained. 

Approximately 40 people 

were involved in the construc¬ 

tion of the vehicle, the cost of 

which rests between 5200,000 

and $300,000, Tremblay esti¬ 

mated. 

The car will compete in two 

races this year. The first, 

Sunrayce ’99, begins in 

Washington, D.C. and ends in 

Orlando, Florida. Ir takes place 

June 20 - 29. The second race, 

The World Solar Challenge, 

will be held in Australia in 

October. Approximately 15 stu¬ 

dents will attend each race, 

which are both held every two 

years. 

Queen's solar cars have per¬ 

formed well in both events in 

the past. At Sunrayce ’97, 

Queen’s was the highest placed 

Canadian team. At the 1995 

World Solar Challenge, 

Queen’s placed higher than any 

North American team in the 

competition’s history. Of the 

Canadian university teams, 

including University of 

Waterloo, University of 

Toronto and McGill University, 

“we’re rhe number one team,” 

said Tremblay. 

sions for the solar car: to have a 

good time developing new tech¬ 

nology and racing the solar car 

and to educate people about the 

merits of renewable energy,” he 

said. 

Queen’s Solar Team was 

formed in 1988. It is funded by 

Queen’s, the departments of 

mechanical and electrical engi¬ 

neering and engineering- 

physics, the Class of Sci '44, 

and corporate sponsors, includ¬ 

ing Panasonic, Alcan, Hexcel, 

Michelin and 3M. It is also sup¬ 

ported by a $0.35 opt-outable 

student fee. 

“Without [our sponsors] this 

project wouldn’t really get off 

the ground,” said Tremblay. 

‘The culmination of 10 years... of experience’ 

The Queen’s Solar Team poses next to their newest car, 
unveiled Saturday in the BioSciences Complex. The car is set 

to compete in races later this year in Washington, D.C., 
Florida and Australia. 
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New exec position created 
Continued from page I 

“We get an incredible turnout 

at our executive meetings,” 

Brown said. “At the council level 

there is a lot of interest, how¬ 

ever there is a drastic jump in 

time commitments from that of 

council members to that of the 

SGPS executive.” 

The new SGPS executive 

members feel that involvement 

in the council will be well worth 

the time commitment necessary. 

“It’s just like any activity on 

campus — if it is something that 

is important to you, you will 

make time for it,” said Rusek. 

“It takes a desire and an 

interest in student politics to be 

willing to fit [being a part of the 

SGPS executive] into your 

schedule,” said Kathleen 

Cowick, vice-president (com- 

munications)-elect. “I feel that it 

should be equal with the com¬ 

mitment to academics, as you 

are learning so much in both 

arenas.” 

The fact that there is little 

interest in being a part of the 

SGPS executive “speaks to the 

nature of graduate studies in 

that your main focus us on aca¬ 

demics,” Rusek stated. 

“You are also accountable to 

a number of different things 

such as a TA-ship and deadlines 

with your professor,” Cowick 

added. 

The introduction of law 

students into the SGPS has 

effectively created a new execu¬ 

tive position, that of vice-presi¬ 

dent internal professional, 

Michael Fahkri. “My biggest 

challenge is defining what this 

position is while I go along. 

Obviously there is a need for the 

position — I still have to see 

what that is,” Fahkri said. 

As for the remaining opening 

in the SGPS executive, “there 

have been a lot of potential can¬ 

didates who have expressed an 

interest,” Rusek said, “and 

we're excited to see who will be 

filling the position.” 

According to Hales, “we have 

never had any unfilled positions 

so next year’s SGPS executive 

should be as just as effective as 

that of this year.” 
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Administrators and campus groups concerned 
Continued from page I 

The victim is adamant about alerting 
students that sedating or date-rape drugs 
are circulating in the Kingston area and 
are being used to facilitate sexual assault. 

The recent rumours of Rohypnol 
abuse on campus and in the surrounding 
Kingston area have administrators and 
campus groups concerned for student 
safety. 

Bob Crawford, dean of student 
affairs, said administrators have been 
informed of several recent incidents 
involving the drug. "1 have heard 
[rumours] of four," he said, adding, “we 
know there’s at least two [confirmed 
incidents].” 

Since the warning last week, “at least 
one other person has come forward,” 
said Crawford. “It’s entirely complaint 
driven.” 

“It was specifically in the city, it was 
off campus,” confirmed Crawford about 
the recent incident, but said rumours 
have been circulating that a date rape 
drug was used at one of the campus 
pubs. 

“We haven’t had any experience deal¬ 
ing with [sedative drugs on campus],” 
said Head Queen’s Student Constable 
Scott McCann. However, he also men¬ 
tioned the unconfirmed case of a 

STAYING SAFE... 
•Do not leave beverages unattended 
• Do not accept beverages from someone you 
do not know and trust 

•At a bar accept drinks only from bartender or 
server 

•At parties do not accept open-container annKs 
from anyone 

•Stay in control of your alcohol consumption 

Rohypnol-type drug being used at a cam¬ 
pus establishment. 

McCann said students need to “make 
sure they know who they are going out 
with and make sure that their drink is 
left with friends.” He specified that if 
you must leave your drink for any reason 
that it is left directly in the hand of a 
friend and “not just on a table with 
friends.” 

McCann also emphasised that if stu¬ 
dents suspect a substance has been 
placed in their drinks that they notify a 
constable immediately. Keeping students 
safe is “our main responsibility,” he 
explained. 

Naomi Brunemeyer, AMS social issues 
commissioner, also stressed the impor¬ 
tance of taking precautions when drink¬ 
ing at public establishments. “If people 
are buying you drinks, make sure they 
are coming from the bartender,” she 
suggested. 

Brunemeyer also warned about the 
danger of students not taking warnings 

seriously, because they are broadcast 
frequently. “That is what makes us vul- 
nerable, when we forget it is a problem, 

she said. . 
Security advises students to take pre¬ 

cautions to prevent themselves from 
becoming vulnerable to a situation 
involving sedative drugs. They advise 
accepting drinks only from the bar¬ 
tender, server or someone you trust and 
not leaving your drink unattended. At 
parties they recommend students avoid 
accepting open container drinks. 

Their report stresses that students “be 
alert to the behaviour of your friends 
and ask them to watch out for you. 
Anyone appearing extremely intoxicated 
after consuming only a small amount of 
alcohol may be in danger.” 

There are several substances which 
can produce symptoms similar to 
Rohypnol which may be used in an effort 
to facilitate sexual assault, such as GHB, 
amphetamines and marijuana. 

A report issued by the Addiction 
Research Foundation in Toronto lists the 

dangers of benzodiazepine products such 
as Flunitrazepam, commonly known as 
Rohypnol, as sedation and the induction 
of amnesic properties. Its toxicity js 
increased when combined with alcohol 
and, although it is unlikely to be lethal 
fatalities have been reported. 

In a similar report drug gamnia 
hydroxy butyrate, or GHB, was outlined 
as a drug that’s popularity is rapidly 
increasing, causing some authorities to 
fear it may replace Rohypnol as the date- 
rape drug. It has been known to surface 
at “rave” parties where it is often 
referred to as ‘Liquid Ecstasy’ or 
‘Liquid X.’ 

GHB, like Rohypnol is odourless and 
tasteless and its toxicity increases when 
combined with alcohol. It produces seda¬ 
tive effects and the dose causing amnesia 
is not much lower than a dose which 
could result in death due to respiratory 
depression, the report states. Other seri¬ 
ous effects of this drug include vomiting, 
loss of consciousness, seizures and 

Students ‘intelligent’ 

OTHER TIPS... 
•If you or a friend feel dizzy, confused or have other unexplained symptoms, go to a safe place 

immediately and contact a friend, family member. Queen's security, the police or phone 911. 

•If you think you have been drugged, go directly to a hospital emergency room. The body eliminates 

most sedating drugs within 24 hours. 

•If you think you have been drugged and sexually assaulted go directly to a hospital emergency room 

or contact the Kingston Sexual Assault Crisis Centre. 

•You can also receive assistance and support from the Queen's Human Rights Office and Student 

Counselling and Health Services. 

Continued from page 2 

skills,” Konopek said. 
“I think there is some concern in our 

thinking thar if the QUEST is being used 
for evaluation purposes, that there be 
some attempt to put it in context and 
use it in relation to other means of eval¬ 
uations,” said Faculty Association 
President Marvin Baer. “There’s some 
concern among the faculty thar it not be 
used automatically without some con¬ 
sideration of the type of course being 

taught,” and other relevant factors, he 
added. 

“I believe most students are intelli¬ 
gent and have the capabilities of making 
real choices based on what they think of 
their instructor’s teaching ability,” said 
McKay Savage, vice-president (student 
development) of the Engineering 
Society. “Students need to feel that the 
QUEST evaluations are being used and 
their comments are making a 
difference.” 
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1 Programs promote 
responsible drinking 

CAMPUS LIFE AND 
drinking at Queen’s: 

Part II 

By Crystal Bona 

A 1993 report compiled by the 
Addictions Research Foundation, which 
identified high levels of alcohol con¬ 
sumption at Queen’s, has helped initiate 
a number of measures to promote 
responsible drinking on campus. 

After the report was published, the 
University Council for Substance Abuse 
Prevention (UCSAP) was formed, incor¬ 
porating staff, students, faculty and 
members of the community. The goals of 
the council are “to make the campus 
healthier and safer by encouraging low- 
risk drinking, by changing the campus 
culture so that people were more com¬ 
fortable drinking less or not drinking at 
all, and to coordinate our efforts,” said 
Diane Nolting, health educator. 

UCSAP has implemented several mea¬ 
sures to inform students about responsi¬ 
ble drinking. “We published the Queen’s 
specific data from the Addictions 
Research Foundation and got the infor¬ 
mation into the hands of students, staff 
and faculty,” said Nolting. “A survey of 
Faculties was conducted to find out 
where students were learning about alco¬ 
hol issues in their courses [and] copies of 
the ARF report were made available to 
these profs.” 

“The alcohol industry never shows 
the negative side of drinking,” Nolting 
said. “Our challenge is to present a pro¬ 
gram that promotes responsible drink¬ 
ing, on the merest fraction of the money 
that the alcohol industry has, and to do 
it in a way that is respectful and non- 
preachy.” 

Among the other initiatives are educa¬ 
tional programs, both in residence and 
on campus, which are “focused on pro¬ 
moting responsible drinking as opposed 
to the message ‘don’t drink’,” said 
Nolting. 

This program includes ‘Drink-Tac- 
Toe,’ a game which is played in 

residences to educate students about 
alcohol related issues. Part of the Peer 
Outreach Program, the game was “devel¬ 
oped by the peer education team. We’ve 
shared this game with 10 other universi¬ 
ties. Students enjoy playing the game, 
and by playing, learn something new,” 
Nolting added. 

Another initiative was to increase the 
training of volunteers at the Campus 
Observation Room. “Volunteers at the 
COR got expanded training that incor¬ 
porated not only the care of highly 
intoxicated students, but also a broader 
understanding of alcohol and alcohol- 
related issues on campus,” she said. 

Since its start in 1991, the COR has 
admitted 335 students for observation, 
and the number of students admitted 
each year has been steadily decreasing, 
she added. 

^We continue to work with student 
leaders, Dons, house councils and within 
Faculties to inform them, because the 
need is still there. The results of the next 
survey will teach us a lot about what we 
need to do,” Nolting said. 

Nolting explained that the alcohol 
industry is a barrier which has to be 
overcome in sending out a message of 
responsible drinking to students. “The 
alcohol industry is a $90-billion industry 
that spends $2-billion on advertising 
alone.” Much of this advertising is aimed 
at students, she added. 

“As an example closer to home, 
Labatts brought their Road Scholarship 
program to Queen’s. The program was 
aimed at promoting responsible drinking 
and defensive driving,” Nolting said. 
“According to their accounts manager, 
this program was offered at 15 universi¬ 
ties across the country. At each univer¬ 
sity, 180 students could take part at a 
cost of $1,600 per student to Labatts.” 

Nolting identified two motives 
behind the program: “First, the message 
‘Don’t drink and drive,’ and secondly, 
for brand recognition. They’re willing to 
spend that amount of money for a 
market share.” 

Human Rights Office 
releases ’97-98 report 
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Clients satisfied by 
HRO performance; 
news issue of trans¬ 
gender and sexual 

identification 
addressed 

By Fiona Scannell 

Contrary to Tuesday’s mock publica¬ 
tion of The Journal created by Golden 
'Words staff, the Human Rights Office is 
not closing its doors. In fact, the office’s 
1997-98 Annual Report suggests that an 
increase in services would also increase 
the office’s effectiveness. 

The recently released report shows 
that the HRO is being well used at 
Queen’s. The number of cases the office 
dealt with in 1997-98 did not change 
significantly from the previous year, and 
has been fairly consistent over the past 
three years. 

An increase in violence and threaten¬ 
ing and obsessive behaviour is disturb¬ 
ing, but it is reassuring that the people 
affected call upon the HRO in these sit¬ 
uations, said Director Irene Bujara. In 
25 per cent of sexual harassment cases 
brought to the HRO, some form of 
obsessive behaviour or abuse was 
involved. 

According to the report, all cases 
were resolved informally, rather than 
formally, in 1997-98. “We believe that 

most of them were resolved to a fair sat¬ 
isfaction of clients and everyone 
involved,” said Bujara. 

In this period, new issues arose 
involving transgender and sexual identi¬ 
fication. Queen’s is currently investigat¬ 
ing ways to revise its policies in a 
pro-active way. 

According to the report, 74 per cent 
of racism complaints brought to the 
HRO were made by women or on 
behalf of women. The report stated that 
this figure suggests that women of 
colour are more vulnerable to acts of 
racism, and this is likely due to the 
broader social condition which puts 
women overall in weaker economic and 
political positions. 

“It's positive to see the 
people who witness 

harassment take action.” 

— Irene Bujara, Human Rights 
Office director 

The number of third parries who 
bring concerns to the HRO was also an 
area of interest in the report. “It’s 
positive to see the people who witness 
harassment take action," Bujara said. 

Two areas where people have 
frequently taken action for others are 
incidents that involve heterosexism and 
disabilities. Bujara explained that these 
are areas where people are vulnerable. 
The concern expressed by people 

See More on page 7 

It doesn’t take an 
Einstein to do the math.. 

$60 > $60 

When is $60 greater than $60? 
When a student gives to Queen’s. 

Your gift of $60 shows a strong commitment-, 

to Queen's and packs a powerful punch when 
the University asks alumni and friends 

for millions of dollars to support our school. 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN S 



ASM* 
ARTS & SCIENCE - CON-ED - PHE - BMUS - BFA 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

NOW HIRING! 
Marketing Director Chief Returning Officer (CRO) 
Deputy Commissioners: Chief Elections Officer (CEO) 

Finance (2) Systems Manager 
Internal Affairs ASUS Movie Theatie 

Formal Convenor DSC Co-ordinators (2) 

Committee Chairs 
Frostweek 
Jackets 
Kids 4 Kids 
Social 
Mind Find (Tutoring) 
Future Link (Mentorship) 
Leadership Conference 

Speakers 
Triple-A (Alzheimer's) 

Student Issues 

ACE (Environment) 

Afterschool Buddies 
Aids Awareness 
Cystic Fibrosis 
Heart & Stroke 

Lost Paws 
Mosaic 
Prison Visitations 
Teen Outreach 
Women's Empowerment 

Application forms are now available at The Core [183 University 

Avenue.) For more Information, please contact Jo-Anne Lorway, 
at 533-6278. 

Applications are due Thursday, March 18th 

at 4:00 p.m. 

Rehab PhD in works 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

The school of rehabilitation therapy is 
hoping to introduce a PhD program m 
rehabilitation science. Queen s Master of 
Science (Rehabilitation) program cur¬ 
rently has more than 55 graduates every 
year and the Faculty of Health Sciences 
believes the school could both support 
and benefit from a doctoral program. 

“We are very excited about this, said 
Barry Smith, dean of the Faculty of 
Health Sciences. “The need for physical 
and occupational therapy services is 

growing.” 
"Increased leadership is going to be 

needed in this country,” said Smith, 
explaining that the program will allow 
for the advancement of both the acade¬ 
mic and clinical areas of the field. 

If the proposal is passed, the two main 
areas that will be central to the program 
are motor performance, which deals 
with the physical ability to function, and 
disability in the community, which 
addresses how individuals and communi¬ 
ties relate to disabilities. 

ing undergraduate programs in physical 
and occupational therapy, only three 
offer a doctoral program in rehabilita¬ 
tion. There are, however, several 
Masters programs throughout Canada 
producing approximately 38 graduates 
each per year. This provides a substantial 
pool of applicants for the doctoral pro¬ 
gram, before factoring in applicants from 
related disciplines. 

Approximately 10 - 15 per cent of 
graduates from Master of Rehabilitation 
programs pursue doctoral degrees. Often 
they are forced to select a related disci¬ 
pline, which does not always provide 

knowledge specific to the field 0f reh 
bilitation science. 

Smith said the demand for the pro 
gram represents the desire by those i 
the field to pursue the growing nich" 
developing for it in Canada. “I think it 
reflects... an increasing desire of many to 
advance their training.” 

According to a Senate report, factors 
contributing to the growing need f0r 
rehabilitation specialists include an agim. 
society with increased disablement, a 
shift to community-based care, a grow- 
ing concern for quality of life, and grow¬ 
ing populations with disabilities. 

A survey of all 13 Canadian universi¬ 
ties ofFering rehabilitation programs 
indicated that a doctoral program at 
Queen’s would prove beneficial, espe¬ 
cially in terms of faculty development. 
There are approximately 11 unfilled aca¬ 
demic faculty positions in physical and 
occupational therapy programs in 
Canada, and projections for the next five 
to 10 years estimate approximately 27 
vacancies in the field. 

Another benefit of a rehabilitation 
doctoral program would be the training 
of clinical researchers who will 
contribute to developments within the 
profession. 

Smith said there have not been many 
doctoral programs available in the past 
because of the recent “transition of reha¬ 
bilitation therapy from a technical disci¬ 
pline to a more academic one.” 

A proposal to introduce the PhD pro¬ 
gram at Queen’s was referred by Queen’s 
Senate to both the academic develop¬ 
ment and budget review boards for con¬ 
sideration. Both passed the proposal and 
it is scheduled to be brought back to 
Senate again next month. 

The AMS 

Walkhome hours 
change. 
As of Monday March 22 
Walkhome will be opening at 
7:00pm We are still open 
Sunday to Wednesday 'till 
2:00am and Thursday to 
Saturday till 3:00. 

Here for the 
summer? 
Hundreds of opportunities to 
volunteer in the community: 
seniors homes, health 
organizations, hospitals and 

updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

morel! 
Call the MAC for more info. 
533-6000 ext. 75-178 

The Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual Association’s 
annual general meeting will 
take place Sunday, March 
21 at 7pm in the JDUC 
(Wallace Hall). All are 
welcome. For more 
information call either 533- 
2960, the LGBA office or 
531-8981, the support line. 

Commemorate 
Tibetan National 
Uprising Day! 
Sunday, March 14 at 1:30 in 
Dupuis Hall: OPIRG Free 
Tibet is hosting Sonam 
Wangkhang to talk about 
Tibet, Suggested donation : 
$3 

Free Money! 
Winter Clubs and Assembly 
Grants application forms are 
available outside of the AMS 
Commission of Internal 
Affairs. March 5th-19th. 

If you have something you want to tell the world then 

tfre AMS Commmkatwm Commission @ 545-1732, or mal Ctrnmom.OjimmM 
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Pro-Life Club shows film of live abortion 
Goal to educate people about the humanity of the unborn child’ 

BY Sarah Redekopp 

A real-life abortion was 
shown on video by the Queen’s 
Pro-Life 0 club last Saturday 

evening. 
The club’s chairperson Sindi 

Sabourin, explained that the 
purpose of showing the video 
was to “make it real that abor- 
non does kill a child” and that 
abortion is not merely a means 
r0 ending a pregnancy. 

The purpose of 
showing the video 

was to ‘make it real 
that abortion does 

kill a child.’ 

— Sindi Sabourin, 
Queen's Pro-Life club 

chairperson 

Approximately 25 people 
gathered in the McLaughlin 
room of the JDUC at 7:30 p.m. 
on Saturday to watch the 
20-minute video and then dis¬ 
cuss the controversial topic of 
abortion. According to 
Sabourin, most of the people in 
attendance were pro-choice 
advocates. 

The video, called “Eclipse of 
Reason,” was obtained from the 
Campaign Life Coalition, a Pro- 
Life organization in Kingston. It 
depicts the abortion of a four 

and half month-old male fetus 
and is described by Sabourin as 
a “pretty graphic” film. She 
explained that the video is 
meant to heighten awareness of 
the unborn child’s perspective, 
as many people tend to consider 
solely the pregnant woman’s 
perspective. 

The discussion following the 
video lasted almost two hours. 
A mediator was eventually des¬ 
ignated, to prevent everyone 
from talking at once. The dis¬ 
cussion remained quite calm, 
though Sabourin said she was 
uncomfortable when the word 
“selfish” was used by a pro-lifer 
to describe the pro-choice advo¬ 
cates. 

The Pro-Life Club is new to 
Queen’s campus, having formed 
late last term. The club became 
an official AMS-recognized club 
after presenting its constitution 
to AMS Assembly last term. The 
Clubs Consideration Committee 
and Assembly normally debate 
proposed constitutions before 
clubs are ratified. 

AMS Social Issues 
Commissioner Naomi 
Brunemeyer said “there was 
some concern about allowing a 
club like that being associated 
with the AMS,” but that the 
AMS is here to “serve and rep¬ 
resent the diversity of students 
at Queen’s.” She indicated that 
the pro-life cause is not one that 

the AMS would necessarily pro¬ 
mote and that she felt that 
showing the video was a radical 
move. She added that it is 
important, however, to be open- 
minded and to understand and 
respect where such groups are 
coming from. 

Sabourin said approximately 
30 people signed up to join the 
group on club’s night; however, 
the club’s meetings have been 
slow to gain a following, with 
an average turnout of only two 

or three students per meeting. 
Sabourin speculated that the 
club will likely not meet or par¬ 
take in any more activities for 
the remainder of the term but 
will reconvene next fall. 

Sabourin explained that “the 
main goal of the club is to edu¬ 
cate people about the humanity 
of the unborn child.” The club 
focuses on publicizing its posi¬ 
tion by putting up posters on 
campus with pro-life messages. 
Sabourin has also published 

some opinion articles and letters 
in The Journal to express her 
views. 

“One thing that disturbed me 
at the [Saturday] meeting was 
that when people see pictures of 
unborn babies they automati¬ 
cally think of abortion,” said 
Sabourin. “I want to promote 
the life aspect [of the unborn 
fetus and promote the] joy of 
seeing a child at the earliest 
stages of Life.” 

More hate literature in town 
Continued from page S 

indirectly involved with an 
infringement of human rights 
shows that more people are 
becoming aware of the impor¬ 
tance of recognizing human 
rights on campus, said Bujara. 

One of the difficulties the 
HRO continuously faces is 
finding an effective method of 
telling the Queen’s community 
where the office is, in the Old 
Medical Building, and when it 
should be used. A directional 
sign is finally on the way, after 
two years of proposals and 
fund raising. According to 
Bujara, the sign, which will cost 
the office “a couple of thou¬ 
sand dollars” will be placed at 

the end of the building’s wheel¬ 
chair ramp. There is also a new 
display case in Macintosh- 
Corry Hall. 

The report recommends that 
more senior levels of adminis¬ 
tration need to request human 
rights information, that adver¬ 
tising for the office reach more 
mainstream publications to 
“normalize the actions that 
sometimes have to be taken,” 
and that a strong message come 
from senior administrators 
against hate crimes. Bujara said 
there is an increase in hate liter¬ 
ature available in Kingston each 
September. 

Due to recommendations 
made by the Principal’s 
Advisory Committee in 1997 

during the office’s five-year 
review, the HRO has seen the 
creation of the half-time educa¬ 
tion coordinator position, the 
acceptance of a half-time con¬ 
tinuing (rather than contract) 
anti-heterosexism coordinator, 
and the transformation of the 
sexual harassment coordina¬ 
tor’s half-time position to full¬ 
time. 

The report states that the 
office received this information 
with relief since “it reflected a 
recognition of the work 
involved with the generally 
higher number of cases and 
consultations in the area of 
sexual harassment.” 

COX-DAVIES PRODUCTIONS 

A'M3b9*19C)7l. 
Director - Moira Davies 

At The Grand Theatre 
Monday Mar. 15 & Tuesday 

Mar.16, 6-8pm 
Adults 16 years & over 

Strong Singing, Dancing and 
Acting Required 

Please bring prepared song with 
music 

For Further Information: Moira 
Davies. 389-1590 

Playing Dates:July 2-10 at the 
Grand 

See what the 
campaign can do. 

$3.4 million endowed for work study 

and work experience 

+ 
$5 million endowed for graduate scholarships 

+ 

$21.6 million endowed for national 

and international entrance scholarships 

+ 
$30 million endowed for awards and bursaries 

$60 million endowed for student assistance 

>i 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN'S 
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MONEY FOl 

The Winter Clubs & Assembly Grant forms are here! 

Application forms and complete criteria are available 

outside of the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs 

(CIA) office. Forms are due back on March 19th, 1999 

You MAY be eligible for a grant if you are: 

• Part of the Queen's Student Community; 

• From a non-profit cause, organization or society 

and your activity does not already receive AMS 

funding. 

Complete Criteria, along with application forms, are 

available at the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs. 

For more information please contact Dave Contant, 

CIA Deputy Commissioner, at 533-6000 ext 74815 or 

cia@ams.queensu.ca •6V JHlf 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Wally floor seniors out? 
By Stefan Murray 

Waldron Tower might be a different 
place to live next year, according to a 
proposal made by a Mam Campus 
Residence Council sub-committee. 

The proposal, passed by the sub-com¬ 
mittee last Monday, recommended that 
the residence serve as a testing ground 
for a new residence executive structure. 

Under the proposed structure, 
Waldron Tower’s Don and floor senior 
positions would be amalgamated into % 
single position, which is as yet unnamed. 
Waldron Tower currently has one Don 
and one floor senior for every two floors 
in the residence. If the sub-committee’s 
plan is approved, next year each floor in 
the residence will have a single leader, 
who will take on the responsibilities of 
both a Don and a floor senior. 

According to incoming MCRC 
president Rick Stratton, the “MCRC is 

Waldron Tower 

PHOTO BY GEOFF ASHENHURST 

confident with the proposal” and 
believes that the suggested arrangement 
will “serve students better because it will 
eliminate confusion.” 

The proposal was drafted as a possi. 
ble solution to the lack of applicants f0r 
floor senior positions, a problem that 
has plagued the MCRC this year. 

According to Stratton, the MCRc 
agreed that a structural change was nec¬ 
essary to raise interest in residence jobs, 
He said he believes that the proposal 
might increase the number of applica. 
dons because it “takes the role of the 
floor senior out, which seems like an 
overworked and underpaid position by 
most people.” 

Stratton said he believes the proposed 
changes would not affect residents’ qual¬ 
ity of life and “as this is a pilot project, it 
will be under constant evaluation." 

The proposed system is similar to 
those of other universities, including 
Wilfrid Laurier University and the 
University of Ottawa. At both of these 
schools the student position is called a 
Residence Advisor. 

Some residents of Waldron Tower had 
concerns with the recommendations. 

“I like the set-up right now. The Don 
and floor senior [partnership] works 
well,” said Waldron resident Douglas 
Hoover, Sci ’02. 

Audrey Oey, ArtSci ’02, said the cur¬ 
rent system “is okay, but it might be inef¬ 
ficient.” Whether she would seek 
counselling from a Residence Advisor, 
however, would depend on the nature of 
the problem. “If it was punishable, prob¬ 
ably not,” she said. 

The MCRC proposal will now go to 
the Ban Righ Board who will either 
ratify or reject it. 

Only 28 days until the end of classes .... So what will you do this summer? Only 28 days until the end of classes.... 

The countdown to SUMMER is on. 
Do you know what you will be doing? 

May we make a suggestion? 

Consider going 
abroad 

We ve got all the resources and information sessions 
you need 

Pre-departure Orientations : 
Mar. 13 - Faculties »f Applied Science & Law 

Mar. 20 - School of Business 
March 27 - Faculty of Arts & Science 

{1:00 - 5:00 p.m.. International Centre) 

Winter Speaker Series Continues: 
Mar. 15 - Preparing to Go Abroad, Part If 

Mar. 24 - Indian Sub-continent and the Middle East 
(S:30 - 7:00 p.m., Music Listening Room, JDUC) 
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In Here 
Free CPR Training at Vic Hall 

Queen’s First Aid is hosting its fourth 
annual mass CPR training session. 
Members of the Queen’s and Kingston 
communities can be trained in the St. 
John Ambulance Level A CPR standard 
course at no cost. Courses will be held 
this Sunday betweenTO a.m. and 4 p.m. 
in the lower common room of Victoria 
Hall. For more information, call 
Queen’s First Aid at 533-6000, ext. 
75373._ • 

The Queen’s Student 
and Community Services 

Group Party 

Everyone is welcome to attend a cof¬ 
fee house and Volunteer of the Season 
party at the Grey House, 51 Queen’s 
Crescent. There will be music, comedy, 
entertainment and free food. The event 
will take place this Sunday between 5:30 
and 9:30 p.m. 

QMO Qilometers Race 

Queen’s Medical Outreach is hosting 
a 5 km race and 5 km fun walk/bike/roll 
event on March 21. Registration begins 
at 8:30 a.m. at Mac-Corry and the race 
starts at 10 a.m. Registration forms can 
be picked up at Runner’s Choice on 

Princess Street. The S10 entry fee will go 
towards supporting Queen’s Medical 
Outreach. For more information, e-mail 
3alml5@qlink.queensu.ca. 

The True Face of God 

Come to find “The True Face of God” 
at a lecture tomorrow evening at 7:30 
p.m. in Macintosh-Corry Hall, room 
B201. Admission is free. Contact Gabriel 
Bluteau at 542-7395. 

Parent Finders monthly meeting 

Parent Finders Kingston will hold its 
monthly meeting on Thursday March 18 
at 7 p.m., at the Ongwanada Resource 
Centre, 191 Portsmouth Ave. The meet¬ 
ing will provide information to those in 
search of birth parents, children or 
members of the birth-family. For further 
information please contact Cathy Smith 
at 542-0892. 

Local Actors Help support 
Food-Sharing Project 

Kingston’s Cox-Davies Productions 
hopes to raise funds for the Food- 
Sharing Project, an initiative that pro¬ 
vides meals to school children in need. 
Proceeds from ticket sales and all funds 
raised by program sales of “Forever 
Plaid” will help them fulfill this wish. 
The musical runs until March 20 at the 
Grand Theatre, curtain 7:30 p.m. 
Contact John Davies at 389-1590 and 
call the box office at 530-2050 
for tickets. 
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Computer 
Book Sale See what the 

campaign can do... 
All Computer Titles 25% Off 16S new print journal titles 

+ 

1,000 more new books annually 

From Monday March 8th 
1,800 new electronic full-text journal titles 

+ 

72,000-article Encyclopedia Britannica online 

until Saturday March 20th annual purchasing power 

of $5 million endowed for libraries 

if , II w 
1 ■ Clark Hall-Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5- 53 J-215.S 

1 aoo*storeM Owned and Operated by Students Since v»iw 

Wow that’s genius. 

www.campusbookstore.com CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN'S 
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Amnesty International 

referendum were given a 300-wora space to 

training ,o higher standards. The On- available to everyone- Jh'htQS“| 

VOTE YES FOR QUEEN’S 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL!! 

On March 16th and March 17th, 
vote yes to the continuation of a 
0.25 S opt-outable fee for Queen’s 

Call system trial was the highlight of services «<• — , , 
our year, increasing our visibility and House. The member groups a 

accessibility. Queen’s First Aid is a lows: , 
non-profit emergency response team 'The Anorexia Ner- 

consisting of forty hard-working and 
dedicated volunteers. We provide first 
aid at intramural and special events 

lows: 
•The . 

Bulimia Association (ANAB) 
•The Lesbian Gay Bisexual 

Association (LGBA) 
•The Sexual Health Resource 

. Centre (SHRC) 
•The Women’s Centre 

and will help ensure such inalienable in ™’icc Per >'ea/'- . . ^ *** man'datorv student fee of 
rights and freedoms as the right to j We rece.ve hmdmg from the stu- renew our 

„g Reedo™ of speech, freedon, of over 

Amnesty’ Internet,onal (QIA). Your such a, fomak, football games, and 
money will be used to help combat f«»h week, plus an on-call status, 
human rights violations worldwide. Applications for membership go out 

religion, and freedom of association. 
Amnesty International (AI) is a 

worldwide voluntary activist move¬ 
ment that works impartially to pre¬ 
vent violations of people’s 
fundamental civil and political rights. 
AI demands the release of prisoners of 
conscience, the practice of fair trials, 
the prevention of torture and ill-treat¬ 
ment of all prisoners, the abolition of 
the death penalty, and the end of all eraj s™dent population; this year 

running at top-notch standards. Not ing money from student h 
only do we provide first aid, we also 25 years and the mandatory ce was 
offer first aid and CPR training with established in 1993 and last went to 
St. John Ambulance certification. Our referendum in 1997. 
courses this year include Standard Some of the services offered by the 

First Aid/CPR courses as well as a 
FREE CPR Level A certification 
(March 14). Courses are offered 
based on student demand. 

Training is not limited to the gen- 

political killings and “disappear¬ 
ances’’. 

Here at Queen’s we work in three 
main areas. We write letters to gov¬ 
ernment heads, or others in positions 

trained the volunteers at COR 
(Campus Observation Room) and the 
Student Constable’s Seniors. Our own 
unit training is to the Brigade Training 
System Level 1 of St. John 

of power, urging them to use their Ambulance, Oxygen Administration 
change the situation. We and a modified Emergency First position 

also raise funds for AI Canada, 
can continue combating such human 
rights abuses as outlined above. 
Finally, we raise public awareness on 
campus and in the Kingston commu¬ 
nity about human rights and interna¬ 
tional issues. We host speakers, run 
general meetings and conferences, 
host coffeehouses and an annual 

Responder course. 
It must be emphasized again that 

Queen’s First Aid is a completely non¬ 
profit organization made up of 
trained and dedicated volunteers. 
Each member puts in at least and 
often more than four hours a week of 
duties. 

Please vote yes in the upcoming 

Human Rights Benefit Concert, and AMS referendum to keep Queen's 
First Aid receiving SI of the student 
fees. If you only use our services once 
in your whole time at Queen’s, it will 
have been worth it. 

discuss contemporary issues. 
So remember us on Referendum 

day! 

Queen’s first Aid 

Queen’s First Aid Team 

This past year has been quite an 
exciting and active one for Queen’s 
First Aid. We took on eleven 
rookies and have built a solid founda¬ 
tion for the future. We have new, 
complete first aid kits including oxy¬ 
gen and suction devices, and continue 

Q.S.C.S.G. 

The Queen’s Student and 
Community Services Group (QSCSG) 
is an association of four non-profit 
service agencies that provide support, 
information and referrals to the 
Queen’s and Kingston communities. 

QSCSG are 
✓The CHEAPEST photocopies 

on Queen's Campus (5 cents) 
✓Cheap safer-sex products 
✓GREAT libraries and resource 

centres with information on 
sexuality, sex, feminism and 
eating disorders 

✓ Queer theme Friday night 

movies 
✓Information and peer support 

phone lines 
✓Presentations and speakers on 

topics including body image, 
violence against women, 
alternative hygiene products 
and resources in the queer 
community 

✓Reflections, a newsletter by 

ANAB 
✓ A women’s only space 
✓An inviting place in the Grey 

House to hang out or 
hold meetings 

The Grey House ... home to so 
many great services! 

Vote to Support the QSCSG on 
March 16 and 17! 

Kingston youth Shelter 

The Kingston Youth Shelter 
Project is a shelter for homeless youth 
under 25. We're asking Queen’s stu¬ 
dents for an S 0.85 opt-outable fee to 

All services are confidential, free and support the shelter. The shelter, which 

Are Sir Sandford Fleming College Computer Support Technician 
Centre for Applied Computing Slarl dales: Seplember and January 

you 
and Engineering Sciences 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 

Computer Programmer Analyst 
Start dates: Seplember and January 

thinking University graduates who 
Electronics Engineering • Information networks 
Start dales: September and January 

about a combine their degree Electronics Engineering - Telephone Systems 
(Telecommunications Specialist) 

career in with a diploma from one of Start dates: September and January 

these programs are in Electrical Engineering - Controls 
Start dates: September and January 

technology? demand! Utttrital Engineering Technology 
Start dale: September 

These programs are usually 
Electro-Mechanical Engineering - Robotics 

4 or 6 semesters long - but Technician and Technology 
Start dates: September and January 

with your relevant [lemoniu Engineering Technician 

university studies, you may 
be eligible for significant 

Start dales: September and January 

Electronics Engineering - Microcomputer 
Start dates: Seplember and January 

credit. Electronics Engineering - Computer lyitem 
Start date: September 

for more information on these programs and the career opportunities that training in these fields 
ran offer you, contact 

Prof. Ron Walker, Academic Team leader, technoloyyonpmingf nn q 

(705)749-5530, ext. U15 

for a copy of the lqqq-zooo Academic (alendar, an application, or to request a campus tour, please contact 

Marion Hermes, Liaison, mhermesOfleminpr on ra 

Visit US at: (705)74^5546 

www.fIemingc.on.ca FLEMING 
“\ SIR SANDFORD FLEMING COLLEGE 5’—^— 

opened in February, offers food, shel¬ 
ter and a referral service for those 
who need more help. The shelter also 
operates a Youth Employment 
Initiative, which employs homeless 
young people to give them an income 
and enable them to find permanent 
housing, and gives them valuable 

work experience. 
According to a 1998 study by the 

Social Planning Council of Kingston, 
there are an estimated 80 homeless 
youth in Kingston, and about 800 
who occasionally need accommoda¬ 
tion. The Kingston Youth Shelter 
Project helps them with immediate 
needs, and works to help youth get off 
the streets in the long term. The shel¬ 
ter relies on donations from the com¬ 
munity to operate. The support of 
the Queen’s community will make a 
big difference to homeless youth in 
Kingston. Anyone who wants more 
information about the shelter or our 
referendum campaign can contact Liz 

or Christie at 544-9698. 

Telephone aid Line 
Kingston (TALK) 

Telephone Aid Line Kingston 
(TALK) is a confidential and anony¬ 
mous distress, crisis, befriending and 
information phone line serving 
Queen’s students and the Kingston 
community since 1973. TALK is open 
365 nights a year from 7pm until 7am 
and until noon on the weekend. As an 
accredited member of Distress 
Centres Ontario, we provide our 
community with a unique service. 

TALK receives in excess of 6500 
calls annually, including such topics as 
suicide, loneliness, abuse or those 
who simply want to share a story. We 
also offer many volunteer opportuni¬ 
ties to both students and community 
members and help to build a good 
relationship between Queen’s and the 
Kingston community. 

TALK is a 100% volunteer run 
organization. Your SO.75 would go 
directly to providing our volunteers 
with a portion of the necessary 
resources to maintain our service. By 
supporting TALK you are helping to 
provide a valuable service where 
callers from the Queen’s and Kingston 
communities can speak with a trained 
volunteer through the night when 
most other resources are not avail¬ 
able. 

We believe that listening makes a 
difference, by supporting us with your 
SO.75 you can make a difference too. 

AMS Dental Plan 

The AMS Dental Plan offers a 
unique and affordable way for stu¬ 
dents to save money on dental costs. 

Through a combination of insurance 
and discounted rates provided 
through a national network of den¬ 
tists, we offer an unusually high level 
of coverage for a relatively inexpen¬ 
sive fee. 

The AMS Dental Plan covers 
100% of up to 2 check-ups and clean¬ 
ings per year, 90% on fillings, and 
70% on wisdom teeth — all for less 
than the full cost of a single check-up. 

Further, your dental plan provides for 
a high maximum annual coverage 
benefit of $750; this is certainly a deal 

for the $83.00 fee. 

To receive maximum savines 
the AMS Dental Plan, one must viT 
dentist that is part of a national 
work. With 15 dentists in the 

diate Queen's area, 25 in Toronto In 
in Ottawa, 120 in Montreal, 20 ' 
Vancouver, and many others through 
out Ontario, this will be no problem 
for students. In the rare case that 
student can not visit a dentist on the 
rapidly expanding network (it 
tripling every year), the plan also pro. 

vides very competitive levels of cover¬ 
age with any dentist. 

This is a dental plan uniquely 
designed for students that delivers 
unprecedented value to those without 
dental coverage. Students at McGill 

UBC, York, Laval, and the University 
of Montreal all use a plan similar to 
ours design. You can use your student 
card at dental offices for immediate 
coverage, and a website and toll-free 
line will be set up to provide all nec¬ 
essary information. 

If you have coverage, you can opt- 
out of the plan - but it is still worth 
voting yes in order to allow other stu¬ 
dents the opportunity to save hun¬ 
dreds of dollars on exorbitant dental 
fees. For these reasons, on March 
16th and 17th, vote'yes for the AMS 
Dental Plan. 

Thf. United 

The United is a unique, student- 
run newspaper at Queen's University 
in its inaugural year of operation. 
True to the paper’s uniqueness, its 
article contribution base not only 
exists at Queen’s but also transcends 
international boundaries with contrib¬ 
utors from a growing global media 
network. 

Our mission is to: 1) bring into 
focus international stories and issues 
which have profound influences on 
how we view ourselves within the 
context of an increasingly globalised 
“village” and 2) provide a medium for 
the various campus clubs, organisa¬ 

tions, and individuals which may wish 
share their unique knowledge and 
experiences in a forum which cele¬ 
brates the richness of diversity within 

Queen’s and to a greater extent, 
Canadian society. In fact, a unique 
feature of The United is the Club’s 
Board which provides free space to all 
eligible campus organisations within 
which they may convey club specific 
news in a common campus medium. 
Hence the phrase, “The United 
Colours of Queen’s.” By supporting 
The United, you are helping support 

the interests of over 100 AMS affiliate 
clubs and organisations. 

With the inherent costs of produc¬ 
tion, The United has the full intent of 
using these funds to not only continue 
to produce the newspaper but also to 
further develop and expand its opera¬ 
tion. Our goals of expansion in terms 
of size and number of issues and for 
greater financial sustainability depend 
on the establishment of a greater 

resource base. 
In conclusion, we are asking for 

your support of The United so that sye 
can continue to support the Ethnic 
and cultural needs of the Queens 

the universal voice ot 
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community t 

Please see Referendum on page 

MK|]/Iff] IMM ; °Jobs Guaran,eed 
: 0 Great Salaries 

Teach English in 0 Pay Student Loans 

Oiler SO Countries 0 Get Accredited 

0 Get a Job 

Kingston March 31 - April 
Cornwall April 7-11 
Ottawa April 14-is 
Montreal April 28 

i.ann.nM-11979 

www.teachandtravel.com 

See what the 
campaign can do... 

2 new changerooms 
+ 

4 hardwood team courts 
+ 

6-lane running track 
+ 

50-metre, 8-lane pool 

100,000 sq.ft, “field house” 

Now that’s genius. 

CAMPAIGN FOR QUEEN'S 
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are you interested in 
a career in 

journalism? 
would you like to hear 
professionals in the field 
give you some 

free advice? 
If so, you're invited to 

The Journal's 

Journalism 
Roundtable 

On Saturday, March 27 at 2:30 p.m. former Journal staffers who are cur¬ 
rently professional journalists will be visiting 

272 Earl St. to offer advice and answer questions aDout the 
world of journalism. 

Organizations represented will include The Globe & Mail and 
Southam Inc., among others. 

Anyone who is interested in this field, 
or who would simply like to come and listen is invited to attend. 

Space is limited. Call Tara at 533-2800 to confirm your attendance 

Kingston’s One and Only 

Hard Rock Cafe 

9 Selections on tap! 

Sunday & Monday 
nights - open MIC 
with host Smitty. 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
200 wings 

(with the purchase 
of a beverage) 

AMS Spring Referendum 
Questions 

Continued from page 10 

diversity end unity (Hence, the ora* of the 
paper’s name), indicative of Canadian society. 
So on March 16 and 17, please vote yes to The 

V'"Giie us Two Quarters and We'll Give you 
the World° 

queen’s Capital Campaign 

The Campaign for Queen's: 

Queen's is embarking on its most ambitious 
fund-raising campaign ever, and students will 
play a vital role in it. On March 16th and 17th, 
a question will appear on the referendum ballot 
asking you to support the campaign through a 
proposed opt-outable fee of $60, on a sliding 
scale, for AMS members and S25 for SGPS 
members. Your participation is essential, 
because a high student 
participation rate encourages corporations, 
foundations and alumni to contribute 
millions of dollars needed to reach the cam¬ 

paign goal. 
Among many other examples, the Campaign 

will: 

• Endow $60 million for student aid 
■ Create a 100,000 sq. ft. multi-purpose 

athletic/ student life facility 
• Revitalize the Chemistry building 
• Endow S5 million for Library 

Acquisitions 
- Help create new centres, including: - 

Integrated Learning Centre (Applied 
Science) - Management of Knowledge- 
Based Industries (School of Business) - 
Centre for Democracy (Graduate 
Studies and Research) 

• Fund more than 35 academic chairs 
and professorships 

Continuing a Legacy 

This campaign is unquestionably about the 
future. However, Queen's students have gener¬ 
ously given back to the university for decades. 
Some recent examples of student-supported 
projects include past Phys. Ed Centre renova¬ 
tions, a QLINK Centre in the JDUC, over 

$325,000 in scholarships and bursaries 
Bracken Library endowment, a Student /u 
Gallery, the AMS Foodbank and the Ban r!m! 
Centre. 8 

Please contact the Student Vice-Chairs if you 
have any questions: 

Alison Loat, 

Arts '98 - 544-5354 

4aal@qlink.queensu.ca 

George Dyke, 
Sci '98 - 547-2694 

4gd@qlink.queensu.ca 

Queen’s Cargo Aircraft Team 

Every year the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics and Cessna host a 
design competition in the U.S. Teams are asked 
to build a radio-controlled model airplane that 
will be able to carry the maximum amount of 

cargo (this year it’s water, though it’s been steel 
in other years) around a set course. 

Queen’s is the only Canadian university that 
participates, but that’s not to say that this is a 
small event. This year, there arc 33 teams from 
the United States (including MIT and West 
Point), a team from Turkey, and a team from 

Italy. We’ve traditionally done very well in this 
competition, coming in 8th last year (MIT was 
11th), but there is a chance our position will slip 
unless we get your help. Several teams have 
secured big sponsors over the last few years. 
How big are the sponsors? Well Lockheed 
Martin Skunk Works -a maker of the stealth 
fighter is one of them. We’re starting to find 
that we need more and more expensive technol¬ 
ogy to stay competitive. 

This is where the students of the AMS come 
in. More than 600 people have already signed 
a petition supporting the creation of a 15 cent 
student fee (subject to individual opt-out) for 

our team and on Tuesday and Wednesday the 
rest of the AMS will have a chance to vote on 
this question. If you think that 15 cents is a 
small price to pay to support an internationally 
acclaimed team, then vote ‘Yes’ for Queen’s 
Cargo Airplane. 

y 

John Deutsch University Centre 
/COMMUNITY 1 O I 1 D I N U I 

Help Wanted! 
The John Deutsch University Centre is hiring 

student House Managers tor the 1999-2000 

academic year. House Managers keep the 

JDUC ticking after the regular staff has gone 

home. They also are the 'Friendly People with 

Helpful Answers' who staff the Queen's 

Information Desk and Lost & Found. 

If you know everything there is to know about 

the JDUC and Queen's and are endowed with 

creativity, curiosity and exceptional 

independent problem-solving and customer 
service skills, this may be the part-time 

employment you're seeking. Applications can 
be picked up at Queen's Information and 
Visitor Centre, JDUC Room 144. 

Completed applications are due Monday 
March 22nd by 4pm. 

SCIENCE 
j)n a wing and a prayer 
Little-known Queen’s Cargo Aircraft Team flies 

proudly against world-class competitors 
By Sonia Grgar ^ - 

Years of diligent study in a spe¬ 

cific discipline can leave us believ¬ 

ing that the God of Knowledge 

resides strictly within the confines of a 

classroom. Moreover, that deity’s ambi¬ 

tion seems to be aimed towards torturing 

our youthful vitality with an endless pro¬ 

cession of labs, essays and presentations. 

We’ve all known that unsettling feeling 

to some extent, and there is nothing 

more refreshing than discovering a par¬ 

ticular activity that allows one’s knowl¬ 

edge to “take off” from the classroom 

for a little while. 

This merging of theory and practice 

into an exciting intellectual adventure is 

what the Queen’s Cargo Aircraft Team is 

all about. The only club at this university 

devoted to aeronautical design, it has 

existed for nine years in relative David Young of the Queen’s Cargo Aircraft Team holding the wing assembly of 
anonymity. Club member David Young, this year’s entry. 

Sci ’01, reveals that a significant amount 1 PHOTOS BY CHRIS GLOVER 

of effort went into raising awareness 

about the club this year. This effort also as a great opportunity to meet peo- Hungary are expected to join for the first 

focused on designing and test-flying'"a pie and establish a greater interaction time. 

model airplane, and subsequently enter- between students in different years. He The models are designed to carry 

ing it into an international competition, emphasizes that, although the time com- water, and the principal challenge in the 

This year, the competition will take place mitment may prove challenging at times, competition is to fly the plane around a 

at the end of April at a military base in the whole experience is also a lot of fun. designated course for 10 minutes. In that 

Maryland. In last year’s effort, Queen’s The beginning of second term usually time the teams stop their planes several 

rated eighth among approximately 20 finds the club busy purchasing materials times to load a new water supply in an 

teams, even beating prestigious MIT. such as balsa wood (which is extremely attempt to maximize the total amount of 

light, apd forms the base water transported in the ten minute 

material for the model), interval — the team achieving the high- 

kevlar (a very strong material est amount wins the competition, 

used in bullet proof vests), Queen’s team’s plane is designed to carry 

carbon fibre (that strengthens about three litres at a time, and the 

certain sections of the wing), group is aiming for an overall total often 

aluminum, plywood, as well to twelve litres after the multiple loads, 

as some industrial glues. Once Weather is a significant factor, since rain 

that is completed, individual necessitates lighter loads within a single 

pieces of the plane are cut, round. 

and then assembled. Young relates that every year the com- 

“We design 

everything 

ourselves, and 

spend a lot of 

time in the 

libraries doing all 

sorts of 

calculations.” 

— David Young, Although the participants petition features new ideas, and that 

member of the build on the experience from even just observing the models is fasci- 

Queen’s Cargo previous years, there is always nating since no two planes look alike, as 

Aircraft Team an element of uncertainty that there may be anything from bombers to 

_ motivates the meticulous and futuristic styles. The Queen’s team 

determined work. “Right apparently has the reputation of doing 

Each September, the club begins its now we have all the pieces cut out for all the work on their plane by them- 

year with a recruiting drive. Although the wing, and the tail is done... we are selves, whereas some of the wealthier 

the group’s current membership consists getting ready to cut out the pieces for schools hire professional engineers from 

mainly of engineers, no previous experi- fuselage — the body of the plane,” says the aircraft industry to help out. The 

er>ce is required to join, and diversity Young. The finished airplane will be amazing thing is that the Queen’s team 

among participants is greatly encour- about 120 cm long, with the wing span still manages to be competitive even in 

aged. Team spirit and the idea of an uni- measuring approximately 240 cm. the prestigious company of institutions 

hed effort are stressed right from the The model is controlled in flight by such as CalTech, MIT, and West Point, 

start. After collective brainstorming, the radio waves. After the outgoing signal is thanks to the incredible determination 

club’s members plunge into research in picked up by the receiver inside the and knowledge of the Cargo Aircraft 

order to create a design for the plane, model, the receiver activates servos. Team members. Even if something goes 

we design everything ourselves, and small motors that both move the control wrong with the plane, “we show up... we 

sPend a lot of time in the libraries doing surfaces in the plane and activate the are not afraid of getting our hands dirty, 

jU' sorts of calculations,” says Young, plane’s electric propeller motor. and we know exactly what to do if the 

Unce the design is solidified, the group The team plans to finish the entire air- plane breaks,” says Young. 

^oves onto mechanical desktop, a com- plane by mid April, and turn it over to a Young also did not hesitate one bit 

P,e* graphics program intended for pilot who has been testing the Queen's when asked about the benefits of joining 

rafting and 3D modelling, to construct Cargo Aircraft’s projects for years, on a this club. “I think it’s great because it’s 

? u" scale plan for the model. This stage special model airplane field. And then, getting [the Queen’s] name out, and that 

usually completed by the end of the the big moment — the club will be head- will help people get jobs afterwards. The 

rst term. Young describes the work as ing down to Maryland to test their ere- competition also helps with the 

ot only a “nice way to do something ation against a field of increasingly American/Canadian relations. It gets us 

Practical, as opposed to what we learn in international competitors; this year rep- talking.” 

ass, which is almost all theoretical,” but resentatives from Russia, Italy, and 

Siswssr-: 
Want to help create next year’s edition 

of Queen’s Journal Science? 
Cali 533-2800 md ask for Sarah. 
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the world and beyond 

“Eighty per cent 
chance of plasma 

storms...” 

The Soft X-Ray Telescope (SXT) was prepared by 
the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, the 
National Astronomical Observatory ot Japan, 
and the University of Tokyo with the support ot 
NASA and ISAS. 

It seems that solar eruptions that 
throw billions of tons of ionized gas 
into space are, like Sesame Street, 
brought to you by the letter “S." These 
sigmoid structures on the Sun, 
revealed by the X-ray imager on the 
Japanese spacecraft Yohkoh, appear 
to predict when and where an eruption 
will occur. This information would be 
useful to administrators of power grids, 
communications networks and satel¬ 
lites, as all of these systems are 
affected by such solar activity. 

Cavefish makes a 
rare appearance 

Scientists on a caving expedition in 
northern Georgia have made a rare 
encounter with the small, white, eye¬ 
less cavefish that live in waters deep 
beneath the earth. Only two other 
specimens of the cavefish have ever 
been caught in Georgia, in 1969 and 
1973. So little is known about the fish 
that ecologists don’t even known how 
abundant the creatures are. The under¬ 
ground waterways of Georgia may be 
swarming with cavefish, but humans 
only encounter them by exploring the 
underground lakes that can be 
reached through caves. Even then, 
though, special weather and seasonal 
circumstances must occur for the 
cavefish to appear. 

NASA no 
longer WIREd 

Only three days after its launch, 
NASA announced Monday that the 
Wide-Field Infrared Explorer (WIRE) 
has been lost. The satellite was to have 
been part of a four-month mission to 
explore the very distant — and very 
early — universe to better understand 
the history of star and galaxy forma¬ 
tion. The telescope on board WIRE 
was encased in solid hydrogen to pre¬ 
vent heat from the satellite's machinery 
from interfering with infrared signals 
from space. This cryostat was to have 
lasted for the entire four months, but it 
melted soon after its deployment and 
the gaseous hydrogen began venting 
into space, sending the satellite spin¬ 
ning out of control. 
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After only a few beers at 
Alfie’s pub, the cheesy dance 

beats actually begin to resonate, 

the anxiety of drinking in a dark under¬ 

ground pub dissipates — and viability is 

a distant concern. 

On sober reflection, however, the 

continued existence of Alfie’s pub is no 

more assured than that of any other 

AMS service. While the pub’s projected 

loss this year is not staggering, it is 

hardly a model of good fiscal health. 

Next week, a sub-committee of the 

AMS board of directors will release a 

report on the future of the pub in the 

second of a series of viability reviews of 

AMS services. Rather than polling stu¬ 

dents directly, the committee relied on 

an ersatz survey that tried to assess the 

level of customer satisfaction with the 

pub. Those that stumbled across a copy 

of the survey were asked to evaluate the 

quality of Alfie’s in a series of categories 

that ranged from customer service to 

drink selection. 

While the survey may yet yield some 

useful information for improving the 

subjective Aifie’s experience, it cannot 

fully gauge the real value of the pub for 

students. Unlike the competition down¬ 

town, Alfie’s viability is not a function of 

the bottom line. Despite a reported loss 

of nearly $9,000 last year, the pub’s 

Younger offenders 
Like it or not, the concept of 

an age of majority has become 

obsolete in Canada today. Under 

the upcoming federal Youth Criminal 

Justice Act, Canadians as young as 14 

can be tried in adult court for serious 

crimes. The lowering of the age from 16 

to 14 reflects the reality that many 

youths today are forced to grow-up 

much quicker than in the past. 

Canadians younger than 18 are no more 

insulated from the harsher realities of 

society than their parents. Youth today 

are saddled with more responsibilities 

and forced to confront serious issues 

such as sex and drugs at a younger age. 

While it’s hardly desirable to relegate 

14-year-olds to the mercy of the criminal 

justice system, they are old enough to be 

held accountable for violent crimes such 

as murder or sexual assault. 

Unfortunately, not every part of the 

new legislation, which was introduced 

yesterday by Justice Minister Anne 

McLellan, is consistent with this princi- 

The editorials that appear w the space below represent the views of the editorial board of The Queen s Journal. The 
editorial board chooses the topics for discussion and arrives at the stated position through a democratic process. 

Why GO UNDERGROUND? 
value to the student community should 

not be judged as a net loss. Not only is 

the pub a valuable training ground for its 

student employees, it also provides a safe 

environment for students to drink and 

socialize at reasonable prices. As long as 

Alfie’s continues to serve the community 

in this manner, its viability should not 

only be measured in dollars and cents. 

This does mean, however, that Alfie’s 

management should abdicate fiscal 

responsibility for the pub — Alfie’s is not 

Walkhome, it would not be outlandish 

for it to turn a profit. Hopefully, the 

committee’s report will provide insight 

into how the pub can be improved. For 

one, it would not be surprising if the sur¬ 

vey results indicate a general feeling of 

dissatisfaction with customer service. 

Also, despite a chronic problem with 

long line-ups, the pub is failing to attract 

large segments of the student popula¬ 

tion. 

Regardless of the committee’s report, 

the pub must begin to focus on establish¬ 

ing a niche for itself as a legitimate desti¬ 

nation for all students. The myth that 

Alfie’s is a staid upper-year hangout will 

only be dispelled once the pub begins to 

promote and market itself more effec¬ 

tively. 

pie. Under the new law a parent will be 

charged with an indictable offense if a 

young offender under their supervision 

commits a serious crime. Penalties range 

from a steep fine to up to two years in 

prison for parents who fail to prevent 

their child from re-offending. 

Some people may indeed be negligent 

in their parenting, but holding them 

criminally accountable for their chil¬ 

dren’s actions will not reduce youth 

crime in Canada. Parents who choose to 

have young offenders reprimanded into 

their custody cannot possibly be 

expected to monitor their child’s every 

move. Bad parenting is only one factor 

in a complex problem that will not be 

solved by shifting the responsibility away 

from the young offenders. 

While scrapping the Young Offenders 

Act and introducing reforms is a good 

start, the government must not ignore 

the social inequities that are a major 

cause of youth crime. 

Son, 
journo. 

What’s so funny? 
Last Friday, at the U.S. Comedy 

Arts Festival, a panel of eight 

accomplished comedians (Janeane 

Garofalo, Martin Short, Penny Marshall, 

. Mario Joyner, James L. Brooks, Neil 

Simon, Moon Zappa) slammed their col¬ 

lective comedic heads together with the 

goal of answering the comedian’s defini¬ 

tive question: “What is funny?” 

Humour can 
take the form of 

a grown man 
talking out of the 
crack in his ass. 

The New York Times’ account of the 

event suggested a few possibilities that 

would qualify objectively as ‘funny’. 

However, “it became perfectly clear that 

no one really knew. So, it was obviously 

a bad question. After all, if they didn’t 

know, who would?” 

Probably no one. The reason for this is 

because the constraints on comedy per¬ 

mit an infinite variety of humour — 

humour that can take the form of a 

grown man talking out of the crack in his 

ass, or an American elbowing his friend 

to say, “Hey, you should know there isn’t 

just snow in Canada. There’s ice, too!” 

But to deny an objective realm of 

humour is to deny that there is no tangi¬ 

ble component to the comedy of, for 

example, the world’s most widely 

approved comics. The consistent 

appraisal of a comic from his devoted 

audience indicates that the essence of the 

humour lies not in the subjective inter¬ 

pretation of a joke’s delivery, but rather, 

it lies in the realm of absolute truths. 

Things’ are funny for a reason, and 

one of the most common errors a sense 

of humour will commit is to rule an 

intentionally funny moment as ‘insuffi¬ 

ciently funny’ without justification. 

Conversely, calling a joke ‘funny’ also 

requires justification. 

For example, the panel wavered over 

whether it’s reasonable to tell a joke 

about HIV or, as a Washington DJ did 

recently (and was fired because of it), tell 

the joke: “No wonder they drag them 

behind trucks,” — an insult to a song by 

Lauryn Hill, which contains a reference 

to the racially motivated murder of a 

black man in Jasper, Texas. 

Without thinking the joke through, 

some might giggle and guffaw at the DJ’s 

punchline; however, a case must be made 

against the proclaimed humour in the 

joke for it violates a rule in our culture 

that when it comes to racial humour, 

anything beyond certain constraints is 

unacceptable and not funny. The reason 

why the joke isn’t funny is because the 

joke radically demeans a group of people 

based upon the premise that a member of 

that group was tortured and maliciously 

killed. And not just the joke, but the sub¬ 

ject itself is impermeable from ridicule 

due to its overtly sensitive nature. 

Of course, if anything is relative to 

humour, it’s the historical/cultural move¬ 

ment of comedy that shifts the flow of 

laughter from one cultural generation to 

another. Within a time frame, within a 

culture and even within the appropriate 

circumstances, what’s funny is condition¬ 

ally funny — one just has to say why and 

the other doesn’t have to agree. 

When asked, “Steve, what is com¬ 

edy?” by comic legend Henny 

Youngman, Steve Martin responded by 

giving what is the only real constraint 

one can apply to comedy: “Comedy is 

the ability to make people laugh without 

making them puke.” 
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Opinions 

A requiem for boxing Tomorrow night, I’m going to 

be glued to a large television 

set, beer in hand, hooting 

and hollering at two sweaty 

men fighting in nothing but a 

pair of shoes and shorts. When 

1 tell most of my friends of my 

intentions, they give me a 

strange look that screams both 

horror and disgust. 

Yes, mea culpa, I am a boxing 

fan. And I fully confess, for us 

boxing fans, that this Saturday’s 

rare legitimate heavyweight cham¬ 

pionship fight between Evander 

Holyfield and Lennox Lewis will 

have its share of horror and disgust. 

But both those things are central to why 

1 love boxing. 

Norman Mailer once remarked that 

1 boxing is the perfect balance between 

art and war. In a sport traditionally fol- 

, lowed, supported and waged by men, it 

seems fitting that boxing melds violence 

and artistry together in a' such a seduc¬ 

tive way. They combine for a sometimes 

lethal brand of elemental sport. 

Moment upon moment offers guilty 

j pleasure to the audience. 

Nothing is more indelible than that 

[ moment before the action even begins, 

| when both boxers are called to centre 

ring to exchange deathly glares, staring 

deep into the other man’s eyes, shun¬ 

ning and trying to invoke fear. 

Nothing is more exciting than an 

early round punch that wavers the 

champion, spraying blood, and bringing 

[ everyone to their feet. 

Nothing inspires more empathy 

when, late in a fight, a boxer’s trainers 

are hurriedly trying to stop a deep cut, 

feverishly applying a cold press. 

Vaseline and words of strategy. 

Nothing is more humorous than the 

champion trash-talking his fallen victim 

and the loser trying in vain to save face. 

Boxing’s detractors say it is pure 

inhumane brutality. And it probably is, 

and that is what makes boxing irre¬ 

sistibly fascinating. 

When I watch a big fight, 1 feel like 

the mob must have felt back at the 

Coliseum when the lions were released 

Boxing’s detractors say it is 
pure inhumane brutality. And 

it probably is, and that is 
what makes boxing 

irresistibly fascinating. 

I must feel like the warriors of 

ancient Greece that took a pause from 

war to practice the craft of battle in the 

first Olympics. 

I must feel like the person who bangs 

the Plexiglass during a fight in our 

national sport, hockey. 

And to the critics of boxing, 1 

must feel like you, the ones who 

slow down to watch a traffic 

^ accident, or clear space to watch 

^^in the cold as two people brawl 

after close on a Saturday night. 

We all admit and practice and 

teach that violence is wrong, but 

at the heart of sport and 

humanity, there is that love of a 

little bit of violence. That is what makes 

it so enticing. Boxing allows us to vent 

our anger through two strangers who 

smash the life out of each other in the 

confines of a ring. 

In our civilized world where the act 

of striking another is assault, where 

dominance is oppression, we allow vio¬ 

lence to happen on TV and in arenas 

because it strikes at our primal soul. We 

are the pack of wolves. We want our big 

wolf to win. 

So I ask all of you before you go 

knocking another boxing fan, particu¬ 

larly this weekend, to examine deep 

inside you not just why it is repulsive, 

but why we all are in the big picture 

guilty of it. Ask why professional 

wrestling is exploding in North America. 

Ask why the brawling on Jerry Springer 

is so cool. Ask why you aren’t at the bar 

with me, beer in hand, complicit to the 

whole grand spectacle of it all. 

Mike Podgorski 

Con-Ed '01 

Editors 

Roaring ’20s; 
spewing chunks 

Dear Editors, 

I promised myself I would smile and 

n°t say a thing, but for the sake of my 

'olunteers, I feel this needs to be said. I 

was one of the House Attendants at the 

rSci 99 formal and as such, along with 

nb' team of volunteers, we’re basically in 

c atge of running the entire evening. 

For the most part, the evening was a 

Stand success, and I was happy to hear 

1.]^ most °f you had a great time. Hey, 

e the first to admit, that’s what the 

‘Gening is all about — the grads having 

1^ aniazing rime. However, the grads 

i a good time does not need to 

c ude abusing the volunteers, 

^volunteers, we didn’t mind dealing 

n-t *lundreds of drunk people. We did- 

o JVlnc* Waning up when you vomited 

a i e Carpet, the curtains, the sofas — 

eve Ct S not *'e> many °f you did. We 

yon fSmUcd w*ien over two. hundred of 

We h ^r®ot y°ur coat check tickets and 

“a i 3 t0 *°°k through 1,400 jackets for 
3 ^"8 black coat.” 

We hCjeA^eCte^ t*lat’ we t m'nc* k, 
a fun with it. But many of you not 

only became drunk, but drunk and abu¬ 

sive. You complained when you couldn’t 

smoke anywhere you wanted, you com¬ 

plained that it was too light or too dark, 

you screamed at us in coat check when 

we took more than five minutes to find 

your grey petty coat when you were the 

one who lost the ticket. Some of you 

stood two feet in front of the opened 

doors and screamed that you were freez¬ 

ing and we should turn up the heat. For 

your information, the heat was at maxi¬ 

mum — snowstorms and minus forty 

weather we simply can’t control. 

As volunteers, we didn’t 
mind dealing with hundreds 
of drunk people. We didn’t 
mind cleaning up when you 
vomited on the carpet, the 
curtains, the sofas — and 

let’s not lie, many of you did. 

You screamed at us at the door, in coat 

check, and all throughout die evening. 

And after having spent 48 hours with no 

sleep getting ready for your formal, and 

after another 24 hours carrying tables, 

chairs, sofas, rolling curtains, carrying 

500 pound bars and cleaning up your 

vomit — I only have one thing to say for 

your performance: you suck! 

And to that asshole off-duty 4th year 

student constable who yelled and waved 

his fist at one of my female volunteers in 

coat check until she was sobbing — you 

are lucky the student constables on duty 

were such cowards and didn’t have the 

guts to do their job and throw you out. 

Given that your friends told us you were 

“a violent jerk” and an “alcoholic” — I 

don’t know whether to feel sorry for us 

or for them. To those of you who acted 

this way, you are a disgrace to your year. 

To those of you who acted as classy as 

you looked — thank you. I hope you had 

the night of your lives, you deserved it. 

Jehn Mihill 

House Attendant 

ArtSci Formal 1999 

The fur flies 

Dear Editors, 

Everybody knows that February 14 is 

Valentine’s Day. But how many people 

know that February 12 and 13 have been 

sec aside for the past ten years by animal 

protection groups all across Canada to 

raise awareness of the fur industry’s 

inhumane treatment of animals? 

talking 

Do you think 
Internet porn 

should be banned? 

Letters To 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 

“What’s the Internet? Can I get your 

number?” 

Geoff Sura 

Arcsci ’02 

“Yeah, then maybe we’d get off our com¬ 

puters at night and get some sleep.” 

Jason Choi Adam Fraser 

Artsci ’02 Comm ’02 

“No, because then all the guys on my 

floor would be bored.” 

Monica Dingle 

Comm ’02 

“No, because if it’s banned it is an 

infringement on our rights and freedoms. 

Yeah, porn!” 

Andrew Milne 

Comm ’02 

Continued on page 16 
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Continued from page 15 

A small number of concerned 

Queen’s students and 1 made it 

our goal to bring this informa¬ 

tion to campus. All we needed 

was the space of one table upon 

which to set our display. 

Unfortunately, the Queen’s AMS 

has refused to grant us this sim¬ 

ple request. We were recently 

informed that there was not a 

single solitary table on the cam¬ 

pus that could be made available 

to us. 

We found Ms. 
Brunemeyer’s attitude 
to be shockingly out of 
line, especially because 

her Social Issues 
Commission statement 
claims that, “There’s a 

place for everyone.” 

Brunemeyer became extremely 

unprofessional. Among other 

things, she stated quite impo¬ 

litely that she had already done 

more than enough for us, and 

that she was not about to go 

“bitch and moan” (her words) 

for an extra table. The conversa¬ 

tion continued at some length, 

and revealed more of Ms. 

Brunemeyer’s incompetence as 

Social Issues Commissioner. 

We found Ms. Brunemeyer’s 

attitude to be shockingly out of 

line, especially because her 

Social Issues Commission state¬ 

ment (in the Who's Where 95/99, 

page 29) claims that, “There’s a 

place for everyone.” 

Leah Murray 

Arts ’98 

Women athletes 
want coverage 

that the men’s hockey team had 

a great sporting accomplishment 

worthy of such attention. I, 

however, beg to differ. 

Instead of lavishing front 

page attention on men’s teams 

that are performing in a 

mediocre/adequate fashion (ie. 

football and hockey), how about 

giving some of the incredible 

women’s teams at Queen’s the 

recognition they deserve. I am 

referring to the women’s tennis, 

synchronized swimming, and 

lacrosse teams that won their 

OUA banners — not merely 

some regional play-off spot. Or 

how about recognizing the 

women’s cross-country team, of 

which 1 am a member, that won 

the bronze medal at nationals? 

Are these achievement not wor¬ 

thy of the front page? 

This lack of tables came as 

quite a surprise to us, because 

three weeks prior to February 

12, Social Issues Commissioner 

Naomi Brunemeyer informed us 

that she would have no problem 

successfully handling the admin¬ 

istrative process of getting us a 

table. 

Very discouraged by the 

AMS’s unwillingness to help 

promote Anti-Fur Day, we asked 

Ms. Brunemeyer if an exception 

could be made due to the rele¬ 

vance of our cause. At this point, 

much to our dismay, Ms. 

Dear Editors, 

Following the Sports 

Section’s lead, I’d like to enter 

my bid for the “If Christmas 

Came Early” category. For me, 

a varsity athlete, an early 

Christmas gift would include the 

editors of The Journal getting 

their priorities straight when 

reporting sporting events. How 

lovely to see that the men’s 

hockey team won their semi¬ 

final game for the OUA Mid- 

East playoffs. My warmest 

congratulations to them and 

their coach. However, this is not 

front-page news. Perhaps the 

editors are under the impression 

Instead of lavishing 
front page attention 
on men’s teams that 
are performing in a 
mediocre/adequate 
fashion, how about 
giving some of the 
women’s teams at 

Queen’s recognition. 

Sadly, and somewhat obvi¬ 

ously, the answer is a resounding 

“no.” Until The Journal, which 

represents an institution com¬ 

prised of over 50% women, 

realizes that women’s sporting 

accomplishments deserve at least 

a proportional amount of recog¬ 

nition, we cannot expect to even 

Swing over 

to Chez Piggy for 

drinks and snacks, 

soup and a sandwich, 

a great pasta dinner, 

or the best 

Sunday Brunch 

in town. 

V 

Homework 
and exams 

got you 
at the end 

of your rope? * 

Put away the rope. 

with our everyday 15% student discount* 

you can do it on a shoestring. 

Chez Piggy 65 R Princess Street 549-7673 ’with ID 

start to challenge the status quo 

of women in sport at this institu¬ 

tion. 

Audrey Giles 

PHE/Arts ’01 

UBS is doing 
just fine 

Dear Editors, 

As many students know, the 

UBS Exchange has been recently 

reviewed by a sub-committee of 

the AMS Board of Directors. 

The review was geared toward 

constructive criticism in order to 

provide suggestions for the ser¬ 

vice. It is perhaps not surprising 

then that as I read over the cov¬ 

erage of the review, some of the 

positive steps the service has 

taken this year were not empha¬ 

sized. 

Last year, the Used Book 

Store Exchange lost $52,000. 

This year, by installing new 

point-of-sale software that keeps 

better track of inventory, revital¬ 

izing Tricolor Express, installing 

Ticketmaster, and generally 

working very hard, the man¬ 

agers and staff have had a dra¬ 

matic impact on the bottom line. 

Indeed, as of the beginning of 

March, revenues are up by 22% 

(despite a bad year for used 

books), costs have increased by 

less than 10%, and the service is 

in a position to come close to 

breaking even by year-end. 

For a service management 

team composed of students with 

little retail experience and many 

other commitments to jUE„| 

such a turnaround is pheno“I 

nol. Their hard work, combi,,., 

with some of the ideas in tL 

Board Review, will result in fu C 

ther success for the UBS in 

future. 

Gord Moodie 

Vice-President (Operations) 

Alma Mater Society 

Be a part of 
the solution 

Dear Editors, 

1 have some advice to give 

Stick to sports Adam Kaminsky, 

because social issues, not to 

mention human decency, are 

clearly not your forte. In 

response to your unfortunate 

editorial “Bursting the bubble" 1 

have just one question to pose; 

what exactly was the point of 

your editorial? Did it have one? 

Forgive me if I missed some¬ 

thing major, but from what 1 

gathered you took advantage of 

an opportunity to say absolutely 

nothing. You brought to light the 

fact that inequality for women is 

a part of the everyday, only then 

to conclude that “this observa¬ 

tion won’t lead (you) to become 

a crusader for women’s rights.” 

Why were you writing then? 

To let everyone know that if it 

doesn’t effect you directly then 

who cares? You were better off 

Continued on page 17 

Rebate, Rebate, Rebate. 

Right now, you can take advantage of a $50.00 airtime credit 

when you buy our dual mode PCS Sony phone. Combine this 

saving with any of our affordable plans including our unlimited local 

evening and weekend option and you're all set to go wireless. 

This offer is valid from Feb 1 to March 3t Pick one up at your 

campus bookstore or reach us at www.clearnet.com/student 

or 1-888-248-5968. The future is friendly. 

clear s A A 
pcs~^ ■ Lucent Technologies 

Bell Labi Innovationi 
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Letters... 

Continued from page 16 

jn your bubble where at least 

rhere you could claim ignorance. 

With an opinion similar to that 

ot a caveman I wouldn’t go 

ground publicizing it. Not only 

have you “never questioned” 

gender inequality but it is appar¬ 

ent from your own testimony, 

that you have no intentions of 

ever acting on behalf of what 

you deem to be a women’s prob¬ 

lem^_ 

You were better off in 
your bubble where at 
least there you could 
claim ignorance. With 
an opinion similar to 
that of a caveman I 
wouldn’t go around 

publicizing it. 

True, no one can force you to 

have a commitment to what is 

right or fair, nor can anyone 

force you to act for the good of 

others. However, one can take 

the tim6 to try to show you how 

flawed and disappointing your 

attitude is. Not only does your 

way of thinking cease to chal¬ 

lenge the present status quo but 

it can only act in a fashion that 

sustains and perpetuates it. 

How do you propose that the 

working world one day focus on 

ability rather than sex? Certainly 

not with your passe attitude. 

See, you have to actively work 

towards something in order for 

it to happen. Get it? All social 

progress up to date can be seen 

as a result of a loyalty to what is 

just. Now, does this form of 

logic extend to all other forms of 

injustice or is it just the plight of 

women that you find particu¬ 

larly uninspirational? 

Finally, I hate to resort to call¬ 

ing upon other words of wis¬ 

dom, however, the old adage 

seems particularly fitting in this 

situation: “If you’re not part of 

the solution, you’re part of the 

problem” — and you Mr. 

Kaminsky, along with others 

who share your way of thinking, 

are part of a huge problem, it’s 

called patriarchy. But I guess you 

wouldn’t care about that. 

Martha L. Hinton 

Artsci ’00 

Be a part of the 
solution — Part 2 

Dear Editors, 

I don’t know where to begin 

my response to Adam 

Kaminsky's op-ed, “Bursting the 

Bubble.” For now, though, I 

think I will stop myself from 

gleefully thanking him for his 

willingness to “listen” to women 

discuss their “plight.” I’m not 

sure why, if he recognizes and 

disagrees with systemic sexism, 

he s still not willing to do some¬ 

thing to affect some change. 

Listening, though better than 

nothing, does not really con¬ 

tribute to the progress he 

believes is happening — a 

progress towards “a workforce 

divided not by sex, but by abil¬ 

ity." (By the way, if a man 

believed your female friend inca¬ 

pable of giving directions, is it 

not possible that a male human 

resource director might see a 

female as incapable of, say, lead¬ 

ing a university class?) 

My biggest problem, how¬ 

ever, is that Mr. Kaminsky still 

seems to be living in a bubble 

that prevents him from seeing 

his ‘classism.’ In trying to prove 

the existence of gender equality, 

he lists the presence of women 

in “university classrooms, court¬ 

rooms, operating rooms, and 

boardrooms.” (Let’s for the pur¬ 

poses of keeping this letter 

short, ignore that such numeri¬ 

cal gender equality in these 

“whatever”-rooms, does not 

take into account traditional 

power structures and other such 

institutional discrimination.) 

What I’d like to point is that 

upper-class women of a WASP 

background usually fill such 

occupations. This is clearly an 

inadequate reflection of the eco¬ 

nomic and ethnic make-up of 

society as a whole, and does 

nothing to illuminate the fact 

that too many low-status jobs 

are still mostly held by women. 

I suppose one should be glad 

that Mr. Kaminsky is no longer 

naive about gender inequality. 

But being aware of one aspect of 

an issue so complex and intri¬ 

cate, is just a start, and by no 

means a reason to pat oneself on 

the back. 

Leyla Mahdaviani 

Artsci ’00 

jF’P" 
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David McTavish 
Director, Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

CONSERVATION AND 
CONNOISSEURSHIP: 
New Discoveries in Italian Art 

at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

SPEAKING ABOUT ART LECTURE SERIES 

Sunday, March 14 

2 pm 

Admission is free. 

The Interim Agnes 
218 Barrie Street, Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 545-2190 Fax: 613 545-6765 

http://wvvw.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Sponsored by Waller and Duncan Cordon Foundation. 

Write for Opinions 

Do you support a position 

which needs to be talked 

about? Send your opinion of 

500-600 words to The Queen's 

Journal and we’ll send it 

to everyone else. Let your 

observations resonate 

through the community. 

Call Dan at 533-2800. 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

South Pacific 
Trailflnders 
‘Odyssey Travel is your South 

Pacific Travel Expert’ 

✓ Oz/Krwi Experience 

✓ VIP Backpackers 

✓ YHA Cards 

/ Air passes 

✓ Bus/Rail passes 

/ Computer visas 

/ Tours-Connections, 

Contiki.Trek 

Long Reach $1979 
via Europe, Asia 

Coral Route $1799 
via South Pacific 

Boomerang $1929 
via Asia 

Circle Pacific $2499 
via South Pacific, Asia 

Kiwi Special $1099 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St, Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long Haul/Group Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.odyssey-travcl.com 

C.\mp 

^ MAvritow-wavbms 

Summer Job? 
LOOKING FOR A STIMULATING, 

CHALLENGING AND FUN SUMMER? 

Then why not join the Camp Manitou team? We 
are looking for staff who enjoy working with 

children ages 8 -17. 

June 26 to August 23 

Seeking Counselors in various positions: 
Basketball, Soccer, Tennis, Golf, Volleyball, Eco-Adventure 
(including Hiking,Climbing, Fishing, Orienteering and more), 

Swimming, Canoeing, Kayaking, Sailing, Waterskiing, 
Wakeboarding, Dance, Theatre, Horseback Riding, 

Painting/Drawing, Pottery, Photography, Printmaking, 
Sculpture and Radio Broadcasting. Also Registered Nurses, 

ESL, Bus Drivers (Flicense required), Maintenance and 
Kitchen positions available. 

Call: 
Fax: 

416-245-0605 
416-245-6844 

Email: camp@manitou-online.com 
www.manitou-online.com 

How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 
f etween University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

There’s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

We’re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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Food 
for 
Fines 

March 8-12,1999 

Queen's University 
Libraries will accept 

food donations to 

local food banks 

in lieu of library fines 

For every non-perishable 
food item you donate, you 

can reduce your fine by 
$1 (up to a maximum reduc¬ 

tion of $10) Contributions u 
help the needy locally and in 

the Queen's community 

Please drop off items 9 a.m.-5 p.m. at 

any of the following circulation desks 

Stauffer Library 

Bracken library 

Education Library 

• Law Library 

• Engineering/5cience 

Donations gratefully received from 

everyone, including those without fines. 

AMS Food Bank 
Open Mondays 1 Thursdays, 4-6 pan. 
Basement 272 Earl SI (between Untrersjtji and DMstoo) 
533-6972 
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STORY AND PHOTOS BY 

Michael Colby-Lorenzo The first thing I can 

remember seeing were the 

flames billowing out from 

the stars and stripes below the 

war monument on University 

Avenue. The dark clouds over¬ 

head threatened rain, but no 

amount of bad weather could 

dampen the spirits of the approx¬ 

imately 2,000 Serbian protesters, 

most bearing signs strewn with 

vicious anti-American war slo¬ 

gans. One in particular caught 

my eye, stating simply, “NATO 
don’t end a war by starting 

another.” 
1 couldn’t help but pull my car 

over, grab my camera and race 

Previous Frank 
Knox Award 
Recipients 

1997-1998 
Dr. Jim McLellan 

(Chemical Engineering) 

Dr. Kevin Munhall 

(Psychology) 

1996-1997 
' Dr. Robert “Bob” J. Hill 

(School of Physical 

Education) 

Dr. Gordon Cassidy 

(School of Business) 

1995-1996 
Dr. Tina Pranger 

(Occupational Therapy) 

Dr. Catherine Hooey 

(Geography) 

1994-1995 
Dr. Anthony Marshall 

(Classics) 
Dr. Gloria D’Ambrosio- 

Griffith 
(Spanish 8c Italian) 

1993-1994 
Dr. Rosemary Jolly (English) 

Dr. Gerald Tulchinsky 

(History) 

1992-1993 
Dr. Peggy Cunningham 

(School of Business) 

Dr. Paul Christianson 

(History) 

1991-1992 
Dr. Robert Belton (Art 

History) 
Dr. Jed Rasula (English) 

1990-1991 
Dr. Jim Whitney 

(Mathematics) 
Dr. John Holmes 

(Geography) 

1989-1990 
Dr. Caroline Miller 

Dr.^alSM^ratl, 
(Geography) 

n 1988-1989 
■j-Ronald J. Delisle (Law) 
Dr. Richard L. A. Plant 

(Drama) 

Set up, stand 
Standing up for what you believe in 

into the lobby of the Colonial 

Hotel to purchase some film. 

When I came to, the scene was 

strangely calm, the protesters 

gazing intently at the Serbian 

rally leader as he bellowed into 

the microphone in his native 

tongue. The crowd raised their 

fists and cried out in the name of 

Greater Serbia. 1 looked on as the 

second American flag was 

torched, the jet black swastika 

scrawled over the linen curling 

and disintegrating in the heat of 

the flame. 

For some years now, Serbia 

has attempted to maintain con¬ 

trol over its various provinces 

and control the destiny of its 

nation as a whole. The province 

of Kosovo, however, with its eth¬ 

nic Albanian population, desires 

the freedom of self-determina¬ 

tion and the ability to self-gov- 

ern. Some might argue that the 

Serbian presence in the province 

of Kosovo is both unnecessary 

and overtly oppressive, yet the 

Serbian regime seems devoted to 

keeping its homeland intact. 

The nationalist sentiments of 

the Serbian people, combined 

with their desire to maintain sol¬ 

idarity, appear to be the roots of 

a worthy cause, but the ethnic 

Albanian people of Kosovo also 

have very strong feelings which 

draw them towards the promise 

of sovereignty. 

One might assume that the 

clash between the two Balkan 

groups was isolated to their 

region of eastern Europe. This is 

not the case. The Serbian popula¬ 

tion of Toronto has come out in 

droves this year to support 

Serbian solidarity, in the streets 

and in front of some of our 

nation’s most prominent govern¬ 

ment institutions — flag waving 

and voices raised in opposition 

to the involvement of both 

NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization), and the US mili¬ 

tary in their domestic affairs. 

The brutality of the Serbian 

occupation forces can be easily 

matched by the random, but 

effective terrorist activities of the 

Albanian resistance, the Kosovo 

Liberation Army. Even now, with 

more than 4,500 Serbian troops 

massing on the borders of 

Kosovo, the ethnic Albanian peo¬ 

ple refuse to surrender and 

deliver their weapons to the 

2,000 Serbian protesters rally on University Avenue in Toronto 
to support Serbian solidarity and show opposition to the 
involvement of both NATO and the US military in Serbia’s 

Serbian authorities. Compared to 

the Serbians, their anguish is less 

publicly displayed — we hear a 

more refined and silent cry for 

help. 

Today, NATO is on the verge 

of launching more air strikes 

against Serbia in retaliation for 

their aggressions in the Kosovo 

region, and although this conflict 

seems isolated, resistance move¬ 

ments and militia activity are 

most definitely not confined to 

the Balkans. Just as Serbia has 

Kosovo and its defenders to deal 

with, Britain has the terrorist 

based Irish Republican Army, and 

Israel keeps tight security to pro¬ 

tect its civilians from the threat 

of cross-border and internal 

strikes by Palestinians and 

Islamic fundamentalists. 

We ALL HAVE OUR QUALMS as 

human beings with those who do 

not share our points of view, and 

in the case of the Serbian- 

Canadian demonstrators, they 

have the right, as we all do, to 

vent aggression in a non-violent 

manner. 

The concept behind flag-burn¬ 

ing is simple; you have the ability 

to publicly denounce the policies 

and actions of a nation’s govern¬ 

ment while keeping your guns at 

home. Something about that 

appeals to me. Protests allow us 

to speak our minds, voice our 

opinions and bring about die 

hope that our words will be 

heard by those who oppose us. 

Women’s Suffrage has proven 

Please see Right on page 23 

Student's pet 
The Frank Knox Award for Excellence 
in Teaching recognizes professors who 
demonstrate an outstanding commit¬ 

ment to the education of their students. 
By Rodger Scott 

ONE OF THE PRIMARY goals 

of the Academic Affairs 

Commission of the Alma 

Mater Society is to promote the 

issue of the quality of teaching at 

Queen’s. This goal follows from 

the basic premise that students 

who join the Queen’s 

Community demand an educa¬ 

tion of the highest quality, and 

that they should do everything in 

their power to nurture the qual¬ 

ity of education they seek. 

At a time when professors and 

faculty members are receiving 

added responsibilities, while at 

the same time experiencing a 

decrease in real earnings, it has 

become more important than 

ever for students, who are the 

beneficiaries of good teaching, to 

demonstrate their appreciation 

for those who teach well. It is 

absolutely imperative that stu¬ 

dents act responsibly and show 

that we care a great deal about 

the abilities of the teachers who 

are entrusted to aid in our intel¬ 

lectual development during our 

Note to all students: Nominations for the 
Frank Knox Award for Excellence in Teaching 

HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO TUESDAY, MARCH 16. 

progression through Queen’s. 

The Frank Knox Award pro¬ 

motes this recognition. 

The implementation of The 

Frank Knox Award for 

Excellence in Teaching in 1989 

has been one of the most direct 

ways in which students can help 

protect and improve their quality 

of education. 

Every year, for the last 10 

years, the AMS has honoured 

two professors with this award 

(see chart inset here for previous 

winners). It recognizes and 

acknowledges professors at 

Queen’s who demonstrate an 

outstanding commitment to the 

education of their students. This 

award is the most prestigious 

honour given to instructors by 

their students. 

The award was named in 

honor of Dr. Frank Albert Knox, 

a professor of economics who 

taught at Queen’s from 1924 — 

1960. Throughout his years at 

Queen’s he became a teaching 

legend by showing tremendous 

dedication to undergraduate eco¬ 

nomics students. This perfor¬ 

mance serves as a reminder to us 

all of the necessity for the strong 

commitment which professors 

must contribute to maintain high 

standards of teaching perfor¬ 

mance. 

In order to nominate a profes¬ 

sor, one must be a Queen’s stu¬ 

dent currently enrolled in the 

class of the potential nominee. 

To be an eligible nominee, an 

instructor must be in at least 

their second year of instruction, 

regardless of level of appoint¬ 

ment. In your nomination you 

must include 1) a covering letter 

from the primary nominator that 

explains why the instructor is 

better than others; 2) at least one 

other letter in support of the 

The fundamental selection 

criteria is teaching excellence 

with a focus on real learning and 

an enduring commitment to the 

educational experience of stu¬ 

dents at Queen’s. The informa¬ 

tion provided in each 

nomination package serves as an 

initial indication of the profes¬ 

sor’s potential. A heavier weight¬ 

ing is given to the in-class 

evaluation procedure, whereby 

the selection committee goes to 

the nominee’s class and has the 

entire class fill out an in-depth 

assessment/questionnaire form. 

Since it is inherently difficult 

to decide what specifically con¬ 

stitutes an exceptional professor, 

the committee formulates its 

own criteria based on five 

axiomatic questions, which are: 

1. How well does the instruc¬ 

tor motivate their students with 

entbusiastn for learning? 

2. Has real learning taken 

place under the instructor? Is the 

instructor not simply a popular 

person enjoyed by the students? 

Please see Symbol on page 23 
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Looking for an out this 
Camp Outlook gives 

underprivileged children 
an opportunity to 

experience a summer on 
the bounds of discovery 

By Stefan Murray 

Algonquin Provincial Park — 
a busy beaver slaps its tail as a 
lone moose forages on the lush 
lily pads of a calm inlet. The 
towering Jack Pines sway and 
stretch toward the blazing sun 
hanging overhead, while a lone 
canoe peacefully drifts down the 
winding river. As visions of sum¬ 
mer slowly creep into our win- 

tery minds, many of us may be 
planning trips to the wilderness 
to escape harsh urban realities. 

More than 150 youths from a 
diverse range of backgrounds 
will also experience the wilder¬ 
ness this summer, but they will 
be doing it with a Camp 
Outlook canoe with a passion 
for adventure. For 10 pristine 
days they will burst into 
Canada’s oldest provincial park 

Camp Outlook campers soak up the beauty on the waters of 

and leave their realities at the 
mouth of a three kilometre 
portage. 

Camp Outlook focuses on 
underprivileged youths and 
youths with attention deficit dis¬ 
orders from around Kingston, 
but draws from all over Ontario. 

Sheridan 
Get Marketing Career Training! 

Marketing Management 
Post-Graduate Program 
• One-year full-time professional Program in 

marketing, advertising and promotion 
management. 

• Experience on-the-job learning with a four- 
month paid work placement. 

• Benefit with an IBM ThinkPad® computer for 
duration of Program. 

• Study with university graduate peers. 

• OSAP available for approved applicants. 

• Start September 1999. 

To receive a Calendar and application form, 

call: (416) 480-1320 or (905) 815-4008 or 

Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Contact Program Coordinator Derek Barnes at: 

(905) 845-9430, ext. 2887 

Email: derek.barnes@sheridanc.on.ca 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/academic/business/ 
marketmgmt/mrktmgmt.htm 

The camp is designed primar¬ 
ily to provide an experience, an 
escape from a troubling world 
and an opportunity to develop 
skills and discover hidden tal¬ 
ents; self-discovery with a 60- 

pound pack. 
In 1970, a Queen’s medical 

student attempted to help a 
troubled youth by removing 
them from a poor environment 
and introducing them to an 
exciting one. During the past 30 
years the organization has 
grown not only in size, as it now 
also offers winter programs, but 
in reputation, earning the 
respect and support of the 
Kingston and Queen’s commu¬ 
nity. It is composed of a four- 
member executive that plans 
and fundraises throughout the 
winter months along with a con¬ 
tingent of dedicated volunteers. 

The Camp is primarily 
funded through the agencies 
that refer youths to the camp; 
while private donations and dis¬ 
counts from Algonquin park 
makeup for a substantial per¬ 
centage of their budget. 

LSAT GMAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 
For Only $275 

■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

■ Personalized Professional Instruction 
■ Comprehensive Study Materials 
■ Simulated Practice Exams 
■ Personal Tutoring Available 
■ Free Repeat Policy 

■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613) 544-9389 

I-800-269-6719 

the Barron Canyon. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAMPOUTtooi; 

Interested in becoming a 
Camp Outlook staff member? 
Looking to offer an underprivi¬ 
leged child an enriching journey 
through the great outdoors? 
The camp emphasises that no 
experience is necessary even 
though a background in camp¬ 
ing, canoeing and working with 
children and teenagers couldn’t 
hurt. The camp provides train¬ 
ing for swimming and first aid 
skills, dealing with anger man¬ 
agement and crisis situations. 

A typical summer for a Camp 
Outlook volunteer consists of 
three weeks of training in 
Kingston during June, and a 
series of five to 10 day trips that 
occur throughout the rest of the 
summer. 

Although a summer spent in 
the wilderness working with 
people is by far a more reward¬ 
ing experience than minimum- 
wage in a sweltering warehouse, 
rising costs of living and relent¬ 
less tuition increases make it a 
difficult opportunity for some 
summer students to seize. 
However, the experience is 
tremendous and those who 
really want to work with people 
and enjoy the outdoors can find 
ways to become part of the pro¬ 
gram. According to Matthew 
Struthers, Camp Outlook staff 
member, some students spend 
May and part of June tree-plant¬ 
ing to subsidize the rest of their 
summer of unpaid work. 

Camp Outlook is always 
searching for volunteers. It takes 
commitment, a dedicated spirit 
and a lot of hard work. The love 
of nature and a disposition 
toward helping out are key to 
the program’s success, but the 

rest is up to you. 

Applications are due Monday, March 

15th in the Camp Outlook office, 

third floor of the JDUC. 

Start training for an exciting new career as a 

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL 
Join the over 135 graduates of loyalist College who have achieved Gree^u^T 

beyond then dream, in North Amertca's hot information technology (IT) indust^ 

Last year, Loyalist’s Microsoft graduates found great jobs and were 

earning an average annual salary of $40,000 within 9 months of graduation. 

Limited Seats are available in our 

April 1999, MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEMS ENGINEER & INTERNET 
NO computer experience necessary! During the past 3 years proSram- 

we've maintained a 0% drop-out rate in these programs. 

Microsoft LOYALIST TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
Helping >)ou (jet Where ‘tou Want To Go/ 
-■ - ' °VTMO° 

966-8121 or 1-877-88-SUCCESS 
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A symbol of excellence 
Continued from page 21 

3. Does the instructor use innovative 
instructional methods in attempting to 
convey material to their classes? 

4. Is the instructor available outside 
the classroom for interaction? 

5. How has the instructor demon¬ 
strated a true commitment to the educa¬ 
tion of Queen’s students over and above 

the norm? 
Nominations for the winter semester 

close on March 13, and the winners of the 
award will be announced April 12, at a 
banquet held in their honour. Also, the 
winners will be announced at the Annual 
General Meeting of the AMS and at 
Convocation held at the end of this acad¬ 

emic year. 
By taking the time to nominate a wor¬ 

thy professor one accomplishes a number 
of key components in preserving our 
quality of education. First, those profes¬ 
sors who are nominated and those who 
win the award will feel that their commit¬ 
ment and dedication to teaching is being 
recognized. Second, we as students send a 
message that we care about the quality of 
our education, and that improving teach¬ 
ing quality is a true student initiative. 
Third, the award acts as symbol of excel¬ 
lence, which all professors and faculty 
members should strive for. 

This award is now in its 10th year and 
has been awarded to some of the very best 
teachers at Queen’s. If you have a profes¬ 
sor that has continually taught above and 
beyond your expectations, please con¬ 
sider them for this award. 

Dr. Frank Albert Knox 
BA.‘23, LL.D. ’65, F.R.S.C. 

A NATIVE OF ORONO, ONT., Dr. Knox 

taught public school in Oshawa and 
Orillia and served with the Canadian 
infantry overseas (1915-1919), before 
coming to Queen’s as a student of history 
and economics. 

Upon graduation he was offered a lec¬ 
tureship at Queen’s in the department of 
economics, which marked the beginning 
of a career in teaching that would span 40 
years. His area of specialty was economic 
theory and was labeled one of the 
‘Skelton Boys’ which was described by 
one author as being “that group of highly 
selected citizens, the intellectual elite of 
the Dominion, many of whom have had 
important and responsible roles to play in 
the development of Canada.” Knox made 
a number of important contributions to 
the economic literature and economic 
Policy in Canada, which included pio¬ 
neering the development and analysis of 
the Canadian balance of payments. 

He was a first-class researcher, yet his 
ability to teach always seemed to over- 

Frank Knox, whose Queen’s teaching 
credits span 40 years, established 
himself as a pre-eminent educator in 
the university community. 

shadow everything else because his meth¬ 
ods were so natural. In his 40 years of- 
teaching, the actual courses that he taught 
did not change, but the content and man¬ 
ner of teaching changed every few years. 
As a result, his teaching was never 
unwieldy or boring, it was constantly 
refined towards the objective of achieving 
a perfect teaching methodology. He 
hunted for ways to set his students on fire, 
believing that there must be better ways to 
expound particular puzzles, provoked 
into change by recent literature and 
events. As a result his teaching was lucid 
and elegant, always alert to, but never 
dominated by, contemporary thought and 
events. He taught students to think on 
their feet. 

By the time he retired in 1960, Dr. 
Knox had taught a generation of Queen’s 
students, trained and counseled numerous 
faculty members in the art of pedagogy, 
and had established himself as one of the 
pre-eminent teachers in the university 
community. 

“When 1 first signed on to do some 
junior teaching, I asked Prof. Knox to give 

.me a little advice,” recalls David Slater 
(Arts ’47). “He had worked extremely 
hard at pedagogy and teaching all his 
life... He virtually never went into a lec¬ 
ture without doing at least a couple of 
hours of rehearsing the material immedi¬ 
ately beforehand, even though he had 
written, researched and prepared all the 
material over a number of years.” 

“After every lecture he would sit down 
for a while and make notes on the lecture 
— what went well, what didn’t go well, 
what questions came up, that sort of 
thing... I don’t think I ever heard him give 
what I would call a bad lecture. This 
reflected the care and intensity of his 
preparation and the work that he had 
done in taking teaching seriously.” 

Rodger Scott, Arts '00, is the Chairperson for 

the Frank Knox Teaching Award. 

Continued from page 21 

t0 be one of the most effective and 
socially altering movements in the his- 

otT t^1c world. The “million man 
lna, allowed black Americans and US 

U.orities to avoid the chaos and devas- 
atlon °f the Watts Riots of the early 

nineties. 

• Ttle excuse of "It was in the best 
toi^ °fll>e people” will no longer be 
tlleerate^ by those who are as informed as 

on ®ov.ernraent superpowers. Someone 
e Ce. t0‘d Ine that as sure as people die, 

w‘" cr>-»nible and the world will 
tiofts 1 forests and public demonstra- 

newV- tCr °Ur PersPect'ves and add a 
0 ‘pension to the world of politics. 

and Ur. LtUres are never carved in stone, 
The neit^er IS tHe future of government, 
they We wor*< to change the way 
that C111 ’ f*le more honestly we can say 

'Ve lave not lost our humanity. 

Sizing up the 
tampon alternatives 

Understanding Sexual Health 

By Sonya Dal Cin 

I never knew I had a choice. The whole 
time it was either pads or tampons — not 
much in the way of variety. The manufac¬ 
turers would have you believe otherwise: 
“Super-absorbency,” “ultra-thin with 
wings.” In the end, it all comes back to 
the grassroots: tampons and pads. 

Recently, Queen’s Environmental 
Studies students organised a symposium 
on health and the environment. The 
SHRC was asked to contribute informa¬ 
tion regarding alternative feminine 
hygiene products. In the course of 
researching the topic, we learned a lot of 
shocking things about tampons and pads. 
They pollute. I suppose if you think about 
the sheer number flushed and thrown 
away by women every day, this seems 
pretty obvious. But then we learned that 
the bleaching processes produce dioxins 
— chemicals that pollute the environ¬ 
ment, kill animals, and end up in these 
cotton-rayon products women put into 
their bodies. 

So we looked at the alternatives, which 
breakdown as follows. 

The Keeper: 

This is a reusable menstrual cup made 
from natural rubber. One keeper lasts 5 
— 10 years, and is sold at the SHRC for 
$40. The Keeper is inserted inside the 
vagina and is held in place by suction. 

Reusable cotton pads: 

Generally made from cotton fabric 
with a nylon liner to prevent leakage, 
reusable cotton pads can be purchased at 
health food stores and on the Net. 
Competent sewers can buy the fabric and 
make their own; patterns are available on 
the Internet. Really, these are pretty much 
what women used before the age of dis¬ 
posable everything. 

Sponges: 

Most drugstores stock “cosmetic 
sponges” — small natural sea sponges. 

These can be cut with scissors to fit, and 
used like an applicator-free tampon. Some 
women stitch dental floss into the sponge 
to make a removal cord. There are a few 
cautions though: firstly, sponges should 
be boiled before and after use. Secondly, 
sponges that are grown in polluted waters 
such as the Mediterranean Sea may still 
retain these pollutants (look for 
Caribbean sponges, grown in cleaner 
waters). Natural sponges last about three 
months with proper care, and being 
organic, degrade when thrown away. 
Synthetic sponges have been offered as an 
alternative, but these are made of plastics, 
and it is unclear what toxins might remain 
from the manufacturing process. Plus, 
they are less absorbent. 

Instead: 

These are a fairly new product on the 
market, disposable menstrual cups that sit 
near the cervix (much like a diaphragm). 
The manufacturers claim it can be left in 
for up to 12 hours, and can be worn dur¬ 
ing intercourse. However, Instead DOES 
NOT provide protection against either 
pregnancy or STDs, meaning you still 
have to use condoms. They can be found 
at certain drugstores in packages of four 
(about $5) or ten (about $11). In terms of 
environment-friendliness, these don’t 
have much of an advantage over tampons. 
They are not reusable and non-biodegrad- 
able. They also take practice to insert and 
remove, and some women still find that 
they shift, causing leakage. 

In THE END, each alternative has its pros 
and cons. The product to use is very much 
a personal choice. For more information 
on menstruation and related issues, 1 rec¬ 
ommend visiting the “Menstruation 
Museum” at www.mum.org, a great site 
with links and women’s opinions. 

Looking for more information on the alternatives 
presented in this article? Call or visit the Sexual 
Health Resource Centre, located in the Grey 
House next to Victoria Hall. 
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FIGHT NIGHT 

In the most jnticipated heavy¬ 

weight fight (not involving 

Mike Tyson) of the decade, 

Evander Holyfield takes on 

Lennox Lewis to unify the 

heavyweight title belts. The 

tight, which will take place at 

Madison Square Gardens in 

New York City, will be the 

most competitive in recent 

memory. Ex-Canadian Lewis 

has a great deal of size (6*5”, 

250 pounds) and a tremendous 

reach advantage. Holyfield has 

the heart of a lion, which 

makes up for whatever physical 

'shortcomings he may have. 

Holyfield has predicted Lewis 

: to fall in three, The Gallery 
thinks the old man has lost his 

marbles. His only chance to 

win is with a decision, and that 

won’t happen. Holyfield will 

fall in six. 

Flying no longer 

After entering 1999 on a win¬ 

ning wave, the once dominant 

Philadelphia Flyers have 

entered their end of season 

swoon, and general manager 

Bobby Clarke is doing his best 

to stop the bleeding. Despite 

calling up an inexperienced 

nerminder to shake up the 

team, making numerous minor 

trades and spreading rumours 

about the firing of coach Roger 

Neilson, the ream continues to 

lose and tie reams they should 

beat. With the recent acquisi¬ 

tion of Montreal superstar 

Mark Recchi, Clarke is hoping 

to provide even more offence 

to a defenceless team. These 

problems were supposed to 

have been solved by John 

Vanbiesbrouck, but only time 

can tell. 

Rodman makes splash 

Two weeks ago the Los Angeles 

Lakers stood at 6-6 and were 

searching for an identity. With 

the firing of Head Coach Dell 

Harris, the hiring of Kurt 

Rainbis to fill his shoes and the 

signing of the ultimate 

rebounding freak, Dennis 

Rodman, an identity was cre¬ 

ated. Since the rash of changes, 

the squad has won seven 

straight games and basketball 

fCVer has again infected the 

rcat Western Forum. Despite 

m|sgivingS from • just about 

eyery pundit, Rodman has 

Track team shines 
21 athletes to go to CLAU Championships 

UN!V. OF WINDSOR UMV Qf WINDSOR 

By Robert MacNeil 

The Golden Gaels’ track and 

field team competed in the 

OUA championships this past 

weekend in Windsor and 

enjoyed their second-best result Shawn Brady, Graydon Raymei 

ever. Twenty-one athletes quali- and Chris Booth. Also qualify- 

In addition to these athletes, 

12 more students qualified for 

the CIAUs. Chike Madueme 

(triple jump), Mike Thorne 

(shot put) and the men’s 

4x800m relay team of McGill, 

fied for the CIAU champi¬ 

onships in Montreal which 

begin today. 

The Gaels had nine athletes 

who were named OUA all¬ 

stars: Julia Thomas (1000m), 

Bob McGill (3000m), J. David 

Kelly (60m hurdles), Charlotte 

Wilson (3000m), Nimrod 

Major (high jump) and the 

women’s 4x800m team consist¬ 

ing of Willson, Thomas, Lisa 

Curran and Jenny Clarke. 

While not being named an all 

star, Stephen Lemieux con¬ 

cluded the exceptional individ- 

ing for the men’s team were 

Mike Melaney (shot put) and 

the 4x200m relay team of Nick 

Daube, Andrew Spiro, Justin 

Medved and Q Hoppie. 

Joining the female CIAU 

qualifiers were Nicole Clarke 

(20 pound weight throw and 

shot put), Jennifer Greenaway 

(20 pound weight throw) and 

the 4x400m relay team of 

Curran, Clarke, Willson and 

the CIAUs. 

Torcolacci has been head 

coach for 10 years at Queen’s 

and said that this year’s team “is 

the best squad of the 1990s in 

terms of hardware and all-con¬ 

ference performances. [We 

have] a very tight team, one 

that is very good and balanced.” 

So far this season, the 31 

female athletes and 42 male 

athletes have recorded a total of 

94 medals and 205 personal 

bests. All this has been accom¬ 

plished without proper training 

facilities. 

“Our goal going into the 

CIAUs is to be one of the best 

non-facility schools and if we 

finish in the [overall] top-10 it 

would be phenomenal,” said Sarah Armstrong. 

Commenting on the results Torcolacci. 

from the meet, Head Coach Today the Gaels will look to 

Melody Torcolacci said that she . culminate their successful sea- 

ual performances with a bronze had been hoping for “between son by loading up on hardware 

medal in the shot put. 20 and 26 bodies” to qualify for in Montreal. 

Too 
much 

offence 
By Adam Kaminsky 

Gaels gain respect 
By Adam Kaminsky deciding game of the series, 4- play in game one, but his pres- 

2. ence was shortlived after he 

R-e-s-p-e-c-t. A simple word For the Gaels, the series was given a game misconduct 

to spell, but one that has been opened with a whimper. The for an altercation with Guelph 

very difficult for the Queen’s Gryphons took control of the defenceman Ken Stark. Stark 

men’s hockey team to earn on play early and dispirited the cross-checked Mailloux in the 

the ice over the past few sea- Gaels with two quick goals at stomach (he is suffering from 

sons. Even a riveting, three- the start of the second period an abdominal injury), which 

game playoff victory over the by winger Scott Smith. Guelph sent the Queen’s star over the 

University of Toronto Varsity did not let up, running the edge — he-attacked the Guelph 

miSiSSmai Blues- did not grant them score to S-0 by the final buzzer, player which led to his expul- 
.■en.lJ : " 11 , .. .I. .:- ..... r ol.vr.ff 1 trnrn t-hnr rnii H have hoen Sinn. 
^°uld make Jerry Buss, the 

.ers owner, look like a 

^T!Us- He will only be a genius 

!s reaRL led by a rebounding 

^nius, wins the NBA title. 

I.F\?h,ris™as came early... 
Yankees manager Joe Torre 

would make a quick recov¬ 

er k°m Prostace cancer. 

Ihere would be no biting, 

olding or low blowing 

u"ng the Holyfield-Lewis 
otic fight. 

*e unending televised 

CUr‘mg would stop. 

respect from their next playoff a score that could have been 

opponent, the vaunted Guelph much worse had it not been for 

Gryphons. 

Guelph 5, Queen’s 0 
Queen’s 7, Guelph 6 
Guelph 4, Queen’s 2 

MacDonald saw the cross¬ 

check as premeditated and was 

unhappy with the whole situa¬ 

tion. “I think that [Stark] was 

well aware of what was going 

on with Rob’s injury. I am not 

condoning Rob’s reaction, but 

goaltender Jason Skilnick’s 

heroics. 

“We were a little tentative 

and did not come out with an 

edge to our game,” explained 

Gaels Head Coach Chris 

MacDonald. “We realized after am disappointed by them going 

Last weekend the wounded the first game that we needed after him,” he said. 

Gaels travelled down the 401 to play a little more like they MacDonald was particularly 

to earn some respect and an were playing.” appalled at Gryphon coach 

OUA Mid-east division champi- The second game of the Marlin Muylaert who shouted 

onship, but came up just short series was one for the ages, a number of choice words at 

in their quest for the division Queen’s elected to dress ailing 

crown, losing in the third and star Rob Mailloux, who did not 

In the OUA East division 

semi-final, when Queen’s, one of 

the top defensive basketball 

teams in the country, took on the 

University of Toronto, one of the 

top offensive teams something 

had to give. With U of T hanging 

86 points on the board, it was 

was the Golden Gaels who 

relented and were eliminated. 

u Of T 86 
Queen’s 71 

After a 14-6 regular season 

and impressive tournament per¬ 

formances, the Gaels enjoyed a 

top-10 ranking most of the year 

and had dreams of a CIAU cham¬ 

pionship berth. These dreams 

were short lived, as their old 

nemesis the Varsity Blues 

outscored them 86-71 and ended 

what many thought was the first 

Queen’sl march to the nationals. 

Despite the huge offensive 

output on the part of U of T, 

Queen’s Head Coach Dave 

Wilson was quick to credit the 

Blues offence, rather than discuss 

poor defence on the Gaels part. 

Please see Queen's on page 28 

“Regardless of how 

[the season] finished, 
it was a great season 

for us. We’ve been 

able to build a 

program which was in 

the top-10 all 
year long.” 

— Head Coach 
Dave Wilson 

“I thought we played reason¬ 

ably well, but they executed 

extremely well and hit their 

shots,” he said. Wilson was also 

surprised by how well the Blues 

shot the three pointer, hitting six 

of nine, as this is usually an 

achilles heel for the Toronto 

squad. 

One reason for U of T’s suc¬ 

cess from deep was Suzanne 

McAlpine, who scored 19 points 

on four of four shooting from 

behind the arc. 

“She was a nine per cent 

three-point shooter all season, 

we chose not to defend her at the 

beginning out there and she hit 

everything,” lamented coach 

Wilson. 

The Gaels were paced by 

Jacqueline Beaudoin’s 20 point, 

seven rebound performance in 

what was to be their last game of 

the season. 

“Regardless of how [the sea¬ 

son] finished, it was a great sea¬ 

son for us. We’ve been able to 

build a program which was in 

Please see Always on page 28 
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Aching feet? 

Sore Knees? Back Pain? 

We may have ilie solution 

to your problems! 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 

latest advancement in 
computerized medical technology! 

• Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 

orthotics. 

• Free assessments/ follow up 

• 30 money-back guarantee 

• 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 

a FREE assessment. 

158-82 Emma Street 215 Princess Street 
Comstock Bldg. Downtown Kingston! 

Brodcvflle, ON Kingston, ON 
K6V1S9 K7HB3 
613-498-2223 1:54501001:545-1997 
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Joitin9 Joe has left and gone away 
, the big continued with Gehrig (number 

n.. mfi.r fim v ever made tne oig rnmnnrrmfint walked out tr> , By Neate Sager 

the blg continued with Gehrig (number characteristic brevity, "He „c,er 

family ever made the Dig DiMaggio’s comportment walked ^ out tn 

leagues.” tjie diamond deified him position.” 

With the passing of baseball When Joitin Joe am0ngst fans and sportswriters. 

legend Joe DiMaggio early last minor-league standout i Yankee Stadium’s expansive 

Monday from complications hometown at the height outfield was the perfect stage 

arising from his lung cancer Great Depression, his a for him to ply his trade as a cen- 

surgery last October, a portal to would turn to the m g fielder nonpareil, while he 

baseball’s past is now forever newspaper’s sports page ■ d mum 0n the home 
dosed. how many hits his son had remain^ ^ ^ fiy a„ 

For a sport whose cherished made in the Prevl° JL acCounts, there were never any 

history is often likened to clas- game. Seeing two or exhibitions of emotion or frus- 
sical mythology, the Yankee besides the family name help on,y ^My unhur- 

Clipper in his dotage as base- quell the worries he harbou . , - 

• - '• ' . for his son’s future. nea ball’s greatest living player, was 

a perfect bridge to the grand 

old game’s irretrievable past. 

In a simpler era, DiMaggio 

was a symbol of the American 

dream: Born to Sicilian immi¬ 

grants, the son of a San 

Francisco fisherman channeled 

his hopes and dreams into base¬ 

ball as an antidote to working 

The sight of DiMaggio 
rounding second base 

spoke better for 
baseball than statistics 

ever could. 

ried and fluid movements, 

accompanied by a shy, self- 

effacing humility. 

His pat answer to why lie 

always gave fully of himself 

became the epitaph for his 

career, and a far cry from the 

moanings of today’s millionaire 

Ballplayers, once 
revered icons, were 

rendered disposable 
celebrities, meaning 

DiMaggio’s 
appearances at 

Opening Day... took 

on greater significance 
in his final years. 

As such, DiMaggio’s rapture 

lay not in his statistics, which 

included a .325 lifetime aver- 

moamngs or touay a niuuuiwm. age. Paraphrasing one scribe of 

mediocrities: "There is always the day, the sight of DiMaggio 

_, i.:j ,.,u^ non gp cppinP me roundinu second hase cnnlro 
-- meaiocruica: ^ .—" ° 

w/h,„ l,f trended to the some kid who may be seeing me rounding second base spoke 

31 Bmrsx £ sM* «■» (°r the fr -Ust rime-1 owe zrJsi"**,han —- 

T. p“=ss conference tins in the ’ summer of 1M, 

gry to become a big-leaguer, line of succession that began week, teammate and fellow Hall DiMaggio set an unassailable 

That's why no boy from a rich with Ruth (number three) and of Famer Yog, Berra said with Please see Where on page 2, 

Get a job! 
Experience 

is not required. 

Who’ll be hired next? 

^ Assistant Managers 
Since managing most AMS services takes more than one person, 
the AMS offers a number of assistant manager positions. Some are 
full-year opportunities that include the summer, and others require 
an on-campus presence only during the academic year. All Assistant 
Manager positions include both planning and operational involvement. 

Committee Chairs 
While a Commissioner or a Deputy Commissioner spreads their attention 
across a number of interests, Committee Chairs are able to devote 
their energies to specific issues or events within each AMS Commission. 
Dozens of Committee Chair positions exist in Academic Affairs, 
Campus Activities, Internal Affairs, Municipal Affairs and Social Issues. 

^ Co-ordinators 
Directly responsible for all aspects of planning and operations for one 
of three services: the AMS Foodbank, AMS Extended Child Care, or 
AMS Communications. These paid positions offer individuals the chance 

3 important elements of what the AMS offers to C to manage irr 3 Queen's. 

Application due dates 

Applications for Assistant 
Managers, Committee Chairs, 
and Co-ordinators 
(Communications, Foodbank, 
and Extended Child Care) 
are due Monday, 
March 15th at 16:30. 

^ Applications for 
Service Staff and 
Committee Member 
positions are due 
Wednesday, 
March 24th at 16:30. 

More specific information about 
each position is available 
with the application form. 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive 
if you have any questions about available positions 

Applicationsare available at the AMS Front Desk, and are due back at the same'place. 

... The AMS is committed to employment equity 
All AMS members in good academic standing are encouraged to apply. 
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March Madness 
U lie resident hoop junkies take their best guess at the Final Four 

Like a game of musical chairs 

with 64 participants, the music 

will begin with every team having 

i chance to win it all and end 

with only one sitting in the seat 

labeled “Champion.” The NCAA 

Division I men’s basketball tour¬ 

nament, affectionately known as 

March Madness, began on 

Thursday afternoon and as 

always will conclude at the end 

of the month on a Monday night 

with a group of young men cut¬ 

ting the nets. It is the time in 

between which will feature many 

shining moments that make this 

tournament all the more memo¬ 

rable. Enough about the magic, 

here are the picks. 

By Dan Rowe 

East — There isn’t a team in 

the East Region that should beat 

Duke. The Blue Devils are lead 

by All-American center Elton 

Brand and swingman Corey 

Maggette, the most talented 

freshman in the country. What 

makes this bracket even slightly 

interesting is that the only team 

to beat Duke all year is in the 

East, the #3 seed Cincinnati. The 

Bearcats have had early round 

trouble in the past. This year 

their road to the Sweet Sixteen is 

easier, but once there they will 

have to deal with a tough #2 

seed from Miami(FL). 

West — Stanford and UConn 

are on a collision course to meet 

in the West Region Final. Even 

though UConn won the game 

between these two teams on 

Stanford’s home court, 

Stanford’s experience and deter¬ 

mination will leave UConn coach 

Jim Calhoun on the outside look¬ 

ing in. In the early rounds of this 

bracket look for an upset by #10 

Gonzaga, which led by guard 

Matt Santangelo who has drawn 

comparisons to Gonzaga alum¬ 

nus John Stockton. 

South — Auburn is the most 

suspicious #1 seed in the entire 

tournament. While they should 

make the Elite Eight with little 

trouble, the Final Four is beyond 

the reach of the Tigers. Maryland 

and potential NBA top pick Steve 

Francis will fall short against the 

Red Storm. St. John’s is well- 

coached and finally has talented 

players living up to their poten¬ 

tial, most notably forward Ron 

Artest. Defence minded Detroit 

could upset UCLA and George 

Washington will make Bobby 

Knight’s head as red as his 

sweater. 

Midwest — The Midwest is 

far and away the most interesting 

bracket. Lamar Odom will lead 

Rhode Island to a first round 

upset only to lose in the second 

round to #4 Arizona. Come the 

Sweet Sixteen, the top four seeds 

will be left. Arizona’s Jason Terry 

will outplay Michigan State’s 

Mateen Cleaves at point guard. 

On the other side, Rick Majerus 

will finally get Utah past 

Kentucky only to lose to Arizona 

who’s only National 

Championship came two years 

ago as a #4 seed. 

Final Four — Duke’s depth 

will be too much for Lute 

Olson’s Arizona Wildcats and 

St. John’s will outlast the gritty 

Stanford Cardinal. This sets up 

a rematch of the mid-season 

game in which St. John’s took 

the Blue Devils to overtime only 

to lose. Once again, the Red 

Storm will come up short in a 

game that is close until the last 

few minutes. 

Easier tax filing and 

faster refunds for students 

It’s free, at your fingertips, and 

available seven days a week. 

Check your personalized income 

tax package for a TELEFILE 
invitation. 

For more information, visit 

our Web site at: 

www.rc.gc.ea/telefile/ 

Revenue Revenu F'o rinrlq1 
■ ' ■ Canada Canada lclUcl 

By Adam Kaminsky 

East — Duke is the best team 

in the country and its path will be 

eased by having the weakest sec¬ 

ond seed, Miami, in their draw 

and a third seed, Cincinnati, that 

was strong at the beginning of 

the year (handing Duke their 

only loss of the year) but closed 

out the season very Slowly. The 

darkhouse in this draw is Temple. 

This John Chaney coached team 

features a match-up zone that 

creates nightmares for opponents 

and a lot more talent than many 

think. However, this is all moot 

as the Duke juggernaut will 

cruise through this region. 

Midwest — The Midwest is 

wild this year, as this region fea¬ 

tures the top three point guards 

in the land. Top-seeded Michigan 

State’s Mateen Cleaves, second- 

seeded Utah’s Andre Miller and 

fourth-seeded Arizona’s Jason 

Terry, are on all of the All- 

America lists and deservingly so. 

Despite all this point guard talent 

in the bracket, it will be point 

guard Wayne Turner, who had a 

down year this season, who will 

lead his Kentucky Wildcats out of 

the region. 

South — Home of the weak¬ 

est number one seed and a cast of 

hungry characters. Auburn will 

be the first top seed to go when 

they are bounced in the second 

round, but after that things are 

much less clear. The final four 

ticket will be decided in the bot¬ 

tom of the bracket, where second 

seeded Maryland will battle third 

seeded St. John’s. Maryland and 

super Juco transfer Steve Francis 

will prevail and go to the final 

dance. Watch for UCLA who 

have a great deal of talent, 

although injuries have created 

fear of damaged goods. If UCLA 

plays their athletic game, they 

could upset anybody. 

West — This region will see 

the seeds hold firm most of the 

way. UConn will hold court with 

its number one seed and move 

right through the bracket, beat¬ 

ing all comers along the way. 

Second seeded Stanford will 

cruise from the bottom of the 

bracket, although it’s regional 

semi-final game against North 

Carolina, a team it lost to this 

season, could be interesting. 

UConn will beat Stanford, a team 

it has already beaten on the road 

this year and give coach Jim 

Calhoun his first trip to the Final 

Four. Watch Florida in this 

bracket, they are coached by 

Please see Pure on page 30 

$0.06 Copy HMS 
+ 

$1.10 Chips ^ 
+ 

$2.50 Pizza 
+ 

$0.25 Pen 

Free trip to any of Air 
Canada’s North American 

Destinations. Including Hawaii 
and the Caribbean. 

The flrtS Cure) W 
AIR CANADA SS^coo*b3 

Contest ends Match 20.1999. Contest open to membsa cxthe Alma Matef Society of Queen's 
Unfwcjy In KingSoa ON. Carado. etx^jting employes paid over $5,000. and Cuedc*s c( the 
AMS 8oard o( Dxectai Odds dependant on numoe* of void entres, Prtzeol twc(2JAlrCoroda 

■HcspfloSY Long Haul Prorwonol Posses’ Is wtued ol app-CHfcnatety $2,600. Sutxmr o 2,000 wad 
essay on the tvstov o(me AMS sesvfces (no teptoduenons) kx no puchcse entry. Winner must 

coreqiy answer o >*£l leslng quesben. Fu3 contest rules ere cvaCcOe at the AMS Front De*. JOUC 

Take courses for credit towards 
a degree at your home university. 
Choose from over courses 
offered on the downtown St. George 
campus. Both day and evening courses 
are available. 

Enjoy full access to U of T facilities. 

...in Toronto for the Summer? 

Woodsworth College | University of Toronto 

119 St. George Street,Toronto, ON M5S IA9 

Join the University ofToronto 
in the Faculty of Arts and Science 

as a Visiting Student 

Summer Session 1999 
(May lO-August 13) 

Applications will be accepted as space permits. 
For Visiting Student application booklet and summer timetable email: 
info@wdw.utoronto.ca €^b call 416*978*4444 | fax: 416*978*4088 

Course descriptions at: www.library.utoronto.ca/www/arts_and_science/ 
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Queen’s comes up a bit short 
...... . ... flnrrv of good Guelph to 3 " 

Continued from page 25 

Mailloux as he skated by. 

“Coaches should never talk to 

the other team’s players, that is 

one thing that really upsets 

me,” explained MacDonald. 

The altercation seemed to 

rally the Queen’s players, who, 

after trailing 2-0 in the first 

period, came roaring back. 

Defenceman Wes Booker 

scored Queen’s first goal of the 

series on a two-man advantage 

with 38 seconds remaining in 

the period, sending the teams 

to the dressing room with the 

Gryphons leading 2-1. Booker 

then opened the scoring in the 

second period with a laser from 

the point, beating Guelph goal- 

tender Mark Gowan high to 

the stick side. After Guelph 

made the score 3-2, Scott 

Richardson responded for the 

Gaels on an exceptional short- 

handed effort, tipping in a Paul 

Lang pass and tying the score 

3-3. 

It was at this point that 

things got a little wild. With a 

little more than a minute 

remaining in the second period, 

Guelph’s Scott Sweitzer, a first- 

year forward, careened into 

Queen’s goaltender Jason 

Skilnick and received a five- 

minute major charging penalty. 

Before the intermission, the 

Gaels were able to light the 

lamp on the power play cour¬ 

tesy of Jason Flynn, who took a 

deft feed from Aaron Knight veritable flurry ^ Gryphons’ Captain Boyd scored 

behind the net. chances, and one scm ^ empty net goal to ice the 

After a quick breather, the save, time ran out on ' 

Queen’s power play came out Gryphons and it a nt 

on fire in the third period, become a one game series, 

scoring three goals in the final “We were all up and ready to 

three and a half minutes of the go [for game two]. Our power 

major penalty. Matt Thome tal- play started to work very well, .. 

lied twice during that time and said forward Matt 1 home. '■“"’'‘("'ted taking the play to 
Scott Richardson scored his was just standing m front of the hey « said 

second goal of the game, net and I wacked a couple of us, we ^ ^ 

Things were not all rosy for pucks in. The puc ' seem had the opportunity 

Queen’s, as in the midst of go our way in this one and the *‘B ’ d rea|ly put the 
bounces hadn’t really gone our to go up i they 

game with under 20 seconds 

remaining, and ending the 

Gaels championship dreams. 

“We came out hard in the 

third period. We had them in a 

lnerable situation, but when 

Qui 

their goal run, James Boyd was 

able to tally a shorthanded goal way all season. 
pressure 

?or Th.TK*“5 "If the squad was excited for weren't P**^*.^^ 

When Sweitzer returned from game two, they were flying for hock y, „ When 

his five minute banishment, the 
three. Both teams came couldn’t convert. 

“We had zero respect 
at the start of the 
weekend and I am 

sure that they respect 
us much more now 

that the series 
is done.” 

—Head Coach 
Chris MacDonald 

game 

orR1 and’provided =ing ~ While disappointed by not 

end-to-end hockey, but again it advancing to the next round 

was the Gryphons who opened MacDonald is very happy with 

the scoring in the first period how the team overcame adver- 

and went to the break leading sity. “I think we have moved 

1-0. 

The second period was more 

of the same, but again the 

Queen’s power play clicked, 

with sniper Matt Thorne pot¬ 

ting two goals in the session. 

the program a great distance. 

We have won a playoff round, 

we have taken Guelph right to 

the brink and you can’t teach 

that. After having gone through 

injuries and off-ice personal 

the second of which came with problems, we will be a stronger 

one second remaining in the team for it, ’ he said, 

period. The coach was also beaming 

The Gaels emerged from the about the team s playoff per- 

intermission with a 2-1 lead formance.”I was really proud 

and only 20 minutes separating of the way we played against 

them from a division crown. Guelph,” said MacDonald. ‘We 

That was about 10 minutes too had zero respect at the start of 

Gaels led 7-4. 

Guelph continued to pres¬ 

sure the Queen’s net, with 

Skilnick once again standing on 

his head to keep the puck out. 

Finally the Gryphons were able 

to squeeze two goals past the long, as the Gryphons came out the weekend and I am sure that 

hot goaltender and with just and scored the tying goal mid- they respect us much more now 

under two minutes remaining way through the period and that the series is done.” 

Guelph trailed by one goal and then Paul Rosebush, an OUA Six letters has never meant 

had all the momentum. After a all-star, was ‘ able to stake so much to a hockey program. 

Always 
next 
year 

Continued from page 25 

the top-10 all year long,” said 

Wilson. 

As has been the case in recent 

years, the squad is expecting the 

return of a good number of play, 

ers, although the program is def¬ 

initely losing all-conference 

fifth-year captains shooting 

guard Steph Glancey and post 

player Wendy Moon. Point 

guard Deanah Shelley and the 

ultra versatile Andrea Thomson 

are pondering their options with 

regard to coming back, while the 

remainder of the team is already 

decided. 

With this wealth of talent 

preparing for another season, 

many of the experiences gained 

this year will serve the program 

well in the future. 

“We can take stuff from this 

season and move forward and 

strive to get better next season. If 

we are better next year we will 

have another crack at it,” said 

coach Wilson. 

With the talent that has been 

coming to this program over the 

years, it has become more a 

question of when the squad will 

head to the CIAU championships 

than if the team will make the 

Career questions? 

Use your Queen’s Connection! 

Introducing two new mentoring programs 

brought to you by the Queen’s Alumni Association 

Take a Student to Lunch 

We’ll match you up with a Queen’s grad 

from your home town who works in 

your field of interest. Then the two of 

you make an appointment for lunch in 

May when you return home. 

E-Mentoring 

We’ll match you up with a Queen’s 

grad from anywhere in the world who 

works in your field of interest. You 

can chat with this mentor by e-mail 

throughout the school year. 

Sign up now! 

mentor@post.queensu.ca STAR 

Student Team on Alumni Relations 

Qpjfc* 
University l Alumni 

Association 
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Intramural Corner 
Sports &r Fitness 
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Queen’s Intramurals will be holding 

an open forum to discuss the future of 

BEWS Hockey on March 18 from 5:30- 

7:30 p.m. in room 205 @ the Phys-Ed 

Centre. Anyone participating or inter¬ 

ested in the program is invited to attend. 

Queen’s intramurals will be accepting 

nominations for monthly awards as well 

as end of year major awards until March 

19, There are six major including the 

Silver Whistle, BEWIC Cup, Edwards 

Trophy, Rehab 86 Award, ASUS Award 

and PHESA Award. Nomination forms 

can be picked up and submirted to the 

Intramural office in room 201A @ the 

phys-ed Centre. 

The Queen’s Intramurals Banquet 

will take place on Tuesday, March 30 

from 6:30 - 8 p.m. in the Singing Frog 

@ AJ’s. Intramural participants, win¬ 

ners and representatives are encouraged 

to attend as all major individual and 

team awards will be announced during 

this occasion. Tickets are available start¬ 

ing March 18 at the PEC wickets for S3 

or at the door for $4. Your ticket will 

include food and admission to any Hub 

establishment that night. 

All Intramural participants who wish 

to take part in playoff action must have 

signed the Intramural Code of Conduct 

Agreement before their first playoff 

game. Teams who use ineligible players 

will be subject to forfeiting that game. 

The winter Bewic Volleyball tourna¬ 

ment will take place March 27. The 

entry deadline is Monday, March 15 

and the maximum number of teams for 

the tournament is 12. 

— With files from Brian Grosvenor 

Where have you gone? 
Continued from page 26 

standard for consistency by hitting safely 

in 56 straight games, captivating a 

nation vacillating over whether or not to 

enter World War II. 

Baseball was then the only major US 

professional sport, in a far less frag¬ 

mented society; consequently, the excite¬ 

ment generated by the streak probably 

far exceeded last year’s home run chase. 

DiMaggio’s legacy was later furthered 

by his ephemeral marriage to Marilyn 

Monroe. It was catptured in prose in a 

memorable passage in Hemingway’s The 
Old Man Arid The Sea, and in song by 

Simon and Garfunkel’s “Mrs. 

Robinson,” written in 1967, at the 

nascence of a sociological revolution 

Out late at night? 

that would tear down heroes of 

DiMaggio’s magnitude. 

Ballplayers, once revered icons, were 

rendered disposable celebrities, meaning 

DiMaggio’s appearances at Opening 

Day at Yankee Stadium to throw out the 

first ball took on greater significance in 

his final years. 

The Bronx Bombers’ return to their 

traditional dominance, presently seeking 

their third World Series crown in four 

years as one of their immortals is eulo¬ 

gized, concurs with the notion of base¬ 

ball as a paradigm for life. Life will of 

course go on, but something has been 

altered inexorably for sports fans. 

Joltin’ Joe has left and gone away. 

Don't want to walk alone? 

Looking for a smile to brighten 

your evening? 

Call Walkhome. 

We've already walked over 

5,600 people this year. 

That's more than 10,000 km- 

So we think we can help. 

Walkhome 533-2662 
or you can Jtjn our old number at 54S-26G2 

Queen’s Native Students Association 
is proud 10 present 

Aboriginal Awareness Week 

Special Readings and Performances by: 

Ian Ross 

Beth Brant 

Gloria Eshkibok 

Lee Maracle 

Drew Haydon Taylor 

Special Events 

Pancake Breakfast Panel Discussion 

The Kanata Dance Troupe QPID Presentation 

Closing Ceremonies Social 

Watch for details on times and locations of the events 

or 

Call the Four Directions Aboriginal Student Centre for details @ 533-6970 

or 

Stop by the Four Directions Aboriginal Student Centre 

(The house just across from Vic Hall @ 72 Queen’s Crescent) 

All Students Are Invited to Attend The Events Free! 

March 22 to March 26 

QUEEN’S/KINGSTON 

COMMUNITY 

COMMITMENT 

’f’AWARD? 
FOR STUDENTS WHO DEMONSTRATE 

DEDICATION AND COMMITMENT IN THEIR 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE QUEEN’S AND 

KINGSTON COMMUNITIES 

NOMINATE YOURSELF OR A FRIEND! 

NOMINATION PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE 
OUTSIDE THE AMS FRONT ENTRANCE AND 

DUE: THURSDAY MARCH 18™ 
BY 5PM IN THE AMS FRONT OFFICE 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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Pure madness 
Continued from page 27 

young and dynamic Billy Donavan and 

have a team diat matches his personality. 

Final Four — Short and painless. That 

is the prognosis for the Kentucky-Duke 

game, a rematch of last year’s regional 

final. Duke will be clinical in its quest to 

make up for last year’s second-half deba¬ 

cle and will beat the Wildcats soundly. The 

other game will be extremely entertaining, 

but Rip Hamilton will make the differ¬ 

ence, shutting down Francis on one end, 

and scoring big buckets on the other. 

UConn will beat Maryland and will play 

on Monday night. In what will be seen by 

many as the most stunning Final Four 

upset since Duke beat UNLV in 1991, 

UConn will beat those very same Blue 

Devils in a tightly played contest. Once 

again the backcourt combination of 

Hamilton and Khalid El-Amin will step 

up, and the Huskies will be comfortably 

seated when the music stops for the very 

last time. 

By Ian Brisbin 

The Duke Blue Devils are universally 

recognized as the most prohibitive 

favourites since the 1990-91 UNLV squad 

seeking to repeat as national champions. 

Of course, any casual observer remembers 

the Saturday in Indianapolis which saw 

Dean Smith ejected and Duke stun the to- 

that-point undefeated Runnin’ Rebels. All 

of which goes to illustrate that for the 

next three weeks, college basketball fans 

would do well to expect the unexpected. 

The traditional “power” conferences, 

while consistently placing strongly in the 

polls over the course of the season, have 

been disappointing in terms of their per¬ 

formance. In a season trumpeted as their 

return to national prominence, the Big 

East has not performed to the lofty stan¬ 

dards of Connecticut, Miami and St. 

John’s, a team which while strong, to this 

point remains best known for a game it 

didn’t win. 

The Big Ten put 7 teams into the field, 

however the “parity” which has charac¬ 

terized the conference this season (with 

the exception of Michigan State, who 

deserves a top seed, and perhaps Ohio 

State) seems more the product of medioc¬ 

rity than achievement. The ACC, which 

seems a solid choice as consistently the 

most accomplished conference of the 

decade was segregated into the haves and 

the have-nots, clearly shown by the refusal 

of the Selection Committee to allow a 

fourth, decidedly undeserving team into 

the field. 
Even the mighty SEC sees the Auburn 

Tigers earn a surprising top seed, which 

most pick as the most likely of the four 

not to matriculate in St. Petersburg, and 

must be satisfied with defending cham¬ 

pion Kentucky being granted a very dan¬ 

gerous 3 seed. 

But keep your eyes on the PAC-10. 

Until UNLV broke the string in 1990, no 

team from west of the Mississippi had 

won a championship since the last of the 

UCLA titles in the mid-70s, and in the 

1990s, it would seem that the balance of 

power has moved west. While UCLA and 

Arizona seem marked for a quick exit 

(Detroit? Rhode Island?), Stanford, and 

Utah seem capable of long tournament 

runs. Even inconsistent Washington has 

all of the ingredients for tournament suc¬ 

cess. So with what are we left? 

Upsets, particularly from those schools 

which dominated small conferences. 

While Duke is undoubtedly the best team 

in the country this season, the College of 

Charleston showed that they weren’t 

afraid of the ACC with their performance 

against a hot North Carolina squad. 

While Duke could well romp, I’m keeping 

an eye on the Cougars by virtue of them 

being the most difficult 8 seed to draw in 

the tournament. Tennessee is undeserving 

of a 4 seed and will be exposed by a solid, 

if small, Delaware team. Indiana and 

Iowas fans should tune in early because 

that may be their only opportunity to see 

their teams. Even Kansas, finally unsad¬ 

dled by top-seeded expectations needs to 

tread lightly in their opening round 

match-up with the Purple Aces of 

Evansville. 

Final Four picks? I will stick with the 

Blue Devils, Michigan State, Connecticut 

and Maryland (don’t miss any chance to 

see Steve Francis), although I expect 

Rhode Island to emerge as the darlings of 

the tournament and Lamar Odom to 

write his lottery ticket for a jump into the 

NBA draft. Duke is the obvious choice to 

cut down the nets Monday, but that’s why 

they play the games... 

Still need a shovel? I 
Your Street 

Captain's got one. 
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

MSW 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

sports 
experts 

fB®LSTANDINGS 

die“”o6ThomaS Lyurtg, who t'.trtts .he mnitttr-itp prize of, gift HHL 
«. *owbw4 oh J*. Sclacne; L.ttdrox, L.ds.ro™, Murphy, Hasek, * 

B”ThheHed ream would have been ro have Japr, Lindros and Selanne up front Selanne came bark i. 
The ideal team w. 0n the blue line, the men to have were A1 Maclnms and Nikk 

!?JDot,'re'h,s absence of late, the Dominate, squeaked out the most points from Our ,|a„ o| 
fcs Tibs svas due in no small pat, to his eight (eotjnt 'em!) shutouts. The man ,„ the penal,, bM 

for ufthis y« was Florida's Paul la* with close to 200 PIM to make h,m stand ou, among ou, gnpk 
We must once again thank the folks ou, a, LaSalle Sports Experts for once agmn sponsotmg ,|„ p0„. 
We must once B everyone, and see all you returning students in September! 

""^The following Esm ,!,e pool playets !or the period ended Monday, March 8. All stats ate con,. 
° . t.l-l_I lo .1.0 C/n/ip ff iVI.1l/. 

The following taoie ^ k-/■ \ 
piled based upon those published in the Globe cr Mail. 

Total Name Faculty/Ycar 
473 Chad Rawn Arts’98^ 
470 Thomas Leung Comm 00 
464 Ryan Cullian Aixs'Ol 
464 Stephen Leun Sci'99 
463 Ken Hawkins Arts’OO 
462 Peter Gillespie Arts'99 
461 Stephen Raper Arts’01 
458 Paul Kim Arts’02 
458 Dave Gilbert Arts’02 
457 Sarah Crosbie Arts'00 
455 Allison Malloy Sci’01 
454 James Prentice Sci’01 
453 Angelina Whiteman Arts’00 
451 Rick Schippling Arts'02 
451 Seth Cullen Arts’99 
451 Ceilidh Templeton Sci’01 
451 Sergiy Kolosov Arts’OO 
449 Jeff Child Arts’OO 
449 Sean Springer Arts’OO 
449 Scott Snowden Sci‘01 
448 Adam Kaminsky Arts’99 
447 Corbin Puhl Arts'00 
447 Tara Harrison Arts'02 
447 Dan Lior Grad 
445 Sheldon S. Swick Sci’OO 
442 Trish Kirkwood Sci’01 
441 Cameron Kenalty Arts’OO 
440 Jeremy Gaudet Sci’01 
440 Ann Evans ConEd'98 
440 Matt Murl Comm’01 
440 B. Flande Sci’98 
440 Saylo Lam Sci’99 
439 Dev Patel Sci’01 
439 Dave Lanovaz ConEd’99 
438 Kevin Cymbalisty Sci’02 
437 Mike Lloyd Sci'99 
435 Ron Death Comm’01 
435 Aaron Collins Arts’99 
434 Michael Casey Arts’02 
433 Todd Hoare Sci'01 
433 Redgc Cola Arts’99 
433 Dr. Ronald Holden Faculty 
433 Krista Galbraith Arts’01 
432 Adam Watchorn Sci’02 
432 Amy Delisle Arts'02 
432 Barry Woolcott Comm’01 
432 Jay Fitzsimmons Arts'01 
431 JonSwaine Arts'99 
430 EricTrought Sci’OO 
430 Eric Langlais Arts'02 
430 Jin Gui Ph.D 
430 Bob Ewart Staff 
430 Erin Rees ConEd’00 
429 Ben Drory Arts'99 
429 Michelle Kelly Arts’01 
429 Deirdrc Horgan Arts’99 
429 Nikolina Mizdrak Arts’99 
428 Lisamaric Picken Arts’OO 
428 Lawrence Lau Sci’01 
428 Derek Broomfield Sci’98 
428 Mike Fenwick Arts'01 
427 Karlas Adam Arts’OO 
427 Alex Chan Sci’01 
426 Steve Chong M.Sc 
426 Sarah Routlcdge ConEd’99 
425 Steven Lowe Grad 
425 Emma Hutchinson Arts'02 
424 Vivek Mehta Sci’01 
424 Kathleen Meyer ConEd’99 
424 J. Errin Starzynski Arts’01 
424 Kate Kearney Arts’02 
424 Eitan Shapiro Arts’02 
424 Nicole Liadis Arts 
423 Kevin McCarthy Arts’OO 

1“ Fillip' Aru'0'1 
John Trcnholmc Arts’01 

423 Jon Grossman Arts’01 
423 Robert Walker Arts'01 
423 Peter Graham Comm’00 
4ZZ Laura MacHardy Sci’OO 
iff J™ Whittington Arts’00 

L. Dmytjcnko Comm’nn - umyyc 
422 Rick Kargus LaW'' 
421 Mat Casbon Arts'01 

J,! Cammie Guest Arts’01 
UarmenTse Arrs'96 

421 ?cu0rfWaft Sci'99 
4Z1 John Fagnou Sci’99 
4M Anne • Michelle Ryder Art.’O, 
aan Dave Mossmgton Arts'02 

419 Sr"1' Ii“rtin Arts'01 
4 9 X Comm’01 

Mike Kcast Sci’9R 

418 HSpij*!™ ConF.d'OO 
Laura Shearer PHF’99 

SfiesiL m 

406 
405 
404 
404 
404 
403 

400 
400 

390 
389 

Mauro Lo Dico Grad 
Chris Badali Arts’02 
Lyndsay Haslam Arts'00 
Mike Lcveridge Arts'99 
Sean Morcncy Arts'99 
Rob MacNeil Arts'99 
Shawn Smith Sci'02 
Ken Iwaasa Meds 
Will Lee Sci’01 
Dan Iwachiw Comm’01 
Sven Mascarcnhas Arts'01 
Paul Joblin Arts'00 
Gabe Taylor Sci’OO 
Rob McMurrich Arts'01 
Nick Sinclair Arts'99 
Laurie Richardson PHE 
Franklin Say Comm’01 
Eugene Lei Comm’01 
Jaime Pushcar ConEd’99 
Derek Jackson Sci'01 
Jonathan Kerr Arts’02 
Pete Cameron Comm’99 
Greg Holohan Comm’01 
Wade Williams Law 
John Ford Sci'00 
Gail Bouchette Sci’01 
Anthony Firmani Sci’OO 
Ken Revell Staff 
Jason Townson Arts’01 
Matthew Thompson Arts’00 
Karen Callcry Grad 
Blake Shaffer Arts’OO 
Jon Powell Arts’01 
Neil Finney Arts’OO 
Matt McCloy Sci’01 
Mark Rogers Sci’01 
Eric Tam Sci'00 
Patrick Connolly Comm’00 
Karin Prochazka Arts’01 
Chris Elvidgc Grad 
Scott White Sci’OO 
Carolyn Russell M.Sc 
Bryan Grosvenor PHE'99 
Stefan Murray Arts'00 
Jesse Shantz Arts'00 
Eric Tremblay Staff 
Steve Gariepy Arts'99 
Andrew Guy PHE'99 
Rob Hutcheson Arts’02 
Anne Brodie Arrs'00 
Aaron Chan Law 
Kevin Brown Grad 
Jessica Cole Arts'02 
Gordon Thomson Grad 
Mike Rossiler Sci’01 
James Leonard Arts'02 
Kim Foreman Arts’OO 
Chris Toivonen ConEd’00 
Harold jxntema Staff 
Mark Crawford Law 
Laura Stewart Sci'02 
Jackie Penford Arts'99 
Jeff Fairbairn SCI’99 
Karen Beattie Arts|00 
Lawrence Hsieh Comm’Ol 
Kirsten Graham Arts’99 
A. D’Alcssandro Staff 
lla Dalcourt Staff 
Hartley Lefton Arts’01 
Liz Mossington Arts 99 
James Tcrjanian Arts'00 
Rod Kyd PHE 01 
Galliscdo Bae Arts 99 
Jen Lillie 
Perry Lao Arts 99 
Tavia McLachlin PHEj 0° 
Neil Acharya Ar,s J! 
Brian Luke Arts 99 
Kaston Leung Sci 01 
Jay Bondar 
Brad Greatrix Arts 00 
Nick Chcescman Arts 99 
Julie Lorcnzin Nuts 01 
Wesley Hung Staff 
Dennis Davidson Staff 
Douglas Kwong Sci 01 
Julie Gait AM 
Jesse Cullen Arts 79 
Ted Wright Gni, 
Margot Leney 
Nathan Sager Arts 0 
Cynthia Fckken ?aCU}^n 
Mariria Gully Arcs 
Mike Belrzner ConEd > 
Dan Gratto „Sl",n 
Shawn Desbois Sci 0 

Spring is right around the corner & it's time for.... 

Queen's Summer Leagues 
Grad Soccer (m/w) 

& 
Coed Softball 

Team entry packages now available 
at the PEC (front lobby) 

Grad Soccer League - Coed Softball League 

Team Registration: 

Manager's Meeting: 
Official's* Meeting: 

*(paid positions!) 
1 st League Games: 
League Ends: 
& Teams: 
Team Fees: 

Deadline April 16 @ PEC wickets 
(With $25 deposit) 

April 20, Grad Club @ noon 
April 21, Grad Club @ noon 
(Clinic Apr 25 - all officials) 
May 3rd (Sundays-Thursdays) 

Mid July 
6 Women's/12 Men's 
depends on # teams, but about 

$ 150/team 

Sponsored bys 
SPGS, The Grad C/ub, & Queen's Athletics 

Check out the Grad Soccer League 
Website ats 

qlink.queensu.ca/~3dJI5/gsl/ 

Team Registration: 

Manager's Meeting: 
1 st League Games: 
League Ends: 
Annual Tournament: 
# Teams: 

Deadline April 29 @ PEC wickets 
(With $50 deposit) 
May 10, Rm 205 PEC, @ noon 
May 25 (Sundays-Thursdays) 
July 29 
Aug. 7/8 
32 (maximum); first come basis 
(min. 5men/5women per team) 
Rec & Competitive 
depends on # teams, but 
about $ 185/team 

Divisions: 
Team fees: 

O 

Sponsored by: SPGS & Queen's Athletics 

Check out the Summer Softball League 
& Website ats 

' http://civil.queensu.ca/individ/brown/softball 
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CONCERT REVIEW 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

I’ve always had a deep respect for any¬ 

body with the will and dedication to 

learn to play a musical instrument. 

Personally, I’ve had to come to terms 

with the fact thaf I have not a single 

musical bone in my body. My musical tal¬ 

ents could be summed up as follows: 

running around as a small child singing 

“skinamaringkadinkadink” while bang¬ 

ing two spoons, hoedown style, against 

my knees, and later being told by a music 

teacher, during an audition for a high 

school musical, that my singing sounded 

like someone was stringing up a dead cat. 

So, naturally, I was pumped about the 

Queen’s Entertainment Agency’s annual 

Battle of the Bands, where I could see the 

local talent of the Queen’s community 

twist and chum out music in their own 

funky, hoedown manner. 

For that small contingent of readers 

who don’t yet know about the Battle of 

the Bands, know just this : previous win¬ 

ners of The Battle have been the local 

Kingston band Hedone, The Inbreds, 

and, most famously. The Tragically Hip. 

Peddling their musical wares on the 

first night of the competition were Uncle 

Fish’s Technicolour Remedy, Franklin’s 

Fault, The Prototype, and Reno’s 

Hitmen. 

First to come on stage was Uncle 

Fish’s Technicolour Remedy. Composed 

of a drummer, a female vocalist playing 

the tambourine, a male vocalist on 

rhythm guitar, and also a bass and lead 

guitar player, the band sandwiched their 

own songs between the opening and 

closing performance of a funkadelic ver¬ 

sion of “Dancing In The Street.” 

Listening to the music, I couldn’t help 

but conjure up a mental picture of some 

bell-bottomed, bleary-eyed hipster strut¬ 

ting down some redbrick alley, bouncing 

along to Uncle Fish’s music. 

The band had a good sound with the 

most shining element being the guitar 

playing, but I found that, as a whole, 

they seemed to lack the familiarity and 

cohesion essential for a standout 

performance. 

Immediately follo'wing Uncle Fish was 

Franklin’s Fault, a high energy, seven 

person ensemble consisting of a drum¬ 

mer, guitarist, keyboardist, trombone 

player, trumpet player, and male and 

female vocalist. From the outset, the 

band had an amazing amount of energy 

as they pumped up the crowd with 

excitable renditions of the Ghostbnsters 

theme song, “Video Killed the Radio 

Star,” as well as a number of their own 

songs. 

Of all the groups, Franklin’s Fault 

illicited the best audience participation. 

As the band played original songs like 

“Housemate Loving” and “Run and 

Hide,” fans cartwheeled and did 

bodyslides across the dance floor. 

It seemed that, throughout their per¬ 

formance, the dancing, laughing, twist¬ 

ing and smiling Franklin’s Fault were 

actually having more fun than the 

audience. 

Providing a stark contrast to the two 

previous performances was The 

Prototype, the more hardcore, in-your- 

face element of the night. The guitar, 

bass, drummer and keyboardist blan¬ 

keted the room in a metal-velvet curtain 

of sound while the audience was deluged 

with the awesome alternating strong and 

certain, and controlled and shaky voice 

of lead singer Ian Shackleton. You 

couldn't easily dance to this hard rock 

kind of music, but only sit back and 

appreciate what you were feeling in even 

the folds of your clothes. 

The Prototype gave an excellent per¬ 

formance but it is likely that they will 

have a harder time advancing to the 

finals than some of the other bands. This 

seemed apparent to quite a few people as 

I couldn’t help but overhear some people 

at the table behind me state that this kind 

of music wouldn’t be properly appreci¬ 

ated by a Queen’s audience. 

Rounding out the night was Reno’s 

Hitmen. It appeared as if it was going to 

be a good performance, but, due to tech- 

Please see Battle on page 40 

Let the Battle begin 
All around qveat efforts spoiled by bad sound system 

Is Bueller here? Buellerl 
Queen’s Players set to chock up the laughs 

Puzzled as to what you’ll get if you 

cross Top Gun, Ally McBeal and Ferris 

Bueller’s Day Off with some retro eight¬ 

ies music and Top 40 hits? Your prayers 

have been answered. 

From March 17 — 27, the Queen’s 

Players will be putting on a little show 

called Ally McBueller's Day Off within 

the intimate confines of the Clark Hall 

Pub. 

Sprung from the fertile, twisted minds 

of Ben Birchard, Kris Bruun and Tim 

Evans, Ally McBueller’s Day Off is the 

product of a month and a half of prelim¬ 

inary writing, followed by an intense 

month of 

rehearsals, and 

what Birchard 

describes as a 

“collaborative 

effort amongst 

the writers, cast 

and directors.” 

It is the first 

script for these 

self-described 

“virgin writers,” 

and Birchard 

considers the 

experience a “very nervewracking thing 

when people were reading through and 

no one was laughing. But it’s evolved and 

I find it funny still.” Bruun maintains 

that the play “is not exactly great litera¬ 

ture... but it’s very simple, very drunken, 

and easy to understand.” 

“Every number will be a 
show-stopper.” 

— Music Director, Chris Hicks 

The play sounds perfect for the .usual 

Queen’s Players audience, don’t you 

think? 

Ally McBueller’s Day Off is, in the 

“all about saving Ferris from the fate 

his detention. The show is about havi 

a good time... we poke fun at pop culti 

and at Queen’s.” 

The play is set within the Quec 

Law program, which was recently la 

basted by Maclean’s. This Queen’s L 

program, however, is a little differe 

According to musical director Ch 

Hicks, this law school is the “Top G 

school of law,” one, presumably, that v 

take the best of the best and make th 

better. The show itself boasts 12 char 

ters, each receiving equal billing, wit! 

cast that Hicks describes as being a “n 

of talented vocalists and people Who 
damn funny.” 

There is also a 10 piece band thro 

into the production, and for the f: 

time ever, a full brass section; Hi. 

guarantees that the “sound will be en 

moui. The full brass arrangements w 

time-consuming, but it’ll be worth 

Every number will be a show-stopper. 

For Martin-Evans, this play is the c 

mination of her four years as a Quce 

P^yer, her “final show, final hurra 

1 he final curtain goes up on March 

but as Martin-Evans points out, "ev 

night can be a different show... we f, 

off the audience and their energy.” 

As if that were not enough pressure, 

this year marks the 20th anniversary of 

the Queen’s Players. On March 20, vari¬ 

ous Queen’s alumni will descend upon 

the QP for a pre-play, semi-formal gala 

event to celebrate that milestone. 

“[The play] is not exactly 
great literature... but it s 

very simple, very drunken, 
and easy to understand. 

— One of the creators of the 
show, Kris Bruun 

Tickets are $10 — not a bad price or 

drink, party and play. The March 

show has already sold out, but tickets are 

still available for other dates. 

There are still opportunities to see t 

Queen’s Players torch passed fr0 

Martin-Evans to Hicks, to witness P 

first ever production of a Birchar 
Bruun-Evans play, to hear a full brass sei^ 

tion, and, if nothing else, to have a e\ 

drinks and be entertained. Afrer a ^ 

Bruun just wants the audience, in c 

words of Hal Johnson and Joan 

McLeod, to “keep fit and have fun. 
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Devi! with a white dress? 
Queen’s Drama major Blood Wedding a minor success 

i i i i m 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

I had the opportunity to 

attend the opening night of 

Blood Wedding, the second of 

two annual Queen’s Drama 

Department productions. To be 

quite honest, I’m not sure that, 

as a whole, it was really either 

good or bad. I don’t want this to 

sound like I’m fence-sitting or 

something equally worthless 

because that’s not what I’m try¬ 

ing to do. Mainly, my problem 

with the play comes from con¬ 

sidering the production in light 

of what the playwright Lorca 

wanted the audience to experi¬ 

ence. 

Written in 1933 by Federico 

Garcia Lorca, a Spanish play¬ 

wright and poet, Blood Wedding 

is a fact-based play that takes 

place in a region of Spain called 

Andalusia. 

might be feeling. This suggested 

to me that they didn’t properly 

feel or understand who their 

characters really were. I’m not 

saying that the cast had 

absolutely no understanding of 

the characters, only that, due to 

their youth, they couldn’t have 

had the life experience needed 

to relate to and understand the 

predicaments of the hard-lived 

peasant characters in the play. 

The audience was 
presented with a few 
trees and shrubs of 

emotion when, really, 
Lorca was trying to 

paint the picture of an 
entire forest. 

The main thrust is the explo¬ 

ration of the forces of human 

need in relation to the vagaries 

0 love and loss. This is shown 

With the conflicted character of 

PlaVed bY Lianne 
odgson, who is confronted 

'l , making a choice between 

e love of her youth, and the 

commitment of her Groom. It 

of3 1° au8mented by the lament 
b j groom’s mother, played 

7 Jodi Essery, over the loss of 

t er husband and one of her sons 

° , e '°athsome brutality of 
Unkind. 

My problem lies in the fact 

at too many of the cast mem- 

t *S Seemed to force emotions, 

tj^ ln8 [o fill the void of what 

ey bought the characters 

My problem lies in the 
fact that too many of 

the cast members 
seemed to force 

emotions into filling 
the void of what they 

thought the 
characters might 

be feeling. 

The audience was presented 

with a few trees and shrubs of 

emotion when, really, Lorca was 

trying to paint the picture of an 

entire forest. 

There was, however, a lot 

about the play that I did like. 

The simple yet striking 

design of the set, a kind of 

whitewashed sidestreet of a typ¬ 

ical Spanish town, with its clean 

combination of neutral tones of 

off-whites, taupes and grays, 

made the play a visual pleasure. 

I didn’t realize until halfway 

through that this was done to 

help affect the audience’s mood 

by allowing different colours, 

or prints of interlocking 

branches, to seemlessly mingle 

on the set and suggest an emo¬ 

tional depth within the setting 

itself. 

I also really enjoyed how the 

scenes flowed into each other. 

This was greatly aided by the 

Guitarist Towns Person (played 

by Rick Belchior), who sat on 

the upper level of the set and 

picked away at his acoustic gui¬ 

tar, the quiet actions of the 

cross bearing beggar woman, 

(played by Esther Barlow,) and 

the Moon, played by Anthony 

Farrell. 

The one thing about Blood 

Wedding that I thought was 

absolutely wonderful was the 

singing. The cast had great 

voices and provided us with 

many opportunities to appreci¬ 

ate them. One scene I wouldn’t 

mind seeing again is the one 

where Leonardo’s Wife, (played 

by Jennifer McGetrick), and the 

Mother-in-Law (played by Lora 

Cotter), sang a soothing, liquid- 

silk lullaby to Leonardo’s Wife’s 

baby. 

Another positive element of 

Blood Wedding that jumped out 

at me was how well written it 

was. You could tell that Lorca 

had been a poet because there 

were so many great lines. One 

line that keeps bouncing around 

in my head was said by the 

Bride, in regards to her indeci¬ 

siveness and how it caused the 

death of Leonardo, the love of 

her youth (played by David 

Ritchie) and her Bridegroom, 

(played by Andrew Shaver). She 

talks about their dead bodies 

sum tues Kidd Rasfci 
1/2 price wings' ^^dfhe 

I /2 price naclios* Peacemakers 
Iter 2pm with beverage purchsae rCfJCJflG.JGCJCJflG,. 

and mouths broken with fists 

full of snow, but you’d probably 

have to be there to appreciate 

that particular line. 

Weighing the options, I 

would have to say that, despite 

its weaknesses, Blood Wedding is 

a worthwhile experience and 

should be seen for all its positive 

reasons. This play isn’t perfect, 

but it is, I suppose, a bit more 

good than bad. But don’t take 

my word for it. Find out for 

yourself. 

Jit. Patrick’s Bag 

^Last chance to practice. Hr 
St. Patrick's Day Wed. Mar. 17 

...slante.... 

> www.thetoucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess St. 544-1966 

FOOD SPECIALS LIVE BANDS 

$2.49 simday breakfast _ Fl i Mi! V 12 

Presents: 
A Recertification Course in 

Basic Rescuer CPR 
Saturday, March 20 

$25 Cost 

For Information and Registration 

Email 8CL@Qlink.QueensU.Ca 

LSAT 
MCAT 
GMAT 

www.prep.com 
Toronto spring/summer classes with 1 weekend, 2 weekend, 

or 5 week formats. 
LSAT - Start in May, June, July, August 

MCAT - Start in June, July, August 
GMAT - Start every month 

Request our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med Bulletin email newsletters at: 

learn@prep.com 

Richardson - 1 800 410-PREP 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 1 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $349 

Winnipeg from $239 

Halifax from $249 

Saint John from $329 

St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It's now easier than ever 

to get to Toronto! 

I / Via Rail’s 6-Pak 

✓ Up to 12 flights a day 

| ✓ New Air Canada 
service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

r Leisure Travel Long Haul/Group Travel 
549-3553 549-3561 

Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 
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!§iE Headstones 
Kingston’s own Hugh Dillon leads his band 

course, all translates into an awesome The Headstones boast 

performance at AJ’s Hangar by rhe tightest, 
lfinocMn’s own this reviewer has heard. Da Headstones, fronted by Kingston’s own 

Hugh Dillon. 

There’s something about Dillon’s 

stage presence and something about his 

musical persona that defies explanation. 

People who have seen the Headstones in 

concert know what Pm talking about, as 

this reviewer. , T. 
intense drumming combines with 1 m 

White’s stellar base lines to provide the 

skeleton for the roar of Trent Carr s 

guitar. _ 
And, man, does the guitar roar. Carr 

played puppeteer with the crowd, entic- 

does anyone who saw him in the film mg them to jump, head bang, or (at. east 

Hardcore Logo. Hugh Dillon is Hugh for one guy) body surf. Both the care 

Dillon, and like him or hate him, he’s strumming of h,s acoustic gu,car and the 

not bound to change. Storming the stage loud, thrashing jabs of his axe unite 

with a look of defiantly passionate apa- with Dillon’s tight, often snarly voice to 

thy, Dillon is the show. He’s got attitude, create the perfect ambiance of bar-room 

rock ‘n roll. 
And rock ’n roll is what the 

Headstones are all about. For those 

unfamiliar with their sound, my best 

offering is to envision a drunken, very 

angry Frank Sinatra joining forces with a 

powerfully punkish metal band. 

In any case, from the opening chords 

of “Picture Frame of Rage” to the clos¬ 

ing of the first set with a phenomenal 

performance of “Unsound,” the band 

blasted the collective audience through 

the head and never once stopped firing. 

--- Both “Cubically Contained” and 

“When Something Stands for Nothing” 

Whether offering drinks to the became sing-a-longs, while the frenetic, 

crowd, or shattering bottles with his downright scafy “Oh My God” pos- 

panache and guts to spare. 

Dillon commands attention. 
From his mock assassination 

attempts of the concert 
goers on AJ’s upper floor to 

his physical gestures 
regarding either 

masturbation or suicide, all 
eyes are focused on the 

band’s frontman. 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Erik Missio 

Wednesday night, I was spat on, cut 

by shards of glass, suffered a minor case 

of whiplash, and was handed a free bot¬ 

tle of Molson Canadian. Which of 

microphone stand, Dillon commands 

attention. From his mock assassination 

attempts of the concert goers on AJ’s 

upper floor to his physical gestures 

regarding either masturbation or suicide, 

all eyes are focused on the band’s 

frontman. 

Which is almost a shame. 

sessed the crowd, driving them into a 

fury. 

Beyond playing songs from their 

three albums, the Headstones also 

offered a few covers, be they snippets 

from the Hip, a revamp of Cheryl Crow 

(“All I Wanna Do is Buy a Gun”) or a 

brilliant rendition of the Travelling 

at AJ’s 
Willbury’s “Tweeter and ^ 

Monkeyman” with the infamous line “In 

Kingston, where everything’s legal as 

long as you don’t get caught.” 

Hugh Dillon is Hugh Dillon 
and, like him or hate him, 
he’s not bound to change’. 
Storming the stage with a 
look of defiantly passionate 
apathy, Dillon is the show. 
He’s got attitude, panache 

and guts to spare. 

Surprisingly, the opening band, which 

is now called “Color,” made just as 

strong an impression on this reviewer. 

Both original songs and an inspired per¬ 

formance of the Police’s “Message in a 

Bottle” were ample showcases for this 

band’s capable musical backing and 

excellent lead vocals. 

The lead singer’s ability to shift from 

a cooing, lullaby falsetto to a screeching 

growl while singing impressive, intro¬ 

spective lyrics was a breath of fresh air 

compared to many Kingston opening 

acts as of late, and his charisma could 

not go unnoticed. He did his best to gee 

the seemingly passive crowd involved, 

but one particular battle with an unco¬ 

operative microphone stood out, as he 

threatened and mocked its stubbornness. 

Hugh Dillon, on the other hand, 

probably would’ve just smashed the 

bloody thing and kept on singing. 

Flor-ing the crowd 
Andrea Florian hits campus 

Siagstta's N«-w®at A4T@aturs! 

n.i.'nuiim'Ma 

By Stefan Murray 

In a folk music world constantly soul- 

searching and trying to find its place, 

one of its inhabitors is clearly grounded. 

Andrea Florian, a singer-songwriter 

from Toronto who is playing at Alfie’s. 

Friday evening, has found her place as a 

personal-political songstress in the 

rapidly redefining genre, all at only 23 

years of age. 

Her music, characterized by honest 

and heartfelt lyrics, has a definite politi¬ 

cal slant, reflecting her feminist values 

and concerned nature. 

“I think that personal has a lot to do 

with political and it’s really important to 

do the things I believe in,” said Florian. 

Florian, playing with a four-piece out¬ 

fit, which she described as the “kings of 

groove,” has recently released her third 

album, SotneHurryGood and is currently 

touring Eastern Ontario and Quebec in 

support of it. 

“The response [to the disc] has been 

phenomenal, it has sold out in many 

stores in Toronto,” said Florian. 

Her tours have brought her to cam¬ 

pus’s in Guelph and Montreal and 

Friday’s show marks her first visit to 

Queen’s. Florian claims that the venues 

in the university circuit can often garner 

the best responses. 

Florian found her place as a 
personal-political songstress 

in the rapidly redefining 
genre, all at only 23 years 

of age. 

“I think that students are really strug¬ 

gling to figure out what they want to do, 

and that is the music I am trying to 

write.” 

Florian believes that her music is very 

headstrong and important, Friday’s 

show at Alfie’s will test that claim. 

Andrea Florian will be performing at 

Alfie’s tonight. 

atrium mall 
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King of freaks Less is more 
Torture King astounds and disturbs 

- 
By Jeff Child 

Ever since the first conjoined 

twins toured the countryside as 

Barnam & Bailey’s main 

sideshow attraction, audiences 

around the world have been 

intrigued by the oddities that lie 

on the outer fringes of society. 

As we enter the 21st century, 

sideshows entertainment contin¬ 

ues to satisfy our craving for the 

unbelievable, unnatural and 

inhuman aspects of life. 

On Friday, March 5, one of 

the world’s only remaining and 

authentic sideshows set up its 

big top in Alfie’s Pub for a spec¬ 

tacle that the audience would 

not soon forget. 

One by one, The 
Torture King 

penetrated his 
forearm, bicep and 

mouth with the 
sanitized instruments. 

The stage was set for an 

incredible show. Organs ground 

out mechanical music, while the 

ringleader teased the crowd’s 

craving for human oddities. The 

brightly painted curtains adver¬ 

tised the main attractions of the 

show. Caricatures of Zamora 

the Torture King, Mighty Jack 

the strongman and Flexx the 

rubber boy enticed the audience 

and stirred their yearning for 

the deviant performers that hid 

behind the backdrop. However, 

despite the build-up, the crowd 

had no indication of how 

strange the show would be. 

Dressed in a jet-black karate 

gui, the ominous Torture King 

emerged on the stage. Glaring at 

the crowd and with a serious 

tone he warned that, “The per¬ 

formance is for your entertain¬ 

ment. Some of the things you 

will see before you may disturb 

you and as the evening pro¬ 

gresses each act will become 

increasingly stranger.” 

As a skeptic I simply brushed 

off the Torture King’s warning 

as a technique used to capture 

the crowd’s attention. In my 

mind the show was just going to 

consist of some clever hocus 

Pocus to make us feel that we 

8°t our money’s worth. 

Two hours later I was gasping 

for air. After the Torture King 

swallowed several swords whole 

and took a razor sharp cleaver 

to his bare chest in efforts to 

dice various vegetables, the 

crowd pleaded for more. 

The freak show took a twist, 

literally, when Flexx the rubber 

boy took the stage with a tennis 

racket in hand. With a snap, 

crackle, pop, Flexx dislocated 

his shoulders and hips to fit 

through the small opening of 

the racket. The audience 

cringed in disbelief as Flexx dis¬ 

torted his thin frame into pro¬ 

gressively smaller confinements. 

For his climactic exit, Flexx 

squeezed into a minuscule box, 

which resembled an oversized 

briefcase. 

While Flexx wooed the audi¬ 

ence with his odd ability, 

Mighty Jack failed to intrigue 

the audience — bending metal 

rods and pulling nails out of two 

by fours with his mouth did not 

seem to satisfy the audience’s 

urge for unnatural acts. The 

crowd seemed more impressed 

by Mighty Jack’s over-empha¬ 

sized manly package that bulged 

the fabric of his nut-hugging 

bicycle shorts, than his out¬ 

standing strength. 

While the sideshow pre¬ 

sented shocking acts, the crowd 

was not prepared for the grue¬ 

some finale. Zamora took three 

skewers from a sterilized pack¬ 

age and warned the crowd to 

look away. Of course, Zamora’s 

warnings only heightened the 

audiences’ attention to the silver 

skewers. One by one, The 

Torture King penetrated his 

forearm, bicep and mouth with 

the sanitized instruments. 

Those who were skeptical of 

the validity of the show were 

soon cowering in the arms of 

acquaintances, but human 

nature took over: the crowds’ 

curiosity for the extraordinary 

got the better of them. Screams 

of horror and disbelief were 

soon followed by laughs and 

applause. 

“Some of the things 
you will see before you 
may disturb you and as 
the evening progresses 
each act will become 

increasingly stranger”. 

— Zamora, 
The Torture King 

The Torture King and his 

cohorts successfully challenged 

our perceptions of rational 

thought and proved once again 

that contemporary entertain¬ 

ment still profits from the 

shocking and unbelievable 

fringes of human existence. 
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Abstract 
A random variable is a function from the set of 

possible outcomes of an experiment to the real numbers. 
For example, if the experiment is to toss a fair coin n 
times, Sn could represent the number of heads observed. 
In 1733 Abraham De Moivre found the ‘bell’ or normal curve, 

i.e.given •><* the probability that is asymptotic 

to oo. 

T A nxn gaussian random matrix is a self-adjoint 
matrix with entries which are independent normal random 
variables The eigenvalues of such a matrix can be used 
to model the energy levels of atomic nuclei. In 1958 
Eugene Wigner proved that the expected proportion of 
eigenvalues in the interval [a,b] is asymptotic to 

as n -»eo. This law is now known as Wigner’s semi-circular 
law. 

I will explain how to make these ideas precise and 
how it leads to Voiculescu’s theory of 'free probability’ 
where independence is replaced by ‘freeness (in the 
sense of free groups). 

After 5 questions women 

By Virginia Wigmore 

Striptease starring Demi 

Moore introduced stripping 

into mainstream Hollywood. 

After 5, a collection of paint¬ 

ings by Martha Markowsky 

provides us with another — in 

art. 

Markowsky’s view however, 

is much less sensational. The 

strippers and dancers in her 

pictures are released of their 

glamour and simply presented 

for what they are — aging 

women whose stomachs pro¬ 

trude, whose arms are flabby 

and whose backs ripple with 

fat. As a result, the strippers 

become less of the focus and 

merely provide the background 

colour for other interactions. 

Markowsky is fascinated by 

people, and the various activi¬ 

ties that have shaped and con¬ 

tinue to influence their lives. 

Her most recent work focuses 

on the many changes that occur 

when night falls, in that cos¬ 

tumes are donned and identi¬ 

ties are altered. Within the 

paintings, each individual 

seems to possess a unique story. 

The theme to each of these sto¬ 

ries seems to be the idea of feel¬ 

ing isolation in a crowd. All of 

the women in the paintings are 

scantily dad, with little distin¬ 

guishing the dress of the cus¬ 

tomers from the dress of die 

strippers. 

Overall, a sense that each 

woman is simply waiting to be 

rescued by her Prince 

Charming pervades; an impres¬ 

sion that is almost comical, 

considering that the majority of 

the figures in Markowsky’s 

paintings are female. 

In the painring entitled “The 

Club,” crimsons, electric blues 

and blacks are used to help tell 

the stories of the forgotten 

women. The backdrop is pro¬ 

vided by three faded strippers, 

each indistinguishable from the 

next, and rows of colourful 

liquor bottles. In the forefront 

is a middle aged man, a solitary 

figure dressed all in black who 

is sitting at a table smoking and 

nursing a drink. The sorrow, 

frustration and pain he exudes 

are almost palpable, and one is 

left contemplating the underly¬ 

ing story. Behind the man, are 

two women, each of whom is 

sporting a skimpy dress, long 

painted fingernails and high 

heels. The overall effect is the 

portrayal of two middle-aged 

women who are unsatisfied 

wirh their solely female interac¬ 

tions, and are waiting to be lib¬ 

erated from their monotonous 

and lonely lives. 

In another corner is an 

inebriated man, and like all rhe 

other individuals, appears 

alone. Only this time instead of 

sorrow, there is a look of con¬ 

fusion on his face, as he stares 

off into space, lost in his own 

thoughts. “The Club” describes 

the bar scene as one facet of 

nightlife, and in doing so, 

reveals both its endeavours and 

its shortcomings. 

Martha Markowsky’s work 

has appeared in multiple solo 

and group shows. Her current 

exhibit entitled After 5 is on 

display at the Eclectica Gallery 

until Sunday March 21. 
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By Paula Bush 

Candle-light, a packed house, only the 

sounds of drinks being served and small 

talk as background noise. Sound like a 

Friday night at Clark Hall Pub to you? 

1 was equally surprised to find the 

atmosphere so laid back when I walked 

into Clark last Friday for the third show 

in the Women’s Concert series, featuring 

Sarah Harmer of Weeping Tile. 

I have to admit I was unsure of what 

to expect, having not seen the first two 

shows. I quickly learned that I had 

missed quite a lot. 

The first performer was Queen’s own 

Muredith MacNaughton, who was 

armed with only her guitar and powerful 

voice. MacNaughton began her set with 

a warning about her rough voice, having 

woken up only an hour prior to the 

show, before singing 

“Good Boy” by the 

Barenaked Ladies. 

The set consisted 

mostly of 

covers, including ren¬ 

ditions of songs by 

Neil Young, Jewel, 

Indigo Girls and 

Sarah McLachlan. 

Although visibly ner¬ 

vous due to the crowd 

and rhe mysterious 

camera crew, 

MacNaughton’s voice 

displayed a maturity 

far surpassing her 

stage presence. 

With vocals similar to Jewel, 

MacNaughton’s voice ranged from light 

and melodic to rich and soulful. 

Performing new material for only the 

second time, MacNaughton displayed 

great promise with her folk-like melodies 

and lyrics, although at times the latter 

were cliche. 

A quiet woman sitting at her keyboard 

followed MacNaughton and proceeded 

to capture the audience with her witty 

autobiographical introductions and 

beautiful voice. 

Performing songs from her two-year 

old album Universe, Sarah Slean demon¬ 

strated a genuine expression of her music 

through captivating melodies maintained 

by her powerful voice. 

Introducing one particular song as her 

“nasty song” and explaining her philoso¬ 

phy on relationships as “go big or go 

home,” Slean held a natural rapport with 

the audience. 

Having taken the year off from her 

studies at University of Toronto, Slean 

expects to release her independent full 

length CD in April, an album she has 

been working on for a year. 

I waited to speak with Slean after her 

set only to find a large roadblock — the 

line to purchase her CD. The varied 

.crowd waited patiently for her to sign 

their CDs and free posters. As she bor¬ 

rowed my pen, I stood next to her and 

watched each person exclaim how much 

they enjoyed her performance. One girl 

put it best when she handed Slean her 

CD and said, “We came early to get seats 

for Sarah Harmer and we’re so glad we 

got to see you.” 

Next, the head¬ 

liner, Kingston’s 

own Sarah Harmer, 

unassumingly took 

the stage and with 

the first strains of 

“good fortune” 

was greeted with 

enthusiasm from 

the crowd. Playing 

a mix of her own 

songs from her 

new album Songs 
for Clem, and those 

from her group 

Weeping Tile, 

Harmer performed 

admirably with her 

smooth voice and 

borrowed guitar. 

Harmer’s style ranged all over the 

map from guitar picking folk to soulful 

alternative, all glazed with a Canadian 

flair. With vocal stylings comparable to 

Sarah McLachlan, Harmer casually 

strummed and swayed through tunes 

such as “Pretty Little Cemetery” and a 

new song called “Lode Star,” based on a 

D.H. Lawrence poem. 

Each performer contributed to the 

momentum that carried the show from 

start to finish. 

Although several of the tables had 

long since cleared by the end of 

Harmer’s set, at 1:30 a.m. those that 

stayed were satisfied from a enjoyable 

evening of female artists that will hope¬ 

fully be seen and heard again and again. 

Women, Weep no more 
and crowd soothe the soul at Clark 
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Grand evening 
KSA soars with Mozart 

A new beginning 
Queen’s opens up to opera 

Kingston’s exceptional musical talents 

were displayed last Friday night when 

the Kingston Symphony Association pre¬ 

sented a very exciting concert at the 

Grand Theatre. 

The performance, which was a part of 

the Friday Night Live series, presented 

music by Mozart and Schumann, which 

Glenn Fast, director of the KSA, 

explained as “music very close to my 

heart." 

The concert opened with Mozart’s 

“Overture to The Marriage of Figaro," 

guest conducted by amateur musician 

and Queen’s graduate Alan Grant. The 

orchestra played very well together in a 

style true to Mozart. Grant and the KSA 

did a fine job with this well-loved piece 

of music, starting the concert off on the 

right foot. 

Next on the program was a perfor¬ 

mance by the 1998 Kingston Symphony 

Association/Queen’s University concerts 

competition winner, Chun-Wei Kang, 

playing the first movement of 

Schumann’s concerto for piano and 

orchestra. Chun-Wei, who is a gifted 

fourth-year performance major at 

Queen's School of Music, executed the 

concerto with precision and musical 

sensitivity. 

Chun-Wei played with so much 

finesse that it was clear that every note 

of the concerto was considered and stud¬ 

ied with musical accuracy. Her outstand¬ 

ing performance of this challenging 

piece was appreciated in great measure 

by the audience, who responded with 

enthusiastic applause. It was exciting to 

hear an emerging pianist with so much 

talent from our own School of Music. 

The concert continued with another 

Schumann concerto, this time for cello 

and orchestra, performed by the KSA 

principal cellist Wolf Tormann. 

Tormann’s brilliance shone as he per¬ 

formed difficult music with passion and 

expertise. Tormann, who is an accom¬ 

plished musician, has studied with cele¬ 

brated teachers and performed in many 

orchestra and chamber ensembles in 

Europe and North America. 

The concert ended with Mozart s 

Symphony no.40 in G minor, which was 

played melodically by the orchestra. The 

orchestra’s mastery of the symphony was 

impressive, with good sound and 

sensitivity. 

Glenn Fast’s interpretation of the 

work produced satisfying music with the 

members of the orchestra playing with 

cohesion and good classical phrasing 

attributed to Mozart. The symphony was 

very enjoyable, with the orchestra hav¬ 

ing demonstrated great amounts of tal¬ 

ent and appreciation of the music. The 

music itself is one of Mozart’s best 

known symphonies, as it is very colour¬ 

ful and always pleasurable to listen to. 

The concert delivered great perfor¬ 

mances from the moment it began right 

through to the end. Listening to the tal¬ 

ents of Chun-Wei Kang, Wolf Tormann 

and all of the members of the Kingston 

Symphony Association was a delight for 

the Kingston and the Queen’s 

community. 

BY Jeff Child 

Queen’s Student Opera is making a 

“pitch" to-revitalize a dying art on 

Queen’s campus. 
For many of us opera involves the 

bellowing of Italian and German pri- 

madonna’s - to be enjoyed by the 

upper class and music enthusiasts; how¬ 

ever, Queen's Student Opera is attempt¬ 

ing to challenge our perceptions with I 

am, an original 20th century composi¬ 

tion composed by Brantford, Ontario s, 

Ronald Beckett. 

The work is based on the gospel of 

John and follows the preaching career 

of Jesus Christ. Through wonderfully 

orchestrated vignettes the story unfolds 

and draws the listener in. Phil Addis, a 

music department voice major, high¬ 

lights the talented cast of 23. 

As Jesus, Addis fills and brings inten¬ 

sity to the chorus. With a young and 

vibrant voice, Addis’s potential as a 

soloist is obvious. Susan Gouthro, a per¬ 

formance major, gives an equally strong 

solo as the Woman of Samaria. While 

there are great standout performances 

the cast brings volume and strength to 

the piece. 

I am is a unique production, which 

incorporates extraordinary vocal talent 

with some of the strongest musicians 

Kingston has to offer. The orchestra 

consists of 11 accomplished players. 

Katherine Fraser, the string quintets 

first violist, is also a member of the 

Kingston Symphony Orchestra and 

brings experience and poise to the 

piece. 

The music community is excited 

about the re-emergence of opera on 

campus and expects that the city’s 

intense craving for the music will be 

satisfied. 

While Kingston is familiar with pro¬ 

fessional opera, 1 am will display some 

of Queen’s best talent and offers an 

alternative from the normal type of 

music with which most of us are 

familiar. 

Meg Logue, the director of I am, 
expects rhat “the quality' of music and 

high calibre musicians ability- to play 

difficult music” will be pleasing the 

audience. 

If you’ve never been to an opera 

before, don’t be afraid, Head down to 

the Sydenham Street United Church on 

Sunday, March 14 at 8 p.m. The price 

of admission is $10 for adults and S6 

for students. 
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You know you want to... 

Ease on down the road 
The different paths in life make all the difference in Yellowwood 

By Heather MacDonald 

This past Wednesday I played witness 

to the dress rehearsal of the student-writ- 

ten play Yellowwood. The play was writ¬ 

ten by Queen’s student Brian Frommer 

and was originally a one act play entitled 

Smokestacks. Through a series of 

rewrites, however, it has become the full- 

length phenomenon playing at the Baby 

Grand Studio tonight and tomorrow 

night. 

As director David Nugent (also a 

Queen’s student) states in his program 

notes, the play deals with a group of 

young adults facing important decisions, 

and living with the consequences. With a 

cast of only six characters, Yellowwood 

starts off on prom night of a small town 

high school. Carl, a success-driven stu- 

high school sweetheart Annie, played by 

Carly Jones, that he is leaving in the 

morning for Toronto to attend university 

— without her. Three years later, he 

returns to find his home town of 

Yellowwood and all his friends in sham¬ 

bles. It is here that the characters must 

make the decisions that will affect the 

rest of their lives. 

I felt as though I were 
watching the scenes unfold 

from within 
Carl’s livingroom. 

What I particularly enjoyed was the 

interactions between characters Sam, 

played by Sean Griffen, and Louise, 

played by Michelle Rakos. Sam refuses to 

move on with his life, being the last of 

whereas Louise is a student from 

Toronto. Besides the dialogue of their 

scenes being exquisitely written, the 

charisma flowing between the two can be 

felt throughout the theatre. 

As a viewer I felt as though I were 

watching the scenes unfold from within 

Carl’s livingroom, with the audience as a 

part of the atmosphere. The two inter¬ 

acted with such vitality that it was nearly 

impossible to believe that they were only 

acting. 

The title of the play itself was derived 

from a poem by Robert Frost, “The Road 

Not Taken.” In the classic poem the 

author makes reference to having to 

choose between the two roads in a yel¬ 

low wood, one more travelled and one 

less. 

The poem (which is printed in the 

program) is symbolic to the conflict of 

between taking an easier road, or a more 

difficult road — the less travelled. 

The correlation from poem to play is 

magnificently crafted and the closing 

line of the poem “And that has made all 

the difference,” is the essence of the deci¬ 

sions made in the town of Yellowwood.” 

Nugent, a first year drama major, is 

not new to the world of directing. In pre¬ 

vious years he has directed such produc¬ 

tions as Guys n Dolls, and The Adding 

Machine. 

In my opinion, both Nugent and 

Frommer have done an excellent job 

with the production. 

Yellowwood is an entertaining and 

inspirational play, that warms the soul 

with its charming antics and effective 

symbolism. 

APPLICATIONS 

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD THE WEEK OF APRIL I2TH, 
AND CAN BE FLEXIBLE 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
A.M.S. 

PART-TIME 
RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT 

Responsibilities include AMS Front Desk reception and other duties as 

required. 

The position may require approximately 20 hours a week with a flexible 

weekly time schedule starting date September, 1999 to April, 2000. 

No experience necessary, however s priority 

will be given to individuals who have had office work experience and 

word processing skills. 

More specific information about the position available with the 

application form. 

APPLICATIONS DUE 

APRIL 9111, 1999 HV 4:30 P.M. IN THE AMS OEEICE 
(Applications mot lie sent lij fax to 545-9565 or courier to the AMS Oflice) 

Photography 
Contest 

The theme is your choice — anything! 
Prizes to be won! 

Drop off your pictures to The Queen's Journal 
(272 Earl St.) with your name, faculty, year and 

phone number. 
Deadline: March 19, 1999 

For more info call Alex or James at 533-2800 
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Experiencing India 
Sounds of India Concert highlights unique talent 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Mary Wade 

The sounds of India were 

brought to Grant Hall on 

Saturday evening. 

The concert was a landmark 

event as Lakshmi Ranganathan 

and Aruna Narayan Kalle, two 

female musicians, performed 

together for the first time on 

instruments traditionally 

played by men. These two tal¬ 

ented women and their accom¬ 

panying musicians introduced 

the Queen’s and Kingston com¬ 

munities to both northern and 

southern classical Indian music. 

The stage at Grant 
Hall was transformed, 

decorated with 
colourful Indian props, 

and the musicians 
were dressed in 
beautiful Indian 

garments. 

It was obvious that the event 

was different from traditional 

western presentations in many 

ways; the concert was longer 

than most classical western 

music events, starting at 8 p.m. 

and closing at around 11 p.m. 

The stage at Grant Hall was 

transformed, decorated with 

colourful Indian props, and the 

musicians were dressed in 

beautiful Indian garments and 

played their instruments while 

seated on the ground. 

The performance began with 

music performed by 

Ranganathan, who also teaches 

courses at Queen’s School of 

Music, playing the veena, a 

stringed instrument from South 

India. 

Her performance was 

accompanied by S.Ganapathy 

playing the Mrudangam, a two- 

headed drum, and by Gayathri 

Bhaskaran on tambura, which 

is a stringed instrument used all 

over India for drone accompa¬ 

niment. These two instruments 

traditionally accompany the 

veena, although it may also be 

played solo. 

Ranganathan performed 

three Karnataka Sangeetham 

(South Indian) pieces, from 

time periods ranging from the 

16th to the 2Qth century. The 

music was very interesting for 

those who are used to western 

sounds. 

The rhythms, sounds and the 

improvisatory style of veena 

music is very distinct and excit¬ 

ing to listen to. Ranganathan’s 

virtuosity on her instrument 

was striking and her vocal 

capacities were impressive. 

Kalle performed next on the 

Sarangi, a stringed instrument 

with many strings and frets 

played with a bow. She pre¬ 

sented Hindhustani 

Sangeetham (North Indian 

music), accompanied by 

Gurudit Singh playing Indian 

drums called tabla and by the 

tampur, an instrument resem¬ 

bling the tambura. 

The highlight of the 
concert occurred 
after intermission, 

when all of the 
musicians performed 
together on stage, 

playing a piece called 
“Jugalbhandi.” 

Kalle was taught by her 

father, who revolutionized the 

Sarangi; consequently, she is 

the only woman who plays this 

instrument. Her presentation 

was exceptional, and although 

she played music from North 

India which has rhythms and a 

style very different from the 

veena performance, it was 

equally enjoyable. Her artistry 

was obvious, even to an audi¬ 

ence unfamiliar with the instru¬ 

ment. 

The highlight of the concert 

occurred after intermission, 

when all of the musicians per¬ 

formed together on stage, 

playing a piece called 

“Jugalbhandi,” which means 

“dialogue between the musi¬ 

cians.” The performers played 

in turns until finally they all 

played collectively. The sound 

produced was very powerful 

and exciting when every instru¬ 

ment played together. The per¬ 

formance by the musicians was 

outstanding. 

The audience was initiated 

even further into Indian culture 

when we were invited to share 

in complementary Indian hors 

d’oeuvres at intermission and 

at an open reception following 

the concert. 

The concert as a whole was a 

very refreshing change from 

western music events some of 

us may be used to attending. It 

was a very interesting and 

enjoyable way to experience 

some authentic Indian culture. 

The music, design, and food 

presented at this event 

appealed to every sense, mak¬ 

ing this concert a very memo¬ 

rable experience. 

Intrigued? Searching for 

outstanding music? Check out 

the upcoming Spring concerts 

by dropping by the Performing 

Arts Office, located in the 

upper JDUC. 

Friday, marchT^; 

Battle 
call 
Continued from page 32 

nical difficulties, they didn’t 

have the opportunity to truly 

display their abilities. X 

As a result of these techni¬ 

cal problems, the judging 

panel will let Reno’s Hitmen 

play at the next round. Also, 

the method of judging will be 

modified. Instead of choosing 

the top two finalists from each 

show, the judges will choose 

the overall four best bands 

from the group of eight. 

This complication will defi¬ 

nitely add to the problem of 

choosing the best bands for 

the final round, but will likely 

add to the excitement at the 

next show. 

I personally recommend 

that you check out the next 

show, at Alfie's, on 

Wednesday, March 24. The 

quality of the bands makes it 

totally worth it. And besides, 

maybe in 10 years you can tell 

friends you saw (FILL IN THE 

BLANK) before they become 

really big. 

Watch for Dimitrios Tsotos’s 

continuing coverage as the 

Battle lines are drawn. 

COME OUT AND VOTE 

MARCH 16 & 17 

EOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS: 

ASUS REPS TO THE AMS 
1 YEAR SENATOR 

02 SECRETARY 

MAKE TOUR VOTE COUNT! 

Law School 
Info Session 

Saturday, March 13, 1999 

1:00 p.m. 

Walter Light Hall 

Get info on: 

V Studying for the LSAT 

^ Queen’s Law School admission requirements 

’j ^aw school from a student’s perspective 

Law from a Judge’s perspective 

;l Law from a Crown Attorney's perspective 

V Law practice in a small firm 

V Law in a hospital setting 

Refreshments served! 

ASUS Futurelink Committee 
Queen's 

UnlVerelty\S3iJt)on 

the Queen’s Journal 
Friday, March 12, 1999 

The people who do the crossword will 

look at this ad 86 times. 

There are still many ad spaces on this page in 

upcoming issues available. Call 533-6711 now 

to make sure your advertising gets in. 

K|R O S S W 0 R D 
ACROSS 

49. 
1. Madonna 

initials 50. 
4. Corvine bird 
8. Used a 

crowbar 
10. Wait near at 

hand 1. 
12. Actress Durbin 2. 
13. Spanish 3. 

romance hero 
15, Sea eagle 4. 
16. Adam's abode 5. 
18. Leah’s son 
19. Unreal images 6. 
21. Roman law 7. 
22. Vega’s 

constellation 8. 
23. Impurity added 9. 

to a pure 11. 
substance 12. 

26. Ruminant’s 14. 
food 17. 

28. Negative word 20. 
29. Distinct stages 24. 

in a 
development 25. 

32. Be dressed in 
35. Grief 
36. Don Juan in 

The Fair 
Penitent" 

39. Building 
extensions 

41. Mental picture 
42. Make a request 
43. Fallen angel in 

“Paradise Lost" 
45. Baby birds? 
47. Christmas VIP 
48 Gilbert and 

Teasdale 
Adam's third 
son 
Meshed fabric 

DOWN 

Eau de vie 
Wine: Fr. 
Agamemnon’s 
brother 
Intimate ballad 
Computer 
memory 
Egg-shaped 
Skiing 
technique 
Jeopardy 
Pedestal part 
Metal pin 
Fourth letter 
Half a dozen 
Last part 
Killer whale 
Pocahontas’ 
father 
Geographical 

region 
27. Samson's 

mistress 
29. Magnet ends 
30. Ancient Greek 

name of 
Greece 

31. Turf 
33. Landing place 

of Noah’s Ark 
34. Dangerous 

chances 
35. Spider's 

network 
37. Hardy heroine 
38. Authorizes 
40. Acute angle 

function 
44. Lawyer abbr. 
46. Native metal 

$3 AT THE DOOR OR $10 WITH CD 

DOORS OPEN AT 9:00 p.m. 
FREE APPETIZERS - SO ARRIVE EARLY 
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Classifieds 
rebuilt bikes for sale bike 
repairs, winter tune-ups and DiKe 
Sis. Call us at 542-0964 or visit us 
at 132 Ordnance. 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direction? 
Experience greater self-awareness 
with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and more. 
Clients say my readings are inspira¬ 
tional and very accurate. I also offer 
classes in meditation. Tarot, etc. For 
more information phone Kellye at 544- 
1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at ‘‘Harmony’’, 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their families. 
Half an hour away. Visit our website - 
www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call Kim 
Ondaatje at 374-2147. Transportation 
can be arranged. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE - www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer class¬ 
es forming now. Request our FREE 
Law School Bound or Pre-Med Bulletin 
email newsletters at: learn@prep.com 
Richardson - 1 877PREP-COM. 

VOTE MARCH 16TH & 17TH! Arts & 
Science students - ASUS elections are 
being held for ASUS Rep to the AMS, 
1 year Senator and 02 secretary. 
VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE 

FOR THE MOST up-to-date informa¬ 
tion on sexually transmitted diseases 
check out the Health Canada A-Z link 
at www.queensu.ca/sndc - click on 
sexual health. 

CURRENCY EXCHANGE Wellington 
Foreign Exchange buys and sells cur¬ 
rencies at very competitive rates, with¬ 
out service charges. Check 
www.wellingtonfx.on.ca for daily rates, 
or visit us at 153 Wellington Street, 
531-8731. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding workl We will 
use our extensive database to fax your 
resume to hundreds of companies 
within hours/overnight anywhere in 
Canada. 1 800 545-5069/www.resume 
relay.com. 

FEEL LIKE CRAP? Get a handle on a 
healthier lifestyle. Check out the 
Fantastic Lifestyle Checklist at 
www.queensu.ca/sndc. 

QUEEN'S JAZZ and BALLET CLUBS 
annual recital at Duncan McArthur 
Auditorium, March 19th at 7 p.m., 
March 20th at 1 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Tickets $5 at Performina Arts Box 
Office in JDUC, $6 at the door. 

TEACHER TRAINING! State 
University of New York, Potsdam (30 
minutes form Cornwall) offers teacher 
education training for Canadians. Info 
session rescheduled to March 18th, 7 
p.m. John Orr Room, JDUC. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington, 
531-8731. 

THE LESBIAN GAY, BISEXUAL 
ASSOCIATION’S annual general 
meeting takes place March 21st at 7:00 
p.m. in Wallace Hall (JDUC). All are 
welcome. For more information, con¬ 
tact the LGBAat 533-2960. 

FOOD THAT MAKES CENTS! The 
last class of the year is March 17th, 
5;30 - 7 p.m. at the International 
Centre. Learn how to make delicious 
asian vegetarian dishes. Call 533- 
6712 to sign up. Sponsored by Health, 
Counselling and Disability Services. 

WANTED: HOUSEMATES, preferably 
upper year sludents, females, non¬ 
smoking. to share new|y^"“''a“ 
house on Brock Street. Rent $270 
plus utilities, CABLE mclud®d- 
QUEEN’S AT HOME installed. Call 
544-3784. 

SAILING and TENNIS INSTRUC¬ 
TORS WANTED! The Beaumaris 
Yacht Club is looking for tennis and 

' sailing instructors for the months of 
■ July and August. If you are interest^ 
' please contact Ginny Clark at (613) 
i 530-3711 or send resumes to 1-437 
I Johnson Street, Kingston,ON K7L 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS St 
Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston, 
owner of the overnight cruise ship M/V 
Canadian Empress, invites applica¬ 
tions for the following positions 
Stewardesses, Deckhands, Assistant 
Cruise Directors, Galley Assistants and 
Bartenders. Seasonal full-time May to 
November. Ideal lor graduation slu- JHI.lJ.IIIJI.M 
dents. Please deliver resumes to 253 ■iScVu I I I" ™ 
Ontario Street, side door, 2nd floor, 
Suite 200 

1Z3. 

SALESPERSON REQUIRED for 
upgrade Shoe Store. Employment 
available from end of school term in 
Spring to Labour Day weekend. 
Possible part-time employment beyond 
Labour Day. Previous experience not 
necessary. Please send resume to: 
Jack McCalpin C.Ped. Manager, 
Walkwel Shoes, 179 Wellington St., 
Kingston,ON K7L 3E3 

STUDENT SUPERVISORS 
REQUIRED: to supervise up to 15 high 
school students in the Enrichment 
Mini-Course Program in extra-curricu¬ 
lar activities from May 9th to May 14th 
and/or May 16th to May 21st. Weekly 
salary $250.00, includes breakfast, 
dinner and room in residence. 
Applications at Continuing and 
Distance Studies, Mackintosn-Corry 
FI. Applications due April 2nd, 1999. 

SUMMER SUBLET one bedroom 
apartment 1/2 block from lake Ontario 
on Beverly St. 4 minute walk from cam¬ 
pus. Available May - August. $380 per 
month, negotiable. Call Richard at 
546-1481. 

BIKE COURIERS WANTED All-weath¬ 
er riders, reliable, adventurous, part- 
time is okay. Call us at 542-0964 or 
visit us at 132 Ordnance. 

LOST: Missing from Jeffery Hall, room 
101 on Thursday, February 11th, 
sometime after 9:30 a.m. a Varsity 
Volleyball bag containing a Varsity uni¬ 
form and equipment. This equipment 
is of no use to anyone other than the 
University Varsity teams. Please return 
to the Phys. Ed Centre front desk or 
call Juliana at 533-4918 no questions 
asked and a reward if offered. Thank 
you. 

LOST: Head squash racquet. Lost 
Thursday, January 28th near the 
Physed Centre. If found please call 
Jeanette at 533-2895. 

LOST: Mini Photo Album (with cartoon 
bears on the cover). Lost around 
Kingston Hall on Monday, January 
18th. High sentimental value. Please 
call Janice or Tam at 542-5850. 
Thanks! 

FOUND: A camera and carrying case 
in a cab the night of the ArtSci Formal 
(March 6th). Please call 533-7981 to 
identify. 

FOUND: At the ArtSci Formal, non-dis¬ 
posable camera. Contact 4eat to iden¬ 
tify. 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th, 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 

99C 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

Union and Alfred St., bus shelter Ca 
533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, just 
outside Mac-Corry Saturday, January 
16th, Contact Jon at 533-7334 if i 
yours. 

VOTE LAURA MACINNIS for ASUS 
Senator, I am enthusiastic, informed, 
and know the issues. Voting takes 
place this Tuesday and Wednesayll 

PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and consid¬ 
ering adoption, please give us a call 
after 8:30 p.m. at 1 800 844-8669. 

JOHN BRODHEAD for ASUS SENA¬ 
TOR. Vote on March 16th and 17th. 

VOTE LAURA MACINNIS for ASUS 
Senator. I am enthusiastic, informed, 
and know the issues. Voting takes 
place this Tuesday and Wednesayll 

DAWN - Good luck in Toronto this 
weekend!! T, L and the cats, 

VOTE LAURA MACINNIS for ASUS 
Senator. I am enthusiastic, informed, 
and know the issues. Voting takes 
place this Tuesday and Wednesayll 

STUDENT AWARD 
■ What Award? 

I Wto can set tbls award? 

: 

Individuals who usually 

receive little recognition in 

their positions despite their 

outstanding contributions, are 

team players, and uphold the 

AMS' mission statement are 

eligible. They may be 

committee members, chairs, 

managers, faculty reps or 

volunteers, but not Council. 

!How do I nominate someone? 

Nomination Forms are available at the 
J AMS front desk in the JDUC 

and are due back by 
J Friday, March 13,1998 

J For further Information, please contact Alison Loat, VPUA (AMS) 
at 533-2729 or at email address vpua@ams.queensu.ca 

NOMINATE SOMEONE TODAY! 

Do you need 
Organic 
Chemistry? 
(or any other course)? 

Why not take it at the 
The University of 
Western Ontario this spring? 

Western offers Organic Chemistry 213 & 223 during 
Intersession (MayMQ - June 22). Many other courses 

in different faculties are also available and open to 
letter of permission students. 

Get the courses you need while enjoying a brief stay 

at Western, one of Canada's most scenic and 
prestigious universities. 

For more information call Alyson, Office of the Registrar, 
phone: (519)-661-2108, e-mail: reg-records@julian.uwo.ca. 

mUMVERSTTYo/WESTERN ONTARIO 
 www.uwo.ca 
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TECH CHECH 
N° 

: 

/ 

m; 

0THING is 

ever good 

enough 

for us. Everything is inade¬ 

quate. Look around you. I'll bet 

you can pick out at least 17 things 

that need improving. Everything is 

W t0° s*ow/ t0° difficult, too much trouble. 

We need stronger, we need faster, easier, 

smarter, nicer, better, prettier, more power- 

f ful, more innovative, more wonderful, more, 

more, more. If it takes half a brain to operate, 

/ it's too much work for us. 

Our self-inflicted technological overloading is 

making our lives easier, yet, for some strange 

reason, people are concerned with what this is 

doing to our minds. They think it's wrong that we 

now rely on 500 megahertz, 128 megs RAM and a 

15 gig hard drive to do a job that good old-fash¬ 

ioned know-how used to handle just fine. So, I 

decided to humor these trash-talking, progression- 

fearists, and did some research in this area. Now 

you can all rest assured and sleep easy tonight 

because the results are not as bad as you'd 

I think. 

a "Hey," you may ask, rising dramatically 

up from your seat, 'these people are right, 

this surge in information technology is 

creating a society of computer-depen- B dent, illiterate, reclusive bores!" Well, 

A sit back down my friend. Illiterate 

.-.2§k bores have been around since 

S television was first invented, 

so don't blame new tech¬ 

nology. No way will it 

ever induce the 

mind-numb- 

i n g 

Jr 
i 

boredom and moronism inspired by television. No 

siree, we can take all the credit for that ourselves. 

Sure, there's a whole slew of research claiming 

that kids growing up in this Great Electronic Age 

have an "unusual increase in problems with focus¬ 

ing on written material, vocabulary, and under¬ 

standing books departing from direct plot." Now, if 

you're one of those kids, that might be a little too 

dense for you,- so here's the Coles Notes version: 

we are getting dumber. So they say. I, however, 

insist that we look at this empirical evidence from 

a different perspective. 

Our growing technology is in no 
way dumbing down our society. 

Granted it may be making us 
less attractive. 

Let's dissect the phrase: (a) 'problems with 

focusing on written material" One of the inalter¬ 

able laws of our society is that people grow tired 

of things very quickly. Books have been around 

since the fourth century, and we're only just begin¬ 

ning to tire of them? I'd say that's quite an accom¬ 

plishment. So what if we no longer want to put all 

our focus on written material? It's too much work 

and it's been done for way too long. Short, concise, 

to the point works just fine. The less writing, the 

better. We're developing new ways to convey our 

ideas. It's called innovation, and we're working on 

it. 

Moving on, (b) "problems with vocabulary" 

Alright, let's face it, building a bigger vocabulary 

is tough. Why should I try to broaden my vocabu¬ 

lary? I think in an era of mass wastefulness, we 

need to conserve. I am simply being word efficient. 

Thesaurus, schmesaurus. 

And finally, (c) "problems understanding books 

which depart from direct plot' Heck, what kind of 

a book departs from direct plot? 1 like direct plot. 

I like being able to follow a story without all 

sorts 

of complex 

sub-plots getting 

in the way. This crite¬ 

rion is certainly no mea¬ 

sure of our dumbness, but 

rather proves that we will no 

longer tolerate irrelevancy. And it's 

about time! Incessant rambling gets 

nothing accomplished, and we like 

accomplishment! We are more goal-ori¬ 

ented than ever! This is a good thing! 

Our growing technology, then, is really 

beneficial. It is in no way dumbing down our 

society. Granted, it may be making us less 

attractive: drab complexions (that constant glow 

of the computer screen), hunched backs (sitting in 

front of the computer for hours on end wreaks 

havoc on the spine), carpal tunnel syndrome (obvi¬ 

ously), but we'll be able to design one hell of a 

computer program. Sure, we might not be that 

good at holding intelligent conversations, or get¬ 

ting through a Dickens novel, but we can write 

memos and drop e-mails better than ever before. 

And we might not be able to stay awake to read 

our history textbooks, but who cares, eventu¬ 

ally we'll figure out an easier way to connect 

with the past and pass our values to the 

future. 

We're really not getting dumber, after 

all, we're just evolving to a more intel¬ 

lectually-challenged, technologically- 

advanced era. And there is a 

difference. Really. 

Melissa Farmer killed 

the literary star 

r\ % 
%■<£ 

j w4 
: 

Hopefully this is going lo be simple, fun, and include 
at leost one of your friends, unless you're a social _ 

outcast, or you steal tomatoes from your housemate's 
fridge. For the next two issues, figure out which 

buildings ore being obscured by students. The first 
letter of each building nome (when pul together and 

unscrambled) will spell out something sensical. It 
you're the first person to guess it right, you'll win 

something very, very large ond 
awe-inspiring. 

Note- If you've missed the last lew issues, you've 

missed the first 10 clues. Try ond find some copies 
left around campus. 

__ 

Some guy. looks kinda like 

my friend Rob, but it’s not, 

models in front of 

Building #11 

Some other guy 

models in front of 

Building #12 
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%?. ams spring 

Referendum 
fro 

In some countries 

you can qo to 

JAIL 
foR not voTiNq!!! 

We're not tItere 

YET... 

Mac-Corry 

JDUC 

P-EX. 

Stauffer 

Douglas 

Dotterel! 
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

MW 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

March 16 & 17 
Make your voice count! 

Vote here: 
10- 6 Jean Royce 12-7 Dunning 

ID-5 ian Righ 

11- 5 Leonard 

10-6 Brockington 

10-6 Earl 

10-5 
Questions? 

Contact tIte AMS EIectIons Team 

at 5? J-6000 ext.7481 5 

5-7 Walter Light 

5-7 Kingston 

5-7 Ellis 

11-3 Stirling 

Dupuis 

Q u e en’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
ODYSSEY 
TRAVEL 

1873 
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Student 
charged 
in child 

porn case 
By Crystal Bona 

As a result of a search warrant which 

was exercised last Thursday, Adrian 

Viens, an ArtSci '01 student, has been 

charged with one count of possession of 

child pornography. Viens is set to appear 

in court on April 20 to enter a plea. 

Viens is this year’s deputy commis¬ 

sioner of Internal Affairs for the Arts and 

Science Undergraduate society, as well as 

an ASUS representative to the Alma 

Mater Society. 

Details of the case cannot be released 

at this time by officials from any of the 

Kingston and Ontario Police depart¬ 

ments or Queen’s University. 

“The charge relates to 
child pornography and 
computer systems.” 

— John Cowan, vice president 

of operations and finance 

“There is a publication ban on all 

information [regarding the case],” 

explained Detective Constable Derrick 

King from the Child Pornography Unit 

of the Ontario Provincial Police 

Department. “I can’t comment on any¬ 

thing that was talked about during his 

appearance.” 

“This is not only to protect the person 

charged, but any victims as well... I can 

tell you that it was a fairly lengthy 

investigation,” King added. 

“The problem [in releasing informa¬ 

tion to the public] is that not only is the 

matter sub-judiciary, but a plea has not 

yet been entered,” explained John 

Please see Related on page 4 

Students drowned themselves in 
day-long drinking celebrations at 

the Wellington on Wednesday in 
honour of St. Patrick’s Day as 

favourite local Irish musician Gerry 
O’Kane (above) set the tone with 

his rousing renditions of old and 
familiar tunes. 

Admin closes QP for two days 
By Renee Huang 

St. Patrick’s Day celebrations went sour 

at the Queen’s Pub Wednesday when 

management was forced to shut its doors 

early due to violating conditions of the 

pub’s operating agreement. 

At approximately 5:30 p.m., John 

Deutsch University Centre Director Jack 

Sinnott approached Queen’s Pub Assistant 

Manager Mark Soules and informed him 

that the pub was to be closed until further 

notice, Soules said yesterday. 

The decision was made jointly by Dean 

of Student Affairs Bob Crawford and 

Sinnott. “They weren’t shut down 

because of noise,” Dean of Student Affairs 

Bob Crawford said. The QP was closed, 

he continued, because they violated an 

agreement concerning the grad residences 

and pub noise. 

Sinnott said the agreement was created 

to address concerns brought by grad stu¬ 

dents about noise levels, and stipulates 

that, “live entertainment is limited to 

Friday and Saturday night.’ 

According to Soules, it was his under¬ 

standing that the operating and noise 

agreement “suggested we just couldn t 

have live bands on evenings during 

the week.” 

QP staff were given one hour to notify 

patrons of last call and clear the bar for 

closure. “It was pretty much a full house,” 

Soules said. “It wasn’t full all day but it 

was pretty close to capacity” when it 

closed, he explained. “We’re going to lose 

a lot of money but the real concern is 

when we’re going to open back up,” he 

added. 

“... A pub on the first 
floor and a grad residence 

on the second level are 
incompatible uses.” 

—Jack Sinnott, JDUC director 

Gord Moodie, AMS vice-president 

(operations), and AMS Services Director 

Sarah Armstrong are upset and confused 

by the fact that no AMS student represen¬ 

tatives were consulted about the pub’s 

closure. “Was it really that hard to find 

one of us and talk about the issue? That’s 

what I find very unacceptable and insult¬ 

ing,” Moodie said. 

“It’s an infringement on the adminis¬ 

tration’s part,” Armstrong added. 

Moodie agreed, saying “It’s frustrating 

to go through all the cooperation and to 

have one party use all its cards when it 

feels uncomfortable.” 

According to Moodie, the QP had 

made $3,000 before it closed. “Last night 

would’ve been their biggest night yet,” he 

said. 

“It’s just frustrating to have all those 

people coming by in green outfits and 

looking for green beer and not getting 

any,” Moodie said. 

“I’m very angry because what they did 

violated the way the AMS operates within 

Queen’s,” he continued. “For the Dean of 

Student Affairs to issue orders directly to 

a service there should be an imminent and 

consequential danger of not doing so.... 

Neither of those existed Wednesday.” 

“No effort has ever been made to 

inform me,” said Armstrong, early yester¬ 

day afternoon. 

“I can understand why [Crawford 

would] want to close the pub, what I can’t 

understand is why he wouldn’t contact 

us,” said Moodie, saying he received only 

one voice message that he should call 

Sinnott. To run a pub within a few feet of 

Please see Confusion on page 7 
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Engineering tuition 
may increase by 20% 

By Stephanie Carvin 

Earlier this month Tom Harris, dean 

of the Faculty of Applied Science, sent 

an e-mail to all engineering students 

informing them that he is recommend¬ 

ing to David Turpin, Queen’s vice-prin¬ 

cipal (academics), that engineering 

tuition be raised next year by 20 per 

cent. The increase will raise tuition fees 

for current students from $3,856 to 

S4,627, an increase of $771. For the 

class of 2003, tuition fees will be 

approximately $5,000. 

In the e-mail, Harris said the increase 

is necessary to keep Queen s competi¬ 

tive. “To ensure that Queen’s remains 

among the leading engineering 

schools... it is essential that additional 

resources be spent to improve our facil¬ 

ities, to strengthen our staff, and to 

develop and implement innovative pro¬ 

grams.” 

“Tuition is increasing at all engineer¬ 

ing schools. Ontario has the lowest 

funding in the country per resident stu¬ 

dent in the country. The funds that are 

available [for program improvement] 

are extremely low,” Harris said. “At 

some point you have to put first class 

Please see Increase on page 6 

Fees to 
increase 

By Queen’s Journal News Staff 

As a result of this week’s spring ref¬ 

erendum, Queen’s student opt-outable 

fees will increase by $127.24. 

The AMS referendum questions 

were voted upon by 1,459 of 11,613 

possible voters, a 12.53 per cent turn¬ 

out for the election. 

All new opt-outable fees on the bal¬ 

lot were approved, including support 

for Queen’s Red Cross, the Kingston 

Youth Shelter Project, Telephone Aid 

Line Kingston, and the Shinerama 

Campaign for Cystic Fibrosis. 

Please see Ultra-Violet on page 7 



The theme is your choice — anything! 
Prizes to be won! 

Drop off your pictures to The Queen's Journal 
(272 Earl St.) with your name, faculty, year anc 

phone number. 
Deadline: March 19, 1999 

For more info call Alex or James at 533-2800 

ITS issues computer 
virus warning 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Queen’s Information Technology 

Services is warning students, staff and 

faculty that it has seen a dramatic 

increase in the number of computer 

viruses affecting the university. 

Currently, a warning automatically 

appears on students’ Qlink accounts 

after they log into the system. 

“We try and get the word out,” said 

Andy Hooper, ITS manager, data net¬ 

works and systems. “This can affect a lot 

of people and cause a lot of nuisance. 

According to Ralph Prichard, associ¬ 

ate applications analyst for ITS, most of 

the viruses encountered by the Queen s 

community are delivered as attachments 

to e-mail messages. “We haven’t had any 

viruses on semi-public or public sites this 

year,” he said._ 

“This can affect a lot of 
people and cause a lot of 

nuisance.” 

— Andy Hooper, ITS manager, 
data networks and systems 

Happy 99 is presently the most com¬ 

mon virus encountered by ITS. If a user 

opens the virus, included as an e-mail 

attachment, a fireworks display appears 

on the computer screen. The virus then 

modifies the system so that a copy of |g 

attachment is sent to all of the user’s 

future outgoing e-mails. 

“Preventative testing can 
save them a headache later 

on.” 

— Ralph Prichard, associate 
applications analyst for ITS 

Prichard said the virus is inert until 

activated. “So long as you don’t run it 

you’re okay,” he explained. “People need 

to be cautious when they receive a docu¬ 

ment... get a virus scan to check the doc¬ 

ument first... Preventative testing can 

save them a headache later on.” 

ITS has licensed Dr. Solomon’s pro¬ 

gram to provide virus protection to the 

university. It is distributed through 

Packman to the Queen’s community free 

of charge and is upgraded monthly. It 

can be copied at any ITS public comput¬ 

ing site and requires five blank high den¬ 

sity disks. 

“Happy 99 has been a relatively easy 

virus for us to deal with,” said Prichard. 

“The version of Dr. Solomon catches it 

with no trouble.” 

CORRECTIONS 

In the previous issue of The Journal, a News story about the new AMS council 

misidentified services director Susan Henry’s hometown. Henry is from Fredericton, 

New Brunswick. 

In an Arts and Entertainment story about the women’s concert series at Clark 

Hall Pub, Meredith MacNaughton’s name was misspelled. 

The Journal regrets the errors. 
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Campus theft on rise 
10 thefts reported last weekend 

By Fiona Stevenson 

A recent increase in the number on- 

c.impus thefts has prompted Campus 

Security to issue a warning to members 

of the Queen’s community. 

A total of 10 thefts were reported to 

Campus Security last weekend, most of 

which involved jackets and vehicles. In 

one case, two students living in residence 

awoke during the night in time to see a 

male intruder leaving their room with a 

number of expensive items. 

In this case. Director of Campus 

Security Louise Fish said the issue is not 

necessarily the security of Queen’s resi¬ 

dences but the fact that people consis¬ 

tently leave their doors open. “There are 

people who are not supposed to be in 

residence... If people want to get in they 

can," she said. 

Four vehicles were also broken into 

Items left unattended are vulnerable 
to theft. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

this weekend. Two of the four vehicles 

were stolen and later recovered. In every 

case, the driver’s side window was 

smashed, valuable items were stolen and 

the ignitions were damaged. 

The number of thefts involving vehi¬ 

cles this weekend is unusually high. “We 

haven’t seen very much motor vehicle 

theft at all,” said Fish. 

Security recommends the university 

community use vehicle alarm systems, 

consider purchasing a steering/accelera¬ 

tor locking device, and ensure that valu¬ 

able or attractive items are never left 

unattended inside a vehicle. 

Jacket theft, however, is quite com¬ 

mon. “They seem to be vanishing consis¬ 

tently,” said Fish. Ski jackets, often 

priced between $200 and $800, are most 

frequently targeted. 

Fish said people often leave their jack¬ 

ets in unsupervised cloak rooms, think¬ 

ing they are safe. She recommends 

people never leave their jackets unat¬ 

tended and if they do, “at the very least 

take anything valuable out of the pock¬ 

ets,” including wallets, keys and cellular 

phones. 

In 1998, approximately $240,589 

worth of property was stolen from 

Queen’s. Of this total, $158,953 worth 

was university property, and $81,636 

worth was stolen from private individu¬ 

als. Thefts occurred most often in the 

John- Deutsch University Centre, where 

24 thefts were reported, followed by 

Stauffer Library, in 23 cases, and 

Mackintosh-Corry Hall, in 18 cases. 

Studio Q executive 
elections questioned 

By Erik Missio 

This year has not been a good one for 

elections: first there was the Alma Mater 

Society spending fiasco, and now it 

appears that next year’s Studio Q 

Executive has come under fire. 

Studio Q Productions is responsible 

not only for a bi-weekly television show, 

but also for Video Factory, which is films 

and edits facilities for various Queen’s 

special events. The subject of a memo 

issued by AMS Media and Services 

Director Owen Minns, Studio Q has 

drawn fire for its proceedings in 

Monday’s election of Bart Bonikowski 

and Peter Carr as next year’s Co- 

Executive Producers. 

The memo challenged Studio Q’s 

electoral process, citing that they failed 

to comply with three AMS corporate 

bylaws in their selection of a producer. 

The memo claims that no voting list of 

eligible voters was ever compiled, that 

the Chief Returning Officer of the AMS 

was never asked to conduct the election 

and that no All-Candidates Meeting was 

ever held. 

Minns believes these infractions of 

policy were unintentional oversights, but 

still demands that a new election be held. 

“I want to emphasize that [this decision] 

doesn’t reflect on the people who ran, 

[rather] it is a concern that proper 

process is being followed,” Minns 

asserted. 

Studio Q’s Executive Producer Ariel 

Goldblatt admitted the electoral process 

did not satisfy certain AMS bylaws, but 

she affirmed that a voting list did indeed 

exist. Although the bylaw says that any 

contributor who has worked on five or 

more shows is eligible to vote, Goldblatt 

claims that this number is no longer fair. 

“The bylaws are incredibly outdated 

and reflect a totally different Studio Q 

program than the one we work so hard 

to maintain,” she stated, referring to 

how the show has changed from a 

weekly to bi-weekly format. 

“The bylaws are incredibly 
outdated and reflect a totally 
different Studio Q program 
than the one we work so 

hard to maintain.” 

— Ariel Goldblatt, executive 
producer of Studio Q 

To compensate for this change, 

Goldblatt adjusted the voter list require¬ 

ments to include anyone who con¬ 

tributed to two or more segments. While 

she admitted the voting list was never 

posted publicly, Goldblatt remains confi¬ 

dent that she informed everyone of their 

franchise through e-mail, phone or word 

of mouth. 

“We allowed many people who con¬ 

sistently demonstrated commitment and 

interest in [Studio Q] to determine [its] 

future and allowed them to feel their 

contribution would not go unnoted,” 

Goldbatt responded in reference to the 

Please see Goldblatt on page 5 

Applications for AMS positions down this year 
By Rebecca Stelter 

Applications for Alma Mater Society 

commissioner and manager positions are 

down this year, and many positions 

remain unfilled. 

Only 17 people applied for AMS com¬ 

missioner positions this year, compared 

with 28 applicants last year. Only one 

person applied for manager at both 

Walkhome and the Publishing 6c Copy 

Centre. Manager positions at other ser¬ 

vices, including Queen’s Entertainment 

Agency, Hoods 8c Gowns, and Who’s 
WherefWhat’s Next, have had to be 

reopened because no one applied. 

"The timing of everything this year 

had caused for quite a rush for people to 

get their applications in,” said AMS 

President-elect Sarah Corman, in 

accounting for this year’s smaller 

applicant pool. 

Despite the low turnout, Corman said 

me AMS executive was “very impressed 

with the quality of applicants. Numbers 

are not an indication of quality.” 

Corman said she was not disap¬ 

pointed with the turnout because “the 

People who applied were fantastic.” 

Some members of the AMS have sug¬ 

gested that events surrounding this year’s 

^MS executive elections may be, in part, 

resPOnsible for the lower turnout. 

Following their electoral victory, the 

|]ew executive was briefly disqualified 

r°m office for excluding their campaign 

manager's cellular phone from their 

• ared campmgn expenses. The team 

7as re*nstated by the Constitutional 

Ppeals Tribunal, which ruled that the 

®. ar phone did not constitute cam- 

Pa'gn material. 

the 
b would be naive for us to think that 

scandal had no influence,” said Lisa 

Mori, vice-president (university affairs)- 

elect. 

“I think that the scandal influenced 

students’ perception of the AMS and 

perhaps their desire to run for council, 

but I think that this is only in part with a 

number of other factors,” Mori contin¬ 

ued. She identified an application dead¬ 

line close to Reading Week as another 

influential factor. 

Corman admitted the AMS executive 

was “worried that it would look bad on 

the AMS and that people would think it 

was a bureaucratic mess.” 

Owen Minns, AMS vice-president 

(operations)-elect, also felt “some con¬ 

cern about how people would perceive 

the AMS after the big scandal.” 

One of the positions that the AMS is 

having trouble filling is that of QEA 

manager. “It’s unfortunate because QEA 

had a really good year and we were 

expecting a better turnout,” said Sue 

Henry, AMS services director for next 

year. 

“It would be naive for us to 
think that the scandal had 

no influence.” 

— Lisa Mori, vice-president 
(university affairs)-elect 

Henry said the events surrounding 

CMM’s election might have influenced 

student apathy toward the position “to a 

small extent because it was quite dragged 

out, but I think there was a bigger issue 

beneath it. Students don’t seem to be 

informed or participate to a great 

extent.” 

“Hopefully, after pushing back the 

deadline, there will be a QEA director by 

next Monday,” Henry said. 

The position of business director, new 

this year, received only one application. 

Minns said he doubted controversy sur¬ 

rounding the cell phone is responsible 

for low interest in the position. 

“I would guess that it had little effect. 

I have the impression that it will be a rel¬ 

atively demanding position, and that the 

people who are interested would not be 

put off by political scandal,” he said. 

Minns said the position will be 

reopened to applications in hopes of 

expanding the applicant pool. 

Applications for business manager of 

The Queen's Journal were due last Friday 

afternoon, however, the deadline was 

extended to next Monday when no 

applications were received. 

Editor-in-Chief Sarah Crosbie said, “I 

think one of the major problems with 

low numbers of applications is that peo¬ 

ple just aren’t aware that the jobs exist.” 

Turn out high for SGPS referendum 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

The Society of Graduate and 

Professional Students’ were pleased to 

have one of their highest voter turn outs 

in recent history, with almost 16 per 

cent of members voting. 

Chris Hales, SGPS president, said in a 

press release that they were extremely 

pleased with the voter turn out and the 

results of the referendum. 

“1 think the important tiring is that 

it’s broad based,” said Hales about the 

results. 
The release attributed the high turn 

out to an active SGPS membership that 

is interested in their student society. 

The item receiving the the most votes 

was the establishment of an SGPS dental 

plan. A total of 76 per cent voted in 

favour of the plan, with 78 per cent vot¬ 

ing for the plan costing $97 and provid¬ 

ing full coverage. “We’re thrilled about 

that,” said Hales. 

The graduate students rejected an 

increase in the mandatory bus-it fee by a 

vote of 60.6 per cent, and turned down 

an opt-outable contribution of $25 

towards the Campaign for Queen’s by 

64 per cent. 

The release stated that the rejection 

of the Campaign for Queen’s fee by 

members sends a clear message to 

Queen’s administration that the gradu¬ 

ate and professional students are unable 

and unwilling to continually bear the 

cost of post-secondary education, either 

through tuition or ancillary fees. 

Hales said in the release that he 

believed members were Willing to sup¬ 

port the campaign in other ways, and 

added that he was glad the other organi¬ 

zations who had questions on the ballot 

will have the support of the graduate 

and professional students. 
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Aboriginal awareness 
week larger than ever 

By Mandy Marriott 

The Queen’s Native Students 

Association is preparing for its 

fifth annual QNSA Awareness 

Week, which will take place 

terms of special guests, perform¬ 

ers and events. 

Denise Helmer, an education 

student who is doing her alter¬ 

native teaching placement 

through the Faculty of 

Education and the Aboriginal 

teacher education program. 

one of the members of the thr0Ugh their classrooms. 
QNSA helping to coordinate the 

event. 

“A lot of people at 
Queen’s have never 
had an opportunity 
to go to a native 

community, so we 
are trying to bring a 

small bit of the 
native community to 

Queen’s.” 

— Denise Helmer, 
QNSA awareness week 

coordinator 

Helmer said she believes the 

QNSA Awareness Week is 

important because “a lot of peo¬ 

ple at Queen’s have never had 

the opportunity to go to a native 

community, so we are trying to Dictions ' Aboriginal Centre 

Eric Sherbert, last year's 

QNSA president, took the ini¬ 

tiative to begin planning the 

event by applying to the 

Canadian Council for the Arts 

for a grant to attract speakers at 

this year’s event. The grant 

enabled QNSA to invite a series 

of literary speakers to campus to 

speak next week. 

Helmer said the Alma Mater 

Society, the Queen’s Aboriginal 

Council, the Gay/Lesbian 

Association of Kingston, the 

Four Directions Aboriginal 

Student Centre and the 

Committee against Racial and 

Ethnic Discrimination also pro¬ 

vided funding. 

Helmer emphasized that “the 

entire week has been a real stu¬ 

dent-driven event." Students 

belonging to the QNSA and 

staff members of the Four 

bring a small bit of the native 
are helping to minimize costs by 533-6970. 

Skills 
you 
can 
put 
to 
work! 

Bid you know that more and more university students ate learning the value of pursuing 

their studies at college? Sir Sandford flensing College has programs designed specifically 

for university graduates, to help you open up your career opportunities with the hands- 

on skills and applied learning that today's employers demand. 

Post-Diploma Programs -Admission to 
these i or ] semester programs normally 
requires a university degree in a relevant 
field, or the equivalent. 

Ecotourism Management 
Halibuilon (2 semesters) 
Stan date: September 

Expressive Arts 
Halibuilon Start Date Summer '99 

Geographical Information Systems - 
Applications Specialist 
firost Campus, Lindsay (2 semesters) 
Start dates. May, September, January 

Geographical Information Systems - 
Business Applications Specialist 
Frost Campus, Lindsay (2 semesters) 
Start date: May 

Geographical Information Systems - 
Cartography 
Frost Campus. Lindsay (3 semesters) 
Start date September 

Museum Management and (uratorship 

Are you thinking of changing your study or 
career path? Here's a few of the Sir Sandford 
fleming College programs that offer eligible 
university students advance standing. 

Career and Work Counsellor 

For more 
information 

(705) 
Mi-5546 

rs - V semester is a lull-time 

natural Resources law Enforcement 
(2 semesters) Start date: September 

Educational Assistant 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 
(4 semesters - 4* semester is a lull-time lield 
practice and evaluation) 
Start dates. September and January 

Police foundations 
Sutherland Campus, Peterborough 
(4 semesters) 
Start dates May, September, January 

Trent-fleming Hurling 
(4 years) Students graduate Irom this program with 
a Special Emphasis Degree Irom Trent University 
and a Nursing Diploma Irom Fleming College. 
Start date. September 

for more information, o calendar, m application, or to mpieit i campus tour, please contact 

Marion Herniei, Liaison, mhfnnftc53flpmingc.on.ca (705)74(1-5546. 

FLEMING 
www.flemingc.on.ca 

Related incident 
at Brock 

billeting guests, cooking meals 

for them and using their own 

vehicles to pick guests up from 

the airport and train station. 

Helmer explained that in native 

communities these are called 

donations in kind, and they are 

community to Queen’s.” 

Helmer said the QNSA is 

important because “in the past 

few years Queen's has commit¬ 

ted itself to attracting more abo¬ 

riginal students to campus.... In 

, _ order to make the campus more . 
from March 22 to March 26. comforCable to aboriginal stu- a common way that Native peo- 

This year’s event is expected to dems we need to educate the pie donate.” 

be larger than other years in everyday Queen’s student to the 

concerns, issues and culture.” 

Promotion for the events is 

being done through posters and 

e-mail. Helmer said depart¬ 

ments such as drama, English 

and women’s studies, in particu¬ 

lar, have done a good job of get¬ 

ting the message sent out 

Five literary speakers are 

coming to campus to speak: Ian 

Ross, author of FareWel, Gloria 

Eshkibok, who will be perform¬ 

ing her one-woman play, Drew 

Hayden Taylor, author of the 

play Dreamer's Rock, Lee 

Maracle, author of Sundogs, and 

Beth Brant, author of Mohawk 

Trail. 
Other special events taking 

place during the week include 

an Art Exhibition by Native 

Artists, a Kanata Dance Theatre, 

and a $2 pancake breakfast, 

which takes place on Monday 

between 8:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. 

at the Four Directions 

Aboriginal Centre. 

On March 24, there is a 

reception for those interested in 

studies and research on native 

issues, and a Three Sisters Feast. 

The meal will consist of tradi¬ 

tional Mohawk dishes such as 

corns, beans and squash. 

The closing ceremony will 

feature Master of Ceremonies 

Christina Bomberry, a 

renowned dancer and model, as 

well as live drums and dancers. 

More information on where and 

when events will be held can be 

obtained by contacting the Four 

Directions Aboriginal Centre at 

Continued from page I 

Cowan, vice-president of oper¬ 

ations and finance at Queen's. 

“There has been a charge 

against a Queen’s student... the 

charge relates to child pornog¬ 

raphy and computer systems. 

The only action we’ve taken 

relates to computer access,” 

Cowan said, adding, “More 

information will be available 

some time next week.” 

Cowan said there is an 

established policy at the univer¬ 

sity for dealing with students 

under investigation in criminal 

cases. “The university does 

have certain privacy rules... 

there are instances where inva¬ 

sion of privacy can be justi¬ 

fied," he said. “First, when 

issues of safety and security are 

involved, and secondly, to assist 

in any investigation concerning 

Queen’s, or which involved the 

use of Queen’s property.” 

“The university does 
have certain privacy 

rules... there are 
instances where 

invasion of privacy can 
be justified,” 

— John Cowan 

Andy Hooper, manager of 

resources and systems for 

Information Technology 

Services, explained the proce¬ 

dure ITS follows when a stu¬ 

dent is in violation of the 

computer user code. 

“Generally if someone is violat¬ 

ing the code of ethics, a proce¬ 

dure is followed. First, a 

warning is issued, second, an 

interview is conducted, and 

finally disciplinary action is 

taken depending on the sever- 

icy of the case,” he said. “The 

director of ITS has the author¬ 

ity to suspend access to coin- 

puter facilities,” he added. 

“The director of ITS 
has the authority to 
suspend access to 

computer facilities,” 

— Andy Hooper, ITS 
manager of resources 

A similar case involving pos¬ 

session of child pornography 

recently took place at Brock 

University. Donald Delaney, 

chief of campus police service 

at Brock, said, “The investiga¬ 

tion originated almost a year 

before [the charges were laid]... 

This came to our attention 

through American law enforce- 

menr officials.” 

“We were notified by the 

Ontario Provincial Police, 

Project P [Pornography Unit], 

in early January that a student 

of ours had been identified as 

collecting and distributing 

pornography. A search warrant 

was executed at [his] residence 

by the OPR., computer equip¬ 

ment was seized... the student 

was arrested at that time and 

charged with two counts of 

possession and one count of 

distribution of child pornogra¬ 

phy,” Delaney explained. 

“The student resigned from 

all his courses, and from resi¬ 

dence, on his own free will. 

There was no evidence that he 

was using Brock University 

lines and equipment,” Delaney 

added. 

Detective King could not 

comment on whether aspects of 

the two cases are related. 

THE flUffilfS Mmi 4/EWS TEm IMP L\tE 
TO THMIK E\imotf£ WHO C0\[mW®\ T0 THE 

SECTION THIS BR WE LOW Wt| OHS' 

EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUTJ11 

The Afterschool Buddies 
SKATE-A-THON in support of the 

Boys and Girls Club is finally here!!!!!! 

Free Hot Chocolate! 

Queen’s Bands! 

JHA Sunday March 21st 3:30-5:00 

Pick up your sponsorship form at 
MacCorry, the JDUC, Ban Righ or 

Leonard or pay $3 at the door 
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QPID embarks on 
initiatives in India 

Goldblatt eager to 
rectify situation 

By Mandy Marriott 

Queen's Project for International 

Development will send two students, 

Sa)ani Swamy and Juliette Pitts, to India 

this summer for three months to in 

search of potential QPID development 

projects. 

In the past QPID has sent students to 

Bolivia, Guyana and Northern Ontario 

where they have worked with non-gov¬ 

ernmental organizations in order to 

carry out various development projects. 

Swamy, a third-year biochemistry 

and computer science medial student, 

said she believes that it is her back¬ 

ground knowledge of India that helped 

her obtain the opportunity. Swamy’s 

parents are of Indian background and 

her family still lives there, so she has vis¬ 

ited India many times. “I have grown 

accustomed to India and I am an expe¬ 

rienced traveller there,” she said. 

Once in India, Swamy and Pitts will 

be travelling the country in search of 

future projects. Their assignment will be 

funded by a non-government sponsor. 

Pitts said their job “will be to scope out 

potential projects while trying to get a 

sense of where QPID fits in India.” 

Swamy feels said she and Pitts will 

work well together in India because 

“my experience travelling in the coun¬ 

try and her experience with develop¬ 

ment work is a good combination.” 

Bryan Wills, General Director of 

QPID said, “as an organization QPID 

has a mandate that is twofold." He 

went on to say that the organization 

seeks to “raise and awareness about 

issues facing developing communities.” 

Second, QPID strives to partner capable 

Queen s students with non-governmen¬ 

tal organizations that are already estab¬ 

lished in a developing country. 

The types of projects the students are 

involved in vary from community to 

community. Wills said that some of the 

projects “involve small scale engineer¬ 

ing projects” that use appropriate tech¬ 

nologies like water distribution or 

irrigation systems. 

Wills stressed that “QPID is not 

about engineering alone." Tbe organi¬ 

zation “addresses diverse development 

needs and projects," he said. 

Consequently, students from a variety 

of academic backgrounds are encour¬ 

aged to participate. 

Although it is not in QPID’s mandate 

to focus on expansion, the organization 

was interested in sending students to 

Lidia for a few reasons. “India has the 

highest development concentration 

anywhere in the world and that gives 

QPID some very good opportunities to 

become involved in partnership,” Wills 

said. 

The organization was also interested 

in expanding into a country where stu¬ 

dents did not necessarily have to be 

familiar with the native language. Wills 

cited Bolivia as an example of a country 

where the students who are co-operat¬ 

ing on projects must either know 

Spanish before they leave or learn it 

quickly while they are there. 

Continued from page 3 

accusal of a lack of voting list and the 

fact that there was no ‘official’ All 

Candidate’s Meeting. 
The candidates were given five min¬ 

utes to present their platforms before 

answering questions, however, this is still 

not recognized by the AMS as an All 

Candidate’s Meeting, which must be 

held at least one day before Voting Day. 

Goldblatt points out this process is 

nothing new. “Based on my experience 

with Studio Q... this is how it’s been 

done in the past... candidates [always] 

speak on the same day,” she said. 

Still, Goldblatt is eager to rectify the 

situation. “We need to establish Studio Q 

as a significant service... by showing we 

accept the Board of Director’s decision 

[to have a re-election] we are establish¬ 

ing ourselves as a respectable member of 

the Queen’s community... despite the 

fact I feel the outcome may remain the 

same.” 

“We need to establish 
Studio Q as a 

significant service.” 

— Ariel Goldblatt 

To this end, Minns and Goldblatt 

have decided upon a course of action. A 

voter’s list will be posted on the door of 

the Studio Q’s offices in the John 

Deutsch University Centre and posters 

will be put up advertising the position, 

which is available to all Queen’s 

students. 

An official All Candidates Meeting 

will take place sometime between March 

25 and 28 to be followed by the elec¬ 

tions on March 29. 

The Alexander Ian Vorres Hellenic Fellowship 
1999 Competition (Valued at $3,200) 

The fellowship was established by Ian Vorres (BA’49). The award will be made 
to an upperyear undergraduate or to a graduate student at Queen's intending 
to pursue original work in Greece during one year or two consecutive years in 
philology, art histoty, art conservation, archaeology, history, political studies or 
philosophy, or to attend a full year program at an approved institution, or to 
participate in a summer session or excavation in Greece sponsored by the 
Canadian Archaeological Institute in Athens or other approved institution. 
Applicants should forward a letter of application with CV and project 
description, along with the names of two referees to: 
Dr. D.K. Hagel, Head, Department of Classics, Room 506, Watson Hall. 
The award will be adjudicated by a committee from the department. 

Final date for applications: April 15, 1999 

The Future is 

Wide Open 
Become part of the AMS. 
With over a hundred 
different opportunities to 
offer, from Alfie’s 
Bartender to Women’s 
Issues Committee, 
there’s something here 
for you to believe in. 
Email us at 
newexec@ams.queensu.ca 

Experience your 

University. 

Walkhome hours 
change. 
As of Monday March 22 
Walkhome will be opening at 
7:00pm. We are still open 
Sunday to Wednesday ‘till 
2:00am and Thursday to 
Saturday 'till 3:00. 

ASUS Movie Theatre 
Presents: 

A Civil Action 
Sunday, March 21, in 
Dunning Aud. 7:00 & 10:00. 
Tickets : $3 

Like to Skate? Come 
out to the After-school 
Buddies skate-a-thon. JHA, 
3:00 to 5:00, Sunday March 
21 

Here for the 
summer? 
Hundreds of opportunities to 
volunteer in the community: 
seniors homes, health 
organizations, hospitals and 
more!! 
Call the MAC for more info. 
533-6000 ext.75178 

m If you have something you want to tell the world then 

pf^one tAMS Communications Commission @ 545-2.732./ or email Comm@ams.queensM.ca 
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Queen’s Native Students Association 
is proud lo present 

Aboriginal Awareness Week 

Special Readings and Performances by: 

Ian Ross 

Beth Brant 

Gloria Eshkibok 

Lee Maracle 
Drew Haydon Taylor 

Increase ‘a surprise’ 

The Canada Council I Le Consefl Des Arts 

For the Arts I du Canada 

Since 19571 depuis 1957 

Special Events 

Pancake Breakfast Panel Discussion 

The Kanata Dance Troupe QPID Presentation 

Closing Ceremonies Social 

Watch for details on times and locations of the events 

or 

Call the Four Directions Aboriginal Student Centre for details @ 533-6970 

or 

Stop by the Four Directions Aboriginal Student Centre 

(The house just across from Vic Flail @ 72 Queen's Crescent) 

All Students Are Invited to Attend The Events Free! 

March 22 to March 26 

Continued from page I 

programs in front of students. The real¬ 

ity ,s that if we ate going to have the pro 
grams that we need to have, tuition will 

have to increase. The bottom line, 

although it sounds hard edge, is dial 

right now students will pay for it, ne 

added. , ,, 
According to Harris, 30 per cent of all 

tuition increases are allocated for student 

aid and a large portion is designated for 

improving existing programs and to pro¬ 

vide new facilities. 
Improvements to facilities outlined in 

the e-mail are the complete renovation 

of Ellis Auditorium during the summer 

of 1999 and “the development of a spec¬ 

tacular new learning facility” for inte¬ 

grated learning to provide a more 

expansive education to students, accord¬ 

ing to Harris. 

Last Saturday, Dean Harris spoke with 

approximately 30 students at a meeting 

on the issue. “The students had very 

good questions,” Harris said. “My objec¬ 

tive was to explain the details of what 

tuition would be... and why tuition is 

increasing,” he added. “I don’t know if 

they were happier, but I am sure they 

now knew why [he is recommending the 

increase].” 

“1 am not overly enthusiastic about 

the increase in tuition but I feel it has to 

be done,” said Scott Afleck, president¬ 

elect of Engineering Society. “I don’t.like 

it but it is something we have to do to 

maintain the high standards we have 

already.” 

Because of the recent transition 

between this year’s and next year’s 

EngSoc executive, Afleck indicated that 

Harris’ announcement was unexpected. 

“[The announcement] comes as a bit f 

surprise. It came at a time of transition 

when we didn’t know what was enin 

on,” he explained. 

Afleck said he felt the situation \Va, 

“handled in the best way it could haw 

been... I think [Dean Harris] is doing the 

best job he can.” 

Afleck indicated that the best thine 

for concerned students to do is to con¬ 

tact the Student Aid Office or EngS0c 

“There were several bursaries that went 

unclaimed this year and there will be 

many more bursaries next year,” said 

Afleck. “If any student is concerned 

about the increase in tuition they can see 

myself as well,” he added. 

Some engineering students, while not 

happy about an increase, seemed to 

resign themselves to the fact that it was 

necessary. “I am in a position where 1 can 

still afford it but I don't think that it is 

fair to the people that can’t,” said Ernst 

Marten, Sci '01. “I can see why they 

want us to pay more, but the people who 

don’t have the money are getting their 

chances taken away all of the time.” 

“There’s not much you can do,” said 

Craig Braund, Sci ’02. “No matter how 

high they put [tuition] up they will still 

have people enroling.” 

Engineering students could face unex¬ 

pected tuition hike. 
PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

NIGVjTl 

D.J. DANCE PARTY! 

SUPER LITE TILL 10:30! 
SUPER LIGHT DRAFT ALL NIGHT! 

WED.MAR.24 

WIDE 
MOUTH 
MASON 

WED.MAR.31 

QUIET 
RIOT 
WED.APR.14 

Grace Ladder - Flood 
COLOR (aka The Vibewell) 

A FUND-RAISER TO BENEFIT THE 
KINGSTON YOUTH SHELTER PROJECT 

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE 
AT A.J.’S, THE GRIZZLY GRILL 

aad HMV (Cat Twn, Ctrl 

D.J. DANCE 
PARTY!! 

SUPER LIGHT 
TILL 10:30!! 

SUPER LITE DRAFT 
ALL NIGHT!! 

BIG SCREENS - QB1 - 5 POOL TABLES - LIVE BANDS! - www thchuh „ 
TO BOOK A SMOKER OR PARTY CALI, JF.SS OR SUE STI-SVtO LINE 5315025 
- ^""-WEEKDAYS 6:00 - 7:00 P.M- 

PSTr, MARCH 19, 1999 

Ultra-Violet fee 
increase fails 
Continued from page I in,” so that students can choose 

whether to contribute instead of 
The fees up for renewal were doing so by default. 

all passed, including continued _ 

funding for the Queen’s Student 

and Community Services 

Group, Queen’s Amnesty 

International, the Tricolour 

Yearbook and the United Way. 

Ultra-Violet magazine did not 

receive support from students 

for its proposed increase in opt- 

outable fees from 65 cents to 99 

cents. This is the only change in 

fee which was not approved, 

with 53.1 per cent of voters 

refusing it. 

Some fees passed with a rela- 

News 
The Queen’s Journal • 

“Possibly there should 
be some sort of voter 
threshold, or a certain 

turnout needed to 
make a referendum 

valid.” 

— Gord Moodie 

There is also some debate 

over “the ability of totally non¬ 

student affiliated off-campus 

groups to have fees on referen- 

tively small margin. The new dums,” said Moodie. Groups 

AMS dental plan passed by 63.9 such as the Kingston Youth 

per cent, The United by 64.3 per Shelter Project and the United 

cent, and the Cargo Aircraft Way fall under this rubric. 

Team by 63.4 per cent. Also, the “There are so many worthy off- 

Student Health request for a fee campus groups, but the ques- 

increase was approved by 58 tion is whether it’s our role to 

per cent of voters. 

“The trend in opt- 
outable fees has been 
directly upwards for 
the past few years.” 

— Gord Moodie, AMS 
vice-president 

(operations) 

The Campaign for Queen’s 

was successful in the referen¬ 

dum, with 61.4 per cent of vot¬ 

ers approving its replacement 

for the Project Millennium fee. 

This $60 fee will be opt-out- 

able, with a sliding scale of pos¬ 

sible donations. 

Gord Moodie, vice-president 

(operations) for the AMS, said 

there has been some discussion 

about reviewing the ethics of 

increasing opt-outable fees. 

“The trend in opt-outable fees 

has been directly upwards for 

the past few years,” he said. 

Among the issues surround¬ 

ing opt-outs are “whether it 

should be an opt-out or an opt- 

facilitate donations to those 

groups,” he said. 

Moodie said low voter 

turnout in referendums is also 

an issue in determining student 

fees. “Possibly there should be 

some sort of voter threshold, or 

a certain turnout needed to 

make a referendum valid.” 

Confusion over closing 
Continued from page I 

residences involves both cooper¬ 

ation and good will, Moodie 

said. “This type of unilateralism 

strains that good will.” 

Armstrong said the AMS and 

administration worked to estab¬ 

lish a healthy relationship that 

accommodated graduate stu¬ 

dents’ need for a quiet atmos- 

p.m., Sinnott and Crawford 

decided to take action. 

“Our first reaction was to 

have the AMS and QP manage¬ 

ment solve this problem [of vio- 

with the AMS and services 

before, “but he won’t be any 

longer.” 

“I don’t know what the point 

of meeting [with Crawford and 

lating the agreement],” Sinnott Sinnott] is,” Moodie said. “We 

said. “That did not happen and don’t co-manage the pub with 

with the benefit of 20/20 hind¬ 

sight now, I will acknowledge 

that I should have widened that 

effort to contact appropriate 
phere in the evenings. “I’m just officers within the AMS. 

really upset. I can t begin to tell “i take what has happened 

you how hard we tried... It was very, very seriously in terms of its 
really poorly handled.” 

According to Armstrong, the 

band was scheduled to complete 

implications. It was not a deci¬ 

sion made lightly,” he continued. 

“I’m frankly feeling so saddened 

Sinnott and Crawford 

expressed interest in meeting 

their musical act by 6 p.m., so as by the events of the last day.” 

not to violate any noise agree¬ 

ments. The agreement did not 

clearly state that live music was 

prohibited in the middle of the 

afternoon, she explained. 

Yesterday afternoon, Sinnott 

told The Journal that the deci¬ 

sion to close the pub was made 

following “a plea from the grad¬ 

uate residence to assure them the 

agreement would be adhered to” 

and “that there would be no vio¬ 

lations that evening.” 

When Sinnott was informed 

Wednesday that a band was play¬ 

ing in the pub, he said his imme¬ 

diate reaction was to “approach 

the AMS and ask them to take 

steps to resolve the matter.” 

Following an a failed attempt to 

contact AMS representatives at 4 

the Dean of Student Affairs.” 

“I’m very reluctant to get into 

more micromanagement with 

Bob [Crawford]. I think he’s 

done enough of that now,” he 

continued. “Sarah and I and the 

pub managers are doubly com¬ 

mitted to figuring out the prob¬ 

lem on our own.” 

Long-term solutions are in 

sight to solving the tension 

between the pub and graduate 

residence. “I think we would 

with Moodie, Armstrong and really look in the long term into 

pub managers sometime today. expanding the JDUC into the 

“I anticipate and look for¬ 

ward to discussions with the 

AMS and Bob Crawford to reach 

an agreement that will allow the 

pub to reopen [today],” Sinnott 

said. 

Moodie and Armstrong are 

unsure about how this will affect 

the relationship between the 

AMS and administration. “Right 

now there doesn’t even seem to 

be a relationship,” said 

Armstrong. “For the amount of 

effort we put in we saw nothing 

that has been reciprocated.” 

Moodie said Crawford has 

been involved in negotiations 

grad space,” Crawford specu¬ 

lated. 

“There’s absolutely no ques¬ 

tion in my mind that a pub on 

the first floor and a grad resi¬ 

dence on the second level are 

incompatible uses,” Sinnott con¬ 

tinued. 

In the meantime, Moodie, 

Armstrong and Soules expressed 

concern for the QP staff mem¬ 

bers who had relied upon sched¬ 

uled shifts for sources of income. 

“Hopefully we’re going to find 

some way to compensate them,” 

Soules said. 

Aching feet? 
Sore Knees? Back Pain? 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 
latest advancement in 

computerized medical technology! 

* Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 
orthotics. 

* Free assessments/ follow up 

* 30 inoney-back guarantee 

* 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 
a FREE assessment. 

“Enjoy Career Success 
Beyond Your Dreams” 

Start training for an exciting new career as a 

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL 
Join the over 135 graduates of Loyalist College who have achieved career success 
beyond their dreams in North America’s hot information technology (IT) industry. 

Last year, Loyalist’s Microsoft graduates found great jobs and were 
earning an average annual salary of $40,000 within 9 months of graduation. 

Limited Seats are available in our 
April 1999, MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEMS ENGINEER & INTERNET program. 

NO computer experience necessary! During the past 3 years 
we’ve maintained a 0% drop-out rate in these programs. 

LOYALIST TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE fjjj|5l 
Helping *1ou (get Where ion Want To (go/ ^-osS' 

966-8121 or 1-877-88-SUCCESS 

158-82 Emma Street 215 Princess Street 
wmstock Bldg. 
Brockville, ON 

Downtown Kingston! 
Kingston, ON 
K7L1B3 

MW9HB3 1 545-01001:515-199/ 

Volunteers Needed 

m 
Staying around this summer? 

Looking to get involved in the com¬ 
munity outside of Queen's 

University? 

Join Kingston and District Immigrant Services’ 
HOST Program, a community befriending 

program for Newcomers to Canada. Volunteer 
HOSTs are matched with Newcomers in order to 

help them adjust to life in Canada. 

HOSTs and their Newcomers can meet for a 
couple of hours each week to shop, practice 

English, explore Kingston, share cultural 
knowledge, or simply chat over a cup of coffee. 

All volunteers receive orientation, are welcome 
to KDIS workshops and social activities, and 

have access to our resource library. 

Join a whole New Wold of Friendship. 
For more information, contact Stephanie at 

548-3302. 
Kingston and District Immigrant Services, 
322 Brock St. Kingston, ON K7L 1S9 

South Pacific 
Trailfinders 
‘Odyssey Travel is your South 

Pacific Travel Expert’ 

✓ Oz/Krwi Experience 

✓ VIP Backpackers 

✓ YHA Cards 

✓ Air passes 
✓ Bus/Rail passes 

✓ Computer visas 

/ Tours-Connections, 

Contiki, Trek 

Long Reach SI 979 
via Europe, Asia 

Coral Route $1799 
via South Padflc 

Boomerang $1929 
via Asia 

Circle Pacific $2499 
via South Pacific, Asia 

Kiwi Special $1099 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

'Leisure Travel Long HauLijroup Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 
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The danger is real 
WARNING: don’t look now, but 

the person standing over there 
may be responsible for using 

Rohypnol or another date-rape drug at a 
campus pub. 

In fact, if the unconfirmed reports 

that the date-rape drug was used at a 

campus pub are true, then it could be 

anybody we see in our classes, in our 

labs, in our libraries... in our student 

community. The harsh reality is that 

Rohypnol is here on campus. Despite an 

awareness campaign in the media and on 

security boards, there seems to be a 

prevalent attitude that Rohypnol is a dis¬ 

tant threat. But the reality is that over 

the last year the use of date-rape drugs 

have been documented in Kingston, and 

now possibly on campus as well and that 

means Queen’s students will become vic¬ 

tims. 

One victim came forward recently to 

report that she was sexually assaulted 

when she saw the Rohypnol alert in last 

Friday’s Journal. How many other vic¬ 

tims have not yet come forward because 

they are unaware or underinformed 

about the nature of date-rape drugs? 

How many have not come forward 

because they are frightened that society 

will blame them for something that is so 

obviously, painfully not their fault? 

Until it actually registers in the collec¬ 

tive consciousness of students that the 

threat is real, too many people will 

neglect to take adequate precautions. 

Until students recognize that assault and 

abuse happen almost daily, right under 

our noses, women will continue to be 

afraid of society blaming them and will 

continue to suffer abuse. The student 

community needs to start talking about 

these horrendous abuses, and, in so 

doing, allow the victims to feel safe in 

coming forward and saying ‘no’ to 

assault and abuse. 

In the meantime, the administration 

must continue an awareness campaign to 

inform the community about date-rape 

drugs. If it weren’t for the vigilance of 

Dean of Student Affairs Bob Crawford, 

last Friday’s warning about Rohypnol 

would not have been printed in The 
Journal. Indeed, despite the damage this 

action may have caused to the univer¬ 

sity’s reputation, Crawford’s brave late 

night telephone call to The Journal on a 

press night indirectly led to the report¬ 

ing of a sexual assault — something for 

which Crawford should be commended. 

The sad reality of our commendation 

is that this kind of communication about 

sexual assaults and abuses rarely hap¬ 

pens. In fact, it is only when the rest of 

the Queen’s community starts to take 

the threat of Rohypnol as seriously as 

the dean of student affairs will Queen’s . 

be a safer place. 

Pro-life pro-debate 
Does a fetus scream during an 

abortion? The AMS Pro-Life 

Club thinks so, and is bent on 

convincing other students in an aggres¬ 

sive poster campaign. 

Graphic posters and a video of an 

actual abortion that the club screened last 

week have stirred controversy on a cam¬ 

pus where a consensus of pro-choice 

opinion is usually taken for granted. 

Nothing, however, should be taken 

for granted when it comes to abortion 

issues. While some students may find the 

pro-life posters offensive, others can no 

doubt sympathize with the message they 

convey. 

As AMS Social Issues Commissioner 

Naomi Brunemeyer observed, the AMS is 

here to serve and represent the diversity 

of students at Queen’s. Clearly, club- 

chairperson Sindi Sabourin is not alone 

in holding pro-life beliefs at Queen’s. It is 

therefore appropriate that there is an 

AMS club to promote dialogue on the 

issue and provide students who share 

similar beliefs on abortion an opportu¬ 

nity to express their views, especially in 

an environment of pro-choice opinion 

which may make them feel unwelcomed 

or marginalized. 

While few students would question 

the right of such a group to exist, some 

have questioned the appropriateness of 

using graphic and often disturbing 

posters and a video to promote its 

beliefs. While some of the group’s mate¬ 

rial may be offensive and even hurtful to 

women who have made a choice to have 

an abortion, the material does not cross 

the line between acceptable and obscene. 

Just as other clubs with politically 

charged agendas promote their views in 

the JDUC, the j!>ro-life club has every 

right to spread their views on abortion in 

the manner they have chosen. 

No matter how you feel about their 

cause, the presence of the Pro-Life Club 

on campus is a positive move — one 

which gives voice to a minority group 

and stirs legitimate and peaceful debate. 

ose 
Li—--iss—‘—i Rohypnol. 

You know you’re getting old, when... Guess who’s getting married? 
Not me. But that’s what I was 

asked a few days ago by a child¬ 

hood friend. Looks like I’m going to be 

part of a post-millennium wedding cele¬ 

bration in process as of this moment. 

So, here’s the deal. It’s not about feel¬ 

ing old, but realizing that being younger 

is more of a challenge. 1 remember 

splashing in puddles, getting high on 

bubble tape and fighting ridiculous 

fights with these friends. Now they’re in 

the mist of creating their own little 

replicas of themselves to imitate the 

exact same motions that made us dream 

the days away. 

I’ve come to the 
realization that I 

probably can’t 
pull the same 
shit as I did a 
few years ago. 

Other than my friend getting hitched, 

there were other things that set off this 

whole revelation. As I flipped through a 

music magazine during one of my 

numerous study breaks, I scanned a his¬ 

torical profile on everyone’s favourite 

kids — the Beastie Boys. The article 

examined the recklessness, the sleepless 

nights and vicious pranks. But the 

grand finale assumed a role of maturity. 

All three have gotten beyond their wild 

years and taken on the position of adult¬ 

hood. Even the people who we think 

live a stress free lifestyle and full of 

antics have their fair share of responsi¬ 

bilities. Obviously, but it was always nice 

to think that perhaps there was a possi¬ 

bility to get to a certain level of youth, 

even when you are considered “old.” 

It’s not about being scared to face the 

brave new world of supporting one self 

without the help of the fat of the land, 

rather, that one little thing that allowed 

us to do things without malice is lost. 

Forget about ringing doorbells and 

running away... do that now sober and 

people would think you’re off your 

rocker. 

This may begin to seem like one of 

those speeches that explain how scared 

we are (or at least I am) that big events 

like graduation day are just around the 

corner. But, honestly, my stomach is 

churning and my heart is beating. 

I’ve come to the realization that I 

probably can’t pull the same shit as I did 

a few years ago, and it’s all about getting 

stressed out over things that will infest 

us for the next 40 years or so. 

It’s difficult to just let things happen 

without much direction, but spending 

living time worrying about the next big 

thing is probably even more detrimental 

to our future. 

So, why the big deal? Well, number 

one, nobody wants to be left in the dust. 

I mean, four years at a high rated insti¬ 

tution where everything that was done 

was done hard-core doesn’t compare to 

a career of living at home feeding 

mom’s cats for 60 years. 

It’s hard to explain how to develop a 

solution to the aging process. On one 

hand we could wish for simplicity and 

innocence once again, but then the PUL 

bill has to be paid by Friday. Denying, R 

will only cause late marks and recogniz¬ 

ing it will only induce an ulcer. 

There’s no real point, no bitching 

about how things suck, nothing to com¬ 

plain about, just accepting the fact that 

in a few years I’m going to have to ditch 

the sneakers for heels and attempt to 

catch the bouquet. 
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The press on the media 
The free exchange of ideas is an 

instrumental component within any 

modern democratic society as it 

allows for the uninhibited expression of 

individual thought. Be this in the form of 

a quasi-radical political debate between 

[nends or a middle-of-the-road editorial 

m a small town paper, ideas are the intel¬ 

lectual cornerstone of human growth and 

development. Thus it remains that the 

gate-keepers to this societal quintessence 

bear a particular responsibility to ensure 

rhe values that free expression assumes, 

remain a reality. 

With this in mind, I would like to relay 

an incident that occurred at a South 

African university. The Peninsula 

Technikon, this past fall. As with any 

occasion that impedes the efforts for free 

expression, this incident stressed upon me 

a sense of intense disparity for this devel¬ 

oping democracy. This incident occurs as 

follows: An article was run in the 

September 24 issue of the school’s news¬ 

paper, The Mail and Guardian, entitled 

“Sex For Sale on Campus.” Within the 

piece, student-journalist Max Hamata 

made allegations that sex services were 

available from certain female students on 

campus. The article made no attempt to 

identify any of the individuals involved in 

the alleged circumstance, nor did it sug¬ 

gest that all of the school’s female stu¬ 

dents took part. Hamata’s story was based 

on unidentified sources involved in the 

alleged Pentech sex-trade, also making 

reference to ads placed around campus 

soliciting customers for the business — 

“Customers will be treated confidentially 

and will receive preferential treatment,” 

reads one ad. 

Consequently, the Pentech administra¬ 

tion initiated a disciplinary hearing 

against the student-journalist, during 

which he was not permitted legal repre¬ 

sentation. Hamata was subjected to what 

the Freedom of Expression Institute (FXI) 

has called a “blatant harassment of jour¬ 

nalists. Hamata was questioned and 

accused by the Vice-Chancellor of being 

“disloyal to the institution.” He was also 

interrogated by campus security who tried 

to force him to reveal the names of his 

sources. Hamata refused on the basis that 

doing so would be a breach of confiden¬ 

tiality. FXI has also stated that it believes 

the incident has had a multiplier effect, 

drawing attention to another student- 

journalist at an internship with a major 

Cape Town newspaper refusing to cover 

the story. 

It is a distressing matter of 
fact that media ownership in 

North America is growing 
increasingly exclusive. 

To some, this incident may seem unfor¬ 

tunate, yet insignificant; appalling, yet 

distant. I believe that the almost prophetic 

words of Bernard Shaw speak directly to 

such sentiments: “Whatever can blow 

man up can blow society up. The history 

of the world is the history of those who 

had courage enough to embrace this 

truth.” With this in mind, it is important 

to observe that media control and the 

influence of media content is not a foreign 

phenomenon, a mistaken assumption 

which is all-to-often made. 

For example, it is a distressing matter 

of fact that media ownership in North 

America is growing increasingly exclusive. 

At last count, over 60 per cent of the 

Canadian print-media market was under 

the control of Hollinger International 

Inc., with a handful of other companies 

controlling the remainders. 

Exactly what are the implications of 

such a media structure upon the exercise 

of our societal values? In 1992, Peter C. 

Newman conducted an interview with 

Hollinger’s President, David Radler, dur¬ 

ing which Radler adamantly declared that 

if one of his papers were to run a story 

contrary to his political agenda, he is 

“ultimately the publisher... and if editors 

disagree with [him], they should do so 

while they’re no longer in [his] employ.” 

Radler has also said tat he “will ultimately 

determine what the papers say and how 

they’re going to be run.” 

A similar statement was made John 

Bassett, former publisher of the Toronto 
Telegram. In a TV interview, Mr Basset 

was asked, “Is it true you use your news¬ 

paper to push your own political views?” 

To which he replied, “Of course. Why else 

would you want to own a newspaper?” 

It remains that between information 

and power resides an intimate relation¬ 

ship, exemplified by the particular influ¬ 

ence yielded by the mass media upon the 

formation of public opinion. This posi¬ 

tion bears no exception to any other of 

significant power, and must assume the 

responsibility that is manifestly related to 

its actions. The sad fact is that in most 

cases this is not the norm, and perhaps is 

not even an option. 

A few years ago, former CBC National 

News anchor Knowlton Nash addressed 

an auditorium of university students, dur¬ 

ing which asserted the ideal that “the 

media is the hinge of democracy... the 

glue that holds together our democratic 

society.” He proclaimed the media to be a 

“socially and professionally responsible 

agent of the public... militant in guardian 

ship of the public interest and aggressive 

in the pursuit of truth.” This ideal must be 

realized and maintained as the embodi¬ 

ment of all that is democratic. 

Jeremy Newhook 

Arts ’01 

ters the Editere 

Date rape drug inspires 
sobering thoughts 

Dear Editors, 

As I read the front page story in last 

week’s Journal about Rohypnol and a 

recent sexual assault I grew increasingly 

an8r>'- Whenever assaults are reported in 

rhe media, they are often accompanied 

by a sidebar instructing women on how 

t0 protect themselves. I am frustrated 

rhat women can not feel safe. I realize 

that such tactics have become necessary 

and that they do a great service to 

women. I am frustrated that they are 

necded. I am frustrated that as women 

walk back from night classes they face 

ear- I am frustrated that a woman can 

Jjot be as relaxed during a night out. I am 

rustrated that someone is supposed to 

walk her home. 

Perhaps what overwhelmed me most 

ab°ut this incident is that the woman’s 

attacker was also supposed to be her pro- 

tector. Who can a woman trust? I am 

aioving out on my own next year. When 

mentioned this to a good friend he said, 

Just make sure someone walks you 

10me at night.” While I appreciate his 

concern for me, I am frustrated that such 

concern is common. 

I am frustrated that women are not 

safe. It really upsets me that I must watch 

my drink constantly. I must take it with 

me into the bathroom. I must not accept 

drinks at parties. All these limitations 

because I am not safe at night. 

Somewhere down the line, these limita¬ 

tions became the norm for women. I am 

frustrated that this is taken for granted. I 

am frustrated that this is expected. I am 

frustrated that this is accepted without a 

second thought. 

Until everyone steps forward 
and says that they will not 
accept sexual violence on 

campus it will never go away. 

It is unacceptable. And until everyone 

steps forward and says that they will not 

accept sexual violence on campus, and 

until everyone takes a Firm stance against 

it, it will never go away. Sidebars, and 

walking buddies are only temporary solu¬ 

tions. By following these sidebars I am 

subtly accepting these limitations. If I do 

not follow them, I am unsafe. Speak out. 

It is your campus. We can not accept that 

safety of women, we must not tolerate 

sexual violence. Together, our voices can 

resolve this issue. 

“The power depends on the silence.” 

Michelle Teixeira 

Con-Ed/Arts ’02 

Step up, Mike 
Dear Editors, 

With a provincial election expected to 

be just around the corner, we feel oblig¬ 

ated to ask the question: where are the 

Tories? 

The Queen’s University Alma Mater 

Society, representing 11,000 undergradu¬ 

ate students, recently organized a debate 

on education issues. Each party was given 

the opportunity to present their educa¬ 

tion platform to he students and citizens 

of Ontario. Unfortunately, the 

Conservative Party MPP’s refused to 

attend. This follows on the heels of an 

education-focused debate in Hamilton on 

February 10 that the Tories shied away 

from, and another in Toronto on 

February 25 that the Tories skipped. 

This absence leaves us to wonder why 

Continued on page 10 

talkim 

What is your 
definition of soul? 

“James Brown, eating some fish in South 

Korea, sporting some new Nikes.” 

Rob Arntfield 

Arts ’01 

“Something we don’t have!” 

Deanna Lambert Arts ’99 

Cammie Guest Arts ’01 

Lisa Parquin Arts ’01 

“The sweet soulful lovin’ I get from Sean 

Richmond.” 

Susan Inman 

Arts ’01 

<*> 

“A tie between momma’s homecooking 

and Gael Group 58.” 

Mark Andews 

Arts ’01 

PHOTOS BY SEAN RICHMOND 

Letters To 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 
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Letters te the Editere 

Continued from page 9 

Mike Harris does not want to 
talk about the record of his gov¬ 
ernment and what their future 
plans are. Rather than participat¬ 
ing in low-cost open forms, it 
seems the only time Mike Harris 
is willing to talk to the citizens of 
Ontario is through $90 million 
worth of taxpayer-funded parti¬ 
san advertisements. 

Mike Harris owes it to the 
people of Ontario to be forth¬ 
coming on his education record, 
which includes cuts of over $1 
billion, skyrocketing tuition and 
broken promises on student aid 
reform. Does this government 
believe in a two-tiered education 
system and complete deregula¬ 
tion of tuition fees? If so, it is 
incumbent upon them to submit 
this plan to the public for debate. 

A healthy democracy is built 
on a foundation of open debate 
and dialogue. This is impossible 
to achieve when the governing 

party refuses to engage in any 
type of open discussion. Mike 
Harris should stop hiding and 
tell Ontarians what he plans to 
do to our education system. 

Milan Konopek, 
Academic Affairs 
Commissioner 

Aaron Lazarus, 
Deputy Academic Affairs 
Commissioner 

Apology to the 
Student Constables 

Dear Editors, 

In my letter to The Journal 
dated March 12, 1999, I 
expressed concern over the vol¬ 
unteer abuse that took place at 
the ArtSci 1999 formal. The pur¬ 
pose of the letter was simply to 
let people know that volunteers 
are hard working individuals and 
should be treated with respect. 
However, I took a personal shot 

bIE 

fHlSTORy PRE-REG LSTRATION1 

1999 
INFORMATION MEETING 

An information meeting will be 
held Thursday, March ij, 7:00pm 

Dunning, Hall, Rm 14 

Students intending to pre-register 
foT seminars in History may wish 

to obtain: 

rniiMgPi 1 Lfejg 

Counselling session dates Si. location: 
March 19, 31, April 3, 7, i-3pm, 

and during Undergraduate 
Chair's regular office hours 

(Mon. and Wed. i-3pm) 

in Watson Hall, R.1T1305 

at the Student Constables stating 
that they “did not do their job 
correctly. I would like to sin¬ 
cerely apologize for this. Though 
I feel the situation was mishan¬ 
dled, I realize it was a very tough 
situation, the Student Constables 
at Queen’s are unbelievably 
hardworking and have a very dif¬ 
ficult job to do. In all instances 
during the formal, and at all 
Queen’s events for that matter, 
they are extremely helpful and 
friendly. In my attempt to jump 
to the defense of my volunteers, 
I inappropriately insulted the 
Student Constables. I fully admit 
that I am way out of line, and 
hope that the Student Constables 
can accept my sincere apology. 

Jehn Mihill 
House Attendant 
ArtSci Formal 1999 

Racing the clock 

Dear Editors, 

I’m taking time out of my 
busy schedule to write a direct 
response to U of T representative 
Johnathan Nightingale’s misin¬ 
formed letter entitled “Loat’s 
Bubble Bursted” (Tues., Feb. 9) 
because he seems to have man¬ 
gled the issue enough that it 
requires a little clarification. In 
this article he states that “ ...the 
process of initiating a nuclear 
explosion... requires absolutely 
everything to go right” and 
somewhat vaguely concludes 
that no nuclear bombs will 
explode on Jan. 1, 2000 because 
if something were to go wrong 
(due to the Year 2000 Bug — or 
Y2K Bug) the bomb would not 
function correctly and therefore 
not explode. Well, I hate to rain 
on your parade but that’s not the 
issue with nuclear bombs and the 
Y2K bug. 

The issue is not whether a 
nuclear bomb will detonate on 
Jan. 1 2000 when its clock mis¬ 
handles the millennium. There is 
no clock in a nuclear bomb. Why 
would you put a clock in a 
nuclear bomb? The only two 

possible reasons I would put a 
clock in a nuclear bomb are: 

(a) to make an action movie, 
and have the clock count down 
to "one" before the hero man¬ 
ages to defuse it and save the day, 

(b) for precise delivery of the 
bomb through which tile clock 
would be used as a tinting device 
to measure lengths of route 
“legs” towards the target. 
Nuclear bombs targeted in this 
manner would be told to travel 
in “this direction” at “this speed” 
for “this time” and the afore¬ 
mentioned clock woujd measure 

“this time.” 
Now, if you screw up the 

clock in a nuclear bomb guidance 
system, will it explode? No. So 
why worry about it? Instead the 
problem lies in the non-Y2K 
defense systems of countries like 

Russia. 
The issue is summed up quite 

nicely in a report by Reuters in 
which it states that “some 
experts have warned that... a 
[Y2K] error could provoke an 
accidental nuclear alert in Russia, 
though the Russian Defense 
Ministry says there is no chance 
of missiles being triggered by 
mistake.” 

So Johnathan, do you see 
what we’re getting at? The 
bombs will be fine. You’re 
absolutely right, the Russian 
President (who is in no shape, to, 
do so at the moment — or in the 
foreseeable future) would have 
to “turn a key” (or something 
similar) to launch a nuclear 
bomb, and we’ve already out¬ 
lined why they won’t blow up on 
their own. 

The problem lies in the ancil¬ 
lary defense systems which, as 
the year 2000 rolls around, may 
go haywire or even stop func¬ 
tioning entirely. 

In such' a case, military jockey¬ 
ing by hostile countries is likely 
to be met with a hysterical and 
paranoid response from the mili¬ 
tary of the non-functioning sys¬ 
tems, as they would no longer 
have any means by which to pro¬ 
tect themselves or possibly to tell 
what is going on near their bor¬ 

ders. All of *a sudden y0u j, 

crisis on your hands dur?' 
which a nuclefflj bomb mjghc 

used as more than a threat b ^ 

desperate military power. T|/,a 
the problem. I believe thtf 
what Allison was trying to S 
when she mentioned that l? 
Y2K Bug would cause archaic 
systems to “perceive an attack 
even when there is none, f0rcin 

them to launch a retaliation” 
(“Pop Goes the World”, Feb. 5) 
The only fault with this state¬ 
ment is that these systems (in any 
country I know of) don’t force a 
retaliation, but merely tell the 
military powers that they are 
under attack when they are not, 

It’s up to those people to 
overreact to the situation — not 
an entirely unthinkable situation 
when you consider how many 
conflicts are initiated by misun¬ 

derstand or miscommunication. 
Because this letter is already 

long enough and I have other 
things to do, I’ll leave with one 
parting comment and that’s that 
if Russia is in this predicament 
(and we know this to be a fact), 
what do you think might happen 
on Jan. 1, 2000 (or any time 
thereafter) regarding those many, 
little, bankrupt “breakaway” 
republics who “inherited" 
nuclear weapons from Russia (on 
account of the Russian silos 
being in their land), but never 
inherited the accompanying safe¬ 
guards? (While we’re at it, let’s 
also toss India and Pakistan in 
there too, since they seem to 
want global attention lately.) So 
if you really want to worry about 
nuclear bombs on the millen¬ 
nium, focus your attention on 
those countries and watch to see 
— if and when their radar 
screens go blank and their missile 
warning systems stop function¬ 
ing — exactly what they do. 

Or heck, go get pissed-drunk 
and party hard that night, so if 
the bombs do hit you’ll go out 
with a bang. 

Jonathan Mesiano-Crookston 

Artsci ’99 

CONSIDER A CAREER IN THE 

PUBLIC SERVICE 

Is your degree in the arts, natural or 

social sciences, humanities or a 

profession? Complement it with our 

MPA or diploma in public 

administration. Governments are 

hiring talented people. Watch the 

doors open. 

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY 
Master of Public Administration 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Canada B3H 3J5 

(902) 494-3742 

Fax: (902) 494-7023 

E-mail: dalmpa@dal.ca 

www.mgmt.dal.ca/spa 
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Curry Village 
Bringing you Kingston's finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 
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History. 

It could be yours. 

The Queen's Journal is offering memories for sale. The events, controversies 

and happenings of the 1998-1999 year, neatly contained in a leather-bound 

book. Volume 126 in its entirety. Call Gabe at 533-2800. 

Own a piece of Queen's history. 

Queen’s University 
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'THIS YEAR.: 
Did you play on on Intramural 
league or tournament team? 

~ Were you an Intramural individual or 
team winner? 

Is your Faculty or Unit leading the 
points race? 

~ Da you like to have^FUN? 

If 'YES to onv of the aEove, 
your presence is o MUST at the... 

Annual Intramural 
Awards Banquet 

Tues. 30 March 
The Singing Frog 

6:30 - 8 pm 

Tickets: $3 in advance (PEC Wickets 

starting March 18th) or $4 at the door 

Vi 
Admission includes 

cover at any Hub 

..establishment that 

night. 

Awards 

Food 
<& Fun 

Made last minute 

plans to go abroad 

this summer? 
We have all the resources 

you'll need to help make your 
experience a successful one. 

... We're open NOW . 
We're open ALL SUMMER. 
And we invite you back in 

September after you return so 
you can share your experiences 

with us and other Students. 
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Freak show not the real deal 
IN RESPONSE TO THE REVIEW OF 

Zamora, the Torture King’s “Circus 

of the Scars” freakshow, I would like 

to offer an alternate explanation for 

what people were seeing — or, for that 

matter, not seeing — and why, with 

regard to this, his show was less than 

successful. 

Both the Torture King and Jeff Child 

draw upon the fact that the Freakshow 

is a dying art, a culture of the past that 

in contemporary times has been a rarity. 

I, on the other hand, believe that this art 

and culture is still very much alive, but, 

as anything is prone to do over time, it 

has developed. The Torture King’s show, 

albeit amusing, fell short of portraying 

what a modern “freakshow” is about. 

Freakshows, throughout history, have 

been about more than simply a group of 

physically deformed people on display, 

or unusually “gifted” people performing 

feats to make the mainstream audience 

gag and squeal. 

Freakshows have also been very much 

about a culture consisting of people with 

abilities or inclinations that do not cor¬ 

respond to what is deemed normal. A 

culture of “freaks” offers a context in 

which certain people may exhibit their 

otherwise unacceptable or “insane” 

behaviour. With this definition in mind, 

it is obvious that the culture is still very 

much alive, perhaps more so now in the 

late 20th century than ever before. 

Within or alongside every culture 

there exist sub-culture and counter-cul¬ 

tures, and ours is no exception. Many of 

our youth cultures, in this fine age of 

multiculturalism and political-correct¬ 

ness, have been absorbed into the main¬ 

stream; they are generally accepted as 

something different, a bunch of kids try¬ 

ing to be “kooky” and thus something to 

be studiously ignored. Although this 

misses the point of sub-cultures, or, 

“scenes,” it allows for them to happily 

co-exist alongside a mainstream. 

The overall context of our society 

allows for pierced, tattooed, shabbily- 

dressed punks, the baggy pants and 

bright colour wearing ravers, the made- 

up and elaborate garb of the “dark and 

depressed goths, as well as the baseball- 

mmmG 
break: 

Save 
10-40% 

off selected items of 
Spring Merchandise 
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Shorts, Bags, Boots, 
Outerwear, Pants, Hats 

& everything else! 

capped, Gap-sporting, Dave Matthew’s- 

listening mainstream. However, there 

are sub-cultures that will never be 

accepted into the mainstream — the 

contemporary “freak” cultures. 

One of the larger ones, that shows 

like the Torture King and Jim Rose asso¬ 

ciate with, is the fetish scene, famous 

mostly for it’s hardcore version, the 

sado-masochism scene. 

Fetish is a scene that will never be 

integrated because the values it is based 

on pertaining 

mostly to sex, 

pain and the 

body are dia- 

metrically 

opposed to 

fundamental 

mai nstream 

values. 

Whereas sex 

and one’s body 

are generally 

deemed sacred 

and private, 

the fetish scene 

views them as instruments and toys for 

public amusement. Whereas self- 

induced pain and mutilation of one’s 

own, or another’s body, is generally seen 

as a taboo, to the fetish scenester, pain is 

celebrated and the body is appreciated 

in terms of its resilience. 

The values laid out by the fetish 

scene, and portrayed in a Fetish Show 

,are the same values Zamora the Torture 

King adopts for his Circus of the Scars. 

The only distinction between a fetish 

show and Zamora’s freakshow is the 

Torture King’s lack of artistic integrity 

and an outdated and tame repertoire. 

I wonder if Zamora’s lack of success 

was partly intentional. I wonder if the 

show was tamed down on purpose, for 

the sake of the audience. In a town such 

as Kingston, at a school such as Queen’s, 

I’d imagine a full-blown fetish show 

would cause riots in the streets. 

I am not picking on the fact the 

Queen’s population is mostly made up 

of sheltered, middle-class, private school 

kids who couldn’t possibly handle a dis¬ 

play of true torture and mutilation. Not 

ROOTS 
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at all. I am picking up on the fact that 

due to the cultural sterility of Kingston, 

a fetish show, an exhibition of marginal¬ 

ized values corresponding to a truly 

underground culture, would be so 

severely out of context, the audience 

would not be amused or entertained, 

but appalled, horrified and angry. 

The artistic element would go unno¬ 

ticed, the pleasures would not be appre¬ 

ciated. People, although happy to 

witness the rehearsed performance of a 

man impaling 

his bicep with 

a sterile metal 

skewer, would 

generally hot 

appreciate 

watching a 

man, of his 

own free will, 

take off a fin¬ 

ger with a 

cleaver just to 

see if he could 

do it. 

The Queen’s 

population enjoys watching a man lie on 

broken glass or a bed of nails, and get up 

completely unscathed — it’s amazing 

what the human body can put up with. 

To the fetish show-goer, it is even more 

amazing what the human mind can put 

up with, when a volunteer’s entire body 

is covered with four inches of plaster, 

left to set and heat up, then be beaten 

with metal poles, baseball bats and large 

boots, and have the fragments pulled off 

along with clumps of skin and hair. To 

the mainstream freakshow-goer, this 

behaviour is cruel and twisted. To the 

fetish-show goer, it is quality entertain¬ 

ment and, depending on the perfor¬ 

mance, artistic. 

Instead of watching a man light up a 

neon sign of a camel with his bare hand 

or light a torch with the electricity that 

runs through his mouth, I would rather 

watch Dr. Perverto, a Montreal fetish 

performer, perform his torch act. Dr. 

Perverto traces designs onto a woman’s 

bare chest with a burning torch. I like 

the combination of the lines of flame, 

the movement of one arm applying it, 

and the other arm following a short dis¬ 

tance after it clearing the canvas to make 

room for more. The light, the colour, 

the body — all supply the artistic ele¬ 

ments celebrated in quality works of art. 

Quality, artistic... perhaps. Yet unappre¬ 

ciated by any who do not understand 

the culture from which it arises. 

Sword swallowing, pulling bits of 

string from one’s stomach, a man 

squeezing through a tennis racquet... 

impressive? Perhaps, when seen in a cer¬ 

tain context, but in a larger context not 

entirely accurate. “Freakshows” are still 

abundant and “freak” culture is still very 

much alive. Perhaps Zamora the Torture 

King’s circus was a nice piece of recre¬ 

ated history, mirroring, however 

slightly, the freakshows of the past. 

However, by doing so he betrayed his 

own “culture” or perhaps he just took 

the audience into consideration. That 

evening at Alfie’s was certainly enter¬ 

taining, outlandish and sensational, but 

had Alfie’s. been a fetish bar we would 

have seen culture. 

Isabelle Skaburskis 

Artsci '02 
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6:00-9 00 p.m. 

Mondays & Wednesdays 

Practicum June 5 & 12 

10:30-2:30 

Cost: $359.00/44 hour course 

(5% discount if registered before April 23,1999) 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Phone 384-6194 or email sbromstein@bigfoot.com 
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How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

cm your grocery 

bill IN HALF 
Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 

Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

There s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Jos, drop py> and shop for „ee, 

1 We re open Mondays and Thursdays. 4-R n m 
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-orrjtDSf; 

Take courses for credit towards 
a degree at your home university. 

Choose from over courses 
offered on the downtown St. George 

campus. Both day and evening courses 
are available. 

Enjoy full access to U ofT facilities j 

...in Toronto for the Summer? 

International Project 
Management 
a NEW, 12-month post-grad certificate program 

'^I'aStudy for employment in the growing field of 
international development. 
Applied, practical coursework includes skills for 

* conceptualizing, developing and writing international project proposals 
* employing effective cross-cultural communications' skills for working overseas 

* developing an in-depth knowledge of major international funding 
organizations and securing project funding 
managing human and financial resources for overseas HUITlbCr 
international development initiatives C@flD®(°J© 

* employing sustainable development practices 
* managing international project review and evaluation. 
The program includes an 8-week field placement or applied research project 
which may be completed overseas or in North America. For admission, a 
university degree or three-year college diploma is required, and a second 
language or overseas work experience is preferred. 

Contact The Business School ill Humber College 

Woodsworth College | University of Toronto 

119 St. George Street,Toronto, ON M5S IA9 

Photos by 

Sean Richmond 

www.busincss.humberc.on.ca 

Join the University ofToronto 
in the Faculty of Arts and Science 

as a Visiting Student 

Summer Session 1999 
(May 10-August 13) 

Applications will be accepted as space permits. 
For Visiting Student application booklet and summer timetable email: 
info@wdw.utoronto.ca <3> call 416*978*4444 | fax: 416*978*4088 

Course descriptions at; www.library.utoronto.ca/www/arts_and_science/ 

New Show 

CRIME & PUNISHMENT 

20 March - 6 June 

OPENING RECEPTION 20 March 7-9 pm 

PANEL DISCUSSION 21 March 2 pm 

"Expert Witness: Representing the criminal in art" 

Moderator: Jennifer Rudder 

with Jonathan Eeles, Kyo Maclear, Louise Noguchi 

and Jeanne Randolph 

Presented with the assistance of The Canada Council for 

the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council, the London Arts Board 

and the City of Kingston. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
218 Barrie Street. Queen’s University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 
Tel: 613 533-2190 Fax: 613 533-6765 
http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

In Focus goes on the town for... 

St. Patrick's Day 
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Last Ring Dnvs Before ConvosafBQi 
are/ beArj^lvdxLatth&Ccwty 

March 23rd and 24th 
On Tuesday March 23rd and Wednesday March 24th come to the Campus Bookstore 

for the last Jostens Ring Days before Spring Convocation. A representative from iostens 

will be at the Campus Bookstore to help answer all your questions about Jostens 

rings. Jostens rings offer unmatched quality and they provide a full guarantee and insurance 

on all their products. The Campus Bookstore offers Jostens rings in a variety of styles and 

designs. Don't miss your last chance to see the Jostens representative before Convocation 

and find the perfect ring! 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 • 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

We Don't Coll it the MONSTER SALE for Nothing! 
The Campus Bookstore's Biggest Sale of the year, A.K.A. "The Monster Sale" starts Monday March 22nd! 

75% off 
$15 

Selected Knapsacks 

Selected Stationery 

20% off 
Regularly Priced Sportswear 

Assorted T-Shirts 
Sweatshirts 
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Science 
Big picture, big sound 

By Mike Beltzner 

Reading journals, reports and reviews 
in order to stay abreast of the latest 
developments used to be a job reserved 
for academics. In the modern 
Information Age, however, where tech¬ 
nological advances cause computer 
power to be doubled approximately 
every two years, if you want to under¬ 
stand what’s going on in a field like 
home entertainment, you’d better read 
up. Recently, technology has become 
readily available that allows an average 
consumer to put together a home theatre 
with digital picture and sound quality 
that is identical to that used in a real 
movie theatre. The only catch is that 
with new technology hitting the market 
every few months, it can be difficult for 
the “average consumer” to predict what 
standards will be embraced by the indus¬ 
try, and which will go the way of 
BetaMax. 

The pictures 
Fashionable video stores now have 

entire sections dedicated to movies that 
are in “widescreen” format. This refers 
to the width-to-height ratio of the pic¬ 
ture. A standard television broadcast is 
more or less square, using a ratio of 
1-33:1, while movies made with 
Panavision lenses — credit watchers will 
recognize that name — are filmed with a 
wider ratio of 2.35:1 or 1.85:1. 
Watching a widescreen video on a nor¬ 
mal television results in “letterboxing,” 
meaning that two black strips appear at 
the top and bottom of a smaller, rectan¬ 
gular image that appears in a film’s orig¬ 
inal widescreen format. While purists 
insist that the smaller image size is an 
acceptable price to pay for the wider, 
more complete image, letterhoxed 
movies aren’t widely accepted by the 
majority of viewers who don’t like the 
reduced picture size. 

Now, though, television manufactur¬ 
es are beginning to build sets with wider 
screens that will display movies in their 
°tiginal aspect ratios. When displaying 
rcgular television broadcasts, the extra 
width is either left blank or used for 
nienus, preview windows displaying the 
contents of other channels or — with the 
a vent of digital television — an Internet 
towscr. The idea, however, is that tele- 

v,sion broadcasts themselves will shift,to 
a wider format to allow directors more 
reed°m and space. This move is planned 
0 coincide with the shift from standard 

broadcasts to the digital High Definition 
Television (HDTV) format. 

“High definition” refers to a resolu¬ 
tion enhancement in television screens 
and broadcasts. Televisions work by hav¬ 
ing an electron gun fire beams of elec¬ 
trons at a phosphorescent screen and 
lighting up red, green and blue points 
called “pixels.” The electron beam scans 
along horizontal lines from top to bot¬ 
tom. By increasing the number of scan 
lines a television has, the resolution can 
be increased. The HDTV format features 
1440 scan lines as opposed to the 300 
lines that television sets currently have, 
and will be displayed at a higher refresh 
rate, delivering a sharper, clearer image. 

The new Sony Wega is the first HDTV 
to be commercially available, and is 
widescreen as well. Although television 
is still only broadcast in 300 scan line 
resolution, Wega owners will still see an 
improvement. Sony has invented a 
process using embedded computer 
graphics processors to artificially extrap¬ 
olate additional scan lines for standard 
television broadcasts. 

Toshiba has also released a widescreen 
HDTV and other manufacturers are 
expected to follow suit. However, if 
you’re looking to buy a television in the 
near future (hellooooo, graduates!), you 
should probably steer clear of the 
HDTV/widescreen market for now. 
Industry standards are still being set, and 
there is always the risk of getting caught 
with a piece of equipment which is top 
of the line and obsolete, all at once. 

The sound 
Historically ignored by home enter¬ 

tainment manufacturers, the field of 
audio reproduction has advanced in 
leaps and bounds in the past decade. 
Good movies are visually appealing, but 
great movies make good use of sound. 
There’s a difference between hearing 
Godzilla’s footsteps plod through New 
York City and feeling them actually shake 
the room. Being able to hear objects whiz 
past your head while seeing the image on 
the screen heightens any film experience. 

Sound is recorded in separate “chan¬ 
nels,” with a larger number of channels 
providing for more dynamic and con¬ 
trollable sound field. Mono refers to a 
single channel of sound, meaning that 
the same sounds come out of all speakers 
at the same intensities. Today, however, 
rhe only things that exist in mono are old 
movies and AM radio. Mono was pro¬ 
nounced dead more than two decades 

ago, when the stereo revolution came 
about. Stereo allowed for two discrete 
channels of sound, normally assigned as 
left and right. While this doesn’t seem all 
that exciting now, this revolution 
brought with it an army of foley artists 
(credit fanatics will also recognize that 
name — these are the people who create 
the audio effects used in a film) and 
sound producers who exploited stereo to 
create more realistic sound effects. 

The late eighties and early nineties 
saw Dolby Laboratories, who had 
already made a name for themselves with 
noise reduction standards and film audio 
recording techniques, take the reins of 
the entertainment audio technology 
horse with their creation of Dolby 
Surround. The Dolby Surround system 
produced four channels of sound: left, 
right, centre and surround. The center 
channel was to be primarily used for 
voice audio, and the surround channel 
was for background noises and music. 
Stereo effects from the left and right 
channels would localize sounds that 
related to action on the screen. 

The digital convergence — which 
refers to the trend to make all electronic 
devices based on discrete digital informa¬ 
tion instead of the less clear, continuous, 
analog information — and the desire for 
more control over the localization of 
sound inspired the creation of the latest 
audio reproduction technology, Dolby 
Digital. Also known as Dolby 5.1 or 
Dolby AC-3, this format features five 
audio channels (left, centre, right, rear 
left and rear right) plus a seperate chan¬ 
nel solely for a “bass effect speaker” 
(subwoofer) which make up the 5.1 
channels. Unlike Dolby Surround, the 
5.1 channels are discrete, meaning that 
seperate audio information goes to each 
of the speakers. Further, the sound infor¬ 
mation is digital instead of analog, which 
yeilds a sound quality difference analo¬ 
gous to the difference between an audio 
cassette and a CD player. 

Part 2 will appear next 
week, featuring the 
latest technological 
developments in audio 
and video reproduction, 
as well as the new 
digital media. 

the world and beyond 

The Moon’s just a 
chip off the old block 

The Moon, one theory says, formed 
at the same time as the Earth from a 
cloud of rock and dust. Another theory 
supposes that the Moon was wander¬ 
ing around space when it was snagged 
by Earth's gravity and pulled into orbit. 
But it’s a third theory of the Moon's ori¬ 
gins that gained support this week 
thanks to scientists analysing data 
from NASA's Lunar Prospector. That 
theory postulates that a body the size 
of Mars struck the Earth early in its for¬ 
mation and that the Moon formed from 
debris torn off the Earth in that colli¬ 
sion. The data from the space craft 
revealed that the core of the Moon con¬ 
tains less than four per cent of its mass. 
If the Earth and Moon had formed 
together, the Moon’s core would be 
similar in proportion to that of the 
Earth. The Earth's core contains 
approximately 30 per cent of its mass. 
The explaination put forth by the NASA 
scientists is that interplanetary collision 
occured after the Earth's core had 
formed and that the Moon formed from 
the relatively iron-poor material of 
Earth’s outer shell. 

Glowing octopus? 
Run for your lives! 
An article earlier this year in The 

Queen's Journal Science section 
explored how animals create light. 
Now another bioluminescent creature 
has been found, but it's certainly no 
mere firefly. The discovery in the Gulf of 
Maine of a deep-sea octopus whose 
suckers produce a bright blue light has 
caused such a stir that it appeared on 
the recent covers of both Nature and 
Science News. Although biolumines¬ 
cence among other cephalopods - 
squids and cuttlefish - is quite com¬ 
mon, only two other species of octopus 
that produce light have been identified. 
A study of the anatomy of the octopus' 
suckers showed that many of the mus¬ 
cle cells had evolved into light-produc¬ 
ing cells. 

Solid? Liquid? Both? 
In general terms, a liquid is a sub¬ 

stance whose molecules are disor¬ 
dered and a solid is one whose 
molecules are arranged in an orderly 
pattern. But what happens when a liq¬ 
uid comes in contact with a solid? 
According to physicists at North¬ 
western University, something very 
strange indeed. The researchers 
reflected high intensity X-rays off a thin 
layer of a liquid called TEHOS spread 
on a flat silicon surface and observed 
the resulting interference patterns. A 
liquid would produce no pattern at all, 
just a slightly wavy line. A solid would 
produce sharp spikes corresponding 
to its regular molecular structure. The 
layers of TEHOS in contact with the sil¬ 
icon produced broad humps, indicat¬ 
ing that the molecules were in an 
intermediate physical state, neither 
solid nor liquid. It is hoped that the find¬ 

ings will aid in the development of 
lubricants and thin film coatings. 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

notice 
As per section 9.01.08 of the AMS Constitution, this advertisement c°"ftituff* duf"°tlce of 

a lack of quorum at the AMS Society Annual General Meeting of March lb, 1 y 

Should any members of the Society disagree with any decision made at the meeting, they 

may present a petititon of one hundred signatures by March 30 asking for a replacement 

Society Special General Meeting. 

Questions, comments, concerns should be made to the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs. 

NIW HIKING... 
AMS iUHCIAL CIMMITm: 
Chair 

Alternate Chair 

Committee Members (3) 

Clerk 

AMS PRISECUHRS IFFICE 
Chief Prosecutor 

Deputy Prosecutors (2) 

Applications due March 29th 

See AMS Internal Affairs for info 

Features 
March 15 — 19 is Anti-discrimination Week 

The endless struggle 
to free Tibet 

By Alison Chan 

March 10 was the 40th 
anniversary of the Tibetan 

national uprising population of 

Tibetans: 7.5 million exiles; 6 million in 

Tibet. 

To date, 1.2 million Tibetans have 

died as a result of Chinese occupation. 

It has been 40 years since the Dalai 

Lama began his exile. During that time, 

Tibetans and their supporters across the 

world have been pushing for the auton¬ 

omy of Tibet from Chinese rule. Despite 

international pressure, and the well- 

known, documented evidence of human 

rights abuses, the Chinese remain 

unmoved. China has consistently main¬ 

tained that Tibet rightfully became part 

of its territory in the 13th century. Most 

members of the United Nations, how¬ 

ever, (excluding the communist block) 

accept that Tibet was an independent 

state from 1913 to China’s 1949 

invasion. 

China’s direct involvement in Tibet 

began soon after the People’s Republic of 

China was established. In 1949, the 

People’s Liberation Army began inva¬ 

sions into Tibet with the aim of ‘liberat¬ 

ing’ Tibetans from ‘imperialist forces’ 

and from what they described as oppres¬ 

sive ‘feudalism.’ On September 9, 1951, 

3,000 Chinese troops marched into the 

capital, Lhasa. By 1954, there were 

222,000 members of the People’s 

Liberation Army (PLA) stationed in 

Tibet. At first, the Chinese controlled 

their use of force in an attempt to con¬ 

vince the people to cooperate. However, 

as protests mounted and revolts became 

more violent, the PLA resorted to physi¬ 

cal coercion. They began bombing and 

pillaging monasteries in Eastern Tibet, 

arresting nobles, senior monks and guer¬ 

rilla leaders, and publicly torturing and 

executing them to discourage resistance. 

In 1966 only 550 monasteries 
still existed out of 2,700 that 

were in existence in 1959. 
By the end of the Cultural 

Revolution, only eight 
remained standing. 

During the final unsuccessful revolt in 

March of 1959, more than 87,000 

Tibetans (by China’s count) were killed. 

It was at this moment that the Dalai 

Lama finally left the country and escaped 

to India. In April of that year, His 

Holiness made the famous statement 

known as the Tezpur Statement in which 

he repudiated the 17 Point Agreement 

signed “under duress” in May 1951 in 

Beijing. In essence, the Agreement placed 

Tibet under Chinese jurisdiction. 
A scene from the Tibetan Freedom Concert held in Washington, D.C. last June. 
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Approximate Tibetan 

POPULATION WORLD-WIDE 

Tibet: 6.1 million 
South India: 30,000 
Central India: 8,000 
Uttar Pradesh: 6,500 

Himachal Pradesh: 21,000 
North-east India: 8,000 

West Bengal and Sikkim: 14,300 
Ladakh: 5,600 
Nepal: 20,000 
Bhutan: 1,500 

United States: 3,000 
Canada: 560 

Switzerland: 2,000 
Australia and New Zealand: 120 

Japan: 40 
Scandinavia: 90 

Since the beginning of Chinese rule, 

the eradication of Tibetan Buddhism has 

been a major goal of the authorities. 

Because Buddhism is inseparable from 

political and cultural spheres in Tibet — 

the highest religious leaders are often 

also political officials — the Chinese sys¬ 

tematically target monasteries and 

monastics. According to Buchung 

Tsering, a former vice-chairman of the 

Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) gov¬ 

ernment, in 1966 only 550 monasteries 

still existed out of 2,700 that were in 

existence in 1959. By the end of the 

Cultural Revolution, only eight remained 

standing. Thousands of Buddhist nuns 

and monks have been arrested, tortured, 

or killed for resisting the authorities. Just 

this month, officials launched a three 

year campaign to aggressively promote 

atheism in the country and decrease the 

Dalai Lama’s influence on Tibetans. The 

campaign also aims to eradicate the tra¬ 

ditional relationship of the people with 

their lamas (religious teachers). Despite 

evidence to the contrary, the Chinese 

government still claims to be protecting 

the religious freedom of all its citizens. 

Continued on page 24 

The hidden face of health 
By Natasha Poushinsky 

What health issue affects more 

Canadians every year than all other 

health problems combined (including 

cancer and heart disease)? 

Mental health problems, an answer 

that may surprise you. They are the second leading 
cause of general hospital admis¬ 

sions among people aged 20 to 

*14. Prevalence of mental health prob¬ 

lems ranges from 1 in 3 to 1 in 5 people 

depending on the definitions used. 

Why, then, are there still so many 

mVths about conditions like schizophre- 

n,a and depression? Still more impor- 

tantly, how are these misconceptions 

a‘fecting people with mental health 
issues? 

The greatest barrier to people with 

Cental health problems is societal atti¬ 

tudes. We all have them to some degree 

?r another, whether they are based on 

p.ar> misconceptions or ignorance. 

ich6 or not, we fear what we don’t 

n°w or understand. As reported in a 

recent article in the Canadian Psychiatric 

Association, the present attitudes 

towards people with mental health issues 

is comparable to past attitudes towards 

people with cancer. 

Until very recently, mental 
health was only referred to 

in the media when in 
conjunction with criminal 
and/or violent behaviour. 

“Integration” is the catch word used 

in conjunction with people with disabili¬ 

ties. In some ways, society is much fur¬ 

ther along in integration of people with 

physical disabilities than it is with people 

with mental health problems. Looking at 

Queen’s campus and its wheelchair 

accessibility gives a good idea to what 

extent society is analogously “accessible” 

to a person with mental health problems. 

As Jackie Shannon, the president of the 

National Alliance for the Mentally Ill, 

stated in her address to the United States 

commission on civil rights in 1998, 

“many people with severe mental ill¬ 

nesses overcome the most debilitating 

symptoms of their illnesses only to dis¬ 

cover that doors to employment and 

other aspects of life in the community 

are barred to them because of attitudinal 

barriers and unjustified fears of mental 

illnesses.” 

As DEFINED BY the Canadian Mental 

Health Association, a mental health con¬ 

sumer is “a person who has experienced 

significant mental health problems and 

has used the resources of the mental 

health system.” Mental health consumers 

encounter trouble getting 1 housing, 

employment and insurance policies; all 

things that society takes for granted. 

Consequently, people frequently avoid 

seeking treatment partly because of their 

fear of being stigmatized. Their cautious¬ 

ness in seeking treatment may also be a 

result of disillusionment with the system 

because of past treatment. Obtaining a 

diagnosis is important in that the con¬ 

sumer then receives access to govern¬ 

mental services. At the same time, 

however, the public stigma attached to 

the diagnosis may well socially disadvan¬ 

tage them. 

Part of the major problems involved 

in integration are the perceptions associ¬ 

ated with mental health consumers. Until 

very recently, mental health was only 

referred to in the media when in con¬ 

junction with criminal and/or violent 

behaviour. The reality is that violent 

crimes are no more common among the 

mental health consumer population than 

they are among the general population. 

Additionally, when the de-institutional¬ 

ization movement began in the 1960s, 

people were being taken out of psychi¬ 

atric hospitals, but without the commu¬ 

nity infrastructure in place to provide 

them with adequate levels of support. It’s 

Continued on next page 

Features Correction: 

In the last Features section, the applica¬ 

tion due date for Camp Outlook volun¬ 

teers was incorrectly listed. Applications 

are still available for all interested in the 

Camp Outlook office in the JDUC. 
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Continued from last page 

not surprising that integration was laden with prob¬ 

lems. This experience significantly contributed to soci¬ 

ety’s general fear and misconceptions about mental 

health consumers and, consequently, can partly explain 

the backlash in response to the present ministry of 

health’s decision to close psychiatric beds. 

Because of public pressure, the hospital restructuring 

commission has recommended the government put a 

moratorium on closing psychiatric beds until there is 

sufficient community support in place for recently 

released patients of these hospitals. As well, part of this 

support is the necessary education of community mem¬ 

bers, service care providers and mental health con¬ 

sumers and their families about mental health issues. 

These include the available services, support groups, 

and objectives of de-institutionalization. 

The present attitudes towards 
people with mental health issues 
is comparable to past attitudes 

towards people with cancer. 

— Canadian Psychiatric Association 

There has been a lot of public outcry about the 

recent provincial psychiatric hospital closures, but I’d 

like to offer another viewpoint on these hospitals. 

“Chris," a person with schizophrenia, spent 14 years in 

a psychiatric hospital. He was told by more than one 

doctor from this hospital that he would not ever be a 

functional or productive member of society. He not 

only left the hospital, but lived independently in his 

own apartment and developed a peer support network 

for other people with schizophrenia. On top of this, he 

acted as a consultant for various planning aspects of 

mental health services. There was such an incredible 

demand for the peer support network that he became 

overwhelmed, moving to a new community and living 

on the street for the better part of a year. But Chris is 

now living in housing that provides access to 24-hour 

support and has started to re-establish himself in terms 

of being an active participant in community mental 

health planning. 

Chris is not an isolated case. He is representative of 

many of the stories that are now coming to light as 

Graphic by Janice Chan 

more and more people with mental health problems are 

becoming, or attempting to become, integrated into the 

community. 

This situation illustrates two important points about 

people with mental health problems. As both the gen¬ 

eral population and service providers are becoming 

more educated about different mental health issues, the 

once hidden, but very real discrimination towards 

patients of psychiatric hospitals is coming to light and 

myths about the impossibilities of integration are being 

slowly deconstructed. However, Chris’ story also 

demonstrates how we’ve underestimated how much 

informal mental health support is worth. These groups 

are not only economical but establish trust relationships 

that may never be achieved with traditional service 

providers. They will actually go into the hospital and 

initiate the link with the mental health consumer so 

that there is a support network already in place when 

the person leaves the hospital setting. 

Under the law of most jurisdictions, no one (incluH 

ing family, doctors, or police) can legally impose a‘ 

ment on anyone, unless the person in question i 

perceived as in “imminent danger” to themselves 0 

others. There is now a move afoot to modify li/ 

Mental Health Act to include community treatment 

orders. Treatment orders could require mandatory 

treatment for people who may be in danger at some¬ 

time to themselves or others and/or who would benefit 

from treatment. These treatment orders could imp0Se 

significant lifestyle changes for consumers. This is a 

major shift from past practices because the focus is no 

longer on imminent danger, but much more broadly 

defined. In fact, a private member’s bill for just such a 

condition was recently defeated. Instead, the govern¬ 

ment is holding community consultations about the 

current mental health act to determine potential 

amendments to the legislation. 

With the changes in psychiatric hospitals and clo¬ 

sures, a comprehensive assessment is being done. The 

assessment is performed on current patients in psychi¬ 

atric hospitals which are either closing or realigning 

services. The findings will be used to identify best prac¬ 

tices of services/support that meet the needs. Best prac¬ 

tices provides research evidence of service models 

which demonstrate positive client outcomes. As well, 

the provincial government has just released a policy 

framework based on reinvestment into these best prac¬ 

tices, that has gone out for public consultation. 

These changes bode well for the future of mental 

health services, provided that both the energy and 

money remain committed to them. But, of all these ser¬ 

vices, perhaps the most important will be that of public 

education. Recognition of the fact that the statistics tes¬ 

tify to the fact that all of us will know at least one 

friend or family member who experiences some kind of 

mental health issue, and that these issues can be over¬ 

come with the right attitudes, services, and support net¬ 

works. I think the most important thing to take away 

from this article is Chris’ experience, and that it is not 

unique or outstanding. He is a prime example of how 

important it is to recognize the inadequacies both of 

our present system and how we, as a society, approach 

mental health issues. Fair and appropriate decisions 

must be made that will allow everyone the opportunity 

to live a life where their individual rights are respected, 

and their chances are equal to those of anyone else. 
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Peddling through 
A pre-Spring primer on 
campus cycling issues 

By Rebecca Spaulding 

WITH THE FIRST HINT OF 

spring, hundreds of 

bicycles migrate back 

on to campus. So do the peren¬ 

nial frustrations around bicycle 

parking at Queen’s. To many 

cyclists, there never seem to be 

enough bike racks, and when 

there are some, they may not be 

near the desired building 

entrance or are of a type that will 

not accommodate the current 

bicycle design. 

Queen’s Parking 
Services impounds 

more than 300 
bicycles annually. 

Added to these inconve¬ 

niences is the enforcement of the 

campus bicycle regulations. 

Bicycle stands and racks are the 

only locations where bikes can be 

legally parked. They cannot be 

parked on or against access 

ramps, emergency phone posts, 

any stairs, handrailings, doors, 

trees, shrubs, sign posts, parking 

meters or any other object not 

designed or intended for bicycle 

parking. Bikes are also not 

allowed inside buildings. Bicycles 

parked improperly run the risk 

of being impounded. 

Although common sense 

might suggest that an access 

ramp railing is not a place to lock 

a bike, someone running late for 

class might make it their parking 

spot. Later, they may discover 

that a campus parking official 

has snipped their bike for illegal 

parking. Retrieving an 

impounded bicycle costs $10 

plus $1 per day storage fee, and 

Parking Services does not cover 

the replacement cost for the lock 

they have cut. 

P hysical Plant Services’ 

Parking Services sympathises 

with cyclists’ concerns and is 

attempting to do something 

about them. 

The addition of new bicycle 

stands is now included in the 

design considerations of all new 

building construction and reno¬ 

vations and is also part of the 

matching fund program in the 

current Capital Campaign 

fundraising initiative. The older 

style racks are gradually being 

replaced by the University stan¬ 

dard loop type bike stands. 

The loop bike style rack 

accommodates all bicycle designs 

and is now the standard installed 

at Queen’s. 

The current number of racks 

can accommodate hundreds of 

bikes at one time; however, 

many remain empty while others 

are overloaded. Finding a conve¬ 

rgent bike stand is therefore an 

ongoing challenge. One of the 

most popular spots is the front 

dtrance of the Phys. Ed. Centre 

and is an example of an area with 

no room for additional racks. 

A short walk takes a biker to 

the frequently empty stands on 

the West side of the JDUC. Some 

of the best bike parking on cam¬ 

pus is not in obvious locations. 

For instance, the racks on the 

West side of Humphrey Hall are 

located under an overhang which 

offers excellent protection from 

the weather. 

Like motorists, cyclists don’t 

like to have to walk any further 

then they have to. Portability is 

one of the advantages of a bike, 

making it possible to park cen¬ 

timetres away from a destina¬ 

tion. That means that bike racks 

not located by main entrances 

are often empty while the closer 

ones are over full to the point 

where bikes are parked illegally. 

Frequently without warning, 

improperly parked bicycles are 

impounded. 

Queen’s Parking Services 

impounds more than 300 bicy¬ 

cles annually. Bicycle parking is 

permitted only in areas desig¬ 

nated by stands/racks, that specif¬ 

ically provide for storing bicycles 

and/or the presence of signs 

identifying an area as a bicycle 

parking area. 

Keeping the campus accessible 

and safe were key issues behind 

the Queen’s bike rules. The 

University’s bike regulations 

came out of concerns around 

campus accessibility, and- health 

and safety issues. About 10 years 

ago, a committee of students, 

staff and faculty was formed to 

develop bicycle regulations for 

Queen’s. Campus bicycle park¬ 

ing rules are outlined in the 

Queen’s Parking Regulations 

which can be obtained free of 

charge, through Parking Services, 

in Physical Plant Services on the 

Second Floor of the Rideau 

Building. These regulations will 

also appear soon on the Physical 

Plant Services’ web page sched¬ 

uled to be on-line this Spring. 

The Queen’s Grounds crew 

responded to the February thaw 

by clearing snow built up around 

bicycle racks to encourage 

cyclists to lock-up to racks rather 

then vulnerable trees. 

Parking Services is now more 

active in impounding bicycles 

locked to trees. Three separate 

arbor studies indicate that bicy¬ 

cles parked against campus trees 

and tree guards are causing sig¬ 

nificant damage and contributing 

to their decline. The current ill 

health of many trees is linked to 

bicycle damage done approxi¬ 

mately 15 years ago. Queen’s lost 

121 trees during the 1998 ice 

storm and another 560 trees are 

in decline due to storm damage. 

Bicycles parked against trees 

adds additional strain on already 

stressed trees. 

Queen’s welcomes cyclists to 

the campus and recognizes that 

bicycles are an important mode 

of transportation for many. 

Knowing and cooperating with 

the rules of road and bicycle 

parking regulations will make for 

a happier cycling season for all. 

Rebecca Spaulding, Waste/ 

Information Coordinator. Physical 

Plant Services, is also earless and relies 

on her bike to get around. 
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NO 
EXPERIENCE? 

NO PROBLEM! 

The Journal still needs 
applications for its 1999-2000 

editorial board and business staff. 

Call 533-2800 and ask for Sarah or Stefan for more information. 

The theme is your choice — anything! 
Prizes to be won! 

Drop off your pictures to The Queen's Journal 
(272 Earl St.) with your name, faculty, year and 

phone number. 
Deadline: March 19, 1999 

For more info call Alex or James at 533-2800 

Hev '99s! 
Have you applied for the STAR 
“Excellence in Leadership” Award? 

I- 

J I List the activities in which you participated during your time at Queen’s (if necessary, please attach an 
■ additional paRe):___ 

l Which of the above activities did you find the most rewarding, and why? 

This scholarship is awarded annually to 
two graduating students who have made a 
significant contribution to Queen's through 
their extracurricular involvement. 

J. yo.r opinion. »liai ihe qualilic, of. ^ppd leafa? How Jo „„ exemplify ihest mils? 

Each award is worth $400.00 and to 
apply, all you have to do is fill out this 
application form, drop it off to the address 
at the bottom of the form, and keep your 
fingers crossed. 

Questions? Call Laurie McMann, STAR 
Commissioner, at 533-6000, ext. 77520. 
Good luck! 

Please drop off the completed form to: 

I_ 

Student Team on Alumni Relations (STAR) 

Summerhill, front desk 

“8b, Thwlogicat Hall) 

Friday. March 19. 1999 
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ifs a Keeper! 
art II of Tampon alternatives 

UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL HEALTH 

By Hannah Varto 

External Educator at the SHRC 

WHAT’S A KEEPER? This is 

one of the most com¬ 

mon questions asked at 

rhe Sexual Health Resource 

Centre. My personal answer is 

that it is the best thing ever 

invented for women. 

Anyone who’s squeamish about 

talking about menstruation 

should stop reading. The Keeper 

is a reusable menstrual cup. It is 

made of a non-porous gum rub¬ 

ber that significantly decreases 

the risk of toxic shock syndrome 

(TSS) and pelvic inflammatory 

disease (PID). This is because the 

cup is non-absorptive, which 

makes fewer places where 

bacteria can grow. This is just 

one of the many benefits that the 

Keeper offers women. 

Just like the first time a 

woman tries tampons, the 

Keeper takes some practice 

putting in and taking it out, but 

once she knows how it’s sup¬ 

posed to fit, it’s easy. Another 

advantage of the Keeper is that it 

doesn’t need to be emptied (or 

changed in the case of tampons) 

every four to six hours: It can be 

worn safely for 12-24 hours 

because it is large enough to col¬ 

lect about 1.5 tablespoons of 

blood. Most women only bleed 

approximately 2 tablespoons 

through their entire period 

anyway. 

This last fact may seem some¬ 

what dubious, but that’s because 

tampons and pads become satu¬ 

rated with fluids and diffuse 

throughout the product thus 

making the amount of blood 

look enormous. Some women 

find it fascinating to see exactly 

what and how much is being 

expelled from their own bodies. 

The best part about a Keeper 

is probably that you never have 

to worry about leaking as long as 

it’s in properly. You can pee and 

have a bowel movement without 

having to empty it — something 

that always should be done with 

a tampon. It’s so great to go to a 

party and not have to worry 

about there being a garbage can 

in the bathroom or worry about 

pets getting into your sanitary 

napkins in front of your part¬ 

ner’s parents! Because the 

Keeper is reusable you never 

have any garbage — an environ¬ 

mental plus — and you never 

have to worry about remember¬ 

ing to bring “something” with 

you when you go out. Also, you 

can go swimming with it in and 

not worry about rushing to find a 

bathroom because your tampon 

is soaking wet. 

If you’re still reading you’re 

most likely curious as to how to 

clean the Keeper properly. It’s so 

simple! Every time you remove it 

and empty it you just rinse it off 

in the sink or shower (if you’re in 

a public bathroom you can just 

wipe it with toilet paper). Then 

put it back in. Between periods it 

is recommended that you soak 

the Keeper in diluted vinegar for 

about 15 minutes just to keep it 

clean and fresh. 

I’m promoting the Keeper 

because I personally can’t get 

over how great it is, but also I 

have testimony from many 

friends and other volunteers at 

the SHRC. This is not to say that 

some people just don’t like it or 

can’t figure it out — it’s the same, 

with tampons/pads, and it’s not 

for everyone. If you’re interested 

in purchasing a Keeper they are 

sold at cost at the Sexual Health 

Resource Centre for S40. This 

may sound like a lot of money 

but the Keeper lasts for 10 years! 

It’s a huge savings when you con¬ 

sider how much money you 

spend in just one year with dis¬ 

posable products. 

What if you don’t like the 

Keeper? The great thing about 

purchasing a Keeper from the 

Sexual Health Resource Centre 

is that they have a three month 

full refund policy. You have three 

months to try the Keeper and if 

you want to return it there’s no 

problem and we’ll give you your 

$40 back. For all of you who 

think that’s disgusting — we do 

not resell used Keepers, we send 

them back to the company (Eco- 

Logique) where they are melted 

down and used in other plastic 

materials. 

Unifying Body & Mind 
The rise of Jesse Ventura 

Rebate. Rebate. Rebate. 

Right now, you can take advantage of a $50.00 airtime credit 

when you buy our dual mode PCS Sony phone. Combine this 

saving with any of our affordable plans including our unlimited local 

evening and weekend option and you're all set to go wireless. 

This offer is valid from Feb 1 to March 31’. Pick one up at your 

campus bookstore or reach us at www.clearnet.com/student 

or 1-888-248-5968. The future is friendly. 

by ”yCrQ 

cIean\!ETA 
pcs~ • 

Lucent Technologies 
Bell Labs Innovations 

If you are interested in the Keeper (an 

alternative menstrual product) call or 

drop by the Sexual Health Resource 

Centre located in the Grey House 
beside Vic. Hall — S33-2959 and talk 

to a friendly volunteer. 

By Malcolm Levy 

“Win if you can, lose if you 

must, but always, 

always cheat. ” 

—Jesse ‘The Mind’ Ventura 

(Slate. November S,1998.) 

IT’S been a long time coming, 

but now it seems that good old 

wrastlin’, and all that it stands 

for, is finally attaining the inter¬ 

national clout it properly 

deserves. 

The explosion of support and 

excitement over Jesse Ventura’s 

victory has come from the very 

heart of America: those who 

never vote in elections. Many 

‘intellectuals’ have quickly 

labeled this election victory as a 

case of the masses swerved in a 

misled direction. These argu¬ 

ments, using the logic that inno¬ 

cent civilians felt inclined to cast 

a vote for Ventura as a flip-off to 

the other parties, just doesn’t 

hold true. Voter turnout in 

Minnesota was massive, and in 

most cases voter registration 

lines were longer than the polls. 

‘Experts’ claimed that ‘The 

Mind’ was running without any 

concrete stance on any of the 

issues. This analysis of the situa¬ 

tion is based purely on some sort 

of preconceived notion of what 

makes an issue. As opposed to 

rambling on ambiguously about 

what he was prepared to do 

about the good ol’ deficit, 

Ventura actually discussed issues 

which voters seemed to relate to. 

I guess that supporting the 

decriminalization of drugs isn’t a 

‘serious’ issue in these days and 

times. 

The Governor also says that 

Minnesota should consider new 

approaches to dealing with pros¬ 

titution, including the possibility 

of legalizing it in red-light dis¬ 

tricts. Again, it seems that deal¬ 

ing with the world’s oldest 

profession is again seen as irrele¬ 

vant. These issues seem to hit 

home with a wide spectrum of 

Minnesotans, who were able to 

see beyond the bullshit of the 

Elephants and Donkeys, and 

actually vote for an independent. 

It finally appears that some¬ 

one has undermined the whole 

‘What did you do in die Sixties?’ 

bullshit which has become 

synonymous with stupid-ass. 

irrelevant smear campaigns in a 

number of elections- in the past 

few years. Maybe it’s time that: 

these two political animals start 

looking at the issues that the 

people are actually interested in? 

During his years as a wresder 

and commentator in the WWF, 

Ventura was able to see what 

interested and entertained the 

American public. There is no 

doubt that he is bringing a 

straight-up approach into poli¬ 

tics. During the final debate 

between Ventura and his two 

opponents, he was faced with a 

question to which he had no 

answer. Instead of spewing the 

usual ambiguities in an attempt 

to dance around the point, 

Ventura simply answered ‘I don’t 

know.’ Maybe it’s time more 

wresders got into politics, or. 

more politicians got into 

wrestling.... 

Malcolm Levy is The Journal's 

Montreal correspondent. 
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What can you do to help? 
• Write protest letters to government officials (PRC, 

Canada), the media 
• Circulate petitions about Tibet and Tibetans 
• Boycott products made in China; educate the local 

store owners about boycotting them 
• Write articles for local media 
• Make posters and flyers and distribute them 
• Talk to everyone you know about Tibet's situation 
• Join OPIRG Free Tibet (549-0066), or start your own 

support group 

PU 
66,000 attended the Tibetan Freedom Concert ftb.uuu acienucu cut -- a;. 
concert in history, second to '985 s Live Aid. 

Continued from page 19 

Since 1949, human rights abuses on 

the part of the Chinese authorities have 

been regular occurrences in Tibet. 

Despite the signing of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

the Chinese government continues to 

repress freedom of speech, religion and 

press in China and Tibet. And since 

China’s 1988 signing of the United 

Nations Convention Against Torture and 

Other Cruel or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment (CAT), 60 people have 

reportedly died from torture while in 

detainment. Suicides under duress and 

deaths of pro-independence demonstra¬ 

tors number in the dozens. The World 

Tibet News Network reports that arbi¬ 

trary arrest, imprisonment and torture 

have actually increased in Tibet in 1998. 

Most at risk are political prisoners, many 

of whom die while imprisoned or shortly 

after release. Most of the prisoners are 

tortured. 

A report by the Tibetan Centre for 

Human Rights and Democracy describes 

a number of torture techniques, “includ¬ 

ing use of electric shocks, aerial suspen¬ 

sion, sexual assault and attacks by 

ferocious dogs. Over the years, testi¬ 

monies have indicated that techniques 

have become more sophisticated. The 

infliction of internal injuries tactfully 

cover up visible signs of torture. Other 

results [include] mental anguish, perma¬ 

nent disablement and death.” 

The Chinese government’s 
eugenics project has 

targeted Tibetans since the 
late eighties, with the 

intention of severely limiting 
the population. 

In addition to being physically abused 

or tortured, many women are also forced 

to undergo abortions or sterilization as 

part of routine policy. Tibetans, as a 

national minority, are considered by 

China to be ‘racially inferior’ to Chinese. 

The government’s eugenics project has 

targeted Tibetans since the late eighties, 

with the intention of severely limiting 

the population. 

Although China’s ‘one child’ policy 

does not officially apply to Tibet (its 

population is too small to qualify), it is 

enforced anyway. The Chinese have pro- 
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For More Information on Tibet and 
what you can dot 

OPIRG Free Tibet can be found in 
the Earth Centre, JDUC. Please 
call 549-0066 for more info. 
www.tibet.org — 
Tibet Online Resource Gathering 
www.tibet.com — 

The Government of Tibet in Exile 
www.milarepa.org — 
The Milarepa Fund 
www.tibet.org/SFT/ — 

Students for a Free Tibet 
www.tibet.ca — 

Canada Tibet Committee 
See especially: 
http://kafka.uvic.ca/~vipirg/SISISIH 
nks/Canada.html 
for letter-writing addresses and 
action tips. 

My Land and My People — First 
autobiography of His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama 
Freedom in Exile — Second auto¬ 
biography of His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama 
In Exile from the Land of Snows — 
John Avedon 
Tears of Blood — Mary Craig 
Tibet: Environment and 
Development Issues 1992 — DIIR 
Tibet: Its History, Religion and 
People — Thubten Jigme Norbu & 
Colin Turnbull 

moted birth control in the country since 

the early 1980s by imposing a punitive 

family planning program reportedly 

including abortions, sterilizations and 

infanticide. 

The Tibet Support Group reports: 

For urban women, there are strong 

incentives to have only one child, and to 

then abort any others or get sterilised. 

Women who comply receive bonuses 

which include an initial payment of 50 

yuan followed by five yuan every month. 

Other incentives include priority for 

goods, job promotions and free medical 

treatment for the child until they are 18. 

Job penalties apply to uncooperative 

women. Given these alternatives, women 

appear to have little choice about 

abortion. 

The TSG also comments that 

although abortions and surgical contra¬ 

ceptives are not legally required, the use 

of fines and punishments pressure 

women to accept them: Mobile units 

have been sent to operate in rural areas 

since 1986. In one reported instance, a 

birth control tent was set up near a 

monastery in Amdo province; women 

who refused to participate were forcibly 

sterilized. 

As an adjunct to population control, 

Chinese authorities have encouraged the 

large-scale immigration of ethnic 

Chinese into the TAR. As a result, 

Tibetans have become a minority in their 

own country. Only in the TAR (which 

consists of only one province out of 

Tibet’s original four, the rest have been The Dalai Lama is now 64. Three 

renamed as Chinese provinces) do quarters of his life have been dedicated 

Tibetans outnumber Chinese. Even here, to rectifying his people’s situation, but 

there are 2.2 million Tibetans and one with little response from Chinese author- 

million Chinese. ities. Although he has always stood for a 

The large numbers of Chinese immi- peaceful process of negotiation, and 

grants into Lhasa since 1992 seems to be believes that his moderate stance will 

linked to the economic reform program ultimately result in autonomy, it seems as 

initiated by Deng Xiaoping. Profit incen- if a growing number of his people are 

tives including subsidies — encour- losing patience with the Chinese, 

aged many to resettle on Tibetan land. Frustrated with the Chinese govern- 

According to Tibet Support Group UK, ment’s recalcitrance, Tibetans may even- 

The incentives for Chinese immigrants tually turn to violence as the onl) 

include altitude allowance, remoteness effective means of protest. Passivity 15 

bonus, tax concessions, leniency on work looking less and less attractive to a pe°‘ 

permits, fewer hours, longer holidays pie who have waited half a century M) 

and greater market opportunities than in vain. As Tibet’s spiritual leader, the Dalai 

China. Professional and official wages Lama has a crucial centralizing role. His 

are the highest in China and include over Holiness is both leader of the Tibetan 
JO per cent bonuses.” From 1992 community and a beacon of their hopes 

onwards, Chinese have been encouraged for freedom. Will his death open the way 

to move into agricultural areas to access for a divided community and jeopardize 

farm land and rich mining opportunities, the fragile gains made over 50 years- K 

appears even more imperative to ac neve 
ACCORDING to A STUDY by the Tibet’s autonomy during his lifetime. 
Unrepresented Nations and Peoples _-_ 

col“l|0n’ ™et's s‘tuati°n qualifies as Sources: World Tibet Network News 

^COnCludeS-'^atif (online), January 1999: World Tib‘ 

l"l IfHRf 'T;Sration int0 Network News (online), /«**»*. 

colonization “ rbaKd- thc process of I999: Tibetan Centre for Human B 

oH?r"T^C?m!.‘rreVersib1' a" ani Democracy press release, January| 
over Tibet and Tibet s distinct cultural 1999- cited from World Tibet Netw° \ 

replaced"1 bO' XV" be pe™a"™'y News (online): January 6, 19»;*g 

Chinee settles" Tbnt,ty,,mp0rted ^ Group UK fact 
Tibet bv the cv C ‘rolonlzat,°11 of Control Policies in Tibet”; Tibet N'PP 

acctlrn rh “ C demes Tibetans Group UK fact sheet: "Population ,ra ,s 
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China is succeedi™ 7 poPulatlo"> Foundation. "The Tibet Mission Repo' 
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Colour Night 
Queen’s varsity athletes honoured CANADIAN JUGGERNAUT 

On Sunday afternoon in 

Finland’, the Canadian 

women’s hockey team won its 

fifth-consecutive World cham¬ 

pionship. Canada defeated its 

arch rival, and only true com¬ 

petition, the United States by a 

score of 3-1. With the victory, 

the female juggernaut finished 

rhe 1999 tournament unde¬ 

feated in World Championship 

play. There was revenge in the 

minds of the women, after 

their heartbreaking loss to the 

US in the 1998 Nagano Winter 

Olympics. The oldest member 

of the team, 40-year old for¬ 

ward France St-Louis, has been 

around since virtually since the 

beginning of the women’s pro¬ 

gram and announced her 

retirement following the vic¬ 

tory. 

JOHNSON FINALLY CANNED 

While he was given the spring 

to work our his troubles with 

the ream. Blue Jays Manager 

Tim Johnson could not escape 

the controversy that sur¬ 

rounded him. Johnson, starting 

his second year as Jays’ skipper, 

was fired Wednesday and for¬ 

mer Phillies Manager (from rhe 

1993 World Series) Jim Fregosi 

was hired as the seventh man¬ 

ager in Blue Jays history. 

Johnson had been dogged by 

the media since last season 

when it was revealed he used 

false Vietnam combat stories as 

a way to motivate players. 

Johnson has been asked to take 

a leave of absence and may 

return to the Jays in a scouting 

role. In 13 previous seasons, 

Fregosi has compiled a record 

of 861-938. 

Si: NOW FOR THE LADIES 

Despite insulting millions of 

women for years with its 

Swimsuit issue, Sports 

Illustrated has charged into the 

female market with SI Women. 

The premiere issue is 120 pages 

and is described as a blend of 

5/, Cosmopolitan, Teen People 

and GQ — but focused on 

women who like sports. The 

content of SI Women is mixed 

into three sections: sporting 

events and athletes, personal 

health and nutrition, and a 

focus on improving your skills 

and fitness. While it is obvi¬ 

ously too early to tell, it sounds 

?s if this magazine will fill an 

important niche that has been 

virtually ignored until now. 

If Christmas came early... 

•Boxing promoter Don 

King would do the best 

thing for his sport — disap¬ 

pear. 

•The New Jersey Nets 

would put their fans out of 

their misery and relocate to 

Anchorage, 

•Some of the March 

Madness from rhe NCAA 

would trickle up to Halifax 

and the CIAUs. 

By Robert MacNeil 

and Adam Kaminsky 

Last Wednesday, Queen’s 

honoured the best varsity ath¬ 

letes and coaches from the past 

season at the 63rd annual 

Colour Night. 

The athletes all gathered at 

the Ambassador Hotel with a 

three-course dinner, a slide 

show and a dance. With several 

standing ovations and thunder¬ 

ous applause, the evening was 

considered a great success — 

with few injuries. 

Alfie Pierce Trophy 

Given to the male and female 

students ivho have contributed 

the most to varsity athletics in 

their first year. 

Jon Landon (Football) and 

Claudia Tom (Hockey) 

Jon Landon, a Kingston 

native and graduate of Holy 

Cross Secondary, was previously 

honoured by the O-QIFC as 

their nominee for the Peter 

Gorman Trophy recognizing the 

CIAU Rookie of the Year for 

Football. Long-time offensive 

line coach Bill Miklas referred 

to Landon as the finest first-year 

offensive lineman he had ever 

coached in more than 30 years 

of CIAU football. 

“I think it is an honour. It is 

great to be recognized in the 

Queen’s community for this 

award,” said Landon. 

Claudia Tom claimed both 

OUA and CIAU Athlete of the 

Week honours for her goaltend¬ 

ing in 1998-1999. Co-coach Di 

Drury referred to Claudia as 

someone who “sets an excellent 

example” for the Gaels, and 

invests a lot of time into her 

conditioning. Just 18 years of 

age, Tom is already setting an 

example for her teammates in 

By Robert MacNeil 

Last weekend, the Queen’s 

Track and Field team closed out 

its 1998-1999 season in style 

with a strong finish at the CIAU 

championships at McGill. 

Nimrod Major won a silver 

medal in the high jump with a 

distance of 2.06m and was 

named an all-Canadian. Nicole 

Clarke joined her teammate on 

the medal podium when she 

captured a bronze medal in the 

weight throw event with a dis¬ 

tance of 16.33m. 

There were other positives 

that could be taken from this 

weekend as well. Julia Thomas 

(1000m) narrowly missed out 

how to be the best they can be. 

“It’s pretty exciting, it’s kind 

of new to me. [The season] was 

great, everything went 

smoothly,” said Tom. 

Award of Merit 

Presented to the female ath¬ 

lete who, through an exceptional 

contribution to her team, best 

displays the qualities of leader¬ 

ship, sportsmanship, dedication 

and all-round performance. 

Wendy Moon (Basketball) 

Wendy Moon returned to 

Queen’s for the 1998-1999 sea¬ 

son and responded with a spec¬ 

tacular performance. She 

averaged 13.5 points per game 

and snared 7.8 rebounds. Moon 

claimed her third consecutive 

OUA all-star award this year. 

Head Coach Dave Wilson 

praises her leadership and called 

her “the finest post defender [I 

have] ever coached.” 

“It’s a big thing, considering 

Queen’s has so many outstand¬ 

ing teams,” said Moon. 

Jim Tait Trophy 

Given to the graduating male 

athlete who best displays the 

qualities of leadership, sports¬ 

manship, dedication, and excep¬ 

tional contribution to 

interuniversity team sports. 

Jim Aru (Football) 

Jim Aru has been the heart 

and soul of the Gaels defence 

for the past five years, and has 

claimed two All-Canadian and 

four all-OQIFC awards over his 

career. He ranked in the top 

three in the conference in sacks 

and tackles for losses. An athlete 

who is dedicated to physical 

conditioning, Aru set the tempo 

for his teammates both on the 

field and in the off-season. Head 

on a medal with her fourth 

place finish, while Queen’s fin¬ 

ished in fifth place in five 

events: Clarke (shot put), Mike 

Melaney (shot put), J.D. Kelley 

(60mh) and the 4x800m 

women’s relay team of 

Thomas, Jenny Clarke, Lisa 

Curran and Charlotte Wilson. 

Recording seventh place fin¬ 

ishes were Jen Greenaway 

(weight throw), Stephen 

Lemieux (shot put) and the 

men’s 4x800m relay team of 

Bob McGill, Shawn Brady, 

Graydon Raymer and Chris 

Booth. McGill also finished 

eighth in the 3000m and 

Melaney finished eighth in the 

weight throw. The men’s 

Coach Bob Howes laments 

Aru’s retirement from CIAU 

football by saying “no graduat¬ 

ing player will be missed more 

than Jim Aru.” 

“It caps a great career at 

Queen’s, to be honoured like 

this — I’m speechless,” said Aru, 

who was recently tendered a 

contract by the CFL’s Toronto 

Argonauts. 

Marion Ross Trophy 

Awarded to the graduating 

female athlete in an individual 

sport who displays exceptional 

qualities of leadership, sports¬ 

manship and dedication. 

Karen Thomas (Figure Skating) 

As a member of the Figure 

Skating dynasty for the past four 

years, Thomas has claimed five 

silver and four gold medals at 

the OUA competitions. Coach 

Kim Magee said Thomas’ con¬ 

tribution to the team is not just 

measure by athletic skill, but 

also her coaching of the preci¬ 

sion event. She took on the task 

of teaching several hew skaters 

the routine and conducted prac¬ 

tices. 

“It’s amazing, it’s been a 

great career at Queen’s and I 

attribute a lot of this award to 

my Co-captains Leanne Findlay 

and Tara Black,” said Thomas. 

Jack Jarvis Trophy 

Aiuarded annually to the out¬ 

standing male graduating athlete 

in an interuniversity individual 

sport. 

Bruce Precious (Fencing) 

Bruce Precious is a nation¬ 

ally-ranked competitor, and has 

served as team captain for three 

of his four years at Queen’s. He 

has been a two-time OUA all- 

4x200m relay team of Nick 

Daube, Andrew Spiro, Justin 

Medved and Q Hoppie 

recorded a 10th place finish 

and Chike Madueme (triple 

jump) finished in 11th place. 

The women’s 4x400m relay 

team of Curran, Clarke, 

Thomas and Sarah Armstrong 

ended in 12th place, while 

Mike Thorne finished 13th in 

the shot put category. 

Head Coach Melody 

Torcolacci was quick to praise 

the performances of both 

Major and Clarke. 

“For [Major], there is no 

higher honour than all- 

Canadian, and Nicole really 

worked hard, she just missed a 

SEVEN MAJOR 

AWARD WINNERS 

Alfie Pierce Trophy 
Jon Landon and Claudia Tom 

Jim Tait Trophy 
Jim Aru (Football) 

Marion Ross Award 
Karen Thomas 

(Figure Skating) 

Award of Merit 
Wendy Moon (Basketball) 

Jack Jarvis Trophy 
Bruce Precious (Fencing) 

PHE ’55 Award 
Sharyl Fyffe 

(Synchronized Swimming) 

Jenkins Trophy 
Bob McGill (Track and Field 

and Cross country) 

star and has competed interna¬ 

tionally in France and the 

United States. Precious’ OUA 

medal count includes three 

bronze and three silver. Fencing 

Coach Hank Pardoel applauds 

Precious’ dedication to his sport 

and his demonstration of the 

true spirit of sport. 

PHE ’55 Alumnae Award 

Awarded to the final-year 

fetnale athlete who has brought 

the most honour to Queen’s by 

her athletic and scholastic 

achievements. 

Sharyl Fyffe 

(Synchronized Swimming) 

Sharyl Fyffe has been an OUA 

all-star for all of her four years 

of competition and has been 

twice awarded the Sea Queen 

Trophy for MVP of the OUA. 

Please see Athletes on page 28 

silver medal by 5cm.” 

Torcolacci praised the entire 

squad, who “performed at or 

above their rankings going into 

the meet, and really showed 

they belong.” 

As far as next season goes, 

the Gaels will be losing a lot of 

veteran leadership. For exam¬ 

ple, the men’s 4x800m relay 

team and half of the women’s 

4x800m relay team is 

graduating. 

“We have a good core of 

young athletes, and some will 

have to step up and lead the 

squad. While some may expect 

a rebuilding year, we could sur¬ 

prise a lot of people,” said 

Torcolacci. 

Fine finish for Track & Field 
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The march continues Boxing KO’d again 
after bizarre finish 

By Adam Kaminsky 

While the NCAA division I men's bas- upset ot Stantord and the exceptional 

i u II .moment has long been associ- play of Matt Santangelo. The Bulldog, 

a,eed with mental illness, but tins year's now take on the Florida Gators in the 

edition mold use jack Nicholson's char- West regton s semi-final. The Ga,0,s 

an,“ from One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s squeaked m with an overt,me win 0,er 

“ L mascot With the field of 64 possible tournament Cinderella, Weber 

whittled down to a more workable 16, State. The top half of the West regi„n', 

hings have been as wild as ever in this draw ts extremely mterestmg with ,„p. 

al rice of Spring seeded UConn tak,ng on fifth-seeded 
a" All of the top seeds are still around to Iowa, who are trying to win one for their 

taste the sweetness of the regionals, but coach. Dr. Tom Davis, who is moving on 

thev will be joined by upstarts and after the tournament. 

underdogs who have defeated college Southwest Missouri State Purdue and 

basketball’s royalty. These upsets have Temple all have made unlikely runs in 

surpassed the regular excitement of the East region, but to their chagrin the 

David versus Goliath with miracle fin- fourth team remaining in the region is 

ishes and otherworldly performances. the vaunted Duke Blue Devils. The num- 

With three second seeded teams her one team in the land has not only 

studying for exams and two of the third been winning thus far in the tournament, 

seeds looking forward to fall practice, but doing so by large margins, embar- 

the cast of characters that remain are rassing quality opponents, 

intriguing to say the least. The South region has maintained it’s 

Miami has fought it’s way into the form, which could be the most surpris- 

Midwest regional semi-finals, no sur- ing result of all. Fourth seed Ohio State 

prise you may say, but this team is from will play top-seeded Auburn, who many 

Ohio, not the highly touted squad from believed to be upset fodder. With 

Florida. Led by Wally ‘world’ Maryland and St. John’s playing in the 

Szczerbiak, a 6’9” all purpose forward, other semi-final, the talent throughout 

they defeated the Washington Huskies this region is without peer in this edition 

and the Utah Utes to set up a date with of the march to the Final Four, 

the Kentucky Wildcats, the defending Speaking of the Final Four, the 

national champions. The Midwest also favourites will be the teams making the 

features another upstart squad, this one trip to the St. Petersburg. The jig is up 

from the University of Oklahoma. The for the underdogs as Maryland, UConn, 

Sooners, who are a thirteenth seed, were Kentucky and Duke will survive this 

the last at-large bid granted for the tour- weekend and live to fight another day. 

nament and have made the selection Despite this prediction, things will 

committee look very wise. With not go smoothly for the favourites. Near 

Michigan State on the horizon for misses and exciting games are the prog- 

Oklahoma it looks like the clock is close nosis for the regionals, so saddle up 

to striking midnight. beside a television and enjoy the stories, 

Other party crashers at the big dance enjoy the games and discover your own 

are Gonzaga, previously most famous ‘one shining moment.’ 

By Nick Sinclair 

A fix. A gross injustice. Another black ir' 

eye for boxing. You can take your pick to ^ ‘ ‘ 

describe Saturday’s world heavyweight y 

championship unification bout in New Pr°ve 

York. In case you slept right through the cj-vjne 

weekend, missing the biggest fight in 

seven years, Evander Holyfield and 

Lennox Lewis battled to a draw on the Purse- 

judges’ scorecards. The problem, as it ° 
turned out, was that by early Sunday 

morning one had a better chance of run- ^ ^ 

ning into a courteous New Yorker than 

finding an individual who agreed with . ennQ 

the decision; with the notable exception rjr 

of course, of two judges who sat at ring- c e rn. 

side. 

Funny isn’t it, how a sport marred by . ‘ 

scandal, ear biting, and unscrupulous ea 

promoters, managed to shoot itself in the reason 

foot on the very day that it was finally 

about to crown an undisputed champion ^ ^ 

for its most glamorous division. 

However, much to the chagrin of the t ,e °t 

world’s many boxing-haters, the sport J111 3 
will live on. Although many think it is oss a| 

disgusting, the fact is that most honest were 

citizens will admit that there’s something nents’ 

irredeemably enticing about two men st 

pounding the living daylights out of one eai?V 

another in a controlled environment. IS c ‘ 

That being the case, there is one man . or 1! 

who has the power to right the wrong of *ng eni 

Saturday night and get his sport back on e<^lc 

track sooner rather than later. With a few °' 

small gestures of good sportsmanship 1. 

towards his opponent, Evander Holyfield . 

Wanna work for the 

amugpb Applications are still being accepted for the 

following positions: 

Editorial Board 

A grand prize of $1000 
is no laughing matter. 

Speak up at the 
Andrina McCulloch 

Public Speaking Competition 
March 29, 30 & 31. 

Details & Applications at JDUC 
Information & Visitor Centre 

Business Manager 
Advertising Manager 
Advertising Designers 
Sales Representatives 
Systems Manager 

Production 
Manager 
Reader Editor 
Supplements Editor 

Applications for all positions are due Monday March 22 at 
1:30 p.m. Drop by the Journal house. 272 Earl Street 

to pick up an application. 

Questions? Need more information? Call Sarah Crosbie 
or Stefan Murray at the Journal at 533-2800. 

(open to all Queen’s students) 
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The ‘Ultimate’ tournament 

PHOTO BY MIKE McDERMIT 

By Mike McDermit 

On Saturday March 6, despite haz¬ 

ardous driving conditions extending 

travel times in some cases to over five 

hours, eight teams from Ottawa, 

Montreal, Toronto and Kingston gath¬ 

ered at Soccer Magic for Kingston’s 

third annual indoor ultimate 

tournament. 

This year’s champions were Mad 

Marvin from Toronto, a team captained 

by tournament founder Mike List (Law 

’99). List, who started this tournament 

three years ago, has been part of the 

championship team every tournament. 

“It’s a different game 
indoors... It makes for higher 

scoring games and 
shorter points.” 

— Joel Yearsly 

On the road to victory, Mad Marvin 

defeated tournament favorites Xi from 

Ottawa, a team with members on the 

men’s open division Canadian national 

champion WAX, and a handful of play¬ 

ers from Stella, the woman’s division 

national champions. In the other semi¬ 

final game, Queen’s Mothership 

defeated McGill’s MUT by one point, 

paving the way for a fateful show down 

between List’s new team and his old. 

The final however was not a contest as 

Mad Marvin handily defeated 

Mothership. 

Due to the unique constraints 

imposed by Soccer Magic’s irregular 

field layouts, the format at this tourna¬ 

ment was a significant departure from 

the norm. Tournament play was co-ed, 

three men and two women as opposed 

to classic four and three. Also, game 

lengths were capped at 40 minutes as 

opposed to the norm of one and one 

half hours or first team to 15 points. 

“It’s a different game indoors. 

There’s no wind, almost everyone can 

throw the length of the field and there 

just isn’t as much space to work with. It 

makes for higher scoring games and 

shorter points” says Kingston native Joel 

Yearsly, a Mothership member and co- 

founder of Kingston’s summer and win¬ 

ter ultimate leagues. 

Get a job! 
► Experience 

is nof required. 

Positions available: 

► 
► 
► 
► 

All Service Staff and 
Committee Members 

Queen’s Journal Business Manager 
(Applications are due Monday, March 21st at 16:30.) 

Director of Business Development 
and Business Development Staff 

Studio Q and Tricolour 
Yearbook Business Managers 

Who’s Where / ^ 
What’s Next ^ 

Project Manager 

Hoods & Gowns 
Manager 

Queen’s 
Entertainment ^ 

Agency ^ 
Head Manager 

Applications for these positions are due Wednesday, March 24th at 16:30. 
If you want to work in any AMS service next year, you should apply now. 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive 
if you have any questions about available positions. 

Applications are available at the AMS Front Desk, and are due back at the same place. 

The AMS is committed to employment equity. 
All AMS members in good academic standing are encouraged to apply. STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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STUFF. 
WEDNESDAY 

MARCH 24th. 
ENOUGH SAID. 

I 

MONSTER SALE 
March 22th to 27th 

6 ) Clark Hall ■ Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 ■ 533-2955 

Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

George Taylor Richardson 

Memorial Fund, 1999-2000 

Invitation to Apply 

The George Taylor Richardson Memorial Fund provides grants for 

the stimulation of the arts at Queen’s University. In accordance 

with the wishes of the benefactor, Agnes Etherington, who was 

instrumental in the establishment of the Department of Art, the 

Department (now School) of Music and the Agnes Etherington Art 

Centre, the grants are specifically intended to support public 

performances and exhibitions for the benefit of the Queen’s and 

broader Kingston communities. Applications are welcome from all 

members of the Queen's community. 

Course-related activities and projects that focus on research, 

composition, creation or production do not qualify for support. 

Guidelines and application forms are available from Joan Jones at 

the Information and Visitor Centre, John Deutsch University 

Centre, room 144, ext. 32794. To obtain an electronic copy of 

these documents in Word 97 format, please e-mail Joan at 

ii.7@post.queensu.ca. For further information, please contact 

Jack Sinnott, secretary of the George Taylor Richardson Memorial 

Fund Subcommittee, in the JDUC, ext. 74848, e-mail 

sinnotti@post.queensu.ca. 

Application deadline is 4:30pm, Thursday, April 1,1999. 

Successful applicants will be notified in writing by May 1. 

Supporting the Arts at Queen 

Athletes recognized 
Queen’s. Athletically, he has been an 

ContinuedTrorrrpage 25 exceptional runner for Queen’s and has 

She took on the role of athlete-coach in clajmed two OUA championship medals 

her sophomore year, and has been a and an OUA silver medal. He has also 

leader on the teams which have won the been a conference all-star and the Cross 

OUA championship for the last three country MVP in 1997 and 1999. 

years. Fyffe has been the quintessential Academically, McGill has been an 

scholar-athlete, who has excelled at her Academic All-Canadian for three years 

sport while maintaining an average of anc[ during this past season, was con¬ 

ferred with a Rhodes Scholarship. 

“This is from a group of people that 

know me really well and that means so 

much to me,” said McGill in comparing 

this honour to his Rhodes Scholarship. 

In addition to these awards, nine var- 

letewho has brought the most honour to sity athletes were awarded Special Merit 

Queen's by his athletic and scholastic Plaques: Paul Correale (football), Mike 

more than 80 per cent in Biology. 

“It is something I never ever would 

have expected. That’s what makes it all 

the better,” said Fyffe. 

Jenkins Trophy 

Awarded to the graduating male ath- 

ability. 

Bob McGill (Cross-Country and Track) 

Combining academic and athletic 

excellence has been the best way to 

describe Bob McGill’s career at 

Cowan (soccer), Shawn Brady (cross¬ 

country and track), Derek Richardson 

(basketball), Jen Sarginson (soccer), 

Carolyn Fitzgerald (field hockey), Rob 

Chalmers (football), Andrew Calder 

(volleyball) and Nicole Clarke (track 

and field). 

Intramural Corner 
The Intramural season is once again 

coming to a close with the final games in 

several leagues being played over the 

next week. Queen's Intramurals would 

like to thank all participants, managers, 

representatives, officials and staff for 

making this season a success. Any person 

involved with Intramurals over the 

course of the year is invited to attend the 

end of the year banquet on Tuesday, 

March 30 at the Singing Frog in A.J.’s. 

The banquet gets underway at 6:30pm 

and tickets are now on sale at the wickets 

in the Phys-Ed Centre for $3. The 

evening will be a celebration of the 

Intramural season, and award several 

individuals and teams for their outstand¬ 

ing performances and contributions to 

the program. Your ticket will also include 

an assortment of finger foods and admis¬ 

sion to any Hub establishment for the 

remainder of the evening. If you wish to 

nominate someone for an award it must 

be submitted by 4:30pm today at the 

Intramural office in room 201A at the 

Phys-Ed Centre. 

The Undergraduate Review presents: 

An open invitation to all the fine students of Queen's 
University... 

Give us YourbeSt 

(or in the event that you haven’t really written anything 
noteworthy in your time here, just pass in something from 
high school that you feel especially proud of...) 

N#w accepting essay 
subniasi*»s at the ASUS Cere f*r 
publicatieji aa4 4is»e«i»ati*». 

Buellefs playground 
Queen’s Players bring down Clark 

you’ve got one hell of a funny 

show. 

By Crystal Bona 

It had been a long day. I just 

wanted to unwind. I had this 

ticket in my pocket. That’s how 

I ended up at Clark Hall watch¬ 

ing the Queen’s Players’ latest 

venture, Ally McBueller’s Day 
Off, and let me say that I have 

never had more fun in my life. 

Well, in the past week, at least. 

Basically, Ally McBueller’s 
Day Off is the merging of those 

three great masterpieces of cin¬ 

ema and television; Ally McBeal, 
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, and 

Top Gun. And if that isn’t 

enough for you, throw in a bit 

of Dirty Dancing, A Few Good 
Men, and a lot of jabs at 

Queen’s life and the AMS, and 

The entire cast 
worked extremely well 

together. They were 
pretty outstanding, 
especially after they 

had a couple of beers 
in them, which made it 

all the more fun 
to watch. 

I started out the evening with 

a plan. I was going to put a 

checkmark by all the people in 

the program who I thought 

were worth mentioning. This 

plan later proved to be a mis¬ 

take, because pretty soon my 

program was full of checkmarks 

and I had no room to write any 

comments. There was of course 

room to mention that the male 

members of the cast all looked 

remarkably good without their 

shirts on, but after that the page 

was full. 

The entire cast was wonder¬ 

ful. Each Player fit their songs 

and roles perfectly, and the 

obvious closeness of the ‘team’ 

shone through on the stage. The 

entire cast worked extremely 

well together. They were 

outstanding, especially after 

they had a couple of beers in 

them, which made it all the 

more fun to watch. 

There are, of course some 

performances worth singling 

out. Jewelle Blackman, who 

played Renee, or Renu, depend¬ 

ing on who you ask, did a great 

job of singing Lauryn Hill’s 

“That Thing.” Kris Bruun 

(Goose) really was “Pretty Fly 

(For a White Guy).” 

The show stopping tune 

which stood out for me was “I 

Still Haven’t Found What I’m 

Looking For,” which included a 

strong performance from the 

entire cast, and Ben Birchard 

(Ferris Bueller) giving a wonder¬ 

ful performance on lead vocals. 

But for my money, Robert 

Knox stole the show as 

Cameron, Ferris’ best friend. 

Not only were his lead vocals on 

Please see Full on page 33 

NgXl Rotate this! 
I-—2$ --- . 

Shall we 
Dance? 

Annual recital a must see 

pie years, and due ro increased 

interest. Heather Moroz, presi¬ 

dent of the jazz club, and 

Danielle Perry, president of the 

ballet club, added an extra per¬ 

formance this year. 

The show features perfor¬ 

mances by all disciplines in the 

beginner, intermediate and 

advanced categories and also 

features 13 solo, duet and small 

group numbers. 

Students can sign up for 

dance classes in September and 

learn rhe fundamental steps 

and exercises, which are 

applied to a routine wliich the 

group begins to rehearse in 

January. 

Highlights of the show 

Please see Big on page 31 

DANCE PREVIEW 

By Sarah Crosbie 

The Queen’s Dance Club is 

set to shake their thang, shake 

their bootie, do a little dance 

and make a little love this 

weekend. 

This year the annual show is 

entitled, “For the Love of 

Dance,” and features more 

than 300 dancers in the disci¬ 

plines of jazz, tap, ballet, mod¬ 

em, hip-hop, cardiofunk and 

streetdance. 

Although held in Duncan 

McArthur Auditorium, stu¬ 

dents and members of rhe 

Kingston community surpris¬ 

ingly, don’t mind the trek out 

to West campus. The show has 

been sold out for the past cou- 

Live Stuff 

Universal Music 

By Eli Schuster 

As much as I hate to begin a 

D review with my thoughts on 

Political economy, please bear 

with me — it will make sense in 

a few sentences. 

I ve always liked capitalism, 

Vet one criticism I’ve always 

°und credible is the possible 

0SS h'gh culture under a 

completely free market regime. 

a Ve never understood the 

_Ppeal of unmitigated crap to 

consumers. Great Italian 

v 3tt°r‘as can go out of business, 

^ doltish customers will line 

Qj. °r hours outside the local 

(?arden ^not anymore, hut 

1990 ) Way ^ W3S in ear*y 

In musical terms (this is 

where I finally get down to busi¬ 

ness), Holly McNarland’s Live 
Stuff is the equivalent of Olive 

Garden food: bland, overrated, 

and not worth the $19.95 you 

might shell out. 

No, Live Stuff isn’t a total 

piece of trash, and I’ll be the 

first to admit that McNarland’s 

remake of Phil Collins’ “In the 

Air Tonight” certainly caught 

my ear; it was interesting, 

although a little depressing 

however, and lacking in vocal 

power. 

Over time, people 
eventually tired of the 
Olive Garden, and the 

chain more-or-less 
went out of business (a 
few outlets might still 
be open in Canada). 

The same will probably 
become true for 
Holly McNarland. 

The CD jacket features an 

obviously intoxicated 

McNarland (she’s spilling a bot¬ 

tle of beer on herself, for crying 

out loud) and much of her 

music sounds as if she’s had a 

few. Her voice strikes me as 

whiny, none of her songs are in 

any way memorable, and they 

all seem to blur together after 

awhile. Except for “In the Air 

Tonight,” (which I’d compare to 

the Olive Garden’s pretty good 

breadsticks), all of the songs on 

this album were written either 

by McNarland or Mark 

Pullyblank; from this, I suspect 

that Collins is the only one who 

knows how to write a tune. 

Over time, people eventually 

tired of the Olive Garden, and 

the chain more-or-less went out 

of business (a few outlets might 

still be open in Canada). The 

same will probably become true 

for Holly McNarland. There’s 

nothing really bad about this 

CD, but I came away feeling I 

wasted my time on 30 minutes 

of mediocre, unsatisfying musi¬ 

cal entertainment. 

Before reviewing Live Stuff, I 

was only vaguely familiar with 

McNarland’s name and now I 

doubt she’ll ever attain superstar 

status. 

East Side Mario’s replaced 

the Olive Garden, and it’s not 

too much of a stretch to predict 

another flash-in-the-pan will 

soon bump Holly McNarland 

off the stage. 

Various Artists 
Original Motion Picture 
Soundtrack 
Virgin Music Canada 

By Douglas Reid Gierula 

Cruel Intentions is yet 

another soundtrack set to the 

tune of teenage love and deceit. 

Take a glance at the track list 

and some big names pop out — 

Brit-pop that is. There is no 

doubt that this is a Virgin 

records production and their 

cruel intentions soon become 

clear — a jumpstart of their 

artist’s new singles for upcom¬ 

ing albums... and not just the 

good ones. 

Placebo starts the soundtrack 

with “Every You Every Me” a 

moderate paced track off their 

latest album. This will definitely 

be their next single, following 

the ever popular “Pure 

Morning.” This is an excellent 

opening tune and definitely the 

most upbeat of the disc. 

Following this good start, 

there is Fatboy Slim with his 

next big hit “Praise You.” This 

song is definitely the best track 

on the soundtrack, with a solid 

beat and classic lyrics that you 

can’t get out of your head no 

matter how hard you try. 

Blur presents us with a new 

song from their soon to be 

released 13. But before you 

scream ‘woo hoo!’ “Coffee 8c 

TV” is a medium paced song 

using the classic organ and gui¬ 

tar medley that Blur is known 

for. 

By the way, the Verve 
concludes this 

compilation with 
“Bittersweet 

Symphony” — a song 
we all know and I love. 

One of the album’s most 

memorable songs, “Bedroom 

Dancing” is Day One’s debut 

recording. With its trip-hop 

beats and rhythmical lyrics, this 

song is definitely a favourite. 

Please see Rotate This on page 31 
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What would I do 
if I had 

$20,000? 

What would I do 
if I were 

Prime Minister? 

If you’re a Canadian college, 
university or CEGEP student 

TELL US... 
If you were the Prime Minister of Canada, 

what political vision would you offer 

to improve our living standards? 

AND WIN 
1 X $20,000 * © x $10,000 ^ SO x $500 

Internships ^ National Exposure 

Essay deadline is June 15, 1999. 

Details: www.asprimeminister.com 
or 1 -800-S7-MAGNA 

>_think 
OUTSIDE THE BOX 

MAGNA FOR CANADA 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 

M A C, N A P O U R L E C A N A D A 
BOURSES D’fiTUDES 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE 

NATIONAL POST 
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Turn up the volume on this one 
and let some great subtleties 
come out. 

As for the rest of the disc, the 
Counting Crows, Marcy 
Playground, and Aimee Mann 
fail to impress while some more 
obscure artists including, Skunk 
Anansie, Bare Jr., and Abra 
Moore definitely have some 
strong but dark, melodic 
arrangements that do add to the 
disc rather than detract from it. 

By the way, the Verve con¬ 
cludes this compilation with 
“Bittersweet Symphony” — a 
song we all know and 1 love. 

Cruel Intentions is a good lis¬ 
ten for those days that you don’t 
want to be too upbeat, but not 
too slow. This is a true sound¬ 
track as it compliments the 
movie well and a definite great 
buy for the Brit-pop fan. 

Van Morrison 
Back on Top 
Virgin Records 

By Ken Butland 

When Van Morrison says he’s 
back on top, he must mean 
something other than his musi¬ 
cal career. Philosopher's Stone 
released in 1997, was a smart, 
well-crafted, inspired album, 
and his successful 1998 tour 
with Joni Mitchell and Bob 
Dylan was anything but a fall. 

Dealing Morrison’s 
musical style, Back on 

Top has the same 
signature blend of 

blues, jazz, gospel, soul 
and rock. 

With his new album, I think 
Morrison is saying that he’s 
back on top of his head. Maybe 
he got a little confused for 
awhile there, getting old and 
losing touch, dealing with “the 
isolation at the top of the bill” 
as he puts it in the lyrics to the 
title track. Maybe he was getting 
frustrated with going through 
the same' motions, searching 
after the same answers and fail- 
|4nS> judging by the lyrics 
Learned my lesson and I had 

niy fill/Learnt it all in vain/Went 
through it all again,” from the 
same song. 

Back On Top has many of the 
same undertones as Bob Dylan’s 
Tune Out Of Mind: disillusion^ 
Blent with age, struggling to get 

and looking back on where 
he messed up. The strengths of 
noth albums lie within the little 
nu8gets of wisdom embedded 
throughout the lyrics. Especially 
'nteresting is Morrison’s and 

Big night 
Continued from page 29 

include a Britney Spears 
streetdance quartet, a tap rou¬ 
tine which features glowsticks 
and the closing number per¬ 
formed by the staff and execu¬ 
tive of the dance club to the 
classic Grease number, “We 
Go Together.” 

Perry chinks students 
should go see the show 
because, “it’s fun and exciting 
with a lot of student talent you 
wouldn’t imagine” with 
Moroz adding, “it’s good to 
see dance in Kingston.” 

Tickets are selling quickly 
for all shows, but there’s srill 
some left for all three perfor¬ 
mances. 

“For the Love of Dance” 
runs tonight at 7 p.m.. 
Sarurday afternoon at 1 p.m. 
and Saturday evening at 8 
p.m. - 

If you’re thinking this is an 
all female event, guess again. 
There's more than 20 guys 
involved in the show — a little 
something for everyone. 

Are you: 
- a leader? 
- a self-motivator? 
- interested in Alumni Relations? 
- looking to become more involved? 

If you are then S.T.A.R. wants you! 

The Student Team on Alumni Relations 

is a joint venture between the AMS 6? the 

Queen's Alumni Association anti we are 

now recruiting for our 1999 executive! 

Deputy Coordinator positions are available in fire following 
areas: 
- Exam Crisis Kits 

- Finances 
- Student leaders Reception 
- Futures 1999 Conference 
- Bon Voyage Reception 

Inhnihi? Catt Jtaurie Mdttann ai 533-6000 exi. ??520 

tate this! 
-6---- 

Dylan’s less direct approach to 
their belief in God (within a few 
years of each other, they went 
through a born-again Christian, 
heavy gospel phase). Both use 
less obvious religious 
metaphors, and in contrast to 
thdr work in the eighties, they 
most often incorporate religious 
thought into secular songs 
rather than the reverse. 
Morrison’s lyrics are startlingly 
similar to Dylan’s, like those of 
“Precious Time”: “It doesn’t 
matter to which God you pray/ 
Precious time is slipping away.” 

Dealing Morrison’s musical 
style, Back on Top has the same 
signature blend of blues, jazz, 
gospel, soul and rock that has 
made Morrison-esque an 
acceptable term to toss around. 
He’s lost some of his vocal 
range, but easily makes up for it 
with deeper soul and more 
thoughtful lyrics. He kinda 
makes me want to be old so I 
can be worldly, wistful and wise. 
But only kinda. Mostly he 
makes me want to curl up and 
have a nice, soulful nap. 

Edwin 
4 spins around the sun 
Epic Records 

By Stefan Murray 

Edwin left his distorted home 
after only two albums, and 
though his Mother will miss 
him, he is going out on his own. 

Former I Mother Earth front¬ 
man Edwin has produced a solo 
effort, and the preliminary 
report is that he’s either too 
young or immature to be going 
it alone. 

On 4 spins around the sun, a 
four-song preview of his soon-to 

be-released another spin around 
the sun, Edwin displays the 
ferocity and aggressive lyrics, 
elements that he perfected in his 
term with I Mother Earth, but 
the accompanyment and song¬ 
writing just isn’t there. 

All the songs other than 
“Screaming Kings,” which is 
interestingly arranged, are 
marked by mediocre lyrics and 
Edwin’s growling and generous 
use of effects (heavy on tremolo 
and wah-wah) can’t overshadow 
the album’s lack of semblance. 

The opening track, “trippin”’ 
is simply dull, while the closer 
“shotgun” misses the thrash 
alternative sound it was clearly 
aiming for. 

Although it is difficult to 
judge an album on the strength 
of only four tracks, if these 
songs are any indication of the 
tone and quality of the upcom¬ 
ing release, Edwin has a lot of 
work to do. 

Edwin, there’s no place like 
home. 
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Making it up 
Queen’s improvers hope to go to Ottawa 

TROUPE PREVIEW 

By Stefan Murray 

Who’s turn is it anyway? 

It’s Adafait’s turn, god- 

damnit. 

Adafait, a Kingston improv 

troupe, is gearing up for The 

Kingston Regional Improv 

Games taking place next week. 

The competition begins on 

Thursday, March 25 at 

Etherington Hall and will con¬ 

sist of seven different improv 

groups from around Kingston. 

Adafait, which is an acronym 

for Another Dumb Acronym For 

An Improv Troupe, won the 

competition last year and fin¬ 

ished third in the national com¬ 

petition in Ottawa. 

The troupe is sporting new 

members this year and even 

though each member has been 

practicing improv for many 

years, they have only been 

together as a group since early 

September. 

At a practice held this week, I 

watched Adafait prepare for the 

competition. I witnessed a 

Woody Allen meets the Three 

Little Pigs scenario and a sketch 

where Se7en was performed 

with a Walt Disney World slant. 

Although their ideas were inter¬ 

esting, the presentation left a 

little to be desired. Point blank 

— they weren’t funny. This 

isn’t, however, necessarily a bad 

thing. 

Improv is short for improvi- 

sational and is different each 

time. So, just because I wasn’t 

bellowing with laughter doesn’t 

mean that Adafait aren’t hilari¬ 

ous — it all depends on timing, 

attitude, atmosphere, lines and 

body language — every variable 

plays a critical role. 

As far as improv goes, usually 

the best performances are deliv¬ 

ered naturally, when the timing 

is right. So isn’t it completely 

oxymoronic to practice for 

improv? Practice is to get the 

ideas flowing, the adrenaline 

pumped and to become com¬ 

pletely comfortable with one 

another, which is necessary for 

the four different games: style, 

story, theme and character. 

Each team has to perform in 

every style of improv with the 

details of the game scenario sug¬ 

gested by the audience. 

The competition will begin 

on Thursday, March 25 and 

runs until Saturday, March 27. 

Shows start at 8 p.m. Tickets are 

$5. 

Sheridan 
Get Marketing Career Training! 

Marketing Management 
Post-Graduate Program 
• One-year full-time professional Program in 

marketing, advertising and promotion 

management. 

Experience on-the-job learning with a four- 

month paid work placement. 

• Benefit with an IBM ThinkPad® computer for 

duration of Program. 

• Study with university graduate peers. 

• OSAP available for approved applicants. 

• Start September 1999. 

To receive a Calendar and application form, 

call: (416) 480-1320 or (905) 815-4008 or 

Email: sheridan@minacs.com 

Contact Program Coordinator Derek Barnes at- 

(905) 845-9430, ext. 2887 

Email: derek.barnes@sheridanc.on.ca 

Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/academic/business/ 

marketmgmt/mrktmgmt.htm 

Get Out 
There! 

Music: 

The Annual Amnesty 
International Benefit Concert is 

today from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. at 

Alfie’s. The evening features 

Travel Agent, Lounge Act and 

Jon Coakley, Bumplepuppy, 

Franklin's Fault, Amusia, Pat Ang, 

Sex Kittens, Reno's Hitmen 

Keven McMillan, one of the most 

respected lyric baritones of his 

generation will be the visiting 

artist in the School of Music 

from March 17 to 21. He will be 

in Dunning Auditorium today at 

2:45 p.m. for a Public 

Masterclass and 2:00 p.m. 

Saturday and will perform "An 

English Songfest" in Sunning on 

Sunday at 2:00 p.m. 

The second round of Battle of 

the Bands is this coming 

Wednesday at Alfie’s Pub. Doors 

open at 9 p.m. 

The QEA free concert is here! 

Some tickets may still be avail¬ 

able for sale at the door. 

Questions? email at 

qea@ams.queensu.ca. 

Dance: 

The Queen's University Pipe 

Band and Highland Dancers will 

Present Highland Salute II on 

Monday March 22 at 8 p.m. in 

Grant Hall. Tickets are $3 and 

are available at the door. 

The Queen’s Dance Club is 

presenting "For the Love of 

Dance” this Friday, Saturday and 

Sunday. Please see article on 
page 29 for details. 

Call for Editors: 

Ultra-Violet needs a new 

Editor(s)-in-Chief for 1999/2000 

volume. You can pick up an 

application in the Union Gallery, 

The deadline is March 23 1999, 

Event: 

Kingston Literacy is holding the 

Greater Kingston golf and travel 

Show on Saturday March 27 and 

28 at Soccer Magic. The funds 

generated will be used to sup¬ 

port Kingston Literacy’s Family 

Literacy Program. For more info 

call 547-2012. 

Art: 

The Agnes Etherington Art 

Centre is featuring the exhibit 

Crime and Punishment from 

March 20 to June 6. The opening 

reception is tomorrow night at 7 

p.m.The show features Sheila 

Ayearst, Jonathan Eeles, Anglea 

Grossmann and Louise Noguchi. 
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Got Roti? 
Ali’s provides great food 

meaning in this age where 

almost every product multi-mil¬ 

lion dollar companies concoct is 

hyped as “delicious.” But Ali’s 

foods are great in a way that 

french-fries, buckets of chicken, 

or even Levi’s jeans, aren’t. 

Ali’s foods don’t just appear 

delicious, in the sense that they 

look good, smell good, or even 

.taste good; the foods Ali makes 

actually are, and this isn’t some¬ 

thing you taste with your 

mouth, it’s something you feel 

with your stomach. When you 

walk out of Ali’s after you’ve 

tried a glorious chicken rod (the 

specialty chicken, potato, 

onion, and light curie stew 

wrapped in dahlpuri bread) you 

just feel good. 

Ali’s also has a fairly compre¬ 

hensive menu. This means Ali 

offers four types of rod (besides 

chicken, he also has beef, goat, 

and chick-pea roti for vegetari¬ 

ans), and a wide range of other 

lunch and dinner options 

including Jerk Chicken and 

Caribbean-style beef patties. 

Price wise Ali’s is very fair. 

Roti are usually $5.20 for meat 

and $4.25 for vegetarian roti, 

but Ali even has a student spe¬ 

cial where all rod is $4.25 at 

lunch time between 11 a.m. and 

2 p.m. 

By Theo dos Santos 

It is that time of the year 

when many Queen’s students 

begin experiencing a growing 

feeling of deja vu. The particu¬ 

lar manifestations of this feeling 

vary from student to student but 

there are some types that are 

experienced by most. 

These include, “oh no, not 

this class... again”; as well as 

“yikes, crappy Kingston 

weather... again”; but also, 

“dammit, this same old fast 

food/Marriott food... again.” 

Well, the final dates to add 

and drop courses are long past 

and, unfortunate as it may be, 

there isn’t much to be done 

about Kingston weather. But if 

you’re tired of the “same old, 

same old” when it comes down 

to your diet, Ali’s Caribbean 

Foods offers a change from the 

ordinary. 

The Queen's 
community might 

initially be put off by 
Ali’ s ‘no nonsense’ 
interior — but Ali’s 

food does make up for 
what it lacks in 

appearance. 

What Ali’s offers, precisely, is 

East Indian cuisine, the “taste of 

the Carribean.” Located at 396 

rincess St. (between the restau¬ 

rants Mekong and King of 

Donair’s), it’s just a short walk 

‘tom campus. 

Admittedly, Ali’s is no Le 

aveau or Chez Piggy, and some 

0 the more delicate members of 

tle Queen’s community might 

•nitially be put off by Ali’s ‘no 

Nonsense’ interior, but Ali’s 

°od does make up for what it 

pS ln appearance. 

A|. °r exaniple, you can expect 

t 1 himself (owner and opera- 

frk° Prepare your food using 

. ingredients and tasty 

Pices. This is what’s really spe- 

3 about Ali’s: you can have 

‘°°d as spicy as you want it 

g. really mild or very hot. 

df.| ler Way» your food W‘H taste 
oehcious. 

J^cious? Surely here is a 

In short, you’ll know 
something most 

Queen’s students 
don’t: a taste of the 
Caribbean makes 

Kingston winters just a 
little more bearable. 

There are two drawbacks to 

Ali’s: first, its location behind 

Burger King on Princess means 

it is easily missed, second, Ali’s 

has fairly limited operating 

hours and closes by 9 p.m. on 

the weekdays and 6 p.m. and 4 

p.m. on the weekends (Saturday 

and Sunday respectively). So it 

is impossible to get a late night 

Roti at Ali’s after a night of 

debauchery at the bar. 

Still, at Ali’s you’ll get good 

food, reasonable prices, and 

friendly service. The best part is 

that once you’ve tried Ali’s roti, 

you’ll be thinking to yourself, 

“damn, change is good, but roti 

h la Ali is really good.” 

In short, you’ll know some¬ 

thing most Queen’s students 

don’t: a taste of the Caribbean 

makes Kingston winters just a 

little more bearable. 

Breaking the bubble 
Queen’s gets a taste of culture 

EVENT REVIEW 

By Natalie Pitre 

The African Caribbean 

Students Association celebrated 

their unique culture at their 

annual show extravaganza last 

Saturday at the Duncan 

McArthur auditorium. ■ 

The multicultural event was 

as successful as it was refreshing 

because it was a chance for stu¬ 

dents to acknowledge and 

appreciate some of the ethni¬ 

cally diverse students at Queen’s 

University. 

The masters of ceremonies 

opened the evening with a 

warm welcome that created a 

positive atmosphere and active 

participation from the audience, 

lasting throughout the event. 

The traditional African fash¬ 

ions confidently modeled on 

stage presented a vivid image of 

Ethiopian, Nigerian, South 

African, Indian and Ugandan 

cultures. The models wearing 

clothes sponsored by The Bay, 

Cotton Ginny and Athlete’s 

World looked both striking and 

bold and received the audience’s 

approval with loud applause 

and remarks like “Work it!” and 

“You go girl!” 

On the candle illuminated 

stage, Tyler Lewis was an adonis 

in his suit on the stage. Janice 

Raveendran and Praveena 

Sivarajah’s Tamil dance, was 

performed as much with their 

eyes as with their arms and 

hands, allowing the dancers to 

exchange stories utilizing the 

entire body. The use of the 

human body, song, and musical 

instruments, including flutes 

and drums, served as metaphors 

for a wide array of emotions 

and concepts, including joy, sor¬ 

row, relaxation, marriage, birth 

and last funeral rights.” 

The theme 
“Celebrating Us” was 

an effective 
“pot-pourri” of 
entertainment, 

education and insight. 

In flamboyant and revealing 

attire, Natasha James and 

Jewelle Blackman exerted 

intense energy, which provided 

the viewers with a replica of the 

Calypso dance from Trinidad’s 

period of Carnival. 

Not only did Blackman 

demonstrate her talent on the 

dance floor, she also displayed 

her powerful vocal ability by 

singing Aretha Franklin’s “You 

Make Me Feel,” a cappella style, 

which had an invigorating effect 

on all of her listeners. 

The theme “Celebrating Us” 

was an effective “pot-pourri” of 

entertainment, education and 

insight conveying what the past 

has achieved in molding people 

into who they are and who we 

are as a community. 

In hindsight, a greater expo¬ 

sure and publicizing of cultural 

events held at Queen’s would 

foster an increased awareness of 

the different cultures that exists 

among us. 

As for Jacqueline Ammah, 

Cerhilyn Cobie and Natasha 

James, the major contributors 

who made ACSA’s Culture 

Show ’99 a success, I just 

wanted to say that “you’re all 

that” for exposing the diversity 

among us. 

Full-time player 
Continued from page 29 

the song ‘Leave Your Hat On’ 

amazing, but his facial expres¬ 

sions, timing, accents, and 

back-up vocals were wonderful. 

This is pretty impressive consid¬ 

ering that the program 

describes Knox as a “Playaz 

Virgin” who, in my opinion, 

did it like a pro. 

The music was provided by a 

10-piece band which included 

for the first rime, a brass sec¬ 

tion. 

Musical Director Chris 

Hicks hit the right note (no pun 

intended) with this band. Every 

song had a rich, full quality to 

it, and sounded remarkably like 

its counterpart on the radio, 

and in some cases, even better. 

The Players had the audience 

with them from the start — all 

were clapping and yelling for 

more. The Players answered 

this request and received a 

standing ovation at the end for 

their efforts. 

If there was one bad thing 

about the show, it would have 

to be that the microphone and 

sound quality was rather poor. 

At times, it was difficult to hear 

the actors, but this was just a 

minor problem. 

All together, director 

Lyranda Martin-Evans and 

Hicks are to be commended on 

an amazing show. 

With fabulous writing, amaz¬ 

ing vocals, and a great cast and 

crew, Ally McBueller’s Day Off 
is guaranteed to be a great night 

out. Of course, you don’t have 

to take my word for it. Go and 

see for yourself. 

The show runs from March 

17-27, and it’s sold out, but if 

you go to the door and beg, 

maybe they’ll see what they can 

do . 
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Crashing into AJs 
Crash Test Dummies belt out oldies and some new tunes 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Bob Huish 

Last Sunday, AJ’s Hangar 

brought the Crash Test 

Dummies to Kingston as part of 

their cross-Canada tour. It’s 

hard to believe that the 

Dummies are celebrating 10 

years of success in the Canadian 

music scene. With three success¬ 

ful albums under their belt, the 

Dummies felt the time had come 

to release number four, Give 

Yourself a Hand. The record 

won’t be out until March 23, 

but the band went out on a limb 

and chose to test the waters in 

Kingston with their new 

material. 

Considering that the band 

was performing on a Sunday 

night lead singer Brad Roberts 

was indeed impressed by the 

healthy turn out. Although AJ’s 

wasn’t jammed packed, the 

crowd was large enough to give 

the Dummies some confidence 

in testing their new music. 

From the beginning the 

band’s new sound truly shocked 

the crowd. Like the albums in 

the past, the Dummies feature 

their off the wall lyrics, bur their 

style has been redefined yet 

again. The new Dummies seem 

to have abandoned acoustic gui¬ 

tars, harmonicas, and accor¬ 

dions, and focuses on an electric 

and synthesized sound. 

Roberts says that the 
new album (like the 
ones in the past) is 
primarily about sex, 

only just a little 
more blunt. 

Roberts says that the new 

album (like the ones in the past) 

is primarily about sex, only just 

a little more blunt. 

In fact, their new sound is 

definitely difficult to digest at 

first, however, as with their 

other records, the style seems to 

grow on the listener. 

For the Dummies’ new effort, 

Roberts’ has taken a different 

angle and has not used his dis¬ 

tinctive deep voice for a couple 

of tunes. Two songs on the 

record feature Roberts trying to 

hit his soprano range — mind 

you, he did attempt this feat 

only after several cocktails. 

Another change for the better 

is the stronger presence of Ellen 

Reid on lead vocals. Reid's 

greatest role to date with the 

Dummies was her performance 

of a XTC track “The Ballad of 

Peter Pumpkinhead” on the 

Dumb & Dumber soundtrack. 

Reid does an outstanding job as 

a back up vocalist for Roberts, 

but it is good to see her take the 

lead role on certain songs. 

Probably the most entertain¬ 

ing part of the show was watch¬ 

ing Roberts drink himself into a 

stupor. The man is indeed a 

comical drunk. After belting 

back martini after martini, 

Roberts and the Dummies did 

put on an outstanding, yet ine¬ 

briated performance. The 

Dummies captured many cheers 

with their performance of fan 

favourites such as, “The 

Superman Song,” “God Shuffled 

His Feet,” “MMM MMM 

MMM MMM,” and 

“Swimming In Your Ocean.” 

Amnesty t. 
INTERNATIONAL 

benefit 
foNCE^ 

Come out on Friday, March 19th and 
support Human Rights with: 

Travel Agent 
Lounge Act 

Bumblepuppy 
Sex Kittens 

Reno’s Hitman - Pat Ang 

Amusia - Franklin’s Fault 
Jon Coakley 

On Friday, March 19th, 1999 
From 2:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. 

Come to the Pub under the JDUC and 
Celebrate your Freedom! 

The band obviously felt that it 

wouldn’t be fair to dish out 

unfamiliar tunes all night long. 

As for the Dummies opening 

act Lounge Act, not as much can 

be said about their performance 

as most of the crowd tended to 

focus on their drinks rather than 

the band itself. As far as a time 

filler goes, Lounge Act served 

their purpose, but as an act to 

pump up the crowd for the 

Dummies, they didn’t come 

through. 

Overall, the show was just as 

much a concert as it was a com¬ 

edy act featuring Roberts 

attempting to drink out of an 

oversized water bottle, and try¬ 

ing to find Reid a date with 

someone in the crowd. The 

Dummies are indeed talented 

performers, and although Give 

Yourself a Hand may not take 

off right away because of the 

new style, performances like 

these will keep the Dummies 

alive on the Canadian music 

Events 
List 

Queen's 

Players 

$6 

Raptors 

Road Trip 

$40 

On Sale 

Now! 

Tickets 
At: 
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The Queen's Entertainment Agency Proudly Presents: 
e: s day March 23rd 

_ Esthero 
with Emm Grynar 
and Sarah Slean 

Last Chance For FREE Tickets!!! 

All Shows All Ages! 
I DAY MAR 

The Dream Warriors 
Tuesday Marc h 3 a-rn 

King Cobb Steeiie 
& Ghetto Concept 

600 Free Tickets to the Esthero Show 
300 Free Tickets to the Dream Warriors 

140 Free Tickets to Kin^ Cobb Steelie & Ghetto Concept 
will be provided on a first-come first-served basis 

<£*> the Used Book Store (UBS). While everyone may pick up a 
ticket to Esthero, they must choose only ONE 

of the remaining two shows. 
Tickets are free for any student who DID NOT Opt-Out of 

the QEA Opt-outable Fee (You must present your Student Card). 
Some tickets may still be available cap the UBS for SALE, 

additionally, tickets *WILL* be sold at the door of EACH show. 

Questions? 
E-mail Us : 

qea@ams.queensu.ca 
http://ams.queensu.ca/qea/ 
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Classifieds 
theatre. 1500 sq.«.;20fl. ceilings with 
kitchen access and washrooms. Call 
547-4500, The Kingston Theatre 
Resource Centre or email to. 

ktrc@email.com 

5® 

BURGER 

KING 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I 
also offer classes in meditation, 
Tarot, etc. For more information 
phone Kellye at 544-1909. Also 
available Fridays and Saturdays at 
“Harmony”, 93 Princess St. Walk in or 
pre-book at 544-7897. Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our 
website - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or 
call Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

ESOS (Educating Students On 
Substances) and the Queen’s 
Student Constables urge everyone to 
exercise moderation in their social 
relaxation. With this in mind, we pre¬ 
sent to you Part four of our aware¬ 
ness challenge. This week’s ques¬ 
tion: Define binge drinking as it 
relates to women and to men. Email 
your answers to 
contest@www.ams.queensu.ca. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer 

classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 
1 877PREP-COM. 

MARCH IS nutrition month in 
Canada. Check out the great links 
for healthy eating, recipes, and self- 
assessments at www.queensu.ca/ 
sndc - click on the fitness and nutri¬ 
tion link. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding workl We will 
use our extensive database to fax 
your resume to hundreds of compa¬ 
nies within hours/overnight anywhere 
in Canada. 1 800 545-5069 
/www.resumerelay.com. 

ADVANCED ENGLISH TRAINING! 
Oral Presentation and Writing. Learn 
to express ideas fluently in English, in 
person or on paper. Call Ruth 
Kennedy at 542-7369 or mail to: 
yesl@email.com 

FEEL LIKE CRAP? Get a handle on 
a healthier lifestyle. Check out the 
Fantastic Lifestyle Checklist at 
www.queensu.ca/sndc. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington, 
531-8731. 

QUEEN’S JAZZ AND BALLET 
CLUBS annual recital at Duncan 
McArthur Auditorium. March 19 at 7 
p.m., March 20 at 1 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Tickets $5 at Performing Arts Box 
Office in JDUC, $6 at the door. 

PSYCHIC READINGS Group psy¬ 
chic readings at our lakeside country 
place, or in your own home, with the 
Wizard. Receive a free session to 
organize a group of seven. Call 359- 
6695. 

REHEARSAL SPACE available for 

REBUILT BIKES FOR SALE, bike 
repairs, winter tune-ups and bike 
rentals. Call us at 542-0964 or visit 

us at 132 Ordnance. 

FOR SALE: Commerce jacket. 
Great condition, $130. Contact Jill at 

531-1988. 

FOR RENT: Three or four bedroom, 
$695/$795, good condition, parking, 
large. Two blocks from University 
and Princess. Phone 545-0393. 

FOR RENT: Bachelor/one bedroom, 
great location at 302 Queen. Good 
condition, laundry, storage, parking. 
$450 including heat, hot water. 
Phone 545-0395. 

HELP WANTED 

WANNA BE A PART OF THIS 
PAPER? Applications for business 
manager are still being accepted. 
Other positions for next year may 
also be available. Call Sarah or 
Stefan at 533-2800 to enquire. 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS St. 
Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston, 
owner of the overnight cruise ship 
M/V Canadian Empress, invites 
applications for the following posi¬ 
tions: Stewardesses, Deckhands, 
Assistant Cruise Directors, Galley 
Assistants and Bartenders. Seasonal 
full-time May to November. Ideal for 
graduation students. Please deliver 
resumes to 253 Ontario Street, side 
door, 2nd floor, Suite 200. 

HELEN TUFTS TUTORIAL/FRIEND¬ 
SHIP PROGRAM, which offers one- 
on-one help and support to children 
from disadvantages families, is look¬ 
ing for tutors and supervisors for 
1999 - 2000. If you want to volunteer, 
please contact Rosalind Malcolm at 
549-2778. We need your organiza¬ 
tional and human relations skillsl 
This challenging and rewarding com¬ 
munity experience will enhance your 
resume and change your life! 

ULTRA-VIOLET MAGAZINE is look¬ 
ing for next year's Editor-in-Chief. 
Students from all faculties are 
encouraged to apply. We are looking 

History. 
It could be yours. 

The Queen's Journal is offering memories for sale The events, controversies and happenings of the 
1998-1999 year, neatly contained in a leather-bound book. Volume 126 in its entirety 

Call Gabe at 533-2800. 7‘ 

Own a piece of Queen’s history. 

for creative people with leadership 
skills. Pick up an application in the 
Union Gallery in Stauffer. Question? 
Contact UV@www.ams.queensu.ca. 
DEADLINE: MARCH 23rd, 1999 at 4 

p.m. 

HEYI YOU in Arts and Sciencel 
Apply to be an Academic Rep! Come 
on, everyone's doing it! Stop by the 
Core (183 University) or phone 533- 

6000 ext.75148. 

SALESPERSON REQUIRED for 

upgrade Shoe Store. Employment 
available from end of school term in 
Spring to Labour Day weekend. 
Possible part-time employment 
beyond Labour Day. Previous expe¬ 
rience not necessary. Please send 
resume to: Jack McCalpin C.Ped. 
Manager, Walkwel Shoes, 179 
Wellington St., Kingston,ON K7L3E3 

STUDENT SUPERVISORS 

REQUIRED: to supervise up to 15 
high school students in the 
Enrichment Mini-Course Program in 
extra-curricular activities from May 
9th to May 14th and/or May 16th to 
May 21st. Weekly salary $250.00, 
includes breakfast, dinner and room 
in residence. Applications at 
Continuing and Distance Studies, 

Mackintosh-Corry FI. Applications 
due April 2nd, 1999. 

SUMMER SUBLET one bedroom 

apartment 1/2 block from lake 
Ontario on Beverly St. 4 minute walk 
from campus. Available May - 
August. $380 per month, negotiable. 
Call Richard at 546-1481. 

BIKE COURIERS WANTED All- 
weather riders, reliable, adventurous, 
part-time is okay. Call us at 542- 
0964 or visit us at 132 Ordnance. 

WANTED: Six Academic Reps. 
Applicants must be Arts and Science 
students interested in representing 
students' academic interests. For 
more information, stop by the Core or 
phone 533-6000 ext. 75148. 

SAILING AND TENNIS INSTRUC¬ 
TORS WANTED! The Beaumaris 
Yacht Club is looking for tennis and 
sailing instructors for the months of 
July and August. If you are interest¬ 
ed please contact Ginny Clark at 
(613) 530-3711 or send resumes to 
1-437 Johnson Street, Kingston,ON 

LOST: Matteo Maas black suit iarkoi 
lost at Artsci '99 formal. If f0und 
please contact Craig at 544-7114. 

LOST: Fuji D3-190 zoom lens cam¬ 
era. Lost at Artsci formal. If f0und 
please call 545-1033 or email at 
4mnc2@qlink. 

LOST: A black Olympus camera in a 
little black bag. March 6th the night of 
the ArtSci formal. Please call Julie at 
530-3841. 

FOUND: Sweater found in Ellis 
Auditorium Monday March 8th after 
the Sue Johanson lecture. Call 53i- 
9257 to claim. 

FOUND: One tuxedo jacket at the 
ArtSci formal. Please contact Rob at 
547-3430. 

FOUND: Acamera and carrying case 
in a cab the night of the ArtSci Formal 
(March 6th). Please call 533-7981 to 
identify. 

FOUND: At the ArtSci Formal, non¬ 
disposable camera. Contact 4eat to 
identify. 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th, 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. 
Call 533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, 
just outside Mac-Corry Saturday, 
January 16th. Contact Jon at 533- 
7334 if its yours. 

PERSONALS 

PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and con¬ 
sidering adoption, please give us a 
call after 8:30 p.m. at 1 800 844- 
8669. 

GW - What happened to the rest of 
your so-called challenge?? Scared? 
Hunh, hunh, hunh? — QJ Staff 

EVERYONE AT THE J: You’ve all 
worked so hard this year. Keith and I 
think you are all awesome, talented 
and wonderful people. And ya’ kick 
ass. -T 

DAWN and LINZ: Just continuning 
the trend. Lub you! (And I’m looking 
forward to Sunday night) 
— The Amazing Disappearing 
Housemate. 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from $349 
Calgary from $299 
Edmonton from $299 
Regina from $349 
Winnipeg from $239 
Halifax from $249 
Saint John from $329 
St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 

to get to Toronto! 

I / Via Rail's 6-Pak 

✓ Up to 12 Rights a day 

I / New Air Canada 
service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

sHLreJiavel Long Haul/Group Travel 
549-3553 549-3561 

Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 
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Answers -to Iasi uezk’s cro5suorcl 

ACROSS 

1. Female whale 
4. Pudding starch 
8. Grand slam 
9. Having sound 

11. New 1. 
Testament 2. 
book 

12. Made up of 3. 
rock fragments 4. 

14. Grow old 5. 
15. Scarlett 

O’Hara’s home 6 
17. Give a job to 7. 
18. False sect 8. 
20. Shuttlecock 9. 
22. Human beings 10. 
23. Nervous 11. 
25. That is: Lat. 
27. Soak flax 
28. Mr. Costello 13. 
29. Molten rock 16. 
32. Black magic 19. 
36 Strange 21. 

celestial sight 
37. Singer Domino 24. 
39. Faithful 
40. Cease 

proceeding 
42. Snack between 

meals 
44. King of Judah 
45. Sport of 

bowling 
47. Three-time 

Indy 500 
winner 

49. Garland's 
costar 

50. Looks at 

Wildcat 26. 
That woman 28. 

29. 

DOWN 
30. 

Good-looking 31. 
Shout of 32. 
approval 33. 
Bridge player 34. 
Of the sun 35. 
Memorable 38. 
saying 
Deep wound 41. 
Punctually 43. 
Indistinct 46. 
Paper currency 48. 
Makes weary 
Janet and 
Chrissy’s 
roommate 
Dollar part 
Border part 
Semester 
French fashion 
designer 
Wthout 
hearing 

Conduit 
Forfeiture 
Perfume 
making 
substance 
Pursuing 
1Q1* 

Cheap cigar 
Pencil rubber 
Artifices 
365 days 
Building 
addition 
Subterfuge 
Silence 
Small hotel 
Bom 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

LSAT GMAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 

For Only $275 

■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

■ Personalized Professional Instruction 
■ Comprehensive Study Materials 

■ Simulated Practice Exams 
■ Personal Tutoring Available 

■ Free Repeat Policy 
■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613)544-9389 

1-800-269-6719 

Teach English 
Overseas 

■ Detailed lesson planning 
■ Skills development: grammar, pronunciation, 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 
■ Comprehensive teaching materials 
• Teaching practknm Included 
■ Strategics for finding teaching jobs overseas 
• Listings of schools, agendes, and recruiters 

from around the world 
■ Formal certWcale given upon course completion 
■ Cost: S395 (34-hr course) / SU5 (4Wir course) 

For Mora Information Call Oxford Seminars: 
544-9J89 / 1-800-269-8719 

MONEY FOR 
NOTHING! 

The Winter Clubs & Assembly Grant forms ore here! 

Application forms and complete criteria are available 

outside of the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs 

(CIA) office. Forms are due back on March 19th, 1999 

You MAY be eligible for a grant if you are: 

• Part of the Queen's Student Community; 

* From a non-profit cause, organization or society 

and your activity does not already receive AMS 

funding. 

Complete Criteria, along with application forms, are 

available at the AMS Commission of Internal Affairs. 

For more information please contact Dave Contant, 

CIA Deputy Commissioner, at 533-6000 ext 74815 or 

aa@ams.queensu.ca 
. SIUDENT GOVERNMENT 

/£&> ACM/// 
Do you Love Democracy? 
Come to the ASUS Annual 
General Meeting (AGM) 

March 25th 7:00 pm 
McLaughlin Room in the JDUC 

Every Arts and Science Student gets a Vote 
This includes...CESA, PHESA, BFA, BMUS 

Everyone's welcome to Attend 

4% /W 



Fuckin’ A” 

THERE is A SCENE in Hamlet, dur¬ 

ing the famous “To be or not to 

be'’ speech, when our title charac¬ 

ter makes reference to “the undiscov¬ 

ered country,” a kind of elegant 

metaphor for the future. 

At the risk of making an ill-advised 

connection between high-brow and low¬ 

brow topics, Shakespeare's words can 

be applied to the world of salty snack 

foods. 

What’s this, you ask? Hast thou 

gone barmy? Dost thy brain still reside 

in thy head? True, it might seem a bit 

insane to apply words from one of the 

greatest pieces of literature ever created 

to a discussion of salty treats. But 

before you Englishcx majors turn away 

in disgust, read on a bit — we’re going 

somewhere with this. 

Like Hamlet, the snack food world 

has reached a crossroads in its exis¬ 

tence. Powerful forces are at work and 

the future has suddenly been put in 

doubt. And what is the cause of all this 

turmoil? The answer: chipnuts. 

Undoubtedly you have more ques¬ 

tions, not the least of which is “what in 

blazes are chipnuts?” Well, loyal reader, 

chipnuts are jumbo cocktail peanuts 

wrapped in a crispy potato shell, and 

they are mighty tasty. Imagine biting 

into a bunch of pebble-sized lumps with 

a satisfying crunch, and savouring a 

pleasant, wildly addictive, flavour. 

They arc truly the best salty snack 

around. 

Now, to get back to our Hamlet com¬ 

parison, chipnuts arc themselves an 

“undiscovered country." Although they 

currently exist in obscurity, this is a 

snack food that has the power to revolu¬ 

tionize the entire snack food industry. 

Like all the undiscovered countries 

out there, chipnuts will rule the future. 

And the future they will lead will be one 

of peace, where the current competing 

salty snacks can finally live together in 

harmony. Too long have the forces of 

peanuts and the forces of potato chips 

battled for supremacy of the snack food 

world. Now there is an alternative. 

Chipnuts, being part peanuts and part 

chips, can finally bring some order to 

this chaos. 

Chip® 
Nuts 

But here’s the problem: nobody 

knows about them yet. The only place 

chipnuts are made is on a small peanut 

farm in the booming metropolis of 

Simcoe, Ontario (pop. 15,000). The con¬ 

sequence of this is that a wide-spread 

market for chipnuts hasn’t been estab¬ 

lished yet Only a small number of chip¬ 

nuts are produced, and very few of these 

are shipped any great distance. This 

means that, unless you are a resident of 

Simcoe, you almost never have access to 

this delicious salty treat. Millions of 

people don’t know what they are miss¬ 

ing. It’s a tragedy of epic proportions. 

Bearing this sad fact in mind, we 

have taken it upon ourselves to spread 

the gospel of chipnuts. Not so long ago, 

we, like the general public now, lived in 

blissful ignorance of what we were 

missing. The veil of darkness was lifted 

from our eyes however, with the first 

taste of the salty manna. That’s when 

we realized we were converts to the 

chipnut cause. 

Like the ascendancy of McDonald s 

from a low-key burger joint to emperor 

of the entire food industry, or the rise of 

Beavertails from obscurity to the domi¬ 

nation of the deep-fried whole wheat 

dough market, we boldly predict that 

chipnuts will ascend to similar great¬ 

ness. But it can only happen with your 

help. 

If chipnuts are to have the glorious 

future they so richly deserve, we need 

more people to spread the word. How 

can you get involved in this worthy 

cause? There are lots of ways — a single 

person speaking out can make a world 

of difference. Boycott your neighbour¬ 

hood convenience stores until they 

stock chipnuts. Stand up to your boss 

and demand that a chipnut vending 

machine be installed in your workplace. 

Call your local politicians and say you’ll 

withhold your taxes until they start 

importing chipnuts by the truckload. 

Before you know it, chipnuts will be 

on every street corner, and you will have 

helped this to occur. Help us in our mis¬ 

sion, start a snack food revolution. You 

won’t be disappointed. 

George Pfaff. Kevin Butler, and Keith 

Gerein are not allowed closer than 

500m to Simcoe’s city limits. 

To this day, Neil 

Young denies 

the rumours 
that he per¬ 

formed in the 

movie “The Last 

Waltz” with a 

Chipnut lodged 

up his nose. 

Results of the 1st ever Queen's thipnut survey 
Long believing that chipnuts are the greatest undiscovered snack food, we sought 

out the opinions of Queen’s students to determine if others shared our views. Our 

mission of evangelism brought us to the mean streets of the JDUC last Tuesday 

where we braved the bemused stares of passers-by to bring you the truth, the whole 

truth and nothing but the truth on the appeal of chipnuts at Queen's. 

Total participants: 113 

1. Have you ever heard of 

chipnuts before? 

Yes: 1.9% No: 81% 

3. Do you think chipnuts 

arc better than chips? 

Yes: 31% No: 69% 

Male: 60% Female: 40% 

2. Do you think chipnuts 

are better than peanuts? 

Yes: 79% No: 21% 

4. Would you buy chipnuts if 

they were sold in Kingston? 

Yes: 67% No: 33% 

5. Please rate chipnuts from 1-5 

Justine Li, Arts ’99, samples a 
BBQ flavoured chipnut. Justine’s 
appraisal? ‘Til give it a #1, ‘cause 
I’m very satisfied,” she says. 

PHOTO BY KEITH GEREIN 

Rating: 

1 — Very good 

2 — Pretty' darn good 

3 — l’ye bad better 

4 — Pretty darn crappy 

5 — I’d rather eat socks 

Avg Score: 

Original Ranch BBQ 
OnionSc 
Garlic 

Sale ‘N 
Vinegar 

All 
Dressed 

Dill 
Pickle 

17% 33% 24% 0% 25% 33% 
39% 28% 56% 30% 69% 33% 
44% 28% 12% 30% 6% 25% 
11% 8% 40% 40% 0% 8% 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
2.3 2.2 2.0 3.1 1.8 2.1 2.0 

MiSC 
presents a 

brief history 
of the thipnut 
As the story goes, the idea for chip¬ 

nuts was conceived approximately 10 

years ago when a female customer 

walked into Picard’s Peanuts and 

Country Store in Simcoe, Ontario. 

After looking around a bit, the 

woman approached the counter with a 

bag of chips and a package of peanuts. 

That day the cash register was being 

operated by Jim Picard, the leader of 

the family that owned the store and the 

surrounding peanut farm. 

Jim began to ring up her purchase, 

completely unprepared for the revela¬ 

tion that was about to hit him. 

“I asked the woman why she was 

buying both chips and peanuts,” 

recalled Jim. “You see, normally it 

would be one or the other.” 

He continued his tale: “Well she told 

me that her husband liked to eat both 

chips and peanuts at the same time 

while watching TV And that got me 

thinking, and I wondered if maybe we 

could combine the two somehow, we’d 

have a winner.” 

Jim had a brainwave alright, but it 

would be six years before he and two of 

his sons, John and Jim Jr., were able to 

perfect the snack. 

Why did it take so long? You just slap 

a potato coating on a bunch of peanuts, 

right? Easy. 

“It turned out to be quite difficult," 

said Jim. “We would get up early and 

stay late, trying a number of different 

methods that weren’t very successful. 

The coating would always fall off the 

peanut.” 

But, undaunted, the Picards pressed 

on, determined to make Jim’s dream a 

reality. “After about six years, we cre¬ 

ated a product that we thought was 

good enough to let customers sample,” 

said Jim. “People told us what they 

liked and what they didn’t and we took 

that information and made some modi¬ 

fications until we arrived at the product 

we make today.” 

Currently offered in seven flavours 

(original, BBQ, ranch, onion & garlic, 

salt n’ vinegar, dill pickle, and all 

dressed) with an eighth (hot n’ spicy) on 

the way, chipnuts have become the 

Picards’ most popular product. 

Chipnuts are still a small player in 

the salty snack industry, but Jim has 

high hopes for his invention. 

“We currently distribute to about 

20,000 gas bars and country stores 

around Canada. That’s not bad for a 

company as small as ours, so there’s no 

telling how far chipnuts will go.” 
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JIM PICARD 
SPEAKS 

The first ever glimpse into the 
mysterious, reclusive life and craft of 
the great Canadian chipnut inventor 

PHOTO BY GEORGE PFAFF 

By Keith Gerein 

It was a cold Wednesday after¬ 

noon in February, when I finally 

got up the nerve to telephone 

Picard’s Peanuts in Simcoe, 

Ontario. My mission: to, inter¬ 

view the inventor of my favourite 

salty snack, chipnuts. A rather 

bored female clerk answered the 

phone. 

“Picard’s nuts, good after¬ 

noon” 

“Uh, hi, look this is going to 

sound kinda strange, but 1 work 

for The Queen’s Journal. We’re a 

student-run newspaper in 

Kingston, and we’ve got this sec¬ 

tion called MiSC. that covers sort 

of funny topics and, well, actu¬ 

ally that’s not too important but I 

was really hoping to speak to the 

person who invented chipnuts” 

“Uh... okay, well, I guess you 

need to talk to Jim Picard.” 

“Yes, yes, that would be good. 

Is he available today?” 

After finally convincing the 

clerk that yes, I was serious, she 

called Jim Picard to the phone. 

I couldn’t believe it — 1 had 

reached the inventor of the great¬ 

est snack food ever created. 

Naturally, 1 was a little nervous, 

so I decided to start the interview 

with a joke. 

“Hi there. That’s a great last 

name you have. Do people ever 

ask if you are related to a bald 

starship captain?” (Notice I 

didn’t say it was a good joke). 

“Huh?” 

It was at this point I learned 

that Jim was not a fan of Star 

Trek. In fact, Jim pronounces his 

last name “Pick-erd,” unlike the 

very snooty french pronunciation 

“Pee-card” of our bald starship 

captain. 

After this initial awkward 

moment, the interview started to 

proceed more smoothly. After a 

few minutes, I quickly realized 

two things about Jim’s personal- 

ity. 

The first was that Jim is a very 

spiritual and very family-oriented 

man. 

PHOTO BY GEORGE PFAFF 

For example, Jim doesn’t like 

it when you call him the creator 

of chipnuts. 

“We didn’t create chipnuts, 

because only God creates stuff, 

but we did invent it,” he said. 

Furthermore, Jim refuses to 

take sole credit for chipnuts. He 

did admit to coming up with the 

idea, but strongly maintained 

that chipnuts was a family pro¬ 

ject. His son John worked on the 

potato coating formula, while his 

other son, Jim Jr., came up with 

the cooking process. 

The second thing I noticed 

about Jim was that he is Fiercely 

proud and protective of his 

family’s invention. 

“Chipnuts is our little baby,” 

he said. “And they are doing 

really well for us. They are prob¬ 

ably the biggest thing we sell.” 

In fact, Jim has so much pride 

in his chipnuts, that he won’t use 

the peanuts he grows on his own 

farm. For chipnuts, he imports a 

premium variety of jumbo cock¬ 

tail peanut that’s only grown on a 

farm near Gainesville, Florida. 

“That’s our name on the bag, 

so I wanted to make sure it was 

of the best quality we could make 

it,” he said. 

His pride for chipnuts then 

began to manifest itself in other 

ways, including a series of ques¬ 

tionable “facts” regarding the 

product’s health qualities. 

For example, Jim informed 

me that chipnuts have half the fat 

of peanuts. This was a claim I 

considered highly dubious, con¬ 

sidering that each chipnut con¬ 

tains one whole peanut plus the 

crispy coating, but not not want¬ 

ing to ruin the rapport we had 

built up, I let it go. 

While his salty invention will 

always remain Jim’s “baby,” he 

was quick to remind me that 

Picard’s Peanuts was more than 

just chipnuts. 

“We do every kind of coated 

nut you can think of,” he said. 

“We do seven varieties of peanut 

brittle, did you know that?” 

I laughed. It seems that when 

it comes to putting the world in 

snack heaven, Jim Picard will 

never rest. Hopefully, one day, 

his efforts will be rewarded with 

a place in the snack food hall 

of fame. 

If no one is able to solve the mystery phrase after 
this issue, we’ll publish all 14 clues next time in an 

all-Building extravaganza. 
Until then, figure out which buildings are being obscured by 

students. The First letter of each building name (when put 
together and unscrambled) will spell out something sensical. 

If you’re the first person to guess it right, you’ll win some¬ 
thing very, very large and awe-inspiring. 

Note: if you're missed the clues from the first six issues, 
you're hopelessly serened. Just wait until next issue. 

Darrell Lettowillier Sci ’02 

models in front of 

Building #14 

Ashley Williamson, Arts ’00 

models in front of 

Building #13 

Attention: All Native students and anyone involved 
in research with Native Peoples and Issues 

NATIVE STUDIES RECEPTION 

• Share your ideas and research with others 

• Find out about a possible Student Conference 
on Native Studies 

• Casual; beverages and snacks provided 

Where: Robert Sutherland Room, JDUC 

When: Thins., March 24, 3:00 - 5:00 pm 

SEE YOU THERE 

music., of 
Consolation 

& 
Triumphant 

Re-birth 

1 with thv Kingston 
' Choral Society 
Queens Choral 

FJnsemble 

FaurAt Rty/wetn 
Glides Trimnph Qf'tltt' Spirit 

Kingston 

>Sy in ph o ny 

Association 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS 
St. Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston, owner of 
the overnight cruise ship M/V Canadian 
Empress, invites applications for the following 
positions: 

Stewardesses 

Deckhands 

Assistant Cruise Directors 

Galley Assistants 

Bartenders 

Seasonal full-time May to November. Ideal for grad¬ 
uating students. Please deliver resumes to 253^ 
Ontario Street, side door, 2nd floor, Suite 200. 

SI| 
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Chrysler can help out with your driving ambition. 
As a recent graduate, you’re on the road to success. We would like 

to help take you the rest of the way by offering $750 towards the 

purchase or lease of a new Chrysler or Jeep® vehicle * That’s $750 in 

addition to most current Chrysler incentives. If you finance with Chrysler 

Credit Canada, we’ll also defer your first three months payments!* 

And with a world-class lineup of vehicles to choose from, we clearly 

offer something for everyone. Whether you’re looking for the off-road 

excitement of a Jeep®, the rugged performance of a Dodge Truck, the 

roominess of a minivan or the redesigned and refined Chrysler Neon 

2000, we ve got a vehicle that II take you wherever you want to go. 

Whats more, you could win a $5000 travel voucher just for sharing your 

smarts with us. For details, simply visit us on-line at www.chryslercanada.ca 

•Eiduding Piwttr ud %r. 'Sot* ratnctom apply. Sm your ruder lor details. Tha $750 Grad Rebate is amiable 10 all coOtn or umvmitv , 
M Stpttrabw ». Ill), ml J „| doaoral gutaa. .1 i«l (.fa J dm ® ' "iH gradual* between October I, 1996, 

For more information, visit your nearest Chrysler Retailer. Or, hit 

CHRYSLER 
CANADA 

www.chryslercanada.ca or call 1-800-361-3700. 

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1 998 

^odyssey’ 
w TRAVEL 

General Travel: 549-3553 
Long Haul / Groups: 549-3561 

Senate Queen’s student dies 
approves 
tuition 
hikes 
By Jocelyn Laporte 

Yesterday, Queen’s Senate approved 
a set of substantial tuition increases 
proposed by Principal Bill Leggett for 
next year. 

In a vote of 20 members in favour, 
11 opposed, and six abstentions, 
Senate passed Leggett’s motion for 
increases that, if passed by the Board of 
Trustees, would include a dramatic 
increase of 40.8 per cent for students 
entering their second year of Queen’s 
Commerce program. Students 
registered in the program in 1997-98 
will only face a maximum increase of 
20 per cent. 

Last year, the Board approved a 
multi-year plan for tuition adjustments 
that provided an increase of approxi¬ 
mately 10 per cent for all programs 
except Applied Science and 
Commerce, for which there was no 
proposal. 

First-year tuition levels at the School 
of Business are limited to a regulated 
increases of 9.1 per cent, which was 
approved last year. However, increases 
for upper-year students were not deter¬ 
mined at that time. The proposed 40.8 
per cent tuition increase in Commerce 
would result in an overall 1999-2000 
cost of $5,000. This increase will affect 
students who are currently enroled in 
their first year of the Commerce pro¬ 
gram at Queen’s. 

According to a principle outlined in 
the government’s 1998 fee announce¬ 
ment, increases for students who were 
registered in 1997-98 will be limited to 
3 20 per cent increase level. This 

Please see Comm on page 7 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Queen s student Angeline Melissa 
Hook passed away March 11. 

Angeline fell ill and was taken to hos¬ 
pital on March 11. She passed away in 
hospital later that day from heart failure. 
Doctors were unable to determine the 
cause of death. Angeline would have 
celebrated her 26th birthday on March 
17. 

Angeline was registered in a Bachelor 

of Science Degree program in the 
Faculty of Arts and Science at Queen’s. 
She hoped to pursue graduate 
studies at the University of Western 
Ontario following her graduation from 
the university. 

Angeline’s family is from Arnprior, 
Ontario, which is located east of 
Kingston. She will be sadly missed by her 
mother Linda, father Shane, sisters 
Ashley, Kaitlin and Jessica, and brother 
Michael. 

The Laundry Cafe on Princess Street closed its doors Sunday evening. Please 
see related story on page 3. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

V-P 
Cowan 

new RMC 
principal 

By Fiona Stevenson 

A vice-principal at Queen’s 
University has been appointed the next 
principal of Royal Military College in 
Kingston. 

Defence Minister Art Eggleton 
announced Tuesday that John Cowan, 
Queen’s vice-principal (operations and 
finance), will replace RMC’s current 
principal, John Plant, who is retiring 
on May 31 after more than 15 years as 
principal. 

“Dr. Cowan has the breadth of 
experience required to help the com¬ 
mandant lead the college into the new 
millennium,” stated a release issued by 
RMC announcing the appointment. 

“It’s good news for RMC... 
It's bad news in the sense 
that he’s made a terrific 
contribution here and 
he’ll be sadly missed.” 

— Queen’s Principal 
Bill Leggett 

“I think it’s going to be really 
interesting,” said Cowan, who will be 
the first principal to serve a five-year 
renewable term rather than an unlim¬ 
ited appointment. Cowan was chosen 
by a committee of military and non- 
military representatives and will 
assume his new position on July 15. 

“I was very pleased for John 
Cowan,” said Queen’s Principal Bill 
Leggett. “It’s nice to see people suc¬ 
ceed in what they want to do. It’s good 
news for RMC... It’s bad news in the 

Please see Cowan on page 3 

Queen’s eyes Frontenac courthouse 
“If we get the courthouse it would be 

absolutely wonderful for the School of 
Business,” said Northey, adding that the 
acquisition would allow the school to 
continue “making its mark as a very 
innovative and forward-thinking 

school.” 
According to Wednesday’s Kingston 

Whig-Standard, the provincial govern¬ 
ment, along with some local agencies, 
are hesitant about permitting the city to 
sell the courthouse, due to heritage 
issues and a problem with an expansion 
across Barrie Street. 

Commerce Society President Brenda 
Ha said there are people who disagree 
with the move and are concerned “that 
we might be taking over space that has 
history and significance in Kingston.” 

“We’re not in any way changing the 
neighbourhood,” said Northey, explain¬ 

ing that the surrounding area, including 
the park, would remain the same. “I 
don’t see that this is really a change,” she 
said. “The city needs a solution.” 

“We’re seriously overcrowded,” 
stressed Northey, who explained that 
much of the school’s staff is spread over 
different buildings and that there is no 
room for new staff. 

“We’re doing a lot of different 
endeavours that require [the expan¬ 
sion],” she added, pointing to the 
school’s new computer-based environ¬ 
ment, which requires extra space. 

As part of the proposal, delivered to 
city council Tuesday, Northey promised 
the school would not only maintain the 
courthouse but restore it to some of its 
former grandeur. 

Please see Money on page 3 
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Applications are due in the Studio Q office (in 
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Conference comforts 
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By Stephanie Carvin 

Last Friday and Saturday, approxi¬ 
mately 50 students participated in the 
Comfort Women Conference. This on- 
campus event recalled the approximately 
200,000 women that were forced into 
sexual slavery by Japan’s armed forces 
during World War II. The conference 
was sponsored by the Creating 
Awareness about Race Relations group 

in Kingston and on campus. 
Guest speakers at the conference 

included activist Meerai Cho, CBC jour¬ 
nalist Kathleen Boylan, and film maker 

Nancy Tong. 
“Comfort women” were young 

women between 11 and 27 years old 
who were enslaved in military brothels 
known as “comfort stations” throughout 
East Asia from 1932 until the end of the 
war. The women from China and South 
East Asia were subjected to repeated 
rape, beating and torture, and were 
forced to serve an average of 30 to 40 

soldiers a day. 
The majority of the sifrvivors are now 

in their late 70s, and many continue to 
suffer permanent injury accrued from 
disease and psychological trauma. For 
years, many of the “comfort women” did 
not speak out as they were ashamed or 
scared of being rejected and disbelieved. 
After nearly 50 years of silence, former 
“comfort women,” began to speak out in 
1991 about what had happened to them. 

Many conference speakers said the 
Japanese government has not provided 

CO K R E 

proper redress or compensation to those 
women who were forced to work in the 
“comfort stations.” The official position 
of the Japanese government has g0ne 
from denial to a deflection of culpability 
onto soldiers, they explained. A private 
fund was created by the Japanese gov¬ 
ernment to raise money for the women 
but most survivors are demanding direct 
compensation from the Japanese govern¬ 
ment as well as a full apology. 

“I came [to the conference] because I 
wanted to know more about [the issue] 
and see what I could do to help,” said 
Kari Kim, Law ’00. Kim indicated that 
she was impressed with the conference. 
“The conference was well organized. I 
learned a lot from [Nancy Tong] and her 
film,” she said. 

Conference organizers said they were 
pleased with the university community’s 
interest in the event. 

“I was pleased at the attendance,” said 
Cathy Shin, Law ’00, one of the confer¬ 
ence organizers. “A lot of men showed 
up. I was pleased with that.” 

Shin said she was encouraged by the 
participation of those attending the con¬ 
ference. “Participants got to give voice to 
their opinions. People weren’t just com¬ 
placent,” she said. “[The atmosphere) 
was really emotionally charged. For a 
sombre topic, I felt optimistic.” 

“I think that a lot of males skip out on 
women’s issues,” said Eun-Hye Chung, 
another conference organizer. “I liked 
the diversity of the audience,” she said. 
“It was a good overall conference.” 

C T 1 ON. 

For more information, contact Studio Q at 533-6699 or studioq@ams.queensu.ca 
In the Sports and Fitness section of the last issue, Mike McDermot’s name was 

misspelled. 
The Journal regrets the error. 
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PEC accommodates transgendered persons 
By Tara Mansbridge 

In many ways. Queen’s is notorious 
l,,r its inaccessibility. That’s why a recent 
initiative by the Physical Education 
centre to accommodate the needs of a 
transgendered individual at Queen’s 

stands out. 

wa e-up call, said Stevenson, continu- tect the rights of all Canadians. In a sides have begun to deal with this issue,” 
mg, we re a progressive school and recent case before the Human Rights said MacDonald. “I feel very posirive 
we re used to change. Stevenson hopes Tribunal in British Columbia, the tribunal about the fact that there is this transgen- 

ruled if transgendered individuals are 
restricted from using public restrooms of 
the gender to which they are transition¬ 
ing it consritutes sexual discrimination. 

“It’s a human rights issue,” said 
Eleanor MacDonald, a polirical studies 
professor who researches and writes on 

to have some kind of permanent accom¬ 
modation made for transidentified indi¬ 
viduals at the PEC as early as May. 

‘Basically, our accommodation flows 
- , , , . . fr°m our legal obligation to accommo- 

"All Queen s students have a right to date," said John Cowan, vice-president 

use the facilities said Joan Stevenson (operations and finance). “That's why pru.essor wno researcnes ana writes 
director o le ysica an we ve created an essentially private area transgender issues. “People shouldn’t be 
Health Education, of the request to pro- for the woman concerned.” required during the time that they are 
vlde comfortable changing facilities for Under the judicial system, a transgen- transitioning to not exist.” 
,ndividuals making the transition from dered person is someone who has made Queen’s has been dealing with the certain extra level or oravery, Decause 

ma L t0 a H C ° ma e- steps towards biologically transitioning needs of transgendered individuals for a society doesn’t like hearing about this. 
Stevenson l en i issue as one o from male to female or female to male, little more than a year. Approximately six After these few people come forward, 
basic luman rig , a.in6 aJ every what Irene Bujara, director of the Human months ago the Transgender/Transsexual though, people begin to understand.” 

Rights Office, calls “a person in transi- Policy Group was formed to accommo- “The level of transphobia on this cam- 
tion. Socially, the transgendered cate- date the needs of transgendered staff and pus and in the community at large is quite 
gory has been used to refer to people students. The group, composed of staff, high,” said Julie Darke, anti-heterosexism 
who identify as transsexual, as something members of the HRO, representatives coordinator at the HRO. 

dered group on campus.” 
MacDonald, who is part of the TG/TS 

Group, is also concerned about the lack 
of social understanding about transgen¬ 
dered issues, both on campus and in the 
larger society. “I think that there’s a risk 
that people think it doesn’t need to be a 
mainstream concern,” she said. “The 
risks are largely borne by the first people 
who come forward, people who have a 
certain extra level of bravery, because 

individual using the facilities at Queen’s 
has a right to “feel safe and have a poten¬ 
tial for privacy.” 

This issue is “helping [the PEC] 
accomplish something that should have 
been accomplished a long time ago,” said 
Stevenson, who said that the change- 
rooms at the PEC are extremely outdated 
and in need of improvement. 

Not only are the changerooms difficult 
for transgendered individuals, the spaces 
were created at a time when the two-par¬ 
ent nuclear family was the norm. 
Currently, a mother cannot have her son 
accompany her into the woman’s change 
room, nor can a father have his daughter 
accompany him. The only showers in the 
men’s washroom are what Stevenson 
describes as “gang showers,” which 
afford no privacy whatsoever. Stevenson 
said money from the Capital Campaign, 
which is currently underway, will go 
towards updating the changerooms to 
meet the community’s needs. 

“[The. current request] is sort of a 

Cowan 
familiar 
with RMC 
operations 
Continued from page I 

sense that he’s made a terrific contribu¬ 
tion here and he’ll be sadly missed.” 

Leggett spoke about the strong 
tradition at RMC that will be continued 
by Cowan’s appointment. “It’s good 
that if he’s going to leave at.least he stay 
•n Kingston.” 

Cowan does not come from a 
military background but is familiar with 
operations at RMC. “I’ve had a fair bit 
to do with RMC in the past few years,” 
he said. 

Cowan sat on a panel that drafted a 
set of recommendations intended to 
"^Prove the operation of the college. In 
3 _ i°n, Cowan has been involved in an 
•mtiative to improve the college’s core 
curriculum. Cowan is also a 
qualified pilot. 

. ,9pWan is married and has two Step¬ 
ps 1 oten, on of whom also attends 
xUeen s. He has worked as vice-rector 
• the University of Ottawa and as a 
cnior advisor for the Association of 
diversities and Colleges of Canada. He 

^ sumed the position of Queen’s 

P (operations and finance) in 1995. 

vie e^®ett sa'^ '•hut hiring for the vacant 

alth Pr\nC*Pa' P08'1'00 w‘h begin shortly, 
tjni°Ugh he expects it will take some 

H / t0 rev‘ew applications and form a 
p n? COnmiittee. He anticipates that 

'^tion will be filled by the fall term. 
w>th files from Renee Huang 

other than their biological sex or as no 
gender at all. 

Although there is no legislation deal¬ 
ing specifically with discrimination 
against transgendered individuals, the 
Human Rights Code is designed to pro- 

from residences and Student Affairs, and 
transidentified individuals, has already 
looked into issues such as accommodat¬ 
ing the needs of transidentified persons 
living in residence. 

“I don’t think most Canadian univer- 

Money will not come 
from tuition fees 

Frontenac County Courthouse: soon-to-be Property of Queen's University? 
PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Continued from page I back Queen's 

Ha expressed concern with the 
potential location. “The concern is that 
if we move, it distances us from the 
campus and makes things less accessi¬ 
ble.” 

Ha did note that the school, as is, is 
quite crowded, and that a move would cation whatsoever of institution money 
put the school “under one roof.” At the that would do this,” he said. Cowan 

be brought 
for approval. 

Northey said the money for the 
restoration and expansion would come 
from “outside money being raised,” and 
confirmed that the funds would not 
come from student tuition fees. 

Cowan concurred. “We have no allo- 

moment professors and programs are 
spread out and have limited access to 
the dean. This “inhibits a lot of commu¬ 
nication,” said Ha. 

The proposal received a somewhat 
negative reception from the campus 
development and planning committee, 
but the school’s interest has not dwin- 

explained the courthouse, as a heritage 
building, would possibly be attractive to 
outside donors. 

“We have known for a long time that 
we have a problem with space... we’ve 
been looking at options,” said Principal 
Bill Leggett. 

“This creates a different form of 
died. “They are not giving up their solution, it appears it would make good 
rights to planning... these are the types sense,” he said. “Whether we will be 
of preliminary debates you get,” said able to acquire it in the end is another 
John Cowan, vice-principal (operations issue.” 
and finance). “Certainly the building itself is quite 

Cowan said the current master plan elegant,” Leggett said. “Queen’s has a 
of the campus does not include the wonderful record of maintaining and 
courthouse, however, he said the restoring historic buildings in the city- 
expression of interest in the courthouse that is important to the community.” 
was a necessary' step in determining Cowan echoes Leggett's vision of 
whether or not it is a viable option. “We honouring the historic element of the 
really have to play this thing through,” 
said Cowan, noting that the proposal to 
negotiate has to be sanctioned by both 
the city and the province before it can 

courthouse. Even if it were purchased 
by Queen’s School of Business, he said 
the building would always be known as 
The Frontenac County Courthouse. 

These are difficult issues for all our 
staff and faculty as well,” agreed 
Stevenson. 

Cowan said he “has a number of 

Please see ‘Rights’ on page 9 

Laundry 
Cafe 

closed 
By Laura MacInnis 

If you’re craving cheesecake and a 
coffee, it may be time to find a new place 
to hang out. The Laundry Cafe, a restau¬ 
rant and coffeeshop next to McDonald’s 
on Princess Street, closed its doors on 
Sunday night. 

The Laundry Cafe has been open for 
14 years, and Andrew Tietzen has been 
its owner for the past five years. For per¬ 
sonal reasons, the Kingston resident has 
recently closed the cafe and ended its 
catering service. Tietzen will be working 
this summer as a cook for a tree-planting 
company. 

The Laundry Cafe catered several 
Queen’s groups, including QPID, 
Amnesty International, and Clark Hall 
Pub events. The cafe also catered the 
ArtSci formal and the Queen’s Pub this 
year. 

Tietzen said “about 1,600 customers 
per week” frequented the cafe, including 
many Queen’s students. 

Lauren Sukerman, Arts ’00, who has 
worked at the Laundry Cafe for two 
years, called the news of the closure “a 
big shocker,” and “very, very sad.” 

Employees were informed on Sunday 
that the cafe would close that evening. 
“We really didn’t want to believe it. 
There was some indication that it was 
going under but no one thought that it 
would go under so quick,” said Scott 
Deveau, ArtSci ’00 and a two-year 
employee at the cafe. 

Sukerman said there are about 19 
staff members at The Laundry Cafe, and 
about six of them are students who rely 
on the job. Sukerman was planning on 
working at the Laundry full time this 
summer, and said there are other stu¬ 
dents who had made similar plans. 

“[Tietzen’s] trying to help us all get 
jobs,” said Sukerman, adding that 
Tietzen has written reference letters for 
his employees to help them find work at 
other restaurants in Kingston. 

“All the pay cheques were paid. 
Andrew’s written reference letters for 
everyone,” said Deveau. “On top of that 

Please see Cafe on page 9 
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AMS Assembly chastises Dean Crawford 
By Erik Missio 

Last Thursday, the Alma 

Mater Society Assembly unani¬ 

mously passed a motion to draft 

and send a letter to Dean of 

Student Affairs Bob Crawford 

expressing its anger over the 

two-day closure of the Queen's 

Pub last week. 

At approximately 5:30 p.m. 

on Wednesday, John Deutsch 

University' Centre Director Jack 

Sinnott approached Queen’s 

Pub Assistant Manager Mark 

Soules and informed him thar 

the pub was to be closed until 

further notice. 

The decision was made 

jointly by Crawford and 

Sinnott, due to a perceived vio¬ 

lation of an agreement concern¬ 

ing the grad residences and pub 

noise. 

The agreement, created to 

address concerns brought by 

grad students about noise levels, 

limits live entertainment to 

Friday and Saturday nights. 

There was a band playing in the 

pub on Wednesday afternoon as 

a part of St. Patrick’s Day 

celebrations. 

Controversy arose after no 

effort was made to contact 

either AMS President Tom 

Stanley or Services Director 

Sarah Armstrong before the 

decision to close the pub was 

made. AMS Vice-President 

(Operations) Gord Moodie 

received only one voice message 

instructing him to call Sinnott. 

“I find such unilateral, non 

consultative action very disturb¬ 

ing. It cuts to the core of how 

the AMS operates alongside the 

university as an autonomous, 

legal corporation directed by 

students,” said Moodie at the 

Assembly meeting. Moodie then 

put forth the motion, seconded 

by V-P (Ops)-elect Owen 

Minns, to draft a letter to 

Crawford, disapproving of his 

actions. 

The letter states that the 

AMS finds it “unacceptable for 

Dean Crawford’s office and the 

JDUC [to] treat AMS officials as 

being essentially irrelevant to 

making important decisions 

about AMS services.” The letter 

cites that the QP is “our service. 

We own [it] and run fit]. This 

would seem to dictate that we 

should play a role, or at least be 

consulted, when decisions are 

made and actions taken that 

demonstrably effect [its] opera- 

“I very much 
appreciate the spirit of 
the AMS [position]. I 
accept it, understand 
it, and I would make 

every effort to not act 
unilaterally in the 

future.” 

— Bob Crawford, dean of 
student affairs 

Moodie conceded that an 

agreement may have been bro¬ 

ken, but argued that any possi¬ 

ble noise infraction is not the 

point. 

“The QP’s actions are 

arguably a violation of agree¬ 

ments, but this argument never 

happened because the AMS was 

never adequately consulted. It 

was sort of embarrassing to be 

in charge [of the QP] but to 

know less than the average stu¬ 

dent [about the situation],” he 

pointed out. 
“The band could’ve left, they 

could’ve turned down the 

sound... there were plenty of 

potential solutions and I don’t 

know if closing down was the 

ideal one,” said Moodie, who 

estimates the pub’s net losses 

during the closure between 

$3,000 and $4,000. 

Next year’s QP Manager, 

Mark Soules does not see the 

incident as incredibly detrimen¬ 

tal to the AMS/JDUC relation¬ 

ship. 
“The key to next year will be 

to build upon this year’s com¬ 

munication. The challenge will 

be to make sure we can continue 

to have a good, strong, working 

relationship... there are no easy 

solutions for either side,” he 

commented. 

Soules said there will be some 

internal adjustments at the QP 

next year, including a re-exami¬ 

nation of the house sound sys¬ 

tem. It is his hope that any 

changes made will be seen as 

measures of good faith. “Our 

major goal next year is that we 

want to build upon the phenom- 

success that is the credit of hard¬ 

working staff,” Soules asserted. 

Incoming Services Director 

Susan Henry said she feels con¬ 

fident that the incident will not 

mar future relations between 

Crawford, Sinnott and the 

AMS. “We’re looking to start a 

new relationship with them, but 

we’ll still keep the events of the 

past in mind. We’ll put an extra 

effort into building a positive 

relationship,” she said. 

Crawford seemed equally 

eager to put the conflict behind 

him. “I very much appreciate 

the spirit of the AMS [position], 

I accept it, understand it, and 1 

would make every effort to not 

act unilaterally in the future.” 

While Crawford said he 

expects negotiations to achieve 

a compromise between a viable 

pub for students and a quiet 

studying environment for grad¬ 

uate students, and he is hopeful 

for the future. 

“[The Dean’s office and the 

AMS] worked through a num¬ 

ber of problems this year, and 1 

have every faith that this [situa¬ 

tion] can be moved behind us,” 

he said. 

You can be a chiropractic 
physician in five years. 

Why settle for anything less? 
The time is right to leam more about a 

rewarding and fulfilling career as a doctor of 
chiropractic. Greater emphasis is being placed 
on preventive care and non-invasive health 
methods in today’s modem health-care system. 
In five academic years, you can graduate with 
a doctorate and be licensed to practice 
anywhere in the U.S. and Canada. 

Known for academic excellence, Logan 
College is on the cutting edge of curriculum 
innovations. In addition to offering a quality 
clinical program, Logan provides value-added business 
management training. This gives graduating practitioners 
a winning edge withoetter leadership and practice 
enhancement skills. 

Logan College of Chiropractic is now accepting 
applications. Write, call or check our Internet Website 
for a free descriptive brochure and admission kit 

EARN A DEGREE 
WITH A FUTURE 

http://www.logan.edu 

Quecm s Law class of 99 celebrated their graduating formal last Saturday night at the Vimy 

Officer s Mess of CFB Kingston. Over 170 students, faculty and administrators dined, 

danced and reminisced the night away. Retiring professor Hugh Lawford was honoured by 
the Law Students’ Society and Law ’99. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS ELLIS 

"AS PRIME MINISTER" AWARDS 
What would I do 

if I had 
$20,000? 

What would I do 
if I were 

Prime Minister? 

If you’re a Canadian college, 

university or GEGEP student 

TELL US... 

If you were the Prime Minister of Canada, 

what political vision would you offer 
to improve our living standards? 

AND WIN 
1 X $20,000 <$> 9 X $10,000 ^ SO X SSOO 

Internships * National Exposure 

■ Essay deadline is June 15, 1999 
Detads: www.asprimeminister.com 

or 1-800-97-MAGNA 

_think_ 
1 OUTSIDETHE box i 

“amak,,", ” *" C IN ASSOCIATION WITI11 THE 
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Liberal government Students charged 
supports tuition decrease with mischief 

BY STEPHANIE CARVIN 

On Monday, Ontario Liberal 

Leader Dalton McGuinty 

announced that a Liberal 

provincial government would 

roll back tuition fees by 10 per 

cenr. This follows a similar 

announcement made last fall by 

Ontario’s New Democratic 

Party, which also promised to 

roll tuition fees back 10 per 

cent. 

In addition, the Liberals said 

they would restore OSAP fund¬ 

ing for part-time students, a 

group cut off from OSAP in 

1997 by the current Progressive 

Conservative government. As 

well, working students would 

be able to earn up to $1,800 

during the school year without 

their OSAP deducted after 

$600, as is currently the case. 

The plan is revenue-neutral 

to universities, with the 

Liberals planning to provide 

compensation for the tuition 

roll-back, and will cost $140 

million, “There is a cost to 

making post-secondary educa¬ 

tion more accessible to those 

that cannot afford it,” said 

McGuinty in a press release. 

“However, it is far less than the 

cost to our economy and our 

future prosperity of preventing 

our best and our brightest from 

reaching their full potential.” 

The Liberals have also 

promised to re-regulate tuition 

fees for professional programs 

such as medicine, law, and engi¬ 

neering, and will offer free 

tuition to any medical student 

who agrees to work in an 

underserviced area for at least 

five years. 

“[The Ontario Liberals] 

would love to be able to do 

more,” said Lyn Mcleod, M.P.P. 

and the official critic for col¬ 

leges and universities at the 

Ontario Legislature. “I hope to 

go further. Being 10th out of all 

the provinces [for university 

funding per student] is not an 

ideal situation to be in.” 

Reaction to the announce¬ 

ment was varied around 

Queen’s campus. “I think its a 

step in the right direction,” said 

Milan Konopek, academic 

affairs commissioner for the 

AMS. “It is good that the oppo¬ 

sition parties recognize that 

accessibility is being threat¬ 

ened,” he added. 

“I think that the whole idea 

is unrealistic,” said Jason 

Nardari, Comm ’01. “Are the 

funds really there? Are [the 

Liberals] going to give a bunch 

of unkept promises,” he ques¬ 

tioned. Nardari indicated his 

concern over the lack of new 

funds to improve the quality of 

university education, since ail 

additional funding would only 

make up for lost revenue 

caused by tuition roll backs. 

“Universities are trying to 

increase the quality of educa¬ 

tion. Are we going to have to 

stick with the status quo?” he 

said. 

Dean of Student Affairs Bob 

Crawford said he was pleased 

that tuition would be lowered 

but shared some of NardarFs 

concerns over the lack of new 

funding. “It leaves exactly the 

status quo,” he said. “Where is 

the recognition that [universi¬ 

ties] are dramatically under¬ 

funded?” 

“At Queen’s of the $30 mil¬ 

lion drop in government grants, 

approximately 50 per cent is 

offset by students,” said Vice- 

President (Academics) Dave 

Turpin. “We would hope that 

any government would increase 

funding to universities, allow¬ 

ing us to take the pressure off 

students.” 

Konopek urged the current 

provincial government to 

announce its platform on edu¬ 

cation. “It is time for the PC 

government to do the same 

things. They have had the 

opportunity,” he said. “It’s 

about time rhey tell the stu¬ 

dents of Ontario what they 

plan to do with post-secondary 

education.” 

By Christine Tyrrell 

Two first-year Queen’s ArtSci 

students, T.W. Kim and M. 

Amir, both age 19, have been 

charged with mischief exceed¬ 

ing $5,000 for smashing two 

eight foot by four foot windows 

at a King Street East residence 

last Thursday evening. 

According to the Kingston 

police report, a city bylaw offi¬ 

cer spotted a group of five men 

standing in front of the resi¬ 

dence at King Street East and 

William Street. He observed and 

reported the incident to the 

Kingston Police. 

Police Constable Steve 

Wright arrived at the scene 

within 30 seconds. A foot chase 

followed and Kim was appre¬ 

hended. Amir was later appre¬ 

hended. The two. males 

admitted responsibility for the 

damage and were released at the 

scene. They are scheduled for a 

court appearance on 

May 4. 

Robert Crawford, dean of 

student affairs, said there is cur¬ 

rently no policy on how 

Queen’s handles situations 

involving crimes committed by 

students. A policy was drafted 

last year but it has never been 

completed. 

Crawford said that Queen’s 

handles situations involving stu¬ 

dents and crime “case by case.” 

This particular crime falls out¬ 

side of Queen’s jurisdiction. 

Had the incident occurred on 

Queen’s campus or against a 

member of the Queen’s commu¬ 

nity, then it would be dealt with 

under the Queen’s Code of 

Conduct, he explained. 

Crawford added that, if nec¬ 

essary, “we would always feel 

free to initiate our own discipli¬ 

nary procedures irrespective of 

whether or not the student was 

actually charged.” 

Kim and Amir both 

expressed regret over the inci¬ 

dent. 

“Me and my friends were 

coming back from the bar, I 

guess we had way too much to 

drink,” said Kim. “We were just 

fooling around, and we just 

broke the windows, and I’m 

very sorry for what I did and I 

wish I could it back but I can’t 

so I’ll just leave it in the law’s 

hands and I will be punished 

properly.” 

“As an ambassador of this 

school, I feel I’ve let Queen’s 

down in the eyes of the police 

and the Kingston community,” 

said Amir. “My actions were 

unjustifiable and I’m sincerely 

sorry for what I did.” 

— with files from Fiona 

Stevenson 

The AMS updates you on what's happening on and around campus 

QEA Presents 
Dream Warriors @ 
Alfie’s Pub. 
Tickets FREE at the 
door or the UBS. 
Doors open @ 
8:30pm. All Ages!! 

Pierce George, 
brother of Dudley 
George, Stoney 
Point defender 

killed by the OPP at 
the former 
Ipperwash 
Provincial Park. 
Saturday, April 3. 
Wallace Hall, 
JDUC, 7:00pm 
brought to you by 
the Queen’s New 
Democratic Youth 
and Anti-Racist 
Action Kingston. 

For more 
information contact 
Eric at 531-7767 or 
qndy@hotmail.com 

Put a roof over 
their heads and 
hope Into their 
hearts. Buy a 
shingle for $2 and 
proceeds go to the 
homeless. 

if you have something you want to teli the world then 

phone the AMS Communications Commission @ 545-2732; or email Comm@ams.c\ueensu.ca 
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The Agnes Benidickson 

Tricolour Award honours 

select students each year 

who have demonstrated 

an outstanding 

contribution to Queen's 

through non-athletic 

extra-curricular 

involvement. Induction 

into the Tricolour Society 

is the highest student 

inititated tribute given for 

student excellence. 

Nomination for this 

award is a tremendous 

honour and all nominees 

should be recognized for 

The nominees for 1998-99 are: 

Ian Brisbin 

Nick Cheeseman 

Tracey Childs 

Jeffrey Coull 

Andrew Dalrymple 

Chris Ellis 

Kevin Henry 

Clara Ho 

Lindsay Hogan 

George Kim 

Darren MacDonald 

Neil McCartney 

Jennifer Mihill 

William Montcrief 

Philip Pietersma 

Angela Pilas 

Dawn Robertson 

Jennifer Ross 

Chrissy Walker 

Tricolour Award recipients will 

announced Sunday March 28th 
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Opt-outable fee 
helps Studio Q 

recover from debt 
By Natalie Diaz 

The approval of a $2.16 opt- 
outable fee in last fall’s referen¬ 
dum gave Studio Q an 
additional $7,000 in revenue 
this year, and helped the service 
recover from the debt accrued 
in previous years. 

“Without student fees, Studio 
Q was left with only two 
sources of revenue: video sales 
in Orientation Week and spon¬ 
sorship revenue,” said Gord 
Moodie, AMS vice-president 
(operations). As a result, “they 
lost $10,000 last year alone,” he 
added. 

Moodie said the large debt 
was mainly caused by the high 
expenses in advertising, video 
production, office supplies and 
equipment. “Approximately 
$2,000 was lost in advertising, 
$4,000 between office supplies 
and equipment, and $3,000 in 
video production,” Moodie 
said. 

“Our main focus this 
year was to become 

financially stable 
and, luckily, we were 
able to accomplish 

our goal.’’ 

— Ariel Goldblatt, 
executive producer of 

Studio Q 

Ariel Goldblatt, executive 
producer of Studio Q, 
explained that this year’s profits 
were directed strictly to paying 
off the deficit accumulated from 
last year and also to pay some of 
last year’s hired staff. She noted 
that only the executive positions 
of Studio Q are paid, and that 

most students volunteer in 
order to get hands-on 
experience. 

“Our main focus this year 
was to become financially stable 
and, luckily, we were able to 
accomplish our goal,” Goldblatt 
said. 

Liz Levine, business manager 
of Studio Q, agreed. “Give or 
take a few percentages, we will 
be able to break even and meet 
our goal,” she said. 
Nevertheless, she pointed out, 
“it will take a couple of years 
for Studio Q to get back on its 
feet again and resemble a real 
television station.” 

As for the future of Studio Q, 
Bart Bonikowski and Pete Carr 
are currently the only team run¬ 
ning for the position of 
Executive Producer. If they are 
elected, they said they will stress 
a campus-oriented television 
station, with concert listings, 
better advertisements, and bet¬ 
ter equipment. 

According to Bonikowski, 
“We want to bombard Queen’s 
with Studio Q. We want a better 
quality of the show, and we will 
begin by looking into Toronto 
and Montreal Sponsors 
throughout the summer.” 
Bonikowski said he believed this 
year was a transitional one, 
adding that Studio Q is a hands- 
on experience job that has great 
potential. 

There will be an open forum 
for candidates running for the 
position of Executive Producer 
on Sunday in the Studio Q 
office, located in the lower level 
of the JDUC. Elections will be 
held on Monday in the same 
location and will be announced 
shortly afterwards. 

One-Year Programs in Journalism, 
Media and On-Line Production 

APPLY NOW! Your current degree or diploma quolifies you for admission to one 
of nine exciting options in our Emerging Medio Technology Centre (EMTEC). 

1 

Classes begin in May for Past Track entry into: 

• Advertising • Broadcast Journalism • Radio Broadcasting 
• Photojournalism • Print Journalism • Television Broadcosting 

I 
Classes begin in September for Post-Grad programs: 

• New Media Journalism* • New Media Production 
Media Marketing and Sales* * fed w/wd (*«M 

Comm faces 40% increase 
Continued from page I 

increase, which will be in effect 
next year, means tuition would 
reach $4,261. 

AMS President Tom Stanley- 
expressed his concern over the 
dramatic increase in tuition 
fees, especially the 40 per cent 
increase for first-year 
Commerce students. “This is 
my biggest point of concern. 
When the government insti¬ 
tuted a 20 per cent cap on stu¬ 
dents already in deregulated 
programs... the spirit of that 
was that students enroled 
would know what they had to 
face,” he said. 

Stanley explained that the 
Commerce program was not 
deregulated in the technical 
sense. “Changing the rules on 
this one year of students is 
patently unfair,” he said. “I’m 
not disputing that you have to 
have money in programs in 
order to have quality, I’m just 
disputing the nature.” 

“Because of the technology 
enhancements, there’s a lot of 
cost recovery that must be 
done,” said Brenda Ha, 
Commerce Society president. 
“This is just one more attempt 
to increase the quality' of our 
degree... and be competitive 
with other schools. I agree that 
it is something that needed to 
be done,” she cautioned. 

Vice-Principal (Academic) 
Dave Turpin concurred, stating, 
“My understanding is that 
without the increase, new tech¬ 
nology will not be possible.” 

Ha explained that the school 

is actively pursuing other fund¬ 
ing possibilities and fund-rais¬ 
ing options. “We believe in the 
value of our degree,” she said, 
adding that “no student is 
turned away because of finan¬ 
cial constraints.” 

Margot Northey, dean of the 
School of Business, said that 
Commerce will create bursaries 
to ensure no students are 
forced to leave for financial 
reasons. “We’re trying to create 
a package to help students here 
now and future students.” 

Stanley noted that students 
who are currently enrolled in 
upper-year courses will be pay¬ 
ing substantially less for their 
education than next year’s sec¬ 
ond-year class. Since there is a 
high degree of fluidity in the 
program, students may take 
upper-year courses despite their 
second-year status. This means 
these students will be paying 
more than other students in the 
same class, he said. 

The administration “made a 
two-year tuition announce¬ 
ment,” said Stanley. He said the 
university was clear at the 
Board of Trustees that, depend¬ 
ing on the government’s 
actions, they may have to 
revisit their proposal, but still 
chastises the inconsistency. 

“The commitment to pre¬ 
dictability and stability in plan¬ 
ning should override other 
concerns,” said Stanley. “The 
more predictability... the 
better,” he added. 

“I think that this internal 
focus is very important,” said 
Stanley. Stanley said he recog¬ 

nised the fear of external fac¬ 
tors. For example, a lower 
tuition may be perceived as 
reflective of a lower level of 
education being provided. 
Stanley thinks Queen’s should 
“steer away from logic like that. 
The internal factors are much 
more important.” 

Stanley believes the tuition 
increase “automatically 
removes focus from our accessi¬ 
bility." He questioned whether 
or not this education was 
affordable. “This argument is 
something that gets shifted to 
the back,” he said. 

Ha said she understood this 
could be the opinion of an out¬ 
side perspective, but was 
adamant that “there has been a 
major revamp in the curriculum 
and technology.” 

“The courses themselves 
have changed radically... it’s 
basically a new program,” said 
Ha, adding that “in every 
change there’s always that tran¬ 
sition.” 

The tuition increase for next 
year’s engineering program is 
also substantial. It is recom¬ 
mended to be 29.7 per cent 
over this year’s costs, repre¬ 
senting an increase to $5,000. 
However, as in Commerce, 
increases for students currently 
registered in this program will 
be limited to 20 per cent, or a 
$4,627 overall tuition cost. 

“They’re all facing the same 
level of increase,” said Stanley. 
“I don’t have the same concerns 
there. 

- with files from Lianne 
Elliott 

OmD 
Pi 

Exams, 

girlfriends, 

papers, 

boyfriends, 

deadlines, 

summer jobs, 

holidays, 

moving... 

Umlmjmd 
Got a 

thing or two 

weighing on 

your mind? 

break out for brunch 

Spanish Eggs, Frittatas with Homefries, Cinnamon French Toast.... 

Special Coffees, and hot, hot, hot drinks... 

and all at your 15% student discount!* 

Chez Piggy. A great place to roost. 

Chez Piggy Restaurant 6SR Prince68 Street 549-7673 ’with ID 
j-MAIL: gradugle@loyalislc.on.ca WEBSITE: www.loyalislc.on.ta 
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The Alma Mater Society 
Teaching Issues Committee Is 
currently seeking onlnions on 
the state of the 

Psychiatric disabilities 
often overlooked 

in Vi n n 
system at Queen’s. 

If you have a point of view that you 
think should be included in this 
report, please submit a letter or an 
e-mail containing your opinions. 
Write to the academic affairs com¬ 
mission - submit a copy to the AMS 
office in the IDIIC or write to: 

academic@ams.queensu.ca 
subject heading Tenure 

By Maggie Buhajczyk 

While access ramps and doors have 
made Queen’s campus more accessible 
for students with physical disabilities, 
some feel that the needs of students with 
psychiatric disabilities have remained 

unnoticed. 
In a recent article, Terry Krupa, assis¬ 

tant professor for the School of 
Rehabilitation Therapy, wrote that while 
many students suffer from occasional 
bouts of anxiety or depression, there 
are identifiable patterns in the way that 
psychiatric disability presents a barrier to 
education.” Combined with mental and 
emotional demands of university life, 
these disabilities can often create signifi¬ 
cant pressures on the academic perfor¬ 
mance of the students, she explained. 

Krupa said she thinks a major prob¬ 
lem is the confusion regarding the acad¬ 
emic capability of students with mental 
health problems. “If I give them an extra 
week to finish something because of an 
anxiety problem, it’s not an indicator of 
impaired intelligence, but it’s hard for 
people to separate those,” she said. 

Fauzia Ahmed from the Alma Mater 
Society Accessibility Taskforce said the 
main problem is identification and 
awareness. “People don’t have just phys¬ 
ical or learning disabilities, many have 
psychiatric problems and a lot of them 
are reluctant to identify themselves,” she 
said. 

According to Krupa, awareness and 
acceptance will not resolve the problem. 
“Good feeling won’t do it,” she said. 
Instead, Krupa thinks Queen’s-needs to 

implement academic support programs 
for students with psychiatric disabilities. 
“There’s a difference between putting in 
extra access ramps and trying to accom¬ 
modate around academics,” said Krupa. 

“At the end of the year I would like to 
have a program of 15 to 20 people 
whose specific needs are targeted,” she 

added. 
Krupa cited availability of resources 

as the main challenge to such programs. 
“People don’t see it as a high priority so 
they don’t redirect resources or put 
money into it, and that’s a problem,” 
said Krupa. 

According to Alison Loat, AMS vice- 
president (university affairs), the 
Accessibility Taskforce deals primarily 
with physical and learning disabilities, 
not psychiatric illness. “It doesn’t fit into 
our mandate. It could evolve that way 
eventually but I don’t know if we have 
the expertise to deal with those issues," 

she said. 
Loat added that the different needs of 

students with psychiatric disabilities 
expand the scope of the problem. “Some 
people may need medication while oth¬ 
ers need special programs — it’s hard to 
generalize the problem.” she explained. 

Dean of Student Affairs Bob 
Crawford said he is confident that 
Queen’s offers services to students with 
mental health problems. “We think it’s 
important to offer psychiatry as a part of 
health care and disability services 
because by working with them we are 
able to help the students function suc¬ 
cessfully in the university,” he said. 

Spring is right around the corner & it's time for.... 

Queen's Summer Leagues 
Grad Soccer (m/w) 

a 
Coed Softball 

Team entry packages now available 
at the PEC (front lobby) 

Grad Soccer League -— Coed Softball League 

Team Registration: 

Manager's Meeting: 
Official's* Meeting: 

‘(paid positions!) 
1 st League Games: 
League Ends: 
# Teams: 
Team Fees: 

Deadline April 16 @ PEC wickets 
(With $25 deposit) 
April 20f Grad Club @ noon 
April 21, Grad Club @ noon 
(Clinic Apr 25 - all officials) 
May 3rd (Sundays-THursdays) 
Mid July 
6 Women's/12 Men's 
depends on # teams, but about 
$ 150/team 

Sponsored by: 

SGPS, The Grad Club, & Queen's Athletics 

Check out the Grad Soccer League 
Website at: 

qlink.queensu.ca/~3djl5/gsl/ 

Team Registration 

Manager's Meeting: 
1 st League Games: 
League Ends: 
Annual Tournament: 
# Teams: 

Divisions: 
Team fees: 

O 

Deadline April 29 @ PEC wickets 
(With $60 deposit) 
May 10, Rm 205 PEC, @ noon 
May 25 (Sundays-Thursdays) 
July 29 
Aug. 7/8 

32 (maximum)t first come basis 
(min. 5men/5women per team) 
Rec & Competitive 
depends on # teams, but 
about $ 165/team 

Sponsored bys Queen's Athletics 

Check out the Summer Softball League 
s- Website at: 

http!//civil.queensu.ca/indlvid/brown/softbal 
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Cafe a ‘landmark’ 
Continued from page 3 

he’s kind of gone out of his 

way—- It’s not like anyone can 
|eave with any animosity.” 

“Most of the [employees] 
don’t really need their jobs. The 
people who did — he’s already 
gone out of his way to help 
them,” Deveau added. 

Many Queen’s students fre¬ 
quented the Laundry Cafe, 
which was a popular locale for 
studying and for dates. “The 

weekends were very busy,” said 
Sukerman. 

“It was a very relaxed atmos¬ 
phere,” said Deveau. “It was 
just kind of fun to be at place 
where people were happy most 
of the time.” 

“It’s a landmark of their 
Queen’s experience,” Sukerman 
explained. “I think the general 
feeling on campus is that we’ve 
lost something really unique to 
Kingston.” 

‘Rights can conflict’ 
Continued from page 3 

people call [himj very upset, 
who feel that [his] judgement 
has been very bad on this issue.” 
However, Cowan continued, 
once he explained the legal 
precedents which protect the 
rights of transgendered individ¬ 
uals, many of the callers began 
to understand. “It’s mostly a 
process of education to put peo¬ 
ple at ease,” he said. 

“You’ve got to understand 
that rights can conflict.” 

In the past, a lot of people 
have felt uncomfortable when 
oppressed groups stood up for 
their rights and requested 
change, explained Bujara. In this 
and all others instances that the 
HRO has dealt with, “accom¬ 
modation is always made trying 
to respect the dignity of both the 
individuals and the units 
involved,” she said. Bujara said 
that although everyone should 
feel comfortable with the 
accommodations reached, peo¬ 
ple’s comfort levels should not 
supercede the rights of transgen¬ 
dered individuals. “There are 
still people uncomfortable in the 

LSAT GMAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 
For Only $275 

■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

■ Personalized Professional Instruction 

■ Comprehensive Study Materials 
■ Simulated Practice Exams 
■ Personal Tutoring Available 
1 Free Repeat Policy 

■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(6 13)544-9389 
1-800-269-6719 

changerooms because there 
might be lesbians.” 

Queen’s students have 
reacted cautiously to the accom¬ 
modations being made by the 
PEC. “1 think I might be uncom¬ 
fortable with it, but I’d get used 
to it,” said Katie Harkins, ArtSci 
’99. “I’ve grown up a lot since 
I’ve been at Queen’s. If you’d 
asked me [about transgendered 
issues] when I was in high school 
I would’ve flipped out.” 

Bujara was quick to point out 
that the request at the PEC was 
not the first accommodation 
Queen’s has made for transgen¬ 
dered individuals. “The accom¬ 
modation [at the PEC] is there 
for a need which may be more 
broadly felt.” 

Outstanding Contributors: 
March 

BONA 

Sorry we 
couldn't get 
your picture! 

CHILD 

W I G M O R E 

Crystal has been a wonder to behold this month. In one issue alone, she 

spent an entire day writing a late-breaking news story and then went to 

cover a review for A 8c E the same evening. She is a pleasure to work with, 

very enthusiastic and has great news sense. Her straight-forward manner of 

pursuing stories and interviews is an asset to the News and A8cE sections. 

Way to go, Crystal! 

Jeff Child; Poet, Visionary... kick-ass Opera critic. Mr.Child has been a 

faithful contributor to the A8cE section. Often writing last minute, high 

quality reviews and contributing ideas for stories, he never fails to impress 

the A8cE editors with his biting style and sometimes sensitive commentary. 

Mr. Child, we salute you! 

She’s snazzy, savvy and sophisticated. Wiggy is not only the best dressed 

chick on campus, but also a dedicated A&E writer. Wiggy is always ready 

to take on different stories, and frequently saves the A8cE team by writing 

last minute stories. What makes Wiggy special is her love for boy bands, 

Barbra Streisand and art reviews. We appreciate your talent and enthusiasm! 

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 

INFORMATION NIGHT 

FOR ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1999 
7-9 P.M. 

JEFFERY HALL, ROOM 128 

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics invites 
you to learn about Mathematics and Statistics course 
offerings planned for the academic year 1999-2000 and 
about our new Jobs Network for students concentrating 
in Mathematics or Statistics. 

The information presented will be of vital interest to sec¬ 
ond and third year students who are registered in 
Mathematics and Statistics Honours programs (BSCH- 
SP, MAJ OR MED. AND BAH-MED). 

Students in first year can also benefit from the opportu¬ 
nity to look ahead and think about planning a four year 
program in Mathematics and Statistics. 

Students in other concentrations may also wish to hear 
about our 300 and 400 level courses. 

Refreshments will be served. 

CONSIDER A CAREER IN THE 

PUBLIC SERVICE 

Is your degree in the arts, natural or 

social sciences, humanities or a 

profession? Complement it with our 

MPA or diploma in public 

administration. Governments are 

hiring talented people. Watch the 

doors open. 

DALH0USIE UNIVERSITY 

Master of Public Administration 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Canada B3H3J5 

(902)494-3742 

Fax:(902)494-7023 

E-mail: dalmpa@dal.ca 

www.mgmt.dal.ca/spa 

Toward/ ejcceUencei Public/Service/ 

How to 

Basement, 272 Ear/ St. 
etween University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 
hill IN HALF'. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Visit the student food bank. 

There's no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

We're open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p.m. 
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ic- staled position through a democratic process. 

What about Bob? 
The Queen’s Pub couldn’t 

give away beer on St. Patrick’s 

Day — thanks to heavy-handed 

measures taken by the administration to 

enforce a noise-reduction policy. The 

decision by Dean of Student Affairs Bob 

Crawford and JDUC director Jack 

Sinnott to close down the pub last 

Wednesday cost the service more than 

$4,000 in sales. More important than 

lost revenue, however, is the disturbing 

message that such unilateral actions 

send about the administration’s con¬ 

tempt for the autonomy of student-run 

services. 

In the absence of any immediate dan¬ 

ger to students, the administration 

should have waited until the relevant 

AMS official could be contacted before 

closing down the pub. Instead, they 

swaggered in like an authoritarian sher¬ 

iff and gave the management one hour 

to shut the saloon doors. AMS services 

director, Sarah Armstrong, was not 

contacted or even proffered an expla¬ 

nation after the fact. Nor was any seri¬ 

ous attempt made to get in touch with 

AMS Vice-President Gord Moodie, or 

President Tom Stanley who was in his 

office at the time. Consequently, the sit¬ 

uation was resolved with the worst pos¬ 

sible consequences for the pub: closing 

down on what was projected to be one 

of the largest grossing nights yet. 

Granted, the QP management should 

have known better than to violate the 

noise agreement by having a live band 

on a weekday. Nonetheless, Bob 

Crawford and Jack Sinnott could have 

shut-down the noise without closing 

the pub. 

Perhaps the administration would 

not feel so emboldened to interfere 

with the QP in the future if the AMS 

acquired its own liquor license. 

Ultimately, however, the only way to 

put an end to the dispute over noise at 

the QP is to resolve the tensions 

between the pub and the graduate resi¬ 

dence above it. As long as there are stu¬ 

dents living directly above a campus 

pub, it seems unlikely the situation will 

be resolved to the benefit of the student 

community. 

Jobs still available 
WHERE HAVE ALL THE KEENER 

students gone? Surely, there 

are more than 17 people on a 

campus of more than 12,000 that are 

interested in being an AMS commis¬ 

sioner. From service manager positions 

to campus media posts, extracurricular 

opportunities abound this year, but 

applicants remain scarce. While these 

posts have never been lucrative, they all 

offer an opportunity to play an integral 

role in campus life and gain invaluable 

experience. At the very least they are a 

good way to pad a resumC 

Yet, for some reason, few students 

have shown an interest in applying for 

these positions this year. While any 

explanation for the declining interest in 

student life must take into account a 

number of factors, the rising cost of 

education must share some of the 

blame. With tuition going up every 

year, fewer students can afford to vol¬ 

unteer their time in a position with lit¬ 

tle or no remuneration. Consequently, 

participating in student government is 

becoming less accessible for many 

students. 

There is no denying, however, that 

fiscal restraints aside, there is a trend 

towards student apathy at Queen’s. Few 

students seemed motivated to even take 

the time to cast a ballot at the AMS elec¬ 

tions in February and last week only 12 

per cent of the community voted in a 

referendum that resulted in substantial 

fee increases. If most of the community 

is unwilling to take the time to put a 

check in a box, it’s not surprising that 

students are shying away from student 

government. This problem is com¬ 

pounded by the fact that the student 

community is woefully uninformed 

about the opportunities that exist on 

campus. Many students don’t realize 

that these positions^ from service direc¬ 

tor to deputy commissioner to campus 

editor, require no previous experience 

and are meant for them. 

To make matters worse, some stu¬ 

dents were probably turned away from 

student government by the controversial 

events surrounding this year’s AMS 

executive elections. It is doubtful, how¬ 

ever, that political scandal can account 

for much of the declining interest. 

Regardless of the reasons for the 

decrease, the low number of applicants is 

a troubling indicator that student gov¬ 

ernment and campus media at Queen’s 

may be for the students but not really by 

the students. 

Editorial Board 

Dear Bill Leggett, I FEEL A KIND OF CONNECTION TO 
you. We started together at this 

school, way back in 1993, and since 

that time I’d like to think we’ve had 

some of the same experiences. But 

unlike you, at the end of this academic 

year. I’ll be leaving Queen’s. As the day 

of my departure creeps closer, I’ve 

started to look back a bit, to reminisce. 

And I’ve started to think about how this 

place has changed since the day I first 

stepped on this campus as a scared, 

naive frosh. 

I am 
frightened for 
the future of 

this institution. 

During my time here I have devel¬ 

oped a lot of pity for the people who 

work at the front desk of the Registrar's 

office. I feel sorry for them when I think 

about the sheer volume of irate students 

these people must have to deal with 

everyday as they try to justify the insen¬ 

sitive tuition policies of the Queen’s 

administration. 

It’s unfortunate that these are the 

people who get dumped on, because 

they’re just the messengers. One day, 

Bill, it might be worthwhile to spend 

some time at Richardson Hall’s front 

desk. Stand there and listen as the assis¬ 

tants tell student after student that they 

owe the university money. It’s got to be 

a frustrating experience. 

Since I arrived here. Arts and Science 

tuition has gone up more than 60 per 

cent, and guess what, it’s going up again 

next year. Students in other Faculties 

have experienced, and are continuing to 

experience, far more dramatic increases. 

Granted, this isn’t solely your admin¬ 

istration’s fault. Government funding 

cutbacks have provided you and your 

colleagues with some tough questions as 

to how to cover the shortfall. But every 

single time, your answer has been to 

make the students pay more. Maybe 

you’ve done the best you can, but it’s 

really tough to believe this when no sub¬ 

stantial alternatives have ever been 

attempted. This is a critical failure and 

points to a disturbing attitude within 

your administration that Queen’s stu¬ 

dents have bottomless pockets. 

Perhaps I’m not being fair. 

Government cuts have been excessive, 

and despite this, Queen’s is, overall, still 

a great place to be. I have no doubt that 

you work very hard and that you care 

deeply about this university and the stu¬ 

dents who attend it. But, ultimately, it all 

comes down to job performance, and I 

have to wonder whether during your 

term here, Queen’s has become a better 

place. 

I am frightened for the future of this 

institution. Improvements to the quality 

of education have not kept pace with the 

rise in tuition. Accessibility and diversity 

are decaying. The return on our invest¬ 

ment declines everytime you raise prices. 

Quite frankly, Bill, you are fortunate that 

students here are either too apathetic or 

too busy trying to survive to launch a 

large-scale protest. Instead, we silently 

fume, wondering how we’re going to 

afford another year at Queen’s 

I’ll leave you with this. As a new 

alumni, I don’t have much money to 

donate, but what little I give will not be 

given to Queen’s. Not yet. You’re going 

to have to earn my confidence back first. 
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Naming names 

Dear Editors, 

While I certainly appreciate 

the newsworthiness of the arti¬ 

cle entitled “Student charged in 

child pom case” (Journal, 

March 19), I write because I 

take issue with one part of the 

article. Why was the student 

named? 

Although a part of me did 

not want to write this letter and 

encourage more people to note 

the accused’s name, 1 eventually 

(obviously) decided to write, 

with this request: If a reader did 

not notice the first time, please 

don’t look back. 

I don’t understand the pur¬ 

pose of naming a Queen’s stu¬ 

dent charged with a crime. In a 

community such as ours, the 

concept of “Six Degrees of 

Separation” holds more true 

than in a larger city or at a 

larger university. Also, consider 

the possible ramifications to the 

individual if he is found not- 

guilty. His name will have been 

cleared, he will be prepared to 

return to university, and... he 

will be stuck with the stigma 

laid by a front-page Journal 

article. This is not only unfortu¬ 

nate, it is also fundamentally 

unfair. 

From my perspective, I fail 

to understand how any student 

benefitted from the accused’s 

having been named. For that 

matter, I am more at a loss try¬ 

ing to reconcile why some of his 

extracurricular activities were 

named in the article. Again, I do 

understand how our commu¬ 

nity benefitted from the article; 

however I take extreme issue 

with the first two paragraphs. 

Hartley Lefton 

Artsci ’01 

What were we 
thinking? 

Dear Editors, 

Regarding the article 

“Student charged in child pom 

case” which you ran on the 

front page of the March 19th, 

1999 issue of The Journal: what 

the hell were you thinking? You 

may have had the right to pub¬ 

lish Adrian Veins’s name prior 

to his trial, but given the lack of 

information available on the 

details of the case, it was not 

the responsible thing to do. Do 

you realise that your article has 

effectively destroyed Adrian 

Veins's reputation and future at 

Queen’s whether or not he is 

guilty? Or do you not care? I 

don’t know the accused, but as 

a result of your tabloid-style 

attack upon him, I do sympa¬ 

thize with the situation you 

have placed him in. 

David Mazzucchi 

ACSA clarification 

Dear Editors, 

There was a significant omis¬ 

sion in the article about the 

African and Caribbean Students 

Association (ACSA) Culture 

Night which was featured in the 

March 19, 1999 edition of The 

Journal. 
The author identified several 

people as contributors to the 

success of the evening but for¬ 

got to include Hiba Fidol, our 

Culture Night Coordinator. 

I would like to take this 

opportunity to publically 

acknowledge, on behalf of 

ACSA, Hiba’s untiring efforts 

and grace during these past few 

months. Also, congratulations 

must be extended to the partic¬ 

ipants, both performers and 

audience, for making the 

evening such great fun. 

Momona Haile Mariam 

ACSA Public Relations 

Officer 

Journal scorned 

Dear Editors, 

In several issues of The 

Journal, there have been many 

articles, opinions and letters 

supporting the pro-life issue. 

With headlines like “Pro-life 

pro-debate,’’many people 

would expect to see both sides 

(pro-choice and pro-life) on this 

issue. You could imagine my 

surprise when only one letter to 

the editors (from a nursing stu¬ 

dent) supporting pro-choice 

with accurate information, 

while pro-life was getting major 

attention. 

Then my curiosity was 

answered in the March 19, 

1999 issue of The Journal with 
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the editorial rro-mc 

debate.” If one or more of the 

editors are pro-life, then it 

makes sense why my letter, and 

probably many other pro- 

choice letters to the editors, are 

not being printed. , 
The disclaimer in the editori¬ 

als states that the editorials rep¬ 

resent the views of the editorial 

board of The Queen’s Journal, 

and that this is done by a demo¬ 

cratic process. To me, democra¬ 

tic means equal rights and 

privileges for all, so why is The 

Journal not allowing the pro- 

choice side to be printed, espe¬ 

cially when they call it a 

debate? 
The Journal is discriminating 

against the pro-choice side, 

especially women who are pro- 

choice. I am sure that the 

majority of women on campus 

and in the Kingston area are 

pro-choice and feel the same on 

this issue. I always thought that 

The Journal represented the 

views of all students at Queen’s, 

and I am sure that not all stu¬ 

dents are pro-life. 

I feel that The Journal owes 

an apology to the students for 

not equally expressing the 

views on both sides of the issue, 

and the newspaper should 

promise that this will not hap¬ 

pen again with any issues. Until 

this happens, I am boycotting 

The Journal and I urge others to 

do the same, especially the local 

businesses that supply The 

Journal to the students and the 

general public. 

Jacqueline Penford 

Kingston Resident 

Being fair 
about $15 

Dear Editors, 

I was somewhat amused by 

what 1 think John Shipman 

intended as a response to my 

last letter (January 29), in 

which I argued that the new 

policy which forces students 

who do not .bring their student 

cards to exams to pay a fine of 
$15 is unfair, and so should b 
revoked. I say Mr. Shipman 
“intended” his letter (February 
12) as a response to min/ 

because quite clearly it was not 

that at all. 

An actual response to my let. 

ter would have consisted of rea. 

sonable arguments directed 

against the points I made. But 

Mr. Shipman seemed to think 

that he could make up for what 

he lacked in argument with per¬ 

sonal attacks. In his letter 

besides misspelling my name’ 

he suggested I am “stupid”’ 

“wasting valuable trees” and, of 

all things, “Mr. Spock, spouting 

logic.” 

OK, I must admit that the 

comment about my being akin 

to Mr. Spock was pretty funny, 

and maybe even somewhat a 

propos. However, while Mr. 

Shipman’s hilarious wit may be 

fine as far as it goes, I think it is 

a poor substitute for argument. 

What is odd is that when we 

search Mr. Shipman’s letter for 

a real argument (and no, mak¬ 

ing fun of people doesn’t 

count), we notice two things: 

1) there isn’t much there; and, 

2) what there is isn’t very con¬ 

vincing. When we consider 

these two points in combina¬ 

tion, in the end it is Mr. 

Shipman who, despite his wit, 

ends up looking rather ridicu¬ 

lous. 

And just what is it that Mr. 

Shipman wants to offer instead 

of argument in order to attempt 

to justify the $15 policy? 

Apparently he wants to appeal 

to some principal of economics 

called “opportunity cost.” Mr. 

Shipman says he is sure I am 

familiar with this principal of 

“simple economics” unless 1 

“failed Vulcan 101.” 

No doubt Mr. Shipman, with 

his extensive background in 

commerce, understands all 

kinds of principals of econom¬ 

ics. But actually Mr. Shipman is 

incorrect. I must, on my part, 

Continued on page 13 
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confess to being totally ignorant of 

what this “opportunity costs” principal 

might amount to, and also of finding it 

a rather mysterious and vague notion 

insofar as it might relate to the $15 fee 

debate at hand. Of course, I never did 

take Vulcan 101... 

What would be even more mysteri¬ 

ous than “opportunity cost”, however, 

would be if any principal of economics 

could justify the $15 fine policy that is 

the current reality. Like I’ve said 

before: any way you look at the policy, 

it just doesn’t make any sense. 

Principals of “simple economics” are 

not required to see this, and neither is 

logic. All that is required is common 

sense. 

Common sense tells us that if 

Queen’s administration is going to 

charge us $15 for a policy to curb 

cheating, then the policy must work. In 

this case, “working” means that the. 

policy achieves what it is designed to 

do; that is, it curbs cheating in the form 

of impersonation. But actually, and this 

is the crux of the argument: the policy 

does not achieve what it is designed to, 

it does not curb cheating. 

Why doesn’t it? Simple: although 

the total number of students who forget 

to bring their student cards is brought 

down by the $15 policy, there will still 

be students at exams who forget their 

student cards who are not cheaters. 

Similarly, a $15 fine will not detract 

those really bent on cheating, so there 

will also be those at exams who are 

The problem (are you still with me?) 

is that Queen’s administration has no 

way of telling the cheaters from the non 

cheaters. This is because as the policy 

stands now both cheaters and non 

cheaters are forced to do the exact 

same thing: sign a piece of paper in lieu 

of their student cards, and Queen’s 

administration has no way of telling the 

phony signatures from the real! 

What does this mean? It means that 

not even one single cheater will be 

caught as a result of the $15 policy. 

Even if we consider the extreme hypo¬ 

thetical in which all students “forget” 

their student cards, but are actually 

cheaters, Queen’s would still have to let 

them ALL go because they could not 

know whether those students had inno¬ 

cently forgotten their cards or had only 

“forgotten” them. 

Now does seem like a policy that 

works? Does that seem like a policy 

that works when what it would mean 

for it to work would be that the policy 

curbed cheating? Common sense 

reveals the policy for the sham it is. 

What’s strange is that Mr. Shipman 

himself seemed to realize that the pol¬ 

icy is completely ineffective, yet he still 

chose to try and defend it. He realized 

that even when the total number of stu¬ 

dents without student cards is brought 

down, there is still the problem of 

telling the cheaters apart from the non¬ 

cheaters. 

This is why he said “...by possibly 

instating Mr. McCarthy’s Polaroid idea, 

faith in the system could very well be 

Continued on page 14 
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restored.” Mr. McCarthy's “Polaroid 
idea", to recap, involved taking pictures 
of those students who forgot their cards 
in order to match them up with their 

student cards after the exam. 
Personally I don't think the 

“Polaroid idea” will ever be instated. 
But this is not the issue. The fact is that 
right now the Polaroid idea is not in 
affect. So right now there is no way to 
tell the cheaters from non-cheaters. In 
short, as the policy stands now it is com- 
pletely ineffective. 

Appealing to some method of dis¬ 
criminating between cheaters and non¬ 
cheaters which is not actually a part of 
the policy as it stands, is much like say¬ 
ing “hmmm... this policy would work if 
we had a way of telling the cheaters and 
non-cheaters apart, but even though we 
don’t have such a method, or at least not 
one we’ll implement, let’s pass the pol¬ 

icy anyway.” 
Now does that make sense? Is that 

what “opportunity cost” shows to make 
sense? I don’t think you need a course in 
Vulcan logic to see that Mr. Shipman’s 
“argument” is actually pretty funny. 

But do you know what the funniest 
part is? The funniest part is that all of 
this argument is actually quite beside the 
point. Mr. Shipman is defending a pol¬ 
icy that should never have been passed 
in the first place. That’s right the senate 
sub-committee on exams who passed 
the $15 fine policy did not have the 
competency or the authority to do so! 

How it is that no one in student gov¬ 

ernment has realized this glaring error 
as of yet, despite the fact that the p0ljc 
was passed nearly two months ago, js 
what I find really mysterious. 

Although I find something 
humourous in all this, my purpose has 
never been to ridicule people but 
instead to show how ridiculous the $15 
policy itself is. I think my arguments 
have been of such a kind that any 
Queen’s student can understand, and 
hopefully be convinced by. In the end I 
am confident that even the good John 
Shipman will come to see the policy f0r 
what it is: basically it’s just a pile of ship, 
man! 

Theo Dos Santos 
Arts ’99 
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Chewing it over 

By Jennifer Paterson 

First it was good, then it was 
bad. Then they changed it and it 
was good again. Now, it might be 

bad again! 
Chewing gum is a hot issue today, and 

it probably 'has been for a good part of 
human history, or at least for the past 
9,000 years. That’s the age of a wad of 
sweet birch resin found in an archeolog¬ 
ical site in Sweden, the oldest chewing 
gum known. 

Gum-chewing became part of 
recorded history in 50 A.D., when the 
Greeks began masticating on the resin of 
the mastic tree. Around 200 A.D., the 
habit was particularly popular among the 
South American Mayans who chewed 
chicle, the sap of the sapodilla tree, and 
among the North American natives who 
chewed spruce sap. 

It seems likely that these ancient civi¬ 
lizations recognized the benefits of the 
custom on dental health. Chewing tree 
resin after meals would have helped 
remove shreds of food wedged between 
teeth, and the increased saliva flow 
would have cleaned the mouth and pro¬ 
tected the teeth in an age without fluo¬ 
ride or toothpaste. 

In 1848, John Curtis created the first 
commercial gum in the style of the North 
American natives, but it wasn’t until 
1870 that the first flavoured gum (“Black 
Jack, the licorice gum”) was manufac¬ 
tured. That’s when the debate started 
heating up. 

Flavoured gum was a hit because it 
tasted good, but the flavouring contained 

sugar and sugar caused cavities. Since 
1870, bubble gum has accumulated 
dozens of flavours, colours, smells and 
preservatives, many of which are detri¬ 
mental to our health in one way, or 
another. Licorice flavouring can cause 
high blood pressure, cinnamon can cause 
mouth sores, and the sweetener Sorbitol 
may contribute to diarrhea. 

Gum’s greatest glory was achieved 
when the sweetener Xylitol was added. 
Xylitol is a five carbon wonder-sweet¬ 
ener refined from wood that significantly 
inhibits bacterial growth. Not only does 
the sweetener prevent cavities in the 
mouth, it might even prevent ear infec¬ 
tions. A recent Finnish study found that 
children who chewed Xylitol gum were 

half as likely as those who didn’t to get 
certain bacterial ear infections. 

Since the Xylitol success, chewing 
gum has been medically reborn as a vec¬ 
tor for drug delivery. Nicotine gum is 
already enjoying a great deal of popular¬ 
ity, while aspirin and caffeine gums are 
still emerging on the market. The latest 
pharmaceutical to jump on the band¬ 
wagon is colloidal bismuth subciterate, 
which is being chewed as gum by peptic 
ulcer sufferers to eradicate the bacteria 
that cause their disease, Helicobacter 
pylori. 

Another interesting ‘applied gum’ 
product is Sugarest, whose active ingre¬ 
dient gurmar, an Indian herb, blocks the 

Continued on next page 

Digital flicks 
By Mike Beltzner 

Last week the recent developments in televisions and 
the history of 5.1 channel sound were reviewed. Part 
two of this series will continue to examine the latest 
audio products, and also look at the new media that 
brings everything together the digital video disc. 

More of the sounds 
Dolby’s 5.1 Digital format caught fire, 
and movie theatres quickly renovated in 
order to have the “Dolby Digital” logo 
added to their listings in local papers. 
The 5.1 Digital soundtrack was added to 
film reels in such a way that theatres 
without Dolby equipment could still use 
the older surround-stereo soundtrack. 
Instead of replacing the audio track, 
Dolby placed the digital sound data in 
the spaces of film between the sprocket 
holes on the side of a filmstrip. 

In order to squeeze six (left, centre, 
tight, rear left, rear right and bass effect) 
discrete channels of digital sound in that 
small space, Dolby laboratories created 
the AC-3 coding format which both 
mterwove, compressed and filtered out 
redundant data from the digital bit- 
stream. Thus, the Dolby Digital decoder 
extracts the six channels of sound from 
the encoded bitstream and sends the 
'nformation to an amplifier which in 
turn sends it to the speakers. It should be 
noted that Dolby Digital decoders exist 
as b°th stand alone devices and as fea¬ 
tures that exist as part of some ampli- 
lers- Any device capable of reading a 

Dolby Digital bitstream will have the 
Dolby Digital logo proudly placed on the 
front. 

The only competitor to Dolby’s AC-3 
standard is DTS. While DTS features the 
same six discrete digital channels as AC- 
3, it does not feature any data compres¬ 
sion encoding. In theatres, DTS 
soundtracks exist on compact discs that 
are time-synched to the film as it runs 
through the projector. Unfortunately, 
this difference exists in home theatre 
products as well: to experience a film 
recorded in DTS, you’ll need a DTS 
audio processor. Fortunately new prod¬ 
ucts will be arriving on the market this 
summer that can process both AC-3 and 

DTS. 

Bringing it all home 
The VCR revolutionized the home 
entertainment industry. A family could 
rent a movie and watch it in the privacy 
of their own homes instead of going out 
to a theatre. Movies that had been long 
out of circulation were given new life, 
and the home theatre enthusiast was no 
longer some nutter in California who’d 
installed his own 35mm projector and 
screen in his basement. 

In the late 1980s, avid home theatre 
junkies bought into the Laserdisc, which 
looked like a compact disc’s bigger 
brother. These platter-sized optical 
media contained digital MPEG (Motion 
Picture Expert Group standard) video 
and audio data that could be read and 
output to a home theatre system. The 
improvement over standard VHS video 
was incredible, but the cost was prohibi¬ 
tive. Movies released in laserdisc format 
were often collector’s editions, and 
almost always letterboxed as the target 
audience were home theatre enthusiasts. 

The laserdisc was a good idea, but a 
little ahead of its time. Technology 
advances in optical media have now 
brought the Digital Video Disc, or DVD. 
While a DVD looks identical to a CD, 
advances in optical media technology 
have increased the capacity more than 
ten-fold, from the 747 megabytes of an 
audio CD to the 9 gigabytes that can be 
stored on one side of a DVD. 

This format contains enough space to 
hold a full length feature, as well as sev¬ 
eral six-channel soundtracks, and still 
has room for more. Producers have 
taken advantage of this incredibly 

Continued on next page 
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the world and beyond 

Me Tarzan, you Jane 

A couple of studies have been 
released this week dealing with the 
sticky subject of the differences 
between men and women: one to do 
with brains, the other with breathing. 

University of Albany anthropologist 
Dean Falk believes that she has an 
explanation as to why men have larger 
brains relative to body size than 
women do. In an article in the Journal 
of Human Evolution, she called the dif¬ 
ference an “evolutionary inheritance" 
and proposes that the extra grey mat¬ 
ter in men is used to process visual 
information and build mental maps. To 
back up her claim, she points to certain 
animals species in which the males 
must travel long distances in search of 
mates, and to the fact that men score 
better than women do on cognitive 
tests that gauge visual spatial tasks. 

And now for something completely 
different... snoring. Men are eight times 
more likely to snore than women. 
Scientists at Edinburgh's Western 
General Hospital think the difference 
here lies in the larger neck muscles of 
men collapsing the airway and causing 
it to vibrate. 

Speeding up 
alcohol production 
Ethanol makes a great fuel; it burns 

more cleanly than gasoline and is less 
volatile, making it easier to handle. 
However, it is not all that practical to 
manufacture large quantities of ethanol 
using current methods, fermenting nat¬ 
urally occurring sugars in crops like 
corn and wheat. What is needed is a 
cheaper source of large amounts of 
sugar. A recent development in 
enzyme chemistry at the University of 
Arkansas may make this a reality. The 
enzyme cellulase cleaves cellulose, the 
tough polysaccharide component of 
plant cell walls, into simple glucose, a 
sugar that can be fermented to make 
ethanol. Unfortunately, the enzyme 
works very slowly and scientists have 
tried for a decade to increase its activ¬ 
ity. The work in Arkansas involved 
mutating an amino acid at one of the 
enzyme's binding sites, resulting in a 
weaker bond with the cellulose sub¬ 
strate. The mutant enzyme had 13 per 
cent more activity than normal cellu¬ 
lase, marking the first time that its activ¬ 
ity had been increased. Since cellulose 
is an abundant material, making up 
about half the organic material on 
Earth, the potential exists for cellulose 
to be a new and completely renewable 
resource. 
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Gum won’t 
Continued from previous page 

tongue’s taste buds for up to an hour. 

The product is being marketed to dieters 

as an easy way to curb cravings for 

sweets. I guess if they can’t taste their 

food, there's no reason to eat it. 

Such additives have improved bubble 

gum’s image and broadened its customer 

base, but one substantial hurdle remains. 

Whether it is in the human intestine, the 

kitchen sink, or the landfill, bubble gum 

does not degrade. 

Although swallowed chewing gum is 

usually passed harmlessly — and intact 

— though the digestive system, several 

severe cases have recently been docu¬ 

mented in which surgery was needed to 

remove mass quantities of gum lodged in 

the intestines of young children. 

A 1995 episode of the radio Q 8c A 

show “Earth and Sky” investigated the 

environmental impact of bubble gum. 

They asked industry representatives, 

consumer groups, and university 

chemists, but none could even estimate 

the standard time required for a piece of 

Hubba Bubba to break down. Ancient 

resin gum would have degraded easily, 

but today’s lab-made varieties contain 

synthetic plastics, butyl rubbers and 

waxes, which are incredibly stubborn. If 

you’ve ever had gum stuck on a carpet or 

in your hair (that’s why I got a boy-cut in 

grade 7) then you know how resilient the 

stuff is. 

Bubble gum baked to our Kingston 

streets every summer can’t just be 

removed by a street sweeper like other 

trash. If we ever wanted to rid our side¬ 

walks of this goo, we would have to take 

much more drastic methods, like they 

did at Northwestern University, whose 

decompose 
10-day, $5,000 campaign of gum 

removal involved violently blasting all 

the streets with hot pressurized water. 

It seems almost ridiculous that every 

year thousands of tons of gum will be 

produced, yet we-have no clue when it 

might ever degrade. Although plastic bag 

recycling has been reasonably successful, 

I somehow don’t think the same strategy 

would go over as well for Trident. 

Such environmental considerations 

have incited some concerned citizens to 

cut back on their gum chewing, but few 

want to go as far as Singapore has, where 

you can get a $1,000 fine for chewing 

gum in public. 

So what does all this mean to the typ¬ 

ical Queen’s student? Should we chew 

gum or not? It seems to me that most of 

the benefits of bubble gum can be 

enjoyed without the actual bubble gum. 

Those who are worried about cavities 

or bad breath could just brush their teeth 

after meals, and most of us can probably 

take our medication in a pill just as eas¬ 

ily as in a wad of gum. People who think 

gum-chewing will make their jaws 

stronger might want to think again: 

chewing gum has been linked to 

mandibular joint problems, muscle 

fatigue and pain. Even the psychological 

motivations to chew gum (to relieve 

stress or to keep oneself occupied) could 

probably be satisfied through other 

means. 

If, however, you crave that chew that 

only a goop of gum can provide, you — 

and the environment — might be better 

off if you went for the original. I hear the 

trees on Summerhill provide a good vari¬ 

ety of resin around this time of the year, 

although the squirrels are known to be 

quite inhospitable to large visitors. 

DVDs store 
Continued^from^previouTpage 

! versatile digital media to release films on 

I DVD that allow viewers to: select 

widescreen or standard video formats, 

choose one of several soundtracks 

(which may contain different languages 

or director’s comments), display subtitles 

in a variety of languages, view trailers 

and special cast interview segments, read 

biographies on cast and crew members 

and in some cases even select a different 

angle from which to watch the action 

unfold. 

The two wavy lines to the left of the 
image are the standard soundtrack, 
and the digital information can be seen 
as graininess between the sprocket 
holes on the left. 

Because the movie is recorded on a 

digital media, random access is available 

as opposed to being restricted to sequen¬ 

tial access like with a VCR. This means 

that a viewer can jump to any time index 

or “chapter” of the movie with the push 

of a button, just like a listener can skip to 

any song on a CD. 

Most importantly, however, the DVD 

format encapsulates all of the audio and 

video advances made over the past 10 

years in home theatre. When HDTV 

becomes standard, the DVD format will 

more 
be able to handle the enhancements in 

image resolution, and already the discs 

hold Dolby Digital and/or DTS sound¬ 

tracks. Laserdiscs are slowly disappear¬ 

ing from the marketplace, and being 

replaced by DVD players; which look to 

become the next standard in home the¬ 

atre. While players are costly right now 

at $600 and up, these prices should 

steadily drop over the next few years 

until buying a DVD player becomes as 

common as buying a VCR. 

Where do we go from here? 

As movie ticket prices increase, the 

desire to build a home theatre is becom¬ 

ing more and more common for the 

average Canadian. Home theatre systems 

can be expensive, however, containing a 

television, 5.1 channel digital stereo sys¬ 

tem and DVD player, as well as a Dolby 

and/or DTS audio processor if its not 

included in the player or stereo. 

The cost isn’t prohibitive, but rather a 

commitment. For an enthusiast, the abil¬ 

ity to witness a movie with the best pic¬ 

ture and most realistic sound will be 

worth the cost. If that doesn’t matter to 

you... chances are you can find a friend 

who’s an enthusiast. That’s probably the 

smarter move, because the home enter¬ 

tainment world is expecting to be shaken 

up again with the release of Star Wars: 
The Phantom Menace. George Lucas will 

insist that the new Dolby 6.1 Digital sys¬ 

tem be installed in theatres that want to 

screen his much awaited movie — he 

claims that the extra channel (rear cen¬ 

tre) is essential for the effect of a space 

ship flying overtop of the audience. Well, 

we wouldn’t want to miss out on any of 

that experience, now would we? 

Hey Queen's Grad, say good-bye to student life, and hello to the 

Queen’s Alumni Association... 

(Son Voyage Reception 
Tuesday, April 6, 1999 

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

Grant Hall 

When you graduate you'll automatically become a member of the 

Queen's Alumni Association. 

Drop by this informal reception for some free food, door prizes and to 

find out what the Queen’s Alumni Association is all about. 

Watch for your invitation in the mail! 

This event is sponsored by the Alumni Association and organized by the Student 

Queen s University leam on AJumni Relations (STAR) 
Alumni Association STAR 
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The Homeless Crisis 
In Canada, homelessness is becoming more and more prevalent in the public eye. 

Here in Kingston, local organisations are taking the initiative 
to become part of the solution to a crippling problem 

By Tania Haas 

POVERTY IS AN ISSUE EASY to 

ignore. Homelessness, often 

a consequence of poverty, is 

just as easy to ignore, or brush 

aside, or walk by without recogni¬ 

tion or second thought. 

Remaining ignorant about those 

who deal with homelessness 

everyday allows many of us to 

casually disregard the issue as one 

not needed to be discussed. 

Canada as a nation can no 

longer ignore homelessness, so 

how can you? 

Yesterday, Toronto City 

Council held a summit dealing 

with homelessness, which has 

been labelled by some as a 

“national disaster,” and is cer¬ 

tainly no longer solely a 

“Toronto” issue. On Tuesday, Jean 

Chretien appointed Labour 

Minister Claudette Bradshaw as 

the first minister ever responsible 

for fighting homelessness. Municipal the local food bank receive general 

and federal governments are finally welfare, and rely on less than $50 for 

taking steps to deal with a problem the entire month. The Kay Healey 

that has increased significantly over and Kingston Frontenac Housing — 

the years. both low income housing structures 

— have more than a thousand and 

Homelessness is an issue of 901 people on their waiting lists 

“Cramped, CROOKED" — Ryandale House for the Homeless is a three-bedroom 
house with seven beds and one cot distributed amongst the three bedrooms. 

responsibility. So what can students 

do? Or, more importantly: what is 

being done? 

increasing importance here in 

Kingston. Beyond Princess Street and 

the “student ghetto,” there is a com¬ 

munity that deals with poverty and 

its consequences every day. Outside 

of our student bubble, Kingston, like 

many other cities across Canada, is a 

city burdened with an escalating 

number of people struggling to sur¬ 

vive financially. Food bank use in 

Kingston has not declined since 

1995. Many of the clients who use 

respectively, with an approximate 

wait of two to five years. 

When an issue such as homeless¬ 

ness challenges a community, adver¬ 

sity is sure to follow. Who is to 

blame? What are society’s responsi¬ 

bilities, and where are the limita¬ 

tions? Mental illness, addiction, 

alcoholism, poor education and 

unemployment are all factors con¬ 

tributing to poverty — factors con¬ 

sidered to be the government’s 

The Kingston Youth Shelter 
Project offers food and 
shelter for homeless 

youth under 25. 

Many student groups at Queen’s 

and local Kingston organisations are 

not ignoring the increase of home¬ 

lessness, and have taken the initiative 

to confront the increasing need for 

community support, creating hope 

for many organisations in the 

Kingston community. 

Purchase shingles for this roofless dwelling from $2 to $5 with proceeds 
^ggted toward Ryandale House for the Homeless. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUREN SUKERMAN 

The Ryandale House for the 

Homeless is a small three-bedroom 

house located about a 20 minute 

walk from Princess Street. It is one of 

five emergency shelters in Kingston, 

providing a place of food and real 

beds for children, youth, men and 

women. It is the only shelter which 

provides emergency shelter for 

families. 

Other shelters include the 

Salvation Army and the Dawn House 

for women. Although partially sup¬ 

ported by the United Way, Ryandale 

relies heavily on 20 loyal volunteers 

and community support, whether 

financial or simple acts of kindness. 

Dave, a first-timer at Ryandale, 

describes the house which allows vis¬ 

itors to stay for a maximum of three 

nights, as “a place to let your mind 

off of your troubles — 

inspirational.” 

All rooms hold as many beds as 

possible. For example, one room 

for adult males, a 12’ X 12’ room, 

has three beds tightly pressed 

against the walls. Currently there 

are only seven beds and one cot 

distributed amongst the three bed¬ 

rooms. 

The increasing problem of 

poverty in Kingston is what keeps 

Ryandale open. Michelle 

Dickinson, the House Director, 

accepts any assistance she can get. 

“It’s cramped, crooked and 

expensive,” she said in reference 

to the Ryandale House. 

For its appreciative residents, it 

is a short escape from the reality 

of homelessness. A “growing con¬ 

cern” means there is an increase in 

need for shelters like Ryandale, 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERjANlAN wh0 are struggling to pay rent 

while maintaining a high quality 

of care. 

Both the Alma Mater Society’s 

Social Issues Commission and 

Queen’s Medical Outreach are 

attempting to promote awareness 

and raise funds for Ryandale House. 

Under the leadership of 'Lauren 

Sukerman, the most recent fundrais¬ 

ing endeavour has become an inter¬ 

departmental project with the AMS 

and Physical Plant Services. Put a 
roof over their heads and hope in 
their hearts is a project where a sin¬ 

gle shingle can be purchased by stu¬ 

dents or departments from $2 to $5. 

The goal is to provide Ryandale with 

a secure roof and an extra $1,400. 

Sukerman believes in student 

involvement. “This is our commu¬ 

nity, and Queen’s has the potential 

to contribute many resources,” she 

said. 

In addition to the shingle pro¬ 

gram, Queen’s Medical Outreach has 

taken an interest in the local com¬ 

munity, helping to promote aware¬ 

ness and education of homelessness 

last week at the Kingston Centre. 

Queen’s Project on International 

Development (QP1D), which usually 

operates with an international focus, 

has also concentrated a lot of their 

efforts on our immediate societal 

challenges right here in Kingston. 

The Kingston Youth Shelter 

Project, created by a group of con¬ 

cerned Kingston citizens and 

Kingston’s homeless youth, is now 

assisted by QPID through fundrais¬ 

ing. The committee of eight recog¬ 

nises the great need in our 

community for student involvement. 

Through many fundraising projects 

such as Kiss Your Stuff Goodbye, 

Please see Homeless on page 17 
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Ryandale House for the Homeless: 
averages per month 

Residents 
33 

Average Stay 
3.87 days 

Longest Stay 
11 days 
Males 

24 

Females 
6 

Children 
3 

Families 
3 

Youth 
0 

Homeless, continued from page 17 

The Lt/MPY world 
of genital warts 
Understanding Sexual Health 

money, furniture and clothing 

has been collected to help with 

the development and mainte¬ 

nance of the new Kingston 

shelter, which is trying to meet 

the needs of the increasing 

number of youth homeless. 

According to a 1998 study by 

the Social Planning Council, 

there are an estimated 80 

homeless youth in Kingston 

and 800 more who occasion¬ 

ally require accommodation. 

The Kay Healey and 
Kingston Frontenac 
Housing have more 

than a thousand and 
901 people on 
their waiting 

lists respectively. 

The Kingston Youth Shelter 

project passed a question on 

the recent AMS spring referen¬ 

dum, establishing an opt-out- 

able student free of 85 cents. 

Vogue ’99, Queen’s Annual 

Fashion Show, which took 

place on Wednesday at Stages, 

directed all proceeds to the 

Youth Shelter Project. 

Though Queen’s is certainly 
striving to improve the current 
problem of homelessness in 

Kingston, this is a problem that 

is not drifting away. 

It is not a seasonal phenom¬ 

ena either. Unlike what some 

people think, the consequences 

of being without a home do not 

decrease in the summer as it is 

not a weather related condi¬ 

tion. Just as many people die in 

the summer from dehydration 

or addictions as those who die 

in the winter. 

More needs to be done and 

it requires the work of not only 

our government to provide the 

proper infrastructure, but also 

the awareness of its citizens 

that homelessness is way out of 

proportion. 

If you want to be a part of j 

the solution, contact one of the ' 

following organisations j 
through which you can help \ 
out with cash donations, furni¬ 

ture or by volunteering. 

• QPID: 533-6845 

(Amy Lister) 

• AMS Social Issues 

Commission: 

533-6000 ext. 74816 

(Lauren Sukerman) 

• Ryandale House for the 

Homeless: 548-8466 

(Michelle Dickinson) 

I By Annastasia Palubiski 

j 'T'HE FIRST TIME that I ever 

JL saw a photograph of 

I untreated venereal warts I 

I immediately covered my eyes. 

When I gained the courage to 

look again it took me a while to 

figure out that I was actually 

looking at someone’s genitals. 

The only things visible in that 

photograph were several large, 

grey, bumpy warts! So, imagine 

my horror when I discover that 

HPV, the virus that causes vene¬ 

real warts, is estimated to be 

one of the most common in the 

world. On campus, Queen’s 

Student Health figures that 

j HPV is one of the top three 

diagnosed sexually transmitted 

1 infections; however, this is a 

guess as it is not often reported. 

Knowing this I began to ask 

myself: 

How can I protect 
myself against HPV? 

First of all it is important not 

to have sex while warts are pre¬ 

sent. It greatly increases the 

chance of transmission and can 

be painful. Sex can be resumed 

once the warts are treated, but 
remember, once you have HPV 

the virus never leaves your 

body. This means that transmis¬ 

sion does not only occur 

through contact with a wart, 

but also through intimate con¬ 

tact with any part of the body 

that may contain the virus. 

Therefore, one should always 
use protection when engaging 

in any form of sexual activity. 

Condoms will reduce the 

chance of transmission, but 

they do not offer protection for 

the area around the penis or 

around the vaginal opening 

that may come into contact 

with your partner during inter¬ 

course. Women may use the 

female condom for more pro¬ 

tection. 

On campus, Queen’s 
Student Health 

figures that HPV is 
one of the top three 
diagnosed sexually 

transmitted infections 

As well, the virus can be 

spread orally; thus, it is impor¬ 

tant to use a barrier method 

such as a dental dam, or a con¬ 

dom while performing oral sex. 

The most important thing is to 

communicate with your part¬ 

ner about the possible risks and 

how you plan to have safer sex. 

How would I know 
if I had it? 

Venereal warts show up as 

small lumps that are shaped 

like cauliflower. Because they 

can occur on both the external 

and internal genitalia, they may 

be hard to spot. Currently, the 

only viable clinical method for 

diagnosing HPV is through 

physical examination by a doc¬ 

tor, as warts can be extremely 

difficult to see. To help, a doc¬ 

tor can apply a vinegar solution 

that causes them to turn white. 

As well, HPV is a risk factor in" 

the development of cervical 

cancer. Many women may dis¬ 

cover they have HPV when an 

abnormal Pap smear for cancer 

of the cervix shows signs that 

the virus is present. 

How are they treated? 

The most common method 

is an ointment called 

Podophyllin that is applied 

directly to the wart. A physi¬ 

cian should inform you on how 

to use Podophyllin properly 

because it can cause painful 

burns if left on too long or 

applied to non-affected areas. 

More serious methods include 

freezing with liquid nitrogen or 

burning with electrocautery 

(Ouch!). 

Why is this infection 
so common? 

HPV has an incubation time 

of anywhere from three weeks 

to six months. During that time 

an infected person will not dis¬ 

play any symptoms, but 

remains capable of transmitting 

the virus. Some people will 

never show symptoms. 

Although there is no cure for 

HPV there are treatments, and 

through communication and 

safer sex it can be controlled. 

If you have any questions about 

HPV or any other sexually trans¬ 

mitted infections please contact 

the Sexual Health Resource 

Center at 533-2959. Or if you’re 

curious to see some pictures of 

venereal warts come visit us in 

the Grey House. 

LAURIER 
BUSINESS & 
ECONOMICS 

THE LAURIER ADVANTAGE 

Business Education for People Working 
in the Real World 

A NEW BEGINNING 

Lau Tier’s new Brantford Campus will offer 
a One-Year Diploma in 

Business Administration. 

Discover what Laurler's Nationally Recognized 

School of Business and Economics can offer you... 

The Diploma in Business Administration Program is designed to meet the 

needs of people with non-business undergraduate degrees, who wish to 

enhance their skills in business administration. 

The program can be completed in two terms of full-time study 

For More Information: 

Phone: (519) S84-0710 ext. 2572 

E-mail mtamhlviva mach2. win ca 

Subject to final University approvals and sufficient enrollment 229 Princess Street - 546 - 7668 - Open Sundays 
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The Peanut Gallery 

Fast start 

Canadian race car driver Greg 

Moore got off on the right foot 

in the opening race of the 

CART season, winning rhe 

pole position and the race in 

Homestead, Florida. The 23 

year-old in his fourth year on 

rhe circuit was able to hold off 

CART veteran and living leg¬ 

end Michael Andretti over the 

final laps of the race to earn the 

victory. Moore is now in the 

driver’s seat to win the CART 

crown left vacant by two-time 

champion Alex Zanardi’s move 

to Formula 1. 

Home cooking 

The seventh-seeded St. Mary’s 

Huskies took the CIAU 

national basketball champi¬ 

onships in Halifax by storm, 

defeating the top-ranked 

Alberta Golden Bears in over- 

dme to win the crown. The 

underdog Huskies were forced 

to beat second-seeded Western, 

as well as sixth-seeded and 

highly touted McMaster to get 

a chance at Alberta, and when 

they did they took full advan¬ 

tage. In the finals, St. Mary’s 

was spurred on by a large par¬ 

tisan crowd and by the play of 

6’,8” forward Cory Janes, who 

had 26 points, 13 rebounds, 

three blocks and two huge foul 

shouts with 4.8 seconds to play. 

As rhe seconds ticked away, the 

large home crowd flooded the 

floor in celebration of the 

unlikely championship, the 

first for St. Mary’s in 20 years. 

Upset special 

The most dominant college 

basketball team since the 

UCLA dynasty of the sixties 

and seventies has seen their run 

for a fourth consecutive college 

basketball crown cut short. The 

University of Tennessee Lady 

Volunteers were defeated in the 

regional finals by an upstart 

Duke squad. The Lady Vols, 

who entered the tournament as 

the second ranked team in the 

land, had lost two games dur¬ 

ing the season and weren’t the 

same invincible team it had 

been in the past. The third- 

seeded Blue Devils will be 

joined in their First ever final 

miir by fellow three seed 

Georgia and top-seeded squads 

Purdue and Louisiana Tech, 

none of whom have won a 

tl“e- With Tennessee not being 

j *e t0 find their way to San 

Jose, a dynasty has died a pre¬ 

mature death. 

Christmas came early... 

* hi vis Stojko would stay on 

his feet for an entire 

routine. 

* Detroit Red Wings and 

Little Caesars owner Mike 

'tub would sell enough 

Pizza to pay his players. 

Raptor phenom Vince 

Carter and cousin Tracy 

JcGrady would have one 

more ball-playing relative. 

Leaping to new heights 
PROFILE 
By Robert MacNeil 

On March 15, the Queen’s 

Track and Field team closed out 

its successful 1998-99 season at 

the CIAUs at McGill. The star 

of the team was second-year 

high jumper Nimrod Major, 

who won a silver medal and 

was named an all-Canadian. 

Major, a resident of 

Courtice, Ontario, is currently 

a life sciences major, but is 

planning to switch to engineer¬ 

ing for his third year. He has 

been high jumping for 15 years 

now and is also a member of 

the Queen’s fencing team. He 

was heavily recruited out of 

high school by the University of 

Toronto, but chose to attend 

Queen’s instead. 

As a rookie last year, Major 

jumped 2.10m in his first uni¬ 

versity attempt, which is only 

1 cm off the Queen’s record. 

He was having a promising sea¬ 

son, and was nominated for the 

Alfie Pierce Trophy, given to 

top rookie in all Queen’s ath¬ 

letics, but was injured just 

Niar*4 
Maj«r 

before the OUA 

championships. 

At the start of this season, 

Coach Melody Torcolacci took 

charge of the high jumpers and 

relied heavily on Major to help 

instruct them. 

Torcolacci said that Major 

“provided invaluable assis¬ 

tance” in developing the skills 

of the other high jumpers. She 

praised Major as “a great guy, a 

good team guy and a very 

deserving Athlete of the Week.” 

In turn, Major said that 

“[Torcolacci] is an excellent 

coach, who picks things up 

really fast.” 

In helping his coach, one 

problem Major had was that he 

found it difficult to pick up 

new things that his teammates 

were doing in their techniques. 

Luckily for Major, he was able 

to get tips from his father when 

he returned home. His father 

was a high jumper for the 

Hungarian team at both the 

1972 and 1976 Olympics. 

Major also has his sights on 

an Olympic performance. 

While he is not prepared to 

enter the 2000 Games, if the 

right training opportunities 

present themselves, he may be 

on Canada’s team for 2004. 

Major wished to praise the 

Track and Field team for a 

strong 1998-99 season. “The 

team does better and better 

every year, we are growing all 

the time with the coaches. With 

each year you spend here, you 

get progressively better.” 

The Canadian university champion tennis team enjoys a much deserved rest between matches. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF TENNIS TEAM 

Queen’s wins crown 
Women’s tennis wins Canadian championship 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The OUA champion Queen’s 

women’s tennis team headed 

west for an old fashioned shoot¬ 

out last weekend against the 

Western Canadian Champion 

University of British Columbia 

Thunderbirds, and when the 

dust settled, the Gaels were the 

only ones left standing. 

Queen’s took control of the 

Canadian Women’s Tennis 

Challenge by winning four of six 

singles matches and followed 

that up by claiming all three 

doubles matches, thus winning 

the title by a convincing 7-2 

margin. 

The Gaels were led by 

Kingston native Paula 

Myslivecek, the OUA singles and 

doubles champion, who won 

both her singles and doubles 

matches over the weekend. 

These wins increased her 

impressive career winning streak 

to 54 consecutive singles and 

doubles matches. Other key con¬ 

tributors to this Canadian title 

were: Halifax native Melanee 

Short, Kingstonian Irene Vasa, 

Heather MacDonnell who hails 

from Toronto, Burlington native 

Amy White and Andrea 

Leimanis, a Montreal native. 

Head Coach John McFarlane 

was obviously very happy with 

the performance of the team this 

past weekend and all season. 

“The team played very consis¬ 

tently all year,” said the proud 

coach. “As a team, Queen’s 

never lost a doubles match in 

exhibition, OUA League or play¬ 

off competition all year. [This] is 

the best record in my 20 years of 

coaching Queen’s tennis teams.” 

While the final score was lop¬ 

sided, the individual matches 

were much closer. “The compe¬ 

tition was really good,” said 

McFarlane. “A lot of the matches 

went to the third set, but we 

were able to win the close ones. 

The Canadian women’s ten¬ 

nis championship was the first 

Grey 
night for 

men’s 
rugby 

THE LAST 

WORD 
By Adam Kaminsky 

The Ambassador Hotel was 

abuzz with excitement, the stu¬ 

dent-athletes were buzzing with 

good ‘spirits’ and the 63rd 

Colour Night was a rousing suc¬ 

cess — but only for those in 

attendance. 

This year’s Colour Night, the 

Queen’s varsity athletics version 

of the Academy Awards, fea¬ 

tured a travesty even greater 

than Life is Beautiful not win¬ 

ning best picture — the men’s 

rugby team was not even 

invited. 

The rugby team, which has 

been crowned OUA champions 

seven times this decade, was not 

on the guest list because of an 

incident that occurred following 

the last game of the season 

(Queen’s Journal Friday, Decem¬ 

ber 4). En route home from 

their playoff loss to Guelph, a 

number of alcoholic beverages 

were consumed on the team 

bus, which is stated as inappro¬ 

priate conduct in the policy sec¬ 

tion of the Guidelines on 

Conduct of Division of Athletics 

and Recreation. News of this 

transgression travelled quickly 

and Director of Athletics John 

McFarlane and his trusty side- 

kick Janean Sergeant, who is 

head of interuniversity sports, 

cast their decision — the rugby 

team was banned from Colour 

Night and faced two years 

probation. 

This harsh ruling was then 

passed through the University 

Council of Athletics, thus mak¬ 

ing the punishment official. 

Team captain Emmett 

Connolly attempted to reason 

with the powers that be, offer¬ 

ing alternative (and more pro¬ 

ductive) penalties such as 

speaking to high school students 

about the dangers of drinking 

and driving, but his pleas fell on 

deaf ears. 

Nobody could question that 

the rugby team’s actions were 

clearly a violation of the rules 

that govern Queen’s athletics. 

Those guidelines are printed in 

black and white. What isn’t so 

clearly delineated is what pun¬ 

ishment fits the crime. Those 

who ruled on this decision did 

not follow precedent, they set it. 

While members of the rugby 

team were contrite about their 

actions, the administration and 

those who sit on the UCA (many 

of whom are students) were vin¬ 

dictive in their unwillingness to 

Please see Event on page 26 Please see Rugby on page 26 
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And down the stretch they come... 
The trade deadline has passed and teams are preparmg 0i ma e: a run 

By Robert MacNeil 

As I rolled out of the sack on Tuesday 
afternoon, I suddenly remembered that 
the NHL's trade deadline had expired at 
3 p.m. EST. By 3:15 p.m., I had found 

of 14 NHL campaigns, Clark is having 
another strong season with 28 goals so 
far (including three hat tricks). Ranford 
is in the midst of a dismal 3-18-3 season 
with the Lightning, but with their 
mediocre ‘talent’, die statistics are in no 

Flyers made several moves T1..S team 

has been treating the entire 1998 9 J sea 
son as a trade deadline. On Tuesday the 
Flyers added defenceman Steve 

tinue to cruise at the top of the Easte 

Conference, the Montreal Canadie^ 
continue to bail water from their sinki^ 

ship. This time they tossed Captaj8 
Vincent Damphousse overboard j" 

out that 30 deals had been made involv- way indicative of his play. In their final 
ing 21 players. The clear winner was the deal of the day, the Wings acquired the 
Detroit Red Wings who appear set to 
keep Lord Stanley’s mug into the next 
century. 

The Wings made four separate deals 
yesterday which increased their chances 
considerably. They traded a no-name 
player and two first-round draft picks to 

injured Ulf Samuelsson from the 
Rangers. While he is out from two weeks 
with a broken foot, Samuelsson will be 
back in time for the playoffs. 

the Blackhawks for veteran bruising did re-acquire Yanic Perreault from the 
defenceman Chris Chelios, whom the Los Angeles Kings for a minor league 
Flyers desperately coveted. Chelios has player. Perreault became a necessity 
one Stanley Cup ring and has won the because Alyn McCauley and Igor 
Norris Trophy as the league’s best Korolev are both out with injuries. The 
defenceman twice. Leafs did not make stronger attempts to 

The Wings also struck a deal with improve their squad because they did not 
Tampa Bay for Kelvington, want to trade away their young talent. 
Saskatchewan’s favourite son Wendel Not surprisingly, the Philadelphia 
Clark and goalie Bill Ranford. A veteran 

The Maple Leafs decided that they the team s roster t 
will basically stick with their current ros- should be considers t tc V , 
ter as they head into the playoffs. They weakness, not the players or Head Coacn 

■ ' ’ Roger Neilson. 
The Ottawa Senators made only 

toube1"from'Washington^sttX! exchange for draft picks and futu* 

the Fivers traded for Mikael Andcrsson 
and Sandy McCarthy and also acquired 
Mark Reccln from the Canadians earlier 
this month GM Bob Clarke has obvi- , -a 

I nor heard of the words 'team camp that the Leafs would be closing i„ 

chemistry.’ He has constantly changed on 90 points, while til Habs would bt 

siderations from San Jose. It’s been a sad 
year for the organization, especially since 
Molson has considered selling the team 
XV7I- .. ....... I M Uo.ro t-l,iM.nl.. Who would have thought in 

training 

r from week to week and 

minor change on Tuesday, acquiring 
Nelson Emerson from Chicago in 
exchange for Chris Murray, their tough¬ 
est player. Clarke could probably learn a 
lot from Senators GM Rick Dudley in 
not messing with a good thing. While 
Ottawa is sticking to its guns as they con¬ 

conducting a firesale. 

The trading deadline had a little bit of 
everything, and it appears that teams 
have never been more even entering the 

playoffs than this year’s collection. 
While the Wings have every reason to be 
more confident, it looks like several 
upsets could be in the making as parity 
among NHL teams is at an all-time high. 
Unless your a Habs fan, then it’s time to 

call the radio stations and ask for the 
heads of this year’s front office. 

NO 
EXPERIENCE? 

NO PROBLEM! 
The Journal still needs 

applicants for Production Manager, 
Supplements Editor, 

Advertising Manager, Ads Designers, 
Sales reps and Systems Manager. 

Call 533-2800 and ask for Sarah or Stefan 
for more information. Applications are available at The Journal, 

272 Earl St. and are due on Tuesday .March 30 by 4 p.m. 

Out late at night? 

Don't want to walk alone? 

Looking for a smile to brighten 
your evening? 

Call Walkhonte 

We've already walked over 

5,000 people this year. 

s more 

So we think we can help 

Wallihome 533-2662 
or you can still call our old number at 545-2662 
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‘Disc’ussing the issue 
To print... 

I’m soooo open! And so the season 
begins. Hundreds of men and women 
suddenly gather together and begin 
sprinting up and down a field, changing 
directions sharply, diving fully horizon¬ 
tally to the ground. During a tourna¬ 
ment, eight hour-long games are played 
in the blistering sun, and sometimes in 
the bitter cold. Some would say this is a 
game where elite athletes come together 
to challenge their minds and bodies, and 
some would say this is a game for hip¬ 
pies who could never compete at a 
higher level in a ‘real’ sport. 

Ultimate has many different 
levels and dimensions, from 
pick-up on a sunny Sunday 

afternoon to University 
Nationals to world-class 

tournaments 

This is Ultimate Frisbee. The name 
? sounds frivolous, perhaps a little 

pompous, but certainly intriguing to 
those who have heard the name spoken, 
or seen the discs flying. Seven people, 
men, women or both, line up on both 
endlines facing each other. The signal is 
given, and the disc (frisbee) is thrown 
from one side towards the opposite end 
of the field. One team lines up down 
the middle of the field and makes cuts 
(sharp, hard sprints) towards either side¬ 
line. The disc is thrown, and the other 
team tries to prevent it from being 
caught. This defence is non-contact, and 
fouls are called by individuals on the 
field — there are no referees in this 
game. 

More than 200 people participate in 
this sport competitively at Queen’s. 
There are four competitive teams with 
about 14 members on each squad, and 
open tournaments always bring out 
more. People are simply flocking to 
play. From track stars to rugby and field 
hockey players, athletes have come to 
explore this fascinating sport. And they 
have been satisfied. 

Ultimate Frisbee is unbelievably phys¬ 
ically demanding (unbelievable until 
you’ve played it, that is). Tt requires 
field-long sprints, quick accelerations, 
and a phenomenal level of endurance. 
You need to run and run, and then when 
you think your body is absolutely . 
exhausted, somewhere you find some : 
extra little reserve, and you go horizon- j 
tal for that disc that seemed just out of j 
reach. You then stand up victorious, 
make a throw, and run some more. 

As for the ‘hippies’, well, they’re • 
there. And they’re part of the great j 
spirit thar makes the game of ultimate j 
unique. This is a sport where teams 
cheer each other at the end of every 
bout striving to show that spirit is just as 
important, if not more important than 
the game itself. Just like every’: other 
sport, Ultimate has many different levels 
and dimensions, from piek-up*bn a 
sunny Sunday afternoon to University 
Nationals to world-class tournaments. 
Each has its own feel and each is a part 
of this unique sport. Ultimate Frisbee is 
truly a sport unto its own. Huck the 
disc baby, just huck it. 

...or not to print 
I have a headache. It is not the lasting 

effects of the regular Thursday night 
hangover, it is due to the incessant bad¬ 
gering of the ultimate team about their 
lack of coverage iri The Queen's Journal. 1 
aril taking this opportunity to stop the 

jiharassgient and answer their unending 
questions of Why you can’t read about 
them in the Sports and Fitness section. 

Firstly, it is important to remember the 
full name of this increasingly popular pas¬ 
time — Ultimafe Frisbee. That is rigbt, 
despite concerted attempts to abandon 
the game’s roots, including changing the 
name of the essential gaming instrument 
to disc, it is still that very same frisbee. 

Alison Lemay plays on the ultimate competi¬ 
tive team and can really huck it. 

The influence, or more 
specifically, dominance 

dominance, of Canada’s 
favourite barley based 

beverage in the ultimate 
community is reminiscent of 

softball or bowling. 

A frisbee is the ultimate barbeque toy 
on a sunny, wind free day. When you have 
a picnic on the beach, never leave the old 
fluorescent or glow in the dark projectile 
behind. When you want to turn Buster 
the flying dog into a competitive canine, 
you can always use the local pizza joint’s 
complementary frisbee to teach man’s 
best friend how to become a true show 
dog. 

While these are all noble uses of a 
‘disc’, it is- not to be taken seriously as the 
focus of a competitive endeavour looking 
for recognition in mainstream sports 
media. A large contingent of talented fris¬ 

bee catching dogs made an appearance at 
the Corel Centre in Ottawa, but no men¬ 
tion of these admirable athletes made the 
sports pages of any newspaper. 

Ultimate also remains absent from 
these pages because of its party atmos¬ 
phere. No matter how important the 
game, it just seems to be more of a pre¬ 
lude to drinking than a serious competi¬ 
tion of athletic prowess. The influence, or 
more specifically, the dominance, of 
Canada's favourite barley based beverage 
in the ultimate community is reminiscent 
of softball or bowling, both entertaining 
endeavours, but not sports page material. 

The cries from the ultimate lovers can 
already be heard, “Look at die athleticism 
that the game requires, it is more physi¬ 
cally exerting than baseball or volleyball,” 
they scream. Clearly the amount of sweat 
secreted in a game is not the only measure 
of a sport. Baseball and volleyball involve 
skills that are impossible to measure with¬ 
out having attempted to hit a tough curve- . 
ball or return a top spinning jump serve. 
That said, one of die most physically 
demanding activities that I have ever 
come across (though never participated 
in) is ballet, and show me a sports rag that 
covers Swan Lake .and I will gladly eat my 
notebook. 

I will grant one thing, 1 love to play the 
game. I play it on hot summer days at a 
local park before diving into the cool 
river, but nobody really keeps score. 
Ultimate frisbee is meant to be played by 
fun loving amateurs in public parks, it not 
meant to appear on the sports pages of 
this newspaper. 

Adam Kaminsky is just jealous because he 
can only huck the ‘disc’ 20 feet. 
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A long strange trip 
The trek to St. Petes has ended for the lucky teams 

play 
holdinj 
shootii 

gua'M 
alia 

. (Duk« 
State anip Ca 
iharacterjZ'ed . 
atchunsdnetween | 

pie Pert 
{ Willis 

By all accounts, the National 
Championship is Duke’s to lose. For all 
0f the upsets which have characterized 
this year’s NCAA Tournament, when the 
lights come up on the stage in St. 
Petersburg tomorrow night, the cream 
will once again have risen to the top, 
with three top seeds making the trip, and 
.1 talented Ohio State squad the only 
interloper. And even among this group, 
Duke has unquestionably been the most 
dominant team since the 1991 UNLV 
ream which first tasted defeat in the 
national semi-finals (and, according to 
their wizened, Yoda-like Head Coach 
Jerry Tarkanian, would have fallen pre; 
to the depth of this year’s edition of Bli ' 
Devils). However, let’s not start sizj 
the Blue Devils for rings quite yet. 

While Duke does have an outstj 
record throughout the 1990s, 
well be considered the teai 
decade, few remember that thjeir 
dance at this year’s Final Four? breaJ 
five year absence, dating bacl< {£_thg 
loss to Arkansas in the 19p- 
Upperclassmen such as Trajan 
have seen the mighty Blue De 
gle, and simply don’t have the I inaj 
experience that the teams 
Ferry and Christian Laettner wc re-able to' 
call upon. Don’t misinterpret 
ment; if anyone benefits from experience 
this weekend, it will be Duke, given the 
crucible that the ACC has represented 
for the past decade, coupled with the fact 
that of the four coaches in the Final 
Four, Mike Krzyzewski is the only one 
who has been here before as a head 
coach. 

Two things must happen for Duke to 
lose to Michigan State on Saturday. First, 
MSU must replicate their effort of 
December 2. That day teh Spartans suf- with their first trip. Michigan State is 

able to produce nine points in the year as their women’s team (Georgia was 
December game, shooting 3-17 from the the first), 
field. The ‘irresistible force vs. immov¬ 
able qbjecpo^Sr^T^vill also 

Even so, the subplots make it more 
interesting to write about, but it comes 
down to the basketball and, have no 
loubt about it, this weekend will be a 

'treat from St. Pete. In the first game 
Saturday, it would seem that UConn has 
die horses to pull away from a surprising 

State team. The Buckeyes were 
it season, but to date this year 

ave wpn 27 times, a Lazarus act orches- 
tratecUjay their coach Jim O’Brien, to 
dat£|Spfr known for the run that he and 

hij$ri State; hi's Slirui mater Boston College made 
iare all ^op-ranked North Carolina and 
^ourt-hq|vy. yjn'tdimiafif in the 1993 tournament. 

ately for Ohio State, O’Brien 
(ith him a record of futility 

innecticut, losing his last 18 
head to head against Jim 

■UConn. Save an unbeliev- 
ance by the Ohio State 

Ithis streak runs to 19. 
[gan State does have the 
an upset, given the depth of 
ite. They bring their leading 
le bench in a sixth-man role 

file new always seems to step 
Ip Cleaves, who will not shoot 

time around. Look for 
in State and UConn in the final 

on Monday night, with the Huskies tak- 

ivy. 
£om-^ 

ichaej 

rry. 
Richard 

id Cjeaves and 
step up, wi 

who cuts down 
lday night, with apolog 
id .pins. Perhaps the mossc 
ffltial individual matchup 
rent is the prospect of 

WfiuW Avery’s explosive offing 
^challa^ljgd by the smother? 

Jiigh-school teamr 
loore of Connecticut. 

However, when all is said and done, 
this is a Final Four about history. Ohio ing home the trophy. It would only be 
State is making a return trip for the first fitting to see perennially heartbroken 
time since 1968, a year which finally saw UConn bring joy to the town of Storrs, 
the end of a run which began in 1962 Connecticut in this, the first season in 
with John Havlicek, Jerry Lucas and a which they would be considered to be 
second-teamer from Orrville, Ohio by upset winners, 
the name of Bobby Knight. Connecticut 
ends a streak of being the most-invited 
NCAA tournament team without 
advancing to the Final Four (21 years) 

Ian Brisbin was captain of the Queen's bas¬ 

ketball team but now just talks about it 

Intramural 
corner 

Winter Results as of March 24, 1999 

BEWIC CHAMPIONS: 
Curling — Sci ‘02 

Innertube Water Polo Rec — Half 
a Schlitz 

Innertube Water Polo Comp — 
Water Lilies 

Rec Volleyball — Chem Eng Grads 
Intermediate Volleyball — Death on 

the Beach 

BEWS Champions: 
Badminton — Edward Y Yun 
Ball Hockey — Devastation 

Curling — House 
Ice Hockey Tournament — Iceholes 

Ice Hockey ZLeague — Electrical 
Squash — Ryan Leesui 

Soccer Magic — 99 Gunners 
Volleyball Open — Keep 6 

WIC CHAMPIONS: 
Badminton — Sarah Stuart 

Ice Hockey Tournament — Comm/Ed 
Ice Hockey League — PHE 

Jogathan — Law 
Skateathon — Eng 1 
Soccer Magic — PHE 
Swimathon —ConEd 

Volleyball Open — Engineering B 

Check The Journal next week for 
more winter Intramural results. Queen’s 
Intramurals is looking forward to seeing 
all winners and participants at the 
Intramural Banquet this Tuesday in the 
Singing Frog @ AJ’s. The banquet gets 
underway at 6:30 p.m. and tickets are 
available at the PEC wickets for $3 in 
advance. For more information on this 
event, please call the Intramural Hotline 
at 533-6000 ext. 75036. 

fered a 73-67 loss to Duke (which was¬ 
n’t as close as the score would have you 
believe) they battered Duke on the 
boards, outrebounding them 41-25 in a 
performance which saw Duke centre 
Elton Brand banished to the bench for 

back for the first time since an exuberant 
sophomore named Earvin Johnson led a 
defeat of Larry Bird’s Sycamores of 
Indiana State, in a game which ushered 
in the modern, television era of the Final 
Four. And finally, Duke is back, to cap 

the next two games. The second thing off the nineties as the first team since 
that must happen is that Mateen Cleaves 
must shoot the ball well. He was only 

1983, and the second in history to 
advance to the Final Four in the same 

It’s cold out there! 
Stay warm with our huge 

10%-51% 
•ffMSNMBU 

237 PRINCESS STREET 
KINGSTON. ONTARIO K7L IB3 

PH: (613) 546-4757 FAX: (613) 546-5243 

WEBSITE: http://www.TrailHeadCnd.com 
MAILBOX: Kingston@TrailHeadCnd.com 

Nominations for The 
Sutherland Prize 

The Sutherland Prize will be presented 
annually to a graduating and selt-defined 
student ot colour who has shown leader¬ 
ship and initiative at Queen’s, most specif¬ 
ically in the area of encouraging and 
fostering diversity on campus. 

The winner of the Sutherland prize will 
receive an award from the Society at 
Convocation and will have his/her name 
inscribed on a permanent wall plaque in 
the Robert Sutherland Reading Room 

Nominations are available at the AMS 
front desk and are due Friday April 9lh by 
5:00pm 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
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reason. 
For the graduating players 

this was their last opportunity to 
participate in a truly great 
Queen's event; instead they 
donned their suits and had their 
own ‘banquet’ at a local bar. 

The only thing that kept 
McFarlane and Sergeant from 
allowing the fourth-year players 
to attend their final Colour 
Night, while upholding the ban 
on underclassmen, was a lack of 
courage. Once their original 
decision was made, the adminis¬ 
tration did not have the guts to 
do what was right, so they main¬ 
tained what was wrong. 

This penalty was not about 
justice, it was about sending a 
message to the other athletes 
that like to savour a cold beer 
while travelling home from a 
road game. However, this mes¬ 
sage may have fallen on deaf 
ears. Rugby Head Coach AI 
Ferguson estimated that 80 per 
cent of Queen's teams involve 
themselves in this illicit activity 
(drinking on the buses) and to 

believe that the insensitivity 
shown by this ruling will change 
that, I think the athletic adminis¬ 
tration has another thing 
coming. 

While McFarlane and 
Sergeant enjoyed another in 
their long line of athletic ban¬ 
quets, some athletes from the 
most storied sport in Queen’s 
history missed their final oppor¬ 
tunity to attend Colour Night. If 
that is considered justice at 
Queen’s, I think That Kenneth 
Starr would fit right in. 

After learning of the ruling, 
coach Ferguson likened the 
penalty to getting a speeding 
ticket on the 401, but that was 
understating the situation: This 
punishment is similar to having 
your car impounded for not 
wearing a seat belt. 

As Colour Night progressed, 
muffled chants of “Where’s 
rugby?” began to fill the air. 
While the event was well orga¬ 
nized arid a great opportunity to 
honour the student-athletes, L 
ended the night with the very 
same question. 

GUINNESS 
jacket giveaway 

see your server 

MM NHL MM MMV 

(Ehe ®0imm 
> www.thetoucan.com 

down the alley at 76 Princess St. 544-1966 

FOOD SPECIALS LIVE BANDS 
$2.49 Sunday breakfast 

sum flies 
1 /2 price wings* 

wed 
1 /2 price naclios* 

‘alter 2pm with beverage pmvhsae 

Lri Mar 26 

cissmachine & 

spinecracker 

Backpacker\ 
Europe 
Spring Sale-Book by Mar 31 

London from $519 

Paris from $669 

Frankfurt from $649 

Zurich from $699 

Manchester from $519 

Rome from $719 

✓ Eurail Passes 

S Busabout, Haggis, 
Stray 

/ IS1C, YHA Cards 

/ Bon Voyage Insurance 

/ Open Jaw Airfares 

/ Tours -Contiki, Trek 

Top Deck 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long HauUCroup TroveI 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: wvvw.odysscy-travcl.com 

Triathalon team celebrates another impressive victory with an old fashioned pose down. Tnatnaion team ceienrai-r— pH0T0 C0URTESY 0F TRIATHAL0N ^ 

Triathletes win series 
By Adam Kaminsky The squad needed a spectacu¬ 

lar showing at the this weekend’s 
The Queen’s Competitive race at Trent University, the last 

Triathalon Club out-ran, out- of the season, and the team was 
hiked and out-swam it’s compe- up to the task. Queen’s finished 
tition this season, winning the first in two categories, while tak- 
five event University Multisport ing home third place in another 

series. 

Event could lead 
to true nationals 
Continued from page 21 

series of its kind and it could 
have laid the groundwork for 
future inter-university tennis 
competitions on the national 
level. 

“It could be a prelude to a 
full C1AU sport or it could be a 
prelude to a different kind of 
CIAU championship,” said 
coach McFarlane, who is also 
the chair of athletics and recre¬ 
ation. “Sports like rugby and 
rowing have a CIAU invita¬ 
tional to decide their champion 
so that could be a different way 
to go.” 

McFarlane also felt that this 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

trailblazing competition was 
something that could not only 
create national opportunities 
for tennis, but the success could 
lead to cross-Canada competi¬ 
tion in other sports. 

“The team played 

very consistently 

all year.” 

— Coach John McFarlane 

“It has some interesting pos¬ 
sibilities for more than tennis, 
but other sports such as bad¬ 
minton, squash, synchronized 
swimming and any number of 
other sports,” said McFarlane. 
“It provides an alternative 
method to offer people from 
around the country [the 
opportunity] to compete 
against one another.” 

If women’s tennis does 
attain CIAU status, the perfor¬ 
mance this past weekend of the 
Queen’s squad showed that 
they will be ready, willing and 
able to compete. 

category. Paced by Adam 
Campbell’s victory in the rookie 
men’s division and a relay first 
place, Queen’s was able to edge 
out Western and defending 
champion RMC in the overall 
standings. 

This is the first time since the 
inception of the multisport series 
in 1992 that Queen’s was able to 
win the overall title. Last season 
the club finished in third place, 
although they led the standings 
heading into the final race of the 
season. A snow storm cancelled 
the bike leg of that competition, 
the strong point for Queen’s, 
and thus ended their champi¬ 
onship dreams. 

The overall individual stand¬ 
ings for the five race series also 
saw a great deal of Queen’s suc¬ 
cess. Jen MacLean finished first 
among all women, Francis 
MacDonnell finished first ih 
rookie men and Adam Campbell 
took second place in the rookie 

men division. 
What makes these perfor¬ 

mances all the more impressive is 
the growth of the series, as well 
as triathalon on the whole. 

“It’s definetly growing,” said 
outgoing club president Jen 
Corner. “Especially with 
triathalon growing as a sport due 
to it’s inclusion in the 2000 
Olympics. You can definitely tell 
that interest is picking up.” 

As more and more schools 
join the triathalon fray, there are 
hopes that the profile of the 
sport will increase as well. 

“Hopefully it will grow as a 
university sport and maybe 
sometime it will be varsity,” said 
Corner, who is quick to add that 
there is a recreational club for 
those who simply want to train. 
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uv radiates with creativity 
CONCERT REVIEW 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

MAGAZINE PREVIEW 

By Sarah Crosbie 

I expected it to be a black 
cover. I don’t why, but I did. 
When I got my copy of ultravi¬ 
olet, it was a stark white. I 
mean white. Adorning the 
cover are eight anonymous 
faces set against vibrant, deep 
colours — and that’s it. 

The cover is plain and sim¬ 
ple, and I don’t know what 
type of paper the jacket of the 
magazine is made of, but I 
don’t like it. Because the maga¬ 
zine jacket almost shimmers, 
you want to touch it, and when 
you do, you realize that it pro¬ 
duces the same sensation as 
running your fingernails down 
a chalkboard or moving 
around styrofoam. It makes 
you cringe. 

But — the content of uv is 
an entirely different story. The 
written pieces and artwork in 
this magazine are heartwarm¬ 
ing, thought-provoking and 
unpretentious; they are serious, 

silly and sensuous. 
One of the greatest features 

of ultraviolet is that it appreci¬ 
ates the beauty and function of 
white space, and, in the case of 
this particular magazine, black 
space. None of the stories or 
artwork are stuffed into rectan¬ 
gular allocations, attempting to 
fit as much creativity as possi¬ 
ble into the forty page publica¬ 
tion. ultraviolet allows blank 
space to become a part of the 
work, highlighting the written 
and visual art, rather than dis¬ 
tracting from it. 

The pieces in the magazine 
range from ‘japanimation’ car¬ 
toons to short stories to free 
verse. Sherwin Tjia’s “what i 
did after my housemate was 
killed and before his parents 
had time to fly to montreal” is 
a realistic free verse which 
describes a friend finding 
insignificant items that were to 
be garbage, that come to be 
treasures. This poem is a 
thought process and I immedi¬ 
ately began to think about what 

Please see uv on page 29 

Beaming 
with talent 

The battle resumes 
Part II of Battle of the Bands a hit 

Note : To ensure a fairness in 
the judging of the competition, 
the Queen’s Entertainment 
Agency has decided that band 
selection will be switched back 
to the traditional method of 
selecting the top two bands to 
advance to the final round, 
instead of the overall top four. 

I’ll admit, I was immediately 
enticed and intrigued to pop 

disc into my CD player, 
hoping that it would offer my 
ears something fun and origi¬ 
nal. However, after listening to 
the first couple tracks of the 
album I knew that I was 
deceived. Breathing Tornados is 
nothing like what its cover inti¬ 
mates. Instead, what 1 got was 
another young artist trying to 
break new ground with a 
generic sound and an array of 
weak lyrics. 

Songs like “I am a 
Sunflower" and “Tornados” are 
the only bright spots on an 
album that leaves much to be 
desired. Both tracks are com¬ 
pletely different from every¬ 
thing else on the album. These 
tracks contain a solid mix of 
harmonies and elaborate guitar 
and piano riffs which tease the 
listener into believing that per- 

I’ve just experienced the sec¬ 
ond round of the Queen’s 
Entertainment Agency’s annual 
Battle of the Bands and I still 
can’t get over the fact that every 
talented musician there proba¬ 
bly had more musical gumption 
at the age of three than I 
presently have, or ever will 
have. Of course, that is unless 
the remnants of Milli Vanilli can 
manage to start up their own 
talent agency. 

Breathing Tornados 
^■rand Royal Records 

By Elli Raynai 

. A quick glance of the cover 
EMl recording artist Ben 

,j-ee’s debut album Breathing 
(>rnadoes gives off the impres- 

Slnn of seventies psycadelic 
"nages mishmashed with com¬ 
puter-constructed nomolies of 
Cle future world. 

The Loose Lips whose 
calm coolness, ease 
with the crowd, and 

each other, made their 
performance an 

engaging and 
synergistic experience. 

The First band to put any 
musical aspirations 1 might have 
had into a more realistic per¬ 
spective was a six person ensem¬ 
ble known as Ibiza. With 
pumping synthetic drumbeats of 
electronica bleeding alternately 
into a lunchbox mix of hip hop 
and rock elements, I could easily 
recognize the potential of this 
fledgling band. 

The group’s music possessed 
a dancing, ravish quality that 

haps Lee is attempting an origi¬ 
nal, innocent sound. Most 
likely, these attempts are what 
gave him the chance at a record 
contract, especially the selective 
Grand Royal label. 

What I got was 
another young artist 
trying to break new 

ground with a generic 
sound and an array of 

weak lyrics. 

gelled well with vocalist Lilian 
Kim’s emotional, slow, waving 
vocals. It was interesting to see 
the manner in which the band 
managed to integrate instances 
of calculated abruptness of gui¬ 
tar and drumbeats into their 
music, and the lilting peaks and 
ebbs of the high energy and later 
drowsily moody music into a 
somewhat coherent and promis¬ 
ing package. 

[Waxing Gibbus] 
presented a tightly- 
knit, well-polished 

performance of original 
and unique music. 

Immediately following Ibiza 
was the four person group, The 
Loose Lips whose calm cool¬ 
ness, ease with the crowd, and 
each other, made their perfor¬ 
mance an engaging and syner¬ 
gistic experience. 

Lips opened with a slow, 
seeping song about warm coffee 
on a Saturday morning, and 
serenely led into the rest of their 
set. The band proceeded to 
showcase the abilities of 
Andrew Shaver on his tiny Casio 
keyboard, Mike Pearson rhyth¬ 
mically drumming on his 
“bizarre African drum,” the 
Djembe, and the steady sureness 

of vocalist and guitarist Matt 
Barber as he was backed by 
Aaron Asselstine, the bass 
player. 

Taking up where The Loose 
Lips finished off was the five 
person troupe eclectically called 
Waxing Gibbus. At the begin¬ 
ning of one song, called “Lunar 
Power,” vocalist Terry Kelly jok¬ 
ingly stated that they wrote this 
song because “we write music 
that comes from the moon.” 
This statement wasn’t really too 
far off the mark though because 
their performance was nothing 
short of stellar. 

Starting their set off with 
Kelly lolling around the dance 
floor in a slowly spastic manner 
with his tambourine, the group 
presented a tightly-knit, well- 
polished performance of origi¬ 
nal and unique music. 

There was a highly technical 
aspect to the band that 
reminded me of elements of 
Radiohead’s album “OK 
Computer,” with songs backed 
by the dialogue of a masculine 
computer voice that seemlessly 
led the group from one song to 
the next as Kelly’s strong voice 
wavered in and out of pacific 
depths, backed by Andrew 
Tom’s measured turntabling and 

Please see Fierce on page 30 

It is also interesting to 
admire che fact that Breathing 
Tornados was pur out on Grand 
Royal, a record company that 
was fired up by the Beasrie 
Boys. Unfortunately, this time 
the listening pool missed the 
boat and hurried ro sign what 
they thought might be 
marketable. 

Please see Rotate This on page 33 
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Wide Mouth Mason jars Kingston 
Canadian rock heroes thrill the crowd at AJs Hangar 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Joshua Wiesenthal 

Rockin’. 
Thar would have to be the one word 

to describe this music-infested 
Wednesday evening. Although the open¬ 
ing act. Miller Stain Limit, numbed the 
crowd with their ear-bleeding wailing 
and three uncontrollable guitar riffs, 
Wide Mouth Mason over-compensated 
with hardcore talent and pure, unadul¬ 
terated emotion. 

Sponsored by Durex condoms, 
Saskatoon’s own Wide Mouth Mason is 
touring across Canada and promoting 
their newly released disc entitled Where 1 
Started. 

This spunky band burst onto the 
Canadian scene in 1996 with their origi¬ 
nal and independently released CD The 
Nazaretie. Followed by their first release 
on the Warner record label, their self- 
titled debut shook both the foundations 
and expectations of Canadian rock. The 
band only hopes that they can follow 
their gold record success with their new 
release Where I Started. 

With the eight-foot member 
of the male genitalia stealing 
the opening show, WMM had 

a tough act to follow. 

Their original rock style, fused with a 
twist of bluesy funk, brings a refreshing 
new sound to an aging rock music scene. 
After a couple attempts at his new 
falsetto-style singing, lead singer Shaun 
Verreault reverted to singing the fan 

favourites “Tom Robinson” and “Mary 
Mary.” 

Other than the marionette actions of 
the lead singer of Miller Stain Limit, the 
opening band had nothing to offer but a 
migraine and a chance to make a trip to 
the bar for a refills of the pitchers of liq¬ 
uid libations. After the opening band left 
the stage, the loudest cheer was heard 
when the eight foot Durex-sponsored 
penis started walking amongst the audi¬ 
ence and throwing condoms into the 
open arms of inebriated fans. 

With the eight-foot member of the 
male genitalia stealing the opening show, 
WMM had a tough act to follow. 
Showing their sense of humour, the band 
entered the bar from their pink tour bus 
painted with a giant sperm. Their bus, 
dubbed the “Iron Sheik,” symbolizes 
their willingness to be daringly original. 
When asked why they chose a sponsor¬ 

ship from a condom manuracturer, ieau 
singer Shaun Verreault stated that his 
band was “sick and tired of looking 
around us any time we did a show and 
saw all those different banners pushing 
cigarettes and alcohol. We were inadver¬ 
tently supporting [these companies], 
especially when kids were coming to see 

us.” 
Refusing to be ignored, WMM rushed 

to the stage at AJ’s, jamming their radio 
anthem “My Old Self.” With a suffi¬ 
ciently warmed audience, the adventur¬ 
ous band tested a couple of their new 
tunes. Although not receiving the same 
fan recognition as some of their earlier 
works, the current songs were well- 
received and audience-approved. 

Carving a niche and developing a 
well-respected fan base with their self- 
titled debut was not satisfactory for the 
relatively new band. They have tested a 

new sound on their current album, and 
judging by their fan support, it seems like 
their novel style will grow into a success 
initially built from a small, devoted fan 
base. 

The comfortably filled club was sati¬ 
ated with feelings of fascination and a 
general sense of levity. The audience was 
awed and shocked by the unique guitar 
playing of Earl Pereira and beautiful 
vocal range paired with the behind the 
neck jamming of Verreault. Safwan Javed 
amazed all with his rhythmic drumming 
and tank-top strutting presence. 

After hamming it up with the audi¬ 
ence for nearly two hours, and perform¬ 
ing an encore of the Hendrix classic “All 
Along The Watchtower,” the band mem¬ 
bers entered the crowd and were very 
approachable. As are all other small 
bands, they were extremely accommo¬ 
dating and went out of their way to 
introduce themselves, never failing to 
mingle and share drinks with their fans. 

After opening for the Rolling Stones 
in Wisconsin and Michigan at the begin¬ 
ning of February, the band is touring 
their way across Canada. Reintroducing 
themselves to their old fans, while seduc¬ 
ing new members, the band is working 
their way through the Maritimes, 
Ontario, Quebec, the Prairies and the 
West, ending up as the opening act of 
Alanis Morissette’s Saskatoon concert. 

Judging by tonight’s performance, 
their tour and CD sales will be smooth 
and favourably received. Take one listen 
to this up-and-coming band and their 
discs will be in kept in your stereo for 
quite a while. 
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The colour of crime uv shines 
Art exhibit illustrates the unjust criminal system 

An observer enjoys 
the exhibit at Agnes 
Etherington. 

By Virginia Wigmore 

People have a sick fascination with 
crime, especially sensational, gruesome 
crimes that often are romanticized. 
Perhaps this infatuation arises out of an 
innate fear that society’s veneer of civil¬ 
ity' is too thin, and that the savagery 
exhibited in these crimes lurks in us all. 
What does the face of someone capable 
of violence look like — could it be you 
or me? 

This is the question addressed in the 
exhibit'currently displayed at the Agnes 
Etherington Art Centre entitled Crime 
and Punishment. This exhibit is. curated 
by Jennifer Rudder and includes works 
by Shelia Ayearst, Jonathon Eeles, 
Angela Grossmann and Louise Noguchi. 

The combination of crime, media and 
art in this collection provides a surpris¬ 
ingly poetic social commentary. Even the 
title of this exhibit makes reference to 
the 19th Century novel by Feodor 
Dostoevsky, in which the protagonist 
realizes his own capacity for crime. 
These paintings and photographs touch 
on issues of fate, redemption, contami¬ 
nation, guilt and innocence. These con¬ 
cerns are amplified through the 
depiction of real or-alleged crimes, thus 

making the stakes and implications even 
more tangible. 

Angela Grossman, one of the artists in 
this exhibit, uses mug shots of petty 
criminals of the late 1930s and 40s, 
taken from the penitentiary in New 
Westminister, to depict pathetic men 
who were more victims of circumstance, 
ignorance and racism then they were 
criminal masterminds. 

The painting by Grossman entitled 
“X-ray” uses the layering of the various 
materials to represent the levels of com¬ 
plexity and the interaction of numerous 
different issues that are involved in the 
conviction and prosecution of these men 
— despite the apparent simplicity of 
their crimes. 

In this painting, Grossman takes the 
mug shot of bhe such man and mounts it 
onto a canvass of mattress ticking, 
adding a body and a mylar apron to the 
criminal’s head. The combination of hav¬ 
ing a clear overlay and a body that melts 
into nothingness gives the painting an 
etheral, ghost-like quality. Furthermore, 
the emaciated, forlorn faces with shaved 
heads echoes a vision of World War II 
and Holocaust victims. The overall effect 
is one where the lines between guilt and 
innocence are blurred, and the taunting 
question seems to be: who is responsible 

for this society or the young man being 
depicted? 

Louise Noguchi poses a different 
question in her artwork. By attempting 
to identify herself as both a criminal and 
a victim, she addresses the difficulty in 
reading emotions and guilt from a face. 

In a series of photographs, Noguchi 
takes a picture of herself in the same 
pose as her chosen criminal or victim. 
She then proceeds to cut the two pho¬ 
tographs into strips and weave the two 
together, resulting in a composite in 
which gender, race, innocence and guilt 
are all blended together. These pho¬ 
tographs break down the recognizable 
identity into fragments, turning the pic¬ 
ture into a form of camouflage. 

In one such painting entitled 
“Compilation Portrait #15,” Noguchi’s 
face is combined with the portrait of 
Adelaide Bartlett, a young woman who 
was acquitted of charges for allegedly 
poisoning her husband. While Bartlett’s 
pose is very proud, deterministic and for¬ 
mal, Noguchi’s is more vulnerable and 
relaxed. The amalgamation of the two 
results in a photograph of a wistful 
young women whose face does not 
appear capable of committing such a 
crime. 

This exhibit is especially relevant to 
the Kingston because it addresses issues 
that are important to a community filled 
with correctional facilities. 

Crime and Punishment is on display at 
the Agnes Etherington Art Centre until 
June 6, and is worthwhile seeing for its 
unique combination of media, art and 

Continued from page 27 

trash lying around my friends’ rooms 
would be significant indicators of who 
they really were to me and what things 
I would leave lying about to illustrate 
what I wanted others to think. 

Another highlight of the publication 
is Katherine Romba’s short story, 
“eleven.” This work describes the pre¬ 
cious moments of youth and the 
dreams we all have before we hit our 
teen years. You feel like a child again 
reading Romba’s piece — hoping for 
that one special kiss that in your inno¬ 
cent years could change your life (but 
never happens). 

My favourite piece in ultraviolet 
however, is not actually contained 
within the magazine. Andrea 
Feddersen’s ‘editorial.’ Feddersen’s 
free verse enritled, “Here is the story 
so far,” is a beautiful and symbol-laden 
work that glinters across the eyes and 
makes one wish everyone could wnfite 
poetically. 

ultraviolet and all the treasures it 
holds will have its magazine launch on 
Saturday evening at Alfie’s. As well as 
the written and visual submissions, this 
year ultraviolet also has a seven song 
CD included featuring Ibiza, Jon 
Coaklev, Reno’s Hitmen, Matthew 
Barber, Travel Agent, Jill Barber and dj 
greazy, porkchop and applesauce. 
Look for the review next week. 

ultraviolet's mission statement on 
the magazine is “the sun is not your 
enemy,’' — ironic in that I thought 
ultraviolet should have a black cover. 

It’s a book with personal works 
awaiting your read — and there’s no 
little lock to break to get to them. 
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Oscar delivers the gold 
71st annual awards a great success 

By Adria Vuksinic and 

Virginia Wigmore 

Last Sunday night we sat on 
the couch for six and a half 
hours waiting for all of our cru¬ 
cial questions to be answered. 
The Academy Awards is the 
most important cinematic night 
of the year — when Hollywood 
decides who goes home with an 
Oscar. Although the night was 
glamorous, it lacked the spunk 
and personality of years’ past. 
The most notable absences were 
Cher and her see-through 
dresses, the comic stylings of 
Billy Crystal and all our favorite 
Generation-X stars such as, 
Brad Pitt, Cameron Diaz, 
Sandra Bullock, Julia Roberts 
and Leonardo DiCaprio. 

The pre-show hosted by 
mother-daughter combo Joan 
and Melissa Rivers was a cata¬ 
strophe. Their questions to the 
stars and bantering were bitter. 

uninformative and catty. The 
highlight of the pre-show was 
when Diana Ross walked 
breezed by Joan Rivers and 
Rivers called her a “bitch.” 
Rivers’ downspiral continued 
when she addressed such topics 
as her lack of libido, douching 
and the perils of lesbianism. 

After the pre-show disaster 
the event moved off the red car¬ 
pet and the awards began (only 
four hours left to go!) and 
Shakespeare in Love, Life is 

Beautiful and Saving Private 

Ryan dominated all categories. 
As many of you already 

know Best Actor and Best 
Foreign Film went to the very 
eccentric Roberto Benigni for 
Life is Beautiful. Benigni 
seemed to be a choice that made 
the entire Academy happy, even 
the face of fellow nominee Tom 
Hank’s lit up when Benigni’s 
name was announced. The cov¬ 
eted title of Best Actress was 
awarded to Gwyneth Paltrow 

The Screening Room 
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for her role in Shakespeare in 

Love. Earlier this year, Paltrow 
had walked away with a Golden 
Globe, an honour that is viewed 
as an indicator of who is 
expected to win the Oscars. 
However, in my opinion Cate 
Blanchett also put in a strong 
performance that should have 
put her in the running, and per¬ 
haps Meryl Streep should have 
been recognized for her 
poignant portrayal of a woman 
with cancer. 

Best Director went to Steven 
Spielberg for Saving Private 

Ryan and finally, Best Picture 
went to Shakespeare in Love. 

Perhaps the greatest upset of 
the night, other than the Elia 
Kazan controversy, was when 
for one of the first times in 
Oscar history, best director did 
not coincide with best picture. 

Throughout the night the 
tension grew, as the moment 
approached when Elia Kazan 
was to be presented with a life¬ 
time achievement award. 
Initially, it was though that half 
of the audience would exit 
upon presentation of the award, 
and although no one left, mixed 
reactions were evident as the 
cameras panned the crowd. As 
Kazan stepped onto stage, some 
immediately leapt to their feet 
to give him a standing ovation, 
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• managing international project review and evaluation. ^ 

. .te program include, an 8-week l«d placemen, „ „pplicd research p„iee, ' 
whtch ma, be completed oversea, or in Non], America. For admlssioS l 
omvcrsny degree o, three-yc, college diploor, is r,,„|«d. „d , se„nd 
language or overseas work experience is preferred. 

Contact The Biulness School at Humber College 
205 Humber College Boulevard. Toronto. Ontario. Canada M9W5L7 

. Tel: 1 116 675-6622, ex, 4705 - Fax.-1116 675-2188 ? 

www.business.humberc.oii.ca 

while others remained in their 
seats, arms crossed, scowling. 

Highlights of the evening 
included any time the camera 
was on Roberto Benigni. His 
genuine excitement over being 
there and winning his awards 
was infectious and refreshing. 
We will never see another 
actor/director jump up on the 
seats or profess love and grati¬ 
tude for all; his quote went 
something like this, “I wish I 
was Jupiter so that I could take 
you all to a field and make love 
to you.” Ah, Roberto, we wish 
you were Jupiter too. 

While Benigni provided the 
laughter, other speeches 
brought us to tears. 

When the winner of Best 
Short Documentary thanked 
her mother for allowing her 
come to America to pursue her 
dream, we all went through half 
a box of tissues. The other half 
of the Kleenex box was used 
when Gwyneth Paltrow won for 
Best Actress and tearfully 
thanked everyone under the sun 
including Ben Affleck her 
“friend” (since when is he just 
her friend?). 

As the Awards concluded, we 
went to bed satisfied with the 
choices that were made and a 
new list of “must see” movies in 
our hands. 

Fierce 
battle 
Continued from page 27 

Shermet Lamb’s brilliant Rl,j. 
tar licks. 

Finishing the night off 0n a 
high note was the impressjVe 
Fourth Rome. This groUp 
consisted of Sat Gill’s hard- 
rocking drum beats, Mark 
Blackburn’s bass playing 
Jonathan Krashinsky’s lead 
guitar, and Blake Lachance's 
consistent and thickly exuber¬ 
ant vocals. 

Looking back on the 
entire thing, I would 
have to say what I 

enjoyed most about 
the performances 

were the 
brilliant vocals. 

Krashinsky and Lachance 
added an ethereal element to 
the group’s music. They jok¬ 
ingly explained that the inspi¬ 
ration for the name of their 
group and the titles to a num¬ 
ber of their songs originated 
from personally cathartic 
dreams of a spurious nature, 
guitar-playing, archangels 
and dream women. 

The song I appreciated the 
most was “20 years,” about 
the bitterness and quiet out¬ 
rage of youth, where the 
metal sound of the band cou¬ 
pled with the wailing and 
moaning singsong of 
Lachance. 

The concert was great 
because of the awesome mix 
of such varied forms of music 
as the fog-blanketed and 
glowsrick-highlighted beats 

of Ibiza, the coolness of The 
Loose Lips, the polish of 
Waxing Gibus, and the rock¬ 
ing, hardcore sound of 

Fourth Rome. 
Looking back on the entire 

thing, I would have to say 
what I enjoyed most about 
the performances were the 
brilliant vocals and the man¬ 
ner in which they blended 
and where supported by their 

respective bands. 
The judges indeed had a 

hard choice ahead of them as 
they could only select two o 
the four bands to accompany 
the first round winners, The 

Prototype and Ren°s 
Hitmen, to compete in the 
final round at Altie s, °n 

March 31. 
The final verdict was tha 

The Loose Lips and Waxmg 
Gibbus would proceed to t >e 

next round. 
With such strong perform¬ 

ers as the four bands men 
tioned above it is virtually 

guaranteed that 
Wednesday, at Alfie’s, WH 
a truly great time. Hope 
see you there. 
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In the naked eye 
Union show questions the female body 

By Heather MacDonald 

This past Wednesday I was 
asked to do something that I 
had never done before; I had to 
review an art exhibit. Being 
raised in an ‘artistically chal¬ 
lenged’ household, 1 had my 
reservations, but decided to 
hold my tongue and put my cre¬ 
ative knack to use (after all 1 fig¬ 
ured the worst that could 
happen was an enraged artist 
would paint a mean picture on 
my door). 

Vertigo displays pieces 
of many different 

artistic styles from 
charcoal to the 

previously mentioned 
imitated body parts. 

So off I went to the Vertigo 

exhibit in Union Gallery at 
Stauffer Library, armed with my 
note pad and a self-help tape 
playing in my Walkman telling 
me I was good enough, strong 
enough, and smart enough to do 
whatever I put my mind to. 

As I walked through the 
doors I was confronted with a 

series of recreated body parts, 
made from all sorts of fabrics 
and stuffings. I was unsure of 
their meaning until 1 made my 
way over to the information 
desk to get an idea of what 
Vertigo was about. 

This exhibit is made entirely 
of the works of the fine arts 
class of ’02, each of the 28 
members having a piece on dis¬ 
play. Curator of the event, as 
well as a class member, Heather 
Hicks, writes ‘Much of the work 
in this show does not represent 
the artist’s personal creative 
voice, so much as it chronicles 
the general artistic development 
we have experienced thus far at 
Queen’s.’ 

Vertigo displays pieces of 
many different artistic styles, 
from charcoal to the previously 
mentioned imitated body parts. 
Every different style was one 
that had been assigned to the 
students throughout the year to 
increase their knowledge and 
understanding of what art is and 
can be. 

Hicks also states that every 
member of the class was struck 
with the reality that they were 
not the best, and did not know 
everything about art when First 
arriving at Queen’s. 

Heading back to the art itself 
I found that I was most 
impressed by the charcoal works 
of Erin Moriarty and Kathryn 
Wehrle. Call me old fashioned, 
but I am a black and white, meat 
and potatoes kind of girl. The 
works were all structured such 
that they carried hidden mean¬ 
ing within. Moriarty’s work, in 
my view, particularly held a 
symbolic global perspective. 

Though her use of 
warm reds and pinks 

were uniquely 
blended, the image 
that they presented 
left me somewhat 

offended and shocked 
that such an item was 

on display. 

From the many oil on canvas 
creations I was particularly 
moved by two, one in a good 
way, and the other in a rather 
obscene way. 

‘Sienna Song,’ a painting by 
Hicks herself, was beautiful in 
all aspects that I could possibly 
imagine. The serene attitude of 
a sole piano made me wish to be 
way out in the country side, 
away from the daily turmoils we 
face each day. I am a happy per¬ 
son, yet for some reason 
unknown to me I felt a longing 
for something more in my life; 
perhaps the avoidance of exam 
time stress. 

As for the other, “Untitled” 
by Nicole Lapierre, 1 describe 
for lack of better words as sexu¬ 
ally graphic. Though her use of 
warm reds and pinks were 
uniquely blended, the image 
presented left me somewhat 
offended and shocked that such 
an item was on display. As for 
what the picture represented, I 
will leave that to you to see for 
yourself, as my self-help tape 
did not prepare me well 
enough. 

Vertigo can be seen now 
through April 13 at the Union 
Gallery. However one must be 
forewarned that it is an eclectic 
variety of student work that 
doesn’t leave much to the 
imagination. 

Get Out 
There! 

Movies: 

Playing at the Cataraqui 
Cineplex from Friday March 
26 to Thursday April 1: 
389-7442 

Wing Commander 1:40, 3:30, 

4:00, 5:50, 7:25, 9:15 

Corruptor 9:50, I 1:50 

Deep End of the Ocean 6:45, 

8:45, 9:10, I 1:10 

Bug’s Ufe 1:20,3:10,3:40,5:30 

Ed TV 1:00,3:15.3:30,6:00, 

6:55, 9:10, 9:40, I 1:55 

Cruel Intentions 1:30,3:15, 

4:10, 5:55, 7:15, 9:00. 9:30, 

1 1:15 

Baby Genius 1:50, 3:35, 4:20, 

8:05. 7:05, 8:50, 9:20, 11:30 

Saving Private Ryan 1:10, 4:10, 

4:40. 7:40, 8:15, I 1:15 

Playing at the Screening 
Room: 
(Weekend Matinees only) 

Life is Beautiful 4:00, 7:05 

Rushmore 9:30 

Gods and Monsters 4:05, 7:10 

Velvet Goldmine 9:30 

“l Want Success** 
Start training for an exciting new career as a 

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL 
Join the over 135 graduates of Loyalist College who have achieved career success 
beyond their dreams in North America’s hot information technology (IT) industry. 

Last year, Loyalist’s Microsoft graduates found great jobs and were 
earning an average annual salary of $40,000 within 9 months of graduation. 

Limited Seats are available in our 
April 1999, MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEMS ENGINEER & INTERNET program. 

NO computer experience necessary! During die past 3 years 
we’ve maintained a 0% drop-out rate in these programs. 

Microsoft LOYALIST TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
Helping ^ou (get Where hou Want To (go/ 

966-8121 or 1-877-88-SUCCESS 

oil 

Grant Hall: 

Queen’s Jazz Ensemble presents 

Kingston’s premiere student big 

band! Happening at Grant Hall 

Friday March 26 at 7:30 p.m. 

$6 adults, $3 students & seniors. 

Tickets are available at the door. 

The QEA presents the Dream 

Warriors tonight as part of their 

free concert series. On Tuesday 

March 30th, King Cobb Steelie 

and Ghetto concept will per¬ 

form. Tickets may still be left. 

Email at qea@ams.queensu.ca. 

Queen’s Choral Ensemble with 

the Kingston Choral Society and 

the Kingston Symphony will be 

performing on Sunday. March 28 

at 2:30 p.m. and on Monday, 

March 29 at 8 p.m. in Grant 

Hall. Tickets are available at 

Grand Theatre box office. 

Alfie’s Pub: 

Battle of the Bands: The Final 

Round. Come check out 

student bands at Alfie's on 

Wednesday March 31. The 

lineup includes: Waxing Gibbus, 

Matt Barber and The Loose 

Lips, The Prototype and Reno's 

Hitmen. Doors open at 9 p.m. 

with a $ 3 cover. 

Art: 
Union Gallery: 

The Union Gallery is currently 

showing Vertigo. The exhibit 

runs until April 13. Please 

review on this page. 

Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre: 

The Agnes Etherington Art 

Centre is currently showing 

Crime and Punishment. The 

show runs until June 6. Please 

see review on page 29 of this 

issue. 

Literature: 
Reminder: ultraviolet is now 

available. Check out review on 

page 27. 

Aching feet? 
Sore Knees? Back Pain? 

We may have the solution 

to your problems! 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 

latest advancement in 

computerized medical technology! 

• Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 
orthotics. 
• Free assessments/ follow up 
• 30 money-back guarantee 
• 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 

a FREE assessment. 

158-82 Emma Street 215 Princess Street 
Comstock Bldg. Downtown Kingston! 

Brockville, ON Kingston, ON 
K6V1S9 K7L1B3 
613-498-2223 L 545-0100 f 545-1997 
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Women and Song 
Esthero, Sarah Slean and Emm Gryner dazzle 

a quick freestyle by resident MC 

with Esthero and Sugah Bear. 

Now if you didn’t know, 

Esthero’s album is really good. 

Now imagine a live show with a 

live band that’s open to impro¬ 

visation. Interludes from the 

album became full songs that 

made a few people dance and 

had a fair amount of heads nod¬ 

ding. Maybe it’s because 

Kingston just isn’t use to shows 

of this nature, but when Sugah 

Bear went for call and response 

“I’m gonna get there, gonna get 

there,” well there was no 

response, (maybe the crowd just 

couldn’t hear him.) 

The response to Esthero was 

great though, and she emitted a 

sensuality on the stage that was 

damn fine: marching and gyrat¬ 

ing across the stage barefoot, 

head nodding and constantly 

interplaying with the band. 

At one point Esthero pulled a 

member of the audience up on 

stage and danced with her. It 

was a dynamic performance, 

with the varying beats and 

moods of the night. Hard hit¬ 

ting rock spliced with jungle, 

salsa with beats, and a voice 

that’s been compared to many 

— there was something for 

everybody. 

At the end of the night I had 

a quick chance to speak with 

Sugah Bear and Esthero, but 

unfortunately, I screwed up my 

dictaphone. What I did recall 

however, is that Sugah Bear is 

releasing a three song single in 

one month. Also, Esthero is no 

longer working with Doc (pro¬ 

ducer of Breath From Another), 
but just finished recording a 

track with DJ Krush 

(MiLIGHT). There is also the 

possibility of her working with 

Mos Def (one half of Black Star) 

— cross your fingers. 

Finally, she spoke volumes of 

praises for GooDie MOB (“Still 

Standin”) on the remix of 

Country Livin’, and meeting 

with them at the video shoot. 

Friday, March 26j555 

Midtown 
Meta 

Queen’s band 
at Manor 

By Lucas Costello 

Wow. It was free and the 

majority of you reading this 

right now missed it. Before 

reading any further, kick your¬ 

self for missing QEA’s first free 

concert. 

Now I’ll be honest, I was 

there for Esthero, and I hate 

“stand-up” concerts (everybody 

look at the singer in a daze). 

However, this show was the 

exception. The opening per¬ 

former was Sarah Slean, who 

captivated the handful of people 

at Grant Hall. Her accompa¬ 

nists included a cellist, a drum¬ 

mer, and a vocalist. Slean’s skill 

on the piano and her excellent 

voice had many people asking, 

“Who is this?” followed by the 

comment “she’s really good.” 

Thematically, the music 

could have been more varied, 

but hey, if some people find 

catharsis in professing trouble 

Rebate. Rebate. Rebate, 

Right now, you can take advantage of a S50.00 airtime credit 

when you buy our dual mode PCS Sony phone. Combine this 

saving with any of our affordable plans including our unlimited local 

evening and weekend option and you're all set to go wireless. 

This offer is valid from Feb 1 to March 31'. Pick one up at your 

campus bookstore or reach us at www.clearnet.com/student 

or 1-888-248-5968. The future is friendly. 

Lucent Technologies 

clear 
pcs’" 

with boys, with music this beau¬ 

tiful, I’m not going to complain. 

Also, there were songs that 

broke up the more mellow vibe 

with a hard hitting bassline and 

wicked use of the cello. 

Throughout her set, Slean kept 

the audience laughing, speaking 

on her quest to find men and 

the problem with boys. 

Maybe it’s because 
Kingston just isn’t use 

to shows of this 
nature, but when 

Sugah Bear went for 
call and response “I’m 

gonna get there, 
gonna get there”, well 

there was 
no response. 

Following Slean was Emm 

Gryner — a talent vocally, on 

the guitar and the piano. 

Gryner’s set was a livelier one 

with more up-tempo and harder 

hitting tracks than Slean’s. 

While Slean.seemed to be intro¬ 

verted with her music, Gryner 

exuded more energy, bringing 

elements of rock, folk, hip-hop 

and funk to the show — per¬ 

haps due to more stage experi¬ 

ence. 

Also the levels of emotion 

varied more with Gryner’s 

music, ranging from funky to 

touching, with the dedication of 

a beautiful song to her friend 

Slean. Gryner closed her set off 

with a really fun version of the 

Beastie Boys’ “Sabotage.” 

Before this goes any further, 

kick yourself one more time for 

not being at this concert. 

Esthero and the touring band 

arrived late due to Air Canada 

selling her seat. During the per¬ 

formance she made several ref¬ 

erences to the trials and 

tribulations of her flight to get 

out here. The levels were a bit 

off due to the quick start, but 

were adjusted soon enough with 

Slean’s skill on the 
piano and her 

excellent voice had 
many people asking, 

“Who is this?” 
followed by the 
comment “she’s 

really good.” 

Emm Gryner has also already 

released an album, so check that 

out, along with Sarah Slean’s 

recent single. Keep an eye out 

for her new album due soon. 

So there it was, a night of 

free, really, really good music. 

Sad thing is, all of these acts are 

some of the best Canadian 

entertainers and there was basi¬ 

cally no one there to see it. 

The music was incredible. 

Hopefully, the poor turnout 

won t discourage these acts 

from returning again and again. 

Kick yourself one more time as 

reminder not to miss an event 
like this ever again. 

—.mini ^ 
By Stefan Murray 

After gracing the stages of 

AJs, The Brass, Smigies and The 

Shot over the past three years 

Meta might be closing the cur¬ 

tain as a Queen’s band. 

On Thursday April 1, Meta 

will perform at the Midtown 

Manor, and a month later lead 

singer Peter Altimas will com¬ 

plete his degree at Queen’s, 

ending a four-year engagement 

with Queen’s and the Kingston 

Community. 

The show is a farewell con¬ 

cert of sorts for Meta, (admis¬ 

sion will be free) who will 

relocate to Toronto to try and 

find their place in the big city 

club scene. 

Meta, who Altimas describes 

as “an entirely original act” that 

is stylistically comparable to 

Pearl Jam and U2, attribute 

their musical success mature 

lyrics and a progression of 

musicianship. 

The band has just cut their 

fourth album, a five-track effort 

titled Magmum Opus recorded 

over three days in early January, 

and will release the album to 

the public and perform the new 

material on Thursday night. 

Meta was formed in 1992 as 

a high school act, and since 

then have released four albums, 

been featured at many high 

profile clubs in Kingston and 

Toronto, and received airplay 

on CFNY and Q107, two pop¬ 

ular Toronto rock stations, as 

well as Queen’s radio CFRC. 

Altimas claims that his 

“focus is school, first and fore¬ 

most” and that because his ded¬ 

ication to academics and the 

fact that two members of the 

band attend Ryerson, Meta has 

lately only been able to sched¬ 

ule a sporadic number of 

shows. 

Altimas will plug in on 
Thursday, write a 

couple of econ exams 
and then embark on 
his Meta-morphosis 

to bigger and 
better things. 

Thursday night will be their 
and first show of the new year, 

the Midtown Manor is defi¬ 

nitely a tough room to m • 

However, Altimas believes that 

the show will be successfu 

because it offers a “departure 

from the Thursday night ven¬ 

tures with no covers and two 

sets.” 

So Altimas will plug in °n. 

Thursday, write a couple o 

econ exams and then embat' 

on his Meta-morphosis to big 

ger and better things. 

Doors open at the Midtown 

Manor at 8p.m., admission lS 

free. Copies of Magnus Opt|S 

will be available for $10- 
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Franklin’s Fault 
Recognize Me Now? 
Independent 

sound in their new album Recognize Me 
Now}. 

What I will say about this seven- 

member troupe is that I really like their 

album because of its smart lyrics, great 

vocals and stylish synergy. 

The album jumps out because it pro¬ 

vides a taste of aspects of university life 

with the main focus on love and rela¬ 

tionships. 

Some of my favourite songs are 

“Housemate Lovin’,” a funny, rhyming 

song about, what else, housemate lov¬ 

ing, and “Pictures,” a beautiful, moody 

song notable for vocalist Kate Anne 

Vandermeer’s sweeping voice and Adam 

Sneyd’s impressive trumpet playing. 

Finishing the album off on a strange 

and quirky note is “Mudpuppy,” a some¬ 

what nonsensical, but engaging, ditty 

that includes a confused Curious George 

Story in the middle. 

By Dimitrios Tsotos 

Describing music is such a touchy 

subject. It seems that the common 

approach to reviewing an album is to 

simplify the band’s style of playing and 

squash it into the confines of a few spe¬ 

cific genres. 

Personally, my grasp of music and all 

its conventions isn’t very firm. You will 

hear no extemporizing from me about 

Franklin’s Fault and the profundity of 

their pop-Dylanesque type, Backstreet 

Boys/Engelburt Humperdink flavoured¬ 

ness, or how this chirpiness melds well 

with the rapid hiphop/funk/rap/jazz 

: Your Professors will never see: 

the four weeks of research, 

the crashed computer, 

the two pots of coffee, 
the thirty-six sleepless hours. 

You will hear no 
extemporizing from me 

about Franklin’s Fault and 
the profundity of their pop- 
Dylanesque type, Backstreet 

Boys/Engelburt 
Humperdink flavouredness. 

Recognize Me Now} is definitely a 

worthwhile addition to any Queen’s stu¬ 

dent’s music collection. 

Don’t take my word for it though, 

find out for yourself. The album can be 

purchased at the UBS Exchange in the 

JDUC, as well as House of Sounds and 

HMV. 

Earn credit and/or satisfy your 
departmental language requirement 

easijy! 
Geisteswissensclia 

ni article or text that exists only to QErman? 
Another importan 

*75c^ed0e5n.f 
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Cie 

r'anyrnorem 
h°ur-a-B.ee. 

°‘“'Ses 

Do we have the solution for you! 

READING GERMAN (GRMN 0617062*) 
...lias NO set class-time 
...is CD-ROM based 
...allows YOU to work within YOUR schedule 
...is comprised of TWO components; one per 
semester 
...the first module is a GENERAL introduction 
...the second module is subject-specific to meet 
YOUR requirements. The topics are: 
HUMANITIES, MUSIC, BUSINESS/ 
ECONOMICS, OR CHEMISTRY 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE GERMAN 
DEPARTMENT AT 533-2072 OR E-MAIL: 

kll 6@ post.queensu.ca 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony", 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

COVER YOUR CREST!!!! Next 
Wednesday March 31st is Cover Your 
Crest. Arts and Science students, lets 
remind Queen's University that bigger 
is better and blow those other faculties 
away. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen’s students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our web¬ 
site - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call 

Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
w w w p r e p 
com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 1 
877PREP-COM. 

SOMETIME SIZE DOES MATTER! 
Arts and Science students; next 
Wednesday March 31st is Cover Your 
Crest! Show those puny faculties just 
how much money 8,000 students can 
raise for the children of KGH. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding work! We will 
use our extensive database to fax 
your resume to hundreds of compa¬ 
nies within hours/overnight anywhere 
in Canada. 1 800 545-5069/ 
www.resumerelay.com. 

COVER YOUR CREST!!!! Next 
Wednesday March 31st is Cover Your 
Crest. Arts and Science students, lets 
remind Queen’s University that bigger 
is better and blow those other faculties 
away. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington, 
531-8731. 

QUEEN S BASEBALL PIE DAY order 
your pie and have it “delivered" to your 
friend for only $2.00. Call Brian at 
549-0529 before Saturday March 
27th. 

SOMETIME SIZE DOES MATTER! 
Arts and Science students; next 

Wednesday March 31st is Cover Your 
Crest! Show those puny faculties just 
how much money 8,000 students can 
raise for the children of KGH. 

JUBILATE! 7 p.m. St. James Church. 
Corner of Union and Barrie Streets. 
Exciting worship and explorations of 
the lives and faith of Martin Luther 
King Jr„ Bach and others. 

SOMETIME SIZE DOES MAHER! 
Arts and Science students; next 
Wednesday March 31st is Cover Your 
Crest! Show those puny faculties just 
how much money 8,000 students can 
raise for the children of KGH. 

SMOKEFREE HOME daycare in 
Waterloo Village has positions open 
for full-time preschool age children. 
Excellent references. Call Lisa at 384- 
7065. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

FOR RENT: 10 month lease - 2 bed¬ 
room spacious downtown apartment 
available, July 1 - May 1. $800 per 
month includes parking. Very nice 
apartment: hardwood floors, storage 
space, large yard. Call 544-8936. 

FOR SUBLET: Bachelor for summer 
sublet: Quiet area, all new, very clean, 
partially furnished if desired. 
Johnson/Clergy. Guaranteed privacy! 
Asking $300. Call Kara ASAP at 547- 
5365 

HELP WANTED 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for the 
Campus Observation Room during 
Orientation Week '99 and Alumni 
Weekend. Free FIRST AID certifica¬ 
tion and detox training provided. 
Applications available at Student 
Health reception. For more informa¬ 
tion call Diane Nolting, Health 
Educator at 533-6712. 

WANNA BE A PART OF THIS 
PAPER? Applications for business 
staff are still being accepted. Some 
other positions for next year are also 
available. Call Sarah or Stefan at 533- 
2800 to enquire. 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS SI. 
Lawrence Cruise Lines ot Kingston 
owner of the overnight cruise ship M/V 
Canadian Empress, invites applica¬ 
tions lor the following positions. 
Stewardesses, Deckhands. Assistant 
Cruise Directors, Galley Assistants 
and Bartenders. Seasonal full-time 
Mav to November. Ideal for gradua¬ 
tion students. Please deliver resumes 
to 253 Ontario Street, side door, 2nd 
floor, Suite 200. 

HELEN TUFTS TUTORIAL/FRIEND¬ 
SHIP PROGRAM, which offers one- 
on-one help and support to children 
from disadvantaged families, is look¬ 
ing for tutors and supervisors for 1999 
- 2000. If you want to volunteer, 
please contact Rosalind Malcolm at 
549-2778. We need your organiza¬ 
tional and human relations skills! This 
challenging and rewarding community 
experience will enhance your resume 
and change your lifel 

SALESPERSON REQUIRED lor 
upgrade Shoe Store. Employment 
available from end of school term in 
Spring to Labour Day weekend. 
Possible part-time employment 
beyond Labour Day. Previous experi¬ 
ence not necessary. Please send 
resume to: Jack McCalpin C.Ped. 
Manager, Walkwel Shoes, 179 
Wellington St., Kingston,ON K7L 3E3 

WANTED: HOUSEMATES preferably 
upper year students, female, non¬ 
smoking, to share NEWLY-RENOVAT¬ 
ED house on Brock St. Rent $270 
plus utilities. Cable included, Queen’s 
at Home installed. Call 544-3784 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: Adark grey PENTAX camera in 
a black bag at Colour Night, with 36 
exposure film in it. If found please call 
Steph at 531-4623 or e-mail at 7jsk... 

LOST: Matteo Maas black suit jacket 
lost at Artsci '99 formal. If found 
please contact Craig at 544-7114. 

LOST: Fuji D3-J90 zoom lens camera. 
Lost at Artsci formal.' (f found please 

call 545-1033 
4mnc2@qlink. 

or email 

LOST: A black Olympus camera in, 
little black bag. March 6th the niohui 
the ArtSci formal. Please call jS 2 
530-3841. 16 al 

FOUND Sweater found in a. 
Auditorium Monday March 8th aftS 
the Sue Johanson lecture. Call 491 
9257 to claim. 5W1' 

FOUND: One tuxedo jacket at the 
ArtSci formal. Please contact Roh at 
547-3430. 31 

FOUND: A camera and carrying case 
in a cab the night of the ArtSci Formal 
(March 6th). Please call 533-7981 to 
identify. 

FOUND: At the ArtSci Formal, non¬ 
disposable camera. Contact 4eat to 
identify. 

FOUND: A small stuffed animal at 
PEC entrance on January 29th 
(Friday) around 6:00 p.m. Owner 
please contact 6mrs3 to identify. 

FOUND: One Squash racquet on 
Union and Alfred St., bus shelter. Call 
533-2016 to identify. 

FOUND: A set of keys with a small 
Swiss Army knife on the keychain, just 
outside Mac-Corry Saturday, January 
16th. Contact Jon at 533-7334 if its 
yours. 

PERSONALS 

PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and con¬ 
sidering adoption, please give us a call 
after 8:30 p.m. at 1 800 844-8669. 

THE QUEEN'S STUDENT AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICES GROUP 
(QSCSG) thanks all the students who 
voted to renew the QSCSG student 
fee. Thank you very much! 

TO THE PERSON who stole my wal¬ 
let at The Shot - please return my 
cards to me! Drop them at The Shot if 
you have them or found them! A 
reward is offered. 

Work Study Program 

Queen's University 

1998-1999 

WORK STUDY 
Enrolled in Spring/Summer Session? 

Need $$ to make it through? 

If you have at least a 60% course load this 

summer, then you are eligible to apply for the 

Spring/Summer Work Study program. Pick up 

applications at Student Awards or Career 

Services. They’re due April 16th, and 

entitlements are handed out on the 28th. 

Visit our web site: 

http://careers.queensu.ca/Workstudy/ 

pTBTlfll 
Arts & Science Undergraduates 

ARE YOU IN THE RI6HT ACADEMIC PROGRAM? 

CONCERNED ABOUT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFTER GRADUATION? 

INTERESTED IN AN APPLIED PROGRAM? 

WHY NOT CONSIDER transferring into chemical 

ENGINEERING OR ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY (OR DOING A DUAL 

DEGREE WITH YOUR CURRENT PROGRAM). 

The award-winning department of Chemical Engineering is a dynamic 

department with an outstanding record of excellence in teaching and 

research, with many links to industry. 

Well qualified students can expect credit for completed CHEM, MATH, 

H&SS, GEOL and Laboratory courses. 

Your transfer will be smooth and painless! 

For information contact: 
Dr. David Lawrence, #208 Dupuis Hall 

jawrence@chep gnpanc.. ^ 

533-2783 

Friday. MARCH 26, 1999 
FriSC. 
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MUSHROOM 
RISOTTO 

You may have tried this rice dish in 
an ‘'■Italian'" restaurant, where they 
presented it to you covered with 
large chunks of seafood or vegeta¬ 
bles resting on top. I regret to 
inform you that what they served 
you was IMPOSTER SEAFOOD!! 
Risotto is not supposed to have 
identifying chunks of food on top of 
it: it should taste like seafood, or 
saffron, or like various other veg¬ 
etables you can flavour it with, but 
not look like those foods. If you 
want further proof of this, watch 
the movie Big Night and see what 
Primo has to say about it. 
The rice you need for this is avail¬ 
able in any grocery store. It costs a 
little bit more than the regular 
crap, but when it comes to risotto, 
any Northern Italian will tell you to 
no it right or not at all. 

*2 tbsp. Olive oil 
•1 medium cooking onion, finelv 
chopped 
*6-7 large white portabello mush¬ 
rooms, finely chopped 
* * c,jP uncooked Arborio or 
. *,alian style” rice (Arborio 
■s better) 

^ ‘ • 10 oz. can chicken broth + 2 

cans of water 
• 1/4 cup white wine 
• 1/4 cup finely chopped fresh or 1 
tsp. dried parsley 
• 1/4 cup finely chopped fresh or 1 
tsp. dried basil 

1. Bring the chicken broth and 
water to a simmer in a saucepan. 
2. In a separate medium-sized 
saucepan, brown the garlic in oil, 
then add the onion and mushrooms 
and brown them well. 
3. Add the rice and a small amount 
of broth to the mushroom pot and 
stir until the liquid is absorbed. 
Add the wine, keeping adding broth 
and stirring until it is absorbed: 
resist the urge to pour all the broth 
in at once, or the rice will be too 
starchy (i.e. sticky and gross). 
Periodically taste the rice to see if 
it is cooked: it should be slightly al 
dcnte. You may not need all the 
broth, and you may run out of 
broth before it is done. If this hap¬ 
pens add water. 
4. Add the parsley and basil, stir. 1 
minute more. 

*Serve sprinkled with parmesan 
cheese. 
^Serves 2. 

Uncle Ben can go straight to hell 
as far as Sarah LeMay 

is concerned 

Those spoof-poor bastards over at GW 
called this thing pointless and inane in 
their little fake Journal issue a couple 

of weeks ago. They're just bitter betties if 
you ask me. Everyone knows STUPIDITY + 
FREE SHIT = BEAUTY. Unfortunately for GW 

this year, they forgot that STUPIDITY + 
SHIT equals something 

completely different. 

THE RULES: Figure out which buildings are 
being obscured by students, take the first 

letter of all 14 buildings and rearrange 
them so that they spell out something sen- 

sical (i.e. maybe more than one word, 
maybe some punctuation in there some¬ 

where). If you think you've got it, send 
your answer along to 

The Queen's Journal, 272 Earl St. or 
e-mail it to: journal@post.queensu.ca). 

THE PRIZE: A big ol' stand-up full-colour 
cardboard model of Crackle, that little 

Caucasian money-makiV icon from 
Kellogg's Rice Krispies. 

Ga-Gawd, Yawh! 
Deadline: April Fool's Day. 

Photos by James Terjanian, Chris Glover and 

Cheryl Cheung 
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Dodge Dakota 

Friday, March 

Chrysler can help out with your driving ambition. 
As a recent graduate, you’re on the road to success. We would like 

to help take you the rest of the way by offering $750 towards the 

purchase or lease of a new Chrysler or Jeep® vehicle* That’s $750 in 

addition to most current Chrysler incentives. If you finance with Chrysler 

Credit Canada, we’ll also defer your first three months payments!* 

And with a world-class lineup of vehicles to choose from, we clearly 

offer something for everyone. Whether you’re looking for the off-road 

excitement of a Jeep,, the rugged performance of a Dodge Truck, the 

roominess of a minivan or the redesigned and refined Chrysler Neon 

000, we've got a vehicle that'll take you wherever you want to go. 

Whats more, you could win a $5000 travel voucher just for sharing your 

smarts with us. For details, simply visit us on-line at www.chryslercanada.ca 

xmit rninumm a 
■'1,1 , a ir , “ ™Ub" 10 211 (0“'S' or ondfrgradujtej and postgraduate, w 

r, and doctoral students, regardless ol final graduaoon dale. ® Jeep is a repstered trad, marl li.emed to Chrysl(7Canada ltd 

For more information, visit your nearest Chrysler Retailer. Or, hit www.chryslercanada.ca or call I -800-361 -3700 

CHRYSLER 
CANADA 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
since 

, ODYSSEY 

TRAVEL 

“Cover your Crest” in front of Ontario Hall yesterday afternoon was a great success 
thanks to the warm spring weather. 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 
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Students robbed 
at gunpoint 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Shortly after midnight on 

Tuesday two third-year Queen’s 

students, one male and one 

female, were threatened at gun¬ 

point, and subsequently 

abducted and robbed. 

An anonymous source from 

the AMS, who is acquainted 

with the victims, revealed the 

incidents of the evening on their 

behalf. The event occurred off 

campus after the pair returned 

from a movie. They were 

parked outside one of their 

houses, and were sitting in the 

car talking when they were 

approached by two people 

wearing balaclavas. The perpe¬ 

trators entered the back seat of 

the vehicle, held a gun to the 

driver’s head and told him to 

drive. 

According to the source, the 

four people drove for approxi¬ 

mately 10 minutes, after which 

the students were told to exit 

the vehicle and hand over their 

wallets, bank cards and personal 

identification numbers. 

The students were then 

locked into the trunk of the car 

while the perpetrators drove to 

various automatic teller 

machines throughout the city, 

and withdrew money from their 

accounts. This lasted for 

approximately one hour, during 

which time the assailants occa¬ 

sionally spoke to the victims 

through the closed trunk, said 

Please see Indiglo on page 4 

300-level English 
courses sparse 

Queen’s libraries rank 
101st in North America 

By Keith Gerein 

Students trying to preregister 

for upper-year English seminars 

are finding that the list of 

options is shorter than usual. 

The number of 300-level English 

courses offered are being sub¬ 

stantially cut next year. 

According to John Pierce, 

undergraduate chair for the 

department of English, this year 

the department offered 20 full- 

year courses at the 300-level. 

Next year it will offer 17. 

“It was a whole bunch of fac¬ 

tors coming together to create 

the shortage this year,” said 

Pierce. “This certainly doesn’t 

happen every year.” 

One of these factors is the 

ktrge number of professors who 

ate taking sabbaticals next year. 

Pierce confirmed that four or 

five English professors had been 

granted sabbaticals by the 

Faculty of Arts and Science. 

There just seemed to be a big 

group of them this year,” he 
said. 

explained that once every sev 

years, a faculty member has t 

opportunity to apply for a sa 

atical. He said that as long a: 

Professor’s job performance h 

een good, it is common prr 

ce ro grant his or her reque 

‘ven if the professor’s absen 

contributes to a shortage of fac¬ 

ulty within a department, a sab¬ 

batical request will rarely be 

turned down. 

“If word gets out that we 

don’t grant sabbaticals to deserv¬ 

ing people, Queen’s is going to 

have a very difficult time attract¬ 

ing faculty,” said Lobb. 

“I want to be clear about this. 

When we reduce the number of 

courses, it’s because we have no 

other choice,” Lobb said. “We 

do not favour research over 

teaching. Teaching is our top pri¬ 

ority.” 

Pierce said he did not foresee 

having to reduce upper-year 

seminars as much as was 

required. 

“I’ll admit I didn’t see it com¬ 

ing,” he said. “It was only when 

I did the roster that I saw the 

shortage and by then the sabbat¬ 

icals had been granted.” 

Lobb said the course reduc¬ 

tions are also due to a lack of 

funds to replace retired profes¬ 

sors, and a union contract that 

limits the number of part time 

instructors the department can 

hire. 

“For a number of years we 

have suffered from funding cut¬ 

backs,” he said. “We have had a 

number of retirements and have 

only been able to partially 

replace those losses.” 

Even if the department could 

Please see Shortage on page 7 

By Crystal Bona 

Despite widely differing dis¬ 

ciplines, you can almost guaran¬ 

tee that every Queen’s student 

will enter the expansive halls of 

Stauffer Library at least once in 

their university career. 

That’s why a drop in Queen’s 

libraries’ ranking amongst uni¬ 

versities across North America 

has the Senate Library 

Committee concerned with the 

University’s ability to maintain 

its status as a research-intensive 

university. 

In a report presented to the 

Queen’s Senate, the SLC stated 

that the most recent survey of 

North American university 

libraries, conducted in 1996-97, 

has Queen’s ranked 101st, while 

comparable universities are 

ranked much higher. 

“Queen’s University has been 

in rather serious trouble with 

regards to our library... there 

was a time in which we were as 

high as 60th in North America... 

the slide has been especially 

rapid in recent years,” said 

Marvin Mclnnis, SLC chair. 

“The report is intended to point 

out [the problem] to the Senate 

and indicates that we haven’t 

solved [it] yet,” he added. 

“Inflation in [the price of] 

library acquisitions has been 

astronomical. As a result of this 

inflation, libraries at most 

universities have been cut back... 

there are some big issues to be 

addressed as a result of this,” 

explained David Turpin, vice¬ 

principal (academic). 

“The reason a university like 

Queen’s needs a large library... is 

very largely because we pretend 

to be a research library with 

good graduate programs... 

There is a fundamental problem 

— how in this new environment 

does a mid-size residential 

research-intensive university 

gain access to the information it 

requires?” commented Turpin. 

The problem, he added, “is that 

there is no hope of this being 

rectified out of the regular 

library budget.” 

“It’s a huge concern of the 

SGPS,” said Chris Hales, outgo¬ 

ing president of the Society of 

Graduate and Professional 

Students. “The bpttoming-out 

of our research standings affects 

all students at Queen’s, espe¬ 

cially those in research-intensive 

studies... upper-year students, 

lower-year students, graduate, 

and professional students.” 

Hales added that “the 

decrease in serial acquisitions 

affect how current students can 

be in [graduate] studies. In social 

sciences and humanities, pri¬ 

mary historical documents are 

lacking, which means [students] 

have to be able 

to travel both nationally 

and internationally.” 

The report states one solution 

is to provide journal informa¬ 

tion electronically, but states 

that a problem with electronic 

journals is that “more and more 

journals are being provided elec¬ 

tronically, but publishers com¬ 

monly require that subscription 

to hard copy be 

maintained.” 

Hales said another problem 

with electronic journals is their 

“increase... is of some benefit to 

science students, but not to 

social science and humanities, 

because on-line journals are pre¬ 

dominantly science journals.” 

The SLC report states Senate 

Please see Libraries on p 
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WEATHERWATCH 
Today Saturday 
Mi* of sun and cloud Mix of sun and cloud 
High I3°C; Low 4°C; High I4°C. Low 2'C; 
POP 20% POP 20% 

Friday Sunday 
Mix of sun and cloud Mix of sun and cloud ■ 
High 18“C; Low 2°C; High 12=C; Low 4°C 
POP 20% POP 10% 
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Kingston’s One and Only 

Hard Rock Cafe 

News _ 

AMS card winner 
prepares to take off 

By Barbara Harvey 

Queen’s student Nancy Cole will soon 

be flying high as the winner of the first 

AMS services card draw. Cole s propen¬ 

sity for copying and autofry paid oft, in 

rhe form of two complimentary round- 

trip plane tickets. Her grand prize win is 

valued at approximately $2,500. 

“It was a good idea but we 
made a few mistakes... we 

expected way too much from 
students.” 

— Gord Moodie, AMS vice- 
president (operations) 

Last Wednesday, Cole was chosen as 

the grand prize winner of the AMS card 

contest. The second-year biology student 

was awarded two Air Canada Long Haul 

tickets valid for use anywhere in North 

America. 

Upon learning that her name had 

been drawn by AMS president Tom 

Stanley, Cole said, "I’m ecstatic. I filled 

out the card nine times... it was fun.” 

The promotional event for AMS ser¬ 

vices underwent numerous changes as it 

ran its course. Initially, contestants were 

expected to frequent Alfie’s, the Qp( ^ 

Publishing and Copy Centre, and' tj 

UBS on 20 separate occasions in order to 

complete the card. 

However, the AMS adjusted the con¬ 

test rules in January due to a low student 

response, requiring entrants only to uSe 

and receive one stamp from each AMS 
service. The contest was extended 

numerous times before the final deadline 

passed on March 25, at which point 60 

completed cards had been submitted. 

“It was a good idea but we made a few 

mistakes,” said AMS Vice-President 

(Operations) Gord Moodie, adding that 

“we expected way too much from stu¬ 

dents.” 

Moodie attributed the low number of 

entries to poor advertising during the 

fall, the availability of only one prize, 

and the fact that the participating AMS 

services had “nothing in common.” 

In retrospect, Moodie expressed he 

was a “little disappointed with our exe¬ 

cution of the promotion,” adding that 

the AMS had spent “more than was jus¬ 

tified” on the campaign. 

Noting that “we have left plenty of 

room for improvement,” Moodie sug¬ 

gested the possibilities that the AMS 

offer separate cards for specific services, 

a a t f i c A r 

Please see Initiative on page 3 

In the previous issue of The Journal, a story in the News section about the Liberal 

party pledging support for a tuition decrease did not identify Jason Nardari, Comm 

’01, as communications director of the PC Association on campus. The headline 

meant to suggest if a Liberal government were elected. 

The Journal regrets the omission. 

DOES YOUR LANDLORD ROCK? 
Nominate him/her for the 

Landlord of the Year Award! 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Pick Up 
Nomination 

Forms outside 
the AMS Front 
Doors. Please 

the MAC at 
533-6000 ext 
75178 with 

any questions. 
Packages are 
due Monday 

Thursday April I. 1999 
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Award winners share 

By Fiona Stevenson 

Queen’s students George Kim and Jeff 

Coull have been recognized for their out¬ 

standing contributions to extra¬ 

curricular life at Queen’s with the 

Tricolour Award, one of the university’s 

most prestigious honours. 

According to Lisa Mori, chair of the 

Tricolour Award Committee, award is 

the highest tribute that can be paid to a 

student for valuable and distinguished 

service to the university in non-athletic, 

extra-curricular activities. 

An 11-person committee, made up of 

student representatives from all Queen’s 

Faculties, chose Kim and Coull from a 

pool of 19 nomi¬ 

nees. “The qual¬ 

ity of the 

nominees was 

phenomenal and 

it made our selec¬ 

tion extremely 

difficult,” said 

Mori. 

Four students 

received the 

award last year, 

although the 

number of award 

recipients varies 

each year. 

According to 

Mori, Kim and 

Coull were the 

two clear winners 

from this year’s nominee pool. “They 

embodied absolutely everything that we 

were evaluating in the candidates,” she 

said. Mori said the committee also 

appreciated the humility of the two can¬ 

didates. “They did what they did to 

improve the experience of students here, 

and not for any other reason.” 

Coull, a fourth-year life science stu¬ 

dent, has been involved with Queen’s 

First Aid since first year and acted as 

director this year. In addition to devoting 

about 400 hours to this position, Coull 

was also a member of the Judicial 

Committee, the Formal Committee and 

the Life Science Executive. 

Coull was responsible for implement- 

involvement, humility 
ing several new QFA initiatives this year. 

One of these was the introduction of 

on-call response, which underwent a 

trial period in February and will be offi¬ 

cially implemented in September. Coull 

also focused on increasing training at 

QFA this year. “We really tried to bolster 

the training of the unit... The average 

member is as well trained as a fire 

fighter,” Coull said. 

News that he had won the award 

came as a surprise to Coull. “I was 

shocked. I didn’t believe it at first,” he 

said. Coull hopes to pursue a career in 

emergency medicine. He is interested in 

attending medical school or pursuing a 

graduate degree in pharmacology. 

“They embodied absolutely 
everything that we were 

evaluating in the 
candidates.” 

— Lisa Mori, chair of the 
Tricolour Award committee 

Kim, who completed a biochemistry 

degree last year and is now taking liberal 

arts courses “to enhance his science 

degree,” has been extensively involved in 

extra-curricular activities at Queen’s 

during the last five years. Past and pre¬ 

sent involvements include five years with 

the Walkhome service, including one 

term as day coordinator and one term as 

assistant manager; four years as a sexual 

health peer educator, including one term 

as team coordinator; two years with the 

SOAR program, including one term as 

program director; two years as a member 

of the ASUS Aids Awareness Committee; 

and four years as a Departmental 

Student Council representative in bio¬ 

chemistry, English, women’s studies, and 

philosophy. Kim was also responsible for 

the Loblaw’s Food Shuttle initiative, and 

sat oh the committee responsible for 

bringing the Canadian Aids Memorial 

Quilt to Queen’s. Kim is currently a Don 

in Morris Hall. 

“I love the idea of the Tricolour 

Award,” said Kim. “I think it’s a valuable 

award because it brings to the forefront 

all the hard work that every single per¬ 

son on this campus does in the form of 

extra-curricular commitments... If I 

could divide up the Tricolour award into 

15,000 pieces, I would and give it to 

everyone.” 

Mori agreed, stating, “One of the 

mandates is to do as much as we can to 

celebrate and recognize extra-curricular 

involvement in general.” 

Kim, who is interested in both medi¬ 

cine and teaching, said, looking ahead, 

he plans to “continue doing what I’m 

doing right now — doing what I love, 

having a passion for everything.” 

Kim thanks the Queen’s environment 

for helping him to grow as a person and 

develop a vision for himself. “Other uni¬ 

versities pale in comparison,” he said. 

Fair trade group prepares petition to Marriott 
By Maggie Buhajczyk 

The next time you buy a cup of badly- 

needed coffee from Marriott, the Fair 

Trade Working Group urges you to think 

about where that bean has been. 

The group is presenting a petition to 

encourage Marriott to offer fairly-traded 

coffee as an alternative in Queen’s 

campus cafeterias. 

According to Suzzanne Smith, cam¬ 

paign organizer, the group’s main goal is 

to inform the community about prob¬ 

lems of- unfair trading practices. “It’s 

about building a greater understanding 

of where our food is coming from and 

who produces it. It’s part of a bigger 

issue of inequality,” she said. 

“We’re trying to get Marriott to buy 

fairly traded coffee rather than the coffee 

they’ve been buying now,” said Andrea 

Bubrin, a member of the Ontario Public 

Interest Research Group. 

Instead of a boycott, the organization 

is trying to encourage a “buycott.” 

“It doesn’t mean we’re encouraging 

people not to buy coffee. Instead of not 

buying, you can make a consumer choice 

to buy a fairly traded product and 

increase the demand for it,” she 

maintained. 

In a press release, OPIRG explained 

that since coffee exports are controlled 

by middlemen, many farmers receive 

only 10 per cent of the retail price of 

their coffee. “It’s important to realize 

that there are workers who don’t get 

paid enough to cover the costs of their 

own production,” Bubrin said. 

The group chose to focus on coffee 

because of its high demand amongst uni¬ 

versity students. “Coffee is a commodity 

consumed by a lot of students and its 

easy to target because it’s one of the most 

easily accessible fair trade products,” 

explained Smith. 

Students can identify fairly-traded 

coffee by looking for the Transfair inter¬ 

national seal which is issued by Fair 

TradeMark Canada and placed on all 

products sold at their fair market value. 

OPIRG recognizes that price may be 

the major concern for most Queen’s stu¬ 

dents. On average, fairly-traded coffee 

costs two cents more per cup than regu¬ 

lar coffee. However, Bubrin maintains 

this increase is minor when compared to 

what she perceives to be already inflated 

coffee prices. “A small cup which sells for 

$1 in reality costs less than five cents to 

make,” she said. 

In addition, fairly-traded coffee offers 

other benefits. “It’s good, gourmet cof¬ 

fee. If anything, it would increase the 

quality of the cof¬ 

fee because it’s 

often organic. It 

also encourages 

sustainable envi¬ 

ronment prac¬ 

tices,” said Bubrin. 

Student 
response seems to 

be fairly positive. 

“Two cents isn’t 

that much money. 

I’d be willing to 

spend it if it’s good 

coffee,” said 

Matthew Pressey, 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN Comm’01. 

“We have 600 signatures and the peo¬ 

ple we have spoken to generally think it’s 

a good idea,” said Bubrin. 

“It’s about building a greater 
understanding of where our 

food is coming from and who 
produces it. It’s part of a 

bigger issue of inequality.” 

— Suzzanne Smith, campaign 
organizer 

“People really don’t know very much 

about fairly-traded coffee but they’ve all 

been very interested after we’ve 

described what it is,” added Smith. 

Bruce Griffith, director of Residence 

Services, said Queen’s does not have the 

authority to change Marriott’s 

purchasing policies. “Queen’s does pot 

purchase any products. That’s something 

we contract Marriott to do,” he 

explained. “It would not be within my 

authority to change the North America- 

wide policies for Marriott,” he added. 

Smith recognizes that change will not 

occur instantly. “This is just a starting 

point for us. Queen’s has to go through 

Marriott but by generating support it 

would be a more viable option,” she said. 

In addition to the petition, The Fair 

Trade Working Group held a letter writ¬ 

ing campaign and visited Kingston busi¬ 

nesses and restaurants. Currently, the 

Sleepless Goat, the Kingston Brew Pub, 

Oliver Smith, Tara Fine Foods, and the 

Kingston Boat Lines offer fairly-traded 

coffee as an alternative. 

Initiative planned to 
continue next year 
Continued from page 2 

as well as offering multiple prizes. 

Owen Minns, AMS media services 

director and v-p (ops)-eiect, agreed that 

changes to the contest format will be 

required if it is to continue. 

“One of the main purposes 
of this contest was to raise 
awareness that the AMS 

does offer these services.” 

— Owen Minns, AMS media 
and services director 

However, he also pointed out that a 

number of positive factors resulted 

from the promotion, including an 

increased student awareness of AMS 

services and a positive relationship with 

the sponsor. Air Canada. 

“One of the main purposes of this 

contest was to raise awareness that the 

AMS does offer these services,” said 

Minns, declaring the promotion a suc¬ 

cess in that regard. He also stated that 

the AMS would like to have some kind 

of working relationship with a com¬ 

pany, although not necessarily Air 

Canada. 

The AMS card contest is currently 

being reviewed and future plans for the 

promotion will be finalized over the 

summer. "The safest thing to say right 

now is that we probably want to do 

something similar for next year,” said 

Minns. 
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Suspicious crimes concern security 
Is the housing area as safe as students t m 1 is. 

Rising incidents of crime would sugges 
By Renee Huang 

A rash of suspicious crimes in 

and around the Queen’s hous¬ 

ing area have some security 

advisors in Kingston and the 

Queen’s community concerned. 

1 „ rnsinel it if you’re trying to He said it often comes do\vn 
A recent posting on the “Even if it’s not your house, lus CQ us;> she to “irresponsibility on the part 

Campus Security Web site if you notice someone lurking m p. - en jf yQU just need of students. They are very want 

advised people about a report of the bushes” or PeermJ!"^' ' tions we’ll do that for to leaving the doors [to their 

you... it’s not a homes] open... the danger is 

big deal.” that, you’re kind, of open to the 

a “peeping tom” in the student dows, call security or the police, 

housing area last Monday night, she advised. 

Fish 

stressed 

importance 

reporting 

At approximately 15 p.m., 

Kingston Police received a 

report of a man looking through 

Venetian blinds on the ground 

floor bedroom window of a 

house on Johnson Street 

between Albert and Frontenac 

Streets. 

The suspect is white, very 

tall, muscular, in his early twen¬ 

ties, with buzz cut short brown that a miscon- 

hair, wearing a green fleece ception sur- 

jacket and blue jeans. rounding the 

Louise Fish, director of blue lights is that 

llso 

the 

of 

inci¬ 

dents immedi¬ 

ately, using the 

blue light secu¬ 

rity phones if 

they are avail¬ 

able. She said 

“You have to be a 
little naive if you 

find somebody in the 
middle of your house 
claiming to look for 

somebody [and 
believe them].” 

— Constable 

Mike Shultz, 
Kingston Police 

Another inci- world.’ 

dent involved a Shultz described the man as a 
man who professional, “a fairly slippery 

entered a home individual... the average person 

in the student doesn’t wander into someone’s 

housing area house.” People with criminal 

unannounced, intentions know the student 

Upon being con- housing area is an easy target, 

fronted by ten- Shultz advises members of the 

ants, the man Queen’s community not to be 

said he was “so trusting.” 

looking for a “You have to be a little naive 

friend. if y°u find somebody in the 

Louise Fish, director of 
Campus Security. 

QUEEN'S JOURNAL FILE PHOTO 

Campus' Security is advising they should only be used in dire Kingston Police Constable middle of your house claiming 
Campus security, ,s an s_g ^ u not the Mike Shultz said this led to to look for somebody [and 

case. If a person is lost, feeling occupants of the house on 

uncomfortable or simply needs Aberdeen Street being robbed of 

directions, the blue light assis- some money. Although there is 

tant phones are available to no suspect in this incident 

them. Shultz said robberies of this type 

“You won’t get in trouble for “happen disturbingly often. 

people to keep a look out for 

individuals “engaged in suspi¬ 

cious behaviour.” 

Fish hopes students and 

members of the community take 

an active role in reporting any 

suspicious incidents. 

believe them].’ 

The Security Web site also 

shows an increase in incidence 

of thefts in campus buildings, 

and car break-ins. 

Sunday, april 4 
7pm and 10pm 

dunning auditorium 

saving private ryan 

• WCW.M II* 

Indiglo aids in escape 
Continued from page I 

the source. 

The assailants then parked 

the car and fled, leaving the stu¬ 

dents locked in the trunk for 

approximately two hours 

before they managed to escape. 

The car was parked approxi¬ 

mately one block from where 

they had originally been 

abducted, they told the source. 

Constable Mike Shultz, 

media contact from the 

Footloose 
in Canada 

Vancouver from S349 

Calgary from $299 

Edmonton from $299 

Regina from $349 

Winnipeg from $239 

Halifax from $249 

Saint John from $329 

St. John’s from $299 

Kingston Service 

It’s now easier than ever 

to get to Toronto! 

I / Via Rail's 6-Pak 

/ Up to 12 flights a day 

I / New Air Canada 
service 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston (at Montreal) 

Leisure Travel Long Haul/Group Travel 

549-3553 549-3561 
Website: wvAv.odyssey-travcl.com 

Discounts 
up to/in% 

Kingston Police, confirmed the 

incident was reported to them. 

“[The victims] used their 

indiglo wrist watches to illumi¬ 

nate the trunk of the car and 

found the cable that releases the 

trunk lid,” said Shultz. 

The police were notified 

immediately after the pair’s 

escape from the trunk and a 

report was filed. 

The source said die victims 

hoped transaction records from 

the use of the bank cards will 

track the times of the cash with¬ 

drawals, and correspond with 

surveillance camera video 

footage, leading to an arrest of 

the perpetrators. 

The suspects are described 

as one male and possibly one 

female. One of them had a 

small build and long hair. Both 

; wore masks over their faces. 

Shultz does not recall 

incidents of this sort occurring 

in Kingston in the past. “It cer¬ 

tainly isn’t something I have 

heard of,” he said. 

Shultz emphasised that peo¬ 

ple should always take precau¬ 

tions with personal safety. 

“Keep the doors locked... [only] 

roll the windows down a crack, 

especially if you don’t know the 

people.” 

Louise Fish, director of 

Campus Security, offered some 

practical advice, “when you’re 

in your car, lock it,” she said. 

She also suggested that if some¬ 

one knocks on your car door 

saying they need help do not 

open the door. “Tell them you’ll 

call the police,” said Fish. 

“Don’t be that trusting.” 

Valid student card must be 
presented at time of purchase. 

For schedule and 
fare information 

call 613-547-4916 
or 1-800-461-7661 

trentway 
■wagar 

ORIENTATION EVENING 

If you missed the first event, please contact the 

School of Environmental Studies, 533-6602 for 

more information. 

Room 1120. Biosciences Complex 
April 8, 1999 

7-9 pm 

FIND OUT ABOUT HONOURS BSC 
OPTIONS IN: 

Environmental Biology 
Environmental Chemistry 
Environmental Geography 

Environmental Life Sciences 

HONOURS BA PROGRAM: 
Environmental Science Medials 

Come out and meet the faculty and DSC. 

Free Refreshments! 
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Libraries low ‘priority’ 
Continued from page I 

intended to make the libraries a “high 

priority” in the next capital campaign, 

outlining an initial goal of $25 million. 

According to Mclnnis, however, “as the 

capital campaign has evolved, the library 

has effectively slid in priority.” 

“The [end] goal is $25 million. That 

hasn’t changed. The expectation follow¬ 

ing discussion with donors... is that $5 

million may be a reasonable goal at this 

point in the campaign. This hasn’t 

changed the [initial] goal of $25 million,” 

Turpin added. 

“Information is the cornerstone on 

which universities are built,” Turpin said, 

stressing the importance of having a 

strong library system. 

Hales echoed this sentiment, saying, 

“The library is the heart and soul of the 

university, without which we are an 

empty limestone shell." 

This issue has met with concern from 

Queen’s faculty. In a letter addressed to 

Principal Bill Leggett and included in the 

last Senate package, history professor 

James Leith said he is concerned that 

Queen’s is attracting students under false 

pretenses, “if we do not provide them 

with up-to-date sources.” Leith’s con¬ 

cern also stems from the fact that he is an 

“active researcher... constantly frustrated 

by the gaps in our collection and our 

inability to acquire the latest electronic 

sources.” 

Former faculty members have also 

expressed their concern to the adminis¬ 

tration. In a letter, Professor emeritus of 

German Anthony Riley said that “we 

must do more to attract either first-rate 

students or faculty in the long-term. If we 

do not improve our libraries... including 

staffing, electronic resources, and... the 

acquisition of books and serials, we will 

experience an inevitable decline into 

mediocrity.” 

Students also had mixed feelings on 

the Queen’s library systems. 

“I don’t like how they don’t have 

some of the scientific journals. They’ll be 

listed as having it and then you’ll look it 

up and it will be discontinued,” said 

Sarah Yakimowski, a sec¬ 

ond-year biology and 

computer science 

medial. “There’s not 

many journals anymore, 

relative to other univer¬ 

sities, or if they have 

them, they’re just old 

issues.” 

“I think they’re pretty 

good,” said Jonanne 

Gage, a second-year 

biology student. “I really 

don’t have too much 

trouble finding what I’m 

looking for.” 
Douglas Library at University and Union. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 
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Calling all 
Queen's Journal 

contributors! 
WHAT: Contributor photo 
WHEN: Tuesday, April 6 

at 5:30 p.m. 
WHERE: The Journal House 

272 Earl Street 

Come immortalize 
yourself in the pages 

of Journal history... 

And You Thought YOU had 

great job opportunities in mind! 

Don't lend in some dead-end job. Get your foot in 

the door to some of the hottest companies in 

► Toronto end the surrounding areas. Well 

find you a great summer job so you 

can establish your network of 

contacts. Here's a list of just some of 

the business sectors that call on Pinstripe 

for impressive people with a desire to learn, 

grow end be financially rewarded. 

•Financial/Accounting •Telecommunications 

•Investment Banking •Retail/Sales 

•Advertising & PJ?. ‘Information Technology 

•Call Centre ‘Human Resources 

•Beer Tasting (Just Kidding!) 

(PreTnium paid for Bilingual applicants) 

Keep your learning curve on an upswing. 

Call Pinstripe today to arrange your appointment 

(Our Service is Free to All Applicants) 

T R 1 

Premium Temporary. Permanent & Contract Staffing 

Call Sabrina at Pinstripe Central f 16*777*9675 
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In Here 
Race and Racism review 

Dean of Arts and Science 

Robert Silverman is reviewing 

the course Race and Racism 

(IDIS 302*). The course was 

mandated by Queen’s Senate in 

1993 as an “elective, for-credit, 

interdisciplinary course on race 

and racism which the Dean 

would review after a three-year 

trial period.” It was part of a 

series of recommendations from 

the Principal’s Advisory 

Committee on Race Relations 

(February 1991) and the Ad 

Hoc Committee on Race 

Relations and Curriculum of the 

Faculty of Arts and Science 

(October 30, 1992) aimed at 

promoting anti-racist education 

at Queen’s. The Dean is inter¬ 

ested in hearing from all mem¬ 

bers of the Queen’s community 

on this subject and on the role 

played in this broad mandate by 

IDIS 302*. 

Engineering students 
shine at competition 

Queen’s engineering students 

won at the Canadian 

Engineering Competition held 

in Montreal from March 19 to 

21. Queen’s finished second in 

the corporate design competi¬ 

tion, and won two of four spe¬ 

cial prizes awarded by a jury of 

Quebec professors for engineer¬ 

ing quality and technical exper¬ 

tise. The Queen’s team also won 

prizes in disciplines representing 

engineering fundamentals, 

namely technical and scientific 

teaching. The event attracted 

170 students from 25 engineer¬ 

ing Faculties across Canada. 

Orchid Mystique ’99 

The Kingston Orchid Society 

presents its annual Orchid Show 

and Sale at the Beechgrove 

Complex at the corner of King 

Street and Portsmouth Avenue 

on April 10 from 12:30 to 

5 p.m. and again on Sunday 

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Dancing 

ladies, lady slippers and sprays 

of moth orchids in a rainbow of 

colours are yours to enjoy for 

only $4. Escorted children 

under 12 are admitted free and 

parking is free. 

Out There 
Conflict in Kosovo 

NATO is increasing its 

bombing campaign following 

dismal hopes for a peace accord 

and a failure to slow down eth¬ 

nic cleansing in Kosovo. 

Attempts to resolve the 

week-long conflict ended when 

NATO leaders rejected a pro¬ 

posal for resumed Yugoslavia 

negotiations after NATO ended 

bombing. 

Canada has doubled the 

number of its CF-18 Hornet 

warplanes in the NATO mis¬ 

sion from six to 12. Ottawa 

also announced $10 million 

more in humanitarian aid for 

Kosovo refugees in addition to 

the $3.2 million pledged 

Monday. As reports of atroci¬ 

ties multiply, tens of thousands 

of refugees streamed out of 

Kosovo, fleeing Serbian attacks 

into surrounding Albania, 

Macedonia and the Yugoslav 

republic of Montenegro. 

Tuesday, due to the overwhelm¬ 

ing influx of people seeking 

refuge, Macedonia was forced 

to close its main border cross¬ 

ing. 

What 
are you 

planning 
to do 

with your 
science 

education 

w 

cons 

RADIATION 
SCIENCES 

Shortage ‘unfortunate’ 
Continued from page I 

hire unlimited part-time instruc¬ 

tors, Pierce said it would be diffi¬ 

cult to find enough people with 

the proper qualifications. 

“Each part-time worker can 

only teach a maximum of 1.5 

courses, so you need twice as 

many people to replace a profes¬ 

sor,” said Pierce. “In the past 

we’ve been able come up with 

enough, but this year there’s 

not a lot of part-time 

people around.” 

According to Pierce, most of 

the courses being cut are ones 

with multiple sections. “Some of 

the courses with two sections are 

being reduced to one,” he said. 

“In effect, the variety of timetable 

options has been reduced.” . 

Pierce said he is most con¬ 

cerned about how the reductions 

will affect English students head¬ 

ing into their graduating year. “I 

want to make sure the fourth 

years get the courses they need to 

graduate,” he said. “The selec¬ 

tions those students make will be 

given the top priority.” 

Jessica Simmons, Con-Ed ’00, 

an English major entering fourth 

year, said she “noticed [the 

reductions] looking through the 

course calender.” 

“It’s unfortunate,” she added. 

“There is definitely less choice 

and that makes it difficult to tai¬ 

lor your program the way you 

Why not consider a career in the radiation 

sciences? The Faculty of Medicine, Univer¬ 

sity of Toronto is now offering a new joint 

degree/diploma program in radiation sci¬ 

ences, in partnership with The Michener In¬ 

stitute for Applied Health Sciences, with the 

following specialties: 

• Nuclear Medicine Technology 

• Radiological Technology 

• Radiation Therapy 

"Demand is increasing for 
radiation sciences professionals” 

Application Deadline: April 30, ‘99 
Info: Radiation Sciences Office 

222 St. Patrick Street, Toronto M5T 1V4 
Tel: (416) 596-3177 toll free 1 -800-387-9066 

Fax: (416)596-3180 
Email: radsciinfo@staff.michener.on.ca 

Rebate, Rebate, Rebate. 

Right now, you can take advantage of a $50.00 airtime credit 

when you buy our dual mode PCS Sony phone. Combine this 

saving with any of our affordable plans including our unlimited local 

evening and weekend option and you're all set to go wireless. 
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or 1-888-248-5968. The future is friendly. 
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Tapenade: Lemonade-type drink made of old dance shoes 

Puttanesca: Golf club on the Italian Riveria 
Confit: A resident of KP 

Tajine: Small island in the South Pacific 

Tutti: A frilly ballet dress 

Asia go: Wild donkey of Chile 

Pate: A long time ago 

Muscovy: A group of lakes north of Toronto 

Salsa Verde: Spanish for St. Patrick’s Day 

What a deal!! All these useful words plus your 15% student discount* 

And Good Luck in your exams!! 
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editorial board chooses the topics for discussion and arrives at the stated position through a democratic process. 

Six feet under 
WHO SAID YOU CAN’T FLOG A 

dead horse? Seven months 

after AMS President Tom 

Stanley held a funeral for accessible edu¬ 

cation, the administration is quietly 

working hard at burying the concept 

under even more tuition hikes. 

Meanwhile, our student government 

and campus media must have been so 

busy mourning the death of accessibility 

that no one even raised a peep about the 

new fees before they were voted on at 

Senate. While tuition hikes for 

Commerce and engineering were not 

unexpected, the lack of public discourse 

over 40 and 30 per cent hikes in those 

programs is alarming. At least Tom 

Stanley voiced an objection to hitting up 

current students for more than they 

planned for — AMS President-elect 

Sarah Corman, however, couldn’t even 

stay for the entire Senate debate. 

Unlike two years ago, hundreds of 

students did not file through the Senate 

meeting last week in protest, and nor 

will they protest at the Board of Trustees 

meeting unless the issue of accessibility is 

kept on the political agenda. Although 

it’s unclear who is responsible for keep¬ 

ing students out of the loop on this issue, 

the administration, student government 

and campus media such as The Journal 
must all share some of the blame. 

The administration, student 
government and campus 
media such as The Journal 

must all share some of the 
blame. 

Of course, not all student representa¬ 

tives are opposed to the hikes; 

Commerce Society President Brenda Ha 

believes her Faculty will benefit from 

higher tuition. The administration even 

glibly pointed to a survey of Commerce 

students from last year that showed 

overwhelming support for tuition hikes. 

This survey, which was heavily criticized 

last year for its biased questions, explic¬ 

itly included a laptop computer as part 

of the increased costs. This year, the 40 

per cent tuition hike does not include a 

laptop computer, so it should not be 

taken for granted that Commerce stu¬ 

dents support such a significant fee 

Transcending differences 
Don’t read too much into the 

gender-specific icons on change- 

room doors: the world cannot 

be simply divided into stick-figures and 

stick-figures with a skirt. Not everyone 

entitled to use the female or male wash¬ 

room fits into the traditional dichotomy 

of the sexes. 

In Canada, the law protects the 

rights of people who are biologically 

transitioning from male to female or 

female to male. On Queen’s campus,1 

the administration has taken an impor¬ 

tant step towards respecting those 

rights: accommodating transgendered 

individuals in the Physical Education 

Centre changerooms. To do otherwise 

would be to violate the basic human 

rights of a group that is often misun¬ 

derstood on campus and in Canadian 

society in general. 

Some members of the Queen’s com¬ 

munity, however, have expressed a valid 

concern that the policy will conflict with 

the need for women to feel safe in the 

changerooms. The very presence of an 

individual with male anatomy in the 

women’s changeroom, regardless of 

their stage of transitioning, will make 

some women uncomfortable. 

While the comfort levels of women in 

such a private space is indeed important, 

it does not justify closing the door to 

transgendered individuals. With time 

and education, people will learn to 

respect the rights of a group that is only 

now becoming visible in mainstream 

society. 

In the meantime, the Queen’s admin¬ 

istration should continue its policy of 

accommodating the needs of transgen¬ 

dered people on campus. These efforts, 

which will be guided by the 

recommendations of the Transgendered/ 

Transsexual Policy Group, are a progres¬ 

sive step towards making Queen’s a 

more equitable place for all people. 

The existence of such a unique policy 

group is a encouraging sign that Queen’s 

will soon be ready to answer an even 

tougher question than PEC change- 

rooms: who can live in Chown Hall. 

Do I have to write one? 
This signed editorial was due 

about 46 hours ago, but I’ve been 

given an extension. This generous 

concession is accompanied by a threat 

that if I try to get out of writing this 

piece, my name and picture will run in 

the centre of a quarter page of blank 

space. 

I revel in the 
opportunity to 
participate in 

a heated 
debate. 

As I finish working on the second last 

issue of this year’s Journal, I have yet to 

make a statement to the Queen’s com¬ 

munity on this page. It’s not that I 

haven’t been given the opportunity. I’ve 

been in this position twice before, sched¬ 

uled to write a signed ed, staring at a 

blank screen hours after my deadline, 

and hysterical because my section is not 

done and I have no idea what I’m going 

to say in 450 words. Both times, I’ve 

managed to pass the responsibility off to 

someone else at the last minute, much to 

the chagrin of the editorial page editor, 

who was once forced to write a last 

minute editorial about cows to fill this 

space. 

No one seems to understand why I 

find such difficulty in what appears to be 

a simple task, and, no, it’s not that I have 

nothing to say. I revel in the opportunity 

to participate in a heated debate and am 

always willing to stand behind my beliefs 

on even the most sensitive or controver¬ 

sial issues. In fact, when I started my 

term as News Editor last spring, I was as 

excited about the prospect of writing 

signed eds as I was about filling the 

News section twice per week. 

There was something greatly appeal¬ 

ing about the potential members of edi¬ 

torial board have to make students 

laugh, to move the Queen’s community, 

to generate controversy, or to present an 

entirely new perspective on a familiar 

issue. However, every time I looked at 

the schedule and discovered my signed 

ed was due in hours, I panicked. The 

pressure to say something innovative 

and stimulating was too great. 

So instead of directing my energy 

toward choosing one brilliant topic and 

writing about it, I channeled it towards 

begging, bribing, or blackmailing other 

members of ed board to take the duty off 

my hands. It almost worked this time 

too; almost, but not quite... and once 

again I find myself unable to choose just 

one topic on which I can summarize my 

opinion in less than 500 words. So here 

are a few: I would prefer to live in a 

communist society than a capitalist one; 

I think people who live in a warmer cli¬ 

mate are generally happier; AMS com¬ 

missioners make too much money; the 

world will not end on December 31, 

1999; education is not in danger of 

becoming inaccessible, it already is; the 

Fireside Grill is ridiculously overpriced 

for a student cafeteria; call display was a 

dangerous invention; the institution of 

marriage is inherently flawed; 1 wish I 

were 16 again; I believe that some peo¬ 

ple truly possess psychic powers; and 

boxers are definitely better than briefs. 
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Through coloured lenses Many believe Western liberal 
democracy has emerged from 

the ashes of the 20th century as 

the dominant philosophy of the new mil¬ 

lennium. Not facing any plausible ideo¬ 

logical competitor in world politics, its 

ascendancy suggests that perhaps the 

“end of history,” as Francis Fukuyama 

put it, has indeed arrived. Having 

defeated Soviet totalitarianism only a 

decade ago, Western liberalism stands tri¬ 

umphantly alone in the world as the 

model for other societies to mold them¬ 

selves after. 

One cannot espouse 
multiculturalism and expect 

students to see each other as 
individual human beings. 

Recently we have seen, however, the 

emergence of a very serious intellectual 

challenge to liberal democracy that Vig¬ 

orously and mercilessly attacks its very 

core beliefs. In its own words, it proposes 

to radically “redefine” democracy in a 

most disturbing manner. This challenge 

is multiculturalism. 

As a set of political ideas, multicultur¬ 

alism is much more than an effort to try 

and expand people’s cultural horizons. It 

is an attempt to replace the system of lib¬ 

eral democracy — based upon individual 

citizens making personal, rational deci¬ 

sions — with a system of cultural democ¬ 

racy in which the fundamental units are 

ethnic groups and cultural blocs. People 

are taught to view themselves as part of 

these ‘collectives’ rather than as free- 

thinking individuals, each independent 

of one another. 

It is a fundamentally wrong view of 

human nature. At its essence is the belief 

that one’s race determines one’s identity. 

It is the belief that one’s convictions, val¬ 

ues and character are determined not by 

the judgment of one’s mind but by one’s 

perceived cultural heritage or “blood.” 

The spread of this perverse logic leads 

to the destruction of an individual’s con¬ 

fidence in his own mind. Such an indi¬ 

vidual then anxiously seeks a sense of 

identity by clinging to some group, aban¬ 

doning his autonomy and his rights, 

allowing his ethnic group to tell him 

what to believe. Because he thinks of 

himself as a racial entity, he feels “him¬ 

self” only among others of the same race. 

We are not all Canadians — rather we 

are African-Canadians, Asian-Canadians 

or Euro-Canadians. The lines separating 

us are drawn ever more clearly and 

endeavors to bring us together are met 

with increased opposition. 

Such an idea — that culture is carried 

through blood — has more in common 

with Nazism than any democratic philos¬ 

ophy. Of course, the diversity movement 

claims that its goal is to extinguish racism 

and build tolerance of differences. This is 

a complete sham. One cannot teach stu¬ 

dents that their identity is determined by 

skin color and expect them to become 

colorblind. 

One cannot espouse multiculturalism 

and expect students to see each other as 

individual human beings. One cannot 

preach the need for self-esteem while 

destroying the faculty which makes it 

possible: reason. 

Advocates of “diversity” are true 

racists in the basic meaning of that term: 

they see the world through coloured 

lenses. To the multiculturalist, race is 

what counts — for values, for thinking, 

for human identity in general. 

Through some twisted irony, multicul¬ 

turalism makes the desire for ‘colour¬ 

blindness’ evil, if not impossible. 

Though dressed in progressive lan¬ 

guage, these ideas are in fact deeply reac¬ 

tionary. We often hear of “language 

codes” on many US universities designed 

to forbid the use of “offensive” language 

by students that would upset members of 

a certain culture. Free speech takes a 

back seat to the omnipotence of the 

thought-police. Real diversity is suppos¬ 

edly the goal, but abject conformity is 

what is truly desired. 

The diversity movement 
claims that its goal is to 

extinguish racism and build 
tolerance of differences. This 

is a complete sham. 

Despite its pretentious claims, multi¬ 

culturalism is a backward and narrow¬ 

minded paradigm. If we are to truly 

embrace the 21st century with the hope 

of putting ethnic and racial differences 

behind us, we must continue to believe in 

the superiority of the rational individual, 

not be caught in the destructive mire of 

mythical cultural allegiances. As John 

O’Sullivan has pointed out, like all 

grandiose schemes of social engineering, 

multiculturalism cannot ultimately suc¬ 

ceed. But it can cause a lot of damage in 

the course of failing. 

Brock Jones 

Arts '00 

Hey Keith, leave 
Bill alone 

Dear Editors, 

I have just finished reading Keith 

Gerein’s editorial entitled “Dear Bill 

Leggett” and 1 feel compelled to respond. 

Keith’s ability to point the Finger at one 

particular person whom many love to 

hate is quite original, but I honestly don’t 

believe that he has taken a good long look 

at the situation. Tuition has indeed risen 

significantly over the four years that I 

have been at Queen’s and I don’t like it 

any more than the next guy. However, 

this huge dip into the pockets of students 

*s not isolated to Queen’s University, nor 

to the malevolent workings of Bill Leggett 

and his associates. 

This huge dip into the pockets 
of students is not isolated to 

Queen’s University, nor to the 
malevolent workings of Bill 
Leggett and his associates. 

Let us begin with where the seed of the 

Problem has been planted. It is no mys- 

^ry that the Harris government has 

slashed education budgets and has left 

universities with far less money to operate 

wjtn. Thus, all universities are presented 

^lt>1 a Financial deficit that must some- 

°w be filled. Since money obviously 

0es not grow on trees, post-secondary 

institutions have been forced to investi¬ 

gate alternative sources of income to keep 

operations in order and quality at the 

highest rates. Raising tuition has been 

taken as one of these options, and this is a 

big kick in the butt for students, no mat¬ 

ter how necessary. I agree with this. 

However, to state that “no substantial 

alternatives have been attempted” is 

unfair and untrue. Has Keith thought 

about alumni support, Queen’s 

Telefundraising, corporate sponsorship or 

the brand-spankin’ new “Campaign for 

Queen’s?” Sure it’s a pain in the arse to be 

phoned at home and asked for money, but 

it has to come from somewhere. Also, 

Queen’s is lucky to get some pretty big 

bucks from both private donations and 

companies who have the cash to spare; or 

conversely, invest. I agree that the tuition 

increases have been high and difficult to 

afford; however, other measures have 

been taken, in fact quite aggressively, to 

raise money for the university. 

To state that no improvements have 

been made to Queen’s since 1993 is 

ridiculous. What about the new Ban Righ 

cafeteria, the BioSciences Complex, the 

revamped JDUC or the improved PEC? If 

you are referring specifically to the qual¬ 

ity of education itself; I would challenge 

you to tell us how it could be improved, 

apart from smaller class sizes. Queen’s 

still maintains a reputation as a high-qual¬ 

ity university, and I think it is much easier 

to sit back and complain than to appreci¬ 

ate what we do have. As for Keith’s refer¬ 

ences to the decay of “accessibility and 

diversity,” explain, please! 

I’m sure there are many of you reading 

this very letter thinking “Wow, she is 

naive.” I am not denying that the cost of 

education is crazily high. 1 agree, it’s 

shitty. However, as someone who has 

always had a part-time job during the 

school year and who worked three jobs 

this past summer in order to be able to 

pay tuition, I know first hand that stu¬ 

dents can take part in their education 

financially, with or without parental 

support. 

Queen’s maintains a 
reputation as a high-quality 
university, and I think it is 

much easier to sit back and 
complain than to appreciate 

what we do have. 

I also believe that if you really want to, 

and if you’re willing to budget a little, you 

can graduate with very little debt. 1 am 

not a ‘rich Queen's kid’ and I do not live 

on Daddy’s credit card. I just understand 

that there are some things you must work 

for. So in light of all the wrongdoings of 

Queen’s administration and the slumping 

quality of the university, I challenge you, 

Keith Gerein, to come up with a better 

plan for Queen’s. 

Alison White 

Artsci ’99 

Continued on page 10 

How are you 
spending your day 

in the sun? 

Letters To 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 

want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to I 

journal@post.queensu.ca. 1 

“Harassing strangers for money.” 
Walker Young 
Comm ‘99 

“Helping out the Kids 4 Kids.” 
Andrew Medd 
Comm ’99 

“Melting chocolates and throwing 
pennies.” 

Shane Duff 
Comm ’99 

“Not studying.” 
Ted Goldthorpe 
Comm ’99 
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UBS symptomatic 
of larger problems 

Dear Editors, 

The Used Bookstore, also 

known as the thrifty “UBS 

exchange,” has fit the bill for my 

complete and utter dissatisfac¬ 

tion. It is poorly run, unprof¬ 

itable and useless. 

To my dismay, I did not find 

out about my sold textbook for 

three weeks, as bookstore policy 

requires that I come in and check 

‘once in a while.' The girl behind 

the counter told me that I was 

owed S60. Instead of being paid, 

the bureaucracy of the bookstore 

dictates that I wait two weeks for 

my check. I returned, two weeks 

later, only to be once again dis¬ 

appointed. 

Returning every week for the 

next four weeks, I was repeatedly 

angered. After the staff finished 

chatting about their ‘wicked’ 

weekend, they would rifle 

through a flimsy cardboard box 

of unclaimed cheques. Mine was 

never in it. Nothing else pro¬ 

active was done. It just ‘wasn’t 

there, sorry!’ (Their face gleam¬ 

ing with an empty-headed stu¬ 

pidity.) 

Susan, the unaccountable 

manager, has reassured me a 

number of times that ‘it’ll be in 

next week, I promise.' It never is 

though. Her apathetic attitude 

towards my problem is annoy¬ 

ing. 

I feel that the UBS is a good 

representation of all the various 

AMS organizations, which are 

ridiculously unprofitable. If you 

sell something for more than you 

bought it for, shouldn’t you 

make money? 

The Used Bookstore... 
has fit the bill for my 
complete and utter 
dissatisfaction. It is 

poorly run, unprofitable 
and useless. 

Similar to real federal govern¬ 

ments, anyone who has the 

brains and skills to run the place 

doesn't have the time to bother. 

None of these ‘managers’ are 

ever accountable for anything. 

My tuition pays for the inevitable 

debt that these organizations 

accumulate each year, not to 

mention the grotesque salaries of 

the staff. 

If money is lost, it will be next 

year’s problem. In the real 

world, these people would get a 

kick in the ass if they didn’t make 

a large enough profit - let alone 

create a debt. I loathe the AMS. 

They never asked me if I even 

care. Who’s Where, What’s 

What, What Where When... 

Who cares? 

Jeff Conlin 

Sci ’00 

Interested in a 
Career in Teaching? 

Consider Montessori education. It is a child-centred ap¬ 

proach that offers teaching opportunities world-wide. Toronto 

Montessori Institute has been accredited by the Montessori 

Accreditation Council for Teacher Education. MACTE is an 

autonomous international accrediting agency for Montessori 

Teacher Education Courses. Toronto Montessori Institute has 

been training teachers for 28 years. 

Our course leads to 2 diplomas qualifying you to teach 

children 3 to 12 years old, applying Montessori educational 

theory and methodology. 

Prerequisite: Undergraduate Degree 

Course duration August 1999 - June 2000 

Enrolment is limited. For further information 

please call Pam Debbo, Registrar, at (905) 889-9201 

e-mail: pdebbo@toronto-montessori.on.ca 

TORONTO MONTESSORI INSTITUTE 

8569 Bayview Avenue, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 3M7 

Too much partying 

Dear Editors, 

Over the last three years I 

have noticed that Queen s is 

becoming more and more like a 

“party school.” People just do 

not care about their studies as 

much as they used to or as much 

as diey should. Now I am not 

saying that no one is allowed to 

have a good time but it’s getting 

out of control. Every other week 

there is a formal, semi formal or 

smoker somewhere. But the stu¬ 

dents are not the only ones to 

blame. 

A larger amount of criticism 

must go towards the administra¬ 

tion and the AMS. A few weeks 

ago there was an article in one of 

the university’s newspapers 

regarding the Campaign for 

QueerPs. They would like to 

encourage more social activities 

here at Queen’s. Hello! What did 

I just mention above? Queen’s 

can’t get any more social than 

this... there are three pubs on 

campus within a matter of a cou¬ 

ple of blocks, not to mention all 

the stuff that goes on down town 

without any interference from 

the AMS. 

Why don’t The Campaign for 

Queen’s people campaign for 

what students originally came 

here for: an education. How 

about doing something about the 

Queen’s network that keeps on 

crashing all the time. Why do the 

libraries open after the PEC and 

close before it? True there aren’t 

a lot of students in the library at 

10 p.m. but there aren’t more 

than 50 students in the gym at 

II p.m. either. 

How about campaigning for 

Queen’s outside Canada... no 

one knows about this place in 

Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, 

England...what makes U of T, or 

McGill or University of BC more 

famous than us? I’ll tell you 

what: they concentrate on their 

academic research more than us. 

I found out one of the most 

exciting projects here: there is a 

lab of about 50 people on the 

top floor of the Biosciences 

Complex that is working with 

NASA regarding the Missions to 

Mars project. This lab also hap¬ 

pens to be the largest one in the 

world. But no one knows about 

it except for the 75 people who 

took the courses offered in the 

winter term. 
We don’t even advertise our¬ 

selves to us anymore. I haven’t 

heard of any interesting seminars 

being presented lately at the 

beginning of any of my lectures. 

The only people who come are 

those either saying “vote for 

me..." or “there’s a so and so 

smoker at so and so... 

I could probably go on for 

pages about the faults at Queen s 

but anyone who tales the time to 

read this letter can probably 

come up with their own stories 

and complaints. 1 am not com¬ 

plaining because I get a kick out 

this but because it bothers me 

and because I (and maybe other 

students) feel like I have basically 

thrown away a good chunk on 

money and time for something 

that we did not want. 

Burhan Survery 

Artsci ’00 

Clearing the air 

Dear Editors, 

After reading the article that 

appeared in the Friday, March 

26, 1999 edition of The Journal 
entitled “Senate Approves 

Tuition Hikes,” I felt that my 

position on the issue was miscon¬ 

strued and so wanted to clarify 

this with Journal readers. 

It is generally understood that 

in articles and news briefs, much 

situational context is lost. What 

was not included in Jocelyn 

Laporte’s piece was that in 

February, ComSoc executive 

were asked to attend a meeting 

with administration to discuss 

the issue of tuition. 

Four members of the 

Commerce Society executive 

attended a meeting with the 

Dean, the undergraduate office, 

and members of faculty, where 

administration disclosed their 

intentions to ask Senate approval 

of tuition increases for the 

1999-2000 academic year. 

The four of us asked the 

administration very difficult 

questions about alternatives to 

tuition increases, sponsorship, 

what the money was to be used 

for, bursaries and scholarships, 

accessibility issues, etc. The team 

of students present at this meet¬ 

ing fought for students, and 

accessibility issues, as we always 

have the best interests of 

Commerce students in mjnd 

all times. After our list of 

tions was exhausted, \Ve Wc 

satisfied that we raised our co^ 

cems with administration and 

that these issues would be con¬ 

sidered in the weeks to Come 

before the Senate meeting. 

Shortly following this meet¬ 

ing, the administration also held 

a meeting for the Class of ’02 

who have imposed upon them 

the largest increase in tuition at 

40%. There, questions were 

answered, and input and feed- 

back was solicited from these stu¬ 

dents as well. 

Through conversations with 

Commerce students, it has been 

agreed upon by many that tech¬ 

nology initiatives will teach our 

students valuable computer 

skills, thus giving us a competi¬ 

tive advantage that other schools 

have not equipped their students 

with. 

In analyzing alternatives and 

exhausting sponsorship avenues, 

tuition increases as a last resort 

seem necessary for cost recovery 

of money already spent on tech¬ 

nology initiatives, to perform 

technical upgrades, and to con¬ 

tinue training faculty members to 

use the technology in the 

classroom. 

It is definitely agreed that 

tuition increases are painful and 

call into question concerns about 

accessibility and the issue of the 

rising cost of education. 

However, the undergraduate 

office has expended, and will 

continue to expend much time 

and resources into ensuring that 

funds for bursaries and scholar¬ 

ships are made available to 

Commerce students. 

As a student who has sup¬ 

ported herself financially all 

throughout university, I under¬ 

stand the cost and strain of pay¬ 

ing for a university education. 

That is why it is critical at this 

point to ensure that the value 

technology is adding to the pro¬ 

gram is being realized, and to 

work with administration to pro¬ 

vide a means for students to 

come to, and stay in the 

Commerce program. 

Brenda Ha 

Outgoing President 

Commerce Society 

How to 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF: 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 

Hotdogs^oup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

There s no application. You don’t need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shoo for free 

| We re open Mondays and Thursdays, 4-6 p rn 
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Science 
Focus on locusts 

The research seems obscure, but bugs do provide answers 

Mel Robertson and a great big plastic locust. (Mel’s the one with the beard.) 

PHOTO BY ALEX KRONBY 

By Jennifer Paterson 

At first glance, some of the 
scientific experiments performed 

by Queen’s researchers may seem 

a little strange. For example, Mel 

Robertson, a professor of physiology and 

psychology, carefully toasts locusts in 

ventilated plastic containers at 45 

degrees Celsius. He observes changes in 

their behaviour, and after a recovery 

period at room temperature, he proceeds 

to “kind of chop ’em up and stick micro- 

electrodes in them.” Robertson’s novel 

method of chopping ’em up definitely 

kills the locust, but it preserves the ion 

currents in its minute brain, so that he 

can actually observe “functional” locust 

neurons responding to the after-effects 

of the slight scorching. 

Robertson’s locust experiments are 

more that just strangely interesting, how¬ 

ever. They’re on the cutting edge of 

important research with practical appli¬ 

cations. Robertson and his colleague Jan- 

Marino Ramirez at the University of 

Chicago are studying how “heat shock” 

affects the locust nervous system in par¬ 

ticular, but the same phenomenon is 

believed to occur in many life-forms, 

including humans. 

Heat shock stimulates the production 

of special proteins that protect important 

parts of a cell from the harmful effects of 

high temperature and other stresses. As 

mentioned in Robertson and Ramirez’s 

article in the February 1999 edition of 

the Journal of Neurophysiology, the heat- 

shocked locusts “showed no evidence of 

neural or behavioural impairment and 

were alert, walking, and jumping, appar¬ 

ently normally, before dissection.” Such 

protective proteins are generating a lot 

of interest partly because of their poten¬ 

tial in human therapeutics. For instance, 

heat shock proteins might be able to help 

protect the brain from the damage 

caused by a stroke. 

Although individual heat shock pro¬ 

teins have been characterized and stud¬ 

ied extensively, Robertson and Ramirez’s 

research is the first to demonstrate hard 

evidence linking heat shock to long-last¬ 

ing alterations in behaviour and neuron 

functioning. As Robertson explained, the 

locust flight system “operates in a range 

of 24 to 42 [degrees) normally, but if you 

heat-shock them it goes up to 50-some¬ 

thing.” The two scientists are trying to 

correlate this observable change in 

behaviour with specific current changes 

induced in the locust brain. 

Please see Locusts on page 13 

Making machines emote 

Spectrum 
• Science news from around Science news from around 

the world and beyond 

Pot doesn’t increase 
accident risk: UofT 

A recent University of Toronto study 
suggests that taking moderate quanti¬ 
ties of marijuana does not significantly 
increase a driver's risk of causing an 
accident. While pot does impair a per¬ 
son’s ability to drive, says researcher 
Alison Smiley, it does not have the 
effect on judgement that alcohol does. 
She says that drivers who are high are 
aware of their impairment and drive 
more cautiously, whereas drunk drivers 
drive more recklessly. The finding is the 
result of a metanalysis of traffic acci¬ 
dent statistics from the United States 
and Australia. 

Pulling oxygen out 
of thin air 

Engineers at NASA have succeeded 
in producing oxygen from a simulated 
Martian atmosphere with eyes towards 
reducing the cost of a crewed mission 
to Mars. If oxygen could be produced 
on Mars, it would dramatically reduce 
the amount of the gas that astronauts 
would need to bring with them for 
breathing and as propellant. The 
experiment “chamber" used in the 
process is a toonie-sized ceramic disk 
sandwiched between two platinum 
electrodes, heated to 750 degrees 
Celsius. When the “Mars mix" is 
pumped into the unit, the ceramic disk 
catalyzes the reaction converting car¬ 
bon dioxide to carbon monoxide and 
oxygen. 

By Sonja Grgar 

Imagine the following: you find 
yourself boarding a plane and a 

seductive voice addresses you from 

behind asking if you needed anything. 

You quickly turn with your best “to die 

for” smile, hoping to spot a handsome 

flight attendant standing at your service. 

Your romantic fantasy is dashed, how¬ 

ever, when you realize that the soulful 

voice is coming from a computer that 

was built into the plane to assist the pas¬ 

sengers. Recent University of Florida 

research has created computerized voice 

synthesizers that have the ability to con¬ 

vey various human emotional states, thus 

transforming what used to be only a sci¬ 

ence fiction fantasy into a realistic, and 

s°on probably commonly used feature of 

everyday life. 

D Arcy Haskins Truluck of University 

°f Florida designed GALE, an emotive 

''oice synthesizer system, for her master’s 

egree project in computer and informa¬ 

tion science and engineering. Haskins 

ruluck delved into psychological studies 

t0 understand how various linguistic 

variables translate into our perception of 

emotion in speech including pitch, vol¬ 

ume, accent, vowel length and the speed 

of word deliverance. 

Haskins Truluck’s program has the 

capacity to portray five different emo¬ 

tional states: fear, sadness, anger, happi¬ 

ness and neutrality. The same word 

spoken in each of the emotions will have 

a unique vocal variable combination that 

humans usually associate only with that 

particular emotion. For example, a word 

expressed with sadness will have the 

pitch and the pitch range decreased, as 

well as a gain in nasalization, whereas 

uttering it in anger would mean the 

increase in the average pitch and pitch 

range, as well as the more pronounced 

loudness and breathiness. In its original 

design to help speech-disabled people to 

get their emotions across more effec¬ 

tively, a person would only need to type 

in the desired words, choose the appro¬ 

priate emotion, and then press the 

“translate” button on the synthesizer 

screen. 

Please see Can on page 13 

Tm a personality 
prototype. You can 

tell can't you?' 
In Douglas Adams' The Hitchhiker's 

Guide to the Galaxy we meet 

Marvin, an android programmed 

with GPP Genuine People Person¬ 

alities. Marvin's ability to convey 

a wide range of emotions, from 

melancholy to deep despair, with 

remarkable subtly is exemplified in 

this passage: 

'With a microsecond pause, and 

a finely calculated micromodulation 

of pitch and timbre - nothing you 

could actually take offence at - 

Marvin managed to convey his 

utter contempt and horror of all 

things human.' 
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Locusts get roasted 

Continued from page 11 

Robertson’s research illustrates, once 

again, the importance of insects (and 

invertebrates in general) to human biol¬ 

ogy. Although cats and mice are much 

more similar to humans, these ground¬ 

breaking experiments could not have 

been performed as successfully in a 

mammalian model. For one thing, the 

part of the locust brain that Robertson 

looks at has only 4,000 neurons, and all 

of them can be individually identified. 

This makes analysis much simpler, 

because “you can build up circuit dia¬ 

grams that control particular behav¬ 

iours/ while mapping the brain of a 

mouse would be close to impossible. 

Furthermore, locust behaviours, unlike 

those of mice or cats, are resistant to dis¬ 

section. Cut up a locust and stick elec¬ 

trodes in it and it will pretty much go 

about its business. This is important 

because “you need to be. able to link 

what’s happening in the brain with what 

the brain is trying to control, which is 

behaviour, and you’re more likely to be 

able to monitor nerve activity at the 

same time that an insect is behaving.” 

Insect research in general has been 

extremely fruitful for biologists. 

According to Robertson, “a large num¬ 

ber of the major conceptual advances in 

our understanding of how nervous 

systems operate have been based on 

invertebrate work initially.” Similarly, a 

good deal of what we know today about 

genetics was first discovered in the fruit 

fly. It has now been suggested that even 

the complex human immune system can 

be modelled by the common cockroach. 

Insects make excellent model systems, 

but insect research also has many other 

important applications for humans. For 

example, Virginia Walker and Peter 

Davies, two other Queen’s researchers, 

have discovered an antifreeze protein the 

spruce budworm that may end up in our 

ice-cream some day. Similarly, spider silk 

proteins are being studied by materials 

engineers who would like to produce 

flexible but incredibly strong super¬ 

materials. Even the butterfly has a con¬ 

tribution to make to high technology, as 

researchers at Tufts University are mod¬ 

elling microelectronic chips after the 

intricate butterfly wing, whose surface 

always heats evenly. 

Insect research may seem esoteric at 

first, but there is almost always a human 

application. Whether one is researching 

basic biological systems, like Robertson 

is doing, or isolating useful insect pro¬ 

teins, or finding engineering inspiration, 

insect studies are making a remarkable 

contribution to human life. 

Can a computer cry? 

Continued from page 11 

How humans learn to make a connec¬ 

tion between a particular “linguistic 

formula” and a certain emotion is some¬ 

what puzzling. Is something of that abil¬ 

ity inborn, or is it all established at a 

certain stage in our development? Does 

individuality have a place here? Do dif¬ 

ferent people sometimes assign the iden¬ 

tical linguistic pattern to different 

emotions? Haskins Truluck’s tests of the 

GALE system indicate that the latter may 

be possible: the results revealed a differ¬ 

ential pattern of recognition, where sad¬ 

ness was recognized 83 per cent of the 

time, and happiness only 27 per cent of 

the time. Why do we have a more or less 

universal linguistic pattern for some, and 

a very loose and undefined one for other 

emotions? 

The invention and implementation of 

this emotional speech synthesizer intro¬ 

duces more than a set of intriguing ques¬ 

tions. It, in a sense, calls for a 

redefinition of our humanity. It demon¬ 

strates that, given sufficient ingenuity 

and effort, it is possible to penetrate 

deep into the essential elements of what 

we consider to be a uniquely human fea¬ 

ture, to learn its secrets, and to apply 

them to technology. Emotion suddenly 

fuses with rationality as the emotional 

expression in computer speech. An 

element generally associated with human 

subjectivity, turns out to be a product of 

an almost mathematical combination of 

linguistic units. Doesn’t the possibility of 

translating some natural human traits to 

technology change how we perceive 

“human nature?” 

While perhaps forcing us to recon¬ 

sider our own self-definition, emotive 

voice synthesizer has an enormous prac¬ 

tical potential for humans. Haskins 

Truluck hopes to expand the synthe¬ 

sizer’s capabilities with more nuanced 

emotions, as well as to give the disabled 

people the ability to create personalized 

voices through the variation of multiple 

voice parameters. Other benefits include 

the use of the now more animated voice 

synthesizer in aircrafts, elevators, and 

cars, especially when conveying urgent 

or safety information. Even businesses 

may profit in the future, where “con¬ 

versing” with a computer that has an 

emotive voice synthesizer really 

strengthens the human attention span 

during the interaction. 

In the ever-raging debate about the 

relationship between technology and 

humanity, the ability to convey emotion 

in verbal communication has become 

one of the linking points between these 

two spheres. 

— with files from John Bowman 

city of kingston 

utilities kingston 
water sewer gas electricity networks 

all your utility services under one roof 

Qb ® 

WIN $1,000 FROM UTILITIES KINGSTON 
if EMERGENCY 
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#YOUR 
ACCOUNT 
CONNECT 
DISCONNECT . 
METER READINGS 
PAYMENT A 
DEPOSITS 
TERMS A 
CONDITIONS 
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? 
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CUSTOMER 
SERVICE 

YOU ASKED 

YEAR 2000 

CAREERS 

SEARCH 

ABOUT US 

CONTACT US 

HOME 

To enter, simply request your 

disconnect/connect for utility services 

online or by using the automated tele¬ 

phone system between April 6th and May 

7th and you could win a $1,000. 

SAVE TIME 
Save yourself a trip into our offices at the north 

end of the city. Regrettably, we also have some long 

wait times at our customer service counter due to 

the heavy traffic volumes at this time of year — so 

disconnecting/connecting online or over the phone 

saves you time for all those other last minute things 

you need to do. 

MORE CONVENIENT 
You may disconnect/connect online or over the 

phone any time or any day you wish. Our electronic 

application service is available when you want it, 

24-hours per day, 7-days per week. 

IF YOU HAVE AN OUTSIDE METER 
If your utility meters are outside of your dwelling, 

then there is no need to meet our meter techni¬ 

cian. Just disconnect online or over the phone and 

that’s all there is to it. 

IF YOU HAVE AN INACCESSIBLE METER 

If your meter is inside your dwelling and we do not 

have access, simply advise us of the date you wish 

to vacate or move into the dwelling. Enter the date 

in the easy-to-use online form or in our telephone 

voicemail system and we’ll send a meter technician 

to meet you and disconnect/connect the service. 

CONNECTING SERVICE 
If you know the address you will be moving into in 

the fall, apply for connection of service either online 

or by using the automated telephone system and 

you will double your chances of winning in May. 

Additional information may be required.We will 

contact you prior to the requested connection 

date. 

BILLING 
If you are disconnecting your service, we will be 

taking actual readings of your meter in the last 

week of April to ensure you pay only for your actu¬ 

al consumption. Your final bill will be mailed to your 

forwarding address. 

If you require additional information, please contact our 

customer service group at 546-1181 or visit our website 

at www.utilitieskingston.com. Our office hours are 8:00 

am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday. All in person 

inquiries are handled at 211 Counter Street 

Contest winner will be notified by May 30th 1999. 

METER 

READINGS 

When your account is 

active, you may also 

submit meter readings 

online or over the 

phone. It’s an easy and 

convenient way to 

make sure you’re 

billed only for actual 

consumption. 

www.utilitieskingston.com tel. 546.1181 
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Entertainment 
Hot King Cobb grooves at Clark 

Guelph quintet dishes out quality sounds 
King of Clark : King Cobb Steelie 
rocks at the QEA’s final free... 

CONCERT REVIEW 

By Geoff Ashenhurst 

Intoxicating. Transcendental. 
Groovin’. 

To the hundreds of people 
who didn't opt out of the QEA 
fee, but decided to sit at home 
on Tuesday night: you missed 

to be overwhelmed. Don’t 
think, just listen and you can’t 
help but feel. Space rock, exper¬ 
imental, call them what you 
will, every song is a groove. 
Every groove will break your 
heart into a million pieces. 
Every millionth piece of your 
heart will find new life in their 

melodies, an out-of-control 
bassist, a tight drummer, and an 
unbelievable DJ/percussionist 
combine to make sounds so rich 
that it was hard to accept that 
they were being conceived on 
stage. Even as a musician I was 
still dumbfounded at times. 

Once again it all comes down 
songs. Part of me wanted to join to the groove. They have per- 

ing through vast levels of 
dynamics like a modern sym¬ 
phony. The pacing of each song 
is carefully restricted, coming to 
a climax that hits you like a tidal 

wave. 
The addition of former Crash 

Vegas vocalist Michelle 
McAdorey has enriched the 
band with a new dimension. 
Her haunting voice creates har¬ 
monies that linger in your con¬ 
sciousness, inspiring potent 
imagery, particularly during a 
gripping rendition of their hit 

“Rational.” 
You may not believe anything 

I’ve just told you; you may think 
that I’m a little fucked up (I 
swear no drugs were involved in 
the evening), but that’s okay — 
you’ll probably sit at home 
again anyway. 

Oh yeah, Ghetto Concept 
opened up (for all of 20 min¬ 
utes), and I vaguely remember 
thinking that they put on an 
energetic show (fists were 
pumping), but their rhymes 
were weak. Unlike Rascalz, I 
couldn’t find anything to justify 

out. You missed out on what the three audacious souls on the fected the art of the jam, letting the hype surrounding them. 
could only be described as a dance floor, but didn’t dare for 
musical experience. It may fear that I’d fall down, over¬ 
sound cliche, like the kind of come by the vertigo inspired by 
mindless praise you’re used to the music. 
reading, but I don’t know how 
else to describe King Cobb 
Steelie’s performance. 

Their music begs you to close 
your eyes and allow your senses 

That the experience is such a 
visceral one is due in part to the 
unique makeup of the band. 
One heavily-reverbed lead gui¬ 
tar, another adding subtle 

the music take on a life of its 
own and letting it go where it 
pleases. However, this reckless¬ 
ness is just an illusion-created by 
the power of the music— they 
are definitely in control. Their 
songs possess a level of sophisti¬ 
cation that transcends that of 
most popular music today, mov- 

There was nothing especially 
innovative — just another Hip 
Hop band spewing out the usual 
battle rhetoric, with Toronto 
and Rexdale substituting for 
New York and Staten Island. A 
DJ that touches the tables more 
than once during the show 
couldn’t hurt either. 

Liquid 
Zine warms 

soul 

MAGAZINE REVIEW 

Liquid 
Liquid Publishing 

By Robert Macneil 

Not being one for the 
‘alterno-mags,’ I wasn’t 
exactly sure what to think 
when a friend of mine handed 
me a copy of Liquid — the lat¬ 
est in a long line of entertain- 
ment/trave 1/fash ion/music 
magazines. Weighing in at 170 
pages, however, this latest din¬ 
ner guest has a lot to add to 
the party. 

The magazine begins with 

Please see Heavy on page 16 

Rotate this! 

Blur 
13 
Virgin records 

By Douglas Reid Gierula 

Blur has endured many years 
of near-success in the US, com¬ 
ing mighty close a couple years 
ago with the catchiest two- 
minute ditty of the decade, 
“Song 2.” “Woo-hoo!” became 
the summer’s battle cry, then the 
advertising song du jour. 

Now, the apparently unsu- 
perstitious quartet returns with 
13. With this disc, we’re a long 
way from “Girls and Boys” and 
“Country House.” 

On 13, Blur works with 
entirely new textures — high¬ 
lighted by the single “Tender” 
and its gospel-meets-John 

Lennon’s “Give Peace A 
Chance” undertones. It would 
be difficult to peg a “Blur 
sound” from 13, for it moves 
from the mellow and forlorn 
“1992” to aural violence with 
“Bugman” and finally “Coffee 
&c TV,” marked by the lo-fi aes¬ 
thetic the band dabbled with on 
1997’s self-titled effort, all with 
the guitar effects pedals turned 
on full. 

The most beautiful track on 
13 is “No Distance Left to 
Run.” This ode to lost love 
(singer Damon Albarn split with 
his longtime girl£riend, 
Elastica’s Justine Frischmann, 
prior to recording the album) 
begins softly with Albarn utter¬ 
ing, “It’s over, you don’t need to 
tell me,” then telling his 
departed beloved, “Hope you’re 
with someone who makes you 
feel safe when you’re sleeping 
tonight/ I won’t kill myself try¬ 
ing to stay in your life.” “No 
Distance Left to Run” is one of 
the most soul-baring numbers 
Blur has ever written; no coy¬ 
ness, no veiled references, just 
the pain that accompanies a 
breakup. 

Albarn’s new personal song¬ 
writing, combined with Graham 

Coxon’s relentless inventive¬ 
ness, even unrestrained, can 
produce some pretty remarkable 
stuff. It’s not a lot of fun to lis¬ 
ten to, but it’s ultimately the 
most compelling music Blur has 
ever made. 

the miller stain limit 
Radiate 
A&:M Records 

By Lilian Kim 

There’s something about the 
Canadian rock sound that is 
hard to describe. It’s a certain 
airy, simple, raw feature that 
almost every rock band shoots 
for on almost every Maple 
marked case. Just listen to the 
Killjoys or Our Lady Peace and 
maybe the whole concept 

behind the miller stain limit will 
seem more familiar than you 
thought it would. 

The album Radiate starts like 
a story with a beginning that 
pretty much sums up the rest of 
the album’s personality. The gui¬ 
tar-solo friendly first track “This 
Day Is Not For Me” sets up the 
rest of CD. Point blank, the first 
song is like the fifth song is like 
the seventh song, in that they 
sound like each other — only 
with tempo change of course. 

The Canadian band does 
attempt to slow things down in 
the album, with harmony tracks 
like “Thin Ice,” which is slow 
and relaxing. But it’s difficult to 
celebrate the band’s success at 
originality, especially when 
artists such as Ben Harper play 
the strings quickly and slowly 
with more natural beauty and 
versatility. It seems like the 
miller stain limit is only imitat¬ 
ing what’s been done while fail¬ 
ing to realize it at the same time. 

Primary songwriter- and 
frontman J. Miller sounds very 
much like Our Lady Peace front¬ 
man Raine Maida, only less 
nasally. The band is, well, the 
band and pretty much vulnera¬ 
ble to being replaced. 

Other rock music criticisms 
focus on one particular aspect 
that is hard to veer away from 
— three chord galore. Sure, 
many musicians use the expend¬ 
able technique and manipulate it 
to create the ultimate sound, but 
unfortunately the miller stain 
limit refuses to go beyond the 
triad. And this means Radiate 
becomes just another rock CD 
to rub off. 

Robbie Williams 
The Ego Has Landed 
Capitol Records 

BV Erik Missio 

All right, let’s just cut to the 
chase, shall we? I enjoyed this 

Please see Rotate This on page 16 
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The Mod Squad fraud 
Action flick fails to deliver exciting adventure 

In line: The Mod Squad, Giovanni 
Ribisi, Claire Danes and Omar Epps, 

wait for action. 

MOVIE REVIEW 

By Ellen Lee 

As a member of the audience quipped 
after the movie had ended, “Let’s put it 
this way — it wasn’t horrible.” That 
pretty much sums up how movie-goers 
will feel after seeing The Mod Squad. 
Starring Claire Danes, Giovanni Ribisi 
and Omar Epps, the Film, directed by 
Scott Silver, is among a slew of new 
teenage films such as Cruel Intentions 
and Go. 

The Mod Squad is based upon the TV 
series of the same name, which aired in 
the late sixties to early seventies. Like 
most other people my age, I had never 
before seen an episode of the series and 
had not heard the phrase Mod Squad 
except in passing. This established, I 
entered the theatre with no expectations 
and came out having been somewhat 
entertained. 

The Mod Squad refers to three fash¬ 
ionably-dressed criminals who have been 
granted a chance to redeem themselves 
by working undercover with the police. 
The sullen and uncooperative trio con¬ 
sisting of Line (Epps), once convicted of 
arson, Julie (Danes), a former drug 
addict charged with assault, and Pete 
(Ribisi), a bad-boy convicted of robbery, 
are partnered with an unimpressed 
police force. Due to the Squad’s youth¬ 
fulness and their acquired street-smarts, 

they are able to get into local Los 
Angeles bars, nightclubs and under¬ 
ground operations that the police can¬ 
not. The almost too simple plot goes like 
this: Julie, Pete and Line are told to 
investigate a nightclub, out of which a 
teenage prostitution ring is suspected of 
operating. While Pete and Line work the 
floor and Julie poses as a waitress, the 
trio soon discover that there is more 
going on than meets the eye. Before 
long, the trio, with their designer cloth¬ 
ing and knowledge of the streets, unravel 
a conspiracy involving a shady drug 
operation and cover-ups in high places. 

Although touted as a crime 
drama, it isn’t terribly 

suspenseful or action-packed, 
and some parts towards the 

middle even drag on. 

The screenplay and plot of the movie 
are quite basic and lack imagination. 
Although touted as a crime drama, it 
isn’t terribly suspenseful or 
action-packed, and some parts towards 
the middle really drag on. It was amusing 
to note that although the members of the 
Squad are supposedly experts in crime 
(and thus criminal investigation,) their 
main investigative skills consist of creep¬ 
ing around, eavesdropping on people 
giving away secrets, and taping confes¬ 
sions with microcassete recorders while 

hiding behind walls. The film does have 
its moments, however. Comic relief is 
provided by Michael Lemer who plays 
an overweight dancing crime lord, and 
Ribisi, whose character steadily quips 
one-liners. The dark atmosphere of the 
film proves also to be quite intoxicating. 

Epps provides the best 
portrayal of character with 

his silent-but-strong 
dominant role in the squad. 

One would expect the acting in the 
movie to be of exceptionally high calibre 
with names like Danes (Romeo & Juliet) 
and Ribisi (Saving Private Ryan, The 
Other Sister). In actuality, there is noth¬ 
ing spectacular about their acting. They 
have both given stronger performances 
in other roles and their characters in The 
Mod Squad were not developed enough 
for them to further explore. Epps pro¬ 
vides the best portrayal of character with 
his silent-but-strong dominant role in the 
squad. His calm intensity contrasts nicely 
with the unstableness of the other two 
members. 

While there is nothing particularly 
innovative or stunning about The Mod 
Squad, the plot is enough to keep an 
audience’s attention and is good for a 
few laughs. Overall, it would make for a 
good rental video or a cheap Tuesday 
movie. 
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Get Out 
There! 

Playing at the Screening Room: 
(Weekend Matinees only) 

Life is Beautiful 4:00, 7:05 

Rushmore 9:30 

Gods and Monsters 4:05,7:10 

Velvet Goldmine 9:30 

Art: 
Union Gallery: 

The Union Gallery is currently showing 

Vertigo. The exhibit runs until April 13. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre: 

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre is 

currently showing Crime and 

Punishment. The show runs until June 6. 

Live Music: 

Canadian Friends of Burma presents a 

benefit concert to be held at Clark Hall 

on Thursday, April 8. Doors open at 

9 p.m. The concert will feature Jon 

Coakley and Waxing Gibbus, opening 

with Root Locus and Sex Kittens. 

Literature: 

Kingston Regional Arts Council wel¬ 

comes Spring with Eighth Annual 

Member’s Open Art Salon and Annual 

Kingston Literary Awards. The event 

will be held Friday, April 30, 1999 from 

6-8 p.m.. in the Wilson room, in the 

Kingston Frontenac Public Library. 

Aching feet? 
Sore Knees? Back Pain? 

Dynamic Orthotics offers the 

latest advancement in 

computerized medical technology! 

* Sport, dress diabetic, custom-made 
orthotics. 
* free assessments/ follow up 
* 30 money-back guarantee 
* 2 year warranty 

Please call to schedule 
a FREE assessment. 

158-62 Emma Street 215 Princess Street 
Comstock Bldg. Downtown Kingston! 

Brockville, ON Kingston, ON 
K6V1S9 K7L1B3 
613-498-2223 L 545-0100 f.545-1997 

Ryerson Polytechnic University introduces the 

EsfiaBD 
Management degree program 

Your ticket to a stimulating, high-energy career 

Searching for o career that offers excellent job prospects, with 

competitive rotes of pay? Not sure whether your university degree 

will help you find it? 

Consider Canada's only Retail Management program that 

leads to a Bachelor of Commerce degree. 

You’ll receive’the management education retail employers want, 

with a chance to specialize and gain work experience along the 

way. Entrance scholarships are available for outstanding applicants. 

For more details, contact the School of Retail Management at 

(416) 979-5000, extension 7282 (phone); (416) 979-5324 

(fax); or retmgt@acs.rYerson.ca (e-mail). Or contact the Office 

of Admissions/Liaison/Curriculum Advising at (416) 979-5036 

(phone) or inquire@acs.ryerson.ca (e-mail) 

RYERSON 

You can be a chiropractic 
physician in five years. 

Why settle for anything less? 

The time is right to leam more about a 
rewarding and fulfilling career as a doctor of 
chiropractic. Greater emphasis is being placed 
on preventive care and non-invasive health 
methods in today's modem health-care system. 
In five academic years, you can graduate with 
a doctorate and be licensed to practice 
anywhere in the U.S. and Canada. 

Known for academic excellence, Logan 
College is on the cutting edge of curriculum 
innovations. In addition to offering a quality 
clinical program, Logan provides value-added business 
management training. This gives graduating practitioners 
a winning edge with better leadership and practice 
enhancement skills. 

Logan College of Chiropractic is now accepting 
applications. Write, call or check our Internet Website 
for a free descriptive brochure and admission kit 

EARN A DEGREE 
WITH A FUTURE 

http://www.logan.edu 
1-800-533-9210 

COLLEGE ♦ OF ♦ CHIROPRACTIC 

1851 Schoettler Road • Chesterfield, M0 63006-1065 
Phone: 314-227-2100 • Fax: 314-207-2425 • E-Mail: loganadm@logan edu 

v An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education 
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Heavy fluids g*-^~BWteljjg 
Continued from page 14 The travel section in this 

magazine is out of this world. A 

quite a jovial and insightful feature on crocodiles in the 

article on the booming S10 bil- East Alligator River in 

lion a year porn industry. The Northern Australia describes 

writing is quite descriptive and the tours that eager explorers 

never fails to leave a smile on can join. The tale of Eric, the 

your face. “And porn’s fastest 100-year old crocodile, and his : 

growing customer? It is not the horse-eating habit is interesr- 

cum-filled frat-guys and trench- ing, to say the least, 

coated men with heads full of Even more interesting was 

loneliness...” the article about Indonesian 

After wetting our appetites soup made from snakes. The 

with a little porn. Liquid then author tells of a restaurant that 

: quenches our thirst by describ- kills a king cobra in front of 

ing how to become a Wine con- you and chops off various parts 

noisseur in 12 easy steps. These of the snake, which is then 

little tips are likely more useful blended with honey, the bile 

in our daily lives than the iftfor- from the cut-open bladder and 

mation contained in our expen- the blood to make a rare cock- 

sive textbooks. If alcohol isn’t tail. 

your bag and you are a phys-ed If this still hasn’t whet your 

health nut, there are also appetite. Liquid presents auto¬ 

reviews of energy' drinks like motive reviews on BMW’s new 

Tribal Tonics’ various fruit bey- M Coupe, Corvettes and VW 

erages. Beetles, and provides an exten- 

There is also the mainstream sive catalog on a variety of trin- 

section of the magazine which kets. Everything from guitars, 

contains interviews with and Jap tops, boots, stereos, elec- 

features on some of today’s tronic hair conditioners, 

celebrities. In this issue, actor espresso and coffee machines, 

Leon (Waiting to Exhale, Cool vampire wine, cork screws, 

Runnings, All The Right Moves) clocks, doorbells and martini 

stops by for a chat, Marilyn shakers are featured. 

Manson discusses penis sign- Closing out this well- 

ings, death threats and on-stage rounded magazine is the usual 

donkey orgies, and Bush lead array of beautiful people mod- 

singer Gavin Rossdale provides cling clothes that fit only about 

a studio update on how their five per cent of society. But you 

latest album is going. gotta hand it to ‘em, they sure 

What entertainment maga- are sweet to look at. 

zihe would be'complete with- In short. Liquid has got a 

out CD reviews? Thankfully tasty, biting blend of the basics 

the editors at Liquid do not in an entertainment/travel/fash- 

review the generic superstar ion/music mag and a wide vari- 

albums — they provide insight ety of other rare delicacies that 

into albums that run the musi- makes your $3.99 purchase 

cal gammet. Some groups that well worth the trip. It’s the per- 

can be sampled from include feet exam break to read on one 

Burger/Ink (dance). The of those rare hot Kingston days 

Crusaders (jazz/soul), Lucinda and a procrastinator’s worst 

Williams (blues) and BioRitmo nightmare. 

(latin). 

Continued from page 14 

CD waaaay more than I should 

have. 
People like myself who pride 

themselves on their taste in 

music technically shouldn’t be 

lauding an effort like The Ego 
Has Landed. I mean, sure the 

title’s clever and the music ain t 

bad, but c’mon... it’s Robbie 

Williams, for God’s sake! Didn’t 

he used to be in Take That? 1 m 

sorry, but former ‘boy band’ 

performers are the last people 

we should be encouraging to 

make decent records. And 

maybe that’s why it works this 

time. From some of his lyrics 

and his demeanour in the Bond- 

inspired “Millenium” video, I 

get the feeling that Williams 

doesn’t take his pretty self too 

too seriously. There’s a lot of 

fun on this album. In that 

respect, it’s kind of like bubble 

gum: nonchalant, sweet, and 

addictive. Except, like bubble 

gum, extended exposure will 

probably result in some sort of 

headache. 

For the most part, Mr. 
Williams gets by 

sounding like Oasis 
trying to sound like 

the Beatles. 

The Ego has Landed contains 

tracks culled from his two previ¬ 

ously unavailable albums: some 

are soft ballads (if you can get 

by the fairly banal lyrics, 

“Angels” is quite nice), and some 

are Tom Jones-esque tracks that- 

God help me-make me want to 

dance. Viva “Let Me Entertain 

You!” 

There’s also the way too 

angry and bitter for a pop star 

“Karma Killer,” but for the most 

part, Mr. Williams gets by 

sounding like Oasis try.ng to 

sound like the Beatles. On sec¬ 

ond thought, he almost sounds 

like Bob Dylan on “Jesus in a 

Camper Van”... I kid you not. 

“Mean Machine” and “Old 

Before I Die” climb into your 

brain upon the first listen and 

then proceed to stay there... for¬ 

ever. Damn you, choruses. 

“Millenium” is equally catchy 

with one verse advising we “live 

for liposuction/and detox for 

your rent/ Overdose at 

Christmas/ and give it up for 

Lent." Heh. To be honest, the 

songwriting doesn’t get much 

more deep or introspective than 

this (aside from what must have 

been a rather cathartic mono¬ 

logue hidden after the last 

song), but it all still manages to 

work somehow. It shouldn’t... 

but it does. It’s official. I’m now 

stuck liking the same music as 

my 12-year old sister. Sigh. 

Libido 

Buck9 O* Nine 
Universal Records 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Pictures of women in bikinis 

on a CD cover tend to pre-dis- 

pose a listening audience. 

Nevertheless, I gave this one a 

whirl for some of the other fun, 

summer-ish case photos. Libido 

does deliver a steamy tune but 

Check out A&E next week: 

Backpacker \ 
Europe 
Spring Sale-Book by Mar 31 

London from $519 
Paris from $669 
Frankfurt from $649 
Zurich from $699 
Manchester from $519 
Rome from $719 

y Eurail Passes 

y Busabout, Haggis, 
Stray 

/ ISIC, YHA Cards 

/ Bon Voyage Insurance 

y Open Jaw Airfares 

y Tours -Contiki, Trek 

Top Deck 

ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
Jl?rcesss^sj°n o«E 
549-3553 ng^GroupTravel 

W(,ho!. 549-3561 
--Website: www.odysscv-lravpl 

falls short by trying to mix • 

into an alternative sound hea 

on percussion. Unfortu’njtl 

their flat singing style 0ft „ 

comes off more eighties than 
alternative. 

Many of their tracks incorpo 

rate pieces of brass and horn 

interludes, or carry then, 

entirely throughout the sone 

Mixing the brass with stylistic 

guitar and reggae percussion 

succeeds in producing the fUn 

summerish feel, I anticipated’ 

Still the songs tend to flip back 

and fourth between this and 

their droning vocalization. 

Libido does deliver a 
steamy tune... 

unfortunately, their 
flat singing style 
often comes off 
more eighties 

than alternative. 

“Swimming in the Sand” is 

one of the more reggae tracks, 

and less harsh than other songs 

on the CD. This song effectively 

combines horns, reggae guitar, 

steel drums and bongo sounds, 

delivering a tight set and all 

around great sound. 

“Awkward Girl” has amazing 

acoustics, but the repetitive 

lyrics take away from a total 

enjoyment of the song. “On a 

Sunny Day” is catchy, and one 

of my favourites on the disc. 

Their sounds and lyrics come 

together nicely on this one. 

All in all, their sound is great. 

I love the brass and the reggae 

influence, but their lyrics and 

voices leave something to be 

desired. To be fair, I have to say 

I wouldn’t pay too much more 

than a Buck909Nine for this 

CD — sorry, I couldn’t resist the 

pun! 

Thursday, April 1, 1999 
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The Peanut Gallery 

SHOCKED THE WORLD 
In what many considered to be 

one of the biggest upsets in 

recent NCAA tournament his¬ 

tory, the University of 

Connecticut Huskies defeated 

the heavily favoured Duke 

Blue Devils 77-74 in what was 

a scintillating game. UConn, 

who had been the number one 

ranked team in the nation and 

lost only two games all year, 

were able to do what only one 

other team had done all year 

— beat che Blue Devils. The 

Huskies were led by all- 

American Richard Hamilton’s 

27 points and the inspired 

defensive play of Ricky 

Moore. UConn overcame the 

inspired play of Duke senior 

Trajan Langdon to win their 

first NCAA men’s basketball 

championship. 

Fiery death 

It just wasn’t to be for Duke 

basketball as the day before 

the men lost in their champi¬ 

onship game, the women were 

defeated by Purdue 62-45. 

The top-ranked Boilermakers, 

who started the season with an 

upset of the Tennessee 

Volunteers, ended it by win¬ 

ning their first national crown. 

Sparked by seniors Stephanie 

White-McCarthy and Ukari 

Figgs, Purdue was able to take 

a 47-42 lead and stretch it to 

the winning margin. Duke saw 

their run come to an end 

despite 15 points by star 

Michele Van Gorp. The 

Boilermaker win signaled the 

end of the road for White- 

McCarthy, Figgs and depart¬ 

ing coach Carolyn Peck, who 

is destined for the WNBA, 

What a way to go out! 

A Raptor run 

Out of the rubble of a tumul¬ 

tuous first few seasons the 

Toronto Raptors have found 

their course and for the first 

time are over .500 this late in 

the season. The Raptors, led 

by rookie sensation Vince 

Carter, have climbed to 15 

and 14, only one half game 

out of the playoff hunt. The 

upstart basketball squad has 

dominated at home and 

defeated some good teams on 

die road en route to a 11 and 

4 record in March. A mixture 

of veteran experience and 

exuberant youth has Toronto 

catching playoff fever. 

If Christmas came early... 

•The Baltimore Oriole’s 

trip to Cuba would be the 

start of something greater. 

•Prospective Charlotte 

Hornets owner Michael 

Jordan would help the 

team and suit up. 

•Duke coach Mike 

Krzyzewski would be able 

to forget the time-out he 

didn’t call. 

The Queens Intramural Awards Banquet was held Tuesday at AJ’s. See awards on page 18 
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Watch your step 
Women worry about PEC changerooms 

By Robert MacNeil 

A combination of melting 

snow, leftover sand, 1,500 

females and no cleaning service 

during the day means that the 

women’s changerooms PEC are 

often left in filthy conditions. 

Students are frustrated at their 

surroundings and wish to see 

changes made. 

Sarah Nemeth, Con Ed ’00, 

goes to the PEC three or four 

times a week and is dismayed at 

the conditions in the change- 

rooms. 

“I find globs of hair that 

resemble cats in the shower 

drain and when I walk in I [have 

to] pick up pins and razor blades 

off the floor.” Nemeth also said 

that “at least one-quarter of the 

toilets are clogged with some 

very interesting contents, there 

is gum on the shower walls and 

my feet are full of grit and grime 

[from walking around].” 

“[W]hen I walk in I 
[have to] pick up pins 
and razor blades off 

the floor.” 

— Sarah Nemeth, 
Con Ed ’00 

Amy Dowle, Con Ed ’00, 

agrees that “the cleanliness is 

not up to par,” and will not 

walk on the floor in her bare 

feet. 

Cindy Hickey, ArtSci ’99, 

goes to the PEC five times a 

week and laments that there has 

always been a “lack of regular 

cleaning.” 

Bill Sparrow is responsible 

for the changerooms at the PEC, 

and said that he was not aware 

of the problems of pins and 

razor blades on the floor of the 

changerooms. He does admit 

that there is dirt and grime on 

the floors but feels that there are 

few options open to make 

things better. 

In maintaining the PEC 

Sparrow works with Physical 

Plant Services, which employs 

the custodial staff, but “they are 

not under my control.” Since 

the building is in constant use 

during the day, the custodians 

Please see Students on page 18 

Play ball! 
The Journal experts handicap the field 

By Neate Sager 

AMERICAN LEAGUE 

While Sunday's exhibition 

game in Havana between the 

Baltimore Orioles and the 

Cuban national team may indi¬ 

cate shifting relations between 

the US and Cuba as the new mil- 

lenium beckons, Yankee imperi¬ 

alism still pervades the grand 

old game. While the Bronx 

Bombers are unlikely to match 

their ’98 record, even with five¬ 

time Cy Young honouree Roger 

Clemens in pinstripes, this 

astoundingly deep and balanced 

team has more arms than a 

group of guerrilla insurgents. 

They also have capable bats (the 

Yankees went yard 207 times 

last season, though no player 

registered more than 28 

dingers) to override the slumps 

that invariably occur over the 

long season, as they will win 

their 25th world championship. 

The Bronx Bombers' main 

threat within its own league will 

be the Cleveland Indians, with 

eight recent all-stars in its every¬ 

day lineup. The tribe has strong 

defence up the middle and 

power from the corner spots, a 

durable, yeoman pitching staff, 

and the modicum of competi¬ 

tion within the AL Central to 

ensure a fifth straight playoff 

berth. 

Under the heading of 

“Thanks for cornin’ out” are 

Anaheim arid Texas. With the 

$80 million acquisition of slug¬ 

ger Mo Vaughn (.337, 40 

homers in ’98), the Angels can 

outslug the Rangers and Seattle 

to win this pitching-poor group¬ 

ing; swapping one of their sur¬ 

plus hitters for an elite starter 

would definitely tip the scales in 

their favour. Texas' formidable 

one-two punch of reacquired 

Rafael Palmeiro and two-time 

league MVP Juan Gonzalez will 

carry it to the wild card, but a 

dearth of adequate, much less 

quality starting pitching, pre¬ 

vents much more. For all their 

trumpeted free agent signings, 

Baltimore will not contend; 

poor pitching and defence, and 

Albert Belle in right field, ren¬ 

der the O's as likely to implode 

as explode as the season 

unfolds. 

NATIONAL LEAGUE 

Come late October, the Yanks 

will meet the Dodgers in the Fall 

Classic for a record 12th time, 

after Rupert Murdoch's tax shel¬ 

ter prevails in a West Division 

where one can as easily make a 

Kill 
the 

owners 
FROM THE 

BLEACHERS 

By Adam Kaminsky 

The sun is shining, the birds 

are beginning to sing and the 

‘boys of summer’ will be soon 

heading north for their long 

season. On April 5 the annual 

rite of spring, opening day, will 

see numerous important public 

figures throwing out the open¬ 

ing pitch, parents trying to get 

in touch with their youth and 

children trying to learn what 

the ‘national pastime’ is truly 

about — unfortunately they 

might not like what they see. 

It is an old baseball adage 

that everybody is in the pennant 

race on opening day, but sadly 

this is not true. As rival sports, 

basketball and football have 

learned the economics of mod¬ 

ern sports and share revenues, 

while baseball continues to hold 

on to the one tradition that 

everybody wants to 

forget: competitive imbalance. 

Major League Baseball 
now has a rift in the 
salary structure that 

could make the Grand 
Canyon look like a 
small crack in the 

desert. 

While the division between 

rich and poor has dramatically 

worsened in recent times, this is 

not the beginning of these prob¬ 

lems. The dominant Yankees of 

the 1940s and 1950s sported'a 

payroll that sometimes 

exceeded rival teams by three or 

four times. The Brooklyn 

Dodgers, the only team that 

competed with the Yanks on the 

field, were also the only team 

that was able to compete finan¬ 

cially at that time. It got more 

and more difficult for the 

Dodgers to raise the funds and 

some say this imbalance led to 

those Brooklyn boys heading 

for the left coast. 

Things became more com¬ 

petitive through the end of the 

seventies and eighties, with 

teams from all over winning 

division crowns. Milwaukee, 

Montreal, Pittsburgh and 

Minnesota produced competi¬ 

tive teams that were not simply 

hoping to reach .500 on the 

field and break even off it, but 

competed for pennants and 

World Series titles. 

This was only a taste of com¬ 

petitive balance. Major League 

Baseball now has a rift in the 

Please see Yankees on page 21 
Please see A league on page 21 
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Intramural corner 
The Queen's Intramural 

Awards Banquet was held 

Tuesday night at AJ’s and the 

following individuals, teams 

and facilities were recognized 

for their excellent performance 

and outstanding contribution. 

Faculty Awards: 

James G. Bews Trophy: 1. Phys 

Ed 2. Meds 3. Comm ’01 

Klatt/Fleet Trophy: 1. Phys. Ed 

2. Meds/Rehab/Nursing 3. Arts 

'99 

John Paul Memorial Trophy: 1. 

Phys Ed 2. Comm ’013. Meds 

WIC Independent Trophy: 1. 

Law 2. Rehab 3. Phys Ed 

Marion Ross Trophy: 1. Phys 

Ed 2. Engineering 3. Rehab 

Rehab ’86 Award: Beth 

Tortorelli (Eng Chem) 

ASUS Award: Linda Bianchi 

(Law) 

BEWIC Cup: Chad Barltrop 

(PHE ’99) and Joan de Grace 

(Arts ’99) 

Doug Adams Ward: Rob 

Archibald (PHE ’00) and Chike 

Madeume (PHE ’01) 

Winter Team Winners: 

BEWS 

Rec Basketball: Comm ’00/-01 

Cotnp Basketball: Law '99 

Broomball: Comm ’99/’02 

Soccer Magic: The Mafia (cor¬ 

rection from lasr week) 

Indoor Soccer: Law 

BEWIC 

Individual Awards: 

PHESA Award: Saski Harvey 

(Arts ’99) 

Edwards Trophy: Mark 

Dilworth (Arts ’99) 

PHESA Award of Merit: Will 

Moncrief (PHE '99) 
Silver Whistle Award: Jon 

Cheung (Rehab ’01) 

Cotnp Volleyball: Comm ’99 

Super Comp Volleyball: Keep 6 

Volleyball Tourney: Overkill 

WIC 

Comp Basketball: PHE '00/’99 

Broomball: Engineering 

Indoor Soccer: Arts ’99 

Comp Volleyball: PHE ’01/’02 

^Shinerama 
Cystic Fibrosis Benefit Concert ^ 

Sports & Fitness 
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Wrestlemania rocks 
Like it or not people are watching wrestling 

By Erik Missio 

It’s sports entertainment, 

dammit. 

When people find out I like 

professional wrestling they have 

a tendency to stare at me with a 

look that’s a mixture of incredu¬ 

lous disbelief and shameful pity. 

I can take that. Really, I can. I 

readily acknowledge that plunk¬ 

ing down the 35 bucks for the 

honour of having Wrestlemania 

appear on the television isn’t for 

everyone. But it is for a lot of 

people. Vince McMahon, the 

evil genius behind the World 

Wrestling Federation, is raking 

in the cash these days. 

Still, it’s not everyone’s cup 

of tea. I can accept that. When 

people start whining and com¬ 

plaining that it’s fake, however, I 

lose it. 

For the record, I’m not an 

idiot. I know that wrestling isn’t 

‘real’ in the sense that basketball 

or baseball or soccer are (note 

‘boxing’ was not included in that 

sentence). That said, wrestling is 

not ‘fake.’ Is the ballet ‘fake’ just 

because it’s well choreographed 

and planned before hand? No, I 

think not. Wrestlers are part 

actors, that much I concede. 

These days it ain’t enough to be 

able to hit somebody convinc¬ 

ingly... you have to be able to 

work a microphone as well. But 

to say that these men are not 

athletes is ludicrous. These guys 

have no off season. They’re on 

the road more than 300 days a 

year. And the moves? Yeah, most 

of them aren't real, but it’s not 

like they’re not connecting. It’s 

not like accidents don’t happen. 

Not athletes? Not real? Tell 

that to guys like “Stone Cold 

Steve Austin, who’ve had their 

necks broken (not sprained, not 

bruised, but b-r-o-k-e-n) on live 

television. Or Shawn Michaels, 

who’s had so many concussions 

and smashed vertebrae that his 

career is over way before his 

time. Or Bret Hart — a proud 

veteran who watched his liveli¬ 

hood destroyed through back- 

stage office politics. Or Mick 

Foley. I dare you to tell Mick 

Foley that wresding is not ‘real.’ 

It ain’t all hype. They really are 

out there, night after night, run¬ 

ning and jumping and hitting 

and slamming and suplexing for 

the masses. And yeah, it’s prede¬ 

termined... they’ve never 

claimed it to be a sport. It is 

however sports entertainment. 

Wrestling is not ‘fake.’ 
Is the ballet ‘fake’ just 

because it’s well 
choreographed and 

planned before hand? 

The WWF’s Monday Night 

Raw has been called a ‘soap 

opera for boys.’ I hate the gen¬ 

der stereotyping and I don’t 

know if that’s necessarily true, 

but anyone who watches will 

eagerly tell you that the matches 

themselves take a back seat to 

intricate story lines and plot 

threads that give the 

wrestlers their character, 

their ‘motivation.’ 

Through it’s use of what jt 

terms 'sex appeal,’ the WWF has 

been called sexist and degradin 

to women. I have no defence for 

that. There's been many times 

where my friends and I (co.e(j 

group that we are) have stared at 

the screen in disgust. You could 

argue, I guess, that it’s equally 

exploitative to the men. Not 

that this is any sort of excuse. 

And don’t get me wrong, this 

stuff isn’t for kids. Parents 

should know better than to let 

their 12 year old watch someone 

who screams “Suck it!” to the 

crowd while pointing to his 

crotch. There’s been other times 

when the show borders on being 

offensive. Mock crucifixions, 

hospital bed pan assaults, blood 

baths and the infantile, 

Americanocentric chants of the 

crowd can be a little much— if 

you let it get to you. The best 

way to watch wrestling is to 

view it as one part display of 

athleticism and two parts R 

rated movie. Don’t take it too 

seriously and odds are you may 

find it enjoyable in spite of 

yourself. 

With Austin recapturing the 

world title from The Rock (per¬ 

haps the best villain currently in 

the business) at Wrestlemania 

this past Sunday, it’s a perfect 

time to sit down and try to 

watch an hour or so. Odds are, 

if you haven’t switched channels 

by the first 20 minutes, you may 

find yourself hooked. Monday 

night. Nine o’clock. TSN. 

You’ll either thank me or hate 

me. Or both. 

Waxing Gibbus 

Curry Ullage 
Bringing you Kingston’s finest Indian Cuisine for 13 years 

Recommended by The New York Times, 
The Globe and Mall, Toronto Ufe and the 

Where to Eat In Canada Guide (1987 - present) 

169A Princess Street (upstairs), 
Kingston, Ontario 542-5010 

20% Discount for Students, Sun. - Thurs. (Food Only) 

Students partly responsible 
Continued from page 17 

are only available to clean the 

PEC between the hours of mid¬ 

night and 8 a.m. 

“We would have to close 

down an area [during the day] 

to get it clean, and what kind of 

reaction would I get?” said 

Sparrow. “If there are emergen¬ 

cies like clogged toilets or bro¬ 

ken glass, we can send someone 

GUINNESS 
jacket giveaway 
see _your server for details 

....slante..,. 

www.thetoucan.com 

St .49 Sunday breakfast 
sun-tiles 

1/2 price wings* 
wed 

1/2 price naclios* 

‘alter 7pm wiili beverage pnivlisae 

Fri April 2 

Tartan 
Special 

great Celtic tunes,, 

in but [the students] would have 

to contact us.” 

Sparrow is faced with an 

almost impossible choice — on 

one hand there are complaints 

by students over issues of clean¬ 

liness but there would also be 

complaints if sections of the 

PEC were shut down for 

cleaning. 

Nemeth is disappointed ‘at 

what my student fees are getting 

me. It wouldn’t take much to 

get someone in to mop floors 

and unclog toilets.” 

If students do find problems 

such as broken glass or clogged 
toilets, Sparrow urges them to 

go to the equipment counter or 

the front office so the problem 

can be addressed quickly. 

Thank 
you 

To all those who 

made this year’s 

Sports and Fitness 

section simply the 

best ever. 

Thursday April 1, 1999 
Sports & Fitness 
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American or Canadian: The gridiron debate 
Canadian football rocks 

"Thank god for the Canadian football CFL awards one point for kicking the ball 

league!” This is the phrase I inevitably into the end zone. They cannot seem to 

exclaim over and over again while I make grasp why a missed field goal, for exam- 

t|,e mistake of tuning in to the Super pie, should awarded. 

Bowl — the farce that passes for the Simply, the rule is in place to facilitate 

championship game of the other league, exciting kick and punt returns. If you 

By contrast, the Grey Cup game, signi- want to take a knee and guarantee decent 

Lying CFL supremacy, is consistently an field position, it’ll cost you a point, 

exciting culmination of an already The CFL also facilitates exciting punt 

thrilling season. Somehow, this league of and kick returns through the “no yards” 

eight teams manages to have more parity penalty, forcing opposing players (with 

than a league of 31! the exception of the kicker) to stay at least 

The different evolutionary course that Jive yards away from the returner. The 

these two football .leagues have taken has other leagfre$^olytion: as usual, a boring 

resulted in some disfinct rule differences one. The ultimate .of_sissy%vt.yles, the fair 

between the CFL and the other guys, catch. Please don't hurt me! 

Incredibly, every discrepancy represents a i It is difficult to compare the quality of 

way in which Canadian Football has play in the two leagues; there is no ques- 

developed in to jthe superior, high paced, tion that the dough that team owners fork 

action packed brand of football were for- over in the US lure the better talent, 

runate enough ; to enjoy north ;of the However, with quarterback Doug Flutie, 

border. : * | wejhave witnessed a man who’s game 

Let’s look at some of the highlights of became significantly better in the six years 

the Canadian game. Three downs in the the poor guy was -exiled’ to the CFL. 

CFL vs. four in the ocher league. Incredibly, Flutie has somehow been 

Actually, the game was played with three able to overcome the challenge of seeing 

downs in the US for a time, before^Chang- over the massive frames’rif the linemen in 

ing to the four; down version they now the NFL, a task that many1 speculated 

enjoy. Good calk’guys. The incredible would be impossible for the 5’ 10” quar- 

boredom that comes about from painfully terback. Yeah, its called “lateral move¬ 

watching the teams run back and attempt ment.” Someone tell Dan Marino about it. 

to stuff the ball through a line of 400+ Sure the CFL has drafted the odd dead 

pound “athletes” is indescribable. guy, but the NFL actually starts them! 

Three down football creates an envi- Not only is the CFL a superior brand 

ronment in which a big pass is more of football, but they are showing the ini- 

likely, making the game more exciting for tiative to acknowledge and tackle their 

the fans. However, this does not mean problems. For one, there are no longer 

that the ground attack is not and integral two teams named Roughriders in the 

part of the game. A balanced attack is CFL. And are not there two teams named 

even more important with fewer downs “New York” in the Non Football League? 

available. - 

Americans and American wannabes 

often poke tun at the one point that the drinks Molson Ice like a fish. 

Screw patriotism, the rules suck 
As our expansionist neighbour to the 

south continues to challenge our culture, 

we are trying to hold on to what is still 

truly Canadian and viciously defend it. 

While this is a noble idea when protecting 

our entertainment industry, it is misguided 

in defending our version of the gridiron 

game. There is no question that Canadian 

football has gained its share of proponents 

over time, but with an analysis of the rules 

it becomes clear that our version of foot¬ 

ball is like American beer — watered 

down. 

This Coors Light iof football sees only 

three attempts to gain the requisite JO 

yards, a gigantic field, aji extra player per 

side to man this huge space and a point for 

kicking the ball in rhe end zone, a sort of 

consolation prize for a poor place kicker. 

If one offensive error: is made in three 

down football, it is time for either a big 

play or a punt. An incomplete pass on first 

down narrows the play book to either a 

draw or a pass. A loss ;of yards on first 

down spells disaster. * " 

With four downs a team can set up the 

pass with the run and play action exists in 

virtually every down and distance situa¬ 

tion. Proponents of the northern game 

argue that this creates scoring, I argue that 

it just creates a situation of six receivers, 

limited offensive creativity and a ‘chuck 

and duck’ play book. It is like preferring 

Harlem Globetrotters basketball to the 

NBA because their scores are higher. 

The size of the field in our game is 

almost comical in its similarities to the 

country of its birth — a green expanse of 

land with a smattering of people residing 

in this gigantic space. The field of play is 

10 yards longer, 12 yards wider and the 

end zones are a remarkable 10 yards 

deeper than their American counterpart. 

Even with an additional player per side 

participating, this field of play is still 

obscenely large. A 10-yard out route from 

the opposite hash mark travels 30 yards 

through the air and an old fashioned 

sweep play leaves the running back in rhe 

midst of a marathon simply to gain the 

corner. The most offensive aspect of the 

Canadian field is the 20-yard end zone. A 

quarterback can throw a 20-yard fade 

route from the one-yard line and receivers 

get lost like ships in the Bermuda triangle. 

You wonder why defensive players look 

helpless during goal line stands. 

While the large end zone is silly, the 

‘rouge’ or free point for kicking the ball 

through the end zone is beyond ridicu¬ 

lous. In a tie game with the clock ticking 

down to zero and the team with the ball 

driving deep into the opponents zone the 

drama of it all is lessened by the single 

point. The driving team could elect not to 

attempt a field goal and punt it through 

the end zone, thus winning the game dra¬ 

matically by one point. This is the ultimate 

Canadian gesture — sorry thar you missed 

the attempt, sO we’ll give you a point for 

trying really hard. 

I believe that football played in any 

form is a great game, but there are defi¬ 

nitely degrees of greatness. While these 

arguments may seem petty on the surface, 

the differences substantially change my 

enjoyment of the game. Canadian football 

has a rich history and the individuals that 

play the game are as worthy of recogni¬ 

tion as any, it is the game itself that is fun¬ 

damentally flawed. Give me Canadian 

college football players playing the supe¬ 

rior American game and I will call it 

heaven. 

Adam Kaminsky is sports editor at The 
Journal and despises American beer. 

Hey‘99s! 
Have you applied for the STAR “Excellence 
in Leadership" Award? 
This scholarship is awarded annually to 
two graduating students who have made a 
signiticant contribution to Queen's 
through their extracurricular involve¬ 
ment. 
Each award is worth $400.00 and to 
apply, all you have to do is fill out this 
application form, drop it off to the 
address below, and keep your fingers 
crossed. 
Questions? Call Laurie McMann, STAR 
Commissioner, at 533-6000, ext. 77520. 
Rood luck! 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: MAR 6/99. 4PM 

I---1 
1 I. List the activities in which you participated during your lime at Queen's (if necessary, please attach an 

Student Team on Alumni Relations (STAR) 

Sammerhill, from desk 

(the big while mansion-type building by Theological Hall) | 
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Thursday, 

She wouldn’t forget to order a 
subscription for Volume 127 

of The Queen's Journal 

Are you going to let an 
elephant get the better of you? 

Whether you are a Queen’s parent, a student, an alum, or just an 
interested in the goings-on at Queen’s, order NOW to ensure prompt 

deliver of all the issues of The Journal for the 1999-2000 year. Keep up on 
the politics, research, sports activites and entertainment that 

makes Queen’s what it is. 

Just cut out the form below and send it to 272 Earl St., Kingston, Ontario, K7L 2H8. Call Gabe at (613) 533-2800 if you 
have any questions or concerns. If you are already a regular subscriber to The Journal, you should still fill out the form 

below in order to ensure that your subscription is renewed. 

And time is running out... don't miss your chance 

History. 
to own a piece of 

It could be yours. 

The Queen's Journal is offering memories for sale. The events, controversies and happenings of the 1998 199Q 

Volume 126 in its entirety. Call Gabe at 533-2800. Order yours bv Anril Q t-7 neat|y contained in a leather-bound book. 
1 uy «prn y to avoid disappointment. 

Own a piece of Queen's history. 

-^bspaxapr'l!. 1999---Sports & Fitness 

Yankees lead contenders 
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A league divided 
Continued from page 17 

case for any club finishing 
fourth as first. The Dodgers will 
oust Ted Turner’s Atlanta Braves 
in a playoff clash sure to become 
Fox and/or TNT Movie of the 
Week. New skipper Davey 
Johnson, who has a flair for 
quickly improving middling 
teams, and workhorse 
righthander Kevin Brown, 
should soon right a notoriously 
underachieving club. A less her¬ 
alded signing this winter for Los 
Angeles was that of Devon 
White, who will cover centre- 
field and the one-third of the 
earth’s surface not covered by 
water; Gary Sheffield and Raul 
Mondesi round out the senior 
circuit's premier outfield. 

The diagnosis of first base- 
man Andres ‘Big Cat’ Galaragga 
with lymphoma and seasomend- 
ing elbow surgery for closer 
Kerry Ligtenberg bodes poorly 
for the Braves recovering the 
league pennant they won four 
times earlier this decade. Los 
Bravos, while bolstered by the 
acquisition of second baseman 

Bret Boone and outfielder Brian 
Jordan, the poor man’s Barry 
Bonds, lack, as usual, a solid 
bullpen and bona fide leadoff 
hitter, foreshadowing further 
Atlantan angst. Their leadoff 
man could well be 40-year-old 
Otis Nixon, who surely should 
be toiling in Seattle, where he 
could b.e dubbed ‘The Ancient 
Mariner;’ While doubtful to 
tromp upon the lush greenery of 
Atlanta's championship estate, 
the New York Mets will cpp the 
wild-card berth, as both John 
Olerud and Mike Piazza strive 
to become the first Met to win a 
batting crown. 

Houston will take the 
Central Division for the third 
straight year, despite possibly 
being without their best hitter. 
Expos U graduate Moises Alou, 
for the first half of the season. 
Mark McGwire's St. Louis 
Cardinals should challenge the 
‘Scros, if manager Tony La Russa 
can mitigate an inexperienced 
pitching staff, which had an 
ignominious 31 blown saves last 
summer. A half-century of his¬ 
tory dictates the Chicago Cubs' 
charmed ’98 campaign, which 
yielded an improbable playoff 
appearance, will soon prove an 
aberration. The Cubbies will 
sorely miss 21-year-old 

flamethrower Kerry Wood, who 

may miss up to two seasons with 
a career threatening arm ail¬ 
ment, and reigning league MVP 
Slammin’ Sammy Sosa will 
prove mortal, belting ‘only’ 40 
or SO homers. 

By Robert MacNeil 

As the players finish working 
on their tans and managers trim 
their rosters down to 26, major 
league baseball’s 1999 season is 
is set to start this afternoon. 
After a flurry of off-season 
moves in which owners contin¬ 
ued to plead their cases for fiscal 
restraint, as well as crowning 
baseball’s first $100 million man 
in Kevin Brown, all the teams 
are starting in first place. 

In at least one division, the 
outcome is virtually sec — tb.e 
New York Yankees in the AL 
East. The Yanks however are a 
weakened team from last year’s 
squad because they have lost 
two keys ingredients in their 
clubhouse: popular left hander 
David Wells and manager Joe 
Torre. It will be difficult to 
access the emotional signifi- 

■ cance of these losses Because 
chemistry was such a key part in 
this balfclub winning 125 games 
and tne World Series. The addi¬ 
tion of Roger Clemens will go a 
long way to replacing Wells on 
the field, but many players were 
upset over the loss of Boomer. 

Jn the AL Central, it appears 
that the Cleveland Indians will 
again run away with the divi¬ 
sion. The Alomar brothers are 
reunited, but if they fall off 
early, Robbie might toss another 

'HiVsie: fit “ana demand a" trade. 
While the offence is impressive 
with David Justice and Manny 
Ramirez, the absence of a num¬ 
ber one starter, will mean that 
their post-season will be going 
nowhere. 

In the AL West, the Anaheim 
Angels should rise above a 
group of very mediocre teams to 
win their division. They are the 
most improved team, adding 
slugger Mo Vaughn and pitcher 
Tim Belcher to a talented squad. 
This fresh blood has been added 
to a strong team consisting of 
OF Jim Edmonds, OF Tim 
Salmon, starting pitcher Chuck 
Finley and bullpen ace Troy 

Percival. 
In the wild card race, the 

Blue Jays should be able to take 
the final playoff spot. The addi¬ 
tions of Wells, Graham Lloyd, 

Homer Bush and Cecil Fielder, 
and the ousting of manager Tim 
Johnson will allow the Jim 
Fregosi-led Jays to return to the 
post-season for the first time 
since 1993 (when they defeated 
Fregosi’s Phillies in the World 
Series). Their only real competi¬ 
tion last year was against AL 
East teams, and this season both 
-Baltimore and Boston have 
dropped off considerably. The 
Orioles lost Rafeal Palmeiro and 
Eric Davis, and the Red Sox, 
once again, lost their biggest 
star in Vaughn. 

The National League features 
several similarities to the junior 
circuit in that two divisions are 
virtually wrapped up before the 
season starts. In the East, the 
Atlanta Braves will cruise into 
the playoffs with the starting 
rotation of Glavine, Smoltz and 
Maddux but will die another 
slow death in the playoffs 
because they have no closer. 

In the central division, 
Houstorh.,should he able to 
defend thetr crown with the 
addition of third baseman Ken 
Caminiti offsetting the loss of 
OF Moises Aloui The offence is 
still strong with the Killer Bees 
at the center (Bagwell, Bell, 
Biggio), ! 

The Western division is so 
pathetic that the Crown is up for 
grabs. The Dodgers are banking 
on Kevin Brown carrying them 
to glory, but they will be upset 

. by rival fatcat Arizona. With the 
signing of pitchers Randy 
Johnson, Todd Stottelmyre and 

Greg Swindell, the 
Diamondbacks should have the 

playoffs. 
As far as the wildcard goes, 

the New York Mets have bought 
themselves the final playoff spot 
by dishing out millions to veter¬ 
ans Mike Piazza, A1 Leiter, 
Rickey Henderson and Robin 
Ventura. 

Once the playoffs get under¬ 
way, the Braves and 
Diamondbacks will quickly fall 
and the NL pennant will be a 
battle between the Mets and the 
Astros. The AL pennant will 
determine who won the biggest 
off-season trade as Clemens and 
Wells duel against their former 
teams. Look for the Jays to 
sweep New York City as they 
cruise against the Yanks and 
Mets on the way to their third 
championship of the decade. 

LSAT 
MCAT 
GMAT 

www.prep.com 

• T.fach'r Trumng Certificali Counts 
, “ ” ^-hour and -U-hour courses 

. cl 'Un*’ “<Vor weekends) 
■ iw!,"’?? techniques 

KnBnmilr. pronunciation. 
• Ccm„ ,peaWn*> nadln* and writing 
• “ichlQ« materials 

‘ '•^praetkum Included 

, '"*” 4r°™<i Ihe world 

' C«h D9jS“' glVtn Up0n coune comPl,,lOT 
Far M ” fM-hr ««nel / S«J (42-hr course) 

''•J"formation Call Oxford Seminas: 

Toronto spring/summer classes with 1 weekend, 2 weekend, 
or 5 week formats. 

LSAT - Start in May, June, July, August 
MCAT - Start in June, July, August 

GMAT - Start every month 

Request our FREE Law School Bound and 
Pre-Med Bulletin email newsletters at: 

learn@prep.com 

Richardson - 1 800 410-PREP 

Continued from page 17 

salary structure that could make 
the Grand Canyon look like a 
small crack in the desert. The 
chasm between haves and have- 
nots has led to many people jok¬ 
ing about implementing a small 
market division (like English 
soccer) to increase competitive¬ 
ness (which while ridiculous on 
the surface is an idea that may 
begin to gain steam). 

There are currently eight 
teams that have payrolls that 
could exceed the Gross 
National Product of some small 
third world nations. The New 
York Yankees, Mets, Cleveland 
Indians, Los Angeles Dodgers, 
Baltimore Orioles, Arizona 
Diamondbacks, Atlanta Braves 
and Anaheim Angels are spend¬ 
ing with impunity and if recent 
history persists, they are buying 
their way into the playoffs. All 
eight teams in the 1998 playoffs 
had payrolls in the top-10 in the 
league. Those with light wallets 
should simply pack up in May 
and call it a season. 

The salary structure has got¬ 
ten so out of wack that two or 
three years ago the salary of the 
Braves starting pitching staff 
exceeded that of some of the 
small market teams, now the 

salary of Kevin Brown, a 
Dodgers starting pitcher, is big¬ 
ger than some team’s entire 
payrolls. 

With local television deals 
being so disparate, a poor mer¬ 
chandising deal and an abhor¬ 
rence of sharing on the part of 
the owners, things do not look 
good for revenue sharing in the 
future. The New York Yankees 
receive $50 million a year in 
local television revenue while 
the Seattle Mariners bring in a 
paltry S3 million per annum. If 
this is just an example of the 
economic difficulties, imagine 
what an indepth study may 
uncover. 

With the Expos, Pirates, 
Royals, Twins, Marlins and a 
host of other teams fighting los¬ 
ing battles both on the field and 
off people watching baseball 
have become resigned to this 
imbalance. Fans of the have- 
nots are able to draw moral vic¬ 
tories from competitive seasons 
and hope that their team can 
catch lightning in a bottle. As 
free agents continue to flock to 
where the money is that light¬ 
ning is becoming more and 
more rare — hopefully baseball 
will be fixed before that light¬ 
ning is extinct. 

Read The Job 
Ads Lately? 

The Canadian 
Securities 
Course™ (CSC) 

prepares you for 
a career with 
an investment 

dealer, mutual 
fund company, bank or 

other financial services firm. 

Enrol in the self-study CSC this Spring and by the Fall 
you will have gained the competitive edge that 
financial services employers are looking for. 

fa 
1 C A4V A D I A N 

j SECURITIES 

| INSTITUTE 

Ask About Our Special Offer! 
15% off for University Students 

1-800-274-8355 

Linda McQuaig 
“Exposing lies for fun and profit' - Globe and Mall 

"She should be horsewhipped" - Conrad Black 

Reviving Democracy 
Grant Hall 

April 8th, 1999 
8 pm 

A public lecture presented by 
the Dunning Trust 
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Classifieds 
BURGER 
KING 

990 
Whopper Junior 

every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness with Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony”. 93 Princess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our web¬ 
site - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call 
Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE www.prep. 

com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 1 
877PREP-COM. 

STUDENT WORK $12.85 to start. 
Over 500 positions to full in Eastern 
Canada. Scholarship awards and 
great experience available. Call the 
closest office for an interview. 
Kit/Waterloo: 886-0909; Mississauga; 
812-9272; Durham Region: 723-4920; 
St. Catherines: 937-8668; Markham 
(905) 947-9851; London 438-2711; 
Hamilton: 387-2872; Ottawa: 739- 
2999; Toronto: (416) 487-3730; York 
Region: (416)497-5464. Opening 
April 19tn Sudbury: 673-3975; 
Etobicoke: (416) 237-1733; Toronto 
Chinese 410-8361. Call 1 888 328- 
5304 for updated numbers for the fol¬ 
lowing: Halifax, Montreal, 
Burl/Oakville, Sarnia and Windsor. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding work! We will 
use our extensive database to fax your 
resume to hundreds of companies 
within hours/overnight anywhere in 
Canada. 1 800 545- 
5069/www.resumerelay.com. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington, 
531-8731. 

SWINGIN’ AT THE WALLACE Come 
swing at Wallace Hall (JDUC) April 
8th, 1999. Swing dance lesson 7:30 - 
9:00 p.m., dance 9:00 - 1:00 a.m. fea- 

luring HASKELL and the CLEAVERS! 
Tickets available at UBS Exchange $8 
or $10 at the door. 

A MODERN MUSICAL COMEDY - 
Living Soul: An unusual internet con¬ 
nection, A sexy Sona Contest, A 
Transformation of the Soul. Earl St. 
Theatre (KCVI) April 8, 9,10 at 8 p.m. 
Students $2.546-0432. 

KEEP ABORTION safe and legal. 
Protest the Human Life International 
meeting April 10th in Toronto. For 
information call OPIRG: 549-0066, 
email: kingston4choice@hotmail.com 
or check out: www.angelfire.com/ 
on/prochoice. 

FOR SALE: IBM 365XD laptop avail¬ 
able! Excellent condition! Active 
matrix, 1 gig, intel processor, 33kbps 
card modem, 40mb RAM, case and 
cords! Asking $1500 or best offer. 
Call 533-5106! Flexible price. 

FOR RENT: 2 rooms for sublet! $195 
per room per month. CHEAP! 5 
minute walk to campus and down¬ 
town. Free parking, dishwasher and 
laundry, fully furnished. Available from 
May 1st to September 1st. Located on 
William St., between Division and 
Barrie. Call 536-5658. 

FOR SUBLET: Bachelor for summer 
sublet: Quiet area, all new, very clean, 
partially furnished if desired. 
Johnson/Clergy. Guaranteed privacy! 
Asking $300. Call Kara ASAP at 547- 
5365. 

HELP WANTED 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for the 
Campus Observation Room during 
Orientation Week '99 and Alumni 
Weekend. Free FIRST AID certifica¬ 
tion and detox training provided. 
Applications available at Student 
Health reception. For more informa¬ 
tion call Diane Nolting, Health 
Educator at 533-6712. 

CRUISE LINE POSITIONS St. 
Lawrence Cruise Lines of Kingston, 

owner of the overnight cruise ship M/V 
Canadian Empress, invites applica¬ 
tions for the following positions: 
Stewardesses, Deckhands, Assistant 
Cruise Directors, Galley Assistants 
and Bartenders. Seasonal full-time 
May to November. Ideal for gradua¬ 
tion students. Please deliver resumes 
to 253 Ontario Street, side door, 2nd 
floor, Suite 200. 

HELEN TUFTS TUTORIAL/FRIEND¬ 
SHIP PROGRAM, which offers one- 
on-one help and support to children 
from disadvantaged families, is look¬ 
ing for tutors and supervisors for 1999 
- 2000. It you want to volunteer, 
please contact Rosalind Malcolm at 
549-2778. We need your organiza¬ 
tional and human relations skillsl This 
challenging and rewarding community 
experience will enhance your resume 
and change your lifel 

SALESPERSON REQUIRED for 
upgrade Shoe Store. Employment 
available from end of school term in 
Spring to Labour Day weekend. 
Possible part-time employment 
beyond Labour Day. Previous experi¬ 
ence not necessary. Please send 
resume to: Jack McCalpin C.Ped. 
Manager, Walkwel Shoes, 179 
Wellington St., Kingston,ON K7L 3E3 

LOST: To the person who stole, or 
accidently took my brown leather jack¬ 
et from AJ’s: if it is returned you will 
be well compensated. Leave a mes¬ 
sage for Mark at 545-3565, 6mf3. 

LOST: My glasses, somewhere 
between Botteral Hall and Victoria 
Hall. I really need them to study for 
exams. If you have found them please 
call me at 547-0348. 

LOST: A dark grey PENTAX camera in 
a black bag at Colour Night, with 36 
exposure film in it. If found please call 
Steph at 531-4623 or e-mail at 7jsk... 

LOST: Matteo Maas black suit jacket 
lost at Artsd ‘99 formal. If found 
please contact Craig at 544-7114. 

LOST: Fuji D3-190 zoom lens camBt, 
Lost al Arise: formal. If found 2* 
call 545-1033 or emaf 
4mnc2@qlink. at 

LOST: A black Olympus camera in a 
little black bag. March 6th the nioht ni 
the ArtSci formal. Please call £ ? 
530-3841. 110 at 

FOUND: Sweater found in Fllk 
Auditorium Monday March 8th after 
the Sue Johanson lecture. Call 511 
9257 to claim. M1‘ 

FOUND: One tuxedo jacket at the 
ArtSci formal. Please contact Rob ai 
547-3430. 31 

FOUND: A camera and carrying case 
in a cab the night of the ArtSci Formal 
(March 6th). Please call 533-7981 to 
identify. 

FOUND: At the ArtSci Formal, non¬ 
disposable camera. Contact 4eat to 
identify. 

PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and con¬ 
sidering adoption, please give us a call 
after 8:30 p.m. at 1 800 844-8669. 

TWO GAY MALES looking for same, 
to share companionship and maybe 
more! Adventurous types preferred. 
Call 531-9845 and asn for Chris or 
Sean. 

ALYSSA, JOANNE AND LIANE. 
Thank you for your unconditional sup¬ 
port and my incredible memories. 
Always remember that I love you and 
am here if you need me. Love always 
Jen 

A HEARTFELT thank you to members 
of Queen's First Aid. You have all 
touched my life in ways that you will 
never fully understand. All the best 
next year. Love Jen. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KIM! You are the 
best friend and housemate we could 
dream of. Have a great 21st year! 
Love from Catherine, Sara, and Laura. 
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ACROSS 
49. 

1. Madonna 
initials 50. 

4. Corvine bird 
8. Used a 

crowbar 
10. Wait near at 

hand 1. 
12. Actress Durbin 2. 
13. Spanish 3. 

romance hero 
15. Sea eagle 4. 
16. Adam's abode 5. 
18. Leah’s son 
19. Unreal images 6. 
21. Roman law 7. 
22. Vega's 

constellation 8. 
23. Impurity added 9. 

to a pure 11. 
substance 12. 

26. Ruminant’s 14. 
food 17. 

28. Negative word 20. 
29. Distinct stages 24. 

in a 
development 25. 

32. Be dressed in 
35. Grief 
36. Don Juan in 

“The Fair 
Penitent" 

39. Building 
extensions 

41. Mental picture 
42. Make a request 
43. Fallen angel in 

“Paradise Lost" 
45. Baby birds? 
47. Christmas VIP 
48. Gilbert and 

Teasdale 
Adam's third 
son 
Meshed fabric 

DOWN 

Eau de vie 
Wine: Fr. 
Agamemnon's 
brother 
Intimate ballad 
Computer 
memory 
Egg-shaped 
Skiing 
technique 
Jeopardy 
Pedestal part 
Metal pin 
Fourth letter 
Half a dozen 
Last part 
Killer whale 
Pocahontas' 
father 
Geographical 

region 
27. Samson's 

mistress 
29. Magnet ends 
30. Ancient Greek 

name of 
Greece 

31. Turf 
33. Landing place 

of Noah's Ark 
34. Dangerous 

chances 
35. Spider’s 

network 
37. Hardy heroine 
38. Authorizes 
40. Acute angle 

function 
44. Lawyer abbr. 
46. Native metal 

LSAT GMAT 
MCAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 

■ Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages 

For Only S275 
■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies 

■ Personalized Professional Instruction 
■ Comprehensive Study Materials 

■ Simulated Practice Exams 
■ Personal Tutoring Available 
■ Free Repeat Policy 
■ Thousands of Satisfied Students 

Oxford Seminars 
(613)544-9389 
1-800-269-6719 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

44 HOUR CERTIFICATION COURSE 

Classroom Teaching Practicum Included 

Crash Course A: 1 week Course B: 6 weeks 

Time: May 3-7,1999 Time: May 10 - June 17,1999 
9:00-5:00 6:00-900 p.m. 

Monday - Friday Mondays & Wednesdays 
Practicum May 8 Practicum June 5 & 12 
10:30-2:30 10:30-2:30 

Location: Queen's Campus 

Cost: $359.00/44 hour course 

(5% discount if registered before April 23,1999) 

/ft) REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Phone 384-6194 or email sbromstein@bigfoot.com 
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I, 

T9KINII 
$23 

ITTAWA 

MONTREAL 

MISSISAUGA 
$217 

IAKYIUE 

IURUNGIIN 
$3© 

HAMilTIN 
$3© 

THINKING AMOT GIING HIME FIR FASTER 

TAKE THE TRICIltUR EXPRESS 

Tickets and Schedule available at UPS 
departures Thursday, April 1. All Runs Return Lw\\ a 

9.00 to 5:00 weekday, 10:00 to 1:00 Saturdays • beside the Skylight the ufper juC • 555 2120 

Happy April Fool's Day 
Volume 126 

Issue Uno 

I still say this 
smells better 

than the 
EngSoc lounge 

poo jokes 
pee jokes 
barf jokes 

self-indulgent 
humour 

Serving geeks society sixties since 

The Repulsiveness 
and Feebleness of 
Old People! 

% 

* 

Jokes to you 

More Old 
Women 
Changing 
Their 
Colostomy 

Kudos if you can 

find them! * . ■' V 

: - ? 

Pages one through 
eight of this issue, 
pages one through 
sixteen of any 
given issue of GIV! 

Huh, uh-huh. Huh, uh- 
huh. I —I —I like teats 

Huh, huh uh-huh. 

CAUGHT IN THE ACT! — It s hard core 
humour as it happens! Yes, GW 

co-editor Jon Bon Stravinsky attempts 
to, urn, we’re not sure, make satire? 

make a funny? Well, whatever, it sure i: 
nutty. Okay, ready? Teats, teats, teats, 
teats, teats, teats, teats, teats, teats. 
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AN OPINION 
(Probably not yours) 

You know, I’m tired of all you 

people and your complaints. 

Nobody understands how hard 

a job 1 have. I have responsibili¬ 

ties you can’t even fathom. You 

think it’s simple coming up with 

25 issues of quality crap? You 

think filling space with pointless 

cartoons in lieu of articles with 

any kind of substance is easy? 

You try running this paper with 

a staff that were all raised by 

rabid pheasants and conse¬ 

quently don’t have an intelligent 

funny bone among them. And 

yet, you people continue to 

write me letters and call me up, 

telling me I’m incompetent. 

Well, I won’t have it. 

And do you know what else I 

hate? Bolivians. They smell bad 

and they can’t make a decent 

waffle to save their lives. 

Hmmm... As long as I’m taking 

unfounded cheap shots that 

have no relevance to my original 

point, I might as well smear the 

reputation of a campus person¬ 

ality. Like Rector Mike Kealy. 

What a moron, eh? And he 

looks like a duck! Boy, do I feel 

better about myself now. 

There’s no better way to raise 

my level of self-importance than 

by throwing around a few 

insults at people I’ve never met. 

What an impish rogue I am. Hee 

hee. 

But let’s back to my main 

focus. You criticize us left and 

right, telling us that we tackle 

topics that simply aren’t funny. 

Well, you’re all dumb. You 

wouldn’t know comedy if you 

fell in a big, sticky pile of it. I 

mean who’s the editor of a com¬ 

edy paper here? Trust me, any¬ 

thing can be funny. It all 

depends on how you construct 

the joke. I’ll prove it. 

Subjects that are 

too pure to be funny 

So, you think there are some 

things that are too pure, too 

sacred, too beyond reproach to 

make fun of. Take old people. 

One might think that we should 

respect our senior citizens 

because of all they have con¬ 

tributed over their lives — sweet 

ol’ grandma is beyond ridicule, 

right? I say bullshit. These peo¬ 

ple are walking comedy routines 

(or shuffling comedy routines if 

they use a walker). I laugh every 

time I think of all the ways old 

people are a burden on our soci¬ 

ety. I mean, just think of all the 

health problems the elderly 

have. Look at Grandpa Jim, he’s 

wearing a colostomy bag! He 

has to pee into a bag cause his 

wrinkled ol’ pecker ain’t work¬ 

ing so good any more. 

And ol’ Auntie Ethel wears 

dentures! Wouldn’t it be funny 

if someone took the old bag’s 

teeth while she was sleeping, 

filed the incisors down into 

razor-sharp points, smeared 

some ketchup on the teeth and 

then put them back in her 

room? You could run into her 

room again the next morning, 

all in a panic and mumbling 

something about Baby Megan 

being killed by a vampire, and 

then, with a look of horror, 

point at her sharp, red teeth. “O 

unholy fiend! I must destroy 

you undead spawn of Satan! A 

stake and hammer shall end 

your evil atrocities forever!” 

The resulting shock should be 

enough to make Ethel fall out of 

bed and break a hip. Or, if 

you’re really lucky, she’ll have a 

mild stroke, and that could lead 

to even more comedic situa¬ 

tions. 

“Look Dad, Auntie can’t 

speak properly... she’s drooling 

on your tax return.” Hee hee 

hee, hilarious! 

Subjects that are too 

horrible/scary to be funny 

A good example of some¬ 

thing that fits into this category 

is religious extremists. These are 

some scary, scary people. Many 

of them have caused widespread 

death, pain and suffering, but 

hey, nobody’s perfect and we 

can certainly find a few laughs 

out of all that misery. Trust me, 

religious terrorists can be a 

laugh riot. 

For instance, can you imagine 

Saturday Night Live flunky 

Norm MacDonald attending an 

interview to become a member 

of the crimson jihad? 

Jihad interviewer: Why would 

you like to join our glorious 

brethren? 

Norm: Well, uh, Abdul, or what¬ 

ever your name is, I kinda like 

your cute red hats. But can I tell 

et’s Chat! GTC LETTERS 
McStealy-Boots 

Dear Editors, 

Stop copping my shit. 

Signed, 

Adam Sandler 

Dear GW, 

Stop copping my shit. 

Signed, 

Joey ‘Armpit 

Maestro" Perkins, 

Age 13 

Buck, buck 
Dear GW, 

How come you never print 

any real letters? Does no one 

have anything to say to you, or 

are you too chicken to print 

them? Personally, I think you’re 

just chicken. That’s right, 

chicken. Buck, buck, buck, 

buck... probably hot and tasty 

fried chicken, Buh-GACK, Buh- 

GACK... With 13 secret herbs 

and spices, available at your 

nearest KFC restaurant. Then 

again, maybe nobody gives a 

Cluck. 

Signed, 

Kemy Sanders 

Heart of Cold 
Dear GW, 

If you put one more gratuitous 

picture of me in your shitty-ass 

section, I’ll write a pointed, bit¬ 

ter, yet beautiful song about it. 

Like I need the fucking publicity. 

Assholes. 

Melancholy wordsmith 

and Godfather of 

Grunge, 

Neil Young 

Taking a breather 
Dear Son, the Co-editor, 

It’s your mother, dear. Your 

father and I were just wondering 

if you could get your head out of 

your ass long enough to give us 

a call. 

Miss you. 

Love, 

Mom 

Kudos, Dudos 
Dear Editors, 

We heard so much about the 

brilliant, wickedly scathing 

humour happening north of the 

border, we decided to get a sub¬ 

scription to your paper. Very 

impressive. It’s true what they 

say, the Canuck styling of com¬ 

edy reigns supreme down here. 

After reading GW, we were con¬ 

sidering ceasing to publish alto¬ 

gether. We felt we just couldn’t 

compete. Then we reconfirmed 

that we had all taken large doses 

of Ether and Ritalin. Our editor- 

in-chief would like to know if 

you’re using that pot that makes 

everything seem funny, even 

when it’s not. Please write back. 

Love, 

Staff of Harvard 

Lampoon, Harvard 

University 

One Big Willy 
Dear Editors, 

Principal Bill here with a joke 

for ya. Feel free to use it — just 

run me under my usual pseudo¬ 

nym,. Big Willy. 

Q: What did the Principal say 

to the intern about his penis? 

A: In a minute, it’ll go off like 

tuition! 

Love that Blasphemy 

Corner, 

Principle Bill 

Tanks A Lot 

Dear Editors, 

I really loved that photo of 

Jon Bon Stravinsky submerged in 

a tank of water a 

few issues ago. 

Could you show 

it just one more 

time? 

Thanks, 

A fan 

Thanks to y’all 

for writing in. By the way, you 

can all go kiss our collective 

asses. 

—The Editors 

has 

you something, just between you 

and me? You guys gotta lose 

those scary beards and all this 

talk about “destroying the 

Western infidels." I mean, you 

sound like terrorists for Christ’s 

sake!” 

Ha ha, what a card! He 

wouldn’t last five minutes. 

They’d string him up, cut holes 

in his skin and release a swarm 

of red ants on him. What whim¬ 

sical amusement this is! 

And what else are religious 

extremists good for? Answer: 

blowing shit up. Pretend there 

are a bunch of militant bud- 

dhists who are supposed to blow 

up the White House with a car 

bomb. But pretend they misun¬ 

derstood their instructions and 

instead blew up Norm 

MacDonald’s house! Ha, 

Norm’s house, along with a half 

a city block blown to 

smithereens. This stuff is gold! 

Raise the yuk meter up a few 

notches. 

Subjects that are too 

mundane to be funny 

Think there are some topics 

that are just too dull to be 

funny? Well, watch and learn. 

Let’s take one of the most bor¬ 

ing things I can think of: curl¬ 

ing. How anyone can stand this 

“sport” is beyond me, but that 

doesn’t mean it’s not loaded 

with comedy potential. For 

example, curling has rocks and 

that means you can come up 

with many clever, witty puns. 

“Got your ROCKS off yet?” 

“Let’s ROCK and roll!” Er... “I 

wanna ROCK!” “ROCK star, 

uh, bye baby.” And so on. 

And that’s not all. Curling, 

while seemingly innocent, can 

also produce some “cutting 

edge” humour that pokes fun at 

those oh-so quirky gender rival¬ 

ries. “Man, check out the 

ROCKy mountains on that 

female skip over there” or “Hey 

baby, why are you doing all that 

sweeping here, when you could 

be doing the same thing in my 

kitchen?” Now that’s funny 

shit! 

As you can see, there is no 

comedy stone that can’t be 

unturned. So, next time, before 

you decide to criticize me or my 

staff just back off and remember 

anyone can be funny — even 

David Upcheung 

Oil est la Salle ,le bain?! 

Editors Fav #/Fluid 
Ken Butland Nine/Bile! 

Sean Springer Eleven/Pus! 

Editors-in-chief 
Keith Gerein Eight/Urea! 

Tara Mansbridge 7/LoveJuice! 

Managing Editor 
Laura Maclnnis Two/Swcat! 

Business Manager 
Claudia Kraft TwoBc 1/2/Pce! 

Advertising Manager 
Mark Fucella Four/Blood! 

Buddiez List 
Lazy P.P. Arnit, Chayfed.iss, 

Daddy's Licrle Princess, Pica, Blubber 

Feta, Pompous-ass of Love. Soapdish 

leather, Clam Chowder, BaZZrard, 

Hardy Pyle of Shit. Willy Wanker, 
Crack Baby, Dedshovel, Mulan’n’n, 

D'accord 

Palz List 
Bil Keane, Janice Chan, Ad.un 

Prosser 
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What's Wrong With This Picture Of 
Sunday At The EngSoc Lounge? 

1. Legitimate social and politi¬ 

cal satire left lying about where 

GW staffers can easily read and 

learn from it. 

2. Student outside laughing at a 

witty, high-brow joke in this 

year’s GW. 

3. Fan expressing admiration 

for favourite cartoon, “Hot— 

Hot—Robot Sex.” 

4. Editors using social inepti¬ 

tude to make first-time contrib¬ 

utors feel more comfortable. 

5. Sign on wall reads 

“Remember: Queen’s students 

might not find cum jokes as 

funny as our pubescent siblings 

do.” 

6. Editor not abusing editorial 

power to take potshots at AMS 

Candidates, former subleters, 

or cute, wholly disinterested 

girls they knew in high-school. 

7. Gratuitous pictures of cur¬ 

rent/former GW staffers in for¬ 

mal wear left off cover on 

grounds of obvious personal 

bias. 

8. Kippers!?! Where’s the 

pizza? 

9. Co-Editor having an 

epiphany on how to put 

together a decent fake Queen’s 

Journal. 

10. Editor picking an underused 

formula article to recycle from 

a previous year of GW 

11. GW operations manager 

has heart and forethought to 

tell other staffers that running 

for AMS executive “maybe 

isn’t, you know..., such a good 

idea given that you’re, uh..., 

well..., just editors of the cam¬ 

pus funny-paper and all.” 

12. Big words? Ready for use in 

GW? What the fuck?? 

13. Magazine with headline 

reading “80’s-Metalhead-type 

hair and goatees: not in fashion 

this year” duly noted. 

14. Editors drooling over each 

other rather than the shameless, 

traitorous Queen’s Journal 

Editor-in-chief in their midst. 

15. Writer somehow explains 

how he/she can snub “Mike 

and Jen” (the embodiment of 

Queen’s collective vacuous per¬ 

sonality) and rock out to The 

Tragically Hip and Pearl Jam 

but not be a big fat hypocrite. 

16. Hippo mascot remains 

unabused. 

17. People actually playing pool 

on the pool table. 

18. Expired tube of 

Preparation-H being used on a 

salad! Now that’s funny! 

19. Staffer willing to admit that 

Magic: The Gathering is a bet¬ 

ter role-playing card game than 

Jyhad. 

20. Layout editor setting out to 

design something more eye¬ 

catching than an accounting 

spreadsheet. 

Mulan’n’n and D'accord 

GW Formulaic 
Ice-Cream Flavours 
(served up cold since 1967) 

Psycho Roommate Daiquiri • Breaking Up With High-School Sweetheart Swirl 

• Hallowe’en Costumes You’ll Never See Because They re So Crazy Delight 

How To Write A Pop Song In The Style Of Some Popular Artist Hash • 

Aimless Rail On Some Cheesy TV Show Crunch • Dysfunctional Families N 

Holidays • Mediocre Pop-Song Parody Mocha • Mean Things To Do To People 

You Dislike A-Lickious • AMSicle • Long List Of Jack Handey s Deep 
Thoughts” Type Jokes N’ Cream • Disturbing-Article-From-hucked-Up-rirst- 
And-Last-Time-Contributor-But-Included-Anyway-Because-We-Didn t-Have- 

Enough-Material Mallow • Fake Interview With Famous Dead Person Fudge • 

Outlandish Game Show Orange • Cherry Classic Movie Plot Rewritten To Be 

Loony Garcia • Boorish Diatribe Berry • List Of Related Comical Food 

Items/Designer Clothing Labels/Eighties Toys Mint • Rocky Open Potshot Road 

• Preposterous Reflections On Scarring'Childhood Pecan 

THE FAMILY CIRCUS* By BU Keane 
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Chrysler can help out with your driving ambition. 
As a recent graduate, you're on the road to success. We would like 

to help take you the rest of the way by offering $750 towards the 

purchase or lease of a new Chrysler or Jeeps vehicle* That's $750 in 

addition to most current Chrysler incentives. If you finance with Chrysler 

Credit Canada, we'll also defer your first three months payments!* 

And with a world-class lineup of vehicles to choose from, we clearly 

offer something for everyone. Whether you're looking for the off-road 

excitement of a Jeeps, the rugged performance of a Dodge Truck, the 

roominess of a minivan or the redesigned and refined Chrysler Neon 

2000, weve got a vehicle that'll take you wherever you want to go. 

Whats more, you could win a $5000 travel voucher just for sharing your 

smarts with us. For details, simply visit us on-line at www.chryslercanada.ca 

•Eidudtng Prowler and Viper. Tom reitnclrara apply. Sre your retailer lor deads. Thii $750 Grad Rebate b mailable to all 
and September JO, 1999, and all currently enrolled matler'i and doctoral students, regardleu ol final graduation date. ® Jrep u a itguurtd trade mart teemed to Chryiler Canada ltd or trill graduate between October 1, 1996, 

For more information, visit your nearest Chrysler Retailer. Or, hit www.chryslercanada.ca or call 1-800-361-3700 

CHRYSLER 
CANADA 
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Help the GW editor find 
hb sense of humour 

The origin of the poo jokes? 

Meet Lenny, the current GW editor. About a year ago, shortly after he was hired as GW editor, he woke up one 

morning and discovered, strangely enough, his sense of humour was gone. After furiously frisking his brain, he screamed 

“Oh, my God, I’ve lost my sense of humour! How am I supposed to edit a humour paper when I can’t even be funny?” As far 

as we know, he never recovered his sense of humour and, based upon what we’ve seen this year, well — you make the call. 

But we asked ourselves: “What did ol* Lenny do with his sense of humour?” 

Did he absent-mindedly sell it to a hooker in a drunken stupour? Did it fall out of his ear while snoozing in geology? 

<=> Was it the booze? 

\Was it the hookers? 

Observe the day before Lenny realised his sense of humour had vanished. 
Where did he go wrong? How did it happen? 

E-mail your best guess to enggw@post.queensu.ca 

© 7:15 a.m. Waking with a hard-on and a smile left by the wet dream involving Martha Stewart, 

Lenny is startled by the screaming of a vacuum cleaner. Observing the mess splattered all over his 

blue duvde, he fires up a spillbuster, which by accident, clings to his earlobe and, quite possibly may 

have sucked out Lenny’s precious.sense of humour. His housemate then farts and Lenny is believed 

to have remarked, “Nice one!” 

© 9:39 a.m. Lenny’s mornings always involve a rich dose of masturbation. With one leg on his 

cat and the other wrapped around his head, he loses his balance and is flunked into his laundry ham¬ 

per. The presence of hardened, stale feces and smelly laundry saturated with urine permeates his 

pours. (Could this be the origin of GW bathroom humour?) Shortly afterwards, he watches an 

episode of Full House and is heard letting out a few big ha!’s. 
^^^ymboli^ortrai^^^nn^n^ii^now-los^ens^nuimou^ 

® 10:15 a.m. Feeling sticky, Lenny hops in the shower. (No, he doesn’t slip and hit his head on 

the basin.) He cranks the shower radio and the volume knob flies off leaving poor Lenny standing 

next to an uncontrollable 100 decibels of sound waves carrying the vitriolic rantings of Howard 

Stern (suppose they have an antenna). Did the sound waves of Stern uttering “Yes, it’s true. I have 

a really small penis” infect Lenny’s brain, ultimately leading to the death of his sense of humour? 

© 12:06 p.m. Lunchtime. “Hunger strikes,” says Lenny to his stomach, so he rushes to the JDUC 

where he scarfs down a ready-to-eat mini-pizza. The combination of lunch with a stale milk turns 

awry when Lenny sends his undigested lunch flying into the eyes of three prominent members of 

the Queen’s administration to the cheers of appreciative students. Lenny ponders this moment: 

“People find barf jokes funny?” 

© 7:46 p.m. Trying to endure a three-hour metallurgy lecture, Lenny focuses on the chest of his 

voluptuous professor. He starts to drool and slur “teats, teats, teats, teats yeah, yeah. 

© 10:47 p.m. Lenny recuperates in front of the boob tube (“Boob tube” Lenny thinks) when a 

Psychotic Journal editor blows through the front entrance with an aluminum shovel. Lenny, now 

very drunk and immersed in an episode of Married With Children, is subsequently incognisant to the 

Journalista who whacks Lenny over the head, making for a nasty bruise rendering the future GW 

editor unconscious. The Journal editor leaves shortly thereafter; however, he makes sure to steal 

something very dear to Lenny — what could it be? 

® 12: 58 p.m. While lingering in a coma for two hours, Lenny comes to when yet another visi¬ 

tor arrives, this time being Lenny’s hooker. Though it’s kinky,’ thinks Lenny, ‘why would she bring 

along her pimp?’ Bruno, the pimp is not there for kicks, but rather is collecting for Lenny s lucra¬ 

tive owings for crack and perverted sexual favours. Lenny, carrying about $2.50 in nickels, faints, 

and Bruno proceeds to steal — who knows? A sense of humour? 

The next MORNING: Lenny rolls out of the bed, picks up a copy of Harvard Lampoon and... 

nothin’. Absolutely nothin'. Not even a smirk. 
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A Golden 
Review 

Webster’s Dictionary of the 
English Language 

Various Words 

Rated out of 5 rhinos 

book review 

On the whole, I have to say I 
was pretty unimpressed with 
this book. It was written by 
some guy named Webster, so 
naturally, I was expecting some 
endearing story about a 30- 
year-old black midget going to 
live with an overweight, ex¬ 
football player and an alco¬ 
holic. But no such luck. To my 
surprise, I opened the book and 
found words. But these were 
no ordinary words, they were 
random words, arranged in 
some unintelligible order. 

Well, I thought, this Webster 
dude must want me to think 
this out, so I kept reading, 
searching for some kind of hid¬ 
den meaning among the non¬ 
sense, but none was to be 

il 

found. By chapter “J” I was get¬ 
ting pretty agitated, but I 
pressed on, hoping the plot 
would pick up, and that some 
characters would develop. But 
no, just more words. Worst of 
all, there was no violence and 
no torrid sex (except in the 
chapter entitled “S” but even 
then it was pretty bland.) 
Granted, I now know the 
meanings of “profiterole,” 
“ecumene,” and “trout,” but 1 
couldn’t help feeling like the 
46 days spent reading this book 
could have been more 

productive. 
My advice: save your money 

and wait until the paperback 
version come out. 

Ollasstcal 

ftaptiemy (Corner 
^Starring Hrmnctl|cuB 

IT i t If ̂ 8 
Jr w st % 

Do you think you cun take 
care of business... 

care to prove it? 
The Journal is still offering many business positions in 
which successful candidates may show their stuff con¬ 
tribute to a great paper, gain invaluable experience and 
even earn a couple of dollars! 

Available Positions: 
Advertising Manager, Computer Systems Manager 
Advertising Oesigners, £ lies Reps and house cleaners 

Please Contact Mark at 533-6711, email at iournal@Dost.queensu.ca or simply stop by 
the Journal house at 272 Earl st. to pick up an application. NO EXPERIENCE RiHUBREIlB 
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cAl\j‘T ^0U---YOU'RE AN APE" 

~ \jmvi 

i Shaved m tegs" 

AJrOP NQTum?r‘ 

A DATE WITH AN APE. 

Who voted for these guys and why? 
infograph 

candidates “KGB” 
voter support 
breakdown £l& 

I CAN 

BELIEVE 

WE ONLY 

GOT 1 7%! 

13% 
Bitter and twisted Journal 
alumni in full support of 
the team’s plans to 
decimate the Journal 

Russian majors 
captivated by 
the KGB slant 2% 

.. >* : 
Non-real stu¬ 
dents. This 

70% 
figure was 
artificially 
inflated by 
drunk ballot 
counters 

. i 

2% 
Students who 
actually 
checked out 
the team’s 
groovy web site 

■C J_ 

5% Chicks who 
dig goatees 

% 

0% 
Students 
swayed by the 
team’s no-cam- 
paigning cam¬ 
paign strategy 

* i 

8% Crack vote 

: In Kingston for the Spring or Summer? 

u- Get a head start on next year and 

take a spring or summer course. 
Spring Term Classes: 3 May 14 June Summer Term Classes: 5 July 16 August Spring-Summer Classes: 3 May 20 July 

Courses In: Fine Art, Art History, Biology, Classics (Archaeology), Commerce, Computing Science, Drama, Economics, 

English, Film, French, Geography, German, Greek, Health, History, Italian, Mathematics, Microbiology & Immunology, 

Music, Nursing, Pharmacology, Philosophy, Physics, Politics, Psychology, Religion, Sociology, Spanish, Statistics, 

Women's Studies and Effective Writing. 

Not In Kingston for the Spring or Summer? 

© 
Take a correspondence course home with you! 

To register, or for more information contact: 

Continuing & Distance Studies 
pi Mackintosh-Corn' Hall 533-2471 www.queensu.ca/cds 
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Queen's = a degree 
+ Yc{unteQT opportunities 
+ atHetios + ^vwrmenx 
+ performing arts + ctu^s 

+ people service jops 

+ spirit + tons of fun 

+ a vMe tot more . . 

Positions are still open in ^cadecic 
Affairs, Cauptrs Activities, Internal 

Affairs, fttmicipai Affairs and Social 
issues. Visit the AftS todag. 

QUEEN'S university 

^BS5BF 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Have your name placed on 
a shingle for a donation of just $2 

to the Ryandale Shelter for the homeless 

RyandaltMff for tilt ftomttai: 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSIIY 

Maw 
STUDENT GOVtRNMtNI 

► Experience 
is ftof required. ^ 

;m8$m 

Positions available: 
)► Who’s Where / What’s Next Project Manager ^ 

Work full-time through the summer and into October 
to oversee the production of two campus publications. 

► Business Development Staff Hoods & Gowns Manaaer ^ 
J°|n an AMS team committed to improving life on Oversee the hood and n™.,n Join an AMS team committed to improving life on 

campus by securing support from businesses 
and other off-campus organisations. 

Oversee the hood and gown operations at 
convocations. The time spent on this iob is 
focused on these two convocation sessions. 

Applications for these positions are due Tuesday, April 6th at 16'30 

Please ask current employees of the AMS or the new Executive 
if you have any questions about available positions 

AMmahonsareav^at the AMS Front Desk, and are due back at the same place 

M All anxc The AMS is committed to employment equity 
All AMS members m good academic standing are encouraged to apply STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Queen’s University 

THE JOURNAL 
1873 
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Although they were set for sunshine by Lake Ontario, Sarah Willett and Erin Nicholson, ArtSci ’00, were game to frolic 
in April showers, too. 

PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

Enrolment to surge in 2002 
By Fiona Stevenson 

If the findings of two recent studies 

are accurate, Ontario universities and 

the provincial government will face a sig¬ 

nificant challenge in dealing with a dra¬ 

matic enrolment increase over the next 

decade. 

“Our position is that this is clearly an 

issue that has to be worked on jointly by 

the government and the universities... 

Provided both sides do their part, we will 

be able to meet the demand,” said Ian 

Clark, president of the Council of 

Ontario Universities, the body that com¬ 

missioned the studies. 

“The government is actively engaged 

in working groups and discussions with 

the universities to develop a complete 

plan to deal with this issue,” said Robert 

Prichard, Chair of COU and President of 

the University of Toronto. 

Last fall, COU commissioned consult¬ 

ing firm PricewaterhouseCoopers to 

analyze enrolment projections and the 

capacity of universities in Ontario to 

meet the expected demand. Opinion 

research firm Angus Reid was commis¬ 

sioned to determine public opinion with 

respect to Ontario universities and 

options for dealing with the enrolment 

increase. 

The studies suggest that a combina¬ 

tion of factors is likely to result in enrol¬ 

ment increasing by approximately 

90,000 students over the next decade. 

The surge in demand is expected to 

begin in 2002 when secondary school 

reforms result in the number of high 

school graduates increasing by 33,500. 

At the same time, there will be an 

increase in the population of traditional 

university-aged students (18 to 24). As 

well, there will be an increased desire for 

graduate and postgraduate degrees, and 

a rise in the number of people leaving 

their jobs to improve their educations, 

the analysis suggests. 

In Ontario, the projected expansion 

would increase the number of full-time 

university students in the 17 institutions 

by about 40 per cent. The current 

Please see Increase on page 6 

Warrant 
issued for 
suspect 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

Kingston police are initiating plans to 

make an arrest in an incident that 

occurred last week involving two 

Queen’s students who were abducted, 

robbed and locked in the trunk of a car. 

The two students were sitting in their 

vehicle outside one of their homes on 

Clergy Street last Tuesday when two 

perpetrators wearing balaclavas entered 

their vehicle and threatened them at 

gunpoint. 

The first suspect is 26-year-old James 

Warren Gunter, who is currently facing 

charges for the alleged abduction of a 

27-year-old Halifax woman. Gunter is 

believed to be a native of Florida. 

The woman from Halifax said she 

met Gunter through an Internet Star 
Wars chat room, according to an article 

in yesterday’s Kingston Whig-Standard. 
“They travelled from Halifax to 

Kingston with numerous trips to 

Toronto and back to Kingston,” 

reported Staff Sergeant Paul White to 

The Canadian Press last week. “They 

stayed in motel rooms where she was 

tied up and secured for the night.” The 

woman was left near a Niagara Falls 

shopping mall. 

Kingston police made the announce¬ 

ment yesterday, issuing an arrest warrant 

“for two counts of robbery with a 

firearm, two counts of forcible confine¬ 

ment, one count of using a disguise 

while committing a criminal offence and 

two counts of unlawfully pointing a 

firearm.” 

Kingston police said they know the 

identity of the second suspect, who they 

believe to be in Ontario, but would not 

release any additional information. 

A friend of the victims said “they’re 

pretty traumatized... they’re really not 

in a state to be writing exams.” 
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WEATHERWATCH 

Today Saturday 

High 13°C; Low S°C; 
POP 20% 

Friday Sunday 

K5?;S>w:,.Ci High 1 l°C; Low 2°C; 
POP 90% 

JDUC renovations 
may be in 

By Renee Huang 

In the constantly evolving world of 

buildings on campus, yet another reno¬ 

vation may be in the works for the John 

Deutsch University Centre. 

The Campus Planning and 

Development Committee, in conjunc¬ 

tion with JDUC council, recently devel¬ 

oped a concept that suggests moving the 

AMS offices, currently located in the 

narrow corridor beside the Publishing 

and Copy Centre, into the L-shaped area 

branching off the ceilidh. 

In an attempt to open up space and 

improve visibility and accessibility, the 

concept proposes blowing open the area 

the works 
beneath Wallace Hall that currently 

house the Who's WherefWhat's Next 
office, Tricolour Yearbook, Studio Q and 

other campus organizations, said JDUC 

Director Jack Sinnott. 

“Right now, it’s a rabbit warren of 

underutilized space,” he said. In the pro¬ 

posed concept, the space currently taken 

up by AMS offices would be used to 

accommodate organizations, groups and 

clubs. 

The reconfiguration of student activ¬ 

ity space comes on the heels of an AMS 

space survey initiated by the JDUC 

council and this year’s AMS. Groups and 

Please see Plan on page 15 

Kosovo in 
Crisis 

A former resident of Belgrade talks 
about the real victims of NATO bomb¬ 
ings — citizens who neither support 

Milosevic nor 
the Invasion of their 

sovereign nation. 

A Queen's student calls on 
others to think about who's really 
telling the truth. Trusting media 

reports means implicitly accepting the 
legitimacy of NATO's intervention. But 

who controls the media? 

Please turn to Opinions, p. 18 
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Meal plan 
required 
for West? 

By Lindsay Blakely 

Starring next year, students living in 

West Campus Residences may no 

longer have the choice to opt-out of 

meal plans. The Ban Righ Board’s 

Budgetory Advisory Committee has 

proposed to expand the mandatory 

meal plan to include the Jean Royce 

HallCafeteria. 

According to Graham Brown, 

Director of Residences, the committee 

is proposing to expand the scope of 

the mandatory meal plan in order to 

generate additional revenue. This rev¬ 

enue will supplement the residence 

renewal fund, which is designed to 

improve the residence system. 

“Keeping the optional meal 
plan at West would increase 

marketability.” 

— Anthony Farrell, president of 
Jean Royce Hall Council 

As Brown notes, 75 per cent of 

Queen’s residences are 35 years or 

older. Thus, the board wants to set 

money aside for renovations to 

improve the residences and help the 

university compete for the best 

students. 

If passed the proposal would also 

allow students to choose a smaller 

number of meals per week and obtain 

a single room, and a 10-meal-a-week 

meal plan for about $5,700. 

Brown believes the variety of choice 

offered by in the West Campus meal 

plan will result in more people choos¬ 

ing to live there. He further noted that 

allowing for options in the standard 

meal plan ‘“is a better way to promote 

Queen’s residences” because it has 

“something for everyone’s budget.” 

As well, Brown commented that the 

expansion of the mandatory meal plan 

to West Campus will allow all resi¬ 

dences to provide the same menu. 

Presently, “the West dining hall does 

not provide the food program that 

main campus has,” Brown said. 

Brown admits that the proposal to 

make meal plans mandatory on West 

Campus was not universally popular. 

Alison Loat, AMS vice-president 

(university affairs), opposes the pro¬ 

posal, saying that it isn’t fair to 

increase the revenue going into the 

residence system “at the expense of 

students who can probably least 

afford it.” 

Many West Campus student leaders 

also openly expressed their 

dissatisfaction. 

Anthony Farrell, president of Jean 

Royce Hall Council, commented that 

me committee’s objective was sup¬ 

posed to be to “increase the mar¬ 

ketability of West Campus,” noting 

that many students do not want to live 

there voluntarily. 

According to Farrell, the council 

believes the committee’s proposal will 

instead decrease West Campus’ popu- 

nrity due to the fact that many incom- 

'ng students who selected to live on 

. est Campus this year did so because 

u. offers the choice to opt-out of meal 

P ans. Farrell asserted that “keeping 

Please see Plan on page 4 

V-P Turpin to leave Queen’s 
By Laura MacInnis 

David Turpin has been a university 

administrator for 10 years, and is ready 

for a break. 

Queen’s Vice-Principal (Academic), 

affectionately known as “the teen dean,” 

has decided not to renew his contract 

next year in order to return to his 

research in the field of biochemical phys¬ 
iology. 

“I will be re-investing in my intellec¬ 

tual capital,” said Turpin, who will be 

working in labs in France and Australia 

at the end of his term. 

Turpin has had an impressive stint in 

university administration. Before taking 

the position of V-P (Academic), Turpin 

held positions as Head of the Botany 

Department at the University of British 

Columbia and Dean of Arts and Science 

at Queen’s. 

A search for a new vice-principal is 

underway, targeting both internal and 

external candidates. Among the mem¬ 

bers of the search committee are AMS 

President Tom Stanley, Dean of Arts and 

Science Robert Silverman, and psychol¬ 

ogy professor Jane Knox. 

“We are carrying out a national 

search, with the assistance of Janet 

Wright and Associates, a search com¬ 

pany,” said Queen’s Principal Bill 

Leggett. 

“We have set ourselves a tentative 

timeline for July to be completed,” said 

David Turpin, vice-principal 

(academic) 
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Leggett, adding that if a candidate if not 

found by the summer the search will 

continue into the fall. 

“I will be re-investing in my 
intellectual capital.” 

— David Turpin, vice-principal 
(academic) 

Turpin’s term as V-P (Academic) offi¬ 

cially ends in July of 2000. When the 

new vice-principal is selected, the candi¬ 

date will work alongside Turpin for an 

undetermined period in order to become 

familiar with the role. 

“We hope they will have the chance to 

benefit from the excellent leadership 

David has given,” said Leggett. 

When Leggett began his tenure as 

Principal of Queen’s in 1993, he created 

the position of v-p (academic). The V-P 

Academic has a significant portfolio, 

responsible for external and internal aca¬ 

demic issues including raising funds, 

budgeting, and promoting the university 

internationally. 

Queen’s@Home to be discontinued 
By Lianne Elliott 

Starting in May, students living off- 

campus will have a new, cheaper cable 

Internet provider instead of having to 

use the Queen’s computer system in 

order to access the Web. 

“The new server is not as 
complicated to install.” 

-Andy Hooper, ITS manager 

of resources and systems 

Queen’s Information Technology 

Services has decided to discontinue 

Queen’s @ Home, the specialized 

Internet server run through COGECO 

Cable Inc. which presently provides the 

student housing area with high-speed 

cable Internet access. 

Queen’s @ Home was created last 

year by ITS and marketed to private sub¬ 

scribers for a $30 monthly fee in 

response to the need for faster and con¬ 

stant Internet service. 

ITS will instead sign Queen’s up with 

COGECO’s regular Internet server, 

which is currently used by Kingston’s 

general public. Dial-in services to qlink, 

both toll and free connections, will 

remain unchanged. 

However, despite Queen’s switching 

to COGECO’s general server, students 

will still be able to benefit from the 

monthly discount rates and lowered 

installation fees they received with 

Queen’s @ Home. 

According to Andy Hooper, ITS man¬ 

ager of resources and systems, by using 

COGECO’s regular server, the problems 

which arose with the installation of 

Queen’s at Home’s will be eliminated. 

“The new server is not as complicated to 

install,” he said, explaining that it fol¬ 

lows “standard installation procedures.” 

Because Queen’s at Home is a special¬ 

ized server, only a few technicians have 

die ability to install it. This resulted in a 

back-log of students waiting for Internet 

hook-up last September. “I found it to be 

a big hassle getting both ITS and 

COGECO to install Queen’s at Home 

last fall,” said Shannon Morton, ArtSci 

’01. “I had to wait a long time before 

everything was set-up properly,” she 

said. 

Another problem with Queen’s @ 

Home is its inability to handle the high 

concentrations of users in certain areas 

of the city. These high concentrations 

result in slow access to Web sites and dif¬ 

ficulty in getting on-line during popular 

times of the day. “The capacity is not suf¬ 

ficient enough for the nightly peak 

hours,” Hooper said. 

“Sometimes, I find I randomly can’t 

get connected,” said Michelle Zuliani, 

Sci ’01. “It makes access to class Web 

sites really difficult.” 

According to Hooper, students will no 

longer face slow connections with the 

new server, as it has a higher capacity 

By Jocelyn Laporte 

The Alma Mater society is proposing 

the implementation of a new marking 

scheme to Queen’s administration that 

would allow students to enrol in inter¬ 

disciplinary elective courses without the 

risk of lowering their grade point aver¬ 

age. 

The new system, which has yet to be 

approved by the University, would be 

based on a Pass/D/Fail grading scheme. 

This marking system would apply to 

undergraduate elective courses in vari¬ 

ous departments. Students would be 

limited to taking only a certain number 

of courses where these pass/fail grades 

could be received. 

Program initiator and Academic 

Affairs Deputy Commissioner Rob 

Arntfield, srated in a press release, “The 

message students arc receiving is to 

measure their success by their marks. 

The most valuable components of an 

undergraduate education have nothing 

to do with test scores. The proposed 

program allows students to discover this 

for themselves without penalty.” 

The Academic Affairs Commission is 

hopiug this new system will be espe¬ 

cially valuable to upper-year students 

than Queen’s @ Home and places fewer 

users on one line. “Congestion will be 

much lower,” he said. 

“Congestion will be 
much lower.” 

— Andy Hooper 

Over the next week ITS plans on 

e-mailing all Queen’s @ Home sub¬ 

scribers to inform them of the new server 

and necessary steps needed to switch 

over without cutting their Internet 

access. 

who have more elective options but are 

concerned about their grade point aver¬ 

ages for employment or graduate 

schools, explained Arntfield about the 

new scheme. 

Deputy commissioner of Academic 

Affairs Aaron Lazarus, said “the basic 

point is for students to take elective 

courses and not have to worry about 

their marks." 

“This new system, will help students 

take courses they might otherwise not 

be interested in,” said Lazarus. 

“We developed the scheme, riven we 

heard it existed elsewhere,” said 

Arntfield. Similar programs are already 

in place at numerous universities, 

including Harvard, Princeton, Yale and 

McGill. 

“Pursuing breadth and a diverse edu¬ 

cation is possible without jeopardising 

your grade point average,” said 

Arntfield about the benefits of the pro¬ 

gram. 

“Philosophically l think it’s a great 

idea,” said Barry Smith, dean of the 

Faculty of Health Sciences. This change 

will “allow students to broaden their 

educational background without affect¬ 

ing their grade point average,” he said. 

Please see Student on page 6 

AMS proposes new 
marking scheme 
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Peeping Tom in 
housing area 

By Crystal Bona 

For the second time in a 
week, a "peeping tom” has 
been spotted in the student 
housing area.“Last night, 
Walkhome reported that there 
was a fellow peeping in a cou¬ 
ple of windows in the student 
housing area,” said Louise Fish, 
director of Campus Security. 

“When [security] 
followed him, he 

became very 
agitated... ran into an 

alley and lost the 
security vehicle.” 

— Louise Fish, director 
of Campus Security 

“When [security] followed 
him. he became very agitated... 
ran into an alley and lost the 
security vehicle. The area was 
searched and a description was 
passed on to the police,” she 
added. 

The suspect is a white male, 
5’10” to 6\ with red curly hair. 
He was wearing a three-quarter 

le*.. 
Out! 

TAKE ADVANTAGE of our 
Summer Hours by: 

• Relaxing on our Euro-tanner, 5 sessions for $25.00 

• Getting your Highlights and Haircuts for summer. 

• Refilling all of your A.G. Products before you go! 

•Booking all your Esthetic Appointments today! 

See you in the Fall and 
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER from 

everyone at SIGNATURES 

544-9022 

100 Clergy Street West (JDUC) 
Kingston, Ontario 

Treat me right 
New document outlines TA treatment 
By Mandy Marriott 

length green jacket and jeans. 
This is similar to the descrip¬ 
tion of the “peeping tom” 
reported in an incident that 
occurred on March 29. 

The individual in that case 
was described as very tall, mus¬ 
cular. in his early twenties, with 
buzz cut brown hair, and was 
wearing a green fleece jacket 
and blue jeans. 

In the March 29 incident, 
police received a complaint 
from a house on Johnson Street 
of a man looking through a 
ground floor bedroom window. 
The suspect in this case has not 
been apprehended. 

Fish offered advice for stu¬ 
dents living in the student 
housing area. "Keep the cur¬ 
tains drawn. If you notice any 
suspicious people in the area, 
phone Campus Security or the 
police,” she said. 

Fish added that it is impor¬ 
tant to “keep your windows 
and doors locked... peeping is 
one thing, but if they decide to 
come in and get a closer look,” 
rhe situation could become 
more serious, she warned. 

A new document outlining 
procedures for the treatment of 
graduate students on non-acad¬ 
emic matters was approved by 
the Queen's administration and 
went into effect on March 12. 

Lorena Taricani, vice-presi¬ 
dent (internal), said "this docu¬ 
ment evolved from the recent 
[Teaching Assistants'] unioniza¬ 
tion drive. The administration 
recognizes that there are legiti¬ 
mate issues surrounding TAs at 
Queen’s which need to be effec¬ 

tively addressed." 
After graduate students voted 

against implementing a gradu¬ 
ate students union at Queen's 
last year, some students took 
the opportunity to address the 
concerns in another way, 
Taricani continued. 

The document outlining the 
procedures for the treatment of 
graduate students on non-acad¬ 
emic matters was prepared by 
an informal working group con¬ 
sisting of V-P (Operations and 
Finance) John Cowan, repre¬ 
sentatives from the Society of 
Graduate and Professional 
Studies Students, and the 
School of Graduate Studies and 
Research. The document was 
then distributed to other vice 
principals and deans for review 
and comment, as well as both 

the Steering Committee and the 
Council of the SGSR before 
being approved and imple¬ 

mented. 

“The administration 
recognizes that there 
are legitimate issues 

surrounding TAs 
at Queen’s which 

need to be 
effectively addressed.” 

— Lorena Taricani, SGPS 
vice-president (internal) 

Taricani said the document 
“clearly outlines the steps 
involved in settling grievances, 
outlines TA allocation within 
departments and employment 
practices for TAs, TA Fellows, 
and the like.” The document 
also makes clear the steps a 
graduate student can take if 
they feel they have been treated 
inappropriately, she added. 
Taracani contended that issues 
surrounding TAs have been 
around for a long time. One 
concerns the allocation of 
teaching supplies like photo¬ 
copies and highlighters. “Some 
of these things were being paid 
for by students themselves, 
especially in the humanities,” 
she said. Under the new policy, 

graduate students will not be 
required to pay for ’teaching 
materials. 

Another major issue sur¬ 
rounding graduate students was 
the allotment of their sick pay 
Tarcani said that in the past, if a 
student was dismissed, their pay 
could be withheld until the issue 
was resolved. Under the new 
policy, students will be eligible 
for sick leave if they are unable 
to perform their duties because 
of illness or injury, she 
explained. 

Taricani believes that both 
Cowan and Dean Anderson, 
Dean of the Graduate School, 
were particularly instrumental 
in the proceedings. She went 
on to say “that it was nice to 
have someone on the students' 
side.” 

Any future amendments to 
the policy will be done by a 
Joint Consultative Committee 
composed of two graduate stu¬ 
dents, the university’s V-P 
(Operations) and the Dean of 
Graduate Studies and Research. 
In addition, the Joint 
Consultative Committee will 
provide a forum for discussion 
for any matters concerning the 
document or of any other 
University policies concerning 
graduate students that are of a 
non-academic nature. 

Plan awaits final approval 
Continued from page 3 

the optional meal plan at West 
would increase marketability.” 

Farrell further noted that 
many people are already buying 
into the system, thus, the com¬ 
mittee seems to be trying to 
“change something that doesn’t 
need to be changed.” 

Farrell said he understands 
the need for revenue-building, 
but suggests the committee look 
for money in other things. 

As it stands, the proposal has 
been sent back to the Budgetory 
Advisory Committee for further 
discussion. “It has not been 
rejected or accepted fully yet”, 
Brown said. 

Jean Royce Hall cafeteria on West Campus. 
PHOTO B> ALEX KRONBY 

How to cut your grocery 
bill IN HALF. 

Fresh milk, eggs and bread. 
Hot dogs, soup, cereal, fruit and vegetables. 

Basement, 272 Earl St. 

(between University and Division) 

533-6972 

Visit the student food bank. 

There's no application. You don't need to show 
ID or prove financial need. Just drop by, and shop for free. 

\ We’re open Mondays and Thursdays. 4-6 n m 
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Alfie’s review makes strong recommendations 

By Erik Missio 

As part of a new initiative by 
the AMS Strategic Planning 
Committee, an Alfie’s Viability 

Review has recommended 
changes to the pub, including 
the creation of a full-time 
services manager position. 

Another striking suggestion is 
the idea of the Alma Mater 
Society pursuing its own liquor 
license. Currently, Queen’s only 
license is held by Associate 
Director of Residence 
Services/Director of Food and 
Beverage Services Bruce 
Griffiths. 

Considering factors such as 
financial viability, social benefits 
and the pub’s contributions to 
both the AMS and the Queen’s 
community, the Viability Review 
Committee explored several dif¬ 
ferent possibilities that would 
add to Alfie’s ability to both 
attract larger crowds on off 
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nights like Wednesday and 
Friday, and simply to make 
more money. The Review 
Committee, chaired by Edlynne 
Laryea, has presented its find¬ 
ings to this year’s AMS Board of 
Directors and will also make a 
presentation to next year’s 
Board later this month. Students 
Jascha Jabes and Julie McGillis 
also sat on the committee. 

“It’s important for Alfie’s to 
have its own liquor license so 
that they can have more control 
over the pricing and promotion 
for the bar,” explained Laryea, 
who said off-campus bars offer¬ 
ing cheaper drinks are hindering 
Alfie’s business. 

AMS Chairman of the Board 
of Directors Trevor Ogle agreed 
that Queen’s establishments 
should acquire a separate liquor 
licence. 

He referred to the adminis¬ 
tration’s recent closure of the 
Queen’s Pub and the need for 

absolute AMS autonomy. “The 
AMS doesn’t need parents,” 
Ogle said. 

Griffiths, on the other hand, 
doesn’t see how the acquisition 
of its own license will change 
things for Alfie’s. “It’s not 
immediately clear to me how 
the AMS owning its own license 
would increase Alfie’s viability 
operationally... as they would 
still be restricted from doing 
things illegally. The university 
would still ensure complete 
compliance with the law,” he 
said, commenting that many of 
the Hub’s Mite nights’ are 
against the liquor license policy. 

As well as the license issue, 
the report examined the pub’s 
smoker policy. “We looked at 
[their policy] from the perspec¬ 
tive of what benefits the pub 
gains. The idea is that a group 
on campus would bring in extra 
business for Alfie’s and in return 
for that, they would be allowed 
to charge cover and keep the 
proceeds. But on an already 
busy night like Thursday or 
Saturday, the bar is generally at 
capacity, so the marginal benefit 
of having a smoker isn’t usually 
readily visible,” explained 
Laryea. 

Instead, the report suggests 
that smokers for bigger groups, 
such as entire faculties, be 
moved to off nights, having 
people frequent the bar when it 
is less busy. The size of the 
group seeking a smoker should 
be evaluated, said Laryea, as 

some of the smaller clubs or 
organizations would only be 
able to benefit on the larger 
nights. “Smokers should be 
mutually beneficial,” she com¬ 
mented. 

Another recommendation by 
the report is that a committee 
look into the creation of a ser¬ 
vices manager position within 
the AMS to oversee not only 
Alfie’s and the QP, but other ser¬ 
vices such as the P&CC. Since 
one of the problems with Alfie’s 
is considered to be the manage¬ 
rial turnover, the service man¬ 
ager — which would be a 
full-time position — would be 
able to provide some sort of 
continuity. 

“It’s important for 
Alfie’s to have its own 
liquor license so that 
they can have more 

control over the 
pricing and promotion 

for the bar.” 

— Edlynne Laryea, chair 
of the Alfie’s Review 

Committee 

“The institutional memory is 
very short as students are only 
here for four or five years so 
some of the same mistakes hap¬ 
pen again. The service manager 
would serve as the memory, 
becoming the safety net for 
management... they would help 
managers in carrying out poli¬ 
cies and by keep them on track,” 

said Laryea. 
Other changes the report 

advocates includes the addition 
of beer tubs and a liquor gun to 
minimize the wait for patrons, a 
reduction in both staff and 
Student Constables for off 
nights, and a re-examination of 
the funding relationship shared 
with Queen’s Entertainment 
Agency. 

Ogle was especially pleased 
with the report, extending 
thanks to both the Alfie’s 
Review Committee and its UBS 
Exchange counterpart. “The 
reports successfully incorpo¬ 
rated a lot of different views... 
they weren’t ‘pie in the sky’, but 
realistic and credible. We now 
have an independent, thor¬ 
oughly researched document 
that can be used for guidance in 
making both short and long 
term decisions. The Alfie’s 
Report forms the genesis of new 
strategic planning for future 
management,” he said. “To me, 
these evaluations are one of the 
first times the AMS has taken a 
hard look at itself... philosophi¬ 
cally, it’s a huge step forward.” 

“We hope that the Alfie’s via¬ 
bility review committee final 
report provides a template for 
similar endeavours in the 
future,” said Jabes. “As such, 
management buy-in and the fol¬ 
low-up in the implementation of 
the recommendations is crucial 
to increasing the credibility of 
the Board of Directors as a 
whole within the AMS.” 

Thank you Queen’s students for a memorable year! 
Thanks to all of you who committed your time and energy to making this university a 

better place. 

Thanks to those of you we worked with directly, especially our council - we couldn’t 

have done it without you. 

We’ve learned a lot this year about education in this province and at Queen’s. While 
we know Queen’s is doing the best it can, and is still a top university in this province, 
student interests will never be taken into account until they are forcefully presented in 
a united manner. Deregulation and the threat of external competition are real, and risk 
dividing us. Although students may not agree on a vision of post-secondary education, 
accessibility should always be a central concern - not just framework rhetoric to make 

tuition increases more palatable. 

We encourage all of you to be increasingly vigilant during your time at Qu 
after you graduate, to ensure a strong university system in this provin 
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Increase to cost up to $1.8 billion Student 
Continued from page I 

university population is approximately 

229,000. 
COU estimates that the increase 

would require an additional $1.2 to $1.8 
billion increase in spending by the 
provincial government. Universities cur¬ 
rently receive annual operating grants of 
$1.6 billion from the government, which 
cut $400 million from university spend¬ 
ing during its first two years in office. 

Prichard said he is very encouraged 
that the provincial government is taking 
steps to plan for the enrolment increase. 
The Minister of Education and Training 
recently established a deputy-minister 
led Steering Group on the Double 
Cohort and Post-secondary Capacity, a 
body with college and university repre¬ 
sentation. Prichard noted that the gov¬ 
ernment has consistently ensured that 
there will be a place in Ontario’s post¬ 
secondary sector for every qualified and 
motivated Ontarian. 

“They recognize it’s a problem. They 
are working very closely with the univer¬ 
sities to determine the most cost-effec¬ 
tive way of dealing with it,” Clark said. 

There are many implications associ¬ 
ated with the increased demand. 
Laboratories, classrooms and library 
resources will have to be added. A pro¬ 
jected 11,000 to 12,000 additional fac¬ 
ulty will need to be hired by Ontario 
universities to keep up with enrolment 
growth, replace retiring faculty, and 
reduce the student/faculty ratio to the 
national average. 

“Ours are publicly funded universi¬ 
ties,” said Clark. “In order to have more 
professors, we need more public funds so 
in our report we described how much is 
required in order to both deal with the 
increased demand while holding the fac¬ 
ulty/student ratio constant,” 

Clark explained. 
The public opinion research con¬ 

ducted by Angus Reid indicates that 
Ontarians expect that all qualified stu¬ 
dents will have access to education. Of 
the 1,000 Ontarians surveyed, 96 per 
cent agreed that it’s a priority for gov¬ 
ernment to ensure access for every qual¬ 
ified student. The majority of those 
surveyed also agreed that quality should 
be maintained. 

“I would say that it is the objective of 
Ontario universities to deal with the 
surge in demand simultaneously with 
taking measures to ensure quality, ensure 
an improved quality, and that’s what 
we’re working with the government to 

do,” said Clark. 
Whether or not quality of education is 

money the Ontario public is in the end 
willing to spend on the university sec- 

tor,” he added. 
Both Prichard and Clark see the 

increased demand as an opportunity to 
plan for the achievement of long-term 
goals. These include attracting top qual¬ 
ity educators and researchers, ensuring 
the delivery of quality education, 
increasing the province’s research capac¬ 
ity, improving the range of student assis¬ 
tance programs, and lowering the 

student/faculty ratio. 
“We need to be ready to deal with all 

of these if we hope to be able to expand 
the system and improve the quality at the 

same time,” Clark said. 

response 
favourable 
Continued from page 3 

Lazarus said the timing was perfect 
for this new initiative, considering the 
planned new curriculum review. “The 
time could not be better to have this 
kind of change made,” said Lazarus. 
“This new system will help students 
take courses they might otherwise not 
be interested in.” 

“We think it’s very realistic... the 

response has been favourable,” said 
Lazarus. He also noted that students 
generally seem to be in favour of the 
change, “it just seems to make com¬ 

mon sense to them.” 
“It’s been thrown by a number of 

students committees it’s gone over 

very well, the important part is to align 

all the administrators,” explained 
Arntfield. 

“We’ve had good support front 
Dean Silverman and Dean Smith,” said 

Arntfield, who said the idea has also 
been addressed with Dean Harris. 

Smith said the new system would fit 
Queen’s as a university for students 
with broad interests, “I think it is 

important we have grading systems 
that allow them to broaden 

themselves.” 
“I’m very excited about this idea,” 

said Arntfield. “I think it's particularly 
important at Queen’s where academic 

rigour is what excites us.” 

You no longer have a curfew, 
so why should we? 

Clearnet’s new unlimited evening and weekends. 
Inlroducing Cleamet's new S45 flat rateplan, One low price that gets you 

thousands of included local minutes, voice mail, call waiting and caller ID. 

And there's no activation lee and no contract to sign. Pick one up at 

your campus bookstore or reach us at www.clearnet.com/student : r 

1-888-248-5968. The future is friendly. 
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"find the fimrd for Best Performance in 

a Heading Role goes to... 

the CJttfSS of '99!" 

Through Q ueen's Graduating Class Gift 

Programs, graduating students in ten 

faculties and schools said "Thanhs Queen's" with gifts to their class 

projects. To date this year, the Class of '99 pledged more than 

$209 000 to Thanh Q and COMMitment, and pledges are still 

coming in... 

Faculty/School 

Applied Science 

Arts & Science 

Project 

Science 'QQ Student Bursary 

ArtSci 'QQ Student Bursary, 

Student Initiatives Fund & 

Mark Wilson Memorial Park Bench 

Percent 

Participation 

40% Commerce 'QQ Bursary 

Arthur Mandell Education Bursary 34% 

Moot Court Room Renovations 3Q% 

Nursing 'QQ Student Bursary 81 % 

Computer Lab Upgrades 78% 

Audio Visual Equipment 30% 

Student Endowment Fund 

KGH ON Call Lounge Upgrades 

Amount 

Pledged 

$70 600 

$77 52Q 

$22 62Q (campaign in progress) 

$5 000 (outright gifts) 

$13 420 

$6 900 

$10 560 

$2 610 

Small Business Consulting & 

Artwork for MBA Offi ce 

Results Unavailable at Time of Press 

Results Unavailable at Time of Press 

Results Unavailable at Time of Press 

THANK Q TO THE CLASS OF ’99! 
For more information akout Tkant Q or COMMitment Graduating Class Gift Programs, or to join your 

classmates, please contact tke Tkank Q Coordinator at 533-6000 ext 75883, or your faculty represenatative. 
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The ASUS Society Affairs 
Commission would like to thank 

the following businesses for 
donating items in the 1999 

Charity Silent Auction: 

First Canada Inns 
Alcan 

Flowers & Things 
Blockbuster Video 

Econo Dry 
Cleaning 

Guys & Dolls 
Videoland 
Haircraft 

S&R 
Coffee & Company 

Swiss Pasteries 
Neon Clothes 

ASUS '99 Formal 
Maison Paul 

Coiffure 

Lick’s Ice Cream 
Zap Records 
Atrium Arts 
Downtown 
Workout 

Camera Kingston 
Screening Room 

501 Video 
Windmills Cafe 
Odyssey Travel 

Taekwondo School 
Copper Penny 

Turks 
Olympic Photo 
Godfatha Pizza 
The Grizzly Grill 

Ho-Lee-Chow 
Canada's Best 

Karate 
Really Rainbow 

Designs 
Kiddie Kobbler 
Stooley's Cafe 

Black's 
Photography 
Trashetteria 
Pan Chancho 
Classic Video 

Kingston School of 
Music 

JDUC Retail Postal 
ASUS Theatre 

Ms. E.A. Bartlett 
Clark Hall Pub 

Campus Bookstore 
Alfie's Pub 

Carlson Wagonlit 
The Bay 

Cobico Jewellers 
Smithbooks 

Wine Shoppe 
Zellers Inc 

HMV 
University Coin 

Wash 
College Book 

Merchant. 

Jankins Computers 
Heritage Screencraft & 

Embroidery 
Uniglobe Travel 

Stepping Stone Inn 
Cataraqui Cinema 
Canyon Mountain 

Company 
Robert & Elaine 

Silverman 
Anatole Papdopoulos 
Mode One Hair Design 

Winnie’s Boutique 
Mark's Work 
Warehouse 

And Thanks to everyone who bid on 
an item for making the ‘99 auction 
the best yet!! See you next year!!! 
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Journal to end year with significant profit 
Largest year-end total since 1994-1995 

By Maggie Buhajczyk 

For the first time in years, The 
Queen’s Journal will end the year with a 
substantial profit. 

The newspaper is currently $43,000 
in the black, although this is expected to 
decrease considerably because The 
journal still has outstanding expenses to 
pay before the end of the year. “The 
$43,000 accounts for the profit made as 
of March 31st. We expect the current 
figures to drop by approximately 
$20,000 because we still have to 
pay honorariums,” explained Tara 
Mansbridge, co-editor-in-chief. 

“It’s better than losing 
$30,000 or so, because at 

least next year we can make 
substantial improvements to 
The Journal," he said. “I just 
think we need to focus on 

using the money well.” 

— Gord Moodie, AMS vice- 
president (operations) 

The profit is a dramatic turnaround 
from the last few years. Last year, The 
Journal lost approximately $17,000 and 
in 1996-97, the newspaper was almost 
$31,000 in the red. The last time the 
Journal made a profit was in 1995-96, 
when they made $2,024 and in 1994-95 
with a $25,982 profit. 

Keith Gerein, co-editor in chief, 
attributed this year’s profit to an overall 

reduction in costs. “We really cut 
expenses this year. There haven’t been 
any huge savings on one particular thing. 
It’s just been a number of small things,” 
he said. On average, paper sizes were 
smaller this year and 
included a higher ad con¬ 
tent. Other expense reduc¬ 
tions included printing and 
delivery costs as well as util¬ 
ities and administrative fees. 

“It’s been a general dedi¬ 
cation to living within our 
means and being within our 
budget,” said Mansbridge. 
“We’ve really been scrimp¬ 
ing,” she added. 

While pleased, 
Mansbridge and Gerein 
were surprised by the num¬ 
bers. uThe Journal is not 
mandated to be running a 
large profit. We don’t want 
to be taking extra money 
from students,” said Gerein. 
“Both Tara and I would 
have preferred to see it a lot 
closer to zero.” 

Mansbridge agreed. “I 
wouldn’t want to see The 
Journal make a profit on a 
long-term basis, but I think 
a profit this year, although 
not intended, can make it a 
lot easier for next year’s 
crew,” she said. 

AMS Vice-President (Operations) 
Gord Moodie, said that the profit “was a 
bit high for a service that charges student 
fees” but was confident that it could be 

appropriately reinvested. “It’s better 
than losing $30,000 or so, because at 
least next year we can make substantial 
improvements to The Journal," he said. 
“I just think we need to focus on using 
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the money well,” he added. 
Despite the profit, Gerein maintains 

that The Journal still relies on the money 

it receives from the mandatory $2.50 
AMS student fee. “The recent history of 
this place has been to lose money. At this 
stage, it would be premature to start cut¬ 
ting revenue or increasing expenses 
because it’s very easy to slip back into the 
old pattern,” he said. 

According to Mansbridge the pro¬ 
jected $20,000 left at year end will be 
absorbed into the AMS. “The money we 
make this year will go to covering short 
falls in other places,” she said. She added 
that the money may also be needed to 
prepare for next year’s Y2K. 

Moodie said he hopes the money can 
be put towards upgrading The Journal's 
computer system and increasing staff 
honorariums. “There are things in The 
Journal that the money can be spent on,” 
he said. “1 think the emphasis is on ser¬ 
vice improvement.” 

Mansbridge would also like to see the 
money go towards volunteer apprecia¬ 
tion. “That’s where we want to reinvest 
and make sure the people who work here 
feel valued for the immense amount of 
time they put in,” she explained. 

Incoming Editor-in-chief Sarah 
Crosbie said she could not predict where 
the money would be spent until next 
year’s budget was determined. However, 
she hopes to continue the trend in the 
future. “I think its incredible that Tara 
and Keith got The Journal out of the rut 
and I hope our year will at least break 
even,” she said. 

UNCOMMON 
SENSE 

THE GREEN PARTY OF ONTARIO PROPOSES: 

✓ reduced tuitions and enhanced assistance programs 
✓ student loans repayable through community work 

increased emphasis on arts education 
✓ a 32-hour work week to make room for young 

people entering the work-force 
}/ expanded and extended matemity/patemity leave 

a proportional representation election system 
a revenue-neutral tax shift away from income and 

onto resources to help boost the economy 
*/ a guaranteed annual income supplement to 

replace welfare and encourage employment 
</ a reduction of Ontario’s three deficits: fiscal, 

social and environmental 

Does this sound like ONLY 
an environmental party to you? 

Find out more at the Public Information Meeting 
Tuesday, April 20 at 7:30 at the Kingston Public Library 

QUEEN’S GREENS 
KINGSTON GREEN PARTY 

Contact: taUienderson@hotmail.com ' 

tffNl 

Saturday, April 10 
Doors Open 9PM 
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Award honours Queen’s profs 

Recipients of the Frank Knox Teaching Award, Leanoer raongar.ro... w-'.''«■" 
ogy (middle left) and Jim Lee from geological science (middle right) pose with 

committee members (from left) Lisa Mori, Carly Grimsen, Chair Rodger Scott, 

Alex Tarantino, and Cathy Kitchen. _;_ '_ 
PHOTO BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

By Renee Huang 

“You are the best instructors Queen’s 
has to offer.” With that introduction, the 
two recipients of the Frank Knox Award 
for Excellence in Teaching were 
announced Tuesday evening before a 
crowd of approximately 70 well-wishers. 

“I’m kind of in shock... I 
think it’s fabulous that junior 
faculty could be recognized 

for teaching.” 

— Jim Lee, geological science 
professor and Frank Knox 

Teaching Award winner 

Psychology professor Leander 
Fabrigar and Jim Lee from geological 

science are the newest recipients of the 
Frank Knox Award, and were honoured 
along with 24 other nominees at a recep¬ 
tion held at the University Club. 

Both instructors were pleased to 
receive the award, often considered the 
highest honour of recognition from 

students. 
“It’s been a pleasure to teach the stu¬ 

dents here and I wouldn’t trade them for 
any in the world,” said Fabrigar, who has 
taught at Queen’s for four years. “It’s not 
really work to teach these students.” 

“I’m kind of in shock,” said Lee. “I 
think it’s fabulous that junior faculty 
could be recognized for teaching.” He 
explained that part of his surprise 
stemmed from the fact that the course he 
was nominated for has only been in 
existence for two years. 

“1 was lucky to have bright and 

enthusiastic students,” contmued Lee 
who has taught at Queen s for three 
years. “I really enjoy interacting with the 

students.” . 
Each year, two instructors are selected 

from a pool nominated by students, and 
are honoured for their outstanding com¬ 
mitment to education. The award was 
established in 1989 as a tribute to Frank 
Knox, a professor of economics who 
demonstrated “tremendous dedication in 
his teaching of Queen's undergraduates 
from the 1920s to I960,” stated a writ¬ 
ten description from the Academic 

Affairs Commission. 

“It’s been a pleasure to 
teach the students here and 

I wouldn’t trade them for 
any in the world.” 

— Leander Fabrigar, psychology 
professor and Frank Knox 

Teaching Award winner 

Chair of the Frank Knox Award com¬ 
mittee Rodger Scott said the nomination 
process required two letters of recom¬ 
mendations from students. Candidates 
were evaluated along five criteria from 
overall teaching excellence to availability 
outside classroom time. 

The committee, consisting of Lisa 
Mori, Con-Ed ’99, Carly Grimsen, 
ArtSci ’00, Alex Tarantino, ArtSci ’01 
and Cathy Kitchen, Comm ’99 hoped 
the award- would allow students to 
express their appreciation for teaching 
excellence, and recognize the contribu¬ 
tions and efforts of all instructors nomi¬ 
nated. 

1998-99 Frank Knox 
Teaching Award Nominees 

Wayne Albert - Physical and Health 
Education 

David Bacon - Chemical Engineering 

Axel Becke - Chemistry 

James Carson - History 

Lynann Clapham - Physics 

Peggy Cunningham - School of Business 

Robin Dawes - Computing and 
Information Sciences 

Merlin Donald - Psychology 

Lee Fabrigar - Psychology 

Dan Fraiken - Theology 

Alois Freundorfer - Electrical Engineering 

John Hanes- Geological Sciences 

Elizabeth Hanson - English 

David Lawrence - Chemical Engineering 

Jim Lee - Geological Sciences 

Max Lizano - Spanish 

Fred Lock - English 

Eleanor MacDonald - Political Studies 

Olga Malyshko - Music 

Donna O'Connor - Occupational 

Therapy 

Patricia Rae - English 

Ken Rose - Physiology 

Robert Shenton - History 

Geoffrey Smith - History 

Gary Wagner - Drama 

Tracy Ware - English 
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[ Campus 
Bookstore I 

The Campus Bookstore would like to 

thank those individuals who participated 

in the Campus Bookstore Surveys. We 

received 498 completed surveys; 

therefore we will be donating $498.00 to 

a local literacy foundation on your behalf. 

Check your email to see if you were one 

of the lucky winners of a $50.00 gift 

certificate from the Campus Bookstore. 

Clark Hall • Weekdays 9-8, Saturday 10-5 ■ 533-2955 
Owned and Operated by Students Since 1909 

www.campusbookstore.com 

Need a Headquarters? 
Need an office? 

JDUC OFFICE SPACE 
NOW AVAILABLE... 

... for AMS affiliated clubs and extra-curric¬ 
ular groups. 

Applications now available at the AMS front 
desk and are due back at the CIA office by 
May 1st. 

Questions? Contact Carol or Dan ext. 74815 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Would you like to spend <i term in England? 

For in formation & applications, contact 
Student Awards, Victoria School Bldg. 

(613)533-2216 
AwnrdsiSipost, qucensu.cn 

'vww.quecnsu.ca/lialson/lsc/lsc.htin 
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MOVING 
You think exams are hell? Get ready for The 'j|orc|s_ 

An important message for outgoing tenants, 751 73) and 
The Municipal Affairs Commission (533-6000 ext. /5 I /BJ 

Town-Gown Relations (533-6745) are ready to help! 

Outgoing Tenants tenant...and the landlord can charge you if 
You shoula leave your unit clean and tidy, t makes it n ce i . ■ j trvina to aet back at a nasty lanalord...it 
you've left dirt, furniture or damage behind. Don't leave garbage behind trying to get a y 

only hurts the next tenants who are probably students like yourselt. 

Tr/oc!Ss clean and clear of garbage. If it isn't note problems in ,£"00°* to 
ASAP As a new tenant you have the riqht to a c ean unit and you should not be responsible tor labour or costs to 
dean up after a previous tenant If you're pleased with the conditions, take time to give those responsible (tenants or 

landlord) the credit they deserve. 

New*fenarrts have the right to move into a clean house with clean appliances, free from the traces (or worse) of the 
previous tenants. Talk to your current tenants now - and offer what help you can -- to make sure the place will be 
ready for the next set of tenants. Ultimately, though, it's your responsibility to have it in shape. 

Bf you're moving in.oo new tenants 177n, 
New tenants should be aware that they can contact the City of Kingston Property Standards Officer (oo4-1 //U) ext. 
203) or the Kingston Fire Inspector (548-7861) to arrange a FREE house inspection. 

GETTING RID OF STUFF - THE RIGHT W! 

=j RECYCLING 
Make the most of your Blue Box. Recycle newspapers, notes, magazines, catalogues, plastics (#1,2,4,5,6), clean 

pizza boxes with food stains), glass 
, fine paper and envelopes. 

plastic bags, styrofoam, metal cans (clean), boxboard (cereal boxes, etc. but not 
bottles and jars (Clean with no lids), corrugated cardboard, aluminum trays and 

pizz 
foil, 

\A / 

If you need a sheet telling you how to separate your stuff...so that it Goes Away...or if you need a 
Recycling/Garbage schedule, contad the MAC or Town-Gown. Need a Blue Box — Still? Call Town-Gown to get 
one with a $6 deposit. 

REUSABLE STUFF YOU DON'T WANT ANYMORE 
Like what? Couches, chairs, pots & pans, cutlery & kitchen things, small appliances, ''pieces of art," drapes, blinds, 
mats, etc. Items must be clean, intact and reusable. 

If you can't sell it or give it away to a friend, then donate it to a worthy organization: 

Bridge House - 549-6303 
St. Vincent de Paul Society - 546-3333 
Dawn House Women's Shelter - 545-9640 
The March of Dimes Store - 549-4141 

Goodwill - 545-3643 
The Salvation Army Thrift Store - 548-4411 
Kingston Interval House - 546-1833 

"some places can pick up...for other places, you must deliver — give them a call! 

OR you can donate stuff to the MAC-AMS Yard Sale on April 30th & Mav 1 st at the "I etl ,k„ 

nffedlStMArPar|rh9 l0* betWSen S|tak|ffer L!rbrC7 aY the °ld VictoriQ Sch°o1 (Awards & Admissions” Registrar'! 
°33-60oTTxtW751 78. ° ^ ° ^ Wi" Pid UP '°r9e ',emS tor ,he *ard sale ' call them at the MAC office ■ 

T=g=? CLOTHING 
' Pick up a Salvation Army Blue Bag at the AMS office or Town-Gown Office (hath eff™ I . , . lL lrM in j 

fill it with any re-usable clothing (pants, shirts, skirts, socks, shoesTackets hats scnme, '°Cated'" *! LDUAC> °nd 
office during regular business hours for pick-up by the Salvation Army. ' ' ' Dr°P lf at the AMS 

fFr NON-PERISHABLE FOOD 

— 4534 C°nned °r Un°Pened non-Persihable food to the AMS °^e or call Partners in Mission Food Bank at 544- 

Get together with friends for the "clean out the fridge" potluck. Mmmm, pickles mustard 
stuff that is opened and perishable? Give to friends - don't waste! P ' mustard and year-old fishsticks! Got 
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GARBAGE 
also known as... 

ITEMS THAT CANNOT BE RE-USED OR RECYCLED 

1) If it fits in the garbage baa without the bag rip¬ 
ping, put it out for your regular garbage pick-up. 

2) Otherwise, take large garbage (couch, mat¬ 
tress, TV stand) to the Waste Transfer Station (see 
map). You can dump it there for NO COST April 
26 through May 1 5. (At other times of the year, 
there is a weight-based fee). Hours of operation: 
Monday - Friday, 7 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Saturday, 
8 a.m. - 1 p.m. ‘Either use your moving van to 
transport large garbage before you move...or put 
your dead couch on the last of all and drop it off 
on the way to the 401! 

3) If you really, really, really have no means of 
getting your large garbage to the Waste Transfer 
Station during tne NO COST period, bring it to 
the "Unwanted Stuff" Site operating ONLY April 
30 and May 1 during daylight hours in the Alfred 
St. parking lot between Stauffer Library and the 
Student Awards/Admissions Office of the Registrar 
(Old Victoria School). The AMS Yard Sale will be 
taking place on the same site at the same 
times...and you can bring your Blue Box recycling 
(yes, that's a year's worth of notes) there too. (The 
site is staffed...you can't miss it...corner of Alfred 

and Union). 

amaoN isc 

'■pj'JL 
fp 

—\ MIWl SI YtCSI 

Kingston Garbage & Recycling Collection Zones 

HAZARDOUS WASTE 
Don't put this stuff out with the garbage! Augh! Paints, solvents, (paint 
thinnner, etc.) batteries, aerosol containers, household cleaners are 
toxic waste. Keep hazardous waste in its original containers. Take it to 
the hazardous Waste Facility at KARC (see map) ONLY during these 
times: every Thursday and the 2nd Saturday of the month from 9 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. (Dates in April are the 8th, 10th, 15th, 22nd and 29th). 
Questions? Call the site at 546-4988. (Your landlord may be willing to 

help transport you and your scary stuff). 

April 
,9 M T w T F s 

’E 2 3 

4 5 6B 7A 8C 9D 10 

ii 12e 13B ,4A 15C 16D 17 

IB 19e 2°B 21A *0 23D 24 

25 26E 27B 28A 2SC 30p 

May 
,9 M T w T F S 

1 

2 3E 4B 5A 6c 7D 8 

9 10E "B 12A 13c 14D 15 

16 17E 18B 13A *>0 21D 22 

§t- M 
25g 2BE *'A 2Sc 29 

Garbage & Recycling Schedule 

Location of Waste 
Transfer Station and 
K.A.R.C./ Hazardous 
Waste Facility. Only 10 
minutes north of campus! 

LJ Each year, bad people try to "hide" their garbage in their neighbour s backyard 
paid for by others...etc. These people often get caught And they are truly evil. F 
Somehow you got the stuff to Kingston - take responsibility for it! 

or in the dumpsters 
Please don't be evil. 

These timely and helpful hints brought to you by the AMS 
Municipal Affairs Commission and the 

Town-Gown Relations Office. 
Good Luck Moving! 
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Thanks again! 
on behalf of the AMS food bank 

A & P at Princess and Barrie 

AMS Welcome Back Week 

Campus Bookstore 

Department of Film Studies 

English DSC 

ENGSOC 

Faculty of Arts and Science 

Health, Counselling & Disability Services 

Office of Advancement 

Queen's Apartment and Housing 

Queen's Christian Fellowship 

Queen's Residences 

Queen's Libraries 

Queen's University Faculty Association 

Queen's Ultimate Frisbee Club 

Vice Principal (Advancement) 

Weston Bakeries 

Queen's Journal 

...and best of luck to Vanessa Chiasson, 
next year’s food bank coordinator 

Open Mondays and Thursdays; 4-6 p.m. until April 26. 

272 Earl St. (basement) • 533-6972 m 
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Plan ‘a step forward’ 
C^ntinuedTrom page I 

services currently housed in the 
ipUC were surveyed about the 
quality of the work space and 
activity needs. 

“This is a project... that fits 
into the student life initiative,” 
said outgoing Vice-President 
(Operations) Gord Moodie. 
The relocated offices would be 
organized around open concept 
office space with portable work 
stations that would increase 
flexibility and visibility of the 
AMS. “If I had a window in my 
office this year, the things I 
could’ve accomplished,” 
Moodie said, in hindsight. 

The proposed AMS office 
expansion is a short-term solu¬ 
tion that fits into the overall 
long-term scheme to improve 
student life facilities at Queen’s, 
in order to “improve student 
activity space in such a way to 

avoid compromising future 
redevelopment,” said Sinnott. 

The existing AMS office 
space has been criticized for its 
inaccessible nature. “Queen’s 
has one of the most vibrant stu¬ 
dent life on campus yet one of 
the most deficient student life 
facilities,” said outgoing AMS 
President Tom Stanley. 

“I don’t think people will 
come to the AMS unless we 
make the doorway so they just 
stumble in,” said Moodie. 

“I think the move and loca¬ 
tion would make us more visible 
and accessible... and less intimi¬ 
dating to visit,” said Lisa Mori, 
incoming vice-president (uni¬ 
versity affairs). “It’s advanta¬ 
geous to have AMS volunteers 
sharing work stations for the 
[benefit) of support systems,” 
she continued. “Providing the 
set up allows for some privacy 
[for phone calls and meetings). I 

don’t think 
an open 
concept 
work space 
would be 
detrimental 
to our 
effectabil- 
ity.” 

Part of 
the reason 
the JDUC 
keeps 
undergoing 
renova¬ 

tions, 

Stanley 

said, is that the initial building 
plan did not consider long-term 
planning. “If we can get some 
vision and start implementing it 
in steps, we can really make this 
building great,” he said. 

Although the plan is still in 
its preliminary stages, important 
details still need to be worked 
out. “I think if we could find a 
balance between... some small 
offices... and then general open 
workspace, it could be an effi¬ 
cient set up,” Mori said, citing 
the possible reallocation of stu¬ 
dent activity space as a “step 
forward... in terms of getting 
where we want to be in a couple 
years.” 

The long-term plan to 
improve student life facilities 
includes removing graduate res¬ 
idence in the JDUC, revamping 
the Phys-Ed Centre and build¬ 
ing a new field house on Clergy 
Street. 

Since the JDUC council has 
approved the concept, Sinnott 
said a small committee of repre¬ 
sentatives from user groups will 
meet over the next three to four 
weeks to “try and put some 
flesh on this skeleton.” 

If approved, Sinnott said the 
redevelopment of the JDUC 
into “a high traffic social space” 
could conceivably be done this 
summer. 

It is still unresolved where 
the source of funding for the 
expansion will be. 

Breast Cancer 
awareness walk 

The sixth annual walk to 
raise awareness of Breast 
Cancer will be held on May 8. 
Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. 
at the Gazebo in McDonald 
Park on the water at King and 
Barrie Streets. 

There is a $15 registration 
fee, which includes a t-shirt. 
Sponsor sheets are available at 
All Hair Alternatives, Eclectica 
Gallery, Indigo Books, K R 
Copy, Liz Claiborne outlet, 
Neva’s Mastectomy Boutique, 
Ontario Breast Screening 
Program, and Scotiabank. For 
more information, please con¬ 
tact Breast Cancer Action 
Kingston at 531-7912. 

Ryandale Shelter needs 
volunteers 

Are you staying in Kingston 
this summer? Why not volun¬ 
teer at Ryandale Shelter for the 
homeless? There are afternoon, 
evening, and overnight shifts 
available. For information, call 
Michelle at 548-8466. 

Royal Bank Mayor’s 
Walk 

Volunteers are needed to 
take part in the Royal Bank 
Mayor’s Walk on April 24. For 
information, call Bill Bleackley 
at 542-1336. 

WearFair Networking 
meeting 

On April 14 WearFair, a 
group against sweatshops, will 
be holding a networking meet¬ 
ing consisting of a short video 
and discussion at the John Orr 
Room in the JDUC. For more 
information contact Christine 
at 546-9416 or e-mail her at 
7ct3@qlink.queensu.ca. 

Out There 
Five people killed in 

Ottawa massacre 

Five people were killed in 
Ottawa on Tuesday afternoon 
after a lone gunman opened fire 
in the stockroom of the Ottawa 
transit company and then 
turned the gun on himself. The 
gunman was a former employee 
of Ottawa Transit. 

— courtesy of The Globe 

and Mail 

S.T.A.R. (The Student Team on Alumni 
Relations) wouli like to thank the 
following corporations for their 
generous support of our Survival Kit 
program: 

Pepsi-Cola Canada Hunt Wesson 
Alberto Culver Krispy Kernels 

Butler Hershey Canada 
Blistex Ltd. Sanford 
Deodato’s Dep Canada 
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Oh, what a year! 
Ed board awards darts and laurels for ’98-99 

'^’THE 'TEFLON COATING’ AWARD: Morris for making the community 

The outgoing AMS Executive, for a aware that the food bank is a service 

year of nearly scandal-free leadership. available to all students. 

^The 'Richard Nixon’ award: 

Incoming AMS Executive for tarnishing 

the position before they even took 

office. 

^The ‘To Serve and Protect’ 

AWARD: Campus Security Director 

Louise Fish and Media Spokesperson 

Sue Wagar for their diligence in bring¬ 

ing security issues to the attention of 

students. 

'NTHE ‘GET OFF YOUR ASS’ AWARD: 

For a student body that doesn’t seem 

interested in exercising its democratic 

will or getting involved in student life 

and opportunities on campus. 

‘^THE ‘CAMPUS DIPLOMAT’ AWARD: 

JDUC Director Jack Sinnott, for his 

tireless and enthusiastic work behind 

the scenes, and for trying to reconcile 

with students after the Queen’s Pub 

fiasco. 

**THE 'SWIFT KICK’ AWARD: 

The administration, for surprising stu- "^THE ‘IGNORANT MASSES’ AWARD: 

dents with a 40 per cent tuition hike for The ASUS representatives to AMS 

Commerce and 30 per cent for Applied assembly, for insinuating that students 

Science after no public discourse. are not informed enough to decide the 

issue of alignment for themselves. 

^The ‘Oprah’s Book Club’ award: 

ultraviolet magazine, for raising the ‘fcTHE ‘GO THE EXTRA MILE’ AWARD: 

profile of the literary' scene at Queen’s Pat Bogstad, Associate Registrar 

and packaging a stellar CD with their (Student Awards), for bending over 

backwards to help students in their time 

of financial need. 

latest issue. 

**THE POLKAROO’ AWARD: 

The new Rector, Mike Kealy. Has any 

one seen this guy? 

^THE ‘GENDERLIZATIONS’ AWARD: 

The Physical Education Centre, for 

making the washrooms accessible to 

transgendered persons. 'tSTHE ‘OPENING DOORS’ AWARD: 

The Accessibility Task Force for making 

progress towards making the campus '|?THE ‘YOU’VE GOT NAILED’ AWARD: 

more accessible. Dean of Law Alison Harvison-Young, 

for providing inadequate explanations 

^*The ‘DOES Anyone Care?’ AWARD: for both an e-mail that,showed prefer- 

The AMS Social Issues Commission, ential treatment for some students and 

lacking the initiative to bother printing a sexist letter that described a female 

the Anti-Racism Revieiv, renamed law student as a ‘hottie.’ 

Culture Shock, as planned. 

^THE ‘GREASY SILVER SPOON’ AWARD: 

«The ‘STRENGTH OF Spirit’ AWARD: The Marriott run JDUC cafeteria, for 

New Equity Advisor Mary Margaret charging exorbitant prices for cafeteria- 

Dauphinee for working hard to estab- quality food, 

lish her new office in the uncertainty 

following the elimination of the office 

of the Dean of Women. 
9g The ‘Oil-Thigh’ award: 

For an amazing Homecoming weekend 

(despite the storm) and a successful 

experiment with a beer tent. ^THE ‘WALKHOME OR STAY HOME’ 

AWARD: Our campus, for being an 

unsafe environment for students, as evi- *-*The ‘You Do The Math’ AWARD: 

denced by this year’s alarming number The AMS, for not explaining to stu- 

of violent assaults and the threat of date dents what accounting discrepancies led 

rape drugs such a Rohypnol. to the firing of Walkhome Assistant 

^ Manager Mark Fam. 
I? The ‘Golden Rule’ award: 

AMS Food Bank Co-ordinator Eric 
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Last Words 

I Mt S JuunJNAU- 

Accessibility matters 
A double cohort of high school 

students will soon reach Canadian 

,1 diversities as a result of the phasing 

out of grade 13 in Ontario. The 

Queen’s Board of Trustees has dis¬ 

cussed plans to accommodate this 

new influx of students (or not), and 

the Council of Ontario Universities 

has said it will take an extra $1.2 bil¬ 

lion per year to deal with the 

increased enrolment demands. 

Parents are worried. Parents who 

would give anything to ensure their 

children’s success, including paying 

for day care, tutors and private 

school, are in a bind: There may not 

be a place for their children in the 

Canadian universities of the early 

twenty-first century. 

It’s a crisis of accessibility — and 

it’s big news. 

The front pages of major 

Canadian newspapers warn of the 

super-elitist universities of the 

future, where not all deserving stu¬ 

dents can make it in. 

Much like the Queen’s University 

of today. 

In the past ten years, Queen’s 

tuition has raised by 155 per cent for 

Arts and Science students, 230 per 

cent for Commerce students, and 

204 per cent for Applied Science stu¬ 

dents. Undergraduate students start¬ 

ing Queen’s in September 1999 will 

pay an average of $3,604 more per 

year in tuition than those who 

started in September 1989. 

Proponents of tuition hikes are 

armed with convincing arguments. 

Tuition has been artificially low for 

too many years. Government cut¬ 

backs have hit universities hard. We 

need to raise tuition or the quality of 

Laura MacInnis 

our education will suffer. We need to 

raise tuition or we will no longer be 

on the cutting edge, we will not 

longer be the best. 

While these arguments may seem 

valid, and are widely accepted by 

administrators, faculty and some stu¬ 

dents, they are inadequate and 

incomplete in response to the chal¬ 

lenges now facing our university. 

There is a reason that tuition lev¬ 

els have traditionally been set low, 

and were maintained at low rates 

until recently. When tuition is low, 

university is an option for students 

who do not come from privilege. 

Parental income, summer employ¬ 

ment and loan eligibility are 

secondary issues when tuition is low. 

It matters less if you’re a mother, if 

you’re studying part-time, or if 

you’re a mature student when tuition 

is low. University is one choice 

among many when tuition is not 

daunting. 

By permitting universities to raise 

tuition, the government of Ontario 

has signalled that accessibility to edu¬ 

cation is no longer a priority. By sub¬ 

sequently raising tuition, universities 

such as Queen’s have made inaccessi¬ 

ble education real for many deserv¬ 

ing students. 

The most recent tuition hikes for 

Commerce and Applied Science stu¬ 

dents, 40 per cent and 30 per cent 

respectively, were justified by the 

notion that Queen’s needs more rev¬ 

enue from students in order to 

remain competitive. The quality of 

our education, it was said, depends 

on a tuition rate on par with other 

university programs. 

Queen’s is a high-quality institu¬ 

tion because of the calibre of its stu¬ 

dents and faculty. While laptop com¬ 

puters and new buildings are 

certainly valuable acquisitions to 

Queen’s, it is the people who make 

up the university who bring excel¬ 

lence to our academia. 

If Queen’s were to commit itself 

to low tuition levels for all students, 

the best students would certainly 

come to Queen’s. A lower tuition 

rate would attract students to 

Queen’s who would otherwise not 

be able to afford post-secondary edu¬ 

cation, and reinforce the university’s 

commitment to educating top stu¬ 

dents, regardless of social class. 

Increasing tuition is just one 

option among many to improve and 

maintain the quality of Queen’s. It is 

exclusive and harmful to raise tuition 

at a public university to a rate where 

only privileged students can benefit 

from the experience. 

But it’s already happened. The 

tuition increases over the past decade 

at Queen’s have changed the diver¬ 

sity and make-up of our. student 

body. They have made a Queen’s 

education inaccessible to many high 

quality students. 

The irony of the double cohort is 

that accessibility has now become a 

hot political topic, long after post- 

secondary education lost its univer¬ 

sality. 

Now that accessibility affects 

upper-middle class students to the 

same degree as all others, it is gaining 

mainstream media attention. Now 

that post-secondary educational 

accessibility has superseded class, it is 

recognized as a problem in Canada. 

The Journal 1998-99 

The inside 
story 
Paul Heisler 

Who are those shadowy figures who meet twice 

a week and opine on everything from euthanasia 

to tuition hikes? What really goes on at those edi¬ 

torial board meetings behind the closed doors of 

The Journal fortress on Earl Street? Where do we 

hoard the fat student-subsidized cheques that 

Golden Words claims we receive in compensation 

for printing “self-indulgent pictures of Neil 

Young”? Since I’ve already collected my last 

cheque from the AMS front office, I feel it’s now 

safe to share with the Queen’s community the sor¬ 

did details of life behind the masthead of The 

Journal — and perhaps dispel a few myths as well. 

Many students seem to have conflicting percep¬ 

tions about the type of people who make up the 

editorial board of The Journal. Just in the past 

month, letter-writers have complained that the ed- 

board is: a partner-swapping, self-congratulatory 

in-group that should be paid in beer and condoms, 

with a sinister pro-life agenda, and led by a per¬ 

verted co-editor-in-chief who cannot control her 

physical desires. Much to my chagrin, I must admit 

that there is a kernel of truth in all three allega¬ 

tions — but just a little kernel. 

We really are all normal hard-working students 

just like you. Well, actually quasi-students would 

be a better label. Both co-editors-in-chief gradu¬ 

ated last year and none of the rest of us actually go 

to class. 

That aside, however, the 22 members of the edi¬ 

torial board do reflect a fair cross-section of the 

Queen’s community and all its academic diversity 

— with the exception of Applied Science, 

Commerce, Concurrent-Education, Nursing, 

Meds, Law and Rehab; we do have Arts and 

Science students though. 

Together, we choose what topics we think are 

relevant to the community and then engage in 

vicious debate until one side prevails or we reach 

consensus. Since some readers seem confused 

about this process, I will attempt to clear up any 

misconceptions. For some reason, editors of ‘rival’ 

campus publications have had a difficult time 

grasping the concept of a group editorial. The edi¬ 

torials that appear on the left side of the page are 

neither anonymous, unnamed, cowardly or neces¬ 

sarily the opinion of Paul Heisler. They are simply 

the opinion of the entire ed-board as decided in an 

open and democratic manner and then written by 

myself. 

The names of the members of that ed-board are 

hardly anonymous: they are listed at the bottom of 

the page under the heading... Editorial Board. 

Some readers might have noticed that not all those 

names have lasted the year. Those who did not 

share our rabid pro-life-cum-swinger lifestyle were 

quickly ousted in favour of more docile editors. 

Those of us who have survived the cutthroat 

infighting and constant haranguing by superiors, 

remain proudly listed on the masthead. Once 

again, just a little kernel of truth. If it were true, 

would they really let me write it? 

Of course, not everything you read in The 

Journal is rrue. A lot of it is the unsubstantiated 

opinions of students who have no more experience 

or wisdom in life than their readers. 

This should not, however, be frowned upon by 

the community: The Journal is not The Globe and 

Mail and neither should it aspire to be. For all its 

faults. The Journal is a remarkable institution and 

an unparalleled learning environment for Queen’s 

students interested in the media. Like any other 

extra-curricular activity at at Queen’s, The Journal 

does suffer from the lack of interest that many stu¬ 

dents have in volunteering their spare rime. For 

those that do make the sacrifice, however, they 

will find that the doors to 272 Earl Street are 

always open and the experience is extremely 

rewarding. 

It is hard not to take pride in a student 

newspaper that has persevered for 126 years and, 

this year, survived multiple computer viruses and 

still met its deadlines; albeit a day late. 
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Battle in the Balkans^Hl 
I moved to Kingston from Belgrade 

at the age of 25 and have lived here for 

the past 10 years. During the war in 

Bosnia, 1 taught the Serbo-Croatian lan¬ 

guage to our Canadian peacekeepers. I 

have always been proud to be a part of 

our Canadian peacekeeping mission. 

Now, it saddens me to realize that these 

same people are being used by NATO 

forces to bomb civilians. 

I will, not dwell on the fact that the 

bombing of Yugoslavia violates the UN 

and NATO charters as well as interna¬ 

tional law. Numerous analysts have 

already made that point. Nonetheless, I 

do feel compelled to warn you that this 

war started by NATO may change the 

future of the world and is likely to accel¬ 

erate the arms race around the globe. 

Some world leaders are no doubt aware of 

the ominous resemblance of the present 

situation as compared with the annexa¬ 

tion of Czechoslovakia that preceded 

WWII. 
The war on Yugoslavia will do no more 

to solve the current situation than did the 

killing of 800,000 innocent people in 

Iraq. The effect will be to further prop up 

Slobodan Milosevic as it did with Saddam 

Hussein. The bombs are supposedly 

aimed against Milosevic, not at the peo¬ 

ple. But roads, bridges, power plants, fac¬ 

tories are vital to all people of Yugoslavia; 

Serbs, Kosovars and Montenegrins alike! 

A nine-year long embargo aimed at curb¬ 

ing Milosevic resulted in the worst infla¬ 

tion of this century. War profiteers and 

organized smugglers flourished overnight dancng in the winter cold against police 

- “a cream of society" supporting the cordons and how gnpped w th de pa.r 

president. they were afterward. Now, these same 

Meanwhile, my brother’s engineering people are standing not behind Milosevic 

salary could buy a toothpick, retired peo- but against the attack on their country 

pie searched garbage containers for food, while NATO bombs are targeting young 

and families stood in lines from 4 a.m. to men, mostly 18-25 year olds, who are 

get bread and milk! Add to this picture conscripted in the army under me 

the 700,000 refugees that poured into Yugoslavia civil defense law. NA1U lias 

what remained of Yugoslavia. What was indeed achieved a lot in only two weeks: 

left was an expanded power base for it leveled the capital of Kosovo, destroyed 

Milosevic at the cost of a weakened facilities essential for everyday life around 

the country, carpeted the fields of Kosovo 

with the depleted uranium bombs, pro¬ 

duced hundreds of thousands of refugees, 

relegated the moderate Kosovar president 

to oblivion, and suggested the arming of 

the extremist KLA as a way out of their 

self-imposed trap. Neither NATO, the 

KLA, nor Milosevic care about human 

disaster. The aims are to save face, claim 

victory and achieve their political goals. 

I don’t doubt the good intentions of 

the Canadian people who support 

NATO’s actions but please realize that the 

opposition. 

While governments are using 
the media to manipulate 
public opinion in order to 

justify their actions, NATO is 
generating the humanitarian 

disaster on all sides. 

While governments are using the 

media to manipulate public opinion in 

order to justify their actions, NATO is in 

fa a generating the humanitarian disaster current bombings will only deepen the cri- 

on all sides. Instead of strengthening sis. If this continues to the point where 

Milosevic, they should be working to NATO feels compelled to land ground 

assist the Yugoslav people to remove him. troops to save face it will ignite a full-scale 

The last attempt to overthrow him, the war in Europe. Is this what YOU really 

three months of demonstrations in 1996, want? We as a people have to decide 

died because NATO preferred to uphold whether to send our citizens to die over 

Milosevic for a practical reason: his signa- political arrogance or to solve humanity’s 

ture on the Bosnian peace accord. problems constructively, honestly and sen- 

I still remember the exaltation of hun- sibly. 

dreds of thousands of anti-Milosevic pro¬ 

testers while marching, singing and Marijana Matovic 

Queen’s Alumni Queen s Alumni 

Bombing Yugoslavia, bombing Queen’s 
Civilization is nothing more than the 

effort to reduce the use of force to the last 

resort. 

— Jose Ortega y Gasset 

La Rebellion de las masses (1930) 

By now most Queen’s students 

are aware that Yugoslavia is being 

bombed by NATO. I think there 

are two different ways in which we can 

know this though. We can know it and 

care about it, and try to do something to 

change the situation, or we can know it 

and not give a damn, and let the bomb¬ 

ings continue. 

Part of the reason why it is so easy for 

Queen’s students to know that 

Yugoslavia is being bombed and not 

worry too much about it, is because we 

are actually misinformed by media sta¬ 

tions like CNN (read: American propa¬ 

ganda machines). These “news” stations 

paint a picture of the events leading up 

to the current crises that is at best incom¬ 

plete, and at worst a horrid misrepresen¬ 

tation of the historical reality — a lie. 

According to the Western media por¬ 

trayals we are constantly exposed to, 

NATO is bombing Yugoslavia to stop the 

“genocide” and “ethnic cleansing” of 

Albanians by Serbs that is said to be tak¬ 

ing place in Kosovo. What is never men¬ 

tioned in these broadcasts is that the 

mass exodus out of Kosovo by Albanians 

only started after the NATO bombing 

campaign began. Nor is it ever men¬ 

tioned that many of these “refugees” 

have been encouraged to leave Kosovo 

by their very own KLA (the so-called 

Kosovo Liberation Army — they used to 

be called terrorists) in order to exacer¬ 

bate an already tense situation. 

It is also an open question that what is 

going on in Kosovo is or ever was any¬ 

thing that should be classified as a 

“genocide.” To put the figures in per¬ 

spective, in the two years of fighting 

between Serbian paramilitary forces and 

the KLA, approximately two thousand 

Albanians were killed, many of them 

affiliated with the KLA and killed in 

retaliation for previous attacks. Is this 

genocide? Almost five hundred 

Americans are killed yearly in the United 

States capital, Washington D.C., by 

Americans. Is this genocide? 

Over six million Jews were killed in 

the Nazi holocaust. This most definitely 

was genocide. To use emotion-laden 

terms like “genocide” and “ethnic 

cleansing” in the attempt to raise support 

for NATO bombings is pure 

propaganda. 

I am pointing to the fact that 
in every dispute there are 
three sides: the one, the 

other, and the truth. What 
we have been given so far has 
been one sided, a far cry from 

the truth. 

Besides, if NATO really uses genocide 

as a pretext to bomb a sovereign nation, 

then why has it stood so idly by as other 

nations committed true acts of terror and 

aggression? It has been estimated that 

Turkish forces exterminated some 

36,000 Kurdistani people in the last few 

years. Yet NATO did nothing. So the 

question arises, why does NATO choose 

to “intervene” in Yugoslavia, but not in 

Turkey? Could the reason have some¬ 

thing to do with the fact that Turkey is 

an ally of NATO while Yugoslavia is not? 

The demonization of the Serbian peo¬ 

ple by the Western media is what is really 

horrific in all this. And a blatant disre¬ 

gard for the facts is the method to this 

madness. What about the fact that 

Serbians have historic and legal entitle¬ 

ment under international law to the 

province of Yugoslavia called Kosovo? 

This is never mentioned. What about the 

fact that historic battles were fought and 

Won by Serbians there? Evidently this is 

not news. What about the fact that 

Serbians were driven out of Kosovo by 

Albanians? This doesn’t matter. And the 

fact that practically all historic buildings 

and monasteries tied to Serbian culture 

are situated in Kosovo? All these facts 

are unimportant. What matters is that 

the Serbians be portrayed as evil so that 

NATO can drop their bombs. 

There are those who say that we 

should measure a civilization by how it 

treats its criminals, but I tend to agree 

with the Spanish writer and philosopher 

Ortega y Gasset, who thought that a bet¬ 

ter measure of a civilization was its reluc¬ 

tance to wage war against another. Is it 

really the case that bombing Yugoslavia 

was the last recourse available? Does it 

really makes sense to wage war to stop 

war? I am not trying to say here that 

Serbians are saints and Albanians are 

devils. That would just be to write more 

propaganda, albeit in the opposite direc¬ 

tion. Instead I am pointing to the fact 

that in every dispute there are three 

sides: the one, the other, and the truth. 

Whatever it is we have been given so far 

has been one sided, a far cry from the 
truth. 

In the end I suppose what I am trying 

to show is that there is a connection 

between Queen’s students and the bomb- 

Continued on page 19 
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Letters To 

THE EDITORS POLICY 

The Editors of The Journal 
want to hear from readers. 

All letters must include the 

writer’s name, signature, 

and telephone number. Any 

letter that is legible, legal, 

and literate will be 

published if space permits. 

Those that are as brief and 

direct as possible will have a 

better chance of publica¬ 

tion. Drop off letters to The 

Journal House, 272 Earl 

St., or e-mail them to 

journal@post.qucensu.ca. 
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era t* the Editere Kosovo crisis 

Leggett responds 

The Editors: 

Dear Keith Gerein, 

Thank you very much for 

your recent letter which you 

chose to deliver via the March 

2t> issue of The Journal. It was 

good of you to write. I accept 

your judgement of my perfor¬ 

mance during your time at 

Queen’s. It has been, as you 

acknowledge, a difficult and 

demanding period, a period 

characterized by unprecedented 

cuts in government funding, 

corresponding reductions in the 

numbers of faculty and support 

staff and library acquisitions, 

sharp increases in class sizes, 

and dramatic increases in tuition 

and student debt loads. Given 

all of this, I can understand why 

you might be dubious about my 

commitment to students and 

concerned about the future of 

Queen’s. 

$30 million for student assis¬ 

tance through a program called 

the Ontario Student 

Opportunity Trust Fund. On a 

per-student basis this was the 

most successful campaign in 

Ontario. The $30 million 

matching grant by the 

Government of Ontario resulted 

in a doubling of the endowment 

for student aid at Queen’s in less 

than one year. Between 1992- 

1993 and 1998-1999, annual 

expenditures on student assis¬ 

tance from the operating budget 

at Queen’s increased from $6.3 

million to more than $14 mil¬ 

lion. The growth is even more 

dramatic when one includes 

additional student assistance 

supported through income from 

the endowment. 

The $2.5 billion Millennium 

Scholarship Fund established by 

the Government of Canada was 

the result of extensive lobbying 

by presidents and principals, 

and faculty and students of 

Canada’s universities. Queen’s 

was a central player in this ini¬ 

tiative. The $800 million 

A great many people 
have worked tirelessly 
to sustain the quality 
for which Queen’s is 

widely admired, and to 
minimize the impact 

on students. 

Canada Foundation for 

Innovation established by the 

Government of Canada in 1998 

and the $150 million Ontario 

Research Development 

Challenge Fund established by 

the Government of Ontario in 

the same year were both the 

products of similar lobbying. So, 

too, were the very significant 

increases in the budgets of the 

federal granting councils. Again 

Queen’s was actively involved. 

Queen’s has already benefited 

from these funds to the tune of 

several millions of dollars. 

These monies bring new equip¬ 

ment, new operating funds, and 

new professors. They will bene¬ 

fit both undergraduate and 

graduate students for years to 

come. 

Regrettably, none of this was 

enough to offset the cuts and, as 

you note, improvements to the 

quality of education have not 

kept pace with the rise in 

tuition. But imagine the impact 

on quality and/or tuition if these 

successes had not been 

achieved! In my view, everyone 

involved at Queen’s — students, 

staff, faculty, administration and 

alumni — deserve to be proud 

of the extent to which they have 

been willing to sacrifice and to 

work to offset the impact of 

budget cuts on the cost and the 

quality of education at Queen’s. 

No individual or group at 

Queen’s has a special claim to 

hardship or dedication. 

[Queen’s students] are 
far from apathetic. 
They are the most 
involved students I 

have had the privilege 
of knowing and 

working with in 30 
years of university life. 

I also differ with you in your 

assessment of Queen’s students. 

They are far from apathetic. 

They are the most involved stu¬ 

dents I have had the privilege of 

knowing and working with in 

Continued on page 20 

Continued from page 18 

ing of Yugoslavia by NATO 

(of which Canada is a member 

— yes there are Canadian 

warplanes dropping bombs on 

Yugoslavia). Not only is this a 

connection Queen’s students 

should know about, it is also 

one about which we should 

care very deeply. You see, in a 

way the bombing of 

Yugoslavia depends on 

another type of bombing, a 

bombing of misinformation, 

which we the students of 

Queen’s are the intended tar¬ 

gets of. Although I would 

rather be bombarded by bull¬ 

shit than by cruise missiles, I 

shouldn’t have to choose 

between the two. I really hate 

being lied to and bombarded 

in this way. Given that the 

Serbian people are being 

attacked in ways countless 

times worse, I think I would 

rather die than drop another 

bomb on Yugoslavia. 

Theo Dos Santos 

Arts '99 

I was, however, heartened by 

your acknowledgement of the 

commitment of the staff of the 

Office of the Registrar and, by 

extension I am sure, the staff 

and professors in other areas 

who have assumed dramatic 

increases in their individual and 

collective work loads in order to 

ensure that that services and the 

education available to you was 

as good as it possibly could be. 

They deserve your thanks. 

In your letter you suggest 

that no substantial alternatives 

to tuition increases have ever 

been tried at Queen’s in an 

effort to maintain the quality of 

the educational and support ser¬ 

vices available to you and your 

fellow students. This is where 

we part company. A great many 

people — professors, staff, 

members of the administration, 

students and alumni — have 

worked tirelessly to sustain the 

quality for which Queen's is 

widely admired, and to mini¬ 

mize the impact on students. Let 

me cite just a few examples. 

In the period of time between 

your arrival in 1993 and today, 

the Office of Advancement has 

increased the private giving 

from approximately $14 million 

per year to in excess of $25 mil¬ 

lion per year. All of this increase 

has been used to mitigate effects 

°f government grant cuts, and 

to restrain the levels of tuition 

increase that might otherwise 

have been necessary. Much of 

this new funding came from 

alumni who care deeply about 

Queen’s and about the opportu¬ 

nities available to you and your 

fellow students. In 1996, over 

an eight-month period, alumni 

and friends of Queen’s donated 

Job Opportunities for Graduate and Professional Students! 

The SGPS is now hiring for the following paid positions: 

SGPS Guide Editor 

Responsibilities: 
under the supervision 

of the V-P 
Communications, 

assume responsibility 
for production of 
guide; layout and 

design; organization 
of print ads; input arti¬ 
cles and submissions; 
prepare final copy for 
printing purposes by 
early August 1999. 

Remuneration: $8 per 
X 125 hrs. = $1,000.00 

Start date: May 1 

SGPS Guide Advertising Executive 

Responsibilities: under the supervision of the Guide 
Editor, assume responsibility for the fundraising and 
soliciting of advertisements from local businesses. 

Remuneration: $200 honorarium, 30% commission. 
Start date: May 1, 1999 

(Duration approx 3-4 weeks plus collection of funds.) 

Please submit expressions of interest/resume to; 

SGPS, Rm 021 - JDUC 
533-2924 Attn: V-P Communications 

sgps@qsilver.queensu.ca 

Linda McQuaig 
"She should be horsewhipped” - Conrad Black 

"Exposing lies for fun and proflf - Globe and Mall 

Reviving 
Democracy 

Grant Hall 
April 8th, 1999 

8 pm 

A public lecture presented by 
the Dunning Trust 

Agents Wante 

Attention International Students! 

EARN EXTRA MONEY THIS YEAR! 

AT SCHOOL OR WHILE ON BREAK! 
We offer great commissions for new stu¬ 

dents enrolled at our school! We are 
looking for agents both in Kingston and 

abroad. Sign up friends, colleagues and 
business acquaintances to our ESL pro¬ 

grams and earn extra cash! 

For more information please contact: 

Limestone City Private English Language School 
322 Princess St, Suite #5 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B6 

(613) 536-3480 Email: limestonesl@sprint.ca 
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30 years of university life. In my 
experience. Queen’s students 
also have a remarkable aware¬ 
ness of the importance of the 
quality of the education they 
receive, and they have repeat¬ 
edly shown their willingness to 
work with their university, 
rather than against it, to ensure 
that quality is maintained. 

We must continue to 
advocate tirelessly for 

responsible public 
funding of post¬ 

secondary education in 
Ontario (and Canada). 

You and I have a duty to con¬ 
tinue this work. We must con¬ 
tinue to advocate tirelessly for 
responsible public funding of 
post-secondary education in 
Ontario (and Canada). We must 
continue to advocate for respon¬ 
sible student assistance pro¬ 
grams. And we must continue to 
advocate for the importance of 
the humanities and the social 
sciences in our universities at a 
time when many appear willing 
to sacrifice them on the altar of 
technology. 

And, I respectfully suggest, 
you and I have an obligation to 
support Queen’s with our dona¬ 
tions so that future generations 
of students can benefit from the 
same high quality education you 
have enjoyed. The level of pri¬ 
vate support they receive distin¬ 
guishes great universities from 
the merely good. Queen’s is a 
great university. It is great 
because generations of faculty 
and staff and students have been 
willing to go beyond the call of 
duty to uphold its reputation for 
quality, and because its graduates 
have recognized and acted on 
their obligation to give some¬ 
thing back. I intend to fulfill my 
duty and my obligation to the 
best of my ability. I hope you 
will too. 

Thank you for enriching 
Queen’s by your presence and 
good luck in your future endeav¬ 

ors. 

William C. Leggett 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor 

The last letter 
of the year 

Dear Editors, 

I find it very disheartening 
when members of the AMS 
Executive deliberately mislead 
Queen’s students on the issue of 
post-secondary education. 
Unfortunately, this is exactly 
what happened in the letter 
from Mr. Milan Konopek and 
Mr. Aaron Lazarus entitled 
“Step up, Mike.” 

First, Mr. Konopek and Mr. 
Lazarus completely misrepresent 
the facts surrounding Ontario 
Education Minister Dave 
Johnson’s absence from the 
AMS Debate on Post-Secondary 
Education. The organizers of the 
debate were told as early as 
February 5, 1999 that the 
Minister would be unable to 
participate because of a sched¬ 
uled two-day caucus meeting in 
Sarnia. Given that the AMS 
knew over a month in advance 
that all members of the PC cau¬ 
cus would be in Sarnia on March 
11, it was certainly no surprise 
to Mr. Konopek or Mr. Lazarus 
that no Tory MPP could partici¬ 
pate in the forum. 

It is also worthwhile to note 
that members of the Queen’s PC 
Association did offer to find 
someone to participate in the 
forum to discuss the Mike 
Harris government’s record on 
post-secondary education. 
However, Mr. Konopek repeat¬ 
edly refused to allow an alter¬ 
nate speaker to attend the 
debate on behalf of the Ontario 
PC Party. 

The March 19 letter also 
claims that the Education 
Minister refused to attend other 
debates in Hamilton and 
Toronto on February 10th and 
February 25th. Had either Mr. 

ered to check their facts before 
submitting their letter, they 
would have discovered that 
Minister Johnson was scheduled 
to attend other open public 
forums on education on both of 

those dates. 
Furthermore, it is irresponsi¬ 

ble for Mr. Konopek and Mr. 
Lazarus to claim that the Mike 
Harris government is not willing 
to discuss its education policies. 
Both gentlemen are certainly 
aware of the fact that 
Progressive Conservative MPP’s 
held a meeting with members of 
the AMS Executive last April to 
consult with Queen’s students 
about the government's Throne 
Speech. In addition, the AMS 
Executive also met privately 
with the Education Minister 
over the summer to discuss edu¬ 
cation issues. 

The Mike Harris government 
is proud of its record in educa¬ 
tion. The Ministry of Education 
& Training’s total budget has 
slightly increased since June 
1995, while funding for post¬ 
secondary education has 
remained stable since the 1996- 
1997 fiscal year. While Mr. 
Konopek and Mr. Lazarus write 
about reductions to education 
funding, they deliberately 
neglect to mention that the Mike 
Harris government has rein¬ 
vested its savings from education 
reform right back into the 
system. 

I certainly share the AMS’ 
view that it is important to have 
an important debate dialogue on 
the future of education in 
Ontario. However, I can only 
hope that Mr. Konopek and Mr. 
Lazarus will stop the grand- 
standing and the promotion of 
their own partisan political 
agendas, and start working to 
support the legitimate interests 
of Queen’s students. 

Blair McCreadie 
4th Vice-President 
Ontario PC Party 
Law ’99 

Eyes ARE about you every¬ 
where you go. Personal 
phone calls are a thing of 

the past. “Intimate details of 
your life” is an oxymoron. The 
stuff of Orwell, n’est ce pas? 
The answer may or may not sur¬ 
prise you, depending on the 
depth of your X-Filia. Welcome 
to modern living, baby. 

Article 12 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights 
reads: No one shall be subjected 

to arbitrary interference with 

his/her privacy, family, home, 

or correspondence, nor to 

attacks upon her/his honour and 

reputation Everyone has 

the right to the protection of the 

law against such interference or 

attacks. 

Sounds great in theory. So 
great, in fact, that almost every 
country in the world explicitly 
recognizes this right in their 
constitution. And why not? 
Privacy makes possible the 
peaceful co-existence of a nasty 
orifice-picking habit and good 
social standing. It’s a pity the 
governments of the US, Canada, 
UK, Australia, New Zealand, 
Germany and Japan don’t rec¬ 
ognize this right in practice. 
These countries and many oth¬ 
ers are committed (to a greater 
or lesser extent) to a secret 
international intelligence treaty 
known as UKUSA. 

Drafted and signed in 1947, 
the UKUSA agreement estab¬ 
lishes information trading pro¬ 
tocols for the member states. At 
the heart of the agreement is a 
National Security Agency (NSA, 
US) operation known as ECHE¬ 
LON. ECHELON monitors 
essentially every telephone call, 
fax, and telex within and 
between almost all the countries 
of the world. Yes, everything, 
even calls to Mom from 
Kingston. If you thought wire 
taps are just for drug dealers, 
think again. 

One unlikely victim was PM 
Trudeau’s wife, Margaret, who 
was targeted by the RCMP 
under the ruse of suspicion of 

marijuana purchase and use 
Months of monitoring turned 
up nothing. Former Canadian 
spy Mike Frost speculates that 
the RCMP had ulterior political 
motives, possibly including 
defamation of the radical 
Trudeau. The RCMP, however 
are not the only ones with the 
capacity to conduct such covert 
operations. 

Surveillance gadgetry is in 
the midst of a boom. 
Motivations for the purchase of 
this equipment range from cor¬ 
porate espionage to deranged 
domestic disputes. Pinhole 
remote cameras (l/16th inch 
lens diameter) can be had for 
about $350Cdn. Lower pricing 
is available on a wide range of 
nearly undetectable telephone 
and room bugs. All of this 
makes life easy for modern vio¬ 
lators of personal lives. A few 
well-thought out and relatively 
risk-free installations will set 
you up in almost any North 
American bedroom, stereo sur¬ 
round style. Having one’s abode 
checked for such devices, how¬ 
ever, is prohibitively expensive. 
Only a handful of qualified 
firms operate in North America. 
Kiss your privacy goodbye. 

So what to do? Even if 
you’re feeling desperately 
Trumanesque, the answer may 
be not a whole lot. 
Disappointingly, Canada is one 
of the few countries which does 
not recognize the right to pri¬ 
vacy in its constitution. Despite 
this glaring oversight, we have a 
good deal of protection from 
unsolicited surveillance in the 
form of specific laws. These 
laws, however, are of little use if 
the identity of your surveillor is 
unknown. 

What does all of this mean? 
The existence of a project such 
as ECHELON erodes the very 
foundations of democracy. Our 
government regularly 
encroaches on a fundamental 
right. The illusion of personal 
privacy is crumbling. If you 
think you’re being watched, you 
may well be right. 
Unfortunately, you may also 
have to live with it. Other 
options include a lifetime camp¬ 
ing trip to Sierra Leone. 

Katherine Lee 

Artsci ’00 

Andrew Toms 

Kingston Resident 

ESL Ttacher Training Cirtificalc Counts 
• Intensive J4-hour and 42-hour courses 

(eicnlngs and/or weekends) 
■ Classroom management techniques 
■ Detailed lesson planning 
■ Skills development: grammar, pronunciation, 

listening, speaking, reading and writing 
■ Comprehensive leaching materials 
■ Teaching procslcum Included 
■ Strategies for finding teaching Jobs overseas 
■ Listings of schools, agencies, and recruiters 

from around the world 
■ Formal certificate given upon course cotnplfUW1 
■ Cost: SJ95 (344ir course) / S44J (42-hr course) 
For Morn Information Call Oxford 5«nln»»: 

344-9389 / 1-800-269-8719 

LOOKING FOR A PAYCHECK IN THE MAIL THIS SUMMER?! 

Queen’s Telefundraising Services is now accepting applications for challenging summer 
positions. Take advantage of this on campus employment opportunity that combines 
flexible evening work (Sundays through Thursdays) with valuable training and sales 
experience, all in a dynamic team setting Applications can be found in the Old Medical 
Building , room 303, outside the AMS and at Career Services. Deadline April 30 1999 
Info: 533-6746. 
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The Swatch company has 
developed Internet time to 
be a world-wide standard 

j and to eliminate time zones. 
Is it more Internet hype or an j 
innovative new tool? 

By Fiona Stevenson 

YOU MAY REMEMBER SWATCH as the 
company of Swiss watchmakers 
responsible for the large, colourful 

watches that adorned young wrists 
across North America in the 1980s. The 
company will likely make bigger waves 
in the future with its newest invention: a 
system of universal time, known as 
Internet time. 

The system involves setting the cur¬ 
rent day into 1,000 “beats” instead of 24 
hours. One Swatch beat is the equivalent 
of 1 minute 26.4 seconds. That means 
that noon in the old time system is equal 
to @500 Swatch beats. The creation of 
this revolutionary new unit of time 
means the elimination of time zones and 
geographical borders. 

Internet time is the same all over the 
world. This is possible because, in addi¬ 
tion to creating a new way of measuring 
time, Swatch has created a new meridian 
in Biel, Switzerland, home of Swatch. 
Biel Mean Time will be the universal ref¬ 
erence for Internet time. Thus, a day in 
Internet time begins at midnight BMT, 
which is equivalent to @000 beats. The 
meridian was inaugurated on October 
23, 1998. 

These multiples of 10 form a “base 
10” reference which would be the same 
anywhere in the world, whereas the stan¬ 
dard “base 12” time changes. 

The custom of dividing the daylight 
into 12 hours can be traced back to the 
Babylonians, who favoured the division 
of units by 12 because groups of 12 are 
easily divided into halves, thirds, and 
fourths. Later, when people wanted to 
express times at night, dividing the night 
into 12 hours as well seemed logical, 
making 24 hours in a complete day. Even 

following the invention of crystal and 
atomic clocks, the division of days into 
units and multiples of 12 remains stan¬ 
dard today, despite the fact that the only 
other measurements currently not 
divided into base-10 units are the 
degrees of an arc. 

Nicholas Negroponte, director of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s 
Media Lab, predicts that in the future, 
real time will be Internet time. However, 
the system is a long way from universal 
adoption. The costs of conversion would 
be substantial, as it would render every 
traditional timepiece in the world obso¬ 
lete. Essentially every watch and clock 
on the face of the planet would have to 
be completely altered, or preserved only 
for its aesthetic or sentimental value. 

However, it is possible that the bene¬ 
fits will outweigh the costs. With the 
advent of globalization, standardized 
time has become increasingly important. 

Primitive timekeeping devices, like 
the sundial, were inaccurate but ade¬ 
quate for a world in which distant com- 

Feel the beat 
The best way to show how Internet 

time works is to-do a conversion. Say 

you're reading this article between 

lectures on Thursday morning at 

10:25. In Internet time, that's trans¬ 

lated to 

08.04.99 @684 
That same moment is expressed 

with the same series of numbers 

everywhere on the planet, which is 

convenient if you want to make a 

chat date with someone in Tokyo. 

munication was unfathomable. Official 
time zones did not become essential until 
the mid-19th century, when railroads 
and telegraphy were introduced. These 
inventions opened people’s minds to the 
concept of world-wide travel and com¬ 
munication across borders, further 
necessitating the introduction of time 
zones for different parts of the world. In 
1883, the United States was divided into 
four time zones and the following year 
the International Meridian Conference, 
held in Washington, set formal time 
zones for the entire world. 

In order for the Swatch system to be 
universally adopted, it would have to be 
endorsed by a worldwide body of stan- 
dards-keepers, coordinated by the 
Bureau International des Poids et 
Mesures. The BIPM’s 1972 General 
Conference on Weights and Measures 
adopted a new timekeeping standard 
known as Coordinated Universal Time, 
which was also the same all over the 
world. The system is based on the cycles 
of atomic clocks rather than the rotation 
of the earth. However, this system is still 
grounded in the base-12 tradition and is 
thereby less sophisticated than the one 
proposed by Swatch. 

Although the Swatch concept is rela¬ 
tively new and has yet to be officially 
sanctioned, many Web sites are already 
featuring Internet time on their pages. 
Swatch is also producing watches 
equipped with its concept of universal 

time. 
Time will tell whether Swatch will 

succeed at setting a monumental world¬ 
wide standard or whether this trend will 
have a fate paralleling that of the neon- 
coloured, polka-dotted Swatch wrist- 
watches we keep stored away as 
reminders of our childhood years. 

All good things. 
Yes, I had my prejudices. I had my own ideas 

about what the Science section would be like 
before I even started. 

I thought, for instance, that most of the writers 
j would be like me: male, science students, inter- 
? ests include checking e-mail and watching what 
•; remains of Star Trek. In short, I was expecting 

• geeks. Instead, most of my writers were women, 
sfegij not all were science students, and the TNG vs. 

DS9 debate never came up. Go figure. 
' ^ - I thought there would be a little more diversity 

: in the topics explored in the section. I m surprised 
* at how my own biases showed themselves in the 

Science section this year. All of the Queen s 

were biologists. Frankly, I’m not sure if the latest 
Queen's research in materials engineering or 
organometallic chemistry can be explained to a 
wide audience in a 1,000-word science feature. 
Honestly, though, I’ve never tried. 

I also expected to write a lot more than I did. 
As it turned out, I wrote only once this term and 
was still able to increase the average size of the 
section. And tor that, I must thank all my contribs, 
especially Jenn, Angela, Booner and next year’s 
Science editor, Sonja. You have made Science 
interesting, fun and informative, and because of 
you there will be a Science section next year. I 
can't thank you enough. 

Hailing frequencies closed. 

m 

Science news from around 
the world and beyond 

Severed nerves 
restored in animals 

A University of 
Texas neurologist has 
developed a new way 
for quickly rejoining 
severed nerves in an 
animal model. The 
techinique repairs cut 
or crushed nerve 
endings in both the 
central nervous sys¬ 
tem (brain and spine) 
and the peripheral 
nervous system (the 
rest of the body). The 
finding is important 
because there is currently no method 
for repairing CNS nerve injuries or for 
speeding up PNS injuries. The tech¬ 
nique involves applying a solution of 
polyethylene gycol to the ends of sev¬ 
ered axons, sealing them. The solution 
is then washed off and the ends treated 
with a calcium solution to restore trans¬ 
mission of electrical impulses. A bio¬ 
logical adhesive is then applied to the 
ends to repair the lesion. 

U of Sask study to 
cost $170M 

The most expensive scientific pro¬ 
ject in Canada’s history has been 
approved by provincial and federal 
governments. The Canadian Light 
Source will be a synchrotron facility at 
the University of Saskatchewan, cost¬ 
ing more than $170 million. A synchro¬ 
tron is a device about 50 m in diameter 
that uses powerful magnet to acceler¬ 
ate electrons to a large fraction of the 
speed of light. Using this method, 
pulses of electromagnetic radiation 
millions of times more intense than 
medical X-rays can be produced. Other 
sychrotrons similar to the proposed 
CLS exists elsewhere in the world, but 
this facility will allow Canadians to work 
without leaving the country. The device 
will be completed by the end of 2003. 

Predicting group 
behaviour 

It's the basis of the Asimovian con¬ 
cept of psychohistory: the behaviour of 
groups is a lot easier to predict than 
that of individuals. An article in the April 
2 issue of the journal Science, by an 
Americain zoologist and a Canadian 
mathematician, investigates the model¬ 
ling of behaviour of aggregations of 
animals — flocks of geese, schools of 
herring, swarms of bees. By construct¬ 
ing computer models, variables that 
can’t be reasonably altered in real life 
— subtle changes in temperature, or 
drastic drops in population — can be 
changed with unlimited freedom on the 
computer. 
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In 1995, the French political party the 
Front National received 15 per cent of 
the vote in the Presidential elections. 
The party makes the ‘Reform 
party look like B’Nai Brith’ 
and their leader has out- 
rightly stated, ‘Yes, I believe 
in the inequality of races.’ 

What's the 

Front National 

Centre 
story here? 

By Kristin Gable 

Kristin Gable is currently studying at 

L’Unii/ersite Lumidre Lyon 2 in Lyon, France IT IS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE that you have 

already heard of the Front National. 

The radically right-wing French politi¬ 

cal party has gained much international 

publicity during the last number of years 

for some of its more “illustrious” activi- 

once complex and controversial, to say nationality, regardless of parental lineage, 

the very least ro what 1S known as drolt du 8’ 
According to the party's official Web meaning one must be born from French 

site (www.front-nat.fr), under the dra- parents in order to be legally French, 

matic headline of “Front National: Real Their Web site dramatically refers to 

Politics!” the FN, an “assembly of patri¬ 

otic, lucid, and courageous men and 

women,” exists to “bring about the suc¬ 

cessful rebirth of a French France in a 

European Europe” and prevent what they 

perceive to be the continued “decadence” 

of France at the hands of past right and 

left-wing governments. And what exactly 

the nature of this “decadence?” 

behind it, blood shed over wars et cetera. 

They perceive a need for order, authority 

and the need for the law to be obeyed. 

They fear political and social disorder." 

So, who voted Front National? 

According to the book, The Extreme Right 

Today, during the 1995 Presidential elec¬ 

tions, the FN vote was composed of 30 

per cent of all labourers, and 25 per cent 

of all unemployed in France. Marie adds 

that the FN electorate tends to be primar¬ 

ily male, and that a significant number of 

voters belong to educated and economi¬ 

cally comfortable social classes as well as 

the working classes. He adds that “It 

would be a mistake to assume that all peo- 

according to a coVovmiaTsSdy'kno^ fijt who vote Front National are facias, 

as the “Rapport Milloz,” (which has That ,s not true. I would say that people 

received heavy criticism for its accuracy) who vote FN are people who are afratd 

costs France over 250 billion francs anno- a"d «* >o“k'ng for ans"’ers- 

ally. They link immigrants in France —— .. . _ — 

to the majority of the country’s WhO COUld D6N6V6 ttl3t Fr3flCG Will 
crime as well as its disturbing unem- remain herself, if tOmiTIOrOW OUT 
pioyment problem. The group country continues to be covered with 

ties These include the infamous statement Accordi t0 the Web sit «Xoday immi. states that "more than a third of M - a children are raised bv 
by jean-ManeLe Pen, the party s some- gration> ^employment, AIDS and the prisoners in France are foreigners," MOSqUeS aiM OUT CmiOren are: raiSeO Dy 
what, shall we say, “outspoken” president, 

that “Yes, I believe in the inequality of 

races,” his outright dismissal of Nazi con¬ 

centration camps and gas chambers as a 

mere historical “detail” of the second 

World War, and his very public compari¬ 

son of Fode Sylla, the president of 

SOS-Racisme, one of France’s most 

prominent anti-racism organizations, to a 

“gros z6bu fou,” meaning a big, crazy 

bovine-like animal. A reporter from the 

Globe and Mail recently wrote that they 

“make the Reform Party look like B’Nai 

Brith.” 

All shock value aside, a very important 

thing to know about the Front National 

(FN) is that they are far from being a 

fringe political movement. Quite the con¬ 

trary. During the 1995 national 

Presidential elections, for example, 

approximately 15 per cent of the French 

electorate (that’s approximately 

4,500,000 voters) thought that having Le 

Pen in power might be a pretty good idea. 

The 1995 municipal elections resulted in 

FN control over at least three French 

municipalities (with another being added 

in 1997) and approximately 2,000 munic¬ 

ipal councillors country-wide. The 

regional government elections of 1998 

placed 275 FN members in regional coun¬ 

cillor seats. 

Facts like these obviously raise a lot of 

questions regarding the exact nature of 

the FN agenda. Like, what is this party 

really all about? What’s their side of the 

story? Who exactly composes this 15 per 

cent of the French electorate? And, per- 

decrease of birth rate pose a real threat to 

the liberty and security of the French peo¬ 

ple and to the very survival of France. The 

state is neglecting its essential duties: 

defence, national security, law and order, 

education... It sinks vast sums into a 

ruinous and outdated economy which are 

then recouped by the Revenues from the 

Taxpayer... Our country needs a govern¬ 

ment which with the strength of the peo¬ 

ple behind it will be capable of putting 

into action a true programme for the 

rebirth of France and Europe.” 

as are 60 per cent of all those 

arrested for drug trafficking. Also 

according to the “Rapport Milloz,” 

there are “a million jobs occupied 

by foreigners which could be given to 

Frenchmen.” 

Past FN publicity posters have run such 

slogans as, “Three million unemployed, 

that’s three million immigrants too 

many.” Aside from the economical and 

legal standpoint, the FN perceives immi¬ 

gration as a threat to the preservation of 

what they term “French identity.” Indeed, 

their Web site begs the question, “Who 

could believe that France will remain her¬ 

self, if tomorrow our country continues to 

be covered with Mosques and our 

children are raised by the sound of African 

or Arab music?” 

According to Jean-Louis Marie, 

professor of political science at University 

Lumiere Lyon 2 in Lyon, France and a 

specialist on political behaviour, there are 

a few things to keep in mind while con¬ 

sidering the FN approach towards immi¬ 

gration and French cultural identity. 

While he believes that the FN perceives movement. 

the sound ol African or Arab music?" 
— excerpt from the FN web site 

Recent events of extreme significance 

in FN-land have involved what has 

emerged as a significant split in the move¬ 

ment. Bruno Megret, a powerful party 

member, has left Le Pen’s movement to 

strike out on his own, bringing a signifi¬ 

cant number of party members with him. 

Marie notes that significant differences 

between Le Pen and Megret include the 

fact that “M6gret gives a much more 

sophisticated impression that Le Pen. He 

passes better on the television. He is not 

as hostile as Le Pen is towards forming an 

alliance with another right-wing French,, 

political party, which could prove to be in! 

his advantage.” 

It should come as no surprise that 

a multitude of movements against the per¬ 

ceived evils of the FN have sprung up 

over the last number of years, and, within 

the non-FN voting population, there 

exists a great deal of hostility towards the 

immigration as a “parasite,” he also 

believes that this negative approach' is 

principally reserved for immigrants from 

Third World countries, and North African 

countries in particular. 

“The FN fears that the people of Sounds pretty ambitious, but what’s 

it really all about? The fact is, a large por¬ 

tion of the agenda of the Front National is 

u er dedicated to what many would consider the FN programme does include a provi- 

haps most fundamentally, how did France “ bc..a dis“bin§ contempt for “cos- sion for what it terms France’s “freres 

-a country widely recognized as a major ™P°bta™sm. or, more specific*. the europ&ns, who, close to (the French) 

world and European Union power, the fcar. of 'he mmn8 of cultures which by ethnic origin and culture do not pose 

birthplace of many of the world's most reSult? from emigration. Indeed, as the any of the problems that we know with 

important artistic, philosophic and cul- s ?m Web site reads, “The Front foreigners belonging to other civiliza- 

tural movements, from 1 think, therefore 1 National sees itself as the stronghold and fens. ) He adds that he perceives the FN 

am to the French Revolution; a country basno" of nat,onal ldent,ty against cos- programme to be one which supports a 

regarded bv many to embody the epitome mopohtan projects mixing peoples and concept known as "differential racism," 

of culture and civilization — ever get to Far,Jrom be,ng racist or xeno- which is dominated by the belief that the 

the point where a party like this could P,hobe’ Jean-Mane Le Pen fights to defend cultures of the world should “exist, but 

become, in the words of a French author tbe Frencb Pe°Ple 50 tbat they are 8'ven exist separately. Indeed, there is a provi- 

on the Front National, “an essential actor Fn0nt>' ,over feigners and so that their Sion in the FN programme which allo- 

in French political life?” basic rights are defended." cates aid to Third World countries 
And how exactly does he plan on going ( France will help foreigners, but only at 

The Front National came into offi- ab^uthcS?- X, ■ , , , ,, home”) based in part on their willingness 
rial existence on October. 5, 1972 as a he [ron,t Natlonal takes.a hard lme to accommodate the incentives of FN 

partial product of past extreme-right appr°ach when it comes to immiration policies towards immigration. Marie also 
mmmnsunrr ; „ ..u..u _ into France. KeyTeatures include champi- hastens to add that immierarinn shr,.,IH 

They are a severe threat,” says a rep¬ 

resentative from the Lyon office of 

SOS-Racisme. “The things they say — like 

that .immigrants are responsible for all of 

the crime in France — it’s ridiculous.” 

“Problems like crime should be seen as 

movements in France which date as far ‘ .a,ice. Key features include champi- hastens to add that immigration should 

back as the 19th century. It was initially °nmg ‘If establishment.of a controversial not be perceived as the unique focus of 

intended to be “a third voice between sys'em k"°"n as .national preference," the ob,ectives of the Front National. 

Gaullism (the right-wing political phlloso- 'V“ch hoUS,ng' employment “d 'Tha Front National is composed of 

phy borne of Charles De Gaulle, President !“ *7? sVStem_s are strictly reserved many different ideological and intellectual 

of the French Republic from 1959 to °r.F™ citizens. They wish to severely trains of thought, tanging from Catholic 

1969 which embraces the concept of “m'”be numbers of refugees allowed into to conservative to traditionalist to 

“France above all”) and Socialism." Over TheX ™k.«o reform the <»de of anti-technocrat and so on,” she says. A 

the years, the party has evolved signifi- nan“nal.ty acquisition ,n France from the common focus, however, does revolve 

candy to embrace an agenda that is at #£f£ dro,t du so1' “nder which a around the concept of France as an “old 
child born in France can seek French country, with hundreds of generations 

‘White Europe’ will become minorities,” a social problem for all of France, not just 

explains Marie. (It should be noted that >n terms of the immigrant aspect.” 

As for Le Pen’s attestation that he is not 

a racist, “He has confirmed that he 

believes int the inegality of races,” she 

added. “That, is racism in itself.” 

It would be safe to say that the major¬ 

ity of French citizens are in agreement 

with her. According to “The Extreme 

Right Today,” close to 70 per cent of the 

French population sees the FN as a threat. 

But of course, there is always the other 

side. Problems regarding hostility towards 

immigration arc a phenomenon which 

seem to affect nearly every country in the 

developed Western world. France is not 

even close to being alone when it comes 

to the emergence of an extreme-right 

party within its borders. Within Europe 

alone, numerous racial factions have 

emerged in countries such as Austria, a 

trend suggesting that the threat of 

imposed racial segregation is hardly 

diminishing in power. 

“France is far from being a fascist coun¬ 

try,” Marie said, emphasising that the FN 

is much more the exception than the rule; 

however, this undeniable trend provokes 

the question, How far will it go, and bote 

will it affect tbe face of Europe in tbe 

dawn of the new millennium * 
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TRAVEL 
BY Heather Tilbury 

met a FRIEND at Herstmonceux 1 Castle in the Fall of 1998, who 

charmed me with the romantic story 

|,ow his parents met and fell in love 

°ome 30 years aS° w*lde v°lunteering on 
j kibbutz m Israel. He felt it was impor¬ 

tant for him to visit this kibbutz, and he 

convinced me to come along. 

As I soon discovered, a summer in 

Israel is an experience unmatched by 

other travel options. 

Some 270 kibbutz settlements through¬ 

out the country nurture members from 

birth to old age, and sustain their people 

through a variety of industries and 

services. Men and women are paid a , , , , . . . 

monthly salary, commonly utilized for author travelled to Israel where she worked in 
[ra,el, entertainment or sayings. I was ^ 270 ISTdeli kWbUtZ Settlements - 0/1 

exhilarating experience for student travellers 
welcomed all members and volunteers. 

After a semester at Herstmonceaux, the 

pleasantly surprised to find that, in sharp 

contrast to Western societies, the kibbutz 

community displays its progressive 

nature through the unequal payment of 

men and women — women are, in fact, 

paid slightly higher than men due to the 

necessary purchase of feminine hygiene 

products. 

Day care centres, children’s schools 

and high schools provide quality educa¬ 

tion for youth and adolescents. When a 

Volunteers at Ein Gedi are required to 

work eight hours a day, in exchange for 

food, accommodations, health care 

(including medication) and some travel. 

At this point in my travels, I was weary 

and broke, and • Israel was a welcome 

relief. Once the kibbutz accepts you as a 
con tor youui anu auburn, who - volunteer, you’re pretty much taken care 
young man or woman reaches the age of t , did become*;|1 after , arrivcd andi 

16, they are able to move out of the fam¬ 

ily home and into supervised residence- 

style homes with their peers. While con- 

Every Friday night, the 
kibbutz’s bomb shelter 

was converted into a disco 
for volunteers and members 

who were “of age.” 

tinuing to attend school, they are required 

to contribute to the community by work¬ 

ing for one half day each week. At 18 

years of age, military service is mandatory 

for one or two years, followed by the 

option of university or college. 

Various religions, cultures and social 

conditions create an individual mosaic 

within the state of Israel. Religion is a per- 

despite slight confusion due to language 

barriers, I was offered care, lots of med¬ 

ication and appropriate time off work. 

My position entailed rising at 5 a.m., 

coffee at 5:15 a.m., then straight out into 

the fields to pick dates. I was given work 

pants, big steel toe boots, and my very 

own pair of clippers. Days (mornings) 

were exhausting, but the enchanting 

image formed by the sun rising across the 

Dead Sea and over the country of Jordan 

made any type of work bearable. 

Other volunteer jobs included 

work in silk shops (where I was 

‘transferred’ when I nearly clipped 

my finger off), preparing food in 

kitchens, various cleaning jobs in 

the spa and guest houses, and 

delivering supplies around the kib¬ 

butz. Volunteers are randomly 

placed at positions, but can request 

to be changed if they’re not happy. 

We worked six days a week and 

had Saturday off (the Shabbat, 

Israel’s official day of rest). In 

addition, for every two weeks 

worked, a paid day off is earned. 

The volunteer salary is nominal, 

and only tends to cover ice cream, 

beer and occasional travel. 

However, options for days off are 

varied, and include hikes in the 

mountainous reserve surrounding 

the kibbutz, travelling to Jerusalem 

or Masada, or relaxing at Ein Gedi 

Spa (a luxury for members and 

volunteers at Kibbutz Ein Gedi). 

The Spa is Ein Gedi’s pride, and 

attracts North Americans and 

Europeans. Volunteers also have 

unlimited access to sulphur baths, 

swimming pools, and mud from the Dead 

Sea (allegedly very good for the skin). We 

were also able to float in the Sea at our 

leisure and, as a friend and I discovered. 

Communal meals offered an abun¬ 

dance of nutritious foods. Each of the 

three daily meals would include a buffet had three kittens born under his bed! 

Kibbutz Ein Gedi had scattered pay 

phones around the kibbutz with queues 

during certain hours. One phone within 

the volunteer area accepted incoming calls 

for volunteers, but often those being 

called were not in the area to take the call. 

E-mail was a possibility, but only during 

specific hours, when there weren’t classes 

being taught in the computer lab. 

Volunteers shared rooms in cabins that 

were set up in a sort of sub-community on 

the kibbutz. The central volunteer area 

consisted of washrooms, showers, a com¬ 

mon room with a TV (which was very 

rarely used), table tennis, a little bar and a 

big grassy field conducive to nightly 

campfires. The most sought after volun¬ 

teer job was that of “moon queen” or 

“moon king” — the lucky volunteer 

responsible for all of our cabins, 

orientation of new volunteers and plan¬ 

ning events. 

My roommate was a wonderful girl 

from Japan, and we often shared long 

conversations about our countries, cul¬ 

tures and travels. Each room was slightly 

make-shift and contained items from 

previous volunteers. All had an air con¬ 

ditioner, a couple of beds and shelving. 

Some cabins had old radios or tape play¬ 

ers left in them. 

My roommate and I had to finally con¬ 

fess (after weeks of great looking hair) 

that our cabin contained the sole ‘kibbutz 

hairdryer’ left by a previous volunteer, of 

course. Others had books that volunteers 

read and passed around. Because there 

were always cats and dogs wandering 

around, my roommate and I also had a 

puppy that lived with us. Another friend 

of fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, breads, sal¬ 

ads, tzatziki, cottage cheese, fruits, eggs 

and various hot dishes. Vegetarians always 

had lots of options and were able to eat 

balanced diets. On Friday evenings, 

Shabbatt dinner was an opportunity to 

dress-up and have a meal with nice table¬ 

cloths and special dishes. 

Communication with friends and fam¬ 

ily isn’t easy and requires patience. 

Volunteers were from New Zealand, 

Australia, South Africa, Germany, 

Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden. 

Among 60 volunteers, I was the sole 

North American, so I naturally had end¬ 

less opportunities to learn about the 

world. This variable is clearly the most 

magnetic aspect of kibbutzim and possibly 

the solution for travellers who want a bit 

of everything. 

sonal choice and is guaranteed by the 

Declaration of the Establishment of the 

State of Israel. However, failing to recog- icisuiu __ 

nize the overt animosity within various Q^^eally does float in the Dead Sea! 
parts of Israel would be ignorant. ... — T—J— 

Centuries-old Arab-Jewish conflict is 

aPparent in everyday life within the coun- 

Some volunteers tried to ‘coast’ to Jordan 

one evening, and actually made it halfway. 
rpi . , , Due to the high salt concentration, certain 

in', and, despite relationships between parts t,egan to sting, which caused 

Israeli Arabs and Jews on economic and ^ volunteers to return to Israel’s shore. 

Municipal levels, there is very little posi- ■ ’ 'L 

f1Ve interaction on social and political 
levels. 

Fortunately, my experience as a volun- 

teer on Kibbutz Ein Gedi proved that 

lnternational friendships have a certain 

strength, warmth and are unquestionably 

enduring. Volunteers are welcome to stay 

°n the kibbutz, usually for a minimum of 

three months, and a maximum of two 

years, at which time democratic voting 

0Ccurs to establish membership. 

Every Friday night, the kibbutz’s bomb 

shelter was converted into a disco for vol¬ 

unteers and members who were “of age.” 

This little bit of ‘Alfie’s’ was enough to 

satisfy my Queen’s fix each week. Kibbutz 

Ein Gedi also recently built a brand new 

theatre that catered to new films, and 

occasionally hosted a touring university 

choir or theatre group. During my stay, 

between May and June of last year, I was 

fortunate enough to attend a kibbutz wed¬ 

ding, a wonderful celebratory event that 

Thanks for a great year! 
Goodbye and Good Luck! 

9 Selections on tap! 

Sunday & Monday 
nights - open MIC 
with host Smitty. 

Every night 6pm - 9pm 
20£ wings 

(with the purchase 
of a beverage) 
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Ik UEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

The BEST of 1998-99 

QUEEN’S STUDENT CONSTABLES 
The Queen’s Student Constables entered the 

Digital Age when we acquired eight Mike phones 

from Clearnet. 

SERVICES 
QP Expansion 

Some gosh dam AWESOME QEA Events 

The first football game Beer Gardens. 

MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS 
The MAC improved property standards of over 60 

student homes and created the Property Standards 

Task Force to battle poor housing conditions! 

The MAC facilitated the 15 GALLONS of our very 

own “Chili on a Budget” in the community. 

The MAC brought students’ snow removal 

concerns forward to the secured our priority routes 

in the city’s plan and sold you great snow shovels 

for just $5. 

WALKHOME 
Walked home over 20,000 people this year. 

(and walked in -50 degrees and loved it)! 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
There was a Clubs Night, an Election SCANDAL 

and a Referendum. Yee Haw! 

COMMUNICATION 
AdMan produced and designed over 2000 ads. 

Complete overhaul of the AMS web site. 

Infobank informed over 4000 lost and confused 

Queen’s students. 

DENTAL PLAN 
We now have one. 

AMS CARD 
Somebody got sent somewhere. 

Congratulations, 

SOCIAL ISSUES 
Guerrila Girls speak for Voices in Art. 

QUEEN’S ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY 
The QEA have brought the following artists to 

campus: Maestro Fresh Wes, Thrust, The Rascalz, 

Kardinal Offishal, Johnny Favourite Swing 

Orchestra (First time Hip Hop has been brought to 

campus!), Philosopher King, Emm Gryner, 54 40, 

Treble Charger, Ian Haleprin, Battle of the Bands’ 

the FREE Concert Series. 

AMS - It’s ALL good! 

J^dTaprilS. 1999 
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Wearing out his welcome? 

If nothing else, Dennis 

Rodman brings intrigue. Since 

signing with the Los Angeles 

Lakers a quarter of the way 

through this abbreviated NBA 

season, the cross-dressing, 

body pierced, rebounding 

machine has done just about 

everything right and wrong for 

his new squad. After helping 

the team to nine straight wins, 

Rodman disappeared for per¬ 

sonal reasons, missing a num¬ 

ber of games and practices. 

Since solving his personal 

issues, Rodman has missed 

practices and was recently 

ejected from a game early in 

the first half. This ejection 

prompted veteran Derek 

Harper, a team leader, to inti¬ 

mate that if he was manage¬ 

ment, Rodman would be taking 

his act elsewhere. 

Like old times 

The last playoff spot in the 

Western Conference is up for 

grabs and it is going to be an 

old fashioned Battle of Alberta 

to see who gets invited to the 

post-season dance. While 

Calgary and Edmonton aren’t 

battling at the top of the stand¬ 

ings like they did in the late 

eighties, the two will be fight¬ 

ing for the pleasure of playing 

in the first round against the 

vaunted conference leading 

Dallas Stars. With six games 

remaining for each team, this 

playoff spot will be decided in 

the right way — they play each 

other three times in the next 

two weeks. With a playoff spot 

on the line, an old provincial 

rivalry and three games in two 

weeks, this could get ugly fast. 

Opening day 

Baseball’s $100 million man 

got his butt kicked around 

Chavez Ravine yesterday as 

Dodger Kevin Brown gave up 

five runs in a little more than 

five innings of work. His coun¬ 

terpart Randy Johnson gave 

the Diamondbacks seven qual¬ 

ity innings and only two earned 

runs. In other news, the Expos 

pummelled the Pirates by a 

count of 9-2, while the Orioles 

defeated tampa Bay 10-7 but 

lost Cal Ripken Jr. after the 

rhird inning. Baseball’s Iron 

Man could be lost for a while 

with back problems. In an 

emotional moment, cancer 

stricken Braves' first baseman 

Andres Galarraga threw' out 

the first pitch via satellite at 

meir home opener. 

lF Christmas came early... 

•All three Toronto teams 

would see post-season 

Redon this year. 

•One small market, low 

budget baseball team 

would make the playoffs. 

*C)’RC play-by-play man 

Nick Sinclair would get to 

call one of golf’s major 

championships. 

MIL! JfliS ©IF f Sill _ 
In its fourth year of existence, The Queen’s Journal Athlete of the Year award recognized one male and one 
female who have brought distinction to their sports, demonstrated qualities of leadership, and represented 

Queen's in an outstanding manner. 

Last year’s winners were Donovan Beth (Wrestling) and Joanna Thomas (Squash) 

Rob Mailloux Anne Bennedetti 

Hockey 
By Neate Sager 

In what might eventually be 

hailed as a turnaround year for 

the Queen’s men’s hockey team, 

right winger Rob Mailloux 

stood out sharply enough for 

him to be named The Queen's 

Journal Male Athlete of the 

Year. 

“Christmas came early,” 

analogized Gaels’ assistant 

coach Tim Cunningham, in allu¬ 

sion to the harmonic conver¬ 

gence which made possible the 

Capreol, Ont. native’s sterling 

season. After pacing a high-scor¬ 

ing Kingston Frontenacs squad 

with 55 goals during the winter 

of 1997-98, Mailloux attended 

the Toronto Maple Leafs’ 

rookie camp and the training 

camp of the IHL’s Orlando 

SolarBears this fall, with both 

stints failing to pan out. 

“He’s a real 
competitor... he’d slit 
your throat to get the 

puck, but buy you a 
beer after the game.” 

— Assistant coach 
Tim Cunningham 

Whereupon, said the second- 

year economics student, "I 

called [Head Coach] Chris 

[MacDonald] and said, I m 

coming.’” Adds Mailloux, of 

his choosing to become a 

Queen’s student-athlete, “It was 

an easy decision... I figured 

[playing in the minors]^ could 

wait for after my degree.” 
a ...-.H-....- nprlvirv; more crli¬ 

the opportunity to be reunited 

with MacDonald, who was a 

Frontenacs’ assistant for the first 

three seasons Mailloux wore 

Kingston black and gold. “Chris 

has done tons of stuff to 

improve this program. He’s 

really professional and takes his 

job very seriously. There are a 

lot of other players who want to 

come here because of him.” 

“Rob adjusted very well to 

the league,” lauded MacDonald. 

“We already knew how well he 

can score, but he improved his 

game in other areas as well.” As 

for his ingratiating himself with 

his new teammates, MacDonald 

says, “He brought a load of 

what 1 call ‘quiet confidence’ to 

our dressing room.” 

Expounding on the intangi¬ 

bles the former OHL sniper 

lends to the Gaels, Cunningham 

says, “He’s the MVP of the 

league, by his value to the team. 

He’s a real competitor... he’d 

slit your throat to get the puck, 

but buy you a beer after the 

game.” 

On the ice, added 

MacDonald, Mailloux “raised 

the level of play around him. 

His ability with the puck is what 

you notice first... but just as 

important, he plays with an 

edge and physical aspect to his 

game. He can play tough and 

doesn’t get pushed around.” 

Mailloux was certainly tested 

early in the season; a fast burst 

out of the starting blocks soon 

drew the attention of OUA foes, 

resulting in frequent skirmishes 

with opponents. “He’ll admit 

that he will have to change his 

style of play,” MacDonald com- 

Please see Gutsy on page 29 

Lacrosse 
By Fiona Stevenson 

Winning The Queen’s Journal 

Athlete of the Year Award seems 

an appropriate end to a highly 

successful year for star athlete 

Anne Benedetti. Benedetti 

helped the women’s lacrosse 

team capture the initial OUA 

championship this year and cap¬ 

tured significant recognition 

along the way. 

At an awards banquet for the 

lacrosse players held last term, 

Benedetti was named the 

league’s top scorer, a conference 

all-star, the Most Valuable 

Player, and shared Coach of the 

Year honours with teammates 

Darcie Spearing and Nancy 

Symons. She was also named a 

Queen’s Journal athlete of the 

week and of the fall term. Two 

years ago, Benedetti was named 

Rookie of the Year and last year 

she was the recipient of the 

Convenor’s award, which recog¬ 

nizes the achievements of ath¬ 

letes in the East Division. 

“A lot of it had to do 
with the fact that I had 
great people helping 

me learn the skills.” 

— Anne Bennedetti 

A fourth-year Con-Ed student 

from Cambridge, Ontario, 

Benedetti has only been playing 

lacrosse since her second year at 

Queen’s. Benedetti played bas¬ 

ketball throughout high school 

and during first year. She said 

making the transition from bas¬ 

ketball to lacrosse was relatively 

easy. “Lacrosse is a lot like a 

cross between basketball and 

soccer. You wouldn’t think [bas¬ 

ketball and lacrosse] are congru¬ 

ent sports but they really are.” 

Last summer, Benedetti 

played for the Ontario provincial 

lacrosse team, travelling exten¬ 

sively throughout Canada and 

the United States. She credits the 

experience with dramatically 

improving her game. “I defi¬ 

nitely was not the player I am 

now without the help of those 

coaches,” she said, adding, “It 

was nice to be able to play in the 

summer and come back and con¬ 

tribute to the team.” Benedetti 

has been training with the 

Ontario provincial squad since 

January and hopes to play for the 

team again this summer. 

Benedetti finds many aspects 

of lacrosse appealing, including 

the fact that it’s played outdoors 

and it’s “free-flowing,” rather 

than highly structured. However, 

she most enjoys the sport’s team 

aspect. “We’ve had a team that 

really gets along... The atmos¬ 

phere we have is a very friendly 

atmosphere. Everyone’s included 

in everything whether you have 

great skills or developing skills,” 

she explained. 

Benedetti said her teammates 

have played a significant role in 

shaping her ability on the field. 

“A lot of it had to do with the 

fact that I had great people help¬ 

ing me learn the skills,” she said. 

Looking ahead, Benedetti 

hopes to try out for the national 

team which will compete in the 

World Cup of lacrosse in 2001. 

However, Benedetti is also 

excited about playing for 

Queen’s again next year. “We’d 

love to repeat,” she said, adding, 

“As we get more support from 

Queen’s it’s important that we 

don’t lose the fun that’s involved 

with our team.” 
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Sports is alive and well, thank you 
t npriilanf nmlpt-pe   

"Tlie sky is falling,” screams 

the sports fan. “The salaries are 

rising, teams are moving, ticket 

prices are increasing, and ath¬ 

letes are showing up on the 

police scanner more than on the 

scoreboard." It is as if the mod¬ 

ern day sports fan has gone the 

way of Chicken Little, but like 

the little chick, people will soon 

find out that the sporting world 

is not coming to an end. 

It seems that, rather than glo¬ 

rifying the good in sport, people 

in the media have taken to 

pointing out the failures. That 

said, this editor has taken part in 

some of this negative publicity 

and looking back sheepishly, it is 

a little disappointing. It is from 

this chair at The Queen's Journal 

that a number of critical pieces 

have been written and approved, 

but for the last one from this edi¬ 

tor’s desk, it is the good of sport 

that will be the focus, not the 

bad or the ugly. 

For every piece of negative 

news in sport there is at least 

two pieces of good news. That 

may be hard to believe, but it is 

the truth. With one year as the 

sports editor and three years 

spent with CFRC Sports, a lot of 

the good in sport I was able to 

find at Queen’s. 

This school is a bastion of 

sporting hope. For those that 

complain about salaries, nobody 

makes any money here except 

for the coaches, and even they 

don’t make too much. The wor¬ 

ries about sporting corruption 

can be left at the Division St. exit 

of the 401, because you will not 

Find under the table payments 

here. At Queen’s the athletes are 

students, not the other way 

around. If at half-time of a given 

athletic contest there was a pop 

quiz for extra points, it would be 

a safe bet (not that you should 

gamble on sports) that virtually 

all of the Queen’s teams would 

be conference champs. 

40 issues ago we 
started with a blank 

slate and a lot of 
empty pages and they 
were remarkably filled 

by many who 
dedicated themselves 

to the cause. 

Beyond this 'goody two- 

shoes’ image lies an athletic pro¬ 

gram that competes and 

entertains. Who cannot have 

smiled when 9,000 people took 

to the field to celebrate the death 

of McGill at Homecoming with 

a huge Oil Thigh? Then there 

was the fan fiesta at the Queen’s- 

Ryerson basketball game and the 

madness that surrounded Game 

One of the men’s volleyball play¬ 

offs against University of 

Toronto. For those that made it 

to these events, you know as 

well as anybody that they were 

something special. 

Special is also the best word 

to describe the student-athletes 

at this school. Tennis player 

Paula Myslivicek has yet to lose a 

match and badminton player 

Caroline Gibbings loses about as 

often as we see Haley’s comet. 

Hockey player Rob Mailloux 

carried an ailing team on his 

back and soccer player Mike 

Cowan just kept on scoring. 

Who could forget Paul 

Correale’s elusiveness, Jim Aru’s 

tenacity, Derek Richardson s 

first step, John Purdy’s hair, 

Deanah Shelley’s game face, 

Steph Glancey’s range, Emmett 

Connolly’s fight through 

injuries, Ange Crockford s 

speed, Jo Hackett’s toughness, 

Frederic Cotnoir’s jump serve, 

Jake Magolan’s furious spikes, 

Anne Bennedetti’s dominance 

and countless other individual 

acts of athletic prowess. Then 

there were the teams. Four 

teams won OUA championships, 

reaching the pinnacle of their 

sport. Women’s tennis, figure 

skating, synchro and women’s 

lacrosse all brought home ban¬ 

ners to add to the proud Queen’s 

tradition. 

While Queen’s athletics are 

close to my heart, from this seat 

I was also able to look out at the 

other sports world, the one that 

starts where Kingston ends, and 

I liked what I saw. A great deal 

happened in the last year and it 

did not have everything to do 

with salaries and revenue, 

although there was a lot of that 

going on. 

Look past the economics and 

you will see the greatest home 

run chase of all time. This year 

saw the greatest basketball 

player hanging up his famed Air 

Jordans after hanging a sixth 

banner from the United Center 

rafters. The New York Yankees 

had a fairy tale run, the French 

soccer team won their first 

World Cup on home turf and the 

Ottawa Senators have an oppor¬ 

tunity to do something truly 

special. 

If at half-time of a 
given athletic contest 
there was a pop quiz 

for extra points, it 
would be a safe bet 

that virtually all of the 
Queen’s teams would 

be conference champs. 

These are all tangible events, 

statistics that can be looked back 

on and judged, but there is more 

to sport than that. There was the 

joy with which Sammy Sosa 

played, the big bear hug between 

father and son McGwire, the 

smiles on the faces of athletes 

who won and the grimaces on 

those that lost. Tears were shed, 

champagne sprayed, laughter 

heard, revenge sought and anger 

unleashed, and call me naive, but 

these emotions weren’t about 

money or salary caps, these were 

about the love the game. No 

matter how much the sporting 

world has become a business 

with petulant athletes leaving a 

collective bad taste in the mouth 

iit the end of the day most of the 

people we watch play, love the 

game as much as we do. There 

are lock-outs and strikes, hold¬ 

outs and free agents, A1 Davis’ 

and George Steinbrenner’s, 

Albert Belle’s and Latreli 

Sprewell’s, but sports will outlast 

all of it, and that is what restores 

my confidence. 

So with that last ringing 

endorsement of sport, I hang up 

my pen and note pad and bid 

adieu. 40 issues ago we started 

with a blank slate and a lot of 

empty pages and they were 

remarkably filled by many who 

dedicated themselves to the 

cause. The job would have been 

impossible without the accom¬ 

modating coaches, who spoke to 

me at all hours of the day and 

granted me access that most 

journalists can only dream of. I 

learnt a lot from those that knew 

much more than me and hope¬ 

fully those that read the sports 

pages gained a similar knowl¬ 

edge. "Whenever we needed any¬ 

thing, the athletic department 

and most notably Sports 

Information Officer Ken 

Kirkwood, were there with bells 

on. 

As far as the sporting world is 

concerned, I just looked outside 

and the sky is not falling, it is 

actually clear and blue. 

Adam Kaminsky had a great run as 
editor and he’s going to miss all the 
folks he met at Queen's 

|MH 
Arts & Science Undergraduates 

ARE YOU IN THE RIGHT ACADEMIC PROGRAM? 

CONCERNED ABOUT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFTER GRADUATION? 

INTERESTED IN AN APPLIED PROGRAM? 

WHY NOT CONSIDER TRANSFERRING INTO CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING OR ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY (OR DOING A DUAL 

DEGREE WITH YOUR CURRENT PROGRAM). 

The award-winning department of Chemical Engineering is a dynamic 

department with an outstanding record of excellence in teaching and 

research, with many links to industry. 

Well qualified students can expect credit for completed CHEM, MATH, 

H&SS, GEOL and Laboratory courses. 

Your transfer will be smooth and painless! 

Varsity athletes 
honoured 

For information contact: 
Dr. David Lawrence, #208 Dupuis Hall 

lawrence@chee.oueensu.ca 
533-2783 

By Crystal Bona 

The athletics department honoured 

its top four female and four male ath¬ 

letes for the winter term this past 

Tuesday at the Grizzly Grill. They were 

a diverse group, representing seven dif¬ 

ferent sports and coming from all over 

the country. 

Tara Feeney, a rugby and wrestling 

athlete, was named an OUA all-star and 

female Wrestler of the Year by the OUA 

Coaches. A hilight from her season was 

a comeback win from an 8-2 deficit 

against a Western wrestler. 

Nimrod Major, a second year life 

sciences student, was a valuable mem¬ 

ber of both the fencing and track 

teams, after last year’s promising 

rookie season was shortened by injury. 

He won the silver medal in the high 

jump at the CIAU national champi¬ 

onships in Montreal and was awarded 

the prestigious status of All-Canadian. 

Claudia Tom, a B.C. native, was 

named OUA rookie of the year. A 

leader in on-ice and dry-land condi¬ 

tioning for the women’s hockey team, 

Tom’s play immediately improved her 

team’s performance. She was honoured 

during the year as OUA and CIAU ath¬ 

lete of the week for consecutive 

shutouts. 

A two-time OUA Basketball all-star, 

Derek Richardson routinely led his 

team in scoring and was also a 

rebounding force this season. He is 

credited with resurrecting an interest 

in basketball this year. 

Caroline Gibbings was a valued 

member of this year’s badminton team. 

At the time that she was selected as 

Queen's Journal Athlete of the Week, 

this Torontonian had only lost three 

games in three seasons. She has com¬ 

peted both nationally and internation¬ 

ally in her sport, and sets a good 

example for her team by working hard 

and playing well. 

Fredric Cotnoir was the personifica¬ 

tion of the scholar-athlete ideal this 

season. A first year Law student from 

Sherbrooke, Ontario, Cotnoir pro¬ 

vided leadership for the volleyball team 

and was ranked ninth nationally m 

kills. 

Coach Melody Torcolacci raves 

about Nicole Clarke’s potential. As a 

rookie, Clarke placed third at the 

CIAU National Track Championships 

in the 201b weight throw and fifth m 

the shot put at this year’s OUA 

Championships. 

Jason Skilnick’s first year as a goalie 

for the men’s hockey team immediately 

and significantly improved his team s 

performance. In a three-game series 

against Toronto, he allowed only foot 

goals and was named OUA athlete 0 

the week for that effort. 

Congratulations to all honourees 

and best of luck to them in their future 

endeavours. 
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Runner’s high 
By Julieta Loeffler 

Runners fascinate me. I see them run¬ 

ning at all hours of the day, through rain, 

snow, high winds smiling. Nothing seems 

to stop them from going out on their daily 

run. I used to think that people who ran 

were somehow better than those who 

didn't. I thought that they had more dis¬ 

cipline, more confidence in their abilities, 

more drive. The piece of information 

that I received that helped me overcome 

these notions was that most runners expe¬ 

rience "the runner's high.” 

Although many regular exercisers feel 

better psychologically, emotionally, and 

spiritually after exercising, the phenome¬ 

non is particularly pervasive among run¬ 

ners. The runner's high- is a euphoric 

sensation, usually unexpected, of height¬ 

ened well being, enhanced appreciation of 

nature, and transcendence of time and 

space. Other words used to describe it are 

power, gracefulness, moving without 

effort, and glimpse of perfection. To 

experience this high, most people require 

rhythmic, long-lasting, uninterrupted 

activity. 

The runner's high does not happen 

every time a person runs, but some 

aspects of it are usually- seen while exer¬ 

cising. Particular conditions that do facil¬ 

itate the experience of achieving a 

runner's high are few distractions, cool 

weather with low humidity and long dis¬ 

tance running (at least 30 minutes at a 

comfortable pace). The person needs to 

be able to forget about time and space 

while they are running, and almost detach 

themselves from the pace of the world 

that they are in. 

Every person’s experience with run¬ 

ner's high is different and some people 

will never experience it, but research has 

shown that 77 per cent of runners experi- 

®"ce jc °n nearly 30 Per cent of their runs. 
The feeling is sometimes every powerful 

and for some, very spiritual. 

With spring in the air, I have seen many 

people outside enjoying the sunshine and 

warm weather. I have seen many people 

biking, walking, roller blading, and play¬ 

ing various sports and all of them seemed 

to be smiling. I have also seen the runners, 

and I challenge you to become one of 

them. Whatever your excuses have been 

in the past, forget them. 

The key is to start slowly and stretch a 

lot. If you have never run before, begin 

with alternating walking and running for 

a set number of minutes. For example, 

start with a fast walk for five minutes, fol¬ 

low that with a two or three minute run 

and then 10 minutes of walking, and then 

another two or three minutes of running 

and a five minute cool down walk. Add 

more intervals if you feel more comfort¬ 

able with one minute of running and only 

three minutes of walking. You will be sur¬ 

prised at how quickly you will decrease 

your walking time and eventually you will 

be running the entire time. Make sure 

you take a few minutes before and after 

the run to stretch. It might also help to 

stretch during the run. Many injuries can 

be avoided if you stretch properly. 

The feelings that are released when a 

person exercises are incredible. 

Endorphins, a drug produced naturally by 

your brain, pituitary gland and other tis¬ 

sues are released while exercising, reduce 

the sensation of pain and produce a state 

of euphoria. This is usually the drug asso¬ 

ciated with a runner's high. I think that 

everyone should make a serious attempt 

to experience this by taking up running. 

Maybe, you too will become addicted to 

the sport and be one of "those" people. 

The ones, who run through sleet, snow 

and rain and are always smiling. 

Back by Popular Demand! 

Travel £ Teach ESL 

ESL/EFL TEACHER TRAINING 

44 HOUR CERTIFICATION COURSE 

Classroom Teaching Practicum Included 
Crash Course A: 1 week 

Time: May 3-7,1999 
9:00-5:00 

Monday - Friday 
Practicum May 8 
10:30-2:30 

Location: Queen's Campus 

Course B: 6 weeks 

Time: May 10-June 17,1999 
6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 

Mondays & Wednesdays 
Practicum June 5 & 12 
10:30-2:30 

Cost: $359.00/44 hour course 

(5% discount if registered before April 23,1999) 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Phone 384-6194 or email sbromstein@bigfoot.com 

Canada Europe Asia 
Round the World 

SPRING AND SUMMER FLIGHTS FILL QUICKLY! 

✓ Student Class Fares 
✓ Budget Fares 
/ Custom Long Haul Fares 
/ Rail Passes Worldwide 
/ Hostel Cards 
/ ISIC Cards 

/ SWAP 

Amazing Spring Seat Sales 

• Canada, Europe 
• Australia & New Zealand 

Book & Pay by Apr 14! 

A World of 
Student Travel 

Website: www.odyssey-travel.com 

'y ODYSSEY TRAVEL 
186 Princess St., Kingston, Ont. K7L 1B1 

Leisure Travel Long Haul/Group Travel^ 
549-3553 549-3561 

E-mail: odyssey@odyssey-travel. com 
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Gutsy player Quest to be master 
Continuedlrorn page 25 

mented. “That’s the way our 

league is... they don’t let a guy 

like Rob establish himself too 

quickly.” 

Cunningham concurred, “He 

made such a great adjustment to 

the league because he was such a 

high-profile player coming in... 

he wasn’t centred out by the 

opposition when he was in 

Kingston. He handled it very 

well.” 

Following a brief slump early 

in the new year, induced by nag¬ 

ging injuries, Mailloux came 

alive again down the stretch. 

“He became comfortable with 

being a Queen’s student playing 

hockey,” said Cunningham. 

Not coincidentally, forward 

Dave Gallo, a transfer from 

Northern Michigan and a long¬ 

time friend of Mailloux’s, 

became eligible in January. 

“Off the ice, we’re the best of 

friends,” remarks Mailloux. 

“Having him come in certainly 

helped my game... when he 

came in, I not only started scor¬ 

ing again, but it gave me a boost 

mentally.” 

After a second-place finish in 

OUA scoring, Mailloux’s season 

seemed to be over when he suf¬ 

fered a severely pulled abdomi¬ 

nal muscle during the team’s last 

home weekend. After sitting out 

five games, during which the 

Tricolour wrestled home-ice 

advantage for the OUA Mid- 

East semifinal from the 

University of Toronto Blues and 

then forced a decisive third 

game against Varsity — 

Mailloux’s frustration at being 

unable to play led to him telling 

the Queen’s coaches “that 1 

would play as much as I could.” 

Although in pain he would 

describe only as ‘terrible,’ 

Mailloux managed to set up 

Gallo for the tying goal early in 

the third period, forcing over¬ 

time. What ensued was deemed 

by veteran coach Cunningham 

“the gutsiest athletic perfor¬ 

mance 1 have ever seen... it was 

an amazing effort. It increased 

the pain threshold for everyone 

else, seeing him do what he 

did.” 

Despite the severely con¬ 

straining injury, Mailloux took a 

regular shift as the two teaips 

battled through four extra ses¬ 

sions (hitting the crossbar late in 

the second OT) before captain 

Scott Richardson ended the epic 

struggle, putting the Gaels in 

the divisional finals, where they 

fought valiantly in defeat 

against the Guelph Gryphons. 

“Having [Gallo] come 
in certainly helped my 
game... when he came 
in, I not only started 
scoring again, but it 

gave me a 
boost mentally.” 

— Rob Mailloux 

“It was a good experience,” 

said Mailloux of switching from 

the grind of major junior 

hockey, where in his final season 

he carried a full Queen’s course 

load. “This year, I was able to 

gain the entire university expe¬ 

rience.” 

With professional hockey 

adding new franchises quicker 

than Subway, the CIAU, long 

ignored by scouts, has become 

looked upon as a finishing 

school for future pros. “People 

are starting to watch our games 

to look for that late bloomer,” 

says MacDonald. “I would clas¬ 

sify Rob as one of those guys 

who’ll continue to develop as a 

player. Hopefully someone will 

give him a chance.” 

FRANSELiy 
Hair & Esthetics 

Thank you Queen’s for formal updo’sl 

See you this fall 

We’re In The Business of Making You 
“Look and Feel Good” and we special¬ 

ize in long hair - It’s the place to be! 

178 Ontario St. 
_ 549-2700__ 

Since Johnny Miller did it in 

1974, no player had won four 

tournaments before The 

Masters until David Duval came 

along. Fresh off back-to-back 

victories in the past two weeks, 

Duval is unquestionably the top 

golfer in the world going into 

the first of golf’s four major 

championships. That indis¬ 

putable notion, coupled with 

the fact that his game is widely 

considered to be a very good 

match for the Augusta National : 

layout, makes him the odds-on 

favourite to walk away with a 

green jacket on Sunday evening.. 

However, simply dealing 

with the pressure of the expec¬ 

tations that have been fieaped 

upon him will be a mori'timental 

task for the graduate of Georgia 

Tech. Golf, after all, is a sport 

where the favorite loses much 

more often than he wins. In 

fact, the last time that a player 

came into The Masters with the 

type of fanfare that has sur¬ 

rounded Duval all week, was 

just one year ago when Tiger 

Woods was perceived by many 

as being unbeatable. After 

breaking the tournament record 

in 1997, Tiger came into the 

1998 Masters as everyone’s 

choice to repeat. In the end he 

finished behind the 58-year-old 

Jack Nicklaus. 

Nonetheless, if there is a 

player on tour who has the tem¬ 

perament to cope with the hype, 

it is Duval. While the terms 

tranquil and laid back character¬ 

ize his outward demeanor, the 

Duval that exists behind those 

familiar shades of his, is as 

determined and focused as any 

player on the planet. There is 

little doubt that if he can touch around the greens that is 

maneuver himself into con- required of any would-be 

tention, he should be a force to Masters champion. Much the 

be reckoned with throughout same can be said of Love, who 

the tournament. has been lurking near the top of 

Nevertheless, this year’s the leaderboard in recent weeks. 

Masters is bound to be about Although the crop of 

more than David Duval. For European invitees is not as 

starters it was not that long ago strong as in past years, an inter- 

that Tiger Woods shocked the national player could still feasi- 

golfing establishment with his bly walk away with the title, 

record-setting, four-round: score Consider that for the first 

of 18 under par. Common time since Jumbo Ozaki was in 

sense dictates that Tiger is not to his prime, Japan has produced a 

be ruled out in evaluating this golfer capable of winning in 

year’s field. In fact, with so 

much of the limelight hairnig 

been deflected onto the new 

‘number one’ player in the 

world, Woods’ game may be 

poised for a second title in three 

years. 

The Masters, it usually 
takes a little more 

than superlative skills 
to get the men in 

green coats scrambling 
around for your size. 

Barring a Sunday, showdown 

for the green jacket between 

Tiger and Duval, .there are sev¬ 

eral other competitors who 

could contend for; this presti¬ 

gious title. For instance, both 

Ernie Els and. Davis Love III 

have the type of driving ability 

that is an absolute must on the 

wide-open fairways of The 

National. With so many elite 

twenty-something golfers nowa¬ 

days, Els is looking to add to his 

two US Open titles so as to 

ensure that his name is not lost 

in the shuffle. In addition to his 

power, he has the patience and 

America. While capable is the 

key word, Shigeki Maruyama 

has shown that you don’t have 

to be six feet tall to play a power 

game of golf. The stocky 

Japanese player was the surprise 

winner of the President’s Cup 

i last November, and arrives in 

|. Georgia this week as an up-and¬ 

-coming superstar. It may sur¬ 

prise the casual fan if he is in 

font- of the final pairings come 

^Sunday, but it is doubtful that 

any of his peers are still second- 

guessing Shigeki’s talent. 

5 Nevertheless, on the back 

nine during the final round of 

The Masters, it usually takes a 

little more than superlative skills 

pisn’t that right, Mr. Norman) to 

-get the men in green coats 

| scrambling around for your size. 

With both ability and compo¬ 

sure David Duval has, in the 

words of Tin Cup, defined all of 

the defining moments that have 

come his way this year. Why 

should this weekend be any 

different? 

Nick Sinclair not only knows golf 

but he is an excellent broadcaster 

and a heck of nice guy 

Can’t get a course you need? Contemplate 

the aduantages of taking one of Athabasca 

University s 450 distance education courses 

to solve your dilemma. 

Check out our Website for style samples. 
www.Fransellyhair.com 

www.athabascau.ca • 1-800-788-9041 • auinfo@athabascau.ca 
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The Last Waltz: The sporting year at Queen’s 
Much like the major league 

baseball season opening now, 

40 issues is much too long a sea- 

I never thought there 

dynasty. These women knew slightly off the beaten sports 

exactly what it took to win and . the introductj0n of the 

.11 — ^ Mslf QUeen’s ‘hospitality’ tent was all remained focused on the task 

hand — adding another 

would be times that it would be championship banner to Jock 

difficult to fill these blank pages Harty Arena. The talented cap- 

every week. Thankfully, how- taining threesome of Tara 

ever. Queen’s sports provided Black, Leanne Findlay and 

many moments throughout Karen Thomas completed their 

these last eight months which four years at Queen's with four 

made my task a lot easier. championships and the void 

By far the greatest team at created by their departure may 

Queen's this year was the jug- be too much to overcome. But 

gernaut known as the women’s it was one hell of a run. 

lacrosse team. They pummelled 
By far the greatest 

team at Queen’s this 
year was the 

juggernaut known as 
the women’s 

Lacrosse team. 

one of the many joys of 

Homecoming weekend this past 

fall. It was nice to see that stu¬ 

dents could be relatively well- 

behaved and hopefully is a sign 

of good things to come. While 

there was a problem of only 

buying one beer at a time, gen¬ 

erous Queen’s alumni ‘donated 

their time and their tickets to 

make sure current students 

drank their fill before the ‘gael’- 

like winds ripped through cam- 
their opponents at every turn 

and easily bulldozed their way 

to the first ever lacrosse OUA 

Championship. Behind the 

coaching of Anne Bennedetti 

(Queen’s Journal female athlete 

of the year), Darcie Spearing 

and Nancy Symons, this highly 

quotable and confident team 

never showed any weakness. &'-<• «•> *““'•** —*• — —~ ,. , , . 
Though they only won the final deserve is the women’s hockey can really blame us), but d: you 

how will the fourth-years show 

they’ve learned from their mis¬ 

takes? Probably by not donating 

any of their alumni wealth to 

the Department of Athletics and 

Recreation. 

But 1 digress. One thing out 

friends at the PEC did do well 

this past year was increase the 

amount of aerobics classes 

offered as part of our student 

fees. With flexible hours and 

many classes, the administra¬ 

tion has taken a large step 

towards recognizing the needs 

of students. Of course, if you 

are a woman you may want to 

like. 

One of the hi-lights of being 

one of the sports editors is cov¬ 

ering Colour Night. You hear a 

A team that does not seem to lot about apathy at Queen s 

get as much attention as they during election time (and^who 

pus and gave us one last taste of wear construction boots when 

what blackouts and booze feel you walk through the change- 

rooms for fear of stepping on 

razor blades. 

The year in sports would not 

be complete without a summary 

from the world of professional 

sports. The Peanut Gallery 

made its debut in the paper this 

year and despite what some 

sword-fighting coaches may 

11IUUCII me* UlUt »UII UIV. in.ci —- - -- - - ' . • • ■_ _ 
by three goals, instead of the team. They started this season want pure student participation 

five that they predicted, the vie- with a roster virtually com- check out the more than 600 _ 

tory was still inevitable. prised of rookies and went into varsity athletes that packed the think, it served as an important 

Finishing a close second their last game battling for the Ambassador Hote on St balance to our coverage of 

behind lacrosse would have to final playoff spot — only to lose Patrick s Day. With all the trave 

be our five-time figure skating to York’s 30-year old ringer. 

Fast-track N 
Social Service 

Careers 
@ St. Lawrence College 

Graduating this year? 
Not going on to graduate school? 

No work experience? 

Specialize in a social service career and gain valuable 
experience at the same time through field placement. 

St. Lawrence College, Kingston Campus, offers fast-tracking 
for the following social service programs: 

Behavioural Science Technology 
Grads have worked as addiction counsellors, behaviour thera¬ 
pists, rehab counsellors, residential and vocational counsel¬ 
lors. 

Early Childhood Education 
Grads have worked in centres providing all-day care for 
infants, toddlers and pre-schoolers; half-day nursery schools; 
and programs for school-age children. 

Social Service Worker - Gerontology 
Grads have worked in activity departments for nursing homes, 
adult day programs and home support agencies. 

For more information, contact the School of Human 
Studies at (613) 544-5400, ext. 1117/1234. ^ 

GUINNESS ifr 
jacket giveaway 

see your server for details 
last chance to enter on Friday April 9 

and training these athletes do, 

it’s remarkable that they still 

graduate with honours degrees. 

Unfortunately, this great cele¬ 

bration of our athletes is more 

private than it should be. I think 

a big parade/rally led by our 

Queen’s Bands would be even 

more fitting. This way all stu¬ 

dents would be able to show 

their appreciation. 

The one problem with 

Colour Night was the lack of 

fourth-year rugby players sit¬ 

ting at the tables. What would 

have been the harm in letting 

these graduating athletes sip 

from the Grail one last time? 

Yeah I’m sure the first, second 

and third-year students learned 

their lesson and they will act 

more responsibly next year. But 

balance to our coverage 

sports in the Queen’s 

community. 

You hear a lot about 
apathy at Queen’s 

during election time, 
but you should have 

seen the 600 athletes 
that turned out for 

Colour Night. 

Baseball had a very successful 

1998 season with the epic home 

run chase (though it was the 

most incredibly overrated event 

in sports) and the Yankees win¬ 

ning 125 games and the World 

Series. Roger Clemens, after 

throwing a hissy fit, demanded 

a trade to a contender and a 

new contract. Jays Manager 

Tim Johnson was finally exe¬ 

cuted by Colonel Ash to finally 

end that annoying saga. As 

usual, salaries boomed again 

raising the ceiling to $15 mil¬ 

lion per season and giving Us 

the first $100 million man. 

Under the category of ‘Coming 

and Going’, the NBA said good¬ 

bye to the Chicago Bulls 

dynasty and Michael Jordan 

with his game-winning jump 

shot in Game 6 against the Jazz, 

and said hello to the new Mr! 

Jordan, Vince Carter and his 

surging Raptors. Who woulda’ 

thunk it that the Raptors would 

be a consistent sellout at the Air 

Canada Centre and carry a 

dominating 12-2 home record. 

The Detroit Red Wings con¬ 

tinued their winning ways this 

decade, but the nicest surprise 

was the first-round upset by the 

Ottawa Senators as they sent 

the Devils to hell. This year, the 

Sens are about to pass the 100- 

point mark and another sur¬ 

prise is the 90-point Leafs who 

said goodbye to fabled Maple 

Leaf Gardens. 

The world of pro sports and 

Queen’s sports provided a lot of 

highs and lows during this long 

1998-1999 year. While I’m sure 

there were not too many 

insightful; life-altering articles 

in this section, hopefully we 

gave you something to read on 

Tuesday/Friday mornings, or 

else something to wrap your 

leftover lunch or use as a high- 

quality substitute for toilet 

paper. It was a pleasure to bring 

you all the sports that we felt 

were fit to print and best of luck 

to those of you who are not 

being paroled from Tricolour 

Prison. Thank you. Goodnight. 

Goodbye. 

Robert MacNeil will now retire 

from journalism... he has nothing left 

to say. 

When I say “union” I think PSAC ! 
Many of the people employed at Canadian universities are unionized. The reasons are 

clear: a union gives them the collective strength to defend their rights and to obtain 

better working conditions. When governments cut and university administrators apply these 

cuts to their more vulnerable workers, a union is indispensable. 

Joining a union is a step to ensure that management will listen to your demands. 

Joining the Public Service Alliance of Canada is a step to ensure that managers will 

understand that you are not alone in your struggle for fair and equitable treatment. 

> www.thetoucan.com 
down the alley at 76 Princess St 544-1966 
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Gael Force 

Some of the people who are working at other universities are glad they 

joined the PSAC. The more unstable one’s worklife is, the more employers 

switch over to short-term employment with no benefits and no job secur¬ 

ity, the more that sort of dicey workplace becomes the norm, the more you 

need unions. Laura Penny. University of Western Ontario Local, London. 

The PSAC gives you not only the strength of a movement of more than 150,000 workers 

all across Canada, it is a modern and well-organized union that can help you when you 

negotiate with your employer. We support you with the resources to negotiate a fair con¬ 

tract, to resolve any difficulties with your employer and to have a more effective voice in 
your workplace. 

Help yourself by forming a union. Help your union by joining the Public Service 
Alliance of Canada. 

For more information, contact : Feme Shuttleworth, PSAC, 416-485-3558, ext. 230. 
Or visit our web site: www.psac.com 
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All photo contest prizes were donated by 

Camera Kingston. Prizes and photos may b 

picked up at The Queen’s Journal. 

272 Earl Street 
Rosamund Oxhide 
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fessa Prcndcrgast 

Eric Tremblay 

Student films a pleasant treat for the eye 

If the rest of us only knew what was 

going on for these last eight 

months. 

While most of campus crammed for 

exams, essays and last minute assign¬ 

ments, a select few took on the roles of 

director, producer, writer and cine¬ 

matographer. The lights burned bright 

early this year with the cameras 

rolling, and as of this moment the final 

touches are being stamped onto stu¬ 

dent moviemaking history. 

Queen’s Film Department is proud 

to present “Emerging Visions,” this 

year’s festival showcasing the films 

created and produced by the students 

of Film 350. This year’s selection of 

films compliment a broad range of 

ideas and student views. From super-1 

heros to millenium anxiety, the festival 

is out to offer a variety of sights for the 

moviegoer: 

Blind eye 

Action... Reaction... Consequence. 

What would you do if you had to 

make a split-second decision - one that 

could affect someone’s fate? Three 

strangers grapple with the conse¬ 

quences of their actions in the face of 

tragedy. 
DirectorAVriter: Christina Thom, Producer: Philip 
Svoboda, Cinematographer: Scon Carr, Editor: Cara 
Ceppetetti, Lighting Grip/Sound: Jeremy Shtern 
Cast: Gord Love, Bill Morrow, Karina Mackenzie, 
Phoebe Jones, Lenny Epstein, Patrick O'Leary. 

Faultines 

Associative images form the back¬ 

drop to this exploration of the interac¬ 

tion of memory and geography. A 

childhood blasphemy, an aborted 

screen test, and the ballad of John and 

Yoko all serve to illuminate the fault¬ 

lines between cultures - faultlines that 

are solidified by history and the 

boundaries of experience. 

Writer/Producer/Director: Chris Kennedy. 
Cinematographers: Mike HeaJy/Chris Kennedy, Sound 
Recordist: Naomi Powell, Ass't Director/Technical 
Support: Jedrzej Jonasz 
Cast: Grace Myong, Brad Lepp 

man with an extraordinary dream. All 

Tommy has ever wanted is to be a 

superhero; come for his journey, stay 

for the popcorn. 
Director: Elli Raynai, Producer: Katherine Colbourn, 
Cinematographer: Ivan Shih, Editor: Douglas Thoms, 
Writer: David Ritchie 
Cast: Anthony Farrell, Lucas Costello, Lenny Epstein, 
~ y Chairelli, V ' " Charly C i, Nancy Leckic. 

Frozen 

A suspenseful story about a child¬ 

hood tragedy that has become one 

man’s haunting reality. A simply case 

of mistaken identity escalates to an 

episode of intrigue and betrayal which 

finds Thomas Glass cornered on the 

roof of a ten-story building. 
Director: Geoff Ashenhurst, Writer/Producer: 
Marhieu Wolfe, Cinematographer: Trevor Brown, 
Editor: Marc Griffin 
Cast: Steve Spencer, Phillip Brown, Gloria DiFolco, 
Jim Davis. 

Playing Like A Girl 

Four women settle into a game of 

poker. Throughout the evening in a 

heady atmosphere of alcohol, cards, 

bluffing, and cheating, they each reveal 

more than the cards they hold. Playing 

Like A Girl is a bitter sweet comic look 

at the contradictory and cryptic lives 

of lesbians, revealing the highly devel¬ 

oped skills needed to negotiate their 

relationships. 
Director of Photography: Raymond Kioke, 
Writer/Producer: Helen Wickham, Cinematographer: 
Lindsey Robertson, Editor: Andrea Morales, Lighting 
Designer: Killeen Kelly 
Cast: Vee Blackboume, Marie Goddard, Killeen Kelly, 
Jennifer McGettrick. 

Super Dreams 

Superhero from the hood, super- 

transcanada 

What happens when you are sent to 

Newfoundland to write a story about 

Millennium anxiety... and none exists? 

In the spirit of direct cinema, this doc¬ 

umentary traces this search from the 

streets of Toronto to the shores of 

Newfoundland. 
Created entirely through collaboration and consensus 
by Mike Healy, Kelly McCague, and Naomi Powell. 

A class of twenty-four students were 

sectioned off into 6 groups to collabo¬ 

rate their creative vision for the inten¬ 

sive third-year film course. The 

projects were filmed on 16mm, a first 

for many of the students . Many of the 

films have plans of entering prestigious 

film festivals across the continent. 

Some festivals such as TVO’s Film 

Festival have had Queen’s films part of 

the award winning roster. 

Emerging Visions will run from 

Thursday April 29 to Saturday May 1 

at 8 p.m. in The Screening Room 

located at 120 Princess Street. General 

admission is $6.50. 

Compiled by Lilian Kim 

Photos (from left, down) Blind Eye, 

Faultiness, Frozen, Playing Like A Girl, 

Super Dreams, transcanada 
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ultraviolet 

Frenetic Records 

By Ken Butland 

Congratulationsto Ultraviolet 
this year for putting together a 
magazine that looks and feels 
rea‘ly professional. Its nice to 

see so many healthy, young, 

alternative-looking white folk 

on the cover. And the lengthy 

accompanying CD, made virtu¬ 

ally free to students thanks to 

the business-sawy Celia Hatton, 

is a sweet bonus. Concerning 

the lineup, I confess I don t see 

how an electronica band, two 

DJs and a funk combo mesh 

with the mandate of a poetry 

collection, but I’m stupid and 

drunk right now, because I’m 

done with The Journal, so 

grasping the concept of saving 

the document as you go is 

almost too much for this light¬ 

headed lad, let alone carrying 

on-a debate over lyrical content 

versus musical esthetics. 

The hardcore electronica 

band Ibiza starts things off with 

moody guitars, synth, and effec¬ 

tive doubling of electronic and 

live drums. The only thing lack¬ 

ing is Monica’s thin, unemotive 

vocals. Monica who learned 

quickly that famous singing 

women need no last name. 

Travel Agent, with 
local popularity 

analogous to the global 
appeal of the Spice 

Girls, is permanently 
burned into the fifth 
track of every copy. 

Next is Jon Coakley’s “Hair 

like Roots,” with accompani¬ 

ment from at least one uncred¬ 

ited percussionist. Although 

maybe he played and recorded 

everything himself. I don’t 

know. When I saw him play at 

Alfie’s once he told the story of 

his childhood friend who 

inspired the song. The depth 

and soul of the lyrics in “Roots” 

demonstrate Jon’s remarkable 

ability to take the roots of expe¬ 

rience and turn them into com¬ 

pelling art. Oh, God, I must be 

sounding like a muttonhead by 

now. Oh well, it’s too late, I’ve 

already saved it. 

Skipping over Reno’s 

Hitmen’s mediocre “Tequila 

Sheila,” we reach Matt Barber’s 

Sloan-ish sounding “My Secret 

Identity Crisis.” When I was in 

grade 10 I wrote this really 

embarassing, angsty poem and 

called it “My Own Private 

Idaknow” after the movie “My 

own Private Idaho.” Not that 

there’s a connection. I just felt 

like sharing. Matt Barber’s song 

is real perdy. He’s done some 

crisp, brooding guitar work 

here, and the sound engineer 

must have doubled Barber’s 

vocals, because they sound extra 

strong - they almost “shimmer,” 

if you will. 

Travel Agent, with local pop¬ 

ularity analogous to the global 

appeal of the Spice Girls, is per¬ 

manently burned into the fifth 

track of every copy. I think the 

refrain of the Rap Traxx 2-type 

lyrics is supposed to be “the 

point of being is the scope of my 

trip,” but it sounds like he’s 

really saying “the point a pee- 

Please see Rotate This on page 36 
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Talking with Waxing 
Battle of the Bands winners Waxing Gibbus talks 

PHOTOS BY JAMES TERJANIAN 

By Stefan Murray 

Although a soccer field might 
seem like a strange place for the 
birthplace of a successful cam¬ 
pus band. Waxing Gibbus owe 
their success to the Queen’s 
Summer soccer league. 

Last summer, Terry Kelly was 
minding the goal while Shermit 
Lamba was playing defence. The 
duo shared a common interest 
beyond soccer and a month later 
they had started a band. 

Their surprise win was 
even more impressive 
considering the band’s 
goal when they formed 
was only to qualify for 

the competition. 

Roughly six months and four 
members later, Waxing Gibbus 
was on top of the Queen’s bub¬ 
ble after winning the campus 
wide Battle of the Bands in late 
March. Their performance was 
tremendous, edging The Loose 
Lips, The Prototype and Reno’s 

Hitmen in one of the closest 
finals ever. 

“For some reason, I didn’t 
think we would win because I 
didn’t feel we had played up to 
our potential,” recalls Kelly. 

“I was also greatly impressed 
by the abilities of the other 
guys,” he said. 

Their surprise win was even 
more impressive considering the 
band’s goal when they formed 
was only to qualify for the com¬ 
petition. 

Waxing Gibbus is made up of 
six members; Kelly provides the 
rhythm guitar and vocals, 
Lamba plays lead guitar, Peter 
Reed sits in on drums, Mark 
Marcnimigon mannes the key¬ 
boards, Eric Bacon takes on the 
bass duties while Andrew Toms 
contributes as the band’s DJ. 

The forming of Waxing 
Gibbus has a definite connec¬ 
tion with the battle of the bands 
tradition. Drummer Peter 
Reeed, who abdicted from his 
role as drummer for Lounge Act 
to join Kelly’s band Ebb, battle 
contender in 1998, and eventu¬ 
ally signed on to provide the 
rhythm for Waxing Gibbus. As 
well, Bassist Eric Bacon, was a 

Read The Job 
Ads Lately? 

The Canadian 
Securities 
Course™ (CSC) 

prepares you for 

^ a career with 
an investment 

dealer, mutual 

fund company, bank or 

other financial services firm. 

Enrol in the self-study CSC this Spring and by the Fall 
you will have gained the competitive edge that 

financial services employers are looking for. 

j 
Canadian 

1 SECURITIES 
1N S TITII t E 

Ask About Our Special Offer! 
15% off for University Students 

1-800-274-8355 

former member of Los Sea 
Monsters, a local band that once 
reached the finals of the battle. 
In December of ‘98 the band 
recorded a three track disc enti¬ 
tled “Freezing Up”-The Single. 

“We decided to record it and 
we didn’t know what to do with 
it afterwards.” said Kelly. 

The band eventually used the 
disc to prepare for the battle, 
using it as their entry demo. 

Waxing Gibbus was the clear 
fan favourite at the battle last 
Wednesday, offering a diverse 
style that had something to offer 
each member of the audience. 
Their powerful folk melodies 
and terrific songwriting soothed 
the crowd and the element of 
trippy sampling was also well 
received by the audience. 

Toucan, their set with 
Franklin’s Fault at the Trash last 
Wednesday night and their show 
tonight at Clark Hall Pub with 
Jon Coakley and Reno’s 
Hitmen. 

The Waxing Gibbus story 
ends there unfortunately. 
Individual members will do 
there own thing this summer 
and it is uncertain that those 
who have graduated the univer¬ 
sity will move on to better 
things. However, Bacon pro¬ 
vides some hope as he says, 

“look for something in 
Septmember, lets just leave it 
nice and vague.” 

Waxing Gibbus was 
the clear fan favourite 

at the battle last 
Wednesday, offering a 
diverse style that had 

something to offer 
each member of 

the audience. 

Kelly maintains that he likes 
the DJing element because “it 
has the ability ot contribute the¬ 
matically with samples to give 
the audience a better idea of 
what the song was saying.” 

Waxing Gibbus has been busy 
of late with the battle, their gig 
with Thrushhermit at the 
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Thanks 
to 

everyone 
who 
con¬ 

tributed 
to A&cE 
this year. 

We 
couldn’t 

have 
done it 
without 

you 
guys! 

— From the A8cE types, 

Stefan, Sarah and Lilian 

bouquets 

to you, 
and 

thank you 
for your 

patronage 

If you're graduating, we wish you much success. 

If you're here this summer, we'll see you on the patio. 

If you're returning next fall, 

we'll welcome you back. 

Thanks again 

from the staff at 

Chez Piggy & Pan Chancho. 

Have a great summer! 

Pan 
Chancho 

Chez Piggy 60R Princess St. 549-7673 Pan Chancho 70 Johnson St. 544-7790 
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ing’s to cope with ma drip.” 

Whatever. The tune is a few 

hundred bars too long. But _boy 

can they play_. Wow! 

Jill Barber, often thought of 

as the younger sibling in 

Queen’s leading family of musi¬ 

cal prodigies, is actually the 

love<hild of Ani DiFranco and 

Jewel Kilcher. “Shame,” her 

contribution to the U.V. CD 

might be described as “a sharp 

acoustic expression of themes 

associated with the female con¬ 

dition.” Of course, this state¬ 

ment neatly describes Ani 

DiFranco’s entire musical port¬ 

folio, but it would take one 

blackhearted son-of-a-bitch to 

make constant comparisons like 

that, and so onto the final track. 

The depth and soul of 
the lyrics in “Roots” 
demonstrate Jon’s 

remarkable ability to 
take the roots of 

experience and turn 
them into 

compelling art. 

DJ Greazy Porkchop and DJ 

Apposauce are the artists who 

send the Ultraviolet CD “spin¬ 

ning” off into the reaches of 

space with their “wack” sounds 

and “cutting-edge” rhythms. 

Live guitars? No. Live drums? 

No. Lead singer? No. None of 

that stuff. In 1978, when Neil 

Young first sang the lines “Hey 

Hey, My My/ Rock and Roll will 

never die,” I wonder if he knew 

how soon his ironic prophesy 

would come to pass. That said, 

“Backbone Gumbo” is an appro¬ 

priate end to a great compila¬ 

tion. 

In 1999, as everyone anx¬ 

iously awaits the beginning of 

the last year of this millenium 

(2001 is when it happens for 

real, but 2000 is when all those 

numbers change, so get your 

party hats ready), turntables 

outsell guitars, DJs refuse to 

sell-out, musicians and students 

are _sold_ on the Ultraviolet 

CD. It’s UltraFine! 

Waxing Gibbus 

“Freezing Up”-The Single 

Frenetic records 

By Sarah Jane Bird 

Judging from the simple, low 

budget design of their CD 

jacket, Waxing Gibbus seems to 

be a young “pop rock” group 

waiting to Be discovered. Their 

sound is similar to that of many 

of the mellow pop groups that 

seem to entice university stu¬ 

dents, but I am not one of those 

students. 

Their CD ”Freezing Up” - The 

Single contains only three tunes, 

“Freezing Up,” “Sister Edwina,” 

and “Running Through the 

Flowers.” This collection of 

songs does have one strong fea¬ 

ture; the instrumental work is 

good. All six members of the 

group mix well musically result¬ 

ing in a solid instrumental per¬ 

formance, but it might be said 

that the lead singer struggles on 

occasion with the vocals. 

Too often throughout all 

three songs does his voice strive 

to reach a higher pitch with less 

than success. When he sings in 

the lower register, the sound is 

far more pleasing, “Sister 

Edwina” contains the most 

effective vocals, while the title 

song, “Freezing Up,” is a little 

whiny and monotonous. 

Perhaps I am alone in this, 

Ryerson Polytechnic University introduces the 

_Management degree program 
Your ticket to a stimulating, high-energy career 

Searching for a career that offers excellent job prospects, with 

competitive rates of pay? Not sure whether your university degree 
will help you find it? 

Consider Canada's only Retail Management program that 

leads to a Bachelor of Commerce degree. 

You'll receive the management education retail employers want, 

with a chance to specialize and gain work experience along the 

way. Entrance scholarships are available for outstanding applicants. 

For more details, contact the School of Retail Management at 

(416) 979-5000, extension 7282 (phone); (416) 979-5324 

(fax); or retmgt@acs.ryerson.ca (e-mail). Or contact the Office 

of Admissions/Liaison/Curriculum Advising at (416) 979-5036 

(phone) or inquire@acs.ryerson.ca (e-mail) 
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but it seems to me that music is 

supposed to make you want to 

dance, cry, or think. These songs 

make me want to nap. 

Three selections from the 

repertoire of Waxing Gibbusm 

may not be enough to accurately 

judge their performing ability, 

but they do leave a lasting 

impression in terms of their 

instrumental ability. The guitar 

work is particularly impressive. 

For those of you who like the 

mellow, ‘pop-rbck’ sound, this 

group may do it for you, but I 

tend to look for ‘new’ and 

‘innovative’ when broadening 

my musical horizons. My inten¬ 

tion is not to discourage this 

new group, for I am sure they 

have the potential for success, 

but their type of music just isn’t 

for me. 

The Prototype 

No Possible Way 

Independent 

By Fiona Stevenson 

“No possible way” represents 

an impressive debut CD for the 

Ottawa Band Prototype. 

Incorporating percussion, bass, 

keyboard, guitar and the sensa¬ 

tional vocals of Queen’s student 

Ian Shackleton, the distinctive 

sound of these young musicians 

is likely to leave a mark on the 

Canadian music scene. 

The CD combines a lot of 

diverse sounds and is clearly 

influenced by the sounds of Our 

Lady Peace, The Tea Party, 

Prodigy and Moist. I’m a big fan 

of the first three bands, but not 

the last, which is why I found 

the use of keyboards used in the 

CD to be too extensive. 

Keyboardist Ren£ Delisle is 

obviously talented, however, 

and his proficiency is showcased 

throughout the album, most 

notably in the instrumental 

“Simmer,” an experimental, 

new-age piece. 

Most of the songs are upbeat 

and energizing, especially 

“Through My Eyes” and 

“Head.” The band’s cohesive¬ 

ness is one of its best features, 

and all the songs sound excep¬ 

tionally tight. However, what 

drew me most to the band’s 

sound was. the incredible vocal 

range displayed by Shackleton, 

especially evident in the album’s 

second song “Too Late.” Other 

notable songs on the CD are 

“Lost” and “Disengage” which 

are both a bit more subdued 

than the hard-edged sound 

which characterizes most of the 

other numbers, including the 

CD’s title track. 

I definitely recommend giv¬ 

ing this CD a spin. Chances are 

that at least one element of the 

diverse talents and sounds 

exhibited by this group will 

appeal to you. 

NoMeansNo 

Dance of the Headless 
Bourgeoisie 

Wrong Records 

By Mike Burgess 

Music listeners of the world 

unite! The new-rock revolution 

is at hand, and it’s spinning out 

You can be a chiropractic] 
physician in five years. 

Why settle for anything less? 

The time is right to learn more about a 
rewarding and fulfilling career as a doctor of 
chiropractic. Greater emphasis is being placed 
on preventive care and non-invasive health 
methods in today's modern health-care system 
In five academic years, you can graduate with ' 
a doctorate and be licensed to practice 
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enhancement skills. 
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of control faster than you can 

say NoMeansNo. 

Armed with their new CD 

Dance of the Headless 

Bourgeoisie, this foursome, 

self-described as “two dummies' 

a joker, and one dink”, have 

waged a failed attempt to 

impose their doctrine of crappy 

music on the talent-conscious 
masses. 

NoMeansNo have 
nothing going for them 

aside from average 
instrumental ability, 
undergraduate arts 

vocabularies - they use 
the word ‘myriad’- and 
a basic knowledge of 
three-chord harmony. 

NoMeansNo have nothing 

going for them aside from aver¬ 

age instrumental ability, under¬ 

graduate arts vocabularies - they 

use the word ‘myriad’- and a 

basic knowledge of three-chord 

harmony. Unfortunately, they 

put none of these skills to good 

use. 

The band demonstrates little 

imagination or diversity, oscil¬ 

lating between similar hard rock 

and speed grunge formulas on 

every track. Their grim, 

angst-ridden, lyrics yield no 

shock-value and collapse into 

simple rhymes, cliches, and 

pseudo-intellectual social com¬ 

mentary. 

Needless to say, their moder¬ 

ate instrumental talent is squan¬ 

dered. 

NoMeansNo’s downfall is 

that they don’t contribute any¬ 

thing to the already boring style 

of quick-tempo hard rock. 

Typical examples are “This 

Story Must Be Told,” “I Can’t 

Stop Talking,” and “The Rape,” 

which are virtually the same 

chord progression set to differ¬ 

ent lyrics. The title song is even 

worse using only tuneless noise 

and annoying vocals. 

The final track, “One Fine 

Day,” displays a hint of promise, 

but most listeners will have ban¬ 

ished the CD to the wasteland 

of their collection before they 

ever hear it. Tedious, unimagi¬ 

native and lacking direction, 

NoMeansNo are no better than 

the headless bourgeoisie they 

sing about, and are destined for 

the dustbin of rock history. 
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Cal! Wallchotne 

We’ve already walked over 

5.000 people this year. 

The Sexual Health Resource Centre is 
currently looking lor volunteers for its 

summer season. 

Applications are available nt: 
The SHRC; located in the Grey House 
Monk in the IDUC 
AMS Office 

DUE APRIL 21 

Feel free to call us for any further 
information. 

Out late at night? 

Don't want to walk alone? 

Looking for a smile to brighten 

your evening? 

That's more than 10,000 km. 

The Sexual Health Resource 
Centre 

533-2959 

So we think we can help. 

Walkhome 533-2662 
or you can still call our old number at 545-2662 

grill and wine bar 

Restaurant Review 

You don’t have to 
be Greek to enjoy an 
evening of delicious 
Greek delicacies, 
accompanied by the 
traditional music of 
Greece playing in the 
background. Just 
wander down to Greco’s 
Grill and Wine Bar at 
169 Princess Street, 
Kingston. 

Owned and operated 
by the Kofinis family, the 
restaurant is small, but 
Jf is warm and cosy. 
Pictures of their Greek 
homeland decorate 
the walls, along with 
beautiful plants and 
several small trees lit up 
at night with tiny bulbs. 

Usually when eating 
pu*-1 like to have good 
mends along for a 
second opinion and 
Because we can all order 
oyanety of foods to try. 
■his evening I am 
accompanied by my hus- 
oand Marco and two 
ory close family friends, 

Marianne and Roy. 
^ i .or ordering a bottle 
O' Imskillen Pinot Noir, 
our waiter, Stewart, 
brought a basket of 
esh garlic bread and 

a crunchy Hal bread 
covered with sesame 

(Baked on the 
Prern'ses). A tasty 
ba|mon spread is served 

with the bread. 
For appetizers we 

tried the marinated octo¬ 
pus falso (also prepared 
in the kitchen and very 
delicious) and the 
Saganaki. Saganaki is a 
square of tangy cheese 
that the waiter will 
flambe at your table. For 
those who have sworn 
off salt, it is a cheese, 
but tasty. The flambe 
causes the cheese to be 
crusty on the outside and 
creamy on the inside. 

Having eaten at 
Greco’s a number of 
times, I find it very 
difficult to pass up the 
Gourmet Chicken. It is 
fantastic, but this 
evening they are 
preparing for the 
Chicken in Puff Pastry, 
a similar dish and 
equally delicious (it’s not 
on the menu, but it is 
offered occasionally as a 
special.) After a little 
arm twisting, we got the 
recipe for you to try at 
home. 

Marco and Roy both 
ordered the grilled lamb 
chops. I don't think they 
could resist them. 
Marianne ordered the 
garlic shrimp platter 
served on a bed of rice. 
They looked wonderful. 
All this food went down 
nicely with a bottle of 

Mondavi Cabernet 
Sauvignon. After the 
meal, we were so full 
that we did not want 
to hear the word 
"dessert,” so instead 
we enjoyed a coffee, 
accompanied by a 
warmed brandy. 

Don't be afraid of 
breaking the bank at 
Greco’s. Prices are very 
reasonable, especially 
for the quality of the 
cuisine. On the dinner 
menu, appetizers such 
as Tiropita, Carpaccio 
and Brushetta are priced 
from $2.95 through 
$9.95. Entries are 
priced from $8.50 to 
$13.95 including items 
like the Chicken 
Parmesan, Filet Mignon 
and Rack of Lamb. For 
fish and seafood lovers, 
Rainbow Trout, Filet of 
Salmon and the 
Poseidon's Platter, are 
priced from $9.95 to 
$14,95. The menu also 
features a selection of 
pasta dishes and a 
variety of gourmet 
pizzas. Wine lovers 
won’t be disappointed 
either, a wide selection 
of wines are available 
from Greece, California, 
Italy, Chile, Australia and 
Ontario. 

167 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario Reservations - 542-2229 

Leaving Queen's 

foi- the summen1 
Information Technology Services 

Don't forget that dialing in to Queen's might be a long-distance all! 

I ha ve a PC what do / need to do? Packman will create long distance connection 

profiles for you. In the Packman Launch Pad, double-click on 06 Advanced Options, then 

double-click on 05 Configure Network Connection. Put a check beside the long distance 

option of any modem pool that you dial in to (e.g. “QLink Long Distance”) and click OK. 

/ have a Mac what do / need to do? The instructions for Macintosh computers 

depend on which dial-up software you have. 

http://www.its.queensu.ca/pubs/howto/longdistance.html#mac 

has all the information you’ll need. 

/ tan into ttouble! Help! Manual configuration instructions are at: 

http://www.its.queensu.ca/pubs/howto/longdistance.html 

The dial-in information index has lots of helpful documentation : 

http://www.its.queensu.ca/pubs/dialindex.html 

Don't forget sbout your e-mail! 

For more information about the many services available on Qlink that help you to 

manage your e-mail while you’re away, see this page : 

http://www.its.queensu.ca/pubs/itsnote/holidays.html 

Not coming back/ 

Even if you aren’t taking courses at Queen’s in September, you still keep your Qlink 

account until the end of October 1999. This is to allow you time to get an account with 

another Internet Service Provider. Once you do, you should inform everyone of your new 

account, and forward your Qlink e-mail to it. Here’s how: 

http://www.its.queensu.ca/pubs/itsnote/hoiidays.html#fwd 

We'm here to help! 

The ITS HelpDesk stays open all summer to help our users with questions about 

Queen’s-related computing. Call (613)533-6666 or e-mail helpdesk@post.queensu.ca 
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Ooo SO Tesh-y: Many thought that when John Tesh walked 

away from Entertainment Tonight, he would lose his fame, but 

Tesh is proving many people wrong. Tesh has his own concert, 

“One World” airing on PBS stations nationwide. The program and 

CD feature Tesh performing his uptempo, new-age music in col¬ 

laboration with musicians from other countries and other cul¬ 

tures. Tesh said of his mixed reviews, “I’ve been picketed by people 

who think I’m an alien, so Pm having a good time.” 

Believe it: She’s #2: (Top three billboard songs for April 2) 

1. “No Scrubs,” —TLC 

2. “Believe” — Cher 

3. “Ever)' Morning” — Sugar Ray 

Goldie Weekend: (Top three movies for April 2nd weekend) 

1. The Matrix 27.6 million 

2. 10 Things I Hate About You S8.7 million 

3. The Out-of-Towners $8.1 million 

IS Camera Kingston 
foto source- 

Your one - hour, 
one - stop photo shop 

..ask about your | 

CLUB CK 
discount card 

scesW sef of prm-f-s 

: FREE 
with this coupon 

| ssrtiwi <?r APS Cilwj af fi»je <teVe|of>wiehf 

^ see sfsre for defails 

our downtown location is open 

7 days a week % 

114 Princess@Wellington 

549 3747 
Bath@Gardiners Rd 

384 3747 

Get Out There! 
Rap Sheet #4: Rapper ODB was arrested on misdemeanor 

charges after New York police said they found him carryng a small 

amount of crack cocaine. ODB was arrested when police found 

drugs in his car. Last month, the 30-year-old rapper escaped 

attempted murder charges when a Brooklyn grand jury refused to 

indict him on charges of shooting at police officers. (A&E’s last 

issue note: ODB was featured more than any other celebrity in 

A&E in Brief. 

Hawaii-1-0: Hawaii is set to become the new locale for 

Baywatch. TV news reports in Hawaii suggested a deal to move 

the syndicated show to Hawaii had been finalized. Baywatch 

which features actor David Hasselhoff has been filmed in Los 

Angeles for the past nine years. 

Poo on You: It was a shocking scene when Fabio stepped off the 

inaugural run of a roller coaster at Busch Gardens in Williamsburg 

to discover that a bird had collided with his face. Fabio’s face was 

splattered with blood, was taken to hospital and released with 

only minor cuts — the condition of the bird however, is unknown. 

Movies: 

Playing at the Screening Room: 
(Weekend Matinees only) 

Life is Beautiful 4:00, 7:05 
Rushmore 9:30 
Gods and Monsters 4:05, 7:10 
Velvet Goldmine 9:30 

Art: 
Union Gallery: 

The Union Gallery is currently showing 
Vertigo. The exhibit runs until April 13. 

The Modern Fuel Gallery will begin show¬ 
ing Dwelling by Tanya Morand on 
Saturday April 10 to Saturday may 15. 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre: 

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre is cur¬ 
rently showing Crime and Punishment. 
The show runs until June 6. 

Live Music: 

Canadian Friends of Burma presents a 
benefit concert to be held at Clark Hall 
on Thursday, April 8. Doors open at 
9 p.m. The concert will feature Jon 
Coakley and Waxing Gibbus. 

Kingston Symphony will host Tafelmusik 
Baroque Orchestra on Friday, April 16, 
1999 at Grant Hall at 8 p.m. Call the 
Grand Theatre Box office at 530-2050. 
Tickets will also be sold at the door. 

Canadian soprano Mary Lou Fallis will 
present "Primadonna On a Moose'1, a his¬ 
torical compendium of musical hits on 
May 17 at the Grand Theatre at 8 p.m. 
Tickets go on sale April 12 and are $22 
(GST included). 

Literature: 

Kingston Regional Arts Council welcomes 
Spring with Eighth Annual Member's 
Open Art Salon and Annual Kingston 
Literary Awards. The event will be held 
Friday, April 30, 1999 from 
6 - 8 p.m., in the Wilson room, in the 
Kingston Frontenac Public Library. 

ORIENTATION EVENING 

If you missed the first event, please contact the 

School of Environmental Studies, 533-6602 for 
more information. 

Room 1120, Biosciences Complex 
April 8, 1999 

7-9 pm 

FIND OUT ABOUT HONOURS BSC 
OPTIONS IN: 

Environmental Biology 
Environmental Chemistry 
Environmental Geography 

Environmental Life Sciences 

HONOURS BA PROGRAM: 
Environmental Science Medials 

Come out and meet the faculty and DSC. 

Free Refreshments! 

-yT^^UEEN'S JOURNAL 
Thursday. April 8. 1999 
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ACROSS 

1. Female whale 
4. Pudding starch 
8. Grand slam 
9. Having sound 

11. New 
Testament 
book 

12. Made up of 
rock fragments 

14. Grow old 
15. Scarlett 

O’Hara's home 
17. Give a job to 
18. False sect 
20. Shuttlecock 

51. Wildcat 
52. That woman 

DOWN 
30. 

1. Good-looking 31. 
2. Shout of 32. 

approval 33. 
3. Bridge player 34. 
4. Of the sun 35. 
5. Memorable 38. 

saying 
6 Deep wound 41. 
7. Punctually 43. 
8. Indistinct 46. 
9. Paper currency 48. 

Conduit 
Forfeiture 
Perfume 
making 
substance 
Pursuing 
10i« 

Cheap cigar 
Pencil rubber 
Artifices 
365 days 
Building 
addition 
Subterfuge 
Silence 
Small hotel 

. Bom 

22. Human beings 10. Makes weary 
11. Janet and 

Chrissy's 
roommate 

13. Dollar part 
16. Border part 
19. Semester 
21. French fashion 

designer 

ELECTROLYSIS 
Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and safely 

Experienced electrolysists 
Recommended by Physicians 

HARRISON 
SALON 

Kingston Since 1959 
Free Consultation 

Call 542-5595 

23. Nervous 
25. That is: Lat. 
27. Soak flax 
28. Mr. Costello 
29. Molten rock 
32. Black magic 
36. Strange 

celestial sight 
37. Singer Domino 24. Without 
39. Faithful hearing 
40. Cease 

proceeding 
42. Snack between 

meals 
44 King of Judah 
45. Sport of 

bowling 
47. Three-time 

Indy 500 
winner 

49. Garland's 
costar 

50. Looks at 

4 In Kingston for the Spring or Summer? 

Get a head start on next year and 
take a spring or summer course. 

Spring Term Classes: 3 May 14 June Summer Term Classes: 5 July 16 August Spring-Summer Classes: 3 May 20 July 

Courses In- Fine Art Art History, Biology, Classics (Archaeology), Commerce, Computing Science, Drama, Economics, 

English Film French Geography, German, Greek, Health, History, Italian, Mathematics, Microbiology & Immunology, 

Music, Nursing, Pharmacology, Philosophy, Physics, Politics, Psychology, Religion, Sociology, Spanish, Statistics, 

Women's Studies and Effective Writing. 

Not In Kingston for the Spring or Summer? 

Take a correspondence course home with you! 

To register, or for more information contact: 

Continuing & Distance Studies 
FI Mackintosh-Corry Hall 533-2471 www.queensu.ca/cds 
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Classifieds 
BURGER 
KING 

Whopper Junior 
every day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

WONDERING ABOUT RELATION¬ 
SHIPS, career etc? Seeking direc¬ 
tion? Experience greater self-aware¬ 
ness witn Tarot, palmistry, runes, and 
more. Clients say my readings are 
inspirational and very accurate. I also 
offer classes in meditation, Tarot, etc. 
For more information phone Kellye at 
544-1909. Also available Fridays and 
Saturdays at “Harmony", 93 Pnncess 
St. Walk in or pre-book at 544-7897. 
Tape included. 

BLUEROOF FARM IS A GET-AWAY 
for Queen's students and their fami¬ 
lies. Half an hour away. Visit our web¬ 
site - www.ikweb.com/blueroof or call 
Kim Ondaatje at 374-2147. 
Transportation can be arranged. 

LAST-MCAT-GMAT-GRE - www.prep. 
com Toronto live spring/summer 
classes forming now. Request our 
FREE Law School Bound or Pre-Med 
Bulletin email newsletters at: 
learn@prep.com Richardson - 1 
877PREP-COM. 

STUDENT WORK $12.85 to start. 
Over 500 positions to full in Eastern 
Canada. Scholarship awards and 
great experience available. Call the 
closest office for an interview. 
Kit/Waterloo: 886-0909; Mississauga: 
812-9272; Durham Region: 723-4920; 
St. Catherine: 937-8668; Markham 
(905) 947-9851; London 438-2711; 

Hamilton: 387-2872; Ottawa: 739- 
2999; Toronto: (416) 487-3730; York 
Region: (416)497-5464. Opening 
April 19tn Sudbury: 673-3975; 
Etobicoke: (416) 237-1733; Toronto 
Chinese 410-8361. Call 1 888 328- 
5304 for updated numbers for the fol¬ 
lowing: Halifax, Montreal, 
Burl/Oakville, Sarnia and Windsor. 

RESUME RELAY SERVICES takes 
the stress out of finding work! We will 
use our extensive database to fax 
your resume to hundreds of compa¬ 
nies within hours/overnight anywhere 
in Canada. 1 800 545- 
5069/www.resumerelay.com. 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS AND FAC¬ 
ULTY We buy and sell most foreign 
currencies at excellent rates, without 
service charge. Check www.welling- 
tonfx.on.ca for daily rates. Wellington 
foreign Exchange, 153 Wellington, 
531-8731. 

A MODERN MUSICAL COMEDY - 
Living Soul: An unusual internet con¬ 
nection, A sexy Song Contest, A 
Transformation of the Soul. Earl St. 
Theatre (KCVI) April 8, 9,10 at 8 p.m. 
Students $2.546-0432. 

COME SEE The Soldier Dreams at 
the Baby Grand. April 22nd 8 p.m., 
April 23, 24, 7 p.m79 p.m. Tickets 
$6/$8. A fun and wonderful Canadian 
play. 

KEEP ABORTION safe and legal. 
Protest the Human Life International 
meeting April 10th in Toronto. For 
information call OPIRG: 549-0066, 
email: kingston4choice@hotmail.com 
or check out: www.angelfire.com/on/ 
prochoice. 

ADVANCED ENGLISH language 
training! Oral presentation or writing. 
Learn public speaking, speech mak¬ 
ing and conversational skills. Learn 
clarity and fluency in your writing. 
Contact yesl@email.com or 547- 
4500. 

POTTERY CLASSES - May/June 
ancf during the summer. Creative and 
fun. Close to Queen's. Beginners 
welcome. 6 week session - $85 (sup¬ 
plies included). Phone Linda Abbott 
at 549-3546. 

FOR SALE/FOR RENT 

able! Excellent condition! Active 
matrix, 1 gig, intel processor, 33kbps 
card modem, 40m6 RAM, case and 
cords! Asking $1500 or best offer. 
Call 533-5106! Flexible price. 

FOR SALE: Kitchen table with leaf 
and 4 chairs. Good condition asking 
$25.00. Phone 389-1349 after 5 p.m. 

NEED FURNITURE? 2 futon frames, 
1 futon mattress w/padding, 4 book¬ 
shelves, 2 dressers, 3 desks, 2 com¬ 
puters, 18-speed bike, 3 office chairs, 
2 full-length mirrors, large white mes¬ 
sage board, large tack board, halogen 
lamps (2), ana stacked crates. For 
details call 547-2678. 

FOR SALE: Art/Sci '99 leather jacket. 
Hardly ever wornl Great mementol 
$200 or best offer. Includes the hang¬ 
er its been sitting on for 4 years! Call 
Mike at 531-3410 

FOR RENT: 2 rooms for sublet! $195 
per room per month. CHEAP! 5 
minute walk to campus and down¬ 
town. Free parking, dishwasher and 
laundry, fully furnished. Available 
from May 1st to September 1st. 
Located on William St., between 
Division and Barrie. Call 536-5658. 

SHARED ACCOMMODATION Three 
female students to share three bed¬ 
room apartment #1. Three male stu¬ 
dents to share four bedroom apart- 
mentfone room occupied). #2 Eents include: living room, 

includes fridge and stove. 
Location: King & Portsmouth, 10 min¬ 
utes to Queen's/West Campus. Rent: 
$250.00 to $285.00 per month each 
student, plus shared utilities. 
Available: immediately for male stu¬ 
dent apartment, May 1st for female 
student apartment. (Sublet May 1 to 
Aug. 31 also available for 2 rooms). 
Free parking. Contact G. Potter at 
613 476-1960. 

SUMMER SUBLET - fully furnished, 
clean, 5 minute walk from campus on 
Johnson/Frontenac. Rooms available 
for any amount of time. Rent nego¬ 
tiable. Call 531-3609 or 546-2477. 

FOR SALE: Bar fridge in great condi¬ 
tion for $100. Call 531-0932. 

HELP WANTED 

HELEN TUFTS TUTORIAL/FRIEND¬ 
SHIP PROGRAM, which offers one- 
on-one help and support to children 
from disadvantaged families, is look¬ 
ing for tutors ana supervisors for 1999 
- 2000. If you want to volunteer, 
please contact Rosalind Malcolm at 
549-2778. We need your organiza¬ 
tional and human relations skills! This 
challenging and rewarding community 
experience will enhance your resume 
and change your life! 

FOR SALE: IBM 365XD laptop avail- GET INVOLVED! Volunteers needed 

lor the AMS Infobank starting 
September. We’re getting a head start 

»toDn,tl^S^.heTnian 
contact Shawn at 547-6524 or Cindy 
at 546-5658. 

INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING 
TO THE FEMINIST REVIEW? Too 
busy with exams to think about next 
year? No worries I We will be looking 
for editors for the Feminist Review in 
September. If you're interested and 
want more info, please e-mail Laura at 
6LMM@qlink.queensu.a or stop by 
the AMS Social Issues Commission. 

WANTED: Your old desks, dressers, 
chairs, lamps, etc. Call me before you 
toss them outl 376-6949. 

DRUMMER WANTED: Itching to tap 
the skins? You've come to the right 
place. We need a drummer. So, if 
you're up for it give 549-3565 a call. 
Own kit is a must. 

547-3430. 

in a caD ine nigni or me ArtSci Formal 
(March 6th). Please call 533-7981 S 
identify. 

FOUND: At the ArtSci Formal, non 
disposable camera. Contact 4eat in 
identify. u 

ULTRA-VIOLET IS HIRING: Would 
you like to be involved with Ultra- 
Violet magazine next year? UV is 
looking for creative, dynamic and 
enthusiastic individuals to fill the fol¬ 
lowing positions: editorial board mem¬ 
bers (6). art director, layout designer 
CD producer, business manager, and 
events coordinator. Applications are 
available outside of the Union Gallery 
in Stauffer Library and are due by 4 
p.m. on Wednesday, April 14. For 
more information, e-mail Fiona 
Stevenson at 6fms@qlink.queensu.ca 
or uv@www.ams.queensu.ca 

TWO HOUSEMATES WANTED: To 
share big, bright 5 bedroom house. 
Two full baths, large kitchen, free 
parking, laundry included. 10 minute 
walk to campus. $270 plus utilities. 
Call Anita at 531-4812. 

WANTED: HOUSEMATES; prefer¬ 
ably upper year students, female, 
non-smoking to share newly-renovat¬ 
ed house on Brock Street. Rent $270 
plus utilities. Cable included, 
QUEEN'S AT HOME installed. Call 
544-3784. 

LOST AND FOUND 

LOST: My glasses, somewhere 
between Botteral Hall and Victoria 
Hall. I really need them to study for 
exams. If you have found tnem 
please call me at 547-0348. 

LOST: Adark grey PENTAX camera in 
a black baa at Colour Night, with 36 
exposure film in it. If found please call 
Steph at 531-4623 or e-mail at 7jsk... 

LOST: Matteo Maas black suit jacket 
lost at Artsci ‘99 formal. If found 
please contact Craig at 544-7114. 

LOST: Fuji D3-190 zoom lens cam¬ 
era. Lost at Artsci formal. If found 
please call 545-1033 or email at 
4mnc2@qlink. 

LOST: A black Olympus camera in a 
little black bag. March 6th the night of 
the ArtSci formal. Please call Julie at 
530-3841. 

FOUND: Sweater found in Ellis 
Auditorium Monday March 8th after 
the Sue Johanson lecture. Call 531- 
9257 to claim. 

FOUND: One tuxedo jacket at the 
ArtSci formal. Please contact Rob at 

PRIVATE ADOPTION - Fun loving, 
childless professional couple wish to 
adopt. If you are pregnant and con¬ 
sidering adoption, please give us a 
call after 8:30 p.m. at 1 800 844-8669. 

HEY DOC! Congrats to Jose Sotres 
on being accepted to two medical 
schools (so far)! Love Scrappy and 
Jeanette 

196 UNIVERSITY: To Leslie, Sue, and 
Karen, who put up with all my antics 
this year. Thanks for the cra-azy year. 
YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST! Love, 
The “Sensitive" Housemate. 

LINZ: CONGRATULATIONS! What 
more can I say? You will be the most 
beautiful bride ever. 

DAWN & LINZ: Thanks for putting up 
with all my crazy hours and ideas this 
year, you've been the best house¬ 
mates I could ever ask for, and even 
better friends. I love you both. Hugs, T 

EVERYONE AT THE J: Thank you for 
being my (somewhat dysfunctional) 
family this year. We've laughed, cried, 
yelled and sung, and it has been more 
wonderful than I could have ever 
imagined. I love you all very much and 
will miss you. May your travels be light 
and your days beautiful. Luv, Tara 

KEITH & LAURA: I can’t believe 
we've made it! You two are such spe¬ 
cial people. Thank you for living this 
crazy time with me and supporting me 
the whole way. You will always have a 
corner of my heart all to yourselves, 
and a couch to sleep on, wherever I 
end up. You are inspiring. Love, Tara 

TARA: It’s been a great year, and we 
will miss your company and laughter! 
Best of luck with your future endeav¬ 
ors! Love, Laura and the Chipnut Guy 

ffTjgTT»>7 "Z- 

Symphony 

Kingston _ _ 

Symphony *a|r" 

Association 

ARISTA/BMG RECORDING 

ARTIST 

DEBORAH COX 

Kickin' 

Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra 
ANNi L/VJVIOM trader THOMAS JVIULLER hot 

Haydn: Symphony 
Mozart: Horn C, 
Telemann: Ah,/,- 

-Vo. S9 In A Major, "l'iro" 
ncvrto /Wo. -/ in H-fUt, Major. AT . -/VS 
■ Otimrtitrn 

TnEatre 530-205C 
—Ou- Tnr O.ahd Th,at- Fo. Odta.es 

ROOTS 
KINGSTON 

229 Princess Street 546-7668 
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She wouldn’t forget to order a 
subscription for Volume 127 

of The Queen's Journal. 

Are you going to let an 
elephant get the better of you? 

Whether you are a Queen’s parent, a student, an alum, or just an 
interested in the goings-on at Queen’s, order NOW to ensure prompt 

deliver of all the issues of The Journal for the 1999-2000 year. Keep up on 
the politics, research, sports activites and entertainment that 

makes Queen’s what it is. 

Just cut out the form below and send it to 272 Earl St., Kingston, Ontario, K7L 2H8. Call Gabe at (613) 533-2800 ,f you 
have any questions or concerns. If you are already a regular subscriber to The Journal, you should still fill out the form 

below in order to ensure that your subscription is renewed. 

How many subscriptions: 

Method of payment: $55 + GST per subscription per year 

0Check one please. DCheque 

I_ 

□Money order □Cash 
ane please. 

And time is running out... don’t miss your chance to own a piece of 

History. 
It could be yours. 

„ , 2?i T. r. controversies and happenings of the 1998-1999 year, neatly contained in a leather-bound book. 
The Queen's Journal is offerin8v™^°"'entirety. Call Gabe at 533-2800. Order yours by April 9 to avoid disappointment. 

Own a piece of Queen’s history. 
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If you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; 
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 
But make allowance for their doubting too; 
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about don't deal in lies, 
Or being hated don't give way to hating, 
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise: 

If you can dream — and not make dreams your master; 
If you can think — and not make thoughts your aim; 
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two imposters just the same; 
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools. 
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, 
And stoop and build em up with worn-out tools: 

If you can make one heap of all your winnings 
And risk it on one turn or pitch-and-toss, 
And lose, and start again at your beginnings 
And never breath a word about your loss; 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 
To serve your turn long after they are gone, 
And so hold on when there is nothing in you 
Except the Will which says to them: Hold on!' 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue. 
Or walk with Kings — nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
If all men count with you, but none too much; 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
And — which is more — you'll be a Man, my son. 

Rudyard Kipling 

Thank you to all the readers, 
writers, contributors, volunteers, dream¬ 
ers and singers that have made Volume 
126 what it is. Without you. The Journal 

would be nothing. 

T/ce Jotuwal would like, Id Uu/de, all couthibiddn Id Hie, Ycm-Pud Banquet, tiii Ciuutay, 

April 11 at 8:30 p.uc. at Chez Piggy. 

Come celebrate Volume 126 with ml 

Attention all Arts 
& Science Grads! 

Studio Q Now Has 

Formal Videos On Sale 

Only $5 

We also have: 

Frosh week '98 Videos $ 10 

EngFrosh '98 Videos $10 

Call 548-3844 for details, ask for Gabe 

Write • Edit • Design • learn 
join us for the Journal’s 127th year 

There are several editorial and business positions still available with The 
Journal 1999-2000. Here’s your change to show your stuff, contribute to a 
great paper, gain invaluable experience and even earn a couple of dollars! 

Editorial board positions: 
• Features Editor 
• Supplements Editor 
• Assistant A&E Editor 

Dusiness staff positions: 
• Advertising Manager 
* Advertising Designers 
9 Systems Manager 
9 Sales Representatives 
9 House cleaners 

Fucella at 533-6711 

to speak with you at 533-2800 

interestedP 
Business positions: Please call Mark 

Editorial positions: Sarah Crosbie would love 

Or: E-mail us at journal@post.queensu.ca for more information 

TS^TapRIL 8. 1999 

MlSC. 
—— 
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pproach 
To white SUCCESSFULLY without a link between the thought “The good because of the "necessity” of lineation singular source, 

point. To guarantee fulfillment do not die young, the cliche exists and pattern. But lineation and pattern 
of the initial idea, that being because their deaths are the most is only for the benefit of the expectant The difference between this method 

mutual (reader and author) satisfac- regretful” and “They don’t live long, reader. And if this type of writing - and stream of consciousness writing is 
tion with no overriding idea except of those who lose sight of themselves when used effectively - was deemed an that the writer exerts control in 
course for the first. To write believing with age and become irritable, stressed acceptable mode of expression, the regards to rationality and grammar, 
that surprise and novelty is better than and at odds with their environment. As reader would undoubtedly adjust. The using only those ideas that have objec- 
expectation, and that piecing together evidence: individuals over reader would cease to look tive sense, and presenting them 
is more engaging than gazing at some- the age of 90 \ for preamble, 
one else’s best attempt at a whole. To 
offer the pieces without the anxiety of 
anticipated judgement, and without 
protesting accountability. To resist 
reshaping ideas so that they might 
coordinate, complement or alter 
each other. To accept the fact that 
open, easy, improvised 
exchange is rarely if ever the 
manner of response 
whether criticism or praise, 
but to remain on this level 
regardless. To write know¬ 
ing that although each 
idea need be sensible, the 
only sense required of the 
whole is the ready 
apparency of a singular 
consciousness. 

straightforward. Consider it this way. 
Someone has said that the most beau¬ 
tiful thing in the world is an arbitrary 
arrangement of objects selected at ran¬ 
dom. If sensible ideas are the objects 
and the writer’s consciousness is the 

selector, then the resulting text — at 
least in one great thinker’s mind 

— has implicit beauty. 
Therefore, while writers always 

ought to experiment with 
forms of communication that 
deviate from normative dis¬ 
course, I urge them to 
explore this area in partic¬ 
ular thoroughly, and to get 
their work published. 

I argue that access to this 
mode of exchange ought not 
to be restricted to private 
diary entries, idle thoughts, 
drunken rants and other rela¬ 
tively inaccessible outlets. So long 
as rhe mind is capable and the ideas 
are absorbing, this form is ideal. 1 
believe it is currently not used in mass 
print because it exposes the author to 
the reader, rendering both uncomfort¬ 
able. It is a form with very few 
accepted particulars or accustomed rarely fit this descrip- capitulation, digression; 
boundaries. And as the author has no tion.” These are two valid ideas that instead, he or she would consider 
approved structure of discourse to rely deserve communicating, but under each individual thought on its own. 
on other than his or her personal, what umbrella? Aside from dealing He or she would see a piece of writing 
unique train of thought, the approach with death, they have nothing in com- not as a contrived whole composed of 
is intimidating. mon. It is inappropriate to dispose of a interconnecting pieces, but as an arbi- 

writer’s material only because it is frag- trary whole composed of non-related, 

For example, there ought not to be mented. Regardless, no writer would self-standing pieces. It would be per- 
a linguistic requirement ordering a even consider this method of writing ceived as a whole only because of its 

Ken Butland is done 
with this section and He's 
free as a bird! He feels as 

light as a feather! But unbe¬ 
knownst to him he's gonna 

end up stuffed into a tiny 
cubicle this summer! 

Irony, Alanis-Style! 

Congratulations to Jennie 
Thomson and Kathryn Contois, 

who solved the Building 
Contest Puzzle. 

The phrase was: 
"DON'T SMOKE CRACK." 

They will receive a big stand-up 
cardboard cutout of Crackle, the 

Rice Krispies elf. 
Thanks to everyone else who 

entered, but you all fucked up, 
so they won. Sorry. 

Thanks to Melissa Faxmer(x2), George Reinblatt (x2), Bob McGill (x3), Adam Prosser(x2), Joseph Brean, Megan Webster, Gillian White, 

Greg Coughlin, Elizabeth Frogley, John Merritt, Sarah LeMay(xlO), Jay Pinkerton, Danush Viswanathan, George Pfaff, Kevin Butler, Sean 

Springer, Stefan Murray, Keith Gerein, Jesse Craig Bellringer, Neil Young and anyone else I’ve missed for filling this year’s space with lots of 

’ big and litde words. Look out Surface, ’cause next year I’m gonna rearrange your face from the inside... but in a nice way._ 
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You may think that it isn’t 
worthwhile to make pizza 
from scratch when you can 

order one, but this is way better 
than any of the pizza they will 
serve you in Kingston restau¬ 
rants. This recipe is not as hard 
as it looks, so don’t be freaked 
out by the fact that you have to 
let the dough rise. Also, don’t be 
scared off by my liberal use of 
olive oil in recipes either - olive 
oil is classified "Omega 3” fat, 
or a "good” fat, if you will. So 
don’t worry about your diet, 
which, incidentally, you don’t 
need to be on if you eat REAL 
food. 

For the dough: 
-2 cups all purpose flour 
• I envelope quick-rise dry yeast 
•2/3 cup warm water 
• 1 tsp. salt 
•1/2 tsp. sugar 
•Olive oil 

For the topping: 

• 1/2 can tomato paste 
• 1 tsp. dried oregano 
•1/4 cup chopped fresh or 1 tsp. 
dried basil 
• 1/2 tsp. salt 
• 1/2 tsp. black pepper 
•2 tbsp. olive oil 
•4 tbsp. water 
•1/2 cup sliced black or green 
olives 
• 1 Spanish onion, chopped 
•1 small jar marinated artichoke 
hearts, drained 
•3/4 cup grated mozzarella 
cheese 
•1/4 cup grated parmesan 
cheese or a 2 inch cube of feta 
crumbled 

1. Dissolve the yeast and sugar 
in the warm water: when it 
foams lightly on top (it takes 2 
minutes), it is ready to use. 
2. Combine the flour and salt in 
a large bowl. Make a well in the 
centre of the flour and pour in 
the yeast mixture. Stir until a 
dough is formed. 
3. Knead the dough on a clean, 

lightly floured surface for 3 min- 1 
utes. Shape into a ball and rub | 
the exterior with olive oil. Place ■ 
in a clean bowl, cover with a I 
clean tea towel and place in a I 
warm spot (on top of the fridge j 
or near a heating vent) to rise | 
for thirty minutes or until dou- a 

bled in size. 
4. Oil a large pizza pan and I 
stretch the dough out very thinly . 
on it, taking care not to rip it. I 
5. Combine the tomato paste, i 
olive oil, salt, pepper, and herbs. 1 
Spread over aough. 
6. Top with vegetables, followed . 
by cheeses. 
7. Bake at 400 F for about 20 | 
minutes or until the bottom of 1 
the pizza is browned and the | 
cheese is bubbling. 

'Makes 1 large thin crust pizza. | 

Sarah LeMay finds a good I 
appetite attractive I 

[Personally, I find a good J 
cook attractive!! —ed.] I 

-- j 
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It’s 4:12 A.M... and I can feel the 

mother of all headaches start to press 
into my skull. Inside the Journal House 

everything is dark and quiet. In a few 
hours Gabe will arrive to find last night’s 
pizza boxes on her desk. A little while 
later, sleep-deprived editors will begin to 
drag themselves through the door, one by 
one. Before you know it, 272 Earl Street 
will be a virtual madhouse. As day rages 
on, a frenetic pace of activity will build, 
accompanied by flurries of confusion and 
stress. For one last time, this year’s 
Journal staff will struggle to put out an 
issue before deadline. 

But right now I'm alone with my 
headache and the early morning silence, 
staring into a blank computer screen. The 
task before me is daunting and I’m in need 
of inspiration. 

With only 500 words to work with. I’m 
supposed to summarize all the dreams, 
accomplishments and personalities that 
made The Queen’s Journal what it was 
this year. And I have to do this with the 
knowledge that whatever I come up with 
will be the final words I will ever write for 
The Journal, the place that my life has 
revolved around for the better part of 
four years. 

The pressure is getting to me, so 
instead of writing, I get up from my desk 
and go for a walk. It’s a short walk, just a 
few steps, into the lounge, my favourite 
room in the house. 

The wide range of emotions that define 
The Journal are experienced in the 
lounge. The couches, which are often 
used as beds, speak to the exhaustion that 
comes with the late nights. The cushions 
are the weapons in the fights that give 
much needed relief from stress. Our ed 
board meetings are held in here — meet¬ 
ings that feature both heated debate and 
the camaraderie of being on a team. 

But ultimately what makes this room 

my favourite are the volumes of past 
Journals stacked in the bookcase against 
the wall. These large, dense books are the 
only tangible record of the toil and emo¬ 
tion expended at The Journal over many 
years. Each time one looks at them it’s 
hard not to feel a sense of history and 
pride, like you’re part of something spe¬ 
cial and enduring. 

And it’s staring at these volumes, in the 
waning hours before dawn, when I realize 
why I have no drive to write these final 
words. It’s because I'm alone. All year, 
the staff of the Journal, the people I see 
everyday, have been my inspiration. I have 
fed off them, their determination, their 
adventurousness and their resilience. 
Without them I am lost. 

By the time this issue is finished, vol¬ 
ume 126 will contain approximately 
8,000,000 words of copy on 1,100 pages 
over 40 issues, a substantial addition to 
the volumes in the bookcase. These num¬ 
bers can be counted. What is incalculable 
is the talent, energy and dedication 
required to produce those words and 
pages twice a week throughout the school 
year. 

Each issue, the staff of this newspaper 
— from the sales reps and ads designers to 
the photographers and section editors — 
has astounded me. This has not been an 
easy year. Adversity has visited our 
doorstep frequently, but instead of wilt¬ 
ing, this year’s group has grown, not only 
as journalists, but as people. Tara and I 
have had to scramble to keep up. 

To my Journal friends, thank-you for 
making this year an exceptional one. I 
know we all share a sense of pride in our 
work; it’s the feeling that comes from 
knowing we’ve done something extraor¬ 
dinary. For my experiences with you, I am 
eternally grateful. 

Co-editor-in-chief, 
1998-1999 

IT HAS COME TO A TIME (once again, 

perhaps?) that my words are woefully 

inadequate. There is very little I can 

say that will express the incalculable debt 

or love and gratitude I feel to this place — 

and what little I may come up with will 

most likely run towards the plagiaristic. I 

have, after all, spent the last week and a 

half reading the last words of the various 

editors-in-chief who came before me. 

Instead, I find myself, after hours of 
agonizing over the perfect focus, the per¬ 
fect frame, the perfect last words, lost in 
laughter with my fellow editors on the 
couches at 272 Earl St. It has reached that 
giggly time of night. Some of us have 
essays to write. Some of us have midterms 
to (hopefully not) fail. But we have spent 
the past half an hour enthralled by the his¬ 
tory of this wonderful institution — its 
struggles, its triumphs, its failures — talk¬ 
ing in quick bursts about what it means to 
be part of The Queen's Journal. 

Ultimately, I can say nothing that will 
top. the perfection of this very moment. It 
is the end of the last issue that I will have 
the honour of working on. I have spent a 
year in a state of near-constant joy and 
torture over my involvement with this 
place. I have learned the true meaning of 
responsibility, and I have learned to trust 
my principles and the principles of those I 
respect and care for. 

Overall, it has been a beautifully 
painful year, filled with personal chal¬ 
lenges, mistakes and the occasional tech¬ 
nological disaster. I have watched my 
talented and dedicated colleagues, the edi¬ 
tors and business staff of The Queen’s 
Journal, overcome seemingly insurmount¬ 
able obstacles time and time again. From 
the Homecoming power outage to the 
loss of editor after editor, from the total 
server crash to the near-daily production 
of extras, the people that make The 
Journal what it is have pulled through 
with only the occasional grumble. 

From you, my friends, I have learned 
courage, leadership and strength. Because 

of you, and because of what this place is 
I have been infused with a love of joUr! 
nalism so strong that even a solid year of 
editing, layout and ad design (especially at 
odd hours of the morning) have failed to 
shake it loose. You have been my inspira¬ 
tion and my guide, no matter how ago¬ 
nizing the journey, no matter how many 
times I fell down or failed (and there were 
more times than I would like, I admit), no 
matter how many times I simply wanted 
to leave it all behind me but was pre¬ 
vented by simple stubbornness. 

Because of you, and my blessed time 
here at The Journal (blessed because so 
few have the opportunity to experience it 
as did Keith and I), I have been able to live 
closer to my dreams. 

Indeed, there is a framed poem that 
hung on the wall in my office this year 
that expresses those dreams concisely. 
Looking it over for one last time, I am 
struck by how closely my time here at The 
Journal has mirrored the challenging 
course set in its stanzas. That poem, "If” 
by Rudyard Kipling, has kept me sane this 
year, reminding me when I falter of what 
I’m striving towards (and I even managed 
to sneak it in this issue — check out page 
42!) 

That said, without the tireless efforts of 
the editors, business staff and contributors 
at The Journal, “If” would simply have 
remained a poem to me, rather than a 
life’s lesson lived. 

Thank you all for being a part of this 
journey of growth with me. Thank you 
especially to the two dear friends of my 
heart — my oft referred to “partners in 
crime,” Keith and Laura. 

I hope that all of you have enjoyed 
volume 126 of The Queen’s Journal. I 
know I have. 

Co-editor-in-chief, 
1998-1999 
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1 The Year in Revie 

News 
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OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS, the fulcrum of 

debate at AMS Assembly, and even higher 

decision making bodies such as Senate 

and Board of Trustees, has been the controversial 

subject of tuition. This year has been the excep¬ 

tion. It seems as though one of the more heated 

debates concerning student representation, 

occurred during October and November, when 

student leaders considered joining an external 

student lobbying organization. 

The two choices being considered were the 

Canadian Federation of Students (Ontario) and 

the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance. The 

. pretext for joining an external lobbying group 

was that student leaders at Queen’s have found it 

increasingly difficult to lobby and represent stu¬ 

dent interests with little support. 

“We have tried as hard as we can to bring pan¬ 

university concerns to the government,” said 

Milan Konopek, AMS academic affairs commis¬ 

sioner on October 16, 1998, “[but] going out on 

our own really doesn’t do that much." 

However, the real controversy over the align¬ 

ment question came during the October 15 meet¬ 

ing of AMS Assembly, in which the AMS 

Executive proposed to ask students during the 

fall referendum, whether they favour alignment 

with OUSA, as a way to strengthen lobbying 

efforts. After two hours of intense debate, the 

motion failed by a count of 16 in favour and 18 

opposed. The real controversy lay in a motion by 

Jascha Jabes, ASUS representative to the AMS, 

ejected, disqualified, Vied, suvvlivled 

for the motion to be decided by a secret ballot. 

Whether or not a secret ballot was necessary, and 

the circumstances which necessitate a secret bal¬ 

lot, have been subjects of debate in AMS 

Assembly all year long. 

Nevertheless, the AMS Executive forced the 

question to referendum by collecting 600 student 

signatures. On November 13, 1998, the OUSA 

question failed, with 45.5 per cent of students in 

favour of joining OUSA, and 50.5 per cent 

opposed. 

“This is the end of that, as they say,” said Tom 

Stanley, AMS president. As academic affairs com¬ 

missioner in 1997-98, Stanley had been working 

on external representation issues for 18 months 

prior to the OUSA controversy. “I guess I’m dis¬ 

appointed. I feel that OUSA would have made 

Queen’s student’s voice more effective,” said 

Stanley. “Some broad goals we will never be able 

to achieve in splintered groups.” 

However, the alignment debate is far from 

over. The newly elected AMS executive stated in 

their campaign flyer, “We will not go at it alone!” 

It seems as though debates on external alignment 

will find a venue next year as well. 
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THE Queen’s Law SCHOOL has seen its share of highs and 

lows this year. In October, several law students were 
angered by an e-mail sent by the Dean of Law to the 

Faculty’s Career Planning and Placement Officer. The e-mail was 
accidentally sent to the law listserv and referred to two students 
seeking articling placement. Harvison Young apologized for unin¬ 
tentionally sending the e-mail to the Faculty’s listserv, which many 
students believed showed preferential endorsement of two law 

students. 

The Law school came under further fire in January, when 

Canadian Laivyer gave Queen’s Faculty of Law a B- rating, plac¬ 

ing the school second last in the magazine’s 1999 Law Schools 

Report Card. Out of 19 schools evaluated by this criteria, Queen’s 

holds 18th place. Only the University of British Columbia finished 

lower. Faculty and students denied that Queen’s deserved the 

harsh criticism, citing initiatives to enrich the faculty. 

A few months later, in March, a document found in the temp 

file of a law library computer upset many law students and 

attracted the attention of both faculty and the Law Students’ 

Society. The document, which appeared to be a series of letters 

addressed to individuals at a few law firms, disclosed personal 

information about several second- and third-year law students, 

including phone numbers, e-mail addresses, academic perfor¬ 

mance and attractiveness. Some of the comments beside the female 

students listed in the document included “very, very, attractive,” 

“hottie,” “rather attractive,” and “married (oh well!).” According 

to Don Stewart, associate dean of law, the third-year male student 

who prepared the document has since come forth and apologized. 
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Hours after the 
Corman-Mori-Minns 
team captured 44.7 per 

cent of the vote in this year’s 

AMS executive elections, ques¬ 

tions about the winners’ cam¬ 

paign expenses were being 

raised. On the morning follow¬ 

ing the election, the Krashinsky- 

Gay-Beltzner team contested 

the team’s campaign finance 

report to the Chief Electoral 

Officer. 

In a ruling released 24 hours 

after the team’s victory, the 

CEO disqualified the team for 

exceeding the campaign 

expense limit. The CEO ruled 

that a cellular phone rented by 

the team’s campaign manager 

was a campaign expense and 

when added to the team’s other 

expenses, put them over the 

$400 spending limit. 

A six-member Judicial 

Committee met with 

the team the next 

day to appeal the 

CEO’s decision. 

Following three hours of delib¬ 

eration, the committee ruled to 

charge the team the maximum 

allowable fine of $500 and insti¬ 

tute a re-vote of the original 

three candidate teams. 

The CMM team prepared a 

written appeal of the Judicial 

Committee’s ruling, stating “we 

remain confident that we at no 

time violated AMS elections 

policy.” 

CMM appealed the ruling to 

the Constitutional Appeals 

Tribunal, which was formed at 

the February 11 AMS Assembly 

meeting. In a ruling released 

seven days after the team’s elec¬ 

tion, the CAT exonerated CMM 

of any wrongdoing and over¬ 

ruled the fine and re-vote insti¬ 

tuted by the Judicial 

Committee. The CAT’s decision 

was final and not subject to 

appeal. In the Tribunal’s written 

ruling, members rec¬ 

ommended that 

the AMS elections 

policy be clarified. 
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A HEAVY STORM RIPPED through Kingston on the Saturday of 
Homecoming weekend, costing the AMS pubs an 
estimated $11,000 in revenue. Hundreds of patrons at 

the QP and Alfies were plunged into darkness around 9 p.m., as 
lOOkm/h winds knocked out power all over Kingston. 
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Students enroled in professional pro¬ 

grams at Queen’s fought the battle against 

tuition hikes on several fronts this year. 

Last spring the Ontario government deregu¬ 

lated tuition for both medical and law programs 

at Ontario Universities, which removed the ceil¬ 

ing from tuition hikes and 

lead to several dramatic 

tuition increases. At a 

Board of Trustees meeting 

on May 8, a vote of 18-2 

passed a motion to increase 

law tuition by 54.9 per cent 

and medical tuition by 

124.1 per cent. 

An increased number of 

applications for bursaries 

and OSAP were received 

from Queen’s medical stu¬ 

dents this year, to offset 

their rising tuition costs. 

However, it was later reported that bursary 

availability was poor. 

On February 2, 120 Queen’s medical students 

joined other students at Queen’s Park in Toronto 

in a protest against medical tuition hikes and 

poor loan accessibility. 

Other professional programs at Queen’s faced 

similar deregulation problems this year. 

In October, engineering students were tar¬ 

geted for deregulation as part of a new provin- 
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cial government plan to increase overall univer¬ 

sity funding and increase student enrolment in 

highly technical fields. Queen’s engineering stu¬ 

dents were surveyed that month about the 

province wide Access To Opportunities Program. 

The survey offered students an opportunity to 

express their views on 

deregulation, the quality of 

their education and increas¬ 

ing tuition costs. In March, 

Tom Harris, dean of the 

Faculty of Applied Science, 

sent an e-mail to all engi¬ 

neering students informing 

them of his recommenda¬ 

tion that engineering 

tuition be increased by 20 

per cent. He reasoned that 

the tuition increase would 

ensure Queen’s remained 

among the leading engi¬ 

neering schools by improving their facilities, 

staff and programs. By the end of the month, 

Senate had passed Principal Bill Leggett’s motion 

to increase Applied Science tuition by 29.7 per 

cent over current program costs. 

At the same Senate meeting, the Queen’s 

commerce program joined the ranks of the 

deregulated with a motion that will increase 

tuition for students entering their second year of 

a commerce program by 40.8 per cent. 

1 The Year in Review1 
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• 14 new power doors were installed 

across campus this summer to improve 

physical accessibility. The initiative was 

a joint venture between the University 

and the AMS Accessibility Task Force. 

• This summer the Queen's Pub was 

the recipient of a $160,000 expansion 

and renovation, resulting in a pub with 

more space, more options and a larger 

food menu. The pub has enjoyed a suc¬ 

cessful year; however, the pub’s loca¬ 

tion has been problematic. The pub is 

located underneath a floor of graduate 

residences, and twice this year has had 

to close as the result of noise com¬ 

plaints. Plans for JDUC renovation 

include phasing out the 

graduate residences, 

so noise complaints 

may nor be a prob¬ 

lem for future 

patrons of the 

QP. 
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•The AMS introduces a services card 

intended to reward frequent users and 

encourage student business stays on 

campus. 

•Robert Burke, Sci ’99, and a stu¬ 

dent from Vancouver Film School, mar¬ 

ket Legend of the Greasepoley the 

CD-ROM game they designed around 

the infamous Engineering Orientation 

Week. 

•Campus Security and the AMS 

implement glassed-in safety notice 

boards in local laundromats, groceries 

and convenience stores off campus to 

inform students about alerts and recent 

security incidents. 

•Queen’s considers offering gender 

neutral degree options 

•An official policy is introduced at 

the International Study Centre that pro¬ 

hibits personal relationships between 

staff and first year students. 

•The Faculty of Arts and Science 

proposes to reduce the number of 

courses for a Queen’s degree from 19 to 

•Beginning in April 1-999, students 

writing exams without their Queen’s 

student card will pay a $15 fine. 

•After months of preparation and 

planning, Queen's Information 

Technology Services successfully intro¬ 

duced a new phone number and five - 

digit internal dialing system. The new 

telephone exchange, 533, was designed 

to simplify the dialing for students, staff 

and external callers. The first three 

digits of all Queen’s phone numbers 

were changed from 545 to 533, creat¬ 

ing increased accessibility and efficiency 

of the Queen’s phone system. 

•The AMS proposes to introduce an 

opt-outable dental plan. The plan was 

later passed at spring referendum by a 

margin of 63.9 per cent. 

•The Municipal Affairs Commission 

develops the AMS Property Standards 

Task Force to improve living standards 

in the student housing area. 

•The Faculty of Education 

announces the addition of a second 

associate dean. The new position was 

filled by Don Campbell. 

•The Board of Directors strategic 

planning committee initiates a yearly 

review policy for AMS services. Each 

year at mid-year a committee will be 

selected to review two of the AMS ser¬ 

vices. This year the UBS and Alfie’s 

were selected. 

•Queen’s investigates the possi¬ 

bility of integrating CD-ROM text¬ 

books and Internet courses into the 

curriculum. 

•Adaptive technology labs in 

Queen’s libraries are improved with the 

addition of specialized computer equip¬ 

ment. 

•The UBS Exchange becomes an 

official agent of Ticketmaster, providing 

a new service for students on campus. 

•Queen’s School of Business 

announces its interest in taking posses¬ 

sion of the Frontenac County 

Courthouse. 

•Psychology professor John Berry 

develops a new intercultural relations 

course at Queen’s, IDIS 307*. 

•The Physical Education Centre 

accommodates the needs of a transgen- 

dered individual at | 

Queen’s. 

•The AMS executive I 

recommends the cre¬ 

ation of a new full-time, 

year-long external mar¬ 

keting director position 

to generate all AMS 

advertising and spon¬ 

sorship, and centralize 

advertising initiatives 

for AMS services and 

In Memorium 
Julian Michael Szcicz 

Mark Wilson 

Donald Swainson 

Arthur L. Mandell 

Sam Davis 

Angeline Melissa Hook 
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Who’s WherefWhat’s Next editor 

Jason Teske was fired by the AMS in 

October because he was not enroled as a 

Queen’s student. His termination appeal 

was later rejected by the Board of 

Directors. 

After much debate, a motion to pro¬ 

pose alignment with Ontario University 

Students Association in the fall referen¬ 

dum was rejected by AMS Assembly by a 

vote of 16 in favour and 18 opposed. 
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At their mid-year review, the AMS 

predicted they would make a $170,000 

year end surplus, a substantially higher 

number than their original estimate of a 

$32,683 loss. The increase was attrib¬ 

uted to a combination of increased 

undergraduate enrollment, a health plan 

surplus and high AMS service perfor- 
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After years of debate, the AMS 

Assembly voted to dissolve the AMS 

Communications Commission. The 

restructuring proposal passed by 

Assembly outlined several reasons why 

dissolving the commission was necessary. 

It suggested that the commission has 

been saddled with too many diverse 

responsibilities and lacked a clear man¬ 

date. It also mentioned the commission 

encompasses too many service-oriented 

functions. 
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The AMS Media and Services 

Director Owen Minns issued a memo 

challenging Studio Q’s proceedings in 

the election of Bart Bonikowski and 

Peter Carr as next year’s Co-Executive 

Producers. The memo challenged Studio 

Q’s electoral process, citing that they 

failed to comply with three AMS corpo¬ 

rate bylaws in their selection of a pro¬ 

ducer. The memo 

; claims that no 

Some on-campus groups and student 

run organizations reveal that on more 

than one occasion this year, they have 

been denied the opportunity to fund raise 

at Alfie’s Pub due to double-booked 

events. 

A delay in the production of two sets 

of Orientation Week videos have engi¬ 

neering students at grievance with Studio 

Q. Last year the videos were in distribu¬ 

tion in mid-October; however, Con-Ed 

and ArtSci videos were just released and 

Applied Science videos are still in pro¬ 

duction. 

After a six-day 

investigation into 

accounting fraud 

and mismanage¬ 

ment, the assistant 

manager of 

Walkhome, Mark 

Fam, was fired for 

accounting mis¬ 

conduct and sus¬ 

pected infraction 

of the law. An 

internal investiga¬ 

tion found “persis¬ 

tent accounting 

discrepancies” in 

payroll filed by the 

assistant manager. 

Walkhome’s head 

manager Jen 

Gresham was 

given a week-long 

suspension. 

voting list of eligible voters was ever 

compiled, that the Chief Returning 

Officer of the AMS was never asked to 

conduct the election and that no All- 

Candidates Meeting was ever held. 

• fAarch 2to, 

On the afternoon of March 17, JDUC 

Director Jack Sinnott approached 

Queen’s Pub Assistant Manager Mark 

Soules and informed him that the pub 

was to be closed until further notice. The 

decision was made jointly by Crawford 

and Sinnott, due to a perceived violation 

of an agreement concerning the grad res¬ 

idences and pub noise. The agreement, 

created to address concerns brought by 

grad students about noise levels, limits 

live entertainment to Friday and 

Saturday nights. There was a band play¬ 

ing in the pub on Wednesday afternoon 

as a part of St. Patrick’s Day celebrations. 

Controversy arose after no effort was 

made to contact either the AMS 

President or Services Director before the 

decision to close the pub was made. The 

Vice-President (Operations) Gord 

Moodie received only one voice message 

instructing him to call Sinnott. At its 

next meeting, AMS Assembly unani¬ 

mously passed a motion to draft and 

send a letter to the Dean of Student 

Affairs expressing its anger over the two- 

day closure of the Queen’s Pub. 

3 
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Safe and Sound? 
Security incidents in and around Queen s campus 

^ u^Sin'i'ri u;cnt imp the JDUC and he followed her. Inside, the 

s able to hide around a corner and the man passed 
plocMngthpft'de^aK 
8KBaSBSB6rafo.,N,two suspicious males were seen wandering woman . 

K (v^i^.v ■ complc. and in Miller Mill. One of the by wjthoot M«€n» She .mmcdi.i.clv eom.«,td Campp, 
■ : , ,, , Security. The man was described as being in his late thirties to 

On May p,uoo IVa.khoine scoff end a perron were shaken ed.lv lorrres w„„ dp* bronn, hrf. |f .hhrk^ He 

'fiainstbeteo-,...elnd.nsrbe -nle . men .be ««kv I.. .mj pa le shn. He eyed >ye.,nn3 ., m,d.,h,3h 1^ 

e.e.,t eeeninS n. be H.e...enter r mnlm Tire m.lle« »ere nnyy l.ll.C COAt, ivcb lebdk, p.WtS. 

described « be.nn , ... n- ,0nS ve ne old, p-.o * A v'ictnn of span jl assault ai a result of drup rise reported 

short bleed. rhe uber., „ ro years old,..h ■*, ease to Con,pus Security.The student bad been d,„,k,„3 

ddish hair with fT'cnds ac a P°Pl,ljr hl,l> Jrea establishment. later in 
•. was assaulted in tire evening, she met a male acquaintance who walked her 

Summer 

when a man who was verbally harassing the group, got into his 

car and med to run them over. The group Grilled police but were 

left-done for a number of minutes, and felt stranded. 

•A Queen’s staff member became a victim of .assault and 

attempted abduction while walking across campus to her late- 

night custodial shift one night last May. A man asked her for 

directions, and folloU'cd her into a building; grabbed her and »On ch£ evening of February 7,..— - -■ , . < rrv t- . 

attempted to dra, her into her car. She managed to break free the jdo biff area of fobnson Street, near the intersection with home. The woman 

and the assailant tan This was At first of many Diyis|, freet. The woman was parkins her ear in the lot dentc and awoke to fmd hetseff _be,nS spatially assaulted by 

assaults char occurred this year. 

Fall 

bchin^hcr.apartment. When she opened the car door she heard the man who walked her home. She suffered part.al amnesia 

a noise nncRvas then dragged out of her car and thrown to the but did not have any symptoms of a hangover the next day. 

ground. The woman managed to escape by kicking tire man ‘On Thursday, March n, a second-year Queen's student 

and'fled to her apartment where she contacted the police. The was charged with one count of possession of child pomogra- 

perpecrator was described as heavy set and wearing a ball cap. phy He is sec to appear in court on April 10 to enter a plea. 

... -On February 11, at approximately 1 a.m, a woman was University officials could only reveal that the charge relaccd to 

two years a woman was assaulted: assaulted on Queen's campus. The woman was walking out- child pornography and computer systems. 

side on the north side of McNeill house when she was grabbed ‘Shortly after midnight on March 30, two third-year 

•On October 3,1998, a femafe student was assaulted while 

walking along University Avenue, near Richardson and 

Jeffery Hall- The victim managed to escape her assailant. 

This was the second 

hear this area. 
•Three university-area incidents involving Assaulc or from behind by two male assailants, who pressed a sharp Queen's students, one male and one female, were threatened 

attempted assaulc in the span of, two weeks concerned object against her back, covered her mouth and led her north on at gunpoinc, and subsequently abducted and robt>ed by two 

Kingscon Police and Campus Security. In the first two ind- Lower Albert Sneec co Queen's Crescent. The woman man- people wearing balaclavas. The suspects arc described as one 

aged to escape after the males threw her to the ground and fled, male and possibly one female. One of them bad a small build 

running west towards Collingwood Screct. The assailants and long hair. Both wore masks over their faces, 

were described as approximately 19 years old and one-was *At about 8 p.ni. on March TV Kingston police received a 

reported co be wearing jeans. report of a man looking through Venetian blinds on the ground 

•On February 11, a female student was washing her hands floor bedroom window of a house on Johnson Street beeween 

in Stauffer library, when a man repeatedly peered through the Albert and Fronecnac Streets. The suspect is white, very call, 

door to che washroom, and backed ouc when she ncciced himi muscular, in his earjy twenties, wich buzz euC short brown ban. 

The woman also noticed che male in the hallway after leaving wearing a green fleece jacket and blue jeans. Another incident 

the washroom. The woman immediately reported the incident involved a man who would allegedly enter a number of houses 

to che Stauffer staff who advised her chat che male was most in the student housing. area unannounced. Upon being con- 

likely a custodian waiting to clean che washroom. However, 'fronted by tenants, the man would say lie was looking for a 

denes, female students were physically handled by male 

assailancs. The third incident' occurred on Lower Alberc 

Street. Another incident on October 13 occurred on the west 

side of Clark Hall Pub when a female student was;grabbed 

from behind by a male assailant. 

Winter 

• Counterfeit five and 10 dojlar bills were found circulating 

on campus. They were used for.purchases at the sidewalk Cafe 

in die JDUC and Jean Royce Hall on VVest Campus. 

* A first year Queen's student suffered from minor ■head 

injuries after being struck by a city bus. The woman was 

forced to walk on the road because of large amounts of snow 

when che woman was leaving Stauffer she noticed,the map., 

again and it appeared chat he was trying to follow her. The 

friend. This incident led to occupants in a bouse 1 

being robbed of some- personal possessions. 

1 Aberdeen 

The last word... 
“I don’t know if you’ve ever had a 

frappiccino, but it’s a drink with a big 
chunk of ice that makes a lot of noise.” 
— Tom Stanley, AMS president com¬ 
menting on the viability of Starbucks in 
Stauffer. 

“What the mugger did was stupid, try¬ 
ing to pull that off in daylight, in the 
middle of Princess, with thousands of 
frosh on patrol.” — First-year students 
Shelley Rogers and Jeremy Wilson, who 
apprehended a mugger outside of The 
Gap on Princess Street during 
Orientation Week. 

students’ rejection of alignment with 
OUSA in the fall referendum. 

“We are the furthest, most extreme 
example of manipulation of the body. 
Our lives are recovered by science... we 
are thieves of technology.” — Max 
Valerio, transgendered speaker. 

“[My dad] was pretty proud and 
reminded me what a serious commit¬ 
ment it was and not to neglect my school 
work.” — Mike Kealy, newly-elected 
Rector. 

“The Student Village? What would 
that make us — the Village People? I get 
to be the cowboy.” — George Reinblatt, 
Arts ’99, 011 the AMS’s official move to rename the 
student ghetto. 

“It’s a very crucial time for [students]. 
We tell them that they can always phone 
home, that’s their safety net. Right now, 
that safety net has got a very big hole in 
it.” — Laura Green, Arts ’99 and resi¬ 
dent don in Victoria Hall on the over¬ 
load of the university phone system in 
September 1998. 

“Regardless of if they are employing 
me, I’m going to see this publication 
through until it’s in the hands of the stu¬ 
dents.” — Jason Teske, former WWfWN 
layout and design editor. 

“I feel that OUSA would have made 
Queen’s students’ voice more effective. 
Some broad goals we will never be able 
to achieve in splintered groups.” — Tom 
Stanley, AMS president, reacting to 

“The people 
hiring are much 
more sophisticated 
in evaluating the 
quality of the stu¬ 
dents coming to 
them than just 
looking at a 
Maclean's ranking.” 

— Principal Bill Leggett, responding to 
Queen’s drop in overall ranking in 
Maclean’s magazine. 

“Students are much more interested in 
the quality of teaching, rather than the 
size of their classes.” — Keith Stewart, 
Engineering Society president regarding 
deregulation and results of the EttgSoc 
survey. 

“The steam was so hot that it had 
lifted the colour out of the tiles... there 
were hundreds of gallons of water within 

the building,” he said. “It was quite a 
mess.” — Campus Security Supervisor 
Jason Pullman on damage from burst 
pipes in Gordon-Brockington over 
December holidays. 

“I find the situation very frustrating 
because [renting the cell phone] was 
something he decided as an individual 
and now the three of 
us are being hurt as 
a result of this.” — 
Sarah Corman, 
AMS president-elect 
on CMM campaign 
manager Ryan 
Graham’s alleged 
use of a cellular 
phone to aid in the 
team’s campaign. 

“The pub has to remain financially 
viable... A show or concert will typically 

bring more people to the pub, and while 
smokers usually generate some revenue, 
it is in Alfie’s best interest to expand the 

diversity of its programming.” — Sarah 
Armstrong, media and services director, 
explaining the reasoning behind Alfie’s 

Pub double-booking events. 

“I take what has happened very, very 
seriously in terms of its implications. It 
was not a decision made lightly... I’m 
frankly feeling so saddened by the events 
of the last day.” — Jack Sinnott, director of the 
JDUC commenting on the decision to close the 
Queen’s Pub for violating a noise agreement. 

“If I had a reduced course load, I 
would be inclined to spend more time 
doing extracurricular activities, or sleep¬ 
ing, or watching television.” — Milan 
Konopek, AMS academic affairs commis¬ 
sioner on Queen’s administration deem¬ 
ing a 17-course degree program would 
leave more time for students to study. 

“It’s just frustrating to have all those 
people coming by in green outfits and 
looking for green beer and not getting 
any.” — Gord Moodie, AMS vice-presi¬ 
dent (operations) on the administration’s 
closure of the Queen’s Pub on St. Patrick's 
Day. 

“Everyone was just hanging out at the bar waiting for 
the power to come back. It was pitch black and there 
was one little flashlight hanging from the glasses rack.” 
— Jackie Leggett, Queen's Pub employee, describing the atmosphere 
at the pub during the Homecoming 1998 blackout. 

“The students I’ve spoken with aren’t 

paying much attention to the survey 

other than to say ‘it isn’t worth the paper 

it’s printed on.’” — Chris Ellis, Law 

Students Society president, responding 

to Queen’s law school rating last in the 

Canadian Lawyer magazine survey. 

“The people who know me won t 

question me, because they know my 
character.” — Mark Fam, former 

Walkhome assistant manager, on bis dis¬ 

missal from the service for accounting 

inconsistency. 

“There’s a misconception among 

young people that birth control means 
STD control.” — Diane Nolting, student 

health educator, commenting on the 

sexual practices of Queen’s students. 
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Science 
The first year of a new Journal experience 

The Articles 

The maple leaf forever 
By John Bowman 

The shape of the maple leaf is the 
result of a combination of pressures. It 
possesses the flexibility and lateral 
“wings” to bend into a smooth cone 
when the wind picks up, and its points 
and indents allow excess heat to be car¬ 
ried away in the breeze. 

Clinical attachment 
By Diana Drappel 

I documented their progress through 
surgeries, radiation therapy and chemo¬ 
therapy sessions, and (sometimes) remis¬ 
sions. However, after the first few I 
quickly learned to dread the end of the 
file. It is still difficult to express how 
defeated and heartbroken I felt when, as 
was so often the case, the last page of the 
file was an autopsy report. It was impos¬ 
sible not to be affected by these files that 
represented very real women, whose 
lives and those of their families were 
shattered by breast cancer. 

Red hot chili peppers 
By John Bowman 

McGwire's 'magic' 
By Craig McKall 

In the case of androstenedione, the 
Olympic committee has vehemently 
denounced the use of this drug, while 
Major League Baseball remains silently 
accepting. It is these opposing views that 
often leave fans wondering if they 
should cheer on McGwire or denounce 
him. 

Retrograde 
By John Bowman 

When Atari released Pong in 1972, it 
was the first time that people and com¬ 
puters got along on good terms. In the 
early eighties, gaming was a driving force 
in their popularization. And now that 
computers are a part of our lives every 
day, we should certainly preserve that 
early part of our relationship with them. 

Fireflies and 'cool' light 
By Jennifer Paterson 

Fireflies are pretty popular as far as 
insects go, and for one simple reason: 
fireflies are cool because their butts light 
up. 

Gathering /nte/ligence 
By Vivek Mehta 

The Research 

When the pressure's on 
By Angela James 

According to [Associate Professor of 
pharmacology and toxicology Michael] 
Adams, his peers at this conference were 
“stunned into silence” following lengthy 
attempts to challenge the protocols used 
for this study. The idea that kidney 
remodeling could account exclusively 
for the changes in arterial pressure seen 
in this model carries possible implica¬ 
tions for further developments in drug 
therapy. 

Biochemistry professor Peter Davies 

Breaking the ice 
By Sonja Grgar 

[Professor of biochemistry Peter] 
Davies explains that AFPs are macro- 
molecules found in most cold climate 
organisms. Scientists are familiar with 
several dozen AFP structures, which 
work their magic by physically binding 
to the ice crystal surface. This interac¬ 
tion stops other water molecules from 
joining the crystal, and thus either 
inhibits its formation or controls its 
growth. 

Incidentally, capsaicin doesn’t just 
affect the tongue and lips. Any part of 
the body that has nerve endings is sensi¬ 
tive. [Head of the department of biology 
Gerald] Morris tells a story confirming 
that there are capsaicin receptors in our 
most delicate tissues. I won’t recount the 
story here; let’s just say that, for gradu¬ 
ate students working with capsaicin, it is 
much more important to wash their 
hands before using the washroom than 
after. 

Let's talk about sex, baby 
By Laura Hampel 

Unlike cookies, which are usually 
unique for each Web site and therefore 
unreadable by any other site, the 
Processor Serial Number is a recogniz¬ 
able standard that will remain the same 
and cannot be deleted or easily changed. 

Turning back an invasion 
By Boon Chang 

Although other studies have already 
shown that oxygen plays a role in regu¬ 
lating the expression of a number of 
genes, [Assistant Professor of anatomy 
and cell biology Charles] Graham 
believes that “to our knowledge, this is 
the first instance of oxygen playing a 
role in regulating cell migration and 
invasion.” His results show that in the 
first trimester of pregnancy, oxygen lev¬ 
els are indeed significantly lower in the 
placenta than in other tissues. 

X chromosomes have about three per 
cent more DNA than Ys. If you stain 
sperm with a fluorescent dye that sticks 
to DNA, and then shine a laser on them, 
the dyed DNA will glow. X (girl-produc¬ 
ing) sperm will glow more brightly since 
they have more DNA. Then all you have 
to do is separate the bright X sperm from 
fhe less bright Y sperm and artificially 
inseminate Mom with the sperm of her 
choice. 

You do not have to be an atheist to be 
a scientist, and yet science is increasingly 
Portrayed as an anti-religion. Yes, science 
°cs disprove certain religious notions: 

We know the world was not created in 
seven days, and Adam and Eve did not 
read in the Garden of Eden. 

Big picture, big sound 
By Mike Beltzner 

If you’re looking to buy a television in 

the near future (hellooooo, graduates!), 

you should probably steer clear of the 

HDTV/widescreen market for now. 

Industry standards are still being set, and 

there is always the risk of getting caught 

with a piece of equipment which is top 

of the line and obsolete, all at once. 

Though I believe that many herbs 
contain ingredients that can provide 
effective medications, more controls and 
better research is clearly needed. The 
potential benefits and risks of these sub¬ 
stances need to be regarded with the 
same caution as any other chemical. 

Queen's researches CF bug 
By Jennifer Paterson 

Jamie Tibbo is one of several 
researchers involved. He came to 
Queen’s University this past September 
from Memorial University in St. John’s 
Newfoundland, where he grew up. He 
has never shied away from a challenge, 
and certainly isn’t now, as he tackles 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the bacteria 
that eventually kills many CF sufferers. 

Focus on locusts 
By Jennifer Paterson 

At first glance, some of the scientific 
experiments performed by Queen’s 
researchers may seem a little strange. For 
example, Mel Robertson, a professor of 
physiology and psychology, carefully 
toasts locusts in ventilated plastic con¬ 
tainers at 45 degrees Celsius. He 
observes changes in their behaviour, and 
after a recovery period at room temper¬ 
ature, he proceeds to “kind of chop ’em 
up and stick micro-electrodes in them.” 

They say that no experiment is a failure, and even though only two 
Groks were written this year, I still think that opinion pieces are 
important to a science section. Maybe Sonja, next year s Science 
editor, will come up with a less geeky name. 

Darwin in the raw 
By Andrew Parker 

A Natural Selection? 
By Angela James 

Full 
Spectrum 

■ Science news from the past year, 
from around the world and beyond 

‘Alien’ microbes found 
Scientists from Oregon State 

University have found bacteria living in 
just about the most inhospitable terres¬ 
trial habitats imaginable: two meters 
beneath the ice in Antarctica, and nearly 
a mile beneath the floors of the Pacific, 
Atlantic, and Indian oceans. 

Computing at the 
speed of light 

A lattice of microscopic silicon slivers, 
looking more like a summer-camp popsi- 
cle-stick project than a huge technologi¬ 
cal leap, holds the key to eventually 
manipulating light the same way we do 
electricity. The photonic crystal bends 
light repeatedly and virtually without leak¬ 
age, a long-sought-after first step 
towards building a photonic computer. 

A game of CAT 
and mouse 

Mice are breathing small sighs of relief 
and geneticists studying their develop¬ 
ment are cheering the advent of an imag¬ 
ing system developed by the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory in Tennessee. The 
MicroCAT system is based on conven¬ 
tional CAT scanners, which use X-rays 
and sophisticated computer software to 
build three-dimensional images of the 
subject’s internal structures. 

Star Trek: Deep Space 1 
A space craft called Deep Space 1 

was launched in October to test several 
new technologies, including an auto¬ 
matic navigation system and an ion-drive 
propulsion system. The ion drive engine 
failed only 4Va minutes after ground con¬ 
trollers switched it on early in November, 
but was successfully started later that 
month. NASA engineers now suspect 
that metallic contaminants between the 
engine’s two high-voltage grids caused 
the initial failure, but were vapourized by 
subsequent attempts. 

Leonid ‘storm’ 
barely a drizzle 

The anticipated Leonid meteor storm, 
predicted to have reached peak intensity 
late in November, wasn’t much more 
than a sprinkle. The show was disap¬ 
pointing even in Mongolia, on the “right" 
side of the Earth for the display. 
Canadian sky watchers had set up an 
observatory there to monitor meteor 
activity and were expecting up to 10,000 
fireballs per hour. The actual rate was 
only about 50 visible meteors per hour. 

Tainted love 
Love is obsessive. And compulsive. 

So says a group of Italian scientists who 
have been studying the blood chemistry 
of people in love. The University of Pisa 
study shows that blood samples taken 
from people in love contain 40 per cent 
less of a certain protein than normal. 
Curiously, this lower level is also linked to 
obsessive-compulsive disorder. 

Me Tarzan, you Jane 
University of Albany anthropologist 

Dean Falk believes that she has an expla¬ 
nation as to why men have larger brains 
relative to body size than women do. In 
an article in the Journal of Human 
Evolution, she called the difference an 
“evolutionary inheritance" and proposes 
that the extra grey matter in men is used 
to process visual information and build 
mental maps. 
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A Year of Opinions 
if students care so little 

for rising tuition costs should then the 

AMS, who represents them, not CUt 

back the amount of 

resources it devotes to this issue. 

— Jon Tinney, Arts ’00 

Ontario spends less on university 

education than any Other 

province in Canada, and less 

than 49 of 50 American 

states. 

— James Worrall, Meds ’01 

The class of 2002 
isn’t composed of 
Canada’s young intel¬ 
lectual elite, it’s com¬ 

posed of 2,500 

naive kids who 
think they’re brilliant 

and who are going 
to get a rude 
awakening. 

— Jordan Dodd, Artsci ’02 

The diversity move¬ 
ment claims that its 

goal is to extinguish 
racism and build tol¬ 
erance of differences. 

This is a complete 
sham. 

— Brock Jones, Arts ’00 

Breaking Ontario up 
roughly along tele¬ 
phone area code lines 
would allow the peo¬ 
ple of each region to 

make policies 
reflecting local 
Values and dealing 
with the specific eco¬ 
nomic problems of 
their region. 

Andrew Smith, Arts ’99 

. ow are women throughly safe if One. in jyOUH of us can 

be expected to be SexUatty QSSQufted, in most cases 

-before the QQe, Ojy 16? 

— Taryn McCormick, Arts '99 

Women of Queen’s, I have a M.&SSQQ& for you: there is 

so much WLOlie. 10 di(y£ than worrying about calories, 

fat grams and tHe. Size Ojy Gap feKafelS into which 

you can wedge (or slide) yourself. 

— Audrey Giles, PHE/Arts ’01 

The -Abo 

The posters I put up 

rwere in no 

way offen¬ 

sive and 

^merely 

expressed a prO-fetUS 

Opinion, an opinion that 

I think i should be 
allowed to profess. 

— Sindi Sabourin, PhD 

l\or\ ueiwje 

I would urge Sabourin to follow 
her own advice and extend 

herself beyond the realm of her 

own comfortable, privileged, 

familiar place of judgement and 

Federation of Canada 

imagine how the lives of women 

would be affected Were abOF" 

tion made illegal. 
— Ann Valikoski, Arts ’99 

On Campus 

Won’t Queen’s look fElthcf Silly 
when, well into the reign of King 

Charles or King William, we are 

still singing “God Save the 

Queen” at convocation. 

Andy Lehrer 

Arts and Sciences Senator 

If you attend this university, you 
both hear and occasionally voice 

criticism of the Sclf-SGfVing 

resume-padders that pur¬ 

portedly abound in the AMS. 

Graham Robinson 

Arts ’00/BMus ’98 

Competition itself almost disap- 

pears, as the grossly under¬ 

funded campaigns fail to 
even make a ripple in the collective 

consciousness ot Queen’s. 

James Brown 

Arts ’02 

The pressure to perform is crowding 

out the undergraduate’s 

flexibility in course selection. 

Elective choices are influenced by 

the probability’ of doing 

well. 

Robert Arntfield 

Arts ’01 

Due to the Cultural Sterility of Kingston, a fetish show, an exhibition of mar¬ 

ginalized values corresponding to a truly underground culture, would be so severely 

out of context, the audience would not be amused or entertained, but appalled, 

horrified and angry — Isabelle Skabursis, Artsci ’02 

I own a 

vibrator. 

More than 

one, in fact. 

“I don’t care if you stick [a vibra¬ 

tor] in each orifice and dance the 

hokey-pokey.” 

— Lynn Davidson, Artsci ’99 

talkim 

Now you can play at home! 

What should you do if you see an 
endangered species eating an 
endangered plant? 

What would you do to an evil 
housemate? 

What do you think about on the 
toilet? 

What is your definition of soul? 

Do you think internet porn 
should be banned? 

What is the worst part about the 
holidays? 
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Jan. ’98: Ontario meds rally in Toronto — Jon Tinney 

year that was The 

KM 
98: Pirates 

invade the 
science formal — 
6eo ff Ashenhurst 

Thanks to all of our contribs for the 
great year and good luck to Lilian 
and Bob, next year’s photo editors 

’99; Queen’s swimmers take a dive — Bob Huish 

Viol A kicks itjfunky — Lilian Klin • Jan ’99: Ultra 

The Year in Review 

Fotusing on Queen's 

Sept. ’98: Gaels kill McGill — Alex Green 

fan. 99: A whole lot of snow in K-town. — Alex Kronby 
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Sports & Fitness 
Another successful year in Queen’s athletics 

K 

By Adam Kaminsky 

f'Sj With an interuniversity athletic pro- 
m ] gram that features more than 30 different 
S'* teams, this year like most others was a 

k busy one. The athletes of the Queen’s 
■ f Mm Golden Gaels represented their school 
W with pride and success all over the 
f jm (I province and the country. This year saw 

J| Queen’s take home four provincial team 
L jH titles, as well as numerous individual 
^ honour. Here is a summary of results 

from the 1998-99 season. 

W ■ Badminton 
W The team finished the regular season 

in fourth place in the OUA and had the 
HR same result in the playoffs. The strength 

of the team was the women’s side, which 
i saw Caroline Gibbings win OUA individ- 

ual gold in singles and team up with 
“ Anne Brodie to capture provincial gold in 

doubles. 

Men’s basketball 
The team had a break out year, 

: remaining in the playoff hunt right up 
until the final game of the season, where 

V a tough loss to York eliminated them 
~~ from the post-season. The squad finished 

the year with an impressive 10-10 record 
F FI (their most regular season wins ever) and 
FFFplaced Derek Richardson on the all-con- 

ferencc team for the third time. 

Women’s Basketball 
Queen’s had another impressive regat- 

*ar season> ('n'shing the regular season at 
14-6, good for third place in the OUA 
East division. Unfortunately for the 
Gaels, they were bounced in the playoffs 
by their rival, the University of Toronto 
Blues. The team did place centre Wendy 

I Moon and guard Steph ‘Long Range' 
I Glances on the all-conference team. 

Cross country 
The cross country team had one of 

their most promising seasons, with 
I impressive performances by both the 

men and women. The women’s team fin- 
k ished second at the Ontario champi- 

onships and followed that up with a 
phenomenal third place finish at the 

BKr* Fji C1AU championships. The men’s team 
j had a great regular season and peaked at 

i ' the right time, finishing fourth at the 
OUA championship and fifth at the 

: nationals. 

Women’s Curling 

r TK RS:-., Queen’s finished in the middle of the 
: vT OUA with a 4-6 record this season, which 

rn,' ■ m left them just short of the playoffs. 

* Men’s curling 
V. -. The squad finished the regular season 

9 MM with a 6-4 record, good enough ,to reach 
the OUA playoffs. In the playoff round 

I the ream fell short of their goals, going 
winless in four games, but it was a suc- 

rj cessful season nonetheless. 

EkjL Figure skating 
VkH Queen’s captured their record-break- 
{[KjIriH >ng fifth consecutive provincial banner 

I with an impressive win at the OUA cham- 
pionships. The Gaels were also able to 

‘ win all of their preliminary events, 
including the Queen’s invitational. 

Fencing 
Queen’s had a successful run, with the 

men’s team finishing second in the OUA 
and the women coming in seventh. 
Impressive individual performances came 
from Bruce Prescious and Will Anderson, ! 
who were both named conference all¬ 

stars. 

Field hockey 
The field hockey team exceeded | 

expectations, finishing the year with a 
5-7-3 record. The squad performed 
admirably in the playoffs, defeating I 
University of Western Ontario to finish in I 
a strong fifth place. 

Football 
The squad started the season impres- j 

sively, with a 3-1 record and a homecom¬ 
ing thrashing of McGill, but the Gaels 
struggled in the second half of the sea- < 
son. The team lost their last four games ! 
of the season and finished out of the 
playoffs for the first time in Bob Howes’ 
tenure as head coach. On an individual ; 
note, defensive linemen Jim Aru and ‘j 
James Osborne were named second team j 
all-Canadians. 

Golf 
The OUA championship was hosted 

by Queen’s and they enjoyed the home I 
cooking, placing second Overall. The ( 
team chased the University of Ottawa | 
right down to the last hole, but came up 
just short. 

Women’s hockey 
Queen’s had their most successful sea¬ 

son in recent memory, competing for a 
playoff spot on the last day of the season, I 
but losing in overtime to York. While the I 
GAELS finished fifth with a 4-13-3 | 
record, the young team is making strides 
in the right direction. a 

Men’s hockey 
The men’s hockey team experienced a 

rebirth this season under the tutelage of 
second year Head Coach Chris 
MacDonald. The team finished second in 
the OUA Mid-east division (5-14-7) and I 
despite a litany of injuries too numerous I 
to list, the team defeated U of T in the I 
first round of the playoffs. The young g 
squad then took the experienced Guelph j 
Gryphons to the third game of a three | 
game series before succumbing. | 
Individually, Rob Mailloux and Wes I 
Booker, both first year players on the I 
Gaels, were named OUA all-stars. J] 

Women’s lacrosse 
•In the inaugural year of varsity 

lacrosse at Queen’s, the squad set a stan¬ 
dard that will be very difficult to attain y 
again — they won the OUA champi- I 
onships. With player-coach Anne I 
Bennedetti leading the way, the team * 
ripped through the regular season and L 
dominated the playoffs. Bennedetti was | 
the leading scorer, named MVP and | 
coach of the year in the OUA. 

Nordic skiing 
The team had a good season with both I 

men and women finishing fourth at the I 
OUA championships. 

Please see Four on page I I 
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Christmas is here 
Here are the Christmas wishes that came true and those that didn’t 

HITS 

• Mark McGwire would set 
an unattainable home run 

standard 
September 10, 1998 
Mark McGwire finished the 

year with a whopping 70 
home runs, 13 more than 
the previous mark set by 

Roger Maris. 

•John Gallagher’s show on 
TSN would be cancelled so 
that faith can be restored in 
Canadian television. 

September 18, 1998 
‘Faith has been restored. 

Gallagher met an untimely 
(or timely depending on 
your point of view) death 

early in 1999 

•Darryl Strawberry would 
make one last improbable 
comeback. 

October 6, 1998 
‘Darryl Strawberry seems to 

have recovered from cancer 
and will be on the New York 
Yankees’ opening day roster. 

•Evander Holyfield and 

Lennox Lewis would fight 
in a winner-take-all bout. 

October 16, 1998 
‘While the fight wasn’t win- 

ner-take-all (heck, there was 
no winner) the two heavy¬ 
weight foes fought in a uni¬ 
fication bout. 

•Pavel Bure would be traded 
to a team with no Stanley 
Cup hopes — maybe the 
Toronto Maple Leafs. 

October 20, 1998 
‘Pavel Bure was traded to the 

Florida Panthers who 
despite a surge when the 
‘Russian Rocket’ was 
healthy, will not be in the 
playoffs, (appendix 1: We 
missed on the.Leafs not hav¬ 
ing Stanley Cup hopes) 

•The Leafs would finally put 
the ‘Cat’ to sleep and get on 
with their season. 

October 23, 1998 
‘Felix Potvin is sleeping 

peacefully on Long Island, 
where fans don’t cheer loud 
enough to wake him. 

•All the NFL people that 
doubted Doug Flutie would 
stand up and admit their 
blunder. 

October 27, 1998 
‘The contract extension 

signed by Flutie with the 
Buffalo Bills shows that at 
least one executive can see 
the error of their ways. 

•Maple Leafs GM Mike 
Smith would stop talking 
about fictional trades and 
make a real one. 

November 3, 1998 
‘Stole Bryan Berard from the 

New York Islanders (see 
Potvin). 

•Blue Jays Manager Tim 
Johnson would apologize to 
the real victims — Vietnam 
War veterans. 

November 30, 1998 
‘He apologized to those that 

he imitated, but does any¬ 
body listen to a manager 
without a team? 

•A new savior for NBA bas¬ 
ketball would arrive and 
make us all love that game. 

January 15, 1999 
‘For those of you watching 

the Toronto. Raptors a new 
messiah is in town — Vince 
Carter. 

•The Toronto Raptors would 
go back to the drawing 
board to find ways of 
regaining the fans. 

January 29, 1999 
‘Fans are coming in droves to 

see the basketball 
messiah dunk. 

•Mike Tyson would be put 
away before someone dies. 

February 9, 1999 
‘He is comfortably stowed in 

a Maryland jail, where he 
can’t hurt anybody with a 
flying TV 

•There would be no biting, 
holding or low blowing dur¬ 
ing the Holyfield-Lewis title 
fight. 

March 12, 1999 
‘The fight ended without any 

gross misconduct. It was 
after the bout that the 
shenanigans really occurred. 

MISSES 
•The NBA would learn from 

baseball and avoid a work 
stoppage at all cost. 

September 10* 1998 

‘They suffered from a long 
lock-out, disappointed fans, 
ignorant players and arro¬ 
gant management. They 
should have listened. 

•All six Canadian NHL teams 
would make the playoffs. 

September 15, 1998 
‘Vancouver, Montreal and one 

of Calgary or Edmonton will 
be playing golf early. At least 
Ottawa and Toronto are 
playing well. 

•Tony Gwynn would culmi¬ 
nate his spectacular career 
with the one thing he seeks - 
— a World Series ring. 

October 16, 1998 
‘After a beating at the hands 

of the New York Yankees in 
the World Series, the San 
Diego Padres lost a lot of 
their best players. The out¬ 
look isn’t brilliant for 
Gwynn to get that elusive 
ring. 

• CTV Sportsnet would have a 
No Curling policy. 

October 16, 1998 
‘CTV Sportsnet should con¬ 

sider changing their name to 
the curling network. 

•The Atlanta Braves would 
realize that no bullpen means 
no World Series and address 
the issue. 

October 20, 1998. 
‘They got no bullpen. They 

got no ring. 

•Elvis Stojko would quit his 

figure skating career and 
focus on selling fruit juice. 

November 3, 1998 
‘Stojko keeps on skating, but 

is barely competitive. That 
fruit juice business is sound¬ 
ing better and better. 

•Patrick Ewing would really 
know what it is like to not be 
able to feed a family. 

November 20, 1998 
‘He said he couldn’t put bread 

on his family’s table, but he 
is making more than $20 
million this year. That is a lot 
of bread. 

•Quebec City would win its 
lawsuit and Salt Lake City 
would forfeit the Olympic 

Games. 
January 15, 1999 
‘Quebec City is now a two- 

time loser — no games, no 
compensation. 

•New Blue Jay Cecil Fielder 
would be able to hit his 
weight next season. 

February 12, 1999 
‘Fielder was cut. It will be 

tough to hit his weight when 
he has no at-bats. 

•Boxing promoter Don King 
would do the best thing for 
this sport — disappear. 

March 19, 1999 
•King will never disappear. 

He will haunt the pugilistic 
world for an eternity. 

MERRY CHRISTMAS 

Four championships, countless memories 
Continued from page I I 

Rowing 
Both men and women had 

productive seasons for Queen’s, 
finishing third and fourth 
respectively at the OUA champi¬ 
onships. 

Women’s rugby 
The team never really got 

going this season, unable to win 
a single game going 0-6-1. The 

game, earning themselves a trip 
to the nationals in Victoria. 
While the team did not play as 
well as they would have liked at 
the nationals, they had a tremen¬ 
dous season. Individual acco¬ 
lades go to Judith Trepanier, 
Ange Crockford and Raeleen 
Dunn who .were named all- 
Canadians and coach Dave 
McDowell who was named 
CIAU coach of the year. 

young squad had trouble against MEN’S SOCCER 

some of the more experienced Despite being considered a 
squads in the OUA. rebuilding squad, the team was 

able to finish fourth in the OUA 
MEN’S rugby £ast wjth a 8-4-2 record. This 

After finishing the season in earned them a spot jn the play- 
second place in the OUA with a offs> where they put up a good 

record, the team lost to struggie before bowing out at he 
arch-rival Western in the semi- hands of u Df f. Kudos to Mike 
J'na s. The team was forced to Cowan for an OUA all-star 
battle injuries all season to finish <,on 
as well as they did. 

Women’s soccer 
Queen’s had a dominating 

Se?SOn, finishing the regular sea- 
Son undefeated with a 11-0-1 
record, which was good enough 
°r first in the OUA East divi- 

^l0n- They followed up their 
xcellent regular season by get- 
ln§ to the OUA championship 

Women’s squash 
The team finished in third 

place at the OUA champi¬ 
onships, a good finish for a 

rebuilding squad. 

Men’s squash 
The men finished in very sim¬ 

ilar fashion to their female coun¬ 

terparts, coming in third at the 
OUAs. 

Swimming 
The team had a breakthrough 

season with both men and 
women finishing in fifth place at 
the OUAs. The squad sent eight 
swimmers to the CIAU champi¬ 
onships, four more than made 
the trip last year. 

Synchro 
The synchronized swimming 

team continued their winning 
ways, with their third consecu¬ 
tive OUA championship. The 
team was paced by swimmer- 
coach Sharyl Fyffe and Jen Holt, 
who shared most valuable per¬ 
former accolades at the OUA 
finals. 

Track & Field 
The track & field team com¬ 

peted well all season, culminat¬ 
ing with a sixth place finish for 
the women and a fifth place fin¬ 
ish for the men at the OUA 
championships. The team sent 
21 athletes to the CIAU champi¬ 
onships, where Nimrod Major 
earned all-Canadian status with 
a silver in the high jump. 

Women’s tennis 
Paced by Paula Myslivicek, 

who won the individual OUA 
singles and doubles titles, the 
squad won the OUA team cham¬ 
pionship. The team followed 
that up by defeating UBC in a 
challenge match between the 
two conference champions. 

Men’s tennis 
After roaring through the reg¬ 

ular season with a 6-2 record, 
good enough for third place in 
the conference, the team made a 
surge in the playoffs. After win¬ 
ning their semi-final match, the 
squad faced a tough Western 
squad in the final, where they 
came up short, losing 4-2. 

Women’s volleyball 
The team finished just out of 

the playoffs with a 6-6 record. 
The squad showed glimpses of 
brilliance, but simply could not 
put it all together. Kristine 
Spekkens and Lindsay Barett 
collected all-conference hon¬ 
ours. 

Men’s volleyball 
Queen’s finished with a 8-4 

record, good enough for second 
place in the OUA East. After 
defeating York in the first round 
of the playoffs, the squad lost a 
tough three game series with U 
of T by two points in the fifth 
and final set of the third game. 
The team had a great season, 
placing Jake Magolin, Frederic 
Cotnoir, Greg Stevenson and 
Michel Cameron on the all-con¬ 
ference team. 

Women’s water polo 
The women finished with a 

2-8 record in regular season 
play, which left them on the out¬ 
side looking in during the play¬ 
offs. 

Men’s water polo 
The squad finished the regu¬ 

lar season with a 2-8 record, just 
out of the OUA playoffs. 

Wrestling 
The team hosted the OUA 

championships, where the men 
finished sixth and the women 
fifth. An outstanding perfor¬ 
mance by Tara Feeney who won 
an OUA title. 
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A rts/v Kntrrtainment 

IT ALL BEGAN on May 1. 
Almost 12 months later, its 
been a big ticket year of 

music, theatre, art, comedy. It’s 
been a long year, with a lot of 
events and Kingston welcomed 
many. So, here’s a look back at 
everyone who sang, danced, 
mixed, scratched, performed, 
made us laugh, made us cry, 
opened our minds and helped us 
escape. Here’s to you. Thanks 
for filling our pages and offering 
your voices. 

phony lovers among us. The 
highly-touted release of the 
Undergraduate Review was well 
received demonstrating the lit¬ 
erary excellence of our peers. 
Aunt Dan and Lemon had a suc¬ 
cessful run at the Grand Theatre 
and the Union Gallery brought 
us more great student work with 
Perverto's Theorem. Kudos to 
The Shot for bringing acclaimed 
comic Russell Peters to K-town 
and The Battle of the DJs for 
highlighting some unrecognized 
talent. 

Summer ’98 
November 

The summer opened with 
some fine events for those who 
remained in K-town during 
those relaxed summer months. 
The Kingston summer festival 
and shows by Blue Rodeo and 
Wide Mouth Mason were well 
attended while the Shot’s intro¬ 
duction of Roaring Thursdays, 
satisfied our longing for live 
comedy. 

September I 

In September, the majority of 
Queen’s students returned and 
were provided with an amazing 
month of entertainment. 

It all started with Damn the 
Diva, Treble Charger and 54-40 
battling the rain and a shorted- 
out soundboard to provide an 
awesome welcome to new stu¬ 
dents during the all-Faculty 
frosh concert. Rusty, Killjoys, 
One Step Beyond and Jane 
Bunnett capped the music 
explosion for the month, while 
Studio 102 opened strong with 
their presentation of three plays 
and Catherine Dolcini’s display 
at Union forced us to acknowl¬ 
edge the colour and shape of 
modern art. 

October 

October will be remembered 
for the amazingly diverse 
presentation of music. 
Contemporary rock was well 
represented with appearances 
by Econoline Crush, Big Sugar, 
Huevos Rancheros, Spirit of the 
West and a conveniently timed 
visit by gothic rocker Bif Naked 
right before Hallowe’en. Hip- 
hop was covered with Rascalz at 
Alfie’s, Swing was accounted for 
when Colin James rolled into 
town and the Queen’s Wind 
Ensemble impressed the sym- 

November was highlighted 
by fantastic drama and was an 
all around banner month for 
entertainment. The Imaginary 
Invalid, fall’s Drama Major, was 
very well received by the 
Queen’s community. Funerals n‘ 
Things and Med TV, as well as 
the Queen’s Players presenta¬ 
tion of Chewbacca to the 
Future, also demonstrated stu¬ 
dent performances headed in 
the right direction. Ultra-Violet 
released their first publication, 
Juno-award winning Wyrd 
Sisters dazzled a 477 crowd, 
Maestro “conducted thangs” at 
Alfies. The Philosopher Kings 
sexed up a willing crowd at 
Grant, and Jim Cuddy went it 
alone at Stages. 

January 

A Chorus Line opened the 
month to rave reviews, soothing 
a student body fearing another 
ice storm. Urban Myth and Ron 
Tite brought some scathing 
stand-up to Clark, and the 
Modern Fuel Gallery presented 
99 Degrees. Connie Kaldor, 
BTK, and Thrust had the music 
in them in January. Night Noises 
kept Grand Theatre patrons sat¬ 
isfied in the waning days of the 
month. 

^Fe^uaiy^J 

February brought us the 
multi-media presentation TV, 
Studio 102’s presentation of The 
Way of the Pilgrim, Earl Street 
Theatre’s For the Love of Oz, 
the hugely successful art auction 
Cezanne's Closet and the 
German Theatre’s annual show. 
The Mosaic New Concert series 
effectively presented new and 
diverse styles of musical expres¬ 
sion to campus. 

March 

March pretty much closed 
out the year for Arts and 
Entertainment and proved to be 
the most fascinating month of 
the year. The second drama 
major Blood Wedding enjoyed 
success, Yellowood received a 
phenomenal response and the 
Battle of the Bands was a great 
year-ender for the QEA as 
Waxing Gibbus walked away 
with this year’s prize. We also 
bore witness to the Queen’s 
Players’ Ally McBueller’s Day 
Off, the last of Studio 102’s 
plays, three free concerts cour¬ 
tesy of the QEA, and the 
thought provoking display 
Crime and Punishment at Agnes 
Etherington. The Freak shows 
visit to Alfie’s convinced a sell¬ 
out crowd that their is artistic 
merit in torture. The Crash Test 
Dummies and Wide Mouth 
Mason capped a fabulous 
month of entertainment. 

And that’s the year it w 
Open your eyes and your e; 
this summer for another gr< 
year of Kingston and Queei 
entertainment. 
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]Vly So Called Brain: Claire Danes isn’t a big fan of 
Manilla and now officials in the Philippines don’t like 
|K-r cither. The Manilla Council is planning to ban her 
movies there, after she told Premiere magazine, 
Manilla smelled like cockroaches, with rats all over 

and there is no sewage system and the people do not 
have anything — no arms, no legs, no eyes.” 

Another Panzerotti Pavarotti? Luciano Pavarotti 
has tipped the scales at 300 pounds and has offered a 
reason for his weight problem: “You have to have some 
willpower and have to be determined. It’s psychologi¬ 
cal. A person of my size has some hunger, maybe from 
the war. I am a child of World War II.” 

Domino effect?: Fitness guru Richard Simmons 
admits he craves pizza and has to go undercover to get 
it. “There's a Domino’s four blocks from my house, so 
I have to lower my voice and say ‘Hi, this is Mr. 
Reveles, I’d like a pizza.’ 

Crush-ing the Competition: 22-year-old “Teen 
Queen” Alicia Silverstone is on the line to test her 
pipes for Kenneth Branaugh’s musical production 
Love's Labours Lost. The actress who shot to stardom 
after starring in Clueless has not been raking her 
singing obligation lightly. “At first I was like God my 
jaw hurts and my throat hurts,” complains Silverstone. 

“Singing lessons help me with my breathing for 
everything else, because I have, um, a really 

3/: hard time breathing.” 

She’s No Angel: Tori Spelling 
recently shocked her TV-mogul 1 

A Yc<xr 
Quote 

father Aaron Spelling with her recent responses to 
Playboys “20 Questions.” In the October issue, Tori 
reveals she’s had sex in the restroom of a Europe- 
bound plane. She also discusses her fantasies about 
three-ways, oral sex and male masturbation. She also 
admirers strippers, saying, “I think I would be a great 
stripper.” 

Eating Out with Bill: Culture icon Martha 
Stewart cancelled a pre-taped interview in which she 
has lunch with Bill Clinton. She cancelled the broad¬ 
cast stating It would be inappropriate to air the inter¬ 
view because of the sex scandal surrounding the 
president. During the interview, she presented Clinton 
with a bedroom pillow and said, “I’m sure he’ll enjoy 
using this.” 

You’re SO Pitt-iful: The Supreme Court recently 
ruled that Athena Maria Rolando must stay 100 yards 
away from Brad Pitt for the next three years. Rolando 
recently climbed through a window and spent 10 
hours inside Pitt’s house. Rolando stated, “I’d actually 
like to file a restraining order against Mr. Pitt himself 
to stay away from me.” 

Rap Sheet: On September 14, rapper Coolio, best 
known for “Gangsta’s Paradise,” was arrested for sus¬ 
picion of carrying a weapon and possessing marijuana 
after he was pulled over for driving on the wrong side 
of the road. Also 01’ Dirty Bastard, a member of the 
Wu-Tang Clan, was arrested this September for creat¬ 
ing a disturbance at a nightclub. 

Rap-sheet (again): Rapper ODB was arrested on a 

charge of attempted murder after an 
attempted shoot-out. ODB, also 
known as Big Baby Jesus, was stopped 
by the police after his sports utility vehi¬ 
cle didn’t have its lights on. This was 
fourth arrest since July. 

Rap Sheet #3: ODB was recently arrested for wear¬ 
ing a bullet proof vest — something those with a vio¬ 
lent history are prohibited to do. The Wu Tang Clan 
rapper was arrested when he was pulled over for dri¬ 
ving erratically and the police saw the vest. ODB has 
also been arrested for shooting at police officers, not 
paying child support and shoplifting shoes. 

Ellen, George Michael and Tinky-Winky?: 
Reverend Jerry Falwell says he is not guilty of ‘outing’ 
Tinky Winky, a Teletubbies character, as gay. He does 
however, defend a warning in his National Liberty 
Journal newspaper telling parents to be cautious of the 
show. The conservative Falwell said, “As a Christian, I 
believe that role-modeling the gay lifestyle is damaging 

to children.” 

Senile Place: Aaron Spelling is shocked at the sexual 
content in some recently released teen movies. In 
Newsweek he stated, “I abhor some of these teenage 
movies. If they’re going to have sexual affairs. I’d like 
to see condoms.” An article in the same issue 
featured stories on Cruel Intentions and 
Go, two new teenage flicks. Didn't Tori 
star in the movie Co-Ed Call Girl in 
1996? And what about 90210 and ” A 1 

Melrose? Good grief. 

The performers and artists that have made Arts 
and Entertainment possible have spoken their 
minds all year. In our year in review, we’ve given 
them one more chance to have their say in our 

‘Best of Quotes.’ 

QJ: Hypothetically speaking, who would 
win in a fight between a pirate, a samurai, a 

vampire and a viking? 
Rusty’s Jim Moore: The vampire because 

he is immortal. Have you ever seen the show 
Oz? 

QJ: ...yeah, the prison show, why? 
Moore: It must be pretty popular in 

Kingston. 
QJ: Indubitably (Issue 7). 

“Whatever, it’s all good, everything 
in its time. Right now I’m just trying to 
blow this shit out of the water.” 

— Maestro, who played Alfie’s in 
November, explaining his hip-hop 
future. (Issue 20) 

"No matter what I do in music, it’s all 
blues to me.” — Colin James (Issue 14). 

“Northern Touch was meant to shine a 
light on Canada, all the talent coast to coast. 
Many people think hip-hop is strictly from 
T-dot-O. I’ve seen great MCs in every 

I Province I have been to. While I have never 
been there, I bet there are some dope MCs 
from N.WT.” 

: — Red-1 from the Razcals, who played 
| Alfie’s Pub in October (Issue 9). 

busking is the medium for me to get the 
jrmsic out there. It has smoothed the savage 

east. Anything’s possible if you set your 
ar>d mind to it. Don’t let others get in your 
way. ’ — Mike Thompson, Kingston Busker 
hssueli). 

“The truth is that most or the trattic in 
MP3 is illegal. The music industry at large is 
not excited.” — David Basskin, President of 
the Canadian Music and Reproduction 

Rights Agency (Issue 28). 

“It’s not the quiet reserved Mozart 

bullshit anymore.” 
— Mosaic concert organizer Christien 

Ledroit describing the new music concert 

festival (Issue 32). 

“Kevin’s not. a regular guy. But people 
will appreciate the dark humour. No other 
show is dealing with it. Sodomy Jokes? 

We’re the only ones.” 
— Greg Lawrence, creator of Kevin 

Spencer, ap animated show appearing on the 
comedy network (Issue 28). 

“The album is more connected to my 
own history, the raw materials and pivotal 
points of my life that allowed me to remain 
a musician and avoid getting a real job.” 

_Jim Cuddy, on his new album All In 
Time. Cuddy played Stages Nightclub in 

November (Issue 21). 

“I assembled Orbital’s keyboards and 
processors for Lollapallooza 97. The same 
day I carried Korn’s guitar equipment from 
their tour bus. That touring season I also 
had the opportunity to wash and inflate 
Weird AT Yankovich’s 30-foot tall blow-up 
figurine for an appearance on his ‘Bad Hair 
Day’ tour... The job in itself is damn hard 
work and the techie is the one who sweats 

his sack off in the middle of summer so the 
audience gets their money’s worth.” 

— Joe Sellors, Sound and Lighting 
technician (Issue 24). 

“We need to improve our professionalism 
on and off stage. We don’t want to be 
known as people who are your friends or 
people in your class.” 

— Travel Agent Guitarist, Mike Budd. 
(Issue 5). 

“We do not have a big message, we just 
enjoy playing.” 

—Brian Taguchi, Clever Hans (Issue 5). 

“Back when I went to Queen’s, 
Frosh Week wasn’t considered a suc¬ 
cess unless there were 50 dead and 200 
injured with the clock tow'er of Grant 
Hall in flames and Tindall Field a 
smoking crater filled with human 
remains." 

— Treble Charger guitarist Bill 
Priddle during the all-Faculty frosh 
concert (Issue 5). 

“Some people thought we were a video 
store, and some thought we were a porno 
place.” 

— Dan Wannemacher, owner of The 
Screening Room, on the opening of his busi¬ 
ness (Issue 28). 

Top Artists 

1. Lauryn Hill 
2. Keb Mo’ 
3. Gomez 
4. Beastie Boys 
5. The Beautfiul South 

Top Movies 

1. The Thin Red Line 
2. Shakespeare in 

Love 
3. Saving Private Ryan 
4. Pleasantville 
5. Life is Beautiful 

-b year in A&E — that means you, our dedicated writers and photographers. Congratulations to 
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A Year Of Joy, Pain, Sunshine and Rain 
Issue 4: Queen’s Engineers - maybe not so crazy. 
... I don’t know how the biggest group of geeks ever to walk the planet 
got the reputation of being rowdy partiers. When you drove past your, 
first group of frees on Monday, I'm sure the student constables told' 
you to keep your distance from them, This is a safety measure 1^^^ 
don’t understand. When you arrived at high school, didmsfflg&Bifi 
security tell you to stay away from the guys in the com' 
puter lab or the zany chess club?... —George Reinblatt 

Issue I: Beginnings - nobody 
REALLY PAYS ATTENTION. ISSUE 6: PROFESSORS - STIFFENING UP. 

...Oscar Wilde, whose last words — said on his deathbed ,j decided to investigate, asking every professor I could recog- J / 
I in an poorly decorated hotel room — were: "either this nize, ’’Why are there so many male profs trying to get laid all of \ L 
(wallpaper goes or I do." Nobody remembers any of the a sudden?" Most professors took offense at the accusation that it j 'i 
first few witty things he said. In fact, for all we know he was only recently that so many of them were thrown into the sex (( I 

|might’ve started out in social circles as a dullard. Maybe it pool. "We’ve been fucking the community for years,” retorted a V / 
wasn't until he discovered opium dens that he really group of about six of them, each with a stunning date... tig? 

[started to make people laugh... —Ken Budand —Seon Springer 

September 

Issue 8: Toupee Or Not 

TouPEE 
Arid the social pressures are on.u 

There's a smorgasbord of negative (] IS w 
models to avoid out there George L gOTgfS&K&SgB 
Costanza, Newman, most of 
Danny Devito's roles, etc, etc. The 
media equates baldness with aging, slimy pricks. Your 
stereotypical supervillain is bald, and your average skin¬ 
head too. It appears people equate baldness with evil on 
top of prickessness. In fact, the only positive "sex sym¬ 
bol" I can think of is Woody from TVs Cheers, and he's 
an idiot. Also he may not even be a sex symbol. I don't 

Issue 16: Modern Etiquette - The 

ANKtwrc. j mM Magi ; 
...A final type of anecdote is characterized by a |1 < 
speaker who is unaware of any other tools of .. V.w'^^7 
communication besides the anecdote, his or her ''Tjp ', 
only reply to ’What do I say?" being "I should tell j / 
a witty and flattering anecdote." On first glance i. 
the harmless indulgences of the vain, these 
anecdotes are in all truth an insidious threat to ^ 
the generally accepted paradigm of bilateral af. 
social action and multi-participant conversation Jj''321. <\\ \sapjpfe 
(chapter I). The agent has lost all sense of his - ' Mfcf 
audience as conversational partners and regards ’> ^ ? 
them instead as a set of objects or receptacles_ 
for his or her anecdotal discharge. A nervous energy usually plagues users of this type of anecdote 
and causes an agonized and restless appearance when they are forced into the role of 
listener... —Joseph Brean 

fOBER 

know. The point is that young, prematurely balding guys ^ 
are damned if they do something about it and double 
toucan damned if they don’t. It's depressing... K| 
—Ken Butland n 

Issue 20: “El Duelo Grando! 
Editoro Contra Editoro" 
(MiSC. Showdown #1) 
...My byline became attached to a 
cesspool of incoherence for which I can 
only blame Jesse, who has proven him¬ 
self totally maladroit in the role of edi¬ 

tor. I sat and watched the horror show until 2 p.m. when Jesse lost all motor skills and 
passed out on the floor like a bowl of Jell-O-tine. In the process he crushed his poor 
parrot and lost a handle on the bottle of gin, which smashed into smithereens... 
—Seon Springer. 

...The prognosis for Sean is not good. Although he has been treated with a variety of 
phenothiazines, none have been effective. The spastic shuffle with which he now walks 
is a direct result of the high doses of thorazine currently being administered: please 
don't say anything to him about it. It's hard enough for Sean just stumbling down the 
hallway and drooling. He doesn't need your further debasement... —Jesse Bellringer 

Issue 21: “El Duelo Grando! El musico del nino Raffi Contka a 
OTRA MUSICO DEL NINO FRED PENNERn (MlSC. SHOWDOWN #2) 
...From his imitation beard and clothing to his voice and chord progressions, 
Renner has become a Raffi done, mimicking everything that made Raffi ground¬ 
breaking. In order for Penner to actually mature musically, he must wait for 
someone else to do it first and then shamelessly copy it. He'll probably release a 
swing album within the next six months... —Stefan Murray -— 

..."Following in the footsteps of Raffi" the critics cried. As if 
another Raffi was a good idea. We needed another Raffi 
about as much as we needed another Richard Marx or a 
deep paper cut through that little flap of flesh under our 
tongues. No, the children's musical messiah the world was 1 
getting to know was no Raffi. Fred Penner was 20 times the 
man Raffi was: husband, father, and a true Canadian... 
—Ken Butlond V 

November 

Issue 22: MiSC. Colouring contest. 

...Students gulped as the revolutionaries silently gathered their crayons like so 
many rifles. Two eagles flew overheard. A crow squawked. The colourers let 
out a frenzied ’whoop' and began scribbling. 
And scribble they did. Tirelessly. An endless number. Entries flew through Trie 

Journal door like prize horses at a racetrack. The onus of judgement fell upon 
two experts in the field of colouring: Francis, Age 8 and Jade, Age 9. 

Their task wasn’t easy: to choose three winners out of the literally thousands 
of entries MiSC. received. After hours and hours of arguing, squabbling, nap¬ 
ping and Nintendo, they came to a consensus... 

I st Place: 
Brian Adams, Arts '00. 
"It rocks," states Jade 
“Santa's on fire," observes Francis { 

Issue 23: 

Studying, 

A Habit. 
J ...in a few 
r weeks, 
' you're 

going to 
have to put a shocking amount of useless facts into your 
head for a very short time, write them down on paper, 
then forget everything and never think about it again. This 
is important. The last thing you want to focus on at this 

stage is retaining knowledge in any way. No, at this point 
in time I'd recommend watching a few movies, taking up a 
form of interpretive dance, something like that. You're not 

. going to want to open your books until a day or two 
1 before 

Decembi 

your exam,.. —Jay Pinkerton 

Neil Young: 
Don't ask me to explain. He just kept 
working himself into whatever article 
happened to be printed at the time. I 

think this goes to show that whether or 
not we're willing to accept it, Neil Young 

is everywhere; a good thing for some, 
not so much for others. 
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MiSC. Remembers Arbitrary Chunks Of It. 
Issue 24: Course Calendar 1999-2000. 
FILM-302*/0.48 Pornography: The Lost Episodes 3S:2P 
Intermediate study in the art of mid- to late-seventies porno films. Examines the fundamental elements of a solid 
porno, conti ived erotic premises, modes of foreplay, multiple partners, seductive language, silly music, porno ethics. 
Little emphasis on plot or scriptwriting. 
PHED-369/D.69 Homoerotidsm 3p 
Based on the widely accepted practices of the ancient Greeks, students will rub olive oil over each other and grap¬ 
ple in tiny bathing suits. Special emphasis will be placed on locker-room etiquette: bare-bottomed towel-snapping, 
passing the soap, ’member' complementing. —Sean Springer 

1 Issue 25: MiSC. Guide To Faking Highbrow. 
ISSUE 26: Disney - “The Loin King," SUBLIMINAL PORN ...You can tell the difference between Labatt Blue and Molson 

Doubtless. Disney will continue to stay one step ahead of 
others who will vie for the same market, There will doubt¬ 
less be competitors. The pioneering Ralph Bakshi (Heavy 
Metal, Fritz the Cat) tried all this back in the seventies, 
except for some reason he got it backwards, resulting in ani¬ 
mation with the pom out in the open and the actual enter¬ 
tainment value rendered subliminal... —Adam Prosser 

Canadian. You've got a few cigarette tricks. You know the 
macarena. Whoopie-poo Chester, cause that won’t get you very I 
far in the diamond studded, solid gold, genuine leather world of I 
the upper-class. Nosirree, you've got to have style, panache, 
certain — I don't know — ‘je ne sais quoi’ in order to hobnob | 
with the highbrows. Failing that, you've gotta have enough know¬ 
how to fake it. Sort of like Jack in Titanic... —Ken Butland 

Issue 29: I st Annual MiSC. AMS Candidate Iron Lung. 
...How do you decide which trio of AMS hopefuls to make triumvirate? 
Whichever team's names roll off your tongue the best? Whichever 
team hands out the shiniest buttons? It's tough to say. Personally, I'd pick 
the candidates who are willing to go the distance, who follow through 
with what they promise, and who demonstrate a high degree of good 
sportsmanship. And there is perhaps no better way to discern this than 

_ to have them all stick their heads in a giant fish tank filled with water... 
—Paul Heisler & Ken Budand 

n Issue 27: Shorter Prose. 
...We get accustomed to our clothes, to carrying ourselves or acting in particular ways. We get too comfortable. We do , 

II our thing and our thing becomes routine. We eat the same things, buy from the same stores, go to the same bars, have 
n the same days. There is no magic in this. Magic happens when we do it anyway. The times when we say fuck it and 

test the fantasy. Magic happens when we know we risk making complete fools of ourselves, but we don't care. Magic 
1 happens through fantasies, when you define the world. When you do it anyway... —Gillian White 

Issue 28: Ted Nugent - Threatens Canadians, Rocks 
Millions. 
..."[The bear hunt ban] only helps the touchy-feely fantasy of a bunch of 
people who would ban you or I from ever having a steak..." By this I'm 
assuming Ted means extremist vegetarians. If so, I can back him up on 
that one, most of those people have had their wits dulled by lack of fresh, 
juicy red meat to the point of being dangerous (although many vege¬ 
tarians I know spend too much time feeling superior and trying not to j 
die of malnutrition to notice anything else, let alone the plight of m 
bears)... —Ken Budand 

I Issue 31: Wiarton Willie - His Death, Memories From A Hometowner. 
...Perhaps in years to come they will talk about the fateful weekend of the festival, when all 

I of the people had returned to their hometown. They will explain how the mayor and the 
I elders brought him out before the mob on the Friday: how some cheered him and some 
I jeered him, saying “Free Willie!" or "Crucify him!"; how Wllie wet himself on the mayor, 
I who promptly cleaned himself up and declared “I wash my hands of Wllie." How the crowd 
] just laughed... —Bob McGill 

March 

Issue 32: Jerry Springer - WHrrE trash, Silver Lining? 
...PRO #4: Jerry Teaches Effective Money Making Strategies. 
Think profiting off other people's misfortunes and sheer stupidity is the diabolical 
proliferation of Corporate America? Think again. Is this sort of selfish advance- ^ 
ment immoral, loathsome and repugnant? Of course not. Jerry does it, and he is I 
a rich, rich man. Know someone with a horrible secret? Blackmail, my fnend. Metl 
someone with an incredibly shocking and unbelievable story to tell? Exploit em. J 
Pretty soon you'll be giving up your position as mayor of Cincinnati to do this on ] 
a permanent basis. Just like Jerry...—Melissa Farmer. j . 

Issue 31: Chip Nuts - “Make Chip, Not War." 
...Like the ascendancy of McDonald's from a low-key [ 
burger joint to emperor of the entire food industry, or the | 
rise of Beavertails from obscurity to the domination of the I 
deep-fried whole wheat dough market, we boldly predict I 
that chipnuts will ascend to similar greatness...[But] if chip- I 
nuts are to have the glorious future they so richly deserve, 
we need more people to spread the word... —Kevin Buder, | 
George Pfaff, Keith Gerein. 

Issue 38: The Fake GW 
. .. .One might think that we should respect our senior 
1 citizens because of all they have contributed over 

their lives — sweet ol’ grandma is beyond ridicule, 
| right? I say bullshit. These people are walking com¬ 

edy routines (or shuffling comedy routines if they use 
J a walker)... —(from opening editorial) Keith Gerein 

:MS 

ISSUES 31 -38: MiSC Building Contest 
...Hopefully this is going to be simple, fun. and include at least one 
of your friends, unless you're a social outcast, or your only friends 
are in your local religious club. For the next few issues, figure out 
which buildings are being obscured by students. The first letters of 
each building name (when put together and unscrambled) will spell 
out something sensical. If you’re the first person to guess it right, 
you'll win something very, very large and awe-inspinng... 

More Old 
Women 
Changing 
Their 
Colostomy 

In Varjous Issues Between 

25-40: Sarah's Recipe Corner 

Sarah LeMay has provided 
the Queen's Community with 

recipes for Risotto, Crepes, 
Mixed Grill & Pizza among 
many others. Her culinary 

expertise has caused many a 
mouth to salivate. 

For some reason, Golden 
Words had a problem with 

printing recipes for delicious 
dishes in the MiSC. section. 

Cuckoo. 
Looks like too much bitterness 

puts the brain a 
mite askew. 

v Crap In 
The Corner: 

short lived addition to MiSC. lasted 
”n'y a few issues. Why? Because it was too 

•■cakin' hard to write. Counting the num- 
\ her of Na's in “Hey Jude,” — what in ^ 

V_the hell was I thinking? f 

Odds that if you're a Spice Girl you're 
anew mother-. 1 in 2 

# of Teen Pregnancies in Britain 
each Year-. 9,000 

# of Courses in Advanced Animal^ 
offered by Penelo 
in Californio: 3 

# of Times "Roxanne" is mentioned 

in The Police song "Roxanne": 26 

# of Times "Red Light" is men¬ 
tioned in the some song. 25 

a test she has just completed] 
P.P.: “Con you see the little note I 

added af the bottom?" 

P.P.: "Dry Cleon Only!" 

Today's Charles S. Schulz Senility 
Rating [I being omusing-grandfather 
type senile, 10 being scary-old-mon- 

on-the-slreet type senile]: 8.6 

# of Times 'Body Count'is 
Mentioned in the song 'Body Count' 

by 'Body Count' bom the album 

'Body Count': 72 

# of biographies in Stauffer Library.- 
27,285 

# of biographies on Culture Club 1 

# of 'Na's in Hey Jude: 229 

# of times the cat came back: 5 
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hits 40 
BOUT A YEAR AGO, we at 

§—e.1 cu res were given a licence 

do, well, pretty much 

whatever we wanted. And with an 

expiry date of 40 issues, it’s time to 

sign this licence to thrill over to a new 

editor whom I can't quite name and 

J ridicule since they don’t exactly exist. 

So, think of this year in review as an 

ad geared toward all those enthusiastic 

journal-types with the time, energy 

and sawy to produce 40 sections of 

feature-length material on diversified, 

unpredictable topics from travel to 

social issues to comedy. 

Sound fun? If you think "yeah, could 

be cool,” then inquire with either Sarah 

or Stefan at The Journal, 533-2800, and 

if you have any questions whatsoever, 

ask for Sean, the sentimental, teary- 

eyed, soon-to-be ex-editor. 

Thus, as a promotional guide to 

what some lucky Queen's student 

could be doing next year, we present 

the highlights from this year in Features. 

Issue No. 21 — A brief history j Issue No. 35 — A Symbol of 
of words 

i 

By Malcolm Levy 

"In response to 
being labelled as 
"bad seeds’ and 
"rough characters' by the dom¬ 
inant class, urban youth began 
to reappropriate the words 
which were being used to por¬ 
tray them in a negative light.” 

In what was one of the longest fea- 
tunes of the year, the author went into 
heavy detail on wiry the ideological 
control over language has begun to 
move from the traditional, normative 
forms of words to the vernacular — 
words that have discriminated against 
subservient classes for centuries. 

Change 

■Stories hv Laura Maclnnis 

" She blamed her pregnancy on 
the swimming pool, where 
men had been swimming 
without bathing suits in gym 
class. Dean Douglas sent an 
order that the pool be drained, 
and it was so done in 1956." 

This feature came in two parts. In 
the first the author presented conflict¬ 
ing opinions from members of faculty 

! and the administration on the elimi¬ 
nation of the dean of women in the 
spring of 1996. Part two explored the 
powerful role the Dean held at 
Queen’s throughout her tenure from 
1911 to 1996. 

Issue No. 11 — Waiting to Inhale 

By Eric Morris 

on the town 

"With the exception of 
Alfie’s and the Grad Club, 
Queen’s would be all but 
smoke-free heading into 
the next millennium.” 

Smoking became a hot topic on campus last fall 
when ResLife's plans to ban smoking in all residences 
by next fall were approved. Meanwhile, Alfie’s Pub 
had already lost a battle with AMS Council over the 
Pub’s plans to sell cigarettes in Alfie’s. 

Issue No. 19 — Ghost Town? 

By Liz Frogley 

“Allie Pierce haunted a janitor 
at the Student Union Building, telling him that 
great wealth was buried beneath a limestone 
wall in Kingston. The janitor nearly went mad 
in his quest tor it...” 

With more eerie ghost stories than you can shake a 
stick at. Kingston is undeniably much more than a 
sweet little community. This feature confirmed our hor¬ 
rors that, yes, Kingston is a MONSTER CHILLER HORROR 

TOWN, infested with both gentle and diabolical crea¬ 
tures nestled in a dimension on the other side ofK-town. 

Issue No. 34 — Virtual Poverty 

By Tania Haas 

"'During the game, one man bad justified 
theft and would have acted upon his thoughts 
if given the opportunity. This man was 
Sergeant Rick Carter ol the Kingston 
Police Force.” 

As a participant in the Adversity Challenge, a 
workshop hosted by the Ryandale House for the 
Homeless, the author played 'Claudia,' an 
unemployed single mother receiving welfare. In this 
role, certain emotions were brought out in the author 
who arrived at a vivid understanding of some of the 
harsh realities of living in poverty. 

Issue No. 8 — 

Homecoming 
Special 

Stories by Keith Gerein & 

Stefan Murray 

. The big game, homecoming 
hijinx, football rivalries, irate 

I Kingston mayors. It was all here, 
| the love, the passion, the parties 

— what homecoming was and 
1 what homecoming has become. 

Students in action 

■ 

Issue No. 18 - 

Into the Bleak 

By Laura Maclnnis 

"Once the rescue mission was called off, 
Precious and his crew were told to concen¬ 
trate on recovering debris, including human 
remains." 

As an employee for the Coast Guard last summer, 
Queen’s student Bruce Precious spent his last week of 
work searching for survivors and recovering debris 
from Swissair flight 111. 

Issue No. 20 — Summer in Sudan 

By Gregory Moore 

"Even with the major import of supplies by the 
relief organisation, the hospital resembled 
one that might be seen at a summer camp.” 

The author reflected on three months of relief work 
in Sudan — bearing witness to the harsh reality that 
local Sudanese villagers had endured in the midst of 15 
years of civil war. 

Issue No. 16 — 

French degrees 
of education 

By Kristin Gable 

“There is a fundamental 
belief in French culture that 

a university education 
should be accessible to 

all... "instruction must be 
possible to everyone.’” 

Last October, hundreds of 
thousands of French students 
took to the streets to express their 
frustration at a lack of teachers, a 
lack of computer access and a 
surplus of students in the class¬ 
room, among other things. One 
source of the turmoil is the high 
accessibility of education in 
France. This feature posed the 
sensitive question, "Is this the 
model of accessible education?" 

I issue #3 — Photo of the year, "Body by Jake" 

Ha! Humour! 
Issue No. 23 — GW vs. The Journal 

By Jonathan Krashinsky 

“GW strikes alternately with 
satire and with cheap shots ' 
at poor Journal spelling. 
The Journal replies with 
editorials decrying the 
latest GW excess. Repeat 
as needed." 

This feature was a retrospective dissection of an on7 
campus media rivalry that has existed ever since GW’s 
inauguration in 1967. The author, GW co-editor 
Krashinsky, discussed how GW’s initial raison d’etre as 
a mere “supplement to the Journal’’ rapidly evolved 
into the official student humour paper with The 
Journal serving as a regular source of material. 
Occasionally, The Journal retaliated with its own GW 
spoof (see below). 

Issue No. 25 — Believe it or leave it! 

A Features Special 

with the graphics of Rachelle Villanueva 

“[Marriott] 
Worker 

allegedly 
fired for ‘not 

shaving’” 
\cs r ■ 

Yes, even we here at the ol’ QJ can get a little wacky 
once in a while, printing some factual, yet pretty 
farfetched stories from our storied 126 year history. 
We presented the obvious “Stauffer masturbator” 
scandal along with several other absurd counterparts 
like “Library accepts prof’s offer to pay for Playboy” 
and “Yelling matches result of free photocopiers." 

i 

Issue No. 39 — Golden Words Spoof Issue 

A MiSC. & Features 

Supplement 

This wasn't a 'fake’ but 
a parody of our favourite 
comedy paper — Golden 
Words. Aptly called GW, it 
set out to have fun with 

I such GW 
I beauties as 
I “More Old Men Dying on the Crapper" 
3 and “The Wonderful World of Partial 
I Responsibility. ” Though it's only the 
I fourth known GW spoof to date, we 
1 hope the supplement can become a 
I yearly ritual at The Journal. 

Rock n’ Roll is Dead? 
Issues No. 27, No. 29 & No. 33 — 

This three-part feature on 
death conspiracies surrounding 
pop artists Kurt Cobain, John 
Lennon, Bob Marley, Jim 
Morrison, Paul McCartney and 
Tupac Shakur examined the 
facts, clues and rumours that 
might reveal certain elements 
of truth in an ongoing series of 
unsolved mysteries. 

Stories by Jesse Craig Bellringer, 

Ben Molson & Sean Springer 
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□rld's A Movie Screen 
McGill and QJRatthe Movies... and the Library? 

by Bob McGill 

Most readers have a strange relationship with film versions of 
their favourite books. Nearly every new adaptation inevitably disappoints 

a book's biggest fans, yet there's always a buzz whenever a new movie 
based on literature is in the works. 

Studio executives bank on film adaptations drawing large audiences 
based on the assumption that if people have paid to read the book, they 
will pay to watch 

the movie. Yet, there have been some tremendous examples of failure: the 
Demi Moore version of The Scarlet Letter was a critical and commercial 

flop, and the cinematic incarnation of Tom Wolfe's bestselling The 
Bonfire of the Ifan/t/es — despite big names Tom Hanks and Bruce Willis — 

is still known as one of the most notorious lemons of all time. 
Adapting books into film is a tricky business, to say the least. 

Yet the practice continues, and it continues successfully. Literature has 
generated what are arguably some of the finest American movies ever, 

including One F/ew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, A Clockwork Orange and The 
Graduate. Clearly, American producers consider a genius for story still 

to be the domain of the novelist, and although it can be difficult to 
recreate and transform a literary artistic vision into a cinematic one, the 

process is sometimes extremely fruitful. 
It seems the adaptations that tend to earn the most critical 

acclaim are not the ones that repeat the plot line by line, nor are they 
even the ones that try to mimic precisely the manner of the text. Rather, 

they are ones that take the artistic vision of the novel as inspiration in 
creating their own unique spirit. This is surely what made films like 

Atom Egoyan's The Sweet Hereafter and Forrest Gump hits. Egoyan's film, 
in particular, is notable for taking an American story and bringing it to 

life with a distinctly Canadian flavour, from its Tragically Hip 
soundtrack to its incredible shots of British Columbia's interior. 

Filmmakers clearly struggle with the level of faithfulness to the 
text that they should maintain. Kenneth Branagh's Ham/etplayed with the 

visual interpretation of the play, while at the same time using 
Shakespeare’s entire text andperhaps alienating modern audiences as a 

result with a running time of over four hours. On the other hand, the 
Clare Danes and Leonardo DiCaprio version of Romeo and Juke( chopped 

away dialogue and additionally created its own visual character with its 
liberal use of religious iconography, yet it arguably managed the dual 

feat of preserving the spirit of Shakespeare’s play and pulling in money 

at the box office. 
At the extreme of this approach of re-visioning the spirit of the 

text are films that are generated from around a text rather than the text 
itself, films like Shakespeare in Love, which took the sex, violence and 

comedy of the Bard's plays and created a film that has both an incredibly 

literary pedigree and a unique identity of its own. 
Perhaps following on Shakespeare in Love's success, a prequel to 

Borneo <S Ju/iet called derona Beach is currently in the works. Leonard 
Dicaprio will apparently be returning as Romeo, and the film will 

chronicle his relationship with Rosaline, the character who ,s mentioned 
in Shakpsoeare's p/av as Romeo's pre-Juliet obsession but who 

somewhat-mysteriously never appears in the play. Tom Stoppard exploited 

this fact delightfully in Shakespeare in Love, but it remains to be seen 
whether any other writer will be able to find the perfect combination that 

Stoppard did between the tradition of Shakespeare s creative sp/nt and 

the particular demands of the medium of cinema. _ 

Please see ‘From Page to Screen’ on page 3 
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On the Road 
once more unto the breach " ~~ 

best efforts of our wildly revisionist his¬ 
tories that somehow turn these forma¬ 
tive, furtive flashes into a warm, 
post-secondary love affair that lasts far 
beyond these lecture halls and neglected 
streets. 

When you betray somebody else, you 

■also betray yourself. 
_ Isaac Bashevis Singer 

Sometimes, perhaps usually, the 
journey is the destination. Travel 
possess its own rewards, implicit 

in the giddy promise of an open road, 
the sunny security of a one-way ticket. 

April is the crudest month, a month 
of ironic disintegration as everything 
that surrounds us is restored to vitality. 
Friendships retreat into summery hiber¬ 
nation, our temporary homes are turned 
inside out and we pass them again as 
strangers. We grow old; things change. 

Occasionally we admit our darker, 
anti-nostalgic remembrances, despite the 

We come to the end and ask our¬ 
selves: is there anything else? What 
now? We come to the end and inevitably 
find the same truth, no matter how 
arduous or capricious our travels have 
been. We find ourselves moving 
forward. 

And, if we must, and despite Thomas 
Wolfe’s famous postulation, we can 
always find our way home. 

Oceans of Gratitude to 
The Readers Writers: 

Gabrielle Fenny, Robert McGill, Hannibal Hack, Stress 

Berger, D.L. Windell, Paige Holmes, Sean Arthur Springer, 

Lilian Kim, Gregory B. Betts, Paul R. Quick, Andrea 

Feddersen, DNR, Mac McArthur, Laura Mclnnis, Emily 

Truman, Sean Robichaud, Ryan Boggs, Tim Conley, Amy 

McCarthy, Tara Mansbridge, John Lee, Anna Phelan-Cox, 

Robert Hoffman, Sean Bell, D.A. Cunningham, Karen Wang, 

Eli Shuster, Heather Harding & Leyla Mahdaviani 

It's amazing that the amount of news that happens in the world 
every day always just exactly tits the newspaper. 

— Jerry Seinfeld 

From the outgoing QJR editor and our mutual 
friend, Roberto Benigni 

ps. I’m not 
Roberto Benigni 
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From Page to Screen 
Continued from page 1 ' ; It shouldn't take long to find out. 

, YiHa Other video games that appear headed 
According to fart and rum9r1;.hQre is a toward the big screen include Doom, 

sample of films currently in development Duke Nukem, and Final Fantasy 
that are based on works of literature: As for myself, I'm saving my $8.50 for 

A Midsummer s Night’s Dream, the Minesweeper movie. 
William Shakespeare; starring Kevin 
Kline as Bottom, Michelle Pfeiffer as 
Titania, Calista Flockhart as Helena; 

All the Pretty Horses, Cormac 
McCarthy; Billy Bob Thornton {direct¬ 
ing). Matt Damon and Henry Thomas; 

Beowolf (Yes, the anonymous Ahgfo^ : 
Saxon epic); starring Christopher Lam¬ 
bert and set 1.000 years in the future 
and advertised as “from the producer of 
Mortal Kombatf (caveat ernptorjffMz 

O. from William Shakespeare’s 
Othello, starring Julia Stiles; 

Breakfast of Champions, Kurt 
Vonnegut, Jr. starring Bruce Willis and ' 
Nick Nolle, 

The Fellowship of the Ring, JRR —•‘^stsssssssas^...-.. 

Tolkien; the first of the much-loved The 
Lord of the Rings trilogy; stars Sean 
Connery as Gandalf the Grey; 

Hamlet, another anonymous Anglo 
epic; this time updated to contemporary 
New York City and starring Ethan 
Hawke; 

The Green Mile, Stephen King; star¬ 
ring Tom Hanks; 

An Ideal Husband, Oscar Wilde; 
Minnie Driver and Rupert Everett are 
attached; 

Angela’s Ashes, Frank McCourt; 
Emily Watson (Breaking the Waves, 
Hilary and Jackie) is rumoured to be 
involved; 

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the 
Galaxy, Douglas Adams; Jay Roach 
(Austin Powers) directing; 

Snow Falling on Cedars, David 
Guterson; starring Ethan Hawke. 

Also of interest is the recent spate of 
game-inspired cinema that has been 
appearing in theatres and on videostore 
shelves of late. There has been mixed 
success in bringing video games to the 
big screen in much the same way that 
literary adaptations tend to vary wildly in 
commercial success regardless of their 
histories on the bestseller list; Mortal 
Kombat, for example, while Super Mario 

Bros, bombed. 
Nevertheless, studios seem keen on 

continuing to explore the market poten¬ 
tial, perhaps hoping that people who 
spend hours living vicariously through 
characters while gamers will fork out the 
money to spend a couple more hours of 
doing the same in front of a bigger 
screen. 

The transition from video game to the 
theatre seems to present a challenge 
antithetical to the problem of transferring 
a book into film. Whereas some works of 
literature are considered unfilmable 
because their stories are too subtle, too 
complex or simply not visually-exotic 
enough for the screen, visual richness is 
an essential component of almost any 
successful video game. It is rather the 
Plot that is sometimes suspect. In a 
9ame it may be enough that Mario has 
to save Princess Toadstool from King 
Koopa, but whether or not that chal- 
lenge can sustain a feature-length film is 
another matter. 

The latest attempt to realize a video 
9ame on film is Wing Commander, 
based on the popular space shoot-em- 
UP- The video game itself uses hours of 
digitized live-action footage and blurs 
jhe boundary between game and movie. 
If video games continue to proceed in 
this direction (and there is little doubting 
hat they will), it will be interesting to see 

Whether they will further whet gamers’ 
PPetite for movie versions or simply 

^ake adaptations-into film superfluous, - 

You can call me Betty, and Betty when you call me 
you can call me Mr. President 

AI Franken for 
President: Why Not? 

by Sean Springer 

Why Not Me? 
By Al Franken 
Delacorte Press 
$35.95 

THE STAR of Daily Affirmation with Stuart Smalley and Stuart 
Saves his Family is back and this time he wants your vote. 

He’s good enough. 
He’s smart enough. 
And doggone it people like him. 

But is Al Franken presidential material? 
Al Franken poses the question differently. Why Not Me? Indeed, the 

self-effacing star of this book, a farcical account of a presidential dark 
horse who stuns the pundits by crushing Al Gore in the democratic pri¬ 
maries, then Newt Gingrich in the fall election, has all the qualifications. 

But who wouldn’t? They’ve all been lowered by the honourable sleaze, 
William Jefferson Clinton. 

He S homy: “Why do I need (Bill Clinton’s) advice? I already 
know how to get a blow job.” 

He’s a retired drug addict: "I believe that a president who 
has smoked the occasional joint or snorted the occasional line or dropped 
the occasional tab of acid is better suited for the nation’s highest office 
than someone who has only smoked the occasional joint and not done the 
other stuff.” 

Above all, he S duplicitous: “Indulging in personal attacks is 
not the Franken Style,” he writes, just before he slams democratic Presi¬ 
dential nomination candidate Al Gore, “whose uncontrollable libido and 
inappropriate sexual behaviour toward anything with two legs and a hole 
in between brought shame and ill-repute to Bill Clinton’s presidency." 

And thus, Al Franken is your ideal candidate for 
President. One problem though, how does Al defeat Al, that is, vice- 

prez Al? WHICH IS WHERE WE BEGIN in the story of Franken, growing up 
as an innocent Minnesotan to become a Saturday Night Live 
alum and the author of I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart Enough 

and Doggone It, People Like Me! and Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat Idiot 
and Other Obser\rations. Taking a hipper angle over the movie-equivalent, 
Primary Colors, Franken transcends modern political scepticism by 
openly presenting himself as a perverted sociopath, a clueless moron and 
an everyday, guilt-free politician on the Presidential warpath. Coming 
equipped with a single campaign platform: lower ATM fees, and the hap¬ 
less, all-Jewish campaign team (featuring disgraced former Clinton advi¬ 
sor, Dick Morris), they prepare the defamation campaign from hell. 

For example, Morris hires a team of homosexual men to attend every 
Gore rally and cheer: “One, two, three, four, if you’re a homo vote for 
Gore!” turning homophobic America off Gore and onto Franken. Franken 
plays up the Gore camp’s heavy fundraising tactics by running ads decry¬ 
ing “Vote for FRANKEN NOT GORE, the BANKERS' WHORE!" 

Included in the book’s carefully developed cast of characters is Franni 
Franken playing Al’s Hilary. A woman who is smarter than her husband, 

Continqed.o.n pai*e 6 

An (Incomplete) List 
of Recent Literary 

Adaptations 
(when necessary, original texts 

appear in parentheses): 

Ten Things I Hate About You (The 

Taming of the Shrew) 

A Simple Plan 

Message in a Bottle 

The Sweet Hereafter 

One True Thing 

Beloved 

Out of Sight 

Field of Dreams 

True Crime 

Cruel Intentions (Les Liaisons 

Dangereuses) 

Affliction 

Get Shorty 

LA. Confidential 

Simon Birch (A Prayer for Owen 

Meany) 

Clueless (Emma) 

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas 

Primary Colors 

What Dreams May Come 

Midnight in the Garden of Good & Evil 

A Thousand Acres (King Lear) 

The English Patient 

A Civil Action 
The Horse Whisperer 

Practical Magic 

The Thin Red Line 

Permanent Midnight 

Huriybuity 

The Ice Storm 

The Postman 

-QJR 
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under bridges the suburbs into the forest 

hundredseof°us skimming and whizzing through the woods 

some lose control 
ram into trees 
splat against stumps 
explode in a crack of flesh meets bark 

bits flying everywhere and it speckles our faces 
you turn to me in mid-air cup your hands to your mouth and 
yell through the trees - 
violence is satisfying when you re travelling this tast 

yes 

this is why the end of the world would feel so good 
right about now 
this is why we go to the car races 
jump-cut to 

and then someone said he saw a bear break the sound barrier 
going down main st on a bicycle and i laughed because 
it wasn't even a 

we’re all moving so fast and so fast spinning 
so quick and precise 
as an ICBM 
as a porcelain puck across the ice 
beautiful absurd 
precarious 
and let’s keep moving like this 
let’s not miss Paul 9utek 

■ - 
• '' 

Peace, Love 
or 

that poem wherein I exorcise my demons of 
desire 

I flip for you. 
Lecherous, lascivious, I drool for you. 
Desire has me by the balls. 
Thus I create a tension — 
And thus we cannot be friends. 

How do you stand the pressure? 
Everyone who meets you falls for you. 

Peace,Id 
No longi 
No longt 
Seeing tf 
I can sh^ 
acrobatic 

am I Sothlf hound dog. 
dp I need you. 

: beauty in everyone, 
e ntySficism. 
aiicfcjiuclligenf dance with anyone. 

hannibalhack@geocities.coi 

What an anemic, tepid, paleface am I! 
Pitiable dreck, I should be purged for my timidity 

(- first principle of our love for humanity). 
I desire. 

I say it with pride: I have a desiring ego. 
I want erotic dance. I want it with you — 

you, who are everything I love wrapped up in one. 

^sday. April 8.1999 
POFTRY 
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alls short of promise 

ittroctlon, so 
s to go and shave promptly. 

jiwuys does rar 
veyed fastidiously throug 

_omlng. begrudgedly 
bejewelled tongues 
Imagining Juggled citrus fruit 

officially endorsed perlodont 
■— well. Isn't he short now f< 

swirl in the cream vvitf 

"well, urn thanks. Steve Gaullcker 

' Cl*, 
ning indulgently 
their eyes closed” 

L stuttering 

nt; 
^ /# 

' 

- 

’. y 
r 

>d-eyed, allow green 
gleaned, the clouds know my 
pinched clock so please don't 
expect me to be awake in the over ripe hours 
with a devil on a tether of amber 
absolutely never 
lurking under the shedding wheel 
in the passing cars ot the tade away grimace 
—> (drink of water) 
from speaking to live animals 
and arviclng the preparation of dead apes 
to servicing, speaking, to now 
both and dead animals included 
therapeutic investments with Intentions 
ot resolved endeavours chilled 
In greal basins shrugging Indefinitely 
with tar from teet 
blessing tartar sauce, looming 
out ot a personal correspondence with Kraft. 
—> (drink ot water) 
one ot two capers 
tapered with exacting sapors 
and three strong stems elegant In black gl°y®s 
distracting the cast shadow of the latticed branches 
breaching outward 
scraichlng. antt-equlnox. saddling 
a lame horse galloping gently 
waddling the sidewalk completely 

quiet for the news the news 

ends with hunters hurting 
then the weather woman sootes into static 
—-> she sounds like a perennial mother 
and so I am hopeful 
and basfully insulted 
when she is ripped by i5hedandoa|mremlnde 

but yes, certainly yes 
oud of public broadcasting 

»und 
clenched grinning 

tosses out his two cents 
from his hip 

* ■ 7.:]' 

adcasting 

HHj 
nsion plans 
sing accounts 

round chairs 
nailed around the fable. 
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We’re 
Back!!! 

OUR SPRING CLEANING 
CLOTHING DRIVE NEEDS YOUR 

HELP: 

NO NEED TO TAKE ALL THOSE CLOTHES 
HOME - DONATE SOME TO US! 

BEGINNING APRIL 7TH. PICK UP ONE OF OUR 
DISTINCTIVE BLUE-BAGS AT: 

• any Residence (they will be placed in your room) 
• AMS Office - John Deutsch Centre 
• the Salvation Army Thrift Store - 558 Princess St. 

DROP OFF YOUR FILLED BLUE-BAG AT? 

• your Residence collection point 
• AMS Office - John Deutsch Centre 
• The Salvation Army Thrift Store - 558 Princess St. 
• call 544-4396 for pick-up 
• watch for other drop-off spots! 

President Franken 

Continued from page 3 

loyal and utterly naive 
“[Franni] wants to know liow I 
got mosquito bites all over 
ass. Says after full day of 
campaigning does not want 
to come home and put 
calamine lotion on my hairy 
butt. Made kids do it." 

This choppy quote is 
Franken diary entry and one of 
the manv forms in his multime¬ 
dia approach. Of the book s 289 
pages, it features more than a 100 
pages of diary entries, scripted televi¬ 
sion commercials of Snoopy and Charlie 
Brown defaming opponent Gore, scripted 
interviews with the usual gang of idiots in 
This Week with Sam Donaldson, newspa¬ 
per clippings, mostly involving Franken s 
brother Otto heckling Gore at rallies 
("Tell the truth, ATM stooge"), moronic 
campaign memos, a spin doctored 
Newsweek cover story, Franken’s self-cen¬ 
tered promotional autobiography Daring 

to Lead and the nail in die coffin of 
Franken’s doomed presidency: Bob Wood¬ 
ward’s (same guy of Watergate fame) 
scathing account of President Franken’s 
office bumblings The Void — the first 

one hundred days of the Franken Presi¬ 

dency. 

His best and funniest device comes at 
the finale where Franken’s genetically 
engineered clone, which was implanted in 
the uterus of Anne Heche and raised by 
her and life partner Ellen DeGeneres 
(don’t ask, just read!), provides the 
wrapup at Franken’s duly rewarded A1 
Franken Presidential Library in Hartford. 

Collectively, this method of conveying 
satire is extremely effective, as it presents 

accurate portrayal of the power of media 
and has the variety to sustain any belea¬ 
guered attention span. Separately, each 
forum is clear and lucid, with the excep¬ 
tion of the diary entries, which are written 
in shorthand and provide for irritating 
reading. Saving Franken, of course, is his 
wickedly sharp sense of humour that 
keeps every second of this book on the 
cutting edge of political satire. 

The bottom line is that Franken’s style 
is accessible, hilarious and facilitates a 
vivid portrait of the modern political spec¬ 
trum. Unlike his predecessor Franken can¬ 
not avoid the boot from office, but hey, he 
retains "the prerogatives of an ex-presi¬ 
dent, including [his] pension, an office 
and staff at taxpayer expense, lifelong 
Secret Service protection, and, eventually, 
burial in Arlington National Cemetery 
beneath an eternal flame.” 

Bowing out as a disgrace, A1 still won¬ 
ders, why not me? But, like all the others, 
he can’t seem to figure it out. 

city of kingston 

utilities kingston 
water sewer gas electricity networks 
all your utility services under one roof ELECTRICITY NETWORKS 

WIN $1,000 FROM UTILITIES KINGSTON 
Ur EMERGENCY 

O SERVICE 

#YOUR 
ACCOUNT 
CONNECT 
DISCONNECT 
METER READINGS 
PAYMENT & 
DEPOSITS 
TERMS a 
CONDITIONS 

CAREERS 

SEARCH 

0 
CONTACT US 

HOME 

To enter, simply request your 
disconnect/connect for utility services 
online or by using the automated tele¬ 
phone system between April 6th and May 
7th and you could win a $1,000. 

SAVE TIME 

Save yourself a trip into our offices at the north 
end of the city. Regrettably, we also have some long 
wait times at our customer service counter due to 
the heavy traffic volumes at this time of year — so 
disconnecting/connecting online or over the phone 
saves you time for all chose other last minute things 
you need to do. 

MORE CONVENIENT 

You may disconnect/connect online or over the 
phone any time or any day you wish. Our electronic 
application service is available when you want it, 
24-hours per day, 7-days per week. 

IF YOU HAVE AN OUTSIDE METER 
If your utility meters are outside of your dwelling, 
then there is no need to meet our meter techni¬ 
cian.Just disconnect online or over the phone and 
that’s all there is to it. 

IF YOU HAVE AN INACCESSIBLE METER 
If your meter is inside your dwelling and we do not 

have access, simply advise us of the date you wish 
to vacate or move into the dwelling. Enter the date 
in the easy-to-use online form or in our telephone 
voicemail system and we’ll send a meter technician 
to meet you and disconnect/connect the service. 

CONNECTING SERVICE 
If you know the address you will be moving into in 

the fall, apply for connection of service either online 
or by using the automated telephone system and 
you will double your chances of winning in May. 

Additional information may be required. We will 
contact you prior to the requested connection 
date. 

BILLING 

If you are disconnecting your service, we will be 
taking actual readings of your meter in the last 
week of April to ensure you pay only for your actu¬ 
al consumption.Your final bill will be mailed to your 
forwarding address. 

If you require additional information, please contact our 
customer service group at 546-1181 or visit our website 

at www.utilitieskingston.com. Our office hours are 8:00 
am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday. All in person 
inquiries are handled at 211 Counter Street 

Contest winner will be notified by May 30th 1999 

METER 

READINGS 

When your account is 

active, you may also 

submit meter readings 

online or over the 

phone. It’s an easy and 

convenient way to 

make sure you’re 

billed only for actual 

consumption. 

www.utilitieskingston.com tel. 546.1 181 

BY TIM CONLEY 

IT IS TOO SAD TO BE RIGHTLY CALLED 

irony. On December 16, 1998, the 
day on which a libidinal American 

President, counting the hours before his 
impeachment, launched yet another 
series of bomb attacks on an Iraqi pop¬ 
ulation already unconscionably 
squeezed and starved, America’s most 
proficient satirist died. William Gaddis 
was the author of four very complex 
novels (he completed an as-yet-unpub- 
lished fifth book, a non-fictional study of 
the player piano, called Agape Agape, 
before he passed away) and an artist 
inclined to avoid the trappings of 
celebrity. 

Gaddis was born in New York 
December 29,1922. He went on to Har¬ 
vard, but was asked to leave the col¬ 
lege in his senior year (the 
circumstances of the situation are mys¬ 
terious, and await the unfortunate biog¬ 
rapher). He worked for The New Yorker 
for a spell in the 1950s, and absorbed 
experiences at the bohemian parties 
and happenings, to be later used as 
material in The Recognitions. Travel 
provided further resources of experi¬ 
ence — in Mexico, in Costa Rica, in 
Spain and in Africa — and, perhaps 
strangest to imagine of him, he was 
employed for a few years in public rela¬ 
tions for a pharmaceutical corporation. 

The number of printed interviews 
with Gaddis can be counted on one 
hand: he wondered why anyone should 
expect an author to be at all interesting, 
after having very likely (or ideally) pro¬ 

jected the best of themselves in their 
work. He has been frequently com¬ 
pared with Joyce, Nabokov, and espe¬ 
cially Pynchon, and in terms of talent 
this must be so. 

Gaddis’s first novel, The Recogni¬ 
tions (1955) is a 956-page saga of 
forgery, pretension, and desires mis¬ 
guided and inexpressible. Critical 
response to the book ranged frorn cool 
to hostile, but in most cases (as Jack 
Green took pains to show in his book of 
rebuke, Fire the Bastards!) reviewers 
were ill-prepared to deal with the chal¬ 
lenge, and evidently many who began 
to read The Recognitions did notffinish. 
The novel’s sometimes great leaps in 
time and location, and the breadth and 
arcane pedigree of allusions are, it 
turns out, fairly mild complications for 
the reader when compared with what 
would become the writer's trademark: 
the unrestrained confusion of detached 
and fragmentary dialogue. Consider the 
following excerpt from very early on in 
Gaddis’s second book, JR (1975: win¬ 
ner of the National Book Award), only 
726 pages long: 

—It's worked so far but it can't work 
forever, sooner or later somebody will 
show up who reads Greek. Then where 
are We? 

—Up the creek, Miss Flesch obliged 
with a promptness that lost her some 
coffee down her chin, — like the smut 
mail. 

—There's an issue. The smut mail 
rise. 

—My boy sent off for a ball glove and 
what he got back in the mail was... 
—Mouthpiece puller, sleigh bells, stro- 

botuner, choir risers, tympanies, march¬ 
ing bell and stand, two thousand five 
hundred and... what's all that for? 

—Breakage. Here, replacing glass, 
repairing doors, painting, refinishing 
and so forth, thirty-three thousand two 
eighty-five. Thirty-three thousand dol¬ 
lars for breakage, isn't that what we're 
really talking about? Plain unvarnished 
vandalism? And another 
fourteen thousand plus item down here, 
repairs and replacement, chairs, desks, 
project tables, pianos, same thing isn't 
it? Breakage...? 

And this is only a sound byte of the 
logorrhea. The chaos of the unceasing 
deluge of talk of JR (very much part of 
the continuing spills, mistakes and gen¬ 
eral “breakage" which may be recog¬ 
nized as the plot), drove critics to 
declare the text “unreadable" ^ like the 
school's “Greek" motto (“Oh, can you 
read it?" one character asks another, 
who is seen copying it down. “Not 
exactly read it, said his companion"), 
Reading Gaddis is by no means easy, 
but, as I think the above sample sug¬ 
gests, it is rewardingly hysterical. I don’t. 
know of any more lacerating and artfully 
sustained attack on capitalism than, JR, 
and The Recognitions makes one so 
terrifyingly uncertain about the ‘unique’ 
or 'authentic' nature of experience and 
art that upon finishing it one cannot be 
sure one read a novel, as either term 
may be suspect. 
In 1985 Carpenter's Gothic was pub¬ 
lished. Cynthia Ozick called this book, 
Gaddis's shortest (a manageable 262 
pages) and ostensibly the most 
restrained in scope, “an unholy land¬ 

mark of a novel." Set entirely in a rented 
house and buzzing with the usual chat¬ 
ter, lost voices, and half-heard tele¬ 
phone conversations, Carpenter's 
Gothic is probably the most intimate of 
the author's books — though, it needs 
to be added, perversely so, given the 
gradual revelations of corruption and 
insanity in even the most personal 
exchanges — and at the same time the 
most grimly apocalyptic. 

And then there is the bureaucratic 
and legal farce of A Frolic of His Own 
(1994, and the occasion of a second 
National Book Award): where JR begins 
with the question “Money...?" Gaddis’s 
fourth novel (509 pages, for those still 
counting) initially asks for “Justice? - 
You get justice in the next world, in this 
world you have the law." In planning the 
book, Gaddis admitted in a letter to a 
friend that originally it was to contain an 
effective representation of every lawsuit 
in America, with a plot as a more or less 
incidental result. The struggle to wrest 
language back from the distortions 
inflicted by professionals, particularly 
lawyers (one character observes that 
“every profession is a conspiracy 
against the public" in its truth-conceal¬ 
ing cloak of jargon), is fought out in the 
same arena as the various other dra¬ 
matized debates about intellectual 
property and the social functions of art. 

Like the best satirists, Gaddis wrote 
(by his own admission) from a sense of 
indignation. His novels' world, for all its 
sound and fury (as a character in JR 
accuses: "Noise, you’ll hide in noise any 

continued on page 11 
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it might be a fire after all 
that's going to do it 

since rain would be obvious 
and we'd be ready 

Second Thought 

ignore it at first 
lame 
ig heat 

igns to make sure 
stepped around it 
letters 

ht time 

t up concessions 

maybe they'll be gallant 
maybe womanandchildren first 
and we could 
lower the ladders 
count some heads 

but oh. 
breaths become shallow 
heat like a cocked eyebrow 
and skyscrapers 

sweating 
babies dead for months now 

I'll hold the bullhorn over my throat 
shrieking loud enough to make 
the echoes insignificant 

we would 
this little f 
this nothii 

I'd paint s 
everyone 
with neon 

for ni( 

maybe s< 
for tourists 
and wedding parties 

and if it got bigger 
well 
we could just move a bit further away 
not to be rude, of course, 
but for convenience sake 

and since it's there anyway 
we'd probably 
channel the power somehow 

call in the engineers 

maybe then we could use it 
to turn our spin cycles 
or run 
air conditioners 
because let's face it 
it's getting pretty hot out there 

I guess at some point 
we'll have to do something 
more permanent 
since most of our food has been broiled 
beyond recognition 
and corn has become kindling 

I think I could help choose 
a figurehead 
a strong warrior man 
louder 
bigger than some little inferno 
to organize the army 

and the bodies will pile up 
like dishes or rugby players 

and even the headlines will run 
out of things to say 
except maybe 

well. 
the leaders have failed us again. 

and no one's thinking about guilt anymore 
but about 
Fahrenheit and how to claw over 
legs and shoulders 
how to be 
inconspicuous 

inflammable 

in the meantime however 
there is change to count 
and waitresses to rip off 
and I've never been so 
selfish or so happy all at once. 

but the heat 
oh 
god 
the heat of every minute 

every forgotten punchline 
will knock your eyes 
back through your skull 
and leave a hole for it to shine through. 

Andrea Feddersen 

Cherry 

i am what i hate 
a cherry tree 

i sway amongst 
those that i am like 

and we speak 

always the same 
the men who have scaled our branches and harvested our sweet fruit 

always 

nothing of our fine limbs 
the strength of our withered trunks 

just our sweet fruits 
small, red 

our days in blossom are just that 
preparation production 
constant pruning 

we fear the fall 
turning into brilliant colours 
losing our fruits 
overlooked for harvest 

not now 
now we produce with abundance 
branches heavy 

i am amongst the cherry trees 
packaged wholly into this tiny fruit 

waiting to be picked. 

The Defeatist Lover 

Never, I thought, will I meet another like Andrea. 
Never again, I thought, will bells exclaim, the Earth tremble, 
butterflies 
sing. I will not hear my heart beat, fences will not beckon to 
be leaped 
over or off from, puddles will not cry "Dance in me!" 
But now the stars have returned to the sky, 
Trees are huggable, streets danceable, the elderly kissable, 
And when the bitter wind blows I laugh and enjoy it as a 
clumsy caress 
from your empassioned hands, 
And when the sun warms my bones I thank you for sharing 
your love. 
And yet, 'tis but a dream: 
We cannot dine over talk of Nietzsche and communism, 
we cannot share improvisation and pot, 

smart^ y°U are °Ur years younger, you are twice as 

And what do I have to offer you? 

hannibalhack@geocities.com 

. ~ Heather Harding 
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I know 
that 
peo¬ 

ple think, when 
you’re crazy about 

someone, you can feel 
it when they hurt them¬ 

selves or see them walk 
into a room behind you. 

That’s not always true. 
Especially for me, I guess. I’ve 

got terrible vision, but I won’t 
wear my glasses. It’s not an 
issue. I just like the world a little 
hazy. 

There was a whole bunch of us 
at the bar that night. I'd heard she 
was home for the weekend but I 
didn’t expect to see her there. I 
was the designated driver so I’m 
pretty sure that everyone else was 
having a much better time than 
me. I’m not sure how long she’d 
been there before I noticed her. 
She was wearing a blue and 
white sweater thing with a 
black label on the chest. 

I couldn’t look at her. I 
really hated that, to tell 

you the truth, but as soon 
as I started looking at 

her other people 
started looking at 

me. 

She looked 
like a 

gorgeous, 
impressionist 
mechanic. 

The next time she entered my 
field of vision she was star¬ 
ing. Pointedly. I paused for 

half a second and she winked at 
me. I don’t know what she did 
that for. Just to freak me out prob¬ 
ably. Or something like that. 
Maybe to make me feel that, 
everybody watching or not, it was 
stupid for me to be standing on 
the opposite side of the room. I 
agreed, but I didn’t move. Across 
the bar, where she sat, a few other 
guys were trying their luck, fear¬ 
less with theirguys were trying 
their luck, fearless with bottled 
confidence. Poor saps. She ate 
them alive. They did look like 
they were having a much better 
time than me, but I told myself 
they must be drinking. She wasn’t. 
She didn’t. Whatever. She told me 
once that she liked being cognitive 
too much. She was pretty well 
guarded, though. The girls in our 
group took good care of each 
other. 

lhey all left pretty early, cut¬ 
ting their way through the 
crowd with bare shoul¬ 

ders. 
As she 
passed me, 
she turned so 
that her body 
brushed up against 
mine. I put my arm 
around her, to stop her, 
and she bumped into it 
pretty hard. 

“Ow,” she said, laughing. 
“Oh...hey.” She said it like 
she’d just seen me there. 
Maybe she had. 

I let my arm drop. “Hi.” 
“Coming?" someone called 

her. 
“Yeah,” she answered. She 

looked into me with her really 
dark eyes and smiled like she 
knew something I didn’t. “Later.” 

“Yeah,” I said “Bye.” 

The truth is, when you’re crazy 
about someone, all you really 
know is when they’ve left the 

Por Por 

Today I pass by your grave por por. 

The flowers were blooming, the grasses in sway; 

So peaceful, so clear, this place where you lay. 

The daffies, and roses and tulips you see. 

The ones that you loved — a gift from me. 

Softly I treat to a place of last days; 

Images form of a worn, wrinkled face, 

Softly I’m treading, you’re somehow so near — 

I listen intently, but all that I hear... 

is the calm, quiet murmur of sun’s silent rays. 

Air; it is breathing, 

I feel its dismay, 

The tears have fallen, 

On these warm, gentle days 

For you who shall ne’er be replaced. 

Oh por por, how much I do miss you! 

How much your smiles mean to my day; 

Y°ur laughter, your words — they replay, and replay... 

For you’re in my head, wherever I go — 

Whether waking or dreaming 

The dreams that I know 

you send me from Heaven. 

Karen Wang 
dedicated to my great-grandmother, 

who passed away on January 17, 1998. 

These men who 
turn existential comers and draw by graphite, 
who live part of dogtime and laze beside fur. 

These men who sing first at funerals, 
who stock root cellars to teach why, 
who make hands responsible to minds, 
who sense that birth is not the first part of death, 
who spell Malraux and pronounce humaine, 
who step a child forward to count the touch of time, 
who say scatter ashes, don't bury monuments. 

These men 
whose witness gives no rein, 
whose tears rid a wound of salt, 
whose special side is sisters, 
who imagine the stars have eyes. 

These men who 
sing a power into life, 
take an axe to guilt, 
see an animal's face as mirror, 
touch the spaces of spirits, 
dress in capes and helmets, 
smell a coming wind before it covers air. 

These men who simply out the priests 
and stand to, admire Venus sit 

at the tip of a winter crescent moon. 

mac mcarthur 
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Can’t take my mind 
AND WHOSE 

off of Sister Mary Jane Mojo 

FILTER. Can’t stop lighting her fire. Something about that girl that just makes 

me high, MAKES ME want to stay in all night and find the picture in my 

fuzzy television screen. There used to be someone else but now it’s just me and Sister 

Mary jane Mojo Filter. She’s all I really need. Small and slender, warm to the touch 

because I don’t need to know about the police lights flashing through my 

window at three a.m. again picking up the same 14-year old kid in the 

alley for the same misdemeanour weapons charge he’ll walk away from in three 

weeks. Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter is all 1 need to know. Don’t need to 

listen to the bed next door hammering against the wall because the 

prostitute who works there has found work for the evening or because her 

pimp is beating her up for the second time today because she hasn’t made 

enough. All Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter ever asks for is a slow sensuous 

suck. Just say the name, Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter, and you want her. I 

love Sister Mar)'Jane Mojo Filter like nobody ever could. Even my clothes 

love Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter. They’ve taken in her fragrance and made 

it their own. They cling to me and I’m smothered by Sister Mary Jane Mojo 

Filter. No orgasm’s ever felt so good because Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter 

brings you off in the mind. She makes you think new things, makes you wanna 

do any little thing so you can be with her again. Like the time I took down 

the picture of the old Mary Jane. The one who went away before Sister Mary 

Jane Mojo Filter made me live and die again with every breath. Sister Mary 

Jane Mojo Filter only goes away for as long as you want her to. I’ve got one 

painting up now. “Cafe At Night” by Van Gogh. Very deep, very heavy, but it 

doesn’t ever say anything to me. Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter always talks 

to me. Always loves me. Always inspires me. 

LOVE ANYWAYS 

to die by a falling tree 

is a laughing happening indeed- 

and here I am laughing and dying. 

flattened, by this sleepy tree 

cracking my chest inhaling 

the air I breathe. 

and with every breath I laugh a little less. 

Rumours of Heaven I’ve heard before, 

Dear god if there is a god, 

play me a game — 

pick up sticks. 

sincerely the needy 

...dear god time’s up 

body collapsing heart cramping 

shaking, are my hands shaking? do.not 

forget how I feel 

hurt 

Sister Mary Jane 

Mojo Filter 

make me imagine 

by your sudden betrayal; 

a violent shuffle — 

a move away. 

eating cobblestones 

painted in thick 

brokenbrushstrokes 

swallowing swirls 

of stars and night 

while cutting off ears 

lusting after shadows 

silhouetted in Orange 

but sexless 

digesting people 

with turtle egg lives 

going nowhere 

sitting at the front 

table being part 

of the madness 

being part 

of the 

beauty 

left to play this game 

alone, beneath this tree with 

nothing else 

but thoughts. 

of 

pecan pies, and 

warm beach sand touching between my toes; 

an autumn leaf rustling symphony — and 

a good love movie. 

pompous poptarts, and the lovetouch 

of erasing summer rain running my face; 

abigaries and words so beautiful — and little 

ghostchildren who sing My Heart Will Go On for some candy — boo 

boo. 

being (a)part 

of 

life. 

Can’t get enough of Sister Mary Jane Mojo Filter. Can’t stop letting her 

fuck my brains out. Can’t stop letting her fuck my brains out. Can’t stop 

letting her fuck my brains out. Can’t stop letting her fuck my brains out 

even though I can still see how many times Mary Jane said “I love you" (3) 

can still see how many times I couldn’t say it back (3) can still see how 

many times she died in my arms while breathing life (1) can still see how 

many times I said “I love you” afterwards and she couldn't hear me (). 

Can’t forget Mary Jane even though all I know is Sister Mary Jane Mojo 

Filter. The clarity in her smoke ways all I want, 

all I need, all I can handle. 

Lewis Harthun 

these I could not live without. 

“ He stopped laughing.” 

“Just now?” 

“Just now.” 

nor could I die without them. 

I slowly sit up 

and reset this tree packing it down 

I kiss my adversary 

and bury: my slow, flickering heart 

a war hero who shot evil that I may know the taste of pie 

(we’re all o.k.) 

thankful, the tree weeps 

so loud! and explodes fantastically into 

a ten thousand coin shower 

sending me dashing down the aisle; 

what to do but cover my ears and giggle? 

I catch the one quarter I need to phone heaven 

one more 

time. 

John lee 
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Heather Harding loves 

her dog more than you know. 

Paul Quick is a member of 

UlcraViolefs editorial board. 

Sean Springer Navy 

SEAL and former U.S. President, 

recently accepted a nomination to 

become a Special Ambassador to the 

United Nations. 

Gabrielle Fenny 
Arts/Con-ILd ’02, haunts the Reader 

from the relative security of cyber¬ 

space. 

Mac McArthur is a poet 

and writer living near Picton, Ontario. 

Tragically hip Robert 
McGill is the most humble, down- 

to-earth Rhodes Scholar you’ll ever 

meet. As such, he refuses to be witty. 

Jonathon Neville, the 
psydonominous neighbour, bears a 

striking resemblance to Brenden 
Fraser. 

Andrea Feddersen was 

born a tiny and shivering baby. She 

has since gotten a lot bigger and 

assumed several aliases. 

Ry<in BoggS is truly an inter¬ 

national man of mystery, Catch him 

this summer in Franco Zefferelli’s 

highly-anticipated adaptation of 

William Blake’s The Four Zoas. 

Tim Conley and his dog, 

Kepler, are two of of the best things 

about Kingston. 

Karen Wang was the first 

person to submit a contribution to the 

Queen s Journal Reader this year. 

John Lee prefers flowers to 

God. There is something lovely in 

how they punctuate a field of long 

grass swaying in the breeze. The over¬ 

whelming sound of rushing opportuni¬ 

ties, of destiny beckoning, leaves him 

still, with both arms forward and rigid, 

unsure of which side to steer. I say 

‘Give him something to hold,” and 

suddenly the field is ablaze. Through 

those supple flames, a figure comes 

forth, graceful and ethereal, parting 

the burning grass, carving the fire with 

the palms of her hands. It is she; the 

loveliest of flowers, the most lovely of 

all flowers, fashioned through fire. 

“Lower your standards," people tell 

him over and over, “lower your stan¬ 

dards." John wants these people to 

perish! 

For if there truly be love that over¬ 

throws life, he will strive for this and 

no less, for what is life but a parting 

duet? So, like Viola, he too will have 

above all else, love— love that is 

“unbiddable, ungovernable— like a 

riot in the heart, and nothing to be 

done, come ruin or rapture.” John is 

having an awesome identity crisis. 

Some days he is a poppy seed bagel, 

others, a pillow. He is 21. 

If nothing else, Lewis 
Harthun is enigmatic. 

Gaddis 
continued from page 10 

chance you get”), cannot conceal or 
altogether stifle the short cries of 
hope. The corruptions of art, thought, 
and language are part of the dreadful 
pomp and carnival heralding stupidity 
and greed as not only respectable val¬ 
ues but cause for injustice. “We’re 
comic," the character Benny admits in 
The Recognitions. ‘We’re all comics. 
We live in a comic time. And the worse 
it gets the more comic we are." To rec¬ 
ognize how very funny Gaddis is thus 
entails a further, less palatable 
acknowledgement about ourselves. 

What is most distressing about the 
death of William Gaddis is the general 
lack of notice of it and, more impor¬ 
tantly, of his work: America has, for the 
most part, again managed to neglect 
one of its major artists. Herman 
Melville, in the winding path of whose 
encyclopedic efforts and investiga¬ 
tions of iniquity Gaddis’s writings walk, 
endured critical ignorance, scorn, and 
indifference when and after he pro¬ 
duced Moby Dick. If people will read 
thoughtfully in the next century, 
William Gaddis — and only perhaps 
we ourselves — will be redeemed with 
wiser laughter. 
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